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It

Means

MONEY!

CjfDid you read the A. B. C. audit of Motion Picissue?ture News circulation published in last week's
CJ Compare these figures with those of any other
trade publication whose audit may be made and
submitted to you.
If no audit is made — ask why not?
If an audit is made but not published or submitted— ask why not?
If no classification of circulation is made — ask
why not?
Invest upon definite information.
day of the dollar.
The
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Cast Includes
Lowell Sherman
Charles Gerard
Jason Robards
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THE

A

as the cabaret

dancer will surpass her success
in "On With the Dance." This
is even more thrilling, even
more daringly and splendidly
produced.

By Clara Beranger

Z. LEONARD

GILDED

With
MISS MURRAY

ROBERT

MAE

MURRAY

Ct (paramount

Q>iclure

PRODUCTION

(Georg? Jawce tt)

APHOTOPLA- of surpassing beauty,
made up of Barrie's two fiction
masterpieces, "Sentimental Tommy"
and "Tommy and Grizel." Produced
>

by John S. Robertson, who made "Dr.
TT
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."

1 ?

The Painted Lady
{/tfabel Taliaferro)

V^j

(2 GParamounl

Cpicture

Tommy
The unforgettable love story of

(Caret h Huqhes,

the Painted Lady's shunned
daughter and the youth whose
heart was bigger than his head.
Bubbling over with humor and
comedy, and heart-filling in its
pathos and deep humanity.
A John S. Robertson production
Scenario by Josephine Lot etc

Grizel
'ay McAuoxj)

February
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NEVER
been

has a picture
made with a

greater spiritual and dramatic appeal.

Not even in " Behold My
Wife!" has George Melford
so well succeeded in playing
on the heart strings, and
bringing forth
emotions.

profound

It is a picture that will
remain always a beautiful
memory.
With MILTON SILLS
ANN FORREST

and

Scenario by Mrs. William Vaughn Moody
and Z. Wall Covington
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L
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K
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PRESENTS
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FAITH
Ct
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HEALER'
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"Danger

is
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Hart's

Valley"

wonderful

"Hell's

includes

present

who

and

"Totem

Oasis,"
Law,"

and which will, on March 1 5, include "God's Gold"
to make an important addition to a big and successful
series, we

further

announce

that

— production is going forward
with Ray
Gallagher in twenty-four two reel westerns, among
which are "Crooked Trails," "Go Get' em Gallagher"
and ''Guardians of the North." And here is more
news

— Independent
Films will also release (one
a month) the Tattenheim special two reel westerns.
First will
Morrison.
—

and

Law?"

April

then

of course

starring

side-splitters:
"Shimmy

''Betwixt

1st.

It's a wonder.

Comedies,
these

release

It will feature

Don't
we

Max

have

Roberts,

"Why

Change

Isle," "Absent

and Between,"

miss

it.

the Pinnacle
which
Your

include

Mother-in-

Without

etc. Get' em!

— And
listen to this:
will be released March
1.

Pete

Leave,"

Get' em

"Reckless

All!!

Wives'

— production at Independence
City, Calif.,
is booming. Nothing but optimism there. We are part
of it. And
we
more successful.

are making

successful
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Carl Laemmle

presents

PRI9CILLA
Supported
inTOD

by

LON

DEAN
CHANEY

OROWNING'5

Greatest
UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

OUTSIDE

THE

LAV

r

"After a mcoid-breakin^
Outride

week,

the Law ! is beind continued fora second week
af

the Kinerna. This k the first time
that any picture
weeks

in any

has played
house

Salt Lake

two

in

Oty "

DOROTHY
Supported

PHILLIP?

by Margaret

In the Greater

Mann

Heart-Picture

of a Generation— Directed
Allen Holubar.

ONCEtoEVERY

by

WOMH

Gottesman,
Alfred Shenandoah
Manager
^^RITES
,
Theatre,
of the Strand
Pa. : " The crowds were so great that
the lobby, which has a standing room
capacity of 500, was jammed and packed
all the way to the street 15 minutes after
starting the first show, and it was necessary for me to call for help from the Fire
Department."

JU,
2

BIG

MONEY-MAKING

UNIVERSAL
Presented
by Carl

-JEWEL?
Laemmle

ii !l
"TUST wanted to write you informing
** you that as long as Universal continues making pictures like 1 The Devil's
Passkey ' so long will I use them. You
are aware that my house has only 180
seats in a town with a population of 440.
I admit that I paid practically four times

^BEYIU

PAttREY

as much for ' The Devil's Passkey ' as I
have for any other picture, but I can honestly and truthfully say that my patrons
are 100% pleased. Please let me have
my dates on ' Once To Every Woman '
as soon as possible."

Nag

Aptta

tol

atVEkry

fit

Norman

Special

Feature Rates-

Davife

Spectacular

Love

Drama

lb
Storing
FIRE

EDITH

CAT

ROBERTS

presented

and emphatically

endorsed

by Carl Laemmle

CNECTTBE

GOOD
PICTURES
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t
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Motion
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News

ry

Centu

with

("bmedies
Harry

"You

Can't

Go

Sweet

Wrong

On

Says Wid's
« * '"p HE DOG DOCTOR ' features Harry
Sweet in the principal comedy role,""
reads Wid's review, " and . . . about the
cleverest dog that's even been seen on the
screen. It should be a riot with children, and
there are few grown-ups who will not find a
heap of enjoyment in the dog's antics. You
can't go wrong on this one."
One

Big Laugh

Every

Week

Released thru
Universa
I

Current

Release

:

"TheFeaturing
Dog Harry
Doctor"
Sweet
and the
Century Wonder Dod

February

1577

26, 1921

EMuSfaThrtils
as

well

a$

<^TjUlRTING With The Under-I- taker " might be the subtitle
for a series of unusually thrilling
scenes found exclusively in International News No. 12. The pictures
show Capt. Charles Fitzgerald and
Lieuts. David and Daughney playing
k4 tag " with Eternity atop a 20-story
building in course of construction on
Broadway. This is only one more
example of the unbeatable Enterprise
of International News, just as only
one more example of International
Service is the airplane tour of the
United States soon to be started by
Capt. Fitzgerald, during which he will
make personal appearances with his
stunt pictures at first run theatres
showing International News.

Enter-

prise and Service such as this, together with other good qualities that
are evident in every issue, help make
International News
seller in its field.

the biggest seat-

Released
thru
Universal
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Right

Buyers

Corporation

ANNOUNCES
That after months

of preparation

it has established

a new

department

it offers to State Right and Territorial buyers, a large number
producing

features at prices which
For
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Latest

Example:
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AN

FEATURES."
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HAVE
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MANY
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WE
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MEAN
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OTHERS
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WITH
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WHAT

"WESTERNS,"

US, YOU

FILM
MILTON

130

"The

CRACKERJACK

WORLD

Weber's Newest

in

PAPER

TOUCH

to "clean-up."

Features

Herbert

Chautard

"MONEY-PRODUCING

IF YOU

Super

which

of all classes of money-

the opportunity

Lawrence

Shadows"

by Emil

TWO

New

Masterpiece

A FULL LINE OF ATTRACTIVE

THESE

Two

Cotton
in
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Directed

give the purchaser

through

TOUCH

WITH

US

CORPORATION

C. WORK,

President

STREET

NEW

YORK

CITY

News

Thanks
A
show

to

glance at the map

You—
of the U. S. A. just over the page will

you that there are very few cities in the country, with a population of 10,000 and over, whose leading theatres are not protected

by a REALART STAR FRANCHISE. That's something to be proud
of — flattering evidence of exhibitors' confidence in Realart.
Thanks

to you,

your hearty and
been made.
The

we

generous

say, for without
cooperation,

season holds wonderful

this confidence — without

this record

promise.

May

could not Wve

your share of its

successes and its profits be greater than ever!

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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OF FIRST RUN THEATRES WHICH
TECTED BY A REALART STAR FRANCHISE

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Southern Enterprises
Mobile
Crown
Bessemer
Grand
Montgomery
Southern Enterprises
ARIZONA
Tucson
Rialto
Phoenix
Strand
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
Southern Enterprises
Pine Bluff
Hauber
Hot Springs
Princess
CALIFORNIA
San Francisco
California
Los Angeles
Clune's Broadway
Oakland
American
Sacramento
Godard's
Pasadena
Jensen's
Fresno
Hippodrome
Berkeley
Lorin
Alameda
Strand
Stockton
Loew's State
Long Beach
Lenney
Riverside
Regent
Santa Barbara
California
San Diego
Pickwick
COLORADO
Denver
Tabor Grand
Colorado Springs
Liberty
Trinidad
West
Pueblo
Palace
Boulder
Curran Opera House
CONNECTICUT
New Haven
Poli's Palace
Bridgeport
Poli's
Hartford
Poli's Palace
Waterbury
Poli's
Garden
New Britain
Fox
Stamford
Strand
Norwich
Davis
Danbury
Taylor O. H.
New London
Rialto

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Green
FLORIDA
Jacksonville
Southern Enterprises
Tampa
Southern Enterprises
Pensacola
Isis
Key
West
Monroe
Miami
Paramount
GEORGIA
Savannah
Southern Enterprises
Atlanta
Southern Enterprises
Augusta
Southern
Macon
Southern Enterprises
Enterprises
Rome
Elite
IDAHO
Boise
Pinney
ILLINOIS
Chicago
State-Lake
Peoria
Apollo
East St. Louis
Majestic
Springfield
Princess
Rockford
Midway
Quincy
Orpheum
Joliet
Princess
Decatur
Bijou
Danville
Terrace
Elgin
Orpheum
Bloomington
Majestic
Rock Island
Spencer Sq.
Moline
Avoy
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Alhambra
Evansville
Strand
Fort
Wayne
Jefferson
South Bend
La Salle
Muncie
Wysor Grand
Anderson
Riviera
Gary
Orpheum
Lafayette
Marion
Luna Lima
Lite
Elkhart
Family
Terre Haute
Liberty
(Continued on fourth page)

ARE

PRO-

IOWA
Des Moines
Rialto
Sioux City
Princess
Davenport
Garden
Dubuque
Grand
Cedar Rapids
Isis
Council Bluffs
Strand
Waterloo
Capital
KANSAS
Kansas City
Electric
Wichita
Palace
Topeka
Gem
Leavenworth
Orpheum
Atchinson
Orpheum
Hutchinson
Midland
Pittsburgh
Colonial
Salina
Palace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Alamo
Covington
Lyric
Lexington
Ada Meade
Newport
Temple
Paducah
Arcade
LOUISIANA
New Orleans
Strand
Baton Rouge
Louisiana
Monroe
Lyceum
Alexandria
Saenger
Lake Charles
Arcade
Shreveport
Southern Enterprises
MAINE
Portland
Strand
Bangor
Opera House
Biddeford
Central
Augusta
Colonial
Bath
Opera House
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Wizard
Cumberland
Strand
FrederickCrandall's Empire
Hagerstown
Palace
Annapolis
Garden

The black dots on this map

represent the

cities with a population of 10,000 and over
where Realart Star Franchises have been
sold.
Obviously, if all towns under
where Franchises are owned were
some sections of the map

would

10,000
shown,

have to be

represented by a black mass.
Red— Realart Service Stations

Trade Uajk Ku:. U. S. Pat. OJ.
Realart
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(Continued from first page)

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
Beacon
Worcester
Plaza
Fall River
Rialto
Lowell
Owl
Cambridge
Hall
New Bedford Durrell Allen
Springfield
Poll
Lawrence
Victoria
Brockton
Colonial
Salem
Salem
Fitchburg
Shea's
Everett
-.
Broadway
Pittsfield
"...Tyler
Waltham
Waltham
Gloucester
Strand
Northampton
Plaza
Lynn
Capital
Holyoke
Victory
MICHIGAN
Detroit
Majestic
Grand Rapids
Majestic Gardens
Saginaw
Mecca Palace
Bay City
Washington
Kalamazoo
Fuller Opera House
Flint
Strand
Jackson
Majestic
Lansing
Gladmer
Battle Creek
Regent
Muskegon
Majestic
Port Huron
Family
Ann Arbor
Lyric
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis Finkelstein & Rubin
St. Paul
Finkelstein & Rubin
Duluth
New Garrick
Winona
Colonial
St. Cloud
Miner
Virginia
Reel
Mankato
Grand
Hibbing
Majestic
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson
Majestic
Vicksburg
Alamo
Natchez
Baker Grand
Laurel
Southern Enterprises
Meridan
Southern Enterprises
MISSOURI
St. Louis
Pershing
Kansas City
Newman
St. Joseph
Electric
Springfield
Electric
Joplin
Electric
Hannibal
Star
MONTANA
Butte
Ansonia
Great Falls
Imperial
Missoula
Empress
Helena
Antlers
Billings
Regent
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Rialto
Grand Island
Strand
Lincoln
Lyric
NEVADA
Reno
Grand
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester
Eagle
Concord
Star
Dover
Strand
Portsmouth
Olympic
NEW JERSEY
Newark
Goodwin
Jersey City
Strand
Paterson
U. S. Photoplay
Camden
Grand
Elizabeth
Liberty
Hoboken
Bishop
Bayonne
Bayonne Opera House
Atlantic City
Bijou
Trenton
State Street
Passaic
Rialto

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Bee
NEW YORK
New
York City
Loew's Circuit
Buffalo
Palace
Rochester
Victoria
Syracuse
Palace
Albany
Clinton Square
Troy
Alpine
Utica
Avon
Schnectady
Barcli
Binghamton
Binghamton
Elmira
Majestic
Auburn
Universal
Amsterdam
Rialto
Niagara Falls
Lumberg
Cohoes
Majestic
Rome
Star
NORTH CAROLINA
Wilmington
Southern Enterprises
Raleigh
Southern Enterprises
Asheville
'. Southern
Charlotte
Southern Enterprises
Enterprises
NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo
Strand
Grand Forks
Grand
Minot
Orpheum
OHIO
Cleveland
Loew's Enterprises
Cincinnati
Gifte
Columbus
Majestic
Toledo
Rivoli
Dayton
New Auditorium
Youngstown
Liberty
Akron
Orpheum
Canton
Alhambra
Springfield
Princess
Hamilton
Jefferson
Lima
Faurot Opera House
Lorain
Opera House
Zanesville
Liberty
Portsmouth
Lyric
Steubenville
Strand
Mansfield
Park
East Liverpool
American
Sandusky
Schade
Ashtabula
Majestic
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City Southern Enterprises
Muskogee
New Yale
Tulsa
Majestic
OREGON
Portland
Rivoli
Salem
Oregon
Eugene
Rex
Astoria
Star
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
Regent
Pittsburgh
Blackstone
Scranton
Regent
Reading
Capitol
Wilkes-Barre
Orpheum
Harrisburg
Colonial
AMentown
Colonial
Johnstown
Nemo
Lancaster
Hamilton
York
Jackson
McKeesport
Globe
Chester
Washington
New Castle
Regent
Williamsport
Globe
Easton
Colonial
Butler
Grand
Wilkinsburg
Colonial
Monessa
Olympia
Braddock
Family
South Bethlehem
Palace
Homestead
Palace
Erie
Columbia

ARE

PROTECTED

BY

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Modern
Pawtucket
Bijou
Woonsocket
Laurier
Newport
Opera House
SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston
Pastime
SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls
Jewel
Aberdeen
Princess
Mitchell
Lyric
TENNESSEE
Nashville
Crescent
Bristol
Isis
Chattanooga
Southern Enterprises
TEXAS
San Antonio
Southern Enterprises
Dallas
Rex
Fort Worth
Egypt
El Paso
Unique
Galveston
Dixie
Beaumont
Jewel
Laredo
Royal
Denison
Southern Enterprises
Marshall
Queen
Brownsville
Dittmar
Houston
Halsey
Waco
Southern Enterprises
Austin
Southern Enterprises
Amarillo
Southern Enterprises
UTAH
Salt Lake City
American
■Ogden
Alhambra
VERMONT
Burlington
Majestic
Rutland
Strand
VIRGINIA
Richmond
Broadway
Norfolk
Wells
Roanoke
Roanoke
Portsmouth
Orpheum
Lynchburg
Academy
Petersburg
Century
Newport News
Rialto
Alexandria
Ingomar
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
Washington
Rialto
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Blue Mouse
Spokane
Clemmer
Tacoma
Realart
Walla Walla
Arcade
Yakima
Loew's
State
Olympia
Ray
WEST VIRGINIA
Wheeling
Liberty
Huntington
Lyric
Charleston
Rialto
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee
Alhambra
Superior
Capitol
Racine
Rialto
Oshkosh
Rex
La Crosse
La Crosse Theatre
Sheboygan
Majestic
Madison
Strand
Green Bay
Colonial
Kenosha
Majestic
Fon du Lac
New Garrick
WYOMING
Cheyenne
Atlas
Sheridan
Orpheum
Laramie
Empress
Casper
Iris

Trade Mark Reg. Li. S. Pat, off.
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ger
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ude

first original screen story.
's
(Directed
Wallace
Worsley
on
rt
atheby
presented by Eminent Authors)

d
one

on't neglect your wife" - a drama
of San
Francisco Society and
New York's Five Points.
It is
of the most perfect productions

ever
made
long time.

d

and

"ever"

is

a

long

on't neglect your wife" is not a
hit - or - miss
adaptation
of a
novel.
Gertrude Atherton not

only wrote the story
she lent her personal co-operation to the production.
a

goldwyn

picture
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All

Records

TVyTACK SENNETT'S "A Small Town Idol"
is pre-eminently the greatest comedy drama
and the biggest box-office success ever produced
by the screen's ablest creator of laughter and happiness. First run exhibitors are the authors of
this statement. What a Producer and his agents
think of a picture makes little difference; what
the box-office reflects means everything.
Now in its fourth week of tremendous patronage at the
Mission Theatre, Los Angeles. Broke all records at
StillwelPs Casino, Spokane. Ready to begin its engagement of two weeks or longer at the Strand, San Francisco. Sought for extended runs by big showmen
everywhere who proclaim it as "bigger than 'Mickey.' "
MACK SENNETT in "A Small Town Idol" has
delivered everything he promised in advance to the nation's exhibitors. "A Small Town Idol " has comedy in
abundance ; it has thrills and action ; it has love and
romance; it is a radical departure from all previous
Sennett production standards and newspaper critics
hail it everywhere as his achievement supreme.

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES' 729 SBVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

om the
Editorial fr
G
New Bern N.
Sun-Herald
Fob 1,1921
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Vivid
of Life

Drama
and

Love

LYING

Booked at the Capitol Theatre,
New York, beginning March 6.

LIPS

Two
weeks at
John Hamrick's
Blue Mouse,
Seattle.

Playing its second tremendous
week at Barbee's Loop, Chicago.
Two record weeks
Pantheon, Toledo.

at the

By MAY
EDINGTON
M -star cast featuring
HOUSE
PETERS
and FLORENCE
VIDOR
Associated Producers
HOME OPTICUS* 729 SSVEHTH AVE, NEV YORK C1TV

Inc.

Two weeks or longer at The
Strand, San Francisco.
Two weeks each at the Strand and
Metropolitan Theatre, Cleveland.
Booked
Baltimore.at Guy Wonders' Rivoli,
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is their
They
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STATE
Mostly

Sold

Territories

GEORGE

Picture

News

RIGHTS
to

not

First

National

listed herewith

Exchanges

now

on. sale

H.HAMILTON

presents

Press Sheet
Cut No. 2

Produced by

The strange story

Col. W. N. Selig
with
HEDDA
JACK

of a Woman who
did not know her

NOVA

own

husband

HOLT

and everybody's darling

LITTLE MICKEY

MOORE

6

Stirring

Reels

Q

February

26,

1 9 -7 /

Let

Us

Show

You

a

Print —

Don 't waste your time and ours
for a high grade product that
George

H.

Words?

Waste

Why

Hamilton

We

Know

We've

Got

the

Goods!

unless you We willing to pay a fair price
will play the best houses at top prices

presents

II

KAZAN
\ The
James

Gre

atest

Oliver

A

Real

Wild

Produced
with JANE
These
Columbia Film Service, Associated First National
Pictures of Western Pennsylvania, 119th Street,
Pittsburgh,
Pa. — Territory-including:
: StateHuntingdon,
of Ohio;
Western Pennsylvania,
Fulton, Potter, Clinton and Centre Counties and
the state of West Virginia.
First National Exhibitors Circuit of New
Jersey, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City. —
Territory: Northern New Jersey, including that
part of the state north of and including Trenton,
north of the southern boundaries of Mercer and
Monmouth counties and including Lakewood
in Ocean City.
Associated First National Pictures of Illinois,
Inc., 110ritory:South
State of State
Illinois.Street, Chicago, 111. — TerFor open
EXPORT

and

by

NOVAK

Animal
Col. W.

Thriller
N. Selig

and the World's Wonder

Dog

Territories Sold on^Both Pictures
Territory: Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Virginia,
Specialty Film Company, 107 South Street.
North and South Carolina.
Paul
Street,
Oklahoma
and Dallas,
Arkansas.Tex. — Territory: Texas,
All Star Feature Distributors, Inc., 191 Golden
Richards & Flynn Film Co., Film Exchange
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Calif. — Territory:
Building,
Kansas City, Mo. — Territory: Missouri
States of California, Nevada, Arizona and the
and Kansas.
territory of Hawaii.
Associated First National Pictures of WashingDe Luxe Feature Film Company, 2014 Third
ton, D. C, 916 G Street, N. W., Washington,
Avenue, Seattle, Wash. — Territory: Alaska,
D. C. — Territory: Maryland, District of ColumWashington,
Oregon, Montana, north of and
bia and Delaware.
including Idaho County.
First National Exchange, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
Famous Players Film Service, Ltd., 12 Queen
New York City. — Territory: New York State.
Street, East, Toronto, Can. — Territory: Dominion
First
National
Exhibitor's
Circuit,
Inc.,
of
of Canada and Newfoundland.
Virginia, 904 Broad Street, Richmond, Va. —

territory address

IMPORT

Curvood

FILM

George
CO.,

H. Hamilton,

729

Seventh

Sales Manager
Ave.,

New

York

City
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You
Fool

Motion

Can't
Wise
A

Fool
You

Picture

A
t se
Can'Wi

Judge —

Judge —

F'rinstance

Ben

Amsterdam

Ben is the man behind the Masterpiece
Attractions, at Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia

is supposed

to

be

a slow

Film

town.

That

doesn't bother Ben. He's made his exchange stick out of Philadelphia like a spot of
gravy on a white vest.
Ben knows
much about

State Right Films. He knows as
them as Carter knows about Liver

Pills. He's got to — to keep Masterpiece
he's put it— up in front.
He's a wise judge.
He buys right.
'em carefully.
He's just bought

The

Lester

which

You

Cuneo

only goes to show,

Can't

CAPITAL
"The

Fool

FILM

A

He

that

Judge

COMPANY,

Tiffany of the State Rights Field"
8 S. Dearborn St.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

picks

Series

gentlemen,

Wise

where

Inc,

News

EDUCATIONAL'S

FIRST

FIRST

THE

VISUAL

ONE

ON

KINOGRAMS

NATIONAL

NEWS

EDUCATIONAL

SHEET

OF

FILM

THE SPICE

OF THE

ALL

THE

WORLD

EXCHANGES.

INC

PROGRAM

mm

bbsesbbb

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

BEAUTY
The scenic pictures made under
the direction of Robert C. Bruce
are well named the"ScenicsBeautiful."They entertain any audience,
anywhere — yet they are to the art
of motion pictures what the canvases of Rembrandt, Velasquez or
Whistler are to the art of painting.

PRE-EMINENCE
For years, Robert C. Bruce pictures have been pre-eminent in
the scenic field because they actually tell a story while depicting
nature in her most beautiful
moods. They entertain, yet they
are art.
REGULARITY
Robert C. Bruce

is consistent in

the quality of his product— produces "Scenics Beautiful" with
unparalleled regularity.
Robert C. Bruce's consistency
caused the editor of the Exhibitor's Herald to write, "The most
remarkable thing about Robert
C. Bruce's Scenics, next to their
quality, is their regularity of
Educational has always released
release."
the Robert C. Bruce "Scenics
..Past tall storied towers, scarce heaving her breast.
With her low-lyi ig billows all bright in the West.

EDUCATIONAL
Beautiful."

FILM

EXCHANGES,

E. W. HAMMONS,

President

Inc.

//

RUTH

ROLAND
in

The

Avenging"
Arrow

Ar

thur I^r e s b on
Hankins

Produced

by

Ruth Roland Seridlsjnc.
At the Robert Brunton
Studios, I nc.

A

PATHE'

SERIAL

^UTH

ROLAND

J been
and

shown
to

other
been
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more

more

theatres

persons

serials

have
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that

have
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ever

made.

Strong
Her
have

statements

popularity
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again.

Up"

Remember
them,

the

Here's
thrills,

but
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box
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Remember
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her

serials

"Ruth

and

the

big

money

a slashing

suspense,

time

Rockies,"

Tiger's
you

Trail"?
did

with

made?

Western

and

value

and

of the

business

you

office

time

"The

of proof.

action,

serial,
with

full of

Ruth

at

manner

at

best.
Produced

the

Brunton
A

week;

great

in

the

best

studios.

medicine

certain

very

to

Now

get

for the
them

dull

days

in, rain

Booking

of the

or shine.
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READY-MADE

AUDIENCE

OF

50000000
rHAT
WHEN

S

WHAT
YOU

YOU

BOOK

PLAY

HUGO

BALLIN'S

mm

mm

Seldom
with

have

You

been

offered

the tremendous
exploitation
ities of EAST
LYNNE.

a picture
possibil-

Hugo
Ballin's production of this
classic places it in the very front ranks
great
The
March

pictures

world
of the

of all time.

first-run

release

27 to allow

capitalize the earning

you

has

set back

to

full opportunity

to

power

been

of this attraction.

OF

GREAT

PICTURES

EAST

There

PRODUCTION

THE

IN

MILESTONES

LYNNE

are a few pictures

ever in the history

that will live for-

of the

motion

picture

art.
EAST

Have

Millions

Have

more

HUGO

BALLIN,

standards
World

EARLE

and

of an

Read

a picture.

The

Seen

millions

of This
head

is such

Millions

Many
new

LYNNE

The

will see

the

Book*
Play*

the

producer,

in his modernized
Classic,
MABEL

alLstar

with

picture.
has

set

version

EDWARD

BALLIN

at

the

cast.

CA&LlK STUDIOS/

HUGO

THE

BJQ

DALLIN

JOB

OF

W.
Told

The

Genius

WWHODKINSON

MAK1NQ

W.

Ability
EAST

Shows

PICTURES

HODKINSON

Exhibitors

and

BIQ

of Missouri
to

Make

It Takes

Great

Pictures.

LYNNE

the Hand

HUGO

That

of a Genius

BALLIN

Backed By A Record of Great Things Accomplished
In The
Picture
Art,
Is The
Guiding Genius.
EAST

LYNNE

IS

A

HODKINSON

PICTURE

Secured For The Best Exhibitors Everywhere by the HODKINSON SELECTIVE MACHINERY,
an institution Organized to
f lect the best pictures.
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W- B. Sweezy, Dortha Theatre, Manville, Wyo.:
u Exhibitors cannot go wrong on any First National
Licturesr—THATS ANOTHER REASON WHY

Hherell

"It

be

Pictures

With

of

the

Few

Great

— Washington '
Post.
World

Film

the

It Broke

Records

in

It Broke

Records

in Minneapolis

It Broke

Records

in St.

Washington

Paul

These were pre-release runs, but we sincerely believe that
here is a picture with all the elements in it to break records
in every theatre. We believe we are not putting it too strong
when we say it is one of the greatest audience pictures ever
screened.

Play it strong.

Louis
Big

"The

Woman
Directed

OUI j
V. kVb^
SA

OATH

everywhere

a Franchise

Ranks

THt,

It'll make

B.

money

for you.

Mayer's

Super

Special

In
by John

His
M.

Stahl

Written by Irene Reels. Photographed by Pliny
Goodfriend.
Art director, Earl Sibley. Produced with all the artistry of Mayer-made
pictures.
A

First National

Attraction

House"

'
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Motion

Al Campbell, New Orpheum

News

Theatre, Mexico, Mo.

" Through my First National franchise I have arranged
for the presentation in our house of the greatest pictures
ever
ANOTHER
REASON
WHY shown here."— THAT'S
Hherell

be a Franchise

You're
We
We

Simple

Picture

r^TtT^
Tilt

irrn
UAI H

everywhere

a

Busy

Man!

don't want to waste your time.
want to make the most of ours.

facts

"Passion*'
"The
"Man

Kid"
—

has

broken

World

Records

broken

World

Records

has

Woman

— Marriage"

Ditto

We take it that you read the newspapers
and the trade papers. Then you know
this. We have judged right on the first
three of the big five productions. We
haven't played the other two, "The Oath"
and "Sowing the Wind," but we think we
know.
YOU watch what they do. Play

The

Big

Grand

FIRST

5

Productions
in a

Pictures

NATIONAL

Season

ATTRACTIONS

I

Motion

Pictor

February
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Let's
Talk
discord that has just recently arisen between
THE
the National Association of the industry and
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association isas regrettable as it is uncalled for.

"Turkey'
— A fine time to fight each other when only an undivided and everlasting fight against the invader can
save our skins.

Each association exists for its members'
ests.

fighting doesn't cease, and at once, there will be nothing left to fight over?

best inter-

May

we point out the homely fact that if internal

These interests are inseparable.
They are inseparable from a purely business standpoint. Whether we have one association composed of
producers and distributors and another of exhibitors,
whether we have a hundred such associations or one
only, the simple fact always prevails that each of the
three branches of this industry are closely dependent
each upon the other for their trade existence and prosperity.
But we can lay aside all trade questions for the immediate present. Moreover we've got to.
Today this industry stands as one — every branch,
faction and individual in it.
*
WE

*

*

stand as one against an outside situation of
such proportions that the fate and future of
the motion picture hangs in the balance.

This a fact — plain and undeniable.
And the issue today is the motion picture — just that,
and nothing less.
Are we to control it; or are we to hand over its production and exhibition to outside boards of regulation?
And that simply means: are we to remain in or go
out of business, each and every one of us?
*
*
*

who thinks that the present all-around
ANYONE
attack upon the picture from the allied forces
of censorship and Sunday closing is less than
ominous is blind to a mass of self-evident facts.
This is a fine time to fight!
A fine time to let the politician and organized reformer look in upon — seemingly — a divided industry.
— A fine time to weaken, through dissension, the
greatest force we own — the screen.

WE

don't know what animosities are involved in
the present fracas; and we don't care to know.
We do know that whatever they are they are
of no consequence, and decidedly out of place if they
jeopardize the main cause today of this industry—
which is the perpetuation of the motion picture and
therefore the bread and butter interests of every man
engaged in its production, distribution and exhibition.
The whole object, we repeat, of an association's existence isthe advancement of its members' best interests.
These interests today are as one.
We must present one front — a common one with
unity of action. Otherwise success is flatly impossible.

A

COMMON
front means the coordinated ranks
of exhibitors, distributors, producers. Even
this is a small and fragile army compared with
the highly organized, highly active forces of the opposition.
An organized industry — that is the supreme issue.
This is a time for cool conferences — not fighting;
for construction, not destruction of our own potential
strength; for coordination, not divided effort; for liberality; for vision in which we see only the common
welfare of all the interdependent branches and members of this industry.

Motion
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Snapshots
By William
Four
Horsemen
ot the Apocalypse.
Premier at the Ritz-Carlton. A great picture ! Our reviewer says : " Greatest ! "
A triumphal production. Marks a milestone. Best evidence thus far of an organization made picture. Our congratulations to R. A. Rowland, Marcus Loew,
Joe Engel, Rex Ingram, June Mathis, and
to each and every one of the direction
staff, writers, cameramen and cast — the
whole organization army that built this
well-rounded, highly finished, vivid photoplay. Opens in New York March 6th.
Our review later.
Get This. The 1920 Catalogue of
882 selected pictures reviewed by volunteer committees of National Board of Review is now on the press. Finer pictures
classified; also those suitable for children
and church use. Date of release, star,
number of reels also given. Price, 25
cents. Write National Board of Review,
70 Fifth Ave., New York.
Last of Mohicans.
Proving right
along that such pictures pay best. Longest life, too. Such pictures will go — till
better one of same subject is made. Another fine thing about them — they bring
the exhibitor in closer touch with the
school, church, women's clubs — entire
community. Note that exhibitors are
utilizing this fact, circularizing school
teachers, giving special matinees, etc.
Let's have more such pictures.
Let the Women Work.
Note by clipping of Indianapolis paper — courtesy of
Frank Rembusch— that in Indiana the
women are leading the fight against state
censorship. Why not everywhere? Takes
education, that's all. Once acquaint
women with just what pictures are, how
they must develop, how the industry is
functioning, what censorship really means
— and they're on the right side. And if
women don't want censorship, we won't
have it. Best advice we know of to give
exhibitors is : go to your club women now
— before they come to you. Either thing
is going to happen.
Nicholas Power. Mighty
sorry to
record last week the death of this pioneer
in the industry. Retired from Nicholas
Power Company four years ago, when
Edward Earl succeeded him as President.
Recall our pleasant association on Board
of Trade. Courteous and witty. Always
anxious to do something for industry.
E. L. Rogers. Deserves special mention for his introductory advertising in
Chattanooga newspaper of Tivoli theatre,

A. Johnston
one of the finest, plain type ads. One captioned "I Am The Photoplay." Each a
tribute; finely worded to the motion picture, its ideals, its power, its opportunities
for development, etc. Understand that
this advertising won unsolicited response
from local leaders and officials against
censorship. We will reproduce shortly
the advertisements for other exhibitors to
use.
The Naked Truth. Good name selected for gridiron dinner of Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers. Remember
the date, March 4th. Little naked truth
won't hurt these days. Suggest little parody about producers who are urging exhibitors todouble up their advertising at
present time and at same time are reducing their own.
Going and Coming. Note long list
of names, in New York Globe, of vocalists from Strand, Capitol, Rivoli and
Rialto who have graduated into Metropolitan. Predict that they will graduate
again into picture theatres, all over the
country — when music and the theatre
really understand each other.
An Open Letter. We hesitate to use
text space to call attention to advertising.
But it is a serious matter to producers in
a day when every dollar counts. So we
hope you'll turn to page 1616 and read
" An Open Letter."
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William A. Johnston, Pres. & Editor
E. Kendall Gillett, Sec'y
Robert E. Welsh, Managing Editor
Fred. J. Beecroft, Adv. Mgr.
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Chicago Theatres Victims
of Stench Bombs
Forced to action by the epidemic of
stench bomb attacks on Chicago motion
picture theatres, States Attorney Robert
E. Crowe has taken initial steps to reach
the persons responsible for the outrages.
Between twenty-five and thirty picture
houses have suffered from these attacks,
five within the last week. In the majority
of cases patrons were driven to the open
air but in no case were suspects caught.
" I am going to put a stop to bomb terrorization by labor, political or any other
sort of
Crowe should
declared.
"A
man
whoclicks,"
throwsMr.a bomb
be hung
and I am going to do my best to see that
Allegations have been made that an electric maintenance shakedown, through
they are."
which
theatre owners of Chicago are declared to have been mulcted out of large
sums, is back of the bomb throwing and
in a search for evidence, the states attorney issued a subpoena duces tecum for
Dr. Sam Atkinson, vice-president and
business manager of the Allied Amusements Association, who was escorted to
the Criminal Court building for questioning. The organization's papers, books and
correspondence were also taken by the
authorities.

Allied Amusements to Join
National Association
The board of directors of the Allied
Amusements Association, Chicago, at their
meeting on February 11, voted to affiliate
with the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry and sent the following telegram to New York announcing
their action :
" F. H. Elliott, N. A. M. P. I.,
" Times
Building,
" New Square
York City.
" At a full meeting of the Board of Directors of the Allied Amusements Association of Chicago today, Peter J. Schaefer presiding, it was unanimously decided
to join the N. A. M. P. I. according to
the plans laid down by Wm. A. Brady
last Friday. We feel that producers, distributors and exhibitors should present a
united front against all opposing forces.
We feel that each branch of the industry
Samothers.
Atkinson,
should co-operate with "the

Published on Friday every week by
MOTION PICTURE NEWS, Inc.,
7*9 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. 'Phone 9360 Bryant

" Vice-president & Business Manager."

Chicago Representative, L. H. Mason, 220 So.
State St ; 'Phone Harrison 7667. Los Angeles
Representative, J. C. Jessen, Suite 205, BakerDetwiUer
Building, $2
412 aWest
St. ; 'Phone
Pico
780. Subscription
year,Sixth
postpaid,
in United
States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and Philippine
Islands.
Canada, to$4.takeForeign,
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— No
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Picture News at less than these rates. Have the
agent tials
whoand coupon
takes your
show hisregistered
credenbook.subscription
Western Union
cable address is " Picknews," New York.
Copyright, I960, by Motion Pioture New, Ine.

ors 9 nAss 'n
Direct
CoastHolds
Electio
The Motion Picture Directors of Los
Angeles held an election on February 10,
and William D. Taylor was elected director to succeed Reginald Barker ; Henry
King, assistant director; Wallace Worsley, technical director; Roy Clements,
scenarioist, and Norval MacGregor, treasurer. The association will break ground
on March i for a $300,000 clubhouse.
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Create
York

Disastrous

Censor

Board

in

New

Introduced

Measures
Also Before OregonLegislature:
Other Censor News
at the peak of business, so that she bought
e
itte
Comm
in
t
unfavorable repor
AN
her ticket and by the time a seat was ready
Wire Briefs from Coast
of the proposed Missouri Censorfor her, she found that it was time for her
Tom Moore and Rene Adoree were
ship and Sunday Closing bills, is
appointment.
When she bought the ticket
the most cheerful news which comes to the
married on Saturday of last week. The
she did not ask when she could get a seat,
couple
met
while
taking
part
in
the
proindustry this week in regard to censor acalthough there was a long line standing beduction of " Made in Heaven," which has
tivities, which are now nationwide in
just been completed.
fore the ticket window, it is declared.
scope. The formation of a censor board
The theatrical associations of Los AnWhen
she left, she made no effort to get
has been introduced into the New York
geles held a grand Valentine Mardi Gras
her money refund.
Carnival at the Ambassador Hotel on
legislature and the Oregon legislature is
Saturday night of last week. More than
Theatre men are combating the censorconsidering several bills which would
two thousand participated in the festiviship bill on the grounds that national conprove disastrous to picture interests in
ties. The Carnival was declared a huge
trol of such matters is the only solution.
that state.
success in every way. A large sum of
They are stating, as proof that state cenmoney was realized. This will be used
to combat undesirable legislation. The
The New York Bill
sorship has proved unreliable in Pennsylreceipts for the affair are estimated at
vania
" The Miracle Man "
between
ten
and
fifteen
thousand
dollars.
A bill to create a motion picture censorhas neverthe fact
shownthatthere.
Those in charge of the committees were
ship commission in New York State was
The declaration that the people of OreSid Grauman, Fred Miller, H. L. Massey,
introduced at Albany on February 16th by
gon did not wish state censorship, aroused
Theo Newman, Sol Lesser, William
Assemblyman Walter F. Clayton, of
Wyatt, Alexander Pantages and Harry
enthusiasts of the bill. At the public hearBrooklyn.
David. Charley Murray was master of
ing set for February 8, a special trainload
ceremonies.
This bill carries with it an appropriation
of fathers, mothers, ministers, children
of $50,000. Under its provisions the comand school teachers advocating such a
mission will consist of three members to keep secret not only the person who was
measure will be brought down from Portbe appointed by the Governor with the to introduce the bill, but also its provisland, itis alleged.
ions
have
been
successful.
Rev.
O.
R.
consent of the Senate, each to receive an
Melvin G. Winstock of the Associated
annual salary of $5,000. They would
Miller, one of the leading lights of the First National Pictures exchange
was apserve for five years. The headquarters of Civic League, was present in the assembly
pointed by the Motion Picture league of
the commission would be located at Al- when the bill was introduced.
Oregon to remain in Salem looking out
bany.
for the interests of the cinema industry.
Oregon Bills Spell Disaster
Under the provisions of the bill the comAt the first hearing of the bills which will
mission is given the power to name its
Should the three bills concerning motion picture theatre regulation pass the come before the public health and morals
secretary and such other employees as are
committee he is to make a lengthy address.
Oregon legislature, Portland film men
found necessary. Provided the bill meets
with approval and becomes a law, it will prophesy within two months every exDevelopments in Indiana
change in the city would be closed and
become effective on July 1st.
Outstanding features of the war beThe proposed commission will have the exhibitors would be losing money if they
tween reformers and the photoplay induswere
still
able
to
keep
open
their
houses.
power to examine all motion picture films.
try
with
the Indiana state legislature as
The
bills
provide
for
a
state
board
of
All persons producing films within the
the battleground during the past week
censors ; for a law making it illegal to sell were
confines of New York state or bringing
as follows :
such within the confines of the State or tickets when there are no available seats
Representative
David B. Johnson of
releasing the same to exhibitors, will first but standing room only, and that girls unMorgan county, introduced a bill specifder 16 and boys under 18 years of age
be compelled to submit each reel to the
ically prohibiting the exhibition of motion
commission before it can be released for may not be allowed in any theatre exhibpictures and the holding of any athletic
iting afilm in which any criminal action,
exhibition. The commission is given the
contests on Sunday for profit, and providfullest power to approve or disapprove of any deed of violence or any scene which
the films submitted. All films which meet
ing heavy fines for offenders.
might have an immoral effect.
A third censorship bill appeared, this
with the approval of the board will bear
The bill providing for a state board of
words to that effect, together with the censors would authorize the governor to one being introduced by Senator Buchanan of Indianapolis and being backed
date of approval and the serial number.
appoint three persons at a salary not to
Under the provisions of the bill the exceed $1,500 yearly. These persons will by the Legislative Council of Indiana
the organization which is leading
J exhibition of unlicensed films after August
have entire say as to the morality or im- Women,
the censorship movement. This is the bill
morality
of
all
films
which
come
into
the
'1st next, becomes unlawful and carries
state, no board of appeal being provided.
with it a fine of not less than $1,000 or imwhich exhibitors expect they will have' to
fight hardest, since they believe it is the
Their salaries as well as $650 for office
prisonment for not more than one year, or
one
which will be reported out of comboth. Each examination of film carries
mittee.
rent and furnishings will be supplied according
to
the
bill,
by
a
tax
of
$2
on
every
with it a fee of $3 for each 500 feet, the
reel of not more than 1,000 feet.
A public hearing was held by the Pubmoney received going to the State treaslic Welfare committee of both houses upon
urer. The commission is given the power
The bill, which would make it illegal
the three bills, at which it was disclosed
to sell tickets where there were no seats
of a limited approval on any film of an
that there is not only a difference of opineducational or scientific nature, but with
available, will, if passed, make continuous
ion among men in the industry and the rethe understanding that such film is not to performances impossible, it is believed.
formers, but also a diversion of ideas
be exhibited except to such societies or Its origin is declared to have occurred folamong
the
reformers, particularly as to
associations as may be interested in the
lowing the experience of a Portland
how censorship should be enforced. It
subject treated.
woman, who having an hour to spare be- also brought to the front some strong
fore an appointment, decided to spend it
Up to the present time the effort on the
(Continued on page 1618)
part of the New York Civic League to seeing a motion picture. The hour was
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Motion

Federated

Exchanges

Convene

on

West

Picture

News

Coast

Visit San Francisco and Los Angeles; Hold
Business Sessions at Byron Springs
On Monday, the officers of the Special
changes in all cities are to be7 renamed
February 7th, marked
AY,
MONDthe
gathering of the delegates in Pictures Corporation acted as hosts to the '* Federated Film Distributors." The polmembers of the convention at a luncheon
icy established at the convention provides
San Francisco for the semi-annual
at the Roma Cafe. In the afternoon the
for the purchase scenics, cartons, commeeting of the Federated Film Exchanges
delegates visited the studios of the Special
edies, specials and features. The direcof America. Convention headquarters
tors have now under consideration twelve
was established at the Hotel St. Francis.
pictures organization.
All the component exchanges of the propositions from producers which await
An elaborately arranged program had been
immediate action.
Federated Exchanges of America were
prepared for the entertainment of the
Announcement was also made on Tuesrepresentatives. On Monday afternoon,
represented except Milwaukee and Pittsday of this week that a contract had also
burgh. The following officers were
the members were taken by automobile
elected: J. L. Friedman, Chicago, presi- been closed between Federated and Walon a sight-seeing tour to places of interest
ter Green and Fitzpatrick and McElroy
in the city. A grand dinner was served in
dent ; Harry Charnas, Cleveland, vicepresident
;
Eugene
Pearce,
New
Orleans,
for
twenty-six five-reel feature producg room of Tate's Cafe.
the private dininnces
tions during the coming year. These are
Cabaret performa
were furnished by secretary; and Samuel V. Grand, Boston,
treasurer.
The
Coast
representatives
are
to
be
produced by the three parties menme
s
odro
anie
comp
from the Hipp
and Pantioned above or purchased by them from
D. J. Chatkins and Marion H. Kohn ; the
tages Theatres.
producers. The first subject will be one
New York representative is M. H. Wiley.
On Tuesday morning the delegates
The board of directors consists of the first directed by Allan Dwan, the maximum
autoed to Byron Springs, seventy miles
four officers mentioned above, together
cost to be seventy-five thousand dollars.
from San Francisco. All the business sessions of the convention were conducted at with Ben Amsterdam, Philadelphia ; D. J. Each feature is to be subject to the O. K.
of
the board of directors of Federated ExChatkins, Los Angeles ; Henry P. Baldchanges.
Byron Springs. These terminated on Friwin, Montreal ; Sam Werner, St. Louis ;
day morning.
and Abe Warner of New York. The adIn addition to the exchange-men and
On Saturday morning, February 12th,
their wives who attended the convention
the members arrived in Los Angeles,
visory directors are Al Kahn, W. G. Underwood, and A. G. White.
at Byron Springs, were the following:
where they attended a lunch at the C. L.
An
increase
in the capital from one
C. L. Chester, president of the C. L. ChesChester Studios. In the evening, the deleter interests; A. K. Weinberger, general
gates took part in the grand ball held at hundred thousand dollars, which was fully
the Ambassador Hotel under the auspices
paid up, to two hundred thousand dollars
manager of the Chester organization ; Edward Boons of the C. L. Chester publicity
was fully subscribed. The convention
of the Los Angeles Theatre Association.
department
; Andrew Callahan ; C. B.
ratified
the
contract
made
with
C.
L.
ChesOn Sunday morning, the Warner BrothGreiver of Russell, Greiver and Russell,
ers acted as host at an entertainment in
ter in January for fifty-two single-reel
Chicago ; Kenneth Fitzpatrick of Fitzpatthe Selig Studios. The first three episodes
comedies, thirteen two-reel Nookey comerick and McElroy, the Ford distributors,
dies and thirteen two-reel Parlor comedies.
of the new Selig-Warner serial, " In DanThe Canadian franchise was sold to ErChicago ; George Newberger and C. C.
gerland," were shown to the delegates.
Craig of Special Pictures ; Irving Lesser,
nest Ouimet and Henry Baldwin, who
The members also viewed motion-pictures
Western Pictures Exploitation. Company ;
conduct exchanges handling Pathe output.
of the luncheon at the Chester Studios.
A. L. Hart and H. J. Roberts of the Hart
Six
additional
exchanges
will
be
opened
The five-reel Snowy Baker production,
Productions Company, Los Angeles.
made in Australia, was also projected.
to handle Federated's business. The ex-

Fight

Launched

on

Foreign

Discrimination

National Association Seeking Enactment of
Retaliatory Measure at Washington
the American product will be admitted
National Association of the measure, as we now understand it, there
THE
Motion Picture Industry has may be imported into that country ap- into that country under the embargo
launched a movement which has as
proximately only 600,000 feet of film per measure now in force. While this embargo measure is operative against the
year on condition, however, that the
its object governmental protection against
American motion picture product in that
persons who import film into that country
discrimination, boycott and film embargo
country, we are allowing the product of
shall for each foot imported export an
measures on the part of foreign markets
that country to freely enter the United
equivalent
footage.
The
600,000
foot
against American-made motion-picture
States without any limitation whatever,
productions. The brief filed with the limitation is supposed to represent 15 per
except
the payment of the rather nominal
e
s
itte
e
at
Mean
and
Ways
on
Hous Comm
cent of the native production of that counduty which is now levied on developed
Washington, D. C, on February 10, by
try during the year 1918. Taking into
consideration that the average length of negative and printed positive. In fact,
rs, chairman of the commitSaul E. Roge
that country has already sent several
tee on taxation and tariff of the National
a motion picture production is between
Association of the Motion Picture In- five thousand and six thousand feet, this sensational large motion picture productions into this country and is preparing to
dustry, requests the enactment of a would mean that the country in question
would
admit
from
the
rest
of
the
world
send
a
very appreciable number of large
" measure of reciprocity that will react
productions
to compete with the American
only
between
100
and
120
motion
picture
n
h
arly
uct
of a natio whic
on the prod
simil
product in this country. By reason of the
is found to discriminate against similar
productions per year. When one takes
difference in exchange it is a very simple
into consideration the fact that there are
."
products
ican
Amer
matter for that country at the present time
The
reasons
for the recommendations
produced annually in the United States
to bring her product into the United
made are set forth in the brief as follows : approximately 820 productions, not countStates and after the payment of a very
ing
short
productions,
by
which
is
meant
" A condition of actual embargo at
small duty easily compete with the Amerone-reel and two-reel subjects, and that
present exists in one of the European
ican motion picture films. In addition to
the. rest of the civilized world is producing
countries which at present is a partial
being
afforded
the opportunity
of competmotion
pictures
in
large
quantities,
it
can
(Continued
on page 1615)
embargo, and which originally was an abbe readilv seen what a small portion of
solute embargo. Under that embargo
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William

and
Statement

Issued

A.

Brady

Addresses

Continues

Big

Tour

Meetings

by Sidney Cohen;
Deposit System Causes Discussion
who is accompanying Mr. Brady, by the
M A BRADY, president of
WILLIA
exhibitors of the state. Mr. Brady will
the National Association of the
speak before the Montana Legislature at
Motion Picture Industry, continCJFull descriptive and
Boise City. A hearing has been arranged
ued his national tour during the past week
at Olympia, Washington, Monday, and at
exclusive photographs
ind addressed gatherings in various cities
Salem, Oregon, on Wednesday. From
)i the Middle West on the questions of
there he will proceed to Sacremento,
of
the
new
State
Thea:ensorship and blue-laws. The breach beCalif., San Francisco and Los Angeles,
wcen Mr. Brady and the Motion Picture
tre, Minneapolis, will
Theatre Owners of America, arising over
Salt
Lake City
City was
and Denver."
Kansas
also touched by Mr.
he motive of the national tour undertaken
be
found
on
pages
Brady in his transcontinental trip. Here
)y the National Association's president at
to, he addressed a large gathering on the
1683-1686-1688.
An
:his time, remained unchanged. In Milquestions of censorship.
waukee, akeen fight was waged over the
unusual feature!
" The muzzling of the motion picture
question of the deposit system, the more
industry is in no way different from the
belligerent of the theatre-owners carrying
:he discussion of the problem to Mr.
muzzling of the press," William A. Brady,
president of the National Association of
Brady's suite at his hotel. During the
the Motion Picture Industry, told a
■veek Sydney S. Cohen issued a statement
before the House of Representatives and
gathering
of motion picture exhibitors in
Kansas City.
rom the headquarters of the Motion Piclater before the State Senate here in oppoure Theatre Owners Association of
sition to a bill providing for the censor\merica.
This statement follows :
" In certain states," continued Mr.
ship of motion pictures. It is believed
In view of the events at the hearing before the that this is the first time that any man not
of a
powerallowed
the even
has not
censor
Brady,
we are
Kansas
czar. In" the
Fudiciary Committee of the Common Council in Chi- holding a high public office was honored
ago, on February 3rd, it has become clear that the
:ampaign
against
and against
enact- by having both the House of Representathe right of appeal that is given to the connent of Blue
Laws Censorship
has been entrusted
into the
the wrong
victed murderer or any other criminal.
lands. The Motion Picture Theatre Owners seeking
tives and the State Senate recess for more
cooperation with the other branches of the industry,
is regulated by a federal law
Censorship
;ntered into a conference with the manufacturing and
than half an hour each during an unusdistributing interests in this city, with a view to workthe making and selling of
prohibits
that
ually busy session to listen to a speaker.
ing out the best possible plans.. It is now a matter
of history that these conferences failed because of the
so-called immoral pictures. That should
" Previous to Mr. Brady's appearance
oad faith on the part of the manufacturing and dissettle it, but the censors, three in each
interests, which were represented in the Nathe House of Representatives unanimously
tionaltributing
Association.
try to tell us that they have a monopstate,
" Thecause
exhibitors
protested
recent
agreed to report in favor of State Censor;vents
them tohave
lend always
new vigor
to theirandprotests,
oly on morality, and that in the pictures
ship. Mr. Brady was urged by the exhibthat the producers of motion pictures should be abcomplying with the federal law there can
solutely kept out of the fight against Censorship. It
itors of this state to appear before the leg- be immoral scenes which must be cut out.
is a notorious fact that the manufacturers have been
on both sides of this question. At a caucus of the
islature. Arecess of ten minutes was arNational Association, three prominent manufacturers
The idea recently discovered, that motion
ranged in the House of Representatives
advocated submission to Censorship, and at the hearing before the House Committee on Education at and Mr. Brady was allowed to speak for pictures are responsible for the crime
Washington, various attorneys representing manufacmore than half an hour. A number of wave, is ridiculous. Governments who
speak on the
Rev. Craft's
side in turing
favorgroupsofappeared
Federal toCensorship.
Censorship
with
forget the iniunction. ' Thou shalt not
senators who were present requested Mr.
Ithe
manufacturers
of dollars
and cents.is and always has been a question
kill,' are the ones really responsible."
Brady
to
make
a
similar
address
to
the
" Now itfacturersiswill very
that the profits
of the
manuMr. Brady did not claim perfection for
never clear
be considered
by any
intelligent
Senate. This was arranged and Mr.
Legislative committee or by any representative public
motion pictures, as the industry is yet in
Brady spoke for more than thirty minutes.
forum on the question of Censorship. Whether censorship is a source of profit or a source of loss to the
its infancy. He asserted that faults are to
men who produce motion pictures is entirely irrelevant.
" Mr. Brady declared that he had found
be found in the ministry and other lines
It will be remembered that very little sympathy was
in
the
western
states
a
well
organized
jwasted
the prohibition.
brewers and distillers in the memorable
campaignon for
group of reformers who were using the of endeavor and suggested that the re" The question
of censorship
is one ofofprinciple.
formers clean
"
their own house first."
involves
the recreations
and liberties
millions ofIt same arguments in nearly every state
American citizens. These citizens must conduct the
In
speaking
of
the campaign for cenagainst
the
motion
picture
industry.
He
campaign. The Industry can furnish them with the
sorship of pictures, Mr. Brady stated that
facts and data which may be required from time to
pointed out the great educational advanwhile on a recent tour in Nebraska he was
lj| time,
'.hem. but the battle itself must be carried forward by
tages of the motion picture and what it
"
The
first
thing
necessary,
therefor,
is
to
retrace
questioned by women members of a rehad done for the people in the country,
the false
stepsmanufacturers
heretofore made
to recall
spokesmen of the
and ; to
interestthemen
and
who asked,
you
women prominent in public life and distinguished for towns and cities, especially in the great
would form
not movement,
allow immoral
women "If
to teach
west. He was loudly applauded from the
their
participation
in
civic
affairs.
The
press
particyour children in the schools, why do you
.al
ularly must be enlisted in this campaign, not by a
1 De
floor and also from the galleries which
appeal for
free
space
but
on
the
higher
level
d Ibeggar's
off a community
of interests between the press and the
permit them to teach from the screen ? "
screen.
were packed. Governor William H. McAnswering this query, Mr. Brady said:
Master sent for Mr. Brady and spent more
" The exhibitors have worked out a complete cam•j| with
paign itbased
on
these
lines,
and
purpose
to
go
forward
than
an
hour
in
conference
with
him.
" My wife, Grace George, and I are
immediately. We request all exhibitors who
members of two of the oldest theatrical
may have Censorship troubles of any kind to address
1. themselves to the Headquarters of this Organization
" There has been an unusually active
families in the United States. My daughwhere their needs will be supplied to the best of our
lobby in this state in favor of motion picter is Alice Brady, the motion picture star.
ability."
The following account was received
ture censorship. Forty-two women's
clubs and thirty-five ministers have been
That
is mycontinuing
answer." his journey to Calihe by wire from Pierre, S. D., concerning
Before
present
for
three
weeks
at
the
State
Capfornia,
Mr.
Brady found time to attend a
\\ the appearance of Mr. Brady before the
itol urging a censorship bill. The exhibne^ House of Representatives :
session
of
the
Kansas board of motion picitors fight has been conducted under the
ture
censorship
in Kansas City, Kan. He
William A. Brady, president of the directorship of J. E. Hippie of Pierre, a was invited to remain
and see a few of
National Association of the Motion Picwell known exhibitor and proprietor of a
the
"
cut
outs,"
but
declined,
saying a disture Industry, was given a tremendous redaily newspaper. A dinner was given to
(Continued on page 1618)
:eption this afternoon, when he appeared
W. A. Brady and Jack S. Connolly,
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Successful
Blue

Convention

Held

in

Picture

News

Baltimore

Laws Are Public's Fight; Hampton's Article
Condemned:
Other Conventions Scheduled

THE motion picture theatre owners of
the State of Maryland, representing every part of the State, assembled in a convention which was held in
the afternoon of February 15th, at the
Southern Hotel, Baltimore.
About 100 exhibitors were present,
when the gavel of the chairman fell calling the convention to order. Immediately
after the opening of the convention, Sydney S. Cohen, President of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, was
invited to occupy a seat beside the chairman.
F. H. Durkee, Chairman of the committee on resolutions, reported after President
Eugene B. McCardy had been elected temporary chairman. The first resolution offerred by Mr. Durkee read as follows:
" The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Maryland, in convention assembled, desire to express their belief that the fight
against motion picture censorship and the
enactment of the Blue Laws is a fight of
the American public.
" This convention believes that the campaign against censorship and Blue Laws
should be conducted by the public whose
recreation and liberties are directly threatened by the narrow and fanatical enactments planned by freak legislatures."
The resolution was adopted by the unanimous vote and without discussion.
The second resolution which precipitated some discussion, was offered by Mr.
Louis A. DeHoff, of the New theatre. The
resolution read as follows:
" That the exhibitors of the State of
Maryland in convention assembled this

day, do hereby protest against the article
of Benjamin B. Hampton in a monthly
magazine, in so far as they seem to convey the impression that the theatre owners
here and elsewhere, are in a way responsible for the making, titling and exploiting of any picture which is offensive to
resolution was adopted unanipatrons."
ourThe
mously amid considerable applause.
Another resolution also adopted unanimously, renewed the allegiance of the
Maryland Exhibitors to the National Exhibitors body and expressed complete confidence in its present leadership. An invitation signed by Mr. Carl Laemmle and
printed in the Universal Weekly, calling
upon exhibitors to join the so-called Exhibitors' Division of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, gave
rise to some lively denunciations. It was
unanimously resolved that the convention
denounce the letter of Mr. Laemmle in the
Universal Weekly and that Mr. Laemmle
be notified of the action of the convention.
The last resolution adopted commended
the M. P. T. O. of A. on their action in
the case of Mrs. Dodge of Vermont.
Sydney S. Cohen was then called upon
to address the convention. In the course
of his remarks he covered a number of
subjects, principally the question of deposits of uniform and equitable contracts,
the film rental tax, the so-called music tax,
censorship, the Blue Laws, and antagonistic legislation generally.
The elections resulted as follows : President, Eugene B. McCurdy; vice-president,
Thomas Goldberg; secretary, William E.

Stumpf ; treasurer, Frank A. Hornig.
The following Board of Governors was
also elected : Consisting of the following
members: Thomas H. Burke, Cumberland, Md. ; William Frey, Brunswick; J.
E. Cahili; Centreville; Wm. Insley, Salisbury; John Marvill, Easton; Wm. Boyer,
Hagerstown; O. H. Fisher, Frederick;
Frederick Osborn, Westminster, Md.
The quota of $1,800 which the Maryland organization was to raise for the national treasury, under the apportionment
adopted at Cleveland, was subscribed to
the last cent in less than ten minutes.
Other Conventions Scheduled
Three more state conventions are now
scheduled, announces the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America. A call has
been issued to every motion picture theatre owner in the state of Pennsylvania to
come to Harrisburg on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 8th and 9th of March. The
convention will be held at the Penn Harris Hotel and temporary arrangements are
in charge of the executive committee members from Pennsylvania, Henry Poke and
John S. Evans.
In West Virginia a convention will be
held on the 14th and 15th of March, the
place not being definitely decided upon but
the probabilities pointing to Charleston.
The first preparations are under way
for the state convention of the New York
organization at Rochester, which will be
held the early part of April, probably on
the 4th and 5th, though these dates are
subject to change.

Statement
Is Issued
on
"The
Kid"
Contract
believe that the exhibitors
of Greater New
" Scores of exhibitors throughout the
recommendations, emFOLLOWING
York
have
any
less
keen
sense of justice
arters
from
of the
anating the headqu
country have cheerfully agreed to waive
and
honesty
than
the
exhibitors
of any
existing
contracts.
These
exhibitors
have
e
s'
ChamNew York Theatr Owner
other section of the country.
ber of Commerce, regarding the compliaccepted
a
price
in
keeping
with
the
addiance of its members with the terms and
" These recommendations are as foltional box office value of the picture to
lows :
conditions of the contract with First Nathem, and the unusually heavy cost of
"The
New York Theatre Owners'
tional for the Charlie Chaplin picture,
' The Kid ' to Associated First National
Chamber of Commerce, represented by a
Pictures,
Inc.
" The Kid," the following statement was
committee appointed for the purpose, after
issued during the week from the home"As a matter of fact, B. S. Moss, Nichohaving investigated the request of First
cffice of Associated First National Piclas Schenck, acting for Marcus Loew, and
National conveyed to it by J. D. Williams,
tures in New York:
Ben Levine, for William Fox, agreed, in
recommends
to its members that they comthe presence of Ralph H. Clark, manager
" Associated First National Pictures,
ply with the terms and conditions of the
of
the
New
York
Associated
First
NaInc., has no intention of doing anything
contract with First National for the Chartional exchange, to new price arrangebut live up to the letter of existing conlie Chaplin picture ' The Kid,' and call
ments for their respective circuits of theaupon First National to do likewise, and
tracts for the Chaplin production, ' The
tres. This, notwithstanding the fact that
further recommend to its members that
Kid,' if the exhibitors insist upon it after
Mr. Loew, Mr. Fox and Mr. Moss are
the unfairness of such requirement is made
as
a matter of co-operation with First Nadesignated as members of the Theatre
plain to them.
tional they play additional days at conOwners' Chamber of Commerce which
tract prices wherever possible.
made the recommendation referred to.
" But with the box office value of ' The
" The
these
: plain facts of the situation are
Kid,' a six-reel production, already proves
" It might also be said in passing that
it to be far in excess of any previous Chapneither J. D. Williams nor Mr. Clark had
lin picture, First National feels that such
" The original contract with Charles
a recommendation as that made by the received a copy of the recommendation of Chaplin called for a specific number of
this committee, though they were given
pictures (eight) of a specific length (two
New York Theatre Owners' Chamber of
Commerce to its members, is an insult to out to the trade press and published withreels) for a specific price per picture —
out being communicated to First National.
any exhibitor's sense of square dealing
{Continued on page 1618)
and fair play.
" It is impossible for First National to $125,000.
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Four
Horsemen"
Takes
New
audience, comHED
ADISTINUIS
per
ry
posed of litera folk, newspa
and magazine editors and reviewBy J. S. Dickerson
ers, artists, people prominent on
es
,
er
abl
ge
een
of
not
and oth
and scr
sta
the theatrical world, gathered in the ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton hotel, Thursday
umph for the fifth industry. A day of
evening, Feb. 10th, for one of the real rejoicing for Metro. A moment when the
events in the history of the fifth industry,
fruits of great achievements taste sweetest for Rex Ingraham, director, and his
the initial showing of Metro's long-herstaff of technical experts.
alded production of " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," adapted from the
The presentation which " The Four
novel of the same title by Vicente Blasco
Ibanez.
Horsemen of the Apocalypse " received at
the Ritz-Carlton deserves no less praise
Expectations were high, since all those
than the picture itself.
present knew that a picture was to be
shown which was destined to mark an
Credit for this goes to Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, managing director of the Criterion,
epoch in picture making not only in the
Rialto and Rivoli theatres, who had been
amount of money that had been spent, an
called in to write the musical score and
honest-to-God eight hundred thousand
originate the prologue and other presentaand better, but which represented the ideal
tion artistries. Lack of space and of
in photoplay production, the combined
knowledge
of music forbids any great
work of many experts, director, author,
information relative to this score. As to
players, scenario writers, down to the
the presentation, this is worthy of desmallest employe of a modern studio.
scription indetail.
Those who came, most of them, would
After
an
overture by a special orchestra,
not have been present at a less notable occasion. Stars whose salaries eclipse that the Ritz ballroom lights were dimmed and
of a president, statesmen, and famous lit- a spot thrown on a small alcove over the
erary lights, men who head great film heads of the musicians and at the right
companies of their own, musicians of of the picture screen, where a figure made
up and garbed to represent the Biblical
great fame, editors and publishers whose
written words wield an influence of uncharacter of John the Baptist was distold power, were there, all attracted by closed.
Then was related the prophecy of John
this grown-up brother of the once derelative
of the " four horsemen of the
spised movie."
"
Some, perhaps, hoped
to be able to scoff. Others, possibly, not
Apocalypse," with explanations in modern
fully having outgrown their once confilanguage as to the meaning of the sentences translated from the Bible. The
dent belief that the motion picture was
actor told how John predicted the wars
but a cheap diversion for primitive people,
of history even to the World War that
expected to be bored. Reviewers, newspaper men and dramatic critics with
began in 1914. He explained the meaning
whom the occasion was bound to, more or of the " four horsemen," " Conquest,"
" War," " Pestilence and Famine " and
less, just another part of the day's work,
no doubt hoped for the best, but at the " Death " with reference to the allegorical
manner in which the figures have been
same time thought of some new caustic
used in the picture that was to be shown.
phrase with which they might condemn
At the end of the reading, the spot was
another much exploited feature, that demonstrated not how great the motion pic- killed and the main title of the picture
thrown on the screen. Projection of the
ture had become, but rather how much
picture was unbroken until the end of the
money could be spent with so little accomplished.
episode devoted to the pre-war story and
into a title naturally dividing the feature
But for whatever they had assembled,
whatever their hopes relative to what they into two parts and announcing the declaration ofwar by France, when the lights
were to view, the " finis " of eleven or so
reels of celluloid found an audience of were turned on and an intermission of
some five minutes declared.
half a thousand or better of one mind.
Before the picture was resumed another
" The Four Horsemen " had won them.
presentation number was given. With the
Three hours had slipped by as but a few
lights down, the orchestra drummer
fleeting moments. Eyes had been glued
struck into the familiar roll of the snare
to the silver sheet as if by a giant magnet.
Tears had been furtively wiped away by used in by-gone days during burial services for soldiers. This was a solo for a
strong men. Reviewers who have looked
few
moments,
and then the roll was taken
at a thousand pictures with the cold, hardup by a second drummer off stage, the first
ened eyes of the critic, voiced enthusiplayer gradually reducing the volume of
asms. "The
Horsemen
the beat while the second instrument was
over with
an Four
audience
as hard" had
boiledgone
as
New York could produce.

It was a tri-

being increased.

With the orchestra in-

York
Storm
strument stilled, aBy
figure garbed
in the dull
gray shroud of death, and with a face
mask of a skull and carrying the drum
heard off stage, made its appearance in
front of the audience from a door at the
right of the hall. Slowly, beating time as
described above, the figure marched across
the room to make an exit at a door to the
left of the screen. On the drummer's exit,
the orchestra instrument again took up
the roll, with the first war scenes of the
picture flashing on the screen.
Soon after the second part of the picture is begun, and following the action of
the scenes presented, the orchestra played
the " Marseillaise." Then as a sequence
is screened showing the anthem being sung
in a Paris cafe, with a soloist draped in
the French colors featured, the number
was rendered by a talented soprano facing
the audience, the effect being as if the
screen figure was giving the selection.
Near the close of the feature, a mixed
chorus off stage sang " De Profundis,"
accompanied by the orchestra.
A review of " The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse " is not included in the assignment ofwhich these words are a part.
Yet eulogy of the production, certainly
deserving, may not be out of place before
it officially receives critical attention in
the regular department for reviews, following its public presentation on Broadway, which begins early in March.
" The Four Horsemen of the Apoaspresented
the few
Ritz-Carlton,
comes intocalypse,"the
class ofat the
immortal
pictures that have been produced. It has
the dramatic strength and audience appeal
of " The Birth of a Nation," the intimate
touches and bits of delightful comedy of
" 'Way Down East," the technical achievements of " Civilization," and the careful
attention to costuming and atmosphere
that characterized " Kismet." It is a great
spectacle and heart-interest drama in one.
It is a picture that shows war scenes only
as incident in developing the story, but in
a way that has never been accomplished
previously, and when these sequences have
been viewed, there will be brought home
to the spectator in full force the words of
General Grant, " War is Hell." It has
been enacted by a cast of great players
and of wonderful types. It has been produced by a genius, or perhaps to give
credit where credit is due, a corp of
geniuses. It is a picture that will live far
beyond the life of any but perhaps one
production. It is a picture that will play
every city and town in the United^ States,
even if it does not get to some of them for
years. In Europe, all but Germany, it will
be hailed with as great acclaim as in
America.
The production has cost close to a million dollars but it will prove a monev
(Continued on page 1618)
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A.M.R.A.

Will

Jesse
To

Attend

Banquet

Many of the leading figures in the organization and development of the motion
picture industry in America will be present
when the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers stage their annual formal "Naked
Truth" dinner which is to be held at the
Biltmore Hotel, March 4. Although the
committee is withholding all names until
a complete list has been obtained of the
many leaders of the industry who will be
present, it is practically assured that when
President Paul Lazarus takes his seat at
the head of the banquetting tables the attendance will include men whose names
are a by-word wherever the motion picture is known.
Representatives from the producing
ranks will include the organizers from
some of the largest companies in the field.
The executives who have signified their
intention of attending so far comprise
many of the pioneers in the motion picture
field and the executives of leading companies in the producing field today. Exhibitors' interests will be represented.
Chairman Tom Wiley, who is in general charge of arrangements, has announced that because of the general demand for tickets, admission will have to
be limited to the seating capacity of the
private dining room, preference being
given to A. M. P. A. members and a few
invited guests.
Victor Shapiro has arranged the entertainment, comprising professional talent
in
addition
" home brew " skits by
members of thetoassociation.
Important Appointments
Made by Paramount
S. R. Kent, general manager of distribution, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
announced last week at the convention of
Paramount district managers, the appointment of George Schaeffer as district manager in charge of the Boston and New
Haven Exchanges, with headquarters at
Boston. This is the post recently relinquished byH. G. Ballance, now general
sales manager.
At the same time, Mr. Kent announced
the appointment of Paul J. Swift, as office manager at the New York Exchange,
succeeding Mr. Schaeffer. Mr. Swift has
been Branch Manager at Omaha and Herbert Krause is named to succeed him there.

Guimond Heads Realart's
Publicity Department
Mr. L. F. Guimond has been appointed
director of publicity and advertising for
Realart, according to an announcement
from that corporation. Mr. Guimond was
for a time sales-promotion-manager for
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation and
following that served two years with the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in
both the sales and advertising departments.
He assumed his new duties with Realart
on February 14.
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John W. Hicks to Manage
Australian Company
John W. Hicks, Jr., assistant sales manager of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has been appointed managing
director of Feature Films, Ltd., distributors of Paramount Pictures in Australia
and New Zealand, according to an announcement made by E. E. Shauer, in
charge of the foreign department of Famous Players-Lasky. Mr. Hicks will succeed Alec Lorimore, resigned. With Mrs.
Hicks, he leaves on February 17th for
San Francisco, where he will board the
Ventura, which sails March 1st for
Sydney.
Mr. Hicks is one of the Paramount
pioneers, and his appointment to this important position is declared to be a fitting
recognition of the services he has rendered the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in the last four years. The new
Feature Film executive began his film
career with General Film in 1914 under
George Kleine, remaining with that organization inseveral capacities until 1917.
To Act for National Ass'n
in Washington, D. C.
Charles C. Pettijohn, chairman of the
legislative committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
has gone to Washington to represent the
association during the next few weeks in
all important matters which may arise
there affecting the industry.
He will make his headquarters in the
offices of the National . Association, 820
Albee Building, and will co-operate with
Harry M. Crandall and George W. Fuller,
President
sociation. of the Exchange Managers' AsInternational Affiliation
for A.M. P. A.
Before returning to England this week.
Miss Leila Lewis of the Organization
Committee of the Film Press Club of London, addressed a communication to Bert
Adler of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers of New York asking whether
the latter body was serious in wishing to
link up with the Press Club of London.
Mr. Adler immediately placed the letter
before the A. M. P. A., who voted for
such an affiliation which will likely be
consummated at the first meeting of the
Film Press Club of London, following
Miss Lewis' arrival home.

Lasky
Remain

Picture

News

Goes West;
Six Weeks

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
in charge of production, has left for
Hollywood, where he will spend six weeks
at the Lasky studio.
Mr. Lasky on his arrival at Hollywood
will make preliminary arrangements for
the production at the Lasky studio of
" Peter Pan," Sir James M. Barrie's masterpiece. Sir James will come to this
country in July, Mr. Lasky said, and will
devote several weeks to collaboration with
the director and continuity writer on the
scenario for the production.
" Shortly after my arrival in Los Angeles," said Mr. Lasky, " Thomas Meighan
will come East to do Booth Tarkington's
famous
story,
' The byConquest
of Canaan.'
He
will be
directed
Roy Neill,
who has
won the congratulations of the officials of
the company for his splendid work in directing Dorothy Dalton in ' The Idol of
the North.' Following ' The Conquest of
Canaan ' Mr. Meighan will do Peter B.
Kyne's famous story ' Cappy Ricks,'
which, of course, is known all over the
country, both in its novel form and as a
play produced by Oliver Morosco.
" I forecast that exhibitors and public
will receive one of the treats of the season in William DeMille's production of
Barrie's ' What Every Woman Knows/
Not only is this a faithful reproduction of
Barrie's
play, with
all inimitable
of Barrie'scharm,
sure
sense
of drama
and his
but it also is one of the greatest women's
pictures I have ever seen."
Loew

House

in Indiaapolis

Loew's State Opens
theatre, a million dollar
vaudeville and photoplay house, was
opened in Indianapolis on February 14th,
with elaborate ceremonies accompanying
the dedication. Mr. Loew brought many
celebrities with him and the members of
the party participated in a parade to the
State House and the City Hall, where they
were greeted by Governor McGray and
Mayor Charles W. Jewett. They attended
a Kiwanis Club luncheon at the Claypool
Hotel at noon and stayed in the city until
Wednesday, when they journeyed to Dayton, O.
The new house runs continuously from
one until eleven, the seats, all of which
are unreserved, being fifteen and twentyfive cents in the afternoons and thirty and
forty cents in the evenings.
Those with Mr. Loew were Hope
Hampton, Lillian Walker, Helen Davis,
Montague Love, Kenneth Douglas, Crauford Kent, Zeena Keefe. Marguerite
Marsh, Gladys Coburn. Ruth Roland,
Emily Chichester, Helen Flint, Lois Meredith, Mabel Pierson, Man,' Gormally, C. E.
Danforth, Jules Brulatour, Will Morrissey, Jack Lamont, Lady Tenmie. Bon
Rotheim, Lieut. Walter Hinton. and Lieut.
Louis Kloor, the lost baloonists.
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Lubliner- Trinz Chicago
Theatre Opened

Incorporations in N. Y,
Amount
to $800,000
With a capitalization totalling $800,000.
the following firms incorporated during
the past week in New York state for the
express purpose of engaging in some
branch of the motion picture business :
William Hurlburt, Inc., $5,000, William Hurlburt, Joseph E. Shea and H. S.
Hechheimer, New York; Richards Film
Corporation, $1,000, Harold Wolfe, Essie
Weil and Davis K. Shapiro, New York ;
David G. Fischer Photoplays Corporation,
$100,000, Paul Stinson, David G. Fischer,
James B. Murray, New York ; Canandaigua Theatres, Inc., $95,000, James and
William MacFarlane, William G. Dodds,
Canandaigua; Howells Sales Co., Inc.,
$50,000, David and Benjamin F. Howells,
Stuart M.' Kohn, New York; Cherrnay
Amusement Corporation, $50,000, Hyman
and Joseph D. Cherrnay, and Philip
Wachtler, New York ; American British
Film Corporation, $500,000, Joseph S.
Boyle, William Baxter and Frank P.
Walsh, New York.
Capital Film Co, Enters
Blue Law Fight
Capital Film Company of Chicago, has
entered a fight against blue Sunday propaganda now being circulated throughout
the country and have devised a small
sticker which they are pasting on the back
of all mail leaving their offices bearing the
words : " Keep The Sun In Sunday."
W. D. Russell, general manager of Capital, says regarding the anti blue Sunday
sticker : " There is only one way to combat
propoganda and this is with more propoganda. This little sticker is merely our
first bullet in the campaign. The blue
Sunday laws will effect motion pictures
much more than anyone realizes at a passing glance and it is up to us to get together to remind each other to keep fighting."
The Capital Film Company has arranged for a supply of blue Sunday stickers large enough to accommodate other
needs than their own.

Pavlowa Assists Oregon
in Hoover Drive
" Pavlowa, the Incomparable," assisted the Motion Picture League of Oregon in making a success of its big midnight matinee, given January 29, in the
Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore., under the
management of Paul E. Noble for the
Hoover-European Relief fund. In addition to the 1,800 seats sold at $2.50 each
and the 200 loges seats ranging in price
from $5 to $10, nearly $2,000 was raised
from an auction, which constituted one of
the acts of the vaudeville programme.
On the same day as the midnight matinee, special benefit shows for children
were held in every suburban theatre in the
city.

Eugene Zukor, Assistant Treasurer of
F. P.-Lasky, who has sailed for Europe
to study foreign distribution methods.
Eugene Zukor Leaves for
Europe on Business
A mission of far-reaching importance
that will extend the exportation of American motion pictures in European countries,
is that of Eugene Zukor, assistant treasurer of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who sailed Thursday on the Aquitania for Europe.
Mr. Zukor, in extending the distribution of American films, will investigate the
possibility of entering into reciprocal
agreements with foreign producers. Mr.
Zukor will go into foreign studios, consult
with directors and outline to foreign
producers plans for producing motion pictures of the quality demanded by American audiences.
" European producers cannot expect to
distribute their pictures in this country
unless these productions measure up to the
American standards," said Mr. Zukor before sailing. " We shall more than welcome, however, foreign productions that
will satisfy American motion picture patrons and shall give these productions
every opportunity for extensive distribution through our organization throughout
the United States."
Minneapolis Theatrical
League Elects Officers
At a meeting of the board of directors
of the United Theatrical Protective
League, of Minneapolis, Minn., on February 9,Harry Dryer was elected to fill
the vacancy of vice-president. V. B. Valleaum was elected to the secretaryship and
H. B. Jacobs was appointed executive secretary. Theodore L. Hays was added to
the executive board, increasing its membership to ten.
President William A. Steffes was voted
$10,000 a year and expenses.

A tremendous crowd attended the opening of the Senate theatre, Chicago, the
greatest and most magnificent of the extensive line of Lubliner & Trinz houses,
on Saturday and crowded the streets outside, as well as the great flower-decked
foyer of the new house.
The feature for the opening was Arbuckle's new picture, -" Brewster's Millions "and the music was furnished by the
splendid Senate Symphony Orchestra of
forty pieces, directed by Warde Johnstone,
and a second band of musicians, entitled
the Senate Syncopaters.
The Senate theatre is located at two
section lines, Madison street and Kedzie
avenue, the theatre center of the west side,
and contains 3,310 seats, 2,300 of which
are located on the ground floor. This theatre covers more ground area and has larger
ground floor seating capacity than any
theatre outside of the loop district in Chicago.
The theatre has been appraised by artists as a most perfect example of architecture in the Adams style, both pertaining
to the interior and exterior. Particular
comment has been made in regard to the
gorgeous twenty-nine foot diameter jewelled window, forming the main motive over
the entrance. The interior of the auditorium is capped off with an enormous Tiffany dome, sixty feet in diameter, illuminated by indirect polychrome lighting.
Comfortable seating arrangements have
been obtained by means of barrel backed
box and loge seats, arranged in accordance with the most scientific knowledge
of sight lines.
In this theatre there has been more
yardage of draperies employed in the interior scheme of decoration than has heretres. tofore been used in any of the other theaElaborate arrangements have been made
in the form of wash rooms and rest rooms
for both men and women, a nursery for
children under the attendance of competent maids. At the end of the grand
foyer, a forty foot Italian marble staircase leads to the one balcony, which again
has its elaborate lounge and rest rooms.
The ventilating system of the Senate
is considered a masterpiece of engineering.
The theatre was designed and constructed under the supervision of Walter
W. Ahlschlager, architect, who has dehouses. signed all of the large Lubliner & Trinz

Norman Dawn 's Marriage
Announced on Coast
According to word from Universal
Film's headquarters in New York, an announcement has been received from the
Coast of the marriage of Norman Dawn,
the Universal director, and Miss Katherine
Madden, a member of the Universal City
scenario department. The ceremony was
performed in San Francisco.
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M. L. Finkelstein and I. H. Ruben, Northwest franchise holders of First National.
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Second Class Graduated
from Sales School

Banning
of "Passion
Interests
Canada9 * Still
Another of a series of sensations in
The second class of the Famous Playersmoving picture theatre circles of Toronto,
Lasky Corporation's Salesmen's Training
Ontario, occurred when official protests
School completed its sessions last Thurswere
made by local organizations against
day and with the approval of General
Manager Kent, it was announced by Fred
the presentation of " The Romance of
F. Croswell, who is in charge of the school,
Lady Hamilton " as " the English version
that every man had successfully passed
of ' Passion ' " by the Allen theatre, Tothe final test.
ronto, following the attempt by that theaThe following are the graduates and
tre to offer First National's " Passion "
as an attraction until the Ontario Board
the exchanges to which they have been asof Moving Picture Censors recalled the
feature.
signed: J.M. Bettencourt, San Francisco; L. L. Britton, Boston; M. S. Cohn,
When the Allen theatre interests were
Denver; L. J. Engel, Boston; H. Fink,
called upon to forego the presentation of
Cleveland; R. S. Fleet, Atlanta; A. W.
Hill, Minneapolis ; P. J. Hogan, Toronto ; " Passion " because of protests against the
origin of the production, it was decided to
H. S. Hoke, Seattle; M. Landow, Philaoffer the British feature, " The Romance
delphia; J.F. Levee, New York Home
Office; W. C. Lippincott, Detroit; J. T. of Lady Hamilton," in order to capitalize
the widespread publicity which had been
McBride, St. Louis; A. Mendenhall, Des
Moines; T. H. Mitchell, Jr., Atlanta; D. gained for the condemned " Passion." As
soon as an announcement was made, howE. Nease, Portland; Wm. O'Loghlin, TorontoC.
; N. Peacock, Los Angeles ; C. E.
ever, that the British " version " would be
presented during the week of February 14,
Peppiatt, Atlanta; R. Rhedans, Minneapolis; K. G. Robinson, New Haven; L. A. there was another outcry. This time the
Spinks, Atlanta; F. A. Waagien, St. Navy League of Canada and the Imperial
Order of the Daughters of the Empire
Louis; W. D. Washburn, Chicago; J. T.
passed resolutions of complaint on the
;
Atlanta
Williams,
Leon
;
Wilbur, Albany
M. S. Wilson, Salt Lake City ; H. L. Zink,
ground that the English feature was " an
insult to every loyal British subject and
Chicago.
In addition to the above named men,
true Canadian " because, it was alleged,
the picture dishonors the memory of Lord
S. Cohen, M. B. Gore, J. J. Hess, A. Jackanic, R. A. Schuler and E. L. Wright, all Nelson of Trafalgar fame.
accessories men, also completed the course
Intimation has been made by First Naand left immediately after the conclusion
tional representatives in Canada, that the
of the class for the Albany exchange,
recalling of " Passion " will be fought in
there to receive special training on accesthe law courts of Ontario on the ground
sories byMelville A. Shauer, Accessories
that the Province of Ontario is responsible
Sales Manager.
for damages through the condemnation of
Mr. Kent and Mr. Croswell are now
the feature after it had been once approved
class,
third
the
for
making preparations
for public showing in Ontario.
which will open within a few weeks.

License Bill Proposed in Pennsylvania
Drastic new legislation that would impose heavy additional financial burdens
on both distributors and exhibitors of motion pictures in Pennsylvania and distort
the original purposes of the Board of Motion Picture Censors into a bureau for the
collection of license fees from distributors,
is proposed in a batch of new bills introduced in the legislature this week.
A measure offered in the House, by Assemblyman A. C. Schaeffer, of Schuykill
county, is sure to meet the opposition of
all the big distributing concerns. It requires that licenses for film distribution
must be obtained from the Board of Censors, for which the fee is $50, and gives
the board power to refuse to issue censorship certificates for any films handled by
distributors refusing to comply with the
law. But what is a far more objectionable feature of the same measure is the
provision that every distributor shall keep
cn deposit with the board an amount, not
less than $1,000 in cash or approved securities, equal to the amounts of deposits
made with the distributors by exhibitors
who have contracted to exhibit the distributor's films.
A measure introduced in the House by
Assemblyman Clinton A. Sowers, of Philadelphia, materially increases the license
fees now provided under the law, that
owners of motion picture theatres and
other places of amusement must pay to
the state. While the existing act of 1895
provides license fees of $500 for theatres
in what are designated in Pennsylvania as
" first-class cities," such as Philadelphia,
the proposed new law would require theatres in such cities to pay according to the
seating capacity. While a theatre seating
1,000 persons would not be required to pay
more than the present $500, those with
1,000 to 1,500 would have to pay $750;
1,500 to 2,000, $1,000; 2,000 to 2,500,
$1,250, and all over 2,500, $1,500.
A third new measure hostile to motion
picture interests, is that introduced in the
House by Assemblyman A. M. Blumberg,
of Philadelphia, which would prohibit motion picture and other theatres from charging higher prices for shows on one day
than on another.
10

Percent of Sunday Receipts for Ch arity
Under a scheme which has been adopted
by the Avon theatre in Watertown, N. Y.,
10 per cent of the receipts on Sunday
evening go to local charities. The plan
was tried out for the first time three
weeks ago, and has proved most successful, serving to attract larger audiences,
smother adverse criticism, and at the same
time bring a substantial benefit to worthwhile organizations. The plan has the
backing of the chamber of commerce,
which names each week the organization
which is to receive the benefit. Last Sunday's percentage went to the Jefferson
County Orphanage Asylum.
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Screen Division of AngloAmerican League Formed
The following directors have been designated to serve until the first annual
meeting on the " Motion Picture Division,"
Anglo American Unity ' League, Inc., —
J. D. Williams, First National Exhibitors'
League, Inc. ; Richard A. Rowland, MetroLoew, Inc. ; Lewis J. Selznick, Selznick
Pictures Corporation; Samuel Goldwyn,
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation; Hiram
Abrams,
United
Artists Corporation;
Thomas G. Wiley, Director, N. A. M. P.
I. ; W. C. Smith, Treasurer, Nicholas Power Co. ; Austin C. Keough, Famous Players-Lasky Co., (Legal Dept.) ; Louella O.
Parsons, Film Editor, N. Y. Morning
Telegraph; Arthur James, Editor, Moving Picture Wrold; Wm. A. Johnston,
(Editor, Motion Picture News ; Monte W.
ISohn, Editor, Exhibitors' Trade Review ;
James Beecroft, Associate Editor, Exhibitors' Herald; Joseph Dannenberg, Edi'tor, Wid's Daily ; Arthur Levey, Chairman, Executive Committee, A. A. U. L.,
|Tnc.
New York Performers Pre1
paring Attack
lir. Henry L. Bowlby, national secretary
f ahe Lord's Day Alliance, spent one day
lif? week in Albany, N. Y., appearing bem e a hearing in connection with the Dicktein bill, but really paving the way for
he introduction of certain bills, which if
tassed, would make the New York Sunlay the bluest kind of a day. Following
Dr. Bowlby's appearance in Albany, it
;aked out that he will really be the father
f bills introduced at this session, seeking
p repeal the law which now enables each
ity in the state to settle the Sunday movie
uestion for themselves, through their own
overning body.
Every effort is being made to keep secret
le identity of the legislator who will inoduce Dr. Bowlby's bills. It is con;nded that should the identity of this perDn become known, pressure would be
rought to bear which might result in the
ltroduction of the bills being delayed or
Dssibly thwarted. It is possible that these
ills may be sprung on the legislature next
eek without a moment's warning.
Car

Strike

Benefits Residential Houses
While the street car strike, now on in
Ibany, N. Y., is no doubt cutting into
;e attendance receipts in the downtown
ieatres, residential houses are doing a cacity business these days. Hundreds of
rrsons who would under ordinary condiDns go downtown to witness a first-run
cture are now contenting themselves
ith an evening's entertainment in the
nailer houses. The street car strike in
lbany extends to four adjoining cities,
ch of which is feeling its effects. Jitney
'rvice is provided at regular intervals
iring the day, but at night it is not of
e sort that tempts many from their
mes.

New

Tivoli

a

Revelation

in

Beauty

AFTER sixteen months of strenuous work, Balaban and Katz's magnificent
Tivoli theatre, situated in the great South Side district of Chicago, opened
its doors to the public on Wednes day night of this week. " The finest theatre in America," was the verdict of the veterans of the movie men present,
including J. D. Williams and C. L. Yearsley, of First National, who came on from
New York for the opening.
The doors opened at five o'clock and at seven it was necessary to call the police
reserves to handle the crowds. At eight o'clock the box office was closed to prevent the throngs from wrecking the theatre as hundreds packed the huge lobby,
which has never been equalled in theatre architecture.
Constance Talmadge, in " Dangerous Days," and a symphony orchestra of forty
under the direction of Nat C. Finston, won applause. The cost of the theatre was
two million dollars. It seats forty-five hundred persons. The main foyer towers
six stories high and is large enough to accommodate fifteen hundred people. The
Chateau Verseilles is the architectural inspiration. Rapp and Rapp were the architects. The stage is one hundred twenty- five feet by thirty feet in depth. A magnificent sun burst is a feature of the ceiling and dirigible dome. The magnificence
of the decorations and the lavish furnishings astonished everybody. That the Tivoli
theatre puts Chicago in the lead as a center of moving pictures and caps the record
for achievements made by Balaban and Katz, is the opinion of the local press and
public. Full details of this beautiful theatre and its construction will appear at a
later date in Motion Picture News.

National

Association

Protest Foreign Ban
(Continued from page 1608)
ing with the rest of the world under conditions most favorable to that nation she
shuts her own market against the rest of
the world so that her own producers will
have the monopoly in their own country.
America will be the dumping ground of
the foreign product, other producing nations would be encouraged by this step
and the industry in this country will be
demoralized.
" Regardless, however, of the fear of
the spread of this conduct, it is eminently
unfair to admit the product of that country without limitation into this country,
and to have the American product almost
totally excluded from that country.
" There seems to be a tendency to-day
in other countries to inaugurate propaganda against American films. This
movement seems to take on the aspect of
insidious criticism directed against the
American films, and, in fact, this has been
carried so far that some foreign writers
and critics are attempting to point out to
their nations what they deem to be the
fear that the American films will act as an
' Americanizing influence ' on the youth
of The
their recommendation
country."
submitted by the
National Association follows:
"The recommendation of this Association isthat power be granted to the President which shall sufficiently and adequately protect this industry against such
embargo measures, discrimination and
boycott. The placing of a very high ad
valorem or specific duty would not help
the situation because with the present rate
of exchange almost any ad valorem duty
will be paid, because it would mean merely bringing the negative into this country

and then printing in this country so many
positives as would be required for
distribution and exhibition in the United
States.
The only practical
weapon
would
be
the" enactment
of a measure
which
would
place in the hands of the President the
power to issue a proclamation or inaugurate and set in motion any other
machinery that would result in a retaliatory measure in this country similar in
form, scope and operation as that
militating against us."
Poster Censorship in Kalamazoo
Enforcement of a Michigan State law
regarding poster exhibitions, which has
been interpreted to include motion pictures, advertisements and displays, will be
started in Kalamazoo, Mich., soon, according to an announcement of Chief of Police Taffee.
Protests have been made against some
of the films exhibited here in recent weeks
after the conviction of several youthful
criminals, who said they had been led to
careers of crime through a desire to imitate the deeds of some of the popular picture stars. A State law, passed in premovie days, to forbid the exhibition in picture form of any costume or act which
would be illegal in real life was taken to
the chief of police by a delegation of clubwomen, with the request that it be used
to tone down movie exhibitions.
The order will result in closing of the
theatres, according to the managers, who
declare that a strict compliance with it
would prevent them from showing anything besides travelogues, weeklies, and
church films. They declared it will even
prevent them from showing pictures of a
speeding automobile or a mere fistic encounter,
atres.
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Censor

Bills Arrive on
All Sides
{Continued from page 1607)

opposition to censorship, both from prominent Indianapolis women who favor indorsement and a plan of working with exhibitors and from women from other parts
of the state, notably those representing the
parent-teachers clubs of the state.
The Rev. W. F. Fleming, the Chicago
pastor, who started the recent rumpus in
the Windy City over Charlie Chaplin's
picture " The Kid," appeared in Indianapolis and joined the censorship lobby.
He started making speeches in various
parts of the state.
The Morgan bill, to make the exhibition
of pictures on Sunday an offense, provides
a fine of not less than $250, nor more than
$500 for each offense. The present " blue
laws " of Indiana, if strictly inforced
would prohibit the theatres from operating on Sunday, but they are liberally construed in most places. The proposed law
would give officials no other option than
to shut the movie houses up.
The Buchanan censorship bill is similar
to the bill of Senator Steele, excepting
that the former provides that the state
board of education shall act as the censoring body, where the latter provides that a
censorship commission shall be appointed.
Supporters of the Buchanan bill were urging its favorable reporting by committee
because they said it would put the censorship in the hands of a non-political board.
All of the bills are in the hands of the
public morals committee of the respective
houses in which they were introduced.
Leo M. Rappaport, attorney for the
Circle theatre, Robert Lieber, vice-president of the Circle, and Frank Rembusch,
head of the Rembusch string, represented
the exhibitors at the public hearing. D. B.
Johnson, a professional reformer, representing the Indiana State Civic Union,
backed the Steele bill, claiming that it was
the only one of the proposed measures
which was constitutional, while Mrs. S. C.
Stimson of the Legislative Council of Indiana Women, spoke for the Buchanan
bill, on the ground that it provided for
non-political censorship. C. H. Winders,
executive secretary of the Church Federation of Indianapolis, which Federation
incidentally is not backed by all of the
protestant churches, including one of the
largest Methodist and one of the most influential Presbyterian bodies, spoke for
the Buchanan measure.
Opponents of censorship among public
spirited women who have been indorsing
films for the past six years was vigorous
and telling. Mrs. Chic Jackson, wife of
a humorist-cartoonist on the Indianapolis
Star, compared movie censorship with
muzzling the press and said that obscene
films are already illegal and all that is necessary incase objectionable films are to be
eliminated is to in force the present laws.
Many other prominent women denounced the stand of the professional reformers.
The Legislative Council of Indiana

Women claims to have received letters
from persons and organizations in many
parts of the state favoring its censorship
plans.
Brady Tour Continues
a Stormy One
{Continued from page 1609)
play of a reel of the worst parts in pictures all thrown together would not be a
fair viewpoint to judge pictures from.
" I could take the Holy Bible and cut
out certain parts which would not pass any
censorship," he said.
In a meeting filled with interruptions
and verbal clashes, William Brady talked
on blue laws to Milwaukee exhibitors and
exchange men Saturday, February 5th,
and incidentally endeavored to bring the
Milwaukee theatre men into the fold of
the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, of which he is president.
Although all newspaper men and the
representative of the Motion Picture
News were barred, it later became known
that the ill famed deposit system became
the center of action at the gathering.
At the session at which Mr. Brady
spoke, some exhibitors demanded to knowfrom Mr. Brady how a joint association
such as he proposed would take care of
the exhibitor on the deposit system. Even
at the close of the meeting the more belligerent of the exhibitors carried the discussion to Mr. Brady's suite at the hotel.
The entire argument though turbulent was
remarkably free from personal animosity
and though he was assailed numerous
times by the Milwaukee exhibitors, it was
merely on his position and not on personal
grounds.
The extension of Mr. Brady's tour
takes the National Association's president to Helena, Montana; Seattle, WashingtonPortland,
;
Oregon ; San Francisco,
Sacramento and Los Angeles. He will
also make stops at Salt Lake City, Denver, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Cincinnati,
Columbus, Wheeling, West Virginia;
Pittsburgh, Buffalo and Rochester, according toword from the national association's headquarters.
Censorship measures are pending in
practically every state which will be
visited by Mr. Brady. In many of these,
hostile measures have already been introduced in the legislatures, in others organizations and individuals, which are active
in endeavoring to restrict the freedom of
the screen, are preparing to introduce
measures calling for state censorship.
"Four Horseman"
Takes
New
York By Storm
{Continued from page 161 1)
maker for both exhibitor and producer.
Critics may find some faults with it as a
whole. Some may say that it's war episodes open old sores, renew racial hates
that should be forgotten, that it waves
the flags of allied nations, that it is too
long to hold sophisticated audiences, but
these will not be showmen who know

Picture

News

what the public calls entertainment and
drama. These will not be the men who
are going to pay their dollars for the
privilege of playing it or the millions of
patrons of fifteen thousand picture houses
who are going to flock to their favorite
theatres and pay their money, advanced
prices without a doubt, to see it.
" The Four Horsemen " is a picture
that will be responsible for a new watch
word. No longer will the film salesman
claim that his latest special is as big as
" The Birth of a Nation." The new slomen. gan will be " as big as ' The Four HorseFirst"Kid"
National
Explains
Contracts
{Continued from page 1610)
" When ' The Kid ' in six reels was presented to Associated First National Pictures, itwas instantly recognized that to
expect Mr. Chaplin to deliver this picture
to First National on the term of the original contract would be manifestly unfair
to Chaplin, and at variance with the spirit
animating First National as an exhibitor
organization — namely, the spirit of offering all possible encouragement, in the form
of an open market, to independent producers at all times to make the best product of which they are capable.
" Believing that it was the desire ot
its exhibitor members to obtain, first of
all, the best pictures possible, and realizing
that in ' The Kid ' Chaplin had produced
one of the greatest money-makers in the
history of motion pictures, First National
agreed to pay Mr. Chaplin a price for 'The
Kid' which would be fair to him, and
which — as is being demonstrated at the
box offices of the theatre where it is being
shown — the exhibitors could afford to pay
because of increased volume of business
' The Kid ' would bring to their theatres.
" Associated First National Pictures is
not making the individual exhibitor do
anything which it has not been willing to
do itself as shown by the fact that its franchise holders have agreed to increase rentals on ' The Kid.' It is merely asking the
exhibitor to observe the same spirit of fairness and justice in regard to the rental
price of the picture that its purchasing
committee exercised when obtaining the
production for the benefit of its franchise
and sub-franchise holders.
" In the case of ' The Kid,' it constitutes
a feature in itself and makes it unnecessary for the exhibitor to book anything
else on the same program, with the possible exception of a short subject.
" As a feature, therefore, its added value
cannot be expressed in terms of a percentage of the other Chaplin productions,
which could only be regarded as short subjects. Its real value and the fairness of
the price the exhibitor ought, and in most
cases, is willing to pay for it, must be arrived at by regarding it as a feature, and
formulating the price in a special manner.
" No exhibitor would expect to obtain
any six-reel feature at a rental price equivalent to twice what he would pay for a

two-reel comedy."
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By Charles D. Isaacson
BEFORE it is forgotten, we must record
what the conference indicated as essential
— things, men, ideas, developments that
are wanted.
Musicians are wanted — wanted badly!
(In the avalanche of material which appeared in last week's Musical Supplement,
there was so much, that nothing could be seen
in its true perspective of importance. So I
purpose to lift out and discuss individually
some of the outstanding demands.)
Yes, musicians are wanted — listen to William
Brandt's plea:
" I want to sound a note of warning — the
exhibitors are progressing faster than the musicians—that the small neighborhood houses cannot get proper musicians. The exhibitor is
perfectly willing to spend fifteen or twenty
thousand dollars for a good organ, but he cannot get a good organist to play it ! I am talking
from experience — and I know for a fact that
the musicians are not keeping pace with the
exhibitors."
Mr. Brandt is the president of the New York
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, which
has a membership of five hundred theatres. He,
himself is the biggest theatre owner in that
association, and he knows whereof he speaks.
Many of his houses are the equal, he says, of
the Rivoli, Rialto, Strand, Capitol. Even in
the ghetto of Brooklyn — in Brownsville — there
is a theatre called The Stadium, which is as
large and beautiful as any theatre in the country.
" We rate music to a good picture as forty
to sixty per cent " said Mr. Brandt, " and
music to a bad picture as ninety-five per cent.
Hence you can see how essential music is in
our programs. We find it very difficult at
times to get musicians from the unions —
especially the right musicians. Oftentimes our
costly organs are still because there is no organist to play them ! We are trying to give
the best in music, and even if we can only
have a small orchestra, we want that to be of
the best and to play the best.
" Would that the world were full of Riesenfelds," Mr. Brandt ejaculated. While Mr.
Brandt was making these remarks, fortune so
had arranged matters, that no less a personage
than Joseph Weber, President of the American
Federation of Musicians was present. . . . He
fumed and fretted while Mr. Brandt spoke,
and when he took the stage, Mr. Weber was
trembling and infuriated.
But what he said after declaring that the
union was not on trial and demonstrating that
the American Federation had done more for
art than any other single force in America, was
to substantiate the point I make in this article.
" We all agree that the motion picture industry has been in the making for the last ten
years; now it is a certainty. Before this time,
the organist and other musicians had no call
from the motion picture theatre. The motion
picture theatre has been developing, but not the
motion picture musician. He must be given
time to develop. You cannot be furnished with
the finished article before the demand is shown.

Bulletin of the Association
of Motion Picture and
Musical Interests
Following the resolutions adopted by
the Conference of January 1921, as temporary chairman of the association, I
have the honor to report that I have
named the following gentlemen to act
upon the
COMMITTEE OF FIVE
TO PREPARE THE CONSTITUTION
AND BY-LAWS AND TO APPOINT
AN EXECUTIVE BOARD.
Joseph Carl Breil, Composer.
Edward Lutz, Director Loew Circuit.
Hugo Riesenfeld, Managing Director.
Samuel Rothapfel, Managing Director.
C. M. Tremaine, Bureau for Musical
Advance.
These gentlemen have accepted, and
the first meeting is scheduled to be held
on the afternoon of February 24th, in
the offices of the Motion Picture News.
The account of the findings of the committee will be sent to the general field at
large. It is anticipated that the Executive Board will be completed before
March 15th, with a full working organization elected and operating.
CHARLES D. ISAACSON,
February 10th, 1921.

It is true that the motion picture musician is
out of step, but give them a little time and
there will be more musicians and organists in
the market than the theatres can use. . . . The
question of musicians will be solved as far as
the American Federation is concerned."
Well, well, if there is -such a demand for
musicians and so few to supply the demand,
every musician ought to have an easy time
now, in making unusual connections.
Don't say anything to musicians who turn
up their noses at the film. Let them continue
to snub the field — because when they decide to
enter the field, you'll have had your choice.
Don't tell them to think of the famous men
now in the picture theatres — that might convince them that the best musicians are none
too
good.
Don't
tellcompetition
them thattoWolfsohn
Bureau is now
in the
sign the
picture houses and are going to route their
international artists through the motion picture
industry. Don't tell them that musicians like
Bodanzky, Polacco, Stransky and even Toscanini are slated by fate to be guest conductors in picture houses within a year or two.
Organists,
opportunity.
the American here's
Guildyour
of Organists
goingWhat
to dois
to relieve the conditions? What the National
Association of Organists?
Something else:
Wanted: A Samuel Johnson of the Film
World, a man (or group of men) to compile a

dictionary of musical emotions. It is desired
to make it absolutely easy for any musician
anywhere to turn to his book for suggestions
ad lib for any situation that ever might come
up. The conference has urged the appointment
of a committee to investigate the possibilities
of undertaking such a tremendous venture.
But isn't it possible that some musician who
reads this, will get busy and become the Samuel Johnson of the film-music world?
When old Samuel Johnson decided to make
a dictionary of the English language, Dr.
Adams said: "How can you do it? In France,
forty members of the Academy took forty years
to complete such a work as you anticipate doing in a few years." Old Dr. Johnson paused
and remarked : " Let me see : forty times forty
is sixteen hundred. As three years to sixteen
hundred, so is the proportion of an Englishman to aifFrenchman."
Now,
Dr. Johnson could essay a tremendous task such as the making of a dictionary
of the English language in three years, I am
wondering if there is anywhere in the United
States, Canada, Europe, or Africa, the person
who will make a dictionary of music.
I don't mean a glossary of musicians, terms
or such matters. Rupert Hughes has done that
well enough and so have several others.
•This is something different. I am referring
to an encyclopedia which will analyze the music
of the world into its emotional, picturesque
and moody significance.
Thus: (To start it off.)
Abandon: (Music of utter despond) with
indications here of varying compositions, indicated by bar and bar, in their most potent
moments.
Abasing music:
Abashment :
cloister.)
Abbey: (Suggesting the atmosphere of the
Abeyance: :(A state of suspense, expectation.)
Abhorence
Abide:
Aboard:
(Sailor songs, etc.)
And so on through the whole language of
emotions, pictures and moods.
Why is such a book needed?
Every motion picture in the world needs this
book, would pay any price for it. This was one
of the most emphatic conclusions of the Motion
Picture-Musical Conference and men from the
Rothafel-Riesenfeld type down to the little
theatre men, offered up prayers for the coming of such a venture, backed by such an indomitable spirit as Dr. Samuel Johnson.
Let us look for the Dictionary of Musical ExSomething else :
pression.
Wanted : Schools of motion picture musical
instruction, or special courses for the same.
What a musician, trained in the best traditions of the art, is not necessarily equipped
to play in motion picture theatres, is a piece of
knowledge which has been admitted by students
of the new art, and which more recently was
made a matter of record in the proceedings
(Continued on page 1706)
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Jacob S. (Jack) Grauman, well best in the history of Universal.
known to exhibitors and all Mr. Berman stated that Universal,
branches of the industry in the to date, had not been affected in
Chicago and Milwaukee territories, any way by business depression,
has affiliated with the Doll-Van and that he will be more than satisfied if business continues on the
Film Corporation, it was announced this week by D. M. Vand- same as it has for the past two or
awalker, president of the company. three months.
He will be vice-president and treasurer.
An important event of the week
The most recent venture of Mr. was
the opening of Balaban &
Grauman, for more than a year
Katz's magnificent forty-five-hundred-seat theatre on Wednesday
manager
Chicago
office,
previous of
to Metro's
which he
represented
night. The Tivoli is not only the
that company in Milwaukee, was largest motion picture theatre in
his association with Saxe Brothers Chicago to date, but is one of the
in the purchase and sale of the
and most costly theaBoston, Rose and Alcazar theatres handsomest
tres in America. A program in
keeping
with
the importance of the
in His
Chicago's
loop district.
first activity
will be a trip to house was arranged by Balaban &
the west coast in the interests of Katz
for the premier performance.
the company where he will make
a survey of conditions in the indeHarry Reichenbach is in the city
pendent production field with a view putting the finishing touches on his
toward obtaining additional features for distribution in the Illinois plans for the exploitation of " Outthe Law," featuring Priscilla
and Wisconsin territory. He will Dean, sidewhich
will have its first Chibe gone about one month.
cago showing early in March.
" With Mr. Grauman coming into
Harry Lorsh, Chicago, district
the firm," said Mr. Vandawalker,
" our policy
of expansion
will with
con- publicity representative for Goldtinue as rapidly
as consistent
John Rankin, coast pubgood business. Mr. Grauman has wyn, and
licity representative for Goldwyn,
the friendship and confidence of with headquarters at Los Angeles,
the exhibitors in this territory, and left Chicago for Boston this week
I am greatly pleased with the affilia- where they will handle the publicity
tion."
At the same time it was an- and exploitation on " Earthbound "
it opens
Shubert's run.
Majesfor anat indefinite
nounced that a number of promi- whentic theatre
nent exhibitors in Chicago and
Milwaukee had become interested
Reports reaching the Chicago
in the company, and it is under- headquarters of Creation Film
stood that this total will be in- Company from J. Hoddy Milligan,
creased in the near future.
who is traveling through the South
The Milwaukee exchange which
will be opened by the company disposing of that company's picture, "For the Freedom of Ireearly in March will be under the
land," are to the effect that he has
management of L. H. Guhl, now sold the
following territories:
with Metro in the Wisconsin citv.
Louisiana, Mississippi and ArkanIt will be located at 408 Toy Buildsas, Southern States Film Company
ing. Frank Kamp, at the present of New Orleans ; Alabama and
Wisconsin road man for Metro, Georgia, Southern States Film
will join the Doll-Van force at the Company of Atlanta ; Florida and
same time.
South Carolina to the Southern
States Film Company of Jacksonville; and Texas and Oklahoma to
J. B. Ohrt, controller of Universal, presided at a meeting of dis- the Southern States Film Company
trict travelling auditors from all of Dallas.
parts of the United States in Chicago this week. The purpose of
Another new exchange will soon
the conference was to perfect co- be added to Chicago's already long
operation between the auditing and list of independent film marts. The
sales departments with a view to Wabash Film Exchange will early
improving, wherever possible, the in March be established and ready
service to exhibitors. Mr. Her- for business at the corner of
man, one of the managers of the Eighth and Wabash Avenue. The
big U exchange in New York, was new exchange, which will be located
on the third floor of 804 South
also visiting going
Universal's
Chicago
headquarters,
over plans
for Wabash Avenue, will be fully
the new Chicago exchange, which equipped to serve exhibitors with
will be located at 833 S. Wabash.
a complete line of new and reissued
one and two-reel comedies, twoHarry Berman, who has been reel western productions and five
holding conferences with the man- and six-reel special features of
agers and sales forces of several society, Western and popular comcentral state exchanges, arrived in
edy drama types. The Wabash
Chicago this week enthusiastic over Film Exchange will specialize in
the splendid results achieved dur- popular priced productions and
ing Universal's " Harry Berman will make this their big talking
month " which he declares was the point. The personnel and officers
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of the newly formed exchange will
be made public as soon as arrangements have been completed for the
opening of the new offices.
" Lying Lips " has broken all
house records at Barbee's Loop
Theatre
during its
firsthasweek's
run, and Manager
Barbee
kept
it for a second week. A very excellent prologue has helped to put
the feature over in a big way.
Managerexchange,
Aschman,wasof host
Pathe'sto
Chicago
critics and representatives of the
press at a very pleasant luncheon
at the Auditorium Hotel on Monday, followed by a private screening of "starring
The Devil,"
splendidat
feature
GeorgetheArliss,
the new Pathe projection room.
Mr. Aschman is scheduled to leave
Wednesday for New York on company business.
Joseph H. Gilday, veteran of the
film business, and a former exhibitor, has been appointed district
manager for Famous PlayersLasky Corporation
to have
jurisdiction over the Chicago
territory.
Mr. Gilday came to Chicago this
week from New York, with Harris
P. Wolfberg, who is retiring as
district manager to become vicepresident
sales-manager of theand
Lakegeneral
& Export
Coal
Corporation. Messrs. Gilday and
Wolfberg will relinquish the reins
at the Chicago Paramount office
as soon as Gilday has become acclimated.
Mr. Gilday has been branch manager of the Famous Players office
in Kansas City, his home town, for
the last year. He is one of the
pioneers iness.ofHe the
picture
was moving
the first
manbus-in
Kansas City to convert a legitimate
theatre into a cinema palace —
having the old Willis Wood theatre
in that
city.exhibitor.
He was very
successful as an
He had
the
first neighborhood theatre and the
first open-air theatre in Kansas
City. " Joe " Gilday is known in
the film industry as a man of pleasing personality and unimpeachable
integrity. He understands the exhibitors' problems and is known
for the deep, personal interest he
takes in seeing to it that the exhibitors in his territory are aided
to prosperity.
Mr. Gilday had a striking introduction to Chicago last Saturday when a few hours after his
arrival in town he was whisked
out to the Senate Theatre which
Lubliner &: Trinz were opening
with the Paramount picture,
" Brewster's Millions."
It is a coincidence that both
Gilday and Wolfberg, whom he
succeeds, are Kansas City men —
and in the years agone, Gilday
and Wolfberg were neighbors in
Kansas City, and Wolfberg, when
a youngster, attended Gilday's

STATE

ST.

movie
Troost house
Avenue.at Twenty-third and
Scores of exhibitors are visiting
the Famous Players exchange to
bid welcome to Gilday and farewell to Wolfberg, whose departure
from the film business caused a
sensation when announced in this
publication ten days ago.
Aaron Gollos, president of Gollos
Enterprises, Inc., which controls
the Illinois and Indiana rights to
" The Hidden Light," starring
Dolores Cassinelli, announces that
this production will have its initial
Chicago opening
showing onat March
Barbee's13,Loop
theatre,
following which it is booked to play
the Lubliner & Trinz circuit, the
Woodlawn theatre and others.
Celebrated Players has organized
a non-theatrical educational department in direct charge of Henry C.
Friedman. The large variety of
subjects released by Celebrated
peculiarly fits them to serve this
field in a broad and complete way.
Celebrated is also completing arrangements for the marketing of
the New Zenith Portable Projector
for use in private homes, schools,
lodges, etc.
H. M. Belford, sales manager of
the Independent Films Association,
is inwith
Newheadquarters
York for at
a ten
days'
stay
the Hotel
Claridge. Mr. Belford is in New
York to close foreign rights and
Eastern territory for the Ray Gallagher series of two-reel Westerns.
Herman Black, publisher of the
Chicago American, Mrs. Marshall
Field, III., and Major Frederic McLaughlin, were guests of honor at
the regular bi-weekly luncheon of
the Motion Picture Press Club at
the Stratford hotel on February 11.
The club, through President Dan
Roche, pledged its aid to Mrs. Field
in procuring screen publicity for
the wrestling matches she is promoting for the benefit of the crippledmittee
children
of Chicago.
A com-of
was appointed
composed
Harry Rice of Independent Films
Association, Al Parker, Rothacker
Film Company; W. L. Hill of
Universal ; Ralph Kettering of
Jones, Linnick & Schaefer. and L.
H. Mason to take charge of this
matter and arrange for the making
of a trailer of Mrs. Field for distribution in theatres of Chicago.
Watterson Rothacker offered to
make the trailer without cost and
his offer was accepted by Mrs.
Field and the Press Club with
thanks. In the course of a brief
address Mr. Black declared news
of pictures and motion picture theaof great interest
to readerstresof was
newspapers
and stated
that
his paper was glad to get live and
interesting publicity on various
phases of the industry.

February
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What
EARLY
FAMOUS

REPORTS

the
RETURNS

PLAYERS

ON

Big
FROM

Love, Honor and Obey —
A good picture but did not pull at
The Inside of the Cup —
Every seat in the house was taken this house, consequently business
at two performances for an entire was poor. (East.)
week. People stood in line for
Was only fair picture which
hours waiting for a chance to see
this picture. A heavy snowstorm brought fair business. (East.)
one night when the production w.is
running did not keep the peop!«:
Kidaway. The most notable success of The
Played twelve shows a day to excellent business. Consider it a
the season. (East.)
knockout. Immense. (East.)
Almost too strong a dose of
Good second week. Picture
morals. Medium business on opena world of comment. (Miding and only fair all week. (Mid- caused
dle West.)
dle West.)

NEW

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

The Girl With the Jazz Heart —
Not ness.
Kennedy's
best. Fair busi(East.)
ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS

A splendid
Lying
Lips — picture with well
sustained suspense and beautiful
photography and settings. Will
make thousands of new friends for
Florencemirers ofVidor
please
adHouse and
Peters.
Did the
record
business for one week and we are
holding it over for second week.
(Middle West.)

This picture went over big. Had
A good dramatic picture, full of
A real picture and a splendid enaction, which seemed to please. two week's run. (West.)
tertainment. People went out of
(Middle West.)
their way to comment favorably on
— always the it. (Middle West.)
Picture went over big and packed Dangerous
Went over Business
well, as is
them in. Held for second week. case with a Talmadge picture in my
house. Some of the older folks
(West.)
A fairly good box office attraction.
thought it went a little too far in The plot
Love — is nothing new, but the
Midsummer Madness —
some scenes, and others frankly scenery
and settings make the picA pleasing picture but it did not
ture worth while. (Middle West.)
parts of it as " raw."
draw. Had poor business during characterized
But ittest,
got Ithesuppose.
money, and that's the
acid
run. (West.)
Good picture which brought more
than usual business. (West.)
Average production and business Harriet and the Piper —
was about as usual. (West.)
Drew fairly well all week, but
Last
the Mohicans
— of real
An ofentertaining
picture
failed to make a " hit."
historical value. School children
Idols of Clay —
Very big production, excellent The Perfect Woman —
appealed to in advertising. Good
puller. Fine business. (East.)
Fair picture to fair business. Not business for seven day run. (East.)
This feature was badly cut by Connie's best. (East.)
METRO
censor. Went over big. (East
The Branded Woman —
Business very big, though it
Forbidden Fruit —
played in another theatre here a Polly
a Past- but not a
Good With
entertainment,
They were terribly disappointed couple of weeks ago. (East.)
great
picture.
As an opening atwith this". Did not think it lived
traction, a great success, because
The
DeviFs
Garden
—
up to " Something to Think About "
to please, and dramaGreat picture and it sure did go lighttic enough
and "Why Change Your Wife?"
enough to be exciting in a mild
big. (Middle West.)
way. (Middle West.)
Broke the attendance record.
Greatly talked about. Continued
Passion Fruit —
GOLDWYN
for a second week. (Middle West.)
Average
fair.
(East.)production. Business
Earthbound —
Although an excellent production
FIRST NATIONAL
this feature went over the heads of Cinderella's Twin —
Interesting picture which brought
the audience. Too deep for
Passion —
good business. (West.)
One of the best pictures ever patrons.
Fair
business
for
week's
shown in this city. Forced to start run. (East.)
half hour earlier each day to acUNITED ARTISTS
commodate crowds. New box office Bunty Pulls the Strings —
records reached. (East..
Too fragmentary to please "ma- The Love Light —
jority of patrons. Artistically
Drew well for about three days
done,
however. (Middle West.)
and then fell off considerably. Even
Going over tremendously. Talked
Mary's large following in this city
of everywhere. Praised and condid not all turn out to see it. NewsPenalty —
demned, but everyone in town wants The
A
winner.
Filled
house
for
two
paper reviewers characterized it as
to see it. (East.)
consecutive weeks, playing even to " poor " and it was dubbed as " rotcapacity at matinees. (Middle
ten " by (East.)
many of little Mary's
adorers.
Rated by critics as one of the West.)
greatest pictures yet produced.
Hundreds
patrons
turned
The Mark of Zorro —
during theof'first
week,
and away
still
—
Opened to approximately 14,000
A cer
good666
picture.
Many were atdrawing big crowds at 40 cents top Offi
tracted by the star, Tom Moore. people on Sunday, and keeping up
price during the second week. (East.)
the good work all week. Everybody
(Middle West.)
likes it immensely. (Middle West.)
The Great Lover —
Fair picture of an excellent play. Rich Girt, Poor Girl —
This picture brought good business and was considered a fairly Nothing to make a fuss about.
A fair picture which brought
(Middle West.)
good feature.
average business. (West.)

Say

THEATERS
SELZNICK
Broadway and Home —
Only
O'Brienwas draws
well
and fair.
the picture
fairly fairly
good
and business was just about fair.
Nothing to rave over. He pleases
best in more virile roles — such as
""His
The Wife's
Wonderful
" nnd
Money."Chance
(East.)
The Man Who Lost Himself —
Not by any means a knockout,
but played to excellent business, in
house
limousine
trade."
Doubt catering
whether toit " would
go so
well
in the neighborhood houses, but a
picture that pleases the blase, sophisticated people. (East.)
Somewhat EQUITY
different to the usual
Young pictures, but pleased about
fifty-fifty.
Consider it her best, but
Hush —
my
patrons
didn't
agree
with me.
She. more
was not
as pretty
as
usual,
but
far
interesting.
(East.)
JANS
Love
Question
UntilWithout
about the
middle— of the
third reel, held them tense. Then
it became funny. Title drew well
and star pleased. Only a fair program picture. (East.)
REALART
She
Helpthings
It — this little
OneCouldn't
of the best
star had done. She is a real hit
with the younger set and this is
just the sort of thing they like her
in. Played to excellent business.
(East.)
VITAGRAPH
Trumpet
Island
Marguerite
de la—pleased
Motte andhugely.
Wallace MacDonald
Picture went over well and all
seemed to like it. Business was
good. (East.)
UNIVERSAL
Outside
Law —
Record the
houses
on this picture.
Very entertaining. (East.)
Once to Every Woman —
Average picture which brought
fair business. (Middle West.)
ROBERTSON -COLE
One Man in a Million —
Plenty of atmosphere. Plenty of
action. Big business, as much because of personal appearance of
George Beban. But they liked the
picture enough to go away and
speak well of it. (Middle West.)
Certainly went over big and
West.)
Kismet — big business. (Middle
brought
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I RE
NEW

YORK

FOR

THE

First

Capitol Theatre —
Overture — Symphonic Poem " Tasso
" by the Gapitol Grand
Orchestra.
Scenic — The Message of the Flowers— Prizma.
Novelty — " Song of India " from
" Sadko." The prince, Alexander Oumansky ; water
nymphs, Mile Gambarelli, Doris
Niles and Talia Zanou.
Educational — The American Fleet
at Panama — Kineto.
Vocal — " The Long Day Closes "
and " Love's Old Sweet Song "
by Capitol Mixed Quartette.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Feature — The Saphead — Metro, presented with prologue.
Next Week — The Concert — Goldwyn.
The Rivoli Theatre —
Overture voli
— "Orchestra.
La Bamboula " by RiCurrent Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Vocal — " The Big Bass Viol " by
Emanuel List, basso profundo.
Feature — The Easy Road — Thomas
Meighan.
Special — " Bal Masque," Ruth Page,
Caird Leslie and Senia Gluckoff, dancers.
Comedy — The Unhappy
Finish —
Mack Sennett.
Organ
Solo — Selection from
"Faust"
by Prof. Firmin Swinnen.
Criterion Theatre —
Special — In a Spanish Garden, with
Edoardo Albano, baritone; Vera
Myers and Paul Oscard, dancers, assisted by Criterion
Chorus and Criterion Orchestra.
Feature — Buried Treasure — Marion
Davies.
Novelty — " Here, There and Everywhere," a specially
prepared
reel of educational,
cartoon
and
scenic subjects.

OF

Run

FROM

REPORTS
CITY

WEEK

19

News

T H

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

Thursday
Friday

Thursday
Friday

Saturday

Saturday

A Cure For Those Examination Blues
February 3-4-5
of the anMackinstitution
Sennett inCirLthe
She* beauty
has become

FEB.

Picture

February 3-4-5
Sennctt'i seventh
red proportion*
It ■ hiapirture
latestatandta

Symphony
Theatre
— and Jeff.
Overture
Cartoon
——ColdRaymond."
Tea — Mutt
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — The Slicker — Fox.
son. — Up in Mary's Attic — CarFeature
Presented with a prologue in
which ularbathing
songs. girls render popAmbassador Theatre —
Current
Events — Kinograms — Educational.
Novelty — Screen Snap Shots.
Feature — The Woman in His House
— Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Given with a prologue in which
six children from a local school
give
fairy The
dance.
Next Week—
Kid.
SEATTLE

This is a half page used by the Park theatre, Champaign, III., for a prerelease
showing of " A Small Town Idol "
Rialto Theatre —
Clime's Broadway Theatre —
Events — Selznick and GauFeature — The Inside of the Cup. Current
mont News.
Removed from the Criterion
theatre with complete program. Vocal — Al Pemberton sings "DearStrand Theatre —
Feature — The Daughter Pays —
Elaine Hammerstein.
" The Kid," held over for a secest One."
ond week, breaking the weekly
Grauman's
Rialto Theatre —
change
policy
of
this
theatre
for
Second
the first time.
Cup. week of The Inside of the
Broadway Theatre —
Feature — Worlds Apart — Eugene
O'Brien. And Keith vaudeville.
LOS

ANGELES

Grauman'e Theatre —
Overture — Medley of well known
airs.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.

OrganSolo
— " by
Bright
HenryEyes."
Murtaugh.
Cartoon — Felix Release.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — What's Worth While —
Lois Weber — Paramount.
Special — Twenty-five girls who
were leaders in a contest
launched by the Los Angeles
express for positions in pictures made by King Vidor, perform, with the audience requested to select most popular
by applause.
Superba Theatre —
Orchestra — "Yokahma Lullaby."
Current
Events — International
News.
ROSCOE (FATTY1
Vocal — Boy singer renders " Betty."
Comedy
— Fresh From the Farm —
Century.
Arfeuckl
Vocal — " Kentucky Blues " and
" GoodbyebyConey
Island."with a
VBrewster's Million*
Rendered
a quartet
special street stage setting reproducing ascene from the feature.
Feature — Rich Girl, Poor Girl —
s Millions"
for "Brewster'
page theatre*
Quarter
is, Ind.
by the Isis
Gladys Walton.
Indianapol

Tally's
Theatre
Sixth week
of —
Kismet.
Miller's Theatre —
Eighth week of The ConnectiCourt.cut Yankee in King Arthur's
Mission
Idol. Theatre
Fourth
week of —A Small Town
California Theatre —
Overture
" Lohengrin."
Current —Events
— From Fox, Selznick and Gaumont.
Musical — An ensemble of eighteen,
with a set showing a Gypsy
camp in Spain with a lake in
the foreground present musical
numbers. A quartet sings
" Where My Caravan Has

Clemmer Theatre —
Overture — " Mazurka " and "Bright
Novelty — Topics of the Day — Pathe.
Cartoon — Happy Hooligan.
Current Events — Fox News.
Feature — The Whisper Market —
Vitagraph.
Next Week — Big Happiness.
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Overture
— "—Glow
Eyes."
Educational
Pathe Worm."
Review.
Comedy — Pinning It On.
Feature
— Lying Lips — Associated
Producers.
Next Week — Same.
Liberty Events
Theatre
Current
— J.—and V. News.
Comedy — Puppy Love.
Scenic — Wilderness Friends.
Feature — The Kid — Chaplin.
Next Week — Silk Hosiery.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — " William Tell."
Comedy — Ouija Did It.
Current Events — Kinograms — Educational.

Instrumental
" Gypsy
Violin solo— by
Elsie Love."
Grosser.
BalletRested."
— Gypsy dance by three girls.
Vocal — Duet by girls.
Ensemble Number — Oh May
Heaven Forgive Him.
Organ—
Charles"Some
at the Little
organ. Bird."
Feature — line
Roads
Frederick.of Destiny — PauComedy
— Get Rich Quick Edgar —
Goldwyn.
Next Week — The Greatest Love.
Kinema Theatre —
Feature — Passion.
The program at the Ambassador
theatre removed to the Kinema
complete including the prologue
number " Clay."

)bv CtMftrr Arrvrv To M/u /r /
M/1JCSTIC
entire Week beo.suw. Jcb lo
This one
for "wasLove,''
by
three
columns,
used bytentheinches
Majestic
theatre, Detroit
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- ' Tivoli Theatre —
Riviera Theatre —
ers. Scenic — Melody of FlowT£N_Tl^y FIAiG£PS" Orchestra— Selections from " Caval- Education
leria
Rusticana."
Vocal — Quartette sings selections Topics of the day.
Balaban & Katz's Current Events.
from " Rigoletto."
Features — Love, Honor and Be- Riviera Digest.
have — First
National. The Riviera Lady's Quartette.
Stealers — Robertson-Cole.
Overture — "The Fourth Symphony."
Next Week — Dinty.
Feature — Dangerous Business.
Comedy — The Wedding Blues.
Rialto Theatre —
Feature
— Hush — Clara Kimball Coming Feature — Isobel.
Young.
Pantheon Theatre —
Comedy — The Ugly Duckling.
Organ Solo — Popular selections.
Pantheon Topics of the day.
Cartoon — Late " Gumps " release.
Next Week — Girl's Don't Gamble.
Overture —— "Cretor
Longren."
Travelart
Lake.
Frolic Theatre —
Feature — Tiger True — Frank Mayo. Cello Solo—" The Swan."
WEEK COMMENCING
FEB 6~
Current
Events — International
THEY
A WONDERFUL
«3ox EntertalninettT
asO/VEvouBYTELLvPatch
him count STOBV
men
News.
ONE
THE
OF THE
LOVE
Comedy — Fearful Finish — Century.
THEY PICTURE
CARRY INTO
ETERNITY
Next Week— The Fire Cat.
W/ii
BE
INDELIBLY
GRAVEN
IN YOUR MEMORY
THEY BELONG TO
DENVER
America Theatre —
Current Events — International
News.
Comedy
— The Big Show — Christie
Educational.
rcoBEirr/OM-ciXE
PRODUCTION
S£SS(/£°ffAYMAWA

—
-reon theM£P1>
PiKt By ERands powers.
COMMENDING TO-MORROW — ONE WEEK ONLY
i T0-

Feature — Prisoners of Love — Betty
Compson.
Next Week— Boys Will Be Boys.
Rialto Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Novelty — Topics of the Day — Pathe.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit — Paramount.
Next Week — The Passionate Pil-

Rivoli
grim.Theatre —
Overture
— Selections from "Fau^t."
A W
* NXnONAL INSTITUTION- ^L^V
Cartoon — The Glue Factory - Mutt
and Jeff.
Events — Fox News.
One of the Sunday paper displays on Current
— Fox.
"York
The Strand
First theatre,
Born " run
New Comedy — Roaring Lions on Parade
wherebythethefeature
is playing this week
Feature — The Thief — Pearl White.
Feature — The Truth About Hus- Next Week — Billions.
bands— First National. Given
with a prologue in which a 12
CHICAGO
year old girl gives special
dances.
SAN

FRANCISCO

Strand Theatre —
Cartoon— Mutt and Jeff— Fox.
Current Events — Select News.
Orchestra — " My Mammy."
Feature — Lying Lips — A. P.
Next Week — Same.
California Theatre —
Orchestra—" My Little Gee Gee "
from "The Fiji Isle."
Current
Events — California Topical
Review.
Orchestra — Selections from " Carmen " " My Kingdom Within
Thy Eyes." and " My Hear: is
a Bungalow."
Special — Local newspaper contest
baby review.
Feature — Paying the Piper — Paramount. Presented with a prologue in which song numbers
are presented in a cabaret scene.
Next Week — The Frontier of the
Stars.
Imperial Theatre —
Current Events — Imperial Screen
News.
Orchestra— " Love Tales of Hoffman " and " Sicily."
Feature — The Love Light — Mary
Pickford. Presented with an
atmospheric, prologue under the
title of " Mary Pickford in
Sweetheart Days."
Next Week — The Passionate Pilgrim

Woodlawn Theatre —
Woodlawn Grand Organ — " Girl Of
orial Review.
Woodlawn Pict
My Dreams."
Woodlawn Comedy Playlet — Feed
for Three.

* time joxi:
Ttax Hew
"Drtfo Moons'
This ad" was
for ten
" Wing
andcolumns
" Two
Moons
inchesToyby " five
and is sponsored by the Terminal
theatre, Newark, N. J.
Bobby Bumps Cartoon.
Specialty — Sophie Tucker and her
five kings of syncopation.
Prologue — A Love Scene.
Feature — The Great Lover.
Coming
ions. Feature — Brewster's Mill-

sing Bullard's
7— Feature
— James " Winter."
Oliver Curwood's, The Trail's End.
8— Vocal, "Pearl of Brazil-Charmantda Brown,
Oiseaucolorature
" — David —soprano.
Amanmaid.
9— Comedy — High and Dry— Mer10 — trow
Organ
— " Kamenoi
Os" — Solo
Rubenstein
— Edward
Napier and John Hammond,
organists.
ST. LOUIS
Missouri Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " The
News Events — Pathe and Fox reels.
Topical — Literary Digest paraOnly Girl."
Days.
Presentation
— Abraham Lincoln
graphs.
Feature — Paying the Piper.
Dance — Russian Ballet.
Comedy — Sunshine.
New Grand Central —
Overture
"Czardas," by Rodemich's— orchestra.
Paragraphs — Literary Digest.
News — Current film weeklies.
Vocal — Coloratura soprano singing
" The Charming Bird."
Feature — Mamma's
stance Talmadge. Affair — ConComedy
— Theatre —
Delmonte
Overture — From "The Only Girl."
Happenings of the Day — Pathe.
Organ
Solo— " The Love Bird"—
" Wandering."
Current
Fox. Occurrences — Pathe and

First Feature— The Bait.
Barbee's
Loop Theatre —
Universal Weekly.
Second Feature — Forbidden Fruit.
Comedy — Wedding Blues.
Comedy — Fox Liberty —
Overture
Sometimes."
William
Prologue —— "Women
of the Ages.
Overture — Hochman's Orchestra.
Feature — Lying Lips.
Events — Fox News.
Coming
feature
Priscilla Dean in Weekly
Cartoon Comedy — Mutt and Jeff.
Outside
the —Law.
Serial — Ninth episode Fatomas.
First Feature — Pearl White in
Ziegfeld
Theatre —
Scenic.
The Mountain Woman.
Secialty — Sylvia Loder, soloist, Comedy — The Sunshine Baby.
" Kismet."
Second Feature — The Kalda Ruby.
Feature — Kismet — Fourth week.
Coming Feature — Clara Kimball West End Lyric —
Same program as New Grand CenYoung in Hush.
tral.
Randolph
Theatre —
Organ Selections.
Feature
Charles
Chaplin in The
CINCINNATI
Kid —— Fifth
week.
BROOKLYN
Mark-Strand Theatre — 1— Overture — " Sixth Hungarian
Rhapsody " — Liszt — Played by
by Brooklyn Mark Strand
Symphony Orchestra, with
Bela Nyary, Hungarian discovery, as chief soloist.
2 — Sport
Films). Pictorial — Leading a
Dog's Life (Town & Country

Reproduction of a full page display
used by Will Harris, manager of the
Grand theatre, Columbus, for his run
of " Blind Wives "
Overture — "A Beautiful Galalhca."
Feature — Geraldine Farrar in " The
Riddle : Woman."
Intermission — " I Never ' Realized."
Coming
ions. Feature — Brewster's Mill-

dogs. Trappers in Mackinaws

3 — Vocal and Dance Novelty.
(a) " I'm Falling in Love with
Someone — Herbert — Ralph
Soule, tenor.
(b)
"ValseWoolf,
Capricedanseuse.
— Rubenstein
— Elsie
(c) — " Down the Trail to Home,
Sweet Home " — Ball — Scenic
showing first a woodland scene
and shifting to scene of mother
knitting before fire while
Strand Quartette sings.
A— Mark Topical Review.
5— Prizma Prologue Introduction —
"Away Up Yonder.
6 — Prologue to feature — Far north
scene with log cabin, open fire,

Strand — Theatre
—
Feature
The Forbidden
Thing.

BEGINNING THIS AFTERNOON
CONS
TAN CE
ITALMADGE
Adapted by John Emerson and Anita Loos
AFFAIR"
MAMMAS
Prison
Scene rkcrpts-^Vidorfatais
n
AllTinofSh/c
of You.
from
°®— IMlloMeModistel^
—»
"aijuente."Faust"
DorottiyMl
Tonar ©adoreKissytanforxf^yoprtno
Faust Mien Ranmi
Me /W
Overture
..Strauss
Famed "The
StrandBat'....
Orchestra
"Afircsidj BrcW Mark Strand
JlxkWtt Comedy Topical Review^
Prisma Seenie'Rheims" /,
Hand drawn ad six inches by two
columns
Affair"Strand
playing last for
week "Mamma's
at the Brooklyn
theatre
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Half page used by the Mission theatre, Los Angeles, for the showing of
Small Toivn Idol," booked, for an indefinite run

Columbia Theatre —
Feature— The Highest Law.
Strand —
Overture— Old Love Songs.
Current Events — Pathe 13.
Dry— Merand
Comedy—
maid. High
Literary Digest 93.
Feature— The Rookie's Return.
Next Week— The Kid.
WalnutCurrent Events — Pathe 12.
Feature — Passion.
Next Week — Earthbound.
GiftsCurrent Events — Fox 84.
Special Pictures Comedy.
Feature — Lying Lips.
Next Week — The Furnace.
Palace —
Current Events— Kinograms.
Literary Digest 93.
Feature — Her Unwilling Husband.
Next Week— Old Dad.
PITTSBURGH
Liberty Theatre —
Current
Events — International
News.
Feature — The Kid.
Next Week — To Please One Woman.
Regent Theatre —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Feature — Good References.
Comedy — Going Through the Rye.
Next Week — My Lady's Latchkey
Savoy Theatre —
Current
Events — International
News.
Feature — Number 17.
Comedy — Sweetheart.
Next Week — Prairie Trail.
Columbia Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — The Kid.
Next Week — Same.
Cameraphone Theatre —
Current Events — Selznick News.
Feature — Godless Men.
Comedy — The Simp.
Next Week — North Wind's Malice.
Minerva Theatre — ■
Current Events — Selznick News.
Feature — Godless Men.
Comedy — Adam and Eve.
Olympic Theatre —
Overture — •" Legemonte."
Current Events — Kinograms, Pathe
News.
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Feature — Third Week of Forbidden
Fruit.

Comedy — Mind Your Business.
Next Week — Inside of the Cup.
Million
Dollar Grand TheCurrent Events — Grand News
atre—
Weekly.
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — Good References.
Comedy — The Fireside Brewer.
Next Week — My Lady's Latchkey.
Coming Soon — Passion.
Blackstone Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Scenicken.— The Quaint Island of MarFeature — The Frontier of the Stars.
Comedy — His Four Fathers.
Next Week — The Price of Possession.
Alhambra Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Topical — Topics of the Day.
Feature — The Frontier of the Stars.
Comedy — Neptunes Stepdaughter.
Loew's Lyceum Theatre — Current
News. Events— Loew's Weekly
Novelty— Hoot Gibson Western.
Feature — Cinderella's Twin.
Next Week — The Poor Simp.

Current Events — News Weekly.
Comedy
Open Another Bottle —
Snub— Pollard.
Feature — Lying Lips.
NextYounii.
Week— Hush— Clara Kimball

Stillman
Overture —— "Raimond," by Thomas.
Theme
The— Where
NoddingLove
Tulip.Is Waiting -

BALTIMORE

Ciirrent Events — Kinograms — Lit- New Theatre —
erary Digest.
Current Events — Pathe and Pathe
Review.
Comedy.
Comedy
— Nobody's Wife — Christy
Vocal Operatic Selections.
Factory.
Cartoon—
Mutt & Jeff in The Blues Comedy — Dining Room, Kitchen
and Sink.
Feature — The Great Lover.
Feature — Doris Keane in Romance.
Next— Week
— The
Frontier of Stars Opening carried large crowd.
Thomas
Meighan.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture
" Dance
of theNews
Hours."of
Current —Events
— Rivola
Overture
—
"The
Beautiful
GalaEuclid — tea," by Suppe.
the World.
Theme — Reflets and Selections Vocal — Operatic Selections by
from Very Good Eddy.
Helen Walker, soloist.
Current Events — Pathe News — Lit- Comedy — Christie Film with Boberary Digest.
Feature by— Vernon.
Dinty.
Prizma — If.
Feature — Inside the Cup.
Parkway Theatres —
Next Week — Inside the Cup.
Overture — " Good Times," "Let the
Rest
of the for
World
"Grievin'
You."Go By " and
PERQA
Current Events — Parkway Review'.
Comedy — Mind Your Business.
Feature — The Kentuckians.
Wizard
Theatre— —Wizard Review
Current Events
and Topics of the Day.
Feature
— The Kentuckians.
NextCup.Week — The Inside of the
ATLANTA
^TS3il*S&iT

Overture —— " It Happened in NordHoward
land," Howard Concert Orchestra, under direction of Enrico
Leide, musical director.
Howard News and Views.
Comedy — To Be Selected.
Clara Alexander, famous impersonator of the Southern " darky,"
in her own
sketch,music
" Push
Along."
Incidental
by
Concert Orchestra under direction of Vincent Kay, leader.
Chester Scenic.
Howard Concert Trio, playing

Overture
e — — First Hungarian RhapStatsody.
Theme — Elsaluda — Love Melody.
Thirteen inch by three column display
Current Events — Pathe News — Lit- for
" The Torrent " sponsored by the
erary Digest.
Superba theatre, Los Angeles

"GEORGE APLISS

rtu
Oveem
— "rie
II d.Trovatore."
e re
Th
— Mar
Park
Day.
Current
— Loew's
Up-toDate Events
News Events
— Topics
of
Comedy
All Bawled Up — Hallroom— Boys.
Feature — The Rookie's Return —
Douglas McLean.
Next Week — The Mark of Zorro.
Metropolitan
Overture — " Kol— Nidrei," rendered
as a 'cello solo.
Billy.— Selections from Ladv
Theme

Another Newark, N. J., display, ten
inches by four columns, advertising
■■The Devil" and "Flying Pat" at
the Rialto theatre, Neuark

News

Scenic — Scenic in Holland — Bruce
Scenic.
Feature — The Mark of Zorro —
Douglas Fairbanks.
NextWallace
Week —Reid.
Always Audacious —

CLEVELAND

YieGmTESTSHOmntitWADK.'^f^

Picture

Current Events — Selznick News.
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Comedy
Open Another Bottle —
Snub— Pollard.
Feature — Lying Lips.
NextYoung.
Week — Hush — Clara Kimball
Theme — Maytime.
Strand —

Drdla's
" Serenade."
Feature
— Thomas
Meighan in The
Frontier of the Stars.
Organ Solo — Edwin Sawtelle, playing "My Little Gypsy SweetOverture
Criterion— —Popular Song Hits of
the Day, Criterion orchestra
led by Dave Love, leader.
Pathe Review.
Topicsheart."
of the Day.
Feature — Pola Negri in Passion.
Comedy — To be Selected.
Overture— Rialto orchestra.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Twin. Dana in CinderelRialto—
Feature —la'sViola
Comedy
— You'll Be Surprised—
Chester.
(First Half)
Selznick —News.
Forsvth
Feature
— Mary
Soul's
Eve. Miles Minter in All
Burton Holmes-Paramount Trave(Lastlogue.
Half of Week)
Selznick News.
Feature
lins.— Monte Blue in The TuckRolin Comedy.

February

26, 1921
Feature — Broadway
and Home —
Eugene
O'Brien.
Comedy
— Back
from the From —
Christie.
Next Week— Dinty — Wesley Barry.

Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy
Mutt and Jeff in The
Glue — Factory.
Educational — The Will o' the Wisp.
Comedy
rade.— Roaring Lions on PaVocal — Tom Penfold and Eddie
McGrath.
Feature — A Thousand to One — Hobart Bosworth.
Next Week — Tom Mix in The
Road Demon.

Feature — Love — Louise Glaum.
Palace —
ST. PAUL

BOSTON
Park Theatre —
Overture — Park Symphony Orchestra.
Weekly News — Two Issues.
Features— A Small Town Idol —
Mack Sennett.
The Torrent — Eva Novak.
Beacon Theatre —
Overture — Piano and Organ.
Weekly News — Two Issues.
Features — The Kid — Charles Chaplin. The Plaything of Broadway— Justine Johnstone.
A Baltimore American display for the
showing New
of "The
Light" at the
theatre,LoveBaltimore
WASHINGTON
Crandall's Metropolitan —
Overture — " Half Moon."
Current Events — Pathe News, Topics of the Day.
Feature— The Kid — First National.
Next— First
Week —National.
My Lady's Latchkey
Loew's Columbia —
Feature — Forbidden Fruit — Paramount.
Loew's Palace —
Overture — " Half Moon."
Current Events — Pathe News, Topics of the Day.
Comedy — Pals and Petticoats —
Sunshine.
Feature — The Education of Elizabeth— Paramount.
Next Week— Polly With a PastMetro.
Moore's Rialto —
Overture — Italians in Algiers.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — Man versus Woman —
Christie.
Feature — Silk Hosiery — Paramount.
Next Week — Prisoners of Love —
Goldwyn.
DETROIT
Adams —
Overture — " Robespierre."
Prologue with Ruth Chase, soprano ;Ralph Brainerd, tenor ;
Philip A. Kelleher, basso, and
A. Louis De Marr, dancer.
Feature — Passion.
Broadway Strand —
Second Week of Forbidden Fruit.
Same program as last week.
Madison —
Overture — " II Trovatore."
Current Events — Detroit Free
Press Weekly.
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Feature — One Man in a Million.
Specialty — George Beban and company in The Sign of the Rose.
Comedy — You'll be Surprised.
Next Week— Not Guilty.
Washington —
Overture — "Morning, Noon and
Night."

PHILADELPHIA
Stanley —
Overture — " Merry Wives of Windsor "— Nicolai — Stanley concert
orchestra led by Sidney Lowenstein.
Prologue — Housetop setting, man
climbing over, song off-stage.
Feature
— The Frontier of the Stars
— Paramount.
Comedy
Scarecrow
— Met -o.
Scenic — —InTheDutch
— Educational.
We Believe Sioux Falls' Audiences Will Say:
"THE GREATEST PICTURE YOU
HAVE
EVERBY STORM!
PLAYED!"
ITIT HAS
TAKEN
THE COUNTRY
NEW YORKSOWPROCLAIMS
THEBROADWAY
MASTERPIECE
Of MOTION
l'|OLRLS<
ON.'
ARE CLAMORING
\NU
EVEN RIGHi
FIGHTING CROWDS
TO SEE
THIS
GREAT PICTURE!

Nance Olden, cleverest of girl thieves, pursued by the police,
escapes
bya stepping
uninvited
into a stranger's
carriage,
but intoat first
newthe world
— the worldnot only
and honor.
Ill at
ease
little adventuress
soonof decency
finds romance
and excitement a-plenty in the novel adventure of "going straight."
FIRST HALF THIS WEEK .

Nine incli by three column ad for "She
Couldn't
Help Indianapolis,
It " by the Ind.
Alhambra
theatre,
Next— House
Week — Peters.
The Great Redeemer
Arcadia
Feature
— —Paying the Piper — Paramount.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Scenic — Burton Holmes travelogue.
Comedy
— Nobody's Wife — Educational.
Next Week — Same.
Feature
— Forbidden Fruit.
Palace —
Current
Events — Pathe News.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Next Week — Passion.
Feature — So Long Letty.
Comedy
Regent —— His Four Fathers.
Next Week — Milestones.
Scenic —
Feature — Body and Soul.
Comedy
Capitol——Hey Rube.
Current Events — Select News.
Next Week — Midsummer Madness.
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture
— The Old Refrain " —
Kreisler.
Stage Setting — An Evening at
Home, introducing the Duo-Art

One Solid Week Starting Sunday
"j WUEQE TUE BIG PICTUPGS* PL/i 0
This display twelve inches by four
columns,
Outside the
Law " was
used by on
the "Falls,
Colonial
S, D.theatre, Sioux
Current Events — Pathe News.
Vocal Feature — Songs by Henri
Scott,
— A —" —" Verdi.
Aria "
from noted
" Don basso
Carlos
B — " Road
to Mandalay "—
Next Speaks
Week— The Kid.
Stanton —— Neapolitan Nights —
Overture
Zamecnik — Stanton symphony
orchestra.
Feature
— The Love Light — United
Artists.

Vocal—
"Take Me Back to Childpiano.
hood Land " — Rooney. Sung
by
John Hart, concert baritone.
—
Goldwyn.
Feature — The Penalty — Lon Chaney
Comedy
— Love,
Honor and Behave
— Mack
Sennett.
Current Events — Hippodrome Review, consisting of selections
from the various weeklies,
Topics
the Day and a handcolored ofscenic.
Next Week — Prisoners of Love —
Betty Compson.
■ — Langley.
Shea's
Criterion —
Overture — " From the Highlands "

Vocal — " My Bonnie, Bonnie Jean "
— Lander. Sung by John Crawford, concert baritone.
Feature — Bunty Pulls the Strings.
Comedy — Bungalow Troubles.
Current Events — Special arrange- Current Events — Criterion Picment from all weeklies of the
torial.
world for the Stanton.
Next Week — Paying the Piper —
Dorothy Dickson.
Cartoon — The Glue Factory.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest. Mark-Strand —
Next Week — Curtain.
Overture
Maytime."
Current — "Events
— Latest Pathe
Victoria
News.
Same as —last week.

Capitol —Theatre
Overture
"Pomp— and Circumstance "— Elgar.
Capitol Digest — Includes : Current
Events,
al News. Pathe and InternationAlong the River Allier — Pathecolor.
Walter Pontius — Tenor.
1. " Somebody Loves You Dear."
2. " In the Heart of Mary Ann."
Moonshine.
Mermaid comedy featuring Lloyd
Hamilton.
Katherine Stang — Violiniste.
1. " Gypsy Airs " — Sarasate.
2. " Souvenir Poetique " — Fibich.
Hole.Ray in The Old Swimmin'
Charles
Capitol Grande Organ.
Ralph H. Birgham, Concert OrImprovization on theme " My Old
ganist.
Kentucky
Organ
Recital
—Home."
E.theJ. 4th
Dunstedter.
1. Finale
from
Symphony
in F. Minor — Tschaikowsky.
2. Prelude — Chopin.
3. Popular Selections, including
" Over the Hill "— Thurward.
MINNEAPOLIS
State Theatre —
1. " Panamericana " — Victor Herbert. —
Overture
2.
A Little Bit of Jazz."
State " Digest.
Current Events — Pathe and International News.
Mile. Desha — Danseuse. " The
Nobody's
— Christie.
BubbleWife
Dance."
Donald Jonson — Concert Pianist.
1. Dowell.
"To a Wild Rose "— Mac2. " Seguidilla " — Albeniz.
(Steinway piano used).
Way Up Yonder — Prizma.
JabesTheOliver
Curwood's
IsobelJane
or
Trail's
End, with
Novak and House Peters.
Organ Solo— Arthur Depew, America's Premiere Organist.
" Faust Fantasy "■— Gounod — De-

pew.

Here
a quarter
page
on " Outside
the
Law "is run
bi/ theLake
Kinema
Salt
City theatre of
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Prisoners of Love" lobby display used by the Garrick theatre, Los Angeles, in which a cut of the star teas a feature
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Lobby decorations for "The U. P. Trail" by frank

Lacey. manager of the Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore.
Hyman

Calvert's
Capitol

"Passion"
Prologue
Theatre, St. Paul, Presentation

Adds Greatly to Film's Pulling Powers
sented the " Dance of Passion " as her
of the most novel and distinctive prologues to be evolved for first number, typifying Du Barry's passionate infatuation for Louis XV, King
enhancing the presentation of
of France. The conclusion of this dance
n " was that staged by the Capitol
" Passio
was marked by the snuffing of one candle,
theatre in St. Paul, Minn. The theatre,
the finest in the Middle West, since its depicting the death of the King.
The second dance interpreted Du Baropening last September has slowly but
surely progressed in the art of presenting
ry's real love for Armand and was called
special scenic and musical numbers until
the " Dance of Love." Mile. Desha in
this number worked in a deep blue light,
it has reached the pinnacle of presentation.
her dancing subdued from the mad whirl
of the passionate dance which preceded
The prologue for " Passion " drew
favorable written comment from the St. it. The dance ended with a second candle
Paul Art Institute, a society of artists that being extinguished, indicative of the
tragic end of Armand, with a bullet in his
abides in one of the few cities of the head.
Middle West that consistently supports
grand opera and the Russian ballets. The
The next unit was the " Dance of
art society letter to Messrs. Finkelstein
Death," in which the dancer appeared
shrouded in black, with but a tiny point
and Ruben, owners of the theatre, said
of
white light playing on her features
the prologue to " Passion " was the best
from one side, and a deep scarlet light
thing scenically that St. Paul has seen
from the other. Slowly her movements
since the Daghileff ballet some six years
grew less passionate, and the light faded,
ago.
until she dropped dead at the foot of the
Managing Director Lowell V. Calvert,
candelabra, leaving the stage in total darkwho designs and stages the scenic numness as the third candle went out, showing
bers at St. Paul's Capitol theatre, took the the audience that Du Barry had at last
three striking episodes in the passionate
paid the penalty of her excesses and exlife of Madame Du Barry as the theme
travagance, on the guillotine.
for his prologue. In the center of the
The number closed with a rosy light
stage, before a futuristic drop, stood a
slowly creeping from the floor to the top
tall candelabra with three lighted candles.
of the back drop depicting the dawn of a
Mile. Desha, who went to St. Paul
new France, while the audience showed
especially for this engagement, direct from
its appreciation with thunderous applause.
the Criterion theatre in New York, preThe Capitol Symphony orchestra and the
sented the dancing numbers in the progrand organ accompanied the dancer, and
logue. The parted curtains revealed
broke into the thrilling strains of the
Desha bathed in scarlet light, dancing be- " Marseillaise," as dawn rose on the
fore the candelabra.
The dancer preimaginative picture of a France reborn.

ONE

Staging

Prologue

for "Isobel"
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman
of the Brooklyn Strand theatre, is staging
a prologue for " Isobel, or the Trails
End," the feature on the bill this week at
the Strand.
The scenic set for the prologue is a
snow-bound tract with a log cabin to the
left, with the ruddy light from a fire shining through. The Mark Strand quartette
garbed in cold-weather attire, even to
mackinaws, sing Bullard's colorful " Winter Song." The lights are silver and red,
ebbing and flowing as to intensity at the
proper points.

Lobby display designed by Prank Lacey, manager
of the Majestic theatre. Portland, Ore., for the
showing of " The U. P. Trail *
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Fire Department Aids in
Putting Over Comedy
. A new way to turn a comedy into a
feature was demonstrated recently by
Manager Nobel Hearne of the Superba
theatre, Los Angeles, when he used the
Century comedy " Fire-Bugs " to show
the fallacy of attempting to fight fire when
you do not know how, and members of
the Los Angeles Fire Department to lecture and give practical suggestions along
the proper lines of preventing disastrous
conflagrations.
The week's bill .was advertised as " Fire
Prevention Week " and twice each day a
big fire engine with complete staff drove
at break neck speed to the front of the
Superba theatre. Here Chief Scott and
his men spoke to the crowd on the street,
giving important instructions as to the
proper way to fight fire and later from
the stage of the theatre gave practical
demonstrations of their instructions.
Showing the way the Superba theatre, Los Angeles, decorated for the engagement of
"Fire Bugs" zvith fire hose, etc.

Fine

"EarthbouncT
Salt Lake City Theatre

Prologue
Stages

Original Presentation Number
Then all lights out amid the rumble of
Salt Lake theatre, Salt Lake
THE
thunder
and the flash of lightning which
City, Utah, recently played " Earthcontinue
until the first title is thrown on
bound," with the presentation of
the film a featured part of the showing.
the screen, when the orchestra comes in
For the prologue the stage was dressed
a heavy selection from " Forza del
in blue cheese cloth. It was opened by with
Destino " on the last thunder crash. As
dimming up blue footlights in an absothe first scene in the picture comes on
lutely dark house. Then a harpist played
screen, polychrome cathedral candlesticks
" For All Eternity " very softly, swelling
are turned on, showing sparks of light.
in volume to the chorus, which was picked
up by the orchestra, with harp and orchestra continuing until the end. The entire song was repeated by a quartette backstage, with full musical accompaniment
from the orchestra pit. As the quartette
started the song, the front curtain rose
very slowly, disclosing a cross on the left
of the stage. As the curtain rose, the
blue border lights were dimmed up. At
the conclusion of the song, a halo appeared
at stage right and then a voice back stage
spoke the following:
" It is written that until you have purged
yourself of your earthly sins, until all
those you have sinned against forgive and
send you on your way with their love, you
will be earthbound. And now there remains but one, she who will be your mate
through all eternity."
As the voice finishes speaking, the halo
fades out. At the beginning of the voice,
a girl dressed in mourning had entered
the stage and knelt by the cross. As the
halo is dimmed out, a spotlight is thrown
upon the kneeling girl ; she rises and extends her arms towards the spotlight,
speaking :
" Oh, Dick, I do love you and want to
send vou onward. So go, my beloved,
go!"

.Manager Hearne secured the co-operation
of all members of the Fire Dept. and
equipment for display in the lobby and
theatre. Each patron was handed a fire
prevention instruction card which gave
the gist of Chief Scott's daily remarks.
Xobel Hearne recently became manager
of the Superba theatre after serving as
assistant manager for more than a year
and following considerable experience in
this work with the Saenger Amusement
Company of New Orleans. For the past
several months he has been in charge of
arranging lobby displays and special features for the program, and his successful
work led to his promotion to manager.
On this page are two cuts illustrating
the exploitation related. Note the fire
hose draped about the lobby. This is an
idea that can be utilized in any city.

Illustrating how the Los Angeles Fire Department co-operated with the Superba theatre in
exploiting " Fire Bugs " a Century comedy
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Windou: display tie-up effected with a local hardzvare store by Ike New

Radiophones
Rialto at Omaha Makes in
One
For Two

Theatres

Garrick theatre, Minneapolis, for the showing of " My Lady's Latch Key

Theatres
Orchestra
Do

by Use of New Invention
Fred Swain and Wilbur Cramer, two
young wireless operators who directed the
mechanism.

By using radiophones for orchestration
in two houses under one management,
John Loveridge, of the Rialto Theatre,
Omaha, Neb., established an innovation
for motion picture theatres and added
another chapter to the growing list of exploitation devices by which the public can
be enticed into a motion picture theatre.
The stunt, which was worked in cooperation with the exploitation campaign
planned and executed by R. C. Gary, exploitation representative for the Omaha
territory of Paramount Pictures, created
a distinct sensation. The radiophones
were installed from the stages of the
Rialto Theatre, which was showing
" Heliotrope," and the Strand Theatre.
Amplifiers had been connected to every
seat in the two houses.
The orchestra played alternately at the
two theatres, but by means of the radiophones and amplifiers it was possible for
both audiences to hear the music constantly, first directly before the seats and
then from the other theatre.
The big value of the idea, of course, lay
in the exploitation possibilities of such a
novelty. Manager Loveridge and Gary
had discounted this in advance and their
paper and newspaper advertising for days
in advance had played up the fact that this
would be the first time such an experiment
had been tried in a theatre in Omaha. The
novelty angle alone brought large crowds
to the house.
Despite the fact that the radiophones
were largely an experiment they proved a
veritable success under the direction of

The radiophone exploitation was supplemented bypaper and extensive advertising. Postcards of prominent thoroughfares in New York and Chicago were obtained and addressed to the theatre's mailing list with the message : " Have just
learned that Heliotrope Harry is out and
will be at the Rialto Theatre, Omaha, Jan.
16." These cards were despatched to
Chicago, New York, or whatever city they
were supposed to come from; and remailed to the theatre's patrons from there.
A cartoon teaser campaign was used in
the Omaha World-Herald, News and Bee.
Gary, who had previously demonstrated
his abilities as a cartoonist, so that his
" motion picture exploitation cartoons "
were being run as news by the various
papers, ran a cartoon a day on " Heliotrope," concentrating on the mysterious
" Harry," until the final cartoon, the day
before the picture's opening, gave away
the secret and tied up the series with the
picture and the Rialto Theatre.
The campaign was rounded out by heliotrope-scented sachet packets, which were
distributed to patrons of the Rialto Theatre the week before " Heliotrope " had its
run. From an exploiteering angle it was
one of the most successful campaigns ever
conducted, as well as being one of the
most unique. Manager Loveridge, who
was responsible for the introduction of the
radiophone system, was so elated over its
success that he has declared his intention

Picture
^p^?t&JS23f
results were obtained by Manager
C. P. Murphy of the New Garrick theatre,
Minneapolis, during the showing of " My
Lady's Latch Key," in a tie-up with the
Warner Hardware Co.'s store.
Mr. Murphy arranged with the hardware people to give away to lady patrons
of the New Garrick, a ticket good for a
duplicate latch key when presented at the
hardware store.
A very effective window display was
arranged with the hardware store in which
a three sheet cut-out, star portraits and
stills were used to good advantage in connection with a display of locks, keys, revolvers and other things designed for the
protection of the home. A card announcing the distribution of the free key tickets
and
another
: " Love
laughs
at
locksmiths
but reading
convention
demands
a latch
key. You can get the latch key here. The
love and laughter at the New Garrick this
week," also formed a part of the display.
A tie-up was also made in the advertising used during the week by the Warner
This is the first time co-operation of
people.
this
kind with a hardware store has been
secured in Minneapolis. It was the second tie-up secured by Mr. Murphy during
week.of "theTheNew
Toonerville
Trolley"
was athepart
Garrick program
for that week and the Minneapolis Tribedy. une, which publishes the Fox cartoons,
gave daily editorial comment on the comof using it again at the first opportunity
he has to tie it up with Paramount picture
exploitation.
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Rothafel's

"Saphead" Prologue Number
The Capitol theatre is presenting a prologue in connection with the showing of
"theThebillSaphead,"
the feature attraction on
for the week.

Mr. Rothafel has taken a cue from the
picture itself in staging his specialty
number.
A dancer attired as Buster Keaton in
the picture, silk hat and frock coat, carrying a cane and a bunch of flowers, is first
seen wandering around after the manner
of the above-mentioned star. The stage
setting is a street scene with lamp post at
center and set buildings on each side. The
backing is white muslin draped with the
lighting all from the rear, bringing the
figure into silhouette. The performer is
joined by a girl in summer street dress.
After some eccentric pantomime the two
present a novelty dance.
Slipper
This shows the stage setting and characters appearing in the Brooklyn Strand's prologue
for " The First Born " as told below

Hyman's
BrooklynChinese
Strand
StagesMusicians
Fine
Prologue for " The First Born " ,
For the prologue used in connection
been lowered. The novelty of Hyman's
prologue was in the fact that at the end,
with the showing of " The First Born,"
Managing Director Edward I. Hyman of while the tenor was singing, the little Chinese boy shown in the cut ran out from the
the Strand theatre, Brooklyn, first scoured
fly, and the tenor took the kid up in his
New York's Chinatown for a Chinese orarms while finishing the song. A perfect
chestra and succeeded in landing- a small
roar
s-tage. went up as the kid ran across the
troupe of so-called musicians.
Then the other more orthodox parts of
the prologue were gotten together. A
stage setting as illustrated in the cut above
was provided. Other musicians and singers were secured and rehearsed in a carefully prepared program.
With the opening of the curtains, a soprano in the female Chinese costume sang
" The Chinese Lullaby " from the music
show, " East is West." Toward the end
of the song, which was accompanied by
a male quartette from off-stage, the lights
began to come down, and the end, when
the scene was absolutely darkened, and
without parting the curtains, scene number one was lifted, and the red and blue
border and footlights coming up revealed
a Chinatown scene. On the left, the Chinese orchestra was pounding away, and
before the lights even defined the players,
the audience knew what it was and it got
a big laugh. Then a young Broadway
dancer", wrho makes a specialty of Oriental
dances, did a bona fide geisha.
The Strand Male Quartette, in costume
sang
There
another" So
shortLong
dance Oolong,"
and then the
tenorwas
of
the quartette took the stage to sing " The
Chinese Lullaby," and the rest of the quartette assisting from offstage. The last
notes of the song were carried into the
picture which was shot on the screen, after
the stage was darkened and the screen had

Window

Display

for "Cinderella's Twin"
A window display of ladies slippers was
used by Manager Edward J. Weisfeldt of
Saxe's Strand Theatre, Milwaukee, as an
advertising hook up for Viola Dana in
Cinderella's Twin. A woman's dress slipper completely covered with rhinestones
was secured from the Walkover Shoe
Company and displayed in their Milwaukee store window as the $1,800 Cinderella
slipper alleged to have been worn by Viola
Dana in the film production. The slipper
was placed on a cushion directly under a
nitrogen lamp and its startling brilliancy
attracted hundreds of persons to the window.

Window display featuring a crystal slipper for "Cinderella's Twin" for the shozt-ing of this
feature at Saxe's Strand theatre, Milwaukee. Story appears herewith
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Criterion
New

Prologue
Presentation

Number

Sets

Standard

"Buried Treasure"
Given Atmosphere
by Musical and Ballet Specialty
ing them the art of the stage and encourden laid in an a few seasons ago. The colorful atmosgar
H
IS
AN
SP
A
sphere of the land of the toreador and
aging them through practical work to
orange grove with the fruit bob- troubadour
has been recreated with
strive
for
greater art. It is impossible to
ls,
yover
a pla
the old wal
bing
charming effect on the Criterion stage,
ground for native singers and
engage exactly the type of singers and
and, in the course of the prologue, some
dancers, while the sun plays on the ancient
dancers required for the specific motion
chateau and the farms and mountains in of Spain's best and most characteristic
picture theatre entertainment and for that
music and dances are presented, including
reason the school was founded by Mr.
the distance, is the colorful prologue pre"La Sota " from "Dolores," " Maja
pared by Hugo Riesenfeld for the showZuro with the support of Mr. Riesenfeld.
Goyescas " from " Panaderos," a " HabaQuietly and without pretence, the school
ing of " Buried Treasure," which began an
extended engagement at the Criterion
nera " and " Lor Andaluse."
continued its work through the many
Theatre on Sunday, February 13th. Josef
The Spanish atmosphere of the promonths to reveal its first representative
logue reflects the principal theme in
Urban, the European master of stage investiture, designed the stage gem as a " Buried Treasure " which blends the effort in the Criterion prologue, " In a
frame for the singers and dancers in the modern society story with that of the
While Garden."
it is true that the Riesenfeld
Spanish
prologue, and Josiah Zuro, director of the Spanish Main of four centuries ago.
theatres on Broadway, the Rivoli, Rialto
With his usual modesty, Mr. RiesenNew School of Opera and Ensemble, arand Criterion, are motion picture theatres,
ranged the music and dance numbers
feld gives the credit for the Criterion prologue to Messrs. Zuro and Urban. It is they have not only been a strong influence
which, with the setting, have received undue to the training by Mr. Zuro, who is in creating a better taste in photoplays, but
stinted praise from the press and public.
have been responsible for the development
the
director of the New School of Opera
An old garden wall, pierced with a
of
several correlated fine arts->— the dance,
barred window, stands at the left. At the and Ensemble, that singers of the calibre
music, both vocal and instrumental, and
of
Albano
and
Miss
Clough
and
the
finely
right stands another wall. Long settles of
stage settings.
trained ensemble, and dancers like Miss
stone run along the walls and oranges
The musical history of the theatres has
Myers and Oscard appear on Riesenfeld
peep over the tops at the quiet enclosure.
been
an impressive one, despite the fact
At the rear rises a majestic tree throwing
programs, and point to even greater sucthat the oldest of the trio of theatres, the
its branches over the entire garden and
cesses in the future. " In a Spanish GarRialto, is not yet five years old. In this
den," pretentious as it is. in motion picture
further in the distance lies the sleepy valbrief span the theatres have introduced
history
on
Broadway,
is
but
the
beginning
ley at the foot of the white-tipped mounor encouraged singers who have gone into
tains. A chateau, bristling with spires of a series of spectacular musical and
more pretentious musical work, some of
dance
productions.
and studded with windows, reposes in the
For the past two years Mr. Zuro has
them reaching the highest ■ rung of the
valley.
Singers and dancers, a mandolinist and been training singers and dancers, teachladder, g'rand opera.
a guitarist, sit about on the long settles or
stroll about the enclosure. Dark eyes
flash from over the tops of fluttering fans
and mantillas are flung about pretty faces
to accentuate their charm. The figures
on the stage are in fluid motion, flirting,
teasing and playfully quarrelling.
The unseen orchestra, plays " The
March of the Toreadors " by TarvanMarchetti and the soloists and ensemble,
numbering a score, sing for the quartet of
native Spanish dancers — Clarelina, Esperanita, Coralita and Anita — who dance with
dash to the rattle of their castanets, the
singing and the orchestral music.
From off-stage is heard the voice of
Edorardo Albana, baritone, who sings a
popular old Spanish folk song, " Serenade
de Murcia," and is joined on his entrance
by Susan Clough, mezzo soprano, and the
ensemble. The final chords of the folk
songs serve as an introduction to a spirited dance duet by Vera Myers and Paul
Oscard, which, in turn, resolves itself into
another pretentious song number, a
" ballade " from Carlos Gomez's " II
Guarany," sung by Albano and the ensemble to an accompaniment by the orchestra and the solo instrumentalists.
" In a Spanish Garden," as the prologue
is known, is reminiscent of the best moments in the popular " Land of Joy," the
production which was brought from Spain

Cut showing the Urban stage setting and two views of the players appearing in the prologue
of "Buried Tr-easure" opening Sunday for an indefinite run at the New York Criterion theatre
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0» this and the opposite pages is shown exploitation for "Kismet" during the recent showing of this picture at Manager Ray Grombacher
Liberty, Wash., theatre. The scene at the right shows Mr. Grombachcr's stage setting for an original prologue number

Putting

Over
Skouras

at
"The
Brothers
InaugerateKid"
Great Campaign
for Chaplin

SOME critics maintain that all that is
necessary to attract record-breaking
Kid in"
feature
the Chaplin
date of'sthe" The
announcewith
is to throngs
the local newspapers. But Skouras Brothers, who began a week's run of the famous
comedian's latest film endeavor at their
two leading first run houses, the New
Grand Central and the West End Lyric
theatres, St. Louis, have an entirely different opinion.
" Exploit every worth while production,
regardless of circumstance or star," has
been their ideal motto, and in accordance
they have gone so far with their methods
of exploitation of " The Kid " that everyone within a few hours' ride of St. Louis
has learned of the picture, its date of
showing, and something by which to remember it.
The stunt began two weeks before February 7,the date set for the premiere in
this city of Chaplin's latest release. A
mailing list of several thousand St. Louis
fans and suburbanites received their
weekly letter, at the bottom of which appeared the bland statement — " We are not
Kidding you, but ' The Kid ' will get your
goat."
Then the newspapers came out with displays of various sizes for the two weeks
preceding the opening. Cuts of Chaplin
and little Coogan were profusely interspersed with the " copy " of the advertisementspictures
;
of the Tramp and the sophisticated window-breaker were placed
on large sign-boards all about St. Louis
and the surrounding vicinity, and interest
was running high.
The private review of the feature which

St.

Louis

Film

was given at the closing banquet of the
convention of the Missouri Theatre Owners was spoken about in the daily press
as early as January 20. The local motion
picture critics are severely independent
and their favorable comment on the production created tremendous good-will
among the theatre-goers.
Then Skouras climaxed their advertising with a most humorous bit of exploitation. Several young men were advertised
for, their only requirement being that they
could " make up " to resemble either Charlie Chaplin or Micky Coogan. Well, every
school-boy who ever had an ambition to
appear on the screen in imitation of their
comedy idol came with a battered derby,
a delinquent pair of trousers, and the conventional Chaplin foot-wear. And with
them they brought their little brothers, or
cousins, or friends attired in baggy pants
and a slouched cap the visor of which was
drawn far over the right side of the neck.
The five best imitations were employed.
They were each given beats about the city
and suburbs and told to go the limit. At
Grand and Olive, the center of night life
in this city, hundreds of persons blocked
the streets to watch the antics of a Chaplin
and Coogan who directed traffic during
the absences of the traffic- officer. The
Chaplin imitators were given implicit instruction not to let go the hand of their
little partner, and as a result every move
that the actors made was in perfect accord. If Chaplin crossed the street he
dragged the little boy with him.
In the business districts where a pair of
the imitators were stationed, thousands
of office-workers appeared at the windows

of the mentslarge
buildings to gain a tew moof amusement.
To say that an exploitation stunt was so
successful that persons spent considerable
time watching the antics of the participants in preference to hurrying to the admission door is describing it as it actually
took place. The New Grand Central and
West End Lyric smashed even- previous
house record in the history- of the two
houses for opening day. A pair of the
clowns were stationed in each of the lobbies and entertained the crowds who had
already bought tickets but were waiting
from one to two hours to gain entrance.
" The greatest pulling card we've ever
had," said Spyros Skouras.
Stars

Sell Tickets

as Ex-

ploitation Stunt
The originality of .Sid Grauman was
demonstrated recently during the showing
at his Rialto theatre, Los Angeles, of
" Midsummer Madness." The cast in this
production, includes Lois Wilson, Lila
Lee, Jack Holt and Conrad Nagel.
Mr. Grauman arranged to have each of
these stars sell tickets to the crowds, one
each evening from 7:30 to 8:30 o'clock.
Proper exploitation and publicity of this
unique idea brought additional crowds to
the playhouse, and the stars themselves enjoyed the experience greatly.
The feminine luminaries were delighted
with the enthusiastic reception the ticket
buyers gave them. Each had a brief chat
with the patrons. The women buyers
proved to be the most talkative, and scores
of unusual questions were asked.
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Showing the lobby front and decorations on the interior for "Kismet" originated by Ray Grombacher, manager of the Liberty theatre,
Spokane, Wash.
Borrows Toys and Doll
Furniture for Lobby
Display
A clever little bit of exploitation which
cost absolutely nothing, was Manager
George Schmidt's lobby display for " Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," when it played a
two-day engagement at the Alamo No. 2,
Atlanta.
From a local toy-shop, he borrowed a
set of doll furniture — and fitted up three
rooms — parlor, bedroom and bath. This,
mounted on a pedestal properly draped,
caught the eye instantly. A tiny celluloid
doll was in the bath-tub; two other dolls,
to represent the society reporter, and the
" boob-hero," were in the living-room,
and still another doll, to represent the
flighty wife, was in the bed in the bedroom.

Grombacher

Does

Things

for "Kismet"
Elaborate staging, with impressive prologue, was given the performance of "Kismet" which had a week's showing at the
Liberty, Spokane, Wash. One bizarre
scene from the production, showing the
beggar in his borrowed finery in the
harem, was done in the prologue, with
five taking part. An oriental effect
throughout the house was achieved in the
decorative scheme and the girl ushers
wore gay harem costumes. Manager Ray
Grombacher did a record business with
urday.
the show, running it till midnight on Sat-

Attractive

Setting

for

of "Polly"
A Showing
simple but attractive
setting for a
song number offered in connection with
the showing of " Polly With A Past " was
arranged by Manager Edward J. Weisfeldt of Saxe's Strand Theatre, Milwaukee. A wooden ring covered with black
velvet was suspended a few feet above
the floor of the stage and on it was perched
a giant scenery parrot of brilliant colors.
The young lady vocalist was attired in a
brilliant red costume which provided a
pleasing contrast to the black circle. A
conventional lantern on either side completed the setting.

Over this was a sign reading — " Not ' A
Doll's House ' — just ' Parlor, Bedroom
and Bath ' ".
Effective Prologue Given
in Newark
The Rialto theatre, Newark, N. J.,
staged a very effective atmospheric prologue for " The Last of the Mohicans,"
last week's bill at the Rialto.
Following the overture, the last notes
of which were those of a flute playing a
weird melody, the curtains parted, showing Grace Morton, mezzo soprano, in Indian costume. Miss Morton rendered
"The Land of the Sky Blue Waters,"
with a scenic showing streams, mountains,
etc., projected during the song.
The singer first appeared in semi-darkness. Then a baby spot was thrown on
her feet, after which the lights went up
revealing a forest backing by Urban.
At the end of the song, the lights dim
out and the titles of the feature were
screened.

Cut showing Strand
stage setting
the prologue
number
"Polly
With a onPast"
presented by the
theatre, for
Milwaukee,
as told
in theonstory
appearing
this page
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Carroll's Presentation of
"Kismet"
Meritorious
Howard Carroll, manager of the International theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.. has
recently put over a knockout exploitation
campaign
" Kismet."
Carroll's for
campaign
began with full page
newspaper ads. a new idea for Niagara
Falls. Tie-ups with music and talking machine stores were used to good advantage.
Through his tie-ups with the music
stores Howard had everybody in town
buying " Kismet " records and the whole
village whistling the song. He also engaged Jack Nicoloff, a native of the Falls,
to garb himself as Otis Skinner in " Kismet," and walk about the streets giving
out cards advertising the showing at the
International. Nicoloff does not claim to
look just like Skinner — but it was close
enough for the purpose. " Kismet " Billboards were placed all over town and special stories were published in the newsA cut showing the International's "ballyhoo" man appears on this page.
papers.

" Twin Beds" window display which Manager Wood of the Grand Opera House, Brunswick,
Ga., originated during the recent run of this picture

New

"Forbidden EastFruit"
Stunt
St. Louis
Majestic Theatre,
Originates New E xploitation Stunts
several hundred stickers printed bearing
tation stunt which
exploi
an
is
HERE
this admonition :
was executed at the Majestic
Theatre, East St. Louis, by Charles
In Adam's Day
Raymond of Famous Players, and which
The Apple Was
FORBIDDEN
FRUI T
set the entire city talking about " Forbidden Fruit."
But in 1921 who wants to be ancient?
For several days preceding the opening
Partake generously of
De Mille's Forbidof the De Mille production, Raymond ran
den Fruit.
a teaser campaign in the East St. Louis
It is a pleasant sensation.
daily newspapers. The displays, which
These
stickers were pasted on apples
were small, but scattered throughout each
and distributed by a neatly but sparsely
edition of the papers, read : " In Adam's
clad young lady, who was stationed at the
Day the Apple was Forbidden Fruit, but
entrance to the auditorium.
It is merely
in 1921 Who Wants to be Ancient? " Of
putting
it
lightly
to
say
that
the
stunt sent
course such a bland question thrown at
people
home
talking;
what
actually
was
the public from the several pages of a
done was the equalling of all previous
paper, naturally aroused their interest.
house records for attendance during the
The curiosity grew until the day the prorun of a single feature.
duction was announced for the Majestic
Theatre.
On opening day a large barrel was
O'Hare Sends His Patrons
placed conspicuously in front of the lobby.
Valentines
It bore a sign which informed its readers
S. O'Hare, live wire exploiter out at
of
A look
backof tothethebarrel
beginning
of such
time."a
At "the
bottom
and in
Clarinda, Iowa, had booked " Everyposition as to make it visible to all was
woman " for Valentine's day and wanted
something novel to advertise it, so he got
placed a Jonathan apple with a bite taken
out of it. Another sign with the words,
out a four-page herald, the front cover of
which was a full fledged valentine.
" Adam's Apple— Forbidden Fruit " was
" Just for You," read the text on the
placed next to the apple. This display attracted much attention and passers-by dur- . cover. Page two said " To my valentine,"
while page three had a rhymed review of
ing the entire run of the picture were peering down into the bottom of the barrel to the picture.
The picture played at the Armory, one
see what it contained and why it was
stationed in the theatre lobby.
of the two theatres which Mr. O'Hara
manages.
Then to top off his stunt, Raymond had

Managerdescribed
Carroll'sin "Kismet"
ballyhoo as
the story abozt
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Newspaper Cooperation for Toonerville
Releases

Here's one of the prize bits of co-operation up Minneapolis way during the
past few months and it netted the New
Garrick theatre of that city a lot of extra
business and gave him opportunity to get
a line on future tie-ups with the Minneapolis Tribune to mutual advantage.
Fontaine Fox's
publishes
The Tribune
le cartoons
and is proud of it.
Toonervil
Manager C. P. Murphy of the New Garrick shows the Toonerville screen productions. So Murphy went to the Tribune
and asked if the Tribune would run a line
calling attention to the films at the New
Garrick on the bottom of the newspaper
cartoons providing he added a trailer saying, "Adapted from the Fox cartoons apTribune " to
in the
agreed and ran
Tribune
Theexclusively
his reel.pearing
not only captions on each cartoon during
the week of Murphy's exhibition but ran
editorials on the entire Garrick show and
ran two special one column stories about
the film illustrating each with a single
column cartoon of the Skipper and "the
trolley."
Never before in Minneapolis has any
newspaper so directly tied up with a short
reel motion picture as in this instance. The
stunt appears worthy of a trial in other
cities.
Hyman

Featuring

Bela

Nyary, Cymbalist
Coincident with the opening in
lyn of its new school of music, the
lyn Mark Strand theatre added
tance to the event by introducing

BrookBrookimporto the

Cox Makes Children's Attendance Special Feature
That children are the best advertisers a
picture can have seems to be the belief
of Joe Cox, manager of the Palace theatre, Cape May, N. J.
Mr/ Cox booked " The Soul of Youth "
for his theatre for January 28-20,th. Then
he sent out postcards to school children
announcing a special showing of the picture.

Novelty specialty act which Phil Gleishman,
manager of the Broadway
Strand theatre,
Detroit, staged as told in the story appearing
on this page
city for the first time Bela Nyary, the
Hungarian discovery, who plays without
knowledge of notes the rare Hungarian
orchestral instrument the cymbalon, and
who is able to play the most difficult nummaker.bers perfectly upon the unique harmonyInstead of offering Nyary in the nature
of a special novelty, Managing Director
Edward L. Hyman made him part and
parcel of the overture. In other words he
was the star of the overture for the week.
Nyary and his cymbalon had a place
among the members of the symphony orchestra and played a solo part of Liszt's
" Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody " as rendered by the Brooklyn Mark Strand symphony orchestra. During the progress of
the rhapsody the orchestral music halted
and Nyary revealed his genius. The applause indicated that the soloist and the
innovation in overtures had pleased.

The invitations read : " Don't you always enjoy a motion picture that has
some boys and girls in it more than a picture with just grown-up actors and
actresses? We think you do and so we
want everv boy and girl in Cape May to •
come to . the SPECIAL MATINEE
AFTER SCHOOL ON FRIDAY, January 28th.
" The picture that you will see,", continued the message, " is ' The Soul of
Youth.' Lewis Sargent, the boy who was
' Huck Finn ' and the snub-nosed Ernest
Butterworth, whose face you are familiar
with, and charming little Elizabeth Jones,
to say nothing of William Collier, Jr., and
the lovely Miss Lila Lee are all in this picture, besides a whole orphan asylum of
other children and the cutest little black
boy that
was ever
' bawn.'
whole
afternoon
of fun
for youThere
when is
youa
see them in this film. Remember the date
and don't miss this treat."
The picture proved to be an unusual
attractive feature for the children and Mr.
Cox's unique exploitation resulted in excellent business for the entire- run.
A Special Article on
Film Conditions in France
Page 1713

A trio of youngsters who aided E. R. Rogers, manager of the Rialto theatre, Chatanooga, Tenn., put over " Dinty
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Showing the characters appearing in the prologue number staged by the Newark theatre, Newark, N. J., in connection with the overture "Evolution
~
of Dixie" as fold in accompany story
Newark
Theatre Present
Elaborate Overture
Packs
Oranges
on
Stage
On this page is shown three cuts illusGrauman Gets Local Color
trating the specialties introduced by th
Newark theatre, Newark, N. J., in con
in
Presentation Specialty
With the interest
nection with last week's overture numbei
Presentation of prologues to motion pictive and entertaining
" The Evolution of Dixie."
tures has become a fine art.
of the audience thoroughly aroused, the
Interpreting the different phases of th
curtain rises on a packing plant. Four
In the leading theatres of the nation,
composition, the Rialto management pre
they have become a fixed adjunct — they
pretty girls, actual packers in the Calisented the three acts which will be sel
fornia plants, obtained from the crews of
have won and held a place in popular favor
hard to estimate, but readily understood.
the California Fruit Growers' Associaexplanatory under the titles of " Dane
And showmen of the country have given
tion, staged a contest.
Aboriginal," " The Minuet," and " Th
In front of them were racks holding
their audiences bits of city streets, glimpses
The " kiddies " also added to their num
an empty box. To their right were ample
of great metropolises, interiors of homes
ber
by of
waltzing
'76." in rag time, the music be
supplies of the golden globes. At a word
and castles; views of oceans and lakes —
Spirit
but it remained for Sid GTauman of Los
ing drums and also pretending to assist ii
from the starter, the girls began. Deft
playing the overture by using two Ion
hands wrapped the oranges, one at a time,
Angeles, an outstanding genius in this type
horns with banners, braid and cord,
of entertainment, to transplant an entire
in tissue paper and packed them in orderly
rows in the boxes. Faster and faster their
trumpets when the final notes of the num
orange orchard, with the trees laden with
ber were sounded.
their golden fruit, and a packing house in nimble hands flew, while audiences leaned
The idea for the number was worke
forward in tense expectation.
operation, to the stage.
out by Managing Director, H. E. Finto
He showed such a setting recently, preBy actual time on a stop watch the winner of one contest packed a box in exactly
Resident Manager Sid Lawrence an
ceded by films showing groves, methods
Musical Director Mart Sanig.
three minutes and eleven seconds.
of picking and handling, highly instruc-

Cut showing the stage setting and the girls who packed oranges on the stage at Grauinan's theatre, as described below
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Lobby

Dis-

play for "Heliotrope"
When Manager
William M. Drake of
e Strand Theatre, Newark, N. J., played
Heliotrope," he followed out the suggesjn given by Abner C. Robinson, exploition representative for the New York
rritory of Paramount Pictures, who coerated in the campaign. Having used
jail exterior for the theatre in exploiting
The Jailbird," Manager Drake again
pitalized the publicity value of this stunt
decorating the exterior of his house to
semble a jail, — only he went his original
int one better.
The entire theatre front was covered
th a canvass exterior, painted in drab,
,ay squares, exactly like the front of
ng Sing, Leavenworth or any other well
' own involuntary resting place. To furiv carry out this effect the ushers were

suits.
in convicts'
jessed
The copy
on the front of this design
id: "Heliotrope — A Story as Big as
imanity's Heart " and was accentuated
a drawing of Heliotrope Harry, the
ncipal character of the picture, holding
hand the photograph of the daughnh«a his
for whose happiness he gave his life.
'lEven now the stunt was a sure fire hit
the crowds that gathered around the
:atre; but Manager Drake, being an
ist in the exploitation line, decided that
|s| illusion must go on perfectly or not at
So to complete the details he had the
con oxrs to the theatre altered to resemble
er son gates. Although the accompanying
does not include this detail, it
)f olograph
es an idea of the atmosphere created
! pit I the picture by these settings,
>elj[ nside the lobby, decorations of helioDanci
colored ribbons and plaster recepta" Th« pe filled
with heliotrope perfume were
ng on the wall. If one of the three
consists
• * m principals in salesmanship manager
arousing interest, the Newark
on the first count
OVilified
Dj
A a:

Lobby display for

While New
York Sleeps"
designed byPa.George Krupa, manager of the
Hamilton
theatre, Lancaster,

Krupa Originates Another
Clever Lobby Display
George M. Krupa, manager of the
Hamilton theatre, Lancaster, Pa., was
able to build the lobby display illustrated
above by using the center of a 24-sheet on
New York
and center
mounting
it Wonhenbeaver
board Sleeps,"
with each
of
painted peacock feathers cut out and electric light globes of different colors inserted and attached to a flasher hidden
back of the velour setting.
The display was not expensive, much
of the material being borrowed and the
result w as something novel that attracted
office.
many a dollar to the Hamilton's box

" Passion
n icGives
Frankli
Artist
Presentation

"

One of the most artistic programs in the
history of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
was presented last week by Managing Director Harold B. Franklin.
In addition to presenting " Passion " in
gala fashion, Mr. Franklin celebrated Lincoln week with a striking stage setting featuring areproduction of the famous painting " Lincoln's Gettysburg Speech." unveiled as the symphony orchestra played
" The American Patrol." The setting was
placed in the center of a series of Colonial
arches with Old ( dory hanging in the background on each side.
Following the Lincoln part of the program, Mr. Franklin presented an excelre" Passion,"
lently staged
producing prologue
the guillotineto scene
from the
picture. A dozen or more members of a
local dramatic society appeared in the
number attired in colorful costumes of the
Louis XV period such as shown in the picture. As a tableaux was unveiled Redferne Hollinshead, the soloist, sang " La
The production itself follows and the
Marseillaise."
orchestra uses the same score as that
played by the Capitol theatre ensemble
during the New York premiere of " PasThe marque of the Hippodrome was
covered with silk American flags and red,
white and blue hunting in honor of Lincoln'sartistic
birthday. milestone
This week's
marks an
in theprogram
history
of sion."
Shea's Hippodrome.
Mr. Franklin increased the size of his

lerc is the lobby display which the Strand theatre, Newark
of " Heliotrope "

A".

used for the showing

usual small hand drawn ads for " Passion " and hilled the picture in an extravagant way. The presentation and exploitation, itis judged was instrumental
in increasing the business materially.
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Showing two window displays for the engagement of " A Small Town Idol " at the Mission theatre, Los Angeles

Owensboro

Theatre

Pre-

sents Attractive Prologue
An attractive prologue was arranged by
the Bleich theatre, Owensboro, Ky., for
the showing of " Forty-five Minutes from
Broadway."
A special garden drop had been brought
on for the occasion and an archway built
with fencing on either side, giving the idea
of an entrance to a rose garden. A local
singer dressed as Mar}', the chief feminine character, seated on a bench in the

archway, sang the theme song, " Mary's
a Grand Old Name." As the closing lines
of the song were sung, the feature was
flashed on. Throughout the picture, as
scenes between Kid Burns and Mary were
shown, the theme song was played by the
house orchestra of five pieces.

Gets

Cooperative

Adver-

tising for "Silk Hosiery"
" Silk Hosiery " had a pre-release showing at the Waldorf theatre, Akron, Ohio,
and furnished Fred Walters, exploitation
representative at the Cleveland Exchange
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, a
splendid opportunity. The exploitation
man recognized the appeal of Enid Bennett's pictures for feminine audiences and
saw the immediate opportunity for a tieup with the title. Combining the two he
arranged with the Ben Maiz Co. for a winstreet. dow display on Akron's most prominent
A striking array of silk hosiery constituted the piece de resistance for the tie-up.
Clocked socks, long socks, colored socks,
weave- socks — all of them silk socks —
adorned the window display.
The center-piece was a sign advertising
" Silk Hosiery " at the Waldorf, theatre,
with the announcement of the date for the
opening. Smaller signs tied up the idea
of " Silk Hosiery " with Christmas gifts,
Enid Bennett, Yuletide shopping and
Paramount pictures.
The stunt went over so well that the
window display was held during the entire
period

of

the

Jockey Advertises" Th
County Fair" in Philly
Staid old Chestnut street, Philadelp!
was very much interested during the we
of January 31, by the appearance of
mysterious jockey, in a yellow and bl;
suit, who appeared at the noon hour a
rode nonchalantly up and down the stree
It was not until he passed that the casi
observer understood why he was the:
For the back of his blouse bore in t
black letters the words " The Cour
Fair " and a liberal spirit of bill poster a
newspaper advertising had advised mc
denizens of Philadelphia that on Febr
ary fifth, the film play of that name w
to open at the Metropolitan Opera Hou
The stunt was a simple one and not p;
ticularly new, but it aroused considerat
interest and curiosity that reacted on t
box office when the show opened.

picture's run.

Two of several window displays secured for "Silk Hosiery" when this picture played the Madison tlxcatre, Peoria, III.
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PINK TIGHTS
27th— 4244 of Dec. 4th.
Produced by Universal.
" First Run " Showings — Page
Distributed by Universal
3533, Issue of Nov. 6th.
5tar — Gladys Walton.
Exploitation — Page 3542 of Nov.
Director — Reeves Eason.
6th— 4073 of Nov. 27th— 4244
of Dec. 4th.
Reviewed Sept. 25th— Page 2495.
Lobby Displays— Page 3542, Issue Music Cues— Page 2696, Issue of
of Nov. 6th— 4073 of Nov.
Oct. 2nd.
1 NEWS Review Resume — Slight story, but entertaining incident,
*n circus picture.
I Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Great picture. Turned them away
t night. — The boiled down opinion on this picture is " Old Stuff." .

THE LAW OF THE YUKON
Produced by Mayflower.
Corp.
Distributed
by Realart Pictures

2410, Issue of Sept. 25th—
yHE MASTER MIND
.- 2597 of Oct. 2nd— 2801 of Oct.
"'roduced by Whitman Bennett,
9th 2977 of Oct. 16th— 3172
y Distributed by First National.
of Oct. 23rd— 3348 of Oct.
itar — Lionel Barrymore.
30th— 3883 of Nov. 20th.
9th,
director— Kenneth Webb.
Exploitation — Page 2597, Issue
;t Reviewed — Issue of Oct.
Page 2889.
of Oct. 2nd— 3193 of Oct.
23rd— 3367 of Oct. 30th— 3530
ilaij'roducers Ads — Issues of July
31st, Aug. 21st, Sept. 25th.
of Nov. 6th— 685 of Jan. 15th.
First Run " Showings — Page

Dec. 4th— 125 of Dec. 25th.
NOMADS OF THE NORTH
Produced by Dominion Film Co. Prologue
Descriptions — Page
Distributed by First National.
2811, Issue of Oct. 9th— 3175
of Oct. 23rd— 3700 of Nov.
Star— Betty Blythe.
13th— 516 of Jan. 8th.
Director — David M. Hartford.
Reviewed — Issue of Oct. 9th — " First Run " Showings — Page
2800, Issue of Oct. 9th— 3175
Page 2885.
of Oct. 23rd— 3532 of Nov.
Producers Ads— Issues of July
6th— 3700 of Nov. 13th— 4410
31st, Aug. 28th, Oct. 9th, Oct.
of Dec. 11th — 4580 of Dec.
23rd, Nov. 6th, Nov. 27th.
18th— 357 of Jan. 1—832 of
Lobby Displays — Page 4082, Issue of Nov. 27th-^245 of
Jan 22nd.
NEWS Review Resume — Colorful backgrounds
and vivid action
in this picture.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Very good, played to better than
average business. Lots of action. The big scenes, especially those
in which the animals participated made a big hit. — Not up to some
of the other Curwood stories but was liked. Average business.

NEWS Review Resume — Melodrama of interesting quality.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports— An artistic picture which played
in o only average houses. — Barrymore is a great favorite. The picture
npleased. — Large audiences which did better than average business.
ml
HfHE JAILBIRD
Prologue Descriptions — Page
2049, Issue of Sept. 11th— 2411
Produced by Thomas Ince.
of Sept. 25th.
US Distributed by Famous Players.
>tar — Douglas MacLean.
" First Run " Showings — Page
Director — Lloyd Ingraham.
2049, issue of Sept. 11th— 2411
Reviewed — Issue of Oct. 9th,
of Sept. 25th— 2800 of Oct.
Page 2887.
9th— 3174 of Oct. 23rd— 3349
ilusic Cues Published — Nov. 6th,
of Oct. 30th— 3531 of - Nov.
6th— 3533 of Nov. 20th.
Page 3616.
NEWS Review Resume — Rather obvious, but fairly diverting.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Played last week and drew about
Average crowds. Consensus of opinion was that picture was fair. —
lot so good as the McLean-May predecessors. Falls down on story,
iat acting of this popular pair keeps the interest going until the
tnish. Did fair business. — They all came — but they were disappointed. In point of business, it did very well. But I don't like to
lisappoint my people. — Very bad for the star and weak story. Business was poor. Picture started big, slumped and then ended big.
Sut on the whole it's a lemon.
VILLAGE SLEUTH
952, Issue of July 3lst— 1690
of Aug. 28th— 2231 of Sept.
'roduced by Thomas Ince.
distributed by Famous Players,
18th— 2410 of Sept. 25th —
2596 of Oct. 2nd— 2976 of Oct.
■itar — Charles Ray.
16th— 3346 of Oct. 30th-4062
'■Directed by Jerome Storm.
of Nov. 27th.
Reviewed Sept. 25th. Page 2499:
^producers Ads — Page 155, Issue Exploitation — Page 1123, Issue of
Aug. 7th— 1872 of Sept. 4th—
of July 3rd— 1014 of Aug. 7th
—1258 of Aug. 14th.
2050 of Sept. 11th— 2975 of
Oct. 16th— 3350 of Oct. 30th.
First Run " Showings — Page
NEWS Review Resume — Ray Scores Again as Country Yokel.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — One of the best pictures Ray has
Jlayed in. This is a regular picture and is playing to big business
light along. — Played it one week to big business one day and average
|ix.— Audiences thought Charles Ray just made for this "Rube's"
iart. — Went over big first day but average the rest of the week. Ray
llways in pleasing pictures. — One of Ray's best productions and its
iox office value was quite up to the usual Ray standard, which is
aying a good deal. — Not one of Ray's best — but it was clever and a
1 it different, in point of story, to his usual efforts, while giving him esentially the usual sort of role. Anyway, they liked it.

Star — Joseph Smiley.
Director — Chas. Miller.
Producers Ads — Issues of Sept.

11th and Jan. 22nd.
Lobby Displays — Page 2422, Issue of Sept. 25th— 2606 of
Oct. 2nd^W69 of Nov. 27th.
" First Run " Showings — Page
2051, Issue of Sept. 11th.

NEWS Review Resume — This picture proves a disappointment.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — An average picture which drew
the usual business.

MADAME X
Produced by Goldwyn.
Distributed by Goldwyn.
Star — Pauline Frederick.
Director — Frank Lloyd.
Reviewed — Issue of Sept.
Page 2127— Oct. 9th,
2885.
Producers Ads — Issues of
17th, Aug. 14th, Aug.
Sept. 18th, Oct. 16th,
23rd.

11th,
Page
July
21st,
Oct.

Lobby Displays— Page 2806, Issue of Oct. 9th— 4079 of Nov.
27th— 4422 of Dec. 11th.
" First Run " Showings — Page
2232, issue of Sept. 18th, 2410
of Sept. 25th, 2800 of Oct. 9th
—2976 of Oct. 16th— 3174 of
Oct. 23rd— 3348 of Oct. 30th
—3702 of Nov. 13th-4064 of
Nov. 27th— 4229 of Dec. 4th—
4411 of Dec. 11th.

NEWS Review Resume — Tremendous drama faultlessly acted and
skillfully produced.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — This is a fair picture, its only
value being the fact that it was made before. — Medium business. —
Pauline Frederick's greatest picture and one of the best productions
ever offered by Goldwyn. Broke house records for box office receipts Sunday and did big business during entire week. Held over
for second week's run. — Wonderful production. Picture went over
extra big, making biggest week in months.
18th and Oct. 9th.
CRADLE OF COURAGE
— Page 4082, IsProduced by Wm. S. Hart Pro- Lobby Displays
sue of Nov. 27th.
ductions.
Distributed by Famous Players. " First Run " Showings — Page
Star— William S. Hart.
2231, Issue of Sept. 18th—
2412 of Sept. 25th— 2595 of
Director — Lambert Hillyer.
Oct. 2nd— 3533 of Nov. 6th—
Reviewed — Issue of Sept. 25th,
4064 of Nov. 27th-4229 of
Page 2491— Oct. 2nd, Page
2715.
Dec. 4th— 4570 of Dec. 18th
—358 of Jan. 1.
Producers Ads — Issues of Sept.
NEWS Review Resume — Has plenty of action and should please.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Pleasing picture but we had about
average business. — Well up to the average of Wm. S. Hart's pictures
and should be a good drawing card at all theatres where he is popular.— We did excellent business with this picture for one week. —
The combination of a popular star and a good picture, and the result
is
good business. — Out of Hart's line, should be kept in the Western
weekly.
type.
— Carried picture seven days. My custom is two changes
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Here is the lobby display which Ralph de Bruler, manager of the Capitol theatre, Macon, Ga.,
used for his showing of " The Laiv of the Yukon "
Barbee Pulls Clever Stunt
Baltimore Uses Novelty
Float for "Earthbound"
An original exploitation stunt that
started all Baltimore to talking about
" Earthbound," was pulled for the NewTheatre in that city by W. L. Ferguson,
traveling exploitation representative from
Goldwyn headquarters :
The huge globe which he had constructed for the Washington, D. C, showing of the drama, was taken to Baltimore
and put to a new use. It was placed on a
dais, covered with white cloth, on a large,
flat, horse-drawn truck. A man dressed
in black, standing on a rostrum in front
of the globe, was bound to the globe by
three long white streamers which completely encircled it, the streamers bearing
the three phrases which formed the philosophy of life of two of the principal
characters in Mr. King's photodrama,
" No God," " No sin," " No future life."
The man's arms were extended in a pleading gesture. In front of the man, partly
concealing him, was a large oil painting
of Wyndham Standing and Naomi Childers, two of the chief actors in the picture.

for "Lying Lips"
An animated sign under an awning
stretched to the street drew considerable
attention at Barbee's Loop Theatre, Chicago, during the run of " Lying Lips."
Apparently, there were three pictures in
the frame before the box office; but as
pedestrians passed three more appeared.
This trick isn't new as far as stores go;
bnt it has never been done by a theatre before. Each duplex still was of a different
color — green for the marine shot, amber
for the ball-room scene, and black for the
straights of House Peters and Florance
Vidor ; and each was lettered with a short,
snappy catch-line.
Barbee's drew
simple display as
through screaming
fied without being

business through this
they never could have
posters. It was dignidull; its shifting scenes

linked up admirably with " Lying Lips."

Picture

York Neighborhoc
House Uses Novel
Ballyhoo

The police in the neighborhood of t
Mount Morris theatre on 116th St., N<
York City, were given a scare the otr
day when on all the highways and bywa
near the theatre began to appear mask
figures in such number that the locali
began to take on the appearance of
rendezvous of the Ku Klux Klan.
It was due to a unique ballyhoo, devis
by the Mount Morris management, whi
consisted of sending out in the streets
masked man in immaculate evening dre
wearing on his mask an advertisement f
the engagement of the William Fox seri
" Fantomas," at the Mount Morris the
tre. A boy, also masked, followed t
man giving out masks to everyone on t
sidewalks, and it was not long before t
procession was augmented by the presen
of almost ever)- kid in the neighborhoc
wearing one of the " Fantomas " ads, ai
proving the strength of this unusual e
ploitation idea.
Brooklyn

Strand

Givin

Short Subjects Attentior
Present tendencies of the Americ
public to turn toward outdoor sports g
encouragement at the Brooklyn Ma
Strand theatre recently, when Managii
Director Edward L. Hyman provid<
what amounted to practically an all-spo
program in the way of film short su
Grantland Rice's " Leading A Do£
Life," not only appealed to those who lil
to tramp the fields with a gun and bii
jects.
dogs but pleased the women because <
the showing of beautiful and intellige:
dogs. Brooklyn like New York has
craze for dogs and Mr. Hyman struck
popular chord.

This float was drawn through the principal streets of Baltimore when the traffic
was heaviest and no one could see it without looking close enough to see what it
was all about and learning from the banner which concealed the sides and the
wheels of the truck that " Earthbound,*'
was to show at the New Theatre.
In addition to a special newspaper advertising campaign, to the house and billboard publicity, a black card bearing an
arrow with the word " Earthbound " on
the shaft of the arrow was placed on
fences and posts leading into the city;
door and taxi windshield tags were used ;
many excellent window displays were obtained; and the photoplay was shown
with a special musical presentation.

A'" ^ •si

" Earthbound " float used by accompanying
the New theatre,
storyBaltimore, as described in the
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Word comes from the office of the Arrow Film Corporation that they are now
handling the distribution for
the Screenart Pictures Corporation, which have the ten
feature releases and includes
the Dustin Farnum's and the
Kitty Gordon's.
The ten Screenart pictures
will be released as a series
and it will be necessary to
contract for the entire series.
The first release in this series
will be Dustin Farnum in the
•"InLight
of toWestern
addition
the threeStars."
Dustin Farnum pictures and the
two Kitty Gordon pictures,
there will be two pictures
with Gladys Hulette, one
each with Charlotte Walker,
Gladys Leslie, Katherine
Adams.
These pictures are to be
issued with new prints, new
paper, new photographs, new
press books and other advertising material. It is said
that Arrow is selling territory on these pictures on an
unusually low basis.

SALES

AND

18

Box
Unusual

EXPORT

Office

NEWS

AND

VIEWS

Victories

Accomplishment

for " Hush " by
TpHE
fifth
Kimball
productionClara
released
by Young
Equity
' Hush ' from the pen of Sada
Cowan, is breaking many house
records. In one week, twenty-one
first-run houses ran ' Hush ' and
eleven have thus far reported that
it has brought more box-office receipts than any former Young picture and many program-pictures.
In five cases, the house-records
were smashed. With thirteen boxoffice records previously excelled in
other first-run houses, the total accomplishment of'Hush' to date is
eighteen box-office conquests, announces Equity.
" Hush " had its release amidst
very trying circumstances. Its first
run began when the country was
sinking in depression, and motionpicture attendance was beginning to
slacken. Quite a number of firstrun exhibitors, says the Equity
statement, suspended their booking
schedule and made room for
"Hush" in the hope that this independent production would draw
heavier than their program booking.
Many exhibitors, unable to prolong
the showing of " Hush " beyond a
week, due to previous booking con-

Field

Claimed

Equity Pictures
tracts, have reserved additional
time for a return of the fifth
Young release.
The secret of the success of
"Hush" is laid by Equity to the
lavishness of the production, in addition to the dramatic performance
of Miss Young herself. The nature
of the action is such that extravagant sets are necessary, as the environment ofthe story is laid in the
exclusive
circles of aristocratic
society.
The itself
ease to
with
which " Hush
lends
exploitation
is an-"
other factor that explains why this
picture has broken house-records
repeatedly. At the Detroit Madison
and Liberty — two Kunsky houses,
the teaser campaign based on the
use
of the
phrase "ofHush
money
brought
thousands
curious
fans"
to see " Hush." The dignity of
" Hush " is another element that
made high-class exploitation, in prologue and lobby display a logical
conclusion.
Tom Moore,D. ofC,Moore's
Rialto in Washington,
is said
to have enjoyed a sensational
profit withand" Hush
" because
of the
elegance
richness
of the Young
production.

Inter- Ocean Acquires
"When Dawn Game"
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation
■announces this week the acquisition
of " When Dawn Came," High
Dierker's master drama, for excluSeries
Is Offered
sive foreign distribution. Arrange- Comedy
ments conveying the foreign distribution of this production to Inter" New- Wed Comedies," Distributed
Ocean Film Corporation were consummated by Ricord Gradwell of
by Dominant, Ready for Release
the Producers' Security Corpora- HP HE "New-Wed Comedies" is for her work during the old Relition of " When Dawn Came " by *• the name of a new series of
ance and Majestic days when she
the latter part of the week.
screen farces which are now avail- was a member of the D. W. GrifThe announcement of the acquisifith forces, does the best work of
able for exhibition purposes and
tion of "When Dawn Came" by which will be exploited on the inde- her long career, it is said, in the
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation sets
pendent market by Dominant Pic- present series of comedies.
at rest rumors which have been
tures Corp. The stories, seething
In the series of New-Wed Comegaining currency in foreign film with the domestic troubles of a
Miss Theby is assisted by a
circles as to who would distribute couple of newlyweds, of which the cast ofdies,well-known
screen favorites
the production in foreign film mar- Mr. and Mrs. Drew comedies were who furnish good foil for the
kets. It is understood that negotia- a successful prototype, are light comedienne's capabilities.
tions have been pending on the for- and frolicsome and are said to ofThe comedies are said to reflect
eign release of this subject ever
fer a pleasurable contrast to the good taste on the part of the direcsince the announcement of its retor, who has seen fit to embellish
burdensome
and "sexy"
feature.
lease was made public.
In this connection
the series
of the stories with picturesque backNew-Wed Comedies can be recomgrounds. In this connection, no exmended to the exhibitor who is depense has been spared in the erecJoe Brandt on Tour
tion of settings in an attempt to insirous of rounding out a well-balanced program, states Dominant.
Joe Brandt, president of the C.
ject the proper domestic "atmosRosemary
Theby,
who
played
B. C. Film Sales Corporation, has
phere " into the series.
A complete line of motion picture
left on a trip to look over ex- with Otis Skinner in the Robert- advertising
accessories, including
changes in the State Right field,
son-Cole special production, " Kismet." is the featured star in the one, three' and six-sheet posters,
and talk with exhibitors on conditions in the Independent mar- new series of New-Wed Comedies. slides, lobby display, press sheet,
ket. It is expected that he will be She was specially engaged to essay electros, photographs and additional exploitation material have been
away from New York about ten the role of the " better half " from
days, during which time he will among a dozen other applicants be- prepared in connection with the
cause of her pulchritudinous series of " New- Wed " Comedies.
visit Cleveland, Chicago, Omaha,
Kansas City, Milwaukee, Des charms and histrionic ability. Miss The accessories are available at
Thebv,
who will be remembered your local exchange.
Moines, and Minneapolis.

Alley " is
Gas"about
of schedTHE uled tofirst
ed
beolinerelease
screen
February 15th for the first
time. Frank King, the cartoonist, has been in constant
attendance at the studios suggesting drawing and supervising the work on the pictures and great effort has
been made to make this five
hundred foot release a knock
out.
According to RussellG reiver-Russell, " Gasoline
Alley " will differ greatly
from any other cartoon now
on the screen, inasmuch as it
will be a human document instead of a series of animated
funny
five
hundred pictures.
foot releaseEach
contains
as much story as usually is
found hicle,init isa said.
much longer ve"Gasoline Alley" has received widespread comment
in the newspapers now syndicating the cartoon.
Evelyn Greeley Heads
Strong Cast
Evelyn Greeley plays the name
partsupport
in " Diane
Of StarDurning,
Hollow,"in
in
of Bernard
the successor to the " When Bearcat Went Dry."
The and
combination
of Bernard
Durning
Evelyn
Greeley is backed up by a strong
cast of players in " Diane Of Star

Hollow."

Evelyn Greeley, appearing in " Diana of
Star Hollow "

Motion
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Picture

News

THE following sales are reportetd on the independent
market during the week:
" West of the Rio Grande " (Bert Lubin) to the
Liberty Film Renting Co., of Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
" Witch's Lure " (Russell-Greiver-Russell) to Arthur
Whyte of the Empire State Film Corp., of Buffalo, for
Northern New York.
" Witch's
Lure "West
to Federated
Exchange
of Baltimore, for Maryland,
Virginia, Film
and District
of Columbia.
Lester Cuneo series (Russell-Greiver-Russel) to Federated Film Exchange of Baltimore, for Maryland, West
Virginia, and District of Columbia.
Fritzi Ridgeway series (Russell-Greiver-Russell) to Federated Film Exchange of Baltimore, for Maryland, West
Virginia, and District of Columbia.
" The Parish Priest " (Herman Garfield Productions) to
John E. Dunne and Samuel Schultz of Boston, for the New
England States.
" Whispering
" (EquityDistributing
Pictures) toCo.Solofand
Walter
Lichtenstein ofDevils
the Equity
Denver,
for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and New Mexico.
Mary Pickford short subjects (Ay won Film Co.) to
Clune Film Exchange for California, Nevada and Arizona.
Mary Pickford short subjects to Silee Film Exchange,
for Northern Illinois.
Mary Pickford short subjects to W. R. Frank Film Exchange, for Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Wisconsin.
Mary Pickford short subjects to Richards and Flynn, for
Western Missouri and Kansas.
Mary Pickford short subjects to Trimount Film Exchange, for New England.
Mary Pickford short subjects to Penn Film Exchange,
for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Mary Pickford short subjects to J. Frank Hatch, for
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
Mary Pickford short subjects to A. C. Bromberg Attractions, for Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee.
Mary Pickford short subjects to Tucker Brothers Road
Shows, for Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas.
Mary Pickford short subjects to Excelsior Film Exchange of Washington, D. C.
Mary Pickford short subjects to Aywon Film Exchange
of New York.
"The Isle of Destiny" (Rialto Film Co.) to Specialty
Photoplay Corp. of New York City.
" The N.IsleY. of Destiny " to Great Northway Film Corp.,
of Utica,
"The Isle of Destiny" to Eastern Film Distributing
Co. of Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Isle
Baltimore,
Md. of Destiny" to Square Deal Film Corp. of
" tions
The
Isle ofGa.
Destiny " to Arthur C. Bromberg Attracof Atlanta,
" The Isle of Destiny " to Tucker Bros, of Texas.
" The Isle of Destiny " to R. and C. Attractions of Pittsburgh, Pa.
"The Isle of Destiny" to Strand Features of Detroit.
"The Isle of Destiny" to Marterpiece Picture Co. of
Cleveland, O.
Ind. " The Isle of Destiny " to Carl Harthill of Indianapolis,
" The Isle of Destiny " to Samuel Spitzer of Chicago, 111.
Paragon Comedies (Reelcraft Pictures) to Thomas A.
Branon of the Eltrabran Film Co. of Charlotte, North Carolina.
Paragon Comedies to Electric Theatre Supply Co. of
Washington, D. C.
" Hearts of the Range " (J. J. Sameth Productions) to
Theatre Owners Corp. of Minneapolis, for North and South
Dakota, and Wisconsin.
" Hearts of the Range " to H. E. Baxley Attractions of
Dallas, Tex., for Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas.
Improved

Foreign Business is Reported
The Export and Import Film
Company, Inc., reports that business in the foreign market is picking
up and territory is selling rapidly
on their latest productions : " Madonnas and Men," " The Mask,"
"Kasan," "Love Without Question," "A Woman's Business,"
" Wings
of Pride " and several
series
of comedies.

Suns.et Picture to Produce Comedy Series
The Sunset Pictures Company of
Youngstown, Ohio, announces this
week, a series of two-reel comedies
featuring Fatty Beilstein, who is
said by critics to be the exact double
of the late John Bunny. He will be
supported by a cast including Miss
Grace Helsel. The production of
the first picture is well under way.

A scene from the first Muriel Ostriche feature produced by Salient Films Inc
Left to right are Harold Foshay,Walter
William
Miller Armstrong, Muriel Ostriche and

Finishing
Salient
to Be

Ostriche
Film
Expects First Feature

for Showing Soon
of Muriel Ostriche, WalANNOUNCEMENT
made the
by the hands
ter Miller, Harold Forshay, Jack
Salient Films, Inc.,is that
filming of the interior scenes for Hopkins, Helen Courtney and a
the first production starring Muriel number of other well-known artists.
Immediately upon completion of
Ostriche has been completed, and
that it is expected the exteriors work on Salient's initial production,
the filming of the second picture
will be made this week. Immedi- will
be started. This story will be
ately on the completion of this,
work will be started on the cutting from the pen of a well-known novelist, and it has appeared in book
and assembling and Salient hopes
to have the picture completed and form where it is said to have had a
ready for trade showing within the wide circulation. The title of the
next two weeks.
first picture has not definitely been
Reports from the studio indicate decided upon, and the picture was
that this picture will prove an un- produced under the working title
usually attractive production from of " The Shadow." It relates the
the independent standpoint, for the story of a young girl who, after her
reason that an exceptionally able
finds that she has marcast has been selected to portray marriage,
ried the wrong man and when the
the principal parts and the settings right man enters her life, she finds
are unusually elaborate. The pho- herself shackled by the bonds of
tography of Paul Allen is said to matrimony. How this love story is
be remarkably fine. The picture straightened out is said to make a
was directed by J. Chas. Davis, 2nd, most interesting story. It is an
\\ho was assisted by Jack W. original story written specially for
Brown. The principal roles are in Miss Ostriche.
Priest
" The

Ready

Picture

Interests

Supreme Passion," Just Announced, Attracts Wide Attention
Daze}-, author
"HT HE SUPREME PASSION,"
Dazey,
author of "In Old
* which is being released on
It
is
said
that the box-office value
the state rights plan by Robert W,
of
the
title,
"The
Passion"
is
enormous.
Mr. Supreme
Priest states
that
MarFilm
The
Priest, president of
wider at- he was offered $5,000 for the title
attracted
has
ket, Inc.,
tention than any picture Mr. Priest tucky."by a producer who wanted
has ever handled, according to an alone
use it for his own picture,Kenbut
announcement just issued. Great to
Priest
refused
to
consider
the
offer
stacks of letters and telegrams have because he realized the value of it
been received by Mr. Priest at his and because it so aptly fits the
office in the Times Building.
theme it will herald. Seventy odd
The majority of the inquiries state titles were considered before " The
that they were made on account of Supreme Passion " was finally hit
the magnetism of the title, " The
Supreme centagePassion,"
but a due
largetoper"The Supreme Passion" is a title
was undoubtedly
the that
it is said perfectly fits the
upon.
names of the authors — Robert Mc- theme and treatment of Messrs.
sory. and Dazey's big human
Laughlin, author of " The House interest
McLaughlin
Without Children " and Charles T.
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Jack Hoxie ready for action
in "byDead
or Alive,"
the third of his series to be
released
Arrow
Film Corp.
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" An
l
Poe'snabe
Poem
Is Picturized
Lee " to Be Released by
Wholesome Love Story
Joan, is a
nabel Lee " struck a new note in
this picture production — a departure
MUCH interest centers ceweek about ethe announ
from vulgarity
the common
" smut
ment of the releas by the Joan and
that isrunnowof the
bane"
Film Sales Co. to the state-right of the industry. The opinions exon the subject demonstrate
market of Joe Chappie's five-reel that Joanpressedhas
the right stand
This in sponsoring taken
Lee." Allan
" Annabe
tion, versio
produc
n ofl Edgar
a screen
is
a clean, wholesome,
ized
by Olive unadulterated picture-poem. That
Poe's work, Action
Briggs and then adapted to film
releasing
" Annabela Lee
t,
form by Arthur Brilian William Joan,
claims inthat
it is striking
blow"
l Chappie and for decent pictures, was the conMitchel
J. Scully, Joe
Paul Sarazan.
sensus of opinion.
The star
of " Annabel
Lee role.
" is
filming
" Annabel
Lee " Lorraine
is The
said to
be theofsecond
experiment
Harding
in the title
in the adaptation of a poem to mo- Jack O'Brien is the male lead, and
tion pictures. The first attempt, the director is William J. Scully.
which created a sensation in film- The locale is the New England
dom some months ago, proved a coast, where the quaint fishing hampronounced victory. This was the
lets of a century ago are reproduced with mellow charm. The
screen version of Will Carleton's
landscapes introduced in " Annabel
poem,
"
Over
the
Hill."
The fact that " Annabel Lee " is Lee " are said to be among the best
a poem of sentiment that is familiar bits
screen.
of filming ever obtained on the
to every American household, already assures the picture of country-wide popularity, states Joan.
Few authors to-day carry as much G. B. Price Picture to
prestige or following as Edgar
Be Roadshowed
Allan Poe, whose poems are still
fresh in the hearts of the public,
" Your Daughter— And Mine,"
and none of his poems are as fa- the Pricefilms Productions which
miliar and as beloved as the sim- was adapted from the famous Stanple love-story of a fishing hamlet
ley Houghton stage play " Hindle
Wakes," and which was endorsed
told in " Annabel Lee."
It is well known that " Annabel by the Drama League of America
when it was presented on the stage
Lee " is fection
a story
wholesome
betweenofa awealthy
girl afof by William A. Brady, will be offered
aristocratic American pedigree and in its picture form as a road show
a poor fisher-boy. There is no sex by the state right buyers.
Mr. Price feels that to offer it as
suggestiveness or sordid passion in
it. When the Joan Film Sales Co. a program feature would be to
realize only on a small percentage
acquired the world rights to "An- of
its earning power.
nabel Lee " it pointed out that " An-

"The Golden Trail" Has Kinograms Cover Dog
Show in New York
Week's Run in Atlanta
For what is said to be the first
W. Ray Johnston, Vice-President
of the Arrow Film Corporation, an- time in screen history, Kinograms
nounces that he has just received a established a complete photographic
letter from Arthur C. Bromberg of studio at Madison Square Garden,
the A. C. Bromberg Attractions,
Atlanta, Ga., in which Mr. Brom- New York, during the holding of
the annual dog show this week, for
states he
has secured
week's the purpose of taking pictures of
run inberg the
Tudor
theatre, aAtlanta,
the prize winners and their owners.
Ga.,Mr.for Johnston
the " Golden
Trail."
states
that A. C. In the past it has been found that
Bromberg is one of the live wires the use of flashlights alarmed the
in the Independent Exchange busi- canine exhibits and therefore this
ness, and that while the " Golden method was not permitted, but with
Guinan
Trail " is an excellent subject, the its regular studio lights Kinograms First Texas
Ready
credit for putting this picture in was able to get unusual results.
the Tudor theatre, is due entirely Much publicity was gained by ac" I Am the Woman " to Be Released
cording staff photographers of the
on March 1st
to
Mr. Bromberg's
by Victor Kremer
salesmanship
ability. efforts and his New York dailies use of the studio.
wonderful story he tells in this
iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiuiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuiiimiiiiiimii iiu'iidtii niiiiiiiiuui 111 11111 1111 111 mm in nuiinmunuunitmninniiiiii VICT°R KREMER announces first story of his.
v that the first of the Texas
Mr. Ford is aptly cast and most
Guinan series of eight five-reel competen
tly portrays the character
western dramas will be released
on March 1, having been completed of " Sloe Gin " Charlie, a man who
We have just received from the Coast the newfinds himself and makes good unduring the past week.
der the influence of a woman. Miss
est Hallroom Boys Comedy called "HIGH
This picture, "I Am the Woman," Guinan as the heroine of the story
from
the
pen
of
Tex
O'Reilly,
will
AND DRY." It has been reviewed by many
include in the support of Miss Gui- does excellent work. Despite the
of the leading exhibitors in New York, and
nan, Francis Ford, who also di- accident she met with some weeks
rected the production. From the ago while in the saddle, Miss Guibeen pronounced by them the greatest two-reel
nan goes through the most daring
point of viewtertainment itwill
of an
evening's
en- of riding stunts and does not show
satisfy
the most
comedy they have ever seen. We made Indeexacting of that class who seek either fear or trepidation.
Eastern atmosphere has been inrough riding, skilled marksmanpendent history with " A DOG-GONE
MIXtroduced wherever it could be logiship and the usual attributes that
cally interpolated so that there is
UP" when it played a record-breaking week
are part and parcel of all the deniat the Strand Theatre, New York. Three of
zens of the Great Golden West, not the sameness that so characterizes the usual Western story.
states Mr. Kremer. For those who
the largest theatres in Boston, the Boston Theask more in the way of dramatic
The second of the series. "The
of the Range," by Eugenie
technique, action and suspense it Flower
Kremer, is well
under way and
atre, Loew's Orpheumj and the Star; the Olymwill
be
found
in
this
particular
picshould be completed in ample time
pic in Pittsburgh; the Victory in Providence,
ture, for while Mr. O'Reilly has to be released
on April 15. To folput plenty of red blood and local
and many other large theatres gave this Halllow this will be another story by
color in his work he has not exaggerated nor has he dwelt upon Eugenie Kremer, "The Girl Sherroom Boys Comedy a week's run. Now watch
deeds of daring alone to build the
and see what "HIGH AND DRY" will do.
W e guarantee that it will break all records.
The services of the manager of one of the largest and most
successful theatres in New York are available. He has had
Go after it when you see it advertised. If
extensive experience in all branches of the business— advertisyou're not booking Hallroom Boys Comedies,
ing, production and management. His references are excellent.
He may be reached through me.
you're missing a good thing.
WM. A. JOHNSTON, Editor Motion Picture News.
HALLROOM
BOYS PHOTOPLAYS
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Fred Falkner Opens Exchange in New York
It is of interest to the trade to
know that George A. Falkner, who
is well known in the motion picture business, and will be remembered through his father, Fred W.
Falkner, formerly of the First National of New Jersey, has opened
an exchange for the State of NewJersey, known as the Falk Film
Service.
The physical distribution of the
■film will be handled through the
Alexander Film Corporation.
Mr. Falkner, as we learned, has
made a contract with the ClarkCornelius Corporation to handle
their latest pictures, such as the
Devil's Angels " and " Hearts
Aflame," and will have the sole
distribution for same for Northern New Jersey.
First Walsh-Fielding
Picture Ready Soon
Walsh-Fielding Productions, Inc.,
Iiave taken new quarters in New
York, and are busy preparing their
■next feature production, from the
pen of Miss Mary Murillo. In this
production two prominent Broadway
stars will be featured, along with a
■notable cast, it is said.
The finishing touches on the titling
and editing of the present production are being completed by Thomas
B. Walsh, and announcement will be
made within the next ten days as to
its premier showing.

Second

Picture

News

"Comedy-Thriller

C. B. C. Announces " High and Dry "
to Follow "A
Dog-Gone Mix-Up"
at the same time he made the specHallroom Boys ComANEW
tator gasp at his daring in the
edy, under the title " High earlier release, is also featured in
and Dry," is announced for early
release by the C. B. C. Film Sales " High and Dry," and, as the title
Corporation. While this comedy is suggests, he is given ample opportunity to perform some of his
really the sixth on the release
amazing
exploits, seemingly in the
schedule for the new 1921 series of thin
air.
Hallroom Boys Comedies produced
'"A Dog-gone Mix-up' was
and released by this company, it is
somethin
g of an experiment," said
" com-to Jack Cohn,
" stunt
the big and
of series,
the second
is said
edies on this
who is responsible for
comedies. " It was our first
be a follow-up to "A Dog-gone these
Mix-up." It was this latter com- step in an attempt to get away
edy which earned for the Hallroom
from the ' single-track ' type of
Boys series the coinage of a new production. Things have been lacharacterization — that of " comedybeled for too long ' comedy,' ' tragthriller," and which made State
edy,'thriller,'
' romance ' — divided
'
Right history by playing a record- off patly into nice little cubby-holes
breaking week at the New York and made to follow a single narStrand.
row track. This is especially true
" High and Dry " has been pro- of comedies. In producing ' A
nounced byall those who have seen Dog-gone Mix-up' our idea was to
away from this. A comedy can
it in pre-release showing to be even < get
funnier and more of a thriller than get its laughs from something more
than
mere slapstick, and if you give
was
A Dog-gone
Mix-up,"
C. B. " C.
In this comedy,
it isstates
said, people two things they want in a
single picture, you are going over
the lines laid out by " A Dog-gone doubly
strong. People love to be
Mix-up " have been cafried even
further, and the stunt and comedy thrilled — why not. then, let them
combination is given free rein. Sid be thrilled in a comedy as well as
Smith, who tickled the risibilities
in anything else?"

C. Edward Hatton in " The Gun Runners," a thrilling
C. B. C. Western
Film Salesreleased by

Specialty Photoplay New
State Righters
M. Slutzker, president of Specialty
announced thePhotoplay,
entry ofInc.,
his has
company
into the State right field. To date he
has been confining his activities to
conducting a New York and New
Jersey mence
exchange,
but be will
comnational operations
at once.
Specialty Photoplay, Inc., has
already purchased the world rights
on several negatives. These are at
present being cut and titled and
made ready for marketing.
" I will aim to give the indeKineto's
Animal
Subjects
pendent exchanges a series of good
Ditmars,
of
N.
Y.
Zoo,
Makes
Short
Art. Brilliant Scenarizes
pictures,"
Mr. Slutzker,
"at
figures lowstates
enough
to guarantee
them sure profits. I have the first
Reels
for
Urban's
Movie Chats
"Annabel Lee"
in preparation now, and a
pany of America, Inc., has first picture
The continuity of the feature
cement of importance
all new subjects Mr. Dit- full line of accessories are in the
soon to be released by Joan Film AN inannoun
the field of short subjects choice marsonmakes.
works. As soon as these are comSales Co., "Annabel Lee," is the is made this week by Charles UrMr. Urban intends to personally
pleted Iwill announce my first re•work of Arthur Brilliant, who
president of the Kineto Com- supervise the editing of these picban,
proved equal to an emergency of
pany of America., in announcing tures.
turning out a carefully developed the purchase of a considerable
•continuity in the required time. amount of negative material from
"'Annabel Lee" is from a story Raymond L. Ditmars, curator of ''Almighty Dollar" Next Many Schools Eager to
"based on the poem of the same New York's Zoological Park and Wm. D. Taylo
r Picture
■name by Edgar Allan Poe. It is a a famous producer on his own acSchools
throughout
the country
Show
"Heidi"
lease."
Tomantic comedy drama and is said
count of plant and animal films.
Announcement comes from the are
arranging
for
showings
of
Mr.
Ditmars
has
for
a
long
time
to contain a goodly amount of heart
interest and well sustained interest. been a notable figure in the film Lasky studio that William D.Tay- " Heidi," the first dramatic story
lor's next production for Para- presented in colors, for their
on account of his fascinating
Mr. Brilliant, in answer to a re- world
mount will be " The Almighty Dol- Easter-week celebrations, it is anquest of the producer, took up the studies in motion pictures.
from an original story by
nounced by the C. B. C. Film Sales
Mr. Urban in acquiring some of Cosmolar,"Hamilton,
Ethel Clayton Corporation, through whom this
work at a moment's notice and by
will
be
starred
in
this
picture,
work
the
Ditmars'
pictures
names
two
careful effort, turned out the finseries of particular interest to mo- on which will be started in a few picture is being distributed to the
ished product on schedule time.
state right market. Since this piction picture exhibitors.
which, reviewers declare,
One is a lengthy series, entitled days. Miss Clayton is just now stands ture,
as a distinct achievement in
completing
"
Sham,"
adapted
by
" Modern Truth from Old Fables." Douglas Doty from the play by motion pictures, was presented at
These are tales illustrating the fa- Elmer Harris and Geraldine BonUrban Subjects Shown
the Capitol theatre, New York,
bles that children have read for
ner, and directed by Thomas Heff- during Christmas week, it has atto Scientists
generations,. The action is all with
tracted wide attention in that it is
the animals that Mr. Ditmars unSome of Charles Urban's Kineto dersands so well.
the first dramatic story to be presented in colors and marks the first
Reviews, of " The Living Book of
These fables will all be incorReelcraft Release is
real indication that black and white
Knowledge," were exhibited at a
porated into the Charles Urban
meeting of the Academy of Natu- Movie Chats. Detailed information
Highly Praised
photography may, in time, be superral Sciences Tuesday evening at as to the particular numbers of the
The Reelcraft Pictures Corporaseded by colors for dramatic suhthe Academy of Natural Sciences Movie Chats which have them, will
tion
is
pointing
with
pride
to
the
in Philadelphia. They furnished be given at a later date.
the illustrations for a lecture deAnother noteworthy series Mr. praise given inthe the
" She's
a Vamp of" j ects.
Romances
livered by Arthur H. Fisher, en- Urban has secured from Mr. Dit- production
titled "An Animated Photomars is the Series of the Four Youth series now beig distributed
Atkinson Joins Exand Allied Indegraphic Journey Through the Phil- Seasons : Spring, Summer, Au- by the Reelcraft
change in South
pendent
Exchanges.
tumn
and
Winter.
Each
season
is
adelphia Zoological Gardens."
Geo.
V.
Atkinson,
recently with
This little two-reel picture has Select Pictures Corporation
These Kineto Reviews were pho- depicted in plant and animal life
and
been
designated
as
one
of
the
twelve
in
one
reel.
This
series
will
be
tographed byMr. Fisher and edited
personally by Mr. Urban. They made part of the Kineto Reviews, best pictures of 1920 according to one of the old-timers in the South,
selections of Myron M. Stearns having been with Pathe for a numare fascinating animal studies of
Living Book of Knowledge." the
ber of years, has just become a
the famous Philadelphia Zoo, and " The
("Lenzo")
in his New Moves in member
of the firm of Hygrade
An between
arrangement
been and
entered
Mr. ha"s
Urban
Mr. the Movies page of Judge, " The N.
are among the choicest reels in into
C.
Pictures
Corporation, of Charlotte.
" The Living Book of Knowledge." Ditmars wherebv the Kineto ComHappy Medium."
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''Hidden Light" Booked
in Chicago Theatres
Aaron Gollos, president of Gollos
Enterprises, Inc., which controls the
right ring
to Dolores
" The Cassinelli,
Hidden Light,"
starfor Indiana
and Illinois, announces that this
production will have its initial downtown showing in Chicago at Barbee's
Loopthetheatre.
goes into
Monroe The
street picture
house
March 13th for an indefinite run,
following which it is booked to
play the Lubliner and Trinz theatre
circuit, the Woodlawn theatre and
other first run theatres.
45,000 See "Midchannel" in Shea's Hippodrome
Hippodrome,
Buffalo,
wasShea's
the scene
of one ofof the
most
enthusiastic receptions ever accorded any of its film offerings last
week. The occasion was the showing of " Midchannel," the fourth
Clara Kimball Young production released by Equity. On the evening
of the very last showing, hundreds
of Young fans were turned away.
Despite all efforts to hold the picture over for an additional week,
Franklin, manager of Shea's, was
obliged to yield to previous booking arrangements and close the run
of " Midchannel."
A simultaneous showing at another theatre was necessary to accommodate the overflow. Shea's
Cort
theatre,
another
of Buffalo's
foremost
screen
temples,
housed
"theMidchannel
"
for
J^alf
a
week
same time that it ran at theat
Hippodrome. It is estimated that
approximately 45,000 people paid
the Hippodrome's admission-prices,
which are the highest of any motion-picture house in Buffalo, to see
" Alidchannel."
Urban Subjects in Four
Broadway Theatres
Urban Popular Classics, published by the Kineto Company of
America, Inc.. are to be found in
four theatres along Broadway this
week. At the Capitol is a Kineto
Review, " The American Fleet at
Panama," illustrating the trip
through the Canal when the Atlantic and Pacific fleets effected a
juncture.
At the Strand is " Thrills,'.' also
a Kineto Review, playing there its
second successive week on the program with "The Kid." The
Charles Urban's Movie Chats are
occupying a place on the Rivoli and
Rialto Pictorials.
Olga

Printzlau Adapting Knoblock Story
Olga Printzlau, talented scenarist and playwright, who has
achieved marked success in her
screen adaptations for William Dc
Mille productions, is preparing the
scenario for the Edward Knoblock
story,
Lost Romance,"
which will" The
be a Paramount picture
with a cast consisting of Jack
Holt, Conrad Nagel, Lois Wilson,
Fontaine La Rue, Maym Kelso,
Robert Brower, Mickev Moore,
etc.

president
of The Film
Market, Inc., has
National
Exchanges5
First
changed the title of the
eER
tur
ert,
IEST
fea
picTtureW.by PRRob
To Release " Welcome Children,"
B
O
RLaughlin
a
Drascena
Production, Shortly
Mc
and Charles T.
Dazey, originally named
A RRANGEMENTS have just have every quality to make it bring
" The Grand Passion," to
maximum
box
office
results
for
the
been made by Charles M. Co- exhibitor.
" The Supreme Passion."
He made this change for
nant, president of Drascena Productions, Inc., of Los Angeles,
two reasons, he sta.tes. It
" Welcome Children," continued
was learned after the anfor the release of " Welcome Chil- Mr. Bennett, " is a most unusual
document. It has pathos
nouncement was first made,
dren," the first feature to be com- human
and
with
it
delirious
comic
relief.
pleted by that company, through
two weeks ago, that about
National Exchanges, Inc. The pic- It brings
the the
eyes next
one with
mofour or five years ago a proment andtears
dries tothem
ture which has just been received
gram picture was published
at the home offices of National Ex- gales of laughter. Underlying the
under the title " The Grand
changes, Inc., 398 Fifth Avenue, is whole there is a story of absorbPassion."
While recent court
ing interest and of universal appeal
now being titled and cut.
decisions would have upheld
" I'll challenge any man, woman
"Welcome Children" is a fivethe use of this title by Mr.
reel comedy. It was directed by H. or child to see ' Welcome Children '
Priest, it is said, the story and
C. Matthews. A strong cast was and not carry the memory of the
locale of scenes being entirely
picture for days after. Its story
assembled for the picture.
different and original, this inIn confirming announcement grips one from the very start and
formation led to reconsiderafrom Los Angeles regarding the holds the interest tensely to the end.
tion and adoption of the title
"
It
has
been
my
privilege
to
have
distribution of " Welcome Chil" The Supreme Passion " as
dren," through his organization, been connected in the past with a
more accurately reflecting the
Hunter Bennett, vice president and number of pictures which had exmotive
of the plot.
ceptional box office merit. None,
general manager of National ExThe original title, "The
changes, Inc., spoke enthusiastically however, exceeded the possibilities
Grand Passion," it was
of the feature. It is his opinion of ' Welcome Children.'
thought, would also be taken
" We have laid out a most comthat it will prove one of the outto indicate a distinctively sex
prehensive exploitation campaign
standing box office attractions of
production and might irritate
the year, and he places it in the for ' Welcome Children.' We look
the sensibilities of censors.
to
see
it
rival
'
Mickey
'
and
other
same
class
w'ith
"
Mickey,"
as
a
features of similar character. We
matinee puller.
" In ' Welcome Children,' " said are certain that for entertainment New Exchange in Utica
Mr.
certain
have Bennett,
a rare find." I Itamseems
to me weto value, ' Welcome Children ' is goOffers Six Features
ing to prove a big winner."
The recently incorporated Great
Northway Film Corp., of Utica, N.
Y., is now doing business in its
offices of 156 Genesee street in
Cast
of
Box
Office
Value
that city. The company is capitalized at $300,000 and is offering to
exhibitors " Heritage," " Isle of
" Servant in the House," Federated
Destiny," " Bachelor Apartments,"
" Mad Love," " The Water Lily "
Release, Has Many Notable Actors
and " Fruits of Passion." They are
Bookings for extended runs that at
present negotiating for comedies
1
"-pHEHOUSE,"
SERVANT
IN release
THE are now being received from all and Westerns.
the latest
parts
of
the
country
would
seem
to
of the Federated Film Exchanges indicate that the exhibitors agree
of America, has a cast of rare box with the distributors in their esti- Popular Film in Larger
office value to the exhibitor, anmation of the feature.
Quarters in N. Y.
nounces the distributors. Practicalthat
An expansion in business has
ly every player has a following
will mean business to any theatre. Trip to Bahama with necessitated the removal of the
Popular Film Exchange of New
Clara Horton, who plays a promFord Cameraman
inent role in this Charles Rann
York from its former quarters on
the
sixth floor of the Godfrey
Kennedy story, has been well
Into the carefree, lazy atmosphere
known for her work on the screen. of the tropics is the audience taken Building to more commodious
One of her most recent successes in the Ford Educational Weekly offices on the seventh floor of the
same building.
was in the part of Youth in "Every- No. 6 " Tropical Sons." Grantswoman." Jean Hersholt, who cre- town in New Providence Island of
ates the part of Manson in this
the Bahama group is our destinapicture, is a noted actor of Den- tion.
mark, who has toured this country
The Ford Educational Weekly is
extensively in Ibsen plays. The
by the Federated Film
past work of Claire Anderson, Jack distributed
Curtis, Edward Piel, now with D. Kxchanges of America.
\V. Griffith; Harvey Clark, Zenaide
Williams, John Gilbert and Anna
Dodge, is well known to motion Child Screen Stars in
picture fans and exhibitors alike.
"Screen Snapshots"
Hugh Ryan Conway, who has
recently announced that Conway
In " Screen Snapshots," No. 19,
Productions are soon to be placed it is shown that it is careful, intelligent, and, above all, sympathetic
before the public, directed " The direction
that brings out the best
Servant
in
the
House,"
and
it
is
said to be better than any of his ability in children, and the spectators see Director Irwin Willat
previous efforts, notable among
which are his many excellent pic- tenderly directing the work of
tures for Triangle.
some of filmdom's most famous
The story is not a preachment, youngsters. " One must be a child
but it carries a clear and forceful at heart to direct children intellipresentation of a theme that has
gently," says Mr. Willat, and he
always been of greatest interest declares that his own fountain of
throughout the civilized world. youth has been the real secret of
The production has been carefullv his success with them.
made with a view to retaining all
In this same release is seen Harold Lloyd taking his leading lady,
of the qualities of the original play
that have made it one of the great- Mildred Davis, for a joy ride on Lorrane Harding, co-starred with Jack
est road shows that America has the five-fifteen. " Screen Snap- O'Brien in the new Joan state right
ever known.
shots "is a C. B. C. release.
feature " Annabel Lee "
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Capt. Chas.. Fitzgerald, marshal of New
York's "taking
skystuntscops,"
some breathabove doing
Columbus
Circle,
N. Y. These stunts were performed exclusively for International News
Daring and Action in
New Pathe Episode
"
Double
Adventure,"
Pathe.
serial
in which
Charles the
Hutchison
is starring, lives handsomely up to
early promises with respect to the
quantity and melodramatic tensity
of its thrills and stunts, according
to Pathe officials. The sixth episode,
" Trouble Trail," which is to be released February 27, shows the hero
essaying several feats of daring,
notably in breasting the waves that
crash about the rocks of an irregular point in the shores of the Pacific.
Metro Announces Cast
Supporting Lytell
With all but two of the cast
selected, work upon the filming of
"The Man Who," a Karger-Lytell
production for Metro adapted from
the story of Lloyd Osborne published recently in The Saturday
Evening Post, has been started at
Metro's New York studios in West
Sixty-first street.
In addition to Bert Lytell, the
cast includes Lucy Cotton, Frank
Currier, Fred Warren, Tammany
Young, Clarence Elmer and Mary
Louise Beaton.

Mrs. Ogden Reid Hostess at Showing
Reid, daughterMillslate
Mrs. Ogden
Ambassador
of the
in-law
Whitelaw Reid, was hostess at a
special showing of " The New York
of
Tribune's" picture "A City
More Than 120,000 Homes Without
Slums." The showing was in the
Rothacker Film Manufacturing
projection
Company's New YorkForty-sec
ond
at 220 West
room
street.

COMING
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MAKERS

SAY

Polo

Back

News

ATTRACTIONS

Producers
ABOUT

Hodkinson
Dates
Changed
Readjusts Release Dates on Some
of
Its
Forthcoming Productions
screendom," declare Hodkinson ofDUE to certain
in con- ficials.
ditions the W. changes
W. Hodkinson
Corporation has been compelled to
"A Certain Rich Man" is Benj.
readjust the release dates on several B. Hampton's screen version of
of their forthcoming productions. William Allen White's far-famed
The new dates are announced here- novel to the picturization of which
with :
he has brought all of his screen
" Partners of the Tide," March technique, while " The Other
20th ; " East Lyne," March 27th ; Woman," a J. L. Frothingham production directed by Edward Slo"A Certain Rich Man," April 10th;
"The Other Woman," April 24th; man, is a screen adaptation of
" Keeping Up With Lizzie," May Norah Davis' famous novel.
" Keeping Up With Lizzie," the
8th ; " The Man of the Forest,"
May 22nd; "The Light in the Rockett Film Corporation's second
for Hodkinson reClearing," June 5th, and " A Huge comedy-drama
lease is being directed by Lloyd
Ballin Production," June 19th.
"Partners of the Tide" is the Ingraham and Enid Bennett heads
new Irvin V. Willat production a good cast. " The Man of the
Forest" is another Benj. B. Hampmade
ton production made from Zane
famousfrom
sea Joseph
story. C.
As Lincoln's
regards
" East Lynne," it is expected to Grey's novel.
prove one of the greatest box office
"The Light in the Clearing" is
attractions the screen will see in under
process of construction on the
West
Coast. It is an Irving
1921, and Hugo Ballin, who produced it, says that it represents his Bacheller novel, and T. Hayes
Hunter, — the man who directed
greatest
achievement
will assuredly
createthus
for far.
itself" Ita " Earthbound," — is responsible for
unique place in the annals of this picture.

Eddie

Picture

on

Coast

Returns With His Company from
Cuba; Historic Spots in
in Serial
the screen idols of Latin America.
sesal y,
Univer
POLO,
EDDIE rial
star, andthe his
" The Seal of Satan " was writcompan
ten by Anthony W. Coldewey. The
have arrived at Universal City
author accompanied the serial star
from Cuba, where he has been film- to Cuba and contributed much to
ing episodes for his forthcoming the direction of the intricate twists
serial,
The the
Seal Coast.
of Satan,
comes "from
The" word
Polo and turns of the plot.
Polo's leading women are Madge
company, headed by J. P. Mcand Inez McConnell. Among
Gowan, veteran Universal serial Lane
the members of the technical staff
director, has been in the West In- of the Polo company were David
dies for eight weeks.
Brandman, as business manager of
The star's visit to Cuba and other the expedition; Jay Marchant as
parts of the Antilles was due pri- assistant director; Charles Robmarily because the plot of his
erts, technical director, and Cecil
newest chaptered photodrama is
Myers and Jean Perkins, cameralaid mostly in that part of the men.
world, but also because of often
repeated requests by exhibitors and
fans that Polo make public appear- Malcolm St. Clair Will
ances in the Spanish - speaking
Direct Keaton
countries of America. It is exThat Malcolm St. Clair, welltrip to the West
Indies pected
willthat Polo's
be supplemented
later known comedy director, had been
by a tour of South and Central signed by the Comique Film ComAmerica.
pany, producers of the Buster
Keaton comedies, released through
Scenes
The historic
Seal of spots
Satan as" Metro, was the announcement made
were
madeforin *'such
last week by Lou Anger, production
Morro Castle, San Juan Hill, Cab- manager of the firm.
annes Castle and in Havana HarSt. Clair will alternate with Eddie
bor. Wherever the Universal se- Cline in sharing directorial honors
rial company worked, it was surrounded by admiring natives, who with the frozen-faced laugh-maker,
The trio will collaborate in the preregard Polo as a marvel of phy- paring
of the stories.
sique and daring. Polo is one of

PICTURES

A scene
from " AMorris.
Tale ofA Two
by
Gouverneur
FrankWorld*,"
Lloyd
production to be released by Goldwyn
12th Chapter

of "Velvet

Fingers"
Setmark the
Suspense
continues to
sequences
"dramatic
Velvet Fingers,"
the of
serialPathe's
starring George B. Seitz with Marguerite Courtot. The twelfth episode of the play presents as many
exciting incidents as any one of its
predecessors, which those who have
followed the serial will consider
high
for of
" Into
Ambush,"to
which praise
is the title
the episode
be released February 20th.
"U. P. Trail" Scores in
Allender Houses
J. W. Allender, head of the J.
W. Allender, Inc., wires the Hodkinson home-office to the effect that
" The U. P. Trail," which is released by the Hodkinson organization,
scored showing
a " Knockout
during its hasrecent
at the " various theatres of the Allender circuit.
In addition, Mr. Allender say that
the circuit's new theatre, Colfax,
Washington, played the picture at
its opening
performance
and stood
" in
spite
of inclement
weather
them in the streets."
New

Independent Exchange in Chicago
Another new exchange will soon
be added pendent
to filmChicago's
list of
indemarts. The
Wabash
Film Exchange will open early in
March. The personnel and officers
of the newly formed exchange will
be made public in the near future.
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Vidor
Joins
To Do Four Special
All-Star Pictures
During 1921

Doug Fairbanks in a humorous scene
from his latest for United Artists,
" The Nut "
Loew Theatres to Run
Hallroom Comedies
The Loew interests have booked
the Hallroom Boys comedies for
their theatres in Atlanta, Knoxville,
Nashville, Memphis, and Birmingham from Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions of Atlanta, Ga., who have
the territorial rights on these comedies for Tennessee, Georgia, Florida and Alabama.
" These which
1921arePercy
Ferdie
Comedies
being offered
theB. State
by the
C.
C. Filmrights'
Sales market
Corporation
of
New York have made a decided hit
wherever they have been shown.
Reviewers have proclaimed them
the best comedies so far issued,"
stated Jack Cohn who is producing them.
Special Tinting Used in
Lubin Western
" West
of the Rio
Grande,"
the
five
reel western
feature
starring
Allene Ray and Harry McLaughlin, and announced by Bert Lubin
as his second state rights release,
will contain many beautiful tinted
effects, according to Edward Roskam, film expert, who has been engaged by Lubin to prepare a special
color continuity for the film.
" West of the Rio Grande " is
said to be a fitting sequel picture to
" Honeymoon Ranch." Allene
Day's first starring vehicle. Harry
McLaughlin, the dare-devil aviator whose sensational stunts in the
first picture were favorably commented on by all critics, performs
many new "tricks" in this picture,
under direction of Robin H. Townley.

make
R will
G VIDO
KINseries
tionsa
l produc
of specia
under a contract for distribution with the Associated Producers.
By this arrangement, he joins
forces with the organization comprising Thomas H. Ince, Marshall
Neilan, Maurice Tourneur, George
Loane Tucker, Allan Dwan, Alack
Sennett, C. Gardner Sullivan and
J. Parker Read, Jr.
King Vidor's
as a ;fullfledged
producer status
is assured
he
owns his own five-acre studio,
" Vidor Village," and has an organization that is the result of
three
years
of selection and elimination.
Vidor Village is equipped to
handle two producing units concurrently and is ultra-modern in
its equipment and facilities. The
studio village is at the same time
poetic and inspiring.
Vidor's first work in the silent
drama was the writing and direction of comedies and satires; a little
later he directed the Judge Willis
Brown boy picture plays. Then
came " The Turn in the Road,"
which established
prestige
as a capable King
director.Vidor's
Following " The Turn in the
Road," King Vidor wrote, directed
and produced " Better Times,"
"The Other Half" and "Foor
Relations," all clear-cut delineations
of human characters, against backgrounds of open fields, fragrant
flowers and humble homes.
As King Vidor was quietly prov-

Ass'd

Producer
s
Never
Dies," and will be somewhat
of a spectacle as well as a photodrama; it is an adaptation of Will
N. Harben's startlingly realistic
novel, " The Cottage of Delight."
King Vidor has completed the writing of the scenario, and production
will begin almost immediately. Carrol Owen, who titled " The JackKnife Man" and "The Sky Pilot,"
has been engaged to write the subtitles for " Love with
Neverthe Dies."
In connection
filming of
"Love Never Dies," the King
Vidor company will soon journey to
New York for scenes in Washington Square, up Fifth avenue and
Riverside Drive. However, Vidor
Village and adjacent California
" locations " will suffice for the rest
of the story, wherein the locales are
Tennessee and North Carolina.
" I believe
the in
Associated
Producers represent
the aggregate
the highest artistry, intelligence and
purpose of all, and constitute the
most constructive force now funcKing
Vidor shortly
who
zvill release
tioning in the motion picture artthrough
Associated Producers industry," says Mr. Vidor.
" I feelditionsvery
inspiredI shall
by thebe conunder which
enabled to operate and by the general
ing his worth the First National
Exhibitors offered him a releasing policy of the Associated Producers.
involved in excontract, which he accepting, mak- They archibitorneither
or distributor entangleing for them " The Family Honor,"
ments, and sell each picture on its
"The Tack-Knife Man," and re- individual merits. They are acrecently " The Sky Pilot." The latme perfect freedom in the
ter picture was acclaimed by rep- selection cording
of vehicles and casts, and
resentative film men, at a preview
in Los Angeles, as having every I am not to be limited in expenditures ;in this latter respect, I will
element
necessary for a huge box- be enabled to secure casts that are
office success.
all-star in the truest sense. This is
Mr. Vidor will make four spec- all in accordance with the Assoial productions, with all-star casts,
ciated Producer policv of allowing
for Associated Producers distribu- each man his own individual art extion during 1921. The first of these
stories will be known as " Love

"Perfect
Is l a
What
X erS. ofWOOD
JOH
t, hasGenera
Manag
RealarY,
some J. S. Woody of Realart
very definite ideas on what conGives Ideas on Intert pictur
"worth
perfec
whichy
are wellstitutesthe
more
thane,"cursor
esting Question
consideration.
" We have arrived at a time now," preserve the illusion of the story; —
said Mr. Wood}', " when the gen- given all • these components, plus
eral public patronizes, views and high quality photography and laboratory work and you have what
approves a picture on its general
merit. The era when the success nearest approaches a perfect picof a production depended solely ture.
upon, the personal popularity of
" In signing up such well known
some single member of the cast, is writers and playwrights as Elmer
Harris, Avery Hopwood, and others,
has evidenced its recogni" A careful scrutiny of present- Realart
past.
tion of the necessity for handling
Many Exhibitors Like day conditions shows that the
organizations which are succeeding only the highest type of stories
in a large way, are those which are obtainable. The casts for every
"Screen Snapshots"
C. B. Co. Film Sales has received directing their efforts toward one picture released by Realart have
many letters of praise from exhibi- hundred per cent, productions and been most painstakingly selected
and each part is portrayed by some
tors who are booking " Screen which recognize fully the impor- artist
especially selected because of
tance of all factors of the art ; the
Snapshots," the one-reel of intimate "shots " showing screen stars story, direction, cast personnel, and his or her ability to render an exat work, at play, in their homes, general production quality.
ceptional characterization.
etc.
" Our directors are all of es" Given the foundation of an exreputation with the stamp
Letters from state rights buyers
cellent story; possessing those de- of successtablished
indelibly inscribed on
sirable traits which lend themselves
and exhibitors all over the country
have come pouring in commenting readily to exploitation ; adapted to their productions, men with the
upon the reel. Manager Wolf of the screen by experts in scenario rare talent for bringing to the
the Adelphi theatre, New York, construction and continuity ; por- screen the full artistic possibilities
every story they undertake.
trayeddivbyiduacasts
of which
every
in- of
says : " The only trouble with
Without such directors, good stories
l isan artist
of real
ability
'released
Screen often
Snapshots
'
is
that
it
isn't
and
finished artists would avail us
enough. It has made and proven popularity; directed by
such a hit with my audience that men who are thoroughly in sym- nothing. And, finally, we spare no
I wish it was being released once
expense in general propathy with their work and past mas- legitimate
duction cost ; not waste, understand,
a week instead of once every two
ters of screen expression ; clothed
in settings which, in every way, but legitimate, necessary expense.
weeks."

pression."
" Pictur
One of the angles
which a
e"?
great many producers seem to overlook is the vital importance of attractive business-getting titles. Of
course, where these titles are
simply repetitions of the names of
famous books or plays, the producer
assumes no credit because of their
attraction value, but Realart has
been particularly fortunate in most
of its titles, for example, ' The
Furnace,' ' Something Different,'
' Oh Lady, Lady,' ' Ducks and
Drakes,' ' She Couldn't Help It,'
etc.
" The big, broad gauged manager
of today is very close to his patrons
and is quick to sense the trend of
popular opinion, no matter where it
may lead, and it is due, in a large
measure, to the good judgment of
these exhibitors that the most successful organizations have adopted
' the policy of producing pictures
which register close to 100 per cent,
in every department.
" Realart has built its pictures
with this in mind. We have selected our actresses to carry the roles
for which they are best suited. The
casts are chosen to help the star
interpret the story. Direction settings and other essentials are all
emploved
the same
—
the finishedto screen
story. end
That,
mand.believe, is what people dewe
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Euralie Jensen, Norma Talmadge and Courtenay Foote in a big scene from Miss
Talmadge's latest First National picture, " The Passion Flower "
The
Nut"
Due
March
13
Slight Injury to Fairbanks Will
Not Affect Original Release Date
DESPITE the fact that Douglas of Zorro.' You can tell the world
Fairbanks was injured in the you've got another."
A wire not as lengthy but with
making of his next United Artists'
just as much enthusiasm was reproduction,
"
The
Nut,"
there
will
ceived by Mr. Abrams from John
be no change made in the release
date, which Hiram Abrams, presi- Fairbanks, brother of " Doug," in
dent of the corporation, announced which he said, " Doug's new picfor March 13. The picture is finture,The
'
Nut,' completed. It's a
ished and the most glowing an- bear. Rushing prints for you."
nouncements ofits ultimate success
It was during the making of the
have been received by Mr. Abrams final scenes of this picture that Mr.
from friends in California who Fairbanks was injured. He was
have seen the first prints. Mr. required to jump through a winAbrams himself saw a portion of
dow in one of the scenes, landing
the picture when in California re- on a man passing by on the sidecently, and declared it to be a
walk outside. In making this leap
greater picture than " The Mark of he caught his toe on the windowsill and fell to the cement sidewalk,
Zorro."
Bennie Zeidman, of Hollywood, breaking a bone in his left hand
after having seen the picture run and severely wrenching his back.
for the first time, wired Mr. This misharj was reported to necesthe hospital
Abrams, " Just saw Doug's new for at sitate
leastDoug's
fivebeing
weeks,in which
was a
picture,
' Theis Nut,'
with permanent
titles. It
a knockout.
I have grossly exaggerated fact. The
always been very frank with you, facts are that a day after the acciso you can believe me when I say
dentfor.
he appeared
on " the lotwith
" anda
still photographs
it
will top following
all of Doug's
successes, posed
number of prominent people who
especially
the wonderful
records being made by ' The Mark were visiting him at the time.

for

Beban

Picture

News

Picture

" One Man in a Million " Is Now
Scoring in Cities of Mid-West
lor general distribution, were seen
at B. F. Keith's Strand theatre.
Mr. Beban also filled in Louisville
personal appearance engagements
before prominent clubs and civic
organizations similar to those
which he made in Newark, N. J.,
where the picture opened at the
New Branford theatre, in Atlanta,
Ga., where it played the Howard
theatre, and in other cities, including Nashville and Memphis, Tenn.
An even more direct appreciation of " One Man in a Million "
came from George J. Maurer, manager of the Louisville theatre at
which Mr. Beban, and his picture
appeared. In his wire Mr. Maurer
said: "George Beban opened here
today
in your
specialliked
' Oneimmensely
Man in
a Million
' picture
and broke all attendance records.
In fact this is the first time we
ever had to stop selling tickets,
crowds at night being so large poGeorge Beban,
star by
of " Robertson-Cole,
One Man in a
lice were called out to preserve orMillion,"
released
being
congratulated
by Mayor Smith
der. Iwant to personally congratof Louisville, Ky., for his stand for
ulate you on having such an exbetter pictures
NO Fred
less Levy,
an authority
than Ky.,
Col.
of Louisville,
is author of the statement that
" One Man in a Million," the
George Beban production, which is
now making its way out of the
South into the Middle West is "a
great attraction
mously voted by "the and
entire" unaniSouth
to IntheLouisville
highest favor."
Mr. Beban, and his
greatest screen play, which has
been obtained bv Robertson-Cole

Phoenix

ceptional attraction."" One Man in a
From Louisville
Million" went to the Circle" theatre,
Indianapolis,
it remained afull
week. where
Early reports
from this house showed that the
picture was going there as strongly
as in other previous engagements.
From Indianapolis the bookings
call for engagements in Cleveland,
Detroit, Milwaukee and Chicago.
In the latter city the picture is to be
seen for three weeks in different
houses.

Honors

Duncan

Appears in Connection With Drive
for Hoover Fund; $10,000 Realized
the Governor's home until train
RDING to a statement
ACCO
where " Bill " Duncan, the
from the Vitagraph headquar- time,
star, and " Tom " Campbell, the
ters, "William Duncan Day " in Governor, swapped stories of the
Arizona went over as a great suc- old days in Prescott, where the
cess. More than $10,000 was re- former spent a year making Westalized for the Hoover Fund, it is
ern pictures in the early days of
stated, and the Vitagraph report of the industry, while the latter was
e county assessor.
presenc
affair x,credits
the
ed in
appear
he 's
whereDuncan
in Phoeni
Business men of Phoenix conperson at the picture theatres with
tributed $500 for the admissions of
a large measure of responsibility home " kids " who couldn't raise
for the success of the drive.
the price to see the star and in that
A parade of citizens and boy way every dollar gained not only
scouts
formed
at
the
station
to
admitted four Phoenix children to
Titles
Imposed
on
Scenes
meet Duncan and his co-star, the theatres but saved the life of a
Paramount Announces Innovation
Edith Johnson, and then conducted starving European child for a
them through the principal streets month.
of the city. Then the stars apin " Sacred and Profane Love "
peared at special performances in
ple and set under discussion are
A STATEMENT from the
the
where the receipts were Doug as Fashion Model
Paramount headquarters an- •seen soft-focussed in the back- givntheatres
to charity. George Mauk.
in New Production
nounces that a real innovation in
ground back of the title — thereby manager of the Columbia and
Douglas Fairbanks becomes a
titles is to be presented in " Sacred giving the mind two methods of ab- Amuzu theatres, and a Vitagraph
sorbing the title idea.
and Profane Love," starring Elsie
exhibitor, handled this part of the real fashion-plate model and disFerguson and produced by William
plays more fashionable clothes in
program for all houses. Col. J. F.
"
On
seeing
the
new
device
for
D. Taylor. According to word re- the first time, Edward Knoblock, Thompson, Robert E. Kirk and
his
next
United Artists' production,
ceived from the Famous Playersformed the Gov- " The Nut,"
than he has ever bedramatist said, ' It is the Tom Dunbar,
Lasky home-office, narrative titles noted
fore
allowed
himself to do, in his
ernor's committee of entertain- entire film career.
superimposed upon actual scenes cleverest scheme for increasing the ment.
have been evolved by Producer continuous flow of a screen story
Following the addresses the stars
Never at any time in this feature
Taylor and Cinematographer that I have ever seen.'
and their troupe were luncheon is he seen in a character make-up.
Tames C. Van Trees as a means to
" Also the new system is saving guests of the committee and then '" The Nut " will undoubtedly be
put over " title ideas more of footage for often minor bits were taken to the State House
a " dress-up
" picture.
All
forcibly than has been possible by of action may be merged with a many pictures were taken with known
told, theas star
wears twelve
different
previous methods. The Paramount title— instead of showing both Governor Campbell.
suits,
each
representing
the
acme
of
nt
stateme follows :
action and title separately as has
The visitors were then guests at its particular style.
" Under the new system the peo- been done before."
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Charles

Maigne Denies
Report
The report that Charles Maigne,
special director for Famous Players,
at present directing Alice Brady in
" The Tower," will shortly sever his
connection with that organization, is
entirely unfounded. This rumor
appears in the February 11th issue
of a trade paper (Variety).
Mr. Maigne just completed two
specials for Famous Players : " The
Frontier of the Stars," and " The
Kentuckians." After completing
his 'Alice
Brady Binney
picture,in hea new
will
direct
Constance
picture, according to present plans.
The report, therefore, that
Charles plans to sever his present
connections is unfounded, and Mr.
Maigne emphatically denies this
rumor.
Aywon Series Meets
with Success
The fifteen two reels comprising
the Success series of short subjects,
now being released by Nathan
Hirsch, president of the Aywon Film
Corporation, have already met with
decided approval by state rights
buyers and exhibitors in all parts
of the country, Reelcraft announces.
Mr. Hirsch states that he has
been deluged with inquiries and requests for territory on this series.
Territorial contracts for the distribution ofthe two-reelers are now
being prepared.
The Success series of short subjects are fifteen picked subjects selected because of their dramatic
value, the box-office following of
the stars that appear in them, and
the fact that they are particularlystrong attractions.
Percy Heath on Realart
Scenario Staff
Percy Heath, dramatic critic,
author and scenarist, has joined
Realart's West Coast scenario staff,
according to a telegram received
during the week at the home office
of Realart Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Heath has been signed by Elmer Harris, supervising director at
the Hollywood studios to write
scenarios for Wanda Hawley and
Bebe Daniels.

On the right is a scene from " The Tempest " andPathe
on the
left a view from
releases
E.

H.

Pearson

statet,
bywing
PaultheBrune
follo
CLOSELYment issued
in which the Pathe president
spoke optimistically of the outlook
lor the industry, comes another report from the office of Elmer R.
Pearson, director of exchanges for
Pathe, in which Mr. Pearson gives
the results of his observations made
on a recent tour of investigation to
all sections of the country. Mr.
Pearson says :
" In starting
on this
tour by
of investigation Iwas
actuated
no
feeling of alarm. The reports from
our various branches had been almost uniformly satisfactory. It
seemed to me that a temporary lack
of confidence was due rather to
psychological than material causes
—theas fable
thoughhadthebeen
cry revived
of ' wolfin! 'thein
motion picture industry with results
similar to those described by Aesop,
but with little likelihood of the
classical denouement. My investigations have more than demonstrated the truth of this theory. I
found the exhibitors less affected
by the wave of pessimism than anybody else. They were going right
on building fine, new modern picture theatres, and eagerly on the

"Big
received from
letterOnes
INW. a W.recent
Hodkinson, president of
son
Corporation,
W. W. Hodkin
who at the present moment is on
the West Coast, Mr. Hodkinson
said that four of the greatest pictures ever released by his company
are now in process of construction
at different studios in and about
Los Angeles.
" I have seen these pictures in
the making," writes Mr. Hodkinson,
" and I wish to say that they will
measure up to the highest standMr. Hodkinson referred specifito " Keeping
with Rockett
Lizzie,"
which
be the Upsecond
ards."callywill
Film Corporation production made
for Hodkinson release. " The Light
in the Clearing," which T. Hayes
Hunter is directing for the Dial
Film Corporation. " A Certain
Rich Man " and " The Man of the
Forest," two Benj. B. Hampton
A " shot " from the William Fox release, productions, Hodkinson released all.
" The Jockey," starring Clyde Cook
"The Light in the Clearing" is

Issues

lookout for more of the higher
class production.
" Their houses were well patronized. Very few exhibitors had
observed any diminution of attendance traceable to disturbing
labor conditions, or to any other
cause.
in the
cities
are" Playgoers
familiar with
this larger
classification
of theatres,
according
the general character
of the toattractions
presented. The amusement-seeking
public naturally classifies itself, the
different classes each forming a
community of intellect and taste
sedulously cultivated and catered to
by a given management, or by several, according to the size of the
community. Thus the name and
location of a certain theatre defines
in a general way the nature of the
attractions it offers, and while it
continues to deserve it, enjoys a
steady and loyal support.
" The existence of a similar classifying process in the case of picture
houses is a highly favorable indication. It promises due attention to
and appropriate rewards for every
legitimate
production. So kind
far asof hepicture
can be
such
without disturbing program re-

Comin
an Irving
Bacheller story, —g"
the first
to reach the screen. Irving Bacheller is possibly the best known living American author and one whose
works have been read wherever the
printed word is circulated and
whose followers are legion. And
T.
Hayes Hunter's
was firmly
established
by the fame
splendid
work
he did in directing " Earthbound,"
one of the real picture achievements of all times. According to
Mr. Hodkinson's letter Mr. Hunter
claims that in the " The Light in the
Clearing" he will far surpass any
of his previous efforts.
"Keeping
Up With
Lizzie"
another
Irving
Bacheller
story,is
a comedy-drama which Lloyd
Ingraham is directing. Enid Bennett, star of countless successes in
the past is cast in the leading role
and in her support are seen many of
screendom's favorite players. Mr.
Ingraham, who directed most of the
Douglas McLean-Doris May comedies, has promised Mr. Hodkinson

What Women Will Do."

Both are

Statement
quirements each exhibitor becomes
a specialist, and he can count on
the loyalty of the community of
taste of which his theatre becomes
the habitual rendezvous. One specializes on art and literary feasts
for the intellect, another on pastoral of beauty and simple charm ;
another on features of a more exciting nature ; another on frank
melodrama — the bread and meat of
the screen as of the stage ; still another on the thrilling adventures
set forth in serials. The longer of
the comedy production, too, lend
their character to certain theatres,
while the shorter ones, with the reviews, the news reels and the animated cartoons fill established program needs.
" In every city or town of any
consequence there is, and will continue to be, a profitable audience for
worthy examples of every legitimate species of picture production
— not excepting those of the highest art and literary excellence.
Those who cry ' wolf ! ' when there
is no wolf and yet change the essential facts, they merely delay a
general and complete return of

fidence."
that He
this new one will
be a picture
Says
that he will be proud to call his
greatest work.
As regards
Man of Rich
the
Forest
" and "" The
A Certain
Man," they are Benj. B. Hampton
productions, the first made from
Zane Grey's story and the second
from William
White's
Those
who areAllen
familiar
withnovel.
Mr.
Hampton's technique, expect great
things from these two pictures.
Benj. B. Hampton's career as a
producer of screen plays shows an
unbroken succession of successful
productions, — such productions as
" Desert Gold," " Riders of the
Dawn," "The U. P. Trail," and
" The Spenders."
Mr. Hodkinson's letter was truly
optimistic, and in it he emphasized
the benefits that must inevitably
come to the exhibitors who have
signed and who will sign one
hundred per cent contracts.
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In the center, Pauline Frederick as she appears in " The Mistress of Shenstone," a Robertson-Cole release, and on either side two scenes from the production
55

Fox Plans on "Connect-

(Continued
)
icut Yankee"
Another selling punch is the fact
that while the story is essentially
of a broadly humorous and keenly
satirical nature, some massive settings and gorgeous outdoor ensemble scenes were necessary to present the narrative with fidelity.
The castles with their frowning
turrets, moats, portcullises, drawbridges, together with the
of knights in full armor or armies
gayly
caparisoned horses, the jousting
field alive with fluttering banners
and decorations, form a feast for
the eye. This feature is made the
b:-sis of most of the pictorial
scheme in the exploitation books
and other sales literature.
A singular angle of the subject
is the fact that the picture, in its
many sidedness, is palpably a picture for every member of the human family. Stress is laid in the
campaign literature on the point
that the historic accuracv of the
product
elevateds work
it to" the dignity ion
of a standar
ence and information on ofthereferlife
and times of King Arthur— making
it just the proper style of entertainment, itis claimed by William
Fox, for college faculties, school
principals and women's club; while
the glorious pageantrv and
ot its swiftly moving story fantasy
is held
to
childrenit. an ideal entertainment
tor make
The delicious humor of the story
also is capitalized to create interest for the exhibitor, and the lobby
photos and exploitation literature
all give unusual prominence to the
most ludicrous incidents of the
Fox
Plans
story that have made it such a
Publicity
Campaign
maste
e of humor. The scene
Film
Fox
of
duction carries upon it the dis- whererpiec
OFFICIALS
the Yankee, compelled, in
announce
that
the
campaign
on
"A
ion,
orat
ic
Corp
e n t h u siast
Connecticut
Yankee"
will
be
based
order
tinguished
features
of
America's
to
save his life, to displav
over their production of on a number of salient points which most famous man of letters.
powers before the assembled
The fact that in " A Connecticut magic
Mark Twain's "A Connecticut in the opinion of Fox officials,
taking advantage of the fact •
ought to make it a one hundred per Yankee," Twain's immortal satire, court,
," cent
ur's CourtssYankheehe instart
King
ed offArth
buy for the exhibitor.
there is not the slightest sugges- that an eclipse of the sun is due,
whic
with a succe
sun to be blot- 1
among the assets listed by
tion of anything that might be con- and
lease run at Miller's
ted comm
out:ands
fulatre,pre-re
the- FoxChief
the the
scene wher
e the
strued as morally unclean, in these armor
Los Angeles,
to put the picture over is the
and pleased with
ed knights ride forth to batthe tributes the picture elicited use of Mark Twain's name. Twain, days of constant criticism of screen
tle on chugging motorcvcles led by
from the trade, at its recent New by the wide popularity his writings subjects and with the bugaboo of
chieftain in a Ford; and other
York special showing, are making have enjoyed for many years in censorship still looming, has an 'heir
laughable incid
of the story
plans for the most intensive explo- every section of the country, is cer- angle of value to the exhibitor who are reproduced ents
in such profusion
tainly a name to conjure with in wants to play safe that is realized
itation campaign ever accorded one
of their special productions, de- sale talk. This point has been util- and emphasized in every piece of as to leave no doubt concerning
ized by Fox to the extent that every copy and every selling argument the picture's laugh-producing qualclares a statement from the Wilities.
out upon this picture.
liam Fox headquarters.
piece of paper and exploitation lit- sent(Continued
on next column)
Advices from Fox headquarters
erature that goes out on the pro-

An
^HE

"Ideal
MISTRESS OF

Frederick
Vehicle
Titus, Rose Gore and Helen
R-C Officials Predict mans
Muir.
The tremendous situation which
Hit for "Mistress
is presented in " The Mistress of
Shenstone"
places
Miss Frederick
iu
the role of
a woman
who has
fallen in love with the man who
of Shenstone"
been responsible by accident for
the novel. One of the many big has
scenes in the picture shows the the death of her husband. Lady
who was not seemheroine and hero battling to climb Myra Ingleby,
ingly loved by her husband, an
the face of the cliff just ahead of
the advancing sea, and a subsequent army chemist specializing in exone shows them forced to remain white dog,
plosives, asmuch
as the lord'sleft
littlea
is suddenly
widow.
all
night
in
a
niche
in
the
cliff,
The popularity of the novel upon awaiting the retreat of the tide.
Lady Ingleby, striving to forget,
which the picture is based, the draMuch time was devoted by the meets a fine-looking young man
matic situations which are built up,
art
director
in
going
over
prints
the emotional work of Miss Fred- showing the interiors of famous and, through dramatic circumstances, falls in love with him.
erick, the supporting cast, together
to consent to marry him, she
with the settings which have been English baronial homes, to create About
the proper atmosphere for this learns that he is the man who killed
provided
make the toproduction
"one production. A setting that will her husband, by accident. Forced
which is destined
win for every
cause favorable comment, shows from him, she is startled by a wire
exhibitor," declare Robertson-Cole the interior of Shenstone. It is which says that her husband is not
officials.
characteristic of the dignity of the dead. This, iri turn, brings on a
"The Mistress of Shenstone " English castle in the fine modelling still bigger emotional situation.
tells the story of an English noble- of fireplace, doorways and win" The Mistress of Shenstone " is
woman, and Director Henry King
dows, and it is richly decorated being carefully studied by Robertlaid its action on some of the most
rare tapestries, oil paintings
son -Cole advertising specialists,
impressive locations on the Pacific with
who are mapping out a campaign
Coast. In the picture the castle of and costly rugs.
Miss Frederick will prove decided- for the exterior. With this aid in
" Shenstone " is in reality the palatial home of a Western multily interesting to the fashion-loving putting the picture over, the popularity of Miss Frederick, and the
mil ionaire. A wild part of the women, for she wears a bewildering array of beautiful gowns and merits of the production itself,
Pacific Coast was used to represent the cliffs of Cornwall, and wraps. She is supported by a cast American exhibitors are destined
here was built a replica of a fa- which includes Roy Stewart, Em- to enjoy a box office phenomenon,"
declares the Robertson-Cole stateir, ett C. King, Arthur Clayton. John ment.
mous Cornish inn which is intimately described by the author in Willink, Helen Wright, Lydia Yea-
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f^Two-Tisted
Judge
Here are real hardy stories of the great Northwoods,
the land of strong men in primitive surroundings.
They are feature pictures in two reels.
satisfaction thrillers for all audiences;
that contain all those things
that men and women admire.
"The Two-Fisted Judge" is
everything you would expect
of the story of a man who represents in his physical power
the enforcement of all that is
decent and white.

They are the
the capsules
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D.ffa
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When We Were 'Ziy is
a picture for the young and for
those who have retained the
magic of youth. It has no
waste of action, swings right

by H
V' Esmond.
One^
TwentyoAdapted from
JVat Goodwin's
famous
Stage Success
Director Henrij I^n.^

Distributors

into the story and comes to a
speedy finish. As in the original
play, which was such a success
on Broadway and on the road,
the suspense is well kept, and
the romantic and dramatic interest make a strong appeal
and end in a half happy, half
Exhibitors Trade Review.
sad— climax."

"H. B. Warner injected plenty of action in
the lighter scenes when it was needed and for
contrast in the dramatic moments dominated
every situation by strong, forceful action. The

"A society drama, excellently enacted by a
good cast. Warner's growing popularity
should make this go well, particularly with
high grade patronage." — Exhibitors Herald.

plot is convincing and carried in appeal. Production qualities excellent, with capable direction and splendid acting an added attraction."
— Frank Leonard in News.

"Pleasant, agreeable entertainment — wealth
of fine feeling and good sentiment. H. B.
Warner, magnetic and pleasing."
— M. P. World.

Irvni the/fove/

Marah

SlltsJiyan
Robert

oJesseD.

Thornb)

Hampton

presents

Blanche

Sweet

Girl
t
a
"Here m
is an
uncommonly good Western
feature. Highly interesting and entertaining.
Beautiful scenic background. Mahlon Hamilton
and others of the supporting cast play excel ently." — Exhibitors Herald.
"There is something so decidedly different
about this five reel Pathe release, 'THAT GIRL
MONTANA,' that it makes a refreshing change
from the conventional Western. Has a definite
charm and a story that grips the interest. Pictorially the production excels." — M. P. World.
"Blanche Sweet's latest production made by
Jesse D. Hampton, offers a first grade program
attraction."
— Wid's.
"Scenes are full of action and tense moments,
and should afford plenty of excitement. A personal triumph for Blanche Sweet. The picture
is well directed and has some wonderful shots
of the great outdoors."
— Frank Leonard in M. P. News.
"To those who like outdoor dramas set in the
old frontier days, 'THAT GIRL MONTANA'
will be of interest. Love story adds much of
interest and helps to keep the suspense and gives
a strong climax to the picture."
— Exhibitors Trade Review.
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Paramount Managers'
Convention Ends
The convention of District
Managers of the Famous PlayersLacky Corporation closed its
sessions Wednesday afternoon.
Following the final business
discussion, General Service Manager Frank V. Chamberlain,
on behalf of all those in attendance at the convention, presented
to S. R. Kent, General Manager of
Distribution, a diamond platinum
watch and platinum-pearl chain. On
the back of the handsome gift the
following inscription was engraved: "An appreciation to S. R.
Kent from his Paramount co-workFebruary 9, 1921."
On ers.Wednesday
evening, at the
Hotel Commodore, President
Adolph Zukor gave a dinner in
honor of the convention visitors.
Elek J. Ludvigh was toastmaster,
and those present, beside Mr. Zokor and himself, were: Jessie L.
Lasky, H. D. H. Connick, E. E.
Shauer, S. R. Kent, Lee Counselman, Herman Wobber, W. E.
Smith, F. V. Chamberlain, Robert
Kane, H. A. Ross, Henry Salisbury, H. H. Buxhaum, Jerome
Beatty, J. H. Gilday, John W.
Hicks, Jr., John D. Clark, F. F.
Creswell, Phil Reisman, M. H.
Lewis, H. G. Ballance, Louis Marcus, Walter Wanger, J. P. Corbett,
R. C. Li Beau, Melville Shauer,
George W. Weeks, Jr., H. P. Wolfberg, Claud Saunders, George
Schaeffer, O. A. Morgan.
The feature of the evening was
the speech by Adolph Zukor, who
gave probably the most inspiring
talk on organization matters which
those present had ever been privileged to hear.
Beautiful Gowns Seen
in Realart Picture
Gowns specially designed by a
world-famed artist are one of the
features of " The Outside Woman," Realart's latest picture with
Wanda Hawley, which has just
been completed at the Hollywood
studios. The creator of the gowns
is Penrhyn Stanlaws, an artist of
international reputation, whose
magazine covers are known to
millions.
" These Stanlaws - designed
gowns," said a Realart official recently, are
"
simply another step
in carrying out Realart's aim to
give the public the utmost in photoplays. We are not stopping with
the star ; we are giving also wellrounded casts, beautiful settings —
and new gowns conceived by an
artist of world-wide fame."

New

Producing

Unit
Formed
no definite statement
picture will then be be- Schoppell,
uncement
annoweek
the this
regarding the new company could
WITH
that their gunfirst
made early
almost immediately.
be
obtained,
but it was said that
r,
us
les
as
Mille famo
Char
It is stated that a story by one
a director of far north pictures, of the best known authors of an early announcement would be
had gone to Port Henry, N. Y., at stories of the far north has been madenel ingiving
detail. its plans and personthe request of the Port Henry secured for Director Miller, whose
Chamber of Commerce, with the " Flame of the Yukon " starring
According to the information
object of establishing a permanent Dorothy Dalton was one of the
available
theactivities
new will
concern's
duction
consistproof
producing unit in that section, most successful pictures of the
comes the news also that a new past two years from a box office at least four and perhaps six sepand important group of Wall as well as an artistic standpoint,
arate producing units, all of which
street interests, hitherto unknown and that a star of adequate pro- will be under the general direcin the industry, will shortly enter
tion of Mr. Miller, who will be
portions has already been engaged
the motion picture field.
to fill the principl role.
production
chief of the organization.
Just who these interests are or
At the offices in the Singer
what the new company is to be Building, in the absence of Mr.
Two of these units will produce
named has not yet become public,
in a studio near New York, title to
but it is known that they have been
which the company is now taking,
quietly perfecting their plans for
another will be located at Port
some months past, having been in
Henry, N. Y., according to present
correspondence with the Port
plans,
while
the others
established inFlorida
or onwill
the beWest
Henry Chamber of Commerce during that period relative to proCoast
as
may
later
be
determined.
ducing there throughout the year.
With these units it is planned to
It is said that they are now pracproduce
minimum ofannually,
twenty-sixof
tically ready to begin operations on
elaborate a attractions
a considerable scale and will coma character and quality which will
mence work as soon as their studio
stand comparison with the best
facilities are ready.
box-office pictures in the market
With Mr. Miller at Port Henry
and which, in artistic and dramatic
are Mr. Paul Schoppell, whose ofvalue, will satisfy the most exactficers are in the Sineer Building,
ing critic.
New York, which will be the temEach unit will be directly in
porary headquarters of the new
company pending their location in
chargetion of
member of
the moPicturea Directors
Association,
the Fifth avenue section of the
of
which
Mr.
Miller
was
recently
film industry and Mr. L. H. Graelected president, and neither
ham, who represent the financial
interests involved.
pains nor expense will be spared
to see to it that each picture, in
They will go into the question
story, cast, direction and photogof the advantages and possibiliraphy is up to the high standard
ties of Port Henry as an all-year
required.
production center and if their deIt is said that eventually the
cision is favorable, they will at
Charles Miller,
of " far
once take over a studio which has pictures,
who isdirector
production
chiefNorth
of "a plans of the new concern include
new company which will establish an all establishing or acquiring a chain
already been erected and which the year
unit at Port Henry, of exchanges to handle their
Port Henry Chamber of Commerce N. Y.,producting
others orinonNew
states is available. Production on fourth intwoFlorida
the York
West and
Coasta
product.
Educational

ining
e ofof determ
the r purpos
FORwhethe
certain
its comedy
t
ed
produc
is regard
by Exhibitors as more
desirable for
use
on the same bill with particular
types of pictures, Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., has been conducing for several weeks a survey of
two-reel fun films used with the
first run of unusual features in principal cities.
The result, says Educational,
shows the adaptability of the four
brands of two-reel comedies to all
sorts of programs, and the frequent
use of the single reel Vanity and
Gayety brands where the feature is
considered too long to permit the
use of the single reel Vaniety and
impressive fact learned is that
where the feature is a particularly
tense one the better theatres have
shown a practically uniform policy
of making room for one of the tworeelers even if they have to eliminate all other film from the programs.
Here are some of the results, with
" Midsummer Madness " at both the
Strand, Seattle, and the Euclid,
Cleveland,
Mermaid was" High
used butand
the Dry,"
Arcadia,a

Big Houses Are Booking
Hodkinson Service
As an evidence of the progress
being registered by Hodkinson releases in winning their way to foremost screens of the country, the
Hodkinson headquarters in New
York submits the following list of
theatres that are playing attractions on the Hodkinson schedule:
Clemmer theatre, Seattle, Wash.;
Tom Moore's Garden theatre,
Washington, D. C. ; The New theBaltimore, Md.
Collegeatre,theatre,
San; Newman's
Francisco,
Cal. ; Auditorium theatre, Spokane, Philadelphia, preferred " Torchy's
Triumph."
Wash.; Regent theatre, Kansas Double
Three theatres which played " The
City, Mo. ; and Orpheum theatre, Frontier
of the Stars," preferred a
Flint, Mich.
Christie Comedy to complete the

Conducts
Survey
Other Christies include showings;
Observes What Short " Movie Mad " with " Isobel " at the
Adams,
Detroit Men
; " Wedding
Blues "
Subjects Are Used
with " Godless
" at the Liberty,
with Features
Seattle; "Shuffle the Queens" with
" Dangerous Business " at the
Cincinnati the
and Law
" Hey" Rube
bill. The Broadway Strand, De- Strand,
with " Outside
at the"
troit, using " Dining Room Kitchen Rialto, Washington.
and Sink," The Rialto, Denver " A
Homespun Hero " and the Riviera,
Chicago,theatres
" Going also
Through
the Rye."a
Two
preferred
is taking
slump
offices noof
NESSat the
BUSI
Christie with the first runs of
the Arrow organization while
" Idols of Clay," the Walnut in CinPresident Shallenberger is in
California. Immediately upon
cinnati playing "Mr. Fatima" and
the Grand and Regent in Pittsr's Morris
nbergewith
Dr. the
Shalle
departure
for
Coast
R.
burgh "A comedies
Homespunwere
Hero."
Chester
used with
k,
er,
Schlan
the
produc
Vice" The Branded Woman " at the
President W. Ray Johnston
Stanton and with " Inside of the
of the Arrow, wired to all the
Cup " at the Palace, both Philacompany's salesmen designating the month from February
delphiawith
;
" 19 and; Phyllis
" at
the Riviera,
Chicago
with Mary
7th to March 6th (the period
Pickford
"TheCentral,
Love Light,"
the
New in
Grand
St. Louisat
of Doctor Shallenberger's
stay in Califo
as "allShaland with " The Penalty " at the
Month " and
lenbergerrnia)
the
Euclid, Cleveland.
boys at once set forth their
Torchy comedies showed their
st energies to make
greate
suitability to accompany any sort of
"Shallenberger Month" the
a picture by appearing with such
busiest ever.
Mr. Johnston was agreeaccompaniments as " The Spenders "
ably surprised himself with
at Barnoe's Loop, Chicago ; " Isothe
result of the first week
bel
"
at
the
Capitol,
St.
Paul
;
"
The
Furnace at the Palace, Philadelphia
when tabulation showed a
and
" Peace Valley " at the Regent,
great number of sales.
Pittsburgh.
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Motion

Pioneer
" The

Acquires

Forgotten

Woman

Issued
as
" 1921
THEhas Pioneer
FilmitsCorporation
announced
rights for
the national distribution of " The
Forgotten Woman." The Pioneer
has acquired the rights to this production for the entire United
States and Canada. " The Forgotten Woman " will be released as a
1921 super-feature and will receive
special attention from all departments at Pioneer headquarters, it is
announced.

Reproduction of the famous Cafe De Paris at Monte Carlo, constructed in
Universal City, for the Von
Universal-Jewel
production, " Foolish Wives," a
Stroheim production

Universal

Westerns
on Way
Six Producing Companies at Work
on New Two-Reel Western Films
SIX producing units are making photodrama and is now making another one at Universal City in
two-reel Western photodramas
at Universal City to meet the de- which Jack Perrin will be featured.
mand for the snappy short reel It is. called " Lightnin' Ferguson,"
features which the exhibitors have and
is said to be unusually snappy
made upon the big studio, Universal in its action.
announces in a recent statement on
Al Russell, who like Kull usually
production activities.
concentrates
his energies on draHoot Gibson is directing himself
matic serials, now is making twoin " The Cactus Kid."
reel westerns at Universal City, alOut on the desert toward Newternating with other directors in
hall, Jacques Jaccard is encamped handling the western stars.
with a company headed by Leonard
William Craft, one of the best
Clapham. The director is filming a known
directors of successful
series of two-reelcrs, the first of photodramas, has been added to the
which will be called " Hit the Trail directorial staff at Universal City
Harkness."
and is, at present, directing Art
" Edward Kull, who divides his
in two-reel western screen
directorial ability between serials, Acord
stories.
and westerns, now is directing
The first picture which Craft is
Eileen Sedgwick in " The Heart of doing at Universal is to be released
Arizona."
Although he has been offered the as " Range Justice." He was assigned to it by William Lord
directorship of five-reel units several times, Edward Laemmle likes Wright, chief of the short reel
the speed of the two-reel western feature department.

Hodkinson
" Meeting

Plan
with Most

Progressing
Enthusiastic

Reception," Reports Home Office
THE Hodkinson 100% plan is at liberty to fill in the balance of
declared by the Hodkinson his program from the open market.
home-office to be meeting with a In other words the Hodkinson re-'
most enthusiastic reception at the leases form the backbone of his
hands of the theatre owners of the booking, and to carry the simile
United States. The plan is one further, he can build up the rest of
which is felt to be fundamentally the skeleton about them."
sound for it is builded upon a
"What the W. W. Hodkinson Corfoundation of sanity and reason,
poration has accomplished in the
say Hodkinson officials. When an three years it has been functioning
exhibitor signs a 100% Hodkinson is now a matter of record," continues the Hodkinson statement.
Contract or, .in other words, when
he contracts for their entire release " So great an achievement has it
list for 12 months to come, he is been and so splendid the promise
still a free agent and in no wise that is held out for the future that
is his independence affected, Hod- exhibitors have rallied round W. W.
kinson officials explain. For the
standards, secure in
Hodkinson 100% plan does but one Hodkinson's
knowledge that to him and to
thing, according to a statement from the
such men as he, if others there
the Hodkinson
It may be, they must look for their
insures
him a headquarters.
minimum of " 24
splendid productions and leaves him
salvation."

The producers of " The Forgotten Woman " are the Sargent
Productions of California. Starring in " The
is Pauline
Stark.Forgotten Woman "
The deal which brought " The
Forgotten Woman " to Pioneer
was closed with George H. Callahan, representing Sargent Productions. General Manager and VicePresident M. H. Hoffman, of Pioneer, who regards " The Forgotten
Woman " as one of the best independent productions of the year,
announced that preparations are
already under way for the exploitation of this feature, and stated
that no efforts will be spared to put
the picture over in a manner which

A

Picture

News

Feature
" Will

Be

will Super-Feature
bring exhibitors every " possible
success. A campaign in all the fan
publications will be inaugurated
under Mr. pervisiHoffman's
personal
suon, itis stated, and
this will
be linked up with unusual accessories for use by the exhibitor for
the exteriors of his theatre.
" The Eternal Mother," starring
Florence Reed, which will also be
nationally released by Pioneer as a
super- feature, is now in the hands
of editors who are putting the
finishing touches to this master-production. In this connection Mr.
Hoffman
Pioneer's
gram forsaid
1921 that
stands
secondpro-to
none of that of any other company
in the field.
" There is ' The Barbarian,' for
instance," said Mr. Hoffman. This
production is now being released
in New York and will shortly be
released nationally. Not only is it
meeting with the utmost approval
on the part of exhibitors and the
patrons of their houses, but it is
being booked with greater success
than any feature Pioneer has ever

handled."
Reincarnation
Photoplay
Mystic Charm
Davies Picture,

are but
theoryonsthatof dreams
THE expressi
suppressed desires is holding popular interest
at present,anotherbut has not elimtheory to the effect
inated
that dreams are the manifestations
of a previous existence and give
tion.
strength to the idea of reincarnaOne of the first big photodramas
with a story dealing with reincarnation is " Buried
Treasure,"
the Cosmopolitan
production
for
Paramount which opened an extended engagement at the Criterion
theatre Sunday.
" Buried Treasure " was written
by F. Britten Austen, an English
writer who made the subject of
reincarnation a study and has
blended the scientific with the imaginative in a way to hold the
interest gVippingly. " Buried
Treasure," it is said, has all the
thrill of a pirate story, the delight of the mystical and the intel ectuality ofthe scientific.
Marion Davies plays the central
role
in " and
Buried
Treasure."
sensitive
changeable
typeHerof
beauty is said to make her the
ideal player for the role of the
banker's daughter who, responsive
to the mystic influences, lives in
spirit through many ages. George
D. Baker, who directed " Heliotrope," both directed and adapted
the story, developing the theme
with great beauty on the screen,
it is said.
The central theme of " Buried
Treasure " opens at a ball masque
at which Pauline, played by Miss
Marion Davies, appears in the costume of a Spanish Senorita.
Pauline, looking at her beauty in
the mirror, senses a strange feel-

in

New

Marion

Buried
Treasure
ing that sometime
in the" distant
past she had worn a similar
Spanish dress and had lived in the
days of the glorious Renaissance.
It is a feeling which she cannot
drive away, and in later scenes
there is often the recurrent
thought
merely
a reflection of that
a likeit is
event
in the
long
A large company, numbering
ago.
over
two hundred, has been
brought together to interpret the
unusual ure."story
" BuriedofTreasChief inof support
Miss
Davies are Norman Kerry, Anders
Randolph, John Charles, Thomas
Findlay, Edith Shayne and Earl
Schenck.
Seastrom
Pioneer

Picture for
in South

The" have
rightsbeen
for obtained
"A Man byThere
Was
the
Pioneer Film Corporation for Ohio
and Kentucky in addition to the
territory Pioneer already has for
this picture which includes New
York Jersey.
City, State and Northern
New
The success achieved by the picture in New York led to the negotiations on the part of Pioneer
leading to the acquisition of the
picture for the additional territory.
"A Man There was " is a product
of the Radiosoul Company and
stars Victor Seastrom. This picture has been acclaimed by critics
as representing one of the finest
productions itofistheinteresting
year and toin note
this •
connection
that the New York Times referred
to "A Man There Was " as one of
the noteworthv films of 1919.
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DEFINITE eannounceyment
earl this
was mad
week in a wire from Douglas
Fairbanks to Hiram Abrams,
president of United Artists,
that Edward Knoblock, celebrated English playwright,
had been engaged to write
the picture version of Alexander Dumas' famous story,
•J The Three Musketeers,"
willle.be Fairbanks' next
whic
film h vehic
" It is a pleasure," read
'that
Doug's
' wire,Knoblock
" to tell you
Edward
has
consented to write the script
for Dumas' story. This should
help materially to make ' The
Three Musketeers ' the greatest of all motion pictures."

Paramount Picture is
Made into Opera
For the first time in history a
grand opera has been adapted
from a moving picture. The
distinction belongs to the Paramount picture, " The Cheat," by
Hector Turnbull, which was directed by Cecil DeMille, with Fannie Ward as the star, and was released in December, 1915.
The premiere of the opera, the
music of which was composed by
he late Camille Erlanger, was
jiven at the famous Opera Comique
n Paris on Friday evening, Feb•uary 7, the work bearing the
French
title, "was
Forfaiture."
The
French libretto
written by Paul
Millet and Andre Lourde, and the
principal male role, that of a Japtnese, is being sung by one of the
nost celebrated stars of the French
jperatic stage, Vanni Marcoux.
iarl Montgomery with
Mermaid Forces
Earl Montgomery, who was with
Toe Rock in Vitagraph Comedies
or a long period, is the latest adlition to the forces producing Mernaid Comedies. He was preceded
o the studios only a few days by
Chuck " Reisner, who was fornerly " gag " man for Chaplin and
vho more lately has been directing
t Universal.
In addition to these players, Jimtiie Adams has a new leading
voman in the person of Dorothy
Vood.
Both Adams and Lloyd Hamilon are nearing the completion of
heir newest comedies, which will
e March and April releases
hrough Educational.
Jtriking Snow Scenes
for MetrojFeature
The arid, treeless territory near
lagstaff, Ariz., converted into
.rctic regions by the heavy blizirds of the last few days, are belg used by Metro in scenes for
Uncharted Seas," a special prouction in which Alice Lake is apsaring in the stellar role.
Flagstaff was added to the many
mote regions that have been piclred in this powerful story by
}hn Fleming Wilson with the
rrival of the Metro company there
few days ago. A few days ago,
ship was sunk in the frozen north•n regions of the Pacific for one
: its big scenes.
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Studios

Completed

Hollywood Plant Now
Houses All Producing Units
h onthe
wit
US occu
ANonEOand
LT
leti
pati
SIMU
comp
of
the Robertson-Cole home ofing,
h
fice build 723 Sevent avenue,
New York City, comes word from
Los Angeles of the completion of
the Robertson-Cole studios, which
were begun in the spring, and part
of which was first used several
months ago. The entire plant is
uallg ythrougcom
now virttionin
hout.plete and func
The Robertson-Cole studios, situated at the corner of Gower and
Melrose streets, Hollywood, now
house all the Robertson-Cole producing units, and complete the
promise which was made less than
a year ago when this young producing company announced to the
trade that it was not only going to
release a product of the highest
standard, but was going to operate
in its own home office and a studio
of appropriate nature.
The studio proper covers a little
more than sixteen acres of ground
fronting on Melrose avenue and
Gower street. Here eight huge
stages, together with the many
other structures required for complete picture productions have been
pushed to completion by an army
of workmen under the supervision
of several Robertson-Cole building
experts.
The studio has a frontage of
about thirteen hundred feet on
Gower street. The executive building is "U" shaped, built around
a large portico, with a long flight of
white stone steps leading up to it.
A colonial stairway leads from the
reception hall to the second floor
of the building. Here are the executive offices, the exploitation department, alarge modern theatre
for the screening of pictures and
a private dining room and kitchen
used by the executive staff.
On the lower floor, a corridor on
the left leads to the telephone exchange, the purchasing department
and the general accounting departments, while corresponding on the
right wing will be found the production department, the art and
technical department, the employment bureau and the scenario and
research departments.
These departments work directly in connection with the office on
each of the stages where a studio
representative is stationed to attend to the requirements of the
director working on that stage
There are eight enclosed stages
with a floor space ninety-five feet
wide, one hundred and seventyfive feet long, with scenery dock
along side and with an overhead
clearance of twenty - eight feet
which affords ample room for settings of the largest magnitude.
Should necessity arise requiring
a greater space for interior settings, the stages are so constructed
that sliding doors along their sides
may be opened, thus making it
possible to carry the setting over
two of these huge stages.
A network of bridges, equipped
with electrical connections at given
points permits overhead spot-lights
to be placed at such angles as to

An excellent view of sets
Robertson-Cole's
studios
Hollywood, Cal. The " Kismet "
can be discerned
in thein backgrounds.
eraman. Each stage has its own
secure any lighting effect that is
required. Beneath the floor of the cutting room and projection room
stage is a large concrete tank that locatedtweeninthe stages.
a separate building becan be used for water scenes or
There
are
no dressing rooms on
for such scenes that require a stairway leading down from the level the stages proper. But, following
of the action that is being photo- out the policy of keeping each coman building
individualstands
unit, adirectly
dressgraphed.
A scene dock furnishes ample
ingpany asroom
space for the storage of scenery in front of each of the stages. The
and the properties required during
floor of these dressing room
the making of a production. Near upper
buildings contains ample dressing
the front of the stage is located the rooms for the cast and the extra
director's office and offices for his talent, while the lower floor has
assistants, together with a dark rooms for office purposes and the
room and repair shop for the cam- star's suite at one end.

Fine
Cast
for "Experience
Marjorie Daw in Role of " Love " ;
Richard
Barthelmess
as " Youth "
membersasnounced
oflater.the cast will be anbeen
has
DAW
ORIE
MARJ
selected to play the role of
The exterior scenes for the pic" Love " in " Experience," George
ture, which will be taken first, will
V. Hobart's spectacular play, which be filmed
near Savannah, Ga. Mr.
George Fitzmaurice will picturize Fitzmaurice
and his technical
for Paramount. Miss Day came
from the coast, where she has staff, including Arthur Miller,
been featured in several big pro- cameraman, and Waldemar Young,
ductions recently especially to play who wrote the continuity for the
preceded the members of
this part opposite dRichard Barthel- picture,
mess, the feature member of the the cast to Savannah. Richard
Barthelmess, Marjorie Daw, Miss
who will
cast,
A strong
castbefor" Youth."
the picture has Carpenter, Mr. Milturn and Mr.
been assembled and in magnitude Radcliffe left for the South SatFebruary 12.
After urday,
a week
on location the
and colorful splendor " Experience " is expected to surpass Mr.
company
will
return to New York
Fitzmaurice's " On With the and the remainder
of the scenes
Dance," "The Right to Love," will be taken in the new Para" Idols of Clay " and " Paying the
mount studio on Long Island.
Piper." John Milturn, well known
on Broadway for his work in
Appeals
Belasco productions and as lead- Needy toHospital
Industry
ing man for Grace George in " The
Ruined Lady,' and who appeared
Nat Dorfman has been appointed
in " On With the Dance," will play
" Experience." Betty Carpenter manager of the motion picture division of the committee which is enwill play
" HopeTrixie
" and Andrews
Lilyn Tash-in
deavoring to raise $150,000 for the
man,
whose
Beth-David
Hospital, of 113th
"The Gold Diggers" stands out street and Lexington
avenue, New
in the Belasco play which has had
a remarkable run on Broadway, York, to increase its housing facilities. This is a non-sectarian inwill be " Pleasure." " Ambition "
stitution greatly in need of funds.
will be in the hands of E. J RadMr Dorfman intends to circularcliffe, who recently anpeared with
ize the industry in an effort to raise
a
substantial
amount.
Dorothy
Dalton
in
"
The
Teaser."
a Paramount picture. The other
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AH
d ST
iaLm
se
Will
HNcureM.
MR. haDesJO
smond for one of
the principal parts in
his initial independent unit
uction, "Muffled Drums,"
prod
which Louis B. Mayer will
present through First National. Mr. Stahl engaged
Barbara Castleton as his leading lady in " Muffled Drums,"
after witnessing " The Branding Iron " The engagement
was made by long distance
telephone from Los Angeles
to New York, after Stahl had
scoured the entire picture
field on the coast in search
for a girl who combined the
proper type with personal
magnetism and unusual ability.
An assurance of excellent
photography in " Muffled
Drums " is contained in the
announcement that Stahl has
secured George Webber to
take charge of the camera
work. Webber is a photographer of vast experience and
goes to the Mayer Studio
from Goldwyn.
Pathe Helps in Anti{ Censorship Fight
In reference to the fight now being waged in Indianapolis and Minneapolis against proposed censorship measures, Pathe Exchange,
Inc., announces that while it has not
contributed financial support to the
anti-censorship fight through the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, yet it has
given direct financial aid to the
local committees at Indianapolis and
Minneapolis. The Pathe statement
explains that no money has been
contributed to the National Association'snational
fund since itsorganization.
resignation
from the
But the statement from Pathe continues : " It has never refused to
contribute towards the expenses to
oppose any menace to the industry."
Haunts of J. Fenimore
Cooper in Review
A treat is in store for lovers of
the novels and romances of James
Fenimore Cooper in the presentation, "The Land of Leather-stockheading 92,
the released
features February
in Pathe
Reviewing," No.
27. A century ago this great American author put into his novels the
romances of Indian life he had seen
as a boy. Views are shown of Lake
Otsego (Glimmerglass), on which
Cooperstown, N. Y., is situated,
which was the setting used by
Cooper in practically all of his
tales.
Amusing

Cartoon

from

Pen
Mayer's
TheHy
satirical
pen of the famous
cartoonist, Hy Mayer, is at its best
in his current Capitol Travelaugh,
""Such is Life at the County Fair,"
heading the entertaining features of
Pathe Review No. 91, released February 20th. Mr. Mayer has not let
a single opportunity slip by for the
development of the unique effects
characteristic of his keen sense of
humor.

Picture

News

1V1 ceived recent word reCole from George
Beban,
by Robertsonwho is making a personal
tour westward with his production, One
"
Man In a Million," which is being distributed by Robertson-Cole, is to
the effect that the attraction
is meeting with unusual success in all towns where it is
being shown. Mr. Beban and
the picture are now in Cleveland. Mr. Beban wired Robertson-Cole that the business
at Indianapolis, the previous
In allhasthebeen
cities
visited he is
stop,
" phenomenal."
appearing before welfare and
civic organizations making
talks in favor of better pictures.

A scene from " Man vs. Woman,"
a Christie
comedy to be released through
Educational
Exchanges

Marjorie Daw to Play in
44 Experience "

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, announced yesterday
that Marjorie Daw had i>een engaged to play the role of Love in
New
Series for Educational
"famous
Experience,"
George
spectacle
whichV. isHobart's
to be
Will Release Group of Two-Reel
produced shortly as a Paramount
picture by George Fitzmaurice.
Comic-Dramas Made by Dr. Pauline
Miss tion
Daw,
had heratfirst
picturewho
experience
the moage
leading players and also the
Film Ex- the
stories. Several of these have of IS in the Lasky studio in HollyEDUCATIONAL
changes, Inc., this week anwood, is now on her way East to
nounced that it has signed a con- been outlined in detail and Edu- ately.
tract with Dr. J. Robert Pauline,
cational officials are quoted as en- begin work on the picture immedithusiastic over their novelty apAs has been announced Richard
the noted hypnotist, for the distribution of a series of two-reel
Barthelmess
will play the role of
Release of these pictures will
comedy dramas to be made by Dr.
and other well known playPauline. The first of these pic- not be undertaken until after the Youth,
ers will be seen in the large cast
completion of the first year of which will enact the drama. Mr.
tures is to be delivered on June peal.
15 and monthly thereafter.
Educational's schedule.
Fitzmaurice is going ahead with
\\ hile the new series of pictures
arrangements for the production
are roughly classified as " comedy
of the picture
the indications
Eastern Paramount studio,atand
are
dramas " it is stated that they will Metro Finishes Titling
be absolutely novel product and
that this picture will be one of the
of
''Without
Limit"
most elaborate ever made by the
thoughheld the
general
withuntil the
first plan
of theis series
Final work of cutting and titling tion.
Famous Players - Lasky Corporais released, it is said that the
the
film
version
of
"Without
Limit,"
hypnotic element will enter into the George D. Baker production
them strongly, but that their chief for S-L pictures of Calvin John44Wonder Man" Popular
aim will be to create laughs.
ston's story, " Temple Dusk," which
Dr. Pauline for a number of appeared
in the Saturday Evening
at Army Post
years has been one of the leading Post, has been completed at the
United
States army posts all
figures in the amusement field. He New York studios of Metro in
has appeared with his own road W est Sixty-first street. It will be over the country have been showshow and for several years played released by Metro the twenty-eighth
ing "The Wonder Man," Robertson-Cole special production star" big time " in vaudeville not only of this month.
ring Georges Carpentier, and some
through the United States but in
Upon
completion
of
the
picture
the principal cities in Europe. He Mr. Baker left to spend a brief va- of the greatest enthusiasts over this
still holds the record for the
cation in the West Indies. Mr. picture are to be found among the
longest continuous appearance at Baker is combining business with soldiers, particularly in the southwest. The
"
Wonder Man " has
Hammerstein's Victoria theatre,
working
upon the conbeen very popular and many bookthen the leading vaudeville theatre pleasuretinuitybyfor his
next
production,
the
ings have followed communications
of the country.
title of which will be announced between
posts as to the suitability
His experience in motion pic- later. Filming of the picture will of this production for soldier entures has been largely confined to start immediately upon his return
tertainment, declares a statement
his apearance in " The Mystery to New York. •
from
the
Robertson-Cole
headMind," a fifteen eoisode serial and
in this he is said to have estabquarters.
lished himself as an actor of unusual ability. During the time he Geo. Melford Company
Goodwin Finishes His
was engaged in this work he
on Location
First for Win. Fox
studied the technique of the screen
carefully and laid his plans to put
Advices
from the Fox West
George
Melford,
with
his
coma series of stories suggested by
pany which is making Sir Gilbert
Coast
studios
state that " Oliver
his experiences into pictures.
Parker's " The Money Master," for
During the next few weeks he Paramount, is high up in the Truc- Twist, Jr.," a 1921 version of
celebrated story. in
will complete the details of his or- kee Mountains of California film- Dickens's
which Harold Goodwin will make
ganization, which will be built careing exteriors. Sir Gilbert accom- his initial bow as a screen star, has
panied the others on the Northern
fully to insure the best results.
been completed. Millard Webb had
Ample time is provided for com- trip. While the company is getting charge of the direction, and. ad
pleting the first production so that the Canadian scenes, a large Parisian street is being built on the cording to information from the
he will be able to select just the
lot at Hollywood where the
people he desires. His contract Lasky
of aGoodwin's
introductory vehicle
particularly
work will be continued on their coast, has made
with Educational provides that the return.
fine piece of stagecraft.
latter shall approve the star and
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Kipling

Tale

tor of
YOUN
ES Devil
JAM
,"G,the direc
Associated
" The
tors'
ction
starring
produ
Exhibi
George Arliss, will have the distinction of directing for Pathe the first
Rudyard Kipling production, "Withy."
by
task,was
importantYoung
thisClerg
for of
signeoutd Benefit
M. C. Levee, vice president of the
Robert Brunton studios, just before the latter left for Los Angeles,
accompanied by Randolph Lewis,
Pathe representative, who assisted
Mr. Kipling in the preparation of
the scenario for " Without Benefit
."
ClergyBrunet
of Pathe, through
Aa Benjamin
scene fromB. " Hampton
A Certainproduction
Rich Man,"to of Paul
whose efforts Mr. Kipling was won
be released by Hodkinson
over to the screen, enthusiastic over
the success of Mr. Young in his
ntal
his transcontine
ON
direction of " The Devil," readily
approved the choice of Mr. Levee.
trip, Mr. W. W. Hodkinson has been interviewed a
The production end of " Without
good deal in the daily press,
Benefit of Clergy " is in the hands
especially in the sections
of Robert Brunton and his organizawhere some years ago he had
tion. The wonderful facilities ofbeen the dominent figure in
fered by the Brunton plant, made
local circles, such cities as
very apparent to Pathe through the
marked success of three of its
Denver, San Francisco, Seatserials and one feature produced
son's
etc.
Mr. Hodkin
tle,
there during the past year, led
views on the present condiPresident Brunet to engage Mr.
tions in the industry were expressed as follows:
Brunton to produce the initial Kipling attraction. This contract was
"That the old order of
things in the motion picture
closed
during Mr. Levee's visit to
New York.
field is passing away i§ now
evident even to the simplest
Randolph Lewis, who absorbed
intelligence and to the most
fully the idea of Mr. Kipling durreluctant lingerers. The old
ing his visits to the master story
rule was one of friendship
teller, will act in an advisory caand politics. Friendship and
politics have been responsible
for pictures which should
never have seen the light of
Chas.
Burr
the screen; friendship and
politics have influenced the
booking of pictures rather
LEAN, wholesome fun,
than merit; friendship and
I . originally presented, is the
politics have determined the
policy which has governed
bestowal of advertising patthe production of all Torchy Comedies produced by us during the
ronage. Politics and friendship must give way to brains
past twelve months. We have
found this to be a wise policy in
and efficiency. We will fail
point of box office returns, and in
ourselves if we do not measthis connection I am happy to anure up to this test."
nounce to the trade in general and
to exhibitors in particular that in
Many Contracts Closed the production of the new series
of Torchy Comedies, twelve in
for "Wing Toy"
number, which we are to produce
Contracts — the surest criterion of during the coming year, we will
picture merit — are recording the carry out the same policy, adding
greatest success of her career for
Shirley Mason in the William Fox to it the greater use of ' gags ' and
property ' effects ' that we could not
production
" Wing
Toy."
Theyin afford on the last series."
are
coming into
the Fox
offices
Thus does Mr. Charles C. Burr,
large numbers, and in almost every president of Master Films, Inc.,
cast exhibitors are asking for early producers
of the Torchy Comedies,
playing dates, it is stated.
in substance sum up his production
The story is from the pen of
year's
Pearl Doles Bell, who has already plans
releasecovering
of the the
nowsecond
established
supplied- Miss Mason with two of Torchy Comedies. Continuing, Mr.
her greatest successes, namely
Burr, in hibitors,
a special
statement to exsays :
" Her Elephant Man " and "Love's
Harvest." Howard M. Mitchell
" We have found that clean,
directed the picture.
wholesome comedies, based upon
simple gags and fortified with a
Christie Special to Be capable comedian and an ensemble
of comedy support to put them over
Shown at Opening
are highly popular with the exhibitor and public alike in this
The new Apollo theatre on Hollywood Boulevard in Los Angeles, country. We shall therefore conwhich will be about the last word
tinue to make such comedies, and
in elegance among residential dis- there shall be no deviation from
the
standard
we have set in the
trict picture houses, will open
shortly with a pre-release of the earlier Torchy Comedies.
latest Christie special comedy " Hey
" To one unfamiliar with production details of a busy motion
Rube,"
Bobby
Vernon,
one
of featuring
the features
of the
openingas picture manufacturing plant, the
bill.
making of a motion picture comedy

for

James
Young
career dates back virtually to the
big picture ever produced in
To Direct " Without first
this country. After a career of
many months producing comedies,
Benefit of Clergy "
beginning
with John Bunny and conon Coast
tinuing with Sidney Drew, Mr.
Young made his first outstanding
picture, the three reel comedy,
pacity in connection with the pro- " Goodness Gracious " in which
ducing of " Without Benefit of Clara Kimball Young gained fame.
This production was virtually the
multiple
reel motion picture
Before James Young was selected first
made
here.
to direct the Kipling picture, the
Clergy."
entire field was scoured for the
He entered the dramatic field with
most capable man for this particu- the first big five reel feature, " My
larly difficult task. Mr. Young Official Wife," another starring
was chosen for various reasons. vehicle for Clara Kimball Young.
Paramount was the remarkable suc- He followed this with " Hearts in
cess attending his direction of "The Exile," also with Miss Young.
Devil " which is now creating a senSubsequently he directed Vivian
sation in motion picture theatres
throughout the country.
Martin in " Over Night " and
Secondly, and a reason that also "Little Miss Brown; " Mae Murray
had a big bearing on his choice, Mr. in "Sweet Kitty Bellairs;" "One
Young is probably the only Ameri- Thousand Dollar Husband " with
can director who ever produced a with
Blanche
Twist"
an Sweet;
all star"Oliver
cast including
picture in India. In his earlier Marie
Doro,
Hobart
Bosworth,
days in the screen world, Mr. Tully Marshall and Mrs. Rupert
Young toured the globe making pic- Julian
; the screen version of Mrs.
tures. He stayed longer in India,
perhaps, than in any other country. Humphry Ward's, " Missing " ;
Working in Calcutta, he obtained a Sessue Hayakawa in " The White
knowledge of the land, the people Man's Law " and " Temple of
Dusk " ; " On Trial," which was
and their customs that will be in- produced
for George K. Spoor from
valuable to him in the making of
Elmer Reisenstein's famous stage
" W ithout Benefit of Clergy."
play, it may be reJames Young is known to the success.called,This
was selected from a list of
motion picture industry, as one of
as the initial rethe ablest exponents of the direc- about leasea of hundred,
First National.
torial art. The beginning of his

Issues

A

States Policy
to Be
Followed in Doing
" Torchy

" Series

appears as a very simple task. In
reality, however, a comedy represents the most difficult production
task that can be assigned to a director. For a good screen comedy,
in addition to a good story, star and
cast, is dependent upon what is
commonly referred to in the screen
vernacular as ' gags.' Clever titles
and sub-titles serve to accentuate
the ' gags ' in a motion picture
comedy, and it takes a clever comedian to ' sell ' them as we say in
the studio,
are the differencebut
between' gags
our 'comedies
and
the ones the public seldom sees, or
wish they didn't have to see. Hines,
star of the Torchy Comedies, is
worth his weight in gold literally
— as a ' gag ' writer alone.
"A ' gag ' is of more value to a
comedy at times than the situations
or any other element which enters
into the making of screen farce.
That director who is blessed with

an ability to originate ' gags ' or incidental business,' is blessed indeed
with a priceless gift. Such a director's services are constantly in demand. Most farces have failed as
motion pictures because they were
not ' gagged ' properly.
" In the production of the
Torchy Comedies we are fortunate
in having as one of our most indis-

Statement
pensable assets, the inexhaustible
series of well known Sewell Ford
stories, furnishing a clever thread
of stories. The stories have been
read by hundreds of thousands and
published in book form each year.
So popular was their appeal and so
engaging was Torchy, the office boy
hero, that seven different book editions have been published by Sewell
Ford.
" While there is no denying the
literary quality of the Sewell Ford
stories, one is favorable impressed,
by the many comedy and farcical
situations which are prevalent
throughout the stories. In addition
to the comedy element, the stories
are fortified by a comedian of the
first magniture in the person of
Johnny Hines. With good story
material, a comedian who is funny
and a full month in which to make
a two-reel comedy, we get as many
' gags ' into the Torchy Comedies
as in the production of any successful screen comedy on the market
and perhaps more.
" We are going to make the new
series of Torchy Comedies bigger
and better than ever. By the term
' bigger and better ' we mean that
the comedies will be perceptibly enhanced by the appearance of well
known screen favorites in support
of Johnny Hines, and by the addition of two so-called directors, or
properly, gagmen, whose work has
made their names by-words in pro-

ducing circles."
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The
Devil"
Gets
BigStrand
Space
Presentation at Brooklyn
Announced by Big Advertisements
MANAGING DIRECTOR HY- which he billed as " Prologue InMAN presented George Arliss
ferno." This was a futuristic interior set with dancers, and a basso
in
Pathe's
release,
"
The
Devil,"
at
the Mark Strand Brooklyn theatre, singer who rendered " Le Veau
when the city was shivering under D'Orr" from Faust (Gounod).
its first cold snap.
The curtains were blue from the
Feature stories on " The Devil " foots, and the parting of the curwhich appeared in all Brooklyn tions revealed Mephistopheles in the
papers, and in New York papers act of arousing three dancers to a
with Brooklyn sections on the Sun- point of frenzy. At the end of their
day the picture opened at the Strand dance, the three girls are seen to
were keyed to the fact that Arliss drop, in exhaustion, at foot of the
who had formerly been prejudiced
devil,Faust
whichsong.
is the latter's cue for
against the screen, made his debut the
in a Pathe production. In the
the number, the devil
Brooklyn section of the New York is Throughout
revealed in a brilliant red light,
American, a precedent was tempor- coming through a glass pane from
arily cracked when the Strand's underfoot. As his song reaches the
feature story on Arliss' screen finale, the foots and border lights
debut and resultant triumph ap- which
are in blue and green, begin
peared on the first page.
A big set from Justine Johnson's " The Plaything of Broadway," to be released
down. When only the devil
Two weeks before the picture coming
by Realart
played, all the advertising carried is defined in red, and the three girls
a tail-note announcement. This are to be seen only dimly, the opening title of the picture is shot on
was increased as the opening date
Current
Realart
Releases
the gauze screen which is in front
was approached, and on the Sun- of the set. Thus the prologue is
day of the opening all the papers
Wanda Hawley and Alice Brady
carried a ninety by two ad, hand carried into the picture for a small
for Booking
amount of footage, before the red
drawn.
Pictures Ready
With the title in mind, Hyman is turned down, and the regular
screen is lowered.
Maddis, a chorus girl who marries
TWO
Star Franchise
pictures
are the
staged a prologue to " The Devil,"
son of an aristocratic New
announced
by Realart
for imYork family. His parents oppose
mediate release. The first is " The her
from the first and strive in
Outside Woman," adapted from
Phillip Bartholomae's stage farce, every way to separate the young
Christie
Units
Speeding
Up " All Night Long," and featuring couple. While their schemes finally
Wanda Hawley. " Out of the result in arousing the young husband's suspicions they also involve
Chorus,"
Making Arrangements with Educature, basedAlice
on anBrady's
originallatest
story picby him in a murder trial— as the central
tional for Issue Every Two Weeks
Harry Chandlce and William D. figure. Yet Florence remains faithful to him through it all and proves
ACCORDING to Educational Gribbon and Helen Darling. In Laub, is the other.
that she is an aristocrat by instinct,
Film Exchanges, Inc., the de- March there will De shown tor the
As Dorothy Ralston in " The as they are by birth.
mand for the two-reel Christie first time " The Reckless Sex " Outside Woman " Miss Hawley
Comedies has become so strong Dorothy Devore and Earl Rodney carries a role that affords many opIn the supporting cast are names
portunities for strong comedy well known to picture patrons.
since their release through Edu- and " Red Hot Love " featuring work. The gowns
worn
by
her
in
Vernon Steel, leading man, is an
cational that it has been necessary Neal Burns and Vera Steadman.
to speed up production and to arAl Christie, aside from super- this picture were specially designed experienced actor, having played
range permanently for their release
vising all of the comedies is now by Penrhyn Stanlaws, the famous
artist whose magazine with Ethel Barrymore in "Declasse"
every two weeks. These arrange- personally directing. " Man vs. American
and
" The
Hole who
in has
the won
Wall."a
Charles
Gerard,
ments are being completed during Woman " and " The Reckless Sex " covers enjoy a wide popularity.
Opposite Miss Hawley is Clyde name for himself by his portrayal
the visit of E. W. Hammons, presi- were both made with him weilding
dent of Educational, to the Los the megaphone. He has also de- Fillmore, who plays the part of the of society villains, has the role of
voted his attention to several of the young doctor-husband. Two notable
Angeles studios.
Under the original contract single reel Vanitys which Educa- characters in the cast are Misao heavy in this production. Other
important members of the cast are
there were to be two or three
tional reports as being booked by Seki and Thena Jasper.
comedies each month and under scores of houses to alternate
A drama of love, sacrifice and Emily Fitzroy, Edith Stockton.
Richard Carlyle. Constance Berry
the vagaries of the calendar this weekly with the two reelers.
mystery,sents" Out
of the Chorus
" pre- and Ben Probst.
would on occasion leave three
Alice Bradv
as Florence
weeks between releases, but exhibitors have insisted on going
faster than this schedule and hav- Press Book for " Seven
Pathe
to
Issue
New
Series
ing one every two weeks. ProducLuck"
Bad headquarters
Years
The
New York
of
tion at the Christie plant is well
ahead and therefore it has been Robertson - Cole organization anOne-Reelers Will Present Advennounces that a press book is now
possible to arrange for the delivery of negative ahead of the available for " Seven Years Bad
tures of Boy Trappers in Woods
original schedule.
Luck," starring Max Linder and to
At least four companies are be- be released shortly by the Robert- «f-pHE ADVENTURES OF the cast of ' The Adventures of Bob
son-Cole Company. Program copy,
ing kept at work at the studios on
1 BOB AND BILL SERIES," and Bill ' the apparatus, the camera,
these two-reel pictures, in addition a musical setting, display advertise- a group of one reel photoplays was discovered as a suitable medium
of events
to the single reel Vanity Comements and three pages of exploita- presenting real adventures of two for the dowedrecording
with romantic
appeal enby
dies which are delivered every
tion are among the features of the boys skilled in woodcraft, which
book.
Pathe will inaugurate on March nature and not by any of the artitwo weeks. The average of more
fices of fiction. In short, the screen
6th with the release of " Trapping
than a month is required in makthe Bob Cat," offers an interesting sought ' Bob and Bill.' They did
ing each two-reeler because of the
additional effort being spent on R.B.B. Amusement Co. novelty in the production of screen not seek the screen.
entertainment. Perhaps no previous
them. The Christie force is now
Book Hodkinson
" The discovery of these two
screen work has deviated so
considerably larger than at any
twelve
year old adventurers as delime since the formation of the
Charles Garfield, resident man- radically from the established cusveloped, not merely potential, screen
toms of picture making.
ager of the R. B. B. Amusement
company and permits a great
stars was made by Cyrus J.
variety in the featured players and Company which operates the Or" The events responsible for the
in the leading members of the sup- pheum theatre, Flint, Michigan, pictures show a complete reversal Williams, producer of the series.
has signed with Ralph Peckham, of the regular process, which, They are twins, and lovers of all
porting casts.
February two-reel releases are Hodkinson representative in De- equipped with apparatus for picture kinds of sports, but display a keener
troit, for the first ten pictures — making, seeks out material suitable interest in the chase than anything
" Man vs.
Burns
andWoman,"
Dorothy featuring
Devore, Neal
and sight unseen — on the Hodkinson to its needs," declares Pathe in an- else life has thus far exhibited to
release
list for 1921.
" Scrappily Married " with Harry
nouncing the new series. " For in them.
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advantage theScreen
other side furnished
"East
Lynne
"
Ready
of Hodkinson
is madenext
Preparing for
ENT release
him for his showing. Posters for
CEMoming
ANNOUN
the forthc
the picture will include one twentymonth of Hugo Ballin's screen
four-sheet, one six-sheet, two threeBig Campaign for
n of " Eastnson
h
versio
Lynne
"
throug
sheets and two one-sheets, in addithe W. W. Hodki
Corporation.
the Production
tion to which there will be a
It is declared that the picture adapwindow card and two lantern slides
tation of this famous American
— all based on the same novel idea
drama will surpass in power and
highest grade exhibitors will which will not be revealed until
appeal the treatment of the well- the
welcome such a clean cut yet the publication of this material.
known story as previously set forth thorough
campaign, Mr. Scene cuts and advertising cuts will
both in book form and as a stage Hodkinsonexploitation
has seen to it that every be furnished to the exhibitor who
production. The cast is headed by
Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle. press story, every poster, cut and books ' East Lynne ' in a profusion
Mr. Ballin is said to have put over lantern slide and every exploitation and quality heretofore unknown;
stunt shall fall in with the high great thought and expenditure is
the story
" rin bya calibre that is synonymous with the being employed on these to make
cing of
e manne
convin
and" East
genuinLynne
them absolutely distinctive in their
the suggestion of the sets and the name of this corporation.
of dignity and box
" In addition to a nationwide cam- combination
repressed dignity of the acting. A
office attractiveness.
ent
g
paign
of
publicity
and
exploitation
statem
settin
forth
the
plans
Harold Lloyd and pretty Mildred Davis of the Hodkinson .organization to that will be handled by the home
" The above is a partial list of
in his new three reel comedy " Now or
ise this production follows : office of W. W. Hodkinson Corpora- the exhibitors' aids, all of which
advert
Never
"
to
be
released
by
Associated
Exhibitors through Pathe Exchanges
tion, the most complete set of ex- will find the ground broken for
" Recognizing the tremendous apand the public already intipeal of the Hugo Ballin production
hibitors' aids in the history of the them mate
with the forthcoming picture
of ' East Lynne,' W. W. Hodkinson film business will be given to the through the home office publicity
ANNOUNCEMENT o f
Corporation has decided to give this theatre owner who books ' East and exploitation schemes. In every
March 13th as the repicture the benefit of the most com- Lynne.'
lease date of " Now or
The press
sist of sixteen
pages book
printedwillin contwo way, Hodkinson will cooperate
plete and exhaustive exploitation
," Harold Lloyd's first
Never-reel
the exhibitor who books ' East
campaign that has ever been offered colors, conceived in a manner that with
picture under his
three
contract with Associated Exby any distributing company to the will be entirely new in the history Lynne ' so that he may play it up
of
this
kind
of
material
and
whose
above
his program for the year —
hibitors, Inc., was made this
exhibitor. With all its scope, howweek. The contract entered
ever, this campaign will at all times main purpose will be to inform the even in this day of fewer and better
be in harmony with the dignity of exhibitor of the history of this epic pictures — so that it will rightly merit
into between Hal Roach, the
the story and the sincerity of the story and to place him in the proper the title 'Greatest of All: East
producer of the Lloyd picBallin version. In his belief that frame of mind to use to the fullest
tures, Lloyd and Associated
Exhibitors last Summer does
not remove the Lloyd comedies from the Pathe releasing
schedule, as the pictures are
to be distributed by Pathe
Paramount's
from the gifted pen of HerCurrent stories Releases
with whom Lloyd has been
"
schel
S. Hall,
identified for six years.
whose untimely death
Lynne.'
"Forbidden
Fruit"
and
proS
LLE'
DEMI
was recorded in the newspapers
CECIL B. duction, Forbi
Fruit,
ction"
"Chickens" Issued
distin
which enjoy" s thedden
only last week. The original title
of being the first picture to hold
February 13th
WilURogers Lends Aid the screens of the Times Square
of
Mr. "Hall's story was " Yanconna
Yillies
and it was published in
to Hoover Campaign
week-run picture houses for three
the
Saturday Evening Post. Agnes
as
ssive
s,
Dougl
and
week
succe
Will Rogers took a prominent
Christine Johnston wrote the scenpart tin the Hoover film campaigns, MacLean in the Thomas H. Ince the settings were designed by Paul
ario and Jack Nelson directed.
Iribe,
the
noted
French
interior
conducted in Dallas and in Fort production, " Chickens," are the
t
sed
res
moun
on
relea
featu
Para
The
story deals with the humorWorth, Texas. According to a
decorator and designer. The Cinous, and at times tragic, adventures
derella scenes, filmed with truly
statement from the Goldwyn head- February 13.
a wealthy city chap who takes to
Opening at the New York Rivoli, elaborate effects in a setting con- of
quarters, Mr. Rogers succeeded in
raising the sum of $3,000 for the " Forbidden Fruit " broke all recstructed of plate glass, were super- chicken farming as the result of
ords for receipts for that house
vised by Theodore Kosloff.
his dead uncle's will, aided and
relief ancesfund.
appearThe cast is headed by Agnes abetted by love at first sight. One
in Fort Mr.
WorthRogers'
was featured
during the week. Then held over
of
the funniest features of the
on the front page of the local for a second week it eclipsed the Ayres, Theodore Roberts, Kathlyn
newspapers. In Dallas, Rogers record set by George Loane Tuck- Williams and Forrest Stanley, also comedy is a nightmare scene, prowith novel effect by slow mowas banqueted at the Adolphus
tionducedphotography.
er's "The Miracle Man," the only includes Clarence Burton, TheoHotel at a midnight supper by the previous picture to play the Rivoli
dore
Kosloff,
Shannon
Day,
Bertram Johns and Julia Faye.
management of the Old Mill the- two weeks. It was then transferred
Gladyswoman
George and
is Mr.
atre and the newspaper men of the to the Rialto where it played a third
the MacLean's
supporting
" Chickens," the Thomas H. Ince leading
city. He was taken between theatre week virtually to capacity, in spite production, which presents Doug- cast includes Claire McDowell,
las MacLean in the stellar role, is Charles Mailles, Edith Yorke, Rayappearances to the Coliseum for an of the fact that the opposition furhour to witness the big prize fight
mond Cannon, Willis Marks and
nished by William S. Hart in his an adaptation of one of the last
stage there so that he could write new Paramount picture, " O'Malley
Al Filson. Bert Cann was the
cameraman.
up an account of it for the Dallas of the Mounted," at the Rivoli, and
Dispatch.
Charlie
Chaplin
in
"
The
Kid
"
at
the Strand was probably the stiffest
Hart Picture Breaks
that any production has encountered on Broadway this season.
Chicago Beauty Is FeaRivoli Records
tured in Advertising
With a plot which is without
Further evidence that William S. doubt the most thrilling that Cecil
Gertrude
Olmstead, who was seHart is now at the very peak of B. DeMille has placed upon the
lected as the winner of the beauty
his popularity, states Paramount, is screen in recent years, " Forbidden
competition last summer by the
contained in the announcement that Fruit," although its story is separChicago Elks and who was later
ate and distinct from all his pre"O'Malley
of
the
Mounted,"
the
engaged by Universal to appear
latest Hart nroduction, on Sunday
vious pictures, deals with intimate
with " Hoot " Gibson in two-reel
last at the New York Rivoli, ex- and critical problems of married
Westerns, was featured in the adlife
just
as
the
other
great
DeMille
ceeded by$360 the receipts of " The box-office successes have dealt. The
vertising conducted by the Casino
Testing Block " on the first day of
theatre, Chicago, in connection
its showing at the same theatre. At story was written by Jeanie Macv/ith
the showing
Pherson, whose fidelity to life and
that atime
Testingbroke
Block,"
the first
two-reelerof in"Tipped
which Off,"
Miss
also
Hart" The
production,
all almost uncanny aptitude for bringOlmstead
was
cast.
Mrs.
Cohen,
Rivoli records for receipts by
ing the deepest motives for action
$41.70.
the
special
to the surface have given her screen
stressCasino's
in her manager,
advertisinglaidupon
the
This premiere, Paramount be- compositions a distinct value which
lieves, is the forerunner of the is recognized by discriminating
Chicago beauty's first appearance
on
Casino
biggest country-wide success which patrons of the leading motion picplanthemet
with screen.
success, Mrs.
it isCohen's
stated,
Hart has yet scored. The New
ture theatres. Alvin Wyckoff, as- AThos.scene Ince
from
"
Chickens,"
presented
by
as
the
Gibson
Olmstead
picture
for Paramount release.
York newspaper critics praise the
sisted by Karl Struss, was in
Douglas MacLean is the star
played to capacity business.
picture unreservedly.
charge of the photography, while
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Buster

Motion
Keaton

Picture

News

Finish-

" I receive a great many
ing "The Goat"
With the completion of the eighth "The
Concert"
for Capitol
Loyal
your
fromYears
ideasFive
excellentfor
20;
Booked
for Week of February
of his series of two-reel comics
I
dollar
every
if
and
paper,
' for Next Week
Buster Keaton finishes his first seaspend brought as big returns
"Guile
of
Women'
as the $3.00 I am enclosing, I
son with Metro Pictures Corporascreen as effectively as on the
tion.
should soon be a millionaire.
speaking stage.
picturization
of
For the final in this series of na- GOLDWYN'S
I have not missed a copy of
Herman Bahr's comedy, " The
tional mirth makers, Keaton has Concert," in which Leo DitrichThe cast
for S." The
Concert
" includes Lewis
Stone,
Raymond
years."
fiveitor),
THE
(Exhib
Gould for
E. W.NEWS
chosen the title of " The Goat " and stein won his greatest success on Hatton, Mabel Julienne Scott,
Lake Grove, N. Y.
with that brand of slap-sticks all his the speaking stage, under the di- and Myrtle Stedman in the four
rection of David Belasco, is the atown, proceeds to show the many
traction booked for the Capitol leading roles.
excruciatingly funny mishaps that
theatre for the week beginning
In Will Rogers' latest release. Joe Martin Returns to
may befall
a
perfectly
innocent
bystander when old dame misfortune Sunday, February 20, to be suc- " Guile of Women," from a story
Universal Comedies
by
Peter Clark MacFarlane, short
ceeded
the
following
week
by
Will
proceeds to name him for her vicstory
and
magazine
writer,
directed
tim.
Joe Martin, the orang-outang, is
Rogers in his latest release, " Guile by Clarence G. Badger, the former
again being featured in Universal
of " Women."
almost a straight dra- comedies, it is announced by Mr.
The Concert " is ranked by its cowboymatichas
role, but with flashes of the Sidney Singerman, head of the
producers as the best high-class
Fox Special in Sixth
comedy which the firm has yet old Rogers humor showing through Universal program department. The
made. It was directed by Victor whenever there is a chance. Rogers monkey screen star has not been
Month on B'way
reveals in this production a ripened months.
used at Universal City for many
According to a statement from Schertzinger, a musician of repu- mastery
of the art of screen acting
tation and attainment, who has put
the William Fox headquarters in
than
influential
persons
in
the
Harry Burns, well known as a
New York, its special production, his knowledge of music to good ac- screen world who have seen the director
of comedies, has been
count in directing this tale of a
"Over the Hill," based on Will famous pianist and his amorous picture screened declare place him engaged to produce a series of aniCarleton'sto poem,
continues showing.
to draw temperament. It is a type of among the very best motion picture
mal comedies featuring, Joe Marcrowds
its Broadway
comedy seldom attempted on the actors of the day. In his support
tinmalsandin the
using the various aniThough the picture is now entering screen
Universal City zoo,
but has been done with such are Nick Cogley, Bert Sprott,
upon its sixth month on Broadway,
which
contains all kinds of beasts,
Belmore, Charles A. Smily,
there is no diminution of the crowds conspicuous success that it has Lionel
from lions and elephants down to
proved beyond any doubt that high, Mary Warren and Doris Pawn.
ant-eaters and armadillos.
subtle comcdv can be acted on the
The first of his new comedies will
Robert Hodkinson Has
be released in March. It is a tworeeler called -' The Monkey FireLeft for Atlanta
Business
as
Brisk
Robert Hodkinson, younger son Reports
of the president of the W. W. HodFrank McCormack! Aids
Executive of Musical Instrument
kinson Corporation, left last week
in Filming of Play
for Atlanta where he will remain
House Reports Music on Increase
Frank
McCormack, who was the
for an extended period. Mr. Hodtended trip through the Central
kinson islearning the business from
BARTON, who has just
stage director of " Experience,"
the ground up and is receiving F)AN
returned to Chicago head- West, is optimistic over the way George V. Hobart's spectacular
practical training in every branch
exhibitors' business is holding up play, has been chosen to assist
quarters
of
the
Bartola
Musical
Inthereof.
man." Fitzmaurice in the film verstrument Company, after an ex- through the territory and declares George
sion of the play, which will be made
that the confidence of motion picture theatre owners in the future at the Paramount studio in Long
is proved by the number of con- Island City. Mr. McCormack not
tracts for Bartolas and Barton only was stage director with the
The installation of the Motion PicOrgans consummated within the original company in New York,
past thirty days, as well as a num- but also cast and staged all the
ber of future prospects lined up.
road companies of the plav. He
ture Projectors and Electrical AcMr. Barton also is enthusiastic
" Crime " in the Newcessories inthe Ritz Carlton Hotel
over the fact that exhibitors are also
York played
production.
coming to realize more and more
for the premier showing of
the importance of music in their
Carey Entertains
houses. He notes a general ten- Harry
Police Inspectors
dency
to
fall
in
line
with
the
policy
"THE
FOUR
HORSEMEN
pursued in the most successful
Five Eastern police officers visited
houses in the country in giving ade- Universal City last week and
OF THE
APOCALYPSE
"
tures. quate musical atmosphere to pic- watched Harry Carey making
scenes for his forthcoming Uniwas made under the personal supervision
To prove that exhibitors are
versal photodramas. The
firmly convinced that the future were from Boston and Chicagopolice
and
of JAS. R. CAMERON
holds prosperity for them and also had come West to take back crimsee
the
need
of
furnishing
their
inals captured in Los Angeles.
The equipment consisting of
patrons with better music, Mr. They were Detectives Lieutenan
t
Barton
gave
out
the
following
list
Two Simplex Projectors
William P. Rohan, of Chicago; Inof organ and Bartola contracts conspector William Crawford, of Boswith Kollmorgan half size lenses
summated byhis organization durRaven half tone screen.
ton; Detective-Sergeant E. S. Mcing the past thirty days : Johnson Gire, Chicago: Inspector Thomas
& Johnson, Lincoln Theatre, Ster- Towle, of Boston, and Inspector
Furnished by Theatre Supply Co.,
ling, Illinois ; John F. Niebes. Dawn Timothy Sheehan, also of Boston.
124 West 45th St., New York City.
Theatre, Detroit. Michigan ; F. O.
Projection under supervision of
Haugen, Palace Theatre. Brook- Fine NightPhotography
ings S. D. ; Harmes & Grosebeck,
HARRY RUBENS.
Vinton Theatre. Omaha. Nebraska ;
in Seitz Episode
Presentation arranged by
E. T. Phillips. Phillips Esrvpt TheSome unique bits of night photogMR. HUGO RIESENFELD
atre, Fort Worth. Texas ; T. C. Milraphy lend an exciting realism to
ler, Princess Theatre, Woodstock, the scenes
occupying the greater
Let us handle your premier showings
Illinois; East Side Amusement
Companv, Eastwood Theatre, To- which
Room."
Hidden
portion isofthe" The"
thirteent
h episode
of
Perfect screen results guaranteed — only
ledo, Ohio; Markle & Small. Mar- the
Pathe
popular
increasi
ngly
kle
Theatre.
Wymore,
Nebraska
:
the highest type of apparatus used.
John Hess. Elite Theatre. Yankton. serial " Velvet Fingers," starring
Phone us the time and place of showing
S. D. ; F. Bodenschatz. Grove The- George B. Seitz as a resourceful
and leave the rest to us.
atre, Elkin, Illinois; John Herziger, and adventure-loving detective.
Bijou Theatre, Menash, Wisconsin ; The episode will be released February 27th. The scenes aboard the
\dams Theatre Comnany, Creston,
All installations supervised personally by
police boat show the use of searchla.;
Oconomowoc
Theatre
CorporJAS. R. CAMERON
lights toaid in the capture of Robin
ation, Oconomowoc. Wisconsin ; A.
Sosnosky, Colonial Theatre, Aber- and his henchmen at the hut on the
deen, S. D.

February

26,
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192 1

artists
THE well known
and illustrators selected
by Metro to act as judges in
the poster competition for
" The Four Horsemen of the
picMetroIbanez
Apocal
tion ofthethe
turizaypse,"
de
,
Harrison
novel inclu
Fisher, Haskell Coffin and
R L. Forkum. These three
represent the best in their respective fields of American
art; and as such will be well
qualified to pass upon the
merits of the posters submitted in Metro's competition
that closed January 1st, 1921.
The purpose of the competition for " The Four
Horsemen of the Apoca" wasartistic
to draw
from lypsethe
talentforthof
America the best work obtainable; and in the determination of the respective merit
of each poster submitted,
Metro obtained the consent of
the aforementioned successful artists to pass judgment
on the results.

Two scenes from the Universal feature, " The Fire Cat," starring Edith Roberts

"Colorado"
Releases
Universal
fared better. We actually filmed
f( I
/COLORADO,"
screen version aoffive
the-reel
fa- Frank Mayo Seen in our action with the real mountains
mous stage melodrama by
as a background and with the true
Western scenery Augustus Thomas
Augustus Thomas, has just been
had in mind as the setting for his
Melodrama
released by Universal. It is used
Thomas'
Augustus
as a starring vehicle for Frank
melodrama."
Playgoers
of a decade ago will
Mayo, one of Universal's leading upon the difference between the virile
stars.
original play and the Frank Mayo remember " Colorado " as the thrilling story of a young soldier who
" Colorado " was one of the fa- picture, Eason gives it as his opinFrank Elliott to Support
mous "State " plays so popular a
ion that the picture should be even takes refuge in the Colorado mingeneration ago. Among this series more popular than the stage vering
thinking he
a fugiMay Allison
tive country,
of his discovery
of isgold
and
of
plays were ''Arizona," " In Mis- sion.
Frank Elliott, the distinguished
souri," "Alabama " and several
his
struggle
to
protect
his
fiancee's
"
The
play
is
essentially
an
openfamily from the same scoundrel
English actor, who is credited with others. It is interesting in this
mountain country drama," said
being one of the most polished connection that one of the most air,
who caused him to go " over the
Eason
in
a
recent
statement.
"
It
artists portraying villainous roles in popular of the " State " plays was calls for settings of vastness and hill." In the picture, the thrilling
pictures, has been engaged by Bay- " Montana," written and produced grandeur. Even with the best pos- mine scenes, showing the flooded
by Harry Carey, now a Universal
sible stage mechanics and scenery, mine, the romantic rescues far beard Veiller, Metro chief of produc- star.
low the earth and the suspense of
tions, at Hollywood, for one of the
any attempt to reproduce on the
leading parts in support of May
Reaves Eason, director of many stage the majesty of the Colorado the trapped persons, is shown with
Allison in her newest starring pic- Universal out-of-doors photoplays, Mountain views and the bigness of vivid realism — scenes not possible
was in charge of the screening of the West, is a make-shift, at best. in the presentation of the original
ture, "Dated."
play. Commenting
" In the screen production, we
This will be Mr. Elliott's third the Thomas
engagement with Metro during the
play.
past eighteen months. He did the
" heavy " role in " The Hope," and
more recently in " The Marriage Will
Not
Extend
Metro
Week
of William Ashe."
Goldwyn Star to Marry
His Leading Lady
Tom Moore, popular Goldwyn
film star, has confirmed the report
of his engagement to marry Miss
Renee Adoree, a well known New
York musical comedy actress, now
appearing in his support in his newest Goldwyn photocomedy, " Made
in Heaven,"
liam Hurlbut.from the play by Wil-

CHANGOVERNOR
NING COX, of Massachusetts, and Mayor A. J.
Peters, of Boston, will attend
the initial performance of
" Kismet," the RobertsonCole super-special, starring
Otis Skinner, when it opens
at the Majestic Theatre, Boston, on Monday evening, Jan.
21, according to a statement
from the Robertson-Cole
headquarters.
These two notables will be
part of a distinguished gathering that has been invited by
the
Majestic's
management
for the event, which
will be
the premier of the famous
Knoblock-Gasnier production
in
olis.the New England metrop-

acstances,
tative
to an authori
UNDER nocordingcircum
announcement from the home
offices of Metro Pictures Corporation this week, will the period of
Metro Week, fixed for from February 27th to March 5th, be extended
to ten days or a fortnight.
Such a definite statement is necessitated because of the multitude of
telegrams and letters from exhibitors throughout the United States
and Canada requesting that the special period be lengthened.
The contention of the managers
and owners of motion picture theatres in these communications to
Metro has been that, in selecting the
most powerful of the pictures released by that company during the
last eighteen months, the choice is
most difficult; and that almost invariably there is a minimum of
three or four especially attractive
screen offerings the exhibitors
would like to show.
In such case, the showmen state,
it would seem a waste to bring such
pictures to the screen for only two
or three days, when each is capable
of crowding theatres for a week
at least. They argue that if the
runs of each of these attractions
were increased say to four or five
days and the special booking period
made proportionally more extensive,
it would be the better plan.
Answering these suggestions,
Richard A. Rowland, president of

Prest. R. A. Roland
Issues Answer to
Inquirers
Metro Pictures Corporation said :
" The matter of the extent of time
to be given over to showing Metro
pictures exclusively in theatres was
gone into thoroughly before announcement of Metro Week. And
while it is entirely likely that the
period could be lengthened to be a
Metro Ten Days or a Metro Fortvisable. night, the company deems it inad" Such a longer time would be
aside from the aim of Metro Week,
which primarily is a satisfaction by
Metro of the spontaneous and unsolicited desire on the part of exhibitors to have such an institution
in their booking schedules. The
theatre owners have asked for a
week, and while many now seek to
have this extended, we believe it
bestIn to
leave itMr.as Rowland
first agreed."
addition,
pointed
out, if the theatre managers find a
choice of subjects difficult, there is
always recourse to booking later
those thev must eliminate during the
Week.
Arrangements for Metro Week
are proceeding according to schedule. The national advertising campaign, which will reach every com-

munity in the United States and
Canada, is ready to be launched at
the proper moment. Every exchange, moreover, has got in shape
to handle the extraordinary demands which will be made on it
between February 27th, and March
5th, laying in special stocks of exhibitors aids — billboard posters,
heralds, slides, cuts and mats— and
putting every print in faultless condition.
While the conservative estimate
that 7,000 exhibitors would during
Metra Week be party to the exclusive showings of productions released by Metro seemed fairly accurate at the time of the first announcement and the first few days
following it, the indications now
point to the addition of at least a
thousand more houses to the roll of
theatres subscribing to this intensive booking of Metro offerings.
Daring Stunts Seen in
International News
In International News, No. 12,
several thrills are furnished by Captain Charles N. Fitzgerald, attached
to the aero section of the New
York Police Department, his aids,
" Dixie " Davis and Al Billings.
The stunts were performed on the
top of a tall building being built at
Columbus Circle, New York City.
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Motion

Takes

Final

William

Duncan

Serial

Scenes

Completes

Scenes

of Chapter-Film,
C*1NAL scenes for William Duncan's chapter play, " Fighting
Fate," were made last week on the
Mojave Desert. The headquarters
of Mr. Duncan and his co-star,
Edith Johnson, as well as the Vitagraph troupe of about one hundred players, are at Victorville,
Cal. Airplane service connects the
party with location and town.
Many vacation plans are being
discussed by William Duncan and
his co-star, Miss Johnson, for it is
a well known fact in the West
Coast film colony and its environs
that Duncan has worked harder
and longer on his new chapter-play
than on any other production in his
film career. He has worked unceasingly to make the production
an elaborate one, and at the same
time make sure that there would be
just as much "jazz pep" as he
styles it, in the fourteenth and fifteenth chapters as in the first two,
declares a statement from the Vitagraph headquarters.
Duncan's wide personal acquaintanceship with so many representative exhibitors in the West and
Northwest will react most favorably, it is reported, to the benefit
of his new chapter-play — not that
either Duncan or the exhibitors
have in any way presumed on personal friendships or acquaintanceships, but that the exhibitors have
learned to know Duncan as one of
the real dynamos of the picture
business, with boundless energy
and a positive genius for the type
of picture which he is now producing, and, accordingly, have the
deepest confidence in the man and
his methods.
Advance bookings on " Fighting

" Fighting

Will

Starts

Rogers

Fate "

William Duncan, director and star of
Vitagraph serial productions, at work
in his new serial, "Fighting Fate"
Fate " show that business on this
chapter play will eclipse that of any
previous Duncan production, reads
the announcement from the Vitagraph headquarters.
Work

In " The Bashful Romeo " by Elmer
Rice; Other Goldwyn Units Busy
ROGERS has begun date of Mr. Moore's marriage to
WILL
work on his new Goldwyn Renee Adoree, the former New
starring vehicle at the Goldwyn York musical comedy actress who
studios here. It is an original screen is appearing with him in his new
story written by Elmer L. Rice, screen comedy. Helene Chadwick,
ful Romeo." who plays opposite Moore in "Made
Bash
e it
"Thfor
ed ty
callinui
was written by in Heaven," has returned to the
Cont
Bernard McConville, the man who studios after a serious attack of
made the screen adaptation of pneumonia.
Reginald Barker is making good
Mark Twain's " Connecticut Yan."
progress
on " The Old Nest," from
Court
ur's
Arth
King
kee in G.
Badger, recently back Rupert Hughes' novel. Mr. Hughes
Clarence
from New Orleans where he went wrote
the continuity himself and is
spending much of his time while
with Will Rogers and the "Un- at
the studios on the set.
willing Hero " company to shoot
the exteriors for that Rogers' play,
Director E. Mason Hopper and
is directing' " The Bashful Romeo." " The Bridal Path " company will
Rogers' home town, Claremore, return this week from Santa BarOkla., where a three-day celebration was held in his honor, is gong cation.bara where they have been on loto make an annual event of it,
Jessie De Jainette has been
known as " old home week."
Director Wallace Worsley and added to the cast of Charles Ken" The Night
company where
have yon's original screen play, " The
returned
from Rose
San "Francisco
Alibi,"
a Frankroles
Lloyd
The leading
are production.
played by
they have been making exterior House
Peters,
Irene
Rich, Sydney
scenes for the Leroy Scott original
story. Mr. Scott returned with Ainsworth and De Witt Jennings.
the company.
Julian Josephson is collaborating
Tom Moore and his director, with Anzia Yezierska in writing
Victor Schertzinger, are working the story thread for " Hungry
night and day on the William Hearts," in which the material
from various of her short stories
J. Hurlbut comedy, " Made in will
be used.
Heaven " in order to hasten the

Pathe

Picture

News

Closes

Important Contract
the entire
over Film
INC.,of has.
EXCHANGE,
PATHE
ComAmerican
the taken
distribution of the features
pany. A new arrangement affecting this change in the
distribution of the American features recently was concluded by Paul Brunet, of Pathe, and S. S. Hutchinson, President of the American Film Company, Inc., and became effective February 14.
Previous to the new agreement for the disposition of the
American product that company maintained its own sales
forces, in the Pathe Branches, which provided office and shipping facilities for the American sales organization. Now the
American features are being handled entirely by the Pathe
organization, in the same manner obtaining with regard to
its own pictures and those of Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
Under the arrangement Pathe takes over the selling of
all the American features, past, present and future. The first
new production to be released on this basis will be " Sunset
Jones,"
Clary and
Rich are featured.
The
datein ofwhich
issue Charles
of this picture
will Irene
be announced
soon.
Among the stars who appear in the American pictures
released by American and now taken over by Pathe are Marguerite Fischer, William Russell, Charlotte Walker, Seena
Owen and Helen Jerome Eddy. Featured with Marguerite
Fischer in some of the films are L. C. Shumway, recently
seen in the Edgar Lewis production, " The Beggar in Purple," and Nigel Barrie.
Pioneer
Reports
Increase
35 Per Cent More Business in January
Than in
in December, States Company
Vice President and General Manager M. H. Hoffman, in commentapA BUSINESS proximatincre
ely 35per ase
during
cent of
ing on several other new releases
the month of January as against of Pioneer and who will supervise
the month of December, is re- the special exploitation work in
ported by the Pioneer Film Corpo- connection with this release, told of
ration in one of the most encouragrelease of the " Mysing statements ever issued by this the scheduled
tery Mind," " the aristocrat of seconcern. The increase in business
rials,"
produced
the has
Supreme
did not come about as a result of Pictures, Inc. Thisby serial
been
any particular drive or any special written by Arthur B. Reeve and
event, and according to officials of John W. Grey and stars J. Robert
Pauline, the eminent hypnotist who
the nsattiis indica
Pioneetuder,of exhibi
tors tive
of is known to the theatregoing public
in allofsectio
the country, to book only features in all parts of the world. Supportand serials of recognized merit and
ing Mr. Pauline is a cast of unusual
of certain box office appeal.
excellence,
MacMillan,
Paulincluding
Panzer Violet
and Peggy
The Nick Carter pictures, produced by Broadwell, and which are
Shanor.
The "Mystery
Mind"
be released
nationally through
made up of fifteen two-reelers, are will
establishing a new record for pic- all Pioneer Exchanges in the very
tures of this character, it is said.
near future.
"Finders, Keepers," starring Violet Mersereou, and one of the latest releases of the New York Exchange, is meeting with splendid Winter Sports Feature
success. It will be released nationof Pathe News
ally in the very near future and
Winter
in the Northern
promises to attract audiences in all states of sports
the Union and at the
communities.
Switzerland resort, St.
" The Barbarian," starring Mon- famous
Moritz, are shown in current
roe Salisbury, is the next important Pathe
News issues Nos 9 and 10.
Pioneer release, and will be seen in
these parts for the first time within Views of Charles M. Schwab,
the next few days. This picture is Oklahoma City funeral services
now being screened for exhibitors over " Gus Gloom who died of
at Pioneer headquarters and is reg- aprosperity,"
ex-Governor
Cox from
visit to the
White House
and
itsering 100 per cent success. Supspring
styles
for
1021
are
some
of
portinggood
Mr. Salisbury
un- the other features seen in these
usually
cast headedis byan Jane
current
issues.
Novak.
A Broadway showing of a new
Pioneer release has been contracted for. This feature will be Thrills and Laughs in
" His Brother's Keeper," an AmerSemon's Comedy
ican -Cinema super-special with a
remarkable cast, including Martha
Thrills and laughs alternate in
Mansfield, Rogers Lytton, Gladden
" The Hick" Larry Semon's newest
James, Ann Drew, Albert Barrett Vitagraph
special comedy and his
and Creta Hartman. " His Brothrelease
of the year. " The
er's Keeper " was written by N. first
Brewster Morse and directed by famous Semon laughs abound, and
between
each
one is some daring
Wilfred North. Mr. Morse is also
stunt which will cause spectators to
the author of " The Crimson
have mirth-provoking
the tension reCross," the feature which the Pio- gasp, only
lieved by theto next
neer Film Corporation will release
and which promises to cause a stir Vitagraph.
incident," declares a statement from
in film circles.
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Katharine Hilliker
Film Doctor
For some time the screen world
has felt the need of individuals who
knew photoplay construction from
A to Izzard, to pick out from the
50 to 100,000 feet of film used by
the average director those 5,000 or
6,000 feet which should constitute
the picture in its final state. Katharine Hilliker has come to be one
of the recognized leaders among
those few who have been tested in
this need and who have delivered
the goods in this difficult role. In
fact, her first film venture of consequence was the re-editing and
titling of Constance Talmadge's
"The Lesson," which had been
kept on the shelf at Select for over
a year before she took it in hand.
After the war, during which she
served in an executive capacity in
the Division of Films, Mrs. Hilliker edited the Outing Chester
Scenics, and was shortly afterward
called in to doctor up and title a
number of other short subjects, especially along the comedy line.
Among the recent pictures which
she has prepared for release in
their final shape are " What Women Love," starring Annette Kellermann, andproduction
" Passion," that
the great
foreign
has
achieved such instant phenomenal
success. She has just completed
performing a similar service to
Alice Brady's forthcoming Realart
Production,
" Outhaveof the
the benefit
Chorus,"of
which
will thus
her editing and her Hillikerisms in
its titles when it appears on the
screen.
The position of film doctor is one
of heavy responsibility, but it fills
a highly important role in the motion picture industry.
Dave Laughlin Manager
of Pioneer Office
Dave Laughlin has been appointed manager of the Detroit
office for the Pioneer Film Corporation.
Mr. Laughlin succeeds Ed Fountaine. He is well known and well
liked in the Michigan territory and
officials of Pioneer, at the home office, are confident of his success.
IVER ELL
RUSS
SEL-LGREannounce
RUS
the disposal of the territorial rights for Northern
New York on the Fritzi
Ridgeway series and their
special picture, " Witch's
ur eG. Whyte of
Lure Empi
" to reArthStat
the
Film Corporation, Buffalo, New York.
They also state that the territorial rights for Maryland,
West Virginia and the District of Columbia have been
closed this week on the Lester Cuneo series, Fritzi Ridgeway series, and " Witch's
Lure," the Federated Film
Exchange in that territory
having taken over the rights.
This leaves the eastern section of the country pretty
well sold on these pictures.
The entire southeastern territory and most of the east
coast territory is now closed,
as well as the states of Illinois and Indiana.

"Passion"
f*-pv
the first
of the
V* ASSION,"
big five group
of produc•*■ tions released by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
is beginning to answer the questioncritics
raised asbytomany
motion
picture
whether
it would
go in the smaller cities and towns
of the country. Opinions to the
effect that its appeal was above the
tastes of the theatregoers that provide the bulk of the patronage in the
smaller communities have been
proved to be baseless by the showings the picture has made in Cumberland, Md., and Harrisburg,
Pa., the first two of the smaller
places in which it has been shown,
declares a statement from the First
National headquarters.
Harry Crandall staged the showing in Cumberland at his new house
which he opened but two months
ago. His own report on the way
" Passion " drew in the Maryland
city, which has a population of 31,000, follows:
wantthatto our
call house
your attenion" First,
to the Ifact
there
seats 1,600, and is entirely too large
for the town, and that we have
never attempted to run any show
more than two days, because it is
possible for us to play to all motion
picture fans in this number of days.
" The usual price of admission is
20c. and 25c. matinee, and 25c. and
35c. at nights including tax. For
' Passion ' we charged 55c. all over
the house for matinees, and $1.10
for the lower floor and 55c. for the
balcony at nights, and we played to
what I consider extraordinary business, which netted a gross of $3,526.65 in the three days.
" You can see by the results that
we pretty
played to the population of thewelltown.
" I also want to call your atten-

No

Wins

in

HOROUGH organization
in production is the only
answer to the stories
being printed broadcast charging
inefficiency in motion picture proThis, in substance, was the comduction."
ment this week of Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, in
charge of production, in reply to
numerous newspaper articles which
made sweeping charges of inefficiency inthe production of motion
pictures.
" The great majority of these articles," said Mr. Lasky, " were
written by persons having little or
no knowledge of the motion picture
industry. It is quite true, of course,
that there has been waste and inef iciency in picture production in
the past. Especially is this true of
smaller companies which have not
the means or the opportunities to
effect thorough organizations in
their studios. But so far as the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
is concerned waste, inefficiency and
slipshod methods have been brought
to a minimum.
" I can think of no better exam-

Town

Instead of a press luncheon, H. Whitman Bennett and First National dined
the trade and newspapers at " the last of the freelunches," so called, in the saloon
of Sid McGovern, which is merely
of a set in " Salvation Nell," now in the
coursepart
of production
tion to the fact that this house has
only been open about two months,
and on account of its overhead and
other expenses has been making little or no profits, but this show exceeded my fondest expectations. We
did quite considerable exploitation
work, and in addition to the nine
pieces of music usually run at the
house we sent out eight more with
a director from Washington, and
the results, to my way of thinking,
for a small town have been wonWilmer and Vincent supervised
the debut of the production in Harderful." risburg, Pa. For the purposes of

Inefficiency,

(t

Small

making the showing impressive, it
was booked into the Orpheum theatre, which plays as a usual thing
" speakie " attractions. Heavy
billing and an extensive newspaper
campaign was used in introducing
Pola Negri and " Passion " to the
Harrisburg
public.
Business
creased steadily
on every
day inof
the
week's
run
at
a
scale
of
prices
from 50c. to $1.00.
Results were such that it will be
given another week's run in either
the Victoria or the Colonial theatre, the two houses controlled by
Wilmer and Vincent in Harrisburg
devoted exclusively to photoplays.

Says
Lasky
of personalities, and studio manmust employ justice, fair
Thorough Organiza- dealing agersand
diplomacy quite as
tion Is Answer to
much as good business sense. By
strict justice and tact in the handCharges, Says Vice
ling of the numerous problems
President
which come up each day, the studio
manageralitiesbrings
the various
in the studio
into apersongood
pie of economical and efficient
and from harstudio management than the record workingmony harmony,
comes efficiency. Outsiders,
of Charles Eyton, general manager
of the Lasky and Realart studios in who know nothing of picture production, might not see the necessity
Hollywood. For more than two
this, but if they could sit at the
years Mr. Eyton has been western of
studio manager, while Frank E. desk of Charles Eyton for a day,
an hour, they would see that
Woods has been supervising direc- or
management is not wholly a
tor in charge of editorial activities good
matter
of charts and diagrams, but
in the studio. During that time contains
Mr. Eyton has superintended a vast humanity. a liberal mixture of
plant which has been the scene of
" I cite Mr. Eyton's work as an
the production of some of the biggest and most successful motion example of the necessity of organization in production. It is because
pictures in the history of the industry. And during that time his of organization that directors of
management has been marked by Paramount pictures are freed from
such a combination of diplomacy, the numerous cares and bothersome
justice and efficient methods that details which fall to the lot of
directors, players and the studio directors in smaller and less
staff have been encouraged to give closely-knit production systems.
With organization, inefficiency is
their very best efforts.
" More than any other business, eliminated, and the elimination of
the motion picture industry is one
waste means better pictures."
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EXHIBITORS!

A

FRIENDLY

NOTICE!

BECAUSE
from time to time it has been stated to us by various people that we have never clearly explained just why a tax
on music, where it is played for purposes of profit, is equitable and fair, and
BECAUSE
We have no desire to be other than fair in all dealings with all persons, we are going to buy space in the leading
photoplay magazines and tell every exhibitor who reads them, the why and wherefore of this tax ; why the Copyright Law vests certain rights in the creator of music ; how the Supreme Court of the United States has construed
this law; why it is neither fair nor reasonable that any person, exhibitor or otherwise, should expect or demand
the right to use this material for his profit without reimbursing the creator of that material.
WE

ASSUME

That every exhibitor in the United States reads either the Exhibitors Trade Review, M. P. News, M. P. World,
Variety, Clipper or N. Y. Telegraph ; if he doesn't read one or more then he won't know " what it's all about "
anyway — if he does, we urge him to read these articles — one each week for five weeks — for they will contain
our final message thru these mediums.

American

Society
AUTHORS

56

West

45th

AND
Street,

of

Composers

PUBLISHERS
New

York

City

i
I NOTE — Licenses are available NOW for extended periods, at present rates. If you rare for one, write us; if
not please simply comply with the law and we will all avoid useless and expensive litigation.

Berlin, Irving, Inc.
Broadway Music Corporation
Chappell-Harms,
Enoch
& Sons Inc.
Feist, Leo, Inc.
Fisher, Fred, Inc.
Forster, F. J. A.

PUBLISHERS
Goodman & Rose, Inc.
McKinley Music Co.
Gordon, Hamilton S.
Marks, Edward B., Music Co.
Harms, T. B., Company
Mills, Jack, Inc.
Harms,
Pace & Handy Music Co., Inc.
Hunter T. B. & Francis, Day &
Paull, E. T., Music Company
Harris, Charles K.
Remick & Co., Jerome H.
Richmond, Maurice, Inc.
Kendis, Brockman Music Co., Inc.
And 200 Composers and Authors

BALTIMORE
Ed. H. Chesterman,
2607 Keyworth Avenue,
Baltimore, Md.
BOSTON
Paul Amundson,
811 Tremont Bldg.,
Boston, Mass.
BUFFALO
Henry C. Price,
947 Ellicott Square Bid*.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
CHICAGO
E. S. Hartman,
1630 Tribune Bldg.,
Chicago, Illinois.
CINCINNATI
John W. Weinig,
First National Bank Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
CLEVELAND
Frankel & Frankel,
1019 Guardian Bldg..
Cleveland, Ohio.

ADDRESS THE NEAREST OFFICE FOR INFORMATION
DALLAS
R. Bldg.,
S. Simon, MILWAUKEE
F. D. Robertson,
511 North Texas Bldg.,
434 Merchants & Mfgrs. Bank
Dallas, Texas.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
DETROIT
MINNEAPOLIS
Frank R. Dentz,
Joss
&
Ohman,
225 Elmhurst Avenue,
Minnesota Loan & Trust Bldg.,
Highland Park, Mich.
Minneapolis, Minn.
NEWARK
INDIANAPOLIS
Barney Larkey,
Edward O. Snethen.
Prudential Bldg.,
416 Indiana Trust Bldg.,
Newark, N. J.
Indianapolis, Indiana.
PHILADELPHIA
American Society of Composers,
KANSAS CITY
Authors
&
616 Heed Bldg.,Publishers,
FriedbergCity,& Mo.
O 'Sullivan,
Kansas
1211 Filbert St..
Philadelphia, Pa.
LOS ANGELES
Philip Cohen,
Allan Davis, PITTSBURGH
812 Pantages Theatre Bldg.,
408 Union Arcade,
7th & Hill Streets,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Los Angeles, California.

Ricordi, G., & Co., Inc.
Shapiro,
& Co., Inc.
Skidmore Bernstein
Music Company,
Inc.
Victoria Publishing Company
Von Tilzer, Harry, Music Pub. Co.
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co.
Witmark, M. & Sons
Stark & Cowan

PORTLAND
Julius
Cohen,
Yeon Bldg.,
Portland, Oregon.
SAN FRANCISCO
Samuel M. Roeder,
1302 Humboldt Bank Bldg..
San Francisco, California.
SEATTLE
Clark R. Belknap.
Hoge Bldg.,
Seattle, Wash.
ST. LOUIS
O'Hallaron & Lowenhaupt.
1305 Third Nat. Bank Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
SYRACUSE
Earl I. Freshman,
516 Dillaye Memorial Bldg.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Newell
& TOPEKA
Wallace,
New England
Bldg.,
Topeka, Kansas.
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ABOUT
PLAYERS
George Ade's suggestion about
the " I-Knew-Him-When " club is
being exemplified out at the Goldwyn studio, when the actors and
directors get together and exchange
reminiscences of other days.
There is good material in a number of them, too — as for instance,
J. G. Hawks, who admits that six
years ago he earned only $50 a week
writing scenarios. Now he is managing editor of the Goldwyn studios
and is probably the highest paid editorial executive in the motion picture industry.
Consider, also, Lon Chaney, who
four years ago was only an " extra."
Now he has the leading man's part
in
Scott'sis just
" Theabout
NighttheRose
andLeroy
his salary
same"
as that received by the president of
the United States.
As for Cullen Landis — a short
three years ago he was doing odd
jobs around the studio. Now, as
one
of thescreen,
most popular
on the
he draws" juveniles"
a salary
which makes his income tax what
he would have considered a fortune a few years ago.
Vincent Coleman will be seen opposite Constance Binney in the John
S. Robertson production (Realart),
"The Magic Cup."
The company headed by William
Russell, engaged in making " Bare
Knuckles," a William Fox production, ran into and
" unexpected
regions
on location
were caught
in "a
blizzard in which they worked,
despite the cold and high wind, in
snow to their knees and ice caked
in their hair. On the fourth day,
when the blizzard had abated sufficiently the company, after many
hardships, reached their home base,
none the worse for their exciting
experience. Among the props taken
on the location, and brought back,
without having been used, was a
wind machine. The most enthusiastic and bravest of the outfit are
said to be the cameramen, who shot
some snow scenes which they are
not at all afraid will be duplicated.

Maurine Powers, who is being starred
in the latest Lawrence Weber produc"Whyunder
GirlstheNigh
Leave
Home,"of now
beingtion,made
direction
William
E. K. Lincoln, upon his return
from the Bahamas, where he spent
several weeks with the Robert G.
Vignola Company shooting exteriors, departed for Europe, accompanied by Mrs. Lincoln. The
trip is said to be for pleasure combined with business. France, England and Scotland are the countries
planned by the American actor, to
be visited.
Mr. Lincoln, in addition to his
histrionic ability, is a dog fancier,
and owns the famous Greenacrc
Kennels at Fairfield, Connecticut.
While in England, Mr. Lincoln will
visit some of the dog shows as well
as the foremost Chow Kennels with
the view of purchasing a few
thoroughbred animals. Upon his
return, he plans to make a special
production of his own.
Stuart Holmes, who is playing a
prominent part in " The Bridal
Path " now being screened at the
Goldwyn studios, says whatever
critics of the silent drama may say
about it, there is one branch in
which great improvement has been
made. That is in the eating line.
He says that back in the infancy
of the industry, he almost ruined
his digestion eating cotton batting
and lard and other things about as
appetizing and nourishing, which
the property man used to supply
when the story called for ice cream
and French pastries and other expensive viands.
But now — well, Mr. Holmes will
tell the world he doesn't mind in
the least when the script calls upon
him to eat.

Virginia Valli was among the
players who journeyed to Cleveland
and Rochester to be one of those
present at the opening of the Loew
houses. Upon her return, she
started into work immediately as
leading woman for Bert Lytell, in
the Metro's next starring vehicle
known as " The Man Who." Miss
Rod La Rocque, favorably identiValli recently completed work in a
fied with film plays, soon to be seen
Famous Players-John S. Robert- in "Life" has the distinction of being the youngest young man who
son production, of " Sentimental
Tommy," following an engagement has ever played a lead in a Broadway production, but who has temwith Jewel Carmen in " The
porarily forsaken the silver sheet
Plunger" opposite George Walsh.

THEATER

the

LILLIAN

PROGRAMS

Studios

R .
GALE
being
assembled
with
great care.
to appear in " Thy Name is WomIn the latest Capitol Comedy, enan," with Mary Nash.
titled "Indigo Sunday," produced
the National Film Corporation
" Yes, the report of my engage- by
of
America
for release through
ment to Buster Keaton is absolutely
true and I am very happy. Love to Goldwyn, is Aaron Mitchell the little colored boy who received screen
everyone at the studio — Natalie Talmadge." This telegram, received recognition in Marshall Neilan's
by Beulah Livingstone, publicity
He will be found playing the part
director for the Norma and Con- picture,
" Dinty."
stance Talmadge Film Companies, of a bellhop
in a country hotel —
from Palm Beach, Fla., verified the always on the alert, watching for
newspaper reports of Natalie Tal- the
Sheriff
and the
blueanyone
law "
folks.
\\ henever
he "sees
madge's
engagement.
Missyears
Natalie
met Buster
Keaton four
ago who looks suspicious, he presses a
at the " Fatty " Arbuckle studio button and up in the room where
when she was acting as Mr. the boys are playing cards or otherwise amusing themselves contrary
Arbuckle's executive secretary and
assistant to the studio manager. to law, a tame duck flies up on the
Some time later Buster started " on table and loudly gives notice of
the approaching intrusion.
his
own " inNatalie
a series
high-class
comedies.
cameof east,
with
Young George Bunny, son of the
her sister Constance when the latter famous John Bunny, is the star of
formed her own company and joined " Indigo Sunday."
Norma Talmadge at the New York
Studios.
ABOUT
Natalie
have but
not have
'seen
each
other and
for Buster
two years,
DIRECTORS
been carrying on a correspondence
of weekly telegrams. Buster Kea" The Mountain Woman," starton will arrive in New York in
Pearl White, directed by
April and the date will then be set CharlesringGiblyn
and produced by
for the marriage.
William Fox, figured importantly
in millinery circles at the recent
At the present time, the filming
fashion show of the Retail
of the Vitagraph production, spring
Millinery Association of America,
" What's Your Reputation Worth ?" held in the grand ball room of the
is going on at Saugerties, New Hotel Astor. Milliners from all
York, in which Up-State town over United States were present to
some of the exterior scenes are be- select spring made models, with the
ing made for this picture. In this
production, it will be remembered, usual
for " exclusives."
When competition
it became known
that Pearl
that Corinnc Griffith is playing the White was to be the official aucstellar role, while Percy Marmont
tioneer, the space around the auction
is again her leading man — he was block took on the appearance of a
riot
scene.
With her usual ease
seen opposite the same star in " The
Clirnbers,"
an
earlier
Vitagraph
picMiss
White
fitted
into the new role,
ture. This is not the first time that
in addition to taking in more
Marmont has supported a Vitagraph and
money than any auctioneer who had
star more than once, since it will filled
the post before, kept up a
be remembered that he set a unique running fire of humorous comment
record with Alice Joyce, appearing
the big audience in conwith her in four consecutive pro- that kept
stant laughter. It was estimated
ductions.
represented apIn fact, practically all of Mar- the buyers present
proximately 30,000 millinery stores,
mont's screen career has consisted large, small and in all sections of
of alternating engagements between Famous Players and Vita- the United States. " The Tiger's
Cub," the first picture in which Miss
graph. With Famous he has been White
appeared under the direction
seen in productions starring Elsie of
Charles Giblyn, was followed by
Ferguson, Alice Brady, Billie Burke "The Thief" and "The Mountain
and Marguerite Clark, while at Woman," current release. Mr.
Vitagraph he has appeared with Giblyn is at present engaged in
Miss Joyce and Miss Griffith in ad- directing Miss White in the sixth
dition to being co-featured with Fox production, four of which have
Catherine Calvert in '"Dead Men been under his direction.
Tell No Tales." Some of his other
recent pictures have included apSome time ago it was authenpearances with Norma Talmadge in
tically announced that Roy Neill
" The Branded Woman " and with would direct an all-star cast, headed
Hope Hampton in " The Better by Alice Joyce, in a Vitagraph production. It would seem, however,
since then a showing of Mr. Neill's
Betty Carpenter was once a Sun- picture
"tiationsThe
nego-as
shine Comedv maid. Then she
to the Teaser,"
contrary started
and that
a
result
he
will
remain
in
the
played
in "sheCardigan."
it comestheoutleadthat
will appearNowas Famous Players organization and
Way." " in the screen version of
" Hope
Meighan in a forth" Experience," for which a cast is direct Thomas
coming special.
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Productions

Picture

New.

started to shoot the scene the
entire company went to their ice
cream with a relish and when the
director finished the take and ordered asecond one it was found that
every plate was empty and a halt
was called while dishes were refilled. Different scenes in the partj
were taken, the dishes emptied each
time. It was not long before the
ten-gallon can was empty.
Then, as will happen in pictures,
it was found that the scenes had to
be retaken and another ten gallon
can was brought to the studio.
There was not the same enthusiasm
about putting this lot away but
under the urge of the director it
was accomplished and then the rest
of the company was given a rest
while Mr. Lytell and Miss Cotton
went through their individual ice
cream eating scene.
After forcing down the last
spoonfuls in rehearsal before the
camera started turning Mr. Lytell
had no trouble in appearing bashful
when Miss Cotton as the society
William Nigh who is directing debutante fed him the cream.
Then came the final party scene
" Why Girls Leave Home," forth- with
all the wounded again busy on
coming Lawrence Weber Production, which was adapted for the the ice cream. Dishes were ordered
screen by the director, will feature refilled but as the remaining cream
Maurice Powers, charming chHd had melted a new quota had to be
actress, to share honors with Anna ordered so that it would appear in
Q. Nellson. Mr. Nigh states that proper conical shape before the
and to the groans of the
he
Missseventeen
Maurice ayears
" find."
Sheconsiders
is not yet
of camera,
actors
five
gallons more were
age, hails from Terre Haute, In- hustled in.
diana, and has from childhood eviWhen the final shot of the party
denced artistic ability. She will be
remembered as the little bird girl had been taken Director Karger
in " Democracy," also directed by found the several gallons of very
William Nigh, and in the child role good ice cream had to go begging as not even the stage carof
"The Eternal
Mother,"in inthewhich
penters were willing to take it away,
Florence
Reed starred
title
role.
while its proffer to the actors
brought forth bitter remarks.
Others in the cast besides Mr.
Herbert Brenon has returned to
and Miss Cotton are FrankLvtell
New York from Palm Beach where
Warren,
FredTammy
Currier.
Beacon,
Young Manand
he started work by taking exteriors Louise
Clarence
Elmer.
for " The Sign on the Door," starring Norma Talmadge and in which
Lew Cody and Charles Richman
play important roles. Others in the "Good Musical Accomcast are Helen Weir, Paul MacAllister and Robert Agnew.
" Proper musical accompaniment
Vital" of a
is as necessary to thepaniment
success
Consider for a moment the motion picture as any element of
troubles of a director faced with exhibition within the control of the
the necessity of translating to the exhibitor," says Robert G. Vignola.
screen an ice cream party in an
of specials for Cosmoultra fashionable home and then it director
politan-Paramount, whose " The
will be understood why the entire Passionate Pilgrim " has just been
released.
companv of the Karger-Lvtell pic" Great care must be exercised
ture "the Man Who" have lost
their taste for the staple dessert.
in the choosing of the musical
In this highly entertaining story theme," continued Mr. Vignola,
of Lloyd Osborne which appeared " because much depends upon it.
in The Saturday Evening Post, the So much in fact that without
hero, a returned soldier, is given a music or with an improper accompaniment the average picture would
reception with a number of his
wounded buddies by some young lose
a tremendous amount of effectiveness.
society tumedebutantes,
in the
cos" Music has the effect of creatof the Red who
Cross
canteen
ing the proper mental receptivity.
helpers serve the wounded veterans
It sen-es to put the audience in a
ice cream and cake.
mood
favorable to the picture It
To Mr. Bert Lytell, the star, and
emotions and makes
heightens
his leading lady, Lucy Cotton, as it so muchtheeasier
for the picture
well as to the rest of the company
that ice cream item appeared very to impress itself upon the minds
It is
attractive when Director Maxwell and hearts of the audience.
has."
thata even-one
of " cold
an exhibitor
conqueror
Karger beannounced
the greatestthat
would
supplied with
plate of audiences
acreal — not stage — ice cream and that Give a picture proper musical that
that is music
they were expected to dig into it as best interpretscompaniment,
the spirit of the
though they liked it.
story, and you obtain the greatest
Just to be sure that there would
possible value from the picture.
be plenty, and also that the helpers Give it poor and illogical accompaniwould get a chance at some of it.
ment and you handicap it besides
Mr. Karger ordered ten gallons. increasing the mental strain of
Everyone was served and when they your audiences.

in his re-creation of *' East
Lynne " for the screen (Hodkinson
release), Hugo Ballin has assembled
a cas." that aid greatly in contributing to the high mark of artistic
merit attained by the picture. Foremost in the cast is Mabel Ballin in
the role of the heroine, Isobel Vane,
a distinct contrast to the Chinese
characterization
" Pagan
Love,"
her most recent inrole,
but one
for
which she is exceptionally fitted by
her physical charms and her talents.
The well - remembered hero,
Archibald Carlyne, is played by Edward Earle, one of the foremost
leading men of the screen, and the
important
role ofhasthebeen
" heavy,"
Francis Levison,
very
capably created by Henry G. Sell.
Others in the cast include Gladys
Coburn, Barbara Hare, Gilbert
Rooney and others, who, under the
direction of Mr. Ballin, are expected to give unusually good performances.
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Connecticut

TWAIN never wrote
MARK
with the screen in view, but
the production of "A Connecticut Yarkee in King Arthur's
ld have
Court " shows that he wou
been one of the foremost screen
writers if he were living today. Not
that "A Connecticut Yankee" is
made up entirely of Mark Twain,
but the idea is the humorist's and
it is the idea — the situation of a
modern American transplanted to
the sixth century — that makes this
picture the attraction that itn is going to be. From this situatio flows
satire, comedy of a clean and subtle sort, and plenty of action.
Retaining the original title of
Mark Twain's book, while not
marking a departure in picturetitling, is a daring thing to do in
these days
of should
"catchprove
theira eye"
titles.
And it
wise
move. It is impossible to number
anywhere exactly the people who
have read this book, but the great
number who have will be attracted
far more by the original title than
they would by some paradoxical or
startling " movie " title. Again it
must be remembered that the majority of lovers of Mark Twain and
his works are those men and
women who read his books when
they were first published. They are
not all regular picture goers. And
these people, since the book was
first issued over a score of years
ago, include in their number a great
many to whom the " catchiest "
titles would mean nothing. But " A
Connecticut Yankee " on a billboard, advertisement or electric
lights will draw them in.
It is not to be inferred that Mark
Twain is read only by those of
middle age or over. Everybody,
from the youngest high school boy
up, is familiar with the name of
the humorist and the names of the
more popular of his works — and
among these is included "A Connecticut Yankee." But the old
timers, who remember when anecdotes and pictures of the humorist
filled the papers, will be the ones
whom the prosaic title will draw
in. And the youngsters, now that
the works of the humorist have become classics, and his name and
works are taught to them in school,
will follow them.
" A hokum.
ConnecticutOnce
Yankee
is filled
with
our " Yankee

friend gets back to the sixth century there follows one humorous
anachronism after another. The
hero, having been knighted by King
Arthur, is asked to choose his title
and shield. He selects as his title
I Sir Boss," and as his costume, a
high silk hat with a plume, a velvet dress on which is embroidered
his shield of peculiar design, on
which the stars and stripes are
prominent. He wears short skirt,
shoes and socks, with his garters
conspicuous about his bare calves.
To top this off he wears his sporty
mustache and smokes cigarettes.
Surely a ludicrous figure when

Service

Yankee

m

Section

King

THE CAST
The Yankee
Sandy
Queen Morgan le Fay
King Arthur
Merlin, the Magician
Sir Sagramore
The Page, Clarence
Mark Twain
Mr. Cavendish
Mrs. Cavendish
Sir Launcelot
Story by Mark Twain
Scenario by Bernard McConville
Directed by Enunett J. Flynn
Photography by Lucien Andriot
placed alongside a doughty knight
fully mailed and armored.
If you can get the right man,
dress him in this fashion, place him
in a Ford next to a man in full
armor. The Yankee is of slight
form and the knights in the picture
of lumberjack build. Remember
this if you wish to have a street attraction. The contrast, of course,
increases the humor and would attract more attention. The Ford
comes into the picture. After the
Yankee has held forth in the court
of King Arthur for a short time,
during which period he instals
modern plumbing and union hours
in the work shop, the mailed suit
goes somewhat out of fashion.
Several knights discard their armor
and this is made, by the modernized
mechanic, into a flivver. Thus your
street attraction would be perfectly
congruous and in line with the action in the picture. You can hang
from the rear of the car this sign :
" Sir Lancelot
His Yankee
pal.
Two
Mark and
Twain
characters

on

Arthur

Harry C. Myers
Pauline Starke
Rosemary Theby
Charles Clary
William V. Mong
George Siegmann
Charles Gordon
Karl Formes
Herbert Fortier
Adele Farrington
Wilfred McDonald

can be used. You can run in the
daily, in space other than your
regularmoreadvertisement,
" Sirmeet
Sagra-in
and Sir Boss will
tournament at the
— theatre on
. Sir Sagramore
is the champion jouster in all King
Arthur's court, and Sir Boss is a
Connecticut Yankee, unskilled with
sword or lance." Other catch lines,
built up about this scene, are :
" 'Sblood ! Was ever such a joust,
between such noble knights, witnessed before in all the realm !
Forsooth, 'tis a noble sight to see
Sir Boss, the Connecticut Yankee,
and Sir Sagramore contend thus in
deadly
combat."
" Goest
thou to the tournament?
Sir Boss and Sir Sagramore meet
this evening
the
theatre. See theat Connecticut
Yankee

win his glorious victory."
"To a Finish! Tonight! At the
theatre. Sir Sagramore,
who shakes the meanest lance in all
King Arthur's court, vs. Sir Boss,
the
hero of Mark Twain's 1 A Conbrought to life." Or else " This is
Sir Boss, the only Yankee Knight
Yankee.'schools,
"
of the Round Table. See how this
In mostnecticut
high
Tennyson's
American modernized the medieval poems,
" King Arthur and His
Round Table," are read as part of
court of King Arthur at the
the class work. It is these poems
which
brought this romantic period
theatre."
is a a "joust"
that of history
to common knowledge
canThere
be made
whole lotscene
of from
an exploitation standpoint. A and inspired Mark Twain's satire.
" joust " is a sixth century prize In the picture appear a number of
fight. Instead of meeting in a characters who are spoken of in
the poems. In addition to King
roped square, stripped to the waist, Arthur
there are Merlin and Sir
ihe warriors met in a large, flat
field, about one hundred yards in Lancelot. Of course, the romantic
diameter and fought with long splendor and high sounding phrases
lances. They were covered with of those days are the subject of the
armor and mounted. The horses most relentless satire, but still, picwere also covered with steel. The torially and historically, the picture will please those who love the
two contenders fought by riding
head on into one another, trying to poems of Tennyson and the period
of history they describe. Thus you
pierce each other's armor with their can
give throw-aways to the school,
lances._ The startling thing aboul or interest
the teachers, promising
the "joust" scene in the picture them a faithful depiction of sixth
is that our Yankee, who has been
challenged by Sir Sagramore to century costumes and customs, and
deadly combat, appears in cowboy they will not be disappointed.
This is simply another way of
dress, mounted on a bucking
broncho. He wins the battle bv saying that the picture will appeal
using his lariat on his heavier ad- to those who like a costume play
versary. Itwould be well to ex- of the period, but at the same time
ploit this scene. A teaser campaign will not have the harmful effects of

s

Court

some costume plays, for there is a
modern story in the beginning, and
a modern character running
through it. It is even, in its cleverly written sub-titles, far more modern than Mark Twain's story.
Motorcycles play an important
part in ture.
theThere
rescue
the picmust scenes
be oneof hundred
of them used. They are manned
by knights,
each dressed
crously in armor.
Becauseveryof ludithis
scene a tie-up with a motorcycle
dealer seems possible. You can
have several men, dressed in a suit
of mail, ride the machines through
the street. Having one standing in
your lobby with its peculiarly
dressed rider near by would prove
mutually beneficent to the theatre
and the dealer.
" A Connecticut Yankee " is going to prove
good will
" kid please
" picture
as well
as one a which
the
adults. The slangy, intimate titles,
the " kidding " vein of humor
which runs through all the eight
reels, and the picturesque settings,
have a great deal to do with this.
Then there is the climax, which resembles the ride of the Ku Klux
Klan
in
Birth
of a This
Nation,"
only on "a The
lesser
scale.
will
get a matinee crowd of youngsters
yelling
top ofof limiting
their lungs.
So there atis the'
no need
your
efforts to the older schoolboys, who
are more conversant with Mark
Twain and Tennyson's poems.
Special Saturday morning matinees, carefully advertised in the
press, and through the schools
(there is no reason why co-operation should not be given here) or
by newsboys, who could carry a
sign announcing the matinee on
their hats or hung around their
necks, should be well patronized.
And once the youngsters have seen
it, it is a pretty safe bet that their
enthusiasm will bear good results
in the evening performances.
There are some very big sets in
" A Connecticut Yankee." In some
of these scenes there must be a
thousand people. So you can say
that it is a big production and boost
it as one of the most spectacular
productions of the year. If you
can run a picture of the huge castle
which is used as King Arthur's
palace in the local paper, it will attract a great number, for it is picturesque and beautiful.
It may
be possible
terest in Mark
Twain toby arouse
writing in-a
letter to the daily paper, in which
the dearth of readers of the works
of the great American humorist is
deplored. Strengthen this argument, if possible, by obtaining n
statement from some librarian to
the effect that some modern novels
of less literary value are being read
with the consequent neglect of such
masterpieces of satire as "A Connecticu
Arthur's
Court." Yankee
If this in
is King
followed
by a
letter in which various modern
authors are held up as equals of
Mark Twain, much controversy will
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Two of the big scenes in " A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," illustrating the battle sequence
ture to their clubs. Certainly they Knights." If you could get another
be the result. This should be pictures and her name will be
started before the newspaper ads. familiar to the inveterate picture- have a reason to do this, and that armored figure, mounted on a huge
covered with a shiny silver
announce that " A Connecticut goer. Pauline Starke, the ingenue reason is the authorship. They horse
cloth
in
lieu of metal, to follow the
might
not
rise
to
the
defense
of
lead,
is
a
native
of
Joplin,
Mo.,
and
Yankee
has been
and
will
be "shown
at thepicturized
local theatre.
flivver, the parade is all the more
played in Triangle pictures and many living authors, but it is an attractive.
fact that Mark Twain is
In your advertising you can staterecently in the " Eyes of accepted
Mailing cards to the patrons of
the greatest humorist genius that
that this production is more than more
Youth " and " Soldiers of Fortune." America
has brought forth, and the theatre should be somewhat
a mere picturized story. You can Charles Clary, who plays King
safely say that it is a testimony to Arthur in production, is a native of probably the greatest that the world dignified. They should eulogize
Mark Twain. The feature opens Charleston, 111., and has had a has seen in the last century. Thus Mark Twain and tell how he came
with a shot of the humorist in bed, screen career extending over nine clubs and church societies will join to write " A Connecticut Yankee
writing. Before him pass, in minia- years. William V. Mong, who in endorsing this picture, just as in Kingliked Arthur's
He disthe tales ofCourt."
those dreamy,
ture, the characters whom he has plays Merlin, the magician, is a they might recommend a book of
romantic
days,
when
ladies
sighed
native
of
Chambersburg,
Pa.,
and
George
Eliot
or
Dickens.
brought to life in " A Connecticut is also a scenario writer. He has
in the Sunday section of the from their towered castles down on
Yankee."
A
few
subtitles
eulogize
him. W hen this scene is run it is played with Katherine MacDonald newspaper brief incidents and the knights who rode beneath them
probable that applause will break and Bessie Barriscale, as well as in anecdotes concerning the humorist to slay dragons or rescue other
out throughout the house. It proves the George Loane Tucker picture would be very attractive. There maidens. A boastful Knight of the
the esteem and affection in which "Ladies Must Live."
are any number of sayings and
Round Table, in Mark Twain's
If small towns there should be no jokes attributed to him which have eyes,
this quaint humorist is held among
had nothing on a hard-boiled
the American people, and will please difficulty in tying up with the local now become almost classics. Wit- Yankee. And so he wrote this
ness
the
one
in
which
he
responded,
those lovers of his work. So you literary society. It should be
book, one of the masterpieces of
to get them to attend in when told that the news of his literature of all time, in which he
can advertise the picture as " a apossible
body and special prices might be death had been spread abroad, that pokes gentle (and sometimes rather
personal tribute " or a " rendering arranged
as an inducement. In " the news was greatly exagger- harsh) fun at these idealistic old
of homage
"
to
the
greatest
American humorist.
small towns such an occasion
another ofage,their
who noble
folated." Biographies and memoirs of fellows lowedofthe wishes
The press book on this feature usually wins notice in the society him may be found in the library.
columns
of
the
daily
newspaper,
Stunts
other
than
have
been
mencontains many extracts from variking. Camelot was no betous reviews of this feature which with so much the more publicity for
tioned here will be found to be of hearted
ter place than St. Louis and he
appeared in different trade and the exhibitor and the picture. good use. The press book illus- was going to prove it. After a
trates very well the costume worn carefully written introduction state
daily papers. Many highly lauda- Whether a club is devoted entirely
tory sentences taken from these will to literature or not, should not deter
simply that this story has been made
by HarryKnight
Myers ofasthe" Sir
Boss,"
the into
Round
Table.
make good catch lines in your ad- an exhibitor from notifying it of Yankee
a picture in a lavish and most
the
coming
attraction.
Debating,
vertising. Select if possible a
Use as accurate a copy of this as elaborate manner. Claim that it is
newspaper which is near your city historical, women's, and even fra- possible for your street or lobby one of the most stupendous producternal organizations, will respond stunts. It is a most novel and riand familiar to your patrons.
tions that has ever reached the
diculous costume and one which
In the cast there is Harry Myers, to an invitation to co-operate in
you have obtained ena veteran on the screen. The spreading the news that one of will make a highly attractive figure screen. If dorsements
from clergymen or pub
other best known player in the cast Mark Twain's masterpieces has on the street. Using the flivver will lie officials add these to your mail
is Rosemary Theby who played op- reached the screen. Ministers, es- help and if possible a tie-up with ing card. In conclusion you can
posite Myers in a series of comedies
pecially those who have educational a garage should be arranged. The state that it is perfectly clean, and
some time ago, and who was recent- societies in their churches, if given flivver, one of the most dilapidated is a picture which no one need
ly co-starred with Conway Tearle a special showing on some morning available, could be labeled: "This feel will offend them. You can
in
has before the opening of the run, may was built in the sixth century in the even use it as an argument against
had" Whispering
a variety ofDevils."
roles in She
various
respond by recommending the pic- reign of King Arthur and his censorship and Blue Laws.

Strict attention to detail is only one of the many difficulties overcome by the Fox

staff in producing Mark Twain's " A Connecticut Yankee in King Author's Court "
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Yankee"
Connecti
"A
for
Aids
in the attractivecut
posters which have
presented in the four-page pressFox Film headArthur's castle, with the mighty been
THE William
made
for
the
production
by
the sheet, the incidents being set forth
es
populace
assembled
to
do
honor
to
announc
s
quarter
that one
H. C. Miner Lithograph Company. in exactly the same way in which
of the most elaborately pre- the jousting knights.
The innovation of the new style In color scheme, spectacular force they appear in the picture. The expared campaign books ever gotten
hibitor is accordingly enabled to
and accurate reflection of the theme
up for the exploitation of a motion- book is bound to prove a boon to and
spirit of the photoplay, these grasp , at a glance just how Mark
picture is to be issued in connec- exhibitors weary with the regulation article, and its profuse illus- posters will prove of unusual serv- Twain's story is treated in its screen
tion with its release of " A Conice, according to word from the Fox adaptation. Understanding the
trations offer a quick way to imnecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
press
one
with
the
salient
points
of
Film
home-office. The posters in- mode of treatment accorded to the
."
Court
clude a 24-sheet; a six-sheet; two original story by Director Emmett
Departing from the usual press this unique picture which is at once
tremendous spectacle and a rip- three-sheets; and three one-sheets. J. Flynn in the picture version, he
book size and shape, the new book- aroaring
be in a position to prepare for
comedy.
et is 6i4 by 10% inches in size and
The lobby photographs are also will
a
better
presentation of the subject
declared
to
be
of
varied
character
numbers twenty pages. It is
Accompanying this richly- artistic
printed in two colors, henna red book is a campaign sheet of four and striking appeal. They have in his theatre.
The motive of satire which
and black, and the art work and • newspaper pages, containing in- been made with the object in view
teresting and valuable matter for of the most humorous incidents of
cheme of decoration are particuMark Yankee
Twain to in
writeKing
"A
Connecticut
arly attractive.
the press-including scene cuts and the picture. The assortment of prompted
stills for lobby display includes Arthur's Court " is featured again
At first glance the book resem- illustrated ads.
This four-page addition to the seven 11x14 and title card and two and again in the press notices and
achild's
illustrated
storyknights
book, campaign
book possesses a wealth 22x28 photographs, handsomely stories centering around the prowith bles its
gallant
armored
ind turreted castles ; but it is of suggestions on the way that the colored. In addition to this list are
duction and the author of its story.
llumined by the smiling features picture may be put over. Brief two window cards of attractive de- In a publicity campaign for the production it would be well for the
sign. The four-page press sheet
jf
Twain's
grin snappy press readers, side-lights on
morns
nearly" Yankee,"
every page,whose
and with
Mark Twain's humor as revealed accompanying the campaign book booker to feature as far as possible
Mark Twain's patriarchial features. in his " Connecticut Yankee in illustrates some of the cuts that are in all his press notices, program
The reading matter of the book King Arthur's Court," newsy items available for this production. The readers, etc., the satiric motive that
s incorporated in small artistic concerning the production, reviews cuts, advises the William Fox office,
lay in back of Twain's story as he
)anels, set amid the multitude of of the picture as published by the
be had at " nominal cost." The wrote it. This is the spirit that
tills and sketches that visualize for New York dailies, interest-rousing can
Fox exchange will also have on predominates in nearly all of the
he exhibitor all the ludicrous in- catch-lines and " Hints on How to hand for distribution one-column " stunt " suggestions and text
idents of Twain's merry satirical Exploit
Yankee,'
ale.
are some' A ofConnecticut
the features
to be" and two-column mats at 10 cents material that are set forth by
The center of the book is adorned found in the four-page press sheet. each and three-column and four- William Fox in his four-page presscolumn mats at 20 cents apiece.
sheet accompanying the campaignirith a double page spread of the
Another effective means of exGurnament
field before King
A synopsis of the story is also book.
ploiting the picture is to be found
Picture

Emmett J. Flynn
ul production of
successf
rHE
the Mark Twain story, " A
Connecticut Yankee in King
rthur's Court " must be accredited
ion
Emmett theJ.
reservat
,'ithout
not onlyto directed
lynn, who
laking of every scene for the film,
ut worked with the scenario writes in the preparation for the screen
pript, cast the picture, aided in the
jettings and edited the film. That
A Necessity
"The NEWS is an absolute necessity, especially in a
small town, where it is impos ible to review all pictures
in person. Your box office
reports and trade reviews are
certainly a blessing to us."
J. R. Rush,
Pastime Theatre, Pearl City,
111.

a

Directorial

he was successful in this monumental work is shown by the production itself, and that the William
Fox organization has confidence in
his ability after the making of this
production in an economical manner
is revealed by the assignment of
Mr. Flynn to make another all-star
super production now in the making
under
title of " Fox
Chung."
Whenthe William
decided to
film the Mark Twain satire, he had
a number of directors to choose
from, and it was not considered a
particular honor to Flynn that the
task of making this subject was
entrusted to him. The result he
obtained, however, gives him the
credit for making one of the biggest
pictures from the standpoint of entertainment ofthe year, for no matter what class of people see this
film, they
tained andare
that going
royally.to be enterIn producing this subject Director Flynn first familiarized himself
with the keen satirical manner of
the author and his preparatory
work of this kind enabled him to
make his characters live and act as
Mark Twain himself saw them with
his mind's eye.
" Mark Twain's mediaeval story
is a fine satire on what the people
of today remember as the romance
and joy of the days of Knights." declares Mr. Flvnn. " Mark Twain
showed that those days were not
filled with romance and that some
of the stories of the Knights being
bold were pure fabrication.
" When a man in Washington
can press a button and start three
battleships on their way; when a
man can talk via wireless to a person one thousand miles away — why,
this is the day of romance. The
knights of old lived in an age of
discomfort, of tawdry display, of
mock romance. Today is the age

Achievement

to revel in — not the age when
' King Arthur and his sturdy warriors ruled.' to
By putting
a Yankee,of
accustomed
the luxuries
twentieth-century inventions, back
into King Arthur's age and making,
him revolutionize the place into u
twentieth-century affair — why, the
contrast is brilliant, the satire
glorious. But it required much
thought to put it over on the

Strain," " Bondage of Barbara," " A
Bachelor's Wife," " Yvonne from
Paris," " Other Side of Eden,"
" Eastward Ho," " The Lincoln
Highwayman,"
"Shod " with
and
" The Untamed
with Fire"
Tom

Mix.
In the making of " A Connecticut Yankee," Director Flynn had
selected cludeda C.very
able stafffilm
which
inR. Wallace,
editor,
R. A. Flynn, as assistant director,
Emmett Flynn, while a young Lucian Androit as cameraman and
man, is not a newcomer to the Ralph DeLacey as art director.
screen.
screen." He directed for First That Mr. Flynn had the co-operation arid assistance of all of these
National, Coldwyn, American, and
Fox. Chief among his earlier pic- department heads is shown in every
tures are : " Alimony," " Racing portion of the film.

Fox is making " Oliver Twist,Goldwin
Jr.," modernized
in the titlefrom
role Dickens's story, with Harold
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Pauline
—
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role
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of "Sanely
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Sterling
Cast
in
Fox
Special
pilllIlll!llll!!llUII!llllmilliIIIIN!!lllllllllllllllUIUlllllllllll.llimil!llllll!ai>llllll!llllUIJ place in the honor roll of screen is without a doubt the best of his appears without make-up when the
actresses.
screen career, which in itself is a King to disguise as a peasant has
Harry Myers
In the " Connecticut Yankee in most complimentary statement, for his beard shaved off.
^TiiriiiTrMiiiiiri inn riMMiti iinii 111iiitriiniEMMiiitiiiiiiiiiiMiriMTiiiiimiiriiiiiniiiiiinniii^^
Mong has won for himself a most
Mr. Clary was the heavy of " The
King ingenue
Arthur'slead
Court,"
she plays
desirable position in the screen
the
of
Alison
de
played leading busAFTER an absence of several Courteloise and nick-named world as a character impersonator. Honor iness System,"
in- nine William Farnum proseasons from the screen in
ductions,
lead
opposite
Theda Bara
Sandy" " by the Connecticut
William V. Along is under conlight comedy roles, Harry Myers '"Yankee.
In all the scenes in which
in
"
Rose
of
Blood,"
and King
tract
with
J.
L.
Erothingham
Proplays a return engagement in such
ductions and was loaned to the Fox Louie in " Madame Du Barry." He
a part in a most admirable manner Miss Starke appears she radiates
has
also
played
lead
and
heavy in
a pleasing personality and gives a Company for work under the direcin the William Fox all-star super- most
tion of Emmett J. Flynn in the a number of other Fox productions
admirable performance. Her
as well as prominent releases for
feature, ''A Connecticut Yankee in part takes her into the earliest Connecticut Yankee.
King Arthur's Court," where he scenes of the screen play and from
other producers.
Recently
he
was
seen
in
the
Metro
appears as Sir Boss, the Connecti- then on keeps her on the screen in
cut Yankee who, in his unconscious
production " Burning Daylight " Mlliniiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiii; mini imiimin n mum iniuHiiiiiiiniHiiiiiiiir
percentage of the scenes.
and " The Mutiny of the Elsinore."
moments, makes a tour of adven- a large
The
exhibitors
of
the
country
and
ture back into the days of King theatre patrons will remember He has a very important part in
Loan Tucker produc- J
George iniiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiinis
Siegman |
Arthur's
reign.who has followed the Pauline Starke as the younger sis- the George
tion "Ladies Must Live " and is fblllllirrillllllMIIN
Every one
turn of events of the screen for the
ter in " Eyes of Youth," as the in- now playing the part of " Li
" Shung," the Fox spe- GEORGE SIEGMAN, who plays
past several years will remember
genue of Tourneur's " Lifeline," Changcial "beinginmade
the part of Sir Sagramore in
by Director Flynn.
Harry Myers in the light comedies and for her important part in " The
It is the intention of J. L. Froth- Connecticut
he played in with Rosemary Theby Broken Butterfly." She played in
William Fox Yankee
picturizationat ofKing
"A
for Lubin in the days of the Gen- the Mayflower Allen Dwan picture ingham to produce plays featuring
eral Film. Afterwards he was with " Soldiers of Fortune," and was Mr. Mong and a number of stories Arthur's Court," directed by Emmett J. Flynn is considered one of
Universal.
featured 'in the name part of Vita- which have already been purchased the best
heavies in filmdom and is
Early in the past season Mr. graph's " The Courage of Marge and will prove suitable vehicles for peculiarly fitted, by temperament
this
exceptional
actor.
The
first
O'Doone."
She
was
the
sweetMyers came to Los Angeles and
heart of the Mary Roberts Rine- made will be " The Ten Dollar and long training, to make the part
played a number of engagements at
the' heavy in " A Connecticut
studios, appearing in heavy roles. hardt eminent authoress's produc- Raise " from the story by Peter B. of
Yankee " an outstanding one.
He had such a part in the Bessie
tion "Dangerous Days," and played Kyne, which is to be released
He
was eight years on the stage,
with Frohman, Eleanor Robson,
Barriscale production, " The No- opposite Tom Mix in "The Un- through Hodkinson.
tamed," and was the mountain girl
Liebler. One of the first roles he
torious Mrs. Sands," and a similar
role in the Charles Ray First Na- opposite Jack Pickford in the ||iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiuiiiiiuiiuii!iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii>aiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii;iiiiii^
Goldwyn
production
of
John
Fox,
played
was inSouthern
Lottie Blair
Parker'sas
tional production, "Forty-five Min"Under
Skies,"
Charles Clary
Colonel
Daubigney.
Jr.'s story " Little Shepherd of
utes
from
Broadway,"
but
his
performance in the Connecticut
Since he came into pictures, SiegCome."has completed work ^iiiiiii;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii?
Miss Starke
Yanke-e proves conclusively that his Kingdom
man says he has had only three jobs
forte is leading man of light corn- in the featured part of the Reginald
— with Reliance ten years, juved) parts.
Barker production for Goldwyn en- PERHAPS
no
player
of
the
screen has had more important
enile and star on the Mutual protitled "Snowblind,"
and where
following
Throughout this William Fox this went
gram, with Griffith seven years as
to New York
she parts than Clary has been cast for.
special Mr. Myers radiates a per- is to interpret the role made famous Whether Mr. Clary is cast for the co-director and actor and general
chief
of
staff.
sonality of cheerfulness that seems
leading man part or to play the
In
addition
to playing the heavy
to penetrate far beyond that sordid by
Mrs.
Fiske
in
"Salvation
Nell"
is selected to im- in the Yankee,
atmosphere generated by the cold for Whitman Bennett in New York. heavy role,personator
Siegman assisted
e
a
difficult
characterizayet realistic characteristics of other giiiiiiHMit niirrnimtinniiiiiiniiiii nni iiiiiii[iiii|i|iiin[i||||||;|i|ii|iii]|i|.||i^
Emmett J. Flynn, director of the
tion,
the
producer
is
always
asmembers of the cast, and turns the
in direction of the mob
sured the part will be played cor- picture,
chilly atmosphere into a desirable
rectly and to the benefit of his scenes.
warmth, even though Sir Boss, as j William V. Mong | production.
In addition to his part in the
Myers is knighted, takes the sun ^itHmmnnnnnnnnHiKrmiimimuuiHmHmiuHuiMuiMHiiwiHiriiuiBiHiniriiufl
Yankee he has played with William
Of
recent
releases
besides
"A
away from the King and his nation,
Connecticut Yankee," Mr. Clary Fox the following roles : A charso he also brings it back and keeps IT is most evident that some of has
played the part of the Doctor
heavy in " Partner of Fate,"
the impotent mystic powder used in " The Penalty," Henry Guion in and theacterheavy
it constantly shining with rays of
in " Fighting
inspirational merriment and joy for by the character of " Merlin " in " The Street Called Straight," and with Buck Jones.
His latestBack,"
role
all concerned except those of evil the Connecticut Yankee in King the Doctor in " Don't Neglect Your with Fox, just cast, is with Emmett
design.
Arthur's Court took effect upon the Wife." • While in "A Connecticut J. Flynn who is making another
It must be said the part of the actor W illiam V. Mong, who imper- Yankee " he plays the name part special production, " Clung " from
sonated this part, for his work here with much facial make-up and later the story by Max Brand. In this
Yankee carries the burden of the
entire Twain masterpiece, for it is
picture Siegman as the Chinese
this character which is contrasted
heavy, in characterization and make
against all the others in the proup, promises to outshine any he has
duction. Myers in his interpretation of the role is the personificayet played.
tion of the American spirit of the
"Flivver" Supplants a
present day and his forceful and
progressive manner carries all
Prancing Steed
scenes in which he appears through
to success.
" The Road Demon " instead of
presenting Tom Mix astride the
The leading man portrayal by
usual galloping steed seats the
Harry Myers has led to other enWilliam Fox star in an honest-togagements insimilar parts, and he
has just completed the lead opposite
goodness " flivver." From the seat
of the Ford, Mix in this picture
Eileen Percy in the William Fox
will perform his lariat throwing,
diHome,"
Nobody
"
production,
rected by George Marshall.
sharp-shooting and other stunts associated with this Western play, deifiiiiiTiiiiiifiiiiiiiiMUfiiiiiriiiiiiti nut iiiiifuuititiij iiiiiiiu Jituii'ii rixjiitttti 1jiii>^
clares astatement from the William
Fox headquarters. Lynn F. ReyPauline Starke
nolds wrote the story and also
directed the production.
^iinniiiiniiiimiiiH;iiiiiiniiiiii*iiiiiiiiiiii;<iiiiitriMiiiiiiiiii!iiiini:iiiiiiiMiiiiiit;iiciiiit<^
OF the well-balanced all-star cast
of this picture there is no mem"Film Conditions
ber who has had more successful
releases in the past year than
in r ranee
Pauline Starke, and from reports
of her work in additional subjects
A special article appears
now nearly ready for release there
is every reason to believe she will Estelle Taylor again shows her dramatic ability in " Blind Wives," the new Fox
on page 1713
shortly attain a most prominent
production, which has the same cast as " While New York Sleeps "
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SOME of the largest corporations in
the United States, operating chains
of retail stores, employ experts who
might be termed " Enumerators." It is
their duty to find out the exact number
of people passing a given point, during
certain fixed periods of time.
The mehod of procedure is about as follows :Having determined upon a City for
a location for a new store, in a territory
in which the Corporation has no previous
representation, a man who is thoroughly
conversant and familiar with real estate
values is dispatched for what is known as
" Missionary Work." Amongst his numerous duties is one that might well be
considered by all those contemplating the
erection of a Motion Picture Theatre, i. e.,
to enumerate with the aid of a clocking
machine, the exact number of people to
pass that given spot, where the retail corporation contemplates placing a store.
From that tabulation, comparative real
estate and rental values may be deduced,
by the simple comparison of tables showing similar traffic in front of similar locations, in cities or towns where stores are
in full operation.
Cities, towns and even villages, have but
limited localities, known as business centres ;or, in the case of large cities such as
New York, Chicago or St. Louis, Theatrical districts. As the problem of the larger cities is one where the business section or theatrical district is large enough
to give greater selection of site, this article may be confined to the smaller town,
though many of the things written here
could well be applied to both.
Competition may possibly be rightly
called " The Life of Trade." In selecting
a site, however, one that adjoins a large
theatre already in operation, and with an
excellent selection of pictures, would not
be competition of beneficial results. It is
true that there are enough pictures being
produced to go all around, but it is also
true that some brands of pictures are in
greater demand by the public than others :
therefore, your theatre must be equal or
larger in size and accommodations, and
you must be going to have excellent pictures, or those for which you can create
a public demand.
Each year develops more stringent regulations on the part of Municipal Building
and Fire Departments for the erection of
Moving Picture Theatres. (In the early
days of the " Nichelodeum " -and " Store
Shows," there were practically no building
codes that provided adequate laws. Since
then, every city has adopted some form of
Theatre Ordinance, but, unfortunately, in

Clearly

Harry

M.

the

Prince,

Various

Points

to

Consider

Architect

the haste to get a code, the small cities
copied and adopted, verbatim, the regulations of such cities as New York and
Chicago.
The careful reading of these Municipal
Codes would be the most profitable investment any prospective theatre owner
could make, a simple precaution, and involving nothing more expensive than
about an hour of his time. The National
Board of Fire Underwriters also issue
recommendations, an observance of which
will lower insurance rates.
Let us assume that the Owner has a
number of sites in contemplation, any of
which is right as to rental or purchase
price. Every Architect or Contractor has
in his office a copy of the local building
code. If the Owner does not wish to
divulge his project, though the ethics of
secrecy between Owner and Architect are
the same as that of an attorney and client,
or physician and patient, he can secure a
copy from the office of the Building Inspector, which should be thoroughly
studied and digested.
The .following passages are taken at
random from the building codes of New
York City and Dallas, Texas, to illustrate
how they affect the seating capacities of
theatres, and how easily an Owner may

be misled by figuring seating capacity
a square footage basis, without allowi
for courts, passages, etc., in his calcu
tions. From the New York code: —
" In every Motion Picture Theatre,
an unobstructed exit to a street cannot
provided at the rear thereof, either
open court or a fireproof passage or cor
dor must be provided, extending from t
rear exit to the street front."
" Every theatre accommodating 300 p<
sons shall have at least one front on t
street, and in such front there shall
means of exits and entrance for the am
ence not less than twenty-five (25) U
" In addition to the aforesaid entranc
and
exits on the street, there shall be 1
in width."
served for service in case of emergent
an open court or space in the rear and •
the side not bordering on the street, whe
said building is located on a corner lc
and in the rear and on both sides of sa
building, where there is but one fronta
on the street. Said open court, or cour
shall extend the full length and height
the building and across on each side aj
rear thereof where its sides or side do
not abut on a street or alley, and shall
of the same width at all points."
" No portion of any building hereaft

Stage setting and proscenium arch at Kinema theatre, Fresno, Cat.
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-ected or altered, used or intended to be
ed for theatrical purposes, shall be occued or used as a hotel, boarding or lodgg house, factory, workshop or manufacry, or for storage purposes."
" Galleries must be provided with at
ast one line of fire escapes, leading to
1 open court, fireproof passage or street,
ithout re-entering the same or any other
lilding."
The following from the Dallas Code :
" Every
theatre
at least
ont
on the
street.shallInhave
addition
to one
the
oresaid entrances and exits, and exits
1 the street, there shall be reserved for
rvice in case of emergency, an open
iurt or space on the side not bordering
1 the street, where said building is loted on a corner lot; and on both sides
said building where there is but one
ontage on the street. The width of such
pjien court or courts shall not be less than
:itven feet where the seating capacity doe>
t exceed 1,000 people; exceeding 1,000
et and not more than 1,800 people, eight
et in width, and exceeding 1,800 people,
a feet in width.
Said open court or
0 urts, shall begin on a line with or near
el proscenium wall, and shall extend the
euiigth of the auditorium proper to or near
id 1 : wall separating the same from the enk uice lobby or vestibule. A separate and
stinct corridor shall continue to the

the code provisions, before closing their
deal for a site for a new theatre.
It can readily be seen from the code extracts quoted, that the most desirable site
for a theatre would be a corner property,
facing three streets. Realty values are
usually such, however, that it makes the
investment very high. The same applies
to properties with two facades on an intersecting corner, and the court provisions, ifinsisted upon by the authorities,
tends even to make this unattractive.
There is also the objection to giving up a
valuable street front to the unsightly side
facade, on which the owner does not wish
to spend any money to treat architecturally, which results in a blank wall of
the appearance of a warehouse. An excellent site is one on an inside lot, running
through from one street to another, for
reasons that will be taken up later under
discussion of floor gradients and natural

superstructure in the very limited business districts of the smaller cities, where
location is hard to get and front footage
rentals extremely high. ,The necessity for
securing an entrance from the main street
is absolutely essential, and with this requisite in mind, an excellent method has
been devised. A twenty or twenty-five
foot arcade entrance from the main street
to the auditorium in the rear is a solution.
It has many advantages. The property on
a rear lot is usually cheaper and not bound
up with long leases and it is at once evident that it is easier to secure twenty or
twenty-five feet on the main street than
any larger widths. The space above the
arcade can be utilized for excellent rental
purposes as it does not come under the
code limitations of the auditorium portion.
The arcade makes a splendid lobby display and it reduces to a minimum the
necessity tectural
for treatment
spending
on archi-It
of a money
wide facade.

grades.
It is becoming more and more apparent
that it is not necessary to spend money
lavishly on a wide, showy entrance and

permits of a maximum seating capacity,
as space is not required in the auditorium
for lobby or vestibule purposes.
(Continued on page 1690)
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:si"eet from each open court, through such
iU perstructure as may be built on the
yifeet side of the auditorium."
f' No lodging accommodations shall be
^bwed in any part of the building comHnicating with same."
I Actor's dressing rooms shall not be
iced on the stage, under the stage, over
; stage, on the fly galleries nor under
auditorium, but shall be placed in a
arate section for that purpose."
' All dressing rooms shall have an inndent exit leading directly into a
rt or street and shall be ventilated by
dows in the external wall."
['
Every
steam boiler
which
may beshall
reIred
for heating
or other
purposes,
located outside of the building, either
ier the sidewalk or in an extension, but
10 case under or within any portion of
building used for theatrical purposes."
wery building code also fixes the width
Iaisles, slopes of floors, width and numof stairways, and the placing of seats ;
[tant back to back, arm to arm, and the
Lximum allowed between intervening
lies or aisles and walls.
ftt might be added, however, that many
■the smaller cities realize that their code
ijvisions, copied from those of the larMf cities, as already mentioned, are not
ways applicable or advantageous to
Municipal development, with the result
lit the building and fire commissioners
k very often willing to be more lenient
ftn the code implies. Nevertheless, it
111 be time, energy and money saved for
9 prospective Moving Picture Theatre
Ivners, to be thoroughly conversant with

MAIN

BUSINESS

STREET

Plate No. 1 Example of corner property, using important street fronts for store rental^
and office buildings above
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Finkelstein and Ruben's
Opens to Largest Crowd

Colored
of

State

Light-

Theatre

New Theatre in Minneapolis
in Mid- West Theatre History

ACCOMPLISHING what had been bebelieved an utter impossibility in the
last seven days of a construction period of
almost two years, Messrs. Finkelstein and
Ruben were able to open their new $i,000,000 State Theatre, located at Eighth
street and Hennepin avenue, Minneapolis,
Saturday evening, February 5, to the largest crowd that ever attended a similar
event in the Mid-West.
The State represents the largest theatre, from a seating standpoint, between
Chicago and the Pacific Coast and has
been claimed by authorities one of the
most comfortable and homey appearing
large photoplay houses in the country.
The exterior of the theatre is more or less
deceiving in that, like the Circle Theatre
of Indianapolis, it gives little indication
of the immensity of the interior, or auditorium.
The auditorium is designed in a free
motif of the Italian renaissance and its
main feature is the noble proscenium arch
which spans almost the clear width of the
building and is richly treated in an original manner with massive Corinthian columns supporting the entablatures, which

in turn carry two groups in gold representing Music, the Drama, and the Muse
of the Cinema. This unusual treatment
has given remarkable dignity to the grand
sweep of the arch and forms a magnificent
frame for the stage opening. A beautiful
peristyle overdraped with a cloth of gold
surmounted with drapes of royal blue
richly embroidered gives the theatre one
of the most striking stages imaginable.
Each of the side panels of the peristyle is
draped with royal blue plush curtains and
royal blue plush drapes which pull upward as the picture is flashed on the screen
cover the picture sheet. A good portion
of the stage floor is of pebbled glass one
and an eighth inches thick with six colors
of 300 watt lights beneath, so that soloists
are given an unusual lighting from all
sides.
A thirty-piece band, under the leadership of Frank Pallma, former conductor
of the Lagoon orchestra, Minneapolis, and
previously a prominent figure in Pacific
Coast musical circles, furnishes the music
for The State presentations and the overture for the initial program was " The
State," a snappy march especially written

Picture

N e

for the occasion by Clifford Reel
Varied colored light effects are thr«
over the entire band as it plays the o
tures and other selections and from
hind the orchestra pit balustrade wl
goes beneath the curve of the stage c
delicate tints of blue, amber, pink
green changing by dimmer simultaneo
with the variation of the color scheme
the lights of the auditorium. Atop
auditorium hang six large cut glass d
deliers, each containing six colors of <
trie bulbs which constantly change as
performance goes on and giving a
jewel-like appearance to the upper por
of the theatre. Small cut glass ligh
fixtures beneath the balcony and on
sides of the theatre also change color
blend in keeping with the orchestra si
and ceiling fixtures.
In each of the proscenium boxes
placed various colored indirect lij
which throw their rays upon the t
walls and ceiling of these boxes at is
vals during the performance, adding
the richness of the color scheme to
mean extent.
A color scheme of delicate blue
gold has been carried out throughout
foyer, mezzanine and lobby and Hai
A. Larsen, the decorator, has added m
to the homey appearance of the builc
by his artistic small touches on fixtu
railings and ceilings. The foyer cet
(Continued on page 1696)

Stage, orchestra pit and side boxes, State theatre. Minneapolis. Minn.
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CHAPMAN & MAGNEY, Architects

Cream Glazed Terra Cotta
oAttractive

or Day
Night
By
that there are no mere stucco or plaster effects that
HERE'S a theatre-front that is more than a billWill
chip off with the first bad weather; everything is
board on which to hang "feature" posters. It
is much more than a mere easel for flashing electric
actually part of the building itself, built to stay
signs by night. It is a theatre-front that is really
beautiful in itself.

permanently.
Terra Cotta comes not only in any shape or form,

By day it stands out for the compelling beauty of
its decorative details — its parapet, consoles, medallions,
masks, and garlands. By night a thousand lights
stud the facade, not as so much concentrated glare,

as is evidenced by- this theatre, but in any color that
your architect may specify. And its original color can

hut as- integral parts of the decorations themselves,
enhancing the beauty of the entire building and

Add to such plasticity and color-range the permanence and fire-resistiveness of Terra Cotta. Can there

bringing out ■the inviting attractiveness of the big
entrance arch.

then be any cjuestion that you want to know more
about this material? Let us send you a copy of the

There's no doubt about it; the Saxe Theatre is
unusually attractive! It lures the casual passer-by by
day, as well as the pleasure-seeker by night.
This whole front, plain surfaces as well as decorative forms, is executed in Terra Cotta.
That means

new Terra Cotta brochure, "The Theatre." It tells
you all about Terra Cotta and shows pictures of
beautiful theatres in all parts of the country. Write
for it to the National Terra Cotta Society,
1 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

TERRA
Permanent

always be restored by a simple washing-down with,
soap and water.

COTTA
^Profitabl
'Beautif
e
ul
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Academy of-MufllO
SHEFFIELD
Lyric
Majeatlc
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Dim 0
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TheARKANSAS
Hip
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FORT
New
Fort Smith
HOPE
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SPRINGS
Princess
JONESBORO
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ROGERS
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COMPANY
ERNST GLANTZBERG, President
345 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y
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balcony and gallery will be torn out bfl
fore the actual work of rebuilding start
The main floor will be built of concrel 0
and will start at the sidewalk level, elin
inating the present steps at the entrano
The lobby will be directly in the cente:
and will be built of marble and glas.
There will be two entrance doors froi
the street and two box-offices in order tin
patrons may be taken care of as rapidly a
Each side of the lobby will be marke
possible.
with four exit doors, all leading from th
foyer directly to the street. A six-foo
stairway is planned on each side to lea
from the foyer to the balcony.
The balcony will be constructed of con
crete and the house will be practicall
fireproof. One of the features of the nev
building will be a mezzanine floor an<
promenade between the balcony and th
main floor where patrons can visit be
tween acts.
A parlor for women and smoking roon
for men are also included in the plans fo
the new Fuller.
All the present boxes of the old typ<
will be eliminated entirely. A new pip«
organ will also be installed. The nev
house will contain about 1,600 seats.

Ambassador
Opened
Feb. 5th
MAIN
bUSINtSS
S 1 ». f f '
Plate No. 2 Arcade entrance with minimum expenditure for property on main business street
There are, of course, times when property cannot be purchased as ideally as that
shown in Plate No. 2, but of necessity
must be secured on a corner. In this condition, itwould be preferable to be sure
that you could utilize portions of the site
for rental purposes as in Plate No. 1.
Where it is possible to receive good store
rentals, theoretically, the site would cost
nothing, the store rental being usually
sufficient to pay interest and taxes on the
site, leaving only the cost of the building
to be carried. Excellent results have been
obtained by this method, also with a minimum architectural expense.
(To be continued)

700

Seat

Gadsden,

Theatre

For

Alabama

The Imperial theatre, Gadsden, Alabama, has been formally opened. It is
said to be one of the finest theatres in Alabama, having 700 capacity, ladies' restrooms, smoking-room, typhoon ventilating system, magnificent pipe organ, and
very artistic interior decorations. The
building is of brick with stucco front, with
spacious lobby. From screen to projection room it is a model of modern theatre
construction.
It was built by Washing-

ton, D. C, architects and contractors, and
is operated by Southern Enterprises, Incorporated, ofAtlanta. Roy L. McClellan
is local manager.

Madison's Oldest Theatre
to Be Rebuilt

THE Fuller theatre, the oldest show
house in Madison, Wisconsin, and
one of the oldest theatres in the state, is
to be rebuilt at a cost of $150,000. The
theatre has been featuring motion pictures
for several years.
Contractors are being asked for bids on
the remodeling of the old theatre building.
The last attraction to appear in the old
Fuller, which is located directly across the
street from the state capitol, is booked for
April and work on the new theatre will
be started about May 1. It will reopen
with pictures early in the fall.
The Fuller has had the teputation of
being the center of amusement for the
state's legislative bodies since the early
days of its incorporation.
J. E. Pridmore, Chicago, specialist in
theatre work, has practically completed
plans for the new structure. Every partition in the building, the main floor, the

on

premier theatn
the pictures
is termed
WHAT
for First
National
in Lo:
Angeles, was formerly opened to the public under the direction of Messrs. Gortl
Brothers and Sol Lesser, with S. Barret
McCormick as Managing Director, on Saturday evening, February 5th.
The theatre is named The Ambassadoi
and is a part of the recently opened Ambassador Hotel.
The little theatre, for it is the cameo ol
Los Angeles screen houses, is located ir
a separate wing of the hotel buildings and
egress to the house is made through the
long corridors of the first floor of the
hotel, which is occupied by shops of even'
description. The theatre is separated
from the hotel by strong iron gates and
instead of the usual lobby and box office
there is a restful room of divans and comfortable chairs of every kind, with a ticket
seller at a near-by desk.
The auditorium, with a seating capacity
of 550, is laid out in three sections, right,
center, and left, with leather chairs covering fully one-third of the floor space.
These are termed " Divans." The stage
is but a trifle more than ten feet in depth,
with sufficient loft to accommodate settings, drops, curtain, and other necessary
equipment.
The illumination is by an indirect
method fitted with circuits that make possible changing the hues or tints to add atmosphere to the pictures. Normally a
warm golden tint is used.
The theatre is fitted with a pipe organ
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A

Guaranteed
Floor

for

Satisfactory

Your

Theatre—

I IGHTS flash on.
With a great scuffling of feet,
the audience trudges out.
An eager throng,
impatiently waiting for the "Second Show,"
in pell mell to take their places.

rushes

Day after day, year in and year out, this grinding foot
traffic goes on. Movie theatres need floors of oak-like durability. Gold-Seal Floorings more than meet this need.
They can be laid over old floors as floor-coverings, or as
finished floors in new structures.
Gold-Seal

Battleship

Linoleum

This is an extremely durable flooring, made strictly according to U. S. Navy Standard — a composition of fine
cork, wood flour and linseed oil, firmly fastened on a strong
backing of high grade burlap.
You and your patrons will appreciate this sturdy flooring
— you will find it quiet, comfortable, easy to walk on, and
non-slippery. Your employees will appreciate a floor so
easy to keep clean and in good condition. As it comes in
soft brown and green tones, Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum
is artistically suitable for almost any scheme of decoration
Gold-Seal

Cork Carpet

If you prefer a floor that is absolutely silent and yielding,
underfoot, we suggest Gold-Seal Cork Carpet. This flooring, also remarkably durable, is made in pleasing soft shades
of green, terra cotta and brown — with polished or dull surface— io shades in all. But still more important —
Both

These

Floorings

are Guaranteed

Here is the big point — whether you buy
Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum or Cork
Carpet, you buy Guaranteed Satisfaction.
Both of these floorings are sold under the
Gold Seal Guarantee — "Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back." In buying
Gold-Seal Floorings you are protected
against all risk of unsatisfactory results.
Write our nearest office for further information, specifications for laying, and samples of these quality floor-coverings.
Congoleum Company
INCORPORATED
:r your lobby, Gold-Seal Battlep Linoleum, made in brown or
7«. // is good looking, sanitary,
sy to clean, and impervious io
i wear of heavy foot-traffic.

Philadelphia New York Chicago San Francisco
Cleveland Boston
Minneapolis Dallas
Kansas City Atlanta Montreal
St. Louis
Pittsburgh

©L©

SEAL

Battleship
Linoleum
(THE FAMOUS FARR & BAILEY BRAND )
Made

According

to U.S. Navy

Standard
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and orchestra pit of sufficient size for sixteen piece orchestra.
Simplicity has been the kep-note of the
decorative scheme, the walls and ceiling
being of grey, with the cold effect eliminated byfitting suspending from the ceiling, which adds warmth to every portion
of the theatre.
The pages or ushers are girls wearing
black velvet costumes, especially designed
by Peggy Hamilton. These are trimed
with gold cloth batik, the colors being the
same as those of the Sunbursts and wall
lighting fixtures. Fish net hosiery is worn
over batik stockings.
The staff of the house consists of about
fifty people, including the orchestra, with
Eugene Ochs as House Manager, Max
Wiel Musical Director, under the supervision of S. Barrett McCormick.
The policy of the theatre will be to showFirst National productions a short time
prior to release date. But two performances will be given daily, 2 130 and 8 130
p. m. Matinee prices will be 50c for orchestra seats, and $1.00 for Divans, evening prices $1.00 and $1.50. All seats will
be reserved for each performance.
The opening bill consisted of " Passion," with an artistic prologue consisting
of a dance of the three virtues, who were
later captured by Passion, Golden Lure,
and Lust. The lighting effects added artisticness to the prologue, which ended
with the appearance of Destruction, tumbling the buildings when he appeared in a
mass of flames.

Ventilating Fans on Sides
of Proscenium Arch
In the installation of the Typhoon Cooling and Ventilating System, there are
many problems that confront the firm's
engineers, especially with reference to the
proper location of the system to conform
with the construction of the theatre under
consideration.
The most popular method of installation
has been and still is on the roof, because
here pure, fresh air can be forced into
the theatre from high above the street
level, where the air is free from dust and
dirt. Another reason for this method is
that it takes up no valuable space from
the theatre proper.

Picture

New

In many theatres, however, it has been
necessary to make Typhoon installations
in the attic space, or rooms above the
theatre, due either to the peculiar construction of the theatre or other reasons
which would not permit the installation
on the roof, or because it was more accessible elsewhere.

from the picture but adds to the theatre
distinction that has already created vei
valuable mouth to mouth advertising fc
the house because of the mysterious mai
ner in which the fountains and cascade
are operated and illuminated.

Of the various different kinds of installations intheatres made by the Typhoon Fan Company during the past ten
years, none are of greater interest than
the system installed in the Hippodrome
Theatre, Okmulgee, Oklahoma. The
equipment in this theatre comprises two
twelve-foot fans. Each one of these
enormous Typhoons is installed just under the proscenium arch, and on each side
of the screen, as may be seen by referring
to the accompanying picture. These fans
operate in full view of the audience and
the only grille work is the small decoration that may be seen directly in front of
each fan. Running at low velocity, they
force into the theatre sufficient air to completely renovate all the air in the entire
auditorium once a minute or sixty times
an hour without noise or draughts of any
kind.

Pittsfield, Mass., to Get
2000 Seat House

Fountain

Effect

at Mission

Theatre
The most spectacular feature of the
proscenium arch and stage decoration effect of the new Mission Theatre in Los
Angeles is the fountains and cascades on
either side. These add mystery to the
setting by the " noiselessness " of their
operation and the beautiful effects secured
by hidden electrical apparatus which operates from below, and is constantly changing the colors of the water to all tints and
colors of the rainbow.
When the theatre was first opened it
was feared the fountains and cascades
effect would have to be removed because
of the constant noise from the falling
water, but this feature has been overcome
by incasing the fountains and cascades in
heavy plate glass.
The changing of the colors is so slow
and the colors themselves so soothing that
it is believed that the artistic decorative
scheme does not detract in any particular

A modern theatre, to seat at least 2,0c
and probably to be devoted largely to mc
tion pictures, is to be erected at Pittsfieh
M ass., by Kelton B. Miller, owner an I
publisher of the Berkshire Eagle of thz
city, and a large realty owner in wester
Massachusetts. Announcement of th
plans were made last week, prior to M:
Miller's leaving on a trip to Florida. Cor
tractors' estimates will be submitted an
contracts let immediately following hi
return. It is expected that the playhous
will be ready for occupancy by early sua
mer, or at least for opening of the fa
season. The theatre site will be in th
rear of the new Miller block on Xortj
Main street.
Decision to build the new playhous
came, it was announced, as a result of Ml
Miller's withdrawal from the Majesti
Theatre Company of that city, in whicl
he was a heavy stockholder. After with
drawing from the Majestic Theatre Com
pany, Mr. Miller made an offer for buj
ing of the entire property, it is understock
at a price considerably above that fo
which the theatre was bought of John J
Sullivan. Failure to secure the propert
resulted in decision to build.
Announcement relative to the theatr
does not specify definitely as to policj
but it is understood it will be largely mo
tion pictures. Plans will call for but on
balcony, under which will be the foyer am
rest rooms. There will be no boxes bu
the space at the proscenium will be de
voted to the pipes of a large organ. Loge
will be railed off in the front of the bal
cony for box parties. Lighting effect
will form a large part of the decoration
scheme, arrangements being made t<
change the entire tone of the interior tr
lighting effects. Installation of the pip
organ is taken, in theatrical circles, tt
mean that motion pictures will be the prin
cipal offering at the house. The theatn
will have entrance through an arcade it
the Miller building, from North street
and will have a frontage of 138^ feet 01
Renne avenue and 101 feet east and west

Rialto

Has Been Remodelled Throughout
The theatre, formerly known as the Scenii
in Bloomington, 111., has been entirely remodeled and renamed the Rialto. Mr. C. Jacksor
who was the manager and owner of the oldei
house was in charge of the changes which wen
carried out at a cost of $10,000. A program ol
motion pictures and vaudeville is maintainee
regularly at the Rialto. The new multifont
electric
signto onbe the
Jackson's theatre is said
the front
finest ofin Mr.
the city.
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Wonderful

Lamp
is this as
new systemAladdin's
of theatre lighting control. For simplicity,
safety, ease and
certainty of operation, reduced installation and maintenance costs, the scientific
equipment is a
MAJOR
PRE-S ELECTIVE
SYSTEM
Only the MAJOR allows any number of
ates the main board in the basement or
lighting changes to be set up in advance
other out-of-the-way place. Heavy feeders
without disturbing those In operation.
are kept off the stage.
A unit, a combination of units, or the
The newest and finest theatres, in the
wbole board can be controlled from any
country use MAJOR Boards — for example,
part of the theatre.
The Capitol, St. Paul; The People's, The
Fire and injury risks are reduced to the Illinois,
and the Tivoli in Chicago; Keith's
New
minimum — the MAJOR is a dead-front
rick, Palace.
Cleveland.Cincinnati; The David Garboard with added provisions for safety.
The unit elements composing the MAJOR
Write for our new bulletin M.P. on
Board occupy a minimum of floor space — a MAJOR should
Boards.readEvery
it. theatre-owner and
small pilot board on the stage-floor oper- builder
Frank

Adam
Electric Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Blanches : Chicago, Kansas City, Cincinnati, Detroit. Minneapolis. Dull
New Orleans, Pittsburg.

Stage.
Main
White
Main
Red
Main
Signals

Auditorium
White Lights

Auditorium
Red Lights

Auditorium
Blue Lights
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checkered floor and side walls in gold,
with a beamed ceiling, will be used in
men's smoking room particumakinglarlythe
attractive.
This room will be 15 by
25 feet in dimensions, with a fireplace ot
Rockwood tile.
From this foyer will lead ramps to the
rear of the orchestra, with marble balustrades at either side. At the head there
will be a crossover to six loge boxes
which will also have marble balustrades.
Steps on either side, as well as in the center, will lead from this crossover up to the
balcony proper, with its two banks of
loges. The balcony will have four aisles.
The color scheme of the entire house
will be of amber and gold, enhanced with
marble. Silken amber panels will be used
in setting off the side walls except in the
center bay on either side, where there will
be large oil paintings with cove lights.
Carpets
design. and seats will carry out the color

Another

Picture

Theatre

for Schenectady
ANNOUNCEMENT
is made of the
new Strand theatre to be located in
Schenectady, N. Y., becoming the
eleventh in the chain of Strand theatres,
and which will cost in the neighborhood
of $400,000. The house will have a seating capacity of about 2,500. Reilly and
Hall of New York are the architects.
Ground will be broken at once, according
to Paul Reilly, who visited Schenectady
last week, in connection with preliminary
matters. The house will be located on
State street, the main business street of
the city, and will be so situated that it
will have three entrances, one on State.

the second on Liberty street, and the
third opening on Erie boulevard, which is
to be considerably improved.
It is expected that this newest of
Strands will be completed in time to be
opened the latter part of next December.
The balcony will accommodate about
1,000 persons, the main floor about 1,500.
Tapestry brick will be employed on that
portion facing Liberty street, with a terra
cotta front facing on Erie boulevard.
The entrance to the house will be most
imposing, the grand foyer entirely in marble being 105 feet in length and 35 feet in
width. Leading off of this will be th<various anterooms, telephone booth and
rest rooms. The ladies' rest room will be
panelled in an early Colonial design. A

Much attention will be paid in securing
a most beautiful overhead, the dome itself
being 65 feet across and in many respects
similar to the one in the Rialto, New
York. Dimmers will control a threelighting system. To this dome there will
be vaulting from the four corners, a half
dome extending over the colonnade.
The projection room will be large and
equipped with the very latest mechanism.
This room will be 38 feet in length and 10
feet in width, with a section given over
for re-winding and toilets. Three machines will be installed. There will be a
160- foot throw to a 16 by 18- foot screen.
Adjoining the stage there will be eight
dressing rooms for the use of the orchestra, as w-ell as those who may be employed
in connection with whatever prologues are
put on.

to Select a

Theatre Site
Don't fail to read page 1684

PER-FECT-FIT

*
Co PftC
TT-fb>*
Create CHA
an actuatily
IR
^AtltE
X X*"^ 0/ cleanliness and 'distinctive ^AlO
Beauty not otherwise obtainable,
INEXPENSIVE
REVERSIBLE LAUNDRYABLE
Their psychological effect of COOLNESS during the summer
months is beyond expectation Your patrons will be astonished and marvel at the wondrous and beautiful rhangc in
appearance
Summer is coming with its hot, sultry day- PROTECT
YOUR BUSINESS. Prepare to transform your theatre interior.
Your chairs, instead of having a repulsive odor and sticky
finish (as is natural in summer), will continuouslv breathe an
air of COOLNESS. CLEANLINESS AND SANITATION.
ORDER NOW for SPRING DELIVERY
FRONT

How

V/£WA r %e Finest Fabrics * Good in All Seasons ' Samples on fiequest
^TEXTILE
SPECIALTIES CO. Cincinnati,Ohio
Representatives £very where » We Specialize in Mail Order Business
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Face

hot

with

a

weather

Automatic

Arc

Control

smile —

Look forward to a good, profitable business all through the
hottest weather this summer —
and every summer.

Make your house cool and
breezy with Monsoon Cooling
System. Easily installed and
pays for itself the first summer.
Other exhibitors say so in our
booklet, " A

Better

Business."
Do you want

a copy?

WPLIW:

-L_j:rr " 1 1 '"' ' '—
Is the accepted standard arc feeding device of America.
There are over twice as many PEERLESS Automatic Arc Controls in use than all other makes combined.
This is a cold proven fact that we want you to know.

Summer

SYSTEM

Take
note of CHICAGO'S
overwhelming endorsement
of PEERLESS
controls.
PEERLESS Controls in use in Chicago
189
All other makes combined
18
PEERLESS

MAJORITY

Write for Circular
THE J. E. McAULEY MFG.
30 N. Jefferson St.

Room 704, 70 West 45th St., NewKansas
York
City
Detroit
Denver
Philadelphia
Atlanta
Sacramento
Baltimore

FRAMES

CHANGEABLE
TICKET BOXES

DE

FOYER

Factory:
Office:
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW YORK
729 Seventh Avenue

The

Paragon
The

of Motion

Picture

LUXE

TICKET

SIGNS

CO.
Chicago, EL

corp.

PANJER
LIBMAN-S
BUILDERS OF
LOBBY

171

BOOTHS

LAMPS,
Factory :ETC.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Screens

Gardiner

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
Thousands of exhibitors are using Gardiner Screens
Send today for booklet
For Sale by Leading Dealers

"KEENOLITE"
YES SIR! THAT'S the name of
THE
Lense. 32.8% more light.
28% better definition. We can prove
it. Let us show YOU.
JUST

Manufacturer*
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,

OHIO

ANOTHER

"IMSCO

PRODUCT"

INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO., INC.
729 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone Bryant 1136-37
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Opening of State Theatre
Minneapolis
{Continued from page 1686)
and mezzanine or entresol promenade are
indeed marvels of richness and tasty coloring. Heavy blue carpeting adds to the
distinctiveness of the theatre throughout
and soft gray leather seats placed 36
inches apart add to the comfort of the
patrons.
The State seats exactly 2,377 persons,
all seats being uniform.
The projection is furnished by three
Simplex machines and all of the latest
booth equipment has been provided for
the operators. Spot lights are thrown
upon the stage from the projection booth
and from a loge in the center of the lower
balcony. The stage is large enough to
accommodate a very heavy setting and
enough fly-scenery for a large legitimate
attraction. Lowell V. Valvert, managing
director of the Capitol, St. Paul, will prepare the State presentations and his ideas
will be carried out by Francis J. Murray,
his assistant.
C. Harry Preston, formerly house manager of the Capitol, St. Paul, and for a
score of years associated with the Keith
and other theatrical circuits in Pittsburgh
and New York, will look after the theatre.
Christ Palmquist, former manager of the
Palace theatre, Superior, Wis., is Mr.
Preston's assistant manager and twenty
two ushers, two directors and two superintendents and four porters attending to
the guidance of patrons. A graduate
nurse, in addition to two matrons, is kept
at the theatre at all times.
Cashiers and pages or ushers are
clothed in a costume of French in conception resembling that of the typical artists,
a tamoshanter or elephant's breath colored
corduroy, a blouse and belt of bluishblack corduroy and unpressed full length
trousers of grey corduroy. The blouse
sleeves are completed with white linen
cuffs and a grey silken bow tie and Buster
Brown collar and each page carries a
swagger stick of mahogany. Patent
leather pumps and black silk stockings
complete the outfit. Directors, superintendents and porters are garbed in a dark
blue uniform similar to that of a French
naval officer.

The Loring theatre, Minneapolis.

Finkelstein and Rubens' \2Q0-seat hous

The publicity for the State theatre will
be handled by C. J. Bradley of the Finkelstein and Ruben forces and John LeRoy
Johnston will .direct the advertising and
art work for the theatre. A souvenir program containing views of the theatre
printed in offset within a folder of grey
Castillian leather-paper embossed in gold,
green and red was given away at all performances during the inaugural week.
Theatre

News from
dian Cities

Cana-

Kashin's theatre, St. Lawrence Boulevard and St. Catherine street, Montreal,
recently remodelled and opened by Morris
Kashin, formerly manager of the Broadwav theatre, New York, was damaged by

smoke and fire when the premises over the
theatre were partially destroyed. Kashin
had wrought many changes in the theatre,
which was formerly the Maple Leaf theatre, and had been doing good business as
a result of his energy and judgment until
the fire. Mr. Kashin recently announced
that he would place his theatre on a profitsharing basis with regular patrons.
The Olympic theatre, Quebec City, has
been re-opened as the Theatre Canadien
under the management of Mr. A. St.
Germain.
The Empire theatre of Quebec also recently changed ownership.
The Queen's Square theatre, St. John,
N. B., was recently re-opened and, under
new regime, has enjoyed good business.
Fox pictures are being featured.

only
CINCINNATI OMAHA
CLEVELAND
MINNEAPOLIS ST. LOUIS
PHILADELPHIA
DETROIT
CHICAGO OKLAHOMA CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO
PITTSBURGH
" 2-SERIES
GENERATORS
HALLBERG
ARCS"
— MOTOR
Have HORIZONTAL BEARINGS, the
construction that
has given
universal satisfaction.
Arcs require LESS frequent ATTENTION where arc controllers are not used.
Have
INHERENT electrical CONTROL, making
troublesome
relays unnecessary.
Gives CONSTANT CURRENT and BRILLIANCY for one or two arcs.
Accomplish CHANGE OVERS at UNDIMINISHED brilliancy.

BOSTON
NEW YORK

United
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

Theatre

Equipment
Corporation
Executive Offices
J. H. Hallberg
Vice Pres. and Secy.
1604 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK CIT
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MARCUS

We

Want
TO

Supply Dealers
HANDLE THE

One

Hundred
Fulco

Using
LOEW

and

Speedco

Eleven

IS

(111)

Arc Controls

Admission
Adults 115 I Children pY?
WarTax 2<t WarTax
Total lire I total l-jf.
How Many Please

Aristocrat Box Office
It is indestrucuole etched brass, with changeable
of etched brass. Aristocrat will do credit to any
matter how elaborate, because it is the last word
of workmanship and design. Get our proposition.

Sign
price tabs
lobby, no
in beauty

Company Inc
ors Supply
Exhibit
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
MILWAUKEE
845 S. Wabash
Ave.
3316 Llndell Vlvd.
' 133 Second St.
INDIANAPOLIS
MINNEAPOLIS
157 N. Illinois St.
Produce Exchange Bldg.
(1519)

To feed his Projection Arcs in his Theatres
located all over the United States and
Canada.
When installing New Equipment in your
Theatre include Fulco Arc Controllers.
Manufactured by
E. E. FULTON

COMPANY

3208 Carroll Ave.

Chicago, 111.

!ZII?1?I*]?X*1I»]
Are You Satisfied With Your Stage Lighting Equipment?
^Manufacturers of
Nitrogen spot lights
Arc
lights
Musicspot
stands
Aisle
lights
Rewinds
Film boxes
Musicians' chairs
Directors'
stands
Plugging boxes
Stage
pockets
Cable
Condensors

We

manufacture

a high

and kino equipment. Our
line is complete and prices
are reasonable. (Engineering service gratis.)

It Will Pay You to Investigate.

Drop Us a Line Today

CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.
820 SO. TRIPP AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
We are equipping 90 per cent, of Chicago theatres

She-THEATRE
NATIONAL

CARBONS

The Carbons for Better Projection
White A. C. Special for Alternating Current.
Silver tips
for Direct Current.
WE CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL SIZES.

Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest supply house in the motion picture trade
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, IlL
WRITE

FOR

EXHIBITORS

grade line of stage lighting

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN

fTl HE most prominent Broadway manager tells the largest theatre circuit in the United States that the
Mirroroid is the best motion picture
screen in the country.
Names will be furnished on request, if written on letterheads.
We have helped other theatres increase
their business with installations of Mirroroid Screen; let us help yours.
MIRROROID SCREENS are the Best.
MIRROROID SCREENS are the Cheapest.
MIRROROID SCREENS save Electric
Bills.

Mirroroid Screens are being shipped
throughout the civilized world; names
and addresses of the latest installations
gladly given on request.
Write MIRROROID to-day for Samples,
Prices and Proofs. It will pay you well.

MIRROROID

CORPORATION

725 Seventh Avenue

New York City

hiil«H7Ai«Hi««»:lal4! J
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The

Incandescent

Stereopticon
Describing

the

(Continued)
Move the lamp back and forth until the
largest number of filaments are focused on the
screen. With the usual type of streopticon
lamp, where the filaments are bunched together around the edges of a circle, much like a
slattered barrel, only a few of the filaments can
be focused on the screen at one time.

Theory

and

Lamp

for

Service

Principles

of Slide

Projection

Several months ago we published a series of articles on the subject of Incandescent projection. The author was Mr
H. F. Barnes, who is also the author of
the present series, which originally appeared in one of the Bulletins of the Edison Lamp Works.
Mr. Barnes has the happy faculty of
combining technical knowledge to practical application, and what is of even
greater importance, of stating it in simple, easy understandable language.

Fig- 15
The Mirror and Filament Images Have Be
Intermeshed, Thus Evening up the Light Sour

Fig. 13
As Great a Number as Possible of Filaments
Focused on Center of the Screen. Projection
lens has been removed
When the greatest number of filaments are in
focus on the screen, center the filament on the
screen; if the filament images are too far to the
right on the screen, move the lamp to the right;
if the filament images are too low, lower the
lamp.
Due to the fact that a lens (condenser) has
been placed in the light beam, the images on the
screen are upside down and backward ; hence
the need for moving the lamp in the opposite
way.
Just the same as with slides, they are put in
upside down and backward in order to read
correctly on the screen. Most slides are
" thumb marked." Standing on the right of the
machine (from the rear) the slide goes in the
carrier with the marker on its upper rear right
hand corner. To ascertain on which corner a
"thumb mark" should go, hold the slide in its
normal position, i.e., with lettering reading correctly. If the left hand now grasps the lower
corner of the slide between thumb and finger,
the position of the left thumb will be the proper
place for the thumb mark.
After the lamp is focused, and centered, bring
the mirror in. Move it forward and back until
the images on the screen are as clear and distinct as those from the filament. Now try to
place the mirror images as near as possible between the filament images, thus evening up the

Fig. 14
The Mirror Image is Shown Here — Also focused
but not placed as yet between the Filament
Images
light. Without a mirror or with a mirror improperly placed, the screen may be streaked.
The images should mesh together in much the
same manner that is possible to fit the prongs of
two forks into each other.
Replace the projection lens. If mirror and
lamp are so arranged thai they can be moved
forward and back at the same time, do so,
watching screen until it appears to be the
brightest. If lamp has been properly centered
and mirror correctly adjusted, the illumination on the screen should be fairly uniform.
Care of Lamps
Lamps, like human beings, may not always
perform as expected. It is, therefore, always
wise to carry more than one lamp. Life insurance companies, for instance, by taking the
length of the lives of a great many persons,
can tell how long on an average, a person may

expect to be in the Land of the Living. Bi
certain people will live a lot longer than tm
figure ; others, will come out on the smalll
end. So with lamps. Stereopticon lamps, £•
example, are rated to last one hundred houi
but this is an average figure. Generally, thJ
should run much longer, but, and this is a
other very important but, when used for 1<|
hours, they should not be expected to give
much light as a new lamp.
Most of us know that we cannot light a 11
volt lamp from a flashlight battery', nor ev<
from an automobile storage battery; and whj
Because, in order to bring 110- volt lamps
correct brilliancy (candle-power) 110 volts mu
be applied. It is not well known, however,
to the difference in the light obtained in tryii
to run, for example, a 120-volt lamp on a 11
volt circuit. A 120-volt lamp should preferab
never be run on a circuit less than 120 voU
Running it on a 110 circuit would mean a d
crease in candle-power of approximately 45 j>
cent.
Conversely, running a 110-volt lamp on
higher, for instance 120-volt circuit, will give I
increase in the amount and brilliancy of tJ
light. Such a thing is often done. Of cours
the life of the lamp is reduced, but where col
ditions have to be met, such as a poor scree
semi-darkened hall, etc., the increase in cand
power due to running a lower voltage lamp C
a higher voltage circuit, may be desirable.
Again, the color of the light is depend©
upon how hot the filament is run. Running
high voltage lamp on a low voltage line, whic
means running the lamp at low efficiency, wi
not bring the filament up to correct tempe*
ture and, consequently, the light will be ye
lowish.
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Picture

N et\

vary the distance of the object from the a]
ture plate to the optical center in his lens, thi
fore any film of any thickness may be ru$
the Simplex projector and the focus of
previous picture will remain correct for
pictures.
1 will endeavor to explain the principle ir
which 1 base my line of reasoning Q|
Powers projector the tension at the apett
plate is applied on the emulsion side of I
film; on a Simplex it is applied on the rev}
side of the film. Therefore on a Powell
thicker the film the farther away from the
ter of focus of your lens is your object, «
the reverse side remaining a positive dista
from the point of focus of the lens. Then
a Simplex the emulsion is at a positive »
tance from the point of focus of your lens i
the " slick " side or the film side varies at
the thickness of the film which is not fociifl
upon the screen and therefore the focus of
lens does not have to be changed with the c
ference in the make of the film.
Reply:
If Mr. Smith has a good qua!
sharp cutting lense it is very possible that
reason
rect one.outlined by the above writer is the c

Excellent projection room of the Kinema thea tre, Fresno, Cat. The equipment consists of
three Powers 6B machines fitted with Peerless Arc Controls
Wants

to

Be Better Acquainted with Mazda
Corporal Thomas Napoletano, chief of projection at the Marine Barracks, Paris Island, S.
C, writes :
I am a constant reader of the Projection Department in the Motion Picture News and I
noticed in your issue of February 5 some very
interesting information about the incandescent
lamp for stereopticon purposes. I noticed that
several months ago Mr. H. F. Barnes had articles about the incandescent lamp for motion
picture projection, according to your paper,
Although I have never had occasion to use this
lamp for motion picture work, I am going to
install a lamp of 600 watts on the Powers Projector and what I want to request of you is
if it is possible for me to obtain the articles
written by Mr. Barnes in regard to motion picture projection. Although I have had eight
years as a projectionist I will admit that I am
not very well acquainted with the Mazda lamp
for motion picture projection, for my experience has been with motor generator outfits and
the like, always using d.c. with the arc. One
more question I would like to ask you. I understand from what information I can gather,
that in using the Mazda lamp the projection lens
used must be 2l/2 inches in diameter, and since
the diameter must be one-half of the focal
length of the lens, will it be necessary for me
to use a size 5 E. F. lens? I am at present using
a 43/4 E. F.
Any information you can give me in regard
to the above will be greatly appreciated.
Reply : It may be that Mr. Barnes will have
an extra copy of his article that he can loan you.
Unfortunately our supply of this popular articleis entirely exhausted or we would send you a set.
We will ask Mr. Barnes to send you the articles
if he is able.
As regards information on Mazda equipment
you are no worse off than most projectionists in
this country. There has been but little said on
this subject by either the trade papers or the

manufacturers for reasons known to all, but this
will be changed shortly if the many rumors that
are flying about are to be believed.
Your last question is a proper one to ask under the circumstances. As you say the physical
limitations of optics practically prevent the
manufacture of lenses with diameters more than
half the focal length. But this does not mean
that as the focal length increases the diameter
of your objective will keep step with it and be
at all times one-half the former. There are on
the market now two sizes of lenses, known correctly as No. 1 and No. 2. The No. 1 lens has a
diameter of 1^4 inches and is supplied in all
focal lengths up to 8 inches focal length. The
No. 2 lens is 2]/i inches in diameter and can be
obtained in focal lengths beginning with 5K
inches. From these facts you can see that you
cannot get a No. 2 lens for the size of picture
you are projecting. However, the Mazda does
not require absolutely the No. 2 lens but the
gain in illumination is so pronounced through
its use that most installations have purchased
them as part of the incandescent equipment.
More

Suggestions About
Lens Focussing

Says R. E. Burnett, who writes from Danvil e. 1 1. : In the December 18th issue of the
News you will recall where A. G. Smith of
Dresden, Tenn., asked about focussing for different pictures. May I make a suggestion as
to my opinion on the matter. I would say that
the focussing would be due to the make of the
machine he used, that is, if he runs a Powers
projector he will have to focus each picture
according to the thickness of the film. If he
runs a picture at one time on Eastman stock
and focuses his picture he will have to focus
it again when he runs Pathe film as Pathe
stock is much thicker than the Eastman
product.
Now take the same case with a Simplex projector and the thickness of the film does not

A lens of excellent definition would show
immediately any slight change in its world
distance. That is, the film and the screen
conjugate points. A slight change in the c
tance from the film to the optical center of
lens would cause a much greater change in
distance of the image plane.
In a cheaper lens that has not been so v.
corrected this condition would not show up
plainly.
However, as a general rule the necessity
constant refocussing is due to a movement
the lens itself. If the average projectionist V
watch himself he will find that he is nonegentle when he places his 2,000 foot reel in
upper magazine, snaps back the tdlers, threa
up and closes the magazine doors with a bai
It takes very little of this treatment, especia
if the lens rack and pinion is a bit loose, to al
the lens sufficiently to affect the screen imaj

Projection Room
of Kii
ema at Fresno, Cal
The photograph on this page shows the pe
jection room of the Kinema theatre at Fresi
Cal. The equipment includes three of the lab
type Power's 6B projectors fitted with Peerle
Arc Controls, Weaver Automatic Douwse
Bausch and Lomb Stereopticon and Tesco sp
lamp with special effects of all kinds. At
right is a Hooker Rewind and storage cabis
with automatic cut-off. The machines a
equipped with Hanks automatic End-of-rt
alarms. Wcstinghouse motor generator set wi
current
to d.c. devices are used to convert t'
special control
The openings in the front of the room are ;
protected by drop doors working both aut
matically and manually and are glazed wi
optically true glass set at an angle to preve
reflection. An automatic sprinkler system pr
tects the room and the equipment from serior
conflagration.
The entire lighting system was worked a
by the Tesco firm. Special efforts were made
properly develop the beautiful tints of the r
terior decorations which are all tapestry.
Duplicate Exit Lights are provided which «
automatically light up from storage batteries!
case the regular lights are extinguished by la
of current.
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Emulsion

Is Bothering

Again
C. M., Arizona : What is the best thing to
use to prevent emulsion from new films sticking to aperture plate and springs?
Reply: There are more theatres using wax —
either plain candles or one of the patented compounds— than any other method. Some projectionists have found that if the shoes are
lined with thin strips of leather they have no
more trouble from emulsion. Others claim that
the trouble can be overcome by paying strict
attention to the tension exerted by the shoes,
that is, by carefully adjusting the tension during the first few runs until the heat of the arc
has hardened the surface somewhat.

Questions and
Answers
(Continued)

Their

73. What are likely causes for picture
jumping up and down?
Emulsion on tension shoes — too high or
too low tension — vibrating machines or
booth — worn intermittent.
74. What are likely causes of picture having side motion?
Too much end play in intermittentsprockets out of line.
75. What are likely causes of film riding
or jumping off of sprockets?
Pad rollers loose — emulsion deposits on
sprockets — misalignment.
76. Give causes for condenser breakage.
Too high voltage for correct amperage —
wrong position of arc too near condenser —
draughts of air — poor ventilation in lamp
house — carelessness when opening doors —
poor condensers which need tempering.
77. What are likely causes for picture to
be in focus on one side and out of focus on
the other side?
Carbons set to one side of center of con-

OUR

LATEST

SLIDE

CREATION

Design No. 5
PRICE

50

CENTS

PREPAID

7JfeF0WLER
STUDIOS
SV> FLOOR CHAMBER Sf COMMERCE BLDG
LOS ANGELES,
CALIF

Picture

New.

densers. Spot not striking directly on aperNational Anti-Misframe League Pledgi
ture. Too small a spot. Condensors pitted.
Condensors out of alignment. Oil on lenses.
_IIIIIIIIIIMI1 illlW
Loose lenses in sleeve. Screen not at right
angles to projection machine. (Note — On all
but last reason given, picture will not be out
of focus but will have the same appearance,
owing to the fact that light is not properly
distributed o n screen.) Most common reason for poor projection which would look as
if lens was out is arc flame too close or too
'intunamuiiiiiiiiiuiiiKUini
far removed from aperture or improper set.
78. If sprocket holes show on either side
of the picture, what are the possible causes?
A7) motion picture operator who has the ml
Intermittent sprocket out of alignment
terest of his profession at heart and is will I
with other sprockets, teeth of sprocket worn,
tension shoes worn uneven and with one side ing to assist in eliminating some of the eviLi
not gripping the film at its top. Occasionally
practised in the operating-room, I promise thai
film printed out of the center of the strip, I will to the best of my ability return films ft I
and on old film sprocket holes out or splinthe exchange in first-class condition. Further I
tered on one side.
more, I will when it becomes necessary remedy]
79. If picture lacks definition, what are
all
misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be it
the possible causes?
Poor focus — cheap lens — dirty screen — in- the film which I receive and in this way co-\
sufficient illumination — dirty films and poorly
operate with my brother operators and givA
developed film.
greater
pleasure to those who make up the mo-i
80. How should magazines be lined up?
Hon picture audience by showing films that artl
Most magazines have an adjusting screw
which allows of their being moved one way
free from such defects. I also promise that l\
or the other to bring them directly in alignwill not make punch marks in film, and whe»\
ment with the film-way. A straight-edge can
film
is received by me, with punch holes, I wiL\
be used to see that the line-up is perfect.
notify the exchange to that effect so that thej\
81. Is there a particular blade or shutter
that covers the lense while the film is in momay use their efforts to correct this evil.
tion? If so, which one? What is the function
of the extra blade or blades?
^.inun iiiiiiiuiMiitiii ieiti m iiiiiitiLii[iniUiiJiiitiiiniitiii.iiii[UJituittuiuiiiiLntuni;iuitLacttauiffTMi]T:;[rtma
The cover blade — it is the one stamped
Blank for New League
with the name of the maker. The other
blades are flicker or compensating blades.
Members
They are used to even up the dark periods,
thereby tending to prevent flicker
82. From the carbon crater to the screen j I Member's name
where does the greatest loss of light occur?
| Home address
Before the first condenser lens commences
| Name of theatre where employed
to function, that is, in the light source.
83. What is the function of condensors?
| Address of theatre and name of manager
Condensors are a collecting lens — only.
84. What is the function of objective
lense?
fiiniiimiiiimniiiimiiimmiiiimiimmnmnmmn^
Objectives are really magnifiers.
85. Give detail explanation of why a picture is in focus, and why it is out of focus.
A picture is in focus when all points of
the object assume corresponding points in
the image. In other words when a point in
the object is brought to a point in the image
plane. It can also be said that a picture is
in focus when the image as thrown by the
objective is reflected by a screen placed at
one of the conjugate points of the lens.
A picture is out of focus at all other times.
There are but two conjugate points — the film
itself is at one and the screen must be at
the other.
86. What causes most of the scratches on
film known as rain?
Scratches known as rain on a film are
caused by holding the end of the film and
turning the reel in order to tighten the film
after it is in place on the reel, a proper tension should be placed on the film during
winding in order that the above may not be
necessarv.
No. 75217 Basket filled with flowers,
each 75c, per dozen $7.50.
My Springlustrations
Catalogue
No. Everlasting
75 with ilin colors of
from
News
Decorative Flowers, Plants, Vines,
Equipment
Shrubbery, etc., free for the asking;
the Theatres
write for it to-day.
Matthew Aperature, general manager of the
FRANK NETSCHERT
General Supply and Repair Co., of Portland,
Oregon, has installed one of the new Type E
61 Barclay St.
New York, N. Y.
Powers 6B in the Grand theatre at Camas,
Washington.
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A few reasons WHY
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TRADE
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Mechanical Arc-Feed
is enjoying an ever growing popularity:
SIMPLE!
EFFICIENT! FOOLPROOF!
FOR EITHER A. C. OR D. C!
EXTREMELY LOW PRICED!

SPEER
E
R
DIRECTO
HOLD-ARK
and
A

L

TE

R
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Projector

O
Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so
satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.
SPEER

CARBON
COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

MOTION-PICTURE

SUPPLY DEALERS!
Take advantage of the increasing
them indemand
stock. for this device, by carrying
Manufactured by
THE PRO.I ECTOGR APH
2573 East 55th Street

PHOTOGRAPHY

A COMPLETE

COURSE

A practicable, usable, standard treatise for both
the professional cinematographer and those without experience. About 500 pages — 400 pages of
text and 100 pages of illustrations — by New York
Institute of Photography.
Edited by Lieut. Carl L. Gregory, F.R.P.S.. Chle Instructor In Cinematography for tbe Government Signal
Corps School of Photography at Columbia University, with
special chapters by Char es W Hoffman, formerly Feature
Photographer for Thanbouser. Edison. Pa the, and World Film
Companies, and by Research Specla sts. Research Laboratories of the Eastmao Kodak Company.
MONEY REFUNDED if not satisBed with
PRICE $6.00 this course after five days' examination.
AT LEADING
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY ALSO
DEALERS— onTERMS
TO
DEALERS
REQUEST
Dept. 4—145 W. 36th St., N. Y.

EAGLE

ROCK

FILM

The
Right
not

BASS—

CO. Cleveland, Ohio

Quality

Raw

Stock"

photographically.

Will

go to pieces in the

CHICAGO

SAVE
390 COLD
DOLLARS
YES REAL U. S. MONET ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITY
LIBERTY WAR MODEL, UNIVERSAL. The moat complete outfit of its type ever offered and at a greater money
saving than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit consists of
••• ft. Capacity Universal embodying all the exclusive features.
Universal Regular and trick crank, forward and reverse take up, focusing on aim, etc., fitted with 60 M. M. F: 3.6 lens, complete with 6 fine
magazines, sunshade, tool kit and extra parts, case to contain extra
magazines
and extracases.
parts,Entire
case for
camera
trunk to olive
contain both smaller
outfit
finish and
d offcarrying
In a beautiful
drab. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME. WIRE
TOUR ORDER NOW. LIST PRICE IS40.00. BASS PRICE $46«.«0.
TRIPODS
Precision Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod with fine leather case.
List price $190.00. Our price $106.00.
Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. List price $120.00. Our
price $108.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill
109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

projector.
Made by

THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

CO.
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The

View

Finder

on

the

Akeley Camera
The method by which the inventor of the Akeley Camera has made it possible for the cameraman to view his film image in its exact proportions is interesting both from the optical and
mechanical viewpoints. The illustrations used
in this article were taken from patent specifications No. 1,310,776, which cover this particular
feature of the camera.
The Akeley, as most cameramen know, is a
double lens instrument. That is, there is one
lens directing the light to the film surface and
another matched lens which directs the light to
the view finder, a feature of the Akeley.
Under ordinary conditions there would be a
slight difference in the field covered by the two
lenses due to the offset of the finder lens with
respect to the main lens. For the usual run of
outdoor work and particularly in news stuff
this could be neglected or compensated for with
sufficient precision, but accurate work such as
studio production requires exact measurements.
In the Akeley this is carried out by an ingeniously arranged set of prisms.
For normal operation the arrangement is as
shown in Fig. 1. The light passes in through the
lens marked 22 to the film, which passes down
through the opening 24. The prism 23 is placed
directly back of the film, but is not brought into
play because of the fact that the second prism
25 fills the opening 26 and makes it light tight.
But supposing that the cameraman wanted
to investigate his film image to see if his lens
was covering the field in all directions. He
could sight through the eye-piece 7 and through
the matched lens 21, but the field as he would
see it there would not correspond in its horizontal dimensions with that of the lens 22. Another more accurate method is provided for his
use.
He can move the lever marked 29 against the
action of the spring 30 (see Fig. 2). This action
brings the second prism across the light ray
of secondary lens 21, but at the same time makes
it possible for the light rays which enter
through the film lens 22 to pass through the
film, through the first prism, then to the second

Fig. 1

a New
Reward
Offered
for
Stolen Pathe Camera

of Janthe night
durin
es gbroke
31, thiev
stuinto the
SOMETIuaryME
dio at 517 West 54th street, occupied by the Labor Film Service, and
got away with a Pathe Camera and many
accessories owned by William Reinhart,
well-known cameraman of New York. In
the hope that the thieves may be caught,
Mr. Reinhart has offered $100 reward for
information that will lead to the return
of his property. The camera was a No. 1
Pathe with a serial number of 1135. The
accessories stolen include amongst many
other things, a Kraus Zeiss F 4.5 lens
numbered 108023; an automatic dissolving
shutter, a Pathe finder, a Goetz Iris and
Vignette and a mask slide in the camera
on the left side.
Mr Reinhart may be reached either
through the NEWS or direct to 306 West
54th street, New York, N. Y.

American

Firm

Mak

ing Dye Sensitizers
, 'I he Steen-Bleyer Chemical Company, Inc
with laboratory at Ridgefield Park, N. J., ha
been formed for the manufacture of photographic dye sensitizers and other relatec
chemical products. Mr. Steen is well knowt
throughout the industry through his associatiot
with the Bay State Film Company and tht
Wilart Camera.
The new firm is specializing at the present
time in the preparation of pinacynol and of
various dyes for color filters. Its pinacynol it
said to be far ahead of the German pre-war
product being completely soluble in water as
well as in alcohol. The price, too, is said to be
well under that of the foreign product.

Rothacker

Tries Out Automatic Printers
The new Bell & Howell automatic printer was
hailed as a marvel in the Rothacker Chicago
laboratory after it had been given a thorou
tryout in the printing room.
"The new printer is a splendid tribute to the
inventive genius of the Bell & Howell technical
-taff." said YYatterson K. Rothacker. "The
motion picture industry will benefit tremendously
as \.a H.
result
of theirgeneral
achievement."
McNabb,
manager of the Bell
& Howell Company, was at the Rothacker plant
to view a screening of First National releases
printed
matic. on the working model of the new auto-

Fig. 2
prism, and from there to the ocular or eye-piece.
The cameraman thus sees the image just as it
will be impressed on the film. Only the single
frame of film will be destroyed.
As soon as his study of the field has been completed the spring holding the second prism automatically carries it back to its normal position
as a light-seal back of the film gate.

" What I have just seen on the silver screen
is
mostthink
gratifying,"
said Mr. shows
McNabb.
"I
really
the new automatic
up muck
better in screen results than the present type of
machine.
The machine in the Rothacker printing room
is the working model. We wanted to try it out
under actual laboratory working conditions.
This test has been so successful that we shall
proceed at once with the production of the automatic on a large scale, with a view to having the
new printer on the market in three months."
" The new machine is all that ' automatic ' implies," continued Mr. McNabb. " It will doj
everything except thread itself. After the girfi
threads the negative and positive and starts the
printer, she can sit back in her chair until it is]
time to repeat the process. The new printerj
automatically makes all the light changes,
eliminating the former hazard of the operator
missing a scene entirely. It will even make
a light change for a scene as short as six inches.
It has a capacity of 105 light changes. One of
the negative rolls tried out on the automatic
called for 104 changes of the printing light.
" The automatic operates at a speed fifty per
cent over the present printer, yet it makes a
six-inch light change with perfect precision. The^
new printer will mean a reduction in laboratory!
costs, because two automatics and two operators
will in the future turn out the work of three
of the present machines and three operator* "
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gclcs. the Princess Theatre at Huntington Bcacli
and a new theatre at Long Beach.
Republic Laboratory in
New
Quarters
The entire staff of the Republic Laboratories
is now comfortably situated in its new quarters
at West 52(1 Street. The equipment is of the
fines! type anil represents the latest advances in
laboratory machinery. The floor space at the
disposal of the company is such that it will he
possible to take care of the unusual increase in
business offered to Republic.
Charles

The portable lighting plant . designed for "location" work, proving its worth on an emergencv
call when a building
collapsed in New York. This plant, which was designed by the Autolectric Devices Corp., furnished the current for three Sun-Light Arcs
E. I. Society

Guest

Synchronous

of

Equipment
West

Club

News
Coast

from

According to reports received from H. F.
O'Brien, motion picture specialist of the Westinghouse Company, Los Angeles, business in
motor generator equipments for motion picture
theatres has been exceedingly brisk. One set
was recently delivered to the Teatro Mexico
located in Mexical. Mexico and five others
found homes in the Savoy, and Jewel theatres
and the Rabinson Cole Studio, all of Los An-

The Electrical Illuminating Engineer's Soietv, composed of the leading studio engineers
kn the West Coast were the invited guests of
he Synchronous Club on February 8th. The
vening was devoted to the reading and disussion of a paper on " The Use of Synchronous
ifotors."

A. G. STEEN,
MADE

Exhibits before
I. E. S.
At the recent meeting of the Illuminating
Engineering Society New York Section, Mr. W.
V. D. Kellcy, Technical Engineer of the
Prizma Company presented an address on the
latest developments in his branch of natural
color films. William Crespinel, Prizma cameraman who was with the expedition to South
Africa in 1920 also gave an interesting talk on
bis trip and illustrated it with several reels of
natural color films taken at the time.
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on

Trip to New
York
Just as we go to press we receive a call from
Charley Bass the premier camera dealer of
Chicago. "Having" as Charley says, "been
to Washington to decline a position in Harding's Cabinet" he stopped off in New York to
see if there happened to be any surplus cinematographic supplies lying around loose.
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Music

and the Picture
( C 'on tinned )

of the Association of Motion Picture and Musical Interests.
Of course, in the consideration of the mere
player in the orchestra, who reads his music
and follows the conductor's baton, with no hope
or desire of becoming something bigger and
more prominent — this docs not apply. Onereads music the same, whether it be in the
opera house or the private musicale. But in
the selection of the scores, the making of programs, the arrangement of tempo, the color,
orchestral balance and ensemble, synchronization of film and music, etc., there arises the
need for specialized development.
How arc the musicians of tomorrow to be
prepared for the opportunities of the new channel of art possibilities in the film theatre, if be
is not given a thorough grounding in tinof the "picture in music?" Touchpsychology
ing upon the question, Ernest Voigt, of the
Boston Music Company, a very scholarly gentleman, aHarvard graduate, a student of conditions, urged at the meetings of the PictureMusic Association, that the conservatories and
music schools of the country, instal a department of motion picture instruction. The matter was one which offered little argument and
was made immediately into a resolution. Almost instantlv, the Eastman School of Music

fa $5,000,000 institution of Rochester) through
its director, Alf Klingenberg, announced that
it would answer the call, by inaugurating the
idea, through lectures by authorities and such
other experimental work as might seem requisite. . . . Discussion brought forth the fact
that the Bartola Company has a school for
picture organists, that there are a few little
institutions now giving courses — but the big
conservatories must be shown the need for their
active participation.
The psychology of picture music, calls for a
dramatic instinct, an appreciation of the leitmotif plan of scoring, a wide knowledge of
programmatic music and a willingness to adapt
the classical to the needs of the theatre, without lessening the dignity and prestige of the
masters.
In my concerts, ever since I could speak and
how much more than a quarter of a century
that is, I'm not revealing, I have been treating
music in the way which is now being reversed
in the picture idea.
In my theory of musical development, I have
eliminated the technical and have considered
music for the larger crowd purely in its human
aspects. Music for the layman (not the
musician) is happy or sad, exciting or calm,
tragic or comic — and as many other variation^
of emotions and shades of feeling as you care
to delineate. Music tells a story, shows a pic
ture, reveals a mood. It is more eloquent than
words, because it tells everything in a flash
(At Ellis Island, for the immigrants, I madthis point : The man who was building the

I mm muiiumiinimiiiittuinn u ill ;BH lumniimmpmi iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii n u 11u il11in ;1: l:1:r1:1;11n u 1:1nui jtiu 11liliu ni
- 1 1J I ^ BARBARIAN "
Musical setting specially compiled by M. Winkler
I The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: " Elegie " (Dramatic Moderato). Baron
| 1 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Mountain Song," by Borch (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T:
3 " In the wilderness."
| 3 — "Hunting Scene" (Allegro Vivace), by Borch (1 minute and 15
n seconds), until — T: "On the trail of the grizzly."
• 4 — " Cavatine " ( Dramatic), by Bohm (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until
p. — T: " For two hours the stranger."
| 5 — " Babillage " (Entr' Acte), by Castillo (1 minute and 15 seconds),
| until — T: "In the great city others are."
§ 6 — Tragic Theme (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Home."
§ 7— "Love's Fantasy" (Moderato), by Fromel (3 minutes and 45 sec1 onds), until — T: "James M. Heatherton."
= 8 — "Forest Whispers" (Allegretto), by Losey (1 minute and 55 seconds),
§ until — T: "Once a year it was necessary."
g 9 — Continue" to action (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Eric's
—
g New10 — York
m
Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "He had seen Indian."
= n — "Woodland Whispers" (Allegretto), by Czibulka (2 minutes), until
H — T: "Under orders to get a."
| 12 — "L'Adieu" (12/8 Moderato), by Favarger (2 minutes and 30 secg onds), until — T: "Another revelation to Eric."
H 13 — "Indian Misterioso," by Levy (55 seconds), until — T: "At the
gg boy's
14 — request."
Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "Eric was given his
st.
fir
|
g 15 —" "Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), by Borch (4 minutes),
1 until — T: "Heatherton was informed."
= 16 — Theme (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "Eric's behavior at the."
17 "Caprice Joyeaux," by Seeligson (1 minute and 55 seconds), until
g — T: "Heatherton takes command."
g 18 — " Serenade Lointaine " (Moderato), by Berge (3 minutes), until —
| T: "Eric had not forgotten."
g
— "Moonlight
(Valsegirl,Lente),
by Baron (4 minutes and
I 20 19seconds),
until — Shadows"
T: "A pretty
a pretty."
g 20 — "Queen of My Heart" (Ballad Sentimentale), by Baron (50 secg onds), until — T: "Won't you sing for me now."
XOTE: To be produced ax vocal solo.
H 21 — Theme (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — S: Girl stops singing.
3 22 — "Love Song" (Dramatic), by Flegier (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
g until — T: "Legal advise."
|
Symphonette
Suite), by Berge (1 minute
3 and23 —55 "Lento
seconds),Allegro"
until — T: (From
"Eric's
visit to the."
= 24 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until
g — T: " After dinner."
g 25 — "Twilight Fancies" (Moderato), by Moderato (2 minutes and 30
g seconds), until — T: "Conducted by Eric."
g
— "Dramatic
= we 26want
to know." Reproach," by Berge (4 minutes), until — T: "What
g 27 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Simons (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until
g — T: " Don't look so innocent."
= 28 — Theme ff (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Leave me imy."
g mediatel
=
— " Because
Good-Bye
" (Ballad),
by Levy (2 minutes and
g 30 29seconds),
until You
— T: Say"When
brotherly
love had."
§ 30 — Theme ff (2 minutes), until — T: "For the hills stand out."
THE END
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
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Tower of Babel should have used a violin and
all would have understood ; just as today,
twenty-five languages fail where a single phrase
of music unite this in conglomerate massj In
my Globe concerts, the thing which has made
them successful and has brought the milhont
to listen and grow enthusiastic over the classics, the plan I have given them to see the story
in the music.
The musician who is to understand motion
picture phychology must he able to see the picture in all music, to classify each phrase and
movement according to those pictures, moods,
descriptions. It is all rot that this process it
making program music of all the pure music.
Even the purest of the pure, creates a definite
sensation, atmosphere or emotion. If it doesn't,
it isn't music hut mathematics! Therefore, in
the development of the picture musician, he
must first grasp this theory, and then he must
apply it by the reverse method to the screen
presentations. He must be able to play for
each changing situation on the screen, the
music which fits the picture !
After this has been caught, the biggest lesson is learned. But there is more— and the information which is to make the film musician,
is worthy of the serious study by the serioui
musician.
Opera will continue, the symphony organizations will grow and develop. But the film world
is calling for a new kind of composer, conductor and interpreter — and they may not lower thjj
old classic standards, but seek to raise thcm-l
indeed yes, to raise them.
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Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
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Theme: "Queen of M> Heart" 'Dramatic Love Ballad*, Baron
1 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — " Sing Song Girl " (Chinese Characteristic), by Theile (1 minute and
35 3 —seconds),
until— T" : (And.
"A city
Lightsby and."
" May Dreams
con ofmoto).
Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "At the Pacific Club."
4— Repeat: "Sing Song Girl" (30 seconds), until — S: Flashback to
gambling
room. ff (45 seconds), until — S: Guest running out of gambling
5 — Continue
room.
subdued
action), apartment.
by Andino (3 minutes
and6— 50" Dramatic
seconds), Tension
until — S:" (for
Interior
of Newlands
78—— Theme
(1 minute
and 15No.seconds),
arrival
"Dramatic
Recitative
2," by until
Levy— T:(2 "The
minutes
and of5 Beatrice."
seconds),
until
—
T:
"The
closing
net."
9 — " Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto). by Borch (3 minutes and
5 seconds),
until — T:(12 '8"ItDramatic),
is only too."
10 — "L'Adieu"
by Favarger (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — S: Close up of hands.
11 — " Dramatic Conflict," by Levy (1 minute and 35 seconds), until —
T: "The nine-thirty is due."
VOTE: Watch explosion and accident.
12 — " Tragic Theme " (for fatal or mournful scenes), by Vely (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Unable to find Newlands."
13 — " Roses That Die Bloom Again " (sentimental ballad), by Levy (4
minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Dawn and dull awakening.
14 — Theme (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "The securities rep15 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (4 minutes), until — T: " Donresenting."
16
— "Melody"
(Moderato). by Kretchmer (2 minutes and 20 seconds),
elly
until tells
— T: me.""Mr. Newlands has been."
17 — " Lovelette " (Allegretto), Levy (1 minute and 5 seconds), until
— T: " Forgetting the hurt of the."
18 — " Dramatic Tension." by Andino (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until
— T: " Georgeson, the trouble."
19 — " Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (1 minute and 30 seconds), until
T: "Men, the boss is NOTE:
here." To action pp or ff.
20 — Continue ff (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "And the first
21 — Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "Gibson, that was fine."
22 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Simons (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until
—thing."
T: "Boy, I have been talking."
NOTE: Benin pp. then to action.
23 — "onds),Adagietto
" (Symphonette
until — S: After
the fight. Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and 35 sec24— Theme (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: "Driving the workers."
25 — " Dramatic Tension " (for general use), by Levy (4 minutes and 45
seconds),
until — T:" (Dramatic),
"A new cloud."
26 — " Cavatina
by Bohm (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until
— T: "The trouble breeders."
27 — " Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T:
" The inevitable result."
28 — Theme ff (40 seconds), until — T: "Then stop shootin' off."
29 — Continue to action (3 minutes),
until — T: "Gold chief."
THE END
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FINDERS KEEPER"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
g
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) g
Theme: " Ssrenade Romantique" (And. con moto), Borch

§|
g
g
g
1
I
g
§

"Sinister
Theme"until(for— S:scenesAt ofScreening.
impending danger), by Vely (2 minutesl — and
10 seconds),
2 — "Moorish
Rose"
(fox
trot),
by
Baron
(55 seconds), until — T : "You
may think it."
3 — Continue pp (45 seconds), until — T: "This Mr. Jones has."
4 — "Sleeping
Lente),room.
by Borch (1 minute and 20 seconds),
until — S: Rose"
Interior(Valse
of dressing
5
—
"Hindoo
Hop"
(fox
trot
oddity),
by Levy (50 seconds), until — S:
Interior of cabaret.
NOTE: To action pp. or ff.
1
6
—
"Silver
Threads
Among
the Gold" (25 seconds), until — S: Close
1 up of music.
1 7 — "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique), by Berge (3 minutes and
1 25 seconds), until — T: "Perhaps you don't want."
g 8— " Adagietto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes), until
g — T: "Mother, my necklace is gone."
g 9 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "We will
"
g phone you.
Pizzicatoof Mysterioso,"
by Minot (1 minute and 10 seconds), until
=1 — S10 :— "Interior
cabaret.
g ll — "Sparklets" (Moderato), by Miles (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
g until — T: "When morning came."
g 12 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until
g — T: " Pardon me, I have."
g 13 — Theme (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "You're going to
"
1 let14me.
g
— " Twilight Reverie " (Melodious Moderato), by Berge (2 minutes and
g 10 seconds), until — T: "Come in by the fire."
— "Serenade
" (6/8to sing
Moderato),
by Verge (4 minutes and
g1 50 15seconds),
until —Lointaine
T: " I used
in church."
1 16 — " Dramatic Reproach," by Minot (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until
g — T: "This is a surprise."
g 17 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until
g — T: " I have the honor to."
g 18 — Theme (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "You have been
."
g so 19good
g
— "Serenade Romantique" (Theme), (3 minutes), until — T: "Nobody
but Keith."
g
g 20 — "Twilight Fancies" (4/4 Andante Cantabile), by Fromel (3 minutes
g and 45 seconds), until — T: " You"re wanted on the."
g 21 — "Serenade" (And. Moderato), by Drigo (2 minutes and 20 secg onds), until — T: "The minister is in the den."
g 22 — " Dramatic Tension " (for subdued action), by Andino (2 minutes
g and 5 seconds), until — T: "There is your necklace."
g 23 — Continue ff (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "You, you thief."
g stakes."
24 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "I played for high
1I
THE END
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OF DESTINY "
(Goldwyn)
jl
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) g
Theme: "Queen of My Heart" (Dramatic), Baron
Suggested Vocal Selection for Prologue, " The Roses That Die Bloom
Again," by Sol P. Levy, a sentimental ballad
1— Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: At Screening,
2 — "Dancing in the Barn," by Turner (2 minutes), until — T: "Fate
unseen it watching."
Note: To action pp or ff.
3 — " Coronado Land " (Valse Lente), by Leath (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "My dear young friends."
4— "Dramatic Tension" (For general use), by Levy (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — T: "You didn't send the money."
5 — " Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
" Midnight at the home."
6 — " Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (2 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T: "You are my brother and."
7— Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "While the man is likely."
8 — Continue to action (55 seconds), until — T: "Tired out. he drifts."
9 — "Savannah" (One-step), by Rosey (1 minute and 50 seconds), until —
T: "Fate shows David how."
10 — Continue to action (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "Round
and round she."
11 — "Adieu" (12/8 dramatic), by Favargar (6 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Why don't you try your luck?"
12 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Simon (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T:
" Yes, I threw the game."
Note: 'H'atch shot.
13 — Theme (25 seconds), until — T: "Fate shows David."
14 — "Kiss a Miss" (Valse Chantee), by Baron (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "The Long Island home of."
15— Theme (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "Pious MacPherson,
corporation."
16 — "Concert Waltz," by Durand (4 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T:
" Harvey and I ~would~like to."
17 — Theme (45 seconds), until — T: "The reward of virtue."
18 — " Furioso " (For riot or storm scenes), by Kiefert (1 minute and 55
seconds), until — T: "If you stay at home and."
19 — "Chant Erotique," by Berge (4 minutes), until — T: " Sh — sh —
baby's
asleep."
Note: Ad. lib. tympany rolls during storm scenes.
20 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
" You promised to send me."
Note: To action pp or ff.
21 — Thems (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "David's vision is,"
THE END
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Levy OF LOVE "
" PRISONERS
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler,
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) g

g

| Theme: "The Roses That Die Bloom Again" (Sentimental Ballad), I
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1 — " Kiss A Miss " (Valse Chantee), by Baron (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
— S:HopAt" Screening.
2 — " until
Hindoo
(fox trot oddity), by Levy (1 minute and 25 seconds),
until
—
T:
"
I amminutes
thinkingand of5 men."
3 — Theme (2
seconds), until — T: "That kid's a bird."
4— " Dramatic Recitative " (for heavy intensive scenes), by Levy (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: " Blanche had yet to learn."
5 — Continue pp (25 seconds), until — T: "Give him a little kiss for."
6 — "The Vampire," by Vely (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "A
7 — " Dramatic
Reproach," by Berge (1 minute and 30 seconds), until —
later."mother
T:few days
"If your
is told."
8 — Continue to action (50 seconds), until — T: "And from that moment
9 — " Cavatine " (Dramatic), by Bohm (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until
— T: e."
"And so Blanche Davis now."
— "Birds and Butterflies" (light Intermezzo), by Vely (30 seconds),
Bla10nch
until11 —— Continue
T: "In toFrisco
those." and 20 seconds), until — S: Close up
actionone(1ofminute
of organ grinder.
NOTE: To be produced with ad. lib. grind organ effects.
12 — "Budding Spring" (Moderato), by Castillo (1 minute and 50 seconds),
until — T: of "The
junior partner."
13 — "Queen
My Heart"
(ballad), by Baron (3 minutes and 25 seconds),
until
—
T:
"When
plans30forseconds),
the future."
14 — Theme (3 minutes and
until — T: " I am doing only
15 — "Musical Thought" (Dramatic), by Titlebaum (1 minute and 30
seconds),
until — T:Lointaine
"Time " develops
a flaw in."by Berge (2 minutes and 40
wha16t— I."
" Serenade
(6/8 Moderato),
seconds), until — S: Interior of cabaret.
17 — "Because You Say Good-Bye" (Sentimental ballad), by Levy (1
minute and 10 seconds), until — T: "You have given me a wonderful."
18 — "Sorrow Theme," by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T:
" Blair was amazed at the."
19 — Repeat: "Dramatic Reproach" (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until
— T: "The next few weeks."
20 — "Sleeping Rose" (Light Moderato), by Borch (2 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: "In the months that followed."
21 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "It was Blair that."
Serenado
by Widor (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until
— 22
T: — ""Tell
me, "Jim,(Dramatic),
is there any."
23 — " Heavy Dramatic Tension " (for strong tense emotional scenes), by
Shepherd (5 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: " I have brought Blanche."
24 — Theme ff (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: " All I can tell you."
25 — "Bleeding Hearts" (a floral poem), by Levy (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "Oh God, forgive me, forgive."
26 — " Elegie," by Massenet (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "It
is 27suffering
— Theme that
ff (1brings."
minute and 10 seconds), until — T: "And for a long time."
THE END
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" GUILE OF WOMAN "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) g
Theme: " Capricietta " (Allegro Moderato), Varley

1 — " Swedish Peasant " (3/4 Allegretto), by Translateur (2 minutes and
20 2 —seconds),
until — S:Sandag
At Screening."
" Saeterjentens
" (Swedish Song), by Ole Bull (1 minute and
20 3 —seconds),
— T: " "Just
before Allegretto),
the great war."
" Capriceuntil
Joyeaux
(Melodious
by Seeligson (1 minute
and4 — 35Continue
seconds),to until
—
T:
"So
she
came
to you." until — T: "The Howe
action (1 minute and 15 seconds),

|
g
g
§
5 — " Serenade
delicatessen
shop."Lointaine " (6/8 Moderato), by Berge (2 minutes and 45 I
seconds),
until — T:Agitato,"
"The by
officeSimon
of the(1 White
6 — " Dramatic
minuteBean."
and 35 seconds), until — 1
T: "Eager to tell Annie."
NOTE: Begin pp. then to action.
I 7 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: " If you are going to have."
= 8 — "Adagietto" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and g
g 50 seconds), until — T: "You haven't got any proof."
g 9 — Theme (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: " Never again, Skole." g
g 10 — Repeat: "Swedish Peasant," by Translateur (1 minute and 30 sec- g
g| onds),
until — T: "Crow's
— Captain."
11 — "Courtesy"
(Langey Nest
Moderato),
by Langey (5 minutes and 5 sec- g
gg onds),
until
—
T:
"Why
are
you
dressedcon like."
12 — " Serenade Romantique " (And.
moto), by Borch (2 minutes and p
g 55 seconds), until — T: "Skole was right."
NOTE: Effect of steam irhistle
g 13 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "Remembering with shame."
g 14 — " Sparklets " (6/8 Moderato), by Miles (3 minutes and 30 seconds), g
gg until15 —— "Love
T: "Two
after." by Puerner (2 minutes), until — T: "The g
Song"months
(Moderato),
g
16 — " Sinister
Theme " (for scenes of impending danger), by Vely (50 1
g evening
before the."
gg seconds),
until —Allegro
T: "Yet
that's*Symphonette
most of bad."Suite), by Berge (3 minutes g
17 — " Lento
" (From
g and 5 seconds), until— T: "The wedding morn finds."
Dramatic
by Winkler (1 minute and 50 seconds), until §
gg — S18 :— "Close
up ofSuspense,"
bride.
g 19 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Two minutes to I
| 20 — " Comedy Allegro," by Berg (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: 1
g
Two— "Gavotte
hundred dollars
he." (Allegro Melody), by Raff (2 minutes and 1
g
& Musette"
."
g 25twe21lve
|
seconds),
until—
T
:
"Where(foris scenes
Hulda? "
g 22 — "Dramatic Narrative"
of reminiscence), by Pement (2 g
g minutes), until — T: "You'd better go."
g 23 — Theme ff (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "I can't be just." I
1
THE END
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WANTED — PIANISTS AND OBGANISTS, with pietur* experience; good salary steady positions.
BJLRTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO- 114
Mailers Building, Chicago.
THEATRES — Free Samples, Caution Labels, Shippingdress:Labels,
Film Tampa,
Reports,Florida.
Dally Reports, etc. AdBox 1156,
TWO NEW REELS OF COMEDY to be sold, no
slap stick. Write V. A. F., 251 West 34th Street,
New York City.
NON-FLAM-LABORATORY
Artistic Printing and Developing
Narrow and Standard size Films
Information cheerfully given gratis
C. W. BRILHART M. H. SCHOENBAUM
10 Cornell Avf
220 W. Torty-second St.
New York City
Yonkers. N. Y.
Phone 652
Phone — Bryant 2991

BECOME
A PROFESSIONAL
arn'
SSio
lOOaWee
PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.|
Qualify for this fascinating profession. Three
months'
course covers
all branches:
Motion Picture — Commercial — Portraiture
Camera*
and Materials
fui'nishedDay free
Practical
or evening
classes;
easyInstruction;
Themodern
School equipment.
of Recognized
Call
or write
forterms.
complete
CATALOG
NO. 41, Superiority.
N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. OR 505 State St., Bklyn.

lran^^rteK
Automatically supplies only such yoltage as are
requires. No waste of current In ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St.. Cleveland, Ohio, C. 8. A.
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
W* rent lists of or address contemplated or sxlstlng theatres, exchanges, state rights owners, publicity mediums and producers, selected as to territory, class, etc. Twenty thoasand changes were
recerded in enr list last 7*ar. Its nss meaas a
saving of from SO to 10% la pet tags, ste.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Passe. Brjnal II J« New York
iiirttUnt
PriaMaa

Marcus Loew, Mr. Bonright and G. J. Fleischmann, all of New York, were in Buffalo last
week, inspecting the work on the new Loew
State theatre, now being constructed on Washington street, with entrance from Main. Mr.
Fleischmann is head of the firm of Fleischmann
6 Co., whose headquarters are in New York.
After looking over the progress of the construction work, it was agreed that the theatre
can be opened early in July. The completion
of this enterprise will mark the beginning of
a new Loew theatre in Niagara Falls on Third
street. It is declared that the Buffalo State
theatre will be one of the largest and most
attractive in the extensive Loew chain.
The Lyric theatre has closed its doors for
all time and housewreckers have commenced to
raze the structure to make way for the new
$1,500,000 New Lafayette Square theatre, which
will be built on its site by M. Slotkin and
associates. The new theatre which will be part
of a ten story office building, will have a seating capacity of 3,500. The policy will be pictures and vaudeville. A total of $2,500,000 will
be spent on the building. Officers of the Monument Theatre Company erecting the new theatre
are : president, Solomon Jacobson ; vice president
and general manager, Morris Slotkin; secretary,
J. Rosing, treasurer, I. Golding. According to
Mr. Slotkin the largest girders ever used in construction work in Buffalo will support the
balcony. Each will be 112 feet in length and
7 feet 10 inches in height, weighing more than
70 tons. The Family theatre at Washington
street and Broadway, was also recently razed to
make way for the big building.
A new motion picture theatre opens in San
Diego, Cal., on or about Feb. 19th, to bear the
name of the Rialto. Owning it are Carl E.
Lundquist and Al G. Edwards. Mr. Lundquist,
who will be the manager, was formerly manager
of amusements at Coronado Tent City, a popular resort across the bay from San Diego.
Mr. Edwards at one time was the owner of the
Superba theatre, now one of the chain of Bush
theatres. The Rialto has a seating capacity of
800, is equipped with two Powers 6-A machines
and a Silvernitro curtain. The installation of
the equipment, including the seating arrangements, was done by the Southern Electrical
Company of this city under the direction of
Claude O. Seaman, manager of the motion picture department of the company. It is planned
to handle First National pictures, and to operate
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. daily.

50 -RADIOS- $2,

For Sale by all Leading Dealer*

t£

Instead of Dipped Lamps
use^«£d1
Infinitely Better, More Lilting
and Cheaper in the Long Ron
Made of Natural Colored Blown Glass
Do Not Fade or Wear Out

2F5°.^wumpd, REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. Congress St,
Chicago, 10.
Ventilating Fans
Oscillating Fans
Ceiling Fans
Desk or Table
Fan3
Wall Bracket
Fans
Low Frieei
Consult us about
your ventilation
Fidelity
ElectricPa.
Lancaster,

Read the "big" articles as they
appear in this section weekly.
They will help you in running
your theatre.
New Films
and Old
CLEANED
CONSERVED
A. TEITEL
1 1 £ Nurth Ll SribStMlt. Oxxfa, Hfiaaa

gOJIIUIMIIPIUIIIIlW

Don't fail to glance over the interesting and

1

in

j

instructive articles appearing each week
the Equipment Section.
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The v4 utomaticket System Stops
Sox OmcE Leaks
& Losses
•Ask
Us 'About It
"Automatic Ticket Selling &. Cash Register Co.
IT62
BROADWAY
NEW YORK

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER

THE
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, ILL.
«

109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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MINNEAPOLIS
G. N. Briggs, widely known newspaper
who has& been
ciatedmanwith and
Finkelstein
Ruben assofor
the past two years as director of exploitation, wil leave the firm this week
to become editor of a local movie
magazine.
He is a brother of Briggs,
the cartoonist.
Ward Allen, prominent Twin City
musician, has been engaged as leader
of the Blue Mouse orchestra.
Thursday evening, February 3, was
film night at the Gayety theatre, Manager William Koenig entertained
seventy young women, employes of the
local Famous Players-Lasky and First
National motion picture exchanges, who
were given the opportunity of seeing
Stone and Pillard's show as an acknowlsplendid
co-operation
during theedgement of their
theatrical
drive
for the
Hoover fund.
William T. Madigan, for the past two
years assistant manager of the United
Theatre Equipment Corporation, has
been appointed manager, succeeding O.
H. Dutton, who resigned recently.
DETROIT
John H. Kunsky has announced an
increase of prices at the Adams for the
engagement
Passion,"
ranging fromof25 " to
75 centstheatscale
the
matinees and from 35c to $1.00 at
•night.
George Beban appears in person at
the Madison with his picture " One
Man in a Million " at the Madison.
A glass stage setting with bubbling
fountains, built to duplicate the Cinderella episode scene in " Forbidden
Fruit
" isofa this
part picture
of the prelude
to the
showing
at the Broadway
Strand.
Francis
A.
Mangan
is responsible.
The Universal film exchange has
been holding open house this week for
state exhibitors. The plan, as conceived by Joe Friedman, office manager, was to induce state exhibitors to
come to the city and to see the latest
Universal releases screened. By registering at the exchange each exhibitor
received his railroad fare for the round
trip, in cash.
Bert Weddidge has incorporated the
Michigan Motion Picture Supply Co.
for $100,000. Mr. Weddidge organized
the company about 10 years ago.
It is reported that W. S. Butterfield
will build a new theatre in Adrian to
seat 1,200.
FLORIDA
Talk about your crime waves ; why,
the whole City of Tampa, Fla. has
been captured by Pirates. King Gasparilla, and his band of blood thirsty
Pirates, sailed up the Bay last Monday,
and the Mayor delivered the City over
to them, without a struggle.
This annual pageant, combined with
the South Florida Mid-Winter Fair, has
<ept Tampa playing to capacity for ten
full days. The theatres all report ex:ellent business, in spite of the great
opposition.
Mr. C. D. Cooley, who operates the
three largest Theatres in the City, saw
i chance
put overthea world
" stunt famous
" picture. Hetoengaged
hers, three in number, who are the
eature attraction at the Fair, for the
vork.

W ith the Camera Man in one plane,
will will
go
to Ashland,Salem,
Ore.,Ore.
now The
wheretriothey
and the other two ahead, a race thru Theatre,"
in one of the George Hunt
the air was staged, with all the stunts sing
houses.
known to aviators, shown on the trip
of nearly seventy miles, to Belleair, the
Henri Keates, master organist of the
famousture,West
Coastwillresort.
The here
picwhen titled,
be shown
Liberty
was show
tht feature
ber at thetheatre,
vaudeville
recentlynumput
first,
and
then
offered
to
otherExhibitors.
cn at $10. a seat as a benefit for a
children's
The with
show more
was than
held
in the cityhospital.
auditorium
Arcadia,
Fla., has
a new Marquis
Motion Pic-& 3000
persons in attendence. A two reel
ture Theatre.
Mayer,
was donated to the show by C.
Townsend, three live wires, have leased comedy
Mr. Jensen is a Rotarian
the Arcadia Opera House, giving it a S. Jensen.
he
purchased
good overhauling, and adding much and
for
members
of his$200.
force. worth of seats
new equipment.
They opened Thursday, Feb. 3rd,
A six-footers' club has been organized
with " Theand Killer,"
the among
patronage,
approval,and
givenfrom
the new
Portland theatre managers.
Among
for foot
memberhouse, it looks like " sure fire."
ship arethose
A. C-considered
Raleigh, six
one ;
St. Petersburg, Fla., now has a F. W. Teufel, six two and a half ;
John
Collins,
six
two
and
a
half
;
Ralph
Theatre for negro patrons. The new
Winsor, six two ; Paul E. Noble, six
house
will this
be called
will open
week. " The
All ofDream."
the whiteIt foot and Bert Hall, six foot one.
theatres in this City, five in number, These men represent four of Portland's
are operated by the S. A. Lynch six first run houses.
Enterprises.
Cameron Geddes, basso and war
hero, will continue at the Liberty
theatre, Portland, for another week as
concert singer. He will then go to
INDIANAPOLIS
the Strand theatre in Seattle and from
there
awaits tohim.Spokane where an engagement
The Keith vaudeville interests are
understood to be behind a deal for the
Ralph Winsor manager of the Star
leasing of property in the heart of the theatre,
returned from Tacoma
business district at South Bend, Ind., where he has
was a guest of his parents,
for the purpose of erecting a 2,000 seat Colonel and
Mrs. H. G. Winsor.
\audeville and picture house and 300 While on the visit
he theatres
called a"t for
not brief
only
room tieshotel
thereon.
Names
of
the
parTacoma
but
Seattle
who intend to secure the lease from
Alexander Lippman and the Northern chats with the managers.
Improvement
Company, owners, have
Paul E. Noble, manager of the
not
been disclosed.
Libertyboys early
theatre,
has the
announced
matinee
morning a ofnewsthe
B. H. Shelke, director of inspection
for the American Society of Composers, will
opening
day
for
"
Dinty."
The with
matinee
be given in cooperation
the
Authors and Publishers, has been in Evening
Telegram. As there are but
Indianapolis to force local orchestras to 200 Telegram
and the seating
pay royalties on pieces composed or capacity of thenewsies
Liberty approximates
owned
membersleaders
of the
society.to city.
2000,
the
Telegram
boys
will be inhosts
Several by
orchestra
decided
to all their other fellow workers
the
stop playing music so controlled.
Following announcement of the newly
formed Indianapolis Athletic Club that
it will build a club house on the southwest corner of Meridian and Vermont NEW
ORLEANS
streets, three blocks north of the heart
of the business district, Gavin L. Payne
F. G. Evans, theatre owner, of Van
and Charles S. Becker, local financiers, Wert,
Ohio, and his wife are among
stated that they probably will put up
an eleven or twelve story hotel and the guests
at thein DeNewSoto,
while viewing
spending a few days
Orleans
theatre building to cost approximately
the city's attractions and enjoying a
$1,500,000 on property next door.
period of recreation. Mr. Evans operMrs. Charles Cook, proprietor of a
ates two large " movie " theatres and
neighborhood photoplay theatre at 430 a legitimate dramatic playhouse and
in his sec-as
West Washington street foiled burglars says the
tion nevertheatrical
has beenbusiness
so prosperous
who came to the box office and pointed
a gun at her by screaming and running now." There is a rich agricultural section
from the booth. The burglars, four in
number, also fled.
around
" andprosthe
farmers Van
thereWert,"
have he
beensays,
usually
perous. It is said that in Van Wert
county there is only 1% acres of waste
land, which we claim is a record for
PORTLAND,
utilization of the soil."
ORE.
Joseph E. Luckett, of New York, an
official of one of the most important motion picture producing companies in the
A.biaC.theatre,
Raleigh,
of thevacation.
Colum- country, is at the St. Charles with
is on manager
a two weeks
his
wife,
coming here for a brief busiHe spent part of his time at Salem
trip. Mr.theatrical
Luckett ismen
one inof the
where the Oregon legislature is now best ness
known
the
United States and for many years was
in sessionmainder and
plans
to
take
the
reof his holiday in a visit to manager of one of the leading theatres
Seattle and Tacoma.
in Washington, D. C.
New Orleans and the Fair Grounds
C. S. Jensen, senior member of the
firm of Jensen and Von Herberg has tracks have been selected as the scenes
announced his attention of obtaining for one of the greatest racing dramas
season leases on all possible films. ever put on the screen, larger and betThis, he believes, would make it imter even than
" Checkers,"
accordingof
pos ible for persons to wait but two or to Richard
Stanton,
noted director
the Fox Film Corporation, who prothree
days
after
a
production's
first
run
at first run prices to see the same picduced "Checkers
as awith
photoplay
and
ture at a neighborhood house for 10 or who arrived
last "week
a company
15 cents.
of about thirty film actors and actresses
of the Fox Company from New York,
The Manhattan trio, male singers
to appear in the new turf play.
who enjoyed seven weeks run at the whoTheareplayers
expect to remain in New
Liberty theatre, Portland, are now ap- Orleans about two weeks, making all
pearing at Art Laflar's
" Grand the exteriors for the photo-play in and

around the city. Mr. Stanton will
stage turehis
race track
for the
at tlieownFairhorse
Grounds
and piche
stated that the public is invited to attend the filming of the play and to
witness the horse race that will provide a stirring
the picture's
dramatic
action.climax
This ofinvitation
will
give New Orleans folks an opportunity
to see how movie pictures are produced
and also to participate as members of
the crowd at the race track.
SAN

FRANCISCO

W. D. Kofeldt, manager of the Pathe
exchange announces that he has booked
" The Devil " for an indefinite run at
the Rialto theatre, commencing April
9. He says that the most extensive
advertising and exploitation ever given
for a picture will be launched on " The
Devil will
" andplayit for
is expected
the weeks.
production
four to six
Three of the latest Pathe pictures,
" The Killer," " The Money ChangThe College
Sage Hen
" have
been
bookeders,"byand "the
theatre,
formerly
Newman's
College,
which
has
recently
changed hands and will in future show
nothing but big productions. The new
owners who have acquired the property from the estate of Charles Newman who died recently, are: Edward
A. Smith, formerly manager of the
Rialto and Strand theatres of this city ;
William. A. Casey, who remains as
house Hilp.
manager; Frank Burham and
Harry
The Metro exchange has moved into
new quarters on Golden Gate avenue,
which is better and larger than the old
offices. The new building complies
with all the new fire department stipulations and underwriters suggestions
and is in two separate sections, the
business offices being divided from the
shipping and film departments.
ST.

LOUIS

Charles
" The
Kid at"
smashed
all Chaplin's
previous house
records
the New Grand Central and West End
Lyric Theatres, two of the string of
Skouras Brothers Enterprises. Crowds
surrounded the two theatres during all
performances of the week of Feb. 6
waiting their turn to enter. Everyone
is in accord with acclaiming the latest
Chaplin release one of his greatest
endeavors.
" Lying Lips,"
Associated
picture,
a week's
run atProducers'
the New
Grand begins
Central
beginning
February
13 th. paign
Anhas been
ebctensive
advertising
camplanned.
Mrs. E. M. Duerhas disposed of her
interest in the Empress Theatre,
Springfield,
111., for
to the
a local
syndicate
formed specially
purchase.
The
consideration is said to have been approximately $20,000.
SPOKANE
" A Small Town Idol " one of the
few productions Mack Sennett has made
in six-reel proportions, is playing at
the Casino for a week's engagement.
" The Lost
City,"
in its
episode,
is the
filma serial
offering
at fifth
the
Pantages, while the picture program at
the Hippodrome shows House Peters in
" Closed Roads " and Lucy Lee Stewart
in " The Eleventh Commandment."
Humoresque
had its
run" The
showing
here last" week
and thirddrew
good houses at the Majestic. Bill Hart
in " Theat Toll
Gate " is this week's
offering
the Majestic.
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Icy, George Fisher, Helen Ware, scenario is by Monte Katterjohn.
Bertram Johns and Ray Berger.
Milton Sills is the leading man.
UNIVERSAL
Director Tom Forman has comDirector Millard W ebb is beginpleted "White and Unmarried,"
ning
the
filming
of
"
Ismael,"
by
Carl Laemmle has assigned Mrs. Edna Southworth. William starring Tom Meighan. Forman
C.
Forster
is
the
cameraman,
and
,
will go East with Meighan to diRolin Sturgeon to the task of
making a special production, the Harold Goodwin the star. In the studios.rect two pictures in Eastern
name and character of which is cast arc Lillian Hall, George
being withheld. The scenario Fisher, Corrcan Kirkham. Irish
staff is now concentrating on this Ashton, Glen Cavender, Fred
George
Mel ford
and headed
''The
Master"
company,
work.
ECirby, Grace Goodall, Hayward Money
by James Kirk wood, is in the
Mack and Lillian Langdon.
Xorth getting Canadian scenes.
William Fildew, cameraman for
Tod Browning, is in Chicago to
Now in production are : " Tom
secure correct atmosphere scenes Boy," starring Eileen Percy, under
the direction of Carl Harbaugh;
for " Fanny Herself."
" The Night Horseman," starring
The supporting cast Eor Harry Tom
Mix, under the direction of FIRST
NATIONAL
Carey in " The Homeward Trail " Lynn Reynolds ; " The Lamp Lightbesides Mignon Golden, will iner," starring Shirley Mason, under
clude Joseph Harris, Bill Gettinger, the direction
(of Howard Mitchell ;
Charles LeMoyne, C. E. Anderson, " Clung." an all-star Chinese specWork on " The Invisible Fear."
tacle, under the direction of Emmet by Hampton del Ruth, starring
Farrel Mc'uonalu, Arthur ftlillett,
Otto Meyers, and Nobel Johnson.
Anita Stewart, under the direction
End," of Edwin Carew, is beginning at
Trail's the
"The under
J. Flynn, and Jones,
diThe production cost of " Foolish starring rectionBuck
of Bernard Durning.
Mayer studios.
Wives" has passed $750,000. Two
or more months will be required
William Desmond has been
Jack Blystone is now at work on
for completion.
a super-comedy, to run five or more added to the cast of " Muffled
reels, featuring Clyde Cook. Four Drums." Little Richard Hedrick
Truant,"
by Mann
and" The
Izolla
Forrester
will bePage
the Sunshine Comedies are now in pro- will play in this subject.
duction, under the direction of Al.
Finis Fox has been engaged by
next starring vehicle for Frank
John, Del Lord, Ray Enright Louis H. Mayer to do special work
Mayo. It will be directed by St.
and Nate Watt.
on scenarios.
Robert Thornby.
Jerome Storm will arrive in Los
" The Man Tamer," the next
Angeles within the next few days
Gladys Walton picture, will be dito conclude negotiations with B. P.
rected by Harry Harris.
GOLDWYN
Fincman for the direction of Kathleen MacDonald in future First
Subjects recently completed are:
National productions.
" The Dangerous Moment," starContinuity is being prepared for
ring Carmel Meyers, under the diBarbara Castleton has arrived in
rection of Marcel Desano ; " False the following: "The Purple Mask." Los Angeles from New York to
Colors," the
> starring
Friscilla
Dean, by Gouverneur Morris; "The Ace play the lead in the John M. Stahl
under
direction
of Stuart
of Hearts," by Morris; " From the
aton ; " Li'Pl Miss Merridew," Ground Up," by Rupert Hughes; production,
George Weber," Muffled
who has Drums."
recently
starring Gladys Walton, and di- " Hungry Hearts," by Anzia filmed
a
number
of subjects for
rected by Harry Harris. The Yezierska ; " The Romeo " and
comedies include a two-reel Lyons " The Fbor Relation," for Will Goldwyn, has been engaged as
and Moran burlesque on Shakes- Rogers ; " The Mother," by LcRoy photographer.
pearean tragedies to be titled Scott; "Jane," by Mary Robert
Marshall Neilan left for New
"Roman Romeos"; "The Bug Rinehart ; " The Grim Comedian," York last Saturday with Colleen
House," directed by William Beau- by Rita Wreiman ; " Honest," by Moore, Cameraman David Kesson,
dine, featuring Dorothy Wolbert ; Thomas; "The Christian," by Hall Business Manager Leeds Baxter,
"His Acting
Wife,"
underfeaturing
the di- Caine.
Lucita Squier, the continuity
rection of Ward
Hayes,
" The Romeo," a Will Rogers writer, and Daniel Gray, film direcBilly Fletcher.
tor. They will return West when
picture, is now being .cast. ClarDirector Eddie Dull has started
ence Badger will direct.
all scenes for the next subject are
filming the serial, " The Terror
Jessie Dcjaincttc has been added completed.
Trail," an international mystery to the cast of " The Alibi," now bestory featuring Eileen Sedgwick.
ing directed by Frank Lloyd with
Albert Russell is directing the an all-star cast.
HERE
AND
Helen Chadwick, who has been
production of " The White Horseman," aserial starring Art Accord. ill with pneumonia for the past
THERE
Beatriz Dominiquez is playing the week has returned to work at the
lead.
studio.
Short Westerns in production arc
Announcement is made this week
n, author of num- of a contract being signed by
JuliaerousJosephso
" Out of the West," starring Leonoriginal
Ince-Ray
for
stories
ard Clapham, directed by Jacques Productions, and since with Lasky, Charles Conklin to appear in a
Jaccard ; " The Guilty Trail," by has been named associated Gold- series of twelve two-reel comedies
Malcom Boylan of Universal pub- wyn editor. He will work with J. to be made by the Atlas Film Comlicity staff, starring Jack Perrin,
g editor. Two
pany of Los Angeles. Max Asher,
and directed by Edward Laemmle; G. Hawks, managinon
was a small a well-known comedian, has also
ago Josephs
years
and "Wanted: a Parson," starring town school teacher in Washing- been engaged, and May Cummings.
Hoot Gibson, and directed by Wil- ton.
who has just completed a trip over
liam Craft.
the Pantages time will be the lead.
Charles Diltz has been engaged as
director and Clifford Blackstone as
cameraman. Space at the Balboa
LASKY
FOX
studio, Long Beach, has been engaged for this production work.
Director
Sam
Wood,
Gloria
" Colorado Pluck," by George Swanson and company, are using
Kipling of the enterRichard
Goodchild, stars William Russell.
is to reprises that bear his name,week
the
residences
of
Burlingame,
a
after
Jules Furthman is directing and
turn East within the next
George Schnciderman is the fashionable San Francisco suburb, spending two months on the Coast.
cameraman. The cast includes for exteriors for " The Great Mo- While in Los Angeles Kipling has
ment," an Elinor Glynn story. The arranged for the opening of a film
Margaret Lcvington, William Buck-

Wirt

0

exchange to handle the products distributed through his organization.
The present list includes the Sylvanite Productions, Midnight Riders, Outlawed, The Battling Kid
and others. The exchange will be
located at 802 S. Olive street, Lo»
Angeles.
J. Swartz and M. Rice, owners of
the Reviere and Liberty theatres at
Milwaukee, are in Los Angeles to
spend a few weeks getting acquainted with conditions respecting
future productions.
METRO
Three companies are now active,
Nazimova has just completed an
Scenes were taken with
three hun
sequence for "Camille.'"
important
dred
players at the entrance to the
Paris Opera House set, where the
meeting
occurs. of Camille and Armand
Director Wesley Ruggles, Alice
Lake and the players in " Unchar
ted Seas,"
and John from
Fleming
Wilson, have returned
Flagstaff^
Arizona, where snow scenes were
secured.
ished this The
week. subject will be finDallas Fitzgerald is directing
May Allison in " Dated."
REALART
Walter Hiers and Polly Moran
have been added to the cast oft
" Two Weeks Without Pay," which
will star Bebe Daniels. Joseph
Hcnabery is directing. Frances
Harmer has written the next Bebe
Daniels comedv drama, entitled,
" One Wild Week."
J. Roy Barnes has been engaged
to play opposite Wanda Hawley in
her next production.
Hector Turnbull has arrived to
supervise the filming of two of his
stories.
Percy Heath has been added to
the Realart scenario staff by Supervising Director Elmer Harris. Mr.
Heath will write for Wanda Hawlev and Bebe Daniels.
VITAGRAPH

Albert E. Smith is outlining production plans for the Spring
which provide for addimonths,tional units.
•' The Secret of the Silver Car " i
been selected for Earl W il- I
has
hams" next picture. The story is I
Martyn. Kathryn
bv Wvndham
Adams will play the female lead
and Director David Smith is now J
casting for the other parts.
William Duncan, Edith Johnson and " The Fighting Fate " com- I
panv are making final scenes with
fifty players on the Kern river.
Larrie Semon's next will be en- I*
titled " The Rent Collector."
"Purp
ng le
on
worki
companyandare the
Rider
Joe " Ryan
Catalina.

" His Fiery Beat "
(Sunshine Comedy — Fox — Two Reels)
"~r*HIS
largely
burlesquedepartment,
on a combinaI- tion isfire
anda police
well

irected, filled with good comedy types, and sufcient for average entertainment in any theare. There are no outstanding thrills, but the
icture ends with a pursuit over several miles
f Hollywood boulevards, during which a Ford
urns corners very precariously, and skids about
i several circles.
Careful selection of the members of the fire
epartment are responsible for some of the enrtainment. They are fat and lean, tall and
hort. They are shown at rescue drill and at
fficial inspection. They change very quickly
ito the police department, and when the body
f the inevitable Ford is hoisted upwards and
hanged to a patrol wagon body, the metamorhosis of the department is complete.
Bathing girls fill a brief space in the picture
ut do nothing besides romp about the beach
typical Sunshine fashion. Bobby Dunn 'is
he Police-Fire chief and Olive Dale supplies
— |he necessary amount of feminine beauty.
A shot taken above a man as he executes a
igh dive into a lake is a clever novelty and afords a much greater thrill than a long shot
• I f the same scene.— MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
" Something to Worry About "
Chester Outing-Educational — One Reel)
' F you think your patrons will care to see views
■ of Yellowstone Park clad in its winter manle, here's one that will surely interest them, for
he cameraman has made a round trip of this
elebrated recreational reserve and hasn't missed
geyser or spring of any note.
The reel opens with some interesting scenes
f the falls and then shifts to some views of
ie Yellowstone river.
Interest is aroused when travelers are seen
merging from their huts on skis prepared for
he winter jaunt. The cameraman follows the
dventurers along the trail and into the woods,
1 what might be called God's country, until they
merge at an opening and we see in the distance
he wonderful springs and geysers for which
he park is noted.
The cameraman now shows his grit and brings
is instrument as closely as possible to the latter
nd in a series of pretty close-ups and long
hots shows the spectator all he wants to know
f these peculiarities of nature.
They gush and fizzle until they look like safety
alves or percolators indulging in blowouts and
■J ^hen the travelers place their eggs in the water
nd ask one another how they will have them —
ioiled or scrambled — the spectator knows that
vhat he has read about is true, for the waters
J ioil to a strong heat.

A few views of the bear and deer in their
winter haunts are also shown. — FRANK
LEONARD.

" The Unhappy Finish "
( Mack Sennett Comedy-Paramount )
is a which
good Mack
"take-off"
the concocted
" fillum " busiAT T ness
Sennetton has
here
in " The Unhappy
He are
burlesques
the
executive
end whereFinish."
the stars
hired and
where the efficiency expert runs things according to the figures in his head and the figures of
the aspirants to fame and fortune. Charles
Murray is one of the magnates. His partner
missed our identification. But Ford Sterling is
easily spotted. Also Harriet Hammond and
Phyllis Haver. A breath of hokum keeps the
comedy going for a small amount of footage.
Then the pretty aspirant comes on the scene
and Murray has a busy time avoiding his wife
and attempting to keep a date with the wouldbe star. The Sennett kid on his velocipede and
the Great Dane enter into the festivities. It is
a merry bit of jazz this comedy-one filled with
some good gags and some nearly as good. Ford
Sterling and Charles Murray supply the
laughter.
REID. — Length 2 Reels. — LA URENCE

44 The Lion
Reel)Hunters "
I Mult and Jeff Cartoon — Fox — One-Half

THIS is another good cartoon of Bud
Fisher's two funny folk. Besides a good
comedy idea, the lions in the picture, and there
are many of them, are cleverly and naturally
drawn.
Mutt and Jeff are lion hunters, but Mutt does
all the hunting. Jeff is a decoy — hung from a
tree, just outfortunately
of fallsthe
animal's
Muttfellow
unasleep
and reach.
the little
is in a pretty had predicament when the lions
come and begin leaping up at him. A bird
steals the gun from the sleeping Mutt and drops
it into Jeff's hands, who is thus able to kill
the score or so of lions who have surrounded
him. The antics of the wild beasts constitute animation of the highest type. It is a
worth while comic in every respect. — MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
44 The Waiting Maid "
(Universal)
Wolwith Dorothy
AVERY
the leading
Barry playing
Eddie comedy
bert andpleasing
roles. These two comedians indulge in many
comedy situations and act as splendid foils for
one another.

Barry as the eccentric minister plays his part
in a droll sort of way, getting plenty of comedy
out of the scenes in which he appears and
this coupled with the short snappy action of
the star, Miss Wolbert, puts over many scenes
that would certainly fail in the hands of less
competent actors.
All of which means that this is one of Dorothy
Wolbert's best comedies. Not that it scintillates
with funny situations but that it has a good
logical story which explodes at intervals and
then runs along in an interesting vein between
the big moments.
The comedy is well directed and the star is
supported by a cast of good comedians.
" The Waiting Maid " should interest and give
good
satisfaction wherever played. — FRANK
LEONARD.

44 Hiking the Alps "
(Kineto Review No. 42 — Urban)
CONCERNING
Boy are,
Scouts,
ing that boys inSwiss
any land
afterandall,provonly
boys. Would be particularly pleasing to a
Saturday afternoon audience, and if followed
by Review No. 43, " How the Swiss Boy Scout
Spends His Vacation," the line up would possibly be composed of boys from all neighborhoods within reach.
Starting from the Federal City of Berne, the
President of the Swiss Republic looks the boys
over and pronounces them fitted to depart upon
their journey hiking the Alps. They manifest
decided interest in all interesting points,
especially the St. Bernard dogs. They are well
trained little soldiers and when time comes to
travel on, pack up and make leave like veterans.
Then in the sequel, the older heads in charge
begin to exact character and stature-building
tasks from the boys, but believing all along they
are playing, instead of working, they accomplish
wonders. They help in the poultry yards, reconstruct a fallen bridge, cut wood and become
generally useful as well as healthful. The usual
excellent photography identified with Urban subjects prevails. — LILLIAN GALE.
44 Voices of the Sea "
(Bruice Scenic — Educational)
WE have seen many views of the sea during
our lives, some of which were impressive
and others — just ordinary, with nothing to attract or draw the eye.
When Robert C. Bruice takes up the megaphone and directs his cameraman in a scenic
one may be sure to find something in it which
will remain fixedly in the memory.
And so it is with " Voices of the Sea." This
one reeler is nothing more or less than a serie*
of interesting views of the sea and the surrounding landscape— FRANK LEONARD.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetical y as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the report*
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of
this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to October 30, 1920.
PICTURE

BRAND

STAR

RELEASED

PLAN BOOK

ALWAYS
AUDACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID
NOV. 20
" Clever twists make interesting crook story." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a sure-fire box office attraction. Audiences
seemed well pleased." " Story little impossible but business was big.
Some fine double exposures in this and picture one of his best." " An
entertaining
well."
" Greatandin great
storystories.
and in Went
production. feature
Wally Reid which
always drew
has good
following
over
big."
"
Better
than
average
business."
"
An
unusually
pleasing
Sicture which ran to exceptionally big houses all week. Star an excellent
rawing card. Everybody pleased. Good story, well done." " Wallace
Reid is very popular with our patrons and ' Always Audacious ' pleased
our audiences. Did good business for the week/' " Entertaining picture. Business was very good during run." " Drew large crowds
and met with the favor of home-going audiences." " A good production
having entertaining story. Box-office reecipts good." " A very good picture to —average
Consensus
" Oood business
picture, two
gooddays."
puller."
AZK ALL MEN ALIKE? (METRO) MAY ALLI80N
NOV. •
" Rather inconsequental for feature length." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair business with a picture that was hard to tell
what it was about."
BAIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOPE HAMPTON
JAN. 15
" Rather hectic but fairly interesting."— M. P. Netvs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a good picture and business was way off.
Our patrons TRIMMED
didn't know (UNIVERSAL)
the star." " FairCARMEL
picture MYERS
to fair business."
BEAUTIFULLY
DEC. 11
" Mediocre picture un a hackneyed theme." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good crook picture."
BEGGAR
IN PURPLE.
A (EDGAR
LEWIS- PATH E) SPECIAL NOV. 13
CAST
" Oood production given average story." — if. P. News.
BIG PUNCH, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES
FEB. 19
"Buck Jones as a minister ; a dull picture." — If. P. News.
BILLIONS (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
DEC. 11
" Very weak picture material in Nazimova's latest." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazimova shows a decided Improvement in this
picture over ' Madame Peacock.* Well taken by big audiences for the
entire
week."
It is it' notthemuch
' and film
my
audiences
were" Picture
below proved
normal.a frost
Many here.
thought
poorest
Nazimova has ever played in." " Opened to big business, but didn't
hold up so well." " Picture heartily criticized and Nazimova's very
stagy and unnatural acting has killed her in this city."
Consensu! — " Average picture, average puller."
BLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
DEC. 25
" Justine
Johnstone is a welcome screen figure in crook melodrama." —
M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A mediocre picture. Star not particularly attractive, but played to good business for reasons unknown."
BLACK BEAUTY (VITAGRAPH) JEAN PAIGE
JAN. 22
" Entertaining picture made from fomous classic." — M. P. News.
BLIND WIVES (FOX) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 15
" Another episode picture of certain appeal." — P. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good melodrama that pleased lovers of this class of
entertainment.
Box-office returns better than usual." " Fairly good
both as to pleasing the audiences and box-office returns."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
BRANDED SOUL, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 19
" Redemption
story carries little appeal and is badly overacted." — if. P.
News.
BREAKING
POINT, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE FEB. 5
BARRISCALE
More than a vehicle — a well-sustained marital drama." — if. P. News.
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT) ROSCOE ARBUCKLE. . .FEB. 5
" What the public has been waiting for from Fatty." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Sure-fire winner. Pleased the audiences immensely.
Box
than usual."
BROADWAYoffice returns
BUBBLE,muchTHElarger(VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE GRIF- FITH NOV. JT
" Corinne Griffith does excellent work in dual role." — if. P. News." Did better
than average enough
businessto atattract,
two first-run
simultane-so
ously. Just melodramatic
and not houses
too emotional,
as to offend." " Opened big and kept up big all week. A picture that
Dleased GATE,
everybodyTHEbecause
it is logical."
BROKEN
(FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON)
BESSIE
BARRISCALE
JAN. 1
"
Sob
sister
story
is
highly
theatrical."
—
if.
P.
News.
BRUTE MASTER, THE (HODKINSON) HOBART BOSWORTH .... NOV. •
" HobartPULLS
Bosworth
in vigorous
story of SPECIAL
the sea." — CAST
if. P. News.JAN. 15
BUNTY
THE scores
STRINGS
(GOLDWYN)
" Fine production given famous stage comedy." — If. P. Neirs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy little story to this one. Pleased my patrons
and kept me packing 'em in. Almost a record-breaker."
Box Office Reports con
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PLAN BOOK

BURGLAR PROOF (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN
FEB. 12
" Washburn's best one in a dog's age — a real comedy." — if. P. News.
CHARM
SCHOOL,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID
JAN. •
" Wallace Reid has another winner here." — If. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment. — " Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and brought
good business." " Wallace Reid went over big in this picture. Our
patrons thought it was one of the best of this popular star's productions. Played this
to excellent
the office
week attractions
preceding we
New have
Year's."
" We consider
one of thebusiness
best box
ever 1
played. Did exceptional business during its run at this house and is
an
picture."" One
" Veryof good
picture,
full of
entertaining
Did excellent
good business."
the most
pleasing
pictures
we havepoints.
ever
shown.
Business
was
very
good."
"
Good
enough
for
a
week
holdover. Business extra good both weeks. Best Wallace second
Reid picture
ever seen." " Certainly good. Business fine all week. Audiences well j
pleased." " Very good picture which held down big business for a week." I
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
CHEATER REFORMED. THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
JAN. IS !
" William Russell has an entertaining crook picture here." — Jf. Sens.
CINDERELLA'S TWIN (METRO) VIOLA DANA
JAN
■ *
" Just misses being very commonplace." — M. P. News.
CITY SPARROW, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL CLAYTON DEC '
" Weak in drama, but strong in sentiment." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened with usual audiences, but business gr* »
last few days and it went over big." " Mediocre picture lifted fron
mediocrity
by good
Ethel Clayton
by splendid
" When I put
out aacting
posterof advertising
EthelandClayton,
I sit direction
back and"
wait for the money to roll in — for sbe is one of the biggest favoritee j
here on the paramount list. This is one of her weaker stories. bu>
it
went —over
in greatpicture,
shape."average
"Twopuller."
days to average business.'
Consensus
" Average
COAST OF OPPORTUNITY, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J.
WARREN KERRIGAN
DEC It
" Picturesque story with Kerrigan in heroic role." — if. P. News.
COLORADO (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
FEB. 19
" Mayo's latest strong in action." — if. P. News.
CONNECTICUT
YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT, A (FOX) FEB. 12
SPECIAL CAST
"Mark Twain modernized in an appealing picture." — if. P. News.
CONRAD
OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. »
THOMASIN QUEST
MEIGHAN
" Delightful story is enriched on the screen." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Fair
average
receipts."
" Drew about
average
crowdspicture
duringbringing
the entire
week.box-offlce
People characterized
it
as
'
very
good.'
"
"
Average
picture
with
about
usual
business."
"An extremely
a star
is regarded
in this
section
as one entertaining
of the most picture
popular with
of the
malewhospecies.
Considering
that this was the week before Christmas, business wes very good
indeed." " Great, Opened very big. Great crowds waiting to get in.
Meighan a great favorite here." " Average picture. Played to average
business." " Usual comment on this picture. Why was Meighan surrounded by such
womenscreen
? Fair
business."
" Big business.
Meighan
one of the
most ugly
popular
stars.
Our patrons
like him and
like
the kind of pictures he appears in." " A whimsical story, well acted,
which seemed
to please
the crowds."
Consensus
— " Average
picture,
average puller."
COUSIN KATE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
FEB. 12
" Alice Joyce has strong personality in ' Cousin Kate.' " — if. P. News.
DANGEROUS BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TALMADGE
DEC. 11
" Rather frail but fairly amusing." — if. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fin • production which seemed to please and brought
fine business." " Not as good as some of Miss Talmadge's previous
vehicles, but satisfying." " A good picture and brought more than usual
business.' " This sure did go over big and deserved it for it's an interesting picture throughout." " Picture brought fine business. Very entertain g."This one went over big and the box-office showed large
receipts. Just seemed to bring 'em in, and they were well pleased with
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST.... NOV. 11
" Vivid, 'punchy' story: production excellent." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This one went over good and brought more than
the average business." " Only a fair picture. If properly advertised It
will THE
get the(ASSO.-EXHIB.-PATHE)
money."
DEVIL,
GEORGE ARLISS
JAN. 29
" Very artistic with Arliss superb in his screen debut." — if. P. News.
tinued on page 1714
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Film

a assez de chinoiNs !! Voil
ENFI
which being rendered
serie
into plain, if somewhat vulgar
English, is not an attack on the
Chinese, as might at first sight be
supposed, but merely the French
ng Picture chDirectors'
Moving
nt of
to
governmeway
the Fren
telli
put an end to its " monkey business " and to stop treating their
business like a pariah among the
national industries ! Yes, the
French Moving Picture trade is
smarting under a long outstanding
grievance to which I have already
called attention. This grievance is
em
ing tion
systare
heav
than r thewhic
less unde
nothtaxa
' of
h ythey
penalized and which they assert is
throttling them. After submitting
passively until now, they realize
that the time has at last come when
resistance is imperative to prevent them from sinking under the
burden of taxation which is eating
up their meagre profits and threatening them with bankruptcy. Here
are the facts of the case in a nutshell : The French government,
persuaded that the Motion Picture
Industry is an extremely lucrative
proposition, in the sense that the
cost of production is out of all proportion with the receipts therefrom, has decreed a special system
of taxation for all Motion Picture
theatres in France. This tax
amounts to as much as 35 per cent,
of the gross receipts, and is divided
up between the state and the Poor
Relief Fund. Along comes now the
Paris municipality waving the text
of a law passed last year authorizing them to levy a further tax attaining as much as 50 per cent, of
the amount of the state tax according to locality, thus bringing
the combined tax in certain cases
to 40 per cent, of the receipts.
This was, however, the last straw.
Stung into action by the memory
of past wrongs and threatened with
what they consider a further injustice, the Paris Moving Picture
Directors called a meeting of protest on Saturday last and the following resolutions were voted :
That Motion Picture theatres
should be placed on the same footing of tax assessment as the legitimate theatres — that is with a 6 per
rent, tax ; that a parliamentary
statute should be granted them recognizing their existence and public
utility and further that a group
should be organized in parliament
for the protection and advancement
of the entire moving picture industry. Failing redress the directors threatened to close down their
houses. The situation at present is
stationary. Meanwhile the government has fallen and until the new
minister of finance has been allowed
to assume his functions no action
can be expected. But the directors
are marshalling their forces for the
conflict which they do not intend
to shirk. Facts and figures are
e tsthatwhicthe
g brou
to eprov
beinge
' char
h
profi
excessiv
of ght
is supposed to explain the heavy
taxation, is a myth. Here are
some of the figures: The charge
for seats has been raised between
180 and 300 per cent., but the cost
of living has increased in Paris by
445 per cent. The increase in the
price of seats in the legitimate
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theatre amounts to 280 per cent.,
but in the picture houses to 266
per cent. But, the theatres pay
only 6 tures
per contribute
cent, tax,
the picoverwhile
30, and
are
threatened with more. And as regards working expenses and cost
of production : The lighting bill
which in 1914 totalled 1,000 francs
now totals 5,000; three feet of film
which then cost a quarter of a
franc now costs a franc and a
quarter ; and as a result whereas
French films were 63 per cent, of
the
total,cent,
theyand
haveas now
fallencountry's
to 13 per
the
majority of imported films come
from America where the exchange
is more than three times above
normal, it is difficult to see, assert
the directors, the justification for
such excessive taxes on the alleged
grounds of large profits. Supporters of the government tax have
further added fuel to the fire of
the directors' wrath and indignation by suggesting that the moving
picture is after all a form of luxury
and not a genuine utilitarian form
of business. To which the motion
picture representatives reply by
pointing to the amazing development of the industry in other countries, especially in America, where
it holds such a prominent rank
among
the nation's
Others similarly
unkindlyindustries.
disposed
pile on the abuse by hinting that the
motion picture is not morally free
from blemish and that numerous
are the films calculated to corrupt
the ideals of the youth of the country, etc. But the picture men refute
this charge with ease by calling attention to the moral laxity of the
present day French stage, where
liberty is synonymous with license
and the nude and the vicious are
openly flaunted before the spectators. Thus the controversy goes
on. Personally I do not for a moment believe that the picture theatres in Paris or anywhere else in
France will carry out their threat
to close down. On the other hand
the seriousness of the situation
from the point of view of the proprietors and of all those engaged
in the motion picture game cannot
be denied. Something will have to
be done and done quickly to remedy a condition of things which has
become financially intolerable.
Apart, however, from the justifiable complaint of the French theatre directors, there is no getting
away from the fact that the whole
motion picture business in France
is far from attaining that progress
and development which are being
registered in other countries, notably in America, England, Italy
and even Germany. The French
complain that the home industry is,
if not in a retrograde state, at least
at a standstill, which properly
analyzed, comes to the same thing,
according to all the laws and principles of sound business. The prime
and most obvious cause of this lack
of progress and underdevelopment
is undoubtedly the tightness and
scarcity of money. Picture producers in France complain that
they are unable to turn out films,
either as regards quality or quantity that will compare even favorably with those of the foreign
market. Here again America is
cited as the chief offender in setting
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a standard that cannot be attained
in France. Without money they
slate it is impossible to build suitable studios or acquire the requisite
equipment. The result is that the
public favor foreign films because
of their obvious superiority in
technique and finish. There is,
however, another handicap under
which all films in France are suffering. This is the scarcity of theatres. In the whole of France in
1914 there were 1,500 houses where
pictures were shown. To - day,
after seven years, the total is onl\
1,800. It has been figured out, however, that the cost of production
tor a film to-day has increased
six-fold. It will therefore be readily seen that the French film producer is in need of a far greater
number of screens than the country
possesses if he is to reap returns
corresponding with the cost of production. Thus it comes about that
in seeking a remedy for this unsatisfactory state of affairs French
producers have begun openly a
campaign of agitation against the
foreign film which they maintain
should be penalized with additional
import duty and in order to force
proprietors of theatres to give preference to French films, an additional tax of from 3 to 6 per cent
has been proposed on all programs
not including a, certain length of
French produced film. This form
cf protection, however, is recognized as a dangerous weapon with
a double edge and as reprisals
would most likely not be long in
forthcoming from other countries
there is good reason to believe that
the project will be abandoned. Another form of protection aimed especially at American films is the
project of a Latin union between
France and Italy whereby each
each party should pledge itself not
to purchase films from other countries except after previous consultation together. It is even stated
that one of the principal French
distributing houses has signed a
contract on these lines with a large
Italian concern, but I have been unable so far to obtain confirmation
of this report.
But in spite of the wailings and
moanings of the French trade their
production list continues to mantain a good level, both as regards
quantity and quality. I have figured
out that there are either ready or in
course of production, some fifty
films, many of which can be classed
as both commercially and artistically certain of success. Among these
may
be mentioned
" The Wheel,"
sensational
film depicting
the lifea
of modern railroad, produced by
the famous Frenchman, Abel
Gance, the same who produced
"J'accuse," " Phroso," from the
novel of Anthony Hope, now being
produced in the south of France
by another eminent producer, Louis
Mercanton, and in which one of
the most sensational scenes is the
interior of the famous Cafe de
Paris, at Monte Carlo : the leading
role in " Phroso " is played by the
American actress, Malvia Longfellow, adirect descendant of the
poet. Others include " Atlantide,"
with Napierkowska ; " The Agony
of the Eagles," founded on the famous Napoleonic incidents ; " The
Three Musketeers " and " Robinson
Crusoe." This last is now being

Taxation

produced by the Monat Film Co.,
of Paris, in Sicily. The scenario
is taken from the work of Defoe
is in two episodes of 5,000 feet
each. The first episode is enacted
in England and centers around a
pretty little love story between
Crusoe and a young English girl.
The scene is then transferred to the
famous island where Crusoe meets
with those wonderful adventures
which we all delighted in as children. Iunderstand that the production of this film is on a very
lavish scale. It was begun in December last and is expected to be
finished in March. New York is
likely to see it soon after.
FRANCIS J. TUCKFIELD.
New

Exchange Formed
on West Coast

Supreme Film Company of California has been organized with a
capital of $100,000 to conduct exchanges in Los Angeles and San
Francisco for the distribution of
re-issues and other films of the
Triangle Distributing Corporation.
The company has taken over the
business of the Los Angeles Triangle Exchange. The officers are
Geo. N. Montgomery, President; C.
E. Edwards, Jr., Vice-President; A.
P. M. Narlian, Treasurer, and J.
G. Connors, Secretary.
Samwith
Taylor
"GagLloyd
Man"
Harold
Sam Taylor is the latest addition
to the Hal Roach comedy forces
on the Coast, and is responsible for
the
of " Now
or Never,"
the scenario
three-reel
Harold
Lloyd
comedy which will be released on
March 13 by Associated Exhibitors
through Pathe Exchanges, Inc.
This isandLloyd's
first with
three-reel
comedy
one filled
gags
from beginning to end. Mr. Taylor, in addition to writing the scenario, served as of" gag
" during
the production
the man
picture.
The
picture is claimed to set a record
for clever and original comedy
stunts, a great many of which take
place on a railroad sleeper.
Mr. Taylor entered the picture industry as a film editor for the old
Kalem company, and was responsible for many of the familiar Ham
and Bud slapstick comedies. He
has also written continuity for
Harry Morey, Bessie Love and
Alice Calhoun, and previous to
joining the Harold Lloyd company,
was a director of Century comedies.
Nick Carter Series Are
Going Well Is Report
Reports reaching the headquarters of the Pioneer Film Corporation from its exchanges extending
from Maine to California, indicate
that a new record for bookings on
a short subject will be established
by the Nick Carter two-reel features which are now being nationally released, and which are
causing a stir in film circles. The
series of Nick Carter pictures is
made up of fifteen two-reelers, and
is taking hold in every section of
the country, declares a statement
from Pioneer.
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DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4 FORBIDDEN FRUIT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST. . FEE. 5
" Strong mystery story carries interest." — if. P. News.
" DeNevH.
Mille stores another ten strike; a great audience picture." — if
DEVIL'S
THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL) LIONEL NOV. t
BA KEY GARDEN,
MORE
Exhibitor Comment — " Elaborately produced and entertaining production
that went over for a two week run to capacity business." " Fine picture
" Rather grewsome story, well produced and acted." — M. P. News.
that drew enormous crowds during opening week of this theatre."
Exhibitor Comment. — " Appeals to the highly sophisticated audience.
fORBIDDEN
THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS). ...
Opened to very big business." " Its too heavy for the average audiNOV 27
"
Vivid
and vital story rich in spiritual quality. ' — if. p Sews
ence.
And
it's
too
gloomy.
For
those
who
go
to
the
theatre
to
see
fine
acting, this will be a splendid attraction, but not for the vast majority
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture to fair business." " A fine production
who go only to be amused." " Most unsatisfactory First National ever
see this picture. Big success." "Well
all week
in line but
stoodproduced
People and
acted
ratner tolong-drawn
shown here."
out; exploitation put it over
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
business."
big
to
DICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC. 11 FRISKY
JOHNSON,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BILLIEMRS.BURKE
" H. B. Warner puts ' punch ' into strong dramatic story." — if. P. News.
" Play seems old-fashioned as picture." — M. P. News.
DINTY (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY
DEC. 4
Exhibitor Comment — " Typical Burke picture, very pleasing, fair business
" Melodrama and Sentiment put this one over." — M. P. News.
8
due to holidays." " Just plain trash — it's a pitv a good star andJAN.
Exhibitor Comment — " Wesley Barry in this picture is proving a worthy
real
money are expended on such drivel." " Average business No new
attraction and causing favorable comment." " Big business all week.
angles throughout the entire five reels. Photography and direction good
The public
wants
of this Barry
kind."considered
" Picturevery
proved
averageas
drawing
card.
Workplays
of Wesley
good very
but story
cast
weak from
being " overworked."
" Had poor business
with fair,
this but
onestory
for entire
week."
Very trashy and
sillv. Audience
a whole failed to please. Almost too melodramatic." " Good picture.
hardly enthused. Business only fair."
Splendid vacation attraction. Big and little folks all like Wesley Barry."
FRONTIER
OF
THE
STARS,
THE
(PARAMOUNT)
THOMAS
" Personally, think this is better than ' Go and Get It,' but it didn't
MEIGHAN
JAN. 22
make quite as much money for me. It's a wonderful picture, and
they all liked it." " Made a big hit at this theatre, pulling capacity
"Interesting story of a crook's redemption. " — i/. p. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Good picture which brought more than usual busicrowds at each performance. Broke house record." " This is a fine
picture and brought good business for me." " Played to increasing
nes ." Very
entertaining feature which the popularity of Thomas '
"
business each day. Wonderful kid picture."
Meighan with our patrons helps to put over in good shape. "Did excellent
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
DI8CARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST JULY 10
FURNACE, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
" Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations." — if. P. News.
7business."
alky picture has little appeal." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment — " One of the best pictures I have seen. It hag
DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODKIN80N) SPECIAL CA8T
NOV. 6
strength and purpose and is wonderfully portrayed by excellent cast.
" Some interesting moments in this rustic story." — if. N. News.
sensation.
" Andayabsolute
good upbusiness."
Exceptionally
DRAG HARLAN (POX) WILLIAM FARNUM
NOV. •
of the
of week. A Oneknockout
till finish
from opening
Had S. R. O. sign
" // they like Famum, it's a good bet." — if. P. News.
best picture I've ever seen." " Unusually good audience picture. EveryExhibitor Comment — " Our patrons were very glad to see William Farnum
body liked it. Opened to big Sunday business." " Very big production
back in the good old Western stuff." " More than usual business.
Business
better than average." " The plot of the picture is good but
Patrons seemed entertained." " William Farnum hae a good box
the
details
are not well worked out. It Is fair. Average receipts "
office value. Picture liked and box-office returns fine." " Farnum al"
Very
high-class
society picture with beautiful costuming and sets which
ways goes over big in a Western picture." " This is the type of picto the women and did splendid business." "Weak
particularly
appealed
ture they like Farnum in. Extra big business three days." " Great
average business."
that played
marriage
of
story
picture,
well
liked.
Went
over
big."
Consensus
—
••
Good
picture,
good to
puller."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
GIRL
OF
MY
HEART
(FOX)
SHIRLEY
MASON
DEC II
•13 (ROBERTSON-COLE) WEDGWOOD NOWELL
JAN. 22
" Star fails to enliven very dull story." — if. P. News.
"Interesting moments in mystery story." — if. P. News.
GIRLKEN
WITH THE JAZZ HEART, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
EMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS,
THE
(PERRET-PATHE) SPECIAL
NEDY
jAN I
CAST)
DEC. 25
"
Madge
Kennedy plays two roles exceptionally well." — if. P. News.
" A splendid production given mystery story." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This was a corker. I think it the best thing
EYES OP THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
NOV. 13
Madge Kennedy has yet done. They all liked it, and I plaved to
" Mary Miles Minter scores in story of pathos and sentiment." — M. P. Newt.
but title is "catchy
this houses."
about good
Nothing great
all week."
capacity
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
fair
picture,
well
acted.
Mary
Miles
Minter
has
a "following.
has drawing
and Madgehouses
her own personal following, but aside from them, the picture did not
Kennedy
has Kennedy
considerable
power Result
here. — Her
picture is not" Madge
strong
have much of an appeal." " Ordinary picture. Poor business three
it." good puller."
but our — people
Consensus
•• Good liked
picture,
days." " Not as good as some of her previous pictures, but Miss
Minter is always pleasing." " Two days to big and average business."
GODLESS MEN (BARKER-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 12
" Fair picture to fair business. Star popular."
•• ( npleasant story depending on acting and unusual twist to story."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
M. P. News.
■
FACE AT YOUR WINDOW. THE (WILLIAM
FOX) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV. 13 GREAT ADVENTURE, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL)
LIONEL
BARRYMORE
JAN. 22
•' Propaganda picture developed along orthodox lines." — M. P. Netws.
FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
"More interesting via the printed page." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some Barrymore pictures but en- 19
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture." — M. P. News.
FIGHTING
STRANGER,
THE
(CANYON PICTURES-STATE
joyed and fullTHE
houses
resulted." SPECIAL CAST
(GOLDWYN)
DEC. «
RIGHTS) FRANKLYN FARNUM
JAN. 29 GREAT LOVER,
"Slow
Moving
that
depends
largely on titles." — if. P. News.
" Selig produces another thriller, with Franklyn Farnum." — M. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — A poor picture.
Average box-office receipts."
FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON -HOD KINS ON) H. B WARNER
SEPT. 18
' Fine picture with some very excellent acting and interesting story.
" A good production from all angles." — M. P. News
Played
to
better
than
average
business
for
week."
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture to average business one day."
GREATER CLAIM. THE (METRO) ALICE LAKE
FEB.
TIRBBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES
JULY SI
" Alice Lake scores in ordinary story." — if. P. News
" Buck Jones practically duplicates hi* last picture." — M. P. Newt.
HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. tl
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some of the others. Average busi" A complex melodrama very well produced." — if. P. News.
ness
two
days."
Exhibitor Comment — " There is nothing startling about this production.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
FIRE CAT, THE UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
FEB. 12
Ranks UPabout
average.'1
"Edith Roberts scores in Carmcncsque role." — M. P. News.
HEARTS
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRY CAREY
JAN. 1
FIRSTHAYAKAWA
BORN, THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE FEB. 12
" Harry Carey has satisfying offering here." — if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is a good bet. Audiences seemed very
" AM. title,
heart interest and Hayukaicu's acting should attract them." —
much pleased with it and business was fine."
P. News.
HELIOTROPE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARA MO UNT-ARTCRAFT) SPEExhibitor Comment — " By far the best picture that Sessue Hayakawa has
CIAL
CAST
DEC. •
ever made. It is a true conception of Oriental life."
" A different picture here." — if. P. Newt.
FIXED BY GEORGE (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MO RAN
NOV. •
Exhibito^Comment — " Fairly entertaining picture given a good production
" Lyons and Moran produce successful farce." — if. P. Newtand
attracting
run." " which
Good picture
well worth
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent. Very funny and pleases the patrons
seeing,
which good
was business
attested for
by week
my houses,
were pretty
well
who enjoy high class comedy." "A rather poor picture to poor busicrowded." " Did well and held over second week. Like most secondweekers here unless they are far above the average or highly advertised
ness two days." " Good — one day to extra big business."
FLAME, THE (STOLL FILM-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. S
it petered out." " An excellent picture in every respect and business
" A good production with foreign setting." — M. P. News.
grew all week." " One of the season's finest pictures, in my estimation
FLAME OF YOUTH. THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
—
and myin opinion
by the facthundred.
that it played
business
a house backed
seating uptwenty-seven
Consider"to itcapacity
an ex" A pleating, simple romance with Shirley Maton." — M. P. News.
cellent production from every angle." " A good picture but did not
FLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT j DOROTHY
GISH
JAN. 1
draw well at my house." " Splendid production. Well liked by audience. Didofcapacity
business
its at
entire
" Excellent.
"Fairly pleasing offering with Dorothy Gish." — M. P. Newt.
The patrons
this theatre
filledduring
the house
each run."
performance
every
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Business very good." " Just average
day
for thecard.
entireOneweek."
all records
for and
two years
as theper
poorest
box-office results, though the picture is quite good."
drawing
million" Broke
per cent,
overrated
1.000.000
cent
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
oversold picture. Otherwise a good picture with none of the muchly
FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
NOV. 13
promised Hearst free advertising, even an extra $700 advertising ap"Very obvious, but fairly interesting." — M. P. News.
propriation could not put it over." " Thoroughly nice picture. Ought
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Light,
pleasing
little
comedy.
They
came
because
to go with— most
kind ofgood
an audience."
they liked Wanda — and they did not register a kick. Box-office Just
Consensus
"
Goodanypicture,
puller."
fair." " This sure did go over big and the picture deserved It, for It Is
HER
FIRST
ELOPEMENT
(REALART)
WANDA HAWLEY
JAN. 29
interesting and entertaining." " Fair picture with only average box" Inconsequential and too vapid for feature length." — if. p. News.
office receipts." "Better than 'Miss Hobbs.' Miss Hawley is likable
HER HUSBAND'S FRIEND (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT. JAN. 29
in this sort of a story. Big to average business two days."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
" Rather hectic in spots, but keeps the interest." — if. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 1716
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"THE

SAPHEAD"
(Metro)

fcather Spotted, But Provides Some Good Entertainment
r -JT JINCHELL SMITH'S invasion of the photoplay producing field as
%/\/
a " personal supervisor " hasn't set the world on fire. " The Sap▼ » head," an adaptation of Mr. Smiths stage play, "The New Henriphotoplay, like " The Fortune Hunter " or " Lightnin'." It will
isn't a slide
Ma," about
lust
by as good entertainment, principally because Buster
Ceaton succeeds in making his " saphead " character likeable and most of
he time humorous and because some very good farce comedy gags in the
atter part of the offering have been provided.
The principal fault with the production lies in the fact that it is neither
hay nor grass." The dramatic basis plot of the play is given considerable
evelopment. In between times they pay attention to the comedy, which is
ather on the slapstick order. Buster plays his comedy role and the rest of
Ibe cast, including the co-star, William H. Crane, stick to drama. The
esult is a picture that is neither farce comedy or a serious production.
However, the picture does provide some good laughs, the production is
ery good throughout, and both Mr. Crane and Buster have roles for
'hich they are eminently fitted.
The story of "The Saphead" concerns a Wall Street king, Mr. Crane;
is "saphead" son, Buster; a daughter married to a crooked broker who
•ies to ruin him, and a foster daughter with whom the son is in love,
lost of the real comedy is provided by a scene supposed to be on the
oor of the New York Stock Exchange, in which the "^saphead " buys the
:ock being sold by order of the crooked son-in-law, without knowing that
p so doing he is saving the family fortune. — Length, 6 reels. — J. S.
Hckerson.
THE CAST
licholas Van Alstyne
William H. Crane
1 lertie Van Alstyne, his son
Buster Keaton
lUark Turner
Irving Cummings
|'ev.
Murray
Hilton
Edward
Jobson
IVatson Flint
Edward Alexander
|)r. George Wainwright
Jack Livingston
liusgrave
Edward Connelly
llutchins
Jeffrey Williams
|«rs.
Opdyke
Odette
Tyler
■Jose Cornelia
Turner.....
Carol
Holloway
Ikgnes Gates
Beulah Booker
lattie
Katherine Albert
Henrietta Reynolds
Helen Holte
Uthaway
Alfred Hollingsworth
ralet
Henry Clauss
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Saphead," starring Buster Keaton and William H. Crane, is Jo be the
:ature
photoplay
offering at the
theatre for a
days'
lowing
beginning
The picture
is recommended for. those who enjoy the clean comedy drama founded
n a clever idea, that has been faultlessly acted not only by the co-stars but by
ie entire supporting cast. The story of " The Saphead " tells how Buster as the
saphead
" son fortunes
of a Wallandstreet
the of
crooked
broker who has planned to
ain
the family
also king
wins foils
the girl
his heart.
The picture is an adaptation of Winchell Smith's " The New Henrietta." Mr.
mith, who is America's most prominent playwright and author of such successes
slming
" Theof Fortune
Hunter," " Three Wise Fools," etc., personally supervised the
the production.
Besides Mr. Crane and Buster Keaton are such well known players as Irving
ummings and Edward Connelly. The production which Metro has given " The
aphead
the really ofbig thepictures
of the stock
year. exchange
Several are
big provided.
sets, among
hich is "anranks
exactwith
reproduction
New York
PROGRAM READER
days' run beginning
For the feature picture to be shown for a
theatre
will inpresent
The Saphead,"
comedy
rama of American the
big business and
romance
which " Buster
Keaton anda William
t.o-starred.
Crane, one of the most distinguished actors of either the stage or screen, are
" The
is the sort of with
picturea likeable
that young
old of all providing
audiences plenty
really
ke,
just Saphead
pleasant" entertainment
set and
of characters
fe laughs,
with
no
unpleasant
sex
theme
to
be
solved
or
intricate
problems
to
worked out.
Mr.
Keaton
plays
the
role
of
a
"
saphead
"
son
of
a
New
York
stock
exchange
ing (Mr. Crane). The co-stars are supported by a strong cast among which
re such well known players as Irving Cummings and Edward Connelly. The
:ory of " The Saphead " has to do with a plot to ruin the Wall street operator
nd how
it was frustrated by the " saphead." It is a picture of " big business "
nd
big laughs.
SUGGESTIONS
We would bill the author, Winchell Smith, the co-stars and the title about even,
tressing the comedy angles as much as possible. The character of " the sapead," played by Keaton is such that it could be nicely doubled as a " ballyhoo."
'or prologue
presentation
we refer
page of theatre
the Service
Bureau describing
ie
whichideas
is being
stagedyouat tothea Capitol
this week.
CATCH LINES
Yep, Buster is a " saphead " in this but he saved the family fortune even if
e didn't know that he was doing it.
His girl was due to arrive at the Grand Central at 6:30 so the "saphead"
'aited
at the Pennsylvania before he made up his mind that
omebodyuntilhad3:00
madeG.a M.
mistake.
He was nobody home, saphead, boob, and plain dumbell but his fool luck held
ood and
when his crooked brother-in-law tried to double-cross the family, he
aved
the day.

"PARTNERS

OF

FATE"

(Fox)
A Good Average Program Attraction

havea
shouldn't
" Partners
likemany
that a pictureLike
bad treatment.
really too
IT'S
to use
its "kind,
more ofofFate
better
received
technical term, it starts off like a million dollars and then drops down
to a common level, until the last few scenes, when a killing is resorted to
in order to revive it and make a strong finish.
And this brings up the old question, " Why will story writers or scenario
writers persist in the time worn idea of inventing splendid introductions
and endings, only to let the rest of the tale drift along in a mediocre way,
to take care of itself as best it can.
" Partners of Fate " has a rather novel introduction in that two couples
are married at the same altar and start on their honeymoon together on
the same boat.
•
ThT scenes on the boat are rather amusing, and when a steward is introduced with the healthy caption, " One who believes himself to be the real
cause why girls leave home," the spectator is apt to settle himself in hi»
chair
a delightful
But and
rightexpect
here the
plot takes evening's
the usual entertainment.
twist; a shipwreck occurs, causing
a mixup of husbands and wives, who land on the usual tropical island to
go through a series of scenes of the usual variety. To give the plot action
the couples land on different parts of the island with a crew from the ship.
One of the couples remain faithful to their vows, while the other, for contrast, indulges in wild love making, the steward turning out to be a
despicable villain.
The usual ship arrives and carries away the unfaithful couple, leaving
the others to die. They don't and live to triumph over the others.
"Partners of Fate" is a good average program picture. It should have
received better treatment. — Length, 5 reels. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Helen Meriless
Louise Lovely
John Fraser
WiUiam Scott
Frances Lloyd
Rosemary Theby
Byron Millard
Philo McCullough
purser
George Sigmann
Bill Ricketts
Richard Cummings
Baby
Eileen O'Malley
Story
by Stephen
Chalmers.
Scenario
by Robert
Dillon.
Directed by Bernard During.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Partners of Fate," the latest Fox production featuring that delightful actress,
Louise Lovely, will be the attraction at the
theatre on
of
next
.
The story is rather
novel in that two couples are married at the same altar and
set out on their honeymoons together only to be shipwrecked when the boat is
disabled off the shore of a tropical island.
And then one of the most peculiar tales ever written begins, for the couples are
mixed
the wild more
confusion,
eachwhen
receiving
and their
wife. vows,
The up
storyin becomes
exciting
one ofthetheother's
couples,husband
forgetting
indulge in wild love-making while for contrast the other remains faithful to the
ones they love.
And while all this is passing before the eyes of the spectators, we wonder what
is foremost in their minds?
Do they forgive the offending pair for their unfaithfulness? Are they thrilled at
the finish when the unfaithful wife kills the unfaithful husband? You, Mr. Reader,
should become a spectator and judge for yourself.
The production is excellently directed, has some enhancing exteriors and is acted
by a splendid cast, including William Scott, Rosemary Theby, Philo McCullough,
George Seigmann, Richard Cummings and Eileen O'Malley.
PROGRAM READER
Partners
of Fate," whichstrength
will bewith
shownan atextraordinary
this theatre role;
on nextand to this role
a "story
of extraordinary
Louise Lovely measures fully.
The story by Stephen Chalmers concerns four well-intentioned young people who
gamble in the same game of matrimony and find themselves the winners of uncongenial mates. A ship upon which all are traveling is wrecked and in the confusion
each husband finds himself cast up on a lonely island with the other fellow's wife.
Here's
a state
ofsurvival
things ofwhich
brings the
out all the best and worst qualities of the
group — with
the fittest
temptations,
inthesituations
strongly
dramatic. natural outcome of various perils and
As the loyal wife of a man with whom she had nothing in common and through
the trying experiences of an enforced sojourn on a lonely island in the South Seas
with the man she idolized and who she knew loved her, Miss Lovely rises to dramatic heights that make her characterization a constant delight.
Stephen Chalmers, who has contributed more than one classic to the screen, is
the author of this gripping tale.
SUGGESTIONS
This production has good direction, a fair story with plenty of interest cropping
out here and there and a fairly good cast in the principal roles.
You can advertise it as strongly as you wish without any fear of a comeback,
provided you do not lay too much stress on any particular angle.
You might excite interest in your town papers if you stress the unfaithful angle
which is one of the principal points in the story, and then for contrast run a
series of short stuff on the faithful angle.
Also be sure and run as many catch lines as you can on the story, for they will
certainly
Play up attract.
the cast and after mentioning the star, do not fail to mention Rosemary
Theby, who does some wonderful acting throughout.
CATCH LINES
See
Louise
Lovely
in
her
latest
production,
" Partners
picture showing how fate shuffles theFoxcards
in the game
of life. of Fate." It is a
If you want to see a picture which will make you think, go and see Louise
Lovely in her theatre.
latest Fox production, " Partners of Fate," which will appear at
the
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name helped to bring in crowds. Did splendid business first part of enHER BELOVED VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
DEC. 1«
gagement and is starting well the second week." " This went over very
" French
farce
adaptation
that
falls
short
in
American
requirements."
—
M.P. News,
big. Audiences seemed enthused with it." " Crowds came and I packed
them
in.
Surely a wonderful production." " This picture did only
Exhbitor Comment — " A good picture to average business three days.
average —business
at this good
theatre.
Fair feature."
HER UNWILLING
HUSBAND
(HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE
Consensus
"
Good
picture,
puller."
SWEET
NOV. II
LAST OF THE MOHICANS, THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUC" Oood production given average story." — M. P. News.
ERS) SPECIAL CAST
DEC.
Exhibitor
— " Satisfactory
both as an entertainment and
as a box Comment
office attraction.
Averagepicture
good business.
" A Masterpiece o] its kind." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " It's certainly
a screen
classic.houses
Wonderful
realism
HIS WORTH
OWN LAW (J. PARKER READ-GOLDWYN) HOBART BOS- FEB. 12
throughout
Exceptionally
good cast.
Crowded
from the
flrrt
performance of opening day right through the week." "Opened to great
" Trite story makes poor screen material." — M. P. News.
business.
Don't miss
this one."
HOLD YOUR HORSES (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE)
FEB. 5
of
the best Assured
pictures of
seengreat
here success.
in many months.
Wonderful
scenery One
and
" Comedy titles and good incident make this fine entertainment. — M. P. News.
enough action to please everybody. This is the type of picture that
Exhibitor Comment — " Just ordinary picture and did just ordinary busiappeals to young and old. It went especially big with the school children."
nes ." "Fairly good picture. Business about as usual."
" Here is one that gets the money, though why we can't understand for
HONOR BOUND (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
NOV. 13
it is too bloody. The name of this classic is its best advertisement."
" Frank Mayo has good material in this one."
LIFE
OP THE PARTY, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture took well and brought good box office
ARBUCKLE
DEC.
returni."
" Fun and hokum in Fatty Arbuckl&s Latest." — M. P. News.
HUNDREDTH CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN. 8
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
An
entertaining
feature
and
a
good
box
office
" Familiar story is well picturized." — M. P. News.
attraction."
" A week
laugh-getting
Arbuckle attendance
comedy which
played
HUSH (GARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
JAN. 29
business for one
with an increased
the last
parttoofgood
the
" Interesting picture on a familiar theme." — M. P. News.
engagement." "Fine picture. Splendid business. Excellent entertainment The kind of show It's a pleasure to run. Everybody comes Into
Exhibitor Comment — " Big picture, box office receipts increasing each day."
IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY .... NOV. 27
the
theatre
have athought
good time
and gobut
out Ithappy."
" Fair
picture,
fairexpecting
business.to Some
it great,
is a question
" Colorful production marked by good incident." — M. P. News.
whether
or
not
the
public
wants
Arbuckle
in
long
features."
"
Good
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture filled with sex appeal that did a
picture as far as entertaining value goes, but did only average business
good business." " Opened up extra big and continued so during week
run." " This picture brought very good business and people seemed atConsensus — " Good picture, good puller."
traraphy.
cted to itStorybecause
" Elaborate
and finePlayed
photog-to
during run."
seemed oftotitle."
hold the
interest production
of our patrons.
LITTLE
'FRAID LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH.. DEC.
above average for a week." " Carried fair houses and did enough busi"
Mae
Marsh returns to screen, ideally cast." — M. P. News.
ness to warrant a second week's booking." " Somewhat gruesome. Did
LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
NOV.
big business. Held over second week." " Picture is quite fair. Good
business during run." " Went over very well and held over for two days
" New star's first picture mildly interesting." — M. P. News.
to
big
business."
"
A
picture
with
beautiful
scenery,
excellent
acting,
a rather mediocre plot and several daring scenes. The acting of Mae
LOVEGLAUM
(J. PARKER
READ, JR.-ASSO. PRODUCERS) LOUISE DEC. 1
Murray and David Powell., and the South Sea and London Limehouse
News.
" Louise Glaum scores in familiar picture, sumptuously mounted." — M. P.
settings make the picture well worth seeing. It drew good-sized houses."
" Did not expect this to go but it grew each day and what surprised us
Exhibitor
— " The but
title'snever
enough
to bringGood
all the
women.
It's
was that It pleased, or rather we got no kicks." " An extraordinary
thrilling Comment
and surprising,
offensive.
business
at two
picture wliicn brought good business." " Consider this a fine picture
simultaneous first-run houses." " Fair picture ; did average business
though it brought us only average business."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
three days." Just fair. Didn't do anything remarkable. Just cleared
expenses. As a picture it's awful ; as a box-office attraction it Just manINSIDE
OF
THE
CUP,
THE
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
ages to get by." " Failed to draw after big advertising campaign. Louise
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
Giaum's
name is not a box-office getter."
" Conventional melodrama effectively staged." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Going over very well indeed. Good picture." " PlayLOVE LIGHT, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD JAN. £
ing to excellent business through second week." " Seemed to take
"Production
overshadows the star who is not any too well cast." — M. P.
with my patrons and we had good business." " Went over very nicely
News.
and the box-office showed business somewhat above the usual."
Exhibitor Comment — " The star brought the people to see it and they were
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
not disappointed." " Splendid picture and business. Mary Pickford
[RON RIDER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
DEC. 4
really pleased everyone Never heard a complaint Capacity all week."
" Below William Russell's previous
work; only slightly interesting. —
" Very good production and well liked. Business was good." " Fell
M. P. News.
down badly second week. Didn't seem to satisfy. For total showing
Exhibitor Comment — " A William Russel picture of more than average
went over
average
to poor."
" Maryto Pickford
if one
would
forgetfrom
the story
which
utterly failed
measure upinteresting
to the standard
value and the box-office results were pleasant." " A pleasing Western
picture, well acted and produced. Did capacity business."
expected.
Held
for
the
entire
week
to
our
regret"
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
JUCKLINS, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 25 LURE OF CROONING WATER, THE (STOLL-PATHE) IVY DUKEGUY NEWELL
JAN. U
" Rural story rich in detail and atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Commentat— this
" Pleased
the title
well
" Interesting exposition of eternal triangle." — M. P. News.
known enough
date, those
with who
resultsawthatit, itbutcarried
no not
popular
LURE OF YOUTH (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
appeal." " This feature was well liked by our patrons and went over
" Acting is better than the story." — M. P. News.
big for four days." " Very good story. The picture follows the original
narrative well and it di*ew the ' better class ' audiences." " Good picExhibitor Comment — " This picture not up to average. The plot is weak."
ture, pulling fairly well." " Had poor business with this, though it
LYING LIPS (INCE-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. IS
seemed to be a good picture."
" Spectacular but false in idea and characterization." — M. P. Neves.
JUST OUT OF COLLEGE (GOLDWYN) JACK PICKFORD
FEB. 19
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
good
drawing
title
but
the
production
did
not
" Slender in plot but rather amusing at times." — M. P. News.
the name. Average picture."
JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES
NOV. 17 MAD justify
MARRIAGE, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
FEB. U
"Jones in new type of story; good entertainment." — M. P: News.
" Carmel Myers is appealing in Greenwich Village formula." — M. P. Neics. i
Exhibitor Comment — " Good. Played it one day to big business."
KAZAN (SELIG-HAMILTON-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST FEB. 19 MAMMA'S
AFFAIR
(FORST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAL- FEB. l\
MADGE
" Another Curwood story makes interesting picture." — M. P. News.
KENTUCKIANS, THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 12
" Constance Talmadge has seriousM.moments
P. News.here; picture fairly interesting."—
" Very little drama here; backgrounds are interesting." — M. P. News.
KID, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLIE CHAPLIN
JAN. 29 MAN WHO HAD EVERYTHING, THE (GOLDWYN) JACK
PICKFORD
JAN. a
" Long heralded Chaplin six-reeler lives up to expectations." — M. P. News.
" Story and generally good production will get it by." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Wonderful
picture
andfirst
greatest
box-office
tion we have
ever —run.
Broke house
records
and second
weeks attracof its
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Terrible.
Business
was
fairly
good
but
that
engagement and crowds are continuing to come in great numbers on
because the picture played the last part of the week and not becausewasof
third week." " Broke all records for week run. Carried over for 2nd
interest in picture. Pickford unpopular in this territory."
week." " Smashes all records in the history of this theatre." " Broke
MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE
BAR-FIRST NATIONAL) DOR- FEB. U
all house records first week and was held over for second week."
OTHY (HOLU
PHILLIPS
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" Propaganda and spectacular melodrama are blended here." — If. P. News.
KILLER, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29 MARK OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIR" Thrilling story given splendid production." — M. P. News.
BANKS DEC. I]
KISMET (ROBERTSON-COLE) OTIS SKINNER
NOV. •
" Fairbanks puts over another surefire attraction." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big box-office attraction on account of star's popu"M.Otis
Skinner gives superb performance in lavish production." —
P. News.
larity. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses.
Exhibitor Comment — " Unable to handle the crowds. Broke house record
Well
liked."
" Best picture
Fairbanks
made.received
We haveand hadwellsuch
big business
during Douglas
its two weeks
run ever
that
even at advanced prices." " Opened fine and improved daily. Wonderwe
are
holding
it
over
for
a
third
week."
"
Very
good
picture
to fine
ful acting
on
part
of
Otis
Skinner.
Marvelous
sets."
"
Wonderful
picture. Consistently large attendance. A masterpiece, according to genbusiness."
picture makes
a hitbigwith
the men.
do
not seem as" This
enthusiastic.
Drawing
matinees.
Wll The
holdwomen
over for
eral talk around town." " Broke all attendance records. The kind
of picture that points to big things in 1921 picturedom. A remarkable
another week.'" " Sure did go over well. And the picture is worth
it.
Had crowded
during
" Brought
production in every way." " Wonderful picture. Brought great box
Fairbanks
admirers houses
and then
some.run."
It went
over bigoutandallinthethe Douglas
estima- »
office
" Extra
to extra
big business
days." averagely
" Not a
record reports."
breaker, but
playedgood
to above
average
business.twoPleased
tion of most people who saw it, it is the best thing Doug has ever done."
"
One
of
the
best
Fairbanks
pictures
in
a
long
time.
Drew
capacity
well."
Pleased tremendous
crowds
who insure
call it the
a great
in
every " respect.
Such pictures
as this
steadyperformance
growth of
houses during its two week's run." " Sure did go over great. Packed
houses each performance. Box office receipts very satisfying."
motion pictures." " Wonderful production and biggest business since
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
' While New York Sleeps.' " " Splendid production and Otis Skinner's
Box Office Reports continued on page 1718
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"GOD'S
GOOD
MAN"
(Stoll Film Corp.)

" IT

ISN'T

BEING

DONE

SEASON"
THIS(Vitagraph)
A Poor Production From All Angles
OD'S GOOD MAN " is ten years behind the times. In fact it
• hasn't one redeeming feature, unless it be a few pretty exteriors,
which would place it on a par with any of the ordinary program
pictures of today.
The story, the continuity, the subtitles, the acting, the action and especially the lightings and sets, remind us of the early days when the General
Film Company was bidding for popularity.
For instance, the story which was written by Marie Corelli and deals
with the elite and "simple country folk" is so jumpy that it is decidedly
difficult to follow, the director giving entirely too much footage to unnecessary scenes.
To be concise, in one scene where the heroine has met with an accident
we see the young lady being carried on a stretcher down a steep flight of
stairs and up a lane with all the solemnity of a funeral; in another the hero
and heroine have a long drawn argument as to whether it is proper for a
lady to smoke cigarettes, and in still another the camera grinds away while
hunters and dogs are getting ready for the chase. These are only a few
instances of the many long drawn out situations. When we come to the
interiors, the actors think nothing of walking up and down the stage before
the action is given and then it is of the slow deliberate sort.
The subtitles are decidedly preachy and melodramatic and will never do
for an American audience. In one instance when the villain is thrashed
for his boldness, he points his whip at the heiress as she rides away and
remarks, " You shall repent of this one day, me fine lady."
And then again the lightings are so bad in many cases that the faces
ither cannot be distinguished or appear dimmed, one scene in particular
being played practically in the dark while the light shown outside.
Although the acting is sincere, the actors loose their naturalness for they
liave no idea of playing before a camera. The writer sees little possibiliBes in this production. — Length, 5 reels. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
The Rev. John Walden
Basil Gill
Mary Ilia Vancourt
Peggy Carlisle
Jack Andrews
Barry Barnard
Lord Rexmouth
Julien Henry
Bainton
Edward Arundel
Mrs. Spruce
Kate Gurney
Story by Marie Corelli.
Scenario by Kate Gurney.
Directed by Maurice Elvey.
£i
I

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" God's
Good
Man,"
the
latest on
Stoll Film Company
production
tion at the
theatre
of next
week. will be the attracThe story which is from the pen of Marie Corelli, the well known English
novelist,
well
knownis filled
writer. with incident dealing with English life as it was known to the
As Miss Corelli's novels have been widely read for the past generation, it may
interest
many
to know
that " God's many
Good Man " has been produced in keeping
with land
thewhere
book,
the the
scenesdirector
in the selecting
novel were laid.quaint exteriors and interiors in EngThe story, which deals with the elite and the country folks, has as its principal
character Maryllia Vancourt, a beautiful young aristocrat.
She is the last of the Vancourts and quits gay London society and flees to her
country place at St. Rest, pursued by many fortune hunters. There she meets
John
Walden, the village pastor, who disapproves of Maryllia's former life and
her friends.
Maryllia has discharged a rascally employee and the latter takes his revenge during
a hunt meet. He rides down the heiress and leaves her at the point of death on
the field.
While she languishes and her life is despaired of John Walden spends much
of his time with her and his role of clergyman and spiritual adviser is merged
into that of lover.
The production has several big scenes among which are the hunting scenes in
which hundreds of dogs and horsemen participate and the May Day festivities in
which many children do the maypole dance while their elders look on.
PROGRAM READER
How would you like to be a young and beautiful girl, the last of an old English
aristocratic family with wealth at your disposal and everything to live for and
at the same time have to live a lonely life amid shams and deceits in gay London,
while annual
your castle
brief
visit? at St. Rest, the old-world village, remained empty except for a
This is what happened to Maryllia Vancourt until in despair she quits the gay
London
society and flees to her country-place pursued by fortune hunters, titled
and
untitled.
There lifesheandmeets
former
her John
friends.Walden, the village pastor, who disapproves of Maryllia's
This
is
a
brief
outline
of " God's
GoodonMan,":a Stoll ofFilm
production
which
willTheappear
theatre
week. authoress
story atis the
from the pen of Marie
Corelli, the well knownnextEnglish
who has written many interesting tales of English life, and is well known to
readers in this country and Canada.
The story is well handled, the closing scenes showing John Walden acting the
role of clergyman and spiritual adviser to the young heiress when her life is
despaired of, the result of being thrown from a horse during a hunting party by
a rascally employee.
The final scenes show the whole countryside joining in the folk dances and
about the maypole while the two lovers give their promise.
He was a young minister and she a member of a wealthy aristocratic family.
They fell in love — and then the young minister disapproved of her former life and
her friends. Did she finally come to his way of thinking or did she decide to
her own course? theatre
See " God's Good
from the novel by Marie Corelli
—follow
at the
— — Man,"
.

Inadequate Story, But a Veritable Fashion Show
THIS adapted magazine story does not seem a happy choice on the
part of Vitagraph. They have given it to a star, however, who can
help a great deal to make up for its deficiencies in plot value by
supplying a great amount of concentrate feminine pulchritude and wearing a great variety of chic and modish gowns, which will bring joy to the
heart of the ladies who are seeking " the latest thing." It is a continuous
fashion show — each scene allowing the star to display diverse afternoon
frocks, evening gowns, and tailored suits.
The story itself is not the type to hold the interest throughout. It is of
the frothy society type, dealing with a girl who follows her mother's advice
to avoid poverty by marrying a rich man even if, by doing so, she must
stifle true love. There is a bit of a dramatic conflict as we see her choose
the wrong man, but a very noticeable sagging in the middle, when friend
husband dies and she is free once more to marry the man of her choice,
who is waiting for her.
Here is a desperate effort on the part of the continuity writer to keep
up the interest. She does not marry him at once, though why she hesitates
it is hard to say, for she is wealthy now, and he has been a success in a
small way. But they only form a business partnership and journey to
Turkey to interest a fez-topped individual in a Oriental rug agency in
America. She wins the contract by a bit of vamping, and when the Turk
tries to kiss her, her lover is watching through the window. Thinking he
is to lose the girl, the hero seizes a knife and wants to stab all concerned,
when she tells him " it isn't being done this season." There is an explanation of this final incident — that the girl is testing her lover's fidelity- —
which we do not believe the average spectator will be able to gather from
the picture.
George H. Sargent, the director, has, pictorially speaking, turned out a
good piece of work, for the sets and locations are nicely selected and carefully planned. Opposite the star is Webster Campbell, who makes an attractive leading man. Sally Crute, Charles Wellesley, John Charles and
Nell Spencer support the star very capably. — Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A.
Taylor.
THE CAST
Marcia Ventnor
Corinne Griffith
Mrs. Ventnor
Sally Crute
George Hunt
Charles Wellesley
Oliver Lawton
Webster Campbell
Afif Bey
John Charles
Gladys
Nell Spencer
Adapted from the story of the same title by Thomas Edgelow.
Scenario by Graham Baker and Harry Dittmar.
Directed by George L. Sargent.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" It Isn't Being Done This Season " is the catchy title of a quite as unique and
original photoplay story in which Corinne Griffith, Vitagraph's " best dressed
woman of the screen " is being starred and which will come to the
theatre
for ais a magnificently
days' staged
engagement
. York and
The picture
drama beginning
with its locale laid in New
Smyrna, city of mystery and intrigue as well as oriental rugs.
The theme of " It Isn't Being Done This Season " is to be found in that ever
interesting question of womanhood, " whom shall I marry? " Miss Griffith in the
starring marries
role hasforthemoney,
part ofand
a young
girl who,unhappy
acting and
on her
worldlyas mother's
advice,
finds herself
unloved
a result
thereof.an How
fate finally
knot and reunites her with an old sweetheart
makes
interesting
drama unties
of thethescreen.
Miss Griffith is given a role of remarkable dramatic depth and is convincing in
her many emotional scenes. The role calls for many new and fashionable gowns
making the picture quite a fashion show as well as a strongly dramatic vehicle.
The picture is in five parts and has been produced by Vitagraph with George L.
Sargent directing. Among the supporting cast are such well known players as
Sally Crute, Charles Wellesley and Webster Campbell. The picture is an adaptation of aEdgelow.
story appearing in " Breezy Stories " under the same title, written by
Thomas
PROGRAM READER
" It Isn'twithBeing
a romance
of absorbing
dramaticat
strength,
its Done
locale This
laid Season,"
in New York
and Smyrna
is theinterest
featureandoffering
the
theatre
for
a
days'
showing
beginning
■— .
The production is presented by the Vitagraph company and has a star popular
Corinne Griffith famous for her portrayal of emotional roles as well as for her
reputation of being the best dressed woman on the screen. In support of the
star bell
areandsuch
players as Sally Crute, Charles Wellesley, Webster Campotherswellof known
a like reputation.
" It Isn't Being Done This Season " is a dramatic picture founded on the ever
interesting
question
" Whom
marry? as" the bride. The first
In this case
there toarewomanhood,
two weddings
with shall
Miss IGriffith
choice of the star as the heroine of the story, dies after disclosing his unworthiness.
The
second
marriage
to
an
old
flame
turns
out
just
as we all like to have our
romances end.
The picture is in five reels and has been magnificently produced. The production is an adaptation of a short story appearing in " Breezy Stories." It was
directed
Dittmar. by George L. Sargent from an adaptation by Graham Barker and Harry
A picture of romance, intrigue and absorbing interest, that contains a lesson
for every woman who wants her domestic future to be happy.
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MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL DEC. IB
CAST
" Perfectly
if. P. News.constructed picture stamps De Mille as master director." —
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid production. Great business. Held for
second week on demand." " It took well for the entire week. Audience
seemed to like it." " Fine picture playing to good business." " Good
show
opened to moderate
business."
here Held
educated
like
these —extravagant
pictures, and
they take" People
very well.
up to tobetter
than average business for two weeks." " Holding up nicely in second
week of its run. Fair crowds." " Holding up fairly well in third week."
"This one brought only average business for one week." "Fair picwith businessAt about
as usual."
" Played
to average crowds
week
at oneture theatre.
another
the crowds
were sufficiently
large toalljustify
our booking it for another week." " Found this to be a good entertainer
and business was slightly above average during run."
Cotisensus — " Good picture, good puller."
MISLEADING LADY, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
JAN. 1
" Stage adaptation is fairly successful as picture." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "The production was not much above average, but
the audience seemed to like it." " Bert Lytell an excellent hero of caveman love-making comedy that attracted only fair business." " Fair
production which brought about average business." " Good business
with this one. It seemed to entertain them well."
Consensus — "Average picture, mirage puller."
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMPTON (FEB. 1)
JAN. 3)
" Satisfied from all angles." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture which did big business for three
days." •' My patrons did not like this one at all." " This is a very poor
offering, and we had dull business during run."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
MONEY-CHANGERS, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-PATHE) NOV. 6
" Hectic melodrama may draw in the neighborhood houses." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good — consistently satisfactory business all week."
" Went over in fine shape. Corking good story with plenty of action,
and it scored nicely."
MOUNTAIN WOMAN, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
FEB. 5
" An excellent Pearl White vehicle." — M. P. News.
MR. WU (STOLL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA) LANGM'CARTHY
JAN. 1
" Unique and
strongly
angle."foreign
— if. P.
News. ever shown
Exhibitor
Comment
— " dramatic
Advertisedfrom
as plot
the first
picture
here, which created considerable interest. Picture liked."
NEW YORK IDEA, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
DEC. 18
" Stage success not so good as a picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The very best picture Miss Brady has made on the
Realart
Ran a that
two-reel
one
and
we program.
had a program
was Harold
hard toLloyd
beat.comedy
Drew with
usual this
Sunday
and Monday crowds ; big to average business."
NINETEEN
AND PHYLLIS (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES JAN. t
RAY
" Ray scores again with pleasing study of small town life." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good entertainment.
Ray at his best. Average
business throughout week." " Only a fair Charles Ray picture and not
up
to
his
best.
Did
average
business
during
run here."
Business
dropped off a little during the week from thatits usually
given " Ray
productions."
Consetisus — " Good picture, good puller."
OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
NOV. 13
" Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs." — if. P. Netos.
Exhibitor Comment — " The combination of Moore and a popular stage success won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
standard, although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box-office
returns more
while than
not usual
especially
great and
wereseemed
satisfying."
" This
feature brought
business
to please
my
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box-office attraction. Crowds
packed success.
the houseTom
everyMoore
performance."
A very
clever
the
stage
at his best, " but
as in.
the adaptation
case of all ofprevious stage and stock productions, business far below average."
OH, LADY. LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN. 1
" Rather light but entertaining." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
picture.
Bebe This
Daniels
has has
become
very popular
here — in" An
her excellent
short career
as a star.
picture
lost
nothing ; it is transition to the movies." " Good picture to average
business."
"
Great.
Bebe
certainly
has
a
great
following
here,
and
this
picture went over 100% better than her first. Believe she is going to
be one of the biggest drawing cards among stellar-folk." " Good picture and business
was modern
very good
during
" Good
picture — busigood
entertainment.
Meets
popular
taste.run."
Average
satisfactory
ness." — " Good picture, good puller."
Consensus
OLD CHARLES
FASHIONED
BOY, AN (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. 13
RAY
"Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good — but last two Ray pictures not up to Ray
standard." " Ray always good and does not fall down on this. Had
more than Ray
usualrunsbusiness."
" Should
beenwascalled
the Only
Whirling
Dervish.
around and
whirls have
like he
crazy.
fair
business." " Consider this an average picture. Business about as usual."
*' A good show. Comfortable entertainment. Played to steady business
all week. (Middle West)" "One of the poorest things Ray has ever
done. They came because it Tvas Ray — but they didn't enjoy it." " An
amusing farce, but not quite up to some of Ray's recent efforts. A good
box-office attraction, howeve." " Audience greatly enjoyed star in this
picture .which attracted overflow business during holidays." " Not up
to the usual Ray picture and after opening business dwindled."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
O'MALLEY
OF THE MOUNTED (HART-PARAMOUNT) WILLIAM FEB. 19
S. HART
" Good incident and Hill Hurt touches make it interesting.'' "if. P. News.
ONE MAN IN A MILLION (BEBAN-LESSER-ROBERTSON-COLE)
GEORGE BEBAN
JAN. 29
" Character study is satisfying offering." — if. P. News.
Box Office Reports con
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OUTSIDE THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
JAN. 22
" Best straight melodrama in many a day." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best crook picture that has been shown In the
city for many months. Big houses all week."
PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
" Magazine story developed into mediocre picture." — if. P. News.
PASSIONATE
PILGRIM, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 15
" Better than average picture from well knvun novel. ' — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Paramount seems to have fallen down here this
season in its big releases. This picture did only an average gross."
" The story was carried in serial form by one of the daily papers and
this brought crowds to see the picture. They were not disappointed."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
PAYING THE PIPER (FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.) DOROTHY
DICKSON
JAN. 29
" Well produced domestic drama that will please." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ran well for the entire week. Big houses set the
stamp of their approval on this picture." " Held over for second week
because of tremendous business. Generally pleased." " Business held
up very —well
for second
Pleased our" patrons."
Consensus
" Good
picture, week.
good puller."
PEDDLER
OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
(MAR. 1)
JAN. II
" Good production of mechanical and unreal plot." — if. P. Netcs.
PENALTY,
THE
(GOLDWYN-EMINENT
AUTHORS) SPECIAL
CAST
NOV. 21
" Great
vehicle
for
Lon
Chaney,
but
falls
short
in
many
ways."
—
if. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture, although some women were
shocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very good.
Chaney's work is wonderful. Average business four days." " Wonderand very
Chaney's well.
part. Was
Good well
business."
"A
greatful story
picture.
It fine
went acting
over on
exceedingly
liked, aid
brought big box-office returns." "Wonderful attraction from all angles.
Praised by critics and patrons alike." " Favorable comments were the
order of the day. They all liked it but some thought it a bit gruesome. '
Consensu*
" Good picture, good puller."
Business— tine."
PLUNGER. THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
NOV. 20
" Story of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture." — if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — "This Is a surprise. First time Walsh has been
tried out for a w.;ek here. Even in the week before Christmas it drew."
POLLY WITH A PAST (METRO) INA CLAIRE
DEC. It
" Ina
News.Claire's rare artistry makes her a welcome screen figure." — U. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. The picture is entertaining but lacks
PRAIRIE TRAILS (FOX) TOM MIX
JAN. 1
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Regular Mix picture. Well liked. Big crowds,
mostly men." " A fine picture which brought more than usual busiPRISONERS
OF LOVE (RELEASED
BY GOLDWYN) BETTY
COMPSON
JAN. 2*
" Very unusual and artistic drama.'' — if. P. News.
RICH GIRL, POOR GIRL (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
JAN. 29
" Gladys
Walton
scores in heart interest story." — If. P. News.
"
ness."
.
p
e
p
RISKY BUSINESS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
DEC. 4
" Good combination makes interesting picture." — if. P. News.
ROGUES AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT. . JAN. 1
" Good production given thrilling story." — if. P. News.
ROMANCE PROMOTERS. THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS. JAN. 29
" The sun shines on Earle irilliams in this one." — if. P. .Veics.
ROMANTIC ADVENTURES (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON. .JAN. 21
" This one looks like a vehicle." — if. P. News.
ROOKIE'S RETURN. THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAC- LEAN-MAY JAN. •
"Exhibitor
Quite frailComment
but fairly
— if. P. yews.
— " pleasing."
Douglas MacLean
and Doris May were well liked
in this picture by all our patrons and business was good during its showing." "Liked this better than anything this pair has done since
• Twenty-Three and a Half Hour's Leave.' Box-office excellent."
SAGE HEN, THE (EDGAR LEWIS-PATH E) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
•• A well-produced dramatic story of the west." — if. P. News.
SCUTTLERS. THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM
DEC. 2d
" Farnum has a ' He-Man ' role in story of the sea." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fully up to the average as to Farnum productions.
Pleased our audiences. Business good considering general conditions."
SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD. .NOV. 11
" Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here." — if. P. News.
SHOCKING NIGHT. A (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
JAN. II
" A'ot substantial enough for five reels." — if. P. yews.
SILK HOSIERY (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT
FEB. 19
"Long LINING,
on fashion,THEshort(METRO)
on drama."
— If. P.CARMEN
News,
SILVER
JEWEL
JAN. 11
•Interesting
crook
play
brings
Jewel
Carmen
back
to
the
screen."
— if.
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average crook play. Ordinary business."
SMALL TOWN IDOL, A (SENNETT-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL
CAST
FEB. 19
•• Mack Bennett gives a three ring circus here." — if. P. News.
SMILING
THE WAY
(D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS) NOV. 1?
DAVID ALL
BUTLER
" Butler's third is well produced and thoroughly interested." — if. P. New.
Exhibitor Comment — " David Butler's popularity growing with each picture. There was nothing spectacular about this — but It was a clean little picture, well received."
tinned on page 1720
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"BURIED
TREASURE"
(Cosmopolitan-Paramount)
Spectacular Production, But Story Is Unimpressive
who patronizes this feature will certainly find enterTHE spectator tainment™
some vary impressive scenes which have been conceived
by Joseph Urban. He will notice that the director has achieved
some good action and incident and as far as the moving quality of the picture is concerned he will observe that it is of a high order. But if he becomes analytical he will find the story a hodge-podge, based upon a fantastic and far-fetched idea of reincarnation. The production is everything
saves " Buried Treasure." It may be that the author or
here and didreally
not intend to have the picture taken too seriously in regard to
director
its plot material.
One cannot take much stock in a subject which has defied scientists.
And presenting it via the subtitle and flashes of action nothing is left to
the imagination. It is a theory which might better be left to the thought
processes of a powerful intellect. Translated on the silver-sheet it assumes
the outline of a grotesque serial. It even becomss ridiculous in its trance
jfaisodes for the action becomes preposterous. A heroine is betrothed to a
young man against her father's wishes. In order to cure her of romantic
fancies he lugs her aboard his yacht for a cruise in the South Seas. It is
then that she enters a trance and becomes the reincarnated spirit of a
Spanish senorita. Another trance enables her to describe accurately the
actual spot where bloodthirsty pirates buried a treasure chest two hundred
years previously. And the sequence peoples the action with her immediate
relatives and associates. Her trance proves to be correct for the treasure
is found which enables her to present her lover with a dowry.
One must simply overlook the fantastic idea and find entertainment in
the romantic scenes of Spain a century or two ago, and in the pirate action
aboard the ship. The episodes are full of life and color and exude a romantic glamour sure to be caught by anyone with imagination. Director
Baker is at his best with the graphic scenes of the piratical plunder.
Urban has made these sets truly impressive and they are most artistically
lighted. Soft focus enters into the scheme every once in a while which
makes it genuinely appealing. The continuity is easy to follow except for
the supernatural touches. The spirit world and the world of actualities
seem to bewilder one at times. The players suffer from too much direction to appear natural. It is as if each one were told to crowd a scene
with emotion. The exploitation possibilities are immense. — Length, 7
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Pauline Vandermullen
Marion Davies
Dr. John
Grant
Norman Randolf
Kerry
Wm.
Vandermullen
Anders
Mrs. Vandermullen
Edith Shayne
Joeffrey Vandermullen
Earl Schenck
Due de Chavannes
John Charles
The Captain
Thomas Findlay
By F. Britten Austen.
Directed by George D. Baker.
Photographed by Hal Rosson.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The theory of reincarnation forms the basis of a vivid and romantic picture
called "was
Buried
Treasure,"
the same
title under
which to the
story by F. Britten
Austen
published
in a popular
magazine.
It comes
the
theatre
next
— with Marion Davies as the star. The story begins with a masq
u
e
r
a
d
e
a
t
a
millionaire's
villa
at
which
the
heroine's
father
selects
the
costume
of a pirate. The other guests are attired in antique costume. Pauline Vanderdaughter,senorita.
has an idea that long ago she had worn the same garments
and was mullen,a theSpanish
Many picturesque incidents are shown, one of which features a love affair
between Pauline and a young physician. In order to interrupt the romance, the
father announces her engagement to a nobleman and that they will sail in the
morning to the South Seas. She develops a trance and writes some mysterious
symbols which prove to be a guide to a certain locality of buried treasure. She
enters another trance and reads a pirate story and the scenes described in the
telling appear to her in a vision. In the end she is led to the scene of the actual
buried treasure, outwits her father, and by means of the treasure her young lover
is enabled to marry her. The picture presents some vivid action of pirate days
on the Spanish Main. Miss Davies is supported by a capable cast.
PROGRAM READER
You will be transported to the picturesque days of pirate ships, of mutinies and
Marion Davies' latest Paramount picture, " Buried Treasure,"
gay romances
which
comes to inthe
next
. It is a picture dealing
with the question
of reincarnationtheatre
and communication of the
living with the dead.
'Buried Tieasure " is one of the most picturesque features ever shown at the
.
A
modern
romance
is
deftly
interwoven
with
a romance
of the
days when pirates sailed the seven seas. How
star in the role
of the heroine
proves to be the reincarnated spirit of a Spanish thesenorita
and
has
communion
with
a departed lover is told in six reels of exciting and colorful drama. The picture
is lavishly staged.
.
SUGGESTIONS
This picture presents a very fantastic story which it would be advisable to keep
trom exploiting. Simply tell your patrons that a picture of startling theme characterization and incident will be unfolded
them on the
piay up
the theory of reincarnation. Whether your tocrowd
familiar with the subject the
exploitation of it will stimulate interest. You canis stage
a
prologue
with considerable local color It can be arranged around a pirate ship. If you cannot
obtain
tne mechanical effects,
then
an ensemble singing stirring songs, the company
attired in pirate costumes. have
Or
have
a
singer
attired
in
modern
Spanish
costume
iinging a native song. Play up the title, the director and the star

"THE

EASY
ROAD"
(Paramount)

Rather Mild for Thomas

Meighna

picture, " The Easy Road,*' follows too
THOMAS M,EIGHAN'S latest
One hasn't
the Stars."
" The Frontier
the heels
rapidly
to overlook the
in theofformer
the ofhighlights
to forget
timeupon
had
shortcomings of the current release. In the first place the story is of the
garden variety, being extremely commonplace and uninspired, and the
characterization is practically colorless. The director has been able to
extend the mild action throughout five reels, but in doing so has resorted
to padding. "The Easy Road" is a picture of interiors, with the players
walking from one set to another. And when they are not walking they are
sitting around indulging in conversation.
One expects more from Thomas Meighan after witnessing his recent
pictures. The crook photoplays have been so vital that in giving him something different his sponsors have overlooked the fact that he is of heroic
mould. The star appears to be miscast in the role of the self-made young
man who marries money and decides to have an easy time of it. As far as
the realities are concerned the offering is faithful. It is natural for any
one to take things easy when the opportunity presents itself. But such an
idea isn't adaptable to the screen unless it possesses screen ingredients.
" The Easy Road " is too easy. It doesn't move with any spontaneity. With
the action subordinated the acting should be dominant. But it isn't aside
from the star's forceful performance. As the hero he marries early in the
story and makes up for lost time by taking life easy.
Padded scenes are introduced concentrated around by-play of interrupions as the young benedict tries to woo the Muse. Remembering what has
constituted Meighan's pictures in the past, one waits for something to
happen — and waits in vain. The wife leaves him to go on a European
nleasure jaunt, followed by the "heavy." Which is the opportune time to
emphasize the drama. The hero, incapable of getting ahead because there
is no need of hard work, sinks to the depths and is about to commit suicide
when a girl, more unfortunate, plunges in ahead of him. His effort to save
her destroys his suicidal impulse. And her influence in the passing months
effects a regeneration. There is a bid for a dramatic situation when the
" heavy " attempts to place a wrong conclusion, but a reconciliation brings
the ultimate happy ending. Lila Lee gives a good performance as the girl
who is saved. — Length. S reels. Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Leonard Fayne
Thomas Meighan
Isabel Grayce
Gladys George
Katherine Dare
Grace Goodall
Heminway
ArthurLilaCarew
Ella Klotz
Lee
Minnie Baldwin
Lura Anson
Laura
Viora Daniel
By
Blair byHall.Beulah Marie Dix.
Scenario
Directed by Tom Forman.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
What is considered one of the most human and appealing pictures that has ever
appeared
on Meighan
the screenin the
is coming
" Thepicture
Easy will
Road,"
Paramount
offeringat
with
Thomas
star role.in The
be thea feature
attraction
the
theatre next
. The story is that of a young author who
has battled through adversity to success and who marries a woman of great wealth.
When he finds himself on Easy Street, his ambition wanes and he develops into a
drone. His wife leaves him and he sinks into the depths, but is finally regenerated
after a series of interesting events.
Easy inRoada thoroughly
" brings forth
a big dramatic
enacted isby said
a starto
and" The
company
compelling
manner. human
In factstory
the offering
carry thearesameGladys
elements
as Mr.
his
support
George,
GraceMeighan's
Goodall, previous
Arthur successes.
Carew, LilaProminent
Lee and inViora
Daniel. The picture is adapted by Beulah Marie Dix from a short story by Blair
Hall, which appeared in a popular magazine. Tom Forman directed.
PROGRAM READER
Thomas
Meighan
is
the
star
" The Easy Road,"
the isParamount
pictureof which
comes to the
theatreof next
. This
an adaptation
Blair
Hall's
short
story,
"
Easy
Street,"
which
was
published
in
a
popular
magazine-and afforded the Good Luck Star with a role which is ideal for hisfiction
personality.
The picture carries the moral that when a worker reaches Easy Street, he is apt
to learn ambition is waning and that work is the spice of life. The feature fairly
bristles with action and it may safely be assumed one of the best in which this
virile star has appeared in several months. It is excellently photographed, carrying
scenes charged
atmosphere.
Meighan's
are
Gladys
George. with
Lila remarkably
Lee, ArthurfineCarew
and othersIn ofMr.equal
calibre.support
Tom
Forman
directed.
SUGGESTIONS
This is a picture adapted from a story which might have been written with
Meighan in mind, so well does it fit his personality. Tell that this star is rapidly
coming to the front in pictures which are worth while — pictures which are rich
in entertainment values. You can state that it is on a par with " The Prince Chap,"
and " Conrad
in Quest
of His
The intitlea teaser
of the campaign.
story, " EasyYouStreet,"
which
the picture
is taken,
can Youth."
be exploited
might from
play
up
the
moral
outlined
in
the
Program
Reader
and
such
a
course
wouldn't
be
giving
away the plot. Play up Lila Lee and Gladys George. Bill it as a heart-interest
drama with the most virile actor on the screen giving it expression.
CATCH LINES
After years of toil he gained riches and decided to play for a while. He chose
the Easy Road. Where did it lead him? See Thomas Meighan in "The Easy

Motion
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SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. It
" Interesting crook story, well directed and acted." — if. P. News.
SOMETHING DIFFERENT (REALART) CONSTANCE BINN""
.'tN. tw
"Rather
but backgrounds
five to
:.t."fair
— it business.
" "'".u Better crowds than
Exhibitor frail'
Comment
— " Good picture
usual." " A good picture. This star always draws well at this house.
Fine business during run."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
SOWING THE WIND (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEW- ART JAN. 29
" Powerful drama, well produced and acted." — M. P. News.
SPENDERS, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. IS
" Quite interesting picture made from best seller." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
" This feature
was very
well liked
by ourthan
patrons
and
was an Comment
excellent— box-office
attraction,
playing
to better
average
business for a week."
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . .JAN. 1
" Viewed from all angles, rather a notable film" — if. P. News.
STARTHELMA
ROVER, PERCY
THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
COURTNEY FOOT- NOV. 27
"Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. The plot is well put together and the
details are worked out well."
TAVERN KNIGHT, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
" This one will hardly interest the majority." — if. P. News.
TESTING
BLOCK, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S.DEC. 18
HART
" Sure
fire
western with star in the kind of role that made him famous."
— if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Certainly a fine picture and a sure-fire box-office
attraction. Picture seemed to please and went fine all week." " Best
Bill had done to date." "An average picture which went over big.
Hart
favoriteto here."
picture
madepeople
in a want.
long while.
Marks great
his return
the sort" Best
he does
best Hart's
and that
Fine
business." " Went over big at opening and though only average next few
days, it went big at closing. Pretty good picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TEXAN, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
NOV. 27
" Average entertainment in this Mix offering." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Tom ones.
Mix still
popular.a Clyde
PictureCook
pleases
though
not
as good Comment
as other —recent
We boosted
comedy
to help
business." " Pretty good picture as far as entertainment goes. Average
business."
«
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE SWEET. .JAN. 8
" Star dominates pleasing production." — if. P. Neics.
THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
DEC. 11
Fairly interesting, with Pearl White scoring a hit." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Thoroughly pleased audiences, with result that
picture got good box-office play. Pearl White feature our audiences
liked." " This picture went over extra big during run. Held for one
week where usual run is three days." " Box-office results on this picture
are quite satisfactory. Fairly entertaining."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THOUGHTLESS WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS.NOV. 27
" Human document with real life-like touches." — if. P. News.
THOUSAND
ONE, A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) DEC. 25
HOBART TO
BOSWORTH
" Arbitrary plot and coincidence hinder the values here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week in spite of proximity to Christmas." " A great picture but
poor business on account of the holiday season."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TIGER TRUE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
Jan. 22
" Rather crude but carries a punch." — II. P. News.
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARAMOUNT JAN. 1
" Falls rather short for a Lois Weber production." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a big picture .but up to the average. Played
to fair business." " Picture only fair ; business good because of the
fact that it is a holiday week." " A splendid picture to average business two days." " Fairly entertaining picture and average box office
value." — " Good picture; average puller."
Consensus
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
JAN. 8
" Orthodox story makes rather colorful picture." — if. P. News.
TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS, THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC, 25
" Orthodox but careful production of well-known play." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with it." " Drew very strongly at the box office and my people
liked the picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TWINDEHAVEN
BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST
NATIONAL)
MR. AND MRS. NOV. 13
" Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed to
give entire satisfaction." " Spicy advertising helped to keep the ticket
sellers busy." " Excellent polite comedy. Nothing risque in It, but
always
One of Box-office
the best comedies
I have spicy.
played Splendid
In a longweek's
time. business."
Went over " great.
receipts
entirely satisfactory for week's run." " Carter de Haven at his best,
but
did gone
not like
it. Poor
business
due topicture.
holidays."
" Another
stagemanyfarce
wrong.
A good
program
Business
about
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average."
" Andays.
excellent
proved from
a remarkable
drawing
card for three
Kept attraction
our crowdsthatlaughing
title to close-up.
Big
business
three
days."
'lonsensus — Good picture, good puller."
TWO KINDS OF LOVE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Rather crude, but has moments of interest." — M. P. News.
TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES
JAN. I
" Jones in a story o] gunplay and hard riding." — it. P. News.
UNFORTUNATE
SEX, THE
(FRANK
GERSTEN, INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN
NOV. •
*' Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end." — if. P. Newt.
U. P.CAST
TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL NOV. 20
" First-class melodramatic western, with fine cast." — if. P. News.
VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
NOV. 20
" A well produced society picture weakening in the end." — if. P. News.
WANDA'S
AFFAIR
(CHADWICK-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL NOV. 20
CAST
"Badly blotched picture carries little interest." — if. P. News.
WESTSPECIAL
OF THE
RIO GRANDE (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) FEB. 9
CAST
"Real Western incident and good hokum here." — if. P. News.
WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
NOV. 21
" Very ordinary western for Carey." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Verry good. Extra big business one day."
WHAT
WOMENCAST
WILL DO (ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS-PATHE) FEB. IS
SPECIAL
" Pretty arbitrary, but has audience appeal." — if. P. News.
WHENWARNER
WE WERE
TWENTY-ONT
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
H. B. JAN. IS
" H. B. Warner excels in entertaining comedy-drama." — if. P. News.
ExhibitorfullyComment
" Just as fine
as the play
same name.
Delightacted, and — charmingly
directed.
H. ofB. the
Warner
In a role
that i
WHITE
Just YOUTH
fits him." (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
"Edith Roberts has frail and obvious picture here." — if. P. News.
WHY TRUST YOUR HUSBAND (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
" The title might attract them — that's all." — if. P. News.
WING TOY (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
■ A Shirley Mason vehicle slightly below past performances." — if.
WINGS OF PRIDE (JANS PICTURES, INC.) OLIVE TELL
"Has interest, but too melodramatic." — if. P. News.
" Flashbacks

DEC. 18
JAN. 29 Vi
FEB. lii
P. NewsMt
FEB. It*

" on Earlier Releases

" Everybody's Sweetheart" (Selznick) — "Poor in general and only saved byl
Olive Thomas' beauty. Drew only mediocre crowds."
" Sins of Rozanne " — " Only fair business. No high points of Interest."
"Something to Think About" (Paramount) — "Starts second week. Playing
to big crowds. Expect to equal if not exceed record made by ' Humoresque,'
which ran
forhasthree
weeks
housesSimplicity
during second
week's engagement. Title
a lot
to dohere.
with Capacity
its success.
is its keynote
and it
carries its message so simply that it appeals to big percentage of patrons."
" Mutiny of the Elsinore " — " A strongly dramatic offering that drew fairly
Well. Not the best of this class and a bit too brutal for many."
"HeldMayin Allison
Trust" is (Metro)
titlepoor
is the
redeeming
show.
only fair— or"The
possibly
as a only
drawing
card. Anfeature
averageof]
production. Business about as usual."
"The Best of Luck" (Metro) — "The funniest show you can imagine Had
the house in continual gales of laughter. Big audience attraction."
"The Restless
Sex" better
(Paramount)
"This expected.
production Business
which iswas
a lavish
attraction,
did much
business— than
good sex]
torn
week run. A fair picture, business about average during run. A fair picture]
and box-office attraction which keeps up the suspense well. Contains some
rather lavish spectacles of studio life. Went over big. Fair picture. Business
"The Love
Flower"
(Griffith)
produced
pictureto that]
attracted
very good
business,
part —ofExcellently
which however,
must Griffith
be attributed
the]
Buster Keaton comedy on the bill."
"Married Life" (Sennett) — "Despite its length, this comedy keeps up the
interest throughout and was a good laugh-producer."
"Big
" Dustin returns
Farnum,with
whoanhasentertaining]
not been
good."
seen
on Happiness"
the screen in(Robertson-Cole)
a long while in— Buffalo,
vehicle in which he does some good character work in a dual role Held up
well despite holiday season slump."
"The Wonderful Chance" (Selznick) — "The best story O'Brien has had for
some time. Business fair."
"The Love Flower" (Griffith) — " A sure fire production. Went over big
all week. Patrons seemed well pleased, which was echoed by the box-office"
" If I Were King " (Fox) — •" Only brought average business. Fair attraction."]
" The Devil's Pass Key " (Universal) — " A very good melodrama which played j
to very good business."
"Old Dad" (First National) — "Only fair picture. It received only fait
patronage. Mildred Harris is not a drawing card out here."
"A Chorus Girl's Romance" (Metro) — "Good feature which brought morel
than usual business."
"Best of Luck" (Metro) — "Fair picture. Did not seem to draw welL I
Business about average."
"The Girl With the Jazz Heart" (Goldwyn) — "Fine production. Box-office
receipts heavier than usual."

b r u ary 26,
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ROAD
DEMON"
(Fox)

A Fine Auto Race Picture With Tom

Mix

new " — Fox has
p» EEKING to answer the great demand for " something
5 come across with the " The Road Demon." Tom Mix is announced as
the star, but the best parts belong to some half a dozen racing automobiles. For this is an auto racing picture and one so well done and so
ammed full of excitement and suspense and it should prove a more than
I lequate substitute for the usual Tom Mix western.
I Mix, however, is not thrown too much in the background. The youngsters
fid thrill lovers who are so fond of seeing this star ride and shoot will
nd that he is just as much of a hero as ever. And he shows that he is
1st as much of a daredevil as in the pictures when he made a horse, and
lot an auto, do tricks.
The Los Angeles-Phoenix road race forms the bulk of the picture. This
ice is not on a banked track for a certain number of laps. It is a crosslountry, up-hill-and-down race over rough country roads and perfect highlays, and because of this Director Reynolds has been able to make more
lan a blur of speeding machines across the screen. The human element
f the race is ever brought forward. We get a close up of Mix bouncing
own a roadless hillside to take a short cut, and another as he stops just in
i me to avoid disaster at a broken bridge. The suspense is heightened and
1 le interest aroused to a greater degree when the star loses the race, having
teen doubled-crossed by the villain. So they bring in a second race at the
Iresno speedway. Here Mix wins. The scenes seem to be actually taken at
[lie race and the audience will catch a bit of the glamour and excitement
If that historic event.
[iThe picture ends with a bit of old-time cowboy stuff. Mix's pals, cowI umbers all, take matters into their own hands to frustrate the villain —
I manufacturer of a rival car. They ride into the hotel and up the
e\;itor, still on horseback, and use strong arm methods.
I The story does not make a lot of difference. It is probable, but of
miliar texture, dealing with corrupt racing drivers, and a struggle beIveen two rival auto manufacturers for a foreign contract. Mix acquires
is car in the first place by swapping it for his horse. He cuts capers about
In the desert and, not being able to stop it, rides through almost every
jiiilding on his father's ranch. Claire Anderson is his leading woman.—
length, 6 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
l ap Higgins
Tom Mix
Ifitricia
O'Malley
Claire K.Anderson
lad Higgins
Charles
French
{)hn O'Malley,
father
GeorgeLloyd
Hernandez
luther
McCabe, Patricia's
auto driver
Bacon
lone
Higgins' ranch foreman
Sid Jordan
j/ade Weatherby,
Waters
Charles
Arling
ojhnny
Brooks, Hap's mechanic
Harold
l/ilson
BillyGoodwin
Elmer
jipanese business man
Frank Tokawaja
lyan
Lee Phelps.
I Story, scenario and direction by Lynn F. Reynolds. Photography by Frank Good.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
I Tom Mix, popular star in cowboy roles, has discarded his chaps for the time
eing and appears as a rough rider of a bucking automobile in his latest William
I'ox photoplay,theatre
"The forRoad
to be the feature
attraction at the.
I
a Demon," which
days' isengagement
beginning
I'lie" star
The handling
Road Demon
"
is
a
picture
of
speed
and
thrills,
stunts
and
romance withIn
a car with all the ability that he displays in riding bronchos.
tie11 sorts
role ofof "things
Hap Higgins,"
Mr.
Mix
"
swaps
"
his
horse
for
a
motor
car and
then
begin to happen. He meets a girl, has a thrilling time
winning
I race against world famed rivals and finally outdistances all competitors in both
Itae and automobile competitions. This is a new type of western, retaining all
lie speed and action of the horse type with many new innovations added. The
lice shown in the film is extremely realistic. In fact to be exact, the scenes shown
fre from the recent world record track meet for cars held at Fresno, Cal.
Ij In support of the star is a strong cast of Fox players including Claire Anderson,
|!harles
French,
George Hernandez, Harold Goodwin, now a star in his own
grit, andK. Lloyd
Bacon.
PROGRAM READER
t\ Tom Mix,
favorite, is scheduled for a
days' engagein hisbeginning
latest feature, " The .Road Demon," a story of romance, adventure
tSilent
nd thrills,
In this latest starring vehicle, Mr. Mix has turned his broncho out to pasture
« nd does his daredevil riding in an automobile. He wins an automobile race
ifeainst famed drivers, and also runs away with a lady's heart against formidable
ompetition.
Higgins,"
Mr. Mixhis has
is career. HeAs is" aHapcowboy
who trades
horseoneforof athecar,most
a carlikeable
that isroles
betterof
pan it looks, as is shown when it wins the big national event. The romance of
lie yarn is furnished by Tom and Claire Anderson, who plays the role of "Patricia
li'Malley.".
I An exciting road race in which Mix in his old car finally wins is a feature of
lie production. The picture has a good story, plenty of action and heart interest
nd will rank with the best productions of the day. It also gives Tom Mix a
lew sort of role, one in which he adds to his justly earned laurels.
' Among the supporting members of the cast are Charles K. French, George Herandez, Lloyd Bacon and Harold Goodwin. Mr. Goodwin is now a Fox star,
aving
been lately elevated to this position. The production is directed by Lynn
. Reynolds.
SUGGESTIONS
! Play _ up the fact that the star has discarded his broncho for this picture and
oes his stunts in a car. Feature the automobile race as being thrilling and
sciting. A chance to tie up with car agencies and sundries stores is presented.
' or your newspaper ads. use a scene cut showing Mix driving in the race. Make
pur selling talk and catch lines snappy, using automobile "talk" in framing your
Kntences.

"THE

BARBARIAN"
(Pioneer)

Fine Backgrounds, But Very Little Action
in this picture of the open spaces as fine a coluncovered
THERE is lection
of backgrounds as ever found their way to the screen.
And this goes for the sponsors of the scenic releases. With such a
display of nature's handiwork the spectator is truly transported. If he is
a dyed-in-the-wool fan he will realize the gap between the production and
the story. Surely one expected more from the title and the star. One
anticipated a story of he-man dimensions which would carry crackling
But it doesn't
action
It is a
the Northwest.
a tale ofincident.
with colorful
identified with
proportionsinterspersed
the suspense,
assume and
one character picture that revolves around a conventional theme and which
has to do with painting the contrast between a product of the big outdoors
and a girl and her associates of a cultured environment.
The hero is called a barbarian because he doesn't appreciate the barrier
between his station in life and the girl's. He holds title to property which
furnishes the conflict. The heroine's father and his vicious agent are
desirous of obtaining the precious land for a right of way. But this conflict is held in abeyance until the closing reel. Meanwhile the barbarian
is indulging in romance. The scenes which emphasize this note bring
forth the big outdoors in bold relief. A birch-bark canoe which carries
the picturesque hero and the girl, gliding along under a radiance of the
moon, with the silvery waters for a background, is a scene which would
cultivate romance any time. Donald Crisp has placed his camera at several advantageous points so that mountains, forests and streams are admirably caught. But his action is exceedingly mild.
In fact there is not one outstanding dramatic situation. Considerable
argument and romantic by-play predominate. Yet one cannot deny that
the picture is saturated with local color and atmosphere. If the story
becomes obvious the spectator may permit his gaze to dwell upon the
backgrounds. And these never tire. The conclusion shows the girl falling
in love with her barbarian, who has proved his right to her affection
through his manly qualities and the fact that he is a diamond in the rough.
The titles are rather flowery and too descriptive. Many of them miss their
mark in advancing the action, while others are totally out of place. The
acting is praiseworthy. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Eric Straive
Monroe Salisbury
Elliot Straive
Geo. Berrell
Mark Brant
Alan Hale
Floria Heatherton
Jane Novak
James
Heatherton
BarneyHancock
Sherry
Mrs. Heatherton
Elinor
Redwing
Lillian Leighton
By Theodore S. Solomons.
Scenario by E. P. Heathe.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Barbarian " is the name of the feature which comes to the
theatre next
and
with Monroe Salisbury as the star.
This is a story of the great outdoors — a story of a native son of the woods who
has never known the culture of civilization. Eric Straive has inherited his father's
property.to Everything
serene inthey
his are
life seeking
until a recreation,
party of wealthy
Easterners
journey
the wilds. isOstensibly
but in reality
the
to secure title
to Eric's
The the
young
man A istime
considered
acapitalist
barbarianis anxious
by the daughter.
He acts
as a land.
guide for
party.
comes
when Mark Brant, the agent of the capitalist, endeavors to close the deal by
underhand methods, but Straive circumvents him. His culture being exceptional,
his
education
she falls
in love.being praiseworthy, Floria learns to appreciate him. Eventually
The picture is crammed with most colorful backgrounds, the scenery of the big
outdoors being exceptionally displayed. There is a fine flavor of romance and the
dramatic portions of the story are well emphasized. Monroe Salisbury makes the
title role a rugged portrayal. His support includes Jane Novak and Alan Hale.
Donald Crisp directed.
PROGRAM READER
He had never been to the places of civilization. His life had been spent in the
great outdoors. He had been brought up to think nature ideal. Then into his
life entered a woman from civilization. She called him a barbarian. But he
taught her the love of the great outdoors. He taught her to glory in the sunsets,
the skies, the woods, the streams. He was different from any man she had known.
Thenname
romance
theircomes
lives toandthe
both understood.theatre
" The
Barbarian " it
the
of the crept
featureintowhich
next
with Monroe Salisbury as the star. It is a very entertaining offering which carries
some truly picturesque backgrounds and is well directed and acted.
SUGGESTIONS
You can exploit this feature as a study of the great outdoors. If you can get
hold
the " paper
" picturing
the Play
canoe uprides
and the
exteriorstoo.
it would
lot inofputting
this picture
across.
Monroe
Salisbury,
Your help
crowda
will remember him if you have ever featured him on your screen. His personality
is unforgettable. Play up the title. Tell that the picture is a fine study of life
in the big outdoors. Tell that it offers a tale of primitive life, love and romance
and sentiment in the open spaces of the North. Feature Jane Novak. She is
well known to your crowd. But your best bet is the exploitation of the marvelous
scenery. For local color, you can have some one attired in native costume reciting
some poem from Service or Drummond.
CATCH LINES
See spaces
Monroeof Salisbury
open
the North. in " The Barbarian," a picture of life and love in the
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Motion

"THE

EDUCATION
ELIZABETH
(Paramount)

New

"SOCIETY
SECRETS"
(Universal )

OF

"
Heart Interest Drama

Billie Burke Has Real Opportunities in Polite Comedy
IT has been such a long time since Billie Burke has had a good picture
that when one does present itself with plenty of sparkli; and permits
her a chance to assert her personality the offering should be given due
credit. It is a will-o'-the-wisp story that is featured here— a story which
despite its light substance somehow reaches out and entertains. The star
looks like herself again in the picture and she scores in her own distinctive way. It is quite an achievement for Edward Dillon, the director.
He has taken a thin plot on the surface and extended it, supplying incident
here and there, with the result it is kept fully nourished to the finish.
There is very little evidence of padding, so natural are the sequences and
so spontaneous the comedy.
While it isn't a picture which furnishes laughter, still the raucous laugh
isn't striven for, if one may judge from the subtleties of plot and characterization. Astory of a chorus girl of a garrulous disposition the director has painted her life back stage with considerable color. He has
used a set reproduced from the Follies to introduce his plot and develop
his romance without losing the thread. For contrast a family of Colonial
lack gajof
for the
the stalk"with
-a family
ancestry is Aintroduced
becomes onenamoured
member'withering
bald-headed
romance.
chorine and lugs her out to the manor to meet the approval of his old maid
sister. Thus begins the education of Elizabeth. While she is learning her
p's and q's of deportment, she is subtly teaching her associates the art of
putting "pep" into their conduct and manner of dress. Her fiance's
brother, a book-worm, attracts her and during the absence of the baldheaded one she finds it convenient to become hopelessly old-fashioned so
that he will break the engagement. And so Elizabeth gets an education,
finds the man of her heart and revolutionizes the household.
There is a sparkle to the comedy even though it is polite and a trifle too
refined for the lover of broad farce. The picture carries clever by-pla\. is
excellently acted by the star and a cast that includes Lumsden Hare,
Donald Cameron, Edith Shayne and Frederick Burton. The latter has
Heliotrope "
after his " backgrounds
a come-down
is quitestaged
which
bit, is
quite aThesmall
against appropriate
adequately
feature
role.
and except for one or two lapses in the lighting is technicalK high < la-.
The titles are helpful in advancing the humor.— Length. 5 reels. Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Elizabeth Banks
Harry Fairfax
x
Thomas Fairfa
Charles Middleton
ky
Han
Reggie
Lucy Fairfax
Blanche Mclntyre
Lily Kerr
Whitby
By
Roy Horniman.
Directed
by Edward Dillon.
Photographed by George Folsey.

Picture

ADonald
"??1?Cameron
Burke
_ Lumsden Hare
Frederick Burton
Harold Foshay
Edith Shayne
• .Helen Dahl
Kay MacCausland
Frank Goldsmith

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Billie Burke, the dainty Paramount star, will be seen in her latest picture, " The
Education of
Elizabeth,"
at theMiss Burke theatre
commencing
. This
feature presents
in the next
role of a chorus girl
and she
does some of the most enjoyable work of her career. The story deals with the
education of a rough and ready girl by members of an aristocratic family and is
said to offer many laughable scenes. While Elizabeth Banks is acquiring the deportment of the drawing-room her teachers are being subtly taught how to wear
their clothes. Which proves the old adage — that one cannot impart any knowledge
without receiving anything in return.
The has
chorus
girl meets
a staid Thomas
descendant
of anfallsoldmadly
Colonial
family
which
remained
unmarried.
Fairfax
in love
with— aherfamily
and
asks
her
to
marry
him,
but
first
invites
her
to
visit
his
home
and
meet
approval. Fairfax is called to Texas and the education of Elizabeth is 'his
left sister's
to the
sister and a brother, Harry Fairfax. The latter is a bookworm to such an extent
that he neglects his personal appearance. But the girl awakens him to an interest
in life. So when Thomas returns from Texas he discovers that he no longer loves
her because of her transformation into an old-fashioned girl. This is but a deeply
laid plot to make him lose interest. So she accepts Harry, while Thomas marries
another member of the chorus who still has plenty of pep. The picture is well
acted by the star and a capable cast and is excellently directed by Edward Dillon.
PROGRAM READER
It is as a charming, a fun-loving chorus girl who is very real beneath her rouge and
powder, that Billie Burke will be seen in her newest comedy-drama, " The Education of Elizabeth,"
featurehas attraction
at the
next
. Nowhich
role will
that be
MisstheBurke
had in recent
productions hastheatre
been
better suited to her vivacious and captivating personality than that of Elizabeth
Banks of a New York musical revue, in this photoplay. How she meets an old
Colonial family and falls in love with a couple of its staid members — how she receives an education in deportment while she tutors the family in the manner of
attiring themselves correctly is told in five reels of delightful comedy — the kind of
comedy that one associates with the piquant star. A fine cast supports Billie Burke.
CATCH LINES
She was a member of the chorus. But she busted into aristocracy. Come and
see how she put pep and ginger in a staid Colonial household. See Billie Burke
in " The Education of Elizabeth."

Is Mild But Entertaining

A

HEART interest picture, with emphasis placed upon the pathos, i
offered in "Society Secrets," Universal's latest release. In givia
prominence to the sentiment and the heart touches the directo .
has neglected the romance. But since the idea exploited i- sure-fire themj
is no question of its success. The theme is woven around snobbishness a
it concerns
the inoffspring
of Connecticut
aged parents. village
The and
latterthehaven't
with
the times
their little
childrenprogressaM
residiaM
in New York feel ashamed of them. The entire action of the picture i\
dependent on the older figures keeping up appearances. They are expectet
in the metropolis for Christmas, but the son. believing that their home-pa
mannerisms and attire might queer him with his fiancee, tries to discourage
their visit.
The characters are overdrawn. Some will doubtless regard them at,
entirely false. It is difficult to become reconciled to the idea that old
people, thoroughly settled in their attitudes, would countenance an; effofl
of a young person to teach them manners especially when the antiqat
figures come from New England. The\ might also bur\ their humiliation
in the deepest part of their hearts instead of giving expression to' it. Y5«
there is a lug in the patho- because of the naturalness of the old people
as represented b> George Berrell and Gertrude Claire. It is reall> their
p;cture instead of Eva Novak's. The star is the haughtv fiancee whs
journeys up to the small town and ingratiate* her personalitv with the
son's parents. But the director brings into play a motion picture '(inception and the plot loses some of its humanitx in the burlesque of the
characters.
They completely undergo a change in manner and attire. The ' 'her
gets a hair-cut. smokes cigarettes through a holder, discard- hi- frock coal
for college clothes and eats with his fork. The mother bedecks her-el
in the latest fashion short skirt et al. The author or the director, in-teaa
of working a transformation in the souls of the children, blames the eh Iera
Had the latter been drawn with an idea that their customs and clothe- weta
correct and compelled the children to come to them the picture v.<iuM
ring more genuine even though it might have lost some of its contrasts
There can be no sympathy extended the children because they are -nobi
at heart despite the fact that the parents make them feel at ease by appear*
ing correct. With its faulty characterization the picture manage? to -u-taia
the interest. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Louise
Eva Novilj
Mother
Gertrude
Clai "
Father
George BerreU
Aunt
Clarissa Selwyail
Arthur
William BucktaM
Lucie
Ethel Ritchm
George
L. C. Shumwaa
Squire
}
Carl Stockdafi
Squire's Wife
Lucy Donoh«|j
By
Helen
Christine.
Scenario by Douglas Doty.
Directed by Leo McCarthy.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
The story of a New York son and daughter who are ashamed of their smadl
town parents and how the old folks take intensive training in the artificial grac
of society to win back the love and esteem of their children is offered in " Socie
Secrets," at Univecsal's
latest theatre
picture next
featuring Eva Novak. The production
appear
the
It is
heart interest
story which rouses
a tug in the throat and
because of the .sympat
generated in the characterization. The children have progressed beyond :htii
parents to the point where they are ashamed of them.
To circumvent a Christmas visit the son writes them the unpleasant news thaw
circumstances will prevent their being entertained. While this humiliates the all
folkslittle
it also
keep parents
up to date.
The son's
fiance But
comes
the
townkindles
to looka feeling
over theto aged
and sneer
at them.
she up-taysto
to learn respect f»r age. It is she who effects a transformation in their custoiifl
and attire. Eventually they come to New York and the children are happy to
find that the parents have kept up with the times. The picture is well acted by
George Berrell, Gertrude Claire, Clarissa Selwyne, L. C. Shumway and others.
PROGRAM READER
They were ashamed of their parents. They left the small town, migrated mi
the city and entered society. Their rapid progress brought out the contrast ■
the lives of the family. One day the old folks realized that their children wen
ashamed of them and decided to earn their respect by keeping up to date. They
were tutored in the artificial graces of society and were able to win back the lota
of theircomes
children.
This is the outline
of " next
Society Secrets." the
featuiAl
which
to the
theatre
withUniversal
Eva Novak
ml
the star. It is a heart interest drama, enacted against a background of rich atmo*
sphere
and
local
color.
A
capable
cast
supports
Miss
Novak.
Watch
for
furthep
announcements.
SUGGESTIONS
If you have been having good audiences with the Universals which star Eva
Novak
no reason
whywhich
you carries
shouldn'ta wealth
get themof with
Secrets.*,IM
It
is a there
heart isinterest
picture
pathos" Society
and it would
well to emphasize the fact. Play up the idea used here. It is sure-fire. Ask
leading questions for teaser display such as " Are you ashamed of your parents?^
Spread them
promiscuously
so it won't
Tell of pro*
tho
general
appeal, about
the small
town atmosphere.
You arouse
might objections.
put on an effective
logue by concentrating upon golden weddings and a reunion of the family, characters singing old songs and making merry with homespun dances or the o\m
fashioned square dance. Play up the excellent cast. Bill it as a simple bm
appealing play of real people.
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY. M K loll
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Mr. Watterson R. Rothacker,
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.,
1339-51 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago, III.
Dear Mr. Rothacker:
You might be interested in
knowing that as a result of the
run of "The Woman in His
House" in Washington, where
it played to packed houses for
three weeks, I have received a
number of comments on the
exquisite beauty of the picture.
A goodly share of this praise belongs
to you for your part in the finishing
of the production.
In addition to the Anita
Stewart Company, I will shortly
have two all-star units busy on
production. In fact, John M.
Stahl, who directed "The
Woman in His House" and
"Sowing the Wind" has already
started on the first all-star picture
of a series which will be known
as John M. Stahl productions.
The negatives from these
additional companies will be
sent to you for printing in due
time, and I feel sure that the
prints will have the same consistently high standard and
excellent quality that have marked
your work in the past.
Yours sincerely,

The Producer
LOUIS B. MAYER

"The

The Director
JOHN M. STAHL
Mr. Watterson R. Rothacker,
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co.,
Chicago, 111.
Dear Mr. Rothacker:
I take this opportunity of expressing my sincere appreciation of the
whole hearted courtesy extended to
me during my several visits to your
establishment. I may add that this
courtesy was surpassed only by the
wonderful work you did on my
production "The Woman in His
House." Please accept my thanks
and congratulations.

in

Woman
House

His

99

and

"Sowing

Two

(Signed)

the

Mayer-made

Louis B. Mayer

specials directed

by John M. Stahl and presented
Wind"
through
First
National with
Rothacker

Prints.

Sincerely yours,
(Signed)

John M. Stahl

by

There are
Come and

reasonssee them.

Founded 1910
Watterson R. Rothacker
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— no audit is made — ask why not?
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Jesse

„

0. Gas Icy

presents

*S
JDeMlLLE
WILLIAM
<>r SIR
JAMES
M. BARRIE'S
FAMOUS
PLAY

&\?erui

What

Svertj woman

knows

that, John. It's the one
joke that every wife
hdbs on her husba,nd.
Qhe one thing" she
daren't let him know!
Maude Adams' great
stage success. The
play that is a delicious
joke on the whole male
sex— but one that the
men will enjoy as
much as the women
ConradNage
l
tnd.
Lois Wilson
Scenario by Olga Printzlau
(2 (paramount Q>ictwe

Woman

JCnoivs

"

Jesse L.Lasky
Presents

//
THE

'S
D. TAYLOR
WILLIAM
PRODUCTION
WITCHING
with

ELLIOTT

HOUR

DEXTER,

A SMASHING drama of the unseen forces that
make life so strange and wonderful. A startling illumination of the mysteries that surround us,
and the story of a love that lasted beyond death
and time.
The mighty stage success, powerfully produced. With
Ruth Renick. Mary Alden,Winter Hall and Robert Cain.
By Augustus Thomas
Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers

d
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Paramount
Pictures for
March
" STRAIGHT IS THE WAY "
Cosmopolitan Production with Matt Moore.
"THE CALL OF YOUTH "
Hugh Ford British Production.
" THE EASY ROAD "
Starring Thomas Meighan. with Lila Lee.
" O'MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED "
Starring William S. Hart. A Wm. S. Hart
Production.
" BEAU REVEL"
Ince-Vance Special, with Florence Vidor,
Lewis Stone and Lloyd Hughes.
"THE GILDED LILY"
Robert Z. Leonard
production with
Mae Murray.
" THE IDOL OF THE NORTH "
Starring Dorothy Dalton.

"THE April
FAITH HEALER"
George Melford's
with Milton
Sills and production,
Ann Forrest.
"THE DOLLAR A YEAR MAN "
Starring Roscoe " Fatty " Arbuckle.
"BURIED TREASURE"
With Marion Davies, Cosmopolitan
Production.
"THE WITCHING HOUR"
William D.Elliott
TaylorDexter.
production with

Smile

Insurance

you see the crowds coming toward your box-office, you can't help
smiling and feeling good.
And once you know that they will keep comWHEN

ing, night after night, you haven't got a thing
to worry about!
Fortunately every exhibitor can have that
assurance. He can keep them coming by sticking up that sign " A Paramount Picture " !
And he knows that he can depend on Paramount to keep up the supply, because he's been
told just what pictures Paramount will give
him for the rest of the year.
The best smile insurance is to show and advertise

Gparamount

(pictures

ffl FAMOUS
ADOIPH ZUKOfl f+m.PLAYERS-LASKY
JESSE L.LASKY NoAm CECILCORPORATION
B-OE MILLE f— ei -C-w*

"THE LOVE SPECIAL"
Starring Wallace Reid. With Agnes Ayres
and Theodore Roberts.
** THE GREAT DAY "
Hugh Ford
BritishBourchier.
Production, with
Arthur
"WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS"
William DeMille's production of Sir James
M. Barrie's
play, Wilson.
with Conrad
Nagelfamous
and Lois
"THE HOME STRETCH"
Starring Douglas
MacLean. Thomas H
Ince Production.
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"'Outside
of

the

Law'

attendance

against

smashed

and

first-run

all records

receipts

double

competing

bills of

End Theatres of this city," wires
L. S. Garand, of the Holman

West

Manager
Theatre,

Montreal. "We had to send ah S. O. S.
call to police force. It was really a riot.
Women

fought

with

S. R. O. one

hour

office closed

and

and

after
house

a half after

Law*

the

talk

men

to get tickets.

opening.
jammed

opening.

Ticket

one

hour

'Outside
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of Montreal."
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Picture

Net

DOROTHY
PHILLIPS'
Supported by margaret
mann
ir\the Greatest Heart-Picture^a Generation
Directed by Allen Holubar.
ONCEtoEYEftYWJ^M
44OTR0NG

men

cried like babies here

O
during every showing of 4 Once to
Every Woman,' " writes Len S. Brown, manager of the Colonial Theatre, Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada. " For the first time in
fifteen years of the show business I'm sick
and tired of having my patrons thank me
and congratulate me. My right arm is about
worn out. The picture is the biggest boost
mv theatre ever had."

G

iiT^ROM a box-office standpoint * The
Devil's Passkey * more than surA
prised me," writes Manager Harwood.
of the National Theatre. Cleveland.
" The house was packed at 7.45 to the
extent that / could not sell any more
tickets and a line waited outside for over
40 minutes

until the end of the first

On

the second night the attendance was equally ex-

show.

MASTER
PICTURE

traordinary."

DEVIL!

PAj/KEY
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Is one

of the

players

appeajHoq wvthe
Good
Bictaces
No
Wbn^y
aNfear
- and

RneserwbecL
Cant

by

Laemmle

VARIETY of subject is another one of the
hundreds of elements considered and
applied by Universal in making those " 52
Good Pictures a Year." And variety in wellbalanced week-in-and-week-out entertain-

Hes

ment demands, among many other
an occasional Western picture of the
sort. Clean, vigorous, actionful, and
healthy out-of-doors atmosphere,

huma/ven

thaa

ever

things,
proper
with a
Harry

Carey's western pictures are the kind
patrons want. But Carey's pictures are
than just Westerns — they are pictures
dramatic power and human depth such
make them, along with the other of

irv

your
more
with
as to
those

" 52 Good Pictures a Year," warmly welcome at theatres where the best in entertainment is required.
Directed

bu Jacques

L
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Motion

Don't
Your

Vony

Picture

About

Short

Stuff

IT'S actually a waste of time, trouble
and money for you to " shop
around " for vour short stuff when
you can get all of it in one place and
be sure you are getting the best. And
you can be sure you are getting the
best short stuff in the world when you
get Universal

short stuff — and that

goes for to-day, to-morrow, next
week, next month, next year and
always.

In

Universal

short

stuff

you'll find every variety of lesserlength feature that is needed to round
out any kind of a program — such as
two-reel Century Comedies, two-reel
Westerns, one-reel Star Comedies, International News, the two-reel Red
Rider series and many other subjects

The
Bert

of a quality to make you realize that
Universal always did make the best

Short
Stuff
the

short stuff.

in

World

-Book

ALL

N ew

of

it

thru

UNIVERSAL

kf ar c h

5, 1 g 2 1

1

*HpHE day
when

has long since passed
the news
reel was

merely a "filler." To-day it is an
attraction — a real seller of seats.
And

patrons

have
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Released
thru
UNIVERSM
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MACK SENNETT
1712 ALLESAKDRO ST LOS AKGELES CALL?
HAD THE PLEASURE OP VIEWING SMALL TOWN LDOL ABSOLUTE
SUCCESS WORLDS CAJfDOT DEFINE ITL GREATNESS ITS FULL OF
THRILLS AND ACTION
J HUGH THOMSON
DALLAS TIKES HERALD
'] If non«Ni*l ofLmtmDmh Km I rrrr^ott
NL
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| iptM hi— S»j aftar Om r>n*
■ RECEIVED AT
The Dallas, Texas, territory is often considered
one of the most unemotional regions of the Country with regard to motion picture productions.
One could never think this when you realize
how remarkable are the telegrams of appreciation and liking for "A Small Town Idol" as
published on this page from substantial exhibitors and representatives of the thoroughly conservative Dallas daily newspapers. "A Small
Town Idol" is one of the biggest hits released
in the Dallas territory in years and is repeating
in this territory the record it has established
throughout the United States.

TEL1
NEWCOMI CARLTON. I
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A SMALL TOWN LDOL THE GREATEST BENNETT YET RELEASED WAS HID GT OB
THEATRE TRADE
MOST ENTHUSIASTIC
HELD ID this
ASS OxBD PICTURE SHOWING
MARKET
FULL. OF ACTION AND FUN ITSEVE?
SUCCESS IS SOUTHWEST
S G HOWELL
MOTION PICTURE JOURNAL
TELEGRAM
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George w t atkins. i
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REVIEW YOUR SMALL TOWN IDOL TODAY AS USUAL YOU HAVE PUT. IT OVER
CAST BEAUTIFUL SETT INGS AND MAHY NOVEL IDEAS WORKED OUT MAiry
THIS COMEDY GREATEST IN MOTION PICTURE HISTORY
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SA DALLAS TEXAS 7 FEB 11 1921
MACK SENNETT
1712 ALLESSANDRO STREET LOSAMGELES CALIF
REVIEWED YOUR SMALL TOWN IDOL THIS HORNING HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS
ON THE BEST SEVEN REEL COMEDY EVERY SHOWN IN DALLAS I PREDICT FOR
IT A TREMEDOUS POPULAR AND FINANCIAL SUCCESS
H F HARTMAN
GARRICK THEATRE

BEN TURPIN
CHARLIE

~

MARIE

MURRAY-

PREVOST

PHYLLIS HAVER

Associated Producers Inc.
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ECT
comedy

drama

from

the

by CARL
Personally

Saturday

CRIME
Evening

CLAUSEN

directed

by Mr. DU64N

Post

story

1

The

modern

Munchausen —

That's Monte Blue in this latest Dwan Production. It is
indeed "A Perfect Crime" to
tell the tales Mr. Blue as Wally
Riggs, does. Your audience
will enjoy them with real zest
when the "twist"'
— and then,
comes,
wonder why such a
perfect liar would wralk so stupidly into the hands of his arch
enemy, who in this case happens to be the district attorney.
The

district attorney!

Yes,

you've caught it — Drama.
Along with the high comedv.
Plus that terrific "twist"
the story.
Small wonder

our branches

wiring back congratulations

in
are
on

"the dif ferent picture!'' And
that we, in turn, congratulate
our exhibitor-customers.

1
A

DIFFERENT

PICTURE— AT

LAST!

Allan Dwan has made it— that long-awaited photoplay which can thrill with its drama, tickle the
risibilities with its comedy, tug at the heart strings
with its pathos, and Jo them all equally well.
"A

Perfect Crime" is perfectly different, perfectly adapted to the showman who knows that

95% of what is termed "showmanship" consists
of getting away from the usual — making the
public sit up and talk! Presented by Mr.
Dwan with a typical Dwan cast, headed
by Monte Blue and J acqueline Logan.
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"What

She

wanted

She wanted
decent

Women

Will

Do"

to be decent.
to be loved by a decent

man,

to associate with

people.

She

was

not bad all the way

Her

sweetheart

demanded

through;

a woman

that she advance

rarely is.

his interests

by double-crossing the persons who had befriended
Should she be faithful to him or her better self?
A

drama

of both

the regeneration

the upper

and

of a woman

track to the drawing

rooms

the underworlds,

as the theme.
of high

From

her.

with
race-

society it is always

faultless in production.
It is the third big Associated
by exhibitors

for exhibitors

ing of the needs of the hour

Associated
25 West

PAT

Exhibitors
with

production,

a thorough

made

understand-

in bigger and better pictures.

Exhibitors

45th Street, New

H E Distributors

York

Inc.
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RELEASED
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Motion

A

New

One

Every

Picture

Week!

GAYETY

COMEDIES

VANITY

COMEDIES

52

One-Reel

N e

Comedies

a

Year

As usual, Educational is first with a weekly service of one-reel
comedies which fit anywhere, in any program, in any theatre.
And — Gayety and Vanity Comedies are backed by Educational
character — of production, action and acting.
Full of fast fun, Gayety and Vanity Comedies
invariably put pep into your program.

never lag. They

That sterling quality which has been characteristic of Educational's releases ever since this type of entertainment was introduced
into the motion picture industry guarantees the speed of these
comedies.
Many programs need just a one-reel comedy to make them complete. That is why Gayety and Vanity Comedies exist. Educational's policy is to enable exhibitors to build well-balanced programs with the least effort.
Gayety and Vanity Comedies were originated to meet an existing
need — not merely to give exhibitors something more to buy.
Ask

Your

Educational

For

a One -Reel

Exchange

Comedy

Today

Release

List

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
GAYETY
Blondes
Rest in Peace

EXCHANGES,
Distributors

INC.

Coming Releases
His Bitter Half
Mixed Bedrooms
Turkey Dressing"
VANITY
Tea for Two
His Four Fathers
Without aWife
Ouija Did It
Mind Your Business
Coming Releases
Naughty Mary Brown
Dead Easy
'Hubby Behave"

i
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Marvelous

MAN

in its Humor

vs. WOMAN
A NEW CHRISTIE TWO-REEL COMEDY

Reflects

the

Usual

High

CHRISTIE

"Almost as good as a CHRISTIE COMEDY" is
a phrase used to describe the exceptional efforts of
casual comedy producers. Al. Christie produces
26 comedies a year and has never yet failed to
make a hit with a single release!
Every Christie Comedy is personally supervised
by Al. Christie.
Christie Comedies have the personality of their
producer, not merely his name.
And — Al. Christie is the most experienced producer of two-reel comedies in the world today,
as well as one of the most gifted and finished.

Quality

of

all

COMEDIES
Christie's unbroken series of successes shows that
luck or accident play no part whatever in his
ability to hit the bull's-eye of public favor.
This proved ability to release a first-class two-reel
comedy every other week throughout an entire
year has made Christie's name on motion picture
comedies mean what "Sterling" means on silver.
MAN vs. WOMAN is high-class without being
high-brow. It strikes a new note in comedy which
has an appeal to -every type of motion picture
patron.

Sign

a

Contract

for

26

Ja
EDUCATIONAL
FILM

EXCHANGES,
Distributors
E. W. HAMMONS,

President

INC.

Today

Motion
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Some Territory Still Available
WIRE

PACIFIC

TODAY

FILM

COMPANY

Executive Offices and Studio

CULVER

Picture

CITY
MR. T. E. HANCOCK,

CALIFORNIA
Gen. Rep.

New York Headquarters: PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
516 FIFTH AVE., NE^
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PRODUCTIONS
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FILM

COMPANY
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CALIFORNIA

MR. T. E. HANCOCK, Gen. Rep.
New York Headquarters: PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
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Every Exchange

Man

Needs

Every It,
Exhibitor ^ill Surely
Book

And

Then

Play It Again

FLORENCE DIXON — THE GIRL

The By

Pa
e Charles
premand
Robert
T. ss
Dazey ion"
SuMcLaughlin

■ Authors of " The House Without

Children " and " In Old Kentucky "

We want every State Rights distributor to see this picture. It is a
striking example of what can be done with a clean story that rings
true as an exposition of the most exalted of human emotions. Great
drama — thrilling situations — an ending that touches every heart.
The title will fill any theatre and the story will enthrall every
spectator.

.
The Film Market, Inc.

PEIE

Phone Bryant 6548

9
No. 503, Times Building
Psres'ft
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authors
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a

drama
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york'
new
on't neglect your wife"
is the story of a love
d
that flowered from cold

society

five

in New

points

York's terrible Five

Points. A story that is woven
of the very stuff of life. It

neglect and blind intolerance.
will give your patrons as fascinating an hour as they have

Madeline Talbot's devotion to
the man she loved hurled her

ever spent in a motion picture

from the highest place in San

theatre. Directed by Wallace
Worsley.

Francisco's most exclusive
society to the lowest dives

gertrude
screen

atherton's

story"—

original
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a
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Henry

Picture

Faro Rose
throws the
game f o r
t h e in a n
she loves.

unOADS

OF

DESTINY"

contains

those

very

XV
elements that made O. Henry America's
greatest short story writer. Millions of people read
his works

because

originality

of

they are thrilled by the sparkling

his plots

and

of his endings — millions
things in "Roads
Pauline

more

and

help

make

draw

of tremendous

a

will

perfect

remarkable

surprise

thrill at these

supporting

picture
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cast

box-office

power.
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of Destiny".
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and
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MAN
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Strand
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Circle -

BEBAN

Artist with a Soul"
in
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PICTURE

A

Merrill
Orphruni
Strand

MILLION

IN A MILLION

Atlanta, Ga.

Riviera

•

Chicago, 111

Louisville, Ky.

Tivoli

-

Chicago, 111

Ascher Circuit

Indianapolis, Ind.

Metropolitan and Strand
Cleveland, O.
Madison

Theatres

State

Minneapolis, Minn

Capitol - St. Paul, Minn
Liberty Theatre Seattle, Wash
Tivoli - San Francisco, Cal

Detroit, Mich.
• Milwaukee, Wis.
Nashville, Ky.
• Memphis, Tenn.
New Branford

-

Chicago, III

T. and D.
Kincma

-

Newark, N. J.

Distributed

by

ROBERTSON-COLE

Oakland, Cal

Los Angeles, Cal.

J L Frothingham
the

—

breaking

presents
Point

« BESSIE BARRISCALE
Directed byScenario by-

PAULSCARDON 1HHVAN
LOAN
wit h an all star cast including
WALTER McGRAIL JOSEPH DOMING
IIIWILFRED LUCAS 'PAT OMALLEV III
III III ETHEL
GREY
TERRY
III III

"THE

CHILD

STAYS

WITH

ME

V9

This was the culminating tragedy of their illstarred union. All too well did the little mother
know the fate that awaited her baby girl if the
beast whose name she bore were allowed to work
his will. And so, with the courage that is born
of despair, she took a desperate step — and found
that it led to happiness.

ARTHUR
GOODEN
PRODUCTIONS

PINNACLE

COMEDIES,

INC.

Presents

Presents

Ray
Gallagher
in a series of two-reel western
stories, the first of which will be
entitled —

MAX ROBERTS and other wellknown comedy stars in a series
of two-reel fun stories. We've
seen five of them — sell on sight.

"WHY

CHANGE

MOTHER-IN-LAW"
"Go
Get
'Em"
This is a fast-moving love story,
full of action, suspense and mystery.

'SHIMMY
" THE

ISLE"

TING

TONG

The second one:
w BETWIXT
"Guardians

of

the

contains all that goes to make
h" with the
story
up a wonderf
ulrt
No
beauty of the north woods as a
background.
RAY GALLAGHER
is known.
He is probably one of the handsomest cowboys on the screen today. Our " exploitation hitherto unapproached" will make
him the one best bet by release
date — April 1.
Some
territories
available. Wire.

" ABSENT

AND

YOUR

Mar. 15
MAN "

Apr. 1
BETWEEN"

WITHOUT

Apr. 15"
LEAVE
May

Remember

1

..Mar.

1

the titles and release

dates. All of them, each different than the other, are as classy
and funny as any on the market
— territory sold subjectto screen
examination.
So you see we're sure.
The regular I. F. A. advertising
policy will make Pinnacle Comedies your comedy feature.

INDEPENDENT
FILMS A55XN.
Eddy Eckels
Oen. JXT6r.
Consumers Bldg.
Chicago .

Films,

Salient

Inc.

Present

Ostriche

MissMuriel

^

in

Shadow

tffie

Written

and

Directed

JacRW

Harold
Helen

hy

H.Allen.M.P.P.A.

includes

Walter

Miller

%r

Foshay

j±

Courtney

#

Jack Hopkins
'
D or othy blackbour
n
and
others

Salient
Fifth Ave.
nderbilt 4126

nd-

Drown

Photographed
<Pcml

by-

,2

Davis
J.Charles
assisted, hy

Cast

j

Max

J|

<fj.
Jj
W\
\
|&m
1
I

Films,

Inc.

F.C.Goosma.Tin,Pres.
New

York

^.

- St.
O West76 942nd
22 ory&nt
O

THE

NAKED

TRUTH
<]] The
chosen
for the
A. M.fully
P. A.descriptive
" gridiron in"
dinnerclever
next title
Friday
evening
is also
another respect.
C| " The Naked Truth " is svnonymous with " An A. B. C.
<]J The
A. B. C. Audit is the only way to get at The Naked
Audit."
Truth
regarding trade paper circulation and the quality
of that circulation.
<J[ So, with our heartiest wishes for the success of the
A. M. P. A. affair go our thanks for the nail-hitting
phrase — The Naked Truth.
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Two releases now ready :

"THE COWBOY ACr"
"COTTON & CATTLE"
Coming soon :
"COLD
"OUT

STEEL"
of the CLOUDS"

"FLOWING GOLD"
'CONSCIENCE— THE

KILLER"
"THE RANGE

PIRATE"
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Picture

New

R. A. Betts, Grand Theatre, Carrington, N. D.
" / the
am market
endeavoring
givebe mydonepatrons
best National
pictures
on
and it tocant
withouttheFirst
productions."— THAT'S ANOTHER
Hherell

Louis

B.

Mayer

"The

REASON
be

THE

WHY

a Franchise

OATH

everywhere

presents

Woman
His
Written by Irene Reels; in
photographed
by Plinv
Goodfriend; Art Director, Earl Sibley; produced
with all the lavishness of Mayer-Made pictures
DIRECTED BY JOHN M. STAHL

House"
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r. A. Reichstein, Majestic Theatre, Beloit, Wis.
I' We opened this theatre with a First National franchise.
Vt has proven so successful the other two theatres were
\villing to sell out."—tHATS ANOTHER REASON
WHY

Hherell

The

A

Big

Super

be

a Franchise

THE

uATH

every where

Special

Triumph

in

Mother

Love

Filled with smashing scenes that will grip them;
tender scenes that will bring tears to the eyes —
a romance
that will hold
every audience
A

She came home from a night of gaiety to
find her child dying

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

You killed my baby," she whispered.
" You killed him by your neglect "

" I have lost my baby.

I don't care what I

do now "

Tell him it is a matter of life and death." "Your husband is
engaged," the nurse replied

" I am not your wife, the one you love," she had said, " but
just a woman in your house "
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Judge

by

Pictures
houses

What

your theatre.
and you

Read

will know

"The
And

world

the country,

"Passion"

You

They're

that are breaking
all over

Motion

records

will do

Picture

Doing!

in first run

the same

in

the trade press and newspapers
that

is

Kid"

is

"Man —

Breaking

Records

Breaking

Records

Woman

— Marriage"

have seen the splendid reviews on "The

Oath

"

and "Sowing the Wind. "
Watch their records as
soon as shown. We know what they will do. We
Want

The

you

to see for yourself.

Big"

5

Productions

Play Them

A

Grand

Five

There'll

FIRST

in

Picture

Powerful

be

Reasons

a Franchise

NATIONAL

every

Season

Why

where

ATTRACTIONS

N ea
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one thing we've got to learn about the motion picture is its greatness.
Until then we won't realize our responsibilities.
And until we realize our responsibilities, realize them fully, we won't make effective
headway against censorship.
Censorship seeks to put the control of pictures into the hands of an autocratic few.

|
1

a few.We

|

say: no.

But in reply we don't say: put this control in our hands, we also being but

We say: let us make them and show them in deference to public opinion. Let the great
public control: and only the public.

§
|

That's what we mean.
And that tells us just what the motion picture is and how great it is.
It is a public servant. It ministers to the public, and like any public minister its service
is dedicated to the public and the continuance or recall of its service is in the hands of the public.
That is the greatness of the motion picture and there is our responsibility to make and show
pictures as the ruling public opinion, the majority public sentiment, wants them made and shown.

§
|

THE motion picture is not the speaking stage.
It is only to be compared with the published
printed word; and, then, its circulation is much greater and its effect exceedingly more
powerful.
The motion picture studio is not a reflex of the ideals of Hollywood and New York. Its
walls are those of the wide world: its expression the voice of the broad level of society.
The motion picture theatre is not the theatre of Broadway and the Loop.
It is the community center, in this country, of four thousand villages, towns and city neighborhoods.
The motion picture audience is not comprised of transient pleasure-seekers.
It is the day
by day congregation of the American family at home, a vast regular army of from twelve to
They attend daily or weekly to learn the doings of the world outside, to
fifty million folks.
have their thoughts, senses and emotions stirred, to acquire culture.
THE
motion picture of today is not the motion picture of yesterday.
People went first to
see motion photography.
Today they go to see expression.
And they demand that
pictures portray life as it is and struggles to be, that like other established mediums its
style and expression shall meet the best levels of art and literature.
And, finally, the motion picture industry is not a fleeting opportunity for the get -rich-quick
adventurer.
It is a large industry destined to be much larger.
It functions in an economic
way.
It demands solid foundations, sound policies of construction.
It asks only for men
of patience, substantiability and vision — business men.
Any man who attempts to clean up
at its expense, who attempts to subsidize the industry's reputation with the public is an arch
enemy to the industry, to every man in it — and to himself.
This, we repeat, is the greatness of the motion picture.
And this is our responsibility: to minister, faithfully and continuously, to public opinion
along the lines of sound commercial progress.

IniiiiiiiiM
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Snapshots
By William
Theodore Dreiser. A leading American
novelist and old friend. States in Bookman his opinion of motion pictures. Very
good, but he calls 'em " movies." Most
pictures are but they won't be very long.
" Despite many defects," says Dreiser,
" I think the movies show more of an advance than our current books or plays.
They have a long way to go, but they give
some evidence of being on their way. The
trouble with movies as they stand and as
they apparently must remain, is that they
are a composite of applied brains and borrowed ideas. But even so, they are in the
main truer to fact than the books and plays
from which they are taken. . . ."
Movies. Continuing the subject. The
kind of theatres Al Woods is about to
build won't house " movies." The kind
of picture theatre all over the country today, that is making money, doesn't want
and won't book " movies." The public
won't pay — any more — for " movies."
" Movies " are what — unfortunately —
many of our studios and exchanges are
still geared up to make and distribute.
" Movies " are what the market is glutted
with right now. They don't sell because
the public has stopped buying them.
Finkelstein & Ruben. Gave free matinee
to all St. Paul school children, Lincoln's
Birthday. Twenty-five thousand youngsters present. Special programs. Crippled children brought in autos, furnished
by Junior Women's Corps. Street railways provided free tickets for all the children. Various women's organizations cooperated. Splendid idea. From many
standpoints. Practical as well as charitable. Pays every exhibitor to enlist cooperation of women's club. We repeat :
Go to your women's clubs before they
come to you.
National Board of Review. Sending out a
bulletin to considerable number of people
throughout country. Recites — and convincingly— its attitude on censorship.
States — in detail- — its activities. Asks for
funds to continue its work. Appeals to
progressive American public and to every
one in the industry. Normal income now
limited to comparative small sums charged
producers for reviewing films. Not
enough to meet expenses. Needs help and
deserves it. Stands today as one of the
best bulwarks against censorship.
George Beban.
His transcontinental
tour in the interest of better motion pictures. Ten cities visited so far. Receptions, speeches, interviews. His advance
agent — J. Victor Wilson. Received by
prominent officials everywhere. Doing
good work against censorship and blue
laws. Next stop Chicago, three weeks,

A. Johnston
then Northwest and down Coast to San
Diego.
Ambassador Theatre.

Ambassador

hotel, Los Angeles. Just received beautiful art booklet and program of opening
week. Barrett McCormack's work. Fine!
Calls his theatre " National Art Theatre
of the Screen." The slogan, " Toward the
Ultimate." Imposing opening program.
Musical prelude. Stage prelude. Then
" Passion," preceded by symbolic prologue.
To quote
from
"The week
Ambassador theatre
will booklet:
present each
the
most noteworthy of screen productions,
giving them in nearly every instance their
world's premiere several weeks before
their presentation in other cities — will not
be limited to one source of supply for its
attraction, but will draw upon the entire
field of production activity — for no art can
limit its perspective through a veil of selfish motives." Good ! This sentiment is
on a par with the highly artistic booklet
and program. Pictures, music, color —
all delightfully coordinated — such is the
picture theatre of the future. Our best
wishes to the Ambassador — a far step " toward the ultimate."
The Bank
and the Industry. First

Picture

News

Pictures Need Censors"— Gov. Miller

HERE
what
Nathan
Miller,is of
NewGovernor
York State,
has L.
to
say thus far on the proposed State
censorship of motion pictures :
" As yet I have not had an opportunity
of considering the Clayton censorship bill
I have not as yet given much thought to
the subject. I do believe, however, that

certain
need State
censorship.
"
The pictures
New York
Conference
of
Mayors has come out with a flat denunciation of State motion picture censorship,
expressing itself as follows: "Legalized
censorship is a dangerous departure in a
free country. It is no less dangerous than
a ban upon the press of the stage, as it
puts a ban upon ideas. The indecent and
improper film can be eradicated by the
same means as are used against objection-'
able books and plays. Legalized censorship may make the passing of films a matter of political influence and result in the
consequent abuse of power."
A.M. P. A. Dinner to Be
Brilliant Affair

a

Completion of plans for the Associated
Motion Picture Advertiser's " Naked
Truth " dinner, to be held at the Biltmore
hotel, March 4, shows a notable list of
guests and a brilliant array of entertainment talent, according to advanced reports
received. " The Naked Truth " dinner,
Securities Company of Los Angeles, oper- which has been the subject of constant
ating for First National Bank and for Los planning during the last three months,
Angeles Trust & Savings Bank is sending promises to eclipse any similar function in
out questionnaire to producers and dis- the motion picture industry.
tributors. Wants to finance Los Angeles
"The Newer Idea" will be a one-reel
production. Got to have definite statistics feature in itself presented by Nat Rothin order to do it. The bank must be a big stein. Victor Shapiro, Joe Brady and
factor in this business. When it comes in. Arthur Brilliant. A pageant, which will
and comes in right it will cut down much deal with Blue Laws, censorship and other
waste. Hope these questionnaires will be tribulations incidental to the industry, will
filled out and sent back. It's highly im- be a feature of the evening. According to
an official statement the usual dinner anportant. Citizen Article in February
Woman
nouncement will be obviated by an innova12 issue on women's clubs and motion
tion in the entertainment by which, accordpictures. Getting heavy response. Good
ing to Vic Shapiro " no announcement will
work. Let's have more informatory articles in women's magazine. Tell them true be necessary."
facts about pictures, picture industry and
censorship. Get the women on our side, Screens to Promote Work
of Irish Relief Fund
we need them. We can't afford their opposition. We can have their co-operation.
The screens of more than 50.000 theatres throughout the country are to particiPa the Moves Little Rock
pate in a series of benefits being arranged
for the American Committee for Relief
Branch to Memphis
in Ireland during the week of March 17
To better serve the exhibitors in the
to 23, according to a statement emanating
territory, through increased railroad facili- from the committee's headquarters at 1
ties, Pathe Exchange, Inc., announce that
it has moved its Little Rock branch to West 34th street, New York. Special
matinees will exploit a special film, the reMemphis, Tenn., where it is now located
ceipts of which are to be devoted to aiding
at 302 Mulberry street. C. C. Vaughn, homeless women and children in Ireland.
manager of the Little Rock branch office, At a meeting in the offices of the National
and the entire sales force, will continue to Committee of Motion Picture Industries,
work out of Memphis.
February 16. at which Patrick Casey of
The same territory covered from Little the United Booking Offices presided, a
Rock will be operated out of Memphis. sub-committee was formed to represent
This includes all of Arkansas, Western the American Committee for Relief in
Tennessee and Northern Mississippi.
Ireland and to help further its work.
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Agitation

Roused

Spread

From

by

Censorship

Coast

to

Has

Coast

York; West Coast Organizing
Gompers Lends Hand ; Big Fight in New
this opponents of the measure will ask
all
in
ents
spond
corre
from
S
REPORT
for a hearing and the fight will be carried
sections of the country indicate that
Jersey Exhibitors Meet
to the floor of the legislature. Mr. Cohen
the question of censorship for moto Combat Censorship
is also interesting himself in the present
ion-pictures has become one of the most
status of the Flynn bill, introduced some
f^|~^HE
introduction
of
a
censorship
discussed topics in the national life of the
bill in the New Jersey legislature
time
ago and which chiefly concerns operJay. Where measures providing for cenJL' in
thisreturn
week from
brought
prompt Picture
action
ators. Mr. Cohen and his associates exthe Motion
sorship have already been proposed for
Theatre
Owners
of
New
Jersey,
who,
pect
to
return to Albany on Monday of
egislative action, the fight waged between
through their president, John C. Collins,
next week and will remain on the ground
he opposing forces has become very keen.
have been summoned to meet at the
from now on. No companion bill to that
In some states, the final passage of the
Trenton House, Trenton, N. J., on March
of
Assemblyman Clayton has yet been in:ensorship bills is considered to be very
2d, at one o'clock.
troduced inthe Senate.
Mr. Collins has sent the following teleinlikely ; but in other instances, notably
gram to every exhibitor in the State:
Over 100 members of the Presbyterian
n New York, present indications are not
" Censorship of screen publications, with
« favorable for the motion-picture interall that it means to you as sponsors of
Layman's Union, representing every Presbyerian church in Utica, N. Y., and vicinclean, wholesome, and necessary enter■sts. Among the persons of national promtainment, isproposed in the State legisity, passed a resolution last week, asking
nence who have expressed their disaplature. Your duty as public servants and
the mayor and the common council of
»roval of proposed censorship legislation,
to yourself is plain and imperative. You
Utica, to re-submit the question of Sunday
>amuel Gompers, president of the Amerimust combat this un-American attempt
motion pictures to a vote of the people
to establish imperious supervision over
an Federation of Labor, stands out espublic
opinion,
which
has
no
appeal
to
and
urging the public to stay away from
)ecially. In commenting on a bill prothe public themselves. Censorship
>osed at Albany, N. Y., and providing for
amounts to confiscation of the American
pictures until " there can be some assurance that they are at least clean and detate censorship, • Mr. Gompers said in
public's
rights
to
decide
for
themselves
iart :
what they want. Co-operation and an
intelligent presentation of the real facts
Meets Setback in Chicago
" Nothing to be gained by the possible
to citizens of New Jersey will prevent
uppression of a few unworthy pictures
censorship.
Don't
forget
your
own
thean compensate for the loss of freedom
Reformers and advocates of the proatre is in danger. Meet at the Trenton
House, Trenton, N. J., on Wednesday,
posed new motion picture censorship
hat would result, nor for the sense of
ordinance received a decided setback when
March 2nd, at one o'clock. The call is
ieing subjected in our pleasures to the
cent."
serious.
Come prepared for business."
Chief
of Police Fitzmorris appeared as the
•ersonal judgment or whims of a court
If censors.
star witness at the third open hearing held
by the
Chicago17.council judiciary committee
showed up at the Capitol with the expectaon
February
" The public will take care of its own
tion of introducing a censorship bill, practandards if left free. The idea of centically identical with the Slacer bill of two
Chicago motion picture men are agreed
orship is not an American idea and cannot with safety be introduced into our life. or three years
except with
somewere
mod-to
that the present censorship plan is satisification as to ago,
the salaries
which
factory to them and are strongly opposed
)nce we are started upon the censorship
oad we are again engaged in the age of be paid members of the commission. It to the substitution of a paid commission of
three office holders who would be given
developed that Canon Chase knew absoontest between free government and govlutely nothing about the Clayton bill, al- charge of the censor work under the comrnment by compulsion, by decree, by
mission plan.
though he comes from the same city.
aste."
It also came to light that Assemblyman
Chi,ef Fitzmorris told the judiciary comNew York Faces Big Fight
Clayton was none too keen in having his
mittee that the present method was far
I New York state may have motion pic- bill carry the support of the New York
superior to the new plan. He said, " I am
ure censorship administered by a comCivic League, or similar so-called reform
opposed to any ordinance that takes consocieties,
apparently
believing
that
such
nission of five, appointed by the Govtrol of motion pictures out of the police
;rnor, acting with the Senate, the prowould prove more of a detriment in getdepartment.
I regard the censoring of moling the bill through than anything else.
)0sed plan carrying with it a fee for the
tion pictures as an integral part of police
:xamination of films which will run anCanon Chase showed up at the Capitol
work. I am still waiting to hear why the
mally into the hundreds of thousands of again on Thursday morning, seeking the
present system should be changed. I have
lollars. There is no use denying the fact, advice of legislators as to whether or not
not had an explanation. Has anybody
ollowing the introduction of the Clayton
one?
it would be advisable to introduce an>ill at Albany last week. What is more,
other censorship bill. Later on Canon
" What's the matter with the present
he bill can not be downed except by quick
Chase said that he would get behind the
system ? Give me evidence that it is a failvork and without any sidestepping or the Clayton bill and that no second measure
ure. Ihave heard no complaints against
would be introduced.
f letting
George
do it " stands
stunt. far more
That the
measure
it since I took office."
Every foot of whatever progress is made
lhance of passage than any similar bill by the Clayton censorship bill will be
Martin
of the Exhibitors'
Her ald,, spokeQuigley
in opposition
to the proposed
Introduced in past years is plainly evident
strenuously fought by Sidney S. Cohen,
rom statements that have been made durpresident of the Motion Picture Theatre
censorship ordinance, declaring the present law was ample as it gives the police
Owners of America, who arrived in Alpig the last few days by leaders in both
full
power to suppress unfit pictures and
jhe Senate and the Assembly, including
bany this week in a preliminary marshallprotect
public morals, and the power at
the lieutenant-governor himself.
ing of his forces. While here Mr. Cohen
I It appears that it was the intention to conferred with leaders and members of present is where it should be. Mr. Quigboth houses in an endeavor to secure a
ley called attention to the deletion of evintroduce two censorship bills in the New
dence of moving picture witnesses from
comprehensive idea of the sentiment existj^ork state legislature last week. Two or
the commission report and caused somehree hours after Assemblyman Clayton
ing. Every effort will be made to hold the
(Contintted on following page)
Clayton bill in committee, but failing in
pad introduced his bill, Canon Chase
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what of a sensation when he declared that
the report was signed only by ten out of
nineteen members of the investigation
commission, the chairman of the council
commission stating that he had been led
to believe that the report of the commission backing the new ordinance had been
unanimous.
Although it had been hoped to conclude
the hearings at this meeting additional
speakers wished to be heard and the aldermen consented to one more public hearing
and fixed the time for February 23.
Missouri Again at Ease
Motion picture exhibitors and theatre
men throughout Missouri are once again
in a state of ease.
The House Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence atJefferson City rendered a
unanimous vote disapproving of the proposed bills, placed before them by the
Lord's Day Alliance and the Ministers' Alliance of St. Louis and Kansas City, which,
if enacted, would prohibit the showing of
Sunday pictures and provide for a rigid
state censorship by a salaried board.
The announcement on February 17 of
the action of the committee came after
four weeks of heated debate, during which
numerous Missouri ministers and proponents of the blue laws made drastic
pleas for the proposed legislation. When
they were informed of the decision of the
criminal jurisprudence committee, sponsors of the censorship movement declared
their intention of carrying the fight to the
floor of the House. From well-informed
sources of information comes the opinion
that the members of the State Legislature
reflect the stand taken by the committee,
and that any effort to push the bills
through will meet with stiff opposition.
Never in the history of the Missouri
House of Representatives has a bill been
passed over the veto of a committee. No
reversal of precedent is probable, it is said.
Among other propositions offered the
legislators was the regulation requiring
children under certain ages to be accompanied bytheir parents before they should
be allowed to enter a motion picture theatre. This suggestion, while rather violently supported, never reached the floor of
either the House or the Senate.
Kansas City motion picture exhibitors
will meet with representatives of various
civic organizations the latter part of this
month in an effort to reach some agreement regarding a proposed revision of city
censorship regulations. At present, the
Kansas City censorship consists of one
man. No radical regulations are advocated
by the civic leaders, mostly women, who
are attempting to abolish only the cheap,
sensational productions, shown mostly in
all-night houses.
Indiana Rejects Measures
The pendulum of public sentiment in Indiana has shown unmistakable signs of
swinging in the direction of opposition to
censorship of photoplays and the enactment of blue laws any more drastic than
those now on the statute books.
Two of the three censorship bills which
were pending in the legislature were killed

Motion

Manufacturer

Takes

Issue

with

Picture

N e

Minister

Following
Sermon
on
"Square
Deal"
GEORGE F. JOHNSON, president of the Endicott- Johnson Company, of
Johnson
City,
New
York,
foundeer
of
the
"Square
Deal"
town,
one of
the largest and best known manufacturers in New York State, and
has taken
issue with Rev. L. E. Ford, pastor of the First Baptist church in Johnson
City, for a recent sermon on Sunday movies.
" It does not occur to you, Mr. Ford, that this is a free country, and that many people of intelligence!
quite
your own,
disagree
Johnson.
Dr. equal
Ford toclaimed
in hismaysermon
thatwith
the you,"
showingsaysof Mr.
motion
Sunday is not a square deal
The reply which Mr. Johnson has just made to the Reverend Mr.pictures
Ford onfollows:
"
Has
anyone
interferred
with your
the a things
tonot?you Why
as right
fori
you to do, on Sunday? Certainly
you doing
call this
square which
deal, appeal
you own?
shouldandyouproper,
therefore
attempt to interfere with others who have different views than doyour
" You
would
to do
will. Force
a successful
moving
power.on
I think,
Mr. force
Ford, people
you will
haveyour
to compete
with has
othernever yet been equally
legal and
lawful,
every day in the week. People are not forced into Sunday attractions,
movies or Sunday ball games. They gc
from choice. If you can't compete, wherein lies the fault?
of action,
as long as it does not interfere with the rights of others, is the ' square deaL'
Do" Freedom
you practice
it?
"
How
would
it
work
you,as intheChristian
Master? charity and love of your fellow man, would do good,
seven days in the week, ifeven
" You are certainly doing no good, when you seek to stir up strife among your fellow citizens, in
a community
where
'good
will toward
is more in may
evidence
(I can
say this,
believe, into conin anywork.
community
where men'
you, heretofore,
happen
to have
been Ipermitted
live
and carryfidence)
onthanyour
"
Kindly
permit
us,
whose
duty
it
is
to
try
and
keep
our
fellow
workers
contented
and
happy,
be the judges of what, under the law, is best. You may find it perfectly easy to keep your congre-to
gation harmonious (?), and to keep your choir and official board in perfect harmony (?) ; but I would
like to assure you that it is not easy to keep an army of people, and their dependents, contented and
happy, especially when a certain element in the community, constantly interfere with their personal'
liberty, which under the law is guaranteed."
last week by unfavorable committee reports. The third, that which places upon
the state board of education the duty of
censoring every film shown in Indiana,
was reported out of committee without
recommendation. It has advanced only
to second reading. Since the legislature
must adjourn March 7, because the law
does not permit it to -stay in session longer,
and since a great amount of imperative
business remains to be transacted the exhibitors are hoping that the remaining
measure will be lost in the shuffle, which
is very likely what will happen, legislative experts agree. The bill flatly prohibiting the exhibition of motion pictures or
the playing of professional baseball on
Sunday is in committee and without doubt
never will come out. Another bill to control the industry was introduced during
the past week. This one provides a fine
of not less than $25 nor more than S250
for any person, firm or corporation which
exhibits, displays or permits to be exhibited or displayed, " any picture, performance, or any other representation which
is of an immoral, obscene, inhuman, indecent character, or which presents exhibition or display of any bull fight, prize
fight, acts of murder, criminal violence or
any other exhibition or representation of
such a character as to tend to corrupt
morals or incite to crime."
One of the finest things that has come
to the attention of the exhibitors is a referendum vote upon the " blue law " question which the Huntington, (Ind.) Commercial Association conducted among the
working people of that city. Of the 4,265
working people interviewed, 3,654 voted
in favor of the open Sunday.
Bills Before Oregon House
Even Portland club women have joined
in the protest led by the motion picture
interests against the censorship bill and its
two accompanying bills now before the
Oregon legislature waiting their fate to be
determined at their third reading.
Representatives Childs and Fletcher,
representing communities of 300 and 400

persons, respectively, introduced the 1
known as House Bill Xo. 172 whichjf
enacted will provide for a state cen*
board of three members appointed by pe
governor with terms from one to thfc
years and each to receive an annual :|k
ary of " not more than $1,500."
Opposition to the bill by friends of c
cinema industry has been based on u
fundamental principles: undemocracyrf
censorship as an institution and the <►
advantage which Oregon would la*r
under in competing with Washingti,
Idaho, Montana and California where 0
such restrictions have been placed on in
distributors and exhibitors. In additn
the bill was held to be poorly drawn i it
were conceded that state censorship wf
feasible as it provides for no appeal fi n
the judgment of the censors and allcs
only a salary of $125 a month to its cenir
paving the way for employes of unwori|
calibre and for bribes and grafts.
Members of Portland Progressi I
W omen's club took action branding iff
principle of censorship as un-Americil
" It fosters an antagonistic spirit tow 4
the law," declared one of its membere j
"Whether motion pictures need sujrJ
vision is another question. We feel 1 at
drastic acts of this type foster an intorl
ant spirit in the masses which has com-IB
look upon the government not as a f rie i
ly, protecting spirit but as an iron h id
that is slowly and surely taking away M
rights
the people."
The ofpress
of Portland took the attit U
that censorship of some sort is a real n d
but that the problem should be solved I
Federal manner. Local film ex.char:J
with two exceptions, announced Jl
should House Bill Xo. 172 pass, headqitl
ters would within 60 days be movec tf
Seattle as the disbursing centers now a
cated in Portland supply territory in t
joining states near the boundary li 4
This would mean depriving Portland < t*
ing financial times, of payrolls aggrega $
several hundred thousand dollars.
(Continued on page 1774^
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William

A.

Reaches

Brady

Transcontinental

Exhibitor

Leagues

Voice

A.
DURING the past week, William
onal
Nati
t
the
of
iden
y,
pres
Brad
Association of the Motion Picture
ndustry, has been appearing in various
ities along the West Coast delivering
ddresses designed to unite all branches of
:e film business in the fight against proosed legislation hostile to the motionlcture industry.
According to advices
rom the New York headquarters of the
Mr. Brady's tour
National
"kr is
provingAssociation,
of tremendous value from the
•: tandpoint of at least arresting and prob- bly killing off hostile legislation, which,
""revious
to his
ve bodies,
wasappearance
in a fair before
way oflegislabeing
assed."
President Brady's itinerary for the
eek took him from Seattle to Los Anjalj' eles. Arriving in Seattle Friday night,
ebruary 18th, he proceeded on the fol>wing morning to Olympia, the State
apitol of Washington, and on Sunday,
'ebruary 20th, went to Portland, Oregon,
nd from there to Salem, the State Capi)1, on Monday,
February 21st. His
hedule called for his arrival in San
™Pl!'rancisco on Wednesday, February 23rd,
^ nd in Los Angeles on Saturdav, February
ffJ:)6th.
The breach between the National Assolation and the Motion Picture Theatre
)wners of America, occasioned by the
Doner's invitation to the exhibitors of the
seen )untry to join the National Association,
1wor ill remains in force. According to word
om the headquarters of the Motion Picire Theatre Owners of America, addional evidences have been received from
•chibitors' state leagues which demonrate the disapproval of organized exhibors of William A. Brady's call to motionicture threatre-owners to enroll in the
ational Association. A wire from the

feel t
i loted
ebraska
exhibitors'
state organization is
as follows
:
conaf
passed
by Nebraska
afrie "Resolutions
nn ■anch of Motion Picture Theatre Own7
s of America condemns William A.
tway rady and his associates for affront to our
officers and the attempt to bring
attit itional
ssension into the ranks of the national
ealm
Ivei ganization. A one hundred per cent vote
r confidence was extended to the national
:ed fleers, and believe us, we stand like a
m lid wall for principles of the" Motion
novi icture Theatre Owners of America."
now A new development was projected into
rv in e controversy between the National AsIV |i ciation and the exhibitors' organization
iring the past week. • A statement of Carl
al
the Moving
greg"iemmle's,
re Weekly,published
in whichin the
presidentPicof
e Universal Film Manufacturing Comny urged exhibitors to join the National

Disapproval;
Praises
Hoover

Exhibitor
Fund

Carl
for

Campaign

head-the Asso
m onal
quarters of the fro
Nati
STATEMENT
ciation pays special tribute to the
industry of H. G. Bemis of the
Gem Theatre, Inkster, N. D., in behalf
of the fund for the European Relief
cil.
ted
s receipts
Coun
to the fund,Hebut dona
it is not aforday'
this that
the
National Association accords him special
honors, for many other theatre-owners
did the same thing. It is the fact that
"he must have put a lot of steam behind
"
ed for ion
his campaign
has call
the exencomium. Thethat
National
Associat
plains the affair as follows:
"There are only 350 people in Inkster.
But
for a day's
which
Mr. the
Bemischeck
forwarded
to C.receipts
C. Pettijohn
of the Motion Picture Division of the
Hoover Committee was $48.75.
"It wasn't the size of the check that
made such a hit with the Hoover Committee— it was the fact that Mr. Bemis
had made the most of the town's limited
population. If the big cities had respondej proportionately all the hungry
children in the world could be fed for a
year from the funds collected through the
picture houses on Hoover Day."
A

Association, was taken exception to by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland assembled in state convention in Baltimore last week. After Mr. Laemmle
was notified of the resolution adopted by
the Maryland exhibitors' convention, he
sent the following telegram to Eugene B.
McCurdy, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland:
"Article in Moving Picture inviting exhibitors to join National Association no
reflection whatsoever on any other organization. Had no idea it would be taken
as such by exhibitors. Was inspired
solely by censorship crisis and our desire
to cement industry and do everything possible for exhibitors and ourselves to counteract censorship. I was not present at
meeting but was advised by telegraph of
all that took place. I have never been and
never will be party to attacks on exhibitor
organizations. If I thought the National
Association was doing this, which I know
it is not, I would resign."
Mr. Laemmle's invitation also occasioned the following comment from
Thomas D. Goldberg, vice-president of
the Maryland exhibitors' body :
"As vice-president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland, I for
one, feel deeply grieved that the producer
should attempt to corrupt the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America. I
feel quite satisfied in my own mind and I
believe every exhibitor in the state believes that this is not from the pen of you

in

Tour

Laemmle
His

Coast

Answers

Protest

personally and were you aware of the
contents of this, personally, you would
weekly.have sanctioned it going into your
never
"There is only one way that we can
hope to attain the recognition from the
country that our industry is entitled to
and that is by working together. Adverse
legislation of all kinds and anything that
may affect the industry will never be
overcome if the producer and distributor
fight against the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners. There is no reason in my mind
why a representative body from each of
the organizations could not work together
as business men and try to destroy anything that might hurt the industry. There
is no doubt in the world but we need each
other and with the screen of the exhibitor
and the loyalty of the manufacturer, producer and distributor working in one
common cause that the enemy will always
Gulick, editor of the Moving Picbe Paul
defeated."
ture Weekly and also director of publicity for Universal, has addressed the following reply to Mr. Goldberg:
"I was a great deal more surprised that
any serious body of exhibitors should take
offense at Mr. Laemmle's inviting them
to join, an association of which he is a
member, than you were at the advertisement in the Moving Picture Weekly.
"I cannot conceive how anything detrimental to the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners could possibly have been read into
that invitation, and I assure you personally, because I was present at the meeting, that such intention was furthest from
the thought of every man in the room
when the project of inviting all of the
exhibitors in the United States to join the
National Association was proposed. It
was freely discussed and unanimously
carried, and every moving picture producer and some who were not in the Association at all agreed to make this appeal to the exhibitors whom he knew best,
as one very definite way in which we could
sorship.
concentrate
the industry fight against cen"As I say, I do not know who could
possibly have attached any sinister or ulterior motive to such an appeal at such a
time. Whoever it was, was not only mistaken,, but is going verv far afield in an
attempt to keep the exhibitors and the producers of the country from getting together on concerted action against censorAnother factor in the situation took
form during the week when the executive
committee of the National Association of
the Motion
Picture on
Industry
met on Feb{Contimied
page 1774)
ship."
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Federated

Motion

to

Have

Convention
First

Year

of

26

Picture

New

Features,

Decides

Existence
Rounded
Out by Successful
Convention
Banks comedies to cost twice as much as
United Film Service, St. Louis; H. A
Federated Film Exchanges, In- previous Banks comedies, which were
THE
Kyler and M. Parr, Supreme Photoplay
corporated, begins its second year
under most favorable circumstances
Co., Denver ; W. G. Underwood, Specialt
issued at the rate of one very two weeks.
Film Co., Dallas; J. E. Pearce, Pearc
with prospects of material increase in The new series will be issued one every
month. Through Marion H. Kohn, acting
Films, New Orleans, and D. J. Chatkim
number of productions to be distributed
George M. Mann, Marion H. Kohn, Con
for C. B. C. Film Sales, the convention
and also advancement of quality of prosolidated Film Corp., Los Angeles an<
ductions handled, according to reports
contracted for twenty-six two-reel HallSan Francisco.
made by officers and members at the close
room Boy comedies featuring Sid Smith
g
s
and Harry McCoy. The first release will
of their annual meetin at Los Angele on
be in April. The Chester contract, made
February 19.
"Convention Chattings "
in January, was revised and the thirteen
This organization, composed of indepenConvention enthusiasm did not reach the maximui
dent film exchahgemen who organized at Parlor comedies previously arranged for, height until after the Rockies were crossed. The gree
cloth of a billiard table with an inviting pair of die
were cancelled. The Warner Brothers wild
St. Louis and Chicago one year ago, are
worked wonders at lonely Byron Springs, and i
Griever is said to have waltzed away with a satisfie
now 100 per cent, in strength, having exanimal serial, " In Dangerland," was purexpression. Al Kahn was content to permit the jaai<
boards to add to his exchequer, and they do say tl
changes inall the key cities of this country,
chased for $200,000 and other consideraKansas City lad has an unbeatable poker face.
tions. Federated will continue to handle
franchise granted for five or six exchanges
Because he was the only Jewish lad in one of tfc
the Ford Scenic Weekly, and the comedy
in Canadian territory and advantageous
several special cars put on the Pacific Limited fc
accommodation
of the Federated hosts. Kenneth Fit
output
of
Special
Pictures
Corporation.
connections for sale of foreign rights.
Patrick, early on the trip was taught to answer to tt
The second annual meeting, according
Material increase in the business of Fedname of " Rabbi." Rabbi stayed with him and wi
erated Exchanges is anticipated for the to statements by members and officers was
stick
some time. before
He shakes
a wickedwith" shimmy,
as wasfordemonstrated
the camera
Chester
a highly successful one in every detail. The
charming Charlotte, who is called Miss Dawn.
second year by all members and all demonplans discussed throughout the year were
strated their faith in the project by doubAs a server of cider, C. L Chester was awarde
"Green Derby" and all the other articles of tr
ling the capital and thereby voted an in- worked out in detail to the satisfaction of the
nut line qualifications.
crease incapital stock of 100 per cent., this all concerned and with harmony throughHarry Williams, who directs the funny capers i
out. Success of the meeting was largely
raised the amount to $200,000 paid up capChester comedians and who by the way wrote "Und«
ital. With this revolving fund, it will be contributed to the fact that the important
the
Tree."
" Cheyenne,"
Tipperary,"
a lotOld
moreApple
popular
songs,
wrote one "especially
for artr
necessary for the officers and directors to business sessions where matters of policy
Federated gang, and sung it to them at the Chest'
luncheon. It is entitled " Father's In the Movii
were decided upon, were held at Byron
materially increase the buying and distribNow." to They
Harry
come wore
back their
again. palms sore trying to ur{
uting power of the incorporation, thereby
Springs, the " French Lick " of the West
In speaking of studio luncheons, the Federates a
Coast, where there were no counter attracenabling them to contract for feature prodoffed their hats to C. L. Chester. It was a Rit
ductions sufficient to more than triple the
tions of any description and all members
Blackstone-Ambassador feast all in one. and grai
and officers gave their undivided attention
output of the past.
juice was poured.
Contracts made at the annual meeting at to the business of the incorporation.
C. L. Chester introduced his entire film family i
eluding directors Williams. Taska and Del Ruth, ar
W hen members and officers came to Los
Bryon Springs, Cal., and Los Angeles prothen the comedians Jack Cooper. Jimmie Savo. ar
others stepped into vaudeville.
vide for the purchase ,of twenty-six fea- Angeles they were in position to go over
the various propositions placed before
tures during the coming year. All of these
The Warner Brothers — Abe, Jack and Sam — were <
the receiving line all the time, but most especially <
will be purchased from producing and dis- them with the producers and in a highly
Sunday when at Selig Zoo they put over a sumptuc
Spanish barbecue dinner. It was a sad event for whi
tributing companies organized by Walter
advantageous manner, thus, each proposieveryone was filled to the root of their tongues wi
tion
was
disposed
of
without
loss
of
time.
spiced
delicacies on came the barbecued steak, and
E. Green, Keneth Fitzpatrick and Ben Mcwas steak.
Elroy, the latter two composing the firm of A most enthusiastic vote of thanks was
Fitzpatrick & McElroy, distributors of tendered to D. J. Chatkin, the retiring secSpecial Pictures officers dined the visitors on Mondi
and then jaunted them to the Studio where a fun fea
Ford Weekly, with principal offices in
retary. George X. Mann and Marion Kohn
was
actor. given, and everybody became a movin' pitch
Chicago. While tire plans of Green, Fitz- of Los Angeles and San Francisco Federal
exchanges, who were responsible for all
patrick &McElroy are not wholly outlined
Ben Amsterdam was made the chairman of a Fe
erated meeting, which Reggie Morris directed. r
at this time, they state they will organize a arrangements and plans for the convention
rose and made the motion that the Federated buy
meeting in the West. The convention was
certain film for $500,000. What they did to his he.
company, the name of which is to be anmailing tubes, rolled up newspapers and stuff
adjourned on the evening of February 19, with
nounced later, which will produce features
clubs was scandalous, but what pained Amsterdam t
and the delegates departed for the East
most was advice from the director that a re-take w
and buy subjects from the independent
necessary.
the next day.
makers. All of these films are to be subThe representatives of various Federated
Modest little Louie Korson. the Philadelphia Quak<
mitted to the buying board of directors of
was named Chief of the Bathing Suit Censors ai
the Federated.
exchanges, who attended the convention
P. Oletsky as his assistant, and while thev and othe
were : Abe Warner, Warner Brothers.
were in the act of closely scrutinizing a 1930 garme
In addition to the twenty-six features
the wives arrived. Margaret Cullison. who could w
contracted for, Federated will have two
New York City ; Walter Green. Empire
a home in any side show was on display to the sat
faction of the wives.
State Film Co., Buffalo ; Sam Y. Grand.
Fred Stone productions which are to be
released together with a few more of the Federated Film Exchange, Boston ; Ben
Harry Cohen, the Hall-Room Boys maker, made
introductory film of each of the visitors separately.
Amsterdam and L. Korson, Masterpiece
National Film Corporation.
Film Attractions. Philadelphia ; Harry
The first of the Green-Fitzpatrick-McMovie Night at a beach cafe was turned into F«
Elroy will be released about March 15. Lande, Quality Film Service, Pittsburgh ; erated Night.
This is a film directed by Alan Dwan,
Harry Charnus. Standard Film Service
Sam Rork gave the Federated visitors a treat
showing them the first Snowy Baker production titl
Co., Cleveland, Detroit, and Cincinnati;
titled, " The Hidden Woman," the second
"
The
Man From
Whatchampion
the viewers
would cause
Snowy,Kangaroo."
the Australian
of eveitt
released from this organization is a sub- J. L. Friedman, Celebrated Players Film
thing,
to
demand
a
million
dollar
salary.
Corp., Chicago : F. W. Thayer and Albert
ject titled " They Shall Pay," starring Lottie Pickford, produced recently by Mrs.
Wunderlick. Merritt Film Corp., MinWhenstillthein Federated
Charlotte Pickford.
were
a daze. visitors left Los Angeles th
neapolis; Ralph Nettsten, Mid-West DisA contract was entered into with Wartributing Co., Milwaukee ; Al Kahn, CreswasYes,
had itbywas
all. a successful party, and a good tit
ner Brothers for twelve two-reel Monte
cent Film Co.. Kansas City ; Sam Werner.
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Associated

Exhibitors

Reorganize

on

Lines
Bigger
Samuel Harding
Heads
New
Company,
Still Releasing Through
Pathe
REORGANIZATION on much
bigger lines of Associated ExR
hibitors has just taken place. This
company, which was formed a year ago
to handle feature films through the Pathe
exchanges, has been reincorporated with
a great extension of its present activities.
The new company will begin business
March 1.
A charter under the laws of Delaware
was obtained in Dover last week and at a
meeting held in New York City on Monday, February 21, Samuel Harding of
Kansas City, Mo., was elected president,
and Paul Gustanovic of Cleveland, Ohio,
vice-president. These men, with Paul
Brunet, Elmer R. Pearson, Arthur S. Kane
and John C. Ragland, were chosen as diirectors. Mr. Kane was named chairman
' .of the board.
High among the stars whose pictures
will be distributed by reorganized Associated Exhibitors, Inc., is Harold Lloyd,
L *who is rapidly becoming known as America's foremost film comedian. Mr. Lloyd's
Paul Gustonovic
., I comedies have been handled by Pathe for
Sam Harding
L-ifour or five years and last summer he enBrunet has long considered
:• itered into a new contract with Associated
the exhibitor, he will be a prime 'mover in thatPresident
the best interests of Pathe exchange,
the
future
progress
of
the
Associated
Ex^Exhibitors, Inc. His first picture under
hibitors.
would be served by concentrating all its
-athis contract, " Now or Never," is to be
activities and resources in the development
released on March 27.
" In the producing and distributing end
of the tremendous possibilities of the short
of the industry, Mr. Kane has for years
°J Already contracts are being negotiated
been
a
dominant
factor.
He
possesses,
too,
subject field, including serials.
frtirwith the new company by independent
the fullest confidence of the exhibitor, a
On the Associated Exhibitors' schedule
producers for other star pictures and specreputation gained through square dealing
at present is " The Devil," starring George
ials, and announcements of the first attracand honest efforts on behalf of the morfltions of their new output to be distributed
Arliss ; " What Women Will Do," the Edward Jose production featuring Anna Q.
1by Associated Exhibitors, Inc., are prompicture Gustanovic
theatre owner."
Of tionPaul
of Cleveland, now
Nilsson, and Geraldine Farrar in " The
! jised within a few weeks,
nit] The preferred capital stock of the new
vice-president of the Associated ExhibitRiddle:
Woman."
ors, Mr. Brunet said :
Famous Players Announces
"^concern is $1,000,000. A complete merger
" I have ever been an admirer of Mr.
>»< bf the two companies is to be effected, the
Recent Promotions
new organization taking over all of the Gustanovic. Like Mr. Harding, he has
S. R. Kent, general manager of distrioj*jassets of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., of been a moving factor in the field of mobution, recently announced the following
!sNew York.
The preferred capital stock
tion picture showmanship. He will be an
bf the latter company is $100,000. The
able leader in the coming affairs of the promotions in the Paramount sales organization :
tj.nain offices of Associated Exhibitors, Inc..
Associated Exhibitors."
Elmer Pearson, director of exchanges of
Joseph H. Gilday, who for some time
Jpf New York, are at 25 West Forty-fifth
Pathe, will sit on the Board of Directors
fstreet. Phil Ryan is in charge of the preshas managed the^ranch exchange at Kanof Associated Exhibitors. In the summer
sas City, has been appointed district manaent company's headquarters.
The turn in affairs that brought about
of 1919 Mr. Pearson assumed the sales
ger in charge of the Chicago and Indian:he reorganization means a brilliant future
managership of the feature department,
apolis exchanges, with headquarters at
which under his guidance, soon assumed a Chicago. Mr. Gilday succeeds Harris P.
for the organization, according to Paul
Brunet of Pathe. Associated Exhibitors
plane with the other and older divisions of Wolfberg, who recently resigned.
Herbert Elder, branch manager at
will continue to distribute their product
Pathe's sales force. About a year ago Mr.
Brunet named him director of exchanges.
Cleveland, is promoted to the position of
^ hrough the thirty-two Pathe exchanges
assistant sales manager at the home office,
hroughout the country.
Mr. Pearson will advise with the AssoMr. Brunet, thoroughly pleased with the
succeeding John W. Hicks, Jr., who goes
ciated Exhibitors' sales force on all matshortly to Australia as managing director
ters in which his opinion will be of value.
nanner in which the reorganization was
ft perfected, as well as with the governing
of
Feature Films, Ltd. Mr. Elder is sucPathe again becomes " the house of
ceeded as branch manager at Cleveland
Jersonnel, looks for an immediate upturn
short subjects," nowr that Associated Exn the activities of the Associated Exhibitors has assumed the sales responsibilby P. A. Bloch.
hibitors.
Philip Reisman, branch manager at
ity for Pathe features in towns of more
Minneapolis,
is promoted to the position
than
1,500
population.
The
Pathe
short
" As an exhibitor Mr. Harding has long
;ince gained the highest reputation for subject salesman will continue, however,
of district manager in charge of the Minibility and resourcefulness. He typifies
neapolis, Omaha and Des Moines offices,
the selling of Pathe and Associated Exhibitors features in towns of less than
he leader in showmanship, and with his
R. C. LiBeau remaining in supervision of
horough knowledge of the problems of
the Kansas City and St. Louis offices.
1,500 population.
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Motion

Picture

N etl

State-Wide
Organization
For
Pennsylvani
The compromise bill that is being p
be
represented.
While
a
state-wide
branch
moia
Pennsylvan
rally of itors
T picture
A GREAtion
of the national body is to be formed, it is pared, it is understood, would substiti
exhib
will be held
for all the other proposed taxes some pi
in Harrisburg March 8 and 9 at the proposed, Mr. Megaro said, to divide the
under
which the theatre owners would
n
gatio
ey
n
insti
of Sydn
S. Cohe of New
organization into two sub-branches, one
centering about Pittsburgh, in western
required to pay perhaps double their pr
York, president of the Motion Picture
ent license fees, if relieved of all the otl
Pennsylvania, and the other for eastern
Theatre Owners of America. The twofold purpose of the convention is the
newly proposed .tax burdens.
The t
Pennsylvania, with headquarters in Philhibitors interested in the drafting of t.
adelphia.
cementing of the existing exhibitors' orThis is for convenience in handling the
proposed compromise measure take I
ganizations ofthe state into a branch to
interests of the two ends of the state.
ground that, as good citizens, the picti
become affiliated with the national body,
For each zone there will be a separate leg- men should bear their share of the biand to take aggressive steps through the
den of raising the increased millions :
islative committee, said Mr. Megaro.
organization of legislative committees, to
In the matter of protective legislation
revenue that Governor Sproul, in his m«.
combat the many measures hostile to the
for
the
theatre
owners,
the
draft
of
a
sage, said it is necessary to raise fro t.
n
ng
try
re
motio pictu
indus
now pendi
before the legislature and such as may be compromise tax bill, which is now being new sources this year to finance the st;$
introduced during the remainder of the prepared, will be presented to the convengovernment.
They point out, howev' 1
that if the various pending bills now t j
tion for its endorsement, to submit to the
law-makers' session.
fore the House and Senate were to ,
legislature. This bill will be in the nature
The fact is that up to now there has
enacted
into law the aggregate of the i
of a compromise for the half dozen measnever been a very effective state organizacreased
financial burden piled upon t
ures
now
in
various
stages
of
progress
tion of exhibitors of really state-wide
through
the
General
Assembly,
which
are
motion picture industry would be ruinoj
scope in Pennsylvania. There are aggresto the business. They believe, therefoil
generally opposed by the theatre men.
sive bodies of exhibitors in both PittsThese bills include that which would
that the compromise to be proposed woul
burgh and Philadelphia, but the plan of
be fair both to the state and to theij [
impose
a
tax
of
one
cent
a
foot
on
all
the coming Harrisburg convention is to
selves.
branch out and bring the exhibitors of films approved by the Pennsylvania censmaller cities and towns of the state into a
sorsimpose
;
one per cent tax on the gross
President Cohen, of the national orgai
Pennsylvania branch of the national body,
zation,
will be present at the conventicB
earnings of theatres ; prohibit the curtailwhich Mr. Cohen heads.
ing of the length of Saturday shows as
The Philadelphia delegation will attaB
compared with those of the other days of under the leadership of John S . Evai
Peter Megaro, owner of the Regent theatre, Harrisburg, has been assigned to the the week ; impose penalties on theatres
who has been prominent in organizati«j
duty of making the local arrangements for which fail to show films advertised in ad- work in that city, and the Pittsburgh c
vance when such failure is due to no fault
the convention, which will be held in the
horts will be marshaled by Henry PaM |
of the theatre owners, and, especially the
Penn-Harris Hotel. He has stated that,
Fred J. Herrington, organizer, of Pitli
from the way exhibitors are sending in pending measures which would greatly inburgh, national organizer, also will
crease
the
license
taxes
on
all
classes
of
hotel reservations, fully eighty per cent of
among the speakers.
motion picture theatres in the state.
the 1,100 theatre owners of the state will
Morosco

to

Release

is now
FROM New York, where he
arranging his affairs so that he may
return in the near future to Los Angeles to concentrate his activities here,
word was received yesterday that Oliver
Morosco has concluded a contract by the
terms of which the recently projected
Morosco Productions, Inc., will release its
entire film output through Associated
First National.
The consummation of this deal is the
biggest distribution contract concluded by
Associated First National since the transfaction with Joseph M. Schenck for the
release of Norma and Constance Talmadge attractions through that concern.
By his new releasing agreement, Morosco takes precedence as the first of the
big theatrical producers to align himself
with an independent distributing organization. By the terms of the new agreement
the Morosco Film Productions will be exhibited in more than thirty-five hundred
theatres affiliated with the exhibitors
banded together under the banner of Associated First National.
" In lining up with Associated First
National, Morosco is continuing the policy
that has characterized his upward climb
in the theatrical world," declares the statement issued from the Morosco office in

New York.

" After having risen to the

Through

position of the largest producer in the
West and given Los Angeles the distinction of being the second largest stage production center in the United States, he
boldly invaded New York and successfully fought the large interest that attempted to engulf him and his daring enterprise. He now has three theatres in
New York and the indications are that
he will have a fourth, in addition to a
third theatre in Los Angeles. His new
film contract is of particular significance
locally, due to the fact that he now plans
to produce practically all of his new stage
plays here so that he may give them his
personal supervision while attending to
the affairs of his film corporation.
" By the plans which Morosco is now
completing rehearsals will begin immediately upon his return to Los Angeles on
some new stage productions. Simultaneous with their appearance on his stages
in Los Angeles the Morosco casts will
also be engaged during the day in making
film versions of these plays.
" By his new contract Morosco discloses plans that will make him an even
more important factor in the film world
than he has been in the theatrical production field. He has available for picturization more than thirty of his stage plays,
including the perennial and everlasting

First

Nationa

favorite, "The Bird of Paradise," whi
lie has steadfastly held for the day \vh<
he could make the screen version with r
own organization and in his own mannc
-i The first of the Morosco feature
' The Half Breed,' is now well under wa
Arrangements are now being made for ti
filming of ' Linger Longer Letty,' wi
Charlotte Greenwood in the leading rol
Among the other successes which w
soon be picturized under the new contra
are ' The Humming Bird,' ' The Fugitive
' Slippy McGee,' ' The Gilded Cage,' ' Tl
Master Thief." ; The Fox,' ' Judge ai
Jury,' 'Watch Your Neighbor,' ' Wh
Next,' ' Conquering Kate,' The Imperi
Highway,' ' In South Caroliny,' ' One <
Us,' ' Look Pleasant," ' Mile-a-Minu
Kendal,' ' Pamela,' ' Just a Suggestiot
and ' Wait Till We're Married.'
"Work is being rushed on the ma
nificent new Morosco studio, which whi
completed will be known as Moroscotow
and will be the home of Morosco's fil
productions.
Moroscotown will, it is e:
pected, be the film production show pla(
of Los Angeles.
Until its completio I
however, the first of the Morosco picture I
under his new Associated First Nation I
contract, will be produced at the Louis l|
Mayer studio."
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Am.P.D.A. Suggests Screen
Organizations Unite
jj In an effort to present a strong front
"§t o the forces of reform.William D. Taylor,
lirector of the Motion Picture Directors'
Association of Los Angeles, has sent the
Allowing letter to Motion Picture Prolucers' Association, Motion Picture Art
Directors' Association, Assistant Direcors' Association, American Society of
^inematographers, Society of Illuminating
Engineers, Screen Writers Guild of the
Xuthor's League, Western Motion Pic;ure Advertisers, Photoplayers Equity Association, Los Angeles Film Exchange,
Theatre Owners' Association, Los Angeles
Theatre Association, Motion Picture
3perators' Union, Ethical Motion Picture
Society
of America,
Girls'and Studio
Club: on
" The necessity
of immediate
. united action
:he part of the Motion Picture Industry to defend
tself against legislative menaces of censorship and so;alled
Blue Laws ' is recognized by every member
jf this ' Industry.
"
Our
Picture
publications
are urging
united andMotion
unselfish
actionTrade
of every
one connected
with
producing,
distributing
and
exhibiting
of
motion
pictures to defend this great industry against those who
would
weaken
and
destroy
it.
r
" It factions
is regrettable
to note with
at thiseachtimeother
of peril
that
;ome
are quarreling
at a time
when paid reformers, with millions of dollars behind
them, are preparing to come over the top from the
opposite trenches. It is imperative that any petty
differences be forgotten until the paid reformer is definitely defeated in his attempted assault on the screen.
the ambition
simply
to see something
and" With'
not from
any desire
to attempt
to dictate started
or to
run the affairs of the Industry, the Motion Picture
1'"■ ^Directors'
Association
urges the
immediateMotion
organization of a Central
Committee
of Western
PicZi!
ture Organizations, the purpose of which is to unite
every phase of Motion Picture production, distribution
and exhibition, for the purpose of protecting ourselves
: ifrom all enemies, and of furthering our common interests. It is suggested that this Committee be composed of one representative from every existing recognized association, whose vital interest is the welfare
of motion pictures.
" Your organization
urged with
to name
official representative, who will ismeet
one anrepresentative
apiece from other organizations at the Los Angeles
Athletic Club. Monday. February 28, at 8:30 P. M.,
to perfect and form such a Central Committee.. Kindly
notify me at Lasky Studio, as soon as possible, the
result of your action on this matter.
" Sincerely yours, for the welfare of motion pictures,
"WILLIAM D. TAYLOR."
Jack
i

Pickford

III

Los Angeles, Feb. 23. — Stricken ill
suddenly with bronchial pneumonia while
engaged in filming a new picture, Jack
Pickford, widely known film star, was reported tonight to be in a serious condition
at his home here. He was said to have a
temperature of 103.5 degrees and his sick
room was barred to all but his mother,
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford.
Pickford became ill Friday following a
baseball game. He developed pneumonia
Saturday. Owing to his illness, work on
a new picture he was directing for his sister, Mary, has been delayed and a scheduled pleasure trip to Douglas Fairbanks
and Miss Pickford to Mexico City has
been postponed.
Big Fire in Vita graph
Branch in Albany
Spontaneous combustion is said to be
the cause of a fire in the Vitagraph branch
at Albany, N. Y., on the night of February 22nd. The fire started in a vault
where the films were stored. The loss, it
is said, will run into the thousands. The
branch occupies a two-story brick building.
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New

Pantheon Corporation
to Produce in East

Reports that a new group of financial
interests were planning to enter the motion
picture field were confirmed this week in
the announcement of the formation of the
Pantheon Pictures Corporation. The new
company has taken over the Port Henry
studios at Port Henry, N. Y., and will
begin production there as soon as the necessary equipment can be installed within
the next three weeks.
While the establishment of only a single
producing company at Port Henry is all
that is at present contemplated, other units
will be formed to produce, both in New
York and on the Pacific Coast, it is declared.
The president of the new corporation
is Mr. Paul Schoppell, formerly head of
Paul Schoppell & Co., investment brokers,
of Chicago, who is almost as well known
in financial circles in New York as in the
Lake city.
Australian
Coming

Film MenfAre
to America

Mr. W. A. Gibson, who controls Australasian Films, Ltd., Film Distribution
Organization in Australasia, left for Ammerica on February ioth, in company with
Mr. Stuart F. Doyle, general manager and
managing director of Union Theatres, Ltd.
Mr. Gibson's mission is for the purpose
of thoroughly investigating the film situation and closing certain film contracts for
the. supply of Union Theatres' circuit as
well as Australasian Films' customers in
the various centers.
Mr. Gibson expects to remain in New
York for two months and then to proceed
to England and the Continent. Mr. Gibson and Mr. Doyle are expected in New
York about the middle of March.

Arrest

Holds

Key

to Mystery of Thefts
With the arrest of Kark G. Weigel, 29
years old, 1380 Linwood avenue, Niagara
Falls, N. Y., the officials of the Buffalo
American Express office and the Universal
and Vitagraph exchanges in the same city
believe they have solved the mystery of the
alleged disappearance of many thousand
dollars' worth of films. Besides arresting
Weigel, Buffalo police recovered over 70
films, valued at $50 to $1,000 each. The
exchanges, besides suffering the loss of
the films, were also forced to pay many
thousands of dollars in penalties, it is declared, because of the non-appearance of
the pictures at the theatres in time for
presentation at the appointed time and
date.
Weigel, it is declared, had a plan of
making his rounds at about the same time
as the expressmen were delivering films to
the exchange. While the drivers were taking the cans into the exchanges Weigel is
alleged to have helped himself to a can or
two himself. Weigel is also charged with
having formed a partnership with two
other men for the disposal of the films.
These men had all the paraphernalia necessary for the projection of pictures, it is
declared. The duo, it is stated, took the
films to small towns where there was no
regular theatre, making one-night stands
each week. Weigel is alleged to have received one-third of the receipts. The local
Universal office alone claims that it has
lost $15,000 in broken contracts because of
the loss of the films.
The police believe that the arrest of
Weigel will lead to the arrest of others,
not only in Buffalo, but other cities.
Coast

Companies

Combine

to Fight Censorship
All motion picture organizations of San
Francisco combined in what is known as
the Allied Motion Picture Industries of
California for the purpose of giving a ball
on the evening of March 5th at San Francisco to raise funds to combat adverse legislation inCalifornia and nationally.
Eugene H. Roth of the California, Imperial and Portola theatres in San Francisco is acting as general manager of affairs for the ball, and in this capacity spent
the past week in Los Angeles arranging
for a number of screen celebrities to attend
the ball.
Symphony Theatre Reopens
in Los Angeles
A wire from the Coast announces that
the Symphony theatre in Los Angeles has
been reopened with a new lobby and renovations throughout the interior of the
structure. A stage orchestra pit has been
added to the stage equipment. The theatre
is to be made the premiere house for productions released by Associated Producers.
The new schedule of prices provides for
80 cents top.

Motion
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Legislature

Investigating

Conditions
Seeks

to

Determine

if Trust

investigation of motion picture
exhibitions in Minnesota by a committee of the Minnesota Legislature is now underway. The investigation
was instituted following authorization in
the adoption of a resolution by John I.
Levin of St. Paul and is being carried in
an effort to determine whether the firm of
Finkelstein & Rubin, which operates
houses in Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth, is a trust in violation of the Minnesota statutes.
The investigation has been of an exhaustive nature. Seating capacity of show
houses in the Twin Cities, admission

AN

prices, exhibitors' arrangements with film
distributors, and other matters have been
taken up at the various hearings.
William Hamm of St. Paul, a member
of the Twin City Amusement Trust estate, the Finkelstein & Rubin organization,
declared that prices in the Twin Cities are
lower than in other centers. There is a
maximum admission price of 50 cents in
Minneapolis and St. Paul, he said, as compared with prices ranging from 66 to 83
cents in other cities.
The hearing, naturally, touched on matters of censorship.
J. F. Cubberly, Minneapolis manager of
the First National pictures, told the committee that the company he represents was
organized by leading exhibitors throughout the country to keep down prices for
films. He insisted that the company's aim
was to promote competition.
Mr. Cubberly gave the committee some
idea of prices being paid for storv rights
to pictures, saying they ran as high as
$75,000. He also told of what film rentals
for first run in the Twin Cities cost. He
said that "Humoresque" and "Broken
Blossoms" cost $7,500 each. "Kismet"
was listed at $17,500 for the first run, he
said. Pictures made by Norma Talmadge
cost from $3,000 up for first runs, he
said, all regardless of producers.
Speaking of First National pictures,
Mr. Cubberly said: "Its purpose is to
keep the other fellow in his place, and to
promote instead of stifling competition."
Morgan, Dupont and other big financial
interests entering the producing field, and
■film prices steadily advancing, he testified,
the First National was organized by the
leading exhibitors of the country to prevent centralized control. Although producing only from 30 to 40 pictures a vear,
compared with 125 to 150 by some of the
big companies, the First National, he added, is nevertheless a factor for good in the
business.
This was in answer to inquiries by
Chairman John L. Levin, St. Paul, whether the organization by bidding in the open

in
Law

Net

Picture

Minnesota

Is

Being

market only operated to force up prices.
Mr. Cubberly said it had made purchases
at lower prices and further that it effects
economy in distribution and eliminates
middlemen's profits. The policy of the
management of the principal picture theatres is opposed to price changes, he said,
Mr. Levin expressing his pleasure to
know it.
Giving an idea of prices paid for story
rights, the witness said copyright holders
were paid $50,000 each for "Daddy Longlegs" and "Forty-five Minutes from
Broadway," while $50,000 was recently
paid for each of two stories in which
Constance Talmadge is to be starred, and
$75,000
madge. each for three for Norma TalIf a press story was true that rights to
screen "Turn to the Right" were sold on
a basis of more than $1,650,000, the first
run in Minneapolis would cost $20,000
and in St. Paul $15,000, the witness estimated. But he was inclined to discredit
the story and said any such rights probably would have been taken on a percentage basis.
"The box office admits that it is dependent upon known stars," said Mr. Cubberly, adding, however, that temperamental makeup of the stars and their desire to get into the best theatres will prevent single control of the entire galaxy in
the screen world.
The witness testified that the Loring
theatre, Minneapolis, was located at Nicolet avenue and Fourteenth street only after
other sites considered more desirable
could not be procured and not with any
purpose of driving out competitors. He
stated that the account of J. W. Cohen,
former owner of the Lagoon theatre, at
Hennepin avenue and Twenty-ninth street,
Minneapolis, one of the first witnesses,
was not rated desirable among film distributors and that there were sufficient
reasons for cancellation of his film contracts without competing houses attempting to force him out of business.
Brady Continues Tour
(Continued from page 1769)
ruary 19th and formally adopted a resolution soliciting exhibitors of the United
States to join its theatre division. Percy
L. Waters, chairman of the executive
committee, presided. The appointment of
a committee to organize the theatre division was authorized. This committee will
be appointed in the near future, it is
stated. A copy of the resolution adopted
at the session of the executive committee
follows :
"Whereas, Members

Picture

Violated in This Stat
Association of the Motion Picture Indu
try recently invited exhibitors of tl
United States to join the theatre divisu
of the National Association of the Motic
Picture Industry, and
"Whereas, The purpose of such invit
tion was to bring about a more perfect o
ordination of all branches of the industi
to combat legislation seeking to establh
legalized censorship of motion pictun
prior to publication, the enactment of s<
called blue laws, and all other adver.'
legislation, it being always understoo
that membership in the theatre division c
the National Association would and sha
not in any way conflict with membershi
in any local, state or national exhibitor 01
ganization now existing, or that may hen
after be formed; now, therefore, be it
'Resolved, That the National Associa
tion of the Motion Picture Industry ap
proves and confirms such action of it
members, and now as an association in
vites and solicits the exhibitors of th
United States to become members of it
theatre division."
Censorship Fights Spreading
(Continued from page 1767)
West Coast Organizing
The Idaho legislature has also unde
consideration a bill providing for stati
censorship. Active opposition to the meas
ure is being organized by the Idaho Thea
tre Managers' Association. Word als<
comes from Los Angeles that practicalh
every organization of the motion pictun
industry on the West Coast is at work tf
na
counteract effects of contentious i i-tic
censorship promoters and the various state law.'
introduced, that are of an antagonistic
.aie iaw.k
ture to film interests.
ThehasMotion
Directors' of1 active
tion
namedPicture
a committee
members and President William D. Taylor
of the Association has written to Associaall filir
industry organizations urging necessity o;
a central committee composed of one member of each of the organizations in Los
Angeles.
The anti-censorship committee of the
Screen Writers' Guild affiliated with the
Editors' League of America, under the
chairmanship of Frank E. Woods, general
production of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has several projects under way.
Michigan Opposes Idea
Opposition to the plans of Michigan reformers toinstitute state censorship of motion pictures is rapidly developing. Perhaps the greatest opponent of all is the
new governor, Alex. J. Groesbeck of Detroit, who has come out openly against the

of the National
project.
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\\ atterson R. Rothacker left for
New York Sunday, to be there several days, and Douglas D. Rothacker is spending several weeks at
the New York Industrial Division
branch.
A. E. Pattison, secretary and
treasurer of the Pathescope Company, announces his resignation
from that office and as a director
of the company. The following directors also have resigned : E. C.
Lowe, who had charge of motion
picture work in the American Expeditionary Forces ; Fay-Cooper
Cola, associated with the department of anthropology of the Field
Museum and famous as a scientist,
and George F. Hart, vice-president
of the Guardian Savings and Trust
Company of Cleveland, Ohio.
The building at 1029 \Y. Adams
street, occupied by the Consolidated Portrait & Frame Company,
well known to the trade as makers
of lobby display and other frames,
was badly damaged by fire early on
the morning of February 19. The
fire is believed to have been caused
by combustion of oil rags or varnish compounds used by the firm.
Plans for the continuance of manufacturing have not yet been given
out, but it is understood that production will be resumed at the earliest possible date.
Harris P. Wolfberg, whose resignation as district manager of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
was recently announced in these
columns, left Chicago on February
19 for Pittsburgh, where he will
assume his new duties as vice-pres'dent and general sales manager of
the Lake & Export Coal Corporation, one of the biggest fuel companies in America. Mr. Wolfberg's
square
dealing and
ability
have won him hundreds
of friends
in the motion picture industry, who
regret to see him .leave this field
but wish him the greatest success
in his new venture.
B. A. Wormold, of the Marquette
theatre, La Salle, 111., is planning
to enlarge and remodel his theatre
and has just returned from a trip
to Cincinnati, where he went in
search of ideas which he can utilize in improving his house.
Ray Brian of the Capitol theatre
at Pekin, 111., is back after being
confined to his home for eight
weeks with an attack of typhoid
fever.
Armbruster and Randigger, both
Chicagoans, have opened a new theatre at Booneville Ind., and report
business starting off in a satisfactory way.
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Victor Kramer, during his recent
visit to Chicago, sold the Illinois
and Indiana rights for Lina Cavallieri in " The Mad Love." Diana
Allen in " Voices," and for the
Drury Lane spectacle, " The
Handicap," to Superior Screen
Service.

house on the lot adjoining the
Acme plant will be torn down to
addition.
make way for a four story factory-

Ascher Brothers have completed
Chicago film circles were sad- plans for a house organ to be
dened by the death of Frank D. calledzine,Ascher's
Theatrical
the first issue
of whichMagawill
Ward, partner of Max Hyman in
appear
at
an
early
Fifty
the Dearborn theatre, and a vet- thousand copies of thedate.
magazine
eran exhibitor.
will be distributed each month free
to patrons
of Ascher
Brother's
Harry Cramp, owner of many houses
in Chicago
and other
cities.
theatres throughout this territory, The magazine will be printed on
has purchased two more theatres heavy enamel stock and will be
at Beloit, Wis., thus getting exclu- profusely illustrated. Among its
sive control of the motion picture features will be a list of attracsituation in that town.
tions for all Ascher theatres following the month of issue, an answer and inquiry column and
Savage Amusement Enterprises
have moved into their new offices snappy items about stars and picat Alton, 111., which embody all the
tures. C. E. Young of Young's
latest conveniences and will give Publicity Service, Grand Rapids,
W. N. Savage and his office force Michigan, will be the publisher of
the necessary space to conduct the magazine, which will be edited
their business. Mr. Savage is one by Roy Swan, publicity man for
Brothers, with headquarof the most versatile and promi- Ascher
ters at their Chicago office.
nent of Illinois' motion picture exhibitors and besides conducting his
amusement enterprises, is mayor
The Society for Visual Educaof Alton, owner of the bill posting
tion has purchased the Acme Moplant, the steamboat lines, having
Picture Projector Company's
headquarters in Alton and plying plant tion
at 1134 West Austin Avenue,
the Mississippi River, three thea- for a reported consideration of
tres, one aerdrome and several road $100,000. The Society will conshows.
tinue to make the present Acme
models in addition to a new proBrentlinger and Mason, well
jector Moulton,
developed byof F'rofessor
known to Chicago moving picture Forest Ray
the University of Chicago, who is also
circles as owners of a string of
movie theatres throughout Indiana, secretary for the Society of Visual
have opened up offices at Indianap- Education. Both moving pictures
olis in order to better serve their and stills can be shown on the
interests.
Moulton machine. An apartment

Joe Friedman, of Celebrated,
caught cold a day or so after his
return from the Federated convention in San Francisco and has
been suffering from a touch of
lumbago, but is pluckily sticking
to his desk so far and hopes to get
to feeling right again without
taking a lay off.

The Wonderland theatre at Clinton, Ind., is to be closed during the
summer months in order that it
may be entirely remodeled and refurnished. When its doors open
again in August it will have seven
hundred seats and be a house that
is modern in every respect, according to the plans made by Scheu and
Scheu, the owners.
During his recent trip through
Illinois and Indiana, Harry Weiss,
of Superior Screen Service, gathered data on business conditions
from the exhibitor's standpoint
and reports the consensus of seventy-five theatre owners is as follows :Business is not as good as
it was during the war, but when
the bottom is reached it will still
be twice as good as it was before
the war. There is probably not
one house in Illinois or Indiana
that actually is losing money and
twenty-five new houses are cither
planned or being constructed at the
present time. Mr. Weiss expects
to leave on another trip over the
territory about March 1, traveling
in his auto, as the mild weather has
put the roads in excellent condition.
The Riviera theatre at Peru, 111.,
has been purchased by F. J.
Schloeser, owner of the Royal theatre of that city.

Miss Lillian Walker, who has a
big following among Chicago
movie fans, although she has not
been seen on the silver screen here
Universal Chicago Exchange for sometime, was making personal
has added two more men to its appearances at Jones, Linick &
sales staff. They are J. E. Arm- Schaefer's McVicker's Theatre
gardt, formerly with Goldwyn and this week and proved a decided
Richard Fox, who has been sales- drawing card. One of the pleasant
man for First National and Cele- features of her stay in Chicago
brated. Both arc well known was a luncheon given in her honor
throughout the territory and will at the College Inn by Ralph Kettering, to which representatives of
cover country territory for Universal. Word reaching Chicago the trade and daily press were infrom Manager Lesserman, who is vited.
vacationing at Hollywood, reports
that he is having such a splendid
Manager Ben Beadell, of Stoll
time that he will not start home
until sometime in April.
Film Corporation's
Exchange, reports that Chicago
the number
of contracts he and his salesman
Franklin B. Coates, director for have booked for the series of thirMesco Pictures Corporation, of
teen Stoll features has passed the
Kansas City, passed last week at two hundred mark, and that every
the Rothacker laboratories making key center in his territory, which inthe final cuts and putting the titles
cludes Northern Illinois and Northin the two six reel features,
ern Indiana, has been closed. Mr.
" Jesse James Under The Black Beadell had been forced to borrow extra prints from other terriFlag " and " Jesse James The Outtories inorder to meet the demand
law," which will be released by
Mesco at an early date. Premier for playing dates and is wearing a
showings of these two pictures will smile off.
known as the kind that won't
be held in Kansas City this month. come

A good crowd of exhibitors attended the preview of "The
Wrong
Woman,"
feature being
released the
in thisAbrams
territory by Favorite Players Film Corporation, and Manager Ike Von
Ronkel was very much pleased
with the favorable comments on
the story and acting of Rubye De
Remer, who has the star part.
M. J. Mintz, who has been touring the country in the interests of
Synchronized Scenario Music
Company, returned .to Chicago
from New York this week with
A. J. Abrams, and states that the
scores being prepared by the Company will be ready for distribution
about the first of April. The first
opportunity that Chicago has had
to hear one of the Synchronized
scores wfes at the Randolph
Theatre Tuesday where the Synchronized score was used to give
" The Kid " the proper musical
setting and proved to be most excellent.
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WHEN you look down the right side of
your program if it happens to be in a
restaurant, you see the prices of the
dishes and nowadays they give you the clue
as to what you wish to order. But at a concert
or the motion picture show, you see names —
names of composers long dead — Beethoven,
Verdi, Mozart, Berlioz, Dvorak, Mendelssohn,
Chopin, Liszt and others. Even if you are a
seasoned music lover, these names are little
more than plain type on paper. They mean
nothing. And nothing which means nothing
should be allowed to remain.
For me, every name on the program suggests
a living entity. The composer even if he be
dead, is recreated for me. I see him shining
out of the printed page; I see him materialized
in the performance on the stage, whether it be
through the orchestra, the .pipe organ or the
violinist. What is the music but the reflection
of a man? As he lived he wrote; if we can
understand his life, we can the better know his
music. His hopes and ambitions are in the
notes; his sufferings and his successes are there
too. Some may think it queer that we try to
" see " through the music the man long dead.
But let me tell you something — a little aphorism
of mine concerning good and bad music. It is
this; There is music by composers long dead —
music that is living; also there is music by composers that are living — music that has long been
dead.
But to return to the narrative. Let me tell
you a little story. I was in a group of men and
women during the war. One young woman
read a bit from a letter she had received from
a boy " over there." It was interesting but
made no particular impression on the folks.
Then the young woman mentioned the name
of the boy — several knew him. The whole attitude changed; those who knew the writer,
wanted to hear his words again — and they
listened in an entirely different way.
What then if the listeners in your theatre
"know" the man in the music!
I am mentioning this phase of our subject
because I want to touch on every angle of the
project of music-development — every angle
which will serve to make the music a stronger,
more intimate thing with your patrons. I am
giving you the benefit of an experience I have
had with my millions in The Globe Concerts
for the People and I can say very frankly, that
the " Man in the Music " Idea has opened up
new vistas in our scheme.
Thus when people see the name of Beethoven,
or hear his music, the man in the music appears
somewhat in this way:
*" He does not see us as he enters the room
but we behold him with awe. He is little, just
five feet five inches in height, with very broad
shoulders, which make him look the image of
strength, like a little Gibraltar ready to stand
almost anything, prepared for any shock.
" He is dressed in a light blue frock coat, with
yellow buttons; underneath is a white waistcoat and sackcloth. But both coat and waistcoat are unbuttoned and show the signs of
* I am representing this from my book, " you
Face areto
Face With Great Musicians," from which charge
—
without
credit)
(with
reprint
to
privileged
you feel that such quotations will be useful m your
ifprograms,
on the screen, etc.
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The Committee of Five, which is to
draft the by-laws, and to summon the
executive board, are to meet on the afternoon of February 25th. They are
Messrs. Briel, Luz, Riesenfeld, Rothafel,
Tremaine, with your chairman pro tem.
as ex-officio member.
The call is issued to the field to suggest the names of such representative
producers, exhibitors, musicians, composers, publishers, who ought to be upon
the executive .board. Whom would
YOU suggest?
The call is also sent forth for any ideas,
suggestions, etc., concerning matters
which should be incorporated in the constitution and by-laws of the Association
of Motion Picture and Musical Interests.
Have you registered your name among
the first members?
Notification is received that the National Association of Organists, as a result of the agitation of the First Conference at the Astor, has organized a Committee of Reference, headed by F. S.
Adams of the N. Y. Rialto and Firmin
Swinnen, to furnish without charge information concerning organs, their installation, position, acoustical properties,
voicing, repairing, etc. (See special article concerning the Committee, as published in this week's Music deoartment.)
Word is received that the Chicago
Herald and Examiner in an important
article about the Conference, predicts the
engagement of the biggest musical artists in the film theatres.
long wear. The whole appearance is untidy —
one can tell that the coat-tails are heavily
weighted with something — probably books. ("He
keeps his ear-trumpet in there," the housekeeper
explains, "but it's useless to him now.") His
hat is a gray felt, thrown on the back of his
great forehead.
" The moment Beethoven enters the room, he
puts his hat on the top of a coat-tree ; it is
dripping with water, and his unkempt hair is
also wet. He instantly goes over to the piano,
noticing nothing or nobody; puts on his double
eyeglasses and sits at the desk, taking a pen
in hand. The hands are hairy and large, and
seem scarcely the sort to belong to an esthete.
"But the face! What a study! The forehead is high and commanding. The eyes are
large and gray, shining brilliantly. The mouth
is firm and tightly closed, the nose long and
heavy, the chin square and cleft. What a face !
What tragedy is written there, what pent-up
suffering is depicted in that countenance.
" I cannot talk. Speak louder ; I am deaf.
I cannot talk with anybody," he says to us.
" We move forward and hand a paper to the

Master. He adjusts his glasses more carefully
and face.
reads it with a concentrated expression on
his
" So ? You come in and you beard the lion
in his den," and on his stern face a very human
smile appears, showing two rows of sparkling
teeth. " You are very brave. Are you sure I
will not bite you? You will find it difficult to I
understand me and make me catch what you I
say. Here, come and sit down beside me. You
see, I cannot hear," and he taps his ear, and
hands a paper and pencil to us.
" Here I sit alone, endlessly writing down the
notes, the music which I never hear, but which
nevertheless resounds in my heart in greater
beauty than any living man might play it I
Sometimes I sigh that I am so weak and such
a worthless instrument to transcribe the magnificence which makes joyous my spiritual
existence.
" Can you think of me — a volcano whose summit is riveted down, while underneath burning
lava, boiling, shoving, moved upwards by tight- |
ened strength, is fighting its way outward Can
you feel within your own breast the agony of I
this volcano, feeling wthin me the burning lava, 1
fighting, rushing onward and striving to flow
out with a gush that might lay me dead at a I
" ' The first duty of a musician is to hear
what is to be heard. Is it not so? He must be
stroke?
eternally" on the alert to catch the song and
laughter of the brooks and the flowers and men
and women. The greatest tragedy that could
befall any musician is to be rendered incapable
W hen the strains of Verdi sound, I have
taught
the audience
to see :
"
of hearing.'
" The grand old man of opera stood out on
the veranda and watched the moon rise in its
zenith, and with his eyes followed a night bird
in its flight. Tall, erect, white-haired and whitebearded, he held his lonely station, surveying
the expanse of his farm lands. The cool perfumed air of the summer night cast a mystical
spell over the scene, while the once-in-a-while
chirp of the droning insects made a theme for
a nocturne in B flat.
" He glanced over the grounds, saw the little
theatre he had made to give free concerts for
the people, saw the park he had given over
to the neighbors, saw the low-walled entrance
to his house which was open to all his friends —
and that meant all the world.
" On his face was a slight tinge of sadness,
but it was a sadness which broke into a tender
smile of humanity and intense understanding.
Here was the face of a noble father, or a beloved minister, or a benefactor of man — a friend,
sympathetic protector of supremely superior
awisdom.
"All alone, like a giant elm tree on a level
plain, the fine old creature towered. His
physique was over-powering, commanding, and
yet with it all he had a courtliness of manner
hours he stood there
man's.
a young the
like
moon Forfaded, the farm lands
motionless—
faded, the world of reality faded— and before
his eyes there passed in panorama the drama
of his life, the true story of Giuseppe Verdi, a
more exciting romance than any opera he ever
{Continued on page 1852)
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FROM

OF

Vocal — Aria
from
" Pearl of
by Marve Berne,
Brazil,"
soprano.
Scarecrow — Buster
Comedy — The
Keaton.
Organ Solo- -" Marche Religieuse,"
played by John Priest.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — " Oberon," by the Strand
Symphony Orchestra.
Current
Events — Strand Topical
Review.
Feature — Black Beauty — Vitagraph.
Vocal — " Inflammatus "
from
" Stabat Mater," sung by Kitty
McLaughlin.
Comedy
— The
Scarecrow — Buster
Keaton.

ana 'nag fj

^^h

Ah ADDED TREAT
HAFPLO
LLOVP \h
Monday, Tuesday. 'NUIABER
fooOmnOltfwalwPLEASE
OaCHftTwnon j
Handsome display, sixteen inches by
five columns, for the shott ing of " Lying
Lips," at the Orpheum theatre, Rockford, III.

26

TH

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS
Vocal — Solo by Harry Eagon.
Instrumental — Boy violinist renders
solos.
Feature
— Cinderella's Twin — Viola
Dana.
Next Week— The Marriage of William Ashe.

CITY

Kivoli Iheatre —
Overture — Selection from "Madame
Butterfly," by Rivoli Orchestra.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Vocal—" Love's Old Sweet Song,"
sung by Betty Anderson, soprano and Fred Jagel, tenor.
Feature — Straight Is the Way —
Famous Players.
Vocal — " O'er the Billowy Sea,"
sung by Emanuel List, basso
profundo.
Comedy
— You'll Be S'prised —
Chester.
Organ Solo — " Fanfare in A
Major,"
Swinnen. played by Prof. Firmin
Rialto Theatre —
Overture
" Les Preludes," by the
Rialto— Orchestra.
Scenic — Along the Moonbeam Trail.
VocalEvans,
— " Thebaritone.
Light," sung by Greek
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
Vocal — " Liebesf reud," by Harry
Edison, marimbaphone solo.
Feature
She Couldn't Help It —
Bebe— Daniels.

FEB.

re — Banner "
Theat
Symphony
Overture
— Star
Spangled
and Events—
" Cavalleria
Current
Fox Rusticana."
News.
Vocal
—
"
Who
Knows."
Solo by Florence Ringo.
Cartoon
The Lion Tamer — Mutt
and —Jeff.
Instrumental
" Meditation."
Violin solo— by
Joseph Rosenfeld.
Scenicter.— Joy Riding in Peru — ChesFeature — Lying Lips — Thomas H.
Ince. A. P.
Musical — Fox
trot composition
" Lying Lips " by King Vidor.

This one on " The Devil," a narrowToledo,
half-page,
Ohio was used by the Temple thcati

Mission
■ Woman in
Second Theatre
week of —The
the House.
Kinema
Theatre
—
Second week
of Passion.

Miller's
Theatre
Ninth week
of —The Connecticut
Special
—
Memories
of
the
NickeloOrgan Solo — " Epithalamium,"
Yankee in King Arthur's Court.
deon.
played by Frederick M. Smith
California Theatre —
and Herbert Sisson, organists.
Full stagetrance setting
showing
enof store theatre with Overture — " Madam Butterfly."
NextHoleWeek
— The Ray.
Old Swimmin'
Events — From Fox and
— Charles
flashy lobby display used. A Current
and local views.
ballyhoo calls attention to the OrganKinograms
— Milton
Charles playing
show as people pass. A rube
Capitol Theatre —
" Darling."
Overture — "Historical Fantasy of
appears,
"singer ScenicPrizma.
— A Message of Flowers —
the Ride
American
(a)
wanted " cardanswers
and is engaged.
The
of PaulColonies."
Revere; (b)
A
screen
drop
is
lowered
and Feature — The Greatest Love — Vera
Tableau: The Spirit of 76; (c)
an illustrated song begins with
Tableau : Washington at Valley
Gordon.
piano accompaniment. Then an
Forge.
old Biograph picture is projec- Ambassador Theatre —
Scenic
— Nature's Handiwork —
ted with the action explained,
Kineto.
Charlie Chaplin in " The Kid."
etc.
SAN FRANCISCO
Special-Ballet
:
"
Papillons."
ButFeature
—
The
Passionate
Pilgrim
—
terfly, Mile. Gabarelli ; Pierrot,
Cosmopolitan
—
Paramount.
Alexander Oumansky; assisted
by Capitol Ballet Corps.
Grauman's
—
Strand Theatre —
Cup. week Rialto
Third
of The Inside of the Second
Current Events — Capitol News.
week of
" Lying Lips " — Associated
Producers.
Musical — Solo for Pianoforte —
First and Last Movements of
California Theatre —
Clune's Broadway
Theatre
—
" Concerto in E Flat," by Educational
Orchestra — "11 Guarany " and "No
— Movie Chats
— Kineto.
George Halpern.
' Wonder
I'm ofBlue."
Ford Weekly, pictures of the Novelty
— Topics
the Day — Pathe.
Feature — The Concert — Goldwyn.
Los Angeles
Chamber
of
ComNext Week — The Guile of Women
Organ
—
"
Bright
Eyes."
merce
in
Mexico.
— Will Rogers.
Feature — The Frontier of the Stars
Vocal — Solo by Helen Byers.
— Thomas
Meighan. Given
Criterion Theatre —
Feature
— HerHawley.
First Elopement —
Wanda
Third week of " Buried Treasure."
Next Week — A Romantic Heroine.
Moss' Broadway Theatre —
The
Greatest
Loye
—
Vera
Gordon.
Superba — Theatre
Also Keith vaudeville including Overture
Serenade — Espaniole.
Miss Gordon in person.
Current
Events
— International
News.
MARY
LOS ANGELES
Vocal
" Answer."
Solo— by
Lew Ferris.
PICKFORD
Comedy
Birds— —Loose
Century.Lions and Jail
InUnited
her hzxc?1
Greatest
Amfiis andProduction
Crauman's Theatre —
Feature
— The
Fire
Cat — Edith
Roberts.
Overture
" La —Boheme."
Current —Events
Pathe News.
LOVE
Given with a prologue under the
Organ — "Golden California."
LIGHT
title of " A Morning in the
Special — "Sunshine Louis" MestAndes"
esy, Western Union messenger
featured. with a mountain drop
boy,
solo. aged fifteen, renders violin Next Week — Colorado.
Noveltv
— Topics of the Dav— Tally's Theatre —
Pathe.
Overture — ■" Creme de Creme.
Ten inch by four column display for
Vocal — Signor Moranti, tenor in Current
Events — Kinograms — Edu- " The Love Light " run by the Califorcational.
operatic selections.
nia theatre, Los Angeles
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News

Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — May time.
Cartoon — The Lion Hunters — Mutt
and Jeff.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — A Kick in High LifeFirst National.
Vocal — Quartette singing selections
from '' Rigioletto," " Annabel
Lee " and " Soft and Low."
Feature — Billions — Nazimova.
Next Week— 19 and Phyllis.
Rialto TheatreCurrent Events — Patl e News.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Feature
— Forbidden
Fruit — Paramount
Special.

" Feather Your Nest," sung by
Coster & Clements.
Feature — Godless Men —
NextArliss.
Week — The Devil — George

ists. Emmons and Colvin, soloVocal—
Feature — Not Guilty.
NextHouse.
Week — The Woman in His

State Theatre —
Overture — " Spirit of America," by
Pallma and his band supreme.
Current Events — The State Digest.
Vocal — "Berceuse," from "Jocelyn " and " In the Heart of
Mary
Pontius,Ann,"
tenor. sung by Walter
Comedy — Moonshine — Mermaid.
Musical — " Gypsy Airs " and " Souvenir Poetique," by Katherine
Stang, Violiniste.
— Charles
Ray. Swimmin' Hole
Feature
— The Old

SEATTLE

Musical — Fest March from " Tannhauser," by Arthur Depew, or-

Broadway
Strand — of Yankee
Overture
— Evolution
Doodle.
Current Events — International
News.
Tableau — Columbia.
Comedy — Beat It.
Prologue with Ruth Kellogg Waite
as
Wassertheas Magdeline,
Madonna Norma
and Clayton
Wilmer as a Pharisee.
Feature — The Inside of the Cup.
Organ number — Galaxy of American airs played by J. Remington Welch.

Washington —
Overture—"
Maytime."
Current
Events
— Fox News.
Clemmer Theatre —
Organ
— "Prelude"
in C. Cartoon — Dr. Killjov, Mutt and
ganist.
SharpSoloMinor
and Selections
Overture
—
"
Gipsy
Love
"
and
" Wishing."
from ard
" Angel Leigh.
Face," by Leon- Educational — Sultans of the Sea.
Quart,
r page ontheatre,
"The Indianapolis
Furnace" by Current Events — Fox News.
the Colonial
Comedy — The Sportsman — VitaComedy — Clyde Cook in The
with a prologue staged by ManST. PAUL
graph.
VocalJockey.
— Penfold and McGrath.
ager Partington, in two scenes, Novelty — Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Feature
Mix.— The Road Demon — Tom
under the title of " Just a
Jeff.
— Big Happiness — Dustin
Corner of New York's East Feature
Farnum.
re —
ol Theat
Capit
A—
Capital
Symphony
Orchestra — Next Week — Outside the Law.
Side."
Next Week — Brewster's Millions.
PHILADELPHIA
Imperial Theatre —
Orchestra — " Morning, Noon and
Night " and " My Mammy."
Stanley — Theatre
—
Special
— 'Daily Call Screen Baby
Review.
Overture
" American
Fantasy " —
Youcn©
;lari Kimball
Herbert,
by
Stanley
concert orCurrent Events — Imperial Screen
Sede
Covan's
yarning
to
All
Volmanft
News.
stein.
chestra, led by Sidney LowenScenic — The Isle of Desire — Bruce
Current Events — Pathe News.
Educational.
Novelty — Along
the Moonbeam
Trail.
Feature
—
O'Mally
of
the
Mounted
— William S. Hart. Given with
ScenicPrizma.
— The Victory Parade —
an atmospheric prologue.
Next Week— What's Worth While.
Pathe Review — Making Pottery. ■
Tivoli Theatre —
Feature — The Kid — Chaplin.
Overture — " Light Cavalry."
Next
Week — Kismet — RobertsonVocal — " Macushla " and " When
Cole.
IrishPrince
Eyes Lei
are Lani.
Smiling," solos
by
Stanton — Theatre
—
Overture
First Hungarian
Rhap" Con Sha
Scenic — Equitestagua — Educa- Here is a six column Arcade
rp ' sponsored by the
by
seven
inch
display
"
Hush,
theatre.
Jacksonville,
Fla.
sody—
Liszt,
Stanton
orchestra.
tional.
Feature — Curtain.
Comedy — Wet and Warmer — First Next Week— Polly with a PastEvents — Pathe News, Fox
National.
Rachmaninoff. Minor Prelude." Current
News.
Strand
Theatre
—
Feature — Dinty — Marshall Neilan
B — Capital Digest — -Includes Cur- Comedy
— The Treasure Hunters —
Overture — Raymond.
Betzwood.
production.
rent Events,
Comedy — Forefathers.
national News.Pathe and InterNext Week — Outside the Law.
Current Events — Kinograms — Edu- C — Where Carthage Ruled — Pathe- Vocal — Selections — Stanton QuarRialto Theatretette.
cational.
color.
Current Events — Rialto News Re- Feature — Outside the Law — Pris- D — Arthur
Ward — Piston Soloist. Topics of the Day — Literary Diview.
cilla Dean.
1. " Mighty Lak a Rose," Nevin.
He's Back!
Cartoon — Gumps release.
Next Week — Same.
2. " Over the Hill," Ward. Played
Orchestra — " Chocolate Soldier."
by
the
Composer.
Liberty
Organ — " Broadway Rose "
Second Theatre
Week of —The Kid.
E — Get
Rich Quick Edgar," Booth
Novelty — Screen Snap Shots.
Tarkington.
Mouse Theatre —
Features
F — Herbert Waterous — (The Calf
gest.
David— Girls
Butler. Don't
Mender Gamblerof Nets Blue
Same show as at the Liberty ex(The
Love
Light)—
Mary
Pickcept Lying Lips as feature.
of Gold)Arliss
from in"Faust."
G — George
The Devil.
ford.
H| — Ralph H. Brigham — Badinage.
Next Week — Held in Trust.
I— Organ Recital — E. J. DunstedMINNEAPOLIS
Frolic Theatre —
ter. 1. " The Barber of SeComedy — Fresh f rom the Farm —
ville," Rossini. 2. " SouveCentury.
nir," Drdla. 3: Popular selecFeature — The
Fire
Cat — Edith New Garrick Theatre —
Overture — " Robespierre," by New
Roberts.
tions, including ."Avalon."
Garrick Symphony Orchestra.
Next— If Onlv Tim.
DETROIT
Special — "The
Three Candles,"
presented
by Mile. Desha,
Danseuse.
DENVER
Feature — Passion — Pola Negri.
—— to
Overture
" Robespierre."
Current
Events — New Garrick Adams
Prologue
Passion, with Ruth
Screen Journal.
America Theatre —
Chase, soprano ; Ralph BrainEducational — Tropical
Nights ;—
STRAP
ard, tenor; Philip A. Kelleher,
Travelogue.
Vocal — " With the Coming of Tobasso ; A Louis De Marr,
morrow," solo by Henry Klotz.
dancer.
Current Events — International New Lyric Theatre —
News.
Current Events — New Lyric Screen Feature — Passion.
Next Week — Lionel Barrymore in
Comedy — Made in the Kitchen —
Journal.
The Devil's Garden.
Sennett.
Comedy
— Cold Tea — Mutt and Jeff.
— New Lyric Pictorial ReSpecial Hoover Belief Matinee Today:: 9:30 A. M
Feature— Boys Will Be Boys— Will Scenic
view.
This one on "The Kid" iras by the
Madison
— " Oberon."
Rogers.
Overture
—
theatre, Minneapolis.
In si:e
Next Week— Bunty Pulls the Vocal — (a.) " Sometime." from th<* Current Events — Free Press Week- strand
the
display irn.x fourteen inches
columns by fourly and Pathe News.
Strings.
comic opera "Sometime;" (b)
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TOMORROW

Educational — Poppies — Prizma.
Comedy — Movie Fans — Mack Sennett.
Feature — lace
Always
Audacious — WalReid.
Next Week — The Love Light —
Mary Pickford.

a "nut"—
"I Ske prelendfd
ih^ took h«lo b*MflotuTij
BEBE
D ANIEiS
4a Biiilm adapUOaa el tW iaaoaa «*»« If
Taa Blaise* ''■ay'
"Ske Couldn't Help It"
' 1 RAYMOND JOHNSON "EDGAR'S
COUNTRY ;
<txsar
1 jzzz.
? SCENIC BEAUTtrUl. C! ^MA^ PERIO^ICAI.
NEW GARRICK. SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA ;
FREDERIC ECENER
c><in^— tuomas msgiun s. -ioa-J * 0^ «i iiu v-d.'
Vetc Garrick theatre, Minneapolis, disolay
" She
Couldn't
Help It."
size onthree
columns
by eleven
inchesIn
Next Week — Billions.
Arcadia —
Same as last week.
Next Week— The Gilded Lily.
Palace —
Feature — Passion.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Xcxt Week — The Love Light.
Victoria —
I h erture
— Special arrangement by
Leo Dessauer.
Feature — The Great Redeemer —
Metro.
Comedy — The Scarecrow.
Current Events — Select News.
Next Week — The Greatest Love.
Regent —
Feature — Milestones.
Comedy — The Glue Factory — Mutt
and Jeff.
Scenic — Pathe Review — The Venice
of New York.
Next Week — A Splendid Hazard.
Capitol —
Feature — Midsummer Madness.
Comedy — Too Many Husbands.
Current Events — Select News.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Next W eek — The Rookie's Return.
BOSTON
Park Theatre —
Features — The Mistress of Shenstone — Pauline Frederick.
Rich
ton.Girl Poor Girl— Gladys WalBeacon Theatre —
Features — Straight is the WayCosmopolitan.
Ducks and Drakes — Bebe Daniels.
Tremont Theatre —
Feature — Passion.
Majestic Theatre —
Feature — Kismet — Otis Skinner.
CLEVELAND

Euclid- The Beautiful Galatea."
Overture—"
Theme — " Tomorrow."
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day — Literary
Digest.
Feature — Inside the Cup.
Next W eek — Forbidden Fruit.
Stilhnan — ■
Overture — " Orpheus by OffenTheme
ver.— " Sunshine," by Louis Silbach." Events — Pathe News —
Current
Literary Digest.
Comedy — My Goodness — Mack Sennett, featuring Louise Fazenda.
Feature — The Frontier of the Stars
— Thomas Meighan.
Next Week— Without LimitAnna Q. Nillson.

tu-re — Second
Ov
Paerrk
Rhapsody.

Hungarian

Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Feature
— Hush — Clara Kimball
Young.
Next Week — County Fair.
Knickerbocker —
Overture — Raimond.
Theme — Mary Will You Marry
Me? from Apple Blossoms.
Current
Events — Fox News, Pathe
Review.
Scenic — The Explorers — Bruce
Scenic.
Feature — The Great Adventure,
with Lionel Barrymore.
Next Week — The Truth About
Husbands.
CHICAGO
Woodlawn Theatre —
Woodlawn Grand Organ — " If I
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
Wereof King."
Topics
the Day.
Overture
Apotpourri of melodies
and —songs.
Feature — Roscoe Arbuckle in Brewster's Millions.
Intermission
— ' Wishing."
Coming
Feature
— Lying Lips.

Themes — " Findalia " for Zorro
theme — La Navarraise for Don
Diego theme — Spanish Dance,
by Sarasate for love theme.
Current
Events — Pathe
News —
Pathe Review — Literary Digest.
Feature — The Mark of Zorro —
Douglas Fairbanks.
NextWallace
Week —Reid.
Always Audacious —

"THE

Alhambra —
Overture — Fantasie selections from
" Lucia Di Lammermoor."
Theme — " Get a Little Four Leaf
Current
Events
— Loew's Up-to-Date
Clover."
News
Events.
Comedy
— The Dog Doctor — Universal.
Feature
— Cinderella's Twin — Viola
Dana.
Next Week — Flying Pat — Lillian
Gish.

ivoli

YORK
IDEA
fTABRINO
ALICE
BRADY
-A.HUMOROUS
DELIGHTFULLY
PLAY .
WORLD
WILL
WHICH
ALL
THE—*
ATTO!THEDCVOBTgOCfUTS
EjCPEKStINOOYOF

Strand —— Selections from " Ladv
Overture

Quarter
forF. Wendt,
" The New
York
Idea " by ofpage
Harold
advertising
director
the Rivoli
Ohio theatre, Toledo,

Theme — •" The Love Nest."
Billie."Events — Ford Weekly —
Current
The Iron Industry.
Comedv
lard.— His Best Girl — Snub PolFeature
— Hush — Clara Kimball
Young.

Tivoli
Theatre —
New Weekly.

Next Week — The County Fair.
Metropolitan —
Overture
— Selections from Naughty
Marietta.
ThemeMary.
— The Love Nest, from
Current Events — Selznick News.
Comedv
lard. — His Best Girl — Snub Pol-

METROPOLITANS
t Strmt « TmuA I „ ,
" LAST THREE DAYS— TODAY DOORS Of EN AT U.ISAA"'

Organ Solo — " Springtime " and
"ford.
La Veeda," by Jesse CrawPrologue.
Overture
" Cavalleria Rusticana."
Feature —— Isobel.
Bray Cartoon — Pelix's Fish Story.
Specialty — Ladies' Quartette singing "I'll be With You in Apple. Blossom
Time."
Pantheon
Theatre
—
Organ Solo — Popular selections.
Bobbv
Bumps Cartoon — A Tough
Sledding.

"GODLESS
One of the Great Melocramas MEN"
of the Year

State —
Overture—" March Slav."
Theme — " Never Mind, Boo Peep,"
from " Babes in Toyland — " I
Love You Dear." from " Gloriana " and selections from " Her
Regiment."
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day — Literary Rather unusual display for " Godless Men " showing recently at the Superba
theatre, Xan Diego, Cal.
Digest.

"Tffili

KIP

anfarwrKML^^arrucnon
AA OAHT
SLTFJt FUTURE
A TEAKBY TOITS NAK&
BtAND SIIHIVIHLPBODUCTIO*
WWTTTJtTHATANDTOOENRECTLD
STAA
SftOW) Of TW "DC FIVE" OF WHICH -TASKM" WAS THE FUST
This " The Kid " display teas used by
Nelson Bell, publicity director for the
Crandall theatres, Washington, for the
showing of this picture at 'the MetroPantheon Topics
and Travel.
politan
Overture — " Tannhauser."
Harp Solo — Edward Vito — "CapComedy — His Unhappy Finish.
Brilliant."
Prologue rice
— Ball
Room Scene.
Feature — Lying Lips.
Coming Feature — Paying the Piper.
Riviera Theatre —
Overture — Popular melodies and
Cornet Solo.
Educational Scenic.
Topics of the Day.
International News.
Prologue.
Feature — Isobel.
Comedy — Mr. Fatima.
Coming
Feature — One Man in a
Million.
Barbee's Loop Theatre —
Overture — "Light Cavalry."
Comedy
Universal— Back
Weekly.From the Front.
Specialty — Forbes
Robertson
— Orchestra and stage
specialties.
Feature
—
The
Servant
in
the
House.
Coming
Feature
— Outside the Law
Priscilla
Dean.
Ziegfeld
Theatre —
Scenic.
Specialty — Sylvia Loder, soloist,
" Kismet."
Feature — Kismet. 5th week.
Coming Feature — Clara KimbaU
Young in Hush.
Randolph Theatre —
Organ selections.
Feature — The Kid. 6th week.
'WASHINGTON

Crandall's Metropolitan —
Overture — Semi ram- de.
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy
— The
Skipper's NarrowEscape
— Toonerville.
—
Metro.
Feature—
Lady's Latchkey —
First My
National.
Next Week— The Off-Shore Pirate
Loew's Columbia —
Feature
-Forbidden Fruit — Continued.
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MON-TUES-WED.
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OA, The Light That Lies,
in Woman's Eyes- —and
Lies, and Lies, and Lies!
THROUCH
from from
days
Primitivequiettothelassies
daysAges,ofModem,
the auatnt,
the Colonial

Always The Woman!
THATS
ol the world-ALWAYS.lh.WcmW
Ftomd.wn
lo dusk,
^.r llie <r>I <Tkomnn
valleys of
1^ ' ' """ >d*m.M
gtT lli.rr I. i I . Luting u In.HUtil. Ik 'li.

• G'aitttt Production
I bnn( |<kuun
Attend the Mai in tt if poMiM* »oA
the crowd) at cugbt

MAlf ED1NCTON'

S'
^^^-i^^g
LYWGQP 3.
A/u)ays your Money's Worth— and More— At THE PARK
prerelease recently at the Park theatre,
Half page for " laying Lips ■ showing
Champaign, III.
Next

Week — The Gilded Lily —
Paramount.
Loew's Palace —
Overture — A Day at the Fair.
Comedy —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Cartoon —
Feature — Polly With a Past —
Metro.
Next Week— The Ghost in the
Garrett — Paramount.
Moore's Garden —
Feature — Paying the Piper— Paramount.
Moore's Rialto —
Overture— Songs of the Past.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy
Torchy's Knighthood.
Feature —— Prisoners
of Love.
Next Week — The Plaything of
Broadway — Realart.
ATLANTA

Selznick News.
Feature — Cosmopolitan production,
The Passionate
Last " Half
of Week. Pilgrim."
Feature — Dorothy Gish in "The
Ghost in the Garret."
Corned}'— A Rolin Comedy, " Prince
Pistachio," with Eddie Boland
and the Vanity Fair Girls.
Selznick News.
Loew's Grand —
First, half of Week.
International News Weekly.
Hallroom Boys Comedy.
Kinograms.
Feature — Bert Lytell in " The MisLast half of leading
Week.
Lady."
Loew's News Weekly.
Chester Scenic.
Capitol Comedy.
Feature — Alice Lake in " The
Greatest Claim."
CINCINNATI

Picture

News

Overture — " American Festival
Feature — Prisoners of Love — Betty
March " — specially composed by
Leader Sarli.
Compson.
Comedy
— Astrav
from the Steerage News and Views— Selections from
— Mack
Sennett.
leading weeklies.
Current Events — Hippodrome Re- Topics — Literary Digest.
view, made up of leading Presentation — Any Fort in the
weeklies, Topics of the Day
U. S. A. — in which vocalists
and hand colored scenic.
will render "On Billows Rocki\extViola
Week Dana.
— Cinderella's Twin —
ing" from the "Chimes of
Normandy." The Missouri enShea's Criterion —
semble will do the sailor's horn
pipe, the entire novelty being
Overture — " Sounds From the
carried out with a special setlighting effects.
StageSunny
SettingSouth."
— A patriotic set ap- Feature —ting and
Roscoe Arbuckle in
Birthday.
" Brewster's Millions."
propriate for Washington's
Vocal — Duet from " Maytime," New Grand Central —
sung
by Leo Considine and Overture— Gene Rodemich's OrPearl Larson.
chestra— " American Fantasy."
Feature — Paying the Piper — Dor- Current
and ies.
News — Excerpts
from Views
weekl
%
othy Dickson.
Comedy
—
The
Prince
Pistachio
—
Vocal—"
The
Song
of
the
Soul "—
Pathe.
Mary Mitchell.
Scenic.
Current
torial. Events — Criterion Pic- America
n airs played throughout
Next Week — The Inside of the Cup.
Feature—
Ince's Lying Lips."
program.
Mark-Strand —
Comedy
— Mack "Sennett.
Overture — Medley of popular airs.
Current
End Lyric —
News. Events — Latest Pathe West
SameCentral.
program as New Grand
Feature — Dinty — Marshall Neilan
—production.
Christie.
Comedy
— Coming Through the Rye Delmonte Theatre —
Overture—" Columbia's
Vows "—
Next Week — Hold Your Horses — ScenicSpecial.
— Educational.
Tom Moore.
Topics of the Dav— Digest.
News Pathe.
of the Week— Fox and
Feature —— The Plaything of BroadPalace
Presentation— Vocal and dancing
way— Justine Johnstone.
by Doris Kesner.
Feature
(first half week)— All
Feature
——Up in Mary's Attic — Eva
Souls' Eve— Marv Miles MinNovak.
Empire
ter.
Feature (Second half week) —
ST. LOUIS
Frontier of the Stars— Meighan.
Comedy— Clyde Cook in "The
Missouri Theatre —
»i»ai-nr-"r ii — ^ — _ i,r.»»aTi7T-rnrr'O^ Circle Theatre
announces

Howard Theatre —
MR.GEORGE
Overture — " Poet and Peasant," by
Howard Concert Orchestra, Strand —
Current Events— Pathe No. 15.
with Enrico Leide, conductor.
Art Co.of Diving — Educational
Howard News and Views — Edited The Film
by the management.
Loisa Patterson, soprano dramatico Topics of the Day No. 94 — LiterPerson
Digest.
lirico, singing " Un bel di," Feature —aryThe
Kid.
from " Madam Butterfly."
Howard Magazine — Compiled from Next Week — Same.
Chester Screenics, Pathe Re- Walnut—.
view and other scenic reels.
Current Events — Pathe No. 14.
Trombone Solo — Jay G. Sims, play- Comedy- — Dining Room, Kitchen
and Sink — Christie,
ing "The Evening Star," from
b eature — Earthbound.
" Tannhauser."
Christie
Comedy
— Dining-room, Next Week— The Life of the Party.
Kitchen
and Sink.
Viennesse Waltz — Danced by GiftsCurrent Events — Fox No. 85.
in his
Dorothy Keelin, Atlanta de- Special Pictures Comedy.
butante.
Feature — Lying Lips.
Masterpiece
Feature — William Farnum in "If Next Week — The Furnace.
"OScroon
ne ' Man.
King" organist,
— Fox.
,
EdwinI Were
Sawtelle,
playing Palace —
Current Events — Kinograms.
" Serenade," by Drigo.
Topics of the Day No. 94 — LiterCriterion —
ary Digest.
A dramatic page from life — »-iih love, laughtc
Overture — A special novelty presen- Feature — Old Dad.
tation of a medley of popular Next Week — The Misleading Lady.
airs, arranged by Dave Love,
in a Million'
leader.
BUFFALO
Topics of the Day.
Pathe Review.
Comedy — A Toonerville Trolley Shea's Hippodrome —
comedy.
Overture — " Northern Rhapsody."
Qflats Circle
Feature — Charles Rav in " Nineteen Stage Setting — A striking color
poem depicting the inauguraand Phyllis."
tion of George Washington.
15c theatre, Indianapolis, display
Forsyth
First
Half— of Week.
Vocal — " Danny " — Cadman, sung .1fourCircle
columns by twenty-two inches for
by
Sudworth
Frasier.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
" One Man in a Million "

William Fox Liberty —
Overture Patriotic selections by
Hochman's orchestra.
ViewsJockey."
of Paragraphers— Fox.
Current Occurrences — Fox.
Cartoon— Mutt and Jeff.
Serial — Tenth episode — Fantomas.
Feature— Tom Mix in "The Road
Comedy— Clyde Cook in " The
Demon."
BROOKLYN
Mark-Strand TheatreJockev."Pages of Historv "—
Overture—"
(a) George Washington noveltv
film,dom(b)"—Mark
" BattleStrand
Cry of FreeMale
Quartette, (c) Tableau— Betsy
. Ross Making American Flag.
Estelle Carey, soprano, as Betsv
Ross, singing " The Sweetest
Story Ever Told."
Dance
Gavotte, Mile Svlvia. (d)
danseuse.
(e) Tableau— "The Spirit of
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prologue to Feature — Interior of
cathedral showing altar with
surpliced choir singers. Schubert's Omnipotence
"
" sung bv
Mark Strand Quartette.
Winston Churchill's " The Inside of
Organ
Solo— " Serenata " (Moskowski)
the
Cup." by Edward Napier and
John Hammond.
Next Week— Black Beauty; also
Larry Semon in " The Sports76."
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EXHIBITORS'

What
EARLY

REPORTS

the
RETURNS

Big
FROM

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Idols of Clay —
Continued to draw big crowds
Frontier of the Stars —
Thomas Meighan always draws in second week. (East.)
well for me and this picture was
no exception. Business was fair The Charm School —
Very good. Good business for
and comments on the picture
showed interest, though not the entire week. (East.)
enthusiastic applause of the other
pictures which I have played with Breusters Millions —
this star. (East.)
Good comedy bringing the usual
business. (West.)
Meighan is a great favorite here
and will always pack a house. This Always Audacious —
vehicle is satisfactory, but a startBest picture Reid has made.
ling winner. (Middle West.)
Kept house in continuous uproar.
Picture pleased generally and (Middle West.)
drew well. Business fine.
Forbidden Fruit —
This picture drew well and
brought excellent business. (East.)
Held over a second week to excellent crowds. Pleased everyone
who saw it. (Middle West.)
Midsummer Madness — Did fair business but had a flock
of objections from the long hairs,
who perhaps did not see it.
(West.)
Found this to be an average picture with fair business. Some
censorship comment on same.
(West.)
Inside the Cup —
Fine picture but one that appeals
most strongly to the thinking class.
Held up comfortably for two
weeks. (Middle West.)
Paying the Piper —
A good picture that played to
good business. (East.)

CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG

Clara Here
Kimballin
ctncneverinj seenslunnine.
ifinfultraandsmartelaborate
drama
—
somethint
—
with
delicacy,
charm
and hi£a TOdramaticWOMEN
prjvcr. WHO
DEDICATED
- TELL TCC MUCH.
AJthourh in
BtSy ''Fraawy
Crowded
-'.UrbanCamnlr
Moria Chat
Los Anrdes al
N«»
OTCUL PROLOGUE NUMBER AT.,3. 7 ANDInternational
9 P. M. ortOWS
Aof model
displayadvertisers
for "Hush"
by one
the cleverest
considering
his facilities in the business, D. H.
Schumann, manager of the Florence
theatre, Pasadena, Cal.

ON

NEW

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

Body
and Soul
— playing to fair
A mediocre
picture
business. (East.)
Polly With p. Past —
Not muchduction.above
the average proFair. (East.)
UNITED

ARTISTS

Say

THEATERS
The Golden Trail —
Not such a bad little picture,
though surely not a good one. Had
some wonderful snow-stuff, and
some very good photography, altho
parts of it was very bad. Just an
average state-right production.
(East.)

The Mark of Zorro —
readily
in lends
Mary'sitself
Attic
— to adverGreat picture. Away and the best UpTitle
tising but the picture was considered
Fairbanks has ever offered. Packed off color
by our people and they
houses all the time, both because of didn't enthuse. (Middle West.)
popularity
of star, and because of
West.)
merit of production. (Middle
PATHE

Passion —
Love Light —
Offered at advance prices rang- The
Picture fairly interesting but dising from 25 cents to $1. Big adappointed some.(East.)
of the fans. Busivertising campaign. About the nes only fair.
usual attendance but box office
totals much higher. Continued for
ROBERTSON -COLE
second week.
(Middle West.)
One Man in a Million —
Beban made personal appearances
Dangerous Business —
during the run here of the week.
Oneandof went
Constance
Talmadge's
best
over big
at this Absolutely capacity daily. Picture
house. Did splendid business for highly enjoyed. (Middle West.)
week. (Middle West.)
So Long Letty — ,
Good oicturc to good business.
The Great Adventure —
(East.)
A treat for those who like a
good time. House was in a
chuckle all the time. Good busi- ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
West.) ness. Steady all week. (Middle A Thousand to One —
An ordinary picture with which
we had poor business during run.
(West.)
The Kid —
Wonderfully entertaining. Sure
did go over big. Packed houses
Good here.
pictureBoswarth
but not name
a moneyeach performance. (West.)
getter
has
absolutely no box office value here.
GOLDWYN
(Middle West.)
The NorthwinoVs Malice —
This went over splendidly. Vera
Consider
Lipsthis
— one of the biggest
Gordon's work received much Lying
praise, and the consensus of opinion productions of the season. Corking story, unexcelled cast, magnifiwas that the " romance " of the
cently mounted, sure to please.
young couple could have been dispensed with. (East.)
Sorrying Icapacity.
didn't have
(East.)double my seatThe Branding Iron —
Fine. A corking picture sure to
Elaborately mounted sex story
please the best audiences, and with
Love help
— up fairly good for seven
a sure-fire feminine appeal. Sure that
day run. (East.)
got the money for me. (East.)
STATE RIGHTS
The Penalty —
Isobel
or
the Trails End —
Depressing subject. Good acting.
Fair business. (East.)
Very' entertaining picture. Not
'quite up to the standard of the last
few Curwood pictures. Good averBunty Pulls the Strings —
age. (Middle West.)
A very good production, splendidly acted and mounted, butaverage
which
Excellent story, well acted and
did not seem to attract
fairly directed. Author known and
business. (East.)
West.)
liked. Good crowds. (Middle
The Great Lover —
Only fair picture and played to
Splendid production. Received
average
business for a week. (Mid- unstinted
praise. ,. Prologue espedle West.)
cially praised. Opened to full houses
at two first-run theatres simultaneMETRO
ously. (Middle West.)
Cinderella's Ttbin—
A real nice little plav, if you like
Very good picture which drew
light stuff. (Middle West.)
more than usual business. (West.)

The Riddle: Woman —
Only an average picture and not
up
to some
of Geraldine
Farrar's
previous
productions.
Business
was
only fair during the week we ran
it. (Middle West.)
The
One Devil
of the— photoplay masterpieces
of the age. Wonderful production.
Excellent acting. But a picture that
will appeal only to the discriminating. (Middle West.)
SELZNICK
Broadway and Home —
An average picture which because
of popularity of star at this theatre
did well at box office. (East.)
REALART
Blackbirds —
One had
of the
features
I've
ever
the poorest
misfortune
to play.
Story was worked to death, and star
did not live up to one-tenth of her
press notices. My audience was
much disappointed. (East.)
VITAGRAPH
Dead Men Tell No TalesAttracted large crowds of patrons
who like melodrama. Title gives
clew to character of story so those
who came were prepared for thrills
and onegotwith 'em.
picture for
anynerves.No (Middle
West.)

M to weer .ud.

4£

M/SM&ts

This display
forthe " The
Money theatre,
Changers," is by Newark,
Terminal
N. J.

"

Exhibitors'

Service

Bureau —

Pages
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Down bn the rami " lobby display used by H. A. Gilbert, manager of the Elite theatre, Homestead, Pa.

Thomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre. Providence. R. 1.
Harold J.B. Schade,
Franklin,Sehade
Shea'stheatre.
Hippodrome,
George
Sandusky.Buffalo.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre. Dayton. O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre. Brooklyn
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Flnklestein & Rubin,
Minneapolis.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Laxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland.
Julius L. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, Minneapolis.
Paul
Gusdanovlc. Strand. Cleveland. O.
O.
Ed parC. N'omand.
Strandtheatre,
theatre,Minneapolis.
Flint, Mich.
Charles
Perry. Strand
S. Barret McCormiek, Managing Dir. Ambassador
theatre and Kinema theatre, Los Angeles.

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta,
R. B. WUby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr.. Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman. Newman. Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Herbert J. Thaeher. Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

Liwell W. CalTert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre. St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre. Lewiston. Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rlalto theatre. Batte.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Grauman, Grauman's theatre. Los Angeles.
Louis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre. Jacksonville, Fla.
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Lobby display for "Below the Surface" by J. B. Mason of the California theatre, San Diego, Cal.

Mayer's

Exploitation
Astonishes
" Outside the Law " Engagement at Allen Theatre
Gets Much Publicity

ONS, manager of the
SIMM
AT. Allen
theatre, Akron, O., and
J. H. Mayer. Universal exploi* tation representative, worked up
an exploitation campaign for the showing
of " Outside the Law " at the Allen last
week that broke rceords for the Ohio city.
The most fruitful tie-up was the giving
away of 100 Priscilla Tarns through the
Akron Daily Times. A mysterious woman
called " Silky Moll " (the name used by
Miss Dean in "Outside the Law")
appeared on the streets of Akron at certain hours, wearing a Priscilla Dean Tarn,
a standard tain o' shanter now on the market.
Women approaching her and saying
" You are Outside the Law " received
coupons entitling them to a Priscilla Dean
Tarn. " Silky Moll " wrote up her experiences every day for the Times. She was
almost mobbed on several occasions by
women eager to get the tarns. It is estimated that more than 3,000 women visited
the business streets of Akron solely to
catch " Silky Moll " the first day.
Another fruitful tie-up was made with
the Akron Press, having to do with different expressions of Miss Dean's eyes.
Hundreds of Akron residents took an active interest in solving the problems presented and wrote either to the newspaper
or to the theatre concerning the star. A
third stunt which created great interest
was the search for a girl with a thumb
print resembling that of Miss Dean. Thousands of heralds boosting this search were
scattered through Akron. Interest ran
high. Miss Katherine Ward, of No. 895

E. Market street, Akron, was found, to
have the most closely resembling thumbprint. She was the recipient of a handsome gift by the management of the Allen.
The Priscilla Dean Tarns also were used
for further exploitation. Yeager's, one of
the leading department stores, devoted a
window to tarns, with picture of Miss
Dean and cards announcing the coming
picture. The ushers and ticket sellers at
the Allen also wore bright red tarns. ,
Further newspaper publicity and general interest was obtained from a series of
24-sheet stands bearing the caption : " If

Akron

You Dance on Sunday — Are You Outside
There was some consternation in Akron
as
the possibility the city was being
the toLaw?"
visted by Blue Law agitators. The posters
were followed by pictorial stands.
Among the other interest-creating
stunts worked by Simmons and Mayer
were the mailing from Cleveland of 16,000
teaser postcards to Akron residents, and
for the second week telephonic communication with every telephone subscriber in
Akron, asking if they had seen " Outside
the Law."
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Lobby decorations for "The Stealers"
by Miss.
Manager A. B. Cook of the Istrione
theatre designed
of Jackson,
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Shea

Motion

Picture

N em

Theatres

Have

Ne^

Magazine
" The Sheaology " is the title of a li
tie magazine which Harold B. Frankli
managing director of the Shea Amus
ment Company, Buffalo, has original
for the benefit and guidance of the Sh<
theatres employes.

While " The Sheaology " carries a lit|
advertising from local firms, it is most
devoted to the interests of the Sh<
houses and the people who are employe

Lobby display for "Back to
G.od's Country" by the Crand
theatre of Knoxville, Iozva

Red

Line

Extra

Gets

Cheyenne
Attention
A big red line across the top of the
front page of several hundred State Tribunes was a recent exploitation stunt
which M. H. Todd, manager of the Princess theatre, Cheyenne, Wyoming, recently put over in the interests of his vaudeville and picture program.
The papers were purchased and rushed
to the job printer who added the red banner immediately, the special edition going
out with the regular one, so far as the
public was concerned.
The Tribune gave Air. Todd a front
page story about the stunt and the red
line extras caused a lot of talk.

Ray Has New
Angle to
Special Section Stunt
The opera house of Abbeville, S. C,
worked in a new angle to the cooperative
newspaper display tie-up in a special section gotten out for " Something to Think
About." R. Glen Ray, advertising manager of the opera house, conceived the
idea of hiding one word of a sentence
boosting a local hospital fund in the text
of each ad and offering prizes for people who would pick out the sentence from
the advertising and write a short story
why it was " something to think about."
The prizes offered were only admissions
to the theatre, but the stunt aroused no
end of interest.

in various capacities. There is little " he
air " in the first number issued for tr
month of February. Advice and admon
tions are given considerable attention.
The mission of the magazine is evJ
dently to aid in building up an efficier
organization. The text is written by th
Shea employes with Mr. Franklin sponsoring the opening page. Others who cor
tribute to the first issue are Charles Lodg<
Arthur Amm, Vincent McFaul and Henr
Carr. Ralph M. Moseley is the editor.

Dubuque

Theatre Presentation Artistic

Manager Frank Burlingame of th
Strand theatre at Dubuque, Iowa, put oil
a stunt during the week of January i3tli
that not only netted him a goodly shar-i
of profits, but established a reputation fo
himself and his theatre of always beinj
first with the new and original.
The picture billed that week was " Be
hold
Wife,"
opening snowbounc
scenes o
which My
are laid
in thetheCanadian
lands. Just before the showing of the pic
ture, the theatre was completely darkenec
and then, by means of electrical appli
ances, a snow scene effected, with seem
ingly hundreds of snowflakes falling ove
the audience.

This is the exploitation which the Pelosis theatre, Old Forge, Pa., used to aid in putting over " Down on the Farm" playing recently at this htmsx
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Plunkett

Stages

First Pro-

logue for " The Kid "
Joe Plunkett, manager of the Strand
heat re, New York, has the honor of beng the exhibitor presenting the first proogue for " The Kid," which wasforgiven
the
ts first showing at that theatre
ast two weeks.
The setting represented the rear court
>f a tenement alley, and required a hori:on drop, a tenement wall, two wings, a
:ouple of lamp posts, several boxes and
wo barrels.
j The cast required five persons, a male
a man dressed. as a policejjuartette,
man. Theand
action was as follows :
At rise of curtain, four men made up
Ls tramps are squatting within boxes and
karrels. Only their heads and shoulders
.ire outside the boxes.
The quartette
s singing. At the end of the chorus, po, iceman strolls through the scene. At sight
>f the cop, the men immediately duck their
leads inside the boxes. The cop is satisied that nothing is wrong, and he goes
Jong his beat, swinging his club easily.
As soon as the cop is out of sight, the
luartette swings into " For She Lives
)own In Our Alley." The curtain drops
t the end of this song.
Mr. Plunkett got over the night effect
jn the alley by using a nice combination of
tfreen and blue lighting tones.
The following is the key to the accompanying diagram:
j| A — Footlights; not in use.

Line drawing cut referring to the prologue wh ich Manager Joseph L. Plunkett presented at
the Nezu York Strand TheatreH—forBox.
"The Kid"
C — Left wing: showing rather dingylooking
tenement.
D— Box.
J— Barrel.
K — Right wing, tenement frame.
E — Barrel.
L — Blue horizon drop. (Would be all
F— Box.
right to substitute a tenement drop showing tops of .buildings, alleys, clothes lines,
G — Lamp post, eight inches in front of
tenement wall.
etc., for this.)
M — Tenement wall. (Mr. Plunkett had
this painted. Its construction is simple and
the painting is easy.)
N — Archway in tenement wall.
0 — Lamp which is placed two inches in
front of horizon drop, and which is one
half height of other lamp. This difference
in size gives effect of distance.
P and O — Plain blue borders.
1 — Calcium light placed in right wing
about five feet six inches from floor. This
light is heavy blue tone.
2 — Light in back of street lamp. This
is deep orange color. Be careful not to
let this light shine red.
3 — Light in back of other street lamp.
Same color as No. 2.
4— Blue bunch light, $1,000, to light up
horizon drop.
5 — Spot from right wing. This is about
ten feet high and is aimed almost at centure of stage. This light is dark green.
6 — Border lights. Deep blue.
7 — Big spot, attached to bottom
of
It light
is deep
screen. With screen lifted this
is
squarely in middle of stage,

green.
Lobby Display by Small
Town
Exhibitor
The latest theatre to give " Back to
God's Country " what has become almost
standard exploitation, a log cabin lobby
Showing the stage setting and two views of the action of the prologue which J. L. Plunkett,
of " The Kid." Story and
showing above
the appears
staged forsame
theatre,
York Strand
manager of the New working
drazving
concerning

display walks,and
bear tracks
sideis the" Grand,
one "ofonthetheAdams
Theatres
string, located at
Knoxville. Company's
Ia.
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Motion

Brooklyn

Picture

Strand

N e«

Payin

y ion
Attent
Special Holida

to

Chapters out of American history, f|
produced with a faithfulness for the a
tual events that rarely characterizes sw
an attempt, was the Brooklyn Mai
Strand theatre's method of observii
Washington's birthday, the entire overtu
number having been constructed into wh
amounted to a brief story of the patriot
life in music, costume tableau and motk
School children had presented to the
picture.
in ten minutes more accurate historical a
" Eve rywo man " window display which
Armory theatre
a localthedepartment
store of Clarinda, Iowa, secured with

"Bunty" Prologue Goes
Big at Los Angeles
An atmospheric prologue was staged for
" Bunty Pulls the Strings," when it was
presented at the California Theatre, Los
Angeles. I. P. Wilkerson, production
manager for the California, was responsible for the stunt. It aroused much comment and appreciation on the part of patrons and undoubtedly helped to stimulate
interest in the showing.
Mr. Wilkerson had a special back-drop
painted representing a typical Scotch village scene. In the foreground was a practicable house. Four persons were engaged
to sing popular Scotch songs, solos, duet-and quartettes. The singers were dressed
as Bunty, her father and brother and as
Ellen Dunlop in the photoplay.
A very pretty effect was gained by
means of a cloud machine. As the curtain rose, white clouds drifted across the
backdrop, gradually turning to black as
the action proceeded. At the finish the
lights were dimmed very low, except those
in the cottage window, and rain began to
fall, gently at first, but increasing to a
drenching downpour at the close of the
prologue.

Special

Show
for Newspaper Fraternity
Fort Smith, Ark., theatres are closed
on Sundays. Upon that fact, C. B. Woods,
manager of the Palace theatre, decided to
base his exploitation campaign for " Go
and Get It."
Knowing that " Go and Get It " made
a direct appeal to newspaper folk, and in
view of the fact it was dedicated to such
workers; Mr. Woods sent the invitation
to all newspapers, stating that all employes
in all departments of the paper would be
admitted to a complimentary showing to
be held Sunday. Undoubtedly he felt that
the Sunday performance would result in
many reviews of the picture. He was
right in the belief, for the Monday issues
carried columns of comment on " Go and
Incidentally, Mr. Woods also very
subtly
Get It."showed the newspaper folk that
Sunday motion pictures are not bad at
all, and that it is not perhaps fair for the
great citizenship of Fort Smith to be deprived of this entertainment. At least, this
is the thought that stuck with the editorial writers, and several printed editorials in favor of Sunday motion pictures
resulted.

mosphere from Washington's period the
twice that time put in in reading won
have created. Managing Director Fdwai
L. Hyman designated the historical ove
ture, " Pages of History."
A George Washington novelty fill
opened the overture with the symphonl
orchestra as accompaniment. The Brool: |
lyn Mark Strand quartette in colofiuil
garb, from silken breeches to powdere| |
wig, sang against a background of blac
cyclorama and scrim with a faint outlin
of Betsy Ross barely visible. As the son
concluded the lights brightened an
brought out a tableau of Betsy Ross sew
ing on the first American flag and singin
"The Sweetest Story Ever Told." Es
telle Carey, soprano, was Betsy Ross. Sh
was elevated on a platform which brough
her absolutely in the center of the serin
The lights came up and disclosed a colo
nial set with Mile. Sylvia, danseuse, as J
revolutionary period madame, interpretin
a dignified gavotte. The climax of th
overture was a reproduction of the cele
brated painting, " The Spirit of '76." Th
male quartette sang " Hail, Columbia,
against the scrim upon which was super
imposed a short motion picture of th
flag. The effect sought was that of th
singers hardly visible in the fluttering fold
of Old Glory.

Showing the stage setting and characters appearing in a prologue number for "Bunty Pulls the Strings" presented by the California theatre,
Los Angeles
1
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ivorce Signs Help Put
Over Picture
The lobby of the Alamo No. 2 Theatre,
\tlanta, attracted considerable attention
luring the playing of " The New York
idea " recently.
I Divorce, and the ease with which it is
secured was the basis of the simple and
nexpensive, but distinctly effective lobby.
Two immense barrel-hoops, gilded, swung
from white ribbons at either side of the
obby. On these hoops were signs which
read " In New York, they make wedding
■ings this size so they'll be easy to slip
jut of ! "
In the center of the lobby, in front of
:wo big frames which held photographs
ind stills, was a compo-board cut-out, the
nain feature of which was a clever copy
}f a railway ticket, reading " From Atanta to Reno, Incompatability Railroad."
On either side of the lobby, were other
signs, one reading, "If you contemplate
jetting a divorce, be sure to see how Alice
Brady gets hers, in ' The New York
[dea ' ", the other reading, " She wanted a
divorce — or thought she did. See how she
jot it. Alice Brady in ' The New York
Idea ' ".
Hyman

Originates Another Presentation
Novelty

Ingenuity and a touch of the artist's
imagination added to a Prizma colored
reel showing blossoms in the varying
stages of opening and closing doubled the
life that was injected into a novelty dance
featured recently at the Brooklyn Mark
Strand theatre.
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman
jave the dancer, Grace DeCarlton, living
scenery for her toe-stepping. He took a
Prizma reel originally titled " If Flowers
Could Speak." The colored moving blossoms were projected upon scrim which
had a black drop for a background. Red
border lights helped frame the moving
pictures and the dancer. The effect was
(that of a dancer within the opening and
shutting blossoms. It seemed as if Miss
|DeCarlton was in a mist which raised
and lowered among the delicately hued
blooms.

'/Kismet" Given Elaborate
Presentation in Small
Town
House
" Kismet " received an elaborate and
artistic presentation at the Daffin theatre,
Tallahassee, Florida, as will be shown by
the accompanying cuts. Manager C. E.
Daffin staged an atmospheric prologue
with members of the Dramatic Club of the
Florida State College for W omen providing the talent. The prologue opened with
a singer rendering " Sands of the Desert "
to be followed by a solo dancer who was
covered by different colored floods. After
the solo dancer came a group of eight
dancers all dressed in typical harem costumes with spangled veils and vari-colored
shawls. In concluding the dance the performers fell to the floor with their heads
bowed at the feet of the Caliph. Thirty
people took part in the prologue. The
presentation ran thirty minutes.
The lobby and house decorations for the
showing are best explained by the cuts.
The ticket seller was attired in oriental
costume. All the indirect lights were inclosed in rose silk draperies. Incense
burners were placed throughout the theatre. The ushers were also attired in oriental costumes.
The Dramatic Club of the Florida State
College for Women received ten per cent,
and the Silver Cross Hospital, controlled
by the King's Daughters, was given fifteen per cent of the gross receipts. These
organizations sold the tickets and they
were exchanged at the box office for reserved seats. Their participation in the
affair added local interest and resulted in
record business for the four performances.
Those who witnessed the prologue pronounced it the best entertainment ever
given in Tallahassee.

Gets

Out Press Book for
the Newspapers
Because different conditions require
different methods of exploitation, Leslie
Whelan, exploitation representative for
Paramount's Detroit territory, decided to
handle the situation differently in planning the exploitation for " Midsummer
Madness " at the Temple theatre, Toledo,
Ohio.
The usual array of window displays,
recruiting tie-ups and outdoor signs were
subordinated to the Temple Theatre
News, which made its appearance with a
full-page clip sheet of press stories and
cuts on " Midsummer Madness." The
page provided substantial ammunition for
the local papers, which gave the Temple
theatre much better stories, by virtue of
the abundance of prepared articles at their
disposal, than they might otherwise have
done.
The clip sheets, marking the debut of
the Temple Theatre News, were also distributed among the house's patrons several
days prior to the opening of- " Midsummer
Madness," and scored a hit. ' It was a
New Year's number of the paper, and the
year opened auspiciously, according to
preliminary reports from the box-office on
" Midsummer Madness."
(^□□□□□□□nnnnnnna®
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Illustrating what Manager C. E. Daffin of the Daffin theatre, Tallahasse, Fla., did in the way of exploitation and presentation on "Kismet"
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" Once to Every Woman " has bet
given artistic presentation by Dan Bu
gum, manager of the Garden theatre, D
Moines.
Manager Burgum engaged a noted !•
cal singer and then presented the pictu |
somewhat as was done at the initial sho\|
ing at the Hotel Astor, New York, e:'
cept that the Des Moines exhibitor addtj
>ome novel effects.

during the showing of " The Truth About
Husbands."
Manager Knapp arranged with a woman of striking appearance to attend the
theatre and during the showing of the last
reel for her to rise in her seat and scream,
*' It's a lie! " He saw to it that the frenzied emotional act reached the copy desk
of the Daily Sun city editor. The next
morning's paper carried a front page story
that created among the women a desire to
see the picture. Herewith is a reproduction
from the story from the hrst page of the
San Bernardino Daily Sun :
" A sensational incident occurred at the
Strand theatre last night when a young
woman arose in the audience and

did not know what she was doing."

Here

N eu

Gives Phillips Picture
Artistic Presentation

Inexpensive Stunt Gets
Box Office Receipts
•An inexpensive stunt that doubled box
office receipts for a three day engagement
was1 staged by Manager J. G. Knapp, of
the Strand theatre, San Bernardino. Cal.,

screamed : ' It's a lie ! ' during the screening of the picture play, • The Truth About
Husbands.'
" ' It's a lie! Men are not like that,'
she declared as she was led into the manager's office. ' I refuse to let my faith in
my husband be broken by this picture.'
" The house had been lighted during
the excitement and it was several minutebefore the excitement subdued and the
picture continued.
" The woman, who said she lived in a
nearby city, apologized to Manager Knapp
and then left the theatre. She said she

Picture

Dan Burgnm, manager of the Garden theatre,
Des Moines, Iowa, whose exploitation for
" Once to Every Woman " is described in the
accompanying article
Naturally in pulling this sort of a stunt
it is advisable to tip off the newspaper
men, else in case of a slip up the idea
might prove a bomerang.

Accompanied by an augmented orche
tra, the picture was run in the usual mai
ner up to the point when the screen moth«
says in subtitle, " My baby makes her d I
but in Xew York tonight."
Here Burgum stopped the picture ar
threw a spot light on his stage, revealir
the local singer, attired as Margueri
in " Faust." She sang the Jewel Sor
from that opera. When she had complet
and was acknowledging the applause c
the audience, the picture was sta
again, showing Dorothy Phillips being
plauded by the audience on the screen.
The picture then proceeded until
scene just before Dorothy Phillips is fir
upon from an opera house box. T
singer took up " The Lullaby Song," fr
" East is West," which fitted in with tr
Oriental lullaby being sung by the screej
star. The song continued until the shq
— which was reproduced by the trap mail
A cut of Mr. Burgum who is knowj
over the middle west as a live wire ^how!
man appears in the next column.

Uher "The Fortune Teller" lobby display, designed by R. D. Graver, manager of the Broadway theatre, Charlotte, N.
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THE LOVE NOTES
OF "19 AND PHYLLIS"

The Love Letters
OF
Andrew Jackson Cavanaugk
(Curie. R.,|
To PnylL.

A NEW LOVE LYRIC
FROM "19 AND PHYLLIS"

LETTERS OF THE LOVE-LORN
A MESSAGE TO PUBLIC FROM
FROM "19 AND PHYLLIS"
"19 AND PHYLLIS"

ANOTHER LOVE DART
FROM -19 AND PHYLLIS"

tooax c«nxfi. UrlWviffle,

la iviam-' -u>&C_

9
SsSE

1

l

^^01

I 3»U4 MUlM. yuHLo

- OrV.trta Ur« tHM«H'(l
Armory
Cfc oJVL/xX.
t&m, —

1 RiMA OMxl (UiM.1k«-

Fhdly and S.t.
Feb. 18 and 19

This cut is fully explained by the story appearing below relative to how S O'Hare. manager of the Armory theatre, Clarinda, Iowa, put over
" Nineteen and Phyllis "
D'Hare's

Latest Exploitation Idea

Again S. O'Hare, manager of the Harind Company theatres, of Clarinda, Iowa,
3 the originator of another brand new ex'loitation stunt, this time for " Nineteen
Phyllis."
ndAbove
is a cut that shows the six pages
f a little calendar which is self-explana3ry. The pages of the book were fasened together with red " baby " ribbon,
led through two holes punched through
he top of each page.
The pages were printed, locally, all toether and then cut and assembled. The
ibbon cost $1.25, a hundred and twenty ve yards being required for the job.
In assembling and tieing up the " love
;tters," Mr. O'Hare displayed unusual
oresight and knowledge of human nature,
le secured the services of a number of
retty local girls by telling them that they
ould be assisted by one film salesman
nd the services of the film salesman by
List mentioning the pretty girls. The
ctual work of fixing up 500 books took
bout four hours. How long was actually
onsumed during the process, figuring that
evoted to recesses, is not stated by Mr.
)'Hare.
As an advertising stunt, the letters went
er like a house afire.

Scattered Teaser Ads
Excellent Results

Get

When " Paying the Piper " played the
Temple Theatre, Toledo, O., Leslie F.
Whelan, exploitation representative for
Paramount Pictures in the Detroit territory, who planned the advertising on the
showing, experimented with a new method
of newspaper advertising that brought results by its novelty.
Instead of concentrating on one large
space, Whelan ran teaser ads throughout
the paper. He had eight different advertisements inone issue of the Toledo Times
that were unique for their wording.
" Paint the Town Red but PAY THE
PIPER, Temple Theatre, Sunday " was
the wording of one. Another read : "Murder If You Will But Pay the Piper, Temple Theatre." A third read: "When the
Piper Gets the Dice He Rolls a Natural.
So You'll PAY THE PIPER.
" You Can Lock Out the Landlord But
You'll PAY THE PIPER " was the final
word of warning on the last page.
While advertising of this nature may
not always be successful, it is decidedly
effective when tried at sufficiently rare intervals tobe a novelty. In this instance it
produced results for the Temple Theatre
played " Paying the Piper " to far above
no/mal box office receipts.

Los

Angeles

Theatre

Stages Atmospheric
Prologue
For the showing of " Hold Your
Horses," the California theatre, Los Angeled, staged an " atmospheric prologue "
which attracted much attention among motion picture-goers of that city.
Against a very realistic backdrop which
showed a street scene with the front of
a church with its tall steeple in the background, and brick and stone buildings in
the foreground, were placed seven persons, the attention being centered on a
man in the white suit of a street sweeper.
Canavan, the character played by Mr.
Moore, is a member of the street cleaning
force in New York City in the first part
of the photoplay. Standing on one side
of the street-sweeper was a policeman ;
still further to the side, a street peddler
with a pushcart. On the other side of the
street-sweeper was a woman dressed in
the height of fashion and two newsboys.
The man who impersonated Tom Moore
as Canavan in the prologue was William
H. O'Hara, a tenor with an excellent voice.
He sang the Irish song, " A Little Bit of
Heaven," just before the title, " Hold
Your Horses," was thrown upon the
screen.

1

CITY TRANJFfKti

Prologue stage setting for "Hold Your Horses" as presented by the California theatre, of Los Angeles
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Two lobby displays recently used by Robert F. Abraham, manager of the Frolic theatre, San Francisco. Top cut shows the decorations for
showing of "Honor Bound." The bottom cut shows Mr. Abraham's display for "West is West"
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Lobby display for the run of "The Right to Love" at the Luna-Lite theatre, Marion, 0.
fcneider Has Ideal Small
Changes
Entire Theatre
Hyman
Gives Current AtTown
Calendar
traction Fine Presentation
Front as Exploitation
I The best small town calendar idea that
Excluding the fact that Marion, O., is
What easily might have been described
■as as yet come to our attention is a week
the home of President-elect Warren G. as a painting of the altar of the cathedral at Rheims was used as the scenic
the Ohio community also claims
I tear off " proposition originated by the Harding,
distinction for other reasons. One of background for a prologue put on at the
lirand theatre of Bessemer, Ala.
|Q The Grand staples six neat heralds, them is the enterprising, progressive policy
Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre in connecree by ten inches, printed on good qual- of the Luna Lite, the leading motion piction with " The Inside of the Cup."
ture
theatre
in
Marion.
v paper and illustrated by a iy/> em.
A great altar flanked on either side by
cene cut to a postal card stock, back on
clusters of tall candles that cast a melAt the time the house was showing "The
hich is the bill for the following week
low shadow created a majestic atmosphere.
Right
to
Love,"
the
manager
staged
an
abbreviated form. The back also offers
extensive exploitation campaign on the
Behind the altar rose high arched stained
ee tickets to the person who will return
picture in co-operation with Oscar Kantglass windows, of the type one finds in
Dur covers.
famous cathedrals. At the altar rail the
ner, exploitation representative for the InAccording to John B. Sneider, assistant
dianapolis territory for Paramount.
Brooklyn Mark Strand quartette in vestThe entire theatre front was changed
lanager of the theatre, it is this last idea
ment sang Schubert's " Omnipotence."
lat is to be especially recommended, since for the performance. The local landscape
The prologue effect was one of delicacy,
e cover carries the full bill for a week
artist applied a new coat of paint and gave
having just enough of the artistic effect
it a Paul Helleu setting of virginal white.
lead and the person collecting four covto transport one within the walls of a
s is bound to read what attraction is up The only paper used consisted in cut-outs
cathedral. Rich lights filtered through
ch night.
of Mae Murray in the leading role. The
the
windows and bathed the surpliced
The cost of printing is only about $5.00 two lobby display frames on both sides
er thousand.
of the entrance were reconstructed
singers.
into miniature stages and the cut
of Mae Murray from the three
sheet on the production was used.
It was arranged to give the effect
of overhanging red plush curtains,
ready to drop at the stage manager's signal.

'tree ivindozv displays for "Forbidden Fruit." Left — Tie-up effected by the Broadzvay Strand theatre, Detroit. Center — Candy store display which
the Strand secured. Right — Display secured in a music store window by the Majestic theatre. Columbus. O.
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1 lliistrating the story appearing below relative to the prologue number staged by the Howard theatre, Atlanta, Ga., for the engagement of
" Forbidden Fruit "

Atlanta's
First
Big
Prologue
Howard Theatre Eclipses City's
Previous Presentation Standards

ATLANTA theatres have, from time
to time, offered so-called prologues
that had nothing whatever to do
with the picture — but the first prologue to
be given that really ties up with the picture is the one being offered at the Howard theatre in conjunction with the picture, "Forbidden Fruit," arranged by
Ralph De Bruler.
The theme of " Forbidden Fruit," as
almost everyone knows, has a good bit
to do with the old fairy-tale of " Cinderella." So the prologue was offered under
the title of " A Dream of Cinderella."
The curtains parted over the stage-set
showing an immense cobbled fire-place,
that filled the entire back of the stage.
Seated in the ashes of the fire-place,
lighted only with the dull red glow of the
fire-light, could be seen a dim feminine
figure.
The music was Paderewski's " Minuet,"
and as it swelled to full strength, lights
came on at either side of the fire-place
and through the transparent wall could
be seen two figures — Cinderella in white
and silver, on the right, and Prince Charming in white, on the other side. The doors
opened, the figures came forth, and danced
the minuet, interpolating a bit in which
the Prince gives Cinderella a big pink rose.
At the height of the music, when the
lights were most brilliant, the faint notes
of a clock, striking twelve, could be heard.
Cinderella in consternation flees, the
Prince pursues, but the wall of the fireplace holds her, the lights on that side are
switched off, and Prince Charming beat
against, apparently, the cobbled stones of
the fire-place in his frantic search for his
little sweetheart. Finally, discouraged, he
returns to his own side of the fire-place,
steps within the door, which closes behind
him, and the lights there go out. Then
the fire-light effect is once more centered

on the feminine figure seated in the ashes
of the fire-place, asleep.
The whole effect was one of charm, and
put the audience in exactly the proper
mood of fantasy and fact in which they
would welcome the picture.
The Howards' advertising campaign for
the picture was characterized by the unusual, rather than the flamboyant.
" Streamers at the bottom of the editorial
pages of the three local newspapers, for
one week in advance, were used to herald
the coming of the picture. The " streamers " were in " teaser style "■ — such as
" Rarest and most alluring of all delights
are those you find in ' Forbidden Fruit.'
They're yours to feast on every day next
week." " You can enjoy the rare delights
of ' Forbidden Fruit ' any day next week
— sweet and tempting — but perilous," and
" Alluring, irresistible — 'Forbidden Fruit'
will quicken your heart beat — all next
week." These " streamers " culminated in
a well-handled quarter-page ad. in the
three local Sunday papers.

Lobby display for

New Ulm, Minn., is a town of but 5,60
^STMStiT
population and the Grand Theatre ther
has a seating capacity of but 400. Yet £
Iwerks, proprietor and manager of th
theatre, finds exploitation such a goo
business getter that he exploits a featur
picture more than a good many exhibitor
in the large cities do.
When he booked '* Going Some," Mi
Iwerks set to work to figure out an ex
ploitation stunt that would let every resi
dent of the town know that the pictur
was coming. He knew where there wa
a small biplane and quickly made an ar
rangement with the aviator who owned i
to fly over New Ulm and drop from th<
sky hundreds of bills advertising th
screen comedy.
On each side of the body of the airplan<
was painted the following: Special de
liven— films— " GOING SOME "— forGrand Theatre, New Ulm.
An airplane is still something of a nov
elty in New Ulm and the residents flockec
out to watch it. The local newspaper:
carried stories about the stunt. Mr
Iwerks did the usual billing, advertising
and lobby decorating.

Nomads of the North " by Frank Blig hof the Liberty and Bligh theatres
Salem, Ore.
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Here is the way manager Ralph Winsor of the Star theatre, Portland, Ore., decorated his lobby for the showing of "The Purple Cipher"

"Passion"
of
ation
Exploit
Crandall'sMetropolitan
Theatre, Washington, Conducts
Unusual Publicity Campaign
opened the way for the publication of a merits of the picture. This was conducted
HE newspaper advertising camtremendous amount of publicity in the on a decreasing scale, instead of ascendpaign that put " Passion " over
ing, until the Sunday of opening when a
form of news stories defending Harry M.
at Crandall's Metropolitan theT
three-quarters page ad was run in all the
atre in Washington, D. C, for Crandall in his effort to present " Passion " for the first time in America at so papers and completely dominated them.
t>revious
two weeks'
broke
all
known engagement
attendance that
records
in the
" Passion," as a result of this newspaper
low a price as 80c, including war tax —
just double the usual top charged at the
lational Capital, was one of the most
campaign and extensive outdoor billing
Metropolitan.
and window-carding supervised by Bert
:arefully planned and most skillfull)' exeB. Perkins, Crandall exploitation man,
On the Tuesday preceding the Sunday
cuted campaigns of its kind in the history
if motion pictures in the East.
opened Sunday, January 16th, to the
opening, a display ad signed by Harry M.
The first step was to begin the planting
greatest crowds ever seen in Washington.
Crandall was published setting forth that
The engagement was continued through a
)f " propaganda " in the Washington
positively owned " Passecond week to capacity patronage.
)apers some two months in advance of First National
sion," that he owned the First National
franchise
for
Washington
territory,
and
A great deal of the success of the enhe Washington playing dates of " Pasgagement isattributed also to the fact that
ion." These preliminary notices took the that " Passion " would absolutely be
orm of news items relating to the imporshown at his Metropolitan theatre beginHarry M. Crandall entertained the Washance of the film, personal history of Pola
ning the next Sunday at the unheard of
ington dramatic critics at lunch prior to
^egri, the star, New York bookings of the price of 80c.
the opening of the Metropolitan engageJ)icture, the record-breaking patronage at
ment and permitted them an unhurried
Thereafter the advertising assumed the
[\ he Capitol, in New York, the extension of guise of dignified, direct exposition of the
he engagement through a second week,
private pre-view of " Passion."
tc, etc. Full ten days in advance of the
1 late set for the opening of the run at
Crandall's Metropolitan theatre, blind
easer ads were started in all of the Washngton papers simply announcing that
Passion " was coming and that it should
>e watched for. On Sunday, a week in
dvance of the opening, a display ad 75
ines deep across two columns was run
>lind and said, " Coming, ' Passion,' the
'icture That Will Amaze America."
On the Monday in advance of the Sunay opening a mysterious ad appeared in
II of the Washington daily papers advislg the public not to be misled, that " Pasion " was owned by the " Cia. Cinematorafica de Europa," with offices in Rome,
'aris and
York,of and
be preented
in aNew
theatre
the would
first class
at
rices ranging up to $2.50 per seat, as the
lagnitude and magnificence of the sub;ct amply warranted.
The appearance of this admonitory ad
reated a great deal of popular discussion
Showing the lobby decorations
" ig andWachita,
Phyllis"Kansas,
which originated
Stanley Chambers, manager of
the PalaceforTheatre,
s to the real status of " Passion " and
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Two views of the lobby of the American theatre, Salt Lake
Picture

Steals

City, Utah, during the showing of "Kismet"

Auto

Show

Thundei

Bamberger's Idea Gets Untold Publicity for
Paramount Pictures and Stars
^ Auto Show
LI
AP
ledOin
theS aid of the motion
MINNEcal
picture industry and more
specifically and exclusive, Paramount pictures to make the show a
success ; but before the week was over
conditions had been reversed and it was
really a Paramount week in the northwest
territory to which the automobile show
contt.ributed a generous share of entertainmen

The queer vagaries of fate which
brought Paramount pictures so extensively
into the limelight resulted when the public took up the stunt evolved by Leon Bamexploitation repberger, newly appointed
resentative for Paramount pictures in
Minneapolis, and turned it into a popular
fad.
At first it might seem as if Bamberger
had tried to hog the show and steal the
automobile men's thunder; but that was
far from being the case. As it actually
happened, the officials of the Automobile
Show thought it would be a good idea to
have some pictures shown during the week
as a side line of entertainment, so they
called in Phil Reisman, manager of the
local Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's
of 1'inkelstein
Ruben
I. H.own
exchange,
of forty
a chain
and Ruben,andwho
theatres in the territory. As a result of
the initial conference it was arranged to
have a Paramount feature picture on the
program every evening, the film entertainment to be given in the 300-seat capacity
hall on the second floor of the building.
Out of the consideration for exhibitors in
the territory a program was arranged of
pictures that had been released some time
previously and that would not conflict
with any showings in the territory nearby.

The program consisted of: Saturday,
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in "The Life
of the Party "; Monday. Dorothy Gish in
" Mary Ellen Comes to Town " ; Tuesday,
Mae Murray in "On with the Dance";
Wednesday, William S. Hart in " John
Petticoats '' ; Thursday, Dorothy Dalton in
" Black Is White "; Friday, Gloria Swanson in '* Male and Female," and Saturday,
Ethel Clayton in " Crooked Streets."
Then the exploitation man conceived
the idea of exploiting these stars and at
the same time arousing additional interest
in the pictures and the automobile show.
A general invitation was addressed
through the newspapers to patrons of the
show to come dressed up as the star whose
picture was being shown that evening.
The newspapers took to the stunt like a
drug addict to a shipment from Orient
and played it up on the front pages.
Crowds thronged to the automobile
show every night and of these crowds a
lot of people took advantage of the invitation and the inducements to masquerade
as film sfars. The first evening the best
imitator of Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle.
whose picture was then shown, was
judged to be W. N. Clifford, manager of
the sporting goods department of the Warren Hardware Co.. Minneapolis. A well
known figure around the city because of
his personality as well as his bulk. Mr.
Clifford received a lot of publicity in the
papers and it all helped the show, the
star and the picture.
The second evening little Kathlyn Bernwas adjudged the nearest double to Dorothy Gish. On the third evening. Phyllis
Anderson, a sixteen-year-old high school
girl, carried off honors as the closest imitator of Mae Murray.
The week's enter-

tainment, with promise of constant
growing interest, was still in progress :
the time this article was written.
of the
man's
indivu (
ualOne
stunts
was exploitation
to engage the
services
Mr. X. as one of the judges. Mr. X. wj
a mysterious personality who had bee
widely publicized by the Minneapok
Daily News as an ex-service man wounde
abroad, who would perform any servic
for the News' readers that they desire(
It was claimed that he could do anythin
from deliver a lecture on foreign countrit
to minding a baby and repairing the fui
nace.
Mr. X.'s services were engaged by th
Xczl'S and any service he performed fc
the paper's readers were free of charg«
The only thing necessary to obtain hi
services from the News was to fill out th
Mr. X.'
coupon appearing
photograph
in the daily
News, under
describing
th
name, address, nature of service to be pei
formed and the approximate time it woul
require.
Accordingly Leon Bamberger sent M)
X. the following telegram:
" Each night at the National Auto Sho>
the best impersonators of Paramour
Screen Stars will be honored by Finkel
stein and Ruben. Please do me the bono
in accepting an invitation to serve as on
of the judges in deciding who shall be hori
ored. Will require your services but
short time each evening and I am sur
that a gentleman of your standing, accom
plishments and world-wide experience wii
add prestige to our part of the show an«
be pleasing to the audience. Tomorrow
night we may expect Fatty Arbuckle to b
(Continued on page' 1795 )
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Picture

Steals Auto Show
Thunder
(Continued from page 1794)

represented.
Allow me to commend the
Daily News for the remarkable service it
is offering its readers through you.
" Leon J. Bamberger,

appearing on this page
Illustrating " Kismet " prologue story
theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

as presented by the Circle

s
"Kisme
t"
Campa
ign
Circle
Theatre, Indianapolis,
Gives
TLieber'
Skinner
Feature
Unusual Attention
HE energy which Ralph Lieber,
managing director of the Circle
theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., put
T
into his exploitation campaign
s£for "Kismet" entitled him to the huge
success which the picture made.
1 Mr. Lieber started two weeks ahead of
- his opening with a teaser campaign that
set Indianapolis to discussing Mr. Skinner
)a and " Kismet." This was followed up
"» by a thousand letters sent to a selected
^•mailing list chosen from the blue list.
using copy that carried with it the disrK tinction and dignity of the production.
Ten thousand heralds and programs
rtere distributed by mail and by hand to
different sections of the city and fifty
wenty-four sheets in selected locations
<ept the name of the production before the
jvc of the people on the street.
Mr. Lieber also took advantage of the
preliminary arrangements made by Robrtson-Cole with the Emerson Phonograph
Zompany for cooperative advertising with
he record " Kismet," one of the themes of
he musical setting. Twenty-five Emerson
iealers in Indianapolis used banners
icross their windows calling attention to
he stupendous motion picture production
md the " Kismet " record. Two hundred
Dther windows carried window cards.
One distinctive window attraction was
1 miniature stage, showing Hajj lured into
he boudoir of the Queen of the Harem,
n the set the opening to the picture in
he rear was arranged in the same way as
n the production. The diaphragm, oprated by motor, opened and closed as the
butter of a camera. Hidden lights threw
he poster cut-out figures in relief.
This window display occupied the winlow of one of the best music stores on the
nain street.
During the New York showing of " Kis-

met," two camels were used as a street
ballyhoo. Mr. Lieber adapted this plan.
He could not obtain camels, but he secured
two donkeys, equally appropriate to the
picture, and they were paraded around the
principal streets carrying blankets reading
Kismet, Circle Theatre, All Week."
Having gotten the crowds in the theatre.
Mr. Lieber treated them to not only a
splendid film spectacle, but he presented
the production with a realistic prologue
with a cast of fifteen people. They portrayed the opening episode of the story
and the prologue included an oriental
dance number.

" Exploitation Representative."
Of course, Mr. X. accepted, as prearranged; and of course the Daily News
was delighted at the opportunity to further
publicize its pet hobby and of course it
gave the story additional space.
Mr. X. announced the judges' decisions
every evening of the week and he was
photographed several. times in his official
capacity. Serving with him on the judicial body were: I. H. Ruben of Finkelstein and Ruben ; Walter Wilmot, manager
of the auto show ; Tom Dillon, managing
editor, the Minneapolis Tribune; W. C.
Robertson, managing editor the Minneapolis Daily News ; George Adams, managing
editor Minneapolis Journal ; Philip Reisman and Leon Bamberger, respectively
manager and exploitation representative of
the local
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation exchange.
Fried Ties Up with
Electric Company
On this page is shown a cut of a window
display which John J. Fried, manager of
the Royal theatre, Sioux City, Iowa, secured in cooperation with the Sioux City
Gas and Electric Company.
The figure of Mabel Juliene Scott was
made from a sheet cut out. At the feet of
the squaw, an old-fashioned table lamp,
asfi shovel, scrubbing brush, hand wringer,
etc., were placed. At the feet of the modern woman were electricr.l appliance^
which the company sells.

Lobby display for "The Return of Tarzan" by the Wizard theatre, York, Pa.

Window display tie-up with a local tobacco company of Dominion
Winnipeg, Theatre,
Can., during
the engagement
of "Under Crimson Skies" playing at the
Winnipeg,
Canada
Fruitful
in Window
Winnipeg Tie-ui|
Exploitation

Based

on

Title

Crandall's Publicity for " My Lady's
Latchkey " Both Unique and Unusual
at once, devouring hook, line and sinker
ermostps successful advtor
the cou
of ing
ONE vertis
in the his y
in their amusement at the guy from Keesville being swamped with keys of which
of picture presentation in Washhe knew nothing !
ington, D. C, has just been engiMr. MacDonald checked out of the
neered byHarry M. Crandall through his
publicity department, headed by Nelson B.
Washington on Friday morning, the same
Bell, with Bert B. Perkins as a valuable
morning that a large display ad appeared
exploitation aid, in connection with the
in the Washington papers, solving the
mystery of the lost latchkeys. The large
premiere presentation of " My Lady's
display ad was composed almost entirely
Latchkey."
The title of the picture suggested to Mr.
of the headlines of news stories printed
Bell the possibility of creating a situation
the day before relative to Mr. MacDonald.
that would enlist the interest of the Capital's news editors. The plan worked perfectly and resulted in unprecedented utilization of the news columns of the WashFOUND!
ington papers.
On Tuesday night, preceding the SunThis Keeseville Man
day opening of the picture at the MetroWill Tell the World
politan, approximately 500 real latchkeys
were strewn about the streets of the downIt Pays to Advertise
X, MacDonaTdaof
Keeseville, N. Y., a juest at the Wiihmj
town section of the city. That same evenDonate
ta^^uMfrrtFit
There's
a reison forP*yithis,to advertise.
Mys Mr. K. Mk.ing K. MacDonald, of Keesville, N. Y.,
tered it Ihc Washington hotel He
registered at the Hotel Washington, one
i<rmmin 1
of the Capital's most fashionable hotels,
and was assigned to room 132.
In all of the Wednesday papers apA SOLUTION OF THEOF THE
7<C*
BAFFUXG
peared the following ad in the " Lost and
■LLKET WHOTHATMtSTEHT
SEEWILL
KEYS-THE
FORT
CHE
IK
HAPPIHESS
WILL BE FOV*D
Found " department : " Latchkey, yesterday P. M., between — th and Penn. Ave.
KATHERINE MacDONALD
and 15th and K Sts., X. W. Return at
h First N'vMi Sf**b Ktlfriltttim •/ C K —4 A. U. V
once to K. MacDonald, Room 132, Hotel
>e*i BefHnt Ttk ef *JA< Smid UitUty.- ftmmkd cm ikt 1,
Washington."
"MY LADY'S LATCHKEY"
Beginning about 6:30 A. M. Wednesday
wm~ ALL NEXT WEEK AT
Mr. MacDonald began to be annoyed by
people endeavoring to restore his lost
-CRANDALL'S
latchkey. By noon the avalanche of keys
METROPOLITAN
had become a veritable pest and the hotel
-F Street at Tenthauthorities were appealed to for protection from further annoyance. The news
This is the " My Lady's Latchkey " teaser ad
reporters covering the hotels scented a
plained in theMetropolitan
accompanying used
story as exsemi-humorous freak storv and fell for it which Crandall's

An attractive and fruitful window
display tie-up marked the recent presenta
tion of " Under Crimson Skies," in th
Dominion theatre, Winnipeg, Canada.
" Under Crimson Skies " being a M
picture, an arrangement was made witl
the Imperial Tobacco Company of Canada
to dress up windows in their variou
stories tying up the picture with a popula
navy cut tobacco.
The result was four attractive window:
in the heart of Winnipeg, which includec
a colorful tropical beach scene, a full
rigged out ship riding waves in the fore
ground and other model sailing vessel!
and warships adding to the effect. On
bacll;
big crimson sun, sinking in the
ground, was the caption — See " Und
Crimson Skies." Other cards advertisi
the picture were used in the windows
The displays occasioned much favorabk
comment in the Canadian city, and were
characterized as the most artistic windo*
displays ever presented there. Tht
tobacco firm was highly elated over tht
tie-up and the theatre management a*
serted its belief in the efficacy of the display as a box-office aid.
Want

Ad Pages Source
Much
Publicity

ol

Benjamin H. Serkowich, publicity dire<
tor for the Robinson Theatres Compan]
of Peoria, 111., has obtained results wit
the reliable even if old tie-up with a new*
paper in connection with its want ad page.
Serkowich interviewed the JournalTranscript publishers and arranged for
the paper to offer a prize for the first
three persons who mailed in a certain
"string.
key " ad, the prizes to be tickets to Madison theatre, one of the Dee Robinson
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FRITZI RIDGEWAY has
graduated from two-reel
subjects, which she has been
making for the last year, and
is about to enter the feature
field in a series of five-reel
pictures based on well known
books, according to a statement issued from the Chicago
headquarters of the Capital
Film Company.
Miss Ridgeway is known to
the trade as the girl " with a
thousand personalities " and
Capital intends to take advantage of her versatility to get
away from the Western type
in the features being planned
at the Doubleday Studios,
where the pictures will be
produced. Announcement of
the first five releases will be
made at an early date.
Miss Ridgeway began her
film career as an extra at the
Essanay Studio, where she
was known as a fearless little
daredevil and anything that
was especially risky and no
one else wanted to attempt,
was always wished on her.

SALES

AND

PURCHASE

Independent
AND

New

EXPORT

(Pete

Morrison

NEWS

Series

Independent Film Ass'n. to Release Two Reel Western Specials
Eckels declared he feels very forNEW specials
scries of starring
two-reel westtunate in obtaining the exclusive
i\1 era
Pete
.Morrison, former Universal star, release rights to the Morrison
will be placed on the state rights storieS| since" Morrison, exhibitors
market shortly by the Independent have found, is a star whose ability
in western roles and magnetic perFilms Association,
to announcement madeaccording
this week
by
sonality is winning him speedy
recognitionas a players.
favorite in the
Eddy Eckels, president and gen- ranks
of western
eral manager of the organization,
who has just closed negotiations
Morrison is thoroughly familiar
with the Morrison forces whereby with western life and the habits
Independent Films will receive the and customs of its people, having
exclusive distribution of the been born in Colorado and raised
stories.
in the West, the son of a wealthy
The Morrison specials, the first and prominent cattle owner. He
of which is titled "The Long presents on the screen a regular
Trail." and is now in its final outdoor fellow, husky, expert gunman and a chap of human tolerance
stages of production at the Independence City studios, Hollywood, and clean habits of a type adCal., are said to introduce to the
mired by every man, woman and
screen something entirely new and child in the country.
different in western pictures of this
The Morrison specials are being
footage, and are stories based on
produced
by the Tattcnham Protrue-to-life situations, having
Inc., of which Daniel F.
world-wide appeal. They will be Tattenham,ductions,former
theatre owner
released at the rate of one a
month.
and exchange manager, is presiIn contracting for the series dent.

Neal Hart Company on
500 Mile Trip
Back
from
Trip
Webster Cullison, director for Goldstein
the Pinnacle Productions of which
Neal Hart is the star, will take hi«
Canyon Pictures' Executive Finds
company to San Francisco in a few
State Righters Becoming Active
days, five hundred miles from the
profitable at the same time. The
studios, for important nautical JOSEPH M. GOLDSTEIN, one Franklyn Farnum features are redof
the
heads
of
the
Canyon
Picscenes in Neal Hart's newest westtures Corporation, returned last blooded American pictures and
ern
thriller,
"
God's
Gold."
week
from a sales trip which have been profitable to all who havi
In the newest Hart production
brought
him to most of the ex- either had
the story calls for the burning of
hibited them.territorial rights or exchange centers cast of and includtwo immense ships and other iming Chicago.
" W hile I found that many men
portant scenes that the director
According to Mr. Goldstein, the in the industry were inclined to lay
has found cannot be successfully observation
he made while low until business picks up, there
obtained without going to San on tour has which
his opinion are many others who are getting
Francisco for them. Forty two that the futureconfirmed
of the industry lies off. I belong to the latter group,
persons comprise the party that in the hands of
the independent for on my trip I found many signs
will take the trip, it is said.
producer,
exchangeman
and exhib- that affairs in the picture field are
"God's Gold" is from the pen
itor. The Canyon Pictures Corpo- approaching the normal. In several
of Arthur Henry Gooden, author
ration was very successful in dis- places I found that theatre building
of many well known screen sucposing of the rights of the Frank- activity was being resumed, while
cesses, and has been adapted to the
Iyn Farnum series of five-reel fea- in other instances I discovered
screen bv the author.
tures as well as the serial " Vanish- many theatres which had been limiting the price they paid for feaing
The these
exchangemen
who
areTrails."
handling
subjects
Garfield to Supervise
tures were willing to pay the oldtold Mr. Goldstein that they are time rental fee for pictures that
"Parish Priest" Runs
among the best sellers they have would command business.
In order to conclude arrangements ever had. While the main purpose
" If my advice were solicited I
for special runs of the film version of Mr. Goldstein's trip was to get would
say to all engaged in the
of the Dan Sully stage success, in touch with buyers, he met many
exhibitors
from
whom
he
learned
great picture industry, ' Get busy
" The Parish
Priest,"
riaht away-, forget about hard
Garfield
left New
York Herman
on Febru-J. at first band the needs and desires times,
encourage the people to go
ary 22nd, to visit several of the of the theatre managers of the to theatres
by showing them the
country.
key cities cast of the Missisippi
pictures
thatinduce
can bethe rented.'
river. He will make short stops in
"I found," said Mr. Goldstein. best
This course will
public
Philadelphia and Washington al- " that the public are demanding to patronize the movies with their
ihr ugh his main objectives are clean cut pictures with good morals old-time regularity, and at the same
Cleveland and Chicago where and plenty of logical action. This time encourage the independent
negotiations are said to be well is a vindication of the production
to put his best foot forunder way for opening " The policy of the Canyon Pictures Cor- producer
ward and supply the market with
poration. We have always believed
Parish
Priest"
in
a
special
mantier for indefinite runs.
that the screen can be both clean and real worthwhile pictures."
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of the executive
• heads of Pacific Film
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Company, of Culvon
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w eiK,
ty
Yo
NeOC
inof
Cal
Ci
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re
te stissHA
latestin
th
th
Te Ein.
s,
on
ti
the George
produc
ey Hancock
comedies. announces the
OvMr

Ovey will
series
one reelers
and
be are
released
one a
week. He reports a big demand for the series through
independent channels.
The Pacific Film also announces now ready for release "Call of the Wild," in
which Frankie Lee of " Miracle Man " fame plays an important part. 30" is another
The "Fatal
of the Pacific Films Company's latest is
releases.
thrill a second
the sloganA
for the " Fatal 30." Mr. Hancock is making his New York
headquarters
withCorporation,
the Producers Security
516 Fifth avenue, New York.

Spotlight Comedies in
Newark's Rialto
E. R. Champion, Manager of the
Arrow Exchange in New York, reports that he has booked Spotlignt
Comedies into the Rialto Theatre,
Newark. There are 18 Spotlight
Comedies and they are each to be
seen for a full week at the Rialto
Theatre.
Mr. Champion also reports that
since Arrow took over the Empire
Exchange, he has doubled the busi-

Doris
appearing Sol
in " Peck's proBad
Boy," May,
a duction,
forthcoming
with Miss May Lesser
and Jackie
Coogan in the principal roles
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ident
WORK,Corppres
MILTofON
, states
WorldC.-Film
that the report that his company would enter the State Rights
field on an extensive scale is absolutely correct, although up to this
time no official statement had been
issued by the company concerning
it. He said that from the time that
the World Film Corporation had
disposed of its distributing organization it had determined to specialize extensively along State Right
lines and had formulated its plans
to accomplish this purpose wtih
great care. These plans have been
carried out with the most studious
consideration of every detail.
Before making any announcement, the World has acquired either
the ownership or distribution rights
of a large number of features representative of the various classes
of pictures popular today.
The theory of the World is that
there is a big State Right demand
for pictures, provided the State
Righter can obtain the type of picture that he wants upon a fair
basis— a basis which will, of course,
result in profit to the owner, but
which will also give the State
Righter an opportunity to make a
quick and satisfactory turnover.
In order that the World would
be able to offer at attractive prices
just the pictures wanted — the real
money winners — and be able to meet
the needs of all classes of buyers,
expert viewers during the past
year have examined 500 pictures
and from this number the World
has made a most extensive and
varied selection. A number of
these pictures will be immediately
offered to State Right buyers upon
the right terms and every few
weeks additional pictures will be
added to the list of World State
Right releases. Mr. Work also
stated that he was prepared to sell
the foreign territorial rights of
these pictures, territory by territory,
also upon the basis of giving the
buyer the opportunity to make satisfactory profit.
When asked to specialize somewhat as to the pictures offered, Mr.
Work stated that thev would be
representative of the various
classes of money producing pictures from the most potential
down to the picture which might
be classed as " a little better than
a program offering." They would
represent an infinite variety of
subjects, including society drama,
detective drama, comedy drama,
high class westerns, etc.
Mr. Work stated that he was glad
to call special attention to two features on this list, both of which
arc now readv for exhibition, and
neither of which have as yet been
shown anywhere.
The pictures in question are " The
Wakefield Case," starring Herbert
Rawlinson,
and "Whispering

Corp.

Right
Market

Shadows," starring Miss Lucy Cotton. "The Wakefield Case " is the
latest production of Lawrence Weber, Inc. It is said to be the highest
type of an American detective
drama with a mystery which few,
if any, will be able to solve until
the last scene, and with thrills from
beginning to end. The star is supported by Florence Billings and an
all-star cast. The story of " The
Wakefield
CaseEnglish
" opensscenes
in London.
The thrilling
which
start the picture are followed by
equally soul-stirring episodes which
occur during a voyage of an ocean
liner to this country — the locus of
the last two reels is in the very
attractive suburbs of New York
City. Only by seeing this picture
can its attractions and money-getting qualities be appreciated.
"
Whispering
Shadows
characterized by Mr.
Work" aswas a
distinctly high class, big theatre production. Itwas made by the Mayflower, the director, Emile Chautard, being instructed to produce a
wonderful picture regardless of
cost. The care which was exercised
in the production is shown by the
fact that it took approximately six
months from the time that the director first called " shoot " until the
cameraman completed his work. It
treats of one of the great topics of
the present day, viz., the question
of whether the dead have the
power, by some invisible means of
communication, to warn their loved
ones in this world of some danger
which may spell ruin for their lives.
The picture, however, leaves the
problem of whether this can be
done very much like the case of the
Lady or the Tiger. At the conclusion of the picture there are bound
to be vigorous arguments between
the believers and scoffers. Those
inoculated
with tospiritualistic
trines are sure
contend that docthe
picture proves that communication
by the dead with the living is possible. On the other hand, the skeptics will be able to argue very satisfactorily, at least to their own
minds, that every circumstance in
the picture which apparently supports spiritualistic theories is really
what might be called " a happen
chance," and that even were the picture a portrayal of real, not imaginative, happenings it proves absolutely nothing supernatural.
The whole story is said to be
told in a most entertaining way.
Lucy Cotton is even more beautiful than she has ever been before,
and she is supported by a brilliant
cast, including that favorite of the

and
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older
enson. generation, Charles A. StevOne of the early scenes shows a
spiritualistic seance. The part of
the medium conducting this seance
is played by Celestine Saunders,
who is well known on both sides
of the Atlantic .as a most prominent
medium and who is at present said
to be studying with Thomas E. Edison and Sir Oliver Lodge concerning the very questions involved in
this story. Her appearance as the
medium adds great value to the picture and guarantees the faithful reproduction of the thrilling scenes in
the seance.
Mr. Work further stated that,
while his company was greatly interested in these super features, it
believed that in order to interest
all State Right buyers it should
deal not only in this class of production, but should offer some
cheaper and yet very attractive features. He referred to a large number of westerns with Edythe Sterling and other stars able to do real
horseback and other stunts — westerns with punch and thrill. In this
category he mentioned that the
World had acquired four pictures
in which Eileen Sedgwick and Joe
Moore are co-starred. He predicted
that these Moore-Sedgwick features
would pack the house at every show
and make the spectators run home
to tell the rest of the family to
" hurry round and not miss the best
picture the theatre has had in a
He furthermore refers, in his
statement, somewhat mysteriously
to a number of other society stories
month."
and
dramas, big pictures with potential stars nearly ready for Stale
Right buyers. He mentioned specifical y a$100,000 production of a
wonderful society-mystery story
with Molly King as the star, which
he thought bound to be a big opportunity for State Righters.
For any who were interested, he
stated that the World also had a
large number
very attractive
reissues. Theseof reissues
have been

Grade

Pictures

Kimball
in " Hearts
in Ex-to
ile " and Young
"The Yellow
Passport;
Ethelto Clayton
in "Souls
Adrift"of
and
Alice Brady
in a number
popular money-getting features.
Mr. Work is of the opinion that
everyful picture,
no matter
how skilthe director,
is susceptible
of
big improvement if placed in the
hands of skilled editors. He said
that the starting of the World State
Right plan had been held back until
every subject had received the most
intensified attention of the World
Editorial Corporation, headed by
Harry Chandlee and Wm. B. Laub
and that the buyer might therefore
feel assured that in World pictures
every
the bull's eye,
that
breaks title
are hits
conspicuous
by their
absence and that practically 100 per
cent
perfection in arrangement is
assured.
For all these features, both old
and new, photos, paper and press
books have been prepared regardexpense
of athecharacexacting.
terlessto ofmore
thanand
please
most
Howell s Prepares Paper
for New Serial
The Butts Lithograph Company
has received the order for the elaborate paper which the Howells
Sales Company are getting out on
their first release, a fifteen episode
entitled, " The Hope Diamond Mys-

The orders have been placed for
all of the paper and it is now on
the press so that it will be finished
and ready for shipment the minute
the picture is released.
One of the highest priced artists
in tery."
New York City has been engaged to make the drawings for this
paper
a product
merit isandassured.
Fromof theunusual
early
drawings that have been made it
can be confidently asserted that the
paper for " The Hope Diamond
Mystery" serial will be the best
edited down to the minute. The ti- that has ever been offered to exhibitors on a serial picture.
tles have been rewritten and illustrated from the 400 negatives in
the possession of the company only
those subjects have been reissued
Convention Delegates
of which there are perfect negaat Independence City
tives, which have attractive modern
Independence City, the huge
stories and potential stars of today.
Mr. Work referred especially to
formerly used bv Grif''The Moonstone," co - starring properties
fith and the Triangle Film Corporation
and
recently
acquired by the
Eugene O'Brien
and Elaine
Hammerstein
as a picture
equal to
the independent Films Association,
very best shown today in first-run was to be the Mecca of a pilgrimbouses, — to such subjects as Clara
age of members of the Federated
Exchanges of America holding
convention in San Francisco the
week of February 8.
The members were to visit Independent City in a body. Eddy Eck~HALLRO0M
BOYS COMEDIES
els, president of the Independent
»
—
—
Films
Association,
had made elabIf You Want Comedies That
orate plans for their welcome and
s.
Receipt
entertainment.
T Mean Increased Box Office
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Urban natural
THEcolone
r wprocess of motion picture photography was demonstrated
in public for the first time
recently at a dinner of the
Canadian Camp at the Hotel
Astor, New York.
The Canadian Camp is an
association of wealthy men
and women who have at some
time or other camped in Canada. Dr. G. Lenox Curtis, of
New York, is its president,
and it was he who made the
request of Mr. Urban that the
natural color process, or
Kinekrom, its technical name,
be shown.
There were about 4,000 feet
of color subjects shown. At
the end the applause was
tremendous.
Preceding the showing
there had been an address on
natural color by Roy F. Soule,
general sales manager of the
Urban Motion Picture Industries, Inc.
"The

Shadow" Finished, States Goosman
In a statement issued by President Max F. C. Goosmann of the
Salient Films. Inc., announcement
i^ made that work on " The
Shadow," the first feature starring
Miss Muriel Ostriche to he produced by Salient, has been completed under the direction of J.
Charles Davis, 2nd. The exteriors
■were finished on Wednesday of
last week, and the work of cutting
and assembling the picture is
rapidly progressing in the hands
pi
and Paul H. Allen,
the Mr.
head Davis
cameraman.
It is further announced that
active work on the preparation of
the second production is well under
Bay, being handled by Jack W.
Brown, Assistant Director. The
second feature is also from an
original story, written especially
for Miss Ostriche, and it is expected that work will be started on
it nn Monday, February 28th.
" The Shadow
" will part
be ready
for
screening
the early
of this
week, when a showing will lie given
for the trade press. Announcement as to the distribution of this
series of pictures will be made
within the next few days, as
arrangements have heen practically
completed.
Arrow Salesman Find
Conditions Normal
J. S. Jossey, Chicago representative of the Arrow, last week visited Chicago. Milwaukee and Minneapolis, and reports business pulling up wonderfully in all those territories.
C. M. White, Cleveland representative, after a trip to Pittsburgh.
Cincinnati and Detroit, reports to
the home office that business in
those territories is practically back
to normal.
Thomas A. Curran, Kansas City
representative, who during the last
week visited Kansas City, Oklahoma City and Dallas, points to his
record of sales as the best evidence of conditions in his territory.
P. B.ager,Dana,
Arrow's
took to the
road sales
this manweek
with a schedule calling for stops at
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charlotte,
Washington and Atlanta.

Star's
Equity
s, Miss YoungBig
Receives
to Houston, Texa
NG
COMI
day, February 15, in reTues
Tremendous Ovation
onests
to
pers
for
sponse
requ
al appearances at Texas theatres,,
in Texas
Clara Kimball Young literally
swept the city at her feet. A greeting such as Texas has seldom seen
awaited the Equity star, thanks to was heartily in favor of the " Shipthanks to the efforts of Milton Channel " project now engaging the
attention of the city. This plan conCrandall, Equity's exploitation disists of connecting the two ends of
A virtual holiday was nt
derector.
clared in Houston from the mome
the city by a waterway. The endorsement of Miss Young was imMiss Young alighted from the
mediately welcomed by the press,
train to the very last minute of her
associations, civic bodies
depa
las. rture two days later for Dal- merchants'
and public officials from the Mayor
down. This paved the way for a
As all those present admitted, il
reception of the Equity star.
President Harding would have civic
Young arrived at 7 A. M. in
come to Houston, his reception Miss
Houston, where the Mayor and
would hardly have been more en- leading citizens, number four
thusiastic. The newspapers of hundred, greeted her. The party
Houston were filled with photo- then repaired to the Turning
graphs and accounts of the Equity
Basin, the scene of the contemplatstar from front page to back.
ed "Ship-Channel" project. A Rev.
Every prominent official of Jacobs
acted
as master
cereHouston hastened to meet the star
monies
and presented
Miss ofYoung,
of "Midchannel," and speeches of who delivered an impressive adwelcome, luncheons, receptions,
dress— prompted in advance by
decorations and civic honors were
showered upon her. Hundreds Crandall of the need. of a "ShipMayor Holcombe
follined the streets for a glance at the Channel."
lowed and presented
Miss Young
screen star, and her hotel was with a miniature gold ship.
stormed by her admirers.
The feature of the reception
To Milton Crandall is due the took place at 12 noon, when Miss
glory of this welcome. The Equity Young, from the balcony of her
exploitation director arrived in suite in the Rice Hotel, was presented with the keys to the city by
Houston four days before Miss
Young, and set to work with light- the Mayor, while the throngs bening speed. By the time the Equity
low applauded vigorously.
star arrived every hour of her time
Immediately these ceremonies
was staged in advance for the three were over, the Advertising Associacities she visited — Houston, Dallas
tion of Houston gave a luncheon
and San Antonio.
in honor of Miss Young. At this
Crandall, on arriving in Hous- reception, she was presented with
ton, announced that Miss Young a bronze plaque of her likeness

by
the noted sculptor,ion
Enrico Cerrachio.
Recept
The evening marked the climax
of Miss Young's first day in town.
The Queen theatre was the scene
of her next welcome. Here she
made a personal appearance in connection with the showing of " For
the Soul of Rafael." Scheduled to
appear four times daily, Miss
Young was victimized by the
crowding of thousands of curious
gazers that jammed the theatre and
blocked the door. The streets
adjacent to the Queen theatre,
were black with' mobs. Traffic was
held up for one hour.
Her engagement at the Queen
terminated Wednesday evening,
whence Miss Young left for San
Antonio. The San Antonio press
heralded her coming from front
pages. Her reception here was
but a repetition of that accorded
her in Houston. She was welcomed at the station by the Mayor
and leading citizens. A 54-piece
band greeted her, while a parade
followed, with flags reading, "Welcome, Clara
Kimball
Young."
Again the
balconv
of her
hotel
suite was made the scene of an official welcome by the Chamber of
Commerce. She was presented
with the keys to the city.
Leaving San Antonio in a riot
of admiration, Miss Young left
for Dallas on the last lap of her
Texas visit. Her arrival had been
hailed with delight in the press.
Reporters awaited her at the station, and her opinions on local
affairs were eagerly received. Two
bands "reeted her at the City Hall
of Dallas and Mayor Wozencraft
city.
presented her with the kevs of the

First
Kineto
Review
Release
and
HE first Kineto Review to be
now it is going out for general
release.
1 released to theatres ali over National Exchanges to
Mr. Urban of the Kineto ComA
the United States will be
pany of America, Inc., and the NaThrills,"
which
has
just
played
Distribute
tional Exchanges, Inc., who will
Earlv in "Thrills"
March
two weeks at the Strand theatre in
distribute
the Kineto Review both
New York on the same program
expect it to prove to be the most
withTheCharles
release Chaplin
w ill be in
on "The
MarchKid."
7th itself. Every release is devoted to popular- and most successful single
through the exchanges associated a treatment of a single subject as reel release available to exhibitors.
with the National Exchanges, Inc., the titles denote.
in thirty cities in the United States.
The sweep of the Kineto Review Arrow Exchanges Now
Following " Thrills " will came is all-inclusive. There is the light
in Full Swing
these Kineto Reviews, released in and the serious; the world of play
the following order:
and of work; of travel, of science,
E. R. Champion, vice-president
" The Emerald Isle," " Panama," of beauty, of industry, of religion,
general
manager of the newlyfcrmed
Arrow
"The Holy City," "Down in Dixie," of war, of children, of their elders and
Exchanges, Inc.,
"Liquid Gold of Texas." "Baby- — there is, in short, everything that reported this week that the new
hood." "Trip of the U. S. S. Idaho," can be photographed.
Published by the Kineto Company exchange was now running at full
" Vegetarians," " Hunting the Sea
that he had just purWolf," "Boy Scouts," "Water of America, Inc., it has a back- speed, and
chased for distribution in Greater
Babies," " Beauty Spots in the
of the ofworld's
greatest film New York and Northern New
library ground
and
an immeasurable
United States and Canada."
The order of the Kineto Reviews amount of constant new material. Jersey, a series of eighteen Spotlight Comedies starring Billy
which will follow these first thirteen
It is a classic feature in one reel.
subjects has not been determined. For quite some time past, two of Fletcher and Violet Jov, and a seof twelve two-reel north(dancing over this list of the first the finest theatres in the country woods riespictures
known as the Edgar
thirteen subjects, the exhibitor will have been using it regularly; the Jones
Series, starring Edgar Jones,
recognize their wide sweep and Capitol theatre in Xew York under and Edna Mae Spurl. Mr. Chamvariety. All of the Kineto Reviews the direction of S. f.. Rothafel and
are edited personally by Charles the Mark Strand of Brooklyn under P'on has also just purchased the
Urban.
the direction of Edward L. Hyman. first Jack Hoxie feature, " A Man
Each Kineto Review is in one They have determined its high from Nowhere," which will he reto New York exhibitors on
reel and each is complete within value and popularity with audiences March leased
1.
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14 Plan Book Reviews
in this issue
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are reported on the independent
g sales
followin
THEmarket
the week:
during
Charles Urban Movie Chats Nos. 27 to 52 (Kineto
Company of America) to the Merit Film Corp. for
Greater New York and Northern New Jersey.
Klass A two-reel Komedy series (Alexander Film Corp.)
to R. D. Lewis Film Co., of Dallas, for Texas, Oklahoma, and
"The Ne'er-Do-Well" (The Film Market, Inc.) to S. J.
Dunning for the Dominion of Canada.
" Thunderbold Jack" (Arrow Film) to Robert Lynch for
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
44 The Way Women Love " (Arrow Film) to Robert
Lynch for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
" Luxury " (Arrow Film) to Robert Lynch for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
" Luxury
" to Louis Frank, of Chicago, for Northern Illinois and Indiana.
"The Way
Women
" to Louis Frank, of Chicago, for
Northern
Illinois
and Love
Indiana.
Ten features starring Dustin Farnum, Gladys Hulette,
Kitty Gordon, Gladys Leslie, Charlotte Walker, and Kathryn Adams (Arrow Film) to Independent Film Service Co.
of Dallas, for Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas.
" Love's Protege " (Arrow Film) to First National Exhibitors' Circuit, for Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
" The Man Who Trifled " (Arrow Film) to First National
Exhibitors' Circuit for Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
" The Tame Cat " (Arrow Film) to First National Exhibitors' Circuit for Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
"Bitter Fruit" (Arrow Film) to First National Exhibitors' Circuit for Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
" TheAmusement
Penny Philanthropist
" (Arrow
Film)
Tucker
Bros.
Co. for Texas,
Oklahoma
and toArkansas.
" The Deceiver " (Arrow Film) to Tucker Bros. Amusement Co., for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
"
The
Man Co.Whofor Trifled
(Arrow Film)
to Tucker Bros.
Amusement
Texas, "Oklahoma
and Arkansas.

New

Tarzan

Serial

Picture

News

Coming

Numa

to Make Burroughs' " Adventures of Tarzan " in 15 Episodes
A NEW Tarzan serial, adapted
ventures of Tarzan " have been under way for five months. It i«
from Edgar Rice Burroughs' planned to make it more elaborate^
book, " The Return of Tarzan," is
the Tarzan films hereto be placed in production imme- than anytoforeofproduced.
diately, according to an announceThe continuity is being prepared
made by the
Weiss Brothers' by a corps of novelists who have
Numa mentPictures
Corporation.
made names for themselves ii»It will be a fifteen-episode fea- all
ture and will be of the super ani- both the serial and feature fields.
mal-jungle-thriller type. At the They are in constant touch with the
animal trainers who will be called
suggestion of Edgar Rice Bur- in to assist in the making of the
roughs, itwill be entitled "The Ad- picture, with a view to getting all
of Tarzan."Corporation re- that is possible out of the big aniNuma ventures
Pictures
mal and jungle scenes which wilt
cently produced " The Revenge of predominate
the background of the
Tarzan," a six-reel feature adapted
from one of Burroughs' famous production.
According to the Weiss Brothers,
stories. Backed by a very novel exploitation campaign this feature at- the continuity for the first six epi-*
tained world-wide publicity even sodes is already completed. Elaborate sets are now in course of
before its release.
At the offices of the Numa Pic- construction and large shipments
tures Corporation it was stated that of animals are reaching the -tudios
plans for the making of "The Ad- dailv.

"
Good
Too
Was
Business
Sam Zierler, of Commonwealth,
Sees Revival of Showmanship
"The
Daughter
of
the
Don"
(Arrow
Film)
to
Tucker
"Dl'SINESS
is exactly what because he makes so many con-J
Bros. Amusement Co. for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
-D
one
makes
it," believes Sam tacts ; he meets so many exhibithe is a sort of clearing house
for" Luxury
Ohio. " (Arrow Film) to the Ohio Film Classics Corp.
Zierler, president of the Common- for ors:their
Ik
ideas.
wealth Film Corp. of New York.
Ten Screenart Consolidated Plan Pictures (Arrow Film)
"
It
is
true,
we
are
all
working
" It's very bad business for any- harder to maintain the big selling
to Liberty Film Exchange of Washington, D. C, for Delabody in the motion picture business
ware, Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia.
to mope. The thing to do is to record of the past year, but the
Spotlight Comedies (Arrow Film) to Arrow Exchanges,
point I want to make is we are
Inc., for Greater New York and Northern New Jersey.
" We all have to work a little maintaining it. The exhibitor is
Spotlight Comedies to New Film Exchange for Eastern
harder, but that is the healthiest working harder too, and like us he
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
thing that could happen to any of is also a salesman, only he sell> his
Sport Pictorials (Arrow Film) to New Film Exchange for
us. For a while business was what wares to the public while we sell
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.
wework."
might call almost too good.
Edgar Jones series (Arrow Film) to Arrow Exchanges,
Exhibitors were forgetting to be
Inc., for Greater New York and Northern New Jersey.
to him."
good showmen, because they did ours
Four Jack Hoxie features (Arrow Film) to Arrow ExHirsh Starts on Trip
not have to be. Their houses were
changes for Greater New York and Northern New Jersey.
filled anyway. Exchangemen were
Melvin Hirsh, manager of th
DeceiverNorth
" (Arrow
Film) Dakota.
to Greater Features, Inc.,
forgetting how to sell film in the New York Exchange of Aywo
for" The
Minnesota,
and South
best
way.
That
attitude
filtered
all
has left on a trip which will tak
" Bachelor Apartments " (Arrow Film) to Merit Film
through the industry.
Corporation for Greater New York and Northern New Jerhim to the important cities of the
sey.
" I think it is a mighty- good Middle West.
thing that a sort of reaction has
Twenty-four two-reel Westerns, starring Ray Gallagher
Mr. Hirsh will visit the promicome. It will make us all work
State Rights men and confer
(Independent
Ass'n),
Capital
Exchange
of
harder and think harder. You with nent
New York, forFilm
Greater
New toYork
and Film
Northern
New Jerthem relative to the pictures
sey.
know, when you come right down
released
by Aywonforandrelease
sevto facts the best film salesman is already
eral which
are scheduled
the man who can show the exhib- in the near future.
itor how the exhibitor is going to
make money out of the pictures
being sold. If business is too easy,
Ziegfeld
Picture
Screened
as it was during the year after the
war, we get lazy and forget to do
Florence Reed
in " The
Black
that. Our business, just the same
as any other business, is largely a
Panther's Cub " Shown to N. Y. Trade
matter of reciprocity. To make
>olely
from
the
speaking
stage.
money, we must help the man we
ng of "The
A TRADE showi
"
The
Black
Panther's
Cub
"
was
new written by Ethel Donoher, and do business with to make money.
Cub,"cetheReed,
Panthe
Black
ngr'sFloren
e starri
featur
to say
if thewith
exhibproduced by W. K. Ziegfeld, was Philip Bartholomae wrote the sce- It isitorsafe
does not
makethatmoney
my
nario. It is some time since Florheld on Tuesday, February 15th, at
pictures, I will not sell many picence
Reed
appeared
on
the
screen,
A num"Square
the Times
tures. So I am making it my busited but her return is said to be an ausotherse.interes
and Theatr
ber of critics
ness to see that he does make
in the production attended the
picious one, and her acting an arwith them.
tistic delight from start to finish. money
showing.
" The first consideration is the
Part
of
the
story
is
laid
in
Paris
" The Black Panther's Cub " was
When I buy a picture for
directed by Emil Chautard, and the and Director Chautard is said to product.
release I have to be convinced that
have
obtained
some
realistic
scenes
supporting cast includes Norman
its results will show in box-office
Trevor, Henry Stephenson, Earle without tending to exaggeration.
receipts. Hence my slogan, ' HandFoxe, Tyrone Power, Mile. Dazie
and others. Mr. Ziegfeld, president
AfSuccesses.'
ling that
Only Assured
ter
comes the
advertising
Moore in Montreal
of the Ziegfeld Cinema Corporaaids,
the
printed
matter,
the
postFoster Moore, sales manager for
tion, is to be congratulated for
the photographs, etc. And
bringing into the industry a new Jans, left recently on a flying trip to after ers,
that comes the ideas. Here IV. K. Ziegfeld, producer of " The
Montreal on business for the Jans
Black Florence
Panther'sReedCub"
in which
angle, for he has produced a mo- Pictures,
is starred
Inc.
the salesman can help the exhibtion picture with a cast recruited
itor emphatically. He can do this
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started

somethin

g

Somebody
once
told me
that nobody reads trade paper ads. That person is
mistaken
week's

for the

Moving

page

Picture

ad I published

in last

World

some-

started

thing. I don't know
whether
what
IVe
started is going to cause trouble or not but if
it does I will be glad, for the only trouble that can come will eventually result
in a heap of good for all exhibitors, Independent exchanges and State Right
Buyers. If you read my ad you know that I aimed a broadside at monopolistic
film concerns who are still employing the old method of using good pictures
as a club to force Exhibitors to take bad ones.

Two
years
ago
I decided
that no
concern could use my productions as a club to force
the booking of inferior pictures. The Trade knows
how I began making independent productions and distributing them on the basis of merit. Some rather
strange remarks were heard, telling me how foolish I
was to start something I couldn't finish. I went right ahead and today I am
told that my pictures are among the biggest box office attractions. I am
glad and I promise exhibitors that I shall continue to make that character of
high class productions that will meet all and surpass most of the monopolistic
concern's biggest releases.

Equity

Pictures

Corporation

are

now distributing my current picture "Hush." Most
Exhibitors know what it has done and what it is doing
in box office receipts. If you don't know, ask John
Kunsky of Detroit, Tom Moore of Washington and many
others whom lack of space forbids me mentioning here.
My coming production, " STRAIGHT-FROM-PARIS,"
surpasses " Hush." It is a beautiful picture and will get
big money for exhibitors everywhere. If you are with me in my independent
stand, show it by booking "Hush" and following it with "STRAIGHTFROM-PARIS." Your box office receipts will tell you whether or not you are
on the right track, and after all that's the acid test. Get in touch with
your nearest Equity Franchise Holder or with Equity Pictures Corporation,
Aeolian Hall, New York, and watch for my adv. next week.

1804
Lightning Photoplay of
N. E., Expanding
Lightning Photoplay Service, of
Boston, a state right exchange only
one year old, announces that because of its remarkable growth it
has been necessary to form the
Lightning Photoplay Corporation,
which will afford increased facilities and accommodations to carry
on the energetic policy of Lightning
.Service.
Herman Hirsch who has managed the Lightning Photoplay
Service since its inception is treasurer and general manager of the
new company; Samuel Haase, who
has been indentified with motion
pictures in the New England territory, lor many years is president
and salesmanager ; Joe Blott, and
Sam Merchant head the list of
several high class salesmen, which
will be announced later, and Miss
Eleanor O'Brien, clerk of the new
corporation, is in charge of the
hooking department.
The new Lightning Photoplay
Corporation, with its unusually
strong financial position, is planning to handle only the highest
class product. In line with this
policy the company has bought the
new Rubye DeRemer productions,
the
which — " Luxury " is
readyfirst
for of
release.
Interesting information regarding this expansion, and the new
pictures which the company will
release, will be announced to New
England exhibitors at an early
date.
New Company Making
Two Reel Westerns
A company to produce two reel
western subjects has been organized at Globe, Gila County.
Arizona, to be known as 'Apache
Trial Films, Inc.'
The pictures are being made under the direction of Leon de LaMothe, who directed a number of
western subjects starring Franklyn
Farnum at the Wm. N. Selig
Studio, Los Angeles. The company has completed three subjects,
all of which feature W. A. Tohias.
Harry Levey to Issue
Science Magazine

M o t i o n Picture
Two
First

J.

W.

Film

Release

Westart

Screened

N cw s

Features

for Buyers

That five-reel Westerns, embracNew
Special, Starring Grace
ing all the old-time melodramatic
Darmond, is Ready for Distribution
thrills, with an added touch of modernity, but minus the illogical situaThe Burton King production,
DROMISING several state rights
tions and improbable stories of by*■ offerings of more than ordinary " Every Man's Price," which will
gone days, are in great demand,- is
importance, one of which is now introduce the J. W. Film Corporation to the independent market, is shown by the many screenings reready for the screen and to be
S. Mitchell, sales
launched immediately, the J. W. a society drama starring Grace managerportedofby Roger
Westart Pictures, Inc.,
Film Corporation has definitely de- Darling and said to be a subject of
" The Cowboy, Ace " and the
cided to enter the independent field unusual strength w.hich gives the of
first release of a series of -even
making a specialty of dignified, beautiful young emotional actress five-reel
Westerns featuring Al
high-class dramas that will appeal the best opportunity for powerful Hart.
especially to the patrons of the best acting
vehicles.of any of her more recent
" I am arranging screenings of
theatres.
The picture is introduced as a this picture," said Mr. Mitchell,
Notice of the organization of J.
W. Film Corporation, with E. S. real special, staged especially f«r " for from two to five times a day,
Manheimer as its active head, ap- the state right field with elaborate six days in the week. The stale
peared recently, and the announce- interiors and exteriors that include right buyers want good Western- —
ment of the completion of its first some remarkably pretty shots of Westerns that will meet every requirement of the most exacting exproduction for the state rights one of the magnificent country eshibitor, yet ones that can be bought
tates belonging to the Gould family.
market promises to awaken unusExtra advertising accessories in at a price that will enable all conual interest among independent exmoney and send the
changemen, because of the high keeping with the elaborateness of exhibitorcerned to make
them back for
quality of the picture and the fact the production are nearing comple- more of thewhosamerunskind.
That is the
tion
so
that
the
release
date
can
be
that others of equal worth arc
basis
on
which
we
are
operating
definitely
announced
in
a
few
days.
promised at short intervals.
and believe me, the state rights
buyers are showing a genuine interest in our releases."
Big

"Gasoline
Alley"
Drive
Many Newspapers Co-Operating

in
Exploiting
HIGHLY successful publicity
and exploitation campaign is
being put over on Frank King's
" Gasoline
Alley,"creation,
the newest
mated cartoon
whichani-is
being released by Russell-GrieverRussell.

A

A number of newspapers throughout the country syndicating this
cartoon have signified their willingnessducerto get
the proof the together
animated with
cartoons
for
their mutual benefit and in three
key cities, at the present time, one
sheets produced by Russell-GrieverRussell on " Gasoline Alley " are
being given widespread prominence
by the newspapers.
In Buffalo four hundred one
sheets and four hundred cutouts
have been placed on display by the
Buffalo Evening News. The Louisville Courier - Journal has signified

King's Cartoon
their intention of doing likewise,
and the Chicago Tribune has secured for distribution a quantity
of window cards and posters.
Another angle of the publicity
campaign is the poster campaign being put over in Chicago
by RussellGriever-Russell.
Five hundred
one
sheets advertising " Gasoline Alley "
were sent to a like number of garages and a check up shows that
ninety-eight per cent of the garages
have posted the one sheets.
Russell-Cricvcr-Russell intends to
repeat this publicity in the territory
where "Gasoline Alley" is closed
and it is believed the garage publicity will focus the attention of the
public
on " release
Gasolineof Alley."
The first
the series will
be completed this week and its title
is " Leave It to Walt."

Hunter Bennett Leaves
on Coast Trip
Hunter Bennett, vice president
and general manager of National
Fxchanges. Inc., is leaving this
week for Los Angeles to complete
negotiations with certain producers
desirous of affiliating with his
organization.
Mr. Bennett advises that the
Drascena production, " Welcome
• hildrcn," which is to be the first
feature production released by his
company,
will be
for 15th.
the release not later
thanready
March
Dale Hanshaw, special representative of National Exchanges, Inc.,
has been in Los Angeles for the
past few months looking over the
production field.
Mr. Bennett will stop off and
visit various exchanges of his company while enroute to Los
Angeles.

New
Canyon
Picture
Ready
The Harry Levey Service CorpNext Franklyn Farnum Feature
oration announces that they will release every week in co-operation
with the Science and Invention
to Be Released is " Last Chance "
Magazine, a reel of scientific edu- ' I 11 1 IE next feature with Franklyn hills of the Rockies.
Farnum
as the star which is
cational subjects. The reel will be
Special attention is being given to
called " Science and Invention — in to be released by the Canyon Pic- the exploitation plans on " The Last
Film," and it comes in answer to
tures Corporation will be " The Chance." A large assortment of
the ever-increasing demand by the Last Chance."
was produced by lithographic paper is being prereaders of the magazine to see how Colonel Wm. N.It Selig
pared, while an elaborate press
in Los Anthe inventions described in print
geles, was written by Wm. E. Wing, book is now on the press. " The
work. The latest discoveries in and directed by Webster Cullison. Last Chance," owing to the many
medical, electrical and mechanical
It is considered by both Colonel large settings used in producing the
science will be depicted in the reel. Selig and the Canyon headquarters picture far exceeded the appropriation originally set aside to make it,
In addition to the scientific sub- staff as the most ambitious picture
but it is the intention of the Canyon
jects, adepartment called "Phoney in which Franklyn Farnum has ever heads
to sell it at the same price as
Patents " will be a novel feature,
As is usual in the Farand a prize will be awarded each appeared.
num pictures the action is rapid and the other features of the series.
week for the most novel idea con- exciting, while in this particular
" The Last Chance," which is the
tributed. In the first issue, release production great stres> was paid to fifth of a series of six features, will
of which is expected very shortly, scenic backgrounds and real human be offered to the public with full
confidence of receiving a profitable
the " Phoney Patent " will be " Mrs. interest.
The picture may be classed as a reception, for its forerunners of the
Muffet's Snore-Muffler " and complete directions for its construction, semi-Western, for half of the ac- •same series have all been winners,
The Last Chance,"
Canas well as the finished product in
tion takes place in the Eastern part and have blazed the way of future Sceneyon from
Pictures " production,
in which aFrankoperation will be given.
lyn Farnum is starred
of the country and ends in the foot- Farnum productions.
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New

"Big Four" to Operate
Exchanges Abroad
European
PLAN
iontheof all prodtributfor
disS
uct of United Artists
Corporation have been
perfected and the foreign exchange system of the " Big
Pour " with
will be in full operation in a very few weeks,
declares a statement from the
United Artists headquarters.
The announcement, made
by Hiram Abrams, president
of the company, indicates that
a great deal of preparatory
ground has already been covered, and it is expected that
by the middle of May some of
the European offices of the
company will be in operation.
Mr. Abrams' announcement
states definitely that the " Big
Four " will own and operate
their own exchanges The
exchanges are to be established immediately in Great
Britain, in London, Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow and
Cardiff, and an exchange for
France will be opened in
Paris. Other exchanges in
other countries will follow
shortly. The first "Big
Four
" production
will be
released for
someEurope
time
between May 1 and May 15,
and it is hoped for a while at
least to release other productions at intervals of about
three weeks.

Hugo Ballin Is Seeking
New Story Material
Following the completion of
"East Lynne," which is shortly to
be released
by the W. \Y. Hodkinson Corporation, Hugo Ballin is
spending most of his time in
searching the fields of literature for
a book suitable for picturizatiori
for his third production. Several
big novels ar"e under consideration
at the moment, and it is expected
that an announcement will be
forthcoming shortly as to which
one has been chosen.

Pioneer Film Acquires
"Out of the Dust"
The Pioneer Film Corporation
announces that it has closed a confor "Out of the Dust," a
featuretractproduction
made by John
P. McCarthy. Russell Simpson
and Robert McKim have the most
important roles. Little Pat Moore
is also seen in one of the principal
parts.

Universal Comics
in Production
Four new comedies now are in
production at Universal City, word
comes from the Coast. Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran have started
a two-reeler which will be a riotous burlesque on old Rome, at the
height of her glory. The scenario
was written by Scott Darling.
A travesty on fake dramatic
schools will be the next screen
theme of Ward Hayes, who has
been engaged to produce one-reel
Universal comedies, in which Billy
Fletcher is starred. The short
laughograph will be called "Mis

This picture was taken at the Strand theatre, Louisville, Ky., while George Beban
was speaking to an audience in connection with the showing of his latest Robertson-Cole picture, " One Man in a Million "
Lasky

Signs

Betty

Star Signs Five-Year
Appear in Paramount
JESSE L. LASKY. first vicepresident of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has announced that Betty Compson,
whose remarkable performance in
George Loane Tucker's "The Miracle Man" stamped
as one
the foremost
artists her
of the
screen,of
has signed a contract for five years
as a star in Paramount Pictures.
Miss Compson, who arrived in
New York Sunday with her mother
for the express purpose of affixing
her signature to the Lasky contract, will leave Wednesday for
Hollywood. She will begin work
April 1 on her first Paramount
starring picture, and Mr. Lasky has
arranged that she will be given the
services of one of the most famous
of the Paramount group of directors to make her first picture.
" We are greatly pleased with the
acquisition of Miss Compson to our
list of artists," said Mr. Lasky in
announcing the signing of the new
star. " I consider her one of the
really great actresses of the screen.
In the portrayal of big, vital dramatic roles she has won the greatest praise from the most discriminating of critics. Not only was
this true in ' The Miracle Man,' but
in ' Ladies Must Live,' which George
Loane Tucker has recently completed, and which we shall release
as a Paramount Picture in the near
future, her personality as well as
her rare ability, mark her as one of
the big drawing cards of pictures.
The popularity which she established by her work in ' The Miracle
Man ' is shown to hav e been justi-

Compson

DottyWife."
Wolbert's forthcoming
Acting
production will be " A Bughouse
Blunder," a story in which the romantic locale of Greenwich Village will be used with good effect.
William Beaudine will direct, while
Eddie Barry, Helen Darling and
other comedy favorites will play in
the star's support.
orangoutang,
has begun
Joe cated
Martin,
Universal's
eduwork on another animal comedy,
said to be even better than " The
Monkey
as
the firstFireman,"
of a new just
seriescompleted
of animal comedies being made under the
direction of Harry Burns.

Contract to
Productions
fied by her remarkable performance in ' Ladies
I forecast
will beMust
one Live,'
of thewhich
film
sensations of the year.
Censor Board Praises
" From the group of famous authors who are now writing original
"The First Born"
stories for Paramount Pictures 1
expect to get a story for Miss CompExceptional Photoplays, the
son which will give her ample op- official organ of the National Board
portunity tointerpret a big role such
gave "Therelease,
First an
Born,"
the Review,
Robertson-Cole
enas
-.he
had
' The Miracle
Man,' of
and we are inmaking
arrangements
thusiastic review.
to give her the biggest productions
In part, this publication said:
" No photoplay dealing exclusively
with Chinese life and characters has
Metro Cast Finds Too been more effective than this one
possible."
pioduced around an essentially
Much Realism
tragic
tale.
deals with
Snowbound for eight hours,
other peopleWhile
and it
another
way anof
suffering from exposure and fa- thinking than our own, it leads us
tigue, members of the Metro Com- at the same time to identify their
pany who were at Flagstaff, Ariz., thoughts with ours and that people
to picture Arctic scenes for " Un- with ourselves by successful precharteddesirable.
Seas," found far more
senting adream of instincts comrealism than
mon to all mankind — the instinct
The company, headed by Alice to love and cherish, to hate and
Lake, who is starring in the production, reached Flagstaff eight
hours behind schedule in the midst
of a heavy snowstorm. Director
Wesley Ruggles and Rudolph avenge."
Valentino, who is playing the lead- Versatility
Shown
"The Reckless
Sex' 'in
ing male role in the story, immediAl Christie is said to have given
ately started for the camp, a fewmiles away, which was to serve as strong proof of his versality in
headquarters for the expedition.
creation in " The Reckless
Midway between the station and comedy
Sex," a two-reeler which is soon to
their destination, the sledges were be
released by Educational Excaught in drifts and forced to turn
changes. Christie personally diback. Several hours later, other
rected this picture in which Dorotemporary quarters were found
thy Devore, Earl Rodney, Molly
and the seekers after snow became McGowan and Ward Caulfield apprisoners.
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Newt

First
Born"
Wins
Again
Repeats Its Initial Success at
the Brooklyn and Newark Strands
production gracing the screen of the
i»TpHE
FIRST super-special
BORN," RobertX son-Cole
star- Brooklyn Mark Strand this week.
ring Sessue Hayakawa, which op- This unique headliner is Sessue
ened at the Strand theatre, New
in ' The First Born.'
York City, January 30th, and which Hayakawa
" talNot
only does
the greatcharacter
Orienstar fashion
a colorful
is declared by Robertson-Cole to
have achieved an unusual measure in the part he plays, but he wields
of success at that theatre, continued a story red-hot with instense compelling interest. Sessue Hayakawa
successfully in the following week
at the Strand theatre, Brooklyn, has a co-star in ' The First Born,'
and at the Strand theatre, Newark, little ' Sonny Boy ' Warde, a child
player, who adds realistic notes to
This production, which is the first
in which Hayakawa has been seen theThe
storyBrooklyn
theme." Daily Times of
on Broadway in many months, is February 7th commented : " Dull
based upon the play by Francis minutes were not made for 'The
Powers, and was directed by Colin First Born,' which has for its unCampbell.
derlying principle the age-old policy
The Brooklyn papers generally
both love."
the Brooklyn house and Ruth Roland in Arrow
commended the acting of Mr. Haya- of Atfather
a costume
"worn in her
kawa and the supporting cast, as the Newark theatre, unusual pro- new
A new photo of Dorothy Dalton, whose
Pathe serial " The Avenging
next Paramount picture will be " The well as the general artistic and dralogues were introduced to aid in putIdol of the North "
ting over the picture. The Brooklyn
matic effect accomplished by the
New Associate Editor
picture as a whole. The Brooklyn theatre built a setting representing
" Standard Union " of Tuesday, a street in Chinatown, before which
tDorothy Dalton Will
at Goldwyn Studio
a number of Chinamen, including a
Head DeMille Cast
February 8th,
said smile
: " Fantastic
lovemaking,
unusual
material, Chinese orchestra, appeared. At
JULIAN
•J
one of theJOSEPHSON,
best known
plenty of wonderful scenery, and a the Newark house, a Chinese opium
DelMILLE,
continuation of thrills, are elements den, minus the objectionable feaIL
scenario writers in the mogenera
CECdir
ector-B.
of the
tures, was reproduced on the stage.
tion picture colony, has been
prominent in the Chinese photoFamous Playersappointed associate editor at
La sk y Corporation
and producer of specials for
the Goldwyn studios, accordParamount, announced in Los
ing to an announcement isAngeles this week that he
sued by Abraham Lehr, GoldRealism
for
Realart
Film
had selected Dorothy Dalton
wyn vice-president, in charge
of production He will work
to play the leading feminine
with J. G. Hawks, managing
role in his next all-star proGrand Jury Scene in "Out of the
duction. Further details coneditor, under whom he obtained his early training. Mr.
Chrous " Accurate in All Details
cerning the cast, which, it is
understood, will be quite as
jury
room
was
another
matter.
A
Josephson
joined
the Goldwyn staff about
a month
ago.
THAT motion picture directors photograph has never been made
imposing as that of " The Afrs
alto
go
will
produce
and
The
new
associate
editor is
," Mr. Detol
of
the
grand
jury
room
of
the
New
fairseofdecl
Ana
most any lengths to get the realthe author of many origMill ined to give out at
istic results demanded by the pub- York Criminal Court Building and
inal stories and adaptations.
this time, nor would he dilic is said to be again proven in the authorities refused to break a
He wrote many of Charles
vulge anything about the naprecedent
in
this
case.
However,
's " Out of the Chorus,"
Realart
Ray's greatest successes,
ture of the story. PreparaBrady.
featuring Alice
sketches showing the general nations for the production,
ture of the room were gathered
In
this
picture
it
was
necessary
among
them being " The
r,
howeve
have been going on
to provide sets representing the and carefully followed in the erecHired Man," " Paris Green,"
for some time, although the
tion
of
the
scene
in
the
studio.
"
String
Beans," " Greased
chambers of a district attorney and
camera work will not be
also
the
rooms
of
a
grand
jury.
Another
matter
requiring
speL
i
g
h
t
n
n g," Egg
" Crooked
started until April.
Straight," "i The
Crate
cial attention was a full chorus for
To obtain the first Realart's reThis will be the first time
Wallop
"
and
many
others
search
department
secured
photothat Miss Dalton has ap. graphs of the chambers of District the stage scenes in which Miss
peared in a Cecil B. DeMille
Attorney Swann, of New York, Brady appears as Flo Maddis, a Walsh Has Virile Role
production, and her selection
from which an exact duplicate was Broadway chorus girl. The chorus
was finally selected by Herbert
for the leading part is a fitbuilt.
in
Allen"
Fox "Dynamite
officials are entertaining
high
ting recognition not only of
To get photographs of a grand Blache, who directed the picture.
her pronounced ability as an
expectations
for W" Dynamite
Allen,"
actress but of her beauty as
starring George
alsh and directed
well.
by Dell Henderson. The star is
said to have been given a typical
virile Walsh role.
"The Great Moment" a
Romantic Story
The " concerns
narrative itself
of chiefly
" Dynamite
Allen
with '
A story of real romantic quality,
the efforts of " Dynamite." played
with the Continental and court
by Walsh, to solve the mystery of
flavor which has been imparted to
a murder for which bis innocer. ■
father is serving a life term in
the majority of her stories by the
prison. This he accomplished ever
talented author, Elinor Glyn, is detually, but not until several pugna
clared by Paramount to be included
cious coal miners are brought to a
in " The Great Moment," in which
more reasonable frame of mind
Gloria Swanson will make ber debut as a Paramount star. The dithrough Dynamite's " blowing-up."
rection isto be by Sam Wood.
Monte M. Katterjohn, working
side by side with the author, preGood Cast for Dwan's
pared the screen version of the story
ny selected
Cucabod"
"John
In
the cast
by Allan
which opens at an orgy in St. PeDwan for his third Associated
tersburg when a British aristocrat
is captivated by and marries a
Producers' release, tentat'veh^
woman from the plains of Tartary
tied
"Johnny
are inMary
Thurman
and Cucabod."
Monte Blue,
the
— a Gypsy. The latter leaves him a
daughter, Nadine, and in this role
leadingving,roles,
little Mars-Le*Jane
IrMiss Swanson will have one of the
Lizette Thorne.
Bates,
greatest opportunities of her caArthur
Millette
and
Mafth-j
TTnrtox.
reer, itis said
A scene from the latest Universal-Century lion comedy

Something

Different

SPORT stuff. "Cy" Williams producing. Bob Bradbury directing. Pathe release. Bob's boys in
cast. Bill and Bob. Twins. One
reelers. Shows the boys trapping
wild animals. Great stuff. Ideal
for youngsters. Great material.
With which to bring Pop and Mom
into your house. Bringing the
youngsters along. Fine for family
entertainment. Will do more to
offset censorship than one thousand
speeches by Bill Brady. And 63
lectures by Sydney Cohen. Kind of
stuff much needed. Clean. Unusual. Interesting. Let's have more.
Lots more.
Dannenberg in Wid's

CYRUS

-rjfe

J. WILLIAMS

Advent

ures

cjtwo real hoys and {hair
Bob"
trapping
ihe mountains
ain
nd
Biexploits
o
ll
f

m
/VIIVAIELTVAIJ

—

Cyrus

"the

J. Williams

Death

presents

Trap"

That's what reviewers and exhibitors
alike say of these fine Santschi pictures.
Into them has gone the strength of
story, the careful and costly production that are found in the best
features.
Santschi, a real box office bet ; superb
background, stirring action, pathos,
romance, each two-reel picture has
them.
Excellent for the best houses;
very, very big for all others.
A screening of them at the
nearest Pathe exchange is yours
for the asking.

Santschi

Series

Directed
I

by Robert

North

Bradbury
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Points Out Appropriate
Tie-Up with Feature
In line with its policy of advising
exhibitors of unusually suitable one
and two-reel pictures to be played
with specific important features,
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
has called attention to its various
offices to pictures which are desirfor use with
Wu,"recent
the
Stoll able
feature.
Three" Mr.
of the
Chester Outings were taken in
China, where the scenes of the feature are laid, and they carry out
its spirit perfectly. These are
■ Dreams Come True," " Old
Buddha's Maze" and "Paths of
Glory."
When "Mr. Wu " was given its
premier showing in this country at
the Plaza theatre, Waterloo, Iowa,
" Old Buddha's Maze " was used
at the prologue to the feature. In
fact, Educational supplied the entire remainder of the film program
with kinograms and " Mind Your
Business," a single-reel Vanity comedy.
Educational points out that these
scenics are suitable for use with the
Sessue Hayakawa picture such as
" The First Born."
Rothacker Forces Have
Finger Prints Taken
According to a statement from the
headquarters of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company,
everybody in the Rothacker plant
has had his finger prints registered
under the Bertillon system of identification. A standing rule of the
institution requires all who handle
film to wear gloves. The purpose
of the innovation is to identify the
source of any finger print smears
that might be found on the film
prints. The statement adds that it
was the expressed wish of the workers themselves to adopt a scheme insuring religious adherence to the
rule that was responsible for the
establishment of the system.
"From Serious to Gay"
in Pathe News
Numbers 13 and 14 of the Pathe
News are enlivened by human activities and events which range
" from serious to gay, from lively
to severe." The initial scenes are
pictorial descriptions of New York
City's timely fight against the spread
of the dread disease, typhus. Meanwhile the streets of New Orleans
are shown filled with the gay and
abandoned pageantry of the annual
Mardi Gras Carnival. Not even a
downpour of rain can dampen the
spirits of the merry revellers. The
scene changes to Southern France,
and " The Battle of Flowers " at
Nice, this being the season of that
famous annual carnival.
Study of Chimpanzee
in Pictograph
The Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph
No. 7078 has for its subject a young
chimpanzee, who under the tutelage of Dr. W. H. Furness of Philadelphia, has learned to do a variety of interesting tricks. This anthropological study is released under the title of " One of Our Ancestors," and is said to present
" several humorous incidents "
along with its more serious " shots."

Geo.Beban
NE MAN IN A MILLION,"starring
the special
tion
George producBeban
which is being distributed by Robcrtson-Cole, won the same success
in Cleveland that it has enjoyed in
the other cities during its sweep
through the South and into the
Middle West, according to word
which has been received from the
distributing corporation.
The Metropolitan and Strand
theatres of Cleveland wired Robertson-Cole": In face of big opposition opening with personal appearance of stars, people of Cleveland
jammed the Metropolitan and
Strand theatres Sunday to see
George Beban and witness his picture "One Man in a Million."
Patrons unanimous in praise of picture and dication
Beban's
inwe will work.
have Every
a record

Scores
in
introduced Mr. Beban from the
stage. The following day the Governor of the State introduced Mr.
Beban to the members of the
Rotary Club at one of their
luncheons. On Wednesday he was

week's business."
Mr. Beban is now heading westward from Cleveland and will have
engagements in Detroit and Milwaukee before he reaches Chicago
for a run of three weeks, after
which he will go in the direction
of the far West.
Meanwhile in New York, Robertson-Cole has been mapping out
initial bookings which already run
to a big total, it is declared. In the
New York territory for instance,
the picture has been booked over
the Fox Greater New York Circuit.
The following theatres will show
"One Man in a Million"; Ridgewood, Bedford, Folly, Comedy, Jap
Garden, Jamaica, Audubon, Crotona,
Star, Academy, Nemo, Standard
and the 103rd St. theatre.
In Indianapolis when Mr. Beban
appeared at the Circle theatre,
which seats just a little over 3,000
people, the management was forced
to fill every aisle in the theatre, so
great was the popular demand for
entrance, declares a Robertson-Cole
statement. Ralph W. Lieber, manager of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, wrote Robertson-Cole regarding Mr. as
Beban's
appearance in
Indianapolis
follows:
" Mr. Beban opened at the Circle
theatre on Sunday, and due to an
all-day rain and a cold wave at
night we opened to only average
business. But such a tremendous
hit did his picture and his appearances make that beginning Wednesday night we did capacity business.
The last three days of the week
we were compelled to let people
down the side aisles during Mr.
Beban's
appearances
People
ply stormed
the box :office,
and simthe
momentum was growing with such
force, aided by ads and stories in
the newspapers, and several talks
I had arranged for Mr. Beban, that
Saturday at 1 :30 we had a line a
block
and refuse
at 3 to
o'clock
we
simply long,
had to
sell any
more tickets for over an hour. At
night practically the same condition
prevailed, and we were taxed to
capacity.
over Mr. People
Beban, simply
and thewent
whole"wild"
city
was talking about him.
" On Monday noon the committee
of seventy met Mr. Beban at his
hotel and escorted him in automobiles to the City Hall, where the
Mayor received him and presented
him with a floral key to the city.
" On Monday night the Mayor

"Charm and good taste — the production and direction
teem with them. "Black Beauty" is the sort of wholesome entertainment that builds sturdy tissue in the
interesting picture industry." — New York American.

What

The

New

Mid-West
the guest of honor at the Kiwanis
Club luncheon, where he was introduced by one of the prominent
citizens. Thursday afternoon he
Club.
spoke to the Women's Department

York

Newspaper

Critics Said About "Black Beauty"
Now Playing at the Strand Theatre
"It is a far better product than the book itself, and it
is probable that Anna Sewell would say as much. Must
be considered as one of the fine pieces of motion picture
work of the season. A picture play deserving of large
patronage and long life." — New York Morning World.

"Right after the two weeks' run of 'The Kid' the
Strand
presents
week
'BlackTheBeauty'
—
another Theatre
of the best
picturesthis
of the
season.
picture
is so refreshing in its atmosphere, so kind in its message
and so clean in its purpose that it cannot fail to captivate the hearts of motion picture patrons." — New York
Morning Telegraph.
"The presence of the various stable characters makes
this picture one of the alluring novelties of the season.
A very attractive production which, in the immortal
words of any clothing advertisement, is 'fitted to customers of all ages.' " — New York Herald.
"It's a job to be proud of, I think, having made 'Black
Beauty' into a picture which will please infant and
adult, a job which so easily might have been badly done,
but is not. At the Strand there were hosts of unnaturally quiet little boys marshalled in to see it. They
thought it was 'great stuff.' " — New York Daily News.
"A picture that will attract thousands of animal lovers
to the Strand this week. The film version of this tale
follows
merce. the book closely." — New

York Journal of Com-

"So skilfully has Vitagraph told this story on the
screen that to many it will seem even better than the
book itself." — New York Evening Telegram.
"As a picture it is indeed a novelty for which the producers deserve more than the usual credit." — New York
Globe.
"On the silver sheet 'Black Beauty' is in many respects
a remarkable picture. There are thrills aplenty likewise
the race for the train in the final scene being one of the
best filmings of its kind the motion picture world has
produced, with a succession of sensational riding feats.
Jean Paige has an appealing beauty. She screens and
plays extremely well. Her supporting cast is of the
best." — New York Evening Mail.
"One of the unique offerings of the season is 'Black
Beauty,' which atones for many a vampire-laden blight
of the past. It's a relief to meet with actors who aren't
always trying to register. Jean Paige leads the human
battalion and does it as one to the manner and the saddle
born." — New York Evening Sun.
" 'Black Beauty' scores. There is an excellent race to
climax the story." — New York Journal.
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Paramount

News

Issues

" The Passionate Pilgrim " and " The
Kentuckians " Released February 20
The other release, " The Kenrees the
unt yfeatur
leased on Februar
20 are
tuckians,"ofwas adapted
the
THE Paramo
famous novel
that name from
by John
Cosmopolitan production, " The Fox, Jr. Frank Wright Jut tie
Passionate Pilgrim," and the wrote the scenario. Mr. Maigne
Charles Maigne production, " The took his company to Kentucky and
Kentuckians," with Monte Blue.
Both are picturizations of popular there in the Blue Grass country
and in the mountains to the east,
novels by well-known authors.
Samuel Merwin, who recently and also in the capital city of
Frankfort the principal scenes were
signed a contract to write stories filmed.
for Paramount pictures exclusively, is the author of " The PassionPlaying opposite Monte Blue is
ate Filgrim," which was personally Diana Allen, who recently created
directed by Robert G. Vignola. Al. >uch
a favorable impression by her
Liguori was the cameraman.
The title-role is played by Matt work in " Heliotrope." Wilfred
Moore. Opposite him is Rubye Dc
played in " HelioRemer. Frankie Mann and Claire Lytell, who hasalso
the role of Randolph
Whitney are also prominently cast, Marshall,trope," while
others prominent
while other players are Julia in the cast are Frank Jo>rner, J. H.
Swayne
Gordon,
Mary
Newcomb,
Tom Moore in the leading role of his next Goldwyn picture, " Mr. Barnes, of Tom Guise, Van Dyke Brook, Gilmour, John Milturn, Grace
Reals, John Carr, Russell Parker,
New York "
Charles Gerrard, Sam J. Ryan, Ar- Albert
Hewitt, Eugenia Woodward
thur Donaldson, Albert Roccardi,
Universal
Film
Scores
Hit Bernard A. Reinold, Charles Brook and Wesley Jenkins. The photogand Helen Lindroth.
raphy is by Andre Barlatier.
Allen

Theatre, Akron, Plays " Outside the Law " to Record Business
THE first showing in the State 'Outside the Law" by Mr. Simmons.
of Ohio
of " Outside
the Law,"
the big
Priscilla
Dean film,
broke
"Kismet' 'for Opening
As a result of the popularity of Book
all records last week in the Allen
Will
Be Used as Feature AttracDean's latest picture in Akron,
theatre, Akron, O., according to a Miss
Universal reports that bookings are
statement just received from Uni- pouring in from all parts of Ohio.
tion at Capitol,
Baltimore, Md.
versal headquarters. On the open- In most of the large cities the picing Sunday, police protection was
written Robertson-Cole by
(( IS ISMET," the Robertson- AW. letter
Mead, branch manager at
is beingAllen
booked
for ahas
week's
necessary in the block upon which run. tureThe
l\. Cole super-special starring San A.
theatre
exFrancisco,
says :
the theatre stands, to regulate the
tended its run to two weeks. Early Otis Skinner, has been chosen as
crowd, it is stated. The succeeding reports of the current week indicate the opening attraction for another
" Regarding
the showing of
new Capitol of Balti- ' Kismet,' would say that the Turdays
run are
said to that the picture is holding up to a theatre,more,the
Md.
This
is
the
second
new
have of
heldtheup week's
with little
diminution.
ner
and
Dahnken
people broke all
remarkable degree, despite the fact
The remarkable success of the that Akron is not recognized as a theatre which this picture opened, house records yesterday, Monday.
the first having been the Winter The manager informs us that the
Universal - Jewel production in two-week run city.
Garden at Seattle. The Capitol of telephone is constantly ringing to
Akron is said to be due largely to
The
publicity
campaign
included
the elaborate advertising and ex- the use of teasers of many kinds, Baltimore, a handsome new house inquire as to the location of the i
on a leading street, recently used Tivoli theatre.
This in itself |
ploitation campaign put over by A.
posters, and tie-ups with
proves the worth of the attraction, |
T. Simmons, proprietor and mana- mystery
newspaper
adverseveral Akron newspapers. During very extensive
tisements to herald its opening and also means added business for
ger of the Allen, assisted by Joseph
H. Mayer, of the Universal Exploi- the week preceding the initial show- with " Kismet," and a remarkably the Tivoli during ensuing months."
ing "Outside the Law " received large attendance was evident
At the close of the week I. E.
tation Department. Newspapermen in that city say the picture has several two and three-column heads throughout the engagement.
Phelps,
of the asTivoli
theon
the
front
page
of
the
Akron
paatre,manager
wrote Mr. Mead
follows:
received more publicity than any
" Kismet
*' continuesin
strongly
as elsewhere
pers. In all more than twelve col- toIngotheas West
film ever shown in Akron. It is
Kismet
'
smashed
all
week-day
umns of publicity were printed con- the country. From San Francisco records. It took a special officer
admitted that no advertising camthat at the Tivoli thepaign on a picture ever reached the
cerning the picture before its show- comesatre allword
house records were broken. to manage the crowds. Beyond
proportions of that put behind
all expectations."
Strong
Cast
for
Allison
Announcement of Supporting Cast
Reveals Names of Popular Players
Frank Elliott, who had the
BAYARD VEILLER, Metro
chief of productions, has selec- villainous role in " The Marriage
ted a strong supporting cast for of W illiam Ashe," Miss Allison's
" Dated," May Allison's newest next Metro release, has been selecMetro starring picture, upon which
ted for the " bad man " part in
production is scheduled to start in " Dated."
has appeared
the near future at the Metro studios in more thanMr.oneElliott
hundred and fifty
in Hollywood.
successful screen productions. Previous to his work in the silent
Al Roscoe, film as well as stage
star, will play opposite the blonde drama, he was on the English
star in this production, which is speaking stage.
from The Saturday Evening Post
Stanley Goethals, the little boy
story by Maxwell Smith. Mr.
whose work
in favorable
" Outside the
Law "
Roscoe will enact the part of the caused
comment,
husband of the heroine. He has will havesuch
the
part
of
the
little
son
recently completed playing a lead
with Shirley Mason. Among some of Elsie Kirkwood, the part enacted
of the recent pictures in which he by Miss Allison. The child player
has had an important part are : in " Dated " has a very important
" The City of Comrades," " Her part, and young Goethals was
selected only after Mr. Veiller had
Purchase Price,"
numerous
others. " Evangeline," and considered all available child actors.

Pathe headquarters
in
A STATEMENT
from the
New York, announces that its
religious release, " Behold
the Man," now being prepared for release in its revised form, is winning the
commendation of leaders of
virtually every sect and of
prominent citizens. The picture has played to capacity
audiences on four successive
Sundays at the Apollo Theatre, New York City, according to the statement.
" Behold the Man " is the
only
length
ever picture
issued ofinfeature
the United
States, that was hand colored
in its entirety. The picture
lives over again the life of
Christ from his birth to the
crucifixion. It is reverently
done, and lacks nothing in detail.
Ollie Sellers

March

5 , 1921
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the Bob(^RAPPING
cat," the first of the
■** series of " Adventures of Bill and Bob," has
been scheduled for release by
Pathe for the week of March
6th. The offering, while containing amusing and entertaining moments, has also no
small number of real thrills,
and the eleven-year-old actors show themselves to be
not only engaging screen personalities, but also fearless
young individuals who are
able to battle their tenacious
prey with all the skill of veteran trappers.
the Bobcat
has" Trapping
all the flavor
of the"
woods and also contains a delightful human element. The
boys are seen camping out in
the wilds with only their dog,
" Rags," as a protector. An
amusing adventure is first
shown with a skunk, which
makes one of the young men
not only unpopular with his
brother, but with " Rags " as
well. Next morning the boys
start out with their rifles and
" set "
trap inis one
traps,
for
the and
wilyone
bobcat
of
his favorite haunts.

On his arrival
at the re
Brunton
Pictu
Kipling's
Up
ding
consi
Spee
is ucti
ptly
AS withprom
onstent
-classas prod
first
re- Pathe Promises "With- Studios Director James Young will
find there not only a complete Kipout Benefit of
s, Rudyard Kipling's
ling continuity, but many sketches
first motion picture,quirement
" Without Benof scenes and costumes — some in
efit of Clergy," ng
will be submitted to
colors — besides most minute directhe picture-lovi public. In this
Clergy" Soon
tions regarding characteristics of
most practical way, Pathe acts upon
the recently, and widely, published
native Indian interiors, with peculiarities of character, customs, etc.
statement of Paul Brunet that noth- Pathe's natural choice for producIn short, Mr. Lewis brought back
ing but lack of confidence is the response
tion
supervision.
Mr.
Brunton's
was
characteristic.
It
with
him
from England everything
matter with finance and industry in
reached the Pathe New movable calculated to make the
this country, and that the effect of speedily
overproduction in the motion pic- York offices in the person of M. C. production of ' Without Benefit of
Levee,
vice-president
of the Brun- Clergy " live up to its celebrated
ture field having been entirely over- ton
Studios
Corporation.
author's ideal.
come there is no occasion for lonMr. Brunton was eager to begin
ger lack of activity in the studios.
Probably never before have the
Roosevelt's famous axiom about the production of " Without Bene- preliminaries of an important production whose scenes are exotic
fit of Clergy." Who should be
" Words backed by deeds " thus
receives timely and distinguished ap- chosen to direct it? That problem been so fully attended to.
was soon solved. Who had diplication.
The statement is made that no efThe announcement, already made,
rected "The Devil" with such trifort nor expense will be spared in
umphant success? Who among
that James Young has proceeded to
the Pacific Coast under engagement the capable American directors had the effort to produce a distinctively
to direct "Without Benefit of traveled in the Orient, and pro- Kipling picture. " In ordinary times
duced motion pictures in the In- and conditions," states Pathe, " such
Clergy " is followed by other india of Rudyard Kipling? So, to a resolution would be worthy of
teresting details. When the Kipling script — a complete continuity — agree on James Young was a nat- comment; now when so many leaders in the picture industry are talkarrived from England it so fully ral consequence. Mr. Young proved
ing confidence
'
' but doing nothing,
came up to the anticipations of so entirely agreeable to the suggesthe
combined and confident activition that he was ready in a few days
Paul Brunet and the Pathe Proties of Pathe and Brunton in production Department that it was im- to go West, whither Mr. Levee and
ducing masterly literature for litLewiswho —has
the worked
Pathe repremediately forwarded to the Brun- Randolph sentative
with
erature's sake, appears in the light
ton Studios, Los Angeles, for a preliminary reading by Robert Brun- Kipling on the script as a technical of a timely and most promising obton, an ardent Kiplingite, and expert — had preceded him.

Cabinet Session Shown
ject lesson."
in Kinograms
Postpone
Harold
Lloyd
Release
and with such expert judgment in
Kinograms, for release through
rethe choice of characters and inciEducational Exchanges on Febru- PATHE announces that the
lease date of " Now or Never," Change Release Date
dents employed, that their laughterary 20th, contains views of the aseel
three-r
first
Lloyd's
Harold
making qualities are many times
ors,
ated
Exhibit
Associ
for
comedy
sembling
of'
the
members
of
the
of
"Now
or
Never"
Wilson Cabinet for one of their last
magnified.
to March 27
Inc., has been changed from March
" That overcrowded wash room
meetings that is likely to be his- 13, as announced previously, to
toric. The various members posed March 27. The distributors explain
in the early morning gains new posfor the camera.
sibilities ofrich humor through the
that this first Lloyd comedy made three reels, moreover, is declared to
idiosyncracies of characters
First pictures of the new Mexi- under the contract with Associated have resulted in much happy in- comic
can army, which has been literally
vention of novel effects, which are already fully established. Shaving
ors " so far exceeds in every
reborn under the administration of Exhibit
way all anticipations, high as they said to be not only full of inspira- cream mistaken for tooth paste — an
President Obregon are also shown. were, that the making of the large
gentleman's shirt mistaken
tion to laughter but in some in- irascible
There are other flavors of the mil- number of prints to meet exhibitstances impressive and demanding by himself for a towel, the same
having already been used for that
itary in the visit of Gen. Crowder
ors' demands requires more than the best resources of the laboratory purpose by the hero— the tube of
to Havana and the tribute paid in the amount
of time usually allotted in the perfection of prints. Fathe
New York to the memory of the to that detail." The enlargement officials declare that in " Now or shaving cream falling on the floor
be stepped on and the resulting
of the Lloyd comedy from two to Never " Harold Lloyd has easily to
f Maine " hero.
snaky flow from its nozzle causing
distanced all possible competitors, instant
acute delirium tremens in
Loth in originality of creation and
in the apparently spontaneous effects the mild passenger
with a 'efforts
hanghero's painful
of the ludicrously comic action. The to getover"—thetheclothes
on
a
baby
girl
statement issued by Pathe in con- has been thrust into his care —who
all
nection with the release of " Now this means continuous laughter.
or Never " follows :
The natural concatenation of events
" There is a three-reel situation
finds Lloyd riding on the brakeprovided before beginning the work beams
with a tramp, and when he
of production, calling for an abun- loses his grip so that his hip pocket
dance of appropriate comic incithe
dents growing legitimately out of region
resultingtouches
streamtheof 'third
sparks rail'
is both
the story. It goes without saying reasonable
and inspiring. That
that, in addition, the famous Lloyd- Lloyd should seize an early opporian 'gag' creeps in unobtrusively
sit on a cake of ice, and
and at every opportunity, but never that thetunity toice
should promptly melt
is of a character out of keeping
away while you watch, is quite as
with either the scene or the story.
laughable as it is to be expected,
" The Moliere quality of entirely considering that this is a Harold
familiar and human scenes and incidents never is deviated from. Accordingly no reflection on the part Lloyd comedy."
Indian Motorcycle Club
of
any
audience,
no ' the
chart,'
needed to indicate where
laughis
in Fox's Special
comes in. For example, much of
the action occurs aboard a Pullman
The motorcycle army of fully
sleeping car. The funny things armored knights who appear in the
that happen to the indiscriminate Fox film spectacle of Mark Twain's
mixture of all sorts of travelers in " Connecticut Yankee," represents
a Pullman, which everybody is fa- the entire membership of the
miliar with and which are the basis Tndian Motorcycle Club of Los
of a thousand comic stories, are de- Angeles, one of the largest motorveloped with so much dramatic art,
A scene from the Cosmopolitan-Paramount picture, " Straight is the Way
cycle organizations in the country.
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Educational
Books
Big
Circuit
number
of
big chains that have
cona
WITH thetractsign
withatur
thee ofSouthern Now Said to be Tied booked its product, Educational
points to such as : the Rialto-RiAmusement Company, conUp with Every Big
voli-Criterion, the Mark Strand
trolling the Hulsey-Lynch theatres
Chain in Nation
Circuit and the Marcus Loew theain Texas and Arkansas, Educational
tres in New York ; Balaban and
Film Exchanges, Inc., announces
Katz and Jones, Linick and Schaefthat it has completed the task of
booking practically every circuit of Victqry in Waco, Queen in Galves- fer in Chicago ; the A. S. Black and
Gordon groups and every circuit of
importance in this country and Canton, Royal in Little Rock, Ark., importance in all of New England ;
ada.
Olympic
in
Wichita
Falls,
the
Dallas was one of the last of the Queen, Old Mill and Hippodrome the Stanley group of houses in
Philadelphia; the Rowland and
Educational Exchanges to open, in Dallas, and all the houses in San Clark
chain in Pittsburgh and its
and changes in management de- Antonio. Assurances have been section ; the Tom Moore and the
layed the completion of contracts given, it is stated by Educational, Loew houses in Washington ; the
in that territory, but according to that this product will be played in
Jake Wells theatres through Virthe New York office that section
Palace theatre now beginia the
; Lynch houses in Georgia,
will now show the same over the the $800,000
ing completed in Dallas, and which Alabama and Tennessee ; the Levy
top business as the rest of the will open about July 4. The ar- theatres in Kentucky; the Linson
country. Provision for these first
rangements made also include add- houses in Cincinnati ; the Loew
runs will also make the pictures
ing a number of other theatres to
available for the remainder of the the list just as soon as they have chain in Cleveland ; the Leiber
houses in Indianapolis; the Saenterritory.
the short subject book- ger circuit in Louisiana, Mississippi
Included in the theatres which exhausted
will show the entire Educational tract. ings that they now have under con- and Florida; the Skouras house in
St. Louis ; the Kunsky circuit in
product are the Queen in Houston,
In calling attention to the vast Detroit
; Ruben and Kinklestein in
Minneapolis; the Butterfield circuit
through Michigan; the A. K. Blank
chain in Iowa and Nebraska ; the
What The New York Newspaper
Frank Newman theatres in Kansas
City; the entire group of Denver
theatres ; the Swanson and Nolan
Critics Said About "Black Beauty"
houses in Utah ; Turner and DahnNow Playing at the Strand Theatre
kerr in
California
theatres and
the Gore; Gramain's
Brothers-Lesser
houses in Los Angeles, and the Jensen and von Herberg circuit
" ItAnna
is a far
betterwould
product
the book
and it is probable
that
Sewell
say than
as much.
Mustitself,
be considered
as one
through the Northwest. In addition
of the fine pieces of motion picture work of the season. A picture
to the entire Educational product
is shown in all of the sixty Allen
play
deserving
M orning
Wo rid. of large patronage and long life."— New York
theatres through Canada.
" We believe," says statement
"Charm and good taste — the production and direction teem with
from"
Educational,
" thatinwethe have
them. ' Black Beauty ' is the sort of wholesome entertainment
established
a new record
film
that
builds
sturdy
tissue
in
the
interesting
picture
industry."
—
world.
We
know
that
we have toNew York American.
day more first runs in leading theatres of the country than any short
" Right after the two weeks' run of ' The Kid ' the Strand
subjects
have ever enjoyed before.
Theatre presents this week 'Black Beauty' — another of the best
When one reflects that the first of
pictures of the season. The picture is so refreshing in its
atmosphere, so kind in its message and so clean in its purpose
our exchanges was not opened until
that it cannot fail to captivate the hearts of motion picture
June 20 last year and that other
offices were gradually established
patrons." — New York Morning Telegraph.
and the entire svstem not completed
until late in October, we believe
" The presence of the various stable characters makes this picture one of the alluring novelties of the season. A very attractive
that the achievement will be acproduction which, in the immortal words of any clothing adknowledged al the more notable."
vertisement, is' fitted to customers of all ages.' " — New York
Herald.
Urban Science Subject
""It's
a
job
to
be
proud
of,
I
think,
having
made
'Black
Beauty'
at Capitol Theatre
into a picture which will please infant and adult, a job which so
easily might have been badly done, but is not. At the Strand
One
of the Kineto Reviews, "Nathere were hosts of unnaturally quiet little boys marshalled in to
ture's Handiwork," is at the Capitol
theatre,
New York, this week,
see it. They thought it was ' great stuff.' " — New York Daily
News.
and comes in for a good deal of
praise at the hands of the press.
"A picture
that will
thousands
of tale
animal
loversthetobook
the
" Nature's Handiwork" is one of
Strand
this week.
The attract
film version
of this
follows
the science subjects treated in the
Kineto Review, dealing with the
closely." — New York Journal of Commerce.
phases of life and transformation
flies.
" So skilfully has Vitagraph told this story on the screen that
of caterpillars, moths and butterto many itTelegram.
will seem even better than the book itself." — Arciv York
Evening
"As a picture it is indeed a novelty for which the producers
deserve more than the usual credit." — New York Globe.
" On themarkable
silversheet
' Black
Beauty aplenty
' is in likewise,
many respects
a repicture. There
are thrills
the race
for
the train in the final scene being one of the best filmings of its kind
the motion picture world has produced, with a succession of sensational riding feats. Jean Paige has an appealing beauty. She
screens and plays extremely well. Her supporting cast is of the
best." — New York Evening Mail.
" One of the unique offerings of the season is ' Black Beauty,'
which atones for many a vampire-laden blight of the past. It's a
relief Paige
to meet
aren't and
always
Jean
leadswiththe actors
human who
battalion
doestrying
it as to
oneregister.
to the
manner and the saddle born." — New York Evening Sun.
" ' Black Beauty ' scores. There is an excellent race to climax
the story." — New York Journal.
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dent of Realart, left
MORRIS
KOHN,
New York last
week presion a
business trip that will include
stops in most of the key cities of the United States.
He will visit Realart's exchanges throughout the country and in addition will spend
some time in Los Angeles,
where he will inspect the production and other departments of Realart's new West
Coast studios, where Mary
ing.
Miles Minter, Wanda Hawley
and Bebe Daniels are workMr. Kohn said he intended
to devote particular attention
while away to the business
outlook in motion pictures.
In order to gain the most
complete information he will
talk with representative exhibitors in all of the key cities he touches.
Among the cities Mr. Kohn
will visit are Chicago, St.
Louis. Kansas City, Denver,
Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, St. Paul,
Omaha, Detroit and Cleveland. He will be away about
five weeks.
"Welcome Children" is
Ready for Market
The work of cutting and titling
"Welcome
Children,"'
first fiveby
reel
feature
to bethe made
Drascena Productions, of Los
Angeles has been completed. The
release date for the picture will be
announced shortly by National Ex
changes,
which holds
a contract Inc.,
with Drascena
Productions,
Co., Inc. for the exclusive distribu
tiontheof LTnited
that organization's
pictures
in
States and Canada
" Welcome Children " was writ
ten and directed by H. C. Matthews. The cast, which is an ex
cellent one, includes Elsie Albert,
Sidney
Franklin,
Orpha Alba,
George Sherwood, Katherine Griffith, John W. Early. Pearl M
day.
Laight
and several others, includ
ing eight of the cleverest child
actors seen on the screen in many
National Exchanges, Inc. has
arranged for its second release to
be made one month following the
release of " Welcome Children."
It is the intention of the new distributing organization to adhere
closely to its announced schedule
cf only one release a month, or
twelve annually, so far as feature
pictures are concerned.

The

Devil

Reproduction of the 24 sheet available in exploiting George Arliss in
" The Devil" an Associated Exhibitor? production released by Pathe
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Players' Houses
Famou
Books Pathe Serial
Frank Harris, Pathe Exchange
branch manager, with headquarters
up last week's
rounded the
in St. Louis,
routine
by reporting
booking of
a first run of an entire week for
Arrow," at Phelps'
I The Avenging
Grand
Opera House— and this three
weeks before its release date,
March 13th. And this was merely
the prelude of the report. The really
significant part related to contracts
with the Famous Players' Missouri
Corporation booking the new serial at ten of its St. Louis houses.
This list of Famous Players' theatres which will show " The Avenging Arrow " in a single city have
seating capacity averaging 1,500.
They are : The Gravois, Arco, Novelty, Maffitt, Lowell, Lyndell, Lafayette, Grand Florissant, Shenandoah No. 1 and Juniata.

Not

Road-Showing

' of
Lynne
'East
year. Consequently,
the advent
any extraordinary production such
as Hugo Ballin's modernization of
'East Lynne' is really a test of our
sincerity in the policy of complete
co-operation which we have always avowed. The fact that fifty
million people know the story
from the novel by Mrs. Henry
Wood or the various dramatizations that have been played all
over the world, the fact that Hugo
Ballin has turned out a finished
picture that will rank with the
greatest screen classics, the fact
that we are surrounding this epic

Among the important exploitation tie-ups arranged in connecphotodrama."
tion with the Hodkinson release of
Hugo Ballin's modernized version
of "East Lynne" will be the reissuing of the famous novel by
Mrs. Henry Wood. This will be
Stanley Goethals, Age
in the form of a special photoplay
Four, a Metroite
edition illustrated from stills of
the picture which will be published
" Smiling," Stanley Goethals
by Grosset and Dunlap.
four-year-old film player, is cheerily facing unusual responsibilities
In addition, both Hodkinson and
Mabel
Ballin
playing
the
leading
role
in
"East
Lynn,"
the
Hugo
Ballin
these days. For his childish shouldproduction to be released by W. W. Hodkinson
Grosset
and Dunlap will issue speers are bearing the burden of one
cial window cards and other adof the most important roles in
method contrary
of disuartedrsa by some special
headqissue
nson has
HodkiYork
New
tribution, it is certainly
vertising
publishers'in
willmaterial—
be thedisplayed
" Dated," a special Metro produc- THEin
to
the
recognized
policy
that
has advertising
ng
ment
state
denyi
that
the
bookstore windows and will call
— I tion in which May Allison is starup the Hodkinson clientele to
ring.
to the theatre; the theaHugo Ballin production, "East built
one of the strongest in the industry attention
ed
," which n is to be releas
by
tres' lobby display will be partly
When Maxwell Smith's story was Lynne
selected by Bayard Veiller, chief the Hodkinso organization, will to keep any particular super pro- devoted to placards
and reproducduction from his regular assoeld from its general retions of the. front cover of the
of production at Metro's West be withh
lease program. The statement also ciates.
Coast studios, as the subject for a
edition to
of its
" East
special production, it was agreed refutes stories which are alleged
"The keystone of the Hodkin- photoplay
calling attention
saleLynne
at the"
son policy to establish the most lrcal bookstores.
that the most difficulty would be to have been circulated to the efcordial
relations
of
mutual
profit
e
that
fect
this
pictur
will
be
played
T faced in finding a child player who only on a percentage basis or sent between our organization, as the
This book tie-up is declared to
HI could enact the important part out as a road show. The state- distributor, and the exhibitors who be the first step in a thorough exgiven
him.
After
many
other
chil1a
ment from the Hodkinson home book our pictures. To our steadploitation campaign on "East
dren of the required age had been
c*
office follows :
fast maintenance of this policy do Lynne" which the W. W. Hodkinconsidered
Stanley
was
selected
beson Corporation believes will set
I
"While Mr. Hodkinson feels we credit our growth and the in- new records in the motion picture
cause of his almost uncanny ability
trtb* to show
creasing number of the exhibitors industry for its
just
the
feeling
required
convinced
that
"East
Lvnne"
is
intensity and
:tm) for any action.
ft.lly worthy of any distinction who are affiliated with us and who many-sidedness.
A
which can possibly be shown to it retain that affiliation year after
International Cast for
Wanda Hawley Film
" Funmakers from nearly every
nation — from Britain to Africa."
This is the description Rcalart applies to the supporting cast seen with
cli-!|Wanda Hamley in her latest Realart picture, " The Outside Woman." Playing opposite Miss Hawley is Clyde Fillmore, whose selection as leading man makes the
two leading roles 100 per cent
American. Sidney Bracey, who
takes the part of an artist, is a
Briton. The role of the artist's
jealous wife is interpreted by
Rosita Marstini, a French noblewoman. Japan is represented by
Misao Seki who is seen as a valet.
Thena Jasper, who comes from
Africa, via Pennsylvania, is the
colored maid. The policeman in
the cast hails from Cork, while another minor role is carried by a
young Italian.

Beneficial
LER, chief of
VEIL
BAYARD
s at Metro's West
production
Coast
studios,
is convinced
that the slump in picture making
already has been decidedly beneficial to the producer, and even more
so to the theatre-going public.
"The slump as a 'slump' is
about over," said Mr. Veiller. " But
the making of pictures in the numbers they were turned out last year
and the preceding year has not yet
been resumed, and I hope never
will be. The economic conditions
that hampered all industries for a
period naturally curtailed the
making of pictures.
" But the important
result of this
curtailment
is that it increased
the
quality of the pictures made. More
time has been taken with each
production, greater care has been
exercised in the selection of stories, casts have been organized with
Permanent Title Given far greater care — partly because
there was a larger number of
Dorothy Dalton Film
players to select from— and the finished picture has shown the result
Paramount states that " The Idol
of the North " has been decided of this care.
upon as the title of the Dorothy
" With an open market ready to
I Dalton picture, which was filmed accept anything
in the way of pictures that may be produced, there
under the working title, " The
ITeaser," and which recently was is a natural tendency to decrease
11 completed
at the Long Island stu- the quality of the production. But
dio.
with a keener competition comes a

Reaction
Bayard
Veiller Sees
Better Productions
as Result
demand for better pictures. The
slogan,
' fewer
finally has
beenandputbetter
into pictures,'
practice,
with the result that we are about
to have an era of finer productions
than ever before were thought possible.

"Meanwhile, the film industry is
profiting by the coming of the better class of writers and theatrical
producers to lend their talent to
the screen. Authors, who but a
few months ago wrote directly for
the printed page, and permitted
use of their plots on the screen
merely as a by-product, now are
writing directly for the screen.
The close study of camera, requirements thus resulting has proved of
the greatest value to picture production of "Camillc " probably will
be more and more so as the producers come to realize the absolute
necessity of story value in the making of films."
" fewer and better " slogan
hadTheborne
fruits at Metro studios
even before the pinch of economic

conditi
ons madeSlum
of
such a changep
necessary.
The
filmin
g
of
Ibanez'
s
The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," which consumed
more than six months' time and
cost slightly more than a million
dollars, was planned a year and a
half ago. Nazimova's special production of " Camille," probably will
be almost as costly, while
nearly as
much time will be given
to it.
Other productions even more ambitious are scheduled for the
year— although the numbecoming
r of
mum.
films will be kept down to a miniFour big special productions now
are under way at Metro's West
Coast
"Barber John's
Boy isstudi
aboutos.
to be
produced with
Gareth Hughes, Metro's youthful
f eatured player, in the leading role
Alice Lake is starring in a big pro- ;
duction of John Fleming Wilson's
story, " Uncharted Seas," now
being filmed in the snow country;
"Dated" is the title of May Allison's new starring picture, and
" Coming Home " is the appropriate title of Viola Dana's next
production, to be starred immediately after her return from a three
weeks
York. ' shopping tour in New
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May Yohe Will Make
Personal Appearance
Arrangements have been made U
have May Yohe, formerly Lad:
Francis Hope, make personal an
pearance at the theatres where "Th<
Hope Diamond
Mystery,"
ne»
fifteen
episode serial
to be the
releaiec
by the Howells Sales Company |
Inc., is being shown.
It is probable that May Yohe hat
more sensational publicity than an;
actress in the history of the theatnl
in America, states Howells. Start- 1
ing out as the daughter of a poo>
dressmaker in Philadelphia she roMI
to fame almost ever night as tht
star of a musical comedy.
From that time her rise wa.'
meteoric until she became the ac
knowledged favorite of two continents. Then she met and marriet
Lord Francis Hope and became the!
possessor of the famous Hope dia-i
Two scenes from Alice Calhoun's latest starring vehicle for Vitagraph, " The Charming Deceiver "
mond.
"The Hope Diamond Mystery"
is largely a history of this sinister
stone.
It starts in the castle oL
To
Release
African
Pictures
Lord Hale in England and show*
being a subject which is certain to race, Dr. Vandenbergh says, is fast the clandestine love affair between
ANNOUNCEMENT comes
arouse great popular interest, it is vanishing, so that these pictures will Lady Hale and her American lover.
ous
ersm
fro the Fam
Play
Lasky Corporation that it will of the greatest scientific value. For probably remain for all time the It then jumps to India and shows]
early history of the diamond
authentic pictorial record of the
release eight reels of the Para- Dr. Vandenbergh and the photog- only
and the manner in which it was
rapher of the party, Dr. Shattuck, their existence.
mount -Vandenbcrgh African Picstolen
from the Goddess Rama Sita
tures, obtained by Dr. Leonard J. are among the few civilized human
Since returning from this ex- by a Frenchman named Tavernier,
beings
who
have
ever
seen
these
rgh
pedition, which was financed by the
Vandenbe
during his year of exploration of British East Africa strange and timid little people of Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- all for love of a dancing girl. The
and Uganda, in April. They will be the African forest, and these are
tion, Dr. Vandenbergh has been in high
priests of the temple then in-,
available to exhibitors in series of the first photographs ever taken of great demand as a speaker before voke the curse which has followetH
the
stone
down through the age*.
,
ures
s
them.
The
Mambuti,
they
are
four pict
each two reel in
scientific organization in NovemIn her personal appearance at the
called, and in this wonderful film
ber last he spoke in Washington at
length.
The decision of Paramount to these tiny natives whose existence the invitation of the National Geo- theatres May Yohe will not only teB
the sinister effect of the stone on
release these pictures, which show heretofore has been generally regraphic Society, an honor which is
for the first time in film many of the
garded as purely mythical are seen accorded only those who have ac- her own life but will tell of the
history of the stone which she has
least known African tribes, is de- in their villages which are little
ural science. complished unusual things for nat- compiled from researches she made
clared to be the result of the fa- more than bowers of leaves. This
in the British Museum when she
vorable reception they were acwas Lady Hope.
corded when they were shown recently at the Rivoli and Rialto theatres in New York.
Vignola
to Do
Star Picture
Screen Players Aid in
The subject of the first episode in
Is
About
to
Start
Production in
the scenes is " Wild Men of AfLos Angeles Benefit
rica," which is introduced with picWhich
Marion
Davies
Will
Be
Star
February
2 was a red letter day
tures portraying the strange life of
the Wanyika, a tribe of villagers ROBERT G. VIGNOLA, who have never had the opportunity of for Los Angeles, the occasion being
which was one of the first visited
for the past year has been working with her although I have an entertainment and ball held at
Ambassador for the benby the Vandenbergh party. The making special productions for known her personally for a long the Hotel
efit of the Herbert Hoover fund
barbarous funeral customs are viv- Cosmopolitan- Paramount, will un- time. While we have long cherfor
the
relief
of starving European
ished the idea that some day we
dertake his first star picture under
idly dentistry
shown; also
tive
and the
the tribe's
art of primibody his present affiliations when he will would do a picture together we children.
Under the direction of Sid Grauscarification which they practice. begin work within a week on a pro- did not want to start until we had
There is an interesting so-called
duction starring Marion Davies. found a certain type of story. I man special acts by noted screen
witch dance, in which the natives, The vehicle is a light comedy am glad to say that ' Manhandling players were presented. Among
on the program was RealartDr. Vandenbergh says, " dance very adapted by Luther Reed from Ethel ' is that story. It is a light those
much like some of our own peo- Frank R. Adams's story, " Manhan- comedy with a role that seems to ist Bebe Daniels and Walter Hiers,
ple who frequent cabarets, dance
have been especially designed for who played opposite Miss Danieb
dling
which apneared
cently in Ethel,"
Cosmopolitan
Magazine.re- Miss Davies' unusual personality. in one of her latest pictures. They
halls and even private dances."
This is the first of a series of Its opportunities for the display of appeared in separate acts.
The second episode is titled " The
Other numbers included the prerare talents are tremendous and
Lion Killers," at the end of which four, or perhaps five, productions her
showing of two productions;
the Masai are seen putting the fin- which Mr. Vignola will make for I am confident that with it she will Kosloffmiereand
an elaborate musical
ishing spears into an ugly beast who Cosmopolitan-Paramount during set a new vogue in screen attrac- interpretive dancing
by Theodor
has been committing depredations 1921. Tentative plans have already
about the native village. Native been laid for the entire year, inmarriage customs are also shown
program.
cluding the choosing of the stories
in this episode, along with a highly- which have been written by a dif- Stoll Sets "The Tidal
Board of Review Honors
ferent well-known writer. As in
interesting series of scenes showing
Wave" for Feb 27
tions."
native hut builders at work.
the past year Mr. Vignola will ob"Big Four" Pictures
serve strictly liis policy of making
"The Tidal Wave." the Stoll
" Slaying
Hippopotamus,"
the
third
episode,theshows
this enormous
each production unlike the others Film production of the novel by
United Artists have the distincbeast in his native haunts and the in theme so that exhibitors who Ethel M. Dell, will be released in
tion of having both of its last two
way in which the savages set about nlay the entire Vignola series will this country on February 27, ac- releases. ''The Mark of Zorro"
to conquer him, the finishing in- have a variety of treatments, it is
cording to announcement from the
" The Love Light " in which
cident being a barbecue, in which declared. This policy proved suc- offices of the company. This is the and
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickthe black men find evident relish in
ford,
respectively, starred, chose*
cessful during the past year when company's ninth publication since
by
the
National Board of Reviewj
what to Americans would probably he produced "The World and His the
of the year, in its one-aseen rather tough fare. These pic- Wife," " The Passionate Pilgrim," weekfirst
program of productions by of Motion Pictures, as " Except
tures were taken in the land of the
lional Photoplays." In lining n»
Is the War," and " Re- well-known writers.
real African sleeping sickness, and " Straight demption
Among the members of the cast the best photoplays two montht
Cove,"
which
is
yet
to
be
released.
Dr. Vandenbergh got a number of
are Poppv Wyndham, Tudd Green. ago, the National Board selectew
good photographs of some of the
" I am looking forward with a Sydnev Seaward. Annie Esmond first,
Fairbanks
production
and in their
second as
list the'
of
victims of this dread malady.
great deal of pleasure and anticipa- and Pardoe Woodman. Sinclair the
selections,
they
name
the
Fickfortf;
tion
to
directing
Miss
Marion
The fourth episode is titled " The
Hill adapted, directed and proLand of the Pygmies," and beside Davies," said Mr. Vignola.
"I
production.
duced "The Tidal Wave."

COMING/

SEMON

LARRY
IN

THE

HICK

"The Hick" is Larry Semon comedy on a
larger scale than ever before. Rapid-fire fun
that often becomes hilarious. Starts on a farm,
and the action soon leads to the jazziest of
cabarets. Maryon Aye, Larry's new leading
lady, as the cabaret queen— and all of Larry's
favorite fun-makers around the place to make
life interesting for him.

VITAGRAPM
ALBERT E. SMITH PRESIDENT
WEMMMMMMEMM.
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To

Aid

Smaller

Universal

Readjusts

Picture

New

Exhibitors
Exploitation

Campaign on " Devil's Pass Key "
r\L'E to a growing demand on hibitors
of "The Devil's Pass Key,"
the part of medium size houses is an elaborate and complete resume
of what the picfor " The Devil's Pass Key," Erich and compilation
ture has done in other places and
von
Stroheim's
feature
picture
of
Parisian intrigue, Universal now is how it has been put over. Facts
concerning the sucreadjusting its exploitation cam- and figures
of the picture in theatres of
paign on that Universal-Jewel pro- all sizescesseswill
be available to the exthe Universal sales department duction,
announces.
hibitor. On top of this he will
new and additional exploiThe exploitation campaign orig- receive tation
ideas particularly suitable to
inally placed behind " The Devil's his house and its patronage.
Pass Key " was planned to help the
big house exhibitors, for whom the
Experts of the Universal Exploitation Department now are compilpicture was primarily designed. Aling all exploitation stunts and
though many big houses still are
booking the Stroheim film, so many fruitful ideas used by various exhibitors throughout the country to
smaller houses now are putting it
on their advance schedules, Univer- put over " The Devil's Pass Key."
sal faces the task of extending ex- These will be explained in clear
ploitation methods on this picture and concise language, illustrated by
so as to benefit the small town and
pictures and grouped according to
community theatres.
The biggest asset which Univer- the size and patronage of theatres
sal hopes to offer to small town ex- using them.

Jack Mower, one of the featured players
in the first release of seven Westart productions, which is entitled " The Cowboy Ace "
Asks Hodkinson to Arrange His Program
In a statement from the W. W.
Hodkinson headquarters in New
New Production
York, the following letter is submitted as evidence of the reputaEdith
Roberts has started wor I
tion for reliability enjoyed by the
Hodkinson organization. The leton a newShutters."
productionThecalled
" wa
Th I (~
ter was addressed to the New
Opened
written by
Clara Louise story
Burnham
1r
Orleans Hodkinson office by A. L. Jose
Film
Set
for Feb.
27
and
was
adapted
for
the
screen
b}
Gassett of the Meteor Theatre,
Doris Schroeder.
West Monroe, La.
Anna Nilsson, Allan Forrest, Earl
Universal has supplied Mis
" Here is a very severe test to
Roberts with a strong cast, includ
which I am going to put you and
Majeroni and Jane Jennings Seen
your organization : I want you to
ing Charles Clary, Edward Burns'
Nilsson will be reEdward Nilsson. Miss
Joe Singleton, Joe Swickard, Mai
membered for her work in support
arrange my program to suit your- BELIEVING the new
Wells,
Clark Comstock, Floy I
self starring during the month of
ion, " What Wo- of H. B. Warner in the Pathe
product
Jose
March. Book me with a feature
Brown, Xola Luxford, Andy Wall
adnotable
a
be
to
Do,"
men Will
ble
to
list of feature, " One Hour Before Dawn."
dition the formida
dren and Lorraine Weiler.
on every Sunday and save the
Allan Forrest plays the heroic male
Exspecial productions that you have, photoplays which Associated
lead,
and
Earl
Metcalfe
plays
the
hibitors, Inc., have launched under
booking them to me on a Monday." their banner, including such de- underworld lead who endeavors to
reform. George Majeroni is the
"Velvet Fingers" Epicidedly successful offerings as "The leader of the underworld gang and
sode Due March 6
Press Book for "Don't
Riddle : Woman," starring GeralRiley Hatch
gives
one
of
his
inwith
Devil,"
The
"
and
Farrar,
dine
"
The
Trap,"
the fourteenth epiimitable detective characterizations.
Your Wife"
Arliss, this new special
ANeglect
helpful press book has been George
sode
of
Pathe
serial " Velvc
Jane
Jennings
completes
the
cast
in
headto
selected
been
has
feature
isued by Goldwyn for exhibitors
line the Pathe schedule for the a splendid mother role.
Fingers," starring George B. Seit:
booking its new Gertrude Atherton week of February 27th.
"What Women Will Do" has and Marguerite Courtot, present*
many thrills in most exotic ol
picture, her first story written dibeen
pronounced a spectacular work
"What
Women
Will
Do"
is
rectly for screen production,
oriental settings. The episode wil
frankly melodrama, presenting the from the standpoint of direction.
be released March 6th. The ma
"Don't Neglect Your Wife!" thrills and romance found in the Edward Jose further demonstrates
prints of which, if not already in underworld and cultured society.
his
skill
in
manipulating
the
characjority
of theofaction
*ii
all twenty-two Goldwyn branch ex- The gayety of the cabaret and the
" House
Veils "takes
whichplace
is tht
ters in the production. With the the
changes, will be there within a few frenzied excitement of the race
rendezvous
of
"Velvet's"
enemies
true eye of an artist, he has caredays.
fully chosen his wide variety of
The press book consists of twelve track also forms the background
scenes and locations, declares the
against
which
Charles
A.
Logue,
pages, eight of them being printed
Josephine Lovett Will
on special coated paper and con- the well-known screen author, has Pathe statement, his underworld
taining advertising and exploitation written this story of a woman's settings giving an atmosphere of inaids and suggestions. A four-page regeneration that is sensationally
scrutable mystery and his society
"Footlights"
Josephine
has been chosen
Adapt Lovett
told, declares a stateinsert on newsprint paper contains and humanly
by Thomas Geraghty to prepare the
ment from the Pathe headquarters. settings breathing refinement and
advance notices, reviews, sketches
The cast is headed by Anna Q. taste.
continuity for " Footlights," a Rits
of the players, special stories, short
Weiman story, which John S. Robitems and other material for the
ertson will produce with Elsie Fermotion picture editor of local newsguson as the star at the Paramount
papers.
Long Island studio, beginning in
Dana
Returns
From
Trip
March.
Mae Murray to Attend
Arrow
Sales
Manager
Finds
Scenic Artist Ball
New Rolin Comedy Due
Exchanges
Now
More Optimistic
Mae Murray and other film stars
on March 6th
will appear at the annual ball of
of them, they do so at the expense
week
twoSouth
the scenic artists, to be held Wed- AFTthro
ERugh a the
, s'P. trip
B. of their other product. Mr. Dana
"
Paint
and Powder " has been
nesday evening, March 9, at the " Ted " Dana, sales manager of
uation : to say regarding this sit- selected as the title of the next RoWaldorf. The ball will be held the Arrow Film Corporation, has had this
lin Comedy in which the Vanity
"There seems to be a tendency
for the purpose of raising addi- returned with a number of big
Fair Girls and Eddie Boland are
tional funds for the building of a contracts for Arrow productions. at the present time to lay off of featured, to be released by Pathe
new $75,000 headquarters for the Mr. Dana found the independent expensive productions. During the March 6th.
scenic artists. The wielders of the exchange men most optimistic as to
eight months the indepaint brush are at present located the future. However, they are all past six or
pendent man has been splurging
at 161 West Forty-sixth street. inclined to be somewhat conserva- with some very costly pictures and
"Ready to Serve" Due
They were organized in 1912 and
tive as to their buy. Good pictures
experiences have been somefor April Release
the following officers are now head at reasonable prices can always be their what
sad. It is true that most indeof Scenic Artists Local, No. 829: disposed of, but for the most part
pendent exchange men are looking
" Ready to Serve " is the title
president, George H. Williams; these independent men are not for a big picture to exploit, but the for the newest Chester two-red
vice president, Elmer Swart ; finan- leading themselves up with expen- trouble has been that they have
comedy, which has just been recial secretary, Charles Roman ;
sive productions that require all of been fooled into believing that beceived by Educational for April retreasurer, H. Van Notte ; business their time to exploit, and, while
cause ahigh price was asked for a
lease. "Just in Time " is on the
March schedule.
representative, Walter S. Darrell. they might make a little money out
production it was a big picture."
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Raymond E. Gallagher
Joins News Staff
GALE.
LAGHER, well and
RAYMOND
y
popularl known to the
motion picture industry upon both coasts, has
been added to the staff of
Motion Picture News. He
will act in the capacity of
special representative and
devote his initial efforts to
collaborating with Lillian R.
Gale in the compilation of
the 1921 Studio Directory and
Trade Annual.
Mr. Gallagher, who has
been identified with the industry for a number of years,
commenced his career in
company with the late Sam
Spedon. Together they made
up the entire advertising and
publicity staff of the old Vitagraph. Later, the recording
of new applicants and the selecting of players for the
stock company was added to
their duties and they became
what might be termed the
first casting directors in the
east. At this time J. Stuart
Blackton was director-general of Vitagraph, and Gallagher was made his private
secretary. After a time he was
made branch manager of the
Albany Office of the General
Film Company, under S. R.
Kent, who was then Sales
Manager, and who is now
geneneral manager for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. For The past two
years, Mr. Gallagher has
been upon the staff of The
Morning Telegraph, in the
Motion Picture Department.

Ibanez

Special
Opens
March
(6
ranged by Dr. Riesenfeld, together
N announcesCORPORATIOES
that "The Four Horsemen" with other strongly appealing interMETRO PICTUR
pretative features, and it is pre" The Four Horsemen of the
to
Be Presented
dicted that this record-breaking
at the Lyric
se " will be given its first
alyp
Apoc
public showing at the Lyric theatre,
photodrama's
debut
will set a new metropolitan
mark in the annals
New York City, on March 6th. A
of filmdom.
literary
and
artistic
circles
as
well
premiere " unprecedented in the an- as in filmdom and theatredom.
" Arrival of ' The Four Horsenals of motion-pictures " is promised
men 'on the screen has been eagerly
by Metro in a statement just issued Plans are being made for the reception at the premiere of Don anticipated by thousands upon
from the headquarters of that
thousands
of readers and admirers
Riano and Dr. Tomas Le
organization. This " colossal photo- Juan
Breton,
the
Spanish
and
Argentina
of Blasco Ibanez' novel, not only in
drama " made by Rex Ingram from
from Washington ; the New
York but throughout the
June Mathis's adaptation of Vi- Ambassadors
United
States and for weeks Metro
official
consular
representatives
in
cente Blasco Ibanez's famous novelh New York of Spanish speaking
of the same title as that under whic
offices in various cities of the counthe screen version is to be released, countries; Archer M. Huntington
try have been deluged with inwill be presented under the personal and other officials of the Hispanic release. quiries as to the date of the picture's
supervision of Hugo Riesenfeld, Society of America, together with
managing director of the Rivoli, prominent authors, newspaper and
" Likewise, the translation of
Rialto and Criterion theatres in magazine editors, college professors, ' The Four Horsemen ' into a photoNew York. Metro announces that artists, sculptors, as well as notable drama has broken all motion picture production records. Just a
a " brilliant and distinguished audi- figures in the film and theatre
ence "will witness the initial show- world.
few
of
the statistics
picture'sat
ing of the production at the Lyric
" With its colorful, picturesque production,
which of
wasthe made
on Sunday evening, March 6th. episodes in the Argentine, its Metro's west coast studios in Los
The Metro statement announcing throbbing romance against the gay
reveal the unthe New York premiere follows in background of Paris and its stirring, Angeles, California,
precedented magnitude of the unepic sweep of drama in the big
dertaking. Itcost more than $1,of the extraordinary Marne scenes, the screen version of 000,000 and was six months in the
part" Because
:
making.
More
12,000 persons
successon of
author's ' The Four Horsemen ' offers un- were utilized. than
Fourteen camera
novel
boththe
sidesSpanish
of the Atlantic,
usual scope for musical interpretation. An elaborate music setting, men and twelve assistant directors
the appearance of ' The Four Horseto ' be rendered by a symphony were required in handling and
men
'
as
a
motion
picture
has
been
awaited with intense interest in orchestra, is being specially arrecording the big ensemble scenes."
Paramount

are listed on
featur
EN ount'
SEV
s esrelease schedule
Param
for March as announced by S.
of DisR. Kent, GenerTheal Manager
tribution. list includes the first
production made by Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd.,
the London producing unit of Paramount, and also several other productions qualified to be classed as
specials in the opinion of
super-ount
officials.
Param
For
March
8, the release is the
Strange Lifefof Canton
Cosmopolitan
production,
" Straight
Shown >in Pictograph
Is the Way," scenarized by Frances
E. Alexander Powell, who was Marion from the story by Ethel
sent to the Far East by the Gold- Watts Mumford and directed by
wyn-Bray studios, ir. represented in Robert G. Vignola. This is a story
Pictograph, No. 477, with a full of crook regeneration, with Matt
reel travel study of Canton, China, Moore playing the central character.
Opposite him is Gladys Leslie, while
known as " The City That Never the
support includes among others
Sleeps." The pictures were taken Mabel Bert, George Parsons, Henry
by John L. Hawkinson, of the Pow- Sedley and Van Dyke Brooks.
ell Expedition.
March 13 is the release date of

Releases
the British picture, " The Call of
Youth." This is a Hugh Ford production, being an adaptation of
Henry Arthur Jones's play, " James,
the Fogy." The cast includes Mary
Glynne, Marjorie Hume, Gertrude
Starroll, Ben Webster, Jack Hobbs,
Malcolm Cherry, Victor Humphrey
John Peachey and Ralph Foster.
Thomas Meighan in " The Easy
Road " also is released the 13th.
This was directed by Tom Forman,
from a scenario by Beulah Marie
Dix. It is an adaptation of the
story, " was
Easy published
Street," by in
BlairSnappy
Hall,
which
Stories.
leading
woman isMr.
GladysMeighan's
George, and
Lila
Lee, Grace Goodall, Arthur Carew,
Lura Anson and Viora Daniel are
also in the cast.
" O'Malley of the Mounted," the
William S. Hart production, is
scheduled for the 20th. This is a
storv of the Rova! Canadian North-

for

March

west Mounted Police and was written by Mr. Hart and adapted and
directed by Lambert Hillyer. Playing opposite Mr. Hart is Eva Novak
Leo Willis, Antrim Short.
March 20 also marks the release
of the Thomas H. Ince special,
" Beau Revel," from the celebrated
novel by Louis Joseph Vance. In
this production Florence Vidor is
featured, while the cast includes
Lewis Stone, who plays opposite
Miss Vidor; Lloyd Hughes, Kathleen Kirkham, Richard Ryan, Harlan Tucker, William Conklin, Lydia
Yeamans Titus, William Musgrave
and Joe Campbell.
The Robert Z. Leonard production, "The Gilded Lily," with Mae
Murray, is scheduled for the 27th.
Also released the 27th is Dorothy
Dalton
in "The byIdolR. of
the North,"
which, directed
William
Neill,
was filmed under the working title
of ''The Teaser."
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Jack

A scene from Pathe's " Bob and Billpictures
" series of single-reel hunting and trapping
Fox

Names

March

Releases

Eaton

in

Picture

New

New

Office

Has Been Engaged by Goldwyn to
Take
Charge
of Short Subjects
Kleine, also a series of
JACK EATON has been engaged George
short comedies for both Edison
by Goldwyn to take charge of its and Paramount. He made the
short subjects department, including
Flagg two-reel
the Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs and James
comediesMontgomery
and is at present
making
the Booth Tarkington two-reel com- a series of one-reel short pictorials,
edies of boy life, released under the in association with Grantland Rice,
general title of " The Adventures the noted sporting writer, on suband
Emotions
Edgar Pomeroy."
jects related to sports and outdoors.
He has
alreadyof assumed
his new
duties with Goldwyn and has his He persuaded Burton Holmes, of
headquarters on the floor that travelogue fame, to produce his
famous travel pictures, for theatrihousestives atthe
469 other
Fifth Goldwyn
avenue. execucal release and assisted in assem" Mr. Eaton is particularly well
blingmountand series.
presenting his first Paraqualified for his duties with Gold"
Mr.
Eaton
is also familiar with
wyn, having been interested in the
production, sale and distribution of the exhibitor's need for, and attishort subjects ever since leaving
tude toward the short subject, havnewspaper work in Philadelphia
ing been for a year manager of the
nine or ten years ago to enter the Strand theatre, New York. For
motion picture industry," declares a Goldwyn, Mr. Eaton will take active charge of the promotion and
statement from the Goldwyn headquarters. He
" made a series of fifty sales of the Pictographs and the
short travel subjects for release "Edgar" comedies and' any other
through Paramount, a similar series short subjects that Goldwyn may
for Edison, released through
become interested in."

Pearl White in " Know Your Men "
Pathe
Moves
in New
Home
Wm. Russell in " Bare Knuckles '
INCE Pearl White achieved have been registered on the screen.
Six Upper Floors of Huge Pathe
Buck Jones will figure in a March
^ success in the Fox presentation
release, which up to the present
Building House New York Office
of
Henri
" The demand
Thief," time
there
has Bernstein's
been a constant
carries the working title of
quate. It enables the offices ot tne
that the popular star be seen in " The Ranger." The story was
more such roles. This has resulted written by Jack Strumwasser, Wilvarious ently
departments
to berespective
convenilinked on their
liam K. Howard wrote the scein William Fox selecting as her
floors. The eleventh floor contains
nario, and Bernard Durning did the
next vehicle, to be released in
the principal executive offices, including that of President Brunet
March, a photodrama called " Know directing. The lead, " Tom Merrill," is a typical Buck Jones part.
and
the meeting room of the Board
Your
Men,"
in
which
Miss
White
will have the role of a pampered
of
Directors.
The office manager,
One of the most prententious offerings of the March schedule is
daughter of wealth ; in the earlier
the
comptroller,
the mailing departincidents, Paul H. Sloane wrote the the introduction of Harold Goodment,
branch
auditing
and statiswin
as
an
added
member
of
the
Fox
tical departments, etc., occupy
the
scenario for " Know Your Men," group of stars. Goodwin will be
and Charles Giblyn directed the pic-, seen for the first time as a star in
eighth floor, while the ninth houses
ture.
the advertising, publicity, purchasWilliam Russell will have a " Oliver Twist, Jr," which is an
ing and production departments.
Americanized
and
modernized
verDirector of Exchanges Elmer R.
March presentatipn in " Bare KnucPearson presides over the tenth
sion of Charles Dickens' wellkles " which is described as a powerful story of powerful men. A. known story, " Oliver Twist." The
floor, where also the various sales
Channing Edington wrote the story film version, in its main incidents
managers are located. On the
and James Patrick Hogan directed follows closely the Dickens story.
twelfth
are Pathe News, Pathe ReTwo
new
Sunshine
Comedies
will
/t. The locale of the picture, which
view and the film-editing departis laid in the wildest part of the appear in March, as will four Mutt
ment, with projection rooms, while
Sierras, offers striking landscape and Jeff animated cartoons, four
the art department is housed by the
thirteenth.
backgrounds and the camera has weekly releases of the Fox serial
caught some of the most impressive " Fantomas " and the semi-weekly
snow scenes, it is declared, that issue of Fox News.
Viewcompletion,
of Pathe's located
new building
ing
at 35 W. now45thnearSt., Educational in Force at
New York
Tivoli Opening
Vita

Planning

Big

Pictures

" Son of Wallingford " and " Flower
of the
North " Await Production
ALBERT E. SMITH, president picture will start shortly after Mr.
of Vitagraph, arrived at the Chester commences his special,
Western studios of that company "The Son of Wallingford."
Earle Williams has started his
early this week with a schedule of
special feature plans, it is an- new production, "The Secret of
nounced. Reaching the West si- the Silver Car," from Wyndham
multaneously was George Ran- Martyn's novel of the same title.
dolph Chester, fiction writer, who The continuity is being prepared
will personally direct his latest for Antonio Moreno's newest feature to follow "Three Sevens,"
of Wallingf
"The inSonseven
story,
reels. ord," and production
lo be made
is due to start immediately upon its completion.
Upon his arrival, Mr. Smith anLarry Semon is starting his secnounced that "The Son of Walond special comedy of the year,
lingford" would be rapidly followed by James Oliver Curwood's "The Rent Collector," which will
follow "The Hick." "The Hick"
"Flower of the North," which is has
been shipped East and will
to be directed by David Smith.
Production of the north country shortly be released.

ALL of the departments of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., are comfortably settled in their new home occupying the six upper floors of the
completed Pathe Building, at 35,
th Street,
37,
West Forty-fif
York39 City.
A moving
feat outNewof
the ordinary, conducted by a small
army of experts, transferred the
vast quantity of furniture, fittings,
books and records from the old
quarters in less than forty-eight
hours without any interference with
the business routine, and without
any confusion of department material.
The new Pathe Building is in
every way a model, up-to-date office
structure, finished- and equipped in
a manner to serve the needs of the
very active organization for which
President Brunet designed it when,
two years ago, the rapid growth of
the concern had already caused the
quarters then occupied to be inade-

tures released through
Educational Exchanges
nwere used on the opepic
ferent
difoli
billE
theatre, ofEthe Tiv
THingR
the magnificent new Balaban
and Katz house in Chicago
this week. The pictures used
were " Wedding Blues." a two
reel Christie Comedy featuring Neal Burns, Helen Dar
ling and Vera Steadman:
Annette Kellerman in " The
Art of Diving " and KinoThe statement from the
Educational
headquarters
grams.
points out that with the exception of the feature, Constance Talmadge in "Dangerous Business,"
entire film
program
was thesupplied
by
Educational releases.
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Rothacker Plans Great
Laboratory Chain
ATTERSON
R.
ROTHACKER,
W
president of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co., will be in Los
Angeles the first week in
March to make the preliminary plans for the opening
of the second of a worldwide
chain of film labratories.
The new Rothacker laboratory at Melrose and Gower
Streets will be equipped and
ready for business early in
April. Socially the formal
opening will be a big event
among Coast film folk, it is
expected.
Following the opening of
the Coast plant, Mr. Rothacker will go to New York to
complete plans for a third
laboratory there. He sails
for Europe on the Olympic
June 25th to build a fourth
laboratory in London.
Fine

Reports

Received

on "The.JStealers"
Letters
and wires continue to be
received by Robertson-Cole telling
of the success in all parts of the
United States of "The Stealers,"
William
Christie
Cabanne'sSince
powerful human
document.
its
trade showing at the Hotel Astor
: several months ago, " The Stealers " has been playing in houses of
all sizes and is declared to be giving universal satisfaction.'
A. B. Cook, manager of the Istrione theatre, Jackson, Miss., has
just written Robertson-Cole :
" The results obtained from
the exhibition of this picture were,
very gratifying indeed. Matinees
were well attended and the evening business was capacity."

1st

Nat'l

Signs
Hope
from the Hope Hampton office follows :
"Every detail of production and
distribution has been worked out
with a view toward asembling not
only a thoroughly competent, but
notable list of executives to surround Miss Hampton and thereby
assuring as near perfection in the
finished product as can possibly be
obtained.
"Miss Hampton's career on the
screen has been one of remarkable
accomplishment covering a period
of a little more than twelve months
and during which time she has not
only proved her right to stardom,
but has endeared herself to thousands of film fans in this country
and abroad. Among her more
popular pictures are 'A Modern
Salome,' a Leonce Perret - Metro
release, and 'The Bait,' a Maurice
Tourneur special production distributed by Paramount. Following
these successes she made one picture under the direction of Jack
Gilbert,
former This
assistant
Maurice aTourneur.
was tobrought
on from the National Exhibitors
Exchanges and will shortly be reHope Hampton
leased under the title of 'Love's
"Hobart Henley is one of the
Penalty.'
known directors of this prests havertan
impo
is- best
beetn anof nouncemen
A NUMBER
sued from the New York
entberdayof screen
and age successes
and has atonumhis
offices of the Hope Hampton Pro- credit, chief among them being the
ductions, Inc. Miss Hampton has
Old Dog' (Fathe) and the
signed a contract to appear in a 'Gay
William Faversham productions
repioduction for First National
lease. Her initial production will for Selznick. His early days were
under the rigid discipline of
d on "Stardust," written by spent
be base
Fannie Hurst. This story ran thr " Universal lot both as actor
olitan
a- and director, later enlisting under
serially
thsmopand is theMagfirst
zine forintenthemonCos
the
'Experience'
and Goldwyn
'artist' canbanner.
be applied
to him
full-length novel from the pen of will
full
meaning.
Miss Hurst. Hobart Henley will
direct the picture. In addition to
"Anthony Paul Kellv's name is
the contract just announced, it is a by-word for adaptation, continuand dramatic construction and
also stated that plans are being his ity
work in that connection would
made for the presentation of a
number of "super-productions make an endless list. The novelized version of 'Stardust' has been
adapted from the stories of wellThe statement given to him and lie has set himknown authors."

Hampton
self to the task of creating what
he believes will prove not only a
screen triumph but a real sensation built along the lines that the
public are today demanding in
their motion picture entertainment.
"The camera work and photography will
be in
handsimpressed
of Alfred
Ortlieb,
whothe has
his art into giving the screen some
of its most magnificent effects. He
was universally noted for his work
on "The White Circle" and his
latest production is 'The Black
Panther's Cub,' a Chautard directed picture starring Florence Reed.
"Henry Menessier will take
charge of the technical direction
assisted by his own staff of technicians and artisans. Fifteen years
have lapsed since Menessier was
making sets for the old Pathe comParis man
and inthere
is perhapspanyno inother
the industry
who has taken as active a part in
productions or who has given more
to the artistic development and
general composition of sets in
keeping with the atmosphere of
the story than he.
"John B. Hylan, who for a long
period has been associated with
the directorial staff of the Selnick
oiganization will be assistant director and his varied experience
as actor and writer prior to his
directorial work should prove of
invaluable aid to Mr. Henley.
"Fannie Hurst, in speaking of
the elaborate preparations being
made forference toher
brain-child's
the screen
said intranspart,
that 'Miss Hampton not only fits
the role admirably, but has all the
necessary qualifications to place
her in the foremost rank of current day screen artistes.' Actual
shooting of the scenes will commence shortly at the Paragon
Studio in Fort Lee. Further details of release and distribution
will be announced in the near future by the Associated First National Exhibitors Circuit."

"No Business Slump in
Mid-West," He Says
There is no business slump in
Chicago and the Middle West, de- Units
Busy
at
Universal
City
clared W. A. Aschmann, manager
of the Pathe Branch office in the
cus
story
in
which
Universal
has been engaged to prepare the star will appear as the
Universal scenario.
a lion tamer
arrival at mle,
Windy City, while in New York on THE
presCity of Carl Laem
la business visit to the home-office.
Harry Carey, who now is at who demonstrates that her power
ident, and R. H. Cochrane,
21 Manager Aschmann not only de- vice-president, already has borne work on " The Homeward Trail," to control is not confined to the
clares that business is good, but
of the jungle. A. P. Youngway of increased pro- already has been provided with his beasts
er is now at work on the screen
that there is a general optimistic fruit in the
duction, declares a statement from next production. It is called adaptation
of the story.
feeling for an added impetus to
home office. Twenty- " Christmas Eve at Pilot Butte,"
better business which cannot help Universal'sucin
Eva
Novak's
next feature will be
and
originally
appeared
in
the
Red
g units are now rebut come through the construction four prod
ported to be making features at Book from the pen of Courtney " The Black Cop," a story by Wadsof a number of new theatres.
which recently
reRyley Cooper. C. J. Clawson is at worth Camp,
Universal, and the scenario depart- work
ceived much favorable
comment
on the scenario, and Jack
ment has just given out elaborate
Ford will in all probability direct when it appeared in Collier's
plans for the immediate future.
Weekly. Harvey Gates is adaptthe
production.
Special Stage Setting
Shortly after Priscilla Dean comWhen Edith Roberts finishes screen.ing this popular story for the
for Chester Scenic
pletes her current Jewel ProducShutters," on which
tion, "False
she will
be- "sheTheis Opened
John Colton and Doris Schroe"
Horseshoe
and
Bridal
Veil,"
one
now at work under the digin
work onColors,"
her next
feature,
of the Chester Screenics released
rection of William Worthington, der are collaborating on an origThe Conflict," probably under her
story for Carmel Myers in
through Educational, was made the "present
director, Stuart Paton. she will begin on another produc- which inalshe
will appear as soon as
subject for a special stage setting
tion
written
and
directed
by
Noris at present runat the Broadway-Strand, Detroit, "The ningConflict"
man Dawn. The story is called she has finished her current feaserially in the Red Book, and
last week, when " The Legend of is the work of Clarence Budding- aFe
" ThelaidEvil
Half,"
and its scenes
ture, "The Dangerous Moment."
in the
far North.
The story is called " The Heart of
Niagara" was staged with a won- ton Kelland. The screen adaptaderful scenic setting in connection
a Jewess," and it is predicted will
Gladys Walton, who is approach- prove
with the unusual views of the great Hull. tion is being made by George C.
the most powerful vehicle
ing the final scenes of " Li'l Miss yet provided for this popular young
falls contained in the single reel.
Merridew," the F. Hopkinson Smith
Rollin
Sturgeon
is
now
preparstory directed by Harry B. Harris, star.
Scenics released by Educational
Frank Mayo's feature to follow
to produce
" Human
Hearts,"
were also used at the Adams, Mad- the ingfamous
will next be seen in " The Mandrama
by
Hal
Reid,
ison and Washington, the three
Tamer," a story by John Barton " The Magnificent Brute " is " The
other leading motion picture houses with an all-star cast. This will be Oxford, which recently appeared in Truant," an original story by Mann
of Detroit, the same week.
a Jewel feature, and Mark Robbins a popular magazine. This is a cir- Page and Izola Forrester.
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"Black
Bea
"
MakStunts
es
Hit
Variety
of uty
Exploitation
Marks Showings of Vita Special
"DLACK BEAUTY," Vita- " Black Beauty " being used, and
every inch of space utilized. The
graph's
special
production,
based on
the story
by Anna
Sewell, front of the theatre presented the
with the human story added by Mr. name of the famous horse in a
and Airs. George Randolph Ches- blaze of electric lights. A black
ter, is declared to be stirring things horse was led through the streets
up in other parts of the country and announced as " Black Beauty,"
as well as at the Strand theatre, while a pack of fifteen fox hounds,
leashes, attracted considerNew York, where it has been win- led ■on
able attention.
ning favor. Last week the photoplay was shown at the Brandford
The management of the Brantheatre, Newark, and this week it ford theatre, Newark, mailed more
is the leading attraction at the than 10,000 postal cards to regular
Palace theatre, New Haven, one patrons of the theatre, it is deof the largest motion picture and
clared. Every teacher in the city
vaudeville theatres in New Eng- received a personal letter. James
land. The attendance at the Palace M. Beldon, superintendent of the
was equal to that of the new New Jersey Society for the Preand elaborate Capitol theatre in
vention of Cruelty to Animals,
Hartford, which presented " Black wrote his approval and appreciation of the picture. This was used
Beauty"
three record.
weeks earlier
and
broke
the house
Next week
extensively
in newspaper advertising.
" Black Beauty " will be the featured attraction at the Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
The management of the Capitol
theatre, at Hartford, the first to Fox's Melodrama Still
show the play in any theatre, laid
Being Booked Heavy
particular stress on reaching school
According to accounts from the
teachers and through them, the
children. This was done through William Fox headquarters, " While
hundreds of personal letters and New York Sleeps," the melodramatic production released by
the newspapers. Little was done in
the way of ballyhoo or street Fox early last fall, still persists in
" stunts." The lobby display was remaining on the list " of heavily
simple and dignified.
contracted latest releases." Following its release, the picture was given
In New Haven, Manager Edwards has gone in for the spectac- a successful run on Broadway with
ular. The display in the spacious engagements at two of the principal
lobby was unusual, even a live theatres on the Big Street.

ALL

INQUIRIES CONCERNING
THE FILM RIGHTS TO
STORIES

APPEARING

IN

"COSMOPOLITAN''
"HEARSTS"
"HARPER'SAND BAZAAR"

HOUSEKEEPING"
MAGAZINES
MUST BE MADE THROUGH

Picture

New.

Century comedy beauties posing for a Universal camera man

The
Results
of Organization
Success of Keaton Comedies Due
Largely

to

Experienced Workers
" shot " was taken at the Lubii
BUSTER
who is studios in Philadelphia more thai
making aKEATON,
series of two-reel
comedies for Joseph M. Schenck, a decade ago.
which are released through Metro,
Leading in the organization
has had his efforts crowned with Lou
Anger, production mana
instantaneous success, claims that He filled
a similar position
company. Today, a little over four the Arbuckle comedies. Ange
months after he took the step into known to vaudcvillians throug
stardom, he stands pre-eminent as the country- Following co
the leading funmaker in the land Eddie Cline, the director, who
of slapstick.
a time was considered the pre
handler of the M
His received
first comedy,
" One Week,"
has
the praise
of the megaphone
critic and fan alike. The reviews Scnnett Comedies. Then come:]
of this picture are unanimous in Jean
C. HavezBoth
and have
Joe Mitchell
sccnarioists.
written '
the opinion that this sad-faced numerous stage and screen soc-|
youth, the former foil for Roscoe
Lessley,isArbuckle'si
" Fatty " Arbuckle, has arrived cesses.
veteran Elgin
cameraman,
handling
the
Bell
Howell.
with a bang. " Convict 13," " The of the organization The remainder
is intact, just
Scarecrow "releases,
and are
" Neighbors,"
subsequent
the equal, as Arbuckle left it. Joseph M. j
if
not superior,
"One Week," Schenck, who guided Norma and
according
to the to
critics.
Constance Talmadge and Roscoe
And the one reason for this un- Arbuckle to stardom, is the spon-j
precedented success is organization, >or for the comedies and has
states Merto. Lou Anger, produc- placed unlimited capital at the dis-|
tion manager of the Comique Film posal of the organization.
Company, producers of the Buster
Keaton Comedies, has surrounded
Reports from the Metro distrib- 1
the star with a group of men uting centers arc gratifying and
whose names have been linked with there already is a tremendous de- ,
motion pictures since the inaugural mand for the Keaton Comedies. I

"GOOD

INTERNATIONAL

STORY

CO.

145 West 45th Street
(Suite 915)
Telephone Bryant 6526
NEW

YORK

CITY

May
Produce
in
Robert Fairbanks and Ted

Mexico
Reed in

Mexico
Investigating Conditions
t> OBERT FAIRBANKS, broth- one production each in Mexico.
er of Douglas Fairbanks, and The information obtained by Robert Fairbanks and Reed will be
Ted Reed, who directed the faavailable not only to Douglas
mous star in his last vehicle, "The Fairbanks,
but to Mary Picktord,
Nut," are in Mexico City, where
they will remain a fortnight mak- Charlie Chaplin and D. W. Griffith, the other members of the
ing a preliminary survey of the
motion picture industry in the " Big Four."
southern Republic.
The purpose of this survey is
For a considerable time Dougto investigate the practicability of
las Fairbanks has had under conmembers of the United Artists sideration a plan for making picproducing pictures south of the tures in foreign countries. It was
border. If conditions are found his intention, originally, to make i
to be favorable, it is stated, there "The Three Musketeers" in I
is a possibility that at least three France. This idea was abandoned,
of the United Artists mav make however.
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THE

LAW

recognizes the absolute ownership of original literary and musical works, by the creator — the author and composer— thereof; it evidences this recognition by Copyright and prohibiting infringements thereupon. From this
recognition the originator derives his revenue — his livelihood.
THE

EXHIBITOR

who furnishes music as a part of the program or entertainment provided by this theatre, does so for purposes of
profit — for the same reason as he presents the photoplay. He has no more right to demand the use of music
free, than he has to demand his picture service free. Relatively there is the same effort that goes into the making
of both music and picture — the author's story — the composer's music; the producer's expense of production —
the publisher's expense of publication and exploitaton. Both must return a fair profit to those supplying the
finished product to the theatre and its audiences.
THE

CONTENTION

that by playing the music in his theatre the exhibitor " makes it " is untenable; music was
photoplays were dreamed of; and will be after they are forgotten. It is true that individuals
in a theatre or elsewhere, may purchase copies of that music and often do. It is equally
exhibitor uses a certain projecting apparatus another may buy it; but does that ever mean
his machine gratis, thus depriving the patentee of that part of his income?
THE

made and sold before
hearing music played,
true that because one
that the first one gets

TAX

is fair and reasonable ; it must be paid by the theatres playing, for purposes of profit, the musical works controlled
by this Society ; if none of such works are played, no tax need be paid. We simply ask that you stay " within the
law " — then we will not be obliged to invoke the law to protect our rights.

American

Society
AUTHORS

56

West

45th

AND
Street,

of

Composers

PUBLISHERS
New

York

City

NOTE — Licenses are available NOW for extended periods, at present rates. If you care for one, write u»; if
not please simply comply with the law and we will all avoid useless and expensive litigation.

Berlin, Irvine, Inc.
Broadway Music Corporation
Chappell-Harms,
Enoch
& Sons Inc.
Feist, Leo, Inc.
Fisher, Fred, Inc.
Forster, F. J. A.

PUBLISHERS
McKinley Music Co.
Goodman & Rose, Inc.
Gordon, Hamilton S.
Marks, Edward B., Music Co.
Harms, T. B., Company
Mills, Jack, Inc.
Pace & Handy Music Co., Inc.
Harms, T. B. & Francis, Day &
Hunter
Paull, E. T., Music Company
Harris, Charles K.
Remick & Co., Jerome H.
Kendis, Brockrhan Music Co., Inc.
Richmond, Maurice, Inc.
And 200 Composers and Authors

BALTIMORE
Ed. H. Chesterman,
2607 Keyworth Avenue,
Baltimore, Md.
BOSTON
Paul Amundson,
811 Tremont Bldg.,
Boston, Mass.
BUFFALO
Henry C. Price,
947 Ellicott Square Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
CHICAGO
E. S. Hartman,
1630 Tribune Bldg.,
Chicago, Illinois.
CINCINNATI
John W. Weinig,
First National Bank Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
CLEVELAND
Frankel 4 Frankel,
1019 Guardian Bldg..
Cleveland, Ohio.

ADDRESS THE NEAREST OFFICE FOR INFORMATION
DALLAS
R. Bldg.,
S. Simon, MILWAUKEE
F. D. Robertson,
511 North Texas Bldg.,
434 Merchants & Mfgrs. Bank
Dallas, Texas.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
DETROIT
MINNEAPOLIS
Frank R. Dentz,
Joss
&
Ohman,
225 Elmhurst Avenue,
Minnesota Loan & Trust Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Highland Park, Mich.
NEWARK
INDIANAPOLIS
Barney Larkey,
Edward O. Snethen,
Prudential Bldg.,
Newark, N. J.
416 Indiana Trust Bldg.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
PHILADELPHIA
American Society of Composers,
KANSAS CITY
Authors
&
616 Heed Bldg.,Publishers,
FriedbergCity,& OMo.'Sullivan,
Kansas
1211 Filbert St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
LOS ANGELES
Philip Cohen,
Allan Davi,s, PITTSBURGH
812 Pantages Theatre Bldg.,
408 Union Arcade,
7th & Hill Streets,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lqs Angeles, California.

Ricordi, G., & Co., Inc.
Shapiro, Bernstein
& Co., Inc.
Skidmore
Music Company,
Victoria Publishing
CompanyInc.
Von Tilzer, Harry, Music Pub. Co.
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co.
Witmark,
M. & Sons
Stark & Cowan

PORTLAND
Julius
Cohen,
Yeon Bldg.,
Portland, Oregon.
SAN FRANCISCO
Samuel M. Roeder,
1302 Humboldt Bank Bldg.,
San Francisco, California.
SEATTLE
Clark R. Belknap,
Hoge Bldg.,
Seattle, Wash.
ST. LOUIS
O'Hallaron & Lowenhaupt,
1305 Third Nat. Bank Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
SYRACUSE
Earl I. Freshman,
516 Dillaye Memorial Bldg.,
Syracuse, N.TOPEKA
Y.
Newell & Wallace,
New England Bldg.,
Topeka, Kansas.
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Two scenes from " Mr. Barnes of New York," a new Tom Moore picture for Goldwyn release

Culver
City
Reports
made
ess is being
GOOD
ment of the
stud'o'.
The
Goldwyn studios at settings
at theprogr
are Goldwyn
by Cedric
Gibbons,
Culver City on the new pro- Goldwyn art director, and are attracting much attention.
ductions which recently got under
way, according to word received at
Director Victor Schertzinger is
the Goldwyn home-office from the supervising the cutting of Tom
Coast. Will Rogers, Director Moore's new starring vehicle,
Clarence G. Badger and the mem- "Made in Heaven," from William
bers of the company acting in J. Hurlbut's comedy, Mr. Moore
his bride, Rene Adoret:. left
r
Elme L. Rice's original scenario. and
" A Bashful Romeo," left last week San Francisco last Wednesday for
for Jackson, Calif., to take the ex- Honolulu to spend liieir honeymoon. Moore had a very narrow
teriors. Sylvia Breamer has been
cast for the leading feminine role, escape from serious iniuiy 0:1 the
that of Juliet. Sydney Ainsworth eve of his wedding in a burning
will play an important part in this set. He plays the role of a fitcphotoplay the action of which lakes man in "Made in Heaven" and m
place partly in Oklahoma and the big fire scene the star got h;s
partly in the Venice of Shake- eyebrows and his uniform badly
scorched while fighting the flames,
speare's play of " Romeo and it
is declared.
Juliet
Director Frank Lloyd will finish
The." great ball room scene in
Leroy Scott's first original in a few days the photography on
scenario, " The Night Rose," is be- Charles Kenyon's original sceing photographed this week under
nario, "The Invisible Power," origthe direction of Wallace Worsley.
called "The
Alibi." Santa BarThe scene is said to set a new
The inally
homes
of several
bara millionaires will be seen in
standard of gorgeousness, 300
couples appearing in it. Special the film version of Thompson
dances will be introduced by the Buchanan's play, "The Bridal
Marion Morgan dancers. All of Path." Director E. Mason Hopper and the company appearing in
the gowns for the ball room sc<me
were made by the costume depart- that photoplay returned to thr

Progress
studio last week and have bce'in
work on the interiors.
Director Reginald Barker is
making
favorableBarker
progress
or. '.he
next Reginald
production,
a screen adaptation of Rupert
Hughes' novel, "The Old Nest,"
the continuity for which was prepared by the author. The story is
one of mother love and is a new
type for Director Barker and in
the belief of the studio is de-tined
to prove that his versatility equals
his sense of the dramatic.
Rita Weiman and Katherine
Newlin Burt have completed original scenarios for Goldwyn and
expect to return East within a tew
days, as will Anzia Yezierska who
has spent a month here in developing a screen story from her volume of short stories published under the title of "Hungry Hearts."
Julian Josephson, who has just
been appointed associate editor under J. G. Hawks, has written the
story thread from several of ihe
tales in the hook. It is likel>T that
the picture will be photographed in
New York in order to preserve the
East Side atmosphere thru runs
through all of the stories in the
volume.

Picture

New

studios, devoted to
Mary Miles Minter,
Wanda H a w 1 e y and
ns,st
Wes
elsS pro
ducttioCoa
beALDa
niT'
Be
AR
RE
sed
f
rea
its staf of scenhas inc
arists to five writers. The
latest addition is Percy
Heath, ex-dramatic critic,
anmerautpub
ity" Sar
nt
horlicof
agei,"
an
Amedricfor
for David Belasco, Henry W.
rles Dillingham
Savage,ersCha
and oth .
Mr. Heath, it is announced
by Elmer Harris, supervising
director of the studios, will
specialize on comedy-drama
adaptations for Bebe Daniels
and Wanda Hawley.
With the addition of Mr.
Heath, Realart's western scenario staff numbers five — Elmer Harris, supervising director; Alice Eyton, Edith
Kennedy, and Douglas Doty,
former editor of Century
Magazine.

Many Stunts Arranged
for R-C Release
Exhibitors who are booking
" Seven Years' Bad Luck," tht
Robertson-Cole special with Mai
Linder, are making preparation;
for most comprehensive exploitation campaigns, declares Robertson-Cole, for the picture is om
which is built upon the human in
clination toward superstition am
plified to its utmost.
Plans are being made to mala
full use of broken mirrors, blad
cats,
and "old
7," shoes,
as welltheas numerals
umbrellas," 13'
sal'
shakers, horse shoes, hair pins
brooms and witches, and the man)
other properties which are associated with superstition, declare?
the R.-C. statement.
Poet Praises Artistry oJ

Metro's
Game"
John Steven"Big
McGroarty,
authoi
of the " California Mission Play,'
and poet laureate of California, expressed himself as amazed at tht
tremendous scenic effects that have
been worked out, both on remoK
locations and in covered stages, foi
Metro's special feature productior
Hodkinson
Calls
for
Action
of May
" BigAllison
Game." is starring in the
screen isversion
" Big Game,'
which
from theof legitimate
stag*
following statement on There is, however, a new element would have been glad to co-oper- play of the same title, by Willard
THE
ate in any intelligent effort to com- Robertson and Kilbourn Gordon
the present agitation for cen- in this agitation which cannot be
sorship has been issued by dismissed lightly. I am referring
batfortthishaspropaganda.
been made. No such efMr. W. W. Hodkinson :
to great groups of sincere men
"Having foreseen what has now
"A glance at the news columns and women who have heretofore
Hodkinson Speaks
of the trade press shows that cen- been friendly and well disposed happened and thoroughly persuadtoward
the
motion
pictures
but
ed as I am that in the absence
sorship measures have been intro(Continued)
duced in almost every state where whom the greed and recklessness of intelligent effort on our part
the legislature is now in session. of certain producers are about to the industry will suffer irrepara- spired
by
sincerity.
An every
immediat'
start can be made by
pro
We are facing an extraordinary drive into the ranks of advocates
ble
damage
not
only
from
hostile
ducer
in
eliminating
those
feature
situation. Never before has there of censorship.
legislation, but also from public
been such a widespread agitation
"The industry as a whole has disapproval, I want to suggest once in motion pictures which have pro
for censorship of motion pictures, been remiss in performing its full mere the necessity of immediate voked and merited public censure
born no doubt of the anti-picture duty to the public. When a de- action. Unless the heads of the in- such as needless displays of nud
mand for censorship or other draspropaganda which has been plantdustry get together every individ- ity; the detailed portrayal of crim<
tic regulation is voiced by men and
ed cleverly and systematically by
ual and every element must work tor the sake of being realistic am
the enemies of the industry. In a women who have no selfish motives out its own salvation independent not merely for carrying forwan
recent letter to the "New York it is the plain duty of the leaders of the other or suffer for the sins the action of the play; scenes unduly emphasizing life in danci
Times" I have indicated some of of this industry to pay attention. of omission and commission that hj-.lls and
cabarets ; themes whid
the sources of this anti-picture I have foreseen this rising wave are still being committed by so
deal
with
the question of sex in «
of
hostile
legislation
many
months
propaganda and as far as this
many
producers.
morbid and licentious manner. T»
propaganda can be traced to the ago. With others I have noticed
"Not onlv must our effort come
jealousy of theatrical interests or the rapid growth of anti-picture without delay, but it must be in- removal of such scenes will tx
the seekers after notoriety, there is -warnings both in the daily press
the first step in an intelligent can(Continued in last column)
no special occasion for alarm. and in the trade journals and I
paign against censorship."
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Scenes from " Chances Women Take " a Walsh-Fielding production to be released on the states rights basis
Realart Explains Meaning of Franchise
" Many exhibitors misunderstood
the word ' franchise ' in the Realart campaign on their recent
' Realart franchise ' campaign,"
states J. S. Woody, general manager of that company.
" How about this ' franchise '
thing,"
wrote
that
mean
that exhibitors.
you dictate " toDoes
us
what pictures we shall buy and
what price we shall pay for them?
Does it mean that we turn over the
control and operation of our business to you in order to get your
pictures? "
Mr. Woody explains that " the
word franchise as applied to Realart means but one thing; a regular
old-fashioned honest - to - goodness
contract to exhibit thirty-six of the
finest pictures ever recorded on
celluloid.
" Just that — and only. that.
" Realart doesn't own a single
theatre, doesn't want to own a
single theatre. We are producers
and distributors and we intend to
stick to our knitting.
" Our Franchise
is just what
purports
to be ; a contract
for ourit

Universal

production changes
ANT
IMP
g projected in the Unibein
areORT
versal organization as the result
of a recent investigation of the
moving picture field by agents of
Carl Laemmle, president of the
Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, it is announced from the
Universal headquarters in New
York. Mr. H. M. Berman, general
sales manager, who is in charge of
the investigation, outlined several
new Universal projects when seen
upon his recent return from a gathin KansasmanaCity
. Universal's
gersof
Middleering West
Mr. Berman described one new
departure in Universal production
and sales methods. Hereafter,
" Westerners " and short stuff made
at Universal City will receive extra and special exploitation, some
of it approximating the exploitation
received by feature productions, it
is declared.
" We feel in Universal that we
stand at the forefront of Western
and Short Stuff producers," said
the salesthat
manager.
has gobeento
decided
Universal" Itshall
full year's output of pictures priced greater lengths to produce more
right. I can't say any more than and better one and two-reels. Althat."
ready extrabeen
comedy
Western
units have
addedandat ' our
West '
Coast studios.
Grotesque Settings in
" We now are going to supply exParamount Picture
hibitors with more than one ' Western ' every week — a choice of sev"The Mill of the Half-gods" is
the fantastic name of what Paraeral good ' Westerns ' every week.
mount declares is one of the most We also are going to help them sell
unique settings ever seen in a mo- these ' Westerns ' to the public —
tion picture studio — a Parisian cafe by supplying more exploitation aids
which serves as the setting for one in the way of paper, press material
of the episodes of the Paramount and display lines, as well as by
our ' Western ' stars
picture, " White and Unmarried," popularizing
starring Thomas Meighan, which is with the public directly.
now being filmed at the Lasky stu" There is no company in the
dio under the direction of Tom For- field today which can present a
man.
of ' Western ' stars equal to
The setting is described to be galaxy
those making one and two-reelers
quite grotesque and fanciful in con- at Universal City. Our various
struction and investiture, and is units include one headed by Hoot
said to be a faithful reproduction Gibson, one by Art Acord, one by
of one of the notorious dance hall Jack Perrin and one by Leonard
cafes in " the other half " of Paris. Clapman. Eileen Sedgwick also
Just back of the space for dancing heads a ' Western ' producing comis a huge cauldron with colored
pany. Other popular women leads
flame effects lapping around its are Louise Lorraine, Dorothy
sides. In this cauldron sit the Woods, Gertrude Olmstead, Marmembers of the orchestra, cos- cella Pershing and Dixie Lamont.
tumed as devils. The ceiling is low Our ' Western ' directors include
and there are many arches, giving Jacques Jaccard, Edward Kull, Al
Russell, Edward Laemmle, William
the impression of a grotto.

Film

Plans

Special Exploitation
for Westerns and
Short Subjects
Craft and several others. William
Lord Wright, an expert scenarist,
is
supervising our short reel productions.
" An exploitation drive of the
same magnitude as that to open on
' Westerns,' will be conducted for
our short comedies. Recent Universal Century
Comedies are as
good as any short comedies now
produced. This is not my opinion
alone, but the opinion of countless
exhibitors. The new two-reel
Lyons and Moran Comedies promise equally as much, reports from
Universal City indicate.

Changes
" Universal Star Comedies and
the new series of animal comedies
will complete our enlarged short
stuff program. Will Beaudine, our
new comedy director-in-chief, has
produced several Dorothy Wolbert
comedies, soon to be released, that
Universal regards so highly, an unusual amount of attention will be
devoted to their exploitation. Ward
Hayes, also added as a comedy
director, has created another new
comedy unit at Universal City, with
Billy Fletcher as the featured player. The new animal comedies will
star Joe
Universal's
intelligent Martin,
orang-outang.
Harry Burns,
assisted by A. G. Stecker, trainer,
Mr. Berman added that the newly
is
in charge."
announced
policy did not mean that
there would be any let-up in the
output of five-reel photoplays.

Goldwyn
Books
Closes Contracts with

Big Chains
Loew, Black,
Ascher , Stanley and Poli Circuits
covering the New England territory.
/""^OLD
WYN closed
announce
s thatwithit Dates are now being arranged for
has just
contracts
three more important chains of all of these bookings — and also for
Circuit bookings the contheatres for the showing of Gold- the Poli
tract for which was closed a short
time ago.
wyn'stion recent
productio
in
addins,
to the contract recently entered
into with the Poli Circuit calling for
The same group of Goldwyn picthree and four day showings of six
tures are booked solid on the Ascher
new Goldwyn's productions in circuit of theatres in Chicago and
theatres in New England and other Illinois towns and rn contiguous territory in other states. They
Pennsylvania. The three most recently concluded bookings are for are also booked to play the Capitol
the following eleven productions :
New Angeles;
York; the California"
" Godless Men," Betty Compson theatre,
theatre,
Los
rill theatre.
Milwaukee. and the Merin "Prisoners of Love," "A Voice
in the Dark," Mabel Normand in
" What Happened to Rosa," Madge
Kennedy in " The Highest Bidder," 1 ' Double Adventure ' '
Will Rogers in " Guile of Women,"
Episode Due March 6
Gertrude Atherton's first original
screen story, " Don't Neglect Your
The Pathe serial, " Double AdWife," "The Concert," Will Rogers
venture," which is giving Charles
in " Boys Will Be Boys," " The man,
Hutchison,
the celebrated
opportunity" stunt
of his"
Great Lover " and Jack Pickford in careertheforgreatest
registering daring feats,
George
" Just Out
College."
TheseAde's
pictures
haveof all
been reaches one of its highest points of
booked in the Loew theatres for
in episode seven, " War in
showings totaling several hundreds tensity
the Oil leased
Fields," 6th.
which Towering
is to be reoil
of days; in the Stanley Circuit em- wells were March
built
for
the scenes
bracing nearly all of the motion picture theatres of Philadelphia and which is the setting for the fierce
the neighboring territory; and in battle fought between the revolutwenty theatres of the Black Circuit
tionists and federals.
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Strong

Cast

Experienced
in

" The

for

Supporting

Picture

New.

Frederick
Cast

Seen

Mistress

A scene from " The Mistress of Shenstone," aRobertson-Cole
in which
Pauline
Frederick special,
is starred
PAULINE FREDERICK, star
of " The Mistress of Shenstone,"toRobertson-Cole
super-special shortly
be released,
in this
picture is surrounded by a carefully selected cast. English types
were needed to portray the characters of this attraction which is based
on the novel of the same name
written by Florence L. Barclay,
noted English authoress.

of Shenstone "
Miss Frederick's leading man in
"The Mistress of Shenstone" is
Roy Stewart. In 1913 he broke into the motion picture game in a
Western picture called "Trail of
the Lonesome Star." Since that
time he has appeared steadily in
the pictures and has risen to the
point where he plays nothing but
male leads. Emmet King who has
a considerable role in " Kismet,"
the famous Robertson-Cole superspecial starring Otis Skinner, is another member of "The Mistress of
Shenstone " cast.
Helen Wright who plays the part
of Mrs. O'Mara in "The Mistress
of Shenstone
" has long
been Lydia
associated with leading
players.
Yeamans Titus is another member
of the cast. Miss Titus has been
an actress for forty years. She
first won fame for her rendition of
old English ballets and is known
throughout England as the original
" Sally " in " Sally In Our Alley."
John Willink in "The Mistress of
Shenstone " plays the role of a
young English gentleman of leisure
in the picture, and is seen chiefly
in the togs of a tennis player. As
a matter of fact Mr. Willink had
been in America but four months at
the time he was engaged to appear
with Miss Frederick in "The Mistress of Shenstone."

Wanda Hawley as she appears in her latest Realart feature, " The Outside Woman "I

"Lorna
Doone"Tourneur,sl
Will Take All-American
Cast to
Film
Scenes
in
English Locales
' Way
made Down
productEast ' and the
TV/fAURICE
TOURNEUR
nounces that
he will start an-in foreign
m
made
production
of ' Passion
'
are
of what
we
the immediate future filming R. D. must competeexamples
with.
Blackmore's story, " Lorna Doone,"
" The Queen's Carnival of
and that he intends to take his entire company to Devonshire county Roses, the rescue scenes during the
fith's snowstorm and the great raid
in England to film the many thrill- great
ing scenes that are laid in that and fire scenes of this story lend
rugged valley which is still known themselves to the most spectacular
as " The Death Valley of the fcrm of presentation, while the delightful love story of Lorna and
" The successful picture of the John can be compared with the
coining year," said Mr. Tourneur, great love stories of the world."
"Doones."
will undoubtedly be the intimate,
The designs for the costumes to
etro Week"
f or"M
Prospects
human interest stories and the big
be used in the production are alDrive for Feb 27-March 5 Brings
ready completed and a wardrobe
spectacular productions. In ' Lorna
Rush of Bookings to Exchanges
Doone ' I have found a happy com- department will soon be established
bination of the two. It is a story
the hundreds of cosTo aid the exhibitors in acquaint- that is ideally for the screen, and, for making
a fortnight between
tumes that will be required.
WITHnow only
and Metro week, set
ing the public with the unusual op- although it will require a tremenMr. Tourneur has not definitely
portunity offered during this nafor the period from February 27 to
dous outlay, I am convinced that
tional exhibition week, an exten- the results will more than warrant decided on his cast as yet, but they
March 5, a rush of bookings for
sive advertising campaign, which the expenditure and the effort that will all be American players, as
pictures of the big producing com- has been
carefully arranged to its production will require. The many of the scenes will be made in
pany to show during that time is
reported from every one of the reach every community in the public are clamoring for bigger pic- this country before and after the
many Metro exchanges throughout United States and Canada, has
tures than ever before. Mr. Grif- trip to England.
been planned and will be sent
the country.
broadcast previous to the beginning
The thousands of exhibitors scat- of
the Metro week.
tered over the land have besieged
the exchange managers for all
The many exchanges have been New
Willat
Feature
Ready
available offerings, and many have amply provided with extra supplies
aid
the
exhibitors
in
their
adverrequested that they be granted the to
tising.
"Partners of the Tide" Will Be
privilege of showing two or three
His Second Release via Hodkinson
features during the period when the
have given them a production
Metro pictures will be the sole ofof the which must undoubtedly prove one
, president
WILLAT
fering of the houses.
MA.Willat
ons,
arhas
Producti
The demand has exceeded even
rived in the East with a print of of the greatest box office attracthe generous expectations of the Pathe Review Inaugutions of the year. Irvin V. Wilpicture entitled "Partners
latest
his
Metro officials, it is said, and it is
rates New Series
lat's reputation was made over a
of the Tide." This will be Irvin
estimated that so widespread is the
yearswhich
but the
Willat's second independent long estperiod
In Pathe Review No. 93, released V.
interest and so great the enthusiasm
success of
with
his greatname
production for release by the \Y.
manifested by the showmen that in March 6, an opportunity is afforded W. Hodkinson organization.
has been associated in the past was
' Behind the Door,' a splendid story
every locality where there are mo- the lover of American beauty to
The W. W. Hodkinson Corpor- of
the sea and its folk. He seems
tion pictures shown there will be view one of the chosen spots in
ation purpose to give " Partners of to be particularly at home when
America which inaugurates a new
houses observing Metro week.
the Tide " are intensive nationIn many of the theatres the ex- series in the screen magazine. Bush-;
wide advertising and exploitation dealing with this type of production and it is safe to assert that
hibitors in order to give their pa- kill Falls in Monroe County, Penn- campaign, it is stated.
sylvania, and the quiet beauties of
The next picture to be made by never before has he achieved quite
trans the benefit of the Metro pictures have booked several features the surrounding country, is readily Willat Productions, Inc., will be such splendid results as he has in
which they plan to run immediately accessible to the motor tourists, " The Face of the World," by ' Partners of the Tide.' ' Behind
following those to be shown during and no part of Pennsylvania can
the Door' was a great picture; so,
Bojer.
the Metro week. Rather than cur- present a more exquisite picture Johan
Concerning the new Irvin Willat too, was ' Below the Surface,' antail the time they wish to devote to than that seen along Bushkill Creek.
other sea story which he directed,
releasing arthe big features they have decided The Falls are located on the " Lit- feature andrangementsthe
but
'
Partners
of the Tide ' commade
with
the
Hodto exhibit the picture selected for
bines all of the splendidly appealand the largest of the
kinson organization, C. A. Wilthe Metro week and then take the Bushkill,"
falls presents a picture of majestic
lat spoke as follows :
ing qualities of these two produce
others in turn.
" In 'Partners of the Tide ' we tions and goes far beyond them."
grandeur.
I
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ABOUT
DIRECTORS
JOHN S. ROBERTSON, whose
special production of " Senti" will work
be released
II shortly, mental
has Tommy
completed
on his
1 new picture, starring Constance
I Binney in " The Magic Cup." Mr.
i| Robertson is now in the midst of
cutting this picture, even while
mentally mapping out plans for his
next production, starring Elsie
Ferguson byin Josephine
" Footlights,"
adaptation
Lovett anof
Rita story.
Weiman's Saturdaye Evening
Post
You can have anything in the
world sent to you by the big Chicago mail-order houses — except
moving pictures of the plant.
Tod Browning desires atmospheric interior shots of the Sears,
Montgomery, Roebuck, Ward plant
(to play no favorite) for his forthcoming production of - Edna Ferber's " Fanny Herself."
So he got a big mail-order catalog and looked for the headings
cinema," "film," " kinemato?raph," "movie," "pictures," or
"screen " — but in vain. Tod
i n Browning had to resort to personal
:ourier. He handed Billy Fildew,
lis cinematographer a round-trip
:icket to Windytown and packed
iim, his Bellanhowell and sixteen
:ans of raw film on board the limted. Fildew will also film outdoor
stuff in the ice skating country of
Wisconsin and Minnesota, and may
ven cross over to Canada for a
Irink of water. Who can tell?

f

Edward Jose, famed director
vhose memorable productions of
' La Tosca," " Resurrection " and
nany commendable features, is to
lirect Alice Joyce in a Vitagraph
traduction for which the cast is
•radically assembled, but the
vorking title not yet announced.

Chet Withey and his company
lave returned from Falm Beach,
?lorida, where a number of gorge'Us garden scenes were filmed for
Salisbury Field's " Wedding Bells,"
he next Chet Withey production
or Constance Talmadge. While
t the Royal Poinciana, it was
umored that he would take picires in the hotel. Many guests
nmediately volunteered their serves, which brought a number of.
ersons prominent in society and
ie arts into making their initial
ppearances on the screen. Mr.
Withey wagers that a few of these
?lebrities, whose cooperation will
ways_ be remembered, will be
X'ki 'cognized
by audiences witnessing
:* Wedding
"» >r release. Bells," soon to be ready

Charles Maigne, Famous Players
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erie and helpfulness that was simply
marvelous. It really appeared to
be almost a hypnotic influence for
helpfulness that the atmosphere of
the story created."
For the third time William D.
Taylor was elected director of the
Motiontion when
Picture
Directors'
the Los
AngelesAssocialodge
elected officers February 10th for
its sixth year of existence.
The other officers for 1921 are :
Henry King, assistant director;
Wallace Worsley. technical director; Roy Clements, scenarist, and
Norval MacGregor, treasurer.
Ground will be broken for the
$200,000 clubhouse before March,
the building committee reported in
conjunction with the receipt of a
charter for the Motion Picture Directors' Building
Corporation,
of
which Ben
Wilson,
Joseph De

Jewel Claire, to appear in the first two Grasse, Frank Lloyd, Roy Clements, Reginald Barker and Wallace
from
of under
a se"es.the adapted
?e-1! subject
Magazine,Ashley
.Life
Miller. direction of Worsley comprise the board of
directors. The latter two fill
director, has completed work on his \acancies left by retirement of
new Alice Brady picture, entitled William Duncan and Thomas
" The Tower," which he wrote in Rickets.
collaboration with Samuel Merwin.
Recognizing the need of immediate and united action on the part
The role portrayed by Miss Bradv
of
the motion picture industry to
is one peculiarly suited to her personality, being that of a wealthv fifcht menaces of censorship and
society girl with all the comforts blue laws, the Motion Picture Diof the world at hand, but who, for
rectors Association through its new
a' that, is the center of a dramatic director has taken the first steps
storm. Mr. Maigne has selected a toward forming a central committee of film organizations.
cast of w.ell tried abilitv to suppert Miss Brady: Lawrence Wheat,
Seventeen organizations repreHarry Benham, and George Fawsenting different phases of procett.
ducing, distributing and exhibiting
motion pictures, have been invited
" The Four Horsemen of the to send one representative each, to
a meeting to be held in Los
interna
Apocalymous
tionall
pse,"
y fa- Angeles
novel of
at the Athletic Club on
Vincent
e Blasco
Ibanez, the screen version of which February 28, to affiliate for the purwas directed by Rex Ingram for
pose of "protecting ourselves from
Metro Pictures Corporation, ac- all enemies, and of furthering our
cording to June Mathis, who common interests."
adapted the story for the screen,
" It is regrettable to note thai
had a new effect upon the big cast some factions are quarreling with
which took part in staging the each other at a time of peril when
colossal production.
paid reformers with millions of
Immediately upon completion of dollars behind them are preparins;
the picturization, the director and to come over the top from the
the scenarist brought the first print opposite trenches " comments Mr.
to New York for presentation to Taylor in his letter which was sent
Metro officials. Refusing to accept Association, New York lodge, Moa well earned vacation, Miss lo the following organizations :
Mathis scorned the enticements of
The Motion Picture Directors
Broadway and went resolutely to Hon Picture Producers Associawork in her former office of the
tion, Motion Picture Art DirectorMetro eastern studios, as the head Asociation, Assistant Directors
of the scenario department, where, Association, the American Society
in connection with Director Max- of Cinematographers. the Society
well Karger, she is preparing of Illuminating Engineers, The
scripts for forthcoming pictures Screen Writer's Guild, the Westfor Bert Lytell.
ern Motion Picture Advertisers,
" In the many productions I have the Fhotonlavers' Equity Associaprepared for the screen," said Miss
tion, the Actor's Equity AssociaMathis "never in my
tion, the Actor's Association of Los
ce Angeles,
have I seen such an experien
influence
the Los Angeles Film Exexerted upon those taking part as
change,
Owners'Theatre
Association,thetheTheatre
Los Angeles
in the wonderful story of " the
Four Horsemen." During the Association, the Motion Picture
months the big cast was together
Union, the Ethical Moworking upon the numerous scenes Operators'
tion Picture Society of America
ihey developed a spirit of camarad- and the Girls' Studio Club.

Bobby
The
Passion Agnew,
Flower ", toand bewhoseenwillinbe " seen
in the masculine madge.
role of " The Sign on
the Door ", both starring Norma TalJ. P. McGowan, commander of
Universal Expeditionary Forces
has returned from his latest overseas jaunt with the makings of
another snappy serial. The well
known director went to Cuba to
make the principal episodes for
" The Seal of Satan," a serial in
which Eddie Polo is starring.
The concluding sequences are being filmed now at Universal City.
A year ago McGowan took Eddie
Polo and a Universal company to
Europe where
he put on a big international serial.
ABOUT
PLAYERS
versatility
the
CHARLEScated his LANE,
whoin indiwidely different roles played in
"Wanted, a Husband," "Dr. Jekyl
and Mr. Hyde," and "The Restless Sex,"factorily,
isthat said
prove,mansatisas a to
leading
he
scores, the illustration being his
splendid performance in 'Without
Limit," the George D. Baker production, made under the working
title of "Temple Dusk." Virginia Valli, opposite Bert
Lytell in his forthcoming Metro
Who,"
producti
art student
of anMan
theon,part"The
plays
and it is of interest to note that
in the film she is a student at the
same art school where she actually
studied during her early days on
the screen. When she first came
to New York, Miss Valli had sufficient time to devote some of it to
the art work which she had been
keeping up of her own accord because of her personal interest in
illustrating. In "The Man Who,"
partandof at-'a
the art
Miss Valli
studying
girl plays
wealthy
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tending class at the Art Students
League at 57th Street where she
was herself a student some time
ago. In the plot of the photoplay
Lucy Cotton plays the role of the
girl who throws over Bert Lytell
because he has not done anything
of consequence; Virginia Valli
soothes his bruised spirits and it
is she with whom Lytell shares the
final fade-out.
One of the interesting incidents
in the story is supposed to show
Virginia Valli walking barefoot up
Fifth Avenue — with the present
wintry weather it has been decided
to bring the company down South
where these scenes will be taken in
one of the Florida cities.
"The Man Who" has been adapted from a story which recently
ran in the Saturday Evening Post ;
the scenario is prepared by June
Mathis.

Clark Productions Rej
resented Here
One of the purposes of the vi
to this country of Leila Lewis, En
lish press representative, has be
accomplished in her affiliation wi
the publicity firm of Landy ai
Turnbull. Miss Lewis is practica.
the only woman of prominence
this field, represents a number
producing companies and indivi
uals in the industry, and is also t
film correspondent for the LondDaily Graphic, Tid Bits, and h
own syndicate of sixteen leadii
provincial papers scattered throuj
the British Isles.
Among the important firr
which are represented by Leii
Lewis is the George Clark Produ
tions, starring Ivy Duke and Gi
Newall, and which are distribute
in this country through Stoll.
Landyof and
represe
tation
the Turnbull's
George Clark
Pr
auctions in the United States mar
the first contract made by any fo
eign producers for consistent pu
licity in this country, and shoA
an admirable desire on the part
this organization to boost tl
" hands across the sea " spirit,
addition to representing Geor;
Clark
Productions,
Landy ai
Turnbull have also contracted
establish an international publici
service with Leila Lewis in En
land, and will soon announce t
third link in their chain of intern
tional representation which will
located in Paris.

The public schools of New York
City are enlarging their showing
of motion pictures to include film
stories as well as strictly educational films. In this connection
Rowland Rogers, chairman of the
curriculum committee which selects the films for use in the public
schools takes Charles Ray as an
example of a screen actor who
combines character development
and entertainment in his pictureplays. Mr. Rowland says:
"I believe
greatestin
charm
lies inthat
the Ray's
fact that
watching him on the screen most
people can imagine that they see a
reflection of themselves. He does
the natural things that everybody
does or has done, and in such a
natural way that it is difficult to
realize that he is doing them for
exhibition purposes. This is the sect et of a consummate art in
acting."
It will be an ultra-modern Camille who will be seen in Nazimova's forthcoming special Metro
Alexander Dumas'
of story.
pioductionlove
immortal
All of the picturesque settings
for the action of the production
reveal the very last word in present day luxury. The gowns worn
by Nazimova and members of her
supporting company all are the
product of the combined ingenuity
of star and artist.
One of the bizarre settings that
will be seen in this production is
an almost circular boudoir quite
different from anything seen in the
Paris of Dumas' day. The bed, a
unique object in the room, also is
circular. An overhanging circular
canopy drops down over the bed,
giving a basket-like effect.
Another original idea was carried out in the designing of the
fireplace, which resembles a huge
bowl. A long curved piece of
glass extends from the mantel upwards, enabling a person standing
by the fire to watch the flames and
smoke ascend.
Many of the hangings and draperies were imported from Faris
by Nazimova herself — some have
adorned her own home. All the
furnishing of the boudoir and adjacent alcoves are being especially
constructed for the famous actress
for use in the production.
The cast for "Camille" includes,
besides Nazimova, Rudolph Valentino, who will enact the part of
Armand, the romantic lover ; Rex

Vievo of a big set being used in the filming of "Salvation Nell,"
Whitman Bennett's forthcoming First National release, showing
various scribes in the trade journal field looking things over and posing
for the camera man along Kith a portion of the "Salvation Nell" cast
Cherryman, Arthur Hoyt, Zeflic
Tillbury, Ruth Miller and Consuelo Flowerton. Ray Smallwood,
who directed Nazimova's three
most recent productions for Metro,
also will direct " Camille."
Following the completion of
"Penny
of Tophill the
Trail,"
Bessie
Love is commencing
assembling
of a cast for her fourth Andrew J.
Callaghan production. The star
has been reading manuscripts for
several weeks and has finally selected a charming story with a
leading part especially suited to
her whimsical style. An interestingtionfeature
of the
Miss future
Love'sinclude
produc-a
plans for
picturization of "The Old CuriosShop"has
to be
in London.
The itystar
longmade
looked
forward
to doing this story and will play
the part of Little Nell.
Catharine Calvert, whose work
in the pre-released 'The Heart of
Maryland," a Tom Terriss production, excels her performance in
"Dead Men Tell No Tales," is
spending her time absent from the
Vitagraph studio to advantage and
replenishing her personal wardrobe
as well as making preparations to
select the needed feminine apparel
for "The Great Divide," in which
she .will play a leading role.
Mayme
Krasne,
whom fifty
sand votes
denominated
the thoumost

Picture

N eu

five persons in two engaged in
electing the fortunate business
woman who is to be Miss Dana's
The young lady whose cheery
guest.
personality won her such a large
gathering of friends, is employed
in the Central Market of that
western city and is known to a
large percentage
population. During of
the Omaha's
contest over
166,000 votes were cast.
The
Author'
s'Mission
" It seems
inevitable
to me th
In accordance with the rules of
the contest Miss Krasne will be the entry of the eminent author in
motion pictures will effect a fu
given a free trip to Hollywood.
damental change in them. I s
will,
but I might say has, becau
Mary Alden, of the Goldwyn
already the influence of the writ
players, is noted for being a raconteuse. Her latest story is about is apparent in the majority of £
a Swede who went into the post- year's most successful productior
office of a village in the Canadian states Govnerneur Morris.
wilds and said he wanted a letter
"And I might, speaking from :
from Minnesota and that his name entirely impartial point of vie
was Ole Oleson. When the post- for though Mr. Goldwyn led t]
mistress said there were ten let- movement for bigger authors, oth
ters for Ole Oleson in her posses- producers have followed hi
sion but that there were already closely, run through a list of then
several men by that name in the ' Humoresque,' 'Earthboun>
village and that the newcomer ' Scratch My Back '— I might go <
would have to be identified, he indefinitely. There is one big for
shuffled out of the office, saying in backing them all. They all have
disgust, 'A' tank a batter change thought behind them, solve a pro
my name — to Yonny Yohnson. lem of pressing interest to the d:
O! portray some deep, underlyii
motif of humanity.
" I believe that it is only by ge
Completely exhausted as a result of two weeks of strenuous ting down to fundamentals th
mebbe."
work
spent in filming snow scenes we will ever actually reach tl
for "Uncharted Seas" in and mass of the people because th<
about Flagstaff. Arizona, Alice are fundamental, and I believe th
Lake and her company have re- it is given only to a few to stril
turned to the Metro studios in the right notes, and that those fe
Hollywood, where the final epi- are the big authors that wou
sode of this production will be never have been big otherwise.
filmed just as soon as they recu" The elimination then of tl
perate from the trip.
Miss Lake is suffering with a superficial picture, the establis'
cold and a badly sprained ankle. element
the picture
withthea thoug'
will reach
masse
Director Wesley Ruggles. who has ment of that
a cracked rib which resulted from ■the subsequent education of tl
a fall on the ice, is under the masses — that, I believe, is the mi
care of a physician. Many other sion of the author in the photmembers of the company are nursing bruises and sprains.

popular
businesswill
' woman
in
Omaha, young
Nebraska,
be the
guest of Violet Dana in Hollywood in the near future, according to the rule and reward of a
contest recently held in that city
under the auspices of the Omaha
Daily News, the Sun theatre and
the Metro exchange there.
This voting contest, begun two
weeks ago and continuing through
the week's showing of the recent
Viola Dana special production,
"Blackmail," at the Sun, polled a
total of 166.000 votes. This sum is
interesting in that only a few days
Gloria Hope, heretofore seen as
ago it was noted that the citv of a leading woman for Charles Ray,
Omaha had passed the 200,000 Jack Pickford and other screen famark in popularity. According to
vorites, plays opposite Mayo in
these figures, four out of everv Colorado.

world." BOOK REVIEWS
playPLAN
Page 1857
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GOLDWYN
li Will Rogers' current subject has
* been retitled "The Bashful Romeo."
\ This production is now being made
under the direction of Clarence
;-1 Badger. Sylvia Breamer has been
as the female lead. Others in the cast include Rymond
nt engaged
-4 Hatton, Sidney Ainsworth, Al
« Hart, John Cossar, C. E. Thurston
; and Cordelia Callahan.
3i Tom Moore and Rene Adoree are
Spending their honeymoon in HonX olulu.
Mason Hopper and the "Bridle
; . Path" company are again at work
:d at Santa Barbara, using the millionaire residences at that location
for their exteriors.
Director Frank Lloyd has finished "The Alibi," by Charles Kenyen. House Peters and Irene Rich
A are playing the leads.
J The government has sent Florence Matthews to the Goldwyn studios for the purpose of studying
the production of pictures with a
view to making films for the de- partment of vocational and educational training.

Studio

News

Lee Kohlman has been selected to
direct a number of short-length
westerns. He is now making
" Fighting Blood " with Jack Perrin.
Hoot Gibson is now playing in
"The Desert Spotlight " under the
direction of William Craft. Marcella Pershing is playing in the
ASSOCIATED
leading female role.
The settings being used by Lyons
PRODUCERS
and Motan are the most elaborate
J. Parker Reid, Jr., has secured yet built at Universal City for comanother C. Gardner Sullivan story
edysentsproductions.
set reprethe Coliseum One
at Rome
and
for Louise Glaum. The story is
measures
ninety
by
three
now nearing completion for serial feet. The subject in which hundred
this set
publication. Fred Niblo will direct
the picture. The present Louise is used is titled " Roman Romeos,
Glaum subject, "Find the Woman," Lions and Everything."
written by Bradley King and diWard Hayes is directing " Way
rected by Frank Nelson is now in Out West," a burlesque comedy
the laboratory and will be ready for production. William Beaudine is
release early in March. The sup- directing a one-reeler, entitled
Zulu
Meets Zulu," featurporting'cast
includes
Mahlon Joseph
Ham- "When
ing Eddie
Barry.
ilton, Ruth
Stonehouse,
Kilgour, Clair Aubray, Mae Hopkins, George Cooper and Lille
LASKY
Micky Moore.
Emmet Flynn is making the last
scenes for the Chinese spectacle,
" Clung."
" Ishmael " is now under production with Millard Webb directing
and Harold Goodwin in the stellar
role.

UNIVERSAL

King Baggott has been engaged
to direct three special features. He
"
is now selecting his initial story.
FOX
Five productions are to be put
Howard Mitchell is now engaged under
City. way next week at Universal
in the direction of " Little Mother,"
Rollin Sturgeon is now selecting
written by Frank Howard Clark.
The subject presents Shirley Ma- the members of the cast for the allson in the stellar role, and the cast
includes Raymond McKee, Edwin star production entitled " Human
Harry Harris has been assigned
Booth Tilton and William Buckley.
Hearts."
Edward Dodds is the cameraman. as
the director of " The Man
Director George William Hill is Tamer," in which Gladys Walton
will be1 starred.
making " by
The Allen
Honor Sullivan.
of the Force,"
written
The
Jacques Jaccard is selecting memcameraman is Frank Good. This is
bers of the cast for " Renunciaa story of the northwest in which
tion," written by Peter B. Kyne.
Norman Dawn, directing Eva
Buck Jones plays the leading role.
Other members of the cast include Novak in " The Evil Half," has
William Lawrence, Beatrice Burn- gone north with members of his
ham, Helena Rosson and Paul company to secure Alaskan scenes.
The cast includes Herbert Hayes,
Camp.
: id George Marshall will direct the Percy Challenger, Jake Patterson
havi next Tom Mix story titled "All and Barbara Tennant.
Lillian Rich has been selected to
id Pep," which was written by Mix.
Kathleen O'Connor has been en- play opposite Frank Mayo in " The
gaged for the leading female role.
This subject
is being diThe cast includes Sid Jordan, Pat Truant."
rected by Robert
Thornby.
Chrisman, Harry Dunkinson and
William Worthington is directEugenia Ford.
Louise Burnham's story,
Karl Harbaugh is directing " Theing Clara
Open Shutters." The cast
consists
of
Edith Roberts, Edward
Eileenother
Percymembers
in " BigofTown
Ideas."
The
the cast
are Burns, Josef Swickard, Charles
Clarev and others.
now being selected.

by
HERE

Wire
AND
THERE

Joseph
Schurst
Jackson,
director of A.
publicity
at the
Goldwyn
Studios, and Marjorie Manning,
motion-picture actress, were married on February 19th. The couple
were attended by Marion Hunter,
secretary of the Hollywood Studio
Club, tureand
Paul Bern, motion-picdirector.
Al Lichtman has become affiliated
with Associated Producers as their
Eastern representative.
W. E. Shallenberger, of Arrow
Film, left for the East on Wednesday of this week. Mr. Shallenberger has been on the Coast two
weeks, during which time he closed
contracts for eight feature productions to be made by Ben Wilson and
the Berwilla Film Corporation. He
also arranged for the production of
a new serial, featuring Anna Little.
Twenty-four two-reel comedies
are being produced by Morris
Schlank, one series of twelve to
Betty Compson is on her way to feature Helen Darling, Eddie
the Coast to star in Paramount Barry and Harry Gribbons.
The William Howell Productions
productions.
The new Wallace Reid subject Company is to produce a series of
four race-track features.
has been given the title of "Watch
Other contracts are pending.
My Smoke." This picture is based
An
announcement from the Beron the story written by Byron Morgan. Frank Urson is directing this
willa office states that four productions are to be made, starring Neva
subject, which presents Agnes
Gerber. These productions are beAyres opposite Wallace Reid.
ing made by the Berwilla Film
The Ethel Clayton vehicle, which
Corporation for Shallenberger. The
was originally titled " The Almighty
Dollar," has been renamed titles are " Dangerous Paths,"
" Mysteria," " The Price of Youth "
"theWealth."
director. William D. Taylor is and " The Splendid Lie."
George Thew and Ben Wilson
Cecil DeMille is now engaged in
are
producing
" Cupid's Brands,"
Jack Hoxie.
the editing of " The Affairs of featuring
Ben Wilson is directing a serial
Tom Forman has completed pro- entitled " The Blue Fox," which
Anatol." duction work on " White and Un- features Anna Little. Other members of the cast include Joe Girard,
married," starring Tom Meighan.
Dwight Cleveland, formerly with Charles Mason, Morris Foster and
Mr. Wilson plans to make
Vitagraph forces, has been en- others.
gaged as head of the scenario de- four features with Anna Little in
partment for the Irvin Willat Pro- the leading roles as soon as he has
ductions. Willat has also engaged completed his current serial.
Leroy Stone, who was for four
years film editor for Ince and who
served for three years in the same
14 Plan Book Reviews
capacity for William S. Hart.
King Vidor gave a trade showing
in this week's issue of
of " The Sky Pilot " on Tuesday
night of this week. He left on
the News
Wednesday for the East with a
print of this production.

One of the big sets used by Director Von Stroheim in making Universal's forthcoming special feature, " Foolish Wives "
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Hart's Latest Picture
Sets New Record

in ma
UNT,
tement
staMO
issued fro
PARA
the home office, states
that William S. Hart
in " O'Malley of the Mounted " at the New York Rivoli
last week exceeded the receipts of " The Testing
vious Hare,t
ck," the
Blo
ord
rec
holder pre
at that theatr
by $5,037. Starting with " The
e," Mr. Hart's first
TollepeGat
ind ndent production for
unt
Paramo , each Hart picture
shown at the Rivoli has exceeded the record of its predecessor by a comfortable
margin, but the excess of receipts from " O'Malley of the
Mounted " over those from
ck " repre" The TesthetinggesBlo
sents big t gain of all,
it is stated.
Ella Shields Offered
Movie Contract
Miss Ella Shields who is headlining the Keith's
theatres time
in New
York City
at the present
has
been approached by the Robert
Russell Productions, Inc., with a
proposition to appear in motion
pictures featuring her in the male
characters made famous by her
both in this country and abroad.
If satisfactory arrangements regarding her contracts on the other
side which have un,til 1925 to run
can be brought about Miss Shields
will consider the proposition, it is
stated.
Goes Abroad on Mission
for Jules Mastbaum
Mrs. Fred. G. Nixon-Nirdlinger,
wife of Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger,
the Philadelphia motion picture
and theatrical magnate, sailed for
Europe on Saturday Feb. 20 from
New York on the Aquitania, and
she will remain abroad for several
months, combining pleasure and
business.
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of
the Stanley Company of America
announced before Mrs. NixonNirdlinger sailed that while she is
in Europe she will visit England,
Paris and Berlin and will review
the biggest films of producer.

Our Motto: All the News,
Finis Fox is with Louis B.
Mayer.
Christie Cabanne is back on
the Coast.
George Loan Tucker is back
from Honolulu.
William Brady is on the way
west to enlighten us.
Bill Duncan was seen at the
Arguments Tuesday evening.
No new film organizations
have been heard of this week.
was dollar
smilthe million
rug.B. ingP.aboutSchulberg
Marjorie Daw has gone to
New York to play in " ExHOKUM desires to locate
the
Ethical Motion Picture
perience."
Association of America.
Tom Meighan is using his
commuter's
ticket Island.
between
here
and Manhattan
Hoot Gibson has been playing in "Wanted: A Parson."
Some little bird asks, " What
Pressvises us story
before us ad" that Wm. D. Taylor
isFor?producing " The Almighty
Carl Laemmle attended the
Dollar."
Los Angeles
tion ball and Theatre
had his Associapicture
took.
Mary Miles Minter ate
breakfast continuously for
seven
to be indays.
films. It's great sport
Gladys
Waltontoweplayunderstand is going
the
name role in The Man-tamer." Line forms to the right.
Harry Brand sends us a
piece of copy telling about Mr.
Prolific Pen, whom we had not
heard of for many months.
Charlie Murray for the sake
of variety acted as master of
ceremonies at the Theatre Association anti-blue law ball.
Eddie Sutherland rises to
remark that he is happy now
for he rector
is working
underhowa diwho shows him
to
act.
Walt Green is giving the
town the
over " andof
agrees
with" once
the Chamber
Commerce that the climate is
Mary Alden and Dwight
great.
Crittenden are said to have
aged twenty years since the
beginning of Reg. Barker's
production,
Gene Roth" The
was OldhereNest."
and

If it's News, When

many of our stars promised to
go
a San
Francisco should
ball —
the toword
PROMISED
be in capitals.
Earl Hammons swallowed a
large portion of California
climate, but it stayed in his
throat and for two days he
counted spots on the wallLyons and Moran have been
wearing sandals of the early
paper.
Roman" and
type thein boys
" Roman
Romeos
are both
complaining of stone bruises.
Doc Schallenberger being
pressedmentfor
exclusive
advisedan that
it had statebeen
a cold winter but the ground
hog prediction gave everyone
hope.
Little Breezy Eason upon
being asked where they got
the titleproduction,
" Patches "raised
for his
coming
his
coat-tail and gave a very brief
but explanatory exhibition.
Bill Keefe claims there is
but one M. P. Company in
the world that does not have
a director clad with puttees
and that is the Producers Pictures Corporation.
Rumor has it (you know the
old girl) that Mildred Harris
is
going next
to play
in C. B.
Mille's
picture.
C. deB.
deMille's
publicity
man
know anything about it. don't
It was found necessary that
Gloria Swanson go to San
Francisco for scenes for "The
Great
Moment."
whichFrancisco
recalls
the fact
that San
did
have
a
reputation
of
being
some town.
Buster Keaton had a vacation forced upon him because
he was too active. He did
not work too much, he worked
too hard, and anyway the torn
ligament
few
days. will be well in a
Marshall Neilan has deserted our midst, taking his whole
organization, including Pete
Smith back to the original
Broadway. Mickey threatens
to stay just long enough to
make one picture.
George H. Kearn gave
Queen Elizabeth a Pacific
Ocean bath. The Queen is a
fishing schooner and George
had her sunk right before the
eyes
one. of the camera and everySi Snyder has created "The

isCinemagram
a convenientRockett
folder "of which
press
matter,
including
a " stuff,
Hell
Box,"
and
a
lot
of
other
but Hokum being purely an
original publication never uses
anyFrank
pressElliott
matterbeing
— thank
you.
an actor
and western representative of
the Sunlight Arc works on
the purchasing agent when he
plays and
the cameraman whenplays
he onworks.
Who
blew the whistle for lights out?
Coast Film Associations
have done everything but
hang the effigy of old man
" Censorship " and his friend
" Mr. Blue Law " but the
ceremony will be held shortly.
Harvey Thew, a well known
scenarist, • is responsible for
the statement that the surface
of the film industry needs
scratching. For diagnosis —
indicates it has the " Seven
We heard through Willis
and Englis Publicity Syndicate
Sheetsitch."
that the Board of Cenday
of Manitobato won't
permit sors
the Universal
show their
canine satire " The Eternal
Triangle," on the claim that
the dogs are indecent.
George Melford has found
so much iforniasnow
northern
that he inthinks
he isCal-in
Canada, and Sir Gilbert Parker, being taken from the train
blindfolded insisting that he
was on the very' spot he wrote
about tein
Money State.
Masr." It is" aThewonderful
If
"
Hokum
"
had
a
jokesmith, here is one he would
spring on us: Mr. Bones:
" Who has paid the greatest
amount to get rid of his foolish wife?" Interlocutor:
" Well, who paid the biggest
sum?"
Universal Mr.
Film Bones:
has give"Mr.up
$750,000theyforintroduced
his foolish a wives."
Then
singer.
Sol Lesser says that he will
not be satisfied until 80 per
cent of the population of Los
Angeles
seesthe" The
Kid,"of
which causes
question
what censorship report Sol is
going to take, for there is a
difference of 100,000 between
the Federal report and our
Chamber of Commerce's reWe have before us sixty
reasons why Lois Weber is

it's. New

successful and if Hokum reac
ers are interested and Mis
Weber and Bob Doman wil
grant their permission, we wil
publish the sixty reasons c
serial form. The sixty-fin
reason of
is "Hollywood,
She is a qualifier
voter
Calif.
(That's
just
a teaser.)
The HOKUM
editor is s
receiptSpokane
of a " washer
fron
the
Film "Suppl.
Company with a warning at
tached that he should not pole
his
head through
hole— in
dicating
that theythe think
have
a " pin
we thank
them.head " for whtd
Will Rogers says our tot
dier boys are being kept _
Germany
so they
can recei»>
the
mail sent
to them
duriai,
the war, then he added tin
police authorities are going U
be
severemenwithandmurderers
an
hold-up
if they per
sist the officers will publisf
their names in the papers
which makes us think that B3
is spoofing us again.
T. the
Hayes
that
way Hunter
to get explain
a gom
emotional crying scene isid Uii
inaugurate a race with tftlx
women as contestants, and if
there
is one
rest will
cry who
iust can
like cryCol
ing the belled cow and .soot
there will be enough salt wat
not oftellyour
us this)1
to(Hunter
start andidocean
owbJ
We recommend this present
tion for all directors to try oaf
their ever
" emotographs
you call them. " or whatF. Dick Jones took a troupe)
of Sennett bathing girls to
Truckee and the train failed
to stop and pick them up at
a snow location six miles
away, so they walked a mile,
and then another engineer
saw them and stopped his old
train and in a gentlemanly and
courteous manner asked the
ladies to ride. Incidentally, it
may be added, the scenes made
were for
Sennett's
first" Heartbaum."
romantic comedy.
Charlie Murray, to quote
the eminent tragedian of Seanett gloom-killers, who has
been braised daily for lo these
many
years,
is toandforsook
flickering
tintype
tread
boards of vaudeville for a ti1
It
We
predict
that
Charlie
come back to us for we neiwill
him.
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AND
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NORTHERN
NEW
YORK
Harry Dixon, manager of the Rivoli
heatre, Broadway and Sweet avenue,
as recently introduced vaudeville in
ddition to his picture program, using
3cal talent mostly. The venture has
een a big success. The Rivoli is in
le heart of the Polish district. Re:ntlyprogram
Mr. Dixon
out and
the vaudeille
on tried
Sundays
found
o
successful
that
he
is
now week.
presnting acts every night in the
Moving picture theatre managers in
llean, N. Y., must post notices when
leir houses are showing films of an
immoral type," and while presenting
|ms showing
crime under
must 16refuse
mission to children
years ad-of
ge, according to a decision by the
ty council. Alderman Albert Monti
as responsible for the action.
Someone circulated a story among
e workmen engaged in razing the
illig building to make way for the
ew Lafayette Square theatre, Buffalo,
lat two bottles
of " by
hootch
had been
:posited
years ago
the "liquor
firm
the cornerstone of the building.
ie men wrecked things as they never
■recked before, but imagine the disay when, on reaching the cornerstone
was found to be solid. Regular
ocedure is now going on with pick
•id shovel.
.Harold Graves, 340 Parkdale avenue
id Cornelius
O'Hara,
avenue, were
lined145$10West
each Delalast
;ek when they were arraigned in city
■urt in Buffalo for creating a disrbance in the Ellen Terry theatre, one
oup.the General Theatres' corporation

through the territory and has closed a
E. Lotz,
managera flying
of thetour
Real-of
big batch of contracts. A. G. White artHarry
exchange,
is making
visited Mr. Savage last week.
the
state,
rounding
up
franchises.
date over 150 theatres are on the list.To
Bruce Fowler, manager of the ElmMaurice Cohen has joined the First
wood theatre, staged a big children's National
and will specialize on
matinee on Lincoln's birthday, when franchises.salesThestaffEmblem.
Buffalo, is the
he presented
a
big
program
of
historical and educative subjects to the tune newest member of the F. N. franchise
of continuous laughter of his kiddie army. E. O. Hayes, branch manager,
announces that every theatre on his list
guests.
is now showing F. N. features at least
Arthur L. Skinner, manager of the
Victoria theatre, Buffalo, is planning to once a week and that " everybody's
launch an essay contest in the local
high and public schools when he preMembers of the Pathe sales force next
"ThetheLast
of the
week
to turn in the largest
happy."areofplanning
Passes sentsto
Victoria
willMohicans."
be given amount
business in the history of the
the authors of the best compositions.
local office as a welcome to the new
branch manager, W. A. V. Mack. Frank
Many Buffalo exhibitors and ex- V. Bruner, serial sales department repchangemen visited Rochester, Tuesday
resernteastieventW.
;ative and Robert
V. Frank,
featureeastern
repSmeltzer,
evening, Feb. 8 on the occasion of the
Hospital Happiness-Movie Ball, when district sales manager, were in Buffalo
Marcus Loew and a big array of his last week. Mr. Mack is planning a big
stars were in town. The ball was held drive on " Topics of the Day," because
in the state armory and the stars made this film is giving real, aid to the fight
personal appearances in the theatres against the Blue Laws. " The Devil,"
during the evening.
is going so well in Buffalo that the print
alotment for the local office has beenThe News-Shea Local Review has doubled.
been temporarily discontinued. The
film was being shown in the Shea
Herk Webster, formerly with Vitahouses
News. in co-operation with the Buffalo graph, and brother of Sherman Webster,
has joined
Dooley has
exchange
Buffalo. H. E.theBenedict
resigned.in John
Stevens,
manager
of
the
Marlowe
theatre,
The Buffalo
Theatrical
Managers'
As- is aiding John Sitterly, branch manager,
sociation meeting
in the Hotel
Iroquois,
Friday, February 18, passed a resolution temporarily.
which puts a ban on the local presentation of the Ford Educational Weekly.
Henry
Ford's
alleged statement
that stuff
the
Jews are
responsible
for the sex
ORLEANS
in pictures, was the cause of the action. NEW

All Buffalo film exchanges which do
not comply with the requirements of the
new fire ordinance relating to film offices,
have
givento move.
a year'sIt extension
time inbeen
which
was origin-of
ally expected that June 1 of this year
would see a big moving day for the
The Buffalo theatres have been cred- dozen
or more exchanges affected. P.
d with raising $50,000 for the Hoover B. McNaughton
Shea Amusement
nd for Starving Children in Europe, Company, owner ofof the
the building housing
•ecial
performances
were
given
in
all
the
Robertson-Cole
and
First National
e houses.
offices, will remodel the structure at once
to
meet
the
new
requirements
that
Stanley Hand has resigned as Buffalo these two exchanges will remain so
at their
ipresentative for W. W. Hodkinson present
addresses indefinitely.
rporation. He will go to New York
join C. W. Bunn and Lawrence
The board of aldermen in Lockport,
imine in a stock selling business. Mr.
inn and Mr. Romine are both film men. N. Y., after receiving a veto from the
successor to Mr. Hand will not be ap- mayor of their recent resolution in fixing
inted at present, but the office will a fee of $50 a year for Sunday motion
continued. Marion Gueth, who has picture presentations, overrode the
en secretary, will be in charge.
mayor's
February action
14. by unanimous action on
Bert Givens, formerly with Vitagraph
Albany,Brink has as been
engaged
by
The police department was praised by
>ward
a member
of the
Mrs. Thomas Edward Tynes, chairman
iffalo Robertson-Cole
sales staff. of
the motion picture committee of the
". resigned.
Givens succeeds H. L. Levvy, who Buffalo Federation of Women's Clubs at
the meeting in the Hotel Lafayette last
week. Mrs. Tynes reported that the
Barry E. Lotz, manager of the Buf- police
were properly enforcing the law
d Realart exchange, announces that which prohibits
theatres admitting chilhas now reached the 125 mark in
under 16 unless accompanied by
number of franchises held in this adults.dren Chauncey
J. Hamlin discussed
trict. O. T. Schroeppel, assistant the need for censorship.
the
nager, is now devoting his time tn stand of the clubwomen Explaining
inding up contracts. Norma Kratt Mrs. Tynes said they doonnotcensorship,
wish to
they must see, but thev
booking. Florence
ien"n ischarge
the newof stenographer.
Pop tell adults what
to children.
make motion picture theabster. formerly with Fox, is now are working
tres
safe
for
lember of the Realart sales forces.
E. O. Weinberg of the Strand theatre,
'.. J. Haves
now in charge
the Buffalo,
was host to the members of the
Talo
First isNational
office. ofHugh
inie. former manager, has left for Newsboys' Benevolent Association at a
v York. Mr. Hayes announces that private screening of " Dinty " in the
Strand, Saturday morning, February 19.
Tain now has 23 franchise holders, The
newsies had the time of their lives
Eastern Star and the Emblem being
latest signers. R. H. Clarke, and Eddie got a lot of good publicity.
eral manager, was in Buffalo SaturFeb. 12 for a conference with Mr.
Harry Dixon, manager of the Rivoli
res and member of the F. N. sales theatre, Buffalo, since its opening last
September, has resigned. His successor
has not yet been named, but it is said
that _ there are a million applicants for
■an
Savage, manager
of the Empire
:e exchange
in the Palace
theatre the
job. Mr. Dixon has made no plans
ding, has returned from a flying trip for the future as yet.

A bunch of wealthy and influential
men who live on what they consider
" exclusive " St. Charles Avenue in New
Orleans are sitting up nights now and
have been for a week trying to figure
out a way to keep George Kaufman, a
drug store proprietor, from putting up
a motion picture theatre next door to his
drug establishment, and which would
front on the avenue.
Several months ago an undertaking
firm tried to establish a place of business
and this same group of men succeeded
in thwarting the plans. This time it
looks like Mr. Kaufman will either have
to give up his idea of having a picture
show fronting on the avenue or have no
front to it. Saturday an assistant city
attorney managed to find an ordinance
covering the situation and which he says
forbids motion
picture theatres from opordinance.erating in a district specified by the
The group of men, in a petition to the
city commissioners, brand the proposed
picture show a nuisance and say it
would dence
commercialize
the beautiful resisection.

compelled to discontinue the holding of
Ireligious meetings on Sunday evenings
|in
down town
Winnipeg.
For
'a number
of theatres
years, a offeature
of these
[meetings had been the presentation of
(appropriate
and Biblicalmoving,
views. pictures, hymn slides
Hon. A. David, Provincial Secretary
!of Quebec, has introduced a bill in the
iQuebec
Legislature for the collection of
a Provincial
Amusement Tax of ten per
cent tres
on withthea price
of all tickets to theaminimum
tax of five cents
perSeveral
ticket. years ago the Quebec government abolished the Provincial Amusement Tax Act but gave all municipalities
m the Province the privilege of collecting
a tax on theatre and other tickets for
local charity institutions. Mr. David
now seeks to re-establish a Provincial tax
:and
the proposed
assessment
considerably
higher
than theis generally
previous
scale.
Marcus Loew has arranged for the
lopentng of the reconstructed Francais
(theatre, St. Catherine street, East, Monjtreal
as " Loew's
llhe house
will caterMetropol
to theitan
largeTheatre.
French-"
Canadian population of Canada's
largest

city.
CANADA

6

I The pre-release showing of the official
moving picture record of the world-wide
tour of H. R. H., the Prince
for Canada was conducted atoftheWales,
Imperial theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, on Frithe direction of
n. under
™y' February
!Mr.
Clair Hague
of Toronto,
manager of the Canadian Universalgeneral
Film
Company, Limited. Upwards of one
government
comprising
people,
jthousand
and civic officials, prominent educationof public oralists, and representati
ganizations, viewed thevesscreening
which
its kind in
of
largest
the
of
one
|was
the Dominion.
The Around
feature,thewhich
titledthe" Prince
50,000
Miles
Worldis with
jof
Wales,"
is
a
six-reel
release
and
the
.Canadian rights were purchased from the
versal. producers by the Canadian Uni.English

|,theCoincident
with an announcement by
Family theatre,
Ontario, that
admission
prices forOttawa,
the house
would
reduced to pre-war level starting withbe
the week claration
of thatFebruary 14, came the dethe attraction during the
Ifirst half of the same week would be the
(Britishis feature,
Deadby Certainty,"
,which
released "ACanada
the AngloICanadian Picture inPlays,
Limited, through
^he Horsfall
Productions,
Limited,
Toronto, Montreal and St. John. Manager
McDonald
of
the
Family
theatre
stated
The Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays,
for all matinees
Limited, Montreal and London, England, that admission prices
for evening perannounces that it has secured for Canada would be 10formances, cents
15and 20andcents.
The Family
Broadwest's new feature, " The Romance is one of- the six large moving picture
of a Movie Star," and a Hepworth pro- theatres of the Canadian capital.
duction, "Aylwin."
" Dinty," starring Wesley Barry,
Announcement
is madecomedy,
that " drew
Alf's proved
to be such a drawing card at
Button," the Hepworth
11,271 paid admissions to the Grand
Grand theatre, Montreal, an imOpera House, Toronto, during the week the New portant
Allen theatre of that city, that it
of February 7, when the first run of the was held over for a second week, the extended
picture ceiptswas
Toronto.moreThe than
re- February 19. engagement closing Saturday,
for thegiven
weekin totalled
$6,000
to
$1. and prices ranged from 25 cents
The first English production to be
booked by Manager H. W. Conover of
Hon.surerEdward
Brown,
Provincial
Treathe
Imperial theatre, one of the finest
of Manitoba, has issued a ruling
the downtown houses in Montreal, was
which prohibits the holding of any form :"of Her
in which Violet Hopson and
of moving picture entertainment in any StewartSon,"
Rome are featured. This pictheatre of Manitoba on Sundays. The
presented during the first half
order even prohibits the use of slides of of theture wasweek
of February 13 and was
any kind at religious or other gatherings
followed
by " Dead
in any theatre on Sunday. As a result the
Vitagraph
special.Men Tell No Tales,"
fn this order, several preachers have been

1830
The Strand theatre, another leading
Montreal theatre, also presented " Anna,
the Adventuress,"
British the
feature
ring Alma Taylor, a during
hist starhalf
of the week of February 13.
A recent visitor in Ottawa, Ontario,
was Mr. J. P. Bray of New York, president of the Bray Pictures Corporation.
Mr. Bray visited with officials of the
Exhibits and Publicity Bureau of the
Canadianmerce andDepartment
Trade and Comentered intoof negotiations
with
a view to securing the United States
rights for a number of Canadian scenic
and industrial releases which are produced semi-monthly
by the Dominion
Government.
Announcement
is made
that recent official Canadian pictures are
being shown in China, in addition to
other foreign countries.
Charles L. Stephenson, one of the
pioneer moving picture exchange men of
Toronto, has organized a new film enterprise known as " Stephenson Attractions," Hefor which
he is the
ager.
will handle
statesgeneral
right manproductions only and announces that he will
consider percentage bookings only. Mr.
Stephenson is starting off with " The
County
Fair." HeStreet
has opened
No. 1 Adelaide
East, offices
Toronto.at
The Canadian rights for a number of independent productions will be secured.
Dauphin, Manitoba, one of the outlying
centers of the Canadian West, has broken
into the ring of cities and towns which
will boast new and up-to-date moving
picture theatres. Dauphin Theatres,
Limited, has been organized to erect and
operate a new house which will seat 750
persons and which will cost $50,000. The
new house will have an organ, it is announced. Mr. M. G. Peebles of Winnipeg, prominent in Western theatre cir
cles, is the president of the company and
Dr. W. J. Harrington of Dauphin is the
vice president.
The Specialty Film Import. Limited,
head office at Montreal, has secured the
Canadian franchise for Associated Exhibitors, Inc., according to an announcement by Mr. L. E. Ouimet, president
and general manager of the Specialty
company. The latter is the Canadian
distributor of Pathe releases and six offices are operated in the key cities of the
Dominion.
Mr. Ouimet also states that his company will import a number of made-inFrance
features for distribution throughout Canada.
CONNECTICUT
James
91, long atidentified with A.
the Wilkinson,
theatrical business
New
f.ondon, Conn., in old stock days and
later motion pictures, has died. For
more than 18 years he was proprietor of
the New London Opera House, leading
playhouse in that city, now the Empire
motion picture and vaudeville house. He
sold this property in 1900. He was later
identified with other theatrical ventures
in that city.
John H. Gray, 67. who about a vear
ago observed the 50th anniversary of his
connection with theatrical activities at
Willimantic, Conn., is dead in that city,

Motion
following illness of more than a year
with heart trouble. He was widely
known among theatrical and show people, having been actively identified with
general bookings of shows and motion
picture films. For many years he controlled the bill posting concessions in
that city and vicinity. For more than
35 years he was manager of the Loomer
Operation House
that city,
scene of mopicture andin similar
productions,
one
of the best known playhouses in eastern
Connecticut. On three or four occasions
he was a part owner in various circus
enterprises.. He was a native of Willimantic. A widow, three daughters and
one son survive.
Judge C. T. Callahan in Superior Court
in Pittsficld, Mass., handed down a verdict for the plaintiff in the sum of $13.250, the full amount in the case of
Georgevan, H,
Cooper Adams,
against aJohncommission
F. Sulliof North
sought for the sale of the Majestic theatre property in Pittsfield to H. Calvin
Ford, Kelton B. Miller and others.
The
attorney, Herbert
Joyner, defendant's
of Great Barrington,
saved someC.
exceptions and may appeal to the Supreme Court. The case was tried at the
January sitting of Superior Court. Attorney M. B. Warner appearing for Mr.
Cooper, who claimed that he had a client
ready to buy on the terms prescribed in
the agreement between himself and the
defendant and the defendant refused to
go through with the deal.
John F. Sullivan, former manager of
the Park theatre at South Manchester,
Conn., has entered the service department of Cheney Brothers, silk manufacturers, of that place and will have charge
of the entertainments to be arranged by
the different organizations in the company and by the service department for
the employes.

SAN

FRAxNCISCO

The hrst houses to be operated on the
projected T. & D. Junior circuit will
open March 1 at Paso Robles with L.
R. Crook, until recently head of the
Turner and Dahnken circuit, in charge,
and at Atascadero. The former house
will scat 650, the latter is being built at
a cost of $125,000 and will be the finest
house for a town of that size in the
United States, it is thought.
The two motion picture houses in
Salinas have been closed by a return of
the
Flu " inepidemic
there.
"Flu"man-is
still "raging
Salinas and
the local
agers
do
not
see
any
prospect
of opening soon. Theatres in Sausahto
are
closed because of the prevalence of smallpox in the town.
Bookings of the Metro San Francisco
exchange have been, doubled for the week
of February 27, which has been designated throughout the country as Metro
week. F. W. Voigt, manager and Phil
VVeinstein, assistant, have been at the
exchange almost every evening for a
month and the manager hopes to win
the gold watch to be given by the Metro
organization to the exchange manager
bookings.
showing the best results for the week's
C. E. Scott, a new salesman for the
San Francisco Metro exchange is very
successful according to Mr. Voigt.
ST.

Picture

New

OKLAHOMA
CITY
The ministerial alliance of Vint)
Okla., unanimously adopted a resoluti
asking the legislature to enact a U
creating a State board of censorship
keep objectionable moving picture nil
out of the State and another measu
which gives to Oklahoma the same Su
Kansas.laws now in force in Texas a:
day
A committee to draft a State cenK
ship board was appointed by the Bapt
Church of Oklahoma City. A hard fig
for a censor board will be made.
W. S. Harryman has purchased t
Arcade theatre at Blanchard, Okla., frc
J. T. Thomas.
All arrested
Waco, last
Texas,
theatre
were
Sunday
by themanagt
Shei
of McLennan county. They we
charged with operating on Sunday
violation of the Texas blue laws. 1
theatre managers made bond and a
now awaiting a hearing. This act ha
pened under the new Texas administi
tion and in the town where anti-amu*
ment agitation originated in that Sta
A. R. Thomas, who owns the Pershi
and Lyric theatres at Burkburne
Texas,
the Dreamla
theatre athasthatpurchased
place.

LOUIS

Manager Groene, of the Cozy theal
at Merkel, Texas, announces that t
Cozy will be enlarged and made ctr.
J.
Reeves
Espy,
director
of
publicity
for the Missouri Corporation of Famous pletely over in the near future.
Players,
a thirty-minute
The Electric theatre at Rising St;
Rev. Dr.wonWilliam
Lampe ofdebate
this from
city Texas,
has been moved into the c
last night, the subject being censorship Gaiety
Mossis Pouzzner and his brother, for- of
theatre building, which was fi
pictures. The committee o! merly used
mer Mayor Samuel Campner of New threemotion
as an airdrome.
judges
unanimously
awarded
Espy
-Haven, Conn., lessees of the Empire thea- the honors of victory.
tre, motion picture house at New LonAustin
Woods
has sold his interest
don. Conn., have acquired the ownership
the Lyric theatre at Salem, Ark., to Di
Local ministers of all denominations Trevathan.
of the Gem theatre at Willimantic, Conn.,
leading motion picture house in that city. are waging war with each other from
merits
It is an attractive and modern playhouse, their
therespective
Sunday pulpits
closing over
and the
censorship
M. J. Kilburn, owner and manager
built by the late Arthur P. Dorman. of
bills
now
before
the
state
legislature.
the Royal theatre, which was receni
Mr. Pouzzner plans to continue the Em- The newspapers are devoting many col- damaged
by fire, has secured the <
pire theatre at New London, notwithchurch and will re-open t
umns of space to the speeches and ad- Cumberland
standing the fact that the theatre build
Royal
in
that
building.
dresses, printing them in their entirety.
ing was recently sold by Moran Brothers
to IT. Schwartz. It is reported that an
Mr. Stewart has sold the picture sht
unsuccessful effort has been made to
Charley
" The
broke owned
by him at Blooming Grove, Tex;
previous Chaplin's
records for
the Kid
New" Grand
have Mr. Pouzzner vacate the Empire by all
and the West End Lyric thea- to Mr. Bearman.
the new owners but he has a lease that Central
tres
by
several
hundred
dollars
during
does not expire until October, 1922, and the week of February 7. The picture
is on foot for the en
he claims that he has an option to renew was kept over for an indefinite run at tionA ofmovement
theatre at Cuero, Tex
the lease or an option to buy the prop- the West End Lyric. The Strand theatre work toa $50,000
commence
in the near futu
erty, entered into prior to the sale by in the business district will take the proMoran Brothers. John R. Pickett will
duction
on
for
another
indefinite
run
folThe
Crystal
theatre
at Boonevil
be retained as manager of the Gem.
has changed management. J.
lowing the Lyric's release of the picture. Ark.,
Simpson has sold the property to T.
The Lyric theatre building at Westerly,
Rumors which have been persistent Lynch.
R. I., was damaged by fire on Monday about
this city to the effect that the
Victor Beal, of Judsonia, will assuj
afternoon. A panic among the 300 peo- S. A. Lynch interests of the south were
ple which comprised the audience was negotiating for the taking over of the the management of the Jackson theaaverted by the presence of mind of Frank local holdings of the Missouri Corpora- at
Springs, Ark.,
week.in 11
BealHotcontemplates
many next
changes
tion of the Famous Players were denied building.
Blosser,
the operator,
after the
discovering the location
of the who
fire over
metal emphatically
by
John
C.
Flvnn.
who
has
been sent from executive offices in New
c»iling of the theatre addressed the au- York
for a brief stav with the St. Louis
dience and asked them to file out quietly
The New Hauber theatre at Camdnot revealing to them the reason for his headquarters. The Famous Players con- Ark.,
has opened for business. T
request. The exodus of the audience was
trol seventeen local picture theatres in- building exclusive of furnishing I
cluding the $1,250,000 Missouri and the
accomplished in an orderly manner, it is
stated. The damage, most of which was floor
Delmonte.
to be the largest one- $30,000.
house reputed
in America.
done by water, is estimated at $20,000.
H. Kirkpatrick announces that a n
airdrome is to be constructed at F
Smith,
airdromeArk.,
will inlaterthebe near
made future.
into an9t
to date theatre.
R. T. Megibben has leased the Sand
theatre at Newport from its fori
DETROIT
Herb Weil, one of the best known
hibitors in the State, has disposed of
interests in the various Port Huron 1
atres he controlled. He recently lea
the Majestic to W. S. Butterfield t
the
to the Reidleases
Brothers.
BijouFamily
and American
have b*
sold to W. S. Slepski and James Min
of Detroit. W. S. Butterfield has lea
the
Family theatre from the F
Brothers.

On either side are Leatrice Joy and Wallace Beery in " A Tale of Two Worlds," a Gouverneur Morris story to be
released by Goldwyn. In the centre is Mr. Morris (right) and Mr. Potter in the former's Hollywood home

Frank Mellon, of the Norwood thea
has leased the Gladwin Park thea
Gus Greening remains as house manai
It "iswill
announced
" the
WayShubDt
East
be shownthat
Detroit,
commencing
Mayat 18.
(Continued on page 1871) '
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Music-Tax

Seeks

Statement

by

Officer

Association
Publishers'
of
to Explain Reason for Fee Charged for Playing of Taxed

1TH a view to explaining
just what is behind the
advertising cam11lign ofpresent
the American Society of
and PublishComposers, Authors with
the tax
es, in connection
iiarged exhibitors for performing
Eights in copyrighted music, the
pillowing statement has been issued
At E. C. Mills, chairman of the
Icecutive board of the Music PubAssociation,
Majority lishers'
of theProtective
members
of whicha
-£«e also declared to be members of
34fe American Society of Composes, Authors and Publishers:
2" The campaign now running in
|e trade press by the society,"
ites Mr. Mills, "has for its prin>al object informing the exhibitor
only as to the rights of the soty, but his own as well.
In the past the society has been
fcused of haling the exhibitor
0 court for a violation of copyJit law, without first giving him
chance to ' know what it's all
DUt,' and while this is not a fact,
in every case the exhibitor indually has had every opportuy to inform himself before being
; ;d, through individual notices
•ved upon him, we are going to
, [iin tell him the whole story.
fa It should be understood that
tax or license fee charged for
kt a public performance, for profit,
fun copyrighted music, is an entirely
t charge ; that it is based upon
i e of the oldest and best settled
nciples of law written into the
tutes. It is so fair and right
t in no other field of endeavor is
a disputed.
For instance when a phonoph manufacturer makes a record
roducing copyrighted music he
„, -s a royalty of two cents upon
ry reproduction thereof he
kes, to the owner of the copylit. He uses the copyrighted
sic for purposes of profit ; the
ginator of the material is en;d to share in that profit.
The manufacturer of a player
10 roll likewise pays a royalty,
ging from two cents to twelve
ts per roll, for each and every
roduction of a copyrighted comition, and there is no debate as
f hethejustice
royalty.and propriety of payboa The exhibitor pays royalties on
ostdl :tically every photoplay he preHuron s, not directly, it is true, but
e charges are included by the
■Ml!
Vlj'.vi!«( lucer
in the rental charge of the
[hit:.
Inve- for the producer has to pay
nts Ml a to the author of the story.
The principle of the right of
creator of original material, lit—
y or musical, to share in all
A i its thereof, is established bei debate, and any thought or
that the law establishing this
kt * t may be repealed is outside
bounds of probability.
! have heard but one argument
meed as justifying the exhibitor

in combating the payment of this
tax, and that is that through playing the music in his theatre it becomes popular, and thus a sale for
the published copies is created. It
is true that playing the music in a
theatre helps popularize it— there is
no question of that ; so also does
playing it on phonograph records,
player rolls, in homes, singing by
vaudeville artists, etc., etc., but we
do not concede that royalties should
be waived in the latter instances ;
why should we in the case of motion pictures theatres especially?
" Producers of musical comedies,
one of the most potent forms of
popularizing music, pay enormous
royalties to composers and authors
for the performing rights to these
shows ; why should the exhibitor
not pay royalties for the public performance of music — almost as potent a factor in his entertainment
as the film itself?
" Some exhibitors have held the
publishers responsible for the collection of this license fee, and
sought to punish him commercially
by instructing orchestras not to
play any music of publishers belonging to the Society.
" It might interest these exhibitors to know that the publisher has
actually no option in the matter; if
he does not collect the performing
rights license fees, his writers simply reserve, when placing for publication, performing rights, and will
collect them themselves. The composers and authors do not propose
to be deprived of this portion of
their just revenue sin. ply because
of the timidity of a publisher, or the
unwillingness of an exhibitor to
recognize their rights. .
" Illustrating this, it should be
pointed out that until recently several of the more important publishers did not belong to the Society and the authors and composers, in protest against the publisher thus forfeiting part of the
income due the aulhor and composer, formed the Composers and
Lyric Writers' Protective League,
proposed affiliation with the American Federation of Labor, and would
most certainly have collected their
own performing right fees had the
Society not brought into its ranks
the important publishers who were
not members.
" Through the Society, it is possible for the exhibitor, by the payment of a reasonable license fee, to
have available for his patrons, all
published music. Contrast this with
the condition that would exist if
there were no Society, and the exhibitor were forced to secure individual licenses from individual concerns, authors, composers and publishers. The confusion would be
endless and very costly.
" Some mistaken
organization men haveexhibitors'
held out the
hope that the law of copyright
might be revoked. There is no
more chance of this than there is
of the Patent Law, based upon the

same principle, being revokeu.
Copyright is a property right, just
the same as patent right, and the
owner of property has a right
to charge for its use, and in the case
of the composers and authors, this
right will not be waived.
"Now let's tell the exhibitor just
what his rights are — we have thus
far talked only of our own. We
are just as interested in his. The
exhibitor may avoid the payment
of license fees entirely by having
his orchestra play exclusively music
which is not copyrighted by members of the Society, or which is not
copyrighted at all, or upon which
the copyright has expired. In the
first case we reler to music of
course published by non-members
of the Society, of which there are
still a few. No one can tell, however, how long this music may be
played
tax, for
the non-at
membersfree
mayof become
members
any time; or their writers may
cease submitting material to them,
and instead place it with members,
so
to participate
in the revenue
fromas this
source.
" In the second case, non-copyright music is that which has either
never been copyrighted in the
United States, or upon which copyright rights are specifically waived
by notice to that effect printed upon
the music ; and in the third case we
refer to music originally copyrighted, but upon which the copyright has expired; the old, old airs.
" The exhibitor willing to confine
his musical program to this sort of
music, need pay no tax nor license
fees. He should, however, be careful that his orchestra strictly confine itself to the non-taxable music,
as playing the taxable music a single
time lays him open to a penalty
greater than ten years of license
fees for the largest theatre in the
world would amount to.
"The license fee is ten cents per
seat percenses year,
at present,
andlong
liare available
now, for
periods, at that rate, insuring the exhibitor against any increase, if he
contracts now for his license. It
amounts to $100 per year for a
thousand seat house ; it may be paid
in quarterly installments if the exhibitor prefers. For this fee, there
is made available for his use all
music that is published.
" He may save this paltry fee and
deny
patrons
the of" hits,"
the
ruling his
popular
music
the day;
or he may pay the fee and make of
music the feature that is made of it
in the leading photoplay houses of
America, all of which hold licenses.
In fact there are thousands of theatres now licensed, and this is but
one of the reasons why it is unfair
not to insist that all that play copyrighted music, controlled by the
Society, should be licensed. It is
obviously unfair to charge one and
not another.
" In conclusion, we would urge
the exhibitor to consult his own at-

Music

torney, his own interests first, and
we wish frankly to warn him, in the
most friendliest spirit, that our inspectors now in the field will check
up non-licensed theatres, and in
every case where copyrights are infringed will institute actions in the
Federal courts. The law, which
has been upheld by the Supreme
Court of the United States, provides a minimum penalty of $250
and a maximum of $5,000, and considers each and every public performance of a copyright composition, a separate offense.
"All we require is that the exhibitor stay within the law; we
shall protect our rights, and we
hope that he will be careful to
protect his." HinesJBack at
Johnny
Work in Studio
As the result of the personal appearance of Johnny Hines, star in
the Torchy Comedies, made from
the stories by Sewell Ford, in
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh districts, Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., has received many
requests from exhibitors in various sections asking that the star
be sent to their territories. This
request could not be granted at this
time, since Hines was compelled
to return to New York to complete
work on the tenth and last comedy
under the present contract, and to
start work immediately afterward
on the first under the new contract which calls for the delivery
of one picture each month.
" Torchy's Night Hood " is the
current release, and this will be folby " Torchy's
Lead."
The titlelowed for
the tenth Big
picture
has
not been selected.
Hudson Bay Travelogue
Rouses Interest
Some of the most striking newspaper notices ever accorded a singlereel picture are being given the first
of the Hudson's Bay Travel Series
of four, " A Tale of the Fur
North." Pre-release showings of
this were held at the Kinema in
Los Angeles and the Washington
in Detroit. In both cities the
dailies called attention to the unusual character of the pictures and
the vast trouble and expense that
they must have involved.
May Allison toTAppear
in "Dated" Next
" Dated," a story from the pen of
Maxwell Smith, which aroused wide
interest when published in the
Saturday Evening Post, will be
produced
Metro with
son in thebyprincipal
role. May AlliFilming of the picture will be
started at once by Bayard Veiller,
chief of productions at the company West Coast studios, with a
strong supporting company.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alpb
J>etically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, a:
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitc
jrho have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, An
age or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the repoi
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion
this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to November 6, 1920.
PICTURE

BRAND

STAR

RELEASED

PLAN BOOK

PICTURE

BRAND

STAR

RELEASED

PLAN BO(

FEB.
ALWAYS
AUDACIOUS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE NOV. 20 BURGLAR PROOF (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN
REID
" Washburn's best one in a dog's age — a real comedy." — If. P. News.
" Clever twists make interesting crook story." — if. P. News.
BURIED
TREASURE
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) MARION FEB
DA VIES
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a sure-fire box office attraction. Audiences
' seemed well pleased." " Story little impossible but business was big.
" Spectacular production, but story is unimpressive," — if. P. News.
Some fine double exposures in this and picture one of his best." " An
CHARM
SCHOOL,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
entertaining
well."
" GreatandIngreat
storystories.
and In Went
proREID
JAM
duction. feature
Wally Reid which
always drew
has good
following
"
Wallace
Reid
has
another winner here." — if. P. News.
over
big."
"
Better
than
average
business."
"
An
unusually
pleasing
Exhibitors Comment. — " Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and broughil
Sicture which ran to exceptionally big houses all week. Star an excellent
good business." " Wallace Reid went over big in this picture. Ou)
rawing card. Everybody pleased. Good story, well done." " Wallace
patrons thought it was one of the best of this popular star's produc
Reid is very popular with our patrons and ' Always Audacious ' pleased
tions. Played to excellent business the week preceding New Year's.'
our audiences. Did good business for the week." " Entertaining pic"played.
We consider
this one ofbusiness
the best during
box office
attractions
haveandev< t
ture. Business was very good during run." " Drew large crowds
Did exceptional
its run
at this we
house
and met with the favor of home-going audiences." " A good production
an excellent picture." " Very good picture, full of entertaining poinf
having entertaining story. Box-office reecipts good." " A very good picDid good Business
business."was " One
ofgood."
the most
pleasing
pictures
have ej
ture to average business two days."
shown.
verygood
" Good
enough
for a wesecond
Consensus — " Onod picture, good puller."
holdover.
Business
extra
both
weeks.
Best
Wallace
Reid
plctun
BARBARIAN, THE (PIONEER) MONROE SALISBURY
FEB. 26
ever seen." " Certainly good. Business fine all week. Audiences weE
"Fine backgrounds but very little action." — if. P. News.
pleased."
"
Very
good
picture
which
held
down
big
business
for
a
week.'
BAIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOPE HAMPTON
JAN. IS
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
CHEATER REFORMED. THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
JAM.
" Rather hectic but fairly interesting." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a good picture and business was way off.
" William Russell has an entertaining crook picture here." — if. P. Newt
Our patrons didn't
know (UNIVERSAL)
the star." " FairCARMEL
picture MYERS
to fair business."
TWIN (METRO) VIOLA DANA
JAN.
BEAUTIFULLY
TRIMMED
DEC. 11 CINDERELLA'S
" Just misses being very commonplace." — if. P. News.
" Mediocre iiirtiirt un <i hackneyed theme." — if. P. News.
CITY SPARROW, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL CLAY- TON DEC
Exhibitor Comment — " A good crook picture."
BEGGAR
IN PURPLE,
A (EDGAR
LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL NOV. 13
" Weak in drama, but strong in sentiment." — if. P. News.
CAST
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened with usual audiences, but business
" Oood production given average story." — if. P. News.
last few days
and acting
it wentof over
" Mediocre
picture lifted
BIG PUNCH. THE (FOX) BUCK JONES
FEB. 19
mediocrity
by good
Ethelbig."
Clayton
and by splendid
directio:
"Buck Jones as a minister; a dull picture." — if. P. News.
" When I put out a poster advertising Ethel Clayton, I sit back
wait for the money to roll in — for she is one of the biggest favori
BILLIONS (NAZIMOVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
DEC. 11
here on the paramount list. This is one of her weaker stories
" Very weak picture material in Nazimova's latest." — if. P. News.
it
went —over
in great
shape."average
" Twopuller."
days to average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazimova shows a decided improvement in this
Consensu*
" Average
picture,
picture over ' Madame Peacock.' Well taken by big audiences for the
COAST
OF
OPPORTUNITY,
THE
(BRUNTON-HODKINSON)
J. DEC
entire
week."
It is it' notthemuch
' and film
my
WARREN KERRIGAN
audiences
were" Picture
below proved
normal.a frost
Many here.
thought
poorest
"Picturesque
story
with
Kerrigan
in
heroic
role."
—
if.
P.
News.
Nazimova has ever played in." " Opened to big business, but didn't
COLORADO (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
FEB.
hold up so well." " Picture heartily criticized and Nazimova's very
" Ma i/o' s latest strong in action." — if. P. News.
stagy and unnatural acting has killed her in this city."
Consensu* — " Average picture, average puller."
CONNECTICUT
YANKEE
IN
KING
ARTHUR'S
COURT,
A
(FOX)
SPECIAL CAST
FEB. I
BLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
DEC. 25
" Mark Twain modernized in an appealing picture." — if. P. News.
" Justine
Johnstone
is
a
welcome
screen
figure
in
crook
melodrama."
—
CONRAD
OF HIS YOUTH (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV. I
if. P. News.
THOMASIN QUEST
MEIGHAN
Exhibitor Comment — " A mediocre picture. Star not particularly attrac"Delightful
story
is
enriched on the screen." — if. P. News.
tive, but played to good business for reasons unknown."
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Fair
average
receipts.' 1I
BLACK BEAUTY (VITAGRAPH) JEAN PAIGE
JAN. 22
"
Drew
about
average
crowdspicture
duringbringing
the entire
week.box-offlce
People character" Entertaining picture made from fomous classic." — if. P. News.
ized
it
as
'
very
good.'
"
"
Average
picture
with
about
usual
business.*!
BLIND WIVES (FOX) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 15
" An extremely
a star
Is regarded
in thill
section
as one entertaining
of the most picture
popular with
of the
malewhospecies.
Considering!
" Another episode picture of certain appeal." — P. P. News.
that this was the week before Christmas, business wes very good!
Exhibitor Comment — " Good melodrama that pleased lovers of this class of
entertainment.
Box-office returns better than usual." " Fairly good
indeed." " Great. Opened very big. Great crowds waiting to get In j
both as to pleasing the audiences and box-office returns."
Meigban a great favorite here." " Average picture. Played to average I
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
business." " Usual comment on this picture. Why was Meighan smva
BRANDED SOUL, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 19
rounded
by such
women?
business."
" Big business.
Meighail
one
of the
most ugly
popular
screenFair
stars.
Our patrons
like him and
llkfl
"Redemption
story carries little appeal and is badly overacted." — If. P.
News.
the kind of pictures he appears in." "A whimsical story, well acted,!
BREAKING
POINT, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE FEB. 5
which seemed
to please
the crowds."
Consensus
— " Average
picture,
average puller."
BARRISCALE
COUSIN KATE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
FEB.
•' .afore than a vehicle — a iv ell-sustained marital drama." — if. P. News.
" Alice Joyce has strong personality in ' Cousin Kate.' " — if. P. News.
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT) ROSCOE ARBUCKLE. . .FEB. 5 DANGEROUS BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TALMADGE
DEC
" What the public has been waiting for from Fatty." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Sure-fire winner. Pleased the audiences immensely.
" Rather frail but fairly amusing." — if. P. News.
Box office returns much larger than usual."
Exhibitor Comment — " Fin i production which seemed to please and brougni i
BROADWAY
BUBBLE,
THE (VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE GRIFfine business."
" Not as "Agoodgoodas picture
some ofandMiss
Talmadge's
FITH
,
NOV. 27
vehicles,
hut satisfying."
brought
more thanpreviow
us-*. II!
" Corinne Griffith does excellent work in dual role." — if. P. News.
business.' " This sure did go over big and deserved it for It's an inter*!
" Did better
than average enough
businessto atattract,
two first-run
simultane-so
esting picture "This
throughout."
Picture
business.
Verylargl
eB>|
ously. Just melodramatic
and not bouses
too emotional,
tertaining."
one went " over
big brought
and the fine
box-office
showed
receipts.
Just
seemed
to
bring
'em
in.
and
they
were
well
pleased
will
as to offend." " Opened big and kept up big all week. A picture that
it." " Went over well, as is always the case with a Talmadge pictun II
pleased everybody because it is logical."
in my house. Some of the older folks thought it went a little too tmi
BROKEN
GATE, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE
BARRISCALE
JAN. 1
in some scenes, and others frankly characterized it as 'raw.' But B I
got the —money,
that'sgood
the puller."
acid test, I suppose."
,
"Sob sister story is highly theatrical." — if. P. News.
Consensus
" Oood and
picture,
BRUTE MASTER, THE (HODKINSON) HOBART BOSWOSTH NOV. ■ DEAD
MEN TELL
NO
TALES
(VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST NOV.
" Hobart Bosworth scores in vigorous story of the sea." — if. P. News.
"Vivid, 'punchy'
Netrs. more thai •
BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 15
Exhibitor
Comment story:
— "Thisproduction
one wentexcellent."
over good— if.
andP. brought
" Fine production given famous stage comedy." — if. P. News.
the average business." " Only a fair picture. If properly advertised B I
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy little story to this one. Pleased my patrons
will get
money."
DEVIL,
THEthe(ASSO.-EXHIB.-PATHE)
GEORGE ARLISS
JAM. i
and kept
me packing
'em ofin. patrons.
Almost aArtistically
record-breaker."
" Too fragmentary to please
majority
done, however."
" Very artistic with Arliss superb in his screen debut." — if. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 1856
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Not many theatres can boast of a front as stately as this one of the Liberty Theatre, Pittsburgh.
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Motion

' h e Branford
atre, situated as
is on Branford
ce, within 100
: of Broad Street
abutting Nutria
:et on two sides,
•s it an unique
'tion, being nearhe corner of
•ket and Broad
• e e t s than any
jf t h e a t r e in
iissk. The thearhas been so dene d that enes are conveny located for the
mmodation of
r 0 n s coming
both Broad
Market Streets,
e plot on which
nds is a trun: d triangle 200
The Branford theatre as Architect W entveorih visualized
on Branford
, 90 feet wide
color on canvas by one of the greatest
end and 150 feet at the other ; which
mural painters in the country.
itself to a very practical and most
The floor is of natural tone, hand made
nient yet unique plan.
principal entrance is situated on
antique herringbone tile with faience border. The ticket booths located here will
:ord Place at the end nearest Broad
be constructed of marble, bronze and
where one enters under a beautiarquise, a large open loggia, built of leaded glass.
From this open loggia the entrance is
sly modeled cream terra cotta, and
amental ribbed and groined ceiling,
through bronze doors into a large commodious lobby 125 feet long by 16 feet
ng three large lunette panels, which
lied with beautiful mural paintings
wide, having a beautiful panelled floor of
:atrical subjects, done in wonderful
faience and campagna mosaic tile, marble
base wainscot and pilasters, with richly
decorated plaster panels, and an elaborately beamed ceiling treated in gold leaf.
This great lobby is designed as a lounge
for patrons and from it one enters through
bronze doors to the main foyer of the
theatre. A magnificent staircase leads to
the mezzanine promenade and lounging
room and thence through wide vomitories
to the loggia boxes and lower level gallery
seats.
The Nutria Street entrance faces Market Street at the angle of Nutria Street. It
consists of an open loggia treated in rare
marbles, mural decorations, campagna
mosaic tile floor and coffered ceiling in
gold effects. Another ticket booth is located in this loggia, designed to harmonize
with the surrounding decorations.
From the loggia one enters a large lobby
with campagna mosaic floor, marble
wainscot, richly panelled and elaborately
decorated ceiling. A portion of this lobby
is to be assigned to candy, cigars, and
other concessions for the convenience of
Lesley Wentworth, A.I.A., the architect
who designed the Branford
patrons. From this lobby one enters the

Picture

Demands
main theatre foyer.
is elabo rThe
a t e foyer
1 y decorated
with marble standing rail, pilasters
and panel terspaced
work,
inwith plate
glass mirrors, two
beautiful faience
drinking fountainmounted on marble
panels,
a marble
niche inandwhich
will
stand a wonderful

it

piece
Carrara
marble ofstatuary.
From this foyer
near the Nutria
Street entrance a
broad marble stairway leads to the
mezzanine and loggia boxes.
Independent exits
are provided both to
Branford Place and

Nutria Street to alleviate congestion, and are so arranged
that patrons leaving the theatre will not
crowd those entering.
A check room and house manager's office open from the main foyer.
The mezzanine promenade, approached
by two grand stairways, measures 100 feet
in length by 25 feet in width and is elaborately decorated with an elliptical domed
ceiling, and panelled and pilastered sidewalls in plaster.
A large well protected by a marble balustered railing gives a glimpse of the main
foyer below. From this promenade opens
the men's smoking room, done, floor and

The Branford is under the personal management of Jacob A. Fabian.
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Picture

side walls, in campagna mosaic tile with
faience panels, and through which the
men's todet is reached, all in white tile;
the ladies' room, 25 feet square, is exquisitely decorated with marhle wainscot
and plaster relief, treated in delicate
shades becoming the most esthetic taste.
From
opens
the tile.
ladies' toilet,
all
donethis
in room
beautiful
white
Faience drinking fountains are provided in both the men's smoking and
ladies' rooms, as well as two in the main
foyer. All are supplied with a constant
flow of pure filtered ice water.
The manager's suite of offices, check
rooms, and an emergency hospital room,
fully equipped, where a trained nurse is
always in attendance, opens from this
promenade.
On the
second
the employees'
locker
rooms
and mezzanine
toilets, as well
as a large
storage room, are located. Stairways al
both sides of theatre lead from the promenade to this level and from them the
upper half of the gallery is reached
through commodious vomitories.
The auditorium is fan shaped, narrowing as it nears the stage proscenium. It
is 165 feet long by 105 feet wide and 60
feet in height and seats 2,000. It is elaborately decorated with ornamental plaster. The ceiling is elliptical in shape, with
one large central and four smaller dish
domes.
The gallery is of the flat type with three
rows of loggia boxes at the front and two
crossovers, with a seating capacity of
about 1,200. The floor pitches of the auditorium, the gallery pitch, and the seat radii
have been all carefully studied so that
every patron, no matter in what part of
the house, naturally focuses his sight on
the center of the screen. Seats are very
wide and rows spaced further apart than
is usual. The seat and back of each chair
is beautifully upholstered in Spanish
leather, and every provision has been
made for the luxurious comfort of
patrons.
The stage has a proscenium arch 45
feet wide, 42 feet high, and is especially
designed for motion pictures, with a small
secondary stage for singing or other novelties. It has a semi-permanent set with a
large orchestra platform raised slightly
above the auditorium floor level and enclosed bya balustered railing. The permanent set has a colonnade effect, elliptical
in shape, both in plain and coffered ceiling,
with a large central screen opening, and
two smaller openings at each side, in which
magnificent silk plush curtains are hung.
Back of these curtains, changeable sets
are arranged so that the proper atmosphere may be given to harmonize with
the tone or feeling of each individual picture.
The Construction of the building is absolutely fireproof in every detail. Built
with steel frame, brick enclosure walls,
hollow tile partitions, reinforced concrete
floor, all metal doors, sash and trim, metal
furring and lathing ; in fact not a piece of
wood is used anywhere in the building.

The exterior walls are double with air
space between, protecting the interior fully
from climatic changes. The gallery is of
the cantilever type supported on an immense steel lattice girder spanning the
entire width of the building, no feet.
There are no obstructing columns in any
part of the auditorium.
The exterior is built of cream glazed
terra cotta and soft yellowish gray rough
texture face brick, panelled in fancy
bonds ; which with the delicately modeled
terra cotta, all designed in the Francis 1st
style, gives it a quiet and dignified charm.
The open loggia is designed to harmonize in the same style. The great lobby
is simple, rich, and dignified in design,
forming a transition to the elaborate
Adam style carried throughout the entire
interior of the structure.
The decorations are all done in old
ivory and golden tones. The five ceiling
dishes are treated with lacquered aluminum leaf ; the relief work is brought out
with old blue and orange backgrounds,
while the main cornice frieze and proscenium arch are of old ivory relief on a
gold leaf background.
The main auditorium sidewall panels
are of gold leaf, on which are painted
black figured silhouette in theatrical designsmural
;
panels in strong conventional
colors are distributed throughout the lobbies and mezzanine, lending a charm to
the whole scheme. It is, undoubtedly, the
most beautifully decorated theatre in the
city, and gives one the impression of dignitv and refined tastet seldom attained in
theatre decoration.
An intercommunicating telephone svstem connects all departments of the theatre, and public telephones are provided in

the foyer and promenade for the coi
ience of patrons.
A vasuum cleaning system has bee
-tailed reaching all parts of the buil
Care has been used in the selection o:
lerials, so that perfect sanitary cond
may be maintained at all times.
Great care has been given to the dt
ing of the heating and ventilating sy
providing an adequate and constant
ply of clean, fresh air to all parts o
providing an adequate and constant
building at all times, properly heat
winter and cooled in summer. The
tern is of the indirect type. Four
boilers are located in the basement
the Nutria Street entrance. From tt
large steam pipe is carried up and a
the building above the ceiling to th»
room, located directly over the prosce
arch. Here are placed great banks <
direct radiators.
The fresh air is sucked in from ;
the roof and conducted by the use <
immense " Buffalo Forge " fan thi
the radiators, which heat it to the p
temperature. From there it is cond
through large galvanized pipes, and
formly distributed through smaller
to registers located on the side walls •
7 feet above the floor. Three separal
haust fans are located at different f
above the ceiling which constantly ex
the foul air, thus perfecting a po
mechanical system that will change a
air inside the entire building once
fifteen minutes. The velocity of tl
is so controlled that there can be nc
ceptible feeling of draught.
No expense has been spared in m
sign and installation of the electric :
(Continued on page 1842)
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E.

V. RICHARDS,

Jr., of New Orleans, known as a man
words but plenty of pep and

of few
action

when replying to our request
for an endorsement

sent us a

copy of a note which he had
just handed his assistant, Mr.
Gueringer.
it the

Saenger
PAID

Amusement
UP

GENERAL

He wrote across

two

words

CAPITAL

HALF

Co.,
MILLION

OFFICES:
916 liRAVIER ST.
New Orleans La,

" USE

THIS."

E V. RICHARDS. JR..
Sic & Sen. Mana«er
Mr. Will Gueringer;

FREE

ADVERTISING

which you receive from using
Typhoons

is worth

GET

THE

B.V.Richarda,

all that

you pay for the equipment.

YOU

While instructing our Branoh Managers
Do not forget that Typhoons are the best
feature to advertise in hot weather.

Hew Orleans
Feb. 7th. 1921.

BENEFIT

of years and years of advertising by ourselves as well as by
your competitors.

Saenger had only ONE theatre when " Richards " first got on his job, but he
did not lose any time in fitting up the " ONE " with TYPHOONS.
Saenger Co. now own one of the largest chains of theatres in the country and
cool every one with TYPHOONS.
2527 Fairmount Street
DALLAS, TEXAS
255 N. 13th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
64 W. Randolph Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
215 Fayetteville Street
RALEIGH, N. C.

Write for Catalog "N"
TYPHOON
FAN
COMPANY
ERNST GLANTZBERG. President
345 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y

800 S. Olive Street
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
1044 Camp Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
12 Woodward Street
CHATTANOOGA.TENN.
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Selecting
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Motion

Picture

N

Pictui

Theatre
An

Architect

Tells

You
By

Clearly

Harry

M.

the

Prince,

Various

to

Consider

Architect
lt(OI.»»

(Continued from last issue)
A lot with only one street frontage is
not advisable, . except for very small
houses. The very stringent building laws
requiring courts or passages on both sides
so condense the site, that, unless it is very
wide, but little space is left for seating
capacity. As for example, if a lot 50
feet wide was available, with but one front
on a street, a theatre to accommodate
1,400 people would have to have courts at
least eight feet in width (according to the
Dallas Code) on each side; thus reducing
the street front to 34 feet. Assuming 900
people on the orchestra floor and 500 in a
single balcony, and allowing 25 feet in
depth into the auditorium for lobby and
auditorium approximately 175 feet long;
resulting in a telescopic appearance, to say

Points

a theat
e of exten
ss ortofailur
t re
succedent
on
a great
THE is depen
its location. In the article on this
page a well-known architect explains why this is so.

*1
V

/
1

til
V
\
\

ft ■ I t f O K 1 v ■

nothing of projection length and sight
lines.
Of importance in site selection, is the
natural grades or slopes of the site.
Excavation is exceedingly expensive
work, involving as it does possibly blasting in rock, waterproofing, retaining walls,
shoring and other engineering problems.
The auditorium floor must, of necessity,
slope towards the orchestra pit and screen,
and in a theatre with an auditorium 80

M ft I *

b U S 1 ■ I 3 3 ST».llT'
PLATE NO. 4

" An interior lot. with stores flanking Ar,
on Main Street."
feet long, this slope should show a 1
imum of six feet and six inches, bet*
the low level at the front row and thel
at the last row of seats, increasing ^
rapidly in height with the greater di
of the auditorium, depending on 2
lines.
Since steps are not allowed
theatre entrances, and but a small a
or pitch is permitted from the last row
seats at the back of the auditorium to
entrance doors, it must be apparent at«
that any site having natural grade pitdf
from the entrance up towards the sci
end, would be very undesirable, while
reverse, pitching from the entrance <k
towards the screen end would be exct
ingly
advantageous. Basements
trenches for heating and ventilating di
constitute the largest portion of excai
ing work, and are generally placed at
stage end of the building. An argumen
favor of the arcade system of enteriA
theatre, which occurs on a fairly I
site, (level sites being the rule rather ■
the exception), is that the deeper thM
cade, the greater possibility for a I
from the auditorium to the street, sM

arch
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Marcus Loew, Inc.
Open Their
Beautiful New Million Dollar

"A

Better

PARK
THEATRE
AT CLEVELAND, OHIO
with

Business

Summer

Fulco

Speedco

Arc

''
call
we
t
wha
is
THIS
32-page illusa new
trated booklet we have

Controls

just

It is writissued.
exhibitor
ten for the

and

shows

make
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weather.
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They are assured of perfect illumination when installing Fulco
Arc Controls, There are no other Arc Controls that can equal
the Fulco,
Send for Our Folder
MANUFACTURED
E. E. FULTON
3208 Carroll Ave.

EVERLASTINGLY
METAL
ADD JUST THE
CORRECT
TOUCH OF DIGNITY TO THE
DISPLAY
OF
PHOTOS
AND
POSTERS
IN
YOUR LOBBY.
CAN BE HAD IN
A SCORE OF
STYLES
AND
SIZES.

coupon

FRAMES
OUTWEAR
ALL OTHER
FRAMES,
COST
MORE

AND
NO

WON'T

WARP

CAN'T

CRACK

REFUSE TO
WEAR OUT

MANUFACTURING
CO.
— 38 Years Young —
715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Branch — 68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
In Canada — Perkins Electric Co., Toronto. Montreal, Winnipeg.
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need

this

We'll be glad to send you a
copy — free. Just put your
and address on the
name

BEAUTIFUL

Ask for a copy of our complete catalog " N " and information concerning our new finishes which do not require polishing.
(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ABE HANDLED BY MOST DEALERS)
NEWMAN

months,
booklet.

COMPANY
Chicago, 111.
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business
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No. 665 Easel Frame.
We also make ticket choppers in three
styles, brass railings, booths and easels
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MONSOON
COOLING SYSTEM, Inc.
Room 705, 70 West 45th St., New York
DENVER
KANSAS CITY
PHILADELPHIA
BALTIMORE
DETROIT
SACRAMENTO
ATLANTA

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
Room 705, 70 W. 45th St., New York, N.Y.
I would like to see your booklet showing
how I can increase my summer business and
would thank you to send me a copy at once.
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How

to Select Theatre
Site
(Continued from page 1838)
what after the method of a ramp used in
railroad stations to take people from one
level to another. This brings the rear portion of the auditorium well above grade
level and reduces to a minimum the
amount of excavating necessary. Plates
No. 2, 3 and 4.
In order to overcome particularly bad
grade conditions, theatres have been designed to bring the public in on a mezzanine floor, and then down stairways to the
auditorium.

» « I«

This condition ' could only
5 1 R I IT

bUSIHlS^
PLATE
NO. 5

STREET

" Resufts in an unsightly side facade on a
busy street."
occur in a very hilly city, and the selection of such a site would depend on the
owner's opinion of his patronages' willingness to enter and leave the building by
the use of stairways. It is not a site to
be recommended.

BOSTON
NEW YORK

From the standpoint of economical construction, excellent sight lines and general
practicability, a site for a Motion Picture
Theatre, without stores or arcade, to accommodate 1,200 to 2,000 people, would
be a lot 65 feet to 75 feet wide, and no
feet to 140 feet deep. If it is intended to
supplement the pictures with vaudeville or
voice soloists, the auditorium should not
exceed 85 feet in depth between the first
and last rows of seats, securing additional
seating capacity in width. The limitations
of the carrying capacities of the human
voice, are responsible for the 85 feet.
No hard and fast rules for sizes of sites
can govern, as some excellent theatres
have been developed from unusual shapes.
This phase is technical and unusual shaped
lots should never be considered until a
thoroughly trained Architect, familiar
with all the problems of a Motion Picture
Theatre, has been consulted, and his opinion obtained as to the site's possibilities for
development.

CINCINNATI
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY, MO.

United
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

company's releases.
Summarizing we find :
1. Know the number of transients^
a. The travelling public, ^hoppe
with " an hour-i
andto people
so
kill," are a big revenue s
a theatre in the business fl
trict during the day.
b. The neighborhood or commui i
ity theatre must depend H
tirely
ronage.on local or vicinity pa

Know what pictures are availair
for2.exhibiting.

BY

Everything
Picture
CATALOG

In conclusion, some final comments
pictures as they relate to site selectic
Some producing companies exhibit th«
pictures in their own theatres, thereby ;|l
suring themselves first runs for exclusilj
showings. Other producing and distribt |!
ing companies rent their products <H
franchise plans and usually this franchil
is owned by some exhibitor already sho'l
ing them and with a long time contract I
reserve. The prospective theatre owJ
new to the field of exhibiting, should fill
out what pictures he can secure. The el
change men will gladly consult with y»|
and the trade papers will give you a gal
idea of how theatres in other cities all
receiving and patronizing any produciil

OMAHA
CHICACO
MINNEAPOLIS

BUY

for the
Theatre

the

N e:

The successful Architect today keepi
touch with realty values and gladly gia client the benefit of that knowledge,
is in constant touch with tendencies
shift the business center due to cong
tion. That is important to know,
might know of a contemplated 2,500 s<
theatre just adjoining yours, in which y
planned to seat 600. You are under
obligations to the Architect to procf
with your building, any more than y
would be to a surgeon to whom you h
gone for a consultation. The surge
might tell you you were not in need
that operation you thought necessary, a
later would send you a bill, not for cc
sultation and operation, but for consul
tion only; so with the Architect.

The importance of consulting an Architect, cannot be too strongly impressed. If
it is an Owner's first venture into the moving picture field, go slowly. Investigate
the Architects in your city, and find out
who has specialized on this type of building. If the city hasn't a Specialist, go
somewhere else where you can procure
one. Civic pride and willingness to patronize local ability is splendid, but it won't
pay your loss if your theatre is badly located, planned and designed. Suppose
you were offered an opportunity to buy
a diamond from a stranger on the street.
You wanted that diamond as an investment. If you did not know diamond
values you would take it to a reputable
jeweler for appraisal, pay for that service,
and if he told you not to purchase the
jewel, you would consider the appraisal
charge well spent. Consider the Architect in the same light. He will charge you
for his services, the same as the expert
appraiser would, but if through his technical and practical knowledge he shows
you that your contemplated site cannot be
made to pay, due to the building laws or
construction difficulties, you have saved
many times the Architectural fee.

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
OKLAHOMA CITY

Picture

a. Consult exchanges.
b. Read the trade paper- aa
(Concluded on page 1842)
CLEVELAND
ST. LOUIS

IT
Motion
but

film

Corporation
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Equipme
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ces
J. h. Hallberg
Pres. and Secy.
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CITY
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Buy
SPEER

CARBONS

PRICES
We

equipment
and you won't go
wrong;
we
manufacture
only

SLASHED

Won't

the

HIGHEST

Vi
%
%
\
%
%
%
%

TYPE

of

Profiteer

We bought before the raise in prices and
are giving you the benefit of our buying
power.

CINEMA'S

CHICAGO

Stage

Lighting
and

Look These Prices Over

x 12 Speer
x 12 Speer
x 6 Speer
x 12 Speer
x 10 Speer
x 12 Speer
x 6 Speer
x 12 Speer

Cored
Cored
Cored
Cored
Cored
Cored
Solid
Solid

Per 1000 Per 100
$46.90
$5.15
62.50
6.85
28.15
3.10
82.50
9.05
68.75
7.55
112.50
12.35
21.00
2.30
62.50
6.85

Kino
on

the

Write

0ur D%undxe Music
A illuminated
snappy andstand.
evenly
(Three other types)

These Prices Are About 25% Below Present Market
Order Now Before Our Stock Is Snapped Up
Exhibitors Supply Company Inc.
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
MILWAUKEE
846 S. Wabash Ave.
3316 Lindell Vlvd. 133 Second St.
INDIANAPOLIS MINNEAPOLIS
157 N. Illinois St.
Produce Exchange Bldg.
(1542)

Chicago

CHANGEABLE SIGNS
TICKET BOXES

your

nearest

or direct.
=====^^^^=^=

Equipment

820 S. Tripp Ave.

FRAMES

market

dealer

Cinema

Co.

Chicago,

111.

corp.

LIBMAN-SPANJER
BUILDERS OF
LOBBY

Equipment

DE

LUXE

TICKET BOOTHS
FOYER LAMPS, ETC.

Factory:
Office:
Factory:
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO, ILL.
729 Seventh Avenue

There's a distributor near you
Samples and Literaiurt upon requts

THEATRES—
FOR
SALE
4 Powers Type 6A Rebuilt Machines, Motor Drive, Guaranteed
Against Mechanical and Electrical Defects $250.00 Each
5 Powers Type 6A Rebuilt Mechanicisms, Guaranteed Against
Mechanical Defects
$100.00 Each
For Immediate Delivery and Subject to Prior Sale
Cash with Order
DISTRIBUTORS FOR IMSCO PRODUCTS
" GENERAL ELECTRIC GENERATORS "
"SPEEDCO ARC CONTROLS"
" KEENOLITE 3 COMBINATION LENSE"

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.

INDEPENDENT

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens
are used the maximum of recreative
excellence is presented.

St. Louis, U. S. A.

729 SEVENTH

MOVIE SUPPLY CO., Inc.
W. H. RABELL, Pres.
AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
ROOM 603
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Branford Theatre at
Newark
(Continued from page 1836)
ing system which is complete in every detail; acombination of direct and indirect
lighting. The indirect lighting is distributed back of the main cornice of the auditorium; around the large central dish
dome in the ceiling; around the proscenium arch; above the main cornice of the
stationary set at the stage ; and back of the
main cornice in the loggia. Two banks of
footlights are provided at each of the two
stage levels. The balance of the lighting
is accomplished by the use of beautiful
massive chandeliers and a large number
of sidewall fixtures.
A quadruple system of wiring has been
installed, making it possible to use lamps
in four colors. This whole system is connected to an immense switchboard,
mounted on a platform at the right and
back of the picture screen. On this
switchboard are mounted over seventy
dimmers, individually controlled, or collectively byone master dimmer. By this
arrangement an innumerable number of
charming light effects may be obtained.
To avoid the use of oil or gas exit and
emergency lights, a large storage battery
set has been installed, providing an independent source of current supply in case
of trouble with the general lighting.
The sign lighting is controlled from an
independent switchboard and several other
switchboards have been located at different points in the building, intercommunicating with the main switchboard,
making the entire system most flexible in
every detail. Step lights are provided for
all gallery aisles.
The projection booth is most complete
in every detail — divided into three rooms ;
the projection room, a rewinding room,
and a generator room ; all high ceilinged
and thoroughly ventilated. Shower bath
and toilet arrangements are provided for
the operators.
The equipment consists of three Powers
6 B projection machines, a stereopticon,
and a spot light. There are two complete
motor generators, each large enough to
opeerate the whole equipment. One is
held in reserve in case of breakdown. The
projection system is connected to delicate
instruments in the manager's office and
at the musicians' stand, so the speed of the
picture may be controlled at all times.
A great $40,000 Wurlitzer electric control organ has been installed. The organ
chambers are located to the right and left
of the proscenium arch, and the speak is
directly into the main auditorium through
beautifully designed grilles. The console
is placed to the right of the musicians'
stage. The organ has all the elements and
qualities of the finest church type ; is
equipped with a full orchestral complement of stops, and the console is also connected with a grand piano. It is without
question the finest instrument in the city
of Newark.
The building has been erected from design, plans and specification prepared by

and under the personal supervision of
Architect Fred Wesley Wentworth,
A.
son,I.N.A.,J. Citizens Trust Building, PaterThe Contractors are as follows:
General Contract— Gunn- Van Dale Co.,
Newark, N. J.
N. J.ng— William Spatch
Plumbi
er, Newark,
Electrical Equipment— Cortlandt EngiN.J.
neering Co., New York and Paterson,
Heating and Ventilating— Universal Sheet
Metal Works, New York.
Marble Work— R. Young & Sons, Newark, N. J.
Scagliola— John J. Wise, New York.
Amboy.Boving Tile & Mantel Co., South
Tiling—

Lighting Fixtures— Black & Boyd, New
York.
Decorating — William
Eckart Studios,
New York.
Organ— The Wurlitzer Co., North Tonawanda, N. Y.
Seating — American
Seating
Co., New
York.
Brass Railings— U. T. Hungerford Brass
& Copper Co., New York.
Booths and Display Frames — Menger.
Ring & Weinstein, New York.
Booth Equipment — Nicholas Power Co.,
New York.

Leaded Glass — George Hardy Payne, Paterson, N. J.
Concrete Floor Hardener — J. Sonneborn
Sons, Inc., New York.
How

to Select
Site

ity of the Union Station, that has beet
proposed or undertaken for some years L
the immediate erection of a beautiful
high class, fireproof motion picture theatre, to be built on the south side of Marke
street, between Sixteenth and Seventeentl
streets, at a cost of two hundred and twen
ty-five thousand C$225,000) dollars.
The owners are John Karzin, operatoi
of four other moving picture enterprises
in this city; Jacob Weiss and Adolph Dia
mant. two retired capitalists, who wen
formerly in the wholesale liquor business
The owners will spare no expense to mala
this theatre second to none in the city o)
St. Louis.
An accommodation for travelers durin§
train time will find this a convenient rendezvous.
The building will be a three-story anc
basement brick, fireproof throughout, witl*
ornamental terra cotta front, beautiful an
glass windows and canopy over sidewall
to entrance to theatre. The theatre will
have a seating capacity of three thousand
persons, with an auditorium and balcony.
There will also be installed a mammoth
pipe organ. There will be rest rooms foi
the ladies and smoking rooms for the gentlemen, also check rooms for baggage fot
the convenience of travelers passing
through the city.

The Equipment Service Department of
the NEWS

3. Know the building and fire codes.
a. Court yard provisions.
b. Street front requirements.
c. Zoning laws.
4. Kind of site.
a. Occupying entire lot.
b. Store sub-rentals.
c. Arcade entrance.
d. Natural -grades and slopes.
5. Consult an architectural expert on
theatres.
a. His knowledge of code and
zone provisions.
b. Secure sketches showing seating capacity.
c. Other contemplated building
projects in your vicinity.
d. His knowledge of realty value?
and shifting business and
theatrical centers.

ings. There is no charge whatsoever for
this service.

m
SILENCE
SLIDES
SHOULD BE USED BY EVERY
THEATRE
WATCH NEXT ISSUE FOR NEW DESIGNS

^^u[)hen everyjone

is

cju^ier. ^ solicL enjoyme
momei>"t
the
nt ofoi-every
cinem^ proftjVa.rro
is m^dc possijbleo
Por ^11

DESIGN No 563-A
Copyright 1921 — Fowler Studios
Prepaid 50c

e. Approximate
cost of construction.
to Build Another
in St. Louis
The most important business venture,
which will result in exceedingly great
benefit to all business interests in the vicin-

will answer any queries re-

garding theatre equipment and furnish-

a Theatre

(Continued from page 1840)
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BUY

FROM

US

All
We
Our
You

Orders Shipped Same Day as Received — That's SERVICE!
Sell Only the Best — That's QUALITY !
Prices Are Right — That's Saving YOU MONEY!
Order from Our Nearest Office — That Saves YOU TIME!
We operate 3 BIG offices fully equipped with
EVERYTHING that the UP-TO-DATE THEATRE Needs
You can buy for CASH or Payments

SERVICE
- QUALITY
- PRICE
WE OFFER YOU ALL THREE
PROMPT SERVICE, Al QUALITY AND PRICES
That are low, consistent with the high standards we maintain
in workmanship and material
ORNAMENTAL
LIGHTING
FIXTURES

Let"s Get Acquainted
A Trial WiU Convince You
Write for our catalog and great bargain list of rebuilt machines.
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO., INC.
540 Plymouth Place 432 Market St. Cor. Union & Fourth
CHICAGO. Ill
ST. LOUIS, MO. MEMPHIS, TENN.
The House of SERVICE

The

Paragon
The

of Motion

Picture

PLASTIC RELIEF
ORNAMENTS

Screens

ORIGINALITY
DESIGN

OF

REFINEMENT

IN

DETAIL

Gardiner
We

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
Thousands of exhibitors are using Gardiner Screens
Send today for booklet
For Sale by Leading Dealers

Manufacture Special

Designs of Lighting Fixtures and Plastic Relief
Ornaments from Plans.
Write for Catalogue
Let Us Estimate on Your Requirements
NO JOB TOO LARGE, NONE TOO SMALL FOB OUB CAREFUL AND
PBOMPT ATTENTION

Manufacturer*
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,

Why
We
Lobby
We

Worry

Over

Print High

Qttp Natumal flaattc
328 MAIN ST.
OHIO

Details?
Grade

Photographs
Attend

*M\?f Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

to Shipping

Care for Financial Investment

The
of

moving

picture

Write today for prices, samples, and information about our distribution service.
WESTERN PHOTOGRAVURE
1821-23 Berteau Ave.

development

theatres

CE
SIN
were

COMPANY
Chicago

we

ng pictures
movi
in
their infancy

have been building picture theatres. One of the

first to be built was designed
and supervised by us.
And
SPECIAL TICKETS
The regulations require you to have tickets printed with the name and place of
your theatre printed on them
Our tickets meet with all the requirements, and we can give you quick deliveries
10,000
$6.50 100,000
$23.00
20,000
8.50 250,000
48.50
30,000
10.50 500,000
90.00
50,000
14.00
1,000,000
170 00
Additional charge forOrder
each nowchange
of wording
for future
use. or price $2.00
Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest supply house in the motion picture trade
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St. Chicago, 111.
WRITE

FOR

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN

we

have

kept pace

with the development
great

business

in

of this
all its

phases.
Hoffman-Henon
Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers
Finance

Building

Philadelphia,

Pa.
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Cleaning
Most of us as a rule wash our hands at
least once a day. Cleaning the condenser, mirrors, and projection lens is as important tn the
polish it. Of course, such action is not wasted,
success oi projection as our personal appearance
may be judged of import. A slight tilm ot dust
on the mirror, for example, will cut in two its
usefulness. A dirty or finger-marked projection lens, while not showing the dirt marks on
the screen, will deliver far less light than a
clean one. Perhaps those of us who wear
glasses can well appreciate the necessity of keeping the glass clean, and should find no trouble
in cleaning lenses and mirrors. The process
is identical, and is of just as great importance.
Many people, when the picture looks spotted
as if there were dust on the lens surface,
naturally take out the projection lens and
but the real cause does not lie, as a rule, in the
projection lens.
Why do we see an object on the screen?
Mainly because the projection lens has picked up
the image of the object and projected it there;
but the point from which the lens picks up
tbe object is not in the lens itself, but at a
distance to the rear of it corresponding to its
focal length. When we put a slide into the
machine, we adjust the projection lens until it
projects a picture of that slide; hence, anything projected on the screen must be in the
vicinity of the slide.
Thus, dirt on the condensing lenses, since
they are directly behind the slide, may be projected oin the screen; a crack or a chip, especially if on the front condensing lens,
will tend to be reproduced on the screen. It is
therefore essential that the condensing lenses
be free from imperfections and clean.
One other point in regard to bellows: when
the bellows are completely stretched out (as
when showing in a small room) care must be
taken that the bellows do not sag, thus cutting
off a portion of the light beam between the slide
and projection lens. '
Aids to Good Projection
Good pictures require, naturally, a first-class
lantern with a good projection lens, but there
are several other aids. A dark room is of
course essential. The difference between a good
picture and poor one may oftentimes be the
between a dark room and a semidifference
darkened one.
Again, the type of screen is important. An
ordinary sheet will do as a screen, but it is
elementary. A good screen must have a nonporous surface, that is every minute spot on

Theory

and

Lamp

for

Service

Principles

of Slide

Several months ago we published a
series of articles on the subject of Incandescent projection. The author was Mr.
H. F. Barnes, who is also the author of
the present series, which originally appeared in one of the Bulletins of the Edison Lamp Works.
Mr. Barnes has the happy faculty of
combining technical knowledge to practical application, and what is of even
greater importance, of stating it in simple, easy understandable language.
the screen must reflect light. With an ordinary
sheet, much of the light goes through the cloth.
A very fine weave is therefore necessary.
Mirror Surface
PUster Suttinc
Prepared Screen

fir
Fig. 16
Showing the Direction and Intensity of Light
Rays Falling upon Different Reflecting Surfaces.
With the plaster surface, the light is scattered
with much the same intensity in all directions.
With the prepared screen, the light is thrown
back, within a certain angle, in the direction
from which it comes
For a permanent installation, a prepared
screen is always recommended. The prepared
screen reflects back a much greater percentage
of the light thrown upon it without unnecessary scattering. A muslin sheet or a plaster
wall, for example, scatters the light in all directions (Fig. 16). A prepared screen, such a
one with a metalized or glass-beaded surface,
throws the picture back after the manner shown.
Prepared screens are better adapted to long
throws. For short throws, in a wide room, a
screen which scatters the light, is necessary,
and a clean white sheet of very fine weave is
well adapted.
The matter of cleanliness of screen is also of
importance. Tests were made on two different
cloth screen surfaces ; one new, clean and white,
the other, of the same material but which had
been in use several weeks. The latter sampledid not appear to have collected a very great
percentage of dust and grime, but on test it
was found that the actual amount of light reflected bythe used screen was only one-half ot
the new sample. It is, therefore, essential that
the screen surface be kept clean.

Projection

Other Uses for Stereopticon Type Lamps
Stereoptican lamps find extensive use in medi i
cal and dental spot lighting apparatus, in microscopic examinations; in automatic advertising
machines; in many small motion picture machines; in opaque projection of producti
where an enlargement is desired, in order to
pick out imperfections; and in spot lighting for
theatres; and many effects for the stage and
show window lighting.
Lamps with a stereopticon type filament are
also extensively used in flood-lighting, although
in the case of flood-lighting, the life of the
lamp is longer. A lamp designed for tlood-lighting, while it is possible to use it with
stereopticon apparatus, will not put a maxmuia
amount of light on the screen, as compared with
the regular stereopticon lamp, due to the fact
that the flood-lighting lamp is a longer life
lamp and, consequently, of lower efficiency.
With flood-lighting, the lamp is enclosed ia
a parabolic reflector. A large angle of rays of the
lamp is thus directed into a fairly well controlled)
beam.
In photography, for enlarging, where lenses
are used, a stereopticon type lamp is usually tbe
most convenient light source. The stereopticon
type lamp also finds extensive application in
various classes of signal apparatus.

100

Questions
Answers

and

(Continued)
87. What is the easiest and quickest way
to know whether or not the capacity of a
wire is overloaded to an appreciable extent?
Care should be taken not to draw a current
from any line greater than the current carrying capacity of the conductor, the connected
load being such that the conductors are not
overloaded. If a wire is overloaded excessive heating takes place and danger of fire is
encountered, also the insulation may be
broken down or destroyed so that trouble of
grounding or short circuit may later result.
88. Give conditions that an overloaded
wire is likely to cause.
Answered in 87.
89. In putting a new or different bulb on
a mercury arc rectifier and it fails to operate,
how can positive proof be found that it is or
is not the fault of the tube?
If when the bulb is tipped the starting
terminal fails to produce an arc then the wh*j
ing circuits are probably at fault, but should!
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a starting arc be obtained and the bulb fails
to operate then the trouble is in the bulb itself and probably due to the loss of vacuum.
90. Why does the carbon crater form on
the side of the carbon towards the condensors?
Because the lower carbon is set slightly forward of the center line of the upper carbon.
91. In using D. C. current, which carbon
diminishes the quickest? Why?
The positive carbon of a D. C. circuit diminishes the quicker because of greater oxidization due to the more intense heat.
92. In using an A. C. current, which carbon diminishes the quickest? Why?
The carbons of an A. C. circuit burn at the
same rate due to the change in direction of
the flow of current.
93. In using D. C. current, give detail
explanation why needle forms on lower carbon.
In a D. C. circuit, while the passage of the
current thru the carbon vapor flows from
the positive to the negative carbon, yet negatively charged ions are thrown off by the
negative carbon or cathode. These ions
leave the outer surface of the cathode so that
the carbon burns to a point.
Unique Film Mending
Shears Approved
Every once in awhile a device comes onto the
market that is simple and obvious that we all
wonder why zve didn't think of it ourselves
years ago. That is exactly the case with a pair
of Film Mending Shears shown to us recently
by the Blue Seal Products Company. These
shears are so practical that they sell themselves
on examination.
The Blue Seal Mending shears, as the illustration shows, consists of three tools in one.
A cutting edge permits the projectionist to trim
his film for the splice; a sharp chisel-like point
on one jaw of the shears is for use as a scraper ;
and the tips of the blades are flattened out for
use as a vise on which to locate the perforations
while the clamp is applied.
The shears are only 7}^" long and are made
of drop forged steel. This means that they are
practically indestructible and will stand the
hardest kind of treatment without injury.
For a small additional sum the company will
supply a bracket for the bench into which the
lower jaw of the clamp may be placed and
fastened.
In the past the film mending equipment of
the average projection room consisted of a
razor blade for both cutting and scraping and
either a patented bench clamp that occupied
considerable space or a home made one that
took up less space and did the work less satisfactorily. Ifa pair of scissors was used they
could not be found as a rule, and if they were
in evidence. This new combination device does
the work of all the other tools, does it better,
with less trouble and with less space.
It is one of the finest projection-room accessories ithas been our pleasure to test and approve. Every projection-room needs one.
The Blue Seal Products Co., now located at
Englewood, N. J., is to enlarge its organization

Picture

Newt

I
SPLICER

Showing how the Film Mending Shears, described on this page, work
and will open a manufacturing plant in the
when the bulb is cut in. One of the most succentral part of Brooklyn. It has several other
cessful means of obtaining this result was exproducts that will be found of interest to the
plained by Francis J. Armstrong, a 32-volt
plant distributor and engineer in the Singer
motion picture theatre.
Building, New York, the other day.
Any 32-volt farm lighting plant can be used
for motion picture projection provided the total
Hints on Use of Portable
power output is equal to the wattage required
by the lamp plus that required by the small moPlants with Mazda Sets
tor used for turning the reels. A little excess
GREAT complaint has been made that the power above that actually required is not a bad
32-volt generating outfit when used to feature. The variable resistance shown in the
operate the motion picture machine, does not
sketch must be of sufficient resistance to absorb
always do the job satisfactorily. The greatest
the entire output of the generator. The motion
cause for complaint has been that the bulb re- picture lamps now used are of the high efficient
quired just 32 volts, not one degree more or
type, which means that for the best work they
must have a fixed current with practically no
less. If too much "juice" was run into the
bulb it would burn out instantly.
voltage variation. It is, therefore, wise to have
When a generator starts up, operated by a an amateur in the line as shown on the sketch.
There is no switch used between the source of
gas engine, without any load on the line it speeds
electric current and the lamp, the resistance it
far ahead of its normal revolutions per minute
when fully loaded. To obtain 32 volts from a used entirely for this purpose.
When a motor is required to operate a film a
generator when the line is loaded means that it
resistance equal to that of the motor at full
will be one capable of developing 36 to 40 volts
when it is started with no load on the line. Now
speed must be inserted, in the line as shown in
the sketch. When the motor switch is thrown
a cold motion picture light bulb does not offer
its maximum resistance until the filament starts
into the " on " position this resistance is autoto heat. Therefore more than 32 volts would
matically cut out, but when the motor is shut
pass through the filament which would burn it off, the resistance automatically cuts in keeping the resistance of the total circuit a constant
out.
The solution is to have the line fully loaded
quantity.

'A"
'B "
''E"
C "
' D"

is Incandescent lamp
is Ammeter
is
Variable resistance
is Motor
is Double pole single throw knife switch

' F" is Fixed resistance equal to that of motor at full speed
' G" is Engine driven generator
In other words, the circuit is designed to
maintain a fixed load at all times on the engine
Equipment sales and purchasing live wire wishes connection July 1st,
no matter whether the lamp is being turned off
or on, or whether the motor is used or not. The
where an expert mechanical knowledge plus sales ability will be of value.
only care required is at the time of starting the
generator at which time the variable resistance
Box 835, MOTION PICTURE NEWS, New York City
must absorb the full output.
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By Pierre A. Jeltrup
n,
SOME s people are. born Camerame
other are made When they reach
the top, no one distinguishes from
the two ; some times the one gets more
credit than the other. It all depends on
the point of view. To my estimation, the
man who works himself into the ray of
the calcium by dint of hard work and
perspicacity is the one who deserves
greater praise and greater glory than the
one who is born with natural instincts.
Taking for granted one is not a born
Cameraman, what are the necessary steps
that should be taken to advance to recognition? There are five predominant
steps : Care, Efficiency, Watchfulnes and
Ability to Produce.
All Cameramen were at one time assistants. Ifthere are those that were not,
I do not know of them. A good assistant
must be " careful." Be sure of what you
<io and never take things for granted.
Make certain of them yourself. It might
be hard to do this at times but it seems
to be the safest and best policy. Taking
things for granted has resulted in many
a lost job. The excuse, he said so, oftimes falls short and will not be sufficient. Excuses are never any good as a
rule. It is best, I have found out, that
when you have something to do do it
yourself. Don't leave it to the other chap.
If he does it for you, you probably will
not know what he is doing and consequently will not understand the proposition and you will be unable to cope with
it the next time you meet it again. I
remember of a case when an assistant,
new to the job, had the amusing sport
of shooting a few temporary titles. He
did not like the idea of remaining a short
time after hours shooting them and managed to have another assistant shoot them
for him. He got away on time but he
still remained ignorant of the trivial intricacies which are encountered. But the
time soon came when he had to shoot a
" rush order " of some 300 titles with no
one to be found in the studio to help him.
He had seen some shot and so had an
idea how to set up. He loaded his magazines with Negative stock but did not
know that it had to be reversed. He

Incidents

that

Make

Cameraman
that

Illustrate

a large
r oftment
cTHISnumbedepar
queriesreceiv
fromes prospe
tive cameramen regarding the duties of the assistant who wishes to
advance in his profession. Many of these
ons . answered in the article by
questi
Mr. Jeltrupare
worked till four in the morning shooting
the titles, but all his work was for naught
as he had to shoot it all over again when
the report came back from the laboratory.
He found out that Negative film must
be reversed when titles are shot, but discovered itonly after a strenuous example. If he had shot the first set of
titles himself he would have learned the
" why's and wherefors " at less expense.
After Carefulness comes Efficiency.
We have become a great nation for ef-

the

anc

I

Subject

ficiency, everything we do must be doi
quickly and accurately ; and naturally tfc
trait has found it's way into the Model
Picture world. It is another great ass
which is to be found in an assistarl
Don't " rush in where angels fear
tread.'' That
efficiency,quietly,
that's foe
ishness.
Do isit notquickly,
ar
above all do it well. Rushing arour
and making a great deal of noise is n
the ear marks of an efficient man ; it
the stamp of a bluffer. When Directo
do that, people term it temperament, bi
not so with an assistant Camerama
Doing things as quickly as one can ar
doing them as correctly as possible is tl
foremost thing that is taken into consi«
eration. To my mind, and from what
have learned, that is exactly what Can
eramen want. They might not say an;

Ten of the twenty-one switchboard panels being built by the Westinghousc Electric Co., for
the new Robertson-Cole Studio on the Coast
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thing but they have eyes which they use
for more purpose's than one.
" Getting on," quickly to the different
ways of Cameramen is also an essential
quality. Notice how they light a set.
Compare the various lighting effects and
weigh them in your mind. Different
Cameramen as a rule lightup a set in different ways. No Cameraman works the
same -and naturally the quicker an assistant catches on, the more useful he
becomes to his Cameraman. Paying attention iswhat counts. I know a Cameraman who was an assistant but a short
time. It may be luck, but at any event
he proved that he was attentive and
watchful about details, which in turn
earned him recognition. It came about
in this way.
The Cameraman for whom this assistant worked, became ill and no other
man could be had to take the vacancy.
The only person on hand was the young
assistant. Some spoke of having him
shoot the scene. Always there are people who watch us; even though we do
not know it. They had seen that he was
always on the spot and always eager for
knowledge concerning the Camera. He
had paid attention to the light arrangement and he had enough confidence in
himself to make some slight changes
which he thought necessary. The report
from the laboratory the next day stated,
" All scenes shot O. K." It is needless
to say that he got another chance to show
what was in him and that he made good.
It is true that some studios will not give
the little fellow a chance, but it will out:
and when it does, be ready when opportunity knocks and get results.
Results are what they want. People
don't usually excuse you for the mistakes
you make. Excuses won't free them of
that impression, and if you don't show
them what you can do somebody will appreciate your work. Of course I know
there are cases where people are unappreciative — well do I know it— but if we
only stick to it and show them again and
again what we have in us, some one will
come along and give us the necessary
boost.
But why is it that some assistants and
second-Cameramen remain in that position all their lives? I knew one who had
been an assistant about ten years and I
always wondered what was the matter
with him. So far as I could see he was
always on the jump. His footage book
was always correct, his camera was in
excellent running condition, and some of
the stuff he had shot was all that could
be desired. What was the matter with
him?
One day I was enlightened.
As you undoubtedly know, if one of
the magazines on a Pathe Camera are
off, the remaining one will slip out as
the first is not there to hold it in place.
Work had just been finished for the day
in this certain studio, the last big scene
had been shot and the whole crew were
dog-tired. For some reason, this assistant
I speak of, had removed the unexposed
magazine from the other and had left

the exposed magazine insecurely on the
camera. However the machine remained
threaded up. In his hurry the assistant
grabbed the Camera and ran — more or
less — with it up the stairs to the dark
room. When he reached the top of the
stairs the inevitable happened. The exposed magazine which remained on the
camera, separated from it's mate, jarred
loose. Having nothing to cling to in this
time of need it slipped out, banged to
the floor and bounded most gracefully
from step to step, unwinding itself as it
bounced along.
Derisive cries went up as all concerned
saw that extra hard work was before
them the next day That man was negligent in not seeing that all was O. K.
before moving his camera.
There was another assistant cameraman I knew who always meant well in
tryingever to
help his
Cameraman,
but whenhe moved
about
near the camera
he
was sure to wind his foot around the leg
of the tripod and trip over it. Many a
time his Cameraman had to make a complete new set up after this exhibition of
clumsiness. He tried to do things quickly
but he rarely did them right.
I remember once on location, there was
only one camera along — a Pathe. The
Cameraman had unscrewed the camera
from the tripod and it was simply resting on the head with nothing to hold it
there. Work had just begun and the
Cameraman instructed his assistant to
move the camera to another spot. But
the assistant did not know that the camera was unscrewed. He went to the camera and threw the outfit over his shoulder.
They had to quit work and return to the
studio because " all the kings' horses and
all the Kings' men, couldn't put the camera together again."

Picture

N etai

Jones to Deliver Paper
on Film Transmission
At the coming convention oj the Society 04
Motion Picture Engineers, Mr. L. A. Jones ot
the Research Laboratory of the tastman Kodat
Company will deliver a paper on " The 1 rantmission of Tinted Motion Picture Film." A
synopsis of the paper has been prepared, a.
follows:
A special type of flicker photometei
suitable for the measurement of the total
transmission of tinted and toned motioc
picture film has been designed and constructed. Since a tinted motion picture
consists of irregular areas of various
densities, it is necessary to adopt some
integrating method in order to measure the
average transmission. This is accomplished bythe use of a small integrating
sphere in connection with a suitable projecting system. This projecting system is
designed so as to duplicate the conditions
existing in the practical projection of motion pictures.
The projection lens is located in the integrating sphere wall and the focal length
and object distance is such that the picture
is formed on the opposite wall of the
sphere. The brightness of the opal glass
window located in the wall of the sphere

at a point 90° from the position occupied
by the projection lens is measured by a
suitable flicker photometer. This consists
essentially of a Whitman disk. The arrangement ofthis disk is somewhat unique
in that the photometric field proper is surrounded bya secondary field which at all
times is illuminated to the same extent as
the photometric field itself. Thus the field
observed consists of an elliptical area in
the center of which is a smaller elliptical
area which is alternately illuminated by I
light from a field of unknown brightness II
and from a comparison lamp of known 11
intensity.

Frozen
after and
making
an Riblct
"air raid"
New Although
York City.
"Cupid"was Finter
tm
U. S. Airsolid
Service
Philip
of Foxover
News.
the Lieut.
temperature
aroundof :eim
the Akeley Camera was reloaded three times and performed like a natch.
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Carbons

Place an order with your nearest dealer at once and
learn why projectionists all over the country are so
satisfied with the results produced by SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS.

ROCK

MANUFACTURING

O

CO.

VERONA, NEW JERSEY
SPEER

BASS—

CARBON
COMPANY
St. Marys, Penna.

Another Valuable Addition to the

CHICAGO

Cameraman's

SAVE
390 COLD
DOLLARS
ft
gf3S^~ LIBERTY
YES REAL WAR
U. 3. MODEL
MONET UNIVERSAL.
ON THE 400 The
FT CAPACITY
AfirH
mist money
complete outfit of lt» type ever offered and at a greater
•airing than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit
consists of
exclusive
embodyingUniversal
i ,C~P*C
?t
Universal
Regularty and
trick crank,
forward all
and the
reverse
take upfeatures,
focusing on film, etc., fitted
with 60 M. M.
F: 3.6 lens, complete
with 6i fine
magazines, sunshade, tool
kit
and
extra
parts,
case to contain extra
magazines and extra parts, case for camera and carrying
trunk to contain both smaller cases. Entire outfit finished off In a beautiful
ollvs
drab. THIS IS TOUR
OPPORTUNITT
OF
A
LIFETIME
TOUR ORDER NOW.
LIST PRICE 1840.00. BASS PRICE $460. WIRE
TRIPODS
Precision Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod with fine leather ease
List price $190.00. Our price $165.00.
Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. List price $120.00 Oar
price $108.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
D"»t- 1"
109 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago, tjl.

NEW

Equipment

G0ERZ

is the

MULTIPLE

EXPOSURE
DEVICE
(Patent applied for)
— a mechanical shutter attachment —
for Dissolving, Fading in and out,
for Vision, Double or more Exposures,
for Blocking, Dodging and Framing.
Call and see it demonstrated or write for
further information to the
C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
317J East 34th St.
New York City

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
SEND FOR PRICE LIST NO. >)
A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
"53 Jersey Avenue
Office and Factory

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

Jersey City. N. J.

The big question in film DEVELOPMENT and PRINTING is: "Ability."
This covers quality of work, responsibility and promptness in observing an agreement.
On every point EVANS'
EVANS

FILM

SERVICE

MFG.

is paramount.

CO.,

416-24 West 216th St., New

York City

Telephone:
Wadsworth 3443-3444
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Motion

Music

and the
(Continued)

Picture

wrote, a century almost, of music, of glorious
operas succeeding one another like drops in a
waterfall, from " Nabucco " to " Rigoletto "
with its " Donne Mobile," and " Trovatore," and
" Traviata " and "Aida," with its "Oh, Celeste
Aida." Everything is moving before him — his
whole life is passing in panorama."
For* the quaintness of Mozart, it is possible
to present the composer in a manner which
follows :
" Why, it was only yesterday thai I was
romping about, foolish as a lamb and as simple
Wolfgang, have a little dignity, please. Remember how the people think of you! Ha, ha
Dignity, what's that?' — and the spirit before us
actually danced and jigged and made the most
curious sounds like this: Schnip, schnap, schnei
and other funny syllables without meaning."
" You're wondering about that? Those words
mean nothing. I used to string together rhyming syllables even when — well, when I seemed
to have grown up.'' And as Mozart spoke of
the growing up, his voice grew sadder. " No,
I'd just string them together, schnip, schnap,
schnei. I'd write to my cousin as dearest, best,
lovingest, fairest, etc., etc., and signed myself
'your cos-box.' To my mother I would write,
' 1 send you 1,056,789,555 kisses. Now count
them out and remember me.' Believe me,
friends, in those days T had my fun and my
little jokes — fun of my own sort. T used to go
singing and laughing about. I'd laugh at almost
anything. Tell me a joke, and I'd always be a
good listener. I used to have a lot of fun teasing
people, and the girls — oh me, oh my! The girls.
If I had married all the girls I teased and
promised,
I'd have
a hundred
thousand times.
Ha, been
from married
the earliest
days, I
had my fun — what you call puppy love, maybe,
huh? When I was seven years old and playing
the clavichord at the French Court, and all the
nobles and courtiers are around, the king and
queen overjoyed, I did jump to my feet and
over into the queen's lap, as she sat right on the
throne. I kissed her and I said, 'You are very
good and I love you, and 1 will let you marry
yourself to me.' Of course she smiled and
kissed me, and whenever after that anyone
should even hesitate to kiss me, I would say 'Remember the queen kissed me, and who are you
to refuse? ' It always worked."
(To be continued in further issues)
To

the

Rescue

of the

Organ Owner
The Committee of Reference of the National
Association of Organists will be glad to furnish
exhibitors with accurate and expert information
regarding the installing or rebuilding of theatre organs. It is an astounding fact that a
large percentage of exhibitors are getting only a
small portion of their money's worth from their
instruments. The progressive manager, who desires up-to-date methods, using the power of
music in picture presentation, cannot afford to
ignore these problems.
The chief phase of this situation, about which
the committee desires to carry on a campaign
of education, is the lack of suitable location or
adequate space for organs. In designing a new
building, the organ, just as much as the stage
or the box-office, should have proper space in
the plans, and not an inch of this space should
be used for any other purpose when the building is completed. If necessary it is better to cut
out a few feet of lobby space, or take out a few
rows of seats, in order to have the organ heard
to best advantage.

Ptcture

New

It is a waste of money and a crime to allow
plaster walls, thick curtains or scenery to choke
the organ tone. An excess of curtains or fabrics
in a theatre deadens the organ or any kind of
music. The contrast between even a small
orchestra and a muffled organ with its vague
murmurings is causing unfavorable comment
among patrons. When people are moving about
the theatre such organs might as well not be
played at all.
The grandeur, brilliance and color of a genuine, full-bodied concert organ are a valuable
asset to a theatre, particularly as a solo feature,
second only to a large orchestra. It is unfair
to a good organist if the organ is of inferior
quality, or badly situated, or both. If both
organ and playing are unsatisfactory the patrons
are doubly cheated. The public is no longer
indifferent to the kind of music it hears in picture houses. Patrons enjoy hearing a fine organ,
well situated, and they are beginning to know
whether they are hearing it or not.
Sometimes an organ properly located is too
small for the building. This may be due to a
faulty specification or improper voicing.

The National Association of Organists w<
founded fourteen years ago, with headquarta
in New York, and local Councils throughout tl
country. Its object is to improve the standarc
of organ-playing wherever organs are foum
and to secure the fullest recognition of tt
organist by the public whom he serves. Amon
its members are many of the leading conce
and theatre organists. At its annual Conventio
it has lectures, discussions and actual demor
strations of picture-playing.
The Committee of Reference consists c
Reginald L. McAll, for many years salesma
and mechanical expert with leading orga
firms; T. Tertius Noble, well-known recitalii
and organ architect; Charles M. Courboit
organist of Wanamaker's New York and Phik
delphia stores ; Clifford Demarest, ex-Warde
of the American Guild of Organists. In dealin
with theatre organs the committee will consul
with Firmin Swinnen, organist of the Rivoli the
atre, New York, who has given recital tours i
England and the Continent, and the other or
ganists of the Rialto and Rivoli theatres, as wel
as others who have made a study of thes

Because of sharp competition and human nature organ builders often give somewhat
prejudiced advice to exhibitors in these matters.
Sometimes a specification looks large on paper,
but contains too many stops which sound weak
or inaudible when the organ is erected.

problems.
Organ builders' names must not be mentionei
in correspondence. There is no charge for th
services of the Committee, which is actuate*
solely by a desire to improve the quality o
organs, and thereby of organ-playing.
Address all communications to Committee o
Reference, National Association of Organists
49 West 20th St., New York, N. Y., or t«
F. S. Adams, Rialto Theatre, New York N. Y

"Music

Says:
at the
recently held
ion between
Convent
THEAstor
t
prominen
Hotel,
members of the musical industry,
musicians, and leading members of the
musical picture industry, is likely to have
very important results. It was called,
as we know, for the purpose of enlarging the scope and improving the character of the music in the movie houses, of
are some twenty-five thouwhich there
sand in this country today.
The discussions, which were attended
by nearly three hundred representative
men and women, were not onlv interesting, but informing. They covered a lar^e
range of subjects. There was a unanimous opinion to recognize the importance
of adequate music to the moving picture
business, as a business proposition.
Inasmuch as at the various meetings
over one hundred cities were represented,
there is no question but that a great step
forward has been taken which must inevitably lead to opening up a large new
market for our enterprising manufacturers, music publishers and dealers.

f

Trades"

In the great majority of moving picture houses where films that have cos*
some of them, hundreds of thousands of
dollars are shown, the music that at nr-sent accompanies them is wholly inadeauate. From now on, under the impetus
of the Convention, there is bound tr> be
steady improvement. This was voiced
bv
a number
of mov'nonicture
houses ofwhoproprietors
were present
at the
Convention.
This movement should be aided, no*
only bv manufacturers but by dealers all
over the country. They should imnrcss
uoon the owners and managers of moving picture houses, the importance of having good music to accompanv the nictures. Bv such co-ooeration. the onno>tunity for the nublishers and dealers of
sheet music, of the manufacturers and
dealers of musical instruments, of x>la"<*r
pianos and organs, will be greatly increased.

Music

Forum

AN IMPORTANT SUGGESTION
This is my opinion on the Music proposition
Whv don't the film exchanges have music furnish*
with all films? and why not have a supply on hail'
same as they do the advertising matter. Why not sen;
the proper music with each shipment of films and i
the exhibitor
return
good order
charge
for
same, and don't
in this
way it itin would
certainly
help bint>
put the picture over in a much better way. It wonli
be a great help to all of the small places for we fun
it is very hard to get the music that is suitable for al
subjects.
Why not advocate this and see what is thought o
the suggestion.
Yours for more light on this subject,
J. A. MORRISON
Morrison's
Star Theatre,
Box 12S, Meadford, Ont., Canada
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
Will
kindly
me which
the following
information
Most you
of the
musicgivecues
we receive
with on
pictures we notice have been selected and compiled Ir
M. Winkler. We are using a small orchestra am
have the Galaxy and Miscellany Series of Schirmw
but
of Mr.
Winkler'sWeMusical
neverwe usenoteanythatof allthese
selections.
would setting
like ti
know how we can get the music which Mr. Winkle
refers to in the cues without having to buy all nV
product of the different publishers.
TaxWillFree.you also advise us if the Schirmer Edition i
NICK MACMAHOX. JR..
Mgr. Grand Theatre._
Ironton. Ohio
Music Editor :
I want to add this word of encouragement and coo I
gratulation to you on your work in further organizing ^
and developing the music in the moving picture house
in the country. I think it is splendid and far reaching | (
MARSHALL BARTHOLOMEW.
L
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
Must thank you for the help you have given nv j
in helping me to make a better and larger library o I
motion picture music. Your help has been more thai
appreciated.
The only trouble which I have now is in selectinj
music
the comedy
and travelogue.
For picture,
the dram.'
I selectfora pretty
good program
to go with
bo
I have been playing foxtrots and one steps for tfai
comedy and I don't know whether that is alright ot
(Continued on page 1854)
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WHY

THE

BARTON

IMPROVES

The

DIVIDED

THEATRE

MANIAL

ORGAN

MLSIC

duty of a theatre organ is to furnish music suitable for every action of the picture without being

monotonous.

If the music

has a sameness

or monotony,

it distracts from the performance. — The Divided Manual multiplies by thousands the combinations of an
organ — producing

tone

variety

and

exquisite

tonal

coloring — never before possible — A musical rendition
that will play your pictures for an indefinite period
with a never-ending
played

variety

of beautiful

by any organist — doing

away

music — and

with the "especi-

ally trained," "hard to get" and "harder to keep" trick
organist. Why therefore risk music that lacks that
great

necessary

Barton Organs
United'States.

point
are

for theatres — unending
used

variety.

in the'finest^theatres

in the

artolaMusicalInstrumentCo.
3 1 3-3

1 6 Mailers

Building

Chicago,

Illinois
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Musical Courier" Says:
out three days of utTHIS roun
importance in the history,
mostded
growth and future development of
music with the motion pictures. Those
of us who attended all the meetings derived great benefit and surely one under
stands the situation better for having attended the congress. The arguments and
discussions that at times seemed too serious, turned out not to be, and perhaps
it was for a better understanding that
they occurred. Again, congratulations to
the Motion Picture News and all who
permanent organizamake
helpedtiontopossible
. this

not. What would you suggest to be the best music for
the comedy?
EARLE J. SMITH,
Organist, Palace Theatre,
Waseca, Minn.
For comedies it is perfectly alright to use the
lighter music as long as the rythm and spirit of the
on seems
compositi
tent of the
situation.to be in harmony with the inbe very hesitant to use
For the travelogue I would
try to use somethingyoumorean
fox trot music. I would
g
somethin fine. Toaregive
or less neutral and
looking at
you
idea of what I mean, say that
use the
some pictures about mountain lakes, I would
is very
which
Saens
Saint
of
composition The Swan
the New
Maria by Schubertthe ortravelogue
peaceful, or say thebyAveDvorak.
in
Often
World Symphony to get in something national. lo
I would attempt
some oriental music,
some oriental picture I would use
music of the
I would use some
to a Japanese toscene
Italy I would use
about
a picture
same nature,
some popular Italian melody like Sole Mio
MUSIC EDITOR
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
For some weeks past I have been reading, with in
the concreasing ventinterest,
motion gpicture in
in theconcernin
interestsarticles
ion of musical various
dustry, convening this coming week.
that 1 cannot attend
It is a cause for regret with me intereste
d in picture
the convention. I haveoverbeena year,
but during that ;
music for only a little
the subject
time have read everything obtainable onplayed
in two
and
have opened several finein organs
am now
and
t
Northwes
the
very good theatres, one city. I want to become
at the Strand in this ly identified with this phaseper;ot
prominent
manently
.
the musicalandprofession
into
Now that the pictures have broughtjusttheas organ
far in this
to progress
such asprominence
line
possible., I want
employ musiin California
studios
varioustheir
Do cianstheto arrange
Are you conversant
cue sheets?
to enable
enough
Coast
Pacific
the
on
conditions
with
vou to tell me briefly if an ambitious and experienced
good
really
a
find
to
able
be
would probably
organist out
there?
opening
HAROLD A. LORING.
Pianist-Organist.
Portland. Me

Picture

N

Dear Mr. Isaacson :
Would
you plcace
inform aoeompaniment
me where I «an«f g«tnoring
tun
jbl«
material
for maeital
The "New
York Gloi
pictures.
We are installing an $11,000 Morton Organ ia our
Says:
Auditorium, and I am to play it.
I am familiar with practically all the standard piane
compositions, but am anxious to secure a musical
library that will fit the needs of moving picture playing
t forth
broughprinci
the the
fact that
tw«jI
confer*
pally,
WALLACE L. JOHNSON,
BUT
thousand and
more exhibitors)
Auditorium Orchestra,
the United States, with their eyes to tl
Holdrege, Neb.
box office, and their ears to the groij
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
hearing the rumbling of the signs of
You say there is a great opportunity for composers
in moving pictures. Being a composer, I am interested
times, are setting about the busine«|
to know how to get a chance to write for pictures. I
supplying as good music as they can
am an organist. At present teaching music in this city
to their patrons — and so are contribu i
My ambition is to write a score lor a real dramatic
picture. I often feel that if given a chance I could
a service to the fine arts which is at 1
do
line. Please let me know
lutely incalculable.
how something
and where bigto in
get that
my chance.
IRA B. ARNSTEIN.
New York City
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
lege of playing copyrighted music. I think y
filling a great need, especially to tho
Being a leader of a very large orchestra in one of certainly
our foremost theatres I am very anxious to be well are trying to raise the standard of music i
posted in all that is latest and best. I would like to
MISS JEUNESSE BUTLE
have information of the deliberations of the conference.
Page
The
pictures.
Further I desire to be a subscriber to the NEWS
Medfon
Kindly quote cost and where I could order same
Any literature would be greatly appreciated.
Charles D. Isaacson,
LEONARD RICHER,
New York City.
Director Hippodrome.
My Dear Isaacson:
Toronto, Ont.. Can
I want to thank you sincerely for the effort a
tiring zeal that marked your successful labor*
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
and
the music conference. Mv departs
1 want to personally thank you for your reply to ratherduring
unexpected and I did not have the oppo
my letter written last November. A number of cat- to
say
as
much
to you as I had wished regardi
alogs have come to me and I was able to select a personal realization
of > ur work, my appreciai
library from them. Most of the large houses, however,
the
fact
that
you
willingly gave your valuabl
seem to deal only in orchestra music for pictures which
and work
" thanklessand" courtesi
cause,
are of no help of course to an organist.
thank
you tofora practically
the opportunities
I have only a two-manual Wurlitzer with pedal key- ranged for the visitors.
board, but I do try to play good music always. Our
May I ask if it is possible to procure the fib
company owns four theatres and at my request after in the screen text of Aida and March Slave
a lengthy explanation took out a license for the privi- at the Brooklyn Strand. If so, from whom
what rental (weekly run). I also wish to reque
any matter pertaining to the convention which if
mailed to me, be sent to the address below, as
anxious to receive same promptly. I am at |
reorganizing an orchestra here at the Majestic t
Will
open the Capitol, Cincinnati.
March probably
IS.
Billboard" Says:
In closing permit me to urge you not to
petty unappreciativeness of interests who attend
T was the opinion of everyone in atconvention for the furtherance of their own -elf
tendance at the meetings that this
I
terests, to dampen your ardor. We need yofj
conference is the beginning of a new
sonal efforts badly. Anything the writer e
at any time, he willSincerely
do gladly.yours.
era in the history of music in America.
Cincirai
Each session in itself brought information and suggestions which alone would
the
(Signed) BT'EL B Capitol
RISINGK
have made the conference worthwhile.
The need of better music more ably repPresent address.
resented, and the abomination of wrong
Bancroft Hotel,
music, was most emphatically impressed
Springfield, O
upon each and everyone in the audience,
and this in itself will have immeasurable
effect for good throughout the nation.
Each and every exhibitor through this
country, as well as each and every person interested in music, should get in
touch with the new organization and
learn of the good things which are to be
done, and in the accomplishment of which
Through the Music Forum M
their wholehearted co-operation should
Charles C. Isaacson, music editi
be given.
of the Np\v>. will answer

ii

quiries from organists and mi

The s4 utomatickct System Stops
Box Orricr Leaks
& Z. Oiirs
y4sf< Us "About It
■Automatic
Ticket Selling & Cash Register
ITQ2
BROADWAY
NEW YOBK Co.

Watch the
Music Dept.

sicians pertaining to music in tb
picture theatre.

from week to
week

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a nil
era of music for the medium and smaller size
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNEI
theatre.
{Write for Literature)
TheNewEraOrgan
N. Y
WARSAW,
Inc.
COMPANY,
& COLTON
MARR
THE
Also Builders of Famous Marr £c Colton Concert Organ
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usiness
ferities
[■ED—
PIANISTS
ORGANISTS,
pie
experience;
goodAMDsalary
steady with
position*
OLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. »14
■ Building, Chicago.
SALE — Selig: Schustek M. P. camera fully
>ed,
withmats,
Goerzmagazines,
Iris, Mat-Box,
shutter,
2 GoerzAutomatic
lenses, 2 dlsand
Universal
tripod,
guaranteed
in
Apply Edward Zaslove, 865 W. perfect
180th conSt..
jifork City. Phone — Wadsworth 9916, 9230.
I SALE — 2 Fulco Speedco Arc Controllers, used
reek,
price
$:I00.00;
Regina
electric,
8 rolls
of music.
$200 Mandolin
00. W H OrchesHelfley.
nnon. Pa.
~l ne
t SALE
— 91 Reels,
consisting
15 Features,
and two-reel
subjects,
{4 perofreel.
Wm A.
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
IERAMAN with first class outfit wishes to con
1th company In or near New York City. G. S..
rner Place. Brooklyn, Phone 813G Flatbush.
4AGER — Experienced man to take complete
of well equipped Motion Picture Supply House,
nces required. State salary and give full dell first220letter.
Dept. M.,
ews,
S. StateAddress
St., Chicago,
111. Motion PiclERAMAX — With own complete Akeley and
notion equipment. Best of recommendations
ne record of original accomplishments in lntravel, news, and scientific photography,
U1,
ite
Address Box 840, Motion Picture
N. salary.
Y. C.

RadiO

Slide

—typewrite a letter
to ALL— at the cost
of a letter to ONE

50 -RADIOS- $2,
For Sale by all Leading Dealers

EW MACHINE FOR YOUR OLD
By Installing the Perfect Shutter with new shutter sears
ut all play and makes the machine like new. But, what
d them for la to give you a far better picture, with 25%
T :ht than a three wing sbutter and 11% more Light than a
ik shutter, no nicker, less amperage, tewer broken con—Guaranteed
or money back. Ask your dealer, or write
Accept no substitute.
PERFECT PROJECTION SHUTTER CO.
5th Street
LoultTille. Kj
f you are using alternating Current, wire your order.
5NSES— PRISMS— MIRRORS
Cinema Optical Headquarters
Informal ion cheerfully given gratis
M. H. SCHOENBAUM
West Forty-second Street, New York City
ie — Bryant 2991 — Wire Cinoptic — New York

Building Notes From the
West Coast
Odessa, near Spokane, Wash., has a new community hall, a concrete structure, costing about
$30,000, made possible through the community
spirit and generosity of Odessa farmers, business
men and citizens, who purchased stock in the
corporation known as the Odessa Community
Hall Association. The building is probably the
only one of its kind in this part of the state
The main floor has a seating capacity of 500.
Charles E. Stilwell, Spokane, Wash., manager
of the Casino, Class A and Unique theatres, has
purchased a 90-foot frontage on the south side
of Main avenue just west of Stevens street, for
a reported consideration of $125,000. It is now
occupied in part by the Unique theatre where
Mr. Stilwell made his start in the moving picture game eight years ago. Mr. Stilwell came
to Spokane twelve years ago and was four years
representative of the Gamewcll Fire Alarm and
Telegraph Company. He installed alarm systems
in Spokane, Salt Lake and other northwestern
cities. He tells the following story of how hehappened to get into the moving picture
business :
"One day eight years ago I met J. D. Finley,
a good friend. ' I want you to do me a favor,'
he said. ' I want you to take the Unique theatre
and run it.' I told him I knew nothing about
running a theatre and could not make it pay.
However, I yielded. At first it was uphill work,
but it gradually got better and it wasn't long
before we were paying good rent, and then
the place went over the hill and has been going
better ever since.
" A couple of years later 1 took over the
management of the Class A and then the next
year I bought the Casino from Dr. Clemmer
and a week later the Rex. I sold the Rex last
year. If building conditions next year are right
1 expect to put up a motion picture building
that will be a credit to the city."
The first theatre of a string of show houses
to be built throughout the northwest by the
Woodward Enterprises, Tnc, of Spokane, will
be constructed at Puyallup, Wash., at a cost of
$55,000, it is announced by O. D. Woodward,
president of the company. Work on the new
building will begin about May 1, and the house,
when completed, will seat about 750 people.
Kigg & Van Tyne are the architects for the
structure. Mr. Woodward announced that the
theatre would be used for both moving pictures
and production work. Land for the theatre site
has already been purchased, he stated. Production of moving pictures by the Woodward company will begin in the near future, Mr. Woodward stated. Some equipment has already
arrived.
News
Notes
The Newman Manufacturing Co., reports
sales of their line of rope rails, brass railings
and statuary bronze frames to the following
theatres: Keiths Theatre, Louisville, Ky. ; Park
Theatre, Roanoke, Va. ; Strand Theatre, Lansing, Mich. ; Strand Theatre, Indianapolis ; Vieto ry Theatre, Lynch. Ky., and the Gaines Theatre, Pincville, Kv.
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DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4 FRISKY
MRS. JOHNSON,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
BILLIE BURKE
J>
" Strong mystery story carries interest." — M. P. News.
" Play seems old-fashioned as picture." — M. P. News.
DICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC. 11
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Typical
Burke
picture,
very
pleasing,
fair
bush
I
" H. B. Warner puts ' punch ' into strong dramatic story." — if . P. News.
due to holidays." " Just plain trash — it's a pity a good star and 1 1
DINTY (NEILAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY
DEC. 4
money
are
expended
on
such
drivel."
"
Average
business.
No
1
1
" Melodrama and Sentiment put this one over." — if. P. News.
angles throughout the entire five reels. Photography and direction g< j
Exhibitor Comment — " Wesley Barry in this picture is proving a worthy
cast fair, but story weak from being overworked." " Had poor bualt i
attraction and causing favorable comment." " Big business all week.
with this one for entire week." Very t rah by and silly. Andle |
The public
wants
of this Barry
kind."considered
" Picturevery
proved
averageas
hardly enthused. Business only fair."
drawing
card.
Workplays
of Wesley
good very
but story
FRONTIER OF THE STARS, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS
a whole failed to please. Almost too melodramatic." " Good picture.
MEIGHAN
JA1 1
Splendid vacation attraction. Big and little folks all like Wesley Barry."
" Interesting story of a crook's redemption." — M. P. News.
" Personally, think this is better than ' Go and Get It,' but it didn't
make quite as much money for me. It's a wonderful picture, and
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture which brought more than usual bi ]
they all liked it." " Made a big hit at this theatre, pulling capacity
ness."
Veryourentertaining
Tboi :.
Meighan "with
patrons helpsfeature
to put which
over inthe
goodpopularity
shape. Didof exceU
crowds at each performance. Broke house record." " This is a fine
picture and brought good business for me." " Played to increasing
business each
day.picture,
Wonderful
picture."
FURNACE,
THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
Dl
Consensus
— " Good
good kid
puller."
business."
" Talky
picture has little appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
One
of
the
best
pictures
I
have
seen.
It
DI8CARDED WOMAN, THE (HALLMARK) SPECIAL CAST. .... .JULY 10
strength and purpose and is wonderfully portrayed by excellent o
" Hectic melodrama with familiar stock situations." — if. P. News.
NOV. 6
Exceptionally
good upbusiness."
" Andayabsolute
sensation.
DOWN HOME (WILLART-HODXINSON) 8PECIAL CA8T
Had
S. K. O. sign
from opening
till finish
of week. A Oneknock*
of
" Some interesting moments in this rustic story." — if. N. News.
best
picture
I've
ever
seen."
"
Unusually
good
audience
picture.
Et«
JAN. 22
•13 (ROBERTSON-COLE) WEDGWOOD NOWELL
body
likedbetter
it. Opened
to big Sunday
big Isproduct!
Business
than
average."
" out.
Thebusiness."
plot
of fair.
the" Very
picture
good
"Interesting moments in mystery story." — M. P. News.
the
details
are
not
well
worked
It
is
Average
receipt
26
FEB.
MEIGHAN
THOMAS
(PARAMOUNT)
THE
EASY ROAD,
" Very high-class society picture with beautiful costuming and sets wh
" Rather mild for Thomas Meighan." — M. P. News.
appealed particularly to the women and did splendid business." " WEDUCATION
OF ELIZABETH,
THE (PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
story
that played
average business."
BURKE
FEB- 26
Consensusof—marriage
" Good picture,
good to
puller."
" Billie Burke has real opportunities in polite comedy." — if. P. News.
GIRL
OF
MY
HEART
(FOX)
SHIRLEY
MASON
Df
EMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS,
THE
(PERRET-PATHE) SPECIAL
'* Star fails to enliven very dull story." — M. P. News.
DEC. 25
CAST)
GIRL WITH THE JAZZ HEART, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
" A splendid production given mystery story." — if. P. News.
KENNEDY
JA
NOV. 13
■YES OF THE HEART (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
" Madge Kennedy plays two roles exceptionally well." — M. P. News.
" Mary Miles Minter scores in story of pathos and sentiment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This was a corker. I think it the best tta
Exhibitor Comment — " A fair picture, well acted. Mary Miles Minter has
Madge Kennedy has yet done. They all liked it, and I played
her own personal following, hut aside from them, the picture did not
have much of an appeal." " Ordinary picture Poor business three
capacity houses all week." " Nothing great about this but title is cat"
days." " Not as good as some of her previous pictures, but Miss
and
Madgehas Kennedy
has drawing
a following.
goodpicture
bouses."
Kennedy
considerable
power Result
here. — Her
is not" Mm*
stn
days to big and average business."
Two
"
pleasing."
always
is
Minter
" Fair picture to fair business. Star popular."
but
our
people
liked
it."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
FACE AT YOUR WINDOW, THE (WILLIAM
FOX) SPECIAL
MEN (BARKER-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
FB
CAST
NOV. 13 GODLESS
" Unpleasant
M. P. News. story depending on acting and unusual twist to story.'
" Propaganda picture developed along orthodom lines." — M. P. Netws.
FATAL HOUR, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV. 13
GOD'S GOOD MAN (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
Ff|
"Crude melodrama makes mediocre picture." — M. P. News.
" A poor production from all angles." — M. P. News.
FIGHTING
STRANGER,
THE
(CANYON PICTURES-STATE
ADVENTURE,
THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL)
RIGHTS) FRANKLYN FARNUM
JAN. 29 GREAT
LIONEL
BARRYMORE
JAI
" Selig produces another thriller, with Franklyn Farnum." — M. P. News.
"
More
interesting
via
the printed page." — if. P. News.
FELIX O'DAY (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) H. BT WARNER
SEPT. 18
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some Barrymore pictures but
" A good production from all angles." — M. P. News.
JoyedLOVER,
and fullTHE
houses
resulted." SPECIAL CAST
Exhibitor Comment—" A fair picture to average business one day."
GREAT
(GOLDWYN)
A
FIREBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONES
JULY tl
" Slow Moving that depends largely on titles." — if. P. News.
" Buck Jones practically duplicates his last picture." — M . P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some of the others. Average busiExhibitor Comment — " A poor picture. Average box-office reecig
' Fine picture with some very excellent acting and interesting st
ness —two "days."
Consensus
Good picture, good puller."
Played to better than average business for week." " Fair pictun
an
excellent
play. Nothing
make apuller."
fuss about"
FIRE CAT, THE UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
FEB. 12
Consensus
— " Average
picture, toaverage
" Edith Roberts scores in Carmenesque role." — M. P. News.
GREATER
CLAIM,
THE
(METRO)
ALICE
LAKE
I
FIRST BORN, THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE
" Alice Lake scores in ordinary story." — if. P. News
HAYAKAWA
,
FEB. 12
HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
I
"AM. title,
heart interest and Hayakawa's acting should attract them." —
P. News.
" A complex melodrama very well produced." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " By far the best picture that Sessue Hayakawa has
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
There
is
nothing
startling
about
tbis
product!
ever made. It is a true conception or Oriental life."
Ranks UPabout
average."
FLAME, THE (STOLL FILM-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 5 HEARTS
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRY CAREY
JA)
" A good production with foreign setting." — M. P. News.
" Harry Carey has satisfying offering here." — if. P. News.
FLAME OF YOUTH, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is a good bet. Audiences seemed t
"A pleasing, simple romance with Shirley Mason." — M. P. News.
much pleased with it and business was fine."
FLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY
HELIOTROPE
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPE- DI
GISH
JAN. 1
CIAL
CAST
" Fairly pleasing offering with Dorothy Gish." — M. P. News.
" A different picture here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Business very good." " Just average
Exhibitor Comment — " Fairly entertaining picture given a good product
box-office results, though the picture is quite good."
and
attracting
run." " which
Good picture
well wo
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
seeing,
which good
was business
attested for
by week
my bouses,
were pretty
FOOD FOR SCANDAL (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
NOV. 13
crowded." " Did well and held over second week. Like most seco
weekerg here unless they are far above the average or highly advertl
"Tory obvious, but fairly interesting." — M. P. Nvws.
Exhibitor Comment — "Llgbt, pleasing little comedy. They came because
It petered out." " An excellent picture In every respect and busln
they liked Wanda — and they did not register a kick. Box-office Just
grew all week." " One of the season's finest pictures, in my estimat
— and my opinion backed up by the fact that It played to capai
fair." " This sure did go ever big and the picture deserved It, for It Is
business In a house seating twenty-seven hundred. Consider it an
Interesting and entertaining." " Fair picture with only average boxoffice receipts." " Better than ' Miss Hobbs.' Miss Hawley Is likable
cellent production from every angle." " A good picture but did
draw well at my house." " Splendid production. Well liked by
in this sort of a story. Big to average business two days."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
dlence.
Did ofcapacity
business
its at
entire
" Excellier
The
patrons
this theatre
filledduring
the house
each run."
performance
FORBIDDEN FRUIT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST.. FEB. 5
day
for
the
entire
week."
"
Broke
all
records
for
two
years
as
drawing card. One million per cent, overrated and 1,000.000theperpoorc
" De
Mille scores another ten strike; a great audience picture." — M. P.
News.
oversold picture. Otherwise a good picture with none of the muc
Exhibitor Comment — " Elaborately produced and entertaining production
promised Hearst free advertising, even an extra $700 advertising
that went over for a two week run to capacity business." " Fine picture
propriation could not put it over." " Thoroughly nice picture. Oui
that
drew
enormous
crowds
during
opening
week
of
this
theatre."
''They
were terribly disappoiuted with this. Did not think it lived up to
to go with— most
kind ofgood
an audience."
Consensus
" Goodanypicture,
puller."
•Something
to Think
and talked
'Why about.
Change Continued
Tour Wife?'"
the
attendance
record.About'
Greatly
for a "Broke
second
HER FIRST ELOPEMENT (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
JA
"
Inconsequential
and
too
vapid
for
feature
length."
—
if.
P.
News.
week." — "Good picture, good puller."
Consensus
HUSBAND'S FRIEND (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT. JA
FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS)
NOV. 27 HER'• Rather
hectic in spots, but keeps the interest." — if. P. News.
" Vivid and vital story rich tn spiritual quality." — M. P. News.
HER
BELOVED VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
DI
Exhibitor Comment — " Good oleture to fair business." " A fine production.
" French
farce adaptation that falls short in American requirements.
M.P. News.
People
stood
in
line
all
we«>k
to
see
this
picture.
Big
success."
"
Well
acted and produced but raioer long-drawn out; exploitation put it over
Exhbltor Comment — " A good picture to average business three da]
to big business."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1858
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Avenging Arrow "
{utii The
Roland — Pathe
sodes) Serial — 15 Epi1. EADY on your mark ! Set! Go! ! They're
At off! I ! It's a fast pace which Pathe is
^ting according to the first three episodes of
'l! newest Ruth Roland serial, " The Avenging
•wow." The star has been at this serial game
Sjg
gauge its her
values
wnt. enough
She hasto distanced
rivalsforandentertainhas the
&d completely to herself. And because she
Jots the serial ingredients one can always be
|;rested in her efforts. The elements which
i kipose this newest continued photoplay are of
inforthodox pattern. The disciples of good and
m are in their accustomed places. The backHfiunds are varied enough to supply thrills and
Jl players aren't afraid of danger in negotiating
■dt high spots.
Vl serial is a serial. It may be impossible and
JLrobable, but at least it offers concentrated
«-j|on. No messages or morals are needed,
nt a vein of romance, a dash of adventure and
ftmalutin incident must be incorporated. And
I he Avenging Arrow" present this trinity in
iice, allopathic doses. It is a picture of Spanish
B5 and passion and revenge. The hot blood of
n>e Latins courses through the characters and
Jk resultant action is flavored with tabasco
g:e. The first three episodes are titled " The
*fW of Mystery," " The Enemy Strikes," and
)
Hand of Treachery." One can gauge that
jlentire
at 'em."
Two infamilies
Uengagedcastinisa "up
feudandwhich
is keyed
an air
Imystery and suspense. Treacherous Indians
llemployed for atmosphere.
Iihe picture is handsomely staged, the director
w iping an eye upon the gaps, ravines, mounlis and other chiselled bits of nature to collect
wthrills. Miss Roland still portrays her role
tyfp her customary enthusiasm. The supportplayers would be accused of over-acting in
itimate photoplay. But the keynote of serial
pretation is to generate action and suspense
ense expression and exaggerated gesture,
villain will be hissed because he belongs to
it * >ld school. S. E. Jennings makes him a very,
bad man. Others are Otto Lederer, EdHearn and William Steele. The serial is
0 the standard of the previous ones starring
Roland. She should pack 'em in because
always gives a good show. Go to it. Line
s to the left.— LAURENCE REID.
You'll Be Surprised
lgle Reel Chester Comedy — Releasd
hy Educational)
)U'LL be surprised once more at the amount
of intelligence the Chester ape displays in
u'll Be Surprised." It is in this connection
this comedy depends largely for its enter'i*"flng qualities. The " monk " runs away with
iree

Ildn

tloe Sliowmau

Needs

Book

on Every Picture IJeleased

the show but is ably assisted by the baby, dog,
and horse appearing with him in past releases.
There is no story to speak of the reel being
just a series of sequences with the ape doing
stunts, some of them probably aided by a clever
camera man. Good for any program and far
above the average slap stick connection. — /. S.
DICKERSON.
" Worlds Apart "
(Eugene O'Brien-Selznick)
T isn't often that^ leading man and a leading woman " make " a picture but such is
the case with Eugene O'Brien and Olive Tell
in " Worlds Apart," for they have guided their
roles through many time worn situations and
still held the interest.
The story is of the usual O'Brien variety with
the star cast in the role of a rich young man
and appearing in many elaborate sets.
He is to marry a young woman of his class
when a scheming millionaire casts the ogling
eye at her and determines to win the maiden
fair or foul. He chooses the latter way and calls
in a young society matron to aid him for he
holds a forged check signed by her husband.
The ingplot
beginsof to
when announces
O'Brien holdthe hand
histhicken
sweetheart
at a
party that they are to be married. Here the
young matron appears and begs for a few
minutes conversation with him. In another room
she resorts to the old trick of throwing her
arms about him while the villain points through
a door and shows the other young lady what
is going
falls for
it, denounces
O'Brien
and
will on.
have She
nothing
further
to do with
him.
The star goes to the slums, meets the "girl
of his heart " and marries her while the
millionaire marries the other one. The plot
jumps
here and
again.of O'Brien's
wife turns
out there
to be and
the back
daughter
a butler
who is working for the millionaire who is shot
by the forger, who is sought and found in an
opium joint and confesses his guilt.
Although the story has a combination of five
or six plots joined together, it is clear and
understandable and will interest.
The cast includes, Arthur Houseman, Florence
Billings, William Tooker, Warren Cook and
Louise Prussing.— FRANK LEONARD.
Bill and Bob Series
(Cyrus Williams-Pathe)
THE Bill and Bob series is predominantly
educational in character. This does not
mean that they are dry, stereotyped samples of
applied screen pedagogy. Far from it— Bill and
Bob are boys. Place two lusty young American
Boy Scouts in the environment of woodland
and plains ; give them a log cobin to live in ;
set them on the trail of the predatory bobcat,
the raccoon or the coyote with traps and a
Winchester; and finally, let them have as con-

stant companion a one-eyed, fighting terrier
called " Rags," and you have a combination of
elements that are bound to prove interesting
and amusing as well as educational. Moreover,
the action moves against a background of
foliage-decked hillsides, pleasant cleanngs in the
woodlands and trails that lead into ravines and
along swift-moving streams. The educational
phase of the series is the exposition of how a
pair of trappers live in the woods and manipulate their traps in catching the quarry.
The preceding paragraph describes the general character of the series. We saw four of
the single-reelers, captioned consecutively : Trapping the Bobcat, Trapping the Raccoon, Trapping the Timber Wolf, and Trapping the Coyote.
Each reel begins with a short subtitle, describing
the destructive character of the animal which
is the object of the hunt, and the losses to
farmer and ranchman for which these animals
are annually responsible. This prefatory title
is to forestall any possible criticism of cruelty.
One thing is to be commended especially- — thire
are no killings visualized on the screen. In each
case, the animal is trapped, bound with ropes
and thus conducted in triumph to the camp —
as the picture fades out. We speak, of course,
of the four members which we saw and which
are listed above. And the dog " Rags " deserves
special mention ; he'll win a genuine laugh from
any audience no matter how staid. Pathe will
release one reel a month, beginning on March
6th.— E. F . SUPPLE.
44 Annabel

Lee "

(Produced by Joe Mitchell Chappie — Released on State
Market by Joan
Film Right
Sales Co.)
EDGAR ALLAN POE'S poem, "Annabel
Lee," being nothing more than a simple
love ballad, cannot naturally give to this picture
much more than its name. The story is extraneous matter built up about the romance of
a fisherman and the daughter of a wealthy
neighbor. The father objects to the match, and
the young
man, playedto bytheJackSouth
O'Brien,
takes an expedition
Seas underin an
effort to salvage a sunken treasure. A mutiny
occurs, and he is cast upon the seas in a small
boat. Thrown upon a desert island, he survives
until a passing ship picks him up. Arriving
home he finds the girl, although harassed by
another suitor, still waiting for him. So the
picture
At bestends.
this picture is for the smaller houses.
It is by no means an elaborate production.
And Director William J. Scully has not turned
out a flawless product.
Lorraine Harding does not get any great personality into her part. Jack O'Brien plays well,
but cannot convince as a rugged son of the sea.
The picture is of five-reel length.— MA T THEW
A. TAYLOR.
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performance of opening day right through the week." "Opened to great
business.
Don't miss this one."
of
the best Assured
pictures of
seengreat
here success.
in many months.
scenery■• One
and
enough action to please
everybody. This is theWonderful
type of picture that
appeals to young and old. It went especially big with the school children *
"it Here
one that gets name
the money,
understand for
is toois bloody.
of thisthough
classicwhy we
its can
best t advertisement"
An entertaining The
picture of real historicalis value.
School children
appealed to in advertising. Good business for seven day run."
LIF?i£?,JH,E
PARTY-UCK
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ROSCOE DEC
ARB
LE
"Fun and hokum in Fatty Arbuckle's Latest." M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — "An entertaining feature and a good box office
attraction.
" A week
laugh-getting
Arbu< kle attendance
comedy which
played
business for one
with an Increased
the last
parttoofgood
the
engagement." "Fine pkture. SpleLdid business. Excellent entertainment. The kind of show It's a pleasure to run. Everybody comes Into
the
theatre
have athought
good time
and gobut
out ithappy."
"Fair
picture,
fairexpecting
business. to Some
it great,
is a question
whether
or
not
the
public
wants
Arbuckle
in
long
features."
"
Good
picture as far as entertaining value goes, but did only average business
during run.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
LITTLE 'FRAID LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH DEC
Mae Marsh returns to screen, ideally cast." — M. P. Sews.
LITTLE GREY MOUSE, THE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
NOV ;
" New star's first picture mildly interesting." — M. P. News.
LOVEGL
(J. PARKER AU
READ, JR.-ASSO. PRODUCERS) LOUISE
M
DEC i
News. Glaum scores
' Louise
in familiar picture, sumptuously mounted." M P
Exhibitor
The but
title'snever
enough
to bringGood
all business
the women
It'»
thrilling Comment—"
and surprising,
offensive.
at two
simultaneous first-run houses." " Fair picture ; did average busineae
three days." Just fair. Didn't do anything remarkable.
cleared
expenses. As a picture it's awful; as a box-office attraction Just
It Just manages to get by." " Failed to draw after big advertising campaign.
Louise
Glauin's nameThe isplot
not isa nothing
box-office
A fairlyandgood
box make
office
attraction.
new,getter.'"
but the "scenery
settings
the picture worth while." " Good picture which "brought more thai
usual business."
Consensus
— " Good picture, good puller."
LOVE LIGHT, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD JAN. a
Production
overshadows the star who is not any too well cast." M P
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The star brought the people to see it and thev were
not disappointed."
picturea complaint.
and business.Capacity
Mary allPi'ckford
really
pleased everyone." Splendid
Never heard
week." I
"Very good production and well liked. Business was good." "Fell I
down badly second week. Didn't seem to satisfy. For totai showing
went over
average
to poor."
" Maryto Pickford
if one
would
forgetfrom
the story
which
utterly failed
measure upinteresting
to the standard
expected. Held for the entire week to our regret." " Drew well for
about three
off considerably.
Marv's reviewer!
large fol- I
lowing in thisdayscityanddid then
not fell
all turn
out to see it. Even
Newspaper
characterized it as ' poor ' and it was dubbed as ' rotten ' bv manv of J
little Mary's
adorers."
Consensus
— " Good
picture, good puller."
LURE OF CROONING WATER, THE (STOLL-PATHE) IVY DUKEGUY NEWELL
JAN. 1.
" Interesting exposition of eternal triangle." — if. P. News.
LURE
OF isYOUTH
(METRO)
SPECIAL
JAN. J '
" Acting
better than
the story."
— if. P.CAST
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture not up to average. The plot Is weak.*' i
LYING LIPS (INCE-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. t\
" Spectacular but false in idea and characterization." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good drawing title but the production did not '
Justify
name. and
Average
picture."
" A splendid
picture Will
with make
well ji
sustainedthesuspense
beautiful
photography
and settings.
thousands
of new Did
friends
FlorenceforYido'r
and pleaso
of
House Peters.
recordfor business
one week
and \w the
are admirere
holding |'
it over for second week." " A real picture and a splendid entertainment. People went out of their way to comment favorably on it." '
MAD MARRIAGE, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
FEB. 1 '
" Carmel Myers is appealing i?i Greenwich Village formula." — If. P. Neics. 1
MAMMA'S
AFFAIR
(FORST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAL- FEB.
MADGE
" Constance Talmadge has seriousM.moments
P. News.here; picture fairly interesting."—
MAN WHO HAD EVERYTHING, THE (GOLDWYN) JACK
PICKFORD
JAN. 2
" Story and generally good production will get it by." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Terrible.
Business
was
fairly
but because
that wa»
because the picture played the last part of the week good
and not
of I|
Interest in picture. Pickford unpopular in this territory."
MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE
NATIONAL) DOR- FEB. 1
OTHY (HOLUBAR-FIRST
PHILLIPS
"Propaganda and spectacular melodrama are blended here." — if. P. News.
MARK OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS DEC. 1
" Fairbanks puts over another surefire attraction." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big box-office attraction on account of star's popu- j
larity. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses.
Well
liked."
" Best picture
Fairbanks
made. received
We haveandhadwellsuch
big business
during Douglas
its two weeks
run ever
that .
we are holding it over for a third week." " Very good picture to fine
business."
picture makes
a hitbigwith
the men.Wll The
do
not seem as" This
enthusiastic.
Drawing
matinees.
holdwomen
over for
another week.'" " Sure did go over well. And the picture is worte
it.
Had crowded
during
" Brought
Fairbanks
admirers houses
and then
some.run."It went
over bigoutandallInthethe Douglas
estima- 1
tion of most people who saw It, it is the best thing Doug has ever done."
"One of the best Fairbanks pictures in a long time. Drew capacity.]
houses during its two week's run." " Sure did go over sroar. Packed I
houses each performance. Box office receipts very satisfying."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
Box Office Reports continued on page 1860

HER SWEET
UNWILLING
HUSBAND
(HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE NOV. I)
" Good production given average story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Satisfactory
both as an entertainment and
as a box Comment
office attraction.
Averagepicture
good business.
HIS WORTH
OWN LAW (J. PARKER READ-GOLDWYN)
HOBART BOS- FEB. 12
" Trite story makes poor screen material." — M. P. News.
HOLD
YOUR
MOORE)
" Comedy
titlesHORSES
and good (GOLDWYN)
incident make TOM
this tine
entertainment."— M. P. FEB.
News. S
Exhibitor Comment — "Just ordinary picture and did Just ordinary busines ." "Fairly(UNIVERSAL)
good picture. FRANK
Business MAYO
about as usual."
HONOR BOUND
NOV. 13
" Frank Mayo has good material in this one."
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture took well and brought good box office
returns." CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN. 8
HUNDREDTH
" Familiar story is well picturized." — if. P. News.
HUSH (GARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
JAN. 29
" Interesting picture on a familiar theme." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big picture, box office receipts increasing each day."
" Somewhat different to the usual Young pictures, but pleased about
fifty-fifty. Consider it her best, but my patrons didn't agree with me.
She was not as pretty as. usual, but far more interesting."
IDOLS OF CLAY (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAE MURRAY NOV. 27
" Colorful production marked by good incident." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture filled with sex appeal that did a
good business." " Opened up extra big and continued so during week
run." " This picture brought very good business and people seemed attraraphy.
cted to ItStorybecause
" Elaborate
and finePlayed
photog-to
seemed oftotitle."
hold the
interest production
of our patrons.
above average for a week." " Carried fair houses and did enough business to warrant a second week's booking." " Somewhat gruesome. Did
big business. Held over second week." " Picture is quite fair. Good
business during run." " Went over very well and held over for two days
big business."
" A picture
with daring
beautifulscenes.
scenery,Theexcellent
ato rather
mediocre plot
and several
acting ofacting,
Mae
Murray and David Powell and the South Sea and London Limehouse
settings make the picture well worth seeing. It drew good-sized houses."
" Did not expect this to go but it grew each day and what surprised us
was that it pleased, or rather we got no kicks." " An extraordinary
picture which brought good business." " Consider this a fine picture
though it brought us only average business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
INSIDE
OF THE
CUP, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL
CAST
JAN. 22
" Conventional melodrama effectively staged." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Going over very well indeed. Good picture." " Playing to excellent business through second week." " Seemed to take
with my patrons and we had good business." " Went over very nicely
and
the
box-office
business
somewhat
above the
seat in the
house showed
was taken
at two
performances
for usual."
an entire" Every
week,
people stood in line for hours waiting for a chance to see this picture.
A heavy snowstorm one night when the production was running did not
keep strong
the people
away.
The most Medium
notable success
season." and
"Almost
too
a dose
of morals.
businessof onthe opening
only
fair all week." " A good dramatic picture, full of action, which seemed
to please." " Picture went over big and packed them in. Held it for
second week."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
IRON RIDER, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
DEC. 4
"Below William Russell's previous
work; only slightly interesting. —
M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — " A William Russel picture of more than average
value and the box-office results were pleasant." " A pleasing Western
picture, well acted and produced. Did capacity business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
IT ISN'T
BEING DONE THIS SEASON (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE FEB. 26
GRIFFITH
" Inadequate story, hut a veritable fashion show." — if. P. News.
JUCKLINS, THE (PAKAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SBECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Rural itory rich in detail and atmosphere." — if. P. Netos.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Pleased
those
who
saw
it,
but
the
title
not
well
known enough at this date, with result that it carried no popular
appeal." " This feature was well liked by our patrons and went over
big for four days." " Very good story. The picture follows the original
narrative well and it drew the ' better class ' audiences." " Good picture, pulling fairly well." " Had poor business with this, though it
seemed to be a good picture."
JUST OUT OF COLLEGE (GOLDWYN) JACK PICKFORD
FEB. 19
" Slender in plot but rather amusing at times." — M. P. Neirs.
JUST PALS (FOX) BUCK JONES
NOV. 17
" Jones in new type of story ; good entertainment." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good. Played it one day to big business."
KAZAN (SELIG-HAMILTON-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST FEB. 19
" Another Curwood story makes interesting picture." — if. P. News.
KENTUCKIANS, THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 12
"Very little drama here; backgrounds are interesting." — il. P. News.
KID, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLIE CHAPLIN
JAN. 29
" Long heralded Chaplin six-rceler lives up to expectations." — If. P. Netrs.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
-"
Wonderful
picture
and
greatest
box-office
attraction we have ever run. Broke house records first and second weeks of Its.
engagement •and crowds are continuing to come in great numbers on
third week." " Broke all records for week run. Carried over for 2nd
week." " Smashes all records in the history of this theatre." " Broke
all
houseshows
records
firstto week
and was
held overConsider
for second
"Played
twelve
a day
excellent
business.
it a week.''
knockout.
Immense." "Good second week. Picture caused a world of comment."
" This picture
over good
big. puller."
Had two weeks' run."
Consensus
— " Goodwent
picture,
KILLER, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
" Thrilling story given splendid production." — if. P. News.
LAST OF THE MOHICANS. THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
" A Masterpiece of its kind." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " It's certainly
a screen
classic.
Wonderful
realism
throughout
Exceptionally
good cast.
Crowded
houses
from the
first
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"THE

FOUR
HORSEMEN"
(Metro)

velous Production Reaches the Heights of Picture Art
MIGHTY slep forward lias been achieved in the picture industry
with Metro's colossal production. " The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," adapted from Ibanez' impressive story. Truly supers are in order in describing its merits and proportions. The statethat it is the first million dollar production to reach the screen is
verified when one considers its rich and spectacular appeal, its painsg detail, and the embellishments which have accompanied its preion. The significance of its theme, the grandeur of its romance, the
ssiveness of its magnificent settings, the vividness of its stark realism,
■ritual quality of its message - these thoughts sweep over the spectad transport him.
as not been an easy task to adapt a story of such import. But those
re sticklers for true adaptations will marvel over the fidelity of idea,
terization anil dramatic contents which June Matins has incorporated,
s faithful is Rex Ingram, the director. One gains the impression that
ght have been a horseman in the clouds, himself, looking down so
t would carry the sweep, the robustness, the vitality, the color, the
eur that the story demanded. Surely he has been inspired from
height because of his perspective, appreciated in the manner in
the picture soars to its logical climaxes and the clever arrangements
scenes and the artistic guidance of a most distinguished cast. The
h color and atmosphere, its life, are truly painted in the prologue
war. Every scene is definite in outline and wonderfully dovetailed
ie progress of the story. There is a place for everything and everyis in place.
Argentine, the natives and their national dance, the primitive white
f passion — these are all caught and presented in kaleidoscopic pro. Yet beneath the call of adventure, the desire to live and love,
is the ominous fear of tragedy. Happiness and sorrow go arm in
e birth and death. The suspense is overwhelming even when war
come over the horizon. One instinctively feels the dreaded hoofs
Four Horsemen War, Conquest, Famine and Death, even though one
be unfamiliar with the author and his interpretation of the biblical
cy.
e Four Horsemen " cannot be called a war picture. It is more a
n racial traits with adventure, romance and the effects of war used
it color. The symbols of the four riders in the sky, prancing on
teeds is awe-inspiring — a marvel of camera work. These scenes are
iersed with the action and heighten it. They also lend a spiritual
nee. Ingram does not touch upon the actual conflict but on the
of war — such as what to expect from an invasion and when passions
ded by hate. The war episodes are immense in their spectacular
The only criticism may be aimed at some incidental display of
d hatred — which could be eliminated without destroying the logic
upting the action.
; Four Horsemen " carries the sweep of the " Birth of a Nation " in
;lation of climaxes; it is as picturesque in atmosphere and color as
et " and its humorous note is as finely balanced as in "Way Down
Space forbids giving play to the technical achievements and what
;n accomplished in its many scenes. But suffice to state that it is a
-! effort to give the screen its place in the sun. Its dramatic moments
>reme. It exudes charm and generates life. It stands as a monuthe industry. A long list of players render perfect interpretation,
ne of them is ideally cast; every one acts with inspiration — even to
umerable extras. But credit should go to Rudolph Valentino as the
Mice Terry as the girl, John Sainpolis, Joseph Swickard, and
e Beery. — Length, 9 reels. — Laurence Reid.
PROGRAM READER
reatest picture since " The Birth of a Nation " and one as impressive and
lar is " The Four Horsemen," coming to the
theatre for an
I run next
. This tremendous production will leave you
through its marvelous collection of thrills; it will inspire you with its
moments; it will fascinate you with its beautiful romance and its colornture.
The andpicture
is a faithful
adaptation
of Vicentecolors,
Blasco
Ibanez'
adventure
conquest.
A picture
of a thousand
a thousand
[ thousand actors. A picture sure to leave a lasting impression because of
less. A picture superbly acted by an all star cast. A picture directed
inite taste by Rex Ingram. Adventure, drama, romance, humor, pathos,
iuspense,
r Drsemen." action, sentiment. These are the elements which compose "The

The Four Horsemen " will be given a New
rk showing in March. Storv concerning: this
>ears on page 1817.

"A

PERFECT
(Dwan-Asso'.

CRIME"
Producers)

Director and Star Make Character Study Interesting

in Allan Dwan's latest picdisplayed
note is generously
THE human
Since " A Perfect Crime " is not
Producers.
ture for Associated
endowed with the customary screen ingredients which spell action
and suspense, the director has relied upon the humanities, the details of
humdrum life to make it interesting. Adapted from a magazine story it
presents Monte Blue in a role which might have been conceived with him
in mind, so easily does he grasp the psychology of the character. It is
quite a novel idea which scores because of its resemblance to life in the
general outline, although it offers several improbabilities. " A Perfect
Crime" presents a hero who is suffering from an inferiority complex. He
lacks personality and pep and ekes out a colorless existence in a bank
without being noticed by his associates. The star makes the figure stooped
and he certainly ' invites sympathy.
The novelty of the picture conies in the Jekyll-Hyde character of the
hero. While he is ostensibly a failure to everyone including himself, he is
in reality living a dual existence. The powers at the bank place temptation in his way in an effort to get rid of him. And to all appearances he
takes advantage of it. He is depicted as taking the money which accounts
for his grand splurge into society. But penetrating into the soul of such a
character it doesn't seem reasonable that he would stoop to such length to
assert himself. Carefully planting his other self and suppressing his bank
personality he is able to hoodwink every person he meets. Which is
where the logic disappears. A man would have to be a consummate actor
to get away with it. Yet he appears in the society of his sweetheart and
the bank president without raising suspicion. Immaculately attired and
with a superb poise he is the perfect gentleman and liar. A detective is
called in who penetrates the dual identity, but is frustrated by the gullible
financier.
in
a vault. And it turns out that the money isn't stolen at all but placed
One will wonder how the hero can dress and disport himself on a salary
of sixty dollars a month. So he slinks back into his humdrum personality
and proves his honesty. There is a moral to this picture which establishes
the idea that one can become anything he chooses by living the part. It is
an effective argument for the " underdog" who can emerge a social lion by
just spreading the "bull" and keeping up appearances. Mr. Dwan has
made the most of the story and characterization. The flaws, doubtless, appeared in the original script. It offers romance, humor and pathos and
keeps moving. Certainly it is a novelty, and there is no doubt that it
offers good entertainment. — Length,
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE 5 CAST
Wally Griggs
Monte Blue
Ma,ry
~, '■■
Jacqueline
Big Bill Tha
me
Stanton Logan
Heck
President Halhday
.Hardee Kirkland
By Carl Clausen.
Scenario
by Allan Dwan.
Directed by Allan Dwan.
Photographed by Lyman Broening.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Allan Dwan's newest comedy drama, " A Perfect Crime," which appears at the
: theatre next
, reveals the desirability of indulging in that
pastime, pretending to be what you aren't. The hero,
WallyfromGriggs
aAmerican
grand pretender.
With the aid. of a little nerve he is transformed
a timidis
bank messenger to a dominant humbug whose latest book on faked travels
him a fortune—
of course a girl. The picture is said to combine humor brings
pathos and offersandclever
characterization. The story is simple and true to life with
,?nt%
?lue'
c,onsldered
one bashful
of the ablest
on the screen, has the role of
Wally Griggs, the awkward,
fellow.actors quite
suddenly decides to rob
the bank where he is employed as messenger. He
From
this weighty decision to the
conclusion the picture is rich in humor and human interest.
He blossoms forth
™t0 dash'nS s°c.ial 'lon- A uniformly good cast has been selected to support
Mr. Blue. Jacqueline Logan,
a
former
Ziegfeld
girl,
is
seen
in
the
feminine
role, btanton Heck and Hardee Kirkland are also in the companyleading
The settings
are attractive.
6
PROGRAM READER
;n^1V!'illife^Wuly
.urigiS
He worked
in
a bank and when the
day was
was moved
over hebyhadfearno place
to turn atohumdrum
except a existence
colorless
to him. Then
InTi'm
xuWaS one
gowned
fear andup timidity.
No one toever
paid
much attention
day hebyplucked
courage
enough
rob
the bank.
But did
he rob it? He came to a decision to enjoy life. But how? Could
he rid himself
w?STe
timid'ty?nd,
become
a
social
lion?
He
craved
companionship
and
love. Was he rewarded? When "A Perfect Crime" comes to the
™!ratre„ ne.xt , —
patrons are certain to be entertained with one of the
Paction
P'
*he SUGGESTIONS
year' "A Perfe" Crime" is an Alla" Dwa"
The exploitation possibilities of this picture are numerous and varied In the
first place the original story appeared in the pages of the Saturday Evening Post
So the exhibitor should hammer hard on this angle. The title can come in for
specialty stores announcing
^•=,lV00dteXPl0,tatl0n
t-r0Ug£
stor^thatHnking
" It isUP a with
Perfect
CrimeSig"* Prepared
to take ^women^s
advantage
of ourkindsale," et cetera, would be effective. The title can" not
exploited You
for most
any
of store, or photographers, dentists, and social befunctions
can
account ot a timid man who found his courage. Bill it as a comedv rir-ima
=>nH
BiU the piCtUre as a human and humorous
aTcounTof f im d'^T'
-omedy drama and
name also.
feature the cast. Make use of Dwan's
CATClTTiNES
What is a perfect crime? Isn't it a perfect crime to forget to bring home some
candy to the g,rl? See Allan Dwan's fascinating
picture, "A Perfect Crime."
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OUTSIDE THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
M
" Best straight melodrama in many a day." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best crook picture that has been shown in
city for many months. Big houses all week." " Record houses on
picture.
entertaining."
PAGAN
LOVEVery
(BALLIN-HODKINSON)
SPECIAL CAST
D
" Magazine story developed into mediocre picture." — il. P. S ewn.
PARTNERS OF FATE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
P
"A good average program attraction." — if. P. News.
PASSIONATE
PILGRIM, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST
J,
" Better than average picture from well known novel." — it. P. Newt.
Exhibitor
"Paramount
have only
fallen
season inComment
its big— releases.
Thisseems
pictureto did
an down
averageheregn
"this
The brought
story was
carried
in
serial
form
by
one
of
the
daily
papers
crowds to see the picture. They were not uisappoinl
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
PAYING THE PIPER (FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.) DOROTHY
DICKSON
J.
" Well produced domestic drama that will please." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ran well for the entire week. Big houses set
stamp of their approval on this picture." •' Held over for second »
because of tremendous business. Generally pleased." " Business
up very —well
for second
Pleased our patrons."
Consensus
" Good
picture, week.
good puller."
PEDDLER
OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
(MAR. 1)
Ji
" Good
ATeic«. production of mechanical and unreal plot." — if. P. News.
PENALTY,
THE (GOLDWYN-EMINENT
AUTHORS) SPECIAL
CAST
N<
" Great vehicle for Lon Chaney, but falls short in many ways." — if
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture, although some women
shocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very g
Chaney's work is wonderful. Average business four days." " Wor
ful
and very
Cbaney's well.
part. Was
Good well
business."
greatstory
picture.
It fine
went acting
over on
exceedingly
liked,
brought big box-office returns." " Wonderful attraction from all an
Praisedof bythe critics
" Favorable
were
order
day. and
They patrons
all likedalike."
it but some
thoughtcomments
it a bit grues
Business fine." " A winner. Filled house for two consecutive
playing —even
to capacity
Consensus
" Good
picture, at
goodmatinees."
puller."
PLUNGER, THE (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
N'
" Story of frenzied finance makes ordinary picture." — if. P. New*.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
This
is
a
surprise.
First
time
Walsh
baa
tried out for a w.jek here. Even in the week before Christmas it &
POLLY WITH A PAST (METRO) INA CLAIRE
D
" Jna
News.Claire's rare artistry makes her a welcome screen figure." — Jf
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. The picture is entertaining but 1
pep." " Good
entertainment,
but not
great picture.
opt
attraction,
a great
success, because
lighta enough
to please,Asandan dran
enough to be exciting in a mild way."
ConsensusTRAILS
—
PRAIRIE
(FOX) TOM MIX
J
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — if. P. Ne**.
Exhibitor Comment — "Regular Mix picture. Well liked. Big cro|
mostly men." "A fine picture which brought more than usual
PRISONERS
OF LOVE
(RELEASED
BY GOLDWYN) BETTY
COMPSON
S
" Very unusual and artistic drama." — if. P. News.
RICH GIRL, POOR GIRL (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
J
" Gladys Walton scores in heart interest story." — H. P. News.
RISKY BUSINESS (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
I
."
" Goodnesscombination
makes interesting picture." — if. P. News.
ROAD DEMON, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
" A fine auto race picture with Tom Mix." — if. P. News.
ROGUES AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT. .J
" Good production given thrilling story." — if. P. News.
ROMANCE PROMOTERS. THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS. J
" The sun shines on Earle Williams in this one." — if. P. News.
ROMANTIC ADVENTURES (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON..j
" This one looks like a vehicle." — if. P. News.
ROOKIE'S RETURN, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MACLEAN-MAY J1
"Exhibitor
Quite frailComment
but fairly
pleasing."
— M. P. News.
—
"
Douglas
MacLean
and
Doris
May
were
well
in this picture by all our patrons and business was good during its t
ing." " Liked this better than anything this pair has done
13
' Twenty-Three and a Half Hour's Leave.' Box-office excellent."
SAGE HEN, THE (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
J
" A well-produced dramatic story of the west." — M. P. News.
SAPHEAD, THE (METRO) KEATON-CRANE
.1
"Rather spotted, but provides some good entertainment." — if. P. Nett
SCUTTLERS. THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM
(j
" Farnum has a ' Ee-Man ' role in story of the sea." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " FullyBusiness
up to thegood
average
as to Farnum
Pleased Comment
our audiences.
considering
general product
conditl
SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD..!
" Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here." — if. P. News.
SHOCKING NIGHT, A (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
.f|
" Not substantial enough for five reels." — if. P. News.
SILK HOSIERY (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT
19
"Long on fashion, short on drama." — If. P. News.
SILVER LINING, THE (METRO) JEWEL CARMEN
Ml
"Interesting
crook play brings Jewel Carmen back to the screen.'
P.
News.
29
Exhibitor Comment — " Average crook play. Ordinary business."
SMALL
TOWN IDOL, A (SENNETT-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL /
CAST
•'Mack Sennett gives a three ring circus here." — if. P. News.
continued on page 1862

MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL DEC. U
CAST
" Perfectly
constructed
picture
stamps De Mille as master director." —
if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A splendid production. Great business. Held for
second week on demand." " It took well for the entire week. Audience
seemed
to like toIt."moderate
" Fine picture
playing to good
" Good
show
opened
business."
here business."
educated
like
these —extravagant
pictures, and
they take" People
very well.
Held
up to tobetter
than average business for two weeks." " Holding up nicely in second
i week of its run. Fair crowds." " Holding up fairly well in third week."
" This one brought only average business for one week." " Fair picwith businessAt about
as usual."
" Played
to average crowds
week
at oneture theatre.
another
the crowds
were sufficiently
large toalljustify
our booking it for another week." " Found this to be a good entertainer
and business was slightly above average during run." " A pleasing picture but it did not draw. Had poor business during run." " Average
production
as usual."
Cotiscnsus
— " and
Good business
picture, was
goodabout
puller."
MISLEADING LADY, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
JAN. 1
" Stage adaptation is fairly successful as picture." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The production was not much above average, but
the audience seemed to like it." " Bert Lytell an excellent hero of caveman love-making comedy that attracted only fair business." " Fair
production which brought about average business." " Good business
with this one. It seemed to entertain *hem well."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMPTON (FEB. 1)
JAN. 31
" Satisfied from all angles." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture which did big business for three
days." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " This Is a very poor
offering, and we had dull business during run."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
MOUNTAIN WOMAN, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
FEB. 5
" An excellent Pearl White vehicle." — if. P. News.
MR. WU (STOLL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA) LANGM'CARTHY
JAN. 1
" Unique and strongly dramatic from plot angle." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Advertised as the first foreign picture ever shown
here, which created considerable interest. Picture liked."
NEW YORK IDEA, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
DEC. 18
" Stage success not so good as a picture." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The very best picture Miss Brady has made on the
Realart
Ran a that
two-reel
with this
one
and
we program.
had a program
was Harold
hard toLloyd
beat. comedy
Drew usual
Sunday
and Monday crowds ; big to average business."
NINETEEN AND PHYLLIS (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES
RAY
JAN. t
"Ray scores again with pleasing study of small town life." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good entertainment. Ray at his best. Average
business throughout week." " Only a fair Charles Ray picture and not
up to hisoffbest.
Did during
averagethebusiness
duringthatits usually
run here."
Business
dropped
a little
week from
given " Ray
productions."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
OFFICER 666 (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE
NOV. 13
" Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The combination of Moore and a popular stage success won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
standard, although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
box-office
returns more
while than
not usual
especially
great and
wereseemed
satisfying."
" This
feature brought
business
to please
my
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box-office attraction. Crowds
packed
the houseTom
everyMoore
performance."
A very
the
stage success.
at his best, " but
as Inclever
the adaptation
case of all ofprevious stage and stock productions, business far below average."
OH, LADY, LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN. 1
" Rather light but entertaining." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
picture.
Bebe This
Daniels
has has
become
very popular
here — In" An
her excellent
short career
as a star.
picture
lost
nothing ; it is transition to the movies." " Good picture to average
business." " Great Bebe certainly has a great following here, and this
picture went over 100% better than her first. Believe she is going to
be one of the biggest drawing cards among stellar-folk." " Good picture and business
was modern
very good
during
" Good
picture — busigood
entertainment.
Meets
popular
taste.run."
Average
satisfactory
Consensus
ness." — " Good picture, good puller."
OLD CHARLES
FASHIONED
BOY, AN (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) NOV.
RAY
"Not much to the story, but Ray puts it over." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good — but last two Ray pictures not up to Ray
standard." " Ray always good and does not fall down on this. Had
more
than Ray
usualrunsbusiness."
" Should
beenwascalled
the Only
Whirling
Dervish.
around and
whirls have
like he
crazy.
fair
business." " Consider this an average picture. Business about as usual."
" A good show. Comfortable entertainment. Played to steady business
all week. (Middle West.)" "One of the poorest things Ray has ever
done. They came because It was Ray — but they didn't enjoy it." " An
amusing
but nothoweve."
quite up "toAudience
some of greatly
Ray's recent
efforts.
box-office farce,
attraction,
enjoyed
star Ain good
this
picture .which attracted overflow business during holidays." " Not up
to the usual Ray picture and after opening business dwindled."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
O'MALLEY
OF THE MOUNTED (HART-PARAMOUNT) WILLIAM FEB.
S. HART
"Good incident and Bill Hart touches male it interesting." if. P. News.
ONE MAN IN A MILLION (BEBAN-LESSER-ROBERTSON-COLE)
GEORGE BEBAN
JAN.
" Character study is satisfying offering." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Plenty
of
atmosphere.
Plenty
of
action.
Big
business, as much because of personal appearance of George Beban.
But they liked the picture enough to go away and speak well of it."
Box Office Reports
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('STRAIGHT
IS THE
WAY"
(Cosmopolitan-Paramount)
Crook Comedy Drama Is Highly Diverting
^HERE won't be any question about this picture offering 100 per cent
entertainment. While a perfectly obvious little story of the redemption of a pair of crooks, yet it is so cleverly developed, radiates so
humor and wit and is acted so naturally that it enlists the interest of
jtnost jaded picturegoer. In the first place it has a corking title which
re to be appreciated by the passer-by. In the second plact Robert G.
tiola has realized its values by stressing the humor and satire, thus
jinating the desire to hunt for flaws. Had he treated it too seriously
ikiffort might have aroused condemnation. Thus he permits the specl to take it lightly. True it lias its improbabilities, is far-fetched in its
jid situations, but just at the moment it skates on thin ice along comes
ulirector and the title editor and the high lights are turned on. So the
ifest is maintained.
couple of crooks find it too hot in New York so they make their way
i (Certain hamlet to re?t and ply their trade. They stumble on to a de^
ad wing of a house heavily mortgaged. Which is the point where the
jpegin*. On the other side of the door dwells a kindly aunt, a relic of
f'one aristocracy, and her charming niece. The humor maintains itself
i e desire of the women to call on a departed spirit for assistance, while
■crooks are looking over the situation without their knowledge. The
tfi board is utilized and the conversational by-play between the gullible
• en and the unobserved crooks is provocative of laughter. It doesn't
A any amount of intuition to discover how it will end. One knows to a
Hinty that romance and the memories of mother-love will provide the
>i of redemption.
He climax shows the mortgage about to shape itself, with the women
flng to " ouija " for the aid of the departed spirit. The listeners on the
.fir side of the partition conceive a plan to plant enough stolen wealth
mke the kindly souls independently rich. The situation is hokum, yet
m endowed with the human note that it never seems out of place. The
■(crook is the skinflint with the mortgage who enters the house to
u arize it and is knocked out by one of the heroes. A bit of soft focus
%l enables the aunt to believe that "Uncle Henry" was responsible for
todow. Matt Moore, George Parsons, and the rest of the cast are exfht. It didn't cost much to make this picture, but it offers more enr nment than a few million dollar productions we could name. The
1 are immense and help a great deal in putting it over. — Length, 5
ef— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Cu "Mehitabel,
Carter, a a young
crook
Matt
widow
MabelMoore
Bert
d:is, her niece
Gladys Leslie
lit" Follett, a crook
George Parsons
'Sian
Sedley
triable Squoggs
Whipple
Van Henry
Dyke Brooks
SCrabtree
Emily Fitzroy
>!/
.... Peggy Parr
By Ethel Watts Mumford.
Scenario by Frances Marion.
Directed by Robert G. Vignola.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
licture based upon the redemption of crooks is offeied in " Straight Is the
'ticwhich
comes toarethe
nextsentiment,
. Allpathos,
the necessary
ingredients
intact, such astheatre
heart interest,
romance
melodrama. And it is enacted by an exceptionally well balanced cast that
es Matt Moore, George Parsons, Gladys Leslie, Mabel Bert and others,
t G. Vignola directed the production from a scenario by Frances Marion,
iginal story having been prepared by Ethel Watts Mumford.
*■ ■irizing
crooksa in
question
have journeyed
the country
try their
luck. whoIn
house
they discover
that the tooccupants
are a tocouple
of women
:periencing poverty. They make themselves at home in a deserted wing and
ying on the women learn that the house is heavily mortgaged. Rather than
e kindly souls turned out they effect a plan to recoup a fortune for the
aunt and her attractive niece. In doing so they are also regenerated. It is
ole story which scores for its human touches and the flashes of rich humor.
PROGRAM READER
city had become too hot for them so they decided to try their luck in a
ysanctuary
town. The
weren't ofverythe good
did manage
away" pickings
from the " minions
law. there,
It wasbutin they
a deserted
wing toof
se occupied by two women, a kindly aunt and her attractive niece. The
i were hard pressed for financial matters, so the crooks took up their life of
to make the women comfortable and happy. How they are regenerated is
i five reels of most enjoyable comedy-drama. The picture is " Straight Is the
adapted
by FrancesTheMarion
fromis Ethel
storyhumor
and directed
ibert
G. Vignola.
picture
rich inWatts
heartMumford's
interest and
and is
acted by Matt Moore, Gladys Leslie and others. At the
theatre
HI
SUGGESTIONS
i can announce a most enjoyable treat in store for your patrons here. Tell
it is rich in heart interest, humanities and humor. Tell them it is a story of
rooks who find redemption through romance and memories of mother love,
hem it is a simple story of everyday people. You can stress the humor,
is a mostAskdominant
factor iftoward
the Ouija
picture's
success.
up with the
board.
your patrons
they use
to solve
theirLink
troubles.
orchestra play the old tunes— the songs of long ago. Your theme mightHavebe
5s tLeslie
in?-e' has
u been tltle
in several ways. Play up the cast,
a starcanin beher exPloited
own right. And advertise Matt Moore, George
ns
ses. and the others. Bill it as a heart interest comedy-drama filled with clever

"ALL

SOULS
(Realart)

EVE"

Incredible Plot, But Has Appealing Moments
this picture starring Mary Miles Minter, one must swallow
accepting
INhook,
line and sinker and make due allowances for its fantastic plot,
its far-fetched idea, its crudities and the gloomy key in which it is
pitched. If one becomes the least analytical one will be forced to dismiss
it entirely as too incredible. Yet one is forced to accept it seriously because of the sombre vein and its utter lack of comedy relief. Thus its
flaws become noticeable. The spectator who is inclined to fairy stories
will find it highly imaginative, but if he is looking for realism he will be
compelled to shut his eyes. For realities are missing. The screen has developed double exposure work to cover a multitude of sins. This development is seen here in a deal of eerie action concerning departed spirits and
after death hocus-pocus.
The star appears as an Irish immigrant who believes in the pretty idea
that the ghosts of dead young mothers come back to earth to watch over
their children on All Soul's Eve — as James M. Barrie would have it. The
picture measures out a modicum of interest up to the point where the star,
doubling as a young mother, is murdered by a lunatic. Then it defies
logic. Previously in the role of the immigrant she has witnessed tragedy
in Ireland and her appearance in America is linked up with her mother's
death. This constant gloomy atmosphere becomes oppres-ive as the action
progresses. It is quite pathetic and sweet up to the point where the drama
is lugged in arbitrarily. An adventuress maps out a campaign to ensnare
a husband and failing, adopts the plan of ridding him of his wife' by proxy.
Thus the employment of the lunatic. No coroner's jury is necessary in this
crude scene. Her death is accepted by the countryside as natural. Then
the husband and father seeks the solace of the villainess to forget his
sorrow.
The latter character is badly overdrawn and does things which are
ridiculous. It is when both are out carousing and the man has returned
home in a drunken condition that his boy is taken ill. Unable to arouse
the father, the Irish colleen, who is his servant, gets into communication
with the youngster's dead mother. It is All Soul's Eve again, and her
apparition floating down from heaven lias its effect. The doctor is called
and arrives in a pouring rain storm to discover that the lad is out of
danger. The soul of the deceased had entered the soul of the susceptible
heroine. Thus recovery is certain. It is hardly necessary to state that the
picture ends happily. The acting is first rate except for the wooden performance ofJack Holt. — Length,THE
5 reels.
— Laurence Reid.
CAST
Alice Heath J
Nora O'HallahanJ
Mary Miles Minter
Roger Heath
Jack Holt
Olivia Larkin
Carmen Phillips
Dr.
McAllister ."
Clarence
PeterSandy
Heath
Mickey Geldart
Moore
Mrs.
O'Hallahan
Fanny
Midgely
Belle Emerson
Lottie Williams
By Anna Crawford Flexner.
Scenario by Elmer Harris.
Directed by Chester Franklin.
Photographed by Faxon D:an.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
" All Souls' Eve," adapted for Mary Miles Minter from the Broadway stage
play, will be the feature attraction at the
theatre next
and
. The story deals with the return of a dead mother's spirit on " AH
Souls'
Eve,"
when,
as
an
Irish
legend
has
it,
all
the
ghostly
world
visits
again
the haunts of its temporal life. Finding her son and her husband nearly wrecked
from grief, the soul of the mother passes into the body of the little Irish nursemaid, who comforts the lad and brings him out of danger. It is a charming story
excellently acted by the star who appears in a dual role.
The picture offers a wealth of heart interest and an intense note of mother love.
It also presents moments of vivid drama in scenes which hold the attention through
the compelling acting of the star, Jack Holt, Carmen Phillips and others. Its
supernatural theme told in a restrained, natural way is sure to impress those
who scoff at ghosts. The picture is appropriately staged. Elmer Harris wrote the
scenario from Anna Crawford Flexner's play. Chester Franklin directed
PROGRAM READER
His love for Alice had been the biggest, finest thing in his life. And when he
lost her through the vile schemes of a jealous woman, he thought he never could
be comforted. But suddenly he seemed to see in Nora the very image and spirit
of
his lost Alice!
It was him
Nora'swhenlove,he more
real allandwasvitaldespair.
than theHisairlittle
he breathed,
surrounding
him, bracing
thought
boy was
shadowed by death, but the departed spirit of Alice entered the soul of Nora to
watch
over
her
son.
See
"
All
Souls'
Eve,"
the
Mary
Miles
Minter
picture
comes to the
theatre next
. It is a screen version of which
Anna
Crawford Flexner's play and offers a most entertaining hour.
SUGGESTIONS
You can provoke a deal of discussion about this picture and stimulate interest
among your patrons if you hammer on the supernatural jdea. Whether people believe in ghosts, spirits and communication with the dead or not does not matter.
The
to getto them
of Barrie's
that the
spiritsthing
that isreturn
earth interested.
are those ofTelldeadthemyoung
mothers,fancy
who— come
backonlyto
see that their children are faring properly. Tell that Mary Miles Minter appears
in a most difficult role and gives a charming performance. Tell that Jack Holt
is her leading man. Play up the idea of HallowVen and where it originated and
what tionitof the
means.
play. Describe it as a poignant drama of the heart and home, an adaptaCATCH LINES
See Mary Miles Minter in the poignant drama, " All Souls' Eve."
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SMILING
ALL THE WAY
(D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS)
DAVID BUTLER
NOV. 17
" Butler's third is well produced and thoroughly interested." — M. P. New.
Exhibitor Comment — " David Butler's popularity growing with each picture. There was nothing spectacular about this — but it was a clean litwell received."
FEB. 26
(UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
SECRETS
SOCIETYtle picture,
•• Heart interest drama is mild but entertaining." — if. P. News.
SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
NOV u
" Interesting crook story, tcell directed and acted." — if. P. S ews.
. iN ■»
(REALART) CONSTANCE BINN""
SOMETHING
" Rather frailDIFFERENT
but backgrounds i ire X." — v
"u
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture to fair business. Better crowds than
usual." " A good picture. This star always draws well at this house.
Fine business during run.''
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
SOWING THE WIND (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART JAN. 29
" Powerful drama, well produced and acted.'' — if. P. News.
SPENDERS, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 15
" Quite interestitig picture made jrom best seller." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
" This feature
was very
well liked
by ourthan
patrons
and
was an Comment
excellent— box-office
attraction,
playing
to better
average
business for a week."
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . .JAN. 1
" Viewed Jrom all angles, rather a notable film" — if. P. Hews.
STARTHELMA
ROVER, PERCY
THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
COURTNEY FOOT- NOV. 27
" Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story." — if. P. Hews.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good. The plot is well put together and the
details are worked out well."
TAVERN KNIGHT, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
" This one will hardly interest the majority." — if. P. Hews.
TESTING
BLOCK, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S.DEC. 18
HART
" Sure
fire
western with star in the kind of role that made him famous."
— if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Certainly a fine picture and a sure-fire box-office
attraction. Picture seemed to please and went fine all week." " Best
Bill had done to date." "An average picture which went over big.
Hart great
favoriteto here."
picture
madepeople
in a want.
long while.
Marks
his return
the sort" Best
he does
best Hart's
and that
Fine
business." " Went over big at opening and though only average next few
days, it went big at closing. Pretty good picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TEXAN, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
NOV. 27
"Average entertainment in this Mix offering." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
"Tom ones.
Mix still
popular.a Clyde
PictureCook
pleases
though
not
as good Comment
as other —recent
We boosted
comedy
to help
business." " Pretty good picture as far as entertainment goes. Average
business."— "Average picture, average puller."
Consensus
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE SWEET. .JAN. 8
" Star dominates pleasing production." — if. P. News.
THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
DEC. 11
Fairly interesting, with Pearl White scoring a hit." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Thoroughly pleased audiences, with result that
picture got good box-office play. Pearl White feature our audiences
liked." " This picture went over extra big during run. Held for one
week where usual run is three days." " Box-office results on this picture
are quite satisfactory. Fairly entertaining."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
THOUGHTLESS WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS. NOV. 27
"Human document with real life-like touches." — II. P. News.
THOUSAND
ONE, A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) DEC. 25
HOBART TOBOSWORTH
"Arbitrary plot and coincidence hinder the values here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week in spite of proximity to Christmas." " A great picture but
poor business on account of the holiday season."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TIGER TRUE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
Jan. 22
"Rather crude but carries a punch." — if. P Neirs.
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARAMOUNT JAN. 1
" Falls rather short for a Lois Weber production." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a big picture .but up to the average. Played
to fair business." " Picture only fair ; business good because of the
fact that it is a holiday week." " A splendid picture to average business two days." " Fairly entertaining picture and average box office
value." — "Good picture; average puller."
Consensus
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
JAN. 8
" Orthodox
story HUSBANDS.
makes rather THE
colorful
picture." — BENNETT-FIRST
if. P. Neirs.
TRUTH
ABOUT
(WHITMAN
NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Orthodox but careful production of well-known play." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — -" Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with it." " Drew very strongly at the box office and my people
liked the— picture."
Consensus
'• Good picture, oood puller."
TWIN
BEDS (DEHAVEN-FIRST
NATIONAL)
MR. AND MRS.
DEHAVEN
NOV. 13
" Famous stage success scores a hit on the screen." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Audiences laughed long and heartily. Seemed to
give entire satisfaction." " Spicy Advertising helped to keep the ticket
sellers busy." " Excellent polite comedy. Nothing risque in it, but
always
One of Box-office
the beet comedies
I have spicy.
played Splendid
in a longweek's
time. business."
Went over " great.
receipts
entirely satisfactory for week's run." " Carter de Haven at his best,
but
many
did
not
like
it.
Poor
business
due
to
holidays."
"Another
stage farce gone wrong. A good program picture. Business about
average." " An excellent attraction that proved a remarkable drawing
card for three days. Kept our crowds laughing from title to close-up."
Big business
days."good puller "
Clr.nsensvs
— Ooodthree
picture,
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TWO KINDS OF LOVE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
DE
" Rather crude, but has moments of interest." — if. P. News
TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES
•• Jones in a story of gunplay and hard riding." — if. P. New*.
UNFORTUNATE
SEX, THE
(FRANK
GERSTEN,
INC. -STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN
NC
JAll
" '1'heme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end." — if P. llem]
U P.CAST
TRAIL, THE (BENJ. B. HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL NO l
" First-class melodramatic western, with fine cast." — M. P. News.
VICE OF FOOLS, THE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
N<M
" A well produced society picture weakening in the end." — U. P. Newt.
WANDA'S
AFFAIR
(CHADWICK-STATE
RIGHTS) SPECIAL N<N
CAST
" Badly blotched picture carries little interest." — if. P. News.
WESTSPECIAL
OF THECAST
RIO GRANDE
(BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) PE1
" Real Western incident and good hokum here." — if. P. News.
WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
NOV
" Very ordinary western for Carey." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Verry good. Extra big business one day."
WHAT
WOMENCAST
WILL DO (ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS-PATHE) FBI
SPECIAL
" Pretty arbitrary, but has audience appeal." — if. P. News.
WHEN
WE WERE
TWENTY-ONT
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
H. B.
WARNER
JA*
" //. B. V. arner excels in entertaining comedy-drama." — if. P. Xeics.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Just as finedirected.
as the play
same name.
Delicttn
fully acted,
and — charmingly
H. ofB. the
Warner
In a role
WHITE YOUTH (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
Just fits
him." has frail and obvious picture here." — if. P. Newt.
"Edith
Roberts
WHY TRUST YOUR HUSBAND (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
"The title might attract them — that's all." — if. P. News.
WING TOY (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
"A Shirley
ifason (JANS
vehicle PICTURES,
slightly belowINC.)
past OLIVE
performances."
— if.
WINGS
OF PRIDE
TELL
"Has interest, but too melodramatic." — if. P. News.
Flashbacks

DEC
JAN
FEB
P.FEEM>\

" on Earlier Releases

"Madonnas and Men" (Jans) — " Did not hold up fur second week. (I
fair"The
business."
Love Flower" i Griffith)- — "Held up very well second week and
considered a fine production by patrons."
"The Saphead " I Selznick) — "This picture took well for the most mi
week. There is nothing unusually attractive about it. Fair."
" Darling Mine " — " The best Ulive Thomas picture I've played yet. CT
over
in great
shape. ofDopicture
not think
though,
.-tar'sandtragic
d.-a'thenjoyn
alle
audiences'
enjoyment
in either
way.the Sane
normal
"Everybody's Sweetheart'' iSelzuicki — "Olive Thomas -c in- more pop 1
registered."
now
than before her death. Good business."
" The Best of Luck "- — " Fair business. Fairly good picture."
"Everybody's
Sweetheart"
(Selznick)
"Very restful,
pleasingnotlittle
eutertaiam
Not a great picture
but attractive
and —rather
offering
anv p
lems for the tired business men to solve. Unusual interest attached 'to
picture as it was the last one made by O.live Thomas."
That beWasa cheap
His" melodrama
(Selzniekj —if"Wonderful
picture.
of "The
action.SinWould
Faversham did
not actA soclassic
-upei
Opened to enormous business. Had to rope off both .niter and inner loot
Audiences lavish in praise. Held up just as strong all week, rather gab
in "Go
prestige
each (First
day." Natior.ali — "A splendid picture to extra big tand with
Get It"
ness"Shipwrecked
for three days."
Among Cannibals" (Universal) — "Three day- to extra
"Flame of Hellgate " (Robertson-Cole i — "Average picture to averages
business."
ness
three days."
"Darling
Mine" (Selznick) — "The best Olive Thomas picture I've pat
yet. Went over in great shape. Do not think though the star's tragic m
affected audiences' enjoyment of picture in either wav. Sane and normal
"Everybody's Sweetheart" (Selznick) — "Olive Thomas seems more pap.
joyment
now thanregistered."
before her death. Good business."
"Go Was
and well
Get It"
"A another
dandy picture
went over
here.
liked (Neilan)
and one — told
about itandandit consequentlv
Knight"
— ''OneProduction
of the bestan light
comedies
I've plaved I
long"An
time.Arabian
Pleased
everybody.
excellent
one throughout,
the
crowds."
box-office
attraction."
"Something
to Think This
About"
(Paramount)
"Played
two weeks'
ment
to large crowds.
is a good
picture —which
is spoiled
l>v the earar
tional ending which is being overworked since the days of The Miracle M»i
" Came here after a three-weeks' run at a neighboring house and seem*
have been played out and lost drawing power for centraT part of oitv." "3
seemed to please my patrons and filled house to capacity."
"The Amazing
Woman" — They
"Mediocre
picture.
Mostthe"offirst
it insulted
telligence
of the audience.
were bored
before
reel wastheo
Star"Darling
very attractive
but
part
idiotic
and
uninteresting."
Mine"
— "Tremendous
business due One
to the
the late star.
Story(Selznick)
is charming.
Settings picturesque.
of nan
the 1
pictures
has made."(Realart) — "An excellent production and good I
"SweetstarLavender"
office
attraction."
" Something
(Paramount)
" Held
overusual
for -Mmiard
second ■
Played
to 41,186to inThink
first About
week. "Gloria
Swanson— up
to her
for a change the stunning gowns are absent. Vehicle not quite as good
the usual De Mille production." " Held over for third week. Business "goal
"The Riddle: Woman" (Pathe) — "Very poor picture but box office raj)
business as good."
the end."
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SWIMMIN'
OLD
(Ray-First National)

HOLE"

irtistic Presentation of Riley Poem; Great Entertainment
HARLES RAY certainly offers a big surprise package in "The Old
Swimmin' Hole," adapted from James Whitcomb Riley's poem of
the same name. In the first place we never dreamed that entertainlsnt could be made from it since it furnishes no plot. But plots aren't
Heeded when there is a wealth of incident. The big surprise comes, howver. in the total absence of titles. And this raises the idea that Ray and,
iso, Chaplin do not need them to express their art. Both are superb pani>mimi>ts so that every gesture, every expression is caught and understood,
jything these stars do can he understood by a child.
" The Old Swimmin' Hole " is a classic of its kind. It speaks a language
hich can be appreciated by everyone, not only up and down the Main
Ireets of the country, but the Broadways as well. Care and worry will be
jrgotten when Ray turns back the pages of life and becomes the barefoot
|oy. Since it has an absence of plot, the incorporation of titles would
ave broken up the continuity. Besides they would have been superfluous.
Nothing is done here which cannot be caught by the spectator. One can
uess what the characters are saying by the expressions on the faces. It is
■ great credit to Ray, and also Joseph De Grasse. the director. And Arthur
Kane and First National should feel highly elated. If this picture
'oesn"t clean up for the exhibitor, then nothing will. There is no natural
lequence of events. No thread of story is discernible. Yet no healthy,
jiischievous boy does things in order. So its development is entirely
wrrect.
I The barefoot hero has his humorous moments in school (scenes exellenllv done by the director and star) and his efforts to be spared the rod
It home are genuinely true and funny. Again he is invited to a picnic and
fears his brogans and how they hurt his feet! A rich scene is the incident
•hie h offers the fight to win the friendship of the best girl. These fights
Ire also real. And the '" showing off " tactics to please her are in line with
loyish character. Perhaps the funniest bit is when the boy attempts to
•ecite before the class and discovers that the white mouse tucked away in
lis blouse is giving him anxious moments. The cave episode is a treat
lecause it shows him lording over his pals by smoking real tobacco and
eeling
faint The
afterward
in the customary
isn't a false
touch
\ where.
atmosphere
and local manner.
color are There
wonderfully
appealing,
here is a scene of an old water mill which is like a rare etching. The
:chnical details are perfect ; so is the acting. " The Old Swimmin' Hole "
, as Riley would have it. One doesn't associate it with the word. " movie."
t is a replica of boyhood life. — Length, 5 reels. Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Izra
Charles Ray
lis Pa
James Gordon
lis Ma
Blanche Rose
lyrtle
Laura La Plante
'.sther
Marjorie
Prevost
kinny
Stedman
choolmaster Lincoln Lon
Poff
By James Whitcomb Riley.
Directed by Joseph De Grasse.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
Charles Ray, one of the real talented stars of the screen, offers his immense
ollowingnext
a big surprise in. "ItTheis aOldpicture
Swimmin'
Hole,"
which comes
theis told
heatre
without
a subtitle.
Eachto scene
trictly
by
pantomime
—
pantomime
so
easily
understood
that
words
are
truly unlecessary. The picture is also plotless in the dramatic sense, there being
no
heme or idea exploited. It is just an exposition of boyhood life as found in the
ural
districts
of
the
country.
The
picture
is
based
upon
James
Whitcomb
Riley's
elebrated poem of the same name.
The barefoot boy as interpreted by Ray lives again. His joys and sorrows are
ichly presented. He is typically boyish as he sleeps overtime and is late to
chool. He slides into his seat unobserved and spends his study hours sending
otes to his best girl. The entire picture is a rare study in boyish expression,
lumor is generated in his efforts to speak, to beat his rival for the affections of
he prettiest girl, to smoke, real tobacco. Every scene is said to be exquisitely
■resented and enacted against a background of charming rustic settings. Mr. Ray
3 splendidly supported. Joseph De Grasse directed.
PROGRAM READER
Cm on, Skinny! Oh, you! Let's go in swimmin'. What? The last one in is
ailed a sissy? O-o-h, but it's cold! Run, fellers, here comes the old man >
'ou dassn't knock the chip off my shoulder! Well, just you try! Can you imagine
all? Doesn't your memory go back to the days when you were a barefoot boy
>ut inand
the stolen
countryfruits
andspelled
swimmin' holes, best girls, hickory sticks, picnics and
lghts
happiness? Come and see Charles Ray
n his greatest picture — a pictureunbounded
without subtitle. A picture which
offers one
harming scene after another. A picture a based
upon James Whitcomb Riley's
elebrated poem and exquisitely told against delightful
backgrounds " The Old
iwimmin Hole " will be at the
next
. Don't by any chance
SUGGESTIONS
Here is a knockout. And go the limit on advertising its possibilities. First vou
hlltr
ro1,^m= ° Then
tI 6 3Ut
for «ews.
>aper columns.
you °rcan Y°"
print CaS
the ieat"re
entire him
poem andandpresent
use it stories
for throwawavs
iut you have a big surprise for your patrons in the fact that it is wordless'
nent° Tell
T 1them ThV
fet them.
them come
nent.
that a'V"
big St0re
treat isfor-inthemstore for
Play and
it upfind
as »=h
Ray'sen?ertai£
greatest
J.cture— a picture which will be talked about for
years. You can arrlmr fTfine
>rologue with kidd.es being featured. ' And your musical arrangement can be

"SHE

COULD'NT
(Realart)

HELP

IT"

Lacks Action, But Interest After a Fashion
4^ T Nsince
THE itsBISHOP'S
" has ofbeen
improved
upon
day, that toCARRIAGE
make a picture
it atsothemuch
present
time brings
A to light its antiquated plot. In fact it has served the screen before
not only in its original shape but in various guises. The chief fault of the
picture is its lack of action. Once the characters and their motives are
planted, there is nothing to do but wait for the orthodox conclusion with
suspense relegated entirely to the background. It will surprise many to
see Bebe Daniels in legitimate drama and those who appreciate her comedy
talent will find occasion to be dissatisfied with her present vehicle. It
seems to us that her forte lies in a comedy direction and not in straight
dramatic patterns.
The opening reel discloses the only punch visible here. The heroine,
brought up as a crook by Tom Dorgan, works the fainting trick at a railroad terminal and, in making a getaway, climbs into the bishop's carriage.
The scene is definite in outline and measures out the only point of suspense. The remaining interest is centered upon the ability of the girl to
squeeze out of a tight predicament which develops into a rather tame
situation after all. The characters scarcely move from the set, and once
the rqmance is introduced it becomes very obvious and old-fashioned.
The outstanding figure is Dorgan, who is caught with the goods and sent to
prison. But there is very little opportunity to make anything out of the
crook. He comes back to make drama out of the romance and doesn't
succeed. There isn't much bid for pathos and sympathy. The result is
the picture is neither fish, fowl, nor good red herring.
No incident marks the development of the sequences. The heroine
simply uses her resourcefulness in finding shelter and the call of romance
makes her follow the straight and narrow path. As far as the technicalities
are concerned the picture is above criticism. It is wonderfully well lighted
and the details spell perfection. But there is no inspiration in the idea.
Not being a melodrama and lacking the customary sure-fire elements which
make a crook story real interesting, it merely succeeds in entertaining
after a fashion. Bebe Daniels possesses a vital personality. When she
adorns a picture, it never can be called dull. Wade Boteler is good as the
crook and Herbert Standing fits the clerical cloth of the bishop in acceptable fashion. After witnessing the picture, a previous release, "You
Never Can Tell " looks better than ever. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Nance Olden
Bebe Daniels
William Latimer
Emory Johnson
Tom Dorgan
Wade Boteler
Mother Hogan
Vera Lewis
Bishop Van Wagenen
Herbert Standing
Mrs. Ramsey
Helen Raymond
Mr. Ramsey
Z. Well Covington
Nellie Ramsey
Ruth Renick
Mag Monahan
Gertrude Short
Matron of Home
Milla Davenport
By Miriam Michelson.
Scenario by Douglas Bronston.
Directed by Maurice Campbell.
Photographed by H. Kinley Martin.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
Bebe Daniels, the vivacious Realart star, who created such a sensation in " You
Never Can Tell," comes to the
theatre next
in " She
Couldn't Help It," an adaptation of Miriam Michelson's story, " In the Bishop's
Carriage." All those who remember the fascinating tale will recall the adventures
of Nance Olden, who hopped into the bishop's carriage to escape the law and
found romance waiting around the corner. She is a crook who doesn't know
the
difference
between
right redemption.
and wrong until she enters the bishop's life and
discovers
romance
and finds
There are many comedy opportunities when Nance, afraid of the police, persists
in
bishop "father."
She apretends
that ofsheaction
is unbalanced.
The and
storyis
is calling
well putthetogether,
measures out
full quota
and suspense
excellently acted by the star and a cast that includes Emory Johnson, Wade
Boteler, Herbert Standing, Z. Well Covington and Helen Raymond. Maurice
Campbell directed.
PROGRAM READER
Bebe Daniels, starring in " She Couldn't Help It," which is the current feature
at
the
theatre haswoven
the role
girl whose
naturalwhich
ability
to drawa
clever
sketches is amusingly
into ofthea plot
of a story
concerns
bishop, a crook, a young lawyer and other figures. The picture is a screen version
of Miriam
Michelson's
fascinating
story,upon
" Inthethe stage.
Bishop'sTheCarriage,"
createdof
such
a sensation
in book
form and
star haswhich
the role
a clever pickpocket who escapes the police by inviting herself into the nearest
vehicle she spies. It happens to be the carriage of an astonished bishop. Miss
Daniels is supported by a splendid cast.
SUGGESTIONS
This is a picture to exploit on its fame as a book. Tell that it is an adaptation
of Miriam Michelson's fascinating book, " In the Bishop's Carriage," which created
a big lobby
hit as'ifa you
novelgo and
on the
can put
a big exploitation
for
your
in for
the starge.
sensationalYoustyle.
An over
old-fashioned
carriage will
stimulate
interest and
it could be used for a box-office instead of your regular
window.
up with your
book-stores
sale on the
bookstaragain
And send You
out can
yourtieadvertising
by mail.
Tell and
that have
Bebe a Daniels
is the
and
play
up
her
past
features.
Your
crowd
should
remember
"
You
Never
Tell "
one of the bright pictures of the year. Play up the cast too. The title Can
can
come
in for some good exploitation.
CATCH LINES
She had been schooled in the ways of a thief. Then a day came when she
stepped out of the old life into the colorful life of romance and regeneration
See She Couldn t Help It."
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All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottoi
AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary-Irene Rich)
5
Their Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel
Barrie)
6
Die Bine Moon (Special Cast)
Fhe Gamesters (Margarita Fisher)
•
A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary).. 6
Peggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter)
5

Evolution of Man (Jack the Ape-Man)
6
SHORT SUBJECTS
Six Two-reel Joy Comedies (Chas. Joy)
Fifteen Two-reel Harry Carey's (Harry Carey)
Fifteen Two-reel Mary Pickford's (Mary Pickford)..
Twelve
Two-reel
Franklyn Farnum's (Franklyn Farnum-Buck
Jones)

C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
State Rightt
Dangerous Love
6
The
Victim
6
N
RATIO
CORPO
FILM
ARROW
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Penny Philanthropist (Peggy O'Neill-Ralph Morgan). S Feb. IS— High and Dry
2
Feb. 4— In Again, Out Again
2
Johnston).
Cobb-Vida
"(Edmund
.... .66 Jan.
of the Street
Wolves Scorpion
Johnston)
Cobb-Vida
(Edmund
20 — A Dog-gone Mixup
2
Desert
Chamber
Mystery
(Claire (Glenn
Whitney-Ear
Metcalf). . ..5
J";
^^^sTe
Life
T.
\
.
.
\
.
.
.
2
Circumstantial
Evidence
White)
i5 Dec
j_AHired
c,og(,andshaT{,
22
Nov. IS—
Fired
White)
(Glenn
Mystery
Wall
UnseenStreet
Witness
(Glenn
White)
5 Sept. 2— All Balled Up
2
5
Trail of the Cigarette (Glenn White)
5
Bromley Case (Glenn White)
is
Sacred Ruby (Glenn White)....
f iCRFFN
SNAPSHOTS
p, \ \ \ \ \ \\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\l
kZ ^SomTchim
House of Mystery (Glenn White)
=
„
„
^"V.i
,
.Na.
BI-MONTHLY
NEWS
REEL
5 Feb. 4—
Triple Clue (Glenn White)
19
15
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
Jan. 21
.No.
2
ck
ru
Jan.
8—
Stage St
16
« Dec. 24
Betty the Vamp
.No.
2 Dec. 15
Meet Betty's Husband
Betty's' Romeo
2 Nov. 30—
.No. 17
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
2
Feb. 18 — The Gun Runners
2
One every other week
14
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
One two-reeler every two weeks.
2
2 Feb. 4— A Daughter of the Law
The Man of Brawn
20— The Rranch Mystery
2
2 Jan.
A Knight of the Pines
— A Desperate Tenderfoot (John Halladay)..2
Looking Up Jim . .
2 Dec. 2410—
The Man Hater (Grace Cunard)
2
Raiders of the North
2 Dec.
Three and a Girl
* Nov. 25— The Mormon Trail (C. Edward Hatten)..2
In the River
2 PRIZMA
Heidi
.2
SPORT PICTORIALS
How Do You Get Your Exercise
1
Making Man Handlers
1 CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
Girls Will Be Boys
1
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Happy Duffer
} THE
GUMPS
How Will You Have Your Bath
1
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
Flicker, Flicker, Little Star
Mixing Business with Pleasure
Featuring Billy Fletcher and Violet Joy.
Up She Goes
Father's Hero
1 Westward
Ho
A Cabaret Touchdown
1
We Will Go
Scandal A La Carte
1 AGetHunting
to
Work
All Over Overalls
1 Best of Luck
Splash Me
1 The Promoters
Doomed at Noon
1 The
Masked Ball
ARDATH-XLNT COMEDIES
Chester's Cat
His Wife Jimmy
2 Rolling Around
Her
Flat
Andy'sHasHoliday
Kink Husband's
of Kawakki
22 Andy
a Caller
Soap Bubbles
2 11 Cuspidoree
Champion by Chance
2 Andy's Cow
What Could Be Sweeter
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
15 episodes CELEBRATED COMEDIES
Jazz & Jealousy
Love and Law
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
Mixed Pickles
The Love Doctor
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Honeyspooners
Lying
Lips Folks
(Peters-(Lloyd
Vidor)
66 The
Why Get a Divorce
Homespun
Hughe*)
Out of Luck
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
Jilted and Jolted
Love (Louise Glaum)
6 A Terrible Time
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
6
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7 COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORP.
ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
<
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirlcwood) 6 The Hidden Light (Dolores CaasinePi)
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.

Wedding Blues
Mr. Fatima
Torchy
In...
JO
RC HYMixes
COMEDIES
1
Torchy's
Night
Hood
Torchy's Double Triumph
Torchy Turns Cupid
,
Torchy's Millions
MERMAID COMEDIES
Holy Smoke
,
Moo
nshine
High and Dry
The Si
April
Fool
,
mp
Nonsense (Jimmie Adams)
SPECIALS
Modern Centaurs
War).
The
RaceDiving
of the(Kellerman).
Age (Man O'
Art of
Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Runs!
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.
Paths of Glory.
sCEISTCS
UTlW
CHESTER.O
Lost aandYo
del
Paps
Papas
....... ...V . . . "
Crowning
King
Blizzard
Rookeries Fijis
and Squakeries
Frivolous
... ." "
There Is No Santa Claus
Swat the Landlord
The Will o' theBRUCE
Wisp
ROBERT
SCENICS '
Voices of theC. Se
,
The
Business of Cama
ping
The Explorers
Isle of Desire
.'.
The Banana
Special
Tropical Nights
SCEENICS
I
From Deer to Dam
Sultans of the Sea— Getting a Toe Hold
>,o Hope for the Drys— Silver Silences...
Then
Came — Art
Out ofCompany
the Pas
t Is Everything.
Fine Feathers— They Forgot the town!!!
Sea Planets — Apartment
VANITY COMEDIES s for Rent
Without a Wife
Tea for Two
Mind Your
Business
Ouija
Did It
\['m
GAYETY
Sand WiCOMEDIES
tches
Ain't Love Grand
Blonds
Rest in Peace.
MISCELLANEOUS
Hides and Go Seek.
In Dutch
A Tale of the Far North.
EQUITY PICTURES CORP
Hush (Clara Kimball Young)
Mid-Channel (Clara Kimball Young)
She Played and Paid (Fannie Ward)
Whispering Devils (Conway T carle)
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro)
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young)
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young)....
Silk Husbands ard Calico Wives 'House Peters).

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH
P AR A MO UNT-ARTCR A FT
Feb. 27— What's Worth While (Lois Weber
Prod.)
Feb.
The Price
of Possession (Ethel Clayton- 5*9 1
Hugh27— Ford
Prod.)
MACK
SENNETT ippnr«srb'r*
PRODS
J?aV^™^tt
Bedford)
' COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (Chgo.)
VOD A VIL MOVIES
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5 SPANUTH'S
Biily Whiskers (Comedy)
a Feb. 20— The Kentuckians (Charles Maigne Prod.)
Feb.
20 — The Passionate" Pilgrim (Cosmopolitan 635
La Farre Sisters (Dancers)
Prod.)
The Dying Swan (Skating)
AYWON FILM CORP.
Feb. 13 — Chickens (Douglas MacLean-Ince Prod.)
Free
Hand
and
Love
(Acrobatics)
Feb. 13— Forbidden
Fruit (Cecil B. DeMille \
FEATURES
The Flying De Armands
Prod.)
780Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers)...!..
Feb.
6—
The
Ghost
in
the Garret (Dorothy Gish).503;
TheHolmes)
Loggers of Hell Roarin' Mountain (McGowan- 5 Reynolds
Hundeller and
(Bala
ncing)
Feb.
6
—
Brewster's
Millions
(Roscoe
Arbuckle)
.
.
550:
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5 Thre- Whipple Sist^r« (RnTing and Wre«tlinL i . .
Jan 30 — The Frontier of the Stars (Thomas
A Rough Shod Fighter (Wm. Russell)
5
Meighan)
A Crook's Romance (McGowan-Holmes) 5 rnTTr A TTATVT t T t^ttato /-./-\t»t»
Jan.Prod.)
30 — Paving the Piper (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Fmchanget)
Youth's
Melting
Pot(Wm.
(MaryRussell)
Miles Minter)
S5 EDUCATIONAL
FILMS FiltCORP
(Releaned
Through
Educational
High Gear
Jeffery
Jan.
23 — Midsummer
Madness
(Wm. DeMille
The Moonshine Menace
Menace (McGowan-Holmes) 5
Prod.)
59«
Sally With a Past (Mary Miles Minter).... 5 CHESTER COMEDIES
The Rookie's Return (Douglas MacLean- 41Z
Quick Action (Wm. Russell)
5 Ladies' Pets
.
2 Jan.Ince23 —Prod.)
The Man From Medicine Hat (McGowan-Holmes) .. 5
" ' . '2« Jan. 16 — The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan
Beat It
BeFullS'prised
The Virtuous Outcast (Marv Miles Minter) 5 You'll
Prod.)
I
of Trouble
2
From the West (Wm. Russell)
5 ATheTray
16— The Education of Elizabeth (Billie
Big
Show
2 Jan.
House Without Children (Richard Traverse) 6 CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Burke)
47*
Blind Love (Lucv Cotton)
6
9— The Charm School (Wallace Reidl 474;
Border Raiders (Hill-Lynch)
...5 Scrappily Married
2 Jan. 9—
The Jucklins (George Melford Prod ) 6033
Dangerous Trails (Rex Ray)
5 Man Versus Woman
. . . . . .2 Tan.
Jan.
Bait (Maurice Tourneur Prod 1 528!
Persuasive Peggy (Peggy Hvland)
6 Hey, Rube
, \% Dec. 262 —— The
Silk Hosierv (Enid Bennett) 4S»
The Law of Nature (Coleman-Lee)
6 Nobody's
Dec.
26—
The
Testing
Block (Wm S. Hartl 5931
Movie
Mad
.
Wife
....[.... . '.22
ovie Ma
d
Birth of a Race (Jane Grey-Geo. Le Guerre) 7
Dec. 19 — An Amateur Devil (Brvant \Va«hhuru) . . 44«>
Mother Love and the Law (Dolly Matters) 5 Dining-Room. Kitchen and Sink
.2
Dec
19—
To
Please
One
Woman (Lois Weber
Woman of Mystery (Grace Cunard-Francis Ford). .5 Back from the Front
2 Prod.)
608«
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"THE

"IF

CONCERT"
(Goldwyn)

Another Stage Vehicle Adaptation Which Flops
THE best way to review this production is to compare it with its recent twin " The Great Lover."' Both pictures are adaptations of
Leo Ditrichstein's stage vehicles and so near alike in theme and
material provided that it seems surprising that they have been released so
close together.
I The Concert " is largely on the lines of the play with some descriptive
titles added, illustrated by what amounts to still pictures of the stage
version. It is slow moving, practically devoid of suspense and the story is
perfectly obvious from the beginning. The titles earn a few laughs. The
production as a whole is artistically done. The acting is excellent if walking about and talking can be called screen acting.
The trouble with the whole production lies in the fact that " The Con:
cert" was not good photoplay material. As a stage play it provided a
cleverly constructed idea for a star having a reputation and talent for
playing peculiar roles. As a picture it is a very fine example of what too
many stage plays become when used for the screen, right the opposite of
what should be provided. This picture won't please twenty-five per cent
of any audience for all that a lot of money has be 511 spent in producing it.
It wastes the talents of a good director and an exceptional cast.
The story of ''The Concert ". concerns a pianist, beloved by all his feminine pupils, one especially, a young matron and how they become disillusioned of each other when the wife and husband of the pair pretend to
lave become affinities. In the end both couples decide they are very well
satisfied with each other. — Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Augustus
t
Lewis S. Stone
Mary, his wife
Myrtle Stedman
Dr. Hart
Raymond Hatton
Oelphine, his wife
Mabel Julienne Scott
Eva
Gertrude Astor
Pollinger
Russ Powell
Mrs. Pollinger
Lydia Yeamans Titus
Secretary
Frances Hall
Chinese servant
Louie Cheung
By Herman Bahr.
Directed by Victor Schertzinger.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A
screen
version
of
Herman
satirical asplaythewhich
hit
upon the speaking stage with LeoBahr's
Ditrichstein
star, scored
will be such
offereda big
as the
feature attraction at the
theatre next
. This is a play based
upon the artistic temperament of a musician who finds himself considerable of an
idol by feminine audiences. He basks in the radiance of their charm in general
and in the vital personality of Delphine, a married woman in particular. A time
comes when he would indulge in romance with her. But her husband and the
musician's
wife discover
can also arrangement
play the game.
to find harmony,
but in thethatend they
the swapping
only The
bringscouples
discord.agree
The play was rich in satirical flashes and scored for its subtle humor. This note
hasn't been lost upon the screen. In fact the scenes are so arranged that the
tumorous note is dominant. Lewis S. Stone appears in Ditrichstein's role and
:ontributes a finely modulated performance — one rich in poise and repression. A
jrominent supporting cast renders adequate assistance — a cast that includes Myrtle
Stedman, Mabel Julienne Scott, Raymond Hatton and others. The picture is
nterestingly developed, the direction being in the hands of Victor Schertzinger.
PROGRAM READER
It is the natural thing to pay homage to a great musician. By an ability to
■irouse the emotions, a player on the violin or the pianoforte can create a large
ind affection
appreciative
happens that
" The isConcert
a musician
encourages
the
of apublic.
marriedIt woman.
This inliaison
looked" on
with favor
by the
forsaken wife and husband. And these innocent parties decide that four can play
the game as well as two. How the romantic affairs terminated is told in five reels
bf delightful comedy-drama. " The Concert " is a screen version of Leo Ditrichplay of the same
namenext
in which he starred
so many seasons.
tt will stein's
comesuccessful
to the
theatre
with anforexceptional
cast of
olayers headed by Lewis S. Stone. It is said to be a very delightful picture.
SUGGESTIONS
You can put this picture over by announcing that it is an adaptation of the
stage success in which Leo Ditrichstein starred. Bring out that its rich and rare
|:omedy is intact in the silent version. Bring out that it is a most delightful satire
jpon the artistic temperament. For a prologue you can have some musician play
upon the pianoforte. Get the best artist in town and have him play a brilliant
,>olo number. Or a violinist would be O. K. if the pianist cannot be obtained.
jPlay up the cast. Most of them have been stars some time or other. You can
state
is astobreezy
" Hold in
Yourthe Horses
and " Scratch My
And
,:reat that
your itcopy
arouseas interest
artistic" temperament.
SendBack."
out teasers
hsking whether it is wise to fall in love with a professional musician.
CATCH LINES
See
"The
Concert,"
version
Leo Ditrichstein's
picture
of rare
comedy a— screen
a picture
of of
delightful
satire. A successful
picture ofplay
artisticA
temperaments.

He was a celebrated musician and his feminine audiences paid homage to him
Did he respond? See "The Concert."
1 4 Plan

Book
This

Reviews
Issue

in

ONLY
JIM"
(Universal)

Carey's Latest Is Amusing and Entertaining
" If Only Jim," for the story gives
is at his best toin display
CAREYof opportunity
HARRY
his talents as an actor and
him plenty
strut and stride about the stage in a character which is bound to
appeal, especially to those who love the western drama.
The story runs along in the usual vein with plenty of thrills and fights
and for contrast has a strong sympathetic vein throughout, in that the star
finds a lonely child out on the desert, becomes a mother to it and invites
all the men in the town to brother it.
To start the action the bad man begins his plotting and planning early
and uses every device to trick the star out of his rightful claim to a
Andmine.
he succeeds very well with his scheming until in the last reel, the
gold
star takes it upon himself to do a little scheming. The villain and his accomplices are working at the mine when Carey appears and in a thrilling
gun fight the star scatters the bad men and teaches them a lesson.
with the villain's right hand
has to settle
for Carey
all with
this isis innotlove
And this he does right after his
the heroine.
manBut who
" defugelty * at the mine.
The scene of the fight is laid in the star's cabin and is very thrilling to
witness in that the combatants throw their guns away and go to it hammer
and tongs.
The villain sneaks one over, seizes a gun and as Carey is rushing him
fires into his shoulder. But the day is saved by a dog, who by the way ij
one of the best actors of his class on the screen. The animal actor grabs a
revolver in his mouth and carries it to Carey, who in the knick of time
fires and kills his rival.
The picture is well directed, and has some good shots of the out-doors.—
Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Jim Golden
Harry Carey
Miss Dot Dennihan
Carol Halloway
Miss Richard
Ruth Royce
Keno
Duke Lee
Henry
Roy Coulson
Parky
Charles Brinley
Uncle Johnny
George E. Bunny
Bill Bones
Joe Hazelton
Squaw
Minnie
Kid
Thomas Prevost
Smith
Dog
" Pal "
By
Philip byV. George
Mighels.C. Hull.
Scenario
Directed by Jacques Jaccard.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Harry tracCarey,
characterized theatre
as the on
" he's human " star,
feature
attion at the
ofwill be the week
in his
latest (and what is considered by many his most human) photoplay, " If Only
Jim,"
which has
been inadapted
the novel— a" role
Bruvver
Baby." theTheutmost
pic
ture
the star
a highlyfrom
whichJim's
extracts
from presents
in sympathy
and appeal.
Itcolorful
permitsrole Harry
Carey
toheshow
a new side to
his talent. " If Only Jim '" is a story rich in the elements of heart interest, pathos,
juvenile appeal, romance, sentiment and local color.
The star and his capable company sound all these elements and carry the story
along with keen action and good suspense. It is a picture laid in the West, with
an assortment of characters to give it atmosphere. It is said by those in a
position
to know
to equal the and
memorable
storiesis insupported
the mannerby
it
intrigues
the imagination
compels" Cheyenne
attention. Harry
Mr. "Carey
Carol Halloway, who has become a favorite because of her sincere efforts, Ruth
Royce, Duke Lee, Roy Coulson, Joe Hazelton, Minnie Prevost and others. The
story has been adapted by George C. Hull, while Jacques Jaccard has directed
the feature in a skillful manner.
PROGRAM READER
He's
human.
That's
what
we since
must hesayblazed
about hisHarry
Carey. on We
patrons feel the same way. Ever
popularity
the trust
screen ourin
his memorable Western types he has kept faith with the human note. The
Universal star comes to the
theatre next
in " If Only
Jim,"
his
latest
release.
This tois assert
an adaptation
of theinnovel
" Bruvver
Jim's
Baby
"
and
permits
Mr.
Carey
his
personality
a
most
colorful
way.
The picture is well punctuated with heart interest, pathos, sentiment, romance,
action and suspense and it is finely acted by a cast that includes Duke Lee, Carol
Halloway, Ruth Royce, Roy Coulson and others. Come to the
theatre
and see the human star — the star who can make you feel like a pal. It is a firstrate picture, one carrying a likely story and excellently directed.
SUGGESTIONS
Harry Carey doesn't need a deal of exploitation. Get out the electric signs and
tell
that tohelsgivehuman
will simple
quite western
suffice. documents
It wouldn't
advisable
away inthe your
plot.copy
His and
storiesit aie
whichbe
rely upon action, suspense and the human note. You can tell them that it is an
the good
novel incident,
" Bruvverromance,
Jim's Baby,"
by Philip
Mighels.
Tell appeal
them
itadaptation
is packed ofwith
sentiment,
pathos,V.thrills,
juvenile
and heart interest. Make mention of the supporting cast, especially the name of
Carol Halloway. She will be remembered for her fine support of William Duncan
in Vitagraph serials and has a definite screen personality. A prologue can be
effective if a male quartette is used in cowboy attire, singing the old prairie songs
such as " Clementine," " Jim Along Josie," " Old Dan Tucker," etc.
CATCH LINES
See
Harry
Carey,
the
he's
human
star in " If Only Jim." A picture of rich
action and suspense.
Is he human? You bet he's human. Who? Harry Carey. See the popular
star in his latest picture, " If Only Jim," a story of everyday people.
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Film
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New.

Releases

All Wrong
;
Dec. 12 — Heliotrope (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 630?
The Huntsman
j
FILM SALES COMPANY
Dec. 12 — The Life of the Party (Roscoe ArMUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
buckle)
494t
u
Dec. S— Flying Pat (Dorothy Gish)
4867 His Bed Sheet
1 Cleopatra
Dec. 5— Conrad in Quest of His Youth (Thos.
Nutt Inn
1 The Hypnotist
\
%
Meighan)
5926 It's a Live One
11 The
*"*fiu
Parlor Bolshevist
The Papoose
Mot. 28 — A Romantic Adventureai (Dorothy DalPowder Puff Pirates
%
ton)
473« Harem Scarem
1 On the Hip
Northwoods
u
ARTCRAFT
Lolly-Pop's
Daughter
1
Sherlock
Hawksnaw
&
Co
u
His Watch Hound
1 All Stuck Up
Jnne — Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Mary Pick%
A Hard Luck Santa Claus
ford)
53M
ft
Gum Shoe Work
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
ft
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Brew
ft
Feb. 27— The Butcher Boy
2 Scrap Iron (Charles Ray)
6 Home
ft
Jan. 16 — Country Hero
2 Lessons in Love (Constance Talmadge)
6 The Medicine Man
Dec. 19 — Fatty at Coney Island
' The Oath (R. A. Walsh Special— Big Five)
7
Mot. 21— Hii Wedding Night
» Scrambled Wives (Marguerite Clark)
6
Passion (Pola NegriBig Five)
7,000 or 9,000 GAUMONT COMPANY
PARAMO UNT-SEJNJNETT COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchanges)
6
Feb. 20— The Unhappy Finish
2 The Old Swimmin' Hole (Charles Ray)
|
Mamma's
Affair
(Constance
Talmadge)
67 Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Feb. 6 — On a Summer Day
2 The
Woman
in
the
House
(Mildred
Harris)
Out
of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
|
2
les
Bungalow Troub
Jan.
Kid (Charles Chaplin-Big Five)
6 Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani) «
Tan. 239 —— Dabbling in Art
2 The
Not
Guilty
(Sydney
Franklin)
6
Branded
(Josephine
Earle)
(
PARAMOUiNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
The Thinker (Special Cast)
(
My Lady's
Latchkey (Lionel
(Katherine
MacDonald) 66 The
Great
Adventure
Barrymore)
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
1 The
Edge
of
Youth
(Josephine
Earle)
f
Nineteen and Phyllis (Chas. Ray)
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
dusbanat and Wives (Vivian Martin;
I
1 The Truth About Husbands (Whitman Bennett's)
SERlALb
Dec. 7 — After the Circus..'
Habit (Lewis Mayer Prod.)
PARAMO UNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
In the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes) ]
Nov.
29—
Dinty
(Wesley
Barry)
Marshall
Neilan
Prod.
■* Not. 29 — Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
luesdays— —Gaumont
Gaumont Newt
1
Oct. 10 — Spirits
Fridays
Graphic
##J
Sept. 12— Kids Is Kids
J Not. 22— LoTe, Honor and Behave (Mack Sennett's) .
Aug. 29— NeTer Again
••"•V™™
Not. 22 — Dangerous Business (Constance Talmadge) 5118
PARAMO UNT HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
EXCHANGES
Feb. 27— Modern Aspects of Japan
J Nov. 8 — The Devil's Garden (Lionel Barrymore) .5600 GOLDWYN
Not. Dad1— (Mildred
Wet and Harris
WarmerChaplin)
(Lehrman) 2061t STAR SERIES
Feb. 20 — A Little Atlantis
J Old
Feb. 13— Palma De Majorca....
J1 Twin Beds (Mr. and Mrs. DeHaven)
5 SPECIALS
i
Feb 6— All Aboard for Brmdis
Song Prod
of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Messmore J
1 Nomads of the North (Jas. OliTer Curwood) 6 TheKendall
s
Under Cuban Skie
30—
Jan.
Jan. 23— Old Malacca
J
Godless Men (Special Cast)
6367
The Great Lover (Special Cast)
5202
s
e
~ eaux
t*1!^^*^^^::::::::::::::::::!
fox
film
exchanges
d
r
u
Just
Out
of
College
(Jack
Pickford)
4779
Jaann.. 2 —— Bo
SPECIALS
i
rd
to Lo
Roads
of
Destiny
(Pauline
Frederick)
J
Skirts
(Special
Cast)
i
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) 4960
1 A Connecticut
Yankee
in
King
Arthur's
Court
(SpecPrisoners
of
Love
(Betty
Compson)
5884
Wales
Jan 23—— Wildest
ial Cast)
7 The Concert (Special Cast)
1 Blind Wives
way
J
Dec. 19 The Jungfrau Railtion
(Special Cast)
7 Guile of Women (Will Rogers)
1
4496
Mot. 21— Kilawea Volcanoat Erup
The
Face
at
Your
Window
(Special
Cast)
7
i
Mont
St.
Bunty Pulls the Strings (Special Cast)
6255
Oct. 17— Winter Sports
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast)
7 Hold
Your Horses (Tom Moore)
4610
PARAMOUNTPOST NATURE PICTURES
The Sky way man (Lt. Ormer Locklear)
7 A Voice
in
the
Dark
((Special
Cast)
4255
tain
If
I
Were
King
(William
Farnum)
7
Moun
Jan. 9 — Victory
» The White
Moll ii-eari
(Pearl White)
7 What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) 4148
mer
Dec. •»5 — VIndian
A " .Sum
_j *
1
wuue mon
wnite;.
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers)
His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read,
SERIES
FARNUM
WILLIAM
The
Scuttlers
»
.'.'.'.'.'.I
.''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
CtouS
loTThe
Oct'
1
Jr
7
Sept. 5— From a Piscatorial Angle
Drag Harlan
6 Madame
X (Pauline Frederick)
6475
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
PEARL WHITE SERDZS
ine
Girl
With
the
Jazz
Heart
(Madge
Kennedy)
.
.4600
Frank
by
Subjects — Cartoonby
Feb. 27— Magazine
The Man Who Had Everything Hark PirHnrd) . . 5198
Cub
Moser
■
■ • • •• ■ >• " : "J The
The Tiger's
Thief...
(t EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
Feb 20— Magazine Subjects— Cartoon byby Earl Hurd.l
The
Mountain
Woman
6
Earthbound (Basil King)
6772
Cartoon by Pat SulFeb. 13— Magazine Subjects— livan
TOM MLX SERIES
The Penalty (Gouverneur Morris)
6730
••
j
The
Road
Demon
6
Feb.Mootch)
6— Magazine Subjects — Cartoon (Hootch and(
a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
Prairie Trails
6 It's
The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach)
6725
Moser 1 The
Texan
6 Going
Jan. 30 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon
(Rex Beach)
Sullivan. ... 1 The Untamed .
6 BOOTHSomeTARKINGTOIVS
Jan. 23— Pic tionary-Comedy- Cartoon
EDGAR SERBS
Jan. 16 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Hurd
1 VFTTTTA1U RTTSSFT I SFRTFS
Edgar the Explorer
1
SrLKlrVS
Jan. 29—
,,
v.
Bare
Knuckles
5
*
1
Bailey
by
toon
Pictionary-Comedy-Car
Get
Rich
Quick
Edgar
3
by Moser 1 Cheater Reformed
Jan.
5 Edgar's Little Saw
Dec 26—— Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon
2
Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-CarThe
Iron
Rider
j
Edgar
Camps
Out
2
toon by Pat Sullivan
• ■ • ' The Challenge of the Law
5
Edgar's
Sunday
Courtship
.3
Dec. 19 — Twentieth Century Pictionary-Comedy-CarThe Man Who Dared
S CAPITOL COMEDIES
toon by Earl Hurd
• 1 SHIRLEY
MASON SERIES
30 — Indigo Sunday (George Bunny)
2
Wing Toy
6 Jan.
16— You'd Better Get It (Geo. Bunny) 2
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Flame of Youth
6 Jan.
Jan.
2
—
Ged
'Ap.
Napeoleon
(Geo.
Bunny)
.2
Girl of My Heart
6 Dec. 19 — When Martin Gets Here (Geo. Bunny)....!
SPECIALS
Merely Marr Ann
6 Dec. 5 — Professional Ethics (Geo. Bunny) .8
Man
O"
War
1
GEORGE
WALSH
SERIES
Nov. 21 — At It Again (Geo. Bunny)
2
The Midlanders (Bessie Love)
5
The Servant In the House (Special Cast)
5 Dynamite Allen
5 Nov. 7 — Love on Rollers (Flanigan and Edwards)..!
5 Oct. 24 — Fingers and Pockets (Flanigan and EdHearts and Masks (Special Cast)
5 Number 17
Plunger
S Oct. 6 — Artistic Enemies (Flanigan and Edwards)..!wards) !
Kobody's
(Billie LoTe)
Rhodes)
S5 The
From Now On
5
Bonnie MayGirl(Bessie
20TH CENTURY BRAND
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
5 Hunting Big Game — Lampoons (Shenanigan Kids)...l
Where Is My Wife
2 The Big Punch (Buck Jones)
The Sponge Man (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Two
Moons
(Buck
Jones)
5
His Dizzy Day
2
Just Pals (Buck Jones)
5 The Prize Dance (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Kidnapper's
Revenge
2
Sunset
Sprapue
(Buck
Jones)
5
Happy Hooldini (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
A Flivver Wedding
2
A Rare Bird
» The Blushing Bride (Eileen Percy)
S Cupid's Advance (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
5 GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
His Naughty Night
2 Why Trust Your Husband? (Eileen Percy)
The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy) ,
5 LTnshod Soldiers of the King
Nearly Married
•••2
1
5 No Reg'lar Bud
A Bedroom Scandal
2 The Husband Hunter (Eileen Percy)
1
While
the
Devil
Laughs
(Louise
Lovely)
5 Gypsy Scientists
FORD EDUCATIONALS
1
Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely)
5 Seein' Things on the Orinoco
11
Jan. 23 — Democracy in Education
1 The Little Gray Mouse (Louise Lovely)
5 The Human Voice
Jan. 16— The Message
1 SLK1ALS
o£ijiatc
The Riveter
1
1
Jan. 9— Farvland
Fantomas (20 Episodes)
2 GOLDWYN-INTERNATIONAL COMICS
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
2 Jan. 30— The Chicken Thief
1
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
SUNSHTNE COMEDIES
Jan. 23 — Fatherly Love
1
State Riahtt)
Jan.
16—
Too
Much
Pep
1
Her Doggone Wedding
2
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
6 Pals
Jan.
9—
Oil
1
and
Petticoats
2
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
6
Slicker
2 Jan. 2 — Yes. Dear
1
Love'sFiphtine
Flame TTentMrkians
(Thos. J. Carrigan)
An Elephant's
Nightmare
22
The
fSncrial Cast)
55 Hold
Me Tight
His Noisy Still
2 HODKINSON CORP.. W. W
( RrUasino throuoh Path* Exchauoes}
Pretty Lady
2
THE FILM MARKET
Chase
Me
2
BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIC
The Grand Passion
6 FOX NEWS
The House Without Children
7
INC.
1 The TURES.
The Ne'er-Do-Well (Reissue)
7 Twice a Week
Spenders (Special Cast)
.1
The Spoilers (Reissue)
0 CLYDE COOK COMEDTES
The
Dwelling-Place
of Light (Winston Churchill)... _»
JIMMY CALLAHAN COMEDIES
The Jockey
The Sagebrusher (Emerson Hough's)
Don't Tickle
9 The
Westerners (Stewart Edward White's)...
(Series of twelve two-reelers)
Release Information Continued on Page I 868
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"DYNAMITE
(Fox)

Disconnected and IT ildly Improbable Melodrama
IT has been a long time since we have set in on a picture, sponsored by a
reputable producer, that had as little to recommend it as " Dynamite
.
Allen."
The story bears all the earmarks of having been turned out over nignt b>
the so-called trained scenarioist whose bag of tricks was exhausted long ago
and who has a supreme contempt for the grey matter of people who pay
" Dynamite Allen " is little more than a series of
to see pictures.
money melodrama
tic incidents.
wildlv
It has the orthodox villain usually relegated nowadays to serials. Its
hero is of the homespun type with nothing to do but stand around. There
is a murder, in the first reel, an innocent man going to prison and a lot of
in the second, arson in the third, faith cure in the
schemingandandthe conniving
clutch in the last.
fourth

Mr. Walsh has no opportunity for his athletics and makes a sorry job ot
limited chance- for acting. The whole cast is inclined to overact, although
they are good types and apparently competent. Titles cover long lapses of
intime and make explanations about the story. The direction ishasnotbeen
spired, although a Griffith would have been helpless with what
furnished from which to make a modern picture. The photography is
clear, but there has been no attempt at artistic effects. A few sets are good
but most of them are onlv rough interiors.
In acting honors onlv one player. Billy Gilbert got out of the " movie
rut. although a child will please since she is a pretty little miss and plays
her role with great seriousness.
A synopsis of the story wouldn't mean much. The picture is about a
familv bv the name of Allen, who have an awful lot of trouble because a
nephew of a rich old dame is a crook. Finally the guilty are punished and
the hero and heroine pull the conventional finish— Length, 5 reels.—/. S.
Dickerson.
THE CAST
'^rsss
A1,en "
.•• \"\\\\\\\\-::::;::SS2
e»ffiS
?6tty
Dorothy
Allen
Je,n"y Allen
Arsons
"Howard
Bun " Sn
de
' .'.''. !
Byron Douglas
Baston
J- Thornton
on
rt
Mo
Nellie Parker Spaulding
S? ?Ko£? Pkney
Ford
L°tt.e
.
Mr|Sid Allen. .
Mrs. Al
Brigham Royce
len
Nelson
-Frank
LawyVrlmoot
Bl»y Gllbert
"Simp" Hallett
Story and scenario by Thomas F. Fallon.
Directed by Dell Henderson.
Photographed by Charles E. Gilson.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
latest William Fox
George Walsh, athlete and film star, will be seen in hisa
days
theatre for
the
at
"
Allen
picture, "tDynamite
■
engagemen beginning
among
scenes
big
of
atitlenumber
with
" is a thrillingMr.melodrama
" Dynamite Allen train
role is under the necessity
Walsh in the
wreck.
which is a realistic
mother but
order to rescue his sweetheart and
of stealing a railway locomotivehis inpurpose,
employees turn a bridge,
railroad
the
accomplishes
he fullyplunging
before
the locomotive
into a river.
on whom it
The star is cast as an energetic young hero of the homespun type
his father is sent to prison
has devolved to support his mother and sisters when
of action
plenty
has
picture
on the charge of a murder he did not commit. The balanced
supporting cast has
and provides plenty of acting opportunities. A well
was directed by Dell Henderson, who has a fine reputapicturemelodrama.
The good
been tionsecured.
for producing
PRESS NOTICE STORY
theatre for a — —
The feature production on the bill at the
days' engagement
beginning
is " Dynamite Allen," a William Fox
picture
starring George
Walsh.
In the title role Mr. Walsh plays the part of a young chap who by his energetic
manner kidnapped,
has earned frees
the role
" Dynamite."
How unjustly
he saves sent
his sweetheart
being
his of
father
who has been
to prison from
and
punishes his enemies, makes a strong dramatic film story. In support of the star
are such well known players as Edna Murphy, Dorothy Allen, Brigham Royce and
Billy Gilbert. The picture was directed by Dell Henderson and others of popular
favor.
.
The picture is in five reels with thrills and dramatic interest carefully builded
to a strong climax in the last scenes. One of the thrills comes when Mr. Walsh
drives a locomotive off the open end of a draw bridge. There is a realistic trial
scene and many other exciting sequences. The star is given a fine opportunity for
acting and his performance is praiseworthy.
SUGGESTIONS
Bill the star above everything else. Mention the wreck scene and other melodramatic highlights. Give the title some attention. Window displays in which
you reproduce the train wreck scenes can be made by use of a toy locomotive,
specially constructed draw bridge and small scenic background. Use plenty of
stills showing the scenes from the picture. Billboards and window cards in the
right locations should work well on this picture as it is melodrama.
A
coal
A
A

"EXTRAVAGANCE"

ALLEN"

CATCH LINES
vivid story of the common people with the star cast as an energetic young
miner, enacted in correct locales, with a thrill in every foot of the picture.
George Walsh picture packed with thrilling stunts and sensational situations.
romance that breathes the spirit of chivalry, quaint, charming and pleasing.
(Continued in next column)

(Metro)
Interest Dulled by a Too Lengthy Picture
do not know when Ben Ames Williams wrote this story which
M;tro has iransferred to the screen with May Allison in the
starring role, but it has not the humor, the characterizations, nor
the original incident which fill some of his stories. Possibly the adaption
is partly responsible, for the picture is allowed to drag itself out to six
reels, and it is only in the fifth reel that there is stimulating action to
awaken an audience.
In the first four reels there is only the star acting the petulant, extravagant wife in a succession of scenes which are deadly similar, and talking
in the subtitles a mass of baby talk and sugary phrases. May Allison cannot, of course, make herself lovable in a role which is, for the vast part of
the picture, unsympathetic. The best she can do is to be winsome, or
whatever you want to call it when wives try to cajole their husbands into
spending money to gratify their feminine pride. And in her cajoling Miss
Allison gets a bit tiresome. She pets her father until he gives her a big
church wedding; she teases her husband into buying her expensive clothes,
and she vamps and tricks him into buying her a new house. And by this
time the audience is thoroughly familiar with Miss Allison's sidelong
glances and brimming eyes, and is quite weary of her character. It is so
very long before her husband falls low enough to steal in order to gratify
her love of luxury.
A great deal of this is due largely to the astounding amount of footage which is taken up by each incident. Some of this, for instance,
the elaborate wedding scene, will make an audience appeal, but other
parts, while beautifully staged, seem too lengthy for the slight point they
are intended to put over. There is an outdoor beach party, sequence which
is especially well done from an artistic point of view.
Robert Edeson is an admirable stern parent, and Theodore von Eltz
gives a good performance opposite the star. William Courtwright gives a
splendid characterization. — Length, 6 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Nancy Brown
May Allison
Richard Vane
Robert Edeson
Dick Vane
Theodor von Eltz
" Pa " Brown
William Courtwright
Uncle
'..Lawrence
" Ma'' Mark
Brown
Grace Grant
Pike
Story
Ames Williams.
Scenarioby byBenEdward
Lowe, Jr.
Directed by Philip E. Rosen.
Photographed by Rudolph Berquist.
WE

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Extravagance," a screen version of Ben Ames Williams's story which appeared
under the title of " More Stately Mansions " in Good Housekeeping, will be
presented at the
theatre on
and
of the
coming week. The popular star, May Allison, appears in the stellar role of this
interesting production, and is supported by a notable cast headed by Robert
Edeson. Combined with a display of most artistic acting is a story which because
it mirrors faithfully a problem common to everyday life is vibrant throughout with
a powerful appeal. The story presents the predicament of a young man of meagre
means who married a wife with social aspirations and an excessive desire for finery,
far beyond the means of the young husband to satisfy. But she loves her husband
none the less sincerely, and the climax is reached when she is suddenly brought
face to face with a full realization of the results of her undue extravagance. If
.you like a dramatic story enacted by a capable cast, you cannot afford to miss the
presentation of " Extravagance " at the
theatre during the coing week.
PROGRAM READER
Nancy was one of those women who considered money something which was
obtained by teasing, either your father or your husband, long enough and cleverly
enough. First of all she saw no reason why she could not have a big church
wedding with six bridesmaids, flower girls, and everything. So she teased her
father. Later she wanted a gorgeous dress. So she teased her husband. Finally
she had her heart set on a most wonderful house — just the kind she had always
dreamed of. So she teased and cajoled, and practiced all the little tricks that
only a woman knows until her husband bought it for her. But it was more than
he could afford, and so
This ison
the basis of. " May
Extravagance,"
the star,
feature
at the
theatre
Allison is the
and picture
the picture
is adapted from
"most
Morepopular
Stately writers
Mansions,"
a
magazine
story
by
Ben
Ames
Williams,
the
in America today. Robert Edeson, veteran of one
stageof and
screen, appears in the cast.
SUGGESTIONS
May Allison, becoming as she is, better and better known every day, should be
the basis for most of your advertising. Tell them that she has an ideal part, and
that this is a picture which will appeal to women as well as to men, for in it Miss
Allison wears a number of elaborate and stylish gowns. The story is by Ben
Ames Williams, whose stories are familiar to all magazine readers. Worthy of
mention in your advertising is Robert Edeson, who has an important part in the
cast. theYoulocal
mayrealbe estate
able todealer,
use the
buying"
sequence
a tie-up
with
or at"house
least use
it to tun
teaserstoineffect
the want
ad.
columns of the daily paper.
(Cntinued from first column)
A story that goes beyond the conventional in plot construction and development
with dynamic George Walsh ideally cast and splendidly supported.
A red blooded tale of the Pennsylvania mining regions with George Walsh playing a role that calls for action and acting.
A stirring drama which shows the futility of crime to hide crime in which
the star has a role eminently suited to his talents.
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All

Wending Trail (Buck Manning)
Skinner's Dress Suit
WESTERN
Handicap
HuRsE-RACING PICTURE
Why Tell (Henry Miller)
CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
Ihe Champion
Jitney Elopement
Work
By the Sea

Film
5
5
6

Picture

News

Releases

Dec. 26— Rogues and Romance (Seitz-Caprice) . . . .#
Dec. 19 — The Empire of Diamonds
i
Dec. 5— Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
5
Nov. 28 — The Devil to Pay (Brunette-Stewart) 6
Not. 21— The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. J
7— A Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis') f
6 Nov.
Oct.
31 — The Money Changers (Claire Adams-Ray f
Stewart)
Oct. 24— Half a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7
Oct. 10 — Fo bidden Valley (Gordon-McAvoy) «
2 Oct.
Woman (Geraldine Faxrar) . . . .1
2 bept. 263 — —TheHelpRiddle:
Wanted — Male (Blanche Sweet- J
a
Henry King)
Sept. 12— Felix O'Day (H. B. Warner)
J
Sept.Gordon-May
5— The House
of the Tolling Bell (Brace t
McAvoy)
LUBIN (BERT)
Aug. 29— Lahoma (Edgar Lewis)
7
Honeymoon *-4TATE BI?*™
son)
..s T0M
DRAMAS
Mar. 6SANTSCHI
— The Tempest
2
The Death Trap
2
DOUBLE
ADVENTURE
METRO EXCHANGES
(Fifteen ttco-reel episodes starring Charles HutchinSCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
Feb. 21— The Greater Claim (Alice Lake)
6 Mar. 6— War in the Oil Fields
2
Feb. 14 — Fine Feathers (Special Cast)
6 Feb. 20— Fifth, The Rebels' Nest
2
Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit (Doraldina)
6 Feb. 13— Fourth, The Gun Runners
2
Jan. 31— The Off-Shore Pirate (Viola Dana) 6 Feb. 6— Third, Hearts of Stone
2
Jan. 24 — Coincidence (Special Cast)
6 Jan. 30 — Second. The Harbor of Bandits
2
Jan. 17— The Marriage of William Ashe (May AlliJan. 23— First, On the Trail of Fate
2
Feb. 13— The
Two-Fisted
Judge
2
Jan.
EDGAR
JONES
PRODUCTIONS
C. E.l™Lure"t>."^
SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Lochinvar o' the Line
2
Mar. 14— The Little Fool (Special Cast)
6 VELVET
FINGERS
Kov. 22— The Star Rotct (Special Cast)
6
Aug. 23— The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast). 6 (Fifteen Tteo-Reel
Episodes Starring
and ilarourrite
Courtot.) Oeo. B. Heits
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Mar. 6 — Fourteenth, The Trap
2
(Produced by Joseph M. Schenck)
20— Twelfth, Into Ambush..2
Feb. 21— The Haunted House
2 Feb.
Feb.
15—
Eleventh.
The
Other
Woman
2
Jan. 3 — Neighbors
2 Feb. 6— Tenth, Shots in the Dark
2
Dec. 22— The Scarecrow
a Jan.
Ninth, The Broken Necklace
2
Oct. 27— Conrict 13
2 Jan. 2330 —— Eighth,
Aiming Straight
2
Sept. 1— One Week
2
16—
Seventh,
The
House
of
a
Thousand
Veils.
.2
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
9— Unmasked
2
2— Fifth, The Desert Pavilion
2
Mar. — A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) t
Dec. 26 — The Man in the Blue Spectacles 2
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
HARISON PICTURES, INC.
19—
Third,
The
Hand
from
Behind
the
Door
2
Dec.
Dec 6— Billions (Nazimova)
t Jan.
Dec. 12 — Second, The Face Behind the Curtain 2
(A series of fourteen Norma Talmadge revi- Oct. 11 — Madam Peacock (Nazimova)
7 Dec.
5— First, To Catch a Thief
3
vols, tzvo reels each)
Apr. — The Heart of a Child (Nazimova) 7 Jan.
PHANTOM
FOE
Jan. — Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7 THE
Jan.
TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
(Fifteen Tv>o-Reel Episode*
and Warner Starring
Orland) Juanita HanT FILMS ASS'N.
ENDEN
INDEP
Apr. — Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6 Jan. 23 — Fifteenth, senRetribution
NEAL
HART
SERIES
2
—The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
6
Feb. IS— Totem Law
5 Mar. —Nothing
16 — Fourteenth, Confession
2
But the Truth (Taylor Holmes) < Jan.
Jan. 1— Danger Valley
3 Jan.
Jan.
9
—
Thirteenth,
The
Attack
at
the
Inn
2
Nov. 15— Skyhre
J ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 2— Twelfth, Behind the Veil
2
f Dec. 26 — Through Prison Walls
Ot. t— Hell's Oasis
» Oct. 25 — Coincidence (Robert Harron)
2
PINACLE COMEDIES
S L. PRODUCTIONS
Dec. 19 — Tenth, The Foe Unmasked
2
Ninth, The Mystic Summons
2
(One every tiro weeks)
Feb. 28— Temple Dusk (Special Cast)
6 Dec. 125—— Eighth,
The Man Trap
2
Mar. 29 — Absence Without Leave
Sept. 6— Love, Honor and Obey (Special Cast).... I Dec
Nov. 28 — Seventh, Gun Fire
2
Mar. 15 — Shimmy Isle
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 21— The Crystal Bail
2
Mar.
1 — Why Change Your Mother-in- Law
Oct. 18— The Great Redremrr (Special Cast) < RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
SPECIAL
ROWLAND, WEST PRODUCTIONS
Roland)
Mar. 1— Reckless Wives
Jan. 3— The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen) 6 Dec.
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth
The Hidden Treasure 2
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
MISCELLANEOUS
Nov. 285—— Fifteenth.
Fourteenth, Regina Island
2
The Silent Barrier
5 The
Nov. 21— Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack
I
Ace (Westart Prods., Inc.)
Bearcat
6 The Cowboy
Not.
14
—
Twelfth.
The
Secret
Order
I
Killer
(Westart
Prods.,
Inc.)
Seeds of Vengeance
•
7 — Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond
2
Guiding Spirit (Burroughs Photoplay Corp.)...
The Gift Supreme
• The
Nov. 31— Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk
Oct.
2
The Foreigner (Special Cast) Ernest Shipman
Whispering Devils
S The
Wrong
Woman
(Ivan
Abramson)
Oct.
9—
Ninth,
The
Perilous
Path
I
The Victim
• The Crimson Cross (Fanark)
Oct 17— Eighth, Danger Trails
2
The Transgressor
• Man
and
Woman
(Special
Cast)
Sherman
Prods.
Oct.
10
—
Seventh,
Troubled
Waters
I
The Burning Question
I
GOLD
Luring Shadows
•
7
Below the Deadline
5 rhe0rD'evii's
Clark
Cornelius
Corp
'
Angel
'
(Helen
'
Gardner-Templer
'
Saxe)
P1RATE
(Ten
Two-Reel
Episodes Starring Geo. B. Seiti
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions....
and Marguerite Courtot)
Cads and Caddies
2 The
Japanese
Question
in
California
(Pantex)
Oct. 17— Tenth, Defeat— And Victory
2
Stung Again
2
Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast) Sterling
Oct. 10— Ninth, The Double Cross
2
Wild Wild Woman
2 TheFeatures
Sept. 26 — Seventh, Under Suspicion
2
Back on the Farm
._,
2 Out of the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
Sept. 19 — Sixth, Kidnapped
I
Mis Fortune Hunters
2 Why Leave Your Husband (Austin-Shepard) Equality
Sept. 12— Fifth, Drugged
I
Photoplay Corp
MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Sept.
5
—
Fourth,
Treasure
—
At
Last
I
COMEDIES
Ghost of Slumber Mountain
1
Aug. 29 — Third, The Dead Man's Story
I
Along the Moonbeam Trail
2 Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. SyndiTHE
THIRD
EYE
8URLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
cte — Cleveland)
2
Bed Time (Frazee Film Prods.)
2 (Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Wamet
Ride Under the Alps
1 After
Oland and Eileen Percy)
Billy
Ruge
Comedies
(Funful
Films)
1
Vacation Days in Switzerland
1
Swain Comedies (C. B. Price)
2 Aug. 29— Fifteenth, The Triumph of Justice I
From Montreux to Berness Alps
1 Mack
Flora Finch Comedies (Film Frolics Pictures Corp.).
Through Switzerland in 19 Minutes...
1 Two-Reel
Aug. 22 — Fourteenth, At Bay
I
Comedies (Edna Shipman-John Junior)...
Aug. 15— Thineenth, The Blind Trails of Justice I
Aug.
8
—
Twelfth,
Man
Against
Man
2
JANS PICTURES CORP.
Ang. 1 — Eleventh, The Long Arm of Veafeanca. . . . I
NATIONAL
FILM
CORP.
Tuly
25
—
Tenth,
Th.
House
of
Terrors
I
Madonnas and Men
•
July 18— Ninth, The Race for Life
I
(At State Riqht Exchanges)
Wings of Pride
5
July 11 — Eighth, Dangprous Trails
2
A Woman's Business
* Nobody's
(Billie
Rhodes)
I
Colonel
(Special
Cast)
55 Inly 4— Seventh. The Double Trap
Love Without Question (Olive Tell)
» Kentucky Girl
June 27— Sixth, The Death Spark
I
Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Re'Mtlf
5 VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
KINETO CO.. OF AMERICA
Feb. 6— Oh Promise Me
1
Urban Popular Classics
Feb. 20 — Prince Pistachio
?
1
PATHE EXCHANGES
Chas.
Urban's
Movie
Chats
lTinptn T?.yt.vfl
Whirl o' the West
1
Mar. 6— The Heart Line
6 Jan. 30—
16 — Burglars Bold
1
Feb. 6— The Devil (George Arliss)
6 Jan.
AFTER
THIRTY
Jan. 30— The Killer
6
KFFMER Fn.M FRATURESTVICT
comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney
Jan. 23— The Satre Hen (Special Cast)
6 (Six two-reelDrew
and John Cumberland)
Jan. 16 — When We Were Twentv-one (H. B. War
(Released on States Rights Basis)
ner)
*
Inly
15
—
Fourth,
The Unconventional Maida Green- wo d I
Voices
(Diana
Allen)....
_
5
Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri)
5 Jan. 2— That Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet) 2
R elease Information Continued on Page 1870

ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warmer)
The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's)
/
Riders of the Dawn (Zane Grey'»)
»
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
J
Lore Madness (Louise Glaum)
7
bex (Louise Glaum;
<
The Lone Woit's Daughter (Louise Glaum) *
Sahara (Louise Glaum)
DEITR1CH-BECK., INC.
*
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
>
The Bandbox (Dons Kenyon)
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
•
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
*
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
KOKERT BRUNTON PRODS.
Warren Kerrigan) 5
The Coast of Opportunity(J. (J.
Warren Kerrigan) *5
The House of Whispers
gan)
The Green Klame (J. Warren Kerri
K...A
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan)
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
(Joseph Dowling) ••
The Kentucky Colonel
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
•
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
Tiger's Coat (Stedman-Butt-Modotti) J
The
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
•
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
•
Down Home (Special Cast)
HUGO BALLIN PRODS.
6
Pagan Love (Special Cast)
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODS.
7
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
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THE

MARRIAGE

OF

ASHE"
WILLIAM
(Metro)
Star Enlivens Story of British Politics
Humphrey Ward's story deals
EXCEPT that this picturization of Mrs. untruthful
ly, with British porather lightly and, we suspect, quite
litical life, it will make fair entertainment. May Allison's part is
largely of the " cute " variety, and she puts vim and zest in many scenes
which otherwise would be of mediocre interest.
It is also elaborately produced. Some excellent exteriors were discovered
for the Scotch highland sequence, and there are some big ballroom sets
and interiors of a British mansion. Another sequence is laid in Venice
and while the number of exteriors here are limited both in size and
number, such as are, make pretty pictures.
It is in the delineation of the Prime Minister of England, for instance,
that the story appears unconvincing. He is made a comedy type — a henpecked, boobish husband. His wife is a comedy shrew. Wyndham Standing is well cast as the Secretary of Home Affairs, being dignified and of
stately bearing, although a trifle youngish looking for the part.
The story concerns William Ashe (Standing), who marries an impetuous
and impulsive young member of British nobility. She makes an enemy
of the wife of the prime minister, and is induced by the villain to publish
a book of caustic cartoons, in which her husband's offical chief and his
wife are held up for public ridicule. The result is of course, that the
political career of William Ashe is ruined. But he learns that his wife has
been true to him and that her association with his enemy was simply the
result of the latter's villainy in persuading her that the publication of her
book would be of the greatest benefit to her husband. So he forgives his
wife, placing her affection above his political career.
There is a charity ball sequence in which May Allison chooses to portray Lady Godiva. She appears atop of a huge white horse, clad in only in
a lengthy wig. It is so cut and photographed that it will not be offensive.
A strong romantic flavor runs through it all and because of this and its
scenic beauty it should satisfy despite its unconvincing story. — Length, 5
reels.— Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
May Allison
stol
Kitty Bri
William
Ashe
Wyndham Standing
Ziffle Tillbury
Lady Tranmore
■• Frank Elliott
e
Cliff
Geoffrey
Lord Parham
Robert Boulder
Lady Parham
Lydia Yeamans Titus
Clarissa Selwynne
er
Lady Mary Lyst
From the novel by Mrs. Humphrey Ward.
Dramatized by Margaret Mayo.
Scenarioized by Ruth Ann Baldwin.
Directed by Edward Sloman.
Motion Photography by Jackson Rose.
Art Interiors by John Holden.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
An attractive romance of British political life will be the feature attraction at
the
theatre on
. It is entitled " The Marriage of William
Ashe," and stars the dainty Metro actress, May Allison. Dramatized from Mrs.
Humphrey
Ward's
celebrated
novel
and
motionforth
picture
underof the
the
general supervision of Bayard Veiller, thisproduced
picture aswilla stand
as one
most
entertaining
bits
of
screen
amusement
that
has
been
seen
at
the
theatre in some time.
Miss Allison plays the part of Lady Kitty Bristol, a vivacious young girl not
at all in accord with the generally accepted notions of what a younger member of
the British nobility should be. She marries William Ashe, a staid and dignified
member of the Cabinet and in her simplicity, takes steps to advance him poiitically
which prove disastrous to his career. But Ashe finds that he can still love the
little wife, despite her fatal error.
Playing the part of Ashe is Wyndham Standing, an accomplished screen actor.
Other fully capable players appear in the cast with Miss Allison. The picture was
directed by Edward Sloman. It will be shown at the
theatre for
days.
PROGRAM READER
Lady Kitty Bristol knew nought of the art of politics, but in the art of love
she had graduated with the highest honors. So when she married a member of the
British cabinet, her efforts to aid him in his political career proved most disastrous,
but her attempts to win and hold his love for her were successful to the nth degree.
Lady Kitty Bristol is May Allison; William Ashe, her husband, is Wyndham
Standing,
picture
is " The Marriage theatre
of William
Ashe," a Metro production
which willandbe the
shown
at the
beginning
for . a
period of
days.
The story was adapted to the screen from the celebrated novel by Mrs. Humphrey
Ward, and is a romantic drama which holds the interest throughout. It has been
very lavishly produced, and the scenes showing the life of British nobility are
accurate in every detail and were filmed after long and thorough study in order that
every detail might be perfect. Part of the story is laid in Venice, and while the
entire picture was made in the United States, these scenes are so perfect and of
such pictorial beauty, that one is taken into the atmosphere of the " queen city
of the seas " — the city of romance, tinkling guitars and clear moonlight nights.
SUGGESTIONS
This novel by Mrs. Humphrey Ward has had a great many readers, and her
name should sprinkle all your ad. copy. May Allison, of course, is the main
attraction. You can state that she has a bright
part and does herself
full justice. State that she is one of the most winsomevivacious
of screen stars;
that she has had a rapid rise to stardom, and that inandthisattractive
picture she wears some
stunning gowns and costumes. Wyndham Standing is a well known leading man.
A great
amount ofit money
has been
feature.spent on the filming of this production, and
as a lavish
can advertise
you

"WITHOUT
LIMIT"
(Baker-Metro)
Entertaining Despite a Mechanical Development
THIS adaptation of the Satevepost story, "Temple Dusk," as sponsored
by George D. Baker, doesn't carry the interest of the original, yet
despite its mechanical treatment the picture manages to entertain
because it is based upon a good idea, carries some dramatic elements and
for the most part is capably interpreted. It doesn't start off in its screen
shape with the expected highlights. The story carried a punch from the
opening paragraph, but in showing every little detail and planting the
characters, the sequences become ragged with the result that the value of
suspense is lost. In fact the picture bears evidance of being poorly constructed. There are gaps in the action which show the cutting and piecing
together haven't been accomplished with any great amount of skill. One is
expected to jump at conclusions.
This is a story which could have been dovetailed in regard to its scenes.
One is never completely held at attention because the action is rambling.
Yet with the first two reels over the interest picks up and is maintained
to the finish. " Without Limit " is a story of contrasts and naturally points
a great deal of dramatic conflict. The idea behind it is based upon the
brotherhood of man. A gambler's conception of religion is to treat his
fellow beings in a charitable manner. A young weakling finds himself involved due to the forgery of a check. He has married a girl of easy virtue
during a drunken moment and realizing his crime tries to enlist the interest
of the gambler. In emphasizing the situation the director employs so much
detail that the " message " is never brought out vividly. The hero's father
is a clergyman. Naturally the difference between his station in life and
that of the gambler's encourages effective drama.
The punch of the picture comes when the youth returns from four years
of war completely redeemed. His wife is in the clutches of a villain, but
proves herself a woman of character at the supreme moment. And the
gambler realizing his end is near makes a will leaving his estate divided
between his friends, one of whom is the clergyman. The mere detailing of
this picture cannot compensate for the many dramatic situations, the character drawing, the notes of heart interest, pathos and romance. While it
doesn't ring as genuine as the original nevertheless it strikes a sympathetic
chord in the heart of the spectator. It offers some clever twists and the
interpretation is first rate. — Length, 7 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Ember Edwards
Anna Q. Nilsson
David Marlowe
Robert Frazer
The Rev. Marlowe
Frank Currier
Mrs. Marlowe
Kate Blancke
Clement Palter
Charles Lane
Bunny Fish
Robert Schable
Charley
Thomas W. Ross
The Landlady
Nellie Anderson
By Calvin byJohnston.
Scenario
George D. Baker.
Directed by George D. Baker.
Photographed by Andre Barlatier.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The
Metro
picture,
"
Without
Limit,"
is considered
one directed
of the by
mostGeorge
unusualD.
and powerful pictures of its kind ever
made.
Adapted and
Baker
from
Calvin
Johnston's
magazine
story,
"
Temple
Dusk,"
it
will
come
the
theatre next
as the feature attraction. Includedto
in the cast are such favorites as Anna Q. Nilsson, Frank Currier, Robert Schable
and Charles Lane. For stark power, compelling interest and a plot of persons
living
in wealth
on the skirts
of society, " Without Limit " is said to be in a class
by itself
as a stimulating
picture.
It tells the story of Ember a pleasure loving girl, who in a drunken moment
marries a coward and discovers her mistake in a sumptous gambling palace. She
learns that her new husband is a forger who refuses to take his punishment at
the hands of Palter, the gambling king. Ember almost sinks to abandonment,
while her husband, whom she has left, takes a strong hold on life. The denouement alternates in the gambling den and a church. The picture carries an original
idea and a sharply defined moral and is moreover excellently acted.
PROGRAM READER
A splendid triumph of the screen — that is the most fitting phrase descriptive of
the photoplay, " Without Limit," which comes to the
theatre next
with a cast that includes Anna Q. Nilsson and others. It is a picturization of Calvin
" Temple
Dusk,"
the Saturday
EveningJohnston's
Post. Allvivid
who story,
remember
the tale
will which
recall appeared
Ember, thein
forlorn girl; Palter, the old impassive gambler who with all his faults has a fine
philosophy of tolerance ; the minister, his son, the croupier, the roue, and other
vital
story compels
by sheerentertained.
dramatic strength and the
stark characters.
realism of theThesituations.
Come interest
and be royally
SUGGESTIONS
You can exploit this picture as one of the big surprises. First off you have
the fact that it was considered one of the best ever written of its kind when it
appeared
title D.of Baker
" Temple
Dusk " in
Saturday
Post. Robert
Bring
out that itunder
is a the
George
production
andthefeatures
AnnaEvening
Q. Nilsson,
Schable, Charles Lane and a host of others. Bill it as a stark melodrama which
entertains from first to last because of its interest compelling moments. Play up
the fact that the story depicts the character of a master gambler who dominates
his fellow beings by a strange philosophy. You can use dice as an advertisement
for cards or throwaways. Catch phrases such as " Where a square gambler and
aBillminister
much story
in common."
Get scenes.
out your stickers and exploit the title.
it as anfind
unusual
of sensational
CATCH LINES
See
"
Without
Limit
" a picture
of tremendous interest. How a square gambler
and a minister found much
in common.
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ROLIN COMEDIES
Feb. 23— Open Another Bottle (Snub Pollard) 1
Jan. 9— The Morning After (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
1
Dec. 5— Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) 1
Nov. 7— Insulting the Sultan
1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Dec. 26 — Number Please (Harold Lloyd)
2
Sept. 26 — Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd).. i
July 11— High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd)
2
May 2 — An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) 3
BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 10 — Forbidden
Valley (Bruce Gordon-May
McAvoy) Rawlinson).* '
Woman (Herbert
HU
and
Man
—
18
July
June 29— Paasers-By (Herbert Rawlinson) •
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
J'
Saturdays — Pathe News

PEERLESS PICTURES
The Heart of a Woman.

COMPANY

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl
1
Law of the North
S
Cy
Whittaker's
Ward
5
The Awakening of Ruth
3
*
rkness
in Da
Light
rhe Tell
Tale Step
5
5
graph
Lady of the Photo
FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride
1
The Screen Fan
1
The Matinee Girl
J
The Man Eater
,
1
The Superstitious Girl
1
The Artist's Model
1
The Art Bug
1
The Starter
}1
The Spoiled Girl
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
Thoughtless Women (Alma Rubens)
6
Place of Honeymoons
(Emily Stevens-Montagu
Love)
•
Midnight Gambols (Marie Doro)
»
What Women Want (Louise Huff)
S
Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins)
«
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb). 5
Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall)
5
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).. 5
His
Brother's
Keeper
(Mansfield,Lytton-James)
...
.»
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
»
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
i
A Moment's Madness (Marguerite Namara) 6
Idle Hands (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank)
5
A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5
Luke McLuke's
Film-osophy
J42
Sonny
Series
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babes in Bearskin
1
Two's Company
1
Call Me Daddy
J
Knockout
Maggie
J
Down Beside the Seaside
1
Professor Was Right
1

She
Couldn'tDifferent
Help (Bebe
Daniels)
Something
(Constance
Binney)
blackbirds (Justine Johnstone.)
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels)
Eon .Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
Her Firsi Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter)
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)

4423
4840
4979
6181
4214
5302
4212
4646
4648
5084
5134

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec. 10—1*11 Say He Forgot (Otis Harlan) 2
Nov. 28— He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2
Nov. 12— Oh, Buoy (Sammy Burns)
2
MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH'
Bold Bad Pirate
2
Summer Days
2
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer
a
Hands Up
a
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture
a
Girl of the Rancho
%
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politics
2
Good Night Nurse
2
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch
i
Moonshiner
1
No. 13
1
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God
1
Wind Goddess
l
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble
2
Lazy Lem
2
Bungalow Bungle
2
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter
l
Dreamy Chinatown
l
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms
J
Help
J
The Movies
a

Film

Picture

News

Releases

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Releasing Through Capitol Film Co.
AL JENNINGS SERIES
Fate's Frame-Up
%
Fate's Mockery
Fate's Double Cross ...II»»»32
Long Riders
, .
HELEN
GIBSON SERIES
Trail of the Rails
_
2
Daring Danger
2
Broken Trestle
Flirting with
Terror
'.'.'.'.'.2
TUSUN
COMEDIES
New Ralgia
i
ABuried
Slick Detective
I
Alive
From Wo
Kitchen to me
Throne
I
Wild
n
i
Giving
Taking
'..\]\
.1
Pa Takesanda Tramp
Splashing to Safety
[i
Cabareting Under Difficulties
......I
Stranded
j
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson
5
The Ranger and the Law
5
Pat
O'
Paradise
55
Blue Blazes
GASOLINE ALLEY
Leave It to
"Walt"
1
FRITZI
RIDGEWAY
SERIES
Bandit of Hell's Gap
2
A Traitor's Vengeance
2
AAlmost
Girl from
the
West.....'
22
an Outlaw
The Avenging Trail
2
Western Rays
2
Shadows of the Past
2
A Fight to a Finish
2
Trail of the Buzzard
2
A Fugitive from Justice
2
A Race with Death
2
Across the Border
2
SPECIALS
Witch's
Lure
55
A Profligate
Woman
NEAL HART SERIES
Knight of Western Land
2
Dead Line
2
Square Shooter
2
Out of the West
2
SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Don't
Gamble
Fickle
Women

ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
S-E ENTERPRISES
SUPERIOR PICTURES
It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason)
Moon Madness (Special Cast)
f Cowboy
Jazz
Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa)
5 TWO REEL
COMEDIES
Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts)
5 Beach Birds and
Bombs
Bright Skies (Brentwood)
5 Hashers and Mashers
The
Devil's
Claim
(Sessue
Hayakawa)
3
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) 3 Waffles and Wallops
The Brand of Lopez (Sessue Hayakawa)
3 MIDGET COMEDIES
The Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale)....
(Starring Eddie Frank and Jimmie Roson)
Beach, Birds and Bombs
SUPER SPECIALS
Waffles and Wallops
Little
(Mae Marsh)
«9 Hashers and Mashers
Kismet 'Fraid
(Otis Lady
Skinner)
What a Circus
813 (Arsene Lupin Story)
i Oh,
Movies and Maniacs
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick)
6 A Tenderfoot Romeo
So Long Letty (Christie Comedy Drama)
C
The Stealers (Wm. Christy Cabanne)
8
Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody)
6 SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
Big Happiness (Dustin Farnum)
7
SELZNICK PICTURES
SPECIALS
(Distributed by Select Exchange*)
Aug. 15 — Arabian Knight (Sessue Hayakawa) 3 The Figurehead (Eugene O'Brien)
PRICE (C. B. CO.)
The
Flapper
(Olive Thomas)
Aug.
1
—
Life's
Twist
(Bessie
Barriscale)
6
INDIAN DRAMAS
The Man Who Lost Himself (Wm. Faversham)
SUPREME COMEDIES
The
Point
of
View (Elaine Hammerstein)
Fifteen
June 6— Becky Strikes Out
1 The Poor Simp (Owen Moore)
feather.Single reelers starring Princess Mona DarkHis Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes)
5 May
30
—
Letty
's
Lost
Legacy
1
The
Wonderful
(Eugene O'Brien)
Husbands
1 Whispers (ElaineChance
Power (Holbrook Blinn)
5 MixedTaylor
Made Wife
1 Dangerous ParadiseHammerstein)
(Special)
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast)..
5 The
Downstairs and Up
1 Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
Why Be Jealous?
1 The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein)
Her Beloved Burglar
I Pleasure Seekers (Elaine Hammerstein)
RADIO SOUL FILMS, INC.
You Can't Kill Love (Special Cast)
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)
3 MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Broadway and Home (Eugene O'Brien)
Marooned in the South Seas
SELECT PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchange*)
The
City ofinBroken
Old Men
Recruiting
the Solomons
I' The Adventuress
REALART PICTURES CORP.
(Julian Eltinge)
Lonely
South
Pacific
Missions
1
Children Not Wanted (Edith Day)
SPECIAL FEATURES
Domesticating Wild Men
J Man's
Plaything (Grace Davison)
in the Solomons
I Mountain
The
(Wm. (Taylor)
D. Taylor's)
6882 Cruising
The Furnace
Soul of Youth
S99S
Saving Savages in the South Seas
1 Mothers ofMadness
Men (Claire Whitnev)
The Great Shadow
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's)
6705
ADVENTURE
SCENICS
The
One-Wav
Trail (Edvthe Sterling)
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614 The Lone Trapper
1 Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607 Outlaw of the Wilderness
1
Just
Outside
the
Door (Edith Hallor)
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
5911
The Tempest
1 Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Waters of Destiny
1 Taking the Count (William Collier)
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnstone)
Tree Magic
1 The Servant Question (William Collier)
of Romance
1 The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
All
(MaryHawley)
Miles Minter)
5778 Ghosts
Sons of Salooskin
1 Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
The Soul's
Snob Eve
(Wanda
4015
Release Information Continued on Page 1872
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3
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2

5,900
5,000
5,009
5,000
5, #00
5,000
5.000
5,500
5,50*
5,50*
5.00C
6,001
5.00C
6,00(
5,00t
6, 0CM
5.00»
5.0CK
5,00t
5.00C
5.00C
5,00«
5.00C
5.0O<
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•THE
SNOB"
(Realart)

Good Production of Commonplace Story — Will Get By
reels this breezes along very nicely, providing exFOR about three
cellent entertainment and presenting a logical well developed, even
if obvious story and then it becomes necessary to let the star be a
heroine instead of a heavy, with the result that the snob is reformed overnight (literally) and the rest of the production becomes conventional
• movie" except for a trick finish tacked on after the place where the end
of most pictures has been reached.
However, ''The Snob" gets such a good start and even in its most commonplace sequences has bits of good business, most of them of a comedy
turn that we rather figure will pass as better than average entertainment,
especially with the feminine of an audience.
From a production and acting standpoint " The Snob " is exceptional.
A very fine cast of competent players, all perfect types has been provided.
In fact Miss Hawley contributes less to the success of the production than
any of the principal players. This is partly due to the fact that during
the best sequences she is presented as a snob and that her role does not
provide any great opportunities, considered from a starring viewpoint.
Good titles and a well knit continuity help the picture over some rough
spots.
The story is of ths " rah-rah " boy variety, concerning principally a
young man who is working his way through college and the daughter of a
rich family who is very much up stage. Hence the title " The Snob." All
at once the snob decides "Julia 0' Grady and the Governor's Lady" split
fifty-fifty in the opinion of regular people, so she takes a job as waitress
in the college town restaurant just to be obliging and word is sent to the
hero that animosity for the common people, especially " Captain Bill " is
a thing of the past. Wanda wears lots of pretty clothes and they have a
dance, a football game, etc. — Length, 5 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.

From

News
Correspondences
(Continued)

William Fox was a Detroit visitor for
a few hours last Sunday, calling on W.
of the Fox WashId Shafer, manager Barnes,
Fox branch
and W. C.
exchange ington,manager.
Earl Hennessy has sold his interests
in the Detroit Film Co., a States right
and Phil
exchange, to Frank E. Beecher travel
the
Mr. Hennessy will
J. Fetz.
for Minter-United.
'State
William Elliott, manager of the Ferry
Field, after taking the baths for two
weeks in Mt. Clemens, has so improved
in health that he is back at his desk.
Another incensorship
has beenThis
inroduced
the State bill
legislature.
irovides that the State superintendent
f education and two of his staff are
o act as censors.
SALT

LAKE

CITY
Suittion of to
enjoin the
Lake FederaMusicians
fromSalt
spreading
alleged
information that the American and Gem
theatres
are "inunfair
" to organized
labor
was started
the Third
District Court
last week by the Swanson theatre circuit.
The complaint stated that the American theatre discontinued using an or:hestra last July because of a declaration
}f the federation that members would
lot be permitted to play in an orchestra
:>f less than eleven pieces. Motion piccure operators went on strike in sym>athy early in November, the complaint
illeged.
George Carpenter recently secured the
notion pictures of the local Boy Scout
;aravan's
to picturesque
Canon. All trip
the Boy
Scouts wereZion
enlisted
o sell tickets to the picture, which was
hown in addition to the regular bill.
The only mistake Carpenter made was
n underestimating the salesmanship abil-

THE CAST
Kathryn Haynes
Bill Putnam
Mr. Haynes
Mrs. Haynes
Betty Welland
Harry Welland
Mrs. Grey
Coach
Kathryn (at 7 years)
By
William
J. Ne^dig.
Rrr.fr_-.rin
by Alice
Eyton.
Di*vcted by Sam Wood.
Photographed by Alfred Gilks.

PRESS NOTICE - STORY
A picture founded upon clean, wholesome college life with its real youth and
real American sport and ideals is coming to the
theatre next
and
in " The Snob," the Realart production starring Wanda Hawley.
This
is
a
screen
version
of
William
Neidig's
interesting
story
of theof same
name
which captivated its readers when it appeared between the pages
a popular
magazine. Miss Hawley plays the part of a wealthy girl who falls in love with a
college football hero, only to snub him on learning that he waits on table in a
college dining-hall. His friends, however, are determined to teach her a lesson in
deportment.
The heroine is made to realize what a snob she has been — and what a splendidly
democratic place an American college is. It is a story which is easily adaptable
to the screen and moves with considerable action and suspense. It is said that
" The Snob " abounds in local color and charming atmosphere. Prominent in
Miss others
Hawley's
supporting
are Woods
William directed
Lawrence,
Stevens,by Walter
Hiers
and
of equal
ability. castSam
fromEdwin
a scenario
Alice Eyton.
PROGRAMliEADER
Her mother had brought her up to snub everyone who didn't have an ancestral
tree or who didn't have much money. She was taught to keep her nose in the air
the such
fashiona policy.
of a birdShedog.lovedShetowouldn't
have to But
noticewhenordinary
people
ifmuch
she after
adopted
snub waiters.
she snubbed
the star quarterback of the football team after she had fallen in love with him —
just because he waited on table — well, she let herself in for a grand chastisement
inHawley,
which Realart
the wholepicture
collegewhich
joined.comesThisto isthe
an outline of "theatre
The Snob,"
the Wanda .
next
It is a fine, healthy, enjoyable picture. Don't miss it.
SUGGESTIONS
If you are located in a college town, so much the better in the exploitation of
this picture. You can stimulate a lot of interest among the undergraduates. If
not, you can stimulate interest among high school students. Play up the college
spirit which is emphasized here. Play up the fact that the heroine snubs a college
football player because he works for a living. Such a picture can create a deal
of good in teaching young people to be tolerant. Put out your college pennants.

The week of February 13 was about
the biggest in a theatrical way that Indianapolis ever has seen. Every important theatre, movie, vaudeville and legitimate, put on extra heavy bills, and
strange*business.
to say Here
none ishave
about
what complained
the houses
fought each other with : Murat, " Way
Down East" at $2 top: Ohio, "Earthbound;" Circle, "The Kid;" Colonial.
" The Love Light ;" Loew's State, opening week with twenty film stars present
in person; Englishs, premiere of "Dulcy,"
legitimate. The Circle kept " The Kid,"
and for
the two
Muratweeks.
kept " The
Way fact
Downthat
Eastthe"
CINCINNATI
on
Murat, which is a legitimate house, carried "Way Down East " for two weeks
Sunday morning organ recitals are to
$2 per
seat, top, when
with itevery
seat reserved is marvelous
is considered
be a feature of the entertainments in at
that the house is far out of the down
the new Ascher theatre. Seventh and town
district.
Vine streets,
is now inunder
construction.which
This innovation
photoplay
entertainment was announced recently
by the management. An orchestra of
more than two dozen pieces also will
CLEVELAND
be engaged for the regular performances.
The theatre will have a seating capacity
of almost 2,000.
" Way
East "runis atin thethe Euclid
third
of anDown
indefinite
Cincinnati motion picture men expect week
Avenue Opera House, and still playing
to raise $22,000 as a result of the cam- to an average of 2,500 people daily at a
paign
starving
children
Eu- top price of $2. Mr. Ottinger, who is
rope. Atforatherecent
meeting
at theofHotel
Gibson more than 25 exhibitors in managing the show here, says that the
" Way Down East " have exGreater Cincinnati pledged themselves to receipts ceededforany reached
locally by "The Birth
raise an amount in keeping with the of a Nation," the only
other two dollar
exceptional prosperity that has met the movie shown here.
industry
here
within
the
last
three
years."
Minute men have been enlisted to speak
W. district
C. Bachmeyer,
Metro's
Central
in all the theatres of Greater Cincinnati. States
manager, was
in town
last
week,
handing out a glad hand to the
exhibitors.

ity of an earnest Boy Scout. The house
was packed and could not accommodate
the crowds on Saturday.
The Askimen and Harris vaudeville
circuit has taken over the building formerly occupied by the Pantages circuit,
which is now in the splendid new building on Main street. The building is becompletely
new balcony
dressing-is
roomsing are
being remodeled,
built and the
being strengthened.

INDIANAPOLIS
The Neal Theatre Company of Montpelier, from
Ind., $10,000
has increased
its canital
stock
to $20,000.
The
Blackstone Theatre Corporation of South
Bend is increasing its capital from $600,000
$800,000 through an issue of pre-,
ferredto stock.
New theatre projects for South Bend
and possibly for nearby towns are
thought to lie behind the incorporation
last week of the Palace Theatre Corporation, with headquarters at South Bend.
Capital stock is fixed at $900,000, of
which $500,000 is preferred and directors
are J. W. Joseph, Henry Abrams and
B. M. Plaut. The articles of incorporation
the company
tres state
and opera
houses. will operate thea-

Wanda Hawley
William Lawrence
Edwin Stevens
Sylvia Ashton
Julia Faye
Walter Hiers
Josephine Crowell
Richard Wayne
Althea Worthley

Fred G. Sliter, district manager for
Robertson-Cole, spent a couple of days
in Cleveland during the past week, and
expressed thusiastic
his appreciation
the en-in
reception of R. C. for
pictures
this territory.
" Luxury," as interpreted by Ruby De
Remer, whom Paul Helleu, noted French
artist
acclaimsOhioAmerica's
reigning
beauty,
will reach
exhibitors
through
the
Ohio Film Classic, 510 Sloan Building.
Messrs. Shram have just announced the
purchase of this six reel feature, and
its immediate distribution.
R. C. Steuve, owner and manager of
the Orpheum theatre, Canton, was visiting the Cleveland exchanges on Friday.
Mr. Steuve says film conditions in Canton are A-l. "While some exhibitors
are kicking about business. I must say,"
says Mr. Steuve, " that we have had a

very satisfactory season. I attribute one
cause of success to the serial, " The Lost
City,"not which
havein just
concluded.
had
run a weserial
my house
for overI
fourHarry
years."Reavy is back in Cleveland.
Reavy, who used to cover the state for
Metro, in the days gone by. is now with
George Wilson, manager of the local
Reelcraft offices. Reavy has been selling film in Illinois during the past few
years.

SAN

DIEGO

The San Diego State Normal School
has been designated as the distributing
center for southern California for the
films issued
bureau of com-D.
mercialthrough
economics atthe Washington,
C, these films being distributed for
free display to universities, colleges,
technical schools, community centers,
chambers of commerce and various
other organizations, educational and
fraternal. The films are of two types —
industrial
one
to five and
reels.scenic — and vary from
a social
" get-together
" of
theRecently
management
of the
Bush Theatres
and their 56 employees was held at the
Arcade Dance Hall, following the last
show of the evening. The affair was in
the nature of a masque ball. President
G. A. Bush and Mrs. Bush were
crowned as king and queen of the occasion and led the grand march. The
committee in charge was composed of
Al Stoll, chief operator at the Superba,
Jack
Gillis,and
houseMissmanager
the
Broadway,
Evelynof Parr,
cashier of the latter house. Among
the selections played by the orchestra
was the " Silver Strand Waltz," composed by Mrs. Bush.
J. J. Dorey has succeeded Stuart
Taber as editor of " The Chain of
Blue," the house organ of the Bush
Theatres.
CINCINNATI
D. W. Griffith's big film, " Way Down
East,"dramatic
occupiesperformance
the positionthisof week
a firstin
class
Cincinnati. It is playing at the Lyric,
one
of Cincinnati's
biggest
legitimate
houses.
Booking is for
one week,
with
screenings twice daily, at 2:15 and 8:15.
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Advance
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NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchange*)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle)
Out of the Snows (Ralph Ince)
The Palace of Darkened Windows (Special Cast)
Who Am I? (Special Cast)
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
The Invisible Divorce (Special Cast)
The Road to Ambition (Conway Tearle)
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,500
5,500

All

Oct. 20— Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith's) *
ftapt. 1 — His Majesty the American (Douglas Fair- banks) ■

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Unknown Wife (Enid Roberts)
5
All Dolled Up (Gladys Walten)
5
if Only Jim (Harry Carey)
5
Society Secrets (Eva Novak)
5
Colorado (Frank Mayo)
5
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
5
The Mad Marriage (Carmel Myers)
5
figer
True
(Frank
Mayo)
5
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
The
Torrent
(Eva
Novak)
5
COMICCLASSICS
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
i
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
5
Up
in
Betty's
Bedroom
2
White
Youth
(Edith
Roberts)
3
A Pajama Marriage
2
5
A Seminary Scandal
2 Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
5
Watch Your Husband
2 Risky Business (Gladys Walton)
S
Twelve P. M
2 • est is West (HaiTy Carey)
Honor
Bound
(Frank
Mayo)
3
Ballroom Romeo
2
;
3
Too Many Husbands
2 Fixed by George (Lyons Moran)
Caught in a Cafe
2 JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Outside the Law (Priscilla Dean)
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Home Rule
2 Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 4
The Devil's Pass KeyCannibals
(Special Cast)
A Soft Boiled Yegg
2 Shipwrecked
67
His Model Day
2 . The Breath ofAmong
the
Gods
(Aoki-Carew)
6
COMEDYART
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)
6
Uneasy Feet
2 JEWEL COMEDIES
Ima Vamp
2 A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
2
An Uneven Match
2 A Prohibition Monkey
2
Mother's
Angel
2
THE
DIAMOND
QUEEN
Henpecked & Pecked Hens
2
Friends & Enemies
2 (Eighteen Episode serial starring Eileen Sedgwick)
The Amazing Uultimatum
2
Prince of Daffy dil
2 Seventh,
Sixth, The Colossal Game
2
Shorty'sDynamite
Long Suit
The Tide of Destiny
2
Sweet
22 Fifth,
Fourth,
Fires
of
Hate
2
Rocke<l to Sleep
2
Open the Bars
2 Second, Perils
of the ofJungle
'12
The Plunge
Doom
Hay Fever
2 Third,
First, The Vow of Vengeance
2
MORANTI COMEDIES
KING OF THE CIRCUS
Why
Worry
1
Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
Almost
1 (Eighteen Two-Reel
The Final Reckoning
2
Guilty
1 Seventeenth.
Sixteenth,
The
Cradle
Death
2
Kids
1 Fifteenth, A Woman inofBlack
2
Twins
1 Fourteenth, Out ef the Clouds
2
Bliss
1 Thirteenth, A Fight for Life
2
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Twelfth, Deep Waters
2
Edenville
1 Eleventh, Man and Beast
.'
22
The First Zoo
1 Ninth, Dynamite
2
Observations of a Park Statue
1 Seventh, Over the City
Virgin of Hamboul
1 Sixth, Lion's Claws
2
Fifth,
The
Black
Wallet
2
Up
on the Farm
11
Dreams
Fourth, Facing Death
2
Third, Stolen Evidence
2
SUNSET BURRED SCENICS
Second, The Mushroom Bullet
2
Birthplace of the West
1 First. Blood Money
2
Land of Sky Blue Blue Waters
1 CENTURY COMEDIES
Land of Living Color. .
1 Stuffed Lions (Century Lions)
2
Path
of '49
Dog Doctor (Century Dog)
2
Highway
Through Wonderland
11 The
Vamps
and
Scamps
(Zip
Monty)
2
Going North
Lions and Jailbirds
2
Dawnlaud
11 Leaping
Fresh
from
the
Farm
(Harry
Sweet)
2
Totemland
i
1
Love (Brownie)
2
The First People
1 Puppy
2
Gate of the Mountain
1 His Fearful Finish (Chas. Dorety)
The Spirit of Twenty-One
2
High Hills and Low Heels
1 Fire
Bugs (Harry Sweet)
2
Happy Daze (Century Lions)
2
Their First Tintype (Armstrong-Jackson) 2
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
Trails Win (Sweet-Monty)
2
Jan. — The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast) 6 STAR COMEDIES
Jan. — Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
4650 When Eve Fell (Wolbert-Barry)
1
Jan. — The Lure of Crooning Water (Ivy Dukeon the Groom (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Guy Newell)
6 ABring
Waiting
Maid
(Dot
Wolbert)
2
Jan.
—
Squandered
Lives
(Ivy
Duke-Guy
Newall)....6
Won
—
One
Fliver
1
The Tavern Knight
Milk and Yeggs
1
Simple and Sweet
1
His Lady Friend (Joe Martin)
1
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Chicken, Country Style
1
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert) 1
Broken Heart! (Lucille de Tar-Florence Hackett)..3
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yorska)
S Nearly Wed (Dorothv Wolbert)
1
Human Passions (Lottie Tilford)
3 Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
S Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
t A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert)....
1
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington) 5 My Lady's Ankle
1
And the Children Par (Gareth Hi hes)
7 RAINBOW COMEDIES
Dr.
Brind's
Wonders
of
Nature
(One
every
week)..
An
Oil
Can
Romeo
(Dorety-Byron)
2
Johnny
Dooley Comedies (Johnny Dooley — one every 2 Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2
month)
Off His Waiters
Trolly Marry
(Engle-Dickerson)
22
RADIN PICTURES
Should
(Geo. Ovey)
Skinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
S A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
9 A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)
1 WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
The Fighting Actor (Art Accord)
2
The Pony Express (Leonard Clapham)
2
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Big
Bob
(Jack
Perrin)
Show Down (Art Accord)
22
Jan. 9— The Love Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000 The
The
Kickaroo
(Hoot
Gibson)
2
Dec. 5 — The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) .. 8 The Saddle King (Hoot Gibson)
2
The
Trail
of
the
Hound
(Hoot
Gibson)
2
Sept.
5—
The
Love
Flower
(D.
W.
Griffith's)
7
Jane 27— Suds (Mary Pickford)
5
Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2
Jam* 13— The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) 6 The
It Out (Hoot Gibson)
2
May 30 — Romance (Doris Keane)
I Fight
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Apr.
5
—
Down
on
the
Farm
(Mack
Sennett's)
5
fan. 18— Pollyanna (Mary Pickford)
t Tuesdays — International News
1
1
Dec. 29— When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fair- banks) < Fridays — International News.
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1

Film

Picture

N ei

Release

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
DeadCa
Men Tell st
No Tales (Tom Ten-ess') Sped
Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast
The wood's)
Courage Special
of Marge
O'Doone (James Ouver Cm
Cast
i
ALICE
JOYCE
PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate
The
of r
Fo
The Vice
P
eol
y s
Dollars and the Woman
The Sporting Duchess
,
EARLE
PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds WILLIAMS
Adrift
The Romance Promoters
,
The
Purple Cipher
ACaptain
Master Stroke
\
Swift
The Fortune Hunter
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
It
Being Done
This Seas
on
TheIsn't
Broadway
Bub
ble
The Whisper Market
Bab's Candidate
The Garter Girl
Deadline at Eleven
Human Collateral
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The
Sportsman
The Sui
tor
Solid
Concrete
.1; :
The
Hand
.".jl
SchoolStage
Days
The Fly Cop
;
The Grocery Clerk
,'.|
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The
Stranger
..AJ
The Mysterious
Nuisance
The Back Yard
:
FIGHTING FATE
{Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)
Fifteenth, Cleaning the Blot
..J
Fourteenth, Thieves Fall Out
H
Thirteenth, Mystery Mountain
.H
Twelfth, Indian Vengeance
B]
Eleventh, A Choice of Death
,J
Tenth, The Stolen Bride
J
Ninth, The Air Avenger
..J
Eighth, The Treasure Hunt
M
Seventh,
Demon'sJewel
Bluff
jfi
Sixth, TheA Crown
Clue
ij|
Fifth, Double Crossed
J
Fourth, A Desperate Dilemma
Third, A Modern Daniel
«J
Second, Playing the Game
.A
First, A Borrowed Life
I
THE PURPLE RIDERS
{Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan)
Fifteenth, Buried Alive
.2
Fourteenth,
Frame-Up
..3J
Thirteenth, ATheDevil
Fish Foe
Twelfth, The Infernal Machine
1
Eleventh, The Stolen Millions
.J
Tenth, The Fire Curtain
J
Ninth, The Betrayal
M
Eighth, The Camouflage Trap
.J
Seventh,Double
Red Feather's
Secret
.22
Sixth,
Destruction
Fifth, The Fatal Pursuit
%
Fourth, The
The Decoy
Fiery Trail
-.J2
Third,
First, Love or Duty
2
WILK

(JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Ahses of Desire (Mrs. Sesrae Hayakawa)
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
Trap
AThe Woman
Alone
Darkest Russia
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
Stolen Voice
Friday the 13th
Human Driftwood

<
I
t
•
Jt
J
.I

WILK AND WILK
LEE KIDS COMEDIES
The Circus Imps
I
The Dixie Madcaps
J
The Hicksville Terrors
J
THE WILLIAMS TRINTINQ COMPANY. NEW TOU

AGAIN!!

Balaban
&

Katz

TI

$2,000,000

VOLI

THEATRE

Chicago

Opens

With

SIMPLEXPROJECTION

The Precision Machine (oJnc
317-29 East 34th: St-NewYork

For
be

goodness
warned

extravagance

sake

against
of

the

cheapness!

The important thing about any
purchase is not what you get for the
purchase price. The "cheap"
is usually the most extravagant.

purchase

Simply and briefly: The relation of
tiling.
first cost to final economy is the important

Producers, distributors and exhibitors
generally concede that Rothacker Prints
are the most desirable from the standpoint
of screen brilliancy, security, service and
general satisfaction. As a matter of fact,
the many savings in Rothacker Prints and
Rothacker Service soon cancel the slight
difference in first cost over less beautiful
and less durable prints.
There are many who still believe that
Rothacker Prints are <ltoo expensive"
but actually this is not the case. You will
probably be very much surprised to
learn how little more Rothacker Prints
really cost.

by

There are
Come and

reasonssee them.

Founded 1910
Watterson R. Rothacker
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:ure

Dominates
the Field

Ask

Questions

I]] Ask and you shall receive.
CJ Demand circulation facts — and you'll know where
every dollar is going. Dig for real dollar and cents information; don't be satisfied until you get at the truth.
C]J Who receives each copy of the paper? Is he a buyer
of your wares; a potential purchaser?
(| There is one sure method of getting the truth — ask for
an A. B. C. Audit. Not a publisher's own statement —
but an Audit. There's a vast difference.
The

News

Alone

Covers

the

Field

Entered as second Class Matter, October IS, 1919, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y.,
under the Act of March S, 1879
Published Weekly— $2.00 a year
Los Angeles
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
—

*o. 12

PRICE
Chicago

20

CENTS

Poster
Advertising

OOR

posters,

far

more

harm

does poor
to produce

is sure

exhibitor
The

like poor
than

use

production

fine

of

execution.

Upon

RITCHEY

Not

posters —

really

pends altogether upon
for

good.

will do
only

advertising fail to pay — it
evil results. Therefore the

should

responsible

doctors,

the

their

fine

or

none!

posters

de-

genius

of the

men

conception,

design

and

that

fact

LITHO.

the

success

CORP.

is

of the

primarily

based — for it has gathered together practically
all the big men who have ever been concerned
with

poster

staff

of

secured
are

production.

poster
at

these

It is a highly

artists

enormous
poster

and

poster

salaries.

creators

the

printers

And

best

selected

not

only

in the

pro-

fession— but practically all of the big men
are
included.
Further
they
are trained and
directed

to

act

production
Boston
both

this

a

Society

all of the

makes

perfect

unit.

organization

Symphony

cases

which

as

is

is

to

real masters

serious

In

competition

poster

what

the

music.

are
or

In

included,
duplica-

tion utterly impossible.
These
every

things

man

are

facts.

conversant

in America.

They

with

are

Familiar
poster

easily

facts

to

lithography

subject

to veri-

fication— and they furnish the one and only
reason
for the
vast
superiority of the
RITCHEY

poster.

RITCHEY
406-426 W.
THE

GREATEST

ARTISTS

AND

LITHO.

31st St.

Phone Chelsea 8388

ORGANIZATION

POSTER

PRINTERS
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OF

POSTER

IN THE

WORLD
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JESSE L.LASKV
PRESENTS

W\LLACE

RE

ID

Adapte
d. Prom
FRANK
URSON
"THE DAUGHTER ve
Sp
O
h
ec
OF A
TE*
to FRANK
Hia
Scenar
SPEAl"
io e
RMAN
69 . . EUGENEGo
LEW.S MAGNADirect
**.
With
AgnesandAyres
Theodore Roberts

THE

kind of role only Pulsing
with excitement,
Wallie can play, in the and sparkling with comedy,
kind of story everyone thrills you won't forget it for a long
to see him in.
while.

CI

(paramount

picture

A ninety
mile an
hour

record-breaker

youCan't
PuLL
live Trigger

'/^\NE of the strongest pictures
^
shown at the Rialto this season. Exceptionally well cast. Elliott
Dexter plays splendidly in one of
his best parts." — New York Sun.
"Has lost none of the power and
thrilling quality of the stage play."
— Eoening Telegram.

yicquitted

'ORATION ~Y^ftH\-.
United
Jesse

L. Lasky

WILLIAM

D.

Again

presents
TAYLORS

Production.

The

WITCHING
IV L

From the Play by
AUGUSTUS THOMAS

■th ELLIOTT

ffOUi

DEXTER

(X (paramount Qicture
{Four-Column Press Ad — Mats at Your Exchange)

JULIA

Scenario by
CRAWFORD

IVERS

ADOLPH ZUKOR • PRESENTS A
ROBERT Z. LEONARD
Production
//
j y -p- ,
1 lit

,

GILDED
LILY
Wtk MAE MURRAY

CHE

knew only one kind of
life — the sham and glitter of
Broadway.
But underneath her
tinsel and gilt she longed for
something simpler, nobler.
Her soul is revealed in a
high yearnings, in all its shy seeking for love and happiness.
And it all makes a picture whose
beauty and wholesomeness will
fill your eyes with tears, and
whose lavish and colorful set'
tings and costumes will dazzle
and amaze you.
By Clara Ber anger
d

(paramount (picture
•jj^jr ™?i££L.\V; Hi- h"^ <:ohpo ration

1880

ALLAN

DWAN

s

present

A

Perfect
/} Comedy-drama

Saturday

Evening

CARL

Personally

from, the
Post

story

CLAUSEN

directed

by Mr DWM

Crime

In a recent canvass conducted by one of the largest producerdistributor organizations, 1700 exhibitors declared their patrons
showed the strongest liking for swift-moving comedy-dramas.
All the motion picture trade journals are unanimous in their approval of"A Perfect Crime."
MOTION PICTURE NEWS: " 'A Perfect Crime' has romance, humor, pathos, and Allan Dwan keeps his story moving swiftly."
MOVING PICTURE WORLD: "Allan Dwan's newest picture ' A
Perfect Crime,' is a sincere and fine production of one of the most ingenious stories of the year."
EXHIBITORS HERALD : "If entertainment was uppermost in Allan
Dwan's mind in making 'A Perfect Crime' for release through 'A. P.,'
he has been successful. The picture is mighty good entertainment,"
WID'S: " 'A Perfect Crime' is another good Dwan production and it
has a highly interesting philosophy in its story."

Producers
Associated
HOME OFFICES! 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITT

Inc.

March
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Alack

Sennett
His

A

6

Part

Comedy-

presents
Drama

SMALL

TOWN

IDOL
featuring

BEN TURPIN
MARIE PREVOST
CHARLIE
MURRAY
PHYLLIS

„ three symbols
8 check (number oi
gjj NEWCOMB CARLTON. H«..o«"T
SSth«Jg
italter
chectt
jnf

"A Small Town Idol" is a bigger box office
hit than Mack Sennett's famous "Mickey.'
All the big first run accounts are booking it;
all the big exhibitors declare it to be "sure
fire."
Booked for an extended run in Barbee's Loop
Theatre, Chicago; a smashing success for

«84K£

Stilwell's Casino, Spokane; two weeks for
the Hamrick Blue Mouse, Seattle; two weeks
for the Markowitz Strand, San Francisco.

1921 FEB IS

PK

4

MO 15

ANGELES. CALIr
MACK SWSm^ ^SSMTOBO ST MS
SCREENED A ^t&$pS
MM*™!^
LAUGHH-JJ &w
^T3HEI)
t a arp NIGHT WITH TWluwii r

Getting "runs" in all the big cities and delivering the goods for exhibitors.

Associated Producers
HOME OFFICES : 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

66 S/sAfom

AM

it
FfflllRE^
PICTURE STARTS OTTIL IT
LOT AO iuu
irer.w tno-RATl
Inc.

FRANK 1 NEWMAN

NEWMAN

TBEATRE

67

HAVER

StOLL

FILM

CORPORATION

presents

ESTIMONY
A

GEORGE
eaturinS

CLARK
IVY
The

PRODUCTION
DUKE

Vife:

9 wanted

my

own

home

in my

own

way. hut the other woman- his mother,
thought she could rule and qet the
drearer
share
Bear
that
The

of his love. 3 couldn't

Mother

6verything

9 did

;
was

wron6

to

her— "o[d° fashioned-- she said.
She even wanted to take the only
thin0 left to me --my
The

sons

love!

Man

5 loved botk-motker and luife.
UJkij did they Insist d choose?

k Gie&t
Nation.
Hotte

Stoflj awd

Motional

Of MaestTo
m\

Ml

Sons

M\

- dud

Ml Wives.
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UNIVERSALE

lot

/^\NE big reason why you can be sure that
^-^ those " 52 Good Pictures a Year " are
better pictures at a better price is because
the equipment of Universal City includes
every known producing facility. The portable power plants, for instance, are always
ready — Universal directors can have light
for photographing whenever and wherever
needed. The power wagons help make it
possible to photograph any location exactly
as Nature made it — not as the studio imitates i—t and this without expensive delays, last-minute makeshifts or poorly-done
hurry-up jobs to save rental on other people's equipment. Which is another reason
why you frequently get a Special at less
than a Special's special price.

^e
ha_ve liqjhl
^heiever ve needit, in making those

1 r

mm

. &

m

-

".^iff-V-

Universal

Special Attractions

im

A

KNOCKOUT
in Akron

Wires Allen T. Himmons,

of the Allen Theatre:

" 4 Outside the Law ' a positive knockout. Everybody tickled to death. The most people that ever
came to see* a picture at the Allen Theatre. At
least fifteen hundred turned away the first day.
Broke all records. Universal certainly put over
a wonderful advertising and exploitation campaign."

/

• i - -.
i 1 i.

SECOHD

SHOWING

Another hot wire : " Moore's Rialto Theatre
engagement of 4 Outside the Law ' one of the
biggest in the history of the house. Mr. Moore
just booked picture for his Garden Theatre,
which is only two blocks from the Rialto, for
a second showing."

DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

HANN
Supported by MARGARET
in the Created Heart Picture of a detierafai
Du'eabd

byAbnlblubdr

N'
Y or ofVQMA
propriet
Redmon,
MR
Harry
WRITE
fo
C£S
9J
the Majestic Theatre, East St. Louis.
"It is most gratifying to let you know that
'Once to Every Woman' registered the
greatest hit of any picture that I have ever
played in my twelve years showmanship,
smashing all former box-office receipts. It
is a rare achievement to do this, for I am
not reluctant in stating that we have played
the biggest productions."

5

t

Uit

l

sa

r
ye

"/^<0

to it" is the advice

of Martin

Savage, of the Colonial Theatre,

&

Keo-

kuk, la., regarding "The Devil's Passkey."
In Exhibitor's Herald they say: "You won't
make any mistake in booking this one.
Our

patrons

have

only 400 seats, but wish we had 1,000

were

for this picture.

very well pleased.

We

Go to it."

I
MASTER

&

DEVILS

PICTURE

mSSKEr*

Released

the

next

the

Special

showing

Inaugural

wherein

inaugural

differs

Wood

While

day

row

Pres.
from

)

Number
Hard

ings

rhah

of

Wilson

you are reading this advertisement

your audi-

ences are seeing on your screen International's
SPECIAL
REEL
showing President Harding's
inauguration.
A

SPECIAL

REEL

showing, also, exclusive views

made

Always
wirh

Pirsl"

Something

New

eight years ago which demonstrate wherein preceding ceremonies differed from those of yesterday —
interesting, inspiring, thrilling.
A SPECIAL REEL that was released in New York
City as early as the morning after Inauguration — and all
over the country on Monday, March 7th.
A SPECIAL REEL such
you— and a Special at no
is certainly worthy of your
the best and livcst in News

as only International could give
increase in price. All of which
earnest consideration if you want
Reels. Book it right now — today!

Released
through
Universal
NEWS'
INTERNATIONAL

FOR

THE

OLD,

YOUNG,

RICH,

POOR

URBAN'S

CHARLES
MOVIE

CHATS

URBAN
POPULAR
CLASSICS

The

Kinemalished by the

Theatres

in

issue

Feb.

for

Franklin
Kinema

Oakland,

and

pub-

Franklin

Cal.,

says

in its

20th:

No

clever

ever

crammed

magazine
more

editor

interest-

ing matter into a shorter space
time than Charles Urban

of

whose Movie
famous.

KINETO

News,^

Chats

are worldKINETO

»f

COMPANY
Mr.

Urban

faculty

AMERICA

which

Inc.

has

of

picking

not

only

educational
are
that

so

This

is

building

genuinely

one
now

COMPANY

happy
subjects

have

value,

old, young,

delight

the

but

AMERICA

high
Inc.

which

interesting

rich

and

poor

in them.
of

the

for

CHARLES
MOVIE

many

the

exhibitors

future

by

using

URBAN'S
CHATS

Exhibitors who have not booked "Movie Chats" can secure
catalog and complete information by writing direct to us.

KINETO

COMPANY
OF
INCORPORATED

71 W. Twenty-Third St.

[ W UIM^
PRESIDENT-

AMERICA

New York City

HEN

frontiers

outlawry
excesses

The

motion

passed
has

the

come

must

the

are

producer

years

The

and

must

Realart
that

pictures

you

ever

that

has
time

exhibitor
unit.

be

fit for

has

are

exhibited

been

clean.

a Realart

wasn't?

I hat's

REALART

tolerated

family.

producing

picture

and

industry

family

pictures

two

Have

longer

period.

the

settled

crudeness

no

frontier

recognize

whole

For

and

picture

when

Motion

become

the

answer.

- PICTURES
469 ^ifth

cdvenue

' CORPORATION
-Newyork,

Novelty

To
MODERN

Liven

Subjects

Any

Program

THE

CENTAURS

KELLERMAN
(HERSELF)
The incomparable Annette does all her
famous dives, which are shown alternately, first at normal camera speed
and then at slow speed.

OF

THE

AGE

Man O' War, the super horse, beating
Sir Barton. The New York Times

Portuguese Cavalry in the most amazing feats of horsemanship. Photography which reveals the secrets of
riding.
ANNETTE

RACE

said, "This picture creates a new epoch
in the motion picture industry."
BABE

RUTH

The super batsman filmed in an actual
big league game with a slow motion
analysis showing exactly "how
makes his home runs."

he

VALLEY
OF 10,000 SMOKES
A National Geographic Society Picture. The Katmai Valley of Alaska, where this
film was taken, has never before been penetrated by a motion picture camera man.

and Now

Released
in February

GOLF

A slow speed analysis of the principal strokes of the
"GRAND
AULD
GAME"
By one of its most celebrated players

Any

one

of the

Each

EDUCATIONAL

above

is

FILM

a

subjects

fits into

feature

EXCHANGES,

Inc.E.

any

in

program

itself

W. HAMMONS,

President

Mctmes

PINNACLE

COMEDIES,

INC.
Presents
Ray
Gallagher
in a series of two-reel western
stories, the first of which will be
entitled — ■
ft

"Go
Get
'Em
This is a fast-moving love story,
full of action, suspense and mystery.

MAX ROBERTS and other wellknown comedy stars in a series
of two-reel fun stories. We've
seen five of them — sell on sight.
"WHY

CHANGE

MOTHER-IN-LAW
"SHIMMY
•THE

YOUR
" ..Mar.

ISLE"

TING

TONG

1

Mar. 15
MAN"

The second one:
" BETWIXT
"Guardians

AND

Apr. 1
BETWEEN"

of the

contains all that goes to make
story with the
up a wonderf
ulrt
No
h"
beauty of the north woods as a
background.
RAY GALLAGHER
is known.

He is probably one of the handsomest cowboys on the screen today. Our " exploitation hitherto unapproached " will make
him the one best bet by release
date — April 1.
iS1 o m e
territories
W ire.
available.

Apr. 15"
LEAVE
May 1

" ABSENT

WITHOUT

Remember

the titles and release

dates. All of them, each different than the other, are as classy
and funny as any on the market
— territory sold subject to screen
examination.
So you see we're sure.
The regular I. «F. A. advertising
policy will make Pinnacle Comedies your comedy feature.

INDEPENDENT
FILMS A55VN.
Eddy
Eckels
Gen.
M~6r.
Consumers Bldg
Chicago.

// ire or phone.

UNITED
MARY

PICKFORD

ARTISTS
-CHARLIE

CORPORATION

CHAPLIN ■ DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM ABRAMS, PRESIDENT

• D.V GRIFFITH

J •L- FrotHin^ham
presents
THE

BREAKING

Bessie
Directed bij~
PAUL

POINT

Barriscale
?ce>r)arto by

SCARDON

|H H VAN

LOAN

with, an ait star cast inciuciind
WALTER

McCRAIL

'JOSEPH

DOMING

IIIWILFRED LUCAS * PAT O'MALLEV III
III III ETHEL
GREY
TERRV
III III

A PICTURE

WITH

"The suspense rises insistently,
the climax is not forced and the
characterizations are drawn with
deft touches. Good drama, especially well worked out."M. P. News

A POTENT

PUNCH!

"A strong, cleverly-acted melodrama, well directed and presenting
many Entertaining
powerful emotional
situations.
qualities
Trade Review
of picture undeniable."

RUTH

ROLAND
in

9Ae

Avengin

g

Arrow
by

Arthur

Preston

Hankins

Pi oduced by RUTH
ROLAND
Serials Inc.
At the Robert Brunton
Studios Inc.

Ruth

Roland
in

"The

Avenging
Arrow"
A Bathe Serial

The

Problem
Your

you

of the

profit per

have

shows

Bad

show

Day

shows

without

profit

of the most successful
ONE
exhibitors in the United

one of the poor days into one of
the most profitable.

States started a few months
to figure his profit per show.

He made that day good for fifteen
solid weeks and at the end of that

He

ago

found that almost invariably

his nights of profit and his afternoons of profit were identical each
week.
He was working certain days and
nights to pay for the loss on other
days and nights.
He tried the special attraction on
the poor days and filled his seats
at the cost of a special attraction.
His attraction took most of his

time he had given his patrons the
habit of attending his theatre.
"The Avenging Arrow," the finest
serial ever made for the most
popular serial star is now
for release.

The greatest opportunity ever
given American exhibitors to
create the theatre habit in their
patrons is here.
A

profit.
He tried Ruth Roland

Clean-Clean-Clean

story of charm
in a serial

and at one fell swoop he turned

ready

Western

and adventure, of

romance and thrill, with the greatest star of all.

Book it now for the star
Book it now

for the picture

Book it now for your patrons
Book it now for your theatre *s future

dort
negle
yow
wife

the

five

points-

reproduced
the

first

motion

for

time

in

pictures

This famous section, the most dreaded quarter in the world, is reproduced
hovel for hovel, street for street, with
absolute historical fidelity.
It is here that Madeline Talbot finds
Langdon Masters, and fights for him
with all her strength in a scene that
is a veritable whirlwind of emotion!
eminent authors present

dont

ather
original screen
story ton's
gertrude

don't

neglect

a goldwyn

negle

c

wif
you
directedr
by Wallace worsley e
picture

your

dont
dont

.eglect

your

r

you

wife

wife

/

l

As

Great

As

"Madame
You

A

remember

that

great

Role

her in

Goldwyn

Picture, "Madame X."
Here she is in another
big role in the screen
version of the famous
play that ran one full
year on Broadway.

Starring

Pauline

Frederick
Directed by Frank Lloyd
By Channing Pollock
From the story by O.Henry
A

Goldwyn

Picture

X"

T^XHIBITORS

will

^— J "Madame

because

X"

always

dinary manner in which
emotions of an audience.

remember

of the extraorit swayed
the

"Roads
of Destiny", which gives Pauline
Frederick an equally powerful role, will cast
the same

sort of spell upon

is a picture
marks

that

far past

will shove

your

patrons.

It

attendance

the line of every-day

GOLDWYN

Ro

your

profits.

Presents

ads

o

estiny

0tAltitxg

Pauline

Directed
By Channing
A.

Pollock.,

hy

Frederic!^
Frank. Lionel

From

Goldwyn

tke story

by O.H enry

Picture
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LIBMAN
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CORPORATION
BUILDERS
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Frames

De

Luxe
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Removal
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Office
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1600

BROADWAY

MECCA
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show
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latest
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NOW
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their

town

line
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DISPLAY

FOR
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headquarters

and

a full

samples,
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INSPECTION
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new
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invited

to make

office,

to take

care

where
of all

calls.

FACTORY
NEWARK,

showing

in

OPEN

adequate
mail

with

designs

LOBBY

IS

WM. SPANJER, Treas.

COR. 48th STREET

WM. F. LIBMAN, Pres.

Our

BUILDING

FACTORY
CHICAGO,

N. J.

BRYANT
TELEPHONES

WAVERLY

6992
244

ILL.
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Motion

Picture

New

Anal
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Audit

For
example,
study
Section 14 — by
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the paper s circulation is classified, analyzed so that
can be sure
it to.
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There are
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ways
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subscription
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copy
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where
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day,
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never
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Motion

Picture
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lo Any
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where
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not fea:
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forever.

to-

BUNK

the TRUTH

il

can
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told.

A Copy
A.

needed

or

is BUNK.

BUNK
and

fig-

board,

Don't be fooled by BUNK.
need fear an audit who
does
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thu

the figures;
details, etc.

orders,

other
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he want:

facts and
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answer
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News

Motion
cards

Picture
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table;

has
study

particular
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1901

Joe

Horwitz
(Formerly

His

First

of Detroit,

Picture,

"DOLLARS

Productions

for

Mich.)

National

AND
Starring

PAUL

Distribution

DESTINY"

CAPELLANI
and

An

THE

All

Star

GREATEST

Cast

PICTURE

SINCE

"MICKEY"

#

You

all know

what

JOE

Now

see what

he does

with

Great

See — The

Unusual

See — The

Wonderful

See — The

Marvelous

Wait — For

Enjoy

the Big

did with

"DOLLARS

See — The

See — and
Then

HORWITZ

Horse

"DOLLARS

Race

DESTINY."

Scene

Atmosphere
Punches
Cast

Laughter,

Surprise

AND

"MICKEY."

Tears

Finish — and

AND

you

and

Thrills

will admit

that

DESTINY"

is the greatest picture ever shown in this country.
Screened for You Any Day by Appointment

Don 't Wait — But

be the First to Cash in on This
Clean, Moral Picture.

Wonderful

Heart

Story,

All State Right Buyers Write or Phone Direct to
JOE
Columbia

HORWITZ
Theatre

PRODUCTIONS

Building, 47th Street and Seventh Avenue
NEW YORK CITY
phone bryant

4242

1902

Motion

Picture

News

.

larch

1903

12, i g 2 i
DIRECTORS

FILM

ARTISTS

AUTHORS

TO

SCENARIO

ALL

MOTION

WRITERS

PICTURE

PHOTOGRAPHERS

1921

MOTION

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

and

NOW

Have

you

sent

in

This

blanks

your

sent

at

$3.00

upon

Do

without

so

cost.

request.

ISSUE

copy

Write or Phone

MOTION

COMPILED

Published

per

ANNUAL
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WOMAN"
LGGESTS

of Francesco and
Paola, but icith the

Golden West
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icOhRY
wh
woman s
A
pluck and wit
win over conspiracy and
intrigue. One that makes
the blood leap through
one's veins with its hair
raising and death defying
deeds. An actual chapter
from the inspiring history
of the West written by
that most prolific of authors, Tex O'Reilly.
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virtue of self-abnegation and sacrifice replacing
the human frailties where the
body becomes master of the
soul. A tale of Latin love in
which this beautiful and
powerful actress shows at her
best in a role that might have
been considered Sardous
masterpiece.
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TRAIL

^^vViolaAiaen

Hanning

UPREME is the word
that best describes

e in
ideal
HE
which
to vehicl
best shoiv

this wonderful pic-

that sterling delineator of western types,

ture in ivhich elemental passions are rendered
subservient to the great spiritual influence that pervades
the story. Love, ambition,

Buck Manning. Here is a
story that lacks bombast and
bravado, one in ivhich heroism bears the Sterling mark
stamped upon a tale of the
hills where red-blooded men

tern ptation and conscience
are some of the factors that
go far toivard making this
production one that will live

'"do things" and where deeds
of valor are performed as
part of their daily life.

in the memory of the spectator for years to come.
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C. F. Hancock, Lyric Theatre, Stuart, Fla.
I have yet to lose on any Associated First National
Franchise I have played. As for drawing power and
quality ofOTHER
prints,
REASON they
WHY lead the field." — THAT'S ANHhereVI

'The
Vever

Such

THE1DATH

be a Franchise

Signpost

to

everywhere

Better

Pictures!"
New York Times

Reviews

UNIQUE AND ELOQUENT
"A unique picture, a sign post that points a way that sooner or
later will be generally followed. Full of fun and all can enjoy it.
It is something different, something new and important — rich, suggestive, full of genuine life, of humor, spontaneity, freshness and
vigor. Never has Charles Ray's pantomime been
moreYork
eloquent."
— New
Times.
AN ACHIEVEMENT
" An achievement that rids the photoplay of its most cumbersome
burden. No single step in the development of motion pictures is
of more importance than that taken by Charles Ray in making a
picture without a single subtitle. It is so well handled that none
misses the titles." — New York World.
IT'S THE MILLENNIUM
"The picture is the millennium. A sheer delight, poetry of the
screen, an idyll of youth. One of Charles Ray's best character
studies, human and sincere." — New York Morning Telegraph.
A MASTERPIECE
"The audiences at the Strand laughed themselves back to summertime. Ray has remarkable youthful expressiveness. A masterpiece of unalloyed and cleanly entertainment. Ray proves himself
a screen Tom Sawyer." — New York Herald.
A DELIGHT
" Charles Ray is the youth of about every one of us. Delicious
situations in which this most likable actor employs a skill as fine
as anything he has ever done. It is a delight."
— New York American.
HIS ULTIMATE

BEST

" A joyous tale of youth. It is James Whitcomb Riley's poem
with the camera weaving the rhymes. It brings a breath of beauty
and spring from life that is real, something refreshing, clean,
human. It is Ray at his ultimate" best. An ideal motion picture
of surpassing beauty and lure." — New York Mail.
EACH ONE'S OWN LIFE
" Charles Ray demonstrates the grace and shading of his acting.
Everyone who laughs, is laughing into a mirror. It is their own
life."— New York Post.
FULL OF HEART INTEREST
"You will find no end of delight in it. From the opening scene
to the close the story is brimful of heart interest. A poetic photoplay."— New York Telegram.
A JOY FOREVER
" Charles Ray is a joy forever in his inimitable mimicry of boyhood. Delightful." — Neiv York Globe.
ALMOST INCREDIBLE
" The perfect specimen of the rural species for which movie fans
have been waiting. It is almost incredible that a picture could

give such"— constant
without growing tiresome for a
moment."
New York merriment
Sun.
PERFECT PANTOMIME
" One of Ray's very best, and that means it is remarkably good.
A perfect pantomime. A delightful hour of unmarred humor, one
of those movies you ought not to miss." — New; York Daily News.
A COMIC MASTERPIECE
" A comic masterpiece." — New York Tribune.
Arthur

S. Kane

presents a Charles Ray
Special Production
CHARLES

RAY

in

"The

Old

Swimmin'

Hole"

From James Whitcomb Riley's old home poem, by
arrangement zvith the publishers, The Bobbs-Merrill
Company, Indianapolis, hid.
Directed by Joseph De Grasse
Adapted to the screen by Bernard McConville ; photographed by
George Rizard ; second camera, Ellsworth Ruraer ; Edited by Harry L.
Decker; technical supervisors, Robert Bennett and Clarence De Witt- '
A

First National

Attraction

1906

Motion

Stewart Webster, Strand Theatre Circuit,
Woodland, Cal. —
" The thinking exhibitor has for some time realized
that in order to get adequate protection he must cooperate
his WHY
fellow exhibitors." — THAT'S ANOTHERtvithREASON
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Written and Directed by Charles Chaplin
Never before have so many theatres shown
film simultaneously in one city.

the same

Never before have theatres side by side or across the
street featured the same picture.
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Close-

We give them here, briefly and disjointedly. They
;e solid bits of thought, and it seems to us, largely
i rrect and constructive.
Here they are:
We cannot avoid European competition. Europe
art-wise and experienced. Europe can and will
:oduce pictures to meet the American taste. Today,
:r instance there are, in New York City, at least ten
ctures of German make several of which will be
3wn in American theatres this year.
*

*

12, 1921

Up

T a recent, informal gathering of a few men
prominent in the industry several keen estimates
of the future were made.

*

Europe can produce cheaply. The low cost of
;tras — in France, for instance, the hire is forty cents
;iay; the small salary paid the star and cast; low
txhanical labor costs — all combine with the low rate
i exchange to make production cost in Europe today
Dut one-sixth the American figure.
Consequently the tariff-protection problem arises.
fie exhibitor and distributor will welcome the
reign product; the American producer must protect
nself.

Will there be a protective tariff on foreign films
10 this country? It would seem so.
Foreign competition is one of the greatest problems
:>ut to face the American picture industry.
*
*
*

New York City will soon have several long run pic.e theatres (we prophesied this'some time ago).
Slight now, pictures that could stand longer runs,
haps even season runs, are shunted away from New
'rk with a week's trial.
What is the matter with the Strand, Rivoli and
Ulto?

The Strand opened five years ago with a week run
1 icy. Its immediate success had a big effect upon
'duction. Consider the advance in production since
: years ago. And yet the Strand, just now, and with
■ at hesitation chances a two week run.

News

No. XII

Views

The industry is in a state of transition today. Its
machinery is being changed all around — to get out of
volume production and into the fewer and big attraction stage.
Volume production doesn't pay. Big attractions do.
The production unit is getting down to fewer and
fewer pictures a year.
Pictures — the better kind — are being made by a
complete and trained staff of specialists. No ego, no
alibi, no domination by any one individual, no guesswork. Time and forethought are used.
As pictures grow they will force the spoken play
out of New

York's legitimate theatres.
*
*
*

The order of the future in this business will be a
system, from producer to public, whereby pictures are
freely selective.
The public must be allowed to select; the exhibitor
must be allowed to select for the public ; the distributor
must be allowed to select from the producer.
This is economic. All other methods are uneconomic tojust the degree they depart from this rule.
*
*
*
If one producer owned

all of the theatres of the

country and only this producer's pictures were shown
in the theatres the motion picture would quickly degenerate into an unprogressive, unsatisfactory and unprofitable attraction.
Why insist then that an exhibitor must book all of
one producer's pictures?
The principle is the same.
*
*

*

Any producer or distributor, whose good product
is arbitrarily shut out of an exhibitor controlled town
or section or out of first run representation is justified
in building a theatre. Capital will back him in such
a venture. And the public will support him when it
is informed that good pictures are arbitrarily withheld from it.

Motion
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National

Board

of Review

Confers with Producers
A special committee of the National
Board of Review has been appointed to
confer with a Producer's Committee of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry with a view to preventing
at its source the production in all motion
pictures of detailed presentation of questionable matter and in continuance of its
policv of keeping the motion picture free
and wholesome for the amusement of the
public generally.
The National Board of Review has been
conducting a nationwide inquiry conducted through its National Advisory
Committee consisting of municipal officers
such as Commissioners of Public Safety,
License Commissioners and other officials
charged with the regulation of commercial
amusements in the leading cities of thirtyeight states as to the effects of certain
tvDes of motion pictures on the playgoing
public.
The correspondents and reports support
the judgment of the Executive Committee
of the National Board relative to a definite
stand against the growing tendency of
some producers, directors, and scenario
writers to attempt to circumvent the rulings of the National Board, revised in accordance with public opinion and placed
in the hands of all motion picture directors
in 1916, it is stated.
Wm.

5. Smith

Made

Head

of Producers' Ass'n
Wm. S. Smith, general manager of
Western Vitagraph, was elected president
■of the Motion Picture Producers' Association of Los Angeles, at its February meeting. The other officers chosen were :
Abraham Lehr, Goldwyn, first vice
president ; Joseph W. Engel, Metro, second vice president ; Charles H. Christie,
Christie Films, third vice president ; Frank
A. Garbutt, Famous Players-Lasky, treasurer, and W. J. Reynolds, secretary.
Mr. Reynolds, the secretary, reported
the thorough success of the producers'
new buying corporation, which has already been paying dividends to the memhers for four months. Articles of standard equipment are purchased in sufficient
quantity to supply all studios at a distinct
saving over individual orders.
Wheeler

Company

Leases

Studio Space on Coast
One of the most recent film productions
to make its appearance on the Rialto is
being incorporated under the name of
Wheeler Productions, headed by Captain
Clifford Slater Wheeler.
Studio space is being leased at Universal City, Cal., for the production of
various picture enterprises. The theme of
the pictures, now in the making, will touch
•upon national vital topics portrayed in a
dramatically vivid form, it is announced.
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Loew Deplores Suggestive
Advertising of Films
In a talk which was marked by the decisive attitude he took in his stand, Marcus Loew, president of Loew's Theatres,
Inc., deprecated the effect of salacious
advertising and emphasized, by the way
of contrast, the fecund power of good exploitation inselling pictures, at the weekly meeting of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at the Cafe Boulevard
February 24.
"Good exploitation will do the work of
the suggestive title and of the suggestive
advertisement, and do it far more effectively," was the manner in which Mr.
Loew summed up the argument against
the salacious advertisement. This conclusion was voiced only after he had
uttered a serious warning on the acuteness of the censorship situation which, he
facing.
contended, the motion picture industry is
This, he declared, was entirely due to
the misleading use of titles and advertising material in the presentation of motion
picture productions to the public.
Frances Eldridge Brings
Suit Against Company
Frances Eldridge, screen star, has
brought suit in the New York Supreme
Court against the World Motion Picture
Corporation for $9,750 for failure to pay
for her services and costumes as the star
in a production called " The Little Liar,"
and for further failing to carry out the
terms of a contract alleged to have been
entered into on November 6, 1920.
According to the complaint filed by
P. H. Goldbaum, the attorney for Miss
Eldridge, the company was to pay the star
a salary as well as the costs of such costumes necessary for the performance of
her service. This, it is alleged, has not
been done.

Picture
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Charles Perry to Ma nag
New Vancouver Theatre
Charles C. Perry, resigned his posit
as managing director of Finkelstein 1
Ruben's New Lyric theatre, Minneapo
February 26, to become manager of
new million dollar Paramount-Nathan:
Capitol theatre at Vancouver, B. C.
Mr. Perry
is a inasmuch
veteran among
"hi.
Western
showmen,
as his th<
rical career dates back as far as i«
when he was an usher in a legitimate t
atre in Minneapolis. In December, 151
Mr. Perry came to Minneapolis as m
ager of and
Finkelstein
and atRuben's
theatre
after a year
this houseStir>
made managing director at the New Ly
Mr. Perry is succeeded at the K
Lyric by John Prescott, formerly mana
of the Regent theatre, Flint, Mich. S
ultaneously
resignat
comes word with
that Mr.
WillPerry's
B. Mick
has
signed as manager of the New Garr
theatre, St. Paul, and will become ma
ger of the New
Memphis, Tenn.

Pantages' theatre

Kentucky Exhibitors Ra<
$6012.20 for Hoover
L. J. Dittmar, president of the M01
Picture Theatre Owners' of Kentui
and chairman of the Hoover Drive in 1
state, has forwarded to the European
lief Council checks for $6,012.20 raisec
children.
Kentucky theatres for Europe's stan
In a letter to C. C. Pettijohn of
Motion Picture Division of the Europ
Relief Council, Mr. Dittmar reports
$3,615.90 was collected in Louisville
Motion Picture Day in the following
atres :
Alamo, Walnut, Casino, Cozy, Shelby, Pn
Cherokee, Strand, National, Star, Aristo, Hilltop,
land,
Majestic,
Orpheum,
Empire, Not
Baxter,Macauley's,
Crown, Mary
Anderson,
Rex, Hippodrome,
Ideal, West Broadway and East Broadway.
Other theatres in the state. outsid<
Louisville, raised $2,396.30. Additi<
sums are expected from theatres that 1
not yet reported to the state chairman
Orange, N. J., distinguished itsel
the Hoover Drive. The Mutual The
Company, operating the Palace, Cole
and Lyceum theatres in Orange, N. J.,
forwarded a check for $1,530.93 to
European Relief Council representing
receipts of these three theatres at the •
dren's matinee performance, January
Screen to Aid in Reduci
Auto Accidents in Stai
As a means of reaching the public,
retarv of State John J. Lyons of
York is a firm believer in the advant
of the motion picture, and with this
in mind, Mr. Lyons
will ende?
through the film, to present the benefi
the state-wide operator's license 1
means of decreasing the number of 1
mobile accidents in this State. Seen1
Lyons was at one time the owner - J
chain of motion picture theatres in J
York and - Brooklyn.
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Censorship

States;
Measures

for

Bills

Defeated

Clayton

Censorship

past week has experienced no
THE
abatement of the nation-wide agitation centering around the question of
legalized censorship for motion pictures.
In Oregon, New Hampshire and Vermont
proposed censorship measures were definitely rejected by the legislatures of these
three states. Bills providing for state censorship were introduced for legislative action in Rhode Island and Utah. The
Clayton Bill, now awaiting action by the
New York legislature, has received at
i least three amendments in committee.
Predictions as to eventual fate of the bill
~ at the hands of the state legislators are of
' a conflicting character. The creation of a
.motion picture censoring department outside of the police department in Chicago
is not likely to be approved, according to
i late advices from the Windy City. A plan
of censorship under which certain detailed
police officials will be empowered to censor pictures is now being formulated in
Detroit, and it is expected that this scheme
will be in operation within a few days.
IThis plan, it is expected, will render censorship entirely unnecessary, says a report
(from the Detroit correspondent of the
iNews. Word from Harrisburg, Pa., advises that that section of the state law
delating to immoral or improper advertising is to be strictly enforced by the state
board of censors.
- Censorship Bills Defeated
: According to wires just received at the
leadquarters of the Motion Picture The'- atre Owners of America, both censorship
tsj rills were killed in the New Hampshire
I egislature. In view of the tremendous
,,, igitation back of this legislation the early
'r lefeat of this intolerant legislation may
,.' veil be described as a great victory for the
Tj >rganized exhibitors. The leader in the
r. ight was Senator C. H. Bean, president
>f the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
/ America.
I. The exhibitors of Vermont defeated
jln ensorship in the closing hours of last
veek's legislative session.
House Bill No. 172, providing for a
tate board of motion picture commissionIllC rs with the power to appoint any viewers
lecessary to see and censor all films that
ome into the state was defeated during
the last week of the Oregon legislature.
Tie bill after being amended passed the
; ouse. It was reported upon unfavorably
to y the senate committee, however, and
d iter killed.
Censor Bills Introduced
. , An act has just been introduced in the
c :ate legislature at Providence, R. I., pro. . . iding for the censoring of motion picture
!ms. The bill provides that it shall be
legal to show any film unless it shall first

before

A

Utah

Bill
and

in

Three

Amended

Rhode
Island Legislature
nature, or to be offensive to the moral
sense, or in which there is pictured the

Suggestion

strictis
that ona more
of moti
pictures
UALrshipproof
VIScenso
not needed in New York, might
work to the advantage of exhibitors and producers, in presenting to the
legislators the method of censoring and
cutting objectionable films now being
shown in this state. Many legislators
admit that they are not frequent patrons
of the motion picture shows, and in view
of the fact that much of the criticism
they hear in capitol corridors is in favor
of the censorship measure, they would
naturally find it a difficult matter to be
of an open mind when the bill comes up
for a vote. Both the senate and assembly
chambers can be easily darkened for the
showing of motion pictures and with a
machine installed, when the bill comes
up for a hearing, it would be an easy
matter to show the adequateness of the
method now employed along these lines.
C. L. GRANT,
Albany, N. Y.

have been seen and approved by the Rhode
Island State Boardof Censors. The board
is authorized to disapprove such films as
are " cruel, obscene, sacrilegious, indecent
or immoral, or such as tend to debase or
corrupt morals."
The board is given power to hire inspectors and to make reasonable regulations.
Persons aggrieved by its decisions are
given the right to apply to the Superior
Court in Providence for a remedy. Special permits may be issued for the showing
of any film for educational purposes.
Persons found guilty of exhibiting any
picture not approved by the censors may
be fined not more than $50 or imprisoned
not over 30 days. Provision is made for
an annual appropriation, but the amount
is left to the descretion of the finance committee.
The board, if the bill passes, will consist
of three persons, one to be a woman. It
is to be named by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the senate, each
member to serve three years.
A bill, designed to prohibit any manner
of entertainment, exhibition or amusement on Sundays and to prevent at all
times the showing of any motion pictures
in which there is cigarette smoking, has
been introduced into the State Legislature
of Utah by Representative Parker, of
Cache County.
The proposed law makes it unlawful
"for any person or persons, corporations
or companies to conduct any motion picture exhibition of any sort that is offensive to decency, or is adapted to excite
vicious or lewd thoughts, or acts, or which
is lewd or obscene or vulgar, or which is
of any obscene or indecent or immoral

smoking of cigarettes."
"It shall be unlawful under the provisions of the proposed act for any child
under the age of 16 years to attend any
motion picture show or any place of
amusement where motion pictures are exhibited or any vaudeville or theatrical performance after the hour of 6 o'clock in
the evening, unless the child be accompanied byits parents, guardian or an adult
person designated by the parent or guardian of such child."
Violation of any provision of the law is
classed as a misdemeanor.
Clayton Bill Is Amended
At least three amendments are to be
made to the Clayton censorship bill, introduced in the New York State Assembly
last week. One amendment provides that
news reels will not have to be submitted
to the proposed state board of censors,
although the board will have jurisdiction
over such film and will be given the power
to refuse a release on any news picture
to
which objection has been filed and sustained.
Another amendment requires that the
censoring board shall specifically state the
grounds on which a picture has been refused permission for release in New York
State.
The third proposed amendment provides
that it will not be necessary for the censorship board to pass upon all pictures
already made, such pictures being given a
special approval. Pictures made and released, however, after next July, providing, of course, that the bill becomes a law,
must be submitted to the censorship board.
Canon Chase, of Brooklyn, appeared in
Albany on Tuesday, March 1. He predicted that the bill would pass saying that
there was a strong sentiment for a censorship throughout the entire state. One of
the head officials of the State Conference
of Mayors, however, made the prediction
on the same date, that the bill would not
pass, his prediction being made on interviews with several of the more powerful
members of the Legislature.
John J. Mclnerney, who has represented the motion picture industry at various
hearings before the New York State
Legislature, arrived in Albany, N. Y., on
March 2, in an effort to test out the sentiments of assemblymen and senators on the
Clayton Bill. Mr. Mclnerney left on the
3rd for a conference in New York City.
While in Albany, he expressed the opinion
that much of the criticism against pictures
was due to the suggestive titles rather
than to the pictures themselves.
(Continued on page 1910)
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Funds Collected Turned
Over to Comptroller of
Hoover
Reliet Fund at Capitol Theatre
AT
a meeting at the Capitol Theatre, New York City, March 2, Mr. S. L.
Rothafel, cnairman for Greater New tfork, and Mr. Charles Pettijohn, of
the National Motion Picture Committee of the Hoover Rel.ef Committee,
turned over to James J. Rick, comptroller of the Hoover Relief Fund the first
payment of the funds collected by the Motion Picture Industry for the relief of
Europe's starving children. Greater New York's first payment was $160,000, and
the National
$500,000.
checks picture
were signed
by
the
chairman Committee's
and deliveredfirst
to payment
Mr. Rick was
before
a batteryTheof motion
cameras,
in order that the screens of the theatres in which the funds were collected may
themselves publish the news to the motion-picture public who so generously responded
to the appeal. Mr. Rothafel explained that the amounts delivered at the meeting
were but the first payment, as many of the theatres are still selling matinee tickets,
returns for which will be made later. Mr. Pettijohn stated that the National Committee will turn over additional amounts as rapidly as statements are received .
from sections of the country which either started or continued their drive later than
the Metropolis.
The following Greater New York theatres were notably successful, among
them being houses of from 250 seats up to 5,000:
Capitol theatre, $10,405.47; Plaza theatre, $1,146.75; Rivoli theatre, $1,049.40;
Strand theatre, $1,006.78; Rialto theatre, $729.95; Audubon & Washington theatres
(under same management), $1,101.57; Adelphi & Symphony theatres (under same
management), $926.15; 44th Street theatre, $567.58; City Hall theatre, $441.00; Olympic theatre, $408.22.
Mrs. Julia Forester and the women's organizations of which she had charge" and
which gave such splendid co-operation in the sale of tickets in Greater New York
was highly commended for their splendid work.
The meeting marked the close of the active drive for the Relief Fund, and the
various
werehave
discharged.
Mrs.over
Forester
remain
as Mr.
assistant committees
until all funds
been turned
to the will
Relief
Council
and Rothafel's
accounts
settled.
Among those present were: Mrs. Julia Forester; F. L. Rothafel; Charles Pettijohn; James J. Rick; J. E. Chadwick, N Y. Film Club; Harry H. Buxbaum, Famous
Players; H. C. Einstein, Hoover Relief Council; C. L. Yearsley, First National; Mr.
Behrens, Behrens Supply Co.; Julian Solomon; Jerome A. Myers; Joseph Seider,
and many committee workers.
Censorship Bill Defeated
(Continued from page 1909)
Chicago Awaits Decision
The third and final public hearing on
the proposed censorship ordinance was
held last week by the judiciary committee
of the Chicago Council and indications
are that the creation of a motion picture
department outside the police department,
as recommended by Attorney Timothy D.
Hurley's censorship commission, will not
be approved.
Abolition of the pink permit, allowing
films to be shown to adults only, and enlargement of the present moving picture
censors' powers to give the right to censor
posters displayed in front of movie houses,
probably will be recommended by the committee.
To Expand Police Powers
The Detroit plan of motion picture censorship, which is expected to make state
censorship unnecessary, will be in complete operation within a few days.
The plan provides, first of all, an expansion of the present censorship of moving
pictures, which has been in the sole hands
of Detective Sergeant Royal A. Baker.
The first step in this expansion was made
a few days ago when Stephen A. Geitz, a
clerk in the record office of the police
department, ranking as a patrolman, was
detailed by Commissioner Inches to work
with Sergeant Baker. In a few days two
other associates will be named, the plan
provides. All the city officials and private organizations, which have been interested in the plan, have felt that a definite and consistent censorship would meet
all the needs of the state.

Issue Warning on Posters
Strict enforcement of the section of the
motion picture censorship law relating to
"banners, posters, or other like advertising matter," is to be insisted upon by the
Pennsylvania Board of Censors.
Under a heading, "Final Warning," in
big, black letters, the board this week sent
notices to the motion picture industry
calling attention to the provision of the
Act of May 15, 1915, which requires
that all such advertising matter shall contain nothing that is "immoral or improper"
and requiring that a copy of any sucl
banner or poster shall be sent to the board
to be censored.
The notice calls attention to the fact
that the board will not permit the display
of anything on posters that has been
eliminated from films in the censorship
process, and adds by way of further
warning: "That any person who violate?
any of the provisions of this Act, and is
convicted thereof summarily before any
alderman, magistrate, or justice of the
peace, shall be sentenced to pay a fine of
not less than twenty-five dollars or more
than fifty dollars for the first offense."
Ohio Censor Against Bill
Mrs. Maude Murray Miller, chairman
of the Ohio Board of Censors, is opposed
to the McCoy bill, according to a statement published recently by The Cleveland
News-Leader.
The McCoy bill wants suppressed any
motion picture in which there appears a
murder, a robbery, a theft, a hold-up, or
any act made criminal by the laws of the
State of Ohio.
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Mrs. Maude Murray Miller points out
in the article that the observance of the
McCoy bill would put tne motion picture
theatres of the state completely out of
business.
However, Mrs. Miller did offer some
suggestions, which, in her opinion, would
accomplish what Reverend H. H. Straub,
lobbyist of the Lord's Day Alliance of
Ohio, is aiming at.
"In order to make its regulations effective," says Mrs. Miller, "the Board of
Censors should have charge of all motion
picture advertising. Many of the posters
now depict scenes which would not be
permitted to be shown on any screen in
Ohio. Such posters should be eliminated."
"I also recommend, as a cure for the
present trouble between the theatres and
the church, that there be a larger appropriation for the Ohio Board of Censors,
so that it could employ inspectors and
other necessary employees to see that its
eliminations and orders are carried out."
Mrs. Miller also came out, in the Leader-News article, as heartily in favor of the
Sunday movie.
"Four Horsemen*
to Run
in Mission, Los Angeles
"The Four Horsemen," the big Metro
special, has been booked for the Mission
theatre, Los Angeles, to open March 9.
The first night prices will be two, three
and$1.50
five top.
dollars. Later on the prices will
be

Benj B. Hampton, who delivered an address to th<
representatives which
of 166he women's
clubs in California, in
flayed censorship
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well
now
are
IONS
fatiguable
worker
and
this
time he is out
ARAT
PREP
to beat his best record.
under way for the convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Samuel Goldwyn en Route
If the present interest in the convention
is sustained to the end, the Rochester
New York in Rochester, N. Y., on April
Abroad Issues Warning
event will go down into history as the
5, 6 and 7. Arrangements are also virtudent n,of
presiratio
ally completed for the convention to be
WYN,
yn Pictu
res Corpo
biggest gathering of exhibitors ever known
GoldwGOLD
UEL
SAMthe
in the State of New York. Reservations
sailed Saturday, February 26, on the
held next week when the Pennsylvania
exhibitors will meet on March 8 and 9 at
are coming in constantly and exhibitors
yn's warne
nia.beforeMr.his Goldw
Aquita
stated
ment, issued
departure,
intending to attend, whether delegates or
the Hotel Penn Harris, in Harrisburg, Pa.
against weakening the leadership of the
not, should make sure immediately to get
John S. Evans, one of the Executive
United States in photoplay production.
attention.
Committee members of the Motion Pic" America
gainedand,a world's
ket in motion has
pictures
if we are marnot
ture Theatre Owners of America from
W. A. Calihan is in charge of the pubcareful,
the State of Pennsylvania, states that he
licity for the hall. No better selection
he
said. we will lose it in a short time,"
could have been made, for, as a result of
: has sent out four urgent appeals to attend.
" The proposed legislative limitations
his activities, the Rochester papers have
They call attention to the antagonistic
on the motion pictures will have a serious financial effect on this big industry
begun a teaser campaign eight weeks
legislation pending, to the need of immewhich, solely through the aggressiveness
ahead of the convention. Mr. Calihan is a
diate action and above all things to the
of American producers, has established
importance of influencing the members of
welcome visitor in all the newspaper ofthe United States as the leading nation
in this new art.
fices of the Rochester press and a 100%
the Legislature by appeals from exhibitors
" Foreign him producers are increasand from their constituents generally.
publicity record may confidentially be exing their output with startling rapidity.
This is the first time that a statewide
pected. The Executive Committee, which
For America to sacrifice its freedom in
is keeping the machinery going, consists
i organization in Pennsylvania, without any
this means of expression will therefore
result in a sacrifice of world business.
of I. M. Salyerds, chairman, Victoria
I geographical division, has been attempted
theatre; W. H. Kelly, secretary, Victoria
" Objectionable
themes
in
motion
picand it bids fair to be entirely successful.
tures are bound to be eliminated. Salatheatre ; George H. Caff rey, treasurer,
Philadelphia will send a delegation of
ciousness is doomed not only because it is
Clinton theatre; Mr. George Kress, as
about fifty men, while Pittsburg will be
not artistic but because it is not profitchairman of the Entertainment Commitlargely represented. A striking feature of
Mr. Goldwyn will visit England and
, this convention is the demand for reservatee, has a heavy load to carry because the
continental Europe to study cinema conentertainment features of this committee
tions coming from small exhibitors in reditions. He will be gone two months.
able."
will form an important part of the proj mote parts of the state. The convention
i will be opened on Tuesday at 2 P. M. by
ceedings. Mr. J. Greenstone, of the Emand his wife carrying a suitcase with letMr. Evans and will then at once plunge
pire theatre, is chairman of the Committering as follows: "Wifey and I are going
tee on Concessions. F. J. Koch, of the
into business. Sydney S. Cohen, the Nato the Rochester convention of the exhibi■ tional President of the Motion Picture
Lyndhurst, is chairman on Accommodators of the State of New York. Bring
Theatre Owners of America, and Charles
tions, while C. Stahler, of the Rose Garden theatre, is chairman of the Banquet
Every piece of mail that goes out of the committee. Mr. Koch is the man to write
j L. O'Reilly, Executive Committee memjlber from New York, will attend the conexchanges
to New York exhibitors conYours."
to for reservations.
vention. For Wednesday night a big bantains reminders of the convention, among
; quet has been planned to which the GovMany important questions will be disthem a schedule pocket holder which will
cussed and acted upon at this convention,
ernor and a number of prominent state give in detail the specific hours of the
and a new set of officers will be elected.
! officials have been invited.
meetings that will be called together with
convention.
Preparations for the great New York
State Convention of the Motion Picture
There will be a Movie Ball on
Missouri Exhibitors May
j Theatre Owners of New York are in full Wednesday, which, in all probability, will
I swing. The convention will be held on
be held in the armory, although nothing
Have Deposit Relief
! April 5, 6, and 7 at the Seneca Hotel in definite has been decided. The decoraProposed
legislation engrossed by the
the City of Rochester.
tions planned are on a large scale, indeed,
State Senate on February 26, will effect
It will be remembered that at the last they may be described as lavish. There
serious changes in the advance deposit
! state convention, Rochester received the will be a banquet on Thursday night to
system to the benefit of Missouri exhibiunanimous vote of the delegates for the which prominent members of the State
tors. The bills introduced by Senator
1921 convention because of the extraorSenate and Assembly have been invited
Penzel, of Butler, Mo., and later amended
I dinary good work that Rochester has al- and there have been so far two acceptby the Judiciary Committee, would proways done on behalf of organization in
ances. More, no doubt, will arrive in the
vide for the establishment of a scheme
this state. The Rochester men are vying next few days.
whereby all exhibitors who are compelled
with each other to make this convention
The whole City of Rochester is interto advance money to exhibitor producers
ested in the convention. The Chamber of on film productions not ready for delivery,
a real record breaker. Every committee
j is working energetically and industriously.
Commerce of the Flower City is putting
would be required only to deposit their
Two hundred rooms have been reserved
forth every effort for the comfort of the
certified cheques with a local bank or trust
for delegates in the Senecca Hotel alone.
delegation, co-operating with the local company. The cheque would be kept there
organization.
until the film is received by the exhibitor.
_ I. M. Salyerds, chairman of the ExecuI tive Committee, is putting signs in every
One of the busiest men is John J. FarThe proposed bills were offered at the
exchange in the State of New York anren, of the Victoria theatre, on whose
instigation of numerous Missouri amusenouncing very conspicuously the time and
shoulders rests the responsibility for the
ment house proprietors who have found
success of the Movie Ball. Mr. Farren
1 place of the convention. He has prepared
continued objections to the existing dea cartoon, postcard size, showing a man
has an enviable reputation as an indeposit system.
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Wm. Brady in Los Angeles;
Exhibitors Oppose Him
William A. Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, arrived in Los Angeles on Saturday of last week after completing a tour
of twenty-four states, during which he
spoke against proposed censorship legislation and blue law measures. He was met
by representatives of local film organizations and tendered a banquet under the
auspices of the Allied Amusement -Industries of California. At the dinner he made
a speech urging united action against national adverse legislation, and his remarks
were warmly applauded by those present.
Eugene H. Roth, chairman of the Allied
Amusement Industries, writes the National Association's headquarters that the
Allied Amusement Industries has pledged
Mr. Brady " their support nationally."
Mr. Brady's arrival in Los Angeles met
with no favorable response on the part of
the organized exhibitors of Southern California. At a meeting called on Monday
evening by William D. Taylor, president
of the Directors' Association, at which
representatives of various motion picture
organizations were present, representatives
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Southern California and Arizona resented
the presence of Mr. Brady and declared
their determination to withdraw, anticipating the formation of a body affiliated
with National Association. Upon being
persuaded that the new body was not to
be affiliated with the National Association,
the theatre owners remained.
Frank A. Garbutt of the Producers' Association presented a plan for an anticensorship organization with members
from every department of the industry.
Reorganization and election of officers are
to be taken up after the completion of
membership drive and securing of a state
charter. The initiation fee is to be $2 and
the annual dues $6, payable semi-annually.
In a wire just received from Glenn Harper, secretary of the Theatre Owners of
Southern California and Arizona, the
statement is made that the newly formed
organization will confine its activities to
state legislative matters. " Brady was in
no way responsible for this meeting,"
reads Harper's wire. "His reception
here was met with opposition by exhibitors
who stand ioo per cent Theatre Owners
of America and Sydney S. Cohen."

Mayors' Conference Will
Discuss Censorsh ip
Motion picture censorship in this State
will undoubtedly be one of the subjects
to be discussed at the midwinter meeting
of the New York State Conference of
Mayors, which will be held in Albany
during the coming week. It is understood that the Conference, while not
actively opposing the censorship bill, recently introduced by Assembly Clayton,
will nevertheless file its formal protest to
the passage of the measure.

Added

Features for A. M. P. A.
Dinner at Biltmore

enhaved been
ters Nake
star
in "The
ADDED tered
Truth"
event, the formal annual function
of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers at the Biltmore Hotel on
March 4. As a result of added invitation
acceptances and added events on the entertainment program the function
promises to eclipse even the anticipations
of the instigators who prepared the program when the dinner was first planned.
Harry Reichenbach has sent word
from Chicago that he will surely be on
hand to take part in the entertainment.
In addition to providing extemporaneous
entertainment, Harry will have a leading
part in the headline act of the bill entiBig Five."
Twotled "The
additional
acts have been announced on the program within the last
week. Vivian Moses, of Fox Pictures,
is responsible for the first one which
will be nameless, but which was written
by Mr. Moses, Leslie Jordon and E. P.
McNamee, who will take the principal
characters in the sketch. This will be a
travesty
putting
over a "sure
road showon flivver
in limousine
style. fire"
" A Mere Detail " is the title of the
skit written by Dan Carson Goodman and
described as an economic tragedy in one
reel with a filler which will be enacted
by Maurie Meyers, Claud LaBell, Vincent Trotta, Fred Baer, E. P. McNamee
and W. F. Eberhardt.
Although formal dress will be worn by
most of the members, it is not essential,
and members of the motion picture industry who find themselves in the city
that evening are extended a cordial invitation to put in an appearance at the
Biltmore where Tom Wiley, chairman of
the committee on arrangements, will be
glad to provide accommodations for them
at this dinner.

John Storey Sales M'g'r
of Ass'd Exhibitors
John E. Storey, for the past year assistant to Elmer Pearson, director of exchanges, of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has
been named sales manager of the reorganized Associated Exhibitors, Inc. Mr.
Storev assumed his new duties on March
first.
E. A. Eschmann, feature sales manager
of Pathe for nearly a year, succeeds Mr.
Storey as assistant to the director of exchanges.
Mr. Storey is one of the oldest members
of the Pathe sales force, which, incidentall)', he joined nearly four years ago as
manager of the Kansas City branch. From
that post he was named manager of the
Pacific Coast Division, and his work in
that capacity was so noteworthy that almost exactly a year ago, he was brought
to the home office as assistant to Director
of Exchanges Pearson.
Middletown

House

Gives

$416 to Hoover Drive
Word from Manager Theo. . C. Chifos,
of the Sorg theatre, Middletown, Ohio,
has been received to the effect that the
sum of $416.67 has been realized in the
theatre's drive for the Hoover Fund Film
Campaign. The proceeds have been turned
over to the Relief Fund Committee.
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Censorship in Disfavor in
District of Columbia
The Commissioners of the District of
Columbia, who have charge of the regulation of amusements in the Capital City,
have decided against censorship. This is
their decision after a meeting held Monday afternoon, February 28. Although
censorship was disowned, however, more
stringent police regulations seem inevitable. The meeting was instigated by the
amendments introduced by Dr. Wilbur F.
Crafts.
The chair was occupied by Commissioner Hettrick who gave the proponents
of the Censorship Ordinance the first
chance to be heard. Among those who
spoke for censorship were the Rev. Lucius
Clark, the Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts, Charles
A. McMahon, William McK. Clayton,
Mrs. S. N. Woodley, president of the National Association for Moving Picture
Betterment and Mary Wright Johnson,
representing
the arguments
Federation moved
of Women's
Clubs. Their
were
mainly to the effect that drastic regulations were needed.
Sidney Cohen appeared at hearing on
behalf of Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America and in addition the exhibitors
organizations throughout the country cooperated with the Washingtonians through
direct appeals to their representatives.
One of the features of the occasion was
an impassioned speech by D. W. Griffith
who told of the dangers of censorship, not
only to motion pictures but to the liberties of all American citizens. Other speakers against censorship were A. Bruce Brylawski, Robert N. Harper, Representative
Geo. H. Timkham, of Massachusetts;
Maurice Rosenberg and Thomas J. Donovan, president of the Central
sociation.
At the conclusion of the
impression prevailed that the
ers would reject the Draconic
the Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts.

Citizens' Ashearing the
commissionproposals of

New Orleans Building Re~
strictions Questioned
The right of the city of New Orleans
to prohibit" property owners from establishing amotion picture theatre in a section, declared by special ordinance to be
devoted exclusively to residential purposes, was challenged directly last week
by mandamus proceedings instituted in
the Civil District Court.
The action was brought by Walter J.
Falgout and Edward M. Gordon, of Orleans and Jefferson Parishes, respectively,
and it seeks to have the judicial tribunal
compel the city of New Orleans and its
engineer, John Klorer, issue them a permit to construct and operate a picture
show on property surrounded by Carrollton
avenue, Sycamore, Short and Panola
streets.
March 4 was set as the date when the
city must show cause why the court
should not require the issuance of the
permit.
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GENERAL call to producers to
k avoid every suggestion of salaciousness in titles, sub-titles or advertismatter of motion picture productions
; sounded by seventy-five exhibitors
m Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas at the
ual meeting of Associated First Natal Pictures of Iowa in session at Des
ines, Iowa, on February 14. The extors present went on record with the
lion that close attention to the deletion
mything that might provide arguments
advocates of censorship would be the
itest service producers can render to
exhibitors in states where there are
ntic bills before the legislature,
i ills are pending in both Iowa and Netj;ka and the exhibitors at the meeting
Bared that much of the agitation for
fcsorship was directly traceable to misIn ideas of certain pictures due entirely
jjjggestive titles or to suggestive adver■ g matter. For that reason, those who
>( part in the discussion declared, much
fne agitation could be quieted by elimill.ig anything misleading which would
Ite a false impression in the minds of
le who judged motion picture produces without actually seeing them.
I D. Williams, manager of Associated
it National Pictures, declared that the
lit National organization had been alive
I lis situation for some time and that
■y effort was being made by the inde■lent producers and stars distributing
mgh the organization to live up to the
'It
which had been embodied into the
I ution.
lie meeting was held on the first anniliry of the beginning of the first run
Ijhe initial Associated First National
!-lires release in the Iowa territory.
I production was " The River's End,"
luced by Marshall Neilan. A. H.
Ik, president of the Iowa corporation,
|ded at the gathering, and Lieut. Gov.
mill, of Iowa, made the address of
nine to the -out-of-town guests,
le first action taken by the exhibitors
to endorse a policy of bigger and bet)iciures, and in this connection the
ion of the probable trend of cost of
uctions was raised. In answer to
ions Mr. Williams said that he saw
little tendencv toward the reduction
oduction costs in the fttture, as every
jeer of note was working upon a
y of stronger, better and fewer picWilliams also explained in detail
processes by which the exhibition
of First National productions was
tin , and expressed the opinion that the
,r m was the fairest one that could be
ed to the producer and exhibitor

of

Suggestive

Meeting

of

Iowa

Titles

and

Advertising

Banquet given at the conclusion of the annual meeting of Associated First Natio.nal Pictures
of Iowa, Inc., February 14, at the Hotel Savery, Des Moines, la. A. H. Blank, President of
the Iowa corporation, and J. D. Williams, manager of Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., in the foreground.
Cruzen, Oskaloosa, la. ; Harry Dubuaute, Alliance,
alike. Many of the exhibitors present deNebr. ; H. L. Davidson, Cherryvale, Kans. ; H. C.
Dunkel, Iowa City, la. ; S. A. Davidson, Neodesha,
clared that they were receiving pictures
Kans. ; J. H. Ebersole, Avoca, Iowa ; M. F. Fauver,
Belle Plaine, la.; R. W. Fife, Tama, Iowa; Joe Gerthrough the franchise plan at a more modbracht, Ames, Iowa; Lee Gunnison, Atchison, Kans.;
erate cost than they would expect through
S. E. Greenebaum, Davenport, la. ; R. W. Gear, Florence, Kans. ; F. Henneberry, Fort Scott, Kans. ; S. A.
any other plan.
Hayman, Grand Island, Nebr. ; J. E. Hostetter, LinThe following board of directors was
; Louis'la.S.; Jacobs,
Burlington,
; J.la.B.;
Leo Julius,
Webster la.City,
elected : A. H. Blank, Des Moines, Iowa ; Julius, coln,Ft.Nebr. Dodge,
J. E. Kurt, Omaha, Nebr. ; Wm. Youngclaus, Harlan,
la. ; R. G. Ligget, Kansas City, Kans. ; K. Moreland,
H. B. Thomas, Fremont, Neb. ; J. E. HosMo. Valley, la. ; Geo. Monroe, Beatrice, Nebr. ; Leo
tetter, Omaha; George Monroe, Beatrice,
Moore, Centerville, la. ; H. N. McClure, Emporia,
Neb. ; K. Moreland, Nebraska City, Neb. ; Kans. ; G. W. Hart, Grinnel, la.
M. B. Shanberg, Hutchinson, Kans. ; J. J. Jacobson,
S. E. Greenbaum, Davenport, Iowa ; A. J. Marshalltown,
la. ; J. P. Neist, Forest City, la. ; A.
R. Krammer, Omaha, Nebr. ; H. G. Ramsay, Eldorado,
Diebold, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Roy BurKans. ; J. Valleau, Albert Lea, Minn. ; A. J. Diebold,
Cedar Rapids, la. ; E. Metzger, Creston, la. ; H. B.
ford, Arkansas City, Kan. ; Stanley ChamWatts, Omaha, Nebr. ; Stanley Chambers, Wichita,
bers, Wichita, Kas. ; M. B. Shamburg,
Kans. ; J. B. Tackett, Coffeyville, Kans. ; E. Zimmer,
Hutchinson, Kas.; A. F. Baker, Kansas
Marysville, Kans. ; W. T. Wilson, Chaunte, Kans. ;
L. C. West, Mt. Vernon, la. ; D. Bergman, Des Moines,
City, Kas.
la. ; E. C. Rhoden, Kansas City, Mo. ; A. G. Sholte,
Des Moines, la. ; C. A. Robinson, Kansas City, Mo.
Following the banquet which was the
R. Harding, Des Moines, la. ; Jess Day, Des Moines,
order of the evening session, the directors
la. ; E. Helmps, Des Moines, la. ; Omar Kenyon, Des
Moines,
la. ; A. Frankel, Des Moines, la. ; S. S.
met and elected the following officers:
Schwartz, Des Moines, la. ; O. J. Dyvig, Nevada, la. ;
A. H. Blank, president and treasurer;
S. O'Hare, Clarinda, la. ; F. E. Neman, Kansas City,
Mo.; J. D. Williams, New York, N. Y. ; Harry M.
M. B. Shamburg, first vice president;
Weinberg, Omaha, Nebr. ; Arthur Cunningham, Omaha,
Nebr.
Alperson, Omaha, Nebr. ; L. J. McCarthy.
A. J. Diebold, second vice president ; S. S. Omaha,; E.Nebr.
Schwartz, secretary.
The executive committee is composed of
A. H. Blank, chairman; M. B. Shamburg,
Metro to Adopt Unit Plan
A. J. Diebold, J. H. MacClay, Stanley
of Production on Coast
Chambers.
Metro has adopted the unit plan of proThe next meeting will be held in Kansas
duction, according to reports received
City, the second Monday in February,
from the West Coast. Hereafter Bayard
Veiller, Maxwell Karger, Rex Ingram,
1922.
Mr. Williams on his return to New
Winchell Smith, Nazimova, George Baker,
York declared that the Iowa meeting was
Dallas Fitzgerald and Wesley Ruggles will
one of the most striking examples of the each supervise an individual production.
real worth of exhibitor co-operation that
All Metro subjects, after the present
had come under his observation.
ones are completed, will be made on the
The following franchise holders at- Coast. Joseph Engle, treasurer, of Metro,
tended the meeting:
left for the East to work out final details.
J. R. Burford, Arkansas City, Kansas ; S. N. Each unit will have their own continuity
Blair, Belleville, Kans. ; A. H. Blank, Des Moines,
la. ; A. F. Bake, Kansas City, Kans. ! W. H. writers. Four directors will make all star
Ostenburg, Scottbluff, Nebr. ; D. F. Baker, Ottumwa, la.; J. C. Collins, Perry, Iowa; Geo. T.
productions.
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Neutral

Agency
Needed
in Film
Industry
By W. W. Hodkinson
THE entire motion picture industry is seriously disturbed by the constant battle
between producers on the one hand and the exhibitors on the other. The
exactions of certain producing groups have undoubtedly worked a hardship
on the exhibitor. Producers who are wasteful in their methods, who pay
unconscionable sums of money for stars and stories, whose whole business structure is reared on politics and favoritism rather than on a civil service basis of
merit are bound to «;et deeper and deeper into the mire Some of them are now
seeking
to escape
laying
the them.
exhibitors'
dragging
the exhibitors
downby into
the hold
mire ofwith
The legitimate
resentmentprofits
and and
resistance
of
the exhibitor under these circumstances are altogether natural and quite legitimate.
On the other hand, there are many localities in which the exhibitors by reason of booking combinations have the upper hand, and I regret to say they are
inclined to be just as tyrannical as the grasping and over-capitalized producer. A
producer is entitled to a legitimate profit on his creation just as the exhibitor is
entitled to a steady supply of good quality pictures at reasonable prices. Either
element working alone and with no vision beyond its immediate financial aim is
running in the wrong direction.
There must be some method of equitable arbitration. There must be some institution which deals fairly with the producer, encouraging the producer of merit
and talent and discouraging the production of inferior pictures. Such an institution to insure a constant supply of quality must set adequate rewards and
incentives before the producers. By a process of judicious sifting such an institution will always be in a position to supply the exhibitor with successful box office
attractions.
The present struggle between producers and exhibitors is largely caused by a |
surplus of inferior pictures which the market cannot digest. If a neutral and competent agency applying a selective machinery of proved value had always been
functioning in this industry the present destructive antagonisms would never have
been known.

E. W.

Hammons
Los

Angeles

Back

From

Trip

E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Films Corporation of America and
its distributing subsidary, Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., returned to NewYork this week after a month's trip to Los
Angeles. While on the coast he held conferences with the various units producing
pictures for Educational and made a number of suggestions which were prompted
by his study of exchange and exhibiting
conditions through the United States and
Canada.
Mr. Hammon found the film producing colony greatly interested in the progress that has been made by Educational,
and the plans of a number of producers
of short subjects were laid before him.
However, he stated that while some important preliminaries had been completed,
he was not yet ready to announce acquisition of further product.

$100,000 Worth of Negatives Burn on Coast
A fire, originating in the cutting room
of the C. L. Chester Studio Administration Building, Los Angeles, on Saturday
morning, February 26, caused a loss of
negatives whose value has been estimated
at $100,000. The fire spread through the
cutting room to the big vault containing
the films, burning them all. The vault adjoining was not damaged.
The fire will not affect the Chester releases for Federated, and negatives of all
these subjects to be released in March and
April are being shipped. Tom McGowan
was badly burned in attempting to save
the negatives.

Picture
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Recent Incorporations i
State of New
York
Among the concerns that have incoi
rated in New York state during the
few days, to enter the motion picture b,
ness was the Charles F. Herm, Inc., p
ning to market scientific motion pictui
according to its papers of mcorporat)
the company being located at Harri
with Charles F. Herm of that vilk
Patrick j. Leahon and William J. h|
ford of New York City, as directors,
company is capitalized at $10,000.
In three days, eight concerns incoi
rated in New York state to enter the b
ness. In addition to the Charles F. H
Company, the others were : Shea-Due
Inc., $10,000; William and H. S. H
heimer, Nathaniel A. Jackolo, New Y(
Turges Amusement Corporation, $15/
Sidney Rothner, Max Frieder, Step
S. Tolk, New York; A. L. Shay, ]
$150,000, A. L. Shay, Lillian E. Mc
hon, H. C. O'Donnell, New York;
Gabriel Producing Co., $6,400, El«
S. Benedict, S. A. Mcintosh, Clan
Lazarus, New York; Screen and S

Plays, Hechheimer,
Inc., $20,000, R.
N. Workman,
A. Jockolo, 11
liam
York; Frances Theatres, Inc., $650,
Barnett Koondel, Frances Turkat, Chi
Protests Against Confiscation of Films
Friedman, Brooklyn; Horizon Picti
Inc.,
$10,000, Henry E. Stohldreier, F
A vigorous protest on behalf of the
erick W. Kaletsch, F. E. Backer, 1
motion picture industry, against the alleged seizure and sale of motion pictures York.
Houdini Picture Corporation, $500,
by the collector of customs of New York
Bernard
Ernst, M. H. Cane, David J. ]
has been lodged with the Secretary of the
Treasury by Paul H. Cromelin, president New Y'ork City ; Triart Productions, '.
of the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation and $110,000, I. Wolper, L. A. Hiller,
chairman of the Exporters Division of the Beekman, A. B. Silverman, New II
National Association of the Motion Pic- City; Affiliated Enterprises, Inc., $50,
ture Industry.
J. H. Hoffberg, B. H. Frank, N. K
The protest was based upon a notice
New YorkGeorge
City;J.Helen
Freeman,
Johnstone,
Josept '.
advertising the sale of a miscellaneous lot $100,000,
of film consisting of approximately 171 Sullivan, M. E. O'Brien, Brooklyn; A
reels, which had been sent to the seizure Pictures Corporation, $6,000, A. A. C
room of the Customs House and adver- M. Lewis, B. H. Bernstein, New Y
tised for sale at public auction on Febru- Patchogue Amusement Corpora
Patchogue, O. Nielson, O
ary 23, according to word from the Na- $200,000,
Wechsler, William G. Gilks, New Y
tional Association's headquarters. Mr.
Cromelin, in a letter to the Secretary of Polish Amusement Corporation, Si 10
the Treasury, states that it is not custom- I. P. Morris, C. Auerbach, M. H. Lt
ary in the picture industry to sell films New York; Brighton Beach Spoi
outright, but to lease them, and that the Club, $20,000, T. J. Molloy, E. C. Ha!
sale of any films by the customs officials J. E. Molloy, Brooklyn; Wilson Pro
for unpaid duties is a dangerous practice.
New R."\
G.
T. $50,000,
Murray,W.Bennington,
XV. Wilson, Yt.,
tions,
"There are a number o*f pirates in this Murray, Scarsdale; United Projector
industry who are watching every opportunity to get possession of films such as Film Corporation, Buffalo, $525,000, 3
these, which they have put out with dis- Mosher, Alice A. Lewis, Buffalo, Lerc
Davidson, Angola ; Clover Film Corj
regard tothe original owners and lessees,"
wrote Mr. Cromelin in his protest to tion, Utica, $12,000, Harry T. Cross,
Miller, C. R. Leighton, Utica ; The O
Washington.
Girl,
Inc., $50,000, Nathaniel F. Schi
"Regardless of whose property may be
Marks, William Strelsin, New Y
involved, this high-handed, arbitrary Eva
Dislocated Honeymoon Corpoic
action, practically without notice, is unjust and unfair to a great industry whose $35,000, Edgar MacGregor, Lily I
representatives have been assured in mont, Anna Eichel, New York ; (
Washington such a course would not be Amusu Corporation, Brooklyn, Sic
taken and we insist and demand that the David Bloom, Hyman Kottler, Bei
property of motion picture exporters and Solomon, Brooklyn; Corliss Palmer
importers be protected against such con- ductions, Roslyn, $50,000, Corliss Pa
fiscatory action as is announced in the Roslyn, Eugene V. Brewster. Broo
Lillian Montanye, New York City.
notice of sale complained of."
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By
AST week I pointed out how it is possible to add an interest to the music of
-J your theatre by making the composers
;m something more than names on paper,
us, I told of Beethoven, the deaf man, of
rdi, the tall, lovely old man, of Mozart,
10 just couldn't grow up.
Mow, if your audience can be made to feel
! presence of Beethoven whom for instance
1 use a movement of a symphony, you have
additional grip on the listeners. You can
tject the personality of Beethoven, through
les, publicity, program notes, etc., — using the
y sentences I did last week.
»o, with the others.
tfow, at the request of a great many of my
ders, I shall from time to time, draw little
rd portraits of the great masters of music,
t I cannot pause longer than the present
le with that one subject. There are so
ry topics, crying for attention — I hope that
inquirers will pardon my seeming failure
follow your expressed desires.
I 'he following portraits are from my book
I ace to Face with Great Musicians " —
it
MENDELSSOHN
It was a day in spring, as it should have
, when we went out to meet Felix MendelsBuds about to bloom, little green sproutgrasses taking their first modest glimpse
he world — youth scampering and laughing,
air fraught with a myriad of throbbing
ulses.
And then there was Mendelssohn.
i Fra^onard had ever lived to paint the
rait of this man he would have repreed him with dashing fauns and roguish
c i cupids. all grouped with fastidious arjement around the oval of the frame.
Here was the very personification of the
on when little pussy willows stick their
:y heads out on the green stalk. There is
ling sad in springtime. There can be nothbut laughter and victory. In springtime
never thinks about the morrow ; one never
s beneath the countenance of things; one
:r philosophizes.
Just life and living.
A. man of small frame, delicate as a lily,
suggesting the power and endurance of an
—his large, luminous eyes seemed to have
; (depth and liquid softness of a forest lake,
moved forward, loosely jointed and lightly,
hand extended in welcome. A deep, rich
spoke to us as in a chant,
n the first moment we were with him we
zed the whole past of his life — his utter
lorn from worry or woes. In, the face of
man who has known an obstacle there is
ten the struggle on his brow. Who has
by sheer dint of his own acquired power
scribes his biography in his whole future
Nothing of this sort was to be seen
ndelssohn. In him spoke Springtime —
/hich all is victory — just life and living,
ssi^urtured m the bosom of the wealthiest
ly in all Hamburg, the grandson of the
test philosopher of the time, the son of
ig, earnest parents, himself handsome,
d, brilliant, amazingly promising, the idol
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And he went on, leaving us nonplussed with

BULLETIN OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF MUSICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INTERESTS

rsigtoned
unde
ings
the commi
field.ttee,
Our
WE, sendthegreet
first meeting as the Special
e
itte
Comm
of Five is being held
too late to catch this issue of The News.
Full report next week. We expect to
draft by-laws, and constitution, and to
summon the Executive Board representing all elements of the allied arts.
JOSEPH BRIEL
ERNEST LEITZ
HUGO RIESENFELD
SAMUEL ROTHAFEL
C. M. TREMAINE
CHARLES D. ISAACSON,
Ex-officio.

of the idols, the friend from his boyhood days,
of Goethe and Zelter, a pianist at five, a
composer at eight, a world figure at seventeen, the best beloved musician in Europe at
twenty-five, what could the world seem to
Mendelssohn but a place made for him to grow
up in, peopled with individuals created to
please him, to aid him, to listen to him, to
praise him, to glorify his name?"
BRAHMS
" Here is the picture we saw coming along
the road :
" A short man, walking so briskly as to make
his little, squodgy legs do terrific labor. How
he went so quickly and so straight was a problem, for the little frame was corpulent. His
hat was off — he crushed it in his hand at the
side, behind his back he held his other hand,
somewhat in the attitude of the Little Corpdral
of Corsica. Despite the warmth of the day the
man was clothed in a long coat, most too big
for him about the arms and the neck.
" As we came nearer the little bulk became
more distinguishable in the details. A splendid
head on the broad shoulders came out of a
short neck — a head that instantly arrested attention. Despite a wealth of beard and mustache itwas a forehead that was most amazing
broad, massive, and intellectually dominant. In
the eyes spoke mastery and strength ; the whole
face seemed heroic, Jove-like. He was smoking a cigarette, puffing away like a steamengine.
" It was Johannes Brahms. We would attempt to make his acquaintance here, without
our formal introductions. So we stood stock
still and waited for him. He noted the action,
and for a moment it seemed as if he were
about to turn about face and give us a glimpse
of his back. But he went on, and as he was
about to pass us he snorted, " Good morning."
"This is Mr. Brahms? " we asked. "Johannes
Brahms, the famous composer?"
" He looked us up and down sharply : ' You
mean my brother — he is over the hill — but he is
the most unamiable musician in the country."

mortification."
BACH
" In a great wide-armed chair sits the master of the house, smoking a deep-bowled pipe
and sipping occasionally at a mug of creamy
ale. On his lap are two of his children — on
the floor are several more, and hustling around
the stove and dishes are more Bach boys and
girls aiding their mother.
" Supper is being made ready — and that, despite its daily occurrence, is an event of importance. Steaming pots bubble joyously, the
youngsters chatter, clatter, the old man continues his smoking, dropping a word now and
then to the baby on his knees.
"As we come into the room Mr. Bach jumps
up, almost upsetting the pipe, the mug, and the
children.
" ' Company — Good. Welcome, my dear people,' he says, in his gruff, deep voice, which
comes from the very pit of that huge paunch.
' Anna,' he shouts, ' we have company — they
will stay with us for supper,' and listening to
no entreaties, he persuades us to sit down at the
table.
" ' Yes, we dine early; it leaves more time for
work afterwards,' he explains, ' and besides the
children need to get to sleep.'
GLUCK
" Think of him, towering over the embroidered, bewigged philosophers. Tall, massive and
broad-shouldered, with his head always pushed
forward with a kind of defiance. His face,
deeply pock-marked — in repose, very red and
savage ; in anger, white with the pock-marks
blackly contrasting and savage. His hair was
mussed most often, with the powder on in careless fashion. It was a big face, round and
hard in its outlines and the cut of the features,
the eyebrows raised in querying manner. One
could but think that the Creator in molding his
contour had been very determined about it, and
left very little of softness to mark the soul of
the man. There was an intelligence about the
eyes, however, that, if you looked intently,
seemed to give out a hint of the mountains, the
mountains in the far distance which you wanted
always to approach, but which always seemed
to move further as you came closer. A poet?
Not in that frame, and yet, and yet — he was!
It was difficult to dissociate the idea of the animal ;that thick neck was like a boar's, his heavy
hands seemed rather fitted to continue to swing
the ax than the conductor's baton — and when
he spoke or sang it was done so boisterously
that it made you move back a bit, away from
him. He played the harpsichord, and he did it
as your ice man might. He smashed at the
keyboard, he pounded it— no little grace notes,
oh, no. Chords, heavy, sonorous, orchestral in
their effects. Well, just like all his music in
fact.
" When he entered the parlors of the bigwigs
of the day he seemed to be so much out of
place, awkward, stiff, and sulky. He spread all
{Continued on page 1983)
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The Adams Theatre Company
has started work on the new theatre to be located on the north side
of Adams, between Wabash and
State, which they expect, will be
opened early in June. The building at present occupying that site
will be completely remodelled and
turned into a four hundred and
fifty seat theatre which is to be
modern and de luxe in every respect.
The officers of the Adams Theatre
Company are Harry N. Ortenstein,
president; Harold Leopold, vicepresident ; M. W. Wells, treasurer,
and Milton Katz, secretary. The
first three have been associated together for sometime as owners of
the Vista, New Park and Twentieth Century Theatres on the
southside.
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tan newspapers. While in Chicago
he originated the " What's Your
Hurry?"
exploitation
which
has traffic
come tieup
into national
use.

One of the biggest film deals
ever put over in the Chicago territory was consummated last week
shortly after Joseph H. Gilday
took charge of the Chicago office
of Famous Players-Lasky. It was
the signing of contracts by Ascher
Brothers for the next six months
product of Famous Players- Lasky
Corporation, and involves service
for virtually all the Ascher houses
in Chicago and includes the much
anticipated Cecil B. De Mille super
special, " Forbidden Fruit."
Watterson R. Rothacker and
Douglas D. Rothacker are back in
Max Goldstine has completed ar- Chicago after a hurried visit to
rangements for running pictures at New York. Watterson Rothacker
Orchestra Hall from May 9 un- plans to leave for California about
til October 2. The first big feature the first of March.
to be shown there will be " Pasthe imported
reAs a special attraction in conleasedsion,"by First
National,picture
which has
nection with the showing of " The
proved such a tremendous success
Hidden Light " at Barbee's Loop
at the Capitol, New York, and Theatre,
Chicago, which goes in
wherever else shown to date, and there March
27 for an indefinite
which Mr. Goldstine believes, will
run, the management through Golbe good for a three month's run. los Enterprises has arranged for
Following "Passion," "Man, Wom- the personal appearance of Doan, Marriage " the Holubar picture
lores Cassinelli, the star of the picstarring Dorothy Phillips, will be
ture. Miss Cassinelli is a Chicago
shown for an indefinite period. girl, having
educated at the
Mr. Goldstine left for Los Angeles Holy Name been
Convent, and entered
on a combined business and plea- upon her screen career at the old
sure trip on February 26 and ex- Essanay plant on Argyle Street.
pects to return to Chicago about
" The Greek Singer," ' When Soul
March 19.
Meets Soul " and " Do Dreams
Come True " were some of the picH. H. Haven, who has charge of
tures she made. Gollos Enterprises have secured the rights to
Bartola Musical Instrument Com" The Hidden Light " for the cenpany's
sales
in
the
Northwest,
was
visiting Chicago headquarters in
tral west territory and have outlined an extensive exploitation
the Mailers Building last week getting in touch with the latest fea- campaign. Irving Mack, who is
tures which have been incorporated handling fhe advertising for Gollos Enterprises, as well as for
in the new Barton organ. Mr.
Haven reports organ sales are Barbee's Theatre, is in charge of
holding up wonderfully in his ter- the exploitation.
ritory and that his company is doing a splendid business.
Ascher Brothers have made arrangements to put before their
Oscar A. Doob, exploitation rep- public the Lester Cuneo series released by Capital, is the announceresentative for Famous Playersment from Capital headquarters in
Lasky Corporation in the Chicago Chicago.
Cuneo pictures will
territory, and for a number of years be shown The
throughout the entire
associated in the advertising and chain of Ascher
houses. It is a
publicity field of motion pictures,
to the enterhas resigned from the Paramount distinct compliment
qualities incorporated in
organization to become advertising the Cuneotainment
features to have the
and sales promotion manager of powerful Ascher chain accord
the Lake & Export Coal Corpora- them 100 per cent booking, as has
tion. This step will continue Doob
in association with Harris P. been done.
Wolfberg, former Paramount disMiss Betty Compson, noted
trict manager, who recently resigned to become vice-president heroine of " The Miracle Man,"
and general sales manager of the was recently signed up for five
Lake & Export Coal Corporation. years to appear in Paramount Pictures, stopped off in Chicago last
Before coming to Chicago Doob
was publicity and advertising man- Sunday, and the stop, although
ager for the Libson Chain of the- only three hours long, was made
atres in Ohio, and before that dra- the excuse for much publicity in
matic editor of several metropoli- the Chicago papers.
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Max Hyman boarded a train for
Gollos and Gollos Film Com- California
Monday, where he will
pany, with offices in the Masonic
Temple, have just purchased for spend several weeks vacationing I
Los Angeles and Hollytheir territory the Burton King around
wood.
production entitled, " Every Man's
Price," starring Grace Darling.
George and Harold Gollos, owners
of the Gollos and Gollos Film
Company, were so well pleased
with the results obtained on their
recent release, " The Sacred
Flame," that they have closed a
contract for the picture for the
state of Indiana. George Gollos
has just returned from a trip to
New York where he spent two
weeks looking over the state rights
field and closed several contracts
for features, names of which will
be announced later.

Having completed its first monti
at the Randolph theatre, " Tin
Kid " goes merrily along, continuing its second record-breaking
month at Jones, Linick & Schaefer':
house. Extra performances continue to be given, the schedule being to start at 8:30 in the morning
and repeating at intervals of one
hour, the last show starting promptly at midnight. The Rose, Bostor
and the Alcazar theatres, recentrj
acquired by Jones, Linick t
Schaefer, already have begun fa
bloom under the management o:
Lillian Walker and Harry Reichfirm newanddraper
no*'
enbach were the speakers at the this
sparkleprogressive
with new paint,
regular bi-weekly luncheon of the ies and new carpets.
Motion Picture Press Club, which
was held at the Stratford Hotel
Celebrated Players announce th<
last week. Mr. Reichenbach, who closing
of a contract for the firs
was in Chicago putting over " Out- Chicago showing of " The Servan
side the Law," gave a clever talk
on how to put stories across in the in the House," the first of the Wal 1
daily press. .
greene
theatre specials,
for the with
week Barbee's
of MarchLooj<j
Favorite
Players'
Film
CorporCelebrated
Players'
Prizma
Maste
ation have recently added a number
of important features to the list Pictures come in for double recog
this week, " The Melody o .
of pictures they are releasing in nition
" being
this territory and Manager Ike Van the
both Flowers
the Riviera
and featured
Balaban iij
if
Ronkel is very much pleased over Katz's New Tivoli.
the reception exhibitors are giving
them. They include, "The Way
Irene Hunt, who has been play
Women
featuringLove,"
Rubyeand De"Luxury,"
Remer both
and ing important parts in pictures fo
produced by Arrow Film Company, several years, has been selected fo
for which Mr. Van Ronkel has se- the role of Emma Gannell, wife o
cured the Illinois and Indiana Tom Gannell, the part enacted b
Frank Elliott. Miss Hunt recentl
rights.
The Tell
Wrong
Woman,"
featuring " Olive
and Montague
supported
Violawhich
Danajust
in has
" Cinder
bee
Love, will be released in Illinois, ella's Twin,"
Indiana and Wisconsin. Favorite released by Metro. Jane Athei
ton,
a
niece
of
Gertrude
Athertor
Players Film Corporation have also
arranged with Gollos Enterprises to the writer will have an importar
in the production, as will Dan
distribute " Whispering Devils," part
Todd. Miss Atherton just ha
" The Hidden Light," and " She made
her film debut, but show
Played and Paid," in Indiana. Next
month Favorite Players will re- promise of rare ability.
how
lease in Illinois and Indiana, the
new Clara Kimball Young produc- " Colorado." It is her first api
ance in a Universal picture fc
tion, "Straight From Paris."
several years, her last Univers
roles having been in support (
A prewidely
showingheralded
of "Black Vitagraph
Beauty," Harry
the
Carey.
peai I
special production, was held last
Others in the cast are Charh
week at the Ziegfeld Theatre, and Newton, Lillian West, Charles I
Manager Tarbell was congratulated Moyne, - Leonard Gapham. Da
by many of the exhibitors present Crimmins and Rosa Gore, besid"
on the excellence of the picture dozens of others who participate
and its box office value.
in the mine rescue scenes. The pla
was adapted for the screen by Wa
lace Clifton.
Maurice Fleckels is spending several days in Chicago and is busy
conferring over the future plans
The premier showing of the tl»
for the rapidly expanding business reel picture which the Rothack
of Favorite Players Film Corpora- Company produced for the ChicH I
tion. Art Telser, formerly with Y. M. C. A. Hotel, was staged t
Goldwyn, has been made sales man- Chicago officials of the Youi
ager for Favorite Players and al- Men's Christian Association. He
ready ismaking an excellent record, the " Y " Hotel can be of serri
the week ending February 26th to the young men strangers is p:
having been the biggest in the point turized in a dramatic way. Tr
of cash receipts and new contracts, film
will be given wide circulate
in Chicago.
in the history of this exchange.
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Vocal — " Favorites of Today," by
Capitol Mixed Quartette —
Miss Elizabeth Ayres, soprano ;
Louise Scheerer, contralto ;
jitrand Theatre —
Alva Bombarger, tenor, and
Overture — Selections from "The
Peter Harrower, basso, assistMikado," by Strand Symphony
ed by Wanda De Chiari, harp,
Orchestra.
and Jacques Gordon, violin,
Current Events — Strand Topical
Review.
and B. Nadcllc, 'cello.
Events — Capitol News.
r!7ocal Prologue— By Strand Male Current
Feature
— Guile of Women — Will
Quartette, Donald Chalmers,
Rogers.
basso; John Young, tenor;
Lying Lips — AssociGeorge Reardon, baritone, and Next Week
ated —Producers.
Frank Mellor, tenor.
Rialto Theatre —
feature
— The Old
— Charles
Ray. Swimmin' Hole Overture
— ■" Freischuetz," by Rialto
Orchestra.
I'ocal — " Giannina Mia," from Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
" The Firefly," sung by Estella
Carey, soprano.
Musical — Andante from "SymEspagnol," by Sascha
Fidelman,phonicviolinist.
ij'omcdy
—
Edgar,
the
Explorer
—
f Booth Tarkington.
Witching Hour — Fai Organ
Solo — M.
" Sailor's
by Feature — The
mous Flayers.
Frederick
Smith Song,"
and Herbert Sisson, organists,
Vocal — " Song of Songs," by
Gladys Rice, soprano.
ext Week — The Nut — Douglas
Fairbanks.
Comedy. — Dr. Killjoy — Mutt and
Jeff Cartoon.
I apitol Theatre —
Organ Solo — " Concert Overture,"
Ifverture
—
"
Dance
of
the
Hours,"
' played by John Priest.
by Capitol Grand Orchestra,
Week — Chickens — Douglas
relude — Dance Balinese — -Doris NextMacLean.
I Niles and Capitol Ballet Corps.
3 cenic — Bali the Unknown, or the Rivoli Theatre —
Ape Man Island.
Overture
— " Phedre," by Rivoli
Orchestra.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Special — " Faust " Prison Scene —
Margarita - Mary Fabian, soprano; Faust - Georges Dufranne, tenor; MephistophelesEmanuel List, basso profundo.
Feature — What Every Woman
Knows — William De Mille.
Vocal— "A Dream," by Betty Anderson, soprano, and Fred
Jagel, tenor.
Comedy—
toon. Out of the Inkwell— CarNEW

YORK

CITY

Organ Solo—" The Convent Bells,"
played by Prof. Firmin Swinnen.
NextMaeWeek
— The Gilded Lily —
Murray.
Criterion Theatre —
Fourth Week of Buried Treasure.
Moss' Broadway Theatre —
The Inside of the Cup and Keith
vaudeville.
LOS

Vocal
— " Mammy's
- Rendered
as solo.Sugar Plum."
Instrumental— Cello solo by member of the orchestra.
Comedy — The Haunted
House —
Metro.
Feature— O'Mally of the Mounted
—William S. Hart.
Presented with an original prologue. For description see later
issue.
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Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

Next

Week — Chickens — Douglas
MacLean.
Mission
Theatre
—
Second week
of The
Woman in
His House.
Next Week— Polly With a Past.
Kinema Theatre —
Third week of Passion.
Next Week— The Kid.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Fifth
Cup. week of The Inside of the
Miller's
TheatreTenth week
of A Connecticut
Yankee at Arthur's Court.
Second weekTheatre
of Lying
Symphony
— Lips.
Chine's Broadway Theatre —
Educational — Ford Weekly.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Novelty — Movie Chats — Kineto.
Special
— Local pictures of Current
Events.
Feature — The Romantic Adventuress— Dorothy Dalton.
Next Week — Something Different.
Tally's Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " RigoCurrent
Events — Kinograms — Educational.
Special — Boy violinist in selections.
Feature—
The Marriage of William
letto."
Ashe
— May Allison.
Next Week— The Stealers.
Superb a Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International
Special— Local pictures of Iowa
Feature
— Colorado — Frank Mayo.
picnic.
California Theatre —
Overture — " Plantation Dreams."
Current
Events — Fox Weekly and
Kinograms.
Special — Ten people musical act under the title of "The Voice
Organ
" Margie."
Feature—
Boys
Will Be Boys— Will
Teacher."
Rogers.
Comedytie——Educational.
Man vs. Woman — ChrisNext Week — Billions.
SEATTLE

ANGELES

Grauman's Theatre —
Overture — " Southern Rhapsodic"
Current Events — Pathe News.
Organ — Get Up.
Novelty
Path — e.Topics of the Day-

Ire is a four column full-page display
im Australia advertising "Once to
Ipn/ Woman"
playing
at Hoyt's theatre located
in Sydney

OF

Clemmer Theatre —
Overture
— " ,Lipht
Cavalry"
and
• -^MTS
f l'irarily
"
Current Events — Fox News.
Pathe.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Comedy — The Dog Doctor.
Feature — Polly With a Past — Ina
Claire.
Next Week — The Greater Claim.
Liberty TheatreOverture — Operatic selections.
Current Events — J and V. News.
— Goldwyn.
Comedy
— Torchy's Double Triumph
Scenic — The Explorer.
Feature
nett.— Silk Hosiery — Enid Ben-

BEGINNING TODAY
A Master Production- Battor than the Book
BLACK
Beauty
from theWorld -Famous Novel by Anna Sewell |
Adapted by George Randolph Chester
Mth Prolog'ue'The Sport of Kings" |
Larry

Semon

f*%

Mad Scene and Sextette from !
'LuciaSportsman"
Di Lammermoon-^ j
The
Amanda Brown, Coloratura Soprano
and Mark Strand Ensemble
'Danny Deeverl Jackson Kinsley.. I
Ttro column six inch display on " Black
Beauty " used
the Mark Strand
theatre,oy Brooklyn
DENVER
America Theatre —
Current
Events — International
News.
Metro.
Comedy
— The Haunted House —
Feature
— Bunty Pulls the Strings —
Goldwyn.
Next Week — Dinty.
Rialto Theatre
Current
Events — —Pathe
News.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Comedy
— Torchy's Millions — Educational.
Feature — The Easy Road — Paramount.
Next Week — Beau Revel.
Rivoli
— Fellows.
Overture Theatre
— The Jolly
Comedy— His Fiery Beat — Fox.
Current Events — Fox News.
Cartoon
Shoe Work — Fox —
Mutt— Gum
and Jeff.
Vocaltore
— Selections
from II Trovaand Wyoming.
Sung by Harry Harper, tenor,
and Margaret Freer, contralto.
Feature — 19 and Phyllis — Charles
Rav.
Next Week — Mamma's .Kilz.i.
SAN

FRANCISCO

Comedy
— Wedding Blues — Christie
Educational.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Orchestra — Jazz specialty number.
Organ — April Showers Bring May
Flowers.
Feature — The
Scuttlers — William
Farnum.
Next Week— A Small Town Idol.
California Theatre —
Current Events — California News
News Service.

Motion
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The Alluring and Pepful
BEBE DANIELS
in "She Couldn't Help It"

Here is a third of page for

Loew's Palace —
Overture — " The Spring Maid."
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — The Haunted House —
Metro.
Feature — Ghost in the Garret —
Next Week — The Price of Possession— Paramount.
Overture—"
— Saxophone
Rialto
— " IZampa"
solo,
Hear You Calling
Me," Mr. John Gooding.
Current Events — Fox New.
Comedy — Holy Smoke — Mermaid.
Feature — The Playing of Broadway— Realart.
Next Week — Officer 666 — Goldwyn.

Picture

N ei

Tudor Theatre —
Organ
Comedy solo.
— To be selected.
Feature — Priscilla Dean in O
side the Law, preceded by c
of the biggest advertising ca
paigns
the season, and dj
orately ofstaged.
Loew's (first
Grand
half— of week)
Overture.
Hallroom Boys Comedy.
Kinograms.
Feature— Elaine Hammerstein
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrn
(Last half of week)
Overture.
Universal Comedy.
Current
edited.Events — Loew's specfc
Feature— Earle Williams in T
Romance Promoters.

SheToledo,
Couldn't0. Help It " by the Rivoli theatre,
Orchestra — " Echoes from the Met- Barbee's Loop Theatre —
ropolitan Opera House " and Universal Weekly.
" Bright Eyes."
Overture — " Katrinka," by Friml.
ATLANTA
Organ — " I Hear You Calling Me " Comedy — Torchy's Double Trump.
and " Do You Ever Think of Prologue— Secret of Buddha.
Feature — Priscilla Dean in Outside
the Law.
Novelty — Topics of the Day —
CINCINNATI
Howard Theatre —
Me."
Pathe.
Coming Feature — The Small Town Overture — " The Beautiful GalIdol.
Kiddies' Reatea "— Howard Concert OrNovelty — California
chestra.
view, presenting fifteen local Tivoli Theatre —
children in song and dance of
Overture — Selections
from '
Overture
— " Marche Slave," by Howard News and Views.
numbers.
Tschaikowsky.
Walnut —
Violin
Solo
—
"
Zapateado,"
played
Current
Events
—
Pathe
16.
Feature
Brewster's Millions — Ros- Tivoli Orchestra — Nathaniel Finby Rene
Hemery,
of the How- Comedy
coe —Arbuckle.
— Movie Mad — Christie.
ston conducting.
ard Concert
Orchestra.
Trovatore."
Feature — The Life of the Party.
Next Week — Chickens.
Scenic — " The Song of the Paddle." A Chester Screenic.
Next Week— The Jucklins.
Imperial Theatre —
Sunday to Wednesday
Current Events — Imperial News.
Current Events — Pathe 17.
Orchestra — " Amorsco " and " NelFeature— The Kid— Second wee
Strand
—
lie Mine."
Next Week—
Billions.
Scenic— The Explorers— Bruce EdarxcL
ucational.
Tom A\(£>re ana Naomi Childers
Current
Events — Fox 86.
Feature
— What's Worth While —
«'HOLD YOUR. HORSES:
Chester Comedy.
Paramount.
-defaptect
fr^om
iAe/Hmo^Saiitr-ctay
Evening
Post
story
Next Week — Beau Revel.
Feature— Lying Lips— Third we
'CA IN/WANT J>y Rupert Hugkes.
GiftsNext Week— The Furnace.
Tivoli TheatreComedy
Bobby
Vepnort
in
'Goirvj^
Thru
The
Rye'_
Scenic— Swatting the Landlord.
Tivo column display for Hold theatre,
Your Horses,"
Buffalo the work of the Mark Strand Current Events — Kinograms.
Orchestra — " Chu Chin Chow " and
Palace — Digest — 96.
Literary
"
Japanese
Sandman."
The Feature—
Vocal — Madame Zavaschi sings Specialty — M. Sigmund Bogues- Comedy — Clyde Cook
The Misleading LadyNext
Week—
Pleasure Seekers.
" Caro Nome " from " Rigolawski, famous Chicago violinJockey— — With
Fox. Loisa Patterson
ist in a medley of popular and Prologue
and
William
C.
Jones,
singing,
classical
selections.
Feature
— Outside the Law — Prisletto."
cilla Dean.
Topical Events.
" Miserere," from " II Trovatore." As last notes of music
Next Week— The Kid.
Organ Solo — " The Japanese Sanddie away, curtains part over
man," Jesse Crawford.
Rialto Theatre —
Tivoli Presentation — Miss Marjorie
ture.
screen,
beginning feature pic- Overture — " Cavalleria Rustican
Current Events — Rialto News.
Dodge Warner, gifted soprano,
rendered under direction
Cartoon — The Gumps.
Compson in Prison- State—
Hyman L.
Spitalny.
in selected songs— novel instru- Feature —ers Betty
Orchestra— The Fortune Teller.
of
Love.
LEVELAND"
C
mental accompaniment.
Theme
—
Selections
" Nir
Organ— Salute a' Pesth.
"Love
May
befrom
a Mysta
Feature — Not Guilty.
Organ Solo.
Novelty — Screen Snap Shots.
Comedy
—
His
Forefathers.
Criterion Theatre —
Feature— Held in Trust— Metro.
from " Sybil " and " All ]
Coming Feature — One Man in a Overture — By special request, Dave
Next Week— Isobel.
You,"Events
from — "Pathe
Princess
Pat"T
Million.
Current
News,
Frolic Theatre —
ics of the Day.
Love in repeating his violin
solo-overture, a special ar- Scenie — Bruce Scenic.
Comedy
birds.— Leaping Lions and Jail- Pantheon Theatre —
rangement of " Whispering."
Pantheon
Topics
of
the
Day.
Pickford.
Topics of the Day.
Feature
— The Love Light — M'
Feature — If Only Jim — Harry
Pathe Review.
Carey.
The
Overture — " Solemnelle."
Next Week— Brewster's Million
Comedy — Larry Semon in
Next Week — Society Secrets.
Cornet Solo — " Balse Caprice."
Suitor — Vitagraph.
Comedy — Buster Keaton in The
Haunted House.
Feature — Viola Dana in The
CHICAGO
Overture
——" Mile. Modiste," by A
Shore Pirate — Metro.
tor Herbert.
Stilhnan
Solo — Popular selection.
Feature — Faying the Piper.
Theatre —
Theme — " Wedding Dust."
Woodlawn Theatre —
Coming Feature — The Passionate Rialto
Current Events — Kinograms—! j
Overture — Rialto Orchestra.
Pilgrim.
Grand Organ — Opera Mirror.
erary Digest.
Burton
Holmes
Travelogue.
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
Comedy — The Haunted Hons
Comedy
—
Mack
Sennett's
Movie
Buster Keaton.
Woodlawn Comedy Playlet — BusFans — Paramount.
ter Keaton in the Haunted
WASHINGTON
Without Limit— Anna
House.
Feature — Special production, In- Feature—
Nillson.
side
the
Cup
—
Paramount.
OffOverture — " The Evolution of
Crandall's Metropolitan —
Z * Z Z Z Z ZZ Z Z 2 2 2 2 2 Z Z 2 Z Z Z 2 2 Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 2 2 Z Z Z Z Z Z 2 2 Z Z Z Z 2 Z Z Z L ZTl Z Z 2 ZZZ
Broadway."
Feature
— Lying Lips.
— " Kissing Time."
Intermission—" Siren of the South- Overture
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Sea."
»HICHCtVLSTHE TOL
UOSL>JA CEKVIKE
GREATESTRIOTEXPO*L*T
OF■^"f*™*
GOOD CH££MP'CJLRt
AAP mHUMOR
OF FVM A.*0 THRILLS
Coming ernFeature
— Tom Moore in Comedy — The Sportsman — VitaHold Your Horses.
"THE MARK
graph.
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
Feature
— The Offshore Pirate —
Randolph Theatre —
Metro.
Organ Selections.
Feature — The Kid — Seventh week. Next Week — The Scoffer — First
National.
Coming
Cup. Feature — Inside of the
Loew's Columbia —
OF ZORRO"
Ziegfeld Theatre —
Incidental music by orchestra.
Overture—
" Barber of Seville."
Current
Events.
Feature — Clara Kimball Young in Comedy.
Hush.
Comedy — The Villa of the Movies. Feature
— The Gilded Lily — Para- t2ZZZZ2ZZZZZZZZZZZ'ZZZ2ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ2222Z22ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ2
mount.
7"
Coming Feature — Douglas Fairfor "Milwaukee
The Mark of Zorro " used by the Me
banks in The Nut.
theatre,
Next Week— Gilded Lily continued. Striking display, a third of a page
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ter Smith, basso. Score by
Strand Symphony Orchestra;
oeu?s%hlea&»
Alois Reiser, conductor.
ml jffil Present//^.
Pretentious Tomorrow
Photoplay ,
Week Commencing
Mark-Strand Topical Review.
-~ cjfuxutr se/specpfe
Prologue to Feature, " The Sport of
yC4NDAL>
SCANDAL
Mark Strand Quartet in scarlet
hunting
Kings."costume, with real dogs
SCANDAL
in/Aej^Z/o/co/qif e/ou:
/foe
uuffar/aitem
on leash,
singbefore
" Johnpastoral
Peel," drop.
ballad of chase,
See the Incomparable
Feature film, " Black Beauty."
Vocal, "Danny Deever " (KiplingDamrosch) — Jackson Kinsey,
baritone.
Ballet solo — Mile. Sylvia, danseuse.
An original shadow dance,
ms
O/ie faJtr/na/tera
ara/Ttaof
fk
Breaking
mu
".Narcissus."
The
Popular
Sur'i
Latest
Si»
Comedy— Larry Semon in " The
a Bessi?)
POINT"
ch
tial
o ."
a Barriscale
— —" Nup
Solman
Organ
Sports
(Rubinstein)
Edward Mar
Napier"
and John Hammond.
Rd
"The Fox
Road Demon" used
by Next Week — Charles Ray in " The
fie /or
William
theatre,
Old Swimmin' Hole."
Newark, Terminal
N. J.
and OthwCood Ralurw
Low's SUmphcmiiadOctolro
BUFFALO
Attractive
for "Billions," gotten up
•ark—
for
Loew's
Valentine
theatre
) Walters.
)verture — Scotch Fantasy, arShea's Hippodrome —
Brewster's Millions—
Week—" Arbuckle.
Next" Fatty
ranged by Director Homer.
Overture
— " Dance of the Hours "
— Ronchielli.
heme — Waltz song from " Lady
Mark-Strand —
Billie."
Stage
Setting—"
A
Dutch
WinOverture—" A Midsummer's Night
Up-toLoew's
—
Events
lurrent
dow," asilhouette.
Date News Events, Pathe Vocal— Selections
by Sudworth Current Events — Latest Pathe
News.
Fraiser, concert tenor.
News.
'omedy—
The
Haunted
HouseFeature — Cinderella's Twin — -Viola Feature— Hold Your Horses— Tom
Buster Keaton.
Dream."
Dana.
Moore.
. 'eature — The Greater Fame.
Comedy
—
The
Haunted
House
—
Comedy—
Going Through the RyeText Week— The Song of the Soul
Buster Keaton.
Christie.
—With Vivian Martin.
Current
Events
—
Hippodrome
ReKatherine MacDonJhambra —
view, made up of Topics of the Next aldWeek—
in Curtain.
Day, a hand-colored scenic and
s from "Irene."
Selection
•iverture —What
theme—
Next?
the leading weeklies.
Feature
— Eyes
the Heart—
Mary
Miles of
Minter
— Loew's Up-to- Next Week — The Frontier of the Palace
EventsEvents.
! urrent
Date News
Stars — Thomas Meighan.
— My Goodness ! — Mack Shea's Criterion —
ST. LOUIS
I,I omedy
Senmett comedy.
— "The Blue Danube
II eature — The Marriage of William Overture
Waltz "—Strauss.
Missouri Theatre —
Vocal — " Ave Maria " — Gounod.
Overture — Sarli's Jazz Melodies.
All
Sung
by
Grace
Stafford,
concert
House—
Full
A
Week—
[iext
I star Paramount feature,
Current News — Missouri events and
soprano.
views.
trand —
Feature — The Inside of the Cup —
Presentation — By Missouri Ballet
Edith Hallor.
Iverture — Medley of old-fashioned
ballads.
and Vocalists—" A Barnyard
Comedy
lard.— His Best Girl — Snub Pol'
Foot
Straw
Hay Foot,
k ;heme—
— Douglas MacLean in
and "old-time
dances.
Current Events — Criterion Pictor- Feature
Chickens.
Romance."
t urrent Events — Ford Weekly,
ial, made up of Topics of the
" Our President."
Day, " My Barefoot Boy," Post Comedy — Mack Sennett's The UnNature Film and leading weekhappy Finish.
lomedy—
"The
Punch
of
the
Irish,"
lies.
lienry Lehrman comedy.
New Grand Central —
feature— " The County Fair."
Overture
— " Oberon."
News Events
— Pathe and other
iext Week — " The Woman in His
weeklies.
House."
Paragraphs — Literary Digest.
ft nickerbocker —
Vocal—"
The Only Girl "—Mary
— Chu Chin Chow selecIverture
Mitchell.
tions.
Feature— Not Guilty— First NaIlheme— " Smiling Through " and
tional.
" I Want You."
■urrent Events — Fox News Weekly
Comedy
— Buster Keaton's Neighbors.
— Urban Movie Chats,
comedy— The Cabaret Touch Down
West
End same
Lyric as
— that of New
Program
II — Spotlight comedy.
Grand
Central.
' feature— The Truth About Husbands.
Del Monte Theatre —
"iextDustin
Week Farnum.
— Big Happiness, with
Opening — Selections
from Zeigfeld's Follies of 1920.
Elsie Loeb.
Current
Occurrences
—
Fox and
Pathe.
BROOKLYN
Topical Quips — Literary Digest.
Vocalley.
— By Del Monte vocalists.
Feature — (First half week) — The
lark-Strand Theatre —
Outside Woman — Wanda HawIrperatic Overture.
Two complete scenes from
Feature — (Second half week) —
Donizetti's opera, "Lucia di
Polly With a Past— Ina Claire.
Lammermoor," sung by seven
Comedy — Sunshine.
[(operatic
stars
with
authentic
operUatic costume and scenic mountWilliam Fox Liberty —
ling. Amanda Brown, colorature
Overture — Hochman's Orchestra.
Topical Events — Fox News.
II in
soprano,
sang
"
The
Mad
Scene
"
Serial — Fantomas.
boudoir set. Famous sextette
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
S number sung in council chamber
Double feature program including
■set by Amanda Brown, Ralph
Madame X and The Golden
ISoule, tenor; Robert Howell, ten- Half-page split lengthicise for " PrisTrail.
sor; Jackson Kinsey, baritone;
oners
of
Love
"
used
by
the
Rialto
theatre of Tacoma, Wash.
ilKathryn James, contralto ; WalComedy — Fox.

ST. PAUL
Capitol
Theatre —Orchestra.
Capitol Symphony
" Poet and Peasant."— von Suppe.
Capitol
Digest Includes —
Bushkill
Pathe. Falls, Pennsylvania —
Arabian Pottery — Pathecolor.
Current Eventsternational
— News.
Pathe and In" Where Poppies Bloom " — Prizma.
Katherine Stang — Violiniste.
1. —" Concerto
" (Last Movement)
Mendelssohn.
2. "Kiss Me Again" (Mile
Modiste)— Victor Herbert.
Ladies' Pets — Chester Comedy.
The Oscard Dancers —
Dorothy Lane and George Kiddon in " Columbine and HarleViola
Dana in The Off-Shore
Pirate.
Ralph H. Brigham — Concert Or" Narcissus " — Nevin.
Organ
Recital — E. J. Dunstedter.
ganist.
1. Morning, Noon and Night
(Overture) — Suppe.
2. Dream Melody (Naughty
Marietta) — Herbert.
3. Popular
quin." Selections, including
" Some Little Bird."
KANSAS

CITY

Newman Theatre; —
Overture — " Luispice," by Newman
concert orchestra, Leo F. Forbstein, director.
Vocal— Helen
Duet — "Newitt,
Rose ofsoprano,
My Heartand"
and Bernard Ferguson, tenor.
Newman News and Views.
Feature — Forbitten Fruit.
Next Week — Lying Lips.
New Royal Theatre —
Second week of " The Kid."

This oneby for
The Fire
columns
ten "inches,
is theCat,"
work twoof
the Superba theatre, Los Angeles

Motion
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TH£ GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT o fa GREAT ARTIST
\

rm

foist
mm
SSSSUE f/AYAKAWA'j'rom a powerful PJoy
Jhrouqh Which runso Story
Uesterdoq.'Jodivj
and Jomorrm)
•/?of'rjoster
hand has Wmfen
yho
Ever greatest
Screened/ov»f> Theme
Brought
/othePmnacleof/^lotionPjcturaJ
BtJ
Characterisation
OFa UteWonder/uJ
Artist

the yew lor*
"The First Born" sponsored byYork
Here is another half page on bill.
papers are
page display in New
Strand theatre for last week's
rareHalf
things
New Twelfth Street TheatreNext
Next Week
Week —— Brewster's
Bebe DanielsMillions.
in She
The Last of the Mohicans.
Couldn't
Help
It.
Liberty Theatre —
Overture — " Half Moon," by Liberty
- " Light
Eucl
re—
symphony orchestra, Frederick Ove
rtuid
Cavalry," by
Suppe.
J. Gurth, director.
Comedy — Buster Keaton in " The Theme
Current — Events — Pathe News,
Pathe Review.
PatheScarecrow
News. ."
Educational — Prizma, On the Trek.
Feature — Blackmail.
Feature — Forbidden
Fruit — Cecil
Next Week — The 'Devil.
B. DeMille.
Doric Theatre —
Next Week — Continued Forbidden
News — Comedy.
Fruit.
orchesDoric
ons—
Selecti
Popular
tra.
Metropolitan —
Feature — Prisoners of Love.
Overture
Suppe's
Light Cavalry."
Next Week — Eyes of the Heart.
Theme — —Hay
Foot " Straw
Foot and
old time melodies.
PITTSBURGH
Current Events — Selznick News.
Educational— Bray Pictograph.
Comedy
— The Punch of the Irish—
tre
Thea
Olympic
Henry Lehrman comedy.
Overture—
Adam." If I Were King "— Feature — The County Fair — With
Wesley Barry.
Current Events— Kinogram & Pathe
Next Week — The Woman in His
News.
House — First National with
Novelty— Pictorial Review.
Mildred Harris.
InFeature — Second week of " The
side of the Cup " and " Outside
DETROIT
Law." Paying the Piper.
Next theWeek—
Minerva Theatre —
Adams
Feature— Up in Mary's Attic.
Overture— — " The Barber of SeNovelty— Bray Pictograph.
Current Events— Pathe News.
Columbia Theatre —
Current Events — International Special — Spring Fashion Show
News.
with Living Models.
ville."
week of " The Kid." Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
Third
—
Feature
Next Week —
Feature
— Barrymore.
The Devil's Garden,
Lionel
Grand Theatre (Million
Next Week — Constance Talmadge
Dollar)—
in Mama's Affair.
Current Events — Grand News
Weekly.
Broadway Strand —
Overture — " Light Cavalry."
Novelty— Topics of the Day.
State Special — Tableaux of WashFeature— My Lady's Latchkey.
ington.
Next Week— Passion.
Current Events — International
Comedy— Babbling in Art.
News.
Loew's Lyceum Theatre —
Vocal— Ruth Kellogg Waite, " The
Current
Last— Rose
of Summer."
News. 'Events — International Comedy
The Butcher
Boy.
Feature— The Marriage of Wm.
Ballet — Danse - Mania — Norma
Ashe.
Wasser.
Comedy — Adam and Eva.
Feature
— TheArbuckle.
Life of the Farty,"
Roscoe
Next Week— Star Rover.
Organ Solo—" President Harding
Cameraphone Theatre —
Current Events— Kinograms.
NextGilded
Week —Lily.
Mae Murray in The
Feature — The Snob.
Comedy— Wallops & Walnuts.
March."
Murray's Hawa- Madison —
Extra Attraction—
iian Entertainers.
Overture
— " Naughty
Next Week— Outside the Law.
Current Events
— PatheMarietta."
News.
Vocal
—
Lillian
Crossman, soprano.
Blackstone Theatre —
Feature — The Woman
in His
Current Events— Pathe News.
House " — Ramsay Wallace.
Novelty — Bruce Scenic.
Week — Douglas Fairbanks in
Feature— The Price of Possession. NextThe
Nut.
Comedy— Edgar the Explorer.

Washington
—
Overture
" Evolution
of Dixie."
Current —Events
— Fox News.
Comedy — Mutt and Jeff in Gum
Shoe Work.
Vocal — Baby Coyle in specialty.
Comedy — His Fiery Beat.
Feature — Outside the Law — Priscilla Dean.
Next Week— The U. P. Trail.
PHILADELPHIA

Picture

Newt

Weekly — Pathe News and Kino. '
gram News reel.
Feature
Nazimova
Billions." I
Next —Week
— Thein "Northwindflp
News Weekly — International Nenf
and local events.
Strand
Cartoon
Malice."— Comedy — The Gumps.
Overture — Selections from " Tbi
Feature — Fickle Women and Harold Lloyd in Number, Please.
NextBetter
Week'Ole."
— The Truth Abottf
Husbands.

Stanley
— music to the
Overture —Theatre
Incidental
Blue Mouse
Weekly —— Selznick News and
prologue.
"In theplayed
Village" by
— Newslocal
Ipanow
- Iwanow,
events.
Stanley Orchestra.
Comedy
—
Larry Semon in The
Prologue— Elaborate Harem scene,
Sultan in background ; 12 danc- Feature
— Clara Kimball Young in
Sportsman.
ers, finale; premier danseuse in
Hush.
Sultan's arms.
Next
Week — Parentage.
Feature — Kismet — Robertson-Cole.
State and lyric programs hereStanley News — Pathe News.
NextMetro.
Week— Polly with a Pastwith.
BOSTON
Overture —— "Mignon " — ThomasStanton
Stanley Symphony Orchestra,
led by Albert F. Wayne.
Feature — Billions. •
Stanton News— Special compilation
from all the weeklies of the
world.
Comedy — Unhappy Finish.
Topics of the Day — Literary DiNext Week— Peaceful Valley.
Arcadia
gest.
Feature
—— The Gilded Lily — Paramount.
Current Events— Pathe News.
Scenic — Burton Holmes TravelComedy—
Torchy's Night Hood.
Nextogue.
Week — Same.
Victoria
— Dance of the Hours "
— Ponchielli.
Overture—"
Feature—
nick. The Greatest Love— SelzComedy
— Unhappy Finish— Paramount.
Special — Screen Snapshots.
Current Events — Pathe News
Next Week— The Kid.
Feature— The Love Light.
PalaceCurrent Events— Fathe News.
Topics of the Dav— Literarv Di-

Park tra.
Theatre
Overture
— Park —Symphony OrchesFeatures— What's Worth While, A
Perfect Crime, The Haunted
House — Buster Keaton.
Next Week — Forbidden Fruit —
Tiger True — Frank Mayo.
Beacon
—
Features —Theatre
The Greater
Claim—!
Alice Lake ; The Haunted
House — Buster Keaton ; Without Limit.
Next Week — Out of the Chorus —
Alice Brady : ExtravaganceMay Allison
Harold
Lloyd.; Number, Please—
Liberty Theatre
Current
Events —— International
News.
Feature — Last of the Mohicans.
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Comedy — Kiss Me Caroline.
Next Week — Passion.
Current
Events — —Kinograms.
Savoy Theatre
Feature — Last of the Mohicans
Comedy — A Close Shave.
Next Week — Cheaters Reformed.

Regent
— Latchkey
Feature — Theatre
My Lady's
Comedy — Unhappv Finish
Harc'a a Pktwe Ttai ¥3 hag
REGENT
Nextgest.
Week— The" Kid.
lad hi
COMME-NCINC MONDAY
Feature— A Splendid Hazard.
Regent
—
Short Subiect
— Mind Your Business— Educational.
TWi Can'
Cartoon— Gum Shoe Work
Next Week — The Educati on of
Elizabeth— Paramount.
iPbjta

Feature
—— The Rookie's Return —
Paramount.
Capitol
Comedy
— The Skipper's Treasure
Garden.
Current Events— Select News.
Topics of the Dav— Literarv DiNext Week— Hel lotrope.
gest.
MINNEAPOLIS
New Garrick —
Comedy— Ouija Did It," a Christie
comedy, with Charlotte Merriman.
Vocal— Theodore Kline, local Elks'
Glee Club, tenor, assisted bv
Termaine Jonson, child soprano,
Macshla.
" a Chester
Scenisinging
c— Frivo"lous
Fiji,
Outing Scenic.

'play fm
Four column by fifteen inch di, used
K i MMl\
"theTheRegent
Woman theatre,
in His Wichita.
House."
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EXHIBITORS'

What
EARLY

REPORTS

the
RETURNS

Big
FROM

FAMOUS PLAYERS
A great attraction. This one
brought large box office receipts.
The Jucklins —
(West.)
Great! Monte Blue is just beginning to establish himself, and
Second week to fair business.
his following grows with each pic- (East.)
ture. Business excellent during
run. (East.)
Forbidden Fruit —
DeMille's pictures always draw
Rather good, but the name is its immense
crowds. This was proved
worst enemy. Did not draw at all.
interesting, but not startling. Pa(West.)
trons like the atmosphere of affluence which permeates these picFair picture. The title is poor.
tures. Constantly large attendance.
Average box office value. (West.) (Middle West.)
A poor picture, with business below average. (West.)

ON

This one packed the house every
performance. A very fine entertaining picture and patrons seemed
well pleased. (West.)

NEW

Houses
WEEK

RUN

A SMASHING DRAMA AS BIG
AS LIFE ITSELF!

This display on " The.. Scoffer," four
columns by eighteen inches, was used
by the Victory theatre, Tacoma, Wash,

Say

THEATERS

The Passionate Pilgrim —
An entertaining picture, which
went ingover
big. Packed houses durrun. (West.)
O'Malley of the Mounted —
A sure-fire box office attraction
and a great picture. (West.)
Midsummer Madness —
Good ness.picture
(East.) doing a fair busiOpinions varied — some liked it
immensely, others panned it vigorously. Business only fair. Personal opinion — it's a wonder !
(East.)
FIRST NATIONAL

Frontier of the Stars —
A ness
fairly
picture
with busiNot up to Meighan's standard.
about asgood
usual.
(West.)
Dinty
His own work excellent, but supOne —of the best pictures seen in
port poor and not worthy of him.
this city in many months. Packed
Business good, for Meighan is a The Inside of the Cup —
them in all week. Many favorable
great drawing card for me.
Did a capacity business. A pre- comments on excellent work of
(East.)
review given for the benefit of min- Wesley Barry. (East.)
isters caused widespread comment,
to its power of attracThis one went over big and con- which added
tion. (Middle West.)
An average picture with business
tinued so during run. Audiences
about as usual. (West.)
well pleased with the story.
Good story, well done. Pleased
(West.)
the masses. We had a satisfactory
Had fair business with this one.
two week run. (West.)
Audiences
ordinarily pleased.
Paying the Piper —
(West.)
A slender story produced to
A good picture with which we
bring Dorothy Dickson into pic- had more than usual business.
tures. Not a strong box office at- (West.)
The
traction. (East.)
May Kidbe ranked as one of Chaplin's best, ft continues to hold out
The
Rookie's
Return
—
at every performance. (MidFound this to be a fair picture.
dle West.)
About the average Douglas Mac- crowds
Business about average. (West.) Lean type of film. Amusing farce,
which drew well. (Middle West.)
Kept crowds standing out on the
Extremely good picture. 100 per sidewalk for a week. Now on second big week. (Middle West.)
cent entertainment. Good cast, good
story, clean and wholesome.
(West.)
Wonderful business from morning till night. Great picture.
(East)
Straight Is the Way —
Fair. The plot of the picture is
A great attraction. Going big on
weak and it does not hold the atsecond week of showing. (West.)
tention of the audience. (East.)
Brewster's Millions —
This is a splendid picture and
went over big with our audiences.
Played to large business for one
week. (Middle West.)

RELEASES

Passion
Played — it one week to excellent
business at almost double regular
admission price. Think it a splendid production and a box office
wanner. (East.)

What Happened to Jones —
A good Washburn picture, but it
One of the greatest films ever
takes something with a little more shown here. Played to capacity
punch to get the money out here.
houses
during its
entire two week's
(West.)
run. (Middle
West.)
Silk Hosiery —
Failed to draw. Our spring style
show saved the day. (West.)

Still pulling
iness. (East.) splendidly. Big bus-

Education
of Elizabeth
— and
Women came
to see Billie
the gowns. Did better than expected, as she has not done well at
all of late. (West.)
. . . .
VT , .
A fair picture. Nothing extraordinary. Average business. (West.)

Goinging.big
on third week's
showA wonderful
production.
(West.)
The Truth About Husbands —
Good picture. Appeals only to
women.
Fair business. (Middle
West.)

BUT SERE IS THE SAME LIHEA3E
ILLUSTRATED TAKE TOUR
PICK.
Double column by five inch display for
" hying IAps," by the Palace theatre,
Buffalo
A fair picture. Had average box
office receipts. (West.)
Woman in His House —
A very nice, entertaining picture
and brought
iness. (West.)more than usual busFair picture, with business just
about
Curtainfair.
— MacDonald not very
popular here. (East.)
The
Scoffer—
A good
clean picture with a
punch. A little heavy, but a good
comedy will remedy this. (West.)
METRO
Cinderella's
Twin
— draws well
This little star
always
for me, and this was not as clever
as " The Chorus Girl's Romance,"
business was almost as good. Consider it a good business-getter.
(East.)
Fairly entertaining and patrons
were pleased. Good business.
(West.)
The Marriage of William
As stilted on the screen as it was
in book form, but drew largely on
—
Asche
the
strength
of the author's name.
(Middle
West.)
The
Great picture
Redeemer
—
Mediocre
bringing
only
fair business. (East.)
A good— picture.
business.
(West.) About the usual
Billions
Without
Limit
Considered
one— of the strongest
plays of the year by critics and
patrons alike. Opened to fair business but picked up steadily during
the week. (Middle West.)
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Motion

F i c t u r e Newt

Big
Happiness
— and fairly enA good
production
tertaining. Good box office value.
(West.)
VFTAGRAPH
Dead Men Tell No Tales—
The best dramatic, action picture
I have played in years. Business
poor at beginning, picked up on
Wednesday and finished the week
in most satisfactory shape. (East.)

Third of a page on

The
Snob,"
work ofToledo,
Harold Ohio
Wendt, publicity director
of the
Rivolithetheatre,
GOLDWYN
Is now on its second big week.
House packed at all performances.
Large box office receipts. (West.)
Prisoners of Love —
Betty Compson's beauty and perVery good feature which brought
sonality exploited in a story containing nothing new. Business was good returns. (West.)
fair. (East.)
A Thousand to One —
picture with which
A pretty good picture which weAnhadordinary
poor business during run.
brought good business. (West.)
(West.)
Earthbound —
Above the average, but the action is rather slow, and this type
of picture may not please everybody. It is the kind that will draw
well among the intellectuals. (Middle West.)
Boys Will Be Boys—
Very entertaining and seemed to
please. Good business during run.
(West.)
Milestones —
Very pretty picture and very well
done but not much of a business
getter. (East.)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
Lying Lips —
Proving one of the biggest hits
ever shown here. It has been held
for the third week — a record duplicated only once in this city. (Middle West.)
Oneheld
of Ince's
been
for thegreatest
second films.
week, Has
and
is still drawing big. (Middle
West.)
A fine production, vastly entertaining. Brought good business.
(West.)

Despite unusual opposition, it
proved a good box office attraction
for the week. (Middle West.)
REAL ART
Darks and Drakes —
Did good business all week.
(East.)

UNIVERSAL
The Fire Cat —
This is a good one and was well
liked by the audiences, consequently
we had good business. (West.)
PAT HE
The Devil —
Work of star pleasing but story
failed absolutely to interest, and
played
West.) to lowest business since
opening of this theatre. (Middle
One of the photoplay masterpieces of the age. Wonderful production. Excellent acting. But a
picture that will appeal only to the
discriminating. (Middle West.)

Her First Elopement —
Good feature which seemed to
entertain the audience. Good business. (West.)

UNITED ARTISTS
The Love Light —
Too long. Out of date story.
Mary does good work but public
would not accept war story theme.
Picture booked for two weeks.
Business not warranting one week,
the 2nd week was cancelled.
(West.)

The Plaything of Broadway —
Fairly entertaining picture that
did average business. (West.)
FOX
Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthurs Court —
10th week and still going big.
This speaks for itself. (West.)
The Thief —
Fairly good feature which
brought ness.more
(West.) than the usual busiThe Road Demon —
This sure did go over big and
the box office proved it. Patrons
well satisfied. (East.)

Mistress of Shenstone —
Ran well for three days, rest of
week about average. (East.)

This Oersdorf,
" The Rookie's
is by
Phil
managerReturn
of the' 'ad.
Imperial
theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.

The If his per Market —
Rather a good story and box office showed that it pleased the
patrons. (West.)

All SouFs Eve —
Syrupy sweet and unconvincing.
Would not have played it if could
have been avoided. Business — just
what I expected — poor! (East.)

ROBERTSON-COLE
So Long Letty —
A fair picture well sprinkled with
genuine humor and some striking
bathing scenes. Drew a capacity
house all week. (Middle West.)

™
Rookie's
Doris
May TheRETU
RN*

Attracted large crowds of patrons
who like melodrama. Title gives
clew to character of story so those
who came were prepared for thrills
and one
gotwith'em.
anynerves.No picture
(Middle forWest.)

Kismet
—
A picture
which appeals to the
" better class " house. For such an
audience this production cannot be
surpassed. Big business for first
week and
opened well for the second. (East.)

Even better than other Pickford
West.)
pictures. Both story and star are
in highest local favor. (Middle
HODKINSON
Brule Master —
This picture
factory. (East.)proved very satis-

Here is a three column by twelve inch
display
on " Richtheatre,
Girl, Poor
Girl," by
the Buperba
Los Angeles
EQUITY
This feature
went over very big
and this was warranted as it is a]
fine production. (West.)
Hush —
STATES RIGHT
Isobel,
the Trail's
End — Not
Very or
entertaining
picture.
quite up to the standard of the last
few Curwood pictures. Good average. (Middle West.)
Excellent story, well acted and
fairly directed. Author known and
liked. (Middle West.)
Splendid production. Received
unstinted praise. Prologue especially praised. Opened to full
houses at two first - run theatres
simultaneously. (Middle West.)
A splendid picture with well sustained suspense and beautiful photography and settings. Went over
big at this house. (Middle West.)
The Servant in the House —
Interesting and well directed picture which should be sure fire attraction for high class audiences.
We did excellent business with it
for one week. (Middle West.)
The County Fair —
Only fair as a downtown attraction, but very big at a simultaneous
uptown attraction. Good clean
show, with lots of ginger in it.
(Middle West.)

TOMMOOHE
HOLDTOURHORSES
'CANAVAN'
LDWYN HUGHES
PICTtniE
^RUPERT

'■ Hold Your Horses " display, four columns by ten inches by the California
theatre, Los Angeles

Girls Don't Gamble —
A fair(West.)
picture and fair box office
value.
The Untamed Woman —
Had this all week with a dancer,
but the picture alone is great and
ought to go over without the
dancer.(Middle
W7e had
big business on
this.
West.)

Thomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, R. L
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Finklestein & Rabin,
Minneapolis.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland.
Julius L. Johnson, New Garrick theatre, Minneapolis.
Paul
Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
C. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mien.
Charles C. Perry, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.
8. Barret McCormick, Managing Dir. Ambassador
theatre and Kinema theatre, Los Angeles.

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
B. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Arthur
Iowa, G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

L>well W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount tbeatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Butte.
Eugene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Grauman, Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.
Louis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Lobby display for " Once to Every Woman " used by the Star theatre, Astoria, Ore.

Curran's
Advance
Presentation
Innovation
Out

Prologue
Tried

Picture

Publicity

N e wA

for Norma

,

Talmadge
Put Over
at St. Paul
Norma Talmadge has started the Stall
Paul s< hool children on the road to betters*
health and cleaner living. And the kiddiejl*
are taking to her suggestions like the^H
would to a piece of caramel cake.
It all came about as a result of the recenBf
health survey in the St. Paul public
schools, which showed that the children in? l
many instances were undernourished. The
women's subdivision of the St. Paul As- i
sociation aided the school authorities in- I
the drive which followed the survey in the fc
effort to impress upon the minds of the I
youngsters the need for proper food, sleep- I
and recreation.
B. C. Ferriss, publicity director for the I
St. Paul theatres of Finkelstein and
Ruben, wrote to Miss Talmadge laying t
down the rules of health adopted by the
school officers and requesting her to write t
a letter to the children on good health.
Miss Talmadge complied with a 300 word (
letter which was turned over to the
women's organizations.
The letter proved to be a big hit an<M
became one of the best publicity mediums
Miss Talmadge ever received in the North- «
west. The letter was printed in full in the
St. Paul Pioneer- Press on the first page
of the Sunday dramatic section with MissTalmadge's picture as a baby and as she
is today. Through this newspaper her |
message was carried into 141,000 homes- j
in St. Paul and vicinity. More than 1,000
copies of the paper were sent to the public
schools for distribution and a photograph
of the letter was given to each child.
The letter carried all the more weight
because it came from Miss Talmadge. ,

by Boulder, Col., Theatre
He had ten dollars in pennies which he
on was prevati
inno
A DISTINCT
distributed to kids who thronged around
sented in the artistic prologue
the corners at which his car stopped; and
at the Curran theatre, Boulder,
a keen observer declared afterwards that
Colo. The innovation consisted in the fact
most of these pennies found their way
that the prologue was really designed with
back to the box-office of the Curran
a view to arousing interest in the feature
theatre.
picture of the following week which was
In addition to this stunt Greene ar" The Inside of the Cup."
In order that the connection was clearly
ranged a window display with Royce's
established in the minds of the audience, a shops that tied up with the "doll costume"
Arbuckle wears in the picture by showing
slide was flashed on the screen ana display of dollas. A bookstore tie up
nouncing: "INTERPRETATIVE
realized the possibilities of the book form
DANCE of Winston Churchill's THE
INSIDE OF THE CUP, A Paramount
of " Brewster's Millions."
Picture by Misses Fern Bacon, Orgayle
Hesser and Helen Stuart."
The dance was artistically planned and
just as artistically executed. Two girls
made their entrance behind the dark curtain drapings from the wings, each holding a large silver cup in which Japanese
incense was burning. After the dance, the
girls took positions well down stage on
each side, stretching full length and fanning the burning incense. At this point a
girl clad entirely in white, the third of the
trio, made her entrance carrying a basket
of flowers and executing a little dance, at
the conclusion of which she went over,
picked up the two cups and dumped out
their contents which were replaced by
flowers from the basket. The prologue
was effective in its vivid display of the
theme of " The Inside of the Cup " and
made a tremendous impression.
Fred V. Greene, Jr., Paramount exploitation representative for Denver, who
helped the management plan th» program,
also staged an extensive exploitation campaign on " Brewster's Millions " that bore
fruitful results. A portly comedian of the
city, who was a " dead ringer " for Fatty
Arbuckle, dressed up in baby costume and
toured the city in an automobile that was
surrounded with the stage money advertising Fatty's iooo Laughs.
Prologue stage setting for the showing of "Kismet" at the Rialto theatre, Omaha, Neb.
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Alhambra
Has Unusual
Lobby Display

floble Makes Use of His
Musical Genius
the unusual musical ear of Henri
Bites, organist of the Liberty theatre,
Irtland, Ore., has been turned into an
■loitation medium by Manager Paul

E. R. Jarmuth, managing director of
the Alhambra theatre, Los Angeles, originated unique
a
lobby display for the showing of " Love, Honor and Behave."
Hanging from the ceiling of the lobby,
he had a great number of iron rolling
pins and other weapons of the " happy
married life." These were cut from
heavy cardboard and painted a realistic
color. Special posters around the walls
of the lobby and one or two cut outs of
Turpin and Phyllis Haver added to the
realistic appearance of the scene.
Perhaps the most noteworthy scene of
the entire lobby display, as well as one
of the most humorous ideas ever connected with the publicity of a picture, was the
huge blackboard which Mr. Jarmuth
placed in his lobby. Cutouts of the heads
of Charlie Murray, Phyllis Haver, Marie
Prevost, and others were placed over and
around the blackboard. A special sign
was
printed
and placed over the board,
reading
:

Mr. Keates possesses the rare musical
j|ity of naming any note sounded, and
b talent is to be put to use in the weekly
[ierty concerts.
i'atrons of the theatre who attended this
ccert are requested by the management
c bring any instrument or device on
v ch a note may be sounded. An old
x:le which may be struck by a pencil
m will give forth a sound, a piece of
aal with which the brass railing about
fa Liberty balcony or downstairs loges
m be lightly struck or a toy musical inAment are suggested as the types of
Apment with which patrons may come
jiy for the test.
|h addition, persons will be allowed to
•stle or sing one or more notes. To
ilthis Mr. Keates promises he will be
J[ to name the note, tell in what key it
ailaced and then to go over to the piano
nrgan and reproduce exactly the same

i me thing

New

for

Ex-

ploiting "Earthbound"
mong the excellent exploitation stunts
Jch were put over for " Earthbound "
ifr.ng the recent showing at the Isis theGrand Rapids, was one in which Ha!
ler, Goldwyn exploiter, enacted the
>t.cipal role himself, by climbing up the
a: of a four-story Grand Rapids buildrjto unfurl banners advertising the pic-

" Hubbies : Write below and tell us how
Hal (Diver's exploitation stunt for the showing
of "Earthbound" at the Isis theatre, Grand
Rapids, Mich., as told in the accompanying story
Another street stunt was to send about
a man dressed as an eccentric professor
carrying a large telescope which he would
put up on various corners and proceed to
examine the " daylight stars." When a
crowd had gathered he would unfurl an
" Earthbound " sign and proceed to another corner. Crowds quickly gathered
about him at every stop. A cut showing
the telescope stunt appears on this page.

youJust
makebelow
wiffiethebehave."
sign was the blackboard
and a box of chalk.
It went over big. The public got the
idea and every night the board was crowded with humorous and pathetic ideas of
husbands, no doubt hen-pecked, judging
from many of the advices of the board.
There was hardly a moment of the day
when a small crowd was not surrounding
the board and it is needless to say that
many of them were attracted inside to see
the cause of all the laughter.

•Lobby display showing blackboard put to unique use during the run of "Love, Honor and Obey" at the Alhambra theatre, Los Angeles
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Put
"Silk
FrankOver
Hammond,
of theHosiery"
Porsylh thea
tre, Atlanta, freely admits that he owes th<
biggest part of his best tie-up to a rare bi
o' luck, but it was a tie-up that registerec
a pronounced hit.
When out
he booked
" Silk campaign
Hosiery," b)
ht
mapped
an extensive
which every shop in town was to have <
special sale of silk stockings — but the ver>
first store he approached changed hi;
plans. This store had been fortunatt
enough to get their hands on an immense
lot of silk stockings, in new and fetching
styles. They had bought them so cheaf
that, with an unexpected burst of generosity, they decided to make only about ont
hundred per cent profit, and start i
tremendous sale.

Lobby decorations for "The River's End" by the Auditorium of Mi. Pleasant, Iowa
Small Town
Exhibitor
Mangan
Presents ProDoes
Things for
logue for Scenic Subject
The presentation of " Horse Shoe and
Bridal Veil " an Educational release showing views of Niagara Falls at the Broadway-Strand theatre, Detroit, this week, is
of a magnitude equal to that usually given
the feature picture.
Production manager Francis A. Mangan
is giving the 500-foot subject a novel
prelude.
The number on the program is called
M The Legend of Niagara," and opens
with a great sweep of Niagara Falls upon
the stage. Scenery has been painted to
duplicate one of the shots in the picture
proper. By the use of several waterfall
effects and a shading of the proper tinted
lights the scene is made most realistic.
The great body of water seemingly rushes
over the brink of the falls with the proper
sounds accompanying the music which
was carefully arranged from " The Orgies
of the Spirits " and timed to the fraction
of the second. On a rocky cliff overlooking this scene is perched an Indian Chief
peering out upon what was once the
domain of the Red Man. As he reluctingly walks from the cliff gazing for one more
last look the screen unnoticed drops in
place with the shot from which the scene
is taken from ahead of the main title which
causes the scene to change from stage to
screen without becoming obvious to the
audience. The title of the picture " Horse
Shoe and Bridal Veil " follows and the
picture is on.
Pictures such as this offers great possibilities for a scenic prelude and with
Mangan in charge of the staging at Phil
Gleichman's Broadway-Strand no
portunity isoverlooked.

op-

"River's End"
An accompanying cut shows a view of
the lobby display which E. P. Wilson,
manager of the Auditorium theatre, Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa, originated for the showing of "The River's End."
Mr. Wilson used evergreen branches
for the major part of his display material.
The sign shown in the cut was constructed from cotton fastened to beaver board
and sprinkled with "diamond dust." The
inside of the lobby was arranged to represent an outdoor scene in the locale of the

The advertising manager and Mr. Hammond got their heads together with tht
result that the biggest silk hosiery sale ir
the history of Atlanta, if you can take tht
word of the women for it, took place at
local department store during the thret
days run of the picture.
Two thousand letters were mailed tc
charge-customers of the store, advising
them of the sale, and enclosing a ticket foi
the picture — said ticket good for one admission when accompanied by another, and
paid, admission. Customers were permitled to call up and " reserve " any number
of pair of stockings, and the letters, with
the admission tickets, had to be presented
when the purchase was called for.
Three pairs of fine silk stockings (much
higher priced than those of the sale) were
given
at the were
box-office.
The away
stockings
arranged for the
sale in small " aisle-tables," and each table
bore a card with a portrait of Enid Ben-j
Forsyth
nett,
and,today.
underneath it, " Silk Hosiery,"]
It got the women — and that was what,
both the advertising manager and Mr.
Hammond were after — so it was a successful stunt for all concerned.

picture.

Window display for "Forbidden
Fruit"secured
which with
Andrew
J. Cobe
Lawrence. Mass..
a local
store of the Rialto theatre,

I
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Original
"Lying
Presentation
at St. Lips"
Louis
In addition to a big exploitation campaign, Skouras Brothers, managing the
New Grand Central and West End Lyric
theatres, St. Louis, staged an elaborate
prologue for the recent showing of ''Lying
Lips."
The stage setting provided was a library
with a player standing before a large book
on a table. The actor recited the following original poem :
Oh, the light that lies in woman's eyes
May lead man on to parad se !
Her lips may bid a man to go —
To heights of Love or depths of Woe.
'Tis
the rules
worldman.
began
Man plain
ruled that
it butsince
woman
Come see
let us
true History's
And
Theturn
Woman
who hathpage,
ruled
each age.
Look now upon a woman who before
The Christian Era plunged the world in
war,
Brought all men grief but brought to no
man joy,
Siren of ancient Greece — Helen of Troy.
When Caesar ruled great Rome in all its
glory,
A woman's charms enslaved him, says the
s^ory- .
Her lying lips curved in a tempting
smile —
[Fair Cleopatra, sorcesses of the Nile.
iHell hath no fury like a woman's scorn,
So say the pages since the World was
born.
The woman whom we next shall gaze
I
upon—
Is Salome, dancing for the head of John.

This is the way R. C. Osteen, maitager of
the Anderson theatre, Anderson, S. C,
decorated his lobby for the showing of
" Twin Beds "

Another
Novel
" Twin
Beds" Lobby Display
A new idea in lobby displays for " Twin
Beds" was recently put over by P. C.
Osteen, manager of the Anderson theatre,
Anderson, S. C.
Although other exhibitors have exploited this feature by means of cut-outs showing the de Havens in pajamas, and by window displays in furniture stores, it was
Mr. Osteen's idea to utilize the rather
large space he has in his foyer and
arrange with a local furniture house to
put a pair of twin beds therein.
In addition to the pair of beds, the exhibitor furnished that corner of the lobby
with other trimmings usually found in a
tory.
boudoir.
The result was most satisfac-

The Land of Love and Lovers — fair Italy,
Produced the siren whom we next shall
see.
Each of her lovers journeyed to his
death :
ucrezia Borgia — of poisoned breath !
When Louis Fifteenth sat enthroned in
France,
marvelous woman held .him in a trance.
Come, History, turn thy mighty pages o'er
A.nd show that beauty, Madame Pompadour.
o through the Ages, Woman
sway,

and T also reversed, underneath it. At
the bottom of the space were the words :
" Look here tomorrow."
The second ad had another letter added,
P; while the third had the letter Y with
but the N and the L lacking. These were
supplied on the fourth day.
Generous display advertising space was
taken in the newspaper and a specially
prepared postcard announcement was
mailed to the patrons of the theatre. The
card contained a line drawing of Lon
Chaney as " Blizzard." Clear across the
top of the card was the line, in large type,
" You will never forget the," with title
of play in heavier type underneath, followed by a brief item about the photoplay
and about Lon Chaney.
A moderate amount of lobby decorating
and
was done.
" Theentire
Penalty
did abillposting
splendid business
for the
week,"
proving that Mr. Dittman knew his public.

held her

From day.
History's dawn unto the present
\nd modern Woman, we can well believe,
[s a true daughter of her Mother Eve.

How

Kid" Was Exploited at Clinton, la.
Above is shown the bally-hoo which D.
theaof the
manager
J. Smith,
tre of Clinton,
Iowa,
usedA-Musa-U
for his recent

since every century and every land
rlas e'er
hand,been moulded by a woman's
^et us behold a story of today,
Adhere love and beauty hold bewitching
sway:
Df romance on the land and aboard big
ships,
Df men and women and of LYING LIPS.

Dittman
Gets
Results
with Teaser Campaign
J. F. Dittman, manager of the Strand
and Majestic theatre, Freeport, 111., has
found the newspaper teaser ad campaign
an effective means of reaching his public,
and when " The Penalty " was booked for
a week's showing.
The teaser ads were all one-column in
width and nine inches deep, with heavy
border line at the right and at the bottom.
They consisted of part of the letters of
the
word " penalty
" reversed.
ad contained
the letter
E reversedThe
withfirst
A

Here is shozvn " The
who aided Manager D.
Muse-U theatre, Clinton,
lin's latest production.

Kid " impersonators
J. Smith of the AIowa, put over ChapStory on this page

"The

showing
of " The
Mr. Smith
had Kid."
his impersonators walk
about town, going through all the stores,
etc. The usual amount of newspaper and
other publicity was also done with the
result that "The Kid" did a land office
business for Mr. Smith.

Motion

Picture

New

BROADWAV I

Superba theatre, Los Angeles, lobby display for " Tiger True."

How

Brown

Note the electric light pole and fire alarm box in the centre of the entrance

Introduced

" You

alPUTTING over a new star is not
ways the easiest thing on a showman's calendar, but when one does
go over big, it is with a sense of elation
that the promoter reviews the whys and
wherefores after he has finished the cona record week's
receipts.genial task of counting up
Bebe Daniels was the cause for some
unusual activity in Memphis, Term., recently when she was booked to play the
Strand theatre for a week in "You Never
Can Tell."
Sensing something rather catchy in the
title and knowing that if Bebe were given
a good send-off at the start, she would
pull strong on all subsequent occasions,
G. E. Brown, director of advertising and
publicity of The Memphis Eenterprises,
Inc., used the title of her picture for a
novel jingle contest.
The co-operation of The News-Scimitar, a leading afternoon newspaper, was
obtained by Mr. Brown for this contest,
which was slated to start a week before
the opening and to continue during the
week of showing. The front page was used
daily during the first week, Mr. Brown
landing double column heads with each
story, the opening two of which were illustrated. For the second week of the
publicity campaign, the stories, carried inside, were illustrated with appropriate
cartoons.
Mr. Brown arranged to give prizes
daily. The names of the best five jingle
writers as well as their jingles were pubweeks' run
the two attracted
each day during
of the lished
contest.
The contest
so
much attention that more than 1,600 letters
were received, carrying nearly 2,500
jingles.

Never

Bebe

Can Tell " Campaign
Planned and Executed

to

Memphi

Carefully

Not satisfied with this publicity, which,
by the way, carried the name of the play,
the play, the theatre and the date as well
as an occasional paragraph about some interesting feature of the play each day, Mr.
Brown used 10,000 throw-aways with only
the words, " You Never Can Tell,"
printed on them, as well as very liberal
advertising space in all the daily papers
and special feature stories.
By the end of the first week, the title of
the picture became a by-word in Memphis

and the words, "You Never Can Tell/
were on nearly everyone's tongue.
One of the novelties of the advertisinj
campaign laid out by Mr. Brown wasfi
series of ads, each larger than the preceding one in which a skyline of Memphis
was shown with a star overhead shooting
through the -sky. This star grew largei
each day and on the day preceding tht
opening, burst into one four columns widt
snowing a close-up cut of Miss Daniels ir
a huge star noand
a complete anuncement ofthecarrying
play.

Probablv as noteworthy a window display as was ever used as picture exploitation, samt
having been secured for the shouting
of "Washington,
Isobel or The
Trail's End" by the Metropolitat
theatre,
D. C.

March

1929

12, 1921

Stage setting used for a prologue to " The Stealers " as presented by the Strand theatre, Washington, D. C.
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Display
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City's Exclusive
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M. ropoli
theatreDA
tan AN
s sea
thiLL
has
HARRY
maintained its undisputed supremacy among the photoplay
houses in Washington, D. C, not only by
the superior merit of its attractions, but
also by the effective manner in which
those attractions have been exploited.
Two notable examples of the enterprise
of the Crandall publicity and exploitation
departments, under the direction of Nelson B. Bell and Bert B. Perkins, respectively, are afforded by the campaigns conducted on behalf of " Isobel," or " The
Trail's End " and Charlie Chaplin in
" The Kid," both of which have only recently completed standing-room weeks at
the Metropolitan.
" Isobel " visualizes upon the screen a
story of the country from which are derived amajority of all the fine furs worn
in America. It therefore occurred to Mr.
Bell that the logical tie-up for this picture was with the most exclusive fur store
in the national capital. The difficulty of
persuading the proprietor of the most
fashionable fur shop in Washington, located on F street, between Twelfth and
Thirteenth, the most dsirable business
block in the city, to relinquish his entire
window display space for purposes of picture exploitation also occurred to Mr. Bell.
The difficulty seemed to have its genesis
in the fact that no picture exhibitor in the
capital ever had devised a window display of sufficient distinction to appeal to a
sane business man engaged in catering to
the most discriminating patronage in the
capital of the nation. So it was planned
to devise so exceptional a tie-up that no
sane business man could afford to turn it
down.
With this end in view, Mr. Perkins was
dispatched to run down and secure a part

Luxe
Displayed
Fur

at

Washington

by Capitol

Store

or all of the Arctic collection of Mr. J. S. unusual amounts of space to photographs
Warmbath, former member of the expediand
stories
of the value,
display's
artistic
merit laudatory
and educational
as
tions commanded by the late Admiral
Peary in search of the North Pole and an
well as the exceptional appeal of the picture that had inspired it.
explorer and lecturer of national repute.
It was found upon investigation that the
A similar tie-up was accomplished in
Warmbath collection was in storage, but the case of " The Kid," although the discould be obtained for use at a price. This
play was not so elaborate. In this instance
much assured, the Saks Fur Company was
the affiliation was made with Kafka's
approached with the proposition that
" Tots-to-Teens " shop, also on F street,
Harry M. Crandall would be pleased to and one of the few nationally known outfitters of children. The Kafka windows
have permission to dress his window with
a fur display that would make his shop
were dressed with large cut-outs of Chapthe most talked of as well and the most
lin and Jackie Coogan and decorative
frames advertising the engagement of
exclusive in the city. Permission was
immediately granted Mr. Bell to utilize
" The Kid " at the Metropolitan. In rethe entire window space of the company
turn for this concession, Kafka's was permitted to give away a limited number of
in any way he saw fit that would not lessen the prestige of the company.
seats for " The Kid " the first four days
of the week, advertising to that effect.
The Warmbath relics were immediately
The gratuitous distribution of seats, even
installed in the Saks window to represent
in small numbers, represented a loss to the
an Arctic scene of fur bartering which
was placarded to indicate the character of Metropolitan, for the reason that Chaplin had been off the capital screens for
much
subject the
matter
of "ofIsobel
" as
well asof totheindicate
source
the Saks
more than a year, and overflow crowds
greeted his reappearance. Nevertheless,
company's superior stock of furs.
the Crandall publicity department perThere were utilized in the display two
ceived distinct value in an arrangement
Esquimaux figures, eight malamute dogs,
that entailed a possible outlay of not
two timber wolves, a rough-hewn Alaskan
more than $160 and an advertising camsledge, aPolar bear and a seal. The window was converted into a snow scene that
paign centered in the picture that otherwise would have cost $650. The Kafka
was both realistic and authoritative. The
display stood for the full week of the run
shop realized handsomely from its investment as a result of the impetus given the
of " Isobel " at the Metropolitan, only
two blocks distant on the same street, and
sale of " kids' " apparel.
attracted thousands of interested spectaThe business done by both " Isobel "
tors.
and " The Kid " could only have been inBy virtue of the fact that this was the
creased by enlargement of the theatre.
first time in the history of Washington
Which may be taken as further proof that
picture presentation that an exclusive F it pays to advertise judiciously — which is
street shop ever had dedicated its complete
the only way that Harry M. Crandall and
window display space to the exploitation
his publicity department seem to know
of a photodrama, the newspapers devoted
anything about.
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cipals, historical and educational societies
in the Hutchinson-Central high school,
with the result that much boosting was
given the subject by those in attendance.
School children flocked to the Palace the
week of the showing and, of course,
brought their parents along with them.
Naughty Wink
Brings
Good
Business at
Alamo
No. 2

" showing
Kismet " atprologue
specialty
arranged
for III.
the
the Madison
theatre,
Peoria,
Indian

Relics

Dress

Used

to

Lobby

In presenting " The Last of the Mohicans " at the Palace theatre, Buffalo,
last week, Manager Howard Smith put
on an eye-catching lobby display, consisting of a number of Indian relics which
he was able to borrow from the Buffalo
Historical society. The hit of the display, however, was a red Indian chief,
donned with full war regalia, who was
brought to Buffalo by Mr. Smith from
the Onondaga reservation. Chief "Isaac"
as he was called, paced up and down the
lobby and in front of the theatre brandishing his old war hatchet in excellent
exploitation manner. Instead of frightening the natives as he did in the days of
Cherry Valley, the chief drove them to
the box office. The old Indian also aided
in advertising the production by attending various luncheon clubs. He was presented at the Chamber of Commerce one
day, putting on a war dance in the building.
Prior to the showing, Mr. Smith
screened the picture for the school prin-

A huge cut-out of Viola Dana, seated
in a big arm-chair, with one eye winking
mysteriously, giving to the whole cut-out
an expression of naughty flirtation that
was quite attractive, was the lobby-display
at the Alamo No. 2 Theatre, Atlanta, recently, when Manager George Schmidt
played " Blackmail " for a two-day engagement.
Besides the business-getting cut-out.
there were four cards hung across the
front of the theatre, the first one reading,
" No. i. She promised her father she
would be a good CROOK." "No. 2.
And then she met a rich young man and
decided to MARRY HIM." " No. 3. And
the rich young man's lawyer decided it

Picture

News

was BLACKMAIL." " No. 4. And the
rest is too good to tell — you'll have to see
was all quite simple — but when MantheIt picture."
ager Schmidt began counting up at the
box-office, he decided that it was distinctly
worth-while.

Darley
'Em with
"WildCatches
West" Front
A lobby that attracted every small boy
in town — and a lot of small boys' big
brothers — was that of the Savoy theatre,
Atlanta, which is managed by N. C. Darley, Sr.
The feature was " Before the White
Man Came," a picture of Indian life in
America, enacted by a cast of full-blooded Indians. Strung across the lobby from
either side, and joining at the box office
were two stout lines, on which were hung
all sorts of Indian weapons, from the
primitive stone-headed hatchet right on
up to the modern rifle.
Cut-outs of Indians in war-paint and
feathers were used generously about the
lobby, and several animal skins were hung
about on the walls.
But most interesting of all was a small
brown canvas tepee, at one side of the
lobby. In front of the tepee, on a dully
glowing
" fire," colored
made up red,
of well-concealed
electric globes
swung a pot,
hanging in the approved Indian fashion.
Inside the tepee reclined a fiercely painted and feathered " brave," who looked on
at the crowds with lordly disdain. Every
now and then, this lordly buck would
emerge from his tepee and stroll back and
forth across the lobby, in his beaded moccasions, his arms folded across his breast,
for all the world like one of James Fenimore Cooper's beloved " Redskins."
Though it wras an inexpensive lobby, it
certainly brought the business, and Manager Darley was well content.

Scene from the prologue staged for " Pa " Passion " by the Stadium theatre, Brooklyn

lobby display used by Manager E. R. Rogers of the Rialto theatre,
Chatanooga, Tenn.

Gilbert'
s
New
Prologu
Advance
Advertising
from Stage efor
Real Chief

as Exploitation

| for
Tourneur's
Associated
Producers have Special
gone into the
'show business" — at least the New York
Exchange has, with a real live Indian
thief who enacts his own prologue, eats
pre and does a war dance in connection
(with the showing of Maurice Tourneur's
! 'The Last of the Mohicans."
| The name of the "show" is Chief Little
siBear and he is a full-blooded Indian
scout. His act fits right in with the TourJiieur picture and exhibitors in New York
[find Jersey territory have found it to have
Exploitation value, particularly since the
jChief appears in his regalia in the lobby
mi the theatre showing the picture. With
Idle idea of catching on in New York,
'::here is a possibility that it will be used in
fcther sections of the country where "The
■Last of the Mohicans" is playingi/ided the supply of genuine Indian chiefs
Ifiolds out.

" The First Born " by
prologue number that
nce
adva
AN utili
zes cut-outs made from producers' paper is something of a
novelty, but as presented by B. S. Moss'
Regent theatre, New York, for the showing of "The First Born," it offers distinct
opportunities.
The number opened with the theatre
darkened and the strains of "The Japanese Sandman" played softly by the orchestra.
With the stage lights out, the operator
from the booth threw announcement
slides advertising the coming attraction on
a white transparent drop. This drop was
then raised, disclosing a cut-out from a
24-sheet, as shown in the accompanying
cut, mounted on muslin and basted on a
large frame with a black cloth background.
Manager Gilbert secured a dozen or
more Chinese lanterns, electrically illuminated, which added to the atmosphere of

Idea

New York Theatre
the scene. To the right of the figures was
the golden image of an idol, before which
hung a large brass bowl, supported by
link chains attached to a line from the
flies. A pretty Chinese maiden with the
short, quick steps characteristic of Oriental girls approached the bowl and reverently applied the tiny flame to the pyramids of incense powder, the curling
smoke and pungent scent from which was
slowly wafted toward the audience.
The maid retiring, an humble coolie
slowly approached the idol and prostrated
himself before it, the descent of the curtain ending the effective little scene.
Obtaining an Oriental rickshaw, Mr.
Gilbert made use of this in front of the
house in advance of the showing. A girl
was dressed in Chinese fashion and drawn
up and down the street by a man similarly
clad. The rickshaw and the two human
figures in connection with it were a source
of constant interest in front of the house.

Advance prologue stage setting for "The First Born" used by the Regent theatre, one of the Moss string located in New York
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Stage setting for "The First Bom" prologue presented by the Strand theatre, Newark, N. J., as described in the accompanying story

Ape

Used
to
How
Charnes
About

Exploit
Picture
Told Toledo People

" The Son of Tarzan " Serial
ger of the theatre, and is well fastened to his moorS,e, mana
NAatr
ndARthe
Toledo, Ohio,
NAT StraCH
ings by a stout string. But there's always
pulled off the most talked of a mob of grown-ups and youngsters in
publicity stunt of the season last front of the Strand theatre watching the
week in connection with the opening of antics of the animal, and in nine cases out
of ten they follow their watching by buythe first installment of " The Son of Taring a ticket and going in to see the show.
zan." Charnas got hold of an ape — a real
Charnas says it's not only interesting to
ape, one which was city broke. All dressed
watch the psychological effect of the monest monkey attire, and sandup in the latbetw
wiched een two placards explaining
key outside the theatre, upon the passersby who would otherwise keep right on
his mission, the ape wandered alone and
going along, but it is highly satisfactory to
unmolested through the downtown streets
of Toledo. Of course he was attended by count up the day's receipts. — Else Loeb.
a crowd, who wanted to be on hand if
anything interesting happened. And they
were rewarded because " it " happened all
a busy
right. A standing street car at in
street intersection roused someth g in
Mr. Ape. He darted to the street car,
climbed to the roof of the car, and pulled
the trolley wheel from the wires. Traffic
me from all diwas stoppetod. Crowtdscauca
sed the pause in
rections see wha
the day's occupation. Meanwhile, the conductor and motorman offered every inducement to the ape to come down from
the car roof. In vain. The police were
summoned. Overpowered by numbers,
the ape permitted himself to be removed toc
the street level. The car started up, traffi
was resumed. But the ape was officially
arrested. He was taken to police headquarters. And Charnas had a dickens
him out of the police staof a time gettingded
only by promising not
tion. He succee
to let the ape run loose through the streets
of Toledo any more. Charnas complied to
Novel and effective ' The Last of tlie Mohi
the order. So now the ape has temporary
of the Princess theatre,
and
e
Str
the
sid
t
out
e
jus
gs
tre
a
in
gin
lod

1^.EEKtSS»
presentation
of "Newark,
The First
at The
the Strand
theatre,
N. Born
J., in
eluded an elaborate prologue staged b
Manager William M. Drake and F. W
Mais.
The prologue opened with the fou
Chinese characters doing a specialty num
ber. Then while three of the quartet*
reclined in dens as shown by the accom
panying cut of the stage setting, the fourtl
continued on a platform three feet abov«
the stage at the back of the set.
The stage setting was composed of ;
back drop showing a Chinese landscape
masked by plush border draperies.

catis" lobby display used by Manager Ellistm
Denver, Col., recently
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rA« w //i<? a/ay tfie /4/ojmo Aro. 2 theatre, Atlanta, Ga., decorated for the showing of "Silk Husbands and Calico Wives."
Prologue
Schmidt

Pulls

Novelty

Stunt

Atlanta Exploitation for " Silk Husbands and
Calico Wives " Gets Full Measure of Attention

hasn't been a picture in a
THERE
jlong time that lent itself to " ballyhoo exploitation " like " Silk Husands and Calico Wives " — and it seldom
has had better exploitation than that given
it in Atlanta, when it played a week's
highly successful engagement at the Alamo
No. 2, which theatre is rapidly being put
on the map by its alert young manager,
George Schmidt.
Cut-outs of .the two principal characters
— the husband, in evening clothes, and
standing beside an ornate dressing-table,
the wife, with a broom in her hand, wearing a calico house-dress. These stood at
opposite sides of the lobby, on the
husband a sign reading, " I am the Silk
Husband — have you seen my Calico
Wife?" that on the wife reading, "I'm
only a Calico Wife — but I love my Silk
Husband ! "
Instead of a lobby-frame full of photographs and stills, the center of the stage
was occupied by an immense pale green
card, carrying clever little teaser lines —
such as " Man wants but little here below
— but he wants that little dressed up,"
"If thou wouldst thy husband keep, try
silk hose and trim shod feet," " Try not to
look shabby in the morning — Man usually awakes with a grouch," " Do you charm
your husband? Or do you wait for another
woman to do it? " and so on.
But the exploitation did not cease with
the lobby.
Four thousand small automobile-cards
were printed, each one with a teaser line
similar to that of the big card, and, on

□

the other side, the name of the picture, the
play-date, and the theatre. These were
tied to automobiles which parked in the
shopping district and in the vicinity of the
Alamo No. 2.
A tall, gawky man, dressed like the
" Simple Simon " of ancient Mother
Goose rhymes, was also used to good advantage. The Alamo No. 2 is located in
the heart of the shopping district, and
this " ballyhoo " worked in the three or
four blocks that made up the shopping
district. He carried a small, shiny pail,
like those children use at the beach. This
was half-full of water, and when the man
came to a group of women, he would seat
himself on the curb, and fish diligently in
the pail with a bent pen. On his back was
a card which read, " I may be simple —
but I'm not simple enough to miss as good
a picture as ' Silk Husbands and Calico
Wives ' at the Alamo No. 2 this week."
It poured rain the first three days of the
run — and Simple Simon gained some added attention by going around in the pouring rain, with an old stick, with wires like
an umbrella, but without a cover.
All in all, the entire week's business was
excellent despite the pouring rain and the
cold weather.
Manager Schmidt makes a specialty of
his lobby displays and believes that this
form of exploitation is productive of better results than anything that can be
purchased for the same amount of money.
The display for " Silk Husbands and
Calico " appearing above is an illustration
of what can be secured at small expense.

Story appears below

Number

Sug-

gested by Title Frame
The outstanding feature of the prologue
staged by Francis Mangan, production
manager for Phil Gleichman at the Broadway-Strand theatre, Detroit, Mich., is that
it was suggested by the title frame of
" Midsummer Madness," the picture for
which it was prepared.
A stage setting was built which was the
exact duplicate of the frame of the title.
Four Roman columns in the foreground
served as the setting in which Budworth
Frasier, tenor and soloist for the prologue,
was placed. By a careful arrangement of
lights only the chest and head of the singer
were visible to the audience.
The vocal number for the prologue was
" I Hear You Calling Me," after which
the character of Cupid appeared directly
him.
over the singer's head, levelling a dart at
At the conclusion of the number there
are no curtains drawn. Instead the title
of the picture is projected directly into
the scene which is covered with scrim.
The scrim is drawn away after the screen
has invisibly dropped into place.

PrologueCircle
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Lobby display for the showing of " Habit " used by Manager F. W. Teufel of the Peoples theatre, Portland, Ore.

Bakersfield's

for
Exploit
California
Theatre ation
Does Big Things
For and With Negri Vehicle

HE
campaign for "Passion, exploitation
staged by the new California
T
theatre of Bakersfield, Cal., a city
of some twenty thousand inhabitants, is
especially interesting, since it is the first
record of what may be expected of this
feature once it gets outside the big cities.
The California, controlled by Gore
Brothers, Lesser and Ramish, reports that
the picture broke all attendance records,
backed as it was by big exploitation.
The advertising for "Passion" began
two weeks before the first date of showing. Small teaser ads announcing "Passion is Coming" were first run and then
a liberal amount of display advertising
followed up each day. Interesting stories
of Pola Negri's beauty and charm found
their way into the woman's pages of the
newspapers. For the first week no picture
was published of Pola Negri. Stories
concerning the reason for the star's great
allurement excited much interest among
the women, and a contest was conducted
by one of the papers, offering a prize of
two passes each day to the three best letters describing Pola Negri's peculiar
charm. When her photographs were finally published in the newspapers everyone was doubly anxious to see what she
"looked like."
A mailing list of 5,000 ''live names" was
secured by Miss Sylvia Grogg, publicity
director of the California theatre, from the
light and power company, and it was also
arranged to have the envelopes run
through the light company's addressograph, saving both time and expense. This,
by the way, is one of the surest ways of
getting a live mailing list, for it is a certainty that everyone who pays gas and
light bills must be residents of a city.
Two weeks before "Passion" broke in
Bakersfield, it received its western premier at the Ambassador theatre, Los An-

geles. The week preceding the Bakersheld opening it commenced an indefinite
engagement at the Kinema theatre, Los
Angeles.
hour'spapers
from
BakersfieldThisandcitytheis only
Los five
Angeles
have a wide circulation there. On the
strength of this an ad was carried in the
Los Angeles Examiner announcing the
opening
day ofno"Passion"
in Bakersfield.
This created
end of comment
in a
small town, which was unused to seeing
its amusements advertised in the columns
of a city paper.
The importance
seeing
"Passion"
simultaneously
withof Los
Angeles
was
dwelt upon in the Bakersfield papers, and
on the day preceding the opening a full
page spread capped the advertising campaign, which was the largest ever coi>
ducted for a picture in Bakersfield.

Shoiving the stage setting and characters appearing in the prologue number staged by the
Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre for the showing of " The Inside of the Cup "

"Passion"

As a result "Passion" broke all records
for one entire week, being the only picture which ever ran for a full week in
Bakersfield.
Acarefully selected program of music,
a few moments of high-class short subjects, and an impressive prelude in the
form of a Grecian dancing act, accompanied the showing of "Passion."

Hyman's Prologue
"Inside the Cup'
Managing Director Hyman, of the
Mark Strand Brooklyn theatre, again displayed his faculty for staging a prologue
which was not only a big addition to the
programme, but really conveyed the spirit
of thetumefeature's
and setting. story, both in song, cosFor "The Inside of the Cup," Hyman
employed the Strand Male Quartette, costumed in the chalices of choir boys, and a
soprano for the obligato in the proper
dress, in a dimly lit church interior. For
a background the singers enjoyed a stained
glass window, and the highlights were two
candelabras right and left stage. Schubert's "Omnipotence" was the selection,
carried by the quartette and the soprano.
This group standing centerstage, before
the church drop, which was flanked left
and right by Gothic doors, was lit with a
pale red from the left and a strong lemon
spot from overhead. A bi? red lamp in
back of the church drop threw out the
stained glass window in a soft light. This
number got a curtain and was not directly dovetailed into the opening of the
feature, but in one of the final shots of
"The Inside of the Cup." which showed a
church interior with choir boys, the quarfrom offstage.
tette and soprano sang "Omnipotence"
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Ballyhoo at
ideathe
for Broadway
" The InsideStrand
of thetheatre,
Cup,"
showing
Detroit, as told by the accompanying story

Illustrating the story appearing on this page .oncerning the exploitation of " The Inside of the
Cup," put over by the Broadzvay Strand theatre, Detroit

Detroit
at
Over
Campaign
" The Inside of the Cup " Given Novelty
by Broadway Strand Theatre
and four in hand. If the unusual attracts
ing one of the huge buses that circle
FREAK exploitation, when it is reasonably planned, can be very effective.
attention he should have gotten a city-full
Detroit's streets. The windows were covand he did.
As evidence of the assertion there
ered with a stage curtain which showed
comes to hand the campaign planned by the whole comic family at the windows.
The man carried sandwich signs adLeslie F. Whelan, Paramount exploitation
The humorous drawings took in various
vertisingThe
"
Inside of the Cup " at the
representative at Detroit, in connection
features known to readers of the funny
Broadway-Strand. He also carried a suitcase sandwiched in between the two signs
with the showing of '' The Inside of the sheets and gave them a little added local
of the sandwich advertisement. With this
color for five rows of seats.
[iCup
" ,atMich.
the Broadway Strand theatre,
equipment to start him off he dodged
Detroit
On the outside of the bus were two
street
cars and automobiles, stopped
While the usual billing and posting was
posters. One read : " We are going to motorists with all the majesty of the law
pone on the picture, the exploitation man
see ' The Inside of the Cup ' " and the and practically held up traffic for five
depended upon two freak stunts for the
other finished : " At the Broadwayminutes at Woodward and Gratiot
[actual interest-getters. They were to be
Strand,
starting
Sunday."
This
advance
Avenues as he walked leisurely in front of
novelties, features that would force the atexploitation was invaluable to the theatre
a street
car, ignoring the constant clanging
tention of every pedestrian on the streets.
for it firmly established the new program
of
the gong.
The first of these consisted in borrowin the mind of the public. The bus,
circling the streets for several days,
aroused a lot of interest and got over the
message in a manner far more effective
than paid advertising could have been.
The second stunt Whelan put over consisted in engaging the services of a young
comic pedestrian who did a sandwich act
a la the subway circuit. The young
comedian wore all the ingredients of a
tuxedo suit except the shirt, and then to
make it gloriously funny by being inconsistent, wore a straw hat, soft collar
Freak

Exploitation

Goes

Stage setting and characters which presented a prologue for " The Jucklins " at the Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
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"Shipwrecked Among the Cannibals" window display tie-up by the Clinton Square theatre, Albany, N. Y.
Stolte

Makes

Capital

" Heliotrope

IT would hardly be possible for the
average exhibitor to exploit " Heliotrope "in exactly the same fashion as
was employed by A. G. Stolte, manager
of the Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,
Iowa, but under similar circumstances any
showman might do well to use the same
ingenuity in pulling valuable advertising
out of a costly experience.
" Heliotrope," opened at the Des Moines
on Sunday, after a good Saturday business
the day before. The safe in the Des
Moines theatre was well lined with box
office crops and someone who saw the
crowds in the theatre on those two days
must have been aware of it. At any rate
the safe was found in a bad state of repair the next morning, Monday. Small
pieces of it were pried out of the woodwork of the office and a shattered door
and desk were on the sidewalk in front of
the box office by ten o'clock Monday
morning and a curious crowd was waiting
to see what the heavy object was that
about twenty workmen were bringing
down the stairs.
As soon as insurance inspectors and
detectives had finished their examinations
the wrecked safe was turned over to the
public. It was placed facing the box-office
on the curb side of the sidewalk and inside was placed a card asking the question,
"Did Heliotrope Harry Blow This
Safe?" Passersby almost without exception stooped down to look inside and

of

" Gets Novel Lobby
at Des Moines

a

Catastrophe

Display

walked on wondering what the answer
was.
The newspapers had carried eight
column screamers across the top of the
front pages on three early morning extras,
telling of the safe-cracking. By noon the
papers had been supplied with advertising
copy hinting that the cracksmen were
known and asking the public to keep a
sharp eye out for a man pictured in the

DID
Heliotrope
harry

Blow This SafE9

Here is the ivay "Heliotrope" was exploited
at the Des Moines theatre, Des Moines, Iowa,
as told above

cut. For this cut a pressbook mat of
Heliotrope Harry which had not been used
in the advance campaign was employed.
With this ad stories were run stating that
a notorious crook had recently been
pardoned by the governor of a western
state ; that he was known to have been
seen in the Des Moines theatre on Sunday, and that he was strongly suspected of
implication in the job.
This stimulated great curiosity among
those who had not seen the picture and
caused favorable comment among the first
dayAs fans.
a followup, the hint was dropped
that the whole thing was a publicity stunt,
framed up in the office of the Des Moines
theatre to help put the picture over. The
papers snapped up this suggestion and
made it possible to get onto the front pages
again with a denial of this rumor and the
offer of a reward for information leading
to the arrest of the real cracksmen. It was
also pointed out that perfectly good safes
and office furniture were not being
splintered to make a press yarn.
As a result more people flocked to the
front of the house to examine the wrecked
safe to see just who was telling the truth i
and a goodly number of them were led to
enter the theatre to see what kind of a
picture it was that could kick up such a
commotion.
As a result, the safeblowers really did
the house a favor by taking its money.
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Mangan's

Shafer

"Forbidden

Fruit ' Prologue
Exceptional
Francis A. Mangan originated a novel
ind effective prologue for the recent
showing of "Forbidden Fruit" at the
Broadway-Strand theatre, Detroit. The
itage setting for the prologue was of elab)rate design in as much as the greater
>art of it was made of glass with spouting
ountains playing upon it in various hues
if colored lights.
The prologue was in two acts, the first
ct showing the old Cinderella Hearthen
Jlace, with the character of Cinderella
eated in the ashes. Until the fairy is
rejected upon the scrim immediately
ack of it ; the fairy character beckons her
d arise and prepare to follow her sisters
) the grand ball, which she does. The
econd act reveals the entrance to the
rand ball room, with a staircase made
utirely of glass the length of the miniaire stage, and as there were eight steps
ith a tread of eight inches and a riser
f six inches to each, the result was mardous with the spraying water playing
pon it. The lighting arrangement was
nique for the reason that it was illumiated both from the rear of the glass as
ell as the direct front and caused a beildering effect upon the audience. On
ie top of the center step there was posed
e form of a girl made to look like a cold
lue statue with a fountain spouting water
•om the form held in her hand. To a
)pearances this young lady was a statue
>untain, but in reality was a girl in the
esh and held her pose for a period of
>ur minutes. This scene opens as the
ock strikes twelve, and Cinderalla runng from the ball room in her ragged
Dthes and Prince Charming close upon
:r heels. It is at this period that the
uet from Faust is sung with cuts and

Works Two
Stunts

New-

Walter D. Shafer, manager of the Fox
Washington theatre, Detroit, recently put
over a double exploitation campaign using
both the newspapers and a ballyhoo successfully for "The Road Demon" and
"The Jockey."

Ballyhooingtonfor
The Jockey
" used
the Washtheatre," Detroit,
Mich.
Storyby concerning
the exploitation appears above
The lighting was a delicate combination of
an arrangement made to fit the situation,
blue and green made more mystic by tiny
sprays of water which covered the glass
steps,
setting. the predominating feature of the

In the newspapers Mr. Shafer asked
readers to tell the name of the car Mix
drove in the picture. Only a small cut of
the car was used but out of more than
1,100 replies, received by mail, some 67
guessed the correct answer. It was a
Stutz that had been driven by Earl Cooper
and other racers and several of the automobile men knew it. In fact, of the earliest answers, the greater number was correct. It was only when tne big flood of
mail came through that those who guessed
made known their selections.
At that time Mr. Shafer did not himself know the name of the car, but he
wired Charles Bird, of the Fox forces in
Los Angeles, and Tuesday was given the
correct name.
On the street a jockey, made up to resemble Clyde Cook, and with appropriate
banners, rode through the down town district and the shopping center every morning and afternoon. Because of the
jockey's costume and make-up he attracted considerable attention wherever he apIn addition to this there was a big
peared.
newspaper
advertising campaign and, of
course, business for Mix was far better
tnan the usual and particularly large considering the general business conditions.
A cut showing Mr. Shafer's ballyhoo
for " The Jockey " appears in at the top
of the opposite page. The double campaign was productive of excellent boxoffice results in spite of adverse business
conditions now existing in Detroit.

"Paying the Piper" zvindow display which A. J. Cobe, manager this
of picture
the Rialto theatre, Lawrence, Mass., secured for his recent showing of
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EXPLANATORY

THE BRANDING IRON
3887, Issue of Nov. 20th.
Music Cues Published — Page 502,
Produced by Goldwyn.
Distributed by Goldwyn.
Issue of Tuly 10th— 1400 of
Star — Barbara Castleton.
Aug. 14th.
"First Run" Showings — Page
Director— Reginald Barker.
2232, Issue of Sept. 18th— 3347
Reviewed Oct. 23rd— Page 3267.
of Oct. 30th— 3882 of Nov.
Producers Ads— Page 543, Issue
20th— 4064 of Nov. 27th-^228
of July 17th— 1288 of Aug.
of Dec. 4th— 4411 of Dec. 11th
14th— 1809 of Sept. 4th— 2521
of Oct. 2nd.
—4679 of Dec. 18th— 112 of
Dec. 25th— 834 of Jan. 22.
Descriptions — Page
Prologue
NEWS Review Resume— Melodramatic Romance adapted from
adventure story.
—Terrible picture. Awful busiExhibitors Box Office Reports
ness. Was not liked at all— An excellent picture and a good box
office attraction.— Louise Glaum is one of the favorites here. Her
acting pleased the audience and the details of the picture were well
carried out. Drew big houses entire week.— Star fairly well liked,
and picture did fair business. Was somewhat disappointed in the
, for while lavish the story did not carry.— Good producproduction
tion. Business was about usual.
PEACEFUL VALLEY
Prologue Descriptions — Page
3186, issue of Oct. 23rd— 3349
ProducRay
Chas.
by
ed
Produc
tions.
of Oct. 30th— 3705 of Nov.
13th— 4587 of Dec. 18th— 676
Distributed by First National.
Star — Chas. Ray.
of Jan. 15th— 841 of Jan.
22nd—
1466 of Feb. 19th.
Director — Jerome Storm.
"
First
Run
" Showings — Page
—
23rd
Oct.
of
Issue
—
Reviewed
3172 of Oct. 23rd— 3348 of
page 3273.
Oct. 30th— 3533 of Nov. 6th
Producers' Ads — Issues of July
—4061 of Nov. 27th-^1229of
31st— Oct. 2nd— Oct. 30th.
Dec. 4th— 4580 of Dec. 18th
s— Page 3708-9, IsLobby Display
—673
of Jan. 15th— 1302 of
sue of Nov. 13th— 127 of Dec.
Feb. 12th.
25th.

PAGE

FOR

Picture

New

RELEASE!.

Index
SHOWMEN

MADAM PEACOCK
Oct. 23rd.
Produced
tions. by Nazimova Produc- Prologue Descriptions — Pag
3530, issue of Nov. 6th.
Distributed by Metro.
" First Run " Showings — Pag
Star — Nazimova.
2976, issue of Oct. 16th— 317
Director— Ray C. Smallwood.
of Oct. 23rd— 3349 of Oc
30th— 3530 of Nov. 6th— 370
Reviewed— Issue of Oct. 16th—
of Nov. 13th— 4061 of No>
Page 3083.
27th— 4227 of Dec. 4th— 441
Producers Ads — Issues of July
of Dec. 11th — 112 of De<
10th, July 31st, Oct. 16th and
25th.
NEWS and
Review
direction
acting.Resume— Picture Looks Artificial Through Pooil

Exhibitors Box Office Reports— Drew big houses each day. Thi
city has large number of Nazimova " fans " and these liked the filrr :
rhe women were exceptionally pleased with it.— Nazimova popula
here. House did a normal business only. Lack of punch in previous!
Nazimova pictures has affected the box office — The crowds came t<
see this picture because they are enthusiastic about the star, Nazi j
mova. Drew well for entire week.— Worst Nazimova picture eve I
produced and shows plainly lack of direction and lack of judgmen
in picking story. Another picture like this and Nazimova is finished'
GOOD REFERENCES
Lobby Displays— Page 369, Issu|
Produced by Jos. Schenck.
1.
"Firstof Jan.
Run"
Showings — Pagl
Distributed by First National.
2595, Issue of Oct. 2nd— 28
Star — Constance Talmadge.
of Oct. 9th— 2978 of Oct. 16-1
Director— R. William Neill.
3349 of Oct. 30th — 3701 cl
Reviewed— Issue of Oct. 16, Page
Nov. 13th— 3883-5 of Noa
20th— 4227 of Dec. 4th— 458
Producers' Ads— Issues of July
of Dec. 18th— 1624 of Fell
31,
21 6
and .
Sept. 18. 5
26th.
08
3Aug.
v i^. Re*iew Resume— Star's popularity may get it by.
Tai™ !i S 2OX °ffic,.e RePOrts.-Brought crowded houses as do al
Constance
Talmadgeeither
productions,
rnn^rfl^V11'^'
Constanceandor was
Norma.-Above
the ordinar
well
Please'
star s followers. Opened
to excellent business.—patronized.—
There is never an
l™?tl0ilZh
We WiU have a ful1 house on
Talmadge's pic
tures ThisttheV
one proved
no exception. Everyone satisfied.
Big bus
ness two days to extra big
business one day.
YOU NEVER CAN TELL
Lobby
Page 4076. I<
Produced by Realart.
sue Displays—
of Nov. 27th.
Distributed by Realart.
"First Run" Showings — Pag
Star— Bebe Daniels.
2975, Issue of Oct 16thDirector— Chester Franklin.
3347 of Oct. 30th— 3530 c
Reviewed Dct. 16th— Page 3083.
Nov. 6th— 3703 of Nov 13t
— 3884 of Nov. 20th.
Producers Ads— Issues of Julv
10th, Aug. 14th, Oct. 9th and Music Cues Published— Page 306
Issue of Oct. 16th.
Oct. 23rd.

NEWS Review Resume — Humorous Incident, Rustic Settings and
Charles Ray— Enough.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports.— Registered a big hit. A real Ray
triumph. Audiences applauded enthusiastically. — Very good week.
Ray always sure of big business. This considered much better than
BEHOLD MY WIFE
2975, Issue of Oct. 16th—
29.
4236 of Dec. 4th— 1009 of Jan.
Produced by George Melford.
Distributed by Famous Players.
Star— Mabel J. Scott.
First Run " Showings — Page
Director — George Melford.
2975, Issue of Oct. 16th— 3172
of Oct. 23rd— 3346 of Oct.
Reviewed Oct. 23rd— Page 3265.
30th— 3532-3 of Nov. 6th—
Producers' Ads— Oct. 23rd—
3883 of Nov. 20th— 4063-4 of
Oct. 30th— Nov. 6th.
Nov. 27th— 4228 of Dec. 4th
— Page 4417, IsLobby Displays
— 4410 of Dec. 11th— 112 of
sue of Dec. 11th — 4596 of
Dec. 25th— 356-7 of Jan. 1st
Dec. 18th— 370 of Jan. 1st.
—514 of Jan. 8th.
Prologue
Descriptions — Page
NEWS Review Resume— Novel story given rich production.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — Was such a success that we held it
over for a second week. — Splendid production which was well liked
by my patrons. Sure-fire box office attraction. — Very good picture
playing to good business.. Held for second week. — Undoubtedly one
of the best and most successful pictures of the year. Played to exceptionally big business for seven days.
IN THE HEART OF A FOOL Prologue Descriptions — Page
Produced by Allan Dwan.
2416, ofissue
2975
Oct. of
16th.Sept. 25th —
Distributed by First National.
"First Run" Showings — Page
Star — James Kirkwood.
Director — Allan Dwan.
2597,ofissue
of "idag
2801
Oct. 9th—
2975 of25th—
Oct.
Reviewed — Issue of Oct. 23rd,
16th— 3174 of Oct. 23rd— 3885
page 3275.
of
Nov.
20th—
111
of
Dec.
Producers'
Ads— Tuly 31st, Oct.
25th— 355 of Jan. 1st.
9th.

NEWS Review Resume— A real success from every angle
Exhibitors Box Office Reports— This picture is very pltasing booffice receipts about average -A very pleasing little picture, star ha
made a place for herself and this picture suits her to a "T"— Beb
and
drew well.—
Business
?nT^S
^, th»*
S^6 is poor
3 realonactresshad a g<>°dTheproductio.
account She
of weather.
best an.
most
entertaining
picture we have had in months.
Lobby Displays— Page 4582. i ssu
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN
Produced by Universal.
of Dec. 18th— 362 of Jan. Is
—682 of 7an. 15th— 836 o
Distributed by Universal.
Star— Dorothy Phillips.
of Feb. 5th114326th.
Jan.
of Feb.
1574 22nd—
Director — Allen Holubar.
Reviewed — Issue of Oct. 16th — Prologue Descriptions — Pag
3172, issue of Oct. 23rd.
page 3077.
Producers'
Ads— Issues of Sept. " First Run " Showings — Pag
25th, Oct. 2nd. Oct. 9th, Oct.
3172, issue of Oct. 23rd— 334
16th, Oct. 23rd, Oct. 30th,
of Oct. 30th— 3702 of Nov
Nov. 6th, Nov. 13 th, Nov.
13 th— 3061 of Nov. 27th— 422<
20th, Dec. 4th, Dec. 11th, Dec.
of Dec. 4th — 4410 of Dec
11th—
111 of Dec. 25th— 67.
18th, Jan. 1st, Jan. 15th, Tan.
29th, Feb. 12th and Feb. 19th
of Jan. 15th.

NEWS Review Resume — Very good entertainment in this complicated story.
Exhibitors Box Office Reports — A good audience picture. Its many
leading love themes are apt to be confusing but it opened very big. —
Good production, which brought the crowds. — A rather complicated
theme which kept up the suspense until the end. However, a bit too
melodramatic in spots. — A very good picture that seemed to please
the majority of our patrons.

acted WS Review Resume — Absorbing story, well produced anc
Exhibitors Box Office Reports— Dorothy Phillips does some
th<
best work of her career m this picture, which is interesting and of
somely produced. Did splendid business at this theatre.— Just hand
com
pleted second and very successful week. I
a practice of on<
week runs, or even three days, but this picturemake
played to two weeks
capacity business.
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Passion"
Supreme
i"TheShown
to Trade
To
Novelize
Serial
Story
1 Robert W. Priest, president of
The Film Market, Inc., entertained
" Hope Diamond Mystery " to Be
two groups at private showings of
Published by Howells Sales Co.
the states rights buyer who will
:|his big state rights picture, " The ARRANGEMENTS have been obtain
his copies from the Howells
Supreme Passion " last week in the
made by the Howells Sales
parlors. One group conSimplex
publicity and exlisted of the trade paper reviewers, Company to have the story of " The Sales Company
ploitation department at fifty cents
ind the other consisted of theatrical Hope Diamond Mystery," the stu- per copy. The exhibitor can then
fifteen-episode serial which
: tnd lay friends whose opinions Mr. they are pendous
distributing on the state resell them to his patrons at what1 Driest values very highly and whose rights market, printed in book form
ever price he sees fit.
The novelized version of the
Enthusiasm and applause was pro- and distributed throughout the
; lounced.
United States and the rest of the serial will be written by H. L.
Gates, a well known writer, author
Mr. Priest was complimented for world.
A working agreement has been of the novelized version of ' 'The
".he gripping entertaining quality of
. The Supreme Passion," the final effected with the International Auction of Souls," and who also
Editing and arrangement of which Copyright Bureau, who so success- wrote the forty-thousand word
was syndicated in Sun' Vas
done under his personal sufully distributed the book edition of story which
ervision.
day newspapers throughout the
" The Auction of Souls " to bring country with a total reading circulation of 20,000,000.
out the novelized version of " The
The novelized version of the
il
Hope
Mystery."
Two Diamond
editions of
the book will be serial will be published coincident
Pos- brought out. The first one will be with the release of the picture.
Gasoline Alley"
This is said to be an entirely new
ters in Chicago
the regular cloth-bound novel which
will retail at the regular book store
; A unique exploitation campaign price. This edition will be on sale angle of the tie-up between the
of the book and a picin all of the book stores of the popularity
ture. In the past pictures which
Ji
"Gasoline
Alley," Film
the cartoon
:ries
which Capital
Co. is country and will be distributed and have been
adapted
from novels have
suing, was recorded recently when sold by the publishing house of attempted to tie-up
with book
of
iiat company put out a series
Moffat, Yard & Co.
stores. By the plan which has been
asters which were sent to the
The second edition, which will be inaugurated by the Howells Sales
lirious papers announcing the the largest, wiW^be an attractive Company the book will be tied up
Lreen debut of the comic char- paper cover book, beautifully directly with the picture and the
ters. Later on sheets were sent
on heavy book paper with distribution placed in the hands of
i 500 garages in Chicago, and a printed
four illustrations in color and
and in such a maneek later a check-back post card twelve in black and white. This the exhibitor
ner that he will receive all of the
l as sent to the same garages ask- book will be sold to the exhibitor by benefit.
them if they had used the
jg
listers.
J|As a result of the campaign the
iy of Chicago is covered with New
Salient
Film
Started
t.sters of "Gasoline Alley."
Director Davis Begins Production
of New
Muriel Ostriche Feature
sploits Science Theme
PRESIDENT GOOSMANN of Vitagraph Company, and has done
in Joan Serial
Salient Films, Inc., announces some excellent work for many of
art scar
that
production on the second of the other producing companies. His
^„r Oldknow, head of the
the
series
of pictures starring Miss work in the Edgar Lewis production
uthern States Film Co., which is
Muriel Ostriche has begun under " Other Men's Shoes " came in for
tributing "The Invisible Ray," the direction of J. Charles Davis, particularly favorable criticism.
1 ' Joan fifteen episode serial, ar- 2nd,
The purchase of an original story,
and states that the working
lged some excellent exploitation
arouse public interest in the title is "The Call of the Open." " For the Love of Pete," by Elizabeth Ethel Donoher, author of
company expects to leave in
ture. Realizing the scientific im- The
tance of the serial he did some about three weeks to make the ex- "The Black Panther's Cub," "The
teriors in the South.
earch work on his own account
Gypsy Trail," and other popular
The Erbograph Studio has been cinema successes, is also announced
aroused discussion on the
ver of invisible rays of light engaged for this production and as well as the engagement of Miss
writing to professor of physics will be used until Salient moves Margaret I. McDonald to write the
Georgia Technical University. into their permanent quarters at continuity for it. Work on this
the Claremont Studio, which they picture, which will be the third of
" : reply
professor
lied in of
the the
daily
press. was re- have leased for the period of one the series, will be started immediately upon the completion of the
year beginning April 1st.
In line with the policy announced picture now being filmed.
some time ago, Director Davis is
The same staff that produced
oudini Picture Corp. building an organization of artists " The Shadow " are in charge of
and technical men who will the work on "The Call of the
Is Organized
be identified with all of Sal- Open." Assisting Mr. Davis is
he Houdini Pictures Corpora- ien's productions. The latest Jack W. Brown, while the camera
of New York, recently opened addition to the company is work is in the hands of Paul H.
offices. The new company is in- Harold Foshay, whose excellent Allen. The present picture is a
>orated at $500,000 and is to pro- work in " The shadow " resulted in comedy drama, the scenes of which
1 four feature pictures a year.
signed up Mr.
on aFoshay
year's con:asing arrangements have not as his being
tract by Salient.
was are laid in New York and in and
been arranged, it is stated.
for a long time connected with the around a small Southern town.
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Kineto "Emerald Isle
fdr March 17
Many requests have come into the
Kineto Company of America, Inc.,
from exhibitors all over the country who want to know how they can
secure " The Emerald Isle " for
their programs during the week in
which
St. Patrick's
Day falls.
All of
the exhibitors
inquiring
have been informed that they can
secure this reel through their local
exchange, which is affiliated with
the National Exchanges, Inc. Every
territory in the United States is
represented.
" The Emerald Isle " is said to be
the only
single reel Itsubject
land in existence.
is one onof Irethe
finest subjects in the Kineto Review
and is the second one marked for
release by the National Exchanges,
the release date being March 14.
Dooley Opens New Exchange in Syracuse
Thomas W. Dooley of Syracuse,
N. Y., has
disposed
of all
his interests in the
Dooley
Exchange,
Inc., and resigned as executive of
that company. He has opened another exchange in Syracuse under
the name of Exhibitors Film and
Service Co.
The new exchange with headquarters at 565 South Salina
Street, Syracuse, will be ready for
business on March 1st. In addition to handling features, serials
and comedies, the Exhibitors Film
and Service Co. has obtained the
franchise for New York State
north and west of Westchester
County for the distribution of the
Synchronized Scenario Music
Score. The company will also act
as representative of the Powers
Machine Co., and carry a full line
of accessories.

Harold Foshay in a dramatic scene from
" The Shadow," the first Muriel Ostriche
feature completed by Salient Films

Motion
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THE following sales on the independent market were
reported during the week:
Man'sforPrice"
to Gollos"Every
and Gollos
Illinois.(J. W. Film Corporation)
"A Daughter's Strange Inheritance' (Norma Talmadge
revival — Horizon Pictures) to Savinit Films, of Atlanta, Ga.
Lester Cuneo series (Capital Film Co.) to Sol Lesser,
of All Star Feature Distributors for California, Venada,
Arizona and the Hawaiian Islands.
Lester Cuneo series to P. Oletsky, of Federated Film
Exchanges, of Baltimore, for Maryland, Virginia and the
District of Columbia.
Lester Cuneo series to W. C. Underwood, of Specialty
Film Co., of Dallas, Tex., for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Lester Cuneo series to F. S. Niggel, of Apex Pictures,
of Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
"West of the Rio Grande" (Bert Lubin) to Sol Lesser,
of All Star Feature Distributors, for California, Arizona,
Nevada and Hawaiian Islands.
"Dangerous Love" (C. B. C. Film Series) to First
National, of Minnesota, for Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and
South Dakota.
"Wings of Pride" (Jans Pictures) to T. W. Chatburn
Enterprises, of Los Angtles, for Missouri and Kansas.
"Love Enterprises,
Without Question"
(Jans Pictures)
to T. and
W.
Chatburn
of Los Angeles,
for Missouri
Kansas.
"A Woman's Business" (Jans Pictures) to T. W. Chatburn Enterprises, of Los Angeles, for Missouri and Kansas.
20 Ben Turpin Re-Issues (Warner Brothers) to Wabash
Film Exchange, of Chicago.
"Hearts of the Range" (J. J. Sameth Productions) to
A. S. Steinberg, of Pittsburgh, for Pennsylvania and West
Virginia.

Exhibitors"
Keep
C. B. C.Close
Believes to
in Learning From
Buyers, How
Pictures Are Liked
LETTERS have just gone out him only once, but to make him a
from the offices of the C. B. C. steady customer. Almost anyone
Film Sales Corporation to state who is a good salesman can sell a
right exchanges throughout the person something — once. But of
United States and Canada, asking what avail is that one sale if the
for information on what theatres customer is displeased or dissatisfied, and if he does not come
in the respective territories are
booking releases handled by them back again and bring others with
and distributed to them by C. B. C, him? You get receipts, but you are
how many consecutive days the ex- not establishing a steady clientele —
hibitors are running the pictures, and it is the steady clientle that pays
and how audiences in the various in the end. Any tradesman will tell
theatres receive and react to them. you that — and this state right
Thus information is requested in distribution is a trade, and should
reference both to C. B. C. features, be considered as such if it is to
" Dangerous Love " and " The Vic- be a profitable one.
tim," and to the shortest releases,
" Let us suppose that we have
" Hallroom Boys C o m e d i e s," sold an important territorial buyer
" Screen Snapshots." and " Star a series of pictures, such as ' Hall'
Westerns.'
Ranch
The letters
claims C. B. C. mark room Boys' Comedies,' ' Screen
' or ' Star Ranch Westthe expression of a new and wider Snapshots
erns—'■ each of which is released
application of the word success to twice a month. That sale is someslate right distribution on the part
thing to be glad of. But, let us
of Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn, and suppose further — that this exchange
of a belief that signs that are usual- cannot find a market in its territory
ly taken for those of success in for these releases, that exhibitors
state right marketing, are not al- won't book them because the patways infallible. In short, it is
at their films
theatres
don't
like
their belief that large and frequent them. ronsSelling
is like
forging
sales of pictures to exchanges a chain — the exchange, the exhibishould not be considered the be-all
tor and especially the public are all
and end-all of independent distri- important links in it. Now, suppose
bution, and that interest of the the exchangeman cannot add to his
distributing concern should not be own link those two other very impermitted to rest there.
portant bits— the public hasn't liked
According to them, while selling
picture, the exhibitor won't take
a picture to as many and as impor- the
it again, and there is the exchangetant territorial buyers throughout man with a white elephant on his
the country as possible is of para- hands, and a natural disinclination
mount importance — there are many to deal again with the company
other contributing factors that from whom he has receive it."
Mr. Cohn and Mr. Brandt believe
should not be lost sight of.
that the answer lies in keeping a
" Theuting isaim
of
state
right
distribto sell to the territorial finger on the pulse of the entire territory of every state right exchange
"buyer, of course," says Jack Cohn.
*' But, the main point is not to sell handling their company's releases.

Picture

New

Young
Popular
in
Texa!
Theatres Reap Big Harvest After
Appearances
of
Equity Favorite
themselves
Miss Young's
the screen,
as the si;a
Clara Kimball Young pearance on with
WHEN
d
appeare
in
person
in
Housin
person
was
on
her
way
to Dalla
ton and swept the town off its feet,
there was good reason why the But a personal appearance was nil
necessary to fill the Empire.
Queen theatre should do a recordAt the Old Mill in Dallas, whe
smashing business on " For the Miss Young made her last sto
Soul of The
Rafael,"
her that
thirdlined
Equity
release.
crowds
the history repeated itself. Even "Til
streets for blocks in an attempt to Eyes of Youth," which made be j
gain entrance to the theatre, came office history in Dallas more thj)
to see the Equity star in person, as
year ago,
had to take invaded
second plat\'
after
"Midchannel"
well as the picture she appears in. aOld
Mill, states Equity.
When Miss Young left Houston
All
of
the
theatres
here me i
for San Antonio the Queen theatre
did not think that the crowds would tioned expressed the unanimous if
still come to the theatre merely to
they couldovernotforhold
t'
Youngthat
productions
doull
see the picture, without seeing the gret
star in the flesh. Yet this happened the original run. As this was ii
owing to previous booki:l
all week. A report from the Pea- possible,
contracts, the exhibitors had to rt|
cock Production's the
of new
Dallas,Young
who oncile themselves with a promise
are distributing
return engagement. Texas is si I
series in Texas, Oklahoma and Ar- aa-flurry
with the success of t
kansas, contains statistical evidence
to the effect that the Queen theatre Equity star. Newspaper accouil
broke every house record on its run continue to devote columns to b!
recent visit, and to the friendsr
" For the
nounces Soul
Equity. of Rafael," an- established between herself and t
In San Antonio the Empire the- municipalities she honored.
M. Fink, manager of the Peacol
atre gives a similar account of busi- Productions,
has written to Equl
ness throughout the half-week run to the effect that
the number of il
of " Midchannel," the fourth Young
production. Miss Young appeared quiries for book dates that he is il
ceiving daily, bring tidings of tj
the opening night, after which she heaviest
business on the Young pi
immediately left for Dallas. For ductions ever done in the Sou |
the next days of the run the Young
fans of San Antonio had to satisfy west.

Plymouth

Has

New

Pictur

" Every Woman's Problem " Stars
Mrs. Wallace Reid; Early Release
In discussing the box-office pr
announcement of interest to nects of "Every Woman's Pr
AN state
right exchange men and lem," Mr. Levine placed sp«
exhibitors was issued this week by stress upon the exploitation po;
Nat Levine to the effect that the bilities afforded by the timely the
Plymouth Pictures, Inc., of which of the story. The Plymouth c
he is president, has acquired world cial also called attention to the ij
rights toa " Every Woman's Prob- doubted drawing power of the \\
lem," five-reel feature starring ture's title and the public's inteil
Dorothy Davenport, who in private in
the star who, as the wife of <
life is Mrs. Wallace Reid. Final
of filmdom's most popular celel
cutting and editing of " Every ties, is expected to command c|
Woman's Problem " was completed siderable attention, particularly
last week under the supervision of view of her long absence from
M. G. Cohn and J. F. Matteford. silver sheet.
According to the Plymouth statement, it is planned to launch the
new feature on the independem
" Every Man's Price
market immediately.
Associated with Mr. Levine and
is King's Best
Plymouth Pictures, Inc., in the
" Every Man's Price," which
staged as an offering for state rip
marketing of " Every Woman's exchanges bv Burton Kin?, is i\
Problem" is A. W. Sobler, formerly director of exploitation service by officials of the J. W. Film Cj
for the Goldwvn Pictures Corpora- pcration to be the best producij
tion; associate advertising mana- of this director's career. They :l
ger of the Mayflower Photoplay consider it one of the strong
Corporation and a publicist of wide vehicles in which the beaut
experience. Sobler is now prepar- young star, Grace Darling, has <|
ing an elaborate advertising campaign designed to reach not only the
trade but also the general public appeared.
and one phase of which includes Walsh-Fielding Rel<
Method Undecidi
the production of several noteworthhy innovations in the way of
Due to an error the cap I
exhibitor accessories.
" Several unusual features incor- under the picture showing sal
porated in ' Every Woman's Prob- from "Chances Women Take," [
lem,' " states the Plymouth an- Walsh-Fielding production, wll
nouncement,distinguish
"
the of- appeared in the Motion Pic[
fering from the average screen at- News of March 5th. it was stj
traction and justifies the prediction that the picture would be a s|
that it will be hailed by independ- right release. Distribution
ent exchange men and exhibitors as rangements have not as yet !
decided upon, it is stated.
a picture of exception?! merit."
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Pacific Film Extending
Its Plant on Coast
The producing studio of the Pacific Film Company at Culver City
is to be materially increased in size,
and work was commenced this week
on the construction of a new stage
with property rooms adjoining
which will have a floor space of
100x130 feet. Adjoining this new
building will be another new one
for offices of the company and
dressing rooms for the players.
The buildings are to be of Mission type of architecture and contain all modern conveniences and
improvements to make possible production at most economical figures.
The improvement of the Pacific
Film company's plant will not in
any way interfere with the producers' activities.
The George Ovey Company making one-reel comedies, began work
on the fourth production simultaneously with the building operations.
The previously completed subjects
are " The Dead Language," a new
type of bootlegging comedy. Second subject named "In and Out"
and " A Mummy Night Mare."

Nigh

Endorses
Tilford
Service
the countless little details, which
IAMhisNIGH,
WILLing
CTOR
DIREwho
is produc
latest Lauds Studio's Econ- are essential for artistic production.
" The time actually saved the
picture starring the child
omy and Efficiency
actress, Maurine Powers, under the
producer by the Tilford Service, of
course, cannot be accurately estiworking title, " Why Girls Leave
mated in advance but it represents
Operation
Home," at the Selznick studios in
a definite financial economy, which
Fort Lee, N. J., is the first prominent motion picture director to able to estimate accurately his to my mind is one of the biggest
advantages their service offers the
avail himself of the service af- costs
work.direction, artists and
forded independent producers by camera for
the Tilford Cinema studios, which
" They work smoothly and with_.j.r. Nigh, who expects to finish producer.
out friction. In fact you would not
supplies every requirement for ef- the picture a week or ten days
ficient motion picture production, ahead of his original schedule gives know that they were around the
except the direction, camera-work, full credit to the efficiency of the studio, except that when you are
ready for the next set you find that
players and story.
Tilford Service for this definite it
has been prepared and put up,
Mr. Nigh has given the Tilford
complete in every detail, and all
Service his enthusiastic indorse- economy'.
ment, and states that in efficiency
" I am greatly gratified at the that you have to do is to put your
and economy of operation, it is distinct saving of time and annoyinto it. I expect to finish
ance afforded the director by the players
superior to any system, which he
" Personally
has used during his long experience Tilford Service," said Mr. Nigh. ' Why Girls Leave Home,' from a
" Their proposition to handle all week to ten days sooner than I
as a motion picture director.
The Tilford Cinema studios, the technical details of the produc- originally calculated, and as the cast
tion for a definite fixed sum, while is of high quality including, besides
which were recently organized, with
Walter Ford Tilford, as director, unquestionably of the greatest aid the little star, Maurine Powers,
and Thomas Wilson Switzler, as to the producer in estimating his such well known artists, as Anna Q.
total cost, is really only half their Nilsson, Julia Swayne Gordon,
general manager, consists of men service.
Corinne Barker, Claude King, Coyt
expert in the design and preparation of motion picture settings.
" Their efficient methods relieve Albertson, Dan Mason and others,
All the details and costs of labor, the director of all responsibility, you can readily see that this saving
New Neal Hart Picture
materials, properties, technical su- except to indicate the time he re- alone will be very considerable.
quires acertain set or property to
pervision and settings, are handled
Ready March 1
" Personally, I cannot recommend
by the Tilford experts for a be ready and this enables him to the Tilford Cinema studios too
Neal Hart, "America's Pal," will definite, fixed sum settled in ad- concentrate fully on the developany independent pro• soon be seen in " God's Gold," the
This figure is based on the
ment of his story and permits him highly to
ducer, who wants efficient and
story of the sea, by Arthur Henry scenario,vance.and
the producer is thus to give complete attention to all
! Gooden, now being produced by
economical technical service."
' Pinnacle
Productions. Webster
Cullison,
director, recently engaged by Pinnacle Productions, is
fshooting
it now. Independent
' Film Association will handle disMusic for
Publishers
to abel
Lee"
is said,
"Ann
hit, dedicated
by Mehlinwill,
thatTietribution. Itwill be ready for re- A
TIE-UeP practic
Song
ally it
embrac
every
de-Up
gertestandsong
Meyer
to the picture
of that
lease on March 1.
name,
can
be
secured
in song,
partment, music and
5-10-25
Co-Operate
With
cent store in the country has been
record or roll from any music store
Joe Brandt Purchases arranged between the Joan Film
of the nighborhood.
Sales Company and the Jerome H.
Joan Film
New Pictures
Remick Co., music publishers of
Joe Brandt has just purchased a New York, in connection with the the exhibitor include music stores, New Franklyn Farnum
department stores, talking machine
photoplay story called " Heart of new Joan state right release, " An- dealers,
to be Ready Soon
and piano companies. The
the North, or the Twins of Desnabel Lee." This five-reel produc- Remick Company
releases its songs
tiny,"
from
Edward
Dowling,
who,
is
tion
based
on
Edgar
Allen
Poe's
The next Franklyn Farnum picin addition to being the author of classic poem and deals with the love through the largest national retail
several other photoplays, wrote of a humble fisher-boy of the New store chains of the country. The ing. ture, "The Last Chance," which the
Canyon Pictures Corporation will
England coast and a wealthy, aris- Kresge popular-priced chain, num- release
"Gordon
The Greater
Love,"Mr.in Brandt
which Vera
is now in the hands of the
starred.
will
bering
two
hundred
and
thirty,
the
el
girl,
tocratic
"Annab
Lee."
Jack
editorial
staff and work is progressuse this as one of a series of fea- O'Brien supports the male lead and Woolworth circuit, and practically
ture releases he is to offer.
Lorraininenerole. Harding takes the femi- every prominent national retail
round of stores are distributors of
It is expected by Joseph M. Goldstein and Jack Weinberg, heads of
The Joan company learned of the the Remick song. In addition, every
music store will advertise the fact the Canyon, that two more weeks
release of the popular song, " Beauof constant work will be needed.
tiful Annabel Lee," at the same that the song, "Beautiful Annabel
time that it plans to release " Anna- Lee," dedicated to the Joan picture, Colonel Selig, under whose direction "The
Last Chance
was probel Lee " to the state right market. " Annabel Lee," is for sale on recduced, considers
it to be "among
the
ord form, for talking machine and
The popular song, "Beautiful Annbest productions that have ever
abel Lee," from all advance indica- player pianos.
The department stores will carry come from the Selig studios in Los
tions, will be one of the hits of the
year. The lyric is written by Alfred cards in their display windows to Angeles.
" The Last Chance " is the fifth
Bryan and Artie Mehlinger, and the the effect that the picture on which
music was composed by George W. the song, " Beautiful Annabel Lee," of the series and will shortly be
Meyer.
is based is being shown at the local followed by the sixth and last picture, the name of which has as yet
The tie-up includes every angle of theatre. In the circular announce- not been
decided.
ments of the various music stores,
exploitation connected with the distribution of the song. The first sent to their mailing lists, mention
step will consist of notifying the will be made of the showing of
state right distributors of the Joan " Annabel Lee."
Caroline Gentry j Edits
The exhibitor will return the cofeature of the tie-up. The exoperation of the music industry by
changes will then approach theii
"Hearts Aflame"
exhibitors and explain the value of announcing in his heralds, advertis" Hearts Aflame," the special sixing,
etc.,
the
fact
that
the
song,
this timely co-operation, and proreel production which the Clarkduce the press book on " Annabel based on the picture, " Annabel Cornelius Corporation will release
on
the territorial plan was edited
can be secured from departLee," which describes all ways and Lee," ment
stores and is for sale on rec- and titled by Miss Caroline Centry.
means of local co-operation. At the
ords and rolls. If possible, the
Gentry's work is familiar to
same instruct
time, the'
Remickdealers
Company
will
all music
and exhibitor will be asked to have boys Miss
all in the motion picture business.
department stores of the release of sell copies of the song after the For several years she was responsible for many of the titles that ap"Annabel Lee " and the profitable showing of the picture. The thepeared in the Paramount pictures.
owner working this tie-up will
song. it offers with the sale of their also atre
Sid Smith appearing in Hallroom Boys tie-up
run a silde to the effect that For sometime she specialized in edIcomedies released by C. B. C. Film
ucational and industrial subjects.
The channels of exploitation for " Beautiful Annabel Lee," the laSales Corporation
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Guinan

Mayor-Elect Oscar Holcomb, of Houston, Texas, presenting Clara Kimball
Young, Equity star, with a model of a
battleship on the occasion of the screen
star's recent
visit to his
city, where she
made personal
appearances
Lester Guneo Starting
Third Picture
Lester Cuneo, the Capital Film
Company star, has started on his
third picture at the Doubleday
Studio. It is as yet untitled, but
is understood to be a western story
of rapidity of action, and logical
in every way. Assisting Cuneo is
Francelia Billington, and several
other stars of prominence.
The picture will be directed by
Robert Kelly, and it is understood
he will be assisted by Bob Murray,
and will contain art titles from the
brush of Ferdinand Phinney Earle.
It was this trio that made " The
Ranger and the Law " such an outstanding success in its field. Kelly
was formerly production manager
and director-in-chief of the Vitagraph Company. He directed
" Ne'er Do
" for of
Selig,
and
assisted
in theWell
direction
pictures
for Fox.
Cuneo's
third for
picture
will probably be ready
screening
the
latter part of March or early in
April.
James Leong Producing
Chinese Feature
George M. Yohalem has finished
for Tod Browning the continuity
for the story entitled, " Fanny Herand is now onworking
Charlesself,"Furthman
the scriptwith
of
" Lotus Blossom " for the James B.
Leong Productions, Inc. This company is backed by Chinese merchants.
The original story was written
by James B. Leong, a Chinese, who
is familiar with his own country.
Several Sales Made on
Sameth Production
On the J. J. Sameth's latest production, Hearts
"
o' the Range," distributed by the Forward Film Distributors, Inc., five territories were
sold in as many days. A. S. Steinberg of Pittsburgh, without seeing
the film, purchased it for Pennsylvania and West Virginia. The
Trenton Film Company, of Kansas
City, upon the recommendation of
Mr. Sameth purchased " Hearts O'
The Range " for Western Missouri
and Kansas. The W. I. Film Service of Indianapolis, took the
Sameth production for Indiana.

Western

Picture

News

Screened

" I Am the Woman," First Kroner
Western,
Shown
in
New
York
it is a case of the star standing out
"I almost to the exclusion of nearly
of reing first
screen
PRIVA
A Am
" the
the TE
Woman,
lease of the series of eight five-reel everybody else, but in this particWestern dramas, in which Victor
ular instance each player has been
Kremer is featuring Texas Gui- given free rein to get the most out
nan, was given early this week to of the part assigned without any
newspapermen, exhibitors and state hindrance from Miss Guinan. In
right buyers.
one or two scenes a minor characFrancis Ford, who directed the
ter, with a " bit " of good business,
picture, also appears in the same, dominates while the star remains in
and his character work in the role the background. In this fashion
most is gotten out of the story
of " Sloe Gin " Charlie, the Secret the
Service agent who unravels the and the finished result is that the
mystery of the bank robbery, spectator is not surfeited with the
around which the story is built, al- ever-present predominance of the
lows him to appear at his best.
star as tiresome in most stellar feat" One feature of the production
William J. Scully, director
" Annabel
bv Joanof Film
Sales
The second release, " The Girl Lee," toon bethereleased
as a whole stands out," states
Independent
market
Sheriff,"
is
now
in
the
process
of
Kremer, "that is the casting of the
characters. Each one has been se- cutting, and should be ready within
lected for his or her particular abilnext week, while the third, "The "Mother Eternal" to be
ity to portray the role assigned. the
ures."way.
under
Finished Soon
Usually in productions of the kind Wild Flower of the Range," is well
" Mother Eternal," Ivan Abramson's latest production, is now in
its final stage of preparation, Mr.
Abramson having gone to Palm
Praise
for
Movie
Chats
Beach nicalwith
and techstaff to his
filmplayers
the exteriors
for
this feature.
Kinema-Franklin News, Theatre
Immediately upon his return
Publication,
Eulogizes Subjects
North, Mr. Abramson intends to
" Urban has that happy faculty begin cutting his negative and it is
CHARLES URBAN, president
of the Kineto Co. of America, of picking subjects which are not believed that " Mother Eternal "
Inc., is in receipt of the first only of high educational value, but will be ready for its premier by
issue of the Kinema-Franklin which are so genuinely interesting April IS.
At the office of the Graphic Film
News, published by the Kinema and in themselves that old and young,
Franklin theatres in Oakland, Cal. rich and poor delight in the " sugar Corporation it was learned that a
Mr. Urban was immensely pleased coated pill " method of becoming contract has already been entered
with the Van Beuren Bill
with
exhibitor's
of the
his well informed on a multitude of into
MovietheChats.
The estimate
editor of
Posting Co. for a full showing of
subjects.
24 sheets in Greater New York for
Kinema-Franklin News, published
His Chats, incidentally, are now an indefinite period.
by the theatres for the benefit of the an " exclusive
Kinema-Franklin feapatrons, says of the Movie Chats:
ture, and already they are winning
" No clever magazine editor ever the indorsement of club women and
crammed more interesting subject mothers who are anxious that their
matter into a shorter space of time children should learn from the Final Drive in "Shallenthan
Urban's screen things which would be dry
MovieCharles
ChatsUrban,
are whose
world-famous
In a final drive Month"
towards " Shalwherever picture machines are or uninteresting on the printed
lenbergerberger
Month," P. B. Dana, Aroperated.
row's Sales Manager, has taken another trip through upper New York
State and to Boston, Mass., in an
effort to wind up this special drive
in a blaze of glory.
Watch
Before leaving for Boston, Mr.
Dana announced that he would
SID
SMITH
make a special effort to return in
page."
time for the A. M. P. A. dinner
in
at the Biltmore where he has arranged to entertain a party of
HALLROOM
friends which will include W. Ray
Johnston, vice-president of Arrow,
BOYS COMEDIES
J V. Ritchey, president of the
Ritchey Lithograph Co., J. K.
Supported by Harry McCoy
Adams of the Rotograph Co. and
D. Kenneth Appenzellar, a Wall
street broker.
Smith has a bag of comedy tricks and a bundle
of thrills that will keep
"Dead or Alive" Hoxie
your
patrons yelling
with joy.
Feature Completed
Current Release
Jack of
Hoxie's
third picture
his
series
six five-reelers
is in
called
" Dead or Alive." and is scheduled
" HIGH AND DRY "
for release March 1st. Marin Sais
ITS A PIPPIN
supports Jack Hoxie in this third
picture. The picture is said to be
from a famous story, and has
All Rights Controlled by
everything
a good western picture shouldthathave.
The
story
for
the fourth Jack
HALLROOM
BOYS
COMEDIES
Hoxie feature has been approved
bv Arrow, and is now in work. It
1600 Broadway, New York City
is called "The Sheriff of Hope
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$s there such a. person, ? Or
would wives be fickle as
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"The
Kid"
HE KID," Charlie Chap(6
lin's six-reels of joy, distributed through Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
is declared to be not only breaking
box office and attending records in
every part of the country, but according to reports from exhibitors
and exchanges, it is violating practically every booking tradition ever
established in the trade, going in
day and date into competing houses
and holding up just as strong in all
of them as it could have if booked
exclusively into one.
Eighteen
run houses ran
in Boston and thefirst
environments
the
comedy for the solid week beginning February 14th, and every
house reports biggest receipts and
the largest attendance in its history, declares a statement from
First National.
Five theatres in Providence, R. L,
put it in the following week and it
repeated its record of being the
biggest box office attraction and the
greatest patron puller ever booked
by the theatres, according to the
statement issued.
Milwaukee, Wis., reports the
peculiar situation of the overflow
from " The Kid " causing recordbreaking business at another theatre, where the current attraction
was pulling close to capacity houses
on its own appeal.
In Boston the theatres running
" The Kid " for the full week were
Gordon's Olympic, Washington
Street Olympic and Scollay Square
Olympic of the Gordon circuit;
The Orpheum and Columbia of the
Orpheum circuit; the Shawmut,
Modern, Beacon and Park of the
Shawmut circuit and the Boston,
Star, Bowdoins, Fenway, Exeter,
St. James, Dorchester, Magnet,
Strand and Hamilton.
It was the first time in the history of the Orpheum that a feature
picture has ever been kept in the
Orpheum for a full week.
" This fact and also that it was
run in the Columbia at the same
time, speaks for itself in regard to
the Orpheum Company's opinion
of
the manager
production,"
Victor
Morris,
of thesaid
Orpheum.
" We broke all records in each
of the three houses in which we
showed ' The Kid,' " is the report of
James J. McGuiness, general manager of Gordon's Theatres.
Jacob Lourie, manager of the
Shawmut Theatre Company reports :
" The record our four houses
made fact
with that
' The we
Kid have
' is shown
by
the
already
booked it for another solid week
at the Shawmut, beginning March
7th."
The five Providence theatres
showing "The Kid" simultaneously
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Assistant Directors
Elect Officers
The annual election of officers
Scoring
Eve
ryw
traction
on February
12th.
her
e The of Assistant Directors' Association
business done was overflow from was held February 18th. when the
the first performance and it is still following were elected lor the enrunning. The theatre reports :
suing year : Scott R. Beal, president; Allen M. Watt, secretary" The Rialto opened Saturday treasurer,
and a board of governors
noon,
' The of five — Dave Allen, Wm. Crinley,
Kid ' andFebruary
has been 12th,
playingwith
to capacity business since. Milwaukee is L. A. Howland, Fred C. Tyler and
Roy H. Marshall.
A social session was held followTheover
following
day the Strand,
wild
it."
ing the business session at which
another Saxe house, opened a
W. S. Smith, general manager,
week's run on "The Old Swimmin' West Coast Vitagraph studio was
Hole," the Charles Ray production,
of honor and addressed the
and began doing capacity business guest
from the start. Overflow crowds members of the association on the
from "The Kid" sought admission subject of "Organization, Self
in such large numbers that the
Strand smashed boxoffice and at- Help and Loyalty."
tendance records for the week.
Elmer Ramsey, manager of the U. S. Tars in Chile^Seen
Central Theatre, Fairbury, 111., afin International
ter smashing all existing house recInteresting moving pictures of
ords on a two-day showing of " The the hearty welcome and picturesque
Kid," reported:
" It's a riot. Best picture from reception accorded the officers and
the box office standard we have seamen of the Pacific Fleet by the
Republic of Chile, have reached
this country and are being shown
" Connie " Talmadge, in a scene from
" Mamma's Affair," her latest First
in
International News, No. 16, just
National picture
ever run."
Microscopic
Studies in released by Universal.
Pictograph
President Allesandri of Chile it
during the week of Feb. 21st, are
shown
visiting
the the
super-dreadThe
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictograph
naught New
Mexico,
flagship
the
Strand,
Modern
and Emery,
Rialto. Fay's,
The first
two are
comof
Admiral
Rodman
and
his staff,
microremarkable
presents
479
No.
bination vaudeville and picture
scopic studies of the spider, house- as the American guns roar out a
houses, while the other three are
fly and butterfly. These have been
devoted exclusively to the silent arranged by Arthur Carpenter, a salute.
The Admiral and the South
drama. All reported record-break- young scientist. In the same re- American president later are
ing business.
lease with the microscopic studies
In Milwaukee, the Rialto, the is a comedy cartoon by Milt Gross, shown reviewing Chile's crack
new Saxe House, seating 850 was entitled " Othello Sap's Wonderful troops, parading in the square at
Valparaiso in honor of the Nortk
opened with " The Kid " as the atAmerican visitors.
Invention."

Raver

Importing

More

Italian

Films

forR has resumed importation of
HARRY eignRAVE
before.
productions on a larger scale than everimport
er
this
1911
in
bered
that
remem
be
will
It
opened an American agency for the exploitation and
sale of the films of the Itala company, of Turin. One hundred and six Itala productions were released in this country
through Mr. Raver since that time, ranging from one reel
comedies, featuring " Foolshead," to the d'Annunzio master
piece, "Cabiria," the latter production being the first motion
picture shown in America at a two-dollar box office scale.
" The Warrior," featuring " Maciste," of " Cabiria " fame,
also enjoyed a Broadway run but was sold outright to the
McClure Syndicate at the close of the Criterion theatre
engagement.
During the war production in Italy was reduced to unimportant pictures, but since the cessation of hostilities the
principal studios have been very active, and Harry Raver
introhas already received a number of splendid productions, among
ducing several new and promising stars. Prominent
these is Pina Menichelli, whom d'Annunzio declares the most
beautiful girl in Italy. She has four productions in ^Mr.
Raver's list. Italia Manzini, the famous " Sophonisba " of
" Cabiria," who has many American admirers, is seen in three
films. A series of " Foolshead " comedies will also be
to
offered, together with two super-productions scheduled
arrive in America in two weeks, an announcement of which
will follow later.

Gets

Double Showing
in Pittsburgh

" The Simp," a Mermaid Comery starring Lloyd Hamilton and
released through Educational, had
the distinction of playing a full
week at both the million-dollar
Grand and
Rowland
and Clark's
Regent
theatres
in Pittsburgh
last
week. At the Grand the feature
was " Hush," and at the Regent
" The Rookies Return," entirely
different kind of pictures.
"Cleanest Picture Ever
Shown" They Say
Photoplay goers of Easton, Pa^
hailed " Once to Every Woman,"
the Universal-Jewel production
starring Dorothy Phillips. as
the cleanest picture ever shown
in that city, it is reported by C. W.
Buss, manager of the Strand theatre there. He added that his patrons also voiced the opinion that
the Dorothy Phillips was the bft*
seen there since " The Birth of a
I
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Puts Over Chicago to
Coast Interview

STROMBERG,
HUNT
publicity director for
i Thomas H. Ince, has achieved
something unique in the an: nals of publicitydom. It hapj pened this wise: Hunt, while
in Chicago, took Theodore
Bell of the Herald-Examiner
I to view "Lying Lips" at Barbee's Loop Theatre. After
the showing the newspaperman expressed a desire to interview the star of the pro, duction, Florence Vidor.
"That's easy," said Stromberg.
"We'll locate her on
the long-distance and get a
> novelty interview."
Accordingly, the wires ex: tending between the Windy
City and Hollywood out on
the Coast became the channels of some lively exchanges
in the preliminary work of
getting all the factors set for
the long-distance phone conI versation. When all was
ready, Mr. Bell and Miss
Vidor took up the receivers
and engaged in a rapid fire
conversation for the highly
expensive term of three minutes.
The stunt — and here's
where Hunt Stromberg
shines — was good for three
columns top o' page in the
Chicago dailv.
Lothacker Makes Film
for Catholic Drive

Star
Bebe
Key

Lays

Daniels

Cornerstone

Presses

Slipping Stone
Into Position

d
andethe
tions,ofcomm
both
attenTexa
the ,
DALLAS
theatre world and the general public on March 1st, when the
cornerstone of the new Palace
Theatre was laid by telegraph.
Complete arrangements for the ceremony were made by the Southern
Enterprises in cooperation with the
Dallas Journal, the Los Angeles
Record, the United Press and Miss
Bebe Daniels, Realart star.
It was particularly desired that
Miss Daniels should officiate at the
cornerstone ceremony, since she is
a Dallas-reared star. But her contract with Realart, in Los Angeles
required her presence in that city
at the time fixed for the laying of
the cornerstone.
The problem was presented to the
Dallas Journal and it arranged with
the United Press and the Los Angeles Record to provide facilities
by which Miss Daniels could remain in the California city and yet
actually supply the physical energy
necessary to put the cornerstone in
place at the chosen moment.
So, early Tuesday morning,
March 1, Miss Daniels drove down
from her home in Beverly Hills to
the down-town business district of
Los Angeles to the office of the Los
Angeles Record, where the United
Press Bureau is located.

Bebe Daniels
At 8:28, Pacific Coast time, the
telegraph operator on duty relinquished his instrument, Miss Daniels taking the key. Promptly at
8 :30 a. m., Pacific Coast time, she
pressed
the key This
which in broke
a contact in Dallas.
turn caused
the theatre cornerstone to slide into
position, and at the same time rang
a bell at the theatre site. This notified everyone within hearing that
the feat of laying a cornerstone by
telegraph had been accomplished
for the first time.

by

Wire

The arrangements for the mechanical part of the ceremony were
handled by the Southwestern Telephone Company. The telephone
company arranged for the wire that
carried the flash from the United
Press Bureau, in the Journal office,
to the theatre site. An expert with
an electrical company constructed
the device, enabling the Realart
star in Losnerstone inAngeles
Dallas. to lay the corThe ceremony took place at 10:30,
Dallas time, which, owing to the
time division is 8 :30 in Los Angeles. Judge Felix D. Robertson,
acting for Mayor Frank Wozencraft, was invited to handle the
trowel and seal the cornerstone.
The Reverend Graham Frank, of
the Central Christian Church, pronounced the benediction.
Representing the Southern Enterprises at the ceremony were
Herschel Stuart, director of theatres L.
; F. Stuart, who will manage
the new playhouse ; W. R. Lynch,
manager of construction department; and William H. Branch,
press representative.
When completed the Palace
Theatre will be Dallas' largest
photoplay house, boasting of a seating capacity of 3,000 and erected at
a cost of $1,000,000. It will be located at Elm and St. Paul streets.
Originally conceived by E. H.
Hulsey, it is being built by the
Southern Enterprises of Texas and
will be the finest theatre of its kind
in the Southwest. According to
the builders it should be ready for
occupancy about July 4. .

A Rothacker-made motion pic|re is playing an important part
the Wisconsin United Catholic
Lloyd
ind drive for $5,000,000 for church Frank
Finishes
Feature
stitutions. The picture, " Charbe
"
Beating
the Game," an original
s have
diredctorprogr
wyn
ng rapi
ess Wallace Worsley on scenario by Charles Kenyon, who
been Gold
maki
1/tieatfilm
Home,"
reels in length,
showsis two
the various
church THEon
Final
Scenes of
their new photoplays here
is also writing the continuity. Vicstitutions to which the money at the Gold
tor Schertzinger, who directed Tom
wyn studios. Frank
ised will go. The film is being
Moore in " Mr. Barnes of New
ihibited all over the three Wis- Lloyd has completed the photo" Night Rose "
York," and " Made in Heaven."
nsin dioceses.
graphy on Charles Kenyon's first
on which was recently
original scenario, " The Invisible where he went for the premiere of photography
completed,
again direct the
Power," hitherto known under its his spoken drama, " Wake Up, genial Irish will
star. Moore and his
Jonathan," in which Mrs. Fiske is
ing
i."
work
title
of
"
The
Alib
Mr.
bride, Renee Adoree, are now in
pecial Exploitation for Lloyd is getting ready for his next appearing
at Henry
Miller's mayor
thea- Honolulu on their honeymoon but
Meredith
P. Snyder,
production, " The Grim Come- of Lostre.Angeles,
stated in a recent expect to return in time to start
"Mother Eternal"
dian," an original scenario by Rita
Weiman, who is now here. The newspaper interview that Will work on " Beating the Game " on
Patrick'sE. day.
Ivan Abramson's new feature, continuity was prepared by Bess Rogersture actor.
was his favorite motion pic- St.Director
Mason Hopper and
Mother Eternal," starring Vivian Meredith.
"
The
Bridal Path " company are
artin, is to receive special exploiHelene Chadwick, Richard TuckTom
Moore's
next
picture
will
er and Theodore von Eltz have been
l:ion; the start in that direction
still at Santa Barbara taking exving been made with a contract added to the cast to be seen in
teriors. They expect to return by
the
end of the week.
■ r special drawings by William Rupert Hughes' picturization of his
ngough, who has already com- own novel, " The Old Nest." It
Joseph Ashurst Jackson, formerly of the New York World,
':ted the 24 sheet, which is being will be a Reginald Barker produclographed by the Fine Arts
tion and the cast already contains
now studio publicity manager for
thographs Co.
many names notable in the film
Goldwyn, was married in Los Angeles on February 19th to Miss
Mr. Bengough has now in work world.
Marjorie Manning, screen beauty
Wallace Worsley will
; six-sheet, two three-sheets and thisDirector
and former model for Harrison
week complete the photography
1p one-sheets, after which he will
Fisher and Clarence Underwood.
; istrate a press book in colors for on Leroy Scott's first story written
Miss Manning had been absent
I s feature.
directly for the screen, " The Night
from the screen for a year owing
Rose."
The
author
is
just
recovto illness.
The additional advertising for
ering from a week's illness with
lother Eternal," among other the grippe and is again on the set
II rigs, will consist of two kinds of with Director Worsley.
in
Shirley Mason to Star
Will Rogers, Director Clarence
i\ 10s, sepia and hand-colored
G. Badger and the members of
'.kl4s,
hand-colored
22
x
28s,
30
: 0 and 40 x 60 oil paintings, 35 to their company are in Jackson, CalTheFoxLamplighter"
William
announces the re4 sorts of cuts and mats and a
ifornia, taking exteriors. It was
I iety of handsome colored slides. in Jackson that the exteriors for
lease in the near future of "The
1 t a particular feature is to be an Rogers' picture, " Boys Will Be
Lamplighter,"
Mason. The filmstarring
was madeShirley
from
« >loitation guide 100 per cent, ef- Boys," from Irvin S. Cobb's story,
i tive. This last is now being were photographed. Elmer L. Rice, Here is Snub Pollard as he appears in a story by Maria Susanna Cummins, and has been directed by
i tten by one of the leading show- author of Rogers' new picture, re- his latest Pathe comedy, " Make It
Howard M. Mitchell.
1 1 in America.
turned this week from New York
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it
Joe Horwitz Productions Buy
Passion"
Wins
in Boston
Plays to Big Audiences at Tremont
"Dollars and Destiny"
at the Regular Stage Play Prices
Horof thehasJoeorganheadMich.,
"Mickey" offame,
JOE HORWITZ,
Detroit,
witz Productions,of formerly
of their regular enBOSTON has taken to "Pas- being deprivedtertainment
expected at the playized to operate nationally, with headquarters on the fifth
ated
the
sion,"
Associ
First
Nahouse. The Boston Globe referred
tional Pictures release, starring the
floor of the Columbia Theatre Building, 47th Street and
continental actress, Pola Negri, in to this fact the day after " PasSeventh Avenue, and announces the purchase, for the United
the same fashion that it appealed to
sion "opened in this way:
and Destiny," a new fiveof ".Dollars
and Canada,
States
New Yorkers when it established
" The Tremont Theatre has been
Paul Cappalleni.
starring
reel production
the
scene
of
some
of
the
best
plays
Mr. Horwitz states that the Joe Horwitz Productions
a world'
record
the Capitol
e. s Boston
r, are of the season, and it came as a
ians,at howeve
Theatr
will deal only in screen productions of the very highest
paying nearly double the price of disappointment to many local theagrade, andproduction,
that " Dollars
and asDestiny
is a powerful
and
tregoers when Manager David E.
admission as prevailed during the
dramatic
selected
his first" offering
after long
Dow announced that for three
and
careful
survey
of
the
productions
open
for
this
market.
.
runTheat .production
the world's largest
theatre
opened for its weeks the attraction at his theatre
Mr. Horwitz will have associated with him, as general
premier in Boston on Feb. 21st at would be a motion picture " Pasmanager,
Charles A. Meade, who is well known throughout
the Tremont Theatre, which has
sion "by name.
the industry, having been associated for many years with
had during the season some of the
" But at the close of the stirring
Pathe,
Vitagraph, and more recently, with C. B. Price Co.,
Inc.
film, as the candle which reprebiggest
of the
sented the life of the beautiful
stage as successes
attractions.
The" speakie
scale of"
The new company will be in full operation, Monday,
admissions for " Passion " was countess flickered and died, there
February 28th, 1921.
maintained at the same figure as was not a person in the audience
prevails at the theatre for the who did not rejoice that the picture
to Boston in such a fa" production
cents to
to had come vorable
setting at the Tremont.
$1speakie
for matinees
and —5050 cents
And although there were many
$1.50 for the evenings.
Manager David E. Dow, of the patrons who have spoken in the Ford
Library
for Theatres
praise of the type of play
theatre, received a number of re- highest
sentful protests when it was an- which has been seen this winter at
40 Subjects to Be Available for
nounced that the theatre would be the house, there was none last
Exhibitors
as Well
as Schools
given over
" Passion
" for three
night
but admitted
Passion
weeks,
basedto upon
the theory
that is
a worthy
successorthatto "the
legiti-"
films,
and
they were just as enthtH
mate plays which have been seen ABOUT six months ago Fitzpatno motion picture could compenabout them as the school of-j
rick & McElroy, sole distribu- siastic
sate patrons of the theatre for
tors of the products of the Ford ficials, is the report. They did nod
Motion
Picture Laboratories, an- see why they could not have the
there."
nounced they would open a non- Ford Educational Library for use
theatrical department with pictures in the theatres as well as the Fort]
which were made especially for Educational Weekly.
Fitzpatrick & McElroy decided to
school-room use. This group of
A Strong
" Feminine"
Story
s " Playthings of
pictures was called the Ford Edu- try out their suggestion. They putj
r'
Maye
B.
Louis
cational Library. Professors of the Ford Educational Library ia
Interest Women
the universities and colleges of the some theatres, and they prove*
ld
" Shou
Destiny interes
t to all picture are sufficiently emphasized United States have been engaged popular. These forty subjects win
A PROBLEM of
women is contained in the to make them effective, but careful to prepare these pictures which therefore, be given to the motion
been given in the di- were planned to be used in connec- picture theatres as well as to the
ngs cof vehicle
theme
of "onal
Playthi
Destiny,"in attention rection,has
tion with the work of the schools. non-theatrical field. They will be
to prevent their becoming
the sensati
dramati
which Louis B. Mayer is presenting heavy or boresome, or their over- The subjects covered are History. placed on the regular Ford Educarf
coming the action and effects which Regional Geography, Industrial tional Weekly program under the
Anita Stewart for First National
release.
are their proper setting.
Civics, and Agriculture. name of the Ford Educational
One of the main attractions of AGeography,
list of forty subjects has been Library. These films will be given
The story has to do with the case
firs!
of Julie Laneau, whose joyful the play is the performance of the prepared which could be furnished to the motion picture theatres rehes
ot be
to the schools and colleges of the — in other words, they will not
honeymoon is shattered by a woman star, Anita Stewart, and the excel- country.
available for schools and chu
lent work of her supporting cast,
to be her husband's
who pretends
The Ford Educational Library until six months after the re
lawful
wife. Believing that Geof- which includes Herbert Rawlinrelease date.
frey Arnold has tricked her, Julie son, Walter McGrail, Richard from the releasing of the first sub- theatrical
The first release of the Ford Edo
accepts the proposal of marriage Headrick, William V. Mong and
ject was met with an open-armed
from Hubert Randolph, a forester Grace Morse. Edwin Carewe di- reception in the non-theatrical field, cational Library is entitled "gulari
Irod
whom she does not love, but whose
Steel." and was released to the
rected the picture and Robert B. it is said. But the exhibitors also and
theatres
on
February
27.
name will save her child from so- Kurrle was in charge of the pho- saw the Ford Educational Library
cial ostracism.
tography. Anthony Paul Kelly
The feminine picture-goer will prepared the
scenario from an
find much to excite her sympathies
original
story
by
Jane Murfin and
and admiration in " Playthings of
Kremer
for
Better
Stories
Destiny." The problems in the Larry Trimble.
Producer to Make Westerns That
Unusual Photography
Intelligence
Will
Not Insult
hans Hiprrsesh,ident, Natit
in "The Smart Sex"
THROUGH
ing worth, will replace the reels ofi
rthe Aywon Film Co
motionwill
picture
Beautiful photography with spec- THAT
poration announces
of thethefuture
be a story
vast rot that at present are forced upon
tacular
lighting
effect
are
said
to
be
l
el
uc
ia
re
prod
sixthat a spec
improvement on the product offered the public is certain.
" The writers of motion picture'
features of " The Smart Sex," the to date seems assured, according
tion based on the " East is
society
drama
starring
Eva
Novak,
to Victor Kremer, President of the stories must improve the moral
West " theme is now being
tone
of their themes and better the
assembled and made ready
now salnearing
completion at Univer- Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc., intellectual
City.
for release.
qualities of their plots,,
who for a year or more has been
situations
and
propositions as a
lending
his
endeavors
toward
the
According
Mr. isHirsh's
Fred Leroy Granville, who di- end of bringing about a change in whole. They must advance into
statement
the to
picture
a big
rected
the
production,
began
his
one in all that the word imthis direction.
cleaner, higher and more wholeplies. In it will be presented
motion picture career as a cine" That we are about to undergo
matographer and L. E. Lancaster, an upheaval for the better in the
a number of unusually capable
' some time the public has,
"Forsomelocations."
who turned the camera, was at one matter of scenarios," said Mr. shown that it is tired of the oldVj
players assisted by a very
large cast. Numberless mastime the chief of all photographers Kremer, " seems about to become time ' blood and thunder ' melo-«
sive sets are shown.
drama on the screen as it tired off
at Universal City. These two ex- a fact for from the reports of the it on the stage. I do not mean
Within the next week farInspirational
Motion
Picture
Soperts
paid
especial
attention
to
the
ther details relative to the
ciety of America, which was re- that they do not want actionable
feature will be given out
cently launched in my home town, red-blooded stories, but they must
photography
" Thelighting
Smart effects
Sex,"
and got manyof rare
through the columns of the
San Diego. That scenarios of an be of a calibre that is educational
which will enhance the beauty of the entirely new character, such as will and uplifting and not debasing and
trade press. .
maudlin.
picture, Universal announces.
prove of inspirational and uplift-
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Inc.

presents
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OR

NEVER

^-^Proctxtcect

by

Tiat Tioach

Distributors

'

Pafhe

Harold

Lloyd
in

"Now

or

Reel

Never

for
has

And

"Now or Never"
Lloyd multiple reel
three reel picture.
has not been one

that

reel
ever

goes

no

greater

been

comedy

made!

without

exception!

It is our firm belief that in this first As-

is the tenth Harold
comedy; it is his first
Out of the ten there
that was not strictly

that they may confidently offer as second

first class. Ten great pictures without a

to none that has ever been made, and im-

"flop." Has that record been equaled or
even approached?

measurably superior to all except one or

In "Now or Never" Lloyd reaches even
greater heights as a comedian and Roach
as a director. They have created a comedy masterpiece that will shine by any
comparison.

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
25 West 45th Street, New York
PATHE

sociated Exhibitors Harold

Lloyd Com-

edy, exhibitors are offered a production

two

that popular

acclaim

has placed

among the immortals.
The

Associated

Exhibitors,

proud to offer "Now
exhibitors.

Inc., is

or Never"

to

March

12, 1 p 2 1

unces
annnoof
Nisitio
Yqu
DeWac
the
G3Lth
motion picture rights
to "A Poor Relation,"
the famous old comedydrama by Edward E. Kidder,
in which the late Sol Smith
Russell achieved his most
popular and lasting success.
He used the play for years
up until his death. The play
will serve as a starring vehicle for Will Rogers.
Rogers delights in depicting the very human, humorous, native-to-the-soil types
which Mr. Russell portrayed
on the speaking stage and "A
Poor Relation" should make
an excellent vehicle for him,
declare Goldwyn officials.
The old inventor, Noah Vale,
is a characterization that
lends itself to Mr. Rogers'
easy, homey and natural style
of acting, they say.

Herbert

Rawlinson

to

Lead in "Wealth"
Herbert Rawlinson has been
signed to play the leading male role
opposite
which is Ethel
to be Clayton
a Williamin "D.Wealth,"
Taylor
production for Paramount, the
story being by Cosmo Hamilton.
The supporting cast will include
also Larry Steers, J. M. Dumont,
Claire McDowel, George Periolat,
Jean Acker, Richard Wayne and
Peggy Prevost.
The theme of " Wealth," previously titled " The Almighty Dollar,"
is
that
moneytheis incentive
a curse when
it takes away
for
work. It tells of an only son whose
millionare mother holds the purse
strings — providing for his every
desire but limiting his independence.
A marriage with a young artist,
played by Miss Clayton, starts a
dramatic sequence in which the
wife, accustomed to the joy of work,
battles against an antagonistic
who prefers to see her son worthless— and dependent on her — rather
than let him work for a living which
perhaps
might make him independent.

Tyrone Recovering from Accident
Madge Tyrone, staff writer at
the Louis B. Mayer Los Angeles
studios, has so far recovered from
her recent automobile accident that
she has been removed from the
Clara Barton Hospital and is a
convalescent at home. Among Miss
TjTone's recent scenario successes
are : " The Woman in His House,"
now playing simultaneously at the
Ambassador and Mission Theatres,
Los Angeles, " Old Dad " and
" Habit," all featuring Mildred
Harris,
"TheStewart
Invisible
Fear"
in which and
Anita
is starred.
Madge

Louis

B. Mayer Signs
Lewis Stone
Louis B. Mayer announces that
he has secured Lewis Stone to play
the leading male part in " Muffled
Drums,"
a John
M. Stahl
tion which
Mr. Mayer
will Producpresent
through First National. Mr. Stone
is probably best known to the picture-going public through his portrayal of the dual role in " The
River's End."

"Foolish
Wives"
Ready
Soon
One of the buildings
and the
comes from Universal
WORD
most
imposing,
is
the structure repstuCoast
West
City, diosthe
of the Universal Film
resenting the Plaza side of the
Casino, the famous gambling place.
Manufacturing Company, that
This has been reproduced in exact
" Foolish Wives," the new big Erick
size with its towers and statuary,
Von Stroheim picture of Monte
and even with its circular flower
Carlo, and the costliest and biggest
bed near the main entrance.
picture ever produced by Universal,
All the details of architecture and
is nearing completion. Universal
officials say this picture already has
landscape gardening were supervised by Victor Andre, a sculptor
cost threeand-quarters of a million dollars that its final cost will
of Nice, France. Even the Suicide
easily reach seven figures.
Gardens, the iron fences, the fountains and the lamp-posts have been
The picture has been in producaccurately reproduced.
tion for eight months and at various times has necessitated the emTo get the other side of the Casino, which
Mediterployment
of
hundreds
of
"
extras,"
ranean,over-looks
von Stroheim thecaused
the
carpenters, mechanicians and elecconstruction
of
other
sets
at Point
tricians besides an extraordinary
number of other workmen. More
Lobus, Monterey Bay, many miles
from Universal City. There were
than 150,000 feet of film have beer
built one large and two smaller sets,
" shot " by von Stroheim. Mr.
the. former being the rear view of
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, who with Mr. R. H. Cochrane, Frank Mayo, Universal star, playing the the Casino, rising on a cliff 100
above the Bay. Altogether, this
vice-president, has been in Los An- leading role in " Colorado," adapted from feet
set is 600 feet long.
geles for several weeks, supervis- Augustus Thomas'
same stage
title play of the
Von Stroheim himself takes the
ing the completion of the big photoplay, asserts that the director has
leading
role in " Foolish Wives,"
obtained the most accurate repro- immense sets constructed for von playing the part of Count Sergius
Aprazin, an unscrupulous Russian
duction of the famous Riviera re- Stroheim.
One of the most elaborate sets is nobleman and adventurer. Supportsort, its scenery, its people and its
ing him is an all-star cast, including
customs,
ever
put
in
moving
pica
group
of buildings put up at Unitures.
versal City in exact reproduction of Rudolph Christmas, Marguerite
Von Stroheim, whose " Blind the famous Plaza at Monte Carlo. Armstrong, Maude George, Mae
Husbands " and " The Devil's Pass The set is 400 feet long and 280 feet Busch, Cesare Gravina, Dale Fuller and Malveen Polo, the daughKey" made him noted for faithful wide. It includes, besides the buildreproduction of foreign settings and
ings, two circular parks, hundreds
ter ing
of Eddie
Polo, Universal's
serial star.
Christians leaddied
manners, has spared no expense in of palms and semi-tropical plants,
duplicating Monte Carlo in Califor- 5,400 square feet of concrete side- from pneumonia several weeks ago.
walks and many hundred square It is said he had completed all his
nia. The huge production expense
scenes necessary to the picture.
of the picture is largely due to ihe feet of oiled pavements.

mobile load of friends, and he told
"Bla
ck
Beau
ty" Reports
FOLLOWING
its success
the Vitagraph
Scor
It mees
Strand theatre,
New at
York,
he enjoyedAgai
it more the n
third
time than the first.
" Black Beaut}-," Vitagraph's
special production based on the
A. C. Edwards, manager of the
Success
B'klyn
Strand at
Theatre
big Palace theatre at New Haven,
famous story by Anna Sewell,
cross the river and duplicated the
reports record interest and business
success at the Brooklyn Strand, acon " Black Beauty," and proved
cording to a statement from Vita- the big productions of all the pro- that this special was most responducers that are really worthy of
graph headquarters. The widesive to original exploitation. -In
the
name
of " big " but had yet to
spread interest in Miss Sewell's
Haven Mr. Edwards' handling
classic was manifested in the un- run one that met with such universal New
picture
attracted
the attention and
comment
of teachers
of
usual number of family parties, in- approval and commendation as did of this
cluding the children, who visited the " Black Beauty."
all grades, and even the professors
" If exhibitors are wide awake of Yale University, declares the
theatre during the week of the run.
The management of the Strand for pictures that will add prestige Vitagraph statement.
theatre in Brooklyn, did not find it to their theatres as well as dollars
necessary to go to extremes to at- to their pockets, they will certainly
tract large audiences declares a avail themselves of this great op- Meighan to Appear for
statement from the Vitagraph headportunity," Mr. Picquet wrote,
Charitable Purposes
quarters. The only unusual means " for ' Black Beauty ' will not only
draw
the
better
class
of
people
to
that it employed was to send a perBreaking his rule against personal letter with a booklet of the the theatres but it will satisfy them
sonal appearances at theatres,
Thomas Meighan, Paramount star,
play to the school teachers. " Black thoroughly after they come.
" It is one of a few special pro- who arrived Saturday in New York
Beauty " was presented with a wellductions on which an exhibitor can from Los Angeles, will be the prinbalanced bill, which inclfided Larry
cipal attraction Thursday at the
Semon in " The Sportsman," also raise his admission price with the
released by Vitagraph, and an in- absolute assurance that his patrons Liberty Theatre, Youngstown, O.,
will consider it well worth the added on the invitation of C. W. Deiber,
teresting prologue for " Black
the manager.
price.
'Black Beauty' is a credit
to the industry.
Reports
from
the
Brooklyn
Hearing that Mr. Meighan was
Beauty."
Strand up to the middle of the
" Here is a little personal story coming East, Mr. Deiber wired
week were enthusiastic. In many that may interest you," Mr. Picquet him offering $1,000 if he would apcases, school teachers took entire concludes, in proving the interest
pear in person at the Liberty for
classes of children to the special of adult audiences. "Among our the evening performance Thursday.
after-school matinees, declares Vita- guests here is a well known banker Mr. Meighan accepted on the condition that he would give $500 to the
the ' movies
when seldom
he is at goes
home tobecause
so few ' Youngstown Orphan Asvlum and
graph.
That adults can be just as en- who
thusiastic as children when the of them he considers worth the
Theto Paramount
the Actors' star
Fund.will leave
proper attraction is presented is time spent in seeing them. He came $500
proved by a letter received by Vita- to see 'Black Beauty' and at the for Youngstown Wednesday and
graph this week from Charles W. matinee next day he was back with will return Friday to begin work on
Picquet of the Carolina theatre, four others whom he brought. his next Paramount picture, " The
Pinehurst, N. C. Mr. Picquet Over at Southern Pines the second
of Canaan," Booth Tarkington's story.
stated that he has run nearly all night he was there with an auto- Conquest
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Realart

Announces

Seventeen

Pictures

Now

Picture

News

Releases
Available

on
Realart's
Star
WITH the release of " The Outside Woman," and " Out of
the Chorus," Realart announces
that seventeen of its thirty-six Star
Franchise pictures have been made
available to exhibitors holding the
franchise.
The first production released under the 1920-21 Star Franchise was
" Sweet Lavender," with Mary
Miles Minter, which bore the release date of August 29, 1920, and
had its Broadway showing at the
Rialto theatre
during' the week of
October
3.
Since then the following pictures
have been produced and released :
" Food for Scandal," Wanda Hawley; "You Never Can Tell," Bebe
Daniels; "The New York Idea,"
Alice Brady; "Blackbirds," Justine
Johnstone; "Her First Elopement,"
Wanda Hawley; "Something Different," Constance Binney ; " Ducks
and Drakes," Bebe Daniels ; " Eyes
of the Heart," Mary Miles Minter;
" Her Beloved Villain," Wanda
Hawley; "Oh Lady, Lady," Bebe
Daniels ; " The Plaything of Broadway," Justine Johnstone ; " The

Franchise Plan
Snob," Wanda Hawley ; " All Souls'
Eve," Mary Miles Minter; "She
Couldn't Help It," Bebe Daniels ;
" The Outside Woman," Wanda
Hawley,
and " Out of the Chorus,"
Alice
Brady.
The last two have just been added
to the list. Six of the seventeen
pictures have been released since
January 1, 1921.
" Out of the Chorus " is the story
of Broadway and Fifth avenue.
Supporting Miss Brady are Vernon
Steel, Charles Gerard, Emily Fitzroy, Constance Berry, Edith Stockton, Ben Probst and Richard Carlyle.
The picture is adapted by Coolidge Streeter from a story by Harry
Chandlee and William B. Laub.
Herbert Blache directed the production.
Conrad Nagel and production
Lois Wilson ofin the
" What
Knows," William DeMille's
BarrieEvery
playWoman
for Paramount
Wanda Hawley is seen in " The
Outside
Woman,"
Realart's
other
current release. It is an adaptation
of Phillip Bartholomae's stage suc- Paramount
Premier
Abroad
cess, "All
Long."
The
scenarist
is Night
Douglas
Bronston.
Clyde Fillmore, Sidney Bracey and
" What Every Woman Know s " to Be
Rosita Marstini appear in the cast.
Shown in
in London About April 1st
For these reasons, Mr. Lasky
FROM
office at theJesse
LaskyL. said, and as a compliment to the
studio his
in Hollywood,
Hodkinson
Service
Defined
Lasky, first vice-president of the distinguished author, it was decided
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, to give this special showing of the
Statement Issued Explaining the
announced this week that William film in England in advance of its
Character of Hodkinson 100% Plan
DeMille's Paramount production of general release in this country and
" The one hundred per cent. Sir James M. Barrie's play, "What closely following its New York
T N years gone by the various proA ducer-distributor organizations Hodkinson plan as it exists today Every Woman Knows," will have premiere, despite the hitherto ironsold their product on a 100% basis, has much to recommend it for it its English premiere at the Palace bound conventions governing the
— that is the exhibitor booked their helps to solve one of the exhibitor's theatre, London, about April 1st. block booking of American-made
service wthout screen examination greatest problems, — the obtaining At the opening performance of the pictures in Great Britain.
and without knowing in advance of an assured supply of quality pro- engagement, which in all probaWhen " What Every Woman
will be an extended one. Knows " was shown at the Parawhat he was going to get. He gave
duct," continues the statement from Barrie bility
himself
will
be
present,
along
mount home office, it made a prothe producer-distributor " so many the Hodkinson headquarters.
found impression upon all present,
" The exhibitor needs 52 features with many other notable figures in
days " each
week
and
let
the
producers take care of the pictures to a year, — or 104 features, — or 365 British literary and theatrical particularly upon those who saw the
Barrie play when it was presented,
be filled in. Therefore, the Hodkin- features, — depending on how often circles.
son 100% plan is not considered, he changes his program. He now
Mr. Lasky spoke most enthusiasti- twelve years ago, on the stage of
in the accepted sense of the has to go out to the different excally of " What Every Woman the Empire theatre in New York.
changes and oick his pictures. He Knows," at the production of Mr. DeMille, they declared, not
word, a new thing. While the
be sure of getting just what which he was an interested spec- only had caught the spirit of Barrie
old
" fact
had cannot
tator while it was being filmed by but had thoroughly absorbed it. so
he wants; they were all after the
much "toProgram
recommendSystem
it, the
remained that it could not last un- good ones ! And that's where Hod- Mr. DeMille at the Lasky studio that the production is nothing more
kinson comes in. The W. W. and which he saw for the first time
der producer control because the
makers of the pictures did not feel Hodkinson Corporation can assure in its finished form at the home nor less than a faithful reproduction in celluloid of the playwright's
any responsibility towards the ex- him of from twenty-four to thirty office in New York shortly before
hibitor and used him for a good splendid productions a year, — and his return to California. " This original work and the atmosphere
he
knows
that
on
his
Hodkinson
thing, declares W. W. Hodkinson.
picture,"
he said, " of
represents
the with which it was surrounded by
interpretation
a play that
That gave the " Program System " days he will be giving his patrons finest
stagecraft of Charles Frohman.
a bad name declares the Hodkin- the very best pictures it is possible has ever been made and is virtually the
son statement, and it has come to
a literal translation of Barrie to the Lois Wilson and Conrad Nagel play
the leading roles.
mean an inferior grade of product.
to obtain."
Fox

Makes

An

Experiment

Films " Oliver Twist " in American
Costumes and Atmosphere of Today
A recent pre-release of the film,
WILLIAM FOX is now engaged in a producing experi- which is known as " Oliver. Twist,
ment. He has taken Charles Dick- Jr.," proves beyond doubt, according to Fox officials, that the Dickens' "Oliver Twist * and has lifted
ens tale has not suffered in being
it completely out of its English at- moved
across the sea. William
mosphere, brought it up to date,
dressed its characters up in Ameri- Fox will use the new departure in
can clothes, transplanted its action presentation to introduce Harold
to an American city, and while fol- Goodwin as a new star under his
lowing the incidents of the Dick- banner. The film story was made
ens story exactly as they were by F. McGrew Willis and directed
written, is presenting it as a story by Millard Webb. Much interest
of today, in surroundings and sit- in the new production is being
uations familiar to us all, without manifested in film circles, and the
sacrificing in any way the dramatic Fox people, after hearing the comments at the pre-release showing,
and powerful appeal of the English
contend that it will prove a winner.
masterpiece, it is declared.

Special Shown
Aboard
Ship
" The Four Horsemen " is Shown to
Passengers
of
Adriatic
at Sea
Macrae
announced
that " The Four
White
the
aboard
PASSE
liner Adriatic had oppor- Horsemen " has now passed its
StarNGERS
tunity Saturday evening, February 161st edition and that the demand
19, to witness the marine premiere for it is still extraordinarily heavy
of throughout the United States. It
present
Metro's
of
en ation
of the
Horsem
Fourpicture
"The
is estimated
that the legion
ers of this remarkable
bookof inreadthe
ments
pse."
the
for
Arrange
Apocaly
United
States
alone
totals
more
mid-Atlantic premiere were in the
hands of Mr. John Macrae of the than ten million persons.
firm of E. P. Dutton and Company,
Plans for the New York premiere
the American publishers of Blasco of " The Four Horsemen," which is
Ibanez's books. Mr. Macrae is a Rex Ingram Production from a
traveling to Europe on the Adriatic screen adaptation by June Mathis,
to attend a conference with Blasco are being rapidly completed. It
Ibanez; and consented to take a will open at the Lyric theatre on
second print to Europe.
March 6th under the personal suBefore he sailed for Europe Mr.
pervision of Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld.
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Hodkinson Tells Advantages of His Policy
In a recent letter received at the
Home Office of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation from its executive head who is sojourning on the
West Coast, the following paragraph is taken:
" Right here in Los Angeles in
the centre of the producing activities ithas been brought home to me
more forcefully than at any other
Bme how much better we are
equipped to meet conditions as they
are today. Where other companies
are maintaining huge studio organizations with staggering overheads we are getting a better grade
of product from as many as eight
independent producing units, each
working on its own capital and all
with each other to furcompeting
nish us with the best product. You
Two scenes from " See My Lawyer," an Al Christie super-special to be released by Robertson-Cole
i can readily see what tremendous
offer the exadvantages
hibitor who we
ties can
in with us. Make
him realize this and sell him on the
idea of depending on Hodkinson
Roy
Barnes
in
R-C
Special
service for twenty-four weeks of T.
On
the
day
set for
the demonrest."
the
nces,
the year, — and we will do
annou
Robert
discovers
that
SONe,-CO
ROBERT
the releas
in LE
the near
future
Al Christie's " See My Trueman isstration
a
fakir
and
his rubber
Earle Williams Will
r,"
of duction
" SeedirectedMyby Lowye
invention a joke. His friend, Billy
Al Christiea proand
Lawyer
" Due for
Star in Melodrama
Release
Noble, who is an attorney, advises
starring T. Roy Barnes. It is deRobert to sham insanity to escape a
scribed to be one of the Christy
Earle Williams' next Vitagraph
sentence. The scheme works
feature will be " The Secret of the comedy-dramas of the " So Long established as a star in his own jail
until the postal authorities get after
" type.
Silver Car," from the novel by Letty
T. Roy Barnes has long been a right. He has a leading part in him for using the mails to defraud.
Wyndham Martyn, well known
It is either jail or an asylum for
British author. The new story is favorite on the legitimate stage. " One Man in a Million," with Robert.
a melodrama with an international He is probably best remembered George Beban. J. P. Lockney has
The Rubber Trust bribes Trueatmosphere, carrying several sur- in the leading role of " See My appeared in a dozen pictures turned
prising twists amid much rapid ac- comedy
Lawyer "was which
Marcin's out of Hollywood within the last man, the inventor, to give them his
tion.
producedMax
on Broadway
formula. It turns out that the concoction makes an indestructible
Kathryn Adams, well known by A. H. Woods not long ago. In
The story of " See My Lawyer "
adapting
the
play
to
the
screen
Al
leading woman, has been cast to
runs through a maze of funny epi- paving block instead of rubber, so
sodes. Robert Garner has become
year.
fortune is realized anyway. The
the star. Producappeartion hasopposite
added a littlethe" pep
and acquainted with a certain Trueman, asituations
are remarkable and
already commenced under Christie
Barnes, appreciating
fact" that
the direction of David Smith.
the camera gave him a wider scope an inventor, who assures him he Barnes, in his " crazy " scenes, i»
outdid himself, declares Robertson- can make artificial rubber. Robert the funniest ever.
has launched The Artificial Rubber
Cole.
Special Press Book for
Robertson-Cole claims " See My
In the supporting cast Mr. Barnes Company, sending thousands of cirChinatown Picture
culars through the mail, advertising Lawyer" is a photographic masterhas with him such popular screen
To emphasize the showmanship artists as Grace Darmond, Lloyd stock.
There are said to be many big
Money pours in from all sides.
Whitlock, Jean Acker, J. P. Lockpossibilities of "A Tale of Two ney,
and gorgeous sets, both exterior
Robert,
believing
himself
on
the
piece.
Tom
McGuire
and
Bert
WoodWorlds," the Gouverneur Morris
ruff. Miss Darmond co-starred as brink of fortune, proposes to his and interior. The story is worked
story Goldwyn has prepared one of
in a perfectly logical manner
one
of
the famous quartet of fun- sweetheart and the wedding day is out
the largest and most practical exset. The Rubber Trust becomes in- with the entire cast working hard
makersT. inRoy" So
Long
Letty,"
in
hibitor's service books they have which
terested and asks a demonstration all the time to product dramatic and
Barnes appeared also.
ever issued. It is sixteen pages,
humorous effects.
Lloyd Whitlock is practically with an idea of buying.
with an additional eight-page insert
containing special press material.
The book is printed on 100 pound
coated stock and has a cover in red,
yellow, black and grey that is
Lauds
Educational
Service
stunning enough to adorn a frame Burr
in the lobby of any palace of the
photoplay.
Tells How He Came the Strand Theatre, New York
years'
cer exof
produ
City. It was seen by Mr. Earl
IN reviewingperienceshisas a first
Hammons, who was then in the
to Release Via
short subjects, C. C. Burr, president of the Master Films, Inc.,
very midst of the work of extendEducational
ing Educational Service throughy Comedies " have
whoseved" Torch
out the country and he sought me
nation wide popularity,
achie
to interest me in his then novel
was liberal in his praise for the
Educational Film Corporation
" Everyone assumed that I would idea. My attention was caught
zation
h
at
once seek out a long estab- when he told me that it was his
dishe
organi
which
throug
tributes.
lished, fully organized and nation- determination to specialize in the
ally known organization as my dis- distribution of Short Subjects to
' 'A little more than a year ago,"
tributers. The prestige, my friends the exclusion of all else. Tosaid Mr. Burr, " I made a rather
exhaustive and illuminating in- said, is what you want but they
gether,
I examinedMr.theHammons
plan most and
minutely,
quiry into the problem of Short did not really understand. I did
not
want
prestige
as
much
as
I
and
I
was
mightly
glad
to
discover
Subject distribution. Like many
others I had, in my experience, wanted real representation and the that his views and mine coincided.
"I was sold not only on the
paid but scant attention to this par- sustained, sincere sales efforts I benefits
such an affiliation would
ticular phase of distribution. I er- knew my productions merited. I
also
knew
that
rare
indeed
was
the
bring me then, but also, what it
roneously believed that it represented only a very minor part of organization that could give me would mean to me in the future.
the big problem.
prestige and whose sales force No difficulty was experienced in
reaching an early and wholly
would really sell short subjects.
"
It
was
a
foregone
conclusion
that with the Sewell Ford stories
" While still in a state closely ap- equitable distributing arrangement
proximating dilemma as to the best whereby Education Films became
in my possession and with Johnny
'eggy Unertle, who will, appear in leads Hines, together with an especially course to steer, my first ' Torchy ' the sole distributers of the Torchy
sustry
Rothacker's
dramatized
romance
of
inunder the direction of E. O. able cast and director, I had created was completed and given a prom- Comedies for an extended period.
Blackburn
inent position on the program of And I am mighty glad I did."
a sterling combination.
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Kent
New

Picture

New

Week"
Great
Succes
York Exchange Hopes to Surpass Its Record
of September
been changed from September
ENTHUSIASM among New March, Mr. Buxbaum decided
York and New Jersey exhibitors over Paramount's " Kent call the coming drive " Kent Week
Week," which runs from March 27 in
honor of Paramount's new ge
to April 2, is declared to have so far eral manager of distribution, Sy
ney
R. Kent.
exceeded expectations that Famous
For the exploitation campaij
Players-Lasky Corporation's New
New York and New Jers
York exchange has the positive as- among
surance of beating the great record exhibitors special painted car<
established Paramount Week, last were made to insert in each pan
September, when over two hundred of the wainscotting in the Ne
houses played an entire week of York exchange, with different rea<
Paramount pictures.
matterOne
on each
relating
KeWeek.
hundred
redto card
When Manager H. H. Buxbaum ing
each
with
a
border
of
dollar
marl<
and
associates
of Paramount's
New his
York
exchange
planned for
" KEN
WEEK"printed,
— Ask reading
Any Paramou
this special week, in conjunction were
These were hung ar
with every other Famous Players- Man."
Lasky exchange throughout the tacked in every possible place
country, it was determined that the the office. Mounted copies of
largest film exchange in the world special full-page newspaper a
should carry off first honors in this with explanatory reading matter c
Scene from Pathe's new serial picture, " The Avenging Arrow "
country-wide drive and beat all each, were also used in the office
previous records. When it is stated the accessories and shipping depar
Pathe
Serial Due
March
13 that over two hundred exhibitors ments and the halls. Mr. Buxbau
played all-Paramount programs last got out a circular letter to e
autumn on Paramount Week, it hibitors calling attention to Kc
will be seen that the New York Week and the exploitation depa
First Episode of " The Avenging
exchange set some mark to shoot mc-nt also sent a circular letter
Arrow " With Ruth Roland is Set
declares a statement from the Pathe at. In order to separate the idea 900 houses in the territory. Thou
BELIEVING "The Avenging
from the minds of exhibitors that ands of Kent Week stickers w
Arrow," the new Western headquarters. " In fact, it has been
Pathe serial starring Ruth Roland, commented on by studio experts as the annual Paramount Week had used to paste on the backs.
to be in a class by itself and that perhaps the most elaborate and
it will set the highest standard yet artistic production ever attempted
attempted in the serial field, Pathe with a serial story and is consid- Max
Scores
a Hi
Linder
ered by the Pathe sales organization
Exchange, Inc., has scheduled the
as
one
having
the
greatest
promise
first episode, " The Vow of Mys- for popular success of any serial
His " Seven Years Bad Luck " Well
tery," asreleases
the principal
to
head the
for theoffering
week of
production that company has ofReceived by Publ ic and Reviewers
March 13. The serial is an adaptafered for exhibitors' approval.
" Seven Years' Bad Luck "
tion of Arthur Preston Rankin's
" Miss Roland has an unusually CHICAGO is the first of the now
being booked by Robertsoi
magazine story, " The Honeymoon fine opportunity to display her
large cities to report on " Seven Cole throughout the various terr
marked
emotional
ability,
not
freYears'
Bad
Luck,"
with
Max
LinQuest,"
serial formunder
by Ben
R.
Cohenputandin produced
the
der, and both the word which came tories all over the country, and r>
quently supplied the serial heroine,
personal supervision of Robert and, in the cut-back scenes, in to Robertson-Cole from the State- markable exhibitor interest is b<
shown in the production, it
Brunton. W. S. Van Dyke and which she impersonates her ances- Lake Theatre, where it played, and ing
stated. An extensive and car
the
reviews
which
were
given
it
by
William Bowman were the directors, there is the occasion for distors.
the newspapers, indicate that the fully worked out exploitation an
playing her poise and beauty to ad- picture
has started what will be a publicity campaign has been pn
" Colorful
replete
with
thrills
make settings
this new
starring
vantage. The star's supporting national triumph, declares a state- pared by Robertson-Cole.
vehicle stand out head and cast includes Eddie Hearn, Virment from the Robertson-Cole
ginia Ainsworth, S. E. Jennings, headquarters. Mae Tinee, writer in
shoulders above the average serial,
teling the adventures of a girl born Otto Lederer and William Steele in follows
the Chicago
Tribune, is quoted as
:
Go to and
Mexico
for Rest
and raised in Southern California," the principal roles."
Mary
" Doug
"
" The most polished of the comein this " Seven
Years' Bad
AS completes
soon as Mary
Pickford
her scenes
for
Luck " dians,written
by himself,
he
MaryjPickford
in Boy
Role
her fourth United Artists
proves to be also both adroit and
Production, scheduled as an
amusing.
I remember,
the com-of
To Play " Little Lord Fauntleroy "
edies I sawAs him
in a number
early spring release, she will
go to Mexico City with
years agocially.did
not
impress
me
espeof Frances Burnett's
Famed
Story
Another
circumstance
that
will
This one, which has some
Douglas Fairbanks, where
RD'S next film
MARY PICKFO
they will celebrate their first
offering, says Bennie Zeid- make this feature particularly in- unique comedy situations and some
wedding anniversary and also
teresting, Zeidman pointed out, is really clever acting, did."
man, her new production manager,
enjoy a short vacation.
oy," the fact that for the first time in
will
" Littleclassic
Lord Fauntler
Rob Reel, of the Chicago Eventhe be
literary
written by hei career Miss Pickford will be
All plans are now coming American,
also a gives
Seven
Frances Hodgson Burnett.
seen as a boy throughout the en- Years'
plete for "Honeymoon NumBad Luck"
warm " appreber Two," as Miss Pickford
tire picture. There have been in" We believe," said Zeidman,
ciation.
He
writes
:
"
Max
Linder,
calls
it, and it is expected
stances where she has disguised at the State-Lake in ' Seven Years'
" that ' Little Lord Fauntleroy '
that the famous couple will
herself
in
male
attire
in
other
prowill be Miss Pickford's best picbe away from the call of the
ductions, but never before has she Bad Luck,' is clever, versatile and
ture. Certainly greater opportundelightful.
An Ameridirector and the glare of
ity for the display of her genius is ever undertaken to portray a boy altogether
can title-writer
has infused
a vast
lights for a month.
offered in this vehicle than in any throughout a whole play. The lit- amount of native ' pep ' into the
During their absence, prepstory she has ever undertaken. For
tle curly-haired Fauntleroy part picture, and Max creates that inarations on the script for
the first time since she appeared in offers an opportunity for characeffable atmosphere which we call
terization that it has been Miss ' Parisian.' Thelma Percy and Alt a
"Little Lord Fauntleroy" will
'beStella
Maris,'
Miss
Pickford
will
seen in a dual role. In addition Pickford's life-long ambition to Allen support him. Miss Allen is
be carried
forward and
by Bernard McConville,
the
to playing Little Lord Fauntleroy, accomplish.
she will also assume the role of the
Bernard McConville, who won particularly lovely."
work of making "The Three
to Robertson-Cole from
Musketeers"
for the
fame through his screen adaptations theReports
State-Lake Theatre, which gave
boy's mother,terizations
andcould possibly
no two .characcamera
will beready
conducted
by
be so
Edward Knoblock, noted
the picture its premier in Chicago,
of
such
remarkable
plays
as
"
The
vastly different or so sharply conBritish dramatist, to whom
trasted as these. The public will Connecticut Yankee," " The Old are to the effect that it enjoyed a
has been allotted the task of
have the opportunity of seeing Miss Swimmin' Hole" and many others, remarkable business, and the public
Pickford as a mature woman and has been engaged to prepare the was especially enthusiastic in greetconverting
the Dumas' classic into celluloid.
script of Fauntleroy for Miss Pickalso as a child, all in the same pic- ford.
screen.ing Mr. Linder's return to the
ture."
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son in"Mob"
Robert Ede
of Young Feature
What is said to be one of the
greatest novelties in motion picture
.circles in recent years is the picturiijzation of mob scenes in which stars
of the legitimate stage participate.
When admirers of Clara Kimball
Young
see her latest picture,
I Straight from Paris," they will
unconsciously be witnessing one of
the greatest " mob " casts ever seen
-. in one production, for no less personages than Mr. and Mrs. Robert
4 Edeson, Lionel Bellmore, Bertram
■«lGrassby, Mr. and Mrs. William P.
"i'.Carleton, Roy Atwell, Mr. and Mrs.
—
Grattan, Edward M. Kimirk!Harrv
ball and Clara Kimball Young
mobists."
of " starperiod
played
Duringthetherole
production
last
week of Sada Cowan's thrilling
UKstory,
" Straight
Paris," atit
attthe Garson
Studios,from
Los Angeles,
:°was found that in one of theoflargthe
est scenes, a vision scene
ar1 French Revolution, a thousand exaniitras were needed for the mob. Miss
..^Young invited Mr. and Mrs. Rob-to
Hert Edeson and their friends
Jr|witness the " taking " of the big
: Scenes of the picture, and Mr. Ede;:%on accepted the invitation on the
would
^condition that Miss Young
allow them to appear en masse in
the mob scenes.

Four

Metro

Features

—
plays
photoing
atic starr
dramce,"
R vagan
FOU
Mav
" Extra
e Fool,"
Littl
Allisaron; "The
an all-st special from the novel
by Jack London ; " A Message from
Mars," starring Bert Lytell. and
" Puppets of Fate," presenting
Viola Dana in the stellar role —
const.itute Metro's releases for
March
The releasing company considers
the offerings remarkable especially
in point of excellence of story
material. Every one of the four
photoplays is the work originally
of authors of national or international prominence.
May Allison's picture, " Extravagance," ready for booking March
7, has been adapted from " More
Stately Mansions,"
by Ben release,
Ames
Williams.
The second
" The Little Fool," is the screen
version of Jack London's novel of
a woman's indecision, " The Little May Allison as she looked on her wedding day in the Metro picture, " ExLady of the Big House." The
play,
" A Ganthoney,
Message from
Mars,"
by
Richard
is one
of the
Little Fool," totravgance" be released
classics of the generation. It was on" The
March 14, is a C. E. Shurtleff
a stage vehicle for years of Charles all-star production, with all the virHawtrey, the eminent English
ility and brilliance that characterize
actor. Viola Dana's story, " Pup- the original novel. The all-star
pets of Fate," was written for her cast is as follows : Milton Sills,
especially by Donn Byrne.
Ora Carew, Nigel Barrie, Byron
II
" Extravagance," starring May Munson, Marjorie Prevost, Helen
Interesting Theme in Allison, will be the first one to see Howard and Iva Forrester. Philip
the
lightdate
of the
exhibitor's
the E. Rosen directed, with Director of
Re-Edited Talmadge
release
being
March day,
7. The
Productions Bayard Veiller supervising. Edward Lowe, Jr., did the
In what Franklyn E. Backer scenario is by Edward Lowe, Jr.
Fhilip
E.
Rosen
directed,
Rudolph
acting
best
the
of
one
be
to
claims
adaptation, Allan Siegl photographed and A. F. Mantz directed
parts ever played by an emotional Bergquist was the camera man, and the art work.
actress, Norma Talmadge is the Sidney Ullman was art director.
founded
drama
a
central figure in
deals
Upon prenatal influence which
with a question that has caused no
end of interesting discussion in the
medical profession and is said to Original
Stories
for
take a very definite stand against
ns
physicia
some of the most noted
yn ngPictur
the Goldw
T ation
its Works of Prominent
to es
is adheri
of modern times. According to THACorpor
announced policy of produc(this re-edited Norma Talmadge
Authors Available
(feature, which is the work of Hopp
a's
s
original
Americ
by
storie
ing
for Filming
st
ed
s,
ttHadlev, evil hapits can be inherited foremo author is reveal by an
6$t both as a tendency as far as the analysis of the list of new subjects
mind is concerned and as a bodily selected for production immediateweaknesses.
ly following those now in prepara" From the Ground Up " and " The
tion at the Culver City studios.
1 In the case of "A Daughter's
Out of the nineteen stories Wall Flower " ; Leroy Scott has
Horizon
Strange Inheritance," the is
awak- named, eleven are original screen written two, " The Night Rose "
Pictures, the moral nature
ened and the beautiful young un- material furnished by members of and " The Mother " ; Charles Kenfortunate triumphs over her fault the Goldwyn Eminent Authors yon has written two, " The Alibi "
group now located at the studios, and " Beating the Game," the latter
by the appeal to her soul.
and by other noted writers who
have been engaged to contribute to
the Goldwyn program, including
Says'* Wallace Reid Is Rita Weiman, Katherine Newlin
Burt and Alice Duer Miller. Two
Popular in Manila
That Wallace Reid is American- original photoplays have recently
izing Manila is the report brought been completed, Gouverneur Morto this country by Luis J. Palmett,
ris' "A Tale of Two Worlds," Gerowner of numerous motion picture
trude Atherton's " Don't Neglect
theatres in Manila, who is complet- Your Wife," and Rupert Hughes'
ing a tour of the United States for " Dangerous Curve Ahead," is also
completion, making fourthe purpose of familiarizing him- nearing
teen originals either completed or
self with motion picture produc- in prospect.
tion and presentation methods.
It is also announced that a number of the authors will remain at
"You know," said Mr. Palmett,
while visiting the Lasky studio, the studios during the production
Hollywood, " Reid is the most pop- of their works so that they may coalar star appearing in pictures in
with the directors. During
Manila. When one of his pictures the pastoperate
few months, with Rupert
)lays at a local theatre, the crowd
Gertrude Atherton, Gouines up for blocks to get a glimpse Hughes, verneur
Morris and Mary Roberts
)f its idol.
Rinehart all located at the studios,
" Boys and girls alike are Wal- this co-operation has brought excellent results and is being encouraged
ace Reid crazy. You may not beWallace Beery as " Long Jo " in the
ieve it, but the boys at Manila col- by Goldwyn.
Goldwyn picture,
" ALloyd
Tale production
of Two
ege have adopted Wally as their
Rupert Hushes has written two Worlds,"
writtena byFrank
Gouverneur
Morris
more
stories
directly
for
the
screen,
'ashion plate."

in

March

Bert Lytell plays the stellar role
in " A Message from Mars " to be
released on March 21. This Maxwell Karger production is from the
stage play by Richard Ganthoney,
in which Sir Charles Hawtrey won
renown. An uncanny tale of the
regeneration of the most selfish man
by a Martian visitant, it combines
reality and romance in sufficient
measure to satisfy all picture goers,
and to insure as great a success on
stage.
the screen as it received on the
Arthur Zellner and Arthur Maude
did the scenario, Arthur Martinelli
photographed the picture and M.
P. Staulcup designed and executed
the art interiors.
Bert Lytell's
supporting cast includes
Raye Dean,
Maud Milton, Alphonz Ethier, Gordon Ash, Leonard Mudie, Mary
Louise Beaton, Frank Currier and
George Spink.
The fourth release, " Puppets of
Fate," starring
Viola
scheduled
for March
28. Dana,,
This is isa
genuinely dramatic piece of work
from the pen of Donn Byrne, well
known as a novelist and writer of
short stories. The story has to do
with an Italian couple who keep a
puppet
in Italy.
For show
her supporting
cast, Viola
Dana has Francis McDonald, Jackie
Saunders, Fred Kelsey, Thomas
Ricketts and Edward Kennedy.
The adaptation is by Ruth Ann
Baldwin and Molly Parro ; direction by Dallas M. Fitzgerald. John
Arnold photographed, and Sidney
Ullman was art director.

Goldwyn
for Tom Moore; Elmer L. Rice has
written an original for Will Rogers,
"The Arizona Romeo"; Rita Weiman, a new member of the Eminent
Authors, has contributed one original thus far, " The Grim Comedian " ; Mary Roberts Rinehart is
working on " Jane " ; and Gouverneur Morris has contributed "The
Ace of Hearts " and " Until Death
Do Us Part." All of these titles
are subject to change, announces
Goldwyn.
Katherine Newlin Burt, already
represented on the Goldwyn list by
two photoplays made from her
novels, " The Branding Iron " and
" Snowblind," is writing an original scenario. Alice Duer Miller is
also going to do an original for
Goldwyn.
These successful writers are
turning their imaginative faculties
upon motion picture writing as a
new art — a new form of expression.
They have rapidly mastered the
guiding principles of screen storytelling and are inventing new technical
lookingpictures.
to the betterment ofmeans
motion
They
have
contention
that proved
stories Goldwyn's
written directly
for
the screen, in picture form rather
than in word form (either spoken
or written) . conceived with the limitations and possibilities of the
camera in mind, make greater
photoplays than do adaptations of
stories conceived in other artistic
forms.
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Ballin Announces Two
Forthcoming Pictures
Instead of a single production to
follow
" East
Hugo
announces
two.Lynne
The "first
is a Ballin
story

Penrhyn Stanlaws Wilj
Direct Betty Compson

written directly for the screen entitled "Ave Maria." Following
this will come a picturization of
Charlotte Bronte's novel, " Jane
Eyre," both of which, like " East
Lynne," Mabel
will be Ballin
distributed
Hodkinson.
will ofby course
in
role
feminine
play the principal
the new picture and will create for
the first time on the screen the
complex and fascinating character
of Certain
" Jane preliminary
Eyre."
scenes in the
latter have already been photographed and the production will be
completed when the weather permits, immediately following " Ave
Maria."
This is a story of the present
day, its locales ranging from a
steel manufacturing town in Pennsylvania tothe catacombs of Rome.
Important Tie-Up for
Frederick Picture
An important tie-up for "The
Mistress of Shenstone " has been
made through Grosset and Dunlap, publishers. This firm has
printed a special edition of " The
Mistress of Shenstone," with a
picture of Pauline Frederick on
the jacket-cover. Wherever books
are sold, Grosses and Dunlap publications may be obtained. From
the
exhibitor's
Cole recommendsangle,
that Robertsonhe notify
book stores, drug stores, etc., where
books are sold, that he is going to
play " The Mistress of Shenstone " on certain dates, remind
such stores that " The Mistress of
Shenstone " is included in the
Grosset & Dunlap publications and
suggest that they give a window
display on this publication before
and during the screening of the
picture.
Life of Lumberlands in
Holman Day Picture
" Caught in the Rapids " is the
third of the Holman Day Series depicting outdoor life in its most dramatic form, scheduled for release
by Pathe, March 13. This play
shows a page out of the life of the
logman. A fine background is provided, showing life in the lumberlands of the Northwest, and how
logs are transported from the lumber camps to the mills. The picture contains not only strong melodrama, but also all the thrills of a
Pathe serial. One of the most
thrilling moments ever screened,
which was filmed with great difficulty, is a dash over falls and
down the rapids in a canoe.
Currier Is 27 Times
Movie Father
Frank Currier, in enacting the
part of the Rev. Marlowe in the
George D. Baker production,
" Without Limit," and S.-L. Picture
to be released by Metro, proves
himself one of the most consistent
fathers on the screen today. This
is the veteran character actor's
twenty - seventh paternal role, discounting his fatherhood in real life.

Picture

New.

s made
announcement
interes
NG in the
AMO
ood ting
this week
Hollyw
by
Jesse ent
L. Lasky, first vicepresid
of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation,
is one to the effect that Penrhyn Stanlaws, the noted
artist, who has been studytion the
the pictures
ingtion
producfor
of past
moyear at the Eastern and West
Coast Paramount studios, has
signed a five-year contract to
direct Paramount pictures
and that he has been chosen
to direct Betty Compson in
her first Paramount starring

Eddie Polo and his company at Havana, Cuba, where his new Universal serial,
" The Seal of Satan," has been filmed

Universal

Starts

The title of this picture is
picture.
"At the End of the World,"
and it is to be an adaptation
of thecess ofEuropean
the same stage
name sucby
Ernest Klein.

Serial

Eileen Sedgwick to Star in " The
Terror Trail " : Edward Kull Directs
reel feature department at
PRODUCTION has started at short
Universal City.
Universal City on " The Terror
Trail," a new serial in which Eileen
In scope the narrative is cosmopolitan, touching every countryp
Sedgwick will play a hazardous
starring role under the direction of on the globe. In theme it concerns
Edward Kull.
a girl takes
who,
single service
handed, to
undera patriotic
her
In no serial production in which
she has heretofore been featured country by solving a great international mystery and frustrating
has the Universal serial star been
required to do the dangerous feats the plan of crooked diplomatic
which have been outlined for her
George Larkin, widely known as
in "The Terror Trail." Universal agents.
promises that the new serial will a leading man, had been selected
to play opposite the star, and will
surpass even Miss Sedgwick's last head
an all-star supporting cast of
chaptered thriller. " The Diamond unusual appeal.
Queen," in suspense and thrill.
Al Smith, whose principal drastory ofby " John
The Terror
Trailand"
matic workand
has Barney
been inFurey,
"villainwasThewritten
W. Gray
ous " roles,
are
Edward Kull, with the supervisory two other popular players who have
collaboration of William Lord been selected for the opening epiWright, chief of the serial and sodes.

Simultaneous

Runs

foi

Chester Two-Reeler
Educational Film Exchanges.
Inc., claim that a new record foi
two-reel comedies was set in Philadelphia last week when three leading theatres
played
" BeatforIt,"a latest
of the
Chester
Series,
solid
week simultaneously. These houses
were the Stanton, Victoria and Pal'
ace.At the same time the Arcadia was
playing
Hey Rube,"
Comedy "featuring
Bobbya Christie
Vernon
for the second week, while " Torchy
Mixes In," starring Johnny Hines,
was being shown at the Capitol;
and " Rest In Peace," one of the
single-reel Gayety Series, also released by Educational, was being
shown at the Regent.
Paramount

in Effective

Tie-Up on Hart Film
As the result of a plan initiated
by Gordon H. Place of the advertising department of Famous I
Players-LaskyGraphophone
Corporation,
the
Columbia
Company)
Kathleen
Norris
Is Signed
has agreed, through its stores in I
Goldwyn Engages Prominent Novelevery part of the country, to
arrange special window displays on)
ist
to Write
Original Stories
its three records of " Darling)
with conspicuous success. In her Nellie Gray," the song which t
that
s
N announce
DWY
GOLKathl
features
Testing
een Norris, the promi- writings she has presented the wom- any
time "The
the picture
was Block"
shown)
nent novelist, has been signed to
an's point of view on the various in the
vicinity
of
one
of these t
write original scenarios for that problems of life, and done so in a stores. The tie-up has registered!
firm and also to contribute her other particularly authentic fashion.
ion. Mrs. Nor- Goldwyn believes that her dramatic, with record-breaking results at the |
work leftfor picturizat
ris on Saturday last for Europe story-telling instinct, coupled with box-office, declares Paramount.
for a short time, but immediately her realistic portraiture of life will
upon her return will proceed to the result in photoplays that will have
"U. P. Trail" ComGoldwyn studios at Culver City, a strong appeal and will aid in
bringing
motion
pictures
into
closer
mended by Train
Calif., to study the technique of
motion picture writing on the touch with actuality.
Master
ground and probably to aid personIn a letter addressed to the em- i
ally in the preparation of the con- Geo. Fitzmaurice Unit ployees
of the U.P.R.R., W. C.
tinuity and in the directing and
Shelver, the division train master
photographing of her first scenario.
Back from South
The acquisition of Mrs. Norris
of that road recommends " The
George Fitzmaurice, director, and U.P. Trail," released by the W. W.
adds another name to the long list
Hodkinson organization and based
of prominent authors who have con- the cast for " Experience," George
tracted to write for Goldwyn, the V. Hobart's popular play which he on Zane Grey's story, " as very' interesting tothe railroad people parproducing for Paramount, have
most recent, in addition to the Emi- is
ticularly on account of its being so
nent Authors group headed by Rex returned from Savannah, Ga., and
closely
interwoven
with the early
Beach, being Katherine Newlin St. Augustine, Fla., where exterior
Burt, Alice Duer Miller, Anzia scenes for the picture were taken history of the U.P.R.R." The letter advises that " not one of the
Yezierska and Rita Weiman.
and are now at work on the interiors at Paramount's new Long employees should miss this producSeveral of Mrs. Norris' novels Island studio.
have been picturized and have met
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Fugitive^ Slacker Seen
in Fox^News No. 42
the
isg st
wsed reel
first bi
neyl
WHAT
beat of 1921, showing Grover Cleveland
Bergdoll — the fugitive millionaire draft dodger, in Germany, has been achieved by
Fox News. Released in the
issue of Vol. 2, No. 42. In
the opinion of Fox officials,
it ranks in news interest with
the famous pictures of D'Antry into Fiume,
nunzio's en
the pictures of the Thanksgiving Day riot on Fifth
avenue, and the signing of
the articles for the Carpentier-Dempsey infigght — three of
the outstand
Fox News
exclusives of 1920.
The Bergdoll pictures were
taken in the village of Eberbach, Baden, where the
young Philadelphia slacker
is living in luxury, and where
an attempt to kidnap him was
made recently by U. S. Secret Service men. Chief
credit for the enterprise
which made the pictures possible must go to Capt. Paul
Muller, Fox News staff cameraman stationed at Berlin.
Moore Changes Rule on
Priscilla Dean Film
Tom Moore, manager of the
Rialto and Garden theatres in
Washington, D. C, and one of the!
best known exhibitors in America
the oldest'
has just broken
precedents
of one
his ofWashington
houses. He has booked a picture
for a week's run in the Garden
theatre which has just completed a
week's run at the Rialto.
The picture is " Outside the
Law," the Tod Browning Universal
Jewel production starring Priscilla
Dean. During its recent run at the
Rialto it was an unusual success.
This so impressed the exhibitor he
re-booked the picture. Not having
an early open date at the Rialto, he
made arrangements to show the
picture at the Garden.
Special Audience See
"Without Limit"
Praise nearly as superlative as
the title of " Without Limit " was
accorded this George D. Baker
production, for S-L Pictures, at a
special showing arranged by Metro,
its distributors, at the New York
Theatre roof Wednesday morning,
February 16, states an announcement from Metro.
Personages prominent in the motion picture industry, including producers, directors of big theatres,
screen and dramatic publication
editors, members of the cast of the
picture and the like witnessed the
story which, a few months ago, in
fiction form, appeared in the Saturday Evening Post.
The production was made by S-L
(Arthur Sawyer and Herbert
Lubin) Pictures for distribution
through Metro. Mr. Baker adapted
and directed the story, Andre Barlatier photographed the action and
special art settings were the creation of M. P. Staulcup. Anna Q.
Nilsson heads the notable cast.

Views from current Pathe releases.

Pathe

On left, a "shot" from "The Death Trap;" on right, a tense moment from the "Two Fisted

to
Hold JudgSales
e."
the
March
to
Be
Named
m
quartersfro
A STA
in New
headENT
PatheTEM
York announces that the
" Brunet Optimism
month of March will be designated
misms embr
" andin
Monthaced
Optiweek
as
the etfour
that" Brun
that month will be devoted to a
sales competition which will open an assistant branch manager, he
March 1 and close at midnight of will receive a prize of "$100 equal
March 31. The statement issued to that of the
Month
cashier and branch
by the Pathe headquarters in con- booker. The branch manager renection with the sales campaign
ceives $500. This, of course, is exfollows :
clusive of the $100 prize which goes
" Prizes ofranging
from $100
for
salesmen
the winning
branches,
to
every
salesman of eac"h winning
to $800 to the successful staff, will team.
"A
special
prize of $100 will be
be awarded. In every instance
each of the four diviwhere a tie might result the capital awardedsions, to in
the salesman showing the
prize will be awarded to each of greatest percentage of increase in
the contestants thus tying.
new business written on a basis of
" The Associated exhibitors
record for the previous two
sales force will be included in the his
months. This prize obviously might
competition inasmuch as they will not go to a salesman connected
be selling virtually all Pathe prod- with the winning branch.
uct. Each Associated salesman in
' Brunet Month contest will be
the winning branches of each of staged under different conditions
the four divisions will be included
previous Pathe competiin the list of $100 prize winners. than tion,any
in that seventy per cent credit
These prizes will be equallly borne will be accorded on account of
by Associated and Pathe.
new business written and thirty per
' In each instance where there is cent credit on account of collec-

Campaign
tions.
" The collections are to be based
on the average of each branch for
the months of January and February. The new business written
will betional
figured
a set naexpectancyagainst
or quota.
" The- thirty-two Pathe branches
are divided into four divisions for
the period of the contest, Eastern,
Western, Central and Southern.
" The Eastern division is comprised of the following offices : Albany, New York, Boston, Pittiburg, Philadelphia, Washington,
Newark and Buffalo.
" In the Southern divisions are :
Atlanta, Dallas, Oklahoma City,
Cincinnati, New Orleans, Kansai
City, Charlotte, Memphis and St.
Louis.
" The ensuing offices make up the
Central Division: Chicago, Minneapolis, Cleveland, Omaha, Indianapolis, Detroit, Des Moines and
Milwaukee.
" These branches are included in
the Western district : San Francisco, Los Angeles, Denver, Seattle, Salt Lake City, Spokane and

Portland."

"Proud
of
Cast"
Doug'sslatest offering,
came to the
Aver
Doug
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
he is particularly
proud says
of Popular Screen Play- Fairbanks'
fold from the Essanay
the cast he succeeded in getstudio in Chicago. In addition to
ers Appear in
ting together for his next United
his part in " The Nut," he appeared
"The Nut"
Artists
The Nut,"
also with the athletic Doug in " The
which willproduction,
be released " March
13th.
A deal of feminine beauty is
That's what he told Hiram Abrams,
President of United Artists who had the distinction of playing with added to the new production by the
Mollycoddle."
recently visited the West Coast Doug in the latter's first photoplay, presence in the cast of not only
studio where he saw a great deal " The Lamb," produced by D. W. Miss La Motte but also of Barbara
of the production, and is now pre- Griffith. Lowery has had a very La Marr, comparatively a newdicting that it will be a bigger hit wide experience on both the spoken
comer to the silversheet. Miss La
than the last Fairbanks production, and silent stage. As a legitimate Marr first won recognition as a
actor he appeared with such notable scenario writer, not as an actress.
" The Mark of Zorro."
The leading feminine role has players as Robert Mantel, Richard She sold eight stories to the Fox
been given to Marguerite de La Mansfield and Nance O'Neil. For Company, and some of them are
Motte, whose most recent triumph the past thirteen years he has been now
in production. Her first screen
was scored with the ever-active working in pictures and in addition appearance
was with Anita Stewart
to
doing
some
very
remarkable
" Doug " in " The Mark of Zorro "
which was recently proclaimed by character work, has been starred in " Harriett and The Piper." Beof her isexcellent
worktoinappear
" The
the National Board of Reviews as and has also directed. Some of the Nut " causeshe
scheduled
one of the master productions of best work of his screen career was
1920.
in support of Douglas Fairbanks in again with Fairbanks in " The
William Lowery, who plays the " Double Trouble," " Reggie Mixes Three
his nextMusketeers,"
production. announced as
part of the gambler in "The Nut," In," and " The Man from Painted
Gerald Pring, noted actor and
has " villained " his way to fame in
stage director, is also numbered
Morris Hughes, appearing in among
several Fairbanks' features. He
the Fairbanks players.
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Beauty

Legion Girl," Is
Anetha Getwell, ' 'Miller
to Direct
Signed; Charles
GETWELL, _ the pen of one of America's best known
ANETHA
" American Legion Girl " and writers, who has specialized in draihe winner of the beauty competimatic tales of the " far North."
tion held last year by some of the
George Dubois Frocter, the well
leading motion picture magazines, known scenarioist, is now at work
in which there were more than 50,- pieparing the continuity on this
000 entries, has been signed on a story, so that production may be
long term contract by Pantheon begun without delay.
Pictures Corporation, according to
Miss Getwell, who won the name
an announcement made at the ofof
the "American Legion Girl"
fices of that company in the Singer through
playing the stellar part in
building, New York, early this the pageant photoplay, made last
week, and will be starred in a Armistice Day by the American
forthcoming production, which will Legion to show the public just what
shortly be begun at the studios that patriotic organization stands
which the company recently took for and which was designed prinover at Port Henry, N. Y.
cipally for exhibition in posts of
Charles Miller, who directed the Legion
throughout the country,
" The Flame of the Yukon," with has had a brief but decidedly promDorothy Walton, which was proising screen career.
duced at Port Henry, has been seShe has played parts in several A scene from " The Witching Hour," a Wm. D. Taylor production presented by
lected by President Paul Schoppcll
Paramount
of Pantheon Pictures Corporation productions and was featured in
to direct Miss Getwell in her first " Love's Redemption," directed by
picture for this company, which will Eugene V. Brewster, which will
2 Houses
Play
Mayer
Film
also be its initial venture in the shortly
ent field.be released in the independproducing field.
Ambassador and Mission Theatre
While no statement regarding the
Her engagement by Pantheon
selection of the vehicle in which Pictures Corporation is said to be
in Los Angeles Run Same Picture
Aliss Getwell will be starred was for a series of at least six pictures,
" There is no logical reason why
forthcoming, it was said that it in which she will have the principal PRECEDENT in the history of
Los Angeles motion picture this new plan will not be a successwould be based on a story from the roles.
presentation is swept aside with the
ful one,"
said Mr. ofDavid.
" S.
annoupneement by Manager Harry Barret
McCormick
the Ambassador Theatre foresaw that a
David of the Mission Theatre to
the effect that beginning today his great number of people who had
playhouse will present Louis B. been anxiously awaiting the premiere of 'The Woman in His
Mayer's " The Woman in His
"Gilded
Lily" at Convention
House ' would not be able to obtain
House
"
for
an
extended
engageWholesale Grocers' Association
ment.
seats for his theatre, so he readily
Never before in theatrical history agreed to the Mission Theatre
Is Entertained
by Paramount
have two first class mo- booking. With the new policy purAS the chief entertainment fea- formerly Vice-President of the in thistioncity
picture playhouses been given
ture of the convention of the
sued by leading producers for ' betEquitable Life, who wrote: "'The over to the presentation of one
and few pictures,' it is quite
New York State Wholesale Grocers' Gilded Lily' is a marvelous pro- film production, states the Mayer likelyter that
many big film producduction— one of the best of all organization. The Mayer special
Association, held recently at Hotel
tions
will be simultaneously preAstor, the Famous Players-Lasky time. Everyone connected with the opened at the Ambassador Theatre
sented in two or even three theatres.
Corporation loaned a print of production is to be heartily con- on February 19th and so great has This plan will allow eager film fan>
been the demand for a view of this an opportunity to see their favorite
Robert Z. Leonard's recently comThe work of Miss Murray under
pleted production for Paramount,
picture
that David immediately ob- productions in good time, and will
gratulated."
the skillful direction of her husband,
tained consent from Manager Dave also relieve them from traveling un"Murray.
The Gilded
Lily,"
starring
Mae
The picture was given Mr. Leonard, is said to be a Bershon of the Associated First
necessary distancesinto His
the theatre."
an enthusiastic reception, and sev- veritable revelation, while from a National exchange for the novel
" The Woman
House "
eral of those present have written purely spectacular viewpoint the pic- presentation idea.
was directed by John M. Stahl.
ture is declared to surpass even
since to the Paramount office, expressing their pleasure in being " On With the Dance," which has
privileged to see it.
proved one of the most sensationAmong the letters received was
ally successful Paramount releases ii
one from R. L. Goldberg, the New of several years.
York Evening Mail cartoonist, who
The
Devil"
Scores
Again
was one of the guests of the evePicture Goes Over Big in Boston,
ning. "Rube " wrote as follows : "Great Redeemer" Still
" I want to say that ' The Gilded
Playing to Capacity
Aided by Exploitation Campaign
Lily ' is one of the finest pictures
I have ever seen, and, if I know
Another of the series of pro- ONE of the biggest weeks in the New York. Cards announcing the
nouncements to the effect that
showing were placed on the sign.
anything at all, it will give the exhistory inofthe Gordon's
Old Similar displays were stationed in
hibitors another opportunity to Maurice Tourneur's production, South theatre
Hub, Boston,
create new box-office records. This " The Great Redeemer," was made was recorded through the capable two big stores near the theatre.
is not a testimonial, but just a few by the critic of the Wilmington, N. exploitation of General Manager Forty cut-out window cards showsincere words I have to get off my C, Morning Star in reviewing this McGinnis of the Gordon theatres,
ing Mr. Arliss in his character as
Metro super-special release after declares a statement from the Pathe " The Devil " were placed in conchest."
spicuous hotel lobbies, and store
Byran L.
Kennelly,
Vice- its presentation before capacity home-office in New York.
windows.
President
of the
HarrimanFirst
National
audiences last week at the Royal
Mr.
McGinnis
took
advantage
of
The front of the Old South theaBank, wrote : " I want to assure theatre.
many channels of exploitation and
tre was dressed in red, maroon
you that I have never enjoyed a
" It is not stretching the truth," publicity. Several days before the
picture so much in my life as I did ran this part of the criticism de- picture opened at the Old South, lamps replacing all the white invoted to an opinion, " to say that all of the Boston papers carried candescents. A limousine, wired
•The Gilded Lily.' It was so intensely natural and fascinating! I the picture registered a profound
and lighted so that the enclosed
advertising
on " The
Devil," part of the card showed up brilhad expected to leave for my home impression and it was declared by teaser
showing
which was
culminated
many
to
be
the
best
photoplay
they
with smashing advertising in the
at 10 o'clock. I remained until
liantly in red. toured the city, bearnearly midnight and could have have witnessed this year."
ing one of the Old South ushers
Saturday evening and Sunday
H.
H.
Van
Loan
wrote
the
story
wearing a silk hat and black cape,
stayed on for many hours more to
of this Maurice Tourneur picture. newspapers.
similar to the costume of Mr. Arsee such a splendid picture."
In
the
theatre
lobby,
Mr.
McGinOne of the most enthusiastic let- It was directed by Clarence Brown,
liss in the picture. One of the bigthe personal supervision of
nis placed one of the special kaleigest "bets of the entire campaign
ters came from George* T. Wilson, under
doscopic signs used for the first was the truly wonderful electric
Mr. Tourneur himself. The allPresident of the Pilgrims' Socictv star
lime
in
connection
with
a
motion
cast
includes
House
Peters
and
of New York, Vice-President of
light display at the corner of Trethe Harriman National Bank and Marjorie Daw.
picture at the Strand theatre in raont and Park streets.
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Harding's Cabinet Is
Shown in Kinograms
Lasky
Studio
Busier
Than
Ever
Less than twelve hours after the
by
Will
M.
Ritchey
from John D.
Gloria
Swanson
at
announcement of President-elect
the itpres
ent timey isstud
as iobusyat as
hasSwain's story in Munsey Magazine.
Harding's cabinet, super kinograms THEeverLask
Work on Elinor
One of the important scenes made
been in its history, dedispatched as a part of its service
clares a statement from Parafor the first half of the week of
in the final week represented a PaGlyn's Story
risian cafe modeled somewhat afce. This is a direct refFebruary 27 motion picture views mount's offi
ter the famed Cafe de la Mort in
utation of the melancholy utterances
of all of the members. These were
taken in many different sections of in some quarters regarding the dull-. mosphere, the storm proved a genu- the French capital. Many extra peoine blessing in disguise and brought
ness in the motion picture business
ple were used including a number
the country, and with other possiThe big event of last week was delight to the heart of the author, made up to represent devils who
bilities for these posts, were assemserved as waiters and orchestra.
bled at the New York laboratories the starting of Gloria Swanson's Sir ied
Gilbert
the party.Parker, who accompanThe latter dispensed sweet melofor immediate dispatch. New pic- first stellar picture for Paramount,
dies from a huge cauldron beneath
Scenes along the Amazon River
tures of Mr. Harding and Mr. Elinor Glyn's " The Great Moment,"
which was adapted for the screen in Brazil occupied much of William which flames crackled continuously.
Coolidge are also included.
William D. Taylor began work
Another item of official interest by Monte M. Katterjohn. The first De Mille's time during the week,
in the same reel is a luncheon given turn of the camera was made at his production being " The Lost Roupon Cosmo Hamilton's
the ultra-fashionable
mance," the original story by El- Monday
to Mrs. Marshall, wife of the retir- Burlingame,
story, Ethel
The Clayton
Almightyis starring
Dollar," forin
suburb of San Francisco, where a ward Knoblock, scenarized by Olga which
ing vice-president, by the ladies of sequence
Printzlau.
Most
of
the
picture,
of scenes representing an
the Senate.
Paramount. Julia Crawford Ivers
One of the most remarkable rec- English home was taken at one of however, is laid in beautiful homes has adapted the story to the screen
ords of horsemanship brought to the Burlingame estates. These and gardens in Southern California with great skill, it is stated.
the screen is promised in views of scenes completed, Director Sam and in the mountains surrounding
Cecil B. De Mille is still busilya thousand members of the Eighth Wood took the company back to the town. Jack Holt, Conrad Na- engaged in cutting his massive allCavalry in their feats at Fort Bliss, Hollywood to film a number of col- gel, Lois Wilson and other notable star production, " The Affairs of
Texas. This exhibition was given
Anatol." It is understood that
orful episodes in a European cap- players have the important roles.
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle was somewhere along about March 21st
exclusively for Kinograms cameras. ital.
working on an island somewhere he will begin work on a new picGeorge
went
NorthMelford's
recently company
on locationwhich
for out in the Pacific Ocean under the coming.
ture, but no details are as yet forthAmbassador Theatre to Canadian scenes for " The Money direction of James Cruze on Frank
Condon's story, " Crazy to Marry,"
It is announced by General ManMaster,"
ran delayed
into a work
heavyto snowShow Kinograms
storm which
some which was adapted for Paramount
ager Charles Eyton that a new room
is
in course of construction at the
pictures
by
Walter
Woods.
The Ambassador, the splendid extent. A heavy gale blew all along
Tom Forman completed work Lasky studio for housing the elecnew Los Angeles theatre in the the Coast, and penetrating to the
Ambassador hotel has selected the interior held up the production for during the week on Thomas Meigtrical equipment which has been extensively augmented as a result of
super Kinograms, which are being nearly three days. But with deep han's star picture for Paramount,
released through Educational ex- snow and a sure-enough Arctic at- " White and Unmarried," adapted the increased production activities.
changes, as its news weekly. The
selection was personally made by S.
Barret McCormick, its managing
director, and formerly in the same An
Interesting
Bruce
Scenic
During the flight the machine
post at the Circle theatre, IndianViews
of
Matterhorn
EXM
FIL
AL
circled
and
went
over the top of
apolis.
EDUCATION CHANGES, INC., is calling
attention of its sales force this
The Ambassador is showing only
the Matterhorn, which reaches 14,and Mt. Blanc in
700 feet and Mont Blanc, which is
feature pictures at their initial week to a single reel Robert C.
800 feet higher, and the mightiest
showing and for a single week. Bruce Scenic v/hicn he company
New Subject
After their run there they are
peak in Europe. Splendid views
one of lha most remarktransferred to one of the other Los regardsable aspicture
not only in panorama but of the
s that it has ever leAngeles houses. Mr. McCormick leased. It is uniquely titled " The ting and titling. England, Scot- sides of the peak are found in the
has booked many of the Education- Man Who Always Sat Down," and
picture,, include several in which
land, France, Italy and Switzerland the
machine was driven straight at
the first motion picture were the countries visited.
al short subjects, including "In records
the snow clad mountains.
Dutch," one of the World Wander- camera flight ever made over the
A
remarkable
play
on
nationaliing series which was used the sec- Matterhorn and Mont Blanc. DurAlthough
the first
picture
reties marked the making of the picleased as the
of will
the be
Bruce
ond week of the opening.
ing the making of the picture the
ture for it was taken from a Gerlives of Bruce and his pilot were
European
Scenics
and
not
among
man airship (a Fokker) which was
several times in grave danger, and built for a Hollander and piloted the special list, Educational has
d
film recor is said to i'lustrate by a Swiss who could speak only asked its sales forces to call atCharles Bryant Confers the
this strikingly.
tention to the fact that though exFrench, for an American who could
with Metro President
hibitors will not have to pay an
This picture will be released in speak only English. The pilot was
increased
rental for this film, it is
Charles Bryant, leading man with April as the first of the seven Lieut. Max Cartier, one of the most
Xazimova in all but two of the Scenics Beautiful which Bruce daring aviators in Europe, and his worthy of being featured as they
made on his recent visit to Europe skill was needed as the machine have rarely exploited a single reel
Russian Metro,
star's photoplays
released
through
is in New York
for and which he has just finished cut- hit the air pockets about the two before.
a short vacation, and for conference
peaks. At one time the machine
with Richard A. Rowland, president
suddenly dropped several hundred
of Metro Pictures Corporation.
feet. The picture illustrates at that
It will be recalled that Mr. Brypoint the thoughts that came to
ant not only enacted the roles opBruce as he believed they were beposite Nazimova in several pictures
ing dashed to certain death.
but was responsible, either in collaboration with the star or entirely,
for the adaptations to the screen of
three of her special productions :
I The Brat," " Stronger Than
Death " and " Billions."
Teddy Sampson Now in
Gayety Comedies
After having been loaned to play
opposite Owen Moore in a feature
picture made in New York, Teddy
Sampson has returned to the
Christie studios in Los Angeles and
has begun work on the single-reel
Gayety comedies which are released
through Educational exchanges.
In the first of this series in which
she will appear she will share
honors with Thornton Edwards,
Mary Wynn and Henry Murdock.

Two of the remarkable scenes from the Bruce Scenic " The Man Who Always Sat Down," and the man who flew over the
Matterhorn to take them. They will be released through Educational Exchanges
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Mayer Selects Title for
Stewart Picture
" Playthings
" has
been
chosen by of
LouisDestiny
B. Mayer
as
the releasing title for the Anita
Stewart picture which was completed some time ago under the
working
of original
" The Tornado."
The storytitle
is an
by Jane
Murfin and Larry Trimble and
Anthony Paul Kelly, playwright and
screen author, journeyed from New
York to California especially to
prepare the scenario on the scene
of production. Edwin Carewe directed the picture, which will be
released as a Louis B. Mayer First
National attraction.
Anita Stewart is supported by a
brilliant cast, including Walter McGrail, Herbert Rawlinson, William
V. Mong, Richard Headrick and
Grace Morse. The photography is
by Robert B. Kurrle.
Metro has Story for
Gareth Hughes
Gareth Hughes soon will be seen
in the first special production to
be made under his new contract
with Metro.
" Barber
Boy,"pena of
swiftly
moving
taleJohn's
from the
Ben
Ames Williams, has been selected
by productions,
Bayard Veiller,
Metro's
chiefin
of
as the
vehicle
which the brilliant young player
will make his bow.
The story revolves about a boy
whose father went to prison for
twenty years for killing the doctor
who, through carelessness, had
caused the death of his wife. With
his return to his home town, he is
received with open arms by every
one but his own son Mike. The
son is ashamed of the fact that his
father is a jail-bird, and feeling
that he can never outlive the disgrace, makes up his mind to leave
town and start life anew; '

George
Beban
in Chicago
To Appear Personally at Riviera
and Newly Opened Tivoli Theatre
February 16th, so that " One Man
of " Oneis In
GE In BEBAN,
GEOR
a Million " will be one of its first
" which
a Millionstar
Man
attractions.
onuted
by Roberts
being distrib
The exploitation expert who is
Cole, reaches Chicago this week,
and there will remain for a period doing the advance work for Mr.
of three weeks which is to be ap- Beban's tour, which includes personal appearances at each theatre
portioned over three week-stands.
The first of these will be at the where " One Man In a Million " is
Riviera Theatre and the second at showing, is now in Chicago making
the Tivoli Theatre, both of which arrangements for a series of aphouses are managed by Balaban and
pearances byMr. Beban.
Katz.
In Milwaukee, the last city in
The second of these houses is a which Mr. Beban appeared, his production was shown at the Merrill
new two-million-dollar theatre seattheatre. He was the guest of
Chicago'sat honor at a dinner given by the City
latesting 4,500
and people,
finest which
house. isSituated
Cottage Grove and 63rd streets, it Club, and was received by the
the a
week
in
is in the center of a thriving dis- mayor. On Tuesday of W
yhe
trict and destined to become one of which he appeared in Milwaukee
the most popular Chicago houses. was given a luncheon by the Press
The Tivoli Theatre was opened on Club.

Walling"
Film
Vitagraph Starts Work

on
on a

Story
New

George
Randolph Chester
WHAT is declared by Vitagraph method of starting a picture. He
is arranging for all his exteriors
a great
showman's
turetoforbe1921
is being
startedpicat and locations before casting his picand taking a scene. This will
Yitagraph's Coast studio. It is allowturehim
to produce the picture
George Randolph Chester's " The without delay
when he once is
Son
of
Wallingford."
It
has,
first
started.
of all, a prominent author. For a
city must be turned over
dozen years Mr. Chester's series of to Athewhole
picture production for several
"stories
Get - Rich
Quick
Wallingford
"
have been popular.
days, declares the statement from
Vitagraph headquarters. A whole
" The Son of Wallingford " is the inland
lake afire from blazing crude
latest of the series, written especially for the screen by the author. But oil is said to be another of the big
it will appear in fiction form to fin- scenes which will require much
ish simultaneously with release in labor before and during the scene
to make it the spectacle it is inCollier's
Magazine,
it is declared.
Further, the
author himself,
George
tended to be. There are also deRandolph Chester, will personally
clared to be many thrilling incidirect the screen version, and has
dents, notable among them being
Anzia Yezierska Helps just arrived in California for the the one in which the hero and heroine are described to be trapped in
purpose. Mrs. George Randolph
in^Adapting Story
Chester, who collaborated with her a boat on the blazing lake of oil.
Goldwyn announces that Anzia husband in the writing of the new
Frank Heath has come from New
Yezierska. author of " Hungry Wallingford story, will assist him York as assistant director for Mr.
in its presentation on the screen.
Chester. Bert Ensminger of the
Hearts,"
busily onengaged
at the
Goldwyn isstudios
the Coast
in
Mr. Chester has inaugurated one Western Vitagraph studios, has
aiding the translation of her work departure
from
the customary been assigned to his staff also.
to the screen. The collection of
stories which make up the book are
being combined into a feature film.
' 'The Fat of the Land," one of
the short stories in " Hungry
Hearts," was selected by Edward
J.
anthologist,work
as the
bestO'Brien,
piece oftheimaginative
in
short form which the year 1919
produced.
Sam

Taylor

on Harold

Lloyd's Staff
The latest addition to the Hal
Roach comedy forces on the West
Coast, which recently completed the
new three-reel Harold Lloyd
comedy, " Now or Never," an Associated Exhibitors release through
Pathe, is Sam Taylor, who wrote
the scenario for " Now or Never,"
and served as " gag man " during
its production. Mr. Taylor formerly titled comedies for the old Kalem
company, and more recently wrote
feature continuity for Harry
Morey, Bessie Love and Alice Calhoun. Before joining the Roach
forces he was a director of Century comedies on the Coast.

Ruth RenickCole
and super-special,
Casson Ferguson
in "What's
Worth?"
directed
by Williama Wife
Christy
Cabanne a Robertson-

Picture

Newt

Irvin S. Cobb Signs Up
with Irving Lesser
morist, Irvin S. Cobb,
ned
the movies.
has joi
Word comes from Irser in gre
Losat Anving M. LesA'
huAMER
that Mr. S
Cobb has angelesIC
ure
to a connexed his signat
tract calling for his editing
g
tin
d s
the titles for
an
"Peck'wri
Bad Boy," starring
gan.
kie Coo
JacMr.
Cobb is now in Los
Angeles en route up the Pacific Coast on his speaking
tour. He plans to return to
Los Angeles within two
weeks and will immediately
occupy a desk in the Lesser
organization.
Irvin Cobb, while on his
recent visit to the West, was
the guest of many studios.
Realizing
offered himthe
in possibilities
creating funny
sayings
to accompany the
"Peck's Bad
Boy" film, he
signed the Lesser contract
Cobb is the latest of America's great authors to heed
the call of the movies.

Will Rogers' Vehicles
on 44 White List"
Goldwyn's popular star, Will
Rogers, is declared by Goldwyn to
be the first motion picture star to
have all of his pictures recommended for showing in churches.
All of his pictures appear upon the
" white list " of the Methodist
Episcopal church as suitable for
projection in church auditoriums,
it is stated.. One of his last season's pictures, " Jes' Call Me Jim,"
from J. G. Holland's old novel,
" Seven Oaks," has proved very,'
popular for church use.
Others
the "white
list"
are appearing
" Water, on
\Yater
Everywhere,' The
"
Strange Boarder,"
" Jubilo " and " Cupid, the Cowpuncher," etc.
Plunkett Books "Bill
and Bob " Series
Joseph
Plunkett.
director of the
Strand managing
theatre. New
York, and Moe Mark, recently witnessed a projection of "Trapping
the Bobcat," which sets the pace
for the rest of the " Adventures of
Bill and Bob " series released by
Pathe. It took them only a few
minutes longer to book the picture,
both for the Strand on Broadway
and the Strand in Brooklyn. Then
they
it unanimous,"
by
booking" made
the entire
series.
Fred McConnell Back in
New York
Fred McConnell has arrived again
in New York and is at present contemplating connections with one of
the larger distributors for special
work in the exploitation and pub-,
licity field. Mr. McConnell was
former assistant to Fred Quimby in
the organization of Associated Exhibitors. Last August he joined the
Pathe sales forces and has since1
been engaged on some special work
in
connection with Pathe serial releases.
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Johnny Hines in his latest " Torchy " comedy released by Educational, " Torchy
Mixes In "
Demand

for

Single

Reelers

Educational Reports Vanity and
Gayety
Series
Pass Estimates
ALTHOUGH the two brands appearing in no other pictures. Production iskept well ahead and with
have been available to exhibitors less than three months, Educa- six companies working on them it
tion Film Exchanges, Inc., reports is practical to give them unusual
that the demand for Vanity and attention and at the same time to
maintain the weekly release schedy series of single reel comeGayetdies
ule, the two series alternating.
has far passed first estimates
and that they have received bookings in first run theatres of importance that have set a new mark for Assemble Fine Cast in
deh. This
lengtered
the interf
picturesmand of
has not
with the
Ethel Clayton Film
bookings of the two-reel comedies,
Paramount
presents a strong supof which Educational is now reporting cast in the new Ethel Clayfour
leasing series, with two re- ten vehicle, " Sham," adapted by
leases every other week.
Douglas Doty from the play by
Although the four series of two Elmer Harris and Geraldine Bonreelers were booked on practically ner.
every big circuit solid, Educational
Miss Clayton is said to have an
states that the same organizations exceedingly agreeable role as Kathalmost without exception have also erine Van Riper. Others in the
taken the single reelers and that cast are Clyde Fillmore, the leadthose big chains are now showing
in the part of Tom Jafits whole product. The single reel- frey;ingaman,triumvirate
of character acers have been especially welcome to
tors supreme, consisting of Theothe big houses in cases where they
dore Roberts, Sylvia Ashton and
have unusually long features and Walter Hiers; Helen Dunbar, Arare still unwilling to omit a comedy
thur Carewe, Thomas Ricketts,
entirely from the bill. All exchanges Blanche Gray, Eunice Burnham and
have been directed to call the espe- Carrie Clark Ward, all in fine parts.
cial attention of exhibitors showing
Thomas Heffron handles the
these longer pictures to the Vanity megaphone, and Fred J. Robinson
and Gayety series.
is assistant, with Guy Wilky preAmong the theatres showing all
siding at the camera.
of these single reelers are the
This
is Miss Clayton's first WestStanley houses in Philadelphia; the
ern-made picture for Paramount
Jensen & Von Hergberg houses in since her return from abroad.
the Pacific Northwest ; the Parkway group in Baltimore; Tom
Moore's
in Washington
the Kathleen Myers OppoRowland houses
and Clark
chain in; the
ite Lloyd Hamilton
Pittsburgh district; the Libson theatres in Cincinnati ; the Ascher
Kathleen Myers, a young New
houses in Chicago ; the Skouras York girl, has been selected as leadtheatres in St. Louis ; the A. H.
ing woman by Lloyd Hamilton for
Blank theatres in Nebraska and the comedy
he is now producing for
Iowa; the Ruben and Finkelstein Educational. Miss Myers, who is
theatres in Minneapolis and Mil- a daughter of the manager of the
waukee ; the Loew theatres in
Steel Works of New JerCleveland and a number of others. Chrome
sey, has been on the screen but a
So important have these comedies short time, having gotten her first
come to be regarded that Educa- experience on a visit to Los Angetional has arranged to have special
les. She has played opposite Chesdirectors devote their entire time
ter Conklin in two pictures, with
to these pictures and the players Neely Edwards in two and in one
will give their entire time to them, with Jimmie Aubrey.

The
Saphead"
at Capitol
New York Dailies Speak Well of
William Crane and Buster Keaton
ment, enough of plot, suspense,
METRO'S "The
Saphead,"Smith,
pro- humor and characterization to make
duced by Winchell
topped
the the
bill week
of theof Capitol
well worth
tre during
Februarythea13, it Boyle
in seeing."
the News remarks :
and scored a pronounced success in " Buster Keaton's the whole play.
keeping with the fact that this pic- So I wouldn't advise you to go to
ture of Wall Street romance co- see it unless you like to chuckle
stars two actors beloved by the pub- through five reels of nonsense such
lic, William H. Crane, for many as always follows in the wake of
years one of the most famous of
American comedians, and Buster
youngWynden
man." Vail in the AmerKeaton, the sombre farceur of the thatGrace
screen.
ican describes " The Saphead " as
The consensus of opinion among " entertaining throughout and lusphotoplay critics is that " The Sapciously humorous."
head " is exceptional entertainment. head
The" as
Times
" The comSap" onereviewed
of the gayest
The reviewer for the Telegram
edies of the season — for this Keawrites in part as follows :
ton gravity is a bubbling source of
" Mr. Crane is as delightful on the
screen as he was on the speaking merriment." Mr. Crane's acting
" is marked by the ability that made
stage. He is ably seconded by Bus- him
such a prominent figure for
ter Keaton, who appears as the Saphead. . . . Mr. Keaton makes Buster
so manyKeaton
years : on the stage. " Of
his departure from the slapstick
" Keaton is a natural screen comcomedy in which he first gained recedian, a pantomimist, as all true
ognition. He has a subtlety of
screen
actors are . . . definitely
method that makes him an eligible
candidate for the more human field and subtly expressive, revealing
of straight comedy. ... It is many shades of subjective tragedy
a story that has all the elements that that are ridiculously comic from the
go to make up interesting entertain- outside point of view."

Pinehurst General Office
Pinehurst, N. C.
CAROLINA THEATRE
Feb. 13th, 1921
Vitagraph Branch Office,
Washington, D. C.
Gentlemen :
I cannot refrain from congratulating you on the splendid
production you have made of the famous old story of " Black
I have run nearly all of the big productions of aU the proBeauty."
ducers that are really worthy of the name of " big," but I have
yet to run one that met with such universal approval and commendation as did " Black Beauty." Vitagraph certainly has
done this beautifully.
If exhibitors are wide awake for pictures that will add prestige to their theatres as well as dollars to their pockets, they
will certainly avail themselves of this great opportunity, for
" Black Beauty " will not only draw the better class of people
to the theatres, but it will satisfy them thoroughly after they
come.
It is one of a few special productions on which an exhibitor
can raise his admission price with the absolute assurance that
his patrons will consider it well worth the added price.
" Black Beauty " is a credit to the industry.
Here is a little personal story that may interest you. Among
our guests here is a well known banker who seldom goes to the
" movies " when he is at home because so few of them he considers worth the time spent in seeing them. He came to see
" Black Beauty." At the matinee the next day he was back
with four others whom he brought. Over at Southern Pines,
the second night, he was there with an automobile load of
friends, and he told me he enjoyed it more the third time than
the first.
That's some recommendation for " Black Beauty."
Very truly your8,
• (Signed) CHAS. W. PICQUET.
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Men
One of the oldest-established companies in the
producing field requires the immediate services
of six first-class men to act as FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES.
Exchange Managers Should
Apply
for These Positions
The six .en we want are, today, probably Managers or Assistant Managers in large and reputable film exchanges. They must, at least, have
had some sound fihf- training. We do not want
dabblers — we want only steady, reliable men
who know the business thoroughly and want
to get on in it.
Accounting Experience an Advantage but not a First Necessity
The six men we want Ttust understand figures.
They do not need to be trained accountants,
but they must be able to make intelligent use
of financial statements.
Should Speak at Least One Foreign
Language — French or Spanish Preferred
The most can be got out of these six positions in
the foreign field by those applicants who have a
good working knowledge of either French or
Spanish and who are willing to perfect themselves in that language.
We Want Old Heads
On Young Shoulders
We are willing to accept young men for these six
jobs, but would prefer men over 25— either married or single. W e want live wires, but we don't
want thein of such high pressure that they'll
short-circuit and burn out.
They Must Know How
To
Handle
Men
Proven ability to handle .Tien and get results
without friction will be a big asset for the men
who are going to fill these six good jobs. If you
can point to something you have done in this
line, so much the better.
Each and Every One of
These Six Foreign Positions
Has a Quick and a Big Future
The foreign market of this company is ready to
give the six men who land these positions real
and quick futures. They will have to work
hard, but they will have their rewards in good
salaries and in futures which will be bounded
solely by their own ability and integrity of purpose. These jobs are not for four-flushers or
quarter-horses, but permanent connections for
energetic, purposeful men who want to develop
big, solid, worth-while places for themselves.
Write Fully
Correspondence Confidential
Give us complete details as to your film experience, ability and present occupation. All correspondence held strictly confidential. Address
Box 845, Motion Picture News, 729 7th Avenue,
N. Y. C

Picture

Sews

"TheDeviP'Heav
yB
ked
Indefinite Runs for il
Pictu
reoo
Are
Arranged in Several Large Cities
with the best, must be given full
WITH three
pre-release
showings, breaking three house opportunity to get the best pictures
records in New York City, Buffalo and under the same selling conditions that they are given the averand Lawrence, Mass., the Assoage
picture.the important bookings
Among
ciated Exhibitors' release, " The
Devil," featuring George Arliss, to date are the Keith & Proctor
has set the highest record in the circuit, the Mark
Strand Houses,
history of Pathe Exchange for the
B. S. Moss houses, the Stanlev
bookings in advance of release.
Statistics taken from the contract Circuit in Philadelphia, the Capitol
at Springfield, Mass.; the Walnut
records ten days before its release Theatre
at
date, February 6th, show that at Youngst Cincinnati ; the Liberty
own, O. ; the Metropractically every important first
politan at Cleveland, O. ; the Misrun center in the country has been
souri
Theatre
St. Louis; the
closed and that in several instances Liberty at Kansasat Citv
indefinite runs in large cities have at Newark, N. J.; the: the Rialto
Capitol at
been planned for the picture.
Oswego, N. Y. ; the lyric at Lima,
It is the emphatic desire of the O.
;
the
Rialto at Stamford, Conn.;
Associated Exhibitors and of the the Royal
Pathe Exchange to make it clear to the Strandat Hot Springs, Ark.;
at Canton, O. ; the
every exhibitor in the country that
" The Devil " will not be ' road- Orpheum at Akron, O. ; the Lafayette, New York City; the Rialto
showed.' As an organization
founded by exhibitors for the pur- at Lawrence, Mass. ; the Stadium
pose of serving exhibitors, it has and Roebling at Brooklyn, N. Y.
been firmly decided that the men
who operate theatres week in and and the New Stanley at Philaweek out, taking the fair pictures delphia.

Veteran
Pathe

Support
Announces

Cast

for Roland
of " Aveng-

ing Arrow," Set Ruiz,
for William
March
Steele 13th
as Don Carlos
Martinez,
Chief
Big Tree as
comthe
of
nt
nceme
THE annou
plete cast assembled to sup- Modoc, Frank Lacteen as Pablo
Chandler as the Herport Ruth Roland in " The Aveng- and Robert
mit. Mr. Lederer was for a long
Arrow,"
set
has
Pathe
which
ing
for release on March 13, reveals time associated with the old Vitthe names of players who have agraph western company, both as a
never before appeared with this player and director.
star, but whose prominence in important pictures of the past has
familiarized them to exhibitors and
fans alike.
The Pathe star's leading man is
orte-of
n'sdir
Edward Hearn, who attracted the
rightJoafea
newectsta
attention of serial devotees by his
abel
"AnnSC
, J.
,s
LY
d Lee
successful interpretation of the
reUL
nally
s LL
no
wa
sigIA
thi,"
Mtureho
WI
k at a reception tendered
juvenile lead with Jack Dempsey in
wee
to him by the New England
Pathe's "Daredevil Jack." Mr.
Hearn entered the screencraft five
Camera Chapter at the Copyears ago after an experience of
ley Plaza, Boston. ple
The occasome time in stock and repertoire
sion was the com tion of
stage companies. His first film
turepro"An
his,"lataestfivpic
n,
tioel
ducnab
e-reel
Lee
engagement was with Hobart Bosstarring Lorraine Harding
worth in "The White Scar."
Virginia Ainsworth and Vera
n,
k O'B
pand Jac
ted from
theriepoemand ofadathe
Sisson have the two principal feminine roles of the support. Miss
r
en
me
ga
me
sa
na
by
Ed
All
.
Poe
Ainsworth, who began her screen
career with the Selig Company in
Many tributes were paid
Chicago, has the heavy character in
the young director by those
" The Avenging Arrow," in which
present, most of whom were
she appears as Luisa Traganza, the
associated with Scully at one
evil genius of a family sworn to
time or other in his eventful
hatred of the house of Delgado,
screen career. Joe Mitchell
whose daughter Anita, the role
played by Ruth Roland, becomes
Chappie,
whom "Annabel
Lee"
was forproduced,
was the
the object of mystifying attacks.
toastmaster of the occasion.
The character role is entrusted to
Mr. Chappie gave a brief and
Vera Sisson. As White Faun, the
Indian Girl who becomes entangled
impressive
review of Scully's
in the plots against the Delgrados,
history.
Scully'sofrapid
rise
to
the forefront
filmdom,
Miss Sisson is making a reappearfrom an unknown amateur
ance after a long absence from the
screen. She is best remembered as
theatrical producer to promience in the cinema sphere.
leading rigan.
lady
for
J.
Warren
KerChappie declared, dates back
She then played leads for
six years ago, when David
Biograph
and
three
years
ago
retired from studio work.
Wark Griffith was first imThe other prominent parts in
bilities. pressed with Scully's possi" The Avenging Arrow " present
Otto Lederer as Don Jose Delgado ; S. E. Jennings as Joaquin i
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MUSIC

FREE

from tax for performing rights where played for purposes of profit is music upon which the copyright has expired,
or which has never been copyrighted. All other music may be taxed — some is not because the owners of the copyright are willing to waive the tax. They charge for orchestrations as a rule; that is their privilege; some do not>
that is likewise their privilege, but
GET

THIS

CLEAR

the purchase of an orchestration does not entitle the purchaser to use it for purposes of profit thru public performance, unless he is specifically relieved from payment of a performing rights license.
DO

YOU

WANT

something for nothing ? Did you ever get anything on that basis that was worth any more than nothing? The
tax on music is a just and fair charge, made in behalf of the composer, author and publisher, and divided between them, and is only charged where their copyrighted works are used to make a profit for others, never
charged when the music is played for personal entertainment.
ASK

US

for a copy of the law covering this subject; for a copy of the Supreme Court decision unanimously sustaining the
law; consult your own attorney concerning it, and abide by his decision, his advice, not ours. If you do, you
will apply for a license now, at the present rate, for a long term.

we suggest in your own~interest thoroughly
yourselfEV
on the matter, and avoiding violation of the law, for
IN posting
ANY
ENT
we shall certainly institute proceedings to protect our rights, in every instance where they are encroached upon.

American

Society
AUTHORS

56

West

45th

AND
Street,

of

Composers

PUBLISHERS
New

York

City

NOTE — Licenses are available NOW for extended periods, at present rates. If you care for one, u>rite us; if
not please simply comply with the law and we will all avoid useless and expensive litigation.
Berlin, Irving, Inc.
Broadway Music Corporation
Chappell-Harms, Inc.
Enoch & Sons
Feist, Leo, Inc.
Fisher, Fred, Inc.
Forster, F. J. A.

PUBLISHERS
Goodman & Rose, Inc.
McKinley Music Co.
Gordon, Hamilton S.
Marks, Edward B., Music Co.
Harms, T. B., Company
Mills, Jack, Inc.
Pace & Handy Music Co., Inc.
Harms, T. B. & Francis, Day &
Hunter
Paull, E. T., Music Company
Harris, Charles K.
Remick & Co., Jerome H.
Kendis, Brockman Music Co., Inc.
Richmond, Maurice, Inc.
And 200 Composers and Authors

BALTIMORE
Ed. H. Chesterman,
2607 Keyworth Avenue,
Baltimore, Md.
BOSTON
Paul Amundson,
811 Tremont Bldg.,
Boston, Mass.
BUFFALO
Henry C. Price,
947 Ellicott Square Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
CHICAGO
E. S. Hartman,
1630 Tribune Bldg.,
Chicago, Illinois.
CINCINNATI
John W. Weinig,
First National Bank Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
CLEVELAND
Frankel & Frankel,
1019 Guardian Bldg..
Cleveland, Ohio.

ADDRESS THE NEAREST OFFICE FOR INFORMATION
DALLAS
R. Bldg.,
S. Simon, MILWAUKEE
F. D. Robertson,
511 North Texas Bldg.,
434 Merchants & Mfgrs. Bank
Dallas, Texas.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
DETROIT
MINNEAPOLIS
Frank R. Dentz,
Joss
& Ohman,
225 Elmhurst Avenue,
Minnesota
Loan & Trust Bldg.,
Highland Park, Mich.
Minneapolis, Minn.
INDIANAPOLIS
Barney Larkey, NEWARK
Edward O. Snethen,
Prudential
Newark, N.Bldg.,
J.
416 Indiana Trust Bldg.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
PHILADELPHIA
American Society of Composers,
KANSAS CITY
Authors
& Publishers,
616
Heed Bldg.,
Friedberg
&
O'Sullivan,
Kansas City, Mo.
1211 Filbert St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
LOS ANGELES
Philip Cohen,
Allan Davis, PITTSBURGH
812 Pantages Theatre Bldg.,
408 Union Arcade,
7th & Hill Streets,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Los Angeles, California.

Ricordi, G., & Co., Inc.
Shapiro, Bernstein
& Co., Inc.
Skidmore
Music Company,
Inc.
Victoria Publishing Company
Von Tilzer, Harry, Music Pub. Co.
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co.
Witmark, M. & Sons
Stark & Cowan

PORTLAND
Yeon Bldg.,
Julius
Cohen,
Portland, Oregon.
SAN FRANCISCO
Samuel M. Roeder,
1302 Humboldt Bank Bldg.,
San Francisco, California.
SEATTLE
Clark R. Belknap,
Hoge Bldg.,
Seattle, Wash.
ST. LOUIS
O'Hallaron & Lowenhaupt,
1305 Third Nat. Bank Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
SYRACUSE
Earl I. Freshman.
516 Dillaye Memorial Bide.,
Syracuse, N.TOPEKA
Y.
Newell
&
Wallace,
New England Bldg.,
Topeka, Kansas.
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The camera work on " The Sky
Ranger,"
latest George
serial, is completed.
So B.
endsSeitz
the
thirteenth serial with which Mr.
Seitz has been intimately connected,
either in the capacity of author,
director, producer or star. In it he
has combined the three named
duties with characteristic Seitz
energy and finesse. He has no
compunction, either, about this being his thirteenth serial. Instead
of its being a jinx, on the contrary,
he feels it is the best, and necessarily the most successful, of the
long line ahead.
Followers of Mr. Seitz aeree that
each of his serials has outshone the
previous one and no one person in
serialdom has made more innovations for the delight of the thrill
seekers who breathlessly follow
their idolized star through perilous
predicaments from week to week
than George Brackett Seitz.
Co-starred with the author-producer in " The Sky Ranger " is
June Caprice, who will make her
bow to serialdom thereby. There
is a cast that sounds like a Seitz
super-serial, including such well

the

LILLIAN

News

PROGRAMS

Studios

R .

GALE

Marmont has worked opposite Miss
Griffith, the other being " The
Climbers," a film of several months
ago.
Once upon a recent time a wise
man said that " Some day films
will run for a solid year on Broadway." "Over the Hills," the Fox
production directed by Harry Millarde promises to fulfil the prophecy, the run being well into the
sixth month, with no evidences of
" last week " in sight.

ABOUT
DIRECTORS
Tom Terriss, for the past three
years, principal director of the Vitagraph Company, and responsible
for many of their greatest productions, has severed connection with
Vitagraph and become affiliated
with the International Film Company. He will start work shortly
on a special production.
Mr. Terriss, while with Vitagraph, was responsible for the initial popularity of Alice Joyce, and
among others of his successes with
this star can be pointed out " The
Lion and the Mouse," " The Third
Degree " and the Rex Beach adapt"Vengeance
of production
Durand."
Shortly ationafter
the latter
Mr. Terriss contracted with Vitagraph to ' produce only specials
bearing his name as trademark, and
in this manner were presented
" Trumpet Island," and the widely
exploited " Dead Men Tell No
Tales." Both of these were acknowledged immense box office attractions.
Mr. Terriss's
last special
production for
Vitagraph,
and
shortly to be released, the David
Belasco success, " The Heart of
Maryland," is said to be conceded
by the company as the finest picture known by them since its inception into the business. Pre-release
news regarding what story Mr. Terriss will first direct for International indicates that he has his eye
upon a very remarkable one that
was published in the Cosmopolitan
and one in which he has great confidence.

THEATER

Picture

Pauline Starke as she will appear in
" Salvation Nell "
known players as Peggy Shanor,
Harry Semels, Frank Redman, Joe
Cuny, Charles Revada and Thomas
Goodwin.
Frank Leon Smith, author of
" The Sky Ranger," chose the elastic world of science as the background for the romance, adventure
and mystery, the three serial requisites, artistically combined and
sprinkled throughout with a characteristic vein of Smith humor
which always distinguishes a SmithSeitz serial. The camera work,
done by Edward Snyder, an exservice man, is said to be of unusual
merit, while the production has
been enhanced by beautifully decorated art titles, which were executed
by the well known landscape artist,
Robert Amick.
Lem F. Kennedy has just completed the first of a series of independent productions, entitled " The
New
Kenyon Minster,"
and Murielfeaturing
Kingston. Robert
Upon
completion of the editing and titling
of this initial production, Mr. Kennedy will begin preparations immediately upon his second feature. Mr.
Kennedy will be assisted again by
Walter R. Sheridan, who capably
acted as assistant in the making of
" The New Minister." In fact, the
association is permanent. Williard
Van der Veer, who was responsible for the photography, will continue to serve in a like capacity.

In these days of scientific discoveries a great deal of credit is selfimposed upon those who claim to
have " discovered " our celebrities.
Recently George L. Sargent, whose
four pictures for Vitagraph placed
him in the topmost rank as a director, was being assured that the double exposure work in " The Broadway Bubble " was among the best
of the year's output and that each
of his pictures excelled its predeces or. You
"
are fast becoming a
great celebrity as a director, Mr.
Sargent," said a new acquaintance.
" Thanks," answered the director.
But I have yet to hear who claims
the distinction of having 'discovered 'me. If you ever happen to
hear and want to get in solid let me
know who it was, for whoever he
was, he has something coming to
him, and, in the words of Bert
Williams, ' He's going to get somethin' that he don't expect.' " Which
illustrates Mr. Sargent's ability to
leave one wondering if it is more
clever to be subtle than humorous
or vice versa. Which reminds us
of the title of his more recent offerings, It
" Isn't Being Done This
Season " and " False Colors."
E. H. Griffith will direct Alice
Brady's
production
for inRealart and next
is already
engaged
the
initial stages of the work.
" ' Outside the Law ' has nothing
to do with the Eighteenth Amendment," remarked Tod Browning,
who wrote and directed that picture. "So far as that goes, there
is a simple, infallible way to get
high-powered liquor INSIDE the
law." He chuckled. " Offer it to

Carmel Myers, Universal star, whose
marriage to I. N. Kornblum, the composer, has been announced
and he has many amusing stories
to tell. One of them has to do
with a casting director in the early
days, who was not familiar with
stage celebrities.
Mr. Neill was acting in a picture
at the studio and Francis Wilson
and William H. Crane, who were
friends of his, and were curious to
see how pictures were made, came
to visitroomhim
one day.
big ballscene was
to be Afilmed
the
next onday,
andwhen
the Mr.
director's
mind
was
it, so
Neill introduced his friends he said, to their
amazement :
" Yes ; they'll do. That is, if they
have dress suits. Five dollars a
day each, you know."
Joseph M. Schenck has purchased
" Beauty or Brains," an original
sociated First National picture, to
John Emerson-Anita Loos story,
for Constant Talmadge's next Asf ollow " Wedding Bells." " Beauty
or Brains " is a temporary title
only, and will be changed during
the process of the picture, which
will be put into the works next
Monday, with Victor Flemming as
director. Mr. Flemming recently
directed Constance Talmadge in
" Mamma's Affair," adapted by
Emerson-Loos from Rachel Barton Butler's
play ofwilltheplay
sameopposite
name.
Kenneth
Harlan
Constance in " Beauty or Brains."
Salisbury Field's play, " Wedding
Bells," Constance's
Chet "Withey
production,
is now being
cut and
assembled by Mr. Withev, readv for

Browning is looking for a girl
awith
policeman."
youth, beauty and dramatic
ability to play " Fanny Herself."
Laemmle,
bigCarl
chief,
admits Tod
thatBrowning's
his little
daughter, Rosabella, wants a screen
" What's Your Reputation career, and that he generally lets
Worth? " is the title supplanting the her have what she wants.
Which may indicate . . . ?
one originally announced as the first
titling.
" will" follow the" Wedding
release ofBells" Lessons
in
picture to be directed by Webster
Love," which latter film has been
scheduled for its initial showing at
Campbell, starring Corinne Griffith, with Percy Marmont, the emiJames Neill, of the Goldwyn play- the New York Strand theatre some
nent English actor, in support. This
ers, has been in motion pictures
is the second picture in which Mr. since the days of their beginning, time in Mav. " Beautv or Brains "
will follow "Weddine" Bells."
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separate enterprise, the agreement
calls for one of the Christie comedies released by Educational to be
shown during the same performance.

ABOUT
PLAYERS
When the trade press was introduced to Pauline Starke by Whitman Bennett at the " Last of the
Free Lunches" (so-called) in the
First Field Artillery Armory, New
York, the representatives were not
informed that "Salvation Nell"
was Miss Starke's first picture in
the east. The home of the promising screen debutante is in Los
Angeles, where she has been playing
exclusively in the west coast
studios. Mr. Bennett first noticed
the actress in " Soldiers of Fortune," more than a year and a half
ago and has been waiting for an
opportunity since, to cast her in
one of his productions. The title
role of " Salvation Nell " filled the
bill, and as a result Miss Starke
was lured to the east, for the
making of the picture which will be
released via First National upon its
completion, in June.

Enid Bennett, starring in " Keeping Up
With Lizzie,"recteda by Lloyd
Hodkinson
release, diIngraham

Carmel Myers, star in many
Universal pictures, has been married for a year and a half to I. N.
Kornblum, a musical comedy composer, ithas just been made public.
A long period of secrecy was due
to a romantic pact between Miss
Myers and the composer at the time
of their marriage. Kornblum was
at that time working on " Blue
Eyes," and the film star was playing in " musical
The Magic
Melody," a
Broadway
success.
Theirs was a boy and girl
romance, they admit. They have
known each other since they were
four years old, both being natives
of San Francisco, and both having
gone to school and later studied
music together.
When Miss Myers deserted motion pictures a year or so ago to
enter musical comedy, Kornblum
followed her to New York and
asked her to return West as his
bride. She was interested in her
career and would not listen to him,
so they now confess. He returned
to California, but soon visited the
East again, and this time won the
little star's consent to an immediate
but secret marriage.
Carmel's mother was the only one
let in on the secret at first, but it
later bersspread
to several
of the two
families.other memLess than a year ago, Miss Myers,
as she chooses to be called, forsook
the stage and returned to Universal
City, to enter pictures again. Since
that time she has been starred in
four Universal successes, " In
Folly's Trail," "The Gilded
Dream," " Beautifully Trimmed,"
and " the Mad Marriage."
After the completion of " The
Mad mother
Marriage,"
Miss inMyers
her
came East
time toand
be
present at Atlantic City for the
first
" Blue toEyes."
The
star try-out
had to ofreturn
Universal
City before the Broadway premiere
of the musical comedy, in order to
start work on her current picture,
" The Dangerous Moment," which
now is nearing completion under
the direction of Marcel de Sano.
The announcement of her marriage will make no change in her
plan to remain under the Universal
banner for many months to come.
Her early appearance in a big pica Jewess,"
said toture, "The
be a Heart
human ofinterest
story
almost without equal, is promised
by Mr. Carl
Laemmle, head of the
Universal
Company.

" Making Good " and in the Metro
production starring Bert Lytell,
" The Man Who."
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
The envied role opposite Jack
request that publication issue their
denial that Dorothy Devore, Barrymore in " The Lotus Eater,"
featured player in Christie for which preliminary steps are
Comedies, has forsaken them to already under way, will be played
Anna Q. Nillson, which is good
join another feature organization. by
The unauthentic news seems to news for everybody.
have been printed in some of the
publications usually purchased by
In the story of " The Man Who,"
motion picture followers, much to in which Virginia Valli is playing
the chagrin of Educational officials. opposite Bert Lytell, there is an incident of her walking barefoot down
Miss Devore is regularly being
featured in two reel Christie Fifth Avenue as the result of a bet.
Comedies, the most recent of these With the recent manifestations of
wintry weather that have made
being " Movie Mad " " Man vs.
Woman " and " The Reckless Sex." New York snowbound, this fete is
impossible and, accord" Possibly the error was caused," naturally
ingly, Miss Valli, the star and the
say
Educational,
"
because
of
the
fact that Christie did loan Miss director have journeyed southward
this incident will be filmed in
Devore to Charles Ray as his lead- where
one of the Florida cities.
ing woman in "Forty Five Minutes
Before her work in " The Man
from Broadway," but she immediately returned to Christie where Who," Virginia Valli created the
she has remained ever since under part of Lady Alice Pipinworth in
Sentimental Tommy " for Famous
long time contract, her entire atten- "Players
and was recently seen in
tion being devoted to her work in
"The
Silver Lining" supporting
the two reelers."
Carmen and in " The
Helen Darling, a former Christie Jewel
Plunger" opposite George Walsh.
Comedy favorite, has been engaged
Mary Alden says there are times
for Universal comedies. For the
present she will play supporting when she wishes her hair would
roles with Dorothy Wolbert, turn gray. It would save her a lot
Universal's eccentric comedienne. of time, if it would. For Miss AlMiss Darling was called to
den, who is one of the best characUniversal at the suggestion of
ter actresses on the screen, is alwas
being offered mother parts in
William Beaudine, their new
comedy director, formerly affiliated motion pictures and as she is a
with Christie comedies, and who young woman, with never a gray
was, therefore, well acquainted with hair in her head, it is rather difficult
the work of the young film player. to make her hair look as it should
Miss Darling's
by to suggest middle-age. She does
Universal
is anotherengagement
step in what
it by a liberal applying of alumUniversal chooses to call its inum.
Lewis S. Stone is by way of beMiss Alden is playing now in
coming a pianist and it is all beI drive " to make Universal short
comedies second to none. Several
cause
in the " silent drama."
Rupert
Hughes'
"The
Old
Nest,"
new directors and two new comedy which is being screened at the It sounds he is
like a paradox but it happens also to be the truth. It all
units have recently been added by Goldwyn studio. In it she has a
the film company.
came about when Victor Schertzinvery appealing part as a mother.
ger, who directed the Goldwyn picWilliam Russell, the athletic Fox
Fay Tincher, featured player in
ture, "The Concert," told Mr.
star, is a resourceful man. Being two-reel Christie comedies, is this Stone, who plays the part of the
8,000 feet up in the Sierras, making week making personal appearance maestro, that a great deal of work
the new million dollar Missouri would be necessary in order that he
scenes
" Bare
Knuckles,"
and at
theatre, St. Louis, in connection should have good " piano manners."
40
milesforfrom
a bathtub,
he shed
The fact that no sound would
his impedimenta, took a dive into a with the showing of her comedies.
snowdrift and called it a bath.
After finishing this engagement she come from the piano would make
will appear in a number of the other no difference. Every movement of
Famous Players houses in Mis- Mr. Stone's at the piano must give
Tammany Young, who as a " film souri.
the impression that he really was
thug
"
needs
no
introduction
was
recently seen in the Robert G.
playing the music. Mr. Stone
Miss
Tincher
is
on
a
two
months'
Vignola production for Cosmo- leave of absence from the studios in agreed and then went Mr. Schertzinger one better by saying that he
order to make this personal appearpohis
litan,Straight
" latest ispictures
the Way."
ance tour, and although it is a thought the best way to assure that
Among
are

was to play the piano, really, and
not fake it. Mr. Schertzinger said
he had no objections to that and
Mr. Stone hied himself to a good
music teacher.
He had the advantage of having
sung a great deal and being able to
read music and so he made rapid
progress. When he came to the
studio, he said he could play
" Liebestraum " and proved it was
no idle boast by doing it.
Gladys Gentry
a New
Screen Personality
Gladys Ballard, winsome Bluegrass girl, who won much notice
during the war by her capable
work as a lieutenant in the Woman's Motor Corps of the police reserves in New York, and whose
pjiquant personality and chalrm
has recently attracted much attention on the screen in Metro pictures, in future will be known as
Gladys Gentry.
Miss Ballard, or Mjss Gentry as
she now wishes to be known,
comes from Louisville, Kentucky.
Her decision to take up a screen
career led also to her determination to assume a stage name for
the sake of euphony, as well as
the perfectly
proper
desire to for
retain her priviate
nomenclature
her friends and intimates. She is
a niece of David R. Francis,
former governor of Missouri and
sia.
United States Ambassador to RusNew Vignola Production
Unanimously
Acclaimed
Such a unanimous acclamation
as few feature motion pictures
have received, was accorded Robert G. Vignola's special production for Cosmopolitan-Paramount,
" Straight Is the Way," by the
critics of the New York newspapers last week when it opened
for an engagement at Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld's Rivoli theatre.
Without a single exception the
critics gave unstinted praise to Mr.
Vignola's latest production, praising the director for his brilliant
success in transferring Ethel
Watts
great
shortit
story to Mumford's
the screen, and
ranking
with the best that the silversheet
has had to offer in recent months.
That the critics were right in
their judgment of the pcture was
attested by the box office receipts
which reached an exceptional mark
despite the fact that during the
week of the showing New York
was in the grip of one of the worst
snow storms and traffic tie-ups of
this year which caused a general
slump ricalthroughout
the entire theatdistrict.
The New York Evening Post,
considered an extremely conservative newspaper, said : " ' Straight Ic
the
' is as
aboutWaycrooks
anddiverting
ladies aas piece
has
come this way in a total eclipse
or two . . . with a happy
treatment that distinguishes it from
the thousand and one of its class."
The New York World which is another newspaper not gven to extravagant praise of the screen
said : " This picture is an exceptionally interesting one of its kind
. . . and those who sit back and
enjoy a puzzuer will find nothing
better in filmland."
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Motion

Jessen's

Studio
In the Earl Williams Productions
" The Secret of the Silver Car "
BRUNTON
being directed by David Smith, the
players selected to support Williams
and Kathryn Adams as leading
Randolph Lewis is here with con- woman are Emmett King, John
tinuities for three Kipling stories, Steppling and Geoffrey Webb.
prepared in England. They will be
Director Jess Robbins has comproduced for Pathe by Robert
story for the new " Jimmy
Brunton, with James Young direct- Aubrey pleted
"ductiontwo
reel comedy
and proing.
isto start
within next
few
The H. L. Frothingham produc- days.
tion "The Other Woman" was
Larry Semon has completed
given a trade showing here on Fri- " The Rent Collector." It was
day. Mr. Hodkinson was present. shipped on Monday.
The negative has been shipped to
New York.
Director Ed Sloman is now makLASKY
ing final scenes for Frothingham's
" Ten Dollar a Week Raise."
Jesse Lasky is here.
featuring William Mong. The
Tom Meighan is leaving for the
complete cast consists of Helen
East to work on " The Conquest of
Jerome
Eddy, Scott
the beBooth
Cooley, Margaret
De O'Malley,
La Motte, Hal
and Canaan,"
story. It will
made Tarkington
under the
Lincoln Flummer.
direction of Roy Neil.
David Butler productions are reTom Forman will direct " Cappy
suming work at the Brunton
from a series of stories by
studios. Fred Butler is directing Ricks,"
Peter B. Kyne. Albert Levino is
the filming of " Sophia Semenoff " now writing the continuity.
by Wallace Irwin. The cast inHerbert Rawlinson is playing
cludes Helen Ferguson, William
opposite
Clayton inWilliam
" Wealth,"
Walling, Jack Cosgrove, Frances by CosmoEthelHamilton.
D.
Raymond, and Alice Wilson.
Taylor
will
direct.
Eliot Howe is to direct the
Milford Parker and " The Money
Hampton Federal productions, suc- Maker
ceeding Howard Hickman.
Northern" company
California. are back from
The Benjamin B. Hampton
Roscoe Arbuckle has completed
Production " The Man of the " Crazy to Marry," under the direction of James Cruze. The company
Forest has
" adapted
on Zane and
Grey's
novel
been completed
the
Federal Producing forces are now will next work in George Pattullo's
centering their attention on the film- story " Gasoline Gus."
ing of the most recent Zane Grey
UNIVERSAL
novel
" The Mysterious
Rider."ComProduction
of the Dial
pany's subject for W. W. HodkinBaggot will direct " Thou
son "The Light in the Clearing " ArtKingWith
Me," starring Carmel
by Irving Bacheller is progressing Myers, an emotional
story of New
most satisfactorily under the direction of T. Haves Hunter.
York's
ghetto,
by Lucien Hubbard
and Dorris
Schroeder.
VITAGRAPH
John M. Quinn, general manager,
is here for a conference with President Smith and various exchangemen.
The last episode of " Fighting
Fate " serial was shipped East on
Monday.
William Smith Jr., has been
selected to . photograph Chester's
" The Son of Wallingford."
Upon completion of " The Secret
of
the Silver
" starring
Earle
Williams,
DaveCarSmith
will begin
production of a special from the
Curwood story, " The Flower of
the North."
been
prepared. The continuity has
President Albert E. Smith is
assisting the members of William
Duncan-Edith Johnson Fighting
Fate serial company by giving them
a vacation of two weeks before the
staff undertakes another new production the continuity for which is
now ready. No announcement concerning the nature of the next
Duncan serial has been made.
The locations have been selected
by George Randolph Chester for
his production " The Son of Wallingford." He is now casting the
subject.

" Human Hearts," by Hal Reid,
an all star production, is now being
cast by Director Rollin Stugeon.
Five directors are now editing
" False Colors," " The Dangerous
Moment," " Patches," " Roman
Romeos," and " Fighting Blood."
Eugene Rhodes, author of " The
Homeward Trail," starring Harry
Carey, is with the company during
production.
Carl Laemmle pulled the switch
to illuminate the $200,000 Monte
Carlo set for " Foolish Wives."
Norman Dawn, and Eva Novak
and her company, are in Northern
California, securing snow exteriors
for the Alaskan storv, " The Evil
Short Westerns now in production
are
: > " The
West,"
starring
HootWild,
GibsonWild
under
the
Half."
direction of William Craft, with
Marcella Pershing in the lead ; and
" The Outlaw," starring Jack
Perrin, under the direction of Edward Laemmle. with Louise
Lorraine in the lead.
Director Worthington, Edith
Roberts, Edward Burns, and
Charles Clary are working at La
Guna beach, getting exteriors for
" The
Shutter."
Joe Open
Martin
has adopted three
orang-outangs arriving this week
from Borneo.

News

by

Picture

News

Wire

GOLDWYN
Frank Lloyd will direct the Rita
Weiman screen play, " The Grim
Comedian." The casting is being
done by Bess Meredith, who colcontinuity. laborated with the author on the
Director Wallace Worsley has
completed the LeRoy Scott story
" The Night Rose," featuring
Leatrice Joy and Lon Chaney.
Helene Chadwick, Richard
Tucker, and Theodore Von Eltz
have been added to the cast of
" The Old Nest."
An original story by Charles
Kenyon, entitled " Beating the
Game,"Moore.
will be the next play for
Tom
The title of Thomas Buchanan's
'' The
Bridal Path." now nearing
completion under the direction of
Mason Hopper, has been changed
to " Look Before You Leap.
The Will Rogers Company is at
Jackson, California, taking exteriors for "The Bashful Romeos."
LeRoy Scott has completed an
original screen play titled " The
Mother,"
duction. shortly to be put in pro-

Claire Adams and Frankie Lee in " A
Certain Rich
Man," a forthcoming
W.
W. Hodkinson
picture

r.ow in the making under the direction of Jerome Storm.
Carter de Haven has completed
the editing of " The Girl in the
Taxi," negative and sample has
been shipped to New York officers,
Associated First National.
The Southern Pacific Railroad
officials have named a new stopping
ROBERTSONpoint on" their
Hartford
Station
after system
David " Hartford,
COLE
producer of James Oliver Curwood
stories for First National. At this
Pauline Fredericks has started a point on the railroad, Hartford
caused to be constructed a Canadian
new story, as yet unnamed.
Clyde Fillmore is playing oppo- village to be used in filming of
site her. Henry King is directing. exteriors for the " Golden Snare."
L. J. Gasnier has engaged Fritzie
Brunette, William Carleton, and
REALART
Sam De Grasse to play the leads in
a production just started, which is
from an original story entitled
Announcement from Realart
" Wives."
studios is to the effect that the
Colin Campbell is beginning a Wanda Hawley subject temporarily
new Sessue Hayakawa production,
titled " Sweetie Peach " has been
" The Swamp," by Hayakawa, who completed,
and the Mary Miles
plays the role of a Chinese vegetable
Minter
subject
will be
finished
in
a
few "Jerry"
days.
man in New York's East Side.
Bessie Love has been engaged as
The
Bebe
Daniels
company
is
the female lead.
Christy Cabanne is filming the taking the beach scenes for "two J
with Pay"
and the
informadrama " The Pretenders." The Weekstion is given
that Bebe
Daniels
will
cast includes Harriett Hammond.
in beach costumes, the first
Dave Winter, Josephine Crowell, appear
time since she left the Harold Lloyd
George Nichols, Dulsie Cooper, Comedies.
Bennie Billings, Cora Drew, HarriThomas Heffron has been selected
son Gordon, Helene Lynch, and to direct the next Wanda Hawley
Gerald Pring.
subject and Maynard Lasswell will
act as his assistant.
FIRST
HERE
AND
NATIONAL
THERE
Charles Ray staff has completed
A number of players have been
editing
" Scrap
" andshipped
negativeto selected
and sample
workIronwere
for additional important
New York officers, Associated First parts in the Production Picture
National this week. Casting this
production include Vera Steadman, ment
Corporation
— s uFlorence
b j efc t Lawrence.
" L'nfold" starring
Charles
K. French
will play the,
Lydia
Knott,
Tom
O'Brien,
Stanton
Heck, Tom Wilson, Charles part of Newspaper publisher.
Wheelock as principals for Ray.
Barbara Bedford will be the in '
B. F. Fineman, general manager genue
and Wade Boetler will
of Kathleen McDonald Corpora- seen as the sporting editor. All 1
tion has selected Roy Stewart and addition to the players originall
Betty Ross Clarke as principals in selected for the leading parts wh
support of Miss MacDonald in her are William Conklin. Albert Pris
tenth First National production and Lydia Knott.
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Facade and balcony plan, Walkerville theatre, Walkerville, Ontario.
C. Howard Crane, architect, Elmer G. Kiehler
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3CCUPYING a lot, 70 feet in width
and 110 feet deep, a very beautiful
and impressive cinema and vaudelle palace has been erected as a monuent to the people of Walkerville, by the
Walkerville Theatre Company, of Wal;rville, Ontario. Although the theatre
xupies a fairly small sized lot, it has
;en so designed that the auditorium, itlf, is rather deceiving as to its size. One
ould naturally believe, upon entering the
iditorium, that the capacity was at least
) per cent greater than the actual count,
his has been accomplished by a welludied series of arches and vaults.
The entire ceiling of the theatre is
ghtly vaulted. The auditorium is very
mpact, having a center bank of seats
d two side banks with side aisles along
e auditorium walls. There are twentyur rows of seats on the main floor,
ch is a very fine depth and gives an unual intimacy with the stage, which is the
ramount requirement in a vaudeville
use. The seating capacity of the first
or is 741 seats. The balcony is reached
ough two vomitories at the rear of the
th row of seats, which enter a spacious
)ss aisle. The seating capacity of the
Icony is 452, with an additional 32 seats
the state boxes. The operators' room is
:ated at the rear and is of exceptional
e. The equipment of this booth is comte in every detail.
The interior of the auditorium is most
istically treated and decorated to
lieve an intimate effect, which is very

of

the

Walkerville

Newest
George

Kiehler,

Theatre
One

of

Its Architects

Mezzanine plan of the Walkerville theatre
necessary to the success of every auditorium. The sounding board is a perfect
ellipse and the ornamentation is very
cleverly executed by skilled artisans. The
perforated sections over the state boxes,
as shown in the accompanying photographs, are the speaking openings from
the organ chambers. Unfortunately, the
pastel tones which are blues, grays and
golds, do not reproduce very satisfactory
in photograph. The ceiling over the balcony is panelled and very highly deco-

Main floor plan #/ Walkerville theatre

rated and enriched by ornamentation
which has been colored in polychrome
shades and glazed. From the center of
the sounding board hangs a gorgeous lighting fixture with a concealed diffuser, the
main bands and frame of the fixture being treated in old gold and polychrome
tones and the balance is beautifully decorated parchment ; the background for the
ornamentation is amber. Fixtures of a
similar character were installed over and
under the balcony. Each fixture is
equipped with diffusers which are used to
illuminate the auditorium during the time
pictures are being shown. The house is
lighted by means of different colored
lights which are separately controlled
from the switch-board on the stage and
arranged so that the lights can be
dimmed and colors blended, giving a very
pleasing glow instead of a sharp, glarry
light. A Verde Antique marble base has
been carried around the entire auditorium.
The aisles are covered with linotile, of
4x4 red tiling and a black interliner.
Particular care was exercised by the
architects in determining the sight lines
and the acoustics, which are perfect. A
great amount of study was given to the
beautiful interior and its adjoining
lounges, promenades and retiring rooms.
The lobby, which leads to the main foyer,
and the entrance to which is directly in
the center of the building, has been very
simply treated and decorated in soft, pastel shades. The walls are of white Italian
{Continued on page 1972)
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Theatre

South

Bend's

New

Room

is

Outside

Playhouse

e, South Bend's
ckston
THE
newestBlaand
most magnificent theatre to be devoted to the showing
of photoplays, opened to the public early
in February. City officials and a few invited guests attended a preliminary opening previous to the general opening and
were very well satisfied with the new
structure.

Few theatres in the entire country are
more elaborate or have so large a seating capacity and none can excel the
Blackstone from the point of roomy comfort and the safety of the patrons.
The theatre was started 16 months ago
and is located on the east side of one of
the busiest blocks on Michigan street, just
south of Jefferson boulevard. The playhouse cost over $500,000, is absolutely
fire-proof and is equipped from cellar to
dome with the most modern appliances
of every description. Aside from the
doors and window casings there has been
no wood used in the construction work.
With solid concrete floors and stairways,
tile lobby and imported marble wainscoting, there is an air of solidity and permanence that is convincing.
The Blackstone has a seating capacity
of 2,500 with the rows of seats gradually
rising from the orchestra rail to the highest elevation in ascending circles, similar to the old Roman coliseum. There
is no balcony, for the connecting steps
and stairways make the entire auditorium
one vast area of desirable locations. The
main lobby entrance strikes about midway in the seat elevation and patrons may
choose their locations either on the higher
or lower levels.
As stated, there is no balcony, as the
term is commonly used in connection with
theatres, no section of seats across the
back of the auditorium separated from
the main floor, but on either side of the
house are mezzanine balconies extending
back from near the stage until they connect with the circling seats. This innovation in seating arrangement does away
with the stage boxes and every seat is
so situated that the picture being shown
can be viewed without tiring the eyes.
There is not a single post in the entire
theatre and every seat has an unobstructed view of the screen.
The Blackstone was designed by Henry
Newhouse, a Chicago architect, who has
planned many theatres and has endeavored to combine in this structure all the
most practical and advantageous features
that go to make a safe, modern and beautiful edifice for the showing of the silent
drama.
The front of the theatre is im-

at

Displays

Many

pressive and artistic. Ten massive columns decorate the facade. Immense urns
and balconies conceal the lighting system
that makes the theatre brilliantly attractive. A handsome and elaborate electric
sign adds to the illumination and a generous canopy extends over the sidewalk.
Ralph Sollitt & Sons Construction Co. of
Chicago had the contract for the erection
of the building and by personal attention
to the work has given the Blackstone
corporation a magnificent and substantial
structure.
The lobby measures 60 x 35 feet and
is a combination of white marble, tile and
bronze trimmings. The duplex box office, with room for two attendants and
equipped with the latest rapid ticket-selling and change-making devices, occupies
a marble and glass kiosk, situated in the
corner of the main lobby, making it easy
of access from all sides.
Entering and passing through the
spacious lobby the patron is confronted
by some exceptionally handsome leaded
glass doors on the other side of which
is an inner lobby or foyer 10 feet deep
and 50 feet wide, with convenient stairways on each side leading to the upper
seat levels. Beyond this, directly in the
center of the house, is an opening 35
feet across. This is separated from the
auditorium by a marble balustrade not
high enough to interfere with patrons
watching the picture if it is necessary for
them to stand. This idea is unique in
theatre construction and was arranged to
avoid congestion and to facilitate rapid
seating during rush hours. This inner
foyer is handsomely furnished with mirrors, settees and lounging divans.
Beauty

Is Striking

The beauty and spaciousness of the immense auditorium strikes one the moment
the house is entered. There is an air of
roominess, good ventilation and an absence of all suggestion of stuffiness, not
only in the wide expansion from wall to
wall but upward to the handsome art
glass dome, 100 feet above the floor.
The interior walls are paneled with a
brocade effect in brown and gold. Massive borders and mouldings, artistically
colored in green and floral shades, huge
girders and plaster relief designs take
away all idea of emptiness. The organ
lofts on either side are beautifully draped.
These hangings and many of the interior
furnishings were supplied by Mandel
Brothers of Chicago. The velvet carpets
harmonize with the roomy brown leather
chairs. The furniture was supplied by
Karpen Bros., Chicago.

Picture

N e\i

Blackstom

Building
Other

Unique

Features

There is ample room, more than 1
state law requires, between each row
seats. They have been placed far enou
apart to allow patrons passing with(
the seat occupants rising. The aisles <
broad, the steps of easy incline, and
all lead to the sidewalk level exits, 1
house can be emptied in a remarkal
short time. In addition every modt
safety appliance that can be procured I
been installed. Ten exits lead from va
ous parts of the house. Substantial f
escapes
have been placed on both sides
the building.
Overhead the ceiling centers in a lai
oval dome made of the finest art glass
artistic colors. A sky blue tint has be
given to the rest of the ceiling. Hidd
lights controlled by a dimming systi
prevail throughout the entire houi
four circuits being available in amb
red, white and blue. These are controll
by the most massive stage switchboa
in the city, located on the stage and c
cased in a steel fire-proof room. An ell
trician will be in constant attendance
this board.
The Blackstone corporation has i
vested thousande of dollars in a ventilj
ing system that will change the wash
air every two minutes, pumping and d
tributing it evenly throughout the houj
In winter the air will always be heal
to the proper degree and in sumni
cooled by tons of ice to an extent tl
will make the theatre 25 degrees cool
than outside.
Large Film Booth
The film booth is one of the largest and m
complete operating rooms in the United Stal
It is actually fire proof and located entil
outside the theatre. Three of the latest Simjl
motion projecting machines have been install
and all of the equipment is in triplicate, avo
ing any possibility of breakdown or del
Special lenses will bring out the details of a
screen feature and even though the throwr
over 155 feet, a clear and distinct picture, 18a
feet in size, will be shown. A special Minsi
gold fibre screen has been installed and evo
thing done to insure proper projection.
The stage is decorated with massive pilU
special lighting effects and elaborate hangs]
that enhance the beauty of the screen. El
dressing rooms are available for the use]
the musicians or those who may take part. 1
stage has been arranged so that it can easily
enlarged for concerts or musicales if desi|
The orchestra pit is of ample size to carel
the largest musical organization. The Bla<
stone Symphony orchestra, consisting off
musicians, is under the direction of AnJ
Vitale, age 21, an experienced and talented leac
(Concluded on page 1974)
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TYPHOON
will
Now

2527 Fairmount Street
DALLAS, TEXAS
255 N. 13th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
64 W. Randolph Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
215 Favetteville Street
RALEIGH. N. C.
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Write for Catalog "N"
TYPHOON
FAN
COMPANY
ERNST GLANTZBERG. President
345 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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LOS ANGELES, CAL,
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Picture

Hood River, Oregon, Will
Have 1000 Seat Theatre
A new motion picture theatre, with a
seating capacity of 1,000, will be erected
in Hood River, Oregon, by Art Kolstad,
according to announcement just made in
the Portland press. Mr. Kolstad now
owns the Liberty, the largest present
cinema in Hood River.
Erection of a half million dollar hotel
within 10 minutes drive from Hood River
on the Columbia river highway leading to
Portland will bring enough tourists to
Hood River to warrant the new theatre,
it is said. Work on the new house will
start in the early spring, Mr. Kolstad has
announced.
Other

News
of New
Theatres
Mr. H. H. Wellenbrink, present lessee
of the Montclair theatre, will build a
new modern fireproof theatre and office
building on a plot 155 x 150 at corner of
Bloomfield avenue and Seymour street,
Montclair, N. J. The building will
cost $400,000; seating capacity, 2,500;
Reilley and Hall are the architects.
Blooming Grove, Texas. — Mr. Stewart
has sold his motion picture theatre here to
Mr. Bearman. The latter takes charge
right. Some new improvements will take
place.
Burkburnett, Texas.- — Mr. A. R. Thomas, who manages the Pershing and Lyric
theatres, this week purchased the Dreamland theatre here from Dr. Parmley. Mr.
Jack Holman will be the house manager
for the new Dreamland. The theatre will
run first run photoplays, as Mr. Holman
has proven his ability as a high class theatre manager.
Merkel, Texas. — Mr. Groene, of the
Cozy theatres, announces the completion
of plans to more than double the present
size of the Cozy, which will include a
larger stage with a basement room for a
very modern steam heating plant and also
ventilating plant. The main auditorium
will be twice as large as its present size,
including a steeper incline and also the
installation of private family and party
boxes. All new interior decorations will
be installed. The theatre will be one of
the best in the city. The very latest of
equipment is installed and a very good
picture is secured.
Cuero, Texas. — A movement is on foot
here for the erection of a new $50,000
theatre building in this city at a future
date. Outside capital is interested. The
plan will be put through to give Cuero a
first class theatre, where the best of attractions will be played and high class
photoplays will be run.
Hot Springs, Ark.— Mr. V. Beal, of
Judsonia, will at once assume the management of the Jackson theatre here in the
next week. Mr. Beal bought the building
a few months ago, but he could not get
possession until the lease had expired. He
will make some new changes in the building at once.
(Concluded on page 1974)

fROXT D.ry/irjoJT
A

650

Seat

Brick

Theatre

The three illustrations above were taken
from the plans drawn up for the 650 seat
Brick Theatre of Frank E. Holler of Shippensburg, Pa., by Archotect M. R. Rhodes
of Chamber sburg. The building is 62 ft.
wide and 130 ft. deep. The auditorium
seats 500 and the balcony 150. A stage
25 ft. deep and 54 ft. wide, with four dressing rooms in back, mil take care of the
occasional dramatic production. The design of the theatre front is unusual.
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Variations
Operating Advantages of GE
Compensarcs
1. Steady, strong arc.
2. Easily operates two arcs at
the same time for changeover.
3. Quiet arc strike and quick
settle-down.
4. Self regulating arc voltage.
5. Current stays at set value.
6. Current easily raised and
lowered.
7. circuit.
Cannot be damaged by short
8. Fading made easy.
9. Not affected by changes in
current conditions.
10. Quiet in operation.

General Office
Schenectady; N.Y

in

your

pictures

making
in

your

town.

Pictures
Supply

Variations in voltage, so
commercial lighting circuit,
the motion picture exhibitor
flickerless, even illumination

Against
Voltage

frequent on the average
are a decided handicap to
who prides himself on the
of his screen.

With a GE compensarc, normal fluctuations in supply voltage, are so taken care of that steady projection
is assured.
The GE motor generator compensarc has a horizontal shaft which gives freedom from vibration and is
consequently silent in operation.
Compensarcs are safe, easy to operate, efficient,
economical and reliable — GE offices or distributors
everywhere for prompt deliveries and service

Sales Offices in
all large cities
3SC-51
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{Continued from page 1967)
marble, rising from a Verde Antique base.
The woodwork is of a dark walnut color.
The ornamentation in the pilaster aps and
in the shell over the ticket window has
been high-lighted with gold leaf and
polychrome shades and glazed down with
Vandyke glaze. The floor in the lobby is
a warm red 6x9 quarry tile. This lobby
leads into the main foyer, the floor of
which is the same material as the aisles
of the auditorium. The architectural and
decorative effect of the foyer is carefully linked with that of the auditorium. The lounge and the stairways to
the mezzanine and the entire mezzanine
is luxuriously carpeted with a thick velvet carpet and is one of the features of
the theatre. The base of the entire mezzanine ispainted in an imitation of Verde
Antique marble. The walls are panelled
and rise to a beautiful cornice, richly
ornamented. From this cornice springs
a vaulted ceiling which also is enriched
and colored in pastel shades. No expense
was spared in the furnishings throughout,
as it was the owner's intention to make
this a theatre which would be called one
of the leading houses for many years to
come.
The stage is large enough to accommodate road attractions and stock, and fully
equipped "with rigging lofts, fly galleries,
steel gridiron, and has a dead front
switchboard. A section of the stage floor
has been made removable. The gridiron
is so arranged that the scenery can be
operated from both fly galleries or from
either side of the stage at stage level. The
series of dressing rooms, in addition to
the actual property and musician rooms,
electrical and carpenter shops have been
provided.
The organ chambers are located over the
boxes in front of the proscenium arch on
either side of the auditorium. The arrangement makes it possible to procure
the best effects, the thought foremost in
mind, was that the organ shall be one of
the outstanding features of the theatre.

The speaking or solo pipes of the organ
are installed on one side of the auditorium
and the accompaniment on the opposite.
The proscenium opening is 35 feet in
width, being of such dimension to enable
the
producing of almost any type of performance.
Plans for this building were prepared
in the Canadian offices of C. Howard
Crane, Architect; Elmer George Kiehler,
Associate; and Cyril E. Schley, whose
main offices are in the Huron Building,
Detroit, Michigan, who have had complete
charge of the building construction, furnishings, decorations and entire equipment. The front is constructed of light
Kittaning brick with Bedford limestone
and art stone trimmings. A large marquise extends across the entire theatre entrance and is studded on the underside
with lights. This building was erected
with unusual rapidity and has been doing
a phenomenal business from the start.

Woods

to Have

N e

to include Cleveland, St. Louis, Pitts
burgh, Baltimore and other cities, as th
plan enlarges.
"What I plan to do," continued M:
Woods, " is to build a circuit of the fine.'
and most up-to-date theatres in the prir
cipal cities in the country, and let th
public have these subjects in the styl
they want and in luxurious surrounding:
The producer will have a fair and ope
field. These houses will never be unde
any control but our own, and they wi
be open to anyone who can produce
big motion picture production which th
public will pay first class theatre price
to see. There will be no interests behin
the circuit holding interests in the produc
tions and using the houses to present thei
own offerings, irrespective of their put
lie appeal. Such a circuit will furnish th
needed outlet to the best producers in th
world, and they can stay indefinitely i

until' th
terms minimur
sharing
these houses
busines
s fallsonbelow
a fixed
r
which insures both the theatre and pro
ducer against loss."

Chain

of Theatres
As an additional move in his plan of organizing achain of theatres throughout
the country for indefinite runs of motion
picture production at first class theatre
prices, A. H. Woods, in conjunction with
Robert McCormack, of Chicago, has purchased a plot of ground on Tremont
Street, Boston, adjoining the Shubert
theatre, for the erection of a new theatre.
The plot is 100 x 140 feet and the theatre
will seat 1800 people. Ground will be
broken on May 1st.
To this same purpose will be devoted
the new Apollo theatre in Chicago, which
Mr. Woods built in conjunction with Mr.
McCormack ; a theatre in New York, on
which Mr. Woods now has an option ; a
theatre in Philadelphia, and a theatre in
Detroit. These five first-class playhouses
in principal cities are to be ready within
a year. The circuit will later be extended

Picture

Hub

Simplex Distributoil
Active

T^ft the Boston Motion Picture Supply Compaaj
bimplex
Distributors for Southern
England ha*
succeeded in planting the Simplex New
throughoo
their territory in spite of the recentBanner
financial
it
dustrial depression which has prevailed in that and
secticc
is amply illustrated in the list of installations that
ha
been received at the Simplex factory.
These installations have all been made within
very few weeks and a perusal of them will show tha
the demand for Simplex projection comes not ont
from the exhibitor but from a well known piano mana
facturer, a church, the State Capitol and a battleship
The Boston Motion Picture Supply Company, whici
recently moved into larger and finer equipped head
quarters, has been among the most active of the larg
Simplex distributing organization and the success o
its recent campaign for Simplex in Greater Boston i
reflected
the 100%
fact that
the " City of Beans " i
now
very in
nearly
Simplex.
Among the Simplex installations included in the
referred to in the above are :
Stratford Amusement Co., Stratford. Conn. ; H.
& E. Day Co., Seymour, Conn. ; Colonial theat
Bridgeport,
Conn. L.
; St.
Peter's Boston.
Church,Mass.
Cambrid
Mass.
; Alexander
Steinhert,
;C
Gordon,
Pittsfield,
Mass.
;
U.
S.
S.
"
Delawa
Charlestown, Mass. ; State House, Boston, Mas
Town Hall, Ridgefield, Conn. ; Liberty theatre,
ford. Conn. ; Capitol theatre, Milford, Conn.

CHAIR
PER-FECT-FIT
▼
9^ nf f/a/in/i,
J. k**"^ of cleanliness and distinctive "^-llv
Beauty not otherwise obtainable, •••
INEXPENSIVE
REVERSIBLE LAUNDRYABLE
Their psychologir.il effpei of COOLNESS during the summer
months is beyond expectation
Your patrons will be aston1
ished and marvel
at the wondrous and beautiful change in
0*
appearance
Summer is coming with its hot, sultry days PROTECT
YOUR BUSINESS. Prepare to transform your theatre interior.
Your chairs, instead of having a repulsive odor and sticky
hnish (as is natural in summer), will continuouslv breathe an
airol COOLNESS, CLEANLINESS AND SANITATION.
ORDER NOW for SPRING DELIVERY
76e Finest Fabrics- Good in All Seasons' Samples on/leguest
<3k TEXTILE SPECIALTIES CO. Cincinnati,Ohio
Representatives £very where - We Specialize inMailOrderBusiness
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Marcus Loew, Inc.
Open Their
Beautiful New Million Dollar
PARK
THEATRE
AT CLEVELAND, OHIO
with
Fulco

Speedco

Arc

Still
Another

Controls

Ticket
Big Special Purchase
Big Special Price Reduction
Price

Smash
Since our recent
announcement of
reductions in
A U T O M A TICKET PRICES
we have made a
They are assured of perfect illumination when installing Fulco
Arc Controls. There are no other Arc Controls that can equal
the Fulco,
Send for Our Folder
MANUFACTURED

BY

E. E. FULTON
COMPANY
3208 Carroll Ave.
Chicago, 111.

very advantageous
purchase of paper
stock at a greatly
reduced price,
from a mill that
was in immediate
need of ready cash.
This enables us to
announce still
another big price
reduction.

Five-day Deliveries, if you say " Rush 1

Buy right.
Buy AUTOMATICKET
TICKETS.
Buy NOW

AUTOMATICKET

TICKETS

are always high quality, low price tickets, but this
special reduction sets a new mark in ticket values for
SPEER

CARBONS

PRICES
We

SLASHED

Won't

AUTOMATICKET

you.
come folded, or roll style, are guaranteed right, and
will be shipped five days after they are ordered, if you

Profiteer

Wc bought before the raise in prices and
ire giving you the benefit of our buying
power.

say " rush."
Get our samples and new level prices, or get your
order in on this lot of paper stock, if you want to be
sure to buy right.

Look These Prices Over

% x 6 Speer Cored.
% x 12 Speer Cored.
y% x 6 Speer Solid.
% x 12 Speer Solid.

TICKETS

Per 1000
62.50
$46.90
. 28.15
82.50
68.75
. 112.50
. 21.00
. 62.50

Per 100
6.85
$5.15
3.10
9.05
7.55
12.35
2.30
6.85

You take no risk, because we guarantee
satisfaction.

The

Automatic

Ticket

Register

These Prices Are About 25% Below Present Market
Order Now Before Our Stock Is Snapped Up

4^

Corporation
Exhibitors Supply Company Inc
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
MILWAUKEE
845 S. Wabash Ave.
3316 Lindell Vlvd. 133 Second St.
INDIANAPOLIS MINNEAPOLIS
157 N. Illinois St.
Produce Exchange Bldg.
(1542)

1782 BROADWAY
NEW

YORK
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V
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Construction

Notes

Motion
from

Everywhere
(Continued from page 1970)
Fort Smith, Ark. — Mr. H. Kirkpatrick,
who is the manager and the proprietor of
the Princess and Lyric theatres and who
has just recently leased the Joie theatre,
which is now called the Palace, to the
Lynch interests of Texas, announces the
work on the airdome theatre to be constructed on South Ninth street, last summer, will commence next week. The theatre may be ready to open by the first day in
September of this year. When the airdome was built, it was so constructed that
any time the walls could extend upward
and the theatre could then be converted
out of the present structure very easily.
Sherman, Texas. — The new Travis here
is doing a very good business with high
class photoplays. An organ has been installed. Projection is very good with two
late type projectors. This is a union
house. Sherman has two unfair theatres
on the list.
Waurika, Okla. — A deal was closed a
few weeks ago for the sale of the new
Empress theatre here by Ed. Crew to
J. D. Wilson and J. A. Bristol. The new
owners are now in charge of the management of same. The retiring owner has
conducted a picture show here for more
than a year and a little later branched
out with the new Empress. Business is
very good in the show business down this
way, is the report.
Denison, Texas. — The Rialto Theatre
here, which formerly run straight Pantages vaudeville and pictures, will from
now on run only feature pictures. With
the new $10,000 pipe organ, which is
drawing business, the best of photoplays
are run.
To

Increase
1200

Capacity
Seats

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

A handsomely furnished ladies' retiring room,
fully equipped with mirrors, toilet accessories
and willow furniture, will also be found to the
right of the lobby, as well as a men's smoking
and lounging room, reached by a separate stairway of easy descent. Seven uniformed ushers
have charge of seating of patrons.
The house was erected by the Blackstone
Theatre Corporation, the officers of which are
C. E. Potts, president; Donald MacGregor, general manager; Frank C. Toepp, treasurer; J. B.
Weber, John G. Yeagley, G. A. Farabaugh, directors. The acting manager is G. E. Berkson,
of Chicago, who has had 18 years' experience
in booking and exhibiting pictures, both in the
larger cities and in smaller communities. He
comes well qualified to furnish South Bend with
the best that the studios afford.
Resident Architect Cahoon of Henry Newhouse, architects, has been on the job since the
clearing of the ground. He has personally directed all of the construction.

to

Work has begun on the new I sis theatre, Dryades near Melpomene street,
which when completed will have a seating
capacity of 1200. A new pipe organ and
typhoon cooling system will be installed.
It will be completed within 60 to 90 days.
BOSTON
NEW YORK

Projection Room
is
Outside of Theatre
(Continued from page 1968)
who has been touring the country ever since he
was six years old at the head of his own organization. In addition to the orchestra two experienced organists have been engaged to supplement the work of the instrumentalists. There
will always be music at the Blackstone and at
no time will a silent picture be shown.
The policy of the Blackstone will be feature
motion pictures and high grade organ recitals
and orchestral concerts. It is the intention to
give South Bend's theatre-going public the best
and latest releases at one nominal price for all
seats for adults, a lower price being made for
children, but no distinction between locations on
the higher levels and those near the screen.
A feature new to South Bend theatres will
be the establishment of a children's nursery, with
a competent attendant always in charge. This
will be located in a large airy, well-lighted room
in the basement and generously supplied with
toys, swings, a sand pile and all the furnishings
necessary for the care or amusement of children.

After March 7th the Executive Offices
of the United Theatre Equipment
Corporation will be located at 25
West 45th Street, New York City.

CINCINNATI
DETROIT
Zl-T-Z

OMAHA
CHICAGO

HALLBERG

Picture

Pipe

Organ in New
Bed
ford Theatre
Mr. Chas. Richelieu has recently in

stalled
style 4 " theatre,
New EraBedford,
" organ P«L
his
new a Richelieu
Mr. Richelieu made a very careful stud;
of the organ question before placing hi
order. After a survey of the organ fiel<
he made a trip to the Marr & Colton fac
tory at Warsaw, X. Y., and placed hi
order for this instrument. He has hai
the organ placed back of the screen am
the effect is very satisfactory.

Libman-Spanjer Corp. ir
New
Offices
The preliminary details incident, to tb
formation of the corporation having bea
completed and production in the Newarl
factory having been placed on a satisfac
tory basis the Libman Spanjer Corp.l
manufacturers of Lobby Frames, ha
moved into its new offices in the Mecc;
Bldg., at 1600 Broadway, New York
N. Y.
William F. Libman, president of thi
corporation, is well known throughout tin
industry. He first became identified witf
the manufacture and sale of lobby displai
frames while with the firm of Menger anc
Ring; later he was connected with thil
Stanley Frame Co., in the same line oil
work. After leaving Stanley Frame Co.
Mr. Libman was in business for himseU
for several months and then associated
himself
ark, N. J.with Wm. Spanjer of NewMr. Spanjer has long been connectec
with the making of fancy designs and letters for lobby frames and similar products. He has established plants in botl
Newark and Chicago. It is said that hii
plant at Newark is the largest in the worli
for turning out wooden letters and decorative figures.
The new office of the Libman-Spanjet
Corporation will have a show-rooa
where a complete line of lobby framJ;
will be found on exhibition and the offioj
itself will be offered to exhibitors, boa
local and out of town, for use as theil
headquarters while in New York City.

CLEVELAND
OKLAHOMA CITY MINNEAPOLIS
KANSAS

CONTINUOUS

New

FEED

ARC

ST. LOUIS
CITY, MO.

CONTROLLER

THE ONLY CONTROLLER THAT IS A PART OF THE LAMPHOUSE.
Maintains AUTOMATICALLY a BRILLIANT LIGHT of ABSOLUTE uniformity^
No sudden fluctuations as in hand feeding.
'

*

4

Feeds the CARBONS by a CONTINUOUS MOTION irrespective of lamp friction".
CONTROLS the ARC PERFECTLY with not more than one volt variation.
UNITED
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Trees.

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT
Executive Offices

25 W. 45th. ST., NEW

YORK

CORPORATION
J. H. Hallberg
Vice Pres. and Secy.
CITY
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No. 7216 basket filled
with flowers as hyacinths,
tulips, maybells, etc., each
$1.50; per dozen, $15.00.

The
Automatic

Arc

Control

My ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE
No. 7 containing Decorative Flowers,
Plants, Vines, Garlands,
Hanging
Baskets, etc.,
FREE
FOR
THE
ASKING.
FRANK
No. 61 Barclay St.
The

Paragon

NETSCHERT
New York, N. Y.

of Motion

The

Picture

Screens

m
Is the accepted standard arc feeding device of America.
There are over twice as many PEERLESS Automatic Arc Controls in use than all other makes combined.
This is a cold proven fact that we want you to know.

Gardiner

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
-it s so
Everybody likes a Gardiner Screeneasy on the eyes
For Sale by Leading Dealers

Take
note of CHICAGO'S
overwhelming endorsement
of PEERLESS
controls.
PEERLESS Controls in use in Chicago
189
All other makes combined
18
PEERLESS

Manufacturers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,

OHIO

MAJORITY
171
Write for Circular
THE J. E. McAULEY MFG. CO.
30 N. Jefferson St.
Chicago, HI.

Are You Satisfied With Your Stage Lighting Equipment?
^Manufacturers of
Nitrogen spot lights
Arc spot lights
Music stands
Aisle
Rewindslights
Film boxes
Musicians' chairs
Directors'
stands
Plugging boxes
Stage pockets
Cable
Condensors

We

manufacture

a high

grade line of stage lighting
and kino equipment.

Our

line is complete and prices
are reasonable. (Engineering service gratis.)

It Will Pay You to Investigate.

Drop Us a Line Today

CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.
820 SO. TRIPP AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
We are equipping 90 per cent, of Chicago theatres

To

increase

summer
—all

you

your

business

need

do

is make

your house refreshingly
and breezy.
Monsoon

Cooling

System

will do it for you—easily.
Other

exhibitors

have proved

it pays for itself the
summer.
Guaranteed Rebuilt Machines at Bargain Prices
Look over the following list, and you will see machines
never before quoted at such low prices.
Simplex complete with reels and lenses hand drive $200.00
Simplex complete with reels and lenses motor drive 260.00
1918 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 126.00
1918 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 160.00
1915 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 75.00
1915 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses motor drive 100.00
Each Machine fully guaranteed.
Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest supply house in the motion picture trade.
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, 111.
WRITE

FOR

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN

cool

first

Shall we send you our booklet "A Better Summer Business"?

CPPLINC
SySTErA
INC.
City
Room 706, 70 West 45th
St., NewKansas
York
Detroit
Sacramento
Atlanta
Denver
Philadelphia
Baltimore
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Picture

News

Qixestiorts.
Answered/

Projection Society Formed
in Minnesota
We have received an interesting letter from
a new association of projectionists in the State
of Minnesota with the request that we give the
notice of the formation of the Society as much
space as possible. This we are pleased to do
by printing the letter exactly as received, word
for word. Any society or association that aims
to increase the knowledge of those engaged in
projection work is worthy of all the publicity
that it is able to get. The letter follows :
The Progressives amongst the Projectionists
of the city of Minneapolis, Minnesota, have
formed a Society called, Minneapolis Projection
Society, for the scientific research of everything
concerning projection of Motion Pictures. The
officers for the present year are, S. G. Cowan,
Pres.; Wm. H. Moore, Vice Pres.; W. G.
Smith, Treas., and S. S. Parrish, Rec. Sec.
Three standing committees have been elected.
The Research Com., whose duty is to procure
everything possible concerning Motion Picture
Projection, for study by the members of the
Society, are R. W. Heazlett, Chairman; C. J.
Hubbard, and W. J. Van. The Publicity Committee are, H. J. Evans, Chairman; J. D. Lyngholm, and Wm. H. Moore. The Grievance
Com., the members of which we will announce
later, whose duty it will be to endeavor to
straighten out all mistakes, concerning equipment, film and etc., with whoever the grievance
may be reported against. In reference to any
film grievance, this committee will endeavor to
reach the producer whenever possible instead
of only going to the exchange as has always
been the rule.
We are organized for the betterment of the
Projection of Motion Pictures and have as our
slogan, Progressive Projection. Our every effort will be to elevate the profession of Projectionist tothe higher plane which it so well
deserves, and we invite correspondence from
everyone in or touching on this profession.
Hoping you will give us a little space in your
next issue we remain,
Sincerely yours,
Publicity Com.,
By J. D. Lyngholm.
Questions and their
Answers
(Continued)
94. In using A. C. current, why does a
crater form on each of the carbons? and on
D. C. the crater only forms on one carbon.
The crater is formed in the positive and in
an A. C. circuit first one carbon is positive
and then the other, so that craters are formed
in both the carbons. In a D. C. circuit the
current flows in one direction only so that a
crater is formed in only one carbon.
95. Can a rectifier be used on currents of
different cyclage. If not, why not? If so
what must be done to the rectifier before
changing it from one cyclage to another?
A rectifier may be used in a circuit of any
cycle alternations, providing the proper
amount of reactance is connected in the circuit.

96. What is meant by a soft carbon? What
is meant by a hard carbon?
The hardness of a carbon depends upon
the amount the material is baked. If the
carbons are too hard a good crater will not
be formed, while if they are too soft they
will burn too freely and will not hold an
adjustment.
97. For what reason is a core put into a
carbon?
To steady the arc by producing an arc stream
of lower resistance. Also used to color light.
Interesting Experiments
with Carbons

98. On D. C current, why is a soft carbon below less efficient in illumination than
a hard carbon below?
Answered in 96.
99. When should a lamp house door never
be opened?
The lamp house door should never be
opened while the arc is in operation.
100. How many fire extinguishers should
be used in connection with a booth and their
proper
location?
At least
one extinguisher should be at hand
in the booth at all times. Others however
may be placed near by as an addition to
safety in case of accident.

A LETTER received a short time ago from
R. Grierson, Engineer of Provincial Cinematograph Theatres, Limited, of London, included several excellent photographs of carbon
set-ups on which Mr. Grierson has been making
exhaustive tests. Although it is a difficult matter to reproduce the photographs in their normal
clearness they are shown here in order to explain one point, viz.: the effect on the illumination of a lower carbon improperly placed.
F'9- 3

Crater diameter,
Crater area, 25/64 sq. in.
But if the crater had been perfectly formed,
that is, circular, with a diameter equal to the
diameter given above the area would have been
slightly more than 27/64 sq. in.

Fig. I
Fig. 1 shows the carbon set in the lamphouse
used for the test. The carbons used were
upper and 7/16" lower. They were set at an
angle of 65°. After the arc was struck the following measurements were taken :
Crater angle, 55°.
Crater height, 21/32".

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

With these figures as the basis the efficiency
of the carbon set shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is
found to be 89%.
But supposing that the carbon adjustment is
not made with care so that the lower carbon
obscures part of the light from the crater. This
condition is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
In Figs. 3 and 4 the size of the carbons and
the crater angle are the same as in Figs. 1 and
2. But the area of the crater was found to be
17/32 sq. in. However, the lower carbon because of its setting covers up part of the crater.
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PHONE BLACK 1302

316 W EST THIRD STREET

The
We hold the First National
Franchise for Grand Island
which assures us the very best
Photo Plays on the market.

Lyda
Theatre
§. A. HAYMAN, Manager
HIGH CLASS PHOTO PLAYS

Every Day
Open from 1 P. M. to 11 P. M.

Grand Island, Nebraska,
Feb. 1, 1921
UNITED THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Corner 13th and Harney St.,
Omaha, Neb.

CORP.,

Gentlemen :
In December

I installed two of your latest Powers 6-B type E equipment, and

have by this time given them a real examination and wish to state that I find them the
most excellent machines I have had the pleasure of operating.
I have,
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type of motion

time,
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This obscured portion was measured and found
to be 1/7 of the entire crater area. Computing
again the efficiency of the set-up by dividing the
useful crater area by the circular crater area, it
was determined that the efficiency was only
71.5%.
If these figures are used for no other purpose
than to illustrate the rapid decrease in efficiency
when care is not used in setting the carbons
they are well worth printing here.
Lighting Company
Made
to Admit Fault
Some time ago we received a letter from R. S.
Wenger of the Victory Theatre, Union City,
asking us what we could do to help him out
with his voltage trouble. The correspondence
was about as follows:
I have been reading your question and answer
for projection room. And we have been bothered for the last couple of months with current
going down until carbons will hardly burn.
Part of the time we have a fine light; sometimes
it don't bother for several days. Other times
it will come on and go off every 10 or 15 minutes. Have had the electric light company here
several times. They claim it does not test off
at anytime. There has been other complaints in
town about uneven current.
We use 110 volts Ft. Wayne Compensarc and
run on 60c ap. A. C. I myself am not very
well versed on electricity, my operator is sure
it is current. I had another operator to come
and stay a few days, that has had 8 years experience. He seems to think it is the current.
Could it be possible that the Compensarc could
be the trouble? When it goes off the carbons
will not burn hardly at all and when it comes
on our light is sure perfect — picture as bright
as any city house I ever was in.
We have a throw of 66 ft. nearly on a level.
Use only one machine, Powers 6b. Never had
any lens or other trouble with machine.
This is sure a riddle with me and can you tell
us how to test Compensarc. The two operators
examine it, they filed all points and seem to
think it is all right.
Sometimes we have good light for matinee
and off at night other days off matinee good at
night sometime good for both other times off
and on for both.
Enclosed stamps for reply.
Yours respectfully,
R. S. Wenger, Propr.
Victory Theatre, Union City, Indiana.
P. S. — We use Columbia A. C. % carbons.
Booth was rebuilt about one year ago and same
size wire as on street comes into booth so as
to carry any extra we would ever want to use.
Our reply to Mr. Wenger was to the effect
that his trouble was undoubtedly due to poor

BASS—

To

Picture

News

Data on Chemicalized Carbons
Mr. W. R. Mott of the National Carbon Co.,
of Cleveland, Ohio., is to deliver a paper at the
coming Convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers on the subject of the Projection of Arc Images of Chemicalizer Carbons.
The experiments will illustrate the movement of
arc material from positive to negative, effect
on arc core and shell colors, crater effects, etc.
The practical application of white flame chemicals to projection will be discussed.

" When Good Fellows Get Together." Equipment experts on a day off. Left to right are:
McNary of W estinghouse ; the two Quipment
Twins in the person of Joe Hornstein and
Bill" Kunzmann; Pres. Campe of the S. M.
P. E., and Lee of the Delco Works
voltage regulation on the power companies
lines. It sounds as though one of the neighboring stores or shops had a power load that was
used only occasionally but when it was, the drag
on the lines was greater than the capacity of
the power station could stand and as a result
the voltage suffered.
We suggested to Mr. Wenger that instead of
having the electricians from the company come
up and make an occasional test, that he arrange
with them to leave a voltmeter in the booth for
a day or two, so that he could keep an eye on
the variations himself.
A later letter from the same projectionist
seems to lay the guilt entirely on the power
company. Mr. Wengers letter reads :
Mr. E. L. Bragdon, Tech. Editor, Motion Picture News.
Dear Sid :— Your answer to my inquiry about
my current trouble was received, and it was
part cause of me getting the light company to
acknowledge their fault.
I had had it tested by them, but they always
gave about 112-113 reading. I watched it myself and it ran 108 to 109^ when we had poor
light. They are doing some better now, but
not good yet.
The current here comes from Greenville, O.,
12 miles east or southeast. It is a large plant
which supplies about 20 towns and villages some
30 miles away.
This letter will probably not interest you,
but I am satisfied now it is current and that
my equipment is O. K.
Reply: We are interested to learn that your
trouble has been located. It is better to know
where the trouble lies, even though there is
little prospect of improving conditions. Unless
the power company can be made to see the
wisdom of giving better service to its customers
it looks as if you would have to put up with
poor voltage for some time.

CHICAGO

SAVE
390 COLD
DOLLARS
TES REAL U. S. MONET ON THE 400 FT. CAPACITY
LIBERTY WAR MODEL UNIVERSAL. The most complete outfit of Its type ever offered and at a greater money
saving than could ever have possibly been expected. Outfit consists of
400 ft. Capacity Universal embodying all the exclusive features,
Universal Regular and trick crank, forward and reverse take up, focusing on film, etc., fitted with 50 M. M. F: 3.5 lens, complete with 6 fine
magazines, sunshade, tool kit and extra parts, case to contain extra
magazines
and extracases.
parts,Entire
case for
camera
and off
carrying
trunk to olive
contain both smaller
outfit
finished
In a beautiful
drab. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME. WIRE
YOUR ORDER NOW.
LIST PRICE $840.00. BASS PRICE $450.00.
TRIPODS
Precision Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod with flue leather case.
List price $190.00. Our price $165.00.
Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. List price $120.00. Our
price $108.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill
109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Prepare

Projection Society Moves
to New
Home
The American Projection Society, with
headquarters in New York, announces its
removal to a new home at 573 Seventh
Ave., between 41st and 42nd St., in the
heart of the theatre district. The new
quarters are larger and better arranged,
and will permit of greater activity on the
part of the Society.
A

6 Foot Booth for a
6 Foot Man
R. E. Burnett, of the Colonial Theatre at
Danville, 111., writes :
I am enclosing a membership blank, filled out,
for membership to the N. A. M. L.
I have been in the Operating Profession for
aproximately six years. In this period I have
carried on the quality of work prescribed by the
N. A. M. L. and I have neglected to fill out application on blank until the present day. Please
excuse me?
" Famous Players-Lasky " have the best exchange service that is, it is the best I receive.
Then " Fox " seem to be starting a similar service.
I get good film from several other exchanges ;
but these are the best. Famous Player Film
does not have any Co. Marks in it and that
shows that the Exchange itself is sacrificing
quite a bit in order to produce an unmarred
screen.
My booth is 12 feet long, 6 feet wide and 6
feet 1 inch tall. I am 5 feet 11 inches tall, so I
haven't much room to grow taller in. I have
two Simplex Machines and a 30 amp. Rectifier
(" ICooper-Hewitt
"). special note of your 100
have been making
questions and answers. May I add that they
are very beneficial to the operator who has
never thought over his work enough to find out
the why and the wherefore idea of his work.
I believe I know where the 100 questions orig(Continued on page 1985)
Phone Bryant 6808

BAY STATE FILM SALES
220 West 42nd Street
A

G. STEEN,

MADE
FILM

Special Representative

IN

AMERICA

RAW

EQUAL

CO., INC.
New York City

TO THE

STOCK
BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories
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Studio

Has

Been

Device

Cameraman

Designed

to

Provide Wide Varieties of "Trick Stuff"
ANOTHER camera accessory designed to
work in conjunction with other devices
manufactured by the same concern has
been placed on the market by the Goertz Optical Co. It is a Multiple Exposure attachment
that combines within its dimensions almost any
possibility that might be desired by the cameraman who is employed on trick photography or
extensive double exposure work. The new device is slightly larger than the regular Double
Exposure or Square closing but the back has
been designed to fit into the mask box with
other accessories from the same firm.
The illustrations at the bottom of the page
explain the mechanism and method of operation. The back of the device is shown in the
central figure. The long lever or rod is screwed
into a pillar which has on its lower
Now going back to fig. 1, the long lever or
rod is screwed into a pillar which has on its
Fig. 4
lower end a flange to which, by means of two
small clampscrews, the two semicircular actuating levers can be clamped independently of
blades which are all symmetrical and can be
each other. These two semicircular levers are
attached to side of the sliding bars :
connected by means of pivoted thumbscrews to
Two square closing blades, the same effect
two straight slotted pieces, which on the other
as our present Square Closing Device.
Two rhomboid shape blades, with straight
end are mounted to pivots fastened to the slidsides on the opposite, which can be used for
ing bars, which carry on the opposite sides the
blades. If a clampscrew on one side of the
making the sliding door and curtain effect.
Two half-circle blades and one blade with
pillar flange is released, the long lever will actuate only one side (1 blade) so the movement
the quarter aperture cut out and its opposite.
of the blades is made independent by means of
These blades are of sheet steel, but can also
this. The stroke of the movement can either
be made of celluloid, which in turn adds some
more effects.
be adjusted by setting the clampscrew on the
The blades with star, keyhole, heart, stereo
pillar flange or by adjusting the pivoted thumbscrew in the slot of the straight slotted piece.
which we have shown you belong, of course,
The square opening can be rotated by hand
to the set, and they play sometimes a very imand can be brought in alignment with the camera
portant factor, when it comes to serious douaperture whenever necessary. The device itself
ble exposure work.
The operation of the device is very simple,
can be rotated and clamped in position on the
maskbox.
and only little experience is necessary in setThe device is provided with the following
ting the clampscrews and blades and one can

set and reset the blades without consultii
the ground glass and film when making a dot
ble exposure or special effect.
When designing this device we have span
no effort to make it a real handy and practic
device, easy to be operated by any one, and »
think we have succeeded with what we have
offer at the present time.
Studio

Improvements
oi
West Coast
According to reports from the L. A. color
of motion picture studios there is sufficient oj
timism in the air out in that section of tr
country to justify the addition of considerabi
quantities of up-to-the-minute electrical equi|
ment for studios. A letter just received froi
H. F. O'Brien, a frequent contributor to the
columns and the head of the motion pictuil
division of the Westinghouse Electric Cob)
pany in Los Angeles and vicinity, describes tfl
apparatus in detail, and is accompanied by phci
tographs taken by the Metro publicity office
especially for the News.
Says Mr. O'Brien : " The electrical installs
tion in Metro's West Coast Studio is one of tb
largest on the Pacific Coast. The power I
supplied by the Southern California, Ediso
Company, entering the studio sub-station s
15,000 volts, 3 phase. In the large transfai
mer room there is a step down again to 2.20
volts 3 phase, and also to 110 volts 3 phase fo
use on the a. c. Cogper-Hewitt units on th
stages, and 440 volt 3 phase for use on th
power circuits supplying the power to sho|
garage, etc. The 2,200-volt, 3-phase circuits ar
brought through the walls directly into th
motor generator room and connect to the cop
per bus bars shown behind the top of the a. c
motor starting panel. Double throw disconn
ing knife switches are mounted at the top
these panels, and there is, of course, one
of three switches for each 2,200-volt tin
You will note that the wiring on this bo
is exceptionally neat for this class of const:
tion, as all the wiring except that require
on the back of the switchboard itself is eithe
run in conduits, or in a large enclosed stee
box shown at the top of the panel.

Fig. 1 shows the back of the device. The small wing nuts above and below the long rod are those which bring the separate ttiasks into play,
loosening these nuts the masking can be controlled over any portion of the aperture. Fig. 2 shozvs the device set for complete diamond shape cutaud Fig. 3 for another special shape
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FRANCE

DEBRIE
READY

A new camera with automatic

FOR

DISTRIBUTION

SHORTLY

A new high speed camera, 200

An entirely new

step printing

dissolving shutter, special focusing pictures per second. Debrie's machine, 1000 ft. capacity, speed
device, masks from outside and name guarantees performance. 3500 feet per hour, automatic light
many other features.
changing
device,
20 lights, 60
scenes
118

WEST

FORTY-FOURTH

STREET

NEW

A few reasons WHY
TRADE
EAGLE

Right
not

Quality

the
MARK

ROCK
Mechanical Arc-Feed
is enjoying an ever growing popularity:

FILM

The

YORK

Raw

Stock"

photographically.

SIMPLE!
EFFICIENT! FOOL-PROOF!
FOR EITHER A. C. OR D. C!
EXTREMELY LOW PRICED!

Will

go to pieces in the
projector.

Made by
THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

CO.

SUPPLY DEALERS!
Take advantage of the increasing:
them indemand
stock. for this device, by carrying
Manufactured by
THE PROJECTOGRAPH
2573 East 55th Street

CO.
Cleveland, Ohio
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New

Left: The 2200 volt motor starting panels, in the Metro Sub-station. Two separate 2200 volt buses are shown at the top of the switchboard.
This switchboard, which zvas built in the Los Angeles shops of the Westinghouse Co., is constructed of marble finished in Black Marine.
The Westinghouse
wiring in the rear
the boardthe isload
unusually
in arrangement.
the
Co., of
watching
on one neat
of the
feeder panels. At the right are LeRoy Baker, Metro Engineer, and H. F. O'Brien, of
" At the present time there are three motor
generator sets installed in this sub-station, and
it is unique in the point that because of the circumstances they were forced to install motor
generator sets of different characteristics. The
first set which they had purchased several years
ago was a 150 k. w. 2-unit Fairbanks-Morse
set, having a three-wire direct current generator with balancer coils. During the war when
Metro moved some of its Eastern productions
to the West Coast Studio they were suddently
called upon to supply a large addition to their

direct current capacity so the Westinghouse
Company assembled a large 300 k.w. 2-unit
set. This set is driven by a 500 h. p., 3-phase
2,200-volt induction motor, 3-wire with a balancer set capable of taking care of 500 amperes
unbalanced in the neutral.
"Another motor generator set is a Westinghouse 300 k. w. 3-unit synchronous motor generator set and represents the very latest type of
equipment. It has been especially designed for
studio service. This set has shown remarkable
ability to carry heavy overload, and T have per-

sonally superintended the test of this installation
when it was made, and have seen it carry' actual!
4,000 amperes for a period of 15 minutes, whid
is quite remarkable for a 300 k. w. set normall;
rated
300 amperes."
In atreferring
to the switchboards, Mr
O'Brien says, " The direct current switchboarc
as you can easily appreciate i> a complicate*
affair because we had to provide for the parallel operation of these three different type
of direct current generators all on a commoi
(Continued on page 1985)

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
SEND FOR PRICE LIST NO. 9

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
753 Jersey Avenue
Office and Factory

A
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E

Y
E
1"THE CAMERA OF SUPERIO R ACCOMPLISHMENTS * '
REASONS—?
There are many of them, in
fact there are 31 exclusive
features incorporated in the
AKELEY, any one of which
give it superiority.
Watch this space for
further particulars or write
us for our illustrated booklet.
AKELEY CAMERA, Inc.
244-250 W. 49th St., New York City

Jersey City. N. J.

THEATRES
— FOR
SALE
4 Powers Type 6A Rebuilt Machines, Motor Drive, Guaranteed
Against Mechanical and Electrical Defects $250.00 Each
5 Powers Type 6A Rebuilt Mechanicisms, Guaranteed Against
Mechanical Defects
$100.00 Each
For Immediate Delivery and Subject to Prior Sale
Cash with Order
DISTRIBUTORS FOR IMSCO PRODUCTS
" GENERAL ELECTRIC GENERATORS "
"SPEEDCO ARC CONTROLS"
"KEENOLITE 3 COMBINATION LENSE"
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO.. Inc.
W. H. RABEI.L, Pres.
729 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
ROOM 603

The sum total of the producer's efforts are realized only when the
DEVELOPER
and
PRINTER is equal to the responsibility he undertakes
EVANS' reputation for absolute perfection and reliability
will prove a safe guidepost for you, Mr. Producer.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO., 416-24 West 216th
Telephone, Wadsworth 3443-44.

St., New

York

City
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{Continued)
er the place, and used sometimes vulgar lanage, which shocked the gentility. He would
soon swear at the king as at the merest singer
his company. One time it is told how a
rtain prince named Henin coming into the
Mn, all arose except Gluck, who said aloud :
get up for people I respect.'
'When the first night of the new opera
Aulide
arrived,in and
king
d)higenie
all his en
court
were' had
assembled
theirtheboxes,
$uck announced that the company was not
idy, and everybody had better go home. ' Ldse
jeste — insult to the king— the opera must be
iyed; this fellow is unbearable and he shall
\ ousted.' Need I say the opera was not played
it night?
■'Nobody
liked Gluck, but everybody reacted him and feared him. Courtiers made
I impression upon him — he acted disgustingly
jide in all his dealings. He had a desire for
lalth and he made it. He stuffed himself at
I: table, drank to excess — would reach over in
l.e boarding-house fashion, to pick any morsel
lit pleased his fancy, though it were at the
jler end of the table, and half a dozen in beiJsen might have passed it. He attended his
jliearsals in his nightcap, and finished dressing
liself before the entire company. He was
\ilde as the mountains and as true."
oncerning

the Executive

Board of the MusicPicture Association
editor's Note : It is proposed to organize an
[ensive executive board representing all in;sts involved in the new association of Mol Picture and Musical Men. Inquiries
ught forth answers as follows :
Suggestions for the Executive Board from
io Rapee : Mr. J. C. Freund, C. M. Treine, Walter Kramer, Samuel Rothapfel,
go Riesenfeld, Max Winkler.
uggestions for the Executive Board from
R. Voigt : Hugo Riesenfeld, Samuel Rothel, John C. Freund, Alf Klingenbefg.
Suggestions for the Executive Board from
ss I. M. MacHenry, of the " Billboard" :
is. Isaacson, Hugo Riesenfeld, C. M. Treine, Mrs. A. F. Oberndorfer, S. L. Rothapfel,
x Winkler, Gus Sonneck, Joseph Weber,
;1 Risinger, a representative from the motion
:ure film producers, a man to represent the
itre managers in the South, West and
rth, as all sections should be represented in
er to spread the work over the entire
ntry.
lS to suggestions that might help in the fortion of the association, that opens a large
i. The constitution and by-laws should be
written, at least, in my opinion, as to make
lossible to interest the many allied fields and
mit each one to co-operate in the fullest
se of the word to make possible the big
lgs which the association can accomplish if
functions properly. I would suggest that
ile the dues be not made prohibitive, as to
so will exclude many of the managers in the
iller towns, and this would prevent to a
je extent just what we hope to put over, they

should be large enough to provide sufficient
money in the treasury to enable the association
to have a fund with which to work in the
spreading of the news of its work throughout
the country. It would seem that many valuable
suggestions will be forthcoming as soon as you
have called the first meeting of the board. I
assure you, you can count on The Billboard
and myself to co-operate in the fullest extent
possible.
Suggestions from John D. Sullo, Palace Theatre, Torrington, Conn. : On the Executive
Board I would like to see names representing
the different branches of the allied interests,
namely: Production, Direction, Scenario, Distribution, Exhibitor, both small and big; Publisher,^ Composer, Cue Sheet Writer, Musician,
Musical Director and Editor.
As to personnel I would suggest if possible
representations from Famous Players, Associated Producers, Pathe, United Artists, Equity,
Bray and Educational, which would take care
of the interests of producer distributor; Albert
Parker, one scenario writer, Samuel Rothapfel,
one other big exhibitor and two small exhibitors, representative from Publishers' Association; John C. Breil, M. Winkler, E. Luz and
Sam Berg, Mrs. Bendix, Joseph Weber, John
C. Freund, Leonard Liebling Hugo Riesenfeld,
Mrs. A. Oberndorder and Charles D. Isaacson.

one who would love to improve all things pertaining tothe better music by devoting her time
and knowledge to the duties assigned to her at
a member of the board.
The things the association can accomplish are
too numerous to mention. The work that is
waiting to be done is sky-high. Some of the
things are better cue sheets, better "special"
picture music, help to those about to play in picture theatres, instructing managers on the best
instrumentation of the orchestra in their respective theatres, and outlet by which the manager
can
etc. obtain the musician he needs and vice versa,
I accept your offer to be a board member on
condition that you are the chairman. Without
you it would be a continual cat-fight and nothing accomplished.
I shall be glad to be associated with you in
anything you undertake. My experience,
knowledge and time are at your disposal. I
know it will be time well spent.
Joe Zivelli,
Empire Theatre, Staten Island.

Suggestions for the Executive Board from
Mrs. Stoner : Dr. Floyd Muckey, 324 W. 103rd
St., N. Y. C; Mr. Gustave L Becker, Studio
110, Carnegie Hall, N Y. C; Mrs. Effie Perfield, 58 West 40th St., N. Y. C. ; Mrs. Nelle
Eberhart, 92 S. Oxford St., Brooklyn; Mr. Alfred Mirovitch, 344 West End Ave., N. Y. C. ;
Suggestions from Fred Stark, Raleigh, N. C. : Mrs. Florence Turner Maley, The Saxonia,
N.
Dr. Riesenfeld, S. Rothapfel, Erno Rapee, Buel Y.; Mr. Westley Norda, 825 W. 178th St.,
N. Y. C.
Risinger, John Breil, Mr. Frommel, Gus Sonneck, Mrs. Oberndorfer, C. M. Tremaine, John
E. Freund, Mr. Alcroft, Leonard Liebling,
Albert Parker, Ernest Voigt, R. Warren, Mr. Bart
ola Company
Opens
Marr, Herman Irion, Robert Watkins.

Office
New
Arrangemen
ts
for
the
opening of a new office
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
at 2022 Main Street, Dallas, Texas, in charge of
Your kind letter bearing yesterday's date to Phil H. Pierce, who has been many years in the
hand. I appreciate your naming me as a mem- musical instrument and motion picture business,
ber of the Executive Board of the now being
formed association. I heartily accept because I have been completed by Dan Barton, of the
am willing to devote as much time as I can in Bartola Musical Instrument Company, who personally visited the southern city for this purbettering all things concerned in the theatre
and its music. Being associated with you in
Mr. Pierce has an exceptionally wide acthis undertaking will be a pleasure because I
quaintance among exhibitors of the south where
know that yours are result-getting efforts. I pose.
am for better music at all times, and I love to he has, for a number of years, acted as representative of various musical instrument com" fight " obstacles which must be eliminated in
panies. He is a skilled organ expert as well as
order to get better music.
I believe the association should endeavor to a salesman and has in his employ, a crew of
and demonstrators who have been
get all musicians in the country, playing or con- mechanics
templating playing in picture theatres, to join. associated with him for years.
The policy of the southern Bartola Organ inThey will, I am sure, join with pleasure if they
terests will follow that of the Chicago headare made known of the benefits of being a
member.
quarters, inasmuch as a school for players will
I think the Executive Board should consist of be maintained free of charge to the student
not only musicians, but also a publisher, exhib- organists who will be placed with exhibitors
itor, manager, and a well-known projectionist. without charge. This has been made a feature
by Mr. Barton in his organization for the last
They are all important as the things to be ac- seven
years.
complished need co-operation from all those
Mr. Pierce is well pleased with the outlook in
connected with theatre and music. The number
of persons, in the respective work I have men- the south, stating that the tightness of conditions, due to the cotton market, has not materitioned, comprising the Executive Board, you, as
ally affected the motion picture business and he
chairman, to decide. All the doings of the association to be reported in your columns in the anticipated a big season.
News.
Mr. Barton states that the reputation of his
Mr. Winkler of Belwin, Inc., Mr. Luz, of instrument evidently had preceded him, for
while in Texas waiting for the demonstration
Loew's, and Mr. S. H. Peyser, a Staten Island instrument
to arrive, to be installed in the new
exhibitor and a strong advocate of good music
in the theatres, I believe would be important office, Mr. Phillips of the Phillips Egypt theatre
members of the board. I also believe at least of Fort Worth, happened in and after Mr. Pierce
one woman should be on the board to help in explained his new connection to Mr. Phillips,
the work. One who is a good musician and he bought a Bartola without even having seen
can devote time to the association will be of or heard the instrument and insisted on getting
benefit to all concerned. The one capable of the organ shipped for demonstration purposes
real work and earnest effort is, I believe, Mrs. and that another instrument be shipped to Texas
S. Marx, 110 Lenox avenue, N. Y. C. I know for use in the Bartola office. Mr. Barton claims
her to be an exceptionally good musician, and this to be a record sale.
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The Musical Forum
'i ««" iiiiitiMrini«iiiKiiit((iinn(ifi(miiitiiHii<iiikniu1iairti«tMnFii........inNiiiimiiiii."
(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries and suggestions are gathered.
This is where the motion picture fraternity gets together on music.)
Western Union Telegram.
Chicago, 111.,
Chas. D. Isaacson,
Feb. 10, 1921.
Motion Picture News.
I will accept chairmanship of Musical Instrument Committee. Dan Barton,
Bartola Musical Instrument Co.
Witmark & Sons,
Gentlemen :
It is with great pleasure that I am able to inform you that I played " Till I'm Called By My
Master Above" (Witmark & Sons, 1918) as
the theme for that wonderful picture " Earthbound," Feb. 5th. It was a great improvement
on the theme requested on the cue sheet, and
several requests were made to ascertain the title
of the composition and I gave it willingly.
John Todd.
Pittsburg, Pa.
* i r< ■

Dear Mr. Isaacson:
It was with much interest that I read your
article in last Thursday's Globe,- " Some Ideas
Disclosed by Movie Conference." For the past
few months I have been an organist at the
Main street, St. James and Savoy Theatres in
Asbury Park, N. J., I did not hold all these jobs
at one time, but rotated as occasions demand,
these three theatres being under one management. The Main Street is now closed owing
to construction of a stage and balcony and as I
will be idle for a few weeks I would like you to
keep my name before you, or rather put me in
touch with some exhibitor as I am desirous of
making a change. I am thoroughly in accord
with the tone of your articles which treat of a
discussion of presenting music of the better
sort and getting away from the jazz on a pipe
organ. I find that the majority of the people
can remember a picture better when a classic
theme runs through it, and other good music is
used much more so than when nothing but
popular dance music is played. I have insisted
on using high class music though I have been
criticized by patrons and management both for
not catering more to popular demand which
criticism convinces me more than ever that the
average audience can be educated up to a decent standard if the organists hang together.
Nelson L. Dowling,
Sea Girt, N. J.
Against Women?
I am a flutist, experienced in orchestra work,
having played in one "movie theatre for about
two and a half years, besides other engagements. In my efforts to secure a position in
New York City I have noticed much discrimination against women musicians (although I
times in men's ora fewsatisfaction.)
have played
chestrasthrough
apparently giving
May say that I studied with Mr. Barrere at
the Institute of Musical Art, having had a scholarship there.
If the request is not impertinent, may I ask
if you will kindly put me in touch with those
parties who would consider women players in
their orchestras?
Violet A. Conklin,
Peekskill, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
I take this opportunity of expressing my

thanks for the chance to relate my views to
such a selected audience as was present at the
convention.
You can count me in as a hard co-worker in
helping to bring about what you are aiming at.
Max Winkler.
Belwin, Inc., N. Y. C.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
Please allow me to congratulate you upon the
success of the music conference held recently
under your inspiration and guidance. I am sure
that the whole moving picture industry will be
greatly benefited thereby, as well as the music
profession.
In regarding the synopsis in your issue of the
5th, regarding the conference, I particularly
noticed a reply of S. M. Berg to a representative of the Society of Authors and Composers,
which said in effect that there was more good
music non-taxable than the Society controls. I
merely wish to express myself as of the same
opinion and register one sincere protest at the
purpose of this society.
There is not a publisher in America today
who does not know and recognize the fact that
his greatest help in marketing his publications is
and has been the theatre, and especially the vaudeville and moving picture houses. They all
used to send copies of their publications to us,
asking us to use them when ever possible and
" push " them as much as possible as a " special
favor" to them. I have spent about 13 years
in picture theatres as an organist, and I have
always helped their numbers whenever I could
do so without taking on the appearance of
" plugging." Some of those who now are in
society, until recently advertised on the music
sent us professionals that we nor any one else
would have to pay the tax or fee for playing
their music. I particularly have in mind Harry
Von Tilzer, and several more like him who
have just recently entered the Society.
Like most moving picture theatre musicians.
I use wherever ' possible only music of those
publishers who do not belong to this society.
That means that I will drop all music sent me
from those publishers of the society, and substitute on every occasion possible the music of
other publishers. Of course, we musicians do
not have to pay this tax, but we consider it absolutely unfair, and unjust, and a turning-on
those who have been their best friends.
I am sure that if all theatre musicians took
this stand the Society of Composers, etc., would
not exist very long. If all theatres cut out their
music and refused to be bluffed into paying the
fees, they would have no reason for existing,
and those publishers who have been in this
thing would have a hard road traveling thereafter.
My house has paid them for one so I understand, but at the expiration of that time I shall
advise them not to make any further payment.
Harold Price,
Greensburg, Pa.
Will you kindly advise the different publishing companies of New York City to forward
to the Victoria Theatre a professional copy solo
piano parts on all their issues from this date
on, and if possible forward copies of the biggest hits published in the past three months.
This is for the organist who plays during the
relief of the regular orchestra and cannot use
the orchestration organ part conveniently.
I would appreciate it very much if you would
emphasize the necessity of having the piano solo
professional copies of the latest comic opera
hits which are now playing New York City.
Very truly yours,
A. L. Skinner, Manager,
Victoria Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Suggestions for the Executive Board fi
H. S. Kraft : Arthur James, editor of the 1
Hon Picture World; E. J. Bowes, of the C:
tol ; Sol Lesser, exhibitor, of Los Angeles;
Barret McCormick, New Ambassador Thea
Los Angeles; Alfred S. Black, Black Thea
Boston, Mass. ; John C. Flynn, vice-president
Famous Players; C. L. Yearsley, First 1
tional; David Selznick, Selznick Pictures;
W. Finston, Balaban & Katz, Chicago; A.
Kirkpatrick, Manager of Robertson-Cole P
ducers ; Maurice Barr, Saenger Amusement (
New Orleans, La.; Phil Gleichman, manag
director, Broadway Strand, Detroit; Bert
Newr, of the American Piano Co. ; V. E.
Fuller, manager of the Ampico Dept., Ann
can Piano; A. F. Adams, Wolf son Music I
reau;
Rudolph
litzer Piano
Co. Wurlitzer, Jr., Rudolph WTo comply with your request I take the 1
erty of suggesting the names of Mr. H.
Lawrence, formerly with the Kohler & Can
bell Industries, and Mr. E. S. Votey, of 1
Aeolian Co., as valuable members of the E*
utive Board of your association.
I am sure that you know the former wi
He was present at the meeting of the Mn
Week Committee, at which you were a
present, and Mr. Votey is one of the head m
and technical expert of the Organ and Plaj
Piano Dept. of the Aeolian Company.
Herman Irion, .■
Steinway & Co., N. Y. C
Suggestions for the Executive Board fn
H. Riesenfeld : Erno Rapee, of the Capita
Frederick Stahlberg, of the Rivoli.
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ANTED
— PIANISTS
ORGANISTS,
picexperience;
goodANDsalary,
steady with
positions.
VRTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 314
lllers Building, Chicago.
THEATRES — Free Samples, Caution Labels, Shiplg
Film Tampa,
Reports,Florida.
Dally Reports, etc. Adbss:Labels,
Box 1155,
MANAGER — Experienced man to take complete
large of well equipped Motion Picture Supply House.
|:ferences required. State salary and give full dein first220letter.
Dept. M.,
heIs News,
S. StateAddress
St., Chicago,
111. Motion PicBECOME A PROFESSIONAL
afn'35^100aWee
PHOTOGRAPHER
Big opportunities NOW.I
Qualifynating
forprofession.
this Three
fascimonths'
course
covers
all branches:
Motion Picture — Commercial — Portraiture
Cameras and Materials furnished free
Practical
Day or evening
classeseasyInstruction;
Themodern
School equipment.
of Recognized
Call or write
forterms.
complete
CATALOG
NO. 41, Superiority.
N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. OR 505 State St., Bklyn.

RadiO-w-Mat
TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
50 RADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
Accept no Substitute.
ForSalebyall Leading Dealers.

Iran&ferteK
automatically supplies only such Yoltage as arc
req aires. No waste of current In ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, TJ. 8. A.
A

6

Foot

Room

for

a 6 Foot Man
(Continued from page 1978)
.ted, as I have one of the original copies of
:m.
ieep the good work up, as I would like to
/e some one's views on them, other than our
amining Board (Views).
Jeply: Your membership blank has been reived and will go through the usual routine,
ler which a card, badge and a supply of labels
111 be sent you. We are glad to know that
fx is picking up in its film service. Without

doubt the Fox Exchanges have exhibited the
poorest examination service of any of them.
How long since has F. P.-L., omitted the perforated reel number. The last information we
got from the head office was that these perforators were sent to the Exchanges for the express purpose of placing a tell-tale on the ends
of the reel. Perhaps your Exchange has lost
its punch. We — and thousands of others — hope
it has.
Your operating room is a perfect fit. The
builder couldn't have worked to closer figures.
Besides
being a good
an abomination.
Health authorities
shouldfit,notit'sallow
you to work
in it a day longer.
You may have seen a duplicate of those 100
questions, but we don't believe that we got them
where you think we did. We have good reasons
to believe that there are many copies traveling
through the country. Probably you got hold of
one of them.
Improvements
on
West Coast
(Continued from page 1982)
bus and also to provide a double bus, so that it
was possible to boost the voltage several points
if it was desired to carry a large amount of
direct current across the street onto one of the
other lots.
" The switchboard as now designed will permit any one of the three sets to be operated
either alone or in combination with any other
est in the room. As a general rule, the 3-unit,
300 k. w. set is operated, and since the motor
on this set is designed for 100 per cent, power
factor at full load, it will oprate as a leading
power factor of the studio connected load as
well as improve the voltage regulation on the
studio lot. If it is necessary to operate two
or more sets, one of the other two unit equipments is operated in parallel with the 3-unit set,
and in that case, of course, no balancer equipment is required, as the 3-unit set takes care
of the total unbalance of the entire load. This
is very conclusive evidence of the supriority
of the 3-unit set for studio application.
" The direct current switchboard, you will
note, is very complete and neat in appearance,
being built up of black Marine finished marble, having all of the features of the Westinghouse 7-inch round face with black dials
and white figures. This feature adds to the
appearance of the board, and also makes it
easier to read meters.
' " All of the generator panels are provided
with automatic carbon circuit breakers, and
the generator breakers are electrically interlocked with the a. c. motor starting switches,
so that should the a. c. power fail on any
motor starting switches it would be impossible to motor this set from the direct current
end. All of the d. c. and a. c. feeder panels
are provided with ammeters, so that it is possible to tell at a glance, the load on each side of
every 3-wire circuit. Automatic carbon circuit
breakers are provided for each outgoing feeder
circuit. One single voltmeter mounted on a
swinging bracket at the extreme left of the
switchboard is used for reading the direct current voltage of any one of the direct current
generators or on the bus itself.
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SLIDES FOR MODERN

THEATRES

Prepaid 50c
Silence on tire part of an
a-ixclicnee cnaubles cvctjouc
to concentrate attention
upon trie screen and. more
tlioroij ^hly^errjoy the yprescnta,tions . jl
« 4, j.

Studio

FOR

BETTER

Design No. 662- A
74F0WLER
STUDIOS
5th FLOOR CHAMBER ST COMMERCE BLDG
LOS

ANGELES,

CALIF

Instead of Dipped Lamps
Infinitely [Better, More Lasting
and Cheaper in the Long Run
Made of Natural Colored Blown Glass
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
REYNOLDS
ELECTRIC CO.
For 5- W.0 W.Lamps
and
25-40
2650 W. Congress St, .
Chicago, III

Ventilating Fans
Oscillating Fans
Ceiling Fans
Desk or Table
Fan 9
Wall Bracket
Fans
Low Prices
Consult us about
your ventilation
Fidelity
ElectricPa.
Lancaster,

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use
means a saving of from 20 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone, Bryant 8138
New York
Addressing
Printing

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
1600 BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
<•
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Everything

" The Devil's Confession "
(Circle Film Attractions — State Rights)
THIS is a very simply made rural drama,
crude in spots both in direction and photography if compared to the highest class productions. Itpresents, however, a well planted story
in which suspense is worked up to the climax
by means which, if they are obvious and
mechanical, are sufficient to keep the attention
of an audience not too highly educated in movie
construction.
The picture was made by Director John Lopez.
In the cast are Mary Eberle, Frank Williams,
the leading man; and Louise Lee, the leading
lady. Harold Foshay, the heavy, is the most
attractive member of the cast.
No attempt has been made for the so-called
"points of appeal." There are no cabaret sets
or country mansions. But Mr. Lopez has managed to get the atmosphere of rural life into
his picture. Aiding in accomplishing this effect
are some pretty exterior shots of country
scenes. The story concerns the killing of a man
on a country roadside. The hero finds him dying and is accused and convicted of the murder.
Sentenced to die, we see his mother and sweetheart making personal appeals to the governor
for a pardon. The villain finally confesses to
the crime after his cap has been found near
the scene of the crime. Then comes the rush
of the condemned man's sister to the governor
with the signed confession. She misses the train,
and jumps on a horse. The saddle breaks and
autothe horse runs away, so she jumps in an
mobile. And she reaches the executive mansion
just before midnight.
Criticism could easily be made of the tinting,
or rather the lack of it, and the acting of " Dr.
Hill " and the " Governor." Also of one or two
inadequate interiors. There is some action in
the picture, and an interesting old time country
dance scene. Length 5 reels. — MA TTHE W A.
TAYLOR.
" South Sea Magic "
(Educational)
A SPLENDID Educational from every angle.
The picture shows many beautiful views of
the Samoan islands, takes in the surrounding
shores and in tinted form pictures the tropical
waves as they dash upon the sands, giving the
scenes a sort of weird fascination.
For interest the natives are brought into view
and in a compact form their modes and methods
of life are pictured from the time they get up
in the morning until sleep overtakes them in
the still hours of the evening.
And there is no more interesting "class of
native " in the world today than the South Sea
Islander. His methods of making bread, his
feasts, his dances and the wonderful canoes

tlie Slxowman

Needs

cm Every

which aid him in procuring the fish upon which
he lives, are all shown in picturesque manner.
For a thriller, the cameraman takes us out
to sea in a large boat manned by able Samoan
seamen, and in a series of tensely exciting
moments pictures the methods of catching or
hunting the shark.
The word hunting is used because the fishermen turn hunters when they reach their destination and after a few preliminaries, which consist
of stirring up the water with a peculiar sort
of implement, procure a strong rope which is
shaped into a lasso and when Mr. Shark appears
near the surface, the noose is slipped over his
head and he is drawn up, not without a violent
struggle, and into the boat.
Another interesting moment is when the
young children appear in their native costumes
and do a series of interesting dances. These
scenes are only exceeded by the ones in which
all the members of the tribe participate in the
big feast or pow-wow.
A very good short subject and one that will
fit into any program— FRANK LEONARD.
"Hubby Behave"
(Vanity Comedy — Educational)
ttTTTJBBY BEHAVE" is a pleasing comedy
Ai with just enough incident to carry it
through
and keep the " interest up " throughout.
Action is the byword and so closely do the
actors follow it that the tempo is entirely too
fast in many of the scenes.
This is probably due to the director who
should have " slowed up " here and there in
order to vary the situations.
The plot or whatever it may be called has
been used many times, but has been polished
with different settings, actors and a few new
" gags."
The jealous wife, the scheming husband and
his friends who like club life, the cops and the
jail are all here with the usual explanations and
happy ending.
Irene Dalton, an attractive young woman
feminine role with " an abunthe" of leading
plays dance
action, while Earl Rodney keeps his
end up in the same manner. The supporting
cast is up to standard. — FRANK LEONARD.
" Big Bob "
(Jack Perrin — Two Reels — Universal)
is just an ordinary western with the
THIS
star in the role of a sheriff who is on the
trail of a couple of bad men. The opening scenes
show the star leaving his home and mother and
following the trail in pursuit of the villains.
When he has about "caught up" with the
bad men, they swing around and ride back to
the hero's home. After a hard day's pursuit,
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Perrin reaches his little cabin to find that th
bad men, in revenge, have killed his mother.
Vowing vengeance at her grave he sets ot
after the murderers and in the usual roug
and tumble fight kills the principal offender.
The scenes are mostly exteriors until th
finish when the usual dance hall and countr
hotel
are cast
" rung
in."alert dog who is always oi
In the
is an
the
job
when
trouble
is brewing. — FRAN}
LEONARD.
44 The Trigger Trail "
(Jack Perrin-Univcrsal — Two Reels)
THOSE who like excitement will find plenty
of it in this two reeler, for the bad mat
is extra bad and keeps the sheriff and his poss
in hot water until he is landed in jail.
But the jail is not strong enough to hold hiii
so he makes his escape by breaking through th«
roof. He then seizes a young child and ride
off with it to the mountains where his enemie
are defied.
In a strong scene he captures the hero, beat!
him and then lets him " run " for his life
giving him the command, " Save yourself il
Perrin avoids his shot, however, and wher
the villain is about to kill the father of th*
heroine, hero arrives just in time to save him
can." patrons like thrillers, here's one jusl
you
If your
as good as a serial.— FRANK LEONARD.
"Wedding Bells Out of Tune"
(Paramount — Two
Mack Reels)
Sennett Comedy —

COMPAREDrs, to former Sennett-producec
laughmake
this comedy is a sorry exam-i
pie. Its story is sufficiently interesting, but il
will never be greeted with any great laughter.!
Louise Fazenda is in the cast, but has nci
opportunity to be funny. In fact all the cast,
the two newly-wed couples and the detective
go through their uninspired action in a color-)
less way. There is no real humorous situation
in the entire two reels, nor no very new gag.
The story concerns a newly-married couple whe
are visited by a second very unwelcome couple. A detective is brought in, hired by ont
of the wives in order to secure evidence tc
obtain her divorce. Wife Number Two and
husband Number One are forced to spend the
night together in a Ferris Wheel compartment
when the machinery stops while they are if
mid-air. Of course, complications ensue whidl
are straightened out when the wife discovert
that her friend has hired a detective. This dei
tective is made to bob in and out in all soril
of unexpected places in various disguises. Thl
Mai St. Claire diperfectly clean.
picturerected.—isMATTHEW
A. TAYLOR.
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"WHAT

EVERY

WOMAN

De Mille-Paramount)
(William KNOWS"

"THE

GUILE
OF
(Goldwyn)

WOMEN

Rogers, Good Story and Clever Titles Make
Entertainment

This Fine

Fine Production, But Subject Matter Is Talky
EXCEPTIONAL story material both in plot and development and
homely old Bill Rogers in a role eminently suited to his particular
This
ons.
producti
Mille's
De
William
upon
O^E can usually bankd
talents makes this very fine entertainment for audiences appreciating
lirector is possesse of enough dramatic instinct and artistic per- something that gets away from the orthodox.
ceptions to make the most of any story intrusted to his care. In
star is presented as a " squarehead " sailor who has found his way to
"What Every Woman Knows" he hasn't failed as far as realizing the SanTheFrancisco's
waterfront, there to become disillusioned of women includvalues of Barrie's play, emphasizing the characterization and giving color
ing his Swedish sweetheart to whom he had sent money for the journey
with
Yet
to the quaint atmosphere and the playwright's customary charm.
across the sea, to join him.
all his ability he has not been able to make the picture other than a comWithout Rogers, " The Guile of Women " would probably be just a picbeen
not
position ofmechanical scenes which do not convince. He has
ture. With him as " Yal "• it becomes one of the most human and unusual
able to develop his scenes with action and incident dominant and is forced
stories ever presented on the screen. Rogers has an opportunity for a disto have recourse to a great deal of titling. In fact there is scarcely a scene
play of his particular brand of comedy, but also is provided with some emowhich is not punctuated with a descriptive title or one which presents a
tional scenes that eclipse anything in screen pathos which he has as yet atflash of dialogue.
tempted. He plays with a finesse and skill worthy of emulation by tbe
Barrie cannot be transferred to the screen in such a maimer. And yet
greatest stars and depends less on his particular tricks and mannerisms
one cannot blame De Mille. It appears to us that the play does not possess
than in any picture in which he has previously appeared.
those ingredients which make motion pictures. The subtleties of Barrie
Mr. Rogers is aided by a strong cast of which Mary Warren as the
are just faintly suggested. To anyone who remembers Maude Adams in Swedish
emigrant girl, is entitled to special credit. The picture has been
the offering — that person will probably feel disappointed. De Mille has
done wonders in pointing the Barrie detail — the quaint customs and
photographed amid splendid atmospheric surroundings, San Francisco's
manners. He has not erred in this direction. As far as we are able to dis- water front, and Mr. Badger's direction aided by clever titles, written in
dialect, has told the simple story clearly.
cern he has not erred in any direction. Had he incorporated his own version the Barrie champions would have cried out with loud protestations.
While the story of " The Guile of Women " needed Rogers to make it
big, the production is by no means a vehicle in the accepted sense of the
'What Every Woman Knows" is not another "Admirable Crichton" or
word. There are several good roles. Bert Sprotte scores as " Skole," anrather " Male and Female " as it was known on the screen.
other Swedish sailor who places little faith in the feminine sex. Dori9
While it contains the same rich characterization, the moving incident is
not so substantial. With some of the extraneous matter eliminated and a Pawn also has a good part in " Annie." The picture should be ranked as a
comedy. There are some dramatic moments, but for the most part it just
reel taken away, the action would be more compressed and the abundance
breezes along as entertainment, depending on its incident, humorous capof titles would not be so evident. The theme revolves around the conceit
tions and likeable characters to get it across. Should make Rogers new
of the average man, who, forging to the top, thinks he is entirely responsible
friends and be a hit with people who have liked this star in previous profor his success, whereas, in reality, it is his wife who furnishes the stimulus.
ductions.— Length, 5 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
Barrie plays one sex against the other. He presents a lack of charm as the
cause of a husband losing interest in his wife. In this way the picture af- j
THE CAST
fords rich entertainment. It may make more than one woman confront her
Yal
Will Rogers
mirror and study her personality. There is not enough contrasting humor
Hulda
Mary Warren
Skole
Bert
Sprotte
to give the feature the needed note of balance. It seems to dwell upon a Armstrong
Lionel Belmore
melancholy key. The play itself is rich and pointed satire; the picture is Captain Larsen
Chas. A. Smily
Captain Stahl
Nick Cogley
neither satire nor drama. But it is quaint enough to generate charm and
Annie
Doris Pawn
novelty. And it is very well acted by Lois Wilson. Conrad Nagel is Butler
John Lince
Maid
Jane Starr
hardly the type for the canny Scot. — Length, 7 reels. — Laurence Reid.
Story by Peter Clark MacFarlane.
Directed
by
Clarence
Badger.
THE CAST
Maggie Wylie
Lois Wilson
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
John Shand
Conrad Nagel
Alick Wylie
Charles Ogle sailor
Homely
old Swedish
Bill Rogers
in " Theis the
Guilefeature
of Women,"
a story atof the
a " squarehead "
and
his
sweetheart,
picture offering
David Wylie
Fred Huntly
James Wylie
Guy Oliver theatre for a
days'
showing
beginning
.
Charles Venables
Winter Hall
the offering
Rogers
has one
the bestand roles
his career
as savings
" Yal," in
whoa
hasIn come
to America
to make
his of
fortune
who ofinvests
his first
Sybil Tenterden
Lillian Tucker
Comtesse de la Briere
Claire McDowell delicatessen store only to lose it. The picture has plenty of the brand of comedy
which has made the star famous and also delivers some emotional acting that
Scotch Lawyer
Robert Brower
reveals talents which no one had suspected he possessed.
By James M. Barrie.
In the
supporting
cast is Belmore,
Mary Warren
" Yal'swell" known
Swedish players.
sweetDirected by William De Mille.
heart, Bert
Sprotte, Lionel
Nick as
CogleyHulda,"
and other
The locale of the production is along the water front of San Francisco and the
company was taken to the actual scenes for the filming of the story. The story
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
of " The Guile of Women " is by Peter Clark MacFarlane, author of many popular
Saturday
Evening Post sea stories. The direction is by Clarence Badger.
An event of interest in motion picture entertainment is promised next
at the
theatre when the William De Mille production of James M.
PROGRAM READER
Barrie's celebrated play, " What Every Woman Knows," is the feature attraction,
ThisMille
was isone
Adams'
greatest
successes
version byBarrie
Mr.
If you liked
" Jubilo,"with
" Honest
" and the
otherleading
featurerole,
pictures
whichbe
De
said ofto Maude
be a most
faithful
adaptation
— one and
rich the
withpicture
the customary
Goldwyn
has produced
homely Hutch
Bill Rogers
in the
yo\x will
charm.
An
excellent
cast
of
players
has
been
selected
to
interpret
the
picture
—
especially
pleased
with
"
The
Guile
of
Women,"
Rogers'
latest
starring
vehicle
a cast that includes Lois Wilson, Conrad Nagel, Charles Ogle and Fred Huntley.
comes to the
theatre for a
days' engagement
It is a story about Maggie Wylie, a quaint Scotch girl who believes herself which
beginning
.
without charm, but in reality is most charming, and possesses an unusual quantity
In
"
The
Guile
of
Women
"
Rogers
plays
the
role
of
a
"
squarehead
sailor who
of intelligence. Maggie, through a strange bargain made by her father, is married
has come from Sweden to San Francisco to make his fortune before " sending
for
to John Shand, an ambitious politician, who, unknown to himself, only wins success
hisHow
sweetheart,
" Hulda."
because of clever touches his wife injects into his speeches when she types them.
his
plans
go
wrong
in
this
connection,
and
also
in
others
notably
when
He is ready to throw her over for another woman, when, on the eve of his biggest
he invests all his savings in a delicatessen store, makes a story of strong heart
speech, he finds himself helpless and calls upon Maggie for aid. Miss Wilson and interest and also furnishes oodles of comedy of the brand which has made the
Mr. Nagel have the leading roles. The picture is rich in incident, charm, romance
Mary Warren
" Hulda,"
others Nick
in a strong
and adventure. It also presents colorful characterization and is excellently directed star
cast popular.
are Bert Sprotte,
Lionel plays
Belmore,
Charleswhile
A. Smily,
Cogley supporting
and Doris
by Mr. De Mille.
Pawn. The picture is an adaptation of Peter MacFarlane's Saturday Evening Post
story.
The production
made inscenic
the actual
of thesecured
story, San
Francisco's
water front
and many was
beautiful
shots locale
have been
as backgrounds
PROGRAM READER
as well as authentic some fine sea stuff. Clarence Badger was the director.
What kind of a wife should a man choose, the pretty little flower who holds up her
SUGGESTIONS
nead and inspires her husband with sweet glances and charming vanities, or the
practical, brainy girl who cooperates with her husband in his various enterprises
For newspaper advertising we would use good scene stills in big space with the
and helps him to overcome his obstacles? Sir James M. Barrie makes it quite humorous
titles of the film to explain them. The title would not enter in our
would rather give the billing to Rogers
plain
kind of picture
love is which
the most
in " What Every
Knows,"
exploitation any more than necessary. We angles.
the newwhich
Paramount
comesenduring
to the
theatre Woman
next
Mention should be made of the
stress on the comedy
story
the
and
as a William De Mille production featuring Lois Wilson and Conrad Nagel. The author and hiswith
Evening Post story, with emphasis on the offering as a
picture is said to carry the delightful Barrie charm quite as well as the stage play story of the seaSaturday
for. For a prologue Swedish
called
locale
actual
taken in the
and it abounds with quaint touches of character and romance. Remember next
the 'Frisco water front, with
showing
setting
stage
a
with
given
dances
and
songs
. Don't miss it.
as sailors would be appropriate. Lobby displays should
dressed also.
characters
your the
have
sea atmosphere
CATCH LINES
CATCH LINES
What constitutes charm in a woman? Come to the
and see " What
Every Woman
Knows."
Barrie
gives
the
answer.
See
the
William
De
Mille
Para" in this humorous story of a squarehead who
hong-konged
"
is
Rogers
Bill
mount picture.
came to America to make his fortune.
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"THE

OFF-SHORE
(Metro)

PIRATE"

Not Enough Substance for Picture Entertainment
VIOLA DANA is aiming at a pretty high mark, what with the good impres ions ofher last previous release, " A Chorus Girl's Romance."
Compared with her present offering " The Off-Shore Pirate," it emphasizes the difference between a great entertainment and a poor one. F.
Scott Fitzgerald, the author of both stories, hasn't been so inspired with the
current release. It is really of single-track proportions and does not contain
enough variety of incident — enough crisp action to warrant giving it feature
length. It may be considered as an exceedingly mild offering colored by
some good touches here and there but for the most part developing its
naive story with scarcely a sign of sustaining highlight.
Credit must be given the . scenario writer. Waldemar Young, for incorporating the hokum of ths colored crew — a crew which didn't appear in
the original. Were it not for the dusky sailors with the huge dice and
their manner of carrying on the burden of the plot the picture wou!d have
sagged so badly that even Viola Dana and her vibrant personality couldn't
have saved it. The scenarioist has kept it moving, however, with these incidental interludes — interludes which must be accepted as pure hokum, but
which spell the only note of entertainment. The idea, itself, is founded
upon the rich and independent girl who is determined to have her own way
— even in matrimonial matters. So she is kidnapped by the very man she
wishes to avoid, without suspecting his identity. From the kidnapping episode in the second reel to the conclusion when she is rescued the picture
is dependent on the jazzy crew.
The star does not have much opportunity to give color to her individual
expressions. She is locked up; ditto ths young skipper; ditto the white
crew. There is much scanning of the sea through binoculars and much
nautical talk. The subtitles are breezy enough and really bolster the picture in the weak places. The story being frail in the original, it has devolved upon the scenario writer and the director to put action and incident in it. This they have done and it makes better reading via the silversheet than the magazine page. The star has an ensemble of suitors who
make love via a deep plunge in the waters or via a canoe. During their
proposals, the spirited heroine is cutting up didoes — according to the regulation custom — splashing, winking and all that sort of thing. The really
humorous parts of the picture are found in the hokum of the crew and the
snappy titles. The technical details are first rate. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Ardita Farnam
•.
Viola Dana
Toby Moreland
Jack Mulhall
Uncle Nevkova
John Farnam
'-.
Edward
Ivan
Edward Jobson
Cecil
By F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Scenario by Waldemar Young.
Directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald.
Photographed by John Arnold.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Viola Dana, she of the buoyant personality and delightful ways, will be the star
at the
theatre on
when the Metro picture, " The Off-Shore
Pirate,"
shown.
is an Fitzgerald,
adaptation the
of the
Eveningwriter,
Post story
the
same isname
by This
F.. Scott
wellSaturday
known fiction
and theof
author
of
"
The
Chorus
Girl's
Romance,"
the
previous
Viola
Dana
picture.
The
star is said to give an ideal interpretation of Ardita Farnam, the young heiress whom
friends have had captured by a pirate so as to save her from the plotting of a
sinister scheming foreigner. The pirate in question is not the regular orthodox,
Captain Kidd specie; he becomes one for a matter of convenience to save her from
the wily Russian in search of a rich wife.
Ardita'scomes
life has
one proposal
aftermaners.
another While
and sheon isa short
bored cruise
until the
Russian
and been
wins just
her with
his polished
she
is accosted by a pirate with a gang of cut-throats — and then the fun begins. Much
praise is due to the finished acting of the supporting cast. The story is adapted
skillfully by Waldemar Young, one of the ablest scenario writers of the day. Dallas
Fitzgerald directed. The picture is declared to be a most entertaining romance
which uncovers undeniable charm and novelty.
PROGRAM READER
"
The
Off-Shore
Pirate
"
is
romanceis acknowledged
of youth with todainty
Danafictionist
as the
star. F. Scott Fitzgerald, the aauthor,
be theViola
leading
him at his own game. She is an independent girl, used to having her own way
in everything. And she is determined to choose her own husband. How she does
it is told in five charming reels — a picture which moves with unbounded humor.
Miss Dana is supported by an adequate cast. The picture was excellently adapted
by Waldemar Young and directed by Dallas Fitzgerald. At this theatre next .
SUGGESTIONS
The title is a corker and can come in for some good exploitation. You can also
take advantage of the author's name. F. Scott Fitzgerald is a recognized _ short
story
and doubtless
of yourmagazine
patrons stories.
are familiar
novel, that
" Thishe
Side ofwriter
Paradise
" and his many
humorous
You with
can his
mention
was
responsible
for
"
A
Chorus
Girl's
Romance,"
a
previous
Dana
feature.
Present
stills of the scenes. Use compo boards with red skull and cross-bones for art display
for your frames. You can stage a miniature prologue after the manner ofinterest
a piratein
ensemble. You can use the skull and cross-bones idea for stimulating
several
ways. fashion.
Tell them " The Off-Shore Pirate " is coming. Treat your copy
in
a humorous
CATCH LINES
How could a man win her? With love? That was funny. With wealth? She
had enough for a foreign loan. With position? Hardly. She tieated the boys —
well like bell-boys. Then how? See Viola Dana in " The Off-Shore Pirate."

"ALL

DOLLED
(Universal)

UP"

Pleasing Offering With the Star in an Ideal Role
UNIVERSAL has hit upon an appropriate formula for the expression
of Gladys Walton's abundant charm and talent. The " rags to
riches " idea proved an acceptable background in a previous release, "Rich Girl, Poor Girl," and there is no doubt about the entertaining
quality of her present picture, " All Dolled Up." There is very little variation on this Cinderella theme. It has served long and faithfully and scenario writers will continue to use it till the millennium. Perhaps a few of
the discriminate will object to the regulation methods of the director in
extent from
any neighborhood
varied ofto the
He hasn't
action and
shaping
the toughs
cop who chases
The incident.
channels.
orthodox his

and the employment of strong-arm tactics by the heroine to frustrate the
villain — these touches are anticipated and, sure enough, they appear.
Yet " All Dolled Up " has enough on its credit side to please any type
of patron. The spectator will find entertainment in the manner in which
the star emerges from rags to riches. In recovering a stolen necklace for
a customer in the department store of which she is an employee, she is reimbursed with a wealth of milady's finery. The hero doesn't make his
introduction until the third reel, but on.ce his appearance is made the obviousnes of the story becomes apparent. The heroine wants what she
terms a " swell guy," and little dreams that a good looking chauffeur is a
member of his profession. A flirtation develops into a romance with the
young people living up to false pretensions. There is a melodramatic flair
to the picture which gives it the necessary balance, although it somewhat
strains credulity. It has to do with the blackmailing tactics of a swindle
sheet. Naturally the heroine is compromised but she saves her honor
through the employment of a good right arm and the rough-house style of
her escort.
The picture sustains the interest because of the sympathetic note and the
fact that the scenes are presented with color and are gauged in the right
tempo. The action never drags — not even when it becomes obvious. There
is a chance for a surprise twist in the feature which would have given it a
touch of novelty. The hero's identity might have been left to the imagination. Instead you guess that he comes from the same lowly environment.
Miss Walton is more at ease in " All Dolled Up " than in a previous release.
There is none of that straining to be original or unduly colorful. A first
class program feature, it should satisfy wherever played. — Length, 5 reels.
— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Maggie Quick
Gladys Walton
Jas. Montgomery Johnson
Ed Hearn
Percy Prack
Richard Norton
Eva Bundy
Florence Turner
The Widow
Helen Bruneau
Amilo Rodolpho
Fred Malatesta
Mile. Scarpa
Ruth Royce
Eddie Bowman
John Goff
Mr. Shankley
Frank Norcross
Mme. De Jercasse
Muriel Godfrey Turner
Landlady
Lydia Yeamans Titus
By John by
Colton.
Scenario
A. P. Younger.
Directed by Rollin Sturgeon.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Gladys Walton, the pretty and charming Universal star, is coming to the
theatre by
next
" All feature
Dolled isUp,"
written the
by John
Colton and directed
Rollin Sturgeon.in This
considered
most
entertaining in which the vital and vibrant Miss Walton has ever appeared. Her
personality is ideal for the role of the department store clerk who dreams o£
romance and longs to be the wife of a rich gentleman.
versed in the art of self-defense. Indeed, there
As Maggie Quick she is wellcourt
resourcefulness she
any trouble. Due to heris promptly
to
isn't anyone who is willing
rewarded
and
is able to save a rich customer some valuableto gems
have a flirtation with a young
with a fine wardrobe. One day she happens
car. She never dreams that he is only a chauffeur —
man driving a huge amotor
confession that he was brought up in the same neighbormakes
not until he picture
is crammed with human touches and the humorous note is
hood The
Considerable local color adds tone to the production and prowell emphasized.
vides a fitting atmosphere.
PROGRAM READER
of the
but just because she had the interest reward
She clerked in a department ofstore
its customers from being robbed. Asfinea dreams
store at heart she saved one
her
out
carry
to
her
enabled
she was given a rich wardrobe which
Some day she might meet the young man of her heart— that is if she was dressed
for the occasion. He saw her in her finery and thought her far above him socially.
How they met—
In reality he wasthata chauffeur.
same of him. each
She thought the developed—
a pretender—
the other was picture,
discovered the Gladys
how
how a romance
All
Walton
in
reels
this is all told in five most enjoyable
— . It is
theatre next atmosphere.
to the
Dolled Up," which comes feature
and
color
acting,
in
rich
which is
a human
Don't
miss and
it. humorous
SUGGESTIONS
a name for herself as a star with aanddecided
Gladys Walton is rapidly making following
good
due to her charm, talent
a
perionllitytheShefacthasthatdeveloped
Universal has given her some good pictures. So play
looks and
her
in
—
theatre. next
to your
comingto her
she issuited
name, atelling
title
up herpicture—
is a— corking
There— —
personality
picturethatideally
best
a
on
put
can
You
manner.
to this picture which can be exploited in a novel
one attired
idea. Or a novel scene with two girls—
Prologue after the Cinderellaother
in rags, singing from frames in a backdrop.
fn
Use up"o-date
catch lines.fashion, the
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Film
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CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
JIMMY CALLAHAN COMEDIES
Jan. 16 — The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan
The Jockey
r-rod.)
(Series of twelve two-reelers)
liob'iWrong
lickle
Jan. 16 — The Education
of Elizabeth (Billie
All
a2
Burke)
4705
The Huntsman
3
Jan. y— The Charm School (WaUace Reid) 4743 FILM SALES COMPAINY
.*1UTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Jan. 9— The Juckhns (George Meliord Prod.) 6023
Jan. 2 — The Bait (Maurice Tourneur Prod.) 528!; BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
Dec. 26 — Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 4540 His Bed Sheet
1 Th^'parfnr
' RnlchrviVt
£
Dec. 26— The Testing Block (We S. Hart) 5927
The Parlor
Hypnotist
%
Bolshevist
1 Vie
n
Nutt a In
Dec. 19 — An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .4464 It's
Live
1'he Papoose
%H
Powder
Puff One
Pirates
11 On
Dec. 19— To Please One Woman (Lois Weber
the
Hip
Prod.)
6086
Harem Scarem
1 North woods
H
ARTCRAFT
Lolly-Pop's
Daughter
11 Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co
His
Watch
Hound
All Stuck Up
yi
June — Rebecca of Snnnybrook Farm (Mary PickA Hard Luck Santa Claus
$4
ford)
S3i»
Gum Shoe Work
H
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Home
Brew
H
Mar. 27— Out West
2 Scrap Iron (Charles Ray)
6 The Medicine Man
J4
Feb. 27— The Butcher Boy
2 Lessons in Love (Constance Talmadge)
6
7
Jan. 16 — Country Hero
2 The Oath (R A. Walsh Special— Big Five)
6 GAUMONT COMPANY
Dec. 19 — Fatty at Coney Island
* Scrambled Wives (Marguerite Clark)
Passion (Pola Negri-Big Five)
7,000 or 9,000
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Old Swimmin' Hole (Charles Ray)
6
Mar. 20 — Sweetheart Days
2 The
of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
•
Mamma's
Affair
(Constance
Talmadge)
67 Fall
Mar. 6— Wedding Bells Out of Tune
2 The
Out
of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
i
Woman
in
the
House
(Mildred
Harris)
Feb. 20 — The Unhappy Finish
2 The Kid (Charles Chaplin-Big Five)
Infatuation
of
Youth
(Paul
CapeUani)
<
6
Feb. 6 — On a Summer Day
2 Not Guilty (Sydney Franklin)
Branded (Josephine Earle)
f
6
Jan. 23 — Bungalow Troubles
2 My Lady's Latchkey (Katherine MacDonald) 6 The Thinker (Special Cast) ;
6
Jan. 9— Dabbling in Art
2 The Great Adventure (Lionel Barrymore) 6 The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle)
•
dusbandi and Wives (Vivian Martin)
•
Nineteen and Phyllis (Chas. Ray)
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
SERIALS
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
1 The
AboutMayer
Husbands
(Whitman Bennett's)....
HabitTruth
(Lewis
Prod.)
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
In
the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes) 2
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
' Nov. 29— Dinty (Wesley Barry) Marshall Neilan Prod.
iuesdaya— —Gaumont
Uaumont Graphic
News
Nov. 29— Unseen Forces (Special Cast)
Fridays
11
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDH2S
Not.
22
—
Love,
Honor
and
Behave
(Mack
Sennett's)
.
Oct. 10— Spirits
•» Not. 22 — Dangerous Business (Constance TalSept. 12— Kids la Kidi
3
madge) 5118 GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
Aug. 29 — Nerer Again
»
Nov. 8 — The Devil's Garden (Lionel Barrymore) . 5600
STAR SERIES
Hot. 1— Wet and Warmer (Lehrman) 20C1
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Dad (Mildred Harris Chaplin)
• SPECIALS
Mar. 27 — Modern Jerusalem
1 Old
5 The Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Messmore
Mar. 20 — Jerusalem, the Holy City
1 Twin Beds (Mr. and Mr*. DeHaven)
Kendall Prod
5
Mar. 13 — In the Garden of the East
• - .1 Nomads of the North (Jas. OliTer Cnrwood) 6
1
Godless Men (Special Cast)
6367
Mar. 6 — Constantinople
Feb. 27 — Modern Aspects of Japan
1 FOX FILM EXCHANGES
The Great Lover (Special Cast)
5203
Feb. 20— A Little Atlantis
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford) 4779
1J SPECIALS
Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick)
Feb. 13— Palma De Majorca
1 Skirts (Special Cast)
isi
( The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) 4960
Feb. 6 — All Aboard for Brind
1 A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (SpecPrisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
5884
Jan. 30 — Under Cuban Skies
ial Cast)
7 The Concert (Special Cast)
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Blind
Wives
(Special
Cast)
7
Guile
of
Women
(Will
Rogers)
449«
1
Wales
Jan. 23—
Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
7 Bunty Pulls the Strings (Special Cast)
6253
Dec.
19 — Wildest
The Jungfrau Railway
\ The
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast)
7 Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
4610
1 The
ion
Volcano Erupt
Hot. 21— Kilawea Sports
Skywayman
(Lt.
Ormer
Locklear)
7
A
Voice
in
the
Dark
((Special
Cast)
4255
i
Mont
St.
at
Winter
17—
Oct
If
I
Were
King
(William
Farnum)
7
What
Happened
to
Rosa
(Mabel
Normand)
4148
The White MoU (Pearl White)
7 Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers)
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
1 WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
tain
His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Read,
Moun
9S—— Victory
Jan.
*
Indian Summer
Dec.
The Scuttlers
a
Jr
1
s
Age
of
Setting
Hot. 7— A
X (Pauline Frederick)
64757
Drag Harlan
6 Madame
1 PEARL
Oct. 10— The Cloud e
ine
Girl
With
the
Jazz
Heart
(Madge
Kennedy)
.
.4600
WHITE
SERD2S
I
The Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford) . .5198
5 — From a Piscatorial Angl
Sept.
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
The
Cub
The Tiger's
Thief
<s EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Mountain Woman
6 Earthbound (Basil King)
".1
6772
by Henry D. Bailey/' The Hoots
Mar. 27 — Cartoon
Cat ..1 TOM MIX SERIES
The Penalty (Gouveraeur Morris)
6730
Mar. 20 — Cartoon by Pat Sullivan, " Felix the
Bumps ..1 The Road Demon
Mar. 13— Cartoon by Earl Hurd, "Bobby
It's
a
Great
Life
(Mary
Roberts
Rinehart)
5639
6
Mar. 6 — Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey, " The Hoots . 1 Prairie Trails
6 The North Wind's Malice (Rex Beach)
6723
6 Going Some (Rex Beach)
Feb. 27— Magazine Subjects. — Cartoon by Frank^ The Texan
BOOTH
TARKINGTOPPS
EDGAR
SERIES
Feb. 20 — Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Earl Hurd. 1 The
Untamed
'.
6 Edgar the Explorer
WILLIAM
RUSSELL SERIES
1
by Pat SulFeb. 13— Magazine Subjects — liCartoon
3
van ••
j
Bare Knuckles
5 Get Rich Quick Edgar
and
Edgar's
Little
Saw
(Hootch
Cheater Reformed
5 Edgar Camps Out
6— Magazine Subjects —■ ■Cartoon ;"VV
JJ
Feb.
Mootch)
\1 The Iron Rider
5
Edgar's Sunday Courtship
1
Jan. 30 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser
Jan. 23 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Sullivan.^. 1
comedies
SHIRLEY
MASON::::::::::
SERIES ::::::::::::::l Capitol
30 — Indigo
Sunday (George Bunny)
2
The M^^orfD^^:
You'd Better Get It (Geo. Bunny) 2
FEDERATEDFILMEXCHANGES
Wing Toy
6 Dec. 16—
2
—
Ged
'Ap,
Napeoleon
(Geo.
Bunny)
Flame of Youth
6
Martin Gets Here (Geo. Bunny) 23
•SPECIALS
Girl of My Heart
6 Dec. 19_When
5
—
Professional
(Geo. Bunny)
2
Merely Mary Ann
< Nov. 21 — At It Again Ethics
Man O"
War
(Geo. Bunny)
3
The
Midlanders
(Bessie Love)
5\ GEORGE
WALSH
SERIES
Jan.
Nov.
7
—
Love
on
Rollers
(Flanigan
and
Edwards)..
3
T"he Servant In the House (Special Cast)
5
Allen
5 Oct. 24 — Fingers and Pockets (Flanigan and EdHearts and Masks (Special Cast)
5 Dynamite
Number 17
5
wards) t 3
nobody's
Girl
(Billie
Rhodes)
,
S
Plunger
5
Oct. 6— Artistic Enemies (Flanigan and Edwards) . .3
Jan.
Bonnie May (Bessie Love)
3 The
From Now On
5 GOLDWYN-BRAY
COMICS
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Hunting Big Game — Lampoons (Shenanigan Kids) ... 1
Wbere Is My Wife
2 The
Big
Punch
(Buck
Jones)
5
The Sponge Man (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
flis Dizzy Day
2 Two Moons (Buck Jones)
5 The Prize Dance (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Kidnapper's
Revenge
22 Just Pals (Buck Jones)
S Happy Hooldini (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
A Flivver Wedding
Sprague (Buck Jones)
5 Cupid's Advance (Happv Hooligan) Lampoons 1
A Rare Bird
» SunsetBlushing
Bride (Eileen Percy)
5 GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
His Naughty Night
\ The
Why
Trust
Your
Husband?
(Eileen
Percy)
5 T, Pl ....
. ... tr:„„
Hearly Married
*
A Bedroom Scandal
2 The Husband
Land of Hunter
Jazz (Eileen
Percy)
55
S"sfcl.If?,i,5? °f
Kmg
}
(Eileen
Percy)
•
FORD EDUCATIONALS
J
—
Scjentists
5 &psj
Lovely)
(Louise
Laughs
Devil
the
Jan. 23 — Democracy in Education
1 While
Partners
FateMouse
(Louise(Louise
^lemJThine\?n. °nnoco
}1
LittleofGray
Lovely)
-Lovely)
tVvw»i-\ 55« The
The
Human Voice
Jan. 16 — The Message
1 The
Riveter
1
Jan. 9 — Farvland
1 SERIALS
Fantomas (20 Episodes)
2 GOLDWYN-INTERNATTONAL COMICS
Jan. 30 — The Chicken Thief
1
Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
2 Jan.
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
23 — Fatherly Love
I:
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
State Righti)
Jan. 16 — Too Much Pep
1
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
6 Her Doggone Wedding
2
9— Oil
1
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
6 Pals and Petticoats
2 Jan.
Jan. 2— Yes. Dear
1
The Slicker
2
Love'sFighting
Flame KVntitcViana
(Thos. J. Carrigan)
The
CSnTial Cast)
55
w. w.
HoidEMeXht^ig.ht.ma:e:
:::::::::::::::::::::::: :!
His Noisy Still
2 hodkinson
(Releasina throuahcorp.
Path* Exehauoesy
THE FILM MARKET
The Grand Passion
6
Me . . . V. '.'. '.'.'.
......... I!."!
BENJ.TURES,
B. HAMPTON
GREAT AUTHORS PIG
The House Without Children
7 Cha.7 NEWS
INC.
The Ne'er-Do-Well (Reissue)
7 FOX
The
Spenders
(Special
Cast)
<
Twice
a
Week.
0
)
The Spoilers (Reissue
Re lease Information continued on page 1992
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"YOU
(Swedish

AND

I"

Biograph- Radiosoul)

Wonderfully

Impressive Drama; Well Produced and
Acted
IT is to be regretted that more of the Swedish Biograph productions do
not reach the American screen. There is a thoroughness — a simplicity
— a rugged honesty about its offerings which might well be emulated
on this side of the Atlantic. Whether it is because they are more kin to
the soil or that they are realists, first, last, and all the time — there is no
doubt that they get right down to the bedrock of humanities and express
•hem in terms of fidelity and beauty. " You and I " is a fitting successor
to " A Man There Was " and it presents Victor Seastrom again as star and
director. The picture is the adaptation of Sigur Johnston's powerfully dramatic play, " Eyvind of the Hills," which is being enacted in New York
this season.
The story is simplicity itself and revolves around a theme of a woman's
self-sacrifice. In fact the idea is really based upon the power of love, yet it
moves with such compelling force, the scenes building to heightened climaxes that one is overwhelmed with suspense. Truly one loses all sense of
time and environment, so impressive are the rugged story of these Norse
lovers and the marvelously picturesque backgrounds. The picture has been
staged among the fjords, mountains and table-lands of Iceland and is
mostly told with exteriors. The interiors present a quaintness, a rich atmosphere as of a world apart. But enchanting as the grandeur of its
scenery, it is the vivid and stark drama which dominates — a drama which
progresses with remarkable clarity, straight to its logical climaxes. A
refugee from the hills enters the valley and falls in love with a wealthy
land-owner. He is recognized by the constable and in a tense scene in
which he is being persecuted the lovers make thair escape to the hills.
This part of the picture presents a lapse in the dramatic sequences — but
it is only a lapse, as if one is allowed time to take a long breath. Here is
where the photographic appeal comes in for appreciation. Clouds are discerned far below — far in the backgrounds are towering crags and mountains, all beautifully tinted. Vivid is the scene where a friend is torn between love and lust. The hero's life is in the balance as he hangs to a
sapling on the cliff. Again the climax is overwhelming when the sanctuary
of the lovers is discovered. They make their escape, but being hounded so
consistently brings them to tragic consequences. So they perish in one another's arms. The picture is marred by an utterly irrelevant prologue and
epilogue which should be dispensed
with immediately. It has no place in
advancing the drama and really spoils the good impressions of the picture.
Seastrom is an actor thoroughly grounded in his art. His support is exceptional.— Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
u^,1
Victor
Halla . ...
Edith Seastrom
Erastow
Tom (Arnes)
John Eckman
The Constable
Miles Ahrens
By John Sigor Johnson.
Directed by Victor Seastrom.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
is " You
The feature attraction at the — —
theatre next
and I," adopted
from the Scandinavian
" Eyvind
of the
" byandSigor
Johnson.
This production
presents Victordrama,
Seastrom
as star
and Hills
director
he
gives a rugged portrayal as well as showing his capabilities in staging the picture. Mr. Seastrom will be remembered as the star of the Swedish Biograph
offering, " A Man There Was." " You and I " is a classic and offers a tale of
self-sacrifice,
a drama of the rugged simple folk
who dwell inrenunciation
Iceland andandthe love.
pictureIt isis enacted
against backgrounds of that
country — backgrounds which are marvelous in their beauty and rugged simplicity.
The hero, Karl, is an escaped convict who takes to the hills for refuge. He
returns to the valley and finds employment on the farm of Halla, the richest
woman in the province. But a passer-by recognizes him and informs the constable. The latter is determined to hang Karl, but Halla effects his escape. And
she follows. Together they make their way to the hills as man and wife. Years
pass by and they are happy until the law gets in its dreadful persecution. The
sweethearts are willing to die as they have lived — contented in love. The picture presents a world of color and drama and picturesque appeal.
PROGRAM READER
Patrons of the
theatre are certain to be genuinely entertained when
the Swedish Biograph production " You and I " appears at the
next
. This drama, adapted from the Scandinavian of Sigor Johnson, is
acknowledged to be one of the most powerful offerings ever presented. It is a
picture of self-sacrifice and romance tempered with unusual depth and feeling.
The scenes are taken in Iceland — that far-off country of rugged beauty and against
them this drama takes on a force, the power of which is tremendous. " You
and I presented
" is adapted
" Eyvind
the Hills,"
present time
being
upon from
the New
York ofstage.
It is awhich
dramaat ofthesimplicity,
pathos,is
heart-throbs and vital and vivid with reality. Don't miss it.
SUGGESTIONS
If you played the previous Swedish Biographs and advertised them extensively
there is no reason why you shouldn't attract a healthy patronage with this one.
Your folks should remember " A Man There Was," which featured Victor Seastrom. You can tell them that this sterling actor is coming in " You and I,"
adapted
Johnson's
powerful
drama,
Eyvind
the Hills."
can
tell them from
that Sigor
this play
is being
presented
now " in
New ofYork.
Bill it asYoua tremendous drama of the heart. Tell that it is staged in Iceland and that patrons
ar« certain to be feasted with a treat pictorially as well as dramatically. This
picture
is worthyOnce
of patronage
and ifwillyouadvertise
advertiseit itbyproperly
can get boxoffice receipts.
in, the crowd
word of you
mouth.

"THE

WITCHING
(Paramount)

HOUR"

Weak Adaptation of Rich Melodrama
PROBABLY no stage play of the last twenty years has offered the
picture producer richer or more spectacular opportunities than
Augustus Thomas' " The Witching Hour." This drama, one of the
first to make use of the latent dramatic possibilities in that mysterious
fact of hypnotism — a fact which still to some remains a theory and is therefore the more fascinating — seems to have been molded in the exact form
or mold so dear to the scenario writer and director. Considering the
essentials of the play, its theme, its involved but always gripping plot (a
plot certainly possessing a murder puzzle, the solution of which is beyond
the average patron), its dual love interest and its powerful melodramatic
highlights, it is peculiar that a director of the skill of William D. Taylor
did not make more of it.
What strikes us as the most obvious flaw of the production is the too
abundant use of subtitles. Subtitle writing is an art only as long as the
author of the printed words seeks to clarify or emphasize the pictured
action. When the author of the subtitle finds it convenient to supplant
the action with references to important complementary scenes, the result
is a give-away to the spectator that the scenario writer or director has not
done his business in the way of picturing the drama itself. In other
words, " The Witching Hour " is poorly adapted for the screen. It seems
hurried, careless — the possibilities of the original have not been grasped — ■
not even suggested. The psychology of characterization, the rich and vital
action, the tense situations and climaxes — these are missing.
The picture carries some fine lighting and some extravagant settings.
These cannot compensate for the lack of drama. Elliot Dexter heads a cast
composed of many of the most reliable members of the Lasky stock company. But even Dexter seems to be wandering a bit. Even in the famous
dramatic scene, when he tells the villain to drop the gun, that he " can't
pull the trigger," he seems more inclined to emphasize the attractiveness
of his own profile than the actual force of the situation itself. "The
Witching Hour" will attract patronage — that is certain what with its
various advertising accessories of the production. The question whether it
will please its large houses is another matter, however. The original
material is so well known that it seems exceedingly difficult to judge the
picture on its own merits— the ghosts of the play and the initial picture
production made from it stalk about and are inclined to mock the various
scenes and sequences in the present adaptation— Length, 5 reels.— Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Jack Brookfield
r>«„»»_
:::::::::::::::::;::::::^fe£Ms
Viola Campbell
Ruth R ; k
Cain
fi
mf
rn£
Helen
H?,yWh
P ,
Edward Robert
Sutherland
ipple
Mary
Alden
Lew Ell
mger.
Fred
Turner
Mrs. Campbell
Genevieve Blinn
Tom Dennin
g
Charles West
Judge Henderson
l M Wells
Colonel Bailey
Clarence Geldart
Harvey
Jim Blackwell
By
Augustus
Thomas.
Scenario
by Julia
Crawford Ivers.
Directed by William D. Taylor.
Photographed by James Van Trees.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
What is probably one of the best known of all Augustus Thomas' stage plays,
" The toWitching
Paramount-Artcraft
special production,
scheduled
come
the Hour," a theatre
beginning next
. Atis the
time thatto
Thomas, the dean of American playwrights, prepared this subject
for the speaking
a world
stage, it was one of the first attempts to dramatize what has since become
discussed topic — that is, thought transference or hypnotism.
How the playwright develops his message and how he proves a point that
recently has become vital with the majority of the American public, will not be
disclosed here. It is sufficient to say that the picture was produced under the
direction of William D. Taylor, a man whose productions have long been noted
for their peculiar excellence. Added to the talents of Mr. Taylor there are the
services of Elliott Dexter, who essays the role of Jack Brookfield, the Kentucky
gambler, in whose hands lies the matter of clearing the murder charge against
his protege, the fiance of his neice, the young Clay Whipple. A large cast of
favorites appears in support including Winter Hall, Ruth Renick, Robert Cain,
Mary Alden and Fred Turner. The same accurate detail which characterizes all
of Mr. Taylor's productions is a marked feature of " The Witching Hour."
PROGRAM READER
" The Witching Hour," one of the most famous of all American stage plays,
is the coming attraction at the
theatre beginning
.
" The
Witching
is regarded
of the
of thediscussed
Americantopic
stage,of
as
it was
one ofHour
the "first
plays to asdealonewith
the classics
now widely
hypnotism. Since Augustus Thomas wrote the play the subject on which he
discoursed has become of universal moment. Especially since the war have
matters of hypnotism and thought transference come under general observation.
It
is not likely
thenthisthatproduction.
patrons of Added
theto the timeliness
;— theatreof will
the
opportunity
to see
the overlook
theme there
is the presence of an excellent cast headed by Eliott Dexter. A picture that is
miss
it.
powerfully
dramatic and DIFFERENT — that is " The Witching Hour." Don't
CATCH LINES
The powerful drama of hypnotism — of a certain jewel that caused a man to
commit
unusual murder.
pictures ofWas
the he
day. guilty? See " The Witching Hour " — one of the most
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The Dwelling Place ot Light (Winston ChurcniiO • - - •
Inc bagcorusncr lEmersou Hongn i>
The Westerners (.Stewart JLdward White's;
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Benj. B. Hampton and Eltingt F. Waft)
The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's)
i
Riders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's)
•
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)
'
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
1
Lore Madness (Louise Glaum)
1
Sex (Louise Glaum)
>
The Lone
Wolf'sGlaum)
Daughter (Louise Glaum) *>
Sahara
(Louise
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
I
The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon)
s
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
•
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
»
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
robert brunton prods.

Down in Dixie
Liquid Gold in Texas
Babyhood
Trip of the U. S. S. Idaho
Vegetarians
Hunting the Sea Wolf
Boy
WaterScouts
Babies
Beauty Spots in the United States and Canada
URBAN'S MOVIE CHATS
Exchanges)
First (Released
Series fromthrough
No. 1 State
to No. Right
26
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52

Film
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1

Picture

News

Releases

Flora Finch Comedies (.Film Frolics Fictures Corp.;.
Two-Reel Comedies ( Fdna Shipman-JohD Junior)...
NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At state Ktght Exchanges)
Nobody's
(Billie
Knodeaj
Kentucky Girl
Colonel
(Special
Cast)
33
Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge) Reissue
3

1
1

PATHE EXCHANGES
Mar. 6— The Heart Line
6
Feb. o — The Devil (George Arhss)
6
Jan. 30— The Killer
(
KKEMEK FILM FEATURES, VICT.
Jan. 23 — The Sage Hen (Special Cast)
6
(Released on States Rights floju;
Jan.
16
—
When
We
Were
Twenty-one
(H.
B.
Warner) 3
Voices (.Uiaiia Allen;
3
Mad Love ( Lina Cavalieri)
3 Jan. 2— That Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet) 2
Wending Trail (Buck Manning)
: Dec. 26 — Rogues and Romance (Seitz-Caprice) . . . .$
4
Skinner's Dress Suit
3 Dec. 19 — The Empire of Diamonds
WESTERN
Dec. 5— Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
5
Nov. 28 — The Devil to Pay (Brunette-Stewart) <
Nov. 21— The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. I
Nov. 7— A Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis') f
Why
Tell
(Henry
Miller)
6
5
Oct.
31— The Money Changers (Claire Adams- Ray |
*
an)
re
Kerrig
pictu
Warren
Q.
ng"
Flame
-raciREISSUES
The Green
Stewart)
CHAPLIN
J horse
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan)
Oct.
24
a Chance (Mahlon Hamilton) 7
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
A Burlesque on Carmen
•2 Oct. 10 —— Half
Forbidden Valley (Gordon-McAvoy) t
• The Champion
Dowling)
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph
Oct.
3—
The
Riddle:
Woman (Geraldine Farrar) f
Elopement
2
• /itney
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
Work
2 Sept.
26 —King)
Help Wanted — Male (Blanche Sweet- 3
Henry
IONS
PRODUCT
LEVERING
Sea
JOSEPH
Sept. 12— Felix O'Day (H. B. Warner)
3
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
« ,7
Sept.Gordon-May
5— The House
of the Tolling Bell (Brace I
McAvoy)
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
E
,nrnT,
Aug. 29 — Lahoma (Edgar Lewis)
J
The Tiger's Coat (Stedman-Butt-Modotti) I LUJDli\
(^Hiltl
)
8TATB
TOM SANTSCHI DRAMAS
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
'
BTATi RIGHTS
Honeymoon Ranch
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
Mar. 6— The Tempest
2
•
The Death Trap
3
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
THE
AVENGING
ARROW
TIONS
PRODUC
METRO EXCHANGES
IRVIN V. WILLAT
• SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
(Starring Ruth Roland)
Down Home (Special Cast)
2
HUGO BALLIN PRODS.
Feb. 21 — The Greater Claim (Alice Lake)
6 Mar. 13son ) — First, The Vow of Mystery
<>
t)
Cas
Pagan Love (Special
Feb.
14—
Fine
Feathers
(Special
Cast)
6
DOUBLE
ADVENTURE
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODS.
Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit (Doraldina)
6 (Fifteen txco-reel episodes starring Charles Hutchin7 Jan. 31— The Off-Shore Pirate (Viola Dana) 6
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
13— Eighth, The Grill of Fate
2
Jan. 24 — Coincidence (Special Cast)
6 Mar.
Mar. 6 — War in the Oil Fields
j
Jan. 17 — The Marriage of William Ashe (May AlliHARISON PICTURES, INC.
son) 6 Feb. 20— Fifth, The Rebels' Nest
32
10 — Lure of Youth (Special Cast)
6 Feb. 13— Fourth, The Gun Runners
Norma Talmadge revi- Jan.
Feb. 6— Third, Hearts of Stone
2
(A series of fourteen
C.
E.
SHURTLEFF
PRODUCTIONS
vols, two reels each)
Jan. 30 — Second. The Harbor fof Fate
Bandits
2
2
Mar. 14 — The Little Fool (Special Cast)
6
T,„
<,-,
w;_
„,
n„
x -, „
?2-The Star. Rover (Special Cast) . . . ...
6 l^v^S?
U
JONES rSfnTS
PRODUCTIONS
Aug. 23 — The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast). 6 EDGAR
ASS'N.
FILMS
T
ENDEN
INDEP
Feb.
13—
The
Two-Fisted
Judge
2
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
NEAL HART SERIES
Loch invar o' the Line
2
(Produced by Joseph M. Bchenck)
Feb. 15 — Totem Law
5
2 VELVET FINGERS
Jan. 1— Danger Valley
i Feb. 21— The Haunted House
3 — Neighbors
2 (Fifteen Turn-Reel
Episodes Starring
Nov. IS— Sky fire
J Jan.
and Marguerite
Courtot.) Geo. B. SHU
22— The Scarecrow
2
Oct. t— Hell's Oasis
> Dec.
Mar.
13—
Fifteenth,
Out
of
the
Web
2
Oct.
27—
Convict
13
2
PINACLE COMEDIES
1
Sept. 1— One Week
2 Mar. 6 — Fourteenth, The Trap
(One every two weeks)
Feb.
20—
Twelfth,
Into
Ambush
2
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Mar. 29 — Absence Without Leave
Feb.
15—
Eleventh,
The
Other
Woman
2
Mar. 15 — Shimmy Isle
Mar. — A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) ( Feb. 6— Tenth, Shots in the Dark
2
Mar.
1 — Why Change Your Mother-in-Law
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 30 — Ninth, The Broken Necklace
2
SPECIAL
2
Dec 6— Billions (Naximova)
t Jan. 23 — Eighth, Aiming Straight
Mar. 1— Reckless Wives
Seventh, The House of a Thousand Veils. .2
Oct 11— Madam Peacock (Naximova)
7 Jan. 169 —— Unmasked
2
Apr. —The Heart of a Child (Narimova) 7 Jan.
2— Fifth, The Desert Pavilion
2
Jan. — Stronger Than Death (Narimova) 7 Jan.
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
Dec.
26—
The
Man
in
the
Blue
Spectacles
2
TAYLOR
HOLMES
PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier
3
Dec. 19— Third, The Hand from Behind the Door 2
Bearcat
• Apr. — Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6 Dec. 12— Second, The Face Behind the Curtain 2
6 Dec. 5— First. To Catch a Thief
3
Seeds of Vengeance
• Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
The Gift Supreme
* Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes)....*
THE PHANTOM FOE
Whispering Devils
3 ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
The Victim
I
(Fifteen Two-Reel
•
sen andEpisode*
Warner Starring
Orland) Juanita HostThe Transgressor
■ Oct. 25 — Coincidence (Robert Harron)
Jan. 23— Fifteenth, Retribution
2
The Burning Question
I 8. L. PRODUCTIONS
2
Luring Shadows
/ Feb. 28— Temple Dusk (Special Cast)
6 Jan. 16 — Fourteenth, Confession
Below the Deadline
5 Sept.
Jan. 9 — Thirteenth, The Attack at the Inn
2
6— Love. Honor and Obey (Special Cast )....<
Jan. 2— Twelfth, Behind the Veil
2
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Dec. 26 — Through Prison Walls
2
Cads and Caddies
2 Oct. 18— The Great Redeemer (Special Cast) < Dec.
19
—
Tenth,
The
Foe
Unmasked
2
Stung Again
2 ROWLAND, WEST PRODUCTIONS
Dec.
12
—
Ninth,
The
Mystic
Summons
2
Wild Wild Woman
2
5— Eighth, The Man Trap
2
Back on the Farm
.j
2 Jan. 3 — The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen) 6 Dec
Nov.
28
—
Seventh,
Gun
Fire
2
Mis Fortune Hunters
2
Nov. 21— The Crystal Bail
2
MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
MISCELLANEOUS
RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
Roland)
Ghost of Slumber Mountain
1
Episodes Starring R«k
Two-Reel
(FifteeH
.......
^^P^J^,.....
TH.
&S£^^
BURLINGHAM
ADVENTURE
PICTURES
^&:«5o
The Guiding Spirit (Burroughs Photoplay Corp.)
Dec. 5— Fifteenth, The Hidden Treasure 2
The Foreigner (Special Cast) Ernest Shipman
Ride Under the Alps
1 The
Wrong Woman (Ivan Abramson)
Nov. 28 — Fourteenth, Regina Island
2
Vacation Days in Switzerland
1 The Crimson
Cross (Fanark)
Hot. 21 — Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack
I
From Montretrx to Berness Alps
1
Nor. H — Twelfth. The Secret Order
I
Through Switzerland in H Minutes...
1 Man and Woman (Special Cast) Sherman Prods.
Not. 7 — Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond
2
Corp.
Oct. 31— Tenth, The Secret of the Trunk
2
The
Devil's
Angel
(Helen
Gardner-Templer
Saxe)
JANS PICTURES CORP.
Clark Cornelius Corp
Oct. 9 — Ninth, The Perilous Path
I
Oct 17— Eighth. Danger Trails
2
Madonnas and Men
• Birthright (Special Cast) Allied Ind. Attractions
Wings of Pride
5
1
The
Fighting
Kentuckians
(Special
Cast)
Sterling
Waters
TroubledCOMEDIES
Oct 10— Seventh,
'. VANITY
a. Woman's Business
» TheFeatures
Question in California ' (Pantex)
FAIR MAIDS
bove Without Question (Olive Tell)
' Out ofJapanese
Feb. 6— Oh Promise Me
1
the Dust (Apex Film Co.)
Feb. 20 — Prince Pistachio
1
Why
Leave
Your
Husband
(Austin-Shepard)
Equality
KINETO CO.. OF AMERICA
Photoplay Corp
Jan. 30—
Whirl
o' Bold
the West
1
Jan.
16
—
Burglars
1
noMEDncs
KINETO REVIEWS
THIRTY
(Released through National Exchanges, Inc.)
Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndi- 2 AFTER
(Six two-reel comedy dramas featuring Mrs. Sydney
c-te Notch
— Cleveland)
Thrills
1 Top
Drew and John Cumberland)
2
The Emerald Isle
1 After Bed Time (Fraiee Film Prods.)
Panama
1 Billy Ruge Comedies (Funful Films)
I jojy 15 — Fourth, The Unconventional Maida Green- wo d •
2
The Holy City
1 Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price)
Release Information continued on page 1994
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"WHILE

THE

DEVIL

LAUGHS"
(Fox)
An Unconvincing Underworld Story With Louise Lovely
IT would take a more appealing star to put this one across as a really
popular picture. Louise Lovely presents an attractive appearance on
the screen, but only the most exceptional personality could raise
the production out of the sloughs of mediocrity. Its place on the screen
is simply that of a feature meant to fill a program for people who want to
see a movie of the ancient variety, and who are not used to anything great
in theme, production, or acting. It is manufactured for them out of a
theme of a poor girl struggling to be honest, with incidents of the most
familiar type filling it out to feature length.
The story is laid in the underworld, but it is not primarily a crook story,
as it is generally understood. There are no hounding detectives and no
mystery. The girl is a thief in the beginning. She is in love with an honest
taxi driver who has invented a patent washing machine. But she has a
helpless brother and sister to support and a father for whom to buy booze.
So, at the pleading of her lover, she decides to go straight. She makes this
promise to the Lord when her young brother lies dying. It proves to be
a fair bargain, for the little fellow recovers immediately. Then a robbery
is "framed" with the result that her sweetheart is sent to prison for six
months. Then comes the struggle. Her old employer, the crook, seeks to
re-obtain her services and she tries to find honest employment — which she
cannot do. Meanwhile, the sub-titles state, the devil is laughing most
hilariously. To make matters worse, her sweetheart believes that she is
untrue to him.
At the end there is a fire scene for a climax, with a last minute rescue
which grows quite exciting. These somewhat hackneyed incidents, developed in a manner in nowise original, are not convincing to a screeneducated audience. Louise Lovely helps a lot to put interest in the fire
sequence, but it is in pictures of a lighter and more romantic type that this
star would make the most friends. Playing opposite her is William Scott,
a capable actor, in a part of few opportunities. The rest of the cast is
adequate. — Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Mary Franklin
Louise Lovely
Billy Anderson
William Scott
"Fence"
McGee
G. Raymond
Nye
Mr.
Foreman
Edwin
Booth Tilton
Joe Franklin
Wilson Hummell
Mother Franklin
Molly Shafer
Pearl De La Mar
Oleta Ottis
Gus Franklin
Coy Watson Field, Jr.
Gertie Franklin
Helen Ford
Story, scenario and direction by George William Hill.
Photography by Friend F. Baker.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Louise Lovely, pretty Fox star, plays the leading role in " While the Devil
Laughs," which will be the feature attraction at the
theatre on
This contains
is a thrilling
drama with
story laid
in New
York'sas
underworld, -.which
plentyscreen
of romantic
and itscomedy
touches
as well
thrilling action.
Louise Lovely, though young in years, is not a tyro in screen work. She has
played a leading lady with many of the most popular male stars, and because of
her success and popularity William Fox decided to place her in pictures in which
she should have the leading role.
" While the Devil Laughs " is such a picture. It narrates the story of a girl
of New
worldsmaller
of crime
forcedandto sister.
become When
an accomplice
of crooks
order
to
provideYork's
for her
brother
a crisis in
her lifeincomes,
she vows she will never more do anything wrong. But she finds that an honest
livelihood is easier to speak of than to earn. Fate turns his hard hand against
her, and the devil truly laughs at her valiant struggle against such overwhelming
odds.
be shown
for
In This
the picture
cast arewill
William
Scott,at G.the
Raymond Nye theatre
and Edwin
Booth Tilton, days.
and
others equally capable.
PROGRAM READER
While the theatre
Devil on
Laughs," the ,feature
pictureproduction
which will
at theIt
is a screen
you appear
will enjoy.
was built by masters of their art for your enjoyment. No element has been
omitted. There is red-blooded action, thrills, heart interest, romance and comedy.
Louise Lovely, dainty and pretty Fox star, is seen in the stellar role. Although
a recent arrival at the sacred heights of stardom, Miss Lovely is by no means an
inexperienced actress. She has played opposite some of the most popular male
stars on the screen today, and her reward is that she is now appearing in pictures
starring as the star.
of " of
While
the who
Devilstruggles
Laughs "against
is laid environment
in the underworld
of New
York.in
It The
tellsstory
the tale
a girl
to reach
a place
when success seems well-nigh impossible,
the sun. And all during the struggle,
But the
the Devil sits and laughs, confident that he has gained another victory.
she is, does not quit and a time comes
inexperienced
little girl,
when
successweak
and and
victory
are achieved.as
SUGGESTIONS
The best point of appeal in this picture is the star. She is somewhat tonewthou-to
but a long and varied career in pictures has made her known
stardom,
sands of movie lovers. She has played opposite a number of Fox male stars. Her
appealpresentsbe an
She would
Grey Mouse."
" TheherLittle
was and
starringon picture
previous
attractive.
in the lobby
photograph
the screen,
ing appearance
same
the
At
underworld.'
York's
New
of
" thriller
athat
as
this
advertise
can
You
it is not melodrama of the cheapest sort.
time you might emphasize

"PRINCESS
JONES"
(Vitagraph)
Light Offering Affords Fair Entertainment
IF a bit light, it is clean and interest holding entertainment. It is a
likely vehicle in which to show off a recently promoted star in the
stellar role. There was a fair story to go on. The director, with the
evident support of his company, made the best of it, beginning by casting
the production with apparent care.
There is an unusually smooth continuity and the sub-titles helped a lot.
They were of particular merit. The photography, too, is well above the
average, exteriors well selected and a noticeable consideration for detail
throughout.
Alice Calhoun as Princess Jones is girlish, natural and radiates an unlooked for amount of charm. Vincent Coleman, opposite the star, is
splendid and shoulders a deal of the burden with ease. He is sure, in this
instance particularly, to please the feminine element. The supporting cast
is adequate and withal the picture is one which might not live long in
one's memory after the final fade out, but for the time it is being viewed
is entertaining, a bit humorous and restful.
Princess Jones, the niece of a country storekeeper, lives with her Uncle
and acts as general supervisor of the store. Between sales Princess reads
and dreams. She longs to become a society girl and live in the atmosphere
of wealth and social position. So, when a long promised vacation is about
to materialize, she prepares to spend two weeks at a fashionable resort.
A young man puts in appearance. He meets Princess.
At the same time a real princess with a name beginning with Jones and
ending in obolofsky appears. Detectives are on her trail. The country
girl is mistaken for the Russian princess. The latter, seeing the way open
to further baffle her pursuers, applies to Princess Jones for a position as
maid. The father of the artist is informed that his son has become infatuated with a woman and, hoping to buy off the adventuress, the father
seeks out the bogus princess, but instead of banishing her from her erstwhile kingdom, falls a victim to her charms. — Length, 5 reels. — Lillian
R. Gale.
THE CAST
Princess Jones
Alice Calhoun
Arthur Forbes
Vincent Coleman
Matilda Cotton :
Helen Du Bois
Roger Arlington
Robert Lee Keeling
Detective Carey
Robert Gaillard
Jed Bramson
Joe Burke
Tessa
Sadie MuUer
By JosephbyFranklin
Poland.and Van Buren Powell.
Scenario
Sam Taylor
Directed by G. V. Seffertitz.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Princessat Jones
of theon
Vitagraph picture
be the
attraction
the" is the title
theatre
of which willweek
withfeature
Alice
Calhoun as the star. This production marks the debut of Miss Calhoun in the
stellar ranks of screen players and the photoplay by Joseph Franklin Poland, a
scenarist of talent, is said to be an ideal vehicle for the display of her personality.
" Princess
Jones " is aItclean,
wholesome
human interest,
love
and adventure.
tells the
story ofnarrative
a simpleofcountry
girl, who pulsating
longed towithbe
a princess and received her wish in a strange manner.
openingstore
of theandstory
Princessof Jones
is serving
sole the
assistant
in Athisthegeneral
dreaming
the time
when asshehermayuncle's
justify
name
"herPrincess."
She
finds
an
opportunity
to
spend
a
vacation
at
a
beach
resort
and
name attracts attention because it is known that a real princess of a Balkan
kingdomcome isfriends.
in theComplications
country incognito.
Princess
and
the
real
princess
meet
and
beenter in which the identities of the two princesses
are mistaken. But the picture ends with romance triumphant. The offering is well
acted and produced.
PROGRAM READER
She found that if she could get her uncle to smoke his pipe she could induce
him to give her a vacation. She was only a country girl, but she wanted to be a
real lady for two weeks. Her dream came true in a most unexpected manner and
with it came strange adventures and excitement. She wished and her wish came
true. Such is the brief outline of " Princess Jones," the Vitagraph picture which
comes to the
theatre next
and
with Alice Calhoun. The picture is filled with delightful surprises, heart interest and humor.
Miss Calhoun has been elevated to stardom because of her magnetic personality
and new
the heights.
fact that The
she possesses
talent. byIn Sam
" Princess
" sheBuren
rises
to
picture isabundant
finely adapted
Taylor Jones
and Van
Powell and directed by G. V. Seffertitz.
SUGGESTIONS
You can play this up as a delightful fancy — a delightful romance or adventure.
Bring out that it presents Alice Calhoun as a star — a star because of her magnetic
personality and abundant talent. Impress upon your patrons that the chance is
theirs to see a new star and a mighty attractive one. Play up the picture as an
interest in which the characters live real
and heart
charm and
offeringandof become
lives
real simplicity
friends. What
of the title? Surely it can be exploited in
a number of ways. What about the good old name of Jones? Surely it can be
advertised in several ways. You can have a Jones matinee day for every family
of that name, giving them free admission. You can advertise it as a picture of
delightful adventure.
CATCH LINES
;—
Come to the
She longed to be a princess and her wish came true.
theatre
Calhoun. and follow the adventures of " Princess Jones," starring pretty Alice

comes andto
whichinterest
picturesheart
Vitagraph
" Princess Jones,"
See Alice Calhoun
of charm,
. A a picture
theatrein next
the
romance.

Motion
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ROLIN COMEDIES
Feb. 23 — Open Another Bottle (Snub Pollard) 1
Jan. 9 — The Morning After (Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
1
Dec- 5 — Cash Customers (Harry Pollard) 1
Nov. 7 — Insulting the Sultan
1
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Dec. 26— Number Please (Harold Lloyd) .......... .2*
Sept 26 — Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd).. 3
July 11— High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd)
May 2— An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd).... 2

the Day
.of News.
Sy^SSf.Pathe
Wednesdays—
Saturdays— Pathe News

•

,
J»

PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
The Heart of a W oman
*
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl
\
Law of the North
\
Cy
Whittaker's
\9
of Ruth
Awakening Ward
The
Light in Darkness
;
The Tell Tale Step
\
5
Lady of the Photograph
FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride
*}
The Screen Fan
The Matinee Girl
J
The Man Eater
J
The Superstitious Girl
J
The
Artist's
Model
The Art
Bug
\J
The Starter
J
1
The Spoiled Girl
3 *
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
........6
..
Rubens)
Thoughtless Women (Alma
(Emily Stevens-Montagu^
Place of Honeymoons
•
)...
(Marie Doro
Midnight Gambols
5
Huff)...
What Women Want (Louise
......
.......
Colhns).
(Jose
Husband?
My
Is
Where
-Edmund Cobb). 5
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau
ston Hall) . . . . . .... . .55
Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thur
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb)..
His Brother's Keeper (Mansfield.-Lytton-James) •0
The Inner Voice (E. K. Lincoln)
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
<
?
Namara)) 05
Madness (Marguerite
A Moment's (Gail
Frank
Herbert
Kane-J.
Idle Hands
.S
A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank)
Y*
Luke McLuke's Film-osophy
*
Sonny Series
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
'° B""kln
1
^'u'S^J
Call Me Daddy..
1J
Professor Was Right
PRICE (C. B. CO.)
INDIAN DRAMAS
Fifteen Single reelers starring Princess Mona Darkfeather.
5
es)
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhod
5
nn)
Power (Holbrook Bli
3
)
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast
RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)

5

Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter)
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)

4212
4646
4648
5084
5134

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec.
Say HeLikeForgot
Nov. 2810—— I'll
He Looks
Him (Otis
(TuckerHarlan)
Twins) 22
Nov. 12 — Oh, Buoy (Sammy Burns)
2
(ROMANCES OF YOUTH) 2
MA^TTY
Bold
Bad ROUBERT
Pirate
Summer Days
2
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer
2
Hands Up
2
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture
2
Girl of the Ranch©
2
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politics
2
Good Night Nurse
2
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch
1
Moonshiner
1
No. 13
1
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God
1
Wind Goddess
1
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Trouble
2
Lazy Lem
2
Bungalow Bungle
2
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter
1
Dreamy Chinatown
1
GALE HENRY COMEDIES
Heirlooms
1
Help
2
The Movies
2
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
SUPERIOR PICTURES
Moon Madness (Special Cast)
«
Li Ting Lang (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pitts)
5
Bright Skies (Brentwood)
5
The
Devil's
Claim
(Sessue
Hayakawa)
5
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) 5
The Brand of Lopes (Sessue Hayakawa) 5
The Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale)....
SUPER SPECIALS
Little
(Mae Marsh)
t9
Kismet 'Fraid
(Otis Lady
Skinner)
813 (Arsene Lupin Silli
J
b£2&Z* V—J-MLi
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline
Frederick)
6!
«
Comedy Drama)
Letty
So Long
The
Stea]ers
(Wm(Christie
Christy Cabanne)
Occasionally
(Lew_Cody),
...
:::::::::^
Dlg HappinessYours
Fa^urn):::::::::
(Du,tin
SPECIALS
Aug. 15 — Arabian Knight (SessueBarriscale)
Hayakawa) S6
Aug. 1— Life's Twist (Bessie
SUPREME COMEDIES
June 6— Becky Strikes Out
1
May
Letty's Lost
Legacy
11
Mixed30 —Husbands
.
Downstairs
Made Wife
Tl:
Taylor and
The
fijT
\{11
Why Be Jealous?..
Her Beloved Burglar
I
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
The City of Broken Old
Recruiting in the Solomons
I
h sSen :::::::::::*.: *.::::::::5
Lonely South Pacific Missions
I
Domesticating Wild Men
1
CruisingSavages
in the inSolomons
Saving
the South Seas
J1
ADVENTURE SCENICS
The Lone Trapper
1
Outlaw of the Wilderness
1
The Tempest
I
Waters of Destiny
1
Tree Magic
1
Ghosts of Romance
I
^oti« r\f Salnnnkin
1

Film

Picture

News

Releases

Fate's Mockery
Fate's
Double Cross
Long Riders
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
Trail of the Rails
Daring Danger
Flirting
with Terror
Broken Trestle
TUSUN COMEDIES
New Ralgia
A Slick Detective
Buried Alive
From Kitchen to Throne
Wild Women
_
Pa
Takesanda Tramp
Giving
Taking
'
Splashing to Safety
Cabareting Under Difficulties
Stranded
LESTER CLNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson
The Ranger and the Law
Pat
Paradise
Blue O'Blazes
GASOLINE ALLEY
Leave It RIDGEWAY
to " Walt "
FRITZI
SERIES
Bandit of Hell's Gap
AA Girl
Traitor's
from Vengeance
the West
Almost an Outlaw
The Avenging Trail
Western Rays
Shadows of the Past
A Fight to a Finish
Trail of the Buzzard
AA Race
Fugitive
Justice
with from
Death
Across the Border
SPECIALS
Witch's Lure
A Profligate Woman
NEAL HART SERIES
Knight
of Western Land
Dead Line
Square Shooter
Out of the West

REALART PICTURES CORP.
SPECIAL FEATURES
r's)
D. Taylo
(Wm. (Taylor
The
5995
.. 6882
)......
Soul of Youth
The Furnace
670a
s)..
Walsh'
A.
(Raoul
The Deep Purple
5614
(Charles Miller's) 6607
The Law of the Yukon
's)
(Dwan
Irish
the
of
The Luck
5911
Soldiers of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnstone)
All Soul's
(MaryHawley)
Miles Minter)
5778
The
Snob Eve
(Wanda
4015
She Couldn't Help (Bebe Daniels)
4423
Something Different (Constance Binney) 4840 RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
4979 Releasing Through Capitol Film Co.
(Justine Johnstone)
Blackbirds
The
New York Idea (Alice Brady)
6181 AL JENNINGS SERIES
4214
Daniels)
(Bebe
Lady
Lady,
Oh
You Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
5302
Fate's Frame-Up
2
Release Information continued on page 1996

SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls, Don't
Gamble
Fickle
Women
S-E ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason)
Cowboy Jazz
ifSrnni
TWO REEL COMEDIES
Beach Birds and Bombs
Hashers and Mashers
Waffles and Wallops
MIDGET COMEDIES
(Starring Eddie Frank and Jimmie RoBon)
Beach, Birds and Bombs
Waffles and Wallops
Hashers and Mashers
Oh, What a Circus
Movies and
foot Maniacs
Romeo
A Tender

selznick (lewis j.) ent.
SELZNICK PICTURES
(Distributed by Seiect Exchange*)
The
Figurehead
(Eugene O'Brien)
The
Flapper
The Man Who(Olive
Lost Thomas)
Himself (Wm. Faversham)
The Point of View (Elaine Hammerstein)
The Poor Simp (Owen Moore)
The Wonderful Chance (Eugene O'Brien)
stein)
Hammer
Whispers
(Special).
Paradise
Dangerous
Red
Foam (Elaine
(Ralph Ince
Special).
The Daughter Pays (Elaine Hammerstein) .
Pleasure Seekers (Elaine Hammerstein)
You Can't Kill Love (Special Cast)
Broadway and Home (Eugene O'Brien)
select (Distributed
pictures by Select Exchange*)
The Adventuress (Julian Eltinge)
Children Not Wanted (Edith Day)
Man's Plaything
(Grace Davison)
Mountain
Madness
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
The Great Shadow
The One-Way Trail (Edythe Sterling)
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
Just
the Door(Bernard
(Edith Dunning)
Hallor)
Seeds Outside
of Vengeance
Taking the Count (William Collier)
The Servant Question (William Collier)
The Valley of Doubt (Special Cast)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Dunning)
NATIONAL PICTURES
(Distributed by Select Exchange*)
Marooned Hearts (Conway Tearle)
Out
of
the
(RalphWindows
Ince)
The Palace ofSnows
Darkened
(Special Cast)

2
22
2
2
22
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
5
55
1
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
5
5
22
2
2
II
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22

5,900
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,500
5,500
5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5.000
5,000
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"THE

TIDAL
WAVE"
(Stoll Film Corp.)

Has Interest, But Is Rather Long Drawn Out
ALTHOUGH "The Tidal Wave "-is a decided improvement in every
way over " God's Good Man " which we reviewed last week, it is a
long way from what might be called a good program picture.
And there are several reasons why.
In the first place the story, although it has plenty of action, is not strong
enough or interesting enough, being of the foreign variety to give an
American audience what they expect.
True enough it has action, but there is nothing in it which would raise it
ibove any of our ordinary features.
There is one thing which sticks out like a house afire, in these features
and which if corrected would add to the interest and a decided improvement in production. It is the continual habit of the actors to get out of
position when they are playing on or near the edge of the camera line,
causing the players to be cut in halves, as it were and the scenes to appear
wanting.
And the actors will persist in explaining everything to the audience
before the action is given. The probable reason for this is that English
actors accustomed to the stage have two hours or so in which to deliver
their dialogue, while in a five-reel picture which runs about an hour, the
action has to be. condensed in order to make up for time. If this were
corrected a lot of time could be saved which could be used to better
advantage.
The story tells the tale of a young girl who is sent by her dying father to
his sister in a little Cornish village to be taken care of. The young lady
is of the flighty sort and doesn't hesitate to change lovers when opportunity
presents itself. First she is in love with a young fisherman, but when she
sets eyes upon a handsome artist she throws her former lover down for the
new one. But she learns in the end that her former sweetheart is the
truest and bravest, and the finish shows them in each other's arms. —
Length, 5 reels. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Adam Brewster
. ..Judd Green
Aunt Eliza Peck
Annie Esmond
Matt Brewster
Sydney Seaward
Gerald Knight
Pardoe Woodman
Carmen Hale
Poppy Wyndham
Adapted and produced by Sinclaire Hill.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Tidal Wave," another Stoll Film Corporation production, will make its
appearance at the
theatre on
of next week.
It is another one of those beautifully written stories of English life with the
heroine in the character of a pretty girl of Spanish extraction, Carmen Hale, who
is sent by her father to his dying sister, Aunt Eliza.
the inn and unromantic,
his son, Matt,
eachEliza's
in a brother
differentAdam,
way. joint
Matt,owner
honest,of courageous,
soonwere
founddisturbed,
a rival
in And
Carmen's
favor
in
Gerald
Knight,
an
artist.
when the honest Matt remonstrated with Carmen for posing for Knight,
it only made her inflame into anger and on the spur of the moment she threw
herself into the arms of the too eager Knight.
But a day comes when she bitterly repents of this, recognizes the true worth
of Matt and learns to forget the other.
The picture is well directed, has a splendid cast and plenty of wonderful exteriors.
PROGRAM READER
She thought she loved him because he was good looking and an artist only to
be terribly disappointed. But then there was the other young man whose honesty
and courageousness made him stand out, in the opinion of the beautiful girl as
afor lighthouse
her hand. in the sea — after she had found out and compared the two rivals
How many young girls have been placed in this predicament and how many
haveBut loved
then the
is itwrong
ever young
too late?man only to discover their mistake when it is too late?
See
"
The
Tidal
Wave,"
Film Corporation . production which will
play this theatre on thethe late Stoll
of next
It will interest, amuse and at the same time instruct, for it points a moral
which shows the light to those who are too anxious to select a life partner.
'dying
The story deals
with a Aunt
young Eliza.
girl ofEliza's
Spanish extraction
who is sent by her
to his
jinn andfather
his son
Matt,sister,
were disturbed,
each in abrother
differentAdam,
way. joint owner of the
falls in love with an artist treating lightly the love of Matt who
is The
honestyoung
and girl
courageous.
In the end she learns the truth. Was it too late? See " The Tidal Wave."
SUGGESTIONS
This isdo just
ordinary
production which will amuse and fairly interest if your
patrons
not anexpect
too much.
play up the story in your newspapers and run as many stills
as Ifyouyoucanbook
of theit scenes.
These scenes were taken on the rocky coast of England and are something new
especially when the action is played around them.
There are two big scenes, one when the hero rescues the heroine from a raging
when he rescues the villain.
sea and another
These scenes are very good and can be played up without any comeback.
CATCH LINES
c!,.!11" 4t°U^M
t"en—you.
well what did she find out about him?
t>ee
the Tidal,sh,1rlov?,d.him.„and
Wave," it will interest

Don't fail to see "The Tidal
and
plenty of action. .
It will
of next
failfto0seea''eThPr
Sw^i
Itau to see the Tidal Wave"
of next
on

Wave." It is a picture with manv strong- thrills
be seen at the —
_ ""-"r"
on
alIC °"
dramatic
moments
and
a
heart
interest
story,meatre
don't
which .
will be played at the
hMt„

AN

AMATEUR

DEVL

(Paramount)
A Decidedly Mediocre Comedy With Washburn
THE public has been used to far better Bryant Washburn pictures
than this latest Paramount production. Based upon the lukewarm
idea of an idle rich young man trying to disgrace his blue blooded
family by going to work, it never rises to any heights of comedy by any
surprise twist or novel incident. Nor is it possible to forget that the
comedy situations are all forced — the result of a strenuous effort. It
runs along to absurdities without being humorous.
This is not Washburn's fault. He has proven his ability to get a great
deal out of humorous situations in the past. But here, try as he will, he
cannot get a laugh by peeling potatoes while wearing a high hat and cutaway coat. And the titles do not help him any.
The production might have been a great deal more appealing if the
premise for the hokum was stronger and more plausible. Endicott Jr., is
in love with a girl, and has so much dignity that his love making lacks the
" pep " to please the young lady. So she breaks the engagement and plans
to marry Endicott Sr. This has a strange effect upon the younger man.
He decides to " do something," and also to disgrace his family. But working as a farm hand fails to bring down opprobrium upon his head, so he
labors in the scullery of a large hotel, only to find that the press insists
upon making him a hero for so doing. His next " devilish " act is to act
as bus boy in the dining room. Again he is not disgraced. In despair, he
becomes involved in an affair with a musical comedy queen, expecting to
be sued for breach of promise. But a friend of his burns all of his amorous epistles and he is tricked out of disgrace again. The end comes rather
suddenly. Endicott Sr., marries the musical comedy vamp, although no
reason is given for his desertion of the leading lady. The star, having
" done something," wins the heart of the girl.
It appears as if the picture went through considerable re-editing and retitling before it found its way to the screen, and possibly this is the cause
of the unsatisfactory development of the story. Opposite the star is Ann
May, a winsome leading lady. — Length, 4464 feet. — Matthew A. Taylor.
Carver Endicott
Bryant Washburn
Margaret Bedford
Ann May
Carver Endicott, Sr
Charles Wyngate
Maybelle de Neville
Christine Mayo
Hopkins
Sidney Bracey
Mary
Norris Johnson
Farmer Brown
Graham Petty
Mrs. Brown
Anna Hernandez
Directed by Maurice Campbell.
From the story by Jesse E. Henderson and Henry Buxton.
Scenarioized by Douglas Bronston.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Bryant Washburn has scored another sure-fire comedy hit in " An Amateur
Devil," which will be the attraction at the
theatre on
for a
days' run.
is the story,
Paramount
latest byandMaurice
best production.
It is an adaptation
of aThis
magazine
and wasstar's
directed
Campbell.
The star is supported by a capable cast, his leading lady this time being pretty
Ann May, who will be remembered by all those who saw " Paris Green."
Devilhave
" concerns
very with
blue-blooded
aristocratic father
who" AnforAmateur
generations
looked adown
gentle condescension
upon and
the son,
rest
of mankind. Carver Endicott, Jr., played by Mr. Washburn, is above all things,
proper. So much so, that his wooing of the girl of his heart is carried on in a
lukewarm, mild sort of way, much to the annoyance of the young lady in question.
But
blood can sets
show outsometo ruin
" pep the
" when
goadedevenon a tobluedesperation,
name theof occasion
the noblerequires.
family toCarver,
which
he belongs. And this is where the comedy comes in. Of course, there is a
reconciliation at the end, but only after the most amusing complications.
*' An Amateur
remaindrawing
at the
for
days. It is
expected
to prove Devil
one of" will
the best
cards of the season.
PROGRAM READER
Carver Endicott was a ble book. He was so blue and his love making was of
such a lukewarm nature that his best girl went back on him. For even among
the elite of Boston a girl likes kisses with a little pep. So Carver Endicott (Bryant
Washburn is Carver) decides to be devilish even if he has to disgrace the proud
name he bears. But Carver has had little experience and so he was very much
of anbe" the
Amateur
And atthis
is the name of theatre
the entertaining
will
featureDevil."
attraction
the
on comedy . which
" An
Amateur
Devil
"
is
Bryant
Washburn's
latest
Paramount
Production,
that
is just as funny as its predecessors. It will be shown at the and onetheatre
for
days, beginning
.
SUGGESTIONS
It would be pretty dangerous to promise a sure fire comedy hit on this one.
You can appeal chiefly to the Washburn following, and recall " Burglar Proof "
" Mrs. Temple's Telegram " and " A Full House," if you have shown them.
State that Ann May, who plays opposite the star, was the leading woman in
' Pans Green,"
a popular
Charles
Ray picture.
allowsasopportunities for street
and lobby
displays,
which canThebetitle,
madeof ascourse,
elaborate
your
pocketbook warrants.
CATCH LINES
A real man can live down almost anything — even being born into an aristocratic
family
was pants.
just as necessary for the young heir to wear dignity as it
was for where
him toitwear
,„Be,i"E
not as easy as may be imagined. Just come to see Bryant
Washburn a indevilAnis Amateur
Devil " and you will find out why.
Bryant
Washburn's
latest
a story of
an honored
elite Boston
its youngest member decided comedy—
to bring disgrace
to its
name. family, and how
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Who Am I? (Special Cast)
Just a Wife (Special Cast)
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
The Invisible Divorce (Special Cast)
The Road to Ambition (Conway Tearle)
The Chicken in the Case (Owen Moore)
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMICCLASSICS
in Betty's
Bedroom
AUp Pajama
Marriage
A Seminary Scandal
Watch Your Husband
Twelve P. M
Ballroom Romeo
Too Many Husbands
Caught in a Cafe
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Home Rule
A Soft Boiled Yegg
His Model Day
COMEDY ART
Uneasy Feet
Ima Vamp
An Uneven Match
Mother's
HenpeckedAngel
& Pecked Hens
Friends & Enemies
Prince of Daffydil
Shorty'sDynamite
Long Suit
Sweet
Rocked to Sleep
Open the Bars
Hay Fever
MORAJNTI COMEDIES
Why Worry
Almost
Guilty
Kids
Twins
Bliss
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Edenville
The First Zoo
Observations of a Park Statue
Virgin of Hamboul
Up on the Farm
Dreams
SUNSET BURRED SCENICS
Birthplace of the West
Land of Sky Blue Blue Waters
Land of Living Color
Path
of '49
.•
Highway
Through Wonderland
Going North
.Dawnland
Totemland
The First People
Gate of the Mountain
High Hills and Low Heels

5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,500
5,500

22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
22
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
Jan.— The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast) 6
Jan. — Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
4650
Jan.Guy
— TheNewell)
Lure of Crooning Water (Ivy Duke- 6
Jan.
Squandered
Lives (Ivy Duke-Guy Newall)....6
The — Tavern
Knight
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Heart! (Lucille de Tar- Florence Hackett)..J
It Happened in Paris (lime. Yorska)
S
Human Passions (Lottie Tilford)
5
Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
5
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
i
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington) 5
And the Children Pay (Gareth H< hes)
7
Dr. Brind's
Wonders
of Nature
(One
every
week)..
Johnny
Dooley
Comedies
(Joknny
Dooley
—
one
every
month)
2
RADIN PICTURES
Iklnning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
3
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
3
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)
I
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Jan. 9— The Love Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000
Dec. 5— The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) .. 8
Sept.
5— The
(D. W. Griffith's) 57
rue 27—
Suds Love
(MaryFlower
Pickford)
Fana 13— The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) t
May 39 — Romance (Doris Keane)
t
Apr. S — Down on the Farm (Mack Sennett's) 5
Fan. 18— Pollyanna (Mary Pickford)
•
Dec. 29— When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fair- banks) •
Oct. 20 — Broken Blossoms (D. W. GriSth's) s
■apt.
1 — His Majesty the American (Douglas Fair s
banks)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGls
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Magnificent Brute (Frank Mayo)

5

All

Film

Picture

News

Releases

The Unknown Wife (Enid Roberts)
5 VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
All Dolled Up (Gladys Walten)
5
If Only Jim (Harry Carey)
S VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Society Secrets (Eva Novak)
S Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
Colorado (Frank Mayo)
5
Men Tel) No
Tales (Tom Terreas') Special 7
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
5 DeadCa
st
rhe Mad Marriage (Carmel Myers)
5 Trumpet island (Tom
Terriss) Special Cast
7
Tiger True (Frank Mayo)
5
Courage Special
of Marge
O'Doone (James Oliver C«»-.
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
5 The wood's)
Ca
st
f
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
a
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
5 ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
3 Cousin Kate
5
beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
5 The Prey
Risky Business (Gladys Walton)
5
West is West (Harry Carey)
5 The
Dollars
Viceand
of Fools
' '3
the Woman
$
lion or Bound (Frank Mayo)
3 The Sporting Duchess
7
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift
Outside the Law (Pnscilla Dean)
3
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6 The Romance Promoters
3
The
Purple
Cipher
3
The
Devil's
Pass
Key
(Special
Cast)
7
Shipwrecked Among Cannibals
6 A Master Stroke
3
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6 Captain Swift
3
THE WHITE HORSEMAN
The Fortune Hunter
t
Under Crimson Skies (Elmo Lincoln)
6 CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
JEWEL COMEDIES
It Isn't
Being Done
This Season
Broadway
Bubble
33
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
2 The
3
A Prohibition Monkey
2 The Whisper Market
Bab's Candidate
{Featuring Art Accord.)
33
Garter Girl
:
In the Caves of Despair
2 The
Deadline at Eleven
3
THE DIAMOND QUEEN
Human Collateral
3
(Eiyliteen Episode serial starring Eileen Sedgwick)
ANTONIO
MORENO
PRODUCTIONS
Eighth, In Merciless Clutches
2
3
Seventh, The Amazing Uultimatum
2 Three Sevens
Sixth, The Colossal Game
2 ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Fifth, The Tide of Destiny
2 Princess Jones
3
Fourth, Fires of Hate
2 LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
Third,
of the ofJungle
'12 The Sportsman
Second, Perils
The Plunge
Doom
2
First, The Vow of Vengeance
2 The Suitor
I
The Stage Hand
t
KING OF THE CIRCUS
Solid Concrete
/
I
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
School Days
1
Eighteenth, The Lost Heritage
2 The
Cop
i
Seventeenth, The Final Reckoning
2 The Fly
Grocery
Clerk
I
Sixteenth, The Cradle of Death
2
Fifteenth, A Woman in Black
2 JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
Fourteenth, Out of the Clouds
2 The Mysterious Stranger
3
Thirteenth, A Fight for Life
2 The Nuisance
2
Twelfth, Deep Waters
2 The Back Yard
3
Eleventh, Man and Beast
2 FIGHTING FATE
Ninth, Dynamite
2
Seventh, Over the City
2
(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring
Sixth,
Lion's
Claws
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)
Fifth, The Black Wallet
22 Fifteenth,
the Blot
2
Fourth, Facing Death
2 Fourteenth,Cleaning
Thieves Fall Out
2
Third, Stolen Evidence
2 Thirteenth, Mystery
Mountain
2
Second, The Mushroom Bullet
2 Twelfth, Indian Vengeance
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
Eleventh, A Choice of Death
2
The Stolen Bride
2
A Bunch of Kisses (Dorety-Lorraine) 2 Tenth,
2
Stuffed Lions (Century Lions)
2 Ninth, The Air Avenger
2
The Dog Doctor (Century Dog)
2 Eighth, The Treasure Hunt
Vamps and Scamps (Zip Monty)
2 Seventh, A Demon's Bluff
2
The Crown Jewel Clue
2
Leaping Lions and Jailbirds
2 Sixth,
Double Crossed
2
Fresh from the Farm (Harry Sweet)
2 Fifth,
Fourth,
A
Desperate
Dilemma
2
Puppy Love (Brownie)
2 Third, A Modern Daniel
2
His Fearful Finish (Chas. Dorety)
2
2
The Spirit of Twenty-One
2 Second, Playing the Game
....2
Fire Bugs (Harry Sweet)
.2 First, A Borrowed Life
Happy Daze (Century Lions)
.2 THE PURPLE RIDERS
STAR COMEDIES
(Fifteen Episode
Serial Starring Joe Ryan) 2
No License (Billy Fletcher)
1 Fifteenth,
Alive
When Eve Fell (Wolbert-Barry)
1 Fourteenth, Buried
Frame-Up
Bring on the Groom (Dorothy Wolbert)
1 Thirteenth, ATheDevil
Fish Foe
22
A Waiting Maid (Dot Wolbert)
1 Twelfth,
The Infernal Machine
2
Won — One Fliver
1 Eleventh,
Millions
2
Milk and Yeggs
1 Tenth, TheTheFireStolen
Curtain
2
Simple and Sweet
1 Ninth, The Betrayal
2
His Lady Friend (Joe Martin)
1 Eighth,
The Camouflage Trap
2
Chicken, Country Style
1
Red Feather's
Secret
22
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert) 1 Seventh,
Sixth,
Double
Destruction
Nearly Wed (Dorothy Wolbert)
1 Fifth, The Fatal Pursuit
2
Way Down North (Dorothy Wolbert)
1 Fourth,
The Fiery Trail
2
Forbidden Brew (Dorothy Wolbert)
1 Third, The
Decoy
2
A Movie Bug (Dorothy Wolbert)...,
1 First, Love or Duty
2
My Lady's Ankle
1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 2 WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2
(At State Right Exchanges)
Off His Waiters
Trolly Marry
(Engle-Dickerson)
of Dsslre (Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa) I
Should
(Geo. Orey)
22 Ahses
ALICE
BRADY
FEATURES
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
3
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2 Maternity
Tke Trap
3
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Woman Russia
Alone
The Cactus Kid (Hoot Gibson)
2 ADarkest
•1
The Fighting Actor (Art Accord)
2
WARWICK FEATURES
The Pony Express (Leonard Clapham)
2 ROBERT
Man of the Hour
3
Big Bob (Jack Perrin)
2 Stolen
Voice
■
The Show Down (Art Accord)
2
The Kickaroo (Hoot Gibson)
2 Friday the 13th
I
I
The Saddle King (Hoot Gibsoa)
2 Hmnap Driftwood
The Trail of the Hound (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2
Fight It Out (Hoot Gibson)
2 WILK AND WILK
LEE KIDS COMEDIES
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — International News
1 The Circus Imps
1
Fridays — International News
1 The Dixie Madcaps
J
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1 The Hicksville Terrors
3
TBI WILLIAMS PRINTINO COMPANT, NEW TOBK
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It is a significant
fact that the thinker who
places his quality

Charles Chaplin

and service ahead

of the ''cheap" arguments in
laboratory consideration, is cooler
around the cranium than his
extravagant
Why

Marshall Neilan

brother.
have

a

damp

forehead and inferior prints
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security of real quality and service.
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to

be

safe than sorry.
With
the
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guarantee to obtain screen
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negative
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a star so universally known
as
Skinner is to be featured in such

a production as "Kismet"
essential to obtain posters that
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ADOLPH ZVKOR Presents
WILLIAM

S.

HART
in

A

GEORGE

MELFORD
PRODUCTION
the

OMalleyof

Faith

Healer

theMoimtedtt
"Q'MALLEY
of the
Mounted" is the biggest
money-maker Hart has ever
appeared in.
It started out in New

York

~pHE
greatest
Easter
WeekA
picture
ever
made.
story of love and faith that
will stand unexcelled in the
annals of the screen.

by breaking all Hart records

Produced

— at the Kivoli it took in, on
the week, $5,037 more than

made
from

"The

America's greatest dramatist,
it has more punch, heart appeal and real vitality than

Testing Block" did.

And it's going the same
the country over.

way

By William S. Hart. Adapted and
directed by Lambert Hillyer. Photographed byJoe August, A. S. C. A
William S. Hart Production.
&

Cparamount

(picture

by the man

who

"Behold my Wife",
the masterpiece of

any picture in a long while.
From the play by William Vaughn Moody.
Scenario by Mrs. William Vaughn Moody
and Z. Wall Covington.
Cast includes
Ann Forrest and Milton Sills.

CC paramount

Q>icture

Motion

^tTfie

Picture

News

\Vbnder

((Released

from

JYlarci

March
"Straight is the Way"

a COSMOPOLITAN

"The Studios.
Call of Youth"

a HUGH

production. With Matt Moore; directed by Robert Vignola.

FORD production.

By Henry Arthur Jones; made in the Famous Players' London

Thomas Meighan in "THE EASY ROAD" Cast includ es Lila Lee and Gladys George.
William S. Hart in "O'MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED" a William S. Hart production; with Eva Novak.
"BecU ReVel" a THOMAS
Hughes are in the cast.

H. INCE special. By Louis Joseph Vance; with Florence Vidor. Lewis Stone and Lloyd

"The Jason
Gilded
MAE
RobardsLil})"
are in with
the cast.
Dorothy

"The

Dalton

MURRAY.

A Robert Z.Leonard production; Lowell Sherman, Charles Gerard, and

in "THE IDOL OF THE NORTH"

Faith Healer"
Forrest.

a GEORGE

MELFORD

Greater than "The Flame of the Yukon."

April
production. By William Vaughn Moody; with Milton Sills and Ann

RoSCOe "Fatty" Arhuckle in "THE DOLLAR A YEAR MAN" Cast includes Lila Lee; directed by J ames Cruze.
"Buried Treasure" a COSMOPOLITAN production. With Marion Davies; directed by George Baker.
"The Witching Hour" a WILLIAM D.TAYLOR production. By Augustus Thomas; with ELLIOTT DEXTER.
Wallace Reid in "THE LOVE SPECIAL." Cast includes Agnes Ayres and Theodore Roberts; by Frank Spearman.
"The Great Day" a HUGH FORD-Famous Players-British production; with Arthur Bourchier.
William DeMille's production of SIR JAMES M. MBARRIE'S
"WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS" with Lois
ay
Wilson and Conrad Nagel. Charles Ogle, Guy Oliver, Winter Hall, Claire McDowell and Fred Huntley are in the cast.
Douglas
MacLean
Burnham
in the cast.in "THE HOME

STRETCH."

A Thomas H. Ince production; by Charles Belmont Davis; Beatrice

Thomas Meighan in "THE CITY OF SILENT MEN." Cast includes Lois Wilson; a veritable knockout.
"Proxies" a COSMOPOLITAN production. With Zena Keefe and Norman Kerry; a new kind of crook story.
Dorothy

Gish in "OH JO ! "

A country comedy-romance; from a Red Book short story.

Sydney

Chaplin in "KING, QUEEN, JOKER."
A Sydney Chaplin production; the Ben Hur of screen comedy.
"
A Lois Weber production " TWO WISE WIVES

Elsie Conrad
Ferguson
in "SACRED
AND PROFANE
Nagel and
Thomas Holding
in the cast. LOVE."

By Arnold Bennett; a WILLIAM J). JAYLOR

Sir James M. Barrie's "SENTIMENTAL TOMMY."
Taliaferro, May McAvoy and George Fawcett.

A John S. Robertson production; with Gareth Hughes, Mabel

Cparamounl

(pictures

\im
) FAMOUS
A DO LP M ZuKOa »*tPLAYERS-LASKY
JESSE L.LASKV IHAh CECILCORPORATION
8 OE MILLE !V«nrC«wil (SHE
tt£SS<
,
=J€&

production;

March

19, 1921

ful

l°)21

Forty

to

September

six

IJ21

)

RoSCOe "Fatty" ArhuckU in "THE TRAVELING SALESMAN."
Betty Ross Clark in the cast.
neGouverneur Morris; with Mary MacLaren, Norman Kerry,
"The Wild Goose" a COSMOPOLITAN production.JuBy
Holmes Herbert and Dorothy Bernard.
ThomasWalterMeighan
Long.

AND

>" "WHITE

"Appearances" a DONALD
Players' London studios.

UNMARRIED."

Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Grace Darmond,

By Edward Knoblock; with David Powell; made

CRISP production.

in Famous

A Thomas H. Ince production.
DoUglaS MacLean in "ONE A MINUTE."
"The Bronze Bell" a THOMAS H. INCE special. By Louis Joseph Vance; with Doris May and Courtenay Foote.
Ethel ClaUton in "SHAM."
Cast includes Theodore Roberts, Walter Hiers, Sylvia Ashton and Clyde Fillmore.
Parker; with
By SirandGilbert
Title).Shattuck
(Working Truly
MONEY
Production
elfOrd Ann
A GeorgC
James M
Kirkwood,
Forrest, Alice "THE
Hollister,
Charles MASTER"
Ogle, Fred Huntley,
Alan Hale.

July With Claire Windsor, Hallam Cooley, Edith Kessler, George
.
I
A Lois Weher Production.
Completed but untitled.
Hackathorne.
"The Lillian
Woman
a COSMOPOLITAN
production. Directed by Robert Vignola; with Seena Owen,
Walker God
and E.Changed"
K. Lincoln; filmed
in the Bahama Islands.
Wallace

Reid in "WATCH

"The Oppenheim.
Mystery

MY

SMOKE."

Road, " a FAMOUS

Cast includes A-nes Ayres. By the author of "What's Your Hurry?"

PLAYERS-BRITISH

production.

"Life" a WILLIAM A. BRADY production. By Thompson Buchanan.
Gloria SWanSOn in "THE GREAT MOMENT."
By Elinor Glyn.
Dorothy Dalton in "THE CURSE."
"The Lost Romance, " a WILLIAM
and Jack Holt.

With DAVID

POWELL; by E. Phillips

Milton Sills in the cast.

(Working title.) By E. Phillips Oppenheim.
DE MILLE production. By Edward Knoblock; with Lois Wilson, Conrad.Nagel
August

"Get Hardy
Rich andQuick
WalUngford"
Diana Allen;
directed by Franka COSMOPOLITAN
Borzage.

production. With Doris Kenyon, NormanlKerry, Sam

"The

Princess of NeW
York"
a DONALD CRISP production. By Cosmo Hamilton; made in the Famous
Players' London studios.
William S. Hart in "THE WHISTLE."
A William S. Hart production; with Myrtle Stedman and Guy Oliver.

DoUglaS MacLean in "PASSING THROUGH."
A Thomas H. Ince production.
Thomas Meighan in "THE CONQUEST OF CANAAN," by Booth Tarkington.
Ethel Clayton in "WEALTH."

By Cosmo Hamilton.

A WM. D. TAYLOR

production.

RoSCOe
"Fatty"
"CRAZY
Cast includes Lila Lee, Bull Montana, Charles Ogle.
Clarence
Burton, Arhuckle
Sylvia Ashton, in
Edwin
StevensTOand MARRY."
Sidney Bracey.
Dorothy Dalton

in "A STAMPEDE

MADONNA."

A GEORGE

{paramount

MELFORD

production. Cast includes Jack Holt.

(pictures

IHfcV
^HP^SmJ FAMOUS
AOOLPM ZUKOft A*tPLAYERS-LASKY
JESSE L.LASKY HVrPrrt CECILCORPORATION
B OE MILLE IfcT-Ci-i-; Zip'* ' '■ ' J
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Qllan

0

Five years ago when Allan Dwan
both wrote and directed swift-

wan

presmts

moving,
human
comedy - dramas"
for
Triangle
he personally
set a
fashion for the type of story that

A

actually made the reputation of at
least three of the biggest male
stars of the screen.

PERFECT

In his newest production for reCRIME

lease through "A. P."— "A Perfect Crime" — he is again setting
a fashion for a new and popular

J[ Comedy -Drama from the
Saturday Evening Post story
CARL CLAUSEN

type of story, done in the best
Dwan manner — a picture with

Personally directed by Mr D\VM

speed, suspense, romance, beauty
and simplicity.

Associated
Producers
H OME OFFICES'- 729 SEVENTH AVE, ,»JEW YORK CITY

Inc.

primed on the hack

F B WARREN
CINCINATI
0 MAP 6
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS INC 7£9 SEVE
NTH AVE NEWYORK
LYING LIPS PLAYING FOUR CONSECUTIVE
WEEX IN GIFTS THEATRE TO
TREMENDOUS BUSINESS THIS IS THE RECO
RD RUN IK CINCINNAT! FOR
ANY PICTURE IN THE HISTORY
OF THE INDUSTRY ACCEPT OUR
MOST HEARTY FELICITATIONS
MCMAHAN AND JACKSON.
MANAGERS

The

Picture

of

Multi-WeejK,

Runs

4 weeks Gifts Theatre, Cincinnati

2 weeks Barbee's Loop, Chicago
2 weeks Blue
Mouse, Seattle
2 weeks
2 weeks

Colonial, Indianapolis
Strand,

San

Francisco

2 weeks Majestic, Portland, Ore.
2 weeks

Rialto,

Providence

2 weeks

Savoy,

Pittsburg

2 weeks

Pantheon,

Toledo

2nd week, Symphony, Los Angeles
and still running
Day and Date, Two
Theatres, St. Louis

Skouras

Day and Date, Metropolitan and
Strand, Cleveland
Blanket contract, Famous PlayersNathanson Toronto and Ontario
chain of Theatres
Doubled

runs and extra days in

2,000 Theatres

Vivid Drama

"Nothing succeeds like success!"

A

oe
of Life andh
Love

LYING

LIPS

By MAY
JIUrstar

cast

featuring

EDINGTON

House

Peters

and

RorenceVidor

2006

Motion

Picture

New

i

SEWELL FORD'S FLORIDA HOME
Torchy" is now building Exhibitors' Houses !

The

House

That

"TORCHY" is America's most widely
known screen comedy character.
More people are reading "TORCHY"
Stories today than ever before.
And— "TORCHY" has been a leading fiction character in magazines like
the Saturday Evening Post, in books

Millions

"THE

of

"TORCHY"

Built

and in newspapers for many years.
Nearly 1,500,000 families scattered
broadcast over the United States and
Canada see a "TORCHY" story whenever they pick up their home newsThat means
paper.

"TORCHY"

SPICE OF THE

PROGRAM'

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President

Inc.

millions of readers — and

Fans

March

2007

ip, ip 2 1

DOROTHY

DOROTHY

MACKAILL
JOHNNY
The "TORCHY"

LEEDS

HINES
of the Screen

"TORCHY,"

Like
EDUCATIONAL,
is a National
Institution

These Newspapers are Printing "TORCHY"
Stories
NOW!
Anaconda
Standard,
Mont.
Toledo Times, Ohio
Buffalo Times, N.Y.
Spokane Spokesman Review, Wash.
Washington Star, D. C.
Louisville Herald, Ky.
Wheeling News, W. Va.
Utica Saturday Globe, N.Y.
Evans ville Journal-News, Ind.
Washington News, Pa.
Saginaw News-Courier, Mich.
Pittsburgh Gazette-Times, Pa.
Salt Lake Tribune, Utah
Springfield Union, Mass.
Minneapolis Journal, Minn.
Dayton News, Ohio
Fort Worth Star Telegram, Tex.
Boston Post, Mass.
Vancouver Sun, Canada
Edmonton Journal, Canada
Muscatine Journal, la.
Baltimore American, Md.
Total Paid Circulation 1,445,390

"TORCHY"
Contract
GOOD,

for

Homes

COMEDIES—
the

Series

With

ONE
Today

WHOLESOME

THE

SPICE OF THE

A
—

MONTH
They

Are

COMEDIES

PROGRAM

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President

Their Millions of Readers

Inc.

2008

Motion

Picture

7kt

International

Photoplay

Company

of
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

ANNOUNCES

A

series

of

corking

good

two

reel

comedies

entitled

The

DIZZY

DUMBELLS

J

Three
A

O

of the comedies

release

every

two

now
weeks

completed
hereafter

If you want snappy bright comedies to take away the public blues bere they are !

STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS
Write

International
3501-3513 N. Kenton &£ve.

GET

BUSY

or Wire

Photoplay

Company
Chicago, Illinois

News

AN ORIGINAL
PHOTOPLAY
BY
GOUVERNEUR
MORRIS
D I I\E CTED
FRANK

BY

LLOYD

notable cast includes Leatrice 'Joy,
Wallace Beery, J.Frank
A

Glendon, Irene Rich,
E d y t h e Chapman,
Louie Cheung,

E. A.

Warren, Togo Yamamato, Ah Wing,
Goro

Kino

and

dreds of others.

hun-

o4

Modern

Mystery

Drama

And

Of

Love,

Revenge

San

Francisco's

Think

of the appeal it will make

In

Chinatown.

to your

patrons, this heart stirring drama of Frisco's
famous Chinatown, with its fascinating
story, its superb cast, its hundreds of
picturesque Oriental performers and its
wonderfully romantic backgrounds.
Gouverneur

Morris

has never

written a

better story — Frank Lloyd has never made
a better production — exhibitors have never
been offered a better attraction for the
box-office !
A

Goldwyn

Picture

EMINENT AUTHORS
PRESENT
GOUVEI\NEUIV

FAMOUS
RRIS'
MO
STO
F\Y

A

TALE

OF

TWO

WOI\LDS

A
■

FRANK

LLOYD

PRODUCTION

"The brightest, funniest motion picture comedy
seen in a New York film house this season. From
the opening lines throughout an hour and a half
of genuinely humorous situations this United
Artists production bears the stamp of originality
and superiority. Mr. Fairbanks has not done so
many really laughable things since he began his
motion picture work."

"Douglas Fairbanks, better than ever, is the rapidly moving hero in the new screen play, 'The
Nut,' and is responsible for its sweep, its amazing
diversity, its hair-breadth escapes and its bubbling
comedy.

It must be seen to be appreciated."
N. Y. Evening Telegram.

N. Y. World.
"The Strand was crowded oecause every true motion picture fan knows that Mr. Fairbanks always

"Douglas Fairbanks crowded the Strand yesterday and kept the folks laughing after he had them
there."

gives a good show." N. Y. Morning Telegraph.

N. Y. Tribune.

" 'The Nut' is good and will achieve wide popularity."

"Extremely enjoyable . . . the picture is the kind
of rare dream that makes you wake up chuckling."
N. Y. Herald

N. Y. American.

"Doug is as good as ever."

'The Nut' is fast and furious."

N. Y. Daily News.

N. Y. Evening Journal.

DOUGLAS

FAIR5ANKS
in

//THE

NUT

5 X.

UNITED
MARY

PICKFORD

ARTISTS
■ CHARLIE

CORPORATION

CHAPLIN ■ DOUGLAS, FAIRBANKS
!ilR.AM AbFlAMS, PRESIDENT

• D.W GRIFFITH

2014

Motion

Picture

News

screen

CaA

Laemmle

prints- ike greaies^

OU

TS

AmeHcan

Melodrama

by Tod

TJHIVTERSAL

Browning
-

Si

I DE

PRISCILLA

Directed

Evw

DEAN

Supported

JEWEL

by Lon
DE

Chaney
LUXE

March

2015

ip, 192 1

One comedy that you can book
without a look- — one big laugh
that's sure and certain every
week — one comedy brand that
will take care of you for 52
weeks in the year

Century

released

thru Universal

" I have used every make of
comedies
on the of
market,"
says
W.
H. Stevenson
the Moneta
Theatre,
Cleveland, " COMEDY
but I find
that the CENTURY
is the most consistently good
comedy, one-a-week proposition on the screen today."

|8

that's what

Gimme
when

yon

*ee

you'll »/*ay (

JOE
"STUFFED
LIONS"
the newest release
Talk about lightning-fast work! Hardly had New
York finished reading about the inauguration in its
evening paper than it saw it on the screen — INTERNATIONAL'S big SPECIAL REEL, showing not
only President Harding's inauguration but exclusive pictures of that of Woodrow Wilson eight
years ago, through which was shown the great difference in the ceremonies. That's the kind of a
news reel people like to see — not only a picture
but something to think about and remember. And
that's always —

Released

thru Universal

2016

Motion

Features

Picture

News

in Themselves

One Reel Per Week — Each Reel a Complete Subject
THIS
has been

WONDER

receiving unusual

presentation

at the

CAPITOL

THEATRE—

NEW

YORK

STRAND

THEATRE—

NEW

YORK

STRAND

THEATRE—

BROOKLYN

A Most
"THE

Appropriate

Lenten

HOLY
Distributed

%

REEL

NATIONAL

Subject

CITY"
.by

EXCHANGES
IN-C.

398 Fifth Avenue
KewYorkjCity

Scene from Prologue used
at Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., in presenting
the Kineto Review "Down
in Dixie."

March

2017

ip, 1921

It contains

something

READ

THIS

of

interest

vital

to

February

future

production

21, 1921.

Tilford Cinema Studios,
165 West 31st Street,
New York City.
Attention:

Mr. Switzler.

Dear Mr. Switzler:
When the services of your corporation
gaged for the picture which I am making at
nick Studios, under the working title "Why
Leave what
Home".
I am frank
tell you that I
dubious about
their tovalue.

were enthe SelzGirls
was some-

The only point which appealed to me was the
fact that you undertook to provide for a definite
fixed sum. labor, materials, properties, technical
supervision etc so that we could accurately estimate the cost of production.
Having tried out your service thoroughly for
the past two weeks, T want to say that in efficient, time-saving qualities and in economy of operation, I have never seen anything in any studio
where T have worked which approached it.
If my recommendation is of any value to yott
T shall be glad to have you refer anyone to roe at
any time.
Very truly yours.

We are in a position to give you the best in artistic settings, correct in every
detail.
Let us have your script.
We will then show you plans, sketches and models and will submit price for
which we will perfect them in any studio you may select, OR —
Let us know what sum you can allot for settings and we will show you what
you can get based on your figures.

TILFORD
Watkins 3999

CINEMA

STUDIOS
165 WEST

31st STREET,

NEW

YORK

have

the

and

the

read

book

seen

play

THEY
KNOW
IT—
AND
THEY
LOVE
IT!
Which
are
as

means

anxiously

that

they

awaiting

it

a picture.

Let

it be

which

they

your
flock

house

to

to see it*

Distributed, by

=

HODKINSON
1
thru Patke Exchange fric
=

Motion

2020

Picture

News

X
V

GRACE
DARLING

A

BURTON

KING-

PRODUCTION
OF DIGNITy
AND
POWER
FOR HIGH CLASS AUDIENCES.
STORV

-

PRODUCTION-

A STRONG SOCIETY DRAMA WITH
A BIG THEME/MASTERFUU.y HANDLED.

ELABORATELY MOUNTED'MANSIONINTEPIOK
AND MAONIFICENT'COUNTRy ESTATEEXTERIOBS.
CAST
— INTENSELY INTERESTING CHARACTERS
FINELY DRAWN BY RECOGNIZED AQTISTS.
ADDRESS
TERRITORIAL
J. W.
FILM
E. S. MANHEIMER
RIGHTS
CORPORATION
130 W. 46th ST. NEW YORK

ROBERT/ON
-COLE
P R. E SENT?

PAULINE

IN

Of
MlCTlSlOVlC
J

BqJIomuxFMai,
Directed hyMmnfKinq

Tke

Glory of a Woman's
The most wonderful tking in life,
tkat of tke rarest beauty, wkick can

Love

rise to tke greatest keigkts and follow" totke lowest deptks; tkat w"kick
always stands fortk triumpkantkj)
above all else — is tke true love of a
woman.

PAUIM
EMOTIONAL

-

the

OF

FREDERICK
APTISTE
SUPREME

msmss

SHENSTOME
adds ker greatest ackiev*ement to
tke long list of ker successes in tke
strangest love story ever told.

ROBERTSON-COLE
/UPER
-TPECIAL

hat

some

about
whole

of

Realart

your

Pictures

Neighbors

— "clean

think.

entertainment

for

the

family."

"Twenty-six

verdicts

on

films"

in

the

March

5th

issue

of EXHIBITORS'

HERALD
— and
in all Realart
is
First
iss
sure mak
found guilty of pleasing the exhibitor
ing and his patrons.
I The New York Idea, with Alice Brady. J
She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe Danf —Drew well. -Pleased better class of pa- g
Is. — More dramatic than previous picirons. Good stuff. — A. C. Evans, Opera ]
Bebe
it.
of
because
better
even
res, but
House, Greensboro. Ala. — Neighborhood ,
a comer here. — O. W. Jastram, Strand
patronage. .
.A a speC , '
eatre, Pecatonica, 111. — Small town pat ^
^
"
a
W
2
2
1
nage. - Something Different, with Constance
Binney. — They like Connie and the picit
ture will please, particularly the ladies.
Push
— O. E. Pierce, Theatorium theatre,
acted. G°°* Matrons
Ga^es.
-__Was
gh
's
throu
1V.1 °0 Ar- ''""d, Ind. — Neighborhood patronTefiBest program !»<*»< w'iy
b ck up a
°n « aon 1?
aphy -J-? German. Sgghborboo
Starts good and ge« » m rand
^atr
5*f Boost it .and Jt^i»t
n and
m. Str
patrou
tratow
ute.
Jasajl
W: -Sm
J°0 111
y°u'5ay^
?e°P/e
,n any' crackin
he New York Idea, with Alice Brady
■tradys best for Realart and pleas
h°use. J^V1 will m;,^ad seen. - ne
"
People.-C
T. Metcalf, Opereda
f
o
Juse, Greenfield, 111.— Small rU-.^j:
Pastime
!h he tiBie-lAndT>s**nou
22d »a{ro^atr
e_? theJ!°r*>y
Wanda. Hawleyed(
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe Daniliv.— J ,
with a special
iels.— This was Bebe's first attempt and
ThTLuck of the Irish,ure.
Star well
pict
she
made
a
hit.
Let's
have
lots
more
d
goo
a
t
uly
e
ast —Tr
„ used an ^"V think Wane- to .g time.
just as good. Many good comments.
wanyton
J. Kudlacek, Swan
Ne^
jhe
J. .n.
cast.—
Business good. — Pfeiffer Bros., Opera
orledb
uppa^S
House, KentojL^Ohio. — General
'rlmallto^
atronage, ence
ter
have been
bee &dis*
gQod(
Dan]
ast.
s?-!^ of YuS
en
out
the
alp7da~
an
d some
?? •you'
dies *,erf0g°°d.
-en- SSord ef^gwas. ,see mis,
an
^ure
ure.
S, ^, -jod.
somth
this"
a;^can
get of
3,1
Sweet
4.?his?od feat
ever, 11
'r^. also direcSnnl5&°cdCI ^ogrTph
g medy:draSmaT
"Co
Tlf.-Not^L^
witha^S
ggf
\ookin
rdBSeP
>
Tell, with Bebe DanYou Never Can.
eSP°rt' Mo—
I^rhood patronkge
some
2
for
I?m
rt
dra
iels—Our first from Reala
ma.
Io
E.
"p
fe
Wy^theageedr
^
.^
clever
es
time A very good picture with aer,
Miltheatre"
torium
Po^'lo^
rl*r**<
Thea
ori
howev
r
ess,
e
busin
v
poor
e
star. Drew
W. H. Creal,
er.—
weath
bad
of
nt
accou
"^T
~Ha
nd
K°^C
0fficf Receipts 3
4 Ind— Neigh
es
^^Joatrpnage
prions
Suburban theatre, Omaha, ISebr
Minter.^Ou s box
Neighborhood patronage
larger on
SVod>ve(jprogram V^TTA
Harbor, with Mary^
Miles,
es
Rogu 'Ood
«Mi
juesdy
c^oll town.
aofnt
am.
With all these Voices —
*er
[il
V
with White/
theatre,
ninence
^anc
but
all over the country commending
lor
Realart Productions, it is only
h Lady, Lady, with Beb^5ahiei^5
necessary to add that the exhibie Daniels is the best ever, and Hafn ford also. Others are mighty good
tor who testifies above "good,
^C "count of star_ not be.ng^ Kentoni
>ort and production is first class,
as
all
Realarts
I
have
shown"
art surely scores again. I don't
— will have no cause to change
a"vu better pictures or a better star
Gceneral
/on^—ac
his opinion in the future !
Bebe Daniels.— W. H. Brenner,
theatre Winchester. Ind.
. patronaj
Pfeiffer Bros
Realart's ambition is to furnish
Opera
clean entertainments that payboxoffice
dividends.
liss
iJ'f_joS &«]
5SU
ry go
1 iiers of Fortune, with a Tpecial cast.
J reat picture. Pleased all. Realarts
!od. Anyone not using them is not
the best. Book them all. — C. H.
|ton, Merriman theatre, Merriman,
-Small .Inwn. na tronage.

II

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
469 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

>omethIrlg Dirterent, with Constance!
Binney. — Another fine Binney picture.
She is a prime favorite here, and her pictures so far have been excellent. — A. S.
Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw,
Ind.

.
>oth'/'

^, 'A

He

A
How

Wrote

It

$10,000.00
much

She

Got

It

Check!

did it cost her?

Was

it

He

Cashed

It

worth it ? Was her love great enough ?
His business success depended on
getting it. Alone, he could never accomplish it. SHE, however, might
do so. Was it fair to ask her to attempt it?

Produced
AMERICAN

By
CO., INC.

FILM

Distributed
■p IK

T

K

By
E'

Samuel

S.

Hutch

ins

Bvj

oru

Lois

Zellner

WITH

GARITA

And
Under

A

FISHER

Top

Notch.

the personal
GEORGE

Cast

direction,
L. COX

of

She worshipped an ideal. Even when the man she
loved suggested an act that might besmirch her repu^
tation — she trusted

him — blindly — world without

end.

Then came disillusionment ! "Payment Guaranteed"
is a film offering that will fascinate your patrons —
bring huge profits to YOUR box-office.
house-packer — good for extended runs!

It's a real
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W . G. Schaefer, Vaudette Theatre, West Point, Ga.
" I consider my franchise the most valuable asset of my
entire business. If it had not been for that, I would have
been forced
out during
OTHER
REASON
WHY the hard times." — THAT'S ANHherell

be

a Franchise

TUT
t* t
X 11
vJA.1 m~.

ev^ywhere

A
What

Big Surprise
the Experts say :
WILL

CLEAN

Motion Picture
News
Package"
UP

" Charles Ray certainly offers a big surprise package in this
picture. A total absence of sub-titles and a wealth of incident.
Ray and Chaplin do not need titles to express their art. Both
are superb pantomimists, so that every gesture, every expression
is caught and understood. A classic. If this picture don't clean
up for the exhibitor, then nothing will." — Motion Picture News.
GET IT QUICK
" Charles Ray at his best, and even better than that, he's great.
A real picture. Everyone will want to see it. If any one doesn't
like it, they never can be pleased. Tell your patrons if they ever
have been a lad, they'll live it over again. Don't miss it. Get it
quick and give your patrons a treat." — IVid's.
A REAL NOVELTY
" Exhibitors have a real novelty to offer in this picture. It is
a screen classic and it marks an important epoch in picture making."— Exhibitors Herald.
REMARKABLE PICTURE
" Charles Ray's work is admirable throughout.
It is another
proof of his pronounced gifts. A remarkably vivid visualization
of
rural life, with remarkable atmosphere." — Moving Picture
World.
BIG DRAWING CARD
" Good box-office drawing power. Good laughs and touches of
pathos. Some of the funniest pieces of business we have seen in
a long time. The spirit of Riley's poem has been transferred to
the screen with a masterly hand." — Exhibitors Trade Review.
Speaking
Adapted to the screen by Bernard MeConville ;
photographed by George Rizard ; second camera,
Ellsworth Rumer ; edited by Harry L. Decker;
technical
06 Witt. supervisors, Robert Bennett and Clarence
A

First National

of

in
CHARLES

RAY

Attraction

"The

Hole"
Swimmin'
Old
Arthur S. Kane's presentation
of a Charles Ray Special

Taken from James Whitcomb Riley's Old Home Poem
the Publishers — The Bobbswith
nt
by arrangeme
Merrill
Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Directed

by Joseph

De

Grasse

March

ip , i p 2 i

O. C. Dudley, Strand Amusement

Co., Canton, N. C.

" Am in receipt of your credit memorandum which is the
fairest deal I have heard of. I cannot say too much for
my Franchise
REASON
WHY or the company."— THATS ANOTHER
Iherell

Ske

Took

be

Off

a Franchise

Her

everywhere

Face

And put on a nev? one
And you can't blame tke girl— vJitk
A Jealous Wife
A Secret Wife
An Ex-wife
A Grass Widow
A Husband
An Ex- husband
A Would-be Husband
All Scrambled Together in one Party
Your patrons \tfill laugh 'til tkeir sides acke to
see the xCinsome

Marguerite

Clark

unscramble tke situation in

"Scrambled

Wipes'

Her First Picture With
Her

Own

Compan^

Taken from the recent stage success
bj) Adelaide Mathews and Martha
M. Stanlej} as produced b}?
ADOLPH KLAUBER

Presented by
Marguerite Clark Productions, Inc.
Directed by Edward H. Griflitk
Supervised by J. N. Maulty

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION
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First

National

A

Wire

From

Business

Picture

Reports

Syracuse, N. Y.

Associated' First National Pictures, Inc.
6-8 West 48th Street, New York City.
" My congratulations on ' Man-Woman-Marriage.' It is the
greatest box-office attraction, smashing to smithereens past
performances of record attractions of the Syracuse Strand. It
is a woman's picture from every angle, and greatly pleased my
audiences. My congratulations to Allen Holubar, Dorothy
Phillips and the officers of the First National for putting out
such a picture."
A Report

From

Edgar L. Weill, Manager, The Strand.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Man-Woman-Marriage played a week's advance run at the
Circle theatre, Indianapolis, one of the biggest theatres of the
country. It began by breaking all attendance and box-office
records on the first day. Crowds jammed the theatre and lined
up in the street outside. Throngs struggled to gain admission
all day. At closing time there were so many clamoring to get
into the theatre, that an extra midnight performance was held
to accommodate them.
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
Albert A. Kaufman's
presentation of

Holubar's
Allen
Production of
the Drama Eternal
Starring

DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

Adapted by Allen Holubar from
the theme by Olga Linek Scholl
A First National
An

Echo

Attraction

of

e
Th
And
Another

Productions
5
Big"
Reason Why
.
.. ri*i&reu be a Franchise everywhere

New

Motion

Picture
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Random

shall see this year the invasion of the studio
and theatre by the foremost painters, illustrators, colorists, mural decorators in the country
— men whose names are not only held high in this
country but in Europe as well, men whose work, in
some instances, has not thus far been attracted to the
stage.
We shall see their hand in studio sets, stage sets and
theatre decorations and in film noveties, title drawings,
etc.
This is not guesswork. We give the opinion because
of conferences we have held with those engaged in just
these movements.
The outlook is illuminating.
We can only see the motion picture theatre of the
future as a reflector of the highest form of modern art.
The masses want it.
The little theatre, too, is meant. The time will come
when the house will be able to send the stage
dimensions, a photo of the interior, perhaps, and ask

19, 1921

Women

and

the

Censorship

have often spoken on the subject but we
can't repeat it too often — the fact that the
women of the country, if they are so minded,
can lay censorship forever low.
It seems to us that if we were to offer exhibitors one
WE

bit of advice it would be this : Go to your local women's organizations. Explain censorship to them. What
it is and means. Tell them it is pre-publicity censorship that
;
it takes control from the public where it
belongs; and gives it over to the politicians; that already our penal code and police powers are ample to
cope with any picture situation. Tell them you want
to work with them. Tell them that you consider the
motion picture a public servant and your house a community center. You want their understanding and
their help. Tell them how censorship will destroy this
industry at once and this art for a generation to come.
Tell them you will help them enforce local police
powers. Get them interested. And once they start
fighting for you, your cause is won.
But the point is: Go to them now before they come
to you. They're coming eventually. But they're apt
to come with misinformation and impossible plans.
Go to them and inform them first.

No. XIII

Thoughts
Foresight

WE

the very best artists : " What can we do for a few
hundred dollars? "
*
*
*

News

WE

Needed

are in receipt of a confidential letter from a
man at the head of a big publishing firm and
whose word carries much influence with the

press of the middle west.
He says that censorship is a wrong and impossible
solution, but —
The motion picture is the servant of the great public,
Education and control of the industry by men of
sufficient
breadth and vision to look clearly into the
and —
future is the only solution to present condition.
He is right, right as a compass, on all three counts.
*
*
*
On

Their

Merits

"We have
exhibit
Wester
agone
ES
WRITrecently
e or:
booking system,
to an selectiv
and every picture which we buy is reviewed
and bought solely on its merits. I believe this is the
only system for any high class house, as it has been
demonstrated in this theatre that people will not onlv
attend in greater numbers but they are willing to pay
an advanced price for superior productions."
This is the kind of theatre that is making money
today. And it makes money on a basis of better pictures and selective booking.
Its situation is a true indication of the future, as
respects theatres, pictures and booking policies.
*

*

*

fiself-gratiWe
much drive.
industry
cation on the cannot
success seek
of itstooHoover
cannot heap too much praise on exhibitors
throughout the country, both big and little, for the
whole-hearted manner in which they carried out the
THE

industry's pledge to starving children.
Every head of a local committee, every individual
exhibitor who put his brains and time to the cause has
a memory worth cherishing.
And in particular let us add our humble word of
tribute to Charles C. Pettijohn, whose able executive
ability and untiring zeal guided the industry's first
concrete, unanimous, overwhelmingly successful
demonstration of its great power for good.
WM. A. JOHNSTON.
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Introductions

Let it be known and proclaimed that
" The Naked Truth " is hereafter synonymous with a " heluvagoodtyme."
Which statement has been duly audited,
certified, A. B. C'd and Q. E. D'd.
Speaking of the subject brings up the
thought that it's a rattling good audit that
can get a whole alphabet of attention.
Just because we set out to talk about
the A. M. P. A. affair alphabets are ringing in our ears. We got a hearty laugh
out of Paul Lazarus' explanation that
his boss thinks the initials mean : " Abrams
Must Pay Always." But after four hours
hearty enjoyment of the Biltmore affair
we're here to register one thing that the
monogram DOES NOT stand for : " All
Mighty Poor Actors."
Starting somewhere near the beginning
— it's a habit we've never acquired — let us
say that we'd like to turn loose a shower
of glory and credit if we were sure that we
wouldn't overlook somebody. Harry
Reichenbach can't be presented with too
many Thorleys. Harry must have worked
unceasingly and his clever showman's
hand was evident at every turn of the
evening's events. Never have we seen the
peerless Silver King so quick on the
trigger.
Then, starting with President Lazarus
and through the various committees and
each and every individual contributor to
the evening's entertainment' we'd like to
hand a few more bouquets. A. M. P. A.
can deservedly be-token " All Mighty
Proud Advertisers."
We don't think there was a person in
the hall who laughed more heartily at
Jerome Beatty's speech delivered " as
Adolph Zukor " than that same Mr.
Zukor himself. In fact, during the whole
evening Zukor seemed to relish happenings with all the zest of a small boy playing hookey.
It's too bad that all the bosses were not
there to hear what good opinions they hold
concerning their advertising brains. Bill
Yearsley would probably acquire a few
choice franchises dirt cheap while Vivian
Moses, Paul Gulick and Howard Dietz
could probably retire on their bonuses.
P. A. Parsons brought his boss along.
Playing safe.
The thought comes struggling to us that
Worthy Butts is a worthy rival to Fatty
Arbuckle as " The Life of the Party."

by

Robert

E.

News

Suppose
it wouldn't
do any
note
that Joe
Dannenberg
stoleharm
enoughto
of the show to deserve a few kind words.
Very clever stunt, Joe, very clererly
worked.

Personalities

Off'Hand

Picture

Welsh

Just before going to press we sought
Paul Mooney for confirmation of the
rumor that Tom North possesses a baritone of professional timbre. (Wonder
what that is?) In response the Louis
Mayer advertising department issued a
statement denying the rumor.
Lewis Selznick got a good laugh out
of Harry Reichenbach's clever introduction and a heartier one when Charlie
Petti john expounded on advertising,
trade paper concentration, and selected
media.
Charlie handed us a laugh, too. Evenually — why not now?
Nursery Rhymes, illustrated in corking
fashion by Anthony Gablik and told by
Landy and Rose, started the stage proceedings with a bang. The line that remains in our memory is: " Ma, what is a
Press Agent?" " S'sh, my child, good
little boys don't use such language."
Paul Sarazan's songs brought a hearty
response. His parody on " Avalon " is too
good to go unrecorded. It can be used to
good purpose
The Blue in
Lawsmany
have ahitway.
Avalon Here it is :
No movies there.
A Ormancomb
can'thissmoke
hair. in Avalon
TheAlmost
Blue one
Laws day.stayed in Avalon
'Cause
townaway.
packed up in Avalon,
And the
moved
Record among the " histrionic " hits of
the evening; Nat Rothstein as the exhibitor who " made four hundred dollars
last year from the junk man for baled
press books." Herb Crooker as Father
Time with a real professional comedy
sense, and Maurie Meyers as Sammy,
the table-cloth secretary.
And don't forget to mention
Brilant, Vic Shapiro, Irving
Claude La Belle, Vincent
Walter Eberhardt and Bert

Arthur
Greene,
Trotta,
Sarazan.

Now pause to call attention to the classic
beauties of Paul Gulick in bearskins, P.
A. Parsons surrounded by a toga, Bill
Yearsley hiding behind a Quaker Oats
make-up, Jerry Beatty " barking " 'em
in — and Harry Reichenbach as " himself "— and slipping on his lines.
Then close with a word of tribute to
the Green Room Club which once more
showed itself a fraternal ally of the picture folk by contributing one of the best
skits we have ever seen and acting in
another.

Travelling around the social calendar
brings us to Sunday evening and the eclat
of Metro's opening. " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse " certainly
brought out a distinguished gathering.
And this, despite the fact that the original
showing at the Ritz must have " skimmed
some of the cream." But the Ritz showing
sent an army of boosters up and down the
highways and the result was seen Sunday
night.
We saw Adolph Zukor in the shadows
of a box, rubbed shoulders with Marshal
Neilan in the lobby and borrowed a match
from Winnie Sheehan. Joe Engel was
here and there looking as young after his
sojourn on the coast as the boy magnate
who
promoted
Rainey's African
hunt
pictures.
DickPaulRowland,
who missed
the Ritz showing, must have heard that
" The Four Horsemen " is a good picture
for he was on hand Sunday.
General Manager Atkinson whispered some box-office figures to us on Tuesday
our breath
one
thing toandbetook
a knockout
to anaway.
openingIt'snight
audience and still another to pull in the
real cash and a husky advance sale. " The
Four Horsemen " is coppering both bets.
The
months.Lyric's fate is settled for many
Met Jack Meador a half hour later and
got the same figures. Play that bet double.
Eddie

MacManus

is back

from

Syracuse reporting a clean-up week with
his Thomas Mott Osborne prison picture.
Grabbed
everything
the newspapers
didn't
have
nailed
down, played
the picture
as
propaganda, and broke records at a dollar
and a half against such competition as
" Man, Woman and Marriage." Planning
to " road show " the attraction now with
the personal approval and appearance of
the famous prison reformer.
Earl Gulick is back on the job. The
doctor turned him loose on his promise to
confine the diet to prunes. (Personal:
This line pays the interest on that four
buck touch, Earl.)
Tim Coop, who successfully invaded
this market two years ago, is once more
in our midst with more product of deah
old England. Saw " By Berwen Banks,"
a worth while comedy drama and *' Little
Dorrit," faithful to the Dickens original.
Wish that Al Lichtman would come
back from the coast. These long distance
rumors are irritating.
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What

Is

is a first run?"
This question has been all
\\
important to Portland exhibitors since announcement was made by C.
S. Jensen, senior member, that the firm of
Jensen and Von Herberg had contracted
for all super-production released by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., for
exclusive rights in the business section
from Couch to Taylor streets and from
Second to Eleventh streets. Mr. Jensen
was frank to admit that this agreement
with First National is but a forerunner of
an exclusive purchase for the City of Portland of super-productions released by all
companies. Jensen and Von Herberg own
and operate the five strictly first run theaters of the city.
Lack of cooperation by Portland suburban exhibitors amounting to what is said
to be absolute intentional pirating of expensive film exploitation done for each of
the super-productions shown at the large
first run theatres at advanced admission is,
according to Mr. Jensen, responsible for
the new purchasing policy. He expects
the new policy to result in contracts of the
more elaborate photoplays providing for a
period of from 90 days to two years before the film can return to the city for its
second run.
Mr. Jensen has already purchased with
such a provision in the contracts the three
features: " Isobel," or " The Trail's End;"
" TheAssociated
County Fair
and " Kazan
" and
the
First" National
release
of
Charlie Chaplin's " The Kid." He hopes
to bring all other ultra big productions to
his houses on a similar plan but he is indifferent to such protection for the average photoplay with its average exploitation.
C. S. Jensen Is Mad
" Elaborate super-productions should be
sold just as contract goods are now sold
n the mercantile business," declared Mr.
ensen. " When a certain store offered
everything in the house at half price I
.vent over to purchase a trunk at which I
lad looked before but which was priced
r ,nore than I thought necessary. I deliberately waited for the approaching sale.
3ut when I went to get the trunk I found
t the same price as before, the salesman
explaining that the trunk was one of a
j, :ontract line selling at all times for the
ame amount in Portland, Chicago or New
v iTork. The trunk was recognized as a
i itandard article and the public has been
ducated to appreciate its worth and know
hat it can not be obtained by waiting a
nt feek or so for the next sale.
•,;t " In Portland I put super-productions

a

First

f^War Is On Over the Question in Portland, Oregon,
With Jensen and Von Herberg
" Paying for Protection " and
the Second Runs Bidding in
Defense.

at the Columbia theatre. This is because
producers have come to demand that first
showings bring higher prices than the 25
and 35 cent admission which is customary
at other first run theatres. Therefore to
meet this demand I have segregated the
super-productions to one house where with
the higher admission prices I must do
more expensive exploitation work.
" A picture runs at the Columbia theatre
a week or more at advanced admission.
Then sometimes after a lapse of but a
few days, a second run theatre directly
across the street or but a few blocks away,
buys and plays the same picture. This
condition has been aggravated by second
run houses which have deliberately run
slides on their screens telling the public
a picture having its first run at that very
moment in another house is coming and
advising the public to wait one or two
weeks when it may be seen for 10, 15 or
20 cents.

" Then, too, suburban theaters buy and
in advance and in
contract for service
their house programmes advertise features
as coming to them long before they have
had their first run in the larger houses. It
is also sometimes difficult for the exchange men to give the first run theatres
proper protection after the first run because the suburban houses change three
or four times a week and some catch up
on the first runs.
" Film producers have forced up the
rental price and in so doing have forced
up admissions. A greater share of the income derived from films in this northwest
territory comes from the first run exhibitor. I am willing to pay additional
money which will cover second run rentals, if I am assured the protection of exclusive first runs.

Rough

Stuff

" Times are stringent and the public is
more and more guarding its purse strings.
Cheap eating houses which formerly were
hardly making expenses are now reaping
profits while the better restaurants and

Run?

grills are less crowded. With car fare
increased to eight cents many persons take
the advice of the suburban screens which
have been running slides to this effect:
' Why pay car fare to the business section
to see a film costing 50, 75 cents or $1 when
the same picture may be seen here a few
days
latertime
for has
20 cents?
" The
come, ' due to the ill advised, pirating suburban exhibitors, when
super film productions will be circuited
just as the better vaudeville acts are today. Fifteen years ago a vaudeville troupe
played a territory, going first to the highest priced theatres in the city, then to
houses out in the state and later coming
back to the smaller city amusement places.
Today unless one goes to the Orpheum
each week he forfeits the chance of seeing the same shows any other time during
the season.
"When they are allowed to show in such
houses it is an insult to the artistry of the
man who produced them. The producer
has the right to demand that his work be
given a fitting background enabling its audiences to best interpret the message he
has worked into the film."
On the Defense
When

first announcement of an exclusive first run policy for super-productions in Portland was announced by Jensen
and Von Herberg suburban exhibitors
were highly indignant. Knowing that contracts on such a policy had been submitted
for the purchase of " Kismet " and " The
Devil " they decided to band together, offer a larger price and show these pictures
in the municipal auditorium, a huge hall
not primarily intended for motion picture
exhibition and not attainable more than
three or four weeks in the year for such a
purpose. As a result the Jensen and Von
Herberg offers submitted were declined
and the second run theatres proudly announced through the daily press that the
films would be shown independent of the
first run houses.
Mr. Jensen was then out of the city and
did not learn of this action until his return
a week later. He has since made new
offers for the pictures agreeing to pay the
aggregate rental which would be derived
from the suburban exhibitors for the
second runs in addition to the price for the
first run rights. Disposal of the two pictures is now pending.
An extract from a letter written by Mr.
Jensen to Elmer Pearson, director of
Pathe exchanges, concerning purchase of
" The (.Continued
Devil " gives
perhaps a page)
more intion following

Motion
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EXPLOITATION with a virile news
angle — exploitation that forced a
potent argument in the fight against
censorship — was provided by a picture exploiteer in the showing of " The Inside of
the Cup " before members of the Washington State Legislature at Olympia in the
House chamber at a combined evening
meeting of the Senate and the House of
Representatives.
The picture produced a tremendous impression. Coming as it did, in the midst
of a strenuous fight on the censorship question that is being enacted in the Washington State legislature it proved a vital factor
in the weighing of arguments that are
rapidly being brought to a close.
The inside of the story on " The Inside
of the Cup " showing dates back to the appointment of A. M. Vogel as exploitation
representative for Paramount Pictures in
the Seattle territory. The exploitation
man had intended to show the production
before the House and Senate as an exploitation stunt but when he arrived in
Olympia he found himself in the midst of
a healthy censorship hearing.
Rats for Censors
Taking rebuffs by the forelock he
arranged for a special showing of " The
Inside of the
" to which
executives
andCupmembers
of the
the state
two
branches of the legislature were invited.
Every guest was supplied with a printed
card on which two questions were asked :
" Do you think ' The Inside of the Cup '
is a strong moral force?" and "What is
Your Opinion of the Picture?"
About one hundred replies were turned
in. Of these all except one answered
" Yes " on the first question ; and opinion
was unanimous, in favor of the picture, on
the second. This opinion was all the more
valuable because the picture had been extensively advertised to the members as a
typical example of what the motion picture industry is producing today. The
legislators accepted it as a criterion ; and
although the censorship arguments are being continued in Olympia, it is safe to state
that the showing of " The Inside of the
Cup " has done a great deal towards refuting the arguments of overzealous reformers as to the salacious tendencies of
modern films. The opinions expressed by
members of the Washington legislature to
Vogel speak for themselves.
The day after the showing Lieut. Gov.
William J. Coyle, who in the absence of
the governor presided at the session, wrote
Mr. Vogel, expressing his appreciation in
the following words :
" It was with a great deal of pleasure

Picture Exploiteer Carries His Can of Film Right

Into
Comes

a

News

Hard-Boiled

the

C][ A

Picture

State

Away

Capitol

and

With the Skin of

the Censorship Lion.

that I witnessed the showing of ' The Inside of the Cup ' by Winston Churchill in
the Chamber of the House of Representatives in Olympia last evening. In my opinion it is a picture that should be seen by
all classes of people, as it teaches a story
of life as it really is.
" Such pictures as these show the high
standards to which the moving picture industry has been developed and I wish to
congratulate your Company upon giving
the members of the Legislature an opportunity to witness the class and character
of the pictures you are presenting before
the Senate the following message
theFrom
people."
was sent :
" Resolved, that the thanks of the Senate be and are hereby extended to Mr. Arthur Vogel for his invitation to the Senate to witness the motion picture film, 'The
Inside of the Cup,' in the House chamber
on the evening of February 17th."
C. R. Maybury, chief clerk of the House
of Representatives, sent the following appreciation on behalf of the House:
" I have been instructed by a vote of the

§£atoe of iUuslm uton

I *V(t bee:, li. strutted 0/ a vote of the uOUSO
.'tutlvoa. of the State of »a!ifliL.utol. to UCteXd
.-•oar coupaay. their epprocletUi. for the oi.cs ^uor. p.otoxea as toeno are doij-e »er/ sl.:. I,
ad.Tt.:xe the olueae lit, ej.d we ere li.loed gretef.l
r.-r tr.e opportui.it/ of «itueaali:0 thia 6r«at preoptic!..

Facsimile of letter of appreciation sent Arthur
Vogel, F. P.-Lasky, Seattle, by House of Representatives, following a showing of "Inside the
Gup " before the House during a hearing on
consorship.

House of Representatives of the State of
Washington to extend to you and your
company, their appreciation for the showing of ' The Inside of the Cup,' a Paramount Picture, by Winston Churchill, in
the House Chamber at Olympia, Thursday
evening, February 17.

" Such pictures as these are doing very
much to advance the cinema art, and we
are indeed grateful to you for the opportunity of witnessing this great produc-

What Is a First Run?
(Continued from preceding page)

tion."
mate view of the Jensen and Yon Herberg I
stand.
" Some days ago I contracted through your branch
office
in Portland for the first run showing of the folThe Devil.'1 The
'TheHouse
Sage Hen' 'The
Killer,' lowing
' Thepictures:
Girl 4Montana,'
of the Tolling
Bell
'
and
'
The
Devil
to
Pay.'
The reason
contract was not acceptable to your office,
I am the
informed, was through the efforts of the suburban
and
smaller exhibitors who when they learned I had purchased the exclusive right for the City of Portland
for oneoffice
of the six pictures, viz.,
' The Devil,'
flooded
your
protesting
this exclusive
showing whichwiththeytelegrams
claimed
would
put
their
theatres
out of business.
" If for
you thewillexclusive
remember,
out ofof the
asked
showing
onlysixonepictures
and forI
that exclusive showing I paid an additional $500.00,
that being the amount your representative, Mr. Normand, informed me he thought he could derive from
second run theatres. My reasons for wanting this exclusive right are that it is a big production, that we
intend spending extra money advertising the same and
we plan
sion price.to exhibit said picture at an advanced admis" In cases where we have played up big pictures
on similar scales we have learned that smaller theatres
have exhibited slides calling the attention of their
audiences to the fact that it was not necessary to go
into the heart of the city and pay advanced prices as
well as stand in line waiting their turn, for this same
picture would be shown within a short time in second
run houses at the regular admission which is in some I
cases 15 cents and never more than 20 cents.
Tough Sledding
" I wish to call your attention to another example.
The Goldwyn
was run
my
Columbia
theatrepicture,
at a top' Earthbound,'
price of 75 cents.
This atsame
picture was exhibited by a nearby theatre which is
located only three blocks away from the Columbia
(it has practically the same seating capacity) for an
admission price of 20 cents, and I have the information
from
the Goldwyn
the second run theatre
did more
business company
than the that
Columbia.
" I have
no desire
to monopolize
the protect
showingmyof own
any
picture
in this
city but
I do want to
business from piratic methods. If smaller houses would
raise their prices accordingly or if they would make
one of their houses a higher priced theatre and there
show the more expensive productions, it would be
absolutely
agreeable.
we have
the with
Columbia theatre
with a 75Forcentinstance,
admission,
the Star
a 25 cent admission. We do not attempt to put the
Columbia attractions in the Star theatre, but, the suburban exhibitor, on the contrary, runs all pictures alike
with no distinction in admission prices.
" The producer and distributor, as you know, are
directly responsible for the high admission price.
" I say to you right now, Mr. Pearson, that it it
up
to the
to protect
the exhibitor
who producer
is willingandto distributor
exhibit pictures
at advanced
admission prices.
" We have to meet competition and if there is no
change,
everything
decrease of admission
in the best
theatresconsidered,
will be anecessitated.
In these
times when nickels are scarce a contract article should
be
the
same
price
in
one
store
as
in
another
or
one
theatre as in another. And this should apply toinfilms
in each individual city."
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Boosting
a referendum to be taken
WERE
among all the exhibitors in the
United States as to what the most
perplexing problem encountered in the
conduct of a motion picture house really
is, it is more than probable that the question as to what to do to distribute patronage equally throughout the week would
win hands down. In other words, the big
problem of the average showman is the
finding of some method that will cause
patrons to come to his theatre on the days
which local conditions combine to make
theatre going undesirable or unattractive.

"Light attendance" days are the ones
that cause the worry to live wire managers.
Heavy business four or five days a week
do not compensate for the remaining one
or two days when vacant seats are the
rule in the house. Nothing is more discouraging to a manager than to know he
is running a good show when the house is
half empty. His weekly business may
show a good profit but the days that
don't do their share in supplying the weekly gross are the ones that occupy his mind
more than the most signal success he may
have.
With such a problem a live issue with
the majority of the exhibitors in the
United States, it is inevitable that many
managers have solved it as far as their
own theatres are concerned. Conditions
that confronted these managers probably
will be found to be common to other localities and for the purpose of aiding exhibitors who are still confronted with the
problem the Motion Picture News has arranged for a series of interviews giving in
detail the methods employed by the men
who have banished the bug-a-boo of light
days.
Introducing Pontiac
The methods used by Hal Opperman,
manager of the Crescent theatre, the subfranchise holder in Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is selected for the
first article, not only because of the unqualified success which has met his efforts, but because the conditions he had
to combat probably are general in thousands of exhibiting territories.
"Pontiac is a city of 7,000 population,
with a rural population of probably half
as many more to draw upon," said Mr.
Opperman. ''The population is an important point in explaining the situation.
Monday was the day that used to be
greeted with
a corporal's
in find
the
theatre.
The reason
was notguard
hard to
and it is a condition that probably exists
in every city of 15,000 or under in the
whole country.

the

Dull

f^Many an Exhibitor Will
Find Dollar Value Suggestions in This Interview With a
Showman Who Took the
Blueing Out of Washday.

"Monday is washday, and that has
a vital influence on the theatres serving the
smaller communities. In the larger cities
where family laundries exist the* wash is
sent out from the home and it doesn't interfere with the routine, but in exhibiting
territories similar to Pontiac the weekly
wash is done at home. The housewife
does the hardest work of the week on
Monday. She is dead tired when evening
comes and just sitting around for a time
and an early hour to bed is far more attractive than the ordinary show offered by
the motion picture theatre.
"Washday affects the men folks also as
far as their inclination to go to a theatre
is concerned. The menu for the day is
made up from the standpoint of expediency and it usually means a stew, a boiled
dinner, corned beef and cabbage or some
such other dish predominating in vegetables or something that will cook with very
little watching. The result is the men
folks overcrowd their stomach and they
are in a lethargic condition after the evening meal when it comes theatre time.
Tried 'Em All
" That is the situation on Monday, the
women tired and the men overfed. In
addition to that Pontiac is one of those
cities which still struggles under a law prohibiting the showing of pictures on Sunday so in addition to having the general
disinclination to move out of their homes
on the part of the population, the exhibitor has to bridge over the Sunday gap, in
order to do a big business on Monday.
"Monday was a bad dav. I tried all the
stuff that I had heard of, some of which
I couldn't quite agree with such as cutting prices, offering double features in fact
everything that would make Monday a
bargain day but the residents of Pontiac
did not want Monday bargains or at least
not enough of them did in order to make
the Monday exhibition of pictures an exhilarating pastime.
"All the time the patrons were trying to
show me the method I should adopt, but I
was too blind to see it. It finally did occur
to me that on Fridays and Saturdays, my
two biggest days, I would receive more
inquiries as to what was coming the following week than at any other time. In

Days

other words, my patrons proved to me
that on the days they turned out in the
largest number, they did so because they
were interested in entertainment. That observation gave me the basis of the plan
that has built up patronage on Mondays
so that it will compare favorably with
every other day in the week.
"I believe in advertising, and decided
that if my prospective patrons were in a
mood for entertainment on the last two
days of the week they would be most receptive to advertising on those days. So
the heaviest advertising I do during the
entire week is on Friday and Saturday
and it is all devoted to the Monday and
Tuesday bill except for a small reader
line at the bottom given over to the current feature attraction. I also use a mailing list of about 1,000 names and send out
cards on Friday so that they will reach
the homes on Saturday.
"These cards vary in wording but they
all refer to the Monday attractions. To
explain the basis for the wording it is
necessary to go into my booking policy
for the beginning of the week. When I
first started to build up the attendance on
Monday and Tuesday, I booked pictures
for those days that would create talk —
sensational stuff if you want to call it that
— anything that would make the people
that saw it talk to others. Any kind of
talk, praise or criticism, will create a disappointed feeling in the person who missed
seeing it.
"So in my first cards I would mention
the previous bill and state that the approaching one was just as interesting. I
tried to create the impression that the
Monday and Tuesday shows would be
extraordinary ones and by means of the
heavy advertising and the mailed cards I
succeeded pretty well.
The Meeting Place
'Now, however, I use other little devices to keep interest in the shows at the
beginning of the week. Monday is a favorite night for lodge meeting in Pontiac
and frequently the cards call attention to
the fact that father, or husband, can meet
the family in the rest room of the theatre
on his way home from lodge. The
churches use Monday nights for committee meetings and that sort of thing, and
sometimes I suggest that the men folks
while awav the evening at the Crescent
while thev are waitinsr for the time to call
to take their women folks home.
"I pay more attention to the pictures I
run on these two nights than to any of the
other showings of the week. The feature
(Continued on page 2038)
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Four companies filed the necessary papers in the secretary of state's office in
Albany, N. Y., during the past week, permitting them to engage in the motion picture industry in the state. The companies,
capitalization and directors are as follows :
Helen Dwan Productions, $1,000, J. P.
Phillips, E. I. Devlin, Jr., Edward C.
Fisher, New York ; Brownie Comedies,
Inc., $60,000, A. E. Baerman, W. J. Russell, Alfred Ross, Brooklyn ; MacAdams
Pictures, $353,500, Marion MacAdams,
Thomas H. Graydon, S. H. Watson, New
York city ; Valkyrie Pictures Corporation,
$100,000, Charles Gumalesis, Morris Gisnet, Robert L. Noah, New York.
Paramount Treasurer Pays
First Visit to Studio
Interested visitors at the Lasky studio
this week were Mr. and Mrs. Elek J.
Ludvigh of New York, the former being
the recently elected treasurer of Famous
Piayers-Lasky Corporation. Mr. Ludvigh
has been secretary of the organization
since its formation as well as chief counsel,
but had never visited the Lasky studio.
Escorted by Jesse L. Lasky First VicePresident, General Manager Charles
Eyton and Studio Manager Fred Kley, the
visitors inspected the studio and watched
the companies at work.

W.

W.

Hodkinson Addresses Directors Asciation

The Motion Picture Directors' Association of Los Angeles was addressed on
February 24th, at their regular meeting
by W. W. Hodkinson, who was introduced
by Director William D. Taylor as " a man
of vision and a man who will help us a
Mr. Hodkinson told the meeting of the
power and influence of the screen, and its
advantages over the printed word. He impressed upon the directors that the rising
lot."of reform was a very real and puiswave
sant danger, and urged them to realize
that they were in a strategic position to aid.
Mr. Hodkinson also stated that the business was only taking one half of the revenue possible from the public because it
was not properly co-ordinated. " Half of
the money being spent in the production of
pictures," he said, " is wasted, because
half of the number of pictures would get
the same revenue from the public and in
a reasonable time, double that revenue."
At the end of his address Mr. Hodkinson answered questions which were put to
him by the members on the question of
what constituted an objectionable picture
and how such pictures could be done away
with.
Censor

Bill Introduced

Bills

News
Before

Pennsylvania Lawmakers
New handicaps on the operation of motion picture theatres in Pennsylvania are
proposed in bills introduced in the. legislature in Harrisburg in the week of February 28 to March 8, in addition to the
already
longindustry.
list of pending measures hostile to the

ANEW
company now being formed by Los Angeles capitalists, with a
quarter of a million dollars fully subscribed, is to take over professional
special picture contracts and produce two two-reel comedies monthly for
distribution through Educational. The production will be under the management of Warner Brothers. The contracts effected are those of Louise Fazenda,
Chester Conklin, John Henry, Ford Sterling, and "Teddy," the big Dane. Earl
Kenton and Reggie Morris are the directors. Jean Havez heads the scenario department. Special Pictures are negotiating to dispose of their distributing contracts.
It is reported that Los Angeles bankers are behind a concerted movement
to finance production on a big scale and bring distributing organizations to Los
Angeles. Numerous conferences have been held and others are scheduled for
the near future. The movement was started because the bankers appreciate that
San Francisco, Jacksonville, and other cities will finance production, taking the
industry away from Los Angeles, unless financial aid is given by local bankers.
Morris Kohn, president of Realart, has approved of the enlargement of the
Realart studios. A new office building will be erected, as well as a 7,000 foot
stage. Other improvements will double production efficiency. Mr. Kohn left for
the East on Thursday.
Report Aliens Fail to Buy
Empire Theatre in London
A cable from London, England, on
March 2 indicated that the Allen Theatre
Enterprises of Toronto, Ontario, had
failed to complete the purchase of the Empire Theatre, London, and that the Aliens
had forfeited a deposit of $150,000. Announcement was made that the company
controlling the London Empire intended
seeking other prospective purchasers for
the famous theatre.
At Toronto, announcement was made
that the deal to purchase the Empire
Theatre was still under negotiation and it
was intimated that the Aliens had not
dropped the proposition.

Hostile

Picture

in

Illinois Legislature
A bill providing for the censorship of
motion pictures has been introduced in the
Illinois legislature by John F. Healy, representing Chicago
a
district. The measure
provides for five censors, each of whom is
to draw a salary of five thousand dollars
per year, and for the creation of a department to pass on all pictures before they
are shown in the state.
Mrs. Guy Blanchard. chairman of the
motion picture division of the Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs, which represents six hundred of these organizations,
is said to be behind the proposed measure.
Details of the bill have not yet come to
hand but it is reported to be drastic in its
nature and would be a very serious menace
to the industry in Illinois if passed.

One of the new measures was introduced by Representative Arnold W. Blumberg, of Philadelphia. It prohibits the sale
of tickets of admittance to motion picture
and other theatres, " to a greater number
than the seating capacity " and makes it
unlawful to permit standing in the aisles.
The penalty for conviction for violating
this proposed law would be a fine of not
less than $25 or more than $100, or imprisonment for not less than one month
or more than three months, in the discretion of the court.
Representative Joseph M. Denning, of
Schuylkill county, introduced a measure
that would require every public seat in a
theatre to be so arranged that the occupant can enjoy a full, fair and complete
view of the stage or screen. The penalty
for violation, as proposed, would be a fine
of not less than $10 or more than $25,
which may be imposed by a magistrate,
alderman or justice of the peace. Imprisonment of not exceeding five days
shall be meted out to convicted persons
not paying the fine.
Under the terms of the bill introduced
by Representative Harold C. Pike, of
Montgomery county, no person or corporation engaged in the amusement business
>hall deduct from the salary due any
actor or actress in their employ, any sums
on account of any commissions for their
employment which sums are to be paid to
other persons or corporations not within
the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth.
The penalty prescribed is a fine of $500
on first offense and, for second offense,
a fine of $500 or imprisonment for six
months
court. or both, at the jurisdiction of the
Berman Off for Europe on
United Artist Business
The first delegation to be sent to Europe
by Hiram Abrams to look after the distribution of the " Big Four " product in
England anH on the Continent is sailing on
Saturday. March 12th, for London. As
previoush' announced, Exchanges are to
be estahUshed immediately in London,
Birmingham, Leeds. Glasgow and Cardiff
and an Exchange will be opened in Paris.
Others will follow as quickly thereafter as
is possible.
A. C. Berman, who has been sales manager of the New York Exchange of United
Artists Corporation, heads the party. He
will go to London to represent Mr.
Abrams and the artists, and will be assisted
by F. Wynne- Jones, who has for a long
time been connected with the Griffith
organization. A third member of the
party is E. B. Shanks, who goes abroad to
assume the post as Treasurer.
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State

Wide
Formed

Two

Hundred

Exhibitor

in

Organization

Pennsylvania

Attend
Successful
Convention
at Harrisburg,
Pa.
was
held
in
the
Penn-Harris
Hotel
ball
ry PennFOR the first time in lyits histo
room. The arrangements were made by
sylvania has a solid cemented state
Kansas State Exhibitors
the local executive committee composed of
organization of exhibitors ready to
to Convene
March 21st
Peter Magaro, cbairman, of Harrisburg;
battle hostile legislative moves and to handle problems that arise.
C.
Floyd Hopkins, Harrisburg ; Isaac MarM. Vaned from
s State
receiv
ExKansa
of the
Pragg, just
A WIRE
cus, Harrisburg, and H. B. Sellers, Steelhibitors Association, advises that
Adjournment of the meeting of 200 exton.
hibitors representing every section of the
arrangements are going forward
Peter Magaro, acted as toastmaster of
satisfactorily for the convening of the
state, on March 9, found them organized
Kansas State Exhibitors at the Hotel
as the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
the banquet and before introducing the
Lassen, Wichita, Kan., on March 21 and
speakers, at the close of the feast, anPennsylvania, and working in harmony
22. The report of the legislative comnounced he had just received assurance
with the national body, the M. P. T. O.
mittee on legislative work done will form
of A.
a feature of the convention. Election
from legislative sources that the bill, pendof new officers is also to be held. Acing before the Pennsylvania law-makers,
John S. Evans of Philadelphia is Presicording to present indications, the comthat would have imposed the inequitable
dent of the body Other officers named at
" biging
1 per cent tax on gross receipts of theaconventionion promi
of
held toin bethethestate
ever ses
gestconvent
the closing session were: 1st Vice-Presitres, was destined to go down to defeat.
dent, H. E. Wilkinson, Pittsburg; 2nd
Kansas," declares Mr. VanPraag.
This
brought
forth cheers.
Vice-President, Peter Majaro, HarrisThe
first
speaker
was Assemblyman
explained
the
need
of
the
Pennsylvania
exburg; 3rd Vice-President, Fred J. HerCraig,
of
Erie,
the
one
Pennsylvania city
hibitors organizing, not only to fight hosrington, Pittsburg; 4th Vice-President,
tile federal legislation, such as the 5 per in which Sunday motion picture shows
Marlin Matthews, Newcastle; Secretary,
cent film tax, but also to look out for the are permitted.
M. J. O'Toole, Scranton; Assistant SecreHenry Havinghurst, assistant secretary
tary, R. S. Koser, Lewiston; Treasurer,
interests of the business in the PennsylJacob Silverman, Altoona.
vania Legislature where there are now
of the Harrisburg Chamber of Commerce, an ex-service man, welcomed the
pending half a dozen measures, which, if
The original Legislative Committee, apdelegates to the city.
pointed as temporary at the beginning of all enacted into law, would drive the maW. Stephen Bush made an eloquent apthe session, was made a permanent body,
jority of the theatres to the wall.
as well as the other committees first
He spoke in opposition to the music tax
peal against censorship, and Assemblynamed.
and called for support of the proposed
man Marcus, of Pittsburgh, told the exhibitors that it was their own fault that
The Legislative Committee will let no
equitable contract between exhibitors and
grass grow under its feet in taking up the producers, which, he said, already has been hostile laws had been placed on the statute
books in Pennsylvania because they had
state problems facing it, having arranged
framed and awaits the producers' signatures. Mr. Cohen said he stood for or- been so lethargic heretofore in the matter
to appear at a public meeting before the
House Ways and Means Committee in
ganizationfor
"
protection and not for of protecting their own interests.
Dean Hoffman, editor-in-chief of two
Harrisburg on March 16 and before
profit." He then launched into a criticism
of William A. Brady.
Harrisburg daily newspapers, The Patriot
the same committee in Philadelphia on
March 24.
W. Stephen Bush, of New York, at- and The Evening News, compared the
Plans were laid to fight hostile bills
tacked censorship in an address and de- power of the press with that of the screen
clared the screen should be as free as the and advocated closer cooperation between
pending in the legislature, particularly
those increasing the income tax burden
press. Other speakers at the opening ses- those agencies.
on picture theatres.
National President Cohen made a felicsion were George Spang, mayor of Lebitous speech expressing his pleasure at
Among other resolutions adopted at the
anon, who is an exhibitor ; George Rapclosing session was one condemning the
port, amember of the Philadelphia local being present and at the remarkable disattitude of William A. Brady, which set organization of exhibitors; M. J. O'Toole,
play of enthusiasm shown by the baby organization. He announced that Herbert
forth that " under pretense of fighting of Scranton ; Fred J. Herrington, the pepHoover, had sent him a letter conveying
ful national organizer from Pittsburg,
censorship, he sought to create a new exthanks for the wonderful work the Pennhibitor body subject to the control and
and Peter Magaro, the energetic exhibitor
of
Harrisburg.
sylvania exhibitors did in exceeding their
management of a producers' and distribuquota in the European Relief work drive.
The committees
tors' management:"
Convention
follow : appointed on the first day of the
In behalf of the producing interests,
Another resolution adopted urged the
Resolution Committee: Chairman David Barist, Philadelphia ;Fred Herringtonfi Pittsburgh ; A. P. Way,
repeal of the Pennsylvania censor law.
Mr. Mendelsohn, of the Goldwyn ComDubois ; J. R. Cadoret, Scranton ; L. J. Chamberlain,
Shamokin ; William Hunt, Philadelphia.
pany, made an address in which he advoLegislation Committee: Chairman George Aarons,
There were two hundred delegates in
cated closer cooperation between the manPhiladelphia;
M.
J.
O'Toole,
Scranton;
Peter
Magaro,
their seats as the meeting was called to
Harrisburg; Henry Poke, Pittsburgh; C. Floyd Hopufacturer and exhibitor, through the mekins, Harrisburg ; Eugene McAtee, Mahanoy City ;
order on the afternoon of March 8th.
dium of the exchanges.
George Spang, Lebanon ; Frank J. Harrison, Pittsburgh.
Fully 500 theatres of the state were repreFred J. Herrington, of Pittsburgh, made
Organization Committee: Chairman Fred Herrington,
sented. The meeting was opened by C. Pittsburgh; H. P. Dawson, Beaver Falls; C. O. Baird, one of his characteristic speeches against
Portage; O. A. Potter, Erie; Wm. Ray, New Castle;
Floyd Hopkins, manager of the Wilmer
Harry Davies, Milton; Hugh Campbell, Hazelton ; J. censorship which brought cheers from the
R. Rogers, Middletown ; Nicholas Power, Doylestown.
& Vincent theatre interests in Harrisburg,
Ways and Means Committee: Chairman J. Silverman, big gathering. Mike Stiefel, a Philadelwho introduced George A. Hoverter,
phia exhibitor, made a humorous address.
Altoona ; Charles F. Kear, Minersville ; Marlin Matthews, New Castle; Mike Stiefel, Philadelphia; John
mayor of Harrisburg, who cordially welHayes, Philadelphia; H. J. Schad, Reading; H. E. There were addresses by several other
comed the delegates to the city. The replv Wilkinson, Pittsburgh.
Committee on Business Relations : Chairman Fred
speakers.
Osterstock, Easton ; Sam Fineman, Philadelphia;
The list of the delegates registered at the Convenwas
made
exhibitor. by M. J. O'Toole, a Scranton
tion, follows :
Harold Heiberger, Bethlehem; C. A. Kline, Ardmore ;
J. F. Fahnestock, Muncy ; C. L. Koller, Altoona ;
George
Spang,
Lebanon
;
J.
E.
Smith,
Pittsburgh
;
Samuel A. Aeri, Marietta ; W. A. Welliver, Montrose ;
After brief remarks by S. I. Berman,
H. Wilkinson, Pittsburgh ; Dr. Mischler, Altoona ; Joe Julius
Markowitz, D. M. Baltimore, John Newman,
Shevia, Lewistown.
of New York, executive secretary of the
Spencer Momoses, Marlen Matthews, William Ray,
M.
J.
Ray,
New Castle.
On
the
evening
of
the
first
day
of
the
national organization, Sydney S. Cohen,
(Continued on following page)
national president, was introduced. He
convention a most enthusiastic banquet
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Motion Picture Industry to bait exhibitors, and we
W. R. Stambaugh, Turtle Creek; Thomas Mikolowsky, Masontown; D. C. Neagley, Columbia; G. Shis- all
'", I - s Pr°Pagan<la
to disrupt
organizationsan. organized
The Motioneffort
ley, Columbia; W. M. McCartney, Oil City; N. M. sne exhibitor
Picture
TheaHissner, Lebanon ; N. N. Hyde, Conamaugh ; Fred.
tre Owners
of Missouri
"are inof one
with
the
attitude
and actions
Jungquist, Winburn ; J. Silverman, Altoona ; C. O. policies,
the accord
Motion
Picture
Theatre Owners of America and its officers. This is
Baird, Portage; C. J. Brown, Ebensburg; J. H. Deal- the
of every independent exhibitor in the
Sharon.ing, Austin; C. E. Gable, Sharon; C. T. Clafferty, Statesentiment
of Missouri."
O. A. Potter, Erie; Paul B. Jones, Wilkinsburg ;
The above is contradicted by the news
A. R. Way, Dubois; F. L. Spelzer, Chambersburg ;
T. E. Chase, Ambridge ; N. B. Nudler, Ambridge ; sent out by the National Association,
L. J. Nudler, Rochester; H. P. Dawson, Beaver Falls;
which tells of the passage of a resolution
H. Goldberg, Beaver Falls; M. Sheffee, New Brighton;
C. F. McAlen, Mahonoy City ; F. Devinson, Mauch
Chunk;honoyC.City; H.
Pierce,
Ma- lauding Mr. Brady and his tour by the
W. Boyer,
G. Maute,Lehighton
Irwin; ;R. J.E. G.Davis,
Milton;
hundred exhibitors and exchangemen of
J. Zortkivizi, Mt. Carmel; G. T. Spang, Lebanon;
St. Louis who entertained the National
J. M. Shevelin, Lewistown; C. E. Deitrich, Tunkhannock; Mr. and Mrs. H. j. Schad and Miss Schad, Association president.
Reading; F. E. Devlin, Wilkes-Barre; A. J. Feeley,
The following is their report of the
Hazelton
H. L.; J.Campbell,
Hazelton;
L. J. Cumberland,;Shamokin
M. Gillespie,
Shamokin.
H. C. Couch, Carnegie ; J. P. Rogers, Middletown ; Brady luncheon in St. Louis on March
N. Schimberg,
New York
City; L.J. Holtzman,
Millers- ; 6th:
burg;
A. B. Krinsor,
Myerstown;
Dawson, Galitzin
" A resolution was unanimously adopted by the ExC. Diehl, Claysburg; Columbus Stamper, Mr. Woodhibitors
Brady'ssupporting
purpose onhimhisintrans-conward, John S. Evans, Al. J. Fischer, Sr., Samuel Blatt,
tinental tourlauding
andMr.heartily
his purC. H. Goodwin, Clarence Hexter, Saul Blum, M. Streiel,
to bring about a united industry organization
Marcus Benn, David Moldofsky, Elliott Goldman, H. which posewould
protect
the
industry
from
assaults
from
Swartz, W. J. Brady, M. Fineman, George Naudascher,
Charles Rappafort, Dave Starkman, Bill Hunt, J. its enemies.
Mogler,telegram
as the toresult
the resolution,
Swartzman, M. Gerson, S. M. Morris, Hubert R. Lewis, the" Mr.
following
Mr. ofSidney
Cohen : sent
Jay Emanuel, M. Brenner, A. L. Frey, B. Borowsky,
"
'
William
A.
Brady
spoke
here
today
as thePicture
guest
J.
Werner,
Leo Roselsky,
of the St. Louis Film Club and the Motion
rest,Hayes,
E. C. Geo.
Luhs,H. Mark
Schwab,
J. Gill, H.David
Ertel,BarH. Theatre
Owners'
Association
of
Missouri.
As
President
Stevenson, J. I. Cravis, J. Becker, J. Rosenthal, S. of
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St. Louis
Hyman, S. Libros, G. F. Aarons, L. Koson, H. Bagley, andtheVice-President
of the National Organization, I
R. J. stein,
Hill,
F.
L.
Davis,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louis
Goldwant
to
go on record as heartily approving everything
L. Houson, J. C. Marcus, Charles Perrin, W.
Mr. Brady said to the necessity of a united industry
P. Richardson, O. A. Porter, Mr. Craig, Edgar Moss, which
withstand the assaults upon our business
Albert A. Eden, G. D. Fulton, E. E. Roseham, all of by our will
enemies, who would curb our usefulness by
Philadelphia.
censorship
and
other legislation. The unanimous conJ. B. Walker, Harvey Henders, W. T. Brader, Roger
census of opinion among our members is that Mr.
Ferris, A. Fineman, Samuel Feinberg, H. A. Gross, Brady by
his
talks
sound advice based on long
F. B. Walker, C. j. Volmer, Harry Hendo, Jerome experience is doing aandgreat
work for the
Casper, F. J. Herrington, J. E. Smith, G. Berry, F. P. motion picture industry and constructive
by his talks and earnest
Miller, H. E. Wilkinson, J. Wogman, M. Rosenberg.
attitude
has
made
us
realize
our
strength
and importH. C. Klihn, T. P. Harris, Henry Pohe, C. J. Volance in the community more than any
*• ' J.individual
MOGLER,who
mer, M. M. Finkel, Alex. S. Moore, all of Pittsburg.
has
ever
spoken
to
us
here
or
elsewhere.
A. H. Nace, Quakertown; Robert Holt, Clifton
Heights; Walter Hassenger, Bryn Mawr; William
" ' President, M. P. T. O. of St. Louis.'
Littleborne, Braddock ; J. W. Sternitz, Rankin ; Ralph
Navary, Verona; William R. Wheat, Jr., Sewickley ;
" S. K. Skouras, one of the largest exPaul L. Thomas, Greensburg; R. S. Koser, Lewishibitors in the State, also sent a telegram
burg; G.
M. P.
J. McSherry,
Gettysburg;
V. E. Scranton
Best, Al-;
hion;
Morris, Scranton;
Art Luce,
to Mr. Cohen endorsing Mr. Brady's
Cadaret, Winber
Scranton;
D .R.Kought,
; U.M. A.J. O'Toole,
Dinsmore,Wilkes-Barre;
Palton ; R.
Solberson, Bangor; H. N. Hirsberg, Bethlehem; Mr.
and Mrs. J. Cowedoff, Royersford ; L. B. Reinert,
Reading; A. C. Werner, Reading; S. Wellingsonstle,
Reading; H. L. Sellers, Steelton ; F. S. Anderson, New
work."
Theatre, of VanYork City; F. B. Hill, Carlisle; W. Vincent, New York Capital
City; Albert Adams, Shippinsburg ; J. F. Osterstock,
couver, B. C. to Open
Easton; M. B. Crawford, Wilkes-Barre; Fred Herman,
Wilkes-Barre; F. A. Loftus ; A. Huyman, David Segal,
Prominent officials identified with inCarlisle; G. Michaels, Carlisle; E. S. Cooper, Carlisle.
C. Floyd Hopkins, O. B. Feldser, S. R. Filson, J.
terests associated with the Famous PlayMarcus, Peter Magaro and Samuel Keubler, all of
Harrisburg.
ers' Canadian Corporation assembled at
Vancouver, B. C, for several weeks to
prepare
for the opening of the new and
Brady* s MisReports on
souri Tour Conflict
elaborate Capitol Theatre on March 12th.
Those who arrived in the Canadian TermConflicting reports come from Missouri
inal City included H. M. Thomas of
in regards to the attitude of exhibitors in
Toronto, formerly of Omaha, director of
that state on the Brady-Cohen discussion.
theatres for the corporation, and Jack
Through its president, Charles T. Sears,
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Arthur, also of Toronto, director of production and music for the Famous PlayMissouri, state that they are heartedly in
ers' Canadian company. Miss N. H.
support of the Motion Picture Theatre
Dornin of New York, who is identified
Owners of America and strongly condemn
William A. Brady and what they term his with Thomas Lamb, the architect who prepared the plans for the Vancouver Capitol,
" attempts to baif exhibitors."
According to news received from the arrived on the scene late in February to
supervise the hanging and placing of
National Association, Mr. Brady was en- draperies and furnishings and to direct the
tertained byone hundred exhibitors in St. final decorative work.
Louis. The condemnation of Mr. Brady's
Announcement is made that William
trip by Sidney Cohen was the object of
attack, states the National Association, in Raven of Vancouver, a well-known local
musical conductor, has been appointed dia speech made by none other than Joseph
rector of music for the new house.
Mogler, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of St. Louis.
The following wire has been received
'Frisco Theatre Men Join
from the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Los Angeles Organization
■of Missouri :
" The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri
The Allied Amusement interests, comhave
successfully
all ' blue
legislative
attempts,
including defeated
the standing
room lawbill' and
other
posed of legitimate, vaudeville and film
adverse measures. They also secured the passage of
the deposit bill which has already passed the Senate theatre men and exchangemen of San
•without a dissenting vote.
Francisco, became affiliated with the newly
" This success is the result of the ready response
and full co-operation of all independent exhibitors organized Affiliated Picture Interests of
throughout munities.
Missouri,
especially thosein insupport
smallerofcomWe are wholeheartedly
the Los Angeles on March 8, through their
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and Presi- representatives I. M. Golden and Eugene
dent Sidney S. Cohen We strongly condemn the at- Roth.
tempts of Brady and the National Association of the
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It is expected that there will be 15,000
members in Los Angeles, and 2,000 in the
San Francisco territory. All members of
the American Society of Cinematographers, numbering seventy-six, have
the Affiliated Picture Interests.joined
The
Christie studio is the first studio to have
a hundred per cent membership.
Sixty N. Y. Ch urches

Served

by New Corporation
The International Church Film Corporation, which was incorporated in New York
state last fall, and which maintains a headquarters inAlbany, is now serving about
sixty churches in central and northern
New York, its business expanding to the
extent that it has just moved into more
commodious headquarters. While the
company was capitalized for $50,000,
when incorporated, only about $12,000
has been paid in, and yet on this
comparatively small amount, the company
has been able to rapidly expand. Foster
W. Taylor is manager of the Albany
branch.
Mr. Taylor states that while all business
thus far secured had been entirely through
correspondence, the field offered great possibilities, there being an ever increasing demand for the films. Among some of the
pictures which the company is now furnishing the churches are' " The Good
Samaritan," " The Modern Ruth " and
" By their Faults." The scripture and
music is arranged to accord with the picture shown. C. L. Grant.
Boosting the Dull Days
(Continued from page 2035)
I select is the best available for the week.
I always have a two-reel comedy and then
a single reel scenic or news release. In
other words, the best show of the week is
given on the days when people have to
be attracted in, rather than coming of
their own volition.
"The system has worked out well. Saturday night is still my big night, but it is
always overflow because of the number of
farmers who do their shopping and week's
buying on a Saturday and spend the evenings in town. Of the other five nights
there is no choice. There is good business
on every one of them, so that I haven't
any light day problem left.
"The exhibitor who figures that he can
afford one or two light days a week, because of the business the rest of the time
is losing more than his light days show.
Since I made a special play for Monday
business the whole average attendance at
the house has increased. The explanation
seems simple. Start off the week with a
crowded house, and the people there, if
the show is good, are bound to talk about
it and the propaganda is busy for theatre
attendance.
"While I have made no effort to build
up Wednesday and Thursday business, it
increased coincident with the increase in
the Monday and Tuesdav business, I can
check the effect it has on Friday.
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Censorship

by

Still

Several

Awaiting

Action

Legislatures

York
for New
Surprise; Predict Censorship
Developments
ton R. Lusk, majority leader of the SenCENSORSHIP continues to occupy
ate, Assemblyman Walter F. Clayton on
the attention of legislative comPicture-MusicAssociation
Friday of last week issued a substitute
mittees of various states throughbill for his original censorship measure.
Addresses Industry
out the Union. Probably the most startIt provides for a commission of three
e
ling development of the nation-wid fight
members
who will have the authority to
Associa
the
by
issued Musical Interjust Picture
being waged around censorship took place
IN a bulletin
tion of Motion
name deputies. Their salaries will be
cement
ng
the
is
announ
followi
ests,
in the "Missouri State House where the
addressed to the industry:
$7,500 a year, instead of $5,000, as was
bill providing for state censorship was
first proposed. The term of office will be
e
ing
First
the
of
mandat
the
Follow
"
y
passed, after being reported unfavorabl
National Motion Picture Conference,
for five years, although the first members
by the Criminal Jurisprudence Committee.
held January 24, 25 and 26, 1921, at the
will have terms that expire respectively in
The senate committee, it is understood,
Hotel Astor, New York City, we met and
will recommend to the senate that the bill
prepared a Constitution, By-Laws and
1923, 1924 and 192^.
Under the provisions of the measure,
membership plans. We urge the field to
be passed as soon as possible. In New
rush to the banner — send in your applino film can be exhibited after August 1,
York state, Representative Walter F.
cation blank now. Temporary headquarthat has not been licensed by the commisters have been established in Suite 400,
Clayton has introduced a substitute bill for
sion. Each film is to be taxed $3.00 a
h Avenue, New York City.
Sevent
729
his original measure at Albany. A coma
$2.00
—
advance
in
paid
be
to
are
Dues
reel.
News
and scientific pictures are expanion bill to the Clayton measure has
year for individuals and $10,000 for corpoempt
from
inspection
and from the tax.
d
itte
tor
been subm
by Sena
Clayton R.
rations and companies."
Applicants
are
given
the right to review
The
bulletin
has
been
issued
by
a
come
Lusk. Legislativ leaders are of the opinall
rejected
films.
Advertisements
also
mittee
which
consists
of
Joseph
Carl
ion that censorship of the legalized brand
fall under the censorship provisions.
Breil, Ernest Lutz, Hugo Riesenfeld,
will be in operation in New York by AugSamuel Rothafel; C. M. Tremaine, chairOn Monday of this week Senator Clayust 1. What the final action of both legisman; and Charles D. Isaacson, ex-officio.
ton R. Lusk, majority leader in the upper
lative houses on the proposal will be, still
house,
introduced a companion bill to the
remains problematical. Another unlooked
Clayton measure. This would create a
Picture
Industry
at
a
meeting
held
on
for twist in the situation developed at InSaturday of last week took decisive steps, motion picture department with three comdianapolis, when, following the Indiana
missioners. Seventy thousand dollars is
which,
according to the report from the
ment
e's
pone
anan
senat
post
of the Buch
to
be
appropriated
for the preliminary exbill for an indefinite period, the house
National Association, "will insure against
penses under the measure. This bill was
the production of questionable and will
brought out of committee another measure
referred to the Senate Finance Commitproviding for state censorship, passed it prevent, also, the exploitation of pictures
tee. Fees for the examination of all films
and then passed it on the senate for action.
in a manner offensive to good taste." Resafter
August 1, will be at the rate of $10
olutions were adopted to put a remedial
In North Carolina, a bill providing for
for
each
1,000 feet of original film and $5
plan into effect.
state censorship was passed by the senate,
for
each
additional
copy. Should the film
ts
dmen
rous
nded
but the nume
amen
appe
Missouri House Surprises
be refused a permit, the applicant may
by the upper house are expected to leave
Breaking all precedents by engrossing a have the right of review by a full comlittle chance for its passage in the lower
mission, whose decision shall be made
i house. Censorship measures are also bill which was previously killed in the
within five days. The commission must
Criminal
Jurisprudence
Committee,
the
pending before the legislatures of Cali- Missouri State House passed the proposed
submiternora yearly.
report of its work to the Govfornia, Michigan, New Jersey and Wisconsin.
legislation creating a state board of cenIssue Revived in Indiana
sorship. There were only four dissenting
Buffalo, N. Y., and Jersey City, N. J.,
have experienced local skirmishes of their votes, two of which were cast by St. Louis
It appeared last week that the censorship movement in Indiana was about
I own apart from the fight being waged at representatives.
squelched, but it bobbed up in the State
the state capitals. In Buffalo, a committee
The result of yesterday's ballot in the
of citizens, headed by the president of the House created a furore throughout the Legislature again this week. The Senate
state among members of the motion pic- cheered the exhibitors last week by indefilocal Rotary club, proposed the enactment
ture trade in that the previous unfavorof a censorship ordinance for the city to
nitely postponing the Buchanan bill proable report by the committee which conthe mayor.
Ira M. Mosher, president of
viding for the establishment of a censorsidered the bill was looked upon as certain
ship commission of three members, but
the Buffalo Theatre Managers' Associadeath to the proposition. The bill is now
the House this week revived apprehension
tion, and Harold B. Franklin of Shea's
awaiting
engrossment
in
the
State
Senate,
by
bringing out of committee the bill of
Hippodrome immediately started a counMrs. Julia Nelson of Muncie, the only
ter-agitation. Mayor Buck did not de- having been passed by the Senate committee some few days ago. The rupture
woman member of the body and passing
clare his opinion on the censorship proof all established precedent is viewed with
it by a vote of 60 to 18. This measure was
posal made. In Jersey City, following al- great alarm and St. Louis and Kansas
sent to the Senate.
legations of the Satbath Day Alliance
When the bill was first called down for
; that picture houses were receiving most of City exhibitors and exchange men are calling
meetings
to
formulate
new
opposing
a vote by Speaker McClure of the House
i the receipts from the Sunday benefit per- action.
formances, Chief of Police Richard T.
many members quietly departed, not carThe bill provides for a board of three,
Battersby announced that no picture
ing to go on record on the matter of censorship. The friends of the bill, however,
jhouse would hereafter be permitted to two men and one woman, at a salary of
$3,000 each, and eight other employes at made such demands that the absentees
give benefit performances on Sunday. The
salaries ranging from $900 to $1,800 a were rounded up and forced to return and
I police chief's announcement advised that
make known their votes.
jpermits might be granted in particular
New Bills for New York
I cases where he would deem such action
N. C. Passes Bill with Amendments
year.
Ijustifiable.
Following a conference with the GovAlthough the censorship bill passed the
The National Association of the Motion
North Carolina Senate, it did so with so
ernor, Speaker Machold and Senator ClayUnexpected
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many amendments tacked on, that there
is little chance of it passing the lowei
branch of the legislature. Among the- provisions added is one which would increase
the membership of the board from three
to five; another which does not require
any woman member on the board ; and a
third which requires that the minority be
of the opposite political faith from majority. Still another amendment would censor the press of North Carolina which carries advertising of motion pictures. One
of the most important amendments deprives the censor board of the right to
employ inspectors.
With these and other amendments added to the bill, the opponents of censorship
in the Senate are willing to allow the measure to go before the House, confident
that it will not pass.
Coast Film Colony on Job
The danger confronting the film industry because of legislation of the blue law
type has been brought very forcibly to the
attention of the various organizations of
the West Coast film colony, and concerted
action has been taken for the formation
of an inter-organization, the sole purpose
of which will be to prevent the passage
of undesirable legislation and kill any
movement harmful to the film industry in
or out of California. The anti-censorship
organization will be named "Affiliated Picture Interests, Incorporated," and it is expected incorporation will be authorized
within the next few days at Sacramento.
The concerted action toward the Affiliated Picture Interest is the direct result of
the censorship question being the chief
topic of discussion at meetings of Motion
Picture Producers' Association, Screen
Writers' Guild, Motion Picture Directors'
Association and other organizations. Definite action was brought about by a call
issued by William D. Taylor, president of
the Motion Picture Directors^ Association,
who sent letters to the fifteen film organizations and associations in Los Angeles
requesting that they send a representative
to the anti-censorship meeting held at Los
Angeles Athletic Club on the evening of
February 28. At this meeting fourteen organizations were represented and many
others of the film industry attended.
New Bill for Michigan
A wire from Lansing, Mich., informs
that a substitute censorship bill for the
one submitted by Representative Edward
B. Strom of Grand Rapids has been prepared for action by the State Legislature.
The new measure provides for censorship
of all motion-pictures exhibited in the
state of Michigan under the direction and
authority of the new State Administrative
Board. The bill will probably be reported
out in the House at an early date. It is
understood that its general plan at least
has the approval of Governor Groesbeck.
The bill itself does not provide for the
machinery of conducting the censorship,
all the details being left to the administrative board. It is the idea, of course, that
the board will effect the proper force and
procedure for the censoring of all pictures, slides and other screen exhibitions.
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How Censors Are Made
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Here's the
of howthe Assemblyman
F. Clayton
happened
to story
introduce
censorship billW. which
bears
his name, in the New York State Legislature, a few
days ago, and around which the stiffest kind of a
fight will soon centre.
It seems that Assemblyman Clayton has been a
rather frequent patron of motion picture shows for several years, going to the good, the bad and the indifferent. He was also interested a few years ago in a
more direct way, acquiring the state rights for the
" 101 Ranch," which he distributed through the New
England states as a 4-reel feature.
Before he took his seat in the Assembly, he made
up his mind that something should be done to put a
stop to the suggestive features of motion pictures,
which were growing more and more prominent. To
that end, he drafted his own bill, bringing it to Albany,
where it was given over to the state bill drafting
commission, and whipped into shape.
"I am not a 'Blue Sunday' man by any means," said
Assemblyman
Clayton,
bill.as "theI have
seen all sorts of
pictures,in discussing
the good ashiswell
bad.
Of late, however, there seems to have been a tendency
for many of the producers to overdo and inject the
suggestive to a degree that can not help but be demoralizing in its effects. The producers are to blame.
I have talked with some of the exhibitors in New
York and they tell me that they take pictures which
are booked, and sometimes it happens that some exceptional picture is produced. Smith gets it and
Solomon decides that he must have it, forgetting everything except its box office value.
I remember
one picture
shows sitting
a youngon man
in " bed,
and a young
lady which
undressing,
the
edge of the bed. The picture is cut at just about the
time she is preparing to get into bed. The way they
are now going, the day is not far distant when they
will forget to cut this part of the picture.
" There are two reasons why this bill I have introduced on censorship should pass. There is the
moral part and on the other hand, the bill is a revenueproducing measure. If these companies can spend the
millions they do for their stars and on exploitation
of pictures, there is no reason in the world why they
should notThebearmotion
a portion
New York
state's
burdens.
pictureof business
is next
to tax
the
automobile business at the present time. I think that
the fee that is imposed for the examining of films
should bring to the state at least $100,000 a year, and
I say
at least ' in
withsome
emphasis.
we find
bill
is
not ' workable
respectsIfnext
year the
it can
be amended.
There will be
men help
on this
proposed
of " censorship,
if Ino can
it, who
are incommission
any way
associated with the motion picture industry. I should
fight any such move like a tiger. That is the great
trouble with the so-calWd National Board of Censorship, which we have now. I would favor men of a
high calibre, who are not directly interested in any
branch ducer,
of distributor
the motion
picture industry,
as pro-in
or exhibitor.
The onlyeven
question
my mind about my bill is whether or not we could
get men of the right sort at the salary proposed,
$5,000 a year.
" I have received many letters from all over the
state approving this measure, and not a single one
has been against it thus far. These letters have come
from men and women in all walks of life, likewise all
religious denominations.
" This measure of mine will be backed by Canon
Chase and the New York Civic League, although I did
not request such. In fact, I had never met Canon
Chase until the other day. The bill is intended to
be aing strictly
callinggrounds
first forandthesecondly,
censorof motion business
pictures one,
on moral
in bringing additional revenue to this State."
It is understood that the Governor is opposed to the other two bills which have
already been introduced, each of which
would create a special censorship board
and provide elaborate machinery and regulations for carrying on the work of censoring pictures.
N. J. Exhibitors Plan Fight
Representative exhibitors of the Motion
Picture Owners' Association of New Jersey conferred at Trenton, March 2, concerning ways and means of arousing the
motion picture public to a realization of
the dangers of "unlimited un-American
possibilities of censorship." John T. Collins, president of the New Jersev organization, presided at the meeting which was
held at the State House. A censorship
measure is now awaiting action by the
New Jersey Legislature.
At the suggestion of Frank L. Smith,
manager of the Rialto theatre, Newark,
the members, who came* from sixteen of
the twenty-one counties in the state, voted
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to make a direct appeal to the public by
means 6f slides.
It was made clear at the meeting that
there would be no such thing as "slush
fund," but that the money raised would
be for slides and legitimate expenses.
Hearing Before Wisconsin Senate
Committee
"I have never seen an indecent or immoral movie," declared Attorney General
William J. Morgan before the Senate
Committee on State Affairs of Wisconsin,
while bill 215S, providing for the amendment of the present law penalizing the
circulation of indecent pictures to ineration.clude motion pictures, was under considThe bill, which was drafted by Mr.
Morgan is being pushed chiefly to include
specific mention of motion pictures in the
law. County district attorneys have, in
some cases, refused to push prosecutions
on the basis that the law did not cover the
showing of indecent motion-pictures.
Benj, Hampton Aids\Censor
Fight in California
At the request of Glenn Harper, Los
Angeles representative of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, Benjamin B. Hampton addressed the executives of forty Los Angeles Associations,
consisting of the Business Mens Cooperative Association, the Municipal
League, and many other organizations.
Mr. Hampton received an enthusiastic
reception and as a result of his address the
representative passed a resolution to urge
their various associations to go on record
immediately against the California censorship bill.
Cissy Fitzgerald Comedy
at the Capitol
Announcement is made that " Cissy s
Economy," the first of the Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies De Luxe, is booked to
open at the Capitol theatre, New York,
Sunday March 13th.
Cissy Fitzgerald will be remembered as
the
star of" with
wink."
She famous
became comedy
the toast
two the
continents
on the legitimate stage, through her captivating wink.
The Cissy Fitzgerald series is released
through Producers Security Corporation,
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Monsoon

Cooling

Issues Interesting

System
Booklet

"A Better Summer Business " the 32page descriptive booklet just issued by the
Monsoon Cooling System, Inc., tells the
up-to-date theatre owner how " Monsoons "will solve his hot weather troubles.
This booklet is full of excellent reasons
why " Monsoons " have suddenly loomed
as a dangerous enemy to Old Man Heat !
Illustrations of several new theatres and
typical " Monsoon " installations complete
the attractiveness of the issue. The demand for the booklet has been so great
that a second edition is now contemplated.
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iTHE motion picture industry's contr
bution to the fund for Europe's
starving children is beginning to run
into big figures. Returns from the various states have been coming into the New
York Headquarters of the Motion Picture
Division of the Hoover Drive since early
in February.
Last week $660,000 had accumulated
and was turned over to James J. Rick,
Comptroller of the European Relief
Council This does not represent the
entire amount collected up to date however, because many of the exhibitor chairmen in the various states have either
turned their funds over direct to the European Relief Council, or have given the collections tothe state chairman of the European Relief Council in their respective
jlocalities. Thousands of individual contributions inspired by the Invisible Guest
trailers, which were run in theatres
throughout the country, have also been
pent direct to the European Relief Council,
)ut these are being credited to the motion
picture industry.
Of the $660,000 payment last week, one
:heck for $500,000 was signed by C. C.
Petti john of the General Motion Picture
Committee of the European Relief CounM. It represented funds that had been
elayed through the General Committee by
he exhibitor chairman in twenty or more
.rates, also contributions by individual
heatres sent direct by them to the New
fork Headquarters.
Another check for $160,000 was signed
y S. L. Rothafel, chairman of the Greater
pfew York Committee of the European
belief Council. This represents the first
ayment of proceeds from Motion Picture
)ay in the New York territory. The Capol Theatre was the largest individual condbutor — $10,405.47 having been collected
lere for the fund. The receipts from
Dme of the other large New York
neatres were Plaza $1,146.75; Rivoli
1,049.40; Strand $1,000.78; Rialto
26.95.
Mr. Rothafel's report to Mr. Hoover
lowed that 206,176 children attended speal performances held in 240 theatres in
ew York City.
The first state to forward complete re1ms to the Motion Picture Committee
as Arkansas. A check for $5,868.50 has
;en received from Mr. C. A. Lick of Ft.
mith, exhibitor chairman of the Motion
icture Committee for Arkansas.

ohn LeRoy Johnston Will
Join Home-Office Staff
John LeRoy Johnston, who has been
Ivertising director for the Finkelstein
id Ruben theatrical enterprises in Minapolis for the past twenty-two months,
,s resigned his position to join the adrtising and publicity staff of one of the
"ger film companies in New York, the
me of which has not been given out.

Think

Rochester Convention Will Be Big Affair

ate
quarYorkfromstate
everyindic
coming
REPORTterSof New
that the New York State Exhibitors convention, to be held at the
Hotel Seneca, in the City of Rochester,
April 5, 6 and 7, will be the biggest
affair of its kind ever held in this or any
other states, declares a statement just
received from the M. P. T. O. of A.
headquarters.
It is understood that the F. I. L. M.
Club of New York City and its president, I. E. Chadwick, will be present at
the convention. The object is to hold a
special conference between the F. I.
L. M. Club and the exhibitors, at which
the grievances of the exhibitors will be
discussed and adjusted.
The first day will be devoted to the appointment of committees, consideration
of resolutions and routine business generally. On the second day the reports
of committees will take place, and a great
movie ball will be held in the armory
that night.
This convention, in conjunction with
the election of officers for the state organization will also choose delegates to
the National convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
which will be held in June of this year.
Exhibitors who want to attend or desire any information are requested to
write to Mr. I. M. Salyerds at Victoria
Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Bill Makes

Stench

Bomb

Throwing a Felony
The Allied Amusement Association,
Chicago, is taking steps to have the use or
manufacture of stench bombs made a
felony as a result of the numerous attacks
on Chicago theatres within the last month.
It is probable that a clause providing for
punishment of bomb users and makers will
be added to the Crowe emergency bill now
before the Illinois legislature, which proposes drastic punishment for use of explosive bombs.

Ziehm

Leaves

for

Europe on Business
Arthur Ziehm, foreign manager for
Goldwyn, sailed for Germany on March
10 to take charge of the sales of the
Goldwyn product in all countries of
Europe. He will make his headquarters
in Berlin. Mr. Ziehm has been wellknown in the motion picture industry of
this country for a number of years, part
of the time as Goldwyn's foreign sales
manager. His contract with Goldwyn has
just been renewed for a term of years.
Mr. Ziehm will meet Samuel Goldwyn,
president of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, who is now in Europe, in Berlin,
and together they will visit Italy, France
and other countries on the continent,
looking into the film situation generally.
It is planned to greatly increase the sales
of Goldwyn productions in the various
countries of Europe.

Walsh

Heads

Prizma

foi

Ensuing Year
At a meeting of the Board of Directors
of Prizma, Incorporated, producers of
Prizma Master Pictures in Nature's
Colors, held March 2nd, the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year :
President and Treasurer, C. K. D. Walsh ;
Vice Presidents, Carroll H. Dunning and
Howard G. Stokes ; Secretary, George
Kelley ; Technical Advisor and Assistant
Treasurer, Wm. V. D. Kelley.
While no announcement was made by
Mr. Walsh as to future policies, it is understood that there will be no change in
the present plan of production.
West Virginia Exhibitors
to Convene March 15th
The exhibitors of West Virginia will
hold a convention on March 15 at the
City of Charleston, to form a permanent
organization under the auspices of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. Extensive preparations have been
made to insure a large attendance. The
leading exhibitors of the state have signified their intention of attending. The fact
that a very drastic censorship bill is
pending in the West Virginia Legislature will have a tendency to insure a very
substantial attendance.
The Motion Picture Theatre. Owners of
America will be represented by Samuel I.
Berman of New York.

Blaney Denied Injunction
Order Against Fox
The final chapter has been written in
the suit brought by Charles E. Blaney,
theatrical producer, against Fox Film
Corporation applying for an injunction to
restrain the Fox company from using the
title " The Man Who Dared."
Fox Film Corporation recently produced and released a picture bearing this
title, with William Russell as the star,
and Mr. Blaney applied for an injunction
prohibiting its use on the ground that he
owned a play entitled " The Man Who

Mildred

The case came up before Judge Hotchkiss
and he rendered a decision denying
Dared."
the application for injunction. Mr. Blaney, through his lawyers, appealed the
case to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court and that court has just
handed down a decision unanimously affirming the order of Judge Hotchkiss that
an injunction be denied.

DeMille's Next
Cecil B. DeMille announces that he has
engaged Mildred Harris for his next Paramount production to follow " The Affairs
of Anatol," which he recently completed.
Further than that the leading feminine role
will be in the hands of Dorothy Dalton,
nothing further is known of the forthcoming picture.
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IT is now possible to join a regularly constituted organization for the improvement
of music in the theatres.
Therefore, become a member at once. Get
your name enrolled. Jump in with your support. Boost the project. If you're a manager,
urge your musical director and musicians to
join, and if you're a musican, encourage your
manager to be an active interest.
The more rapidly the new Association can
show real membership, growing membership,
and even numerical strength, the sooner will
the power for good be exerted.
Don't wait until the rest of the field have done
the leading. Be yourelf the leader.
What Is Wanted
The Association of Motion Picture Musical
Interests wants a permanent headquarters (a
desk- room will do — no elaborate suite). It will
need a paid secreatary eventually for all of his
time. It needs stationery, postage, publicity.
It needs you.
The Association is not to be a spending organization. Itis not to have a large treasury.
The Association is to be an impetus to action,
a centralizer of ideas, a crystalizer of results.
The Association will not have any need for
loads of money, it seems now. When $5,000 a
year is assured from the dues, undoubtedly that
will be the maximum desired.
Therefore dues will be inconsequential to the
individual.
The present dues will be two dollars ($2) for
Individuals and ten dollars ($10) for Corporations.
You can join now. Do join now!
The Committee of Five Meets
C. M. Tremaine, director of the Bureau for
the Advancement of Music, was chosen chairman by Messrs. Joseph Carl Breil, Ernest Lutz,
Hugo Riesenfeld, Samuel Rothapfel and Charles
D. Isaacson (Ex-Officio member) when they
met Thursday, February 24, 1921, at 729 Seventh Avenue in the office of the Motion Picture
News.
No time was lost.
The Committee was in hearty agreement on
certain points.
1. The Convention at the Hotel Astor in
January started a new epoch. It brought together representatives of leading institutions.
2. The Convention demonstrated the absolute need for this Association.
3. The two hundred and eighty delegates of
the Convention constituted themselves into a
temporary but very active nucleus.
4. The Association is therefore actually an
entity — actually in existence.
Furthermore the Committee signed upon certain other points.
5. No delay must be permitted.
6. Membership must be urged at once.
7. A fund must be obtained through dues.
■8. Dues must be small.
9. SERVICE TO BE THE KEYNOTE.
10. The three forces must be united — pictures, music, public.
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Isaacson

OF ASSOCIATION OF
PICTURE MUSICAL
INTERESTS

UP FOR RATIFICATION

appoi
Five Charl
ofdent
tteePresi
Commim,
esnted
D.
THEby Prote
Isaacson, desires to report to
the united industries:
We have met this day and have drawn
up a ation
constitution and n by-laws re
for the
Associ
of Motio
Pictu
and
sts.
al
Music
Intere
We present it for ratification by the
Board
mittee. of Directors and Executive ComThe Board of Directors who will be
called upon to serve the Association will
be thirty-five in number and will represent every phase of the tripod alliance.
Their names will be voted upon at the
next meeting of this Committee, acceptances to be made public within the fortnight.
The Executive Committee will consist
of five members who will be the real
voting body.
It has been the endeavor of this Committee to make a brief to the point, working document devoid of verbiage and
flowing promises.
It is the earnest belief of this Commitmittee that the slogan of the Association
of Motion Picture Musical Interests
must be
SERVICE
Every member must get real value out
of his membership and we thoroughly
believe he will do so.
Therefore we advocate the immediate
signing of membership so as to provide
a working fund for organization.
Should there be any change in the form
of the Constitution which alters the desire of the members to be of the body,
his dues will be returned.
Temporary headquarters are 729 Seventh Avenue. Temporarily, Mr. Isaacson will receive all communications and
queries. Temporarily dues may be sent
to him.
Appreciation is voiced to the Motion
Picture News for providing, free of
charge, temporary housing, stenographic
service, stationery, etc.
This statement and a copy of the Constitution and by-laws are being forwarded simultaneously to the entire trade
press of pictures and musical field with
an ardent request that they be published
with an INTERPRETATION of the
clauses, so that the importance of each
idea be freely conveyed.
THE COMMITTEE OF FIVE:
Joseph
Carl Breil
Ernest Lutz
Hugo
Samuel Riesenfeld
Rothafel
C. M. Tremaine, Chairman
Charles D. Isaacson, Ex-officio.
Thursday, Feb. 24, 1921.

Temporary Headquarters .
Until a place for the Association to hang its
hat is found, the News volunteered its offices
and employees. But the News wishes the field
to understand this is only temporary and that
there is no selfish motive behind this offer. The
success of this plan depends to a large extent
on the support of all the trade papers.
I (Isaacson) told the Committee that I am
no quitter, but I do not believe it for the belt
interests of the cause that I do more than start
things going. I want to see others in charge —
others who will give the Association their sincere support.
Interpretation of the Constitution
and By-Laws
At the request of the Committee of Five, we
are glad to print the Constitution and By-Laws
and to offer an interpretation, although it seems
to us that there is scarcely any need for explanation. The document is simple and clear.
As we see it, there are really only a few matters that need to be clarified.
Membership
It will be observed that there are three kinds
of members, — motion picture, musical and general public.
The motion picture industry desires to use
more and better music more effectively, to
broaden the appeal of the theatre and do better
business, also to understand the musicians, musical devices, ideas, hopes, possibilities, etc. — to
use music for all it's worth.
The musical world recognizes the future
possibilities, and seeks to get together with the
picture people for better understanding and
better music.
There are many forces and organizations at
work to raise the public standards of taste—
and this division completes the triangle.
Where

Do You Fit?

Class A — Motion Picture Industry — Every
individual or firm exhibiting films, making
them, selling them, acting in them, directing
them — in other words, exhibitors, producers,
exchangers, actors, directors, writers, artists,
etc.
Class B — Musical Industry and Profession —
Makers of instruments, publishers of musiccomposers, conductors, players, singers, directors of music, schools of music, music clubs,
etc.
Class C — Those Interested in the Public
Through the Speech of Music — Welfare workers, cultivaters of taste, legislators, newspapers,
writers, etc. — a very flexible division.
Dues
Any individual such as a manager, conductor,
player, actor, director, composer, writer, member of organization, is eligible to membership
at $2.
(Continued on page 2039)
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At a meeting of the Chicago
Council Committee on buildings,
Alderman Joseph Kostner, the
chairman, expressed himself in
favor of an ordinance which will
compel the rebuilding and modernizing of a number of moving picture
and other theatres in Chicago,
which, it was declared, are unsafe
from a fire prevention standpoint.
As a result of the hearing it was
decided that the committee make an
investigation into every playhouse
and moving picture theatre which is
regarded as hazardous by Chief of
the Fire Prevention Bureau J. C.
McDonnell.
The Council Committee agreed to
take up charges made by Chief of
Police Fitzmorris that many theatres are endangering the lives of
patrons by ignoring the fire safety
ordinances. Chief of Police claimed,
among other things, that exits had
been found shut and locked, aisles
and foyers overcrowded and other
regulations ignored.
Peter J. Schaefer, of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer, defended the
theatre owners and declared that
in the main they tried to obey the
fire safety ordinances. It was also
pointed out that the few violations
of fire ordinances reported were by
smaller theatres in the outlying districts.
Fire Prevention Chief McDonnell
made the following statement at the
hearing:
" This committee can go as far
as it likes, and I will co-operate
fully. It is unfair to the owners of
the modern theatre buildings, as
conditions now prevail. Having
expended fortunes in such structures, the owners are compelled to
compete with those who operate
places built many years ago. The
modern theatre owners are compelled to surfer for the sins of the
owners of the ancient structures.
Every one of the latter should be
rebuilt and modernized, no matter
what the expense."
An ordinance which would prohibit the employment of women
ushers in theatres also is pending
before the committee and according
to Alderman Kostner, eighty-five
per cent, of replies to queries sent
by him to city fire marshals
I throughout the country show the
| fire officials opposed to women
ushers in theatres.
" Women
be of
value
in casewouldn't
of trouble
withanya
crowd," is the general opinion.
Manager I. L. Lesserman, of
Universal, expects to be back at his
desk on March 25th after the holiday which he has been enjoying at
Hollywood. Maurice Hellman, who
has been in charge of the Chicago
exchangeand,
during
Lesserman's
absence
who, Mr.
by the
way, has
made a wonderful sales record, will
leave about March 28th for French
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the seriousness of the censor and
blue Sunday legislation which is
confronting the industry, and is
Napoleon, the movie monk, who is more than ever convinced that a
making personal appearances at united front must be put up if
are to be legissome of Ascher Brothers' theatres movinglatedpictures
practically out of existence.
this week, was tendered a luncheon
at the Winter Garden Monday by
Director of Advertising Harry Rice,
Steve Montgomery, who has recently resigned from Famous Playthe other guests being press representatives. Napoleon made a hit ers-Lasky staff, will be the third
and the unusual event procured a member of this organization to accept an important position with the
couple of columns of publicity in the
Chicago press for Napoleon and the Lake & Export Coal Company, of
which
Harris P. Wolfberg recently
ing.
Ascher theatres, where he is appearbecame vice-president and salesmanager. Mr. Montgomery will,
Harry Weiss, of Superior Screen for the present at least, be located
Service, Inc., is making a sales trip at the Chicago office of this company in the Old Colony Building,
through Indiana, and reports reach- and will
be connected with the sales
ing his Chicago headquarters are
to the effect that he finds business department. He has an unusually
in the Hoosier state holding up very large number of friends in Chicago
well and that while exhibitors are and as assistant manager of Paradoing considerable shopping, they mount's Chicago branch exchange,
one of the most popular Faare willing to book liberally if the was
territory.
mous Players-Lasky officials in this
pictures are right.
Lick where he plans to rest up for
a couple of weeks.

Carl Harthill, district manager of
Rex Lawhead, of Decatur, who
Reelcraft, is back at his desk after
visits to the exchanges under his was a Chicago visitor this week,
has been elected president of the
jurisdiction at Indianapolis, Kansas Decatur
Theatre Company, sucCity and Milwaukee. Mr. Harthill
ceeding John L. Bennett. Two
is optimistic over the outlook and
ago there were fifty-two
declares his branch managers report years
stockholders
in this company,
business holding up well in their which owns and operates
the Linterritories. While on his trip he
coln Square Theatre, a sixteenarranged for the distribution of hundred-seat
house, but since that
some important new pictures which time Mr. Lawhead
has secured conReelcraft will release at an early
trol of a large majority of the
date.
stock so that at present he is practically the. sole owner of the comFitzpatrick & McElroy have pur- pany.
chased two new houses in Goshen,
Indiana, in addition to the large
Harry Rice has assumed his new
number of theatres now operated duties
as director of advertising
by them in Michigan.
for Ascher Brothers' chain of theatres, and will supervise advertisJoe Gilday, new district maning for their entire chain including
ager for Paramount, is rapidly be- houses owned by this concern outcoming acquainted with exhibitors
side of Chicago, as well as their
of the city, and already has closed Windy City theatres.
Mr. Rice resome exceptionally large contracts.
cently resigned as business manIn addition to persuading Ascher
ager of Independent Films AssoBrothers to return to the Paraciation inorder to
mount fold, he has closed Balaban
tion with Aschers. accept the posi& Katz for the Tivoli, Riviera and
The newly organized Wabash
Central Park; Lubliner & Trinz Film
Exchang has just closed a
for their chain of theatres, and deal with thee Dominan
Pictures
Jones, Linick & Schaefer for the Corporation which will tenable
the
Randolph, Orpheum and Lyric.
new exchange to release a two-reel
Western
Drama every we«k.
Barry Fildew, camera man for There are Star
twenty new westerns in
Tod Browning, was in Chicago re- this series which
were filmed under
cently shooting some scenes at one
direction of Rupert Julian,
of the large West Side industrial the
concerns for use in a forthcoming Bertram Bracken, Art Accord and
Browning series. Mr. Fildew, others. The stars of these pictures
after completing his work here, include Rupert Julian, Art Accord,
went on a trip in search of snow Peter Morrison, Dorothy Davenport, Jack Livingston, Lucille
and finally succeeded in finding
what he was after at Appleton, Young, Edythe Sterling, Leo Hill,
Fritzi
Brunette
and Edward AlexWisconsin, where he is now at ander.
work.

William A. Brady stopped off
Mrs. Aaron Gollos, secretarybetween trains in Chicago on his treasurer of Gollos Enterprises, and
return from his tour of the West. Vice-President Al Gollos, have reMr. Brady is greatly exercised over
turned after a two weeks trip to

STATE

ST.

New York, where they have contracted for some big independent
features, which, according to Mr.
Gollos, will make his exchange one
of the biggest independent releasing
concerns in this territory. Announcement of the new features
will be forthcoming within a few
days.
Milt Kusell is being kept busy
these days receiving congratulations
on his well earned promotion to the
position of salesmanager of Famous
Players-Lasky's Chicago exchange.
Newman & Freuhler, owners of
the Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee,
have appointed Edwin Mocsary as
manager of that house. Mr. MocSelected Films, Inc., 207 S.
Wabash Avenue, controlled by Milton Simon and Arthur Toffler, has
just, closed a deal whereby this
company secures the rights to release all the Brady productions in
the territory including Northern
Indiana, Northern Illinois and
Southern Wisconsin. There are
twenty-two of these recreated features that already have been released which they will also distribute including the ones that are
to be released from time to time as
the regular program. The stars of
these pictures include Robert Warwick, Doris Kenyon, Ethel Clayton,
Holbrook Blinn, Emmet Corrigan,
Montague Love, E. K. Lincoln,
June Elvidge, Carlyle Blackwefl,
House Peters, Lew Cody, Alice
Brady, Milton Sills, Gail Kane,
Clara Kimball Young, Eugene
O'Brien, Warner Oland, Alec
Francis,
Robert Cummings and Edwin August.
Eddie Trinz has severed his connection with Lubliner & Trinz to
become secretary and treasurer of
the Bushmint Company who are distributors of Synchronized Scenario
Music Company's
scoresCompany
in this territory. The Bushmint
has
taken temporary offices at 608 Consumers Building and will move to
film row near Eighth and Wabash
Avenues as soon as new headquarters can be arranged for. Mr.
Trinz, one of the most widely
known film men in Chicago, for the
past six years has been connected
with Lubliner & Trinz. He is
Commander of the Theatrical Post
of the American Legion and before
coming to Chicago, was manager of
five theatres in Milwaukee.
W. D. Russell and Si Griever, of
Russell-Griever-Russell, have returned from a visit to the west
coast where they looked over their
enlarged studios. Both are welf
pleased with the progress being
made and say that their forthcoming pictures will be the best they
have ever released.
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like this to give us good financial
FIRST NATIONAL
returns, however. (Middle West.)
The Woman in His House —
This feature seemed to please.
Splendid picture. Mildred Harris isn't very strong with the pub- About the average Arbuckle production. (Middle West.)
lic, but this picture is good enough
to go over big even with a star of
mediocre popularity. Big business
at two first run houses. (Middle Paying the Piper —
West.)
Good picture and played to better than average business for
Less than usual business. Mil- week. (Middle West.)
dred Harris' name not used in adLavish but not satisfying. Drew
vertising because her recent pictures have not pleased. (Middle well but did not build. (West.)
West.)
A Full House —
Good business during second
Good clean entertainment that
week of run. Picture seemed to
will
amuse the whole family. Satplease. (West.)
isfactory business. (Middle West.)
The DeviVs Garden —
Not a good subject. Business The Price of Possession —
Slow and unsatisfactory. Ethel
held up because we staged a fashion show. Our folks thought the Clayton's poorest to date. (West.)
picture weak and criticized it.
(Middle West.)
The Passionate Pilgrim —
Very poor entertainment. Story
Nineteen and Phyllis —
was not clear and cast was only
Had good business with this pic- fair in the opinions of my people.
ture. Ray is well liked and a gen- Can't hand this one much. After
eral favorite. (West.) Vignola's " The World and His
Wife," this
was a great disappointment. (East.)
A Splendid Hazard —
Only a mediocre production.
Business about fair. (East.)
The Ghost in the Garrett —
Just average entertainment, but
The Kid—
Miss Gish has a good following
here and they turned out to see
One big
of Chaplin's
best pictures.
Drew
crowds throughout
the her. Business fair. (East.)
entire two weeks. (Middle West.)
It was a storming success for two The Gilded Lily —
A fine picture, the best that Mae
weeks, drawing 42,000 persons the
has ever
Tremenfirst week and slightly less than Murray
dous business.
Helddone.
over for
three
that number the second week. A
weeks.
(East.)
knockout. Booked for third week.
(Middle West.)
The Rookie's Return FAMOUS PLAYERS
A poor picture playing to poor
business. (East.)
Brewster's Millions —
Capacity houses on opening Sunday in spite of heavy rain all aft- The Inside of the Cup —
ernoon and evening. A big winWinston
widely
ner with the public. (Middle story
made Churchill's
into picture
playread
of
West.)
little entertaining value. Business
below average. (East.)
A great picture. It pleased my
audiences, consequently the box
office receipts were larger than The Easy Road —
usual. (West.)
A fair picture which did an average business. (West.)
If hat's Worth WhileDrew good for two days, rest of Silk Hosiery —
week fair. (East.)
Usual business with this picture
This went over big and was a which was fairly entertaining.
(West.)
money-getter here. (West.)
Polly With a PastForbidden Fruit —
Great picture. Very large box
Drew a capacity house all week effice
value, Was enjoyed by my
Considered one of the best attractions that has been produced in patrons. (West.)
months. (Middle West.)
O'Malley of the Mounted —
Had good business during the
The Life of the Party —
Excellent comedy and well liked. run of this picture. Seemed to
Arbuckle will have to have several please the audiences.

NEW

Picture

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

UNIVERSAL
Outside the Law —
Is thrilling crook melodrama
which made big hit with our audiences. It has a lot of good exploitation points which we availed
ourselves of, and as a result broke
all
recordsit during
week's
run.house
Holding
over forthisa second
week.
(Middle West.)
Sure did go over big. Packed
them
in at all performances.
(West.)

News

S ay

THEATERS
excellent. Star much applauded.
(East.)
Boys Will Be BoysGood feature. Business somewhatture.better
than usual on this pic(West.)
ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS

A Perfect Crime —
The plot of the picture is good
but the production lacks pep.
(East.)

The Last of the Mohicans —
Appealed mostly to school chilGreat business with this one.
dren. Drew a good house for a
//
Only Jim
—
Capacity
houses.
Great deal of week. (Middle West.)
word - of - mouth advertising.
(West.)
Lying
Lips — so popular that it
Has proved
Colorado
—
Fine pictures
which brought has been held over for the fourth
week. This is something never begood business. (West.)
fore done in this city. Played to
METRO
over
60,000
in three weeks' run.
(Middle
West.)
The
-Shore
Pirate
— a good
ViolaOffDana
always
draws
house for me, and this was no exception. An entertaining little picture. Business good. (East.)
Billions —
Not falling
up to Nazimova's
Star
back. Did standard.
only a
mediocre business with this one.
(East.)
Blackmail —
A good box office attraction. Ran
with Buster Keaton in " The Scarecrow " and drew a erood house all
week. (Middle West.)
The Greater Claim —
Average production. Business
good for the first three davs.
(East.)
Cinderella's
Twin — story, strictly
The old Cinderella
modernized and made fairly plausible. Business only fair. (East.)
The Great Redeemer —
Proved a big disappointment to
me and business fell off heavily
during last of the week. (East.)
GOLDWYN
Hold Your Horses —
An excellent photoplay which received aright royal welcome from
patrons. An example of what
screen lovers want. Capacity business. (East.)

A Thousand to One —
A virile, red-blooded story which
holds the interest. Patrons liked it
and the (East.)
box office figures were large
ones.
UNITED

ARTISTS

The Love Light —
here from
another
theatre
ofMoved
this city.
A good
picture
but
business was not up to standard.
It
looks as if the star is going back.
(East.)
FOX
The
Scuttlers —good business with
Wonderfully
this picture. Certainly a success
both in its value as a box office attraction and its entertainment.
(West.)
EQUITY
Very fine picture which should go
oyer well wherever Clara Kimball
Young— is liked. Bad weather cut
Hush
down our attendance to below averWest.)age during week's run. (Middle
REAL ART
SheRather
Couldn't
It — but star
slow asHelp
a picture
is charming enough and popular
West.)
enough around here to carry the
show. Average business. (Middle
ROBERTSON-COLE

The Song of the Soul —
Strong play, well acted, and to
the liking of the movie going public.
Consistently good business. (MidPrisoners
dle West.)' of Love —
One of the best drawing-cards
I've played in a long time. Business

Wonderful production, a credit to
Kismet
—
the business.
It is a little too long
but it does not drag and everyone
was most enthusiastic. Business
was excellent all week. (East.)
A fairly
good (East.)
picture with verygood
business.
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YORK

CITY

Capitol Theatre —
Overture tol— Grand
" Tannhauser,"
Orchestra. by CapiCurrent Events — Capitol News.
Special — " Herbert
Fantasy," Herbert
a compilation of Victor
-Melodies.
Pictorial — The Happy Duffer —
Merit Film Corp.
Prologue
" Because," sung by Mr.
Erik —Bye.
Feature
Ince.— Lying Lips — Thos. H.
Next Week — A Tale of Two
Worlds — Goldwyn.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — First Movement Concerto in D Minor, by the Ampico Reproducing Piano, with
Leo Ornstein, invisible soloist,
and Rivoli Orchestra.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Novelty — "Melody Land," Grace
Foster, soprano ; Georges Tra• bert, tenor ; Vera Myers and
Paul Oscard, dancers, assisted
by the Rivoli Chorus.
Feature — The Gilded Lily — Mae
Murray.
Vocal — Aria from " The Barber of
Seville," by Grace Hoffmann,
soprano.
Comedy — The Simp — Sunshine.
Organ Solo — " Festival Toccata,"
played
by Prof. Firmin Swinnen.
Next Week — Beau Revel — Thos. H.
Ince.
Mark-Strand Theatre —
Overture — "Second Hungarian
Rhapsody,"
by Strand
Symphony Orchestra.
Czimbolom
Cadenza, by Bela Nyary.
Current Events — Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prologue — Scene: Warren's Wax

SUNDAY AND ALL WEEK=
THE

WON®

This djrnimic
M.I.nce..
and 25c.15c hghuoi
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Anita Stewart
This
"
Sowing
" display,
twelve inches bythe
threeWindcolumn*,
was
used by the Alhambxi theatre. Toledo
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Perfohninces at5:45.
10:00,7:00,11:30.8:15,12:45,
9:30- 2:00, 3:15. 4 30
For the thousands we' were unable to accommodate last weef^ —
SECOND
BIG
WEEK

In his first great feature producli
that look <* whole year to mal(

Just
of Week
the 42.000
perst
who ask
saw,s any
asit last
different
fromthey allwillothet_
as day is from night.

M

II you have"TheneverKid"beenand aagreeChaplin
Fan"
the restsee
the world
that he Iswithin
actor
of ofgenuine
greatness.

Feature — The Stealers — RobertsonCole.
Next Week — The Greater Claim.
SAN

FRANCISCO

Feature — A Small Town Idol — Associated Producers. Given with
a prologue staged by Manager
Frank Newman, with singing
and dancing by a trio. Also
personal appearance of Phyllis
Haver and Mary Thurman.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff — Fox.
Organ — " —Make
Believe."
Orchestra
Special
jazz selections.
Next Week— Blind Wives.
California Theatre —
Overture — " Raymond " and " PagCurrent Events — From all releases.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day — ■
Pathe.

A Kansas City display showing how the New Royal theatre advertised The
Kid." In size this was six inches by four columns
Works. St. Cecile Quartette, Organ — " The Glowworm."
Homer Burress, tenor ; Alvah Feature — Polly with a Past — Ina Organ — " Answer " and " But It's
Claire.
liacci."— Special jazz band in
Nichols, baritone ; Delos BeckOrchestra
All Over
Now."
er, tenor ; James Thomas, Note — The Four Horsemen of the
basso.
popular
numbers.
— Chickens
— Douglass MacApocalypse replaced the feature Feature
Lean.
Feature
— The Nut — Douglas Fairabove on Wednesday. The
banks.
picture definite
is run.booked for an in- Next Week — The Snob.
Vocal— (a) "Little Mother of
Mine" (b) by request, sung by
Imperial
Theatre
— all releases.
Current Events
— From
Kinema Theatre —
Redferne Hollinshead, tenor.
Current Events — International Novelty — Golf — Slow Motion subComedy
— The
Skipper's
News.
ject— Educational.
•Garden
— First
National.Treasure
Feature — -The Kid — Charles Chap- Cartoon — Bobby Bumps release.
Organ
Solo
—
"
Marche
Heroique,"
Feature
—
Beau Revel — Paramount.
lin. Presented with an atmosby Frederick M. Smith and
Special — Spring style review in
Herbert Sisson, organists.
in whichsongs
a medwhich local department store
ley ofpheric
old prologue
fashioned
are
Next— Katherine
Week — My MacDonald.
Lady's Latchkey
assists by furnishing costumes.
rendered with a stage setting
Ten girls sing special song,
representing a tenement district
written
by J. A. Partington.
exterior provided.
Lyric Theatre —
Number serves a prologue to
Overture
Patrie."
Foreword— "by
Dr. Frank Crane, Grauman's Theatre —
the feature.
Current Events — Pathe News.
spoken by Henry Herbert.
Next Week — The Passionate PilPrologue — The Spirit of War, Organ — Medley of popular airs.
Joseph Ross ; the Voice of Novelty — Topics of the Day — Pathe.
France, Mademoiselle Erza ; Cartoon
— Down on the Farm — Felix
— Paramount.
Hosannah by Chorus.
Feature — The Four Horsemen of Feature — Chickens — Douglas Macgrim.
the Apocalypse — Metro.
Lean. Presented with an atRialto Theatre —
mospheric prologue under the
Overture — " Russian TJnd Ludtitle of " Down on the Farm."
milla," by Rialto Orchestra.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
Vocal — " Three for Jack," by Greek Fifth week of " The Inside of the
Evans, baritone.
Feature
Lean.— Chickens — Douglas Mac- California Theatre —
Overture — Events
" Marche
Slav." Gaumont
— From
VocalEnsemble.
— " Broadway Hits," by Rialto Current
and Kinograms.
Comedy — A .Night at the Show — Organ — " Dreamy Paradise."
Charles Chaplin Revival.
Scenic —Cup."
Way Up Yonder — Prizma.
Organ Solo — " Voix Celeste," played Special— Musical number presented
with a local cast and elaborateby John Priest.
Next Week — The Plaything of
Broadway — Justine Johnstone.
Feature ly— staged.
Billions — Nazimova.
Next Week— The Nut.
Criterion Theatre —
" Buried Treasure " in its fourth
week.
ba Theat
Super
Current
Eventsre —— International
News.
LOS ANGELES
Comedy — Vamps and Scamps — Universal.
Feature— The Mad Marriage— CarMission Theatre —
mel Myers.
Overture
— " Zampa."
Next Week — If Only Jim.
Current Events
— Fox News.
"three
Lying columns,
Lips " display,
by the eleven
Riroliinches
theatrebt/
Comedy
—
Made
in
the
Kitchen
—
Sennett.
of Baltimore
Tally's TheatreOverture — " Raymond."

Motion
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Picture

News

Prologue — (Seven people) in
Famous Beauties of the
World,"
in conjunction with the
feature picture.
Feature — Lying Lips.
Overture
—
a.
"
Polish
Dance,"
b.
" Ohio."
BEGINNING TODAY
Next Week — Mamma's Affair.
Feature — The Passionate Pilgrim.
Spring Carnival Ufe<?k
Intermission — "Wang, Wang Third
New Royal
—
Week ofTheatre
The Kid.
CHARLES
Next Week— Mid-Channel.
Coming
While. Feature — What's Worth New Twelfth Street Theatre —
RAY
Feature
Trap.— Love, Honor and BeBarbee's
Loop —
Blues."Weekly.
have.
Universal
Two-reel Western — The Death
H^OLD
Pathe Topics of the Day.
Overture — Selections from " Irene." Next Week — Chickens.
Prcfcigw*Qnldhood Payi'an) TM Natur* HOLE"
fcwifftl Eurf curt Boy
4H VithSWIMMIN'
Comedy — Torchy's Double Trump.
^ BUSTER KEATON
Prologue — Secret of Buddha.
Liberty Theatre —selections com=5
^ "THE FunSCARECROW'
on the Farm
Feature — Priscilla Dean in "Out- Overture — Special
America —News.
Universal
posed by Frederick J. Curth,
= Duet from_
~~
director of the Liberty symphR
side
the
Law."
National.
•CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA' S_ Feature — Dinty — First
Coming
Feature
—
The
Small
Town
E
NVin the Dark.
Idol.
ony orchestra.
AE
Voice
Bell. 1,J2k»
Dorothy Hovel
Robert
7ar>or hto>. 5=> Next Week — D
News — Pathe.
Rialto
Theatre
—
Feature
—
The Devil.
Pantheon
Theatre
—
FamedMEISTERSINGER"
Mark Strand Orchestra '■— ' Current Events — Pathe News.
Cartoon — -The Rum House.
Next Week— The Furnace.
Ralph Soule .Tenor Mark Strand M . Novelty — Topics of the Day — Pantheon Topics of the Day.
"I fear You Calling Ife'/wrf Male Quartette
Pathe.
Overture — " The Barber of Seville." Doric Theatre —
Overture — Selections from "The
Comedy
— Back from the Front- Comedy — The Dog Doctor.
Christie.
Greenwich
Follies Sandor
of 1920,"
by
BEGINNING MONDAY MABCH Ql
Doric
orchestra,
Kish,
Specialty
—
Tom
Brown's
Saxophone
Feature — Beau Revel — Paramount.
Sextette.
director.
CHARLIE. _ -6*CTSOFjov-__^i,waaaai||||Brl
CHAPLIN *»' THE KIT?
Rivoli Theatre —
L^Wfcn—
Feature — Ethel Clayton in " The Organ Solo — " Concert Overture,"
Double column seven-inch ad for " The Overture — " Light Cavalry.
by Hollins, played by P. F.
Price of Possession."
Old Brooklyn
Swimmin' Mark
Bole" Strand
sponsored
by the
Stevens.
theatre
Comed> — Buster Keaton in The
Scarecrow.
Tivoli Theatre —
Feature — Eyes of the Heart.
Feature — The Kid — Charles Chaplin.
DETROIT
Comedy — My Country Cousin— Edgar Series — Goldwyn.
Scenic — Blasting King Blizzard.
Broadway Strand —
Orchestra — Selections from "II
Overture — Events
" II Pagliacci."
Trovatore " and " Misery Rag."
Current
— International
Vocal — William F. Myers sings
News, introducing inaugural
aria " Possente " from " The
ceremonies at Washington and
followed by patriotic tableau.
Magic Flute " and "The Big
Novelty—"
Next Bass
WeekViol."
— Same bill.
tures. If," Prizma colored picRialto Theatre —
Vocal—
"Kiss Me Again," Ruth
setting.
Current Events — From all releases.
Kellogg Waite with special
Cartoon — Gumps release.
Comedy — Mixed Bedrooms — EduComedy
cational.
ton. — Moonshine Lloyd HamilOrchestra — " Isobel " and Kafka's
Prologue — Bubble ballet with
Norma Wasser and special
" Hunting Scene."
settings.
Organ — Popular numbers.
Murray.
Feature — Isobel or the Trail's End
Feature — The Gilded Lady — Mae
— House Peters. Given with
(WUMAN'S SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA MISHA GUTEBSON-,. CONDUCTOR
a special prologue and the
March Exit—" Aida," J. Remington
, " MENPY MURTAGH AT THE. MIGHTY VOICED WUBLIT2EH .
screening of an appropriate
organist.
Prizma scenic.
This is Sid Orauman's display for the premiere shoving of " What's Worth NextWelch,
Week — the same.
Wliile." In size five columns by eight inches
Next Week — Same bill.
Frolic Theatre —
Current Events — Fox News.
While. Feature — What's Worth Washington —
Coming
Comedy — Vamps and Scamps — Cartoon — Dr. Killjoy — Mutt and
Overture —Events
" Zampa."
Current
— Fox News.
Universal.
Jeff— Fox.
Central Park —
Comedy — The Blizzard.
Feature — Society Secrets — Univer- Comedy
— The Jockey — Fox.
Overture — " Gems
from Grand Educational
— The Great American
sal.
Feature — Mamma's
Yawn.
stance Talmadge. Affair — Con- Universal Weekly.
Next Week — Colorado.
Soloist — Babv Coyne.
Vocal — " Sweethearts ' ' and " In Central Park Topics of the Day.
Feature—
Killjoy.The U. P. Trail.
Old Manila." Duet by Harry
SEATTLE
Comedv
— Mutt and Jeff in Doctor
e
ue
.
ur
el
og
Harper and Margaret Freer.
at
ob
ol
— —Is
Fe
Pr
Next Week — Nomads of the North. Coming
Feature
— The Price of
"
Opera.
Liberty Theatre —
Possession.
CHICAGO
Overture — " Stephanie."
Current Events — From all releases.
Ziegfeld Digest.
Theatre —
Literary
Comedy — The Baby.
Feature
—
Hush,
Tivoli Theatre —
Scenic — Lost a Yodel.
Kimball Young.featuring^ Clara
Feature — The Fighting Schoolmas- Overture — " Poet and Peasant."
Comedy — Her Nature Dance.
Topical Events.
ter— Famous Players.
Literary Digest.
Next Week— The Killer.
Coming Feature — Douglas FairClemmer Theatre —
banks in " The Nut."
Organ Solo — "My Wild Irish
Overture — " Serenade " and "VeneRandolph
Rose," by Jesse Crawford.
The
Inside ofTheatre
the Cup.—
Scenic — "Scenes of Italy" Musical
tian
Love
Song."
accompaniment, a medley of Comedy— Torchy's Double Trump.
Current Events — Fox News.
Coming Feature — Forbidden Fruit.
Neapolitan airs.
Comedy — The Haunted House.
Novelty
—
Topics
of
the
Day
—
Specialty
—
Brahm's
Ladies'
QuarKANSAS CITY
Pathe.
tette singing " Barcarolle."
Feature — The Greater Claim — Alice Feature — George
Beban in " One
Newman Theatre —
Man —inGeorge
a Million."
Next Week— The Nut.
Specialty
Beban in person. Overture — " Marche-Slad," by
In
his
famous
Dramatic
Playlet,
'. Sharpe- Minor- IV Carlos Ds
Newman concert orchestra, Leo
Strand Theatre —
V-hi (uif n.\ w^i, California until vow Ha..- ^ Mirey^,
F. Forbstein conducting.
Sign
of
the
Rose."
Overture — Selections from " Mile. Comic" The
Cartoon.
Current Events — Newman News
e."nts
Mod
and Views.
Highly
original
display
for by" The
t istEve
Woodlawn Theatre —
Curren
— Kinograms.
Woman theatre,
in
His House
" used
the
Vocal — (Number to be selected), Mission
Los Angeles.
In size
Comedy — Mind Your Business.
Woodlawn
Grand
Organ
—
"
Bright
bv
Mrs.
Edna
Showalter.
the ad uas four columns by ten inchest
Scenic — Frivolous Fiji.
Vocal—
man.Solos by Maurice FriedFeature — The Inside of the Cup —
Famous Players. Second week.
Next W eek — The Devil.
Wintergarden Theatre —
Overture — Gems from operas.
Current Events — Fox News.
Special — Lady Francis Hope (May
Yohe) rendering selections.
Feature — line
A Frederick.
Slave of Vanity — PauNext— The Nut.

Eyes."

Woodlavvn Pictorial Review.
Woodlawn
Comedy Playlet — Paint
and Powder.
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Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in Dr. Kill

Next Week — Godless Men.
Madison —
Overture — " William Tell."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Educational — Scenic with Musical
accompaniment by orchestra
horn quartet.
Vocal — Lillian Crossman singing
"Rusticana.
Ave Maria " from Cavalleria
Feature — The Nut — Douglas Fairbanks.
Comedy — Edgar's Feast Day.
Next Week — Lying Lips.
Adams —
Overture — " Orpheus."
Current Events — Free Press WeekVocal — Emmons and Covin.
Feature — Mamma's Affair — Constance Talmadge.
Comedy — Buster Keaton in The
Scarecrow.
Next Week — Charles Ray in The
Old Swimmin' Hole.
MINNEAPOLIS
New Garrick —
Vocal — International Male Quartette singing " Love's Old
Sweet Alaskan
Song."
Special
stage setting.
Back drop shows Alaskan village with Northern lights playing in sky. Singers costumed
in dress typical of North.
Feature— The North Wind's Malice
— Rex Beach, with Vera Gordon and Tom Santschi.
Special — Grayce
bone soloists.M. Brewer, TromNews Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — Chester Comedy.
Organ Solo played by Frederic
Egener.
Next Week — Lionel Barrymore in
The Great Adventure.
Strand —
Feature — The Truth About
bands.
HusComedy — The Best Girl -A Rolin
Comedy.
Cartoon — The
Gumps in The
Masked Ball.
Weekly — International News —
Harding's
local events. Inauguration and
Next Week — Split week, first half,
Will Rogers in Honest Hutch,
second half, Wanda Hawley in
The Outside Woman.
PITTSBURGH
Olympic Theatre —
Overture — Selections from the " Mikado."
Feature
— Paying the Piper.
Current Events — Pathe & Kinograms.
Novelty — Arabian Pottery.
Comedy — Paint & Powder.
Next Week— Beau Revel.
Blackstone TheatreOverture—" Mamselle Modiste."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Novelty — Prizma, The Orange.
Feature — Brewster's Millions.
Next Week —
Grand Theatre —
Current Events — Grand News
- Weekly.
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — Passion.
Comedy — Three of a Kind.
Next Week— What's Worth While.
Liberty Theatre —
Current Events — International.
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — Passion.

BLEND OF 1RVIN S. COBB
STORY HUMOR AND OP
ILL ROGERS'
ACTING
HUMOR
MAKE THIS
THE
PERFECT SCREEN COMEDY.Goldwyn presents
WILL
ROGERS
• WILL in BE BOYS
BOYS
By
S. Cobb
DirectedIrvin
by Clgjeiice
Badger »
A GOLDWSN PICTURE
ADDED FUN FEATURE:
■ WOMAN" w"

Five

columns by eight-inch
for theatre,
the initial
of " Boys Will Be Boys "
by the display
California
LosrunAngeles
cert Orchestra, Enrico Leide,
Comedy — Adam and Eve.
director.
Next Week — Forbidden Fruit.
Howard News and Views — Edited
Regent Events
Theatre
—
Current
— Pathe
News.
by management,
cial Irish views. with some speFeature — Brewster's Millions.
Solo
—
Loisa
Patterson, singing an
Comedy — Torchy's Double Triumph.
Next Week— 19 and Phyllis.
aria from " La Boheme."
Comedy — To be selected.
Savoy
Theatre
—
Musical
Prologue — Played on harps
Current
News. Events — International
eight Irish harps, three Italian
harps, played by members of
Feature — Cheaters Reformed.
Atlanta
Harp Club — -Irish folkComedy
— Torchy's
songs selected.
Next Week
— Two Double
Moons Triumph.
and The
Haunted House.
Feature — Tom Moore in " Hold
Your Horses " — Goldwyn.
Lyceum Theatre
—Loews News Organ Solo — " My Ireland," played
Current
Events—
Weekly.
by Edgar Sawtelle.
Novelty — Sheriffs Dilemma.
Overture — -Rialto orchestra.
Feature — The Star Rover.
Rialto—
Travel
Pictures —
Next Week— The Offshore Pirate. Burlingham
Wild Wales.
Columbia Theatre —
Comedy
—
Fox
Sunshine
Comedy,
Feature— The Kid and If Only Jim.
" The Simp."
Cameraphone Theatre —
Feature — Mae Murray and David
Current Events — Kinograms.
Powell in " Idols of Clay."
Novelty — Prizma.
Mond..
Tues., and Wednes.
Forsyth
Selznick —News.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Feature — Wanda Hawley in " The
Outside
THIS WEEK
Thurs.,
Fri., Woman
and Sat. " — Realart.
Selznick News.
VIOLA
Fox band.
Comedy — Watch Your HusFeature — Justine Johnstone in
DANA
SLPPORTLD b\
" Playthings of Broadway."
Jack Mulhall
CLEVELAND

The Offshore Pirate'

Here
one for by" The
Pirate,"
elevenis inches
threeOffshore
columns,
used
by the New theatre, Baltimore
Feature — Outside the Law.
Next Week — His Own Law.
ATLANTA
Howard —— Special arrangement of
Overture
Irish melodies. Howard Con-

Overture — Selections from
e—
Marietta."
Stat"Naughty
Theme
— Popular jazz selections.
Specialty — Polonaise Di Concertante " rendered as a 'cello solo
by Mr. Schoen — also song, "The
Shadows
Are Falling," rendered by Educational.
Scenic — Arabian Pottery Makers —
Pathe.
Feature
Brewster's Millions — Roscoe — Arbuckle.
Next Week — Prisoners of Love.

Comedy
— Edgar's
Country Cousin
— Edgar
Comedy.
Feature
Couldn't Help
Bebe— She
Daniels.
Joy.
Next Week — The Concert.

It —

Overture
Suppe's Light Cavalry.
Theme — —Sympathy.
EuclidCurrent Events — Pathe Special InNo. 19. augural Pictures — Pathe News
Scenic — On the Trek — Prizma color
Feature
— Forbidden Fruit — Second
picture.
week.
Next tinued,
Week —toForbidden
Fruit,
be followed
by conThe ■
Gilded Lily — Mae Murray.

Overture — Popular Song Revue
compiled by Musical Director
Homer Walters.
rk
Pa
Theme -— The Song of the Soul.
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy
— Torchy Mixes In — Johnny
Hines.
Feature — The Song of the Soul —
Vivian Martin.
NextHawley.
Week — The Snob — Wanda
Overture — Fiddlers
Three.
Alhambra
—
Theme — -Sympathy.
Current
-Loew's Up -to Date Events
News —Events.
Scenic — If — Prizma.
Feature — A Full House, with Bryant Washburn and Lois Wilson.

BRYANT
WASHBURN
'AN AMATEUR

NowBIG
Playirfg...

Tlie bitai-

DOUBLE
BILL

■ moAAkd lih. is&ut
VIL9iok-^
y<jumqlrsar\--tuAat it DE
luf&d
„
II
1I'm

LOVE
HONOR
^'

•*

*

Mack Sennett's
Screaming Five-Reel
Super-Comedy
Wifies,
and
BEHAVE
LOVE,
HONOR
Hobbies,

It How
ShowsWtochoose
You-Um'era
It Shows Yonfind
' How
'em'em'em
Hon to ros* 'cm
vamp
HowWhentototo hurt
damp
tfaer
How
knock roam—
'en
Where
totreatmeetwife'em 'en
Howfromto your
Where
to
trust
How
to
brlnjr
the'en
wanderer
home
Stillman
—
Overture — " Poet and Peasant."
Hot to hide 'em
Themes — Aria from " La Forsa del
jar Id"Love,
fif.— humor
and bride.
obey is for the
blushing
Destino," by Verdi. " Knit,
Love,
honor
and
behave,
for the
Knit,
Knit," " Love
from Me,"
"Jackby
O'Lantern.
STOPS TOMORROW,
bridegroom
at her side" MIBHITE
Zamenick.
Twelve
inch
by
double
column
display
Specialty
musical
Flute and
violinnumber
trio. — 'Cello, on " Love, Honor and Behave/' by the
Palace
theatre,
Wichita,
Kansas
Current Events — Kinograms.
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Next Week — Brewster's Millions.
Arcadia
Same
as —last week.
Metropolitan —
Next Week — Same.
Theme — Liszt's " Liebestraum."
Overture — Omitted because of
Victoria— —The Kid — Chaplin.
length of feature.
Feature
Current Events — Selznick News.
Scenic — Along the Moonbeam Trail.
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Current Events — Select News.
Comedy — Make It Snappy — Snub Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Pollard.
Next Week— The Price of ReFeature — The Woman in His House
demption— Metro.
—Mildred Harris.
Next Week— Not Guilty.
Palace —— The Kid — Chaplin.
Feature
Strand —
Scenic — Along the Moonbeam Trail.
Current Events — Ford Weekly.
Current Events — Select News.
Comedy — Make It Snappy — Snub Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Pollard.
Next Week — Nomads of the North.
Feature — The Woman in His
House.
Feature
Capitol— —Heliotrope.
Next Week— Not Guilty.
Comedy — High and Dry.
Knickerbocker —
ShortEducational.
Subject — Voices of the Sea —
Overture —
Theme —
Current Events — Select News.
Current Events —
Next Week — The Stealers.
ComedyFeature — Big Happiness.
Feature
— The Education of ElizaNext Week —
Regent
beth.—
Comedy — His Bitter Half.
CINCINNATI
Cartoon — Dr. Kill Joy.
Next Week— Are All Men AlikeMetro.
Walnut —
Overture — Evolution of " Yankee
BUFFALO
." nts — Pathe 20.
DootdleEve
Curren
Literary Digest — 96.
Comedy — Back From the Front — Shea's Hippodrome —
Christie.
— Chopin.
Overture
— " Nocturne in E Flat "
Feature — The Jucklins.
Stage Setting — A silhouette musical
Next Week — The Charm School.
of the symphony orchestra
Strand —
playing behind a white sheet.
Current Events — Pathe 21.
Vocal — " Songs of Araby," sung by
Comedy — Moonshine — Mermaid.
Sudworth
Frasier, concert
Feature — Billions.
tenor.
Next Week — Peaceful Valley.
Feature — The Frontier of the Stars
— Mack Sennett.
GiftsCurrent Events — Fox 87.
Current
Events — Hippodrome ReSunshine Comedy.
view, made up of selections
e
from
the various weekly news
th
g
ur
Feat — Lyin Lips — Four week.
services, Topics of the Day and
Next Week — Love Light.
a hand-colored scenic.
Palace —
Next Week— The Nut— Douglas
Current Events — Kinograms.
Fairbanks.
Literary Digest 96.
Feature — Pleasure Seekers.
Shea's Criterion —
Next Week — Unseen Forces.
Overture — " The Bat "—Strauss.
Stage Setting — Aboard the Yacht,
a maritime picture.
PHILADELPHIA
Vocal — Quartette selections.
Feature — Brewster's Millions —
" Fatty " Arbuckle.
Stanley —
Comedy
— Paint and Powder — Hal
Current Events — Pathe News.
Roach.
Comedy — The Toonerville Follies — Current Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Betzwood.
What's Worth While
Lois Weber.
Vocal
Selections — Henri Scott, Next■— Week—
soloist.
Short Subject — Hides Go Seek — Mark-Strand —
Educational.
Overture — "Events
Zampa — " Latest
— Harold. Pathe
Prologue — Fashion show elaborately Current
News.
staged show entitled " The
— Curtain — Katherine MacWoman
of Today,"Musical
staged acby Feature
Donald.
Gimbel Brothers.
— Torchy's Millions —
cert orchestra. companiment byStanley Con- Comedy
Johnny Hines.
NextTomWeekMix.
— The Road Demon —
Feature — Polly With a Past.
Next Week — Earthbound — Goldwyn.
Feature
—— Out of the Chorus — Alice
Palace
Stanton —
Brady.
Overture — "The Village Orchestra"
■— Gaunt — played by Stanton
Symphony Orchestra led by AlBROOKLYN
bert F. Wayne.
Topical Review — Selections from
Fox News, Select News, Topics Mark-Strand Theatre —
of the Day.
Overture — Strand Symphony OrComedy — Ladies Pet.
chestra— Alois Reiser, conductor.
Feature — Peaceful Valley — Charles
Ray.
Dance
— " La Rogge,
Coquette."danseuse, in
Florence
Scenic — Pathe Review No. 94.
wood cut scene in interpretive
Vocal selections by Emily Stokes
folkdance before scrim with
Hagar.
dull lights playing through
Next Week — The Passionate Pilclouds and making every movegrim— Cosmopolitan.

Motion

Picture

News

ment definite.
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Vocal Duet from Mascagni's " Cavalleria Rusticana." Dorothy
Bell, soprano, and Robert
Howell, tenor, in costume singlish. ing operatic number in EugBoy.
Scenic Post Nature — My Barefoot

West End Lyric —
Sametral.program as New Grand Cen-

Prologue to Feature.
Country stream with water wheel
revolving beneath old mill. Real
water turns the giant wheel
while Mark Strand Quartette
in bathing suits in still water
sing boy melodies.
Feature — Charles Ray in The Old
Swimmin' Hole.
Vocal— —Marshall.
" I Hear You Calling Me "

Feature — The Highest Bidder —
Madge Kennedy.
graphs.
Comedy — Sunshine.
Loew's King Theatre —
Five acts of vaudeville.
Feature—
Blanch Sweet in The Girl
ley.
Montana.

Ralph Soule, tenor.
Comedy
— Buster Keaton in The
Scarecrow.
Organ
Solo — " Fanfare
in A
Major " — Shelley.
Edward Napier and John Hammond, organists.
Next Week — Katherine MacDonald
in My Lady's Latchkey and
Mack
Sennett's Love, Honor
and Behave.
WASHINGTON
Crandall's Metropolitan —
Overture — " Mireille."
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — None.
Feature
— The Scoffer — First National.
NextMetro.
Week — The Greater Claim —
Loew's Columbia —
Feature — The Gilded Lily — Paramount, continued.
Loew's Palace —
Overture — Gems from Well known
Operas.Events — Pathe News —
Current
Topics of the Day.
Comedy
— Bungalow Troubles —
Sennett.
Feature
— The Price of Possession
— Paramount.
Nexttists.
Week— The Nut— United ArMoore's Garden —
Feature
— The Passionate Pilgrim —
Paramount.
Moore's Rialto —
Overture — " Home Sweet Home the

Del Monte Theatre —
Overture— Babes in Toyland.
Current
Pathe. Occurrences — Fox and
Scenic.
Topical — Literary Digest Para-

Criterion Theatre —
Overture — Popular selections medViews — Literary Digest.
RecentFox. Importances — Pathe and
Feature — The Branding Iron.
Feature 2 — All Souls' Eve.
Feature
Youth.3— Conrad in Quest of His
Feature 4— The Silver Lining.
ST. PAUL
Capitol
—
A — CapitolTheatre
Symphony
Orchestra —
Overture
to "Zampa," Louis
Herold.
B — Capital Digest — Includes Current Events, Pathe and International News. Goldfish, Pathecolor.
C — Thrills — Kineto Review.
D — Katherine Stang — Violiniste. 1.
" Serenade Espagnole," Chaminade-Kreisler. 2. "When You
and I Were Young, Maggie " —
Johnson-Butterfield.
E— Felix, the Gay Dog— Pat Sullivan.
F — Herbert L. Waterous — " The
Lost Chord,"
Sullivan.
G — Thomas
H. Ince's
Lying Lips,
with House Peters and Florence Vidor.
H — Ralph H. Brigham — Opera melham. odies, arranged by Mr. BrigI— Organ Recital — E. J. Dunstedter. 1. " Pomp and Circumstance," Elgar. 2. " Minute
Waltz" (op. 64, No. 1 ) —
Chopin. 3. Popular Selections,
including " Nightingale."
MINNEAPOLIS

Current
WorldEvents—
Over." Fox News.
Comedy
— Scrappily Married —
Christie.
Feature — Officer 666 — Goldwyn.
Next Week — The Concert — Gold-

State Theatre —
Overture
The von
Beautiful
thea —" — " Franz
Suppe. Gala" Saxaphone Sobs."
State
DigestFalls,
— Pa.— Pathe.
Bushkill
Arabian Pottery — Pathecolor.
wyn.
Current Eventsternational
— News.Pathe and InST. LOUIS
Where Poppies Bloom — Prizma.
" A Little Bit of Jazz Supreme."
Missouri Theatre —
"Pallma
Wang and
Wang
His Blues."
Band Supreme.
Overture — Popular jazz melodies.
Missouri News and Views — Se- Ladies Pets — A Chester Comedy
lected from leading weeklies.
with "Snookie " the Humaneze.
Presentation
— By Missouri ballet The Oscard Dancers —
and vocalists.
Dorothy Lane and George KidFeature — Bebe Daniels in Dutfks
don in " Columbine and Harleand Drakes.
Tom
Moore — Hold Your Horses.
Comedy
—
Chaplin
revival
—
-The
Pawn Shop.
State
Program
continued week of
March
6.
New Grand Central Theatre —
Overture
— "— Robisperre."
Organaman
— " War
March " from " Na" — Costa.
Paragraphs
Literary Digest.
News Events — Pathe.
Organ Recital — Leonard Leigh.
Prologue — Adapted from Passion.
" A Japanese Sunset " — Deppen.
Feature — Passion.
— Victorfrom
Herbert.
Selection
" Her Regiment "
Comedy — Mack Sennett.
quin."
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"Lying Lips" Gets Big
Campaign at Los Angeles
" Lying Lips " received a full fledged
exploitation campaign during its recent
snowing at the Symphony theatre, Los
Angeles.
Manager H. S. Massey and Clem Pope I
and Larry W eingardner for Associated ■ 1
Producers put over many novelty stunts
and secured a number of effective window

This shows one of the co-operative window displays secured for the shozving of "Lying
Lips" at the Symphony theatre, Los Angeles

display tie-ups among which is the one
shown in the accompanying illustration.
Also for several days prior to the opening and continuing for every evening during the first week of the run, a big screen
hung from the third story windows of
the Broadway building immediately opposite the Los Angeles Examiner branch
office, while screen and a projection equipment was maintained by the newspaper
to show election returns, was used to show
motion pictures of Thomas H. Ince reading the Los Angeles Examiner at his
breakfast table followed by the trailer of
100 feet showing interesting scenes from
the Ince production.

Brouse Gets Newspaper
Aid for Comedy
Showing

Albright Pulls Another
Exploitation Novelty

On Washington's Birthday thousands
of cards were handed out which bore the
statement :

Harry Brouse, proprietor of the Imperial theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, hooked
up with The Ottawa Journal for a newspaper boost of the Toonerville Trolley
comedy which was presented at the Imperial during the week of March 7. Arrangements were made with the newspaper for the publication of a trailer advertisement for the theatre immediately
below the Fontaine Fox cartoon which
has been appearing regularly in The Journal. The advertising display of the -theatre measured 35 lines by three columns,
this " ad " appearing directly under the
current
cartoon of the Fox series.

On the opposite page is shown a cut of
the lobby display which H. A. Albright,
manager of the American theatre, Butte,

George Washington's Birthday. Washnever told a lie. " Lying Lips " at
the NewingtonSymphony.

"Fontaine Fox's cartoon brought to life "
was the top line of the theatre display
and this was followed by an announcement that the comedy picture, " The Skipper's Treasure Garden," would be shown
at the Imperial during the following week
along
Beds," starring
Mrs. with
Carter" Twin
DeHaven.
Because Mr.
of and
the

of " 813."
the showing
for title
designed
Mont.,figures
The
of the
of the production
were used in seventy-five conspicuous
places about the theatre. One of the number was on the proscenium opening curtains. The letters on this curtain were
eight feet high, cut from white sign cloth,
outlined in red and pinned to the plush
drapes.
The series of signs served as a reminder
ad having' the advantage of following a
slide series which afforded room for explanation of the film and a sales talk.
The lobby display shown was productive also of excellent advertising results.

Uses

Anti-Censorship Material on Calendar

Another sample of a monthly advertising calendar arrives from the Idylhour
theatre of Greeley, Neb.
Besides advertising the various bills,
the calendar was utilized for the reprinting of anti-censorship material recently
published in the News. The Idylhour ran
the copy around the four sides of the
calendar proper dividing the different articles by dashes.

nature of this programme, Manager
Brouse called it a " Fun Week."
Simple But Effective
Lobby Display for
" Isobel "
Here is another artistic lobby display
by E. R. Rogers, manager of the Rialto
theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mr. Rogers display for " Isobel " was
simple of construction and brought big
returns for the amount of investment.
The entire lobby floor was covered with
about four inches of white sand and the
side walls were banked with real trees
that had been dipped in white alabastine.
Blue lights were used overhead and three
big purple spots artistically located made
a great contrast with the blue flood.

Here is the way E. R. Rogers, manager of the Rialto theatre, Cliattanooga, Tenn., decorated
his lobby for the run of "Isobel, or the Trail's End." Story appears on this page
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Goldmans

Campaign

Ohio

Theatre Uses Artistic Lobby Decorations
As an example of artistic lobby decoration, the front of the Ohio theatre, as it

for

" Chickens"
HICKENS," has been the subI
1 ject of an unusual bit of exploitation on the part of Director William Goldman of the Missouri theatre,
St. Louis, Mo. It was a bit of publicity
which did not exceed the bounds of exhibitor's propriety and which left a satisfied feeling with the hundreds of patrons.

appeared during the run of " The Inside
of the Cup," furnished a model for fellow
exhibitors. According to Oscar A. Kantner, Paramount exploitation representative at Indianapolis, who assisted in the
designing, the display created such a favorable impression that several of the
local newspapers made it the feature of a
special news story, obtaining publicity for
the picture that would have been very
costly had it been ordered at advertising
rates.

To begin with a large mailing list was
notified that " Chickens were Scratching
at the Missouri theatre " and that every
one would " be laying to see the next
week's program."
Then from each of the seventeen theatres which comprise the Famous Players
Missouri Corporation's local string and
which are under the managership of Mr.
Goldman, were distributed a total of 25,000 cards. Each card measured about
five by four inches and contained two narrow slits in the center permitting the inserting of a white feather. The card bore
the following inscription :
" Douglas MacLean
Will Tickle You to Death
With ' Chickens'
At the Missouri Theatre

A combination of panel work and cutouts featured the display which covered
the panels on both sides of the entrance
with a horizontal strip running across the
top of the entrance and joining the two
together. With the artificial lights of the
day.
canopy shining down this display was just
as effective at night time as during the

" Chicken " ballyhoo stunt by the Missouri
theatre, St. Louis

The Entire Week of February 27."
This part of the stunt created a prevalence of good-will in that it was easily
discernable that money had been spent to
advertise the production to the satisfaction of all who read the cards. A psychological coup !
The rest of the exploitation consisted
in hiring a man attired in a large chanticleer dummy to parade the down-town
streets of the city for the week preceding
and the week of the showing. The walker
bore a sign advertising the picture and
created much interest among the daily
crowds.

Ogden Exhibitor Builds
Lobby Display
Utilizing a large corner of his lobby
Manager H. W. Perry of the Ogden theatre, Ogden, Utah, erected a small garden
with a rustic picket fence around it, while
pumpkins, squash, potatoes, carrots, stalks
of corn and other vegetables were shown
as advertisement for Charles Ray in
" Peaceful Valley." On the day of the
show Manager Perry moved the fence
and garden to the front of the theatre,
where he used a large cut out of Ray as
a background with the corn stalks at each
side in the enclosed garden. The effect
produced occasioned much comment.

All the figures on the decorations were
hand painted. The design on the panels
at the two sides showed an inverted cup
emptying its contents of human figures
into the cauldron of life. The horizontal
strip at the top of the lobby carried the
title : " Winston Churchill's ' The Inside
of the Cup,' a Paramount Picture."
Above this were painted cut-outs of
figures from the productions and two overturned cups resting on the surface of the
supposedly solid support, showing " The
Inside
the Cup."
This ofunique
design was supplemented
by panel displays at both sides of the box
offices and in the interior of the lobby
completing what was declared to have
been one of the most original as well as
pleasing lobby displays ever seen in Indianapolis.
Below is a cut showing the Ohio's
display as described above.

The Inside of the Cup " lobby display originated by the Ohio theatre, Indianapolis
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Here is a window display used by Ole Nelson, manager of the Majestic theatre, Grand
Junction. Col., to advertise his recent showing of " Dinty "
Deardourff

Pulls

New

Stunt

" A Small Town Idol " Given Great
Publicity at Sigma Theatre, Lima, O.
C. DEARDOURFF, manager of
the Sigma theatre, Lima, Ohio,
C.
Town Idol "
gave
" The Small
such in
extensive
publicity campaign,
during the week of February 20, that a
new record for the house was established.
Deardourff s first move was a tie-up
with the retail merchants of Lima, and
with the Lima Daily News, the leading
newspaper of the town, which took the
form of a two-page spread issued on Sunday, February 20, the day on which the
picture opened its engagement. A misspelled word idea, with free tickets given
to those who presented the corrected advertisements to the Lima Daily News,
brought out a crowd that blockaded the
entrance to the newspaper offices. An extensive billboard campaign was also used,
with 200 tack and window cards, 100 onesheets, 7 24-sheets and big newspaper advertising space
On Saturday preceding the opening of

Deardourff put
" The Small Town Idol
out a street car, a facsimile of which is
here reproduced. The car ran over all the
different chimes,
lines of inside
the city.
Deagon "
electric
the Big
car," furnished
music along the way, and brought people
out from their houses to see what was
happening.
While the car was traversing
the streets, two young men were busy tieing " Small Town Idol " cards on all maLima. chines parked in the business section of

Picture

Exploitation Balloons
Used at St. Louis
St. Louisans were introduced last Friday to another successful method of
motion picture house exploitation when the
management of Loew's new Kings theatre, Kingshighway and Delmar avenue,
St. Louis, celebrated the removal of their
interests from the down-town location of
the Garrick theatre to their new premises
in the residential district. The recent
negotiations conducted by Marcus Loew
with the Missouri Corporation of Famous
Players resulted in his assuming a tenyear lease on the Kings theatre, and it was
in honor of the grand opening on February 27 that the balloon stunt was held during the preceding week.
In the various local newspapers were
run lengthy advertisements announcing the
fact that 1,000 toy balloons would be released from the tallest down-town office
building on the date designated. Fach balloon would be filled with a proportion of
gas and air so as to make the descent almost immediate upon their release from
the building's roof. To each balloon, it
was announced, would be tied a pair of
orchestra tickets good on any night during opening week.
When the noon hour of the day named
arrived, there were approximately 10,000
persons in the streets in and near the
designated building. Traffic was so jammed that it required the combined efforts
of an entire platoon of traffic officers to
allay the congestion. And the rush after
the freed balloons was greater than that of
a hungry mob after bread. The fact that
traffic was so congested for almost an
hour was a subject of news value to the
newspapers and in all several columns of
free advertising was obtained. One of the
best stunts attempted in St. Louis, was the
verdict of old showmen.

A big display of cut-outs was used on
the marquee, showing the race scene of
the picture, with the track, the fences surrounding the track, and with cut-outs of
Ben Turpin leading the race. Around
the marquee, cut-out heads of Ben Turpin
and Charley Murray danced in the
breezes.
The result of this exploitation was the
biggest Sunday opening in the history of
the Sigma theatre

Showing how C. C. Deardourff , manager of the Sigm-a theatre.

News

Lima, O., put over "A Small Tozvu Idol."

Story appears above
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Working drawing from which the prologueNew
for York,
"The was
Old made.
Swimmin'Story
Hole,"
staged same
by Manager
explaining
appears Joseph
below L. Plunkett of the Mark Strand theatre,

1. Three green
spots.
York Mark Strand
Artistic
"Old
Swimmin'
Hole"
Prologue
Manager Plunkett
of N ew
2. 1,000 Watt green Tungsten.
Stages Another Artistic Presentation Number
3. Beginning of ripple effect on green
lighting
a
blue
and
green
border
was
used
gauze
and indicated by the curved lines
SwimOld
The
"
IN the presentation of
and three green spots on each side, the in rows.
in' Hole " at the New York Markright and left wings. The mill wheel was
Strand theatre, last week, Managing
4. Location of three of the quartette
drop.
revolved
by a hand crank from behind the kneeling behind the last Jack.
t
r
directo Joseph L. Plunket again demonstrates how much an artistic atmos5. tingFourth
member
For the benefit of those who wish all
on a stage
stump. of the quartette sitpheric prologue will do in giving a picture
6. Three green spots.
the details for reproducing Mr. Plunkett's
a good send off. " The Old Swimmin'
prologue, the following explanations of
7. 1,000 Watt green Tungsten.
Hole " prologue was an exact reproduction of the swimming hole scene in the the numbers appearing on the line cut
The balance of working drawing instructions are available direct from the cut.
picture, old mill with revolving wheel in
working plan are made.
the background, water rippling on its
way to the sea, bovs in swimming and a
fisherman sitting on the bank, the work
of a master of stage craft and a rare exhibition of skillful showmanship.
From the accompanying cuts one showing a photograph of the prologue as seen
from the house, the other giving the working plan for staging the scene, Mr. Plunkett's prologue and how it was staged is
made available to the trade through the
kindness of the Mark Strand management
and the co-operation of the theatre staff.
The "erman
boys
" in members
swimming ofandthethe Mark
fishare the
Strand male quartet.
A ripple effect played on the bathers'
bodies by means of a spotlight in the
flies as they threw rice at each other, givMng the appearance of playfully splashing
water. As the mill wheel kept revolving
they lent appropriateness by singing "The
Water Mill." A constable then appeared
on the scene. The three submerged completely until he passed out, and when their
heads bobbed out of the water (the green
gauze spread on the stage to hide their
bodies) the whole quartet finished with
" Little Tommy Went a FishinV For the

View of the prologue which Managing Director Jos-eph L. Plunkett of the Mark Strand
theatre, New York, originated for the engagement of " The Old Swimjnin' Hole"
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Illustrating the "So Long Letty" exploitation stunt which G. R. Stewart, manager of the
Casper theatre, Casper, Wyoming, put over as told in the accompanying article

Seattle Exploits "The
Kid " in Novel Way
- .. All Seattle has been amused by the daily
parade, for two weeks, of the comedians,
Henry White, a Charlie Chaplin impersonator, and little John Joy Ross, who takes
off little Jackie Coogan, who appeared in
the title role of " The Kid," at the Liberty
theatre for two weeks.
J. Willis Sayre, advertising manager for
the Jensen-Von Herberg circuit of motion
picture houses, of which the Liberty is
one, who thought of the idea, states that
these two comedians brought more pleasure to the kiddies and even more business
than was anticipated.
White and little John were a near riot
as they went up and down the main
streets, the boy with a placard over his
tiny back advertising the Liberty attraction. White has been impersonating Chaplin for some time and has made an unusual
success at this queer way of making a living. Now little John will help him for a
good many weeks.

this ballyhoo at the LibExploiting
" TheSeattle,
Kid " with
erty theatre,
Story appears on this page

Stewart's Campaign for
"So Long Letty"
G. R. Stewart, resident manager of the
America and Iris theatres, Casper, Wyo.,
has recently put over an intensive exploitation campaign in the interests of " So
Mr. Letty."
Stewart started off by the use of a
Long
small sticker with " So Long Letty " printed on it that was plastered to automobile
windshields and other available places.
This teaser campaign was used with discretion, and in consequence taken goodnaturedly. Two days before the showing
postcards with a bathing girl cut and a few
lines telling the nature of the picture were
sent out on a selected mailing list.
Several days before the first showing
Mr. Stewart ran teasers in the newspapers
using a very small " So " and a very large
" Long " and another small " Letty." The
day before the opening the same spaces
were dates.
used with the theatre's name, title
and
One of the novelties which Mr. Stewart used was the placing of fifty signs
reading " So Long Letty " on the books of
newsboys for three days. The boys took
the signs on the understanding that if they
returned them in good condition on the
third day they would be admitted free.
This worked out excellently, as the boys
city.
carried
the signs to school, and all over the

Engages Reader to Recite
Hole"
"Old Swimmin'
Arthur G. Stolte, managinng director
of the Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,
Iowa, adopted a prologue idea for his
Swimmin' Hole "
" The toOldevery
showing
that
shouldof appeal
exhibitor who
plays the picture, whether he be located
in a large or small town.
Mr. Stolte engaged a good dramatic
reader, made him up in the character of
an old Hoosier pipe smoker and had him
give the poem from which the picture
was adapted. An appropriate stage setting for the number was also provided.
As the last words of the poem were
spoken, the titles of the picture were
screened.

Picture
Prologue

News
for

"Black Beauty"
An effective atmospheric prologue for
" Black Beauty " having as its basis the
hunting scenes in the story and picture,
was prepared for the recent showing at
the Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre.
The lights gradually developed over a
pastoral drop, revealing dawn sky effects
with the orchestra providing the proper
incidentals, such as the crowing of cocks
at daylight and the twitter of awakening
birds. As a clock boomed an early morn
ing hour there was a pound of horses
hoofs off stage and a clatter of chains
the snap of whips and the barking of
dogs.
This effective use of effects was fol
lowed up by the appearance of the Strand
Quartette attired in the scarlet huntin
coats, riding breeches and jaunty cap of
the fashionable huntsmen.
Real dogs
tugged at leashes. The huntsmen san
the
quaint
John Peel,"
century
old hunting
ballad ofsong,
the "chase.
Burns

Exploitation

for

" Kismet "
Frank Burns publicity director of the
Phillips theatre, Orlando, Fla., has been
doing" at
things
for the engagement of "Kis
met
the Phillips.
On this page is shown the lobby decora
tions for the showing. Beside the lobby
display the exploitation campaign included
big space in the newspapers, banners all
over town, and window displays.
One tie-up with a book store included
a window full of copies of the novel with
several cut-outs from the production paper is a back ground. Another tie-up effected was with a phonograph shop, which
ing.
furnished a machine and a " Kismet 1
record for use as a specialty number in
the theatre for a week prior to the open-

Frank Burns' lobby decorations for the showing of "Kismet" playing recently oi the Phillips theatre, Orlando, Fla.
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Showing the way " The Devil to Pay " was exploited by
Ralph Winsor, manager of the Star theatre, Portland, Ore.

Albany

Book Store's Feature "Erstwhile Susan" Displays

Reichenbach's
Latest
Stunt
" Outside the Law " Given Thorough
One of the book stores in Albany, N. Y.,
Exploitation Campaign in Windy City
has
this week featured a collection of
The
Priscilla
Dean
Tarn
contest
was
Simple but highly effective exploitation
ideas were used by Harry Reichenbach in augmented by many department store
gowns worn by Constance Binney in
window displays containing models posed
"Erstwhile Susan" in connection with
putting " Outside the Law " over in Chiin the Priscilla Dean Tarn.
original illustrations from several leading
cago. In addition to the " You Are OutThe lobby and entrance display which
side the Law " 24-sheet teaser posters, and
motion picture magazines, as well as
the Priscilla Dean Tarn contest, which
helped to attract patrons to the Loop theautographed photographs of film stars and
have been worked successfully in many
atre consisted of a series of cut-outs of
several original motion picture scenarios.
cities, Reichenbach surprised Chicago
Priscilla Dean, the most striking of which
The exhibit attracted much interest, alwith several novel newspaper advertisewas a six-foot cut-out of Miss Dean's
though Albany exhibitors failed to take
ments and throwaways.
head, mounted over the marquee and recadvantage
of its exploitation possibilities.
The stunt that gave Chicago a laugh
ognizable for several blocks.
was an ad printed in various Chicago papers announcing the coming of " Outside
the Law " and bearing at the bottom, a
half-completed cryptic inscription signed
" Carl Laemmle." Readers were instructed to cut out the ad, soak it for two
minutes in cold water, and then hold it
to the light to read it.
After the reader had gone to this trouble, he didn't find the hieroglyphics any
easier to read, but he did have it impressed up his mind that " Outside the
Law " was opening at Barbee's Loop theatre the following Sunday.
Another stunt, worked by throwaways,
was the printing of thousands "of small
heralds bearing series of incomplete letters on each side, so arranged, that, upon
holding it to the light, the full announcement of " Outside the Law " could easily
be read. More than 20,000 of these were
distributed to Chicago school children.
The now famous Priscilla Dean Tarn
stunt was worked with great success in
Chicago, despite early misgivings on account of the size of the town. Reichenbach sold the idea to the Herald and Examiner, which put a clever newspaper
woman to work, impersonating the Tarn
Girl. The paper carried two-column display stories concerning the exploits of the
Tarn Girl for more than a week. Besides
making her appearance in many prominent Chicago places and stores, she visited
all the leading theatres, including the
Here is a picture of the letters received by the Journal-Transcript of Peoria, III., the writers
chain of moving picture theatres operated
trying for a prize offered in connection with a " key " want ad stunt tie-up with the Madison
by the Ascher Brothers.
theatre, during the showing of " Idols 0 f Clay" and other Paramount pictures

Motion
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Becker
Holds "Dinty
Day" Celebration
When " Dinty " played Charleston, W.
Va., Manager C. G. Becker, of the Virginian theatre, through the co-operation of
the Charleston Daily Mail, the city's leading newspaper, based his exploitation

Illustrating the exploitation which C. G. Becker, manager of the Virginian theatre,
Charlestown, IV. V a., staged for his showing of " Dinty
Used Hush, Instead of
Silence on Young Picture
Dan S. Markowitz, manager of the
Rialto, San Francisco, has discovered a
new silencer for noisy movie patrons.
Tlie time-honored admonition, "Silence"
has lost its force by repetition, Markowitz believes. A different word, answering the same purpose and carrying no offense to the patron, has been used more
effectively. Accordingly, he hung up
about ten new signs bearing the word
" Hush " instead of " Silence " in conspicuous positions on the walls of the
Rialto. The}' were lit up from behind and
were illustrated by a silhouette of a beautiful face, with a finger vertically across
its lips.
A noticeable quiet seemed to follow the
placing (jf these signs, according to Markowitz. The inveterate pest, who reads
the titles out loud, seemed to take the
hint at last, and the conversational abilities of other offenders, which were a
source of aggravation to those who came
to enjoy the picture, were suppressed.
But this was only the initial benefit of
the "Hush" signs. The real advantage
came when "Hush" arrived at the Rialto
for the week of Feb. 12. The patrons then
realized that the joke was on them, and
that the signs were merely advance announcements ofthe coming of the feature.
McDonald
Book Marks
Go Big
Manager Irving McDonald of the Fox
theatre, Springfield, Mass., is a live wire
in originating new and inexpensive stunts
which help attract business to his theatre.
One of McDonald's latest ideas was carried out for the engagement of one of
Clyde Cook's feature comedies. A novelty book mark, on which was advertising
relative to the comedy, was distributed
about the city generally and especially to
the local schools and at the library. The
stunt went over so well that it was necessary to order more book marks from
the printer before the demand died down

Albany

Exhibitor

Giving

"County Fair" Big
Exploitation
In connection with "The County Fair,"
which has been booked for a week's run
at the Clinton Square Theatre, in Albany,
N. Y., Fred Elliott, owner of the house
extended his advertising and exploitation
not only to every business house and residence in the Capitol City, but to several
adjoining counties. Mr. Elliott sent two
men with placards to every city and town
in the vicinity of Albany, while tags bearing the words, "Closed. Gone to the
County Fair," were used on the doorknobs of Albany business houses and
many of its residences. Lobby displays
and frames were used at the theatre and
several of the city's hotels.

upon
a specialto " DintyDay."
Previous
the showing
Manager
Becker carefully arranged a most successful exploitation campaign in the planning
of usual extensive publicity, a most attractive lobby display creating a Chinese atmosphere, and the first day of the showing
a " Dinty Day " far Charleston rn-u -bovs
An unusual interest was created
throughout the entire number of the newsboys of the city by an offering oi prizes
to the boys selling the most copies of the
Daily Mail. Each of these boys carried
on his back a nx 14-inch cloth sign with
various readings : "Dinty Day, I'm out
for special ' Dinty ' prize for selling the
most Mails today, buy your Mail from
me." They were also instructed in
the sale of their papers to shout: "Dinty
saves a girl from Chinatown, see it at the
Virginian." Following the sale of this
edition of the Daily Mail a parade was
arranged to take place at 6:30 P. M.
forming at the office of the Daily Mail,
parading throughout
the Virginian
city's maintheatre
thoroughfares and on to the
where they attended a special newsboys'
performance. The boys were headed by a
band and during the performance were
otherwise given special attention. Prizes
to the winners, five in number and ranging
from $5 to $2 were distributed.
Naturally the Mail gave the newsboys
and their show a lot of free publicity,
much of which landed on the front page.

Lobby decorations showing atgood
use of cut-outs
the Ore.
showing of " Th* Sportsman
the Peoples
theatre, during
Portland,
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\H-ere is another exploitation stunt which 0. L. Meister, manager of the Whitehom
Floral

Display

Presents

Attractive Exploitation Opportunity
Floral displays furnish the most atractive of all windows and for that
ieason are very much prized for exploitaion tie-ups. With this axiom in mind,
larry Swift, exploitation representative
or Paramount Pictures in the Albany
territory, went direct to the leading floret for a display when he wanted to ex1* 'it "The Right to Love" for the Rialto
ilieatre, Amsterdam, N. Y.
, The florist decorated his window with
erns, shrubs and cut flowers. The artisir'
c effectthewaswall
heightened
by two
Igainst
that seemed
to mirrors
show a
louble window display.
The topmost fern of the layout reached
lmost to the ceiling of the store. Wicker
iaskets and lattice work added to the
I rtistry of the window.
The tie-up was
[ntablished in stills of Mae Murray in the
fading role of the production and bv
[tasters, the largest of which read :
I "You have The Right to Love all the
Blowers for their Wondrous Beauty and
I > see 'The Right to Love,' a Paramount
1 icture, at the Rialto theatre."
The picture played a three-day run to
I ore than average business.
►oy Scouts

Get

Roche

Has

New

theatre of Milwaukee, used to aid in putting over " Colorado "
Tie-

up Idea
Dan Roche, Paramount exploitation representative inChicago, concocted a good
line that put over a tie-up for " The Inside of the
Cup," playing at the Randolph
theatre
recently.
Having arranged a tie-up with the
Buck & Raynor drug stores, which serve
noon luncheons, Roche improvised the line
which appeared on the posters in the windows and above the counters :
" Try Our Drip Coffee and. Then See
' The Inside of the Cup,' a Paramount
Picture at the Randolph Theatre. No
Grounds for Complaint in Either Case."
The four drug stores are located in the
loop district, at the corners of State and
Madison, LaSalle and Madison, State and
Randolph and State and Van Buren. To
any one familiar with Chicago's business
district any further word on the value of
these locations is unnecessary.

Leader Theatre Has
Lobby Display

Fine

Simply taking window cards, one sheets
and three sheets and making cut-outs of
them, added materially to the attractiveness of the exterior exploitation that was
done by the management of the Leader
theatre, of Washington, D. C.
The entire front of his theatre was
profusely decorated with small pictures
of Douglas Fairbanks, in his character of
" Zorro " in the " The Mark of Zorro."
These small cut-outs having been made
from the window card designs that were
distributed
by the Artists' branch office
in
Washington.
He also used a man disguised as a bandit to do antics about the theatre which attracted much attention and interested the
school children in the picture distributing small advertising cards at all the
school houses.

Business

for "Doug's" Picture
The Boy Scouts of Fremont, Ohio,
ere royally entertained by the manageent of the Strand theatre of that town,
iring the showing of "The Mark of
)rro,"
which, besides
a great
:al of comment
in the creating
town resulted
in
e management obtaining much front
ge newspaper publicity.
Five troops of scouts with their Scout
asters, in full regalia, paraded from
eir headquarters, through the main
•eets of the city to the theatre, carrying
nners, inscribed "We are on our way
see 'Doug' at the Strand theatre."
any others joined in the march and the
use did remarkable business.

This "Mark of Zorro" lobby display is by the Leader theatre of Washington, D. C.
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New

This shows the stage setting and the characters which took part, a specialty number at Crauman's theatre, Los Angeles, used as a prologue fo\
" Paying the Piper."

Lieber

"Man,
Woman,
Marriage"
Circle Theatre,
Indianapolis,
Bases Exploitation
Appeal

managing director
PH LIEBER,
RALof
the Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
made the initial showing of " Man,
Woman — Marriage" for the Middle
West a social event, and adopted a novel
policy in exploiting the picture, the keynote of which was " art."
From the start it was decided that the
film held a greater appeal for women than
for men, so the exploitation campaign was
directed toward interesting the women of
every social estate in the city. As
direct work toward this end, Mr. Lieber
supplemented an extensive advertising
campaign on the billboards, in the newspapers through " throwaways " and in
store windows, by sending letters to fifty
different women's clubs and organizations
and by issuing 100 engraved invitations to
women picked from the Blue Book for
the Monday. evening showing. The letter
to the clubs pointed out that " Man,
Woman — Marriage" has a distinct and
definite bearing on the advancement of
women's
clubs throughout the United
States.
These letters were typed individually
and addressed personally to the head of
each organization. Many of the clubs
promised to bring the matter to the attention of their membership "at regular meetings and many did.
More than sixty of the women responded, some bringing their husbands. They
were met at the door by Mr. Lieber, clad
in evening clothes, and were seated in a
specially reserved section.
The prominence of the guests lent a
prestige to the picture which was very
valuable. It started all the club women to
talking. It got into the newspapers and
started most of the other women in town
to talking. Then they all started for the
Circle apparently.
Although the invitation stunt was the
outstanding feature of the exploitation,
the picture was well " sold " to the public
before this was staged.

onCampaigr

of Picture to Women

The backbone of the advertising campaign rested upon the really wonderfully
set of drawings which Leone Bracker
prepared to exploit the picture. The Circle
bought fifty billboards two weeks before
the premiere and ran " copy " which consisted only of reproductions of these
Bracker pictures. Not a line of explanation appeared with them. They were so
striking as to form the most interesting
form of teaser campaign. A week before
the presentation the theatre was able,
through the high class of the Bracker pictures reproduced on posters bearing a simple announcement that the film would be
at the Circle the following week, to place
them in approximately 100 downtown
show windows which publicity seekers seldom have been able to break into heretofore. The posters were of such merit that

one of the art stores in which they wei
exhibited had a number of calls from cu:
tomers who desired to purchase them. Se\
eral other stores sold theirs after the put
licity value had expired. Other show wii
dows were filled with 300 stock windo'
cards, and the suburban district was co\
ered with 200 one sheets. Twenty thoi
sand throwaways were distributed.
The advance newspaper campaign w«
started four days before the opening an
was brought to a climax on Saturday, wit
half pages in all the daily newspaper
During this same period the outside ac
vertising was tied up with the theati
through four large reproductions of tr
Bracker drawings on easels in the outt
lobby. The posters attracted more attei
tion than any ever displayed in the Circ
lobby before, it was said.

Kismet" lobby decorations during the recent engagement of this picture at the Majestic
theatre, Boston, Mass.
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Gets Good
Publicity with Unique
Scheme

Co-operating with the newspapers and
it the same time obtaining features for
obby displays and publicity matter is a
jolicy that is being successfully followed
jy Thomas D. Sororio, general manager
)f the Strand theatre, Lowell, Mass.
Recently the Boston American, which
las the largest daily circulation of any
ifternoon paper in Lowell, conducted
vhat they termed a "Loveliest Girl Conest," the purpose being to award three
Prizes to the girls selected as combining
he most in intelligence and beauty of any
n New England. Thousands of photographs were published and the contest
iroused wide interest.
t After the winners had been selected and
he prizes awarded, Manager Sororio obj ained large copies of the photographs of
n he three winners, and they provided the
>asis for one of the most interesting lobby
lisplays that he has ever presented in his
heatre. There had been so much talk by
he public about the selection of the winlers, and such a wide variance of opinion
ts to the relative merits of the trio
)icked, that when the three clear and
arge photographs were displayed, there
vas a general rush to view them.
The three photographs were displayed
n large frames on a velvet background,
>ffering a beautiful contrast.

Children
Palace
Over

Submit

Theatre,
Great

New

Stunt

" Blac
t oita
tionk
thaexpl
entss for
Beautyoppo
" rtun
presitie
THE
have been fully exemplified by O. C.
Edwards, manager of the Palace theatre,
New Haven, Conn. A drawing contest,
with the famous " Black Beauty " of the
novel as a model to be used, was inaun tof of
that got
attentio
the city'
drentheand
school gurated
chil
mos
theirs
parents.
Mr. Edwards offered two separate sets

Drawings

Haven,

Conn.,

Puts

for " Black Beauty "
of prizes — one for the boys and girls of
the grammar schools and the other for the
High School pupils. The prizes ranged
from $25 down to $1, and totaled $100.
The special requirements were that all
drawings were free-hand and each signed
by the contestant's teacher. The drawings
were to be the child's conception of "Black
Beauty," drawn in any position, in pencil,
crayon, pen and ink, or in colors.
In sending the photograph (above) of
the lobby of the Palace theatre showing
some of the drawings submitted in the
contest, Mr. Edwards wrote :
" In the photograph of the lobby something like 300 of these drawings are
shown. You can derive an idea of the interest that the drawing contest aroused
when I tell you that we received just a
few short of 1,000 drawings; so many
that it was utterly impossible to show them
all. The best were selected for the big
lobby exhibit.
" The drawings were put on exhibition
two days before the engagement of
' Black Beauty ' opened here at the Palace,
and I have never seen anything in all my
show experience tha_t attracted the amount
of attention that these drawings and the
result of the contest succeeded in doing."

|\ltoona, Pa., Theatre

Gets

Local Merchant's Aid
"if you fail to read these advertisenents of Altoona's live merchants, you
vill pay 'The Penalty' of missing some
eal bargains."
That was the slogan, in large type,
•rinted clear across two pages of the
?ribune of Altoona, Pa., in the issues of
Monday, Feb. 7, and Wednesday, Feb. 9.
he first and last days of the showing of
The Penalty."
double-page truck
/as occupied with The
advertisements
from a
ozen of Altoona's most prominent merhants, with the Strand theatre's ad for
The Penalty" in the middle.

Real

Mill

Wheel

Used

in

Prologue Number
Real water splashing over a revolving
mill-wheel added to the effectiveness of a

Showing two of the prize drawings which were
submitted to the management of the Palace
theatre, New Haven, Conn., as told in the story
appearing above relative to the exploitation of
"Black Beauty"

prologue which introduced " The Old
Swimmin' Hole " at the Brooklyn Mark
Strand theatre. Tons of aqua pura poured
through a pipe back stage gurgled over the
old-fashioned turning mill wheel, while the
Mark Strand male quartet in bathing suits
lolled in a make-believe pool. The quartet sang melodies incidental to such a setting, developing an atmosphere for the
picture which was invaluable.
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Reisenfeld

Presenting

logue for "Gilded Lily"
The Rivoli program this week has as
one of its principal supplemental numbers
a musical act under the title of " Melody
Land," serving as a prologue for the current week's feature, " The Gilded Lily,"
that again demonstrates Managing Director Hugo Reisenfeld's versatility and
genius.
" Melody Land " turns attention to Mr.
Reisenfeld as the composer of the score
to " Betty, Be Good," the Casino musical
comedy success which had its debut in
May last year. The little music and dance
gem is made up of some of the brightest
spots of " Betty, Be Good " — " Just Listen
to My Heart Beat," "Tell Me, Daisy,"
" 'Tis in Vain," " Keep the Love Light
Burning " and "You Must Be Good Girls,"
and is a complete musical comedy in abbreviated form.
Grace Foster, soprano, and Georges
Trabert, tenor, assisted by the Rivoli ensemble, sing the popular melodies, and
Vera Myers and Paul Oscard, dancers,
assisted by a group of artists, appear in
the number. A delightful stage setting of
soft draperies and tinted lights makes a
charming frame for the musical comedy
gem.
Above is a cut showing the players appearing in " Melody Land " and illustrating the general character of the prologue,
an especially appropriate number foi "The
Gilded Lily," a story of a chorus girl with
many of its scenes laid in a cabaret.

Roche

Has New
Idea

"Black

Pro-

Tie-up

A still photograph, taken from Roscoe
(Fatty) Arbuckle's "Brewster's Millions,"
gave Dan Roche, Paramount exploitation
man at Chicago, the idea for a real tie-up.
One of the pictures on the production

Motion
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Hand"

Herald

Get !

Chicago's Attention
Lloyd Lewis, who is handling the pul
licity on " Lone Hand Wilson " for Unit J
Photoplays, the Chicago distributors, i
entitled to credit for one of the cleveret
exhibition schemes put over in the \\ ind
City recently and which helped to mak
the week's run at the Bandbox theatre onof the most successful that house has en

Reproduction of "black hand" herald used to
advertise " Lone theatre,
Hand Wilson
Chicago" at the Bandbox
showed Fatty listening to a record played
on a Yictrola.
On the strength of this still, Roche, who
had not yet seen the picture, went around
to the territorial headquarters of the
Victor Talking Machine Company and
sold them on the idea of a window display
tie-up throughout the Chicago territory.
The stills showing Arbuckle with the
phonograph were used extensively and
every Victor dealer in the district, under
orders from the sectional district manager, arranged a window display on "Brewster's Millions" with the one still as the
groundwork for the display. It got a lot
of free advertising for exhibitors in the
territory
playing "Brewster's
Millions"
and demonstrated
again the potency
of
paying attention to the small details.

Pedestrians throughout the loop distric
of Chicago were startled one morning bj
finding
joyed. scattered at different points, tnekee
under doorways and pasted on windows
what seemed to be a message from th<
" Black Hand." A plain sheet of papei
on which was imposed a facsimile of a human hand and a message in crude writing
" Lone Hand Wilson," was the mear
Lewis took to focus attention on the pa
ture. W ith a printer's roller, some blac
ink and his own good right hand, Lewi
prepared the Black Hand messages. One
thousand sheets were run off, and late
one evening scattered carelessly at various
corners throughout the loop district,
tucked under doors of big office buildings,
left in lunchrooms, and, in fact, were
placed at every point whereby they could
be accidentally stumbled upon and seen.
The Police Department was kept busy
one whole afternoon answering telephonecalls from discoverers of a " Black Hand
plot," and then gradually it began to dawn
on the people of Chicago that, instead of
a Mafia uprising, they were face to face
with Lester Cuneo's first picture.
The stunt worked out perfectly, and !
with a minimum of expense and a little
effort Lewis was enabled to make " Lone
Hand Wilson " stand out vividly from the
other pictures being shown in the loop
district of Chicago. •

Cut from a photo taken of a scene in the prologue number for "The Gilded Lily" being presented at the Mew York Rizwli theatre this week
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Personal Letter Idea Gets
Results for Jackson
The personal idea is being tried out
with excellent success in the exploitation
of pictures by Mervyn W. Jackson, director of publicity of the Strand theatre,
San Francisco.
Three pictures recently exploited in this
manner are " Love," " Lying Lips " and
" The Texan."
For " Love " Mr. Jackson used an alleged personal letter from Miss Claum
in which along with announcement of the
initial showing of the picture in Frisco,
etc., a request was made that those who
saw it should write Miss Glaum giving
her their opinion as to its merits.
For " Lying Lips " a letter from Thos.
H. Ince along the lines of the trade announcement byMr. Ince relative to his
opinion that the picture is his greatest
achievement, was used.
On " The Texan " the letter was signed
by Mr. Jackson himself and contained
many words of praise for the production.
The letters are sent out to the members
of the Strand's selected mailing list and
have brought excellent results.
Another
Exhibitor Uses
Plane to Deliver Films
Harry Blanchard, owner of the Capitol
theatre, Davenport, Iowa, prides himself
on having an aviator for a friend, so when
playing " The Perfect Crime " he arranged
for the Associated Producers' Chicago office to deliver a print of " The Perfect
Crime " by aeroplane.
Naturally enough Mr. Blanchard wanted the film delivered the first day the picture was to be shown, so he and Goldman
arranged for the aeroplane to leave Chicago at eleven o'clock in the morning, and
promptly at that hour Mr. Tonte, booker
at the Chicago office, with the film tucked
safely under his arm, " kicked off " for
Davenport, Iowa.
Mr. Blanchard already announced in his
theatre and to the Davenport newspapers
that the print would come by aeroplane, so
when word was received that it had left
Chicago everybody was on the " lookout,"
great crowds assembled in front of the
theatre.

This "Adorable Savage" lobby display is
the zvork of James B. Mason, manager
of the California theatre, San Diego, Col.
SchatiVs

Plan

for Exploit-

ing "The
"
George Schade,
owner Kid
and manager
of
the theatre which bears his name in Sandusky, Ohio, has revealed the stunt he is
going
to use
is his idea
: to exploit " The Kid." This
He is going to get a local youngster
about four years old to impersonate Chaplin ; cane, shoes, moustache, baggy trousers, etc. A photograph of the impersonator will be enlarged and placed in several of the most desirable display windows in Sandusky, about three weeks before the showing. The name of the youngster, and his parents, will comprise the
only caption on the photo for the first
eleven days.
Ten days before the opening of " The
Kid," the caption will be changed to the
announcement of the showing.
It is suggested that exhibitors secure as
many photos as possible of small children
imitating Chaplin. As a usual thing, parents will be glad to see the pictures of
their children on display and a world of
good human-interest advertising can be
aroused through this svstem.

View of the prologue number stagedtheatre,
for "Behold
My Y.Wife" showing recently at the Avon
Utica, N.

Utica

Theatre Presents
Prologue

life was used in connection with then
A PROLOGUE of primeval India
ing re,
showtheat
of Utica
" Beho
, ld
the Avon
N. My
Y. Wife," at
With an appropriate scenic setting,
Elsie Stevens, brought from New York
for the role of an Indian girl, enacted the
original prelude. The stage was first
lighted to represent the hour before dawn,
with Miss Stevens making her appearance
from a tepee a part of the stage setting.
There followed a brief presentation of
Indian costumes ranging from an exhibition of skill with bow and arrow to the
lighting of the fire in the old-time custom
by rubbing two pieces of wood together.
In reality this was accomplished by deft
manipulation of the electric lights, but so
vivid was the impression that half of the
patrons maintained that the girl on the
stage had started the fire herself and one
of the local papers actually described the
prologue in this manner:
The scene came to a close as the Indian
girl, after crooning redskin melodies over
her breakfast, folded up the tepee and
wandered off for another day's travel.
The entire act only lasted ten minutes and
when itdencedwas
completed the audience eviits enthusiasm.
The scenic settings for the scene were
especially worthy of note. Harry Swift,
Paramount exploitation representative for
the Albany territory, had arranged for the
presence of Miss Stevens, and her ideas
were followed out to a large degree in the
arrangement of the stage. The forest atmosphere was reproduced by use of stage
sets. The tepee occupied an elevated position by reason of specially constructed
props forming ascending steps. The tripod from which the kettle swung, suspended over the fire, was located to the
left.
" Behold My Wife " played an entire
week at the Avon theatre. The prologue
was so successful that it was duplicated
when the picture was shown at Amsterdam, N. Y.
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Another of Ralph Winsor's lobby displays showing how " Hearts
Up " was exploited at the Star theatre, Portland, Oregon

Artistic

Prologue

Presented

at

St.

Paul

Manager

at the CapDevilno "atte
" ThePaul,
ng , St.
IN pres
mpt was
theatre
itolenti
made to create a prologue for the picture from any of its scenes. Managing
Director Calvert chose to precede the feature with a special stage setting, and the
character of Mephistopheles for his soloist, who sang " Le veau d'or " (The Calf
of Gold) from " Faust."
The opening of the velvets disclosed the
set, masked in by a cut arch which formed
the first drop. The second drop consisted
of a cut window, draped, and the third
drop served simply as a red backing for
the set. The most important stage properties used in this number were a profile
piece with flowers worked into the top of
the panel to form a tapestry effect, and two
large candles in profile. But One piece of
furniture was used in this setting. It was
a tall chair of simple design, draped in
burnt orange velvet. Two half circle
steps formed a pedestal at the bottom of
the profile piece on which the soloist stood.
The profile piece was painted blue and
green and gold.
The first drop was stone gray, the second blue and gold and the third red. The
candles were illuminated with small flame
lamps which had been dipped in dark amber and red. One candle was placed at
each side of the large profile piece, and
dark green velvets were draped on each
side from the profile piece to the candles.
In creating his lighting effects for this
presentation, Mr. Calvert lighted the front
piece with blue foots at full, lights up onethird and green up one-half. The set itself
was lighted with two open arcs, blue left
stage and two open arcs, violet, right stage.

Calvert's Presentation Number for
" The Devil " in Detail
On a spot platform, left stage, were placed
full up. The ground cloth was blue.
two arc spots in dark amber cut to flood
Velvet curtains closed the number,
the panel in the large profile piece and the which ran two minutes and ten seconds.
soloist. A hanging spot in violet was
This feature of the program was but one
of a series of artistic stage settings for
placed directly above the soloist.
The illumination back of the cut window
musical numbers, which Mr. Calvert has
consisted of two open arcs, light red, left been building from week to week for Finkelstein & Ruben, at the Capitol theatre,
stage, and two open arcs, right stage, one
St. Paul.
of light red and the other of light amber.
The soloist used in connection with this
This portion of the lighting scheme shaded
number was Herbert S. Waterous, basso,
the third drop from dark red at the bottom
who is under the direction of the Bendix
to light red at the top. A border placed
Music Bureau, of Xew York City.
di recti v above the set was in dark blue-

Here is the lobby display which the Rivoli theatre, Portland, Or*., used for the showing of
"Outside the Law"
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TERRITORIAL

In
STATE

the
RIGHT

Novel Exhibitor Aids for
"Hope Diamond"
A new plan of direct aid to the
states right buyer has been worked
out by the Howells Sales Company
in connection with their first release, astirring fifteen-episode serial, "The Hope Diamond Mystery."
Plans have been made for an extensive campaign of trade paper
advertising which will cover in
every selling argument that will
present the picture properly to the
exhibitor.
This advertising will be designed
in such a way that it will be available for the states right buyer to
use in putting the picture over in
his territory with the exhibitor.
Each of the plates used by the
Howells Sales Company, Inc., in its
trade paper campaign will be turned
over to a stereotyper and plates and
mats made from the original. These
plates and mats will be available for
the states right buyer mortised so
that he can insert his own copy in
the openings.
This is said to be the first time in
the history of the business that such
advertising service has been offered
to the states rights buyer by which
he gets the advantage of the high
priced artists and high priced plates
which the trade paper campaign
calls for. This service will be supplied to states rights buyers free
with the exception of the usual
minor charge for stereotype plates
and mats.
Jacquelin Film Making
Comedies
Jacquelin Film Company, the
latest producing unit to enter the
Chicago field, is working on the
third of a series of one-reel comedies of the better class, at the Reelcraft studios, Chicago, the first two
pictures having been completed, according to Sales Manager W. H.
Engleman.
Joey Marshall and Cecelia
Jacques are being featured in these
one-reelers, which are high class
productions built around real life
incidents, somewhat along the lines
of the Drew comedies.
The policy of distribution will be
announced at an early date by
Sales Manager Engleman.

New Pinnacle Comedy
Ready for Market
Ting of
Tong
Man," Comedies
the fifth
of "The
the series
Pinnacle
starring Max Roberts, has left the
cutting room and is now on its way
to the Independent Films Association in Chicago for distribution on
the state rights market.

SALES

AND

PURCHASES

Independent
AND

EXPORT

NEWS
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AND

VIEWS

Dominant Pictures Buy
Group of Pictures
A
Timely
Kineto
Review
Jacques
Kopfstein, general manCentral American War Increases
ager of Dominant Pictures, Inc., announces that his company has
Interest in Panamanian Subject
bought a group of productions made
phus Daniels, and Gov. Stevens of for the United States Amusement
are seen calling on Ad"pANAMA,"
a Kineto
Review
to be released
by the
Na- California
miral Rodman.
Co.Included in the group are:
tional Exchanges all over the
" Think It Over," Cathrine Calvert
An
especially
interesting
detail
is
United States on March 21st, is be- a condensed picture showing the and Richard Tucker ; " When the
lieved to be an especially timely
of the fleet through the Heart Calls," Frank Mills and Cathsubject because of the military sit- passage
Canal. The actual operation took
rine Calvert ; " A Man and the
uation in that country. The news- nine
hours ; the pictorial version of Woman," Edith Haller; "The Mask
papers these last few days have
of'
Virtue,"
Cathrine Calvert and
been full of the impending trouble it takes just sixty seconds.
Richard Tucker ; " The Price of
between Panama and Costa Rica,
Her Soul," Naomi Childers and
and one of the first situations with
which the new Secretary of State, C. B. C. Secures French Wyndham Standing and the Joe
Charles Evans Hughes, is dealing
Welsh classic," " The Peddler," with
Series for America
Joe Welsh and Cathrine Calvert.
concerns Panama.
American distribution rights for
This Kineto Review begins with
the ruins of the ancient city of a series of four big French dramatic Attractive Press Book
Panama, founded in 1519. Passing pictures, have been secured by the
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation.
the' ruins with all its old stories of The
for "Hearts Aflame"
first picture on this series,
buccaneers, the audience is shown
An unusually attractive press
which is called " The Nightingale
the
ancient
King's
Bridge,
where
Columbus founded a colony in 1502. of Paris," is to be released shortly, book, according to an announcement from Clark-Cornelius CorpoThe pictures then shows the Leper it is announced.,
ration has been prepared for their
These pictures are to be offered
Colony at Palo Seco — a dangerous
release, " Hearts Aflame," by
visit for the photographer, but ex- by C. B. C. to state right distribu- latest
tors, as a result of a belief on the C. J. Verhalen. This production
tremely interesting and safe for
theatre audiences.
part of Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn, is being released on the territorial
" Fanama " also shows the late of that company, that the barriers plan and is in six reels, starring
General Gorgas, who made the Isth- against foreign-made pictures have Jane
The Novak.
tone of the production has
mus the " healthiest place in the been swept away, and their value been carried throughout the book,
for
the
American
market
demonworld," and a notable group of
according to the statement and is
strated beyond any doubt.
other dignitaries who attended a
visit of the American fleet.
The four pictures which C. B. C. in harmony with the quality of the
President Porras of Panama is has secured are said to be French production itself throughout. It is
seen boarding the U. S. S. Pennsyl- in every detail, with their locale claimed to be replete with the sort
vania to greet Admiral Wilson and laid in France, and are interpreted of information that will be necesto put the production over in
also Admiral Rodman. The erst- by one of the most noted French a big saryway.
while Secretary of the Navy, Joseplayers.
Aycie Pictures Formed
in New York
Company
Kineto
the
by
made
is
EMENT
ANNOUNC
of America that all Kineto Reviews, which are being
The Aycie Pictures Corporation,
released through National Exchanges, Inc., will be
a new concern headed by Aaron A.
issued with a complete and carefully worked out musiCorn, B. H. Bernstein and M. Lewcal score. This is believed to be the first time in motion picis, has been formed to state right
tures that short subjects have been scored musically and it is
and manufacture motion pictures.
looked upon as a disinct step forward and one which will
The company
prove popular with the exhibitor, who will be able to obtain
New
York City.will have offices in
the correct atmosphere for the presentation of his short subThe Sales Staff, headed by
jects.A novel scheme has been worked out by Kineto in reJerome Lewis, have already reportgard to the manner in which the cue sheets will be issued.
ed territorial sales on the Spur Series of fourteen two-reel Western
Instead of printing but one cue sheet, three will be made.
The first is intended to be used by the largest theatres
dramas, which are their initial reand is compiled for big orchestras. The second will be used
leases.
in houses which have an orchestra of six or eight or ten
pieces, and the third is compiled for such theatres which
Border Film to Make
have only a piano or organ. In addition, Kineto has decided
that instead of printing merely the name of the piece to be
Two Reel Westerns
used it will describe the atmosphere which it is aimed to
The Border Feature Film Corp.,
create, so that, should the suggested music be unavailable for
of Bisbee, Arizona, announce that
an exhibitor, he may be able to find an appropriate substitute.
they are starting production on a
These scores are being prepared by Charles D. Isaacson,
series of two-reel Western subjects,
music editor of the New York " Globe " and the " Motion
which will star Grant Merrill, who
Pictures News." Scores on " Thrills," " The Emerald Isle,"
will be supported by Peggy Parkan.
" Panama," and " The Holy City " will be sent to all of the
They state that they will use the
National Exchanges, and scores on the remaining seven subtowns of Tombstone, Charleston,
jects which comprise the first series of Kineto Reviews, will
follow.
Douglass and Bisbee, all situated
near the Mexican border, as the locale for their Western stories. '
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THE following sales on the independent market have
been reported during the week:
Franklyn Farnum series, " The Galloping Devil,"
" The Struggler," " The Fighting Stranger," " The
Hunger of the Blood," " The Last Chance," and " The
Raiders,"
(Canyon
Corp.) New
to I. York
E. Chadwick,
of the
Merit Film
Corp., Pictures
for Greater
and Northern
New Jersey.
" Hearts
the Range,"
J. Sameth)
to the
Film
Co., ofofKansas
City, for(J.Western
Missouri
and Crescent
Kansas.
" Hearts of the Range " to the Arrow Photoplays, of
Denver, for Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Utah, and
Southern Idaho.
"The County Fair" (Guy Croswell Smith) to George M.
A. Fecke, of the Motion Picture Distributing Corp., of Boston, for New England.
" The Handicap " (Victor Kremer Feature Films) to Motion Picture Distributing Corp., for New England.
" The Woman Untamed " (Elmer J. McGovern) to Motion
Picture Distributing Corp., of New England.
" Honeymoon Ranch," (Bert Lubin) to Motion Picture
Distributing Corp., of New England.
" Dangerous Love " (C.B.C. Film Sales) to the Midwest
Film Exchange, of Milwaukee, for the Milwaukee territory.
" The Victim," (C.B.C. Film Sales) to the Standard Film
Service, of Cleveland, for Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio
" Mad Love " (Victor Kremer Film Features) to the Great
Northway Film Corp., of Utica, N. Y., for Northern New
York.
" Mad Love
" toandSuperior
Northern
Illinois
Indiana.Screen Service, of Chicago for
" Voices
to Superior Service, of Chicago, for Northern
Illinois
and " Indiana.
" The Handicap " (Victor Kremer Feature Films) to
Theatre Owners Corporation for Minnesota, North and
South Dakota.
"The Handicap " to Lande Film Distributing Co., of Cleveland for Ohio and Kentucky.
" The Handicap " to the Quality Film Corp., of Pittsburgh,
for Western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.
Texas Guinan series (Victor Kremer Feature Films) to
Richards and Flynn, of Kansas City, for Western Missouri
and Kansas.
Texas Guinan series to New York Independent Masterfilms for New York City and Northern New Jersey.
Texas Guinan series to Strand Features, of Detroit, for
Michigan.
Texas Guinan series to Famous Pictures Sales Co., of
Pittsburgh for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
"A Hawk's Trail" (Louis Burston) to Richards and
Flynn, of Kansas City for Kansas and Missouri.
" Cowboy Jazz " and the Midget comedies (S. and E.
to the Commonwealth Photoplay Corp., of BosEnterprises)
ton, for New England.
Midget comedies to Penn Film Service of Pittsburgh for
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
" Cowboy Jazz " and the Midget Comedies to the Merit
Film Co., of Detroit for Michigan.

Some of the 7,000 people who greeted Clara Kimball Young when she appeared
in front of the office of the Tulsa World, at Tulsa, Okla., where she made one of
her highly successful personal appearances
Neal

Hart

" God's

Film

Gold " Said

Nears

to Be

End

Inde-

Best
pendent Films Star's
" God's
Gold,Picture
" presents thrills
ALL interior scenes of Neal and exciting situations galore,
Hart's newest five-reel produc- among which is the burning of two
tion for Independent Films Asso- schooners off the coast of San Francisco ; a fight between a gang of
ciation have been " shot " and the
and savages, and many
companywood thisleft
its studios
in Hollyweek
for Balboa,
Cal., mutineers
other incidents that for a time tend
where under the direction of Web- to obstruct the hero in his effort to
ster Cullison the final scenes of the save his sweetheart held captive in
production will be filmed.
a bandit's nest. How he overcomes
Hart's latest production, " God's all obstacles and determines thai
Gold," is described as a powerful
girl he
rescues
makes real
one gold
of is
thethemost
appealing,
and gripping story of the sea. The God's
story, which is from the pen of exciting and stimulating stories that
Arthur Henry Gooden and adapted
Independent
declares has everFilms
been Association
offered to state
to the screen by the author, presents Neal Hart in the role of a sea
right
buyers.
God's 1.Gold " will
be
released
about " April
captain.

look!
AT

Depression
Disprove
J. J. Sameth Believes Number of
Buyers Show Falsity of Reports
" The independent market is no
ttHPHE best proof that there is no
1 such thing as depression in longer a fly-by-night proposition,
the Independent field is evidenced but on the contrary holds an enviable reputation in the motion picby the number of sales made during
ture trade of today. State rights
the last week by independent pro- exchanges,
now that they have
ducers," said Joseph Sameth, of the
Forward Films Distributors, Inc. achieved this success, can maintain
" In every section of the United in only one way, and that is to give
States, exhibitors are crying for the exhibitor only first-class features at the lowest possible prices.
film but are demanding only those
ofbox
"
I
am
immensely pleased," cona
have
which
ns
productio
fice value plus clean entertainment.
tinued
Mr. Sameth,
by thebuyers
manner
in
which
state "rights
" A year ago it was common gossip that the state rights field was have purchased ' Hearts of the
executives of the Fora ' dumping ground ' for films Range.'ward The
Film Distributors, Inc., have
which'
the
larger
producers
were
ashamed to market under their own done everything within their power
trade names. What has happened to create in the independent field a
six months has con- feeling of honesty. That the field
during the past
vinced the independent merchant has taken to this policy is further
that this fallacy no longer exists, proven by the five sales made this
and nothing but features demanded week which were consummated on
pub- our say-so and not by screen exby exhibitors and the paying inde1921 as the banamination. hail
I
lic find their way through
pendent channels.
ner vear in the state rights field."
Sales

SID

SMITH
IN

Hallroom

Boys

Comedies
Supported by
HARRY

McCOY

STARTLES YOU
THRILLS YOU
MAKES YOU LAUGH
MAKES YOU HOWL
The Hallroom Boys Comedies Are Being
Featured in the Best Theatres in the World
They'll Go Over Bigger and Better Every Week Until
They Are the Best Two-Reel Comedies in Your Theatre

March
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Mr.

I

Johnston,

agree

with

you

You
certainly
hit the
nail square
on
the
head
in
your editorial in your issue of The M. P. News of March 12th where you said —
"The industry is in a state of transition today.
Its machinery is being changed all
around — to get away from volume production, and into the fewer and bigger attraction stage. Pictures — the better kind —
are being made by complete and trained staffs of specialists. No ego — no alibi — no domination by any one individual. The
exhibitor must be allowed to select for the public — and the distributor from the producer. All other methods are uneconomic. Ifone producer owned all the theatres and only his pictures were shown, motion pictures would quickly degenerate
into unprogressive, unprofitable attractions. Why insist then that an exhibitor must book all of one producer's pictures?"

I
said
years.
glad
printed
it. have
It backs me
up inthat
my fightfor
against
monopolisticI'm
concerns
who you
are attempting
to
swallow the whole industry; who are trying to corner the market.
I have said it before
and I repeat it here — fewer and better pictures, sold and booked on the open market,, is the new force that's coming. The
independent field is the infant giant that will soon grow into a colossus. Then big picture making will be on "the best man
wins" basis. Then no producer will use as a club his good pictures to force exhibitors to take pictures they don't want, in
order
to get
the I good
Whenmy that
comes, and it is almost here, there will be merit to every picture and that's the
basis on
which
am nowones.
making
new day
pictures.

Other
stars
are
beginning
to see that monopoly
means ruin to the industry. Several have told me that they will soon be producing
and releasing their pictures independently.
Then the industry will see pictures of
merit, for independence will bring forth talent these stars never dreamed of. In all my career I have never produced
pictures
like "Hush"
and these
my latest
and most
artistic
FROM
PARIS."
urge all exhibitors
to view
productions
on the
screensuccess
so thatto Ibemayreleased
prove shortly,
my claim"STRAIGHT
to bigger and
better
pictures I
and only five a year.

Y\
Q* See "Hush" and you'll book it. See
i~ ^\* my
"STRAIGHT
FROM ofPARIS"
see
finest picture
years. andAnyyou'll
Equity
Franchise Holder will screen both pictures for you,
or
communicate with EQUITY PICTURES CORPORATION,
Aeolian Hall, New York, and watch for my talk next week.
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of interannouncement tors
and
est to the exhibi
forthbe
will
picture public
coming from the Independent
Films Association within the
next few days, according to
word from the Independence
City studios, Hollywood, Cal.,
this week, where, it is stated,
Eddy Eckels, president and
general manager of the Films
Association, has practically
closed negotiations with a
prominent film producing
company for a series of
Oliver Curwood stoJames
ries.

AN

"Life Mark" Is First
Specialty Release
H. Slutzker, president of Specialty Photoplay, Inc., announces
" The Life Mark," a five-reel society drama, as the initial state
rights release of this company.
"The Life Mark" will be offered on the independent market
at a low figure in order to fill the
long felt want for good but cheap
productions. Specialty Photoplay,
Inc., expects to dispose of this
quickly and then offer another feature of the same calibre as its second release.
Marguerite Clayton, featured in
many productions by various companies, is starred in the " Life
Mark," which is described as a romance of two continents. An excellent cast including Emory Johnson, Virginia Ware, Carl Stockdale and True Boardman lend good
support to the production, which
was supervised by Enoch von Pelt.
Kipling Exchanges Are
Rapidly Expanding
Kipling Film Exchanges, Inc., are
rapidly expanding their business activities, according to Richard Kipling, who was in Chicago last week
where he purchased two features,
" The Woman He Chose," and
" Reckless Wives " for release in
California.
Mr. Kipling announces that the
Kipling Film Exchange in Portland
is now being managed by Theodore
Johnson, and that at Los Angeles
by Ray Perry, who formerly was
associated with Sol Lesser, and that
within a few days a manager will
be signed up who will have charge
of the San Francisco exchange.
Mr. Kipling brought with him the
prints of his new five-reel Western,
featuring Carlyn Wagner, " The
Battlin'
Kid,"
in the East
also plans
to and
get while
new pictures
for
the Richard Kipling Enterprises.
"Thrills," Kineto Review, Well Received
"Thrills," the first Kineto Review released by the Kineto Company of America, Inc., through the
National Exchanges, Inc., has been
received most enthusiastically by
the various branch exchanges, it is
announced.
" The Emerald Isle," the second
release . of the Kineto Reviews,
comes in very handy on account of
the holidays in the second half of
March. " The Emerald Isle " is
described a particularly beautiful
scenic of the Southern part of Ireland.

Motion

Federated

Gets

Hallrooms

First Release Through Federated
to Be Issued Within Sixty Days
Harry Cohn, who is personally
CB. C. FILM SALES, of New producing these comedies on the
* York City, announce that their
series of Hallroom Boy Comedies Coast, states that he has made arrangements for the expenditure of
have been sold to Federated Film
all the money necessary to make
Exchanges, through whom they will
Hallroom Boys Comedies the greatbe released in the future.
est two-reel comedies on the market. He has lined up some stories
Hitherto Hallroom Boys Comedies have been distributed by the of an original and entertaining type,
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation. which, it is said, will prove proper
The first release through Federated vehicles for the exploitation of the
has not been definitely settled as talents of Sid Smith, who, because
yet, but it is said that it will prob- of his work in recent Hallroom
ably take place within the next Boys Comedies, has been pronounced one of the greatest stunt
sixty days, and will probably be
the ninth comedy on the series. and comedy artists in pictures.
This has not been titled yet. The
Mr. Smith has sighed a long-term
deal covers future releases and will contract with Hallroom Boys phohave no bearing on current re- large sum.toplays, and has been insured for a
leases.
Attractive Posters for
Pre-Release Showings at
Billy West Series
Competing Houses
The success of Billy West, the
"
Woman in His House,"
Joan comedian who is producing the The
first Louis B. Mayer productwo-reel comedies for state right
tion to be directed by John M.
distribution, is said to be reaching Stahl, has established a precedent
sensational proportions. Among in Los Angeles exhibiting history,
the reasons for the great number of by being shown in two competing
bookings on the West two-reelers theatres on pre-release showing.
given by Joan, is the effectiveness The Ambassador Theatre, the Gore
of the posters used by exhibitors. Brothers and Sol Lesser, opened
That the original posters on the with the feature on Feb. 12, and
West comedies are largely responsi- the following Wednesday it opened
ble for the excellent box office in- at the M;>sion theatre, managed
come reported by exhibitors, was
David.
shown this week from a number by AHarry
circumstance
in connection
of statements from state right dis- with the simultaneous showings
tributors and exhibitors received by that makes it a remarkable occurrence is that both the Ambassador
One of the most effective acces- and the Mission Theatres maintain
Joan.
sories on the West comedies, rescale of prices. Reports stated, was the rotogravure a $1.50portstop
from both the theatres covwindow card, 22x24 inches in size.
ering the days both were running
The one-sheets on each Billy West it— it concluded its run at the Ambassador on the night of Feb. 18th
release are equally catchy. For
West's first release, " Sweethearts," — declared that capacity houses had
the illustration shows the Joan com- ruled at every performance.
edian and his leading lady, Ethelyn
Gibson, in an embarrassed position
Chatburn Enterprises
on a park bench. For West's second release " Service Stripes," a
Opening Offices
prison scene is used. For " He's in
The T. W. Chatburn Enterprises
Again," ularly
a reproduction
of
a
partichumorous scene of Billy
are opening offices for the distribution of state rights pictures in Los
West, benignly " under the influence," is shown. For the " Con- Angeles and San Francisco.
quering Hero," the fourth and last
The Los Angeles office is now
Billy West release, a mock heroic
is in charge of L. E. Kenpose of the hero dressed in coat of open and
nedy who was formerly manager
mail and spear in hand, with his for Pathe and Fox in this district.
foot solidly planted against the This exchange expects to handle
breast of his vanquished foe, while only the biggest of state rights picthe heroine gazes admiringly at the tures.
victor, gives an effective idea of the
The first release will be about
laughs in the comedy.
February 15, and will be B. A.
Rolfe's super production, "MadonBill Wing Will Write
nas and Men."
for Independent Films
Bill Wing, who was formerly
scenario editor for the Selig studios,
has been engaged by Eddy Eckle,
president and general manager of
the Independent Films Association,
to write screen stories for Neal
Hart, Pete Morrison, Ray Gallagher
and Max Roberts, who are producing pictures for the Eckles' enterprises.
Wing's latest effort is a five-reel
gripping story, titled " The Phantom
Riders,"
is being
considered
the next and
starring
vehicle
for Nealas
Hart.

"Welldon"

Agency Perfects Staff
Catering as publicity, advertising
and exploitation engineers, George
L. Fecke and Miss Edith Gwynn,
who
have formed
" Weldon,"
have
perfected
arrangements
by which
every phase of motion picture work
can be carried out successfully by
their experienced staff. Believing
that the independent picture has at
last reached a commanding position
in the industry,
Welldonfeatures.
" will
specialize
on State "Rights

Picture

New

Stage Play Is Confused
with Lesser Picture
To correct a false impression current among exhibitors, Irving Les-i
ser, of Los Angeles announces tha
he is producing a film version 9
" Peck's Bad Eoy," and that he ha;
under control all the works of thi
late George W. Peck. Jackii
Coogan is starred in the productior
and Irving S. Cobb is now writ-i
ing the titles.
The presentation of a three-ac
play of the same name by a stocl
company in the Middle West causec
the confusion on the part of ex-j
hibitors, states Mr. Lesser.
It is likely that Mr. Lesser will
arrange for another starring ve-l
hide
to closer}'
follow for
on Jackies
the heelsCoogan
of the Peck
film
Nothing definite has been done regarding asecond Coogan production, however.
Hawaiian

Prologue

for

"TheWomanUntamed"
Ralph Gervers is producing an
elaborate Hawaiian musical revue,
which will be used as a prologue for
Elmer J. McGovern's photoplay oi
the South Seas, " The Woman Untamed," which
stars and
Doraldino.
Well known
dancers
stage
players will be included in the cast
and a Hawaiian quartet will furnish the music, which is now being
written.
Aywon Will Have New
Comedy Series
Nathan Hirsch. president of the
Aywon nounces
Film
Corporation,
anthat he has
just completed
arrangements for the production
and release of a series of fifteen
two-reel comedies starring Jimmy
Aubrey. Territory is already being
contracted for and several state
rights buyers have signed up.
Aywon will also release a series
of Western features in five reels,
to be known as the " Diamond Dot |
series.
Attractive Titles in Callahan Comedies
Jimmy Callahan, star of the
Callahan Comedies, which will be
handled by Robert W. Priest, of the
Film Market, Inc., is very enthusiastic over the comedy titles written
for his first three two-reelers by
Tom Bret. Mr. Callahan and Mr.
Priest invited several " hard to
please " friends to look at the com
edies in a projection room and were
elated over the fact that many
laughs greeted the pictures.
Newspaper Reviewers
Feature Short Reels
Increased attention is daily being
given to short subjects in the
Broadway houses by the reviewers
in the New York papers. When
" Nature's Handiwork." one of the
Kineto Reviews, was shown at the
Capitol theatre recently several
papers featured this subject as being
more interesting than the feature.
The Kineto Reviews have been
playing quite regularly at the Capitol and have been winning an enthusiastic response on the part of
the audience.
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CANYON PICTURES
CORP. reports during
the past week the sale of the
series of six Franklyn Farnum pictures to T. E.t Chadwick, of the Meri Film
Corp., of New York, for the
Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey territory. This series includes
" The Galloping Devil," " The
Struggle," " The Fighting
Stranger," "The Hunger of
the Blood," "The Last
Chance," and "The Riders."

Pacific Film Enlarging
Coast Studios
With the expenditure of $40,000
on the new administration buildings, stage and work shops, the
plant of the Pacific Film Company,
of Culver City, California, will
cover seventeen full city lots, making it one of the most commodious
and complete studios in Southern
California.
Work is being rushed on a new
stage, 100 by 130 feet. The executive offices will be in the modern
Spanish style of architecture, with
a patio occupying the space in the
center to afford light and ventilation for every room. This open
space will be converted into an exotic garden, being planted to rare
semi-tropical trees, shrubs and
flowers. New dressing rooms will
be included in the betterments,
while ample provision will be made
for the accommodation of laboratories, carpenter and paint shops,
property rooms, etc.
The present production program
of Manager John J. Hayes includes
a single reel George Ovey comedy
each week. These are filmed under
the White Cap banner, with Arby
Arly playing opposite the wellknown laugh maker. With the
completion of the new buildings at
the studios, five-reel features will
be added to the output. The administration building will front on
Venice Blvd.

Record

and
TION
RECEPthat
A public
if ever,
seldompress
has from
been accorded other screen
stars, was given Clara Kimball
Young, the Equity star on her visit
to Nashville, Louisville, Tulsa and
Oklahoma City last week. Newspapers confessed that Miss Young
broke all records for publicity and
popularity in their respective cities.
Nothing of its kind had ever been
seen before. Even as much as a
week before h er arrival, the press
heralded her coming from frontpage headlines. Mayors, Governors,
Military and Civic officials, the
shining lights of society hastened
to extend their courtesies to their
guest.
Leaving Dallas she boarded the
train for Nashville. As the party
approached the suburbs of the city,
they found a notable delegation of
city officials awaiting them with a
special train. Arriving in the Tennessee capital a multitude greeted
the Equity star. Not before Miss
Young made a fitting speech of
acknowledgement of their reception
was she allowed to proceed to her
hotel. Here she began a round of
honors that did not end till the next
evening, when she left for Louisville. As in Houston, San Antonio
and Dallas, the Mayor presented the
star with gold keys to the city, and
the ceremony was followed by an
address by Miss Young from the
balcony of her suite to the mobs
below in which she attacked censorship of the movies. Luncheons
by the Rotary Club, Kiwanis,
Knights of Pythias and other organizations followed. Miss Young
made a tour of the principal industrial plants and shops of the
town — all of which was faithfully
recorded in the daily press. As in
her previous visits, every opinion
the Equity star pronounced, whether
on politics or fashions, was ' swallowed whole ' by the dailies. When

George Kleine Produces
Howell Serial

Return

The release of " The Hope DiaMystery,"distributed
the fifteen-episode
serial mond
being
on the
states rights market by the Howells
Sales Company, marks the re-entrance of George Kleine into active
participation into the affairs of the
motion picture industry again.
George Kleine was one of the
earliest and most successful of the
pioneers of the business and has
been responsible for some of the
greatest successes in the history of
the screen.
The Howells Sales Company is
so enthusiastic over the exploitation
possibilities of " The Hope DiaMystery,"
serial mond
which
theythearefifteen-episode
distributing
on the states rights market, that
they have issued a challenge to the
entire industry.
They are making the statement
in their trade paper advertising on
this picture that this serial has
greater exploitation possibilities
than any other picture ever made
and calling on the states rights
buyer to make them prove the
assertion.

anFOLLOWING nouncemthe
ents ofthe recen
J. W. t Film
n
ratio
anent the launchCorpo
ing of their first big special, " Every
Man's Price," in which Grace Darling has the leading role, E. S. Manheimer, who is handling the distribution ofthe J. W. series of specials, states many letters of congratulations onhis policy of big independent, dignified productions
*
state
the
for
received.at this
were market
particular time,rights
According to a statement by Mr.
Manheimer, he believes that the
time was never more propitious for
the launching of high class drama
than at present. " In the matter of
getting our productions ready for
the market and setting the time for
release," says Mr. Manheimer, " I
have pursued
' watchful
policy.
For the a past
several waiting
months, '
as we all know, conditions in the
film industry, as in all other lines
of business, have been rather chaotic, with the result that the downward trend of prices brought to
light a number of inferior pictures
that had been laying idle in the
vaults for many months. The own-

Publicity
she made her personal appearance
at the Old Mill theatre in the evening, it was necessary to use the
police reserves to hold the mobs.
An even greater ovation awaited
Miss Young in Louisville. Front
pages of the Post, Courier and
Herald announced her arrival and
printed photographs. A battery of
staff cameramen pursued her every
motion. Reporters were lined up at
the Hotel Snellbach, where her
comments on her opinion of the
city and her views on motion-pictures -were eagerly recorded. After
being presented with the keys of the
city by Mayor Briggs, she was the
guest of the Kiwanians, where she
was voted an honorary member.
A special train was ordered when
Miss Young left Louisville for
Tulsa, Oklahoma, her next stop.
Meanwhile, the City of Tulsa was
abustle with preparations for
their visitor. Mayor Evans arranged with the Passenger Agent
of the Frisco lines to post
placards in trains, on platforms and
generally throughout the city to the
effect that the public should turn out
in royal fashion to meet Clara Kimball Young at the station.
The climax of her reception came
a half hour later, when one of the
most effective " stunts " ever manipulated was performed. Milton
Crandall, the Equity exploitation
director and press agent of Miss
Young on her tour, conceived the
idea tionofin honor
havingof aMiss
publicYoung
demonstrastaged
at the office of the Tulsa World. A
platform was set in front of the
center window of the building and
Miss Young stepped out of the window on to the platform. The novelty of her appearance was the talk
of the town. As the public reception took place in front of the newspaper building, naturally that paper
was filled with headlines of Miss
Young's fame. A throng conserv-

to

for
Star
atively estimated at 7,000 greeted
the appearance of Miss Young before the World office.
Mayor Evans presented her the
keys of the city. The crowd had
been forming for two hours before
Miss Young's emergence from the
window to the platform. Special
police were detailed for the occasion. Her exit from the window
on to the platform was electrifying. A front page of the World
impeded her exit, so that Miss
Young had to burst through the
front page of the World to get to
the platform.
In the meantime, Crandall had
staged a gala reception for the
Equity star in Oklahoma City, her
next destination. Announcements
and placards posted in all stores and
bill-boards called upon the public to
give Miss Young the reception of
her life. A lavish reception was
arranged at the State Capitol,
where Governor Stephenson, Secretary of State Morris and the Legislature were to welcome her.
At the first opportunity the reporters besieged the Equity star and
quoted her at length on matters feminine. In the afternoon a reception
was given Miss Young in the Huckins Hotel by the ladies of the capital, and in the evening Miss Young
spoke effectively against iron-clad
censorship before the American Legion, Y. M.izations.C.She was
A., and
the other
guest organof the
most exclusive stores of Oklahoma
City the next day, and columns of
announcements by various shops
asked patrons to come and greet
Miss Young in their establishments.
To date, Equity states, the
amount of publicity, both newspaper
and mouth-to-mouth, that Clara
Kimball Young has received in the
two weeks of her tour of the Southwest is more than any other star
ever received from a personal appearance inthe same territory.

Normalcy
Glutting
Reacts

of Market
for Good,

Says Manheimer
ers of these pictures saw the opportunity .to cash in on them by taking advantage of the existing unstable condition, on the assumption
that ridiculously low prices and attractive terms would blind the independent exchangemen as to the
inferiority
of the productions offered.
" The result was that the market
during the past six months has
beeri cluttered with all sorts of productions and all sorts of propositions, which put the independent exchangeman in the position to dictate his own terms.
" Instead of stimulating business
and giving the independent exchangeman the opportunity to keep
his exchanges going without any
heavy outlay of actual money, as
claimed by those who were ridding
their shelves of the accumulation of
years, it reacted with the force of
dynamite and the state rights man

Is

Seen

found himself in the unhappy position of having a lot of worthless
junk in his exchange that he could
not move. These one-picture distributors simply passed the buck on
to the independent exchange and
took the chance of getting a percentage on whatever bookings the
state rights man was able to put
over on the unsuspecting exhibitors.
" However, this procedure was
not altogether an ill wind, for it
cleaned up the market of the flyby-night pictures and made a clear
road for the bona-fide better productions of the legitimate producers
and distributors.
" Being firmly convinced that the
trend of the times portend to an
immediate return of normalcy in
the film fidenceindustry,
it is with
in the astuteness
of all
the conlive
state rights buyers that I am offering them the first of the J. W. seof genuine
specials,King
" Every
Man's riesPrice,"
a Burton
production, which will be followed at
definite intervals by other productions of equal power, dignity and
box-office strength."
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Douglas Rothacker to
Tour New England
Douglas D. Rothacker, manager
of the Rothacker industrial division,
is spending several weeks in the
East. After a stay at the New
York office he will proceed on a
trip through New England. He
plans to spend several days in
Washington, conferring with government officials on educational
films, which the Rothacker Company is producing for the film
library of the United States bureau
of mines.
George D. Baker Confers
on Next Production
George D. Baker is in New York
and going over plans for the S-L
Picture to follow his production of
" Without Limit," adapted from
Calvinscheduled
Johnston's
Temple through
Dusk,"
and
for " release
Metro. In conference with Mr.
Baker is Arthur Sawyer.
Herbert Lubin, head of the S-L
organization, has Mr. Sawyer under
contract to make five George D.
Baker productions for release
through Metro.
Minneapolis Manager
for Ass'd Producer
F. B. Warren, general manager of
Associated Producers, Inc., announces the appointment of Julius F.
Brett of Minneapolis, resident manager for the A. P. organization.
Mr. Brett was at one time Minneapolis manager for United Artists.
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Christie's
Fine
Cast
Well Known
Players to Appear
in

William H. Strafford, of the Rothacker
Industrial Division, who directed the
four-reel picture
the Chazy Central
Ruralof School

F

Picture

New

Robertson-Cole Comedy
in " OneBeban
Man in
a Million,"
INsuper-special
" See My Lawyer,"
the Roy
new played
the George
feature.
The
starring T.
Barnes to be released by Robertson- pretty brunette, Jean Acker, has
Cole, Al Christie, the producer it one of the principal roles. Miss
is said, has selected a cast of un- Acker played with Sessue Hayakawa
usual excellence.
in "An Arabian Knight" and later
T. Roy Barnes, who stars in the appeared in other productions.
role of " Bob " Gardner, has been
J. P. Lockney, who plays the role
a comedian on the legitimate stage of an inventor, is a veteran of the
for more than five years. One of stage and screen. He has appeared
his early stage successes was the in- in
a number of Robertson-Cole proterpretation of the same role in ductions.
which he now appears in " See My
For more than thirty years Bert
Lawyer." Grace Darmond, who Woodruff, who plays the role of
plays opposite Mr. Barnes, has ap- the
eccentric alienist, has been
peared on the screen in dramatic
roles. She was starred in the trouping all over the world. He began his theatrical career playing
Robertson-Cole release " What juvenile
leads for David Belasco.
Every Woman
first
venture
into theWants."
realm ofHer
comedy
Ogdcn Crane, also in the cast,,
has been before the camera for six
was in " So Long Letty."
playing
the role Paramount
of " PasLloyd Whitlock is seen in a years and for fifteen years on the Nita Naldi,
sion," in George
Fitzmaurice's
sympathetic
role. Mr. Whitlock legitimate stage.
picture, " Experience "
Ince Launches Test for
Indians
to
Exploit
Film
Chiefs Who Appeared in Neilan
Production
Will
Tour Country
different
parts of the country as
ARRANGEMENTS for what is
expected to prove one of the follows : Company Number One will
biggest national publicity stunts in cover St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
connection with the presentation of and Milwaukee ; Company number
a photoplay are now under way for two, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas
Marshall Neilan's next release City, Omaha and Des Moines ;
through Associated First National Company number three, Pittsburgh,
Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, and
Pictures, " Bob Hampton of Detroit
; Company number four,
New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
As a special advance ballyhoo for Baltimore,
Washington, D. C,
Placer."
the
film the Publicity Department
of First National in association with Brooklyn and Newark.
Each publicity man in charge of
Pete Smith of Marshal Neilan proIndian troupes will coductions is arranging for the ap- one of the
operate with exhibitor in putting
pearance in twenty-one first run
cities throughout the country of over special stunts to act as advance
various famous Chiefs of the Black- ballyhoo for the film.
feet Indians who took part in the
screen presentation of the Randall
Parrish book at Glacier Park, Mon- New Episode of Roland
tana.
Serial March 20
There will be four complete
Pathe announces that the second
troupes comprising six well known
episode
" TheRoland
Avenging
Indians each in charge of a special the
new ofRuth
serial,Arrow,"
will be
publicity man. These units are at released March 20th. It is entitled
the disposal of the exhibitors and " The Enemy Strikes," and it is
will take part in many different pub- said, shows no slacking of speed in
licity stunts that will prove excep- action of thrills.
tional advance advertising for the
film.
Present plans include not only the Mayer Buys Story for
use of the Indians for advance
Anita Stewart
stunts three days before the pic" The Price of Happiness," by
ture opens but also the appearance
of these braves in special prologues Florence Auer, has been secured
for the picture during the initial by Louis B. Mayer as the next starring vehicle for Anita Stewart. The
presentations
in each of the twenty- scenario
is now being prepared by
one cities.
The four companies of Indians Finis
rect. Fox. Edwin Carewe will diwill be divided so as to appear in

His "Find
Thomas
H. Ince of
has 1921"
launched a
competition in several leading cities
of the United States for the purpose of determining which lady of
the land is to be the " Ince Find of
1921." Mr. Ince, it is stated, has
selected fifty-two representative
cities of the country in which he
will conduct the competition at some
future date. It has already been
tried out in Atlanta, Ga., in a tieup between the Criterion theatre
of that city and the Atlanta Constitution. Girls between the ages of
16 and 30 residing in the state of
Georgia were requested to send in
their photos to the Criterion management. A board of judges, consisting of prominent
citizens
Atlanta,
selected five of
the of
photos
sent in. The candidates selected
are to be given free screen tests,
the prints of which are to be sent
to Mr. Ince. When the test prints
from the other sections of the country, in which the competition is to
be tried out, are forwarded and
comparedvisers, by
Mr. selection
Ince and will
his adthe final
be
made. A report from the Associated
declares thatProducers'
much headquarters
newspaper space
has already been secured by the
competition and that additional
newspapers are joining every day.
Fox's Chicago Office in
New Quarters
A statement from the New York
headquarters of the William Fox
Film Corporation announces that
its Chicago office is now " operatingtersat onfull
speed Avenue
" in its new
Wabash
underquarthe
command of C. W. Eckhardt.
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Thomas
Ince presents
Revel,"
featuring H.Florence
Vidor, " aBeau
Paramount
picture
Fox Special Arrives From
West Coast
From Fox New York headquarters comes word that the film of
that firm's production, " Queen of
Sheba," Coast
has at studios,
last arrived
West
and from
afterthea
private showing of the big subject,
Fox officials are of the opinion that
they have the greatest screen specacle ever produced.
It took the labor of thirty-five
hundred people to adapt the great
story to the screen. In addition to
these, there were concerned in its
Droduction 15 principals and a ballet of 100 dancers. The horses
number 300 and camels 50, while
31 chariots and 150 tents figured
largely in the making of the great
jicture. The story was written by
Virginia Tracy, the well-known
short-story writer.
The direction of the spectacle was
intrusted to J. Gordon Edwards,
A'ho directed "Cleopatra" and
' Salome " for Fox.
Cat OitLE
s -th
ON
Sce
Tun
has
ROBEanRno
ane unujust publishedractiv
camsually att
paign book for its Pauline
k
ic
ng
er
ri
producstar
Fred
tion, "The Mistress of Shenich
ady foer
one,"
st
cover ar
release.whOn thise re
shown Miss Frederick and
Roy Stewart, who plays the
le role in the picleading .ma
ture This front cover can be
used by the exhibitor in his
lobby display. The second
page shows a set of ten lobby
photos.
There are two pages of exploitation suggestions, including information on the extensive tie-up arranged with
Grosset and Dunlap, the New
York publishing house. Pictures of the supporting cast,
the musical setting for the
picture, items of interest
about the story, cast and author, display ads, catch-lines
and a list of accessories are
also included in the pressbook.

Scores

the Strand
with City,
INNING
BEGtheatre
, New York
at 7.40
P. M., and ending with the
Majestic theatre, on 185th Street,
at 10 P. M., the Pathe News placed
a print of its " Inauguration Spelly everynence
virtua
cial "einto
e of
promi motion in
theatr
pictur
Brooklyn, Jersey City and Newark,
N. J., on the night President Harding was sworn in at Washington.
This fact was further augmented
by the fact that the Pathe News
was the only reel to show the inauguration inChicago on the Sunday following, according to a state-,
ment from the Pathe headquarters
which further declares that the reel
reached intermediate points, including Cleveland and Cincinnati, hours
before any other reel.
By rushing the negatives from
Washington to Jersey City by aeroplane, and then using automobiles
in distributing the prints to theatres
in New York, Brooklyn, and Jersey
City, the Pathe News was enabled
to make its rapid time.
Following receipt of the Pathe
News special by the Strand theatre
at 7.40, a print arrived at the Rialto
at 7.50, and at the Capitol theatre at
7.58. The Brooklyn Strand received its copy at 8.18, the Academy
of Music, Jersey City, at 7.45 ; the
Newark, Newark, N. J., at 8.40;
Goodwin, Newark, 8.50, and the
Brandford, Newark, at 8.57.
Samuel Rothafel, managing director of the Capitol, sent the following letter to the editor:
" I beg to acknowledge the fact
that the pictures of the Inauguration

a

Beat

Has

Full

on

Views

B'way Evening
March 4th

on
of

arrived at the Capitol at 7.58 Friday evening, nearly two hours ahead
of the next release which in itself
is quite an achievement, and I congratulate you upon your enterprise."
Joseph Plunkett, managing director of the Strand, wrote in the
same vein.
" Owing to a heavy snowstorm
Saturday morning, Pathe News was
prevented from placing its Inauguration Special in Cleveland and Cincinnati that afternoon. An aeroplane bearing 100 copies of the
Pathe News special, left Jersey City
at 2 o'clock Saturday morning,
bound for Cleveland and Chicago.
The plane also carried prints for
the Far West. It was Mr. Cohen's
intention to get a print into San
Francisco by Monday, but the snowstorm which drove his plane down
half way to Cleveland made this impossible. However, the prints did
reach Chicago, Sunday, and San
Francisco should have received its
copies Tuesday evening, at the
latest, which would set a record for
speed in film distribution.
Mr. Cohen made elaborate plans
for covering the inauguration. He
had five cameramen on the job, and
Al Richard, his assistant. Mr.
Cohen chartered an aeroplane, to
carry one set of negatives from
Washington to the Pathe News

Inaugural
laboratory
Jersey City.
Richard's
job
was to inassemble
another
set of
negatives and rush it to the mail
plane, which left directly across
from Washington in Maryland.
President Harding took his oath
at 1.25, and twenty minutes later
Cohen was at Boiling Field, ready
to start for West Side Park, Jersey
City. Richard was heading for the
mail plane station, where the start
wasTheto be
at twomachine
o'clock. got away
editor's
perfectly, but while still over Washington developed engine trouble, and
made a forced landing. Again it
started, only to be forced down.
Nearly an hour and a half was thus
lost, so that the mail plane got
away before Cohen's pilot finally
gotPathe
started.had a special messenger
waiting at Heller Field, Newark,
where the mail plane landed. He
had a Post Office permit to obtain
the Pathe negative immediately. He
was rushed from Newark to Jersey
City by rived
speedy
automobile
arthere five
minutes and
before
Cohen landed at West Side Park.
Thisthewasfirstbefore
At
7.10,
print five
was o'clock.
ready, and
was started by special messenger,
in a taxicab, for New York.
The other prints for the big
Broadway houses were started at
intervals of a few minutes.
By ing,
twomoreo'clock
Saturday
than 100
prints mornwere
ready for the special plane, which
would have gotten into Cleveland
Saturday forenoon, had it not been
Beach, Cal.

"Outside
the
Law"
Wis., where g
Manager Big
Owen McGoin
'sdeLoop
from Barbee
ORTS
REPtheatr
e, where
" Outsi
the Reports Tell of Record Kivett lauds the picture as the biggest production of the year; the
Law " recently had its ChiEllanay theatre, El Paso, Tex.,
Breaking Box-Office
cago premier, bring to light the fact
where the manager broke records
Returns
that Universal-Jewel production,
despite increased admission; the
starring Priscilla Dean, broke all
previous box-office records at that
Mr. Sam Harding, manager of Wigwam theatre, Reno, Nev., which
theatre. William S. Barbee, man- the Liberty theatre, Kansas City, had its biggest week in fourteen
years ; the Laughlin theatre, Long
ager of the theatre, continued the
sent word that the Pris- Beach, Cal.
show until after midnight, in order Mo., also
cilla Dean picture has established
to take
. care of his first day's new records for him. He characcrowds
terized the picture, as the most
Similar reports have been re- wonderful melodrama he had ever
ceived at the Universal home-office played, and as a great money maker.
The Rivoli theatre, Portland, Ore.,
concerning the opening of " Outside the Law " in other cities. H. established a precedent with "Outand held
for athepicture
first
M.
Rouda,
manager
of Asher's
Merrill
theatre,
Milwaukee,
wired time side
in theitsLaw,"
history,
to Universal praising the picture over for the second week. Dave
highly and making it known that Brill, manager of the Portland ofthe Milwaukee opening had to turn
fice of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, has reported
as many away as could be accommodated inthe theatre. The week's record breaking showings in five
run was characterized as exception- other towns in that territory.
Another theatre which is said to
tion.al, despite unusually strong opposi- have had exceptional success with
In Montreal, the management of the Dean picture, is the Standard
the Holman theatre had to call the theatre, in Cleveland. In that city,
police to restore order, it is stated, " Outside the Law " had to buck
so insistent were those pushing their unusual opposition, including " Forway to the box-office. The theatre
bidden Fruit," " The Love Light,"
filled up in less than an hour, men " The Country Fair," " The Truth
and women almost fighting to reach About Husbands," and " Way Down
the entrance, the management of
that theatre said in a telegram to
Among other theatres which have A new picture of Marguerite Armstrong,
Universal. The S. O. R. sign also reported unusual success with the playing opposite Eric Von Stroheim, in
called out for succeeding days, he Tod Browning-Priscilla Dean pic- his new Universal-Jewel production,
" Foolish Wives "
asserted
ture are the Bijou theatre, Racine,
East."
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Scenes from " The Little Fool," Metro's production of Jack London's story

Films
Paramount
Lists
from the English playTO enable Paramount exhibitors Outlines Production adaptation
wright Henry Arthur Jones ; The
to show their patrons what
Blue Room " from the story by
attractions they can expect at
Plans for Coming
their favorite theatres for the next
Cosmo Hamilton ; " The Conquest
Year and Half
year, the advertising department of
of
Canaan,"
Tarkington's
famous
novelBooth
in pictures
with
Paramount Pictifres this week isThomas
Meighan
in
the
stellar role;
ated
t
ngly
bookle
illustr
sued a striki
made " The Miracle Man " ;
of sixteen pages outlining the com- "who
Peter Ibbetson" immortalized on " The Hell Diggers," a picture
the
stage
by the artistry of the two
n
Wallace Reid; "Memoproductios.plans
the next
forcing
pany'smonth
the Barrymores; "Is Matrimony a starring
Embra
eighteen
ries "from an original story by Eds Failure," David Belasco's greatest
world'
the
of
names s of some
ward
Knoblock ; " Cappy Ricks,"
famou authors, who are now stage farce given adequate treat- Peter Kyne's lovable character in
writing directly for Paramount, as
pictures
Gasoline(Fatty)
Gus," aArbuckle
comedy
ment for the screen; and "Bella in
which ; "Roscoe
well as the names of the stars and
Donna " gripping
adaptedstory.
from Robert
directors who dominate Paramount Hichens
will star; "The Trouble with
Pictures, the booklet furnishes exan Lucien
adaptation
of the
The list of specials on the Para- Women," morous
hibitors material which will enable
Cary story
in huthe
mount schedule as revealed by the
them to talk about attractions which above compilation, is supplemented
Saturday
Evening
Post
;
"
Venthey will book for several months by further productions which make
greatest
novel thedetta,"
castMarieforCorelli's
which ■will
be a
to come.
up the releases, in part, for the comThe booklet not only details the
ing year. These include such of- revelation ; and " You Can't Fool
pictures to be released by Paraferings as : " Back Pay " from Your Wife," by Hector Turnbull
mount up to September 1, but also Fannie Hurst's story; "The Shula- for a George Mel ford production.
gives an extensive description of mite," adapted from Edward
most of the big specials to be in- Knoblock's drama ; Everything for Lynch Circuit Engages
cluded on the Paramount schedule Sale," an original story by Hector
Hodkinson Release
for next season.
Turnbull;
"Uneasy
Virtue,"
in
which
Gloria
Swanson
will be
"
The Truant Husband " will be
Notable among the productions
Bride's Play," a Cos- played over the entire Lynch Cirlisted for the year commencing in starred; " The
cuit of theatres beginning with a
mopolitan production of stupenSeptember is " The End of the
full week's showing at the Rialto,
dous
beauty
;
"
Amos
Judd,"
the
melodrama by the late John
World,"
many of athemammoth
scenes ofmasterpiece,
which are psychic
Ga. released
This isby Rockett's
Ames Williams, former editor of Atlanta,feature
Hodkinlaid in Shanghai. This picture will "Life"; "The Lifted Veil," an Film's
son.
mark the initial appearance of Betty
Book

Compson of " The Miracle Man "
fame, as a star under the Paramount banner as the result of a
five year contract which this chic
actress recently signed with the organization.
Among the other productions
promised are : " The Affairs of
Anatol" which Cecil B. DeMille
has just completed; "Peter Pan,"
Sir J. M. Barrie's most notable
play; " Montmarte," a vivid, spectacular drama of the French capital ; " Laurels and the Lady," by
Leonard Merrick, which will be produced as another Cecil B. De Mille
super special ; " The Great Impersonation," from E. Phillips Oppenheim, which Director George Melford will contribute to the Paramount programof ; "theExperience,"
the
film version
famous stage
play directed by George Fitzmaurice
in which Richard Barthelmess will
play the leading role of " Youth " ;
" The Wanderer " from the stupendous stage production of the
same name ; " Ladies Must Live,"
the second Paramount picture directed by George Loane Tucker,

Margarita Fisher, star of the " Flying
" special, " The Gamesters," an American
FilmA picture

William Nigh Finishes
Dramatic Features
William Nigh, who has earned
the reputation of directing pictures
with
a highly
human
intensely'
dramatic
appeal,
this and
week
completed his latest production at the
Selznick studios in Fort Lee, N.
made under the working title,
" Why Girls Leave Home." The
story is an original one written by
Nigh himself, who always prepares
the working scripts of the productions on which the handles the
megaphone.
William Nigh is noted as a director of big, wholesome human interest pictures, and he has also
made several big spectacular productions. Picture play-goers will
recall his careful direction on the
picture based on Ambassador Gerard's famous story, " My Four
Years in Germany." Among the
most notable pictures which he has
directed are " Notorious Gallagher,"
" The Yellow Streak " and " The
Fighting
Playing Roosevelts."
the stellar role in the picture just completed is dainty Maurine Powers. The story was written
by Mr. Nigh with Miss Powers
especially in mind, and it was the
unanimous opinion of all who saw
her work that her role will prove a
distinct sensation, when the picture
is released. Mr. Nigh is already at
work on the scenario of his next
picture in which Miss Powers will
be starred.
Increased Interest in
Hudson Bay Pictures
Coming of milder weather has
stimulated the interest in the four
single-reel pictures forming its
Hudson Bay Travel series, according to an announcement from Educational. The third of these pictures is on the March schedule, and
the fourth is still to be released.
These pictures were made by Educational's own expedition with the
fullest cooperation of the Hudson
Bay Company.
Tale of
of the
Fur followed
North " was
the" A first
these,
by
" Hides and Go Seek " and " Its a
Great Life — " which vividly portrays life in the arctic and incidentally shows the vicissitudes of
the camera man. The fourth of the
series, to be released in April is ,
"An Esquimotion Picture."
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Associated
Contract
Release

Gets

Signed for
of Four

MOTION PICTURE
STUDIO DIRECTORY
and TRADE ANNUAL
NOW BEING COMPILED

Big Specials
IT is announced from the offices of
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., that
contracts have been signed for
the release of four big special proThe Book That Is on the
ductions featuring Mae Murray and
directed by Robert Z. Leonard. This
Desk of Every Photoplay
is the first production announcement
Editor
from Associated since its reorganization with Mr. Arthur S. Kane
Chief Aid of the Theatre
as
chairman of the executive comPublicity Director
mittee and is understood to be the
Write or Phone
forerunner of a series of important
developments in that field.
Motion Picture News, Inc.
A combination of Western cap729 Seventh Avenue, New York
italists acting in association with
Leyford Gates, the author of several popular novels, and Boyd GurNew House Book Edu- ley, well known for several years as
a publisher of newspapers in the
cational Releases
West and the Middle West, will begin motion picture production on a
In Chicago the Tivoli, the new
Balaban and Katz theatre which has large scale with the series of big
just opened is playing both comedies specials with Miss Murray.
Work on the first picture will
and scenics for Educational. S.
immediately in the AmsterBarret McCormick, managing direc- begin dam
Studios in New York City,
tor of the Ambassador, the new
trial theatre in Los Angeles, which and all of the pictures will be made
is devoting its entire attention to in the East, according to present
plans. Four stories by prominent
premier showings only, and for a authors
are under consideration for
single week, has adopted Kinograms
adaptation to pictures at the present
as its news weekly and has fea- time,
it is likely that the first
tured Educational scenes practical- picture and
directed by Mr. Leonard and
ly every week since its opening.
In Atlanta the new Howard is in which the vivacious Mae Murray
will be seen will be the work of one
making a specialty of Christie of
the best known woman authors
Comedies and other subjects. The
in the country, according to the
State in Minneapolis, which recent- statement
issued.
ly opened its doors, is playing a
[greaterdiesportion
of both
comeand scenics.
In the
Cleveland
where Loew's Park and Loew's
State theatres recently opened, the
first run of all the comedies and
scenics are booked by the Loew
theatres and have long been a
feature in the older houses. Many
of them have been transferred to
the two new theatres.
The Stanley theatre, Philadelphia,
is using some Educational product
each week. According to Educational at least six new theatres
which will be opened- within as
many weeks will have its product
on the opening bills.
Edwin Carewe Finishes
New Stewart Vehicle
Under the direction of Edwin
Carewe, the final scenes were completed for Anita Stewart's latest
Louis B. Mayer-First National attraction,The
"
Invisible Fear." The
story, by Hampton Del Ruth, was
prepared in scenario form by Madge
Tyrone. Supporting Miss Stewart
are Walter McGrail and Alan Forrest.

Mae
Murray
Mr. Gates. " We are confident that
the combination of Miss Murray
and Mr. Leonard in a production
such as is assured under the present producing arrangement will be
of great value to the exhibitors the
Mr. Gates,
country
over."who is himself the author of " Pirates of Fenitent Bay,"
" Within the Seventh Veil," " David
Garrick, Jr.," and several other
novels and plays, is personally selecting the story from which the
initial picture is to be made. He
feels that Miss Murray has not yet
had ' the strength of her ability
stressed, and he believes her first
picture for .\ssociated Exhibitors
will be even more suited to her talents.
" We have watched the growing
popularity
of Mae
and Robert Leonard
and Murray
her convincing

success in ' Idols of Clay,' ' On with
the Dance ' and her latest ' The
Gilded Lily,' finally impelled us to
Mae Murray, four of whose coming seek
her services for our first prospecial productions will be released by
Associated Exhibitors, according to
Mr. Gates tostated.
found it duction,"
necessary
assure " We
her
the terms
of
a
new
contract
just
entered into. Robert Z. Leonard will beyond question of the quality of
direct her
the pictures in which she will appear, and she is now enthusiastic in
" The recent pictures in which
her certainty of splendid results.
Miss Murray has appeared " have
" We feel that in Mae Murray we
been so successful, we feel those have one of the biggest box office
now to be made along the same drawing cards of the day in her
lines of big production directed by type of big production and in Mr.
we have one of the ablest
one noted in his art will be great Leonard
directors. We are determined that
cards for Associated Exhibitors," the stories will match the ability of
stated Arthur S. Kane, chairman of both and we confidently look forward to an exceptional series of
the executive committee of Associated, after signing contracts with

Ass'd
Will DistributeProducers
Four

in

Frothingham Films
Within Year

spot-bookingthemselves
basis as the
country's
exhibitors
desire.
The
contract executed with Mr. Frothingham is similar to the one recently signed with King Vidor for
the distribution by A. P. of four
King Vidor special productions
within a period of a year.
" Our contract with these two
producers is in keeping with the
announcement made when Associated Producers was formed a

gener
, ibuti
on alof manofREN
distr
AsFB. agerWAR
* sociated Producers, Inc., announces the signing of a contract
with J. L. Frothingham, of Los Angeles and New York, for the distribution by A. P. of four J. L.
Frothingham Productions within a
period of a year, the first release to be made a month hence in
April. This contract was closed in
New York last week by Mr. Frothingham and Mr. Warren and the
first production is now announced
to be Peter B. Kyne's highly popular story, " The Ten Dollar Raise,"
with ley.
an all-star cast, including MarO'Mal
guerite de la Motte and Pat

The J. L- Frothingham productions to be released through Associated Producers are to be directed
by Edward Sloman, reputed to be a
Eschmann Is Promoted
careful director with a fine sense
of continuity and dramatic intenby Pathe Exchanges
sity. One of the best productions
Pathe has just announced that of the past two years, Stewart EdEdward A. Eschmann has been proward White's famous story of the
moted from feature sales mana- Dakotas,
" The Westerners," was
ger to assistant to Director of Ex- the work of Mr. Sloman, and other
changes Elmer Pearson. Mr. Esch- widely known and popular producmann has been with Pathe for three
tions he has directed include " The
years, having joined the organiza- Sage Brushers," " Mutiny of the
tion in 1919 as branch manager in Elsinore," "Burning Daylight" and
Chicago. A year later he was ap- "Blind Youth."
pointed tothe office of feature sales
Mr. Frothinghams productions
manager.
for A. P. release will be made, as

pictures."
Big
Deal
Producers
either under
a four-picture unit contract
or singly
on a

year
Warren.
" We
said ago,"
at thatsaidtimeMr.that
this organization was open and accessible to
producers termined
of fine
standards
deoutput and
that itand
would

J. L. Frothingham, who will distribute
four productions a ciated
yearProducers
through Assohave his past productions for other
organizations, at the Brunton studios in Los Angeles, and will have
at their command all of the fine
facilities that Robert Brunton has
created at his big California plant.
Tentatively April 24 has been set
as the release date for "The Ten
Dollar Raise," and a heavy preliminary exploitation campaign will
be made in behalf of this initial
production for the big A. P. distribution. The Frothingham productions will be sold by Associated

provide keting
suchsystem
producers
with bea marthat would
kept
clear of entangling alliances."
Mr. Frothingham's first production, "The
Ten Dollar
has
been in
production
for sixRaise,'
or seven
weeks and the camera work on it
was completed March 1.
Peerless to Represent
Pioneer in Canada
Another increase in its distributing work is recorded by the Pioneer
Film Corporation through the consummation of arrangements with
the Peerless Films, Ltd., which enterprise will represent pioneer
in Western Canada.
The Peerless Films, Ltd., has its
main office in Winnipeg and also
operates in Calgary and Vancouver.
Pioneer is now represented in six
offices in the Dominion of Canada.

The pictures on the right and left give an idea of theNational
magnituderelease.
of " Man,
WomanPhillips,
— Marriage,"
Allen Holubar
picture presented by Albert A. Kaufman for Pi
Dorothy
the star,theis shown
in the center
Dwan
Film

Featured

in

Celebration

proposition of making it possible
birthIndia
GREENFIEL
er na,
and form
placeD,
home of "Old Swimmin' Hole" for the children to be his guests,
those attending the Greenfield
James Whitcomb Riley, deschools at the matinee on the first
Seen in Author's
ays' munic
ipal
a
clared
two-d
holiNative Town
day of the showing, and the other
day during the showing of Charles
school children in the entire counRay's production of the Hoosier
ty on the second day. Tickets, espoet's best known work, " The Old which the event attracted from
pecially printed, were issued to the
"
min'
Swim
Hole,
at
the
Why
Not
news
pictorials
and
national
news
teacher of each class and were distheatre there on March 7 and 8.
tributed to the children.
agencies
gave
the
film
production
Parades of children, with appro- the widest variety of publicity of
Greenfield has but two newspapriate exercises were a feature of the better sort.
pers, one daily and one weekly,
each day, and during the six perMayor Myers found a willing co- and after the enthusiastic support
formances of the motion picture
worker in Floyd Brown, the man- of the school children had been enproduction it was estimated that
ager, of the Indianapolis exchange
listed the newspaper campaign was
nearly every resident of the whole of Associated
First National Pic- started. Half pages were taken by
county was present at the theatre.
tures, Inc., and a date was decided the theatre in both the local newsThe affair resulted in a double upon which made the showing of
papers for the formal announcesuccess, one for the party in the
ments of the showing of the probirthplacein
city which arranged for the holi- the
the picture
premier inofthethepoet's
production
duction at the! local theatre on
days, and the other for Associated the Indiana territory. Tack Pegler, both of the Riley Movie Days.
First National Pictures, Inc. of the First National Home offices, Throwaways were also used, esMayor Ora Myers, and others in who was in Indianapolis in connecpecially in the schools, to aid the
Greenfield, have been working contion with the opening there of the children in letting their parents
sistently for many months arous" Man-Woman-Mar- know exactly what they were going interest in the establishment of Allen Holubar
ing to see.
riage,"
also
went
to Greenfield to
Riley Park on a plot of ground attend the publicizing
of the event.
The two days rapidly took on
just on the outskirts of Greenfield
The universal appeal which the the aspect of a big municipal
which includes the stream and the Riley poems have for children gave holiday
and when the merchants
site of the pool which furnished the the one For the camoaign which and other business men got in back
inspiration for "The Old Swim- was adopted. Mayor Myers issued of it the rest of Indiana, which
min' Hole." The production of a a proclamation declaring the dates reveres Riley almost as strongly as
film version of the poem offered
of the showing of the picture to be does Greenfield itself, took notice.
an opportune attraction for a spe- " Riley Movie Days," and called Newspapers throughout the state
cial celebration by the city and was upon the public to observe them as published notices of the event, and
taken as such. From the stand- far as possible as holidays.
during the two days celebration the
point of the producers, and disThe school authorities and teach- out-of-town attendance nearly
tributors of the film, the attention
ers were next interviewed on the equalled the local population

B. Hampton
Presents
ton picture, made from Harry Leon
RENJ. B. HAMPTON has assembled for " A Certain Rich Wilson's widely-known novel, and
Man," his next production for Hod- "The U. P. Trail," probably Mr.
kinson release, a cast of capable Hampton's greatest success.
Opposite Mr. McKim is seen
players. This production of Allen
White's well-known novel was di- Claire Adams, who recently appeared to such great advantage in
rected by Howard Hickman, assisted by Elliott Howe.
" The Spenders," and " The DwellHeading the list of screen favoring Place of Light." In the role of
ites comes Robert McKim, who " Bob Hendricks," the juvenile, will
be
seen
Carl Gantvoort, a new-comhandles the role of " John Barer to the shadow stage, who is a
clay
"
with
rare
artistry,
according
to.W. W. Hodkinson. Mr. Mc- discovery of Benj B. Hampton's.
Kim is known by motion picture He appeared on the musical comedy
followers everywhere. Some of his stage opposite Hazel Dawn, Christine Macdonald, and Mitzi before
most recent releases include " The
being
Mark ofpeared inZorro,"
wherein
he ap- ton. " discovered " by Mr. Hampthe support
of Douglas
sterling player included
Fairbanks ; " The Dwelling Place of in Another
the cast is Joseph J. Dowling,
Light,"
another
Benj.
B.
Hampton
production which has created much "the miracle man of the screen,"
favorable comment ; " The Spend- who has appeared in a number of
ers," still another Benj. B. Hamp- Hodkinson releases, namely, " The

Company

Busy o

"Johnny
Allan
Dwan is Cucabod"
keeping his cor
pany working night and day t
"Johnny Producers
Cucabod" release.
his third
sociated
ThisA
the third week the picture has be<
in production and the lot looks
if a circus were camping out,
many animals are being used in tf
various scenes. The story w
adapted from the Saturday Ev
Donald

Crisp on

Tou|

for "Donald
Locations
" hi
Director
Crisp and
assistant, Claude H. Mitchell, ha'l
been making an extensive trl
through the Riviera and Italy, pro]
pecting for suitable locations f<|
the Donald Crisp production (I
Cosmo Hamilton's "The Prince I
of New York," for Famous Pla;l
ers-Lasky British Producers, Ltd. I
Marines
Metro's
Battle inScenes
The Fifth Marines, who macj
such a record for themselves i|
France, repeated their experienal
in storming a camera-guardel
trench for the new Metro preset)
tation
" The Man
Who." whicj
Maxwellof Karger
is producing
wit I
Bert Lvtell as the star.

Fine
Cast
Spenders," " The U. P. Trail," "The
Breaking Point," and " The Kentucky Colonel." Lydia Knott has
the role
of John
while
Frankie
Lee Barclay's
and Marymother,
Jane
Irving, two of the most lovable kiddies on the silver-sheet, are seen as
young Neal Ward and young Janet
Barclay in a sort of prologue to
the picture. These characters,
grown to maturity, are portrayed
by Gordon Dumont, and Eugenia
Gilbert, respectively, both players of
ability. The rest of the cast includes Harry Lorraine, J. Gunnis
Davis, Charles Colby, Walter
Ferry, Flemming Pitts, Grace Pike
and Jean Hershold.
Benj. B. Hampton is also engaged
in the screening of Zane Grey's
best known novel, " The Man of Edward A. Eschmann, who has just bee
appointed Assistant Director of
changes of Pathe
the Forest",
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FOR

THREE

WEEKS

we've been telling you about the tax on copyrighted music played for purposes of profit by motion picture theatres.
As we anticipated, thousands of exhibitors have posted themselves on the subject, and the result is a constant
inflow of applications for licenses to publicly perform copyrighted music. The justice and fairness of the Society's
contention is now freely admitted by many who heretofore have denied it.

INFORMATION
is yours for the asking; a license is yours for the application and compliance with entirely reasonable terms (10c.
per seat per year), for long periods, assuring you against increase in the rate. Secure a license and you can then
play the
HITS

!!

Ask your leader if he needs the " hit " music; ask your audiences if they would like to hear it; ask the press-agent
what he thinks about it. Be a showman ! ! The most successful theatres in America hold licenses : Capitol, Rivoli,
Strand, Rialto and thousands of others. Samuel Rothapfel and Hugo Riesenfeld have held licenses for theatres
under their control for years. The leaders have not hesitated to be showmen, to hold licenses — " there's a reason."
FRANKLY
and in all courtesy, we say that if you do not hold a license, and continue to publicly perform for purposes of profit
the copyrighted musical compositions controlled by this Society, we will file suit in the Federal Courts to protect
our rights. These rights have been upheld by the United States Supreme Court ; a violation of the law entails a
penalty of not less than $250 nor more than $5,000.

American

Society
AUTHORS

56

West

45th

AND
Street,

of

Composers

PUBLISHERS
New

York

City

NOTE — Licenses are available NOW for extended periods, at present rates. If vou care for one, write ut; if
not please simply comply with the law and we will all avoid useless and expensive litigation.

Berlin, Irving, Inc.
Broadway Music Corporation
Chappell-Harmi,
Enoch
& Sons Inc.
Feist, Leo, Inc.
Fisher, Fred, Inc.
Forster, F. J. A.

PUBLISHERS
McKinley Music Co.
Goodman & Rose, Inc.
Marks, Edward B., Music Co.
Gordon, Hamilton S.
Harms, T. B., Company
Mills, Jack, Inc.
Pace & Handy Music Co., Inc.
Harms, T. B. & Francis, Day 4
Hunter
Paull, E. T., Music Company
Remick & Co., Jerome H.
Harris, Charles K.
Richmond, Maurice, Inc.
Kendis, Brockman Music Co., Inc.
And 200 Composers and Authors

Ricordi, G., & Co., Inc.
Shapiro,
Bernstein
& Co., Inc.
Skidmore Publishing
Music Company,
Victoria
CompanyInc.
Von Tilzer, Harry, Music Pub. Co.
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co.
Witmark,
M. & Sons
Stark & Cowan

BALTIMORE
Ed. H. Chesterman,
2607 Keyworth Avenue,
Baltimore, Md.
BOSTON
Paul Amundson,
811 Tremont Bldg.,
Boston, Mass.
BUFFALO
Henry C. Price,
947 Ellicott Square Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
CHICAGO
E. S. Hartman,
1630 Tribune Bldg.,
Chicago, Illinois.
CINCINNATI
John W. Weinig,
First National Bank Bldg.,
Cincinnati, CLEVELAND
Ohio.
Frankel & Frankel,
1019 Guardian Bldg..
Cleveland, Ohio.

ADDRESS THE NEAREST OFFICE FOR INFORMATION
DALLAS
H. H. Heilbron,MILWAUKEE
F. D. Robertson,
Cawker Bldg.
511 North Texas Bldg.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Dallas, Texas.
MINNEAPOLIS
DETROIT
Joss
&
Ohman,
Frank R. Dentz,
Minnesota Loan & Trust Bldg.,
225 Elmhurst Avenue,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Highland Park, Mich.
Barney
Larkey, NEWARK
INDIANAPOLIS
Prudential
Bldg.,
Edward O. Snethen,
Newark, N. J.
416 Indiana Trust Bldg.,
PHILADELPHIA
Indianapolis, Indiana.
American Society of Composers,
KANSAS CITY
Authors
&
616 Heed Bldg.,Publishers,
FriedbergCity,& OMo.'Sullivan,
1211 Filbert St.,
Kansas
Philadelphia, Pa.
LOS ANGELES
Philip Cohen,
Allan Davis, PITTSBURGH
812 Pantages Theatre Bldg.,
408 Union Arcade,
7th & Hill Streets,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Los Angeles, California.

PORTLAND f
Julius
Cohen,
Yeon Bldg.,
Portland, Oregon.
SAN FRANCISCO
Samuel M. Roeder,
1302 Humboldt Bank Bldg.,
San Francisco, California.
SEATTLE
Clark R. Belknap,
Hoge Bldg.,
Seattle, Wash.
ST. LOUIS
O'Hallaron & Lowenhaupt,
1305 Louis,
Third Mo.
Nat. Bank Bldg.,
St.
SYRACUSE
Earl I. Freshman,
516 Dillaye Memorial Bldg.,
Syracuse, N.TOPEKA
Y.
Newell
&
Wallace,
New England Bldg.,
Topeka, Kansas.
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Goldwyn 's Sub-Sea
Drama
Secures Williamson's " Wet Gold "
With Ralph Ince in Leading Role
ARRANGEMENTS
been much of it is on the surface and a
completed betweenhave
Goldwyn
good deal on the land, but the reDistributing Corporation and J. E.
sulting story is a sea tale that rivals
Williamson of the Submarine Film the most powerful imaginings of a
Corporation whereby Goldwyn will Jules Verne.
release through its twenty-two
Ralph rectorInce,
notedwas
as a screen diand actor,
branch distributing offices the newengaged by
est Williamson under-sea drama, Mr. Williamson to direct "Wet
" Wet Gold." The film is stated to
" and to act the leading male
be a most spectacular photoplay of Gold
role in it. With his usual feeling
adventure on land, on sea and under for drama, sense of character and
the water, with plenty of thrills love of the picturesque, Mr. Ince
and strongly emotional drama.
sce"Wet Gold" was written by Mr. developed
nario into Mr.
what. Williamson's
Goldwyn is satisWilliamson himself who, with his
fied will be one of the biggest box
brother George, completed the sys- office attractions of the year. Miss
tem of taking motion pictures un- Aleene Burr, a new screen beauty,
derneath the water which rests upon
the ingenue lead opposite Mr.
the basic patents obtained by his plays
Ince, while many players well
father, Captain C. Williamson of known on stage and screen appear
Norfolk, Va. Their first submarine in the cast.
pictures, taken off the Bahama
The picture was photographed in,
Kennedy
A scene from " Oh, Mary, Be Careful! " a Goldwyn picture starring Madge Islands eight years ago, were the around
under the waters of the
film sensation of the year. The Bahamasandwhere
ten months were
system of taking beneath-the-water spent in obtaining the wealth of
pictures has since been developed unusual picture material which went
Inauguration
Views
Shown
and perfected until the new under- into the making of the finished film.
water picture, " Wet Gold," rivals Mr. Williamson and his associates
International Cleverly Combines
ordinary cinematography for clear- recently completed the editing and
21
ness, for variety of scenes and for
human drama. Not that all of the titling of " Wet Gold " and the film
and '21 Ceremonies
Views of '13News
His
vigor
and
cheerfulness
are
in
l
ationa
will shortly be ready for trade
Intern
WHEN
screenings.
faction the
of "Wet
takes
Reel No. 18, containing pic- strange contrast to the pictures of below
surfaceGold"
of the
sea,place
for
tures of the inauguration of Presi- 1921, in which he could not conceal his broken health and caredent Harding, were thrown on the
worn appearance.
screens of Broadway theatres,
The 1913 inauguration pictures Call
for
Serials
Increases
March 4, a fewes hours after
the
actual ceremoni in Washington, the obtained by International News
New York audiences were treated are said to have been the
Pathe Representative After Tour
news picture exto a novelty. The Harding inau- first movie
hibited
the
same
day
as
being
Reports
Demand
is Increasing
guration pictures were immediately
followed by pictures of the Wilson taken. E. B. Hatrick, now genRockies 'card.
proved a tremendous
inauguration, taken eight years ago,
eral news manager of the Interna- POPULAR demand for serials, drawing
tional News, conceived the idea of
instead of abating after the inand which showed in. strange concreased
demand
created
during
the
putting the inauguration pictures
trast to those of today.
" I recently discovered an excellent example of the value of a
The double inauguration pictures on the screen in Washington, the war-time period, is increasing, declares
a
statement
from
the
Pathe
serial in Buffalo. Two first-run
were possible to no other news same day. The same pictures were
reel, as International has the only shown in New York the following headquarters which is based on the houses on the same street were
negative in this country of the first morning. It is significant of the report of the Pathe special serial playing features of an equal drawing power. One of these theatres
Wilson inauguration, according to progress of the news reel business representative who has just returned to the home office after a was showing a Pathe serial, and
word from that organization. They that the time has been cut down to
show Wilson smilingly accepting a few hours from camera to screen tour of the country.
that house was ' standing them up.'
" It is a fact that during the war The other house was doing only
the high office from William Taft. in the case of important news.
mediocre business. First - run
people became more interested in houses
find serials bigger drawing
serials than ever before," he re- cards, proportionately, than other
ports, "because it kept their minds
focused on something other than
Record
Shipment
of Films
the horrors of the great struggle.
The demand for chapter-plays,
Paramount Sent About 1,500,000
theatres." Across Chasm on
thus created, has never abated. In- Leaps
stead it has kept increasing, and
Feet Abroad Week of February 14
a Motorcycle
film ship- hours of the combined labors on the to-day it is quite apparent that the
record forshed
ANEW ments
was establi
by the part of a large force of inspectors serial is at the height of its popuThe eighth episode, " The Grill
Fate," of Pathe's latest serial,
foreign department of the Famous and laboratory employees. An avlarity. During my long trip I en- of
"
Double
Adventure," starring
countered
many
exhibitors
who,
erage
large
sized
shipment
for
one
y
Players-Lask Corporation during
Hutchison, shows no letthe week of February 14th, accord- week to all foreign offices and dis- two years ago, bore strong preju- Charles
up as far as thrills are concerned.
tributing agencies of the Famous
dices against the serial. To-day
ing to an announcement made by E.
of Fate " will be reE. Shauer, assistant treasurer and Plavers-Lasky Corporation would they are receiving their biggest " The Grill
leased March 13. In this episode
box-office revenue because of their
in charge of the foreign department. be 500,000 feet.
the
star
is
seen
making a daring
keen
drama.exploitation of the continued
In that week approximately 1,500,"
These
extraordinary
shipments
leap
across
a
chasm
on a motor000 feet of film were placed on of Paramount film indicate that the
cvcle.
" Exhibitors realize that the pubboard ships in New York harbor export business, in so far as the
lic demands serials. It is hard to
for all corners of the world. Ship- Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
ments to England, Denmark, is concerned, is in a healthy state," convince some, however, but no Edw. Scanlon in Funny
can go back of box-office
France, Germany, Sweden, Brazil, said Mr. Shauer. " They indicate exhibitor
"Torchy" Role
Japan, Australia, Cuba, Argentina, also
the confidence of our foreign results. I met one theatre owner,
Chile, Mexico and other countries agents and distributors in the con- for instance, who had shut his door
There is nothing particularly new
were included in this big lot of
duct of their business during the to serial salesmen. After lengthy
film. This is enough to provide 187 present year. A constantly increas- argument, he was convinced that about the phrase that " one's face
serials were worth a trial, so he may be one's fortune," but it is
two-hour shows, which if run the
ing demand for Paramount Picapplicable to Edward
tures, despite the present unsettled staged Ruth Roland in 'Ruth of especially
average 240 times, would equal 44,Scanlon, who will soon be seen in
the Rockies.' Now he will not do the
880 distinct performances.
latest
Torchy
comedy entitled,
exchange
conditions
is
the
best
eviwithout a serial on his program.
Placed end to end, these 1,500
dence
possible
that
the
foreign
de"
Crowning
Torchy,"
now being
He
put
this
attraction
to
the
reels of film would measure approxmand for the highest grade Amer- severest test, that of bolstering at- filmed with Johnny Hines in the
imately 300 miles. The insertion of
title
role,
and
which
is
scheduled
ican
pictures
will
continue
to
grow,
tendances on what were weak
foreign titles and the inspection of
despite
strong
competition
from
nights
and
matinees.
But,
as
for
early
release
through
Educathese Paramount films before shiptional.
ment required approximately 375 other countries."
everywhere else, ' Ruth of the
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Fox News Reports Big
Booking Business
In the middle of what is regarded
Lynne"
as a period of depression, Fox Ballin
"East
ized
Presents
Old
Modern
News announces that it is doing Has
more business than at any time in
Story in Present
its history; that bookings are considerably heavier than last Fall,
Day Atmosphere
when trade was admittedly booming, and that only last week all
of the interesti
on withngthefeatures
Hodrecords were broken by Fox News ONEin connecti
kinson release of Hugo Balin the price paid for a week run.
lins latest production, " East
Lynne," is in the modernized version of this classic story that is ofWallace Reid Starts
fered to the screen public. The
original novel, by Mrs. Henry
New Production
Wood, first published in 1861,
Wallace Reid has begun his new clothed its characters in the costumes of that day; so has every
picture adapted from Byron Morations
gan's auto story, " Watch My one of the numerous dramatiz
of this tale. In the Ballin-Hodkinson
Smoke,"mountwhich
will
be
a
Pararelease, directed by Frank picture, however, the director-proUrson. Oak Knoll, the famous
ducer has modernized the story enmillionaire section of Pasadena,
tirely, from the clothes worn by
Cal., is the location for the opening the players to the railroad trains,
scenes, but shortly the company automobiles and other modern inventions which are revealed in the
will be in the studio for a lot of imscreening.
portant scenes.
" I would never lose enthusiasm
for the motion picture production
of any story which was inherently
Latest Rolin Comedy
a costume story, that is where the
scenes are laid in countries whose
Hugo Hallin, director
and producer
of " East
Mabel Ballin
and Edward
Earle Lynn,"
how to aputHodkinson
it over release, telling
Is "Running Wild"
natives wear clothes other than ours
day
just
as
it
was a story of 1861
" Running Wild " is the title of of the present day, or in such a
that they would have anthe next Rolin Comedy featuring remote past that the costumes were minor noyed
and as. it will be a story for furand
distracted
the
attention
Eddie Boland which Pathe will re- radically different from those in of the audiences if they had been
ther generations to come. Clothing
lease March 20th. Eddie Boland
the film production in modern day
shown
on
the
screen.
Basically,
fashion first
today.production
So, in ' Paganreleased
Love,'
dress and surroundings will, I am
plays a happy-go-lucky role of a my
the story of ' East Lynne ' is a story
make it all the more accept"young fellow trying to get along through W. W. Hodkinson Corpo- of all time — and that is the main sure, able
to the patrons of photoplay
ration, Ifelt no hesitation in cloth- reason for its undimmed popularwithout
work, inworry
or wrinkles."
He
is assisted
his comedy
antics
ing the Chinese characters in their
ity after all these years. For these
W. W. Hodkinson declares that
by Ethel Broadhurst, Jean Hope, national costumes, and I am con- two reasons, however, my producLilymae Wilkinson, Dagmar DalGrosset
and Dunlap are republishvinced that their appearance did
is strictly
gren, Norma Nichols, Del Lorice, not at all detract from the contin- moderntion ofin' East
every Lynne
aspect.' There
may theatres."
ing
the
book in Through
connecand the Rolin Comedy comedians.
tion withoriginal
the photoplay.
uous grip of the story on the be- be some who believe that the thousands who have read the book and its sixty-five branches, this firm will
holders. Similarly, in the picturization of stories of comparatively re- have seen the play with the old effect a wide distribution of the
mote days, the fact that the char- costumes may be somewhat taken book.
Government Director
The following wording appears
acters are in costumes other than aback at seeing East Lynne clothed
the jacket and the title page of
at Rothacker Plant
those we wear today need not nec- in the garb of 1921. But I am sure on
essarily detract from the interest that this fact will add rather a the book :
H. Foster Bain, Director of the of the story
provided the costumes pleasant innovation which will re" Photoplay Edition Republished
United States bureau of mines, are subordinated
sult in the audiences being able to in Conjunction with Hugo Ballin's
came to the Rothacker Chicago the photoplay. . to the action of
follow the story more closely since Modernized Screen Production,
laboratory in company with M. F.
" In ' East Lynne," however, we there will not be present any of the Featuring Edward Earle and MaLeopold, bureau safety engineer, had
entirely different problem. distraction which would arise from
— a ofHodkinson
who has supervised a number of The an
Thebel Ballin
cover
the book Release."
has been
costumes
of 1861 were funda- the petty differences in costume
educational films produced by the
mentally very similar to those of which have been evolved in the last printed in four colors and numerRothacker industrial division for
ous scenes from the picture have
the present day and such differences sixty years.
the bureau.
been used as the illustrations.
as do exist would have been so
"
'
East
Lynne
'
is
a
story
of
toMr. Bain came to Chicago from
New York following a convention
of miningdressed andengineers
he adat which which
a number
of
Read
Special
on
Way
Rothacker-produced bureau of J. Parker
mines films were shown.
terns, and I am confident that this
C.
and
r,
, directo
D NIBLO
FREGardne
n, newest mem- Producer Expects His forthcoming production with the
r Sulliva
many splendid exploitation angles
ber of the Associated ProducNew Film Will Be
that already are shaping up will
ers, are collaborating with, Louise
Best Done Yet
bring her into the public eye as the
Glaum and J. Parker Read, Jr., in
foremost emotional actress of the
making what Producer Read hopes
Miss Glaum. Donald MacDonald
produc
screen
best
his
will tionprove
to date.
Oharles H.
Kyson is in charge of
American
screen."
will
the have
' heavythe' and
Gertrude
Clairebe will
mother
part. Mr. Read's architectural program
" Not only do I expect my next There
are a number of well known for the production.
picture starring Miss Glaum to be
Mr. Read's promotion department
feminine
players also in the supmy finest to date," says Mr. Read,
porting cast and Charles H. Stumar. has started the creation of a huge
" but I hope to make it the greatest
work of my career. I purposely who has been in charge of photo- publicity and accessory scheme
which will be aimed at attracting
have held up the production of this
graphing my Louise Glaum produc- exhibitor
and popular interest
story at an earlier date for several
tions since ' Sahara ' again will be
throughout the makjng of the picreasons, among the fact that I did my cinematographic chief.
ture and culminating in a gigantic
not have sufficient time, while su"If this picture costs more than
pervising the production of my $300,000 and takes more than five broadside of publicity a week in adLouise Glaum and Hobart Bosworth months in production I will feel that
of theit production's
is declared. national
productions, to devote myself as the expenditure will not be out of release vancedate,
The actual details of the story
completely as I would have liked to story.
proportion with the value of the
and its title are being withheld. At
my current work. •
" Miss Glaum's popularity has present the production is known at
" I have engaged Mahloon Hamilton, who plays opposite Miss been established through the vari- the Thomas H. Ince studio, where
ous productions I have published Read makes his Associated ProducGlaum
in ' Find
Woman,'
latest Louise
Glaumtherelease,
for my
the via the W. W. Hodkinson and Asers specials, as "J. Farker Read, Jr.,
A scene afrom
"
Bob
Hampton
of
Placer,"
First National release
masculine leading part in support of
sociated Producers distributing sysProduction No. 8."
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Historic Meuse in the
Pathe Review No. 94
"The Valley of Memories," a
Pathecolor presentation in natural
colors, makes Pathe Review No.
94, released March 13, one of the
most interesting issues of recent
date. Through the warm spring
sunshine of 1914, a Pathe cameraman traveled slowly along the
Meuse river, stopping here and
there to take views. The film thus
made presents a visual history of
landscapes now sadly changed, of
once-beautiful villas now turned to
dust through the ravages of war.

From

Highly

Favorable

in Opinions
much. Must be considered as one
of the fine pieces of motion picture
work of the season. A picture play

The New York American made
the following
comment :
long
life."
" Charm and good taste — the
production and direction teem with
them.
' Black Beauty
' is the that
sort
of wholesome
entertainment
builds sturdy tissue in the interesting picture
The
New industry."
York Morning Telegraph
greeted the picture as follows :
" Right after two weeks' run of
' The Kid ' the Strand Theatre prethis week
' Black
Beauty
'—
anothersentsof
the best
pictures
of the
season. The picture is so refreshing in its atmosphere, so kind in
its message and so clean in its purpose that it cannot fail to captivate
the hearts of motion picture pat-

New portrait of Corinne Griffith, Vitagraph star, soon to be seen in " It Isn't
Being Done This Season "
* * D LACK BEAUTY." the Vitagraph release, received favorable comment from the reviewers of the New York dailies
during its recent run at the Strand
Theatre on Broadway. The New
York morning World had this to
say about the production :
"It is a far better product than
the book itself, and it is probable
that Anna Sewcll would sav as

The New York Herald expressed the following opinion :
" The presence of the various
stable characters makes this picture
onerons."
of the alluring novelties of the
season. A very attractive production which, in the immortal words
of any clothing advertisement, is
' fitted to customers of all ages.' "
New mented
York
Daily
as follows
: News com" It's a job to be proud of, I
think,
' Black
into ahaving
picturemade
which
willBeauty
please '
infant and adult, a job which so
easily might have been badly done,
but is not.

the review
on "Black
Beauty"
in March
12th issue of Exhibitors

News

Mid-West Enthused by
Lloyd's New Comedy
Associated Exhibitors report the
receipt of telegrams of the most
enthusiastic character from important distributing points on the
arrival of prints of " Now or
Never," the first Harold Lloyd
feature comedy produced for that
organization. The verdict wired
from Chicago reads:
" ' Now or Never,' first release of
the Associated Exhibitors series of
Lloyds, far surpasses any comedy
ever made. Should command the
biggest prices ever paid for any
kind of subject. Should stand for
indefinite and continuous runs in
all big key centres. It will be the
comedy sensation of the country."

Black
Critics Beauty"
of New YorkWins
Dailies Favor
Are

"Topics of the Day" Aid
Anti-Blue Law Fight
argunGnst the
s agai
Su
mentN
CONVINCI
e
day Blu Law movement are being presented in subtle quotations in
d are
" Topicsg of the Day,"rean
apmeetin with widesp rsad
proval from exhibito , who
see in this short subject a
powerful weapon for moulding public opinion against the
Blue Laws.
Harry M. Crandall, the
Washington exhibitor, on behalf of the District of Columbia Exhibitors Association,
is among those who recently
praised the Pathe release.
He states
that " work
Topics in"
have
done splendid
combating the Blue Sunday
movement.

Picture

Chandlee and Laub Are
in New Quarters
Due to the necessity of obtaining
larger offices and cutting rooms,
Marry Chandlee and William B.
Laub have moved from the sixth
floor of the Leavitt Building to the
eighth floor and are at present engaged in the editing and titling of a
number of World, Peerless and foreign features.
James Hogan Returns
to Dwan Studio
James Patrick Hogan, for some
time assistant to Mr. Dwan, but
recently lured to the Fox lot, is
back behind his old megaphone at
the Hollywood studios. He will
cc-direct with Dwan on the new
production just started, the tentative title of which is "Johnny Cu-

cabod."
Herald.

Vitagraph has one of the prize pictures of the year in "Black Beauty."
The picture, both for the familiarity of its story and for its intrinsic
artistic

value,

for years
story

should

sweep

the

exhibiting

world

Mrs. George Randolph
to the story to make

film
and

has

all the

pictorial

required

beauty.

It is vividly

human

artistic essentials.

elements

There

portrays them that makes
timate friends and associates.

absolute

months

but

Chester have gracefully and
stronger its slight thread of

romance, and have transformed it into charming
ing to rather than subtracting from its charm.

cast

in near

is a novelty in manner of presentation. Its titles tell the
by the horse, Black Beauty, and they faithfully follow the

book's wording. Mr. and
effectively added enough

drama

only

to come.

Black Beauty"
in first person

The

not

and

them

of screen

is naturalness

entertainment

appeal:

about

comedy,

scene

and

by

of

presentation

every

movement

From the exhibitor's standpoint "Black Beauty" should be
est money-makers of the year. It should go over big in both
the neighborhood house.

add-

suspense,

the characters

live as really to the beholder

in its manner

Every

screen

as

as one's

is stripped
are made

the
in-

to the

to count.

one of the greatthe first-run and
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First view of Will Roger's latest starring vehicle on Worlds,"
the Goldwyn
" The Morris'
Guile story
of Women
(left and
from program,
Gouverneur
of the" same
name.right) and (centre) a scene from

A Tale of Two

Paramount Magazine j
to Be Modified
Goldwyn
Items
from
the
Coast
Charles Kenyon, immediately upon
ce
offi
t
Select
Fine
Cast
for
E
ACeted
ramoun
LLcompl
Paces
the return of Tom Moore and his
OR Y WA
DIRECT
THE announ
WORSLE
has
that, combride, Renee Adoree, from their
day.
y
graph
the
photo
at
the
Goldwith
mencing the reoneymoon in Honolulu. Production
wyn studios on the first Leroy Scott
lease of March 6, a
radical change will be made
is expected to start on St. Patrick's
Rupert
original photoplay, " The Night
" Old Hughes's
Nest "
Rose." It is a tale of underworld
in the Paramount Magazine.
Director E. Mason Hopper and
life in New York City, with Lon
Instead of the 1,000 feet,
Chaney and Leatrice Joy in the Robert DeVilbiss, Marie Moore- the company filming "Look Before
which now consists of three
most important roles. Both Mr. house and Billic Cotton.
You Leap," the screen version of
or more tabloid subjects, the
ey and Miss Joy have been
Chan
Will Rogers, his director, Clar- Thompson Buchanan's successful
Paramount Magazine in the
retained by Goldwyn to play the
future will be 500 feet in
ence Badger, and the company mak- have
comedy, " from
The Bridal
Path,"
their second
ing the Elmer L. Rice original, stage returned
leads in a new photoplay to be dilength, the footage to be
trip
to
Santa
Barbara,
where
the
ce
ey.
by
rected
Walla
Worsl
" Doubling for Romeo," returned exteriors were taken. They are
taken up entirely with a carweek from Jackson, Cal., where
toon comedy.
Julian Josephson, associate edi- this
working at the studio on some
tor at the Goldwyn studios here, is they went to take exteriors. Rogers now
These comedies, it is stated,
has been the village hero of Jack- comedy scenes which will be dewill be complete features in
writing the continuity for " Hunson since the arrival of the comthemselves and will be quite
out of Brady,
the ordinary.'
Williamcidedly A.
president of
Hearts " in collaboration
with
pany, when the lariat throwing star
Anziagry Yezierska,
the author. Rapid
novel in form, introducing
the
National
Association
of the Moreal characters who will
progress is being made and it is gave a big benefit for charity. Peotion Picture Industry, visited the
ple
came
to
Jackson
from
miles
expected
that
the
making
of
the
carry along the comedy acto see the popular Goldwyn Goldwyn studios last week and conphotoplay will get under way at an around
tion with the cartoon figures.
ferred with Abraham Lehr, vicestar. Roland Rushton has been
early
date.
They will be written and exadded to the cast.
president in charge of production.
The
cast
for
the
screen
version
ecuted by the members of
Mary Roberts Rinehart has comRita Weiman, well-known novelthe Paramount Magazine
pleted for Eminent Authors an
of Rupert Hughes' novel, " The Old
ist and playwright, who came to the
cartoon staff, Earl Hurd, Pat
Nest," which Reginald Barker is Goldwyn studios several weeks ago original scenario called " The GloSullivan, Frank Moser and
directing, will be one of the great- to finish her first original scenario,
rious Fool," production of which
est ever assembled for the interHenry D. Bailey, all of whom
is expected to start soon.
" The Grim Comedian," and to
pretation ofany motion picture, de- study
have top-notch reputations as
Gertrude
Atherton has completed
screen technique, has decided
clares Goldwyn. Molly Malone,
creators of screen cartoons.
M. B. Flynn and J. Park Jones have to remain here while Frank Lloyd the novel version of her first origThese four artists will work
inal photoplay,
" Don't
been added to a cast which already directs her first Goldwyn picture. Your Wife!
in rotation.
" In book
form Neglect
it will
contained the following names : Production will start very soon.
The present schedule of
one release each week will be
Victor Schertzingcr, who has re- be called " Honor."
Helenc Chadwick, Dwight CrittenLeroy Scott has completed ancently been directing the Tom
maintained.
den, Mary Alden. Cullen Landis,
other original photoplay manuscript,
Louise Lovely, Richard Tucker, Moore pictures, is preparing to be" The Mother," and Arthur F. StafNick Cogley, Fanny Stockbridge,
gin production on " Beating the the continuity.
fer is collaborating with him on
Laura Lavarnie, Johnny Jones, Game,"
second
photoA Special Song Tie-Up
playthewritten
for original
Goldwyn
by
Buddy Messenger, Lucille Rickson,
for " East Lynne"
The W. W. Hodkinson organization announces an important tie-up
for Hugo Ballin's screen version of Christie
Forces
Speeding
Word comes from the Up
Coast that
" East Lynne." The aria, " Then
E.
of
visit
the
of
result
the
Christie
Organization
he is now handling the megaphone
You'll Remember Me," originally AS W. Hammons, president of
in the score of "The Bohemian
on " Sneakers," in which the setEducation Film Corporation
Concentrates on
Girl,"
playsof antheimportant
partfamous
in the and its distributing subsidiary, Edutings are said to be sumptuous and
incidents
plot of this
in which more than two hundred
cational Film Exchanges, Inc., to
Educational Issues
story. Fred Fischer, Inc., a wellplayers take part. In addition to
known musical publishing house, Los Angeles it is announced that
the adult players remarkable baby
will republish copies of the famous Al Christie, head of the Christie
y, will devote his en- the entire product, Al Christie will and dog actors are promised.
Compan
song in connection with the pre- Film tire
attention for the next six devote his personal attention to the
" Red Hot Love " featuring Neal
sentation of the motion picture ver- months and
the entire resources of direction of two reelers. He has Burn and Vera Steadman is ansion
of
"
East
Lynne."
The
front
other two reeler which is nearing
page of the song will carry a photo his organization to the creation of recently completed two of these completion
at the Hollywood plant,
of Mabel Ballin, who plays the one and two-reel comedies for re- pictures, " Man vs. Woman," fea- this one under
the direction of Scott
turing Dorothy Devore and Neal
lease through Educational.
heroine in the picture, and will give
Sidney.
William
Beaudine is at
Burns
and
the
largest
cast
that
has
Although both parties are recredit to the Hugo Ballin production and its release by Hodkinson.
ported to have been entirely satis- appeared in a Christie Comedy; and work on " Short and Snappy," feafied with relations since they came " The Reckless Sex," with Dorothy
The publication of this song will
turing Bobby Vernon and Eddie
and Earl Rodney and what
be timed, it is said, to have it ap- together, it is said that the under- Devore
is said to be the most elaborate Barry, the first time two male feastanding
between
the
producing
tured players have appeared in the
pear in connection with " East
setting that motion pictures
Lynne Week," which is being cele- company and the distributing or- cabaret
same
Christie
picture. When these
have
seen.
The
latter
is
on
the
brated by exhibitors throughout the
ganization has been made all the
schedule for the latter part of are finished these three directors
country during the week commenc- more complete.
inc March 27.
will start on a new trio of pictures.
In addition to his supervision of March.
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Joseph H. Gilday, the new Famous Players-Lasky Chicago district manager
So. California to Hold
First Nat'l Week
The southern California territory, which includes Arizona, is to
have an Associated First National
week, beginning March 27 to
April 3, according to decree issued
by David Bershon, manager of the
local exchange.
Work on preparation for this was
started a few days ago and more
than 100 bookings for the week
have already been made. It is predicted that by the opening date of
the week, the Los Angeles exchange
will be booked 100 per cent, for
there are less than 125 possible
bookings for the week as there
are only 310 theatres in the
territory. Manager Bershon has
borrowed from the San Francisco territory exchanges all
possible prints and has wired New
York office of Associated First National for additional ones. The
territory will use as high as ten
prints on many current subjects.
Buck Jones Completes
"One-Man Trail"
Buck Jones has just finished a
new Western picture for William
Fox. It has been titled " The
One-Alan Trail." Jack Strumwasser supplied the story, and
William K. Howard made the
scenario. Bernard Durning was the
director. Beatrice Burnham plays
opposite Buck Jones and Helen Rosson with James Farley have prominent parts.

^

r

Vignola
Feature
Released
" Straight Is the
Way " Released
'nteresting
Story
March 6; Has Ii
real
but
succeed
in
working out their
THE ouija board has a lot to do
with the. development of the regeneration as well.
story of " Straight
is the Way,"which
the directed
Straight
is the
Way " was
Cosmopolitan
production
by Robert
G. Vigonola,
the
was scheduled for Paramount re- scenario having been written by
lease March 6. The story, moreover, Frances Marion. The combination
owes its origin to some very real of their talents was in large measure responsible for the big success
" spooks " if " spooks " ever are
real, which are said to seem to the picture scored during its recent
inhabit the locality of the Summer engagement at the New York Rivoli.
home of the author, Ethel Watts Managing Director Hugo RiesenMumford, at Sands Point, Long feld pronounced it one of the most
Island.
wholesome and delightful pictures
Mrs. Mumford's story was orig- he had ever seen, and this was the
inally entitled "The Manifestations verdict expressed also by practically
of
Henry
Ort," andarealthough
the every patron of the theatre during
principal characters
crooks, the
the week, as well as by all the
criminal element in the story has newspaper and trade press critics.
been so modified that the effect is
Matt Moore, who has such a
one of charm rather than repulsion. sterling performance in The PasTwo crooks go to a small town in
Pilgrim," has the leading
search of loot, and they come in role, andsionate
Gladys Leslie, formerly
contact with a widow and her starred by Vitagraph, plays opposite
charming niece who are in the grip
Parsons plays the secof a loan shark. The women appeal him. ondGeorge
crook and Mabel Bert is seen as
to Ouija for information regarding the aunt whose trust in Ouija is ima mythical treasure, and the crooks,
plicit. Fine character portrayals are
who overhear the plea, not only also given by Henry Sedley and
contrive to make the treasure quite Van Dvke Brooks.

Kinograms
in Fast
Service
Gets Views of the Inauguration
to Screens in Very Rapid Time
IN a statement just issued from
augural
picturesthat
wereit would
made, be
Educational
decided
best
the headquarters of the Educational Films Corporation of to attempt to serve the greater porAmerica, the report is made that
tion of the country rather than New
" with the exception of New York York and the extreme East alone.
City and New England," Kino- So, instead of having the negatives
grams achieved " several hours shipped to New York and incurring
time and then the adstart
on
service " that loss of
in getting any
viewsother
of thenews
inauguration
ditional delay in shipping the
ceremonies to the screens. The prints back over that distance,
statement
from York
Educational's
were engaged in Washoffice
in New
follows : home- laboratories
ington, the negatives retained there
" In Washington itself Kinograms and prints for the entire country
were the only pictures of the in- forwarded from that point.
auguration to be .shown the same
" With the exception of New
evening and these were seen at York City and New England, this
Keith's theatre, Crandall's Metro- gave Kinograms several hours start
Moor's Rialto and
Loew's on any other news service. Before
Palace. politan,
In Philadelphia,
Baltimore,
Pittsburgh and many other cities ten o'clock Friday night the full set
Kinograms claims to have been of prints for every point had been
hours ahead of every other service dispatched and were in express cars.
and to have had practically exclusive In addition many points which had
showings.
been informed of the policy ordered
" When arrangements for the in- additional prints.

Picture

Catherine Calvert and Director Tom Terriss discussing a scene in " The Heart
of completed
Maryland," forwhich
Mr. by
Terriss
recently
release
Vitagraph
Different Locale in "The
Rent
Larry
SemonCollector"
is said to have introduced an entirely different atmosphere into his current comedy,
" The Rent Collector," now being
produced
Vitagraph's
studio. In atcontrast
with hiswestern
latest
picture,
Themarket,
Hick,"he now
just
reaching "the
has taken
the tenement section of a large city
for his locale in " The Rent ColThe same pretty girls as usual
will be seen in this forthcoming picture, but not in the cage environment.
lector."
"Connecticut Yankee"
to Open in N. Y.
The New York premier of Fox
Film Corporation's presentation of
Mark Twain's " A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court I
will take place at the Selwyn theatre on Monday, March 14th. Fox
officials are authority for the statement that no production they ever
made has aroused the amount of interest among exhibitors generally
that
the "thus
Connecticut
Yankee " has
aroused
far.
Much interest is evidenced in the
New York presentation of the
" Connecticut Yankee " by the local
film trade,
which
owing
to the un-is
usual nature
of the
production,
following its fortunes for possible
indications of an imminent swerving of the public's
to theof new
historical,
satirical taste
comedy
the
" Connecticut Yankee " type.
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^2o3-2ll West
146 1!? St.
New york
audubdn-3716

News

Printing

Associated

Exhibitors

Inc.

presents

An Edward

Jose Production
Edward

better

for your

picture

Do"

Story by Charles A. Logue

Jose, Sole Director

We
A

Will

Women

"What

say it, your

trade

papers

say it !
"Novel crook story that is good entertainment. .. Well made, well acted. . . Appealing story because it has a different twist. .
You can run it and feel pretty confident
that the majority of your patrons are being
entertained, whatever class of people make
up your audiences. . . There is plenty of excitement and suspense and there are sur-

bigger

business

prises in store at the climax." — JVid's.
"An hour and a quarter of good solid entertainment. Story good, good heart interest,
no padding, has good box office value. Settings deserve special mention. No possible
flaw in lightings or photography. Star and
support all that could be desired. A notable achievement." — Trade Review.
"Strongly entertaining melodrama, unusually well staged." — Moving Picture World
"Excellent from every angle. Direction
masterly, cast splendid. . A gripping story."
— Jf'eekly Film Review.

\SSOCIATED
25 West
PAT

EXHIBITORS,
45th Street, New
H E Distributors

York

INC.

What

Will

Women

Do"

' I 'his is the tKird Associated ExKibitors production. Like
*■ the others it w*as made by exhibitors for exhibitors
with your box ofjfice and your public in \Hew\
It foil ows "The Devil," one of the outstanding successes
of the business, and like "The Devil" offers ample proof
that Associated Exhibitors are keeping the faith ; that
their announced policy when they started business of producing and presenting better pictures of bigger box ofjfice
value was not mere idle words but a statement of honest,
earnest policy which is now being carried out.
It is easy to promise; it is not so easy to deliver.
The Associated Exhibitors is delivering ; thousands of box
offices are the witnesses.

"What Women Will Do" is a bigger picture for y^our
better business. Let the picture ttself make good the claim;
see it!

ASSOCIATED
25 West

EXHIBITORS
45th Street, New

PATHE

Distributors,

York

Inc.
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"
"Short Subject Nights
Held in Michigan
leanr fiftciytiofes thofe
smalth
MORE
ig
Mich an have been
introdu ced to the
novelty of "A Short Subject
ring
ght"
e st
Ni
month asduthe resultth of pathe
es
t
ti
oi
vi
tr
e
ti
ac
of th De
office
of Educational Film Exchange, Inc., according to a
statement from Educational
adquarters inoiNe
lms'
Fi
t,w
York. he
While in Detr
though the entire Butterfield
circuit and in many of the
other cities the entire comedy,
scenic and special product is
said to have been booked
solidly, it has remained the
policy of many of the smaller cities to show only a feature, or a feature and a comedy or serial. Therefore, thise
step was taken to familiariz
the motion pictureents
going
public with achievem
of
the one and two-reel subject.
The program supplied these
theatres includes " The Race
of the Age," the exclusive
two-reel record of the victory
of Man o' War; a two-reel
Educational comedy, " The
Art of Diving,"
i n shows
which
Annette
Kellermann
her art before the ordinary
motion picture camera and
then by slow motion; and
one of the scenics. This
supplied a program with a
total length of six reels. The
Detroit office reports that
many theatres have declared
that they intend to establish
a short subject night as a
part of every week's program.

On the left is Tom Meighan in a scene from " The Easy Road," a Paramount picture, and on the right a scene from " The
Call of Youth," a Hugh Ford production of Henry Arthur Jones' story for Paramount

Woody picture for
"Clean
Realart
Chief is for
of survivethat
eed and
in
succtype
THEwill only
the future will be the clean
Films Suitable for
production, suitable for the whole
All to See
family, according to John S.
y,
ger
ral
Real
of
mana
gene
Wood
art.
able for children, young people or,
" There can be no doubt that at
fact, anybody to see. I haven't
the present time there is a definite in
any censored,
doubt,' hebutadds,
ought
resentment against crime pictures be
have ' they
not yet
givento
and pictures playing up the sex ap- the question as to how it should
peal," said Mr. Woody recently.
done, anytheserious
thought.'
" That is evident from the pres- be
Nevertheless
Governor
exent agitation for censorship. Such
pressed his pleasure over the fact
pictures are suggestive and furnish that the legislature is considering
reformers with effective weapons the question.
with which to attack our industry.
" Heretofore," continued Mr.
" If this resentment, which is Woody, " censor boards, which
smouldering, bursts into flame, it have sprung up throughout the
will threaten the very existence of country, have many of them been
motion pictures. For it will af- smothered by the weight of public
fect not only the objectionable class opinion. But now the tendency is
of productions, but all others as to support these very institutions.
well.
George Beban Playing
" Furthermore, this tendency is
" In some sections this feeling is growing and will become much
3 Weeks in Chicago $ developing
alarmingly. Governor stronger unless immediate steps
George Beban, star of " One Man Miller, of New York, has just come are taken to remove objectionable
in a Million " which is being dis- out in favor of state censorship. elements from pictures. The screen
tributed by Robertson-Cole as a He objects to pictures because, as must be clean; it must be kept
super-special production, is play- he puts it, ' too many of them have clean, and the cleaning process
ing three full-week stands in Chi- an obvious appeal to the morbid must be begun at once.
cago in March. Mr. Beban is with
" Sex appeal, it seems to me, has
sensual.'
the production continuing his series and" ' the
long been accepted by scenarists
My children, as others,' the and
of personal appearances.
as love appeal, and
is quoted
as saying,
' are actingdirectors
Mr. Beban opened in Chicago at Governor
all interested
in moving
pictures
with this belief they have
the Riviera theatre, which is con- and occasionally prevail upon me to given their pictures to the public.
trolled by Balaban and Katz, on
With very rare ex- It is not sex appeal that the screen
Sunday, February 27th. He is to go with them.
ceptions, itso happens that when wants ; it is the love appeal, and
move to the Tivoli theatre, another I have gone with them the picture between these there is a vast difhouse controlled by the same com- has not appeared to me to be suit- ference.
pany. He will end the
appearances in one of the Chicago
houses
managed by Ascher Brothers on
the
13th. week opening Sunday, March

Sails for Cuba to Open
"Big Four" Office
Max Ehrenreich, who has been
identified with the New York exchange of United Artists Corporation ever since its organization, sails
for Cuba on March 12th, to open
the first branch office of the " Big
Four
in that part of the world.
The " office
in Havana that will be
opened by Mr. Ehrenreich will be
the first of a series of offices that
will eventually distribute the " Big
Four" product in Cuba, Porto
Rico, The Bahama Islands, Jamaica,
Haiti and the Windward and Leeward Islands.

"Fly
ing GUARAN(mAYMEN.T
A"
w~ TEED is in the laboratory
of the American Film Company in the tinting, toning and
titling stages. This means that in
aspecial
week will
or sobe another
" Flying
A "
ready for
sale and
distribution through Pathe, in accordance with the new arrangement
just entered into between S. S.
Hutchinson, president of the American Film Company and Paul
Brunet, of Pathe. The sales of
American productions formerly
have been handled by American
salesmen through the Pathe Exchanges.
" Payment
Guaranteed,"
therefore, is the first
new American

" I firmly believe that the type of
Pictures
that is going to succeed is the clean,
wholesome picture, suitable for
presentation to the whole family.
That is, and always has been Realart's belief. It was the aim we
had when we started producing pictures, and it is our aim now. Our
slogan is ' Clean entertainment for
the" Removing
whole family.'
crime and other
things of similar nature from pictures does not mean that all the
punch is taken from the production.
It simply means that the sensuous
and the morbid elements be eliminated. If a crime plays a part in
the screen story it is not necessary
to depict it on the screen ; it can
be suggested in many other ways
equally effective and certainly less
objectionable.
" The public,
throughboards,
its com-is
mittees and welfare
looking
for good That
pictures
for
clean
entertainment.
is —more
than evident from the following
letter sent Us by the chairman of
the Better Films Committee of
the" 'Chicago
Aid. ' I want
First of Woman's
all,' it says,
to congratulate you upon the production of your latest picture, ' The
Snob.' Such pictures being a message of better things in motion pictures, for children and I am sure
there would be less agitation for
censorship if producers . would
understand the worth of such pictures. . . .' "

playing y
opposite Miss
Fisher, and
Special
Read
Soon
"Payment Guaranteed" is an exceedingly likable leading
Now in Finishing
man.
wellknown Hayward
villain of Mack,
many the
successes,
also has a big part, and he makes
Stages
the most of it.
Harvey Clark has a small part
special to go under the new regime.
It is a society drama of romance in this play, but in his hands it is
and intrigue, with an unusual hu- never an insignificant one. Harry
man interest element which is sure Lonsdale, Marjorie Manners and
to make it a success. In it there is Alice Wilson complete an excellent
a subtle analysis of human nature cast.
which gives depth to the drama
This picture contains some unusuwhich otherwise would be taken
ally attractive shots of the Santa
only as good, clean entertainment. Barbara mountains where the
Margarita Fisher, the star, has scenes were filmed, which do credit
a role much to her liking, and in it to Georges Rizard, the American
she is at her best. Capt. Cecil Van
George L. Cox diAuker, for the first time is seen photographer.
rected.
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"Your pictures of the Inauguration arrived at the
Capitol Theatre 7:58 Friday evening, nearly two hours
ahead of the next release, which is an achievement,
and I congratulate

you."

S. L. Rothapfel.
•

"I wish to compliment you on your wonderful
efficiency. Prints of the Inauguration of President
Harding were delivered to us about 7:45 p.m., March
4th, and were

For

Ten

Years

shown

at both the Rialto and Rivoli."
Hugo Riesenfeld,
Managing Director.
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"Congratulations on your splendid and efficient service. Your print of the Inauguration of President
Harding arrived at this theatre at 7:45 p.m. March
4th and was put right on the screen. Such cooperation iswhat has made the Pathe News still first in the
field-"
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Joseph Plunkett,
Managing Director,
The Mark-Strand.
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FIRST
NATIONAL
Charles Ray is beginning production of an original Rob Wagon
story.
Oliver Morosco's initial production, "The Half Breed," is now being filmed at the Selig studios. The
cast includes Hugh Thompson,
Wheeler Oakman, Joseph Dowling,
Ann Mat, Mary Anderson, Carl
Stockdale and Herbert Prior.
Walter McGraul will play the lead
for Anita Stewart in " The Price of
Happiness,"
Edwin
Carewe.under the direction of
J. D. Williams is negotiating with
producers for other productions.
Carter DeHaven has purchased
Oliver Morosco's stage comedy,
" Marry
the PoorhaveGirl."
Final scenes
been taken for
the Anita Stewart subject, " The
Invisible
Fear," McGrail
by Hampton
Del
Ruth. Walter
and Alan
Forest are leads.
Advice from David Hartford,
who is still in the north for exterior? for "Ihe Golden Snare," is
that Wellington Playter has been
added to the cast. Playter has not
appeared in pictures for the past
year cr more, owing to his association with motion picture commercial studios in the Northwest.
Ruth Renick plajs the feminine lead
with an all-star cast which includes
Wallace Berry, Lewis S. Stone,
Melbourne MacDowell and Frances MacDonald.

E. Studio
M. Ashcr is on his way to
New York.
Charles Murray is on his way to
New York to see his daughter, who
is critically ill.

UNIVERSAL^
Lucian Hubbard, scenario editor,
announces the purchase of " Three
in a Thousand," by Ben Ames Williams for Frank Mayo; "Christmas
Eve
Pilot Butte,"
Red
Book at Magazine,
for from
HarrytheCary,
and
Edith" Cabella
Roberts. Drives the Nail " for
Andre Marlatier has been appointed chief of photography for Universal.
The cast for " Thou Art with
Me," starring Carmel Myers and
directed by King Baggott, includes
Allan Forrest, John Davidson,
Georgener, Williams,
TurLaura Pollard"Smoke"
and Theresa
Gray. The continuity is by Lucian
Hubbard and Doris Schroeder.
" The Evil Half " company, directed by Norman Dawn, and starring Eva Novak, has returned from
the Yosemite, where they spent two
weeks.
" Renunciation," a Peter B. Kyne
story, now being produced by
Jacques Jaccard, will be a sevenreel special with all-star cast, which
will include Grace Darmond, Harry
Van Meter, Charles Brindley and
Jack Mower.
Now in production are " Foolish
Wives," " The Truant," " The Open
Shutters,"
" Homeward Train,"
serials
and comedies.

News
BRUNTON
"Without Benefit of Clergy" is
to be the first Rudyard Kipling story
to be filmed by Brunton under the
direction of James Young for
Pathe release.
A delegation of thirty, representing the Mexico City Chamber of
Commerce,
dios recently.visited the Brunton stuROBERTSONCOLE

The Pauline Frederick company,
under the direction of Henry King,
and Dev Jennings, cameraman, have
gone to Lone Pine for the exteriors
for " The Greater Love." This is
an outdoor story and a new type for
Miss Frederick. The story is by
Harvey Gates and the continuity
was written by Tipton Steck.
Clyde Filmore, Lawson Butt and
thirty-five members of the company
will be in the snow-covered mountains for two weeks.
William Christy Cabanne is making the final scenes for " The PreSessue Hayakawa company is
working at the studio with a big
tenders."
tenement street set.
Fritzie Brunette, William Carleton, Sam De Grosse and Edith
Chapman will be the principals in
the next Gasnier production entitled "Wives."
REALART

ASSOCIATED
PRODUCERS

GOLDWYN

Two new subjects were put in
production. Chester Franklin has a
cast that includes May McAvoy,
Bruce Gordon, Kathlyn Williams
and Lloyd Whitlock, who will appear in the first of the original
screen plays by Hector Turnbull.
T. Roy Barnes, Walter Hiers and
Bertie Johns have been selected for
the next Wanda Hawley picture to
be filmed by Director Thomas Heffron. The scenario is now being
written by Douglas Doty.
Jerome Patrick, who came West
to play lead opposite Mary Miles
Minter, has completed work at the
studio and left for New York to
play in the next Belasco stage production.
Elmer Harris, author of " Ducks
and Drakes " and " The March
Hare" and others, is now writing
an original screen play for Bebe
Daniels. Mr. Harris is in charge of
the Realart scenario department.

The cast for " The Ace of
Mack Sennet announces the com- Hearts,'
an original Gouverneur
Morris
story under the direction of
pletion of "Heartbalm," a fivereel
romantic comedy. Another sub- Wallace Worsley, includes Leatrice
ject of the same length, entitled Joy, John Bowers, Lon Chaney,
"edited.
Furnished
is now
being Hardee Kirkland, Edward Wallack
The Rooms,"
studios will
be closed
and Roy Lardlaw. Production has
for four or six weeks as the Para- been started.
mount contract is completed and the
Will Rogers'
companyCal.,
hasafter
reforces are ahead on production for
turned from Jackson,
Associated Producers.
making exteriors for " The Bashful
Romeo." Clarence Badger is directing. Rogers was hurt when riding
a horse off of a veranda. His head
The Casting Director' s
was cut when the horse jumped too
Book of Knowledge
high and stitches were required.
1921 EDITION
Mollie Malone, Lefty Flynn and
Park Jones have been added to the
cast of the Reginald Barker producMOTION
PICTURE
tion, "The Old Nest," an original
STUDIO DIRECTORY
story by Rupert Hughes.
Rita Weiman is to remain at the
and TRADE ANNUAL
studio during the filming of " The
NOW BEING COMPILED
Grim Comedian " under the direction of Frank Lloyd.
Representation Assures the
Julian Josephson is writing the
LASKY
Attention of the People
continuity
for
"
Hungry
Hearts
"
in
collaboration with Anzia Yesierska.
You Want to Reach
Agnes Ayres is going East to play
Mar}' Roberts Reinhart has completed an original story entitled opposite Tom Meighan in " The
This Will Re the Most Com" The Glorious Fool."
Conquest of Canaan " upon compleLeRoy Scott and Arthur Statler
plete Issue Ever Published
tion of Wallace Reid's " Watch My
are writing the continuity for
George
Melford is making the
Scott's " The Mother."
Motion Picture News, Inc.
Kathleen Morris is writing " The final scenes for " The Money Master," by Sir Gilbert Parker.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Hangman " and Gertrude Atherton Smoke."
is writing " Don't Neglect Your
James
Cruze
beginning
" Gasoline Gus,"
with isRoscoe
Arbuckle.
Wife."

by
New

Picture

IV

Net

ir

WestFirms
Coast Filrr'

LOS ANGELES, Cal— W.
A. Quincke & Co., 311 Bumiller Building — Busic Publish- 1
ing— Style filed by Walter A.
Southern Poster Rental Co.
Quincke.filed by W. A. Cory.
—Style
Master Pictures Corp.,
Grosse Bldg. — W. H. Moore,
Jr.,Theelected
trustee.
Patrician
Productions,
Inc.— Capital, $100,000; Bessie
C. Wright, Adelaide Halleck
and Julian W. Wright,
torneys.
H o c k e r and Austin, At- |
K e e s e Engineering Co.,
1110 Van Nuys Building.,
Cooper-Hewitt Lamps — Style
filed by S. J. Keese.
Kipling Film Exchange,
Inc.— Capital, $100,000; Richard Kipling, Robt. A. & S. J.
torney.
Sullivan, O. W. Houge, at— Opened.
FRESNO, Cal.— Filmart
Moving Picture Corporation
William D. Tavlor is finishin
" Wealth " with Ethel Clayton. M
Taylor will next film " The Lifte
Veil,"
from Henry Arthur lone
stage play.
Wallace Reid's next picture wi
be
Timbers."'
Tt
storyentitled
is by "Tall
Dr. James
B. Scher
Frank Urson will direct and Et
gene Lewis is writing the scenari'
Betty Compson is to be directe
by Penryn
Stanlaws in "At the En
of
the World."
HERE

AND
THERE

The Facific Film Company
starting production of the secon
series of one-reel comedies featm
ing Vernon Dena and Violet Joy.
Clara Kimball Young is begiti
ning work
on " Charge
Irving
Bacheler
at the It,"
Garso
studios.

Earle Williams and Elinor Fair in A;
new Vitagraph production. " It Can
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\.BOUT
DIRECTORS
ENISON CLIFT, former sce\. nario editor and director at
i/illiam
Fox's
West Coast
judio, writes former associates
lid friends
in Los Angeles,
iat he will remain in LonDn to direct one or two more prouctions of superfeature nature for
me same company which placed the
aking of " The Diamond Neckce" upon
the responsibility
of Mr.to
, lift.
In April
Mr. Clif t hopes
hturn to Los Angeles by way of the
uez and China, which will comete his tour around the world.
I The continuity written by Clift
>r " The Diamond Necklace " is to
b: issued in book form by a big Lon.jn publishing house and consid- Sylvia Nadina, concert star, who has
ed one of the finest examples of also met with encouraging success as
a screen artist
fcrecn continuity prepared in EngInd, which, in addition to writing mous Players to write stories to be
le story as well as the production directed by George Fitzmaurice and
1 ript, Mr. Clift directed.
known as George Fitzmaurice Productions. The stories are : " On
lAfter being confined to his. home
Massachusetts for several with the Dance," " The Right to
jonths on account of illness, John Love," an adaptation ; " Idols of
'illiam Kellette is to return to the Clay," " Paying the Piper " and her
cture field and will direct two reel next big adaptation, " Peter Ibbetimedies, starring the Four Marks,
In the course of a few weeks Miss
Pho have been doing great comedy
disclose additional inwrk in vaudeville. It will be the Bergere will formation
concerning her first
rst of a series.
son."
Ouida Bergere production, " Sweethearts and Wives."
ij. Stuart Blackton and party long
[rice arrived in England and by
Fred J. Butler, a few years ago
J>w are likely in the throes of pro- stage director for Belasco interests
jiction of photoplays, starring Lady
stock theatres, has beliana Manners, noted English in California
come z director of motion pictures.
lauty and noble woman. The en- Not until after he learned to take
ance of Lady Diana into motion
i;tures caused considerable discus- the possibilities of screen work serihe is now dihn in court circles when first an- cusly. Nevertheless,
recting his son, David Butler, in a
jmnced several months ago. The series of five-reel comedy dramas
riiished productions will be handled for Irving M. Lesser.
I Arthur S. Kane in America, who
A flash back reveals a few featj also identified with Charles Ray
ures directed by Mr. Butler, all
Ictures.
starring his son, such as " Smiling
lOuida Bergere, in private life all the Way," "Girls, Don't Gam" and of
" Sitting
the World."
'rs. George
Fitzmaurice,
has The ble first
the newon series
will be
ilritten
four stories
for bigwho
George
stzmaurice specials, is now en- the adaptation of a Wallace Irwin
Iged in writing the adaptation of story published in the Saturday
I'eter Ibbetson," which is to be an- Evening Post, known as " Sophie
;her George Fitzmaurice producA number of favorites have compn, with two of Famous Flayers' Semenoff."menced their careers or in their
fjggest stars in the main roles. Fol- early training
been under the stage
jwing the completion of the "Peter direction of Fred
J. Butler, among
libetson " script, Miss Bergere will them
Marjorie Rambeau, Frances
sgin work on her first Ouida Berj:re production. Not only will she Starr, Florence Stone, Fay Bainter,
jrect this all-star picture, but Miss Bessie Barriscale, Florence Oakley, Frank Bacon, Bert Lytell, Richi;rgere's own story, " Sweetheart
ard Dix, Ernest Glendenning, Carles
Id Wives," will be adapted by her
r her first picture.
Ruggles, Wyndham Standing, HarI The entrance of Ouida Bergere land Tucker, Richard Bennett, Edto the directorial field at the head
mund Lowe, and a host of others of
her own producing unit is the equal note.
The mother of the star and wife
Imination of several years' work
a motion picture actress, a sce- cf the director, known to the prolirio writer of note and special
fession as Adele Belgarde, was a
rcen writer under contract to Fa- leading woman, so the histrionic
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PROGRAMS

Studios
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GALE

thereafter, a hockey match at the
Arena. Thence, to lead a special
ball in her honor held at the Ritz.
There were but eighteen dances on
the program, not enough to permit
Miss Roland to grant all who desired the honor, a dance, so during
encores she changed partners and
in the end had danced with twentythree
of Montreal's
prominent
citizens.
At four a. most
m. Miss
Roland
retired, only to be awakened at ten
in the morning to enjoy a sleigh
ride through Montreal, aside from
all which, Miss Roland enjoyed a
most peaceful rest while vacationing in Canada.
In connection with the growing
Director John S. Robertson, hav- movement to secure the cooperation
ing finished cutting his big John S. of the educational authorities on
behalf of motion pictures, comes the
Robertson production of " Sentimental Tommy," and his Constance interesting announcement that Virginia Valli delivered an address on
Binney picture, " The Magic Cup," Fashion
History to a body of
has
begun
work
on
"
Footlights,"
starring Elsie Ferguson in Rita students of dress design in Jacksonville. Before her engagement to
Weiman's Saturday Evening Post
story, which Josephine Lovett
Bert Valli
Lytellcreated
in " The
adapted for the screen. Mr. Rob- play
Man opposite
Who," Miss
the
ertson declares this story of the the- role of Lady Alice Pippinworth in
inality.atre to be one of power and orig- the John S. Robertson production
of " Sentimental Tommy," by Sir
James Barrie. In this story, her
George Archainbaud, the eminent role called for the costume of a gentlewoman of two generations ago.
young French director, has been assigned the making of another photoWhen the Jacksonville teachers
play starring Elaine Hammerstein, who had seen advance photographs
with a choice between title, " Hands- of Virginia Valli in the costume of
that period read of her visiting their
cuffs or Kisses."
city
with location
Hobart Henley, selected to direct work inon connection
" The Man Who," they
dispatched an invitation
Hope Hampton in " Star-Dust," immediately
address the local advanced class
screen version
of Fanny
Hurst's to
in design.
widely
read story,
has completed
detail work previous to studio work
The interest of photoplayers in
and, so says the good word, is reaJv movement such as this along the
precedent set by Virginia Valli will
to " shoot."
doubtless aid greatly in securing
that friendly attitude on the part
ABOUT
of educators toward the screen
PLAYERS
which is so desirable and essential
in these days of film-baiting.
THE life of a motion picture star
is a lead pipe sinecure — some
The Complete Register
times, especially when its Ruth
Roland, Pathe serial star, attempting
to take a rest.
Motion
Picture Industry
Following the completion of
the
1921 ofEDITION
"Ruth of the Rockies," and "The
Avenging
Miss Roland also,
set
MOTION
PICTURE
out for theArrow,"
east, determining,
STUDIO DIRECTORY
to spend part time in Canada. She
planned to spend the last Saturday
and TRADE ANNUAL
and Sunday in February with L.
Ernest Ouimet, of the Specialty
NOW BEING COMPILED
Film Import, Ltd., who sells the
Pathe product -in the Dominion.
tions Coming in Rapidly
Space Reserva
At six o'clock Saturday evening,
after a strenuous day devoted to
Have You
Sent in Your
granting interviews, with a few
Biography?
spare moments for fur shopping,
she visited the General Hospital,
Special Blanks Upon Request
where
amongallthethecity's
patients
she
distributed
floral
offerings
Motion Picture News, Inc.
received from varied sources, dur729 Seventh Avenue, New York
ing
the
afternoon's
activities.
At
seven, she took time to change to
evening clothes, and attending
ability of David Butler is more or
less of a "natural happening."
J. Charles Davis, II., has joined
the ranks of motion picture directors, his first picture starring Muriel
Ostriche, with Walter Miller and
Harold Foshay in the leading masculine roles, being complete. A second picture is now ready for the
camera work, and will include Mr.
Foshay, who has been placed under
contract by the producing unit for
one yeat. The first picture, entitled
"The Shadow," is said to be a surprisingly good niece of work, and
the second,
of the Open,"
will
soon be" The
underCallway.
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Kate Bruce, who played the
mother in " Way Down East," and
who also had a similar part in
Thomas Meighan's Paramount
picture, " The City of Solent
Men," has been chosen to play the
part of " Youth's " mother in the
George Fitzmauricc production of
" Experience " for Paramount.
The high wave of popularity,
upon which Vera Gordon has ridden so consistently since her first
entry into screen prominence, as
MamanowKantor,
has
resultedin in" I alumoresque
variety of"
proffered engagements for her professional activities. There is a substantial talk, which has become
more than a rumor that one of her
earlier theatre successes will be
dramatized for the screen. At the
same time Edward Locke, one of
our foremost playwrights, lias written a comedy-drama especially for
the use of the " mother artists."
Peggy Shanor, well known to the
screen has temporarily forsaken
picture work to play with Vera
Gordon in vaudeville. Miss Shanor
will be seen in a forthcoming
George B. Seitz production entitled
" The Skv Raiders."
Lon Chancy and Leatrice Joy,
who had the leading roles in Leroy
Scott's " The Night Rose," have
just been cast for the principal
parts in screen
Gouverneur
next
original
story,Morris'
tentatively

Motion
Composer Becomes
Director
Artists from all walks of life are
fast becoming affiliated with the
screen, often forsaking the dreams
and ambitions of a life time, for a
readier success in films. Among the
latestcalisworld
one" into
to step
from the
musipicture
activities,
Raffaele Baccellieri, who is completing at the studio of Itala of American Photoplay Corporation's studio
a six reel drama entitled " Faith."
Baccellieri is both author and director of his film and has cast includes Baroness Kutusha Orlova,
Frank Otto, Maude Hill, Duilio
Maratzi, Margaret Grayce, Madame
Acerbi, Earnest Ventrella, and
Raffaele Bongini. Baccellieri is an
Italian by birth, coming from Lago
Maggiore, that picturesque region
lying near the borderland of
Switzerland.
At the age of seventeen Baccellieri was a recognized ochestra
leader at Milan. -He has spent,
however, ten years in America. He
has completed two operas " La Rendenta " and "L'Ebrea," both of
which have been produced, if not
to
the of
composer's
Whileat
director
orchestra liking.
at Brissago
Milan and in Rome, Baccellieri was
first attracted to photoplays. He
acted, then, as one of the assistant
directors in the making of " Quo
Vadis,"tions ofintheRome
otherCompany,
producItala and
Torino
turning, eventually to America.
His first independent picture, it is
said promises well and is being
prepared for a trade showing.

called " The Ace of Hearts," which
will go into production at the Goldwyn studios soon under the* direction ofremembered
Wallace W'orsley.
will be
for his Chaney
impersonation of the legless Blizzard in Vignola Starts Filming
Gouverneur
" Therole
Penalty."
Miss Joy hadMorris'
the title
in the
of Davies' Vehicle
screen version of " Bunty Pulls the
With pleted"in every
Redemption
Coveready
" comdetail and
for
Strings."
release by Paramount in the spring,
Director Robert G. Vignola has beBessieof Love
was the gue'st
honor
the Associated
Motionof
gun the production of his first sinPicture Theatres of San Francisco,
gle star picture for CosmopolitanParamount
at the International
when the seven day carnival was
New York.
conducted under their auspices. Studios,
Marion Davies will star under
Upon the return of the popular lady
to Los. Angeles, she plunged back Mr. Vignola's direction. The vehicle is a Frank R. Adams story,
into work on her fourth Andrew J.
Callaghan offering.
" Manhandling Ethel," which was
published recently in the CosmopolMagazine. Luther R Reed
The already interesting combina- wrote itan
the scenario.
tion of John Barrymore as star and
A light comedy-romance, " ManMarshal Neilan, director of " The
handling Ethel " is the type of
Lotus
a third
stellar Eaters,"
name inhas
the acquired
engagement
of screen story at which Mr. Vignola
seems
particularly
to excel. His
Anna Q. Nillson to play oppositeMr. Barrymore. Already recognized masterful production of *' Straight
as one of the very highest leaders Is the Way " evidenced his raregift of handling comedy, humor,
among the featured actresses on the and
romance.
American
screen,
Miss
Nillson's
presence in the coming production
is not only the climax of her own
Snowy Baker to Begin
career, but also an additional assurance of the extraordinary merit
Producing Shortly
which this picture will doubtless
Preparations are now under way
possess. In this triple combination
of star, director and leading woman, for the filming of the first of the
lies the triple anticipation of a great series of Snowy Baker Productions
success. Miss Nillson, striking at the Selig studio. Reg. L.
blonde and of acknowledged attrac- (Snowy) Baker, millionaire sportstiveness, won her recognition for
man, will be the star of these pictures which will be produced by
screen work by her impressive
Col.
Wm.
N. Selig and Sam Rork.
dramatic powers, her earlier picture appearances being in Famous The first story has already been
Players and Goldwyn productions. selected, and the cast is now being
Followed several Metro successes, assembled. As the story is almost
entirely of the outdoors and there
" The Way of the Strong," " No are
many locations to be found and
Man's Land " and a series of pic- exterior
be constructed, it
tures under Allan Dwan, " Soldiers is expectedsetsthatto the
actual work of
of Fortune," " The Luck of the
" shooting
" will not begin for a
Irish," and " In the Heart of a week
or two.
Fool."

What

the New

Dailies

Said

Picture

N ev

York
of

Personally Directed A
Special
'S
VIGNOL

"Straight
Is the Way"
When it Played the Rivoli Theatre the Week of Feb. 20
"As diverting a piece
about crooks and ladies as
has come this way in a
total eclipse or two. . .
with a happy treatment
that distinguishes it from
the thousand and one of its
New York Evening Post
" It is all so wholesome,
soclass."
amusing and so delightfully done . . . acted by
an exceptionally well
Morning Telegraph
chosenThecast."
" ' Straight Is the Way '
is as fresh and wholesome
as the clover fields near
which it was apparently
filmed. ... It provides a
Newhour's
York Daily
Metis
pleasant
diversion."
" This picture is an exceptionally interesting one of
its kind — and those who sit
back and enjoy a puzzler
will find nothing better in
New York World

filmland."
" Treated with real originality. . . Skillful direction of Robert G. Vignola who has a special gift
of putting new touches into
Netv York Globe
situations."

" One of the most charmingedies
and atmospheric
comshown on Broadway
in many months is ' Straight
New York Journal
"
acting,
pictorial
the Way.'
is "In
treatment, and in smooth
flow of action, ' Straight Is
the Way ' proved a delightVcu Y ork Sun
ful vehicle "
"Robert G. Vignola who
directed the production is
responsible for some
charming bits of light actThe Evening Telegram
Alan Dale says: " 'Straight
Is thetionWay
has a irresistifascinathat is ' quite
ble. It is one of the very
few pictures that gives you
a ing."
comforting sensation of
enjoyment.
You bask in the
pleasure \ew
of theYork
story."
American

Straight
is the
Way '
has" ' some
decided
ly unique
and clever twists that make
it an extremely interesting
The Evening Mail
" A commendable ' control for
'
laughter."
AW York
Herald
story." evoking

MADE FOR COSMOPOLITAN
RELEASED BY PARAMOUNT

Vignola
M. P. D. A.
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LOUIS

A. S. Aronson. newly elected vicepresident of Goldwyn, spent several days
in St. Louis as the guest of Jack Weil.
He estisof touring
branches
the group
interthe new thedrive
on the innext
of big pictures, including *' Roads of
Destiny " and " The Concert."
Fay Tincher, the Pioneer comedy star,
spent a week in St. Louis and made
several personal
lumbia theatre. appearances at the CoRumors of the sale of the Famous
Players
stringDur-of
St. LouisMissouri
theatres Corporation's
are still afloat.
ing the past two weeks the houses have
been sold to everybody from the Shubert
interests to S. A. Lynch of the South.
Managing Director William Goldman
emphatically has denied every report
which has come to his ears. " There is
no sale pending," he stated. " None
whatever."
Robert Werner has joined Tom Lei nard's Pioneer organization as general
sales manager. He will make his headquarters in St. Louis. He comes from
Pathe offices.
C. D. Hill will release " Small Town
Idol " early inreceived
March, today.
according to an
announcement
" Thea private
Last ofscreening
the Mohicans
" was
given
in East
St.
Louis before 150 school teachers, under
the auspices of C. D. Hill, manager of
the
ducers.St. Louis office of Associated Pro-

theatres in Medina, N. Y. The Delmar
was purchased from B. Reynolds and the
Scenic from M. Kearney.
B. Benny, formerly manager of the Star
theatre
in Messina,
N. Y., isBuffalo,
now managei
of the
Linden theatre,
one
of
the
popular
neighborhood
theatres
on
the east side.
James Cardino, manager and owner of
the Kensington theatre on Fillmore avenue, Buffalo, has closed the Glen theatre,
his other house in Williamsville, N. Y.,
temporarily.
He will re-open it in the
spring.
News was received in Buffalo this
week of Mr.
the death
Schmidt's
mother.
Schmidtofis Art
district
manager of Universal branches, with headq
u
a
r
t
e
r
s
i
n
Cleveland.
He
is
also
interested in the Central Park and Premier
theatres in Buffalo.
Bruce Fowler, manager of the Elmwood theatre, Buffalo, has arrived. His
success is complete. He now owns a
Ford coupe, including a liability insurlives. ance policy. At this writing he still
According to clippings from St. Louis
newspapers, Richard C. Fox, former
manager of the Buffalo Famous PlayersLasky office, figured in a sensational
hold-up of the newly organized Complaint Committee of the St. Louis Film
Board of Trade. Five masked robbers
held up seven members in the Film Exchange building and robbed them of
$937 cash, jewelry valued at $1,225 and
overcoats valued at $400. Fox was the
heaviest loser, according to the reports.
Robbers took from him $500 in cash and
a diamond pin valued at $250. Mr. Fox
went to St. Louis with Select on his return from London where he was connected with the Fox Film Company.
He is well known in Buffalo and Western New York.
According to letters received by Buffalo exhibitors, Buffalo is soon to have
a new theatrical newspaper. It will be
called
Saturday Night." Lee Heacock
will be " editor.

William A. Shalit, sales manager of
LTnitedports aArtists,
Inc., in forSt. theLouis,
retions ofgreater
the fourdemand
stars than ever producin the
history of the organization. " Business
is good," says Bill.
Chaplin'sduring
" The itsKid,"
doing ingreat
business
thirdis week
St.
Louis. A picture that stays here more
Frederick Myers, assistant manager
than one week must be qualified to meet
of the Buffalo Fox exchange, has been
every expectation of a stern audience.
appointed manager of the same company's exchange in Albany, succeeding
Jerry Spandau.
E. C. Blakeman, formerly Buffalo
PROV., R. I.
Pathe manager, has joined up with
Realart and will be connected with one
of their Western branches.
Chester Gamble, a son of Lieut. Richard Gamble, the amusement censor in
Harry E. Lotz and a crew of seven
are touring the state rounding up
this city, has been made assistant mana- men
Realart franchises. The Buffalo office
ger of the Rialto theatre.
now
has
154 on its list and they are still
Metro week was celebrated in this
state in many theatres. To assist tke going strong.
project the Metro Corporation used a
Frank S. .Hopkins, former manager of
page advertisement in the Providence the Buffalo Universal office, will return
journal on Sunday and a liberal amount to town from Saranac Lake in the spring
of space in other papers. Pictures were to re-enter the film business. Frank has
shown at the Rialto, Emery, Gaiety, La been at Saranac for over a year for his
Sirena, Bijou theatres in this city, and health.
houses
Newport, Woonsocket, in
ActicPawtucket,
and Cranston.
Al. Sardino of the Hippodrome,
Syracuse, has become associated with
Ben Fitzer Productions, Inc., with offalo. fices in the Palace Theatre building, BufNORTHERN
NEW
YORK
CLEVELAND
The Buffalo city council has approved
the plans for a larger theatre on the site
George Moore, manager of the Lion
of the Oriole, Nevada- and Genesee
streets. It is understood that B. Voh- theatre, Bellevue, Ohio, opened his theawinkle, who has been operating the
tre Sunday, February 27. This will be
Oriole on this site for several years, will the first Sunday show at the Lion theatre
since January 1. At that time, Mr.
build
a
house
with
double
the
capacity
of
the old theatre.
Moore closed on Sunday in accordance
with
the
demands of the Ministerial AsSid Allen, who has operated the Millsociation. However, he stipulated, that
ard Fillmore theatre in East Aurora, N.
Y., the home of the Roycrofters, for if the motion picture theatres in the
many years, has sold the house and towns surrounding Bellevue were not
taken over the Delmar and Scenic closed on Sunday by the first of March,

he would open his house again at that
time. Freemont, located near Bellvue
is open on Sunday. So Moore, who has
given the Ministerial Association his
support and co-operation since the first
of the year, will again compete with his
neighbors for the Sunday motion picture
business. He opened with George
Beban in " One Man in a Million."
The Rotarians of Ohio, representing
thirty local Rotary Clubs, will witness
a private exhibition
of *' That feature,
Somesix-reel propaganda
which wasthing,"endorsed
by the National
Convention of Rotarians in session at
Atlantic City, at the New Masonic hall,
on March 21. Arrangements for the
showing of this picture are now being
made by the Standard Film Service of
Cleveland, through which the feature,
released by Federal Films, is being
handled. " aThatphenomenally
Something " successful
has just
concluded
three weeks' engagement at the Victoria
theatre,ceivedLos
Angeles,andwhere
it also re-of
the support
endorsement
the California Rotarians.
J; F.
manager was
of in
theCleveVictoria Tallman,
theatre, Steubenville,
landtoria
last came
week.
says thefashion
VicacrossTallman
in splendid
for the Hoover relief campaign. " We
turned over
the fund,"
Tallman
told, $115.35
" as the toreceipts
in full Mr.
for
the Washington
Birthdav
morning
matinee special, with a maximum admission
of The
fifteen
cents." for the Hoover benefit
program
matinees was furnished gratis through
the courtesy of the Cleveland office of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
and the personal support of Fred Walters, exploitation manager out of the
Cleveland exchange. The program consisted of William S. Hart in " Shark
Monroe," " Fatty " Arbuckle in " The
Garage," comedy.
and " Let Her Go," a Mack
Sennett
The Cleveland Famous Players-Lasky
office furnished in excess of twenty programs to exhibitors in this territory for
use
free inof connection
charge. with the Hoover fund,
P. A. Block arrived in Cleveland last
week to take over the management of
the Cleveland office of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, following the oppointment of H. E. Elder, former branch
manager, to a position of responsibility
in the home office of the company. Mr.
Block is not a stranger to Cleveland and
Cleveland exhibitors. He was one time
manager of the local Goldwyn exchange.
He was more recently managerof the Chicago office of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
DETROIT
The new Strand theatre in Pontiac
opened recently
with " the
The Kleist
Great Remer." It is part
of houses, deseats
1,000ofand
is modernchainin
every respect.
Nathan
Miller,
proprietor
of the
ard theatre
on Chene
street,
was Barnheld
up Monday on his way to the bank, and
robbed of $350, his Sunday receipts. A
Buick roadster with curtains drawn, drew
up to the curb and two men, one of
whom held a revolver, searched him, took
the money and got away safely.
H. A. Ross, division manager for Paramount, is now in Florida where he will
spend several weeks with his family.
Frank Sayles, of the Lion theatre,
Muskegon, has organized a company to
build theatres through the state. The
first town selected is Albion with Hillsdale and Coldwater to follow.
S. Butterfield's
in W.Lansing
opens on new
AprilStrand
1. theatre
Jess Fishman of Standard, has been

elected president of the Detroit Board
of Motion Picture Exchange managers,
George Sam]. son, of Pathe. vice-president and Joe Friedman, Universal, treasurer.
CINCINNATI
The Romell Film Company of this
city, is soon to begin distribution of a
series of fairy films, made primarily for
children, but with an adult appeal as
well. The films are made by the Wholesome Films Company, of Chicago, and
the roles are enacted by children only.
Among the more notable of these productions are " Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star," in five reels, with Zoe Ray, together
of 150Slipper,"
children a; '"Cinderellawithand athecastMagic
fourreel subject; and "Little Red Riding
Hood," featuring Mary Burton. The latter is an up-to-date version of the wellknown fairy tale, and with the exception
of the characters of the mother and
grandmother, the entire cast of 350 members is made up of children.
" Lying
Thos.a success
H. Ince that
feature, has Lips,"
proved thesuch
McMahan and Jackson, owners of the
Gifts theatre, have decided to hold it
over for a third week. Attendance for
the two weeks ran close to 42,000, and
it is still packing the lobbies every afternoon and evening. Only " The Birth of
a Nationthan" and
" have
ever run
more
two " Mickey
weeks in
a downtown
Cincinnati theatre.
Nathan and Max Ascher, Chicago theatre managers, were in Cincinnati during
the past week looking over their new
house at Seventh and Vine streets. They
were accompanied by Ed. L. Nikodem.
who is to be the resident manager of
the new Capitol theatre. A conference
was held in regard to the opening of
the theatre, and while no definite date
was agreed upon, owing to condition of
the structural work on the inside of the
building, everything possible will be done
to permit of the opening on March 17.
Manager Nikodem will settle permanently
in Cincinnati, as he was recently wedded
to
Miss girl.
Violet Howard, a young Chicago
society
NEW

ORLEANS

Charles A. Meade, one of the most
successful film exchange managers in
the industry, it is said, was in New
Orleans last week completing arrangements whereby he is to take over the
management of the J. Eugene Pearce
Exchange in Atlanta where the marked
success of the independent releasing of
motion picture subjects has duplicated
the New Orleans branch of this service.
H. J. Hermann of Pearce Films, was
in Memphis last week completing arrangements for the entire release program of
Pearcevaudeville
films to house
be shown
Pantages'
new
in thatin city.
The new Orpheum theatre, a vaudeville
house costing a little less than a million
dollars and completed only about a
month ago, will not operate during the
summer as it was first announced would
be done. The Orpheum officials probably discovered that they were going
to close houses in other cities and would
have no summer circuit. The house will
close the middle of May, it was announced last week by Martin Beck, president, who was in New Orleans, coming
from Palm Beach, Fla., with his family
and Mort Singer, manager of the circuit.
The party is to go from New Orleans
to New York via St. Louis. Kanasas
City and Chicago. Mr. Beck said the
Orpheum would remain open all next
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetical y as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
i^signating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
/pinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Averige or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the report!
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion ol
this department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to November 20, 1920.
PLAN BOOI
BRAND
RELEASED
STAR
PICTURE
BRAND
RELEASED
STAR
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
ALL DOLLED UP (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
MAR. 12 BURIED TREASURE
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) MARION FEB. 26
DA VIES
with the starMARY
in anMILES
ideal role."
— if. P. yens. MAR.
ALL''Pleasing
SOULS offering
EVE (REALART)
MINTER
5
" Spectacular production, but story is unimpressive," — if. P. News.
CHARM
SCHOOL.
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
"Incredible plot, but has appealing moments." — Jf. P. News.
REID
JAN. •
AMATEUR DEVIL, AN (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN. MAR. 12
" Wallace Reid has another winner here." — if. P. News.
'• A decidedly mediocre comedy with Washburn." — 31. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment. — " Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and brought
BARBARIAN, THE (PIONEER) MONROE SALISBURY
FEB. 26
good business." " Wallace Reid went over big In this picture. Our
•' Fine backgrounds but very little action." — Jf. P. News.
patrons thought It was one of the best of this popular star's produeBAIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOPE HAMPTON
JAN. 1S
tions. Played to excellent business the week preceding New Year's."
"played.
We consider
this one ofbusiness
the best during
box office
attractions
haveandeverIs
" Rather hectic but /airly interesting." — 31. P. News.
Did exceptional
its run
at this we
house
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a good picture and business was way off.
an
excellent
picture."
"
Very
good
picture,
full
of
entertaining
Our patrons didn't know the star." " Fair picture to fair business."
Did good business." " One of the most pleasing pictures we havepoints.
ever
• EAUTI FULLY TRIMMED (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
DEC. 11
shown.
good."
"Good enough
for a second
week
|/ri/ifn »e nirture on a hackneyed theme." — Jf. P. News.
holdover. Business
Businesswasextraverygood
both weeks.
Best Wallace
Reid picture
Exhibitor Comment — " A good crook picture.".
ever seen." " Certainly good. Business fine all week. Audiences well
BIG PUNCH, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES
FEB. 19
pleased." " Very good picture which held down big business for a week."
Very good.
business
entire week."
"Buck Jones as a minister; a dull picture." — Jf. P. News.
Consensus
— " GoodGood
picture,
good for
puller."
BILLIONS (NAZI M OVA-METRO) NAZIMOVA
DEC.
11 CHEATER
(FOX) WILLIAM
RUSSELL
JAN. 11
" Very weak picture material in Nazimova's latest." — Jf. P. News.
" William REFORMED,
Russell has anTHE
entertaining
crook picture
here." — Jf. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazimova ehows a decided Improvement in this
picture over ' Madame Peacock." Well taken by big audiences for the
CINDERELLA'S
TWINveru(METRO)
VIOLA
JAN I
•' Juxt misses beitiy
commonplace."
— if.DANA
P. News.
entire week."
It is it' notthemuch
' and film
my
audiences
were" Picture
below proved
normal.a frost
Many here.
thought
poorest
Exhibitor Comment — " This little star always draws well for me, and this
Nazimova has ever played in." " Opened to big business, but didn't
was not as clever as ' The Chorus Girl's Romance,' business was almost
bold up so well." " Picture heartily criticized and Nazimova's vpry
as good. Consider it a good business-getter." " Fairly entertaining and
stagy and unnatural acting has killed her in this city." " A good pic- 25
patrons
pleased.picture,
Good average
business."puller."
ture. About the usual business."
Consensus —were
■• Average
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
CITY SPARROW, A (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
ETHEL CLAYBLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
DEC.
TON DEC. *
"Justine
Johnstone
is
a
welcome
screen
figure
in
crook
melodrama."
—
"
Weak
in
drama,
but
strong
in
sentiment."
—
if.
P.
News.
if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened with usual audiences, but business grew
Exhibitor Comment
" One was
of the
poorest
featuresandI'vestareverdid had
last few days and it went over big." " Mediocre picture lifted from
fortune to play. — Story
worked
to death,
not the
livemisup
mediocrity by good acting of Ethel Clayton and by splendid direction."
to one-tenth of her press notices. My audience was much disappointed."
" When I put out a poster advertising Ethel Clayton, I sit back and
• " A mediocre picture. Star not particularly attractive, but played to
wait for the money to roll in — for she is one of the biggest favorites
good business for reasons unknown."
here on the paramount list. This is one of her weaker stories, but
BLACK BEAUTY (VITAGRAPH) JEAN PAIGE
JAN 2215
it
went —over
in great
shape."
" Twopuller."
days to average business."
consensus
"Average
picture,
average
" Entertaining picture made from fomous classic." — if. P. News.
BLIND WIVES (FOX) SPECIAL CAST
JAN.
COAST OF OPPORTUNITY, THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J.
WARREN KERRIGAN
DEC. II
" Another episode picture of certain appeal." — P. P. News.
" Picturesque story with Kerrigan in heroic role." — if. P News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good melodrama that pleased lovers of this class of
entertainment. Box-office returns better than usual." " Fairly good
COLORADO (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
FEB. 19
both as to pleasing the audiences and box-office returns."
" Mayo's latest strong in action." — if. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
MAR. S
BRANDED SOUL, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 19 CONCERT, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
•• Another stage vehicle adaptation which flops." — if. P. News.
"Redemption
story carries little appeal and is badly overacted." — if. P.
News.
CONNECTICUT
YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT, A (FOX) FEB. 12
SPECIAL CAST
BREAKING
POINT, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE FEB.
BARRISCALE
<
" ifarfc Twain modernized in an appealing picture." — if. P. News.
•' ifore than a vehicle — a well-sustained marital drama." — if. P. News.
COUSIN KATE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
FEB. 12
" Alice Joyce has strong personality in • Cousin Kate.' " — Jf. P. News.
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT) ROSCOE ARBUCKLE. . .FEB. 5
" What the public has been waiting for from Fatty." — Jf. P. News.
DANGEROUS
BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL- DEC. 11
Exhibitor Comment — " Sure-fire winner. Pleased the audiences immensely.
MADGE
Box office returns much larger than usual." *' Good comedy bringing
" Rather frail but fairly amusing." — if. P. News.
the usual business."' " This is a splendid picture and went over big
Exhibitor Comment — " Fini production which seemed to please and brought
with our audience. Played to large business for one week."'
fine business." " Not as good as some of Miss Talmadge's previous
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
vehicles, but satisfying." " A good picture and brought more than usual
BROADWAY
BUBBLE,
THE (VITAGRAPH)
CORINNE GRIF- FITH NOV.
business.' " This sure did go over big and deserved it for it's an inter11
esting
picture throughout." " Picture brought fine business. Very en" Corinne Griffith does excellent work in dual role." — if. P. Nexcs.
tertain g."This one went over big and the box-offlce showed large
" Did better
than average enough
businessto atattract,
two first-run
simultane-so
receipts.
Justover
seemed toasbring
'em in,theandcase
they werea well
pleasedpicture
with
ously. Just melodramatic
and not houses
too emotional,
it."
"
Went
always
in my house. Somewell,
of the isolder
folks thought with
it wentTalmadge
a little too
far
as to offend." " Opened big and kept up big all week. A picture that
Dleased everybody because it is logical."
in some scenes, and others frankly characterized it as 1 raw." But It
got the money, and that's the acid test, I suppose." " One of ConBROKEN
GATE, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE
BARRISCALE
JAN. 1
businessstance
forTalmadge's
week." best and went over big at this house. Did splendid
" Bob sister story is highly theatrical." — if. P. News.
Consensus — •' Good picture, good puller."
BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JAN. "
DEVIL, THE (ASSO.-EXHIB.-PATHE) GEORGE ARLISS
JAN. i
" Fine production given famous stage comedy." — if. P. Neics.
" Very artistic with Arliss superb in hit screen debut." — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy little story to this one. Pleased my patrons
Exhibitor
Comment—"
One
of
the
photoplay
masterpieces
of
the
age.
and kept me packing 'em in. Almost a record-breaker." " Too fragmenWonderful production. Excellent acting. But a picture that will aptary
to
please
majority
of
patrons.
Artistically
done,
however."
"
A
very good production, splendidly acted and mounted, but which did not
peal only to the discriminating."
DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNT ON-PAT HE) SPECIAL CAST DEC.
seem to attract average business."
" Strong mystery story carries interest." — Jf. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
BURGLAR PROOF (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN
FEB. 12 DICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC.
" H. B. Warner puts ' punch ' into Strang dramatic story." — Jf. P. News.
" Washburn's best one in a dog's age — a real comedy." — if. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 2114
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The Ultimate in Lavish Adornment.

View toward the Grand Staircase, Capitol Theatre, St. Paul
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STRY, they are necesIN INDU
sary— Big Things! As the ship
is necessary to world commerce,
as the locomotive is required to
transport goods, as the motor truckis essential to merchandise delivery
The MOTIOGRAPH De LUXE is
vital to motion pictures !
Because being substantially-built,
mammoth, long-lasting, dependable,
it gives clear, flickerless, sharp-cut
moving pictures — and the public
wants them no other way. Twentythree years of honest manufacture
makes it perfect !

I

n

REALLY BIG— The MOTIOGRAPH De LUXE!
Necessary to Twentieth Centurj
theatres, for no matter how costly, magnificent, the theatre is dark, dead
without it ! Thousands spent on a theatre are wasted unless a perfect projector is behind it! The MOTIOGRAPH De LUXE completes, makes perfect tfcl
best theatres !
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING
CO.
564 WEST RANDOLPH STREET,
CHICAGO, ILL
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( )EW'S new State theatre, Euclid
Avenue at East 14th Street, which
was tendered a royal opening on
February 5, takes its place as one of
le three largest motion picture houses
f the country, but is surpassed by none
1 beauty, comfort, design and extravaance of decoration.
Immediately upon entering the lobby,
ne is struck by the gorgeousness of the
jilding. The lobby, 45 ft. wide by 180
;. deep, is the largest in the entire United
tates. Not content with having obtaine '.
istinction in size, Architect Thomas
amb provided a series of surprises in
ie lobby. As, for instance, the series o:
jige walnut pillars, capped with gold ; the
hite marble wainscoting; the beautiful!'
:ined marble fire place, in front of which
brilliant hued parrot of ancient family,
)lds court before a large crowd of adirers ; mural paintings of bright colors,
1 allegorical in theme, and the marvelous
hite marble staircase which rises from
ther side of the lobby to the artistically
irnished mezzanine floor, where tea is
rved every afternoon between two
clock and half past four, by two pretty
aids.
There is an orchestra in the lobby —
jmething altogether new to Cleveland
lOtoplay fans. A 'cello, a harp and a
plin offer divertissement to the patrons
10 like to stroll around the lobby and
)k at the art objects that were brought
3m all parts of the world. Manager
•orge Dumont, who was brought from
e Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, to take

Left:

Theatre
to

with

Offers

Waiting

Music,

Books

and

charge of the State theatre, says he has
several plans for the lobby, which will be
put into practice next week. Dumont is
having four large tables made for the
lobby. On these tables, he will keep all
the latest fashion books, for the ladies to
look at. Also, he will supply stationery
for the use of his patrons. Dumont is
going about it to make the State theatre
the rendezvous for shoppers.
Leaded glass casement doors open the
way to the auditorium of the State theatre, where four thousand people can be
seated at one time. The tone of the auditorium isItalian red. The walls are panelled in red brocade velvet. The floor is
covered with a heavy red velvet carpet.
Whatever wall decoration is plain, is of
a light shade of cafe au lait. The red is
relieved by splashes of black and gold,
ing.
with a touch of light blue in the ceilThe State theatre is supplied with a
stage thirty-five feet deep and a hundred
feet wide, allowing the presentation of a
big spectacle, if required.
There is a three-way lighting system installed in this new million-dollar theatre,
similar to the one installed in Loew's Parktheatre, which was opened just two weeks
prior to the State. This system gives five
distinct shades, and is used to produce
lights which synchronize with the music.
They appear under the balcony in elaborate sunburst effect.
Approved ventilation is assured with
the installation of blowers on each side of

Music

Patrons
Other

Similar

Features

the building, at the floor line, which feeds
fresh air by means of a duct system, to the
theatre, and exhaust fans at the ceiling
line, which suck out the used and impure
air at all times. Sanitation has been
looked after with the complete vacuum
system installed, electrically controlled, to
all parts of the building.
Two ladies' rest rooms and two men's
club rooms are supplied with all the luxury and comfort of the finest hotel or
club.
An innovation of considerable interest
to patrons is the fact that the State theatre has two box offices where tickets may
be purchased, instead of one. Two cashiers are in constant attendance at each
box office, which does away with a long
line of patrons waiting to buy tickets.
Another innovation is the entree to the
balcony. The balcony of the State theatre may be reached either from the foyer,
or from the auditorium. The wide marble
staircase of the lobby leads to the second
floor. There is also a second set of grand
stair cases from the auditorium, which
likewise lead to the balcony. The benefits
to be derived from this are manifold and
evident.
Forty-five exits, all numbered, and electrically lighted, assure the patrons of the
State theatre complete safety in case of
emergency. But added assurances of
safety were provided bv supplying- each
exit with a separate and distinct fire escape. Under stress, the State theatre
could be completely evacuated in about
three minutes.

The Magnificent Lobby of the State Theatre, at Cleveland, ivith the marble staircase in the background.
arch and screen setting at the same theatre.
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What is meant by ventilation and what
is its purpose?
The Standard Dictionary defines it as
follows: "Ventilation is the process of
producing free circulation of air in, as by
means of open shafts, windows, doors,
etc., so as to displace foul air with pure."
This definition is a very good one, yet it
does not entirely cover the ground.
Ventilation is used in a theatre solely
for the purpose of making and keeping
the audience comfortable. In summer
and in the warm climates, ventilation may
do this alone, but in cold weather not only
must the air be changed frequently but
it must also be warmed in order that the
theatre be free from drafts and the audience comfortable.
Ventilate in Winter as Well as in
Summer
Too often do we find theatre proprietors
who believe in ventilation in summer but
who say it is almost or entirely unnecessary in winter. The writer believes that
the expressed opinion is often only the
result of the knowledge that it is more expensive toventilate in winter than in summer because of the coal used to heat the
cold entering air. There is no doubt that
ventilation is absolutely as unnecessary in
winter as in summer.
As we said before, ventilation is for the
purpose of keeping the audience comfortable and the air which they breathe healthful. Let us therefore examine the subject
with the idea of finding out what it is that
makes for comfort and health.
Low Carbon Dioxide Content Not the
Most Important
Until but a few years ago we believed
that for health and comfort we must keep
the air comparatively free from carbon
dioxide. This is a gas which is formed
in the lungs as we breathe — being driven
out as we exhale. It is formed from the
oxidation of the body tissues and is exactly the same gas as is formed when wood,
gas or any animal or vegetable matter
burns. If there were more than 8 parts
in 10,000 parts of air which we were
breathing we thought the air unfit, unclean
and unhealthy — the air of outdoors averages about 4 parts in 10,000. In a sense
we were more or less right, but carbon
dioxide has been found to be not the most
vital thing.

Humidity, Odor and Air Motion Require Most Attention
than carbon diimportant
more
Much
oxide is the subject of humidity, odor
and air motion. The first and last of these
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our body surfaces has to be evaporated,
it did not we would be uncomfort
particularly in summer.
It is therefore necessary to keep
humidity of the air at such a point —
remember the water vapor from
lung- is continually raising it— that
surface water or perspiration will be ev
orated and the odors carried off with
and removed from the room. Too dry*
is bad because it affects the nose
throat, while too high a humidity prev
the evaporation just mentioned.
Air Motion and Its Effect
Evaporation of this water is incre
by a decided motion of air over our bo<
Thai is wl y air motion is so enjoy
and still air so objectionable. Even tho
a summer breeze be warm as measured
a thermometer we will welcome it feel cool if it is fairly low in humi
capable
evaporating
perspira""
—andit will
feel ofmuch
cooler than
it m
ures on the thermometer.
With these thoughts in mind we
now more fully appreciate why ventila
is necessary for theatre or buildings wh
many people are closely associated
several hours in a closed room.
(Continued on page 2096)
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are most important and if maintained correctly will prevent foul and objectionable
odors in a theatre. Such odors usually
indicate the presence of germs, floating
particles of waste matter from the lungs
and large quantities of dust from off clothing and shoes of the occupants.
What Is Humidity
Ordinarily air has a tendency to absorb
water vapor and will do so up to the point
where it can hold no more. When this
occurs it is said to be saturated and to
have 100 per cent humidity. The less
water it contains the lower its humidity
and the greater the tendency for water in
its presence to evaporate. Also the
warmer the air the more water it will
absorb. Winter air is especially dry when
heated. Where it is not necessary to coo!
the persons of the audience by evaporation this very dry air is objectionable. For
this reason air washers, as described later
on, are valuable in winter because they
relieve this dry condition — in summer
they cool entering air.
Now every person's body is giving off
water through the pores of the skin and
in much greater quantities giving off water
vapor in the breath as it leaves the lungs.
To be cool and comfortable the water on
The

Why

Is

It

How

Standpoint
By

It

Picture

the

Best

Results

SUMMER with its hot sultry days,
there is an expected falling off in
theatre patronage. People who have been
steady patrons of the theatre look to some
other source of amusement in the outside
air, where conditions are more favorable
and inviting than within. But capable
and alert managers have discovered
means whereby this patronage may not
be wholly lost. ' One of these methods lies
in the altering of the theatre's interior,
with the idea of making it SUMMERY, COOL, ATTRACTIVE AND
HEALTHFUL. The simple means of
accomplishing this and securing the desired effect is by the use of theatre chair
covers.
It is only recently that chair covers
have been extensively used in theatres ; no
doubt one of the causes for the backwardness has been the common belief that they
were an expensive proposition. This is
not so, especially when considered from
the point of view of economy ; although

from

Their

in

the

Theat
for
Use

the first cost of chair covers may s
beyond the means of the manager,
should consider the fact that they will
him from five to six years, or more,
by dividing the total cost of the covers
the
years
theycostwillwill
be pu~
it will
be during
found which
that the
ably be less than one cent per week
chair, if the covers are used five mom
during the year, and correspondingly
if used through twelve months.
The cost for laundering is not
as all perfect fit theatre chair covers
manufactured reversible. The Ci
Theatre, Indianapolis, has a seating c
city of 2,900, and all the chairs
equipped with chair covers. Mr. S.
rett McCormick, former manager of
Circle, reported a cost of about i1 recover, and in his case he found it n
sary to have them laundered but one
season, due to the reversible feature.
(Continued on page 2096^
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Chair Cover as Regular Equipment
(Continued from page 2094)

is seen from this that the upkeep is a
trivial item.
When this small sum is compared with
the increased patronage, drawn by the inviting atmosphere of the altered interior,
there is little argument for the manager
to hesitate in purchasing theatre chair
covers.

During the Summer season of 1920
more chair covers were installed than ever
before, and 192 1 will far outstrip the records of last year. So well has the manager of the Circle been satisfied with the
, that
performance of his first set of covers
use
for
sets
other
two
ed
he has order
year.
the
of
ns
seaso
during other
There are two distinct applications of
chair covers; one of them is for the purpose of representing the parts to coincideis
with the climatic conditions, the other
for the purpose of covering up the sad
.
dilapidated parts of the old scarred chairs
In the last instance, wonderful results
have been accomplished with the minimum of expense. Theatres that first lost
their drawing power because of the unsightly appearances of the chair backs
and upholstery, have been brought back
to the public favor through the judicious
application of chair covers.
There are several points that should be
considered in ordering or selecting chair
covers. For one thing the prospective
purchaser should remember that auditorium and balcony chairs, as a rule, require two distinct and different styles of
chair covers. The auditorium chair should
be equipped with a cover which covers the
entire chair back, while, on the other hand,
the balcony chair cover should have only
a " quarter back " ; the reason for the latter lies in the treatment accorded to balcony chairs because of the slope on which
they are placed.
There is still to be considered a most
important point if the purchaser is to be
satisfied; he should be aware of the fact
that chairs of the same appearance vary
somewhat in size. If the chair covers are
to be a good fit, last long and look well,
they should be made to fit each individual
size of chair back. This may seem difficult
at first, especially in the case of houses of
large capacity, but it is essential to success, convenience of handling and satisfaction. A plan has been worked out
which has simplified this measure of the
seats, and it has proven accurate and has
removed the tediousness of other methods.
Many instances have come to our attention where managers in ordering chair
covers measured one chair and ordered

covers of the one size for the entire seating capacity. You can appreciate the disastrous results of such an order, for when
the covers were ready to be installed they
found that only a part of them would fit.
In one instance a manager of a 750 seat
house in ordering covers measured one
chair and ordered 750 of that size. He
would have been in the same predicament
had his order been filled without further
investigation. Knowing the variation in
chair widths, a " Simplified Instruction
Sheet " used for this purpose was mailed
the manager, and its return found that out
of the 750 seats, 110 were the size ordered.
Because of this care the manager in question is now boasting of the appearance of
his house, as every one of his covers is
perfect in fit and tailored to the design of
his chair, and fitting each respective size.
So much for the advantage to be gained
from the UNe of well-made covers; when
the largest theatre chains specify their use
for all their theatres, it has proven that
they are a necessity and not a luxury. The
progressive manager will seize upon thi^
essential improvement as one of the easiest
ways to hold his patronage during the hot
summer months, and the returns will
justify his investment. " CHAIR COV ERS " have come, and are helping to
make the sign of a quality theatre. The
following are a few of the largest circuit
houses that are now using theatre chair
covers: Marcus Loew, B. F. Keith, F. F.
Proctor, Shubert Theatrical Enterpri.se>,
Rolin & Clark, Ashur Brothers, Jones,
Lincoln & Shafer, S. L. Lynch Enterprises, Sanger Amusement Company.

Picture

Ventilation and
Is Done

N e%

How

(Continued from par/e 2094)
Summer
Weather
Calls For
Ventilation and Cooling
Because of the fact that in summer it
purely a cooling proposition it is us
necessary to supply more fresh air
theatre during those months than in
ter. In some theatres this may even
for fans large enough to change the e
air in the auditorium once every mi
during the summer and with the
equipment restrict the quantity of f
air to 25 or 30 cu. ft. per min
person during the winter. Such a syi
requires very large fans of imi
capacity but because of the fact that
are usually installed in pent houses o
roof with minimum sheet metal duct
they are quite cheap to install. Ho
larger electric motors are required
cost of operation is often 3 to 5 t:
what it is with another type of syi
described later on.
Typhoon System
A system such as this, often call
typhoon system, usually blows fresh
in through one or two openings in the
ing or at least very high up on the wall
the foul air most often being allowed
escape through the entrance doors. Du
ing the winter months the entering
reduced in quantity and passed thr
Vento stacks or other heating coil
fore being blown into the theatre,
eral objections, which may or may n

Auditorium of State Theatre. Cleveland
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Marcus Loew, Inc.
Open Their
Beautiful New Million Dollar
Real

PARK
THEATRE
AT CLEVELAND, OHIO
with

Bargains
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in Rebuilt

Machines,

Ticket

Sellers and Converters
Fulco

Speedco

Arc

Controls

They are assured of perfect illumination when installing Fulco
Arc Controls. There are no other Arc Controls that can equal
the Fulco.
Send for Our Folder
MANUFACTURED

BY

E. E. FULTON
COMPANY
3208 Carroll Ave.
Chicago, 111.

MIRROROID MOTION
TURE SCREENS TO
EVERY POCKETBOOK
FOR

EVERY

25c. TO

MIRROROID
Always

LOWEST

HIGHEST

When
weather

PRICE

good

Screen for Every Purpose

MPN3PPN

CORPORATION

725 7th A venue

business

and

real

APPLING

SYJTEN

(Room 707, 70 West 45th Street, New York
SACRAME NTO
DENVER
KANSAS CITY
^PHILADELPHIA
.BALTIMORE
DETROIT
ATLANTA

New York Citv

Hira>7*V»MSlM&l:n«

exhibitors
are cooled

profits.
Our
booklet "A Better
Summer Business" tells you
more. A postcard brings
your copy.

Screens Are Being
Throughout the World

MIRROROID

along

by Monsoons, summer
means three months of

Mirroroid

A

comes

profits.
But to the
whose houses

in QUALITY

The poorest Moving Picture Exhibitor
as well as the wealthiest theatrical magnate will find the best Motion Picture
Screen, exactly suited to his BUSINESS
and PURSE, by writing to us for SAMPLES and QUOTATIONS

Shipped

hot

To most exhibitors this
means three months of
low business and short

SQ. FT.

SCREENS
IN

Exhibitors
Company
Inc
CHICAGOSupply
ST. LOUIS
MILWAUKEE
845 S. Wabash
Ave.
3316
Lindell
Blvd.
133
Second
St.
INDIANAPOLIS MINNEAPOLIS
157 N. Illinois St.
Produce Exchange Bldg.
(1543)

PICSUIT
AND

PURPOSE—

$1.00 PER

Each machine has been rebuilt to give long and efficient
service and is practically as good as new. To insure
quick sales we have made the prices extremely low. If
you want high grade equipment at low prices — this is
your opportunity.
2-1918 Motiographs, motor driven : short pedestal outside shutter. Price, each
$250.00
2-1914 Motiographs, motor driven ; outside shutters; short pedestal. Price, each
$200.00
2-Powers, 6- A Motor driven ; each
$250.00
2-6-A Powers; hand driven; each
$175.00
2-1916 Simplex ; Bell & Howell lamp houses ; each $300.00
1-Simplex 2 Unit Ticket Seller, factory rebuilt... $125.00
1-Simplex 3 Unit Ticket Seller, factory rebuilt.. $150.00
1-Xational Cash Register Ticket Selling Machine
— factory rebuilt
$125.00
1-Martin Rotary 5 K. W. Converter. 220 volt.
factory rebuilt
$350.00
Prices on all Projection Machines include lenses,
condensers, slide carriers, etc.
SEND FOR OUR LARGE CATALOG OF SUPPLIES.
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justified to this type of system is the fact
that it may be noisy, create such a rapid
movement of air as to cause drafts, etc.,
(particularly below where it enters) and
the tendency at times to cause foul smelling, tepid aid to be blown into the faces
of waiting people in the lobby every time
the doors are opened.
Duct Systems
Perhaps a more common method of
ventilating a theatre is to use less air in
summer and not depend upon the rather
strong motion of air to produce a cooling
effect upon the audience. In winter either
system uses the same quantity of air.
Such a system consists of more parts, is
more complicated and necessarily more
costly to install, but it has compensating
features, such as better distribution of air,
cleaner air, freedom from objectionable
drafts, less noise and much less operating
cost.
In this method of ventilation the entering air usually passes (about the same
amount winter or summer) through a tempering coil first to raise its temperature
above freezing, then through a spray and
scrubber chamber to wash it free from
dust, and then through other Vento heaters to raise it to the desired temperature.
Of course in summer the heat is not
turned on in these heaters. The air from
such an arrangement enters the theatre
free from dust and dirt and in summer at
a decidedly lower temperature than outdoors. In dry climates this cooling is
much more decided than in more moist
ones.
Other Methods of Cooling Air
However, in many of the most modern
theatres the air is cooled by either passing
it through a spray of very cold water or
by passing it through coils filled with some
refrigerating material — the coils acting
FILM
or SLIDES
OF THIS DESIGN WITH YOUR OWN WORDING

JESSE

CRAWFORD

DESIGN No. 153-A
PRICE $1.50 PREPAID
Same thing in Film, any color, 15 foot for $2 50
and 10c per foot thereafter
7^F0WLER
STUDIOS
5T-S FLOOR CHAMBER ST COMMERCE BLDG
LOS ANGELES,
CALIF
TITLES
ART
S
SLIDE
I FILM
SONG SLIDES
CURTAIN FILM

just the reverse of a heating coil. It might
be well to point out here that although an
air washer is installed the theatre will still
need cleaning as the air gets dusty from
the dirt brought in on the clothes and
shoes of the patrons.
Where Fresh Air Is Admitted
In such systems the air is best admitted
to the theatre through openings underneath the seats, the usual temperature in
winter being 60 to 650. Automatic thermostats controling the temperature of this
entering air are located at suitable points
in the auditorium. Coming in at very
slow speed no drafts are created, yet the
air passes up over the bodies of the audience and escapes through registers in the
ceiling or side walls. This is the ideal
system and has been used most successfully in theatres of all sizes.
Where for structural reasons it is impossible to get the air to the mushroom
ventilators under the seats, fresh air is
often admitted at the front of the theatre
— or rear — and drawn off at the other end
higher up. This is sometimes reversed —
often the system is made reversible — and
the air admitted high up and exhausted
at the floor. Where the downward system
of ventilation is used it may be necessary
to provide other means for heating than
this fresh hot air since several state laws
permit downward ventilation but prohibit
downward heating.
In theatres ventilated by any of the foregoing methods but little direct radiation
is needed in the theatre itself, usually only
enough being placed near the entering
doors to warm any cold air which might
enter at these points.
Simpler Systems Often Satisfactory
In many small theatres it ^een)s hardly
necessary or economically advisable to
install any of these more elaborate — although more efficient — systems. In such
cases a fairly satisfactory one can be installed at little expense. Exhaust fans
usually of the propeller type are placed
high up in the walls of the theatre and as
far away from the entrance doors as is
possible. Fresh air — warmed in winter
by large radiators in the lobby — enters
through the doors, which doors should be
provided with grilled openings through

Picture

Net

which the air can pass when the doors a
closed. This fresh air then passes throu,
the auditorium, around and about the pc
pie and then out through the fans.
Such a theatre is usually heated by w>.
type radiators placed along the side wal
etc., as the entering air will not be war
enough to keep the audience comfortab
One objection to such a system is the lik
lihood of the outer doors being left ope
Brick
and
Terra Gott
House for Schenectady
Plans for the new theatre to be erecti
in Newark, N. J., have just been cot
pleted by Reilly and Hall, New York a
chitects, the same firm having the coi
tract for the new Strand theatre, about
be erected in Schenectady, N. Y. Tl
house will be of the stadium type, at
while not equalling the Strand in Schene
tady, in size, it will have a seating capacil
°f I»95°» the ground floor accommodatit
1,200.
The building will cost in the neighbo
hood of $350,000, and will be constructe
of brick and terra cotta. The lobby
to be 100 feet long and 25 feet wide, c
ing.
ornament
al plaster and marble. Interic
decorations will be of French green an
gold, draperies and tapestries corresponc
The dome of the new house is to b
quite similar in construction to that 0
the Schenectady Strand. Ground will b
broken April 1, and it is expected tha
the building will be completed in eigfc
months. The building is to be erected fo
Joseph Stern, who is the owner of sev
eral Newark houses, including the Cit
theatre. Patrons of motion picture house
in that city are being asked to submit
name for the house, which will be locate
in what is known as the Roseville sectioj
of Newark.
Winnipeg Sees Rialto
First Time

foi

A big dual event in the annals of Winni
peg motion picture activities was the open
ing of the city's finest theatre, the Rialto
together with the first showing of Maurio
Tourneur's super-serial, "The Last of thi
Mohicans." This
picture is being r«
leased by the Ai
sociated PrM
Phone Bryant 6808
ducers, Inc.
The R i a 1 t c
BAY STATE FILM SALES CO., INC.
opened its dooti
220 West 42nd Street
New York City
amid a blaze of
glory on Februarf
A. G. STEEN, Special Representative
4- An advertising
campaign of
tr5
mendous
propow
MADE
IN AMERICA
tions, unique in
many respects, wal
FILM
RAW
STOCK
conducted for twJ
weeks prior to the
EQUAL TO THE BEST
opening, first calH
ing attention to tha
Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
atre
opening of the the^
Laboratories
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PROMPT SERVICE, Al QUALITY AND PRICES
That are low, consistent with the high standards we maintain
in workmanship and material

equipment
and you won't go
wrong;
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only
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Write
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Luxe Music
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evenly
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NO JOB TOO LARGE, NONE TOO SHALL FOB OUR CAREFUL AND
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Chicago
Q«?e National f lafltic Srftrf Cn.
328 MAIN ST.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

LOBBY

820 S. Tripp Ave.

FRAMES

CHANGEABLE
TICKET BOXES
Factory:
N. J.
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DE
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Office:
^NEWYORK

■
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direct.

Equipment Co.
Chicago, 111.

LUXE

TICKET
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your

corp.

PANJER
LIBMAN-S
BUILDERS OF

NEWARK,

Lighting
and

PLASTIC RELIEF
ORNAMENTS
ORIGINALITY
DESIGN

of

BOOTHS

LAMPS,
Factory :ETC.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

There's a distributor near you
Samples and Literature upon reques

THEATRES—
FOR
SALE
4 Powers Type 6A Rebuilt Machines, Motor Drive, Guaranteed
Against Mechanical and Electrical Defects $250.00 Each
5 Powers Type 6A Rebuilt Mechanicisms, Guaranteed Against
Mechanical Defects
$100.00 Each
For Immediate Delivery and Subject to Prior Sale
Cash with Order
DISTRIBUTORS FOR IMSCO PRODUCTS
"GENERAL ELECTRIC GENERATORS"
" SPEEDCO ARC CONTROLS "
" KEENOLITE 3 COMBINATION LENSE "

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.

INDEPENDENT

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens
are used the maximum of recreative
excellence is presented.

St. Louis, U. S. A.

729 SEVENTH

MOVIE SUPPLY CO., Inc.
W. H. R A BELL, Pres.
AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
ROOM 603
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Problems to Consider in
Ventilation
N the installation of the Typhoon Cooling System
one of the most important features to be considered,
in order to get the desired results, is the size and
location of the grills, or opening into the theatre
through which the air passes before reaching the
audience. No two theatres are constructed exactly
alike, therefore, the problems of the Typhoon Engineering staff are entirely different with regard to the grill
work, on each theatre job. It is an easy matter,
however, to overcome any difficulties which may at first
seem impossible to the theatre owner as the Typhoon
System is so constructed that it can readily be instal ed in any size theatre, old or new.
are usually
the roof,
although
if Installations
the construction
of the made
theatreon does
not allow
for
this arrangement, there are other locations such as
the attic space, or in a room above the stage, or
auditorium. There is still one more location that has
in many instances proved very satisfactory, and this
one is on the outside wall of the theatre near the screen.
No matter where the installation is made, it is necessary to construct the grill work, which also must
be
placed in its proper relation with respect to the
audience.
Powers

at

Four Horsemen Premier
Great importance is attached to premier performances these days in order that the production may
get atureproper
in the inmotion
picindustry, send
as welloff,asandthoseleaders
prominent
the social,
political and commercial world, are invited to attend.
The Four Horsemen has been announced as a " Million Dollar Picturization " with a " premier unprecedented in the
motioninteresting
pictures."items
The aspro-a
duction
details annals
includesof such
"— million
dollar
production
—
six
months
in
the
making
twelve thousand persons employed — one hundred
twenty-five thousand tons of steel, lumber and masonry
used
five hundred
feet of film tell
exposed."
The andaccounts
of the thousand
premier presentation
of the
attendance of ambassadors, millionaires, editors, artists, professors and others noted nationally and internationally. The trade journals said, regarding this
presentation: "A presentation of superlative distinction under the personal supervision of Hugo Riesenfeld, Managing Director of the Rivoli, Rialto and
Criterion
It seems probable
that some
the detailstheatres.."
of the preliminary
preparations
for theof
projection of a premier presentation of " superlative
distinction " might be of interest to exhibitors and
projectionists.
After Dr. Riesenfeld had agreed to supervise this
presentation Will C. Smith, General Manager of the
Nicholas Power Company, was asked to make arrange
ments for the projection and to supply Powers Projectors. Dr. Riesenfeld and his personal staff, Harry
Rubin, Chief Projectionist, and j. La Rose, Production Manager, cooperating with Mr. Smith and his
assistants arranged and supervised all the details of
the installation and projection in the Lyric. The Lyric
is
of Newpresentations
York's noted
Broadway
playhouses.
Foronepremier
it is
customary
to use
large public halls or theatres not regularly equipped
for the showing of films, and the Lyric comes under
this classification. After the close of the house on
Saturday night skilled workmen began placing the
booth and in this, as all other details of the installation,
the exact requirements of the fire and building departments wereregulations
carefully observed.
is a multitude of rules,
and permits There
for installations,
and all of these must be carefully attended to.
After placing
booth two
new 6B type
E "
projectors
were the
installed.
Projectionists
know " that
installations take considerable time and great experience if the job is done properly. It must be done
properly. The reputation of all concerned is too largely
involved and the expense incurred has been too great
to allow for any mishap. All Saturday night and all
Sunday the entire force worked and tested their work.
When ables,
Sunday
night and
came thethe public,
' Lyric paying
filled with
invited guests
$10.00not-a
seat to see a motion picture play. Dr. Riesenfeld's
(3 **
BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

Picture

News

assistants, Mr. Rubin and Mr. Rose, with the
of the Nicholas Power Company had completed allhelp
arrangements. The projectionists did
work well and
the performance may be described their
as a real success.
The premier performance of the Four Horsemen justified the preliminary announcement that this would be
a presentation of superlative distinction. Dr. Riesenfeld Mr. Rubin, Mr. Rose and Mr. Smith of the
Nicholas Power Company are all to be congratulate
d.
Famous
Players' Expert
Visits Simplex Plant
Amongthethepast
visitors
the Mr.
" Home
Simplexthe"
during
week,atwas
Earl ofJ. the
Denison,
official Projection and Film Engineer of the Famous
I'layers-Lasky
Company,
who plant,
made with
a mostMr.thorough
tup
through this
interesting
E. M.
Porter, General Manager of the Precision Machine Co.
Mr. Denison, who for two years has been charged
with the duty of introducing and installing a standardized system of film inspection, repairing, projection
and handling throughout the 30 domestic exchanges
of the Famous Players Company, has made an exhaustive survey of the film damages and their origin with
the result the
that Distributing
after a 12 months'
of Famous
possible
remedies,
Division study
of the
Players Company adopted the system of standardization
now followed by Mr. Denison.
It might be of interest to note that all of the Famous
Players exchanges controlled directly by that company,
are Simplex equipped, which standardizes exchange
projection throughout. For film inspection and repairing, a standardization of the splicing methods through
special machines, as well as a uniform kind of cement,
is followed out. This means that a Paramount film,
wherever used, will contain the same sort of film patches
or patching
" splices," according
thereby doing
with theideas
old ofmethod
of
to theaway
individual
hundreds of film inspectors, each of whom made a different
kind self
of known
" splice,"
splice " ofinvariably
throughwhich
the "passing
the film made
throughitthe projector.
Mr. Denison has had a great deal of experience while
doing over-sea duty for the Community Film Company, andprojection
is now preparing
a six months'
periodto
of studio
analyzing,for whereby
he hopes
eliminate many of the reasons that today contribute
toward the rejection of studio prints, for reasons other
than inherent photographic ones, hence his visit to the
Simplex plant, and consequent study of studio projection.
Many

Agents

Appointed

by Newman
With the object in view of rendering better service
to exhibitors interested in the improvement of their
present hobby displays the Newman Manufacturing
Co., of Cincinnati, has been appointing agents who
will reach the smaller cities and towns.
Beginning at once the State of Kansas will be covered by Harold E. Roach, with headquarters in Wichita. The White Equipment Co.. of Bristol, Tenn..
will handle eastern Tennessee and the western portion
of Virginia.
E. A. Fawcett will take care of West Virginia as
heretofore. The Buhler Co., of Columbus, Ga., will
continue to cover their present territory.
F. E. Naser will act as representative in Richmond,
Roanoke and other points in Virginia along the Atlan
tic Coast.
In addition, the Newman folks announce, arrangements have been completed for the display of their
fixtures in the showrooms of all leading dealers in
theatre equipment.
Photoplayer for Palm
Theatre, Pueblo
Approximately
the renovation and remodeling$40,000
of thewas
Palmexpended
theatre, inPueblo,
Colo.,
to make it the most attractive in this city. The institution of a nursery with maid service, located in the

CINCINNATI
DETROIT

OMAHA
CHICAGO

Mark S'ii-aab, associated with his father in
the fi Ttn of Lewis Sicaab, Philadelphia
theatre, has been especially attractive to mothers
has
Pueblo.made the Palm theatre the family theatre
The Robert Morton Organ is played by Mr. Leo
Kindig and Gordon M. Roberts, which assures splen
musical talent in this territory. The instrument
played
11 o'clock
morning
until 11Theo'clphi
at night,from
having
displacedin the
a large
orchestra.
tographs show the small entrance on Fourth Street
the large entrance on Santa Fe Avenue.
There are 700 seats in the auditorium. 250 seats
the balcony and 50 loges. The projection room
equipped
two light.
of the latest type projection
chines andwith
a spot
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CONTROLS the ARC PERFECTLY with not more than one volt variation.
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of Motion

Picture

in the despecializ
signineg and engineering of every feature of
moving picture houses that
are at once harmonious, upto-date, practical. A hundred successful theatres,
WE

Screens

Gardiner

among them the new Stanley $2,000,000 building in
Philadelphia, attest our skill
in design and execution.

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
You'll have the greatest little business builder when
you install the Gardiner Screen
Send today for booklet
For Sate by Leading Dealer}

Hoffman-Henon
Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers
Manufacturer*
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 Weit Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,
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Photographs
Attend

Care for Financial Investment
Write today for prices, samples, and information about our distribution service.
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Our complet
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Ask for your copy and
information about nonpolish finishes.
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photos.
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Chicago

Yon must keep your Government Tax correctly or pay the penalty
You are custodians of Government funds, and are obliged to keep
atheperfect
law. record of the War Tax collected, in compliance with
Our Record
you complete daily record of total admission and warBook
tax gives
collected.
Loose leaf 67 pages with cover
$3.50
Set 57 pages without cover
1.50
Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldeit supply Aoute in the motion picture trade.
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, m.

FRAMES
DISPLAY

Illustration shows our
No. 69 frame holding ten
small and two large

to Shipping

WESTERN PHOTOGRAVURE
1821-23 Berteau Ave.

Philadelphia

OHIO

FOR THE
Lobby

Building

We Specialize in Fixtures for Lobbies and Interiors,
Including Ticket Choppers, Booths and Railings, Brass
Door Hardware and Easels.
(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ABE HANDLED BY MOST DEALERS)
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NEWMAN

MANUFACTURING
— 38 Tears Young —

CO.

715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Branch — (18 W. Washington St., Chicago, III.
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Projection*,

A

Study

of

teristics

the

of
By Lloyd

When it is considered that the enjoyment of
the entertainment offered in the motion picture
theatre depends almost entirely upon the visual
organs, it will be recognized that the importance
of providing conditions which will result in the
least possible visual fatigue to the audience
cannot be overestimated. There are many factors which deserve the consideration of the
motion picture engineer in order that the maximum of visual comfort may be obtained, among
which may be mentioned the proper distribution
of the interior illumination, the elimination of
excessively bright surfaces in the field of vision,
arid the proper adjustment of the screen brightness. The fact that the attention of the audience must remain fixed for long periods of time
upon the projected picture makes it of utmost
importance that the projecting system be so
adjusted that the screen brightness is neither
so high as to cause visual fatigue due to glare,
nor so low as to throw an undue burden upon
the retinal accommodation.
The optical properties of the surface upon
which the motion picture is projected determines
to a great extent the ultimate efficiency of the
entire installation, and hence should receive due
consideration at the hands of the motion picture
engineer. While there is no doubt that this is
recognized, and that considerable improvement
in the quality of projection screens has been
made in recent years, it seem that the subject
has been approached largely from the practical
standpoint and that little quantitative data are
available relative to the optical characteristics
of the materials used so extensively at the present time.
In view of this deficiency, it seemed worth
while to examine critically the reflection properties of the large number of commercial screens
on the market. From the data obtained by such
examination, it will be a relatively simple matter
to choose the most efficient screen surface for
a given installation. An examination of the
commercial screens obtained showed a remarkable variation in reflection characteristics, ranging from surfaces which almost completely diffuse the incident light to screens of a very specular nature, having very high reflecting powers
on the projection axis and very low values in
directions departing by relatively small amounts
from the normal. When the question of adapting the screen to the shape of the room in
which it is to be used is considered, it will be
seen that it is quite hopeless to obtain in all
cases the maximum efficiency with a screen of
fixed characteristics.
For instance, if the length of the room is
large relative to its width, a screen of the completely diffusing type is very wasteful of light,
and the necessary screen brightness can be obtained over the required angle by the use of
a screen which reflects a large proportion of

Reflection

Projection
A. Jones and Milton

Charac

Screens

F. Fillius

In the past a Screen has been a Screen and not
much else. It has taken Messrs. Jones and Fillius in
their paper printed below which was delivered originally
before the Society of Motion Picture Engineers to
identify the absolute characteristics of motion picture
screens. This paper is the most helpful that has come
to our attention this year.
the incident light within a comparatively narrow
angle, thus permitting the use of lower amperage in the arc of the projection machine. On
the other hand, a screen of the specular type installed in a room where the length is relatively
small as compared with the width will not be
found satisfactory. Since the screen in this
case may be viewed by a part of the audience
at a relatively large angle, it will be necessary
to use a high arc current in order to make the
picture of satisfactory brightness for these observers. This will result in an unnecessarily
high brightness on the axis of projection and
may result in excessive visual fatigue owing
to glare. It should be pointed out also in case
the throw is somewhat short that a highly
specular screen may appear of unequal brightness when viewed from a single point of observation, since the angle of incidence varies
from point to point on the screen, and that for
an observer relatively near to the screen the
angle of observation is not constant for all
parts of the picture.
The problem of measuring and specifying the
characteristics of diffusing surfaces has been
treated by Dr. Nutting1 and results on several
characteristic surfaces are given. The data
given, however, relate almost entirely to miscellaneous surfaces, only two commercial screens
being included among the materials examined
by him. Recently a paper by Charles W. Gamble2 has appeared in which he deals with the
subject in a more or less general way. Here
again the data given relate largely to surfaces
which are not extensively used ta the motion
picture theatre His results are of a qualitative character and the highest efficiency obtained
is that of a mirror ground on the front surface.
Method and Apparatus
The method adopted in this investigation is
quite similar to that used by other investigators
and consists in measuring the brightness of
the surface under examination when viewed at
various angles of observation, the illumination
being incident normally upon the screen surface.
The incident illumination in this case was approximately parallel light, such conditions being
considered as more closely approaching those
existing in practice than the method used by
Dr. Nutting in which case a completely diffused
1 Nutting. P. G., Trans. 111. Eng. Soc, Vol. II..
1916, p. 92.
2 Gamble, Charles. W. B., B. J., Vol LXVII ; 1920.
p. 553.

source subtending 1/10 of a stera&aa at
surface was used. In order to expedite the
experimental work which involved the examina*
tion of a large number of samples, a special
goniophotometer was constructed. A diagram
showing the essential parts of th»s instrument
is shown in Fig. 1.
A heavy cast-iron base, A, supports the arm B,
at the end of which is carried the photometric
apparatus. In order that the observer and the
photometric equipment might not interfere witfc
the illumination of the sample at angles approaching closely to the normal, the axis of
observation was bent at right angles by use of
the total reflecting prism C. A portable photometer of the illuminometer type was mounted
at D, and the small lens t placed immediately
in front of this photometer permitted the fo»
mation of an image of the surface under examination inthe plane of the photometer cul
In case the texture of the surface was such

-The Goniophotometer . wxth which U
tests were carried out
to interfere
with precise photometric setting
Fig.
1this lens could be displaced by amounts sufficiei
to eliminate the disagreeable surface textu
A rigid bearing £ supported by the base cast
ing carries a movable arm G on one end (
which is mounted the lamp house H. while ;
the other end a counterpoise weight / is placed*
A holder is provided for the sample at
J, this is so mounted that it holds the surl
face of the samples being examined in the,
plane passing through the axis of rotation ofl
the oi*m G. The circular plate K is mounted'
in a fixed position relative to base.4. A pointeB
attached to the sample holder indicates the angle]
on the divided circle. By means of a pin JH|
the sample holder can be connected rigidly with
the moving arm G, so that the plane of the
sample will remain perpendicular to :he
incident illuminating for all positions, an
as the arm G is rotated the angle
observation alone varies. This provides f
the measurement of the surface brightness
various angles of observation and fixed direction
of illumination. By removing the pin M, and
clamping the sample holder to the base, Al
the arm G moves independently of the sample,
and observations of brightness at a fixed angle
of observation, but with a variable angle of
incidence can be made. In the front of the
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lamp house is mounted a lens O of such focal
length that the source S falls at its focus. Under such conditions the light incident on the
sample is approximately parallel. The dimensions of importance are as indicated in the
figure. It is also arranged that the lens O can
be removed and in its place substituted a disk
of diffusing material such as ground pot opal
glass.
The dimensions are so adjusted that the
effective area of this diffusing material is
just sufficient to subtend an angle of 0.1 stcradians at the surface of the sample under examination. A 500-watt Mazda C lamp of the
concentrated filament type was used as a source
for illuminating the samples. A photograph
of the apparatus is shown in Fig 2. The voltage was precisely controlled in order to eliminate variations in brightness due to fluctuations
in the line voltage. Brightness measurements
were made at angles of observation from 0 to
70°. Three complete sets of readings were
made by two observers on each screen, and the
final result obtained by taking the average of
all readings. In practically all cases excellent
agreement between the individual sets of data
was obtained.
The results are expressed in terms of the
reflecting power of magnesium carbonate with
normal illumination and observation as 100%.
The absolute value of the reflecting power of
magnesium carbonate is at the present time
subject to some question and in view of that
fact it was not deemed advisable to attempt
to reduce the measurements of screen reflecting powers to absolute terms. The values given
are therefore relative to that of magnesium
carbonate. When a satisfactory value for this
material is determined that data can then be
reduced to absolute terms, if such seems desirable.
(To be continued)
Precision Official Away
on Honeymoon
e
WITH E. S. Porter's famous Rolls-Royc
car, used as a wedding conveyance, and
with historic Tarrytown in Sleepy Hollow as
a setting, and far removed from Greenwich
Village, whose inhabitants truly mourn the
going of their " Mayor," William C. Francke,
Advertising and Publicity Manager of the Simwas married on Sunday afterplex
noon last.Company,
The bride, who was Miss Ester Schram.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Schram
of Atlantic City and Manhattan, is well known
in the younger musical circles, and but recently finished her education at Villa Maria
Academy of Frazer, Pa.
" Billy " Francke has long been a well known
figure in Simplex distributing circles, and prior
to his coming to Manhattan several years ago,
was a well-known Boston, labor leader, politician, political writer and also editor of the
famous " Boston Bean Pot." A several years'
cruise on one of New Bedford's historic whalin Francke's
ships can
very ingactive
life,well
whilebein included
nearly every town of
consequence in Massachusetts, his electioneering stories and oratory have been heard in behalf of every Democratic gubernatorial candidate in the past ten years, which resulted in an
offer by political leaders of a deputyship in the
Internal Revenue Service, which he declined.
As legislative agent for various theatrical
unions in different New England states for six
years, he greatly added to his acquaintanceship
in theatrical circles, while as manager of the
Boston Motion Picture Supply Company, he
quickly gained a reputation which resulted in

Mr, and Mrs. Wm. C. Francke

Mr. Francke
Machine isCo.the advertising manager of the Precisiot

his being brought on to New York as E. M.
Porter's assistant in the large Simplex factory.
Mr. and Mrs. Francke, together with Mr.
Arthur Foley of the Boston Theatre staff, proceeded by boat to Boston, where they received
the congratulations of many friends, after
which, several other New England sections were
visited before settling down in the brand new
household in New Rochelle, until more favorable weather and business conditions will permit an extended honeymoon.

Program of the S.M.P.E.
An idea of the scope of the papers to
Washington, D. C. conthe S.M.P.E.
at of the
be read vention
is indicated by
the program made public by L. C. Porter,
chairman of the Papers Committee. It is
understood that this list is not complete
but that it will be augmented by addition. tional papers now in process of preparaDemonstration of Continuous Motion
Picture Projector— by C. F. Jenkins,
Washington, D. C.
Demonstration of Taking Motion Pictures at the Rate of 42,000 per Minute,
by C. F Jenkins, Washington, D. C.
New Developments in the Motion Picture Field — by C. A. B. Halvorson, General Electric Co. W. Lynn, Mass.
Review of Material Presented in Other
Organization of Interest to the Society,
by R. P. Burrows. The Electric Sales and
Engineering Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Transmission of Tinted Motion Picture
Film — by L. A Jones, Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Projection of Arc Images of Chemicalized Carbons — by W. R. Mott, National
Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Building a Non-Theatrical Library — by
L. E. Davidson, United Projector & Film
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Theater Lighting by J. L. Stair, National X-Ray Reflector Mfg. Company,
Chicago, 111.
Studio Lighting — Messrs. Quinlan —
Fox Film Company, N. Y. Max Mayer —

M. J. Wohl & Co., Inc , L. I., N. Y. P. R.
Bassett— Sunlight Arc Co., B'klyn, N. Y.
W. C. Hubbard,— Cooper Hewitt Elec.
Co., N. Y.
Motion Picture Cameras — C L.
Gregory, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Industrial Mechanigraphs — Harry Levy
Corporation, N Y. C.
New

England Theatre
Planned

The Empire Theatre Company of New London, Conn., which operates a chain of moticw
picture houses throughout Connecticut, has
leased the new theatre in the Tripp block an
Mystic, Conn., which the owner, John F. Xoyefl
expects to have ready for opening early in July.!
The theatre will occupy the ground floor of thl
building and accommodate approximately 900.
While special provisions will be made to catH
to the summer people, many of them Netn
Yorkers, in that section, it i? planned to havo
the house open the year around. G. Vict^J
Grinnell has been selected as house manager cm
the new playhouse.
Woodland
Invents Optical Attachments
What seems to be an invention that tn
works to the added efficiency of the optic^
system of the projector has been brought
by John E. Woodland, chief projectionist
Fox's Folly theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. The
tachment has been submitted to this departme
and has been tried out under different circur
stances and in every case the gain in illumir
tion on the screen has been markedly improve
At one place where the device was tested
projectionist had been using 65 amperes
but after attaching the current saver the
was able to adjust his rheostat to 45 amper
and get the same intensity of light on the scree
It will soon be possible to make other -.han
visual tests on Mr. Woodland's invention at
which time they will be published in the News. I
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Editor's Note
Over thirteen years of uninterrupted activities, always at the same stand, 416-424 West
216th Street, New York City, — such is the proud
record of Tom Evans, who claims the distinction of having the oldest established laboratories devoted to commercial work.
One of the outstanding features of the Evans
Laboratories is its wonderful organization. Like
Rome, the Evans organization was not built in
a day. It took years of steady striving, infinite
care, judicious discrimination and a considerable outlay of money to fashion out this
splendidly trained, highly efficient and thoroughly harmonious working unit. It stands as
a tribute to the perspicacity of its creator and
director, Tom Evans, who, despite his youth, is
one of the simon-pure pioneers of the film industry. "Tom," who but lately was Major
Evans, U. S. A., has undoubtedly had wider
and riper experience than most film executives.
Introductory Remarks
Has it ever occurred to you that one of the
most essential branches of the motion picture
industry — the laboratory — is the least spoken of ?
You often read about production, exploitation,
''Stribution, etc., etc., but one seldom hears or
Cts anything pertaining to the real workshop
. the picture.
The finished product, whether it be a short
nject or a mammoth feature, invariably gives
name of presenter, producer, star, director,
^aor, scenarioist, photographer, art director,
°f lical director, editor, cast, etc., but nary a
m about the laboratory that made the print,
.creen credit should be given to the laboratory.
If this were done it would assist in the elimination of the inferior work that is now being
perpetrated by some plants. Producers should
not only ask but insist upon having the name
of the laboratory in each and every print of
theirs. The sooner this practice is put into
effect the better for the picture in general. It
czn do no harm and is bound to do a lot of
good.
The laboratory can either make or break a
production. Indifferent laboratory work plays
havoc with the best efforts put forth by director and cameraman, while intelligent and able
work not infrequently transforms a poor picture into one of merit.
Outside of laboratory circles very few know
that the " lab " is the clinic of the motion picture and that the laboratory people are the
doctors of the industry.
When a cameraman falls down on a scene
exposure, when some particular effect is desired,
when this or that result is wanted, when a

Part

in

Evans,

the

Widely

of

the

Lab

Industry

Known

Tom Evans
scene is marred in some way, in tact for anything and everything that spells betterment for

Laboratory Expert
and of the picture, it's always the laboratory
fixing. When a " news beat " is
that does
made
and the
advertised
to be shown at such and
such a theatre some hours after the event has
taken place, it's the laboratory that speeds up
with even greater activity and where everybody
is on his toes feverishly working to turn out
the job quickly and well.
Very often the laboratory is consulted on the
action and on how this scene should be handled
and that scene improved. Verily the work of
a laboratory is manifold and most essential.
People interested in the success of the motion
picture should know a little something of the
workings of a film plant. It is high time that
the
laboratory
to be
the "silent branch"
of the
Motion ceased
Picture
Industry.
Handling of Negatives
As soon as a negative reaches the laboratory
it is given to a person qualified to handle it.
If the negative is to be cut to conform to the
submitted sample print, the work is carefully
done in a room especially fitted for the purpose.
The negative is put on a rewinder and carefully
examined. Defects, such as scratches or mars
of any kind, are jotted down, and a complete
report furnished to the producer or owner of
the negative, so that he may know of the exact
condition of his property.
After a negative has been matched to the

This is the printing room at the Evans laboratory
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sample print, spliced and put in proper shape
for printing, it is carefully cleaned and polished.
This is followed by another cleaning with a
high grade velvet to insure the removal of any
small particles of dust, and finally, to thoroughly complete the cleaning process, the negative is run through a vacuum especially constructed for this purpose.
And now the negative goes to the " timer."
Much depends on the man who does the timing,
for correct timing insures the proper exposure
to each and every scene and brings out the
quality that has been the aim of the director
and the cameraman. Timing should always be
done by a man who has had worthy experience
and whose dependability is unquestioned. Best
results are obtained by making a test piece of
each scene and screen them in the proper
manner, thus correcting the tests under the same
conditions that prevail when viewing the finished
print. The laboratory that is not easily satisfied
does not go ahead with the printing, but first
puts through what is known as a " sample
print." This is screened as often as the occasion demands, for titles, scenes, tints, tones,
etc., are most carefully studied, and whatever
changes may be necessary for the betterment
of the picture are religiously noted. The
laboratory that is particular and wants nothing
but the best makes a second sample print. Upon
receiving the producer's okeh the negative is
ready for the printers.
(To be Continued)
Mills Makes Novel Switch
Installation
The illustrations on this page show two examples of studio engineering designed and carried out by F. S. Mills, Illuminating Engineer
for the Famous Players Studio at Hollywood.
At the left Mr. Mills is explaining one of the

Picture

New

F. S. Mills, illuminating engineer at F. P.-L. studio on the West Coast. At the left he ts
standing back of the location switchboard consisting of 4 three pole fused switches. An
operator cannot replace fuses without first bringing the switch to the off position. At the
right Mr. Mills is standing beside the 40j amp.-2SQ volt stage switch which has the same
safety features as the location board. Bothdevices are of the Westinghouse-Kranlz make
location switchboards made up of Westinghouse- has distributed around the stage floors. Th<
Krantz safety switches. Each switchboard con- feeder cables- are connected directly to ihest
sists of four of these 3 pole, 200 ampere, 250 switches.
In a recent issue of the Scientific American
volt
switches
arranged
" live is"
parts fused
can be
reachedso only
whenthat
thetheswitch
Mr. Mills had an article describing the mcani
and methods by which certain of the unusua
in the " Off " position.
The right hand photograph shows Mr. Mills lighting effects are produced in motion picture
standing beside one of the switch units that he studios.
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Dept. Ill

Quality DEVELOPING and PRINTING are possible only where experience guides and
a high standard of workmanship is maintained.
On each point you will find us competent to serve you in an efficient and reliable manner.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO., 416-24 West

216th

St., New

York

City wadswor^Vw*
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Ay company producer, theatre owner, chain
lr, publisher, manufacturer, etc., is eligible
0.
K are to be paid in advance.
year for individuals. $10 for Accepted
r rations and companies.
PPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
ASSOCIATION OF MOTION
PICTURE-MUSICAL INTERESTS
Temporary Headquarters
fete 400, 729-7th Avenue, New York City
I emen :

■ress
i to apply for membership in this associaBS
Dues
(herewith)
A es :
A Those of the motion picture industry
seeking to broaden their appeal through
music.
i Those of the music industry and musical
profession seeking to widen their scope
i) through the film.
; Those seeking to give the public a greater
opportunity to hear good music.
castitution of the Asso: ition of Motion-Picilire-Musical Interests
Article I.— Name
■ ion 1. The name of this organization
nbe the Association of Motion-Pictureml Interests.
II Article II. — Principal Office
■ion 1. The principal office shall be sit: in the city and state of New York.
|1\eticle
III. —number
Number ofofitsDirectors
■Ion 1. The
directors shall
Brty-five.
Article IV. — Purposes
pion 1. The purposes and particular obI f this organization arc to foster and de>I music in the motion picture houses in
K:a, through bringiftg together in one workIdy the tri-party interests, first those of
Httion picture industry seeking to broaden
Hippeal thru music ; second, those of the
■[industry and musical profession seeking
■en their scope thru the film ; and third,
Seeking to give the public a greater opporIto hear good music.
Article V. — Amendments
lion 1. This Constitution may be added
|j:nded, altered or repealed only at a meet■ the members of this organization by a
■ty vote of the members present at such
Ik, provided notice of the proposed amendl;hall have been mailed to all members
■: one month prior to such meeting.
BY-LAWS
HArticle I.— Meeting Amendment
Ion 1. The annual meeting of the memII this organization shall be held at a time
M such place as the members may decide
aiajority vote of the duly qualified delel>resent at the annual meeting preceding,
■he board of directors.
Special Meetings
Ion 2. Special meetings of the members
■ organization may be called by the PresW)r by the board of directors and such
■ meeting shall be held at such time and
Wis the President or board of directors
fjever calls the meeting) may appoint.

Notices of Meetings
Section 3. A notice of the time and place of
each meeting of the members of this organization shall be mailed by the Secretary to each
member at his or its last known post office address at least thirty (30) days in advance
thereof, and notice of the special meeting of
the members of this organization shall also
state the object of the meeting and the subject to be considered thereat.
Waivers
Section 4. Whenever, under the provision of
any of these By-Laws, this organization is
authorized to take any action after the notice
to its members or after the lapse of a prescribed period of time, such action may be
authorized or approved, and such requirements
be waived, in writing, by the board of directors.
Order of Business
Section 5. At all meetings of the members,
the following order of business shall be observed so far as is consistent with the purpose
of the meeting, viz. :
1. Roll Call.
2. thereon.
Reading unapproved minutes and action
3. Report of President.
4. Report of Secretary.
5. Report of Treasurer.
6. Report of Standing Committees.
7. Report of Special Committees.
8. Unfinished business.
9. New Business.
10. Election of directors.
The regular order of business may be changed
by a three-fourths vote of the qualified delegates present at any meeting.
Manner of Voting.
Section 6. At all meetings of members, all
questions, except all such questions, the manner
of deciding which is specially regulated by these
by-laws, shall be determined by a majority vote
of the qualified delegates present at any meeting duly held, and in the event of a tie vote,
the presiding officer of the meeting shall cast a
deciding vote. All voting shall be viva voce,
except when demanded by a duly qualified delegate the vote shall be by ballot, and each ballot
shall state the name of the person voting and
the word " yes," if the vote be an affirmative
vote, and
ative vote. the word " no," if the vote be a negArticle II. — Membership
Section 1. There shall be three classes of
membership, to be known respectively as Motion
Picture Industry Membership, Music Industry
and Profession Membership and Non-Commercial Membership.
Motion Picture Industry Membership
Section 2. Any individual or firm financially
engaged in the motion picture industry shall
be eligible for membership in t his class —
Class A.
Music Industry and Profession Membership
Section 3. Any individual or firm financially
engaged in the music business or musical profession may be eligible for membership in this
class — Class B.
Non-Commercial Membership
Section 4. Any individual or organization interested in the spread of music in motion picture houses from the viewpoint of the benefit
to be derived by the general public is eligible
for membership in this class — Class C.
Article III. — Application for Membership
Section 1. Every individual, firm or organization desiring to become a member of this
organization shall make a written request to
that effect and state the classification in which
he or it belongs.

Article IV. — Admission to Membership
Section 1. Any applicant for membership
shall be admitted for membership, either by the
favorable vote of the members at any meeting
or the favorable votes of the Membership Committee and accepted by the President of the
organization.
Article V. — Dues of Members
Section 1. The annual dues of the members
shall be two (2) for individuals and ten (10)
dollars a year for corporations or companies.
Article VI. — Officers
Section 1. The number of officers of the organization shall be six (6), to consist of a President, three Vice-Presidents, a Secretary and
a Treasurer, who shall serve for one year.
Term of Office of Officers
Section 2. Officers shall serve for one year
or until their successors are elected.

Can You

Qualify for

Screen
Authorship?
tion to traineducational
photoplaywrights
A national
instituby correspondence during spare
time at home has been established
in Los Angeles to meet the needs of
the motion picture industry.
This institution is directed by experienced writers and sponsored by
Cecil B. DeMille, Thos. H. Ince
and other prominent producers.
The field for photoplaywrights is
lucrative and applicants drawn
from every walk of life respond to
the call.
Only persons naturally endowed
with tiontheand dramatic
gift of creative
imaginainsight, however,
can hope for success in this profesand applicants must be
selected sion,
accordingly.
All applicants, therefore, are reto apply
by mail
to Frederickquested
Palmer,
Director
of Education,
for the Palmer Home-Test Question aire to determine their fitness
to undertake
tional training.this course of vocaThis questionnaire, scientifically
compiled by Professor Malcolm
Shaw MacLean, A.M., formerly a
Northwestern University instructor
of English composition, in collaboration with H. H. Van Loan, noted
photoplay
is thefirst
test ofauthor-producer,
its kind ever adopted
by an educational institution.
The purpose of this questionnaire
is to help applicants determine the
degree of creative imagination
possessed by them and consequently
their eligibility to enroll in this
curriculum.
If successful in making this home
test, the Palmer Plan of Instruction
in Photoplay Writing is available
to you.
Address all inquiries to
Director of Education
Palmer Photoplay Corporation
9013 I. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, Cal. (3-19)
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Time and Manner of Choosing Officers
Section 3. The officers shall be chosen at the
annual meeting of the organization or at any
regular or special meeting after the term of
office shall have expired.
Powers and Duties of Officers
Section 4. Powers and duties of officers shall
be those usual to such offices, unless otherwise
specified by these By-Laws. The President
shall appoint all Standing and Special Committees except the Executive Committee subject to the approval of the Executive Committee
at its next meeting and shall also appoint all
Special Committees he may desire.
Article VII. — Executive Committee
Section 1. There shall be an Executive Committee composed of nine (9) members (including the officers), who shall be elected at the
annual meeting or any special meeting called
for that purpose. It shall authorize all expenditure of organization's fund, not authorized directly by the organization, and shall approve all
Standing Committees. It shall also, with the
President, plan all activities of the organization
and may appoint such Standing and Special
Committees as it may desire.
Article VIII. — Standing Committees
Section 1. There shall be the following
Standing Committees : Membership Committee,
to secure and pass upon new members; Press
Committee, to give out publicity concerning the
organization's work; Information Committee, to
gather statistics and other information regarding the use of music in the motion picture
theatres and its affect on the size of audiences
and disseminate same ; Recommendation and
Public Approval Committee, to study and make
recommendations for the development of music
in motion picture theatres and to secure public
approval and support for those houses which
adopt same.
The

New

Music

Forum

(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, suggestions are gathered. This
is where the motion picture fraternity
gets together on music.)
Music Editor:
At present the greatest drawback upon
theatre musicians is the long hours and the
binding character of the work, making it most
difficult especially for leaders and organists to
find time to seek the benefit of others experiences or to offer their own ideas.
When the musician concerned is also a family man with love for his home and family, he
must always sacrifice something of what he considers most valuable in order to do justice to
himself and his colleagues when serving upon
such a committee.
I can only say that I have read your articles
each week in the News that I am whole

ANNOUNCEMENT
Until further notice, any publications published by us and
bearing our regular imprint,
may be publicly performed
without payment of any fee
whatsoever.
G. SCHIRMER, INC.
New York, N. Y.

heartedly with you in the aims you are striving
for, and that I feel you are in a position of
authority in a field of unlimited possibilities for
the good of music and mankind.
My work at the theatre and time I feel I must
give to my home will not allow me to offer my
services later than twelve-thirty any day, but
until that time I will consider it a privilege to
give all the time that you desire and in any
way you wish. — Robert Berentsen, Piano and
Organ Instructor, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
I have the copy of your article on the motion
picture theatre as a unity house of the future
which I read with great interest and which so
covers the idea that I had in mind that it seems
useless for me to send anything to you at this
time on the subject. — Marshall Bartholomew,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
Since my retirement from regular church
work, I have been substituting for organists in
both church and theatre. I have gained the experience in picture playing and the different
styles of pipe organs. I would like now to have
a steady position in a theatre for afternoons only
preferred.
piuiiiiiiuiiiiuiuiiiiiuuiiiiiuiuiuuiiiuuiiuuiuuiiunu

Picture

N e

Will you kindly put me in touch with t
exhibitors in New York City and vicinity, \
ing for organists.
Can you tell me where I can get a lir
theatres where organs are installed. — WQ
Till, Organist, Bayonne, N. J.
Mr. Nick McMahon, Jr., Grand Theatre, I
ton, Ohio.
Dear Sir:
Your letter of recent date addressed to
Motion Picture News has been referred b
by their Music Editor.
While it is true that some of the picture
porations engage Mr. Winkler to prepare t
cue sheets, it is also true that he prepares
to convey the idea of tempo, character, etc.
asmuch as Mr. Winkler is in the publishing
iness it is quite natural for him to suggest
own publications, but it is also within j
province to substitute compositions which
might consider of a better character.
The purchase of our publications indi
rights of public performance anywhere v
out payment of any additional fee to us.
Trusting that this letter will give you the
formation desired and thanking you for
interest in *our publications, we are, G. Si
mer, Inc., by E. B. Hall, Manager.

" PASSION "
Musical setting prepared by Fred Stark
(On two-hour basis)
1
—
S:
opening.
La
Forza
C; cut to F; till G; segue. Del Destino, overture (Verdi). Introd. till
S: Jeanne
part2 — only.
Segue.in millinery shop. Menuetto all'antiquo (KarganoEf). E-ma
3 — S: Jeanne leaves shop. La Source Ballet No. I (Delibes). a: Pas
des Echarpes. Start intro. a-mi.
4— S: lovers on sofa, b: Scene d'amour.
5 — S : Change to outside scene. March and procession of Bacchus
(Delibes).
S: Jeanne meets Don Diego, cont. letter 4— ben sostenuto till
letter S; segue.
6— S: Jeanne returns to shop. Badinage (Herbert). T: Such lovely
hands, etc., cont. trio, sentimental.
7 — T: Sunday. Gavotte e Musette (Raff). S: Don Diego enters, cont
Musette in 4/4. S: Jeanne joins party, D. S. Gavotte. S: Du Barry and
Diego reading paper. Coda from same ; play in 4/4.
For two
to 8 —all.T:mod.,
and days
coda. Armand. Paroles d'amour (Tobani) ; after intro. cut
9 — T: The Bal de L'Opera. Bal de Noces (from Histoires Musicales)
(Burgmein).
S: Attillfight,
bande,
from same
Fine. cont. FF. S: Jeanne carried into room. Sara10
—
T:
Lisen
to
reason.
Rosaura(Schubert).
(Burgmein), from " Carneval Venetien."
11 — T: One morning. Minuet
12 — T: Etienne Choiseul. Gavotte from " Iphigenie en Aulide " (Gluck) —
play13 —with
quartet only.
»
T: string
His Majesty
the King. La Source Ballet No. II (Delibes).
Start with trumpet fanfare, 1st 8 bars of: a: Scene dansee ; segue allegretto from same.
14 — T: The Smart Set. b: Scherzo Polka.
15 — S: Jeanne joins card party, c: Pas de Guzla. S: Jeanne and Lebel
dine, cont. letter B; lighter; s: Jeanne tries dancing, cont. allegretto.
minutes.singers).
(After Organ
scene of10 street
16 — S: Jeanne meets king. Pastel Menuet (Paradis). T: And the order
went forth. Cont. Trio, poco lento — no repeat. T: The young Du Barry
had.17 — Cont.
D. S. Menuet,"
Coda. Prelude (organ alone).
S: Marriage
scene. Bach
18 — S: After marriage ceremony. Polonaise Militaire (Chopin).
19 — T: Armand unable to find. March of the Dwarfs (Grieg); myst. all.
S : Flash to minister and man. Cont. at poco piu lento till G.
20 — T: After weeks of. Coronation March from " Prophet " (Meyerbeer) ;
repeat from B to C. S : Reception room scene. Cont. letter C. S : King
is announced. Cont. D : Trumpets till E. S : Comptesse is announced. Cont.
scene).
E: Very legato. S: After comptesse takes seat. Cont. F: till end (mob
Organ 25 minutes.
(After
King Andante
fainted. from
After 5th
S : King
in bed) (Tschaikowsky).
.
21 — S: Priests
comeS : in.
Symphony
takes uporchestra
E;
after
bars
4
8 bars alone; cut to Cont.
Organ starts first Jeanne
letter K — appas. S: Throwl
rushespiuout.
herselfbeatonbefore.
bed.S: Cont. Molto
and. till end.
22 — T: The minister of state was. Elegie (Massenet).
23 — S: Casket is brought down. Funeral March (Chopin)..
(Litolff).S :Introwas.Cont.Robespierre
family in.
Paillet rushes
TheS: Soldier
24 — T: duction.
Mob
work up appass.
letter B: Overture
Cont. G, H,
highways.
the
all
From
T:
impetuoso.
allegro
C
scene. Cont.
S: Storming
Marseillaise counterpoint to I. S: Mob scene, cut to M (FF).
cont O. P. S:
Bastille, cont. N: Marseillaise FFF. S: Break in prison,cont.
Andante;
R:
Surrender,
S:
Prestissimo.
Q:
cont.
castle,
into
s.
Break
muted trumpet signal last 4 bar
...
25 — T: Followed mad days. La Nuit et L'Amour (Holmes), (trom
" Ludus pro Patria"). S: Court martial, cont.
26 — S: Jeanne in prison. Repeat Robespierre overt, intro. S: Guard
enters, cont. B — appass. S: Armand dies, cont. pp. S: Jeanne dragged
out to wagon, cont. ff— allegro. S : Mob on public square, cont. FF letter
to O — pesante (head
G (Marseillaise). S: Arrive at scaffold, cut from H time
up to stop at R.
off!). S: Strap Jeanne on board, cut P: prestissimo:
falls, cut R to S ; play allegro con brio, in F-ma for ending, instead
Knifemarch.
Sof : exit
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EASY

The

Barton

TO

Organs'

EXPLAIN!

popularity

with

the coun-

try's best exhibitors is easy to explain— It is a
perfected theatre organ— built to have beautiful
tone quality and solid volume
backed with a
new
—

invention.

the

greatest

theatre
organist
of pipes
—

The

for every

that

Bartola
3 1 3-3

Barton

improvement

Divided
ever

Manual

made

in

organs — It can be played
by any
without special training and has a set

duplexing

Music
Music.

The

stop - no unifying — borrowing

or double
is an

touch.

attraction

Musical

1 6 Mailers

Building

is Barton

Organ

Instrument
Chicago,

Illinois

Co.
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WANTED—
Young man,
30, bookkeeper
or POSITION
clerk. Highest
references,
honesty,
character,
ability. Box 850, Motion Picture News, N. Y. C.
WANTED
PIANISTS
ORGANISTS,
picture —experience;
goodANDsalary,
steady with
positions.
BARTOLA
MUSICAL
Mailers Building,
Chicago. INSTRUMENT CO., 314
THEATRES
— FreeReports,
Samples,Dally
Caution
Labels,
ping Labels, Film
Reports,
etc. ShipAddress: Box 1155, Tampa, Florida.
WELL KNOWN CONCERT ORGANIST, competent,
conscientious artist; European training, recitalist,
composer and conductor; correspondent, musical
magazines, etc., wishes position in leading theatre,
with or without orchestra. First class organ and
worthy salary essential. State all information in
first letter.
Address: "Expert," Motion Picture News,
New
York City.
. FORweek,
SALEprice
— 2 Fulco
Speedco
Controllers,
used
one
$275.00;
ReginaArc Mandolin
Orchestrion,
electric,
8
rolls
of
music.
$175
00.
W.
H.
Heffley,
Duncannon, Pa.

TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES

f- »

50 RADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
umO-M

ai

•

Accept no substitute.

Mi

on
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Blank for New League
Members

%

For Sale by all Leading Dealers.

AfNEW MACHINE FOR YOUR OLD
How?£ outByallinstalling
Perfect
Shutter with
Takes
play and themakes
the machine
like new
new.shitter
But. searB
what
you
need
them
for
la
to
give
you
a
far
better
p'cture,
withthai>
25' *tl
more light than a three wing shutter and 1 1% more light
two wing shutter, no nicker, jess amper«ge, lewer broken cou
densers — Accept
Guaranteed
or money back Ask your clever, or write
direct.
no substitute.
PERFECT PROJECTION SHUTTER CO.
426 S. 5th Street
Louisville. K>
P.S. If you are using alternating Current, wire your onier.
FOR SALE
3 Power's
6-A
machines, motor
unveil, gTiaiaiiie«*u
6-A mach.,
guaranteed
11 Power's
Edison, moior
driven
Several Kdisons
A. LITHER CHOCKLETT
Simplex Projectors,
Roanoke, Va.

National Anti-Misframe League Pledge
motion picture operator who has the interest ofhis profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some of the evils
practised in the operating-room, I promise that
I will to the best of my ability return films to
the exchange in first-class condition. Furthermore, Iwill when it becomes necessary remedy
all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in
the film which I receive and in this way cooperate with my brother operators and give
greater pleasure to those who make up the motion picture audience by showing films that are
free from such defects. I also promise that I
will not make punch marks in film, and when
film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they
may use their efforts to correct this evil.

$225.00 each
1";0.00
100.00
50.00 earn
CO.

I Member's name
>.
1 Home9- address

§
|

1 Name of theatre where employed

§

| Address of theatre and name of manager j
H Mimim ii mi niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iinimmiimmimninnmnnnniBHHBnBiMk^
Simplex

in Hotel Astor
Ballroom
Among the list of entertainments provided for the
enjoyment of the delegates attending the Three Day
Convention
of the Astor,
New York
Wholesale
Grocers feature
Ass'n,
held at the Hotel
was the
moving picture
arranged by H. A. Marin, of the Famous Players
Corporation, on Wednesday last.
For the edification of its three hundred members the
Entertainment Committee had two moving picture
booths set up in the North Ballroom, each of which
containedjector.a Thesemotor
drivenwere
Typefurnished
" S " Simplex
machines
by the ProPrecision Machine Company and were in direct charge
of John Kruhsh, of that company.
Watch the
Music Dept.

The >A utomaticket System Stops
Sox Office Leaks
& Losses
"Ask
Us ■About It
Automatic Ticket Selling &. Cash Register Co.
1762
BROADWAY
NEW YORK

FOR

from week to
week

BETTER

For
and
25-40 5-0W. W.Limp.
2650 W Congress St

Instead of Dipped Lam|
Infinitely Better, More Listing
and Cheaper in the Long Run
Made of Natural Colored Blown Gt
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC 0
Chicago, 1

LENSES— PRISMS— MIRRORS
Cinema Optical Headquarters
Information cheerfully g;iven gratis
M. EL SCHOENBAUM
220 West Forty-second Street, New York Cir;
Phone — Bryant 2991 — Wire Cinoptic — New Tort

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated ol
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners
publicity mediums and producers, selected as tc
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded
our 20
listto last
Its etc.
use
means
a saving in
of from
50% year.
in postage,
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORT CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone Bryant 8li8
New York
Addressing
Printing

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
160C BROADWAY
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
«
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEW YORK CITY

THE

March
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Everything?

" The Greatest Love "
(Vera Gordon-Selznick)
i«-T»HE GREATEST LOVE" is a splendid
■l vehicle for Vera Gordon but that is all.
I In fact .from the opening scenes when the star
jBn'is the
seensteerage
in the of
rolean ofocean
a poor
lineremigrant
bound formother
New
[jYork, the author hasn't allowed her to remain
' off the screen " for any length of time.
J And in doing this her personality is overI Worked to such a degree that the picture appears
jlo he "all Gordon" with the other actors either
playing to her or grouped about the star, waiting until she has given the cue to exit,
j As far as the story is concerned, it is just
b conglomeration of melodramatic incidents
(which break out here and there and then for
1 Contrast the star " gets busy " and does the
4 .usual mother "sob stuff" or pets and fondles
',|her children in the lighter moments.
][ The plot which goes back to the days of early
I melodrama, shows Gordon as a Russian emigrant
n this country bearing the burdens that befall
f [her lot with her husband and children.
] When a subtitle announces " fifteen years
i tater," a beautiful home in the upper section
nf New York City is flashed upon the screen —
i [and then the trouble commences.
First, the daughter is attacked by a millionaire
in his office while trying on a chorus girl's
costume — she is interested in amateur theatricals
' land the millionaire is producing one — the oldest
of old time stuff, and then when she confesses
the incident to her brother he pleads with her
" not to tell mother."
I A few scenes later the brother is shown entering the millionaire's office and sees the latter
lying dead on the floor. He is seized by the
'attendants and led off to jail but so stubborn
is the young man, that he will die rather than
I [confess what he knows — most ridiculous.
Murder will out, however, and it is the mother
who discovers the killer. And it all happens
while she is praying in church. There she
llmeets the wife of the millionaire who confesses
her guilt-hokum.
The picture reaches a happy ending, is fairly
,well directed and has a good cast. — FRANK
ULEONARD. ■
Kineto Review
(Urban)
THE capital of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, and
the items of interest to be seen by reviewing the city with a camera, forms the subject
of this review. We enter the city in a most
via a train, with Cocovada Mounlogical way,
tains to be seen in the distance. Rio has a
Broadway, with various and beautiful sections,
along which run the electric cars which look
very much like those used in the States. The

tite Sliowmau

Needs

cm Every Picture Released

Museum of Art in the Averida is of picturesque
value, as is the Statue to Don Pedro, the first
Emperor of Brazil. There are terraced residential streets near the Bay, and a drive along
the avenue is suggestive of it being a good
place to go for a vacation. — LILLIAN GALE.
44 The Fighting Actor "
(Art Accord-Universal)
IF Universal gives Art Accord a run of thrilling stories, this young Westerner of roundup fame will make his mark, for he certainly
has ability in the roles he plays. And this is
demonstrated in his latest two reeler, " The
Fighting
Activity Actor."
is his greatest possession and my how
he uses it, especially when a horse is near. In
fact he mounts this animal from any position
with lighting rapidity and in a jiffy is out of
sight.
In " The Fighting Actor," Accord performs
many difficult stunts in the role of an actor
playing the western honkey-tonks, who is
mocked and scorned until he proves he is a
match for any of the roughnecks.
Among them is the jealous villain who hates
the
take young
to him." feller " because " the gal " seems to
The windup shows the two antagonists in one
of the most thrilling fights ever produced on
the screen.
This two reeler is full of action, is well
staged, has a good cast and should interest
wherever played.— FRANK LEONARD.
Movie Chats — 22nd Series
(Urban)
A DESCRIPTIVE talk about things of interest to be seen in Bristol, England, showing some scenes of the famed River Avon, and
a suspension bridge which looks as if it could be
used to advantage in America.. The public
buildings, including the art gallery and museum, King Edward Memorial and Clifton College.
Clifton affords a most interesting zoo with
a collection of animals that indulge in amusing
antics. One shown is the Kudu, described on the
screen as one of the African antelopes. The
hippopotamus shown was said to be a young
one. The skin of an adult of the species is said
to be often an inch and a half in thickness on
the upper part of the body. The young one appeared to have a good start.
There are rodents found in the rivers of
South America which exceed any in size that
have been screened. They are called capybaras.
Other interesting animals are the ring-tailed
lemurs, which are queer looking cat-like objects
with exaggerated tails, upon which the fur is
in rings, first black and then white. There is

\

considerable more to be seen iji the nine hundred odd feet of this short subject, photographing novel experiences and carrying an even interest throughout— LILLIAN GALE.
" No Mother to Guide Her "
(Harry Sweet-Universal)
HARRY SWEET the star of this two
reeler is certainly a find for Universal and
if properly handled should develop into a first
class comedian.
No better illustration of this could be given
than in his performance of the rube boy in
" No Mother to Guide Her."
From the opening scenes when he appears
in a Ford and refuses to pass a black cat on the
road and indulges in all sorts of antics with
the cat, which he finally places in a freight car,
only to find the animal perched in the back
seat, to the closing scenes when he appears in
many funny situations, he is sure fire, plants his
gags and lands them when the time arrives.
Although the story is a lot of hodge-podge
and is rather disjointed, it makes no difference
for the big scenes are ridiculously funny.
To illustrate one scene in particular, Sweet,
in attempting to reach his sweetheart finds that
he must cross a running brook.
Placing a stick in the water to find its depth
the young gallant notes that it is no more than
six or seven inches.
He steps out and then — over his head.
This is only one of the funny situations in
a comedy that sparkles when it is not amusing
—FRANK LEONARD.
44 Sweetheart

Days "

Two Reels)
(Paramount — Mack
Sennett

Comedy —

THIS comedy, directed by Mai St. Claire,
never gets to be more than mildly amusing.- It could almost be classed as polite comedy, for it contains only a small amount of the
usual running and falling about. The action
opens in a young ladies' boarding school. The
youthful professor is far too good-looking to
allow the students to concentrate upon their lessons. He carries on his romance with the favored scholar until the young lady's father objects to his daughter's course in osculation.
Thereupon the girl is sent to another school
where the good-looking teacher eventually finds
employment. Again discovered, they are separated once more. But the persistent lover, in
disguise, answers the advertisement for a private tutor, and the two elope. There is a second suitor to the girl's hand, and he and the
father furnish the little bit of rough and tumble action that the comedy contains. — MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
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Exhibitors'
Own
Box
Office
BRAND
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
PICTURE
RELEASED
STAR
DINTY (NEI LAN-FIRST NATIONAL) WESLEY BARRY
DEC.
" Melodrama and Sentiment put this one over." — if. P. Sexes.
Exhibitor Comment — " Wesley Barry in this picture is proving a worthy
attraction and causing favorable comment." " Big business all week.
The public
of this Barry
kind." considered
" Picturevery
proved
averageas
drawing
card.wants
Workplays
of Wesley
good very
but story
a whole failed to please. Almost too melodramatic." " Good picture
Splendid vacation attraction. Big and little folks all like Wesley Barry."
" Personally, think this is better than ' Go and Get It,' but it didn't
make quite as much money for me. It's a wonderful picture, and
they all liked it." " Made a big hit at this theatre, pulling capacity
crowds at each performance.
Broke house record." " This is a fine
picture and brought good business for me." " Played to increasing
business each day. Wonderful kid picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
DYNAMITE ALLEN (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
MAR.
"Disconnected and wildly improbable melodrama." — if. P. Sews.
•13 (ROBERTSON-COLE) WEDGWOOD NOWELL
JAN 22
" Interesting moments in mystery story." — if. P. New*.
FEB 26
EASY ROAD, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS MEIGHAN
" Rather mild jor Thomas Meighan." — if. P. News.
EDUCATION
OF ELIZABETH,
THE (PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
BURKE
FEB. 26
" Billie Burke has real opportunities in polite comedy." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Women came to see Billie and the gowns. Did
better than expected, as she has not done well at all of late." " A fair
picture. Nothing extraordinary. Average business." SPECIAL
(PERRET-PATHE)
THE
OF DIAMONDS,
EMPIRE
DEC. 25
CAST)
" A splendid production given mystery story." — it. P. Neics.
5
MAR.
ON
ALLIS
MAY
(METRO)
EXTRAVAGANCE
"Interest dulled by a too lengthy picture." — if. P. yews.
(CANYON PICTURES-STATE
THE
FIGHTING
RIGHTS) STRANGER,
FRANKLYN FARNUM
JAN. 29
yews.
" SeUg produces another thriller, with Franklyn Farnum." — U. P.SEPT.
18
WARNER
B;
H.
NSON)
(HAMPTON-HODKI
FELIX O'DAY
" A good production Jrom all angles." — U. P. 2feto*.
Exhibitor Comment — "A fair picture to average business one day."
riSEBRAND TREVISON (FOX) BUCK JONE8
JULY II
" Buck Jones practically duplicate* his last picture." — if. P. Sexes.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some of the others. Average business two days."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller." FEB. 12•
FIRE CAT. THE UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
" Edith Roberts scores in Carmenesque role." — if. P. News.
(HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE FEB. 12
FIRST BORN, THE AKA
WA
HAY
heart interest and Hayakawa's acting should
"AM. title,
P. News.
„
_attract them." —
Exhibitor Comment — " By far the best picture that Sessue Hayakawa has
ever made. It is a true conception of Oriental life."
FEB. 5
FLAME, THE (STOLL FILM-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
— if. P. Sexes.
with foreign setting."
"A good production
18
DEC.
MASON
FLAME OF YOUTH, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY
"A pleasing, simple romance with Shirley Maton." — if. P. News.
FLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY JAN- 1
GISH
offering with Dorothy Gish." — if. P. News.
" Fairly pleasing
Just average
Comment — " Fair picture. Business very good."
Exhibitor
box-office results, though the picture is quite good."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
FORBIDDEN FRUIT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST.. FEB. 5
" De Mille scores another ten strike; a great audience picture." — if. P.
Exhfbitor Comment — " Elaborately produced and entertaining production
" Fine picture
that went over for a two week run to capacity business." theatre."
"Theyto
this it lived up
openingDidweeknotof think
crowds during
enormous
that
were drew
terriblv
disappointed
with this.
"Broke
Wife?'"
Your
Change
'Why
and
to Think
'Something
Greatlv talked about. Continued for a second
record. About'
attendance
the
week."
" This
pictureweek
drew to well
and crowd.
broughtPleased
excellent
business."
" Held over
a second
excellent
everyone
who
saw it." " DeMille's pictures always draw immense
crowds.
This
wasof
atmosphere
proved interesting, but not startling. Patrons like the
Constantly large attendance."
pictures.
affluence
" This onewhich
packedpermeates
the housetheseevery
performance. A very fine entertainand patrons seemed well pleased." " A fairly good picture
ing
picture
with business about as usual."
Qons»nsu*-rr-" Good picture, good puller." .
NOV. 27
RS)
FORBIDDEN THING, THE (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCE
" Yivid and vital story rich in spiritual quality." — M. P. News.
fine production.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture to fair business." Big" Asuccess.
' " Well
see this picture.
all week
in line but
stoodproduced
People and
out ; exploitation put it over
ratner tolong-drawn
acted
to big business."
FOUR HORSEMEN, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST. ........... ...MAR. S
art.' — M. P. Sexes.
"Marvelous production reaches the heights of pxcture
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) JAN. I
MRS. JOHNSON, KE
FRISKY
BILLIE BUR
" Play seems old-fashioned as pxcture." — M. P. yews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Typical Burke picture, very pleasing, fair business
a pity a good star and real
due to holidays." " Just plain trash — it's" Average
new
on suchAve drivel."
are expended
money throughout
and directionNo good,
reels. Photography business.
the entire
angles
business
poor
Had
"
Audience
overworked."
being
from
weak
cast
for entire week." " Very trashy and silly.
onestory
this but
with fair
fair."
Business only
enthused.
hardly
FRONTIER OF THE STARS, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS ...JAN. 22
MEIGHAN
■• ■
V/ - W ' if
— if. P. Sews.
redemption."
crook's
g story of aGood
•'Interestin
which brought more than usual busipicture
Comment—"
Exhibitor
ness " " Very entertaining feature which the popularity of Thomas
Did excellent
Meighan with our patrons helps to put over in good shape.
picwell for me onandthethis
always draws
business " " Thomas Meighan
picture
ture was no exception. Business was fair and comments

Picture

N e

Report!
PLAN BOO
RELEASED

showed interest, though not the enthusiastic applause of the other pictures and
whichwillI have
played
this star."
Meighan isis satisfactory.
a great favotffl
here
always
packwitha house.
This " vehicle
Oat
a startling winner." " Picture pleased generally and drew well. Business fine." "Not
up to
His own
but support
poor and
not Meighan's
worthy ofstandard.
him. Business
good,workfor excellent
Meighas
is a great drawing card for me." " This one went over big and coa»
tinued so— Good
duringpicture,
run. Audiences
well pleased with the story."
Consensus
good puller."
fURNACE, THE (REALART) SPECIAL CAST
DEC.
" Talky picture has little appeal." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " One
best pictures
I have
seen. It cut.
has »
strength Comment
and purpose
and ofis the
wonderfully
portrayed
by excellent
Exceptionally
good
business.''
"
An
absolute
sensation.
A
knockout
Had S. R. 0. sign up from opening day till finish of week. One of ths
best picture I've ever seen." " Unusually good audience picture. Everybody liked it. Opened to big Sunday business." " Very big production.
Business better than average." " The plot of the picture Is good bat |
the
details
are not
wellpicture
workedwithout.beautiful
It Is costuming
fair. Average
receipts."
" Very high-class
society
and set*
which j
appealed particularly to the women and did splendid business." "Weak
story of—marriage
that played
average business."
Consensus
" Good picture,
good -to
puller."
GIRL
MY HEART
DEC. 1
" HtarOF fails
to enliven(FOX)
very SHIRLEY
dull story." MASON..."
— if. P. News.
GIRL WITH THE JAZZ HEART, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
KENNEDY
JAM.
" Madge Kennedy plays two roles exceptionally well." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This was a corker. I think It the best thing
Madge Kennedy has yet done. They all liked it, and I played to
capacity houses all week." " Nothing great about this but title is catchy
and Madgehas Kennedy
has drawing
a following.
goodpicture
bouses."
Kennedy
considerable
power Result—
here. Her
is not" Madge
strong
but
our
people
liked
it."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
GODLESS MEN (BARKER-GO LDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. t
•• Unpleasant
if. P. News. story depending on acting and unusual txcist to story." —
GOD'S GOOD MAN (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 2
" A poor production from all angles." — M. P. Sews.
GREAT
ADVENTURE,
THE
(BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL)
LIONEL BARRYMORE
JAN. S
"More interesting via the printed page." — if. P. Sews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some Barrymore pictures but enjoved and
" A time.
treat for
who like
a good
time.
Housefullwashouses
in a resulted."
chuckle all the
Goodthose
business.
Steady
all

Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
GREAT LOVER, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. *
"Slow Moving that depends largely on titles." — if. P. Sews.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " some
A poor
receipts."
' Fine picture
with
very picture.
excellent Average
acting andbox-office
interesting
story.
Played to better than average business for week." " Fair picture ot
an excellent play. Nothing to make a fuss about." " Only fair picture
and played
to average
business
for apuller."
week."
Consensus
— "Average
picture,
average
GREATER CLAIM, THE (METRO) ALICE LAKE
FEB. U
"Alice OFLake
scores inTHE
ordinary
story." — if.
P. yews
GUILE
WOMEN,
(GOLDWYNj
WILL
ROGERS
MAR. 12
good story and clever titles make this fine entertainment." —
" Rogers,
if. P. Sews.
DEC. U
HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST...
"A
complex
melodrama
very
well
produced."
—
if.
P.
Sews.
Exhibitor Comment — " There is nothing startling about this production.
Ranks UPabout
average."
JAN.
HARRY CAREY
(UNIVERSAL)
HEARTS
"Exhibitor
Harry Carey
has
satisfying
offering
here."
—
if.
P.
Sews.
Comment — " This picture is a good bet. Audiences seemed very
much pleased with it and business was fine."
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPE- DEC.
HELIOTROPE
CIAL
CAST
" A different pxcture here." — if. P. Sews.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
One
of
the
season's
finestthat
pictures,
in my toestimation
— and mv opinion backed up by
the fact
It played
capacity
business in a house seating twenty-seven hundred. Consider it an excellent production from every angle." " A good picture but did not
draw well at mv bouse." Splendid production. Well liked by au" Excellent.
entire
its at
business
dience Didofcapacitv
every
performance
each run."
the house
filledduring
this theatre
The patrons
all records for two years as the poorest
Broke
"
week."
entire
the
for
dav
drawing card. One million per cent, overrated and 1,000.000 per cent
oversold picture. Otherwise a good picture with none of the muchly
appromised Hearst free advertising, even an extra $700 advertisingOught
propriation could not put it over." "Thoroughly nice picture.
an audience."
kind ofgood
to go with— most
Consensu*
" Goodanvpicture,
puller."
JAN. 2»
HER FIRST ELOPEMENT (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY.
feature length." — M. P. Sews.
for
" inconsequential and too vapid
HER HUSBAND'S FRIEND (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT. JAN. 29
" Rather hectic in spots, but keeps the interest." — if. P. yews.
DEC II
HER BELOVED VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
—„
if.P. Sews.
,
farce adaptation that falls short in American requirement*."
" French
days.
three
business
average
to
picture
good
A
Exhbltor Comment — "
(HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE WUV. ST
HUSBAND
HER UNWILLING
SWHET
— if. P. Sew*.
" Good production given average story."
picture both as an entertainment ana
Exhibitor Comment — " Satisfactory
as a box office attraction. Average good business.
WYN) HOBART BOS- raio. «
PARKER READ-GOLD
OWN LAW (J.RT
HIS WO
H
— if. P. Sew*.
tcreen material."
poor
make*
story
"Trite
i;"-*?8- 5
HOLD YOUR HORSES (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE)
>«f«
make thx* fine entertainment.— M. P. busi' Comedy title* and good incident
ordinary
Just
did
and
picture
ordinary
"Just
—
Exhibitor Comment
ness " " Fairly good picture. Business about as usual"
Box Office Reports continued on page 2116
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"THE

MISTRESS

OF

SHENSTONE"
(Robertson-Cole)

Quiet in Action, Yet Charms With Its Romance and
Backgrounds
Pauline Frederick when she elects to play
for
IT is qui! s a departure
strictly romantic parts and relegates the emotional interpretations to the
background. In "The Mistress of Shenstone " the star gets away from
her customary dramatic " fireworks " and affords the spectator a chance to
witness her versatility. And Miss Frederick may always be depended upon
to furnish an interesting portrayal. The title role is ideal for her since she
is represented as in the first flush of womanhood. It is a quiet picture and
does not build any real dramatic framework. Yet it keeps from becoming
theatrical and false for this very reason. Any criticism of the feature may
be found in the early reels which do not move with any degree of spontaneity.
There is a slowness of action which retards the interest at times. Yet
once the characters are firmly planted, the story picks up in values and
finishes with plenty of strength. Too much stress is given the heroine's
loneliness and the mourning of her husband. One unconsciously extends
her sympathy, surrounded as she is with a vast estate and no one to provide company except a dog and a butler. Then into her life comes a man
who stimulates here with a new interest in life. They meet at a retreat on
the Cornish coast where the heroine is living incognito. There is a twist
to this story which provides the appeal. She has stated that she did not
want to know the name of the man who killed her husband. The man she
falls in love with is this very man, although he is ignorant of her identity.
So she is torn between love and duty — duty toward the memory of her
husband who was killed in an accident.
I When her ladyship returns home she renews her acquaintance with her
lover who is acquainted with the fact that he is wooing his best friend's
wife. This is quite a dramatic situation. Though it seems like coincidence
it -omehow rings genuine. So the hero is torn by conflict. He finds himself in love with the wife of the man he killed. This fact and the determination ofthe woman to keep her promise to herself precipitates a situation the force of which cannot be denied. Yet in the end love conquers.
The picture is remarkably rich in exteriors. The backgrounds of cliffs
and ocean and country estates provide a perfect atmosphere. There is not
much variety and very little incident is observed. The offering depends
mo-tly upon its romantic conflict. And this romance is so deftly shaded,
mi finely suggested by the star and Roy Stewart that the, picture is lifted
jabove the average. Speeded up in the earlier reels with a little judicious
f trimming here and there, the picture would strike a high level. — Length,
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Lady Myra Ingleby
Pauline Frederick
Jim Airth
Roy Stewart
Sir Deryck Brand
Emmett C. King
I Ronald Ingram
Arthur Clayton
Billy Cathcart
John Willink
MargaretMurgatroyd
O'Mara
Helen
Amelia
RoseWright
Gore
Eliza Murgatroyd
Helen Muir
Suzannah Murgatroyd
Lydia Yeamans Titus
Photographed by Dev. Jennings.
Directed by Henry King.
By Florence L. Barclay.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Thename,
Mistress
Shenstone,"popular
adaptedemotional
from Florence
Barclay's
1 theInsame
Paulineof Frederick,
star, has L.a role
vastly story
differentof
I from anything which she has every before done for the screen. The picture will
come
the Miss Frederick
theatre has
next
for a three
run. As ofLady
Myra toIngleby,
every opportunity
for thedays'
expression
her
rare dramatic ability, but she portrays a sweet, womanly character, rather than
' theLord
worldly
type iswithreported
which killed,
she hasandbeenMyra
identified
the months
past.
Ingleby
after in
many
of loneliness,
meets a man who makes of her a confidant and companion; who regards her as
the most wonderful tfeing in the world. Than like a bolt from the sky comes news
that
of her
deathin iskeeping
false. pure
How the
Myrawonderful
meets the
whichthethenreport
arises,
how husband's
she succeeds
lovesituation
of the
man who has come into her life, furnish the many dramatic moments in the screen
version of the famous novel. The picture abounds with tense situations ^ and is
beautifully
photographed
charming
backgrounds. Miss Frederick's company includes
Roy Stewartagainst
and Emmett
C. King.
PROGRAM READER
What is the " Best In Life? " Is it fame, wealth, the pursuit of empty ideals,
happiness, or companionship? These questions are answered in Pauline Fredericks
Mistress
Shenstone,"
adapted
from the
Florence
! latest
story ofpicture,
the same" The
name.
In a ofpoignant,
appealing
manner,
spectatorL. isBarclay's
carried
through the twists and turns of the story, delicately blended, to the effective
climax, in which the heroine, through suffering and sacrifice finds the answer to
all her questions, the best in life. Miss Frederick has a DIFFERENT picture
here — one which takes her away from the intensely emotional roles and gives her
' a chance to appear as an everyday character. Prominent in the cast is Roy
CATCH LINES
assassin. Yet the man of
to love was her husband's
The very man she grew See
Pauline Frederick in the dramatic picture, "The
innocent.
heartofwas
her
Shenstone."
Mistress

"THE
SCOFFER"
(Dwan-First National)
Theatrical and Far-Fetched in Incident But Interesting
ITone
is awhich
daringdoes
theme
Dwan exploits
in "itsThecharacterization
Scoffer," and
not which
make Allan
good drama
except for
and the psychology of its idea. The director has produced it on a
purely motion picture premise — which is to provide entertainment regardless of its logic. Where it falters is in the characterization. Sympathy
cannot be extended to the protagonist who scoffs at a Supreme Being because of his twisted life. The character seems so ridiculous in his defiance
since his attitude is something of a pose. He is sent to prison for five
years on circumstantial evidence. He is innocent of the crime and the
bitterness of being deprived of his liberty turns him into an agnostic.
The action abruptly switches to a scene up in the far North whither the
despoiler of the victim's home has fled with the latter's wife. And the picture develops an arbitrary note when the disciple of hate ventures into the
same territory. Of course it is entirely obvious. One knows to a certainty
that the misguided man must be brought around to a sane viewpoint — and
this must be done through love. But the picture does not develop its characterization somuch as it emphasizes the melodramatic touches. The introduction ofthe hero in the northern camp is linked up with his solicitude
toward an injured dog. Being a physician it is easy to tender first aid.
The heroine, standing by, arouses his interest. And from tbflt point his
arguments against religion are ineffective. The suspense is good in the
scene when he is called to administer to the relief of his own wife. And
his hate is overwhelming when he maps out a scheme to torture the villain
by creating in the latter's mind a tremendous fear. One by one his hatreds,
fears, arguments are smashed through the kindly attitude of the girl who
never gives up hope of effecting a regeneration.
There are quite a few counterplots which emphasize the virility of the
story while destroying its continuity. A drunken husband is shown at the
task of wife-beating and finding religion when she commits suicide. Another incident showing the hocus-pocus of a medicine man seems extraneous. The picture is pitched in a morbid key because of the three or
more deaths and the exposition of the doctrines of the unbeliever. The
figure is never sincere. His defiance might as well be aimed at the elements. In fact he is almost a paranoiac in his selfish ego. Spectators will
most likely accept him as a motion picture figure — one far removed from
life. The picture is rugged enough and carries enough action and should
interest those who skip over its theme. It is well provided with atmosphere and capably acted by James Kirkwood and an adequate cast.—
Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid. THE CAST
Margaret Haddon
Mary Thurman
Dr. Stannard Wayne
james Kirkwood
Dr.
Arthur
Richar
ds
'
PhiloRhea
McCullough
Alice Porn
Mitchell
Old Dabney
john Burton
Boorman
Noah Beery
Boorman's Wife
Eugenie Besserer
Boorman's Son
GeorgieDurning
Stone
Carson the Parson
Bernard
"The Albany Kid"
Ward Crane
By Val Cleveland.
Directed
by Allan Dwan.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The attraction at the
theatre on
and
is " The
Scoffer." This is an Allan Dwan production, which is described as intensive drama.
The story concerns a physician of unimpeachable character, who, through a cruel
prank of fate unknowingly marries a former mistress of his bosom friend and
fellow-physician, a man absolutely devoid of scruples. It resolves itself into a
tidal wave of all the emotions, especially when it is entirely through the villainy
of
the he" bad
that the good man has to serve five years in prison, for a
crime
did friend,"
not commit.
As
an
ex-convict,
the
doctoris filled
is at with
first ahumanity
scoffer ofandallhisthat's
But eventually he learns unfortunate
that the world
soul good.
goes
through a regeneration. The picture builds forward with powerfully dramatic
situations.
The Being
theme can
basedbe upon
theory adverse
that evencircumstances,
a religious man's
in the Supreme
shakenthethrough
is one faith
that
is fraught with dramatic possibilities. Mr. Dwan has assembled a cast of competent players that includes the forceful James Kirkwood, Noah Beery, Philo
McCullough and Mary Thurman.
PROGRAM READER
Could your faith in Providence ever be shaken by misfortune which might be
visited upon you? If your faith were shaken under such circumstances could you
remain estranged very long? The answering of these momentous questions forms
the basic principle upon which is founded the Allan Dwan production, " The
Scoffer,"
comes toWe the
withshea cast
headedto
by
James which
Kirkwood.
wish to assuretheatre
every next
patron that he or
is going
witness one of the most dramatic narratives of the picture screen in this attraction.
The story rotates around a physician who becomes a scoffer at the world because
of misfortune. What happens as a result of his scoffing attitude cannot be described adequately with its crowded action, but suffice to state that it offers a
rare treat. Don't miss it.
CATCH LINES
See " The Scoffer " — a story of a good man who turns bad and a good woman
A drama theatre
of wonderful
conflicts —. that
" TheDwanScoffer,"
whichfeaturing
comes toJames
the
next
An isAllan
production
Kirkwood.
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HUNDREDTH CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN.
" Familiar story is well picturized." — if. P. Newt.
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PLAN BOOI

of the best pictures seen here in many months. Wonderful scenery and
enough action to please everybody. This is the type of picture that

^SSSSffS^SS^A'SSS.
no^mce
each about
day.- appealed
Tntetot&z
%S\f&
hSlSS?./" value'6'"
•• Somewhat different to the usual
Young U^Uh«
pictures,
but agree
pleased
in „°„
advertising
GoSd busing
run. .chlldre*
day mn
tor seven dav
^u^111^ Sir
"^°g' „uooa
, T„„P£ „
with me. LIFE
didn't
best, but
it ber
flfty-fifty.
She was notConsider
as pretty
as usual,
but myfar patrons
more interesting/'
OP THE PARTY. THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) ROSCOE
IDOLS
OF CLAY
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
.... NOV. 27 «F-xhihitnr rnmm»n?
hokum in 'Fa'tiu IVoucklW LaVeYt'"' m' 'p 'h'Aii
DBC' '
" Colorful
production
marked by good incident." —MAE
if. P.MURRAY
News.
"/J i^fofni™ til,^ ./h „ „!; . K„ _

"Fair
out ithappy."
and gobut
good time
have athought
theatre
the
days
for twoactkie
held 2ver
well and
during "run "" a ?VIStove7
business
is a question
It great,
bu8,n.ess- to S.ome
falrexpecting
pi£tuIe'
excel?ent
^cenerv
bMu^iful
Dicture withvery
to tde business
a%alnerTediocre
plot
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Consensus—
Good
picture,
good" „
puller."
"wasDid that
not it
expect
this
to
go
it
grew
each
day
and
what
surprised
us
,
_
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pleased, or rather we got no kicks." "An extraordinary LITTLE FRAID LADY, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) MAE MARSH.. DEC. «
picture which brought good business." " Consider this a fine picture " Mae Marsh returns to screen, ideally cast." — M. P. News.
though it brought us only average business." " Continued to draw big LOVE
(J. PARKER
READ, JR.-ASSO. PRODUCERS) LOUISE
crowds in second week."
GLAUM
DEC 1)
— " (UNIVERSAL)
Good picture, good
puller."
Olaum scores in familiar picture, sumptuously mounted." — M. P. *
IF Consensu*
ONLY JIM
HARRY
CAREY
MAR. S •> Louise
News.
" Carey"% latest is amusing and entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The title's enough to bring all the women. It's
INSIDE OF THE CUP, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
thrilling and surprising, but never offensive. Good business at two
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
simultaneous first-run houses." "Fair picture; did average business
"Conventional melodrama effectively staged." — M. P. News.
three days." Just fair. Didn't do anything remarkable. Just cleared
Exhibitor Comment — " Going over very well indeed. Good picture." " Playexpenses. As a picture it's awful ; as a box-office attraction it Just making to excellent business through second week." " Seemed to take
a£es to get by." " Failed to draw after big advertising campaign. Louise
with the
my box-office
patrons and
we had
good somewhat
business."above
" Went
very" nicely
Glaum's nameThe isplot
not isa nothing
box-office
A fairlyandgood
box make
office
and
showed
business
the over
usual."
Every
attraction.
new,getter."
but the "scenery
settings
seat in the house was taken at two performances for an entire week.
the picture worth while." " Good picture which brought more than
people stood in line for hours waiting for a chance to see this picture. usual business 'Elaborately mounted sex story that held up fairly
A heavy snowstorm one night when the production was running did not
_ good for— seven
day run. ' good puller."
Consensus
"Almost
season." and
notable success
The most Medium
away.of morals.
the people
keep strong
too
a dose
businessof onthe opening
only LOVE
LIGHT, " Good
THE picture,
(UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD JAN. 22
fair all week." " A good dramatic picture, full of action, which seemed " Production overshadows the star who is not any too well cast." — 11. P.
to please." " Picture went over big and packed them in. Held it for
News.
second week." " Fine picture but one that appeals most strongly to the
Exhibitor Comment — " The star brought the people to see it and they were
thinking class. Held up comfortably for two weeks." " Did a capacity not disappointed."
" Splendid picture and business. Mary Pickford
business. A prereview given for the benefit of ministers caused widereally pleased everyone. Never heard a complaint. Capacity all week."
spread comment, which added to its power of attraction." " Good story, " Very good production and well liked. Business was good." " Fell
well done. Pleased the masses. We had a satisfactory two week run.
down badly second week. Didn't seem to satisfy. For total showing
" A good picture with which we had more than usual business."
went over from average to poor." " Mary Pickford interesting if one
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
would forget the story which utterly failed to measure up to the standard
for
well fol"Drews large
to our regret."
HfA toTJ^ en}H?
^P^fS'
DEC. 4
RUSSELL
(FOX) WILLIAM
THE Russell's
RIDER,
IRON
Even Mary
considerably
off«eek
about three
only slightly interesting.—
work;
previous
William
"Below
out to see it. Newspaper reviewers
all turn
not fell
in thisdayscityanddid then
lowing
if P News
by many of
as ' rotten
dubbed
and it was
as ' poor ' Picture
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average httle
than Western
'picture of" Amore
Russelpleasant."
" A William
Exhibitor
but ' disappointed
interesting
fairly
adorers.
Mary s it
pleasing
results were
the box-office
value andComment—
_ some of th,e„fan/- Business only fair
picture, well acted and produced. Did capacity business."
Consensus— Good picture, good puller."
Concensus— " Good picture, good puller."
WATER, THE (STOLL-PATHE) IVY DUKE- JAN. IS
(VITAGRAPH) CORINNE
BEING DONE THIS SEASONTH
IT ISN'T
GRIFFI
FEB. 26 LU?J?T9P„C,?,0,£1JING
GUY NEWELL
of eternal tnangle." — if. P. News.
exposition
"Interesting
M.P.News.
—
show."
but a veritable fashion
story,(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
" InadequateTHE
JAN. 22
DEC. 25 LURE OF YOUTH (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
SPECIAL CAST
JUCKLINS,
" Acting \s better than the story."— if. P. News.
story rich in detail and atmosphere." — if. P. News.
"Rural
Exhibitor
Commentat— "this
Pleased
the title
well LYING
Exhibitor
— " ThisPRODUCERS)
picture not up SPECIAL
to average.CAST
The plot Is weak.
known enough
date, those
with who
resultsawthatit, itbutcarried
no not
popular
LIPSComment
(INCE-ASSO.
FEB. It
appeal." " This feature was well liked by our patrons and went over " Spectacular but false in idea and characterization." — if. P. News.
big for four days." " Very good story. The picture follows the original Exhibitor Comment — " A good drawing title but the production did not
narrative well and it drew the 1 better class ' audiences." " Good picJustify the name. Average picture." " A splendid picture with well
ture, pulling fairly well." " Had poor business with this, though it
sustained suspense and beautiful photography and settings. Will make
seemed
to
be
a
good
picture."
"
Great
!
Monte
Blue
is
just
beginning
thousands
of new Did
friends
FlorenceforVidor
and please
to establish himself, and his following grows with each picture. BusIof
House Peters.
recordfor business
one week
and we theare admirers
holding
ness excellent during run." " Rather good, but the name is its worst
It over for second week." " A real picture and a splendid entertainenemy.
Did not draw at all." " Fair picture. The title is poor.
ment. People went out of their way to comment favorably on it"
Average box office value." " A poor picture, with business below average." " Consider this one of the biggest productions of the season. Corking
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
story, unexcelled cast, magnificently mounted, sure to please. Sorry I
JUST OUT OF COLLEGErather
(GOLDWYN)
JACK
PICKFORD
FEB.
19
wAndiinA
^vA^
PRR u13
MYERS. ........ .FEB.
CARMEL MVRR<5
MAD MARRIAGE, THE (UNIVERSAL)
amusing at times."— M. P. News.
"Blender in plot but
formula," — M. P. News.
Village
in Greemach
Carmel Myers
•» MAMMA'S
unv 17
inHirs
JUST
onrv JONES.....
,i?r»Y\ BUCK
oatc (FOX)
tTTOT PALS
..
NOV.
AFFAIRts appealing
(FORST
NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE
TAL" Jones tn new type of story ; good entertainment." — if. P. News.
MADGE
FEB i
Exhibitor
Comment— " Good. PlayedRIGHTS)
it one day
to big CAST
business."
„ Constance Taimadge has seriousif.mo^Uhm)''piia^'fMr^''inie^esHng.'—
KAZAN
(SELIG-HAMILTON-STATE
SPECIAL
FEB. 19
P. News.
" Another Curwood story makes interesting picture." — if. P. News.
WHO HAD EVERYTHING, THE (GOLDWYN) JACK
KENTUCKIANS,
THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 12 MAN PICKFORD
JAN. 22
"Very little drama here; backgrounds are interesting." — if. P. News.
"Story and generally good production will get it by." — if. P. News.
KID, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLIE CHAPLIN
JAN. 29 Exhibitor Comment — "Terrible. Business was fairly good but that was
" Long heralded Chaplin six-reeler lives up to expectations." — M. P. News.
because the picture played the last part of the week and not because of
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Wonderful
picture
and
greatest
box-office
attracinterest In picture. Pickford
unpopular In thisNATIONAL)
territory." DORHon we have ever run. Broke house records first and second weeks of Its MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE
(HOLUBAR-FIRST
engagement and crowds are continuing to come in great numbers on
OTHY PHILLIPS
FEB. 11
third week." " Broke all records for week run. Carried over for 2nd
" Propaganda --nd spectacular melodrama are blended here." — if. P. News.
week." " Smashes all records in the history of this theatre." " Broke MARK OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRall house records first week and was held over for second week." "Played BANKS
DEC. 11
twelve shows a day to excellent business. Consider it a knockout. Im" Fairbanks puts over another surefire attraction." — if. P. News.
mense." " Good second week. Picture caused a world of comment." Exhibitor Comment — " Big box-office attraction on account of star's popu" This picture went over big. Had two weeks' run.-' " Wonderfully larlty. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses,
entertaining. Sure did go over big. Packed houses each performance." Well received and well liked." " Best picture Douglas Fairbanks ever
" May be ranked as one of Chaplin's best. It continues to hold out
made. We have had such big business during its two weeks run that
crowds at every performance.'' " Kept crowds standing out on the side- we are holding it over for a third week." "Very good picture to fine
walk for a week. Now on second big week." " Wonderful business from
business." "This picture makes a hit with the men. The women do
morning till night. Great picture." "A great attraction. Going big
not seem as enthusiastic. Drawing big matinees. Wll bold over for
on second week of showing."
another week.'" " Sure did go over well. And the picture is worth
Consensus — " Good nicture, good puller."
it. Had crowded houses during run." " Brought out all the Douglas
KILLER, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
Fairbanks admirers and then some. It went over big and In the estima;
"
Thrilling
story
given
splendid
production."
—
if.
P.
News.
tion
who saw It,pictures
it is the inbesta long
thing time.
Doug has
done."
LAST OF THE MOHICANS, THE (TOURNEUR-ASSO. PRODUC" Oneof ofmostthe people
best Fairbanks
Drewevercapacity
ERS) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4
houses during its two week's run." " Sure did go over great. Packed
" A Masterpiece of its kind." — if. P. News.
houses each performance. Box office receipts very satisfying." " Great
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
It's
certainly
a
screen
classic.
Wonderful
realism
picture.
Awaybothandbecause
the bestof Fairbanks
ever and
offered.
Packed
housesof
throughout Exceptionally good cast. Crowded houses from the first all the time,
popularity has
of star,
because
of merit
performance of opening day right through the week." "Opened to great
production."
business. Assured of great success. Don't miss this one." " One
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
Box Office Reports continued on page 2118
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"THE

GILDED
(Paramount)

LILY"

Mae Murray's Latest Is a Winner
THERE is a tone and quality about Mae Murray's latest picture, " The
Gilded Lily," which places it on a par with " On With the Dance."
Those who recall the latter will find in the new presentation the
same artistic effort to make something worth while. The theme may be
said to have been cut from the sam; pattern, yet Clara Beranger, the author,
Robert Z. Leonard, the director, and Tom Geraghty, the supervising director, have cooperated to the extent of refurbishing it with refreshing detail
which is brought out in well molded sequences and logical climaxes. Miss
Murray has become an exponent of New York night life in her screen
stories. It is a role which excellently becomes her because of her dancing
talent and her ability to appear at ease in bizarre costumes.
Miss Beranger has employed the idea of the city girl who is keen for
glitter on the surface but in whose heart there is longing for the finer
things of life. There is a slight twist to the development which is found
in her response to the country youth, who is the personification of all that
is sincere and open hearted, but who eventually turns out to be short in
character. It is rather of a surprise (and a very agreeable one) to discover
that the polished clubman, the man-about town, is the representative of
virtue. Which goes to show that every person who bedecks himself in evening clothes and smokes cigarettes in a graceful manner and hails from
New York is not necessarily a villain. One can appreciate how the sponsors have cooperated in making this picture appealing. Despite its rather
hackneyed theme there is a bid for the interest which is caught at the opening scene and which never relaxes. A compact continuity is at the bottom
of this attention on the part of the spectator.
You might think the obvious note is apparent here but you are in for a
surprise. For once the youth from the country takes the count. The suspense ismaintained because the director has kept Lowell Sherman suggesting villainy when such a course is the farthest thing from his thoughts.
The picture is a gentle " dig " at the popular private supper clubs which
flourish in the metropolis and is genuine in theme, characterization and incident. The picture is embellished with some Prizma coloring which enhances Miss Murray's beauty. And some big sets are utilized in showing
off her dancing skill. " The Gilded Lily " is more genuine than " On With
the Dance." This picture smacked of theatrical situations. The composition of scenes is excellent. The titles are commendable. The acting is
adequate, with Lowell Sherman giving the best performance. The picture
should clean up for the exhibitor. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Lillian Drake
Mae Murray
Creighton Howard
Lowell Sherman
Frank Thompson
Jason Robards
John Stewart
Charles Gerard
Mrs. Thompson
Leonora Ottinger
By Clara Beranger.
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
Photographed by Ernest Haller.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Mae Murray is back in her ever-popular role of a dancer in her latest picture
entitled
" The Gilded: Lily,"
by next
Clara Beranger, which
the Miss
featureBeranger
attraction at the
theatre
. It iswillsaidbe that
wrote the story especially for the star and with her intimate knowledge of Miss
Murray's abilities she was able to create a role which is one of the best she has
ever
played.
Gildedthe Lily
be compared
with the
" OnrichWithcharacterization
the Dance "
in many
ways." TheIt has
same" may
sumptuous
mounting,
and thecludessame
dramatic and
features,
it is as excellently acted by a cast that inLowell Sherman
CharlesandGerard.
It is a story of New York life with Miss Murray cast in the role of Lillian
Drake, hostess of a popular private club which caters to the fast set, the spenders,
the lovers of the dance and the private liquor stock. She is a salamander who
gets allcoversfrom
and gives
nothing
in return.
Howandshelearns
disthat oneherof train
these ofmenadmirers
has character
despite
his love
of pleasure
to love him is told in a most entertaining fashion. The picture builds to a climax
of intense power and brilliancy.
PROGRAM READER
She was affectionately termed The Lily because she was a girl of such rare
beauty. She was hostess of a popular club in which pleasure was worshipped
above
everything
day romance
Lily's life the
— romance
came straight
fromelse.
the Then
country,one bringing
with itentered
the simplicity,
breath ofwhich
the
big outdoors. She longed to be away from the tinsel life of Broadway. How
she succeeds in achieving her wishes is material for one of the best pictures which
has ever appeared at the
theatre. There is a surprising finish which
should occasion much discussion. It is our privilege to tell you that Mae Murray
■ next
the beautiful and popular Paramount star, is coming to the
in " The Gilded Lily," a picture comparable to " On With the
Dance." It's a wonderful picture. Don't miss it.
SUGGESTIONS
You can establish your mailing campaign for this one and also tell that the
the
famouslife —" On
her York
is comparable
whichfascinating
appears
star
pursuit
of theWith
story oftoNew
is a most
Tell inthata itpicture
Dance."
pleasure
its
to
regard
in
faithfully
town
big
the
paints
it
that
of pleasure. Tell
and that of the author, both of whom
side. Bring out the name of the director
are well known to the steady patrons. You can tell that Lowell Sherman achieved
a brilliant picture of the gay life in
as
up
it
Play
East."
Down
"Way
in
fame
New York. Touch upon its various features. Stage a prologue using some
ballet dancer and an artistic background. Decorate your lobby with flowers.
CATCH LINES
Lily " which comes to the — The
"
is
picture
remarkable
A
theatre next
with MaeGilded
Murray.

"BARE

KNUCKLES"

(Fox)
Above the Average Thriller, Only in Exteriors
THE Fox forces aimed no higher and hit no lower than the average
when they produced " Bare Knuckles " with William Russell. It
gives the star less acting to do, and a bit more action than in some
of his previous pictures. If it does rise higher than the average "two
fisted hero " type of feature it is in some of the scenic backgrounds, which
abound when the story shifts to the snow-covereil mountains.
Russell swings his fists about lustily in this picture, but it does not contain any gory fights which will be the outstanding feature of the production. Instead it moves along with enough good, wholesome action, to keep
the interest of an audience up to the required pilch. Russell is given the
part of a hard-fisted and soft-hearted Irishman who wins for himself the
reputation of being a foreman worthy of respect. He is sent to a contractor's camp, where his employer is endeavoring to build the dam within the
required time. The engineer is in league with the employer's enemy, as
well as being in love with the employer's daughter. The continuity works
up a climax in fine fashion, and Director James Hogan has developed some
real exciting moments. This later part is by far the best part of the film.
All the elements are there first, the hero bound and helpless; then the
girl brought to a lonely cabin by the villain, and finally a super-villain, or
villain number two, to heighten the suspense.
All this, even including the thrilling rescue battle, would not be so effective were it not for the blizzard, apparently real, which is raging all the
time. These exteriors cause the climax to be a bit "different," and are all
that is necessary to make an audience forget that they have seen the same
situation dozens of times before. This climax is sufficient to send an audience home satisfied — provided, of course, that they are not expecting a picture of great love interest, spectacular appeal, of deep theme. " Bare
Knuckles " has no theme. It is just an attempt to give the fans a thriller
that will entertain them, and it succeeds in good fashion.
Not even the leading lady, Mary Thurman, has any chance to impress.
All of the cast are fully competent, and Russell presents his usual personality. Length, 5 reels. — Mattheiv A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Tim McGuire
William Russell
Lorraine Metcalf
Mary Thurman
Fern
Corean Kirkham
Haines
George B. Fisher
Benham
■
Edwin B. Tilton
Leek
Charles Gorman
Harris
Jack Roseleigh
Old Soaky
John Cook
Abie Lee
Joe Lee
Metcalf
Charles K. French
Shadow
Jack Stevens
Story
A. Channing
Scenarioby and
direction Edington.
by James Patrick Hogan.
PRESS NOTICE STORY
" Bare Knuckles," which will be the feature attraction at the
theatre on
is a story starring William Russell which is just as
thrilling as the title applies. It is a picture with action as its dominating note
Romance, however, is not neglected, and on the whole, the production is a well
rounded photodrama intended to please everyone who enjoys clean, active drama
enacted by a capable cast under capable direction.
Russell
" Brute
" McGuire.
a simple,
man,of but
one
whoWilliam
is forceful
and plays
powerful
in body
and mind.
There uneducated
are many ways
dealing
with
men,
but
"
Brute
"
McGuire
knew
only
one.
Others
might
use
diplomacy
or logic to subdue their enemies, but McGuire used only his swiftly moving fists.
And, it so happened that bare knuckles were the most powerful and only argument
thatA great
the rough
readyscenes
contractors'
camp could
many andof the
of this picture
were understand.
taken in the Sierra mountains
with a result that some of the most realistic snow and blizzard scenes ever filmed
were
theatreobtained
forfor this picture.
days. " Bare Knuckles " will be shown at the
PROGRAM READER
There are many ways of handling men, but Tim McGuire knew onlv one.
That was the method he used when he fought as a youngster his classmates in
school. Others might use logic or soft persuasive powers, or subtle intrigue,
but Tim only used bare knuckles and used them well. Tim McGuire, in this
case is William Russell, the popular Fox star, and the picture which will be the
feature attraction at the
theatre on
is aptly entitled
" Bare Knuckles." This picture is all that its name implies — it is filled with
thrilling action and gripping situations, but it is more than that, for it contains
a clean romance, and has some of the most elaborate and beautiful scenes taken
in the Sierra mountains for its background. Some blizzard scenes which appear
in the picture are among the most realistic ever filmed.
" Bare Knuckles " is a film version of a story of a contractor's camp by A.
theatre for
Channing Edington. It will be shown at the
days.
SUGGESTIONS
a " he-man
— lots of action
picture worship.
William
typical
another
is
Here
will not"
certainly
These with
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hero the kind a good number of Russell
be disappointed if you advertise this feature as one that will hold them enthralled
vigorous
and thescenes
of Russell's
by the insheer
beginning
fromfights
here
also some snow
There arepersonality
picture.
the force
contained
which toare end
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you
and
catchy
is
title
Its
pictures.
outdoor
of
lovers
the
to
appeal
which will
with menof dealing
" Onebywaya picture
reading — later
paper
daily
the
in
teaser
a
run
could
and
Russell
of
supplemented
be
bare knuckles! " This could
finally by the name of the theatre and the date of the attraction.
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kind
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PLAN BOOK
STAR
BRAND
RELEASED
it*
MARRIAGE OF WILLIAM ASHE, THE (METRO)
MAR. 5 PASSIONATE
PILGRIM,
THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
let
p
SPECIAL
CAST
JAN. IS
•• Star enlivens story of British politics.'' — if. P. News.
•'
Better
than
average
picture
from well known novel." — if. P. Newt.
MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
Exhibitor Comment — " Paramount seems to have fallen down here this
CAST
DEC. IB
season in its big releases. This picture did only an average gross."
" Perfectly
if. P. News.constructed picture stamps De Mille as master director." —
" The story was carried in serial form by one of the daily papers and
this
brought
crowds
to seegoodthepuller."
picture. They were not disappointed."
Exhibitor Comment — " Holding up fairly well in third week." " This one
Consensus
— " Good
picture,
brought only average business lor one week." " Fair picture with
PAYING
THE
PIPER
(FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.) DORbusiness
about Atas another
usual."the" Played
average
crowdslarge
all toweek
one
theatre.
crowds towere
sufficiently
justifyat
OTHY
DICKSON
JAN. 29
our booking it for another week." " Found this to be a good entertainer
"Exhibitor
Well produced
drama that will please." — if. P. News.
Commentdomestic
— " Ran well for the entire week. Big houses set the
and business was slightly above average during run." " A pleasing picture but it did not draw. Had poor business during run." " Average
stamp of their approval on this picture." •• Held over for second week
because of tremendous business. Generally pleased." " Business held
production
business was
as usual."
" Didperhaps
fair business
bad a flock and
of objections
from about
the long
hairs, who
did not but
see
up very well for second week. Pleased our patrons." " A good picture
it." " Found this to be an average picture with fair business. Some
that
played
to good
A slender
to bring
Dorothy
Dickson
into business."
pictures. "Not
a strongstory
box produced
office attraction.
censorship comment on same."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
"attraction.
Found this This
to beonea fair
picture.
Business
about
average."
"
brought large box office receipts." " SecondA great
week
MISLEADING LADY, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
JAN. 1
to
fair
business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
" Stage adaptation is fairly successful as picture." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The production was not much above average, but
PEDDLER
OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
the audience seemed to like it." " Bert Lytell an excellent hero of cave(MAR. 1)
JAN II
man love-making comedy that attracted only fair business." " Fair
Good
production
of
mechanical
and
unreal
plot."
— if. P. News.
production which brought about average business." " Good business
PENALTY,
THE (GOLDWYN-EMINENT
AUTHORS) SPECIAL
with this one. It seemed to entertain +hem well."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
„ CAST
NOV. 27
Great
vehicle
for
Lon
Chaney,
but
falls
short
in many ways." — if. P.
News.
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMPTON (FEB. 1)
JAN. 31
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture, although some women were
" Satisfied from all angles." — if. P. News.
shocked at the idea of Lon Chaney with legs cut off." " Very t,ood.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture which did big business for three
Chaney's work is wonderful. Average business four days." " Wonderdays." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " This is a very poor
and very
Chaney's well.
part. Was
Good well
business."
"A
greatful story
picture.
It fine
went acting
over on
exceedingly
liked, aad
offering, and we bad dull business during run."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
brought big box-office returns." " Wonderful attraction from all angles.
Praisedof bythe critics
" Favorable
were the
MOUNTAIN WOMAN, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
FEB. 5
order
day. and
They patrons
all likedalike."
it but some
thought comments
it a bit gruesome
" An excellent Pearl White vehicle." — M. P. News.
Business fine." " A winner. Filled bouse for two consecutive weeks,
playing even to capacity at matinees." " Depressing subject. Good
MR. WU (STOLL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA) LANGacting. — Fair
M'CARTHY
JAN. 1
Consensus
" Goodbusiness."
picture, good puller."
•' Unique and strongly dramatic from plot angle." — if. P. News.
PERFECT CRIME, A (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST. MAR.
Exhibitor Comment — " Advertised as the first foreign picture ever shown
"Director and star make character study interesting." — if. P. News.
here, which created considerable interest. Picture liked."
WITH A PAST (METRO) INA CLAIRE
DEC. I
NEW YORK IDEA, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
DEC. 18 POLLY
" Ina
News.Claire's rare artistry makes her a welcome screen figure." — il. P
" Stage success not so good as a picture." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The very best picture Miss Brady has made on the
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. The picture is entertaining but lack*
Realart program. Ran a two-reel Harold Lloyd comedy with this one
pep." " Good
entertainment,
but not
great picture.
opening
and we had a program that was hard to beat. Drew usual Sunday
attraction,
a great
success, because
lighta enough
to please,Asandan dramatic
and Monday crowds ; big to average business."
enough to be exciting in a mild way." " Not much above the average
NINETEEN AND PHYLLIS (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES
Consensus
— " Good
picture, good puller."
production.
RAY
JAN. • PRINCESS
JONESFair."
(VITA GRAPH) ALICE CALHOUN
MAR. 12
" Ray scores again with pleasing study of small town life." — if. P. News.
"Light
offering
affords
fair entertainment." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good entertainment. Ray at his best. Average
PRAIRIE TRAILS (FOX) TOM MIX
JAN. 1
business throughout week." " Only a fair Charles Ray picture and not
up to hisoffbest.
Did during
averagethebusiness
duringthatits usually
run here."
Business
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — if. P. News.
dropped
a little
week from
given " Kay
proExhibitor Comment — " Regular Mix picture. Well liked. Big crowds,
ductions."
mostly men." " A fine picture which brougbt more than usual busiConsensus — " Good picture, good puller."
OFF-SHORE PIRATE, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
MAR. 12 PRISONERS
OF LOVE
(RELEASED
BY GOLDWYN) BETTY
COMPSON
JAN. J»
•'Not enough
substance for picture
entertainment." — if. P. News. NOV. 13
OFFICER
666 (GOLDWYN)
TOM MOORE
" Very unusual and artistic drama." — if. P. News.
" Fair entertainment, but titles earn most of the laughs." — if. P. News.
RICH GIRL, POOR GIRL (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
JAN. 29
Exhibitor Comment — " The combination of Moore and a popular stage suc" Gladys Walton scores in heart interest story." — if. p. News.
cess won. Public praised the picture." " Not up to Tom Moore's
RISKY
BUSINESS
(UNIVERSAL)
GLADYS
WALTON
DEC.
4
standard, although it did fair business for a week." " Fine picture and
" Goodness.'
combination makes interesting picture." — It. P. News.
box-office
returns
while
not
especially
great
were
satisfying."
"
This
feature brought more than usual business and seemed to please my
ROAD DEMON, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
FEB. 24
" A fine auto race picture with Tom Mix." — M. P. News.
patrons." " Good picture and sure-fire box-office attraction. Crowds
packed success.
the houseTom
everyMoore
performance."
A very
the
ROGUES AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT. . JAN. 1
stage
at his best, " but
as Inclever
the adaptation
case of all ofprevi" Good production given thrilling story." — if. P. News.
ous stage and stock productions, business far below average."
ROMANCE PROMOTERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS. JAN. 29
OH, LADY, LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN. 1
" The sun shines on Earle Williams in this one." — if. P. News.
" Rather light but entertaining." — if. P. News.
ROMANTIC ADVENTURES (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON. .JAN. II
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
An
excellent
picture.
Bebe
Daniels
has
become
" This one looks like a vehicle." — if. P. News.
very popular here in her short career as a star. This picture has lost
ROOKIE'S
RETURN, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MACnothing ; it is transition to the movies." " Good picture to average
LEAN-MAY JAN. ■
business." " Great Bebe certainly has a great following here, and this
" Quite frail but fairly pleasing." — if. P. Neics.
picture went over 100% better than her first. Believe she Is going to
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Douglas
MacLean
and
Doris
May
were
well
liked
be one of the biggest drawing cards among stellar-folk." " Good picin this picture by all our patrons and business was good during its showture
and
business
was
very
good
during
run."
"
Good
picture
—
good
i
n
g
.
"
"
Liked
this
better
than
anything
this
pair
has
done
since
entertainment. Meets modern popular taste. Average satisfactory busi'the
Twenty-Three
and a MacLean
Half Hours'
office excellent.
average Douglas
typeLeave.'
of film.BoxAmusing
farce which" About
drew
ness." — " Good picture, good puller."
Consensus
well." " Extremely good picture. One hundred per cent entertainment.
OLD RAY
SWIMMIN' HOLE, THE (RAY-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES MAR. 5
Good cast, good story, clean and wholesome."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
"Artistic presentation of Riley poem; great entertainment." — if. P. News.
SAGE HEN, THE (EDGAR LEWIS-PATH E) SPECIAL CAST
JAN 22
O'MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED (HART-PARAMOUNT) WILLIAM
"A well-produced dramatic story of the west." — if. P. News.
S. HART
FEB. 19 SAPHEAD,
THE (METRO) KEATON-CRANE
FEB. 24
" Good incident and Bill Hart touches make it interesting." if. P. News.
"Rather spotted,
but
provides
some good
entertainment." — if. P. News.
SCUTTLERS,
THE
(FOX)
WILLIAM
FARNUM
DEC
21
ONE GEORGE
MAN IN BEBAN
A MILLION (BEBAN-LESSER-ROBERTSON-COLE) JAN. 29
" Farnum has a ' He-Man ' role in story of the sea." — M. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fully up to the average as to Farnum productions
" Character study is satisfying offering." — if. P. News.
Pleased our audiences. Business good considering general conditions "
Exhibitor
Plenty ofof personal
atmosphere.
Plenty ofofGeorge
action.Beban.
Big
SHE COULDN'T HELP IT (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
MAR. 5
business, Comment
as much— "because
appearance
action,ANDbut PAID
will interest
fashion." FANNIE
— if. P. News.
they made
liked personal
the picture
enough toduring
go away
speak ofwell
it."
SHE"Lacks
PLAYED
(JOAN after
FILM a SALES)
WARD. .NOV. IJ
"But
Beban
appearances
the and
run here
the ofweek.
" Fannie Ward's acting the redeeming feature here." — if. P. News.
Absolutely
daily. Picture highly
enjoyed."DEAN
NIGHT, A (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
JAN. 11
OUTSIDE
THE capacity
LAW (UNIVERSAL)
PRISCILLA
JAN. 22 SHOCKING
"Not HOSIERY
substantial(INCE-PARAMOUNT)
enough for five reels."ENID
— if. P.
News.
" Best straight melodrama in many a day." — if. P. News.
SILK
BENNETT
FEB.
19
Exhibitor Comment — " The best crook picture that has been shown in the
" Long on fashion, short on drama." — if. P. News.
city for many months. Big houses all week." " Record houses on this
Exhibitor Comment — " Failed to draw. Our spring style show saved the
picture. Very entertaining."
PAGAN LOVE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 4 SILVER LINING, THE (METRO) JEWEL CARMEN
JAN. 11
" Magazine story developed into mediocre picture." — if. P. News.
"Interesting
P. News. crook play brings Jewel Carmen back to the screen." — Jf.
PARTNERS OF FATE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
FEB. 26
Exhibitor Comment — " Average crook play. Ordinary business."
" a good average program attraction." — if. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 2120
day."
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"THE

UNKNOWN
(Universal)

WIFE"

Interesting Picture on Favorite Theme
THERE is no sign of inspiration behind this photoplay which stars
Edith Roberts. It is based upon the redemption of a young crook
through the power of love — an idea which has become a favorite
one with scenario writers ever since the success of "The Miracle Man."
Yet, despite its cut and dried theme, the picture is interesting because of
the intimate touches — the spark of pathos, the sympathy of the characterization. Itdoesn't take any ingenuity to know just how it will develop.
The director has not attempted to give it fresh treatment. One sses the
young crook leaving prison and getting his redemption early because he
thinks enough of the girl to marry her. And they are married in the second
reel.
A measure of suspense is indicated here for one is not certain that happiness will be maintained in the home of the couple. It devolves upon
the author or director to cast in another direction for the interest. The
husband has never told his wife of his erstwhile life of crime or the fact
that he is an ex-convict. When he loses his position she goes to work to
support the little home. There is a gap in the direction here. The director allows Miss Roberts to wear an expensive wardrobe upon a stenographer's salary. This would be permissible if she had only herself to support. But despite the fact that the romantic note is established early the
picture builds with adequate situations and conquers because of its appealing plot and characterization. The husband has a pair of crooked
associates who seem out of place in the little town when they endeavor to
urge him back in the life of crime. And toward the conclusion one of
them pays with his life for violating the law. It is then that the wife
learns her husband's true identity. But her steadfast nature asserts itself
and the husband, relieved of his worries, is able to face the world with
conviction of the power of faith.
The minor flaw of the " yegg " who is badly wounded, receiving a second bullet, falling four stories and living through it all, for a time, will
pass unnoticed even though it seems quite impossible. The title finds
meaning in the masquerading of the wife as single in order to keep her
position. When an admirer goes to her home he is surprised to find that
she has a husband and that the latter is the chap he sent to prison in the
discharge of his duty as prosecuting attorney. " The Unknown Wife " did
not cost a great deal of money. It is a story of common, everyday people
and the director has staged it with the proper atmosphere. Casson Ferguson
has a bigger part than the star and plays it well. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Helen Wilburton
Edith Roberts
Henry Wilburton
Spottiswoode Aiken
Donald Grant
Casson Ferguson
Lefty Mayes
William Quinn
Slim Mayberry
Curry '
Neary
John
AugustusJoe Phillips
Thomas Gregory
Bert Frank
Mrs. Stanwood Kent
Mathilde Brundage
Mrs. Dalton
Jessie Pratt
Doris
Dalton
•
Edith
Brooks
Hal Stayart
Wilson
By Bennett Cohen.
Scenario by Wallace Clifton.
Directed by William Worthington.
Photographed by William Edmond.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Edith Roberts, the dainty Universal star, will appear at the
theatre
next
" Thepower
Unknown
Wife."
This is convict
a pictureis
of
the redemption and
of a crook throughin the
of love.
The young
released from prison and finds employment in a factory where Miss Roberts, as
Helen, is employed as a stenographer. Romance comes to both of them and
after a short courtship they are married. The happy couple move to the city
where eventually he loses his position which forces his wife to take up secretarial
work again.
She does not permit her new employers to know that she is married and this
attitude causes her to be courted by the very man who was responsible in sending
her husband
husband
to givesteadfast
up his inwife,
unworthy. Buttosheprison.
proves The
herself
sincereis bywilling
remaining
her feeling_
affections.
Eventually she learns of his convict days and happiness is their reward with the
difficulties, worries and petty fancies driven away. The picture generates a deal of
heart interest and is well acted by Casson Ferguson and Edith Roberts.
PROGRAM READER
He did not tell his wife that he was an ex-convict. Years in prison had brought
care and sorrow to his face but the kindness and affection of the girl had made
him supremely happy. When he lost his position and his wife was forced to go
to work to support them, he decided he was quite unworthy. Then she discovered
th«t he was formerly a criminal. Did she lose her affection for him or did she
cli«g the closer? Did she have faith in him? Did he return to a life of crime?
Did he realize that human nature is fickle — that there is no need of having faith?
These questions are answered in the vital, and vivid, and, very human photoplay,
" The
Unknown attraction
Wife," which
comesEdith
to the
theatrelikenext
as
a Universal
starring
Roberts. You will
the star in this—
fascinating picture.
CATCH LINES
He was a crook but his wife didn't know it. What happened when she discovered
him to be an ex-convict? Did she remain steadfast in her devotion. See " The
Unknown Wife."
She palmed herself off as single when she was really married to a crook.
Why? See Edith Roberts in " The Unknown Wife."

(Fox)
ER
NUMB

17"

Convenient Melodrama Carries Some Excitement
IT has devolved upon the sponsors of this photoplay to provide the
athletic George Walsh with something to do in the way of melodramatic high jinks and "Number 17" is charged with all the tried
material which is calculated to send a thrill up and down the spine. But
the very fact that Walsh must have stories with elaborate " kicks " in them
takes away any element of story interest. One simply accepts them as vehicles for the expression of the energetic star. Hence one takes them with
a grain of salt. "Number 17" is rather trite of plot and its incident is
entirely commonplace yet the offering looms up as an improvement over
some recent features.
In the first place it is crammed with exciting action which starts off like
a crack of a gun and the echo is heard at the finish. The picture belongs
to the old ten, twent', thirt' days of melodrama when the disciples of right
and wrong were sharply divided — when every thing depended upon the
upright hero emerging triumphant over the villain. It is a thriller — make
no mistake about it and because of its high fault in incident, interest never
lags. The plot is dependent upon the wily Oriental who pursues the white
girl until such time as he takes the count in the approved fashion. There
is a mysterious murder in Chinatown and also a tong war, and between
them the spectator is compelled to pay attention through the exploitation
of the thrill. The director has kept up the suspense. In fact it is the
keynote of the picture. Every detail, every incident is dependent upon its
suspensive value.
There is a woman murdered in Room 17, and the hero observes the
father of his fiancee leaving shortly after. The underworld atmosphere is
brought forth here in a manner which will make the pulse beat faster.
There has been a deal on by the father and the victim to aid the Chinese
republic and the murder has been done by Chinese imperialists, who have
planned the death of the man and his family. The action resolves itself
into the efforts of the hero to circumvent the wily Orientals. A rival tong
and the police cooperate in an efficient manner. There isn't much play of
romance. Really there is no necessity for any love interest with such extravagant melodrama being exploited. To those patrons who relish unadulterated action regardless of its unrealities, "Number 17" should be
highly entertaining. To those who have outgrown the dime novel days
the picture will seem old-fashioned. Yet they must admit it carries a kick.
— Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Frank Theydon
George Walsh
Evelyn Forbes
Mildred Reardon
J. C. Forbes
Charles Mussette
Mrs. J. C. Forbes
Lillian Beck
The Gangster
Louis Wilheim
Wong Li Fu
Harold Slattery
Thomas
f-Charles
Detectives
\ Spencer Charters
Lou
Lillian
Griffith
[Jack
Newton
By Louis Tracy.
Directed by George Beranger.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
George Walsh, the athletic star of Fox pictures, is coming to the
theatre and
next
17," The
a picture
which isas said
be ideal ina
action
expression forinhis" Number
personality.
star appears
Frankto Theydon,
young writer who exposes the life of the underworld. It is a role which permits
him all kinds of adventure and excitement and saturated as it is with action he
is able to stimulate a deal of interest. In exposing the underworld life, he undertakes the troubles of the Forbes family, New York society people.
A certain Mrs. Lester is murdered and suspicions point to Mr. Forbes, father of
Evelyn, the girl. Theydon loves. The crime is connected with Chinese plottings,
the murder
beingis inspired
from herand husband's
against histhe cohorts
Orientals.
young
tongman
the real villain
it is in a dealings
battle between
and anA
enemy tong which proves the innocence of the Americans. The picture is equipped
with good atmosphere, which is always heightened because of the crackling action.
In Mr.
Walsh'sGeorge
supporting
are Mildred
and
others.
Berangercast directed
from Reardon,
a story byLouis
LouisWolheim,
Tracy. Lillian Beck
PROGRAM READER
George Walsh, the athletic star of Fox pictures, is coming to the
theatre next
. A George Walsh picture is always certain to arouse
interest among those spectators who delight in crisp action and suspense. A
George Walsh picture is always crammed with adventure, romance and excitement
and
" NumberThe17 star
" willappears
afford inthethepatrons
thewriter, whotheatre
hourwaysof
satisfaction.
role of ofa young
exposesan the
of the underworld. How his enthusiasm brings him into various troubles from
which he only extricates himself after daring adventures is to\d in five reels of
fast action. In the cast are Mildred Reardon, Louis Wolheim and others. George
Beranger, who has directed the star on a number of occasion, is the director here.
SUGGESTIONS
The best manner to advertise this picture is to play up the star and his ability
to handle himself in an athletic way. Tell that a Walsh picture is always crammed
with adventure and excitement. You can stimulate a lot of interest by bringing
out the title. You can link it up with several enterprises. Describe it as a fast
and exciting melodrama which gives the star an opportunity to display his talent
and athletic ability. You can mention the names of the cast if they mean anything to your audiences. Get your crowd out by promising them an evening of
adventure — an evening packed with excitement.
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SMALL
TOWN IDOL, A (SENNETT-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL FEB. 19
CAST
" Mack Sennett gives a three ring circus here." — M. P. News.
SMILING
THE WAY
(D. N. SCHWAB-STATE RIGHTS) NOV. 17
DAVID ALL
BUTLER
" Butler's third is well produced and thoroughly interested." — if. P. New.
Exhibitor ture.Comment
"■ Davidspectacular
Butler's popularity
witha each
There was —nothing
about this —growing
but it was
clean piclittle
picture,
well
received.''
SNOB, THE (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
MAR. 5
" Good production
commonplace story
will get by." — M. P. News.FEB. 26
SOCIETY
SECRETS of(UNIVERSAL)
EVA — NOVAK
" Heart interest drama is mild but entertaining." — M. P. News.
SOMETHING DIFFERENT (REALART) CONSTANCE BINN"""
.v lN. iw
" Rather frail
but backgrounds
t we to'.t."fair
— V business.
" ~''iu Better crowds than
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Good picture
usual." " A good picture. This star always draws well at this house.
Fine business during run.''
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
80WING THE WIND (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEW- ART JAN. 29
" Powerful drama, well produced and acted." — if. P. Neu>s.
SPENDERS, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. IS
" Quite interesting picture made from best seller." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
" This feature
was very
well liked
by ourthan
patrons
and
was an Comment
excellent— box-office
attraction,
playing
to better
average
business for a week."
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . .JAN. 1
" Viewed from all angles, rather a notable film" — if. P. News.
STARTHELMA
ROVER, PERCY
THE (SHURTLEFF-METRO)
COURTNEY FOOT- NOV. 27
" Artistic production, but disappointing for a London story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. The plot is well put together and the
details are worked out well."
STRAIGHT CIAL
IS THE WAY (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPE- MAR. 5
CAST
" Crook comedy drama is highly diverting."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair. The plot of the picture weak and it does
not hold the attention of the audience."
TAVERN KNIGHT, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
" This one will hardly interest the majority." — if. P. News.
TESTING
BLOCK,
THE
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
WILLIAM
S.
HART
DEC. 18
" Sure
fire
western
with
star
in
the
kind
of
role
that
made
him
famous."
— if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Certainly a fine picture and a sure-fire box-office
attraction. Picture seemed to please and went fine all week." " Best
Bill had done to date." "An average picture which went over big.
Hart
favoriteto here."
picture
madepeople
in a want.
long while.
Marks great
his return
the sort" Best
he does
best Hart's
and that
Fine
business." " Went over big at opening and though only average next few
days, it went big at closing. Pretty good picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TEXAN, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
NOV. 27
" Average entertainment in this Mix offering." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Tom ones.
Mix still
popular.a Clyde
PictureCook
pleases
though
not
as good Comment
aa other —recent
We boosted
comedy
to help
business." " Pretty good picture as far as entertainment goes. Average
business."
Consensus — :' Average picture, average puller."
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE SWEET.. JAN. 8
" Star dominates pleasing production." — M. P. News.
THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
DEC. 11
Fairly interesting, with Pearl White scoring a hit." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Thoroughly
audiences,
withourresult
that
picture got
good —box-office
play- pleased
Pearl White
feature
audiences
liked." " This picture went over extra big during run. Held for one
week where usual run is three days." " Box-office results on this picture
are quite satisfactory. Fairly entertaining."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THOUGHTLESS WOMEN (GOODMAN-PIONEER) ALMA RUBENS.NOV. 27
" Human document with real life-like touches." — M. P. News.
THOUSAND
ONE, A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) DEC. 25
HOBART TOBOSWORTH
" Arbitrary plot and coincidence hinder the values here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week in spite of proximity to Christmas." " A great picture but
business
accountBosworth
of the holiday
season."
" Good
picture
not
apoor
money
getteron here.
name has
absolutely
no box
officebutvalue
here." — " Good picture, good puller."
Consensus
TIGER TRUE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
Jan. 22
" Rather
crudeTHE
but (STOLL
carries a FILM
punch."CORP.)
— M. P.SPECIAL
News. CAST
TIDAL
WAVE,
MAR. 12
"Has interest, but is rather long drawn out." — M. P. News.
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARAMOUNT JAN. 1
" Falls rather short for a Lois Weber production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a big picture .but up to the average. Played
to fair business." " Picture only fair ; business good because of the
fact that it is a holiday week." " A splendid picture to average business two days." " Fairly entertaining picture and average box office
value." — " Good picture; average puller."
Consensus
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
JAN. 8
" Orthodox story makes rather colorful picture." — M. P. News.
TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS, THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Orthodox but careful production of well-known play." — li. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with it." " Drew very strongly at the box office and my people
liked the picture."
Consensus
—
picture,
good puller." SPECIAL CAST
TWO KINDS "OFGoodLOVE
(UNIVERSAL)
DEC. 25
" Rather crude, but hag moments of interest." — M. P. News.
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TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES
JAN. S
"Jones in a story of gunplay and hard riding." — M. P. New*.
UNFORTUNATE
SEX, THE
(FRANK
GERSTEN, INC.-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANCES EDMONDE-GEORGE LARKIN
NOV. 6
" Theme has pulling power, but it drags towards the end." — li. P. News.
WESTSPECIAL
OF THE
RIO
GRANDE
(BERT
LUBIN-STATE
RIGHTS)
CAST
FEB. 5
" Real Western incident and good hokum here." — 11. P. News.
WEST IS WEST (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
NOV. 27
" Very ordinary western for Carey." — li. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Verry
good. (WILLIAM
Extra big business
one day."
WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
KNOWS
DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 12
"Fine production, but subject matter is talky." — M. P. News.
WHAT
WOMEN
WILL
DO
(ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS-PATHE)
SPECIAL CAST
FEB 19
" PrettyWEarbitrary,
has audience appeal."
— M. P. News. H. B.
WHEN
WERE butTWENTY-ONT
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
WARNER
JAN. 15
" H. B. Warner excels in entertaining comedy-drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Just as fine
as the play
same name.
Delight
fully acted,
and — charmingly
directed.
H. ofB. the
Warner
In a role
that
WHILE THE DEVIL LAUGHS (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
MAR. 12
fits him." underworld story with Louise Lovely." — if. P. Newt.
"AnJustunconvincing
WHITE
YOUTH (UNIVERSAL)
EDITH ROBERTS
DEC. 1*
"
Edith
Roberts
has HUSBAND
frail and obvious
here."PERCY
— M. P. News. JAN. 29
WHY TRUST
YOUR
(FOX)picture
EILEEN
" The title might attract them — that's all." — M. P. News.
WING TOY (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
FEB. 12
"A
Shirley
Mason
vehicle
slightly
below
past
performances."
—
if.
P.
News.19
WINGS OF PRIDE (JANS PICTURES, INC.) OLIVE TELL
FEB.
" Ha.? interest, but too melodramatic." — if. P. News.
WITCHING HOUR, THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 12
" Weak adaptation of rich melodrama." — if. P. News.
WITHOUT LIMIT (BAKER-METRO) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 5
" Entertaining despite a mechanical development." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Considered
one of the
strongest
playsbutofpicked
the year
by criticsComment
and patrons
alike. Opened
to fair
business
up
steadUlv
the week.''
YOU STROM
AND' Iduring
(SWEDISH
BIOGRAPH-RADIOSOUL) VICTOR SEA- MAR. 12
" Wonderfully impressive drama; well produced and acted." — if. P. News.
" Flashbacks

" on Earlier Releases

"The Restless
Sex"better
(Paramount)
"Thisexpected.
productionBusiness
which iswas
a lavish
attraction
did much
business — than
good sex
for
"Once to Every Woman" (Universal) — "Big. One of the best box office
week
run."
attractions.
acting," — directing
and photography."
" The Law Splendid
of the Yukon
" Poor picture
but went over big."
""The
The Jack
Soul Knife
of YouthMan"
" — "(First
Very well
liked.
Brought packed
National) — "Started
the weekhouse."
but pulled off
Tuesdaysippi river
night.
Old
characters
did
not
please."
"
A
of Missis-is
life, artistically handled and very pleasing.tender
The story
photography
excellent,
particularly
the
river
scenes.
A
good
all-round
attraction."
"Three Gold Coins" (Fox) — "Typically a Tom Mix attraction. Those who
liked
hero willSex"
like (Paramount)
the play." — "Fair picture playing to fair business
"Thethe Restless
for"Occasionally
second week." Yours" (Robertson-Cole) — "Only average business on this
picture.
Fairforentertainment."
"A Child
Sale" (State Rights) — "Picture is good and we had more
than" Madonnas
ordinary business."
and Men " (Jans) — " Carried fairly good houses here considering it was the week before Christmas and most people were busy. It didn't
seem"Theto make
a big (Goldwyn)
hit, however,
as most
saw itMiss
didn'tFrederick
like it."
PalisersuchCast"
— "The
bestpersons
Goldwynwhopicture
has"The
made. Truth"
Big business
one
day."
(Goldwyn) — "A good comedy that pleased generally. Big
business
one
day."
"The Devil's
Passkey"
(Universal)
— "Aentertaining
good production
scale.
However,
one sees
more settings
than
story. onOura lavish
advertising
campaign
brought
capacity
houses.
Played
it
three
days
to
big
business."
"A Cumberland Romance" (Realart) — "The very best Minter subject we
have ever run and our patrons agreed with us." " Two days to big business."
"The Man Who Had Everything" (Goldwyn) — "A very satisfactory piece
of "Madam
entertainment. (Goldwyn)
Big to average
busniess twopicture
days."that held the interest of
"A remarkable
everyone fromX "beginning
to —end.
Business rather
light during Christmas week.
Big"The
business
one
day
to
average
two."
Daughter Pays" (Selznick) — "A very good attraction that provided
us with exceptional business. Patrons 99% pleased."
"Thou Art the Man" (Paramount) — "A fair picture which drew average
business.
Not Warwick's
best however."
"Notorious
Lisle"
— "A however.
very goodAverage
production
but
failed
to riraw Mrs.
for me.
No (First
fault ofNational)
the picture,
business
"Excuse My Dust" (Paramount;-— ' A fin? iiece of entertainment and the
two
best days."
Reid picture to date which filled my house. Two days to big business."
"Held by the Enemy" (Paramount) — "Average business one day."
" Life of the Party " (Paramount) — " Average business one day "
""Stolen
WalkoffsKiss"
" (Metro)
— " This
went over story
fine. with
Two good
days star.
to bigAverage
business."busi(Realart)
— "Excellent
ness two days."
"Spark
Divine" (Yitagraph) — "Fine star — fine picture. Big business one
" Lombard! Ltd." (Metro) — "A complete production with a great characterbusiness — two
days."
" Pointizationofby star.
View Big
" (Selznick)
" Satisfactory
in every way. Average business
"Girl
at
Bay"
(Vitagraph)
—
"
A
rather
poor
picture. One day to average
two days."
"Right of Way" (Metro) — " Faithtul plcturization but failed to pull. Poor
business."
business
day." one day."
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"THE
(United

"TESTIMONY"
(Stoll Film Corporation)

NUT"
Artists)

Good Combination Makes Interesting Story
I TESTIMONY " is unquestionably the best picture the Stoll Film
Corporation has produced. And the credit goes to Guy Newall,
who wrote the scenario and directed, for he has grasped the
right idea in the selection of a strong, heart interest story, which has many
tense moments and has developed it in a thoroughly logical manner. In
/act, from the opening reel to the very last scene in the closing reel, the
story and continuity travels along as smooth as a running brook, now
touching t he high spots and again falling to its own level, to remain there
until something happens or some obstruction gets in the way which again
raises it up and over the treacherous passages.
The direction is all that could be expected and might be classed with the
work dona by any of our most competent men, with this exception that
there is a little too much time given to detail.
Mr. Newall, however, has been greatly assisted by his actors who are
typical in their roles and seem to live the characters they portray.
Ivy Duke and David Hawthorne, who play the leading roles, are sincere,
convincing, and possess the rare ability to make their personalities count
on the screen. But the credit diould go to Mary Rorke, the hard hearted
mother who objects to her son's marriage to the "willful butterfly girl,"
for the way she handles this difficult role. It is really worth witnessing.
There is one fault which, if corrected, would give these English made
pictures greater value — the lighting effects. In many of the important
scenes the faces of the actors are dimmed either in walking to or away
from the foreground. More attention should be paid to lighting up back
stage.

Entertaining in Spots, But Needs Editing
New York, Doug's latest, "The Nut,"
shown
\S seems toatbetheinStrand
a judicious trimming that would eliminate
need oftheatre,
numberless titles, mostly of a romantic or story telling nature, and
I me >uperfluous scenes that are neither entertaining or necessary in the
■velopment of the strictly farce comedy plot.
There are plenty of good laughs in the offering, but after an auspicious
at covering about a reel, they are sandwiched in between sequences
hich are just continuity and in consequence the production drags at times,
owever, the finish is strong and possibly the fan will not be so critical
pecially when one considers that Doug is the star.
It is a truly humorous idea from which "The Nut" has been evolved,
jug is an eccentric resident of Greenwich village very much in love with
other " nut " whose fad is preaching a theory that if the " best people "
juld entertain the children of the slums regularly, said children would
■come " best people " through the association. In an effort to aid the
rl Doug pulls all sorts of " nut " stunts, including the stealing of wax
;ures from a museum. There is, of course, a villain who has to be
warted, with the star as the principal " thwarter."
Many new gags have been evolved and there is a wealth of original
cident of a humorous and semi-humorous nature. The star is less of the
hlete and more of the farceur in this than in his previous pictures. In
ct his work resembles Lloyd's to a considerable degree. Slapstick is rerted to at times and at no time is the story told to be considered
riously. The production is just good entertainment that might be better
some of the dead Wood was eliminated, thereby quickening the tempo and
ving the entertaining sequences a chance to register for their full value. —
:ngth, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
arlie Jackson
Douglas Fairbanks
;trell Wynn
Margaret Delamotte
lilip Feeney
William Lowery
jentleman
George"
GeraldHughes
Pring
melius Vanderbrook,
Jr
Morris
audine Dupree
Barbara
La
ManStory by Kenneth Davenport.
Scenario by William Parker and Lotta Woods.
Directed by Ted Reed.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Doug's latesttheatre
motionfor picture,
" The Nut,"
to be the
film attraction at the
a
days' isshowing
beginning
[n "The Nut" the star will be seen as a Greenwich villager, a "nut" among
luts " with a passion for eccentric inventions and a willingness to do fool stunts
the
of winningof reforming
the hand ofthehischildren
" nut "ofsweetheart
has a them
plan, enterbased
her hope
own theories,
the slums who
by having
ned
regularly
by
members
of
the
"
400."
The story idea presents Fairbanks with many unique and humorous situations
id the picture is a series of mirth provoking scenes, more or less ridiculous
rhaps, but for all that clean wholesome entertainment. The role played by the
ir is a new one for him in that he discards for the time being much of his
iletics and becomes a finished farceur. Those who remember Doug's first big
ccess, " His Picture in the Papers," will best know what to expect in " The
it."
support
of theThe
starpicture
is pretty
and a by
picked
cast
well Inknown
players.
is inMarguerite
six reels Delamotte
and was written
Kenneth
ivenport. The direction was by Ted Reed. The release is through United Artists.
PROGRAM READER
The one and only Doug in his latest feature picture, " The Nut," is scheduled
■ this
the
for a
days'nowengagement
picture the most
popular male star
appearing beginning
in picture, has the role .
an ecentric resident of Greenwich Village, New York, that presents opportunities
clean farce comedy stunts not unlike those of his first great success, " His
cture in the Papers," a Triangle release that many will remember. Many are
: new gags that are pulled in this fun maker. The star is assisted by a comtent cast which includes pretty Marguerite Delamotte and others who are good
oes and accomplished farceurs.
" The Nut " is the kind of photoplay entertainment that every American likes,
od Itclean
lots of
and some
athletics mixed
will fun
amusewithyoung
andaction,
old, butnewis stunts
an especial
treat offorDoug's
the youngsters.
The
:ture is in six reels, every foot of which is entertaining.
SUGGESTIONS
The title of this picture lends itself well for freak exploitation. Decorate your
)by with as many different varieties of nuts as you can find, with prizes for the
rson who names the greatest number correctly. Place nuts in windows on the
der
of thewalnuts,
old " guess
coffeeadvertising
beans " stunt.
Extract and
the glue
meat shells
from
ft shelled
inserthowsmallmanyheralds
the attraction
gether again for distribution as novelties. Get window tie-ups with candy stores
their nut varieties. Since one of the principal scenes of the production has to
with a museum, wax figures of famous historic characters or part wax and part
al persons can be used in many ways. For a prologue adopt the idea which is
ing used by Manager Joseph L. Plunkett of the Mark Strand theatre, New York,
is week. Description of same will appear in next week's issue.
CATCH LINES
The " nuttiest " picture that Doug has made since " His Picture in the Papers."
nut you ever looked at. That's " The Nut," that
as best
delicious
crispis and
|)ug
offering
for your
entertainment.
Advance
Will

This picture should interest and give good satisfaction. — Length, 5500
feet. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Althea May
Ivy Duke
Lucinda
Barbara Everest
Reuben Curtis
Douglas Munro
Rachel Lyons
Mary Rorke
Gillian Lyons
David Hawthorne
Lady
Letty
Ruth
MacKay
Cecil Coram
Lawford Davidson
Scenario by Guy Newall.
Directed by Guy Newall.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Testimony,"theatre,
the Stoll
Filmto Corporation's
feature,
will toplay
the
is said
contain enoughlatest
of the
homeywhich
interest
attract
and amuse the patrons who attend this theatre. Its story tells the tale of a
young farmer, Guillian Lyons, who married a modern young woman who has come
to
his village
teach her
school.
stern,
mother,
has
always
had himtounder
thumb, Guillian's
had picked
out old-fashioned
as his wife one
of thewhovillage
girls, and his choice of the gay willful butterfly instead precipitated the first
flare-up of the family. The two women of the household were at odds from the
moment the young bride came to the farmhouse, because Althea knew nothing of
baking or sewing and cared less.
When her baby came, a particularly fierce quarrel resulted in the older woman
leaving the farmhouse. The baby dies and Althea by good fortune learns that she
has a rich uncle who has returned from America after many years absence. He
writes her that if she were unmarried and heart-free, she could come and keep
house for him and inherit his fortune. One day when our young heroine is severely
criticized, she disappears. When her uncle learns her secret, she is turned out
and returns to the farm. But she is received in a different way, for the older
woman, remorseful, keeps up her courage, until Guillian, returning hopeless, made
the reconciliation complete.
PROGRAM READER
would toyou
you marriedyoua somanthatandwhen
your opportunity
mother-inlawWhat
objected
you do,fromyoung
the woman,
first and if persecuted
presented itself, you fled in despair from the house?
Would you return if your husband remorsefully sought you? Would you be
willing to forgive him if he had previously coincided with his mother?
the young heroine of " Testimony,"
which confronted
problems
Corporation
Film
latestwereStollthe
theThese
of next
. production which will play this theatre on
The young woman, a school teacher, had married a farmer who had a stern,
old-fashioned mother, who had always had him under her thumb, and had picked
out as his wife one of the village girls, and his choice of the gay willful butterfly
In the end the young woman
first flare-up of the family.
instead precipitated theinsults
any longer, flees to a rich uncle, who has lately
unable to bear the
household. Believing that she
returned from America and is received into tohismarry
her to a young aristocrat.
is unmarried and heart-free the uncle seeks
her from the house?
What did he do when he found out her secret? Did he turnmake
you think.
should
story
See " Testimony," its strong and interesting
SUGGESTIONS
it is
production and
as to this interest,
in the writer's itmind
There is only onean question
with an,
but
view will certainly
From it EngUsh
the story.audience
y. . .
. .
go soofstrongl
may not point
American
the theme is bold ana
You can advertise it, however, as big as you want tonotfor disappoint.
is bound to attract their attention— and the story will Duke
and David Hawthorne
Ivy
Aside from the story play up the cast.to Mention
mention Mary Rorke in the mother role,
roles and do not forget
in
will certainly make them sit up and take notice.
she leading
for the
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"BARS
OF
IRON"
(Stoll Film Corp.)
f~ | "^HIS
runs along
a good
about
three
reelsproduction
and then suddeidy
pullsat up
until smart
the lastpace
reel,forwhen
it spurts
to a pretty good finish. The opening reels are full of action and
show the hero and his antagonist engaged in as thrilling a rough and
tumble fight as one would want to witness. It ends in a melodramatic
manner, one of the participants, not the hero, being killed.
It is in Australia that this happens and when the story shifts to England,
and the love interest begins to develop, there is plenty of action.
During a hunting scene, several views of which are shown and are very
interesting to say the least, a dramatic moment is reached when the heroine
refuses to allow the hunters to take a fox when he is cornered.
This situation brings hero and heroine together and the following scenes
show plenty of action and tense moments.
Up to this time the story is well worth witnessing because the plot is
new, the action is strong and convincing and the actors play their scenes
against soma of the most beautiful backgrounds ever seen upon the screen.
It is when the story begins to repeat itself and we see the hero, his father
and the rest of the cast entering and exiting in the same manner, and
either indulging in emotional scenes or waiting for something to happen,
that the picture grows monotonous.
And there is one other fault which seems to crop out here and there —
the subtitles, which are entirely too melodramatic for an American audience and seem to revert to the speeches we used to hear in many of the
old-time road shows.
" Bars of Iron " is, however, one of the best productions the Stoll Film
Corporation has produced and should interest. — Length, 6 reels. — Frank
Leonard.
THE CAST
Alice Denys
Madge White
Eric Denys
Leopold McLaglen
Piers Evesham
Roland Myles
Col. Beverley Evesham
Eric Lankester
Dick Guyes
Gordon Webster
Rev. Stephen Lorimer
Lewis S. Ransome
His Wife
Gertrude Sterroll
Dixon
R. Townsend
Crowther
J. Edwards Barber
Dr. Lennox Tudor
J. R. Tozer
Victor
William Lenders
Ina Ross
Olga Conway
Jeanie
Iris Lunan
SUGGESTIONS
This production starts off like a house afire for about three reels, then lets up
for about two, and then picks itself up again in the last reel and makes a rather
strong finish.
The story, of course, is of the English variety and you must be very careful
and not bill it in any way which would mislead your patrons to believe it of the
American variety. This does not mean that the production is not interesting, but
that it is well to let your patrons know the type of picture you are playing. Bill
the big hunting scenes strongly and use your town papers.
PROGRAM READER
What would you do if you believed you were a murderer and then found you
had married the former wife of the man you had killed?
SuchCorporation
a thing happened
to Piers
the atherothisin theatre
" Bars on
of Iron," a Stollof
Film
production
which Evesham,
will appear
next
.
He had been forced into a fight with a giant sheep-ranger and notorious bully
named Samson in an Australian dive. Using his wrestling knowledge, Piers succeeds in hurling his opponent over his shoulder and to his death and then flees back
home, pursued by the shadow of murder and the fear of encircling bars of iron.
Later Piers falls in love with Alice Denys, a governess at a nearby vicarage and
proposes to her, defying his father who has already made a match for him. Alice
a widow with a past, rejects him, but relents when the father dying, extracts the
promise from her to make Piers happy.
Piers seesA inbreaking-up
an album a isphotograph
Samson
and one
discovers
he was Alice's
husband.
imminent ofwhen
Dixon,
of thethatwitnesses
of the
brawl,
the real
facts — that
poison in Samson's drink just before the
fight andtellsit was
that which
causedhe hisputdeath.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Bars of theatre
Iron," on
the latest StollofFilm
next production, will be the attraction at the
This is one of the best attractions this company has released and runs the gamut
for romantic, tense and interesting moments.
The opening scenes show Piers Evesham, heir to the Evesham estate and title,
in
a fierce dive.
fight with Samson, a giant sheep-ranger and notorious bully, in an
Australian
As the fight progresses Piers is forced to use all his wrestling knowledge and
succeeds in hurling his opponent over his shoulder. Samson is found to be dead,
and Piers flees back home pursued by the shadow of murder and the fear of encircling bars of iron.
,
Piers falls in love with Alice Denys, governess at the nearby vicarage, and proa match for him. Alice, a
made
already
has
who
father
his
defying
poses to her,
but relents when the father dying extracts the promwidow
ise fromwith
her a topast,
makerejects
Piershim,
happy.
....
,
And it turns out that Alice is the former wife of Samson. A breaking-up of the
the
out
blurt
to
forced
is
brawl,
the
to
family is imminent, when Dixon, a witness
poison in Samson's drink just before the fight and it was
put death.
real facts
that
which— that
causedhe his
CATCH LINES
After she had married him she discovered that he had killed her former husband.
What did she do and how did it turn out? See " Bars of Iron " at the
theatre.
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Picture
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BLUSHING
BRIDE"
(Fox)

I

Exceedingly Weak; Might Have Made a Good Sunshine
THESE farce-comsdy concoctions are coming pretty fast for Kileea
jed
Percy and the latest, " The Blushing Bride," belongs to the same
category
as the
rest-weak
entertainment.
isn't and
a flash
gen>
uine comedy
in the
entire
five reels.
No humor isThere
generated
the ofactios
ion.
resolves itself into an exposition of opening and shutting doors and running helter-skelter from one room to another. "The Blushing Bride ^
might have made a good Sunshine comedy had it been properly burlesqu<
and supplied with the regulation crowd of comedians.
The cast that interprets it is woefully weak in farcical characterizatioi
Most of them indulge in farcicial grimaces and over-act terribly. Jules
Furthman has attempted to be the chief cook and bottle washer here and
the effort nearly swamps him. Five reels are too much for the expression
of bedroom antics and character disguise. Compressed into two, or, at the
most, three reels and turned over to the Sunshine sponsors, the picture
would doubtless carry some entertainment value. The story is episodic ami
it is extremely difficult to find any thread of plot. One sees the varioogjj
characters assembled in a room. A sequence follows and they follow one
another about in a sort of satire on the old time game of " Follow the
Leader." The feminine characters are attired in negligees in most of the
scenes and the male contingent appears in evening clothes or bath robea,
There is a swimming pool which is utilized for the slapstick portion of the
comedy. A player loses his balance and falls in or else he allows hinwiJ
to be shoved.
There is so much topsy-turvy to the thing that it takes on the form of a
puzzle. One sort of wonders what it is all about. A couple of second story
men are employed to build suspense; a bride is supposed to blush because
of the risque situations in which she is placed; a certain indiviaV
ual indulges in too much hooch and wanders aimlessly from room to room;
a butler aUows himself to get into tight situations from which he is unable
to extricate himself because of his portly girth. No bit of action is definitely outlined and the lack of humor must have been appreciated by the
title writer who went the limit to give it punch and failed with the rest. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.THE CAST
Beth Rupert
Eileen Percy
Kingdom Ames
Herbert Heyei
Dick Irving
Philo McCullough
Mr. K. Ames
Dick La Rene
Mrs. K. Ames
Rose Dione
Butler
Harry Dunkinson
Duke of Downcastle
Bertram Johns
Lord Landsmere
Herschel Ma vail
Mrs.
James Horton-Kemp
Sylvia
Mr. Scanlon
ErieAshton
Crain
Mrs. Scanlon
Madge Orlamond
Footman
Robert Klein
By
Jules by
G. Furthman.
Scenario
Jules G. Furthman.
Directed by Jules G. Furthman.
Photographed by Otto Brautigam.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The next
Blushing Bride " iswith
the title
of the
picture
whichstar.comesIt isto an
the original story
theatre
Eileen
Percy
as the
by Jules Furthman who is also responsible for the direction of the picture, and
tells of the experiences of a young girl of the Follies to take up domestic life
as the wife of a young millionaire in the home of his aristocratic parents. They
believe her to be related to an English duke who is invited to attend the wedding
supper, but find her real relative to be the family butler.
The amusing action starts when her husband discovers her predicament. The
butler is really the duke who is living incognito to escape his shrewish wife.
The picture is said to be uproariously funny since it presents a grand secret.
The butler
wife doesn't
want her
husband
and his a relatives
to discover
the
is determined
to keep
his identity
secret, and
the othersherareidentity;
equally
determined to get at the bottom of things. Naturally this precipitates a deal
of amusing complications which keep building and generating humor. Miss
Percy plays her part with considerable vivacity and her support is praiseworthy.
PROGRAM READER
She had just left the Follies to become the wife of a very wealthy man. When
she reached his home her worries began because she discovered that the butler
was related to her. The house took on the form of a grand party. People^ arrivee,
others
in the grandShemix-up
she discovered
that " hooch
was a
valuabledeparted,
asset to and
the jovialities.
also discovered
that burglars
were " present.
It is a merry mix-up which confronts Eileen Percy in her newest farce-comedy,
" The Blushing Bride," which comes to the
theatre next
ancj
. Jules Furthman wrote and directed the feature which is enacted
Philo McCullougfc
that includes Harry Dunkinson,
by a large and capableThecastcomedy
breezes with plenty of vigor and humor and
Mayall. hour.
and Herschel
offers
a most satisfying
SUGGESTIONS
You had better feature this picture as a satisfying picture and let it go at that.
story
isn't aSimply
away. It that.
some people
might keep
away youIt doesn't
the plot
By giving
carry
stand
will it
which
a young pair*
do with for
has to surprises
which enough
merry farce-comedy
is adetailing.
state that
weU
large cast— a cast that includes some
newly-weds. You can touch upon —thesuch
names as Philo McCullough, HerscMi
known figures in the screen world
that
announce
and
Percy
Miss
of
stills
Present
Dunkinson.
Harry
and
Mayall
she is resplendent in a handsome wardrobe. Treat aU your copy in a snappy fashion.
CATCH LINES
she had landed a rrulUonaire.
quite superior to think that
She came home feeling
Was she surprised to discover that the butler was related to her? bee me
Blushing Bride."
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY, NITW I(
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RITCHEY

24 -SHEET

STAND

,
paintings of Frederick Remington
THE
the greatest artist who ever specialized
in western

subjects, furnished

the inspi-

ration for the photoplay " Out of the
Dust." The Apex Film Co. desiring posters that
would bear the most critical artistic scrutiny,
the order for their execution to the
RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
Reproduced

gave

above

is the twenty-four

sheet stand — a perfect

poster masterpiece. In every detail it is absolutely true to the life and action it depicts. It
is up to the RITCHEY
standard — and
the highest praise a poster can deserve.

RITCHEY

LITHO.

406-426 W. 31st St.

Phone

that is

CORP.
Chelsea

8388

THE GREATEST ORGANIZATION
OF POSTER
ARTISTS
AND
POSTER PRINTERS IN THE WORLD

The

Strangest
Man

Has

Ever

Things
Seen!

f^\UT of earth's darkest
spot, out of a land never
before penetrated by white
men, Dr. Vandenbergh has
brought the most amazing
real life pictures ever made.
Until motion pictures are
taken of the men on Mars, you
will never again see anything
so strange and interesting.
You will see the lives of hitherto
unknown races, their tribal
dances, funeral rites and marriage
celebrations. You will see their
monstrous mutilations and gruesome customs, their wierd witchdoctors and barbaric surgery.
You will see the killing of a
man-eating lion — and the slaying
of a hippopotamus in a river
filled with the savage monsters.
You will see the pygmies, a race
lower than animals, tinier than children, a race no white man has ever
seen before.
You will see more strange and fascinating things in these pictures than
you have seen in your whole life before!
Newevents
York of
Globe
of
theThereal
the says:
screen"One
year.
More thrills in a single flash than a
drama could have in all its five reels."
Paramount-Vandenbergh Exploration Series

"Wild

Men
of Africa"
No. i — "Junele Dancers
No. 2 — "The Lion Killers"
Edited and titled by Tom McNamara
No. 3 — "Slaying the Hippopotamus"
No.
4 — "The
Land byof Ernest
the Pygmies"
Edited
and titled
Maas

d

(paramount

picture
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FAMOUS PLAYERS — LASKV
BRITISH PRODUCERS LTD.
PRESENT
A

"

HUGH
FORD
PRODUCTION

r

The

Great
Day
WITH
^

ARTHUR

Adapted by Eve Unsell
from the play by Louis N.
Parker and Qeorge R.
Sims, produced by Arthur
Collins at Drury Lane

BOURCHIER

F I but had a kingdom
for my stage," sang
Shakespeare. But "The Great
Day" surpasses his wildest
dream. A whole continent
was its stage !
For the Apache den they went
to Paris, then skipped over to
Scotland;
back to spots
England's
most beautiful
for

exteriors, and to the dizzy
summits of the Swiss Alps
for the great thrill scenes!

Ameri-t
a great
actors,
greates
Englan
WITcanHdirector,
oned'sof Drury
Lane's biggest melodramas —
and all Europe for its stage
— you know it will be a
sensation !

CC (paramount

Cpidure

The

greatest

picture
The

the

Dalton

since

Flame

of

Yuhon"

" Thz
jVillSS DALTON again in the kind
of a role that made her famous

Idol

of
thz
(X (paramount

Horth
Gpidure

a beast into a man, a story of raging,
surging conflict, of disaster and

—that of a dance hall girl in a regeneration.
Sumptuously staged, marvelously
primitive mining town.
acted, every scene will grip your
A mighty story of a love that turned
heart and memory.

Directed
By J. by
Clar^son Miller
R. William NeiU
Scenario by
Frank BeresforJ

m FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION
1%T^1 ADOLPH ZUKORPrvj JESSE LLASKTfxr Pro CEOL R DE MHJJE Z>msa»-ec*«-rf

J
h
Standardized
Short

S

Subjects

Many distributors speak of
and even advertise their short
subjects as — "short stuff." No
Educational short subject is a
side issue. Each Educational
release is the product

of short-

subject specialists, made
on its own merits.

"THE

SPICE

OF

Educational Animal Comedies
Mermaid Comedies Hudson's Bay Travel Series
Torchy Comedies
World Wanderings
Christie Comedies Chester Outings
Vanity Comedies
Chester Screenics
Gayety Comedies
Specials in Slow Speed
Special Comedies
Miscellaneous Specials
Kinograms — News
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful

e!"
the FeaturInc.
but EXCHANGES,
EDUCATIONAL
hing FILM
Everyt
E. W. HAMMONS, President

THE

PROGRAM

to sell

Motion

Book

The

EDUCATIONAL

Series
FILM

Picture

Through

EXCHANGES,

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

inc.

News

2\33
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Christie
Comedies
are

known

World

is

like

Sterling

on

SiLVEiiL_,

LOS

ANGELES,

CAL.

over
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Carl Laemmle
w

offers

THE

SMART

UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
ATTRACTION
starn,

millions

plays daily to
yet he never

seems

to be acting"

EVA

HARRY

NOVAK

CAREY

A ray of dramatic sunshine that will warm every
woman's heart. The picture of a poor little nobody from the chorus who puts a flock of highflyers right where they belong and makes her
millionaire papa-in-law realize that there's a new
force in the family. Played by dainty EVA
NOVAK with a snap and a relish as clever as
its very clever direction at the hands of Fred.
Granville.

Chuckle, grin and thrill— that's a HARRY
CAREY picture — and here's one so human as to
make you say: "He doesn't seem to be acting
at all." Which is just exactly why HARRY
CAREY has come to be one of the biggest picture attractions in the country. Show " THE
FREEZE OUT " and see why they line up 'way
down to the corner when HARRY CAREY
plays.

Its one of those
'52 Good Pictures

Carl Laemmle
offers

a Year - - and
No ^/orn

UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
ATTRACTION
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UNIVERSAL

hort

t/
Subjec
Coo.l, vigorous acting — a
catchy personality and a
happy grin — what's as good
as a Hoot Gibson two-reel
Western? Answer — another Gibson, quick! Play
" THE CACTUS KID " and
see why you'll want a new
one every week. A big list
to choose from at your Universal Exchange.

will

soon

showing

be

the

fans

all their

favorite

players
training

in their
campx

E I LEEN
SEDGWICK*

The daring heroine of " THE
DIAMOND
QUEENvivid" in
series
of
short features
witha Western life. See them at your Universal Exchange for something
new and different.
JACK,
PERRIN
Give 'em a gallop with " THE
MIDNIGHT KAIDERS "—let 'em
feel the punch of " THE KNOCKOUT MAN." These two are good
samples of handsome JACK PERKIN in his new outdoor short subjects. They'll hit the bulls-eye
because

M O AG
2 ACK

Get

in 1he

Book

it to-dau

game
fhroudh

UNIVERSAL
always

did make

the

best

ShortShrff

UNIVEnea
RSAL res
your
EXCHA
t NGE6

!
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PERFECT

A Comedy- drama
Saturday

Evening

by Carl

From

CRIME

the

Post Story

Clausen

contract theatres and these exhibitors are enthusiastic over obtaining the contrast or "relief" over
the other prevailing types of pictures in the market.

"A Perfect Crime" already is sold to in excess of
2200 representative, successful motion picture
theatres from coast to coast.
Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICESi 729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY

Inc

4 &

A856 CH 37 Jfi
,
• %
presents
His 6 Part Comedy- Drama

s? CHICAGO Ur.
„

J
I
Cmall

J

Town

I
i
-or .» ASS" PR0I>VCESS *

»■ ,

S J

IDO
L
featuring

^^^^
BEN TURPI N • MARIE PREVOST
CHARLIE MURRAY-

PHYLLIS HAVER

Four smashing
Los Angeles; wo

weeks

at the Mission,

big weeks. Strand, San

Francisco; two big weeks, Blue Mouse,
Seattle; two weeks

Savoy and Liberty,

Pittsburg; two weeks. Colonial. Indianapo60U>S,W

JOE f»T

HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YOBK CITV

lis. A record-breaker wherever played.

Bu Telegraph, to
EXHIBITORS
HERALD
Lying Lips—
Has proved so popular that it has
been held over for the fourth week.
This is something never before done in
this city. Played at over 60,000 in three
weeks' run. (Cincinnati.)

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince production.— This is about the best thing on
my screen in over a year. Some beautiful sets. Finely photographed. Good
story well done. Business good. One
cannot ask more. Advertise it big. —
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.

Considered this one of the biggest productions of the season. Corking story,
unexcelled cast, magnificently mounted, sure to please. Sorry I didn't have
double my seating capacity. (East.)

Lying Lips, a Thomas A Ince production.— Worthy of all your efforts. An
excellent and extraordinary Ince production indeed. It is a knockout for the
box office. — T. M. Davidge, Queen theatre, Durant, Okla.

Is now on its second big week. House
packed at all performances. Large box
office receipts. (West.)
One of Ince's greatest films. Has
been held for the second week, and is
still drawing big. (Middle West.)

Vivid

LYING

cast

featuring

of Life and

Love

LIPS

By MAY
Jill-star

Drama

EDINGTON

House

Peters

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

and

Florence

Inc.

Victor

STABILITY

TAB

I LI TY

is

the

habit

of

ability.

It
standard

~<Jnd

is

the

of

then

peeping
a

and

a

For

Realart
be

of

with
the

Star

fynow

good

to

carry

on,

price

when

that

Franchise

Star
same

the

same
one

for

service^

you

sign

a

Franchise.

the

first

service

standard

adequate

secure

you

high

it.

ability

fair

with

Realart

a

pictures

good

you

that

sustaining

at

that

up

and

reputation

It is stability- the
giving

of

production

It is making
pictures

setting

high

the

thirty-sixth

feature

quality

scrupulous

and

Trade Xsrt See. V. 8. Pat. to

REALART
PICTURES
CORPORATION
469 Jifth cJvenue

served

care

was.

- New^or/{

will-

that

THEY

DISARM

YOUR

ENEMY

URBAN

URBAN'S

CHARLES
MOVIE

CHATS

Discourage
showing
The

censorship

Movie

most

Censorship
play

the

best

to

are

exhibit-

Conference

will

Exhibitors
Chats

Chats.

influential

ors in any

by

be those

on
who

pictures.
who

play

in a position

Movie
to in-

vite the Screen's worst enemy
see them — and feel sure of

his approval.
Exhibitors
now

At.

who

are

for the future

l CHARLES
MOVIE

building

are booking

URBAN'S
CHATS

Exhibitors who have not booked "Movie Chats" can secure
catalog and complete information by writing direct to us.

KINETO

COMPANY
OF
INCORPORATED

71 W. Twenty-Third St

AMERICA

\MJJJF^^
io e n t •
e ss PHt
j^
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dO^
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Motion

Watch
changes

York

TREASURE,

with

thrilling

and

MARION

This

is

the

most

This

is

the

picture

that

played

This

is

the

picture

that

held

up

This

is

the

picture

that

then

played

DAVIES

compelling

one

pict

solid

other

mont

importa

one

week

•

New

A
CUP

BURIED

News

•

This
in

for

Picture

is

picture

now

playing

all

of

the

hig

York.

COSMOPOLITAN

and

THE

Six
romantic

PRODUCTION

RESTLESS

reels
pirate

Joseph
BURIED

the

I

of

ranking

in

h

SEX,

thrilling

scenes

Urban,

already

the

ever

story,
shown

world's

marvelous
on

the

greatest

photog

screen.

scenic

arti

TREASURE.

Prints

are

being

rushed

to

the

Famous

A

Players-

COSMOPOLIT

A

Paramo

M arch
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and
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ure

of

to

t

powerful

capacity

full

t,

Lasky

H

nt

results

modern

has

exchanges.

PRODUCTION*

ever

for

at

the

Famous

this

with

all

Keith,

Theatre

drama

in

Broadway

Moss

and

HUMORESQUE,

his

ex-

Bew

York.,

house,

B.S. Moss's

seat

Player s-lasky

made.

Criterion

society

surpassed

Picture.

the

hooked

reserve

office

aphy,

at

capacity

priced

x

at

re -incarnation

releases

to

cast,

and

the

previous

TEE

Theatre,

Proctor

IHSIDB

most

Bew

houses
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FINDIT

EVERYWHERE

From The Sahurclaij
"THE
GIBSON

BQDTU

Evening Post- Sronj
UPRIGHT
" BY

TARKINGTON
featuring

CATHERINE
rUNlTEDJ

CALVERT^

STATE
WORLD

RIGHTS

HERBERT

R/MINSON

RIGHTS
CONTROLLED

BY
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HO
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WaiSS

HODKINSON

"EAST
The

the day.

"PARTNERS

LYNNE"

greatest screen

SERVICE

achievement

Every living soul knows

of
the

the TIDE"

As a director of pictures dealing with
the sea and

its folk Irvin V. Willat

name "EAST LYNNE"
either as a
book or as a play. Now, in picture form,

recognizes no peer. This

it will attain to new heights of popularity never before dreamed of, for it

in his masterly handling

is one of the finest productions
made. Hugo
and directed

ever

Ballin, who produced
it, is an artist to his

finger-tips and his artistry is shown
every foot of the film. Hundreds
thousands
"EAST

in
of

of people are waiting to see

LYNNE."

The

Door"

was

proven

of "Behind

and "Below The

Surface."

Joseph C. Lincoln's novel from which
"PARTNERS
adapted

OF

THE

TIDE"

to the screen gives him

greater opportunities
two splendid

than

was
even

did those

stories just mentioned.

HODKINSOJST

SERVICE

(6

Point"
Breaking
The
An engrossing society drama splendidly enacted. Bessie
handles perfectly what
the most

powerful

her career.
who

As

Barriscale

is undoubtedly

emotional
the

role of

young

mother

fights for her child and

for her

happiness, she gives what
declared

critics have

to be a truly marvelous

per-

formance. The great cast which

sup-

ports her further

enhances

office values of this picture.

the box-

"A

Rich

Certain

Man"

John Barclay's lust for gold made of
him a ruthless relentless machine.
He feared not God,
he man.

Then

strangely

came

neither regarded
the change.

fascinating

delineated

by a most

cast drawn

from

dom's

story which

A
is

distinguished

the ranks of Screen-

favorite players. The production values are very great and the

direction is noteworthy.

't

n
do

neglect

your

'

e

f

i

w

r

dont
neglect
your

a

box-office

title

if

there

ever

was

one!

wife/

O

sharp command
one

up

like a burr
picture
means
and

short

clings
A

a title like that

something

<t t should

and

to the memory

with

every

that brings

to every man

woman.

hit the

public from

A every possible point of vantage— from billboards, from
the theatre front, from teaser
ads, from snipes, from throwaways, from windows, from
banners.

r\ nd

after

the

crowds

have

come, they're not going
to be disappointed. Eminent
authors

present

gertrude

rton
athe
original
screen
story's
dont
icglcct
your
wife/

t
n'e
ct
dog
l
ne
r<ioj

r
you
e
f
i
w

directed by Wallace
a goldwyn

Worsley

picture

neglect

yoi

your
wife/

• /?_ I

As

Great

A

As

"Madame

Role

"X"

Millions of people
were thrilled by her
great performance in
"Madame X." She
equals it in "Roads of
Destiny," adapted from
the play that ran a year
on Broadway.

GOLDWYN

Starring

Presents

Pauline

}Frederick
I Directed by Frank Lloyd
By
From
A

Channing
Pollock.
the story by O.Henry

Goldwyn

Picture

Rose, crazed
by her betrayal, comes
to the home
of her absent
lover.

IS there such "a thing as Fate?
Does a
A mysterious force control the tide of life,
sweeping
others
and

All

some

out

into

upon
the

the

rocks

broad

of tragedy,

waters

of peace

happiness?

men

in this
"Roads

and

all women

question,

are vitally interested

the

of Destiny".

underlying

theme

The

is a start-

picture

of

ling- drama that will hold your patrons spellbound to the final electrifying climax.

GOLDWYN

Ro

Presents

ads

of

Dest

iny

Staging

Pauline

Directed
By Ckanning
^4

Pollocks.

hy

Frederic!^
Frank. Lionel

From

Goldwyn

tKe story

hy O.H enry

Picture

AL.

CHRISTIE

lias assembled upon t lie screen
most caplivatingly, the rollicking mirth of that musical
comedy success

SEE

MY

LAWYER
enabling

T.

ROY.

GRACE

BARNES
DARMOND

and other clever farceurs to
present the surprising career
of a young man who plunged
into matrimony and high finance at the same time, with
the result that the world was
rewarded with fun, frolic and
laughter.

ROBERT/ON -COLE
/UPER-/PECIAL

RIGHT

FROM
A REPORT
OF

DETROIT;

HELDTHE
FROM
THE
MICHIGAN
IN

ITS

ISSUE

OF

FILM

REVIEV

MARCH

8tH

"THE NUT" FAIRBANKS' BEST
If there is any doubt about the popularity of Douglas Fairbanks it certainly wasn't in evidence last Sunday at the Madison, where his latest
picture, "The Nut," is having its first
presentation in the state. The crowds
packed the lobby all afternoon and
evening. "The Nut" is full of novelties and surprises; it has many new
and novel ideas and is different from
anything he has ever made before.
We'll say this much for Fairbanks —
we have yet to see him make a poor
picture. His stuff is clean — his comedy is always good — and you always
feel that you get more than your
money's worth. If the screen had
more like Fairbanks and more pictures like he makes, there would never be any need of censorship or adverse criticism. His picture, "The
Mark of Zorro," is still cleaning up
and even
we predict
"The Nut"
be
a biggeithat
success.
Hats will
off
to vou, Douglas.

J/ewest
LAS

THE
UNITED

Success
FAfP&ANK'

NUT*

ARTISTS

CORPORATION

MARY
PICK.FORD ■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS • D.V GRIFFITH
( HIRAM

AbRAMS,

President
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EAST

LYN
PRINTS

BY

CLAREMONT

NOW

LABORATORIES

First National

Exchange,

Minneapolis

First National

Exchange,

Millwaukee

Masterpiece
Climax

READY

AT

THESE

EXCHANGES

L1TH0S—

COMING

TARZAN

City

Film

Co., Atlanta

Southern

States

Film

Co., Dallas

Southern

States

Southern

States

Features,

Arts

Film

Corp.,

York

States

Film
Film

NEW

FILM

BRYANT

7127

Co., Jacksonville
Co., New

Exchange,

SENSATIONAL

CO.

Buffalo

Orleans

Inc., Detroit

ROAD-SHOW

N
ZAOF
TA
NOT R
A RE-HASH
ANY

PHONE

New

Southern

REAL
A

Corp.,

Cleveland

Pictures

Strand

A

Film

Attractions,

Gardiner

Fine
5-C0L0R

Film

Cincinnati

ATTRACTION
ANIMAL

SERIAL
STORY ALREADY FILMED

140

W.

42d

St., N. Y.

Si *.e 68
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IT'S

STATE

TOWN

TALK!

FOREIGN

RIGHTS

CYRUSr

"THINGS

RIGHTS

J.
WILLIAMS
PRESENTS

MEN
FEATURING

PATRICIA
WITH
AN
ALL

DO"

PALMER
STAR CAST

M.
B.
SCHLESINGER
802 TIMES BUILDING, NEW YORK
CONTROLLING
WORLD DISTRIBUTION

Motion
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An

Achievement

Story by ARTHUR

HENRY
THIS

IS THE

in Motion

Picture

GOODEN
FOURTH

PINNACLE

OF THE

Directed
NOW

FAMOUS

N ewm

Production!

by WEBSTER
SERIES

CULLISON

OF

PRODUCTIONS
FEATURING

AMERICA'S
Distributed by

INDEPENDENT
FILMS
Romance

Picture

PAL

ASSOCIATION
'SBSSSS5 CHICAGO,
Adventure
Punch

ILL.

c h 26,

1p 2 1

DOROTHY LEEDS

DOROTHY MAC KA ILL.

"TORCHY,"
Like EDUCATIONAL,
is a National Institution
TheseN.Y.Newspapers Toledo
are Printing
Stories
NOW.
Times. Ohio "TORCHY"Anaconda
Buffalo
Standard,
Mont.
LouisvilleTimes,
Herald, Ky.
Washington Star, D. C.
Spokane
Spokesman
Evansville JournaLNews
Wheeling News,
W. Pa.Review,
Va.
Utica Safurday Globe, N.Y.
Washington
News,
Pittsburgh Gaictte-Timcs, Pa. Saginaw News-Courier,
Salt Lake Tribune, Utah
Minneapolis
Journal,
Minn.
Springfield
Union,
Mass.
Daycon
News,
Ohio
Vancouver Sun, Canada
Boston Post, Mass.
FortWorth StarTeleErari
Edmonton Journal, Canada
Muscatine Journal. Ia.
Baltimore American. MJ.

The House That "TORCHY" Built
"TORCHY"
is America's
widely and in newspapers for many years.
known screen
comedy most
character.
Nearly 1,500,000 families scattered
broadcast over the United States and
More
people
are
reading
"TORCHY"
Stories today than ever before.
Canada see a "TORCHY" story whenever they pick up their home newsAnd— "TORCHY" has been a leading fiction character in magazines like
the Saturday Evening Post, in books paper.
That means millions of readers — and
Millions of "TORCHY"

Total Paid Circulation 1,445,390 Homes

With Their Millions of Readers

"TORCHY" COMEDIES-ONE A MONTH
Contract for the Series Today — They Are
GOOD,
WHOLESOME
COMEDIES

Fans

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, loc
E. W. HAMMONS, Ft t rid em t

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
Reproduction of advertisement
placed by Educational Film Exchanges Incorporated.

"TORCHY"
KNOWS
EVERYBODY
You have heard of the "House that Torchy Built" for Sewell Ford, the author. But, from the Exhibitor's
standpoint, the important "House that Torchy Built" is the Master Films, Inc., producers of the
TORCHY"
COMEDIES
C. C. Burr, President of Master Films, Inc., conceived the idea of picturizing the famous "Torchy" stories
and selected JOHNNY
HINES
for the role.
The first comedy played at the New York Strand with notable success and the paramount short reel dis
tributing organization, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., contracted for the first and then a second series.
The "Torchy" Comedies are good, wholesome comedies. They have gone over big largely because of
the producer's fundamental ideas and policies behind them. This has resulted in the kind of pictures
that the public want.
Most

of

the

big

important

theatres

already

play

the

Comedies .

"Torchy" Comedies are released
one each month. Book them now
through EDUCATIONAL FILM
Incorporated.
EXCHANGES,
E. W. Hammons. President

Twenty-two newspapers with a
total paid circulation of 1,445,390
homes with their millions
of readers carry "Torchy"
week — NOW.
every
stories

MASTER
C. C. Burr. Pres.

"Torchy"

I

FILMS,
inc
135 W. 44th St
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A Letter from

the Temple

Theater,

Toledo, Ohio

" I believe the reproduction of an ad is the best form of publicity and the greatest aid to fellow exhibitors of any department
in the NEWS. I'm forced to admit that after planning four ad«
one week, I am often stumped as to what to do for the next
show until I reach for my copy of your publication. A good
press book does wonders, but for the details that are needed
to tone an ad your little department can't be beat. Prinstance,
we got the famous Temple clock from the NEWS ; the orchestra
from Sid Grauman's ad in the NEWS; the program idea; several
perfect ideas of ways to tie on comedies; pretty borders; and
goodness knows what not."

What

of

the

Audit

?
" We desire to state that we have read your A. B. C. audit over
carefully and cannot help state that a wonderful showing has
been made. We wish to compliment you on the practical and
intelligent manner in which this circulation audit appear?. It
is very valuable to advertisers in the Motion Picture News.
" Wishing you further success, we are, very truly yours.
" THE NATIONAL PLASTIC "F.
RELIEF
CO.,
W. Jellison.
" General Sales Manager."

i»

■
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Joseph M. Sch verha, Lewistown, Pa.
" / could not get along without a First National franchise. It is ANOTHER
the best security
that any
— THATS
REASON
WHYtheatre can have.''
clherell

First

be

a Franchise

National

everywhere

Business

Reports

PASSION
CRITERION THEATRE, Atlanta, Ga.— Broke box office records. Patrons
praised it to the skies, especially the more educated people. Made more
money
than any other picture in this theatre on a week's run. Advanced
admission.
HAVEN THEATRE, Olean, N. Y.— Broke both attendance and box office
records, taking in $2,100 on the first day with a seating capacity of 1,200.
Patrons showed intense interest from start to finish.
SUPERBA THEATRE, Raleigh, N. C— Took in $2,001.45 in three days with a
seating capacity of 663, breaking all previous records for this house. Patrons
were delighted with the picture.
WALNUT THEATRE, Cincinnati, Ohio. — In one week all house records were
broken by $1,000. Held over for a second week. Audiences were delighted.

THE

KID

COLUMBIA THEATRE, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Both attendance and box office
records broken. The audiences voted it a " knockout." Now running the
fourth week and still doing more business than any other picture on the
first night.
RIALTO THEATRE, Omaha, Neb.— Broke both attendance and box office
records. Played to 40,000 persons in a week, one-fifth the population of the
city.
overever
and seen.
attendance increased. Patrons unanimous in" calling'
it best Held
Chaplin
STANLEY THEATRE, Philadelphia, Pa.— Played to average of 5,000 a day for
a week, more admissions than any time in the history of the theatre.
EMPRESS THEATRE, Oklahoma City, Okla.— Playing to capacity at every
show. All previous l'ecords of this or any other house here smashed to
pieces. It is positively a sensation. Every one pleased and many come back
to see it again.

Echoes

The
That's

of

Big'
another

5

reason

Productions

why
Iherell

be

a Franchise

everywhere
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George R. Moore,

Lion & Royal Theatres, Bellevue, Ohio.
"First National pictures are popular here and never fail
to get the business. That's the reason I got a franchise."
—AND THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
'There'll be

a Franchise

*^255^
?Tti ¥^ <T\ AHPf f
*■
v«\l if.

everywhere

Coming!

NORMA
TALM

ADGE

The powerful emotional
actress in her latest release

Flower"
Passion
The
Presented by Joseph M.
Schenck and adapted for the
screen by Mary Murillo and
Herbert Brenon from the
famous play of the same title by
Jacinto Benavente.

Produced

under

the

Personal

Direction

of

Herbert

Brenon

Photographed by Roy Hunt
Tech. Director, Willard M. Reineck

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City .

Motion

Picture

Vol. XXIII

California

MARCH

Note the name, " Affiliated." Just that is meant.
Every single organization irrespective of its individual aims and policy, irrespective of its position within
the industry or its relation or feeling toward any
other branch of the industry, enrolled beneath a common banner — a common banner with but a single
i slogan and a single aim, namely, to protect the industry, the entire industry against a common and outside foe.
Producers, distributors, exhibitors enrolled as one.
No factional or commercial relations were permitted
to enter into the situation.
And with the theatres, exchanges, and studios lined
up the enrollment had only begun. The employees
will also become members — directors, writers, players,
cameramen, bookers, ushers, operators, carpenters —
all of the several thousand people whose livelihood
is dependent upon the motion picture industry.
Other enterprises, outside of this industry but
commercially interested will be asked to aid with
money and influence.
A large fund is sought and will be raised ; but names,
not merely money is wanted.
At the second meeting the Allied Amusements of
Northern California were represented by Judge
Golden and Eugene M. Roth.
Judge Golden, in a very able address, one we should
like to hear often in the councils of the industrv in
New York — -waived aside all consideration save a
united organization of the picture interests of the State
of California. He tendered his organization " Write
your own ticket for us."
" All of us," said he, " are of one mind on censorship. All of us have but one aim — self-protection.
Then all we need is to unite under intelligent leadership."
Amen !

26, 1921

Shows

(By Wire), CALIFORNIA, is
LOS ANGELES
showing New York and the national industry
the way to complete industrial unity in such
battles as censorship.
Los Angeles held a meeting last week at which were
represented the various local film organizations.
A charter was immediately applied for under the
name of the Affiliated Picture Interests.

News

Comment

the

W

No. XIV

ay

seems unnecessary.

But we will add just these two thoughts.
With such an organization there need be no fear
of preying busybodies in California.
And, secondly,, if such a spirit of affiliation prevailed throughout the industry and such an organization were effected nationally there would be no present
or future danger of iniquitous oppression.
Can any argument of any kind possibly prevail —
for one moment — against an industry united for its
own self preservation?

Like

Tennyson's

Brook

WE

have been gravely informed recently that
the industry will pass through a crisis in 1921.
Which brings to mind the fact that we were
so informed in 1920, 191 9, 191 8— and so on back to
1913, when we were first advised that the industry
was about to undergo a grave crisis.
Crises come and crises go; but the industry seems to
go right along—and regardlessly.
#
The

*

Great

*

*

God

Hokum

WE

don't motion
like the pictures
Chicago and
Tribune's
attitude
toward
we consider
its
reviews about the most unfair — unfair to the
public as well as the picture — of any published.
But we do subscribe to the following editorial senti-

ment :" One trouble with the movies is that they
not learned yet to be on the square. They think have
too
much of hokum. The better producers are getting
more and more on the level with the people, but
hokum is a great god and his worshippers turn timidly from him."

Motion
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Recent Incorporations in
State of New York
The Cataract Theatre Corporation, with
its principal place of business located at
Niagara Falls, and a capitalization of
$1,200,000, tiled papers with the Secretariat States' office at Albany, N. Y., for the
purpose of engaging in the motion picture
industry in New York State. The directors are Adam C. Hayman, Arthur Killian of Niagara Talis, and Joseph Schuchert of Buffalo. Other companies incorporating during the past week include :
Carter Cinema Producing Corporation,
$250,000, Alex Begg, George A. Conroy,
J. J. Mangini, New York; Globe Productions, $300,000, Henry L. Gates, George
Perry, Allan Rock, New York; Gardner
Hall Amusement Co., Inc., Troy, $2,000,
Charles W. Armstrong, James S. Miller,
J. H. Broderick, Troy; Boulevard Amusement Co., $20,000, Jacob Brandt, Abraham
and Pauline Kalfus, New York ; Jack
Curley, Inc., John Curley, Great Neck;
Frank Kaeppel, Allan Doremus, New
York; Frivol Films, Inc., $35,000, C. H.
Ferrell, Otto and Magdalene Kloth,
Brooklyn; Keorpath Corporation, $1,000,
Harvey Watkins, Frank Jones, John Hopkins, New York; Vera Art, Inc., $50,000,
Davide Caloagni, Victor Consiglio, V. A.
Gianett ; Frontier Features, $100,000, Anders Randolf, F. T. Buckley, New York;
H. B. Ragsdale, Brooklyn; JohnstonMacFarland, Inc., $500, H. L. Cross, J.
W. Phillips, J. S. Collins, New York.
Dissatisfied

with

Kansas

City Censor Official
Dissatisfaction with the enforcement of
the movie censorship of Henry Goldman,
censor of the Kansas City censor board,
rather than with the ordinance itself, was
expressed at a meeting of representatives
from twenty-five civic organizations in
Kansas City on Thursday of last week. A
committee was appointed to confer with
the Film Board of Trade in the interest
of better moving pictures.
The meeting was composed of representatives of civic organizations chosen
to take some action in regard to the regulation of motion pictures. That such
action was necessary was decided at a
mass meeting last month.
The majority of civic representatives
agreed that it was not necessary to advocate a change in the laws to accomplish
what they desired, but, instead, to obtain
the co-operation of the film board.

British
MOTION
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A.M. P. A.

Is Selected

to

Represent Industry
That the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., have been appointed to represent the motion-picture industry in the
huge re-consecration meeting to be held at
Madison Square Garden, March 18, and
that the association has accepted the appointment and fully concurred in the purposes of the meeting were developments
of the A. M. P. A.'s weekly meeting at
the Cafe Boulevard, March 10.
The Re-Consecration meeting, consecrated to the upholding of Americanism
and American ideals, is being fostered by
many patriotic societies of national or local
organization.
For the A. M. P. A., President Paul
Lazarus appointed the following committee to co-operate with the organizers of the
meeting in the preparation of slides and
trailers for advertising purposes ; Victor
Shapiro, chairman ; Tom Wiley and E. P.
McNamee. Wells Hawks will act as
liaison officer between the A. M. P. A. and
the
committee for the Re-Consecration
meeting.

Film

Men

Wedding
San Francisco* s Film Ball
Proved Decided Success
The motion picture ball held at the
Civic Auditorium, San Francisco, March
5, under the auspices of the Allied Amusement Industries of California, as the
opening of a campaign entered into by
San Francisco business to advertise the
northern part of the state, was a success
from every standpoint. Many " stars "
attended.

PICTUKE

Attend

Silver

Anniversary

Alfred Weiss, vice-president of the
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, and
Mrs. Weiss, celebrated their twenty-fifth
wedding anniversary at the Hotel Biltmore Saturday evening, March nth. Mr.
Weiss has been prominent in motion pictures for sixteen years and the affair was
attended by some of the foremost film executives of the country. As an intimate
part of the evening, motion pictures of the
anniversary couple were shown.

Ban

Picture
on

News

Building

of

Theatres Big Set-Back
One of the greatest boons that can come
to the motion picture industry of Great
Britain today would be the lifting of the
embargo on theatre building;, according
to Major W. H. Burdon Fvans, a director
of Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., who has just completed a
visit of ten days at the New York homeoffice of the Famous Players-Laskv Corporation. In company with Col. B. Williamson, general manager of the Cambrian
railroad of England, Major Evans came to
New York on March 7, for a brief holiday.
The two returned home on the Caronia
which sailed March 16.
" What we need in Great Britain more
than anything else at the present time is
more theatres — theatres of the type of
your Rivoli and Rialto," declared Major
Evans. " Once we have theatres of this
type, the spirit of competition will tie
more evident in showmanship, and the
pictures will be given much better presentation. The government embargo on luxury building is not the only obstacle confronting our industry at the present time,
as the high cost of building is a most
serious problem. Building costs are 200
and 300 per cent higher than thev were
during the pre-war days, and, unless these
costs drop in the near future, theatre
building operations will be slow in getting
under way once the government restrictions are removed."
N.

Y. Mayors

Will

Discuss

Daylight Saving Plan
ALBANY, March 15. — The meeting
of the New York State Conference of
Mayors, which will be held at Albany on
March 17 to discuss a plan for a uniform
Daylight Saving ordinance for cities of
the State, will be of interest to motion picture exhibitors generally. Buffalo, one of
the chief opponents of the Daylight Saving
repeal, favors a five-months duration of
the system for municipalities. Fiorella La
Guardia, president of the New York City
Board of Aldermen, has been invited to
participate in the conference.

F. P.-Lasky Issues Statement on 1 920 Earnings
dated stat
n's consoli
ement
poratio
S-L
YER
PLA
US
ch incl
udes
(whi
the ASK
earnYingsCorof
FAMO
ry companies owned 90*^
idia
subs
or more) reports for the year ended
December 25th, 1920, net operating profits of $5,337,129.79, after deducting all
charges, reserves and Federal income and
excess profit taxes. This compares with
$3,132,985.22 earned in the year 1919.
After allowing for payment of dividends
on the preferred stock, the above earnings are at the annual rate of $21.77 on
the 208,403 shares of common stock outstanding in the hands of the public, compared with $15.35 per share earned in
1919
on
199,675
shares outstanding at that
time.

March
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Crafts

"and

Other

Heart-to-

Reform
Heart

Leaders

in

Talk

Epoch- Making\Session\with
National A ssociation\Holds Bright Promise
P.
ur
mission on their part that the pictures
Wilb
Dr.
e:
scen
the
IMAGINE
were in need of some cleansing treatment.
Crafts, head of the International Reform Bureu, Mrs. Ella Boole, of the
And then Dr. Crafts got down to reme"Some
Picture"
dies. If only the ladies would organize,
VV. C. T. U., H. C. Barber, head of
ONE
of
the
most
select
audiences
that
[the Society for the Prevention of Crime,
he suggested, and declare all theatres " out
has ever witnessed a New York film
Mrs. Clarence E. Waterman, of the Woof bounds " which showed indecent picpremiere was on hand last Monday evetures the results realized would undoubtman's Federation, Dr. O. R. Miller head
ning
for
the
opening
of
"
A
Connecticut
edly
make for cleaner pictures. And then
ue
of the New York Civic Leag — and
Yankee
in King
Court,"its the
there was the existing police powers. A
latest William
Fox Arthur's
special to make
bid
William A. Brady, president of the Nafor Broadway long run honors. The trade
more extensive application of them would
tional Association, Gabriel Hess, chairman
critics have already sounded the praises
bring about improvement. Furthermore,
of this Twain modernization, but the
of the Association's censorship committee,
suppose the thirteen resolutions adopted
Percy L. Waters, and other film reprecritics haven't said it half as loudly as the
sentatives.
continued laughter and applause of the
by the producers were made part and parfirst night audience.
cel of the license granted to the exhibitors
All gathered in the executive rooms of
the National Association of the Motion
with the provision that an infringement of
William
Fox
is
hitting
the
bull's-eye
with a regularity that is cheering to all
Picture Industry ; all talking amicably, in
any of these regulations would entail forwho admire this square-shooting showfeiture of the license. This plan would
heart-to-heart fashion, smiles aplenty, and
man. "Over the Hill " is still setting reclieved.
certainly
bring beneficial results, he beords,
and
now
"
A
Connecticut
Yankee
"
"apparently
arrives for a long stay at the Selwyn TheCan you reaching
imagine ait?common agreement.
atre. Next—" The Queen of Sheba."
The speaker following Dr. Crafts was
You can't.
" Personalities."
Gabriel L. Hess of the Goldwyn organizaEspecially if you are one of the " wartion. In his reply to Dr. Crafts he dehorses " of the industry, one of the vetclared that the National Association was
erans that journeyed to Albany and other
State Capitols for censorship hearings,
compromise legislation satisfactory to all ; in favor of the enforcement of all existing
laws prohibiting the presentation of obthat heard the " lie " flung fast and furi- thirdly, the flat statement by both Dr.
ously, saw the red flush of anger and bit- Crafts and Mrs. Boole that they did noi
jectionable films. However, he emphaticterness on faces wrought up over the pros
seek censorship as censorship, that they all}- pointed out that the producers were
and cons of censorship.
opposed to legalized censorship and would
were willing to accept any reasonable form
But it's all true.
combat it wherever and whenever pro" that would aid in cleanThe scene described above is the set- of "ingregulation
the screen.
ting at the National Association headquarThe nroposal of a question at this juncSpeaking for the industry, Gabriel Hess
ters on Monday, March 14th, of this year
ture by Dr. Crafts caused the precipitation
declared that while motion picture men
posed.
of a brief issue between himself and Mrs.
that will long be remembered — 1921.
would oppose " to the dying breath " any
Clarence E. Waterman. Following the
So, before we go on to give you the acattempt at pre-publicity censorship, they
count of the event in accepted news fashline of Mr. Hess's address, Dr. Crafts
too would welcome any reasonable effort
asked Mr. Hess whether the plan previa moment
distribute
the at cooperative regulation.
credition, let's
forpause
an event
that noto film
man had
ously proposed of making the thirteen
. Former Supreme Court Justice Henrick
ever expected to see. Primarily, the in- presided as chairman of the meeting.
points
integral
part for
of the
license an
with
penalties
theirexhibitor's
violation
stigator of Monday's heart-to-heart sesDr. Crafts was the first to address the
sion was Benjamin B. Hampton, in his
would
not
prove
helpful.
Before
the
Goldmeeting. He explained how it came about
correspondence with Dr. Crafts growing
wyn executive could make reply, Mrs.
that he was present at the get-together and Waterman, who declared she was the repout of the Pictorial Review articles ; secassigned full credit to Benjamin Hampton
ondarily, credit must be given to Gabriel
resentative ofa women's organization embracing 35,000 members and supporting
Hess, since the beginning a staunch be- for the opportunity of meeting the producers. He took particulars pains to dis- the proposed Clayton measure at Albany
liever in the value of the Hampton artinguish the movement which he sponsors
ticles, and William A. Brady, for their
from that which has come to be known as for state censorship, branded Dr. Craft's
prompt use of the opportunity presented.
licensing suggestion as impracticable. She
maintained that the License Commissioner
And for the results achieved by the the " Blue Law Movement," under which
the agitation for Sunday closing of places
did not have the necessary machinery to
afternoon's meeting one must at no time
forget the courteous spirit shown by Dr. of amusement is being conducted. He in- enforce any such regulation, as tftat prosisted that the issues of censorship as
Crafts, Mrs. Boole, Dr. Barber, and the
posed by Dr. Crafts. The latter replied
sponsored
by him and the interests he rep- that the closing of a theatre by municipal
understanding of the industry's problems
resents
were
not
to
be
confounded
with
and desire to help evidences by Mrs.
authority for showing questionable picWaterman.
the Sunday Blue Laws in any way. In
tures had already been accomplished in
elaborating further on the character of the actual fact and cited the instance of the
All in all it was a great day — as you can
closing of a picture house by an order of
see when a news story starts out by dis- organization which he heads, he explained
that moving-pictures were not the only Mayor McClellan in New York City.
tributing flowers.
The net results of the meeting are, first, object of interest to his organization.
The licensing suggestion also brought a
Gambling, divorce and the drug problem
the declaration by Dr. Crafts that he will
comment from H. C. Barber of the Sowere pointed out to be matters with which
withhold all agitation within his control
ciety for the Prevention of Crime to the
his
organization was also concerned. Mr.
effect that such a plan would not eradicate
for an indefinite period pending the forCrafts next indulged in a few passes at the root of the evil. He held the produmulation bythe industry of plans to enthe National Board of Review and wound
cers responsible for unclean pictures and
force the recently adopted " thirteen
up this phase of his talk by asserting that insisted that a change of methods on their
points;" secondly, the advancement by
part was ( Continued
the real solution
the question.
both " sides " of various constructive sugthe recent adoption of the " thirteen
on pageof 2174)
gestions that seem to bear possibilities for points " by the film producers was an ad-
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Los
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United

News

Organization

Angeles

north and south of California
THE
are united to fight Censorship in
that State and elsewhere if need be,
the combining of forces having been
brought about Tuesday evening, March 8,
at a meeting held in Los Angeles by
Organizers of Affiliated Picture Interests
and Judge I. M. Golden and Eugene Roth
representing Allied Amusement Interests
of San Francisco. These factions of the
film industries in California are in accord
and united to prevent the passage of any
Censorship laws or ordinances and to fight
anything unjust to the film interests.
It can also be said that the San Francisco and immediate adjoining territories
is now 100 per cent organized. Outlying
districts in Northern California are being
brought into the organization and in Los
Angeles efforts are being made by members of fifteen organizations to bring into
the Affiliated Picture Interests every
person in any way identified with the film
trade. It is expected the Los Angeles
Organization will have membership of
more than 10,000 within two weeks.
At the joint meeting reports of various
committees were made showing that the
organization of the industries would, no

Kansas

Have

Picture

and San Francisco Film Interests to Combat Censorship
the Industries throughout California and
doubt, be 100 per cent in membership.
expand their efforts to other States if need
be.
Judge I. M. Golden was introduced and
gave a resume of the formation of the
San Francisco Anti-Censorship OrganizaIn reports of the
tion, telling in detail the widespread need
representatives
the various
first to Organizations'
prove its 100
of a united front by motion picture and
per cent membership was that of Ameriamusement interests, in order to successcan Society of Cinematography. President Phil Rosen of that Association defully combat the forces now working to
livered check
a
in payment for seventy-six
regulate amusement fields at costs of milinitiation fees and six months dues for
lions to the people who have investments
in the motion pictures.
each of the society's members. The
Judge Golden renamed the enemies of Christie Film Company was the first
the Film and Amusements Interests
studio to be 100 per cent in membership.
A check for 25 memberships was
*' Blueshevicks " and pointed out that
small minority with a capable leader and
presented. William D. Taylor reported
more than 100 membership had been
sufficiently financed can put over a movement without difficulty unless there is a secured at Famous Players Lasky Studio.
Chairman Frank E. Woods stated that the
sufficiently financed opposition, well or-

ganized.
The plan of the organization and fund
raising system of the San Francisco Organization differs greatly from that of recently formed Los Angeles incorporation
but it is the consensus of opinion of the
leaders that this will, in no way, prevent
a harmonious affiliation of the two bodies
who are both striving for the same ends.
The two organizations will be kept in close
touch and work together for the benefit of

Exhibitors

Win

Screen Writers Guild of the Authors'
League of America would be 100 per cent
within a week and representatives of other
organizations reported applicants for membership totaling nearly 1,000.
Incorporation papers are expected
within the next few days and a mass meeting will be called shortly for the complete
formation of Affiliated Picture Interests
Corporation.

Legislative

Rights

Organized Efforts Secure Passage of Deposit
Bill; Missouri Expects Like Victory
the bitter hostility of the producing and
the
tors of the State succeeded in passing the
of
ttee
ative Commi
THE MotioLegisl
n Picture Theatre Owners of bill though both houses of the legislature
distributing interests who fought it at
by substantial majorities.
every step but without success.
- Kansas, consisting of R. G. Liggett
A number of amendments to the present
and M. Van Praag of Kansas City and
Most gratifying reports are at hand
H. Woody of Lincoln, report a series of censorship law had been introduced, all from Texas, where, according to a communication from E. T. Peter, president of
signal victories in the legislature.
with a view of making regulations now in
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
The efforts of the committee had been
force more drastic and sweeping. The
Texas, the organized exhibitors defeated
concentrated on a measure designed to exhibitors showed a united front against
all attempts to enact hostile legislation,
all these bills and were successful in deguard the advance payments of deposits
feating every one of them in the early
made by exhibitors to producers or exdespite a very powerful lobby. The legischanges for the purpose of securing the part of the session. Another creditable
lature has adjourned sine die. The Censorship bill which had been introduced at
payment of film rentals.
victory of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Kansas, due to the energy and
The measure provided that all money
the very opening of the legislature and
deposited as security for film rentals by sleepless vigilance of their legislative comwhich had lively support from many quarmittee was the defeat of a bill copied from
exhibitors must be kept by the producer
ters, was killed in committee. A law enforcement bill, the effect of which would
statutes now in force in some of the Eastor exchange in a bank in the county where
the depositor resides. The deposit must
ern States, prohibiting the admission of have been to close up every motion picture
bear the character of a trust fund and is children under sixteen years of age from
theatre in Texas on Sunday, was reported
out of committee with a majority report
subject to all safeguards which the laws
attending motion picture theatres without
of Kansas throw around trust funds of the accompaniment of parents or guardagainst it. There was also a minority rethis character. The bill also provides for ians.
port, and the bill was printed in the House
Word comes from Missouri that the on this report. The chances for its passage,
the payment of interest to the depositors
however, seemed so poor that its advocates
at stated intervals. One of the most drasAnti - Deposit bill designed to safeguard
never attempted to take it from the calentic features of this Anti-Deposit bill is the the deposits of exhibitors from unscrupudar and force it to a vote. The bill which
penalties which will be imposed for its
lous or irresponsible producers and exviolation. Any violation of the law is
changes has passed the State Senate by a would have collected three per cent of the
punishable by the forfeiture of twice the
gross receipts from the exhibitors of the
substantial majority. There was no opposition to the bill in the House and the State was killed in committee despite sevamount deposited and the forfeiture goes
vote in favor of it was unanimous. The
eral efforts to discharge the committee
to the depositor. In spite of the bitter and
from
further consideration and transfer
bill
is
now
in
the
hands
of
the
Governor
well financed opposition which the exwho, it is confidently expected, will affix
changes in the Kansas territory organized
the fight for its enactment to the floor of
the House. The Governor has announced
his signature to the measure at an early
against this bill seeking to impede its prog(Continued on page 2174)
date. This bill, it is said, had encountered
ress at every turn, the organized exhibi-
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Brady

Western

Sixteen

States;

A. BRADY, President
WILLIAM
of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, has returned from his 10,000 mile tour of the
west and middlewest. He visited sixteen
states where legislation hostile to the
screen was pending, appeared before mamlegislative bodies, exhibitors and exchange organizations, discussed the problems of the picture business with hundreds
of prominent statesmen and leaders of industry, and returned with a thorough firsthand know ledge of conditions which confront the picture interests in the states he
visited.
The purposes of Mr. Brady's trip were
primarily to combat adverse legislation and
to emphasize the wisdom of all factors of
the industry getting together for the common good. In discussing conditions as he
found them, Mr. Brady said that the
professional agitator must be driven from
the picture industry if it is to thrive and
prosper. He stated that no constructive
move in the direction of a powerful and
permanent organization can be made until
that is done.
" All other big business operates along the lines
of thorough organization, with all branches functiontogetherthein motion
harmony,"
he said.
come ingwhen
picture
industry" The
must,time
for has
its
own protection, organize itself in a similar way.
Everyone realizes this and understands its importance.
And everyone is ready for it. It only remains for
proper plans to be arranged to bring it about.
" Inorallcentral
big enterprises
mustupon
be one
centralof
head
committee there
to pass
matters
vital importance
—
similar
to
that
of
the
American
eration of Labor, where all business disputes Fedand
differences are settled by arbitration, with smaller
arbitration boards in every territory or zone. This
can well be applied to the motion picture industry,
so that the interests of the weak can be protected.
" The deal
smallas exhibitor
as much
square
the big has
and just
powerful
one.right
He tocana
get it through the proper organization of the industry
in such a way as I have suggested. As conditions
are at present, the smaller and poorer exhibitor is
being taught dissatisfaction and destructive methods.
But the big and strong men in the industry are ready
and willing to lend a helping hand to those who are
not strong.
difference
of opinion
aboutbe uniform
contracts
and" The
advance
deposits
can readily
ironed out
when
professional agitators are eliminated and the industry
is organized along the lines of other great businesses."
• Mr. Brady said that the right steps have
been taken in this direction in many states
he visited where a strong measure of cooperation exists between exhibitors and
exchange organizations — all working
amicably together for the common good.
This he said was particularly noticeable in
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota,
California, Utah, Idaho, Colorado and
several other states.
In Minnesota, Mr. Brady said he found
all branches of the picture industry working in complete harmony, largely through
the efforts of Benjamin Friedman, President of the Minneapolis Film Board of
Trade, Theodore L. Hays of the Finkelstein & Ruben organization, and W. E.
Steffes, President of the United Theatrical Protective League.
In Nebraska, he declared, effective or-

Makes

and

Report

of

Midwestern

Combatted

Hostile

Legislation;

Showing Results
" Motion Picture News,
" 729 7th Avenue,
" New York City.
" Gentlemen:
" This is to confirm our advertisement
given your advertising office, for the
next issue of your paper, offering office
space for rent in the Mecca Building,
1600 Broadway. We had such success
with our former advertisement in your
paper renting a large portion of one of
the floors in that building, that we are
pleased to again use your magazine in
offering space for lease in the same
building.
" Yours very truly,
"CROSS & BROWN COMPANY,
" H. J. Bastine."
ganization work along the right lines is
being accomplished largely through the
activities of Stuart Gould, Business Representative of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners; President Premer of the
same organization, Jane Bowen, Secretary of the Omaha Film Board of Trade,
and others identified with the exhibition
tory.
and distribution of pictures in that terriIn South Dakota he found that the burden of the fight for freedom of the screen
has been borne for many years by J. E.
Hippie of Pierre, who co-operated heartily
with him during his visit to that town, he
said. In North Dakota, he found a well
organized body of exhibitors and exchange men all of whom were on the job
to combat hostile legislation.
In Montana L. W. Marcus, representing the exchanges, Rolla Duncan of the
Regent Theatre at Billings, and several
wide-awake exhibitors of Butte, together
with W illiam Myers of that city, were
among those who were found to be doing
all within their power to protect the interests of the industry in that state, according to Mr. Brady.
Claude Jensen and his partner, Mr. Von
Herberg, together with J. A. Koerpel met
Mr. Brady in Seattle. Assisted. by other
exhibitors and exchange men, they have
accomplished much in presenting an effective showing against measures which seek
to restrict the freedom of the screen in
Brady.
the
state of Washington, declared Mr.
In Oregon, he found Mayor Baker of
Portland a good friend of the industry,
and Jensen and Von Herberg doing all
within their power to build up the industry's organiation there.
In the West Mr. Brady stated that he
found the industry has many friends
among the men in high public office who
are helping the picture men solve the prob-

Tour

States

Urges

Union

lems that beset the business — such men
as Mayor Rolph of San Francisco, Attorney General Wellington Rankin of
Montana, Governor McKelvie of Nebraska and Governor McMasters of South
Dakota, with all of whom Mr. Brady dishis trip. cussed the affairs of the industry during
" In the West, the picture industry will have its
greatest
growthhowever,
in the future,"
" In
many places,
I foundsaid
menMr.whoBrady.
had large
investments in picture theatres refer to the business
as a side line, ready to blow up at any moment. They
do not realize that they are a part of a great industry
in its infancy, and not a game that may be raided at
any moment — an industry mightier in its power than
the newspaper and which already ranks fifth among
the great industries of the nation.
" I picture
also found
well defined
inclination
many
men toa overlook
the great
national among
needs
of the industry and to concern themselves only with
their local needs. These men must rise above this
short-sightedness and pull with us all in the great
national development of . the motion picture industry.
"In every state and in every community there are
groups of bright young men ready and waiting to be
organized as units of an organization whose sphere of
usefulness will be found in every city, town and hamlet
throughout the land.
" The
industry
facing
manyandperils.
Censorship is only
one. now
Thereis are
persons
interests
who
are growing jealous of the popularity of the motion
picture and who seek to destroy it. We can fight
them successfully only by organization of the most
comprehensive kind — an organization as complete as
that of Henry Ford or the Standard Oil or the Texas
Oil Co. with service stations everywhere — even on
Onetionnecessity
immediate
thorough
co-operabetween all for
branches
of theandpicture
industry
was
the desert."
found by Mr. Brady in the brand of organization that
apparently exists between the group of censorship and
blue law advocates throughout the country.
" I was amazed to discover," he said, " that no
matter where I went these self-appointed saviours of
the public soul used the same arguments. They varied
hardly a word, and their campaigns merely started
with arguments.
" I saw legislators hooted in the halls of State
Capitols by organized bands which seemed to me to
have been rehearsed for the part they were playing.
When so-called reform measures were under discussion in legislative chambers the galleries were invariably packed, and everywhere there appeared to be a
claque of iron-palmed men and women who knew
perfectlyingly.why
they were
operated
accord-I
In practically
everythere
StateandCapitol
I visited
got the impression that every move made by these
self-appointed
of public welfare was staged
in
advance, andguardians
well staged.
" No one
has notwhat
beenthese
through
the purpose
country
recently
can who
appreciate
fanatics
and what they are already to an alarming degree accomplishing. Their determination to be the sole arbiters of the pleasures of your life and mine goes far
deeper than the censorship of motion pictures, Sunday
closing of baseball and the like. These things, in
their master minds, are merely the beginning of an
indigo millennium in which they see themselves crowned
with blue halos. Recently in both North Dakota and
Utah bills were passed prohibiting men smoking in
public. That is an example.
" They are amusement haters, pirates whose prize
is
the The
public's
they must
be are
called
time.
only pleasure,
laws theyandrecognize
as safe
thoseto
they tion
draft
themselves.
Their
attitude
toward
the
mopicture, for example, is indicative of this. During
the war there was no question of legislation affecting
the screen. It was daily proving its worth as a morale
builder to millions of troops in France. But because
in the opinion of these folk the motion picture since
the war has suddenly developed faults, the vast majority of which they have been unable to advance,
except to their own satisfaction, it follows that what
on the screen educates and instructs cannot perform
those vitally important functions except at the dictationceptof that
these
Why?
There is on
no which
answer, their
exthat people.
is the line
of reasoning
campaign
is
being
conducted.
It
is
thoroughly
false,
and the sooner the Americans awake to that fact the
better for them.
" The public conscience is sometimes slow to awaken.
We
for theseriously
most part
easy-going
We don'tin
take arethings
untilan they
becomefolk.
so serious
themselves as to precipitate a crisis. That crisis, in
connection with this alleged reform agitation, in my
opinion is here now, and once the American public
awakes to a full realization of what this mad minority
is trying to put over on them, we may hope for a
nation-wide wave of wrath that will put the blue laws
and their backers where they belong.
(Continued on page 2174)
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JD. WILLIAMS left for the East on March 14 after spending a week with
producers. He stopped at San Francisco to see Turner Dehnkin.
* Jesse D. Hampton left for the East on March 12 to look over the distribution
market.
W. W. Hodkinson has had a number of conferences with the directors of the
Chamber of Commerce and men of local banking interests who desire to bring
the distributing offices to the Coast. The outcome is unannounced.
The Affiliated Picture Interests, now incorporated, will wage their first fight
on the proposed Blue Laws at Pomona, Cal., where the voters on April 5 will
decide upon Sunday closing. The Gore Brothers and Lesser own only three
theatres in Pomona. A theatre manager of that city refused to give his house
to the Church people for a revival this winter and the ministers are trying to close up
the town. Addresses on censorship by eminent men of the industry art staged at the
theatres every night and slides and circular letters are being used. Rupert Hughes and
Peter Kyne were the first speakers. The Screen Writers Guild of the Authors' League
are preparing a number of fifty-foot films showing authors and statements by them
on the question of censorship. The list includes Prank E. Woods, Montague
Glass, Gouverneur Morris, Rupert Hughes, Thompson Buchanan, Edward Knoblock, Rob Wagner, Rita Weiman, William A. Johnston, Irvin Cobb, Gertrude
Atherton, Elmer Harris and others.
Edgar Lewis is preparing to resume production. Releasing arrangements are
indefinite. He has been invited to join the Associated Producers' program.
John Galsworthy, the famous British novelist, is here conferring with producers regarding writing for the screen.
The Painters' Union have introduced a bill in the California Legislature prohibiting the use of spray guns in applying paints containing poison. Practically
all painting of studio sets require the use of guns.

Hodkinson and Vogel Sign
Big Export Contract
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
and William M. Vogel, the well-known
motion picture exporter, have entered into an arrangement whereby Mr. Vogel assumes the active management of the export activities of the present and future
Hodkinson releases with complete rights
to the world distribution, exclusive of the
United States and Canada. The deal represents one of the very largest of recent
export affiliations from the standpoint of
productions involved and foreign exhibition values, it is declared.
The products already listed for release
and manufacture comprise features made
under the supervision of Irvin V. Willat,
Hugo Ballin, Benj. B. Hampton, J. L.
Frothingham, Rockett Bros. Dial Film
Company, National, Irene Castle .Productions and other Hodkinson units.
The offices of Mr. William M. Vogel are
temporarily located on the fourth floor of
the Longacre Building, 1476 Broadway,
New York.

Gus Metzgar of Portland,
Ore., on Censor Board
Gus A. Metzgar, manager of the Rivoli
theatre, is one of the two newly appointed
members of the Portland, Ore., board of
motion picture censors. The other member is Ralph McAfee, secretary of the
Church Federation. Mrs. Alexander
Thompson, who served on the board last
year, is the hold over member. The two
vacancies occurred due to the resignation
of C. S. Jensen, senior member of the
firm of Jensen and VonHerberg, and of
Rabbi Jonah B. Wise. This board is now
operating, although an ordinance providing for a new form of censorship is before the city council.

New

1500 Seat House Will
Be Built in Portland
Announcement has been made by Gus
A. Metzgar, of the Rivoli theatre, Portland, Ore., that a modern photoplay house
with a seating capacity of 1500, will be
built on Portland's east side during the
summer. Construction work will start before June.
A corner lot at 39th and Hawthorne
avenue, directly across from the largest
Masonic hall on the East side and in the
heart of a thickly populated section and
business district, has been purchased for
$15,000. The theatre building will also
contain on the ground floor several spaces
for stores. A huge three manual Wurlitzer organ will be installed. This theatre will be the first modern theatre of any
size at all to be built on the East side of
the Williamette river which divides the
larger residential section from the old business district.
Refute Argument Against
Use of Girl Ushers
Protest has been made by Portland,
Ore., film men to the A. P. story put on
the wire at Chicago and recently published
by a local newspaper in which 85 per cent
of the fire marshals of the United States
declared themselves opposed to the employment ofgirls as ushers in motion picture
houses.
marshals said. " Men ushers are safer," the
Judgment in time of panic does not
depend on sex but the individual, say Portland theatre men. Girls have proved to
be much more efficient, courteous and
pleasing
the usual
" pimply-face
boys
whichthan
sometimes
do this
work, they"
assert. There are men employees about
every theatre regardless of the sex of the
ushers, was another argument used against
the firemen's contention.

Picture

News

BradyAss'n
Confers
with Nat 'I
Executives
A meeting of the producers and distributors divisions and memoers of the
executive committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
was held at the Hotel Claridge Friday,
March 11, for the purpose of hearing
President William A. Brady's preliminary
report of his six weeks' tour of the United
States in opposition to censorship legislation and to foster a stronger bond of
unity between the various factors of the
motion picture industry.
After his report a resolution was proposed by Adolph Zukor extending a vote
of thanks to Mr. Brady for the work he
has accomplished. This resolution was
unanimously adopted.
A resolution was proposed by P. L.
Waters to the effect that a committee be
appointed by President Brady to meet
with a committee of the National Board
of Review for the purpose of discussing
a practical application of the set of
standards which has been adopted by the
National Association. This resolution was
also adopted and the committee will be
announced
" the companies represented
Those at the shortly.
meeting and
were : Adolph Zukor and Lee Counselman, of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation ; Earl J. Hudson and E. B.
Johnson, of Associated First National Pictures, Inc. ;
Gabriel L. Hess, of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation;
R. A. Rowland and W. E. Atkinson, of Metro Pictures Corporation ; J. S. Woody, of Realart Pictures
Corporation ; C. C. Pettijohn, of the Selznick Corporation ;P. L. Waters, of Triangle Distributing Corporation ;H. Goldstein, of Universal Film Manufacturing
Company ; Saul E. Rogers, of Fox Film Corporation ;
E. W. Hammons, of Educational Film Exchanges;
Murray Silverstone, of International Film Service,
Inc. ; Albert Grey, of D. W. Griffith, Inc. ; Joseph M.
Schenck, of Norma Talmadge Film Company ; Hiram
Abrams, of United Artists Corporation; Oscar Price,
of Associated Producers, Inc. ; Paul H. Cromelin, of
Inter-Ocean Film Company ; Thomas G. Wilev, Frederick H. Elliott, Lloyd D. Willis.
In response to a request of the executive committee of the National Association, Mr. Brady will, within a few days,
resume his tour.
Beatrice Dominguez
Dies
Following Operation
Beatrice Dominguez, noted as the most
beautiful Spanish-type actress on the
American screen, died in the Clara Barton Hospital, Los Angeles, recently, following an operation for appendicitis. Miss
Dominguez was taken ill in Universal
City, Cal., during the filming of the fourth
episode of the serial, " The White Horseman." Just prior to being engaged for
the Universal serial, Miss Dominguez
completed a colorful role in " The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," in which
she appeared as an Argentine dancer.

ors' ConIllinois Exhibit
vention Postponed
President Joseph Hopp of the Illinois
Exhibitors' Alliance announces that owing
to unforeseen circumstances the convention scheduled for March 22 at the Hotel
Sherman in Chicago has been postponed
to a date M^hich will be announced within
the next few days.
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Several

Censorship

Bills

lative Sessions
Measures

in

Kansas,

legislative sesdon. in the
WITH
various States either closed or
swiftly drawing to an end, news
comes of the defeat or probably abandonment of several censor bills. The week
can practically be regarded as a week of
victories for the motion picture interests.
After spending an entire day on the
motion picture censor board bill and recom ending, incommittee, the measure for
passage, the lower house of the Kansas
Legislature slaughtered the measure on
the third reading. The vote was 52 for
and 50 against. The bill provided an increase of $300 a year to members of the
State censor board. The chairman of the
board now receives $2,100 a year and the
other two members, $1,800.
The work of the State board was condemned by members of the house, who
declared that higher salaries would result
m more efficient censorship. Opponents
argued that the remedy for alleged immoral pictures shown in Kansas lies in
prosecution by county attorneys and that
a more strict parental guidance of children wras needed.
The censor bill in North Carolina was
also defeated. Reports state that the
measure wa>: killed in both houses. In
T^xas the Legislature has adjourned sine
die, tut it is expected that the censorship
bill, which was introduced early in the
session, and which was killed in committee, will be introduced again m June, when
a special session will be called by the
Governor.
Oregon Bills Killed
Bills relative to State censorship and all
motion picture regulations were defeated
in the Oregon Legislature on the eve of
its adjournment. Having waited to see
what State action might be taken, the
Portland faction desiring stricter surveillance of the screen, has immediately introduced a new city ordinance.
This ordinance provides for a censorship board of five members, and also creates three positions of motion picture inspectors, each inspector to be paid $150 a
month.
A number of men and women spoke in
behalf of this ordinance, maintaining that
a board of three members could not function properly and that it would be necessary to increase the board to five members
to gain proper results. This argument was
opposed by the representatives of the theatre men, who held that the present censorship board is handling the work as well
as possible, and that the only change provided in the new ordinance was the creation of three new $150 jobs.
Victory in Indiana
The
Indiana
State Legislature ad-

Texas,

Indiana

Fail

as

Legis-

End

and

The Week's Tribute
JE. HIPPEL is the lone exhibitor of
• Pierre, South Dakota. J. E. Hippel
is also the individual to whom William
A. Brady declared this week the industry
cannot give too much recognition for his
work in combatting obnoxious legislation
single-handed at the South Dakota Capitol. In addition to conducting the Bijou
theatre in that city, Mr. Hippel is also
publisher of a local paper. We welcome
the opportunity
put Exhibitor
Hippel's
name
in the blackto and
white of recorded
gratitude.
" Personalities."
journed without having passed any of the
threatened censorship and Sunday closing
bills. The Nelson censorsnip bill, which
combined the features of several other
measures, got through the House and into
the Senate, where it died by a vote of 23
to 18 on the last day of the session.
Missouri Bill in Doubt
The session of the Missouri Legislature
is swiftly drawing to a close, and as the
Senate is expected to be clutted up in a
mad rush at the finish, the fate of the
Senate censor bill is in doubt. Two censorship bills were introduced in the State
early in the legislative session. The House
bill was passed March 3 and sent to the
Senate the following day. The Senate bill
was reported out favorably by the judiciary committee and now is on the State
calendar for engrossment. Upon reaching
the Senate, the House bill was referred
to the committee on criminal jurisprudence, where it has been allowed to remain
— apparently to die peacefully.
The Law Enforcement Association of
Kansas City, organized recently to aid in
civic and moral problems of the city, has
taken a stand for a State board of motion
picture censorship for Missouri. State
senators and representatives will be notified that the association is desirous of obtaining acensorship body and will be requested totake steps toward that end.
The executive committee of the association has been considering such action,
but a final decision was not reached until
last Wednesday. The matter was referred
to the association by the Kansas City
chamber of commerce.
The committeemen expressed the belief
that there was a laxity of supervision of
both the pictures shown and the advertising matter placed before the public. Howard McCutcheon is president of the association.
The Nebraska Bill
Censorship for Nebraska received the
recommendation of the lower house on
March 15 by a vote of 53 to 38 after a ten-

Oregon

Fail

to

Pass

hour day spent' m hot debate and ending
in personalities. The Hyrum Gifford bill,
with penalization amendments, was killed
by practically the same vote.
Bitterness was noted when Representative Williams, acting chairman, refused
to permit Representative Rodman to introduce an amendment calling for a State
referendum on motion picture censorship.
Mr. Williams held that a gentlemen's
agreement, made by both sides, barred the
introduction of amendments.
The passing of the censorship bill is laid
to incessant lobbying by club women. The
arguments in favor of the bill were primarily aimed at licentious pictures and
pictures in nude thrown on the screen. It
was declared that local conditions would
not make prosecution for these pictures
possible
and that censorship was the only
cure.
At the end of the meeting Representative Rodman declared that he would get
his amendment in when the bill comes up
for its third reading, when he can ask to
have it recommended for a specific amendment. Those opposed to the bill said that
if the vote of the people was taken, as
Rodman proposed, they would be found to
hold different ideas than those possessed
by club women clamoring for censorship.
The bill in brief, which must be considered on its third reading and in the
lower house and then go to the Senate,
provides for. a board of three censors,
appointed by the Governor, the Attorney
General and State Superintendents of
Public Instruction, who shall view all pictures shown in the State and delete any
scenes they see fit.

New

York

F.I.L.M.

Club

in hew Quarters
F.
I.
L.
new quarters were occupied for
the first timeM. onClub's
Wednesday
of last
The grievance committee heard and determinedweek.
disputes between exchanges and theatres intwenty-five
the
General meeting of the Club was held in theafternoon.
evening.
The grievance committee is now composed of three
exchange men and three exhibitors. The arrangement
is working out very satisfactorily to all litigants after
two months' trial.
Mr. Ben Schwartz, formerly Select's branch manager,
Club representing
in theZierler
back Sam
>s Mr.
and his hardWarner's
working exchange.
committee
which arranged
the new quarters for the Club and
the
Hoy
Reporting
Service
were
given
unstinted
praise
for the arrangement.
The Hoy Reporting Service will occupy the offices
in connection with the Club rooms. All committees
willheretofore.
meet in these quarters instead of at the Exchanges
as
President Chadwick appointed a new grievance committee of exchange managers as follows : Messrs. Henry
Siegel of Select, Lester Adler of Realart, George Uff<
ner of Universal; alternates: Messrs. Landau of Stoll
and Broskie of Jans. Exhibitor members are Messrs.
Goldreyer, Gainsboro, and Suchman.
An arrangement committee was appointed by President Chadwick to provide accommodations, etc., for
the exchange managers who will attend the second
annual state convention to be held in Rochester on
April 5,Rosenbluh,
6 and 7. The committee is as follows:
Messrs.
Buxbaum, Siegel, Eckman, Rodner.
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Coals

se is being launched
ente
AX whic
h rpri
promises to win new fields
in Greece and the Balkan States
for the American-made motionpicture production and which is destined
to introduce American stars and players
in localities of Southern Europe where
heretofore only French, Italian and German screen personalities have been known
to any great degree. The man heading
this enterprise is Melton Phelos, who has
been prominent in the Ohio exhibiting field
for the last fourteen years. Associated
with Mr. Phelos in his new venture is John
Pekras, who has been Mr. Phelos's partner
for many years. Both these men" have acquired during their period of service in
Ohio an intimate knowledge of the exhibiting and exchange phases of the picture
industry which, it is expected, will stand
them in good stead in carrying on their
work abroad.

Mr. Phelos sailed for Athens on Tuesday, March 15th, aboard the S. S. Alexandria. In an interview with a representative of the News last week, he outlined
his plans. A company headed by Mr. Prelos to be known as the Greek-American
Film Exchange has bought three theatres
in Athens, one in Salonika and one in
Smyrna. These houses are to be remodelled after the fashion of the most up-todate picture theatres in America. In them
will be presented, exclusively, Americanmade pictures in strictly modern American
style. This presentation will entail American methods of exploitation and advertising. Aprominent and cogent feature of
Mr. Phelos's presentation will be the insertion of all sub-titles in "Greek in the
print itself. According to Mr. Phelos,
present-day methods of exhibition in
Greece and the Balkan States take practically no account of exploitation or advertising; no attempt is made to instill atmospheric presentation into the program ;
and sub-titles appear in the original language of the producing company except
in some instances where a slide containing
a Greek translation of the sub-title is interposed atthe required time, the picture
being stopped meanwhile to permit this insertion. Mr. Phelos predicts that the introduction of his American methods and
the use of the Greek sub-titles in the print
itself will exert a tremendous influence in
populariing American - made pictures in
sections where American productions are
but little known.
One other prominent feature is found
in Mr. Phelos's plans. An exchange headquarters will be established in Athens. It
is expected that following the introduction
of American pictures in the Phelos theatres a demand will be created for American releases throughout Greece and the
Balkan States. In anticipation of this de-
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News

Newcastle

^ Bringing Art to Greece
Sounds That Way, But in
This Case Its the New Art
of Motion Picture Presentation That Melton Phelos Is
Exporting.

mand, Mr. Phelos is bringing over with
him an adequate supply of American
serials, features, comedies and seenics, all
of which have been equipped with Greek
translations of the original sub-titles. These
pictures,- to which Mr. Phelos has secured
the Greek and Balkan States distributing
rights, will be. handled from the exchange
headquarters established in Athens. Negotiations are under way for a periodical
shipment of American-made pictures from
various producing companies, which is designed tomaintain a constant supply of releases abroad through the Athens exchange. Future releases shipped abroad
will in every instance be provided with
Greek sub-titles in place of the original
English titles, declared Mr. Phelos.
Provisions have also been made for
lithographs in the standard American sizes.
The lower parts of these lithographs will
be left blank for the insertion of titles and
names in Greek. The latter part of this
work will be done abroad. It is not infrequent for twenty-five theatres to club together and buy up about three inches of
newspaper space, said Mr. Phelos. In this
space only the name of the theatre and
the kind of entertainment furnished, vaudeville, pictures, etc., are given. Present
plans of the new company provide for
extensive use of newspaper space after
the American methods.
" One can scarcely tell whether a structure contains a grocery-shop or theatre,"
said Mr. Phelos, " as no attempt is made
to beautify the theatre front or make it
attractive. The installation of lobbies and
electric signs and lights will prove a startling innovation, and we intend to do just
this sort of thing in our houses abroad.
From the angle of our exchange business,
we will make it clear that our main purpose abroad is to circulate American releases in the Balkan States and popularize them. We shall be ready with our suggestions and service in bringing the theatres of the Greek and Balkan exhibitor
up to American standards.
" We will also act as agents for the
Simplex projecting machine and the Argus
screen and accessories. When abroad a
year ago I was surprised at the poor projection that I found in Greek picture
houses. The jumping motion of pictures
on the screen made it difficult to follow the
picture for any length of time, When I

informed one exhibitor of our improved
methods in America and the fact that we
had secured a steady projection on the
screen, he was extremely surprised. Besides popularizing American pictures,
therefore, we shall also introduce the
American projection machine in the territories that we shall cover as well as electric theatrical accessories."
Jacob \\ ilk. who will act as the American representative of the new GreekAmerican company, was enthusiastic in his
endorsement of the venture. He characterized itas a pioneer enterprise deserving of the greatest support on the part of
the American producer as it was the
American producer, he declared, who
would eventually reap the reward in the
opening up ican-made
of releases.
these new fields to AmerU. 5. Supreme Court Ends
Jewel Carmen- Fox Suit
A unanimous decision has just been
handed down by the United States Supreme Court which ends the action brought
nearly three years ago by Jewel Carmen,
motion picture actress, against Fox Film
Corporation
\ ille Company.and the W illiam Fox YaudeThe litigation grew out of contracts entered into between Jewel Carmen and the
two Fox concerns named, by which the
actress bound her services for a number oi
years. While this contract had several
years to run, Miss Carmen is said to havt
entered into a contract with the Frank A
Keeney
Picturesthat
Corporation.
Fox her
noti-tc
fied the actress
he would hold
her contract and served notice upon tht
Keeney corporation that he would hole
that company liable in case they made us<
of her services.
Suit was brought by Miss Carmen in tht
United States District Court, in which sh<
asked a perpetual injunction restraining
Fox from interfering with her contrac
rights and in which she also asks damages
The finding of this lower court was ii
favor of the actress and it issued the in
junction
and awarded her damages in th<
sum of $43,500.
Fox appealed to the United States Cir
cuit Court of Appeals for the Second Cir
cuit. This court reversed the finding o
the lower court and the United States Su
preme Court has just handed down
unanimous decision denying the applica
tion to re-open the case.
j
CJ Eighteen Snappy

Pages of

Exploitation This ^ eek.
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Never
h a
T exhibitors, faced wit
DETROI
business depression that has
never been equalled in the history of the city, due to the suspension of practically every one of the
automobile plants which are the mainsprings of the industrial life of the community, are using special means of keeping
attendance in their theatres up to a paying
I basis, which should suggest ideas to every
exhibitor in the country who has weak
f days at his house.
Mondays and Tuesdays, the standard
II weak days in the Detroit exhibitors' calendar, no longer have any significance. Following the closing of the Ford, Packard
1 and other large automobile plants, the average showman discovered that he would
have rows after rows of empty seats every
night unless special efforts were made to
induce citizens to part with admission
i prices.
Street stunts, garish fronts, special heralds, booking of exclusive specials, reduced
1 prices, installation of serials, and a general
* boost in the quality of the pictures booked
1 are some of the devices which have been
1 resorted to. Each one of them has proven
5 successful in individual cases, dependent
chiefly upon the location of the house.
J. F. Sellers, manager of the Iris thea■'1 tre, holder of a sub-franchise in Associated
e! First National Pictures, Inc., favors the
f.j better pictures program.
The Iris is sit'j; uated
about
midway
between
exclusive
residential section and a sectionan filled
with
e foreigners, and has been able to keep at1 tendance up well above the average of Detroit theatres. Mr. Sellers says : " I be0 lieve that the only remedy for light atfj tendance is the consistent booking of good,
and only good, productions.
" I believe also that every exhibitor,
once he has a real high class production
booked, should get behind it to the very
limit of his exploitation ability. Heavy
exploitation behind really good pictures is
always successful, but woe to the man who
brings them into his theatre on false pretenses.
|k " Give me the good pictures every day
in the week and I won't have any weak
A days," concluded Sellers, " and therefore I
jr| won't have to resort to serials or misleadstatements to drag them in."
0| ingArthur
Baehr, manager of the Crystal
1 theatre, in another section of the city, has
3 a couple of natural weak days that bother
him occasionally and he favors the idea of
getting out some special throwabouts,
slides and newspaper ads to back the productions he plays on those two days.
" Monday and Tuesday are the days for
which I have to think the hardest," said
Mr. Baehr. "While I do not favor booking
big specials, particularly on those two days,
' I aim to have a picture on which I can base

Say
Industrial

Depression

Quits
Is

Not Causing a Slow-up in Detroit — Instead They Are
" Giving 'em the Gas " of
Good Pictures and Live Advertising.

some particular snappy and novel advertising and exploitation.
" For instance, on last Monday and
Tuesday I set in Constance Talmadge in
" Dangerous Business," because in looking
over the picture and the press matter that
accompanied it, I was able to devise a
scheme for interesting my patrons that I
knew would bring them in. I believe that
every exhibitor should shop well and hard
for pictures that will lend themselves to
such exploitation on weak days."
A. J. Petersmarck, who operates the
Bluebird theatre, also a First National
franchise holder, and the Baker, two fine
neighborhood theatres within a few blocks
of each other, is situated in a section where
he claims people have just so much money
to spend each week on amusements, and
that they spend it at such odd intervals
that he has been unable to ascertain with
any degree of precision just which day in
the week is his worst.
Petersmarck favors a couple of serials a
week in his houses because they have increased his receipts and allow him the opportunity of slipping in a feature that he
can buy at a fairly reasonable price.
Another who favors consistently good
pictures as a means of preventing the appearance of weak days is James C. Ritter,
president of the Michigan Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Association, who directs the
Rialto, one of the largest of Detroit's
neighborhood houses. Mr. Ritter says he
aims to play the highest class productions
and big specials on weak days, supplemented bythe finest short subjects he can
obtain. He also uses a serial on Saturdays to take care of the clientele that demand that sort of entertainment.
Charles Darrell, director of the De Luxe
theatre, for John H. Kunsky, books in
three or four acts of vaudeville and a fairly
good program picture on his two weakest
days — Monday and Tuesday — and has
been getting wonderful results with the
idea. He varies this occasionally by giving
his patrons a double bill of features, purchasing at a very nominal figure a couple
of older releases of well known stars and
advertising the program heavily as a classic revival.
Every day in the week
to fair, instead of big, if
the fronts devised by L.
the Royal Theatre, which

would be poor
it were not for
H. Gardner, of
is in the heart

of the foreign downtown district of Detroit. As Gardner explains it, few of his
patrons can read and naturally he has to
knock their eyes out with splashes of color
and plenty of action. These fronts are
specially prepared by workman constantly
in the employ of the Royal Theatre and
often extend from the sidewalk to heights
far above the marquise. Society dramas
are tabooed by Gardner and only productions that have plenty of melodramatic effects are used by him.
Albany

Children

Matinees

Highly Successful
With the wives of many of the New
York state officials, and other women
prominent in the society life of Albany, N.
Y., acting as hostesses to large groups of
children, the Junior Movies, given at Harmanus-Bleecker hall each Saturday morning, at an exceedingly low price of admission, are proving the biggest kind of a
success.
Mrs. Parker Corning entertained 100
children last Saturday morning from the
Trinity Institute, F. F. Proctor, owner of
the theatre, turning over the proceeds of
the morning to the institute, Mrs. George
D. Pratt, wife of the State Conservation
Commissioner, is another liberal entertainer, taking large numbers of children
from the various schools to the entertainment. Mrs. Nathan L. Miller, wife of the
Governor, is also on hand each Saturday
morning and her reserved section is always
filled with children.
Illinois Exhibitors
Meet Soon

Will

President Joe Hopp and Secretary Fred
W. Hartman,
of the
Illinois
Exhibitors'
Alliance,
the state
branch
of the
Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, have
sent out a call for a state convention to
be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
on a date to be announced later.
A large and enthusiastic meeting is predicted as the Alliance has grown rapidly
in the past year, and exhibitors throughout
Illinois are vitally interested in matters
which will be taken up.
One of the matters to be disposed of
at the convention is the election of delegates vention
and alternates
to the
national
conof the Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners of America to be held at Minneapolis on June 7, 8 and 9.
Proposed state legislation that would
be injurious to the motion picture business
will also be discussed, including several
bills coming up at Springfield at this term
of the legislature and also a bill regulating deposits.
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Expect Big Attendance at
Rochester Convention
The Rochester, N. Y., convention is less
than three weeks away, and its scope and
attendance are growing tar beyond the
tions of the commost sanguine expecta
mittees in charge, announces a statement
during the week from the M. P. T. O.
of A. headquarters. One of the features
of the convention will be a great demonstration against censorship in general and
censorship measure in Albany,
the
against
N. Y., in particular. Many leaders in the
civic and political life of the state have
been secured as speakers at the convention,
among them editors of great prominence,
it is declared. All these will enter thenprotest against censorship legislation.
exA great gathering of .stars are also
pected to be on hand. Mr. John Farren,
Chairman of the committee on stars, will
be in New York this week to complete
arrangements for the securing of the foremost luminaries in the galaxy of the motion-picture firmament.
Another feature of the convention will
be the visit of the delegates to the Eastman Kodak Plant, where extensive preparations have been made for receiving and
conducting them through the entire plant.
The local press of Rochester and the
city authorities are conducting a vigorous
campaign on behalf of the convention. The
fullest measure of hospitality will be assured to every motion picture man who
makes Rochester his home on April 5, 6
and 7, the dates of the state convention,
it is declared.
In view of the growing requests for
reservations, exhibitors who wish to attend are earnestly advised to get in touch
for their reservations without delay with
Mr. I. M. Salyards at the Victoria theatre,
Rochester.
William Stoermer Made
New Selznick Manager
■ William Stoermer has been appointed
general business manager of the Selznick
News Weekly, according to an announcement by Myron and David Selznick.
As general business manager of the
Selznick News Mr. Stoermer's duties will
probably encompass a trip to Europe in
order to organize a foreign camera staff
and a tour of Selznick exchanges to aid
the selling force.
Dr. Crafts at Hearing
(Continued from page 2167)
Could the producers in favor of clean
pictures bring about a change of policy
in the production activities of the other
producers who might not be so particular
in the brand of product they turned out,
was another question proposed by Dr.
Crafts to Mr. Hess. The latter answered
that a more rigid application of existing
laws to offenders would be sufficient. O.
R. Miller, secretary of the New York Civil
League, disagreed on the adequacy of the
penal laws and expressed his opinion that
censorship was the only solution to the
difficulty.

Motion

Would
Stray Notes
Stoll Film Company is reorganizing.
No more salesmen, etc. All distribution,
advertising, etc., by Pathe. Ralph Proctor remains as general manager.
Alec Lorimore writes from Australia
that he is no longer connected with Farnous-Lasky, but now active in the exhibiting field.
Clarence Schottenfels has become assosociated with Frederick Dahme, the art
title specialist.
Fred Warren is making 'em all sit up
with " Lying Lips." Watch the " First
Run " pages for the proof.
" Personalities."

Operators' Bill Unopposed
at Albany, N. Y., Hearing
Not one iota of opposition developed at
a hearing before the cities committee of
the New York State Assembly, in connection with a bill which was recently introduced by Assemblyman Flynn and which
is intended as a general safety measure in
requiring more competent operators in
New York city, Buffalo and Rochester, the
bill dealing solely with first class cities in
the state. Under its provisions, an apprentice must serve with a licensed operator for six months at least, and his application for a license must then have the
O. K. of the operator under whom he
served.
The bill is the first one given consideration by the committee today. The operators were represented by Samuel Kaplan
and E. Stewart, of New York city, and
Dewitt L. Martin, of Local No. 233, of
Buffalo, all three speaking in favor of the
bill.
In going on record in favor of the bill,
Mr. Stewart said that for four or five
years, there had been an effort in New
York state to amend the law licensing
operators, on account of the present law
being little more than a farce. He said
that a man could appear before the New
York city board of examiners and, providing he had a theory, he could get a
license, even though he was not a practical operator. He cited one instance
where a woman answered a few questions

Picture

Double

News

Aggregate

Pay of Censor Board
A bill that would more than double thel
aggregate pay that is now received by the!
Pennsylvania State Board of Motion Pic-I
ture Censors and its employes and which!
would create a number of new jobs under!
the board, was introduced March 8, in the!
Legislature at Harrisburg, by Senatoil
William
C. McConnell, of Northumberland County.
The board, which started ten years age
with a payroll of $2,700, today has a salary list of $32,460, and it is now aimec
to increase this by $44,180, which wouk
make the total $76,640. The measure alsc
would provide for the $3,ooo-a-vear salarj
of Dr. Ellis P. Oberholtzer, of Philadel
phia, a former member of the board whe
was removed from that job and made 1
" director."
The chairman of the board under th<
terms of the bill, would get $4,000 insteac
of $3,000; the vice chairman $3,600 in
stead of $2,500, and the secretary $3,6oc
instead of $2,400. Though the present law
does not provide for the salary of a di
rector, Dr. Oberholtzer has been receiv
ing $3,000, which the new bill would now
authorize. The bill also provides for :
new executive clerk at $3,000; and twe
other clerks at $1,200 each, to take th«
place of the chief clerk at $1,800, and als<
provides for two assistant clerks at $i,50<
and $1,200, respectively. Stenographers
inspectors and operators would also re
ceive increased salaries under the new ar
rangement.
Julius
Trinz, of Chicago.
Dies of Pneumonia
Julius managers,
Trinz, onedied
of Monday,
Chicago'sMard
mos
popular
7 of pneumonia. Mr. Trinz was a nephew
of Joseph Trinz of Lubliner and Trinz
and was well liked for his sunny disposi
tion and good nature. He was for severa
years manager of the Columbia theatn
in Milwaukee, and Trip
prior to his death wa
manager of the Crawford theatre in Chi
cago.

and was given an operator's license.
Exhibitor

Association Wins
Battles
(Continued from page 2168)
he will call a special session in June, and
it is expected that the Censorship bill will
be introduced once more and a renewed
fight made for its passage.
The exhibitors of South Dakota will
have a state convention on Tuesray, March
22, at Huron, S. D. The State is being
circularized with that end in view and, if
possible, a representative of the national
organization will be in evidence at the
State convention.
From Lexington, N. C, H. B. Varner,
secretary and treasurer of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of North Carolina,
writes to headquarters, saying that censorship has been killed in both houses.

Wm.

A.

Brady

Complete:

(Continued from page 2169)
" And down under that wave, I believe, will go thos
politicians of high and low degree, who as a matter c
political expediency or what not, are catering to th
advocates of a sour Sunday and a woe-begone week.
Mr. Brady, during his trip, told many groups c
exhibitors that there was no desire on the part of th
producers and distributors to evade responsibility fc
certain improper matter that has occasionally crer.
into the screen.
is noa producing
in this subject,
countr
that" But
can there
enforce
contract forcompany
an indecent
he
told
them.
"
It
is
not
fair
for
you
to
attempt
alibi yourself and to say it is up to the produce t
alone. It is really up to you. Yon say you contrt
your
don'tstamp
allow you
anything
to bebreake
show
upon screens.
them thatThen
would
as a law
You have as much right to arrest a film as the polk
authorities have to arrest you for showing it
" Every exhibitor in this country has a great mon |
responsibility. He can become an instrument for fa
reaching good in his community. And thousands _c
exhibitors
doing^civicso.societies
They are
wit
the churchesare and
for co-operating
the public gooe
they
are
giving
special
performances
for
children
unde
the auspices of local associations, aiding in commumt
undertakings, and in many other ways winning th
respect and love of the people with whom they com
in daily contact. But there are more exhibitors -wh
are not doing these things."
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Miss Irma Beck and Miss Mary
McGranahan, cashiers, who for several years have been connected
with Famous Players-Lasky Chicago Exchange, and are known to
hundreds of exhibitors, proved
themselves heroines this week and
have been kept busy receiving congratulations ofmotion picture men
on their bravery and presence of
mind. Monday the girls had been
to the bank to draw money for the
payroll, which amounted to in the
neighborhood of twenty-eight hundred dollars. As they were on
their way back to the exchange a
robber grabbed the money which
was wrapped in a newspaper and
ran. The plucky cashiers pursued
the bandit for a block and a half
and were joined in the chase by
Detective Sergeant John Prendergast. The detective collared the
fleeing robber just as he threw
away the package of money, which
landed almost in the arms of Miss
Beck, who was hard on- his heels.
Miss Beck is reported to have said
that if she had had a gun the robber wouldn't have worn that silly
grin
rested.very long after he was ar-

FROM

and

the

REPRESENTATIVE,
and a battle on the roof and fatal
shooting ensued.
Maurice Fleckels was among
the New Yorkers visiting Chicago
this week. Mr. Fleckels, who is
one of the principal owners of the
Favorite Film Corporation, came
on for a conference with his partner Ike Von Ronkel, who, since the
establishment of this new exchange,
has built up one of the biggest businesses enjoyed by any independent
concern in Chicago.
Monday was the day for the general release of " The Kid " in Chicago territory, where more than
three hundred thousand persons, at
a conservative estimate, have
already
seen during
Chaplin'sitsrecord
break-at
ing picture
showing
the Randolph in the Chicago loop.
On the general release date this
picture went into twenty-five houses.
It will go into twenty-five others
Thursday, twenty-five more on the
following Monday and twenty-five
on the Thursday following, making
one hundred theatres in Chicago
which will show the picture in two
weeks. The number of prints being
used on this release is believed to
beat all records in this territory.

Maurice Choynski journeyed to
Manager Seery, of First National,
Hot Springs, Arkansas, this week
where he will spend a vacation of is preparing to move into the big
new exchange at 829-31 S. Wabash
indefinite duration. When inter- Avenue
on or about March 26th and
viewed he would not state whether
golf (African or outdoor) or by May 1st, practically all the exchanges inChicago will be concenhorseback riding would be his main
trated in the district centering at
diversions.
the corner of Eighth and Wabash.
Thomas Kilfoil has been apHenry Berman, of Universal,
pointed branch manager of Para- stopped off for a day this week on
mount's Chicago Exchange, and his way from New York to the
already is on the job. Mr. Kilfoil
comes from the home office and has West Coast, where he will remain
had a wide experience as a travel- for several days looking over proing auditor and efficiency man. Mel studio. duction work at his company's coast
Shauer, manager of the accessory
department, was visiting at the
Harry Ascher and Harry BauChicago exchange this week. Milt
Ascher Brothers organKusell, recently appointed assistant mont, of
ization, were in Cincinnati this week
district manager, has returned completing plans for the opening of
from Rock Island, where he signed the Capitol, the big downtown
up Joe Hopp of the Fort Arm- Ascher house which is rapidly nearstrong Theatre, and Carl Miller, ing completion in that city.
of the Spencer Square, for Paramount service.
J. M. Browarsky, the theatre
builder, is reported to have comA complete sprinkling system is
pleted plans for a two million five
being installed at the Paramount hundred thousand dollar picture
Exchange, 845 S. Wabash Avenue, house on the half block fronting
and the offices have been more or south in 63rd street between Blackless torn up for the past few days, stone and Harper avenues. According to Fridstein and Company,
but will be straightened out by the
end of the week.
architects and engineers, the construction will begin May 1st if busiOne of the three boy burglars
ness conditions show signs of imwho attempted to rob the Hub moprovement bythat time. The building will front four hundred and
tion picture theatre on West Chicago Avenue, was slain by police fifty feet on Blackstone, four hunin a revolver battle, another was
dred feet on Harper and two hunshot twice and was captured with
dred feet on Sixty-third street, will
the third companion. The trio be sixty-one feet in height with
were attempting to cut their way fourteen stores on the ground floor
into the theatre through the sky- and a large number of apartments
light when the police were notified above, which will overlook Jackson

FILM
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SO.
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ST.

Park. The district already has the feature during the week are Minnesota, North and South Dakota,
Tivoli, which
Balabanis conceded
& Katz's topalatial
theatre,
be the which have been taken over by the
finest motion picture theatre in the Elliott Film Exchange of Minneapolis, and the state of Indiana,
United States, and the Woodlawn,
which Andrew Karzas has made which has been purchased by the
one of the most successful houses Statecraft Film Sales Corporation
in Chicago, so that competition will of Indianapolis. J. Hoddy Milligan
be keen in this district when the left Chicago Tuesday to road show
" For The Freedom Of Ireland "
new house is completed. Mr. Bro- throughout
where it will open
warsky up to date has refused to at DavenportIowa
next Monday.
divulge the names of the parties behind the proposed new theatre, but
The Star Theatre Building, on
it is reported that the owners of
one of the big circuits will operate Madison street, near Clark, has
it.
been purchased by Jones, Linick &
Schaefer for a purchase price of
Aaron Gollos, president of Gollos forty thousand dollars, with a
Enterprises, announces that he has ground lease of one hundred and
contracted with George Kleine for three years. They will take possession May 1, 1921. There are sevthe Chicago and Northern Illinois
eral leases in the building which
rights
for
"
Deliverance,"
the
much
extend beyond that date, and which
talked of production starring Helen ship.
Kellar. According to Mr. Gollos, Jones, Linick & Schaefer will permit to continue under their ownerplans already are being made for
the rental of legitimate theatres for
a downtown showing of this production. The method of distribuS. J. Stoughton has returned
from a trip to Pittsburgh for the
tion for this* picture throughout the Rothacker
Industrial Division.
territory will be made public in a
George J. Kilgore is spending a
few days by Gollos Enterprises.
week at the New York Rothacker
Industrial office.
Sales Manager Belford, of "Independent Films Association, has returned from a trip to New York,
where he was working on plans for
the foreign distribution of the Neal
Hart series and other pictures released by Independent.
Al Picker, owner of a large circuit of theatres with headquarters
at Ironwood, Michigan, was in Chicago this week looking over forthcoming releases and booking for his
theatres. Mr. Picker reports a
slight Lenten slump in attendance
but states that indications are that
the Spring business will be up to the
average in the district where he
operates theatres.
Harris F. Wolfberg, vice-president and &general
the Lake
Exportsales'
Coalmanager
Company,of
spent the week in Chicago at his
company's
offices.
The former
trict manager
of Paramount
saiddishe
finds selling coal a very different
proposition from films but that he
is rapidly getting on to the ropes
and already has closed some big
contracts.
It is reported that Ascher
Brothers are preparing to put up
another great moving picture house,
which will be located at Lawrence
and Spaulding Avenues and seat
three thousand persons.
Lee Herz, of Silee Film Exchange, will handle " For The Freedom Of Ireland," Creation Film
Company's
feature
picture,
Northern Illinois,
according
to anin
announcement just made by B.
Herbert Milligan. Other territories
which have been closed on this

Phil H. Pierce, for many years in the
musical instrument and motion picture
business, who has been made manager
of the new Dallas, Texas, branch of
the Bartola Musical
Instrument Comcity
pany, located that
at 2022
Main Street,

Motion
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Consider
By

I MEAN to say : Consider the Organist. He
is a problem that calls for some special
thought and he generally is an object for
gentle consideration — at least a little more than
he is getting.
It seems that I have started something, or
at least I was the cause of Mr. William Brandt
For at the Motion Picturestarting something.
Musical
Conference, our good friend, Mr.
Brandt, representing five hundred theatre owners, declared that the exhibitors simply could
not find organists. To be exact, this is what he
said :
" I want to sound a note of warning — the
exhibitors are progressing faster than the musicians— that the small neighborhood theatres
cannot get proper musicians. The exhibitor is
perfectly willing to spend fifteen or twenty
thousand dollars for a good organ, but he cannot get a good organist to play it ! I am talking
from actual experience — and I know for a fact
that the musicians are not keeping pace with thv
exhibitors. Would that the world were full of
Riesenfelds, then what an easy lot the exhibitor would have ! "
At the same time, Mr. Joseph Weber, president of the National Federation of Musicians,
was present and added to the dramatic tension
of the situation by adding the following words:
" I agree that perhaps we have not enough
good musicians, but the matter will be remedied as best and quick as possible and you will
soon have more musicians than you need for
your theatres. The question of supplying musicians will be solved as far ts the American
Federation is concerned."
I felt that the character of Mr. Brandt's statements was such as to deserve the widest publicity and I gave the remarks to the press of
the country and myself commented and emphasized the matter in my department in the
Neiv York Globe and also in the magazine
Musical America.
Well, well ! I have been beseiged by all kinds
of letters, telephone calls and visits. Chiefly
from organists, of course. At first I tried to
duck my responsibility by referring all comers
to Mr. Brandt, but many came back from Mr.
Brandt, without having had any particular satisfaction.
But I knew that Mr. Brandt knew exactly
what he was talking about and that he is not
the kind of man to have made any rash statements. Therefore I have asked him to provide
me with the names and addresses of all exhibitors who are seeking organists or any other
kind of musicians, and I have all kinds of channels through which to discover the right people
without any difficulty.
In the meantime however, many quite remarkable things have come up. For instance, the
National Association of Organists, as indicated in a previous issue of The News, has
drafted a committee to furnish information on
all organ matters, without charge to exhibitors.
Dr. William Carl of the Guilmant School has
been asked to jump into the situation and give
the benefit of his assistance, which to date he
has not done — he has been ill, and very much
involved in his season's work. But I believe
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Have

You

D.

Joined

Organist
Isaacson

the

As-

sociation of Motion-Picture Musical Interests ?
SEND IN YOUR APPLICATION
TODAY!
Be among the first to enlist. Temporary
headquarters are established, temporary
by-laws and constitution in hand.
The executive committee and board of
directors are in formation. But where is
your name?
SEND THE APPLICATION BLANK
TODAY.
APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP.
ASSOCIATION
OF ACCEPTED
MOTION PICTUREMUSICAL INTERESTS
Temporary Headquarters
Suite 402, 729 7th Ave.,
New York City.
I
Address
Herewith desire to apply for membership in this association.
Class
Dues
Classes
A — Those of the motion picture industry seeking to broaden their
appeal through music.
B — Those of the music industry and
musical profession seeking to
widen
their scope through the
film.
C — Those seeking to give the public a
greater opportunity to hear good
music.
Dues are to be paid in advance:
$2.00 for individuals.
$10.00 for corporations and companies.

that Dr. Carl can be relied upon to give this
problem his ardent aid.
I have heard from several schools that they
are eager to know the theatres seeking their
pupils — for their pupils are seeking these
theatres.
Then there have come to my desk some letters which are so pregnant with points and
facts, that I feel they ought to be published. I
refer to the remarkable document — the challenge to Mr. Brandt from Scott Buhrmann of
the American Organist. I refer to the letters
of William Hamilton and G. H. Federlein,
which I have selected from the vast correspondence, as being most typical and most explanatory.
Just before these are reached, I should first
desire to make some observations, which may

serve to clear the atmosphere. I will state the
case from the two points of view. The exhibitor finds himself with a theatre in which
he feels that he must put an organ. He is
not born with any knowledge of organ-history
and traditions. He buys an organ. The manufacturer isselling his own instrument. I do
not mean to indicate that the manufacturer has
not the best interests of the art and the seller
at heart. But he sells his instrument. Most
often it is a good buy for the exhibitor. Most
often there is no trouble from that end. But
in some cases, the exhibitor has been fooled.
The organ is not truly musical, is not wellplaced, is not well-voiced, is a white elephant
on his hands. In this latter condition, the organist is up against it, to use the vernacular.
The exhibitor is angry, and thinks it the fault
of the organist. Or when he tries to engage a
good musician, the artist won't accept ; it would
be against all his scruples to marry a cheap bit
ries his organ).
of clap-trap
(for the organist figuratively marIn the first place, the exhibitor has no right
to buy an organ without consulting a real organist and acoustician. Pay a man and it will
pay the buyer.
After the organ, comes the organist. The
exhibitor is not expected to realize the temperamental side of an artist. The organist
works hard, he is the most physical of all the
musicians. He's using arms and legs and head
and heart all the time. He cannot possibly be
expected
understand
the inorganist's
unless it isto brought
to him
a way likedesire,
this.
He may think the organist is lazy, because he
won't play all the time. He may imagine the
organist is stupid because he declares that he
cannot improvise with the pictures incessantly.
Now on the other hand, the organist should be
made to realize that the exhibitor is new to all
these conditions. Music is to him at first just
an additional department in his business. He
cannot at first consider the art aspects; this is
beyond him.
We must seek to create an understanding between organists and exhibitors.
Speaking for the organists, I would say to
the exhibitors of the country, bow to this guild.
The organists are of the oldest sect of musicians in the world. They are as a class the
most seriously musical, and indicate by their
very choice of the pipes, a turn of mind which
declares them to be somewhat ecclesiastical in
nature. In the older days, the organist was the
first musician, everything revolved and developed about him. The organ is the only allsufficient instrument. The violin and all
stringed instruments (even the piano) do not
approach it in this respect. The organ attempts to encompass all other kinds of music
and to translate even the flute and clarionet
into its language. The organist I have observed
is the most sensitive musician, and feels keenly
every slight. He is a loyal creature as a class,
much more loyal than others I could name. It
comes
through
the organ
organist's
with theabout
organ.
For the
is soassociation
purifying
and noble.
(Continued on page 2274 i
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FROM

FIRST NATIONAL
The Gilded Lily —
An exceotionally fine picture, but
The Kid—
The record breaker for the sea- the box office receipts fell off somewhat during the second week. It
son. Held over for a third week by
a house that seldom departs from really didn't draw the business it
the week run custom. (Middle seemed to deserve, but that faci
can probably be laid partly to the
West.)
spring-like weather. (East.)
Went over big in two houses.
People are anxious to see it and Forbidden Fruit —
well satisfied when they do. (East.)
Very good. The people came the
first day in response to wide adWent over big on second week.
vertising and they told their neighbors it was a good picture. (East.)
May hold over for another week.
(West.)
A very good picture. Handicapped by strong opposition. (West.)
Second week to big business.
Wonderful as an attraction.
(West.)
TheA Jucklins
—
fair picture
with business
about
as
usual.
(West.)
Mamas Affair —
Delighted our people. Box office
kept busy. (Middle West.)
Beau Revel —
A wonderful picture which sure
did
go " over the top." Brought
Dinty —
Very good feature which brought large box office receipts and much
more than the usual business. satisfaction from the audiences.
(West.)
(West.)
Fairly good picture with average
Dangerous Days —
business. (West.)
Very good attendances and in
spite of inclement weather on closing nights crowds stood for hours. The Education of Elizabeth —
(East.)
One fair
of the
star's best
but it only
drew
business.
(East.)
Cut tain —
Passionate Pilgrim —
Katherine MacDonald's beauty The
Went over big for week. Is exaid much in making this storj- of ceptionallv
West.)
good feature. (Middle
stage life attractive. Miss MacDonald's
popularity
is
increasing
in
this city. Business good. (East.)
The Price of Possession —
An average picture which apPeaceful Valley —
pealed to admirers of Ethel ClayA mediocre story that only drew
ton and pulled fair business during
fair houses. It was suited to the
the week. (Middle West.)
Not Guilty —
A real show. I thought so and Don't Neglect Your Wife —
Fair picture
the audience thought so. Box ofiness. (East.) only. Average busfice proved it so. Biggest opening
in five or six weeks. Holding up
strong. (Middle West.)
The Frontier of the Stars —
Thomas Meighan always sure
box
office winner at this house and
Love, Honor and Behave —
this
picture, clean and wholesome
A splendid drawing card. Played
was enjoyed by everyto a packed house all week. The throughout,
one. (East.)
picture is an excellent diversion
from the more serious presentaThe Kentuckians —
tions. (Middle West.)
Did neither draw nor satisfied.
That director missed more good
chances than a cat has flees.
FAMOUS PLAYERS
(West.)
Brewster's Millions —
" Fatty" went over in this picture Midsummer Madness —
in a surprising manner. Picture
Very well produced picture but it
played to capacity for seven day brought
too much advance criticism
run. (East.)
and
for
I don't
favor
too manythat
of reason
these kind
of plays.
Don't
miss
this
one,
a
really
big
Let's cleanselves.up
the screen
our-a
box office play. (West.)
We want
picturesa bit
with
universal box office appeal. (West.)
The Inside of the Cup —
Plot a little difficult to follow
Change Your Wife?—
but on the whole picture was above Why
Had capacity business with this
the average and we played to good one. Everyone seemed pleased and
business during week it showed it sure did make a hit at mv house.
here. (Middle West.)
(West.)

ON

NEW

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

R UN

Chickens
Brought —average business. Fair
picture. (West.)
GOLDWYN
The
Iron a— fair week.
NotBranding
more than
(East.)
Prisoners of Love —
Charming, dainty picture. Opened
to better Sunday in several weeks.
Well liked but no unbounded enthusiasm. (Middle West.)

Say

THEATERS
All Dolled UpA very good picture, though we
had
business
and only
it didaverage"
not come
up with
to myit
expectations as a box office attrac. tion. (Middle West.)
ASSOCIATED

PRODUCERS

Lying
— a it four
Completed
run
here,
inLips
which
drew weeks'
over 80,000
people. This is one of the greatest records in the history of the
city. (Middle West.)
Drew a good house for a week,
but the picture does not justify
its advance advertising. An average picture. (Middle West.)

The Concert —
Accurate photoplay of stage success. Moderately popular. Not
enough action in it to make it a big
West.)
success as a picture. (Middle A Small Town Idol —
Second week to good business.
(West.)
METRO
UNITED ARTISTS
Billions
Not up—efforts,
to somebutof pleasing.
Nazimova's
previous
( Middle West.)
Four Horsemen

business for week
TheExceptional
Nut—
during Lent. Picture not up to
West.)
Fairbanks'
standard. (Middle

of the Apo-

Packed t h e m in on this one.
calypse—
People curious
to see it. Great box
office attraction. (West.)
Polly
PastWent With
over avery
well. An elaborate fashion show prologue and
several vocal selection by a prominent singer helped pack the house.
(East.)

ROBERTSON -COLE
One Man in a Million —
Clean, high-grade picture which
appealed strongly to patrons. Did
dle West.)business for week. (Midexcellent
A Slave of Vanity —
Good entertainment and it
brought good business. (West.)

REALART
The
—
VerySnob
attractive.
Just the kind
of picture to appeal to high class
neighbor audiences. Pleasing
throughout and thoroughly proper.
(Middle West.)
OutGood
of business
the Chorus
for —first two days
and also the final day. (East.)

We thoughtEQUITY
picture up to Clara
Kimball Young's usual standard but
played to poor business for week
— attribute to bad weather.
which
Hush- we
( Middle West.) '
STATE RIGHTS

Madonnas and Men —
Opened big. Everyone thinks it a
big picture from every standpoint.
Fine box office attraction and
Did ofnotthedraw
Heartso— well the first West.)
Eyes
splendid audience picture. (Middle
two days,
to aof wellfilled
housebuttheplayed
balance
the
week.
(Middle West.)
Isobel,
the Trail's
—
A fine orproduction
and End
it brought
good business. (West.)
UNIVERSAL

A Mad Marriage —
Pretty good picture and we had
somewhat more business than
usual. (West.)
Society
—
Very Secrets
poor picture.
Business
was much less than usual. (West.)
Average
While the
Tiger
Trueproduction.
—
plot is interesting, it is much the
same as many others now running.
(East.)

PAT HE
TheA picture
Devil — that aroused the curiosity of the public. A good house
all week. An artistic production.
(Middle West.)
HODKINSON
The U. P. Trail Regular Western with lots of action. Opened to more than usual
and dle
held
West.)up well all week. (Mid-
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Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS
Comedy — The Haunted House —
Metro.
ley. Humming !' and " Make
Organ—'*
Feature — The Snob — Wanda Haw-

CITY

Capitol Theatre —
Overture — "Irish Rhapsody," played
by Capital Grand Orchestra.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Special — " The Swan," presented by
Mile. Gambarelli. Cello Obligate) by J. Nadelle.
Scenic — Water Trails — Bruce.
Musical — " Tambourine Chinois," by
Jacques Gordon, Concert Mastra. ter and Capitol Grand OrchesFeature— A Tale of Two Worlds—
Gouverneur Morris. Musical
interlude during the transition
of the story from China to
America in which the Chinese
lullaby
from by" East
West,"
will
be sung
Miss isElizabeth
Ayres. Violin Obligato by
Jacques Gordon.
Novelty — Nola, presented by Leon
Leonidow, Doris Niles and
Gladys Waite.
Comedy— Get Rich Quick Edgar—
Goldwyn.
Next Week — Without Limit — Geo.
D. Baker.
Strand Theatre —
Current Events — Mark Strand
Topical Review.
Prelude — Descriptive by Strand
Symphony Orchestra.
Feature
— My MacDonald.
Lady's Latchkey—
Katherine
Vocal— " Believe Me If All Those
Charms,"
YoungHollinshead,
Endearing
sung by Redferne
tenor.
Comedy — Love, Honor and Behave
— Mack Sennett.
Organ Solo — " Serenata." Penman —
Next Week — Jim the
Lionel Barrymore.
Lyric Theatre —
Second week of " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
Criterion Theatre —
Overture
— " Serenade," by Criterion
Orchestra.
Scenic — The Lone Indian — Post.
Musical — " Indian Lament," by
Grace Fisher, Violinist.
Feature— The Faith Healer— Geo.
Melford.
Eve's Leaves— OllenEducational—
dorff Sketchograph.
Rivoli Theatre —
— Selections from "Eileen,"
Overture
by Rivoli Orchestra.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Vocal—" To A Wild Rose," sung by
Betty Anderson, soprano and
Fred Jagel, tenor.
Feature— Beau Revel — Florence
Vidor.
Musical — " Rondo Capriccioso," by
Willy Stahl, violinist.
Comedy— Wedding Blues— Christie.
."
Grand ChoeurSpecialSolo—" The
Organ
Love
Week— Reid.
NextWallace
Rialto Theatre —
Overture—"
Irish Rhapsody," by
Rialto Orchestra.

A

Picture

Next Week — " Pleasure Seekers."
Believe."
Imperial
Theatre
—
Current Events
— Imperial
Screen
News.
Orchestra — Selections
from
and
"Naughty
Marietta"
Song.
" Sleepy — Head."
Educational
A Woolen Novelty
Yarn
Ballet — Leach Sisters in
Dancing Act.
Feature — The Passionate Pilgrim —
Paramount.
Next Week — Same bill.
Tivoli
Theatre
— Kid.
Second week
of The
Next Week — The Kid continued or
Passion.
GRAUMAN'S SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA -MISflA GUTERSON,CONUCT(»- HENRY MURTOGf AT THE WURLIT2ER
A Sunday issue display for " Chickens " used by Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles
Educational — Presidents of the
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
United States — Ford.
Vocal — " Le Cor," by Emanuel List,
basso profundo.
Musical — Classical song and dancing act with seven people.
Feature — The Plaything of BroadFeature
— The Nut — Douglas Fairway— Realart.
banks.
Vocal — " He is Kind, He is Good,"
— Scrambled Eagles — Bray
from " Herodiade," by Mary Cartoon
Goldwyn.
Fabian, soprano.
Comedy — The Blizzard — Vitagraph. Next Week — The Concert.
Organ Solo — March from " Tann- Mission Theatre —
Indefinite engagement of The
Garret
" — Dorothy Gish.
Four Horsemen of the Apocahauser."
Next Week — " The Ghost in the
lypse with a musical program
added.
Selwyn Theatre —
" A Connecticut Yankee in King Kinema Theatre —
Arthur's Court," for an indefi- Second week of " The Kid."
nite engagement.
Symphony Theatre —
Moss' Broadway Theatre —
Feature — The Kid — Charlie Chap- Fourth week of " Lying Lips."
lin and Keith vaudeville.
Superba
Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International
Musical — Special musical novelty.
LOS ANGELES
tury.— The Dog Catcher — CenComedy
Feature
— If Only Jim — Harry
Carey.
Grauman's Theatre —
Overture Events
— " Irish
Rhapsodic"
Next Week — Society Secrets.
Current
— Pathe
News.
Clune's
Broadway Theatre —
Organ " Echoes of Erin."
Current Events — Kinograms.
Novelty — Topics of the Day— Educational
— Movie Chats — Kineto.
Pathe.
Comedy
— Now
or Never — Lloyd Vocal — Kiss Me Again.
Pathe.
Feature
Couldn't Help It —
Bebe— She
Daniels.
Presented with a prologue under
the title of " Ten Minutes at Next Week— All Soul's Eve.
the —Station."
Feature
SAN FRANCISCO
mount.The Kentuckians — ParaRialto Theatre —
Overture — " Tomorrow Land."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Organ—" — Baby
Curls." Fruit — De
Feature
Forbidden
Mille Paramount.
California Theatre —
Overture
" Mignon."
Current — Events—
Kinograms and
Fox News.
Organ — Becky from Babylon.

Strand
Theatre
Second week
of — A Small Town
Idol.
NextA Week
— The
Perfect
Time.Tiger's Cub and
California Theatre —
Orchestra— Betty, You Bet I do.
Current ical
Events
Review. — California TopNovelty
— Topics of the Dav —
Pathe.

Rialto
Second Theatre
week of— Isobel or the
Trail's End.
Next Week — Roads of Destiny.
Frolic
tury.Theatre —
Feature — Colorado — Frank Maj'o.
Comedy — The Circus Man — CenNext Week — Outside the Law.
SEATTLE
Strand Theatre —
Overture
Selections
from "Faust."
Current —Events
— Kinograms.
Comedy— His Bitter Half.
Scenic — A Tale of the Fur North —
Educational.
liss. — The Devil — George ArFeature
Next Week — The Greatest Love —
Vera Gordon.
Clemmer Theatre —
Overture — "Poet and Peasant" and
" Kismet."
Current Events — International
News.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Scenic — The Story of the Jacquar.
Feature — The Nut — Douglas Fairbanks.
Next Brute.
Week — The Magnificent
Winter Garden Theatre —
Overture — Selections from operas.
Current Events — Fox News.
Novelty
— Topics of the Dav —
Pathe.
SecnicPrizma.
— Where Poppies Bloom —
Feature
— The Nut — Douglas Fairbanks.
Next Week — East Lynn.
Liberty Theatre —
Overture —Events
"Apple
BlossomandTime."
Current
— Jensen
Von
Herberg News.
Comedy — My Goodness.
Scenic — Getting a Polish.
Feature — The Killer— Pathe.
Next Week — The Guile of Women.
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Woodlawn Theatre —
Stillman —
Woodlawn Grand Organ "The Overture — " Mary."
Themes
Love1'—
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
"You— "Awakening
Remind Me of
of Someone.
Rosary."
Woodlawn
I Used to Know " — " Two Little
lected. Comedy playlet — SeCurrent
Events — Literary Digest —
Overture — " The Barber of Saville."
Kinograms — Topics of the Day.
Feature— What's Worth While.
."
Brid—esMutt
Intermission — " Brenda."
Cartoon
and Jeff in " The
Coming
Love. Feature — The Greatest
Ventriloquist."
Comedy
— The Reckless Sex — Educational.
Pantheon Theatre —
Feature
—
The Concert.
Pantheon Topics of the Day.
International News.
Next Week — Passionate Pilgrims.
Overture — " Beautiful Galathea."
Metropolitan
—
— " Echoes
from the
Specialtv — Flute solo — " Waltz in Overture
Orient,"
arranged
by Musical
Director Phil Spitalny.
Comedy Flat."
— Wedding Bells Out of
D
Tune.
Specialty — Oriental dancer, who appears within the frame that
Specialty — Vocal solo — " The Old
holds the screen.
Fashioned
Garden," by Diva
Ethelia.
Theme — Oriental medley.
Feature — The Kentuckians.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Coming
Way. Feature — Straight Is the Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Comedy — Toonerville Trolley
comedy "The Skipper's
'Randolph Theatre —
Organ selections.
Feature
— Not Guilty.
Feature — The Inside of the Cup.
Next Week — His Own Law, with
Comedy
Hobart
Scheme."Bosworth.
umph.— Torchy's Double TriComing Feature — Forbidden Fruit.
Overture — Maximillian's
" RobesCentral Park Theatre —
Overture — " Morning, Noon and Theme
Park— " Goodbye " from " Ladv
Scenic.
Current
— Loew's
Comedygh—t.Wedding
Bells.
NewsEvents
Events
— PatheUp-to-Date
Review —
International
Ni " News.
Urban Movie Chats.
rrs A UNIVERSAL.
Feature — The Passionate Pilgrim.
Billie".
piere."
Specialty — Sigmund Bogueslawski,
Two column by ten inch display on
noted violinist, playing populai
and classical selections.
" The Madtheatre,
Marriage
by the Superba
Los " Angeles
Coming Feature — The Kentuckians.
Barbee's
Loop Theatre —
Commencing
DENVER
Universal Weekly.
Monday
"WEDOINCComedy
BLUES"
Christie
Pathe Topics of the Day.
Pictorial
Review
2
Reel*
-Palace
America Theatre —
Overture — " The Sweetheart Shop."
tic, Etc
Current Events — International . Scenic.
News.
Prologue
" Studio
Feature — —The
SmallLand."
Town Idol.
Comedy — The Hick — Vitagraph.
Feature — A voice in the Dark — Coining Feature — The Hidden
Goldwyn.
Light.
NextHole.
Week — The Old Swimmin'
Ziegfeld
Theatre —
Literary Digest.
Rialto Theatre —
Feature — Clara Kimball Young in
Hush.
Overture — Selections from "Irene."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — Her Nature Dance.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day — Coming Feature — Douglas FairPathe.
banks in The Nut.
Scenic — If — Prizma.
Feature — The Witching Hour —
Paramount.
CLEVELAND
Next Week— The Faith Healer.
Feature— Nomads of the North —
First National.
State — — " Mignon."
Current Events — Fox News.
Overture
Cartoon — The Ventriloquist — Mutt Theme — " The Garden of Memoand Jeff.
Comedy — The Simp — Fox.
Specialty Musical Number — Tilt's
" Seranade " rendered as a flute,
Vocal—" Old Pal, Why Don't You
horn and harp trio.
Answer Me" and "Isle of
ries."
Golden Dreams." Duet by Current Events — Literary Digest —
Harry Harper, tenor, and MarTopic
view. of the Day — Pathe Regaret Freer, contralto.
Next Week — Outside the Law.
Comedy
— Man vs. Woman — Christie
Comedy.
Scenic — Goldfish.
CHICAGO
Feature — Prisoners of Love.
Next Week — Godless Men.
Tivoli Theatre —
Euclid- Kamenoi Ostrow," by
"A SNOB." says WEBSTER,
Overture—"
Overture
— " Irish
"is one who is overbearing to
Rubenstein.
Scenic — The
ModernRhapsodic"
Centaurs.
those whom he considers beneath him.Kalhryn
" That definition!
just
Theme — "Donna E Mobile," from
Specialty
— " Mother
(WandafittedherHawlcy).
SowhenyouHaynes,she
by Mr.
Walter Machree,"
Pontius. sung
imagine
feelings
discovered
that
the
handsome
nts — Pathe News No. FATTY ARBUCKLE
Topical Events.
Current Eve
hero
she waswas aso WAITER!
madly in
love
with
Rigoletto."
21.
'What
followed
was
tragedy
Try To Do II In
Organ Solo — " Humoresque," counfor
Kalhryn.
but
makes
oneof theof
— Poor Butterfly — "Brewster's
Commencing WWn9Sd«y
ter pointed with " Suwanee Educational
the
snappiest
comedies
Millions"
Prizma color picture.
-rrs
a
positive
rioti
year
for
you.
River."
Literary
Digest.
Comedy — Moonshine, with Lloyd
Hamilton.
Specialty — Prison scene from
Here is one of the displays which
Feature — Madonnas and Men.
" Faust."
Stanley Chambers, manager of the
Next Week — Madonnas and Men Palace theatre, Wichita, Kansas, ran
Feature
—
Charlie
Chaplin
in
The
Kid.
continued.
for " The Snob "
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Four column by eleven inch ad on
" Know Your Men " and " Bare Knuckles " playing
this Newark,
week at N.theJ.Terminal
theatre,
Scenic — Stag Hunt in England ;
making bread in an English
bakery; leasedCocoanut
Industry — reby Educational.
Comedy — The Hick — Larry Semon.
Feature — Wanda Hawley in " The
Next Week — Eugene O'Brien in
" Broadway and Home."
Overture— —Oriental
" Semiramide."
Theme
Medley arranged
Strand
—Phil Spitalny.
bySnob."
Current Events — Ford Weekly.
Comedy
— The Skipper's
Scheme —
Toonerville
Trolley comedy.
Feature — Not Guilty.
Next Week—
His Own Law— Hobart Bosworth.
Knickerbocker —
Overture — " Very Good Eddie."
Theme — " Alabama
Moon," by
Zamecnik.
Current Events — Fox News —
Screen Movie
Snap Chats.
Shots No. 17 —
Urban
Comedy— He Loves the Ladies —
Spotlight comedy.
Feature — A Perfect Crime — Alan
Dwan production.
Next Week — It's A Great Life,
with Cullen Landis.
PITTSBURGH
Weekly.Events — Grand News
Current
Grand —— Topics of the Day.
Novelty
Feature— What's Worth While.
Comedy — Skippers Narrow Escape.
Next Week— The Nut.
Current
Events
Blackstone
— — Pathe News.
Novelty
—
Prizma.
Feature — Kentuckians.
nett. — Paramount - Mack SenComedy
Next Week — The Devil.
Current
Savoy
— Events — International
News.
Feature — Two Moons.
Comedy — The Haunted House.
Next Week — Dynamite Allen.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — Passion.
Liberty —Events — International
Current
News.
Lyric —— Forbidden Fruit.
Feature
Novelty — Topics of the Day.

Motion
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Overture — Classic and popular airs.
Feature — The Rookie's Return —
Douglas MacLean and Doris May.
Comedy — Nobody's Wife.
Parkway Theatre —
Overture — Special St. Patrick's Day
Irish melodies and " Gems from
t Even."
nts — Parkway Review.
Curren
old
e —EriThe Jucklins — Monte
Featur
Blue.

Wizard Theatre —
Overture — Hits, both popular and
classic.
PAULINE
Current Events — Pathe News.
Animated Weekly.
FREDERICK'";
Feature
Blue. — The Jucklins - — Monte
*&te Misifess Of I Comedy — All Wrong — Clyde Cook.
Strand Theatre —
Sttenstone"
Current Events — Kinograms.
Feature
— Out of the Chorus — Alice
Brady.
inn depew
■ FELIX THE CAY DOC
NOW PLAYING— TOM MOORE
This " The Mistress ofthf Shenstom
state then "
display is sponsored by size,
ten inches
tre of Minneapolis. In
by four columns
Comedy— His Fiery Beat.
Next Week— The Nut.
Regent —Events— Pathc News.
Current
Feature — Nineteen and Phyllis.
Comedy— Skippers Narrow Escape.
Next Week — Heliotrope.
Columbia —
Last week of The Kid.
Added Attraction— The Killer.
Olympic —
— Pat.Selections from PrinOverture cess
Novelty— Golf Shots Described.
(Slow motion pictures.)
Feature — Beau Revel.
Comedy— His Fiery Beat.
Added Attraction— Adventures of
Bob and Bill.
Next Mounted
Week —Police.
O'Malley of the

Comedy — Hey Rube — Bobby VerNextnon.Week — Tom Moore in Hold
Your Horses.
Washington
—
Overture
— Rachmaninoff's
" Prelude in C —Minor."
Current Events
Fox News.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in the
Ventriloquist.
Vocal — Songs by F. Vincent Kuhn.
Comedy — The Simp.
Special — Graham Harris, conductor, playing violin solo.
Feature — Godless Men.
Next Week — William Russell in
the Cheater Reformed.
(o/mopotiian
Product Ion j
t°h\ CUP
THL 1N/1DL

Picture

News

Current Events — Select News.
Next Week — Twin Beds.
Feature — Nomads of the North.
Palace —— Wedding Bells Out of
Comedy
Tune.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Topics of the Day — Literary DiNext Week — Kjsmet.
Feature — Are All Men Alike.
Comedy — Ouiji Did It.
— The Ventriloquist — Mutt
Cartoon—
Regent
gest.
and Jeff.
Next Week — The Ghost in the
Garret.
Feature — The Stealers.
Current Events — Select News.
Cartoon
Capitol——Westward Ho.
Comedy — Putting Nature Next.
Topics of the Day — Literary DiNext Week — Paying the Piper.

CINCINNATI
Overture
Strand —— Old Irish Songs.
Current Events — Pathe 21.
Comedy — Torchy Mixes In.
Feature — Peaceful Valley.
Next Week— The Devil's Garden.
Walnut-Events — Pathe 20.
Current
Literary
— 97.
edy. — Digest
Comedy
Tickle Me — Cook comFeature — The Charm School.
Next Week — Heliotrope.

KANSAS
gest.

CITY

Newman Theatre —
Overture — Creme de la Creme (Tobani), by the Newman concert
orchestra, Leo F. Forbstein,
conductor.
Newman News and Views — Screen
Magazine.
A page display used in the Chicago Special — Najo
(Musical)
— O'Con-—
nor sisters,
vocal selections
Herald and Examiner during tin run
Dorothy Ells, dancer.
of " The,
Inside
of
the
Cup
"
at
the
Randolph theatre, Chicago
Exit March
Palesteena."Pilgrim.
Feature
— The— "Passionate
Current
Events
—
Fox
88.
GiftsFeature — The Love Light.
Next Week — Mamma's Affair.
Next Week — Same.
PHILADELPHIA
New Royal Theatre —
Overture — ** Overture Dramatique "
Palace
—
(Kara Bella), by the Royal
Current Events — Kinograms.
Literary Digest 97.
Stanley Theatre —
Overture — " March Slav " — TschaiFeature — Unseen Forces.
kowsky — Stanley Orchestra, led
Next Week — The Road of
tion.
by Sidney Lowenstein.
Ambi- Feature — Earthbound — Goldwyn.
Stanley
News — Pathe News.
" The
DETROIT
Comedy
—
The Reckless Sex — Educational.
Cameraphone —
Scenic — Emerald Isle.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Feature— North Winds Malice.
Vocal Xos. — Henri Scott, soloist.
AdamsOverture
in Pittsburgh
— Made
Novelty
Royal VagaScenes.
— Meditation
from behind
"Thais,"a
rrent vents
- Free Press Special
played
en silhouette,
Next Week — The Sin that Was Cu WeeklyE.
white curtain through which
His.
the shadows of the players
."
Vocal bo
— ndEmmons
were seen. Albert Volinon was
ular songs. and Colvin in popLoew's Lyceum —
the violinist and Frank Bortess
News Feature — The Old Swimmin' Hole
Current
the harpist.
Weekly.Events — Loevv's
— Charles Ray.
Feature — Offshore Pirate.
Next Week — Man, Woman. MarNext
Week
—
Kazan.
Next Week— The Outside Woman.
riage— First National.
Broadway
— Gilded Lily, Stanton Theatre —
Sam S. Shubert TheatreSecond WeekStrand
of The
with same program as last Overture — " Light Cavalry " ■—
Twelfth Week of 'Way Down East.
week.
Suppe. Wayne,
Stantonleader.
Orchestra —
Albert
Next Week — William S. Hart in
BALTIMORE
Feature
— The Passionate Pilgrim —
The Testing Block.
GISHfil
Paramount.
Stanton
News
—
Special
compilation
Madison —
DOROTHY
Rivoli Theatre —
from Fox News, Pathe News,
Overture
—Events
" Hungarian
Comedy."
Current
—
Pathe
News.
etc.
,"
Rhapsody
Slavonic
"
—
Overture
Rivoli Symphony orchestra.
Vocal — "Alian Wonderful
Thing," Lil- Topics of the Day — Literary DiCrossman.
Current Events— Rivoli News of
the World.
Feature — Lying Lips.
in the Garret
Comedy — Wedding Bells Out of
Special— Marye Stuart Edwards,
Tune — Paramount.
'Gian(a)
BLUE MOUSE
Scenicgest.
— Trail of the Fur North —
colorature soprano
Educational.
nina Mia" from "The Firejd Cpjrn mount £/'■< fa rv
of
Fly." (b) "Love's Garden
Next Week — Brewster's Millions.
This
one inches
on " Thebp Ghost
in the Garret,"
Roses."
sixteen
four columns,
is the
e— The Nut— Douglas FairFeatur
Feature — —Beau Revel.
Ore. theatre. Portland,
uork of the Peoples
banks.
Arcadia
Scenic — Burton Holmes TravelComedy— The Adventures of Bill
and Bob.
concert orchestra. Lewis M.
Current
ogue. Events — Pathe News.
(a) Trapping the Bobcat.
Comedy
—
Man
Versus
Women:
Forbstein, conductor.
aniAccomp
Rivoli
Next Week — Same.
ment.Grand Organ
Comedy — Prince of the Irish.
News — Screen magazine.
Week— The Devil— George
Next Arliss.
Overture —— Excerpts from Erminie. Exit March — " Whistling Rag."
Victoria
Feature — The Price of Redemption Feature — Mid-channel.
New Theatre —
Metro.
Next sion.
Week— The Price of PossesCurrent Events— Pathc News and Display
for
"The
Spenders"
by
the
nine
Mouse
theatre.
Minneapolis
Pathe Review.
Comedv — Ladies' Pet.
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New Twelfth Street Theatre —
Overture — Popular selections, by
Twelfth Street Orchestra.
Coined}- — Single Handed Sam.
Exit March — Patsy.
Feature — Chickens.
Next Week — What Women Love.
Liberty Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " Sally,"
hy Liberty symphony orchestra,
Frederick J. Curth, director.
Organ selections — Miss Susie Goff
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston.
News — Pathe.
Feature — The North Wind's Malice.
Next Week — To be selected.
Doric Theati
Overture
Kissing Sandor
Time,"Kish,
by
Doric— "orchestra,
director.
Organ Solos — P. F. Stevens.
Booth Tarkington Comedy — Edgar
Camps Out.
Feature — Honest Hutch.
Next Week — To be selected.
MINNEAPOLIS

iones

Aver*

- dEK Lined

sunns rponaicTicN

n

West
End Lyric as
Theatre
— New
Same
that of
Grandprogram
Central.

■1PHRT$MAK

Del Monte Theatre —
Overture — Selections from leading
mm.

This one for

TEMPLl
HFKT ORCHESTRA
HITS*
z3n
£:T0."5:iH) • "«="••« T'Vi "II CO
The Inner Voice, ten inches by si<c columns, is the %corh of the
Temple theatre, Toledo

edy.
" Holy Smoke " — Mermaid ComAlma Doria, Soprano.
" Ernani, Ernani, involami "
(from "Ernani") — Verdi.
Bebe Daniels in " Ducks and

State —
Overture—"
Martha "— F. V. Flotow.
The State Digest —
Goldfish — Pathecolor.
Current Events — Pathe.
Ralph
H. Brigham, Concert OrDrakes."
"A Little Bit of Jazz."
ganist.
" Grand March " from " The
" Daisy
Cooke. Days " — Blaufuss and
Queen of Sheba " — Gounod.
Kineto Review—" Thrills."
Organ Recital — E. J. Dunstedter.
Paramount Cartoon — " Felix, the
1. " Irish
O. de Airs,"
Witt. arranged by L.
."
Dog
Gay
" The Lost Chord "■— Sullivan.
2. ell.
" Scotch Poem "— MacDowHerbert Waterous, Basso.
3. Popular selections, including
" ThePauline
Mistress
of Shenstone " —
Frederick.
" Daisy Days " — Blaufuss.
" Largo " — Handel — Arthur Depew.
Organ Recital.
BUFFALO
1. Introduction to the third act

of " Lohengrin " — Wagner.
2. bois.
" Cantilene Nuptial" — Du- Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture
Bela. — " Comique " — Keler
3. Improvisation on a theme — ■
Vocal — " Don't Be Cross With
Depew.
Me" and "Some Little Bird."
Sung by Egbert Van Alstyne, faST. PAUL
mous composer, assisted by
Clem Dacey.
Capitol Theatre —
Feature
Capitol Symphony Orchestra.
banks. — The Nut — Douglas FairSelections from " The Bohe- Comedy — Make It Snappv — Snub
Pollard.
mian Girl " — Balfe.
Capitol Digest —
Current Events — Hippodrome Re" Insect Artists " — Pathecolor.
view, consisting of Topics of
"The
Matterhorn " — Pathethe Day, excerpts from leading
color.
weeklies and hand-colored
Current Events — Pathe and
scenic.
International News.
Next Week — Clara Kimball Young
"From Deer to Dam" — Chesterin Hush.
Outing.
The Oscard Dancers — Dorothy Shea's Criterion —
Lane and George Kiddon in Overture — " Zampa " — Herold.
Stage Setting— "The Old Planta" Flirtation.''
tion " used as background for
MVORCEES ffHCNTfON
soloist.
Vocal — " Can't You Hear Me Callin', —Caroline."
Feature
Straight Is the Way —
Matt Moore and Gladys Leslie.
Comedy
shine.— His Fiery Beat — SunrTCARIKETttf Of
' TICKUSfljntMNete ^fV> \
Current Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Ms Lah&SGnalesftPJb'
Tiist
National Wot N 1
Next Week— Milton Sills in The
Faith Healer.
Mark-Strand —
Overture — Events
" Apple — Blossoms."
HONOR
-BEtfA>E
A Sermon in Screams
Portrjwd btf
Current
Latest Pathe
OmiIm Miinav-Fn-dyieclInd-PhiillisHavcr m Ma-ic Prevost
News.
Feature
Mix.— The Road Demon — Tom
In exploiting this picture Man!>
ager E. O. Weinberg put over
a tie-up with the local Kissel
This
one
on
"Love,
Honor
and
Behave"
auto agency through which one
teas framed by the Alhambra theatre,
Los Angeles
of their custom built speedsters

Presentation — Missouri Ensemble
and Ballet.
Cc.medy — Sunshine.
New Grand Central —
Overture
— Rodemich's
tions^25
minutes. OrchestraNews and Views — Selected from
leading weeklies.
Vocal — Caesar Nesi.
Feature — Clara Kimball Young in
Hush.
Comedy — Christy.

was used on the streets advertising the Mix picture at the
Strand.
—
Chester.
Comedy — A Tray Full of Trouble
Next

Week — Worlds
Eugene O'Brien.
Feature —— Down Home.
Palace

Apart —

BROOKLYN
Mark-Strand Theatre —
Overture — " Irish Springtime Pre(Number was dedicated to St.
Patrick's Day.)
(a)
Excerpts
from Middleton's
" The
Shamrock."
(b) lude."
Kittyprano inMcLaughlin,
soIrish costumeIrish
singing
" That Tumble-Down Shack in
(c) Mary MacNamara in Irish
folk
set. dance in pastoral scenic
Athlone."
(d) Ralph Soule as Irish dandy
singing " Songs My Mother
Used
Sing,"
mosscoveredto hut
withbefore
old mother
sitting in open door in twilight.
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Vocal — " When You Come Home."
"Dorothy
I PassedBell,
Under
Your Window."
soprano.
Latch MacDonald
Key.
Katherine
in My Lady's
Art Novelty.
Ralph Soule in " Persian Garden " set singing " Ah, Moon
of My Delight," from "In A
Persian Garden."
Feature
Mack
Sennett's
Love, Comedy
Honor —and
Behave.

Current
News Weekoperas.
lies— Occurrence
Pathe and — Fox.
Vocal — Delmonte vocalists.
Topics of the Day.
Feature — Ethel Clayton in the Price
of Possession.
Comedy — Sennett.
WASHINGTON
Crandall's
—
Overture
— TipMetropolitan
Top selections.
Current icsEvents
—
Pathe
News,
Topof the Day.
Comedy — The Toonerville Fire
Brigade.
Feature — Old Dad — First National.
Next Week — The Greater Claim —
Metro.
Loew's Columbia —
Overture
— " Gems
from Scotland."
Current Events
— Selznick
News.
Feature — What Every Woman
Knows — Paramount.
Loew's Palace —
Overture — " Gems from Ireland,"
Current icsEvents
— Pathe News, Topof the Day.
Feature — The Nut — United Artists.
Next Week — The Frontier of the
Stars — Paramount.
Moore's Rialto —
Concert Prologue — Souvenir
(Drdla), played by Messrs.
Breeskin (violin), and Gotta
(piano). Encore, "You Are
Current Events — Fox News.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff — The Ventriloquist.
Feature — The Concert — Goldwyn.
During the picture Liebstraum
is played as a piano solo by
Mr. Gotta, the piano being on
theFree."
stage, to convey the idea of
a concert, just as it is shown in
the picture.

Organ Solo — "The Irish Race" —
Byer.
Edward Napier and John Hammond, organists.
Next Week — Lionel Barrymore in
Jim the Penman, with Charles
Chaplin in The Kid as added
extra attraction.
ST* LOUIS
Missouri Theatre —
Overture — Sarli's Jazz Melodies interpreted.
Views — Literary Digest.
News Events — Pathe,
ternational strips. Fox and InVocalThe
— By
Love Missouri
Flower. Vocalists —
Feature
— O'Malley
of the Mounted
—William
S. Hart.

"THE DEVIL" Now Playing S?^S?
Tliis one on " Lying Lips " by the New
Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, was eleven
inches by four columns
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THE fact that the circus had passed
up his town on its annual trip this
year afforded Tom Wrigler, manager of the Park theatre, Hannibal, Mo.,
the idea of a clever exploitation stunt.
The result of the novel advertising, the
latter part of which was accomplished
with the aid of Barney Rosenthal, manager of the Universalis St. Louis office,
attracted the largest crowds in the history
of the theatre who were glad to pay fifty
cents to see Priscilla Dean in " Outside
The Law." Hannibal is a town of 22,000
inhabitants and the Park, which is the
town's largest house, accommodates approximately 900 persons.
The stunt began three days before the
picture was scheduled for showing. On

Samples of teaser ad copy used by W. Griffith
Mitchell, manager of the Majestic theatre,
Kalamazoo, Mich., in advance of his showing
of " The Kid "
*. .1.11 mi nun
Thomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Chan. H. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, B. L
Harold
Franklin,Schade
Shea'stheatre,
Hippodrome,
George J.B. Schade,
Sandusky.Buffalo.
H. O. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Flnklestein & Rubin,
Minneapolis.
A. J. Hoeller, Theatre de Luie, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Knhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland.
Julius L. Johnson, New Garrlck theatre, Minneapolis.
Paul
Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
O. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mien.
Charles C. Perry, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.
8. Barret McCormick, Managing Dir. Ambassador
theatre and Klnema theatre, Los Angeles.

Bureau —

Stunt

Pages

a corner lot less than 100 feet from the
lobby of the Park, Wrigler had erected
at a small cost an outfit which resembled
the ball-throwing galleries so common to
circuses. At one end of the outfit was a
counter, racked to hold about 100 cheap
baseballs. At the other end about thirty
feet distant was placed a large screen
with a perforation in the center to enable
a man to place his head within and allow it
to protrude on the other side.
The man who was allotted the privilege
of placing his head in the hole, permitting
persons from the other side to hurl the
baseballs at him, was a negro porter. The
negro's face was smeared with whitening
and gave him the appearance of a human
freak.
Every man or woman who passed was
urged to throw the balls free of charge
with the promise that if the negro was
struck the thrower would receive two
passes for any of the three nightly performances. Every day large crowds
swarmed about the throwing stand and
took their share of exercise. The negro
was a clever dodger of the thrown missiles
and his cleverness resulted in only 22
pairs of passes being distributed. The
excitement of this part of the exploitation
alone spread over the entire town and
children would rush to the gallery immediately upon the dismissal of school each
day towho
try failed
and "tohit
the white
devil."
Those
secure
the passes
by
their throwing ability, no doubt, wanted
to see the picture for which thev had
tried to win passes.
Then Rosenthal appeared at Hannibal
and executed the other important feature
of the exploitation. A woman in costly
furs was seen parading about the streets
of Hannibal wearing a black mask on her
face. It is contrary to the laws of the
municipality to permit anyone to appear
on the streets masked.
The fact that the

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W, S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
B. B. Wllby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

N ei
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Wrigler Wakes Up Hannibal,
With Ancient Idea

Picture

Picture

Mo.,
masked woman was pulling something
which was " outride the law " attracted
the already-informed police. A patroi
wagon
drawn
at Hannibal's
busies!
corner was
during
the uplunch
hour of the
day!
preceding the opening of the film, and the
masked lady was escorted to jail. Of
course, the whole thing was pre-arranged
with the police, but the newspapers carried three columns telling of the first arrest under the particular city ordinance
since 1891.
When it was finally divulged that the
woman was an employe of the Universal
Exploitation Department, it added fur-i
ther interest to the already curious public.l
All records for a three-day run were
smashed.

Brewster's Millions" lobby decorations by the
Queen theatre, Galveston, Texas
L iwell W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick. Rlalto theatre, Batte.
Engene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Granman, Granman's theatre, Los Angeles.
Louis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Two views of a striking lobby display for

Jackson

Blind Wives" originated for the showing of this picture at the Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore., by
Manager Frank A. Laccy

Sets
" Outside

ING one of the most spirFOLLOW
ited advertising campaigns that the
South has seen in many moons,
" Outside the Law " opened at the Tudor
theatre, Atlanta, for a week's engagement.
The campaign began six weeks age, and
lasted up until the opening day, when the
lobby and some snappily written copy for
the usual amount of space was left to
carry on the good work.
At the height of the " blue law " agitation, when Tennessee was defeating the
first " blue law " bill to be introduced into
the southeastern territory, glaring yellow
twenty-four sheets, lettered in black and
red, sprang up overnight, on all the most
prominent corners in the residence section, as well as down-town. Not one word
about the picture had been given out, and
the title, therefore, meant nothing to those
who read the twenty- four sheets and
marvelled.
These twentyfours
: " Don't
Deceived!
You are
not read
OUTSIDE
THEbe
LAW if you motor on Sunday ! " " Do
you play cards for money ? Then you are
OUTSIDE THE LAW!" "Is it fair
that Sunday movies should be OUTSIDE
THE LAW?" and so on, tying up with
the blue law excitement, and with the
very hot fight that was being waged in
Atlanta over the Sunday movies and censorship questions.
Four weeks after these were posted,
and two weeks before the opening date,
streamers were printed, with similar sentiments and attached to automobiles. Several thousand automobile tie-cards were
printed, reading : " No parking here !
OUTSIDE THE LAW ! " These were
in a close imitation of the cards used by
the traffic officers in an effort to relieve

Fast

Exploitation

the Law " Given Thorough
at Tudor Theatre, Atlanta

Pace

Campaign

the traffic congestion, and such as those
tied on cards when the owner is to receive the well-known and justly celebrated
" copy of charges." These cards were
quite effective, and were used extensively.
The newspaper campaign began two
weeks before the opening date, with a
modest amount of space, such as the
police department use in advertising for
escaped criminals.
Mr. James F. Jackson, manager of the
Tudor, gave a special screening one night
after his regular show had closed, and the
invited guests were two newspaper men
from each of the three local papers. So
interested did they become, that one of
them, the Editor of the Motion Picture
Department of the Constitution, offered
Mr. Jackson the front page of his section,
on the Sunday preceding the opening.
On Sunday before the opening, the
lobby was ready, and proved most effective. Throughout the decorations of the
lobby, the one pose of the star, Priscilla
Dean, had been used — five cut-outs from
twenty- four sheets composed the main
portion of this display. Three were
mounted, one on either end, and another
in the middle, of the new marquee; at the
left of the lobby, this cut-out had been
mounted over a board on which was the

While the billboard campaign was going
on, a picture booked to play in Atlanta
was . withdrawn because of the spirited
protest made by some of the so-called reformers. And the next day, several hundred white cards, the size of windowcards, and lettered in red, appeared on
billboards, blank fences, and every available space. These cards, in flaming scarlet
letters that were visible half a block away,
read : " Should Outside the Law be
played in Atlanta ? " Under this startling
query, in small letters that were outlined,
and, therefore, not visible more than ten

caption — " You liked her in ' The Virgin
of Stamboul ' — you'll rave about her in
' Outside the Law.' " At the right, a baywindow, cleverly arranged, curtained, and
lighted with dim red lights, caught the attention. Back of this, a cut-out of Miss
Dean, in bed, in a sort of half-sitting posture, as if suddenly awakened, stared into
the street, with horror-filled eyes. At the
bottom, a sign, printed in imitation of a
woman's writing, read : " If I live to be

paces away, were the lines : " At thirty
cents, or $1.00?" At first glance, the
card looked like a serious protest against
the propriety of playing the picture.
Later in the week, attractive windowcards, giving a portrait of Miss Dean, and
pointing out her facial characteristics, giving warning that she was a dangerous
crook, reported to be on her way to Atlanta, were placesd in a number of window, and tacked up in conspicuous places.

a hundred, I'll never forget what I saw
thatAnother
night ! "angle that was used to create
interest was the ever popular contest idea.
But it was used this time with a thumbprint. The thumb-print of Priscilla Dean
was published, with an interesting reader,
stating that the Motion Picture Editor of
the Constitution was interested in the
thumb-print theory advanced by the picture, "Outside the Law," and that ne was
going to give prizes to the p-^ple whose
thumb-print most nearly resembled that of
Miss Dean. Two cash prizes and a number of tickets to the picture were given as
prizes,
swered. and several hundred people an-
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Goes After ColleShowing
gians for "The Snob"

Figuring along the line that the romantic like romance : lovers, love stories ; adventurers, stories of adventures, etc.,
Harold F. Wendt, publicity director of the

Lobby of the Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore., showing the decorations designed by Frank
Laccx. manager, for the showing of "Mamma's Affair"

Rivoli, Toledo, decided that " The Snob,"
which is a story of college life, would especially please collegians, high school and
university students. Accordingly he made
a play for their patronage. He advertised
his picture to the entire student body of
one college, one university and four high
schools in Toledo at the cost of twelve
cents — six two-cent stamps.
Being an ex-college student himself,
Wentdt realized that there is one thing
that every student in such an institution
reads, and that is the bulletin board. So
he wrote letters to the heads of the various schools, telling them that he had a
picture which if the student body saw it
would materially benefit it in many ways,
as well as offer a wealth of entertainment.
So he inclosed a typewritten letter to be
posted on the bulletin boards. The letter
explained that " The Snob " was a picture
which every student would go wild over.
The students were there — they read — and
came in great numbers to see " The Snob."

Skouras'
Pass
ion
aign
St. Louis
Theatre
Gives Camp
Negri
Picture Thorough Exploitation
of the overture, Robespierre. Newspaper
exploitation, which remained
SANE
within the bounds of conservatism
critics, who gave descriptions of the presentation, praised it highly.
and which accomplished results, was
A singular bit of newspaper advertising,
carried out by Skouras Brothers at their
Gersdorf s Exploit a t i o n
which came gratis, was a story in the
two first-run St. Louis houses, the New
magazine section of the Sunday edition of
Grand Central and the West End Lyric
for " The Jailbird "
a large local daily, written by a special
The accompanying cut shows how Phil
on,''
Passi
"
on
with
ecti
conn
theat
writer of an Eastern. syndicate, describing
Gersdorf, manager of the Arcade theatre,
whichres,
hasinjust played a most successful
Jacksonville,
Fla., decorated his lobby for
s
the picture and giving all details concernweek' run.
The weekly mailing list was again put
ing its production. The story was schedtheThe
showing
of " Thein Jailbird."
man shown
the illustration, the
uled to run three weeks ago, but special
into proper and beneficial use, by John
Arcade doorkeeper, worked the streets
Baker, exploitation manager for the arrangement with the Sunday editor of the
resulted in the advantageous delay.
Skouras Enterprises. " Passion rules the paper
with a " Have You Seen the Jailbird "
All ushers and attendants at the two
sign on his back the week previous to thr
World," was the neat and enticing statetheatres were attired in costume of the showing and for the fir>t two days of the
ment which teased the palates of the letter
period
of Louis XV as an added touch.
readers, " Passion is Coming to St. Louis.
run carried a sign which read : " The
"
The
greatest picture of the year and
Bars
Down,
the used
Jailbird
is Here."
Open.'"
Eyes
Your
Keep
The aresame
man aswas
in the
lobby
Then two hundred bill posters were
our best drawing card," was the statement
scattered about St. Louis and suburbs and
during the last days of the run.
of Spyros Skouras.
many 24 sheet stands covered. Then there
followed a spectacular newspaper campaign which began with teasers several
days before the definite announcement
and had St. Louisans wondering what
" Passion Is Coming " actually meant.
The prologue, which was presented in
connection with the film, was most elaborated designed. The curtain rose on a
scene depicting the jail cell of the French
Revolution. On both wing curtains were
painted large candlesticks arranged to
hold three immense electric-lighted candles. Then a dancer, bedecked in sparceveils, appeared from a wing and danced
interpretively on the life of the famous
Madame Du Barry. As each culminative
event in her life was reached, lights behind
the stage were flashed, displaying on the
veiled-scenery of the background the pictures of Louis XV, the Guillotine, and the
Storming of the Bastile. And as each of
these three scenes were exposed, one of
the lights in the two large candlesticks on
the wings was extinguished. The prologue
Phil Gcrsdorf's lobby decorations for the engagement of The Jailbird" at the Arcade
ended in utter darkness as the last strains
theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Reunion

for " The Scarecrow "
The Majestic theatre, Columbus, O.,
" The Scarecrow " and adrecently played
vertising manager, C. B. Davish, decideo
that an opportunity had been presented
for some stunt exploitation. Consequently
he announced in the Columbus papers that the Majestic wanted to
locate the Columbus dog that most
resembled the canine which appears
with Buster Keaton in the picture, and
that he w ould hold a dog reunion at the
theatre.
Owners of the- first 100 dogs appearing
at the Majestic, .provided they were attached to the canines by a lead string of
some sort, were offered a ticket to a special show for children. To the owner of
the pup most nearly resembling Keaton's
" Buster " a prize of $5.00 was offered.
The judges were to inspect the canines
at ,4:00 P. M. Al ^.15 eleven dogs and
their juvenile masters or mistresses had
arrived in front of the theatre. By four
o'clock, according to Mr. Davish, more
dogs than anyone would believe existed in
one city, were on the job.
A parade followed past an improvised
judges' stand, with an audience of children and grown-ups that would have done
credit to a circus. Signs announcing the
feature picture for the week, " Don't Neglect Your Wife," the coming attraction,
" The Nut " and " The Scarecrow " were
carried by the youthful marchers.
The judges selected the pup which
looked like " Buster " awarded the $5.00
prize to his owner and also designated
some other prize winners. Appearing on
this page is the first prize dog and an
"honorable mention " canine and his mistress.

This is the way Phil Gersdorf, manager of the Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., put over
" The County Fair"
Arcade

Theatre's

Display

Lobby

Capital

Has Atmospheric
Interlude

for " County

Phil Gersdorf, manager of the Arcade
theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., continues to put
over the show and " The County Fair " a
recent bill was no exception.
A lobby display, Fair"
reproduced herewith
boasted of the usual " County Fair " attractions, dogs, fowls, etc., all of which
made a noisy and novelty advertisement
for those who came within a block of the
theatre.
The striped banner shown in the cut
was
ing. attractive and Gersdorf 's house force
were dressed up as " rubes " for the showA soloist was " dolled up " in regulation
" rube " attire, working the street daily in
between shows and a seat was reserved
for him on the front row at night, from
which he rose at his cue to make his way
to the stage, there to make a character
speech before singing his regular role.
The stunt was the talk of the town and
the Arcade's box office profited exceedingly thereby.

For the presentation of " A Tale of
Two Worlds " at the New York Capitol
theatre this week, S. L. Rothafel is staging a musical interlude between the Chinese and American episodes that overcomes the usual objection to stopping the
projection band serves a double purpose
in providing atmosphere for the second
part of the offering and also of giving
audiences a short intermission in a tense
production that possibly might become
tiresome.
At the end of the first episode and
before the title announcing that the locale
has been transferred to America, the
image is allowed to fade out, the picture
screen is removed and a stage setting reproducing one of the principal scenes in
the feature, a balcony of the house in
Chinatown where " Sui Sen " resides, is
disclosed.
From this balcony, Miss Elizabeth
Ayres, soprano soloist sings the Chinese
lullaby from " East is West," impersonating in costume and makeup Leatrice Joy
as " Sui Sen." Drapes, decorated with
Chinese symbols, mask both sides of the
stage setting and artistic lightings are used
to flood the singer and the scene.

Ryan

Celebrating

St.

Patrick's Day
Among the theatres which make a
specialty of printed novelties as exploitation mediums is the Garfield of Chicago.
Managing Director Charles H. Ryan
has gotten out some thing in celebration of
St.the
Patricks
is
bill forDay
the and
17th.for " Dinty " which

This shows two of the 'pups" that drew prizes in the Majestic theatre, Columbus, Ohio,
"dog reunion" as told above

A herald advertising the show with
green ink used for cuts and text, a tag
equipped with a string of green cardboard
and advertising the picture on one side
with tribute paid to St. Patricks Day on
the other and a book mark with an original
Irish poem were used effectively.
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Art gallery specimens used in the lobby of the Victoria theatre, Buffalo, to aid in putting over
" Idols of Clay." Story appears on this page

Goldman's
Idea
Gets
Results
" Brewster's Millions " Exploitation
at St. Louis Goes Over With Bang
showed an increase over the usual opening
of Managing Director
ANOTHER
afternoons
large enough to stand for the
William Goldman's unusual pubcost of the entire exploitation stunt.
licity stunts at the Missouri theatre,
The cards bearing the cent messenger
St. Louis, was executed in connection
were
distributed at the high schools and
with "Brewster's Millions," which played
in
the
theatre lobbies for several days
g
a week's run beginnin Feb. 19.
prior to the opening. Four men were
In addition to the regular newspaper
stationed at the high schools for the disadvertising and an intensive sign-board
tribution work, and when it was learned
display over the entire city and suburbs,
Goldman planned a stunt which filled the that money was being given away simultaneously itbecame impossible to keep the
Missouri not only with an unusually constudents in school.
tinuous stream of patrons in the adult
The picture receipts equalled those of
class but brought forth an extremely large
proportion of the school children of the the best week the Missouri has ever excity. In some of the local high schools
perienced.
there are courses in the modern drama,

Gallery Exhibits
Used in Lobby
When Arthur L. Skinner presented
"Idols of Clay," at the Victoria theatre,
Buffalo, he almost transported the entire
Albright Art Gallery exhibit to the lobby
of the theatre. Arthur has the honor of
being the first exhibitor in Buffalo to
ever have any of this famous gallery's
property in its house and the display
which he arranged on "Idols of Clay" was
sure an eye-catcher.
Arthur engaged a motor truck and
going to the Deleware park institution, arranged with the director to borrow some
of the "Idols of Clay," reposing there, the
load including a life-size statue of Venus.
These works of art were set up on their
standards in the lobby of the Victoria
with a large sign in the center of the ex
hibit with the title of the picture "Idols of
Clay" on it.
The display attracted no end of attention by those entering and leaving the
theatre and it was undoubtedly one of the
most original stunts put on in the city.
Strand, Shelbyyille, Ind.,
Gets Out Special Section
The Strand theatre of Shelbyville, Ind.,
recently celebrated its fifth birthday and
as a part of the extra exploitation and
publicity campaign conducted for the
event, ran a special section in the Shelbyville Democrat in which the various comfeatures were advertised both in text
and ing
display.

and subjects such as the original " Brewster's Millions " are studied extensively. It
so happened that in the curriculum at two
of the local high schools at the present
time classes are being held which are taking up the contents of "Brewster's Millions." They are studying the dramatic
technique and the other elements which
go to make a successful play — and incidentally asuccessful motion picture production.
Accordingly, J. Reeves Espey, publicity
manager for the Missouri, had 25,000
cards printed bearing in the center a
drawing of Roscoe Arbuckle throwing his
greenbacks to the winds. On one side of
the picture was this information :
You have been named one of the heirs
to—

Brewster's Millions.
MISSOURI THEATRE.
And on the other side :
For full particulars see
Roscoe " Fatty " Arbuckle
Beginning Sat., Feb. 19, for 1 week.
Then there was perforated in the center
of the entire card, which measured about
3^4 x 6 inches, two slits the length of the
diameter of a penny. In these two slits
was inserted a Lincoln penny.
Of course to distribute 25,000 cards required an expenditure in pennies alone
which amounted to $250, but according to
Goldman, the first afternoon performance

A unique window display forthe"Forbidden
Fruit" Kansas
secured City
during the run of the picture at
Newmem theatre,
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Lobby of the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.,Paul
during
the showing
of "The
details below
of fhe
E. Noble
is contained
in theKid."
story Full
appearing

Noble's

Elect
Liberty ric
Theatre,

exploitation campaign staged by Manager

Portland,
Ore.,
Pulls Newg
Adver
tisin

Novelty

Exploitation
Stuntso for
Now for the knock over!
in the same foyer,
that "theThe
otherKid
was "
PORTLAND was shocked into recogFor the first time in the history of any
placed
at
the
end
of
an
adjoining
foyer
nition of Charlie Chaplin and " The
theatre in the northwest has the entire
where the crowds stand which were waitKid " by an electrical campaign
decorative scheme of the front of the theamany thousand volts bigger than any
ing to be seated. These circles were aftertre been changed for a single attraction.
other theatre exploitation ever before atwards used at either side of the lobby toThe immense statue of liberty with its
tempted in the northwest as a result of
gether with an immense electric streamer
Manager Paul Noble's stunts at the in poster colors measuring 42 feet in wording " Liberty Theatre " in electric
Liberty theatre.
lights and standing some 50 feet high was
length by five feet in width with the word
Work, ingenuity and skill not only of " Chaplin " in electric letters with a pic- changed through the aid of tinners, electricians, painters and much hard labor to
ture poster at either end.
the usual Liberty force but of many outthe principal scene of the picture where
side helpers was necessary to put over
Chaplin
the kid are found hanging on
*' The Kid " campaign but the reward was
to
a lampandpost.
such bigness that for the first time in
The scheme worked out ideally as there
years, the theatre announced that the usual
were the same number of letters in the
booking of one week's duration would be
carried over for a second seven days run.
words " Liberty Theatre " as there are in
the name " Charles Chaplin " so that the
In preparing the campaign great care
new tin sign fitted against the old one and
was taken to have all advertising novelties
the
individual letters were plugged into
electrical — even to the advance outdoor
each other with the same flashing effect of
exploitation. Of course all electrical maletters continued.
terial was in addition to the usual newsThe torch in the hand of Liberty (the
paper space which was increased considerstatue)
was utilized by covering it up and^
ably, to bill board display and the
customary helps such as window, hotel
putting instead the lamp post with illobby and menu cards.
luminated words,
" The
on top
of the other.
This
wasKid,"
also one
connected
The week before " The Kid " opened at
with the flasher and then the lights in the
the Liberty theatre two immense circles
body of the statue were cut out and spotwere placed at either end of the foyer.
lights used to bring up the detail of the
The edges of these circles were a mass of
electric bulbs which kept flashing on and
figures.
Used in the sign were 400 sockets ; and
off aided by a flasher of the " run away "
1200 square feet of tin. The installation
type. The coloring of the circles was of
took one entire night, the job being comthe poster nature and the wording was to
plete as the doors were opened at 10:45
the effect that Charlie Chaplin was coming
o'clock in the morning.
An imitation Charlie and the kiddie were
in " The Kid," a picture that had taken a
whole year to make and was in six reels of
engaged to parade Portland streets during
joy. One of these circles was placed in
duration of the booking. Here trouble
the front foyer into which the patrons are
and also pay checks rose. Portland
This
cut
will
illustrate
the
accompanying
story
immediately ushered from the street. So
of hozv Paul E. Noble, manager of the Libertv youngsters found the imitation Charlie
brilliant was the display that it would have
and the tagging youngster an ideal target
Ore., exploited "The Kid"
for stones and jests.
been impossible for the two circles to be theatre, Portland, electrically/
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Lobby display for "Outside the law" used by the Standard theatre, Cleveland, Ohio

Patterson's
"Passion"
Plans
Atlanta Manager Turns Reformers
Protests
Into
Exploitation Aid
certain relatively unimportant scenes. The
hlue
the
over
ion
agitat
the
JUST when
laws, Sunday movies and censorship
head of a woman's club, which had been
most active in favor of censorship, gave
reached its height at Atlanta. Wilher unqualified approval of the picture,
liard Patterson, manager of the Criterion
and remarked upon its good taste.
theatre, hooked " Passion." Local advocates of censorship immediately protested
The newspapers next day all carried
against the title of the picture.
stories on the showing, and the opinions
But Mr. Patterson is far too astute an
of those who had seen it. One or two of
the reporters forgot tradition and grew
exhibitor to be caught napping. The moment word of these protests reached him,
almost lyrical in their praise of portions of
he forestalled the reformers by sending
t he picture.
out invitations, to a carefully selected list
For the showing, the advertising matter
of representative Atlantans, asking them
at the front of the theatre was handto see the picture on Sunday afternoon at drawn — dull brown letters on a buff backthree o'clock. Included in the list of inground— because the stills used were in a
vitations were ministers — those who were
sepia tone, and this matched it better than
known to be bitterly antagonistic as well
the usual black and green.
as those who were known to be friendly
to pictures, and to Sunday movies — teachers, in the various high schools, colleges
and private schools of the city, to members of the library staff, and to the people
who have something to do with moulding
public opinion in Atlanta.
At three-thirty, the house was comfortably filled, and Mr. Patterson made a brief
speech in which he told something of the
making of the picture, the star, and the
story. He asked that members of the
audience who were familiar with French
history pay particular heed to certain
scenes, and locations — in short, his speech
was quite to the point and aroused an interest even keener than that already
shown.
Cards had been given to each person as
they entered and they were asked to write
their opinion of the picture, briefly, stating whether or not they thought it a
worthy subject, and so on.
There were twenty ministers present,
One of the window displays which Andrciv J.
seventeen of whom endorsed the picture
Cobe, manager of the Rialto theatre, Lawrence.
heartily. The other three objected only to Mass., used during the showing of "Kismet"

Light" Lobby Display Brings Business
Lobby displays as an effective business
tonic for the second run house has been
given further demonstration by the Strand
theatre, of Atlanta.
The lobby of the Strand is small, but
the best possible use of it was made. The
center was occupied by a large compoboard lighthouse, rising from a two-foot
high platform. The lighthouse was
painted in clever imitation of the stormbeaten rocks that are usually used for such
structures, especially of the old type.
At the top, a light had been arranged
on a revolving top, with a reflector, so that
as the light revolved, the reflector caused
it to glow through first one window and
then another, just as the revolving lights
in " reg'ler " lighthouses.
The little cottage at the base of the
structure, occupied usually by the families
of the lighthouse keepers, was cleverly
done, and a wee cut-out of Miss Pickford,
looking through one of the heavily barred
windows
added to the effectiveness of the
whole thing.
Around the base of the two-foot high
pfatform which supported the lighthouse,
had been tacked large well-colored pictures of Miss Pickford, in all sorts of
make-ups and, too, a number of them as
herself.
Around the back of the lobby, were tall
wicker flower-stands filled with deep red
roses, and in the hearts of these bouquets
were little electric lights, making the
basket glow with warmth and beauty.
Artist

Wenger of Capitol
Staff, Resigns

John Wenger, the noted Russian painter
and scenic artist has resigned as art director of the Capitol theatre, with which
he has been associated since its founding
to devote his entire time to independent
art production. Specifically, at this time,
he is fulfilling an engagement with the
Famous Players Corp. to institute an art
policy for each of their three newly-constructed motion picture playhouses in
Canada.
Besides his ability as a creator of scenic designs, W enger is a painter of rare
accomplishments. At a showing of his
works last year at the Ralston Galleries,
the critics and professionls were unanimous in acclaiming him as one of the
masters of the impressionistic school.
This show created a tremendous stir, because it was little known that W enger
was an adept master in the use of pigments and canvas in the traditional style.
From time to time Wenger contributes to
the exhibitions of the National Academy
of Design, the Pennsylvania Academy and
art galleries throughout the country. To
opera-goers, he is known for his markedly
original settings for the Metropolitan
Opera House production of " Petrouschka " and at the Boston Opera production
of the Ballet in " Prince Igor."
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Shadowgraph
Prologue
Pleases Milwaukee
Shadowgraphs were used at Saxe's
Strand theatre, Milwaukee, recently as a
prologue for " The Old Swimmin' Hole."
The accompanying photograph shows
what effect was produced.
An immense
white sheet was dropped at the front of
the stage and the silhouette scenery
thrown upon it with the orchestra softly
playing " Huckleberry Finn " and a professional elocutionist reciting James Whitomb
Riley's poem
" The Swimmin'
Hole."
The
character representing
Charles Ray sauntered out on to the stage
and after performing various capers proceeded to fish in a scenery pond supplied
with water which fell over a large mill
wheel. Sand was used for the shadow
lvater. The climax of the little skit consisted of the fisherman landing a catch at
[he close of the recitation when the lights
|vere extinguished as the photo play started
n the silhouette sheet. As soon as the
tage had been cleared of the scenery this
heet was slowly raised and the rest of the
>hoto play exhibited on the regular screen.

Newman
Theatre Gets
Novel Effects
One of the most novel effects ever seen
at any theatre marked the opening of
" Forbidden Fruit," at the Newman theatre, Kansas City. The innovation consisted of a transparent, hand painted, illuminated frame constructed about two
feet around and in front of the regular
screen, representing different kinds of
fruit in accordance with the suggestions
made in the press book issued on the picture byment.Paramount's
departAs a result of advertising
this design the
flat
appearance of the picture on the screen
was removed and in its place there was
substituted so much actual depth that the
character, in many scenes, seemed to be
real and moving. With the single exception that it was found necessary, after
the first performance to dim the lights
back of the stage so as not to detract the
attention of the audience, the scheme was
a tremendous success. Manager Milton

Home

Talent

Week

Planned by Newman
Theatres
Frank L. Newman, owner and manager
of the Newman theatre in Kansas City,
has planned a novel feature for the week
beginning March 20. Since the erection
of the Newman theatre, Mr. Newman has
made music one of the paramount attractions at his play house. He now has arranged for a " home talent " musical
week.
Prior to each performance, thirty
minutes will be devoted to the playing of
selections composed by Kansas City
composers. This, Mr. Newman believes,
not only will prove of extraordinary interest to the theatre-going public, but to
scores of musicians as well.

H. Feld, who in Mr. Newman's absence
is conducting managerial duties, has invented aplan that gives promise of making ahit and spreading to other theatres in
the country.
Manager Feld had a hand painted panel,
five feet high, two feet deep a/id 24 feet
in the lobby. It cost several hunput dollars;
long, dred
but it was worth it because
it brought more publicity and favorable
comment to the theatre than anything that
had been attempted in Kansas City for a
long time.

Shadowgraph prologue for "The Old Swimmin' Hole," presented by Saxe's Alhambra theatre. Milwaukee, as told aboxe
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Attractive banner used over the lobby of the Isis theatre, Richmond, Va.. during the run of
"The North Wind's Malice"
"Kismet"
Prologue First
to be Presented at
Albuquerque
" Kismet " is beginning to play the
smaller cities now, among which is Albuquerque, N. M. Manager Williamson of
the Ideal theatre, in presenting the picture,
staged the first prologue to be given in the
city.
A special orchestra was engaged and
the services of six girls and a female
impersonator to give an oriental dance
secured.
One of the Albuquerque papers in reviewing Kismet
"
" said :
" The presentation of ' Kismet ' marks
a new advent in staging motion pictures in
Albuquerque. The march of the harem
girls through the dusk, the oriental dance
in the red glow of the harem, by Louis E.
Turner, with the faint odor of incense
which pervades the theatre, supplemented
by the oriental music by the Duke City
orchestra, combine to make one feel the
days of old Araby even as the opening
scenes of the play unfold."

Gets School Cooperation
Fred S. Meyer, manager of the Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O., in playing " The
Last of the Mohicans " made a direct appeal to the principals and teachers of the
schools with a circular letter. He also obtained an endorsement of the film from
the Board of Education and entertained
the Board and the faculty of the several
schools during various shows of the three
day engagement.
The interest taken in the feature by the
teachers and educational authorities was
one of the strongest box-office assets the
picture had.
Meyer

Northern
Southern

Atmosphere
for
Theatre Lobby

A very attractive northern atmosphere
was lent to the entrance of the Isis
theatre, Richmond, Va., for the showing
of " The North Wind's Malice," by having painted a twenty-four sheet sign which
was placed above the doors leading from
the lobby into the theatre.
The name of the picture was strung
across the top of the 24-sheet sign in large
but snow-blurred type, while the author's
name and the rest of the lettering was in
black type.
As a faint background for the whole
sign was a northern landscape in winter,
hills and pine trees covered with snow.
The sign gave a very pretty atmospheric
effect to the lobby and attracted much
comment.

Zorn

Picture
Gets

News

Public-

ity From Accident

depend
houses
ty Traction
photoplay
O the
Communi
upon
TOLED
Company to furnish them juice, and
with almost startling regularity the power
flickers and dies with the result that the
exhibitor loses a considerable amount of
money. This happens on an average of
once a month. Eddie Zorn, of the Temple,
through his advertising man, arranged a
private screening of " Inside the Cup," and
about fifty of the Toledo ministers responded to an invitation. The screening
was scheduled for 9:30 A. M. on Friday
preceding the week of showing. Things
were going along nicely at 9 140. Zorn was
seated in the last row with editors from all
the papers, the organist was playing church
music to the best of his ability, and the
strange crowd were warming to the action
nicely. At 9:45 the lights faded away,
the organ music died and a moment of
silence preceded a general discussion of
" The Inside of the Cup," while all hands
waited for the coming of light. Lack of
time made it necessary to call off the
showing, but the ministers and their families were given tickets to return during
the week of showing.
The result of such an occurrence, however, was not so disastrous as one might
suppose. The Temple theatre is a remodeled church and the newspaper people hurried to their typewriters and wrote first
page stories of the event. One in the
Blade was headed " Lead, Kindly Light,
Think Preachers, as Lights Go Out." The
body of the yarn told of the .story and the
purpose of the ministers being present.
The ministers' discussion brought at least
two sermons from the pulpits of as many
churches. The picture opened big on Sunday, one patron buying forty tickets for
his entire Sundav school class.
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Papiermache

phant's Head for Lobby
Display
A novelty theatre front display for the
showing of " The Revenge of Tarzan,"
was arranged by Goldwyn's exploitation
representative for the showing of that
photoplay at the Garden theatre, Baltinore. The tropic vegetation which has
rharacterized all " Tarzan " lobby exploitation was retained, but in all other respects itdiffered materially from former
' Tarzan " theatre front displays.
A huge elephant's head of papier mache
ivas constructed and placed on the front
>f the ticket seller's booth, the elephant's
runk running down to about the right
leight for a youngster to throw peanuts
nto the cavities in the end of the trunk.
The head and trunk was painted grey, the
usks a yellowish white until it all had very
nuch
appearance the
of aextended
live elephant's
lead. theUnderneath
trunk
vas a neatly lettered sign reading, " Tanor, Tarzan's jungle pet. See him in 'Re■enge of Tarzan.' "
The front of the theatre was supplied,
or the occasion, with hundreds of dark
;reen lights entwined with the rich green
if tropical plants while here and there
\rere " punchy " photos from the picture
nd the posters.
bVhat

Small

Theatre

Admits

Ele-

Can

Accomplish in Prologues
An effective home scene provided a
•rologue for " Humoresque " that proved
. veritable riot when the picture played
t the Kerrigan theatre, New Albany, Ind.
n addition to offering a prologue that
ombined artistry and charm, the setting,
ccording to Oscar A. Kantner, Paralount exploiteer at Indianapolis, offered
vivid example of what a small theatre
an accomplish in the way of prologues
nder skilled hands.
The scene was laid to harmonize with
le story of the feature picture. The
ingy furnishings of a tenement flat proided the . locale. The middle aged
lother seated at the half cleared dinner
ible offered the inspiration for her son
) follow, on his violin, the records of
>me of the masters as reproduced by the
lonograph. The prelude came to a logal conclusion as the phonograph ceased
aying and the boy, having mastered the
•t of the violin, broke into the soft strains
: " Humoresque." At the conclusion the
idience broke into frantic applause.
A local furniture store supplied the
lonograph, the records and the settings
;ed in the scene, so that the only ex:nse accruing to the theatre manageent consisted in the salaries of the two
laracters, " Mama Kantor " and her boy,
Leo," taken from the picture. The ease
th which this theatre, located in one of
e smaller towns, was able to present a
lightful program in masterly manner,
ves a concrete example of what can be
complished with limited facilities and
even more limited budget.

Here is a cut showing the ballyhoo which
Hoivard Frankel, manager of the Majestic theatre, Columbus, O., used to help put over
" Brewster's Millions "
Hick

Comedy
Stunt
Over Again

Goes

Two " country hicks " who went around
the streets of Columbus, O., peddling
" Brewster's Millions million laughs "
stage money for the Majestic theatre, got
a million chuckles out of Columbus people
and no end of business for the picture, by
their antics.
The important point to the stunt for almost every exhibitor in the country, is its
sure fire evidence that the old hick comedy
is still good for a laugh. Norman Dixon,
newly appointed exploitation representative for Paramount Pictures in Cincinnati, co-operated with Manager Frankel
of the Majestic theatre in the exploitation
which centered around the rube act. The
two strangers, hired by the theatre,
promenaded the main thoroughfare, gave
away 10,000 of the " Brewster's Millions
Laugh Greenbacks " on the first day of the
picture's opening and by Tuesday it was
necessary to order 7,000 more.

"The
Kid"
Records

Makes
New
in Philly

So great is the popularity of "The Kid,"
which just finished a week's run at the
new Stanley theatre in Philadelphia, that
the picture made new records for the
house. It not only packed them in in the
afternoon and evening, but it brought a
rushing morning business, a thing that no
other picture has ever done. The Stanley
usually opens at eleven o'clock and runs
the feature first at 1 1 140, but to accommodate the huge crowds during the run of
the Chaplin film, the doors were opened
each morning at ten, and by eleven there
wasn't a seat in the house. As a result of
the picture's great popularity it has been
scheduled to play simultaneously during
the week of March 7 at both the Victoria
and Palace, which are usually first-run
houses.

Old

People

Free

as Exploitation Stunt
That the exploitation of a picture pays
and pays big is the viewpoint of Manager
Frank Burliagame of the Strand theatre
at Dubuque. Mr. Burlingame is practically the only Dubuque theatre manager
who goes in for exploitation stunts with
the result that he has a complete walkaway where big profits are concerned.
During the week of March 6, he scheduled "Conrad in Quest of His Youth."
The Sunday previous to the showing of
the film a large notice appeared in the
Telegraph-Herald to the effect that all
people in the city, over sixty years of age,
would be admitted free to the show, as the
guests of the paper. This invitation helped
greatly to further the interest of the people of Dubuque in " Conrad in Quest of
His Youth," with the result that the
Strand did an excellent first night and
splendid business during the remainder of
theAnother
picture's feature
run.
stunt that put over a
picture far beyond the expectations of the
management occurred a short time before
the showing of " The Restless Sex." Mr.
Burlingame, with the help of the advance
agent for the picture, got the merchantsof Dubuque to co-operate with the newspapers in putting over a two-page advertisement for " The Restless Sex." Every
ad, signed with the merchant's name and
slogan, told something about the picture
or contained a cut of the leading players.
Big, attractive advertising like this more
than caught the public's eye, putting " The
Restless Sex" over with a bangr.

Posts

Pictures

of Stars

to

Aid Aspiring Contestants
Newspaper contests on star popularity
have become so universal throughout the
country that it's anybody's exploitation;
but Eli M. Orowitz, exploitation representative for Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has taken advantage of the situation
to benefit a dozen or more theatres in the
Philadelphia territory playing Paramount
pictures. In view of the favor with which
the newspaper innovation has been received bythe public — which sends in from
60,000 to 100,000 votes daily, — the local
theatres, under the exploitation man's sucordingly. pervision have advertised themselves acThese Paramount playing theatres have
had handsome one sheet cards made on
which the photographs of various Paramount stars are mounted.
Underneath is the caption :
WHY IN DOUBT OR HESITATION
As to the Identity of a Star
WHEN THEY'RE SEEN HERE.
It's PARAMOUNT You Guess 'Em
Right, IF YOU WANT TO WIN.
" You'd be surprised," one theatre manager writes, at the crowds that gather
around these framed posters trying to
identify stars who have appeared in the
paper that day. Young boys and girls

seem to predominate."
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Walton's Exploitation
of "Kismet"
Bellingham, Wash., is only a city of
25,000, but nevertheless it is distinctive
for two things. It is the northwest " corner " city of the United States and it is
the home of "the American theatre and a
live wire manager, F. B. Walton.
Mr. Waltctfi
hooked
"Kismet to"
andRecently
then decided
to >ell
the picture
ninety-nine and forty- four-hundredths of
the population of Bellingham. An exploitation campaign followed that was
worthy a city of the first class.
Not content with the heaviest advertising, he had done in many a day, Mr.
Walton changed the entire front of his
theatre, covering the walls to represent
the heavy stone buildings of Bagdad,
where the scenes of the picture are placed.
This effect was continued in the lobby.
Not only the walls but the ceiling was
covered.
At the box office the patrons received
their tickets from a young woman whose
costume blazed Orientalism. Similarly
costumed ushers led them to their seats
and oriental hangings in the theatre kept
up the illusion that the patrons were enjoying anight in Bagdad.
An elaborate prologue was then staged.
Mr. Walton used eleven people on the
^lage. The basis of his stage setting was
the diaphragm scene between Mr. Skinner
and Rosemary Theby in the play. Three
tiers of steps leading to the diaphragm
were draped with oriental rugs and some
rich looking cushions on which lav most
of the girls. A dance by three of the girls
was. the piece de resistance.
The enterprise of Mr. Walton in staging Mich an elaborate prologue for a fourday engagement in a town of 25,000
caused much comment, but the business
that the American did on the engagement
is best proof of the fact that Mr. Walton
is one of the wisest showmen in the northwest.

Stellings

Originates Another Exploitation
Novelty

Among the live wires who have a penchant for getting out inexpensive exploitation novelties is Ernest G. Stellings,
manager of the Grand theatre of Wilminton, N. C.
One of Mr. Stellings' recent stunts was
for " Blackmail." On dull black cover
paper in the form a four-page folder, Mr.
Stellings printed in colored ink the following on the first page:
" Watch Out, this is Blackmail."
On page two and three was some selling talk concerning the production and
its forthcoming engagement at the Grand.
The folder got a lot of publicity for the
Grand, especially since it was unusual in
color with an unusual catch line on the
first page.

Two virws of the lobby of the American theatre, Bellingham. Wash., and (top) a picture of
"
the proloaue which Manager W alton of"' Kismet
the American
presented for his engagement of
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Scales As Exploitation
Medium
at Elmira
Those who thought they were capable of
impersonating Roscoe Arbuckle were
given opportunity to " weigh " their arguments by Manager H. L. W alter, of the
Amusti theatre, Elmira, N. Y. and John
P. McConville exploitation representative
for Paramount, when " The Life of the
Party" was playing at the Amusu recently.
The fact that Roscoe w eighs 300 pounds
in the embryo stage was taken into consideration. Men entrants were given a
50-pound allowance and women ioj
pounds. Xeedless to add, the additional
allowance of clothing also was made.
The announcement of the contest read
in part :
" Fatty is big hearted enough to allow
you the additional handicap of keeping en
clothes, while he weighed stripped. No,

Friese's " The Kid "
Exploitation
A very effective and inexpensive exploitation stunt was used for " The Kid "
when it showed at the New Majestic theatre in La Crosse, Wisconsin.
William Friese, assistant manager of
the La Crosse Theatres Company, was
responsible for this idea.
Several days before the picture was
scheduled to play, Mr. Friese had a man
dressed as shown in the accompanying cut,
but without the placard on his chest, walking the streets of La Crosse, and acting
in a very peculiar manner. He would stop
the people he met on the street with these
words: "Have you seen the Kid?" If
the one addressed said, " What Kid? " he
would then reply, " Well, you didn't see
him or you would remember him."
The first day that he was out he was arrested as he was believed to be partially
demented. Mr. Koppelberger, general

you
see No
him.bricks
You'll
have to take
his
word can't
for it.
or window
weights
in the pockets will be allowed. Get on the
:>ales at the Amusu or at any Arbuckle
weighing
stationscales
this week."
Arbuckle
were established
throughout the city and the newspapers
took up the publicity stunt for feature
stories. Scores of stout people tried their
feet on the scales. The exploitation idea
attained greater popularity than anything
ever attempted in Elmira and there was a
rush to see who came closest to duplicating the physiognomy and avoirdupois of
the well known star. It was a winner for
the theatre for all Elmira talked of the
contest and most of Elmira went to see the
picture.
Milwaukee

Theatre

"Jucklins" Fine
entation

Gives
Pres-

" The Jucklins " furnished an opportunity for a prologue that Manager Sanders, of the Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee,
was quick to take advantage of. He had
a painted stage scene arranged showing a
southern plantation with the cotton fields
in the foreground showing up with fluffy
white tops against a setting of rolling hills
and sky.

manager of the La Crosse Theatres Comreofficialstheto idea
thebypolice
pany,
lease
him,persuaded
and also
explaining

Ballyhoo
" The Kid"
used by (he Majestic
theatre. Lafor Crosse,
thisWis.
page Story appears on
The musical program was selected with
an eye to the feature pictures. Instead
of trying to foist high brow stuff on his
patrons with such a program, Manager
Sanders did the wise thing by substituting
real sentiment and selecting the old songs
that touch the heart strings.
The selections harmonized with the
story of the rural plantation life shown
in " The Jucklins." " Old Black Joe,"
" My Old Kentucky Home " and other
songs furnished the basis of the musical
program.

of the thing managed to have the actual
reason for his appearances suppressed.
However, the newspapers gave a story
about the poor demented man who was
wandering the streets of La Crosse looking
for his lost boy. This quest was continued
for two or three days and then this individual again appeared with the placard
on his chest reading, " I have been looking
for the Kid for one year and one day."
The following day the card read " one
year
and two
etc.
Coupled
withdays,"
this walking
interrogation
point, an extensive advertising campaign
was conducted in the papers, starting with
a set of teaser ads and working up from
that to large displays immediately ahead
of the opening of the production. According to the reports received from Mr:
Friese, the stunt created widespread attention and the result was capacity houses at
every performance.
This form of exploitation is very effective and very inexpensive and can easily
be used by any exhibitor booking the
picture.

Attractive lobby display for " That Girl Montana," designed by the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.

Motion
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Newt

We're
All Beady
Fon The Wedding-.
But Where.
Oh Whepe.
Thi

Xote the strings of
Dangerous Business" lobby decorations at the Virginian theatre, Chart
originated by Manager C. G. Becker.
old eston,
shoes W.
and Va.,
tin cans
Red

Show"
Can
"Tin
Johnston's
Hundred Attend
Minneapolis Four
velty Performance
New Lyndale's
No waiting to get in, went away to return
can
of
ties
varie
al
sever
are
THERE
being one in which the pink slip after eight o'clock and cheerfully paid
their admission in rather than go home
and canning parties among them
without
seeing the picture.
tant
parts and anand the boss play impor
Mr.
Johnston
is very optimistic as to
other, now quite extinct since the first of
the benefits to be derived from his stunt.
July, 1919, but G. Carroll Johnston, manHis boxoffice statement showed he did a
ager of the New Lyndale theatre, Minneapolis, gave another kind of can party
normal night's business in addition to all
the people admitted free.
recently that was a huge success.
Mr. Johnston stated that much curiosAs an exploitation stunt, Manager
ity was evidenced as to the reason for the
Johnston announced in Sunday's papers
stunt. Several men told him their wives
that on Tuesday night, between the hours
had been pestering them for days as to
of seven and eight o'clock, anyone prewhat the management intended doing with
senting aclean tin can at his theatre would
the
cans. To all inquiries Mr. Johnston
be admitted free. The New Lyndale is
gave a joking answer. That the New
situated in an exclusive residence district
Lyndale's clientele would eat anything up
and the doubting Thomases predicted
on that order was clearly shown in the
failure from the start for the stunt.
enthusiasm and pep shown by the crowds
But shortly after seven they began coming in droves.. Everyone took it as a big waiting with their tin cans.
joke. Limousines would roll up filled
with well dressed men and women, each
one with a tin can secreted under their
coat. Some would walk sheepishly up to
the door to see if they were really accepting the cans, but becoming reassured
1 would walk boldly in. Theatre parties
were organized with the provision that
each guest furnish his own can. One man
with a large family and an inventive head
presented what appeared to be one can.
But on examination, it was found that
to save trouble, he had taken the required
number of cans in graduated sizes and
telescoped them together.
The New Lyndale, which is a Finkelstein and Ruben house, seats 740 and according to Mr. Johnston, 1,500 persons
appeared with the cans during the specified hour. Some of the persons tired of

Line Extra Gets
Results Again

Theanother
red-typed
newspaper
made
stage entrance
when" Extra
Arthuri"\
Vogel, Paramount exploiteer for the Seat-|
tie territory, staged an exploitation cam-:
paign in connection with the showing of
" Idols of Clay" at the American theatre,!
Bellingham, Wash.
It was another example of how easily:
and inexpensively exploitation can be accomplished under trained hands. As the
result of the co-operation Vogel obtained
from the publishers of the Bellingham
Herald several thousand copies of the
issue of March 1 were distributed with
the caption in big red type on the front
"EXTRA!

EXTRA!

GREAT

EVENT.

PAGE anTEN."
Page tenSEE
provided
event in itself
page:
for it marked one of the few full-page
motion picture theatre advertisements
ever run in Bellingham. It was an advertisements of" Idols of Clay."

Shotting the "admissions" toasManager
told by Johnston'
the story s tin can show staged recently in -i-frnneapoHf
appearing beloiv
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TERRITORIAL

In
STATE

the
RIGHT

Keaton Ready, to Start
Second Series
Buster Keaton has begun plans
for the production of his second
series of two-reel comedies for release through Metro, following the
completion of the eighth and final
of
the slapstick
first group
— " Theare Goat."
These
offerings
made
by arrangement with Joseph M.
Schenck.
Announcement of this came this
week to the Metro home offices in
New York from Lou Anger, manager of the Comique Film Co.,
sponsors of the Keaton comedies.
It was made public at the same time
that Virginia Fox, leading woman
in the majority of the first eight
comedies, has been engaged for the
second series.
" The Goat " follows the first
seven : " One Week," " Convict 13,"
" The Scarecrow," " Neighbors,"
"The Haunted House," "Hard
Luck," and " The High Sign."
Pantheon in Search of
Alaskan Scripts
George Dubois Proctor, who is
in charge of the scenario department of Pantheon Pictures Corporation, announces that this company is in the market for five-reel
dramas or comedy dramas and tworeel stories with their locale in
Alaska or the far north.
The latter will be produced at the
Port Henry, N. Y. studios, where
Pantheon Pictures Corporation have
lately organized a producing unit,
as well as several of the longer
features.
Another producing unit will
shortly be established near New
York City, and both this and the
company at Port Henry, will be
under the supervision of Charles
Miller.

STATE RIGHTS exchanges
throughout the country will
be glad to learn that Nathan
Hirsh, president of the
Aywon Film Corporation, has
acquired the rights to the recreated Biograph production
will at
of " East Lynne," and
once close territorial contracts on it.
This production of " East
Lynne " is all-American, acted by Americans and directed
by an American. Likewise it
was filmed in America with
modern costumes. It is a
thrilling and deeply interesting filmization of the great
stage play that has been a decided success for generations.
Directed by Travers Vale,
this production of " East
LynneLouise
" includes
amongHale,
its
cast
Vale, Alan
Gretchen Hartman and Kate
Bruce.

SALES

AND

PURCHASE

Independent
AND

Apex

EXPORT

Film

Remington

to

Paintings

N EVP

be
to

S

Issued
Aid

Ex-

oitation of " Out of the Dust "
certain plants are qualifollowing an sincefied only
delay ement,
AFTER
to turn out a creditable job on
Apex
early aannounc
reproductions
of paintings, with
Films, New York, is now ready for ■
the market with their state right the necessity of special inks to get
attraction " Out of the Dust." The the true color values and other fine
picture itself had been complete points of the printing art.
for some time, but the Apex has
As the final result of surmounting all difficulties, Apex now has
refrained from plshowing it without its attendant exploitation fea- its own Remingtons ready for use
of the state rights market thus
tures.
It has been known that this John giving " Out of the Dust " a feature for exploitation never before
P. McCarthy production is of early
pioneer days, taking its inspiration attempted, the rights to which
from the famous paintings by Fred- alone represent an enormous sum.
eric Remington. Because of this These Remingtons are printed on
association, the Apex Company the finest kind of heavy coated
made a deal with Collier's, the pub- paper, and are identical with the
lishers, who have for years issued prints sold in art stores for from
millions of Remington's pictures as $1.50 to $2.50 each. They measure
premium subscription features, spe- 16x24 inches each, and the advertising matter is so arranged as to
cial portfolios, etc. It was the
out of sight when the picture is
Apex idea to link these Reming- be
tons with the production and the framed.
Apex has made amazing use of
rights to these famous subjects
were therefore secured. But diffi- the Remington plates. Their stationery itself is a revelation, being
culties appeared in unlooked-for
replete with four-color Remington
places, ture.
mostly
of
a
mechanical
naThe entire set of about miniatures, also available for the
thirty four-color subjects are al- use of buyers. The most famous
most priceless in the original metal,
subject from the great artists'
being the only set in existence and brush,
" Caught
in thesheet
Circle,"
the making of electros for all of makes the
twenty-four
look
them became necessary. The print- like a genuine Remington painted
ing, too, was a big undertaking, on a fence, frame effect and all.
Reelcraft

Plans

Features

Preliminary Announcement of Enlargement Made by R. C. Cropper
we were going to distribute
' I *HE
Reelcraft
Pictures
tion is to enter theCorporafeature Features, we received pictures from
picture distribution field very all sources and all countries. I
shortly according to a statement might add that we were offered
issued by President R. C. Cropper. every kind of picture that human
" It is true that the Reelcraft mind could produce, and after lookPictures Corporation is going to
ing at more than one hundred, we
distribute feature pictures," says decided that the pictures to suit
Cropper,
" there havethebeen
manyI our needs would have to be prorumors concerning
factso that
especially forproducing
us."
believe this preliminary verification
" Twoduced feature
comis necessary. The matter has been
panies have been organized for the
definitely decided for many express purpose of supplying us
months, in fact, ever since the first features, more companies will be
day when Reelcraft consolidated added later in the year, until we
many Short producing and Dis- expect to have at least two features
tributing Companies, we have a month for distribution through
planned for the time when features
our" Reelcraft
organization."
would be added to our program."
has also spent con" Reelcraft has been very sucsiderable time in the upbuilding of
cessful with the Short Subjects, the distributing
organization, in
and has no intentions of disconciti&s where we have fortinuing the one and two reel re- several merly
distributed through Indeleases, quite the contrary, we are
pendent Exchanges we have opened
preparing three complete additional our own
direct exchanges. In
units to supply us with Short Sub- every other center where we have
"The matter of securing our no exchange we will distribute on a
features has been a matter of time, mutual franchise plan through the
when the news first leaked out that
best exchanges in these centers."
jects."

S

Field
AND

VIEWS

Sport Pictorial Booked
in Boston Houses
Word has just reached the Arrow
Film Corporation offices that the
Lightning Photoplay service of
New England has booked the latest
sport pictorial
Dog's
Life"
in
all of"Leading
Lowry's
theatres
in Boston
toJake
play day
and
date. The Lowry theatres are
" The Modern," " The Park " and
" The Beacon."
Billy West Comedies
75 Percent Sold
Joan Film Sales Co., reports this
week that seventy five percent of
the territory has been sold on its
series of Billy West Comedies.
Missouri, Ohio, Minnesota and
Canada are still opened and the
last two are expected to be closed
shortly. The West comedies were
first released four months ago when
the
two-reeler, " Sweethearts "
was first
announced.
"The Price of Silence"
in Loew Houses
The first big release of the Sunrise Pictures Corporation, " The
Price of Silence," adapted from the
famous novel, "At the Mercy of
Tiberius," by Augusta J. Evans
Wilson, and in which winsome
Peggy Hyland in starred, will be
shown at Loew theatres commencing March 21.
THE Lion
FilmwasCorporation of Dallas
granted a charter in the State of
Texas at the capital, Austin,
Texas,cers ofonsaid
March
10. The are:
officorporation
L. C. B a x 1 e y, president;
Harry dent;T.S. T.Peebles,
Bryant, vice-presisecretary
and treasurer. The Lion Film
Corporation is incorporated
for $50,000,000
has purchased the entire and
business
and
all stock of the L. C Baxley
Attractions, Inc., together
with all productions controlled by that company together with their outstanding
contracts.
Mr. Baxley and Mr. Peebles are both well known to
to the trade in the Southwest,
Mr. Baxley having been one
of the pioneers in the state
right business, one of the organizers ofthe Specialty Film
Company and also sales manager of the Southern EnterR. E. Baxley has been appointed sales manager of the
prises.concern.
new
R. E. Tomlinson, formerly with Select,
P a t h e and Specialty exchanges of Dallas, has been
appointed office manager.
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Will

Test
Value
of
Stars
C. B. C. Believes Possibilities
of Male Stars Are Overlooked
woman is in line with this conA" being
REVERSAL
tried by theof C.English"
B. C. Filmis
cern's desire to give the public what
Sales Corporation in that, with the it wants — after it has found out
without
any room for doubt just
producers tending more and more
to feature pretty girls and women what the public does want. The
in their productions, and distribu- test is to be made absolutely fairly,
tion concerns securing for release Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn declare,
extensive advertising and exploitamostly
" shea " man
pictures,
this company
now has
as the
featured
tion being given to the men stars,
player of the series which it is and to Mile Mieus, so that conditions may be even throughout.
producing and releasing, and of
They believe, however, that the
another series and an important six- man
star has been more or less
reel feature which it is distributing
to the State Right market. This overlooked in favor of the woman
is by way of an experiment that — and that the day for the man star
the officials of this company are try- is at hand, if producers only have
ing to test the merits and box-office the foresight to see it.
value of men stars versus women
According to Messrs. Brandt and
stars — and they are to counter- Cohn, however, the theatre-going
balance the male side of the scales girl has become an increasingly important factor in the amusement
with a French woman star — Zany
and one which producers and
Mieus, who appears in " The Night- world,
would do well to coningale of French
Paris," the
first which
of a exhibitors
sider. With the terrific business
series of
pictures
C. B. C. is to release.
conditions of the past year, men
First of the three men stars have less money than hitherto to
under the C. B. C. banner is Sid spend for the amusements of their
Smith, featured in Hallroom Boys families and women friends. Add
Comedies which are being produced to this the fact that today there are
on the Coast by Harry Cohn of the a greater number of girls and
C. B. C. company. With the con- women economically independent
tracting with C. Edward Hatton for than ever before, — and the result
the making of twenty-six two-reel is that film theatres arc full of girls
Western thrillers for release by alone or in pairs. ' blowing themselvesto
' their own amusements.
C. B. C. this company adds the
second featured man player to the
"And," they declare, "just as a
man gravitates toward the theatre
series on its books. And, in " The showing the pretty girl, a girl tends
Victim," Robert T. Haines is the toward seeing a man whose screen
featured player, and it is reported
that this six-reel drama is meeting likeness
has they
struckareher
fancy."
going
to leave
with great success throughout the it However,
to
the
public
to
decide
whether
country.
they are right or wrong — and they
The testing by C. B. C. of the
the dictates of the pubvalue of the man star versus the willlicfollow
decision when it is made.

Kipling
Death

of

Flays
Censorship
All Western Pictures

Would Result Says Independent
The independent producer has
RICHARD KIPLING, of the
Kipling Enterprises, who is more to fear than the star of national fame who offers his or her
now in New York, is one of the
Slaunchest foes of censorship as it picture for the approval of the censors. A great star, with his or her
will be applied should individual
censorship be applied in the vari- name to carry the picture, has a
ous states. Mr. Kipling is offering far greater chance of receiving
on the independent market a series their imprimatur than the smaller
of thrilling Westerns, the third of fellow, who must necessarily produce with a lesser known cast.
which is " The Battlin' Kid."
censorship must come, let it
" We producers of Westerns," be"Itnational
censorship, and let a
said Mr. Kipling. " have the. most board of examiners act in each proto fear from the fanatics. Howducing center. Let a scene be concan we take the guns and the riding
demned before the set has been deout of our Western productions?
stroyed, rather than to wait until
We do not uphold the villi an in
our productions. On the contrary we have lost our monev irrecoverit is always our object to see that
he is brought to justice at the end
of the picture, no matter who he
and Destiny"
may be. We do not glorify crime. "Dollars
able." Well Received
1 he hero, representing right and
justice, is ever triumphant.
Joe Horwitz, of Joe Horwitz
Productions, announces that he has
" It seems to me as if the censor already closed several territories on
advocates are trying to take the
Dollars and Destiny," the feature
kick out of evervthing in this coun- "starring
Paul Capallani, which he
try. If we take the riding, the
is
distributing on the independent
shooting, and the rapid fire action
out of our Westerns, we have a market. The picture has won the
al of every one who has seen
picture punchless and zcstlcss. approv
it, it is stated.
State censorships will mean the
Mr. Horwitz states that he will
death of Westerns and Westerns shortly announce a new picture
are the most popular type of pic- which will be a surprise to the industry.
tures.

Ais thrilling
from " Henry
CrookedGooden
Trails,"forstarring
Gallagher.
The picture
produced scene
by Arthur
release Ray
on the
state rights
market
by Independent Films Association
i i
Midchannel"
in Draws
Brooklyn
Clara Kimball Young
Big
Crowds
in
Residential Theatre
' were not very favorable.
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG, Achannel
period of four months had
thecatedEquity
Pictures
star,
duplithe success she has attained elapsed since the last Young picin many other cities of the country
ture was shown — 1 For the Soul of
last week in Brooklyn, N. Y., when Rafael.' Many another star woidd
" Midchannel," the Fourth Young have ' died ' during the long inproduction to be released by Equity,
terval, but * Midchannel ' drew even
was shown at the Sunset theatre,
As a business.
result of the Sunset run of
a big first-run house of Bay Ridge. bigger
According to Equity Manager. ' Midchannel ' during the week of
March 5th, seven neighboring
Gus Konigswald reports that dur- theatres
have booked the picture,
ing its four day run it broke every
previous record. The Sunset has The prosperous account that
shown many big productions of the ' Midchannel ' gave of itself at the
box-office is not only due to the
leading
producers.
" Midchannel,"
it is stated,
surpassed
the most fame of the star, says Equity, but
to
the calibre of the picture. That
optimistic expectations when the
box office returns were counted.
iwhy, in Konigswald's opinion,
The success of Clara Kimball " Midchannel
' outdrew * For the
Soul
of Rafael.
Y( ung in Brooklyn is conclusive.
Equity states, as the circumstances
OOH!
attending the showing of ' MidChicago House Exploits
"Lone Hand Wilson"
How Manager John Keane, of
the Band Box theatre, Chicago,
utilized a six-sheet special hand
lettering inserted to dress the outside of his theatre during the successful run of Lester Cuneo's
"Lone Hand Wilson," is shown in
the accompanying cut.
Inside the lobby two giant cutouts of Cuneo were set up and paper furnished by the Capital Film
Company
Wilson
was
utilizedon to" Lone
cover Hand
the side
walls."
The result was very gratifying, according to Mr. Kane, who reports
that the attractive lobby display
backed up by word of mouth advertising on this excellent picture
resulted in one of the best weeks
ever experienced by his house.

Ohio Opening of Jans'
"Madonnas and Men"
EVERYBODY'S
over EXCITED
Herman F. Jans, president of
Jans Pictures, Inc., made a flying
trip to Toledo on February 20
where he attended the premier Nervy Thrills
Riotous Fun in
SID and
SMITH'S
showing
in Ohio. of " Madonnas and Men "
Hallroom Boys Comedies
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IS r BAUM, sales manLOUange
of Joan and Equity
Pictures, returned this week
a two months' trip
from
throughout the country with
six contracts on his companies' pictures which are reported in this issue. The sales
were made within four weeks.
During the first month of his
trip Mr. Baum managed the
ce of Clara
personal appearan
Kimball Young in Houston,
Dallas and San Antonio, Tex.,
where she was accorded a
wonderful reception.
Mr. Baum states that in the
course
of his tr'p
he found
the conditions
in the
independent field had greatly improved. He reports that the
Southern and Middle West
territories were doing exceptionally well and far from
feeling any depression, were
enjoying a more prosperous
bus'ness than ever.

Musical

Scores

for

Kinetos

But 1 will do something
Isaacson
Selected to necessary.
that never has been done before,
Urbano, presies Kinet
Charl
of the
dent
Com.nstead of merely suggesting company of America, Inc..
positions arbitrarily without regard
decided to have musical presentaHandle
Urban's
Innovation
for size or availability of music, I
tions prepared for his Kineto Rewill make three variations for big,
views, as was announced in these
medium and small orchestras and
pages last week, he investigated all
the men he deemed best fitted to short subjects, especially such as will in addition explain just what
do such work and finally decided these extremely high quality Kineto 1 am seeking to accomplish, so that
on Charles D. Isaacson as the best Reviews, did not realize the im- if none of the suggested music is
portance of cueing them to music. available, the musician will have no
equipped man of all.
Now that Mr. Isaacson has al- The big features can more easily difficulty in substituting effectively,
ready begun the work, Mr. Urban do witbout music than these com- without detriment to the picture or
the entertainment.
pact shorter ones.
finds asmthe
" In conclusion, I wish to emphaquite musical
matches expert's
his own. enthusi" I am mights happy to have this
size that Mr. Urban has started a
The result^ it is believed, will be opportunity to assist Mr. Urban,
undoubtedly very fine for the men whose work I have long admired very fine movement ; one that will
and women whose business it is and for whom I have the greatest aid the motion picture tremendously
to present the motion picture to respect, looking upon him, as I do, and also do a great deal to further
as a real pioneer who has carried the musical appreciation of the
the public.
Never before have short motion- through his ideas.
Mr. Isaacson is well known for
" I have viewed the first thirteen
picture subjects been accorded any
particular musical attention. But Kineto Reviews to be scored, and the sentiment he expresses in his
I can tell you that I am very, very
lately their importance has been in- enthusiastic. I will have a regular conclusion. 'As editor of "Our
creasingly recognized and Mr.
Family Music " in the New York
Urban, who publishes all his re- artistic orgy in laying out ' The " Globe " ; as creator of the "Globe"
he has won a world-wide
leases in lengths of one reel deCity ' and ' The Emerald concerts
cided the time had come when their Holy
reputation.
As a writer, a musician
public."
Sardino Becomes Head
Isle.'
When
it
comes
to
'Thrills'
and
an
editor
he has earned a fine
treatment ought to be on a par I expect I will have a better time
of Dooley Exchanges
with that given to feature pictures over my division of the work than reputation. His influence in motion
any subject as ever afforded me picture theatres has been very great
Al Sardino, owner of the Hippo- in five and more reels.
heretofore.
drome in Syracuse, is now general
" The short subject must tell its
on account of his work in making"How will I score the pictures? music an important part of theatre
manager of the Dooley exchanges story quickly," said Mr. Isaacson,
in Buffalo, Syracuse and Albany, " It must create its atmosphere Well, I'll tell you. It will be my
In associating himself with Mr.
having succeeded Thomas W. without delay and must lose no op- desire to catch the atmosphere. programs.
Where possible I want to make Urban to prepare the Kineto ReDooley, who has disposed of all
portunity to adopt every conceiv- the
theme as one unit, but where
views for musical presentations, he
his interests in the company and
able aid to make the maximum efopened his own exchange in Syrafect possible. It has always sur- the picture calls for variety, I will is widening
sive activities.his already very extencuse under the name of the Exhibiprised me that the makers of the suggest as many themes as are
tors' Film and Service Company.
The new Dooley official has taken
over the Ben Fitzer Productions,
Inc., with offices in the Palace theatre building, Buffalo and in the More
Product
for
Arrow
Film
future the releases handled by Ben
Fitzer will be handled from the
E. SHALLENBERGER,
Dooley office.
patronizing
them to In
a greater
extent than formerly.
fact, where
president of the Arrow Shallenberger to Give
John M. Sitterly will remain as
an
independent
exchange
has
a
• Film Corporation, has reComplete List of
manager of the Buffalo Dooley ofturned from a trip to Los Angeles,
series
of
pictures
of
the
same
qualfice under the new regime. It is
Pictures Soon
ity as a program house, it is given
rumored that other state right ex- where
has beenon for
past fewthe preference in many cases, and
weeks.he While
thethecoast,
Dr.
changes
may
soon
be
taken
over
byShallenberger contracted for a
Mr. Sardino.
so long as the independent exnumber of productions and short
change man will use careful judgWilson, who also made " Thunderreel subjects.
ment in the selection of his product
bolt
Jack"
with
Jack
Hoxie.
Thj
While Dr. Shallenberger will not serial is made from a story which he is sure of the continued support
MY
GAWD!
give out a detailed statement at this was especially written for Ann Lit- of the exhibitors.
time, he, however, states that he
tle. Dr. Shallenberger states that
" I found a few independent
has contracted for twenty-six fea- this serial has been made in answer producers at work on the coast. In
tures. Most of these features are to the thousands of letters that fact the only independent producers
in series of four ; that is, each se- have been received by Arrow as that are working are those that are
ries of four pictures will feature a well as by Miss Little herself working under contract where their
prominent star.
her appearance in " Lightning product has already been sold,
The first feature of the twenty- since
Bryce," insisting that this star make which means but one thing, and
six contracted for by Dr. Shallen- another serial. Arrow- will soon that is, that the producers that are
be ready to offer this serial to the making pictures must make them
berger is called
and features
Pete" Headin'
Morrison.North
This" independent market.
better, and to do this it costs money
feature is now in Arrow's office
On his way to and from the coast, which necessarily means that the
and the advertising matter pertain- Dr. Shallenberger visited all of the exchanges must be willing to pay a
ing to it is being prepared and an
state right offices. This
early release date has been set. independent
for their pictures."
included offices in San Francisco, fairIt price
said at thewilloffices
Four big super specials arc in- Los Angeles, Seattle, Denver, Min- that ais statement
soon ofbe Arrowissued
cluded
in
the
twenty-six
features.
showing
the
list
of
productions
neapolis and Chicago, and he states
These will be announced later.
that he found that all of the inde- that were contracted for by Dr.
Shallenberger.
Two series of two-reel comedies
pendent exchanges that were conhave also been contracted for by
ducting aclean business and using
Dr. Shallenberger. The first of clean salesmanship methods are in
these series is to be made with
Harry Gribbon, Eddie Berry and a highly flourishing condition. " In "The Price of Silence"
"I
Helen Darling as the stars, and fact," states Dr.toShallenberger,
in Fan Magazines
learn how sucthere will be twelve of these two- was surprised
cessful many of these exchanges
President
Max Carnot, of Sunreelers in this series. The second
I found an exrise Pictures Corporation, anseries will also consist of 12, and are. Wherever
change that was doing business on
nounces that in line with the comthe stars have not been announced a businesslike
basis and using clean
as yet.
pany's ductions
policyin the
to publicize
their profan publications,
methods and up-to-date salesmanship, Ifound a successful exchange more than six magazines have
LOOK AT
A big northwestern serial of fifteen episodes with Ann Little in the and one that was making money. already printed stories on their
SID SMITH
role, has also been con- I found that exhibitors are becom- initial release, " The Price of
He Thrills You and Makes You Howl in leading tracted
for by Arrow. This serial
ing more and more partial to the in- is
Silence
" in which Peggy H\ land
starred.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES
is being made and directed by Ben
dependent exchanges and are

WHEN

Motion
Herman Jans Leaves on
Extended Trip
Dominant
Pictures
Popular
Herman F. Jans, President of
Rapid Strides Made in Sale of
Jans Pictures, Inc., and of Jans
U. S. Amusement Feature Series
Film Service, Inc., left for an extended journey Saturday, March
KOFFSTEIN,
gen- years, and also Catherine Calvert ;
12th — which will carry him to the JJACQUES
eral manager
of the Dominant
" The House of Cards," the play
principal film centers of the United Pictures Inc., states that the several by
Alice Blache in which Frank
States. Mrs. Jans and their exchanges have grasped the oppor- Mills and Catherine Calvert are
daughter will accompany him, Mr.
tunity to secure the series of six
; " A Man and the Woman "
Jans intending to make the trip special features produced by the U. —starred
a photo drama based on the novel
partly one of pleasure, as he states S. Amusement Corp. Four of the
that this will be his first vacation pictures star Catherine Calvert, the of Emile Zola's "Nantes"; "The
of any length since he entered the other two stars Edith Hallor and Auction of Virtue"; a screen version of Joseph
motion picture industry fifteen years Naomi Childers respectively.
featuring
Naomi Poland's
Childers play
and
ago.
The old titles of these features Leslie Austin.
and
their
cast
is
as
follows:
The first of these to be issued
Mr. cagoJans'
first that
stop point
will be
and from
he Chiwill " Behind the Mask," society melowill
House inofitsCards
drama by Charles T. Dazey, author which bewill"The
touch Minneapolis, Seattle, Los
be known
newly"
Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, of "In Old Kentucky" and
and revised form as " Aching
New Orleans, Atlanta, Baltimore, features Richard Tucker in addi- edited
Hearts." Brand new lithographs
and Washington.
consisting
of one, three and six
tion to Catherine Calvert; "Think
Over," from the story by Herbert sheets have been prepared on each
Before leaving Mr. Jans was en- It
tertained at a dinner party given Blache, featuring Richard Tucker one of this series by the Ritchey
by the employees of the two cor- and Catherine Calvert ; " The Ped- Lithograph Co. In addition to this
dler "— a screen version of the play paper, each of these subjects will
porations atChurchill's, on Broad- which
presents Joe Welch who
way.
created the stellar role in the orig- also have 11 x 14 photos, press
inal stage version for so many sheets, slides and cuts.
Canadian Rocky Scenic
Rich in Beauty
The current Ford Educational
Library film, " Where the Columbia
River Rises," which is being released through the Federated Film
Exchanges of America, contains
views of towering mountain peaks
capped with everlasting snows, babbling brooks, dashing waterfalls,
mighty canyons carved by mountain
streams and winding trails along
the precipitous mountain sides,
make this a most beautiful film.
The picture follows the winding
Columbia River from its source in
the Canadian Rockies and through
these mountains down to the valleys.

Kremer
Bigger

Breaking

Business
ported in Office
CALAMITY howlers who have
been decrying the poor conditions in the motion picture industry
would hardly find any support for
their arguments in the Victor
Kremer offices as during the past
week this company has eclipsed, in
the line of business, anything that
it has done in its history.
The full office force is busy taking care of orders and answering
telegrams that have been coming in
asking territorial rights for the new
Texas Guinan series of Western
dramas and " The Handicap," Mr.
Kremer's
released. latest production to be
The Guinans have surpassed in
demand from exhibitors any class
of pictures that this company has
to date put forth, states Kremer.
That public appetite is whetted for
Western stories is proven in this
unusually large demand for the
Guinans, which runs about five to
one on all the others.
" I Am the Woman," the first
Guinan pictures, will be shown this
week at a private screening after
which it will be shown publicly at
one of the Broadwav houses.

Records

Than Ever Reof Independent
" The Handicap," which was
recently shown at the Loew houses,
seems to be in big demand in the
-Middle West particularly, although
orders from all parts of the country
are coming in daily, but in the section above referred to there have
been several orders for return showings, an unusual happening for a
picture of this nature.
" The great hit made by ' The
Kid,' has had a tonic effect on the
old Chaplin pictures such as ' By the
Sea,' ' A Jitney Elopement,' ' Work '
and the
burlesque,
' Carmen,'
Mr.
Kremer.
Many
houses states
that
had already shown these pictures
twice have sent in orders for a
third repeat. These Chaplins are
controlled and distributed by the
Victor Kremer Company through
the
York Independent MasterfilmsNew
Exchange.
Summarized the business of the
Kremer concern since the first of
the year by far surpasses that for
the same period of 1920 and the
outlook is that 1921 will prove the
banner year
the company's existence, itis ofstated.

Gallagher Completes
Two Reel Western
Under the direction of Charlie
Roberts, finis was written this week
on a new two-reel Western, starring Ray Gallagher and the film is
now being prepared for release on
the state rights market by the Independent Films Association of
Chicago.
The story is titled, " Crooked
Trails," and is the second in a series of 24 two-reelers a year to be
produced by Arthur Gooden Productions at Independence City
studios, Hollywood, Cal.
The first of the Gallagher series
Has
Press Book
is now on the state rights market Manheimer
and is titled, " Go Get 'Em."
Useful and Elaborate Aid Ready
Next

Kineto

Release

Is

"The Holy City"
"
The
City,"
one ofbeing
the
series ofHoly
Kineto
Reviews
handled by National Exchanges,
Inc., in the United States, will be
released the last week in March.
Charles Urban has personally
edited " The Holy City" and is said
to have made of it not only a reel
of remarkable beauty, but one of
the most unique productions ever
made.
All the scenes in "The Holy
City " have been described with
titles taken literally from the Bible.

for Feature " Every Man's Price "
The advertising matter on "Every
MANHEIMER, who is
ES.
• handling the state rights dis- Man's Price " is said to be different
from
any prepared for either a
tribution of Burton King's special state rights
production or a nationPrice,"
" Every
distributed picture, in that a
tion,Grace
produc
g is the
in
which
DarlinMan's
fea- wide ally
variety
of effective display
tured player, has had prepared one
of the most unusual press books ads have been prepared, it is said,
by one of the largest advertising
ever gotton out on a big picture.
Aside from the artistic manner agencies in the country. These ads
in which the book has been treated, enable the exhibitors to get the
possible advertising value for
the advertising campaign, as con- fullest
tained within the covers, offers new a minimum cost.
The posters, by Ritchey, include
angles for publicity and exploitation, the stories having been espe- one's, three's, six's and twentyfour's, are unusually attractive and
cially written along straight news- designed
especially to impel action
paper lines by newspapermen of at the box
office.
the metropolitan press.

Picture

News

Fait, of Howells Sales,
to Leave on Trip
William Fait, Jr., directing the
sales of the Howells Sales Co., Inc.,
which is distributing the fifteen episode serial " The Hope Diamond
Mystery,"
Gracemarket,
Darmond on thefeaturing
states rights
expects to leave in the near future
on a trip covering the middle west
and a part of the south.
His first stop will be Chicago
where he will arrange for a special
showing of the entire serial before
the Chicago Censor Board, as it is
the purpose of the Howells Sales
Co. to have this picture passed by
the various censor boards.
Plans are being made, it is announced, to have the main title —
" The in Hope
Mystery' "
done
naturalDiamond
color photography.
Arrangement are under way with
the Colura Company to do this
work. This is the same company
that did in natural color the inserts
in " Way Down East."
It is stated that numerous telegrams and letters of inquiry are
coming into the office of the company as a result of the trade paper
advertising on the serial.
Reel Set is Now Used as
Real Set
William M. Riordan, of Anna
Spencer, Inc., Gowns, happened to
be a visitor at Universal studios
while Mr. William Nigh was working in one of the sets prepared by
Tilford Cinema studios.
This setting was an elaborate
mannikin room of original design.
Mr. Riordan was so impressed with
the genuineness and originality of
the setting that he promptly purchased it and its decorations. Immediately on conclusion of the
scenes being enacted in the setting
he had it transplanted in all detail
to his establishment for permanent
actual use.
Keen

Interest Shown

in "Annabel Lee"
The release of the five-reel feature, "Annabel Lee," by the Joan
Film Sales Company to the independent market has aroused wide
interest, announces that company.
For the past three weeks, inquiries
have been coming in through the
mail and in person from state right
buyers of all parts, asking to see
the new feature. Up to a few days
ago, no print was- available to satisfy the curiosity- -of buyers, but
now that the first print is off the
developing racks, Joan has ordered
twelve more sample prints to circulate among the various territories
for inspection.

"Tough Luck" Is Seventh Hallroom Comedy
" Tough Luck " is the title that
has been given the seventh release
of the new Hallroom Boys Comedies series, prints of which have
been received at the offices of the
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
this week, from the Coast. This
picture is now in process of editing
and titling, and will be released
shortly, it is announced.
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following sales on the independent market were
THE
reported during the week:
" The Invisible Ray " (Joan Film Sales) to Skouros
Brothers, St. Louis, for Missouri and Kansas.
" The Invisible Ray " to Lee Goldberg of Big Feature
Rights Corp., of Louisville, for Kentucky and Tennessee.
12 Billy West Comedies (Joan Film Sales) to Reelcraft
Film Co., of Davenport, Iowa, for Iowa and Nebraska.
12 Billy West Comedies to Merit Film Co., of Detroit,
for Michigan.
" She Played and Paid " (Joan Film Sales) to Standard
Film Corp., of Kansas City, for Kansas and Missouri.
" Whispering Devils " (Equity Pictures) to Standard
Film Corp., of Kansas City, for Kansas and Missouri.
" When Dawn Came " (Hugh Dierker Production — Producers Security) to Thomas Leonard of St. Louis.
" When Dawn Came " to Sam Grand of the Federated
Film Exchange, of Boston, for New England.
" When Dawn Came " to Harry C. Simeral Enterprises,
of Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania.
" West of the Rio Grande " (Bert Lubin) to Greater Features, Inc., of Seattle, for Washington, Oregon, Montana and
North Dakota.
" Trailed in the Storm " (Specialty Photoplay, Inc.) to
D. Mundstuk, of Strand Features, Inc., of Detroit, for Michigan.
" Trailed in the Storm " to the Major Film Corp., of
Boston, Mass., for Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut.
Western Star Dramas (Dominant Pictures, Inc.) to the
Dooley Film Exchanges, of Syracuse, N. Y., for Northern
New York State.
Charlie Chaplin revival " Carmen " (Victor Kremer Film
Features, Inc.) to Richards and Flynn, of Kansas City, for
Western Missouri and Kansas.
Charlie
Chaplin revival
Carmen " and
to Ludwig
Film Exchange of Minneapolis,
for "Minnesota
Wisconsin.
" Skinner's Dress Suit," Bryant Washburn revival (Victor Kremer Film Features, Inc.), to Famous Pictures Sales
Co., of Pittsburgh.
" The Midnight
Riderof " the
(Richard
to George
M. A. Fedke,
Motion Kipling
Picture Enterprises)
Distributing
Corp., of Boston, for the New England territory.
Western Star Dramas (Dominant Pictures, Inc.,) to
Fine Arts Film Service, for Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois.
Western Star Dramas (Dominant Pictures, Inc.) to Exhibitors Film Service Corporation, of Syracuse, for New
York State north of Westchester County.
Howells Sales Co Has
New Feature
The Howells Sales Company,
Inc., has obtained control of the
world's rights to a five reel feature
picture entitled ' You Find It
Everywhere
starring Rawlinson,
Catherine
Calvert and" Herbert
which it will distribute immediately
on the states rights market.
The picture is adapted from a
Saturday Evening Post story by
Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon
Wilson called the " The Gibson Upright."

A scene from " The Nightingale of
Paris,"
the firstwhich
of a C.series
four
French pictures
B. C.of Film
Sales will distribute
on the Independent market

New Wed Comedies (Dominant Pictures, Inc.,) to R. D.
Marson Attractions Co., for New England territory.
New Wed Comedies to Strand Features, of Detroit, for
Michigan.
New Wed Comedies to Southwestern Film Service, of
Dallas, Tex., for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
New Wed Comedies to Consolidated Film Service, of
Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey.
U. S. Amusement Features (Dominant Pictures, Inc.)
to
Masterpiece Film Attractions, of Cleveland, for Ohio and
Kentucky.
U. S. Amusement Features to Elk Photoplays, of New
York City, for Northern New Jersey and Greater New York.
U. S. Amusement Features to Pearce Films, Inc., for
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, Tennessee, North and
South Carolina and Louisiana.
Entire product of Associated Photo-Plays, Inc., to Twentieth Century Film Co., of Philadelphia, for Southern New
Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania.
Midget Comedies (S. and E. Enterprises) to the Commonwealth Film Co., of Chicago, for Illinois.
Midget Comedies to L. C. Baxley Attractions, of Dallas,
for Oklahoma, Texas and Arkansas.
Midget Comedies to the Specialty Photoplay Corp., of
New York, for New York City and Northern New Jersey.
" It Might
Happen to You
" (S. Haute,
and E. for
Enterprises)
Maurice
Lose Attractions,
of Terre
Indiana. to
" It Might Happen to You " to Quality Film Corp., of
Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania- and West Virginia.
" It Might Happen to You " to the New Film Co., of
Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey.
" It Might
to You " toMaryland,
the First Delaware
National Exhibitors Circuit,Happen
for Washington,
and
Virginia.
" It Might
to You
to the First National Exhibitors Circuit,Happen
of Chicago,
for "Illinois.
" It Might Happen to
for Washington, Oregon,
HappenNewto
York," ItforMight
Northern

You " to Greater Features, Seattle,
Montana and Northern Idaho.
You " to Herman A. Jans, of New
Jersey.

" Ittions, Might
to You " Texas
to the L.
Baxley Attracof Dallas,Happen
for Oklahoma,
andC. Arkansas.
" It MightforHappen
" to Carolina.
the Premier Film Corp.,
of Charlotte,
North to
andYouSouth
" It Might Happen to You " to the Arthur C. Bromberg
Attractions, of Atlanta, for Georgia, Florida, Alabama and
Tennessee.

" I am Offered
happy to announce this
"Things
Do"
Is
ER,Men
SCH, LES
n Schlesinger
wellINGknow
ofRNewB. York
MAYE
for certain
independent
to Distrib- productionbution. Iam
that itdistriwill
t
ute Feature on State
independen
innouncesthethis week
trade an-in
to the field,
represent one of the big box office
attractions of the year. In making
general and to state right buyers in
Right Basis
this latter assertion, I am certain
particular that he has acquired for
the exhibitor, public and press will
world distribution, the rights to
' Things Men Do," which is the culmination of which comes bear me out in this regard."
only after many have suffered
heralded as a powerful screen ad- heartaches
and tortured souls.
aptation of the well known novel,
Exceptional Cast Seen
" Rarely, if ever, has a picture
" Into the Light."
(The picture was produced by been made," says Mr. Schlesinger
in "Mother Eternal"
Ivan Abramson, who has just
Cyrus J. Williams who has been in a statement issued to the trade
and is now making the series of press " which is so human in the finished directing "Mother
of its plot and so tender Eternal," believes that never betwo-reel Western subjects for re- unfolding
fore in the thirty pictures which he
lease through the Pathe Exchange, in its love scenes. It is the sort of
a vehicle which forces a lump at the has produced, has he managed to
Inc.
"
Things
Men
Do,"
first
of
assemble
a cast which worked so
the series of special productions throat and a smile on one's cheeks
which Mr. Williams contemplates at the same time. Your patrons smoothly and whole-heartedly for
like it, you will like it, and only the success of a picture, as in this
making for independent distribu- will
tion, is visual proof that he can those folks who have a heart as
make good feature productions as hard as the proverbial granite will production.
"I knew I had a story," said Mr.
not be affected by its tenderness, Abramson,
well as effective two- reel subjects. its
" I I always
make sure
sincerity and its sympathy.
of that before
begin casting,
but
The picture opens in a sleepy lit" The title, alluring and compel- like every other independent, I had
tle village where a young girl, conling, lends itself readily to ex- to trust to luck for players and it
tinually subject to humiliation and
ploitation. The story, one of hu- seemed for a time that my labors
shame at the hand of her brutal
man foibles and heartaches, inspires would be ten-fold because of the
step-father, is lashed unmercifully
The cast, em- exacting nature of the story with
with a rawhile whip because of her a great sympathy.
bracing an ensemble of screen
failure to finish the chores about
Through
Eugene Spits, president
to characters."
the house. This causes the divine artists, including such well known regard
stars as Patricia Palmer, Edward of the Estee studios, Mr. Abrahamsparktum of
sympathy
to
gain
momenin the heart of her sweetheart Hearn, Gertrude Claire and a host son secured the services of Vivian
of others equally as popular, was Martin for the leading role. The
who strikes her step-father with his
selected because of the individual's other players are Thurston Hall,
fists.
adaptability to the roles in question. Earl Metcalfe, Jack Sherrill, Pearl
The production deals graphically The direction, in the hands of Rob- Shepard, Vivienne Osborne, Cecil
with the story of the three charac- usual.ert North Bradbury, is most un- Kern, Ruth Sullivan, J. W. Johnters, and pictures vividly a romance
ston, Clyde Hunnwell.
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Sales Drive Promises
to Break Records
from the
E reports uarte
LATPathe
rs in
headq
New York declare that the
sales competition, which was
inaugurated at the beginning
of March under the title oi
t Optim
''
" Brune
ses
promi
to rollismup Month,
a sales
record surpassing any previously established by the
Pathe organization. This is
the announcement issued
from the Pathe home-office
as the half-way mark is
reached.
New business has been remarkably stimulated by the
contest, it is stated. This is
partly due to the conditions
of the competition, in which
contracts, bearing either a
play date or advance deposit,
or both, received a seventy
per cent credit, against thirty
per cent for collections.
New Leading Women in
Christie Comedies
Two new leading women were
announced this week by the Christie
Film Company. They will both
make their first appearance in a
picture which will have its first
showing in June.
Viora Daniel, who appeared opposite Roscoe Arbuckle in " The
Life
of
the Party
has
just finished
playing" and
the who
feminine
lead with Max Linder in " Full of
Pep,"
is thesecond,
first of had
these.theJosephine
Hill, the
leading
feminine part in " Parlor, Bedroom
and Bathpeared in"comedies
and before
this reel
apand two
westerns for Universal.
Earl Rodney will be the male
featured player in their first picture,
to be released in June.
Alice Joyce Production
Well Under Way
Alice Joyce is well into her next
Vitagraph production which is being made at the East Coast studio
in Brooklyn under the direction of
Edward Jose. It is being filmed
under the tentative title of " The
Desperate
and same
is adapted
from the Heritage,"
story of the
name
by Harriet Gaylord. Mr. Jose, who
has charge of the production,
directed Miss Joyce in her most recent picture, " Her Lord and Master," which is now awaiting release.
Miss Joyce has an exceptionally
strong supporting cast headed by
Joe King, who plays opposite the
star. Others in the cast include
Fuller Mellish, Claude King, E.
Phillips, Jack Hopkins, Armand
Cortez, and Maude Malcolm.
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New General Mgr. for
Cosmopolitan Plant

A trio that mean much to the success of Educational Films Corporation of
America. Left — Jack White of Mermaid comedies. Center — E. W. Hammons.
President of Educational. Right — Lloyd Hamilton, Mermaid comedies star
Educational
E. W.

Hammons

Heads
and

Henry

on

Tour

Ginsberg

Will
Visit
Company's Exchanges
Mr. Hammons only recently reWITHall ofthetheview
of acquainting
turned from Los Angeles where he
branches
with the
results obtained since the opening conferred with all of the producing
of its exchange system, E. W. Ham- units making
picturesof for
tional and a number
othersEducawho
mons, president of Educational
are
anxious
for
Educational
to
Films Corporation of America and
handle
their
product.
Although
its distributing subsidiary, Educa- is intimated that many importantit
tional Film Exchanges, Inc., and
developed as the result of
Henry Ginsberg, manager of domes- matters
tic sales, will start this month on a that visit, Educational announces
series of trips which will take one that there will be no general statement issued until the full details of
or the other of them to every office in this country, with the ex- its second year's product have been
entirely completed.
ception of the Pacific Coast.
Since the establishment of the
exchange system Mr. Hammons has
followed the policy of keeping in "Queen of Sheba" Said
to Be Spectacular
close touch with the branches and
advising them fully in advance of
According to reports from the
all his plans and often asking the headquarters of the Fox Film Corcounsel of the various local manporation. "The Queen
of Sheba"
agers. The visit of the two officials a picture which
has called
for someis
is expected to put them in even elaborate production effects. Among
closer touch with the various of- the scenes that stand out in the
fices and to result in so intimate an big picture are those that detail the
understanding of every territory trip of Sheba across the Arabian
that even better results may be ob- desert on her first visit to the great
tained in the future. These trips wise man of the East, King Solomon ; the subsequent crossing by
follow the receipt of full reports
from each office and also compila- Sheba and her army going to the
tion by the home office of the re- aid of Solomon, beseiged by Adonisults
achieved and the improve- jah in the Tower of David; and the
ments desired.
return of the Queen and her little
Mr. Hammons will in the near
Solomon.
son toto her
kingdom after the child's
future visit the Washington, Pitts- visit
The preparation for the making
burgh,
Louisville,
Cincinnati,
Cleveland and Detroit offices, leaving of these scenes was like the movNew York March 28th.
ingert.
of aThegreat
the they
dessand caravan
dunes onover
which
In preliminary trips Mr. Ginsberg will go to Boston, New are filmed are at Oxnard, CaliforHaven, Buffalo, Albany, and
nia,
the William sixty-five
Fox West miles'
Coastfrom
Studios.
To
Toronto, Canada, offices and then
start from this city on April 4 for this point there had to be trans600 persons, 300 horses, 14
a " swing around the circle " visit- camels, ported
31 chariots and some 150
ing Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas,
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, tents — including Arabian tents,
Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapolis, wardrobe and dressing room tents,
Milwaukee, Chicago and Indian- and sleeping tents for about 300
apolis.
persons.

DUCTIONS announces
PROOLI
MOP
COS
t TAN
ntmen
of George B.
the appoi
VanCleve as general manager. Mr. VanCleve comes to
Cosmopolitan Productions
extremely well equipped with
ability and experience to supervise the activities at the
International Film Studios,
New York City. He has a
wide circle of friends among
prominent men and women,
and a thorough grasp of the
conditions prevailing in the
motion picture industry.
The new general manager
has a reputation for organization and efficiency and he
plans to demonstrate at the
International Studios that
motion picture productions
can be conducted with all the
smoothness and precision of
any other big business.
Select Virginia Faire
for Kipling Cast
Pathe has announced the selection of Virginia Browne Faire forthe heroine role of Ameera in Rudyard Kipling's " Without Benefit of
Clergy." It is explained that fifteen capable young picture actresses
upon invitation,
submitted
them-tO\
selves at the Brunton
Studios
a series of tests in competition for
the Kipling feature engagement
Each of these in turn was costumed and made up for the dusky and
pathetic figure of the little Hindu
maiden and required to act several
scenes of varying emotional intensity in sets ready for the actual
" shooting " of the picture.
Beban Picture Is Well
Received in Chicago
Robertson-Cole reports that the
new Tivoli theatre, Chicago, very
recently opened by Balaban and
Katz, has been packed during the
past week by audiences which
flocked to see "One Man in a Million," the George Beban production,
which is being distributed by Robertson-Cole, and in connection with
which Mr. Beban is making personal
appearances.
In Chicago as in the other cities
where he has appeared. Mr. Beban
has been welcomed by city officials,
and has been invited to appear beforementpolitical,
socialthebetterclubs, andcivicto and
deliver
talks
which he has been making as to
present day phases of picture production. Robertson-Cole is very
rapidly booking
in is]
3u
Million,"
the Beban*' One
picture,Manwhich
now tresbeing
shown
in
first
run
theain all territories.
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Three scenes from different Paramount pictures. On the left Ethel Clayton in " The Price of Possession," in the center a scene from " What's Worth While," a Lois
Weber production, and on the right Roscoe Arbuckle as he looks in " The Butcher Boy," one of Jos. M. Schenck's Paramount-Arbuckle comedies
Metro Selects Vehicle
for Bert Lytell
DeMille's
Accurate
this great task skilfully and Cecil
Care
forProduction
announcing the forthcoming Unusual
IX release
B. De Mille has all the qualificaof " The Affairs of Antions for a general.
atol" Cecil
B.
De
Mille's
allDetail in " Affairs
star production, Paramount gives
His assistant directors in the picwhat it claims to be a valid reason
ture were C. B. Tate, Ann Bauchens
and W. H. Henry. Alvin Wyckoff
foj> the invariable satisfaction that
and Karl Struss were the camerais expressed by public and critics
of Anatol "
alike in the photoplays that are pro- home. True, he does not make the men.
mistake of trying to attend to the
The principals in the picture were
duced by Air. De Mille.
himself, having a competent Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson,
This, Paramount says, is their un- details
surpassed accuracy in all details of and efficient staff to take care of Elliott Dexter, Wanda Hawley,
the work and art employed in their these, but he does know what has Monte Blue, Bebe Daniels, Theomaking. The personality of the to be done and never fails to nof
dore Roberts, Agnes Ayres, Theodore Kosloff, Polly Moran, Rayproducer and director is bound to an oversight or omission.
mond Hatton and Julia Faye. In
show through and there is possibly
''The Affairs of Anatol," which
no one in the profession who gives was written by Jeanie Macpherson addition may be noted such sterling
greater care to the minor details as and suggested by the play by players as Charles Ogle, Winter
well as the major problems of a Arthur Schnitzler, was exception- Hall, Guy Oliver, Ruth Miller,
ally complicated since it was di- Lucien Littlefield, Shannon Day,
picture.
Cecil B. De Mille possesses, for
vided into several episodes, "each Zelma Maja, William Boyd, Maud
Wayne, Fred Huntley and Alma
one thing, a remarkable memory introducing certain important new Bennett.
characters.
The scenes were varied
Jeanie MacPherson en for names and faces, the Parain
character
and
the
utmost
finesse
Two striking figures appearing in
mount statement says. It» is not at
Route to Europe
ali unusual to hear him call for
big scene were Elinor Glyn and
was required to " get over " the ac- one
tion in a forceful and telling fash- Lady Farker, wife of Sir Gilbert
someone while directing a big enJeanie
Macpherson,
famous
auion. The beauty of the settings Parker. Both the latter and Mme.
thor and scenarist of Cecil B. De si mble scene for one of his picby the famous Paul Iribe, Pictures.
Glyn are writing for Paramount
tures, using his name when possi- designed
Mille's special
productions
for
Paramount, arrived in New York this
bly he had met him but once and French artist and decorator,
week en route to England and the when in all probability, the person served • as an admirable backThe picture in the making atground for the incidents of the
tracted world-wide attention and
Continent. Miss Macpherson, who was merely an extra in an inconspicuous
part.
is accompanied by her mother, calls
story-, while a dozen well known now that it is to be released, an expectant audience awaits it in the
Moreover, in every detail he ex- people, most of them stars in their
the trip a vacation — her first in sevhibits a knowledge that is pro- own right, played the principal four quarters of the globe. That it
eral years — but, according to her
own statements, it would seem that
found. He knows the camera thor- roles. Minor parts were taken by will mark a new epoch in picture
she is planning to combine a little
oughly, understands the principles competent players and it is declared production is the confident belief,
rest with a lot of solid work.
of lighting, composition and so on. that never in the history of the and certainly it will be rich in entertainment and supply the last
" Then I am going to fly. I have His dramatic instinct is superb and screen has a more brilliant under- word in beauty
of investiture and
been flying here for the past two in all matters of make-up, gesture
taking been successfully accomplished. Ittook a general to handle perfection of cast.
years, but there is a famous avia- and technique he is entirely at
tion school in England that leads
the world.

"A Trip to Paradise,'' from the
international stage success, " Lillian."wright,
by theFranznoted
Hungarian
Molnar,
has beenplayacquired by Metro Fictures Corporation for to
Bertfollow
Lytell'sthenextcompletion
starring
picture
of " Theproduction.
Man Who," a Maxwell
Karger
This famous play from the auDevil by" isJune
beingMathis,
writtenthorforof "theThescreen
who adapted the Metro milliondollar production of Vicente Blasco
Ibanez's novel, " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." Miss
Mathis is using the English translation by Benjamin F. Glazer who
has a number of stage offerings
of his own to his credit.

New

AWilliamson
scene fromproduction
" Wet Gold," a J. E.
Goldwyn distributed by

Barker
Production
Soon
office attractions made by Goldwyn Rogers release is " An Unwilling
Y Xe announces for
L D Wreleas
GO early
the latest Regi-, in its fourth year product. " Snow- Hero," and it was based upon a
nald Barker Production
blind " is totally different in story popular O. Henry short story,
" Snowblind," the picturized version fiom "The Branding Iron," its " Whistling Dick's Christmas
rine XTewl
Burt'
of
taking place
Canada's Stocking." Clarence Badger directlys innewa action
nginserial
now runni
novelKathc
great Northwest,
but in
it possesses
ed. Chief in Rogers' support are
popular magazine. This is regarded the same tense drama, true char- Mollie Malone, John Bowers, Darrel
Fcssr
Nick Cogley and Ed Kimball
acter
drawing,
fertility
of
invention
Goldwyn's most important
as one of
" Wet Gold " is a Jules Verne
spring releases. Of equal interest is and ability to tell a story in a series
the release of the new Will Rogers of pictures. The cast is headed by type of sea picture, written by J. E.
Williamson and superintended by
" An Unwilling Hero," Russell Simpson with Cullen Lancomedy,
adapted from an O. Henry storyr. dis, Pauline Starke and Mary Alden him in every detail with the assistance of Ralph Ince as director and
and of the new J. E. Williamson in the other important roles.
The new Will Rogers starring player of the principal role, and a
, " Wet Gold," maden. by vehicle
ctionrine
produ
is said to give that popular noteworthy cast including Charles
Film Corporatio
the Subma
"Snowblind " is the second story star one of his best roles. It is McNaughton, John Butler, Charles
by Mrs. Burt which Reginald Bar- another tramp impersonation, but McGrane, Aleene Burr and others.
ker has picturized for Goldwyn, the totally different in character and in Much of the action takes place be-r
low the surface in a submarine and
mood from
his the
" Jubilo."
The on the floor of the ocean.
first having been " The Branding screen
title
of
forthcoming
Iron," one of the biggest of the box
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Ball

Reservations of Boxes Reported Heavy
with Leading Screen Lights to Attend
er, John Zanft, Joseph W. l arnum,
E DIPICTUR
THE MOTION RECTORS'
ON and orders for tickets have been
ASSOCIATI
coming in rapidly during the past
for week until the limit of 700 in atball,'G,schedul
third 2,annual
Astor,
Hotel ed
old Room
April
tendance iswithin easy reach.
shows promise of being a lively
Associations formed for various
affair. It is predicted that it will
surprise in brilliancy and color any- reasons and under the auspices of
thing of the kind ever known to many parent bodies, spring up over
New York or Los Angeles, where night, and heard of for a while,
the largest social functions of the then suddenly pass into ancient history. Not so with the Motion Picmotion picture industry have been
ture Directors' Association. It is
staged. The attendance will em- composed
of men who have accombrace, however, not only the most
celebrated and exclusive talent of
plished great works of art, men
the motion picture field, but will who are among the greatest directors of the age, some of them proalso include many well known and
ducing for themselves. It stands
popular stars of the legitimate
stage, some of whom have also for a fraternal brotherhood, that
has held the association together
played in pictures as well.
Among noted screen personali- and increased its membership until
ties who have already reserved it has become an acknowledged facA scene from " The Smart Sex,"
Eva program
Novak's latest starring vehicle on the
Universal
tor in the industry, respected and
boxes, to date, are D. W. Griffith,
Dorothy and Lillian Gish, Robert standing for the best there is in motion picture direction. The New
G. Vignola, Charles Giblyn, Tom
lodge holds an annual ball, as
Wm,
Fox Books
R-C
Release
Terriss, Pearl White, Sidney Ol- York
cott, J. Gordon Edwards, Owen does the coast organization. Each
Fox Houses to Show " Mistress of
Moore, Robert Ellis, William Far- year thedeavor committees
to outdo those appointed
who had enthe
num, George L. Sargent, Richard
honor
in
previous
years.
The
1921
Shenstone " ; Big Book-Store
Tie-Up
Stanton,
George
B.
Seitz,
William
ROBERTSON-COLE'S
re- thousands of copies of the story Fox, J. Searle Dawley. Charles ball shows strong evidence of wincent Pauline Frederickmost
release
have been sold. A big book-store
ning laurels unprecedented.
been made with the pub- Brabin, Pat Powers. Nicholas Pow" The Mistress of Shenstone," is tie-up has
lishing firm of Grosset and Dunlap
getting numerous engagements as
exemplified in the booking of this who are issuing a special motion
production over the William Fox picture edition of the widely read
circuit which covers greater New book. This edition contains a front
York. The Ridgewood, Bedford, cover jacket in four colors of Miss
Be Censor"
Let the Public
Halsey, Audubon, Star, Folly, Frederick in one of the scenes of
Jamaica, Nemo, Japanese Gardens, the play and also contains several
Declares Gilson Willets; "Code of
Comedy, Standard, 103rd Street,
made from " stills."
Production " Sent Pathe Producers
Academy of Music and Crotona illustrations
Miss Frederick is supported by a
details should not be pictured.
theatres all of the Fox chain are cast of ability headed by Roy
n picture
s? Neither should scenes holding the
l cenof motio
only rightfu
issorthe
WHO
playing " The Mistress of Shen- Stewart, in the role of Jim Airth ; " The public," promptly responds police or other constituted austone " within the next few days.
thority up to ridicule, nor those
Pathe, through Mr. Gilson Willets,
The picture is based on the novel Emmet King as Dr. Burton ; Helen product
ridiculing or libeling any race or
ion manager.
sect.
of- the same name by Florence Wright as Mrs. O'Mara; and John
The question was asked in conBarclay, who calls.it a companion Willink and Arthur Clayton in im" Criminal characters when they
nection
with
"
a
code
of
producportant character roles.
story to " The Rosary." Many
tion " that Pathe had lately sent occupy the center of the stage and
out to all of the producers whose form the whole theme of a picpictures it releases, Mr. Willets
ture, especially when any new
continued :
methods and ingenious devices are
" Pathe has always held that used in the commission of crime,
"Mystery
Road"
Is Finished
Production from
Paramount
London
view, and its pictures have always are unquestionably objectionable
been clean because it was the evi- and harmful as well as unnecesStudio
Now
in
Cutting Room
dent public desire that they should
sary. But when a bandit or a highWITH the completion of the center of the scene being occupied be clean. Reminders to this effect
wayman or a asthug
or other
crim-in
studio scenes, following a by an elaborate ballet. This ballet have lately been sent to all proinal is shown
a mere
incident
lengthy location visit to Southern was led by Phyllis Bedells, the foreducers
of
pictures
made
with
a
most dancer of the English stage, view to Pathe production. Pro- a picture, and his introduction is
France, Paul Powell's production who was
to account for the acsupported by the almost
ducers, like others engaged in art necessary
tions of principal characters, and
of " The Mystery Road " for Famous Flayers-Lasky British Pro- equally famous M. Edouard Espi- creative enterprises, often are im- to lead up to a dramatic climax,
ducers, Ltd., is ready for the cut- nosa and Jack Morrison and sixpatient about official interference there seems no reason to believe
ting room. This is the picture
teen of John Tiller's celebrated on ethical grounds with their ar- that such a character should be
which was adapted from a story by '"Palace Girls" from the Queens
tistic endeavors. Pathe suggests
E. Phillips Oppenheim, the scenario theatre, London.
that possible trouble and unneces- considered objectionable."
The Tiller troupes have been fa, who
beingsent
by toMary
H. O'Connor
sary expense be avoided by shutmous in Europe for thirty years,
nt
was
England
by Paramou
ting it off at the source — the story
and
just
now,
in
addition
to
and the working continuity. This
a. few months ago to write scenarios for the London producing the group which appeared in has always been the attitude of
organization.
the picture, those known as "The Pathe. If any sort of regulations
Since returning from the Riveria Sunshine Girls" are the lead- overstep consistent bounds, the
the company has passed from one
ing feature of the current public will be quick to feel the parbig studio set to another, repre- revue at the Folies Bergeres
alyzing effect upon its favorite
senting interiors ranging from in Paris, which has had the long- form of entertainment and may be
est run of any revue in the history
humble
homescafes
to the
on to see that undesiraelaboratepeasants'
villas and
in most
Nice of the Parisian stage, while another depended
ble curbs on the producer and the
and Paris. The final scenes were group is the big feature of Fred writer are removed.
made in two sets which taxed the Stone's "Tip Top " at the Globe
" The fundamentals concerned
in the making of clean pictures are
capacity of both the big studio theatre, New York.
floors, one representing the Royal
very plainly set forth by Pathe.
suite in an exclusive and palatial
Subject matter which should lie
Pioneer
Requires
Twohotel in the South of France and
entirely eliminated includes: White
Reel
Comic
Series
the other a large and resplendent
slave traffic, depiction of Chinese
Parisian cafe.
With the acquisition of a series of opium dens and drug addicts, and
In the cafe set was filmed the two-reel comedies, which will be the enterprises of master criminals. Scenes showing prolonged
biggest scene yet made at the Lon- known as " Peeps into the Future,"
don studio, the place being filled the Pioneer Film Corporation has physical struggles, strangling, and
death scenes with gruesome agony
with cosmopolitan revellers and the added a new release to its list.
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Owen Moore at Studio
after Long Illness
Cabanne
Production
Due
Soon
After a lengthy absence from the
Selznick studio due to inflammatory
rheumatism Owen Moore sprang a Release
of "What's
pleasant surprise upon the studio
staff by paying them a visit this
Worth"
Wife Shortly
A Due
week preparatory to resuming work
on the production of " A Divorce
of Convenience,"
tinued when Mr. which
Moore was
was discontaken
hase anLE releas
suddenly ill.
-CO
for early
ROBERTSONnounced
the
Mr. Moore looked in good health
second William Christy
and has almost fully recovered Cabanne super-special production,
from his illness. He conferred "What's A Wife Worth?" which
with Myron Selznick and other is acted by an all-star cast, and
members of the production staff and which was written and directed by
stated he would be ready to begin Mr. Cabanne, whose first producwork on " A Divorce of Contion, "The Stealers," has scored
success throughout the country.
venience "in a few days.
"What's A Wife Worth? " is described to be a dramatic discussion
minPredo
Exploitation
of this question, and sets before
ates in Press- Books
the spectator the analytical story of
a man whose soul is torn between
Beginning with " All Dolled Up," his lover for a small town girl,
the Glady's Walton feature just whom
marries and then deserts
^released, Universal press sheets are in the heface
of opposition on the
to be devoted mainly to exploitation
of his family and friends, and
ideas and practical advertising sug- part
duty toward a society girl with
gestions, itis announced by Uni- his
whom he is forced into a second
versal^ exploitation department.
Universal now is extending its unhappy marriage.
Mr. Cabanne in this picture has
exploitation activities to include its
feature " a forthcoming Robertson-Cole special
five-reel feature pictures, made by caused every movement of the play- Ruth Rennick in " What's a Wife Worth?
ers to be concentrated on the main
Istars such as Harry Carey, Edith
|Roberts, Frank Mayo, Gladys theme of the picture, and the buildThis contrast has given Mr.
sidered by some as of an inferior
Walton, Carmel Myers, Eva Novak
ing up of a big dramatic situation
social rank to the Morrison family;
and others. The first move in this which is brought to a telling and Cabanne opportunity for the crea- Casson Ferguson, who plays James
tion of some widely differing setdirection is a change in the form logical close, and during the course
tings, showing the homes of the Morrison, Jr., the young husband
and substance of its press sheets. of which the emotions of man and
who is so sorely tried; Virginia
more
lowly
characters
in "asWhat's
wife, passing through the various A Wife Worth?"
as well
some Caldwell as a vain selfish girl, the
phases of incompatibility, distrust, of those who live according
to the daughter of society; Alex Francis
Preparing for Douglas divorce, and final happiness, are highest standards known in small as Morrison, Sr. ; Cora Drew as
probed to their depths.
Fairbanks Picture
Ruth's faithful old aunt, and
Howard Gaye, Maxfield Standley,
What's A Wife Worth? " is laid places.
Word from the United States in " the
His
story,
beginning
in
the
home
Lillian Langdon, and Charles
present, and the scene is a
headquarters advises that prepara- typical American city of the smaller of Rose Kendall, a girl of the Wingate in lesser roles.
people,
takes
its
course
through
the
tions for Douglas Fairbank's new size, where the cottages of the
The exploitation possibilities of
mansion of James Mor- "What's
A Wife Worth?" are
picture, " The Three Musketeers," humble stand not far from the pre- aristocratic
rison,
and
finally
back
to
the
pretty
jare going forward rapidly. Procarefully realized in the press book
tentious
homes
of
the
leading
citilittle
middle
class
cottage
of
James
duction will begin as soon as Fairzens, but where social lines are as
on this picture which Robertsonbanks returns from Mexico City
as they would be between Morrison, Jr., where he finds last- Cole shortly will publish, and which
where he and his wife, Mary Fick- distinct
happiness with the girl who was will be the means of aiding every
Park Avenue and the East Side in once ingRose
Kendall.
ford, are at present enjoying a brief
exhibitor who books the production
vacation. Edward Knoblock, who New York City — giving the same
The
cast
includes Ruth Renick, to put it over with his audiences in
opportunity for contrast and for
will direct, is at present engaged in struggle.
[H who plays the part of the girl con- the most effective manner possible.
extensive research work with
Scenario Editor Lotta Woods and
Kenneth Davenport, the latter of
whom wrote " The Nut," assisting.
Especial attention is being given to Realart
to
Expand
Coast
Plant
the matter of costumes to assure
tion.
In
such
aids
to our producaccuracy of detail.
of extenon- To Increase Producuction work
ENT
sive constr
ANNOUNCEM
tion
department
we
stand secThe only member of the supportond to no one in the now
industry.
tion Efficiency
rt's Hollywood studios
Reala
ing cast thus far announced is was recen
es
tly
made
in
Los
Angel
" We are proud of Realart's recGeorge Siegmann, the character
100% is Claim
Morris Kohn, president of Realord," continued Mr. Kohn. " In a
actor, who will play the role of by
little over a year we have risen from
art, when he arrived there, on a
R Porthos."
tour of inspection.
one star, Mary Miles Minter, to six
" Business conditions in the tion heads with a modern office companies producing thirty-six features a year. And not only are we
amusement
were This
neveroptimistic
better," building. This structure will be
declared Mr.line
Kohn.
thoroughly
up-to-date
in
every
parproducing
them — they are being faticular and make for the ultimate in
vorably received by exhibitors
statement he backed with the an- efficiency.
nouncement
that
deals
had
been
?
everywhere, who are endorsing our
AMAZED
completed which will increase the
of capable players in the best
" Two of the largest and most policy
production efficiency of the West efficient portable power wagons in stories.
Coast organization by 100 per cent existence are approaching comple" The aim we are following is to
tion under the direction of Frank produce clean entertainment for the
and redound to the immediate benefit of Realart's Mary Miles Minter, E. Garbuth, studio manager. These whole family, and I am glad to note
Wanda Hawley and Bebe Daniels outfits, driven by three hundred that the public is so heartily endorsing this, as it is evident they are,
horsepower marine motors, will
productions.
" We will start immediate con- give us two thousand amperes, suf- from our greatly increased business.
to handle sixty single Klieg
"The only drawback is that our
truction ofa third stage,"
said Mr. lamps. ficientThey
Kohn in sannouncing
the expansion
will be the very last rapid growth has made our initial
producing quarters very small, but
plans.
" Thissquare
stage feet.
will have
an word in this sort of equipment.
area
of 7,000
We will
" Our precision machine shop, es- this will soon be overcome.
While in Los Angeles Mr. Kohn
tablished to make our Hollywood
also enclose with glass our present
of eastern fac- engaged in conferences with West
open stage of 10,000 square feet — studios toriesindependent
in case of breakdowns in Coast exchange and studio officials.
more than doubling our facilities.
were given over to
" Plans are under way to replace camera equipment, I find to be func- Afternoons
tioning at top speed, giving us a watching the work of the stars,
the temporary quarters of our scenMary Miles Minter, Bebe Daniels
ario staff, general officers, art direc- fine mechanical service that places and
Wanda Hawley.
tor, laboratory chiefs and produc- the Realart studio in a unique posi-
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Three high class 24 sheets to be used in exploiting three Paramount productions
Hodkinson to Exploit
Willat Production
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation is completing arrangements
now for a special exploitation and
advertising campaign on Irvin V.
Willat's Production " Partners of
theOfficials
Tide." of the company feel that
in .this picture they have a production which is deserving of the
highest type of treatment as a result of which special ' exploitation
representatives have been engaged
to put the picture over in a big
way.
It is expected that " Partners of
the Tide " will even exceed in popularity "Behind the Door " and " Below the Surface,"
Irvin V. Willat's
successes
of the past.

Richard Bennett Signed
by Jesse L. Lasky

of the
eviden
HER
FURT
n ofceJesse
inatio
L.
determ
Lasky to enlist the foremost
dramatic talent in the production of Paramount Pictures was given yesterday in
the announcement that Richard Bennett, whose work in
Brieux's " Damaged Goods,"
and Eugene O'Neill's " Beyond the Horizon " stamped
a's forehim asmostone
actors,ofhadAmeric
left the stage
and signed a contract to
study motion picture production with a view to becoming
a director. Mr. Bennett has
left for Hollywood, where he
will go to work immediately
in the Lasky studio.

SHOCKED?
Directors Chosen for
Pickford Picture
Announcement was made early
this week by Hiram Abrams, president of the United Artists Corporation, that Mary Pickford's produc" Little byLord
Fauntleroy
will betion ofdirected
Alfred
E. Green"
and her brother Jack Pickford, who
together directed " Through the
Back Door," her latest picture.
The preliminary work in connection with "Little Lord Fauntleroy "
is progressing rapidly, according to
word from the Pickford studio in
r Los Angeles.

Clara Beranger Story
Proving Popular
One of the most important factors
in the success being scored by Mae
Murray in the Robert Z. Leonard
production, " The Gilded Lily," and
one which has been especially commended by all of the critics as well
as the lay devotees of the screen,
is the admirable story provided by
Clara Beranger, states Paramount.
" The Gilded Lily," which was
written especially for Miss Murray,
is the first story furnished by Miss
Beranger to Paramount under her
present contract by the terms of
which she is to deliver two original
stories a year in addition to her
scenario work.
Prepares

Press

Book

for "See My Lawyer"
For the exploitation of " See My
Lawyer," the Al Christie comedy
production which is to be distributed by Robertson-Cole, and which
will be released shortly, a very extensive exploitation program has
been arranged. This is being embodied in the press book which Robertson-Cole isabout to publish on
this subject.
Moe

Streimer Is Made
Sales Manager
Hiram Abrams, president of
United Artists announced this week
the promotion of Moe Streimer to
the position of sales manager of
the United Artists New York Exchange, with which he has been
identified for a long time.

William

Hart

a Long

to Enjoy

Vacation

conflicting
THERE
haverumors
been during
many
the past year regarding what
Bill Hart would do when he
completed his contract with
Paramount, which calls for
nine special productions. It
has long been rumored that
the famous Western star intended to retire from the
screen for good. For a champion to quit when still a
champion is most unusual,
and when interviewed Mr.
Hart explained:
" I am going to enjoy a
long vacation. For seven
years I have worked every
day making motion pictures.
Now I want to play a while.
The picture which I have
just completed is my ninth
and last for the present, I
am now four pictures ahead
of my Paramount schedule.
I have no plans of any kind
for the future.
" A few weeks ago I purchased a little ranch in the
hills not far from Los Angeles, and I hope to enjoy
many
days
in pony
the outdoors
with the Pinto
and my
other horses that will be pastured there. In fact, the reason I got the ranch was so
that my pets would have a
home.

March

26,
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Master Films on New
Educational Contract
Having completed the first ten
comedies contracted for by Educational Film Exchanges, Master
Films, Inc., has started to work
on the second series of twelve
Torchy comedies featuring Johnnv
Hines, which will also be handlra
by Educational. According to the
distributing organization, its various branches have reported an immense gain in the bookings of these
two-reelers made from the stories
by Sewell Ford and the prospects
are that they will rank in the very
forefront of fun films, from point
of view of demand before the first
year of distribution has been completed.
"Torchy's Big Lead," the March
release, gives Torchy the opportunity, unwittingly, of foiling the
plot to smuggle a quantity of
aigrettes into New York. The
April release has been titled
" Crowning Torchy " and this affords a series of highly amusing
events which follow the office Boy
in a dentist's chair.
taking
The gas
comedies which preceded
these were : " Torchy Comes
Through," "Torchy in High,"
" Torchy's Millions," " Torchy
Turns Cupid," "Torchy's Double
Triumph," " Torchy Mixes In " and
" Torchy's Night Hood."
44 Humoresque ' To Be
Produced on the Stage

New York newspapers of Thursday, March 10, carried the announcement that J. Hartley Manners, dramatist and theatrical producer, had purchased and would
produce a play by Fannie Hurst
founded upon her story, " Humoresque,'' which produced in picture
form by Cosmopolitan and released
by Paramount, has been and still
is one of the biggest successes in
the history of the screen. In the
stage version Laurette Taylor
(Mrs. Manners) will play the
leading role, that of Mamma Kantor, enacted in the picture by Vera
Gordon.
Following closely upon the production in Paris of a grand opera
based upon Hector Turnbull's Paramount picture, "The Cheat," the
announcement concerning "Humoresque" stance
furnishes
second
inwithin a fewtheweeks
of the

Louise
Artistic

and

Effective

Paramount

Posters

for

Releases

ARTISTIC 24 sheets are regarded as a powerful factor
in helping the exhibitor who plays Paramount pictures to sell his bookings by poster advertising to
his patrons, according to officials of Paramount Pictures, who point with pride to the posters on coming productions which have recently been prepared by the organization's poster department.
Especial emphasis is laid upon the advertising value of
the 24 sheets, among the most effective of which is one for
" Sentimental Tommy," which is reproduced herewith. This
has received high praise because of its artistic design, harmonious blending of colors and quaint reproduction of the
Scotch village, which was reconstructed in Long Island for
the scenes
of the picturization of Sir James Barrie's most
famous
novels.
Of a heavier type is the 24 sheet prepared for " O'Malley
of the Mounted," William S. Hart's latest starring production. The background of western forestte and the darker
lines on this lithograph are more in keeping with the plot
of most Hart pictures.
Quite by contrast is the 24 sheet on " The Traveling
Salesman." This poster profits by the generous use of white
space, the type being delicate and restricted. The only
figure in this poster is the star, Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in
the center of the sheet.
Unique in design is the big sheet on " King, Queen,
Joker,"
Sydney Chaplin's
firstthis
production
for Paramount.
Taking advantage
of the title,
poster makes
skilful use
of the playing card design to bring out the effect.

Lorraine

Will

Play in Westerns
Word comes from William Lord
two-reel
"Wright,
westerns in
" at charge
Universalof City,
Cal.,
that Louise Lorraine has been
definitely signed up to support Jack
Ferrin, leading man for one of
Universal's
" western
units.seen in
Miss Lorraine
has "been
many Universal-Century comedies,
and played leading woman for Elmo
Lincoln in two Universal serials,
" Elmo the Fearless " and " The
Flaming Disk."
Tom Mix Finds "Hands
Off" Fine Vehicle
Tom Mix is said to have an excellent vehicle in the latest picture
produced for him by William Fox.
This is a virile photoplay entitled
" Hands Off," and it gives the dashing Mix an opportunity to mount
his trusty horse Tony and ride
through five reels of film narrative
dedicated to speed and romance, declares William Fox. William McLeod Raine supplied the story and
George E. Marshall directed. Frank
Howard Clark did the scenario.
Fauline Curley is the leading
weman.

Torchy Comedies Not
to Move to Florida
The publicity recently given to
Metro
Week
Proves
Success
the completion of the Florida domicile of Sewall Ford, the author of
the famous Torchy stories, is sugExhibitors and Newspapers in All
gested by C. C. Burr, the producer
of the Torchy Comedies, as the
Sections Rendered Strong Support
probable reason for the groundless
WITH thousands of exhibitors exhibitors for the Metro offerings rumors that he contemplates the removal of his producing activities to
showing only Metro pictures that special arrangements had to be
and newspapers from Coast to made at the different branch ex- that State.
Torchy Comedies will continue to
changes to take care of the reCoast giving pages of display adquests, declares the Metro state- be produced in and about New
vertising tothe company's stars and
their productions, Metro week, obment. In many localities the show- York City, states Mr. Burr.
men took advantage of the special
served from February 28 to March
6, proved a demonstration of the Metro week to run several of the New Geo. Chester Story
national popularity of the big pro- Metro pictures.
Not a Crook Story
So widespread was the general
ducing
company's
offerings,
accordsatisfaction
that
numerous
houses
ing to a statement just issued from
" The Son of Wallingford " is
to meet the demand of their patrons not a crock story. George Randolph
the Metro headquarters.
More than seven thousand exhibi- have booked additional Metro of- Chester, the author, who is now at
ferings and are continuing their the Vitagraph studios in Los
tors presented to their millions of
Angeles, will direct the production
runis of
the big
patrons, during Metro week, Nazi- it
stated.
. company's pictures, personally. It is a story of family
mova productions and pictures in
The hearty support given Metro love and not a tale of crime and
which were displayed such stars as
the newspapers is consid- criminals. It has its moments of
Bert Lytell, Viola Dana, Alice Lake, Week eredbyby Metro
as a tribute comedy and its spectacular and
May Allison, Buster Keaton and to the efforts officials
of the company to duty.
thrilling sequences, but through it
Jewel Carmen.
produce high-grade pictures for the all runs the vein of filial love and
So great was the demand from screen.

subject of a motion picture beingchosen for subsequent stage presentation.

Two views of " A Certain Rich Man," a Benj. B. Hampton production distributed by W. W. Ho.lkinson
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Motion

Picture

News

Three scenes which give some idea of the thrilling action in " Outside the Law,'' the Universal-Jewel feature, starring Priscilla Dean
"The Other Woman"
to Be Released Soon
Announce
Priscilla
Dean
Film
On April 10th the W. W. Hoda chic Parisienne. Miss Dean is kinson Corporation will release
has been received from
WORD
Universal City to the effect, Star Plays Dual Role at her best as a Parisienne. Her what has been called " the strangest
earliest success was in such a role story ever screened." This is J. L.
that Priscilla Dean's new
in " Reputation " ; a
Universal-Jewel picture is to be
in "The Wildcat of Paris; a Uni- Frothingham's production of " The
Big Cast Engaged
called " Reputation." Itn, is fromwasa
Other Woman,"
novel
seasons ago. versal-Jewel production of several which
was classedNorah
amongDavis'
the recent
story by Edwina Levi and
" is said to include " best sellers."
originally called " False Colors," such well known players as Niles an" Reputation
elaborate variety of sets and
Under the direction of Edward
s Welsh, who is leading man for
lee'
Ains
in
ally
d
seri
ishe
n
publ
whe
.
zine
Maga
gowns. One of the features of the Sloman, really remarkable results
It is the story of a young woman Miss Dean ; William Welsh, Spottis- picture is the premiere of a New have been achieved and the picture
who deliberately usurps the place wood Aitken, James McLaughlin, Al York theatrical success. In the represents a perfect example of>
and steals the reputation of her Garcia, Kathleen Myers, Joey Mc- play, Miss Dean is called upon to screen entertainment of the very
mother, a great actress, while the Creery, Alice H. Smith, Francois wear gowns of the Louis XIV
order.
older woman is suffering from 1 )umas and Joe Ray.
of France. This sequence of highest
The cast
includes Jerome Patrick,
The various characterizations period
scenes is said to give an unusual Helen Jerome Eddy, Jane Novak.
drugs and dissipation. The mental
and moral struggle which causes called for by the dual role played touch of color to the picture.
Conklin, Kate Price, and*
Lucien Hubbard, Universal City, William
her posi- by Miss Dean, include' that of an
Master Frankie Lee.
the daughter to relinquish
young American put the new Dean picture in contion and disappear at the height of unsophisticated
tinuity form, assisted by Doris
makes one of the strong- girl, that of a dissipated woman,
her glory,
est climaxes ever filmed. In the that of a European actress at the Schroeder. No release has been set Pathe Sends Films to
her
by
profits
height
of
her
success,
and
that
of
daughter
end the
as yet.
Coast in 18 Hours
sacrifice.
parts,
both
plays
Dean
Priscilla
A new record for transcontinental
the mother and the daughter. This Two
13 distribution of motion pictures, was
March
Paramounts
feat is said to be one of the most
established by the Pathe News,
attempted
ever
difficult dual roles
when its Inauguration Special was
Ford's
London-Made
Feature
and
is a differshown in all the leading theatres of
on the screen. There between
the
ence of twenty years
the San Francisco territory, on
"The
Easy
Road"
to
Be
Released
ages of the two characters, as well
schedule
for
Young,
one of the foremost Ameri- Wednesday afternoon, March 9th,
between a vigorcan cinematographers.
as the differencse young
March 13 is marked by
virtually five days to the minute
woman and
ous out-of-door
after President Harding took his
UNT'S
"
The
Easy
Road,"
in
which
a woman nearing the end of a life PARAleaseMO
of Hugh Ford's production,
the re- Thomas Meighan is starred, is an oath of office, and four days after
"The
Call
of
Youth,"
the
first
of
carousseeking,
filled with pleasure
the film left the Pathe laboratory
Players- adaptation by Beulah Marie Dix of in Jersey City.
ing and vice. Persons who watched the productions of FamousLtd.,
made
Producers,
British
Blair
Hall's
story,
"
Easy
Street,"
that
Lasky
say
on
producti
in
which was published in Snappy
the picture
This fast time was accomplished
Miss Dean reached the heights of at its London studio. On the 13th Stories last August. Tom Forman
difin
by the use of an aeroplane from
Road,"
Easy
The
"
screen character portrayal
released
is
aiso
directed.
The
story
concerns
a
with Thomas Meighan as its star. noveliest who marries a wealthy Jersey City to Chicago, fast train
ferentiating the two roles.
from there to Wyoming, and thence
" The Call of Youth " is an adapaReput
"
of
ction
produ
In the
girl, moves into easy street and be- by another aeroplane to Salt Lake
or, intion," Stuart Paton, the directod
tation
of
"
James
the
Fogy,"
a
play
comes a useless idler. His subse- City and San Francisco.
for written by the British dramatist,
augurated a novel meth
quent redemption, under most drahandling his cast. The story is Henrv Arthur Jones. The continumatic circumstances, forms the clicomprehensive in theme and divides
ity was written by Eve Unsell, who
max and his reunion with his first
itself naturally into several se-s had been sent to England by the the happy denouement.
quences. Paton selected his player Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Gladys George, in the role of the
by sequence, thus permitting slight to organize the scenario department young wife, plays opposite Mr.
alterations of the plot as the pic- at the British studio.
Meighan, while Lila Lee has a role
cDuring theisprodu
ture developed.pictur
In the production of this pic- of equal prominence. Grace Goodfound
es it
tion of manv
ture it was possible to obtain scen- all, Arthur Carew, Lura Anson and
that actors suitable to certain roles
ery' of the choicest character and Viora Daniel complete the cast.
in the early stages of the picture, varietv in which England abounds.
the same characterare unsuit
The "cast, too, is all-Britishknown
and
lateredon.to
roles
Irvin Willat Screens
names that are well
presents
Among the well-known screen on the English stage and screen.
Lincoln* Novel
players used by Paton in the early The leading" feminine role is played
Irvin
V. membered
Willat,
who who
will gave
be reHarry'
were
tria
e
who scored
parts of the pictur cal " angel, ; by Mary Glynne,
as the man
to
umph in England as Wendy in
Van Meter asas aa theatri
theatre
small town
Rex Roselli
" Peter Pan," and other prominent the screen " Behind the Door " and
manager; May Giraci, a talented players seen are Marjorie Hume. " Below the Surface," has completed
an important char- Malcolm Cherry, who appeared in his second independent production
child actress, asorpha
for Hodkinson release. It is titled
n asylum, and
acter in an
Mile- " Partners of the Tide " and was
on of
producti
the stage
Harry Carter.
Ben " Webcountry;
stones" in this
ster, Gertrude Sterroll, and Jack
Joseph
the same
name.C. Lincoln's
In "later
of the including
story, he Hobbs. The photography is by Hal novel
made offrom
characters,
othersequences
used

March

26,

Views from three Pathe releases.
Vignola
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19 2 1

©n the left one of the thrills in "The Double Adventure " serial; in the center Ruth Roland in a scene from "The Avenging Arrow,"
and on the right some of the beauties in " Running Wild," a Rolin-Pathe comedy

Film Has Exhibitor Appeal

Robert G. Vignola's current special production made for Cosmopolitan and released through Parant. "Straight
Is the Way,"
meeting mouwith
enthusiastic
receptionis
by exhibitors throughout the country, according to reports from the
Paramount exchanges.
Released on March 6 for general
distribution, " Straight Is the Way"
has
been " who
rushedendeavored
" like wild-fire
by
exhibitors
to obtain
early showings of this special because of its unusual exploitation
possibilities and elements of popular appeal.
Rarely have exhibitors had the
opportunity to play a production
that contained so many phases of
box office interest or that offered
such limitless opportunities for
presentation and exploitation as
"Straight Is the Way." And it is
because the far - seeing exhibitors
have recognized the box office value
of this Vignola production that a
rush for bookings has been made
on all the Paramount exchanges.
The principal elements of exploitation interest are Robert G. Vignola, who directed the picture, and
who is widely known as one of the
screen's most successful producers ;
Frances Marion, who made the scenario and who ranks second to none
among screen writers, and Ethel
Watts Mumford, noted novelist,
wrote the story. Another point of
general public interest is the cast,
which includes such sterling and
popular players as Matt Moore,
whose performance in " The Passionate Pilgrim," another Vignola
production, placed him in the forefront of screen luminaries; Galdys
Leslie, George Parsons, Mabel
Bert, Henry Sedley and Van Dyke
Brooks.
Because of the nature of the
story, which is a satirical comedy
on crooks, ouija boards, and " the
old homestead," there are opportunities galore for presentation
spectacles, stunt exploitation and
unusual advertising and publicity.

Educational
dentora-of
MON
l S,
HAM
tiona
• Filmspresi
Corp
EW.Educa
• tion of America and its distributing subsidiary, Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., announces
that he has signed a contract with
Jack White and Lloyd Hamilton
for the production of twelve tworeel Mermaid Comedies a year for
a period of three years.
At the same time he announces a
contract with Astra Film Corporation for eight two-reel comedies,
featuring Jimmie Adams, which
will be delivered in the next twelve
months. These will also be released
under the Mermaid brand name,
which is owned by Educational,
making a total of twenty of these
comedies a year, an increase of eight
over the past year.
Since the organization of Educational's
exchange
system Astra
has
been making
the Mermaid
Comedies
for Educational, Lloyd Hamilton
starring in half of them and Jimmie
Adams in the other half. Jack
White has supervised the production
of all of them. These pictures arcreported to have enjoyed the greatest popularity.
Under the new arrangement,
Jimmie Adams will remain with
Astra, but the contracts of Hamilton and White have expired and
they decided to organize their own
producing
to make
tures for company
Educational.
Both picof
them are now in New York, and
they will make at least one and
probably other comedies in the
East, starting work within a short
time. According to their plans they
expect to produce a higher grade
of pictures than in the past because
they will have greater facilities, and
their long
termEducational
distribution insures
arrange-a
ment with
permanency of booking that they
have not enjoyed in the past.
Lloyd Hamilton will be the star
in six of these comedies, and six
others will be personally directed by
Jack White with a new featured
player whose name will be announced shortly. A number of
players who have scored successes
in the comedv field have also been

in

New

Signs Lloyd Hamilton
and Jack White for
Comedy Series
placed under contract, declares Educational, and the entire roster of
available rnaterial will be considered
in selecting the full companies.
While he is one of the youngest
of directors, Jack White has established an enviable position in his
field where he is regarded as among
the leaders in making the lighter
productions. As a boy of fourteen
he began work in 1912 as office boy
at the Mack Sennett studios and
gradually worked through all departments of the studio, including
scenario writing and cutting until
he became a director. He left there
to become a director in Sunshine
comedies where he originated the
lion pictures, the first in which animals supplied a greater portion of
the laughs. In 1919 he attracted
still greater attention by his direction of " A Twilight Baby," which
was released by First National.
It was in making this picture that
he became closely identified with
Hamilton, who was featured in it.
Hamilton himself is easily one of
the best known of all comedy actors.
He began his career as an advance
man with a circus and from that
went into stock in California and
later became leading man with
James K. Hackett. He then had
experience in vaudeville and burlesque and then became associated
with the old Kalem company where
he
134 single reel
andplayed
Bud "in comedies.
He "Ham
later
joined the Sunshine Company and
appeared in many of the biggest
successes of this ' brand. When
White decided to join the Astra
forces Hamilton accompanied him.
The Mermaid Comedies in which
has appeared
" Duck " April
Inn,"
"heDynamite,"
" TheareSimp,"
Fool," " Moonshine " and " The
Greenhorn." The last named completed his contract with Astra.
Otherturedpictures
which and
havewhich
feaTimmie Adams

Contract
were made under the direction of
Jack
White are:
"A Fresh
" Nonsense,"
" High
and Start,"
Dry,"
" Holy Smoke " and '* Bang." One
other Jimmie Adams picture is still
to be completed under the present
contract with Astra.
Metro

Author

Is Distinguished Editor
Howard E. Morton, author of
" Coincidence," the new screen
production shortly to be released
by
Metro,
the distinction
being
the enjoys
first special
newspaperof
correspondent to enter Mexico in
1913 and obtain an extensive interview with General Carranza, the
late President of the Mexican Republic. This achievement resulted
from
Mr.
years'
experience asMorton's
a trainedmany
newspaper
man,
which
included
the
city
editiner.
orship of the Los Angeles Exam-

Mr. Morton's first original writing for the screen was a scenario
called
" The Border
which William
S. Hart Wireless,"
was starred.in
Many others followed, some of
which are scheduled for imminent
production,
" Heartsbv Desire," whichincluding
was purchased
D.
W. Griffith.

Motion
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Unusual Airplane Views
in International
Remarkable birds-eye views of
the Yosemite Valley, one of America's 5.how-places, art: included in
International News No. 19, just released through Universal exchanges.
The pictures were made by an International News cameraman flying
with Lieutenant Harold Coffee in a
Walter T. Varney plane.
With no landing possible for
more than a hundred miles in any
direction, Lieutenant Coffee, pitoted
his plane into the gaping canyon and
down to within 150 feet of the valley floor. The International News
"startling
shots " show
flight with
realism,thisincluding
the
canyon walls towering 5,000 feet
above on both sides.
Beautiful moving pictures were
taken in flight of the shimmering
Yosemite Falls, as the plane
skimmed the canyon walls. The
news reel subject also includes pictures taken while the aviator circled the celebrated Half Dome, a
lofty eminence, 5,000 feet high.
Rothacker Lab. Gets
Unique Film
When Stanley R. Graham, Chicago interior decorator, returned
from a lengthy hunting trip in
northern Mexico, he brought with
him some film which created a sensation at the Rothacker Chicago
laboratory, where it was developed.
According to in account from the
Rothacker headquarters, one shot
shows Mr. Graham climbing up a
tree and lassoing a mountain lion
on the topmost branches. After
throwing
lasso sportsman
about the drops
lion's
neck, the the
Chicago
the other end of the rope to the
ground and jumps from the tree.
Then he deliberately pulls the
lion down out of the tree.
The moment the mountain lion or
puma touches the ground, Mr.
Graham's pack of bloodhounds
pounce upon the beast and quickly
kill it.
In the film the pack of dogs is
shown picking up the trail of a lion.
After this shot the camera was hurriedly packed on horseback and
after a ride of twelve miles was set
up again to film the mountain lion
perched high in the tree and the
dogs cn guard on the ground.
Stage Favorites

to Play

in "Experience"
Lilyan Tashman, well known on
Broadway for her characterization
of Trixie in " The Gold Diggers,"
David Bclasco's success o.f two
years, has been selected to play the
part of " Pleasure " in the George
Fitztnaurice production of " Experience " for
Paramount..
Robert
Sellable
has been selected
to play the part of " Conceit." The
role of " Excitement," one of the
most picturesque characters in the
production, will be played by Sibyl
Carmen, an ex-Midnight Frolic
girlIn at least one respect the picturization
of " Experience
will be
different from
the stage " version.
" Prohibition," a character that
does not appear in the original play,
has been added to the picture. The
part is the antithesis of "Intoxication " and is being played by
Leslie King.

Picture

News

Hal Roach Building New
Stage at Culver City

A view of " The Little Clown," a isRealart
starred picture in which Mary Miles Minter
Realart

Has

Circus

Film

New Avery Hopwood Comedy, Starring
Mary
Minter,
Will
Be
Released
studios. The picture will be
FEW people can withstand the seen inwoodadvance
of the stage play,
call of a circus, with its clowns,
latter
being
scheduled
for next
bareback riders, acrobats, men- the
agerie, sawdust ring and pink season.
Mary Miles Minter is cast as the
lemonade. It is something that attracts everybody, young and old. little clown, whose circus manners
Nobody seems to tire of it— in fact
her isfiance's
the circus habit is as American as prove
parents.so Inupsetting
this roleto she
called
the baseball habit.
upon to display that combination of
That this appeal is valuable in a mischief, humor and heart appeal
picture is the belief of Realart — for which her critics declare is responsible for her wide popularity.
it is the ever-popular circus that
The
supporting cast includes Jack
plays an important part in " The
Mulhall, in the male lead ; Neely
LittletionClown,"
a
Realart
producadapted from a new Avery Edwards, Helen Dunbar, Winter
Hopwood comedy and announced Hall, Cameron Coffey, Lucien
for immediate release under the Littlefield,
Lura Anson, Wilton
Star Franchise.
Taylor,
Zelma
Maja, and others.
Mr. Hopwood has just achieved
The subtitles in the picture are
what is believed to be a record in
having four plays, all successes, taken from the play itself and contain the spontaneous and subtle
running on Broadway at the same
time. It was at the height of his humor for which all of Mr. Hopsuccess, therefore, that he wrote wood's plays are so well known.
Thomas Heffron directed the pro" The Little Clown," which he perwhile the camera work was
sonally supervised while it was be- done by duction
Faxon Dean.
ing produced at Realart's HollyCarey
to
Star
in Specials
Berman Goes to Coast to Confer
With Star on New Arrangement
These will be classed as Harry
LATE spring probably will see Carey productions. Carey will have
's
Harry
Carey, Universal
Westg his first
ern star, beginnin
big his own producing unit, it is explained, under an arrangement
Universal-Jewel production, said
Mr. Harry M. Berman, general similar to that existing between
manager of exchanges for Universal Universal and Tod Browning and
upon his departure for Los Angeles Erich von Stroheim. Kenneth Mclast week. The sales-manager went Gaffey, formerly representative for
West to confer with Harry Carey Mary Pickford, will be production
manager of the new unit.
concerning the star's new producing unit, and
to aid
the stories
deterCarey's most recent picture, "The
mination of the
kindin of
Freeze
Out,"West
has just
been Universal
received
from the
Coast.
Carey is to produce.
department
heads
who
have
seen it,
Carey still has three more fivereel feature pictures to make under unite in saying it is the best Carey
his former arrangement with Uni- picture since " Overland Red," and
versal. When the last of those is " Marked Men." It was directed
completed, his name will be taken
by Jack Ford, who has returned to
from Universal's weekly feature re- Universal City to handle the megalease program, and will appear
phone again for Carey.
thence-forth only super-productions.

which include
the
TriERoach,
activities
of Hal
Harold Lloyd specials, are to
be enlarged to include the
production of serials in which
Ruth
Pathe. Roland is starred by
Announcement to this effect is made by Pathe, following advices from Mr. Roach
that he had just completed
the erection of a new stage
at his Culver City plant,
where Miss Roland's next
serial will be made. Another
addition to the studio includes
a new double-deck dressing
room building. The total cost
of the construction work will
be approximately $75,000. The
next stage is 100 x 200 feet.
Ruth Roland is now in California, after more than a
tnonth spent in the East vacationing, and present plans
call for her to resume work
on April 15th. The next serial was written by Val Clevewrote "The Scoffers "land,
forwhoAllan
Dwan. Most
of the exteriors will be made
in the Grand Canyon. W. S.
Van Dyke will direct.
First Nat'l Week in
Northwest Success
With one hundred and ninety
theatres swelling the chorus, "First
National Week," in commemoration
of the first anniversary of As-< ciated First National Picture-,
over with a bang in the
Inc.,
Northwest
Pacificwent
.
The celebration was a complete
success from every standpoint, it is
stated. Four states were covered in
the drive — Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana. Washington
led the procession with eighty
theatres presenting First National
attractions during the week.
Oregon was a close second with
seventy-six. Montana produced
twenty-nine and Idaho, five.
For individual cities showing the
greatest number of First National
attractions, during the week, however, the palm was awarded to
Oregon. The city of Portland enrolled twenty-six theatres under the
banner. Seattle, Washington, was
next with twenty-one. Tacoma,
Washington, had ten theatres in
line.
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Colonial, Easton, Pa.
The Strand, N. Y.
Rivoli, Baltimore
The Strand, Brooklyn
Metropolitan, Washington, D. C.
Keith's 81st St., N. Y.
The Flatbush, Brooklyn
Sun, Omaha
Rialto, Dallas
Lafayette, N. Y.
Criterion, Oklahoma City
Capitol, Springfield, Mass.
Liberty, Kansas City, Mo.
Walnut, Cincinnati
Rialto, San Francisco
Liberty, Fresno, Cal.
Rialto, Newark, N. J.
Rivoli-Locust, Philadelphia
Liberty,
Youngstown
Bijou, Springfield, Mass.
The Stanley and Circuit, Philadelphia
Metropolitan, Cleveland
Colonial, Reading, Pa.
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Temple, Toledo
Strand, Cleveland
Alhambra, Milwaukee
Old South, Boston
Walnut, Louisville
Key, Houston, Tex.
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of the success

''

are a few of the reviews that forecasted that success:

"The big crowds at the Strand liked the
picture very much. Acting of the star
most favorably commented upon. . . Emphatic verdict of approval given by the
public. Every performance drew an enormous and enthusiastic crowd. . . The advertising possibilities are extraordinary "
— W. Stephen Bush in Billboard.

"Arliss every whit as admirable in the
picture as he was on the stage. . . A striking performance." — Alan Dale in N. Y.
American.

"Very artistic with Arliss superb in his
screen debut. . . One of the finest portrayals ever seen. . . 'The Devil' should
draw them in." — Laurence Reid in M. P.
News.

breaking records at the Strand." — N. Y.
Evening World.

"So striking and realistic that the spectator can scarcely refrain from a momentary shudder. . . Well worth seeing. It is

"Mr. Arliss made an instantaneous hit
on the screen." — N. Y. Evening Tele-

"Puts Arliss' name on list of famous
screen portrayals. . . Splendid direction.
You can go the limit on your promises
regarding the star's performance. Production generally good. Good detail, excellent photography, interiors excellent.
. . . Splendidly handled." — Wid's.

A

better

picture

for

your

bigger

Associated
25 West

gram.
"A notable offering. . . Mr. Arliss displays splendid skill." — N. Y. Journal.
"Will be exceedingly popular. Mr.
Globe.
Arliss displays amazing skill." — N. Y.
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Ruth D-wyer, recently returned from
Porto Rico, where exteriors for
"Peaks of Gold" were made
Fox News Shows Babe
Ruth and Irvin Cobb
Babe Ruth, Irvin Cobb and half
a dozen other celebrities not only
posed, but gave a regular performance for the news reel in Fox News,
Vol. 2, No. 44.
The Home Run King, the author
and the rest are camping in Georgia. The cameraman was given the
freedom of the camp. He got Babe
Ruth working out the old arm with
an axe and a leg, and found Irvin
Cobb cooking up fiction plots while
he stirred the camp kettle. He got
them eating and drinking, standing
up and sitting down, running and
walking — doing pretty nearly everything, it is declared, but hanging
from the trees by their toes.
Unique Goldwyn Folio
on "Earthbound"
With Basil King's story of life
after death, " Earthbound," still going strong in all parts of .the
United States and England, Goldwyn Distributing Corp. has issued
to exhibitors an unusually helpful
folio under the title of " How I
Made Big Money With Earthbound," and
in detail
the advertising andgiving
exploitation
campaigns
conducted by many of the foremost
exhibitors in the country.
The folio is practical in that it
presents successful " Earthbound "
campaigns as they have been conducted for theatres of varying
types, from the leading first run
theatres, to the second run houses
and chains of theatres, such as
those controlled by Marcus Loew
and Jensen & Von Herberg.

opened, on Sunday, March 6th, to
"Lying
Lips"
Breaking
Clever
Exploitation one of Records
the largest, most brilliant ats
Thoma
"
Lips,
ciated
Lying
"
H.
Ince's
Assoc
Produ
HOW
tendances in the history of BroadAids
Associated
ers' production, is continuing
way'smarkable
mammoth
playhouse.
Reits record-breaking rounds of the
presentation
created and
Producers Film
nation's theatres, is revealed in austaged under the personal direction
dits of testimonials, publicity camof S. L. Rothapfel marked the New
paigns and press reviews which are
report made public by Anne Aiken, York premiere of " Lying Lips,"
arriving daily
the "ters
A. in
P." New
dis- editor of the Atlanta Film Weekly. which continued its overwhelming
tributinatg headquar
York.
The Patterson forces added fur- patronage throughout the Capitol
significance to the campaign run. The publicity department of
One of the latest record-estab- by thetheruse
of window cards, the the Capitol theatre, under the direclishing runs is credited to St. Louis,
tion of Bessie Mack, gave " Lying
where " Lying Lips " played to the newspaper " extras " suggested in
biggest business on record in its the press sheet on " Lying Lips," Lips " one of the most complete exploitation campaigns of the year,
and
many
other
practical
stunts.
In
joint first-run presentation at the
two leading Skouras theatres, the its deluxe presentation at the new placing art-studies of Florence
several rotogravure secGrand Central and West End Lyric. Rivoli theatre in Baltimore, " Ly- Vidor tionsinof New
York newspapers, as
Against an opposition playing and
ing Lips " broke all previous attendance records. In Cincinnati, at Mc- well as an unusual amount of feavigorously exploiting Chaplin's "The Mahon and Jackson's Gifts theatre,
ture publicity, in advance and curKid,'.' the new Ince special drew the big spectacle is now in its fourth
rent with presentation. The appearthe
major
crowds
during
its
week's
in New York of Florence
week,
establishing
picture
history
as
triumphant run, the company re- the first production ever to run Vidor, ancewho
came from the Coast
more than two weeks in Cincy.
to
attend
the
premiere at the CapExploitation
characteristic
of
the
ports.
In Kansas City, at Frank Newitol,viewsresulted
in
many feature interpromotion placed behind " Lying
in
the
press.
man's theatre, " Lying Lips " comLips " by exhibitors
everywhere
acpleted its first week with unprececompanied the St. Louis first run
The Liberty Loan drive was
dented box office results, according
engagement.
recalled in a spectacular
to information wired by Milton vividly
"
stunt
" which caught the eager
Toledo,
Ohio, successful
" Lying Lips
wasIn given
a second
week" Feld, manager of the house.
eye of Gothamites. A big truck on
The prologue, "Women of the which was mounted a projection
at
H. C.where
Horater's
Pantheon
theatre,
it was big
presented
on Ages,"
written
by
Joseph
Franklin
Poland of the Ince studios scenario machine, five by seven screen, generator and all necessary equipment
a deluxe program including a pro- staff, was presented under the able
logue, mechanical effects to enhance direction of Milton Feld, who also for the projection of film, was mothe storm scenes, special music and
tored about the main thoroughfares
other novelties staged under the arranged an elaborate program of of New York on three nights of
music,
effects
and
novelty
presentapersonal direction of Horater.
the engagement. The trailer issued
In a wire to Thomas H. Ince at
tions. The coming of "Lying Lips" for " Lying Lips," said to be a most
full page theatre
adver- convincing selling inducement, was
his studios in Culver City, Califor- was announced
tisements in thein Newman
nia, "Doc " Horater praised the program several weeks in advance. thrown on the screen attached to
success of " Lying Lips " in lauda- Tieups with the Kansas City news- the truck, in full view of all pedesThe truck, with suitable
tory terms— stating that the twopapers, apublic endorsement of the cards andtrians.banners
week run in Toledo had set a new
announcing trie
record for box office attendance picture by a prominent women's or- engagement at the Capitol, moved
g
a
n
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
,
t
h
e
attendance
at
a
specagainst strong competition.
ial showing of naval officers, and with traffic- — by force of the law,
In Atlanta, the engagement of several striking feature press rather than will, for traffic was
" Lying lips " at Willard Patter- articles, augmented the splendid blocked and all eyes were peeled on
son's Criterion theatre was accom- campaign inaugurated by New- "Lying Lips" when the truck halted
at Times Square and several burly
panied by a publicity campaign unequalled in the history of motion
In its New York premiere at the cops shouted the order to " move
picture exhibition, according to a man's.
Capitol
theatre, " Lying
Lips "

Ass'd
Exhibs
in Franchise
Plan
The initial release under the reated, but they have emphasized the
ED EXHIBI
CIATannounc
ASSOINC.,
es thatTORS,
it has
organization regime will be the necessity of being protected through
decided to inaugurate immedi- Harold Lloyd Comedy " Now or franchise on the Lloyd and other
ately the franchise plan adopted Never," the first of the Associated
product and have urged immediate
upon the reorganization of the com- series of Lloyd comedies, and this, closing
of contracts to that effect.
pany. The entire plan has been for- with the early Associated releases
mulated upon the advice and expeIt is stated that the new Assoassured, has stimurience of the scores of exhibitors and thelated toproduct
on."Exhibitor franchise arrangeciated
an intense degree the demand for the immediate release of
ments are liberal ones. Every exwho were consulted in its preparahibitor has full voting power and
tion, and many of the principal key franchise contracts, it is declared.
in
this
manner participates in the
centers have been, or will be in the
Twenty ductionstoof athirty
big special
pronext two or three weeks conditionstandard
in keeping
selection of officers, the determinaally closed, states the announcement.
tion of policy and the selection of
George
Arliss itin is" The
Devilfor" product, it is explained. The Adwill be
available,
stated,
" The Associated launches its with
visory Committee is made up of
franchise plan with a substantial franchise holders in the first year.
eleven members, all to be exhibitors.
amount of product released and con- The four special productions fea- The
exhibitors have equal representracted for, with a thoroughly
turing Mae Murray and directed by
on the executive committee
trained sales force, with complete Robert Leonard already announced, and on tation
the board of directors, with
contractual arrangements for phy- are mentioned as an indication of the power of decision resting in the
sical distribution through Pathc, the big things the concern will have. hands of Mr. Arthur S. Kane, who
Following the announced policy
and with strong exhibitor representation and a powerful personnel in of Associated in favor of the in- is chairman of both bodies.
The Associated Franchise is the
its officers and Boards and Comdependent producer and the independent exhibitor, the Harold Lloyd result of exhibitor advice and sugmittee," declares the statement
comedies and the feature product of
from the Associated
gestion gained in a year of investiheadquarters.
ExhibitorExhibitors'
influence the company will find its way to
of AssociPhil L. Ryan
gation byExhibitors.
ated
Mr. Ryan
has
is assured with Samuel Harding, of the open market. In the great
covered
the
United
States
in his
volume
of
messages
received
at
the
Kansas City, as the president, and
Paul Gusdanovic of Cleveland, as home office of Associated in the conferences with .leading theatre
vice president — two men thoroughly last few days exhibitors have ex- owners and the result of these discussions finds every favorable idea
understanding the exhibiting fieTd —
pressed appreciation of the inde- in the Associated Franchise.
in important offices.
pendent support pledged by Associ-
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British Isle's Rights
on "The Kid" Sold
The rights for the United Kingdom on the six-reel Charles Chaplin special feature comedy, " The
Kid," have been the object of spirited bidding ever since William Vogel
Productions, Inc., announced its
foreign marketing plans on this remarkable First National production.
On March 8th, however, Hyman
Winik, representing the Western
Import Company concluded the deal
with Mr. Vogel whereby he secured the exclusive exhibition rights
for the British Isles. Early May
will probably see the release of the
feature- in England.

Arrow"
ing Record
"Aveng
SayWill
Break
As the release date, March 13th,
of Ruth Roland's new Pathe serial.
" Theindications
Avengingpoint
Arrow,"
reached
all
to theisfact
that
it will be a record breaker among
serials, according to a statement
from Pathe officials. To date,
" Ruth of the Rockies," also starring Miss Roland, has outstripped
all Pathe chapter plays, and " The
Avenging Arrow" even before the
release date, indicated it would surpass even " Ruth of the Rockies."
" Daredevil Jack," starring Jack
Dempsey, vied with " Ruth of the
Rockies"
for popularity,
serial queen
has provenbut toPathe's
have
no equal as a drawing card in the
serial field.
Books All of Hodkinson
Releases for 1921
A letter received by W. W. Hodkinson from Le Motto Smith, president and general manager of the
Smith Amusement Company, which
operates the Columbia theatre and
Ideal theatre, in Alliance, Ohio, and
the Strand theatre, in Sebring, Ohio,
reads in part as follows:
bought
from office,
your
Mr."Have
Ochs, just
of the
Cleveland
all of your features for 1921 released under your ' New Year's
Plan,' which looks to me to be one
of the best bets of the season."

NEGATIVES

FOR

FOR
For

Picture

RE-ISSUE

SALE

United

States

Canada

and

Only

featuring

T. Roy Barnes and Grace Darmond in
" See Myduction tLawyer,"
an AlbyChristie
proo be distributed
RobertsonCole

CARTER

DE

To Represent Universal
in South America

E E. KANN,
GEORG
MR. export
manager for the
al
Univers Film Manufacturing
Company, has just announced
the engagement of Dan B.
Lederman, well known film
executive and for many years
with Universal, for an important post in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Mr. Lederman,
accompanied by his wife,
sailed for the South American port last week.
Mr. Lederman's headquarters will be in Rio de Janeiro, although he will spend a
considerable part of his time
visiting the various Universal
agencies through out the
Southern republic.
" Universal is sending Mr.
Lederman to South America
in line with its policy that
American commercial interests should be represented in
foreign field by high class
business men," said Mr.
Kann, discussing the new addition toforce.
Universal's South
American
Fred

Niblo

HAVEN

in
NINE

2-REEL

COMEDIES

ant
THREE

5-REEL

HIGH

CLASS

"College

From

to

SPLENDID
FEATURES

Orphan

Broadway

Throne"

a

to Direct

"Three Musketeers"
Fred Niblo will direct Douglas
Fairbanks in "The Three Musketeers." This information came in
a telegram received by Hiram
Abrams of the United Artists, this
week, from the Fairbanks studio in
Los Angeles.
Although it had been reported
from various sources that Mr.
Niblo was scheduled to direct this
epic picture, no information was
ever issued by either United Artists
or Mr. Niblo.
Rolin Comedy Set
for March 27th
" Fellow Romans," the next Rolin
Comedy which Pathe will release
March 27th, is described as being
a glorious burlesque and travesty
on Shakespearian characters.
" Snub " Pollard, as the property
man, is the featured comedian, and
Marie Mosquini is a member of the
chorus
lar roles.who rises suddenly to stel-

produced
by rtune"
of Fo
AYouth
UNIVERSAL

PICTURE

ART

SALES

New

A snapshot of George Randolph Chester
and Lillian E. Chester. Mr. and Mrs.
Chester are on the Coast rjicturizing
"The Son of Wallingford" for Vitagraph

News

CORPORATION
1600

BROADWAY

NEW
Bryant 3720

YORK
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I Now with Kealart | Reconstructed
Features
Ready
RnrBifflniinimnimimnramTOiraiinnraraiiii ininiiniiniiniiiiimuiiiiminiil
Former
Succcesses
on
week to big crowds ; " Sally Shows
serious facmost cost
ONE oftors inthe
The Way," adapted from " Annie
tures isthe
the high
short life ofof picthe
For Spite"; "The Moonshine
Schedule of Amerifeatures which generally have been
Menace," adapted from "Judith of
can Film Co.
taken off the market after a few
the Cumberlands,"
Gowan thriller, and another
six othersMcof
months' showing, and never heard
of again. President Sam Hutchin- mosphere of today. Then new- equal merit.
Mr. Hutchinson states that the
son, of the American Film Com- prints were run off so that the exhibitor showing these features gets new advertising paper, etc., has
pany, believing that this waste
could be eliminated in part to the what is really a brand new feature, been worded in such a way that
advantage of both producer and declares Mr. Hutchinson.
neither the public or exhibitors
could be misled as to the status
exhibitor and with that end in
American
also
is
providing
a
newsing
e
s
view, is relea
a serie of twelv
line of paper including posters, of these pictures, and that the fact
reconstructed features, the recep- campaign books, etc., to go with that they could be sold at a shade
tion of which by exchange men the series of reconstructed fea- less than pictures made within the
and exhibitors, proves that they
tures, which includes William Rus- last few months, is an important
are a welcome addition to the supsell in "From The West," adapted thing for exhibitors to consider at
ply of features.
present
from " The Torch Bearer " ; Man- theThe
first time.
of the series now has
American is aiming to get away Miles
Minter, in " The Virtuous
from the old objections to reissues, Outcast," adapted from "Faith"; been released and according to reports reaching the American Film
it is explained, by making practi- " The Man From Medicine Hat,"
by J. P. McGowan, famous Company's offices, exhibitors
cally new pictures out of a num- directed
ber of proved successes of the past for action pictures, adapted from throughout the country are taking
few years. The pictures have been " The Manager of the B. & A" ; advantage of the opportunity to get
Arvid Gillstrom
renamed, retitled throughout, cut William Russell in " Quick Action," high grade features at a reasonand rearranged, so that they are adapted
able cost, and that the pictures areBad"; loop
whichthisis
ARYID GILLSTROM, among 1921 pictures with the genuine at- showing from
in the"InChicago
pulling strong at box offices.
the better known motion picture directors, is one of the recent
additions to the staff of Realart
directors.
Gillstrom has started work at the
Drive
Opens
with
Rush
Long Island studio on the next Pathe
Constance Binney production, which
gardless
of
the
fact
that in preis to be no less than a screen adapvious contests, most of the branches
Pathe's
quarters
York
de- Organization Roused
ENTheadfrom
STATEM
A New
re organdid not begin to roll up their scores
clares that rous
the ed
entito
tation of Channing Pollock's well
to High Pitch Over
ization has been
a keen
known stage success " Such a Little
until the second week. A parMarch
Campaign
h
pects
kticularly gratifying situation from
Gillstrom, since his days with the pitc over therdspros ng of breaet
Queen."
reco
duri
" Brun
the viewpoint of the Pathe sales
Sennett organization, has held front Monthing "all whic
h
h
ed
open
Marc
1st.
rank among screen producers. He The Pathe sales forces in each of woman of our remarkable organi- managers, is said to be the rush
zation to throw themselves into a of business coming from quarters
was later an important factor in the four competing divisions startthe Fox producing organization,
ed on the opening day to make tremendous business drive for a which were unsuccessful in their
among other accomplishments being
for awards during Pear" Brunet Month " a fitting tribute Brunet Month that will put new contention
son month last November.
given much of the credit for the de- to the Pathe president, who this temper into every part of our powerful machine? Start another year
velopment of the "Recently
Lee Kidshe " has
as month begins his fourth year at
stellar attractions.
been active in independent produc- the headtionof. the great distributing off with an inspiring impetus. Make
tion work.
organiza
of every branch under the improved possibilities a splendid profit
In his message to the thirty-two
branches, relating the purposes of and bonus unit. Pay a most deFinal Episode of Fox
served tribute to a chief who
" Brunet Month," and of. the prizes
Serial Completed
to be distributed, Director of Ex- watches and takes pride in the development and success of every
changes Elmer Pearson said :
Fox headquarters report that
" March marks the beginning of member of the organization in
after several months of production
President Brunet's fourth year as which he has such rightful proprieactivity on the filming of the twen- governor
of the destinies of Pathe
tary love.
ty-episode
serial.
"
Fantomas,"
based on the French detective Exchange, Inc., and the conclusion
" March collection increases will
stories by Marcel Allain and Pierre of three years of prosperity and be based upon the average of JanScuvestre, the serial has been com- business success, the like of which
uary and February. Contracts to
pleted.
industry provides no parallel. count in the competition must carry
Exhibitors, who contract for this the
His fidelity to Organization, his
dates and advance payments
serial, are offered plenty of exploit- profit sharing commission and play
and will be figured against a fixed
ation aids through the medium of
three press books, each of which bonus plans, have prospered and quota absolutely fair to all. In determining winning branches seventy
contain material on different epi- developed the business ability of
sodes of the big subject.
each and all of us to an immeas- per cent consideration will be given
urable extent.
to contracts and thirty per cent to
" Despite chaotic financial and collections. Men, you have never
Cissy Fitzgerald Comproduction conditions our fiscal exerted yourself in a more laudedies in Demand
able cause, either altruistically or
year gave our producers really remarkable returns and gave us a selfishly, and while I know it is
The Producers Security Corpora- fair profit and we thank you for the unnecessary to urge you further
tion announce that there is a big
demand for the Cissy Fitzgerald remarkable response you have given it pleases me to record myself as
De Luxe series of two-reel com- our every exhortation. Through having every ounce of my own
edies. The first comedy, entitled, President Brunet's constructive energy in this wonderful business
ability we start a new year with revival and will expect nothing less
"theCissy's
Economy,"
booked
Capitol
theatre was
in New
Yorkat all chaos of cost and production
co-worker.
Let's go."is
for the week of Sunday, March 13. wildness eliminated. Every item from
The every
response
to this message
of our present output is at the significant of what is to be excrest of popularity.
pected at the termination of the
Mason Hopper Renews
" We have added new items that month, declares the Pathe stateGoldwyn Contract
critics have resoundingly praised.
ment. In spite of the very flattering record made during the last
The directorial contract which E. January increased over December
Mason Hopper holds with Goldwyn and February over January. What week of February, the sales records
Pictures Corporation has been re- more propitious time could have mounted high during the first week Paul Brunet, presidentchange, Inc.of Pathe Exnewed for the period of one year. been selected for every man and in March, it is declared. This re-
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Public Is Interested
in Directors
Doubt has sometimes been expressed as to the desirability of using in the presentation of pictures
the names of the various people
responsible for the production. It
has been felt by some that the public is not interested and that credit
might be given in some other way
without utilizing the film for this
purpose.
That the director's name is of
interested is proven by the fact that
Realart has received many inquiries
on its latest Star Franchise picture,
"Wanda
The Outside
Hawley. Woman," featuring

Elsie Ferguson

to Star

in "Footlights"
After an absence of a year and
a half, Elsie Ferguson has returned
Justine Johnstone, who stars in " The to Paramount's Eastern studio to
Plaything of Broadway,"
a
Realart
picture
make her latest picture, " Footof the stage by Rita
"The Truant" Will Be Weiman.lights," astory
Miss Ferguson just recently completed the picturization of
Chester Fire Will Not
Frank Mayo's Next
Sacred and Profane Love" at the
" The Truant," a strong screen "Lasky
studio in California. It was
story of the Kentucky mountains,
Delay Any Releases
has been started at Universal City in this play that she made her last
There will not be the slightest as a starring vehicle for Frank stage appearance in New York in
delay in the release of either Mayo. The popular star appears as 1919 before going on a world tour.
comedies or scenic pictures as the a brilliant young physician whose John S. Robertson will direct Miss
result of the recent fire in the Ches- mind had drifted across the border- Ferguson in this picture.
land of amnesia as the result of his
ter studios at Los Angeles, says an
announcement from Educational exhaustive research into a serum for
Film Exchanges, Inc., which re- the cure of blood poisoning. The Rothacker Opens Office
in Akron, Ohioj^gg
leases these pictures. Comedies for story was originally written by
the next three months have been Mann Page and Izola Forrester and
entirely completed and there are was interpreted for the screen by
Another branch of the Rothacker
enough of the Chester-Outing Lucien Hubbard, scenario editor "at Industrial Division has been estabscenics on hand to cover all book- Universal City.
lished at Akron, Ohio. The Ohio
ings for many weeks to come, it is
Mayo is to be supported by Lillian branch is in charge of Edwin S.
stated.
Rich, Mary Philbin, Frank Hollard, Babcox. Mr. Babcox is a publisher
Verne Winter, Bert Sprotte, Ray and advertising man of long exRipley, Joe Winthrop and Helen
perience, and will continue his conEdith Roberts Appears Gilmore and others.
nection with the India Rubber Reat Fashion Review
view and also the Akron Advertising Agency.
Edith Roberts, the Universal star, Rolin Plans Big Things
for Boland Comedies
recently halted production on " The
One-reel comedies featuring EdOpened
her latest
to appearShutters,"
in a fashion
revue picture,
at one
die Boland, and produced by the Arbuckle Has J Finished
of the California seaside resorts.
Rolin Film Company, will replace
"Crazy to Marry "j
Unbeknown to her director, Will- the Vanity Fair Girl Comedies on
Roscoe Arbuckle has completed
iam Worthington, she had promised the Pathe schedule. In making this
the Venice Amusement Company to announcement, Pathe states that " Crazj' to Marry," the Paramount
appear in person at their 1921 Fash- Hal Roach, producer of the Rolin picture which was adapted by Walion Revue. It is understood she had comedies, has made elaborate plans
ter Woods from Frank Condon's
Three
and will
a young fortune in new furs sched- for making the Boland subjects the story,
rest
a "few
daysMiles
from Out,"
his strenuous
uled for presentation to the public. equal of those featuring "Snub"
activities
before
starting
on
his next
Pollard,
" Sunshine Sammy " feature.
and MariewithMosquini.
Naldi

Is Cast for

"Experience" Role
Nita Naldi, who won fame with
her Italian beauty in " The Passing
Show of 1918" and the "Century
Midnight Whirl " and as the Italian
dancer in Paramount's " Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde," has been chosen
for the role of "Passion" in "experience."
George V.
Hobart's
allegorical play
which
is now
being
picturized by Paramount.

Gladys Walton
in " All
Dolled Up," a
Universal
feature
Katherine

Hilliker to

Title Goldwyn- Brays
The latest Goldwyn-Bray Pictograph, No. 481, features another
nature study by Irene and William
L. Finley,
of the National
ciation of Audubon
Societies.AssoThe
picture is called " Hooters and
Honkers " and comprises intimate
glimpses of the home life of the
American Sage Grouse and the
Canada Wild Geese. Accompanying the Finley picture is a cartoon
burlesque on a " movie " melodrama.
On and after April 1st, it is announced, Katherine Hilliker is to
title the Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
and Jack Eaton, in charge of the
promotion and sales of short subjects for Goldwyn, will edit them.
Another noteworthy change is that
the pictographs will be made up on
only one subject instead of two or
three briefs as in the past. They
will continue in their present length.

Final ' 'Velvet Fingers"
Episode Due Soon
Suspense and fast action leads
" Velvet Fingers," the Pathe serial
starring George B. Seitz and Marguerite Courtot, to the closing
chapter,
" Out of by
the Pathe,
Web," March
which
will
be released
13th. "Out of the Web" contains
as many, if not more, thrilling moments as any of its predecessors
and winds up the love story with a
pretty finish.
Vitagraph Office,
Salt Lake City.
"Dead Men Tell No Tales "
opened here tonight at the
Grand Opera House to the

A. J. Zellner Returns to
Metro Coast Studios
Arthur
Zellner,staff,
of Metro's
New
York J.scenario
has arrived in Hollywood to begin work
on forthcoming productions to be
made
at the
company's
studios.
Before
leaving West
New Coast
York
Mr. Zellner completed the script
for Bert Lytell's latest picture,
" The Man Who," from the Saturday Evening Post story of the
same York
title,studio.
produced at Metro's
New

News

Hudson Bay Travel Reel
on Strand Program
" Hides — And Go Seek," one of
the series of four Hudson's Bay
Travel Series, produced and released by Educational, occupies an
important place on the program at
the Strand theatre, New York,
along with Charlie Chaplin in " The
Kid." On account of the fact that
the six reels of the feature are almost entirely comedy, no other fun
film is used on the bill, the other
pictures being confined to news
events.

The questions concern the director, whose name has not been included in the title, although the
scenarist, Douglas Bronston, and
others received full credit for their
work.

Nita

Picture

biggest first day*;? business in
the history of the theatre. Expect to do capacity for full run
of picture. This picture is big
and will draw for any exhibitor
that books same. ^ ant to
thank you for the co-operation
in putting this picture over.
Will Steele, Mgr..
Margarita Fisher starringproduction,
in " Payment
Guaranteed."
an American Film Co., Inc.
released
through Pathe

Grand Opera House.
Great Falls. Montana.
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THE

LAST

WORD!!

This is our final message in the campaign — our last words urging exhibitors to protect themselves in the matter of
the public performance, for profit, of copyrighted musical compositions, the performing rights of which are controlled
by this Society. Hereafter the law will be invoked to protect our rights. We want you to have every opportunity
to inform yourselves; we do not ask you to pay the tax or become a licensee privileged to publicly perform everything in music. We do insist, however, that you do not play publicly, for profit, compositions which we control
unless you do hold a license. Know your rights, as we know ours; protect yours, and respect ours.
THERE

ARE

SOME

of course, that only the expense and inconvenience of litigation, with a fine in a Federal Court, will convince. Those
we are prepared to convince in that manner. We entered this campaign solely to clear ourselves of any possible
accusation in the future that we had not given everyone concerned a full, fair and complete opportunity to inform
himself.
FROM

NOW

ON

our agents will be in the field; they will secure evidence of violations of the law in this matter, and in each case we
will bring an action in the Federal Courts. We shall regret the necessity of filing these actions, and the penalties
that the law will impose upon the violators, and to avoid this, both for you and us, we ask you to stay
WITHIN

THE

LAW

If, in your opinion, your patrons do not want to hear the late music, the "hit" music, play the non-copyrights, the
"tax free" music, and we will all stay good friends. And, if you want any information concerning licenses, or the
law, ask our nearest office, your own lawyer, or our general office in New York City.

American

Society
AUTHORS
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West

45th

AND
Street,

of

Composers

PUBLISHERS
New

York

City

Licenses are available note at current rates. lQc. per seat per annum fof long
terms, insuring those u ho secure them NOW against any increase in the rate.
Berlin, Irving, Inc.
Broadway Music Corporation
Chappell-Harms,
Enoch
& Sons Inc.
Feist, Leo, Inc.
Fisher, Fred, Inc.
Forster, F. J. A.

PUBLISHERS
Goodman & Rose, Inc.
McKinley Music Co.
Gordon, Hamilton S.
Marks, Edward B., Music Co.
Harms, T. B., Company
Mills, Jack, Inc.
Harms, T. B. & Francis, Day &
Pace & Handy Music Co., Inc.
Hunter
Paull, E. T., Music Company
Harris, Charles K.
Remick & Co., Jerome H.
Kendis, Brockman Music Co., Inc.
Richmond, Maurice, Inc.
And 200 Composers and Authors

BALTIMORE
Ed. H. Chesterman,
2607 Keyworth Avenue,
Baltimore, Md.
BOSTON
Paul Amundson,
811 Tremont Bldg.,
Boston, Mass.
BUFFALO
Henry C. Price,
947 Ellicott Square Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
CHICAGO
E. S. Hartman,
1630 Tribune Bldg.,
Chicago, Illinois.
CINCINNATI
John W. Weinig,
First National Bank Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
CLEVELAND
Prankel & Frankel,
1019 Guardian Bldg..
Cleveland, Ohio.

ADDRESS THE NEAREST OFFICE FOR INFORMATION
DALLAS
R. S. Simon, MILWAUKEE
F. D . Robertson,
511 North Texas Bldg.,
434
Merchants
Bank
Bldg., & Manufacturers
Dallas, Texas.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
DETROIT
MINNEAPOLIS
Frank R. Dentz,
Joss & Ohman,
225 Elmhurst Avenue,
Minnesota
Loan
& Trust Bldg.,
Highland Park, Mich.
Minneapolis, Minn.
INDIANAPOLIS
Barney Larkey, NEWARK
Edward O. Snethen,
Prudential Bldg.,
Newark, N. J.
416 Indiana Trust Bldg.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
PHILADELPHIA
American Society of Composers,
KANSAS CITY
Authors
&
616 Heed Bldg.,Publishers,
FriedbergCity,& O'SulIivan,
Kansas
Mo.
1211 Filbert St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
LOS ANGELES
Philip Cohen,
Allan Davis, PITTSBURGH
812 Pantages Theatre Bldg.,
408 Union Arcade,
7th & Hill Streets,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Los Angeles, California.

Ricordi, G., & Co., Inc.
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc.
Skidmore
Music Company,
Victoria Publishing
CompanyInc.
Von Tilzer, Harry, Music Pub. Co.
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co.
Witmark, M. & Sons
Stark & Cowan

PORTLAND
Julius
Cohen,
Yeon Bldg.,
Portland, Oregon.
SAN FRANCISCO
Samuel M. Roeder,
1302 Humboldt Bank Bldg.,
San Francisco, California.
• Belknap,
SEATTLE
Clark R.
Hoge Bldg.,
Seattle, Wash.
ST. LOUIS
O'Hallaron & Lowenhaupt,
1305 Third Nat. Bank Bldg.,
St. Louis, SYRACUSE
Mo.
Earl I. Freshman.
516 Dillaye Memorial Bldg.,
Syracuse, N.TOPEKA
Y.
Newell
& Wallace,
New England
Bldg.,
Topeka, Kansas.
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Rex
Ingram
Directed
"Four
H orsemen
twenty-seventh birthday. He was
joined the Paralta Com- tention. On inquiry, he learned
born in Dublin, Ireland. His father Ingrampany and
handled the megaphone that
she was Louise Rippert, a rewas a clergyman and also a lecturer for " His Robe of Honor." Imme- colony.cent arrival in Hollywood's picture
in the Dublin University.
diately upon the completion of this
Mr. Ingram received his early picture, he joined the Royal Fly" Just the type for one of the
refugees before the advancing
education, and also attained coning Corps,
which Lieut.
he holdsUpon
a commission asin
Second
his armies," said he.
siderable reputation as a rugby
So he led her out to the public
return he directed "Under Crimplayer
the St. Dublin.
Columba's
Trinity atColleges,
At and
the
square of the village constructed
son Skies," a Jewel production.
age of seventeen, he came to the
Mr. Ingram joined the Metro
Metro'sfoothills
ranch-location
in the
United States and took up the study directorial forces about a year ago upon
Hollywood
and began
to
of art at the Art Students League to direct " Shore Acres," James A. explain to her the requirements of
in New York. He later studied Heme's famous old play. He did the role he had selected for her.
modelling under the famous so well with this picture that he
Lawrie. Numerous of his sketches was selected to direct " Hearts Are
A moment
later, the
face
and she turned
her girl's
back upon
were accepted by British and Trumps," the third Drury Lane paled
the
scene.
American publications. In 1911 he melodrama to be filmed by Metro.
" I— I can't do it," she said.
It was upon the completion of this
entered Yale University.
It was as an actor with the old picture that Mr. Ingram was as- " I've been through exactly this
thing before — in just this spot. I
Yitagraph and Edison companies
signed the task of directing " The couldn't live through that again for
that he entered pictures. Later, he Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse,"
became associated with J. Gordon which is the highest compliment
Later it was found that the girl
Edwards of the Fox Company and that could be paid to him by the
Rex Ingram, who jumps to immortal prepared a number of scenarios and Metro officials.
had
passed through almost identicfame in directing so great a picture as assisted Mr. Edwards in the direcA human-interest story associated
ally the same scene when the Marne
country
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
tion
of
several
successful
producwith the production of " The Four
worlds." was evacuated by the
tions.
Horsemen " not only indicates the French civilians preliminary' to the
The first picture Mr. Ingram di- thoroughness with which Mr. In- decisive battle of the war. The
RESPONSIBILITY for the herrected was for Universal in the
gram conducted every detail of his Rippert girl, with other members of
culean task of ■ directing
big scenes but also demonstrates her
Metro's " The Four Horsemen of East. It was "Broken Fetters" the
family, fled before the advanccare with which he selected his
and was the first Bluebird producthe
Apocaly
the most
Germans
her home-of
tion released. Mr. Ingram then types even in the case of the villageing
ous pse,"
ambiti
screen probabl
producy tion
ever
— an
exactwhile
reproduction
which has been erected here for
attempted, rested upon the shoulders came out to the West Coast and " extras."
When Director Rex Ingram
of Rex Ingram, most youthful of directed Cleo Madison in " The
the purposes
of the production
was
under bombardment.
When—
Chalice of Sorrow," one of his who
calledhadthebeen
thousands
of "extras"
Metro'sd directorial te
staff, who was original
given small
parts in the siren screeched and heavy
stories. Among others he
selecte to transla the famous
novel by Vicente Blasco Ibanez directed are " Black Orchids," " The the battle scenes being filmed for artillery lifted their terrifying
into the language of the screen.
Reward of the Faithless," " The Metro's " The Four Horsemen of voices with the reproduction of the
battle, the girl not only found it
he found
Rex Ingram is one of the young- Pulse of Life," "The Day She the
themApocalypse,"
a serious faced
Frenchamong
girl impossible to work, but fled from
est directors in the motion picture Paid," and " Flower of Doom."
who
immediately
attracted
his
atAfter
leaving
Universal,
Mr.
the scene.
industry. He has just passed his

June
Adapted
"Four
Horsemen
also are credited
who adapted popular pictures
alis. Heavy departmental duties
JUNE MATHIS, Mathis
" The Four Horsemen of the to her facile pen.
prevented my developing the
upon the purchase
scenario, before I was transferred
Apocalypse " for the Metro all-star of Immediately
to the New York Metro studio, to
" The Four Horsemen of the
production, was one of the first
women to enter the motion pic- Apocalypse" by Metro, Miss Mathis
take \p my duties with Maxwell
ture writing field and today is one was assigned to the task of adaptKarger. I had no sooner arrived
of the best known scenarioists in
ing the Vicente Blasco Ibanez
than to my surprise, Messrs. Lowe.
the industry.
novel by Richard A. Rowland, presiRowland and Karger decided that
Miss. Mathis was born in Leaddent of Metro Pictures Corporait was best to make the production
tion. Miss Mathis left Hollywood
ville, Colorado. At an early age
in California and that I should reshe went on the stage and later was and went to New York to confer
main with it throughout the proleading lady with Cohan and Harris with the famous Spanish novelist
duction.
"As
assistant to Mr. Karger. I
and
went
over
with
him
every
deShubert's and Leiber's.
tail of the story. Later, Mr.
From the very start of motion
had been actively connected with
the film industry for several years,
pictures. Miss Mathis realized their Ibanez came to the West Coast
possibilities. As a result, she never and again talked with Miss Mathis
but
to have only one production en
missed one of the early pictures. about the screen version of his
my
mind at a time and to remain
with it from start to finish had
She not only watched them but book. Miss Mathis has been with
never been my privilege.
studied them from every possible Mr. Ingram constantly during the
angle. While still playing on the filming of " The Four Horsemen
" At the same time, Rex Ingram
stage, she wrote her first scenario. of the Apocalypse." At the studio
was assigned the directorship which
She took it to Metro, not any too she has always been on the "set."
pleased me greatly, as I had the
confident, that it would be accepted.
Miss Mathis's association with
highest regard for his artistry' and
However, it was produced and the work of producing " The Four June
Mathis, who
" TheMetro
Four ability, for we had worked together
Horsemen
to theadapted
screen for
in the utmost harmony throughout
Metro immediately engaged Miss
is described
Mathis as a member of its scenario Horsemen
self in the "following
words by: hertwo pictures at the Californian
department. Her first story was
" About a year ago when I started reading it and laying out a rough studio. That, in my opinion, is
on my vacation, a copy of the Four synopsis of my plans of develop- the only way to obtain results.
"t'me
The Miss
House Mathis
of Tears."
was In#a
placedshortin Horsemen of the Apocalypse was
ment, I had the pleasure of dis" The Metro have been most gencussing it with Vicente Ibanez,
charge of the Metro scenario de- tucked away in my satchel. Air.
erous— sparing no expense to make
R. A. Rowland, the President of who, to my surprise, possessed an
partment.
the
screen
production of the " Four
Among the well known screen Metro Pictures Corporation, had amazing knowledge of the screen.
" worthy of Ibanez and
productions for which Miss Mathis just purchased the picture rights He seemed to be greatly pleased Horsemen
the greatest novel of the decade.
assigned me to the scenario. I with my ideas of transferring his It has been a tremendous underhas written the script are, ."Toys of and
was ashamed at not having read thoughts to the screen and his last
taking— months of labor, but at the
Fate," " Eye for Eye," " Out of the the
book but heavy duties as head words to me were, ' Miss Mathis, I same time, has amply repaid us,
Fog,"
and
"
The
Red
Lantern
"
all
Madame Nazimova productions. of the Metro Scenario Department am not at all worried. I leave it for there is untold satisfaction in
She also did " Lombardi, Ltd." had prevented my reading any- task,
entirelywhich
in your
a giganticto striving to make so stupendous a
at hands'
times — seemed
thing but novels' or stories deemed
production. And so the Four
"The Right of Way," and "The
for the screen and every- overwhelm me with the responsibil- Horsemen of the Apocalypse ha?
Price of Redemption " three of suitable
one seemed to consider the book
ity of his parting words.
been filmed, with director and
Bert Lytell's greatest successes. a classic
that was not likely to find
" But my plans for the Four writer working side by side,
"Dana
The Willow
Tree,"
in
which
Viola
starred, and several other its way to the celluloid. After Florsemen remained in the chrvs- shoulder to shoulder.
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Tzigane Cynibalum Was
Difficult to Find
An ocean - to - ocean search resulted in the finding of a tzigane
cynibalum. This is the Persian
name for a stringed instrument
that recently has become popular in
French tango places. One of them
is used in Metro's forthcoming colossal production of " The Four
HorsemenBlasco
of the
Apocalypse," by
Vicente
Ibanez.
Jacques
a French
veteran of the d'Auray,
world war,
who served
in an advisory capacity with Rex
Ingram, director of the super production, was assigned to the task of
finding not a copy, but a genuine
tzigane what - you - call - it. Every
musical shop in Los Angeles was
visited and every big dealer in
musical instruments in the country
was requested by wire to find the
much-needed
producer of jazz melodies.
After all other avenues had been
searched coverein
vain,in Mr.
d'Auray
disd aclerk
a small
Los Angeeles shop who recalled a customer
who had sought the extra long
strings required for the cynibalum.
Following directions given by the
clerk, the expert hunted up an old
repair man who was reputed to
make such strings to order. The repair man proved a real find — he
furnished the name of a man living
in San Pedro who owned the instrument. Two days later the latter
person was found and, after long
drawn out negotiations, he agreed
to take his precious stringed into the company's
studios in strument
Hollywood
and playbigit
before the camera.
The cynibalum is played with
sticks which, beaten upon the
strings are said to produce just the
swing necessary for the tango as it
originally was danced. It is the
only instrument known that does
produced this rhythm.

Sculptor

Praises

Production

Edgar Walters Finds
Great Artistry in
"Four

Horsemen"

or
WALT
ler,ERS,
AR trave
another
was sculpt
EDGand
artist who, having been permitted to see early showings of
portions of Metro's gigantic production of " The Four Horsemen
," most
ed
declar
and he
Apoca
the
of
kable
remar
of the
it to be one lypse
pictures he ever has seen.
The famous sculptor and his
bride visited Metro's West Coast
studios in Hollywood when production was under way and, as the
guest of Director Rex Ingram,
watched the filming of a portion of
the allegorical episodes of the world
famous novel, by Vicente Blasco
Ibanez.
" It is the first time real South
American gauchos, the plainsmen of
the Argentine, ever have been seen
on the screen and I am sure they
will prove an interesting feature of
the production," said Mr. Walters.
" The Parisian scenes are the most
convincing I ever have seen. It is
almost unbelievable that they were
reproduced right here in California.

A view of one of the early sequences in " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse 1
the art training of a sculptor or
painter in the production of pic-

The gripping love theme that
runs through every phase of the
great Ibanez story was the subject
oftures."
comment on the part of the
as has atbeenthethestudio
case when" Not only is the action good and sculptor,
ever visitors
were
the construction of ' sets ' remark- permitted
to see the preliminary
able, but the grouping of figures is
more artistic than anything ever be- runs of the picture.
fore put on the screen. I would
Unlike other so-called " big " prohave known that this picture was
ductions,The
"
Four Horsemen of
directed by a sculptor even if I the Apocalypse " does not depend
never had met Mr. Ingram. It is upon a few big scenes, in which
remarkable to see the results that many players have been used. In
can be obtained by making use of this picture, there are numerous

scenes in which many hundreds —
in some cases thousands — of players
participate.
The cast of principals in " The
Four
Horsemen
of the Apocalypse
numbers
fifty, among
the leading"
players being Alice Terry, Rudolph
Valentine, Pomeroy Cannon, Stuart
Holmes. John Sainpolis, Joseph
Swickart, Mabel Van Buren,
Bridgetta Clark and Harry S.
Northrup. In all there are 12,500
persons in the ensemble. June
Mathis wrote the scenario for the
" million dollar production " and
John Seitz, with fourteen assistant
cameramen, photographed it.

METRO
Pictures Corporation
VICENTE
THE

BLASCO

IBANEZ

FOUR

HORSEMEN
of the

APOCALYPSE
MATHIS
INGRAM

The artistic and highly original 24 sheet poster which Metro has had produced for the purpose of billing " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse !
Advertisement
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Georgia Woodthorpe in
Important Role
Georgia Woodthorpe, one of the
many great actresses that California
has produced, was selected for an
important role in the closing episode of Metro's colossal picturization of " The Four Horsemen of
the
Apocalypse,"
the worldfamous
novel by from
Vicente
Blasco
Ibanez. Miss Woodthorpe enacts
the role of the old lodgekeeper's
wife.
While the name of Georgia
Woodthorpe may not mean so much
to the younger theatregoing public
•of today, members of the passing
generation recall this actress with a
warm feeling of affection. It was
in San Francisco at the California
theatre that she made her first stage
appearance as a child. At this time
John McCullough was her sponsor.
For seven years Miss Woodthorpe played with the California
■company and during that time supported Edwin Booth and numerous
other famous stage stars. At the
age of seventeen. Miss Woodthorpe
played
Booth. Ophelia in " Hamlet " with
Miss Woodthorpe went from San
Francisco to Xew York with Nance
O'Neill.
However,
with this well
known she
actressremained
only a
short time, as she was engaged for
the part of Narjes in the first production of " Kismet " in which Otis
Skinner starred. She originated
this part and played it for three
years. In the film production of
"Kismet," the role of Narjes was
omitted, but upon discovering that
Miss Woodthorpe was in Hollywood, Otis Skinner sent for her and
she played another important role
in the cinema production.
It is only during the past year
that Miss Woodthorpe has played
in pictures.
Realistic Bombardment
in Metro Special
Scores of giant guns, bomb
throwers and other implements of
destruction were wheeled into position in the footlights outside of
Hollywood, Cal., for the most terrific military bombardment ever attempted except in actual warfare.
The French village, castle and
farm houses that were built during
months of preparation for use in
Metro's colossal picturization of
" The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse,"
by Vicente
Ibanez, were leveled
in the Blasco
scenes
showing the second Battle of the
Marne.
One evidence of the care that has
been taken to reproduce with photographic accuracy the scene of the
second Battle of the Marne, was
found in the rebuilding that was
ordered after a careful inspection
of the structures by Rex Ingram,
who is directing the Metro superproduction. It was found that three
of the buildings had not been made
to conform to the requirements of
the plans that had been drawn by
military draughtsmen from photographs and line drawings of the
French battlefield. They were immediately wrecked and other buildings erected in their place to show
an exact reproduction of the
French houses.
Advertisement

Cast

Was

Inspired

by

Story

' Four
Horsemen "
Players Eager to Aid
in Production

lness
of helpfu
T spirit
the reader
impresses
THAwhich
as one of the outstanding features of " The Four Horsemen of
lly
ypse," oftheVicen
intern
Apocal
the
s novel
teationa
Blasco
famou
Ibanez, which has been transferred
to the screen by Metro Pictures
Corporation, had the same pronounced effect upon the big cast
which took part in staging this
colossal production, according to
Miss June Mathis, who adapted the
story to the screen.
Immediately upon completion of
the elaborate picturization, Miss
Mathis with Rex Ingram, who directed it,brought the first print to
New York for presentation to the
Metro officials. Refusing to take a
well earned vacation, the famous
scenario writer resolutely turned
her back upon the enticements of
Broadway and went busily to work
in her former offices in the company's studios in West Sixty-first
street as head of Metro's eastern
scenario department.
" In the many productions I have
prepared for the screen," said Miss
Mathis,iences"havenever
all anmyinfluence
experI seen insuch
exerted upon those taking part as
in the wonderful story of "The Four
Horsemen.' During the months that
big cast was together working upon
the numerous scenes they developed
a spirit of camaraderie and helpful-

Showing Brodwitch Turner (Left) De Brulier (Center) and Rudolph Valentino
in a most dramatic scene in Metro's " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse "
ness that was simply marvelous. It messages, all with the same idea
really appeared to be almost a hyp- of helpfulness they exhibited during
notic influence for helpfulness that the trying months of making the
the atmosphere of the story created. wonderful picture.
Even when they were not working
"I felt just like those lovers of
on a scene they would come around horses who haunt the paddock
anxious to help in any way possible. watching their horses all the time
" When I came back to New York until they enter the race. That is
I had a number of letters from the way that the entire company
members of the cast asking if there
was not something they could do —felttheabout
spirit their
of the' Four
story Horsemen
imbued all'
and from some who are in town those who had a hand in translatI received personal calls and phone
ing it to the screen."

a small feature of a collection of
The
Meaning
of
"Apocalypse"
icance of Metro Explains
signif
is the''Apoc
WHAT
Mean- art treasures that are seen in the
alypse?"
the word
production. The total value set by
The question was proing of Biblical
pounded so often in connection
insurance appraisers upon the tapWord
s extra special De Luxe
with Metro'
paintingswas
and $450,000.
other bor-It
rowedestries,
art works
production of the world famous
was
generally
agreed,
however,
novel, " The Four Horsemen of the teresting visualization of the
that they could not be purchased at
ypse,"
te
Blasco
Vicen
by
Apocal
Ibanez, that Webster was called " Horsemen " was found in Al- this, or any other price.
upon to answer it.
biecht Durer's original set of wood
" In its original book form " The
Webster's definition of the word etchings, done in the year 1511. Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
The
drawings,
pictured
during
the
has
passed its 165th edition, having
is
revelation;
disclosure."
In
the"a early
Greek a version
of the
age of religious zealots, were bor- been read in every quarter of the
rowed from their present owner civilized world. In its translation
Bible, the last book of the New
insisted that he personally act by Metro to the screen the epochal
Testament was called " The Apo- who
calypse of St. John." In the later as their custodian during the story was visualized by a cast of
versions of the Bible, the book be- weeks that they were used at Met- 12,500 persons, of whom there are
ro's works.
West Coast studios as refer- two dozen principals. These incame the " Revelations," familiar to
ence
all present-day students of the
cluded Alice Terry, Rudolph ValThe
original
wood cuts, upon
book.
entino, Pomeroy Cannon, Edward
Pronunciation of the word, which which art connoisseurs have re- Connelly, Mabel Van Buren and
fused to set a price, form butjohn Sainpolis.
also is shown by numerous correspondents of Metro's as an all but
unsurmountable stumbling block,
has been solved by Webster by plac- Director
Faced
Stern
Task
lable.ing the emphasis on the second sylWhen it comes to economy of worked for eighteen and twenty
Visualizing the symbolic figures sleep Thomas Edison has nothing hours without a halt. During the
filming of the war episodes there
of " The Four Horsemen " which on Rex Ingram.
many times he worked at the
During the filming of " The Four were
has baffled some of the world's
greatest painters, finally has been Horsemen of the Apocalypse," studio all night.
accomplished for the colossal Metro which extended over a period of
It was only on rare occasions
production in a manner that ought more than six months, Mr. Ingram that the director got away from the
to prove satisfactory to the most spent more time at the studio than morning.
studio before eight o'clock in the
exacting.
Probably the most in- at home. On many occasions he

Motion
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Ingram and Mathis as
"Extras" in Scenes
Carefully tucked away in one of
the least important scenes^ of
on of "The
Metro's colossalenproducti
of the ApocFour Horsem
alvpse," motion-picture fans can
liiid the two persons who are chieftranslv responsible for the artistic sensalation to the screen of the Blasco
Vicente
by
tional novel
Ibanez.
For Miss June Mathis, well
one of
known to picture patrons as screen,
the foremost writers of the
spent five minutes acting before the
camera, and Rex Ingram, who is
directing the production, took an
even less prominent role in the same
scene.
While one of the minor scenes
was being filmed on the grounds of
Metro's West Coast studios in
Hollvwood, Director Ingram attempted to show a girl who was
as an "extra" just how
ng
appeari
swagger of a French demoiselle
the
should be done. Noting his difficulty, Miss Mathis offered to show
ished
just how it should be accompl
in order to get the desired effect.
"Here, Miss Mathis," suddenly
Mr. Ingram, "you do
interrupted
that so well, why not take the part
yourself and appear in the scene
with the camera grinding?'
After many protestations on her
part, the famous scenario writer
finally consented and donned the
required make-up.
Mr. Ingram then attempted to
show an " extra " man the proper
to appear as a typical French
way
street lounger.
Miss Mathis, seeing Mr. Ingram
busily engaged in rehearsing the
man, was quick to seize the opportunity to " get even."
" Mr. Ingram," she called to him,
" since you do that particular thing
so well, why don't you take the
act it in the picture?"
partSo and
it was that both the director
and author of the scenario did their
" bit " as " extras."

Cast Has Men Who Saw
Combat Service
Mobilization of the biggest army
ever organized for motion picture
purposes was rushed in Hollywood,
Calif., for the Metro's colossal production of "The Four Horsemen
Vicente
by differed
Apocalypse,"
the
of
This army
Blasco Ibanez.
from others that have been used in
mimic battles for the screen in that
officers and privates enlisted in it
saw service abroad.
" We will be enabled to put on a
more authentic reproduction of the
second Battle of the Marne than
ever before has been attempted in
battle pictures," said Rex Ingram,
when directing the gigantic filmization of the Ibanez novel. " The
reason is that we will use service
men exclusively — and some of these
will be men who actually participated in the battle that proved the
turning point of the war."
Advertisement

Splendid
Some

of

Cast

in

Screen's

Best

Picture
Known

Artists in " The Four Horsemen "
Edward Connelly, best known of
PROBABLY the strongest and
most distinguished cast ever veteran Metro character actors, has
assembled for any picture in the the difficult role of the old lodgehistory of the screen is seen in keeper. Mabel Van Buren was selected for the part of Elena, a GerMetro's extra special dc luxe proman character role in which sheduction of " The Four Horsemen
praiseworthy work. Nigel de
of the Apocalypse," from the does
world-famous novel by Vicente Bruiler takes one of the most difBlasco Ibanez.
ficult character parts in the producis the role of TchernofT,
While every player of the twen- the oldtion. ItRussian,
who relates the
ty-five principal roles was selected
because of his or her special ability legend of " The Four Horsemen of
to enact the part, there is scarcely
Apocalypse."
Warwick, a former Mack
a name in the list that is not prom- theVirginia
Sennett
bathing beauty, has the
inently
known
to
motion-picture
followers.
role of Chichi, the sister of Julio.
Rudolph Valentino has the role Stuart Holmes and Wallace Beery,
of Julio, the romantic South Amer- known to all film fans as the most
ican hero of the story. Mr. Valen- convincing of screen villains, have
tino has been in pictures for sev- the roles as bad men in this production. Jean Hersholt also has an
eral years, having played in " The
character role as ProfesBig Little Princess" and "The De- important
sor Von Hartrott.
licious Little Devil " with Mae
Brodwitch Turner, better known
Murray, " Eyes of Youth " with
Clara Kimball Young, and " Man, as " Smoke," plays the part of ArWomanothy and
Marriage
" with
Dor- gensola, the companion of Julio in
Phillips.
Previous
to going
this picture. Bridgetta Clark is
into pictures, Mr. Valentino was a seen
in the role of Dona Luisa, the
professional dancer.
of Julio. Alan Hale is anAlice Terry enacts the leading motherother
prominent actor who appears
feminine role, that of Marguerite, in this production.
Hale has
the little French girl. Miss Terry the part of Karl vonMr.Hartrott,
a
has come into prominence during
very
radical
German
characterizathe past year. She played in the
tion.
Metro production of " Shore
Pomcroy Cannon, as Madariaga,
Acres,"
featuring
Alice
Lake,
and
later had the leading role in " The Centaur," the father of Julio
owner of the South Ame r" Heartstacular
Aremelodrama
Trumps,"
spec- and the
by CeciltheRaleigh
ican plantations, plays an important role in the early part of the
and Henry Hamilton. Previous to
this, Miss Terry played a number story. John Sainpolis also has an
of smaller parts with the various important role in the production,
producing companies.
as have Harry S. Northrop, DerrickJoseph Swickard, a veteran of Ghent, Henry Klas, Jacques
Curt Rehfeld, Mdlle.
twenty-five years on the American d'Auray,
Dolorez, Isabel Keith, Jacques
speaking stage and ten years in motion pictures, is seen in the part haha.
Lanoe, Mark Fenton and Minneof Marcelo Desnoyers.
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Ingram Film Inspires
Sculpture Teacher
Inspired by the work of Rex
Ingram, director of "The Four
Horsemen
the Apocalypse,"
once
was hisof pupil
in sculpture, who
Lee
Lawrie, one of the most prominent
of American sculptors, recently designed a group statue in bronze of
the famous rider of the Apocalypse,
as a result of his witnessing a preview of the Metro picturization of
Ibanez's internationally famous
novel.
Both director and sculptor have
been friends for many years, their
acquaintance dating from the time
when Mr. Ingram was a pupil of
Mr. Lawrie's
Yalea University,
where
the latterin was
teacher of
sculpture.
It has been
part ofin Mr.
Ingram's
method,
however,
transferring
the Ibanez novel to the screen, to
apply much of what he learned of
the art of the sculpture from Lee
Lawrie to his work as motion picture director, and much of the notable excellence of the Metro production of " The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse" is directly
traceable
to Director Ingram's
study of sculpture.

Portable Power Plant
for Night Scenes
The most remote desert or mountain wilds soon were made accessible for night photography as the
simplest interior setting constructed
on an enclosed stage, through use
of a portable electric plant now
under
Coast construction
studios thatat isMetro's
said toWestbe
unique.
The completed lighting plant,
mounted on a specially built motor
truck and furnished with power by
a 400 horse power Liberty motor,
was used by the company in the
taking of night scenes that once
were possible only when reproduced
on enclosed stages. Under this
plan, however, all the realism for
which art directors have striven
Fool-Proof"
Battle
Scene
were made struction
possible
without the conof the makeshifts
that
Metro Reproduces Marne Battle
were once believed to be essential.
Realistically
But
With
Safety
This portable power plant was used
for the filming of the night scenes
it for the screen, were anxious to
ever worked out his make the battle realistic. With of " The Four Horsemen of the
general for
NO strategy
a decisive battle
the mechanical perfecwith greater care than that be- this system,
stowed upon the plans for the mo- sured. tion of the battle scenes was as- Apocalypse."
tion picture reproduction of the secBuilt French Village
The setting for the battle conond Battle of the Marne, which
sisted of a complete French village,
for Great Barrage
was filmed as a feature of Metro's a castle four stories high with its
ion
colossal product
of " The Four many turrets and towers, and a
The towers of a quaint French
Horsem
of theIbanez.
Apocalypse," by background of wooded hills. All castle reared their pinnacles over
YicenteenBlasco
tops of a great ranch near
Although many thousands of men the buildings were destroyed by the tree
Angeles, while a group of
take part in an engagement that, to mines and shell fire, just as was the Los
structures about its base took
all appearances, is as deadly as the case in the original battle in France. little
The castle and all the buildings on the outward semblance of a
one that proved the turning point
of the world war, the present ar- of the village were built so as to village in France.
A miniature army of carpenters
rangements were such as to make " breakaway
properly
the than
desired time. There
were atmore
worked in double shifts for weeks
serious accident almost impossible.
For many weeks Walter Grams, 200 " breakaways " and more than to prepare castle and village for
1500 separate explosions planned to an equally industrious body of men
chief at Metro's West Coast studios occur
in the village alone. These that destroyed the result of their
in Hollywood, Cal., and a large
force of assistants worked on this " breakaways " were necessary to efforts. For the castle and village
system and it was pronotinced fool insure the falling of the buildings faced a terrible fire from the bigat the proper moment. More than
gest guns of the wrecked military
proof.
Above all other things, Rex 50,000 feet of copper cable were laid machine when the first Battle of
storage
batteries in- the Marne was re-enacted for the
Ingram, who directed the produc- and sixty-two
stalled about the
location.
tion, and June Mathis, who adapted
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Pleased

playwrights
NOVELI
from STS
time to and
time have been
notoriously dissatisfied with
the motion picture versions of their
works. The old complaint has been
frequently
voicedat :all" Iwhen
don't itrecog
nize my stuff
gets
res;
into pictu
can't myevenstori
under
es -if
stand why theyI buy
they are going to mangle them past
recognition."
It is this attitude that producers
— and especially their directors —
have been anxious to combat. Ammunition for such combat has recently been supplied to Metro Pictures Corporation by four writers
— Vicente Blasco Ibanez, Sir Gilbert Parker and Frederic and
Fanny Hatton, whose most notable
efforts Metro has translated or is
translating to the silver sheet.
When the opening scenes in the
screen
version Horsemen
of Ibanez's ofnovel,
The Four
the

with

Author Finds Metro's
" Four Horsemen "
True to Book

Picture

Apocalypse' will be maintained
throughout
the picture."
The director
of " The Four
Horsemen
of
Apocalypse" bonus
who
thus drew a the
congratulatory
from the great Spanish novelist was
Rex Ingram, who won his spurs with
Metro by his direction of " Shore
Acres," from the drama by James
Heme, featuring Alice Lake. The
man responsible for " the clearness of the photography " is John
Seitz, and Amos Myers, technical
and art director, is the man who
designed
" the backgrounds."
In the Argentine
port scene, five
hundred derelicts gathered from
Pacific ports are. shown. Most of
them insist
they Mathis
have "noto history,"
which
led Miss
dub the
Hollywood studios, for the present,
" The Port of Missing Men." In
the cabaret scenes, Rudolph Valentino, who
plays
Julio, does
a sen-a
sational
dance, winding
up with
tropical
kiss
that
endures
for
seventv-five feet of film.

scarcely hinted. She shows herself to be a great artist. Indeed,
your American women give me
mere cause to marvel as I consider
them in retrospect in their many
manifestations. And Miss Mathis
seems to me to be thoroughly representative of them. I look forward to seeing the rest of her
adaptation of my novel. I feel that
it is with her in the best of all
possible hands. •
" The clearness of the photography and the excellent direction
show a great advance in the art of
the cinema. My hat is off to
America as the leading country in
the world in the newest of arts. I
trust that the high artistic standard
that has been set in the early scenes
Apocalypse," were screened at of ' The Four Horsemen of the
Metro's West Coast studios in
Hollywood, Cal., the first scene
stills and some sample film were
immediately shipped to him in Spain
for his approval or veto.
Author
ViewsPrint
Abroad
The scenes represent an Argentine port, a port that shows the
pestilence of disease and vice such
Print of " Four Horsemen " is Sent
as W. H. Hudson painted in " Far
Abroad to Signor Vicente Ibanez
Away rich
and inLong
These
scenes,
color Ago."
and animation,
" TheIngram,
Four Horsemen"
METRO dispatched by special adapter
withof Rex
director of
were only suggested in " The Four
messenger on the first avail- and
the
picture,
at
the
mammoth Metro
Horsemen," but were developed by
able Atlantic liner a print of " The studios in Hollywood, had exthe scenarioist, Miss June Mathis,
se"
Apocalyp
Fourthe Horseme
to show the beginning of Julie to
pressed an unusual impatience to
onally
thistheinternati
author nof of
Desnoyers as a dancer in a rough famous novel, by Vicente Blasco sec his master work on the screen;
cabaret, learning the tango and Ibanez, who was sojourning at and out of this desire of the aumaxixe with which she was later
thor,to the
who did
not expect
reto astonish Paris. On seeing the Nice, in Southern France.
turn
United
States to
before
photographs of these scenes Ibanez York
Harryexchange,
Bedker, of
Metro's
New
took personal the fall, to view the completed
wrote to Richard A. Rowland, charge of the print,
traveling by photoplay, Richard A. Rowland,
president of Metro, saying:
way of London, where he met president of Metro, decided to send
" I was astonished at the vivid Harry J. Cohen, foreign manager a print directly to him at the earliest possible moment.
picturing of these scenes. I in- for Metro. The print was held in
dorse them without qualification. the British capital long enough for
The acting, the backgrounds, the exhibition before Sir William Jury,
ensemble — all were superb.
managing director of Jury Imperial
Art Works Employed
" I had a suggestion of what these Pictures, Ltd., exclusive distributors throughout Great Britain of
scenes might be in my conversations
A collection of rare old prints,
with Miss Mathis when she outlined Metro productions.
such as rivals that of any museum
her ideas for the picture while I was
Following
the
brief
halt
in
Louin the United States of America.
don for the special showing Mr. in the world in intrinsic worth,
And it is to Miss Mathis that the Cohen and Mr. Bedker proceeded were made by Rex Ingram, the director, as an aid in costuming
credit for them is due. It is her immediately to the Continent for
imagination that has created this delivery of the print of " The Four Metro's colossal picturization of
" The Four Horsemen of the Apoatmosphere. It is her keen intelli- Horsemen " to Senor Ibanez.
gence that she has seen fit to put
This great Spanish writer, after calpse,"
the world-famous novel by
upon the screen scenes at which I his conference with June Mathis. Vicente Blasco Ibanez.

Two scenes from the George D. Baker production, " Without Limit," to be released by Metro

Picture

News

Paramount Starts New
Production Abroad
Hardly had the last set of Paul
Powell's "The Mystery Road "
been struck at the Islington studio
of Famous Players - Lasky British
Producers, Ltd., ten days ago when
the carpenters were busying themselves building those for Donald
Crisp's new production of Cosmo
Hamilton's " The Princess of New
The screen version of this novel
has just been completed by Margaret Turnbull, while the locations,
except those in England, were recently picked out by Mr. Crisp in
Spain and Southern France.
York."
The cast has not yet been comannounced
that
the titlepleted,
rolealthough
will itbeis played
by Mary
Glynne, the English actress who
played the lead in both of Hugh
Ford's London productions, while
the leading male role will be in the
hands of David Powell, who just
stepped out of the corresponding
part
Mystery
Roadprevious
" and
who in
had" The
the lead
in the
Crisp production, "Appearances."
Nazimova's Special Has
Effective Scenes
of " Camille "special
for Metro,
will
NAZIMOVA'S
production
be characterized by remarkable photographic work in hitherto unexplored fields, states that company.
One of the most perplexing problems solved by R. J. Bergquist, in
charge of the camera work for the
picture,closed
haddiningtoroom
do with
glass-enwhich a overlooks
the streets of a busy portion of
Paris. The semi-circular background consists of eighteen glass
panels, running from floor to ceiling, with no frames between the
separate pieces of glass.
The complete set, as designed by
Miss Natacha Rambova, presented
a fascinating
but cameraman.
offered untold difficultiesview,
to the
Each crystal shot shafts of light
cameraward — a menace to satisfacpicture making, as any camera
man tory
knows.
But by the use of especially constructed devices. Bergquist found it
possible to absorb the reflected light
and transfer the scene to the film
without a flaw. The result is a
picture that will delight the eye of
the seeker after beauty as well as
the theatregoer who first requires
the dramatic.
Although most of the settings for
"Camille" are the artistic interiors required in the telling of the
Dumas story, there are numerous
big exterior scenes that have required carefully selected bodies of
extras. Hundreds of maids and
matrons of Los Angeles society circles were given an opportunity to
make a single picture appearance
with the filming of the famous
opera scenes in which Camille
meets Armand for the first time.
" Camille " is under the personal
direction of Ray Smallwood, who
also directed Nazimova's last four
productions. The screen version of
the novel is the work of June
Mathis, who is best known through
her work on the filmed story of
Ibanez's "The Four Horsemen of
the
its
New Apocalypse,"
York premierewhich
Sundayhad
at the
Lyric theatre.
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Story
and
Cast
of "Four
Horsemen
fection, which eventually leads to oned in his own cellar when word
, the Centaur, is when a son is born to the DesnoyMADARIAGAously
ers. He requests that the child be her being sent from her home by comes that the French army is
an enorm
rich old cattle
herder of Argentine. Possessing a called Julio. The lad grows up to her husband. The young lovers counter-attacking. This informaputs a stop to the invading
complex personality, which shows be the apple of the old man's eye. are to all appearances driftingjaim- forcestionwho
gather up their arms
itself in lustful desire, fiery talk Wherever one is, the other may be lessly when the war breaks out.
with his equals and subordinates, found, whether it is riding over the Laurier being a patriotic French- and spoils and retreat.
He returns to Paris a broken
man enlists immediately. Julio,
jealousy, hatred, sympathy and love, plains or resting at the Hacienda. who considers
himself a South man — broken physically and menhe is the respected and feared of He even takes the boy to Buenos
tally— but he has consolation in the
the entire countryside. His great Aires, where the latter develops a American, elects to remain in civil
ambition is to be as rich as Croesus fiivolous nature. This pleases his life, attending to his amours and fact that his son has expiated his
— tc be able to look upon all sides grandfather mightily. Until the his painting. Marguerite, how- own earlier desertion of France in
ever, becomes a nurse, and the mere 1870 by enlisting under the tri-color.
and sa> to himself or to those who hour
of his
the entire
Spaniard's
death,upon
helavishes
affection
Julio and his eldest cousin meet
sight
of her in the uniform does
of
lord
am
I
"
are wiiling to listen,
not excite him to enlist. Not until at night in a narrow trench bethe
boy
and
takes
him
on
various
"
reach.
can
eye
here as far as the
all
tween the lines. Both have been
attending
her own blind
husMadariaga lives in quarters not in wild debauches when he is old he seesbandher
who has
been stricken
to accompany him.
sent upon dangerous missions.
keeping with his vast wealth. He enough
When Madariaga dies, the estate df.es he gain an awakening of duty. They recognize one another but
is content to be the ranchman, preMarguerite gains a new insight war puts a stop to friendly interferring to live out in the open, with is divided, and the two families go
course between enemies. Both fire
to live, the von Hartrotts to into the meaning of social and
the green beneath and the blue abroad
Berlin,
and
later,
the
Desnoyers
to
moral responsibility while nursing at close range and fall dead, sideabove.
husband and deter- by side. Marguerite is stricken
While he has a couple of daugh- Paris. It is in the French capital her helpless
mines to remain with him forever.
ters, his wish has always been for a that Julio's father establishes himwith sorrow
to learn
of parents
Julio's
It is later
that the
self in an expensive home, his vast So Julio enlists and is sent to the death.
grandson who might inson orheritahis immense
estates. So he wealth being expended upon col- front. Meanwhile the elder Des- of Julio meet a stranger in a huge
lecting curios. He buys a castle on
noyers has gone to protect his castle graveyard who leads them to the
gives vent to his anger when he the Marne
which he fits up with his on the Marne in person at the very
realizes that his wealth may not
boy's grave. "You knew him?"
pass on to a male offspring. A day collected antiques. The youth, time when the Germans are in- they
ask.
" I knew pointing
them all,"
rehowever,
has
been
trained
in
the
plies the stranger,
to row
Frenchman
young
vading
Belgium.
His
castle
falls
a
when
comes
under
the
bombardment
and
the
evil
ways
of
his
grandfather.
In
a
on row of crosses. Julio's sister,
finds employment as overseer —
man who is gifted in the knowledge fact he has inherited a majority of German horde swoops down and cap- ChiChi, looks forward to happiness
in a future from which a great
supervision
tures
it.
Desnoyers
is
the
victim
his
Under
the
old
man's
wild
characteristics.
of finance.
the ranch prospers beyond the Naturally it is second nature for of the enemy's wrath and hatred. shadow has been lifted through the
sacrifice of her brother and his
is so him to cultivate a gay life. He His castle is turned into the head- comrades.
greatest expectations. He Centaur
quarters of the officer in command,
opens a studio where he paints picsuccessful that the old
tures and lavishes affection on his brother-in-law, von Hartrott,
takes him into the house asita ismemthat pretty members of the opposite sex. being a member of the lieutenantber of the family. There
After engaging in this aimless
itstaff ; also two of von
the propinquity of love assertsassoTHE CAST
Bohemian existence — a life which colonel's
Hartrott's sons. He is forced to
self. Thrown Into constant
witness
their
diabolical scheme of
Marcelo
displeased his father greatly — he has
ciation with Dona Luisa,
a love affair with Marguerite destruction. They ruin his wine Julio Desnoyers,
Desnoyers, for such is the French- Laurier, the youthful wife of the cellars;
Rudolph Valentino
they imprison his servants Marguerite Laurier.
man's name, is attracted to the
Alice Terry
point where. he proposes marriage elderly Monsieur Laurier. The and make a regular debauch of the Madariaga, the Centaur,
and is accepted.
young woman reciprocates this af- place. Desnoyers is even imprisPomeroy Cannon
One day Madariaga goes to
Marcelo Desnoyers,
Buenos Aires to indulge his profligate nature, and due to certain
Swickard
Celendonio Joseph
Brinsley
Shaw
circumstances he is compelled to Marne
Battle
Scene
Filmed
Karl
von
Hartrott
...
.Alan
Hale
Karl
emigrant,
accept a German
Dona Luisa
Bridgetta Clark
von Hartrott, as an employee. Now
Elena
Mable Van Buren
Scenes of Great Battle Are Staged
Karl is as disagreeable to the
Argensola,
Centaur as Marcelo is acceptable.
in the San Bernardino Mountains
Brodwitch (Smoke) Turner
He hates him with a venom beyond
Tchernoff Nigel de Brulier
he
as
long
expression. But as
the
greatest
military
engagement
in
of
tons
and
turrets
John Sainpolis
minds his business and keeps away TOWER
solidS,masonry went down in the history of the world without Laurier
from close proximity to the awesome havoc with the filming of injury to any of the participants is Senator Lacour. . . . Mark Fenton
Virginia Warwick
Spaniards he is welcome. Karl the final Marne battle scenes for due to the mechanical appliances Chichi
Derek Ghent
von Hartrott is of the German Metro's colossal picturization of used by the director, Rex Ingram Rene Lacour
Fatherland. His ambition is to " The Four Horsemen of the — some of which were invented for Capt. von Hartrott,
make enough money to take up his Apocalypse," by Vicente Blasco use in " The Four Horsemen " only. Prof, von Hartrott,Stuart Holmes
residence there. And he takes par- Ibanez, in the picturesque foothills
A telephone system involving the
ticular delight in painting the ad- of the San Bernardino Mountains use of twenty operators, telegraph Heinrick von Hartrott,
Jean Hersholt
vantages of possessing German of southern California.
communications and a siren whfese
Henry Klaus
blood or what the Fatherland
The bombardment that resulted metallic voice could be lifted above
stands for. Desnoyers tolerates in razing a great stone castle and the roar of battle at any moment, Lodgekeeper. . Edward Connelly
him with kindly forbearance, even several adjoining structures came were used for the giving of all Lodgekeeper's Wife,
Georgia Woodthorpe
way to paint him as a spectacular conclusion to a orders. Because of their use, not
going out of hiscolors
Georgette
Kathleen Key
to the old series of similar scenes that have
in attractive
Lieut.-Col.
von
Richthoffen,
4
single
mine
was
exploded
premaSpaniard.
Wallace Beery
drawn
thousands
of
visitors
to
the
turely—
a
species
of
accident
that
A time comes when Karl marries Metro location for several weeks. in the past has often been the cause
Elena. Mada- The bombardment of the castle, of wholesale injuries among film Capt. d'Aubrey. . Jacques d'Auray
the other daughter,
Major Blumhardt.. Curt Rehfeld
riaga had never lost any love for
Model),
ensuing wreck, was in ex- players
tions. appearing in such produc- Mile. Lucette (the Mile.
when she mar- with actitsreproduction
this daughter. And
Dolorez
of
the
final
outhatred
his
German
ries the thrifty
Fifteen
directors
worked
as
aids
burst
from
artillery
that
concluded
The
French
Butcher,
"
Bull
"
Montana
s
Toward
.
elming
overwh
becomes
the second Battle of the Marne.
to Director Ingram in staging the
the other daughter he harbors an
A precedent was established in reproduction of the Battle of the The German Woman,
Event- film
entirely different feeling.father
when, after the last Marne. Because of the magnitude
Isabel Keith
of mine making
ually, the German is the
had been exploded, sending of the task, Mr. Ingram sought not Her Husband Jacques Lanoe
masses
of
earth
and
debris
into
Frenchsons, while the
three' sturdy
Noble Johnston
man's wife has only presented him the air, it was found that not a assistant directors, but experienced Conquest
Count
Harry Northrup
with a daughter. The old Centaur, single casualty had occurred among men who had served as directing The
Old Nurse
Minnehaha
are num- the two great armies of players heads of great productions. Each The
realizing that his days
Lieut. Schnitz Arthur Hoyt
bered, does not take kindly to the during the picturing of the entire of the men attached to his staff was Dancer
Beatrice Dominguez
idea that his vast property will be production. That it was possible chosen because of his unquestioned
But
ng.
offspri
t's
abilitv to lead.
left to Hartrot
it is a moment of great rejoicing to reproduce what doubtless was
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Sunlight Arc Important
Development, Says
Ingram
<*npHE most important deA velopment in moving picture lighting equipment during
the past year is the Sunlight
Arc," says Rex Ingram, who
directed Metro's " The Four
Horsemen." During the latter production a spell of
black, cloudy weather broke
during an interior sequence
and the Sunlight Arc took
the place of the soft afternoon
sunlight, saving me a delay
of two weeks.
" I also
used these
lights
with
excellent
results
in
' Shore Acres ' and in ' Hearts
Are
Trumps,' " says the noted
director.
Preferred Dancing to
Life of a Farmer
When Rudolph Valentino decided to try professional dancing
as a means of earning a temporary
livelihood, one perfectly good agricultural student, with ambitions
to own a ranch and home somewhere in the Middle West, passed
out of existence.
For the would-be farmer today is
playing the leading male role in
Metro's colossal all-star production
of " The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," and hasn't the slightest intention of giving up the glories of the screen for the obscurity
of the farm.

Motion

Paris Dance-Hall
Set Used
" Four Horsemen " Has a Faithful
Reproduction of Pleasure Palace

ONE of the famous Parisian
dance palaces of pre-war days
— and which since has become the
rs' thecrusades
for reforme
target
ucted on
grounds—
was reconstr
of Metro's West Coast studios in
Hollywood, Cal., as a setting for
one scene of " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," the colossal picturization of the worldfamous novel by Vicente Blasco
Ibanez.
The dance floor, table space and
restaurant arrangements were made
in exactly the same proportions as
the copied resort, which means that
the most pretentious set of the
kind ever constructed for picture
purposes
was erected for the Ibanez
story.
The scene shows vividly the mad
dance craze which struck Paris immediately before the European
<-nta'"lv«m. Everv detail has been
faithfully carried out according to
plans
of Jacques
d'Auray,
who is
handling
the French
technicalities
of the production.
Rudolph Valentino, enacting the
leading male role in the picture,
was called upon, as the famous
tango leader, to execute some of
the dances for which he gained an
international reputation. Alice
Terry, as Marguerite, the heroine
of the story, received careful in-

struction from Mr. Valentino in the
intricacies of the tango and other
Brazilian dances which are seen
in this phase of the extra special
production de luxe.
A real Tzigane orchestra furnishes the proper tempo for the
difficult dances, as the rhythm is
much more essential for the proper
execution of the steps than for the
more modern dances. A genuine
cymbalum was procured by Mr.
d'Auray and this instrument, together with the other stringed melody producers furnishes the gypsylore music for the dancers.
Rex Ingram, who directed the
production, had great difficulty in
assembling the crowd for the
palace, as the chief requirement was
that they be adept at dancing the
tango and maxixe.
It was a case of " many were
called,
few some
chosen,"
had itsbutday
yearsas the
ago,tango
and
seemed to be a lost art. Finally,
Mr. Ingram succeeded in assembling the desired number, and after
several days of rehearsals under the
tutelage of the be§t dancing instructors obtainable in Los Angeles,
the lost art of dancing the tango
was revived and as a result the
dance scene as shown on the screen
is correct in every detail.

Picture

TT0S^^
Finding fifty couples who can 01
do
the tango dance and who possess
also a working knowledge of French
proved more difficult than Rex
Ingram, who directed Metro's colossal picturization of " The Four
Horsemen ticipated.
of A the
few Apocalypse,"
years ago anthe
tango dance was the craze of
Europe and America, but Mr.
Ingram was compelled to call about
three hundred persons before he
could get a hundred that could perform the steps of this sinuous
dance.
The French tango resort in " The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse "
is one of the features of the production. A typical palace was constructed on one of the big enclosed
stages
Metro's West
studios at
in Hollywood,
and aCoast
real
French orchestra was engaged. One
of the features of the tango dancTerry.ing scenes is the exhibition dance
by Rudolph Valentino and Alice

Edward

Connelly

Seen

in "Four Horsemen"
Edward Connelly, known throughout the country for his convincing
portrayal of famous characters of
dramatic fiction, is seen in the
Metro production
" Four
Horsemen."
Veteranofof the
a thousand
dramas, Mr. Connelly is as well
known on the speaking stage as to
the followers of the screen.

JEAN

HERSHOLT
who appears as

Prof. Julius Von Hartrott

"The

News

Four Horsemen
in

of the

Apocalypse"
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Book

Is

Sensation

OXCE in a blue moon there
reaches the American stage a
play that makes history. It will
crowd the houses on Broadway for
a record-breaking period; it will be
discussed and criticised in the most
aristocratic drawing rooms and in
the humble homes of the city; it
will be the subject of magazine
articles and newspaper lengthy
stories in the newspaper; it will be
a success in every city and every
town. Instead of dying and going
the ways of others plays, it displays
a vitality and a longevity that
astound not only the public, but the
profession as well.
If this happens once in a blue
moon in the theatrical, it is only
once in a green or a purple moon
that a true sensation reaches the
book world. To be a true recordbreaker a book must appeal to others besides the ordinary reading
public. Popular authors write in the
popular vein, their books are purchased and listed as among " the
best sellers." The man who reads
fifteen or twenty novels a year will
read the average popular book, and
thus its sales record reaches high
figures, and it is classified as " an
outstanding success." But a novel
which is to sell as " The Four
Horsemen
sold, must of
be the
read Apocalypse"
not only by has
the
usual novel devotee — it must find its
way to the man or the woman who
finds the time or the inclination for
only one or at most two novels a
year.
That Ibanez's
novel
the mostis
sensational
success
in ais decade
beyond dispute. More than 170 editions printed ! Approximately three
million copies sold ! Translations in
every leading language on the globe
effected ! Unheralded and unsung,
" The Four Horsemen " reached
America, found a publisher and
then proceeded to sweep the country in a manner which astounded
even the most astute critics — men
who know the appetite of the American book-buying public, and who
are able in most cases to foretell
with great exactitude the height of
popularity a novel will reach.
" The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse,"
a translation
the
Spanish of Vicente
Blascofrom
Ibanez,
published by E. P. Dutton and Co.,
reached the bookstores in July, 1918.
The market was being glutted with
war stories. The publishers themselves expected no astounding
achievements from it. It modestly
took its place to await the judgment
of the American public. By that
judgment it must stand or fall. In
September of the same year the
verdict was given, and its success
was assured. In a manner practically unprecedented in the publishing
business it swept the country with
a force that has not even yet
abated. Statistics published in The
Bookman, a magazine which lists
regularly reports from different
cities throughout the country showing the best selling novels proved
that its popularity was contagious.
New York adopted it and Boston
followed suit. It spread from one
city to another and from one state
to its neighbor. Today, according
to reports from E. P. Dutton and
Company, the publishers, it is still
one of the most consistent sellers.
Orders continue to come in for it.

of

Publishing

" The Four Horsemen " " caught
on " let
in go
September,
1918, and it has
not
yet.
Like other industries, the publishing business has its traditions,
gathered and proven throughout
the
existence.
of
theseindustry's
was that the
American One
public
was not overfond of translations.
The novel by the American author,
who told a story of America in an
American way had ever been more
popular than the story written by a
foreigner, who looked at life in a
different manner. His conception
of characters; his more detailed
construction of plot, were elements
which did not appeal as Englishwritten novels appealed. The mere
labeling of a book as " a translation "had been classed as a liability,
and in translating from the Spanish
it was considered that the readability of the book was greatly decreased. Yet " The Four Horsemen " was written by a Spaniard in
Spanish. Ibanez was a stranger to
America. He knew not the kind
of novels which sold quickest and
most consistently in this country.
Yet his book has proved the sensation of the publishing world.
Besides breaking traditions by
proving that a translation could rise
to great heights of popularity,
" The Four Horsemen " proved that
a lengthy novel, if its contents are
worthy, will be read. Publishers,
trained
to gauge
and dislikes,
knew the
thatpublic's
the daylikes
of
the bulky volume had passed with
the age of Thackery and Dickens.
There is something foreboding in
the mere sight of such a number of
pages crowded in between two covers of a book. But here again " The
Four Horsemen " broke traditions.
How the book was received by
the leading literary critics of the
country shows that it has a real
permanent value rather than simply
aappetite
catchy plot
satiatemental
the public's
for to
frothy
food.
The New York Times speaks of
Ibanez as "one of the greatest, if
indeed he be not the greatest, of
living novelists."
The Chicago

Tribune states that " it has a form
as definite as that of a well-built
symphony,
as artistically with asand
manyit deals
fundamentals
of

Picture

News

World
are
familiar
eitherman
the or'two-fisted'
American
fighting
the upper
class
TheEnglishman."
Portland (Me.) ExpressAdvertiser
believes
thatthe Ibanez's
characterizations
are of
highest
order. " More than a novel," it
states, " is Vicente Blasco Ibanez's
' The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.' . . . The story is a strong
portrayal of the struggle between
the old pleasure-loving order belonging to times of peace and the
new conscience developed by the
common danger. . . . There are
indeed scores of character studies
in this masterpiece of Ibanez, which
sweeps to a climax of dramatic

human
experience."
The New
York Tribune proved
itself tions
a prophet.
said: "Predicare rash, weIt know.
But we
are rash enough to venture this,
that the protrayal at once of the
spirit and grim substance of war,
the blood, the fire, the agony, the
thousand times worse than death,
our time will see no more convincing workbook
of genius
The
sectionthanof this."
the New
York Sun on September 1, 1918,
published a full-page review of the
novel under the heading, " A Spanish Epic of the Marne." It calls
Ibanez is not a one-novel author.
the book " a work of genius from His original works number at presthe hands of the greatest of the
ent twenty-two — sixteen novels,
Iberian
novelists."
The San
Francisco Chronicle on three volumes of short stories, and
three books of travel. His most
September
1918,which
published
review of the 29,book
was a a sign
are " The
Cabin,"
" power."
Reeds novels
and Mud,"
" Blood
and
of its steadily growing popularity. popular
Sand,"
"The
Saloon,"
"The
Shadow
" Vicente Blasco Ibanez," the
" and " Mare NosChronicle states, " the most bril- of the Cathedral
trum." The Spanish author, now a
liant of contemporary Spanish nov- world figure
in
contemporary letelists, should come by leaps and
ters, was born January, 1867, in
bounds into American popularity
with ' The Four Horsemen of the Valencia, of Aragonese parents. He
received a good education and gradApocalypse,' so admirably transuated in law from the local unilated by Charlotte Brewster Jorversity. His early history is interesting. He showed radical tenIn January, 1919, Town and
dencies at an early age and was exCountry, a high-class magazine with
iled twice and imprisoned three
an
clientele,
stated
far elite
the novel
of the
war that
seems" So
to times by the government. In 1894
he turned definitely to literature as
be Vicente Blasco Ibanez's ' The his chief interest. He had entered
may."
Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse,'
now in its forty-odd-thousandth journalism before, and founded a
printing, from the press of E. P. republican newspaper, call El PuebDutton and Company. . . . And
lo (The People) and he had published a library of many translaso, through all four years, the
tions, but heretofore they had only
American reading public has been
waiting for a big scale book of the been sidelings. Ibanez is still writing and a new novel, to be called
war to appear; not that they did it
consciously, of course, but they "forthcoming.
The Enemies of Women," is
were in the mood to respond when
such a book did come on the market. The steady success of ' The
Four Horsemen
the an
Apocalypse
proves
it. It wasof by
unknown ' Special Musical Score
for Metro Special
author; 'a foreigner' ... It did
not play up any type with which we
Probably the most ambitious
musical score ever prepared for a
photoplay has been written for
Metro's gigantic production of "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
by Vicente Blasco Ibanez.
Louis Gottschalk, world famous
composer, who has made a special
study of the use of music in connection with screen productions, has
written a complete score for the
picturetractunder
terms of a conmade withtheMetro.

Snapped during a " recess " between scenes when Metro's " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
" was
beingLoew
made. and InSidtheGrauman
foreground, June Mathis, Rex
Ingram,
Marcus

Instead of making use of bits of
popular selections, as frequently is
done in the preparation of scores
for films, Mr. Gottschalk will
furnish original compositions to accompany the action of the picture
from the first scene to the final
camera shot. As a preliminary to
this undertaking he not only has had
frequent conferences with June
Mathis, who prepared the screen
version of the celebrated Ibanez
novel, and Rex Ingram, who is directing it, but has watched the
photographing of many of the big
scenes both at Metro's Hollywood
on " locations " in the
studios and
foothills of the San Bernardinos.
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We have furnished our novelty cut-out Heralds to Metro on every production they have
made, starting with "THE RED LANTERN." Each herald different in design, colors,
shape, etc. They are a great help to Exhibitors in exploiting Metro productions.
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Presentation
presentation which is being given " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse " at
the Lyric theatre, New York where
the picture began an indefinite engagement on March 6th and where
it is expected it will remain for at
least twenty weeks at prices $3.00
top, is a most important portion of
the entertainment provided.
War and death are the kevnotes
of the presentation which has been
staged under the direction of Hugo
Riesenfeld, managing director of the
Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion theatres, who spent three weeks in planning the number and in personally
directing rehearsals that the dramatic tempo might be flawless.
The introduction to the picture is
simple, almost austere. It begins
with the specially selected orchesof " isPatrie
by
Bizet. tra's
Therendition
orchestra
under" the
direction of Edward Falk.
Following the overture, a foreword written by Dr. Frank Crane
and spoken bv Henry Herbert is
read. The figure of the reader appears in a shaft of light behind a
thin drapery stretched across the
stage. Attired in the biblical robes
of one of the Apostles, Mr. Herbert is disclosed made up as the
Apostle John, with long gray
beard and care-worn, serious demeanor. In solemn tones reading
slowly with particular attention to
articulation and dramatic expression he gives Dr. Crane's foreword
as follows:
" I speak as the Prophet John.
"Two thousand years ago there
was revealed unto me a vision of
things to be.
" Then I saw the beastliness, the
greed and the madness of men drive
them to destruction.
" I saw the hell of war.
" It came in my day.
" And every generation since that
THE

at

the

Lyric

time War has cursed the earth
anew.
" Even in these latter days the
horror has again broken forth.
" And a prophet of the twentieth
century has told the story which
will presently be pictured before
you, the story of the Four terrible
Horsemen.
" The first is Conquest, and he
rideth upon a white horse, going
forth conquering and to conquer.
" The second is named War, and
he rideth upon a horse that is red,
and he causeth men to kill, and to
call it glory.
"The third is Famine, and he
rideth upon a horse that is black,
for he bringeth agony until little
children.
"And the fourth is called Death,
who rideth a pale horse, and power
is
tude.given unto him over the multi" So ment
is the
sword upon
of God's
unsheathed
the judgfierce
and beastly ambitions of men.
" On a fair corner of this earth,
GodThesmiles,
all is
openingandtitles
of Peace."
the picture
are thrown on the screen at the
close of the reading after the stage
and
figure
haveofbeen
fadedMr.outHerbert's
to the first
strains
the
remarkable musical score which
Mr. Riesenfeld has written and
compiled from his library of unusual size, maintained for the purpose of furnishing musical numhe is musical as well as managing
bers for the three theatres of which
director.
Projection of the picture is unbroken until the end of the prewar episode covering some six reels
of film and carrying the story
through the scenes of South American incidents and into France with
" Julio Desnoyers " and his cousins
grown to manhood. During th*s
episode the music has been light

Theatre,

with many catchy Spanish dance
airs intermingled.
At the end of the pre-war portion
of the picture, which naturally
divides the production into two
parts, and into a few feet of a subtitle announcing that France has declared war on Germany, the projection is stopped and the lights in
the auditorium are turned on for
some five minutes of intermission.
Before the picture is again
thrown on the screen a second presentation number is given. The
spirit of the play is taken up by a
solitary figure representing the
Spirit of War and portraying death
in a novel and effective manner.
With the house lights down, the
orchestra drummer strikes into the
familiar snare roll used in bygone
days during burial services for soldiers. Gradually the orchestra
drum is muffled until the taps are
but fainly heard, when Joseph Ross
playing the role mentioned above
and stationed offstage takes up the
roll and gradually increases the
volume of the beat until it is full
toned. Then keeping time to the
measured stroke, that of the
funeral march, the figure walks
across the stage in view of the
audience.
Mr. Ross is attired in a gray
shroud-like cloak and wears a
specially designed mask originated
by W. T. Benda, the face of which
imitates the dry skull of a man.
On the drummer's exit, the drum
beats are gradually reduced in
volume with the orchestra musician
taking up the roll at first heard
faintly and gradually increasing
until the offstage instrument is
stilled.
At the offstage roll, the projection of the picture is again begun
on the two Nicholas Powers projectors with no stop until the end of
the picture.

New

York

The second part of the picture
begins with the titles announcing
the war episode with scenes showing the preparations for the conflict in France flashing on the
screen almost immediately after the
title is off.
Soon after the second part of the
picture is begun and following the
action of the scenes presented, the
orchestra
the " Marseillaise.''
Then
as plays
a sequence
is screened
showing the anthem being sung in a
Paris cafe with the soloist draped
in the French colors, the human
voice becomes the accompanist in
the presentation of the picture when
Mile. Erza sings the famous French
national hymn, the effect being as if
the
screen figure was rendering the
selection.
Near the close of the picture a
mixed
offstage chorus
during sings
scenes" Hosannah
that show"
the
" fourden.horsemen "
ridingallegorical
back into their
Since the opening of " The Four
Horsemen
of the Apocalypse
at
the
Lyric theatre,
New York, " the
picture has gone in at the new Mission theatre, Los Angeles, for another indefinite run at prices similar to those at which it is being
shown in New York. Other big
city theatres will soon be playing
the picture with prices and presentation along the same lines as the
New York and Los Angeles enThe New York and Los Angeles
gagements.
engagements have been begun under very auspicious circumstances.
Advance sale of seats has reached
unexpected proportions and there
is every indication that record
breaking runs will be set.
Definite announcement of when
the production is to be released by
Metro will be made later.

John M. Taylor, Charles
Barbour, drews,
John N. Willys, LeRoy W. uel Fuller,
the E. Blake, Miss Frances
Notables
"Four
Horsemen"
Opening
H the exception of Attend
WIT
opening of the opera season, Myron J. Brown, Joseph V. An- Baldwin, Alexander Ostrom, Sam- A. Starbuck, James H. Ward, Albert Bridgens, Robert S. Osborne,
the theatrical premiere of Metro's
Jasper A. Campbell, William D.
picture production of " The Four
Ticknor, Walter B. Atterbury,
Horsemen of the Apocalypse "
proved Sunday evening, March 6,
Joseph S. House, Edward J. Hanat the Lyric theatre, to be the most
cey, Harry T. Peters Jr., A. M.
Wittenberg, Theodore S. Haight,
auspicious social event of the year,
Jasper A. Campbell, Harry K.
besides evoking such a demonstration of unqualified approbation as
Knapp, George E. Dickinson, R. H.
Williams, E. C. Lufkin, Henry B.
before greeted a screen prenever
sentation.
Cannon, P. A. Clark, Edward H.
Sanborn, William Hamlin Childs,
The audience, made up of perR. R. Atterbury, Louis Haight, B.
sonages prominent in the social, fiH. Guthrie, Henry E. Cooper,
nancial, literary, theatrical and moOliver C. Billings, Albert H. Hartion picture circles of New York,
ris, Prof. Robert T. Morriss, H. E.
in fact of the country, gave ample
Manville, Sherman Day, William
corroboration, by their unrestrained
enthusiasm at the power of this
P. Philips, Charles Steele, Theodore F. Sanxay, Stephen C. Millett,
great story by Vicente Blasco
I. Towsent Burden, E. J. Berwind,
Ibanez, to Metro's own belief that
Arthur Ryle, James S. Alexander,
it is signal
by fartriumph.
the motion picture's
H. F. Sinclair, Carl F. Boker,
most
Harold H. Berry, Edward ThaiNo little credit is due Mr. Hugo
man, Bayard Dominick, Isaac
Riesenfeld, director of the Rialto,
Townsend, Ward Cobb, Mason B.
Rivoli and Criterion theatres, for
Starring, C. C. Chapman, John H.
his skilful and artistic arrangement
Richardson,
Robert A. Granniss,
of the presentation. From the moJohn R. Towsend, J. W. Henning,
Among the invited guests at " The
j. H. McCollough, Harry Vingut,
Four Horsemen " premiere were
George F. Vingut, Cyrus L. W. EidMrs. Fitch Gilbert, Jr. ; Mrs. H. V.
litz, H. W. Lahey, William A. Lane,
D. Black, Mrs. May B. Washing- Virginia Warwick and Derek Ghent playing the ingenue and juvenile roles in C.
E. Danforth and other notables.
ton, Mrs. F. T. Richardson, Miss
" The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," Metro's great photoplay
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Hollywood,

Mr.

Cal.

J. Justice Karmer, Prest.,
Sun Light Arc Corp. ,
218 West 48th St. ,
Kew York City.

My dear

Mr.

March

8, 1921.

Harrier :-

The most important development in moving
picture stu&io lighting equipment during
the past
year is the Sunlight Arc,
This powerful portable light has proven invaluable to me in the production of "SHORTS ACRES*
"HEARTS A.RE TRUMPS," and "TEE POUR HORSEMEN OP THE
APOCALYPSE."
During the latter production, a spell of
black cloudy weather broke during an exterior
sequence and the Sunlight Arc took the place of
the soft afternoon sunlight vjith which I started
the sequence, saving me a delay of two weeks.
Furthermore, it was impossible to tell on the
screen, which was actual sunlight and which was
arc light,
I also used these lights with excellent
results in the sea storm in "SHORE ACRES'' and
the snow storm in "HEARTS ARE TRUMPS."

in
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Production

the story of "The
rring en
transfe
IN Four
of the ApoHorsem
calypse " from the pages of the
novel by Vicente Blasco Ibanez to
the motion picture screen, Metro
Pictures Corporation undertook an
artistic task of which the magnitude was apparent even before the
scene was
opening
The setting
up "ofshot."
new records
for motion picture producers of the
future to equal or surpass has
come about because of the very
bigness of the story of " The Four
Horsemen of
Apocalypse."
Its
characters
workthe out
their destinies
on two hemispheres. From the
Argentine, with its far-flung ranges
to the capitals of Europe, Senor
Ibanez carries the readers of his
master work with breathless interest, whilst he unfolds an overwhelming human drama against the
background of a world in arms.
South America, England, France,
Belgium, Germany — these lands
and multitudes of their people
needed to be depicted before the
camera for the colossal Metro production.
Even the unprecedented expense
in production costs has been
dwarfed to insignificance by the
physical magnitude of the undertaking that made the screen version of " The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse
possible.
Statistics compiled at " the
Metro studios
indicate that the production, judged
by all the known standards of picture-making, has proved the most
gigantic photo spectacle in the history of the silent drama.
The following production facts
impart some idea of the immensity
of the picture :
More building materials are declared by Metro to have been used
in the making of the picture than
were required to erect the Woolworth building, 125,000 tons of
steel, concrete and lumber were
used. The settings for " The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalpse,"
among them an entire French village, which were constructed far
more substantially than most backgrounds for camera work only, involved the use of much more than
125,000 tons of solid masonry, steel,
lumber, furniture and shrubbery,
it is stated.
A village capable of housing
6,000 persons was erected in the
foothills of the San Bernardino
mountains in Southern California,
and destroyed for the purposes of
the production. Since the destruction was by artillery, it was necessary to construct every building
completely rather than as building
fronts only, as is done with most
picture sets.
A total of 12,500 men and
women, or the adult population of
a city of 60,000, participated in the
filming of the picture, either before the camera or as workers on
the big sets.
A costume factory was erected
on the Hollywood studio grounds
for armory
the " dressing
the picture.
An
and two" of
machine
shops
were incidentals of the other building operations that were completed
before the first scene of the picture
was photographed.
According to the estimate submitted by Metro, more than 450,000
feet of raw film was exposed, de-

a

Distinctive

Picture

News

Achievement

A location scene snapped during the filming of " The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse." Director Ingram is shown on the platform directing the action
veloped and printed for the pro- Mr. Ingram and his assistants went
duction. Out of this great footage over the plans and not a detail was
less than ten thousand feet have overlooked. It is probable that the
actually reached the screen in the most efficient body of men ever
finished picture, now showing at organized for picture purposes resulted from these early conferences.
the Lyric Theatre in New York
City.
All the assistants were dressed in
The task of editing this mass of French uniforms, making it possible to mix with the army without
material, of eliminating the duplicates and all but the perfect repro- appearing
the picture. Someconspicuous
of them werein mounted
ductions of the scenes enacted beon
horses
and
each
man
has a
fore the camera, probably consumed weeks. The mere running specific thing to do. Before the
of 450,000 feet of film through one start of each scene they were called
camera, at the rate of sixty feet to together and given instructions as
the minute, would consume sixteen to their particular duties. On the
days of eight working hours each. first day of the battle scenes not a
re-take was necessary.
Photographic novelties in " The single
Colonel Starret Ford, who served
Four
Horsemen
of
the
Apocalypse"
are the result of the work of John in France with the American army,
F. Seitz, chief cameraman in the and Walter Mayo, were Mr. Inmaking of this super production.
gram's chief assistants. Fourteen
Cameraman Seitz has been motion picture cameras and three
closely associated with Director Rex " still " cameras were used to record these scenes. The big battery
Ingram in practically all of the
feature productions Ingram has of cameras was placed in every
directed. Being a close student of available nook and corner of the
cinema photography has made it French village and castle which
possible for Seitz to introduce a make up the setting for the picture.
All the action for the scenes was
number of innovations in previous
started by the blowing of a giant
productions,
but
the
crowning
success of his career of a number of siren which can be heard for several miles. This was operated by
years is said to be the forthcoming
a switch which the chief electrician
Metro production.
for this production carried with
Lighting effects of a new char- him
everywhere he went. The
acter have been added to many of
the scenes and departures have been action could be stopped at any moment by the same signal.
made in back lighting effects that
Because of the magnitude of the
will set a new standard for cinema
task, it was necessary to revise the
photography.
The two-director experiment has ordinary order of procedure and
been eclipsed in wholesale fashion change the methods usually acceptable in the photographing of big
in the forthcoming production of
Metro's " The Four Horsemen of scenes for the camera. Several
patents have been issued by the
the
Apocalypse."
Forto fifteen
United States patent office covering
directors
worked as aids
Direc- the
new mechanical devices for the
tor Rex Ingram in staging the re- first time in the making of pictures.
production of the Battle of the
A complete telephone system, inMarne in which two great armies
volving the use of a corps of elecof players participated.
tricians, operators and a small forBecause of the magnitude of the
tune in cable and other materials,
task before him, Mr. Ingram
sought, not assistant directors, but was erected on the mountain ranch
experienced men who had served where the big exterior scenes for
picture were filmed.
as directing heads of great pro- theThe
collection of the art treasures
ductions. Each of the men attached to his staff was chosen be- that are seen in the picture involved, not only the expenditure of
cause of his unquestioned ability
large sums of money, declares
to lead.
For several weeks previous to Metro, but a canvass of the art
the starting of the battle scenes, world for tapestries, painting, cur-

ios and musical instruments such as
are described by Ibanez as used in
the South American phases of the
story. The art treasures, however,
were loaned by their owners, it is
stated, many of whom would not
consider the putting of a price upon
them. The insurance on the tapestries and paintings used in the picture alone amounted to $375,000, it
is declared.
Equipment of the actor-soldiers
who participated in Metro's elaborate production of "The Four
Horsemen
the Apocalypse
" required theoferection
of a complete
uniform factory and an armory of
respectable proportions on the comgrounds.of
Some pany's
hintHollywood
of thestudio
magnitude
the task may be gained from the
fact that several hundred tailors
and seamstresses spent weeks preparing the uniforms used in the
battle scenes for the production.
Scores of mechanics spent an equal
time repairing and remodelling the
big
and guns,
rifles mortars,
that were mine
used throwers
for the
battle.
Nearly ten thousand soldiers were
uniformed and armed for the reproduction of the Battle of the Marne.
As many of the soldiers appeared
in different capacities in the numerous scenes, it was necessary to provide an even greater number of uniforms. For the preparation of this
tremendous array of costumes —
probably the largest number ever
used
a picture
production
— an
entire inblock
of the studio
grounds
was given over to the use of the
wardrobe officials, under whose
supervision the manufacture of the
uniforms was carried on.
The field armament that was
used in the tremendous bombardment that will prove one of the
startling features of the production included big guns of almost
every type used in the world war.
Two giant Austrian guns of the
" skoda " type attracted particular
attention of the military men who
viewed the reproduction of the big
battle. Mine throwers, machine
guns and mechanism for the throwing of gas clouds also played prominent parts in the film battle.
" I have paid particular attention
to the costuming of this and variother big " productions,"
Miss ousMathis.
But I know ofsaid
no
other picture that has required anything like the attention that this
one has in the clothing of its participants. This fact is still more
impressive when one considers that
the big battle scenes, stupendous
though they
reallyofarethebutstory
incidental to theare,telling
thatIt Ibanez
has given
the world."
is probable
thatto the
largest
number of players ever used in any
film production — any amusement
enterprise, for that matter — has
taken part in the filming of " The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
But it is not on that fact that Director Ingram is basing his belief
in the picture. Unusual scenic effects, use of settings of rare natural beauty, the organization of the
strongest all-star cast ever used in.
a single production, and above all,
the power of the Ibanez story, are
expected to achieve triumphs for
this picture as have never before
been experienced in the industry.
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CORPORATION

CABLE ADDRESS
ORTEMF1LMS
NEW YORK
Uaroh 16th, 1921.

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company,
Hew York City.
Attention of Mr. V/. C. Hubbard
Gentleman:
Now that the many details connected with
the premier of "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" have
been finished and the film is well on its way to an extended
run in flew Yorlc, I wish to express to you my appreciation
of the most excellent photographic results made possible by
the use of Cooper Hewitts.
We obtain effects not possible with "hard
light"
such as cove lighting and illuminating the Interior of
dense woodlands.
We depend upon Cooper Hewitts for all our

close-ups.

"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" is
hailed by critics as a master picture. Cooper Hewitts aided
materially in securing this result, as they have in successfully
lighting such pictures as "The Right of Way", "Lombardit Ltd",
"Price of Redemption" etc.
With best wishes, I am.

LHU
AWARDEDEXPOSnONFIRST PMZESAM ATnuNCisco
TTTT PANAMA
AfeOKC
1915

The wonderful studios of the Metro Pictures Corporation use 2000 Cooper Hewitt lights for their indoor sets.
Cooper Hewitt light is better than daylight and absolutely dependable.
Our specialists in motion picture applications are at the serv ces of any producing company and may be consulted
[ without incurring any obligation.

Cooper

Hewitt

Boston — 161 Summer Street
Chicago — 618-9 Fisher Building
Cincinnati — First National Bank Bldg.
Cleveland — Engineers' Building
Detroit — Ford Building
Hoboken- 95 River Street

Electric

Company
Los Angeles— Keese Engineering Corp.
Milwaukee — Security Building
New York — 120 Broadway
Philadelphia — Dreiel Building
Pittsburgh — Westinghouse Building
St. Louis — Central National Bank Bldg.
Syracuse — University Building
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ROBABLY the strongest allstar cast ever assembled for
any picture in the history of the
screen, will be seen in Metro's special production of " The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
While every player of any of
the twenty-five principal roles was
selected because of his or her special ability to enact the part, there
is scarcely a name in the list that
is not well known to picture fans.
Rodolph Valentino
When Director Rex Ingram and
Metro officials inquired among
themselves for someone to play the
leading role, that of Julio Desnoyers in " The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse,"
everyone
of them
Rodolph Valentino
is the
chap, said
and
almost simultaneously with the
purchase of the screen rights for
the story Valentino was engaged.
Valentino has the appearance of
a young South American gentleman; he knows the way of Paris;
prior to his screen work he was a
professional dancer, and to ninetynine people out of every hundred
who see the film, it is predicted, he
will fulfill their expectations in the
impersonation of the wild and
youthful Julio.
Mr. Valentino is a native of
Italy, born at Toranto, where he
attended the public schools and
later he graduated with a degree
from the Royal Military College of
Agriculture at Genoa.
Mr. Valentino has been identified with the film industry for the
past four years, and in a number
of exceptional subjects he has
played leading or important roles.
He will be remembered in the Mae
Murray picture titled " The Big
Little Princess " and " The Delicious Little Devil."
He supported Clara Kimball
Young in " Ideas of Youth " and
Dorothy Phillips in " Once to
Every
The Woman."
training received in college
was very beneficial to him in playing the role of Julio for he was
required in numerous riding scenes
and later appeared as a member of
the French army at the front.
The work he did on the vaudeville stage as a professional dancer
made him the ideal youth to storm
the gay cafes and tea-rooms in
Paris with the " Tango."
Alice Terry
The leading feminine role — that
of Marguerite, the French girl in
" The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse " isnewcomer
taken to
by the
a comparative
screen,
Alice Terry. Miss Terry has been
playing before the camera hardly
more than a year, but by her talent
and ability displayed has been
awarded some exceptio»ally good
parts.
She appeared in Metro's produc, "Shore
and role
follow-in
ingtionthis
took Acres,"
a leading
" Hearts are Trumps " — Metro's all
star Drury Lane melodrama.
Appearing in the French episode
of " The Four Horsemen " she is
first the personification of the
Parisian butterfly type, and later
enacts the role of nurse of the
wounded soldiers.

in

H orsemen
our
"F better play character roles, for
comedy work to be successful
must be portrayed in a serious vein.
One of the first parts taken by
Josef Swickard, after he left comedy was that of Dr. Manette in
" The Tale of Two Cities," and
since that time he has been pigeonholed as an eccentric comedian, and
his services have been sought by
producers of drama.

The picturesque hero of " The Four
Horsemen of theValentino
Apocalypse," Rudolph
Josef Swickard
The characterization of the important role of Marcello Desnoyers,
father of Julio in "The Four
Horsemen
the Apocalypse
" was
entrusted toofJosef
Swickard, whose
career for the stage and screen began some twenty years ago, and
who has played important roles of
all characters in almost every kind
of a production.
Mr. Swickard was selected for
this characterization, which requires his presence in scenes
throughout the entire production,
because of his masterful work in
such well known screen plays as
" Trick of Fate," " The Last of
His People," " Moon Madness,"
" Blind Youth," " Trumpet Island,"
" Sowing the Wind," and as the
role of Dr. Manette in " The Tale
of Those
Two Cities."
who have been privileged
to see " rushs " and editing runs of
" The Four Horsemen " agree his
work as Marcello Desnoyers will
undoubtedly prove the crowning
effort of his screen work.
It is said at the studio that
Swickard lived the part for more
than three months, that he worked
in scenes for this production, and
he attributes his success to the concentration of all his wakeful hours
upon the part.
" Acting in comedy is the surest
method of attaining the ability of
true characterization," according to
Swickard. " Comedy work rounds
out the course of training that
every actor should undergo, shows
him a new side to the profession
of acting and enables him to better understand the serious moments
he For
mayeighteen
later enact."
years Swickard was
actively engaged as an .eccentric
juvenile in vaudeville on the stages
of America, South America and
Europe, and during this time he
played almost every type of comedy characterization. He attributes to this experience and the several years he spent at the Mack
Sennett Studio, where he played
character parts in comedy, to his
ability today to play the higher
type of character parts.
Comedy work, Swickard contends, places one in a position to

Nigel de Brulier
The role of Tchernoff, the old
Russian who reveals the legend of
" The Four Horsemen of the Apocalyse " is taken in the film by
Nigel de Brulier, a well-known
player of the screen, whose name
adds considerable to the all star
cast for this super-production.
Because of the exceptional characterization bythis actor the role
has been considerably built up so
as to give de Brulier more scenes
in the film than appear in the original story by Ibanez.
This excellent actor has played
many characterizations since he entered the land of filmdom. He will
be remembered as " Kasan " in
" The Virgin of Stamboul," played
the part of the Socialist in "The
Dwelling Place of Light," had an
important part in " The Mother of
His Children," and will be seen as
Martenez in " Cold Steel."
Virginia Warwick
Playing the role of Chichi is the
first dramatic work of Virginia
Warwick, a former Mack Sennett
bathing beauty.
In taking this part in which she
enacts the role of a sister of Julio,
Miss Warwick is said to have exhibited genuine dramatic ability.
This is the ingenue role of the feature, and Miss Warwick is said to
have put into the part in the early
scenes balanced proportions of
beauty and girlish coquetry. She
is then seen as the young wife
whose husband goes to the front
and later she is the kind, sympathetic nurse-wife when her young
husband returned a maimed and
disfigured youth.
Miss Warwick joined the Mack
Sennett comedy forces about fifteen months ago as a member of
the bathing beauty brigade. Later,
she left Sennett and went with
Fox, where
she played in the Sunshine Comedies.
Rex Ingram, who is directing
" The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse " and June Mathis, who
adapted the famous story, found
considerable difficulty in casting
the role of Chichi. They crossexamined a number of possibilities, but none proved capable of
handling the role.
One evening Mr. Ingram attended amotion picture theater in
Hollywood and happened to see
Miss Warwick in the comedy. He
decided right there that she was
exactly the girl for the part of
Chichi. The following morning he
sent one of his assistants over to
the comedy studio with a description of Miss Warwick. However,
this man failed to locate her, so
Mr. Ingram himself went over and
upon finding her immediately engaged her for the role in " The
Four
MissHorsemen."
Warwick's work has been
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Alice Terry who has the leading feminine
role in Metro's " The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse "
highly praised by both Mr. Ingram
and Miss
Mathis, and for
she the
has part
fulfilled all expectations
of Chichi. Not only does she photograph well, but has proved a capable littlescientious
actress
worker. and a most conSt. Louisand issheMiss
birthplace,
is not Warwick's
backward
in telling that she was born in 1903.
She received her early schooling in
this city, and later attended school
in Los Angeles and also studied
classic dancing. Miss Warwick
has appeared
numerous
tainments in aatdancing
act.enterShe
is also an expert swimmer and this
gainedment with
forMack
her Sennett.
the first She
engagewon
several cups in aquatic contests
while in school.
Derek Ghent
Derek Ghent, the promising
young actor playing the part of
Rene Lacour in Ibanez' " Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse " now
being produced by Rex Ingram at
the Metro Studios, had his first
taste of motion picture acting when
on a lark while attending college at
Rome hecompany.
played with the famous
Torino
After the old custom in Europe
he began the study of law, but
many other interests interfered
with its serious pursuit.
Mr. Ghent is a sportsman in the
best sense of the word. He is an
expert rider, an experienced hunter, a yachtsman, an enthusiastic
mountain
" skieur." Hea
is also aclimber
finishedand swordsman,
scholar of the famous Italian fencing master, Geracci.
On a recent trip around the
world Mr. Ghent hunted big game
in the upper Congo, in Africa, and
from the Chaco to the Amazonas,
in South America, while his historical interests led him through
the old Inca places in Peru and
Bolivia.
(Continued on next page)
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Miss Clark has been a resident of
Southern California for only a
short time. Her opportunity to play
the part of Dona Louise in " The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse "
came quite by accident. She was at
dinner one evening, when a friend
introduced her to June Mathis, who
adapted the novel for the screen
production. Miss Mathis, upon
learning that Miss Clark had a desire to go into pictures, asked her
to come to the studio the following
day. Miss Clark did so, and Rex
Ingram, who is directing the production, and Miss Mathis immediately selected her for the role of
Dona Louisa.

Jean Hersholt
In " The Four Horsemen of the
The meeting of the lovers in Metro's " The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse "
Swickard playing the role of "MarApocalypse
" the role
of Prof.
Ju- Josef
cello Desnoyers" in "The Four Horselius Von Hartrott
is played
by Jean
gardless of whether they pay or
Mrr. Ghent spent three months
men of the Apocalypse "
who was selected by Dias guest on an old estancia in the not to prepare people for some- Hersholt,
rector
Rex
Ingram
from
a
long
list
Brodwitch Turner
thing different, something better.
Argentine Pampa, and some of the
beautiful and interesting Gaucho Eventually it would pay of course. of names of possibles for this part.
Few people know him by this
Perhaps his greatest characterMr. Ghent at present is preparand Indian things part of a very
ization of a heavy role is that of the name, for to almost everyone he is
ing a series of ancient Egyptian
valuable collection which was preServant in " The Servant in the known as " Smoke " Turner.
sented to him, and which he used legends for the screen.
In " The Four Horsemen of the
Following this he served
His first American engagement House."
during his stay in the Argentine
as
director in the making of two Apocalypse" he will be seen in the
are most effectively used in the was with Enid Bennett, as the
films, " The Deceiver " and " The part of Argensola, the artist comArgentine period of the " Four prince in " I Wonder If," a Thomas Golden
panion of Julio during the Paris
in which he also
H. Ince production soon to be re- played theTrail,"
Horsemen
"
production.
heavy part.
In northern Brazil Mr. Ghent
leased. Immediately following this
episodes.
Turner
was an actor on the
this work he appeared
contracted a severe case of ma- engagement he was cast for the in Following
the B. B. Hampton production, sneaking stage until Essanay induced
laria, which put a temporary end part of Rene Lacour, in " The Four
" The U. P. Trail," " Merely Mary him to enter films some four years
to his roaming.
With this firm he played a
Mr. Ghent has done the best Horsemen."
His splendid interpretation of the Ann " for Fox, and " The Red ago.
number of important roles and
mountains in the Swiss Alps, and young Frenchman who is forced
Hersholt is a very capable actor, doubled in a number of films for
in the Dolomites in Tyrol. He was for a time to serve his country besnowed in for three days at the
hind the lines, thus acquiring the and although a young man has had Henry Walthall.
Mr. Turner came to the Coast for
Aconcagua, in the Andes, and undeserved title of " sugar soldier," a very wide experience on the
screen
well as numerous a Fox engagement and after playclimbed the ill-omened Fingers of how he attains his desire to face the engagements
Lane." stage, onas the
speaking stage.
God at the Bay of Rio de Janeiro. " Boche," proves his manhood, and
ing in several pictures for UniverHe excels in heavy parts, but his
Aside from such strenuous pur- at last although crippled and dis- work
sal he was engaged by Metro for
in character roles has won
suits Mr. Ghent is an accomplished
figured, bravely faces life anew
this big production.
musician, playing the different in- with his beloved Chichi, thus trium- for him great praise.
struments of the out of the way
phing over the ravishing and devasplaces he visited as well as the
tation of the " Four Horsemen,"
stringed
instruments of civiliza- proves Mr. Ghent to be an actor of
tion.
extraordinary ability and finesse.
The
He is also a finished dancer, was
known for his dancing in the Bridgetta Clark
pleasure centers of Europe, and
Bridgetta Clark, who will be seen
Newspaper
Advertising
prides himself on a prize won at in the important role of Donna
Mar del Plata, the famous seaside Louisa, in the Metro all-star proPlates and
Mats
resort of Argentine, the country of
duction of " The Four Horsemen
best dancing.
of the Apocalypse," is making her
One's first impression of Mr. initial bow to the motion picture
" The
Ghent is that of a slight, hand- public in this elaborate production.
As the mother of Julio, the hero
some youth of charming personality and one does not suspect the of the Vicente Blasco Ibanez widely
hardness and endurance of the read novel, Miss Clark has a diswell trained body of a man who is
tinct characterization which promises to firmly establish her in the
essentially
of
'the
great
outdoors.
On the other hand his astonish- hearts of all who witness the picing knowledge of literature and
ture, and from present indications
art of all times and his keen judg- every one will see " The Four
Hors
Four
ment contrast agreeably with his Horsemen of the Apocalypse " for
emen
simple and modest bearing.
it is the most talked of film play of
for
Mr. Ghent dislikes being called the year.
Miss Clark has been prominently
a foreigner.
if you counwill,
that
I was born" Say,
in another
of the Apoc
associated in professional circles
alyp
try, but not that I am a foreigner, for a number of years. She is a
se"
because I like America immensely talented Russian ballet dancer, and
and would like to acquire all the studied under some of the world's
best known instructors. She apbest things American."
Arriving in California some few
Manufactured By
peared, in her own dancing act in
months ago his attention was again the East for a number of years.
called to the screen and from the
She originally laid out an operThe
Sheldon
Company
pleasant Italian memories sprung
atic career for herself, but after
the serious intention to return to studying for several years and atNew York Office:
Plant:
acting in earnest.
taining great success and prospects
101 WEST 41st STREET
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
As an exponent of European cul- for a brilliant career, her voice gave
ture Mr. Ghent's views of motion out
it up.and she was compelled to give
pictures are interesting.
Upon recovering from this set" I believe
canHe besays,
made
without that
mobspictures
with
back, Miss Clark went on the stage
We Can't Make Them All, So We Make
two, three people as Strindberg and after several minor engageONLY
THE
BEST
does in his incomparable plays, as
ments, was signed as a member of
Griffith did in " Broken Blossoms," the Bush Temple stock company in
and I should like before too very Chi cago, where she played important parts.
long to make several pictures re-
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Universal has twenty-one directors now working on productions.
W illiam Worthington has been
placed in charge of the direction of
•' Renunciation," from Peter Kyne's
story. Grace Darmond is in the
featured role.
" The Evil Half " an Alaskan
wilderness story, featuring Eva Novak, Dwan.
has been completed by Norman
Director Jack Ford. Harry Carey
and company are leaving for Truckee for scenes for " Christmas Eve
Butte."
Pilot Granville
at Fred
will direct Frank
in a Thousand,"
"ThreeWilliams.
MayoBenin Ames
by
" My Ladv of the Island," a South
Sea story, will be Edith Roberts
next subject.
Roll in Sturgeon is motoring
California to find a suitthrought
able Ozark mountain village for
in " Human Hearts."
theT. exteriors
P. McGowan is making the
final episode of " The Seal of Satan."
Short Westerns in production arc
of Gold,"
" Hearts
Gibson inCraft
Hoot
, and
directing
with William
Crossed,"
Double
"
in
Perrin
Tack Edward Laemmle directing.
with
William Feldew, cameraman for
Ted Browning, is back from the

METRO
Bayard Veiller is directing the
making of "The Woman Next
Door." The cast selected to support May Allison includes Albert
Roscoe, Frank Elliott, Irene Hunt.
Baby Stanley Goethals, Dana Todd
and William Taylor. Arthur J.
Zellner. the scenario writer, arrived
here from the New York offices of
Metro.
Frank Elliott, Metro featured actor and Western representative of
the Sunlight Arc is on his way to
New York on a business trip.
VITAGRAPH
A scene from " Society Secrets," Eva release
Novak's next starring vehicle for Universal
Middle West with atmospheric ten by Elmer Harris.
T. Roy Barnes will play opposite
scenes taken there for " Fannv
Wanda Hawley in Royal Brown's
Herself."
story,
" ItBlue
Can will
be Done."
Monte
play opposite
REALART
Mary Miles Minter in " Moonlight
and
tertonHoneysuckle,"
stage success. the Ruth ChatHarry Meyers has been engaged
Harry O'Higgens, the author of
as leading man for the next Bebe " The
D u m m y," " The Argyle
Daniels production now being writ- Case " and "The Hiring Line," has
been engaged by Realart to write
for the screen.

BUILDING

1600 Broadway
EXCELLENT

OFFICE

SPACE

Formerly occupied by Vitagraph and Robertson-Cole.
Broadway

7th Avenue

Broadway

corner on 4th floor.

corner on 8th floor.

side — 6th floor.

For space in this or other desirable
buildings communicate with

CROSS

New

by
for release Wirt
by Hodkinson. Enidj
Bennett is the featured player.
Other players in the cast are Otis
Harlan, Edward Hern. Leo White,]
Harry Todd, Landers Stevens, Lilaj
Leslie and Victorv Bateman.

LASKY
MECCA

Picture

& BROWN

COMPANY

1 8 East 41st Street
Tel. Murray Hill 7100

Jean Havez has been signed to
write Roscoe Arbuckle adaptations.
Arbuckle is returning from New
York on March 21 to begin work on
" Gasoline
Wallace Gus."
Reid is at Vancouver,
B. C, for the opening of the new
Capitol theatre. His reception is
s?id to have rivalled that given the
Prince of Wales. Upon his return
he will start work on " Tall Tim-

John M. Quinn, general manager,
left for New York after a week at
the studio.
A big dam is being built across
the bay at Balboa for " The Son of
Wallingford,'" now being produced
by Earl
George
Randolph
Chester.
William,
Director
Smith and
his troupe are spending the week
in the mountains obtaining exteriors for " The Secret of the Silver
Larry Semon's next comedy will
be Joe
titledRyan
" Theis now
Bakery."
making the last
episode for " The Purple Riders."
GOLDWYN
Mason Hopper is making the
final scenes for " Look Before You
Car."
Leap," from Thompson Buchanan's
play,
" The Bridal Path," at Santa
Barbara.
TheingWill
Rogers'
subject now
bedirected
by Clarence
Badger

has been definitely titled " Doubling
for Romeo." It was written by
Elmer Rice and mentions film stars
and jollies prominent players.
of " Watch
My Smoke
" The Alibi," by Charles KenhasThebeentitlechanged
by Frank
W oods"
yon, er,"
renamed
The Invisible
Powto
"Watch
My
Speed."
Wallace
has been "completed
by Frank
Reid is the star.
Jeanie McPherson is on the way Lloyd, who for the past week has
been trying to find suitable players
to bers."
Europe.
George Melford has completed for Rita Weiman's play, " The
"The Money Master" and is be- Grim
Reginald
Barker is making the
Comedian."
gin ing The
"
Great Impersonarailroad scenes for " The Old Nest,"
Feter B. Kyne, who, with Albert by Gouverneur Morris.
Tom Moore arrives from HonShelby Levino, is rewriting the
olulu on March 24 to begin work" Cappy Ricks " stories for the
ing on Kenyon.
"Beating Mr.
the Schirtzinger
Game," by
screen,dress gave
an
anti-censorship
adCharles
to club women on Saturday at will direct.
thetion."
Civic Auditorium in San Francisco as representative of the
CHRISTIE
Screen Writers' Guild.
HODKINSON

Christie is making a series ofi
two-reelers for Educational, each
The Rockett Film Company has with an all star cast. The first has
completed production work on Viola Daniel, Josephine Hill, William Sloan and Earl Rodney.
" Keeping Up with Lizzie." This
Two companies are working on
picture is based on Irving Bacheller's novel and was directed by the Vanity Comedies directed by
Scott Sidney and William BeauLloydond ofIngraham.
the sec- dine.
a series ofThis
sevenis destined
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PLAYERS

STANDING,
WYNDHAM
who needs no further introduction than his name, the actor
who has always earned his reputation as among the best screen talent, has been vacationing abroad,
but has returned to New York. It
is safe to wager that he will not
remain long out of harness, especially when it is pointed out that
\\ yndham Standing is the man who
surpassed his acknowledged and
heralded ability in T. Hayes Hunter's masterpiece for Goldwyn's
" Earthbound."
Maurine Powers, the sixteenyear-old child actress, who played
the part of the little blind girl in
"star
Democracy,"
now aShe
full-fledged
in her own is right.
has just

The cast for " The Sign on the
Door,"
to support
the star,a
Norma selected
Talmadge,
is certainly
recommendation for the finished
production. Lew Cody, as Frank
Deveraux ! What artist in the industry could assume the role as is
anticipated by Cody fans? For it
is to be remembered that "Frank"
was a good-bad man, and, despite
all his villainous misdemeanors,
was the victim of a superfluous
amount of good looks and animate
charm. Charles Richman as Lafe
Regan, and the following well
known players promises a screen
play de luxe : Helen Weir as
Helen Regan, Paul MacAllister as
the District Attorney and Robert
Agnew as Alan Churchill. The
continuity and adaptation for " The
Sign on the Door," Channing Pollock's popular play, in which Marjorie Rambeau was seen .on Broadway last year, have been written by
Mary Murillo.

the

LILLIAN
everything borrowed — and nothing
new.
This was through no fault of
either Miss Joy or the Goldwyn
costume department. San Francisco's Chinatown was thoroughly
searched, but in the whole quarter
only one strictly old-time Oriental
bridal costume was to be found —
and that neither new nor for sale.
But the owner was willing to lend
it, and rather than wear a hastily
contrived imitation, Miss Joy decided to accept the offer and clothe
herself wholly in old and borrowed
garments.
The dress is an elaborate affair,
heavy (too heavy, you would say
if you had to wear it), with embroidery, and edged from neck to
skirt hem with tiny gold bells. Are
Chinese brides, Miss Joy wants to
know, always supposed to provide
their own wedding bells?

ABOUT

finished
" Whyon Girls
LeavenewHome,"
an
old title
a brand
story
written especially for her by William Nigh, who also directed the
picture. The picture will be released some time in April or earlv
May.

THEATER

Herbert Brenon, directing Norma Talmadge, and who made her two latest
successes, " The Passion Flower," and
" The Sign on the Door "
out that he never has been a convict, despite the ease with which he
falls into the part played in his
latest picture opposite Muriel Ostriche. Neither is he keen on " society," but working
in the picture
in which
he is now
he assumes
all
the earmarks of the society man,
and dashes about in dapper apparel
with the same ease employed when
he wore the stripes of No. 777. His
forthcoming work, within a few
weeks, will cast him as a hero —
" Handsome Harold," which ought
to be an easy role for him to assume.
Bobby Agnew seems to have become a fixture at the Talmadge
studio, having appeared with Norma
Talmadge in " The Passion Flower," retained for " The Sign on the
Door," and now engaged to play
the leading juvenile in Miss Talmadge's forthcoming starring vehicle, That
"
Wonderful Thing."
Three pictures with one star, when
there is a heavy market of capable
young actors, speaks well for
Bobby artistry.
Agnew's knowledge of
screen

Judging from the reception the
trade is giving the Fox special production Blind
"
Wives " there are at
least a lot of exhibitors extant who
don't want to be suspected of being
blind — or even short-sighted .
" The Lotus Eaters," in which
Anna Q. Nilsson is playing opposite John Barrymore under the direction of Marshall Neilan, certainly suggests tropical foliage — that is
why this triumvirate and the rest
of the company have left for
Florida, by rail to Palm Beach and
Miami — and then a cruise along the
coast on a private yacht, to film
the Southern exteriors of this story
which marks the return of Barrymore to the screen.
The selection of Anna Q. Nilsson
for the female lead in this important
production is a striking tribute to
her popularity and ability, since the
personelle of this organization is
composed of the leaders in every
line. Miss Nilsson's most recent
characterizations were in Jose's
"What Women Will Do," distributed by Associated Exhibitors
and Sawyer — Lubin's " Without
Limit," released by Metro.
William Farnum, one of the
busiest stars of the Fox forces, has
adopted two small babies. Kittens
that he found asleep in his coat in
his dressing room at the New York
studio.

PROGRAMS

Studios
R .

GALE

ever presented on the screen and
portrays the kaleidescopic conflict
between the sexes since the dawn
of time.
A. J. Paul, the prominent Ohio
exhibitor who has just completed
his newest house, the Royal theatre,
in Galeon, has just written to Percy
Marmont for a photograph to be
permanently displayed in the lobby.
" I have played all the Yitagraph
product,"
writes
Mr. Paul,
" and
have always
admired
your work.
I want to congratulate you and to
wish you success in the future. I
have personally autographed portraits of the other Vitagraph stars
but I want one from you to be on
permanent display in the lobby of
The inclusion of Percy Marmont
my new theatre."
among
the Vitagraph stars is
rather previous — and incidentally
Marmont has also worked for
Famous Players and a few independent producers — but, coming
from such a prominent exhibitor, it
may be an interesting prophecy.
Marmont recently completed the
filming of " What's Your Reputation
Worth," Corinne Griffith's latest
Vitagraph picture, in which he
played the leading male role.
Los Angeles no longer will have
a corner on the laueh market. The
production
of Mark
Broadway.
"Fox
Connecticut
Yankee
" has Twain's
come to
Rockcliffe Fellowes, the popular
leading man, who has been called
the " Caveman Cavalier " of the
screen, is seen at his best in the
recent Paramount Picture " The
Price of Possession " with Ethel
Clayton. Fellowes confines his
" cave-man " possibilities strictly to
the studio, however, his hobbies,
when not before the camera, being,
principally, his favorite jet black
saddle horse, Satan, and the raising
of rare orchids, in which art he
is by way of being a specialist.
Anetha Getwell, the prize beauty,
who was picked by D. W. Griffith,
Mary Pickford, Howard Chandler
Christy and other experts, as the
loveliest of more than fifty thousand
of America's prettiest girls, in a
contest held by some of the leading
motion picture magazines last year
will make her stellar debut with
Pantheon Pictures Corporation.
Miss Getwell's first picture with this
company will be produced at Port
Henry, N. Y.

A new twist to film play presentation is demonstrated in " Oliver
Twist, Jr.," which William Fox is
using to introduce Harold Goodwin
The title of Tom Mix's newest
Shirley Mason's next starring
as aright,
star.butIt's
story picture for Fox is " Hands Off." vehicle under the Fox banner will
all
laidtheas Dickens
well as made
No, it is not written about censor- be an illuminating story known as
in America.
ship !
" The Lamplighter."
Allen Holubar and his wife,
Just why Harold Foshay was
When Leatrice Joy was fully arrayed for the wedding ceremonial Dorothy Phillips, who is the star ABOUT
cast for a " heavy " in two pictures
would appear as an enigma to those in " A Tale of Two Worlds," the in the big spectacular production,
DIRECTORS
familiar with his actual personality, Gouverneur Morris story of China
Woman,
Marriage,"
were it not that the same must ad- and Chinatown, she observed the "herMan,
husband
recently
completedwhich
for
mit that in order to receive ac- old adage about what brides should First National, are now in New
Jarries Young was leaving New
Ycrk for Los Angeles on, probably
knowledgment as an actor of abil- wear very thoroughly in at least York arranging for its Broadway
ity, a man must entirely conceal his two respects. It was not merely
The picture is the the most important undertaking of
real nature. In the instance of Mr. " Something old " and " something premiere.
strongest argument for the triumph his active and successful career. He
Foshay it might be well to point borrowed," but everything old and of the fair sex and their ideals was the choice of Paul Brunet and

Motion
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Robert Brunton to direct the first
production of a Rudyard Kipling
slcry from a continuity personally
prepared by the celebrated English
novelist.
" Rudyard Kipling's first original
writing for the picture screen," he
said, " is at once a surprise and a
delight. It is an entirely practicable
which
and complete continuity —none
of
means that he has shirked
the screen author's responsibilities.
eviMoreover, as the script bears
dence, its distinguished author is
of
equal to the author's —privilege
which is
originality in method
that
rather remarkable considering
this represents Mr. Kipling's first
effort at composing direct for picture production. To produce from
the Kipling script of 'Without
Benefit to Clergy' will _ be a pleasure and an inspiration."
artistic career prior
Mr. Young's
to his entrance into motion picture
Kipling confidirection should give will
enjoy the
dence that his work
best possible interpretation.
The rise of the motion picture
screen as a literary and art medium
true elefound Mr. Young . inIt his
was he who
ment as a director
made the round dozen of wonderfully popular John Bunny comedies.
five comHe also directed the firstDrew
was
edies in which Sidney
starred. The five-reel feature,
Wife," in which Clara
" My Official
Kimball Young secured the widest
attention and favor. This was followed shortly by " Hearts in Exde, '
"Over Night" and "Little Miss
Brown." He also made the vehicles
which lifted Mae Murray and
Blanche Sweet into the front rank
of picture leading women, besides
directing " Oliver Twist," with
Marie Doro and Hobart Bosworth.

From all of which it will be apparent that Rudyard Kipling will
have a first director not lacking in
practical experience of his art.
" The Mountain Woman," the
second feature for William Fox,
directed by Charles Giblyn, starring
Fearl White, is said to have won
a reputation of being a fine piece of
film merchandise. Recently the
star, who also appeared in " The
Tiger's Cub " and "The Thief," under Mr.
attended .theGiblyn's
American direction,
Professional
Skating Championship at Lake
Placid, and took a whirl at showing
the natives a little fancy skating on
her own account.

continuities for motion pictures and
are thoroughly
versedart,in this
the istechnicalities ofthe silent
the
first picture in which they have assumed full directorial charge. "The
Son of Wallingford," which is now
running
seriallyWallingford
in Collier's story
Weekly,of
is the 105th
the George Randolph Chester series
and the author states that it will
positively be the last.

Picture

News

Relations," which he has written
for a new company and which he
will direct.

William D. Taylor is now in the
" capitalist class." He is producing "Wealth." And he has chosen
for his cast a wealth of talent, including the star, Ethel Clayton, and
Herbert Rawlinson. " Wealth " is
the screen version of Cosmo Hamilton's story, originally entitled, "The
Almighty Dollar."
Lillian and George Randolph
Chester have gone to the Pacific
Coast, where they are to produce
"latest
The of
Son theof celebrated
Wallingford,"
the
Chester
stories, for the screen. Although
the Chesters have collaborated in
preparing many original stories and

Ouida Bergere, shortly to begin
work on her first Ouida Bergere
production and now adapting"Peter
Ibbetson"
George Fitzmaurice's
next
specialasproduction,
has written
a story which will be Mae Murand Robert
vehicle ray'sunder
their Leonard's
arrangementfirst
to
Tom Terriss, who recently joined produce pictures for Associated Exthe International forces, and who
Bergere'sis original
will direct Lionel Barrymore in story for hibitors.
Mae MissMurray
entitled
" Boomerang Bill," promises the " Peacock Alley." She will also
kind of production he believes can adapt it for the screen.
be turned out with a cast in keeping with the star assigned him.
People are a puzzle. Just now
Knowing Mr. Terriss' previous en- the New York stage is a veritable
deavors, itwould not be at all sur- riot of sumptuousness and splendor
prising if the picture were among
the 1921 ultra models.
in the multitudinous host of glittering attractions it presents. Yet the
John S. Robertson, directing Fox film, " Over the Hill," directed
Harry Millarde, with its homely
" Footlights," with Elsie Ferguson, by
humor, its buckwheat cakes and its
has engaged Marc McDermont for little old mother, is still packing
a prominent role in this picture. It them in at the Broadhurst theatre.
is interesting to note that McDermont played in one of Mr. RobertFrank C. Badgley. the promising
son's first
when years
he was ago.
directingpictures
for Vitagraph,
Now, after a lapse of time, he is young actor, whose latest pictures
back again in the Robertson fold, are with Dorothy Gish in " The
under the direction of the man who Ghost in the Garret " and with
Marguerite Clark in " Scrambled
just completed the John S. Robert- Wives,"
is going to forsake the
the directing end of moson production of Barrie's " Senti- screentionforpictures.
He has accepted a
mental Tommy."
positionment towith
the
governaCanadian
producing
unit,
N. Brewster Morse, the eighteen- which willhandle
make a number of films
year-old author of " His Brother's of dramatic as well as semi-educaKeeper,"
The Crimson
tional character. Badgley, who
and other "screen
productions,Cross
who"
the British Military Cross and
is said to be the youngest success- won
ful photoplaywright, is to enter the a captaincy for gallantry during the
directorial end of motion pictures. World War, received his directorial
He is now finishing the script of an schooling at the D. W. Griffith
studios before becoming an actor.
original story entitled " Domestic

Defines
S. Stugeon
Rollin
60,000 feet of film photographed.
ies, as the re-, Deducting the footage necessary for
r enemleng
TWO bitte
sult of a chal e, sat down
one discovers the astonishside by side, tossed money into the re-takes,
fact that, of the remainder,
ar— until each from ing8,000
doll
for
r
dolla
n,
ocea
to 16,000 feet of the
was ruined.
work actually photographed must
money
this
years
many
For
go into discard.
This waste in the picture shop
tossing scene has been repeated—
parti- is, first of all, due to manuscripts
but instead, thecturer
not by foes, Frien
d Manufa
cipants are
which, on their face, are too
and Friend Director, supposedly lengthy. The average short-subject
runs from 225 to 350 scenes in the
working hand-in-hand.
For despite all strivings of the manuscript. To be sure the numattain
ber of scenes is not an exact critemotion picture business to
rion as to final length, however,
some reasonable system of economy
in production, it remains, a strange even the shorter manuscripts are, in
t fault in pic- most cases, decidedly over length.
that the— greates
fact, ture
creation from an economical
In case of more elaborate picstandpoint, is one that is tolerated
tures, in which there is not strict
year in and year out.
limitation as to length, waste on the
I refer to the vast amount of face of the manuscript is not such
work done during production which a tangible thing.
bodily when the picBut, even in these cases, we can
is thrown away
ture is cut. This fault I would call assume ten reels to be the absolute
limit.
lack of " waste basket sense."
Year in and year out pictures
Some producers with a high deare made. A fractional part only of
gree of imagination, see unending
the material photographed ever possibilities in their material, and
reaches the screen. For example, " shoot " without regard to any defifive-reel subjects. These actually
nite probability of the newly conare about 4,500 feet in length and
jured material being retained.
include about 800 feet of sub-title,
There is no disparagement to be
thus leaving a requirement of 3,700 put upon the imagination or ambinet feet of actual scenes.
tion involved in productions of this
To obtain this used portion of character, but certainly there is a
lack
of waste basket sense.
3,700 feet, even under managements
With the maximum limit of the
which have relatively achieved efficiency, there will be from 16,000 to production fixed at ten reels, there

Sense"
Basket
" Waste
can be no reason in the world for world cannot make up for lack in
shooting from 100,000 to 200,000
And yet how often do we see
feet of negative to make one such quality.
Friend Length the favored son,
subj ect.
Brother Quality slinks away
—while
an outcast.
wasteamounts
in " shooting
" match
of The
vastness
to millions
and
Daddy Expense stands for
millions annually. A certain edi- thisAndcondition.
torial acuteness on the part of the
director, while producing, could
One of the principal reasons for
save thousands of dollars, even on this
condition is that, in the rapid
the short picture. This requires a
of pictures,
dedegree of skill which can come only development
mand for directors
has not the
allowed
from a considerable natural ability,
time
for
all-round
apprenticeship—
or thorough experience.
in the story-construction
It is true that pictures will always especially
editorial processes — which
have to be produced with a liberal and
training is necessary to sound judgamount of material above that
ment in the elimination of material
which will be utilized. But there is — before or during production.
a difference between liberality and
The principal reason, however, is
tossing money into the ocean.
that the evolution of the business
The capital of nations has been has been so fast that even the best
poured into the picture business artists engaged in the work have
and, with
stupendous
capitaliadjusted themselves to
zation this
armies of
aids have
been scarcely
working within the limitations of
employed — for what?
picture craft.
To create the successful pxture.
The creator of motion pictures
And yet, with as high as 95 per must regard himself as artistic, not
cent, of the product going into the when his imagination runs riot, or
waste basket; with length spinning
itself into endless miles of film when he " plays it safe " by shooteverything his fancy conjures,
which never will be used, we fre- but ing
when he keeps the limitations
see " economy
" introducedto of his medium well in mind, and
in the quently
form
of obstruction
selects from his material that which
quality.
he can reasonably hope to mold to
Without quality no effort de- those limitations.
manding the artistic can hope to
the possesbecome
will he
Then
succeed. All the quantity in the
sense.
basket
sor of waste

George Fitzmaurice has engaged
Robert Schable for his special production, Experience,"
" role. Mr. Schable,
for who
an im-is
portant
favorably identified as a leading
screen artist, will soon be in the
George D. Baker production,
" Without Limit," which makes its
premier at the Capitol theatre,
March 20.
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"News"
Correspondents
THE
EXCHANGES
AND
THEATRES
in Salamanca have signed up for the
F. N. franchise. H. L. Levvy, formerly
with Goldwyn in Boston, has been engaged as a salesman by Mr. Hayes.
Harry L. Kappen, former manager of
the Buffalo First National office, has
beenAssociated
appointed Exhibitors
eastern division
for
and ismanager
now in
Buffalo conferring with W. A. V. Mack,
local Pathe manager. He will remain in
Buffalo several weeks.
H. M. Messiter of the Paramount sales
staff has been transferred to Indianapolis
and Nathan Dobson, formerly a salesman at the Buffalo Paramount office, has
resigned from the Select staff in Pittsburg to return to his old job in Buffalo.
H. G. Ballance, general sales manager ;
M. A. Shauer, head of the accessory
department and Harry Buxbaum, district
manager, all from the home office in New
York week.
visited Manager Allan S. Moritz
last

the Buffalo exchange of the same company. Mr. Myers recently left Buffalo
to assume the management of the Albany branch. R. W. White, manager
of the contract department of the home
office, visited Manager E. T. Gomersall
Charles Tucker, formerly manager of
last
week.
the Broadway theatre at Springfield,
Mass., has been engaged by Clements
The Buffalo Realart office has now
& Wilson, owners of the Palace theatre
reached a total of 175 franchises and
at Bristol, Conn., to manage that playhouse. He succeeds Louis Saperstein,
Harry E. Lotz and his wrecking crew
of seven men are still going strong.
who has become manager of the Princess
theatre in that city. Mr. Tucker has
already assumed his new duties.
Harry E. Thompson, supervisor of the
Buffalo and Albany Hodkinson offices,
was
in Buffalo the week of March 8,
Former Mayor Samuel Campner, of
New Haven, Conn., associated with
going over office affairs with Marion
Morris Pouzzner in conducting motion
Gueth, who has been in charge of the
picture houses in various parts of Conexchange, since the resignation of Stannecticut, has been selected as one of
ley Hand.
three committee members to direct the
Fred G. Sliter, district manager, and
missionary and Americanization camHoward Brink, Buffalo manager for
of B'nai B'rith
in Jewry
that State.
Closer paign
cooperation
of city
with
Robertson-Cole, are touring territory and
those in the rural sections is to be a
according to Ray Powers, who is in
paramount aim. It is understood that
charge of the Buffalo exchange during
Homer
Howard
has resigned
absence of his chief, business is
motion
man at the
Universal
office.as aM.salesA. the
role in pictures
the drive. will play an important
coming
in in trainloads. C. B. Allen,
Chase, branch manager, Buffalo, is this of the Allen
theatre, Solvay, N. Y., and
The Princess theatre on Riverside ave- week touring the towns on the main line. G. C. Sarvis of the Library theatre, Warnue at Bristol, Conn., was this week sold
ren, Pa., were visitors at the RobertsonHub " Taylor
has beenoffice.
engaged
by George F. Lewis to Frank and An- a "salesman
at the Gardiner
He asis Cole office last week.
thony Wisniewski, both of that city, who
plan to continue it as a family motion was
covering
the Buffalo territory. " Hub "
formerly
picture house. Louis Saperstein, who
ness in Buffalo.in the theatre supply busihas been manager of the Palace theatre
CLEVELAND
in that city, has accepted the managerHenry W. Kahn, manager of the Bufship of the Princess. Local Manager
falo Metro office, has arrived in Ply" WomenandMenMartha
Love,"Mansfield,
starring made
William
Everson of the Princess, who has been
mouth, England, according to post cards Desmond
by
in charge of the house for several weeks,
the
Bradley
Feature
Photoplay
Company
received
in
Buffalo
this
week.
He's
probexpects to enter the motion picture field
ably enjoying the old home brew in Ger- and being released on a state rights basis,
at Holyoke, Mass.
many by this time.
has been sold to Warner Brothers for
York state; to the Rialto Film
The board of directors of the Buffalo New
Company of Philadelphia for Eastern
Federation of Churches has endorsed Pennsylvania
; to L. Coen of Minneapolis
NORTHERN
* efforts at Albany to introduce state cen- for Minnesota; to Bexley Attractions
sorship
of
moving
pictures.
It's
comCompany
of
Dallas,
Texas, for Texas and
ing from all sides.
NEW
YORK
Oklahoma,
and of
to Chicago,
the Van Doll
Amusement
Company
for northern
Irving M. Salyerds of Rochester was Illinois.
Olive Thomas features seem to be in Buffalo last week jazzing up local exhibitors and exchange men to put everymeeting with unusual popularity in BufSydney Rosenthal has just been apthing aside and get in Rochester for the
falo just at present. During the past
general manager of the Bradley
state convention in April. A special Feature pointed
week productions, featuring the little big
Photoplay
Company,
3001 Eucar will carry the Buffalo delegates to
clid avenue,
Cleveland.
Rosenthal
has
actress who recently met an untimely Rochester.
There
will
be
40
booths
at
•death in Paris, have been shown in the Hotel Seneca, all of which have been been acting as financial representative for
the organization which has just comsold.
A
mammoth
ball
will
be
held
in
Shea's toria,
Hippodrome,
the
Strand,
the
Vicpleted its second big feature special.
the Elmwood and the Regent.
Capacity business was recorded on each the city armory April 7. All tickets
presentation.
Frank
Marshall, district manager for
have
also
been
sold
for
the
"
food
fight."
It looks like a big time will be had by Special Pictures
all.
Corporation
ritory
which includes
Cleveland,in istheon terhis
Since Henry Ford began his attack on
way
to
Los
Angeles
to assume his new
the
movies
and
the
alleged
"
sex
stuff
"
George
Williams,
formerly
connected
therein, Morris Slotkin, general mana- with Dooley and former manager of the duties as manager of distribution for the
Independent Producing Corporation. H.
ger of the Olympic Amusement comRoberts, former general manager for
in ofAlbion,
has theatre
been ap-in J.
pany has disposed of his " Henry Built " Family theatre
pointed
manager
the
Star
Special Pictures Corporation, and L. W.
I coupe
has Fowler,
purchased
an Oakland
George Buss is now going Thompson, former president of Special
sedan. and
Bruce
manager
of the Tonawanda.
Pictures Corporation, are at the head of
I Elmwood theatre, is not so prejudiced, to enjoy himself.
however, for he has purchased the flivver
the new Independent Producing Corporation. Mr. Marshall says that the new
from Mr. Slotkin and each night places
Nickum's
newTuesday,
Gem theatre
company will make both short reel and
it right in front of the fashionable West Olean,
N. Y.,
Marchopened
8, within feature
attractions.
side picture theatre.
" Forbidden Fruit."
Maurice Lebensberger, manager of the
Elmer C. Winegar is a lucky manager.
The Strand theatre in Binghamton has
He has a friend in the neighborhood installed a mammoth stage setting, one Standard Film Service, Cleveland, was
in Cincinnati this week, on active duty
who can manage a theatre. So the Cen- of the largest in the state.
in behalf of the new censor bill which,
. tral Park theatre chief is taking a night
I off now and then to enjoy life as it is
if passed,
will put the movies out of busi" Hub hibitor
" north
Taylor,
known
to
every
exness in Ohio.
lived outside the theatre. The friend
of Westchester county, has
is Art Young who during the day is disposed of his entire interest in the
Harry Charnas, president of the Standoffice manager of Nu-Art Pictures. It Buffalo Theatre Supply company, Frank1 was rumored in Buffalo last week that
ard Film Service, and one of the direclin street, Buffalo and is about to retors of the Federated Film Exchanges,
enter the business as a film salesman.
I the Premier theatre, also managed by
1 Mr. Winegar had been sold.
The Rialto Theatre Supply company of Inc., answered " Present " at the recent
Indianapolis has taken over the business meeting of the organization at San Francisco. Charnas is expected back in
Chester Fennyvessy of the Rialto thea- and will continue it at the same address.
Cleveland early next week.
tre, Rochester, put on a revue with six
It is rumored that the Premier theagirls in the cast during the week of
March 14 in connection with the showtre, which has been showing the same
Phil DeAngelus,
D. W. personally
Griffith's well
publicity hound,
put
pictures as the Central Park, will soon known
ing
of
Neal
Hart
in
"
Sky
Fire."
It
is
said the stunt went over big.
present programs of its own. The two over the billing of " Way Down East "
houses are in the Central Park section in Cleveland. Now Cleveland and vicinMurray Hawkins and Mell R. Ed- of north Buffalo and are under the manity looks like a neck-and-neck race bewards have resigned at the First National
agement of Elmer C. Winegar. Mr.
Fletcher's Castoria and the big
attraction.
office. Mr. Hawkins is going to Chi- Winegar was making the rounds of the screen tween
cago and Mr. Edwards will probably exchanges last week arranging his bookjoin another exchange in Buffalo. Eddie the Premier.
ings to conform with the new policy at
" WaytendedDown
exengagementEastat "theopened
Opera an
House,
Hayes held a conference with Buffalo
Cleveland, last week at $2.50 top price.
exhibitors on rentals for Chaplin in "The
Gehring, who has been at
Operacrowds
Housetrying
lobby tocouldn't
take
Kid," York
last week
also subject.
journeyedTheto theWilliam
Albany Fox office, has succeeded The big the
New
on theandsame
buy admisFisher in Seneca Falls and the Andrews Harry Myers as assistant manager of care of sions.
The line extended all along the
NEW

CENTRES

ENGLAND

street on Euclid avenue more than two
stores east of the theatre entrance.
Mrs. Cecile Weisenberger, for several
years manager of the Liberty theatre,
Geneva, Ohio, has resigned to become
manager of her own home, following her
marriage recently. She is succeeded by
R. J. Lynch. Mr. Lynch will follow Mrs.
Weisenberger's
successful policy of intimate exploitation.
" Madonnas and Men," released locally
throughtions, will
thehaveMasterpiece
Attrac-in
its premierFilm
showing
Ohio ledo,
at theLoew's
Valentine
theatre,
Toweek of February 20.
George P. Jacobs, general manager of
Masterpiece Film Attractions, is in New
York, with an open mind and an open
pocketbook, looking for good state rights
pictures.
Phil Selznick Productions has purin Mary's
Attichad" for
release
in Ohio.chased "UpWilliam
Shapiro
previously
purchased
the
picture
for
local
distribuweek. tion, but turned it over to Selznick last
Mr. M. B. Greenwald has resigned at
manager
Fox beexchange
Cleveland, andofwillthesoon
active ininanother
branch of the motion picture industry.
Until a new local manager is appointed,
Assistant Sales Manager Dembrow is in
charge of the office.
C. D. sociated
Hill, Producers
manager
of the
Asoffice,
has local
arranged
for a special showing of the " Last of
the
Mohicans
" to St.
a group
104 aschool
teachers
in East
Louis ofwith
view
of
eradicating
their
opposition
to cer.
tain elements which have aroused
the
sponsoring of censorship. D. Walter
Potts, president of the East St. Louis
board of education, and a strong advocate of censorship, said that he would
discontinue his efforts in that direction,
should a St. Louis exchange man
prove to his satisfaction that certain
gruesome elements in a number of
recent releases were absolutely necessary to the welfare of the production.
Hill is championing the cause and thus
pioneering the way.
William
new the
United
Artistof
office
on A.filmShalit's
row is
center
many
dailv
visits
by
out-of-town
and
local exhibitors. The office which was
only recently opened is reporting good
business.
KANSAS

CITY

" The Inside of the mopolitan-Paramount
Cup," production,
the Coswas
pronounced
a
"
perfect
film
"
by
a
delegation of Kansas City ministers and
women representatives of civic organizations who were given a special showing
of the picture at the Kansa City Film
Exchange building. The film was shown
in the interest of the better movie cenductedsorship
in thatcampaign
city.which is being con" Every scene points to true ideals of
Christianity," the head of one of the
leading civic
bodies
" I doto not
consider
it in any
way said.
derogatory
the
" Considering the subjects we preachers have to talk on," a pastor of a large
church,
who viewed
film, said ; " bewe
clergy."
should make
thoroughtheinvestigations
fore condemning motion picture theatres
in general. The theatres have an equal
right to condemn the church when there
The premier box office honors for any
is just reason."
picture
beenhasdisplayed
herewonin
the
last that
five has
years,
just been
by
"
The
Kid."
During
the
opening
week, 42,000 persons paid admission to
witness Charlie Chaplin in his latest role.
Fully one-third of that number, left
standing on the walk in front of the theatre and unable to gain admittance, de-
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parted in despair, hoping to have more in lobbies and at the entrances.
success the second week. While the atThe method of securing effective results in the campaign against vandalism
tendance the second week was slightly
under that of the first week, the box has been through publicity and addresses
office receipts warranted a run of a third in churches and schools.
week, and there is every possibility that
the exhibitor, who operates three theaS. B. Steck, manager of the Cozy, Lytres here, will give the picture a trial in
ceum and Rex theatres of Ogden, has reeach of his houses before it leaves town.
turned from two weeks' While
vacationin inSanta
Los
Angeles
" The Gilded Lily," " The Furnace," Monica heandwas environs.
the
guest
of
August
Fyhn,
" The Passionate Pilgrim," " The Faith formerly manager of the Utah theatre in
Healer 'theandlatest
" Treasure
Island,"
are this city and now manager of a theatre
among
productions
that have
in Santa Monica, one in Sawtelle and
been booked
hibitors here. for the near future by ex- three houses in the suburbs of Los Angeles. Steck said his former competitor
was doing well in the field. Several days
was spent in visiting various studios
around Los Angeles. Steck returned to
FLORIDA
Ogden by the way of San Francisco,
where he inspected a number of motion
picture
houses.
The duced
" stunt
thatmanager
were pro-of
by C. D." pictures
Cooley, the
the three largest Tampa, Fla., motion
picture theatres, were shown at the
Strand recently.
CANADA
Thrills? They were there in droves;
in fact it was nothing but thrills, with
wing walking, loops, dives, plane changing and parachute drops.
Roy Mitchell has been appointed manThe pictures were made by Mr. Sawagertreal,of inthe
new Belmont
theatre,
Monyer of the Juanita Films Studio, and he
succession
to Thomas
Conway,
deserves credit for the good work.
who resigned to handle bookings in
for " County
Tampa has an epidemic of Illustrated Quebec Allen,
formerly Fair."
Montreal manager
Lectures. Seems as though every church ofJack
the
Canadian
Exhibitors'
has one. With Palm Beach suits and Limited, has become
managerExchange,
of the
straw hats in season down here, every- Mount Royal theatre, Montreal, which
body likes to hike for Florida, and of has been sold to James Sperdakis by
course if they can swing a lecture, why A. St. Germain. Mr. Sperdakis is also
of the Fairyland theatre.
it
the winter.
eats ; so we have 'em theTheowner
in pays
droves forevery
Lyric theatre, Montreal, has been
re-opened under the management of Joseph Monseur.
SAN
DEIGO
Tivolimoving
theatre,picture
one oftheatres,
Montreal's
bestTheknown
has
been closed temporarily. Arrangements
Dodge & Hayward, lessees of the Isis are being made for the re-opening of the
theatre, have announced that they will theatre with a straight picture policy, it
convert that house, long used for road is stated.
shows, into a motion picture theatre,
The Regent theatre, Calgary, Alberta,
opening early in March with " The Passion." This is to be followed by the recently conducted its " Annual Midnew
Chaplin
feature,
"
The
Kid."
The
Winter
Comedy
Isis will have a symphony orchestra of
gramme
for which Carnival,"
consisted ofthefourpro-of
twenty pieces, and special musical and the latest comedy releases. These were
other entertaining features will be added " Number Please? ", starring Harold
to the program ocasionally.
Lloyd ; " The Head Waiter," starring
Larry Semon ; " One Week," with Buster
John Costello, lately associated with Keaton,
in " Don't
D. W. Griffith in the filming of " Way Tickle." and
This Clyde
bill wasCook
presented
for a
Down East," and also assisting in the whole week at regular prices with a childirection of " Love of Men," " Home
dren's
matinee
Saturday
morning.
There
each day, not inTies," " The
Prevaricators,"
pictures,
has come
to this cityandto other
make were sixcludingperformances
the extra show for the children.
his home and will be associated with
Robert Warwick in conducting classes
A recent important appointment in
in photoplay writing and scenario build- Canadian moving picture trade circles
ing.
is that of John Hazza of Edmonton, Alberta, to the post of Western Canadian
William Matthews, formerly with Mill- district manager of the Famous Players'
Canadian
Mr. Hazza has
er's
theatre
in
Los
Angeles,
has
become
associated with the Bush theatres as been placedCorporation.
in charge of the territory
houseing A.manager
of
the
Superba,
succeedcomprising
the
Provinces
Alberta and
E. Chabot, who has gone into Saskatchewan and will ofsupervise
the
another line of business here.
opening of several new theatres for the
corporation, the first of which will be
Local No. 247, Motion Picture Opera- the Capitol theatre in Regina, Sask.,
tors, won a handsome cup in the entry which is scheduled to open on March 19.
list of decorated cars which participated
Mr. Hazza was a part owner of the
in
a big parade here on Washington's Empress theatre, Edmonton, which was
birthday.
recently acquired by the Famous Players'
Canadian man
Corporation.
He isofa Phil
forJohn G. Wray, director at the Thomas
mer Toronto
and a brother
Ince studios in Los Anegles, brought Hazza of Montreal, proprietor of the
his cameraman, Henry Sharpe, here re- Amalgamated Exhibitors' Circuit, Limcently to take motion pictures of the
ited. Phil was a branch manager of the
Virginia Brissac company, which is com- Canadian Universal for a number of
pleting three years in stock at the Strand
theatre. The film is to be shown in conyears.
nection withand
" Business
Before
Pleasure,"
The City Council of Toronto has made
the Potash
Perlmutter
comedy
to be
request to the Province of Onpresented at the Strand. Miss Brissac a formal
tario for an abolishment of the Amuseis the wife of Mr. Wray.
ment Taxernment
Act,collectsthrough
Gova tax which
on allthetheatre
admission tickets. The Toronto City
Council recently adopted a motion to
ask the Province to repeal the act on the
OGDEN,
UTAH
ground that the law was instituted as
a war-time measure and, as such, was
As a result of the action taken by no longer necessary.
theatre
managers
of
Ogden,
Utah,
in
callThe new Ontario Board of Moving
ing attention of a local club to acts of
vandalism committed in theatres and pub- Picture Censors, established on January
1 last, is making a name for itself for
lic suedbuildings,
Mayor Frank
a proclamation
setting Francis
aside oneis- apparent leniency. Announcement was
week for the purpose of taking the ques- made recently that a comparatively old
tion of bettering conditions to school
" Damaged Goods," had been
children as well as the older persons. picture,
auThe results have been good but they approved diencesforover showing
16 years inofOntario
age andto the
must be better and the mayor will set first public presentation of this feature
aside another week in the near future was held at the Toronto Strand starting
to further this work.
7. This
was reAccording to theatre managers it was Monday,jectedMarch
several times
by thepicture
old board.
stated that many acts of petty thievery
The Ontario censors have also apwere committed here as in most cities
proved "WaywhichDown
the Griffith
of the country. The acts consisted of pry- production,
was East,"
condemned
by the
ing numbers off the backs of seats, taking Quebec Board early in January for altapestries, cutting pictures from frames,
moralpresented
reasons.as " aWay
carrying of metal equipment from lava- East " leged
road atDown
show
tories and taking pictures from frames with an was
orchestra
of 30 pieces
the

Motion
Royal Alexandra theatre, Toronto, during the up
weekto of
ranging
$2. February 28 at prices
A rather disastrous fire occurred at
the Globe theatre, Queen street West,
Toronto, Ontario, on Saturday afternoon,
February 26, when a film ignited during
a performance. The theatre was crowded
at the time but the audience used the
exits in orderly manner and no one was
injured. The projection room and manager's office were burned and the theatre
otherwise
smoke
and Cohen,
water.
The theatredamaged
is ownedby by
Arthur
vice-president and general manager of
Regal Films, Limited, Toronto. Mr.
Cohen trateis Jacob
alsoCohen
the son
of Police Magisof Toronto.
Rennie Abbott, treasurer of the Allen
theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, for two
years, has been appointed manager of
the Gaiety theatre, a well-known and
long-established moving picture theatre
in the downtown section of Winnipeg.
H. W. Winnipeg,
Triller, manager
of thewasQueen's
theatre,
Manitoba,
fined
$25 and costs by Magistrate Macdonald
in the Winnipeg police court because of
alleged denied
violationthat
of the
Lord'scharged
Day Act.
Triller
he had
admission for Sunday performances at the
theatre but admitted that a sign had
been hung up over the entrance which
invited patrons to donate 25 cents each.

Picture

News

considered
the city. certain that the theatre will
be reestablished in another section of
Henry Ford, the Detroit magnate, has
been invited to come to Iredell County,
N.
C, done
to inspect
being
by W.the E.tractor-movie
Nattress, ofwork
the
Carolina Motor Company, of Statesville.
N. C. Some time ago Mr. Nattres6 conceived the plan of operating a moving
picture machine with Fordson power
current, generated by a Fordson farm
tractor.
The and
plan Mr.
proved
an instantaneous success
Nattress
is now
touring Iredell County, showing pictures
illustrating the advantages of plowing
with power. The pictures are being
shown in schoolhouses and are attractMr. Nattress'
idea inghaswidespread
started attention.
North Carolina
moving
picture men to thinking and predictions
are being freely made that the moving
picture exhibition field may be revolutionized as ainvention.
result of the North Carolinian's
C. L. Henry, for thirteen years in
charge of local moving picture theatre
operated by Southern Enterprises, Inc.,
has tendered his resignation to take effect on March 12. Mr. Henry has been
in active charge of the Bijou and the
Rex here, recently reopening the former
house
months.after it had been closed for some
Mr. plans
Henryarehasnotannounced
future
yet formed,thatbut hisit
is rumored that he will head a big local
corporation
tre here. that will launch a large thea-

Charlie Querrie, one of Canada's noted
athletes of many years' standing, has
been aceappointed
managerandof Pape
the new
Paltheatre, Danforth
avenues,
Toronto. structed
Thisduring theatre,
which
was
conthe past year, is being
operated under the direction of the
Famous Players' Canadian Corporation
PITTSBURGH
and is classed as a suburban neighborhood house. Musical accompaniment of
pictures
is provided ofbywhich
a ladies'
orchesThe Harry C. Simeral Enterprises is
tra, the conductor
is Marjorie
the new name of the two affiliated exStevens , of Toronto.
changes, Copartner Attractions and the
Exchange.
The personnel,
organizaRuth Roland, the noted moving pic- Famoustion Film
includes
the following
ture actress, was the personal guest of
Simeral,
President
and
Mr. L. E. Ouimet, president and general HarryeralC.Manager
Forsythe, whoGen-is
manager of the Specialty Film Import, also the owner ; ofEarl
Star Theatre, CanLimited, Montreal, Canadian distributor nonsburg, Secretarythe and
Treasurer, and
of Pathe and other releases, on Febru- Jack Frazier, formerly of
Metro The
and
ary 25-27. A feature of her visit to the First National, Office Manager.
CanadianwasMetropolis
supper-dance
includes
Jere
Spandau,
which
held in was
her ahonor
at the sales merforce
manager of the Fox Exchange for-in
Rose Room
of
the
Windsor
Hotel,
MonAlbany;
Sol ertsFrank,
formerly
treal, on Saturday evening, February 26.
on-Cole, and M. J.
Haskell.with RobMiss Roland made personal appearances
at one or two of the local theatres at the
The HollisSmith-Morton Co., well
request of Mr. Ouimet.
known supply house, now located at
1201 Liberty Street, will move to 636
Penn Avenue, on or about the first of
May. This
will give this concern a loSPARTANBURG,
sections. cation midway between the two film
S. C.

At atreain regard
meetingto held
at thetax,Davis
thethe music
daylight
savings
plan
and
the
new
state
legislation a motion was passed providing that
Gerald Gallagher, formerly manager of
every theatre in Western Pennsylvania
the Imperial
theatre, ofoneColumbia,
of the big S.moving picture houses
C, should be assessed $5 for a fund to comMusic Publishers'
Association.
has come
to this
to assume
super- Aboutbat thethirty-four
ekhibitors
vision of the
local city
interests
of Southern
who represented over
seventy attended
theatres
Enterprises, Inc., which embrace several in
this section.
moving picture theatres. Mr. Gallagher,
who is well known in the field, succeeds
The Santoy theatre of Paden City,
C. L. work.
Henry, who has resigned to enter formerly
owned by N. J. Seaman, has
other
been purchased by Misses Coe Pomeroy
and
Miss
The theW. A. Biers, who has been in charge Liberty.
atre will beElizabeth
remodeledGaffney.
and renamed
the
of moving picture theatres of the S. A.
Lynch ferredchain,
at
Sumter,
has
been
transThe most unusual event of the length
to Anderson. This move is a distinct promotion and is a recognition of of a picture playing in a suburban
Mr. Biers' efficient work at Sumter. Mr. house came to notice when the New
Evaline theatre at Evaline and Penn
Biers turewastheatreformerly
the movingS. picfield at inGreenwood,
C.
Avenue
played and
" A played
Child forto Sale
" an
entire week,
capacity
business
Depression
in the cotton
re- 33
cents. at an advanced admission of
gion of the country
has hadgrowing
a telling
effect on the patronage of moving picture
secGeorge Berkopec and Nick Starsinic
tionshouses,
indicatingreports
that a from
numbervarious
of houses
bought the Dome theatre. Butler
have closed temporarily. The Strand have
Street, Pittsburg, from Fred Querner.
theatre here,
by theclosed,
Southern
Enterprises, owned
Inc., has been
it being
A. E. Booth, of the Strand theatre,
announced that a lack of patronage is Kenova. W. Va., will remodel the lobby
responsible for the move. This city has of his theatre on or about the first of
been considered one of the best theatre
towns in the state, but the low prices April.
prevailing in the cotton market have had
Charlie John, a merchant of Repuba disastrous effect on movies here. At
lic, Pa.,above
has opened
theatre
town. a It400-seat
is called
the
the present time, the remaining theatres in the
ness.
in the city are recording excellent busi- Grand and is managed by M. M. Dyer.
Roy McShaffrey,
manager
of the Star
theatre,
Monessen, Pa.,
has produced
_a
The sivelyDixie
theatre,
patronized
excluby the negroes of the city, will, of two-reelteenthcomedy
thethe" ThirProposal andentitled
exhibited
same
necessity, close its doors as a result of
at his theatre for three days to capacitya real estate deal involving the theatre business.
site. This property has been sold to a
local merchant who has announced he
The Strand theatre. Salem. W. Va.,
will erect a large store building on the
been bought by H. C. Perine from
site now occupied by the moving picture has
Mr.
Waggoner.
Mr. Waggoner
has and
detheatre. Other sites are being considto retire from
the theatrical
ered by the theatre owners and it is movingcided picture
business.
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All

Film

Releases

All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by bo th the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects u
well as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Scrappily Married
2
Man Versus Woman
2
Hey, Rube
2
Nobody's
Wife
22
Movie Mad
Dining- Room, Kitchen and Sink
2
Back from the Front
2
Wedding
Blues
2
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
Mr. Fatima
i
2
TORCHY COMEDIES
State Right*
Dangerous Love
6 Torchy Mixes In
2
rhe Victim
6
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Torchy's Night Hood
2
HALL
ROOM
BOYS
COMEDIES
5
Morgan).
ph
DoubleCupid
Triumph
22
(Peggy O'Neill-Ral
Penny Philanthropistn)
2 Torchy
Torchy 'sTurns
^ Mar. 4— Out of Luck
ga
2
) 6 Feb. 18— High and Dry.....
2 MERMAID
Torchv's Millions
Desert Scorpion (Edmund Cobb-VidaarlJohnston
COMEDIES
2
Metcalf) 5 Feb. 4-ln Again, Out Again
(Claire Whitney-E
Chamber Mystery
5
)
White
(Glenn
Jan.
20
—
A
Dog-gone
Mixup
2
Evidence
Circumstantial
Holy Smoke
2
5
(Glenn White)
2
7— This Is the Life
2 Moonshine
Wall Street Mystery
5 Jan.
Unseen Witness (Glenn White)
SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS
High
and
Dry
2
Trail of the Cigarette (Glenn White) -.5S BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
April Fool
2
e)
The
Simp
2
Bromley Case (Glenn Whit
Mar.
4
No.
21
5
te)
Whi
(Glenn
Nonsense (Jimmie Adams)
2
Sacred Ruby
16 SPECIALS
28
No. 20
5 Feb.
15
House of Mystery (Glenn White)
Feb.
4
No.
19
5
Triple Clue (Glenn White)
Centaurs
t
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
Jan. 218—
.18 Modern
Jan.
The ofRaceDiving
of the(Kellerman)
Age (Man O' War)
21
2 Dec. 24
Art
Stage Struck
.No.
2
Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Runs 1
Betty the Vamp
.No. 17 Babe
Valley of 10,000 Smokes
1
Meet Betty's Husband
2 STAR RANCH WESTERNS
CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS
Betty's' Romeo
2 One two reel er every two weeks.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
Paths of Glory
Mar. 4— Her Western Adventure (Grace Cunard)
j
2 Feb. 18 — The Gun Runners
2 Paps and Papas
11
One every other week
Feb. 4— A Daughter of the Law
2 Lost a Yodel
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
j
Frivolous
.2
Fij
is
Jan.
20
—
The
Rranch
Mystery
.....2
1
The Man of Brawn
2
24 — A Desperate Tenderfoot (John Halladay)..2
Crowning King Blizzard
.1
A Knight of the Pines
2 Dec.
and Squakeries
1
Looking Up Jim
2 Dec. 10— The Man Hater (Grace Cunard) 2 Rookeries
Is No Santa Claus
1
Raiders of the North
2 PRIZMA
Swat
the
Landlord
l
Three
a Girl
jj
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS
In the and
River
2
The
SPORT PICTORIALS
Wisp
VoicesWillof o*thetheSe
a
. .}i
How Do You Get Your Exercise
1 CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
The
Business
of
Cam
ping
i
Making Man Handlers
1
(At State Right Exchanges)
Girls Will Be Boys
1 THE GUMPS
The
Exp
lor
ers
The Banana
Isle of Desire
,*ij
The Happy Duffer
1
Special
Ho
1 The
.
How Will You Have Your Bath
1 AWestward
Tropical
Nig
hts
Hunting We Will Go
1 SCEENICS
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
Get toHei'Work
1
Best of Luck
1 From Deer to Dam
featuring Billy Fletcher and Violet Joy.
i
The Promoters
1
Father's
Hero
1
A Cabaret Touchdown
1 The Masked Ball
1 No
Sultans
of
the
Sea—
Getting
a
Toe
Hold
'.
Hope
for
the
Drys
—
Silver
Silences
1
Scandal A La Carte
1 Give 'er Gas
1 Then
Came — Art Is Everything 1
All Over Overalls
1 Chester's Cat
1 Out ofCompany
the Pa
st
...j
1 Fine Feathers — They Forgot the Town
Splash Me
1 Rolling Around
I! !l
Doomed at Noon
1 Andy's Holiday
1
Sea
Planets
—
Apartments
for
Rent
Andy Has a Caller
1 VANITY COMEDIES
ARDATH-XLNT COMEDIES
II Cuspidoree
1
His Wife Jimmy
2 Andy's
Without a Wife
i
Cow
1
Her
Husband's
Flat
2
Andy
Helps
at
Home
1 Tea
Kink of Kawakki
2 CELEBRATED COMEDIES
OuijaforDid
It
Two
..."
}
!l
Soap Bubbles
2
11 GAYETY COMEDIES
Champion by Chance
...2 Jazz
Love &andJealousy
Law
Your Business
'"i
SERIALS
Sand Wit
ches
Mixed Pickles
1 Mind
|
1 Ain't
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
15 episodes The Love Doctor
Love
Grand
i
Bl
on
ds
|.
J
The Honeyspooners
11 iVCSl 111 fM
M
Why
Get
a
Divorce
1
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Out of Luck.
Rest in Peace
•
° .'
J
What Women Will Do (Anna Q. Nilsson) 6 Jilted
ous
and Time
joiied: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
In Dutch
The Devil (Geo. Arliss)
6 A Terrible
1 miscellane
Hides
and Go Seek
i
The Riddle — Woman (Geraldine Farrar)
6
COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORP.
A Tale of the Far North
'.'.'.'.'.]'.'. '.[ \
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
The Hidden Light (Dolores Casameffl)
t EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Hush (Clara Kimball Young)
6
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
=^^=^^^=^^^=
Mid-Channel (Clara Kimball Young)
<
Lying Lip. (Peter.-yidor^ .
6 COMMONWEALTH PICTS. (ChgO.)
She Played and Paid (Fannie Ward)
S
Whispering
Devils
(Conway
Tearle)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VTL MOVIES
Whiskers (Comedy)
J Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro) «
Love (Loaise Glaum)
,.6 Billy
La Farre Sisters (Dancers)
1 For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young) T
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bos worth)
6 The
Dying
Swan
(Skating)
1 The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young) t
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7 Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics)
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Feters)..*
1
ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
1
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood)
6 The Flying De Armands
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS
^^r^i^^\(AeB^.^ce±:\\:::
P4RAMOTTNTARTCRAFT
playerslasky exch
and Wr#«tlinc):\' famous
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) t Thr?' Wtiionl' S!«t*r» 'BnTinf
Mar.
27— The Idol of the North (Dorothy Dalton).5802
MACK SENNETT PRODS.
t^tvtTxttvt * nvrm Tvr^rr.TTT»^.r. t^FT
Mar.
The Mur
Gilded Lily
(Robt. )
Z. Leonard
Prod.27—
-May
ray
A Small Town Idol (Ben TjgpjjO
S DOMINANT
PICTURES, INC
WESTERN DRAMAS
Mar.
20 — Pro
Beau Revel d.)
(Thomas H. Ince-Louis
Vance
The Call of the West
2
AYWON FILM CORP.
O'Malley of the Mounted (William S. 5628
The
22 Mar.
FEATURES
The Outlaw's
Vulture ofReformation
the West
Hart20—Prod.)
Partners
of
the
West
2
Mar.
13—
The
Easy Road (Thomas Meighan) 4982
TheHolmes)
Loggers of Hell Roarin' Mountain (McGowan- 5 Western Nerve
2
13— The Call of Youth (Hugh Ford-Brotosh
2 Mar.
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) S Across the Border
Prod.)
3871
A Rough Shod Fighter (Win. Russell)
5 THE NEW WEDS
fheby)
Mar.Prod.)
6 — Straight Is the Way (Cosmopolitan 6839
A Crook's Romance (McGowan-Holmes) 5 (12 one-reelers featuring Harry Myers and Rosemary
Feb. 27— What's Worth While (Lois Weber
Youth's
Melting
(MaryRussell)
Miles Minter) 55
High Gear
JefferyPot(Wm.
Prod.)
5693
The Moonshine Menace (McGowan-Holmes) 5
Feb.
27— The Price of Possession (Ethel ClaytonSally With a Past (Mary Miles Minter)
5 EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Hueh
Ford
Prod.)
4933
Quick Action (Wm. Russell)
5
Feb. 20 — The Kentuckians (Charles Maigne Prod.) .5981
(Rnleaned Through Educational film Fmehanget)
Feb. 20 — The Passionate Pilgrim (Cosmopolitan
The
Man FromOutcast
Medicine
Hat Miles
(McGowan-Holmes)
. .5 iJ^SSSS?
i^Sg"
The Virtuous
(Mary
Minter) ...5
CHESTER COMEDIES
Prod.)
63 S»
From the West (Wm. Russell)
5 Ladies' Pets
2
Feb.
13— Chickens (Douglas MacLean-Ince Prod.) .4753
2 Feb. 13—
House Without Children (Richard Traverse) 6 Beat It
Forbidden
Fruit
(Cecil
B.
DeMille
Blind Love (Lucy Cotton)
6 You'll Be S'prised
22
Prod. )
7804
Border Raiders
.._
5 A Tray Full of Trouble
Feb. 6— The Gho«t in the Garret (Dorothy Gish).5037
Evolution
of Man(Hill-Lynch)
(Jack the Ape- Man)
6 The Big Show
2
Feb. 6 — Brewster's Millions (Roscoe Arbuckle) . .5503
Release Information continued on page 2254
AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary-Irene Rich).
Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel 6
Their
Barrie)
r»e Blue Moon (Special Cut)... .... .«
The Gamesters (Margarita Fisher). ............
A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary).. S6
feggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter)

SHORT SUBJECTS
Six Two-reel Joy Comedies (Chas. Joy)
Fifteen Two-reel Harry Carey's (Harry Carey)
Fifteen
Two-reel
Mary Pickford's (Mary Pickford) . .
num-Buck
Jones)
Twelve Two-reel Franklyn Farn urn's ( Frankly n Far-

Motion
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His Unlucky Job.
L,ove's
Flame Keniuckians
(Thos. J. Carrigan)
5
Jan 30— The Frontier of the Stars (Thomai
the
Figriting
(Special
Cast)
5
Meighan) . . .
The
...".".*.'.".".'.".".
20
Jan.Prod.)
3U — Paying the Piper (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Pals Baby
and
Petticoats
The
Slicker
..." 20
tUX
NEWS
THE FILM MARKET
Jan. 23 — Midsummer
Madness
(Win. DeMille
Grand Passion
6 Twice a Week.
Prod.)
590a The
The House Without Children
7 The Jockey
Jan.Ince23 —Prod.)
The Rookie's Return (Douglas MacLean- 4123
The Spoilers
N e'er-Do-Well
(Reissue)
COOKkle
COMEDIES
(Reissue)
97 ^YPh.
Don't
Tic
Jan.
16 — The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan
All Wro
ng
J1MM¥ CALLAHAN COMEDIES
,
Prod.)
The Huntsman
Jan. 16 — The Education of Elizabeth (Billie
(Series of twelve two-reelers)
Burke)
4705
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
:o
Jan. 9— The Charm School (Wallace Reid) 4743
The
Naturalists
Jan. 9— The Jucklins (George Melford Prod.) 6023 FILM SALES COMPANY
A Rare
Bird
Jan. 2— The Bait (Maurice Touraeur Prod.) 5289 BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
Flivvering
1000
Dec. 26 — Silk Hosiery (Enid Bennett) 45S0
Crazy Idea
l
His Bed Sheet
1 AFactory
Dec. 26— The Testing Block (Wm. S. Hart) 5927
to
Consumer
l
1
Dec. 19 — An Amateur Devil (Bryant Washburn) . .4464 Nutt Inn
Ventriloquist
1
Dec.
19 — To Please One Woman (Lois Weber 6086
It's a Live
11 The
Doctor Killjoy
100
Prod.)
Powder
Puff One
Pirates
Gum
Shoe
Work
100
Harem Scarem
1 The Lion Hunters
ARTCRAFT
100
Lolly-Pop's
11 The Glue Factory
100
Jane — Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Mary PickHis Watch Daughter
Hound
ford)
53«i
Cold Tea
100
The Hypnotist
100
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
The
Papoose
1008
Mar. 27-Out West
22 FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
On the Hip
1000
Feb. 27— The Butcher Boy
Scrap
Iron
(Charles
Ray)
6
The
Northwoods
1000
Jan. 16 — Country Hero
2 Lessons in Love (Constance Talmadge)
6 Sherlock Hawkshaw 4c Co
1000
Dec. 19 — Fatty at Coney Island
• The Oath (R. A. Walsh Special— Big Five)
7
1000
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Scrambled Wives (Marguerite Clark)
6 All Stuck Up
7,000 or 9,000
Mar. 20 — Sweetheart Days
2 Passion (Pola Negri-Big Five)
Mar. 6— Wedding Bells Out of Tune
2 The Old Swimmin' Hole (Charles Ray)
6 CATTMONT COMPANY
Feb. 20— The Unhappy Finish
2 The
X VjUIVIx
Talmadge)
(At State Rxght
Exchanges) I
WomanAffair
in the(Constance
House (Mildred
Harris) 6
7
Feb. 6 — On a Summer Day
2 Mamma's
0
Kid (Charles Chaplin-Big Five)
6 Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Jan. 23 — Bungalow Troubles
2 The
«
6 Ont of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
Jan. 9— Dabbling in Art
2 Not Guilty (Sydney Franklin)
Infatuation
of
Youth
(Paul
Capellani)
I
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
My Lady's
Latchkey (Lionel
(Katherine
MacDonald) 66 Branded (Josephine Earle)
f
The
Great
Adventure
Barrymore)
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
1 Nineteen and Phyllis (Chas. Ray)
The Thinker (Special Cast)
(
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
The
Edge
of
Youth
(Josephine
Earle)
<
AboutMayer
Husbands
(Whitman Bennett's)
Dec. 7— After the Circus
i •fThe
rlusbanas
and
Wives
(Vivian
Martin)
I
HabitTruth
(Lewis
Prod.)
SERIALS
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Oct. 10 — Spirits
■> FOX FILM EXCHANGES
la the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes) S
Sept. 12— Kidt la Kids
2
luesdaya— —Gaumont
Gaumont New*
1
Fridays
Graphic
Aug. 29 — Never Again
I SPECIALS
1
Skirts (Special Cast)
6
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Mar. 27 — Modern Jerusalem
1 A Connecticut
in King
Arthur's Court :.r...7
(Spec
ca.0 . Yankee
.. ...
.:.
EXCHANGES
Mar. 20 — Jerusalem, the Holy City
1 BlindiaiWives
(Special Cast) •
7 GOLDWYN
Mar. 13 — In the Garden of the East
1
STAR SERIES
Face
at
Your
Window
(Special
Cast)
7
Mar. 6 — Constantinople
1 The
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast)
7 SPECIALS
Messmore 5
Feb. 27 — Modern Aspects of Japan
1 The
(Lt. Onner Locklear)
7 The Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin)
Feb. 20 — A Little Atlantis
1 If I Skywayman
Were
King
(William
Farnum)
7
Kendall
Prod.
Feb. 13 — Palma De Majorca
1 The White MoU (Pearl White)
7 Godless Men (Special Cast)
Feb. 6— All Aboard for Brindisi
1 WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
6367
5202
The Great Lover (Special Cast)
Jan. 30 — Under Cuban Skies
1
The
Scuttlers
4 Just Out of College (Jack Pickford)
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
4779
Drag
Harlan
6
Roads
of
Destiny
(Pauline
Frederick)
Jan. 23— Wildest Wales
1
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) 4960
Dec. 19 — The Jungfrau Railway
1 PEARL WHITE SERIES
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
5884
Not. 21— Kilawea Volcano Eruption
1 The Tiger's Cub
*
The Concert (Special Cast)
The
Thief
6
Oct. 17— Winter Sports at St. Moritz
Guile
of
Women
(Will
Rogers)
4496
The Mountain Woman
* Bunty Pulls the Strings (Special Cast)
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
6255
Your Men
6 Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
4610
Jan. 9 — Victory Mountain
1 Know
Dec. 5 — Indian Summer
1 TOM MIX SEBIES
A Voice in the Dark ((Special Cast)
4255
6
Not. 7— A Setting of Ages
1 Hands Off
Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) 4148
6 What
Oct. 10— The Cloud
1 The Road Demon
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers)
*> His Own Law (Hobert Bos worth) J. Parker Read,
Sept. 5 — From a Piscatorial Angle
I Prairie Trails
The Texan
6
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Jr
7
The Untamed
6 Madame X (Pauline Frederick)
6475
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
ine Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy) . .4600
Bare Knuckles
5 The Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford) .. 5198
Cheater Reformed
5 EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
The Iron Rider
3 Earthbound (Basil King)
Feb. 27— Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Frank
6772
The
Challenge
of
the
Law
5
The Penalty (Gouverneur Morris)
6730
Moser
W.*li**S«
The Man Who Dared
5 It's
Feb. 20— Magazine Subject!? — Cartoon by Earl Hurd.l
a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Feb. 13— Magazine Subjects — Cartoon livan
by Pat
SulThe North
Malice (Rex Beach)
6725
• ....1
Going
Some Wind's
(Rex Beach)
The
Lamplighter
5
Feb. 6— Magazine Subjects — Cartoon (Hootch and
BOOTH
TARKINGTOPTS
EDGAR
SERIES
Wing
Toy
6
Mootch)
J
6 Edgar the Explorer
3
Jan. 30 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Moser 1 Flameof ofMyYouth
Heart
6 Get
Rich Quick Edgar
3
Jan. 23 — Pictionary-Comedy-Cartoon by Sullivan.... 1 Girl
Merely Mary Ann
< Edgar's
Little Saw
3
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Edgar Camps Out
2
Dynamite Allen
• 5 Edgar's Sunday Courtship
1
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Number 17
5 CAPITOL COMEDIES
SPECIALS
The Plunger
5 Jan. 30 — Indigo Sunday (George Bunny)
2
From
Now
On
5
Man
War
Jan. 16 — You'd Better Get It (Geo. Bonny) 3
The O"
Midlanders
(Bessie Love)
51 20TH CENTURY BRAND
Jan.
2
—
Ged
'Ap,
Napeoleon
(Geo.
Bunny)
3
The Servant In the House (Special Cast)
S
One Man Trail (Buck Jones)
5 Dec. 19 — When Martin Gets Here (Geo. Bunny) 3
Hearts and Masks (Special Cast)
5 The
The Big Punch (Buck Jones)
S Dec. 5 — Professional Ethics (Geo. Bunny) 3
Nobody's
Girl
(Billie
Rhodes)
3
2
Two
Moons
(Buck
Jones)
5 Nov. 21 — At It Again (Geo. Bonny)
Bonnie May (Bessie Love)
5 Just Pals (Buck Jones)
5 GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Sunset
Sprague
(Buck
Jones)
5
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
Big Game — Lampoons (Shenanigan Kids)...l
The Tomboy (Eileen Percy)
5 Hunting
Where Is My Wife
2 The
Sponge Man (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Bride (Eileen Percy)
5 The
His Dizzy Day
2 Why Blushing
The
Prize
Dance (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Trust Your Husband? (Eileen Percy) 5 Happy Hooldini
Kidnapper's
Revenge
22 The Land
(Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
5
A Flivver Wedding
Husband Hunter (Eileen Percy)
5 Cupid's
Advance (Happy
Hooligan) Lampoons 1
A Rare Bird
1 The
GOLDWYN-BRAY
PICTOGRAPHS
While
the
Devil
Laughs
(Louise
Lovely)
5
His Naughty Night
2 Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely)
5
Unshod
Soldiers
of
the
King
1
Hearty Married
2 The Little Gray Mouse (Louise Lovely)
5 No Reg'lar Bud
A Bedroom Scandal
2
1
SERIALS
Gypsy
Scientists
1
FORD EDUCATIONALS
Seein'
Things
on
the
Orinoco
11
Fantomas
(20
Episodes)
2
The
Human
Voice
Jan. 23 — Democracy in Education .1 Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
2 The Riveter
Jan. 16 — The Message
1
1
Jan. 9 — Farvland
.1 SUNSHINE COMEDIES
COMICS
The Bipr Secret
2000 GOLDWYN-INTERNATIONAL
1
The Tanitors
2000 Jan. 30 — The Chicken Thief
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
Love
1
Verse and Worse
2000 Jan. 2316—— Fatherly
Too
Much
Pep
I
The Simp
2000
State Right »)
9— Oil
1
2000
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
6 His Fiery Beat
2— Yes, Dear
I
2000
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
6 Roaring Lions on Parade
Jan.
Release Information continued on page 2278
Jan.
Jan.
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(C) Walker & Eisen, Architects
Proposed theatre for Lineberger, Hite and Lineberger, Long Beach, Cal. Detail plans of this theatre on page 2258
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The

Tilford

Studio

Method

tralizing Production
An

Interview with
DUE to numerous requests for information
and to satisfy a degree of curiosity on
the part of the producers the Motion
Picture News recently made an investigation
of the methods pursued by the Tilford Cinema
Studios, 165 West 31st Street, New York City,
g for the production wants of proin carin
ducers.
Their method of mounting productions is
very unique and seems to have been the one
thing that producers, particularly the independent producers have wanted for years, but
did not know that they wanted it.
The Tilford Cinema Studios are composed
of men who for years have been connected with
some of the largest studios in the East. Their
work is divided sharply : each one of these
men is a specialist in that particular phase of
production over which he exerts supervision.
The personnel of the organization are as
follows :
Mr. Walter Ford Tilford, Director, In
Charge of Decoration ; Thomas Wilson Switz-

-SHOT

Picture

of

News

Cen-

Needs

T.

W.
Switzler by a News
Representative
ler, General Manager; Wiard B. Ihnen, R. A., called for in the continuity. These settings ar |
based on the type of characters called for i:
Architecture and Design ; Thurston H. Homedale, Art and Scenic Effects; Thomas B. Sher- the story who abide therein or frequent sucl
settings, in other words, the settings are de
man, Construction; Stephen Seymour, Decorasigned with a view of showing the kind o
tions; John T. Lascha, Transportation.
They work on any one of three basic prin- places people really live, work and enjor them
selves in, getting away with the old idea o
ciples.
A. — The producer roughly indicates approxi- "movie settings" into the new idea of sin
mately the character of the production he cerity in backgrounds.
Furthermore, the make up of the settings i I
desires and the Tilford experts submit
figures for which they will do it.
developed, bearing in mind always that th
B. — The producer will give the approximate fig- camera is to record what is built. Also bear
ure he can allot for settings and they will
in mind
the various
angles"
submit to him what can be secured for ing
" shots,"
" vistas,"
" shots"camera
through,"
etc., ant'
th-<
that sum.
beauty of which often enhances the plaines
C. — Cost Plus. The cost not including tech- of settings. Where special light effects can b
utilized recommendations for their use ar
nical or other supervision.
The modus operandi seems to be as follows : suggested to the director. The ordinary an«
average lighting is left up to the director am
The producer will give over to them his continuity and suggest the studio he desires to his camera-man.
work in. After a few days complete sketches,
In each production there are several setting,
where there is action of very brief but im
showing floor plans, elevation, color schemes
and decorations will be submitted for each set
portant nature.

TH RwU
L L t V 1
{Loom
r

Ml
'i J-V

Living
. f^oo M .

s pi .PU Ml cIT

Y

D - P i

J o c .T IO S

This is an example of the work of the Tilford Studios. The sketches show (left) the entire layout of the set with all four rooms in their proper
relationship. At the right are details of the several elevations and the sclteme of decoration
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Tilford people believe in constructing only
t is necessary and what the camera sees,
of no conseit the camera does not see is consider
ation,
ice and should be given no
ing always in mind, of course, a margin
of a diafety due to the unknown element
>r's desire for a change of action from
in the script.
presenting the sketches, etc., to the prox for the approval both as to the sketches
lselves and as to the total cost, records are
ared of all " essential props." Ah " essenprop" is an article or service definitely
•d for in the script— by a cross-checking
zm the Tilford people insure the proper
I of props available at exactly the proper
:. The producer and director having to
no thought to these items. After the
ches have been approved a figure is then
n to the producer based on such sketches
>e produced at " such and such " a studio
on " such and such " a schedule of operaaturally if a producer wants the stage com;ly cleared and new sets ready at 9 A. M.
next morning, the cost of such a setting
Id be greater than if the work could be done
ng daylight hours1. However, if the
dule calls for a certain set to be ready on a
rsday morning and the director can gain
iy by having it ready on Wednesday mornthe difference in the double and triple time
to labor to accomplish this difference
Id be considered as an extra above the con: and so billed to the producer,
ight changes in the setting or decoration
not made the basis of an extra, but should
producer, after the setting has been O.K'd
>aper, desire a complete change, the cost of
change would necessarily count as an
a. However, with careful preliminary work
:he part of the producer and his director
e should be very little extra expense,
n the production just finished for Director
iam Nigh at Universal Studios, the actual
unt of extras, due to changes, was less than
>me of the reasons why the Tilford Studios
d be a boon to producers are outlined by
Switzler, as follows : The sets can be pro:d for a very much less figure than the
lucers can themselves, as the producer does
have to carry any overhead except for the

Actual "still" taken of the living room shown in sketch on opposite page
handling of the talent and the picture itself.
The overhead of the Tilford organization being
split up through the various contracts upon
which they are working to the advantage of
each contract. Through long experience in the
securing of materials and properties they know
the markets much better and by quantity purchases can secure lower prices than the individual producer. Likewise no question of credit
arises with the producer as all the business
transactions involved are between the vendor
and the Tilford Cinema Studios. The only
payments necessary by the producer are his
talent, direction and camera salaries and the
weekly payment to the Tilford organization.
In answer to a request for an illustration of
their Methods, Mr. Tilford and Mr. Ihnen both
decided the settings as shown on page ?? as
an average type of setting used in modern production. To illustrate their method of production the sketches and elevations shown on page
2256 in this instance, first were submitted to

Mr. Harry Rapf, representing Warner Bros.,
and gone over carefully with Mr. Nigh, his
director.
The settings were then constructed and decorated, according to the plans and the photographs as shown are the result.
It is far cheaper for the producer to make all
his corrections and changes on the basis of such
plans than it is for him to make such changes
after the settings are completed or partially
completed. This is true whether he has his own
staff or contracts the. work. Independent producers especially find it difficult to accumulate
a highly skilled staff of studio artisans for the
period of one or two pictures. By adopting the
Tilford method this is obviated as they work
much the same as an architect, who designs
and supervises several jobs simultaneously, each
job getting the full benefit of the skilled supervision of the architect himself.

\ferring from these "stills" to the drawings on the struction
opposite
page itofwitheII bebedroom
seen how
original conception was adhered to in the conand decoration
and closely
boudoirthesets
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k Business-Pulling
THEATRE
FRONT

ELLANAY THEATRE
EL PASO, TEXAS
H- M. Bentell, Architect.
White and Polychrome Terra Cotta

THERE'S real business-pulling power in the Terra
Cotta front of the Ellanay Theatre. People can't
help being attracted by its colorful beauty and the
broad white expanse of the tile pattern fields. The
delicate ornamental details of the arch, frieze and
cornice are further accentuated by beautiful ceramic
colors, — mostly brown, orange, ivory and green, —
while the arts of painter and sculptor are permanently
combined in the handsome bas-relief over the main

Formerly such business-pulling attractiveness was
rare in motion-picture theatres. But today exhibitors
realize the value of specially designed playhouses,
and leading architects from coast to coast specialize
in designing imposing and attractive exteriors.
Because of its unlimited range of form and color,
Terra Cotta is the favorite material for large and
small theatres. No design is too simple, no scheme

Te.rmanent

The

maintenance expense of Terra Cotta is

practically negligible. There is no replacement or
patching to be considered. The crisp, clean details
do not chip nor do the colors fade. Terra Cotta
is permanent; created by fire it resists fire. The
dirt accumulated by age or the elements can be
washed right off with soap and water and the
original clean, lustrous surface restored.

entrance, depicting "The Dance".

fERRA

of decoration too ornate, to find adequate expression
in this most adaptable of all building materials.

Consider the beauty, permanence, and economy
of Terra Cotta. Can there be any question of its
value

for motion-picture theatre construction?

Wouldn't it make your theatre front a bigger
business-puller? For your own information, send
for the new brochure, "The Theatre". It shows prosperous motion-picture houses all over the country, all
built of Terra Cotta. Address National Terra Cotta
Society, 1 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

COTTA
beautiful

Profitable

2260
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Chair

Covers

Are

a

Summer
Necessity
a final touch of distinctive beauty for a
theatre interior, chair covers appeal to
the discriminating exhibitor. Not only are they
a means of transforming the interior of a theatre, so as to make it appear summery, cool, attractive and healthful, but lend a tone of smartness and luxury to the general appearance of
the theatre, that cannot be gained in any other
way.
Chair covers represent the most careful
thought in the selection of materials and design, and they embody the experience of highly
AS

|iii((iip

An upholstered chair before and after being
equipped with chair cover
talented textile experts, who for years have specialized in textile specialties. For this reason
perfect-fit theate chair covers, must not be
confused
withare" throw
or "manufactured
slip covers "
as their fits
accurateovers
and " are
"reversible" with a French seam reinforced,
with tape binding, and are marked with laundering ink according to their respective sizes.
Therefore, when the covers are placed over the
chair backs, they are perfect in fit and form a
part of the chair and not a mere attachment.
The Blue Print Seating Arrangement Plan of
the Textile Specialties Co., insures permanent
accuracy in fit.
Chair covers should be made of materials that have been selected from the finest
chair cover materials. Patterns and fashions
should harmonize with color scheme and appeal
to the most discriminating persons. The cloth
should be non-shrinking and laundry as nicely
as a shirt-waist, table cloth or any other washable material, retaining their fresh, clean appearance during the life of the covers.
Per-Fect-Fit theatre chair covers, after
final inspection, are packed according to sizes
and a blue print seating arrangement plan is
furnished representing the same sizes as per
the stamps on the covers, and as per row in the
theatre so that porters, cleaners, or ushers can
install them with ease. This careful method
of packing and information, facilitates the
handling of the covers without any possible
confusion.
Pioneer

Detroit

Exhibitor

Visits Simplex Plant
Mr. A. P. Lombard of the Simplex Organization,
derived considerable pleasure recently in piloting Mr.
" Sam Ackerman
through thedepartments.
spacious Simplex plant with ofitsDetroit,
many interesting
Mr. Lombard, who for some time managed the Simplex mobile
officecity,inand
Detroit,
friends
in the maka
autonot ahasfewmany
Detroit
exhibitors
a trip through the Simplex factory a part of their.
New York itinerary.
Mr. Ackerman operates the East Side theatre in
Detroit and besides being one of the oldest Exhibitors
there, he has the distinction of having purchased one
of the first Simplexes that were installed in the city
made famous by Henry Ford. This installation was
quickly followed by many other progressive Exhibitors,
with the result that today, Detroit stands very high
among those cities that are Simplex-equipped in the
majority.

Lester Developing Site
in Columbia, S. C.

Approximately $400,000 will be expended by L. T. Lester, Jr., moving picture theatre magnate, in developing his
theatre property at Columbia, S. C, it
was announcing today. Mr. Lester has
just acquired extensive realty holdings in
the heart of the business district of Columbia and is now prepared to invest a
vast sum in their conversion into first class
theatres.
Mr. Lester, who already is classed as
one of the largest individual moving picture theatre promoters in the South, operates several moving picture houses in the
South Carolina capital, and his new holdings will put him far in the lead of his
competitors in this line. His latest purchase is Agricultural Hall, located on
Main Street, Columbia, next door to the
Columbia Theatre, and situated ideally
with reference to patronage. Mr. Lester
will construct a six-story hotel in the front
section of this enormous structure and will
telry. his new theatre in rear of the hoshave
The theatre, which Mr. Lester plan.to construct in the rear of Agricultural
Hall, will be modern in every respect, he
announced. It will have a width of 77 feet
and will be so arranged that the rearmost
seats will be much nearer the screen than
is usually the case in theatres of similar
dimensions. The balconies, too, will be
constructed as near the stage as the acoustics of the building will permit, as Mr.
Lester plans to add vaudeville to his proL. T. Lester owns a controlling interest
gram.
in
every theatre in Columbia except the
Imperial. He has on his string the Ideal,
the Rivoli, the Rialto, the Broadway, the
Royal, the Lincoln and the Rex. The city
of Columbia owns

Barton

Announces

N

Ne

Organ Model
HP HE idea of the original Barton Orgaj
A been retained in every respect, but nurn
refinements and improvements have been a
The Barton Organ is unique inasmuch a:
manufacturers claim an instrument esp©
designed for motion picture theatres and a
ed for no other use. This together with the
that Mr. Barton spent many years as a
sician playing in theatres gave him an in
into the exact requirements needed.
The Barton Organ does not use any unif
duplexing, borrowing or double touch, but 1
separate and distinct set of pipes for
organ stop represented at the key desk,
giving the instrument a great variety of
color and being a type of instrument recogr
by musicians as having the greatest mu
possibilities.
The appearance of the console or key de
worthy of especial note. It is massive in
pearance and is most beautifully finishec
genuine mahogany. The console in itself
decided ornament in a theatre.
The instrumentation of the Barton Orga
strictly orchestral, the instruments being
nished with stops representing the string
tion, brass, wood, wind and foundation tone
an orchestra, as well as a heavy Diapason
the softer qualities of the Muted Viols, I
cianos. Gemshorns and other beautifully tc
solo effects. The Xylophone, Marimba, Ord
tra Bells, Cathedral Chimes, Bird Effl
Storm, Crash, etc., are operated by a patej
direct electric action which has a guarai
backed by years of use in motion picture tt
tres on Bartola instruments manufactured
the Bartola Co.
Mr. Barton has introduced in the Barton
gan a new invention, which is the first gi
improvement made in pipe organs in 11
years. It is known as the Divided Manual
with this arrangement, the musical possibiH
of the pipe organ are more than double

the Columbia thealease tre,
on Mr.
thisLester's
house
having expired
some days ago.
In addition to
his plans for a new
house, Mr. Lester
has closed a contract for the installation of a $20,000
pipe
the
Rivoliorgan
theatrein and
also for the erection of a stage in
that movie house.
Frequent improvements in Mr. Lester's holdings have
been necessitated
because of unprecedented patronge.
— ( Keeney. )

Picture

New organ of the Bartola Co.

March

26 , 1921
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DALLAS, TEXAS
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Technical Editor,
Motion Picture News.
In your issue of March 19th, pages 2094, 2096
and 2098, appears an article by Mr. Henry D.
Nathan entitled "Ventilation — What It is; Why
Necessary and How It is Done."
On the greater portion of the article we have
no comment to make, but on that portion which
mentions the Typhoon System, we, as an interested part}*, claim the right to controvert and
refute the adverse arguments presented. As
Mr. Nathan himself states that the objections
which he presents " may or may not be justified,"
it would have been very much fairer both to
your readers and to us, had he first convinced
himself whether they were justified. Certainly
if they were not justified, he should not have
presented them in his article. So much for the
ethics of the case.
As to the facts: — Mr. Nathan enters the objection that the Typhoon System " May be noisy,
create such a rapid movement of air as to causedrafts, etc. (particularly below where it enters)
." Ignoring the fact that the " etc." as used
is not very illuminating as to just what the
Typhoon System " creates," we wish to state
most emphatically that any ventilating system
may be noisy. The Typhoon System, designed
by Typhoon engineers and installed under their
supervision, is not noisy and no ventilating system when properly designed is noisy.
As to draughts, Mr. Nathan should know that
the ill effects of a draught on the human body
are duev entirely to the manner in which the
body is exposed. A person summering on the
seashore might say "I am here to enjoy the
ocean draughts," but offsetting that one person
there are thousands in their right mind who
would preferably say " ocean breezes " — the
analogy being that the Typhoon System furnishes breezes, not draughts.
Mr. Nathan also speaks (as one of his objections "which may or may not be justified")
of " the tendency at times to cause foul-smelling,
tepid air to be blowing into the faces of waiting people in the lobby every time the doors are
opened." Auditoriums are usually designed with
a minimum of 90 cubic feet of contents for each
seat and, in modern theatres, as much as 300
cubic feet of contents is provided. The Typhoon
Cooling System is designed to change the entire

air in an auditorium once every minute. The
Typhoon Cooling System, therefore, according
to the design of the building, will provide from
90 cubic feet to 300 cubic feet per minute per
person, and, as the requirements for average
ventilation demand but 30 cubic feet per minute
per person, it requires only a rudimentary
knowledge of arithmetic to see that the Typhoon
Cooling System provides from three to ten
times the quantity of air required for adequate
ventilation. Now, if Mr. Nathan will agree that
30 cubic feet per minute per person means average ventilation, if he will agree that absence of
odors is a requisite of perfect ventilation, perhaps he will explain to our eager intellects just
why three to ten times that quantity of air will
result in " four smelling, tepid air." As a matter
of fact, when the doors are opened in a Typhoon
cooled theatre, the waiting crowds are treated
to a cooling and refreshing breeze which truly
makes that theatre " the coolest place south of
theMr.North
Pole."speaks knowingly of air washers,
Nathan
duct systems and Mushroom Ventilators. Perhaps Mr. Nathan will tell us just where the
benefits lie for the man who breathes washed
air for three hours in a theatre and then
breathes unwashed air for the other twenty-one
hours of that particular day. Perhaps Mr.
Nathan will supply our ardent longing for information byexplaining why Mushroom Ventilators provide " the ideal system " when the air,
after leaving the Mushrooms, passes first
through the dust and odors of his audience's
feet
trapezes
his audience's
noses and
on then
its way
to the gaily
ceilingpastoutlet.
Please permit us, now, in fairness, to tell your
readers what the Typhoon System really is and
really does.
The Typhoon System has been evolved by
experienced engineers for the adequate cooling,
heating and ventilating of theatres. It has been
developed to provide such results a low cost
of installation and with a minimum cost for
operation. No special apparatus is used which
will require the services of experienced engineers and no equipment is installed which demands expensive upkeep.
As to what the Typhoon System does, we will
merely quote from an article in the April, 1920,
Journal of the American Society of Heating and
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Ventilating Engineers entitled " Ventilation of
Earge Auditoriums " : " There is still another
system which I shall mention in order to get it
under discussion, and that is the downfeed system, where the fresh air (cooled or heated) is
supplied through the main ceiling and the foul
air exhausted at the floor line. Carefully designed, it is my opinion that this is the best
method of air distribution for a large auditorium." The article is by Mr. R. S. M. Wilde,
who is not and never has been connected with
this organization.
In conclusion, permit us to state that if Mr.
Nathan has offered all his objections to the
Typhoon System in his recent article, we feel
certain that he will be a Typhoon adherent when
he has had sufficient experience to merit
serious consideration. There are over a thousand theatre owners throughout the country
who own and operate Typhoon Systems who will
willingly tell him how well satisfied they are
with their choice for cooling, heating and
ventilating their houses.
We sincerely deplore the use of the news
columns of your paper as a means of disseminating misinformation regarding the Typhoon System. We welcome at all times constructive
criticism but feel justified in stalwartly resenting and resolutely refuting slanderous innuendo whenever and wherever it appears.
Henry P. Kahn.
Andrew

J. Corcoran
Suddenly

Dies

Andrew J. Corcoran, inventor and manufacturer of the Corcoran Developing Tanks used
in most of the motion picture laboratories
throughout the world, died suddenly at his
home in Jersey City, last Monday.
Mr. Corcoran was born in Dublin, Ireland,
eighty years ago and came to this country at
the age of 8 years. He engaged in the trade
of blacksmith near Syracuse, N. Y., and it was
there that he invented the self regulating windmill that first brought him fame. After the
Civil War, he moved his factory to Jersey City
and at the same time enlarged his line of manufactured products. He was one of the first to
appreciate the growth of the motion picture industry and almost from the first has maintained
a leading position among the firms supplying
equipment for it.
Mr. Corcoran leaves two daughters and two
sons, the latter carrying on the business started
by their father.
{

Read the leading articles in this |
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Hallberg Electric Speed
and Recorder

Indicator

A NECESSARY ACCESSORY TO EXPENSIVE ORGANS AND
PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
HARMONIZES the MUSIC with the ACTION of the Picture
Affords the Manager a Wonderful Means of Checking his Shows

United
Theatre
Equipment
Corporation
Executive Offices
J. H. Hallberg
H. T. Edwards
Vice Pres. and Secy.
Pres. and Treas.
25 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK CITY
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Above: A typical motion picture theatre lobby with floor covered with
Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum.
At left: Photograph of Exeter Street Theatre, Boston, Mass., in which
Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum was laid by C. C. Bailey Sf Co.
of Boston.
If

You

Your

Made
Own

Floor

Covering

You would build sturdy durability all the
way through — you would make it easy to
clean in order to lessen your upkeep bills —
you would have it soundproof, soft underfoot.
In other words, you would make a floorcovering identical with Gold-Seal Battleship
Linoleum.
Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum measures up
to and overtops every one of these requirements— it even exceeds the specifications of
the U. S. Navy. More than that, it bears a

Gold-Seal

Cork

Carpet

If you want absolutely silent floors in your
theatre — lay Gold-Seal Cork Carpet. Velvety
soft and springy, this wonderful floor-covering deadens all sound of footsteps and is as
yieldingly cushion-like underfoot as the heaviest woven rug or carpet.
Made in soft shades of green, brown and
terra cotta — with polished or dull surface —
ten pleasing shades in all. Remarkably durable
— satisfactory service and wear guaranteed by
the Gold-Seal Guarantee.

positive guarantee of "Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back", no other floorcovering sold bears such a liberal pledge of
satisfaction and safety for the purchaser.

// you have a floor-covering problem, put it
up to our Service Department — they will be
glad to help you. W rite our nearest office for
samples of these quality floor-coverings, and
specifications for laying.

Springy, easy to clean, attractive, remarkably durable, Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum
is both built and guaranteed for satisfaction.
Made in soft restful shades of brown or green.

Congoleum
Company
INCORPORATED
Philadelphia New York Chicago
St. Lou^Boston Cleveland
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Minneapolis
Dallas Kansas
City
Atlanta
Montreal

©L©

Be sure to look

XJOLD

for this Gold
Seal on the

SEAL

goods you buy.
It insures your

Battleship
Linoleum
(THE FAMOUS FARC & BAILEY BRAND)

getting genuine
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oleum and absolute satisfac-
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the plant follows rugged lines, although
the weight and size are surprisingly small.
The plant measures only 17" x 23" and
is 15" in height. It requires but one pint
of gasoline and ounce of oil per hour
running at ufll capacity. When the projector isnot demanding the output it may
be used for lighting the auditorium or
room in which it is being used. It will
operate 10 twenty watt, 32 volt lamps for
this purpose.

of

Many
Features
The combination portable projector and light
plant, manufactured by the United Theatre
Equipment Corp., and designed by J. H. Hallberg, has been perfected for the express purpose
of tilling a long felt want in the small com-

New

Intermittent to
be Described
The Papers Committee of the S. M.
P. A. report another interesting paper to
be delivered at the Spring Convention on
the subject of the " Shuestick Intermittent Movement " by R. P. Burrows.
The paper will point out the advantages of
this type of movement as applied to a projector. An instantaneous film velocity curve for
this movement will be shown in comparison with
similar curves of two other commercial movements. An application of this movement eliminating tension shoes will also be described.
New
Theatres Building
The new theatre being built by Mr. Wright
at Girard, Pa., will be open on or about the
'first of May. It will be called the Liberty and
will have a seating capacity of 400.
Portable riant Operating Projector

Herman Stahl's new $250,000 theatre in Fari el, Pa., will be ready in about two weeks. With
the addition of this theatre it will give Mr. Stahl
a chain of three theatres, two in Farrel and one
in Oil City, Pa.

munities where lighting service is not immediately available. With this set which weighs
only 115 pounds complete with projector and
power plant it is possible to project or review
films at any place with a minimum of trouble
and delay.
The projector itself follows along the usual
type of the " suit-case " machine. Fig. 2 shows
the projector with side opened. It is built for
standard film only and is said to be able to project a 9 x 12 picture at distances up to 80
feet. A method of light control makes it
possible to stop the machines while a single
frame is projected on the screen for lecture
purposes.
The power plant consists of a gasolene motor
and a small generator, the latter being beltdriven from the motor. The construction of

The Hallbery Portable Projector
Sol Burka of the Hippodrome theatre. Fair
mont, has bought a lot on Main street, Fairmont,
to build a vaudeville house which will hold 1220
scats. Affiliated with Mr. Burka arc Jake Lin«
of the Dixie theatre, Fairmont, Rube Robinson
of W heeling and Gus Sun of Springfield. MrJ
Burka has also taken over the lease on the.
Columbia theatre, Pittsburg, and has also purchased lots in Wheeling, Huntington and
Parkersburg for sites of new theatres.
J. M. Plymale and Ed.- Smith of Ceredo, W.
Ya., are building a theatre in the above town to
seat about 250.
A new 1000 seat theatre is being built by Mr.
Keener of Weston, W. Ya., in the above towtfc
The theatre will be under the management of
Workman Bros., who also control the Xew
Strand theatre in conjunction with Mr. Keener

Messrs. Evans Ryalls and Thomas Jordan
have been granted a license to operate a theatre
in Milton. W. Ya., and will open a theatre very
shortly.
Milton is about twenty minutes' ride
from Huntington.

Bluefield, W. Ya., is to have a new 800 scafl
theatre. It will be built and managed by Sow
Kaufman and Robert Peters, who own another
theatre in the same town. Another theatre is
contemplated in the near future by S. L. Matif
which will seat 700.

Joseph Modi of Mannington, W. Va., and
also formerly owner of the Idle Hour theatre
in Washington, has purchased a theatre in
Barnesville, O.

The Corry Amusement Co., of Corry, Pai
owners of the New Rex theatre, have purchased
the Grand theatre, formerly owned by C. E.
Gable of Sharon, Pa.

The Y. & O. Coal Co. of Yorkville, O., has
opened a community theatre in Glen Robin, O.,
for the benefit of its employees.

The Liberty theatre, New Salem, Pa., has been
bought by Queenie Capouzzi, who also owns the
Princess theatre in Republic, Pa.

CHAIR
PER-FECT-FIT
▼

~tivc>

nf r/r>sin /i ,
of cleanliness and distinctive "^-tiv
Beauty not otherwise obtainable, •**
INEXPENSIVE
REVERSIBLE LAUNDRYABLE

X

Their psychological effect of COOLNESS during the summer
months is beyond expectation Your patrons will be astonished and marvel at the wondrous and beautiful change in
appearance
Summer is coming with its hot, sultry days PROTECT
YOUR BUSINESS. Prepare to transform your theatre interior.
Your chairs, instead of having a repulsive odor and sticky
finish (as is natural in summer), will continuously breathe an
air o( COOLNESS, CLEANLINESS AND SANITATION.
ORDER NOW for SPRING DELIVERY
r ■ i-

1

7Ae Finest Fabrics- Good in All 'Seasons- Samples onReguest
9&> TEXTILE SPECIALTIES CO. Cincinnati.Ohio
Representatives Everywhere » We Specialize iaMailOrderBusiness
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Screens

Gardiner

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
Folks will talk about your good projection when you
use a Gardiner Screen
Send today for booklet
For Sale by Leading Dealers

THEATRES
— FOR
SALE
4 Powers Type 6A Rebuilt Machines, Motor Drive, Guaranteed
Against Mechanical and Electrical Defects $250.00 Each
5 Powers Type 6A Rebuilt Mechanicisms, Guaranteed Against
Mechanical Defects
$100.00 Each
F or Immediate Delivery and Subject to Prior Sale
Cash with Order
DISTRIBUTORS FOR IMSCO PRODUCTS
"GENERAL ELECTRIC GENERATORS"
" SPEEDCO ARC CONTROLS "
" KEENOLITE 3 COMBINATION LENSE"
INDEPENDENT

Manufacturer*
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,

729 SEVENTH

MOVIE SUPPLY CO., Inc.
W. H. RABELL, Pres.
AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
ROOM 603

OHIO
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Pays Movie Theatres
Like a Little Gold Mine
Here's a little machine that takes up
only a few feet of otherwise waste
space in your lobby and pays as high
as $1,000 a square foot profit per year
like a regular little gold mine.
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Materials Examined
Orders for samples of the commercial projection screens were placed with practically
every maker whose advertisement could be
located in the trade journals. Response was
not obtained from all makers, but a fairly
representative group of samples was received.
The standard samples were prepared by mounting a piece of the projection screen 8 inches
square on a thin metal plate, thus insuring
flatness of the sample under examination. In
addition to the commercial screens mentioned,
several miscellaneous surfaces of interest were
examined.
In Table I is given a complete list of the
materials measured.
The surface of the magnesium carbonate
sample (1) was prepared by carefully scraping
a block of the material with a steel straightedge. The opal glass (2) was of the best
quality obtainable for uniformity and whiteness, and the surface was carefully ground.
The white blotting paper (3) was of the ordinary commercial quality used extensively in
photographic work. The photographic stock
(4) was a sample of uncalendered and uncoated material. No. 5 was of the same material but treated with the ordinary baryta

A.

Jones and
(Continued)

Milton

Charac-

Screens

F. Fillius

In the past a Screen has been a Screen and not
much else. It has taken Messrs. Jones and Fillius in
their paper printed below which was delivered originally
before the Society of Motion Picture Engineers to
identify the absolute characteristics of motion picture
screens. This paper is the most helpful that has come
to our attention this year.
coating. The drawing paper (6) was the commercial grade of Wattman's hot pressed. Sample No. 7 was prepared by sandblasting a sheet
of aluminum. No. 8 was made by sandblasting
the front surface of an ordinary plate glass
mirror. No. 9 consists of a screen made bysuperposing a sample of the material such as
is commonly used as the focusing screen in
photographic apparatus upon the surface of an
ordinary plate glass mirror.
The commercial screens examined are also
listed in Table 1, beginning with sample No.
10. In the name column is given the trade
name applied by the manufacturer to the
screen. In the " texture " column is a qualitative statement of the character of the surface,tative
while statement
in the of
"color"
column The
is a qualithe color.
terms
used in specifying texture and color are very
general in nature, no precise quantitative measurements being made of these characteristics.

200

»

t

100
1
1

k

1

Fig- 3 — Distributionsurfaces
curves of miscellaneous

N'anicTABLE 1
No .

109
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Class

Texture
Magnesium Carbonate
Opal Glass
White
Blotting Paper
Photo Stock Plain
Photo Stock Coated
White Drawing Paper
Sandblasted Aluminum
Sandblasted Mirror
Focus Screen and Mirror
Superlite
Special Back
Green
White Back
Plain White Coated
Imsco Silver No. 1
Imsco Gold No. 1
Imsco No. 2
Imsco No. 3
Imsco No. 4
Imsco White Muslin
Minusa A
Minusa B
Minusa C
Mazda-Lite
Idealite-Grade 1A
Idealite-Grade IB
Idealite-Grade 2
Dalite Crystal White
Dalite Gold Fibre
Dalite Silver
Argue Crystal Bead No 1
Argus
Crystal Bead No. 2
Mirroroid
Gold
Ring
Half-tone
Aluminum Paper

Smooth
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth
S mooth
Smooth
Smooth
Coarse Grain
Coarse Grain
Fine Grain
Fine Grain
Smooth
Coarse Grain
Coarse Grain
Coarse Grain
Medium
Fine
GrainGrain
Smooth
Medium Grain
Coarse
Coarse Grain
Grain
Fine Grain
Fine Grain
Medium
Fine
GrainGrain
Smooth
Fine Grain
Fine Grain
Medium Glass Brads
Fine Grain
Glass Beads
Fine
Smooth
Smooth
Smooth

Color
White
White
White
White
White
White
Metallic White
Whito
Matallio White
Metallic White
Metallic
Metallic White
White
YeUow
Metallic White
Metallic Yellow
Metallic White
Metallic
Metallic White
White
White
Metallic White
Metallic
Metallic White
Whit*
Metallic
Metallic White
White
Metallic
White
Metallic White
Blue Green
Metallic Yellow
Metallic White
Yellow
Yellow
Metallic
Whitev
Metallic Yello
White
Metallio Whit*

An examination of the characteristics of these
screens shows that they can be roughly grouped
into three general classes which may be specified as follows : Included in Class C are those
screens which give almost complete diffusion
of the incident light. Class A includes those
which reflect a large proportion of the incident light within a very narrow angle, and
very little light at the greater angles. Class B
includes the screens which are intermediate between the extremes represented by Classes A
and B. It should be understood that the line of
demarkation between these three classes is not
distinct but that such classification is entirely
arbitrary and made only for the purpose of
practical convenience.
The names specular, semi-diffuse, and diffusemay conveniently be applied in the classes A,
B and C. respectively. The indication of the
class to which each screen belongs is given by
the letter in the " class " column of Table 1.
Results
In Table 2 are given the reflecting powers
at the various angles of the miscellaneous surfaces examined, while in Table 3 are the detailed data relative to the reflection character-
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TABLE 2
MISCELLANEOUS SURFACES

No.

10

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

100
77. 1
68.9
73 9
91.1
82
66.37
473
460

100
77.1
67.9
73.9
88.0
82
7
39964.1
430

99.9
76 0
65.9
71.2
84.9
81.5
61.4
297
373

ANGLE
20
15
98.0
76.0
64.0
70.0
82.5
77.8
57.6
224
257

istics of the twenty-seven commercial screens
examined. In order to present these data in
more graphic form they are plotted as curves
in the following figures, the ordinates in all
cases being values of relative reflecting powers
and the abscissae the angles of observation to
which the various reflecting powers apply.
The sample to which the curve applies is
in all cases indicated by attaching the sample

Projection
Los

Room

Angeles,

40

50

60

30
96.9
74.8
63.0
67.0
80.5
74.4
52.4
121
176

94.9
f0.8
73.7
65.0
79.3
72.0
46.5
62.0
73,3

70
92.4
73.7
c9.7
78.7
63.5
69.5
40.
40.2
31.91

89.5
72.6
57 .2
62.2
63.3
78.7
36.0
20.5
34.2

84.8
54.8
70.5
76.9
67
61.16
35.3
19.0
32.0

78.8
68.2
58.4
54.2
74.3
05.4
32 6
19.41
31.

number. In Figure 3 are given the curves for
the mirror with the sandblasted surface, and
with superposed focusing screen. It will be
noted that the values at normal observation
are extremely high, but that the values diminish very rapidly as the angle of observation increases. Curves for samples Xos. 1, 2 and 5 are
also given in this figure.
(To be continued)

at Ambassador
is Model

of

Theatre,

Completeness

Arrangement of Rooms and Equipment Gives
Projectionists Absolute Control From All Points
to attend to his many duties in a systematic
WHEN Gore Brothers & Sol Lesser added
the new Ambassador theatre to their list and efficient manner. He is able to view the
they realized that the clientele of this theatre picture on the screen from any one of these
three rooms.
would be one of the most critical, consequently,
they have spared no efforts in equipping the
The cutting room will be equipped with cabinew theatre to meet the most exacting demands.
nets for all stereopticon slides, pieces of films
Many theatre owners seem to think that and other accessories. A special rewind, designed by Mr. Smith, will be installed here,
their patrons are chiefly interested in garish
interiors, pretentious lobbies and care little for which will be driven with a variable speed motor, so that rapid inspection or assembly of the
anything else. This erroneous opinion is not
film is possible.
held by the successful theatre men of today.
The projection room is of ample size and
The new Ambassador theatre is not garish but
it is most artistic. The lounging room with very well arranged. The two type " S " Simplex projectors, finished in battleship grey, will
its luxurious furnishings is most pleasing and
restful. The theatre itself, will be a pleasant
be equipped with several special features, including magnetic shutter dousers.
surprise, for those who will visit it to seek
A signal system in conjunction with the house
the best in motion pictures.
is installed on the front wall beThe task of furnishing all of these many de- telephone
tween the two projectors. Speedometers will
tails has been placed in charge of men who
are experts in their particular line. In this register the speed of the film at all times. The
case the matter of projection, which is so often much neglected item of ventilation will receive
proper attention, each projector being vented
slighted, has been given its due consideration
and the results obtained are sure to prove the directly outside through the roof. Both the
motor generator and cutting rooms will rewisdom of Messrs. Gore Bros, and Lesser, who
ceive ample amounts of fresh air.
realize that good projection is probably the
The
electrical installation in this projection
greatest asset of a successful theatre.
room is novel in many respects. Mr. Smith has
Mr. Art Smith, who is supervising projecinvented a scheme for controlling both the
tionist for the Gore Bros, and Lesser circuit,
projectors, spot and stereopticon lights from
has had complete charge of the installation of any one of the three positions along the front
the projection equipment. Mr. Smith has had
wall. The projectionist is thereby enabled to
considerable experience in this line of work.
have perfect control of his lights at all time
and can secure perfect results on the screen.
He had charge of the installation at Grauman's
theatre when that house was opened and superof strings and other objectionable feavised the remodeling of the projection room at The use
tures is eliminated by this scheme.
the Kinema. as well as many others.
When it came to selecting a motor generator
Mr. Smith deserves credit for the very sys- set that would be strictly reliable and would
take care of all the arc lights including the spot
tematic and complete layout at the new Ambassador. The projection department consists and stereopticon, Mr. Smith selected a 90-amof three adjoining rooms, the motor generator,
pere Westinghouse equipment, similar to the
the projection, and the cutting room. This is one he installed at Grauman's theatre. An enthe first time that this scheme has been carried
closed switchboard mounted in the wall between
out in this territory and its advantages are ob- the motor generator and projection rooms, provious to experienced men.
vides all necessary switching equipment and fuse
protection. This scheme also employs the
This scheme reduces the fire hazard considminimum run of conduit and wires.
erably, makes it possible for the projectionist

Picture

News

A very novel switching scheme for controlling all of the electrical operations in changing
the picture from one projector to another with a
single switch has been worked out by Mr. H. F.
O'Brien of the Los Angeles office of the Westinghouse Company. This one switch controls
both the motors and shutter dousers so that a
perfect change over is possible with greatly
simplified operations.
The ammeter-voltmeter panel is mounted on
the wall within vision of the projectionist, and
the automatic rewind will be within convenient
reach on the rear wall.
From this description it is apparent that careful thought has been given to this layout to
make it neat, efficient, safe, and practical. The
completed installation will be a decided improvement in its line and the best results will
be assured because of the fact that these details
have received their due consideration, by experts. It is consoling to know that the most
successful theatres realize this to be the best
practice.
Business Director for
Local 307
We here present the picture of Clem Rizzo,
who is business director for the Moving Picture Operators' Union, Local 307, Philadelphia,
Pa. Mr. Rizzo, who is one of the most popular
and practical operators in the city, is a practical electrician, . machinist, and is thoroughly
familiar with the leading makes of Moving
Picture Machines. He has been chief operator
and electrician at the New Strand theatre on
Germantown Avenue ever since the theatreopened. Mr. Rizzo takes a deep interest in all
of the operators under him who are reliable
and qualified for the business, and he sees that
they are well taken care of, but he has no love
for the crank turner who is a shirk, and does
not give value received for the money he draws.

Clem Rizzo. Business Director, Local 307
** A Motion Picture Projector
Without an Intermittent "
S. M. P. E. Convention, May 11, 12. 13. 14
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Right here it would not be amiss to call the
producers' attention to the fact that they can
be of great help in conserving their negatives
and in getting the most and the best out of
them. This they can do by allowing sufficient
time to the laboratory and not rush it as they
have been accustomed of doing since the very
inception of the motion picture, — a custom, alas !
that shows no sign of abatement. Some producers delight in making a picture in a leisurely
manner, but when it comes to getting the prints
made, the rush habit seems to take possession
of them, and the laboratory is given a day to
do
the work
requires aasweek's
Time
is every
bit that
as essential
latest time.
machinery,
skilled workers, etc., to do quality work.
Perforating
The life of a reel of film is too often shortened by poor perforations. A film thus badly
handicapped cannot travel far, jagged holes in
perforating will cause each step, where the
weakened portion comes in contact with a
sprocket, to weaken still more ; in fact every bit
of handling just assists in the rapid dissolution
of the film. A roll of film badly started once
in use soon goes to pieces. Improper alignment of sprockets in many of the theatres breaks
down a reel in jig time, and the distributor gets
back his prints with a mass of broken perforations. Attempts to patch up the pictures are
always unsatisfactory because parts of scenes
or entire scenes are taken out, which spoils the
action and the continuity of the story. It is
absolutely necessary, therefore, that each and
every roll of film be started right and perforated
carefully, accurately and cleanly. This means
more money and more satisfaction to the producer, the distributor and the exhibitor. The
cause of jumpy pictures is frequently traceable
to imperfect perforations. W hen the negative
has been badly perforated no laboratory in the
world can remedy the trouble.
Printing
A picture on the screen speaks for itself and
for everyone who has had a hand in its making.
When portions of a picture look normal and
others lighter, the fault is sometimes the
printer's for having been negligent, if one has
a sharp negative to work with. Improper contact in the channel of the printing machine between negative and positive will cause the latter
to be blurred and hazy.
Machines and lamps are unable to look after
themselves; they are in need of constant attention. To avoid trouble and complaints they
should be tested quite frequently. Not many
laboratories realize the actinic value of lamps.
To buy a job lot of lamps, put them in the
printing machines and trust to luck is both

of

Picture

the

N e

Lab-

Industry

I

Evans, Widely Known
Laboratory Expert
foolish and criminal. When the right kind of of chemicals. A thorough test should be m
lamp has been purchased the first thing to do of each and every chemical before it is put
is to determine its actinic value. Test each and
the solution.
every lamp, and cast aside the ones that do
Mixing of chemicals is a process that requi
not come up to the standard. At stated periods
knowledge plus care. Sad to relate this worl
it is well to determine the evenness of exposure
often done by men having but a smattering
upon all the machines. This is done by making
the chemicals they use and who rely alrn
what is known as the comparative test.
entirely on luck. Established formulas are
Motors should run in perfect synchronism.
some help, but they cannot remedy the ill use
To insure this the motors should be oiled at rusty, old pails or buckets, or receptacles i,
given intervals and thoroughly tested not once
are also used for tints, tones and hypo. Filte
in a blue moon but often. Never should a or distilled water alone should be used for
motor be allowed to run until it stops of its ing chemicals. The ancient, rusty water boi
own accord.
good enough for some will always harm
One of the surest methods of destroying a solution, which of course does the film no gc*
negative is that of making several prints withMany a costly negative has been junked as
out giving it the once-over. After printing a direct result of inefficient mixing of chemi
few rolls the negative should be taken out of
There are plants that are far from bei
the printing room, looked over carefully, the
clean. Cleanliness is never so much next
weak splices strengthened and polished thor- Godliness as when it is found in a film labo
oughly. It takes but an exceedingly minute bit
tory. Quality cannot be attained by pulling
of dirt to scratch up a negative; and a mutildeveloping racks all over a floor covered w
ated, dirty negative
greatly impairs the quality.
Developing
developer, hypo, mud and dirt. Racks sho
be properly cleaned before using, as dirty rad
carry all sorts of muck into the developer, whid
A very important factor in this branch of the
laboratory end of the picture industry is buy- has a way of clinging to the negative or posl
tive, and, unless it is properly washed dry ntc
ing nothing but the very best and standard make

Where the developing is carried out at the Evans laboratory
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the emulsion, causes a lot of unsightly specks
to mar the finished picture.
Many people employed to do the developing
are merely " guess developers." It is the " hit
or miss " variety that miss all the time. No
laboratory that takes pride in its work allows
the " guess developers " to etner its portals.
When the test strip is made, the time of development iscarefully noted and recorded, so
many parts of a picture from the same roll developed atthe same time, thus insuring evenness
of development. There are laboratories that
put in the rolls without any semblance of order,
and consequently the development is uneven
instead of uniform.
The time of development is at variance in
most of the plants. Some develop in two minutes, while others do it still faster. Film should
never be developed in les sthan four minutes ;
four and one half to five minutes is the proper
time of development, for it is this proper development that brings out the rich half tones
that are so essential in photographic manipulation. The ideal result may be defined as one
correctly exposed or timed, neither over- nor
under-developed, without stain, discoloration or
defects, full of detail in the shadows and half
tones, with a certain crispness in highest lights
of the subject or respective scenes, and clear,
clean titles with sharp letters and black background. Some people prolong development in
the hope of getting more detail in the shadows.
When development is too rapid, there is an
entire lack of detail and the general effect is
blurred or muddy.
From a developing point of view there is nothing worse to look at than a subject with unevenly developed rolls throughout its entirety.
Unevenness is sometimes caused by lack of
proper control of temperature conditions, or
temperature of the developing solution. The
proper temperature of a bath should not be
under 65 nor over 68 degrees Fahrenheit.
A slightly dark and light effect seen on certain portions of a picture is sometimes due to
the carelessness of the developer in pulling his
rack partly out of the tank and leaving part
of it to develop more rapidly than the other
while he is endeavoring to find out how far
development has been carried. The cause may
also be due to the racks not being fully immersed in the solution. Still again, a tank of
developer not thoroughly mixed will cause no
end of trouble. A series of white spots occurring ever so often across the entire screen
means that someone has been careless in
handling the frames in developing. To some
these spots may seem mere trifles, but the
laboratory that is a stickler for perfect work
never permits even the most infinitesimal blemish
to pass muster.

Russell

Picture

New.

Camera on Microscopic Work
The Starr Piano Company, as manufacturers
of well known phonograph records, was sued by
a competitor on processes involved in the manner of recording sound.
The Starr Piano Company put this question
to J. S. Brown, Jr., president of Motion Picture Arts, Inc., whose nine years of experience
in the industrial motion picture field had
brought him in contact with similar problems
confronting other lines of business : Could the
minute grooves of the original record and the
delicate device that cuts them be photographed
in action when magnified to a degree where the
difference in the two methods of groove-cutting would be easily recognized?
At first glance the problem did not appear
to offer unusual difficulties beyond keeping the
microscopic attachment correctly focused while
the recording instrument was being operated.
But the first attempt so far failed to show
what was desired that it was decided to abandon
One Corner of the State Theatre,
Cleveland, Ohio
the effort and depend simply upon such still
pictures as could be obtained. The combined
vibration of the camera and the recording instrument, when so highly magnified, and the
Mexico Makes Bid for
excessive halation from the shiny surface to
Producing Center
the disc and the metal parts of the stylus, resulted in a meaningless, jumpy exhibition when
" Not long ago," writes Ramon Marty o I
the film was projected.
Mexico, "in my articles publishetl
For some time, Roy V. Vaughan, secretary of Monterrey,
in Motion Picture News I called the attentioil
Motion Picture Arts, had been using a workof the American Producers to the immentij
ing model of the new Russell Camera in and field of action that they would find in Mexiol
about New York. Among the many features of
for the was
development
films. I landscapes!
said tha '
this new camera he had observed the minimum
Mexico
filled withofsurprising
of vibration in its operation. It was decided,
rich in natural scenarios; that the Mexican wa:
therefore, to try the Russell in an attempt to an artist by temperament and easy to be disecure the picture desired by the Starr Piano
rected ;that the day was not far off who
Company.
producers of other countries keen to the neet
With the Russell Camera, and with a novel
of pleasing the public who is every day moti
experiment in the way of lighting arrangements,
exacting, would be obliged to make their filmabout two hundred feet of film was ob- in new places, with new arguments, and sugtained which exactly suited the requirements of
gestive themes, and that then, Mexico could bt
the manufacturers of Gennett records. The
one of the most sought countries. Now I an
scope of the film was extended to include not
satisfied to say that in Mexico City, a gram
only the Gennett system of recording but also studio has been built admirably endowed witf
that of the plaintiff, the Victor Talking Machine
as much apparatus as is needed for the pro
Company. To emphasize the difference in the duction of good films. The producing depart
two methods of recording, cuttings on steel ment is 100 x 85 feet and has a compleb
cylinders were also photographed.
electrical installation, and a very great numbe
The completed picture, one thousand feet in of mercury lamps and reflectors. The labora
length with titles, contains various magnificatory, printing, and drying departments are fulh
tions of the stylus and the grooves it cuts. In equipped and the best brands of printing ma
chines are at work.
one scene, the stylus and only three grooves —
on a record these are barely visible to the naked
" The Spanish firm of German Camus an>
eye — fill the entire screen. The vibrations of Company,
to whom Mexico owes this step to
the cutting instrument under the effect of sound
wards the advancement of the cinema art, ar
waves and the resulting effect on the removal
ready to do all they can to produce films tha
of material from the disc is plainly visible.
will have the seal of reality.
Mr. Brown has received a letter from
" Now they are filming the first productio
Fred Gennett, secretary
that will be ready very soon. The drama title
No. 7216 basket filled
of the Starr Piano
' Hasta Despues de la Muerte,' ' Until Afte
Company, emphasizing
the Death,' is taken from the theatrical mas I
with flowers as hyacinths,
the important part
terpiece of Mr. Jose Manuel Othon, one o
tulips, maybells, etc., each
the best literary men of Mexico ; the adapta
played
by
the
motionpicture in the outcome
tion is admirably done and no doubt will resul i
$1.50; per dozen, $15.00.
of the suit. The pic- a matter of great interest. Eight first person
ture, Mr. Gennett said, ages take part on this argument, being th
My ILLUSTRATED
would now be used for first stars : Miss Emma Padilla and Miss Elvir
CATALOGUE
No. 7 coneducational and adverOrtiz, both Mexicans and very handsome wo
taining Decorative Flowers,
tising purposes.
men and with a great artistic intuition. They a
Plants, Vines, Garlands,
know what they are doing and with the intel
Hanging
Baskets, etc.,
ligence and discreet direction of Mr. Ernes
Box Office Reports
FREE
FOR
THE
Vollrath, the production will be a great sue
ASKING.
cess. The cameraman, Ezequiel Carrasco i
in
considered the best artist of this republic.
FRANK
NETSCHERT
" My prophecy as to Mexico being the fo
Next Week's Issue
ture field for film production is about to b
No. 61 Barclay St.
New York, N. Y.
realized."
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enhance all of it, when it speaks again.
Remember, Mr. Exhibitor, that in your house
is a mighty instrument, which gives dignity and
beauty to your ownings. Consider it as a thing
of art — love it for its history and its power
of expression. And loving it, treat it as a
friend, not a slave. That love will make itself
felt by the audience who can be made to revere
it too!
Speaking for the exhibitors, I would say to
them : You are bringing your instrument and
your art into a new channel of activity. And
you must adapt your minds. You cannot be
the same organist in the film theatre that you
are up in the loft of the high-spired cathedral.
Give moderation to your attitude and keep in
mind that the exhibitor is not like the minister.
Always show the manager of the house what
you'd like to be done, but not from the point
of view of what you like — as this : show him
how he can make more money and put on a
better performance if he follows your suggestions.

The

New

Music

Forum

(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, suggestions are gathered. This
is where the motion picture fraternity
gets together on music.)
" I am conducting a high class ladies' orchestra of
twelve pieces,
in one
of Cleveland's
new orpicture
houses,
and want
to augment
same tofinest
fifteen
more
pieces, provided I can get what I want — for instance,
a good lady player of trombone, oboe, French horn,
etc. Have you a department that could secure these
players for me? If not, I would greatly appreciate
your putting me in touch with someone who could.
The engagement is union, paying first class picture
house scale, which is $50 per week for six hours a
day, afternoon and evening. This is a city of opportunity for musicians and well worth their time to
come here. Six new theatres have been built this
winter, and living conditions are ideal. I have the
Union'sthingpermission
musicians
and good
anyyou could doto toimport
help these
me line
up some
ones would indeed HELEN
be appreciated."
GOULD WALLICK,
Suite 42, Euclid-Dean Apts.,
East 105th and Euclid Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
It was with great interest that I read the special
music supplement of the Motion Picture News issue
of February 19 which proved to be a wonderful detailed report of the first organized effort to place music
in the dominating position it is entitled in connection
with the presentation of motion pictures.
Please add my name to the proposed membership to
the association so that I may feel that I am part of
this important work.
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN,
Shea's Buffalo,
Hippodrome,
N. Y.
Wants
Lady Musicians
Music Editor:
Permit me to suggest, however, that the directorship of the Association should be selected so that
neither the managerial nor the musicians of its membership should be able to dominate. It should be
divided, I might say on the order of the House and
Senate with a higher authority of, say three men, with
power of veto. That the musicians interested in the
Association not necessarily be union, but drawn
from both union and non-union more with the idea of
eliminating radical ideas and furthering music in picture theatres. That State branches be organized immediately, so that next year we have 1,000 delegated to
attend State meetings may be started just as our original meeting was, choosing a large city where good
music in theatres is established. Immediate plans for
financing should be made and carried out. These plans
should not include the acceptance of any funds from
any source which would later bind the organization
to obligations which would prove embarrassing. An
individual levy, and an initiation fee for new members
might cover part of the amount. However, some
method should be adopted which would create and
establish a treasury immediately and the State organizing be put on a firm business basis.
If there is anything I can do, you have but to
ask and if you decide to try to raise funds from the
original members, draw on me for 25 dollars.

In your State campaigning, I might suggest some
prospective members who would help in the State
organizing. When you get that far along, let me know.
One thing we must guard against is the attempt of
business interests to dominate the organization for
selfish reasons. Some limitation should be formed immediately which would designate just who is eligible
for membership. We should not sponsor business deals,
but we should establish and maintain a bureau for
classifying
artists. Fromand endorsing available musicians and
BUEL B. RISINGER,
Ascher Bros.,
Capitol, Cincinnati, O.
Says Two
Man Plan
Only Feasible One
My dear Mr. Isaacson:
It was with a great amount of interest that I read
your article
last week's
Musical America
" with
regard
to the inmotion
picture "theatres.
I hope you
will
not think me a pessimist for the remarks I am about
to
make,
but
will
relate
to
you
my
personal
experience
and thought in the matter.
For six years I have presided over one of the many
fine organs boasted by Fifth avenue churches, and for
more reasons than that can rightly call myself one of
the country's leading organists. I am also one of the
pioneer " movie " organists, for about seven years ago
the Vitagraph
Co. took and
over opened
the Criterion
theatre,house
instal ed afine instrument
it as a movie
under the siderable
namelength of
the
"
Vitagraph."
Here
for
a
conof time I, together with another well
known organist, the late Edward F. Johnston, presided,
each alternating with the other. I received a salary
well in advance of the present union scale for organists,
and when the house lost its popularity and the salaries
were cut 33 per cent, Johnston and I quit.
To come down to the present time, for a year or more
it has been my intention to re-enter the movie field
when the right opportunity presented itself. I have had
numerous chances — like this one : two weeks ago I was
offered a position, eight hours playing per day, seven
days aofweek,
Think
it. at a salary too ridiculous to mention.
You quote Mr. William Brandt as saying that an
exhibitor
is willing
from get
fifteen
to twenty
sand for an
organ, tobutpaycannot
a good
organistthou-to
play it. Of course not. But the remedy is in his own
hands. Perhaps he holds down a comfortable swivel
chair all day, but has he ever played an organ for four
hours
with four more in prospect after
dinner atanda astretch,
short rest?
There are hundreds of organists ready to take up the
work on a two-man basis, with relief player in addition,
and these men would, like myself, prefer to take less
money inously.
thisIncidentally,
way thanMr.more
money mentioned
and play continuJohnston,
above,
died of kidney trouble aggravated by continual organ
playing.
Here, then, is what I believe will attract the organist.
In a house like the Rialto, where there is a large
orchestra, the organist plays perhaps 50 per cent of the
time and receives a large salary. In a house where
there is no orchestra he plays 100 per cent of the time.
Should he not receive greater compensation than he
who plays but half the time? The exhibitor must foot
the bill aandhuman
at thebeing.
same time recognize that he is em-ploying
My experience and observation has led me to believe
that the two-man plan is the only one. It certainly is
the only one I will entertain, and when it becomes a
reality the big men will come into the game. Ask a
man who plays six to eight hours daily, and he will tell
you that by the time he gets into the second half he is
so weary
that he doesn't
So he getsfor careless, his judgment
dulled.careHeremuch.
is something
you
to take up with Mr. Brandt, and I am sure that you
can do something to help us who are not out for the
almighty dollar, only to crack when we get it, but who
only long.
want a respectable living and to enjoy life and
live
I have taken up much of your valuable time, but
believe that you are the man who can bring a better
understanding of the requisites of each side, relieve the
" shortage
of organists and at the
time
job
to the "organist.
. same
.
, bring the,
With kind regards and admiration of your work,
I am
J. H. FEDERLEIN.
New York City.
Resents Piano-Organ
Doubling Up
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
.. .
On reading your blythe article about musicians in the
film theatres I am overwhelmed with the desire to express myself and
you,who
Mr. may
Brandt,be
Mr. Weber
and toanyaddress,
other through
gentleman
troubled
the musician
" out ofthatstep."
Might that
I suggest
to Mr. isWeber
the union, far
from not being on trial in this case, is, indeed, on trial
and itstocomlabor
question
in every merce.
And everyaffecting
phase ofmusical
the union regard
the
market and the supply has a strong bearing upon the
quality
the supply
suggest.
_ to
Now ofI would
not asseekMr.anBrandt
opportunity
to bring
light a number of abuses without offering a deliberate
remedy, but by mentioning one abusive
and
featurehopeful
of the trade in musical labor I can show Mr.
Brandt why he finds it hard to get schooled organists

Picture

News

and can show Mr. Weber where he can do something
to help Mr. Brandt get better quality for his money.
The abuse I have in mind is the practice of
" doubling " on piano or organ, as the case may be. I
always thought this was contrary to the laws of the
Federation of Labor, but, viewed casually, I daresay it
is done in the majority of picture houses in New York.
Even if it is not strictly against the rule, it certainly ii
a thing destructive enough to hurt the music in any
house and the widespread practice of working musicians,
particularly organists, like galley slaves, is doing a
damage to the motion picture as well as the musician
which threatens to place both in a vulgar aspect from
which they can only emerge by hard and long effort.
The organ was regarded fifteen years ago as an
instrument deserving the attention
of the best brains
and the widest culture that could be brought to it. I
am quoting many, many people of taste and discriminaI say that now the organ is one of the most
tion whennuisances
irritating
of life in New York City. A man
goes into a picture house almost idly. He wants repose,
he desires that his mind rest passive for an hour or so.
He trusts his passive mind, more sensitive generally
than his active one, to the mercy of the film producer
and the exhibitor. We must give the producer credit
that he has nearly proved himself worthy of the trust.
But the exhibitor! He inflicts upon this sensitve, quiet
mind the insidious vaporings of a half-schooled and
half-cultured half-organist. And he keeps that horrible
organ droning and wheezing not for minutes, but for
hours on end without periods, without rests, without
intelligent program, and without any other intent than
to make some kind of a noise. And every one wants to
blame the organ player, who, nine times out of ten,
would rather work harder and practice one thing until
he could give you three minutes of music, which might
be a refreshment and a recreation to you for a day, and
then shut off the motors and rest your ear.
Mr. Brandt, if you want real organ playing, that
is playing with pep, with sentiment and with clean
intelligent appeal to all hearers, you may have it by
hiring any one of a hundred men in New York only
youto must
make
man's working
such
as
increase
his the
self-respect,
and you conditions
must keep your
own attitude up to a demand for quality and not quantity. You must remember that a man in any line can
only do a little of his best and that the less you have
him do the higher you may require him to keep his
standard. You must not force your organist to play
band parts for hours and then expect him to bloom
forth in two seconds as a soloist And above all you
must annotafternoon
allow him
half
merelyto to" extemporize
escape having" throughout
a dead housea
on your hands. Make him feel that every moment he
is at the organ he must make the thing talk !
And if Mr. Weber enforces whatever there is in his
code to make organists better I think we may hope for
improvement
the exhibitor's
end producers
of the game
will
keep pacein with
the best the
can that
put
forth. When you allow the organ to become a mere
stop gap for the orchestra you may be sure that the
morale and the working sense of the orchestra is not
improved.
As in all fields of labor and in all kinds of labor
groups the bands of New York City are suffering badly
at present. The morale is not good. The union has
backed up the band leaders very well, I think. The
contractor has become a powerful factor, if not a complete despot, in the market. But the journeyman musician, in spite of apparent rulings in his favor, has not
gained very much recently. There is a certain mistrust,
if you will, a certain cloud of futility that seems to
hang
of thebe bands
and I
believeover
that most
this can
dispelledI'veby heard
a littlelately
intelligent
effort by all hands, by making the job more for the
work's sake, stopping this degrading traffic in time
and muscle and treating the real negotiable article —
musicianship — as if it really did exist and by giving
it, wherever met with, credit and encouragement.
This
does unheard
not meanof toeccentricity,
embrace " but
temperament
and
to endure
simply to" take
the regard of ownership. If you have hired a musician
do you not want him to turn out to be better than
you thought? Suppose he were a railroad bond, or,
more nessaptly,
! And
stop this
dreadful
of feedinga theatre
the public
its music
by the
watch. busiRestrictions or space have, I fear, caused me to
wander somewhat in my subject, but I have thought
much
about
it andthese
would
for somebody's
good, as
I hope
sheetsgladly
are talk
not wasted.
If istMr.
Brandt
would
really
like
a
very
goodviews
organ-I
who would doubtless hold some of my
think
I
might
lead
him
to
that
fount
of
musicianship.
Box 113, Covtesville, N. J.
WILLIAM HAMILTON,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.

Dear Mr. Isaacson:
Thank you so much for the special music supplement.
It is a permanent souvenir of an extremely profitable
Those of
and instructive visit to the Astor Conference.
accumulate a
us who expect to keep abreast or to
and save
the subject ought to bind
library of works on really
practical matter published soIt
it It is the onlv
far; all the rest waste words in mere jejune theory.
of the latest.
to a magnificent synthesis
idea
picture showmanship.
_
,
reallyin amounts
busithe more
it convinced
did: better
the conference
Oneness thing
music and
pictures that
men in motion
and
more dollars there
actually bring inment.
artistic background
I hope
cents. That is no small accomplish
way.
the
continue
to
will be succeeding conferences
Very sincerely,
BENJAMIN GROSBAYNE.
Roxbury, Mass.

March

26,
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Mrs. Bendix Supplies
Artists for More Theatres
The following new theatres opened during
the
artistspast: two weeks with Mrs. A. K. Bendix's
Tivoli Theatre, Chicago, with Cesar Nesi,
tenor.
Senate Theatre, Chicago, with Joseph Martel,
baritone.
Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee, with Alma
iJoria, soprano and Paul Oscard Dancers.
State Theatre, Minneapolis, with Lillian
Grossman, soprano, Walter Pontius, tenor and
Katherine Stang, violinist.
These important new theatres will prove an
important
to Mrs.
large list ofaddition
fine theatres
in theBendix*s
leading already
cities.
Mrs. Bendix is sending six Broadway Beauties to the Alhambra Theatre for March 6th,
at which time Mr. Landau will stage a Fashion
Revue.

Desha, the charming dancer, famous for her
Buble Dance, has been creating something of a
sensation at the new Capitol Theatre, St. Paul
and new State Theatre, Minneapolis, where she
has been for the past few weeks. She plays
the Garrick Theatre, Duluth, February 20th,
then goes to the Alhambra, Milwaukee.
Some

Important Questions
for All Theatres
(So fundamental and elemental are the ques- James Bradford Supplies
tions in the following letter of Mr. Price, that
Cue Sheets Through
I am urging our readers to answer them
through these columns — I would like to arrange
News
a little symposium of experiences. Tell us
For the first time, James Bradford has conwhat your difficulties are on these points.)
sented to print his cue-sheets through a publiDear Mr. Isaacson:
cation. The following cue-sheets are supplied
Should orchestra hold regular rehearsals before picture is shown to public?
exclusively through the MoDoes orchestra leader merely view picture before by Mr.tion Bradford
Picture News. The following is on preshowing to public and set down music before orchestra
release productions.
at hrst showing?
Do you regard rehearsal of full orchestra essential?
The
only
publication containing the Musical
Are members of orchestra paid extra for rehearsals?
Is it part of musicians' contract that their services Synopsis of Mr. James C. Bradford.
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"THE NUT"
B\ James C. Bradford
A United
Artists
" Nut " No.Theme.
Frey. ||
IgI Tempo.
Love
Theme.
" BrightProduction.
Eyes. " Matzah.
(T)itle "orHappy."
(D)escription.
Selections.
MUSICAL PROGRAMME.
|
1
1 — " Al: AtFresco,"
by Herbert (or "I Love You Truly," by Bond), (2/4
1 Allegro)
screening.
g 2 — "Nut" theme (2.4 Allegro Giusto), until D: Iris in "Nut" sleeping.
3 — "Ifuntil
You— T:Could
for Me" (refrain), by Darewski (3/4 Tempo di
g5 Valse),
GcodCareMorning.
|
4
—
"
Toyland
"
(refrain),
by Herbert (6/8 Allegretto), until — T: How Are
g the Kiddies?
5
—
"
Marche
Mignonne,"
by Poldini (2/4 Leggiero), until — T: This Is a
f Gambling House.
|
6
—
"Somebody,"
by
Little
(2/4 Allegro Giusto), until — T: So Now We
1 Know Our Principal Characters.
§
7
—
"
Marsellaise
"
(French),
(2/4 Tempo di Marcia), until — T: With
I Your Kind Indulgence.
|
8
—
"Dixie"
(American
air),
(2/4
Allegro), until — T: Next Gen. U. S.
g Grant.
p 9 — " America" (national air) (3/4 Mcderato), until — T: Abraham Lincoln.
|
"Valse Poupee," by Poldini (3/4 Tempo di Valse), until — T: General
g Tom10 — Thumb.
H
11
—
g knocked"Polo
down. Rag,'' by Romberg (2/4 Allegro Giusto), until — D: Screen
g
12
—
"Nut"
theme (2 4 Allegro Giusto), until — D: "Nut" cuts 23 from
g poster.
g
13
—
"The
Vamp,"
Remick (4/4 Moderato), until — T: When Feeney
1 Gets Back tc GamblingbyHouse.
1 14 — "March Burlesque" (characteristic), by Lanciani (6/8 Allegretto),
1 until — D: Jail — "Gentleman George" put in cell.
g 15 — "Love" theme (4/4 Moderato), until T: De-jailed and Anxious
p to Establish.
...
g 16 — "Princess Pat" (fox-trot), by Herbert (4/4 Moderato), until — T:
§ De-jailed " Gentleman George."
17 — "Nut" Hundred
theme Dollars.
(2/4 Allegro Giusto), until — T: That Fellow Has
=g Twenty-Five
g
18 — "Sights
in a Dime Museum," by Witmark (2 4 Allegro), until — D:
= Entrance
to museum.
|
19 —— "Nut,"
g chair
turns. theme (2/4 Allegro Giusto), until — D: "Nut" sitting in
g 20 — " Hobbledhoy " (characteristic), by Olson (6/8 Allegro), until — T:
| Eight o'Clock.
| 21 — " Whose Baby Are You " (Night Boat), by Kern (2/4 Allegro
g Giusto), until — D: "Nut" picks up telephone.
g
22 — "Love" theme (4/4 Moderato), until — T: There's Nothing in the
I World.
|
23 — "Daffodils"
= zando),
until — T: The(Ballet
OfficecfofFlowers),
the New by
YorkHadley
Sphere.(2/4 Allegretto Scher1
24
—
"Serenade,"
by
Drigo
(3/4
Valse
Lente),
until — T: It's Easy to Fool
g a Girl.
1 25 — "Nut" theme (2/4 Allegro Giusto), until — T: Back in Time.
=
26 — "March
Mignone,"
by Feeney.
Poldini (2/4 Leggiero), until — D: Estrelle
= leaves
auto — enters
house with
|
27
—
"In
a
Hurry,"
by
Friml
(2/4 Allegro Giusto), until — D: "Nut"
g hurriedly enters home.
=
28
—
"
Billikee
"
(lively),
by
Lcttier
(6/8 Allegro), until — D: Police enter.
g T: Hide These Wax Figures.
= 29 — " Ruy Bias" (overture), by Mendelssohn (4/4 Molto Allegro), until —
| T: I'll Call Up My Paper.
1 30 — "Love Theme" (refrain), (4/4 Moderato), until — D: Estrelle and
g " Nut " enter police station.
1
— "Nut" theme (2/4 Allegro Giusto), until — T: There's Nothing Else
= To31 Do.
THE END
|

1
g
g
|
1
|
g

are exclusive, i. e., that they should not play outside
engagements?
Continuous music — How frequently and how often
are rest periods given to musicians in 10-piece orchestra,
i. e., do musicians play continuously for one hour or
for duration of feature?
Do you think1 it a fair clause in contract that a
rest period
of fifteen
minutes shall
be given each afternoon or evening
at discretion
of leader?
15 minutes during 3-hour engagement _sufficient
restIs period?
B. PRICE,
Mgr.J. Allen
theatre,
Calgary, Alta., Canada.

||
^
|
|
||
g|
I|
|=
=
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
g|
|
|
g
g
|
|I
|
=|
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4 — "Ezry
Theme" (4/4 Moderato), until — D: Boys in pool — Ezry exits =|
gA from
scene.
| 5—" Reuben, Reuben" (Old Song) (4/4 Moderato), until— T : Girl With |
g Basket Leaning on " Turnstile."
g 6 — " The Hobbled'hoy " (Play fast and slow according to action of pic- j
|= ture),
by Olson (6/8 Allegro), until — D: C. U. Large bull coming tcward g=
Ezry.
|
Heck"
(" PPof" apple
for start),
g — D"By
: Boys
at fence
orchard.by Henry (4/4 Allegro Giusto), until I
|
8—"
Hail
Hail
the
Gang's
All
(Old Song) (6/8 Allegro), until— g|
g D : Boys behind tree — Ezry exits Here"
past camera.
9 — "Fiddle
and enters
I," by toGoodeve
(3/4 Tempo di Valse), until— D : L. S. |g
g| Road
fence — Ezry
fence.
"Sweet
(2/4 Allegro), until — D: Ezry takes =|
g| out10 —mouth
harpAdeline"
and begins(Oldto Song)
play.

|
11 — playing
"Spring— looks
Blossoms,"
Halcomb (4/4 Allegretto), until — D: Ezry |g
g stops
at mouthby harp.
"Butterfly"
Densmore
(3/4 Allegro Scherzando), until j
g| — D12 —: Iris
in school —("PP"),
children bygoing
to school.
|
13 — "Laand Coquette"
by Onivas
Allegro),
g Skinney
girl going (Intermezzo),
to school — teacher
ccat off (2/4
chopping
wood. until — D: g
|
14 — "School
Days," by Edwards (3/4 Tempo di Valse), until — D: Ezry ]
g leaves
kitchen door.
= 15 — "Whispering" (Refrain), by Schonberger (4/4 Moderato), until — D: g
1 Close-up girl with curls looking at Ezry.
16 — Teacher
" Put Down
Six andbehind
Carry Ezry.
Two," by Herbert (2/4 Allegretto), until 1
|| — D:
unnoticed
|
Song," by Strauss (2/4 Allegretto), until — T: I will if you |
= will17 —be"Letter
my sweetheart.
g
18
—
"
When
Two
Hearts
by Hirsch
g until — D : Skinney has
severalDiscover,"
candy hearts
on desk.(3/4 Tempo di Valse), 1
|
19
—
"Whispering,"
by
Schonberger
(4/4
Moderato),
until — D: Teacher I
| indicates it is recess time.
g 20 — "Mignonette" (From four pieces), by Friml (2/4 Allegretto), until — 1
g D: Skinney runs into Ezry and girl at tree. He wedges Ezry out.
|
— "March
the Toys,"
by exit.
Herbert (12/8 Tempo di Marcia), until — ]
= D:21 Ezry
and boyof with
rat; they
22 — "They
Quitlooking
Kickin'in Mydoorway
Dog Aroun',"
g| gretto),
until — Gotta
D: Dog
of school;by hePerkins
enters. (2/4 Alle- |
| 23 — "Ezry Theme" (Lively " PP ") (4/4 Moderato), until — D: Teacher |
g| calling
Ezry " next."
24 — "Down
g — mouse
sticks Home,"
head out.by Sweatman (4/4 Allegro), until — D: Ezry's shirt j
|
" School
Edwards
(3/4 Tempo di Valse), until— D : Skin- |
g ney25—tells
teacherDays,"
— Ezry byleaves
for front.
| 26 — "Ezry Theme" (4/4 Moderato), until — D: Ezry leaves schoolroom. |
j
27 — running
"Mosquito
by Whitney (6/8 Allegretto), until — D: School- f
g boys
homeParade,"
past camera.
| 28 — "By Heck," by Henry (4/4 Moderato), until — D: Skinney exits — 1
g Ezry goes to baby carriage.
| |
29 — in"Happy,"
g Boys
swimming. by Frey (2/4 Allegro Giusto), until — D: Long shot. j
| | 30 — " Tarentella," by Bohm (6/8 Allegro), until — D: Skinney picks up I
=| gI Ezry's
31 — "clothes.
Pirate Chorus," by Sullivan (Pirates of Penzance) (4/4 Moderato §
Mysterioso), until — D: Entrance to cave. Reading "Secret Cave of the g
| gg Pirate
Six."
g
I
32 —— "March
Burlesque,"
by Hears
Gillet call.
(" PP ") (4/4 Tempo di Marcia), §
= g| until
D
:
Ezry
in
bedroom.
|
1= 1 33 — Ezry Theme (4/4 Moderato), until — D: Ezry smoking father's pipe, i
= 34 — "Somebody," by Little (2/4 Allegro Giusto), until — D: Ezry exits I
1 from cave. Fade out.
§
| 35 — "March Mignonne," by Poldini (" PP ") (2/4 Leggiero), until — j
g| D :36 —Corner
Ezry's Huskin'
bedroom. Dance," bv Paul (2/4 Allegro Giusto), until I
Musical Synopsis for
" Uncleof Josh's
g — D:) Ezry sees father's feet on chair. Exits.
" THE OLD SWIMMING HOLE "
|
37 — enters.
"Sand Man,"
Moderato), until — D: Curls in swing. g
A First National Production
1 Ezry
Shows by
cleanRemick
hands.(4/4Exits.
|
38
—
"Petite
Scherzo,"
by
Saenger
(2/4 Allegretto Sciolto), until — D: |
The Love Theme played at the Strand theatre presentation, New York \ g Skinney on bank watching Ezry and Curls.
I 39 — Ezry Theme (4/4 Moderato), until — D: Skinney and Curls exit.
City was " I Love You Truly," by Bond.
1 — " Ezry Theme " (Refrain) (4/4 Moderato), until — At Screening.
| 40 — "I Love You in the Same Old Way," by Bratton (Refrain) (4/4 I
enters. Sits beside Ezry.
HailjoinHailEzry.
the Gang's All Here" (Old Song) (6/8 Allegro), until — I 1 Moderato), until — D: Girl in white
D 2—"
: Boys,
THE END
3 — "Dill Pickles" (Lively), by Remick (2/4 Allegro), until — T: Last | | The timing is based on a speed of 12 minutes per reel of 1,000 feet. g
One in Swimmin' Is a Cissy.
•
I
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WANTED—
PIANISTS
ORGANISTS,
picture experience;
goodANDsalary,
steady with
positions.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. 314
Mailers Building, Chicago.
THEATRES — Free Samples, Caution Labels, Shippingdress:Labels,
Film Tampa,
Reports.Florida.
Daily Reports, etc. AdBox 1155,
CAMERAMAN with Pathe and Prestwich outfits desires position as second Cameraman in New York
City or vicinity. G. S.. 18 Turner Place. Brooklyn,
N. Y., Phone 8136 Flatbush.
A FRENCH GENTLEMAN shortly sailing for
Europe, pioneer in the film business, with a thorough
knowledge of the Moving Picture industry, would
like to be connected with a company intending to
produce abroad. P. G. M., care Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Ave., New York.
WANTED — Negative, stills 5 x 7, or larger, showing wrecks, railroads, autos, boats, etc. State what
you have and price. Kline, 1122 Main Street, St.
Joseph, Michigan.
FOR SALE — Are you capable of standing prosperity? The Lyceum Theatre, located in the heart
of theningthrifty
city of Newhouse.
Britain,Seating
Conn., now
runas a combination
capacity.
1200, including orchestra, first and second balconies.
Reason for selling — disagreement among stockholders.
For further
addressBritain,
B. G. Conn.
Salvini, Manager, Lyceumparticulars,
Theatre, New

iran^^rieK
Automatically supplies only such voltage as are
requires. No waste of current In ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, C. S. A.

Motion Picture
*m*"*^ PATENTED
No

Loss

by Fire to Motio-

graph Factory
Fire which swept the upper stories of the
Ruprecht Building at 564-72 W. Randolph
street last Wednesday, was extinguished before any material damage was done to the machinery, equipment or material in the Enterprise
Optical Company plant, makers of Motiograph
projectors, which occupies the third and fourth
floors of this big factory building.
The blaze started in a spraying room of the
Western Doll Company on the fifth floor and
the inflammable material burned with terrific
rapidity and heat, imperilling the lives of many
of the four hundred employees of concerns in
the building. All escaped safely, however, although firemen were forced to make several
rescues by means of ladders.

RadiO -

-Mat

TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
50 RADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
Accept no Substitute.
ForSale by all Leading Dealers.
FOR

COLOR

EFFECTS

USE

Hoods
1

The quick work of the salvage corp in covering the valuable and intricate machinery of the
Enterprise Optical Company and the prompt
action of employees, who carried tools, jigs,
dies, parts and patterns into safety in the two
huge fire proof vaults, prevented injury by water
to machinery, etc. So much water was thrown
into the building that the floors of the Enterprise Optical Company were flooded several
inches deep, but owing to the salvage measures
taken ,the damage done was very slight and
four hours' work put the entire plant in running
condition the next morning, and an inspection
by a Motion Picture News representative of
the factory at noon showed operations proceeding as usual.
The loss, which was fully covered by insurance, will only amount to a few hundred dollars, and, according to General Manager O. F.
Spahr, no delay in deliveries or production will
be caused.

For
and
2S-405-10W. W.Lamps

Made ol Natural Colored Glaaa
Colors ihow Beautiful and
Brilliant and are Permanent
Far Ahead
of Dip and
Lest Costly
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. Con?re»» St., Chicago, UL

Fidelity Famous
Moving Picture
Machine Motor
Alternating or for
Direct Current
variable
speed. and
^
Send direct to us or
through your dealer
FIDELITY Lancaster,
ELECTRICPa.COMPANY,

GUARANTEED

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State — total, 21,170 by States, $5.00
Per M
1219 Film Exchanges
$7.50
313 manufacturers and studios
4.00
368 machine and supply dealers
4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

News

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use
means a saving of from 20 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phont, Bryant 8138
New York
Addressing
Printing

FOR
SALE
The World'sto Moving
Pictuie Rights
the Greatest
COMEDY DRAMA STORY
ever written
storydescription used
Characters of inevery
Leading parts great for Chaplin, Lloyd,
Semon, or Sennet Comedies
This plot has never been done before
Address H. SOMERVILLE, Mgr.
NEW 14th ST. THEATRE
235 E. 14th Street New York City

New and Old
Films
CLEANED
CONSERVED
A.TE1TEL
It? North La Salle Street I, Chrcajo, UWra

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
arn*35'°100aWee
PHOTOGRAPHER
Big
opportunities
Qualify
forprofession.
this NOW.J
fasci- '
nating
Three
months'
course covers
all
branches:
Motion Picture — Commercial — Portraiture
Cameras and Materials furnished free
Practicaleasyinstruction;
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" Three Torchy Comedies "
(C. C. Burr — Educational
— Two Reels
Each)

WITH the comedy field sharply divided between the product released under the
refined brand and that offered as slapstick, the
exhibitor who caters to the former need look
no further than the " Torchy Comedies." Judging from what has already been shown they
have found their place on the programs of the
best houses in the country, because they carry
definite entertainment values. Adapted by Raymond Schrock from Sewall Ford's scintillating
" office boy " stories they afford the picturegoer
a treat in the accepted psychology of the lad
whose sole purpose in life is to put something
over on his employer.
Ford has gotten away from regulation channels. He does not rely upon the ancient wheeze
of the office pest finding excuse to attend his
grandmother's funeral and sneaking up to a
ball game, nor does he exploit the character in
office hokum. There are some brand new ideas
incorporated. Ford's hero is romantic. He
has grown up out of the toothpick stage. And
Johnny Hines makes him a very likeable fellow,
indeed. The three comedies are entitled,
" Torchy's Big Lead," " Torchy's Double
Triumph," and ' Torchy In High." Each is
entirely different from the other, although all
are based upon Torchy's efforts to circumvent
the
her. heroine's parents in his ambition to be with
" Torchy's Big Lead " is founded upon a bit
of fun with some newly arrived immigrants.
Totally ignorant of American customs and
speech they are advised to follow a guide who
carries a peculiarly marked cane, so they can
get around town. It is up to Torchy to hook
the cane and pass it round. Cops get hold of
it. Ditto the innocent passerby. A bit of plot
is exposed when a detective informs Torchy
that they are smuggling aigrettes into the country. The picture develops with sure touches,
with no padding visible. The conclusion shows
Torchy with the aigrettes speeding away with
the only girl.
" Torchy's Double Triumph " presents the office boy in the guise of an amateur detective
Attired in a painter's overalls, he attends a
masquerade ball and flouts the villain who has
bedecked himself in a similar costume. Whenever the thief puts ever something Torchy is
right there to take it away. He has a lot of
fun with the " constabule " by doubling in brass
as a scarecrow. The comedy is good for a spot
on any
program,
although
not
offer exhibitor's
as much humor
as the
others. it does
" Torchy In High " is perhaps the best of
the trio, because of its variety of incident. It
is based upon a stolen automobile and the hero's
efforts to meet his girl unbeknown to her parents. There is a good time had by all at the

art gallery, and Torchy, doubling in brass again
as a chauffeur, is able to present his ingenious
methods in having a good time. The star is
always at ease in his impersonation. He never
forces his points beyond the mark where they
would grate upon the nerves. And Dorothy
Leeds (late of the Follies) makes a pretty and
pleasant heroine. Robert Eddy's direction is
praiseworthy. He gets the most from every
scene without resorting to padding or repetition. The comedies keep going all the time.
—LAURENCE REID.

" The Supreme Passion "
(Film Market, Inc. — State Rights)
THE exhibitor in the state rights field who
is looking for a wholesome photoplay which
revolves around romance should take " The
Supreme Passion " into consideration. The title
is really a misnomer if one may judge from its
suggestion to sex. In fact there is nothing of
sex about it. The meaning of it is founded
upon the idea whether a man's love for a woman
is based upon physical appeal or upon her soul.
The authors, Charles T. Dazey and Robert McLaughlin, found their inspiration in Moore's
poem and song, " Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young Charms," and it must be said
in all credit that they have concocted an attractive little story — one which reaches out and
conquers because of its romantic pretentions.
There is nothing heavy about it— there is no bid
for dramatic fireworks. Everything is dependent
upon the romance and the attendant conflict.
The action begins in Ireland and presents a
modest family, one daughter of which is wooed
by a young man above her station in life. Her
father is urged to come to America by an Irishman who has become successful in the land of
the stars and stripes. The latter has an ulterior
motive to win the daughter. Meanwhile the
youth has parted with his father because of
his devotion to the girl and soon follows her
to America. The plot is obvious and certain
scenes are amateurishly developed. Certain
conclusions are jumped at, yet the interest is
held. The director has carefully established the
climax which is decidedly novel. The father
stands on the brink of ruin, placed there by the
scheming worshipper of his daughter. Unless
he relents in his attitude the /illain will destroy him financially. So to save her family, the
girl consents to a wedding. At the moment of
the ceremony, she is unable to appear because
of an injury to her face. The villain, imagining
her beauty will be destroyed, gives up his claim
and releases himself.
The surprise finish shows that her plan is a
hoax carried on to relieve her of her obnoxious
suitor. So she consents to become the wife of
the youth who has been willing to marry her
despite her appearance. The picture might have
been staged in sets which carried more appeal.

Some of these are out
atmosphere. And the
at times. The picture
Dixon, Dan Kelly and
LA URENCE REID.

of place in bringing good
lighting is rather harsh
is well acted by Florence
Robert Adams.

" (American
Payment Film
Guaranteed
Company) "
it A
pAYMENT
latest
" Flying A GUARANTEED."
" feature, offers a the
clean-cut
story of financial intrigue built around a girl
who adheres to her high ideals in the face of
strong temptation, and director George L. Cox
has balanced dramatic incident, heart interest
and suspense in such a way as to give this picture excellent entertainment value.
The story deals with the efforts of Harry Fenton, a Wall street broker on the verge of
bankruptcy, to borrow money from Steven
Strange, a wealthy young business man, using
Emily Heath, his fiance, as the lure which will
induce Strange to make the loan. Through her
loyalty and trust in Fenton, Emily is entangled
in his machinations against Strange in a way
that might besmirch her reputation. Then comes
disillusionment and repudiation of Fenton and
all further part in his plots, and Emily discovers
her love for Strange, who has cared for her
and believed in her high character since he
first
ton. met her, despite her association with FenA thrilling incident of the story is a realistic
auto accident when Strange and Emily riding in
his big roadster along the mountain road are hit
by a touring car driven by a crowd of joy
riders, and are brushed from the road and
plunged down the side of the mountain.
Margarita Fisher, cast as Emily Heath, has
excellent opportunities for displaying her ability
as an emotional actress and does excellent work
in this role. Captain Cecil Van Auker is good
as Steven Strange and Hayward Mack, as Harry
Fenton, is a polished debonair villain, who
would draw hisses if he were on the speaking
stage.
Photography and direction are excellent, as
are the interiors, and some very picturesque
locations add to the general effectiveness of the
Scenario by Lois Zellner. Length five reels. —
picture.
L. H. MASON.
Kineto Review
(Urban)
«<npHE
Trip ofofthis
the interesting
U. S. S. Idaho"
the
subject
review is
which
shows the departure of the good ship and
most everything worth seeing that happens on
it, while at sea. The drills are interesting,
and the inspection of the doctor accompanied
by the commander, as well as the athletic activities indulged in by the marines. — LILLIAN
R. GALE.
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Vacation Daya in Switzerland
From Montreux to Berneaa Alpa...
HERALD PRODUCTIONS, INC.
fhrongh Switzerland in It Minatea.
MACK SWAIN COMEDIES
— —
2
Moonlight Knight
fuu
of spirit
..,..
22 JANS
PICTURES
CORP.
See
America
rirst
.
,.
__^____^^_^^^sBBnBB^^^^^^^^^^^> Madonnas
Men
Wings ol and
Pride
ALoveWoman's
HODK1NSON CORP., W. W.
Without Business
(Juestion (Olive Tell).
(Releasing through Pathe Exchanges)
BENJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PICr
K1NETO CO., OF AMERICA
TURES, INC.
KINETO REVIEWS
The Spenders (Special Cast)
a
The Dwelling-place oi Light (Winston Chorcnui;...
(Released through National Exchanges, Inc.)
Thrills
The Emerald Isle
The Sagebrusher (.Emerson Hough's)
Panama
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's)
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The Holy City
Down in Dixie
{Benj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner)
Gold in Texas....
The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's)
1 Liquid
Riders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's)
• Babyhood
Trip
of
the U. S. S. Idaho
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)
.) Vegetarians
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
i, Hunting
Rov Scouts
cJj. the Sea Wolf
Boy
Lore Madness (Louise Glaum)
7 Water
Babies
Sex (Louise Glaum;
._.
/' Beauty Spots in the United States and Canada
rM™!
The Lone Wolf's Daughter (Louise
ANS movie
(Released
throughchats
State Right Exchanges)
iL^W'Gto^."" .\^." . r.?™. :::.'.'.'.'»' URB
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26
1
INC." Kenyon)
K, (Doris
1
The
Harvest
Moon
• Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52
RICH-BEC
DEIT
The Bandbox (Dons Kenyon)
•
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
KIPLING ENTERPRISES
* The Lone Hand
The Capitol (Leah Baird;)
i
Baird
(Leah
Minute
the
of
Cynthia
The
Midnight Riders.
Outlawed
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
Kerrigan) S The Battling Kid....
The Coast of Opportunity (J. WarrenKerrigan
) a
The House of Whispers (J. Warren
1
Flame Q. Warren Kerrigan)
Green
The
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan)
i KREMER FILM FEATURES, V1C1.
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
(Released on States Rights Basts)
Voices (Diana Allen.)
5
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) • Mad
Love (Lina Cavalieri) •
5
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
Wending
Trail
(Buck
Manning)
S
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
Skinner's Dress Suit
5
•
Cast)
(Special
Wife
WESTERN
His Temporary
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
HORSE-RACING
PICTURE
The Tiger's Coat (Stedman-Butt-Modotti)
nrtncv
»• Why
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
Tell (Henry Miller)
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
CHAPLIN
REISSUES
• A Burlesque on Carmen
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
The Champion
Down Home (Special Cast)
• Jitney Elopement
Work
,
HUGO BALLIN PRODS.
Bv the Sea
Pagan Love (Special Cast)
6
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODS.
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
7 LUR1N (BERT)
BTATB RIGHTS
Honeymoon Ranch
HARRISON PICTURES, INC.
(A series of fourteen Norma Talmadge revi- METRO EXCHANGES
vols, two reels each)
SCREEN CLASSICS. INC, SPECIALS
Feb. 21— The Greater Claim (Alice Lake).
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
Feb. 14 — Fine Feathers (Special Cast)
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit (Doraldina)
Jan. 31— The Off -Shore Pirate (Viola Dana)...
Mar. IS— God's Gold
S Jan.
Coincidence (Special Cast)
Jan. 1 — Danger Valley
5 Jan. 2417—— The
Marriage of William Ashe (May
Nov. 15 — Skyfire
5
Oct. 1— Hell's Oasis
5 Jan. 10son)
—
Lure
of Youth (Special Cast) .
PINNACLE COMEDIES
PRODUCTIONS
SHURTLEFF
E.
C.
w
-in-La
Why
Mar. 14 — The Little Fool (Special Cast)
ShimmyChange
Isle. Your Mother
Not. 22 — The Star Sorer (Special Cast)
The Ting Tong Man
AlliAug. 23 — The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast)
Absent Without Leave
Betwixt and Between
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
ARTHUR GOODEN PRODUCTIONS
(Produced by Joseph M. Schenck)
Feb. 21— The Haunted House
Go Get 'Em
Crooked
Trails
Jan. 3 — Neighbors
Dec. 22 — The Scarecrow
Guardians of the North
Oct. 27— Convict 13
TATTENHAM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Sept.
1— One Week
The Long, Long Trail
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
Mar. — A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)..
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier
...3 NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Bearcat
« Dec 6— Billions (Nazimora)
Seeds of Vengeance
• Oct. 11 — Madam Peacock (Nazimora)
The Gift Supreme
< Apr. — The Heart of a Child (Nazimova) . . ,
Whispering Devils
3 Jan. — Stronger Than Death (Nazimova)..,

Film

Picture

News

Releases

MISCELLANEOUS
Dollars
and Destiny
(Paul Capellani)
Pr
od
s Joe Horwitz
In
) Film Distributors'
Hearts
O' thec.
Range (Forward
The cowboy Ace (Westart Prods., Inc.)
The Killer (Westart Prods., Inc.)
The Guiding Spirit (Burroughs Photoplay Corp.) . . .
the foreigner (Special Cast; Ernest Shipman
The Wrong Woman (Ivan AbrainsonJ
The Crimson Cross (FanarkJ
ManCo
and Woman rp
(Special Cast) Sherman Prods!
TheClark
Devil's
Angel
(Helen Gardner-TempleT
Saxej
Cornelius Cor
p
Birthright (Special Cast) Allied lnd. Attractions. . ,
The
Japanese Question in California (Pantex)
.OMEUIES
Geo.
Ovey (Series
of one-reel comedies) Pacific Film
C
o
Top Notch Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndicate— Cleveland)
j.
After Bed Tune (Fraiee Film Prods.)
...a
Billy Huge Comedies (Funtul Films)
l
Mack Swain Comedies (C. B. Price)..
2
NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)
Nobody's
(Billie
Rhod
es)
35
Kentucky Girl
Colonel
(Special
Cast
)
captivating
Mary Carstairs
(Norma
Talmadge) Re- 3
'g
gQ
f
PACIFIC FILM CO.
The Call from the Wild.
The Fatal Thirty
George Ovey Comedies..
PATHE EXCHANGES
Feb. 6— The Devil (George Arliss)
6
Jan. 30— The Killer
6
Jan. 23— The Sage Hen (Special Cast)
6
Jan. 16 — When We Were Twenty-one (H. B. Warner) 4
Jan.
Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet) 2
Dec. 262—— That
Rogues and Romance (Seitz-Caprice) »
Dec 19— The Empire of Diamonds
4
Nov.
The Devil
to Pay(H.(Brunette-Stewart)
Dec. 28S—— Dice
of Destiny
B. Warner)
'56
Nor. 21— The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. S
{?OTy—Jtt
in Changers
Purple (Edgar
Oct.
31—
The BeW
Moneyart)
(ClaireLewis')
Adams-Ray «g
Stew
Oct 2410—— Half
Forbidden
Vallev(Mahlon
(Gordon-McAvoy)
.. . ■
Oct.
a Chance
Hamilton)!'.'.'.'.'.'.'.?
BILL
AND BOB
SERIES
Apr. 3 — Trailing the Coyote
1
Mar. 6 — Trapping the Bobcat
1
TOM SANTSCHI DRAMAS
Apr.
3 — LaRue
of Phantom
Valley
2
Mar. 20—
The Desert
Wol
f
2
Mar.
6
—
The
Tempest
The Death Trap
22
THE AVENGING ARROW
(Starring Ruth Roland)
Apr. 3 — Fourth, A Life in Jeopardv
2
Mar.
27— Third, The Hand of Treachery 2
son)20—
Mar.
Second, The Enemy Strikes
2
Mar. 13 — First, The Vow of Mystery
2
DOUBLE ADVENTURE
(Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Charles HutchinApr. 3 — Eleventh, The Danger Ledge
2
Mar. 27 — Tenth, A Devil's Bargain
2
Mar. 20— Ninth, The Black Whirlpool
2
Mar. 13— Eighth, The Grill of Fate
2
Mar. 6— War in the Oil Fields
2
Feb.
22
Feb. 20—
13—Fifth,
Fourth,The TheRebels'
Gun Nest
Runners
Feb. 6— Third, Hearts of Stone
2
Jan. 30 — Second. The Harbor of Bandits
2
Jan. 23— First, On the Trail of Fate
2
EDGAR JONES PRODUCTIONS
Mar. 27— The Timber Wolves
2
Feb. 13— The Two-Fisted Judge
2
Lochinvar
o'
the
Line
2
VELVET FINGERS

(Fifteen Tvo-Reel
Episodes Starring
and Marguerite
Courtot.) Geo. B. 8eif
Mar. 13— Fifteenth, Out of tie Web
2
Mar. 6— Fourteenth, The Trap
2
The
Tra^gre'ssor!
HOLMES
PRODUCTIONS
The Burning
_ \V. '.\'.\\\ W. WW.'. '.V. '.W. V. I" '. t TAYLOR
Feb. 20— Twelfth, Into Ambush
2
Question
Apr. — Nothing
But Lies
(Taylor Holmes)
Feb. 15— Eleventh, The Other Woman
2
Luring Shadows
7
—The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
Below the Deadline
5 Mar.
Feb. 6— Tenth, Shots in the Dark
2
Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes)...
Jan.
30
—
Ninth,
The
Broken
Necklace
2
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 23 — Eighth, Aiming Straight
2
Cads and Caddies
2 Oct.
25 — Coincidence (Robert Harron)
Jan. 16 — Seventh, The House of a Thousand Veil*. .2
Stung Again
2
Jan.
9
—
Unmasked
2-2
Wild Wild Woman
2 S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 2— Fifth. The Desert Pavilion
Back on the Farm
.j
2 Feb. 28 — Temple Dusk (Special Cast)
RUTH
OF
THE
ROCKIES
Mis Fortune Hunters
2 Sept.
6— Lore, Honor and Obey (Special Cast)...
Roland)
MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Ghost of Slumber Mountain
1 Oct.
18 — The Great Redeemer (Special Cast)
Along the Moonbeam Trail
2
Dec. S — Fifteenth, The Hidden Treasure 2
BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
ROWLAND, WEST PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 28 — Fourteenth, Regina Island
2
Nor.
21— Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack
I
Ride Under the Alps
1 Jan. 3 — The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
Release Information continued on page 2280
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AND
HONOR
(First National)

"EAST
LYNNE"
(Ballin — Hodkinson)

BEHAVE"

Excellent Slap Stick Feature With Good Action and
Incident
story idea than usually goes into the
better
STARTING with a much
making of a slapstick production and with a cast made up of Sennett's most distinguished comedians, including Charlie Murray and
Ford Sterling, at their best, " Love, Honor and Behave " registers as a very
enjoyable picture.
There is nothing especially new in the offering, but many of the gags
used have been made to appear as such and after a short prologue which
introduces Mr. Murray as a Supreme Court judge, much as if the picture
was to be serious drama, there is continuous action and a wealth of farcecomedy incident including some of the best "lion stuff" as yet screened.
Trick photography has been used to advantage in many sequeneces, also the
dependable chase stuff, etc.
There is, however, more of real acting in "Love, Honor and Behave" than
in many a so-called drama. Mr. Sterling puts over a very funny scene explaining byfacial expressions the quality of some "hootch" he is drinking. Later both Murray and Sterling demonstrate their histrionic talents
with expressive pantomime.
Adding to the feature's entertainment are especially good titles. They
are clever without being vulgar and illustrate to advantage many points in
the action. There is also quite an idea back of the farce-comedy action
provided. The prologue shows a young wife appearing before Mr. Murray
as the judge to start divorce proceedings on circumstantial evidence.
Court is adjourned while the judge tells a story of what is alleged to have
happened to him, the point being to disprove the reliability of circumstantial evidence. In the end it is disclosed that the judge's story was
purely fictional, but its effect has been to convince the wife that she has
no reason to ask for a divorce.
The cast besides Murray and Sterling, includes Marie Provost, Fanny
Kelly, Billy Bevan and other famous players. Ben Turpin is even in for
a bit.
lor any theatre that likes to give its patrons a wholesome laugh, we
figure " Love, Honor and Behave " can't be beaten in current farce-comedy.
The picture's exploitation possibilities are also exceptional. — Length, 5
reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
His Honor, Judge Fawcett
Charles Murray
Milton Robin, a haberdasher
Ford Sterling
Mrs. Milton Robin
Phyllis Haver
*.
,
•
)
Marie
Prevost
Newlyweds
\ GeQrge 0.Hara
A Merry Widow
-..Charlotte
Mineau
A Fake Lawyer
Billy Bevan
His Right-hand Man
Kalla Pasha
His Left-hand Man
Eddie Gribbon
The
Kelly
The Judge's
District Wile
Attorney
BillyFanny
Armstrong
Supervised by Mack Sennett.
Director, scenario writer, etc., not credited.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
"
Love,
Honor
and
Behave,"
a five-reel
farce comedy
the Mack
studios with a great cast of famous
funmakers,
includingfrom
Charlie
Murray,Sennett
Ford
Sterling and Ben Turpin is the feature picture scheduled for showing at the
theatre for a
days' engagement beginning
.
unadulterated
" Love,
and Behave
oneForof pure,
the really
exceptionalentertainment,
pictures of the
year. Honor
Mr. Murray
plays "thestands
role asof
a judge with story telling propensities and a faculty of settling law and even divorce
suits
of court.
is thestart
fictitional
heroandof has
the been
judge'sdeveloped
yarn. with,
The outpicture
is fullMr.of Sterling
action from
to finish
much new and original incident of the brand that has made the comedies from
the Sennett studios famous. Many novelties in trick photography also aid in
making the picture entertaining.
Those releases
who remember
Married
" Down that
on this
the Farm
the other
five-reel
of the "past
year Life,"
are assured
picture" and
is even
more
entertaining
than
those
mentioned.
In
fact
"
Love,
Honor
and
Behave
" sets
a new standard for five-reel slap stick productions.
The feature was personally supervised by that master of farce comedy direction,
Mack their
Sennett,
and gives its principal players plenty of opportunity tor putting
over
best efforts.
PROGRAM READER
Just for entertainment purposes, is the feature picture offered at the
theatre for a
days' showing, " Love, Honor and Behave." " Love,
Honor and Mack
BehaveSennett
" is a farce
comedy ofpersonally
supervised by cast
the king
comedy
directors,
and boasts
a most distinguished
whichof includes
such well known players as Charlie Murray, Ford Sterling, Ben Turpin, Phyllis
Haver, Billy Bevan and many of the others of the Sennett studio crew who have
made millions laugh.
and Behave
" is a story
wife whoto thought
had" Love,
given Honor
her grounds
for divorce
and ofwhoa young
has applied
the courther forhubby
her
freedom and how Charlie Murray, as the judge, makes her change her mind by
telling her a story purely fictional about what was alleged to have happened to
him where circumstantial evidence had figured in making things that were not
true appear as such.
It is a truly humorous idea on which the picture is founded and as it has been
handled by the Sennett funmakers so every foot of the five reels is good for
various degrees of entertainment. Among the stunts pulled are some having to
do with "hungry lions" that surpass anything of its kind ever attempted.

Modernized

Version of Play and Book Should Interest
Lynne," has reached the
all, "Eastappeal
of themaudience
"grandmother
old again
THE screen
intact. Which is to
with its" sure-fire
say that Hugo Ballin has placed the emphasis upon the pathos, the
heart-rending sentiment and the emotional conflict to such an extent that
those who remember the play or the book will pay homage to the picture
in terms of sound praise. Mr. Ballin is an exceptional director in the
manner of giving tone and quality to his productions. He does this largely
by composing his scenes in perfect harmony. He has saturated the picture
with artistic touches emphasized through appropriate details and charming
atmosphere.
Perhaps in his attention to the production end of it he has neglected to
cover his tracks dramatically. Certainly the only criticism may be found
in the rather disjointed continuity. This may be explained in bad cutting.
Unquestionably the picture was made in considerable footage and the
effort to compress it into feature length proved a task to the laboratory
people. Mr. Ballin deserves praise in giving it a modern version. Hehas placed the action in America, with all the up-to-date contrivances giving it breadth and color. There are certain lapses which detract from the
interest and make the movements of the characters seem confusing. For
instance, there is no break from the time that Isabel Vane leaves her husband and arrives in Quebec — not even a glimpse of a rai'road trainOne must accept the fact that she is in the Canadian city. Again, a succeeding shot shows the villain returning after a year seeking explanations.
A little detail of her life here would go a great deal in clearing up the
atmosphere. Another faulty touch is when the investigators of the crime
of the murdered gardener fail to ask his own daughter of her evidence
until years have elapsed.
Otherwise the picture is well developed, if one may jump at minor conclusions here and there — conclusions which do not detract from the story
interest. The picture still tugs at the heart and should find a hearty
response among all classes of picturegoers. It has held public interest as
well as " Way Down East " and " Uncle Tom's Cabin." The titling could
be better in some instances, but for the most part it fits exactly into the
key in which the drama is pitched. Mr. Ballin has expended some money
here and it does not seem like waste in viewing his artistic backgrounds.
The cast is well directed and Edward Earle and Mabel Ballin fit the roles
as if they were conceived with them in mind. " East Lynne " is a sincere
effort to put forth something entertaining, and it certainly succeeds. —
Length, 7 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Archibald Carlyle
Edward Earle
Isabel Vane
Mabel Ballin
Barbara Hare
Gladys Coburn
Richard Hare
Gilbert Rooney
Francis Levison
Henry G. Sell
Miss Cornelia
Nellie Parker Spaulding
Afy Hallijohn
Doris Sheerin
By Mrs. Henry Wood.
Scenario by Hugo Ballin.
Directed by Hugo Ballin.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The feature attraction at the
theatre next
is " East
Lynne,"and adapted
and directed
Mrs. Henry
Wood'shasfamous
story
play which
has been byreadHugo
and Ballin
seen byfrommillions.
Mr. Ballin
modernized the story and has placed the action in America. This method brings a
new appeal to the work. A cast that consists of Edward Earle and Mabel Ballin
contributes a performance which exacts the most from every scene. The story
revolves around Isabel Vane who. when she believes her husband, Archibald
Carlyle, faithless, runs away with Francis Levison to Quebec. She has inherited
East Lynn, the ancestral home of the Vanes, and happiness is her reward until
she believes her husband to be carrying on a liaison with Barbara Hare.
Isabel's
Her tochild
and Levison
leaves
her, life
and insheQuebec
makes ishercomplete
way backwithto sorrow.
East Lynne
beg dies,
forgiveness
of her
husband before she dies. Carlyle, in the meanwhile, has married Barbara when
a newspaper account informs that Isabel Vane has been killed in a railroad
accident. -The picture is appealing and holds the interest through the composition
of scenes and the very able acting. It is rich in sympathy, pathos, romance,
sentiment and other human elements. Mr. Earle and Miss Ballin carry the
burden of the acting and acquit themselves in adequate fashion.
PROGRAM READER
Have
you
ever
read
"
East
" Have you
famousit comes
play?
The opportunity is yours to seeLynne?
it immortalized
uponever
the seen
screenthe when
to the
theatre next
as a photoplay. The wonderful
story of the love and sorrow of Isabel Vane; the pathetic life of the mistress of
East Lynne who in a moment of fancy brought sorrow to herself — this has appealed
to millions
in nearly
" EastNoLynne
" has miss
charmed
who tohave
read
it or seen
it playedevery
uponclime.
the stage.
one should
the all
chance
see
it as a photoplay. The same rich drama, the identical characters, the human
note, the powerful sentiment and romance, the effective situations and climaxes
— these are all intact. Hugo Ballin has modernized it, which, of course, makes
itEarle
doubly
and appealing.
Mabel Ballin.The picture is interpreted by a cast that includes Edward
CATCH LINES
Do
you
want
to
see
"East
Lynne"
to the
theatre
and see the immortal play as a picture. again?
More Come
appealing
than ever.
See " East Lynne " at the
next
. Greater than the
play. More interesting than the book. Beautifully staged and finely acted.
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Film

Picture

News

Releases

The Snob (Wanda Hawley)
4015 HELEN GIBSON SERIES
of the Rails
2
She Couldn'tDifferent
Help (Bebe
Daniels)
4423 Trail
Scmething
Daring Danger
(Constance Binney) 4840
J
blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4979 Flirting with Terror
J
Hie New York Idea (Alice Brady)
6181 Broken Trestle
>
Oh Lady, Lady (Bebe Daniels)
4214 TUSUN
COMEDIES
iou Never Can Tell (Bebe Daniels)
5302
New
Ral
gia
i
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
4212 A Slick Detective
l
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
4646
Alive
\
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
4648 Buried
From
Kitchen
to
Throne
\
Eyes ofLavender
the Heart (Mary Miles Minter) 5084 Wild Women
\
Sweet
(Mary Miles Minter)
5134
Pa Takes a Tramp
Giving andto Taking
"|\|
REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
Splashing
Safety
Cabareting Under Difficulties
1
ROYAL COMEDIES
Stranded
ij
Dec. 10— I'll Say He Forgot (Otis Harlan) 2 LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 28— He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins) 2 Lone Hand Wilson
j
Nov. 12 — Oh, Buoy (Sammy Bums)
2
Pat
O'
Pa
MATTY ROUBERT (ROMANCES OF YOUTH)
ra
di
se
The Ranger and the Law
.„ "33
Bold Bad Pirate
2
ALLEY
Summer Days
2 GASOLINE
Blue
Blazes
' s
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
Leave It to
" Walt "
RIDGEWAY
SERIES
The Dreamer
j FRITZI
Hands Up
% Bandit of Hell's Gap
A Traitor's Vengeance
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
Girl from the West
2
The Desert Vulture
a AAlmost
an Outlaw
,
...3
Girl of the Rancho
3
Western Rays
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
"13
Lunatics in Politics
2 The Avenging Trail
Good Night Nurse
2 A Fight to a Finish
..........3
Shadows
of Buz
the Past
Trail
of the
zard '. *22
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
Fugitive from Justice
2
Snitch
l AA Race
withBorder
Death
2
The Heart of a Woman
3 Moonshiner
1 Across the
No. 13
1 SPECIALS
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
5
The Mountain That Was God
I Witch's Lure
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Wind Goddess
] NEAL
HARTWoman
SERIES
A Profligate
*.
5
Apple Tree Girl
3 MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Knight of Western Land
Law of the North
3 Double Trouble
2
2
Cy
Whittaker's
Ward
5
Lazy
Lem
2
The Awakening of Ruth
3 Bungalow Bangle
3 Out
..""*****«
the
West
. . .2"
Light in Darkness
3
ne
Dead ofLi
Square
Shooter
The Tell Tale Step
3 NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
1 SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Lady of the Photograph
3 The Deserter
Drearov Chinatown
.
1
FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
Girls, Don't Gamble
The Bride
1
^
j
' 'lion (C
Fickle
Women
*.
The Matinee
Screen F«t.. — — - ^y;;;;,^;;;;;;;}
ROBERT
SON-COLE PRODS.
The Man Eater
1 SUPER
SPECIALS
S-E ENTERPRISES
The Superstitious Girl
1
The Mistress of Shenstone (Pauline Frederick) .
The
Artist's
Model
1
Luck
The "oI'-T-"
Art
Bug
j'
t0 YoU (BiUy
zM"on>
&£!£tT*!«,en
jaz
.?. f.TT.6.™ . . '.'.'.€
~_ ?0;Lr> rn
i1 One
oeven
1 ears
j^uck(Geo.
(Max
Linder)
5« xwn
rrmrnrrc
Million
in aoaa
TinJ„i
ru»Brian)
W="i
SevenManYears
6 TW0 REEL COMEDIES
Hayakawa)...
(Sessue
BornLady
First
n-'i
f**^ Girl
2Je Spoiled
The
..1J The
L;ttie
'Fraid
(Mae
Marsh)
6
Beach
Birds
and
Bombs...
Hashers
and
Mashers
5
Kismet (Otis Skinner)
9 Waffles and Wallops
a
813 (Arsene Lupin Story)
6 MIDGET COMEDIES
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
of Vanity (Pauline Frederick) 6
Thoughtless Women (Alma Rubens)
6 ASo Slave
Long Letty (Christie Comedy Drama)
6
Bombs
a
Place of .Honeymoons
(Emily
Stevens-Montagu
a
.•••••.••••••••••••......•••••I
illy
Yours
(Le
.2
lace
noncjmoom
w^m.iy oievens-monwgu !t The
Stealers Yours
(Wm (Lew
Christy
Cab^ne")™
.'.
.876 Waffle's
Beach™' Birds^lnd
^Bo"
V.
Jimmie
Rogon'>
Far
num
Midnight
Gambols
(Marie Doro)
h°7.*L01 'AlLlCltJ
)
'AVVJ*
Hashers
Mashers
2
Occasionally
and
Cody)
M=,=w
Wall
Happiness (Dustin
What Women Want (Louise Huff)
5 Big
Oh, Whatanda Cir
cus
2
Where Is My Husband? (Jose Collins)
t SPECIALS
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb). 5 Aug. 15 — Arabian Knight (Sessne Hayakawa) 3 A Tenderfoot Romeo
'.'...'.'.'.'.2j
Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall)
5 Aug. 1 — Life's Twist (Bessie Barriscale) 6 Movies and Maniacs
Finders Keepers (Violet Mersereau-Edmund Cobb).. 5 SUPERIOR PICTURES
His
Keeger _(Mansfield,-Lytton-James)
The Brother's
Inner
v^ir^M^fi.:f^'^::::S
m fenA^Sfwlu*
dnes (Special 5H?PW*)
caso
selznick
(lewis
j.) ent.
Bubbles (Mary
lary
Anderson)
5 Moon
U\. !ln?,
? ELAINE
HAMMER
STFTN s
STAR
CFRT1
The Daughter
Pay
6,294
AIdleMoment's
Madness
(Marguerite
Namara) 6S Hearth
Bright Skies
(Brentwoo
STAR
HAMMERSTEIN
V.V.V. I" " \55 ELAINE
I". d)
(ZaTu 585^
Twenty
Pleasure See
ker
s SERIES 5^610
Hands (Gail
Kane-J.
Herbert Frank)
D;
Til's
Claim
(Sessue
Hayakawa)
5
A Good Woman (Gail Kane-J. Herbert Frank) 5 The
The Notorious Mrs. Sands (Bessie Barriscale) ! Poor Dear Margaret Kirby
" s'500
Luke
Film-osophy
Yi2 The
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Brand of Lopex (Sessue Hayakawa) 5 The
Sonny McLuke's
Series
Wonderful Chance
The
Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale)....
5,364
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Broadway
and
Home
4^850
SUPREME COMEDIES
Worlds Apart
Babes in Bearskin
1 June
5
980
6— Becky Strikes Oat
1 OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
Two's
30
—
Letty
's
Lost
Legacy
1
Call MeCompany
Daddy
11 May
Husbands
1 The Poor Simp
5,305
Knockout Maggie
»
1 MixedTaylor
Wife
1, The Chicken in the Case
Down Beside the Seaside
1 The
.. - Made, .
5 261
Professor Was Right
1
5,500
Her
Bur»lar
I Society
WhT1 Beloved
ifftZtoLY*'.
M
V. '.V.'.'. " '.'.'.l '.i
CONWAYSnobs
TEARLE STAR SERIES
CO.)
Bucking- the Tiger
5 000
MARTIN
JOHNSON
PICTURES
PRICE (C. b.
MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERD2S
Marooned
in
the
South
Seas
)
The Fourth Sin
5 000
INDUN DRAMAS
The City of Broken Old Men
' SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Fifteen
Recruiting in the Solomons
1 The Greatest Love (Vera Gordon)
feather.Single reelers starring Princess Mona Dark5,520
His Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodes)
5 Domesticating
Lonely South PacificMen
Missions
1' You
Can't Kill
Love(
All Ince)
Star)
5,500
Power (Holbrook Blinn)
5 Cruising in theWild
The
Highest
Law
(Ralph
5,500
Solomons
*
Your Daughter and Mine f Special CasO
5 Saving Savages in the South Seas
1 The Road of Ambition (Conwav Tearle) 5,500
The
Sin
That
Was
His
(Wm.
Paversham)
5,600
ADVENTURE SCENICS
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
The Lone Trapper
] SELECT
RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
PICTURES
Outlaw
of the Wilderness
1
A Man There Was ( Victor Seastrom')
5 The Tempest
5,000
1 Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
6,000
Waters of Destiny
1 Mountain Madness
6,000
REALART PICTURES CORP.
Tree Magic
1 The Great Shadow (Tyrone Power)
Ghosts
of
Romance
I
Seeds
of
Vengeance
(Bernard
Durning)
5.000
SPECIAL FEATURES
Knna nf Salnnnlrin
1 Man's Plavthing (Grace Davidson)
5,000
The Servant Question (William Collier)
5,000
The
Furnace
(Win.
D.
Taylor's)
6882
The Soul of Youth (Taylor)
5995
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor)
5,000
Who Am I? (Special Cast)
5,»00
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh's)
6705 RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Tust a Wife (Special Cast)
5,000
The Law of the Yukon (Charles Miller's) 5614 Releasing Through Capitol Film Co.
Blind Youth (Special Cast)
5,000
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607 AL JENNINGS SERIES
Invisible Divorce (Special Cast)
5,000
Soldiers
of Fortune < Allan Dwan's)
5911 Fate's Frame-Up
2 The
STAR PRODUCTIONS
The Road to Ambition (Conway Tearle)
5,500
Fate's
Mockery
2
The
Chicken
in
the
Case
(Owen
Moore)
5,500
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnstone)
Fate's Double Cross
2 The Highest Law (Ralph Ince Prod.)
5,500
2
All Soul's Eve (Mary Miles Minter)
5778 Long Riders
Release Information continued on page 2282
N or. 14 — Twelfth, The Secret Order
Not. 7 — Eleventh, The Fatal Diamond
«
vanity fair maids comedies
Mar. 20 — Running Wild
1
Mar. 6 — Paint and Powder
1
Feb. o — Uh Promise Me
i
Feb. 20 — Prince Pistachio
1
Jan.
the West
Jan. 3016 —— Whirl
Burglarso' Bold
1i
A*TLK liUKi*
(Six two-reelDrew
comedy
teaturing Mrs. fcydncy
and aramai
Jonn Cumberland.)
July
13 — Fourth, The Unconventional Maida oi ecu *
wood
ROLiJN COMEDIES
The Lone Lesson (Eddie Boland)
1
Mar. 27 — Fellow Romans (Pollard)
1
Feb. 27— His Best Girl (Pollard)
1
Feb. 23 — Open Another Bottle (Snub Pollard) 1
Jan. 9 — The Morning Alter I Snub Pollard) 1
Dec. 19— Park Your Car (Snub Pollard)
1
ROLlfN TWO REELERS
Dec. 26 — Number Please (Harold Lloyd)
2
Sept. 26 — Get Cut and Get Under (Harold Lloyd).. *
July 11— High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd)
2
May 2 — An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd).... 3
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics oi the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
]
Saturdays — Pathe News
1

March

'A
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26 , 1021

WORLDS"
OF TWO
TALE
)
Goldwyn
—
Authors
(Eminent

Melodrama Is Obvious, But Carries Punch and Color
theme of " A Tale of
THE Oriental-Occidental barrier is behind the
Two Worlds," Gouverneur Morris' first story to be written expressly for the screen, and while it follows a familiar groove, those
in charge have supplied it with crackling action and incident— elements
which measure out a large measure of suspense. Mr. Morris has not been
inspired in his theme or" characterization. His formula is almost identical
with such plays as " East Is West " and " The Sun-Daughter." One must
won't
it is shighly
The fact
ma. Certainl
melodra
it asthefrank
iccept into
the interest
becauseillogical
entertain
y itthat
at all.
matter
snter
when
uprising,
Boxer
executed
is maintained from the moment of the well
the heroine is lugged away from danger and taken to America, to the time
that she finds love's expression.
Frank Lloyd knows his pictorial values. His dramatic sense is well
emphasized in the highly colorful scene when the white parents are killed
and a faithful Chinese retainer takes the infant daughter to America.
The atmosphere is perfect and the tinting of the photography, the splendid
detail of the interiors and the rousing thrill which accompanies the epiiode— these are sufficient to quicken the pulse. When the action switches
to America the play loses some of its vigor and resolves itself into the
conflict of East versus West. The heroine, now grown to womanhood, is
unaware that she is white, and to pay a debt her guardian promises her in
marriage to the very scoundrel who killed her parents. There is no way
out of this dilemma on the part of the guardian if he obeys a Chinese
custom.
Meanwhile a thrill is caught when the villain uses a crushing device as
a means of torture. One of his cohorts is slowly turning the crank which
brings the wall down on the helpless individual. The Oriental always
throws a gun in the room to give his victims a sweet death by suicide.
Wallace Beery plays this character with all his customary vigor. But for
once this able actor seems out of place, his physique and demeanor being
too rugged. The romantic bid comes in the attention paid the heroine by
the American. And the suspense keeps alive through holding off the
rescue act until the conclusion. Let it be said that the villain pays for his
life hv his own horror chamber — the crank being turned by a Chinaman
friendly to the girl and her lover. Leatrice Joy makes a charming figure
as the heroine, but the best performance is contributed by E. A. Warren
as her guardian. J. Frank Glendon appeared ill at ease as the hero. The
are of a high order. — Length, 5 reels. —
settings and
Laurence
Reid.technical work
THE CAST
Newcombe
J- Frank Glendon
Sui Sen
Leatrice Joy
Wallace Beery
Ling Jo
Ah Wing
•■-EAttendant
MargaretA-„W»rr«n
McWade
One Eye
Togo Yamamato
The Worm
Jack Abbe
Chinaman
Louie Cheung
Slave Girl
Chow Young
Ah Fah
Etta Lee
Servant Spy
Ah Wing
Windlass Man
Gore Kino
Dr. Newcombe
Arthur Soames
Mrs. Newcombe
Edythe Chapman
Mr. Carmichael
Dwight Crittenden
Mrs. Carmichael
Irene Rich
By Gcuverneur Morris.
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" A Tale theatre
of Twonext
Worlds " is the
title of by
the Eminent
Goldwyn Authors.
picture which
the
sponsored
The comes
famous toshort
story writer, Gouverneur Morris, has contributed a photoplay calculated to intrigue
the imagination and stimulate the pulse. It is a story of the Orient and Occident
and revolves around a white girl who is brought up in ignorance of the outside
world and the fact that she is not a Chinese, by Ah Wing, who kidnapped her away
in infancy to save her life. During a Boxer uprising her parents were killed and
the Chinaman takes her to the Chinese section of a large Western _ city. There it
is that the wily Oriental responsible for the death of her parents is residing and,
according to the custom of his race, a debt must be paid honorably.
Ah Wing has promised the girl to him in return for a certain sceptre. The wily
Oriental obtains the precious object and asks for his reward. So the drama builds
agive
conflict
betweento the
two Chinamen,
guardian
attempting
to keep
her away
a white
admirer. the
The girl's
American
effects
her rescue
in ahermostor
dramatic fashion. The picture is remarkably rich in its melodramatic appeal, there
being good evidence of thrills. Considerable local color emphasizes the action and
incident. A nrominent cast interprets the picture in a most capable manner. Frank
Lloyd directed.
PROGRAM READER
She did not know that she was a white girl. She had been reared as a Chinese
and lived according to the custom and manner of the Orientals. Then into her life
came an American and he brought sorrow along with happiness. For she realized
that a barrier stood between them — the barrier of color, race and religion. Then
on the eve when she was about to be sold into slavery to a wily Oriental her rescue
was effected. It was then that she realized that she was white. This is a brief
account of the stirring melodramatic photoplay. " A Tale of Two Worlds," which
comes to the
theatre next
. It is written by Gouverneur Morris,
which accounts for its appealing drama and action. The picture is remarkably rich
in adventure and romance and is ably acted.
CATCH LINES
She was ignorant of the fact that she was white. She had been pledged to a wily
Chinaman. Did romance come to her? See " A Tale of Two Worlds."

"THE

PLAYTHING
(Realart)

OF

B'WAY"

Justine Johnstone Scores in Satisfactory Offering
JUSTINE
second picture,
" Thea Plaything
of Broadway,"
is certainJOHNSTONE'S
to attract patronage.
With such
colorful title,
and a star
whose beauty has been widely publicized, there is no reason why
filmgoers should not patronize the theatre that shows the offering. Once
inside the spectator will be satisfactorily entertained. If he has seen the
star in " Blackbirds," he will notice that the present production is more
consistent insofar as its characterization is concerned. Miss Johnstone
was hardly fitted by temperament or talent to enact the part of a crook,
but as an exponent of Broadway night life her experience as a hostess and
dancer makes her appear to be the perfect representative of the role she
enacts here. Not only has the star developed in her acting, but the picture
itself carries far more appealing qualities than " Blackbirds."
While there has been an epidemic of New York night life stories on the
screen, "The Plaything of Broadway" carries enough color, enough contrasts and sufficient high lights to be called something different. It is a
simple little tale which does not depend upon dramatic fireworks for its
appeal, but conquers because of its sentiment and romance. There are
flaws to be sure. Most of these can be traced back to the author. It is
hardly logical that a doctor would figure as the party who breaks down
the pride of the heroine, since a member of the medical profession is
ordinarily too busy to appear romantic. Again it does not develop enough
variety of situation to keep from being obvious. There are moments when
the picture seems to be getting over solely on its titles. Yet it lives up
thoroughly to its character. Miss Johnstone is the pet of the club in which
she presides as hostess. The rich men of Wall Street become her Broadway
sycophants at night.
The plot is constructed around a bet which some silver haired playboys place with her that she cannot conquer the above-mentioned physician
in a certain length of time — that the latter is immune to feminine charms.
Repulsed by playing her "system" by posing as a neurasthenic, she adopts
different methods and by doing so her character is regenerated. Most of
these pictures are constructed around the misunderstood heroine, who is
painted in material colors, but whose heart is pure gold. The offering
makes a bid for the sympathy when she takes up social welfare and finishes
with a melodramatic flourish. The ending might be improved. It does not
seem convincing that a fainting woman would be left half reclining on the
pavement and half supported by a chauffeur. The picture is handsomely
staged and well acted. It has some abrupt situations, caused apparently
by bad cutting. — Length. 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Lola
Justine Johnstone
Dr. Jennings
Crauford Kent
Pell
Macey Harlam
Whitney
Edwards Davis
Dr. Dexter
George Cowl
Mrs. Patriarch
O'Connor
Lucy Cooper
Parker
The
Claude
Dr. Hastings
Garry Mc Garry
Mrs. Ford
Gertrude Hillman
Mrs. Slattery
Mrs. Charles Willard
By Sidneyby Morgan.
Scenario
E. Lloyd Sheldon.
Directed by Jack Dillon.
Photographed by Gilbert Warrenton.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The feature attraction at the
theatre next
is " The Plaything
of
Broadway,"
starring
the
beautiful
Justine
Johnstone.
The
said to give an amazingly convincing interpretation of as daring aRealart
role asstarhasis
ever been shown in a motion picture. As Lola, a beautiful dancer, the Plaything
of Broadway, and the pet of a notorious club, Miss Johnstone has an opportunity
to flash her abundant charm and talent. The plot concerns a wager, made one
night after Lola had given an exhibition of her art before the club. A certain
guest tells her that no man can withstand her charm. Lola agrees with that
opinion, for when another guest says that he knows just one man who would be
unmoved
her be.
appeal, Lola, greatly piqued, wagers that she can win the man,
whoever heby may
The situations arising from this idea precipitate a deal of romantic conflict.
Complications pile upon fresh complications until Lola discovers that she is forced
to capitulate
the power
of love.
are
said
to be quitethrough
captivating.
Crauford
Kent inMiss
the Johnstone's
opposite role dancing
gives a scenes
convincing
portrayal, and others who contribute good performances are Edwards Davis, Macey
Harlam and George Cowl. Jack Dillon directed the picture.
SUGGESTIONS
Here is a good title to exploit. And you have the star who is just getting a
startt on the screen. If you played "Blackbirds," your patrons are aware of this
._.'s wonderful
charm.
is acknowledged
by sense
celebrated
be America's
loveliest
girl, a girl
who isShea real
beauty in every
of theartists
word.to Use
abundant
stills of her and acquaint your crowd with her charm. You can bill the picture
as a daring drama of a woman's soul. Bill it as a fascinating drama of Broadway.
For a prologue you can stage a dancing number against an appropriate background.
Bring cut that it offers a tense drama of the upper world, the underworld, riches,
poverty, selfishness, service — stunning contrasts with a smashing climax. The best
angle
is toplayers.
concentrate upon the star and build a following for her. Tell about
the other
star'
CATCH LINES
See America's most beautiful girl, Justine Johnstone, in " The Plaything of
Broadway," a sumptuous picture of Broadway, love and a woman's heart and soul.
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SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMICCLASSICS
m
in Betty's Bedroo
ge
AUp Pajama Marria
dal
Scan
A Seminary
Watch Your Husband
P. M
Twelve
Ballroom Romeo
ds
Too Many Husban
Caught in a Cafe
S
COMEDIE
LIN
CHESTER CONK
Home Rule
A Soft Boiled Yegg
His Model Hay
COMEDYART
Uneasy Feet
Ima Vamp
An Uneven Match
Mother's Angel
Henpecked & Pecked Hens
Enemies
Friends of& Daffy
Prince
dil
Long Suit
Shorty'sDynamite
Sweet
Rocked to Sleep
:
Open the Bars
Hay Fever
MORANTI COMEDIES
Why Worry.
Almost
Guilty
Kids
Twins
Bliss
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Edenville
The First Zoo
Observations of a Park Statue
Virgin of Hamboul
Up
on the Farm
Dreams
SUNSET BURRED SCENICS
Birthplace of the West
Land of Sky Blue Blue Waters
Land of Living Color
Path of '49
Highway Through Wonderland
Going
North
Dawnland
Totemland
The
Gate First
of the People
Mountain
High Hills and Low Heels

2
2
«
2
2
*
2
2
2
%2

The Unknown Wife (Enid Roberts)
All Dolled Up (Gladys Walten)
If Only Jim (Harry Carey)
Society Secrets (Eva Novak)
Colorado (Frank Mayo)
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
The Mad Marriage (Carmel Myers)
Tiger True (Frank Mayo)
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
Kisky Business (Gladys Walton)
Wert is West (Harry Carey)

Film
S
S
S
5
S
5
5
S
5
a
5
3
5
5
S

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Outside the Law (Priscilla Dean)
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6
The Devil's Among
Pass KeyCannibals
(Special Cast)
Shipwrecked
67
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6
JEWEL COMEDIES
A Wild Night (Joe Martin)
2
A Prohibition Monkey
2
THE WHITE HORSEMAN
(Featuring Art Accord.)
Third, The Mummy Man
2
Spider's
Web
22
J? Second,
First, InWhite
the Caves
of Despair
J
]J THE DIAMOND QUEEN
1 (Eighteen Episode serial starring Eileen Sedgwick)
Tenth, The Betrayal
2
Ninth, A Race With Rogues
2
2
J1 Eighth, In Merciless Clutches
Seventh, The Amazing Uultimatum
2
The Colossal Game
2
J Sixth, The
Tide of Destiny
2
J Fifth,
Fourth,
Fires
of
Hate
2
J' Third, Perils of the Jungle
U
Second, The Plunge of Doom
2
First,
The
Vow
of
Vengeance
2
1
1 KING OF THE CIRCUS
»
1 (Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
1 Eighteenth,
The Lost Heritage
2
The Final Reckoning
2
J1 Seventeenth,
Sixteenth, The Cradle of Death
2
1 Fifteenth, A Woman in Black
2
Fourteenth,
Out
of
the
Clouds
2
}1
Thirteenth, A Fight for Life
2
1 Twelfth, Deep Waters
2
Eleventh, Man and Beast
2
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
CENTURY COMEDIES
The Flame
5
(Harry Sweet)
2
The Branded Soul (Special Cast)
5 Tough isLuck
Believing
2
The TiSal Wave (Special Cast)
S ASeeing
Bunch
of
Kisses
(Dorety-Lorraine)
2
Bars of Iron (Special Cast)
5
(Century Lions)
2
The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast)
.6 StuffedDogLions
Doctor (Century Dog)
2
Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
4650 The
Vamps and Scamps (Zip Monty)
2
The Lure of Crooning Water (Ivy Duke-Guy Newell). 6 Leaping Lions and Jailbirds
2
* Fresh from the Farm (Harry Sweet)
2
Guy Newell)
Squandered
(Ivy Duke-Guy Newall)
° Puppy Love (Brownie)
2
The
Tavern Lives
Knight
His Fearful Finish (Chas. Dorety)
2
The Spirit of Twenty-One
2
Fire Bugs (Harry Sweet)
2
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
STAR COMEDIES
Broken Hearts (Lucille de Tar- Florence Hackett)..S
Who Kissed Me? (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
It Happened in Paris (Mmt Yorska)
J Twin
Husbands
1
'
ord)
HumanandPastiom
1
Han
Woman (Lottie
(Betty Tilf
Mason)
J No License (Billy Fletcher)
1
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
» When Eve Fell (Wolbert-Barry)
1
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington) ! Bring on the Groom (Dorothy Wolbert)
A Waiting Maid (Dot Wolbert)
1
And the Children Pay (Gareth Hi hes)
7 Won
—
One
Fliver
1
Dr. Brind's Wonders of Nature (One every week)..
Milk and Yeggs
1
Tehnny
Dooley
Comedies
(Johnny
Dooley
—
one
every
1
month) ....
2 Simple and Sweet
His Lady Friend (Joe Martin)
1
RADIN PICTURES
Chicken,
Country
Style
■kinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
S Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert) 11
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
5
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)
1 RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety- Byron)
2
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Off
His
Trolly
(Engle-Dickerson)
22
Jan. 9— The Love Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000 Should Waiters Marry (Geo. Ovey)
Dec. 5— The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) .. 8 A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
2
Sept.
5— The
(D. W. Griffith's) 37 A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
fame 27—
Suds Love
(MaryFlower
Pickford)
Jan* 13 — The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) i WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
May 30 — Romance (Doris Keane)
I The Knockout Man (Lorraine-Perrin) 2
The Midnight Raiders (Jack Perin)
2
Apt.
5 — Down
on the(Mary
Farm Piclrford)
(Mack Sennett's) 5< The
Cactus Kid (Hoot Gibson)
2
fan. 18—
Polly anna
The Fighting Actor (Art Accord)
2
Dec. 29— When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks) * The Pony Express (Leonard Clapham)
2
Big Bob (Jack Perrin)
2
Oct. 20— Broken Blossoms (D. W. GruSth's) • The
Show Down (Art Accord)
2
•apt.
1
—
His
Majesty
the
American
(Douglas
FairThe
Kickaroo
(Hoot
Gibson)
2
banks)
•
The Saddle King (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Trail of the Hound (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
The Freeze Out (Harry Carey)
5 Tuesdays — International Newt
1
The Smart Sex (Eva Novak)
5 Fridays — International Newt
1
The Magnificent Brute (Frank Mayo)
5 Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1
5
5*
•
^2
*
*
5
*
25

Picture

Newt

Releases

VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Black Beauty (Jean Paige)
DeadCa«
Men Tell No Tales (Tom Terress') Special t
Trumpet Island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast
7
The Courage of Marge O'Doone (James Oliver Car-.
wood's) Special Cast
7
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools
5
The Prey
«
Cousin Kate
SI
Dollars and the Woman
•
The Sporting Duchess
7
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift
S
The Romance Promoters
S
The Purple Cipher
I
A Master Stroke
S
Captain Swift
I
The Fortune Hunter
7
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
It Isn't
Being Done
This Season
The
Broadway
Bubble
3S
The Whisper Market
3
Bab's
Candidate
3J
The Garter
Girl
Deadline at Eleven
I
Human Collateral
I
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens
J
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones
I
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The
Sportsman
33
The Suitor
The Stage Hand
II
Solid Concrete
I
School Days
I
The Fly Cop
2I
The Grocery Clerk
I
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Mysterious Stranger
I
The Nuisance
31
The Back Yard
S
FIGHTING FATE
(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)
Fifteenth, Cleaning the Blot
2
Fourteenth, Mystery
Thieves Fall
Out
Thirteenth,
Mountain
22*
Twelfth, Indian Vengeance
2
Eleventh, A Choice of Death
2
Tenth, The Stolen Bride
2
Ninth, The Air Avenger
2
Eighth, The Treasure Hunt
2
Seventh,
Demon'sJewel
Bluff
22
Sixth, TheA Crown
Clue
Fifth, Double Crossed
2
Fourth, A Desperate Dilemma
2
Third, A Modern Daniel
2
Second, Playing the Game
2
First, A Borrowed Life
3
THE PURPLE RIDERS
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan)
Fifteenth, Buried Alive
2
Fourteenth,
Frame-Up
Thirteenth, ATheDevil
Fish Foe
22
Twelfth, The Infernal Machine
2
Eleventh, The Stolen Millions
2
Tenth, The Fire Curtain
2
Ninth, The Betrayal
2
Eighth, The Camouflage Trap
2
Seventh,
Red Feather's
Secret
Sixth, Double
Destruction
22
Fifth, The Fatal Pursuit
2
Fourth, The Fiery Trail
2
Third, The Decoy
2
First, Love or Duty
2
WILK (JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Ahses of Desire (Mrs. Searae Hay&kawa)
\L1CE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap
A Woman Alone
Darkest Russia
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
Stolen Voice
Friday the 13th
Hnmai Driftwood
WILK AND WILK
LEE KIDS COMEDIES
The Circus Imps
The Dixie Madcaps
The Hicksville Terrors

|
|
|
I
|
|
I
f
f

3
2
3
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"THE
LITTLE
FOOL"
(C. E. Shurtleff-Metro)
Should Prove Interesting Entertainment
Lady in the Big House," he
London wrote " The Littleand
WHEN Jack from
delved into a new phase
his customary field
got away
of the eternal triangle. The screen adaptation of this book, entitled "The Little Fool," emphasizes this novelty of the triangle, although
much of the original character is destroyed for obvious reasons. It will be
remembered by the readers that the heroine possessed a complex personality, and that she was never sure of herslf in her conduct. The screen
version presents her with a good deal of her color intact, though she is far
less fascinating— this despite the fact that Ora Carew makes the character
appealing.
In the original this character brought the plot and its ramifications to a
surprising conclusion. In love with her husband and his best friend she
decided that she could not go on loving them both and the twist comes in
the manner in which she takes herself out of their lives. The picture
leaves out the tragic finale and loses a great deal of its vigor as a consequence. The interest is held, however, in the twist of the triangle.
Here are the trespassers, the wife and the other man, who talk over their
relations with the husband and advise him with every move they make.
Both acknowledge their guilt. Both are eager to make amends. Yet the
husband accepts it all calmly, having a great faith in them. He does not
take them seriously until he goads them into an elopement. At this point
the wife's better self comes to the rescue and she remains steadfast to her
husband. The picture might be compressed with padded details eliminated.
This would quicken the tempo and heighten the action.
There are many scenes which become tiresome because of their repetitious nature. The entire appeal rests upon the new development of the
triangle. In the meanwhile to give the picture balance one is permitted
to gaze upon pretty pastoral shots— such as a bevy of guests having a good
time at a bathing spot or riding over country roads. The picture may
prove disappointing to those who are sticklers for true adaptations. Yet
the average picturegoer will not worry over it. He will find a great deal
of entertainment in this finely staged production, which is also acted right
up to the handle by Milton Sills as the husband, Ora Carew as the wife,
and Nigel Barrie as ths other man. There are times when Sills holds his
scenes too long, and soft focus photography is often overworked. Yet as
familiar as this plot may be the spectator is never certain of its developThe picture should prove satisfying. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence
Reid. ment.
THE CAST
Richard Forrest
:
Milton Sills
Paula Forrest
Ora Carew
Evan Graham
Nigel Barrie
Bert Wainwright
Byron Munson
Ernestine Wainwright
Marjone Prevost
Rita
Helen Howard
Lute
Iva Forrester
From
novel, Jr.
" The Little Lady in the Big House."
ScenarioJackby London's
Edward Lowe,
Directed by Philip E. Rosen.
Photographed by Allan Siegler.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A modern version of the eternal triangle is offered in " The Little Fool," adapted
from Jack London's charming story, " The Little Lady in the Big House." This
picture
be thesuch
feature
attraction
at the
cast thatwillincludes
popular
and talented
players as theatre
Milton next
Sills, Ora Carewwithanda
Nigel Barrie. The Forrests are living on a lonely ranch when Evan Graham, a
friend erous
of Richard,
for has
a visit.
Mrs. Forrest
has alwaysforentertained
fashion. In comes
fact she
kept open
house, constantly
a number inof genher
friends. Since Richard is compelled to mind his business, he has not the time nor
the inclination to pay much attention to the social graces.
Hence it is that Graham takes advantage to fall in love with Paula. He fights
againsthe what
he considers
a caddish
trespassing,
but theRichard
is not
alarmed — The
not
until
discovers
that his wife
is determined
to hold
affection
of Graham.
matter is thoroughly discussed, but at the last moment Paula balks and decides that
she loves her husband best of all. The story is always interesting because of its
modern development. Considerable charm accompanies the various scenes. The
picture is directed by Philip Rosen and is finely acted by Milton Sills, Ora Carew
and Nigel Barrie.
PROGRAM READER
Richard Forrest and his wife, Paula, lived together in a big house far away from
thriving
communities.
fact they
lived Iton was
a lonely
ranch.
that on
didn't
them from
entertainingIn their
friends.
always
openButhouse
the prevent
ranch.
Then one day Paula realized that her affection for her husband was waning. She
was in love with his best friend. What happened? Did Richard get a divorce?
Did the parties to the triangle discuss their affairs dispassionately? Did Paula
remain steadfast in her devotion? What of the best friend? Did the husband have
implicit faith in his wife? Should a husband place confidence in his warmest friend
if his wife happens to be unusually attractive? These questions are answered in the
Metro picture, " The Little Fool," adapted from Jack London's " The Little Lady
in the Big House." At this theatre next
.
CATCH LINES
He had implicit faith in his wife. Even when she came to him and declared her
affection for another, he merely laughed. Was he disillusioned? See " The Little
Fool."
See " The Little Fool," adapted from Jack London's story, " The Lady in the
Big ingHouse,"
a picture of sentiment, romance and intrigue. Fascinating, entertainand appealing.

"THE

PRICE
OF
POSSESSION"
(Paramount)

Ethel Clayton Gives Clever Performance
Entertainment

in Mild

WHILE this picture may appear as only average to the everyday picturegoer ifhe judges from the fact that it offers a mild story,
orthodox characterization, and a title not exceptionally attractive,
still he should go away satisfied if he is not asking for a large slice of
drama. The star has established a healthy following through her sincerity
which is noticeable in the manner that she strives to give her best. " The
Price of Possession " may not be called her outstanding picture, but there
is enough substance to it to keep one interested. Particularly will feminine audiences like it since it carries qualities which should appeal to the
sex.
The plot hinges on the conflict to claim title to an English estate. It is a
conflict entered into by two very determined parties. When one of them
happens to be the star the feminine interest may be appreciated. The
biggest fault of the picture is its obviousness. Certainly a mere tyro at
screen-gazing can tell how everything will end. From that standpoint the
suspense is eliminated. And the situations sort of fall upon those who
look constantly for surprises. The star appears as a young widow who,
when she puts in her claim, is acquainted with the knowledge that her husband's cousin is the rightful heir. It does not take any gray matter to
realize that this figure will get the property and the attractive widow in the
bargain. The story develops its tiny thread of drama in a clear mannsr
and though it is not charged with incident to speak of, it manages to appear dramatic in several places. Yet dissecting these one may discovar
that they are none too convincing.
Hugh Ford, the director, has given the picture a careful production
which is marked by its clever composition of scenes. The opening shots
are taken in the Australian bush and the scene switches to English country
life. In fact the details, acting, and technical details are first rate in every
particular. The star and her leading man, Rockcliffe Fellowes, carry the
two important roles. In fact the other parts are really subordinated. Yet
both are well equipped with talent to hold the attention. One never tires
of their portrayals because each is deftly shaded. Indeed one nsver
worries over the other players at all. Eve UnselFs scenario is compact,
with all irrelevant matter eliminated to provide a clear continuity. The
comedy relief has its place in offering a balance. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Helen Barston, the lady of the manor
Ethel Clayton
Jim Barston, a bush rider
I
, .._ _ „
Rockcliffe
heir to Barston Manor I
Jim
Lady Barston,
Dawnay
Maude Turner Fellows
Gordon
Robert Dawnay
Reginald Denny
Lord Dawnay
Clarence Heritage
Samuel Pcore
George Backus
Mrs. Poore
Isabelle West
Eva Poore
Pearl Shepard
By W. Boggs.
Scenario by Eve Unsell.
Directed by Hugh Ford.
Photographed by G. Folsey.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Presenting an unusually dramatic and appealing story, " The Price of Possession," will beClayton,
the feature
attraction
at theto flash some
next
. This offering
stars Ethel
who has
an opportunity
of her distinctive
talent.
The story deals with a young woman whose husband, a bush rider in Australia,
meets a mysterious death. She finds some papers which seem to prove that the
husband is heir to a vast estate, and the widow goes to England and, showing her
proof, is awarded the estate. But the real heir appears and it is only after several
stirring developments that the widow comes to a realization of the truth. She is
about to give us the estate when the real heir avows his love and both are happy.
This is a picture of unusual merit and it is said that its compact situations, its
fine settings
make are
it one
outstanding
successes andof the
Ethel Clayton
repertoire. The scenes
laidofintheAustralia
and England
the variety
is refreshing.
Rockcliffe Fellows plays opposite Miss Clayton and gives an excellent account of
himself. The direction by Hugh Ford and the continuity by Eve Unsell is of a
high order.
PROGRAM READER
Supported by a cast of unusual merit, directed by a skilled artist in a play which
has for its contrasted settings the savage wilds of the Australian bush and the
refinements
an English
manor,
Clayton
gives in " Theof Price
cf Possession
one
of the ofmost
satisfying
and Ethel
pleasing
demonstrations
her ability
to play"
intensely human roles that she has yet enacted for the screen. The dramatic incidents arising in the development of the plot crowd one upon another with such
haste, and withal so logically, that the interest of the spectator cannot fag for a
moment.
" The Price
a pictureandcalculated
interest star,
every Ethel
type
of picture-goer.
Come oftoPossession
the " is theatre
see the toemotional
Clayton, at her best.
SUGGESTIONS
If you have a Clayton following there is no reason why you can't clean up with
her
picture.
haven'tAndbeenoncereally
one latest
is endowed
withTrue
goodthey
points.
your dramatic
crowd isofferings
in they ofare late,
goingbuttothis
be
entertained. If the names of the author, the scenarist, and the director mean anything to your audience then play them up. You can describe the picture as a
dramatic and appealing story. You can tell that Rockcliffe Fellows is the leading
man. You can stimulate interest by publishing stories of the star. There is nothing
much in a showman way to exploit. The title might come in for some advertising.
The best angle is to play up the star and tell that she has an unusually good offering here.

Motion
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"THE

FAITH
HEALER"
(Paramount)

Strong Drama Here — Wonderfully Produced and Acted
IT has remained for "The Faith Healer," adapted from William Vaughn
Moody's striking play of the same name, to find its place as the logical
successor to "The Miracle Man." Any picture founded upon the
premise of the latter work is instantly brought into comparison. Let it be
said for George Melford's fine production that his is the first which will
stand such an acid test — a test that places "The Faith Healer" as one of
the BETTER pictures. The dramatic framework is established upon thi
conflict of spiritual and material forces and the theme is so poignant and
soars with such eloquent appeal that one feels uplifted or transported as
the case may be.
If one is a scoffer the picture will offer no appeal at all. It is a subject
which will be widely discussed and many will dissect and discover its improbabilities. Yet it stands on its own frame asking no quarter from anyone who scoffs at faith-healing. By establishing these arguments the picture will attract patronage. That the mind has control over the body has
long been established. The offering brings out this control in scenes
which compel attention no matter whether they are founded upon logic or
" is minus the
not. From a purely dramatic standpoint " The Faith Healer
qualities which provide moving moments. There are no melodramatic
splurges — no attempt is made to provide suspense or even action. But the
conflict between the spiritual and material forces of human nature are ever
dominant. There is where one must look for the dramatic meat.
Mr. Melford has caught the message and emphasized it through his
knowledge of screen dramaturgy. His scenes are wonderfully composed
and suggest a spiritual force in themselves. Had he kept from stressing
the infant scene the picture would be flawless. Again he has used too much
atmosphere in pointing his idea. The news scatters that the faith healer is
performing miracles, and the entire countryside that is afflicted come to be
healed. This sort of destroys the force of the playwright's argument. To
the skeptical a mere handful of miracles would stand a better chance of
approval. The protagonist has found the divine fire through love of humanity, and loses it when he comes in contact with a earthly creature who
inspires romantic feeling. Thus he is torn between the spiritual and material forces. When the heroine absorbs his magnetism and is herself inspired then his healing gift is returned. "The Faith Healer" permits
Milton Sills in the title role to have his strongest role since "The Honor
System." He takes advantage of it by playing the part in an inspired
manner. It is a fine portrayal, one rich in poise, restraint, shading and
subtlety. Ann Forrest, as the regenerated girl, also acts as one inspired.
It is her greatest role, and should make her a star. The spiritual quality,
the poignancy of the theme — these will conquer the spectator. — Length, 6
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Michaelis, a shepherd
Milton Sills
Rhoda Williams, an orphan
Ann Forrest
Mary Beeler, an invalid
Fontaine La Rue
Matthew Beeler
Frederick Vroom
Martha
Beeler
LoyolaMayO'Connor
Little Annie
Giraci
Uncle Abe, a negro
John Curry
Dr. Littletield
Adolph Menjou
Dr. Sanchez
Edward Vroom
Dr. Martin
Robert Brower
A Mother
Winifred Greenwood
By William Vaughn Moody.
Scenario by Mrs. Moody and Z. Wall Covington.
Directed by George H. Melford.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
William Vaughn Moody, author of what has been termed " the great American
drama,"
Great Divide,"
of " The Faith
the " The theatre
next is the . author
The authorship
of theHealer,"
screen which
versioncomes
of thisto
most
powerful
play
has
been
intrusted
to
Mr.
Moody's
widow.
In
collaboration
with Z. Wall Covington, Mrs. Moody has given the screen one of its finest pictures.
Thereproblem
is a remarkable
of love
through
the' tointeresting
scenes.of
The
in the play thread
is whether
one interest
who has all
devoted
his life
the fulfilment
a mission of healing — to a higher calling — shall place human love on the altar of
sacrifice and tread the path alone, or whether he can fulfill that mission and have
joy of love and companionship as well.
In addition the story touches upon one of the most widely discussed and debated
beliefs ofhumanthepower.
age The
— thephase
abilityis topresented
heal disease
cast outof sin
by divine The
and drama
superwith anddelicacy
treatment.
builds the keenest interest through compelling scenes, which are wonderfully well
acted by Milton Sills. Ann Forrest and others. The settings are described as
unusual; the photography is rich. George Melford directed.
PROGRAM READER
What is considered one cf the finest pictures ever made will be presented at the
theatre next
in " The Faith Healer," adapted from William
Vaughn makes
Moody's
powerful
play appraise
of the same
name. ItItisstarts
a picture
which
people
think and
and dramatic
wonder and
themselves.
you
asking wovenquestions
offers a Itmost
fascinating
which discussed
is interin a theme cfof yourself.
remarkableIt beauty.
offers
one of theromance
most widely
and debated beliefs of the age. It asks of you whether one can devote his life to a
mission of healing and have the joy of love and companionship as well. It is a
powerful
" The Faith
Healer,"
and finely
Forrest. picture,
George Melford
directed
with infinite
taste.acted by Milton Sills and Ann
CATCH LINES
A story as big as life and love — as rich and dramatic and as spiritual as " The
Miracle Man."
dramatic
sweep. See " The Faith Healer." A picture without an equal in its

"OLIVER

TWIST

Picture

New

JR."

(First National)
Fairly Entertaining, But Disappointing to Dickens hovers
THE works of some authors of another age may be modernized without any loss in the effect of the story, but not so with Dickens.
F. McGraw Willis, who adapted the story to the screen, has kept the
plot of the original story and, as far as possible, the incidents, but he has
necessarily lost the atmosphere of Dickens' country and period, which is
just as essential an element of the story as the plot. The Dickensonian has
learned to love "Oliver" as a boy and not as a young man of eighteen.
" The Artful Dodger " and the " Bill Sykes " whom they knew are not on
the screen. " Fagin," one of the most famous villains of literature, and a
role of great importance in the stage production of the novel, is pushed in
the background in the picture. These characters are remembered from the
book for the clothes they wore, the places where they lived and their eccentricities ofspeech. The picture has lost all this. Take Dickens out of
England and the Nineteenth Century, and it is no longer Dickens.
The picture will make fair entertainment for those who expect nothing
more than the usual type of n.ovie drama. It has some heart interest and
pathos in the orphan asylum sequence and an occasional moment of suspense when Oliver is forced to steal. A romance is dragged in for no
reason except to accomplish a pretty fade-out. Lillian Hall is the girl.
Harold Goodwin, starred in the production, does not seem to be imperfectly cast. More than six feet in height and seeming even older than
eighteen, he makes a peculiar looking "Oliver" to those who know the
book. He does not appear sufficiently helpless or pitiable to take the abuse
which is heaped upon him in the asylum. He registers well in the dramatic spots, but his is not an unusually strong personality.
Oliver's troubles with the crafty "Fagin" are minimized in the picture.
Forced by "Sykes" to steal, he is wounded and captured in the house, but
because of the kindness of the girl he is nursed back to health. He returns to the rendevouz in an effort to aid Nancy and again falls in the
power of the gang of thieves. Nancy " Squeals " and the den is raided.
Director Webb shows good taste in not emphasizing the more brutal scenes
between Nancy and Bill. As it is no one shall be shocked. Sykes ends his
career by falling off the roof as in the book.
"Oliver Twist, Jr." is not more than an average picture despite the fact
that it has the plot of a great author s work. — Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A.
Taylor.
THE CAST
Oliver Twist
Harold Goodwin
Ruth Morris
Lillian Hall
Schoolmaster
George Nichols
Dick
Harold Esboldt
Artful Dodger
Scott McKee
Fagin
Wilson Hummell
Bill Sykes
G. Raymond Nye
Monks
Hayward Mack
Mrs. Morris
Pearl Lowe
James Harrison
George Clair
Judson
Fred Kirby
Nancy
Irene Hunt
Modernized
Dickens'
Directed by from
Millard
Webb. novel by F. McGrew Willis.
Photography by William Roster.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Charles Dickens' immortal story of Oliver Twist has been modernized and given
an
up-to-date
setting in the photoplay
" Oliver Twist,. Jr.,"
will be Fox
the
attraction
at the
theatre on
This which
is a William
production with Harold Goodwin, who has played opposite Mary Pickford in
" Suds " and " Heart of the Hills " in the leading role. He is a new star who
presents an unusually pleasing personality and who will undoubtedly rise to the
greatest heights of popularity.
Although
novelduplicated
has been inmodernized,
plot andThecharacters
of the
original
storyDickens'
have been
the screen theversion.
Artful Dodger,
Bill Sykes and Nancy all find their places on the screen and are faithful repreations of the
whichthethetrials
greatof novelist's
vividlyin painted.
The scenes sentin
the characters
orphan asylum,
friendless pen
littlesoOliver
the big
city, theof hardships
lovers
Dickens. of Nancy and the flight of Bill Sykes will all appeal to the
The story was adapted and modernized by F. McGrew Willis, and the production
was made under the direction of Millard Webb. Included in the cast with Harold
Goodwin are Lillian Hall, G. Raymond Nye, Irene Hunt, Scott McKee and
George Nichols.
" Oliver Twist, Jr." will be shown at the
theatre for
days beginning
.
PROGRAM READER
" Oliver Twist, Jr.," which will be the attraction at the
theatre
on
, is a faithful picturization of Charles Dickens' immortal story of
the young
orphan
fighting
his
way
against
a
world
of
obstacles.
Instead,
ever, of laying the story in England in the nineteenth century. William Fox, howwho
produced the picture, offers a modernized version. The story is the same, but
it takes place in the present day in the United States. But all the characters
that the lover of Dickens knows so well — Bill Sykes, Fagin, Nancy, the Artful
Dodger and Monks, all these are in the picture version.
A new star is introduced to the public in this production. He is Harold Gooda young man
withof Mary
in " rare
Heartjudgment
of the Hills
and
"win,Suds."
He iswhocasthasin played
the role
OliverPickford
and shows
in his"
characterization.
" Oliver Twist, Jr." will be seen at the
theatre tor a period of
It is
expected
to prove one of the most popular pictures
presented at thisdays.theatre
in many
a day.
CATCH LINES
Dickens' famous story with a new star — Harold
of Charles
version
A modernin the
role.
leading
Goodwin,
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"MY

LADY'S
LATCHKEY"
(First National)

Mostly Good Clothes and Subtitles With Little Action or
Incident
EXCEPT to those of the old time fans who revel in stories presenting
the beautiful heroine and handsome hero in five reels of closeups
with the clutch always in sight, we do not think this feature is going
to register as much of anything worthy of emulation. The story is formula
in. plot and very episodic and convenient in the way it has been developed.
No incident that provides entertainment has been evolved and there is no
comedy relief. Katherine MacDonald is as beautiful, in her cold expressionless way, as ever. She wears a lot of pretty clothes and has been nicely
lighted. The hero is of the matinee idol type and wears his dress suit very
well. Acting opportunities are few and far between. The story is told
mostly by titles with the result that the players walk into a set and talk to
each other with nothing to do that would furnish some action. A single
characterization, that of HeUena Phillips, stands out as interesting, although
Thomas Jefferson also has a character role.
From a production angle the picture has been built with painstaking
care. Photography, lightings, attention to detail in stage settings and general atmosphere are excellent.
The plot of " My Lady's Latchkey " concerns a gang of crooks,
leader
of whom marries the heroine in order to gain an opportunity oftherobbing
one of her relatives, only to be reformed through love for his wife and
therefore escapes according to orthodox movie methods paying the penalty
for his previous crimes. It is quite possible that the original novel, from
which this was adapted, was a plausable and interesting crook story, but
in picture form nothing much is in evidence but a lot of meaningless scenes
explained by titles and a doubtful reform theme. May slide by without
raising a storm of objections if they like Miss MacDonald, but if we were
going to play it, we would do as Manager Plunkett of the New York
Mark-Strand has done, run another feature on the same bill. — Length, 5
reels. - J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Annesley Grayle
Katherine MacDonald
Nelson Smith
Edmund Lowe
Countess De Santiago
Claire DuBrey
Lord Annesley-Seton
Howard Gaye
La
y
Annes
ley-S
eton
Lenore
Lynard
Mrs Ellsworth
Hellena
Phillips
Ruthven Smi
Thomas Jefferson
Directedth
by Edwin Carewe.
Story by C. N. and A. M. Williamson.
Scenario by Finis Fox.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
novel " The
by
C. " N.MyandLady's
A. M. Latchkey,"
Williamson, adapted
a story from
of the the
reform
crookSecond
throughLatchkey,"
the influence
of his wife, is the feature picture to be presented ofat athe
theatre for
aKatherine MacDonald,
days' engagement beginning
.
the American beauty of the screen, has the leading role
Lowe, Thomas JefferEdmund
includes
that
cast
fine
a
by
supported
ably
and is
son and Hellena Phillips. The story is one that permits the
star to wear fine
gowns that enhance her beauty and which stages naturally amid fine settings and
pretty exteriors. The picture is primarily a romance with a theme founded on
the regeneration of a man through love. It gets its title from the fact that Miss
MacDonald has a key to a house which has been robbed and is under suspicion
along with her husband as being implicated in the crime. The production is a
First National attraction in five reels. Miss MacDonald scores again as a screen
star and has been ably supported.
PROGRAM READER
"
My
Lady's
Latchkey,"
with
MacDonald
in theLowe,
leadingClaire
role
and supported by a fine cast beautiful
of playersKatherine
that includes
Edmund
DuBrey, Thomas Jefferson and Hellena Phillips, is the feature picture attraction
to be presented at the
theatre for a
days' showing
beginning
.
In
"
My
Lady's
Latchkey
"
Miss
MacDonald
plays
the
role
of
a
young
Englishof
girl of noted family connections who is tricked into marrying one of a gang
crooks, solely for the opportunity that would be presented to rob a certain house
of its valuables but who through her influence is responsible for the reformation
of her crook husband and the means of bringing to justice the other members
of the gang who refuse to mend their ways.
The picture is primarily a romance with a theme of redemption through love
but there is also considerable suspense obtained in the melodramatic incidents
surrounding the theft of some jewels including a very valuable diamond. Miss
MacDonald is under suspicion by her relatives of having been implicated in the
theft but proves herself innocent.
" My Lady's
Latchkey
" is amuch
First that
National
withconstructed
a careful
attention
to detail
and with
those attraction
who enjoyproduced
the well
society drama will find of unusual interest. The production is in five reels.
SUGGESTIONS
Severalexhibitors
exploitation
for " Myin Lady's
as put ofoverthe byNews.
well
known
havecampaigns
been described
detail Latchkey
in recent " issues
They offer tried and proved suggestions by practical showmen that can be fully
recommended. Among this number was the exploitation used by Milton Bell,
publicity director for the Crandall theatres, Washington, D. C. Mr. Bell put
the
pictureas over
good week's
business and
we suggest that exhibitors copy
his plan
nearlyto asa possible
in exploiting
the production.
CATCH LINES
The American Beauty in an interesting story of an English girl who married
a crook without knowing his record and then succeeds in reforming him by her
goodness and virtue.
The story of how the influence of a good woman will change the life of a bad
man. Of the reform of a crook who had married only that it might aid him in
putting over a master robbery.

"BEAU
REVEL"
(Ince — Paramount)
Fairly Interesting, Though Would Be More Convincing
If Developed Humorously
IT is rather an unusual picture in many ways which Thomas H. Ince
presents in " Beau Revel." Not having read Louis Joseph Vance's
book of the same name we cannot state whether the adaptation is
faithful. But if it is a truthful version, then Mr. Ince missed an opportunity to make it score by developing it in a humorous fashion. The
characterization is not convincing. Any man who has played the beau,
whose sole purpose in life is to please his own vanity and conquer feminine
hearts, would take life lightly. His motto would be " off with the old
love, on with the new." Yet the picture builds to a surprising and tragic
conclusion.
Here is a dandy of middle age who boasts of his power over women.
A time comes when his son falls in love. The father enters into a compact
with the young man whereby the latter will give up his attentions for two
weeks so that the former may decide whether she is fit to be the wife of
the youth. Naturally he falls in love with her. It is during the dandy's
expressions of his amours — his primping, his nonchalant mannerisms, his
captivating charm which spell the entertaining moments. When the picture
takes up its conflict it becomes hectic and loses its vitality and color.
" Beau Revel " might have made a scintillating comedy. Instead it develops a coarse fibre. Ince and his director have given it a beautiful production. Yet they have not paid good attention to technical details. There
are a number of abrupt stops in the continuity and fade-outs never have a
chance to score before the action switches to another scene.
A good deal of the plot hinges on conversation and the titling is really
commendable except for one excerpt which says, " Can't you understand —
I'm leaving you? " The elderly gay Lothario excites admiration and sympathy because of his " system " and his pride in himself. But when he
stoops to petty tactics he not only loses respect, but the plot loses its
character. The son comes home at the appointed hour with fire in hiseyes and a gun in his hand. He knows that his beloved is in the house
and believes his father guilty of most anything. A wordy argument occurs
which culminates in the girl coming from her hiding place and denouncing
both men and the gay father committing suicide in a very dramatic way.
The death will be listed as accidental, for in arranging the portieres he feB
out of the window. Such a man would have appreciated his error and
continued his pursuit of women. Lewis Stone gives a cameo portrayal of
the rounder, while Florence Vidor and Lloyd Hughes as the sweethearts
are excellent. The picture is a character study. Naturally it is not crowded
with action and incident. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Beau Revel
Lewis Stone
Nelly Steele
Florence Vidor
Dick Revel
Lloyd Hughes
Alice Lathon
Kathleen Kirkham
Rossiter Wade
Richard Ryan
Will Phyfe
Harlan Tucker
Fred Latham
William Ccnklin
Ma Steele
Lydia Titus
Bert Steele
William Musgrave
Butler
Joe Campbell
By
Louis byJoseph
Scenario
LutherVance.
Reed.
Directed by John Griffith Wray.
Photographed by Henry Sharp.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
An example of the results that may be obtained through the combination of an
unusual story, a brilliant cast, good direction and sterling photography, " Beau
Revel," the Ince-Paramcunt picture, adapted from Louis Joseph Vance's story, will
be
presented wealthy
at the
theatreof next
. It isobject
a story
of the
fashionable,
society leader
New York, whose
in life
onceultrahis
business hours have drawn to a close, is to cultivate his power over women. He
boasts of his conquests. Everything he does is measured by his desire to please
them. His vanity makes him a dandy. Beau Revel is fascinating to women. He
has a system with them.
But one day he discovers that his son is infatuated with a hostess of a popular
dancing
son'sheinfatuation,
he alone
makes ina his
compact
with
him not club.
to see Wishing
her for twoto break
weeks.up Hehis says
will have her
apartment
on midnight of that day to prove to Dick that she is not of his world. What
follows is a highly dramatic scene, the detailing of which would spoil the interest
for the patrons of the
. Suffice to state that it is charmingly presented —
that it offers tense drama, luxurious scenes and that it is acted by a sterling cast
headed by Florence Vidor, and which includes Lewis Stone.
PROGRAM READER
He
was
a
dandy
—
a
dude
who
only to every
please woman
his own tovanity.
He knew
that
he had a power over women. Helivedimagined
be in love
with him.
He gave them a month at the outside to fall in love. Then he suddenly discovered
that he had a chip of the old block. His son, Dick, also liked a woman. But the
father had piayed fast and loose to such an extent that he imagined every woman
to be immoral. He proposed to the son to keep away from the girl for two weeks —
so that he might discover her faults or vices. What happened? Was he disil usioned or did he discover that the woman was possessed of fine moral fibre? See
the
unusual
and dramatic
Revel."
whichVidor
comesandto Lewis
theStone.
theatre
next
with apicture,
cast that"Beau
includes
Florence
CATCH LINES
When a man undertakes to prove to his son that the girl he loves is unfit for him,
he assumes a great obligation. See " Beau Revel," the intensely interesting picture.
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"CHICKENS"
(Ince-Paramount)
Forced Comedy and Hokum, Never Ring the Bell
THERE is always a penalty attached to the job of making a great picture. The succeeding one is always brought up in comparison and
its shortcomings are perfectly visible. The law of averages cannot
make them all good. But " Chickens " is a mighty poor vehicle for the
star who came into popularity over night as the result of " Twenty-three
and One-half Hour's Leave." It may be termed a comedy if one wants to
generalize it. But after it has run through its spool, there is nothing
which indicates comedy — not even in the broadest sense. For most of the
action, it is extremely dull, without even the saving grace of slapstick.
Had the idea been intrusted to one of a half dozen of our best slapstick
comedians with the hokum greatly exaggerated, the picture might have
some appeal.
But the director seems to be up a tree — whether to develop it along
legitimate lines or force it over with gags. The unbalanced plot brings
out an uneven continuity. There is none of the appeal, humor, characterization orfine detail which are usually incorporated in a MacLean feature.
" Chickens "' is as light and feathery as a newborn bantam and never grows
up into a full-fledged story. The director has resorted to some properties
to start the picture— one of which shows a motor car of the vintage of 1900.
Bringing in this gag emphasizes the fact that it has been used time and
again in slapsticks to better advantage. After the hero trades his speedster
for the old relic and plunges through the side of a barn the comedy may be
said to have spent itself. The remainder of the story has to do with a
country yokel who has the mortgage on the young man's farm, the girl
who is wooed by both, and a barnyard full of chickens. The hero is a city
chap and according to Hoyle must be ignorant of anything which is identified with a farm.
The picture sags because there is nothing to hold the interest. There are
no surprises, no twists — ever/ detail, every incident is developed in regulation style. It is the kind of picture which Mack Sennett has been burlesquing to much better results. There is an effort to add a novel touch by
employing some photographic feats. The hero's nightmare in which he
dreams of chickens, roosters and other barnyard specie as having gigantic
proportions is the one refreshing touch in the picture. Compressed into a
two-reeler or at the most a three-reeler, " Chickens " would look better.
There is no opportunity for the players. MacLean has a comedian's role
but he is not a comedian. So all he does is look pleasant. The titles are
as forced as the hokum.— Lenght, 5 reels.— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Deems Stanwood
Douglas MacLean
Julia Stoneman
Gladys George
Aunt Rebecca
CIaire McDowell
Dan Bellows
Charles Mailes
S's W,j?
Edith Cannon
Yorke
Willie
Figg
Raymond
Philip Thawson
Willis Marks
Decker
Al Fiison
By Herschel S. Hall.
Scenario by Agnes C. Johnston.
Directed by Jack Nelson.
Photographed by Bert Cann.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Chickens
of the Paramount
picture whichThis
comesis to
theatre
next " is the title starring
Douglas MacLean.
an theadaptation of
Herschel
S.
Hall's
magazine
story,
"
Yanconna
Yillies."
The
picture
with
the humorous, and, at times, tragic difficulties of a wealthy city chap, deals
who takes
to
chicken
farming
as
the
result
of
his
departed
uncle's
will,
aided
and
abetted
love at first sight. The girl owns the chickens which are the pride and envy byof
the countryside. They command a fabulous price. One day the blooded fowl are
apparently poisoned and the young man has a nightmare in which the chickens
return to wreak vengeance upon him.
The complications resulting from the predicament in which Stanwood finds himself are fraught with genuine comedy and melodramatic highlights. In reality the
picture may be called a scintillating comedy which is said to furnish as much
entertainment
as " 23^4is Hours
Leave."
Gladys such
Georgeplayers
is the asleading
and
the support generally
excellent,
it including
Claire woman
McDowell,
Charles Mailes and Edith Yorke. Jack Nelson directed from a scenario by Agnes
Christine Johnston.
PROGRAM READER
Have you ever raised chickens? Did you ever chase a chicken or have one
chase you? Douglas MacLean was chased by giant chickens in his newest comedy,
"This
Chickens,"
theatre next
picture which
is saidistothebe feature
one ofattraction
the best atin the
which Mr. MacLean
has appeared .
since he became a star. It may be called a delightful comedy filled with laughter
and thrills, not to speak of many surprising photographic effects. This picture is
adapted from one of Herschel S. Hall's magazine stories and tells of the adventures
and
romance
a city youth
who takesComeup and
chicken
farming.
" Chickens " is a
tale of
eggs andof scrambled
situations.
be royally
entertained.
SUGGESTIONS
Douglas MacLean has established a following and it would be well to look over
this one and give it a presentation. While it isn't as humorous and perfect as
" Twenty Three
nevertheless
has its humorous
possibilities
which and
can One-Half
be made Hours
the mostLeave,"
of in an
exploitationit scheme.
You can
bill it as a story of scrambled situations — a story of eggs, hens, roosters, a city
chap, and a country girl. Bill it as a snappy comedy which scores with delightful
humor. Link up with meat markets, poultry dealers, etc. If you are located in a
city which is putting on a poultry show it would be excellent advertising to link
up
.Why model
not put
over some
stuntis byusedhaving
one ride about
townwithin it.
a 1902
of motor
car? bally-hoo
Such a one
in thesome
picture.

"THE

MAGNIFICENT
(Universal )

Picture

News

BRUTE"

A Good Western With Plenty of Action

EVERY now and then we get the usual Northwestern picture with
mounted police and French Canadians playing the prominent roles.
"The Magnificent Brute" is a picture of this type, but it is far
and away from the usual crop of these westerns. Not that the plot in itself is unusual but that the characters are stronger and are drawn more
naturally. To give impetus to the story the scenes take place at a season
of the year when the northwoods is clothed in mantles of snow. The outdoor shots have been carefully selected and have never been beaten in our
best scenics. The opening scenes show Mayo guiding a canoe in a snowstorm with an Indian as his companion. He is on his way to claim his
"girl" after an absence of three years. But another has taken his place
in the young woman's favor and when he pleads with her. is slightlyscorned. The story now shifts to the villain and his accomplices, bringing
in a fewtacked good
until Villain
the big now
moment
father From
is atand left fights,
for dead.
accuseswhen
herotheof girl's
the dead.
here on the story shifts back and forth in such a way that the spectator is
kept constantly guessing until the end when hero "gJts" the girl.
The last scenes remind us very much of the old melodrama day- for the
characters are all assembled in hero's home for the grand finale. First hero
has a fight, which is thrilling to say the Iea?t. with a had man; vil'ain then
enters with his accomplices who try to seize hero, who is too alert for
them; then the girl is told by villain that hero is in a closet and orders
one of his men to shoot through the door. This is done in the hope that
the girl will scream, which she does, and draw hero to the front door
that they may get him. But hero is still elusive and makes his enirance
through the roof with gun in hand ready to shoot if necessary.
The production is melodramatic in its sequences and should afford
plenty of excitement. — Length, 5 reels. — Frank Leonard.
THE CAST
Victor
Frank Mayo
Yvonne
Dorothy Devore
Fontaine
Percy Challenger
Mrs.
Fontaine
'
Alberta
Lee
Marquis
Courtiere
J.
J. Lanoe
Indian
William
Eagle-Eye
Kendrick
Charles Edler
Randall
Dick Sutherland
Woodsman
Ely Stanton
Woodsman
Buck Moulton
Maid
Lillian Ortez
Story
by by
Malccm
Boylan.
Scenario
LucienStuart
Hubbard.
Directed by Robert Thornby.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Frank
Mayo's
latest
Universal
will be the
attraction at the
theatre feature,
on " The of Magnificent
next Brute,"
.
It is a story of France in America at a time when romance was young, and the
principal characters were of the strong, virile sort. Roles of this kind are exactly
suitedportray
to Frank
Mayo's talents
and itthatis indeed
a pleasure
to witness
the his
handsome
star
the principal
character,
of an honest
trapper
who leaves
sweetheart
for
a
three
years'
trip
in
the
woods,
only
to
find
on
his
return
that
his place
has been usurped by a scheming villain.
This production
differentstrong
from story
the usual
of CanadianareNorthwoods'
pictures,
for it has isanentirely
exceptionally
and run
the characters
as near to
life as the originals themselves.
The scenes are laid in the Northwest when the forests are clothed in their winter
mantles which is an added attraction, for the scenes are well selected and lend a
certain charm to the story in the wildness of their settings.
A splendi.i
supportsdirection
Mr. Mayo
in " The
Magnificent Brute," which is only
equalled
by thecastcapable
of Robert
Thornby.
PROGRAM READER
Frank ofMayo's
latest who
Universal,
" The
Magnificent
Brute,"
all
patrons
this house
enjoy the
strong,
virile story,
laid should
in mostinterest
attractive
settings.
The picture is one of the best Westerns ever produced in that the characters
" do something " and are exceptionally true to life.
In the opening scenes the patrons will be drawn by the natural beauty of the
scenic shots, which were taken in the Northwoods at great peril to the actors and
at Ina time
of year when
these
woodsis seen
are clothed
of snow." with an
the star
guiding ina their
canoe mantles
in a snowstorm
Indiantheas opening
his only scenes
companion.
He is on his way to claim his "' girl " after an absence of three years. But
another
taken hisscorned.
place in the young woman's affections, and when he pleads
with her has
is slightly
The story has many strong melodramatic situations, has romantic value and
enough interest to keep out patrons sitting straight until the very last close-up.
The production is well directed and has a splendid cast, among whom is,
Dorothy Devore, Percy Challenger, Alberta Lee, J. J. Lanor, Dick Sutherland and
Ely Stanton.
SUGGESTIONS
Don'tandbea afraid
to bockwillthiskeep
one,them
for itguessing
will giveuptoyourthe patrons
value
story which
last reel.plenty of interest
You can go as strongly as you like on the story, for it surely will not disappoint.
Especially play up the outdoor scenes, which are rather a novelty, in that wellselected spots have been chosen, which picture the woods in all their winter
grandeur.
Of course.
bestyour
bet,town
but papers.
do not forget to run as many short
accounts
of theMayo
plot isas your
you one
can in
If you can decorate your lobby so it will give the atmosphere in which the
picture is surrounded and dress up a couple of men and a woman in the costumes
of
country,
muchthe the
better. not forgetting the snowshoes, etc., and let them walk around, so
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY, NEW TOBK
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producers

and

distributors of motion
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is established — with

When

you

buy

prints 'you are not buying raw
material. You are buying the screen
reproduction of your motion picture
investment which should be worthy of
the best presentation.
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Do you follow the Motion Picture News
department, " With the First Runs? "

key to business conno better
There isfrom
00 .9^1 ditions
UUol
tin iflcoo
week to week.
fjKeep your hand on the pulse of the
business — know what the big first runs
of the country are playing, whose features are getting the business, whose
short subjects are found represented in
the key houses.
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T N the struggle to keep up appearances he had spent — spent — spent!
More than he had, more than he
could earn.

A

CAPTIVE — in the secret and
terrible Temple of the Bronze
Bell! With
the
strange forces of
destruction closing around her!

And now he faced the wreckage of
love, honor and happiness.

How had she come here — an American girl, alone in India? And how
was she to escape from the savage
horde of rebellious natives?

The intensely dramatic story by
Edward Knoblock, the notable cast
headed by David Powell ,Mary Glynne
and Langhorne Burton, and the wonderful English locations make this one

Louis drama
Joseph
Vance'scourage
great meloof American
and
Indian wiles makes a massive thriller.
The cast is headed by Doris May and
Courtenay Foote . Directed by J ames
W. Home.
An Ince-Vance Special.

of the year's finest pictures.
Photoplay by Margaret Turnbull
Famous Players- Las ky British Producers
A DONALD

Ltd.

present PRODUCTION
CRISP

3pearances
(X (paramount

(picture

Thomas

H,

Ince

■

The
CC

presents
Bronze

(paramount

Bell
(picture

^X)LD had been his god, Master of
money, he had thought himself master
of life.

And

now his power had gone

see as deeply into the heart of life as you
did in "Behold My Wife!"
Sir Gilbert Parker, the author, worked

wife, daughter and friends had forsaken
him.

personally with the director throughout
the production, and the result is one of the
finest pictures of the year.

See him build up his soul again from the

The cast includes James Kirkwood, Alice
Hollister and Ann Forrest.

ashes of pride's destruction!

And you will

Jesse

;
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Master

Q>idure

-for-

Jlume

ALL his passport said about him was
"White and Unmarried." It didn't
say that this young millionaire was formerly Billy Kane, the cleverest pickpocket inNew York!
Now Billy was straight — and bored!
And his quest for excitement led him from
the highest social circles to the Apache dens
of Paris — and into one of the most appealing romances ever filmed.
Jesse

L,

Heart

— mentke
you'll find them all in this,
exc
ar tite
tothemapic
ture for the Good Luck StJus
another smashing hit in.
The cast includes Jacqueline Logan,
Grace Darmond and Walter Long.

The story is by John D. Swain, scenarized by Will M. Ritchey and directed
by Tom Forman.

LasKy

THOMAS

appeal, comedy,
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Cparamount
Q>icture
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LAS KY CORPORATION

w

Cpcinii}iount

strong emoti
E which
*^pHin
etta drama
CrosHenrional
man

made

one of her greatest

CJ*ic

lures

/or

TJE'D heard that one new
fool
was
born every
minute — and gosh,
needed money!

how

he

stage hits.
So
Acted

by an ideal cast of

favorites, including Clyde Fillmore, Walter Hiers, Theodore
Roberts, Sylvia Ashton, Helen
Dunbar and Arthur Carewe, it
makes Miss Clayton's
triumphant vehicle.
The
Elmer

most

play was written by
Harris and Geraldine

Bonner, scenarized by Douglas
Doty, and directed by Thomas
Heffron.

Jesse

L. Lasky

presents

he

invented

a

patent

medicine — guaranteed to cure
all ills of man and beast!
Did
How?

it cure

them?

Sure!

Ah, that's the mystery!

It's another MacLean threering circus, with a supporting
cast including Marion De Beck,
Victor Potel and Andrew Robson. From the farce by Fred
Jackson. Directed by Jack
Nelson.
A Thomas
tion.

H. I nee Produc-

Thomas

J^une

r~°* OUVERNEUR

MORRIS'S

1 great story will remain forever in your memory.
You will never forget the fine
old figure of the Wall Street
plunger, who plunged to death
to
save his friend
frommana cad's
treachery.
Nor the
who
like the Wild Goose, loved
once, and forever.
And the two women, one
noble, one ignoble, who loved
and suffered and finally found
peace — they are among the
screen's greatest creations.
Cast includes Mary McLaren ,
Holmes Herbert, Dorothy Bernard and Norman Kerry. Personally directed by Albert
Capellani.

H

Famous Players - Lasky Corp.

Ince

ETHEL

presents
DOUGLAS

CLAYTON
in

MacLEAN
in

0
The

presents
Wild

Goose

a COSMOPOLITAN

a

"Sham*
paramount Qidure

'
DneaMinut^
e
Qictur
a paramount

PRODUCTION
Q

paramount

Qidure
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Independent

UNIVERSAL

CITY

A few of the Sta
Mdkc

your

pictures

-oiletusmakethemfor

^ii,atIli^eisaLQt7

INDEPENDENT producers, looking for picture-making
facilities, will do the best for themselves if they utilize
the tremendous resources of UNIVERSAL CITY.
Here you will find everything with which to make a successful photodrama. Great outdoor and indoor stages and their settings— the very finest of natural scenery — streets of all nations — buildings of every kind and description — mechanical equipment of the most
modern type to mset every requirement — and, last but not least,
trained hands to lend their expert knowledge in the production of
any desired effect.

Western

Doesn't it stand to reason that, where you have everything
and the best of everything to work with you can make a better picture
than where you have to use makeshifts and second-hand equipment?

One

of the
Orient Streets

For exactly the same reasons— if you will let UNIVERSAL make your pictures for you— we can make your productions
for less money than anywhere else in America. Right now. today,
UNIVERSAL is making its pictures for less money per box-office
dollar than any other successful producer and the exhibitor is reaping
muTh of this benefit. Let UNIVERSAL make your pictures for yon
in the Capital of the Picture-Producing World and you can do the
same — and sell more pictures.

in touch today with the Renting Department. Universal City,
Get
California.

RlmMMb.
Carl

Laemmle
President

2297
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"THE

SPICE

A

OF

THE

Choice

From

of

Scenics

a Single

Source

Instantly
Everything but the Feature!"
Educational Animal Comedies
Mermaid Comedies
Torchy Comedies
Christie Comedies.
Vanity Comedies
Gayety Comedies
Special Comedies
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful
Hudson's Bay Travel Series
World Wanderings
Chester Outings
Chester Screenics
Specials in Slow Speed
Miscellaneous Specials
Kinograms — News

§

popular,

picture or travel picture has
become indispensable to a

m

the exhibitor

of unrestricted

choice, regularity of release
and the highest artistic quality
in the product

i

Inc.

the scenic

well-balanced program. Educational alone can assure

m

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President

PROGRAM'

itself.
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scenario** ne.
^ on.
presents
S
k
c
,
^
^
wbos
a
tntoaman
8e"t
^
sorne,ms
done
niHis
^
ion
6
Part
Comedy-Drama
UustThea*suggest
cussed ce«
^ ^ bee ^
> smal. Town do, I ^ ^ gl , or^ ^ \
that s0tne
' Uhen Sennett usee
This editonaJ is not merely the greatest tribute, but
" he d<me about It
wuch th> P ^ one ,
the only one of its kind ever paid to a motion
A oensor
*
„ to IUP»J- b£ tl vraal
picture
producer by the mighty Chicago Tribune,
01 \take a
heart to ^
«**
' roust have na»
^bylonian see
^
This tremendous editorial power in a paper with
be ^ng strong w^h^ ^
^
m- one of our amb
taKe vvhere
500,000 daily circulation appeared two days after
th
e.n
scen
tthe
ntoi
!joi
.. My
1 S"U otmbltion
'•A Small Town Idol" opened for an extended en^ debacle by
Babylon and 0
kov
the
rcrnernher
drowns_^
gagement atBarbee's Loop Theatre, doing, day by
bird
the
,
ging' ' water tank.
U!,ee
day, record business topping all other past records
of the house.
Mistake-

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES! 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY.

Inc.

April
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«

Chicago ILL 1231
p MR i?
ASSOCIATED PR0D
UC£RS ^

BARBEES LOOP THEA
TRE CO

202P

Chicago Arnerican: Rob Reel — There has
never been such a comedy drama as "A
Small Town Idol." It marks an epoch in
the screening of modern comedy
Chicago News: Margaret Mann — It's a
funny picture and audiences indulge in
shouts of laughter.

WlLLTAM „

w-i-LLIAil 3ARBEE

Chicago Tribune; Mae Tinee— Your system
must be in awful condition if the Sennett
comedians do not win your smiles in "A
Small Town Idol." The audiences give evidence of having a mighty pleasant time.
Mack Sennett spared neither time nor expense in making this big production for
Associated Producers.

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE., MEW YORK CITY

Inc.

POSTAL

's
RS.Moss
Glowing*
Tribute.
io

this

Magnifrccml

Feature.

BOOK

TELEGRAPH

- COMMERCIAL

TELEGRAM
The Postal Telegraph -Cable Company) Worperetr i) transmits and delivers this message subject to the tei
M

CABLES

i printed on the bac* nf • - i t

ST I 1-46 PM 56 CfcT QBS
KP NY MARCH 18 TH
COSMOPOLITAN FILM PBODUCTIOMS
127 ST AND SECOND AVMUE BIC.

' BURIED TREASUEB' PROVED A BONANZA AT TEE B02 OFFICE OF OUB BROAD JAY
THEATRE AND OUR AUDISNCBS VERS DELIGHTED »ITH MARIOS DAVI3S JHO GIVES
A BEAUTIFUL AND INTSLLIGEBT PRSSBNTATIOS OF A GREAT ROLE IN A FINE
PEOTODRAMA.
ALTHOUGH 'BURIED TREASUES* PLAYED FOUR .VSSKS AT CRITSR10H
THEATRE IT DREW CAPACITY HOUSES TO THE BROADJAY THEATRE.
B. 3. MOSS.

NOW
v

A

Cosmopolitan
C2 T^t^ct^rrv-cru^n^t

Distributed by FAMOUS

'PLAYERS-LASKY

CORP.

TREASURE

JromaStoryly

Y. Britten

Scenario

and Direction

Scenes

j6y

Austen

George

Joseph

D. Baker

Urban

BROADWAY

STORM

The

greatest

four

weeks

then a
playing
houses,
the

to

of re-incarnation

capacity

at

Criterion

ever

shown.

Theatre,

Played

New

York,

week
at B. S. Moss's Broadway
Theatre.
Now
and Proctor
high-priced, reserve seat Keith, Moss
New
York.
Also booked for an indefinite run at

Randolph

MISS

picture

Theatre,

DAVIES

does

Chicago.
the

best

work

of

her

career

in this

picture.— VARIETY
By

all odds

appeared

in—

the
N.

best
Y.

picture

EVENING

Production

Distributed

by

FAMOUS

P L A Y E R S- LA S K Y CORP.

MISS

DAVIES

has

ever

MAIL

BOOK

NOW

me

special

With

PARTNFR3

IrVin

Willafs

Story

by

Wids

production

Joseph

This

Says

of

the

famous

C. fincoln.

will

town
Old man

make

talk

There are fewer of this type of picture
on the market than any other at present, and so you should he sure to get
this and give them something different. You can promise plenty of
action, good suspense and a fair

saves hero

N91

amount of thrills — enough to satisfy anyone.
Play up
his past
Surface"
Mention

Willat's name and recall
productions, "Below the
and "Behind the Door."
the under-sea sequences

in ''Below the Surface"' and "Behind
the Door' and promise more of this
in "Partners of the Tide." The box
office results should prove worthy of
any exploitation expenses.

Call,

Wire

for

Write

or

Screening

Hero

in air pocket

2f(ide

by

the

Below

!

&~cutualhj*8

undies'
p

mo^er

the

of

Behind

Surface

"etc.

the Door

etc.

Harrison
that

makes

box

Says
office

records
The

one

thing that

out the most
is Director

stands

in this picture
Willat's

intelli-

gent work. His characterization is so marvelous, that he
should he entitled to the fame
of a director of first rank. His
children characters could
not be handled
life; nor could
characters.
The

any- truer to
his spinster

submarine

extremely

views

are

interesting; they

are instructive.

The

wreck-

ing of the ship looks

Prints

real.

f(eady

at

saves

heavy

all

"Branches
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THE

FIRST
STARRING

Is one

of the

of the

year,

first five
selected

Produced

COLIN

of the

by

BORN

Best

National

Under

Critics

Picture News:

" THE FIRST
a house afire.

HAYAKAWA

40

Productions

Board

Direction

of Review

of

CAMPBELL

The
In Motion

SESSUE

BORN

" should draw like

It has a universal appeal.

Wrote

:

In Moving

Picture World:

The power the picture exercised on a
crowded house at the Strand Theatre put
" The First Born " over as an unqualified
success.

A simple and expressive feature with a star
who is thoroughly grounded in his art.
The

picture is remarkably rich in atmosphere, the setting being correct and generating romance and color.

Exhibitors

Trade

Review:

Exhibitors

Herald:

The feature, on the whole, ranks as an
attraction of the first grade and quality.

" The First Born " is a picture new
theme and beautifully presented.

The

elements of suspense is well maintained, there are thrills in plenty and
abundant pathos.

A

heart-stirring tale that will strike response in the breasts of the child-loving
world.

Colin Campbell has done a good directorial job, the continuity is flawless and fast
action is continually in evidence.

High grade in artistry and excellent in
every way.

In

the

making,

Directed by Colin Campbell.

"The

Swamp"

in
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Just what is
SERVICE?
Here's Realart's definition
1- Prints that are in good condition
i Intelligent discriminating bookjng
i-Early shipment of complete advertising material
4- Correct accounting and billing
5- No miss-outs chargeable to exchange errors or negligence
6- Cooperative assistance at all times
7- Prompt, courteous attention to all correspondence
8- Posters and advertising accessories especially
designed to attract big business
Backed by
Pictures that satisfy and cement your patronage
<Jnd all at prices that are fair
We're talking your lanouage.Mr.Exhibitor.
We don't pledge the impossible, and we
don't claim perfection, but we do say
that Realart is proud of the service it
gives to exhibitors.
Lets go. Our nearest exchange willshowyou
REALART » PICTURES' CORPORATIO
469 ^ftti tJvenue -Newark*

>EALART
PICTURES CORPORATION
469 RftVi Avenue, NewYorK.

An
to

honest
an

Answer

honest

Ad

News
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LOVE

WhenYou

ROMANCE

Show^aPicture

CATHERINE

HARRY
Saturday

\\

%W

of This IQnd,>bu

CALVERT

BOOTH

HAPPINESS

SeeBor

HERBERT

OfFiccKesults

RAWLIN SON

TARKINGTON
LEON

WILSON

Evening

Post

Story

(^TheGibsonUpriqht")

FIND
DISTRIBUTED

//

IT EVERYWHERE
ON

THE

STATES

RIGHTS

)

ESC'

IHWELISSAL

MARKET

729

SEVENTH

AVE

INC.NEWY0RKOTY
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OUK

NEW

(All Steel, Cement

| REPUBLIC

HOME

Fireproof Structure)

LABORATORIES,
128 West

52nd Street, New

INCORPORATED
York

City

1
1.1

The

Special

machinery

will

produce

designed
wonders
VISITORS

and

installed
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by
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art of making
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own
prints.

Engineers,

j

ROBERTSON-COLE

William
Leaf

Chri;hjCabannes

from

a

Woman's

Soul

Which meant more to him —
WAthe
T
'beautiful
S
frail,
girl,
who WE
A
welcomed his baby, or the
pampered, NSDoiled creature
who found motherhood too
irksome?

This wonderfully

dramatic story, lavishly produced, and soulfully acted,
gives an answer which will
make

the house presenting

it the most popular theatre
of the hour.

WORTH

As

Great

A

Role

"Madame

As

X"

"Roads of Destiny" is
the screen version of
the play which drew
record crowds for one
year on Broadway.

Starring

Pauline

Frederick
Directed

by Frank Lloyd
By Channing Pollock
From the story by O.Henry
A

Goldwyn

Picture

a picture
hastic
ame ngX"drama
"Mad
sinceoverw
^^OT
helmi
of such
intensity as "Roads
of Destiny" been
to the exhibitors of America.

It is

a

scale —
runs

big

acted

and

picture---produced
by a super-cast —

big profits!

Get

GOLDWYN

Ro

presented

on

made

it and

a

big-

for long
clean

up!

Presents

ads

o

Dest

iny

Starting

Pauline

Directed
By CKanning
A

Pollock.,

hy

Frederick^
Franks Lionel

From

Goldwyn

tKe story

by O.H

Picture

" You

Are

So Brave,

So Kind,
en
sight
she

came
was

saw

was —

in the

the

man

and

of love
grim

when

her

to her

and

as

he

ugly

Branding
Than
"The

really

and

beautiful
and

Bigger

True"

d ay

restored

a liar, an
formed brute.

A strange
drama

the

So

de-

story,

a
Iron"

redemption

hills of the

North.

mm

\

...

Goldwyn

presents

mmwmmcl

mmWLJmmw

Barter

production

S

oJf

■OWBLIND
Adapted

from

tine

I^atharine
Dire

ctedbj

o/f

famous

novel

.NTewlin

Burt

Re ginald

GOlQDWYW

Barker
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MOTION

and

NOW
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This

sent

blanks

in your

at

$3.00

BIOGRAPHY?

upon

per

Chicago
220 South State Street
Phone Harrison 7667

ISSUE

without

ever

being

so

cost.

published.

taken

now.

nearest office

PICTURE

729

Do

request.

copy

Write or Phone

MOTION

ANNUAL

COMPILED

Published

sent

STUDIO

TRADE

is to be the greatest

Orders

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Edition

BEING

immediately.

Special

PICTURE

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

Have

1
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WRIT

7th Avenue,

New

Phone Bryant 9360
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York

Inc.
Los Angeles
412 West 6th Street
Phone Pico 780
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Franchise
The

formation

creates

of the

a definite

independent

Allied

market

producer.

Distribution

for the product

It assures

him

Corporation

of the worthy

an

outlet in the

independent field that will put his production
definite basis.
For

the operator

territory

of the

it means

definite number
In operating
assured

that

before

that the program
for the

Independent
Producers

he
the

can

place

exhibitor

Independent
kind

product

with

the buyer

a

he is

quality and in sufficient
his
much

business
in the

policies

same

way

do.
Producer

it offers a market

of showmanship

of a picture

in every

the year.

basis with

such

companies

the intensest

exploitation
utmost.

and

exchange

quality

during

on the Franchise

so

definitely

where

assured

of releases

of such product

number

And

an

independent

plans on a

which

means

prevails in the
it will earn

its

Buyers
Our

plans

are

mighty

step in the co-ordination
Independent
Franchises

ALLIED
117 West

interesting.

They

of the independent
DISTRIBUTING
46th St.,

are a definite
faction.

CORPORATION
New

York

City

Six

Coqk-1000
reels -Clyde
bantam
circus
~

Story

by Paul

K SLoane

Sunshine
^4

host

kaged

by

Smmctt

1 Connecticut

ort raying
ih intrigue,

high

J.

Yan\ee

life

adventures*,

and
thrills

(^}lljtirt)
in

its

](jng

Arthurs

prodigality)
(%eady

directed

v)ho

May
8)
Directed

Court"

vifealth

by Richard

and.

Stanton
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Moe Mark, Strand Theatre, New

THE

be a Franchise

every

OA3T

where
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Shakes
Strand

the

Big

With

New

York

Laughter!

Read What the Critics Say:
MAKES

'EM LAUGH

"Holds attention all tKe v?ay tkrougk and
keeps the laughs coming. Kiev? tricks
make it a first rate comedy offering. Excellent direction and cast. If your folks
like Sennett comedies, you'll be doing a
good thing to book this one. — Wids.
CAN'T

BE BEATEN

"For any" theatre that likes togiveits patrons
a wholesome laugh, v?e figure this can't
be beaten. Starting \Cith a much better
stop? idea than usual and xCith Sennett's
most delightful comedians, it registers as
an enjoyable come dy. Th ere is more real
acting than in many a so-called drama.
The
Picturetitles
News.are unusually good." — Motion
FULL

OF FUN

"More than the usual amount of funny"
situations. Much to amuse and more of
aTelegraph.
plot than usual.'' — New York. Morning
A Mack Sennett Production
with
Charles Murray, Phyllis Haver
and Marie Provost
Cinematographers, J. R. Lockwood and Pern? EOans
Special photography by Fred Jackman. A. S. C.

A1 FIRST
eiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiirn ; ; . ;

NATIONAL
... .

New

York

Mr. Mark books for his big Broadway House exclusive
first runs in his territory of First Natiomd pictures.
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
Hherell

Picture

ATTRACTION
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Alba W. Root, Havens Theatre, Olean, N. Y.
" Such pictures as ' Passion ' and other First National
pictures
me gladWHY
I have a franchise." — THAT'S
ANOTHERmakeREASON
cjherell be

a Franchise

everywhere
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One

Exhibitor

to

Another!

Louis B. Mayer Presents
The

IN

Big

Super

HIS

Special

Devereaux and Tipple, Loyalty Theatre
International Falls, Minn., state:
"Could wYite pages on the merits of tkis
picture. We hav^e never played anything
that has given the universal satisfaction that
this picture did. Pleased ioo per cent, and
hav*e yet to hear from one dissatisfied person. Played to capacity business, people

HOW

waiting more than an hour for second show1
in the evening, in zero weather. More
like this one and the sho^ business w-ill be

all joy."
A
Drama

Of

Love

That

The

Heart

Mother

Plats

On

Strings

witK all star cast including
Mildred Harris
Thomas Holding
Garelh Hughes
Richard Hedrick.
Catherine Van Bur

Ramsey Wallace
George Fisher
Winter Hale
Bob Walker
en

Directed k$ John M. Stakl

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION
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Balahan and Katz, Riviera and Tivoli Theatres,Chicago:
These exhibitors know at first hand that First Nation/U
franchise pictures are the biggest money makers. —
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
Iherell

New

be

Big

A
Read

5

evejywh^^

Picture

Tremendous

Hit!

this telegram:

YOOTGSTOW,

OHIO,

MARCH

17,

1921

PAUL C. MOOHEY , GEN'L MMGR.
ANITA STEWART PRODUCTIONS, INC.
6 WEST 48th STREET, NEW YORK, N . Y.
OUR TEST RUN ON 1 1 SOWING THE WIND 1 •' PROVED
REAL TREAT POR EVERYBODY.
CAPACITY ALL WEEK.
WORTHY OP ITS CLASSIPICATION IN PIRST
BIG PIVE. CONGRATULATIONS.
J. W. TRUNK,
DOME

The

B. Mayer

ANITA

NATIONAL'S

THEATRE.

Star

STEWART
in

From
"Sowing

the
the
play by

Wind"

Sydney Grundy
by John

M.

Stahl

Made by the Anita Stewart Productions. Inc.
A

A

presents

Inimitable

Directed

News

THE%ATH

a Franchise

Louis

Picture

First National

Attraction

Motion

Vol. xxm

Picture

APRIL

News

2, 1921

No. XV

The
Independents'
Diagnosis
Man With an Editorial to Write went in
The Exception or the Rule ?
THE
search of three or four learned market experts
diagnosis of the first expert we had encounTHE
tered seemed plausible until we met Expert
for an answer to the question, " What is the
Number 2. This professional gentleman admatter with the independent market? "
mitted that there might be some truth in the first
The diagnosis is not complete. For no two phyanalysis but what about this:
sicians of the body commercial can be found to agree.
"Look at 'Hush.' You find that picture getting
On only one point is there unanimity. There is something wrong with conditions in the independent field.
first runs, don't you? You see it getting dates, big
money, and exploitation, don't you? It's even booked
All the symptoms are present. One glance at the at
the Capitol.
advertising pages of the trade journals will answer
" No, the trouble with the independent market is
this point. A healthy independent market is always
that there aren't enough pictures worthy of the first
reflected in a plentitude of offerings, and in a variety
runs. Dates can always be found if you have the
of attractions — from thirty thousand dollar " good
This satisfied us until we met a cynic who countered with this
buys " to hundred thousand dollar negatives.
When the pulse is low and the blood pressure high
view, " Yes, but what's the use of making big pictures if you
can't get the cash for them ? How many territorial buyers are
—well, look things over as they stand to-day.
there
with the money to swing many good pictures'? You
goods."
can't
money.make hundred thousand dollar negatives with white paper
No First Runs ?
HE first diagnostician approached declared that
T we could find the answer right in our own text
pages.

" Look over your own department, ' With the First
Runs,' " was his statement. " Check off the number
of houses that are apparently signed up for their fiftytwo-week product from two or three definite sources
—and then try to figure how you would squeeze an
independent attraction in for dates.

" It isn't a question of merit. The calendar settles the problem. There are fifty-two weeks in the
year and a limited number of first runs on which the
producer must count for his ' big money.' The managers offirst rank houses select the two or three organizations on which they are willing to rely for a definite quantity of pictures of a certain standard and
obligate themselves far in advance. Take this big
money away from the ' possibilities ' on a picture and
what encouragement do you leave for the ambitious
producer?

" Only the other day the head of one of the largest
booking circuits in the country told me, ' If I were
offered a good picture almost free I'd have a difficult
time finding a date for it in one of our houses before
next October without knowing that I was going to
shelve some other contracted picture for it.' "

How

About

the Exploitation

?

BY

this time we were ready to admit that the patient might
die at any moment and the Coroner's jury would inscribe
the verdict, " Cause Unknown."
Then we addressed the head of a large producing company
and
ation.sought an " outsider's " viewpoint on the independent situ-

" Have you ever stopped to figure how much of the trouble
might be due to the advertising on the average independent
picture? "he asked. " If we set out to gross six hundred thousand
or more on a production, you'll find us spending
business-like
proportion of that in advertising showing the aexhibitor
that
it is a six hundred thousand dollar picture.
" But, judging merely from the side-lines-,
seems to me that
the average independent with a picture of the itsame
quality, and,
perhaps, with the same hopes for his gross, will attempt to
market it with the least expense possible. A thousand dollar
appropriation for trade paper space, for example, can't be expected toplay a tune in the ears of the first run man that savs
' a thousand a week rental.'
" How
they hope to ' get by ' that way ? It's a show game.
The same can
independent
whose press book will tell the exhibitor
in a city of fifty thousand, ' Use big space, spend money on this
picture,' will attempt to cover the United States himself with
a wandering page or two of copy. It can't be done. You can't
convince the exhibitor that your picture is worth an expenditure of two hundred dollars or so for the week's run in his
town when your own effort indicates that you think it worth
only a few hundred for the entire country. And if you don't
sell him the important exploitation angle nowadays vou don't
get the booking."
WM. A. JOHNSTON.
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Picture

and

Theatrical

Industries

Launch
Campaign
for Irish Relief
THE motion-picture and theatrical industries have been called upon by the
American Committee for Relief in Ireland to co-operate in the campaign to
raise funds to feed and clothe the Irish women and children who have been
made destitute by the reign of terror in their country. ' At a luncheon on
Friday, terests
March
18, principal
at Delmonico's,
representatives
of the
motion-picture
and of the
theatricalleading
enterprises
in America,
were
entertained inby
the executive officers of the American Committee for Relief in Ireland, and an
earnest request was made that theatres throughout the United States co-operate in
this campaign in the same effective way in which they aided the recent Hoover
Drive and the various War Relief movements.
The response of theatrical and motion-picture men to the call for aid was a
hearty one, and a committee representing the various interests of the two industries
was appointed to work out concrete plans for raising funds in theatres throughout
the country. This committee is composed of William A. Brady, president of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry; Sydney S. Cohen, president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America; Sam H. Harris, president of the
Producing Theatrical Managers' Association; John Emerson, president of the
Actors' Equity; Martin Beck, head of the Orpheum Circuit; E. F. Albee, of the
United Booking Offices; Samuel S. Scribner, of the Columbia Amusement Company; Joseph Webber, president of the American Federation of Musicians; Harry L.
Spencer, assistant president of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em"and Moving
Picture J.Machine
Marcus ployees
Loew,
and Walter
Moore. Operators; George M. Cohan, William Fox,
This committee
Morgan
J. O'Brien,
chairman
the
American
Committee was
for chosen
Relief by
in Ex-Judge
Ireland. In
explaining
the purpose
for of
which
funds are now being gathered for relief in Ireland, Judge O'Brien emphasized the
fact that the campaign is distinctly non-political and non-sectarian in character.
W.C.T.U.
to Launch Big
Drive on April 3rd
National headquarters of the W. C. T.
U. has made the announcement from its
offices in Evanston, near Chicago, that a
tremendous drive for a strict observance
of the fourth commandment (which includes Sunday closing, etc.) and against
the use of tobacco, will be opened April 3.
On this date, people all over the country
will be urged to go to church, and the week
following will be a week of prayer. Then
comes anti-tobacco Sunday, April 10,
which will be followed by a nation-wide
anti-tobacco crusade.
Some of the things that should not be
permitted on Sundays, according to the
W. C. T. U., are automobiling for pleasure, golf, baseball, dancing, theatres and
moving pictures.
All local unions and branches, Sunday
schools, churches and schools will be
asked to co-operate. Leaflets were sent out
Monday for general distribution.
Recent
Incorporations
in State of New
York

re conn pictu
motio
THE follo
ed in
porat
were incor
New
cerns wing
York State the past week. The
capitalization as well as the directors of each are given as follows:
Yankee Film Corporation, $10,000,
Samuel Borchardt, James R. Boswell,
William A. Leith, New York City; Four
Horsemen Exhibiting Corporation, $5,000,
Nelson and Norbert Ruttenberg, S. Edward Fink, New York; Mastodon Films,
Inc., $20,000, Charles C. Burr, William
T. Lackey, A. J. Romagna, New York;
Affiliated Distributors, Inc., $20,000,
Charles C. Burr, William C. Lackey,
Anthony J. Romagna, New York; Burnside Theatre Corporation, $5,000, J. A.
Lewis, Myron Butler, R. L. Schweriner,
New York.

New

Company
to Feature
Pacific Northwest

To take a conspicuous part in production of motion-picture plays, utilizing the
great scenic attractions of the Pacific
Northwest as a background, a group of
Portland specialists has organized the
Kizer Studios, Inc., and is preparing to
register results early this season with the
first set of dramatic films.
Associated in the Droject are: F. H.
Kiser,
fame to Oregon's
scenic who
assets has
in given
still photography;
R. J.
Grace, architect and engineer; Anna
Shannon Monroe, magazine and dramatic
writer; George Natanson, a well-known
figure in musical comedy, and Fayette E.
Marsh, attorney and fiscal agent of the
corporation. Later Walter Pritchard
Eaton, of Boston, will be one of the executive staff.
According to Mr. Marsh, the producing
staff is equipped now to make a start on
a photoplay, which will have its setting
in the vicinity of Portland with a story
written by Miss Monroe interwoven in
natural scenes. It will be followed by the
filming of another Monroe scenario of the
Boy Scouts, probably in Glacier Park.
Eaton also will furnish a theme.

Famous Players Promotes
Oscar A. Morgan
Emil E. Shauer, assistant treasurer and
director of the foreign department of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, announces the promotion of Oscar A. Morgan to an important position in the foreign department of the company. Mr.
Morgan will work directlv under Mr.
Shauer.

Picture

N e

Warns
Exhibitors on N.
Insurance Policies
j
A letter has been addressed to the Nl
York Theatre Owners' Chamber of Cc|merce by the president of the Herbert j
Ebenstein Co., insurance brokers, ani.
the alleged inclusion of a clause in n
policies which would make the compar.

issuing
liableas "a for
juries orthese
deathpolicies
to any not
person
rest \directly or indirectly, of fire or conflagltion." This letter, as quoted by Herb;:
R. Ebenstein,
is submitted in part s '
follows
:

" I wish which
to bringhasbefore
the very sery :. I.
condition
just the
arisenbody
in connection
Liability Insurance for theatres.
"' Ourissued
officeby has
that thespecifically
new poli % '
being
the discovered
various companies
elude
'
Loss
from
Liability
for
injuries
or death
any person as a result, directly or indirectly
of ft■*
or conflagration.' This clause, which has been ge:f
ally
adopted specifically
by all theexcludes
Companies,
of (e
Conference,
what, members
in our opin
11
is the greatest hazard to which a theatre owneiu
constantly exposed.
by itsshould
brevity,thecovers
a wide field
it "isThis
our clause,
belief that
interpretation
of itp I
clause remain in the discretion of one of the smar •
companies,
that Liability
could be disclaimed on I- I
one
of the following
contingencies:
" Should smoke from the boiler-room rise in e
theatre and cause a confusion and a general exodus k
youra patrons,
anybodythe beLiability
trampled could
or h'l.! '
as
result ofandthisshould
confusion,
disclaimed as an indirect result of a fire.
" Should a fire occur upon the premises next r
nearby adjoining the theatre and should the noise E
the fire-engines cause a confusion with similar resu . I
liabality could be disclaimed as resulting indirec
frgm a fire.
" Should the film in the projection booth catch
and cause a glare which might frighten your audio :
and cause confusion with a general retreat from
theatre, an accident resulting therefrom might be (■
claimed as resulting indirectly from a fire.
" The fact that this insurance is excluded from a |
one particular
is not ofthisvital
importance
if j
alternate
plan policy
for insuring
liabality
is offer
The seriousness of the situation lies in the fact til
should any such protection
contingency occur, sort
the and
insured
wotl 1
be
since
limitsleft ofwithout
Liability insuranceof any
are governed
only tlj
the psychology of a Negligence Lawyer or Jury. th< I
is no definite way in which a theatre owner coti
prepare
offsetserious
this loss,
and ofthere
no reason
a more orto less
accident
this isnature
could wj
rl
result in the entire loss of his property."

Robert Edgar Long to Ac
as Advertising Expert
Robert Edgar Long, who for three yeaiJ
or more has ben the general press repn
sentative for David Wark Griffith and h j
productions, and who was a vice-presidei
in D. W. Griffith, Incorporated, has M
signed his association with the Griffith on
" as an advise"
" go it alone
ganization
on
matters to
pertaining
to advertising
in thl
trade publications and general exploits
tion for producers, directors and scree
a widespread ac'J
plans include
stars. Hiscampaign
vertising
for super-production:
the consulting directorship in the mappin
out of advertising schemes and general ex
ploitation for pictures of the higher clas:
A.M. P. A. Honors Membe,
of Green Room
Club
Members of the Green Room Club ant
Dr. Dan Carson Goodman were the guest
of the Associated Motion Picture Adver
tisers at the association's weekly meeting
at the Cafe Boulevard March 17. A mo
tion was passed expressing the apprecia
tion of the A. M. P. A. to members o:
the Green Room Club for their aid ir
making
" The Naked Truth " dinner
success.
• i<
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Pathe

Will

Sell

Product

of

Stoll

Film

Co.

Paul

Brunet Signs Agreement to Handle
Output of British Producers
A desire to create an American market
TWO international factors in the field
wider scope for the operation of the English producer that he began to select stories
of motion pictures have become af- for English made pictures, which he has
and
produce pictures with an eye across
every
assurance
will
become
better
and
filiated through a contract just exthe Atlantic.
ecuted, whereby Pathe Exchange, Inc., better during the coming year, found Paul
Brunet ready to take over the selling of
igivill actually sell, as well as distribute, the
" The Stoll organization with its remarkable plant at Cricklewood, London,
the Stoll product. While in Europe last
■{product of the Stoll Film Company, Ltd.,
and its country or exterior studio at
hroughout the United States. Under the year Mr. Brunet became thoroughly conSurbiton, was in a splendid position to
versant with the elaborate plans of the
erms of an agreement signed by Paul
dilirunet of Pathe, and Jeffrey Bernerd,
Stoll Company to produce for the world
take the fullest advantage of his op— particularly for the . United
'nanaging director of the Stoll Film Co., market
portunity.
States. He was informed of the Stoll
-td., and co-managing director of the Stoll
" Consequently I think I am justified in
plans for the biggest studio in Europe and
predicting that American audiences will
3icture Productions, Ltd., of England,
thoroughly enjoy and welcome the big
J'athe assumes immediately the selling of the third largest in the world — where now
five companies are working.
he Stoll output. Mr. Bernerd came here
productions Stoll will offer in the future.
rom London for the express purpose of
" We can afford to release only the best
"
The
American
market
is
now
ripe
for
orming the affiliation with Pathe, and the
pictures we receive from England, for out
the English made picture," said Mr.
:|ay after the contract was consummated
Brunet, in discussing the arrangement
of the forty or fifty we anticipate receive returned to England.
ing in the coming year, we will issue only
with Stoll, " and it affords Pathe a feelThe twelve pictures already released by
ing of the deepest pleasure to be placed
twenty-six.
in a position to sell the product of the
iii(he Stoll organization here, will continue
" Pathe welcomes the opportunity of
d be sold under the series plan. However,
Stoll Film Company. Sir Oswald Stoll
placing before American audiences the
eginning with the second or third week
represents the highest type of motion pic- best English made pictures and feels
ture producer in England, and his product
particularly gratified by the confidence in
■ISiji May, Pathe will inaugurate a new
represents
the best. In the past, perhaps,
its organization manifested by the Stoll
Celling system. Instead of releasing one
icture a week, Pathe will issue one every
the British producer failed to grasp the Company in selecting Pathe as its disther week. Each production will be sold
American ' idea ' in his picture making.
agency." on the Imperator Mr.
Before tributing
sailing
n an open booking basis — on its in- In fact, he did not make for the world
Bernerd gave an insight into the present
dividual merits, in effect. No new Stoll
market, but for the 4000 theatres of the
pictures will be offered between March 20
British Isles. But the greater field — the and future plans of Stoll that indicates a
nd the inauguration of the Pathe plan United States with its 17,000 motion pic- determined effort to corral a goodly share
of the American picture business.
'If selling.
ture exhibitors — offered such a vastly

E.

E.

Fulton,

Picture

Founder

rHE sudden death of E. E. Fulton,
president and founder of the E. E.
Fulton Company, which occurred in
hicago Friday night, March 18, after an
Iness of but a few hours, marks the passlg of another of those pioneers of the
lotion picture industry on whose endurtg foundations its present greatness has
en built.
Since the earliest days of motion picture
tivity the name E. E. Fulton has been
lentified with mid-western and western
lotion picture affairs. One of the first, if
3t the first, in the film distributing field,
e has always been closely associated with
totion pictures in one form or another,
'f
11. late years, however, he has been best
nown as the manufacturer of " Fulco "
)ecialties.
rid While he had not been in good health
sispr the past year following an attack of
aralysis last April, his death at the Hotel
Dgherman Friday as the result of acute
iO-istritis, has come as a complete shock to
1 who knew him. Seemingly he had revered to a very large extent from his
)rraer illness and was himself looking
mvard with zest to a return to active
irticipation in the manufacturing details

Pioneer,

Dies

Suddenly

of E. E. Fulton Co., Well Known
to
Trade, Succumbs in Chicago
of the E. E. Fulton Company. For the splendid reputation which Mr. Fulton and
past several months it had been his daily
his sons enjoyed in the business world.
practice to spend a good part of the day High ideals and a firm conviction in right
at the factory and on Friday he made no
for right's sake marked all his dealings.
E. E. Fulton entered the motion picture
exception to this rule. Following a morning spent in going over with his sons, in field as western representative for Lubin
whose hands the active management of the in the days when the film industry was inbusiness has rested since his first illness,
deed but an infant and through the successive stages of General Film Company,
he accompanied his son Ralph downtown
in the afternoon, and shortly after they Universal and Mutual reorganizations, he
advanced to considerable prominence in
had arrived in the loop he was seized with
western film activities. But it was followan acute attack of gastritis and was taken
to the Hotel Sherman, where the end came
ing the advent of Mutual to the field of
unexpectedly at 7 145 P. M.
film exchanges and " the battle of the independents that,
"
with the keen foresight
Simple services were held Sunday afterthat has characterized all his activities,
noon attended only by the immediate
Mr. Fulton sensed the possibilities of the
members of the family and business assosupply field and in 1910 organized with his
ciates. Interment was in Chicago Monday.
sons the E. E. Fulton Company of today,
Indicative of the character of the man
as dealers and distributors in motion picwas the splendid spirit of comradeship
ture supplies and accessories, from which
which existed in both his personal and
developed the present large manufacturing
business. He also has been inteersted in
business family. To all he was " Dad," and
the U. T. E. since its organization.
as " Dad " Fulton he was known from
coast to coast. It is rare that such closely
He leaves a widow and three sons,
knit relationship between father and sons
Leroy Myron, Ralph H. and Carl H., who
is extended to business activity, but in the were associated with him in his business ;
E. E. Fulton Company existed a perfect
and three brothers, George Fulton, of
and sympathetic understanding and team
Dayton, Ohio ; J. H. Fulton, of Chicago,
work which has done much to create the and Guy Fulton, of Indianapolis.
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Censorship

Victories

States;
Idaho

and

Missouri

N.

Bills

R news of motion picture
FURTHE
victories in the series of legislative
battles, which are now being waged
in many States, is reported this week. In
Idaho, after a strenuous battle 'on the part
of organized exhibitors, both censor and
Sunday closing bills were killed in the
Legislature.
Utah, which is now without cigarettes
under the new law, escaped further drastic
restrictions when the Sunday closing bill
was withdrawn from the Legislature by its
author. The bill would have made it unlawful to show any lewd, vulgar or offensive picture or pictures depicting the
smoking of cigarettes. It would also prohibit the attendance after six o'clock in
late afternoon of children in theatres who
are under 16 years of age or under the
accomapparent age of 16 years unless The
bdl
panied by parent or guardian.
provided that guardians must be real and
not persons appointed by the theatre to
avoid the law. Section 3 of the bill would
have provided against the holding or operation of any motion picture theatre, vaudeville or any other theatre on Sunday and
also provides that no entertainments
should be conducted on that day.
A bloodless victory has been won in
Wisconsin. A stiff censorship bill suffered the unusual fate of becoming lost
after it had been introduced in the Legislature last month. The clerk of the Senate has no record of the bill and says it
must be an Assembly bill, but the clerk
of the Assembly states that he has never
seen it. The legislative reference library,
which writes up the proposed laws, has no
record prescribing cures for motion pictures.

Missouri Bill Defeated
The Missouri Senate on March 15 refused to take-up the motion picture censorship bill by a vote of 17 to 14. The bill
has been on the Senate calendar for engrossment for the last ten days. A similar bill was passed by the House March 3
and sent to the Senate the following day.
This bill was referred to the Senate committee on criminal jurisprudence, where
it has remained for the last ten days.
Senator Hostetter, one of the authors
of the Senate bill, after waiting all day
for an opportunitv to call the measure, at
a late hour moved that the rules be suspended and the bill be taken up for engrossment. This met with strenuous opposition and eventually the Senate adjourned.
Prepare for N. Y. Hearing

every member of the execuPractically
tive committee of the New York State
Motion
Picture
Exhibitors' League

Y.

in

Two

Hearing

Unsuccessful;

Preparing

Hearing on Clayton Censor Bill Set for March 30
ton cens
orsh
the prop
Clay
willosed
be
on bill
ng ip
heari
PUBLIC
held
at Albany on Tuesday, April
e a Ways
5, eat two
befor
Joint
mbly
Committe
of o'cly
the ock,
Asse
and Means Committee and the Senate
Judiciary Committee, instead of Wednesday, March 30, as was previously announced.

A

reached Albany early in the afternoon of
March 23 for a conference and for outlaying aplan which will be followed in opposing the Clayton censorship bill at next
Wednesday's hearing, which will take
place before the joint ways and means
committee. This hearing was arranged
after repeated requests for it were made
during the past week. It will probably be
one of the largest held during the present
Legislature session.
Those who arrived in Albany made their
way to the State Capitol where they held a
long conference with Senator James
Walker. Later they conferred with other
Legislature leaders. Among those who attended were Sydney S. Cohen, president
of the National as well as the State association, C. A. O'Reilly, S. I. Berman, C.
A. McMann, all of New York; Frank
Kock, Irving Salyerds and Jack Farren, of
Rochester; Ira Moser and Roscoe Mitchell, of Buffalo ; C. A. McCarthy, of Hoosic
Falls ; William A. Dillon, of Ithaca ; C. A.
Hayman, of Niagara Falls ; N. Dipson, of
Batavia ; W. H. Linton, of Utica ; George
Roberts, William Bernstein, and Fred Elliott, of Albany.
William A. Brady also arrived in Albany on Wednesday and met and conferred with Senator James Walker, but
refused
to divulge the nature of his mission.
Local Victory in Buffalo
The local censorship battle in Buffalo
has been settled, with the exhibitors winning a decisive victory, the committee of
citizens proposing local censorship having
accepted two ordinances backed by the exhibitors and based on those accepted by
the State Conference of Mayors.
A meeting of committees representing
the exhibitors and the citizens was held in
the offices of Roscoe R. Mitchell, attorney
for the Buffalo Theatre Managers' Association, in the Fidelity building last week
when two ordinances were agreed upon
and the chairmen of both committees were
instructed to propose to the city council
their adoption, with, however, the suggestion that no action be taken until after the
present session of the Legislature had ad-

Picture

N ea

Mon

Set
for

Albany

Figh

journed. If a State system of censorsh
is adopted, the local ordinances will be ui
necessary.
The first ordinance agreed upon relat«
to advertising of pictures and theatres am
provides that such advertising shall trul
describe the nature and character of pi<
tures shown in Buffalo.
The second ordinance provides for tr
regulation of the showing of moving pi«
tures and prohibits the showing of an
pictures in the city which are obscene, ir
decent, improper, licentious, immoral c
tend to degrade the public morals or t
incite or encourage crime or disrespe*
for law.
The ordinances provide for the appoim
ment of a motion picture commissione
and an advisory committee of citizens wh
shall serve without pay. Pictures will nc
be censored before being shown if the
have passed the national board of review
Those not thus passed will have to bea
inspection before being shown.
Dr. Craft Active
The announcement by Dr. Wilbur P
Craft, superintendent of the National Re
form Bureau, that his organization wfj
sponsor a bill for a Federal Inter-Stat
Commission to license and control motio
pictures, has brought forth a vigorous pro
test from officials of the National Associa
tion of the Motion Picture Industry.
A charge of unfairness has been lai«
at Dr. Craft's door by the motion pictur
interests. Thev say that at a conferenc
on the subject of censorship held o:
March 14, Dr. Craft assured the pictur
men that he would refrain for a rea-on
able length of time from advocating o
encouraging any national legislation in
volving the motion picture industry, thu
enabling the producers and distributor
of pictures to put into effect a set o
standards for production which will elimi
nate all objectionable matter from th
screen.
Exhibitors

Confer

on

Figh

Against Clayton Bill
Sydney S. Cohen, together with th
various members of the executive comi
mittee of the Motion Picture Theatn
Owners of New York, met at Albam l
N. Y., on March 23 for the purpose o
considering such measures as may b|
adopted in combatting the Clayton censor I
ship bill in the New York State Legisla1
ture. The meeting was held behind closed
doors at the Hotel Ten Eyck. Fred Elli
ott, manager of the Clinton Square thea
tre. in Albany, and one of the vice-presi
dents of the State Association, was anion;
those in -attendance.

April
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"Film

Production
Becoming
Decentralized'
Consolidation Is Giving Away to Individual
Producing Units, Says J. D. Williams

day of huge groups of con
THE
solidated producing units is rapidly passing away on the West
oast. Production is becoming decentral:ed.
on
Individual producing effort is taking
ts place.
It! Stars and directors alike, instead of
an enewing affiliations with great producing
rganizations, are breaking away and setting up their own indepenaent units.
" The result is a great increase of
ealthy competition, which is already beinning to make itself felt in the improved
uality of the pictures thus made, and
,-hich is bound to result in better pictures
nan these same stars and directors ever
iade under the old ' consolidated ' sys:m."
These are the developments in producon that J. D. Williams, manager of Assoiated First National Pictures, Inc., found
h,lost significant in his recent visit to Los
mgeles. Mr. Williams returned to New
'ork Sunday, March 20, after an absence
f three weeks in the West, thoroughly deeaghted with the results of his trip.
" There is a marked change in producon methods at the West Coast studios,"
pud Mr. Williams, " and one which is
Re'

most assuredly going to result in better
pictures and bigger pictures — pictures that
will be better and bigger from an artistic
as well as from a box-office standpoint.
" The change I mean is the breaking up
of the huge consolidations of stars and
directors, and the formation, by these stars
and directors, of their own independent
producing organizations. These have multiplied on eveiy hand, until there are
twenty producing units, each one competing with every other, where there were
two or three top-heavy groups before.
" Its effect upon the quality of pictures
will be not only decisive, but it will be almost instantaneous. When twenty stars
or directors are working, each independent
of the other, to produce the best possible
product for the same market, the competition is not only manv times keener than
before, but many times healthier.
" The independent producing system is
the only one .that will give the exhibitor
the really ' super-productions ' that are
now more necessary than ever to the continued popularity and prosperity of the
motion picture theatre. The old system
has proven, in operation, its own condemnation. Ithas written its own death sentence.

9

" The motion picture production must
always be the creation of individual personality. Itcannot be standardized or reduced to a rule-of-thumb. Only when the
creator of a picture has absolute freedom
to put into his work everything of which
he is capable, without being hampered or
hindered by anything that resembles a
rigid ' factory ' system, does he ever produce a great picture.
" Shoes, automobiles, clothing, soap can
be manufactured on an infinite scale, according to an invariable formula. They
are most successful when they are so
made. But motion pictures are not manufactured; they are created. Each one is a
separate work in itself. Its gr;atest charm
and appeal is that it is individual, inimitable,
that it is not the duplicate or replica of
some other picture.
" And it is the clear realization of this
fundamental fact that has led the most
successful stars and directors of the American screen, one bv one, to forsake their
old affiliations, form their own producing
companies, finance their own activities,
and give themselves up, whole-heartedly,
to the production of the best pictures they

are capable of making."

mElaborate
Plans
for
Rochester
Convention
m
:ro
Expect New York State Convention Will Lead
\i
to Results of Highest Importance
laii
the M. P. T. O. and president of the
will be a complete exposition of the latest
OCHESTER exhibitors are making
run
in motion picture productions and exhibit.
Rochester Exhibitors' League, is head of
"C
elaborate
plans
for
the
entertain
end
the executive committee that has general
Practically every large producer and dealment of delegates to the annual conconvention plans in charge.
ention of the Motion Picture Theatre
er in theatre equipment has engaged booth
"Owners of New York, which will be held
Every exchange in the state has been
But while the convention will be placarded with large posters advertising
1 Hotel Seneca, Rochester, on April 5, 6 space.
primarily a business one, provisions are
the convention, and specially designed
I ojid 7. It is expected that the convention
being made for the entertainment of those
ill be the largest in point of numbers
souvenir postcards are being sent to every
attending the convention. The Rochester
mjiat the state exhibitors have ever held,
exhibitor in the state, asking him and his
wife to attend the convention.
id that, likewise, it will be the most imExhibitors' League is preparing several
events of purely entertainment interest.
' ofartant in results. There has never been
The press and the municipal authorities
One of them will be an elaborate dinner
time when so many subjects of vital conof Rochester are taking an active interest
In;rn to the exhibitors awaited action, and
for delegates, at which a number of notain the convention. It is expected that durbles in the film world, in legislative affairs
1 effort is being made to make the
ing the three days of the meeting the
ochester convention 100 per cent repreentire city will be given opportunity to
and in' public life will be guests and
speakers.
sentative.
hear of the problems that confront exThe other big event of entertainment
™ Liberal fare concessions have been obhibitors and producers and that an iminterests will be a grand ball to be staged
ined by Chairman of the Convention
mense amount of valuable propaganda will
in the New York State Armory at which
h^ommittee I. M. Salyerds from railroads
be released for public consumption.
>r the transportation of delegates, and
many important motion picture stars will
be guests. All the arrangements for the
weral large parties have already been
ball are in charge of John J. Farren of J. Ho ffberg Heads Goldwyn
irmed. The New York City exhibitors
oiive already engaged 125 places in the the Victoria theatre, Rochester. The folForeign Sales Dept.
lowing screen luminaries are announced
b()ecial cars that will transport them to
ochester. Reduced hotel rates have also
by the M. P. T. O. of A. headquarters as
J. H. Hoffberg, former assistant to Arpopular attractions for the movie ball :
ten secured, and full details on both matthur Ziehm, is now in charge of the activiCorinne
Griffith,
Alice
Calhoun,
Eugene
f( rs can be secured by any exhibitor who
ill write Mr. Salyerds at the Victoria
ties
of Goldwyn's foreien sales departO'Brien, Martha Mansfield, Marion
leatre, Rochester.
ment, and will supervise the sale and disDavies,
Edna
Whe'aton,
Vivian
Martin
and Leah Baird.
The convention will not only be a valuatribution of this company's pictures in
Irving M. Salyerds, state organizer for Latin America and the Far East.
fl£ e symposium of ideas and plans, but it
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Activ

of Week-Old Exhibitor Body Appear Before
Legislature to Fight Bills
H. E. Wilkinson, representing
PLUNGING aggressively into the fight vice-presidents of the organization, and C.
Olympia
Amusement Company, of Pit
ion
for the protect
of the motion pic- Floyd Hopkins, of Harrisburg, all of
burgh, said the Federal film tax, origina
ture industry of Pennsylvania, memwhom are members of the legislative combers of the executive committee and other
placed on the manufacturer, had be
mittee of the new M. P. T. O. of P. They
officers of the newly formed Pennsylvania
emphasized the fact that the gross receipts
pushed along to the exhibitor.
branch of the M. P. T. O. of A., appeared
tax would prove such a burden as to drive
on March 16, or exactly one week after many neighborhood theatres in PennsylNew^Res frictions Propose
vania out of business.
the State-wide exhibitors' organization
was formed in the convention at HarrisO'Toole, who led the fight, declared
Pennsylvania
Radical restrictions
01 the exhibition
burg, before the Judiciary Committee of that the Brady bill probably had been of- fbE&'£for
motion
picturefor
educational
purpo:
fered through a lack of understanding of
the Pennsylvania House of Representatives at Harrisburg and vigorously op- the nature and purposes of motion picture
in " schools, churches, auditoriums, im
tutions and similar places of public asse
posed the Brady bill, which would place theatres of the present. He urged that
a one per cent tax on the gross receipts of the committee look upon them in the light bly " have been tentatively prescribed
all theatres.
of educational institutions doing much of the Industrial Board of the Pennsylvai
Department of Labor and Indu:>try, whi
At the same time a hearing was held on
the work that newspapers do. He said the
announced in Harrisburg on March
the Donnelly bill, prohibiting the sale of State should no more tax a theatre than a
tickets for seats behind pillars in theatres
that
a public hearing on a newly draft
the
how
showing
newspaper,
a
school or
code of rules will be held on April 12,
motion picture theatres at all times stood
or in other parts of the house from which
a clear view of the stage or screen cannot
ready to co-operate with the State in a meeting of the board.
Following the hearing, the rules, if
activities that have aided in spreading welbe obtained. The exhibitors' representafare propaganda relating to sanitation, fire proved by the board, will become eff<
tives agreed that such a measure was justive. They provide, among other thin;
tified, and did not vigorously oppose it, prevention, health and kindred subjects.
that only licensed operators shall be p«
an agreement being reached to amend it in He quoted a recent speech of Pennsylvania Labor Commissioner Clifford B. mitted to exhibit pictures in such plac
some respects.
There are a dozen other bills affecting
Connelly, who said the motion picture is that no admittance shall be charged a
that the exhibitions in each place shall r
motion picture theatres now pending, but as essential as the school or the church.
exceed six a month. The full text of t
argument on them was postponed, by
" This tax is inequitable, discriminatory,
reason of the time consumed in fighting unju>t and a menace to our business," he proposed rules follows :
The following tentative Rulings were considered
the Brady bill, until March 21, at I p. m., concluded.
the March
15, 1921.submitted
meeting of
and
are herewith
for thetheIndustrial
criticism Bo;
of
at which time it was arranged to hold a
Representative William J. Brady, of concerned
:
hearing before the same committee in Philadelphia, author of the bill, was asked
" (1)for The
films exhibited
used
educational
purposes.shall be restricted to tr
Philadelphia.
by Chairman Hugh A. Dawson, of Lacka"
(2)
Projectors
of
approved
type 'hall Such
be u:j
or a fire proof enclosurean must
be provided.
Among the chief spokesmen to oppose
wanna county, whether he had any rejectors shall, during all times of operation, be in cha
of a licensed operator.
marks to make. Brady referred to the
the Brady bill were M. J. O'Toole, of
" (3)six The
ceed
per number
month. of exhibitions given shall not
State's urgent need for new revenue and
Scranton, secretary of the new exhibitors'
"
(4)
Admission
fees shall not be charged.
organization ; Fred J. Herrington and declared the tax proposed in the bill would
" (5) Application
permission
use similar
such schp;
H. E. Wilkinson, of Pittsburgh, both yield $601,000 a year.
church,
auditorium, for
institution
or to
other
of public assembly for the exhibition of motion
ture films, must be made to the Industrial Board,
C. Floyd Hopkins, who represents the
the means of egress, aisles, seats, etc.. shall be
Wilmer & Vincent theatrical and motion
Zukor Sets Sail to Confer
vestigated
the Bureau
Labor and byIndustry,
and ofa Inspection.
report and Departmenrecommei
picture interests in Harrisburg, denied a tions
as to the safety of such school, church, a
with Producers Abroad
report that the theatre and motion picture
torium, institution or other similar place of public
sembly, for the purpose as above set forth, shall
interests in Pennsylvania make a profit
OR. president of the
submitted to the Industrial Board.
PH
ADOL
ous ZUK
Players-Lasky CorporaFam
" The provisions of the Fire and Panic Act s
of $80,000,000 a year. He said that repretion, sailed on the Aquitania on
apply as far as may be consistent in consideratior
sented
the
gross
receipts
of
all
amuseal
day
of this week on his annu
Tues
local and other conditions."
ments. He pointed to the unfairness of a
trip to Europe for the purpose of conferring with the British and Continental
tax on gross receipts which do not repreproducers affiliated with his company.
Screen No Place for Clai
sent even possible profits. He quoted staMr. Zukor will explain the fourteen retistics
to
show
that
some
of
the
theatres
quirements for clean pictures recently
S. Hamon, Says Beban
he manages, that have the largest gross
adopted by the National Association of
EORGE BEBAN, who is making
the Motion Picture Industry in its camreceipts, make the smallest profits, yet if
personal
paign for cleaner and better pictures and
tion with appearances
the showing inof connec
his bi{
G
the Brady bill were enacted, the .theatres
will call the attention of all other Europicture
at
the
Ascher
Brother;
with the largest gross would pay more
pean producers to the necessity of adopttheatres in Chicago, is aroused by report;
tax than the theatres with the largest
them in the production of their picing
that Clara Smith Hamon had accepted ;
tures.
contract to go into moving pictures. Ir
While in London Mr. Zukor will confer
an address to more than two thousanc
profits.
Fred J. Herrington told how taxes are
with Sir James M. Barrie regarding the
persons who crowded the Commercia
driving the smaller theatres out of busipicturization of Barrie's play, " Peter
theatre,
Mr. Beban
said: "If
tim<
should ever
come when
Clarathe Smitl
Pan," which is to be produced in this
ness. Five years ago there were 324 mocountry soon as a Paramount picture.
Hamon
succeeds
in
breaking
into
thi
tion picture theatres in Philadelphia, but
Arrangements also will be discussed by
movies, then I would feel like quitting
now
there
are
but
184.
Mr. Zukor, while in Paris, looking to the
producing
acting moving
in them.
There foi'
Former State Senator John E. Fox, of
exhibition of Paramount pictures at the
no
place inandmodern
pictures
Paris Opera on nights when operatic
one whose only claim to fame is partici
Harrisburg, as counsel for the Wilmer &
performances are not being given.
Vincent interests, pointed out there is no
pation
crime.
Mr. Zukor stated before sailing that he
" I doin not
hesitate to assert that then
instance in the statutes of the State in
is no prominent producer who will dan
also planned to enlarge the production
to put Clara Smith Hamon before th«
which the gross receipts of a private busiactivities of the Famous Players-Lasky
British Producers, Ltd., the company
great public of American movie fans
ness are taxed. " If theatres are taxed,
Public opinion largely controls moving
which makes Paramount pictures in
London.
why
not
tax
department
stores
?
"
he
asked.
pictures of today."
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Chicago
L .

H.

MASON,

May 1st is generally considered
moving day in Chicago but the film
exchanges are taking time by the
forelock and many will get into
their new quarters on film row before that date. The Consumers
Building and 207 S. Wabash avenue, for some time known as the
Film Exchange Building, will lose
a number of tenants this week and
the Mailers Building will also cease
to be the headquarters for film men.

FROM

and
REP

RESENT

Joe Friedman was in New York
this week attending the meeting of
the directors of the Federated Film
Exchanges of America, of which he
is the president, and is expected to
return to Chicago the first of next
week.
Ned Homes, who is in Chicago
preparing for the opening of " The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"
and already has secured considerable publicity for this monster
feature in the daily press, and
started the advertising campaign.
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The Midland Film Company and
General
Film of
Brokers'
offices
the
third floor
112 N.
La onSalle
street, were damaged by fire which
broke out in that building on Saturday night. A. Teitel, who also has
his headquarters in this building,
and who had a number of valuable
features stored in his vaults, awaiting to be cleaned and renovated,
escaped damage.

Joe Hopp and W. D. Burford,
who were called to New York last
ft Wabash Film Exchange anweek
for a conference with Sidney
nounces that they have decided on
Cohen, of the Motion Picture
April 4th as the opening day for
Owners of America, reNate Woody, of Pinnacle Produc- Theatre turned
their new exchange. They will be
to Chicago Wednesday.
tions, is in Los Angeles for a few
a located at 804 S. Wabash avenue on
They expect to have an important
days
and
while
there
will
inspect
the
the
third
floor,
and
already
have
k
announcement to make within a
completed their sales organization. new studios where his company is few days as a result of their trip.
now producing. Important announcements as to future plans of
f* Silee Film Exchange for a long Pinnacle are expected on his return
" East Lynne,'' the widely advertised Hodkinson feature, has been
m time located in the Consumer's to Chicago.
booked into the Ziegfeld for a
an Building will make their headquarters at 63 E. Adams street, during
Gollos Enterprises, which recently run, opening April 9th. Manager
• the month of April and on May 1st announced
reports bookings on this
that they had acquired Dunas
feature are coming in rapidly to
'"expect to
get
into
their
new
exthe
rights
to
"
Deliverance,"
the
change building at 830 S. Wabash. George Kleine production, for follow this run. Many novel tie
ups with music and publishing
Lee
Herz's
organization
will have
Northern Illinois, now has arranged houses
are being arranged, which
an entire building
to themselves
and to
distribute
the
feature
throughout
the quarters will be commodious and the entire state, many requests from will give wide publicity to the
up to date in every particular.
exhibitors throughout this territory showing of this picture in Chicago.
haying caused them to extend their
District Manager Joseph H. GilUniversal started moving its Chi- activities to cover the state.
day, of Famous Players-Lasky, recago Exchange from its quarters in
ports Kent Week, which opens in
Billy Shea, who edited Sidney Chicago March 27th, will be one
1 the Consumers Building to 837 S.
Wabash avenue on March 19th and Franklin's " Courage," brought the of the most successful events of
:tathe transfer was made without a negative to the Chicago Rothacker the kind recorded in this territory
hitch, business being conducted at plant last week and a few days later as more than three hundred houses
the south Wabash avenue address Danny Gray, film editor for booked Paramount pictures for this
be on Monday. Universal now has one Marshal Neilan, arrived with the week dedicated to General Man" Placer, of Bob Hampton of
of the largest and best equipped ex- negative
ager S. A. Kent.
Edward O. Blackburn,
changes in Chicago and is located director
Rothacker Industrial
Moving day for Metro will come
ill, in the heart of the new film district. films, is inofOhio
in connection with some time before April 1st, accordthe industrial pictures.
ing to Manager Rozelle, who ex2 Gollos Enterprises got into their
quarters at 808^ S. Wabash Tuesday where they will have both office
-land film handling departments.
JI This will enable them to improve
the service to their customers as
H heretofore it has been necessary to
have the service department in a
^separate location from the booking
Joffices
ere
ira Manager Willard of Realart has
j a completed his plans for moving
b from the present office at 207 S.
Wabash avenue to his new quarters
til at 845 S. Wabash during the second
it week in April.
ith
Educational Films, Chicago exinglchange, which has made remarkable
is strides under the managership of
for I. Maynard Schwartz, and although
only six months old is reported to
be doing one of the biggest short
reel businesses in Chicago, will
move its offices from the Consumers
b( Building, 220 S. State street, to 837
m. S. Wabash avenue this week, where
ngit will occupy much larger quarters,
which were made necessary by the
expansion of the staff as business
The above is the largest scene as yet filmed in Paramount^ new Long Island
grew.
studio. It is the cabaret scene for George Fitzmaurice's " Experience "

SO.

STATE

ST.

pects to be located in the new quarters at 837 S. Wabash Avenue,
where Metro will occupy the entire
third floor, within a few days.
Harry Spanuth is making an extended trip throughout the east and
central west in the interests of his
Vod-A-Vil Movies and before returning to Chicago will visit DeBuffalo, Cleveland
and a numbertroit,
of other
cities.
Vern Lynch, of the Tiffin Theatre
on North Avenue, is reported to be '
improving following his recent
operation and is expected to be
back
the job at the Tiffin within
a fewondays.
Aaron Jones, of Jones, Linick
& Schaefer, is in New York in the
interests of his company, and
JohnnythatJones
from
city. has just returned
Pathe has one of the heaviest,
as well as the largest, sales forces
in Chicago, but the strenuous work
of Brunet month is pulling down
the avoirdupois somewhat. The
"lucky thirteen" just weighed in
on the third week of the drive at
3,120 pounds after losing 220
pounds during the drive. Celebrations are the order of the day with
this organization at present, Art
Hollah, feature salesmanager, and
Chuck Kepple, northside salesman,
having had birthdays recently, and
James Gillick is planning to become a benedick on April 2nd, following which he will take his bride
leans.a honeymoon trip to New Oron
Lubliner & Trinz have closed for
" The Devil," George Arliss' feature picture, which will open on this
circuit at the Senate and Pantheon
for a week on May 1st.
Max Goldstine has returned
from
week's trip got
to the
coast aandfourimmediately
busywest
on
plans for opening Orchestra Hall
with " Passion " the great first National feature, on April 9th. Mr.
Gtoldstine reports that there are
indications of resumption of activities at Hollywood and other
producing centers around Los Angeles, and that business in San
Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Denver and other points he visited, is
holding up fairly well.
Aywon

Feature is Near
Completion
The work of titling, assembling
and cutting the Aywon feature
Is West"
"East completi
the nearing
based on
theme,
is fast
on
according to a statement just issued by Nathan Hirsh, president
of the organization. As yet no
name
ture. has been chosen for this fea-

Motion
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and

Short
By

subI HAVE often wondered why the short
ject has been slighted when music is considered, for to me it seems to be more necessary to envelop the one-reel picture in an atmosphere than the big feature. The super-picture can take care of itself much more readily
than the brief study.
What I mean to point out at this time has
to do with the importance of concentration of
effort in the one-reeler. I am reminded of an
old nursery story. "I'll tell you a story of
my story's begun ; TU
Dory andof now
Jack and another
Jack and his brother and
tell you
now my story's done." The short-reel has
hardly stated before it is over. There is no
time to build up a cumulative effect. Everything which is accomplished must be in a brief
period— everything must be called into action
immediately. Thus if music is capable as all
will concede of accentuating and improving an
atmosphere, a mood, an effect or an idea — surely
the logical place for it is in the picture which
cries for quick results.
Is it not a logical point of view to consider
how, for instance, in a scenic, the spirit of the
setting ought to be simulated and stimulated
with music? The high mountains, capped with
misty clouds, can appear in all their majesty,
when enveloped in the kind of music which suggests the altitude, the rarified air, the uplifting
proximity to the heavens. The same scene introduces into a feature picture can be allowed
to pass unheeded by the musician, because the
action is of the prime importance. In the scenic,
it is everything, and must be magnified in mood
to its maximum possibilities. In a strictly educational subject 'it is even more necessary to
" work fast."
Of course, in commenting upon the opportunities for the short-reel manufacturers to utilize music, I am not unmindful of the way that
the big managers have sensed this thought, and
have made the short-reels the backgrounds for
the most glorious musical moments in their
programs. Rothafel has a penchant for the
one-reelers, and oftentimes revels in artistic
blending of tonal and actual scenics. Hyman,
of the Brooklyn Strand, I believe was one of
the very first to cue-sheet his educationals and
reviews.
Heretofore the makers of the one-reelers and
specials have paid no attention to the musical
phase of their pictures. On this they have made
a grave error. The shorter the subject, the
more paraphernalia it calls for. Otherwise it
gets " lost in the shuffle." It needs as much
attention in advertising, needs as much press
assistance and then cries for a setting. The
highest art is that which is the fullest. The
greatest enjoyment is that which is fullest. The
poet says that love's ecstasy cannot last for
long periods, because it is so full of emotion
that the lovers would die.
I have studied the field for a long time. I have
noted the activities of the Educational Film
Company, and have been much moved to give
praise to their endeavors. And now I am inclined to commend the Kineto Company which
is seeking to put out the Charles Urban subjects with the same careful scoring for music
which the Famous and Goldwyn have attempted
with the big features.
I believe that, perhaps, I have " put my foot
in it " in accepting Mr. Urban's invitation to

the

Subject
Charles

BULLETIN
MOTION

D.

and

Picture

New

Picture
Its

Setting

Isaacson

OF ASSOCIATION OF
PICTURE MUSICAL
INTERESTS

in reportin
much ispleasure
have there
bly fineg
that
a remarka
trend toward membership. Already, despite the fact that only a tentative organization exists, a large number
of individuals and companies have sent in
their membership fees and applications.
If musician, motion-picture man or one
interested in the commercial or art phase
of the allied industries desires to join and
enjoy the benefits of membership in the
new association, he is urged to apply at
once.
are three classes of membership
— There
as follows:
WE

(A) Those of the motion-picture industry seeking to broaden their appeal
through music.
(B) Those of the music industry and
music profession seeking to widen their
scope through the film.
(C) Those seeking to give the public
a greater opportunity to hear good
music.
Dues are as follows: For individuals,
$2.00; for corporations or companies,
$10.00.
Temporary Headquarters are 7th Floor,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Temporary Executive, Charles D.
Isaacson, Chairman pro tern.
make his music cue-sheets! The man who is
preaching from the pulpit had better stick to
his speaking and not try to be an example. The
man who is writing about how to do a thing
ought never try to do it. Whenever a dramatic critic writes a play, oh, what a laugh the
rest of the playwrights have on him. Now,
what will the cue-sheet makers say?
For I know what I want to accomplish. I
think that the best cue-sheet is one which suggests rather than indicates. I think that the
sheet which enables the musician to follow his
own intelligence instead of giving him a fixed
diagram is best. I believe that a musician knows
his own limitations, his own possessions, his
own local taste and affairs better than any one
else. I believe that if you will tell him what
you'd like to see accoomplished with the music,
he can adapt the indications to his affairs.
In the Kineto-Urban Reviews, I have been
permitted to make a new kind of cue-sheet.
Think the
of running
it ! I don't
show
time give
; nor the
the timing;
tempo. I don't
Well, to show you just what I mean, here's
the way I've scored C. Urban's Kineto Review,
No. 37, " The Emerald Isle."
" THE EMERALD ISLE ".
There is a remarkable unity of spirit in the
film — which must be retained in the music.
Rather than make a hodge podge of tunes Irish,
I would much more prefer to have a single melody used.
As a prelude to the picture, I would recommend one of the following ideas :
Group of girls and boys in Irish costume,
dancing to " Molly on the Shore " (Grainger
arrangement). Full orchestra. If this is not
available, use any good Irish jig, with men and
women dancers.
Suggestions : Harrigan's Reel, Dannybrook

Fair, Mouse in the Cupboard. ... In
the arrangement, I should urge the interpol:
tion of a harp with an Irish bagpipe, and if
is at all possible, I should like that to be he
prominently throughout the whole picture. (!
a bagpipe and harp are not available, then tl
violinist can " imitate" the bagpipe with a jeti
exaggeration in his playing with a rather loo:
bow.) . . . Note: If dancers are not avai
able, and the bagpipe is, let the latter be fe:
tured on the stage in costume, or as a final po
sibility, even do it as an interpolated numbi
on the organ.
Body of the Picture
Open with " Come Back to Erin." At titl
" Further Inland," change to " The Harp Th;
Once at Through
Halls." (Note: Hai
solo
this point,Tara's
if possible.)
At title, " Villagers Leaving Church," mo(
crate into " Bendemeer's Stream."
At title, " An Irish Funeral," moderate int
" The Minstrel Boy."
At title, " Exquisite Scenes," swell louder, an
on good ringing style play " Where the Riv<
Shannon
At title,Flows."
" To Kiss the Blarney Stone," mak
a dead pause, and then play a real break dow
jig during the scene (see suggestions in pr<
lude). End with a dead pause.
At title, " In the Vicinity of the Gap," pla
"Killarney;" modulate after three minutes t
a little bit of " Believe Me If All Those Ei
dearing
Youngseconds
Charms."
Forty-five
from the end, return 1
" Come Back to Erin."
Note : The above suggestions are adaptab
to the biggest theatre orchestra and the sing
piano orchestra. Every music publisher has i:
sued Irish collections. I urge that this pictui
be done with real Irish music — not any corned
Irish songs of a late day, because they wt
only satirize and make ridiculous the beauty c
the scenes.

"THE HOLY CITY"
The intention of the musician in this instanc
is to create a single and harmonious whole, i
an atmosphere typically Jewish and Orients
It would be calamitous to attempt to differei
tiate any of the episode by different themes e?
cepting insofar as has been indicated. No fixe
suesheet is written, no single composition ii
dicated. If you haven't any of the music m<
tioned, get the nearest to the idea. Jerusal<
suggests
slow, uplifting,
melodywii'
the
minor a mood.
And it is plaintive
this idea which
create the atmosphere.
As a prelude to the film :
Soprano solo: "The Holy City" (in a
audience essentially Hebraic, substitute for thi
" Hatikvah " the Jewish national anthem C|
even " Eili, Eili " or " Yohrzeit "... where
is impossible to get a vocalist, this may H
played upon the organ or piano).
For the body of the film, play any one of tl
following compositions :
Andante Cantabile of Tschaikovsky (for fui
orchestra).
Hebrew Melody, by Achron (played as violi
solo with piano and organ accompaniment). |
Hindoo Chant, by Rimsky-Korsakoff (fc
small orchestra or even for piano alone).
(Continued on page 2390)
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PROGRAMS

With
WIRE

FOR

THE

First

REPORTS

NEW

YORK CITY
:
Capitol Theatre —
^Overture
n
Magic —Fire" Wotan's
Music and Farewell,
Ride of
the Walkyries," by Capitol
Grand Orchestra — Erno Rapee,
Conductor.
Special — Ballet Divertissement by
Capitol Ballet Corps.
(a) Scarf Dance by Doris
Xiles, Gladys Waite, Hebe
Halpen.
(b) Mignon Gavotte, by Leon
Leonidow and Thalia Zanou.
(c) Dance Orientale, by Mile.
Gambarelli.
(d) Hungarian
let Ensemble. Dance, by BalJurrent Events — Capitol News.
fflfSpecial — "The Palms" — Sung by
Air. Erik Bye, assisted by Capitol Mixed Quartette.
:enic — "Gardens of Normandy" —
—Prizma,
Kineto. and " Acrobatic Flies "
Prologue — With James Parker
Coombs, assisted by Capitol
Mixed Quartette,
feature — Without
Limit — George
D. Baker.
Mext Week — Roads of Destiny —
Pauline Frederick.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " Carmen," "Toreador" Song, sung
by Carlo Ferretti, assisted by
Strand Symphony Orchestra.
Current
Events — Mark Strand
Topical Review,
/ocal — " Polonaise " from " Mignon," by Amanda Brown, Soprano.
''eature
— Jim the Penman — Lionel
Barrymore.
aM^omedy — The Jockey — Clyde Cook.
t)rgan
Solo — " Marche
— Frederick
M. SmithDuandSacre
Her-"
bert Sisson, Organists.
>Text Week — " Man, Woman, Marriage "— Allen Holubar.
livoli Theatre —
)verture
" In the Spring," by
Rivoli— Orchestra.
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TH

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

HAROLD
LLOYD

Orchestra — " Morning, Noon and
and "Make
ScenicNight"
— Selected
strips. Believe."
Organ — " My Mammy."
Pathe.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Special — Special ballet number with
nine people and presenting ten
dances running forty minutes,
staged by Boris Petroff.
Feature — Pleasure Seekers — Elaine
Hammerstein.
Next Week— The Easy Road.
Imperial
Theatre —
Current
News. Events — Imperial Screen
Orchestra— " The Evolution of
Yankee Doodle " and " HumSpecial
Song and dance act with
five— children.

Bid Grauman's display for "The Kent uckians " and " Note or Never" playing
last neck at Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles
'cello
Superba
Gruppe.accompaniment, by Paulo Current
Events —— International
News. Theatre
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
Vocal — ■" The Palms," by Hardy Special
tury.— Violin and soprano solos.
Williamson,
Tenor,
and
EdComedy
— Her Circus Man — Cenoardo Albano, Baritone.
Feature — The Dollar a Year Man Feature — Society Secrets — Eva Novak.
— Roscee Arbuckle.
Vocal — "Sweethearts," from "May- Ambassador Theatre —
time," by Mary Fabian, So- Special — One-act play, Fancy Free,
with Kathleen Clifford, Mary
prano.
Comedy — The Jockey— Clyde Cook.
MacLaren,
Roy Atwell and
Organ Solo — " Hosannah," played
Harry Holland.
by John Priest.
Next Week— The Whistle— Will- Feature — The First Born — Hayakiam S. Hart.
,awa.
Chine's Broadway Theatre —
Criterion Theatre —
Second week of The Faith Healer. Current
tury. Events — Kinograms.
Comedy — Her Circus Man — CenLyric
Fourth Theatre
week of —The Four HorseFeature
All Soul's Eve — Mary
men of the Apocalypse.
Miles— Minter.

Feature — Black Beauty — Vitagraph.
Next Week— Forbidden Fruit.
Tivoli
Theatre
— Kid.
Third ming."
Week
of The
Next Week — Passion.
Rialto
Feature —Theatre
Roads of— Destiny.
NextHis.Week— The Sin That Was
Frolic Theatre —
Feature
Outside the Law — Priscilla— Dean.
Orchestra — Underneath Hawaiian
Skies and April Showers.
Next Week — The same.
SEATTLE
Clemmer Theatre —
News.
Current
Events — International
Feature
— The
Magnificent Brute —
Frank
Mayo.
Next Week— All Dolled Up.

Liberty Theatre —
Orchestra — " My Little Bimbo
DownEvents
on Bambo
Isle."Von HerCurrent
— Jensen,
berg
News.
Broadway Theatre —
Grauman's Theatre —
East Lynne and Keith vaudeville.
Comedy
— Moonshine — Mermaid
Overture — " The Holy City."
Educational.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Scenic — Out of the Past — EducaLOS ANGELES
Organ
Palms."
tional.
Novelty— —" The
Fashion
Show with fifty
costumes exhibited.
Feature—
Paying the Piper— Anita
Stewart.
Feature
— The Easy Road — Thomas
California Theatre —
Meighan.
:enic
—
"
A
Bit
Old
Fashioned
"
—
Post Nature.
NextHole.
Week — The Old Swimmin'
Overture
" Mary."From Fox News
Current —Events—
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
and Kinograms.
Tally's
—
Special — Easter Fantasy, with Vera
Feature —Theatre
The Greater
Claim — Winter Garden Theatre —
Overture — Selections from operas.
Metro.
Myers, Grace Eastman, Flor- Organtions.
— Medley of popular selecCurrent Events — Fox News.
ence Roggie, Paul Oscard,
Louise Boslet, Helen Coyne, Scenic — The Victory Parade — Miller's Theatre —
Novelty
Pathe.— Topics of the Day —
Prizma.
Ermina Matthews,
Feature — The Nut — Douglas FairScenic — On the Trek.
banks.
eature — The Love Special — Wal- Special — Fashion Show with fifty
(Second run.)
lace Reid.
costumes exhibited.
Vocal — " Feather Your Nest " and
" Where
My Caravan Has
Feature — The Concert — Goldwyn.
/ocalBetty
— "Whispering
Hope,"
by
Andersen, Soprano, and Cartoon — The Skating Fool — Bray
Rested." Solos by Yvonne
SAN FRANCISCO
Goldwyn.
Susan Clough, Mezzo Soprano,
Farr.
Feature — The Price of Marriage.
Next Week — A Tale of Two
omedy — Beat It — Chester.
Worlds.
Next Week — East Lynne.
Strand Theatre —
)rganProf.SoloFirmin
— " Largo,"
Swinnen.played by
Cartoon
Fox.— Mutt and Jeff release — Strand Theatre —
Grauman's
Rialto
Theatre
—
•Text Week — Ducks and Drakes — Second Week of Forbidden Fruit.
,11 Bebe Daniels.
Features — A Perfect Crime — Asso- Overture
" Orpheus."
Current —Events
— Kinograms.
ciated Producers.
lialto Theatre —
—
Comedy
—
Blondes.
re
Theat
ony
Symph
Fifth Week of Lying Lips.
Scenic
—
Voices
of the Sea.
The
— Fox.
Next Tiger's
Week — Cub
Blind
Wives.
fo|)verture — "First Hungarian RhapFeature — The Greatest Love.
Mission
Theatre
—
sody," by Rialto Orchestra.
Next Week — The Passionate PilTheatre —
Special — " The Swan," a musical Thirdmen.Week of The Four Horse- California
Current Events — From all releases.
gem in pictorial setting, with
gram.
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for " The
ads
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One of Stanley
Rookie's
Return"
during
the showing
at the Palace
theatre,
Wichita,
Kansas
WASHINGTON
Crandall's Metropolitan —
Overture — " Jocelyn's Berceuse."
Comedy
— The Skipper's Scheme
(Toonerville).
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Feature — The Greater Claim —
Metro.
Next Week — Nineteen and Phyllis
—First National.
Loew's Palace —
Overture — " Sally Selections."
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Cartoon— Mutt and Jeff from Factory to Consumer.
Comedy — Ladies' Pets — Chester.
Feature — Frontier of the Stars —
Paramount.
NextParamount.
Week — Brewster's Millions —
Loew's Columbia —
Feature — What Every Woman
Knows — (Continued.)
Moore's Rialto —
Overture — "Cavalliera Rusticana."
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — Torchy's Big Day.
Feature — A Perfect Crime — Associated Producers.
Next Week— Black Beauty— Vitagraph.
MINNEAPOLIS
New Garrick Theatre —
Overture
— " and
Raymond
" by Thomas
Nelson
his orchestra.
Comedy — Red Hot Love, with Neal
Burns and Vera Stedman.
Scenic — Clouds, a Post Nature
Scenic.
News Weekly — Cinema Periodical.
Feature— Women Men Love.
Next Week — James Oliver Curwood's Kazan.

Blue Mouse —
Feature
— The Last of the Mohicans.
Comedy — Clyde Cook in The
Jockey.
No specials, vocal or overture.
Strand, Minneapolis, showing Viola
Dana in Blackmail.
No specials.
State Theatre —
Overture
Zampa."
The
State— "Digest.
Scenic — " From Deer to Dam " —
Chester.
"The Twelfth Street Rag"— Xylophone Duet, Soloists, Gordon
Cook and Donald Sinclair.
Oscard Dancers — Dorothy Lane
and George Kiddon in "FlirMermaid Comedy — Holy Smoke.
tation." minutes fun in " HoTwenty
Alma kumville."
Doria, Soprano.
" Ernani,
Ernani,
from Ernani
— Verdi.involami,"
Bebe Daniels in Ducks and Drakes.
Arthur Depew — War March of the
priestssohn.
Organ1. March
Concert, Militaire
by Arthur
Depew.'
— Schubert.
2. Valse Amourense — Berger.

KANSAS

CITY

Newman Theatre —
Overture — Short symphony concert
by Kansas City composers.
Newman News and Views.
" Grand Processional March," from
the
opera " Meiamoun
" (H.
O. Wheeler),
by the Newman
concert orchestra, Leo F. Forbstein, conducting.
Exit March — " I'm a Jawhawk."
Feature
— Mamma's
stance
Talmadge.Affair — Con.
Next Week — Witching Hour.
New Royal Theatre —

ITS HERE AT LAST)

A eonwV * whdi net <t I
IN AIL SOdtN niSTOSY THMS NOTHING Utt H I
TWIASTEWIIING
SHOWING OfKioto'
Tiff KID" I
snunsi
KCIORA
roe in MOTCwncr.
cr tos rnirnc mn [I
Here
is another
display
using the
best scene" The
still Kid
ever "made
for
advertising purposes. The ad is the
work of the Madison theatre, Detroit
" Neapolitan Nights " — Zamecnik. — Capitol Symphony Orchestra.
Wallace
Reid
in The Charm
School.
Ralph H. Brigham, Concert Or"ganist.
Scarf Dance" — Chaminade.
Organ Recital — E. J. Dunstedter.
1. "Pilgrim's Chorus" ("Tannhauser ") — Wagner.
2. " Andantino in D Flat " —
Lamara.
3. Popular selections, including
" Kentucky Blues."

News

the soloist.
Vocal — " The Call of Maytime."—
Sung by Estelle Carey, conYoung.
cert soprano.
Feature — " Hush " — Clara Kimball
Comedy — " The Simp " — Sunshine.
Current Events — Hippodrome Review.
Next week — " O'Malley of the
Mounted " — William S. Hart.
Shea's Criterion —
Overture — " Largo " — Handel.
Vocal — " The Trumpeter " — Sung
by Richard Miller, concert
tenor.
Feature
— " The
Milton
Sills. Faith Healer " —
Comedy — " Running Wild " — VanCurrentity Fair.Events — Criterion Pictorial.
— May
Nex,t
week—Murray.
"The Gilded Lily"
Mark-Strand—
Overture
Apple —
Current — "Events
News.
Feature — " World's
Comedy —ship "—gene
" Edgar's
O'Brien.
Johnny

Blossoms."
Latest Pathe
Apart " — EuSunday CourtJones.

NextConstance
week — " Mamma's
Talmadge. Affair " —

ST. PAUL
Capitol Theatre —
Orchestra — Selections from "Tannhauser" — Richard Wagner.
Capitol Digest.
"The
Matterhorn" — Pathecolor.
Current Events — Pathe and International News.
"Pure Butterfly" — Prizma.
Herbert L. Waterous, singing
1. "Gypsy Love Song" ("The
Fortune Teller") — Herbert.
2. Knight.
" Asleep in the Deep " —
" Edgar's Feast Day "— Goldwyn.
" Moment Musicale."
gEEIEE

Picture

PalacesFeature — " Honor Bound."
BROOKLYN
Mark-Strand Theatre —
Overture — "Entrance of Spring"
— Dorothy Bell, soprano, singingcert
"Pitter
Patter
" on drop
constage with
pastoral
Overture — " Tired of Me," New
background.
Time
is
night
and
Royal orchestra, Lewis M.
"
rain storm develops with actual
Forbstein, Scoffer
conducting.
rain provided from perforated
News— Screen Magazine.
pipes over production stage.
Comedy — Movie Mad.
Ralph Soule, tenor. singing
OrganE. Solos
— L. Flint and Mrs. H.
"Feather Your Nest" before
Bassford.
same drop with storm subsided
Exit
March—"
Wing
Wang
Blues."
Feature
— TheClavton.
Price of Possession
and clouds lifting showing rus— Ethel
tic valley with a cage of live
birds
singingsame
in asetcut-out
tree.
Next Week— The Easy Road.
Finale shows
at daylight
New Twelfth Street Theatre —
with
birds
twittering
and
Strand
Overture — Popular selections by
Webb's orchestra.
Male Quartette, singing, " The
of a Perfect
Exit March — " Make Believe."
MarkEndStrand
Topical Day."
Review.
Feature— Jesse James Under the Prologue — Chaplin Comique — EcBlack Flag — A Mesco Corporacentric Dance by girl dancer attion picture made by a Kansas
tired a-la Chaplin.
City producer.
NextMounted.
Week— O'Malley of the
One of the Palace theatre, Wichita,
Kansas, displays, advertising " The

Liberty —Theatre
Overture
Special— selections by
Liberty Symphony orchestra,
Frederick J. Curty, director.
News-Comedy
— Pathe.
mony.
Feature — The Furnace of MatriNext Week — Now or Never.
Doric Theatre —
Overture — " Russian Passion
Dance," by Doric orchestra,
Sandor Kish, director.
Comedy
— A Bunch of Kisses — Universal.
News — International.
Feature — Panthea — Norma Talmadge.
Next Week— Blind Wives.
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture
Orth. — In a Clock Store " —
Stage Setting — A Springtime picture, used as a background for

Tne lov«s and the \um of ttw f*r Eos*
^SAITOnftY
EVHtDiG POST
KOI GUILTY
GREAT OBCMf-STRAr
Hand
draicn ad
for inches,
" yot the
Ouilty,"
three columns
by ten
urort
Of the Madison theatre, Detroit
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NOW PLAYING
"The situation of AVtu York this season" That is what
the Metropolis
thinks about
comedy.picture.
"The
Xut."
It is his tastest,
funniestDoug's
and mostlira-unusual
Carli D. Elinor's bright and happy musical score and a
snappy,a company
novelty stage
entitled and
"Squirrel
with
of tennumber
clever singers
dancers,Food."
arill
make you tingle with joy —
Douglas

THE

HUT

This is the way the
theatre,
advertised " The Nut."
The California
ad was eight
inchesLosby Angeles,
five columns
New York bowery alley scene
with Mark Strand Quartette attired as tenderloin habitues,
singing " Salley in Our Alley."
Charlie Chaplin in " The Kid."
Vocal — •" O'er the Billowy Sea " —
(Smith). Walter Smith, basso.
Lionel Barrymore in " Jim the Penman."
Organ Solo — " Minuet in G"— Beethoven— Edward
Napier and
John Hammond, organists.
Next week — Thomas Ince's " Lying
Lips."
DETROIT
^dams —
Overture
— " Dance
of the
Current Events
— Free
PressSerpent."
Weekly.
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin in popular songs,
feature— Hold Your Horses — Tom
Moore.
Comedy — The Toonerville Follies.
STextriage.
Week — Man, Woman, MarBroadway Strand —
Current
Events — International
News.
Violin Solos— Michael De Stefano
playing "Spanish Serenade "
and " Watermelon Whisper."
1'omedy — The Reckless Sex.
Overture — " Cavalry Charge."
"eature—
The Testing Block— Wm.
S. Hart.
Organ
number
— " Zephyr
by J.
Remington
Welch," played
^ext Week— The Faith Healer.
Madison —
Overture — Selections from " Rigoletto."
'urrent Events — Pathe News.
Soloist — Lillian Crossman, singing
" The Song of Songs."
eature — Kazan — Jane Novak,
omedy
Hick.— Larry Semon in The

Feature — The Cheater Reformed —
William Russell.
Next Week — Black Beauty.
sr. Louis
Del Monte Theatre —
Overture — " Oberon."
News of the Day — Fox and Pathe.
Topics of the Hours — Literary DiVocalgest.
— "Deary Old Dixie Moon"
— Messrs. Smith and Strong.
Feature — Hobart Bosworth in His
Own Law.
Comedy.
Missouri Theatre —
Overture — " Lohengrin."
Topical Paragraphs — Digest.
News Events — Pathe and Fox.
Presentation — In the Clock Store.
Feature — The Witching Hour.
Comedy — Mack Sennett.
Grand Central and West End
Overture
— — Gene Rodemich's Orchestra.
Lyric
Current
nick. Events — Pathe and SelzScenic.
Topical Tips — Assembled from
leading weeklies.
Vocal — " The Sweetest Story Ever
Told " — Newitt and Ferguson.
Feature — Black Beauty.
Comedy
shine.— Ham Hamilton — MoonWilliam Fox Liberty —
Overture — Hochman's Orchestra.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
News Events — Fox.
Feature — Pearl White in Know
Your Men.

Scenic — Pathe Review.
tie.
Rivoli Grand Opera — Paul C. Vocal Recital — Elsie Lyons Cook,
Bailey and John Eltermann Next
Soprano.
Week — Hush — Equity.
Next—players.
Week
— Nineteen
and Phyllis
Charles
Ray.
Feature — —What's Worth While —
Arcadia
Paramount.
Scenic — Burton Holmes TraveOverture—"
Religious
logue.
Current
Events
— Pathe Fantasie."
News and
Review.
Current Events — Pathe News.
New — — The
— Torchy's Big Lead.
Special
Palms — H. A. Comedv
Next Week— The Faith HealerBoehme, organist.
Paramount.
Feature — The
Greater
Claim —
Alice Lake.
Victoria
Overture— ——Twin
" Martha."
Feature
Beds — First NaParkway
Overture — —Easter Carols.
tional.
Current Events — Parkway Special Comedy — The Hick — Vitagraph.
News.
Current Events — Select News.
Special — The Rosary.
Scenic — Will o' The Wisp.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit — Cecil Next Week — The Kentuckians —
Paramount.
De Mille's.
Overture
Hits. —— Popular and Classic Feature — Kismet — Robertson-Cole.
Wizard
Current Events — Pathe News.
Current Events — Topics of the Day. Palace —
Topics of the Day — Literary DiSpecial— Paramount Cartoons.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit — Cecil
— Paramount.
Feature
— The Ghost in the Garret
De Mille's.
Overture — Classic and Popular Comedy
gest.—— Mixed Bedrooms.
Regent
nd — StraHits.
Cartoon
— From Factory to ConCurrent Events — Kinograms.
sumer.
in the
Feature — The Song of the Soul — Next Week — Someone
Vivian Martin.
House — Metro.
Comedy — Pathe.
Feature — Paying the Piper.
Current Events — Select News.
PHILADELPHIA
Capitol——Torchy's Night Hood.
Comedy
Scenic — Putting Nature Next.
Next Week — The Price of PossesStanley Theatre —
sion— Paramount.
Overture — " Orpheus " — Offenbach. Played by Stanley symphony orchestra, led by Sidney
PITTSBURGH
Lowenstein.
Stanley News — Pathe News.
Special — Paramount Magazine.
Vocal Recital — Miss Marye Berne, Blackstone —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Soprano :
Novelty — Bruce Scenic.
(a)
Mad scene " —from
" Lucia Di Feature — The Devil.
Lammermoor
Donizett.
Comedy — Stone Quarry Romance.
(b) —" AWilderness
Dream "— Friends.
Bartlett.
Scenic
Next Week — Witching Hour.
Prologue — " Love's Awakening."
Theme — " Love Will Come to Me."
Allan Moore, soloist.
Feature
— Man,
Woman, Marriage
— First
National.
NextParamount.
Week — The Love Special —
Stanton Theatre — Overture — "Largo" — Handel.
Played by Stanton orchestra,
led by Albert F. Wayne.
Feature
— Brewster's Millions — Paramount.
Stanton News — Pathe News, Fox
News.
Topics of the Day — Literary DiComedy — Moonshine.

Current
— International
News.Events
Columbia
—
Feature — Outside the Law.
Comedy — Pardon Me.
Current
Events — Grand News
Weekly.
Grand — Topics of the Day.
Novelty
Feature — The Nut.
Comedy — Wedding Blues.
Next Week— The Faith Healer.
Weekly.
Current
Events — L oew's News
Novelty — —Two-Reel Bison.
Lyceum— The Outside Woman.
Feature
Next Week — The Greater Claim.

gest.

BALTIMORE

NextMask.
Week — Jack Holt in The
Washington —
~ •urrent
verture —Events
" The— Fox
Mikado."
News.

Rivoli—
Overture — Special composition by
Edmund Hammerbacher, member of Rivoli Symphony Orchestra.
Current Events — Rivoli News of
the World.
Special
— Marye
Stuart EdwardsSoloist
:

(Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in From
Factory to Consumer,
educational — The Explorers.
Tomedy — Monte Banks in His
Dizzy Day. ■
i/bcal — Madeline Bailey, Indian
singer.

(a)— Vanderpool.
" 'Neath the Autumn Moon "
(b)
"I Hear (by
Yourequest).
Calling Me"
— Marshall
Feature — The Devil — Mr. George
Arliss.
Comedy — Man vs. Woman — Chris-

Eight inch bypublicity
six column
displayof on
Eve"Toledo,
by Harold
director
the "All
RivoliSoul's
theatre,
0. F. Wendt,

Motion
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Liberty —
Overture — Selections from "Merry
"
Current
Events
— International
Widow,
News.
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — The Nut.
Comedy — The Haunted House.
Next Week — Lying Lips.
Regent —Events — Pathe News.
Current
Feature — Heliotrope.
Comedy — Wedding Blues.
Next Week — The Jucklins.
Savoy —
Current Events — International
News.
Feature — Dynamite Allen.
Comedy — The Cure.
Next Week — Lying Lips.
Cameraphone —
Current Events — Selznick News.
Feature— The Sin That Was His.
Comedv — Stone Quarry Romance.
Next Week— The Devil.
Minerva —
Feature — Everybody's Sweetheart.
Comedy — Haunted House.
( Olympic —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Novelty — Pictographs.
Feature — O'Malley of the Mounted.
Comedv — Make It Snappy.
Next Week— The Gilded Lily.
CLEVELAND

Theme — "Light and Love" from
" The Velvet Lady " and "Ach !
Du Lieber
Current
EventsAugustine!"
— Pathe News —
Literary Digest.
Comedy—"
Better Half "—
Christy His
comedy.
Feature — "The Passionate Pil-

NOW!
All Week
Br
The
Faith
Heafer

Next week — " The Faith Healer."
Euclid
Overture— — Selections from "Somegrim."
Theme
Apple — Blossoms."
Current— "Events
Pathe News No.
23.
time." Pathe Review — Movie
Stars and their visit to Cleveland for opening of Loews
State theatre.
Comedy—"
Christy Red
Comedy.Hot Love "—
Feature
— " —The
Next week
NotMask."
set at this time.

Milton Sills

* w
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SHOWS START 11 11-1— 2:«0— 120— 6— 7:40— 93S

tu-re — " Zampa " — Xylophone
Ov
Paerrk
solo by Sam Haber.
Theme — " Maytime."
Current Events — Pathe News — Strand theatre, Des Moines, display for
Pathe Review — Topics of the
by fire
Day. Movie stars in Cleve- Knickerbocker —
for opening of Loew's Overture — "Poet and Peasant."
State land
Theatre.
Theme — " Waiting for the Sun to
Comedy — Monte Banks in " A DizCome
Out
from
" The
Sweetheart
Events —Shop."
Fox News.
Feature — "Broadway and Home" Current
with zyEugene
O'Brien.
Day."
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in " The
Next week — Ethel Clayton in "The
Price of Possession."
Lion
Comedy
"The
with— Hunt."
HaroldHaunted
Lloyd. Spooks"
Metropolitan —
— " Its A Great Life."
Overture — Selections from "Eva." Feature
Next week — Marguerite Clark in
Theme — " Linger Longer Letty."
Current Events — Selznick News.
" Scrambled Wives."
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
CHICAGO
Comedy
— " Fellow
Pollard
comedy.Romans " — Snub
Feature
— " His
Own Law " with
Hobart
Bosworth.

State —
Overture — " Dance of the Hours " —
H. L. Spitalny, director.
Themes — " Mattinaea " by Leoncavallo— "Erotic," by Grieg —
" Black Pawl " composed specially for this production by H.
L. Spitalny.
Next week — "The Man Who Had
Special Musical Attraction — Organ
Everything" with Jack Picksolo by Messrs. Voges and Perford
andLloyd.
Now or Never " with
Harold
cy.
Current Events — Pathe News —
—
Topics of the Day — Movie Stars Overture
visit to Cleveland at time of Strand — Selections from "Jack
O'Lantern."
opening of State Theatre.
Theme — Events
" Mary."— Ford Weekly.
Vocal Solo — " Asleep in the Deep " Current
by Thos. Wade.
Comedy
— " Fellow
Pollard
comedy.Romans " — Snub
Comedy — ■" Naughty Mary Brown."
Feature — " Godless Men " billed as Feature — " His Own Law " with
Hobart Bosworth.
"Black Pawl."
Next week — Douglas Fairbanks in Next week — " The Man Who Had
"The Nut."
Everything " with Jack PickStillman —
ford Harold
and "Now
with
Lloyd. or Never"
( Overture — " Carmen."

Overture
— " Sakuntala,"
by Goldmark.Theatre'
Tivoli
—
Scenic — Melody of Flowers.
Specialty — Sudworth Frazier, tenor,
singing " I Hear You Calling
l
.
c
i
p
To a Events
OrganCrawford.
Solo — " Rose," by Jesse
Literary Digest.
Specialty — Brahma's Ladies' Quartette singing " Southern MeloFeature — Thomas Meighan in The
Easy Road.
Comedy
Double Trie."
umph.— MTorchy's
Coming Feature — Beau Revel.
Woodlawn
dies." Theatre —
Woodlawn Grand Organ — " To a
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
Wild Rose."
W oodlawn
Comedy
Plavlet —
Wedding Bells Out of Tune.
Overture
" Valse Is
Caprice."
Feature — —Straight
The Way.
Cup.
Intermission
— -" —Deenah."
Coming
Feature
The Inside of the
Pantheon Theatre —
Pantheon Topics of the Day.
International News.
Overture
—— "Harp
Patrie."
Specialty
Solo, Edward Vito
— " Sheizette."
Comedy
Running Wild.
Chinese — Prologue.
Feature
Cup.— Outside the Law.
Coming Feature — Inside of the

Jeers INuAOEM.NT
MNG heTHIS
VQttlTWiWt NO ADVANfCje .h AD.HIfjS'ON,;
The best for
display
yet received
" Passion,"
uork of Samuel
Sivitz,
director
the Rowland
and onClark
theatres,thePittsburgh.
In size
five publicitti
columns
by eight inches

Barbee's Weekly.
Loop —
Universal
Pathe Topics of the Day.
Overture — " The Sweet

Heart

•' The Faith Healer." In size nine inch'
columns
Scenic.
Prologue
" Studio
Feature — —The
Small Land."
Town Idol.Second Week.
Coming
Feature — The Hidde
Light.
Weekly.
Pathe Topics
of the— Day.
Ziegfeld
Theatre
Feature — Douglas Fairbanks in Tt
Nut.
Comedy— Make It Snappy.
Coming Feature — East Lynne.
Randolph
Theatre
—
Comedy
— High
and Dry.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit.
Organ Selections.
CINCINNATI
Current Events — Pathe 23.
Strand
Comedy —— Nobody's Wife — Christi
Feature — My Lady's Latchkey.
Next Week — The Frontier of
Stars.
Current Events — Pathe 22.
Walnut
Literary —Digest 98.
th
Comedy
Beat It — Chester.
Feature —— Heliotrope.
Next Week — Midsummer Madnes
Current Events — Fox No. 89.
Special Pictures Comedy.
Feature — The Love Light.
Next
Week — The Furnace.
GiftsCurrent Events — Kinograms.
Literary Digest 98.
Feature
— The Road of Ambition.
PalaceNext Week — Chickens.
BOSTON
Park Theatre —
Features — The Parish Priest — Th>
Fire
Remer.Cat — Luxury — Ruby D>
NextMonte
Week Blue.
— The Kentuckians —
Beacon Theatre —
Comedy — The Hick — Larry Semon
Features — Colorado — The Outsidi
Keaton. ; Hard Luck — Buste:
Woman
Next Week— Idol of the NorthDorothy Dalton; Puppets o:
Fate — Viola Dana.

Exhibitors'

Service

Bureau —

Advisory
Exhibitors'
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conceived by A. V. Hike, manager of the Ansonia theatre, Butte, Mont.

This highly original and effective lobby display for " Outside the Late
Ralph Runner, Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Thomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatre*, Lowell.
Chas, H. Williams, Strand theatre, Providence, R. L
Harold
Franklin,Schade
Shea'stheatre,
Hippodrome,
George J.B. Schade,
Sandusky.Buffalo.
H. O. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Finklestein & Rubin,
Minneapolis.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland.
Paul GusdanoTlc, Strand, Cleveland, O.
O. Edgar N omand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich.
S. Barret McCormick, Managing Dir. Ambassador
theatre and Kinema theatre, Los Angeles.

Pages

Board

Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
B. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. T. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa, G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

Chas. Branhain, Famous-Lasky, Ltd., Toronto,
Can.
Lowell W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre,
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Butte.
Eugene
Cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Grauman, Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.
Louis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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Motion

Boys

Jazz

Picture

Band

N e

Helps

Ijt-

"Dinty
" mkal
Samuel Over
Lesselbaum,
owner and
ger of the Stadium theatre, Brooklyn, mm
the aid of Max Ruddick, last week st eJ
one of the most effective prologues ei • i

Max Ruddick,
presented
for " Dinty."
who enjoys great p<luJ
larity for the acts he has staged and
" kid " song reviews he has owned, bi
among his interests a newsboy jazz b. c]
Mr. Lesselbaum knew about this aggr<&-^
tion
and days.
asked Mr. Ruddick to borro- A
for four
Consequently, the announcement of 33
" Dinty Jazz Band " as a prologue eh
peared on special one sheets which A
Lesselbaum had printed and posted
the occasion.

at the Stadium theatre, Brooklyn,
Max Ruddnick's iazc band used tn a prologue number
during the showing of " Dintx as told in the accompanying story
Elaborate Prologue at the
New
Stanley Theatre
In conjunction with the first showing
of " Polly With a Past,'"'" Edgar Wolf, the
manager of the Stanley theatre, in Philadelphia, staged an elaborate fashion show,
as a prologue, which proved to be a great
success.
Every year Gimbel Brothers give a fashion show. This year they decided to give
it at the Stanley, and together with Mr.
Wolf, they managed to get an elaborate
prologue that fitted in admirably as a
forerunner to the story of the picture.
The first thing in the prologue was a
dance by Mile. Fegelle Tseri, representing
primitive woman. This was followed by
"latest
The creations
Woman ofof Today,"
a display
of the
all the famous
modistes
of the . world. The first number was a
riding habit, a " Passion Dress," by Henry
and Tallet, of Paris, a racetrack dress of
white charmeuse by Molyneau, and worn
by Miss Dorothy Kistler. Another riding
habit, adorned Miss Eleanor Rogers. Next
came a chiffon dinner dress, a flower girl
gown, and a brides' gown, each again
bearing the Paris imprint as explained in
the program.
These were followed by examples of the
Directoire style, dance frocks, bridal
array, sportcoat
dresses,
bridesmaids'
dresses,
Directoire
dresses,
Foulard creations,
Canton crepe models, Spanish designs, and
so forth, the entire display finally ending
up with a wonderfully staged bridal group,
the bride being in the exact center of the
stage with the whole party spread out on
either side.
Not only were the clothes pleasing, but
the musical accompaniment was delightful
and the eighteen minutes consumed by the
show were deemed all too short by the entire audience, at the opening show, masculine and feminine alike.

Huge

Jack-knife Advertises Picture

A big jack-knife over ten feet long, with
blades that opened and closed in most alluring fashion over the heads of pleasure
seekers, bathers, sailor gobs and just plain
folks — such was the attractive display
made
Otis Hoyt,
Hoyt's
theatre,by Long
Beach, proprietor
California,of the
day
he started to exploit " The Jack Knife
The huge jack-knife was made 01 paper
mache, with great wooden blades and operated electrically to open and close slowMan."
ly. It was a great eye catcher. In addition he got up an attractive lobby display
with four large boards seven feet high, depicting scenes from the Jack Knife Man.
Mr. Hoyt used the title for all it was
worth in his newspaper advertising, billed
the boards and streets cars, and staged a
children's matinee with souvenir toy balloons on which The
" Theweek
Jackbefore
KnifetheMannew"
was inscribed.
bill he distributed large folders to the
audience everv nieh't.

The prologue in itself was such a knck-l
out that it became the talk of the vicinf i
but the striking part of its exploitatlri
possibilities developed when Mr. Les H
baum discovered that a group of almtn
twenty children had formed their or
jazz band and were serenading abou U
block away from the theatre. Pots, p;e
and soapboxes were the instruments u:p
and the din created resounded for blo« p 1 at times. Mr. Lesselbaum shrewdly cV'
tributed candy and stuck a sign at 1c
head of this volunteer organization a 3
thereby reaped a good ballyhoo at a ve ,
very small price.

Maiss, San Diego Musiciai
Writes Special Score
For the week when "A Connectic:
Yankee
Arthur's
w!
shown at at
the King
Superba
theatre,Court"
San Dieg
Cal., a special overture was arranged ai
rendered by the house organist, Pa
Maiss, which he called " The Americ;
Abroad." The various airs which enten
into the arrangement carried the travel
from the United States to France, Swi |
zerland, Scotland, England and Irelan
concluding with " Home, Sweet Home
as he again reaches his native shores. M
Maiss received many words of commend;
tion for his effort.

WEEK of
1

^—^

FAME

."PRISONERS OF IDVE"
NERSOFLOVE"

Decorative banner
the engagement
of "Prisoners
used entrance
by Ascher's Merrill
theatre. for
Milwaukee.
The banner
zvas placed ofoverLove."
the lobby

April
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1 ^Rivoli Theatre Presenting
Easter Novelty
One of the most charming bits of stage
presentation ever shown on Broadway is
on the bill at the Rivoli theatre this week,
in an Easter week fantasy under the title
of " Easter Fantasy."
The number is designed not only as a
significant part of the regular program,
. , but as a special attraction at the children's
^matinees, which Managing Director Hugo
^Reisenfeld, in conjunction with charity
""and orphan societies of New York, is giving all this week and which is providing a
morning's treat, free, to a thousand kiddies daily.
The Easter Fantasy, which intrigued
30th the little people in the forenoons and
the adults and children later in the day,
*had seven characters — a boy and girl, a
mJpair of rabbits, a pair of chicks and a grotesque black cat with a black silk hat.
;5Paul Oscard, ballet master at the Reisennfeld theatres, trained the dancers and ap: "peared in the role of the cat. Vera Myers
Splayed the girl, Louise Boslet appeared as
Whe boy, and Grace Eastman, Florence
• Roggie, Helen Coyne and Ermina Mathews appeared as the Easter animals.
\ An atmospheric and quite mysterious
setting had been created for the little
astage number.
The boy and the girl entered and peered
about
among the
branches of the trees until, wearied of
tramping, they lay down to sleep. Soft
, voices sang them sweet dreams from un'12iseen hiding places.
I
The scene became more distinct and two
huge rabbits were seen at the back, leaning against multi-colored eggs. They came
forward and danced about in duet and,
: lafter being offered tid-bits, danced with
Vithe boy and girl. The eggs burst open, and
two little chicks appeared, flapping their
:a yellow wings and nodding their funny
: heads. They danced a bit of a cock fight
eand then all six gambolled merrily, only
■vitto be interrupted and frightened by the
i wily cat. With a bound he was among
» them, scattering them behind the eggs and
trees. Pleased at his own courage, the
!, cat danced a humorous number, thus encouraging the children and animals to
come from their hiding places. Again
threatening them, he was bound tightly
with bright ribbons and tied to a little
cart in which he was compelled to draw
the girl about the scene — the boy, rabbits
and chicks holding the reins.
The production, which was one of the
New School of Opera and Ensemble, was
I a distinct departure from anything pre% viously attempted on the Rivoli stage and
reflected the Easter spirit as truly as had
the Christmas Fantasy, which was a part
of the program during the holidays and
which carried the spirit of the Winter fesI tival. The spirit of Spring, light-colored
I and mysterious, was sensed in the scenery
1 as well as in the music in the Easter number, a delicate bit in conception and execution and a credit to the creative genius
of Hugo Riesenfeld.

Canadian

Theatre

Boosts

"Outside the Law"
When the management of the Maple
Leaf theatre in Vancouver, B. C, booked
" Outside the Law," a tie-up was made
with the Vancouver Daily World, and a
search instituted for a Vancouver woman
with a thumb-print resembling that of
Priscilla Dean.
The paper devoted big spreads to the
stunt, on successive days for a week,
showing various poses of Miss Dean, reproducing her thumb-print, and describing
how to make clear thumb-prints to submit
to the Moving Picture Editor of the
World.
Many hundreds of thumb-prints were
received by the paper, and great interest
was aroused in the search and m the
forthcoming picture.

Real

Rain

for Vocal Number at Brooklyn

While the Strand orchestra was playing a selection from " Babes in Toyland,"
the front drapes were drawn disclosing a
pastoral drop and Dorothy Bell began
It meant
extraPatter."
work and a little care to
singing
" Pitter
furnish real rain for a novelty at the
Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre, but the
extra note of realism it provided was well
worth the trouble Managing Director Edward L. Hyman decreed.
Proper focussing of lights upon the
stage deluge made a rainbow and this, too,
put the novelty over big. Naturally this
ballad called for rain, and from a perforated pipe back of the production stage
came a splendid April shower, a drain
carrying off the water.

Showing three views of the Easter week novelty which the Rivoli theatre, New York, is
presenting in connection with the bill headed by "The Love Special"

Here is R. S. Ballanty tie's lobby display for " The Last of the Mohicans,"

when this picture played the Moon theatre, Omaha
Bebe's

Clergymen

Assist

Raleigh

" The Inside of the Cup " Exploitation at
Portland, Ore., Based on Church Cooperation
A. C. Raleigh, manager of the Columbia' theatre, Portland, Ore., obtained one
column "top head" story and six other
news articles varying in length from three
to twelve inches, in an exploitation stunt
he pulled for " The Inside of the Cup "
box office receipts. The stunt cost him
abosolutely nothing. It brought him three
days business more than his original booking. This was his scheme :
The day before " The Inside of the
Cup" opened in Portland, the Columbia
management phoned the fifteen most
prominent ministers of the city and invited them with their wives to be present
at the matinee the next afternoon. Each
of the ministers so invited volunteered
the information he had read the book and
each promised to come if business appointments could be so arranged. Ten
clergymen actually came. They were met
at the door by a special representative of
the theatre and personally taken to a section of loges reserved for them. As they
came out of the theatre at the close of
the performance this representative asked
them how they liked the picture and drew
them together to casually discuss the play.
Everything they said was noted and finally the suggestion was made that they
preach on " The Inside of the Cup " the
following Sunday night. Three of them
agreed to do it so that the book and picture were later discussed in sermons before at least 2,000 persons.
Newspaper publicity was obtained
through interviews of ten pastors who
violently disagreed on the message of the
film.
Every newspaper welcomes a church

fight — nothing makes quite as interesting
reading and nothing is more generally
welcomed as public has decided opinions
on religion and the church. Therefore
these interviews of conflicting opinions
expressed by ten of the most prominent
and widely known pastors of the city was
just " duck soup " to the press. The first
newspaper to acquire the story gave it an
entire column and remaining papers of the
city " picked up " the story the next day.
On the Monday following the Sunday
evening when sermons on the book and
picture were preached, the morning paper
devoted its church page to covering the
three addresses on " The Inside of the
Any picture which centers on the sincerity of the church may be exploited
in such a manner at no financial expense.
Cup."

Misfortune Browns
Gain
Bebe Daniels was driving her car son: p
where outside of Los Angele> receni
when she ran afoul of the arm of the h
and was instructed to appear before
rural judge who has the reputation
handing out jail sentences to motoric 1
Ik
convicted of violating the speed regulu:
tions to the extent of having been stolfif
watched at fifty miles an hour or bettt a
Bebe was accused of hitting about fift k
six and her trial has been set down f k'
March 23rd. Of course the ca-e drefr
front page stories in the Los Angel a
newspapers, so Manager Brown of CluneKBroadway theatre decided to avail himsep'
of some of the publicity for Miss Daniel(r
picture, " She Couldn't Help It," bookt 7
for the Broadway for the current week, m
Mr. Brown got out a card about thnfc.:by six inches on which
was printed
" Bebe Daniels Arrested for Speeding biii
She Couldn't Help It" — all the words bift'
the *' but " being in big bold face typ
Under this announcement was printed i
small type : is the name of her latest phot< Dtr
play to be shown at Clune's Broadway
starting
Sunday,
The card
got noMarch
end of13th."
attention fror
IT
all Los Angeles.
AutomobileHangersWorl
Well for Elmes

Shozving how a cutout zvas used to advantage
during the engagement of "Outside the Law"
at Rarbce's Loop theatre, Chicago

W hat's
time to
bj*
careful
and your
take hurry?
time to Take
see Wallv
Reiir
in ' What's Your Hurry? ' at Loew s." wa I
the inscription, in large type on fiery-re<
hangers which were found attached to al r
automobiles and horse-drawn vehicles 01 r
the streets of Ottawa, Ontario, on Marcl
5, to herald the presentation of the Rei(
feature at the local Loew house during
the week of March 7. The stunt was ar^
ranged and carried out by Manager Elmes
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This lobby display for "Colorado" is by the Superba theatre, Los Angeles
Special Showing Starts
Rumpus
at Kansas City
Frank L. Newman, owner of the Newian theatre in Kansas City, unintentional: created a religo-ceneographic war a few
ays ago which resulted in widespread,
eneficial advertising for " The Inside of
ne Cup," as well as the theatre itself.
Desiring to obtain the sanction of
Cansas City ministers, Mr. Newman isued special invitations to them to attend
preview.
Following the preview, the
jjjicture was denounced by one of the leadig pastors as " creating hostility toward
pe church, among people who are not
['churchgoers."
Liberal space
ehe matter in newspapers,
and thewaswar given
was
kn, with the public columns of the newsapers as the battle ground, and scores of
ivic organizations and individuals as the
articipants.
The argument spread to the Missouri
apitol, where a censorship bill is being
ejebated on the floor of the senate.
diVomens' clubs consolidated in the support
uf a censorship bill for Kansas City,
through it all, Mr. Newman, doubtful as
0 the logic of his move, anxiously awaited
1be outcome of the upheaval created by
)im.
Meson Gets Big Results
with Window
Display
Another small town exhibitor who realms the advertising value of the co-operave window display is Manager Oleson of
le Pastime theatre, Delevan, Wis.
On this page is shown a recent window
isplav secured for the exploitation of
Dinty."
A close inspection will disclose several
icense burners, an opium pipe, a Chinese
nife and a Chinese cleaver.
The unusual articles attracted the attenon of the whole city and the showing of
Dinty " profited thereby.
The display was arranged by Lynn
Vilear of the Pastime forces.

West

Is Live Wire Middle West Exhibitor

A lobby display on " The Greatest
Question," by Manager D. West of the
Grand theatre, Knoxville, Iowa, is shown
on this page.
The display is simple of construction
and to be especially recommended to small
town exhibitors, along with the statement
by Manager West that exploitation of this
sort pays even in a town as small as Knoxville, not a metropolis.
Mr. West purchased some cheap muslin
and lined the lobby. Then he painted numerous red question marks on the cloth
and also such questions as " Do you believe in ghosts ? " Green lights were used
in the lobby to add to the " ghostly " atmosphere.
For a ballyhoo Mr. West built a huge
" ghost " about ten feet high. The head
was stuffed and attached to a long pole.
A boy was hired to get underneath the
" ghost " and parade the streets. The
stunt went over big.

Ferguson Devises Mechanical Exploitation
Novelty
As exploitation for '* The Girl With the
Jazz Heart," six dancing, painted cut-out
hearts on top of the marquise, mounted on
a rod which was kept in motion by an
electric motor so that the hearts danced
about continually, attracted the attention
of every one who came within sight of the
Bijou theatre, Richmond, Va. The stunt
was the idea of W. R. Ferguson, of Goldwyn's headquarters staff, and was carried
out under the direction of Harry Bernstein, Richmond manager for the Wells
theatres. Crowds collected on the sidewalk across from the theatre to watch the
jazzing hearts and a large percentage of
those who stopped to watch, walked across
the
street to the box office and purchased
tickets.
The lobby was tastefully decorated and
the theatre did the usual amount of billing
and newspaper advertising

"Dinty" zvindoxv display used by theaccompanying
Pastime theatre,
story Delevan, Wis., and described in the
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Showing the left and right portions of the stage of the Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines, during the engagement of "Kismet" and
illustrating the story appearing below relative to the prologue number presented by Managing Director Arthur G. Stolte.

The entire "Kismet
house lighting system ha
for
Des Moines
Theatre Presentation Prologue
of Skinner
Originates
Stolte
been provided with specially dipped globe
Picture Elaborate
in oriental reds ; ushers, doormen and cai
minaret and the morning call to prayer.
Effective adaptation of the prologue
riage men were outfitted in the brilliar
The screen curtains are closed again and
colored costumes of harem girls and ai
possibilities of " Kismet " was employed
tendants and the lobby had been give
at the showing at the Des Moines theatre,
blue and amber foots are brought up slowDes Moines, Iowa, where simple settings,
ly to illuminate a mosque set with foliage very attractive trim with heavily cor
structed Arabic arches.
one vocal number, pantomime and light doorway.
drop and wings and an arched temple
The presentation was planned as to de wit
tricks enabled the picture to " get away "
Simultaneously
with
the
bringing
up
of
to a start that gave it an exceptional suctails by A. G. Stolte, supervising direc
cess.
the foots a baby spot, playing from the tor of the Des Moines theatre; H. E
The accompanying stage plan and
lamp room, is brought up slowly to show
Groves, house manager, and N. E
Gri
" key " will give any exhibitor all that he Hajj in rags, stretched on the stone at the
Mitchell, musical director.
needs to diagram a similar presentation.
doorway in the pose in which Skinner
Photographs illustrate what simple de- first appears in the picture. As the spot
signs, when combined with oriental col- achieves full brilliancy, Hajj wiggles his
ors and outlines can accomplish in the toes, stretches and yawns and rises to a Newspaper
Gives Thea
creation of atmosphere and effect.
sitting position as characters to represent
tre Cooperation on
The left stage was prepared with a back
Moslem worshippers cross the stage to
"Gumps"
flat, a wall decorated with the large cir- enter the mosque. He pantomimes the
An example of the newspaper co-opera
in the " Kismet " begging for alms and clutches eagerly at
panels featured
harem cular
scene;
the one nearest the screen
the coins flung to him by the passersby.
tion that can be obtained on the " Gump 1
cartoon series is shown by an inspectioij
(B) being a transparent scrim, painted
Only three or four of the latter are
needed. As the last one enters, Hajj
to match the others. Blue and white
of a receut issue of the Lancaster, Pa.
Examiner-New Era.
sinks back on his stone as the screen story
foots were installed along the line A-B
resumes.
and a red border flood (5) above a divan
The Hippodrome of Lancaster booke<
placed behind the scrim. An amber spot
the " Gumps " and the Examiner-New En
second prologue episode replaces
This
(2) was concealed in the deep red curtain
a section cut from the film and serves as
was induced to start a " Gump Club." Th<
draps that hung over the top of the flat. an excellent break in the picturization.
paper played up the booking at the Hip
Following the specially arranged overfrom the podrome, gave Manager Krupa some gooc
cut
is
action
of
piece
same
The
ture by Director Mitchell, the blue foots
boosts.
print to avoid duplication.
came up slowly and a singer in queen-ofthe-harem costume started the song "Kismet" and as she sang the red flood and a
white spot (4) gradually brought her out
into full brilliancy under which the scrim
disappeared. A character in the full Hajj
regalia moves to the spot 3 where he is
seen in the amber circle from the spotlight
at 2. Light cues are reversed for the fade
out of both singer and male character and
music changes at complete darkness, as
the picture opens with gong cues. _
Spectators awaited with keen interest
when the actual picture opened without
any apparent use of the stage at the right
which remained completely dark until the
scene in the screen version shows Hajj
nmmber which
and
Line drawing illustrating the text appearing above relative to the prologue
the beggar lying on his stone outside
theatre, Des Moines, staged for Kismet
Moines
Des
the
of
manager
Stolte,
G.
Arthur
the
s
mosque and the next scene show
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owler

Obtains

Wurlitzer

Assistance
Company
of the Elmwood
manager
Bruce Fowler,
[eatre, one of Buffalo's finest neighbor
ed theatres, last week put over one of
ie best musical stunts ever staged in the
ueen City of the Lakes when he armged a tie-up with the Rudolph Wur:zer company, through which two of the
ost famous piano soloists in the
mntry appeared on the Elmwood stage
ich evening during the week and gave a
; minute concert assisted by the Ampico
producing piano.
The Wurlitzer company in return for
ie use of the theatre, placed page ads in
1 the Buffalo newspapers, advertising the
rogram at the Elmwood. Stories of a
)ecial nature were also placed in all the
usic columns, thereby attracting the
ghest type of music loving residents of
juffalo, who attended the Elmwood to
par the excellent programs and became
iw patrons of the theatre.

Grindley

Gets

Results

with Cut-out Displays
Here is a little lesson for the exhibitor
ho thinks that in a short run house the
:pense of building lobby displays, etc.,
exploitation is greater than the returns
extra profits.
The above cut shows how Thomas C.
rindley, whose official title with the Star
eatre, Astoria, Ore., is operator, but
hose duties also include other matters of
lportance around a theatre, decorated
ir the showing of "Once to Every
^oman" at a total expense of $5.00 and
»ur hours' time. Mr. Grindley states that
believes he can hang up a medal for
ieed economy and efficiency in utilizing
e producers' paper in making cut-outs.
!r. Grindley uses all sizes of paper up to
|. sheets for the purpose and will send a
mple of his work to anyone writing him.

Prologue stage setting for "The Last of the Mohicans" at the Moon Theatre, Omaha,
showing Chief Os-Ko-Mon, an Indian chief zvho enacted a part in the number.
Exploitation Man
Gives
Small Exhibitor a Boost
Decidedly artistic, was the opinion
voiced in Carthage, N. Y., of the window
display tie up arranged by Harry Swift,
exploitation representative for the Albany
territory of Paramount Pictures, in connection with the showing of " The Restless Sex " at the Opera House. Owing to
the town's limited population of 4800, the
means of exploitation were also limited.
Swift resorted to a tie up with the leading
department store, a feature of which was
a portrait of Marion Davies partly draped
by flowing lace. In addition posters in the
window and stills from the picture established the tie up.

Ballantyne Puts Over Another Big Campaign
For the showing of " The Last of the
Mohicans " at the Moon theatre, Omaha,
Neb., Manager R. S. Ballantyne played
particularly to the schools in the city. It
was effective. He knew he would receive
hearty co-operation from the Board of
Education officials and teachers. A special
performance of " The Last of the Mohicans " was held on a Saturday morning
before the regular opening of the attraction. School children were admitted at
reduced prices.
For a prologue to this picture, Manager
Ballantyne arranged a beautiful snowground setting about the striking figure of
an Indian chief, Os-Ko-Mon, who porSenses." ran a
One trayedof"ThetheDance
Omahaof the
newspapers
contest for school children on essays about
" The Last of the Mohicans." Prizes were
offered for the best written compositions.
Pontiac
Local

Exhibitor

Is

Columnist

Hal Opperman, manager of the Crescent theatre, Pontiac, 111., has successfully inaugurated an inexpensive bit of
exploitation that should interest practically
all exhibitors in cities where newspaper
rates are within reach.

A window tie-up effected with a leading Carthage, N. Y '., dry goods firm during the showing
of "The Restless Sex" at the Carthage Opera House

Mr. Opperman's stunt is simply this.
He has arranged for about a quarter column in the Pontiac afternoon newspaper.
In this column he runs chatty news items
about the various features which are being
shown or which will shortly be seen at his
theatre. He calls this column " Movie
News " by O. B. Still.

This cut shows hoiv Peter Theopolis, manager of the Opera House, Lorain, O., decorated his lobby for the showing of "Outside the Lau
Wendt
Reserves Section
for Toledo Scribes
For many years there have been sections
reserved at the ball parks and at the prize
fight rings holding the most coveted seats,
these sections being known as press boxes.
These seats have been especially reserved
for the men on the newspapers, their work
necessitating a good view of all the
proceedings, and the management of the
sporting project appreciating the importance of the scribes. But now Harold
F. Wendt, publicity director of the Rivoli
theatre, Toledo, again steps forward with
an innovation for theatre men. This time
it is a theatre press box.
The choicest section of seats — the center
loge — in the Rivoli theatre has been set
aside for newspaper people only. A neat
brass plate marks the press box. At no
time are these seats sold, but all holders of
press tickets will always find available
seats in this loge.
On Sunday, when critics visit the theatre to " cover " the show, they can immediately be seated.

How

Orner Puts
a Serial

"Arabs"

Advertise "Kismet" at Boston
Boston is now listed among the cities
where " Kismet " exploitation has added
to the box office totals most materially.
During the showing of the production
at
Majestic
" Arabsthe"
in the
native
costumetheatre
were several
used around
streets. Their time in the morning was
taken up with the distribution of blotters
in the office buildings. Everywhere they
appeared, their costumes made people
look, stop and inquire.
Every once in a while, usually at the
busiest corners, the " Arabs " threw down
prayer-rugs on the street and knelt, effectively tying up traffic and bringing not
only the public, but the newspapers to inquire what it was all about. Then the
newspapers told their customers of the
" stunt."
The " Arabs " were also taken to an
athletic meet where they openly challenged the mat champions, and secured
attention for " Kismet " again. The Boston newsboys were also brought into the
exploitation campaign and for davs they
walked around with signs that read :
" Have vou seen ' Kismet'."

Newark

Theatre

Stag*

Prologue
A prologue for for
" The the
Kid." "Kid'
under i
title of " Hogan's Alley," featuring a lo
boy singer> was staged last week by M;
agers Sid Lawrence and H. A. Finter
the Xewark theatre, Newark, X. J.
The soloist, Maurice Ginsberg, w
a considerable local reputation, sa
" Sally in Our Alley," while a number
other characters as shown in the acco
panying photograph, aided with pan
mime and carefully rehearsed " gags."
The street lamp shown in the cut w
borrowed from the city officials, the str<
broom and shovel were " copped " frc
the street cleaning department and t
other properties obtained in a like mann

Over

Exploitation geniuses are not confined
to the ranks of the big town exhibitor, nor
is the value of exploitation confined to
large communities. J. C. Orner, manager
of the Isis theatre, in Fernie, B. C, recent
" stunted " the Universal serial, " King of
the Circus " in a way that would have
done credit to any theatre.
Orner did the thing up right. Not only
did he stage a street parade through Fernie. with music, clowns and other circus
parade requisites, but he also decorated
the front of his theatre to represent the
main entrance to a circus tent. To cap
the climax, he gave ice-cream cones and
peanuts to all the youngsters present.

i'iczc of the stage setting and characters appearing in the prologue which the Xezvark
theatre. Xewark. X. /., staged for " The Kid " engagement
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Kaliska

Invents

Lobby

Novel

Display

Flying Pat " played a two days'
gagement at the Vaudette theatre, Atta, recently, and was even more sucssful than it had been on its first run
rther up-town.
" poked fun " at
Kaliska
little boats in a most
and their
aviators, Jack
eManager
gaging way, and the lobby which he
eated at little expense and a minimum of
e and labor, caused a great deal of inrest.
Strung across the front of the theatre
a black cord that was scarcely noticene, were more than a dozen toy planes,
ch as can be found at any five-and-ten
tit store. Swinging from a black cord,
d fluttering madly in every breeze, they
tight the instant attention of every
sser-by.
But the star position in the lobby benged, right enough, to a wee toy aviation
imp, mounted, which was complete in
jU ery detail. Across the back of the little
^-f at form on which the " camp " rested,
as the hangar; in front, three 01 four
anes were drawn up, as if in readiness
fakr instant flight. Down front, a plane
Maood waiting for " Pat " and her "aviar " — two wee dolls dressed in imitation
I the character played by Dorothy Gish.
The whole thing was so perfect in deil, and so in keeping with the spirit of
e picture that it made a pronounced hit,
did, Manager Kaliska feels sure, aided
anpe box-office receipts no little.

^2 row ell Constructs Novel
Lobby Display
One of the most novel lobby displays
S.t recorded was recently constructed by
[anager Crowell, of the Galox theatre,
sheville, N. C, for the showing of " The
irl With the Jazz Heart."
Two phonographs were used with the
ell-known " dancing coon " attachment,
t the coon was changed to a girl wearg a low cut evening dress. The instruents were kept running all the time but
) music records were put in. A melanical " shimmy doll " was borrowed
om a local concern and placed on a
ble in the lobby. The shoulders of the
11 shook in the movements of an exeme form .of shimmy dancing.
Across the lobby were run five wires
presenting a staff of music. Notes were
aced in the spaces and on the lines. The
tes had legs of paper attached to them
d they were kept in movement by the
mtinuous vibration of the wires. Lit; fool'scap bells were hung on wires and
igled enough to attract attention.
In the lobby was a cut-out figure from
e six-sheet poster showing a dancing
rl in knee dress. Her legs were pasted
i beaver board and attached to the body
they would swing back and forth,
(very few minutes a door boy gave her
gs a swing and they would continue to
vine for several minutes.

Omaha

Showman

Puts

Over

Another Knockout Stunt
Comedy interspersed with appealing
quartet harmony made up a novel prologue
to " The U. P. Trail " at the Moon
theatre, Omaha.
R. S. Ballantyne, manager of the theatre, arranged the setting, that of an interior of an old railroad coach.
The idea was much exploited by the first
audiences at the Moon theatre.
For street publicity, Ballantyne rigged
up a motor truck with huge cut-outs of a
railroad engine, as shown in an accompanying photo.
The outfit was operated through the
downtown streets.
Ballantyne's exploitation stunts attracted huge crowds.

Presents

Prologue Successfully on Small Stage
It is an easy enough thing to put on
prologues in connection with photoplays
when you have a regulation sized stage,
but it is quite another task to do this when
your stage is only 6 feet deep.
The cut on this page shows the suggestion of depth given to the Butterfly stage,
Milwaukee, in a recent prologue used in

connection with " The Jucklins." As the
audience saw it from the front it was
hard to believe that the entire setting was
only 6 feet deep. More remarkable was
the performance of a black face quartet,
two dancers and a banjo player in this limited amount of space. It only goes to show
that prologues may, with a little thought,
be used in most everv theatre.

(Top) The Moon theatre, Omaha, ballyhoo on " The U. P. Trail" as told in the accompanying
story. (Bottom) Two views of the prologue numbered staged also described in the article'

Motion
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Feminine

Picture

Atlanta

N e i\t
Wil

Remember
"Lying Lip;
Feminine Atlanta will never for|
" Lying Lips " — and not because of t
picture, either, but because of the beau
and brains contest which was conduct
throughout the run of the picture, wi
Associated Producers, Willard C. Pattt
son, Manager of the Criterion, and L. J
Winchell, Editor of the Screen and Dr
ma Section of thet Atlanta Constitutic
as parties of the first part and about all
feminine Atlanta as the parties of t
second part.

Front exploitation on

The Kid" designed by Manager H. Somerville of the New 14th
Street Theatre, New York.

Through the tie-up, the Constitutic
conducted the contest, the lucky winn
to be given a chance by Thos. H. Inc
Mr. Patterson, who was running the pi
ture, at the Criterion theatre, that wee
was " the big boss of the whole party
For fourteen consecutive days, the co:
test occupied first-page space in the Atlai
ta Constitution, and for two Sundays
occupied the coveted front page of tl
Screen and Drama bection. On the se<
ond Sunday it was necessary for the pa§
of beauties to be continued to anotht
page, which was also filled with them
No other stunt, in the history c
Southern filmdom, has had such a recor
— fourteen days occupancy of front pag
space ! And business at the Criterio
picked up amazingly through it.

Mangan's
Artistic
Prologue
" The Inside of the Cup " Elaborately
Presented at Broadway Strand, Detroit
theatre of lies, reaches out His hand and exclaims :
dway-Strand
THEDetroitBroa
may well boast of another
" Let he that is among you who is without
artistic prologue
in the number
sin cast the first stone." The Pharisee
hastens away. Christ turns to go into the
staged for " The Inside of the Cup."
Temple, but comes back and says to the
In this number the figure of Christ appears and mingles with the characters on
woman still lying on the steps: "Arise
Hyman
Tries Out
Ad
the stage, and though the character of and sin no more " — at this he vanishes.
vance Prologue Idea
At the moment of the appearance of the
Christ is projected, it has been so wonderfully photographed that each and every
Christ, made a most dramatic situation,
Edward L. Hyman, managing directo
move and gesture fits most admirably
and while the figure is upon the scene,
of the Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre, ha
with the acting of the real characters in there is not a note of music until he vantried out the advance prologue idea.
the flesh. The scene itself is two massive
ishes and the Magdehne arises to sing the
When audiences appeared on Sunda;
white pillars on the left of stage, which
" Ave Maria, which is the closing numis reached by four white steps to conform
one day before the opening of " Tb
ber of the prologue. The voice of Christ
with the pillars in color. The remainder
Kid," they were treated to the " Chaplii
is made mysterious by the use of a megaof the setting consists of simple scrim and
Comique." The stage set was o ■
phone at a very distant point in the fly Prologue
futuristic design with a girl dancer attirec
it is upon this scrim that the figure of gallery.
a la Chaplin interpreting the comedian t<
Christ is projected.
The difficult manipulation of characters
his mannerisms in a most graceful dance
The scene opens with pale blue lights
in the flesh and a screen character was
This prologue was not a lengthy affair
bathing the stage. Suddenly a Pharisee is admirably done, as each move of the
just a few minutes, but long enough anc
seen dragging the Magdehne up to the
screen character was timed to meet the
impressionistic
enough to let all know thai
Temple Pillars, and calling to the Christ
advances of the real characters. It was a
the prologue had to do with Charlie
to judge a fallen woman and as he throws
daring number very well done. Of the
the woman to the steps the music suddenly
Chaplin.
ceases with a tremendous climax. At this
many stage novelties introduced by ManAs the prologue concluded a trailer on
the screen announced that Charlie Chaplin
moment the figure of Christ appears corngan at Gleichman's Broadway Strand,
this prologue is not only the most original,
ing through the massive pillars, and walkwould" on
openthea six-day
engagement in " The
Kid
next day.
but the most daring as well.
ing over to where the prostrate woman

A Connecticut

Yankee

ft SEuuyt*

flnA

M

SELVWyN THEATRE
MONDAV

Yankee in King Arthur's Court," for the New York engagement at the
Squad of motorcycle riders in costume who advertised "A Connecticut
Selwyn theatre
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iremer

Answers Bankruptcy Charges
In connection with the statement
ublished last week, on top of the
Action brought by Jacob Shenfield,
afcat the Victor Kremer Film Feaures, Inc., was about to be forced
nto involuntary bankruptcy, Mr.
!lf/ictor Kremer, President of the
ompany, answers through his atj|orney, Louis Weinberger, that
phenfield has no claim whatsoever,
he only transaction between the
fl/ictor Kremer corporation and
tiphenfield being that Shenfield was
lired by Mr. Kremer as office maniger under a contract for a year.
rij?henfield,
states Mr.
Kremer, made
investment
whatsoever
and
[pwned no stock of the corporation.
" Prior to the present proceedng," states Mr. Kremer, " Shenfield
lad instituted two other legal pro:eedings, both of which had been
dismissed and decided in favor of
he Kremer corporation."
" It is Film
intended
by theInc.,
Victorto
Kremer
Features,
Dromptly institute suit against
Shenfield," states Mr. Kremer.
The Kremer Company, it was
said, has never experienced a better period of prosperity than it has
during the past few weeks and despite the continued statements that
the motion picture industry is undergoing period
a
of depression this
condition does not apply to the
Kremer Company.

PURCHASES

Independent
AND

Allied

Aoffered
sceneon from
" Things Men
the independent
marketDo,"
by
M. B. Schlesinger

AND

EXPORT

to

Sell

NEWS

Franchises

Territories to Be
Allotted on
Product of Newlv Formed Concern
the formation of the Allied Distriban announceACCORDING
ment from theto Allied Distrib- feel that
uting in
Corporation
remarked:we "We
this company,
can
uting Corporation, a company
co-ordination of the interrecently formed for the distribution offerestsaof the
producer and state right
of pictures on the state right mar- buyers in such a way that both will
operate with a cerThey will
ket. number
tain
of pictures a year for secure greater gains than they
which franchises in the
various ter- have been able to secure in the past
ritories will be allotted.
under the old catch - as - catch - can
The company will also secure its proposition. The producer knows
where his product is going and the
productducerfrom
the independent
proand to this
end negotiations
buyers also know how many pictures he will be able to offer his
are already going forward with
clientele
some of the most prominent pro- brands. during the year of certain
ducers in both the East and West.
The product of this company and
" This will work to a co-ordination of the important factors in
other producing companies will be
released by the Allied Distributing the state right market and allow
exchange man to organize his
Corporation to their franchise hold- the
ers throughout the United States business much on the same basis
and Canada.
as in the program companies. He
Already the company has dis- can offer the exhibitor definite maposed of the franchise for their outterials during the year."
put for several of the big territories
is our intention to dispose of
and it is their intention to be ready the" Itpictures
on a franchise basis
to operate fully in a 100 per cent of which the independent exchangethe state right regions within a man, from our investigation, leads
short time.
Charles H. Rosenfeld, president us to believe is the most desirable
of this company, when telling of
methods."

C.

B. C.

Busy

with

Comedies

Series to Be More
Federated Releases
definite thread wherein all the action
Comedies is logical and has a real meaning.
Boysribu
room
WITHsoonHall
ted
by
to be dist
Each comedy, it is said, has a
Federated Film Exchanges, worde definite locale, and it is rumored
comes from the West Coast, wher that there is soon to be a side-splitthese comedies are being produced
ting schoolroom comedy.
aSid Smith, as Percy Hallroom,
eardprepfor
orat
elab
of
,
by HarryrationsCohn
that are going forw
the biggest burden of the funng of these comedies for bears
maki
the
making. Mr. Smith, through his
d.
Federate
work in former Hallroom Boys
Work has already been begun on Comedies has earned the nick-name
the first picture to be released " the nerviest man in pictures " and
through Federated. It is entitled it is said that the stunts that he will
" False Roomers," and in it are tackle in forthcoming Federated releases demand every atom of nerve
narrated the adventures of Percy
and Ferdie Hallroom in a rooming available. Harry McCoy continues
house.
to aid and abet him as Ferdie.
The newest current Hallroom
The stories of the four pictures
to follow " False Roomer " on the Boys Comedy, titled " In Bad
Federated Hallroom Boys Comedies Again " will, in all probability, close
series, are already lined up, it is the series of Hallroom Boys
Comedies that the C. B. C. Film
while no definite an- Sales
announced, andnouncement
Corporation is releasing.
is made regarding
them, since the subjects are to be
kept a surprise, it is said by Mr.
Cohn that each is unlike the other, Falkner Has Three PicNew Chicago Exchange and that their subjects are as untures for S tate Rights
certain to forecast as the weather.
to Open in April
Within the next month or so
however, that each fol- Fred W. Falkner announces that he
Wabash Film Exchange of Chi- It is lowssaid,
adefinite central idea, and that will release three pictures on the
cago announces that their opening
date has been decided on as April this idea is not jumbled up with a state right market. All of these
4th. They will be located at 804 So. lot of extraneous comedy and stunt three subjects will star Susan Gram.
matter, but made to follow a They are to be comedy dramas.
Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
Hallroom
Elaborate

Boy
as

Field
AND

VIEWS

ationndent
conhas Films
Indepe
THEAssoci
tracted for the release of a
el western
series of five-re
dramas to be produced by
Cliff Smith, well known director, who recently formed
his own organization, under
the name of the Cliff Smith
Productions. The company
will feature Pete Morrison,
Naida Carl and Al Kaufman.
pro-is
be it
subjec
Eight duced
duringtsthewi]\
year,
stated, and Smith will handle
the megaphone for all of
them.
Jans Pictures Secure
Randolf Productions
Herman F. Jans who is now en
route for the Western Coast reports
that he has just signed contracts
whereby he will control the product
of the newly-formed Frontier Feadolf. tures, Inc., headed by Anders RanThe first special picture which will
be released under the Jans Pictures,
Inc., banner with Anders Randolf
as the star is from a story laid in
the tropics and offers an exceptional
opportunity for Anders Randolf to
portray a virile character such as he
is so well fitted for both by physique
and temperament. The locale of the
story, which will be made in the
Bahamas assures all the wealth of
tropical beauty and picturesqueness
so abundant in that southern clime
where the material verdure and the
ocean itself lend themselves so
readily to artistic environment.
Harry
Garson's Work
Is Commended
Harry Garson, who directed the
last two Clara Kimball Young pro"Midchannel"byandEquity,
"Hush,"is
which areductions,
released
receiving many messages of congratulations daily, states Equity,
for the excellent work he has done
on these two pictures.
Not only have men well known in
the industry sent in laudatory messages, but expressions of approval
have also been received from many
movie fans and even exchange men.
Ritchey

Posters

Ready

for "Supreme Passion"
The multi-colored posters for
" The Supreme Passion " now off
the Ritchey Litho Company's press
are said to be as attractive and compelling as any ever published. Mr.
Ritchey and Mr. Oscar Lynch, both
of the Ritchey Company, declare
that the posters made up for Robert
W. Priest on this feature are
among the best that the Ritchey
Company has ever made.
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Motion
Ivan PRESENTS
Atoratnson
VIVIAN MARTIN
Supported
by ANProduction
ALL STAR CAST
In His Realistic

Are

Women's

Picture

Sew

Clubs

panding should attract both goo
ROYdirector
F. SOULE,
salesle
andrs
bad "?
interpreters of public dc
of the general
Kineto
ComMedd
sire in film. Many pictures ar
pany of America, one who con- produced
which cannot stand th
demns those
the minute
theywho
hear cry
film '"meddler"
censorship censorship of those who deman
merit and common cleanliness. I
and women's clubs mentioned in the is
further true that exhibitors ca
same breath. Mr. Soule, who has
be
to show such pictures an<
written a pamphlet entitled, " Med- thatfound
a certain part of the public wil
dlers," which will soon be issued,
does not believe that the interest
to —seethethem.
movement for cleanei
shown by the women of America pay" But
in
pictures
warrants
their
being
better,
pictures
has been under wa;
The 24 sheet on Ivan Acolors
bra in son's
neu'
feature,
which
is
reproduced
in
in the press book.
classed as fanatics and meddlers.
for a long time. Fewer bad pic
Mr. Soule points out that some tures are being produced and then
of the greatest characters of his- is a rapidly increasing number o
Abramson
Has
Press
Book
tory were women who were in their those exhibitors who insist on giv
day classed as unwelcome intrud- ing their patrons the best picture:
ers upon a new field. He shows men and money can produce. Thes«
Lithographs in Color a Feature
how Florence Nightingale was as- producers and theatres welcon*
sailed on all sides by men who per- heartily the co-operation of Ameri
of " Mother Eternal " Press Book
that they did not want a can women.
The press book will abound in woman sisted
tt\ >f OTHER ETERNAL," Ivan
interfering with the affairs
"Thank God for American womhuman
interest
stories
touching
on
of war, and how Susan B. Anthony,
iVl- Abramsoh's newest production, starring Vivian Martin, the various phases of " -Mother the pioneer of suffrage, and Frances
en's interest in the further development of an industry which speak;
will have a press book in which will Eternal," and will also contain sev- Willard, were both condemned and
a common language and wields such
eral distinct layouts of newspaper ridiculed in their day.
be incorporated an unusual feature
a constant influence on the men anc
in the form of reproductions in and general advertising and pub" It is true and perfectly natural," women and the boys and girls of
licity campaigns suitable for almost
miniature of all the lithographs r.nd
writes Mr. Soule, "that an indusany locality, states the producers.
exhibitors' aids in actual colors.
try so young and so rapidly exThis plan was explained at the
In a number of newspaper artithis country."
cles great stress is laid on the adoffices of the Graphic Film Corvisability of mothers sending their
poration as being the only one that
would obviate wasteful buying on children to see " Mother Eternal "
the part of exhibitors who hereto- for the great moral lesson the
Babyhood"
Kineto
Release
fore had been obliged to make their " rising generation " may learn
Charming Bit of Entertainment
selections of paper from lifeless while being entertained. And one
black-and-white facsimiles, with the of the exploitation suggestions calls
Promised in First April Picture
result that in most cases the par- for the enlistment of school teachers
who,
it
is
expected,
will
agitate
Every phase
baby-life
ticular sheets that would have bentouched.
Eating, of
sleeping,
crying,is
of the new Kineto
"IS the Review
subject
efitted them most were the ones of for special matinees for their "RD A]!Y11(jOD"
classes.
that is to be released through the laughing, working and playing, they
which they bought the least.
National Exchanges the first week fill the reel with laughs. Mothers
in April. Although only one reel will gasp at the sight of infants bein length, the picture made a great
ing put through
" that
Film
Edits
phaze "a stunts
seasoned
avWest
Roland
hit when shown at the Capitol thea- would almost
iator. Turned upside down, swung
tre in New York recently.
thither until the onlookWell Known
Author Completes
"Babyhood" is described as a hitherer'sand
head reels, the babe is seemperfect riot of babies. For fifteen
ingly unaffected and comes through
minutes the screen is filled with
" Rossmore Case " at Palm Beach
the performance with stolid calm.
tery
atmosphere
peculiar
to
the
babies
of
every
size,
color
and
type.
has
he
s
believe
WEST
ND
ROLA
Perhaps the most striking feain his latest screen production author's dramas.
As a study in baby-expression the
ture of the picture is the little felThe Palm Beach scenes include picture
is full of interest. For the
" The Rossmore Case" a picture as besides
low, not more than a few weeks
society element a group infants, with a lack of self-conpowerful in its appeal to film of well its
old,
who
performs on the trapeze.
known theatrical celebrities
sciousness that many a star might
patrons as his stage play "The Un- including Flo Ziegfeld, Arthur envy, register all the emotions Almost unbelievable unless witnessed, this scene raises a laugh at
known Purplees.
" proved to regular Hammerstein, Lee Shubert, Edgar known to their age. The baby patheatre audienc
every time it is shown.
rade
is
an
interesting
feature
of
the
Selwyn,
Ray
Comstock
and
others.
The author has just returned
This Kineto Review is the first
The Palm Beach home of Otto reel, with its close-ups of the blue
from Palm Beach where he took
ribbon
winners.
And
the
derby
—
Kahn
and
the
yacht
of
Jesse
Liverof
a series on " Childhood,"
the closing scenes of the play. Palm more are filmed bits included.
in which the maximum age limit "Girlhood-,"
and "Boyhood," in
Beach society availed itself of the
seems to have been six months — which the delights and woes of
opportunity to get itself filmed and
is full of amusement. And there each will be portrayed in the vivid
volunteered to pose for groups inis a proud moment when the and charming manner that has made
cidental to the story which in part
" Lollypop
Twins " have the screen the Kineto Reviews so popular.
is laid at the Florida winter resort.
to
themselves.
The director was further specially
fortunate in getting for a scene at
a fashionable gambling club involved in the drama about $100,000
Tri
Star
Has
New
Product
worth of costumes voluntarily contributed by the many firms who
To Release
Frank Powell Prorecently bulked their fabric exductions
on Independent Market
hibits at New York's Silk Show.
with Zena Keefe, in which
A cast of principals supportingTHE Tri Star Pictures Company, one
New York City, have taken Sheldon Lewis also appears.
Jewel Carmen, " The Rossmore
The advertising matter on these
over the Frank Powell Production,
Case's " star includes George
Fawcett, Florence Billings, William
which includes a number of features productions are practically comB. Davidson, Kenneth Harlan, J.
pleted, and the screening of the
starring Marjorie Rambeau, Nance
Herbert Frank, Riley Hatch, Henry
O'Neill and Zena Keefe. They prints for the state right buyers will
Sedley, Lionel Pape, Grace Studdihave also taken for distribution, the be inaugurated in next few days.
ford, Ida Darling, Ina Rorke,
This company, in addition to
McClure pictures, starring Alice
Lillian Ashley, Charles Wellesley
Mann and Donald Hall.
operating as state right distributors
and others.
The Tri Star Pictures Company will also open their own exchange
Roland West wrote the play. So
will market these productions on the for New York and New Jersey
far he has refrained from divulgState Right plan. The Marjorie starting April 15th. In addition to
ing its story. Report has it a play
Jewel Carmen, who plays the feminine Rambeau pictures include six of their own productions they will also
lead
" The Rossmore
with big scenes, surprise situations,
independent picRoland in West
production Case,"
recentlya what are claimed her very best pic- handle turesmany
in their other
exchange.
continuous suspense and the myscompleted
tures, one with Nance O'Neill, and
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C. A. Meade Now With
Pierce
C. A. Meade has taken charge of
the Atlanta offices of Pearce Films,
whose guiding spirit is J. Eugene
Pearce of New Orleans, owner of
the Federated Franchise for New
Orleans and Atlanta territory. Mr.
Meade is well known throughout
the industry through his long connection with Pathe and Vitagraph.
For the past two years he has been
operating in the independent field.
C. B. C. Contracts for
Robt. Hatton Series
The C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation has contracted with C. Edward Hatton for the production of
twenty-six two-reel Western pictures. The company announces
that henceforth its Star Ranch
Western series, under which general subject title it has been releasing one two-reel Western every two
weeks, will be devoted exclusively
to the release of these Hatton pictures, two of them being released
each month.
Hurst-Chaudet Company Formed on Coast
Paul Hurst and Louis Chaudet,
both well known directors, have
formed their own production company, to be known as the HurstChaudet Productions, and will commence work at the Independence
City studios next Monday on a fivereel outdoor melodrama.
Arrangements for the release of
their pictures, eight of which will
be produced during the year, were
completed a few days ago with
Eddy Eckels, president and general manager of the Independent
Films Association, whose organization will market the Hurst-Chaudet
stories on the state rights plan.
An all-star cast will be used and
Hurst and Chaudet will alternate
in the direction of the stories, it is
said.
Frontier Pictures, Inc.,
Formed in N. Y.
The Frontier Features Inc. was
formed last week, the incorporation
being made in the City of New
York for the sum of $100,000. Its
purpose is to produce motion piclures and to engage in such other
branches of the business as deemed
necessary.
The officers of the corporation
are :— Anders Randolf , president ;
John D. Voorhees, vice-president ;
Howard B. Ragsdale, secretary;
Floyd T. Buckley, treasurer.
Mr. Buckley reports that arrangements have already been practically
concluded for the first picture. Mr.
Randolf is to be starred.

Zierler Places 4 'Hush"
in Capitol Theatre
Sam Zierler, president of the
Commonwealth Film Corporation,
of " Hush,"
booking
announces
the newest theClara
Kimball
Young
feature, to the Capitol Theatre for
the week beginning April 10.

Miss

Young

er
salesresmanag
ISthe BAUM
LOUof
Corp.,
Equit,y Pictu
returned from a week's tour of
the exchanges of Canada, with the
announcement that Clara Kimball
Young, Equity star, is one of the
screen-idols of the Dominion's
movie fans. In a large part of the
Dominion, states Baum, she is the
supreme favorite, while in other
parts Miss Young is rapidly rising
to the front in popularity. There
were some districts in the western
a where her picprovinces wereof Canad
tures released rather late. It
is this delay in her appearance on
the screen that accounts for the
fact that she is not yet in first place
rence, saysToronto,
Equity.
prefeMontreal,
Canada's
in Baum
visited
Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver.
In Toronto the Aliens, one of the
foremost exchanges of the Dominion, reported excellent business on
the first series of the Young pictures. The strength of the Equity
star, theycountedexplain,
be the
acfor in the might
fact that
French population was particularly
pleased at the Parisian setting of
Miss Young's second release,, " The
Forbidden Woman," where the
Equity star, in the role of Diane
Sorel, portrayed the character of a
French society woman with the
brilliance ot reality. Ontario and
Dominion's
the strongholds
two of are
Manitoba,provinces,
leading

Bruce

to

Popular

Baum

for

Effective Exploitation
in Dominion
of the Young pictures. These
provinces
make-up. are mainly French in
From the information given
Baum by the exchange-men he visited, the motion-picture goers of
Canada are lovers of artistic sets
and scenery. They are appreciative
of the luxurious in screen investiture. isHarrysaid
Garson,
Miss noYoung's
director,
to spare
effort
or expense in outfitting every
Equity production with the latest
designs
in by
interior
sets and 'wardrobe worn
the cast.
" The Eyes of Youth," Miss
Young's first Equity release, is
still running in Canada's leading
houses, while " The Forbidden
Woman " is at the height of its
career.
purposeforof theBaum's
visit was The
to arrange
most
effective distribution and exploitation of the new series of the Young
pictures,
beginning
" Hush."
It is planned
to launchwith
an extensive
campaign among Canadian exhibitors, and to secure as near a 100
per cent, booking on this series as

Do

has
who iful
CE,
ROBE
cs Beaut
ng BRU
beenRTmakiC.
Sceni
for Educational Film Corporation since the formation of the company, left this week for the Far
West to begin a new series of pictures which it is said will prove a
striking departure from anything
that has ever been attempted in the
outdoor class. Although the exact
locations of the pictures is withheld, they will all be taken in the
United States.
Bruce recently returned from
Europe where he made seven pictures in England, Scotland and
Switzerland and these will be released starting in April. Just before this trip he visited Cuba and
Jamaica and the product he made
there is being offered as current releases. With the exception of these
pictures his work over a period of
nearly seven years has been confined to this country and neighboring portions of Canada.
According to Educational, the
constantly increased demand for
single reel pictures of the highest
character will result in a further
specialization in this line during the
next year and future and additional
time and money will give the production of these pictures and the
number of releases will be strictly
governed by quality, with the
average of one regular, or series,
release a week and specials from
time to time — pictures that are
judged to have unusual box office
worth.
One of the series to be included
on the schedule shortly will be
" World Wanderings." These are
said to be pictures of an unusual

Negotiating

New

'Super-Scenics"
Be
Released

in Canada
possible. From all indications, all
records will be broken on this new
group of Young productions, Equity
states, as the demand has steadily
increased, and theatres are filling
return engagements on the first two
pictures in abundance. A number
of first-run theatres that rival the
largest American houses in size and
equipment, have sprung up in the
Dominion, and are arranging for
dates on the Young series.
Baum also reported a marked increase in the demand for independenthaveproductions.
exhibitors
awakened Canadian
to the calibre
of
state-right pictures and are governing their choice on merit. Exchangemen who are handling independent product are reporting a
vigorous
booking,and the inslump
that was noted
in territories
this
country has apparently had little
effect in Canada. The Clara Kimball Young pictures were pointed
out as instrumental in raising the
prestige of independent releases
and popularizing Independent stars.
" Whispering Devils " and " Keep
to the Right," two Equitj- special
productions, the first starring Conway Tearle and the second Edith
Taliaferro, were subjects of considerable interest among exchangemen. Baum is now negotiating
with several prominent state right
buyers for the distribution of these
features in the Dominion.

Scenic
Series
same time. We have never offered
Will 'also a scenic'; in the future every
one of these single reels will be of
by
a standard that will make it a gem

Educational
character, made by a French photographer and covering various series
of Europe, Egypt and the Holy
Land. The photography is said to
set a new standard and there has
been a great deal of time in editing
and titling them to give added
dramatic value. According to Educational ten times as much film was
discarded as was employed in the
selection.
In addition, Educational has on
hand a large number of selected
Chester Outing pictures and a number of others that have been bought
from independent camera men and
which are declared to be exceptional. Some of these pictures will be,
released in small groups, such as
the Hudson's Bay Travel Series in
four pictures, the final of which
will be given its first showing late
in April. These pictures were made
in
Baycooperation
Company with
and the
are Hudson's
the first
motion picture records of that vast
country ever made. Many similar
novelties are promised.
" Scenics pictures," commented E.
W. Hammons, president of Educational, were our very first product
and we have always maintained the
greatest interest in them. We have
seen the demand grow from practically nothing to the great majority
of the theatres of the country. And
the desire, with us, for higher
quality has been increasing at the

on every program — a real and appreciable asset to every theatre."
Exchanges

See Success

forState
"Supreme
Passion"
rights exchange
men are
showing extraordinary interest in
" The Supreme Passion " states
Robert W. Priest, and they predict great exhibitor success for it
on account of the magnetic title and
powerful love story it presents.
Mr. Priest, who is meeting with
unusual success in state righting
this picture,
faction at theexpresses
receptionkeen
givensatishis
first big release of 1921. A complete list of sales will be announced
shortly, at which time an exhibitor
and fan drive will be inaugurated.
Arrow

Film Re- Elects
Its Officers
The annual meeting of the Board
of Directors of the Arrow Film
Corporation was held at the offices
of Arrow-, Saturday, March 19th.
The meeting was called to order by
the president, W. E. Shallenberger,
and the officers for the coming year
re-elected. In addition to the regular officers, H. G. Davis was elected
assistant treasurer.
There was a special executive
committee appointed which consists
of W. E. Shallenberger, W. H.
Small, W. R. Johnston.
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HE following sales on the independent market were
reported during the week:

"The Hope Diamond Mystery" (15 episode serial —
Howells Sales Co., Inc.) to Allen Brothers, Ltd., of Canada,
for the Dominion of Canada.
" Every Man's Price " (J. W. Film Corporation) to Gollos and Gollos, of Chicago, for Wisconsin.
" Every Woman's Problem " (Plymouth Pictures, Inc.)
to American Film and Equipment Co., of San Francisco, for
California, Arizona, and Nevada.
" Every Woman's Problem " (Plymouth Pictures, Inc.)
to Cosmopolitan Film Corp., for the New England States.
"The Ne'er Do Well" (The Film Market, Inc.) to
Friedman, of the Friedman Film Corporation of Minneapolis,
for Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Wisconsin, and the
peninsula of Michigan.
" Deliverance " (George Kleine) to Gollos Enterprises
of Chicago for Illinois.
" The Woman of Mystery " (Aywon Film Corp.) to the
Independent Master Fims, Inc., of Detroit, for Michigan.
"The Woman of Mystery" to the W. A. Baier Film
Corp., of Milwaukee, for Wisconsin.
" The Evolution of Man " (Aywon Film Corp.) to the
Independent Master Films, Inc., of Detroit, for Michigan.
" When Dr. Quackel Did Hide " (Aywon Film Corp.)
to the Independent Master Films, Inc., for Michigan.
" The Evolution of Man " to the Commonwealth Pictures, of Chicago, for Northern Illinois.
" The Woman Above Reproach " (Aywon Film Corp.)
to the Independent Master Films, Inc., for Michigan.
" Blind Love " (Aywon Film Corp.) to the Independent
Master Films, Inc., for Michigan.
" Blind Love " to the W. A. Baier Film Corp., of Milwaukee, for Wisconsin.
" Blind Love " to the Peacock Productions, of Kansas
City, for Kansas, Missouri, and Southern Illinois.
Success Series (Aywon Film Corp.) to the Unity Film
Co., of Chicago, for Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin.
Success Series to the Elliott Film Co., of Minneapolis,
for Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Northern Wisconsin.
15 two-reel Mary Pickford pictures (Aywon Film Corp.)
to the Independent Master Films, for Michigan.
15 two-reel Mary Pickford pictures to Dave Warner,
of Cleveland, for Ohio.
15 Mary Pickford two reelers to the Merit Film Co., of
Denver, for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico and
Southern Indiana.
15 two-reel Aubrey Comedies (Aywon Film) to the
Independent Master Films, for Michigan.
15 two-reel Aubrey Comedies to the Unity Film Co., of
Chicago, for Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin and
Indiana.
20 two-reel Helen Holmes pictures (Aywon Film Corp.)
to the Unity Film Co., of Chicago, for Wisconsin and
Northern Illinois.
" Witch's Lure " (Capital Film Co.) to Pearce Films, of
New Orleans, for Mississippi and Louisiana.
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Buys " Every Woman's Problem "
A week
DEAL between
was consummated
this of " Every Woman's Problem "
Nat Levine,
for New England, Mr. Cobe characpresident of Plymouth Pictures,
terized the Plymouth feature as one
Inc., and the newly organized Cos- of the outstanding Independent ofmopolitan Film Co. of Boston,
of the current season. " I
whereby the latter acquired the and my feringsassociate,
M. C. Goodman,"
said
Cobe " happened to
New England rights to Plymouth's be present atMr.a trial
showing of the
" Every Woman's Problem." According to Robert Cobe, of Cosmo- picture in a Boston theatre and were
politan, Every
"
Woman's Problem " immediately impressed with its exceptional possibilities. Aside from
will
be the
company's
first and
offering
to New
England
exhibitors
will the excellent production given the
probably
be released around April story and the pictures entertain1st.
ment value, we saw in the star, Mrs.
In Mr.
discussing
policy
Cobe statedCosmopolitan's
that the new
Independent Exchange will confine
itself exclusively to big first run attractions and will distribute in New
England a maximum of twelve independent features a year. Each
Cosmopolitan attraction, said the
company's
manager,sales
willand
be
backed by general
an intensive
exploitation campaign.
Commenting upon his purchase

Wallace Reid, the title and the timeliness of the theme, a combination
of real box office power and an opportunity to put over a smashing advertising campaign. Our faith in
the
possibilities
of " Everyin Woman's
Problem " is reflected
the fact
that we signed our contract with
Mr. Levine less than one hour after
we saw the picture and are making
"first
Every
Woman's Problem " our
release.

Lee"
in "Annabel
Interest
Title and Authorship Arouses
Exhibitor Interest in Joan Film
shows that it is based on three
THE latest state-right release of prominent features of the picture.
the Joan Film Sales Co. " An- First is the title. The name of
nabel Lee " an adaptation of Edgar " Annabel Lee " as the favorite
Allan Poe's poem, in which Lor- poem of thousands was declared by
raine Harding and Jack O'Brien are
starred, has begun to attract the at- some exhibitors to be the " magnet
tention of exhibitors, states Joan. that will attract patrons. The secThis is considered a strong symptom
ond popular feature of " Annabel
of the popularity of this poem- Lee" was stated as the authorship.
picture, as no attempt has been
The plot
" Annabel
Lee " conmade by Joan to interest theatres
stitutedofthe third
interesting
element of the Joan release. The
directly. The only effort that has
been launched has been directed at action, being laid in the fishingstate-right buyers. The few an- village off the New England shore
nouncements that have appeared in and being replete with picturesque
the trade-papers were enough to scenes of the life of the fisher-folk,
arouse the interest of many of the
for the appeal that " Anforemost exhibitors of the country, accounted
nabel Lee " would have to fans.
as indicated by the number of in- The dramatic intensity of the story
quiries that have been arriving at and the sentimental touches with
Joan headquarters for the past two which the action abounds, were
weeks.
An examination of the demand pointed out as among the attractions
of the picture-poem.
among theatres for " Annabel Lee "
Get

Set ! !

GO

!!!

EXCHANGE
FILM
and book the new

HALLROOM

News

New
Exchange
Buys
Film
Cosmopolitan Film, of Boston,

to the nearest

FEDERATED

Picture

BOYS

COMEDIES

The first big FEDERATED release
It is called
will be ready soon.
ROOMERS"
"FALSE featuring

SMITH
SID
the nerviest man in pictures
COMEDIES
BOYS
HALLROOM
1600 Broadway, New York
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* 1 Shallenberger Month "
Brings Big Business
The third week of the "Shallenberger Month
" hascontracts,
started with
bunch
of new
statesa
Arrow Film. W. Ray Johnston,
Vice President announces that all
of the special representatives are
hard at work in their respective
territories piling up business in
order that they can make " Shallenberger
Month "of the
biggest month
in the history
Arrow.
During the past week, contracts
were sent in from Dallas, Tex.,
Oklahoma, New Orleans, Atlanta,
Charlotte, N. C, Washington, D.
C, Pittsburg, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Detroit, also from New York
and New England.
R. W. France Now with
Blazed Trail Co.
News of recent changes in the
personnel of the Blazed Trail Productions, Inc., includes the announcement that R. W. France has
been made vice-president and general manager and will take care of
the company's interests in New
York. John L. Russell, who continues as president of the organization, will confine his work almost
entirely
to theNewcompany's
studio the
in
Gloversville,
York, where
Blazed Trail pictures are made.
A change in policy is also announced. Long subjects of a special character are to be substituted
for the two-reel pictures made formerly. A feature production is
now under way at Gloversville under the direction of Oscar Apfel.
The story is said to be laid in the
timber country, and some of the
thrills
of the into
lumber
life The
are
incorporated
the jack's
picture.
scenario was written by L. Caseo
Russell.
New Producing Units
Announced in West
Two new film companies are reO'D.manager
Blanchfield,
who
is to actportedasby C.sales
for both.
One is the Apache Trails Productions, which will make two-reel
westerns at Globe, Arizona, featuring J. B. Warner and Vester Pegg.
The organizers are all Globe, Arizona men, and the two companies
will be directed by A. J. Scott and
Buck Connors.
The second company is making
South and West comedies of onereel each ; J. R. Wallace will be
featured with Laurell Bishop playing opposite under direction of Bob
Gray. -W. C. Thompson is the
photographer.

National Exchanges to
Have Moranti Series
Drascene Productions, of Los
Things
Men
Do"
Is Sold
Trump Film
Co. Buys
Schlesinger
Angeles, announce that they have a
contract with the National ExFilm for N. Y. and No. New Jersey
changes, Inc., for the release of the
comedies. In the February
sive and far-reaching advertising Moranti
R
SCHLESINGE
B.
R
MAYE
who last week announced that and publicity campaign has been in- 19th issue of the Motion Picture
it was stated that the Moaugurated inbehalf of the produc- News ranti
he had acquired for world distribucomedies were to be released
tion
by
the
Trump
Film
Company,
tion the rights to " Things Men and huge banners and streamers through Federated Exchanges, Inc.
d
Do," has dispose ofrn the New York
State and Northe
New Jersey
proclaiming
" Things
Men every
Do "
been posted
in almost
rights to his latest offering for in- have
dependent distribution, to the available location along New
Chatburn Enterprises
Trump Film Company of 729 York's Film Row. Though the
Seventh Avenue, N. Y. Mr. rights to the production were only
Opens New Offices
Schlesinger attributes the sale to acquired during the week, the
T. W. Chatburn Enterprises, with
the advertisement which appeared Trump Film Company report many main offices in Los Angeles, anin the Motion Picture News last first-run bookings throughout their
nounces the opening of two addiweek.
tional exchanges. Harry W. Oviatt,
Mr. Schlesinger also reThe contract which was closed in territory.
ports the receipt of a large num- former representative of Goldwyn
what is considered a record time,
ber of inquiries from state right Bray Productions and previously
was consummated after the Messrs. buyers. While no definite con- Coast Film Exchange manager, has
McNevin and Huber, representing
tracts have been closed on " Things been placed in charge of the San
the Trump Film Company and M. Men Do
" for any other territory Francisco office. Walter H. Cree,
B. Schlesinger had witnessed a pri- but New York State and Northern former Western sales manager for
New Jersey, it is understood that a General Film, later with Vitagraph
of " Things
Menpicture
Do." number
of territorial sales are at at Denver as manager, has been
Such vate
an showing
impression.*
did the
make on the two Trump Film Com- present pending.
placed in charge of Chatburn
pany officials, that a figure accept" Things Men Do " was produced Omaha branch. L. H. Cobbs has
able to both parties was definitely by Cyrus J. Williams, who has been been named as assistant manager
agreed upon, and satisfactory terms and is now making a series of twoM. J. Cohen has taken charge
were arrived at almost within an reel Western subjects for release and
of the publicity department.
through
the
Pathe
Exchange,
Inc.
hour after the showing. An exten-

Wins
B 'way
Bebe Daniels
Her

Fourth

Booking
Agai
Film for Rivoli;
Is n

to Get

and s Drakes,
"DucksDaniel
Bebe
in the"
N
WHEwith
leading feminine role, is shown at
the Rivoli theatre, where Dr. Riesenfeld has booked it for the week
of March 27, it will mark the appearance on Broadway of the
fourth Realart Star Franchise production with this actress. This is
a 100 per cent record, all Bebe Daniels Realart pictures having been
given Broadway showings.
The first was " You Never Can
Tell," which was given its New
York premiere at the Rivoli theatre the week of October 3, 1920.
This production, which established
Miss Daniels as one of Realart's
most popular stars, was followed
by " Oh, Lady, Lady," adapted from
Bolton and Wodehouse's successful
stage comedy of the same name.
This picture was shown at the Rialto theatre the week of December
19, 1920.

Chicago Company ReEnters Production
The International Photoplay Co.,
of Chicago, has reentered the production field, and announces the
completion
of three
two-reelandcomedies featuring
Art Bates
Lou
Tops. They plan to put out a series
of twenty comedies. They will be
known as the " Dizzy Dumbell "
comedies.

B'way Showing
Realart's third vehicle for Miss
Daniels was " She Couldn't Help
It," based on Miriam Michelson's
popular novel, " In the Bishop's
Carriage,"
the Rialto
theatreandthepresented
week of atFebruary
20, 1921.
" Ducks and Drakes " is by Elmer
Harris, who originally wrote it for Tarzan's "East Lynne"
Is Selling Rapidly
the stage. Supporting Miss Daniels in the male roles are three acThe Tarzan Film Co., which is
tors who have each played leading
parts in other Realart productions releasing the six-reel Barker production of " Eastof Lynn,"
announce
— Jack Holt, Edward Martindel that a number
territories
have
and Wade Boteler. Mr. Martindel
already
been
sold
on
this
picture.
appeared with Miss Daniels in her
This picture, it is stated, was
first Realart picture, " You Never
Can Tell;" Mr. Boteler was heavy made in the Severn River Valley
in Western England, where the
in
It," while
Jack" She
Holt Couldn't
was seenHelp
opposite
Mary "scenes of Mrs. Henry Wood's
Miles Minter in her Realart picture, drama are laid. In the cast are
Blanche Forsythe, as Lady Isabel
"All Souls' Eve."
Others in the cast are Mayme and Fred Paul as Richard Carlyle.
Kelso, Maurice Newell and Elsie
Andrean.
Other

Premiere
Paramount's

of

Barrie

" Sentimental

to Open in New
Ridgeway Series Rising NEW YORK is soon to see the
John S. Robertson special
in Favor
on of " Sentimental Tomproducti
Reports have been coming in to
my," adapted from Sir James M.
the offices of the Capital Film Com- Barrie's world - known stories,
pany from the various state righters " Sentimental Tommy " and " Tomhandling the Fritzi Ridgeway twomy and Grizel." The production
reel features, produced by the Cap- will open an indefinite engagement
ital Film Company, which indicate at the Criterion theatre, Sunday,
that this series is gaining in popu- March 27. This is the first special
larity with every release.
production Mr. Robertson has made
Ben Amsterdam of the Master- for Paramount, Jesse L. Lasky havpiece Film Attractions, Philadeling given him the privilege of diphia is one to report that the series
recting itas a reward for his exis making great headway.
cellent work on " Dr. Jekyll and

Film

Tommy

"

York on B'way
Mr.
Hydecompany.
" and other productions
for this
The production of " Sentimental
Tommy " was begun September 18th
and practically three months were
consumed in its making.
Gareth Hughes, who is under a
starring contract with Metro, and
was loaned to Paramount for the
exacting role of Tommy Sandys, is
only 22 and has made a remarkable
reputation for himself on both the
stage and screen.
In the role of Grizel is the beautiful and talented May MacAvoy.

Features

Follow

"Hearts Aflame"
Pane Novak in " Hearts Aflame,"
the special six - reel production
which marks the initial 1921 release
of the Clark-Cornelius Corporation
will in all likelihood be followed by
a strong series of pictures at stated
intervals of the same high standard
as this,thisaccording
from
company. to announcement
Those who have seen the picture
claim that in many of its big scenes
that relate to the early history of
this country the picture compares
very favorably to " The Last of
the Mohicans." It is contended
that "Hearts Aflame" is faithful
in its depiction of early American
history into which a story has been
woven that by many is claimed not
to
be unlike
more
Cooper.the virile tales of Feni-
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Big Hippodrome Set in
"Queen of Sheba"
One of the features of the W illiam Fox production, " Queen of
Sheba,'' is the great hippodrome set
that was built for the production.
1 he location for the big set and its
environs^ comprised 100 acres, and
the cost of the set when completed
approximated
$60,(KX), declares
William Fox

in

When Sidney Olcott was appointed by Director Charles Miller,
as chairman of a committee to devise ways and means for injecting
novelties and surprises into the annual frolic of the Motion Picture
Directors Association third supper
dance, Hotel Astor, Saturday, April
2nd, it was not surprising to learn
that in company with George L.
Sargent and J. Searle Dawley, Mr.
Olcott hit upon an idea. It is predicted that the " screen version " of
it will top the evening and incidentally break all records for speed
in taking, developing and projecting film, to date.
While the evening is in progress
with Orlando's
twenty-five
orchestra,
supplying
music forpiece
the
dancing, motion picture cameras
will be put into action. Bona fide
camera-men will grind at top speed
and sufficient film will be dedicated
to include all those present who
venture within camera range. If
one is averse to being photographed it will be well to remain
in the background, for those
camera-men are directed to " shoot "
everybody, and turn a wicked crank.
When the cameras stop, special
messengers will dispatch the film
to the Craftsman Laboratory,
where it will be made ready for
projection, brought back to the
Astor, and there, on the Silver
Sheet, it will mercilessly depict the
party as it was a few hours previous, showing leading producers, directors, stars, players and participants of varied walks of life, in
and out of the industry, indulging
in a yearly frolic. Many people in
private life, who will attend, and
who have never before faced a motion picture camera, will appreciate
the novelty, while those familiar
with time-lapse identified with the
film business, will be obliged to
admit that for speed, the records
are broken, the entire handling of
to involve only
athefew"production''
hours.

R

Picture

A scene from " The Unknown Wife," the Universal feature, starring Edith Roberts
Heads

Franchise

Phil Ryan
Up

in Charge

Ass'd Exhib.
PHIL L. RYAN, former sales
manager of Associated Exhibitors, has been placed in complete
charge of the franchise activities
of the Associated Exhibitors sales
force throughout the Umted States
as manager of franchises, and will
begin immediately the upbuilding of
the extensive system outlined in the
reorganization plans of the company. Congratulatory expressions
of good will and pledges of support
for the new franchise plan have
been coming in to the offices of the
company from exhibitors in every
a statepart ofmentthe
from country,
headquarters.
the Pathedeclares
se
on
situati calls for
The franchi
specialization of a high order, it is
felt, and Mr. Ryan is peculiarly
well fitted for the task, as he has
devoted his efforts for almost a year
New Kineto Review is
to the study and development ol
franchise plans and efforts.
"Down in Dixie"
" I believe the ideal we have been
" Down In Dixie " is the Kineto striving
for, the creation of a just
Review to be released April 4th, and
fair franchise has been
by the Kineto. Company of
America, Inc., through the Nation- achieved," Mr. Ryan said in disal Exchanges, Inc.
have
" Weadvice.
the new ofplan.
had the cussing
benefit
splendid
It is described as a fascinating Exhibitors' advice was sought and
scenic, portraying artistically the
welcomed, and the efforts
eagerly
beauty and charm of the old of
Samuel Harding of Kansas City,
"with
Sunn}'
Cumberland
Gap now the President of Associated,
its South."
flowing river
and wooded
hillside is seen; also the moss and of Paul Gusdanovic of Cleveare emland,bodiednowinVice-President,
hung forests of the alluvial region.
the franchise and are
The Kineto Review ends with en- keenly appreciated.
livening scenes from the annual
" We have had the soundest adFiddlers Frolic in which every
vice not alone from exhibitors but
fiddler is also a solo dancer of
men of distinguished success
from
many parts.
in production and distribution. The

Activities
of Building

Franchise System
widespread reputation of Arthur
S. Kane, not alone for his success, but for his standing with
exhibitors for integrity and fair
dealing, is some assurance of the
value of his advice in the formulation of the plan. The invaluable
experience of Paul Brunet, president jf the Pathe Exchange, and
of Elmer R. Pearson, director of
exchanger., was also felt to a laige
extent in the formulation of the
" The backbone of the franchise
comes
plan. from the expressed desires
and necessities of exhibitors themselves. Iam happy to continue in
association with men whose vision
made possible the Associated idea
and to bend every effort toward
the complete establishment of the
Associated franchise plan."
Emmett

J.Flynn Signed

by William Fox
The Fox offices announce that
Emmett J. Flynn, who directed the
William Fox film version of Mark
Twain's " Connecticut Yankee," now
running to capacity business at the
Selwyn Theatre, has been signed on
a two year contract to direct productions for the Fox organization.
The Fox company has elaborate
plans in view for Mr. Flynn, who
returns next week to California,
where he will start work immediately upon a new production for
Fox release.

Completely inclosing the race
course is a wall eight feet high, in
simulation of stone, like all the rest
of the walls. Along this wall,
forming a beautiful colonnade that
can be seen from the hilltops for
.several milts around are 75 Assyrian pillars. Inside the course is
a four- fool wall, also of stone and
set with a row of 24 columns. All
these pillars are lavishly festooned
and draped, and topped with banners.
The race course is about 150 feet
wide, furnishing room for ten
chariots, each drawn by four horses,
to race side by side. When the
race scene was filmed eight cameras
were used, several of them being
placed on platforms 75 feet tall.
Beban Brings Chicago
Tour to a Close
George Beban has brought his
three weeks' tour of personal appearances in Chicago to a close.
His picture, " One Man in a Milwas well itreceived
at the three
houseslion,"where
was shown.
The
press criticisms were liberal in
their praise of the production.
Rob Reel of the Chicago American said : " ' One Man in a Million ' at the Riviera, featuring
GeorgeacterBeban,
excellent
charactor, is athat
story
of sacrifice,
love and human understanding.
Mr. Beban is well supported in
' One Man in a Million,' modestly
asserting that the real star of the
picture
is George
Beban.
Jr." in the
Genevieve
Harris,
writing
Chicago Post, said of the picture:
" Its situation and sequences are
as well worked out as are the characters. Ifall ' better pictures ' were
like ' One Man in a Million,' no
one would go to the other kind.
Many Novelties in New
Under- Sea Picture
In the latest under-sea story by J.
Ernest Williamson, entitled, " Wet
Gold," which will be released
through
manyDuenovelties
have
beenGoldwyn,
introduced.
to the
advance in photographic method, a
far greater freedom has been
vouchsafed
actor-divers
in their
work at the the
bottom
of the sea.
To film this story, which is a romance of land and sea, Mr. Williamson built a submarine 150 feet long,
which tionsisfor used
a basedone
of on
operaall theas work
the
bottom of the ocean.
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Pathe News Has Plane
Views of Vesuvius
Alter winning the reluctant consent of the Italian government,
Dixio Alberini, a Pathe News
cameraman with headquarters in
Rome, undertook to " shoot " views
of Vesuvius and close-ups of its
crater from an aeroplane. The
flight was started from Naples on
a morning when the moderate
volume of smoke from the crater
permitted the 'talcing of clear
ipenes of the famous burning
mountain."
Thewhileplane
circled
above
the summit
the cameraman took " shots " from various
angles, especially toward Naples
and Pompeii. Then came repeated
" Shots " of the crater itself, the
plane circling lower and lower,
while Alberini waited alert with his
camera to take advantage of every
gust of wind which would waft
aside the smoke and reveal the
deep-fissured w-alls of the crater.
The results of this notable expedition are presented in the current
issue, No. 23.
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Hart and Ince Pictures
Released on March 20th

Anita Stewart as she appears in a scene
from " Sowing
Wind."
to be released
throughtheFirst
National
Good Supporting Cast
for Max Linder

In the opinion of RobertsonCole officials, much of the success
reported to be attending the Max
Linder starring vehicle, " Seven
Dr. Crane Titles VigYears Bad ofLuck,"
is due to cast
the
character
the supporting
nola Picture
found in this five-reeler. Alta
Dr. Frank Crane, internationally
plays opposite Mr. Linfamous as an editorial writer and Allen,der,who
has had considerable experience
both
on
the stage and on the
philosopher, whose works of wisdom have brought cheer and com- screen. Thelma Percy is also seen
fort to thousands, has been engaged in the supporting cast. Hugh
by George B. Van Cleve, general Saxon plays one of the leading
manager of William Randolph male roles. He has had an extensive stage career and has also apHearts's film interests, and will
peared in vaudeville. Chance E.
write sub-titles for " The Woman
God
Changed,"
famousfor story
which Ward is another player who has
has been
dramatized
the screen
had a long screen career. He has
and film under the direction of also directed many comedies.
Robert G. Vignola.
The original story of " The
Woman
God Byrne,
Changed
was written by Donn
the "scenario
the 40 "Type" Players in
'Torchy" Comedy
work of Doty Hobart. Most of
the scenes were taken in the BaMore than forty different players
hama Islands, and the carefully selected cast includes E. K. Lincoln, have individual parts in " Crowning
the bycomedies
Seena Owen, Lillian Walker, Henrv Torchy,"
made fromtenth
the of
stories
Sewell
Sedley, H. Cooper Cliff, Paul Nich- Ford and starring Johnny Hines,
olson, Joseph Smiley, Brian Darley which will be an early Educational
and Templer Saxe.
release. This picture completes the
first contract of Master Films, Inc.,
with Educational, but no time has
Calls ''Little Clown"
been lost, and the first comedy
under the new agreement for twelve
a "Lucky Picture"
A production involving the ap- pictures has been practically compearance of animals is an especially
trying task. Luck is always a factor pleted.
in the making of such pictures.
Speaking
of "production.
The Little Director
Clown,"
the
Realart
Thnmas Heffron has the following
to say :
" Pictures with animals are
always largely a matter of luck
because no matter how highly
trained they are there is ahvays
the contingency of their failing at
a critical moment.
" Everything
broke right,animal
however, for the innumerable
scenes in this picture, and I can
safely say we have secured some of
the greatest material of this sort
that has ever been recorded for the
screen."
A real fox hunt involving twenty
horses, a pack of hounds and a fox
is one of the features of the picture.
AThere
monkey
an amusing
part.
arc play's
also said
to be some
striking circus scenes in the production. Mary Miles Minter is the
star, and the cast includes Jack
Mulhall, Helen Dunbar, Neely Edwards, Bert Leo, Winter Hall, Lura
Anson and Lucien Littlefield.

released " O'Malley of
d,"Para
unngt
the
20
mh teS.
rcun
ia
MaMo
t,morri
and
Harsta
ON Will
"
as
el,
om
au
H.
a Th
Rev
" Be
Ince special production. A
statement from the Famous
Players-Lasky home-office declares that " O'Malley of the
ing its premiere^
Mounted " dur
at the Rivoli theatre, New
York, topped all box-office
records for Hart productions
at that house by more than
$5,000. Pre-release showings
of this picture in other cities
have registered the same success, it is stated. Mr. Hart
wrote and scenarized the
story, and Lambert n.Hillyer
Eva
directed the productio
Novak heads the supporting
cast.
" Beau Revel " was adapted
from a story by Louis Joseph
Vance; Luther Reed did the
scenario. John Griffith Wray
directed the production. The
story is considered by many
critics as among the very best
novels written by Mr. Vance.
It was first published as a
serial
in 1919.in Munsey's Magazine

AComedy,
scene from
"Exchanges
Ladies'
Pets,"Educational
a Chester
released
through

Johnston- Macf arland
Opens New Agency
Alfred Cheney Johnston and
James Hood Macfarland have incorporated under the name of
Johnston - Macfarland, Inc., and
have opened New York offices.
They will act as managers and representatives of leading actresses
and actors and will also establish a
publicity bureau. This, new enterprise will not interfere with Mr.
Johnston's
work of
as
the business photographic
will be in charge
Mr. Macfarland. Other activities
Big Set and 450 Extras •of this new corporation will include
that of booking agents and play
brokers.
TheforLong"Experience"
Island studio of the
Famous Players-Lasky organization
was recently the scene of unusual Bursting Dam Scene in
activity when the cabaret scene was
"Fine Feathers"
filmed
for George
All the thrill and horror of the
picture version
of the Fitzmaurice's
famous stage
success, " Experience." In the bursting of a great dam, with pent" Dance of the Fools," the climactic up floods sweeping over the surscene of the picture, more than 450
rounding country, carrying everydancers were shown on the floor of
thing before it in its destructive
the huge cabaret set which taxed rush, is shown in " Fine Feathers,"
the capacity of the mammoth studio a Metro production of the stage
stage.
play
by Eugene Walter, soon to be
released.
Frank McCormack, stage director
The
exteriors for this dam and
of the original stage production of
" Experience," who is assisting spillway were taken on one of the
George Fitzmaurice in the direction great dams showing the gigantic
of the picturization of the play for nature of the engineering work.
Paramount, has entered the cast of Then from specially taken photothe picture for the short part of
graphs Art Director
M. P. Staulcup constructed
a miniature
dam.
" Delusion."
The carefully constructed model
was mounted on a large base, with
an outlet to carry off the water and
two fire hoses trained on the back
of the model. With the camera
stationed close to the miniature,
the water was turned on, and as the
basin began to fill the camera registered the growing Hood.

Bert Lytell in " A Message from Mars," a new Metro offering

Alice Duer Miller to
Write for Goldwyn
Alice Duer Miller, one of the
latest additions to the roster of
prominent authors under contract
to write original stories for Goldwyn Pictures, left last week for the
Goldwyn Studios at Culver City,
Cal., with the first draft of a script
on which she has been working for
the past month. Mrs. Miller was
accompanied by Maron Frances Lee,
associate editor at the New York
scenario department, who is writing the continuity for the story.
Mrs. Lee will remain on the Coast
as a member of the continuity staff
at the studio.

Motion
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Good

Cora Harris, Ruth Rennick and Casson Ferguson in " What's a Wife Worth,"
William Christy Cabanne's super-special released by Robertson-Cole
66
East
Lynne"
inSays
Demand
Hodkinson
Executive
Total
Bookings Will Mark New Record
" Record prices are being paid for
utTUGO BALLIN'S production
■TJ. of ' East Lynne ' will total a Hugo Ballin's modernized version
greater amount of bookings and of ' East Lynne,' " continued Mr.
within a shorter period of time than Brinch, " not only in the bigger
any picture ever released through cities but even in the smaller towns,
the name 'East Lynne' may
our
organization."
This Manager
is the where
even mean more to the average
statement
made by Sales
audience
than in the bigger cities
P. N. Brinch of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, after a careful where this play has riot been seen
Study of first and second run book- so often within recent years. This
ings already closed on this produc- is doubtless due, in large measure,
to the appreciation by the exhibitors
tion.
everywhere
of Mr.to Hodkinson's
firm determination
play square
with them by refusing to release
' East Lynne ' as a road-show and
by booking it in our regular list of
releases.
" The Ziegfeld theatre in Chicago,
for example,
ordinarily
devoted to road which
showsis will
show our
' East Lynne ' for two weeks commencing April tenth at an advanced
admission. Other Chicago bookings
already arranged include the wellknown Parkside, Harper, Vendan
and Julian theatres.
" Most of the important circuits
in the film industry in our entire
country have already booked this
modernized classic. The B. F.
Keith organization commenced a
sixty-day
showing
of ' East Lynne
in
its affiliated
combination
houses, '
such as the B. S. Moss theatres, in
and around New York City on
March twentieth. And, Mr. Moss
has himself declared that in this
production
biggest
box-office
title offeredis 'tothethe
exhibitor
this
year.' The Saenger chain in
Louisiana and Mississippi — the
Lynch circuit in Georgia, Alabama,
Tennessee and Florida — a number
of Marcus Loew's theatres — the
Poli houses in New England — the
Allender chain throughout the
Northwest — these are only selected
representative circuits whose faith
in our ' East Lynne ' is amply
demonstrated by their voluminous
bookings. ofAlso
there istheatres
Foy's
quartette
Neighborhood
in Dallas, Texas, which will feature
' East Lynne ' day and date for a
simultaneous three-day showing."

Cast

Picture

News

in CabanneFilm

Experienced Cast in RobertsonCole's "What's a Wife Worth?"
the role of the vain, frivolous
society girl whom the hero of
Y
IST
CHR
M
LIA
WIL CABANE has assembled a "What's
A Wife Worth?" takes]
as
his second wife, is a Broadway!
latest
his
in
ed
cast
lly
select
carefu
Cole, beauty. It was not long ago that
ction for Robertsonprodu's
"What
a Wife Worth?" The she was appearing as a featured
featured role is played by Ruth member of the Ziegfeld Follies.
Renick who is a former stock
she went
acting.'
Cora Drew
who into
playsscreen
the role
of
company actress. Miss Renick Thence
ComStock
p
Bisho
played in the nd, Cal., and later the spinster aunt in " What's A
pany in Oakla
Worth?", supported Robert
went to Seattle as leading woman Wife
Downing in star roles. Later she
for the Wilks Stock Company. She was
a newspaper writer, and then
next appeared in Los Angeles in went back to the stage where she
al of " Shenan- played many years. She became a
revivwas
the all-st
doah " andarlater
seen in sup- member of one of the early motion
actors. port of a number of leading picture companies and appeared in
some of the greatest productions
Casson Ferguson is cast opposite which have been made.
Miss Renick. His first stage apA prominent member of the
pearance was as a member of the "What's A Wife Worth?" cast
Robert Mantell Company in is Alex Francis, a screen veteran
Shakespearian repertoire. Later who has appeared in dozens of the
he was in opera in Paris, and still best pictures in recent years. He
later appeared with Ethel Levy in is an English actor who appeared
comic opera in London. He was abroad in musical stock, toured the
widely known in musical comedy in world, came to America and went
the United States.
into pictures.
Virginia Caldwell who is seen in

Releases
April
Names
Fox
" Shame " Joint Product of Flynn
the List
Heads
McConville
and
Babe Ruth, keeps the village ball
"FOX Film Corporation announces team
delirious with happiness over
V its April releases. The most
her ability to swat the pill over the
important of these is a special pro- fence every time she comes to bat
duction called " Shame," which is Carl Harbaugh wrote and directed
the joint product of Emmett J. the picture.
Flynn and Bernard McConville.
Harold Goodwin's second starring
Flynn, who also directed the picture,
will -be remembered as the man who vehicle for Fox, " Ishmael," filmed
made such a creditahble job of stag- from Mrs. D. E. N. Southworth's
is still
aning the spectacular Fox production story of
other the
release same
for thename,
coming
month.
Twain's " Connecticut Millarde Webb adapted the story
Mark
of
Yankee " for which McConville
and directed the production.
wrote the scenario.
The
story
of
"
Shame,"
is
Oriental
in character. The cast includes John
Gilbert, Rosemary Theby, William
Morris Kohn Leaves
V. Mong, George Siegman and a
Coast on Tour
Moore.
talented child actor, " Mickey "
ident of Realart, has
Another April release is "His
GreatestwardsSacrifice."
J.
Gordon
Edt
s
Angeles, folLo
lef
directed the production, the
lowing afive-day prinscreen version of which was made
, any'ess of th
eKOtyHN
ionpr
by Paul H. Sloane. The story has
RdI
co
spectS
, mp
Roo
Oyw
Mll
oper
and is
Ho
y
w
no on his wa East, with
to do with the clash of artistic tem-overs planned at several
peramentwife,
between a who
successful
austop
thor and his
eventually
cities en route.
becomes a great singer. The deWhile on the Coast, Mr.
velopment of the story creates one
Kohn
authorized
improveof the most dramatic and fascinatments
which will increase
by
nng of photoplays, declares William
100
per
cent
the
producing
Fox. Fox will release also in
capacity of the West Coast
April the latest Tom Mix producstudios. The present ten
tion called " Hands Off." The story
thousand foot open stage will
is from
the and
pen of
be glassed in and a new open
Leod
Raine,
was William
directed Mcby
stage of 7,000 square feet,
George E. Marshall.
constructed. This will give
Realart three modern and
The release of Shirley Mason's
newest
" The Lamplighter
fully equipped stages with the
is due offering
in the month
of showers."
proper
sories. scene docks and accesMaria Susanna Cummins is responsible for the story. Howard M.
Another item in the plan of
Mitchell directed " The Lampimprovements
is the office
conlighter." "The Tomboy"
struction of a modern
the Fox comedienne,
Eileenfeatures
Percy,
building
to
house
the
scenario
who enacts the part of a small town
department, general offices,
girl with big town ideas — aided and
and executives now housed in
abetted by a select coterie of skilled
"temporary quarters.
farceurs. In the earlier stages of
the story, Miss Percy, as a female
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BROKE

Strong, emotional appeal. . .
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EXHIBITORS
TRADE

REVIEW

"Without

Limit" carries
a message . . . Should fig uve as a sure mo/iey maker.

THE

/—

Capitol
EXHIBITOR?
THIS

HERALD
"Wiihoullimit'is decidedly worthwhile
a
picture.
CLEVELAND

ARTHUR

WEEIC

SAWYER

SSI HERBERT

IUBIN

present

PLAIN

DEALER,
"Wi thou i limi iis tkc big gestpliotoplau of the week &
trobablu for many

Geo.D.BAKER
PRODUCTION

weeks

b cow -You will sum up thc^
production ivitkWnderful

BILLBOARD

WITHOUT

fgvisk expenditure,skillfnllijacted and capabty di^
reeled ''Withvut Limit"
is big and colorful

LIMIT
/
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\m CALVIN

J0HN5T0.N

WORLD

*Wi thout limit" will make
audiences cry. . .OeoD.3o.kev
has put over another success.
CONCORD

a splendid

triumph, of the screeyv.
CHICAGO

POST

dheplat is event ful. . Wrth
seeing as apicture with, <xn,
idea back of its unusual
happenings

METRO
EXCLUSIVE
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Bigger
Torchy
Comedy
Series
OWING closely upon the
actor is international. Raymond
FOLL
recent announcement made by Larger Expenditures Schrock writes the scripts for the
E. \Y. Mammons, president of
screen as suggested by Sewall
in
New
Series,
the Educational Films Corporation,
Ford's Torchy stories. Most everySavs C. C. Burr
ion second
's acquisit
of the
companyrights
his uting
of
one is' familiar
for the
distrib
ments. He is with
one his
of accomplishthe screens
series of Torchy Comedies, starring
pioneer
writers,
his
experience
Johnny Hines, comes an announceing back to the old Kalem days.dat" The new plans are already unment from C. C. Burr, president of
der
way.
A
concrete
example
of
" Dorothy
Leeds,
one ofcomeliness,
the ZiegMaster Films, Inc., producers of this is to be found in the production f eld
beauties,
whose
these comedies.
now being filmed, entitled, charm of manner and histronic skill
"In a recent statement appearing
Torchy's Promotion,' which is the have endeared her to millions durii1 the trade publications and at- 'first
of the new series. For this
tributed to Mr. Hammons, said picture we haVe/; built at a huge outing her engagements with the Follies, Midnight Frolic, Floradora
Mr. Burr, the phrase is used, "The
lay, enormous sets, replicas of the
Sextette
and ' Hitchy
Koo,' isin nowcontract
fo'fthetheproduction
expenditure
playing opposite
Mr. Hines,
the
of
larger calls
sums on
of dining room, grand ball room and new
series of Torchy Comedies.
lobby
of
one
of
New
York's
best
known hotels. We could not afford
these
comedies
than
in
the
past."
"
The
camera
work
will
be
in
the
While this phrase is wholly correct to do this last year but we can and
hands of Roy V. Vaughn, who has
as applied to Torchy Comedies, will
do so this year or whenever the been intrusted heretofore, with
none the less, I believe that it is one
requires it. We do not con- some of the biggest productions
deserving of something more than script sider,
even in comedy making, that ever filmed.
a Continuing,
cursory glance."
is extravagance
— it isn't.
Mr. Burr said, athismighty
The management of production
good investment
for It's
us i-." now
wholly in the hands of
" Neither Mr. Hammons' state- and for the exhibitor.
' Demmie ' Lamson, an architect
ment nor mine is a mere play upon
" Slowly but surely, during the and interior decorator of achievewords nor can it be said that the
decision arrived at is one either past months we have carefully
ment who has heretofore been actgathered about us an experienced
ill-conceived nor hastily made. The and seasoned cast and staff. It is
ing
only in consultation capacities.
executives of Master Films have
He is assisted by Harry Keiffer,
wholly adequate for any production who
is
master of properties.
long planned just such a step, but but
especially able for its particular
not until recently have conditions mission.
" These are the outstanding acIt is the realization of the
made action possible.
institutional idea in making Torchy c< mplishments to date — at least,
they are all that I may speak about
" To spend money on a production Comedies.
at this time. A little later there
may mean much — or little. In the
"Johnny Hines, the ideal and will be provided, where needed, ad'Miracle Man' we have seen a
relatively inexpensive production vitalized
Torchy
of Sewall
Ford's
ditional timber of the same excelstories, will
continue
in the leading
gross millions and that isn't an role. Moreover, he has severed all
lent
quality
' The House That
isolated case, either. On the con- stage connections and will now de- Torchy Built.'for The
structure is betrary, a number of productions
ing
built
to
endure.
It was devote himself exclusively to the
made at enormous cost, have failed
signed
and
built
by
these and a
screen.
Charles
Hines,
brother
of
to pay for themselves. We mean
the star, is directing. For this week score of other artists and artisans
to spend our increased appropria- he is pre-eminently fitted, having whose handiwork is destined to live
tion upon cast, mounting and staff.
in the annals of modern comThe Sewall Ford stories upon been long associated with dramatic long edy
making. Larger sums will be
which our comedies are based, are plays.
spent on our productions, it is true,
owned by us which relieves us
" The associate director is Rich- but it will be in a manner efficient
ard Thorpe, whose reputation as a
from further outlay in the matter
painter of landscapes and as an and productive — both for the exof scripts.
hibitor and ourselves."

Studios
Lasky
at
Days
Busy
success. Miss Compson
the completion of a isEuropean
WITH
now in Los Angeles making ready Byron Morgan story that was tentanumber of Paramount piccalled " Watch
My Smoke,"
to take up her work at the Lasky and wastivelydirected
by Frank
Urson.
tures and preparations be- studio.
ing made for the immediate starting
Mr.
Reid
is
now
on
a
trip to cities
VanPeter B. Kyno is at the Lasky
couver and other Northern
of others, production at the Lasky
d
and
on
his
return
to
the
Southland
.
ywoo
o
apace
goes on
studi at Holl
studio collaborating on the adaptaWhile it is a fact that the Winter
tion of his famous Cappy Ricks
has been one of the busiest in the stories as a starring vehicle for March 21 will start on " Tall TimDr. James
B. Scherer's
history of the studio, it now looks Thomas Meighan, Albert Shelby original bers,"
story
for theA.screen.
Eugene
as if Spring would usher in a still LeVino is writing the scenario. As B. Lewis wrote the scenario and
soon
as
Tom
Forman
finishes
the
livelier period of activity, with the
Frank L7rson will again direct.
Theodore Kosloff has been aiding
advance production schedule calling cutting and titling of " White and
nce
far into next
for its continua
Director Sam Wood in filming the
Unmarried,"
Meighan's
last
ParaFall.
mount picture, he will go to New Russian sequence of " The Great
story. to direct the star in the Kyno Moment," Elinor Glyn's story for
George Melford has just com- York
Paramount, starring Gloria Swanpleted the filming of " The Money
Havez, nationally famous as son. Elaborate sets have been conMaster," and is now busy cutting a Jean
structed atthe Lasky studio and the
humorist
and
song
writer
has
the adaptation of Sir Gilbert Parkbeen signed to work exclusively on famous Russian dancer and artist
er's
famous
story.
The
British
author collaborated with the Para- Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle's pictures promises that the proper atmosphere
mount producer on the preparation in conjunction with the Lasky will be faithfully preserved. Miss
of the scenario and was with him Studio Scenario Department. Mr.
Swanson
underdance
Kosloff's
a Russian
that istutelage
said to
on the set and on location daily Havez was with the fat comedian does
throughout the making of the pic- in his two reel days and added many be remarkably beautiful.
William D. Taylor is Hearing the
ture. Mr. Melford will next pro- clever touches to the comedies. Mr.
duce for Paramount, E. Phillips Arbuckle is returning from New completion of " Wealth," in which
York to start work March 21 on Ethel Clayton is starred for ParaOppenhcim's "The Great Impersonmount and which is an adaptation
George
Pattullo's story " Gasolene by Julia
ation."
Crawford Ivers from
Penrhyn Stanlaws, after a year Gus." James
Cruze will direct and
of intensive study, is preparing for Walter Woods has prepared the Cosmo Hamilton's " The Almighty
the start of work March 28th, on scenario.
Dollar." Herbert Rawlinson plays
the picture which will mark his
Frank Woods, supervising direc- opposite the beautiful star.
tor at the West Coast studio of
debut as a director and also the
William DeMille is still busily
debut of Betty Compson as a Para- Famous Players-Lasky announces engaged on " The Lost Romance,"
mount star. This will be "At the that the permanent title of Wallace scenarized by Olga Printzlau from
End of the World," scenarized by Reid's latest Paramount picture will Edward
storv for Knoblock's
Paramount. first original
E. Bingham from Ernst Klein's be " Watch My Speed." This is a
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N ew I

Two

More

Cities

Will

Show

"Over

" Over Fox
the Hill,"
which
ion,
product
THE
still isthe
sailingHill"
along to cabusiness e,
pacity Theatr
at New
the
Broadhurst
York, where it is in the
seventh month of continuous Broadway presentation,
is to be shown in Washington at the Garrick Theatre, March 27, and in Baltimore at the Lyceum Theatre. Other cities will receive prints in the near
future, it is announced by
Fox Film.

"Outside the Law" Is
Smashing Records
Universal Film's home-office rethat " Outside
Law,"
starring portsPriscilla
Dean, isthe
achieving
great success in all sections of the
country. H. T. Moore, manager of
the Rialto theatre, Seattle, Wash.,
has wired :
"'Outside the Law' just closed
the largest week's business ever
done in our Rialto theatre."
Exceptional box-office returns
have also been realized at the Royal
theatre in St. Louis on this production, declares the statement from
the Universal headquarters. The
Palace theatre, in Buffalo, broke a
long established rule and held
" Outside the Law " over for a tenday run after it had broken the
house record for the first seven
days' showing, Universal reports.

April
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Goldwyn

ugh in canva
ER blea thoro
AFTavaila
players
both ssNewof
York and Los Angeles to act
the leading feminine role, that of
the mother, in "The Grim Comen's first original
dian," RitaGold
Weima
wyn chos
e Phoebe
scenario,
Hunt for the part. Miss Hunt -is
playing the leading feminine role in
Miss Weiman's spoken drama, " The
ng
Acquittal,"
Los rAn-is
geles. Thenow
roleshowi
of the inmothe
most important and it proved difficult to cast, but now Goldwyn is
(Catherine
MacDonald,
whose
next
picture on the First National program will confident that the right actress for
the part has been obtained. Frank
be " Trust Your Wife
Lloyd will direct the production.
Photography on " Look Before
Katherine MacDonald
You Leap," the Thompson Buchanan comedy formerly called " The
Renews Contract
Bridal Path," was completed this
week under the direction of E. MaMACson Hopper. The company has just
E
in
KATHERIN DONALD will remant
returned from its third trip to Santa
under the manageme
Barbara for exteriors.
of B. P. Schulberg for
Tom Moore and his bride, Rene
an additional period of two
Adoree, whom he courted, won and
years after the expiration of
married while she 'was playing the
ract, accordher present contce
part of his sister in the William
ing to an announ ment from
Hurlbut
comedy, " Made in
Mr. Schulberg's fices. eo
Heaven," have returned from their
star, who but twoof years Th
ag
honeymoon
in Honolulu. On March
was practically an unknown
24th Moore is scheduled to begin
,
e
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er
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work on his next photoplay, " Beatas salary for the period, it is
ing the Game," an original scenario
stated.
by Charles Kenyon. Victor SchertThe contract has been unzinger will direct.
der consideration for some
Good progress is being made on
time with Henry Herzbrun
next Reginald Barker Production,
of New York and Loeb,
" The Old Nest," from Rupert
Walker and Loeb of Los AnHughes' successful novel of the
geles, as the attorneys represame name, despite the indisposition
senting Mr. Schulberg, and
of the California sun. Mr. Barker
Miss MacDonald's interests
has been taking scenes for the piclooked after by Henry Wethture on a small town street constructed on the studio lot.
erborn, an attorney of Los
Angeles. The rise in popuWallace Worsley has got well unlarity with the public on the
der way with Gouverneur Morris'
part of Miss MacDonald
original photoplay, " Ace of
through the productions starHearts."
strongly draring her as distributed by
matic storyThis
and is
the a combination
of
Associated First National
Lon Chaney, Leatrice Joy and John
Pictures, Inc., was the decidBowers in the three leading roles
ing factor in the conclusion
gives promise of screen acting of
the highest type.
as to the salary she was to
receive, declares a statement
Will Rogers is taking lessons in
from First National headfencing in order to play the duel
quarters.
scene in Elmer L. Rice's original
Miss MacDonald's latest
photoplay,
for Romeo,"
realistically. " Doubling
The Goldwyn
studios
release is " My Lady's Latchkey "and " Trust Your Wife "
will be released shortly. Under the new contract, a
schedule providing for six reHodkinson
leases a year will be adopted,
it is announced.
nsonan CorTHE W. W.porationHodki
has issued
announcement tothe effect that
Exploitation Expert Is an arrangement has been entered
into whereby William M. Vog^el,
Engaged by Universal
as an exporter of moU The exploitation department of well known
tion pictures, assumes the active
■ the Universal Film Manufacturing
ement of the export activiM Company has engaged Charles J. manag
ties of present and future Hodkinj|Giegerich, the instigator of many
son releases with complete world
11 widely known publicity campaigns,
exclusive of the United States
I to work in Connection with the na- rights
and Canada.
I tional exploitation campaign proInvolved in this new deal are the
1 jected for " Reputation," the forth- output of such producers as Irvin
I coming
Universal-Jewel picture
V. Willat, Hugo Ballin, Benj. B.
I starring Priscilla Dean.
It also is announced at the Uni- Hampton, J. L. Frothingham,
versal home office that Lowell Cash, Rockett Brothers, Dial Film Company, Irene Castle Productions, NaJ a well known publicity man, has
tional Pictures Corporation, and
j been dispatched to exploit " Out- productions of various other HodII side the Law " the present Priscilla
kinson
units.
U Dean success, in the Ohio territory.
This means that such stars as
I Cash is following Joseph H. Mayer,
J who has gone to Baltimore for Enid Bennett, Irene Castle, Betty
Mabel Ballin, Bessie BarJ Universal to exploit " Outside the Blythe,
riscale, Claire Adams, Myrtle StedLaw " for the New Theatre.

Features

on

the

Way

Irene Rich, appearing in the Goldwyn picture, " A Tale of Two Worlds "
here have taken on a very pictur- silver loving cup in recognition of
thetheexcellent
esque appearance because of the in
comedy. acting which he does
fifteenth century Italian costumes
Gouverneur Morris, one of the
which are being used in the dream
part of this comedy. Rogers is Eminent Authors group, is blossomout as a public speaker as well
writing a song called " The Juliet as a ingwriter
original scenarios for
Blues," which is to be interpolated Goldwyn. of
Last Wednesday night
in the picture. Rogers' latest phooplay, An
" preview
Unwilling
Hero,"Strand
was he spoke at three theatres in Poshown tin
at the
mona in opposition to the local agitation to close the motion picture
Theatre, in Pasadena, this week,
and was enthusiastically received. houses on Sunday. His eloquence
The management of the theatre is said to have made a deep impression upon public sentiment.
gave Rogers a handsome sterling

in

Big

Export

Deal

Cheater," " The Broken Gate," " No.
William M. Vogel to 99,"
"Green Flame," " The Coast of
Take Care of All
Opportunity,"
many others.in the
The authorsandrepresented
Foreign Sales
list of clude
plays
aboveGrey,
inIrving enumerated
Bacheller, Zane
Achmed Abdullah, Mary Lerner
Albert Payson Terhune, Page Philman, Mitchell Lewis, Billie Rhodes,
lips, Joseph C. Lincoln, Emerson
Roy Stewart, J. W arren Kerrigan, Hough, F. N. Westcott, etc. Their
direction
was in the capable hands
Edward Earle, Leatrice Joy, Kathlyn Williams, Marguerite de la of Irvin V. Willat, William A.
Alotte, and Joseph Dowing, are Seiter, Hugo Ballin, Paul Scardon,
among the talent made available Edward Sloman, Ernest C. Warde,
through Mr. Vogel in a variety of Roy Clements, Jack Conway,
attractive stories. Among these Thomas Heffron, Lloyd Ingraham
and T. Hayes Hunter.
stories may be mentioned " East
It is announced for the conLynn," "Jane Eyre," "U. P. Trail,"
venience of foreign rights buyers
" Kentucky Colonel," " Partners of that the offices
of Mr. William M.
the Tide," " Keeping Up With Liz- Vogel are located at the present
zie," "The Other Woman," "Down time in the Longacre Building, 1476
Home," " The Tiger's Coat," " The Broadway, where they will remain
Truant Husband," " Pagan Love," until
satisfactory arrangements for
" King Spruce," ' The Breaking
Point," "Blue Bonnet," "The Dream larger accommodations can be made.
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Picture

News

"Scoops"
for International
Scores " Beat " on Vesuvius Eruption and Moscow Meeting Views
Universal exchanges in all parts
INTERNATIONAL
reel of the country on the same day.
•*•
officials are jubilantNEWS
over two
This beat by several days similar
news " beats " scored by that pictures in rival news reels, states
organization during the past week. the home office and the pictures of
Not only does the International
News claim credit for sending out Mt Vesuvius in eruption were
taken by Capt. Ariel Varges, Inthe first pictures of the latest erupternational's leading foreign representative.
of Mount several
Vesuvius,
famed tionvolcano,
days Italy's
ahead
The pictures from Moscow
of any other news reel organiza- arrived in this country by special
tion, but also for the release of
exclusive pictures taken during the International messenger. International officials assert that picmeeting ofnationale inthe
noted Russia.
Third Intertures dealing with Bolshevik acMoscow,
tivities are regarded as contraband
The " beat " on the eruption pictures, International explains, was by officials of many governments
and have to be guarded in transit.
possible because
of the earlyNews
dis- The Internationale pictures were
tribution of International
No. 21, released through Universal released in International News No
in New York Tuesday, March 15, 22, released March 18.
and shipped from New York to
Scene from " What's Your Reputation
Worth?is "starred
a Vitagraph production in which
Corinne Griffith

Screen
Supersedes
Stage
Wins Two Productions Originally
Destined

"Middle

of

Story

Vital;'

Says
Vignola
THE middle of a story is at once
tion is: 'How' are the third and
the most important and the fourth reels?.
most difficult part, according to
If authors paid more attention to
Robert G. Vignola, director of the body of a story than to the bespecial productions for Cosmopoliginning and the end they would
tan-Paramount, who is now direct- have a much better story in the
ing Marion Davies in " Manhan- long run, one that would reflect
dling Ethel."
credit upon them and upon the di"It
is
far greater
importance
the filmofthan
either the
beginningto
or the end and it is the most difficult part of the production to write rector."
or to make," said Mr. Vignola.
Mermaid Contract Re"give
Almost
one can opening
take a theme,
it ananyexplosive
and a
newed for 3 Years
pyrotechnic finish and let it go at
that, but the middle of the story —
Lloyre-d
that's another matter.
TE haveandbeen
WHI
.who
CKlton
JAHami
" Authors and directors must not
ely supervising and
spectiv
forget that in one sense the motion
starring in Mermaid comedies
picture is at a disadvantage. The
which have been made at the
novel has the advantage of being
Astra studios in Glendale,
able to be put aside and taken up
Calif., for Educational Film
again later. The play has the adExchanges, Inc., are busy
vantage of being divided into acts
this week completing arwith intermissions between to give
rangements for the first of
the audience a chance to rest and
their pictures to be made in
think. But the motion picture has
the East, as a result of the
no such advantage. A five or six
contract for three years
reel feature runs continuously for
which they have just signed
from an hour and a quarter to an
E. W. Hammons, presiwith
hour and a half subjecting the
dent of Educational.
mind and eyes to an unusual strain.
This contract calls for
It is another weakness of the screen
Hamilton to appear in six
that it has a tendency to lull one to
comedies a year and White to
sleep. To overcome this handicap,
personally direct the same
number with a comedian
or in other words to keep the specwhose name has not yet been
tators awake, the middle of the
announced featured. White
story must be fully as interesting,
will also supervise the Hamilif not more so, than the beginning
ton pictures though another
because it h as a more difficult row
director will be in immediate
to hoe. That's where the writer's
charge. In addition to these
pictures Jimmie Adams, who
and director's respective abilities
count.
remains with Astra, will appear in eight two-reelers a
" I venture to say that the bigyear
which will also be re
gest reason for a picture's failure
leased
under the Mermaid
is the fact that it sags in the middle.
brand name.
This fault destroys interest which
Probably two and possibly
is always, without exception, fatal.
more pictures will be made
No matter how unusual the openin New York.
ing may be I am always skeptical
until I get to the middle. My ques-

for

Stage

is pulling
T rthewithscreen
THA
playwrights than
stronge
the stage is apparent from the announcement that at least two productions, written originally for the
pres-is
screen
given of
been
stage, haveentation
first. One
these
" Ducks and Drakes," written by
Elmer Harris, who has invariably
had his comedies produced on the
stage before being screened, but
who in this instance has reversed
his usual method.
Asked why he had delayed the
permitting the
bv made
stage
screen production
version to be
first, Mr.
Harris explained :
"I found Miss Bebe Daniels, the
Realart star, such a perfect realization of the type
the heroine
of Imyintended
comedy,' Teddy,'
to be
that I lost no time in arranging to
have her appear in the screen version of the play."
Another play which picture patAmerican

Presentation
rons will see before it is presented

on
is " The
LittlebyClown."
It istheanstage
original
comedy
Avery
Hopwood, author of many plays,
four of which are successfully and
simultaneously running on Broadway this season.
Mr. Hopwood, who personally
supervised the filming of his play,
is enthusiastic over the great possi
bilities of the motion picture as a
field for dramatists.
" I feel that many points are
brought out in the photoplay that
will be of value in producing the
stage version," said Mr. Hopwood.
" For in this offering I am reversing usual precedents, and film fol
lowers
see 'itTheis Little
Clownon '
months will
before
appearing
Both " Ducks and Drakes " and
"Broadway."
The Little Clown " are Realart
productions and are released under
the Star Franchise.

Issues

Press

Book

" Payment Guaranteed " Possesses
Exploitation Possibilities
Fine
stills, actual scenes which appear on
the
screen, and not fanciful dreams
exhib
is just
the of the artist. There is an abund
for off"live
GNitorsbook
CAM"PAI
A wire
press and offers those who are in- ance of excellent material in the
terested in " putting over " the film itself, and both exhibitors and
American's latest special, " Pay- the fans know by this time that an
ment Guaranteed," in a big way, a American production always more
variety of useful and unique sug- than lives up to its paper. More
than this, there is not a publicity
ons.
gesti
Enclosed
with the campaign book story
in the book which cannot be
for this " Flying A " feature, de- used as it stands for publication in
scribed by the producers as " a the newspapers, state the producers
drama of romance and intrigue," is
a six-page spread with cuts of the
posters, lobby photographs and ad- Bob Wagner Succeeds
vertising cuts.ads
Thewhich
latterareareready
inSavage in Buffalo
sered in sample
D. J. Savage, manager of the
for the exhibitor's scissors after Educational
Film Exchange and the
adding his name and playing dates.
One-sheets, two three-sheets, six- Empire State Film Corporation of
sheet and twenty-four sheet are all Buffalo, N. Y. has resigned his position. Bob Wagner, special repre
action posters, introducing the prin- sentative
of the Empire State Film
cipal players in rich sets, indicating the emotion and stress of the Corp. has succeeded Mr. Savage
plot and a dramatic climax. These in the management of both the
posters are reproductions of the above distributing organizations.
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WORLD'S LARGEST AND MOST
BEAUTIFUL THEATRE
BROADWAY AT 5|sj STREET
EDWARD
BOWES
Managing*

Director

BOOKS

.

HUSH
for

a

run

Sunday,

An
the

beginning
April

accomplishment
theory

won't

book

that

17th

that disproves

first run

independent

houses
pictures

First run Houses everywhere
are anxious to book independent pictures
that can make good and the big
stars are beginning to see it more
clearly every day. That's why more of the
bigger stars are gradually
drawing away from machine made pictures
into producing independently
where their talents and efforts will be
rewarded with greater financial
returns, and far greater
publicity and exploitation.
"Hush" is
a product of specialists whose
hands are not tied by red tape.
The same
is true of "STRAIGHT-FROM-PARIS, "
my latest production, an even finer picture
than "Hush."
I urge every exhibitor
to review "STRAIGHT-FROM-PARIS" to
satisfy themselves that Equity's
independent productions are paving the way
for bigger independent
pictures to come.
"Hush" can be
booked thru any Equity Franchise Holder, or
by communicating with
EQUITY PICTURES CORPORATION, Aeolian Hall, N. Y.
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News

Rothapfel Books Bruce
Scenic for Capitol

M
etro
Week"
Reports
Show
Unprecedented Number
of Bookings

ALTHOUGH full returns have
not as yet come into the home
offices of Metro Pictures
Corporation in New York regarding the extent of the bookings during Metro week, held this year for
the first time and covering the
period of February 27 to March 5,
there is every indication that the
al ions
of
estima
origin
compa
g Metro
inte7,000
attract
bookinny's
theatres was conservative
Exhibitors in every part of the
country, from the South Atlantic
States to the Pacific Northwest,
from Maine to Southern California,
took advantage of the opportunity
to show in their theatres for this
one record-breaking week the
screen productions presenting Viola
Dana, Bert Lytell, Alice Lake, May
Allison, Ina Claire, Buster Keaton,
those all-star pictures which feature such prominent players as Gareth Hughes, House Peters and
Marjorie Daw, and the Jack London stories reproduced in pictures.
Demand, too, for Nazimova Productions, even those of some time
ago, was heavy.
No better idea can be gained of
the far-reaching extent of Metro
bookings than a random selection
and listing of the theatres in various parts of the country which
showed certain Metro releases.
There follow a few taken from
the veritable mountain of reports:
In Nashville, Term., Ina Claire
in
Polly with
" was Atshown
all " week
at thea Past
Strand.
the
Vendome the Jack London story,
" The Star Rover " and the big
melodramatic attraction, " The
Fatal
Hour,"to shared
the week,
additional
this Viola
Dana andin
"first
Dangerous
to Men
the
half of the
week " atappeared
the Rialto.
Heralded by page after page of
advertising and publicity display,
following Metro attractions were
seen in Atlanta, Ga. : Bert Lytell in
"Tuesday
The Misleading
Lady," Monday,
and Wednesday
at the
Grand, with " The Greater Claim,"
starring Alice Lake, finishing out
the week there. At the Criterion
Viola Dana in F. Scott Fitzgerald's
" The Offshore Pirate ' ran the entire seven days, and " The Great
Redeemer," written by H. H. Van
Loan, produced under the supervision of Maurice Tourneur and
featuring House Peters and Marjorie Daw, did likewise at the
Tudor. Three Metro attractions —
Alice Lake in " Body and Soul,"
Monday and Tuesday; William H.
Crane and Buster Keaton in Winchell Smith's "The Saphead,"
Wednesday and Thursday, and May
Allison in "Are All Men Alike?"
Friday and Saturday — filled the
week's bill at the Alamo No. 2.
Another Viola Dana picture,
" Blackmail," was seen Friday at
the Savoy.
The Palm theatre, Rockford, 111.,
presented Alice Lake in " The
Greater Claim." Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday, following with " Extravagance," May two
Allison's
release, the next
days,latest
and
completing the week with " The

Was

Big

Success

With the booking of " Water
Trails," a Robert C. Bruce scenic
released by Educational at the Capitol theatre for this week at what
is said to be the highest price ever
paid for a scenic picture on Broadway, there is another chapter written in one of the worth while developments of the motion picture
business.

It was S. L. Rothapfel who
showed the first picture that Bruce
made for Educational. Thif was
" When the Mountains Call," 2,700
feet in length and was used by Mr.
Rothapfel in connection with his
presentation
of " Hypocrites,"
which awakened
Broadway toa bill
the
possibilities of the motion picture.
Immediately after this Mr. Bruce
made a number of singh- reel pictures for Educational and every
one of these was booked by Mr.
Rothapfel. Without exception hegave them special musical interpretations, setting a new standard for
this class of film, and often giving
them unusual presentations.
" Water Trails " was taken in
Jamaica and shows the unusual
starring Viola Dana, " Puppets of Fate " tropical scenery of that country
with its jungles, its peaceful rivers
with Alice Lake in " The Misfit and its water falls.
Wife" and Buster Keaton's tworeelcr, " Neighbors," the Reliance
followed with one-day runs of
" The Hope " ; Bert Lytell in " The Christie Two-Reeler at
Ambassador
Misleading Lady," Nazimova in
" The Heart of a Child," May Alli" The Reckless Sex," a Christie
son in " The Marriage of W illiam featuring
Earl Rodney and Dorothy
Ashe," and the Jack London story Dcvore, has the distinction of being
of the sea, " The Mutiny of the the first two-reel comedy to be
Three prominent theatres in Co- shown at the Ambassador theatre,
Elsinore."
lumbia, S. C. observed Metro week. Los Angeles, the special presentation theatre under the direction of
At
Lester's
Rivoli Ina
Monday,
and Wednesday,
ClaireTueswas S. Barret McCormick.
seen in " Polly with a Past," and
the following three days were given
over • to "The Offshore Pirate,"
starring Viola Dana. At the Ideal
" The Misleading Lady," with Bert
Lytell in the stellar role, played
/
Monday and Tuesday; May Allison
in "The Marriage of William
Ashe " Wednesday and Thursday,
and William H. Crane and Buster
Keaton,
in " The Saphead,"
Friday co-stars
and Saturday.
At the

A scene from Metro's latest production
Offshore Pirate," starring Viola
Dana. In the same city the Family
theatre played " The Great Re"Sunday
and Monday.
That deemerthe
smaller
communities
took as heartily to the idea of
Metro week as the better known
cities is indicated by the appearance of Metro pictures all week in
Junction City, Kan., at the Cozy
theatre. With a limited public to
draw from it was not possible to
sustain long runs, but it was none
the less profitable to give patrons
the pleasure of Metro Classics. Appearing one day each came, in the
order named, Jewel Carmen in "The
Silver Lining " ; Luther Reed's
" Lure of Youth," featuring Gareth
Hughes ; Viola Dana in " The Offshore Pirate " ; then a two-day run
of Nazimova in " Billions," with the
big melodrama, " Hearts Are
Trumps,"
drawing
ness the last
day of splendid
the week.busi-A
Buster Keaton comedy, " Convict
13," also appeared on the bill of
the Cozy during the week.
Presentations of a similar na- Broadway were Nazimova in "Madame Peacock " Monday and Tuesture were held at the Reliance, one
day,
and Taylor Holmes in " Nothof the leading theatres of Orangeburg, S. C. Beginning the week da vs. ing but Lies " the following two

Hodkinson

Units

Compete

" Hodkinson Idea " to Encourage
a Spirit of Friendly Competition
ONE of the sub-divisions of the
'Hodkinson Ideas" is the
building up of a spirit of friendly
competition between the various
producing units whose pictures are
released through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. Mr. Hodkinson declares thai in getting the producers and the directors to strive
one against the other great results
can be achieved.
Hugo Ballin has given W. W.
Hodkinson
" EastraceLynne
his
entrant in the
for "theas first
months of 1021; Irvin Y. Willat
contributes "Partners of the
Tide"; Bcnj. B. Hampton "A Certain Rich Man"; the Dial Film

Company " The Light in the Clearing," directed by T. Hayes Hunter;
the Rockett Brothers " Keeping LTp
With Lizzie." And now J. L.
Frothingham has made his entry in
the
race, Sloman
" The Other
W oman,"
Edward
directed
picture anin
which Jerome Patrick. Helen
Jerome Eddy, Jane Novak, William
Conklin, Kate Price and Master
Frankic Lee are the featured
players. Mr. Frothingham has declared that he is quite prepared to
back his picture for entertainment
value, for dramatic value and for
box-office appeal against the best
product of any other organization.
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Orleans Welcomes Ruth
and
Rol
LAND, the
RUTHtheROser
ial star,
Pa
w Orat
off
d
stoppeleans, La., while onNeher
way
ing a
low
fol
to the Coast,
brief vacation in the East.
The star was accorded an
enthusiastic reception in the
rold Gulf city. In one s afte
noon and evening Mis Roland appeared at twelve of
the leading picture theatres
performance-,
during the en,
Escorial
Liberty, Que
Harlequin, Capitol, Variety,
Carrolton, Washington, Napoleon, Strand, Ivy and
Folly.
Her arrival at the Pathe
headquarters was the scene
of her first reception. She
was later driven to the
Saenger Amusement Company's headquarters
the Saenger
employeeswhere
and
out-of-town exhibitors gave
her a hearty greeting. She
was photographed with President Julian Saenger and
Vice-President Gueringer as
contracts for her Pathe
serial, " The Avenging Arrow," were signed. This
contract, according to Pathe,
is the first contract closed
by Saenger for the use of
chapter-picture over its entire circuit. Miss Roland
..was given an especially enthusiastic reception at the
Strand theatre. Later she
visited the Charity Hospital
to distribute flowers to the
sick children there. The incidents of her visit to the city
were featured liberally in the
local press.

New

Pioneer

Now

Releasing

"The Mystery Mind"
Pioneer Film Corporation announces that its new serial, " The
-Mystery Mind," starring J. Robert
Pauline, is now being distributed
through its exchanges throughout
the United States and Canada.
Pioneer officials are of the opinion
that a new record for serial bookings will be established with this
chapter-picture. The Pioneer statement also informs of an "elaborate
exploitation
nowOne
underof
way for thiscampaign,"
production.
the features of this campaign is reported to be the publication of the
book version of the story which was
written by Arthur B. Reeve and
John Wt Grey.
Report Wide Bookings
for "The Devil"
Associated Exhibitors, distributors of " The Devil." report exhibitor tendencies in widely separated parts of the country to
arrange their bookings in a manner
to provide for unlimited engagements for the George Arlisss
feature. Following a recent trade
showing at the Ziegfeld Theatre,
Chicago,
Barbee's
Loop and
closed
for
a two weeks
first run,
the key
cities of Rock Island, Moline and
Davenport were booked.

rt
Spu
l Big
Fina
Pathe Sees
Finish
in
Its Selling

in

Month

"Brunet

Competition
Pathebranconch
peting
the com
ious
KE tests,prev
UNLI
managers and their aides are
nd
ing
dsta
not hold
off for a gran
finish, but have been flooding the
home office with contracts that
added a perceptible punch to " Brunet Month
" duri
ion.ng the third week
of the
competit
There apparently is an earnest
desire on the part of the various
teams, to get their decks cleared for
the last week of the contest, which
all the Pathe home office officials
expect to see record an unprecedented volume of business in every
department.
Inasmuch as there are twentyseven actual business days in March
every branch manager will have an
usual opportunity for recording a
total of business he has never before attained in a single month.
The spurt during the third week
was so marked, as to make it safe
to say that fully seventy per cent
at least of the thirty-two Pathe
branch offices throughout the
country, will better their best previous performances in any four week
period.
March marks the fourth anniversary of Paul Brunet as head of
the great distributing organization
— three as vice president and general manager, the last as president
of Pathe Exchange, Inc. These
have been years marked by a steady
march forward. Never once has
the organization taken a backward
step. Each year has seen a big inin the the
volume
of Pathe's
business,creaseunder
guidance
of Mr.
Brunet.
Even in these times, which are
considered adverse in many quarters but which are optimistically

Plan

production, scheduled
Will Do," the Edward Jose auspices
A scene from " What Womenpicture
of Associated
was made under the
for release by Pathe. The
Exhibitors
regarded by the entire Pathe organization the progress of the
Pathe rooster remains unimpeded.
This is made emphatically apparent by the returns so far recorded
this year, particularly during the
current month, which has been set
asideute toasthe" Brunet
Month," inIt tribPathe president.
will
be even more apparent when the
full returns for March are registered, states Pathe.
It would hardly be policy, Pathe
announces, to state the position of
the leaders at this stage of the competition— in fact, it would be virtually impossible to do so, so rapidly have contracts been pouring
into the home office. Yet this much
is a certainty — two winners of the
last Pathe contest are in a position
to be upset this month, not because
they have failed to show the prog-

Improved

audi-travel
antingconfer
an import
tors, inL'S
UNIVERSA
ence recently held in the
Universal exchange in Chicago, perfected many plans to increase the
efficiency of the Universal booking
system and to give better service
to the exhibitor, it is announced at
the Universal home office.
The conference was held under
the supervision of J. B. Ohrt,
comptroller for Universal, and was
attended by W. K. Lendon, auditor
for the Eastern district of the
United States, G. B. Howe of the
Middle Western district, C. H.
Griffith of the Far West, N. Shiren
of the Northwestern district, and
H. Henigson, traveling auditor for
Universal's
foreign branches. It
lasted four days.
The booking system being developed by Universal is said to
enable the booker in each exchange
to advance his notification of playdate from three to six weeks, thus
enabling all exhibitors to know, far
in advance, just when they will play
Universal pictures. Universal officials believe this will result in

Universal

ress that marked their efforts in
the past, but because other branches
are making even greater advances
in their collections and new business. The last week may see the
four winners in the various divisions last November, repeat their
triumph. But at this point, it seems
altogether improbable.
It is most interesting to note the
returnsatedbeing
madesales
by the
AssociExhibitors
force,
who
are selling the entire Pathe list of
features in all towns over 1,500.
John E. Storey, sales manager of
the Associated, indicates that he
will have
a report
on that
feature sales at
the endtoofmake
March,
will be startling for its indication
of general
prosperity
among exhibitors and the
acknowledged
merit
of the Pathe and Associated feature product.

Booking

System

Auditors

in days to three weeks within a few
days, it is recounted.
Another important matter tackled
Important Conferby
the traveling auditors, was the
ence in Chicago
elimination of nickering in pictures
caused
perforated
the
film. Itby was
decidednumbers
to do inaway

greater exploitation of Universal
features.
Another of the important results
of the new booking system as developed in the given
auditors'
conference,to
is the weight
by Universal
personal relationship between the
booker and the exhibitor. The revised booking system, it is asserted,
gives each booker ample opportunity
to discuss individual bookings with
exhibitor patrons. This ' is necessary in many cases if complete satisfaction is to be given to the
exhibitor, and complete accord between him and the film company to
be established, it is the opinion of
Universal exchange heads.
So efficacious is the new Universal booking system alleged to be,
that it advanced billings and programs !n one office from three

with perforated
numbersembossing
in Universal films. Instead,
machines, which impress numbers
not apparent in projection, are being
tentatively installed in the larger
Universal exchanges. If they prove
successful, the entire Universal exchange organization will be equipped
with them, it is promised.
Steps also
were taken
at the conference of auditors,
to perfect
the
keeping of a physical inventory of
all film and film property in the
Universal offices. Universal claims
to have arrived at so complete an
inventory
that the
abouts of every
foot exact
of filmwhereis on
record. This, it is explained, enables
the distributing department to supply sudden orders for rare prints,
as well as to meet shifting changes
in the wholesale booking of current
favorites.
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Four Vitagraph chiefs. From left to right, John M. Quinn, general manager
of
Vitagraph's
distributing
S. Smith,
manager
of theproduction
Western
studios;
President
Albert E.organization;
Smith, and W.
George
Randolph
Chester,
editor of Vitagraph

"Scoop"
Claims
Pathe
Allied News
Invasion
of
Germany
is
Shown on Screen
IN every way, it is claimed, the
most enterprising and cleanest
picture, screen, and newspaper
" beat " of recent record was scored
by Pathe News with its exclusive
pictures showing the allied advance
into Germany. Within nine days
of the entrance of the troops into
Dusseldorf, the Pathe News negatives were landed in New York
from the Olympic, having reached
the Atlantic liner at Liverpool a
bare hour before her sailing by fast
train from London after two swift
airplane flights. Not only were they
in ample time for the regular Saturday News Reel at the NeV York
theatres, but for reproduction in
leading New York daily newspapers
on Saturday morning, March 19.
Picture patrons who saw these
views Saturday evening in Pathe

Metro
New

After Nine Days
News No. 23, had been prepared
for the treat by sections of the same
film reproduced in their morning
papers. These views were displayed
in William
American,
in theRandolph
World andHearst's
in the
Illustrated Daily News. No newspapers had pictures of the allied occupation of Germany from any
other source.
Preparedness, careful and intelligent planning by Editor Emanuel
Cohen, sent the programme through
without a hitch. Staff Cameraman
George Ercole had received his
orders at Paris and was waiting
and ready at Dusseldorf two days
before the troops of occupation arrived on March 8, Tuesday. Ercole's cameras got busy and
" ground " efficiently while a swift
airplane waited ready to take the air.

Special
Selling
Out
Yorkers Crowd Lyric Daily

to See Metro's "
CONFIRMATION of the popularity with the New York theatre-going public of Metro's mammoth picturization of " The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse" is
contained in the heavy advance seat
sale at the Lyric theatre, where Rex
Ingram's production is being shown,
and by the fact that for the past
several nightly performances the
house has been sold out long before
the curtain rose and standing room
only was obtainable at the box
office.
The explanation
the picture's
unusual
and grippingof appeal
to the
average individual can only be predicated on the score of its great emotional sweep that finds its reaction
continually in outbursts of applause that punctuate the entire
showing. Although theatre audiences vary greatly in their response
to the stimuli of entertainment, the

Release

Wins

N e

Praise

Frederick's Acting and Setting of
Picture Receive Favorable Comment
role well suited to her strong emo
IN week
a statement
during the tional talents. At all times she apfrom theissued
Robertson-Cole
pears to advantage. Opposite Miss.
home office, excerpts from the
Frederick plays Roy Stewart, who
opinions rendered by the trade- brings
force and dramatic action to
press reviewers in connection with
the role. He is the mainspring to
its new release, " The Mistress of
Lady Myra's heart throbs. OthersShenstone,"
submitted.
The production starsarePauline
Frederick
and in the picture are well cast. The
is adapted from Florence L. Bar- scenes, especially the exteriors, are
novel of ofthethe
sameromance
title. and up to the usual Robertson-Cole
The clay's
charm
backgrounds of the picture appeals
The Exhibitors' Trade Review isas follows : " A picture that
standards."
particularly to Laurence Reid, writ- quoted
ing in the Motion Picture News. boasts such a star and such a wellbalanced
supporting cast could
He says that the title role is ideal
hardly
fail
to prove worth while
for her and " the backgrounds
of cliff and ocean and country es- seeing. 'The Mistress of Shentates provide a perfect atmosphere.
stone 'has been so well produced
The offering depends mostly on its and acted so cleverly that it makes
romantic conflict. And this ro- a most satisfactory feature motion
mance is so deftly shaded, so finely picture. The story holds the interest, the acting is exceptionally good,
suggested by the star and Roy
Stewart that the picture is lifted and the direction, production, etc., ■
leaves little to be desired. The feat- I
above
average."
The the
Moving
Picture World is ure should meet with considerable I
success and seems bound to please I
quoted ick'sasacting
follows
: " Miss gripping
Freder- the many admirers of Pauline Fred- I
is intensely
and she has been provided with a
/^ii
Goldwyil
Goldwyn
Big

txr

•

Weekerick." 111 Buffalo
Headquarters Reports a

Response

on

in from
are pouring
GS large
BOOKIN
theatres,
and small,
for
the Goldwyn Week announced in
,
the Buffalo territory beginning
April 10th,
a statementhome
refrom the Goldwyn
ceived declares
office. Under the direction of Resident Manager George A. Hickey,
the sales force at the Buffalo office
is making a record in the number
of solid weeks of Goldwyn Pictures,
it is declared, including the fourth
year product and some of the earlier
productions that exhibitors missed
when they were first released.
Estimating from the list of bookings reported three weeks in advance of showing, and the many theatres with which negotiations are
now being carried on, there will be
upwards of 100 houses booked for

Four Horsemen "
places in " The Four Horsemen of
the
wherehave
applause
and Apocalypse
frequently "cheers
been
called forth, has been demonstrated
night after night to be ever the
same.
This appeal
found
reflected in the has
boxbeen
office
at the
Lyric theatre. So heavy an advance sale of seats has been registered, as to render problematical
just how far into the future the
time will be before another production is housed within the theatre.
Seats for all performances are completely exhausted, and night after
night finds many people occupying
standing room back of the orchestra. More notable than this, however, is the complete selling out of
the top gallery, which in recent
years became such a white elephant
to theatre owners that many have
been designed without them.

Picture

scene from coming
" Snowblind,"
Goldwyn picture a forth-

Part of Exhibs
solid weeks of Goldwyn pictures before April 10, declares the Goldwyn
statement.
The drive in the Buffalo territory
has been given great impetus by the
success of the early releases in
Goldwyn's fourth year group.
" Earthbound," " Madame X," " The
Branding Iron," "The North Wind's
Malice " and other productions that
have been on the market for the
past few months, have proven
strong box-office attractions with
up-state audiences. Some of these
productions went so well at the first
showing that they have been booked
for return engagements to divide the
week with other Goldwyn releases.
Many of the exhibitors who have
signed for the full week are preparing to launch special advertising
campaigns in local papers, making
the announcement of a full week of
Goldwyn pictures the feature of
their appeal to the public. Also, a
number of exhibitors are taking this
occasion to launch a spring opening
with houses freshened up after the
winter season and a gala program
throughout.
April 3rd Releases Are
Announced by Pathe
Pathe has scheduled the following releases for April 3rd : " A
Life in Jeopardy," the fourth
episode of " The Avenging Arrow,"
starring Ruth Roland : " The Danger Ledge," the eleventh chapter of
the serial, " Double Adventure,"
starring Charles Hutchison; " The
Love Lesson," a new Rolin comedy,
featuring Eddie Boland: and Pathe
Review No. 97, in which Hy
Mayer's Travelaugh. " Such is Life
featured.
in
New York ' Uptown ' " is
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((New Century Comedy
for Early Release

L"
KID'S PAcomurr\
l' «
I UE
is approaching
pletion at the Hollywood plant of the
I Century Film Corporation, it
i is announced at the New
| York office of that company,
i The two-reeler stars Brownie,
lj, called
Screen. the Wonder Dog of the
Julius Stern, president of
! the Century company, who
: arrived in Los Angeles several days ago from New
i York, has wired to the Century offices in the East that
production at the Century
plant has been increased to
include six comedy units, including one featuring Harry
: Sweet, one featuring Brownie,
two units working with the
Century lions, one featuring
the Century bathing girls and
: one other.
dothacker Co. Finishes
Welfare Picture]
|, The Rothacker Industrial Division has just completed the producton of a two-reeler, called " The
E)asis," for the Chicago Hebrew Inlititute. Harry Brown directed.
HThe picture describes how the Institute isproving an oasis for little
|«vayfarers on the desert wastes of
life, and also shows what is being
Hone for the grown-ups. It is described as a dramatic piece " full of
human interest." " The Oasis " will
B>e given a wide non-theatrical cir[tulation in Chicago. The Institute
IWill loan the picture to organizations
Kn other cities where it can be used
:'for the promotion of welfare work.
British Rights Sold
David Mundell, of Metro Villa,
Prestwich, Scotland, has purchased
the rights for the United Kingdom
on the seven two reel Midget
Comedies and the two reel special
Jazz,"of from
the S. and
E.Cowboy
Enterprises,
New York.

"Black
Beauty"
Vitagraph Film Wins
Unusual Record in
One

Month

Vita-n
BEAUTY,"
44 -pv
r*> LACK
graph's
based on special
the storyproductio
by Anna
Sewell,
is proving
" self-sellerit," isit
is
claimed,
and a although
scarcely a month since it had its
initial public performance, every key
center over the length and breadth
of the United States and Canada,
with only four exceptions, has
booked the special for early showings. Day and date bookings prevail in many large cities, New
York, Boston and Cleveland showing the largest number of these
scheduled for early runs. The claim
is made by Vitagraph that this one
month's sales result sets a record
for the entire industry, and one that
will be hard to equal.
In the case of more than twothirds of the " Black Beauty" bookings, the Vitagraph exchanges have
not sold the picture to exhibitors
in their territory but the exhibitors
have come in to the branch offices
and bought it. It is stated that
only in this way could the present
total of .bookings have been run
up in the stated length of time, as
the Vitagraph organization co»ild
not possibly have achieved such results with its present sales staff if
it had not been met more than halfway by exhibitors in search of the
picture.
All centers closed for " Black
Beauty " are pinions of circulation
for zones of varying sizes, and the
demand
for these zones
follow-up
townsto
in
the circulation
is said
be tremendous. In many cases the
big city bookings are for two weeks
or more,
week's
more
the and
rule athan
the booking
exception.is
The demand for " Black Beauty "
naturally usually
haslargetaxed
Vitagraph's
laboratories
at unthe
Brooklyn studios, and the force
there has been working overtime to
turn out the necessary prints.
Practically every exhibitor who
has played " Black Beauty " is

A scene from " Bang," a Mermaid comedy released through Educational Exchanges

A

been
verbally closed, and an actual
Self-Seller
play-date has been settled upon for
one — at the Lyceum theatre, Minneapolis, commencing Easter Sunday.definite
Seattle
will also be an inrun city.
"The First Born" Opens
in Baltimore, Md.
Recently " The release
First Born,"
Robertson-Cole
opened the
in
Baltimore. The Sun of that city
said: " Sessue Hayakawa is appearing this week at the New
Theatre is a highly emotional,
romantic and imaginative story of
a youthful love. . . Hayakawa
does
a proficient
of acting."
Norman
Clark,stretch
writing
in the

Baltimore News,
said:
"Sessue
Hayakawa,
as I have
pointed
out
before, is an excellent screen actor.
There is something about this little
man from Japan which is impresEarle Williams in his forthcoming
sive. He is short, slender, boyishlooking — but he has more dignity,
Vitagraph
production,
" The
Silver
Car." Kathryn
Adams
is
his
leading
more
poise, more force than any
woman
of the six foot gentry of the
which I have seen. There
authority for the statement that it cinema
has attracted an entirely new is an Oriental charm about him
clientele to their theatres; that in which even the silent screen transaddition to their regular patrons,
upon whom they can bank for any
good picture, they are getting the Rex Ingram Leaves to
additional potential patrons who
Start New Picture
have previously not been pictureAfter a six weeks' stay in New
during which plans were outDuring the engagement of "Black York, lined
for producing another superBeauty " at the Brooklyn Mark special Rex
goers.
Ingram production for
Strand theatre the management reports."
ported that in many cases Brooklyn Metro Pictures Corporation to follow "The Four Horsemen of the
school teachers brought entire
classes of children to the showings, Apocalypse," now being shown at
particularly during the quiet hours the Lyric theatre, Mr. Ingram is
between the regular matinee and the preparing to return to the Hollywood (Cal.) studios.
first evening performances. ManAccording to present arrangeager J. F. Clancey of the Capitol
theatre, Hartford, stated that the
ments, work on the new production, which will be a picture of the
picture smashed the attendance
record of his theatre, and Manager same magnitude as "The Four
Edwards of the Palace at New Horsemen," will start immediately
Haven also set new house records following Mr. Ingram's arrival at
by packing in audiences of children the West Coast. In this new Rex
at the matinees and playing to Ingram production this director will
supervise the continuity arrangecapacity adult audiences at night.
ment, casting and art settings, as
The humane societies in many
cities have put their hearty efforts it is planned to give the super-special a most elaborate presentation.
behind " Black Beauty " on account
Miss
Alice Terry, who has the
of its theme, and in Newark, Denver, Winnipeg and several other leading feminine role in " The Four
large cities, have canvassed their Horsemen," will be the heroine in
entire membership. They have been the new super picture, Mr. Ingram
a factor in building up the record announced, while John Seitz will do
matinee audiences which exhibitors the camera work. Selection of the
have never failed to report on this remaining principals in the cast will
picture.
In eleven
women's be
made
following
Mr. Ingram's
return
to the
West Coast.
clubs have
made cities
arrangements
with theatres whereby special
morning matinees at very special
44 Without Li milt"
prices have been put on for children
Makes New York
who could not possibly attend the
regular matinees at the regular
Debut
prices. Vitagraph has received a
" Without Limit," a Metro release
sheaf of commendatory letters forwarded from its various branch of the George D. 'Baker production,
offices. These letters usually ema- for S-L Pictures of Calvin Johnsnate from humane societies and
ton's story " Temple Dusk," as
from schools, although in a fair published in The Saturday Evening
proportion of cases from sources Post, will make its Broadway debut
not connected with either. The at the Capitol theatre the week
tenor of all the letters is that commencing March 20.
The tremendous hit scored by this
" Black Beauty " is a credit to the
motion picture industry.
story
in Boston, Cleveland, PhilaBookings covering indefinite runs
delphia and other cities said to have
of "Black Beauty" in three differ- convinced the Capitol theatre manent exchange centers of Vitagraph
agement that it would prove just
will be closed by Wednesday of the as strong a popular favorite to the
coming week. Two of these have thousands of its patrons.
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West

Awaits

"Tale of Two Worlds"
Favorably Received
One of the best audience pictures that has been shown at the
Capitol theatre, New York, in a
number of months, is the common
verdict on the Goldwyn production
of Bouverneur Morris' original
story of San Francisco's ChinaTwo to Wcrowded
orlds,"
after ittown, "Ahad Tale
been of
played
houses for a week.
In reviewing the production the
New York Sun said : " There's still
plenty of vitality left in the movies,
in spite of all the films which have
been turned out like so many
sausages, when they can produce
such a picture as " A Tale of Two
Worlds," whjch is the first story that
Gouverneur Morris has planted on
the screen for Goldwyn without first

Pre-

miere of "Four
Lorsemen
Hi
of the enthusiAWARE asm with
e
whi
ench of"Ththe
r
Fou Horsem
Apocalypse" was received in
New York at its Lyric theatre premiere March 6, the
motion picture colony in Los
Angeles is awaiting with
manifest impatience the opportunity to view on the
screenn. this Rex Ingram productio
The announcement of the
western premiere of the picture is therefore of special interest. It will take place at
the new Mission theatre, Los
Angeles, within a fortnight.
The contract under which the
Mission obtained the big production for an indefinite run
was signed a few days ago by
Harry David, manager of the
house;
Harry district
Lustig,manager,
Metro's
West Coast
and Ben F. Rosenberg, Metro's Los Angeles exchange
manager.
Chester's Huge Studio
on Coast Soon Ready
C. L- Chester's
big between
studio, which
stretches
the 270 feet
Gower and Beachwood streets and contains the second largest stage in
Hollywood, is said to be the most
modern and most complete in the
Western film metropolis. It is completed except for the finishing
touches, and work will start oft
production shortly after the first
of April.
In many ways the studio is setting the pace for film structures.
The great stage, 100 by 200 feet, is
unobstructed throughout its length
— not one post blocks the way.
Massive reinforced wooden trusses
span the hundred foot space from
wall to wall supporting the roof.
Some 51,000 feet of lumber is
comprised in the stage floor, which
is composed of 2-inch tongue and
groove material, specially selected.
Much careful planning went into
the efficient arranging of the various units of the building. The entire stasre is enclosed over all.
Mayer
Finishes Work
on New Production
Louis B. Mayer announces that
" The Invisible Fear," starring Anita
Stewart, has been completed under
the direction of Edwin Carewe.
This is
star'sfrom
second
since
her the
return
New picture
York
last fall. The first, " Playthings of
Destiny,"
alsobeen
directed
Mr.
Carewe, has
cut andby titled
under
the latter's
is
expected
that supervision,
the negativeandwillit
shortly be shipped to the Rothacker
plant to be printed.
First National is now about to
launch a Mayer release that critics
have declared to be a " dramatic
triumph without a peer." This is
" Sowingpected to surpass
the Wind,"
a pictureof exthe success
the
original stage play by Sydney
Grundy. It was directed by John
M. Stahl. and stars Anita Stewart.

Moe Striemer, who has been promoted
it into print."
The Evening
Journal is equally
to sales manager for the New York ex- clapping
change of United Artists
enthusiastic : " Here is one of the
type of pictures one waits and waits
Hodkinson Denies Sale for— a powerful story, told with
simplicity, intelligence and a cast of
uniform excellence, with photogof "Charge It"
Following the publication of a
raphy of fine beauty."
story to the effect that Clara Kimball Young would be seen in a picRealart Releases Seen
turization of Irving Bacheller's
story, " Charge
It,"
the
YV.
W.
Hodin Loew Theatre
kinson Corporation has issued a
statement in which it is pointed out
When Loew's New York theatre
that the " rights to all Irving announced the productions to be
Bacheller's books are controlled by shown there during the "week of
W. W. Hodkinson." The statement March 21, two of the seven days
further adds that the Hodkinson or- were devoted to Realart pictures.
ganizationflat-footedly
"
deny that
Tuesday's program included Justhe rights to ' Charge It ' have been
tine Johnstone in her second picture for Realart, " The Plaything
A letterof."from D. L. Chambers,
disposed
of Broadway," as the feature,
secretary of the Bobbs-Merrill Com- while
on Wednesday the Loew propany, publishers, is quoted by W. W.
Hodkinson as follows:
gram carriedBrady
" Out as
of the
the principal
Chorus,"
with Alice
" Confirming our statement over attraction.
the telephone we wish to say that
The Loew circuit is a Realart
we have made no arrangement with Star Franchise holder.
Clara Kimball Young for ' Charge
It ' or any other book by Irving

Picture

New

s

Scene from Norma Talmadge's late
First National picture, " The Passio

Young Starts Kipling
Picture Flower
for" Pathe
With sets all built from desig
furnished by Rudyard Kipling in ad-j
vance of his arrival, Director Jame
Young last week started shooting
the first scenes of " Without Bene
••••
\ studios
of Clergy " at the Brunton
Los Angeles. Randolph Lewis, thi
Pathe technical expert who worked
with Kipling in England on the
continuity, has so informed Pan
Brunet of Pathe, who is personalis
deeply concerned with the filming
of the initial Kipling attraction
Director Young's enthusiasm wi]
have much to do with the early com-1
pletion
of the minute
picture. consideration.!
Even- detail
will receive
For the leading female role of
Ameera, fifteen of the mos
capable young picture actresses who
had won favor with Americ
audiences were in rivalry with VirFaire, the
" Fame
and
Fortune ginia
" prize
winner
of thre
Bacheller."
years
ago,
whose
engagement
has
Symphony Offices to
been announced. The part of John
Lois Weber Picture
Aid Music Program
Holden, the young British engineer
hero of the famous Kipling story,
Is
"Too Wise Wives"
The ficesSymphony
Amusement
Of- has not yet been filled.
of
Chicago,
have
completed
Paramount announces that " Too
for supplying highWise Wives " is the title chosen arrangements
class entertainers to motion picture Mountan Joins Arrow
for
Lois
Weber's
fourth
production
for Paramount to be released at an theatres and announces that it is
David J. Mountan has joined the
earlv date.
prepared to book vocal soloists,
Arrow Film Corporation as its ex-|
duos,
trios,
quartettes,
sextettes,
The castClaire
of "TooWindsor,
Wise Wives"
manager and will be stationed
includes
Louis lady singing orchestras, violin portArrow's
New York Office. Mr.
Calhern, Mona Lisa and Phillips soloists, pianists, violin, harp, cello, in
Mountan has been foreign manager
Smalley. In this production Miss string quartettes, accordionists and for the Fox Film Corporation and
Weber displays many rare works also furnish complete combinations
of art which formerly rested in the for " Jazz Nites."
export
Cole Co.manager for the RobertsonAustrian State Museum of Art in
Vienna, but which recently found
their way to Italy and thence to
America, following the sale of
State masterpieces by the Austrian
FOR
RENT
Government.
Hodkinson

to Release

RipHodkinson
Van Winkle"
W." W.
announces that
a screen version of Rip Van Winkle
is to be included in the Hodkinson
schedule of releases. The picture, it
is stated, will follow closely "Joe"
Jefferson's famous stage version,
and in the leading role will be seen
Thomas Jefferson,
of the the
renowned actor whoson created
original rection
roleis inonthethehands
stage.ofTheWard
diLascelle. The production is now
under way on the West Coast.

Large office in new Robertson-Cole
Building, 48th Street and 7th Avenue.
Suitable for Display Rooms for Supplies
or Accessories of Movie Theatres, or
other equipment. Situated next door
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce,
Reeland,

etc.

Inq. Turges

Amusement

Corp., Room No. 905, Robertson-Cole
Bldg., New York City.
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comedy,

Distributors
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Inc.

reel for
made.

Have

ever —
Have

you

f

you ever considered that the comedy

may be a bigger asset to your program than
the feature?
Have you ever thought that quality should be
the true test of a feature and not length?
Have you ever had a feature "go dead" on
your audience, and then seen the day saved
by a Harold Lloyd comedy

which made your

patrons go into paroxysms

of merriment?

Have you ever realized that after all the value
to you of a picture comes right down
its entertainment value?

to this,

Consider the Harold Lloyd comedies from all
these angles; read the glowing praise of the
Every

newspaper critics; read the reviews in the trade
papers; and better still sit in your own house
while your operator is showing

one on the

screen; just listen to the waves

of laughter,

comedy
the

the howls of delight; and then book all the
Lloyds and
chance!

thank

Heaven

Lloyd
should

ke

true feature

of your

program

you've got the

Harold

Lloyd
///
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Never

Exhibitors
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Distributors
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Inc.

Larry
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s

JJNIVERSAL
The cast supporting Henry Carey in " Christmas Eve at Pilot
Butte," under the direction of Jack
Ford, includes Barbara La Mar,
Edward Coxen, George Seigmann,
Helen Field and George Stone.
The cast for " Three in One
Thousand," starring Frank Mayo,
under the direction of Fred Granville, includes Jean Calhoun, Jacqueline Logan, Ruth Ashby, Gertrude Olmstead, Colin Kenny, Gordon Sackville, Eleanor Hancock,
and others.
The cast for "The Man Tamer,"
starring Gladys Walton, under the
direction of Harry Harris, has Roscoe Karns, Rex Roselli, Norman
Hammond, William Welch, and
others.
Jack Mower, Harry Van Meter,
Hershall Mayall, and Willie Marks
play the leads in support of Grace
Darmond
" Renunciation,"
under the in
direction
of William
Worthington.
" False Colors," starring Priscilla
Dean, under the direction of Stuart
Paton, has been given a new title,
" Reputation."
King Baggott has taken all the
scenes for " Thou Art with Me,"
starring Carmel Meyers.
The subjects finished this week
and ready for release are : " Reputation," starring Priscilla Dean ;
" Three at the Table," starring
Edith Roberts, which has been
given the new title of " The Unknown Wife ; " " The Big Adventure," featuring little Breezy
Eason, made under the title of
" Patches," and the Gladys Walton
subject,
which has" Li'l
been Miss
given Merridew,"
the release
title of " Desperate Youth."
Jack Conway has been engaged
to direct. He will first make " The
Scarlet
Shawl,"Carmel
by Johnston
Cully, starring
Meyers. McStuart Paton will next direct
Priscilla
Dean in " Conflict," a Red
Book serial.
Norman Dawn is to make " My
Lady of the Island," with Edith
Roberts.
Hoot Gibson is playing in " The

LUDWICC.B.ERB

■

Studio

News

by

Hughes will play the lead, and Ev*< !
Gordon and Kate Price will have?
important roles. Viola Dana wiltbe seen as a concert violinist.
" Dated," the May Allison subject, directed by Bayard Veiller, has
been renamed " The Woman Next

Movie
under the direction
of
A. R.Trail,"
Thompson.
Lyons and Moran have the permission of the Mexican Government to make their next comedy at
the lamous border town Tiajuana.
LASK

Wire

Y

E. art
Garnsey
succeeds Amos My£
ersJ. as
director.

James Kirkwood and Ann Forrest will be the leads in Melford's
" The Greatest Impersonation," by
E. Phillip Oppenheim. The scenario is by Monte Katterjohn.
Casson Ferguson will play the
lead for Betty Compson in " At the
EndDorothy
of the Dalton,
World." Mildred Harris,
and Conrad Nagel will be the leads
for next Cecil De Mille production.

GOLDWYN
Door."
Phcebe Hunt and Jack Holt wiB
be the leads in Rita Weiman's story,)
" The Grim Comedian." Frank]
Lloyd is the director.
Mason YouHopper
finishedDix"Look
Before
Leap."hasRichard
and!
May Collins are the leads. Reginald Barker has finished "The Olds
Nest," by Rupert Hughes.

REALART

The Elmer Harris story has been
secured for "Bebe Daniels. Its title William Russell's new William Fox picVITAGRAPH
is, " The March Hare." Ed Flanature, " Bare Knuckles,"
has some splendid snow scenes
gan and Polly Moran have been engaged for important roles. Direction will be by Maurice Campbell.
East arranging to make a series
George Randolph
Mabel Van Buren has been en- written by H. H. Van Loan.
completed
the first Chester
scenes has
for » '
gaged for the next Mary Miles
"
The
Son
of
Wallingford."
Wrtfred North has been selected for jj
L
Minter subject, to be directed by
J oseph Henaberry.
the role of Wallingford, Tom Gal- METRO
lery will play the part of the son, L
and George Webb appears atX
BRUNTQN
Blackie Daw.
Director Dave Smith and the C
Al Roscoe has been selected as
Jean Hersholt and Elliot Howe the lead for Alice Lake in Arthur Earle Williams' troupe are back ^
are directing the next Benjamin B. Somers Roche still untitled story. from two weeks' camping at Baldy, L
Rider."
Hampton subject, "The Mysterious George Stuart will be the juvenile. making the exteriors for " The Se- E
Wesley Ruggles is the director.
cret of the Silver Car."
Rex rived
Ingram
and June
arFIRST
from New
York Mathis
with the
script for the next Ingram producNATIONAL
ROBERTSONtion, which will be a special. Alice
COLE
R. A. Walsh, Miriam Cooper, Terry has been selected for the
lead.
It
will
be
an
adaptation
from
George Walsh, and their staff ar- an old masterpiece by an English
rived last Wednesday. They will
Thehas Pauline
com- ri
film a Spanish story first, and then author.
pany
returned Frederick's
from three weeks
Buster Keaton announces date
make
"
Kindred
of
the
Dust,"
by
Peter B. Kyne.
at
Pine, where
mak- '■■
ingLone
exteriors
for they
" ThewereGreater
for his marriage to Natalie Tal- Love."
The cast of the John M. Stahl madge
They secured wonderful n
for June.
snow stuff.
production, " The Child Thou Gav" Life's Darn Funny," adapted
Harland Tucker and Janis Wilest Me," includes Barbara Castle- from a Christine Slade story, will
ton, Lewis Stone, William Des- be the next vehicle for Viola Dana. son have been added to the Haya- T:
mond, and Baby Richard Headrick.
cast for " The Swamp," di- o
David M. Hartford has com- The continuity is by Molly Parro kawa
and Arthur Ripley. The direction rected by Colin Campbell. William *
p
l
e
t
e
d
The
"
Golden
Snare,"
the
Christie
Cabanne has finished and "
third Curwood story. He is now is by Dallas Fitzgerald and Gareth
is now editing " The Pretender." • A
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GALE

recently on three counts. The
Liberty theatre featured her in
"The North Wind's Malice," the
Rex Beach-Goldwyn picture made
by her shortly after " Humoresque;" the Apollo theatre had the
first local showing of " The Greatest Love," Vera Gordon's first stellar vehicle and she appeared in person at the Orpheum theatre in
" Lullaby," the sketch in which she
is headlining on the Keith Circuit.
In addition, several smaller local
houses also took advantage of her
presence in Kansas City to play
return dates on " Humoresque,"
the picture which brought Vera
Gordon into film celebrity.

S.BOUT
PLAYERS
I Protesting against any accusation
pat he has foresaken the screen,
|eslie Austen shows signs of beaming abusiness man. While his
bmmendable work in the last pichre in which he played remains
ked in the minds of those who adlire his ability as a screen actor,
fet that he is now playing opposite
'fadge
" Cornered,"
toon the Kennedy
legitimate instage,
and gets
to early mornings to attend to
■business
interests "setsuggests
that
E has temporarily
aside screen
:tivities.
I The change came about in a
ory-like way. With a number of
riends, he was indulging in the
^summation of a cigarette. The
.id, which he wished to discard, reused to leave the holder. " Why
besn't some one invent a cigarette
ilder that will eject the discard?"
Iked Austen. " Why don't you
vent one?" was the encouraging
;sponse. And Austen, who is used
i playing heroes who do and dare
jated:
"I will"— meaning
that he
rould invent
such
a contrivance,
ihe result was that he spent his
Dare time in efforts, which brought
ruitful results, and one niolit he
opeared upon the stage with the
jtrick " holder. The ease with
hich it "ousted" the refused end,
itracted attention of his audiences,
4 he had occasion to use the invenon on the stage. Finally he, started
>ceiving notes in strange handwrit'gs. They were requests for dup;ates of his invention, the inquiry
fc to where to purchase them, etc.
thereafter, a company was formed,
id in addition to the ingenuity in»sted by the actor, he invested his
breen and stage earned dollars,
hich brought about the " Hadnn
older" Company, makers of the
mvenient and ornamental eigarte holder, invented by an actor
ho was last seen in the screen veron
" Cousin
Kate," by
opposite
lice of
Joyce
and directed
Mrs.
idney Drew.

THEATER

Mary Anderson, recently engaged for
the Morosco production, " The Half
James W. Morrison
Breed " has a good
word to say for coast activities.
He was in or about Hollywood for
twenty-five weeks, twenty-four of
which he worked, in four different pictures. Among these was one
in which he scored an individual
success, " Black Beauty," " Love
Without Question," "When We
Were Twenty-One" and "Sowing
the Wind " rank also among Mr.
Morrison's recent successes.
Having recently concluded his
work opposite Corinne Griffith in
"What's Your Reputation Worth,"
Percy Marmont announces his engagement byWhitman Bennett for
his next production. As yet unnamed, the picture is based on a
well-knwon story and the cast is
truly all-star, as evidenced by Marmont'stions engagement.
Other producin which this eminent
leading
man has recently appeared include
" The Branded Woman," opposite
Norma Talmadge, and " Dead Men
Tell No Tales."

One of the principal players in
Mary Pickford's " Through the
Back Door,"
Unitedis
Artists
releasescheduled
in early for
spring,
John Harron, brother of the late
Following a protracted absence Robert Harron, whose memory will
om New York, Tom Carrigan is live indefinitely in the film world.
Young John is playing the part of
*ain among those present — Tom
F stage and screen fame, who Billy Boy, around which role is
:ored an individual success in the built the love interest of the story.
reen version of " Checkers " and There is said to be a striking reho is known to every screen fan
semblance between Johnnie Harron
and his late popular brother, his
•erywhere.
The
reason
for
the
{tended absence dates back to a work being stamped with that same
>ntract signed by Mr. Carrigan appealing sympathy which was alith the Broadwell Productions,
ways the outstanding feature of
arring the versatile actor in a se- Bobbie's work. The young brother
es of fifteen two-reel " Nick Car- is but eighteen, beginning his career as a photoplayer in his knee
r"
stories.whether
It has Mr.
not Carrigan
yet been trouser
days at the Griffith studio
inounced
ill remain an actor-detective, or in Hollywood.
xept one of the attractive offers
:nding, for his services.
Vera Gordon was in Kansas City

Reginald Denny is one who enjoys saving a situation. He has
done so often in screen plays, but
longed to exercise it in real life.
Opportunity offered. John S. Robertson was about to go "hunting"
in the midst of a picture — a thing
that is not done in the best directorial circles. Mr. Robertson had
what he considered a legitimate excuse. He needed a leading man, a
certain kind, one with ability for a
part opposite Elsie Ferguson in
" Footlights." He had failed in his
quest, until Mr. Denny saved disaster, and instead of going "hunting" in the midst of production, he
assigned Mr. Denny to the part to
their mutual satisfaction.

Tom
a ready-made
" Nick
Carter,"Carrigan,
who recently
comppleted
the
15th two-reel
Broadwell" detective
productionsfilm " for

Gladys Valerie, who has been
playing leading parts in a number
of this season's screen successes,
seems to have gained great popularity among the Japanese. This
fact is evinced not only by the
numbers of " fan " letters she receives from the kingdom of Nippon,
but furthermore, one of their
Her work opposite Bert Lvtell in
" The Man Who," was of such high prominent motion picture publications, entitled, " Kinema Fun," has
merit that the Metro executives
dedicated to her, and the edihave engaged Virginia Valli to play been tor
of another magazine called
opposite the same star in at least Movie Light, has requested Miss
his next two productions. Accord- Valerie's photograph to adorn the
ingly, Miss Valli leaves for the cover of his paper.
West this week, where the next two
Bert Lytell pictures will be filmed,
and where her stay will extend for ABOUT
at least three months.
DIRECTORS
Originally from Chicago, where
she rose to be a leading woman at
Essanay, Virginia Valli has since
Production of super-features for
been seen in prominent roles in a Cosmopolitan productions is under
number of productions made in the full swing at the International. The
East. Most recently she has been big Harlem studio presents a scene
seen in " The Plunger " opposite of great activity with two pictures
George Walsh, and "The Silver under way, and a third being made
Lining" with Jewel Carmen. Her at the Metro studios.
latest pictures, not vet released, inUnder the direction of Robert G.
clude "The Better Way," with
Hope Hampton and " Sentimental Vignola, Marion Davis is engaged
Tommy," in addition to "The Man in the making of " Enchantment."
Adapted from the Cosmopolitan
story " Manhandling
In her engagement by Metro to Magazine
Ethel " " Enchantment " presents
Miss
Davies
in the role of a
play opposite Bert Lytell for at
least three consecutive productions, pampered society favorite, whose
Who."Valli is setting an enviable haughtiness is broken by her love
Miss
record with this popular star. '
and jealousy
popular opposite
Shakespearean of
actor. aPlaying
Jack Coogan, Sr., father of that Miss Davies is Forrest Stanley.
other noted Coogan — little Jackie, Arthur Rankin has a prominent
" The Kid " in Chaplin's picture of role, and other members of the cast
that title — has been absorbed by the are : Edith Shayne, Tom Lewis, GilFox forces in California. They do
bert Rooney, Tom Brown and
say that Coogan junior spends all Emmet Foy. The scenic effects are
designed by Joseph Urban, and
his spare time "coaching" his all
spell the last word in luxuriousness.
parent.
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Tom Terriss, recently added to
International personnel is well into
the work of shooting " Boomerang
Bill " with Lionel Barryniorc in the
title role. Jack Boyle, author of the
" Boston Blackie " stories, is responsible for the original story.
Besides Mr. Barrymore, those
chosen for parts in the picture are,
Marguerite Marsh, Frank Shannon,
Matthew Betts, William Parks,
Leslie King, Miriam Battista and
Cora Williams.
Frances Marion is directing "Just
Around the Corner " at the Metro
studio. Begun under the title of
"The
Superman,"by this
a consolidation
Missproduction
Marion ofis
several of Fannie Hurst's best
stories. In her dual role of director and scenario writer, Miss
Marion is nearing the completion of
" Just Around the Corner," the cast
of which comprises Sigrid Holmquist, Lewis Sargent, Margaret Sedden, Edward Phillips, Peggy Parr,
Madame Rose Rosonova, Fred
Thomson and William Nally.

Reid

Emmett J. Flynn, who directed
(Continued in Inst column)

BURTON

Interesting

Roles

Completes " Watch My Speed "; His
Next
Story
by College President
OFFICIALS of the Famous "Tall Timbers." Work is to be
Players-Lasky Corporation are started on this new picture in the
of the opinion that the new Wallace near future at Hollywood. Unusual interest attaches to Reid's
Reid starring vehicle, " Watch My
coming production because it is said
Speed," pletedwhich
was
recently
comat the Hollywood studios, to be the first photoplay to be writwill surpass from the angle of the
ten by a college president who resigned his educational position in
box-office anything that Reid has
done up-to-date. The picture is order to write for the screen. James
based on a story by Byron Morgan, A. B. Scherer surprised the educational world recently when he abanwho is the author of "What's
the presidency of California
Your Hurry," " Roaring Road," and Institutedoned of
Technology to join the
" Excuse My Dust."
writing staff of the Famous Play"
Watch
My
Speed,"
unlike
the
other stories written for Wallace
ers-Lasky Corporation.
Officials of the organization are
Reid by Mr. Morgan, is an original,
written in the Lasky studio direct highly enthusiastic over Dr.
for the screen. Although "Watch Scherer's story and are firm in their
My Speed " is an automobile pic- belief that it reaches a high-water
ture, itis said to be entirely differ- mark in the new advanced epoch of
ent from anything Reid has yet
starred in, and is full of thrilling motion
pictures.under
" Tallthe Timbers
will be screened
direction"
situations and the type of clean, of Frank Urson, and many of the
wholesome comedy which Mr.
exterior scenes will be taken in the
Morgan puts in all his stories.The next production that Mr. towering
redwood forests of CaliReid will undertake is to be titled fornia.

Frank Borzage, who directed
" Humoresque " and " Get RichQuick- Wallingford " for Cosmopolitan productions, has begun " shooting " on " Back Pay," the story of
a country school teacher, who tired
of the " deadliness " of a small
town, goes to New York, and is
caught in the whirl of a fast set
of the Metropolis.
Plan
Twenty years ago, when Herbert
Brenon was a call-boy, he went
from dressing room to dressing
room to let the plavers know when
the act was on. Charles Richman
was plavinar the lead in " The Great
Rubv." Night after night Brenon
would watch Richman from the
wings, with hopes and ambitions.
Recently Mr. Brenon engaged
Mr. Richman for the film version of
Channing Pollock's play, " The Sign
on the Door," which stars Norma
Talmadge under the direction of
Herbert Brenon, and while in the
meantime, the handsome actor has
added more and more to his laurels,
and has made an enviable reputation
for himself as an actor on both
stage and screen, yet the call-boy
has also come into his own but now
calls via the directorial megaphone.
A twentieth century edition of
Grimm's Fairy Hales would have
many a setting under the Cooper
Hewitts.

in

News

Big

Gore

Residential

Bros., Ramish

Build on Western

Ramish and Sol
BROS.,
GORE
of Los Angeles, have
Lesser,
just concluded negotiations with the
Lilly Fletcher Co., large real estate
holders of Western Avenue properties, for the erection of one of the
handsomest houses in America on
the property now open on Western
Avenue between 3rd and 4th streets,
on
feet.a site covering 110x150 square
The theatre to be built on this
property is to be the first in Los
Angeles, which located in one of the
fastest growing residential districts, isto be a cinema house conin every detail
to district.
the desires of forming
residents
of that
It is the announced plan of the theatre owners to so construct this new
house that its commodities may
eclipse anything heretofore attempted in the building of residential picture theatres. The style of
architecture is to be strictlv mod-

and

Lesser

to

(Concluded from first column)
the
Fox spectacle built on Mark
Ave., Los Angeles
Twain's famous satire "A Conern, and plans are already drawn up
necticut Yankee," traveled as fast
by L. A. Smith, local architect, as the best first-class train could
which will allow for the immediate speed, from Hollywood, California,
to New York, to be present at the
becrinning of construction.
Without in any way detracting premier.
from the importance of their downtown first run houses, Gore, Ramish
The Motion Picture Directors Association, New York Lodge, shows
& Lesser believe that this new theatre on Western Avenue will be the increasing signs of life by weekly
forerunner of a new era in the se- meetings, instead of the first and
lection of theatre locations in Los third Tuesdays of the month, all because at the Hotel Astor on April
Angeles. Over 500 loge chairs, similar in style and construction to the 2nd, their Third Annual Ball will
Kinema theatre loges, are to be one take place, and it has taken the coof the features of the new house.
operation and assistance of the
A magnificent orchestral organ has entire membership to make the
been provided for, and arrange- affair up to and surpassing the usual
ments are being made to present standard. There are a goodly numfeature pictures with the aid of a
ber of new members, also, who have
symphonic orchestra. The theatre been put into the harness, and while
building is to be augmented with a it will be difficult to improve prerow of offices above. The moneys
vious year's social functions, every
involved in the deal are in the man has
proven his loyalty, by regular
attendance, and April 2nd looks
neighborhood
of
$250,000,
it
is
declared.
like a big night.
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OF

THE

CANADA
The tawa,
Building
Trades theCouncil
of OtOntario, placed
new Capitol
theatre, which is in course of erection at
the Canadian capital, on the unfair list
on March 11 because of a dispute with
Montreal, which is building the big
theatre. This firm engaged laborers at
45 cents per hour and carpenters at 65
cents per hour, it is claimed, these rates
being considerably under the local
agreement
unions andannounced,
contractors. Thebetween
Atlas company
however,
that
it
was
paying
the
men five cents per hour more thanworkthe
Montreal
scale, it
andknew
that, nothing
being a ofMontreal company,
the
Ottawa agreement. The company has
threatened to stop work entirely unless
the
men are willing to accept the pay
offered.
Following the meeting of the Building
Trades Council
announcement wasonmadeMarch
that 11,
the the
theatre
would be unable to engage union stage
hands, musicians and projectionists
when it is completed unless the contractors arrange to sign an agreement
with the Ottawa building trades locals.
No work was done on the theatre all
winter, but operations were resumed
early in March. The hitch came when
the contracting company offered wages
different, it is claimed, to the current
rates in Ottawa. The Capitol theatre
is scheduled to open next September
and is to be operated under the direction of the Famous Players' Canadian
Corporation.
The Coleman Theatre Equipment
Company, Toronto, has been merged
with the Nitro Electric Company _ in a
new organization
beenTheatre
incorporated as the which
Electrichasand
Equipment, Ltd., with headquarters and
showrooms at 12 Queen Street East,
Toronto.
The Canadian Government has been
looking
for the
a " exhibits
film editorand" publicity
to have
charge of
bureau of the Department of Trade and
Commerce, Ottawa, in succession to
Raymond S. Peck, a former exchange
manager of Toronto and Montreal. Salary to start is $2,400 per year and the
work consists of supervising the activities of industrial and scenic cameramen, edit the films and select future
subjects. The personal qualifications include a university education or its equivalent, experience
two years' inexperience
editing,
newspaperin film
publicity
work, knowledge of industrial processes
and ability to prepare scenic scenarios.
Applications will be received by William Foran, Ottawa, up to April 15, 1921.
Several prominent moving picture
stars have been visiting Canada for
various
Vancouver,
was
given a reasons.
special treat
on MarchB. 12.C, when
Wallace Reid attended the opening of
the grand, new Capitol theatre there.
He was accompanied by Jesse L.
Lasky, vice-president of the Famous
Players'
_ Canadianthe Corporation,
whose direction
theatre has under
been
built and will be conducted.
Montreal, Quebec, was also visited
on the same date by George Walsh, the
not«l Fox celebrity, who went in for
a rest and to attend a benefit performance for the Hebrew Immigrant Aid
Society.
Zena announced
Keefe was that
alsohepresent.
Mr. Walsh
intended
to bring a baseball team with him to
Montreal
during
the
coming
summer.
His latest visit was the third that he
has made to the Canadian metropolis.
The premier showing in Canada of
Griffith's
Down Alexandra
East." which
took place " atWav
the Royal
theatre, Toronto, closed on Saturday, March
19, after a run of three weeks at $2
prices.
UniversaPs " Outside the Law " en-

IN

THE

FILM

CENTRES

Correspondents

EXCHANGES

AND

THEATRES

The opening gun in a civic plan to
Jim Dean,
Universal'sto
boost San Francisco and advertise its shipping
room, formerly
has beeninpromoted
Michigan. handling the western part of
possibilities to the outside world, was the salesman,
Movie Stars' ball at the Civic Auditorium March 5. Well known motion picj
ture stars and government officials graced
A special trade presentation to a capacity house was held at the Broadway
the affair. The Allied Amusement Industries of California was in charge.
Strand
for
" Lying
also sonis theatre.
on view
this Lips."
week atThethe picture
Madi"
Lying
Lips
"
broke
all
box
office
records at the Strand theatre during its
W. S. Butterfield announces that he
two weeks' stay there recently.
will sell his interests with the Lipp and
Cross
enterprises in Battle Creek in order
F. C. Burhans resigned as manager
more time to his own theaof the Vitagraph exchange March 5th to devote
trical projects.
and bought a controlling interest in the
College theatre. Market street show
Weiss has taken over the sales
house, where he has assumed active forHarold
Michigan for the Gardineer screen.
charge. W ith " Dead Men Tell No
Tales Burhans
" playing has
the booked
week of the
February
27,
The New Regent theatre in Hastings,
Mr.
following
to follow : " Moneychangers," " Voice opened on Tuesday with "The Saphead."
in the Your
Dark," " SageWilliam
Hen,"A. " Casey,
Don't
Neglect
formerly at theWife."
College, has accepted
the
assistant managership of the Hippodrome
CLEVELAND
theatre, and Edward A. Smith, formerly
manager of the Rialto and more lately
The State Film Service formerly
at the College with Mr. Casey has been known
to Ohio exhibitors as the National
appointed
the Gore Film Service,
through its manager, Mr.
Bros, and general
Lesser manager
Bakersfieldfor theatres.
L. Levenson, announces the immediate
release throughout the state of " Sacred
Flame,"
a powerful
reel Levenson
drama star-is
ring Emily
Stevens.six Mr.
CINCINNATI
confident that this is a picture which will
help exhibitors recoup after their slack
Lenten season. The State Film Service
William Bradley, operator for the Fam- also
is releasing " The Woman Above
ily theatre, was burned when films in Reproach,"
with Florence Chase.
the projection
fire. The$5,000.
damage to the filmsbox
maytook
approximate
The audience left the theatre in orderly special
Charlesexploitation
J. Giegerish,men,
one was
of Universal's
in town
fashion to the tune of martial music,
week looking over the possibilities
played on the organ by Miss Cora Irwin, last
for a big local campaign on " Foolish
after Manager D. A. Vincent went to the Wives,"
the latest Stroheim production,
stage and requested them not to get
excited.
and
on 1starring
" Reputation,"
current
vehicle. Priscilla Dean's
A new theatre for negroes, which will
Joe Grossman surprised his friends by
also house a number of offices for col- putting
in a sudden appearance last
ored professional men, will be built in
Grossman,soldone his
of Cleveland's
the neighborhood of Fifth and John Thursday.
pioneer exhibitors,
hous£, the
streets, bv the Eagle Amusement Com- Standard, took a trip around the world,
SAN
FRANCISCO
pany, which was granted incorporation and after looking over the land, decided
to settle in Los Angeles. He came East
paperspany isatheaded
Columbus
by T. today.
Munday Theand comDr. just
on pleasure, and expects to be back
on the Coast again by the first of the
Nat Magner has opened an office on E. B. Gray, and' is capitalized at $50,000. month.
Film Row, 178 Golden Gate avenue,
where he will be the sole distributor for
The Allen theatre of Cleveland, the
the American Projectoscope. and also
DETROIT
first Allen house to be built in the States,
for Synchronized Scenario Music. The
office is managed by Fred Wescher, who
will
open April 1 with " The Greatest
is well known in the film game locally.
Love," a Select picture starring Vera
Magner says things look bright for him.
John
H.
Kunsky
has
purchased
two
Gordon.
of this was remore pictures on a states right basis, ficials. ceived thisConfirmation
week by the local Select ofE. R. Williams, manager of the All " Kazan" and " The Mask."
Star Features Distributors exchange in
Fred D. Beardsley, formerly of the
" The First Born." Robertson-Cole
San Francisco is having phenomenal
production, starring Sessue Hayakawa,
Soo, gin
announces
will shortly
success
in
booking
the
"
Son
of
Tarzan
"
constructionthat
on hea new
theatre be-in will also be shown at the new Allen
serial. For the first time in the history
suburb
Detroit.
according to Al Lebensberger,
of the houses, the local New Fillmore Royal Oak,
is to ahave
1,400of seats
and The
the theatre,
and New Mission, have booked a serial house
manager of the Cleveland Robertson-Cole
and will show the fifteen episodes on a construction cost is estimated at exchange. Among the other early attractions to be shown at the Allen is
three-day run each. The T & D the- $150,000.
atre, Sacramento, and nearly every key
" Passion." It is said that " Passion "
Frankwood Mellon,
who
operates
the
Nortown
in
the
territory
has
signed,
declares
play a three weeks' engageand Gladwin Park theatres, has is booked
Williams.
ment at theto Allen.
just
leased
the Duplex,
at the Boulevard
and
Woodward
Avenue.
Miss J. Olsen, former booker, has reAbe Gorrel has transferred his allegiturned to the Fox exchange as secretary
ance from the local Equity Pictures exAll Detroit motion picture theatres
to H. sence
J. ofSheehan,
manager,
after
an
abchange to the local Robertson-Cole office,
are to close
for
three
hours
on
the
aftwo years.
where
he is city sales representative.
Friday.
ternoon of Friday, March 25th, Good
O. M. Grubb has sold his Victory
A peculiar situation developed recently
in San Francisco in that four of the leadFindlay, Ohio, to E. L. Marquet
of the incidents in Brunet month theatre.
ing photoplay houses played pictures in at One
and J. W. Carder, both of Marysville.
the Detroit
Pathe
_
exchange
was
a
their second week. This is the second dinner
The
owners
make extensive improvedance given in the exchange
ments in thewillhouse.
time the Strand has played any picture headquarters
Manager George
more than one week, the first time for Sampson to the by
employees.
the Tivoli and almost the first time for
" The Kid " is playing in Akron this
the Rialto. Both the Strand, where the
next week
at both
Waldorfcannot
and
The
Fairmount,
Detroit the-1 and
Empress
theatres.
The the_picture
" Small Town Idol " played ■ and the .atre seating 400. ata new
be shown in Cleveland until certain legal
Tivoli,douswith
crowds. " The Kid," drew tremen- "ren, will open April 1.10226 East War- complications
affecting
the that
Chaplin
releases ave cleared
up. But
has not
Announcement has been made that an union
Detroit
Motion
Picture
Projectionists'
will
give
a
ball
on
April
14
at
many Clevelanders from seeorchestra of soloists will be made a per- Arcadia ballroom for the benefit of its prevented
ing Chaplin's latest and best picture.
manent feature at the Frolic theatre, be- sick fund.
Word has
ginning the week of March 20. R. F.
terestedseeped
sources thatthrough
Clevelandfrom
filmdisinfans
Abrahams, manager has gone to LTniverhave been making up large parties to go
The
Majestic
is
scheduled
to
return
to
sal City for a short stay. During his a week-stand policy on Easter Sunday, to Akron to see " The Kid." In fact,
absence
Joseph
Enos, assistant manager, the first attraction being Roscoe Ar- it was the social stunt of the week to
will be in
charge.
do this. When one knows that Akron
buckle in " Brewster's Millions."

a two theatre,
weeks' engagement
Maple joyedLeaf
Vancouver, at
B. the
C,
closing March 12.
Carl McLean has made alterations to
the Columbia
theatre,
St. Thomas,
Ontario, as a result
of which
he has been
able to
increase
the
capacity
of
the
theatre by 200 seats.
The Alberta Board of Moving Picture
Censors has condemned First National's
"Howard
Passion,"
according
to a of
statement
by
Douglas,
chairman
the board.
It is declared that the picture was rejected
it tended to passions.
incite inflammatorybecause
and revolutionary
The final closing of the Strand theatre,
Ottawa, Ontario, was marked by the
holding of a " farewell dance and supper " by the employees of the theatre
and
many onfriends
at St.evening,
Patrick's March
Hall,
Ottawa,
Thursday
3, the house itself closing its doors on
Saturday, March 5. Several hundred
people were present at the function.
According to an official announcement
by Harold Hitchinson, manager of the
Ottawa Strand, the house was closed to
makeing ofway
and openthe for
big the
new completion
Capitol theatre
next
September.
The Committee on Municipal Law of
the Ontario Legislature has thrown out
the bill
the presentby session of theintroduced
Provincialat Parliament
W.
A. Crockett, Labor member for South
Wentworth, which provided that an electrician be employed by every theatre in
Ontario which had a seating capacity
of 1,000 or more. The intention of this
bill was to require all of the larger theatres to employ a qualified electrician
to have sole charge of lighting arrangements during all performances and to
be apart from projectionists or other
employees already engaged.
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is two hours'
ride on)he acansuburban
car of
uncertain
comforts,
better realize
what a hold the comedian has upon the
public.
George W. Erdmann, district manager
for Select Pictures Corporation, covering Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Buffalo and
Detroit, is off on sick leave. Erdmann
is suffering from infected glands.
Through the Loew office of Cleveland
comes the announcement of a change of
policies at both the Stillman and Euclid
theatres. The Stillman which has maintained apolicy of one new picture each
week, will, in the future, show only big
special productions, with indeterminate
runs. On the other hand, the Euclid,
which has heretofore been devoted solely
to super productions, and long time runs,
will inaugurate
a bi-weekly change policy
this
week.

NORTHERN
NEW

YORK

Dan Buss, owner of the Star theatre,
Tnnawanda, N. Y., is in a Buffalo hospital, seriously ill.
M. S. Woods of Peterson & Woods,
operators of the Wintergarden and Mozart theatres in Jamestown, was in Buffalo last week booking shows for the
spring season.
Bob Wagner, manager of the Empire
State Film company office in the Palace
theatre building, Buffalo, will take care
of the bookings for the new Star theatre
in Dansville, N. Y. Bob was formerly
manager
N. Y. of the Opera House in Carthage,
OGDEN,
UTAH
IT. C. Wales, formerly manager of the
General Film exchange in Albany, N. Y.,
and who is now at 807 Allison street,
Manager
II.
E.
Skinner
of
the
Alhambra theatre, announces that he has a Washington, D. C. has written to W.
number of strong attractions for the next A. V. Mack, Buffalo Pathe manager,
that he is anxious to get back to the
few weeks. Among the pictures are Empire
Mr. Wales is well known
Douglas Fairbanks in "The Nut;" Wal- in the state.
Rochester district.
lace Reid in "The Charm School;"
Thomas Meighan in " Conrad in Quest
Arthur L. Skinner, manager of the
of His Youth;" and Roscoe (Fatty)
theatre, Buffalo, had the memArbuckle in " The Life of the Party." Victoria
Mystic Arts lodge, F. & A. M.
The Alhambra has been recently equip- as hisbers of guests
on Wednesday evening.
ped with a new curtain of a mountain March 23. Arthur
is a former master
landscape done in oil. The curtain is of
this
Masonic
lodge.
a thing of beauty and was painted by
John Williams, a western artist. The
George W. Scott, formerly resident
curtain adds much to the attractiveness
manager of the Lyceum, Elmira, has
of the theatre.
been
appointed advertising
manager of
the Middletown
Herald.
Charlie Chaplin in " The Kid," after a
four days' run at the Orpheum theatre
Ira M. Mosher, president of the Bufwas brought back to the theatre by Manager Joseph Goss for an additional four aidingfaloinTheatre
the Managers'
preparationAssociation,
of a movingis
days'
showing.
The
attendance
held
up
on
the
industrial,
commergood for the return engagement. Many picturecial,based
financial, educational and civic
life
patrons pronounced the picture Chap- of Buffalo,
which
is
being
produced
by
lin's best.
Robert W. Elmes, editor of the Buffalo
Among some of the recent showings City Directory
andused
industrial section.civic,
The educational
picture will be
at the local picture houses which have in the schools
show pupils the manv
been well received are : Constance Tal- advantages of to
in which
madge in " Dangerous Business," at the thev live. This thenewcommunity
of teaching
Orpheum; "The Jucklins," at the Al- " Cnmmunitv Civics "method
is
called
" The
hambra; "Lying Lips," at the Ogden,
and
"
While
New
York
Sleeps,"
at
the
Buffalo
Plan."
Utah. The managers of the different
Savage has resigned as manager
houses report good business on the pic- of Dan
the Buffalo office of the Empire State
tures.
and Educational exchanges in the Palace
theatre building. W. TT. Wagner has
succeeded him. J. H. Moran has been
KANSAS
CITY
appointed manager of the Albanychange. exThe Doric theatre, one of the " Big
Five " of Kansas City, owned by
Samueldent of Harding,
recently
elected presithe Associated
Exhibitors,
Inc.,
will again open its doors this week
(February 27) after having been closed
more than a month as a result of fire
which resulted in $25,000 damages.
" Prisoners
of Love,"
Goldwyn pro.
duction
featuring
Bettya Compson,
will
be the opening attraction.
Samuel Harding of Kansas City, owner
of the Liberty and Doric theatres here,
and who was recently elected president
of the Associated Exhibitors, Inc., has
just returned from a trip to New York.
SAN

DIEGO

The Isis theatre re-opened on March
7th as a motion picture house, the first
production
" Passion,"
featuring
Pola Negri. being
This was
followed by
Charlie
Chaplin
in
"
The
Kid."
Dodge
Hayward, the lessees, have placed Jack&
Wahl in the position of house manager.
The Isis has a symphony orchestra of
twenty pieces.
At the Superba theatre the big feature,
" A Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's
Court,"
at every showing for apacked
week, the
and house
the management
decided to put the same picture on for a
week ular
at demand.
the Broadway, to meet a popWilliam Matthews, house manager of
the Superba, has had added to his duties
those of house manager of the Broadway,
another of the Bush theatres.
The Teachers'
and formed
Parents'here,Picture
Corporation
has been
with
a capitalization of $150,000, to manufacture, purchase, sell, lease or exchange
educational films. The directors are
George A. Newell, Jr., G. Herbert
Davis, Horace A. Kemp, John H. Bowlby, E. P. Allard, M. E. Bowlby and
M. McAllister.

Frank L. Hudson, formerly with the
Buffalo Realart office has been transferred to the Cincinnati exchange.
E. T.
of theelected
Buffalo FoxGomersall,
exchange,manager
has been
president of the Buffalo Exchange Managers' Association. Howard F. Brink,
of Robertson-Cole is the new vice-president. Bob Murphy, of Pioneer is secretary and John forM.theSitterly
named treasurer
ensuing has
year.been
The General Theatres corporation,
Harry Marsey, president, has acquired
another house in Buffalo. The company
has taken over the Central Park theatre
at Fillmore avenue and Main street, foroperated by and
Josephwhich
A. Schuchert
and Artmerly Schmidt
has been
managed for the past seven years by
ElmerodsC.brought
Winegar,
whose
live
wire
meththe house into popularity
in the North Buffalo section. Whether
Mr. Winegar will continue as manager
has not as yet been announced. The
General Theatres corporation now controls the Allendale, Ellen Terry, MarCircle, Star and Central Park theatreslowe,
in Buffalo.
The Premier theatre, also formerly operated by Mr. Schuchert and Mr. Schmidt
on Main street in Buffalo's Central Park
district, and also managed by Mr. Winegar for many
has been
sold deals
to a
William
street years,
merchant.
The two
bring to a close rumors in the air for
many months that the two houses were
for sale, had been sold, had been taken
over
by etc.
the Loew interests, the Shea
interests,
MADISON,

WIS.

Parcel
postwith
shipment
of motion
picture films,
insurance
by private
companies, is being proposed by F. J.
McWilliams. manager of the Grand theatre of Madison, Wisconsin.
Present express rates are approximately
double the parcel post charges on films.
Postal insurance of film shipments is unsatisfactory; first, because the amount of
the insurance is too small : second, because the theatres must often ship exhibited films late at night, after the show
is over and the post office closed. Obance. viously the films cannot be dropped in
the post office and sent without insur-

Wisconsin senators and assemblymen
will be able to determine from personal
inspections whether the present day motion pictures need censoring or not.
The Grand
theatre, through
the has
allMadison
entertainment
committee,
George Hickey, Goldwyn manager in supplied the solons with tickets good for
Buffalo, will leave May 3 for a six-week all performances.
tour
California.
This years.
is Mr. Hickey'-*
first invacation
in eight
" The Kid " will open on March 27
fir a week's run at the Grand theatre.
Sherman Webster has resigned as man- Madison. Wisconsin. The next week
" will run throughout the enager of the Buffalo Stoll Film office to " Passion
tire week.
accept the position of manager of the
Buffalo office of Gardiner Pictures. Inc.
Madison theatres have kent few attractions for a week or more, the usual run
being
threein and
four days.
two
"
Andy
"
Sharick,
who
is
now
general
runs
succession
might The
be taken
director of field exploitation and sales week
indicative
of
a
tendencv
toward
longer
promotion for Selznick Pictures, was in as
Buffalo last week. He left Monday for runs for the smaller cities.
Cleveland where he will represent the
Selznick company at the opening of the
new Allen theatre.
ALBANY
Thirty theatres in Buffalo have signed
up for additional Pathe business since the
first of March and the beginning of the
between the theatre,
Bnmet drive, announces W. A. V. Mack. theCo-operation
Mothers' Club and the newspapers
Buffalo manager.
of the city has resulted in junior movies
being given at Albany. N. Y., this past
George Blackmon. formerly with Uni- winter to Saturday morning audiences
of
anywheres
1.800 to
2.000movies
chilversalinandBuffalo
Dooley, ashassalesman.
joined First Nadren. The lastfrom
of these
junior
tional
will he held on April 16. The series
number twelve. The children will
Dr. Slotkin. son of M. Slotkin of the willdoublv
benefited by the movies, first
Olympic, Buffalo, is interesting Buffalo be
given the opportunity of seeing
film offices in a new exchange building being
some
excellent
pictures,next
whilesummer
the pro-to
in Franklin street.
ceeds will he devoted
eqninment for use on the playgrounds.
E. Hochstin of the Albany Hodkinson
When the subject of junior movies
office has been assigned to the Buffalo was first broached in Albany F. F.
Proctor, owned of Harmanus-Bleeeker
territory for a few weeks.
Hall, tioncame
withof the
to donateforward
the use
his propositheatre,
J. E. Kimberly, manager of the Buf- with a seating capacity of oyer 2.000.
falolowing
Vitagraph
office
announces
the
folmorning Mrs Frank
big houses having signed up for each Saturday
of Syracuse, came t" Albany to
" Black Beauty," Strand, Victoria, Elm- Clark,
supervise the program. The Albany
wood, falo;
Regent,
Shea's NorthEckel.
Park. SyraBuf- Mothers' Club entered into the spirit,
Rochester;
while a dozen or more Girl Scouts volcuse. Regent,
The picture
is breaking booking
unteered their services as ushers. Leadrecords, says Mr. Kimberly.
ing women of the citv all the way from
Mrs.
Nathan
L. Miller,to wife
the
Governor. subscribed
boxesof and
Clayton M. Sheehan. district manager Saturday.
for the Fox Film company, is in Buf- brought large parties of children each
falo jazzing up the boys for the fourth
annual sales drive. _Mr. Sheehan has just
The Albany
alsoeach
camenight,
forrunning Journal
a coupon
returned
ifornia. from a trip to Texas and Cal- which ward,
admits a boy or girl to the

Picture

News

movies with the additional payment of
five cents. Without the coupon the
admission is ten cents. The whole
thing has scored a wonderful success.
Motion pictures are being used in
Albany, N. Y., in connection with six
community entertainments, offering foreign born residents of that city an
opportunity
a better and
understanding
of
American forinstitutions
a wholesome respect for law and order. The
films cover the field of civics, history,
safety-first and health, with travelogues,
current events and dramatic features
furnishing an added interest. A tenminute talk prefaces the pictures.
George E. Sherrer, Commissioner of
Public Works in Syracuse, N. Y., has
hit upon
happy combination
boys andamotion-picture
theatresof innewshis
efforts to provide the city with cleaner
and more beautiful streets. Mr. Sherrer gave a motion-pif ture party at the
Savoy theatre
last Saturday to all the
newsboys
of Syracuse.
Summer stock is announced soon in
two of the largest theatres in Albany,
N. Y., which have been running pictures this past winter. On April 26
stock will replace pictures at Harmanus-Bleeeker Hall, a semi-residential
house with a seating capacity close to
2,500.
The
Colonial,
a residential house,
which went from stock
to pictures in
January, is now going back to stock on
April 25.
There will be no more double feature
at Harmanus-Bleeeker Hall in Albany.
N. Y, beginning March 31. when Charbe
Chaplin's " The Kid " is booked for
Midsummer
Madness," " will
Forbidden
. w?j" and
ys' " Fo"owing
comea
Fruit
The Gildedthat
Lily," each
three-day
booking.
The house
been
running double features for manvhas weeks
at a top price of 40 cents at night.

NEW

ORLEANS

BenTurpin is in town and having a
big time. It's his old home and he
$27.in time toof help
just families
w?s
threeraisefiremen
for the
000 "ere
killedsionon duty. He climbed an extenladder in front of a big department
store and otherwise made himself useful
on the day the money was being raised
by popular subscription and tagging
pedestrians.
The Saenger Amusement company
played
Milestones
week at the
Trianon " theatre
and " onlastWednesday
admitted free all couples married 50 years
or longer.
Alexander Pantages, western vaudeville
magnate, was in New Orleans last week
on business in connection with the erection next fall of a theatre to bear his
here.
name. While here he offered his cooperation in re-establishing French Opera

BALTIMORE
Realizing that hundreds of children
who have been observing Lent by keeping away from amusements are awaiting
just such an opportunity, H. S. Jefferson,
manager of the Parkway theatre in Baltimore, hasMonday
made preparations
for a special Easter
morning show.
Mr. Jefferson has booked " The Pied
Piper of Hamelin," " The Ride of Paul
Revere," and " The Story of Plymouth
Rock "ward as
attractions.
He looks forto antheoverflow
attendance.
Hundreds of dollars were lost by motion picture theatres in Baltimore when
the city was plunged in darkness Saturday night. March 19, by a cable break
that is said to have been the longest
in the history of the Consolidated Gas
Electric
Light light.
and Power Company,
which furnishes
In some sections 40 minutes passed
before service was reinstated and meanespecially inof the
residential
section,while,
the demands
moving
picture patrons had been met either by refunds or
tickets for future performances. Big
houses in the heart of the city kept
patrons seated by having orchestras
work. A limited few that boast independent wires for just such emergencies were
not affected by the accident. Their auhad but a momentary flash of
dimming diences
lights.
Steam escaping into an underground
conduitof isthereported
cause
break. to have been the
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Is Prepared

for "East Lynne"
Hodkinson
W.atW.
ion has preTHECorpor
pared an elaborate
campaign book for the
rs
use of exhibito in exploiting
the Hugo Ballin special proh
"tust
whicthe
rnedLynn
er" to
ove,
has been duction, Ea
n
Hodkinso organization for
distribution. The press-book
itself is a sixteen-page publiavy glazed
tion printed on he
stock attractively compiled
and artistically finished from
the typographical angle.
The opening pages relate
some facts anent the fame
and popularity of the story
of
Lynne forms.
" in its Then
book
and" East
dramatic
follows an account of its photoplay version as produced
by Hugo Ballin, particular
emphasis being placed on the
members of the cast appearing in the picture. Two pages
or exploitation, special accessories available, a mail campaign, prologue and lobby
suggestions
and " in
catch
are also included
the lines
book."
A feature of the publication
is the enclosure of three practical press-sheets which can
be easily clipped and used in
a tie-up with the local newspaper. These press-sheets include ad layouts, cuts and
press notices.

From

"Money
Master"
Changed to "The
"The Wise Fool" is the title
finally selected
George MelFool"
Wise for
ford's Paramount production adSir Gilbert Parker's
novel,
"apted
Thefrom Money
whichat
Mr. Melford
has justMaster,"
completed
the Lasky studio.
This is a French-Canadian story,
teeming with thrills such as have
abounded in all of Sir Gilbert Parker's novels, notably " The Right
of Way " and " The Seats of the
Mighty." The featured role is
played by James Kirkwood.
For Canadian winter atmosphere
Mr. Melford took the entire company to theofsnow-covered
mountains
California inland
where
more than a month was spent in
making exterior scenes with most
picturesque natural backgrounds.
Later on, the company went to
Redondo Beach where a wreck
scene was filmed.

" The
Kid " Runs
Six Weeks
Chaplin Production Chalks Up New
Record for Hold Over Engagements
Des Moines,
Milwaukee and New
TN a statement just issued from York
City.
A the New York headquarters of
Associated First National Pictures,
"The Kid"
for
the announcements are made that tenMinneapolis
days. JohnheldLoveridge
at the
Rialto
theatre,
Omaha,
played
it
for
" The Kid " played for six consecu- nine days, holding it over three days
tive weeks at the Randolph theatre,
Chicago; that the picture is expe- beyond the original limit of one
riencing an unusually heavy demand week.
in all sections of the country; and
At the T. and D. theatre in Oakthat more engagements lasting
" The Kid " went
longer than one week have been through land,theCalif.,
now familiar performance
of
breaking
house records durrecorded to the credit of " The
ing the first week in March.
Kid " than any feature attraction
Two hundred and fifty prints of
moving
channels.through regular distribution the picture are working night and
Fourteen such engagements have day to supply the popular demand
for the latest Chaplin production
already
played
by " The Kid," and even with this number of prints
and
the been
end is
not yet.
available, it is impossible to supply
of " ThewasKidthe" the exhibitors' demand for " The
engagemhent
in Chicago
the Randolp
at The
longest, the picture playing there six Kid " as early as they would like
consecutive weeks. On February to have the picture.
opened
joy" gh,
'six areels
14th,
and
Pittsbur
in of
thetheColumbi
at
is still playing there, breaking
records, and, in the words of the Director of "The Outhouse manager, T. H. Schrader, doside Woman" Named
ing better business the fourth week
According to accounts first apthan it did the first.
pearing in California papers and
later supplemented by a statement
In
Los
Angeles,
"
The
Kid
"
has
settled down for an indefinite run from Realart's headquarters in
at the Kinema, which S. Barrett New York City, the director of
McCormick is managing, after a "The Outside Woman," which
preliminary
week at the Ambas- stars Wanda Hawley, is Penrhyn
sador.
Stanlaws who has become prominent as an artist. The name of the
In Kansas City, it played three
consecutive weeks.
director
ofwithheld
" The Outside
Woman
to date, and
there"
Two weeks' engagements were has been
been
much
theorizing
as
to
his
chalked up in New Orleans, Denver, has
identity.
San Francisco, Detroit, Indianapolis,

the review
on "Black
Beauty"
in [March
12th issue of Exhibitors

Meighan Is Honored by
Asheville, N. C, Club
Thomas Meighan, Paramount
star, and Hon. Gilbert M. Hitchcock, United States Senator from
Nebraska, were the guests of honor
at
last week's
Kiwanis
Club of luncheon
Asheville, ofN. the
C,
which city is now the location headquarters of Director R. William
Neill and his company producing
" The Conquest of Canaan," Mr.
Meighan's new Paramount picture.
Mr. Meighan was given a rousing
welcome by the members of the
club.

Herald.

Vitagraph has one of the prize pictures of the year in "Black Beauty."
The picture, both for the familiarity of its story and for its intrinsic
artistic value,
for years
story

should

sweep

the

exhibiting

world

not

only

in near

months

but

to come.

Black Beauty"
in first person

is a novelty in manner of presentation. Its titles tell the
by the horse, Black Beauty, and they faithfully follow the

book's wording. Mr. and
effectively added enough

Mrs. George Randolph
to the story to make

romance, and have transformed it into charming
ing to rather than subtracting from its charm.

Chester have gracefully and
stronger its slight thread of
screen

entertainment

by

add-

The film has all the required' elements of screen appeal: comedy, suspense,
drama and pictorial beauty. There is naturalness about the characters as the
cast

portrays them that makes
timate friends and associates.
It is vividly

absolute

human

artistic essentials.

and

them

live as really to the

in its manner

Every

scene

and

beholder

of

presentation

every

movement

as one's

is stripped
are made

From the exhibitor's standpoint "Black Beauty" should be
est money-makers of the year. It should go over big in both
the neighborhood house.

in-

to the

to count.

one of the greatthe first-run and
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EDITOR'S NOTE— Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period , naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
iesignating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompa ssed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
mho have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Avertge or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reporti
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture,
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless mar ked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion o1
ts on films released prior to December 4, 1920.
iiis department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being commen
RELEASED
PLAN BOO»
BRAND
STAR
ICTURE
RELEASED
BRAND
STAR
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
ALL DOLLED UP (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
MAR. 12 BROKEN
GATE, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE
BARRISCALE
JAN. 1
"Pleasing offering with the star in an ideal role." — if. P. News.
"
Bob
sister
story is highly theatrical." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"A
very
good
picture,
though
we
had
only
average
business with it and it did not come up to my expectations as a box
BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 15
office attraction.'
•' Pine production given famous stage comidy." — M. P. News.
ALL SOULS EVE (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
MAR. S
Exhibitor Comment — '• Dandy little story to this one. Pleased my patrons
"Incredible plot, but has appealing moments." — M. P. News.
and kept me packing 'em in. Almost a record-breaker." " Too fragmenAMATEUR DEVIL, AN (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN ... MAR. 12
tary to please
majoritysplendidly
of patrons.
very good
production,
acted Artistically
and mounted,done,but however."
which did "A
not
" 4. decidedly mediocre comedy with Washburn." — if. P. News.
BARBARIAN, THE (PIONEER) MONROE SALISBURY
FEB. 26
seem
to
attract
average
business."
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture,
average
puller."
"Fine backgrounds but very little action." — if. P. News.
FEB. 12
BARE KNUCKLES (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
MAR. 19 BURGLAR PROOF (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN
" Washburn's best one in a dog's age — a real comedy." — if. P. News.
"Above the average thriller, only in exteriors." — if. P. News.
BARS OF IRON (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 19 BURIED TREASURE
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) MARION FEB. 26
DAVIES
" Just an ordinary production." — if. P. News.
BAIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOPE HAMPTON
JAN. IS
" Spectacular production, but story is unimpressive," — if. P. News.
-Ratlin hectic but fairly interesting." — M. P. News.
CHARM
SCHOOL,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a good picture and business was way off.
REID
JAN. •
Our
patrons
didn't
know
the
star."
"
Fair
picture
to
fair
business."
"
Wallace
Reid
has
another winner here." — if. P. News.
BEAUTIFULLY TRIMMED (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
DEC. 11
Exhibitors
Comment.
—
"
Fine
picture,
pleasing,
entertaining,
and
brought
•'Mediocre ptvture on a hackneyed theme." — M. P. News.
good business." " Wallace Reid went over big in this picture. Our
Exhibitor Comment — " A good crook picture."
patrons thought It was one of the best of this popular star's producBEAU REVEL (INCE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 26
tions. Played this
to excellent
week attractions
preceding we
New have
Year's."
" We consider
one of thebusiness
best boxthe office
ever
.."Fairly interesting, though icould be more convincing if developed
played. Did exceptional business during its run at this house and Is
humorously." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A wonderful picture which sure did go- ' over the
an
excellent
picture."
"
Very
good
picture,
full
of
entertaining
points.
Did good business." " One of the most pleasing pictures we have ever
top.' Brought large box office receipts and much satisfaction from
shown.
Business
" Good enough
for a second
week
the audiences." " Fairly good picture with average business."
holdover.
Businesswasextraverygoodgood."
both weeks.
Best Wallace
Reid picture
BIG PUNCH, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES
FEB. 19
ever
seen."
"
Certainly
good.
Business
fine
all
week.
Audiences
well
"Buck Jones as a minister; a dull picture." — if. P. News.
pleased." " Very good picture which held down big business for a week."
SILLIONS (NAZIMOVA-M ETRO) NAZIMOVA
DEC. 11
"
Very
good.
Good
business
for
entire
week."
" Very weak picture material in Nazimova's latest." — if. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazimova shows a decided improvement in this
CHEATER REFORMED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
JAN. 13
picture over ' Madame Peacock.' Well taken by big audiences for the
" William Russell has an entertaining crook picture here." — if. P. News.
entire
week."
It is it' notthemuch
' and film
my
audiences
were" Picture
below proved
normal.a frost
Many here.
thought
poorest
CHICKENS (INCE-PARAMOUNT) DOUGLAS MACLEAN
MAR. 26
Nazimova has ever played in." " Opened to big business, but didn't
•• Forced comedy and liokum never ring the bell.'' — if. P. Neics.
hold up so well." " Picture heartily criticized and Nazimova's very
Exhibitor Comment — " Brought average business. Fair picture."
stagy and unnatural acting has killed her in this city." " A good picture. About the usual business." " Not up to Nazimova's standard.
CINDERELLA'S TWIN (METRO) VIOLA DANA
JAN. I
Star falling back. Did' only a mediocre business with this one."
•' Just misses being very commonplace.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This little star always draws well for me, and this
" Not up to some of Nazimova's previous efforts, but pleasing."
Co*$ensu* — " Average picture, average puller."
was not as clever as ' The Chorus Girl's Romance,' business was almost
BLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
DEC. 25
as good. Consider it a good business-getter." " Fairly entertaining and
"Justine
Johnstone
is
a
welcome
screen
figure
in
crook
melodrama."
—
patrons were pleased. Good business." " The old Cinderella story,
if. P. News.
strictly modernized and made fairly plausible. Business only fair."
Consensus
— "Average picture, average puller."
Exhibitor Comment
" One was
of the
poorest
featuresandI'vestareverdid had
fortune to play. — Story
worked
to death,
not the
livemisup
COAST
OF
OPPORTUNITY,
THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J.
to
her press Star
notices.
My audience attractive,
was much but
disappointed."
WARREN KERRIGAN
DEC. II
" Aone-tenth
mediocre of picture.
not particularly
played to
"Picturesque
story
with
Kerrigan
in heroic role." — if. P. ^ews.
good
business
for
reasons
unknown."
BLACK BEAUTY (VITAGRAPH) JEAN PAIGE
JAN. 22 COLORADO (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
FEB. 19
'• Mayo's latest strong in action." — if. P. News.
"Entertaining picture made from famous classic." — if. P. News.
BLIND WIVES (FOX) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 15 CONCERT, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 5
" Another episode .picture of certain uppeal." — P. P. News.
"Another stage vehicle adaptation which flops." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good melodrama that pleased lovers of this class of
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Accurate
photoplay
of
stage
success.
Moderately
entertainment. Box-office returns better than usual." " Fairly good
popular. Not enough action in it to make it a big success as a picture."
both as to pleasing the audiences and box-office Feturns."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT, A (FOX) FEB. 12
BLUSHING BRIDE, THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
MAR. 19 CONNECTICUT
SPECIAL CAST
"Exceedingly weal;; might have made a good Sunshine." — if. P. News.
"Mark Twain modernized in an appealing picture." — if. P. JNctcs.
BRANDED SOUL, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 19 COUSIN KATE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
FEB. 12
"Redemption
story carries little appeal and is badly overacted." — if. P.
•' Alice Joyce has strong personality in ' Cousin Kate.' " — if. P. News.
News.
BREAKING
POINT, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE FEB. 5 DANGEROUS
BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TAL- DEC. 11
BARRISCALE
MADGE
" Rather frail but fairly amusing." — if. P. News.
" More than a vehicle — a well-sustained marital drama." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Finj production which seemed to please and brought
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT) ROSCOE ARBUCKLE. . .FEB. 5
fine business." " Not as good as some of Miss Talmadge's previous
" What the public has been waiting for from Fatty." — M. P. News.
vehicles, but satisfying." " A good picture and brought more than usual
Exhibitor Comment — " Sure-fire winner. Pleased the audiences immensely.
business.' " This sure did go over big and deserved it for it's an interBox office returns much larger than usual." " Good comedy bringing
esting picture throughout." " Picture brought fine business. Very enthe usual business." " This is a splendid picture and went over big
tertain g."This one went over big and the box-office showed large
with
one week."
" Capacity
receipts.
seemed
'em in,theandcase
theywith
werea well
pleasedpicture
with
housesouronaudience.
opening Played
Sunday toinlarge
spitebusiness
of heavyfor rain
all afternoon
and
it." " WentJustover
well, toasbring
is always
Talmadge
in my house. Some of the older folks thought it went a little too far
evening.
A
big
winner
with
the
public."
"A
great
picture.
It
pleased
my audiences, consequently the box office receipts were larger than
in some scenes, and others frankly characterized it as ' raw.' But it
usual." " ' Fatty ' went over in this picture in a surprising manner.
got the money, and that's the acid test, I suppose." " One of Constance Talmadge's best and went over big at this house. Did splendid
Picture played to capacity for seven-day run." " Don't miss this one,
a really big box office play."
business — for
week."
Consensus
" Good
picture, good puller."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Box Office Reports continued on page 2398
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Foyer of Bine Mouse theatre showing the glass encased projection room on the right
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Patrons

Watch

Projectors

Mouse

Projection

Room

the
day a young man went into
ONE
amusement business. He had an
idea that some day in the near future he would not only own his own theatre, but own one of the best equipped
in the country. This man's dream has
come true. His name is John Hamrick,
but everybody calls him " Ham " or Hamwhekn
" ric
MisteerHam
one ndadds
becauss e no
rick,esse
and " sinc
a frie
he addr
has so many friends, almost everyone
leaves off the M and R
As he has been in the business of presenting amusement to the public for many
years, when he dreamed of his own beautiful house, and has been directly interested in motion pictures theatres in Seattle
for seven years, having been owner of the
" Rex " and others, it is easy to see how
and why he could develop such novel
ideas. His ideas were always novel and
always brought big business.
Getting back to the theatre again, the
patrons find that it is safe from drafts, as
the heating and ventilation system is so
arranged that, even with all doors open,
cold air cannot come into the house, as
a constant outward draft is supplied. The
building is of reinforced concrete construction, with cement floors and is said
to be strictly fireproof. The exterior is
finished in brick trimmed with caeon
stone. A touch of color is given by the
colored electric sign, illuminated colored
glass windows and a marquise. While the
cost of the new Seattle has not been
given out, it is said by some who claim

Built

Picture

at

New

Blue

Theatre

of

Glass

on

Mezzanine

Foyer

Jones organ. Special concerts are given I
at the afternoon and evening perform-'
ances.
From the first the dominating idea of
John Hamrick has been to give the public J
an innovation — something distinctly dif-1
ferent. That he has achieved this purpose . 1
is the consensus of opinion of that verit-Ji
able army of designers and artisans who

have combined forces to produce from ' !
Mr. Hamrick's conception the reality.
It is the interior — with which the theatre-going public has the most concern — I
that impresses all despite the fact that the!
entrance and the general exterior are ex-1
traordinarily attractive and inviting inll

Mr. John Hamrick, owner and designer of the
Blue Mouse theatre
to know, that together with the 30-year
lease, it is close to $350,000.
As Mr. Hamrick has always believed in
good music in a motion picture house, he
picked an excellent twelve-man orchestra
and had installed a special $50,000 Hope-

appearance.
Italian renaissance may be said to be I
the theme of the interior, yet there is ail
very subtle mingling of the beautiful as]
exemplified by many nationalities and
many climes. The proscenium of the ob-J
long type, is embellished by a double relief!
done in old gold worked out in exquisite!
detail with apparently as much fidelity to!
the conceptions of renaissance artists as!
is to be found in the work of the best Ital-i
ian architects of the renaissance period.
The cove ceilings relieve what would
otherwise be squared lines of the domelj
while the great expanse and artistic way!;
by a grill, which serves an important parti
in the ventilation of the building as well!
as contributing to the interior scheme. The!'
ceiling is done in sky blue merging into!
light tinted clouds along the coves. This!
"into
bringing
of the ofMaster
Artist isNature
"I
the interior
the theatre
further!

accentuated by the introduction of a sun-1
set scene visible behind the parted drapes!
of the loges on either side.
Medallions in soft colors, with floral!
decorations interspersed are introduced ef-1
fectively above and along the sides of the!
silk brocaded panels of the walls. FourB1
cathedral-like windows, two on either side,!
are set with leaded glass panels, bringing!
from without the natural light amber I
tinted to blend harmoniously with the soft!
lighting of the interior.
Rose shades dominate the colorings of!
the walls, but there is enough ivory used tol
forestall any monotony or inconsistencies f
of decoration.
A distinct innovation hasj

Patrons are able to see the projectors working at the Blue Mouse.
separates the room from the Foyer

A wire glass partition)

been introduced in the " baskets of sunshine "which grace both sides of the auditorium near the lower line of the cove
Soft light seems to flow over the edges of j
these hanging baskets as the mist from
some waterfall. In fact the whole interiorj
lighting is arranged in such a way as
give a softly diffused light like that of
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thoroughly advertise
weather sets in.

2527 Fairmoutit Street
DALLAS. TEXAS
255 N. 13th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
64 W. Randolph Streec
CHICAGO, ILL.
215 Fayetteville Street
RALEIGH. N. C.
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COMPANY
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800 S. Olive Street
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
1044 Camp Street
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some dream-place. Subdued spotlights
which play from the balcony on the big
grill in the ceilings are another novelty in
theatre lighting.
The rich hangings of blue and gold give
that final touch of distinction and quiet
refinement which seems unconsciously to
impress a visitor to this newest of the
Pacific Coast's newest picture houses.
In the lobby marble has been used unsparingly to add to the charm of the
theatre. From either side of the two entrance ways graceful stairways wind upward to the balcony and the lounge and
rest rooms. These stairways are finished
in real marble. In contrast to the subdued
lighting inside, the exterior is thrown into
bold outline by a system of dazzling artificial light, from the tip of the gigantic
" Blue Mouse " electric sign with its flashing letter to the basework of the entrance
and ticket booth. Tiling of simple pattern has been used effectively in the entrance way.
Blue, with harmonious touches of gold,
forms the general color scheme of the theatre. Here and there, with artistic touch,
these basic colors have been relieved by
a fine display of bright color, the whole
lending an atmosphere of tranquil, restful,
though inspiring environment. To witness
the performance of such features as are
announced for this theatre in such an environment isto afford patrons the ultimate
in entertainment as it pertains to the silent
drama.
The projection room equipment has
been worked out and improved upon by
Hamrick along the lines of the Capitol
theatre of New York City, acknowledged
to be the finest motion picture theatre in
the world. The projection engineer in
conjunction with the Precision Machine
Company, builders of the Simplex projecSOMETHING

NEW

IN

CLAY
SLIDES
With your own copy prepaid $1.50, or the same
thing in Filmfoot15 thereafter.
feet, $3.50; and 10c per

it
IP

p

You Can t Go Wrong withIGFNOWLENoR.'S 10FILM or SLIDES
DES
I
STUDIOS
TkSWUA
S1- FLOOR CHAMBER 2f COMMERCE BLDG
LOS ANGELES,
CALIF
FILM — SLIDES — TITLE — CARDS
AND CURTAIN FILM
Ask for New Song List

The front of the Blue Mouse theatre, Sealt le, is constructed of marble, brick and stone
tor. The booth equipment consists of two
Capitol-model Simplex projectors, which
are equipped with double motor controls,
are controls which automatically adjust
the light so the screen has an even illumination at all times. The film footage
meters are also included, which enable the
show to be accurately timed. A speed
meter is attached to each machine with
meters located in the booth, orchestra pit
and manager's office. This device enables
the show to be synchronized perfectly.
A special dissolving stereopticon machine allows beautiful stereopticon effects
to be worked out. Also a specially designed stereopticon spot lamp permits any
size or colored spot to be thrown in any
part of the theatre. Eight rheostats have
been designed to take care of the current
requirements for this equipment. All rewinding of film is accomplished inside of
a specially constructed rewind cabinet,
which automatically shuts off the electric
motor when the rewinding is finished.
Special " Keenolite " lenses have been
ground for this theatre which show a
greater definition and depth of picture
than has been heretofore possible. This
is a new product which is not on the market as yet, but was obtained in advance
for this theatre opening.
One of the biggest and most important
features is the minusa screen. This was
built to the specifications of the theatre,
with a color background that harmonizes
with the color rays at the point of contact, thus eliminating all eye strain so that
the picture looks the same from any seat
in the house.
The seats were designed especially for
the Blue Mouse theatre. The standards
are of massive period design, finished in
verdi gray hi-lighted in silver, and the
seats are upholstered in a Spanish blue

leather. The seat proper is 17 inches froflH
front to rear and the upholstering materiafl
is three and one-half inches deep. Tha
seats vary from 20 to 22 inches in widthM
All wooden parts are of eightply cross
grained veneer, finished in a dull French}
gray. One of the distinctive features ul
the cut-out back, insuring coolness in surafl
mer by allowing a better circulation oj
air. The loge chairs are finished in aH
gray, with gray velour upholstering.
The entire projection equipment hafl
been carefully planned so that eye straui
has been eliminated entirely.
The electrical installation in the Blu| I
Mouse is the most complete in the North
west, embracing all the latest features an
improved apparatus. The main auditoriur
is lighted entirely with indirect fixtures 0) I
the large unit type. The flower garden, I
on each side of the stage are lighted by in I
direct fixtures with three colors. Th
stage is equipped with the latest type 0
stage lighting.
These installations are all controlle
from the operator's booth with safety typ
external operating switches and all an
controlled and operated by Cutler-Hammer simplicity type theatre dimmers, sa
that any section of the lighting may bl
dimmed and maintained at any given inl
tensity.
Any combination of colors ol
blending of any colors may be obtained
from these dimmers which are also use4
in gradually raising and lowering: tW
lights from full white auditorium to the
desired effect it is wished to maintain
throughout the pictures. No sudden glarl
of lighting is caused by the throwing on
way.
of all lights at one time. They may am
raised gradually and lowered in the sarm
The aisles are all illuminated with late
type aisle lighting fixture? so shaded that
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SIDEWALK

CANOPIES

No. 317
We have just completed the designing of nine
Canopies suitable for theatres. If you are planning
to "spruce up" the front of your House please consider the advertising possibilities of an especially
built marquise.
They are made of iron and glass,
with strong supporting chains.
We furnish them ready for erection.
SEND

FOR

ILLUSTRATED

CIRCULAR

Turning

If interested in other items of equipment,
such as Poster Frames, Railings and Ticket
Choppers, ask for Catalog "N."
THE

NEWMAN

MANUFACTURING

to

Passers-By

Walkers-In

CO.

715 Sycamore St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch: 68 W. Washington St., Chicago, III.

This is a real problem

in hot weather,

isn't

it? And one that you're up against all
through the long, sweltering summer months.
We can solve this problem for you — easily
— with Monsoon Cooling System.

Fulco

Speedco

Arc

Controls

We

can make

your house refreshingly cool and breezy

— delightfully comfortable — a big attraction in the
hottest summer weather.
And it will pull the business; turn passers-by to
walkers-in. And all the time it will make your
theatre — your shows — stand out distinctly from all
the others in your neighborhood.
and the first summer

it makes

more

Easily installedthan it costs.
Send

the coupon

below for

your copy of our new booklet
FIVE

YEARS

SERVICE

We are pleased to advise that the Fulco Speedco Arc
Controls which we purchased in 1916 for the Rialto and
Rivoli Theatres, New York City, are still in order and use.
HARRY RUBEN,
Chief Projectionist.
MANUFACTURED

BY

COMPANY
E. E. FULTON
3208 Carroll Ave.
Chicago, 111.

MONSOON
Room

COOLING

SYSTEM,

710, 70 West 45th St.

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
Room 710, 70 W. 45th St., New

New

Inc.
York

York, N. Y.

I want to increase my hot weather business, so please
send me a copy of your booklet, "A Better Summer
Business."
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they in no way affect the pictures, at the
same time keeping the aisles brightly
lighted through the performance. The
large drape curtain is operated by an electric curtain hoist which is also controlled
from the operating booth.
The electrical apparatus and equipment
in the picture booths is a distinct innovation in motion picture theatres, the operator having absolute control of all the apparatus in the room and of all the electrical apparatus throughout the building.
As a method of safety to the public there
are three separate and independent lighting services in this theatre fed by separate
circuits of power so that any one of these
circuits may fail but in no way effect the
operating of the theatre.
There is once service controlling all
equipment in the picture booth, one service controlling the lighting throughout
the building and one service feeding and
controlling only the exit and operating
lights, so that, regardless of what may
happen to the lighting equipment or apparatus in the booth, the exit lights and
sufficient lighting throughout the building
is available at all times.
The front of the theatre is illuminated
by four powerful Davis flood lights, located on the top of the marquise. The
marquise and main entrance are lighted
with the latest type of marquise fixtures.
A private telephone installation is in use

Picture

N e w\\

Balcony of the Loring Theatre, Minneapolis.

throughout the theatre, the Magnovox
antinoise instruments supplying this
equipment.
One of the features that interests the
general public is the ample parking around

the theatre. Situated as it is just a ?tep
to the south of Pike Street on Fifth Avd
nue, Pike Street and Fifth Avenue as weJ
as Union Street become available for
parked autos.

Hermon

Weingarten

the Parthenon
which

Theatre

he opened

in the Ridgewood
of Brooklyn.

A

recently
Section
descrip-

tion of the theatre
be

for this house zvas furnished
The Opening night crowd at the Parthenon. The equipment
exclusively by the Howells Cine Equipment Co.

found

on

and

page
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SERVICE
- QUALITY
- PRICE
WE OFFER YOU ALL THREE
PROMPT SERVICE, Al QUALITY AND PRICES
That are low, consistent with the high standards we maintain
in workmanship and material

A

hundred

successful

^T^HIS

ORIGINALITY
DESIGN

OF

REFINEMENT
DETAIL

IN

and

Designs of Lighting Fixtures and Plastic Relief
Ornaments from Plans.

®tf* National PaHttc
328 MAIN ST.

The

Paragon
The

of Motion

Srftrf Cn.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Picture

Screens

Gardiner

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
Your power bill will take an awful slide when you
use a Gardiner Screen
Send today for booklet
For Sale by Leading Dealer*

Manufacturer*
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,

planned

has

the building
the engineer-

ing of a hundred — and
more — picture houses that
in every feature have proved

Manufacture Special

Write for Catalogue
Let Us Estimate on Your Requirements
NO JOB TOO LARGE, NONE TOO SHALL FOB OUR CAREFUL AND
PROMPT ATTENTION

organization

designed

PLASTIC RELIEF
ORNAMENTS

We

theatres

picture

ORNAMENTAL
LIGHTING
FIXTURES

workable.

Among

successful

Stanley Theatres.

That

them

the

is the surest proof

of practical work.

Hoffman-Henon
Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers
Finance

Building

Philadelphia,

Pa.

COSMOGRAPH
MODEL R-4
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
WITH
STEREOPTICON
COMBINED
WE MANUFACTURE
PORTABLE
PROJECTORS
TO MEET EVERY
REQULREMENT
Write For
Descriptive Matter
The Cosmograph
Motion Picture Machine Co., Inc.
138 W. 7th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

OHIO

Why Worry Over Details?
We Print High Grade
SPECIAL TICKETS
The regulations require you to have tickets printed with the name and place of
your theatre printed on them
Our tickets meet with all the requirements, and we can give you quick deliveries
10,000
$6.50 100,000
$23.00
20,000
8.50 250,000
48.50
30,000
10.50 500,000
90.00
60,000
14.00
1,000,000
170.00
Additional charge forOrder
each now
change
of wording
for future
use. or price $2.00
Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest supply house in the motion picture trade.
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St, Chicago, ni.
WRITE

FOR

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN

Lobby
Photographs
We Attend to Shipping
Care for Financial Investment
Write today for prices, samples, and information about our distribution service.
WESTERN PHOTOGRAVURE
1821-23 Berteau Ave.

COMPANY
Chicago
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These two cuts illustrate the difference in methods of ventilation between tiie "natural" system on the left and the Typhoon system on the right. In\
the former the air is represented as passing from the open doors and win dows over the heads of the patrons to the outlet in the roof. In the lattet\
case, the air is shown entering at the top and passing downward to every part of the theatre.
of air is based on the floor area of the theatre in amateur theatricals, lyceum engagements, e
square feet.
Good Ventilation Is an
In the construction of the new houses of today one The venture is proving a success, both financial
of the first things considered by the architect after the and artistically.
Investment
general
tilation. plans have been laid out is the item of venJohn T. Hendry, formerly of Fort My
Probably the most important of the many different
the construction of a theatre does not permit
Fla., has gone to Perry, Fla., where he
phases of theatre equipment discussed by exhibitors, at of When
the
installation
of
the
Typhoon
apparatus
on
the
this time of the year, is ventilation. This is due to roof, it may be installed in the attic space, or, when
have charge of the new Temple theatre.
the fact that theatre owners everywhere realize the
possible, it has been found practical to inThe Lynch Enterprises have named M. D.
importance of a cool, well ventilated house during the this isstall not
the equipment in a room or other chamber above
summer months if they are to carry through the sumthe
stage,
the
fresh
air
being
taken
through
windows
Selph
of the Imperial, Strand and
mer the large attendance that they have been getting or specially made openings constructed for the pur- Gadsdenmanager
theatres at Gadsden, Ala.
during
the
winter
months
for
the
past
two
or
three
pose.
When
it
is
impossible
to
install
the
apparatus
seasons.
W. A. Doster succeeds John L. Crove al
roof, there is still another method available,
Competition is keener today than ever before, and on the
of making the installation on the outside wall of manager of the Grand theatre at Montgomery!
as a result the theatre that is prepared to furnish its that
the building, fresh air in this instance being forced in
patrons with every comfort is the one that is most
Mr. Doster is also in charge of the othel
through windows or other openings.
likely to get the largest amount of business.
The System is reversible, and during the colder Lynch houses in Montgomery, which are madl
In the old days, when the majority of picture houses
months
may
be
run
in
the
opposite
direction
for
the
were small, very little thought was given to ventilation.
up of the Strand, Plaza, and Colonial theatre*
At the same time, there were few laws compelling a purpose of ventilation alone.
The Grand was a recent acquisition of this firJ
theatre owner to supply a certain amount of fresh air
per person in the audience. In those days, all the
The church people of Trenton, Tenn., heartifl
average exhibitor attempted was to set up a small
endorsed Sunday movies for the benefit of :he
ventilating fan either in the wall or ceiling, and depend
Reports of New
Theatres
upon it to take care of about ten times the work that
starving European children, and more than fifB
it was capable of handling.
Darlington, S. C, is going to have one of the dollars
was collected by Manager C. W. Glasi
Even in some of the larger houses of the past, when
best theatres in the territory when George Henof the local theatre, for the cause.
ventilation was less talked about than today, exhaust
drickson gets through with spending several
fans were installed in the ceiling and the exhibitor
trusted to luck in getting people into his theatre during
thousand dollars installing new equipment, beauthe summer months.
tifying and re-decorating the interior, building
Allen to Remodel Delmar
The reader,
by
referring
to
the
accompanying
illustration can see approximately what took place with
prologues, and worth-while roadtie old method of ventilation, the foul air being re- a stage shows,for
not to mention some special settings he
at Medina, N. Y.
moved only within a short radius of the ventilator.
is installing for unusual pictures.
The air in the balance of the theatre remaining pracThe
Allen Theatre Co. has purchased
tically stationary to be breathed over and over again
The Brunswick theatre, at Norcross, Ga.,
by the patrons. The reason for this was that there
the
Delmar
theatre property and will r«J
about six miles above Camp Gordon, has been
was no movement to the air and nothing that would
model it into the finest type of theatrJ
force this impure atmosphere up to the exhaust outlet.
completed
and
bookings
for
it
were
made
in
Today, however, with the more modern appliances, the
The capacity of the house will be increase*
Atlanta this week. Business prospects for the
Typhoon Cooling and Ventilating System, for example,
the method has been practically reversed.
new house are good.
1,000 seats. A modern vacuum systeJ
In the Typhoon system extremely large fans are used.
The Broadway, which is the new theatre being
will be installed and new lobby frame!
These are installed in the roof of the theatre and blow
air from high above the dust and dirt of the street
erected in Greensboro, N. C, by the Southern
placed in position.
directly
into the
theatre and
through
openings
in the
ceil- Amusement Co., is being rushed to completion.
ing, in huge
quantities
at low
velocity,
without
No expense will be spared to give irJ
draught. The air passes over the audience and is This house will house tabloids, and unusual picpatrons the best of projection as new
forced out through the exit doors or other openings in
tures, taking the place of the Isis, which will
the furthest end of the theatre. In this way every
machines are to be purchased. Every del
be torn down, and a bank building erected in its
part ofated, the
house
is
made
cool
and
thoroughly
ventila complete change of atmosphere taking place
tail leading to the increased comfort of
once every minute, or sixty times an hour.
patrons will be considered.
The second cut reproduced herewith gives a fair idea
A fact of peculiar significance is that the
of how the air is forced into a theatre through the place.
Mr. Allen has for many years owned thl
Municipal
Hall,
at
Danville,
Va.,
has
been
turned
ceiling under the Typhoon method, every part of the into a community motion picture theatre, under
Millard Fillmore theatre at East Auroral
theatre being thoroughly ventilated.
Several states have enacted laws that compel theatre
said to be the most beautiful town theatrJ
of the management of R. W. Gardner. Besides the
owners to supply from twenty to thirty cubic feet
north of New oYrk.
air per seat per minute, while in other states the supply regular motion picture entertainments, there are
BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

CINCINNATI
DETROIT

OMAHA
CHICAGO

CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS ST. LOUIS
OKLAHOMA CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Zl^FZ

Hallberg Electric Speed Indicator
and Recorder
A NECESSARY ACCESSORY TO EXPENSIVE ORGANS AND
PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
HARMONIZES the MUSIC with the ACTION of the Picture
Affords the Manager a Wonderful Means of Checking his Shows
United
Theatre
Equipment
Corporation
Executive Offices
J. H. Hallberg
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.
25 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK CITY
Vice Pres. and Secy.
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Now

Knocks

Opportunity

Gardiner

Ordinary Flat Surface Screen

Velvet Gold Fibre Screen

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS ONCE IT IS SAID! This is certainly yours to develop your business and increase your profits. Almost every Exhibitor believes that the
" Movie " business is yet in its early stages and its possibilities for profit-making are almost
limitless. So great are the opportunities of the " live wire " Exhibitor, that he need not
envy any one else if he keeps in touch with his own prospects and " uses his brains and acts."

List of Theatres

Equipped With Gardiner Velvet Gold Fibre Screens in
New York and Brooklyn
Brevoort, Brooklyn
Miracle,
New York City
Arena, New York City
Carlton, Brooklyn
Palace, New York City
Avenue A, New York City
Etude, Brooklyn
Classic, New York City
Paradise, New York City
Farragut, Brooklyn
Rainbow, New York City
Drury Lane, New York City
Henderson,
Brooklyn
Rome, New York City
Empire, New York City
Garden, New York City
72nd Street Playhouse, New York City
Imperial, Brooklyn
Montawk, Brooklyn
Sunset, New York City
Gem, New York City
Paradise, Brooklyn
Golden Rule, New York City Superior, New York City
Stone, Brooklyn
Heights, New York City
Village, New York City
Sunset, Brooklyn
York, New York City
Symphony, New York City
Willoughby, Brooklyn
Jewell, New York City
Broadway Lyceum, Brooklyn
Marathon, Brooklyn
Alhambra, Brooklyn
Keystone, New York City
Atlantic,
Brooklyn
Globe, Brooklyn
Majestic, New York City
Livonia,
Brooklyn
Manhattan, New York City
B & S Theatre, Brooklyn
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{Continued)
In Figure 4 are given the curves for some of
the almost completely diffusing miscellaneous
samples.
In Figure 5 are the curves relating to the
screens manufactured by C. S. Wertsner and
Son. It will be noted that among these are
found examples of all three classes.
In Figure 6 are the curves relative to the
screens manufactured by the Independent
Movie Supply Company and here again we find
examples of all three classes.
In Figure 7 are given the curves relative
to the Minusa Cine Screens and to one of
aluminum coated paper manufactured by W.
G. Preddy, this latter is of the semi-diffusing
type.
In Figure 8 are the curves for the Idealite
screens manufactured by the Ludeke Screen
Company. All of these fall in the semi-diffusing class.
In Figure 9 are the curves for the screens
manufactured by the De Berri Screen Company, two of which are of the semi-diffusing
type, while one is of the diffusing type.
In Figure 10 are the curves of the Argus
Crystal Bead Screens, one of which is of the
specular type and one of the semi-diffuse type.
These screens are made by covering a surface
of fabric with small glass beads. The reflection curves are peculiar in that the reflecting
power at 5 deg. is but very little less than that
at 0, giving a distribution curve much flatter

A.

Jones

and

Milton

Charac-

Screens

F. Fillius

IlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIUUIUIliUI
In the past a Screen has been a Screen and not
much else. It has taken Messrs. Jones and Fillius in
their paper printed below which was delivered originally
before the Society of Motion Picture Engineers to
identify the absolute characteristics of motion picture
screens. This paper is the most helpful that has come
to our attention this year.
U(TiiTiriiTiiiTiiiinriiiiiiii[T[iiTi3iiii[inii]iiriiTTiiTiniirTiiiriiiTiri]iiiiiiTiiii:riiTTiiiiiirTiiirrri ii]i?i!iiTTiii;[Tiiiit.i;it;titiiiiiiiiii[iri

Analysis of Results.
In order to facilitate the examination of the
data, it will be well to separate them into their
respective classes. After careful consideration
of the characteristics of the screens and of the
requirements of practical use, it was decided
to define the range covered by these classes as
follows :
Class A includes those screens which are
adapted for use in theatres where the maximum angle of observation does not exceed 30
deg. ; Class B includes the screens adapted for
use where the maximum angle of observation
does not exceed 50 deg., while the Class C
screens should be used in all cases where the
angle of observation is greater than 50 deg.

The point should be again emphasized that
these classifications are not rigid, but of an approximate character.
After careful consideration of the subject,
it was decided that the value of the ratio of
the reflecting power measured at normal observation to that measured at the maximum
angle of observation in a particular installation would serve as the most logical criterion
by which to select the most suitable screen for
that particular case.
This value will then represent the ratio of
the brightness of the screen as observed by a
person in the center of the auditorium to that
of the brightness as observed by a person occupying a seat at the side and near the front.
By keeping this ratio below a certain limiting value, satisfactory brightness will be obtained for all observers. This factor alone,
however, is not sufficient for the classifying of
screens according to their relative merits. The
highest average reflecting power within the required angle from the normal will necessitate the least energy expenditure in the projecting system to produce a given screen brightness.
Assuming cases in which the maximum angles of observation are 20 deg., 30 deg., 40 deg.
and 50 deg. the values of the ratio of the reflecting power at normal observation to that at
these various angles were computed for all
screens and likewise values of mean reflecting

Fig. 5— Distribution curves of commercial
projection screens
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Fig. 6 — Distribution curves of commercial
projection screens

near the normal than is usual with screens of
that type.
In Figure 11 are the curves for samples Nos.
33, manufactured by H. C. Genter & Company;
34, by the Gold King Screen Company ; and 35,
manufactured by A. L. Raven. In this figure
one screen of each class is represented.
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Fig. 4— Distribution curves of miscellaneous
surfaces
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HAROLD

F.

PUBLICITY
RIVOLI

POWER'S

TOLEDO

Perfectly

TIMES,

MARCH

WRITTEN

BY

WENDT

DIRECTOR

THEATRE,

TOLEDO,

OHIO

13, 1920

Projected

Pictures^

(J Gone and almost forgotten are those days when people claimed that moving
pictures were injurious to the eyes.
^ In the early stages of the development of the motion picture there may or may
not have been reasons for such claims. But not so now.
(fl God has endowed great men with brains to invent those things which make it
possible to flash on a screen in life-like manner scenes of every description and
from every corner of the world.
I| Always striving to please the theatregoers, The Rivoli, Toledo's Million Dollar
Playhouse, has taken those steps necessary to project most perfectly the high
class pictures which are known to be shown at that amusement palace.
tfl The finest screen on the market, known as the crystal bead, and also one of
the largest in the country, together with a battery of three Power's Projectors,
makes this perfect projection possible.
C| No longer are film fans subjected to the unpleasantness of frequent breaks and
stops in what were once known as " jumping pictures."
They now enter the Shrine of the Silent Art and are Wafted Up into the Forgetfulness of the Outside World from the Time the Curtain Rises, " Living "
with the Artists of Shadowland, Until the Theatre Lights Return Them to
This Earth.
And the Goddess of the Screen Smiles Her Satisfaction.

Extract

from

Mr.

Wendt's

Letter

NICHOLAS

Addressed

POWER

to

CO.,

Incorporated

Never was there more truth in a bit of advertising. It goes without saying that we are proud of our projection, made possible by
your projectors:
You may wonder why the ad. W ell, there are some people —
true, only a few, to whom Mary Pickford or Charlie Chaplin mean
nothing. Stars and titles mean nothing, as they never heard of them.
Perfectly projected pictures might make them patrons where other
advertising would mean less.
Always a booster for Power's, I remain,
Very sincerely yours,

2384
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Fig. 7 — Distribution curves of commercial
projection screens
power for the same limiting angles. These
values are tabulated for the Class A screens
in Table 4, those for the Class B screens in
Table 5, and those for the Class C screens in
Table 6.
(Continued)
900 Watt Lamp
Not So
Good as 600 Watt
W. F., Ashland, Ohio, is using incandescent
lamps but is having some peculiar trouble with
them. He writes :
We have been using Mazda lamps for projection in a theatre in which I am interested.
We are having trouble in getting sufficient light
on the screen and would like some information.
We used 600 watt Mazda lamps with Argus
outfit and regulators ; our current was A. C. 60
cycles 110 volts. Motiograph machines with
two blade shutters, quarter size lens and regular
Argus condensers. Throw was 70 feet, picture
10x13 on aluminum metallic screen. This gave
us a very good light and was satisf actory- Later
we moved to another location and used the same
outfit, the only change being an 83 foot throw
and an 8x11 picture; this required a different
focal length lens but we continued to use the
quarter size.
We have had very poor light since our change
and finally put in the 900 Mazda outfit and also
changed our projection lens and used the lA
size; this gave us a fairly good light but the
900 watt lamps would not hold up, they either
burned out in a few hours or turned white and
20 to 30 hours was their limit. This was too
expensive and we have changed back to the 600
watt outfit. We have no trouble with these
burning out but the light is very poor.
We have been told that in actual tests Mazda
lamps gave 15% more light than the carbon arc
under same conditions up to 100 foot throw. If
this is true, can you tell us what the cause of
the trouble is? Is the extra 13 feet in throw
that we now have sufficient to cause this difference inlight?
What do you think causes the 900 watt lamps
to burn out as they did for us? Do you think
that the Mazda lamp can be made to give a good
satisfactory picture under the conditions which
we have as stated above; if so, what changes
would you suggest?

TO 55
35
40 SB m
70
Fig. 8— Distribution curves of commercial
projection screens
We have tested out the line of voltage and
find that it varies considerably, running from
101 to 110 volts but 105 volts is about all that
is delivered a greater part of the time. If this
is causing our trouble how can it be remedied?
We will appreciate very much any information you can give us and will be pleased to hear
from you at once.
If your light was satisfactory' under the first
conditions mentioned there is no reason why it
should not have been equally so with the slightly
longer throw but smaller picture. Your first
lens was about focal length. You could
net get a No. 3 (half size) lens in that focal
length but you could (as you did) in the second
layout where
lens latter
was sized
aboutlens
7" infocal
length.
The useyour
of this
the
Xo. 1 (quarter size) size meant that you were
losing a great deal of the light passing through
the film. The collecting area of the lens was
too small and too distantly placed to pick up its
proper quantity of light.
Other things being equal, when you exchanged
your No. 1 lens for the No. 2, jour screen should
have been illuminated more brightly than in the
case of your first theatre. This was not so, according to your letter, so that there must have
been trouble in the adjustment of the lamp or
of the control device.
There is no reason why the 900 watt lamp
when rightly used should not last as long as
the 600 watt. If they burnt out that was either a
sign of poor construction or of poor current
control, probably the latter. The first transformers for controlling the current value were
not so efficient as those that have been produced
of late, so that unless the projectionist kept his
eye glued to the ammeter scale it was an easy
thing for the current to rise above 20 amperes
(in the case of the 600 watt) or 30 amperes
(for the 900 watt). If for example the current
was allowed to rise from 30 to 33 and to remain
there for two reels the lift of the lamp would
be cut down to around the 20 or 30 hours that
you mentioned. The lamp companies seem to
be doing their best to impress on the projectionist and the manager as well the absolute need
for keeping the current at 30 amperes and no
more. If your lamps burned out in a few hours
use we would suggest that you have your supply
house check up the ammeter on your machine
and make sure that it is registering correctly.

Fig. 9 — Distribution curves of commercial
iooprojection screens
Lamps turn white when there is a leakage of
air into them from the outside. This me
poor construction on the part of the manufacturer and is not your fault Call the lamps
the attention of the agent from whom you purchased them and he will no doubt fix it up for
Some day some one will be able to explaii
clearly to even- projectionist in the country that
the " throw " has no effect in itself on the
brilliancy of the picture. If the picture si
you.
changes without additional light from the ar
cr incandescent then there will be a loss i
brilliancy. But for the same size picture at 1C
feet or at 200 feet, providing the lens is collecting all the light from the condensers, then
will be no difference in the picture brilliancy.
Some have claimed that the heat waves iron
a densely packed theatre will have an effect
deflecting some of the light rays; judge foi
yourself the soundness of this theory- Smoke
of course, will cut down the illumination but
even this loss could hardly be estimated as it is]
so small.
When you changed theatres, you practically
doubled the focal length of your lens. This
means that you did not get the rear surface of
your objective as near the film as previously and
unless the remainder of your optical system was
changed materially the divergence of the beam
would be such that quite a bit of light was not
collected and made use of on the screen.
Your question regarding the total quantity of
light from the incandescent and the arc is a
hard one to answer. Measurements taken at
various theatres have shown such a wide limit
to the light on to the screen that a definite
figure cannot be given. The average illumination has been found to be around 5 foot candles.
But within a space of a minute due to the
wandering of the arc on the carbon tips this
intensity may van- from as low as 2 foot candles
to as high as 15 or more. But if the intensityl
is around 4 foot candles we should say that thef
arc and the incandescent are about equal.
You say " Under the same conditions." If
you mean that there is 159c more light from the!
incandescent lamp at 30 volts and 30 amps, tharn
from the 30 ampere arc we believe you are right!
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but under conditions as usually met with in
practice where the theatre is using 45 to 65
amperes d.c. it is probable that the screen intensities would not be far apart.
The incandescent lamp control equipments now
being manufactured are designed to take care
of at least 10 volts either side of normal and
to protect the lamp meanwhile. You evidently
have very poor regulation but it is not too
bad to be taken care of by the transformer on
your set.
Parthenon Projection
Commented
on
The new theatre of Herman Wcingarten
opened in the Ridgewood section of Brookl\n. N. Y., on Feb. 26th. This theatre which
is located at the corner of Myrtle and Wyskoff
lAves., was built at a total cost of $300,000 and
will seat 1,600 persons. Provisions have been
made for every need and convenience of the
patrons. There ase spacious rest rooms, writing rooms, smoking rooms for the men, telephone booths and promenades.
The interior is decorated with high class
paintings and the general decorations are in
gold and old rose. The screen has been located
in such a position that there is a perfect view
of the seat from any part of the house.
The projection room was designed and
equipped by the Howells Cine Equipment Co.
It contains two Type S Simplex machines, a
double arc 90 ampere Westinghouse motor
generator set with new type Westinghouse
ballast resistance, Peerless Arc Controls,
Feaster Rewinds and Crescent Spotlight.
The panel board shown in one of the illustrations is an interesting example of the way
a complicated system of control may be worked

The projection room at the Parthenon contains
two Simplexes and Pcarless Arc Controls
out in a simple mannerfl This switchboard
which is a combination a. c. and d. c. makes it
possible to change over from the motor generator set to the emergency a. c. circuits and
then to have two Ft. Wayne Compensarc in
multiple on each arc or to use the Compensarcs
individually on machines and spotlight.
In addition to the above installation, Joe
Hornstein, manager of the Howells Cine Equipment Co., states that he has recently closed
contracts for the projection equipment for four
other theares in Brooklyn, the Sackman, Palace, Livonia and Glenwood.

Machine Room at the Parthenon. Westinghouse M. G. set in the foreground

Cut out and keep the article now

New Marquee Designs
in Newman
Catalog
The many marquee designs of the Newman
Manufacturing Co., of Cincinnati, are shown
in detail in the new general catalog recently
made available for distribution.

running in this department on
" Screen Surfaces "
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TRADE

FOR BETTER PROJECTION
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ELECTRIC

MARK

LENS"

GENERATORS"

"SPEEDCO ARC CONTROLS"
A FEW OF THE " IMSCO " PRODUCTS
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO., INC.
W. H. RABELL, PRES.
729 SEVENTH AVE,
NEW YORK
SIXTH FLOOR

Mechanical Arc-Feed
is enjoying an ever growing popularity:
SIMPLE!
EFFICIENT! FOOL-PROOF!
FOR EITHER A. C. OR D. C!
EXTREMELY LOW PRICED!

MIMU/A
Gold Fibre Screens
Where Miniisa Gold Fibre screens
are used the maximum of recreative
excellence is presented.
There's a distributor near you
Samples and Literature upon reques
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.

SUPPLY DEALERS !
Take advantage of the increasing;
them indemand
stock. for this device, by carrying
Manufactured by
THE PROJECTOGRAPH
2573 East 55th Street

CO.
Cleveland, Ohio
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Hypoing or Hypo
Hypo is a solution of hyposulphite of soda
and water, with a preservative and hardener in
to " clean up " or clear a developed negative or
positive.
The hypo solution is used for the purpose of
reducing the unexposed portions of silver in the
negative or positive. To obtain the best results
this solution should be made frequently so as
to always keep a fresh bath in work. In some
plants the hypo bath is allowed to stand so long
that it becomes full of silver, which leaves
smeary streaks all over the frame and plays
the very mischief with the negative or positive.
Many people still make the mistake of using
an excessive amount of hardening solution, generally used to harden the emulsion, or rather
the gelatine, which is the basic portion of the
emulsion. An excess of hardener has a tendency
to make the film very brittle, thus weakening
it and shortening its life. This excess will
weaken the film in its weakest parts, viz. : the
sprocket holes, with the result that when projected for a certain number of times it starts
to break, then splits, and finally many feet of
the ruined film are ripped out.
It is well to remember that a hypo solution
that is not entirely fresh fails to properly clear
up or clean the print, rendering it poor from a
photographic point of view.
Washing
The purpose of washing each rack of negative
or positive is to remove all hypo solution from
the film. Effective washing can only be done in
tanks of running water; the tanks fixed in such
a way that the water runs in at the bottom, and
with a strong enough pressure to wash from
the bottom of the tanks upwards. This manner
of washing will remove all traces of hypo. No
such washings should be done in less than 15
minutes. Unfortunately there are too many
washers imbued with the idea that to stick a
rack of film into a wash tank, leave it there for
a few minutes and then speed it on its way to
the dry-room is all that is necessary for them
to do. This careless and hasty method of washing film is bound to leave some hypo on it,
which when finally dried shows a smeary streak.
In time the streak sweats out of the emulsion,
leaving a discoloration that picks up dirt very
rapidly, and, further, has a dirty, blurred
smudge on the rolls improperly washed. This
is a form of crystallization which eventually will
even cause the image to fade, as these crystallized spots will stain very badly. All water used
for washing should be most thoroughly filtered.
Tinting
When a roll of film has been properly tinted
the effect is pleasing to the eye. Tinting is an
immersion in dye solution, which colors the

in

Part

the

of

the

Lab

Industry

Laboratory Expert
Known
Widely
(Continued)
bath cannot be underestimated nor trcate
gelatine giving an even color through its portions.
lightly, as a very slight amount of some foreig
Irregular tinting seems to be a prevailing ill, tion.
substance will throw the bath out of all proporfor on the screens of the best theatres we see
It is a fallacy to take a subject which call
a great amount of " bleeding," as uneven tints
for various tones, and time and develop tfl
are called. A part of the film is normal, another
below normal, and still another very heavy.
positive for a normal print just the same as
A series of scenes of one degree of color,
ordinary black and white. In order to get th
then the same scenes with another degree of best results, a positive to be toned for the re
color, either lighter or heavier, shows that the
spective tones should be time and developed
haphazard method of tinting has been employed.
the correct density, as various toning baths wil
Guesswork will not fill the bill. To get good
either reduce or intensify the resultant print.
results each rack of film should be properly
Another essential factor is the absolute neces
timed in the tinting solution, for in this manner
sity
properly washing each rack free froml
alone proper immersion for tint desired may be hypo ofbefore
toning, as the results from insuffi
obtained. Irregular tinting is also the result of cient
wash are most unsatisfactory. Sometimes
improperly washed film after hypoing, for hypo
the color will be irregular ; a muddy or streaked
weakens or destroys a dye bath.
image will be noticed, or, rather, a dirty-lookin
The selection of tints
Toniand
ng proper mixing are
streaky scene ; this is caused by unskilled maboth very important factors.
nipulation ofthe film, poor handling or the bath
and a general sloppy method at processing.
The laboratory that will keep a bath for a
Toning is the process of replacing, part or
period longer than is necessary to obtain firstwhole, the silver image of the film by a combination of chemicals, the clear portions or the
class results cheats itself as well as the producer. The producer does not get all that hel
highlights of the image remaining unaffected in
a manner. The very essential part of properly
is paying for, and the laboratory will ultimately!
lose patronage. Toning should be intrusted tol
mixing and handling the chemicals for a toning
Evans,

After the developing comes the important process of drying in which the huge revolving
drums are used
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the laboratory that knows how and has a conscience. To such no tones, nor combinations of
tones with various tints, is difficult. To carefully and efficiently handle the various scenes
and to give them just the proper, correct and
artistic tones is indeed a labor of love.
Drying
Correct temperature in the dry-room is very
essential to the durability of the film. Proper
conditioning of the air is required. The air
should be changed quite often, taking off all
moisture, but not have it too dry, else the film
dries too fast. Rapidly dried film causes brittleness, which weakens the texture of the stock.
Drying should be done in from 35 to 45 minutes.
Some of the miserable work seen in some
prints is directly traceable to an improperly
conditioned dry-r,oom, with unwashed floors,
unclean drums, dust flying around and careless
help. The well-appointed dry-room is kept
spick and span at all times, with floor washed,
mopped and washed again daily, drums washed
and wiped regularly and frequently, and thorough exclusion of dust and dirt.
Assembling
In this branch laboratory work, poorly made
splices will shorten the life of a reel of film.
Careful splicing, insignificant though it may
seem, does much for quality. A dirty, sloppy,
smeared patch, or splice, is a blight, a thing not
to be countenanced by any self-respecting superintendent of a plant.
This important department, wherein the
plant's entire output is assembled for putting
together the finished product, is generally in the
hands of girls, who are adept at this kind of
work, and who must be alert, clean and tidy.
A good assembler does not even attempt to flirt
with the shadow of carelessness. An innocentlooking broken splice will cause some worry to
the theatre getting the reel, and probably lose to
the producer a scene having some vital part of
the story — a dramatic moment that often means
much to the success of the picture.
Projection and Inspection
Each and every reel of film made in an up-todate and conscientious laboratory is most thoroughly projected and inspected. This important
work is done by highly trained and mentally
alert film young men or women. The projectionist in a plant is considerably more than an
ordinary operator. Like the inspector, he must
be wholly conversant with the processing of
film and be a judge of what constitutes quality
work. Both the projectionist and the inspector
should know the story of the picture upon which
they sit in final judgment. They should be able
to tell at a glance whether there is anything
wrong with the continuity, and whether there
is anything, however insignificant, missing or
that is not exactly what it should be. The inspector makes a complete report on each and
every reel; the defects, if any, are reprinted and
the perfect print is then canned and made ready
for shipment.
Changes

in Cooper Hewitt Organization
Two changes have been effected recently in
the district office organization of the Cooper
Hewitt Electric Company, makers of Cooper
Hewitt Lights.
The Philadelphia office force has been increased by the addition of two salesmen, and
the force has moved into larger quarters in the
Drexel Building.
The St. Louis district office has moved from
the Central National Bank Building to the Title
Guaranty Bank Building.

Courtesy Evans Film Corp.
Careful assembling calls for well-lighted, thoughtfully arranged and clean working quarters
Improvements
on
Akeley Camera
The pictures below show the efficient method of using the iris and
vision box on the Akeley camera.
The attachment can be swung to
one side out of the way when not in
use, and, when needed, is snapped
into position instantly with utmost
precision.
The pictures also show the unique
twin lens mount used only on the
Akeley, and the absolute protection
afforded them by the lens hood, which
also has been provided with a holder
for masks, etc.

Views showing
swinging front on
Akeley Camera.
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GEVAERT
& CO
ANTWERP. BELGIUM
MANUFACTURERS OF

EAGLE

ROCK

FILM

6i

GEVAERT

The
RAW

FILM

Quality

Raw

Stock"

STOCK
Right

photographically.

not

POSITIVE

go to pieces

Will

in the

projector.

NEGATIVE

Made by
COLORED
POSITIVE
(U. S. PATENTED)
UNITED

THE

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING
CO.
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

STATES DISTRIBUTOR

THE GEVAERT GO. OF AMERICA,
PHONEInc.
B'LD'G
EN
HOOV
BRYANT
1642
117 W 46th ST., NEW YORK CITY

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
SEND FOR PRICE LIST NO. 9
753 Jersey Avenue

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Office and Factory

Jersey City, N. 4.

Another Valuable Addition to the

For Each

50
BASS

CENTS
GIVES

send
YOU

.00 MDSE.
IN GOLD
$1STANDARD
THE LIBERTY
WAR MODEL UNIVERSAL
400 ft. capacity, regular and trick crank, forward and reverse
take-up, reflecting focusing on film, F:3.5 M. M. lens, 6 aluminum
magazines, sun-shade, tool kit and extra parts, special metal case
for camera, same for magazines and a third to take both smaller
cases. Entire outfit finished off in a beautiful olive drab.
LIST PRICE $840.00 BASS PRICE m
.00
TRIPODS
J)
Universal Pan and tilt, $105.00.
Precision Pan and tilt, $165.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
450
Dept. Ill, 109 No. Dearborn St., Chicago, IU.
illilllllillllillllllliiiliiiillllllilllilll^

Cameraman's
NEW

Equipment

GOERZ

is the

MULTIPLE

EXPOSURE
DEVICE
(Patent applied for)
— a mechanical shutter attachment —
for Dissolving, Fading in and out,
for Vision, Double or more Exposures,
for Blocking, Dodging and Framing.
Call and see it demonstrated or write for
further information to the
C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
317J East 34th St.
New York City

Employ EVANS' SERVICE for your DEVELOPING
and PRINTING and profit
by our superior facilities, greater experience and prompt service.
Remember quality workmanship insures public approval and public approval spells producer success.
Telephone:
Wadsworth 3443-3444
EVANS FILM MFG. CO., 416-424 West 216th St., New York City
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Music

and the
(Continued)

Picture

Kol Nidre (Bruch), for large, medium or
small orchestra.
" The Desert Poem," by Felicien David (for
a house with good orchestra situated near a
store that is well stocked with unusual composition).
The film will be thoroughly acceptable, the
atmosphere perfect with any of the above compositions, and there is no theatre but can find
its music in this list.
However, it is my hope to indicate a more
ambitious arrangement for those directors who
have the time and the inclination to do the thoroughly unusual.
Thus, choosing any one of the above compositions as the atmosphere of this reel, it is possible to interpolate into the performance some
bits that are very characteristic. (Play the
principal composition, pausing for tthe interpolation and resuming the principal theme right
to the end).
At title " He Had Neither Dressed His Feet"
— run brief bit of any of the Yiddish folk-songs,
such as " Oif 'n Pripetschok," or " Der Mesinke,"
or " Samd un Stern."
Then, at the title, " So the Merchants and
Sellers " insert brief bit of Zimbalist's "Hebrew Song and Dance."
At title, " Our Feet Are Standing Within Thy
Gate " — run " The Song of Solomon " of Moussorgsky or " Elegie," of Massenet, or " Lamentation " of any kind in the minor mood.
At title, " Praise Waiteth for Thee, Oh, God,"
use the end of " Eili, Eili " (the climax of the
music).
I should also like to hear the effect of chimes
when the synagogue and temples appear.
.... Now, in the case of an audience essentially non-Jewish, I would recommend a change
in the character of the music suggested.
Principal theme of the film — for the background all the time, use one of the following:
Cujus Animan from Rossini's Stabat Mater
(for full orchestra or organ or piano), "The
Palms " of Faure.
Handel's Largo (as violin and piano duet).

For special interpolations do as follows:
At title, "Lo, There Shall Come " — play a
little of " Holy Night."
At title, " Let Them Bring " introduce from
Messiah " Unto Us a Son Is Born."
At title, " For a Voice Is Wailing " introduce
" Adeste Fideles."
Note. — Yiddish and Hebrew melodies are published by various houses in collections and for
" Holy Night," etc., see Christmas catalogues.
In any event whether these present offerings
are just right or not, I do not feel that my
observation is unlogical.
The short-reel requires musical settings, and
the makers of them should engage good musicians either to write original scores or highly
intelligent musical indications or cue-sheets.
THE NEW MUSIC FORUM
(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, suggestions are gathered. This
is where the motion-picture fraternity
gets together on music.)
I am nappy to join. Herewith my check. Good
luck. — Leonard Liebling, Editor Musical Courier.
I send you $2 to pay for dues. I am so glad this
organization
has been started. I am a singer. — Rubinstein Jones, Chicago.
Enclosed find $2, for which please enroll me as a
member. — Fred S warts, Musical Director, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Am enclosing my check. Glad to join. I have
done what you advised me in the January issue of
the News. I went to Chicago and studied and am
now in a little theatre getting real experience preparatory to taking a big job. Wishing you success in
your wonderful undertaking. — J. D. Strawn, Midelburg
Theatre, Logan, W. Va.
Enclosed I find
one year's
member.
readmoney
with order
great for
interest
what dues
The as
Bill-a
board said about this, and I hope it will be a big
success. — Prof. E. Barbay, Roanoke, Va.
I am immediately sending check covering dues for
membership, for $10 to cover company for one year.
You will perhaps be interested to learn that I
have given instructions to give all the support
possible through our columns to the new association,
and you can count on the Billboard to do everything
in its power to make the new movement a success.- —
I. M. McHenrv, Editor Concert and Opera Department, The Billboard.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
Your reply to my letter of inquiry regarding motion
picture music received ; also considerable information
from the music houses to whom you referred. I appreciate this favor very much.

" EAST LYNNE "
(Hodkinson)
Musical Synopsis by James C. Bradford
j Theme: "Then You'll Remember Me" (Bohemian Girl), by Balfe
DeepScreening.
River,'' by Burleigh (4/4 Moderato) (1 minute and 30 seocnds),
5. until1 —— " At
2 — "Adagio" (Moonlight Sonata — Con sordini), by Beethoven (4/4
I Adagio) (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — T: "Isabel Vane."
3 — "Spring Song," by Mendelssohn (2/4 Allegretto) (1 minute and 30
! seconds), until — T: Ere a year passes."
4— " Passefied," by Delibes (4/4 Allegro) (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
§ until — T: "The old home, East Lynne bought by Carlysle."
1 5 — "Will You Remember?" (Maytime), by Romberg (3/4 Moderato
! Valse) (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "I never dreamed of such
I happiness."
6— " Romanza Senza Parole " (First Part), by Soro (2/4 Andantino) (1
| minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Aby Hallijohn."
Herbert
(3/4andValse
Lente) (1 minute
I and7 — 45"Sweetheart"
seconds), until(Sweetheart),
— D: Flash byback.
Archie
Isabel.
8 — i" Canzonetta," by Herbert (2/4 Allegretto) (2 minutes), until — T:
| " Carlysle had given his wife."
9 — "Nocturnal Tangier" (Misterioso), by Godowsky (3/4 Andante EsI|
I pressivo)
brother. (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — D: Exterior. Barbara and
10 — "Alabama," by Spalding (2/4 Moderato) (2 minutes and IS sec% onds),
until — (Piano
T: "Months
of happiness."
11 — Theme
and Voice)
(/4 Moderato) (1 minute and 30 seconds),
I until — D: Isabel sits at piano.
1 12 — " Mighty Like a Rose," by Nevin (4/4 Moderato) (1 minute and 30
I seconds), until — T: "Then into this dwelling place."
13 — "Elegie," by Lubomirsky (12/8 Appassionato) _ (3 minutes and 30
I seconds), until — T: "East Lynne has a frequent visitor in Francis Levison."
14 — •" Rosemary," by Elgar (6/8 Andante) (2 minutes and IS seconds),
I until — T: "At the appointed hour."
1 15 — " Babillage," by Gillet (4/4 Allegro) (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
5 until — T: " Gossip runs neck and neck."
16 — "Western Scene," by Berge (2/4 Allegro Molto) (1 minute and 30
I seconds), until — D: Horsemen on green.
17 — " I Cannot Sing the Old Songs " (Old Melody) (2/4 Moderato) (2
I minutes, until — T : " The shadow of suspicion."
18 — " Mysterioso Furioso," by Langey (12/8 Allegro Agitato) (3 min-

Picture

New

Today your special music supplement came. I hav
been
intensely
in the and
proceedings
of th:j
convention
that interested
has just closed,
am heartily
favor of its purposes. The idea of music scores f
motion pictures
interests
Such coeration
between particularly
film and music
offersme.wonderful
sibilities.
believethanit ever
will before.
lift motion picture m"us:
to
a higher I plane
W ith the opening of the new theatrical organ at
Auditorium here, I expect to feature one of
standard overtures at least once a week — as an or
prelude to the regular program. Where can I
outlines, analyses or stories relating to these ov
tures,
such as " Stradella,"
" Poet and "Peasant,"
Semirami
" Lustspiel,"
Marriage " of
Tigaro.
"planatory
William notes
Tell," onetc?the My
plan
is
to
place
programs to stimulate these
the
sical appreciation of the audiences.
I shall be very glad for any information you ma
give me.
WALLACE L. 407
JOHNSON,
West Ave.,
»
Holdrege, Neb.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
Nothing too laudatory can be said of the musi
conference of the Motion Picture News held at
Hotel Astorsupervision.
the latter It
parthasof been
January
under ycompetent
my intention
write to you and express my pleasure at having
one of the pioneers in this initial musical gathering
the leading
of the that
industry.
Your letter
of
cent
date is lights
a reminder
this intention
has lagg
chiefly because of pressing business matters and
slight
Thereindisposition.
is no contradiction to the statement
music will play a big part in the motion picture a
triumphant progress onward.
It is of invalua
assistance to a director oftentimes. And I firmly
Iieve that the time will come when the director w
supervise the actual preparation of a musical score
accompany his picture in its journeyings to the vario
theatres.
In the meantime our foremost exhibitors are do:
their
to insure
adequate
presentation suitable
of pho"
plays utmost
by a suitable
musical
accompaniment,
the forte of the pictures. Through your indefatigab
efforts, the latent belief of every exhibitor — that
musical accompaniment in accord with the picture
absolutely
essential — will be awakened.
A new
will have dawned.
Music, besides insuring a picture's fair presentatio
will also serve to arouse the people's interest in gs
music, not in the hideous player-pianos now in use
many of the smaller picture houses.
I trust you will always consider me a staun
co-operator
in your
workandto tolinkthethepeople
motionby pict
industry closer
together
mea
of music. Any further assistance I may be able
render you in this splendid work will be a pleasure.
With kindest personal regards,
ALBERT PARKER.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
Last evening I took an hour off and read the speci
music supplement in honor of the first national conferJ
ence of motion picture and musical interests. It inv»
presses me as a comprehensive report which will cow
vince those who were present and those who were
not present that the conference was not a convention
of mummies, but one of live interest and active work.
In all such cases he who has prepared a set speech
has this great advantage over a participant who improvises some remarks — that his speech will be rq
ported correctly, whereas the other man runs the risk
of being not quoted
correctly
throughout.
That will
(Continued
on page
2392)

utes and 45 seconds), until — D: Exterior. T: "Tell me, Richard, just j
what
19— happened."
" Good Bye, Good Luck, God Bless You" ("PP"), by BaU (3/4 I
Valse Lente) (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "In a moment of
dial.20 — Thetne (4/4 Moderato) (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — D: Sun
madness."
21 — " Chanson Meditation," by Cottenet (4/8 Andantino) (2 minutes and
45 22seconds),
until — by
T: Moszkowsky
"In Quebec."(2/4 Moderato) (2 minutes and 30 sec— " Serenade,"
onds), until — T: " Months have softened."
23 — " Rock a Bye Baby" (Con sordini " PP ") Old Song (3/4 Andantino)
(1 24minute
and 45 seconds),
until — A year
has grown a year
— "Andante"
(5th Symphony),
by Tschaikowsky
(12/8 older."
Andante) (4
minutes and 30 seconds), until — D: Levison enters room.
25 — "Boatman of the Volga" (Con sordini " PP "), by Cady (4/4
Lento) (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Misery becomes black
26 — " Mysterioso Furioso " (" PP " until train appears then " FF "), by
Langey (12/8 Allegro Agitato) (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — D:
despair."
Night
27 — "scene.
Un Parlo D'Amour " (Con sordini " PP "), by Savino (4/4 Andantino) (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — D: Flash of wreck.
28 — " Columbine," by Smith (2/4 Allegretto Grazioso) (2 minutes), until
— T: " Once upon a time."
29 — " Evening Mood," by Czerwonky (2/4 Molto Espressivo e Sognando)
(2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — D: Prince walks out back stage.
30 — "Intermezzo" (Slowly), by Granados (3/4 Lento) (2 minutes and
15 31minutes),
"Carlysle
takes (6/8
Richard."
— "Littleuntil
Boy— T:Blue"
Old Song
Andantino) (1 minute and 30
seconds),
until
—
T:
"To
Carlysle
it
seemed."
32 "Just a Wearyin' For You," by Bond (4/4 Moderato) (1 minute and
30 seconds), until — D: Hospital. Isabel and nurse.
33 — " Adagio Pathetique," by Godard (3/4 Adagio) (3 minutes and 45
seconds),
until — "T: (Slowly),
"In the bysupreme
court." (4/4 Moderato) (2 minutes
34 " Melodie
Rachmaninoff
and 45 seconds), until — D: Isabel at old home.
35 — Theme
solo " PP ") (4/4 Moderato)
Barbara
sits at(Piano
piano.
. . (3 minutes),
„ . until_ — D:
36 " Abide With Me " (At second flash of clouds FF for End). Hymn
(4/2 Moderato) (1 minute), until — D: Barbara stops playing — closes piano.
THE END
NOTE: The ending may be changed by carrying the Theme from Cue
No. 35 to the end, vary it by having the orchestra pick it up at Cue No. 36.
The timing is based on a speed of 13 minutes per reel of 1,000 ft.
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always happen in such cases, because even the best
of reporters must condense things and is working
under a stress. In my case the errors of the reporter
are not serious. It goes without saying, of course,
that I did not say that Schirmer has 1,000 branch
stores. What I did say was that they had 12 branch
stores, which is quite a difference, and your reporter
is not the first to give me the office of Librarian in
Congress
dues — ofnamely,
Chief Onof
the
Music instead
Divisionof ofmytherealLibrary
Congress.
the whole, your reporter condensed my remarks in a
manner as to give at least the substance correctly.
I am sure that you look back with satisfaction on
the conference, and you have every reason to be in
that mood. Personally, I was glad to attend as often
as I could, because I learned a lot of things that I
did not know before.
G. SONNECK,
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
I am happy to have your kind note and the
special music supplement which is rich in splendid
thoughts and suggestions on moving picture music.
Many thanks for sending me this highly interesting
paper.
Although my time is rather limited, I will endeavor
to send you the desired comment in the near future.
Meanwhile, let me most heartily congratulate you upon
the splendid success of the conference. May it bear
fruit in abundance. You have certainly started a
splendid movement, not only for the good of those
directly interested, but also for the public at large.
Thanking you again for your kindness,
J. D. EHRICHT,
North Tonawanda, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
I have read the account of the conference and think
it really a wonderful detailed report. The whole
industry is indebted to you for your initiative in
starting this thing going. The benefit to the industry
from all points cannot be estimated, I believe, I wish
I could have been there, but could not. However,
your department of the News has certainly chronicled
it in the best fashion imaginable.
HAROLD A. PRICE,
Greensburg, Pa.
Music Editor:
Owing to traveling, we have delayed answering
your letter. We have thought a great deal about your
musicalture conference,
we feel thatonthethis
Motion
News is to beandcongratulated
move Picon
their part, which has been so ably carried forward by
you. In our opinion, this is one of the most important
movements that has been started since the inception
of the motion picture industry. In closing, we wish
to say that you are to be congratulated upon the wonderful work you have accomplished, and we trust that
it may be carried forward with great success. If there
is any assistance we can give you please do not hesitate
to call on us.
.
DAVID MARR,
Marr & Colton,
Warsaw, N. Y.

Motion

Picture

News

up and served to suit almost any pictorial menu. That
stal ation isapparent in the World Theatre fori
I was involuntarily led to compare the result of these the musical rendition is far above the ordinary]
adaptations to a novel cleverly composed of excerpts
from
Flaubert,
and in motion picture pictures.
Ibanez,Thackeray,
was probably
due toTolstoi,
my ownd'Annunzio
perverse menThe instrument is built with an instrumenity. If I seemrebuke.
cynical Carping
or to be criticism
panderingis tosterile,
criticismtIaldeserve
tation of a complete symphony orchestra, eve
and tive
I should
greatly
like
to
give
fertile
and
construccounsel. In order to do this I venture to suggest containing the oriental musical tones of
that instead of spending so much time and money in Corangula, an instrument which is used in onlj
trying to fit music to the pictures, some one, less
practical,
perhaps,
but into
gifted
a moreof curious
orches
trend of mind,
inquire
the with
possibilities
fitting the
tras largest
and a of
tonethenotcountry's
familiarsymphony
to the ordinar
pictures
to
music.
After
all,
the
majority
of
studiotheatre
goer.
made pictures is barren of the stuff with which our
finest music teems ; I mean poetry. Not until sex,
Perhaps the greatest comment has been caused
crime and horseplay have conceded a larger part of
by the seemingly unlimited tonal effects whic
the
reel
to
poetry
will
music
really
"
fit
the
film.
But it would seem that there are any number of musical compositions, of smaller and larger forms, pre- are handled from the Divided Manual whic
destined to be pictorially interpreted. The composers
is a new invention and being used only on the
wrote them with dreams and pictures in their minds.
Barton Organs. With this improvement ea
Only intures, theorder
to
hold
these
dreams,
to
fix
these
picproducer will have to secure the assistance,
time the instrument is heard, it apparently ii
not of a dramatist and a director, but of a poet, of a a different organ as the musical sounds var
person with poetic vision. Who knows but that poetry
may become the most potent factor in redeeming the at the will of the operator in endless variety. I
world today. The present interest in poetry is wide, Without doubt the new possibilities presented!
and it is growing, especially here in America, where
some of the best contemporary English verse is writ- by the Barton Divided Manual are a wonderful!
ten, and where book publishers have made the startling
discovery that poetry, good poetry, pays. Ask the improvement in theatre organs.
Macmillan Company how many people are buying the
The instrument is fitted with a complete out-|
poetic works of Edgar Lee Masters ; let Houghton
& Mifflin tell you how the imagery of Amy Lowell is lay of Harps, Xylophones, Chimes, Bells, Bass]
selling in the book stalls. The ennobling and elevat- Drum, Snare Drum, Storm, Crash and other]
ing influence of rare thought, finely expressed, is what
the people, all the people, are likely to want ere long. effects. Mr. Fleischman, the proud owner ofi
Let then some one in the picture industry for once the World Theatre, spared no expense or moneyj
anticipate, and let it be a rehabilitation of music in
connection with the pictures. For music may derive to make the new project the finest possible and|
untold benefit from that connection. And here I come
the Barton 'Organ merits its place in such a
to. the real reason for my interest in your brilliant wonderful
theatre.
campaign.
Music is at the threshold of great changes. Literature is always in the vanguard, then follow the graphic
arts, at last comes music. It was so with Romanticism
and Impressionism ; it will be so with the next stage
of artistic development. Now, music, ever since it Theatres Use Synchronbecame articulate, has been pressed into service by
ized Music Scores
the stage. And whenever the stage remembered that
it was time for reform music was the direct and permanent beneficiary from such reform. Without sweepA large number of leading theatres in Chi-t
ing up clouds of historical dust, we need think only
of Monteverde, Gluck and Wagner. With Strawinsky
cago and surrounding territory used the Syn-J
we have returned to the origin of all drama, the dance
Scenario Music scores, distributed in]
and pantomime, while music has rushed onward in chronized
Illinois and Indiana by the Bushmint Company,!
bold and rapid flight. And now the pictures — what
will they do for music? Does it seem so improbable
that they
should
a measure,
cre- of Chicago, in the presentation of " The Kid,",
ation of new
typescontribute,
of music, iniridiscent
withto a the
myriad
and musical directors and organists were greatly*
fresh hues, of instruments, surpassingly pliant and pleased
at the arrangement of the score and
subtly voiced, of composers and performers, capable of
the way the cueing worked out, it is reported,!
enchanting us with novel sorceries of sound?
But this will never happen so long as slices of tunes
is generally considered much more difficult
are superimposed on stretches of celluloid, or " special to Itgive
adequate musical setting to a comedyj
scores,"
are
made
to
toss
about
musical
motives
and
moods in order to follow the whims of the directing than to ana dramatic
feature and for this reason
genius
behind
the
camera.
The
moving
pictures
of
Dec's
Fears for Musi
the future will, of course, be as different from present " The Kid " was a real test of the Synchronized
bauching
shows, as will the music of day after tomorrow be
from ours. A beginning in the right direction should Scenario Music Company's ability to furnish a
of the " SpecialIt be madetation of with
poetically
devised pictorial
you for copycome
Permit me to thankwhich
entire a musical
compositions,
classic interpreas well satisfactory score, and the results of this prac-j
to hand.
has just
Supplement,"
Music
as modern. Then you will be giving the people real tical test are said to have been most pleasing;
and valuable record of three memorable
a faithful
is
and splendid witness to music, and poetry into the bargain. Banish sensation
days, and bears such eloquent achievement
Arthur Kahn, director of music of the Covenfj
and awaken the senses; shut out gimcrackery, and open
that I may
tact and
own initiative,
yourexcused
from voicing my personal appreciation of wide the portals of imagination.
be
a success so patent and unquestionable.
Yes, I must naively own, the hope of catching a Garden Theatre, who used the score on " The
Kid," said, " I want to say that it is the bes«
faint glimpse of what pictures will do for the evolution
no justificaconference
at the with
My presence
house
publishing
a musicneeded
score that I have ever seen on any picture, ana
of music — that was the secret reason for my presence
tion. I am identified
which has done notable pioneer work in issuing the at your conference. Although my hope was not fulfil ed, I am not unduly disturbed. Such things take highly- in favor of the service, and am anxiouslw
book on " Musical Accompaniment of Moving Picthat time. Music can well afford to take a great deal of awaiting for the next score and wish it woulfl
tures," by Lang and West, and other material
it,
while
I have been already too presumptuous in come soon as it relieves me of a great deal on
advancethe
how keenlywithit desires
to show
goes far
the moving pictures.
in connection
ment of music
taking so much of yours.
Believe me, my dear Mr. Isaacson, with cordial
But I feel that this is not enough to explain my posiworry and time trying to set a picture."
tion and that I should say a 'little more about my
greetings, yours very sincerely,
CARL ENGEL.
reasons for attending your meetings.
Paul Fairchild, of West End Theatre, said!
I am not vitally concerned with sociological or phil"
Something
I have been looking for for a lonjj
interested in " showI am not
time. It will be the salvation of many an or!
manship anthropic
" or inquestionsthe; finding
of new tricks and traps Barton Organ in Toledo
for the theatre organ ; I am not even more than modProves Popular
erately bent upon the acquisition of riches, so that
my attendance was not prompted by undue cupidity
Director Lustig, of the Michigan Theatn
From L. H. Mason
to share in the promises of a phenomenally lucrative
business.
I
did
not
primarily
come
to
your
conferorchestra,
said: "Without doubt the best thin
ence in order to learn what music could do for the
The Barton Organ installed in the New World
chestra."
that
ever happened to any theatre that employ
pictures; I came to see what the pictures would do Theatre, Toledo, Qhio, is creating much favorfor music. And on that score I must confess my dire
able comment among exhibitors. This is the musicians. Great."
disappointment.
When it came to discussing purely musical matters
Among the big circuits and theatres whid
Barton Organ to be located in the City of
I heard a number of things uttered which were evi- first
dently intended to be humorous and which deeply im- Toledo, and the beautiful tone quality of the have already contracted through the Bushmin
pressed me; I heard not a few thoughts proffered
Company for Synchronized Scenario Musi
instrument has established the World Theatre
in all seriousness which roused my risibilities. But
Company's service, are Lubliner & Trinz Thea
on the whole I was struck in the debates on musical
as prominent
among the Ohio houses in a musical way.
topics (the only ones on which I would claim to
tres, Chicago ; Ruben's Princess Theatre, Joliet
speak
anything
approaching
— I flow
was
The massive appearance of the console fully Harry Grampp's Theatres at Rockford an
struck, with
I say,
with the
unrelieved authority)
and turgid
of common sense that poured from the lips of the corresponds with the beautiful surroundings and
Galesburg: Hoyburn Theatre, Evanston: Quirt
speakers. There is nothing more formidable than
impressive appearance of the World which is by's Theatres, Fort Wayne. Indiana: Kedzi
common sense, and in large quantities it becomes
obnoxious. Now, all the commonsense in the world
Annex, Chicago, and a long list of others.
has not yet produced one ounce of progress. It is probably the finest and most beautifully appointed neighborhood theatre in the State of
the impractical man, the chided dreamers who are the
real leaders
humanity.
And thewith" handling
dear,
beloved ofmusic
in connection
pictures "wasof Ohio. The Barton Organ is installed at the
presented at the conference in such discouragingly
left of the procenium arch and behind an espeCJHave you sent in your application to
practical ways that I have carried away from it a
cially constructed swell fold. The installation
sense of alarm and apprehension which is responsible
the Association of Musical and Motion
for my having the courage of thus unbosoming to you. was handled with the architects by Mr. Barton,
Picture Interests?
We were shown how, with baffling competence and inventor of the Barton Organ, so that every
ikill, cassfatof music,
chunkshowcanthey
be taken
gloriouscooked
carcan be from
deftlythecarved,
detail of acoustics was an executed organ in-
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" SOCIETY SECRETS "
(Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Love's Enchantment" (Intermezzo D'Amour), Varley
" Silver until
Threads
the Gold " (old time song) (2 minutes and
40 1 —seconds),
— S: Among
At Screening.
2 — " Adagietto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "It's sixty miles."
3 — "Adolescence" (to be played as piano solo to action), by Collinge
(1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "In the eyes of the social."
4 — " Coronado Land " (Valse Lente), by Leath (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "I'll admit that Arthur."
_
5 — Continue pp (15 seconds), until — T: "You say the next train for."
6— "Comedy Allegro," by Berg (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:
" Stonyville was very much."
7— "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lente), by Borch (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "That's the Kerran place."
8— "Pathetic Andante" (for general use), by Levy (3 minutes and 50
seconds), until — T: "Pa, they say they won't."
9 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "But you might if I."
10 — "Dramatic
tearing
picture fromSuspense,"
album. by Winkler (5 minutes), until — S: Old man
U — Continue to action (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: " But evening in the snug."
12 — "When You and I Were Young" (Old time song) (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: "While the Kerrans sought."
13 — " Flirty Flirts " (Melodious Rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: "I know you're surprised."
14 — " Babillage " (Entr' Acte), by Castillo (1 minute and 50 seconds),
until — T: " Not since Arthur had."
15 — Continue to action (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "The
change in the Kerrans."
16— Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "There followed
intimate."
17 — " Impish Elves " (Intermezzo), by Borch (4 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T : " To plan a surprise is one."
18 — " Golden Youth " (Valse Lente), by Rosey (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "The last rehearsals."
19 — " Christmas Echoes " (Valse on Christmas melodies), by Tobani (4
minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "Christmas night, Holly and."
20 — Theme ff (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "It was all done
by a dear."
THE END
" ALL DOLLED UP "
(Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: " Lovelette " (Capricious Novelette), Levy
1 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: At Ccreening.
2 — "Summer Showers" (characteristic Intermezzo), by Logan (1 minute), until — T: "Miss Eva Bundy."
3
— "Dramatic
watches
thief. Agitato," by Simon (1 minute), until — D: When Maggie
4 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "I'd like your name and."
5 — " Heavy Dramatic Descriptive " (No. 2 of the A. B. C. Dramatic
Series) (30 seconds), until — T: "Don't be unreasonable."
6 — "Allegro Hurry" (No. 2 of the A. B. C. Dramatic Series) (1 minute), until — T: "Just remember your job is."
7— " Wearin' of the Green" (Irish Air) (30 seconds), until — T: "That's
why I threw him out."
8 — "Mia Cara " (Waltz Sentimental), by Hammerstein (1 minute and
15 seconds), until — T: "Like a thief in the night."
9 — "Twilight Fancies" (4/4 Andante Cantabile), by Frommel (2 minand 30 seconds),
until — until
T: — " D:But When
the Bundy
10 —utesTheme
(30 seconds),
scene was
fadesnot."to Maggie.
11
—
"
Dramatic
Tension
No.
36,"
by
Andino
(1
minute
and 45 seconds),
until — D : When scene fades to editor.
12 — "Romance D'Amour" (Andante Serenade), by Schoenfeld (2 minutes), until — T: "The hope cheste."
13 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: " Tuffel and Bullet's closed."
14 — :" Elegie " (Dramatic Pathetic), by Baron (2 minutes), until — T:
" Through Mile. Scarpa."
15 — "Caprice Joyeaux " (Melodious Allegretto), by Seeligen (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " To Grogan street."
16 — " Sleeping Rose " (Valse Sentimentale), by Borch (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "Dinner hour at the Carlton."
17 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "Under the bright lights of."
18 — "Reverie" (tone poem), by Drumm (1 minute), until — T: "In
the notorious resort of."
19 — Theme (45 seconds), until — D: When scene fades to Maggie.
20 — "Lightapproaches.
Allegro,'' by Luz (1 minute and 15 secorrds), until — D: When
automobile
21 — "Clematis" (Moderato Agitato), by Tenning (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "The 50th Street House."
22 — "Light Agitato" (No. 14 Feature Photoplay), by Luz (1 minute
and 15 seconds), until — T: " Who the devil are you? "
23 — "Half Reel Hurry," by Levy (3 minutes), until — T: "Leave it to
me."
24 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "I thought there were about."
25 — "Constance" (Andante Reverie), by Golden (1 minute), until — T:
" Shankely waited up for the."
26 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "The inteview with
THE END
Miss."
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Want
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CHICAGO, ILL.
Dearborn 16861687
The only Agency making a specialty of furnishing real Artists for entertainment in the highest
class moving picture theatres, such as:
Prologues
Vocal Soloists
Duos
Instrumentalists
Trios
Violin Soloists
Pianists
Quartettes
Sextettes
Violin, Harp, Cello
Double Quartettes

String Quartettes
Accordeonists
Lady Singing Orchestra
Our Motto:

QUALITY and SERVICE
We guarantee every act
Local or long distance phone — Dearborn 1686
P.S. — We also furnish complete combinations for "JAZZ NITES '

Phone Bryant 6808
BAY STATE FILM SALES
120 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,
MADE
FILM

Special Representative

IN

AMERICA

RAW

EQUAL

CO., INC.
New York City

STOCK

TO THE

BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

Stop

a

ks

^
L>0 S S E S
The v4 utomaticket System Stops
Sox Off-ice Leaks
& Losses
"Ask
Us "About It
'Automatic
Ticket Selling &. Cash Register
1762
BROADWAY
NEW YORK Co.

This pipe organ has in truth made] possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
theatre.
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER.
(Write for Literature)
The
NewEra
Organ
WARSAW,
N. Y.
THE
MARR
& COLTON
COMPANY,
Inc.
Also Builders of Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organ
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WANTED—
PIANISTS
ORGANISTS,
picture experience;
goodANDsalary,
steady with
positions
BARTOLA
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT
CO.,
314
Mailers Building, Chicago.
THEATRES
— FreeReports,
Samples,Dally
Caution
Labels,
pingdress:Labels,
Film
Reports,
etc. ShipAdBox 1155,
Tampa, Florida.
PATENT FOR SALE (COUNTRY RIGHTS ONLY)
— The Automatic Circuit Breaker attached to the
Simplex M. P. Machine for fire protection film examination and cover of a white screen. Apply at
once, N. A. Nicholson. 232 Market St., Johnstown, Pa.
WANTED — Licensed operator wishes position In
Pennsylvania. Willing to start as helper. Two
years'
experience;
tools. Box 860, Motion Picture
News. N.
Y. C.
WANTED
Negative, autos,
stills boats,
5 x 7, etc.
or larger,
ing wrecks, —railroads,
State showwhat
you
have
and
price.
Kline,
1122
Main
Street, St.
Joseph, Michigan.
MANAGER
— At liberty
for motion and
picture
house.
Young
man with
good education
a hustler.
Married; best of references if desired. Salary or
commission.
Write Box 855, Motion Picture News,
New York.

s
STAGE
Z Hood
gSIGNS,
fitCANOPY
fFOR
OR
LIGHTS
They Cover the Bulb and Show
Brilliant Lasting Colors
Have Every Advantage — Save
Your Dollars in Lamp Renewals, No Bothersome Dipping
Eatily Put On or Taken Off
For 5-10 W and
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
25-40 W. Lampi
2650 W. CONGRESS ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use
means a saving of from 20 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Bryant 8138
New York
Addressing
Printing
PHONE BRYANT 3605

M

E SLIDE CO ™
UNIQU
Highest
Quality Lantern Slides
717 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK.

LENSES
for front and rear projection,
\y<i tof 8",
f., always
Our
2.5 e.Camera
Lens,in stock.
$24.00
220 W. 42nd Street
M. H. SCHOENBAUM,
New York City

Power's Camera Club Has
Theatre Party
The Cameragraph Club with a membership
taken chiefly from the shop heads of the
Nicholas Power Company factory will hold its
annual theatre party on March 26th. The club
members and their wives will see " Happy
Days" at the Hippodrome and afterwards adjourn to Shanley's for dinner. The Cameragraph Club was organized in 1914 by the shop
foreman and assistants of the Power's plant
and has given a number of very successful entertainments. The club is looking forward to
the coming event with particular pleasure as
it marks the return of Louis Merkin, president
of the club and works manager of the Nicholas Power Company. Mr. Merkin was taken
seriously sick shortly after returning home
from the ball of Local 306 and the following
day was taken to Mt. Sinai Hospital. It was
found that Mr. Merkin had appendicitis and
he was immediately operated upon. Mr. Merkin returned to work this week in splendid
health and the Cameragraph Club is glad that
it can hold its theatre party and celebrate Mr.
Merkin's return at the same time. The officers
of the Cameragraph Club are: Louis Merkin,
President ; Raymond Dengle, Vice-president ;
William Ellwood, Secretary and Treasurer;
Ferdinand Elsbeck, Sergeant-at-Arms ; Charles
Wickerscheimer and Max Bauer, Entertainment Committee. Further details of the dinner will be given in the next issue of the News.

Applaud
Bradford's Special News
Cue Sheets
Last week's notice that James C. Bradford had concluded to place some of his pre-release cue-sheets for
publication exclusively in the News was the cause of
much rejoicing in many theatres, where the reputation
of Bradford
a " man
houseword."
Bradford
though
a very isyoung
(still in hisMr.forties),
of longis,
experience. I can remember him when I was a little
member of the orchestra of which he was assistant
director and general executive. Then I played viola
and he played piano and organ, and there were nearly
a hundred in our organization.
From time to time I will have the privilege of preBradford's
This,
of course,sentingdoes
not cue-sheets
change in onanypre-releases.
way the existing
cue-sheet
arrangement
of
our
good
friend
Winkler,
whose connection with the News is essential to the
proper conducting of this music department.
Last week the Bradford cue-sheets were for " The
Nut " and " The Swimmin'-Hole." Herewith we publish Bradford's indications on " East Lynne " and
What's a Wife Worth."

1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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PerfeA Llght^CohtroI
At the will of the Operator
atedeasily
regul
to as
light
or gdark
y gasbe
readil
canturnin
age
es asamper
pictur
THE
up or down. [
At the tame time, the voltage
lowers and raises automatically in
ofproportion
the arc to the changing length
The Tranaverter insures a perfeft
arc, a steady, bright, white light and
more
withoutartistic
waste ofprojection
current. of pidurea

You solve
canwith two-arc
main aiiantrcner
disThe Hertaat El*aric fc Mfg. Co.
1908 W«at 114th St., Clmlnd.O.

Readers

A NEW MACHINE FOR YOUR OLD
How?* outBy allInstalling
Perfect
Shutter with
new abutter
Takes
play and themakes
the machine
like new.
But. gears
what
you need them for Is to give you a tar better picture, with 25%
more light than a three wing shutter and 11% more ugbt than a
two wing shutter, no flicker, less amperage, fewer broken conrs— Guaranteed
or money back. Ask your dealer, or write
d rect. denseAccept
no substitute.
PERFECT PROJECTION SHUTTER CO.
426 S. 5th Street
Louisville. Kj
P.S. If you are using alternating Current, wire your order
FOR

THE

Picture

BETTER

TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
50 RADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
Acoept no Substitute.

j

For Sale by all Leading Dealers
GUARANTEED

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State — total, 21,170 by State*, $5.00
PerM
1219 Film Exchanges
$7.50
313 manufacturers and studios
4.00
368 machine and supply dealers
4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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" Putting Nature Next "
(Chester-Outing-Educational)
HERE'S a rattling good one reeler on the
Filipino his habits and a few of the
principal things he does in order to gain his
'ivelihood.
The reel is very compact and certainly covers
It deal of ground from its opening views,
Ivhich show the natives in their home surroundings climbing the palm trees and cutting the
branches, which they make into hats and
flresses for the women.
I When the native woman feels the want of
It new dress, she betakes herself to the back
rard or the woods and in a very short time
tuts the desired tree, which is conveyed to the
proper place, where with the means of a native device the tissues are drawn through until
llhe fiber suits her purpose. It takes some
Lime to perform these operations and the scenes
ivhich show the process are interesting to say
he least.
|| When the head of the family needs a new
lat all he has to do is to take his axe and
ijepart into the woods, select his favorite
branch, climb to its resting place, and after a
little chopping, his hat is in the first stages of
he making. It is the women, however, who
Ho the weaving and after a few weeks the hat
begins to take its shape and after a few more
he wonderful head covering is completed.
; The town of Cebu is also shown with its
Inarket place where the populace gather to dispose of their wares. For interest a good cock
liight is introduced together with many other
Incidentals, which are sure to attract the eye
Ipf the spectator.
I! The closing scenes show the native boy
searching for clam shells upon the beach, which
,vhen gathered are cut into squares and used
ns window glass. There is a disadvantage to
llhis sort of window, however, for although one
hn the outside cannot peer into the home of a
resident, the resident himself cannot peer out.
jjBut the women do not seem to object to this
l;5ort of treatment as many of the views show,
jrhe reel is a £ood one from an interesting
and educational point of view.
FRANK LEONARD.
44 The White Horseman "
(Universal — Art Accord — First Episode
of Serial)
\\7E only saw the first episode of this serial
* » and as a result cannot pass judgment as
:o the remaining seventeen. However, if the
other episodes contain as much mystery and are
lilled with as much action and Art Accord does
lis usual stunts it should give good satisfaction.
I Judging from the first chapter the story
Should be filled with the mystery element and

tlie Stiowmau

Newels cm Every Picture Released

of the kind that is bound to keep an audience
thinking.
Wayne Allen, a young Westerner, is willed
a section of apparently worthless land. This
land is occupied by squatters, two twin brothers.
One of the men finds a bracelet of ancient
workmanship on which is a line of picture writing which when translated leads the two brothers
to the base of some mysterious mountains
where they discover a system of underground
mine workings evidently the property of some
now extinct race of Indians. The bracelet also
proves to be a key that opens a cliff and exposes
the entrance to the mines.
And right here let us say that the mountain set is made and arranged so that at a signal
the two sides open up or draw away from each
other — a clever piece of work.
After many scenes in the tunnels of the
mountains, a chest of blue opals is discovered
by one of the twins. As they are passing along
the face of a cliff Sam, unable to dissuade his
brother from declaring the truth to the owner
of the ranch, shoves him from the cliff and
leaves him for dead.
From here on the tempo develops fast and
furious with Accord doing plenty of hard
riding and nipping in the bud the work of the
" White Spiders," a gang of cut-throats who
live in the hills near by, and who are trying to
secure the whereabouts of the cave in which the
jewels are hidden. For they have previously
captured Sam Ramsey and secured the jewels
in his possession.
As we said above, we only saw the first
episode of this serial. It looks good to us.—
FRANK LEONARD.
44 Society Snobs "
(Conway Tearle — Selznick)
CONWAY TEARLE came near scoring a
double triumph in this production, for he
is author and leading player in one of the best
Selznicks we've seen.
The story, which is up to date in every sense,
starts off with a bang and continues so up to
the last reel, when it slows up and ends rather
abruptly. And it is this ending which prevents
Tearle from scoring with both barrels.
In the opening reels and in fact throughout
the picture, the star is sure of himself in every
scene and gives a thoroughly convincing performance.
His role is that of a waiter at the Ritz, who
has become infatuated with a beautiful society
girl. In the opening scenes his forlorn look,
as he gazes hopelessly across the dining room
at the one he loves, is really touching. And
then when opportunity comes and he meets the
girl, he retains his poise, never over-acting.
The meeting is brought about in a rather
novel way. A former lover is thrown down
because he is not loved by the girl and is un-

known socially. In revenge he seeks the waiter
whom he has observed watching the society
bud, induces him to pose as a nobleman, against
his will, and secures the introduction.
From here on the story runs along smoothly,
— marriage.
the couple falling in love with the usual result
A strong scene occurs, when on the wedding
night the groom refuses to enter his bride's
chamber, confesses his guilt and returns with
her to the family. Although her folks are obdurate, the young bride follows her husband,
the finish showing the usual close-up.
The production is well directed by Hobart
Henley and has a splendid cast including
Martha Mansfield, who is delightful in the leading feminine role, Huntley
—Fox) Gordon, Ida Darling, George Stuart and Kathryn Parry. —
FRANK LEONARD.
44 A

Crazy Idea "

(Mutt and Jeff Cartoon — One Half Reel
THIS is toon
simply
another
Muttamusement
and Jeff carwhich will
give fair
and
no more. Mutt and Jeff are playing ball and
get in trouble with the police, or rather a policeman. Some good chase scenes follow. When
captured, things look bad for Jeff until Mutt
conceives the idea of telling the officer that the
little fellow is crazy, and that he (Mutt) is his
keeper. The scheme seems in danger of failing lamentably when the cop insists upon seeing to it that the little fellow is safely placed
inside of the asylum. Jeff is apparently doomed
to a straight-jacket existence, but it develops
that the policeman himself is an escaped lunatic, and the pair collect the reward of one
thousand dollars for his recapture. — MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
44 Burglars Bold"
(Vanity Fair Comedy-Pathe)
«r> URGLARS BOLD" is a very fair attempt
-D to exploit the Vanity Fair Girls in a new
way. This time the girls are very much " het
up " because of a burglar scare and when the
principal comedian, Eddie Boland, takes it into
his head to impersonate a burglar and chase the
fair ones about the house there is plenty of action but that is all.
When Eddie corners the beauties and takes
their valuables, the action stops but is quickly
beating again when one of the girls decides to
play
herself.
Theburglar
star has
quite a few scenes with the
young lady which ends in both being hit on the
head with pieces of bric-a-brac.
There isn't very much to this comedy. It will
amuse, however, if one cares to view the pretty
girls
ARD. in the latest lingerie.— FRANK LEON-
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"The Goat"
Comedy — Metro — Two
l Buster Keaton Reels)

BUSTER KEATON is making a noise that
can be heard from New York to Frisco
with his comedies. This slapstick comedian
has entered the select circle because his offerings are unusually rich in humor. Whether
Buster or someone else is responsible for the
rich display of gags, all of which are more or
less original, cannot be told, but whoever he
is— well, he is putting Buster over. There is
study back of these comedies. Such a clever
bag of tricks could not be thought up on the
spur of the moment. It strikes us that Buster
looks over some rival attractions and says to
e on that stuff." And
himsel
he doesf— it." I can improv
"The Goat" is nothing but gags— but what
chase—
a display! Back of it all is the grand
an old idea by the way, but the star keeps it
moving so fast and provides so much laughter
that one has no time to realize that the premise
is antique. He wears that baggy suit and a
sour expression— an expression that can be
else but "dumb-bell," and tumcalled nothing
bles and runs and throws himself about with
the utmost abandon. He keeps moving. And
so do the gags. They come fast and furious
and funny. Each one seems to outdo the other
in offering the spectator a good time. It is a
comedy so richly supplied with hokum and
tricks that titles are almost eliminated. Which
goes to show that it just about hits the topmark.
The richest gag of all shows Buster evading
his foil by " butting into " a sculptor's party. A
a masgroup of artists are about to lookandoverthere
sits
terpiece. The screen is lifted
War,
o'
Man
a-top
as life
the comedian as big
the title of the statue. The funny part of it
clay is still soft and the
the
is the fact that
horse gradually sinks to the base underatedBus-in
ter's weight. This bit will be appreci
loud guffaws in any theatre. It comes with such
a sudden surprise. This is only a sample of
Keaton dethe original effort expended here.
serves electric light display along with the
feature attraction. He is liable to walk away
with the honors. Certainly he offers twenty
LAUminutes of
REID. fun in "The Goat."—
RENCE great
" Blue Sunday "
(Lyons and Moran — Universal)
UNIVERSAL never produced a better two
reeler than this one, which fairly sparkles
with incident and comedy situations.
And it isn't the stars who are responsible for
all the hilarity, but the story or idea which attempts to point out what would happen if the
blue laws came into effect.
The author has given Lyons and Moran plenty
to do as the two wiseacres who invent all sorts
of schemes to fool the police, only to end up
in the stocks as a penalty for their misbehavior.
The opening scenes show Moran in his home
sneeking about and endeavoring with the aid
of mechanical devices to spend a quiet Sunday.
The telephone is hidden in an unsuspecting
place and when the young husband wants a
drink he unfastens the electric light bulbs,
presses a button and out comes the delightful
fluid.
The situations here are very humorous, but
are not any funnier than the appearance of the
set which is draped in black and this includes
the clock, the pictures on the walls, etc., etc.
When the scenes shift to Lyons, we see the

young " feller " with a smile on his face opening what at first appears to be the Bible. When
the cover is thrown back, we discover that the
young man has a sweet tooth and that the
" bible " is a receptacle for ice cream, which he
eats with a knowing wink.
From here on the comedy situations are too
numerous to mention, one in particular, the
police leaving the station house in a long file,
wearing black ministerial hats and marching in
prayer formation, being exceedingly funny.
Although " the play's the thing," Lyons and
Moran come in for their share of the applause
and are past masters in the art of " sneeking
Don't be afraid to book this one, for it is one
ofabout."
the best comedies of the year. — FRANK
LEONARD.
" Wedding Blues "
(Christie Comedy — Educational)
are being ofwhichbanner
ialthefarces
THE matrimon
may be
Christie
fered under
called the most entertaining in the comedy
field. This may be due to experimenting upon
the part of the sponsors until they have achieved
something well night perfect. Certainly the
Christie people have been presenting these
studies of honeymoons and courtship long
enough to be able to give them the right touches.
The pieces invariably revolve around a quartette of honeymooners or sweethearts, the mixup providing the conflict or humor or what you
want to call it. "Wedding Blues" sparkles
with considerable high lights of a most amusing order. There are no lapses. No padding
is visible, because what takes place could really
happen, if one excuses certain exaggerations,
incorporated to emphasize the humor.
At the Rivoli, New York, the comedy kept
the crowded house in a good deal of an uproar. The plot revolves around a personable
daughter of proud and wealthy parents who
wants to elope with the man of her choice. To
engineer the scheme, a mutual friend is called
in and father mistrusts that he is the fellow
who would steal his daughter. The schemer
has his troubles in another direction too. His
fiance places a wrong conclusion on the elopement. Neal Burns, as the mutual friend, gives
the spectator a good time when he tries ways
and means to get the daughter out of her own
house. He is ejected by a quartette of lackeys
who are drilled in deportment, but he comes up
smiling and succeeds. Eventually father discovers that the real lover of the girl is the very
man he has wanted for a son-in-law.
Most of the fun is derived from the party being given at the girl's home. It keeps moving
with good incident and the titles are pithy and
to the point. Christie has spent some money
to keep the comedy in its proper groove. There
is very little effort at slapstick. Indeed it is
an offering which carries sufficient humor in
itself without having to rely upon broad touches.
Assisting Mr. Burns are Earl Rodne}', Helen
Darling and Vera Steadman. All are endowed
with enough pep and color to make a courtship
or honeymoon a slice of adventure. Length
2 Reels.— LAURENCE REID.
" You Find It Everywhere "
Right)
(Outlook-David P. Howells — States

which covers this fivevery elastic titlefrom
IT IS afeature
Booth Tarkington
adapted
reel
e story, " The
magazin
and Harry Leon Wilson's
Gibson Upright." It can be applied here to
cover the romantic note or emphasize the ageold conflict of capital versus labor. It is our
opinion that the original title is more expres-

Picture

News

sive of the contents of the story which revolve*
around the conduct of a piano factory. A selfmade father has built up his plant by sheer pluck
and energy and when he dies he leaves the property mostly to his son, although some faithful
employers are listed as stockholders. The continuity is quite ragged in places although the
idea is easy to follow.
The action develops a counter plot which
revolves around the romantic conflict. The son
has fallen in love with his secretary who is- I
pledged to marry one of the workmen. And
she is constantly in distress whether to accept
the tatter's selfish love or give up her heart toher employer. There are a number of subcounterplots which keep the situations from
being compact. One of them shows a scheming
dowager determined to marry her daughter to
the hero. The scenes in which they are presented are absolutely worthless as far as advancing the action is concerned and most of
them are quite ridiculous. Finally goaded to
desperation the young manufacturer offers to
retire from the factory and give his complaining
stockholders a chance to prove that they know
more about conducting the business. They make
a sorry mess of it in scenes which tend to be-|
come ridiculous because of the introduction of
the ignorant wives of the equally ignorant stock- I
holders.
There is a bid for the dramatic which offers
an interesting climax when the plant is in danger
of being blown to pieces with some dissatisfied {
workmen.
In the end love triumphs and all is
well. The picture carries great possibilities •
were some of its extraneous scenes eliminated.
Amake
littlethis
cutting
editing,
here and
there, itwill"
a firstandclass
feature.
Certainly
is I
well fortified with good acting although several'
of the players suffer from over-direction. The
atmosphere is real and the action despite some
irrelevant scenes is productive of a good
measure of suspense. The exhibitor who books
it can attract his customers by exploiting the
names of the authors and the principle members- '
of the cast. Certainly one must commend the
effort to make it realistic. Length 5 Reels. —
LAURENCE REID.
" The Lone Indian "
i Post-Scenic — One Reel)
THERE is a tribal custom with the Indians
who dwell in the upper reaches of Quebec
which entitles them to send their young bravesinto the wilderness, where, thrown into contact
with nature and its vast silences, they may learn
how to develop their personalities in a manner
befitting hardy and courageous warriors. This
custom only applies to those who lack a certain
ruggedness
to cope
with— nature
and'
its
elements.or Itinability
is a quaint
custom
one which
has a touch of poetry attached to it and pre- *
sented upon the screen with marvelously beautiful scenery, it is nothing short of inspiring.
The young buck is sent into the wilderness
with only a gun, a canoe and his own thoughts
to provide
company. mastered
He cannot
return until'
he
has thoroughly
woodcraft,
the
knack of protecting himself and developed the
art of being a brave. This captivating idea
certainly gets over with some of the most enchanting backgrounds ever caught by a cameraman. The photography is excellently tinted.
The green woodlands, the silvery waters as the
moonlight silhouettes the lone Indian in hiscanoe, the canyons, the mountains, the fir trees —
these spell a grandeur which is magnificent.
The silences are impressive. The lonely figurehas communion with nature. He hunts, fishes,
and paddles his canoe with no companionshipaside from the vistas of the big outdoors.
" The lone Indian " is certainlv a tone poem. — (
LAURENCE REID.
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"THE

"THREE
SEVENS"
(Vitagraph)
Unusual Plot Carries Quite a Punch
IT has been some time since Antonio Moreno appeared in a feature pic. ture, but his reappearance in a five-reeler is occasion to say that he has
his eye upon the unusual story. " Three Sevens " may be melodramatic
and therefore improbable in theme and impossible in exscution, but there
is no denying that it will make people sit up and take notice. Perley Poore
Sheehan has conceived a theme here which has considerable " uplift " quality about it. He has attempted to solve in a melodramatic way the Utopian
scheme of regenerating the criminal classes by inoculating them with a
sense of honor. And he has measured his dramatic ingredients against the
notes of pathos, sentiment and romance in such a compact manner that the
story holds the interest despite the incredible theme and characterization.
There is no planting of the figures or preachy or descriptive titling for
the introduction. Instead the picture starts with a bang and keeps up a
constant popping of fireworks until near the conclusion when one may
admit the force has spent itself. Moreno has come back to the feature
with a serial outlook. Which is to say that he acts with enthusiasm and
injects a deal of dynamic energy. He is railroaded to prison on circumstantial evidence, the outcome of a murder charge. During his incarceration he conceives a plan to place his fellow convicts on a plane of honor.
Which he does by effecting a general jail delivery. It is a thrilling scene
and smacks of the genuine thing. The guards are overpowered and are
compelled to exchange uniforms, and the convicts are hustled into the assembly room where each undergoes a trial before Moreno as the judge and
a jury of " trusties."
It is really novel if a bit improbable. There are five hardened criminals
who do not deserve freedom, but who take it. And this is occasion to introduce the romantic element. The heroine is the daughter of the new
warden who believes in an honor system, and she induces the hero to urge
the men to return so that they may abide by her father's Utopian scheme.
The melodramatic note continues when Moreno starts in pursuit of the
vicious criminals whom he rounds up in thrilling fashion. That the picture is obvious never enters the spectator's mind so fraught with action and
incident are the various scenes. " Three Sevens " provides a good moral
and really has something to say aside from its entertaining points. The
details, the atmosphere, the acting — these are complete and make the picture appear more convincing than its plot warrants. Bull Montana and
Edward Brady make a picturesque pair of crooks. The extras are great
types. "Three Sevens" gets away from the usual angle of crook plays
and if it carried no virtue other than its originality, that quality is enough
to provide a novelty to picturegoers fed up with regulation stuff. — Length,
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Daniel Craig
Antonio Moreno
Joan Gracie
Jean Calhoun
Major Jerome Gracie
Emmett King
Gary Lee
Jeffrey Webb
Samuel Green
De Witt C. Jennings
Brewster Green
Starke Patterson
Amy Green
Beatrice Burnham
By Perley Poore Sheehan.
Scenario by Calder Johnstone.
Directed by Chester Bennett.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Antonio Moreno in the role of a daring and dashing hero of a thrilling melodrama will be the feature att'raction at the
theatre next
and
. The picture is entitled " Three Sevens," and is adapted from
Perleygles Poore
of thethesame
name.
It is a intalea maze
of terrific
strugagainst a Sheehan's
bitter fatevital
and story
involves
leading
character
of circumstantial
evidence.
It
is
a
mpst
unusual
picture
this
"
Three
Sevens,"
a
picture
replete with thrills, a strong love interest, a vital breath of humanity, adventure,
and crisp melodrama.
It tells the story of a youth unjustly imprisoned, with fate playing against him.
He was convicted and sentenced to serve twenty years in prison, where he became No. 777. Escaping, he brought about a general jail delivery of nearly all
the convicts — including five hardened and dangerous criminals, whom he had not
intended to turn loose. Inspired by his love for a brave and beautiful young
woman, he resolves to devote his life to recapturing the five outlaws and effecting
an agitation leading toward prison unlift. The picture is strong in every scene
and is well acted and staged. Included in the cast are Emmett King, Jean Calhoun, Edward Brady, De Witt Jennings and Beatrice Burnham.
PROGRAM READER
Circumstantial evidence caused the arrest of Daniel Craig for murder. He
became
known jailas delivery,
" Three but
Sevens,"
No. 777.
a general
scheme
for a general
he heldor court
withinHethecontrived
prison walls
to determine
which of the convicts were fit to freedom. By a twist of circumstances a number
of hardened criminals were released. So it devolved upon Craig to devote hi9
life to recapturing them. How he did it — how he found a Utopia eventually
which gave the convicts a sense of honor — how he found romance and regeneration
is told in " Three Sevens," a picture which is certain to create a sensation beof its unusual theme.with " Antonio
Three Sevens
theatre causenext
Moreno" will
as theappear
star. atHe the
is supported by
astory.
competent cast. The picture is adapted from Perley Poore Sheehan's fascinating
CATCH LINES
Have you ever been the victim of circumstantial evidence? Do vou believe in
circumstantial
unusual picture evidence?
of the year.See Antonio Moreno in " Three Sevens," the most
Did mentyou
ever means
hear ofof adealing
romancewith
inside
prison walls?
Is harsh and
the best
convicts?
These questions
are brutal
answeredtreat-in
" Three Sevens."

(U
nivers
SMART
SEX"
al)

Rather Frail But Pleases in a Mild Fashion
latest attraction in the Eva Novak gallery of pictures may be
said to furnish mild entertainment. Being of the program variety
there has been no expenditure of money to put it over. The star
has a pleasing personality which conquers the spectator because she is
natural and possesses some charm. These graces more than offset an emotional display which Miss Novak is wise enough to keep from expressing.
She sort of lives up to the title, even though it is valueless here in indicating any superiority of her sex over the other in terms of quick intelligence. The star is smartly costumed, however, and by attracting attention
to her wardrobe, the director has erred in making his characterization consistent.
The heroine is a stranded trouper who, when she puts on an act on
amateur night in a college town, is so favorably received by the undergraduate gentry in general and a conspicuous collegian in particular, that
she is able, thenceforth, to keep the wolf from the door. This is done by
the youth inviting her to work for a farmer who lives in close proximity
to his home. The story is practically plotless and relies on a series of mild
incidents which score because exaggeration does not enter into them.
When the action indicates that it might flop through its paucity of punch,
the author or director has recourse to a bit of melodrama. The hero takes
up his abode at the farm after an argument with his father and when the
latter seeks an explanation the youth announces his engagement. The big
scene is a reception at the rich father's home which shows the hero completely reconciled.
It will surpise some how the heoine is ab!e to bedeck herself in the
latest modes on a servant salary — unless they draw the conclusion that she
salvaged her wardrobe trunk from her trouping experience. The director
makes a bid for suspense by involving the entire household and several
servants in a jewel theft. First one then the other is suspected, but all are
absolved from blame when the real culprit is caught — a rank outsider.
The interest is held because the action keeps moving from one incident to
another. Miss Novak holds a scene with some farm atmosphere. A pet
goose comes in for some shots. And other incidents are brought forth by
concentrating upon the hero and his family. It is a picture without continuity. Yet it doesn't need any. Having no thread of plot it depends entirely on its incident. " The Smart Sex " may be frail but its snappy title
and its personable star should attract the picturegoer. He will be pleased
if he accepts it lightly. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Rose
Eva Novak
Guy
Frank Braidwood
Fred
Geoffrey Webb
Edith
Mayre Hall
Mr. Vaughn
C. Norman Hammond
Mrs. Vaughn
Dorothy Hagan
Mr. Haskins
Calvert Carter
Mrs. Haskins
Margaret Mann
Danny
Jim O'Neill
Dorothy
Evelyn
McCoy
By Emma Bell Clifton.
Directed by Fred Leroy Granville.
Scenario by Doris Schroeder.

THE

PRESS NOTICE- STORY
The story of a show girl who leaves a stranded troupe with her trick goose
and steps into a series of serio-comic adventures which lead to a dramatic climax
out of Universal
which shefeature
finds love
and Eva
happiness
in "The
Sex," theat
latest
starring
Novak. is offered
The picture
will Smart
be presented
the
on
of
week. Miss Novak has appeared
in a number of interesting photoplays, two of which, namely. " The Torrent "
and
" Society personality
Secrets," have
following
for her.
possessesof
an attractive
whichestablished
conquers a the
spectator.
WithThea star
knowledge
dramatic situation, and possessing a charm of manner, she is able to fascinate
the picturegoer.
" The Smart Sex " enables her to appear as a modern, resourceful girl, who
is able to cast aside misfortune because of her belief in human nature and happiness. When the show is stranded, Miss Novak as the heroine walks the railroad
ties to a neighboring town. In order to obtain money she takes part in an
amateur benefit and wins the coveted prize. Her act is so novel that she wins
the good graces of a youth who is instrumental in finding her employment on a
farm near his father's estate. In the course of time she wins over his parents and
becomes the bride of the youth. The picture is rich in human touches and quaint
humor and is ably acted.
PROGRAM READER
Do you belong to the smart sex? Is the feminine sex and smart sex? If so,
is it because of a woman's quick intuition, her keen perceptions, her desire to
doesn'tShetakeis
rivals into appeal?
outshine
her aimthatto Eva
well dressed,
appear
any imagination
to realize
Novakher belongs
the smartIt sex.
smart in attire — smart in the keen intelligence which lights up her expression — i
smart in her mannerisms. Miss Novak is refreshingly smart. The popular Uniin " The Smart
theatre next
versal star comes to the
Sex," a picture of a maid, a man, and a trained goose. It is a picture which
drama.
absorbing
and
adventure, a pleasant romance
of humorous
deal's
Come out
and plenty
be royally
entertained.
CATCH LINES
on amateur night. Did she get the hook? See " The Smart
out Novak.
came Eva
SexShe" with

See Eva Novak in the romantic adventure, " The Smart Sex."
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DEVIL, THE (ASSO.-EXHIB.-PATHE) GEORGE ARLISS
JAN. 29
" Very artistic icith Arliss superb in his screen debut." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " OneExcellent
of tbe acting.
photoplayButmasterpieces
of the
WonderfulComment
production.
a picture that
will age.
appeal only to the discriminating." " A picture that aroused the curiosity of the public. A good house all week. An artistic production."
DEVIL TO PAY, THE (BRUNTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST DEC. 4
" Strong mystery story carrier interest." — if. P. News.
DICE OF DESTINY (HAMPTON-PATHE) H. B. WARNER
DEC. 11
" H. B. Warner puts ' punch ' into strong dramatic story." — if. P. News.
DYNAMITE ALLEN (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
MAR. 5
" Disconnected and wildly improbable melodrama:" — M. P. News.
■13 (ROBERTSON-COLE) WEDGWOOD NOWELL
JAN. 22
" Interesting moments in mystery story." — M. P. News.
EAST LYNNE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 26
"Modernized version of play and book should interest." — M. P. News.
EASY ROAD, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS MEIGHAN
FEB. 26
" Rather mild for Thomas Meighan." — M. P. News.
EDUCATION
OF ELIZABETH,
THE (PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
BURKE
FEB. 26
" Billie Burke has real opportunities in polite comedy." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Women came to see Billie and the gowns. Did
better than expected, as she has not done well at all of late." " A fair
picture. Nothing extraordinary. Average business." " One of the star's
best, but it only drew fair business."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
EMPIRE
OF DIAMONDS,
THE
(PERRET-PATHE) SPECIAL
CAST)
DEC. 25
" A splendid production given mystery story." — if. P. News.
EXTRAVAGANCE (METRO) MAY ALLISON
MAR. 5
" Interest dulled by a too lengthy picture." — M. P. News.
FIGHTING
STRANGER,
THE
(CANYON PICTURES-STATE
RIGHTS) FRANKLYN FARNUM
JAN. 29
" SeUg produces another thriller, with Franklyn Farnum." — if. P. News.
FIRE CAT, THE UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
FEB. 12
" Edith Roberts scores in Carmenesque role." — if. P. News.
FIRSTHAYAKAWA
BORN, THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE FEB. 12
" Aif. title,
heart interest and Hayakawa's acting should attract them." —
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " By far the best picture that Sessue Hayakawa has
ever made. It is a true conception of Oriental life."
FLAME, THE (STOLL FILM-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 5
" A good production with foreign setting." — if. P. News.
FLAME OF YOUTH, THE (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. 18
" A pleasing, simple romance with Bhirley Mason." — if. P. News.
FLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY
GISH
JAN. 1
" Fairly pleasing offering with Dorothy Oish." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Business very good." " Just average
box-office results, though the picture is quite good."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
FORBIDDEN FRUIT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST.. FEB. 5
"DeNews.
Mille scores another ten strike; a great audience picture." — if. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Elaborately produced and entertaining production
that went over for a two week run to capacity business." " Fine picture
that
enormous
crowds during
openingDidweeknotof think
this theatre."
"Theyto
were drew
terribly
disappointed
with this.
it lived up
'Something
to
Think
About'
and
'Why
Change
Your
Wife?'"
"Broke
the attendance record. Greatly talked about. Continued for a second
week." " This picture drew well and brought excellent business."
" Held over a second week to excellent crowd. Pleased everyone who
saw
" DeMille'sbutpictures
always draw
immense
crowds.
This wasof
provedit."interesting,
not startling.
Patrons
like the
atmosphere
affluence which permeates these pictures. Constantly large attendance."
" This one packed the house every performance. A very fine entertaining picture and patrons seemed well pleased." " A fairly good picture
with business
usual."
" Drew that
a capacity
houseproduced
all week.in
Considered
one about
of theas best
attractions
has been
months." " Very good. The people came the first day in response to
wide advertising and they told their neighbors it was a good picture."
" A very good picture. Handicapped by strong opposition."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
FOUR HORSEMEN, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 5
" Marvelous production reaches the heights of picture art." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Packed them in on this one. People curious to
see it. Great box office attraction."
FRISKY
JOHNSON,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) JAN. 8
BILLIEMRS.
BURKE
" Play seems old-fashioned as picture." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Typical Burke picture, very pleasing, fair business
due to holidays." " Just plain trash — it's a pity a good star and real
money throughout
are expended
on suchfive drivel."
" Average business.
No good,
new
angles
the entire
reels. Photography
and direction
cast fair, but story weak from being overworked." " Had poor business
with this one for entire week." " Very trashy and silly. Audience
hardly enthused. Business only fair."
FRONTIER OF THE STARS, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS
MEIGHAN
JAN. 22
" Interesting story of a crook's redemption." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture which brought more than usual busi." "Veryourentertaining
Thomas
Meighan neswith
patrons helpsfeature
to put which
over inthe
goodpopularity
shape. Didof excellent
business."
"
Thomas
Meighan
always
draws
well
for
me
and
this
picture was no exception. Business was fair and comments on the picture
showed interest, though not the enthusiastic applause of the other pictures whichwillI have
played
this star."
Meighan isis satisfactory,
a great favorite
here and
always
packwitha house.
This " vehicle
but
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a startling winner." " Picture pleased generally and drew well. Business fine." "Not
up to
His own
but support
poor and
not Meighan's
worthy ofstandard.
him. Business
good,work
for excellent,
Meighan
is a great drawing card for me." "This one went over big and conduring run.
Audiences
well pleased
withhouse
the story."
Meighantinued soalways
sure box
office winner
at this
and this Thomas
picture,
clean and wholesome throughout, was enjoyed by every one."
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
GILDED LILY, THE (PARAMOUNT) MAE MURRAY
MAR. 19
" ifae Murray's latest is a winner." — if. P. News.
GIRL OF MY HEART (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
DEC. II
" Star fails to enliven very dull story." — if. P. News.
GIRL WITH THE JAZZ HEART, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
KENNEDY
JAN. I
" Madge Kennedy plays two roles exceptionally well." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment —has" This
was a They
corker.
thinkit, ItandtheI best
Madge Kennedy
yet done.
all Iliked
playedthingto
capacity houses all week." " Nothing great about this but title is catchy
and Madgehas Kennedy
has drawing
a following.
houses."
Kennedy
considerable
power Result—good
here. Her picture
is not" Madge
strong
but
our
people
liked
It"
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
GODLESS MEN (BARKER-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 12
" Unpleasant
if. P. News. story depending on acting and unusual twist to story." —
GOD'S GOOD MAN (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 26
" A poor production from all angles." — if. P. News.
GREAT ADVENTURE, THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL)
LIONEL BARRYMORE
JAN. 22
" if ore interesting via the printed page." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some Barrymore pictures but enand fullwashouses
" A time.
treat for
who like
a good
time. joyed
House
in a resulted."
chuckle all the
Goodthose
business.
Steady
all
Consensus — " Oood picture, average puller."
GREATER CLAIM, THE (METRO) ALICE LAKE
FEB. 19
" Alice Lake scores in ordinary story." — if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " Average production. Business good for the first
week."
GUILEthreeOFdays."
WOMEN, THE (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS
MAR. 12
" Rogers,
good story and clever titles make this fine entertainment." —
if. P. News.
HEARTS ARE TRUMPS (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 11
" A complex melodrama very well produced." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " There is nothing startling about this production.
Ranks UPabout
average."
HEARTS
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRY CAREY
JAN. l
" Harry Carey has satisfying offering here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is a good bet. Audiences seemed very
much pleased with it and business was fine."
HELIOTROPE
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPE- DEC. «
CIAL
CAST
" A different picture here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " backed
One of up
the by
season's
finestthat
pictures,
in my toestimation
— and my
opinion
the fact
it played
capacity
business in a house seating twenty-seven hundred. Consider it an excellent production from every angle." " A good picture but did not
draw well at my house." Splendid production. Well liked by audience. Didofcapacity
business
its at
entire
" Excellent.
The patrons
this theatre
filled during
the house
each run."
performance
every
day
for
the
entire
week."
"
Broke
all
records
for
two
years
as
poorest
drawing card. One million per cent, overrated and 1,000.000theper
cent
oversold picture. Otherwise a good picture with none of the muchly
promised Hearst free advertising, even an extra $700 advertising appropriation could not put it over." "Thoroughly nice picture. Ought
to go with— most
kind ofgood
an audience."
Consensus
" Ooodanypicture,
puller."
HER FIRST ELOPEMENT (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
JAN. 29
" Inconsequential and too vapid for feature length." — If. P. News.
HER HUSBAND'S FRIEND (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT. JAN. 29
" Rather hectic in spots, but keeps the interest." — if. P. News.
HER BELOVED VILLAIN (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
DEC II
" French
farce adaptation that falls short in American requirements." —
if.P. News.
Exhbltor Comment — " A good picture to average business three days."
HIS WORTH
OWN LAW (J. PARKER READ-GOLDWYN) HOBART BOS- FEB. 12
" Trite story makes poor screen material." — if. P. News.
HOLD YOUR HORSES (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE)
FEB.
" Comedy titles and good incident make this tine entertainment. — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just ordinary picture and did just ordinary business." "Fairly good picture. Business about as usual." "An excellent
photoplay which received a right royal welcome from patrons. An example of what screen lovers want. Capacity business."
HUNDREDTH CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN.
" Familiar story is well picturised." — if. P. News.
HUSH (GARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
JAN. 29
" Interesting picture on a familiar theme." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Bigto picture,
box Young
office receipts
each about
day."
" Somewhat
different
the usual
pictures,increasine
but pleased
fifty-fifty. Consider it her best, but my patrons didn't agree with me.
She was which
not as should
pretty go
as over
usual, well
but wherever
far more interesting."
picture
Clara Kimball "Very
Young fineis
liked. Bad weather cut down our attendance below average during
week'sard butrun."
thought
pictureforup week
to Clara
Young's tostandplayed" We
to poor
business
whichKimball
we attribute
bad

Box Office Reports continued
on page 2400
weather."
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"THE

GARDEN

OF

RESUR-

RECTION"
(Stoll)
Poor Direction Makes This One Mediocre
THERE doesn't appear to be the slightest semblance of direction in
this latest Stoll release. Whatever the original story contained in
the shape of entertainment has not been caught in the picture version. It does not stand on very firm ground if one may take it at its face
value. Yet there is indication of a good idea gone wrong. Guy Newall,
who can act in a very capable manner, has certainly failed as a director.
And the responsibility is his for turning out a picture which only stands a
chance on double feature day. His groupings are bad and he has erred
in a technical way throughout. But technicalities aside, it is his effort to
add a punch which destroys the dramatic framework.
The idea is practically colorless and generates very little action until
the concluding reels. Newall plays a sympathetic figure who indulges in
inferiority complexes. He worships a memory of a faint romance, but
condemns himself so much throughout the story that the pathos invites
bathos. The heroine reenters his life conveniently but dismisses him.
At this point the picture carries a dramatic touch which, were it developed
properly, would have spelled first rate entertainment. The romancer returns home to brood but destroys the spectator's sympathy by his childish
conduct. He throws himself on the floor, hugs his dog, or crushes a flower
or stares in a saddened manner at the camera. When he is about to do
something rash the heroine enters his home, attired in a most bedraggled
fashion. The title writer makes her ridiculous by having her exclaim —
"I need some money; I must pay for my room." She has been the victim
of a mock marriage. Here is where Newall seems to be at a loss as how
to develop the sequence.
The picture falters because of its anti-climax. The hero seems to be
afraid of servant gossip for he tells his landlady — " I don't know what
your morals are. but the lady upstairs is my wife." This is a sample of
the titling — titling which robs more than one incident of its logic or
charm or color. It strikes us that it is none of the servant's business how
the master conducts himself. The director contributes some faulty detail
here which is entirely out of place. Between the walking around and
posing in front of the camera in the first few reels and the bid for melodramatic play in the latter reels, the picture has a difficult time being consistent and convincing. The heroine has her child and when it dies she
goes out of his life. Which is occasion for some more self-pity until the
final clinch brings forth the happy ending. The redeeming feature is the
atmosphere which is supplied by some picturesque exteriors. Yet the
English fog makes some of them valueless in point of appeal. — Length, 6
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Bellairs
Guy Newall
Clarissa
Ivy Duke
Pendletor
Lawford Davidson
Moxon
Douglas
Munro
Townsend
Franklyn Dyall
Mrs. Townsend
Mary Dibley
Colonel French
Humberston Wright
The Misses Pendleton
Winifred Sadler and Madge Tree
Doctor Landis
Hugh C. Buckler
By E. Temple Thurston.
Scenario by Guy Newall.
Directed by Guy Newall.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A photoplay of romance and disillusionment is " The Garden of Resurrection,"
adapted
and directed
by Guy
Newall
E. Templeat the
Thurston's compelling
of
the same
name. The
picture
will from
be presented
theatre story
next
and
with
a
cast
that
includes
Mr.
Newall.
Ivy
Duke and
Douglas Munro. The story revolves around Bellairs, who considers himself
the
ugliest and loneliest man in the world. He holds a happy memory of a girl who
ushered in a moment of romance. Wondering if he will ever see her again, he overhears a conversation in a restaurant in which he learns that she is living in close
proximity as the wife of the man who is doing the talking.
_ Bellairs
twist toof renew
fate has
he immediately believes
seeks her outthatin a order
his brought
romance.themButtogether
Clarissa and
repulses
him
and, deeply chagrined, he returns home to brood over his pathetic loneliness.
Eventually she learns that Bellairs is right and joins him. She is an outcast and
utterly penniless, a condition due to placing trust in her supposed husband. In
reality she is the victim of a mock marriage. When a child is born Bellairs declares to his friends that Clarissa is his wife and his generosity is sufficient to
effect a reconciliation. The picture is marked for its fine atmosphere which is
brought out in picturesque backgrounds.
SUGGESTIONS
This Stoll
is based
on a patrons
well known
novel. with
So play
up the You
author's
name.
It mayattraction
be that many
of your
are familiar
the book.
can
print excerpts of the pages for advertising and you can also link up with your
bookdealer for a sale on the book. The title is attractive. It can be utilized in
an exploitation scheme. Tell that the picture abounds with dramatic scenes and
situations and that it is enacted against a wealth of picturesque backgrounds.
Play up that it is a human document of a figure who considered himself the loneand ugliestwillfigure
on earth.
If youof played
" The Lure
of Crooning
Waterthat"
your liest
patrons
remember
the work
Guy Newall
and Ivy
Duke. Tell
these celebrated players appear in the production. We would advise that you run
another feature to give the program a balance.

"PARTNERS
OF
THE
(Willat-Hodkinson)

TIDE"

Entertaining Sea Picture Here
IF there is one thing which Irvin Willat can do better than most of his
contemporaries it is his ability to stage a sea picture in a" thoroughly
realistic manner. The director responsible for " Behind the Door,"
and " Below the Surface," has come through with a satisfying offering in
the adaptation of Joseph C. Lincoln's story, "Partners of the Tide." Taking up with such a tale from experience gained with identical subjects he
has demonstrated that he is perfectly at home. The idea itself is of a
familiar pattern. A foreword says that liberties have been taken with the
original text. This is permissible with Lincoln since his stories have to do
principally with detail, description and atmosphere. Therefore Willat
realizing that action must be dominant has added this element as well as
supplying good incident and thrills.
After a rather weak start in which he plants his characters, the director
swings into his melodramatic sequences which revolve around the conflict
of the good people versus the vicious. It is a quaint touch to have an old
" granny " type as the goddess of the machine. She is poverty stricken and
is desirous of sinking her deceased husband's schooner to gain the insurance. Her granddaughter provides the romantic conflict. The hero has
grown up before our eyes and becomes a deep-sea diver. Naturally, being
virtuous he is employed by the insurance company to investigate the reason
for the sinking, and his rival for the love stakes is a member of the villainous party. The big thrill comes when both put on their diving apparatus and disappear beneath the surface.
The method which Willat employs to bring excitement need not enter
into discussion here. The main thing is he accomplishes his purpose. The
two divers are investigating the wreck at the bottom of the harbor when
the villain causes his rival to be imprisoned in such a fashion that his air
line is useless. The former comes to the surface with a perfect alibi. The
victim, however, is rescued by the skipper of the vessel. The picture sags
a trifle when scenes are flashed ashore, but another thrill is interjected
when the villain causes his rival's boat to catch afire. There is some more
timely rescue incident — an explosion and what not — which combined may
be said to furnish a complete hour of adventure. The feature
does not
soar when the romantic phase is introduced and the interior action is really
conventional. But the diving episodes, the perfect atmosphere (a strong
point with Willat) provide full compensation. There is not much opportunity for acting. It is mostly a picture in which the action dominates. One
watches the detail rather than the interpretation. The author's name, the
title, and the sea atmosphere certainly offer great exploitation possibilities.— Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Bradley Nickerson
jack perrin
BradleyHamm
(the boy)
Marion Faducha
Sam
ond
Gordon Mullen
Augusta Baker
Daisy Robinson
Grandma Baker
Gertrude
Norman
Captain Ezra Titeomb
J, p. Lockney
Carl Swenson
joe Miller
James Williams
Bert Hadley
First Mate
Fred Kohler
Temperance Allen
Florence Midgley
Seth Rogers
Ashley Cooper
By Josephby C.L. Lincoln.
Scenario
V. Jefferson.
Directed by Irvin V. Willat.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"
Partners
of
the
Tide,"
Irvin
newest
production,
comesThis
to the
theatre next
with Willat's
a cast of
competent
players.
is an adaptation
of
Joseph
C.
Lincoln's
powerfully
compelling
story
of
the
same
—a
story
of
the
deep
—
a
story
of
the
rock-bound
coast
of
New
England
— a name
field
literature in which the author is adept at visualizing. It is a picture which
carriesof
a full quota of thrills — such as a completely rigged schooner — all sails set — goes
crashing on the rocks; the burning of another vessel at sea, and some startlingly
realistic deep-sea diving manoeuvres.
These are just three of the gripping incidents that make the production a
memorable one. It tells the story of the love of a man for a maid, plus two
conscienceless plotters and many an enthralling rescue. It is a picture sprinkled
with tears, laughter, thrills, pathos, romance, sentiment, and other dramatic ingredients. Thosethe
whoDoor"
have and
seen"Below
it say the
thatSurface,"
it is a the
fitting
to " Down
Home,'' " Behind
othersuccessor
Willat productions.
PROGRAM READER
Patrons of the
theatre are assured of a genuine pictorial treat in
" Partners of the Tide," which comes to the
next
.
You remember " Behind the Door " and " Below the Surface? " Well, " Partners
of the Tide " is of the same high calibre — a picture which is marked for its
marvelous atmosphere. It is a realistic picture of the deep — a story of sailor-folk
a story of full rigged schooners and deep-sea divers. It is the kind of a picture
thrills
which Willat can do just a little finer than other directors. Thereandaresuspense
galore. And a beautiful romance. The story throbs with action
disfeel
will
you
picture;
this
and is acted by an adequate cast. Don't forget
ap ointed ifyou don't attend and your friends tell you it's a wonder.
CATCH LINES
thrills; a picture of deep
See "Partners of the Tide," a picture of aofhundred
the bleak New England coast.
sea divers. A picture of romance and drama
See "Partners of the Tide.'" adapted from Joseph C. Lincoln's compelling
story. A picture as strong and vital as " Below the Surface."
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IF ONLY JIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
MAR. 5
" Carey's latest is amusing and entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great business with this one. Capacity houses,
great deal of word-of-mouth advertising."
INSIDE
OF THE
CUP, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL
CAST
JAN. 22
" Conventional melodrama effectively staged." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Going over very well indeed. Good picture." " Playing to excellent business through second week." " Seemed to take
with my patrons and we had good business." " Went over very nicely
and
the
box-office
business
somewhat
above the
seat in the
house showed
was taken
at two
performances
for usual."
an entire" Every
week,
people stood in line for hours waiting for a chance to see this picture.
A heavy snowstorm one night when the production was running did not
keep strong
the people
away.
The most Medium
notable success
season." and
"Almost
too
a dose
of morals.
businessof onthe opening
only
fair all week." " A good dramatic picture, full of action, which seemed
to please." " Picture went over big and packed them in. Held it for
second week." " Fine picture but one that appeals most strongly to the
thinking
Held up given
comfortably
two of
weeks."
" Didcaused
a capacity
business. class.
A prereview
for the for
benefit
ministers
widespread comment, which added to its power of attraction." " Good story,
well done. Pleased the masses. We had a satisfactory two week run."
gooddifficult
pictureto with
more picture
than usual
business."
" Plot
a" Alittle
followwhich
but onwe thehadwhole
was above
the average
and we played to good business during week it showed here."
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
IT ISN'T
BEING DONE THIS SEASON (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE FEB. 26
GRIFFITH
"Inadequate story, but a veritable fashion show." — if. P. News.
JUCKLINS. THE (PARA MO UNT-ARTC RAFT) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Rural story rich in detail and atmosphere." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Pleased
those
who
saw
it,
but
the
title
not
well
known enough at this date, with result that it carried no populur
appeal." " This feature was well liked by our patrons and went over
big for four days." " Very good story. The picture follows the original
narrative well and it drew the ' better class ' audiences." " Good picture, pulling fairly well." " Had poor business with this, though it
seemed
to be himself,
a good and
picture."
" Great !grows
MontewithBlueeachis picture.
just beginning
to
establish
his following
Business excellent during run." " Rather good, but the name is its worst
enemy.
Did not draw at all." " Fair picture. The title is poor.
Average box office value." " A poor picture, with business below average."
" A fair picture with business about as usual."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
JUST OUT OF COLLEGE (GOLDWYN) JACK PICKFORD
FEB. 19
" Slender in plot but rather amusing at times." — M. P. News.
KAZAN (SELIG-HAMILTON-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST.... FEB. 19
" Another Curwood story makes interesting picture." — if. P. News.
KENTUCKIANS, THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 12
" Very little drama here; backgrounds are interesting." — if. P. New*.
Exhibitor Comment — " Did neither draw nor satisfied. That director
missed more good chances than a cat has fleas." — if. P. News.
KID, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLIE CHAPLIN
JAN. 29
" Long heralded Chaplin six-reeler lives up to expectations." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Wonderful
picture
and
greatest
box-office
attraction we have ever run. Broke house records first and second weeks of its
engagement and crowds are continuing to come in great numbers on
third week." " Broke all records for week run. Carried over for 2nd
week." " Smashes all records in the history of this theatre." " Broke
all house records first week and was held over for second week." "Played
twelve shows a day to excellent business. Consider it a knockout. Immense." "Good second week. Picture caused a world of comment."
" This picture went over big. Had two weeks' run." " Wonderfully
entertaining. Sure did go over big. Packed houses each performance."
" May be ranked as one of Chaplin's best. It continues to hold out
crowds at every performance." " Kept crowds standing out on the sidewalk for a week. Now on second big week." " Wonderful business from
morning till night. Great picture." "A great attraction. Going big
on second week of showing." " One of Chaplin's best pictures. Drew
big crowds
throughout
the entire
weeks."
" It week
was and
a storming
success
for two
weeks, drawing
42,000twopersons
the first
slightly
less than that number the second week. A knockout. Booked for third
week." " The record breaker for the season. Held over for a third
week by a house that seldom departs from the week run custom."
" Went over big on second/ week. May hold over for another week."
" Second week to big business. Wonderful as an attraction."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
KILLER, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
" Thrilling story given splendid production." — if. P. News.
LITTLE FOOL, THE (C. E. SHURTLEFF-METRO) SPECIAL CAST. MAR. 26
" Should prove interesting entertainment." — if. P. News.
LOVE
(J. PARKER
READ, JR.-ASSO. PRODUCERS) LOUISE
GLAUM
DEC. 11
" Louise
News. Glaum scores in familiar picture, sumptuously mounted." — if. P.
Exhibitor
— " The but
title'snever
enough
to bringGood
all business
the women.
It's
thrilling Comment
and surprising,
offensive.
at two
simultaneous first-run houses." " Fair picture ; did average business
three days." Just fair. Didn't do anything remarkable. Just cleared
expenses. As a picture it's awful ; as a box-office attraction it Just manages to get by." " Failed to draw after big advertising campaign. Louise
Glaum's
not isa nothing
box-office
A fairlyandgood
box make
office
attraction.nameThe Isplot
new,getter."
but the "scenery
settings
the picture worth while." " Good picture which brought more than
usual business." " Elaborately mounted sex story that held up fairly
good
run." good puller."
Consensusfor— seven
" Gooddaypicture,
LOVE. HONOR AND BEHAVE
(FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST
MAR. 26
" Excellent slapstick feature with good action and incident." — M. P. yews.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
splendid
drawing
card.
Played
to
a
packed
house all week. The picture is an excellent diversion from the more
serious presentations."

Picture

News

Plan
Book
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOI

LOVE LIGHT, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD JAN. 22
" Production
overshadows the star who is not any too well cast." — if. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The star brought the people to see it and they were
not disappointed." " Splendid picture and business. Mary Pickford
really pleased everyone. Never heard a complaint. Capacity all week."
" Very good production and well liked. Business wag good." " Fell
down badly second week. Didn't seem to satisfy. For total showing
went
average
to poor."
" Maryto Pickford
if one
would over
forgetfrom
the story
which
utterly failed
measure upinteresting
to the standard
expected. Held for the entire week to our regret." " Drew well for
about three
off considerably.
Mary's reviewera
large following in thisdayscityanddid then
not fell
all turn
out to see it.Even
Newspaper
characterized it as ' poor ' and it was dubbed as ' rotten ' by many of
little Mary's adorers." " Picture fairly interesting but disappointed
some
only fair.
" Movedwashere
theatreofofthethisfans.
city. Business
A good picture
but business
not from
up toanother
standthe stargood
is going
Consensusard. —It looks
" Goodas ifpicture,
puller."back."
LUREGUYOF NEWELL
CROONING WATER, THE (STOLL-PATHE) IVY DUKE- JAN. 18
" Interesting exposition of eternal triangle." — if. P. Newt.
LURE OF YOUTH (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 32
" Acting is better than the story." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture not up to average. The plot is weak."
LYING LIPS (INCE-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 19
" Spectacular but false in idea and characterization." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good drawing title but the production did not
Justify
name. and
Average
picture."
" A splendid
picture Will
with make
well
sustainedthesuspense
beautiful
photography
and settings.
thousands of new friends for Florence Vidor and please the admirers
of House Peters. Did record business for one week and we are holding
It over for second week." " A real picture and a splendid entertainment. this
People went
their productions
way to comment
on it."
"story,
Consider
onecast,
ofout
the ofbiggest
of theto favorably
season.
unexcelled
magnificently
mounted, sure
please. Corking
Sorry I
didn't
my seating
" HasThis
proved
so popular never
that
it has have
been double
held over
for the capacity."
fourth week.
is something
before done in this city. Played to over 00.000 in three weeks' run."
" Completed a four weeks' run here, in which it drew over 80.000
people.
one offorthe a greatest
records
in the history
the city."
" Drew aThis
goodis house
week, but
tne picture
does notof justify
its
advance advertising. An average picture."
MAD MARRIAGE, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS
FEB. 12
" Carmel Myers is appealing in Greenwich Village formula." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pretty good picture and we had somewhat more
business than usual."
MAMMA'S
AFFAIR
(FORST NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAL- FEB. S
MADGE
" Constance Talmadge has seriousif.moments
here;
picture fairly interesting." —
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Delighted our people. Box office kept busy."
MAN WHO HAD EVERYTHING, THE (GOLDWYN) JACK
PICKFORD
JAN. 22
" Story and generally good production will get it by." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Terrible. Business was fairly good but that was
because the picture played the last part of the week and not because of
Interest In picture. Pickford unpopular in this territory."
MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE
NATIONAL) DOR- FEB. 1]
OTHY (HOLUBAR-FIRST
PHILLIPS
" Propaganda ""nd spectacular melodrama are blended here." — if. P. Neva.
MARK OF ZORRO, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIR- BANKS DEC. 11
" Fairbanks puts over another surefire attraction." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big box-office attraction on account of star's popularity. Very good picture." " Great picture. Drew packed houses.
Well
liked."
" Best picture
Fairbanks
made.received
We haveand hadwellsuch
big business
during Douglas
its two weeks
run ever
that
we are holding it over for a third week." " Very good picture to fine
business."
"
This
picture
makes
a
hit
with
the
men.
The
women
do
not seem as enthusiastic. Drawing big matinees. Wll bold over for
another week.'" " Sure did go over well. And the picture is worth
it.
Had crowded
during
" Brought
Fairbanks
admirers houses
and then
some.run."
It went
over bigoutandallinthe
the Douglas
estimawho saw it,pictures
it is the inbesta long
thing time.
Doug has
done."
" Onetion ofofmostthe people
best Fairbanks
Drewevercapacity
houses during its two week's run." " Sure did go over great. Packed
houses each
office receipts
satisfying."
Great
picture.
Awayperformance.
and the bestBoxFairbanks
has eververyoffered.
Packed "houses
all the time, both because of popularity of star, and because of merit of
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
production." BRUTE, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
MAGNIFICENT
MAR. 26
" A good Western
with plenty
action."(METRO)
— il. P. News.
MARRIAGE
OF WILLIAM
ASHE,of THE
MAR. 5
" Star enlivens story of British politics." — if. P. Netcs.
MIDSUMMER
MADNESS
(PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) SPECIAL
CAST
DEC II
" Perfectly
constructed
picture
stamps De Mille as master director." —
if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Holding up fairly well in third week." " This one
brought only
business
for one average
week." crowds
" Fair all
picture
with
business
aboutaverage
usual."
one theatre.
Atas another
the" Played
crowds towere
sufficiently large
toweek
justifyat
our booking it for another week." " Found this to be a good entertainer
and business was sligbtlv above average during run." " A pleasing pictare but it did not draw. Had poor business during run." " Average
production
business was
as usual."
" Didperhaps
fair business
had a flock and
of objections
from about
the long
hairs, who
did not but
see
it." " Found this to be an average picture with fair business. Some
censorship comment on same." " Very well produced picture, but it
brought too much advance criticism and for that reason I don't favor
too many of these kind of plays. Let's clean up the screen a bit ourwant picture,
pictures good
with universal
Consensus —selves.•' WeGood
puller." box office appeal."

Box Office Reports continued on page 2402
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"KNOW

YOUR
(Fox)

MEN"

Heavily Emotional, But Should Please Stars Admirers
AUDIENCES who are used to a Pearl White of Alaska, or a Pearl
White of the wild and wooly West, will be somewhat surprised to
find their favorite in a very conventional role in a domestic drama.
g, but not this star's
"Know Your Men" is an emotional story, interestinon.
The plot material
best piece of work, and not an outstanding producti
conis soaked pretty deeply in sentiment, but Director Giblyn seems .notThree
tent with this, and he makes every scene as heavy as possible
times, we believe, the star faints dead away on the floor, under the strain
of the misfortune which falls upon her. There are also numerous closeups of Miss White, with eyes tear-dimmed most of the time.
While the picture is perfectly clean in its scenes, the moral effect left is
not for the best, for the reason that the most attractive male character in
the play, most capably enacted by Wilfred Lytell, proves, to the surprise
of an audience, a roue of the worst type. The story deals with an unsophisticated young girl, whose father fails financially and dies. Her fiance
deserts her, and she marries, chiefly out of gratitude, the man who has befriended her and aided her father. Interest sags slightly as the action skips
three years, but a few human touches showing the humble American home
life, supply the lapse. The first fiance returns and the old love is reawakened. Her husband sends her forth from his house, and it is while
waiting for her divorce that she discovers the black side of her fiance's
character. So she turns again to her husband and her baby. It is not
exactly a triumph of true love, but rather a case of making the best of
things.
Harry Browne is an excellent type of the rugged, self-made American,
but his make-up, after the lapse of three years is not cleverly done. Lytell
will prove a real delight to the feminine half of an audience, and is altogether too likeable to be a heavy. The star herself is highly attractive, and
if the sophisticated find the emotion laid on too thickly, her many admirers may like it. There is a cute baby to add a little sugar to the picture. There is little chance of this picture failing to please the Pearl
White admirers, but beyond this its prospects are doubtful. — Length, 5
reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Ellen Schuyler
Pearl White
Roy Phelps
Wilfred Lytell
Warren Schuyler
C. Downing Clarke
John
Barrett
Harry Estar
C. Browne
Mrs. Barrett
Banks
Van Horn
Byron Douglas
Watson
William Eville
Scenario by Paul H. Sloane.
Direction by Charles Giblyn.
Photography by Joseph Ruttenberg.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Pearl White, one of the recognized favorites of the American screen public,
plays
role inat "the
Know Your Men,"theatre
the William
will bethethestellar
attraction
on Fox production
. This iswhich
the
popular star's latest feature and one which may be classed among her best.
" affords
star aofrole
differs fromgirlthose
she
has" Know
played Your
in theMenpast.
It is the
a story
an which
unsophisticated
who which
does not
know men. She is disappointed when her fiance does not aid her when financial
ruin descends upon her family, and, disheartened and discouraged, she marries a
man
stress.whom she does not love, but who has been faithful and helpful in times of
Playing opposite the star is Wilfred Lytell, a brother of the star, Bert Lytell,
who does probably the best work of his career. Others in the cast include C.
Downing Clarke, Harry C. Browne and Estar Banks, who gives a wonderful
interpretation of a loving mother.
The ofscenes
of " Know
Men " and
are pretentious.
laid in a suburb
and
some
the scenes
are mostYourelaborate
There ofareNew
manyYork,
gripping
scenes in the production and the suspense is never for one moment allowed to fall.
The feature will be shown for
days at the
theatre.
PROGRAM READER
Few, if any, star in picturedom have won for themselves such a high place in
the public's
and front
held itranks
for ofsuchall aserial
long actresses,
time, as and
PearlwhoWhite,
for
years
was in favor
the very
is nowwhobeing
starred in a series of features by William Fox. Her latest production, " Know
Your Men," will be the feature attraction at the
theatre on
.
" Know Your Men " is a society drama, religiously clean, but thoroughly gripin its her
actiondisappointment
and suspense.when
It tells
the deep love
a girl's
heart,ping and
her the
idealsstory
are ofshattered.
The of
scenes
are
laid in a suburb of New York and many exquisite shots of great scenic beauty
are included in the picture. Wilfred Lytell, as accomplished on the screen as
his brother Bert Lytell, plays opposite the star in a thoroughly capable manner.
■ The story was adapted to the screen by Paul Sloane and the direction was in the
hands of Charles Giblyn.
"Know Your Men" will remain at the
for
days.
SUGGESTIONS
You are practically certain of drawing a goodly crowd by the proper and consistant
of PearlforWhite's
name.number
She isofa years
star who
maintained
a higher
average mention
of popularity
a greater
thanhasmost
actresses.
You
can bill this as a role different from the usual type of Pearl White parts. It is
strictly a society and domestic picture rather than the Western or Alaskan type in
which she has appeared in the past. The title has teaser possibilities of the best
I sort. Wilfred Lytell's name should be used in your copy. He is a capable actor
I and will please by his work in this picture.
CATCH LINES
The
newest
Pearl
White
feature
" Know Your. Men,"
and domestic
it will bedrama
the
I attraction at the
theatre ison
A gripping
well calculated to entertain.

"OUT

OF

THE
CHORUS"
(Realart)

Well Below the Average in Entertainment Values
been coming very good for Alice Brady of late and
THEY
" Out haven't
of the Chorus," her newest release, is about the poorest of
the lot. The author has touched upon a tried and true formula for
his idea here without once catching the psychology of the characterization. The picture just skims the frothy surface without once realizing any
human note. The triumvirate of chorus girl heroine, scion of wealthy
family, and cattish mother-in-law are brought forth here with all the false
touches intact. One knows just how it will develop to its hopelessly conventional finish. It is well that one can anticipate the action for the seare so hap-hazardly put together that the picture resembles a
quences
Chinese puzzle.
The plot in a nutshell has to do with a chorus girl who marries into an
aristocratic family and has to combat the haughty snobbishness of a
mother-in-law as well as her petty plottings to disillusion her son, before
the heroine is able to prove that her character is spotless. The incidents
are not joined together with any semblance of continuity. There is a
scene of back-stage life, and the next finds the characters moving around
in society atmosphere. The picture is nothing but a series of sets through
which the players are guided about like so many puppets. There is a bid
for a bit of triangle play with a villain who doesn't seem to have a single
motive for his conduct — unless he is used as the god in the aristocratic
dowager's evil machine. The title writer hasn't brought out the sympathetic bid for the heroine since her language is the regulation patter of the
dressing room. There is a bit of firearms which once used indicate some
drama. But here again the bad cutting destroys any logic the scenes might
contain.
The one novel note in this time-worn plot is the introduction of the
grand jury instead of the usual panel of twelve men. The husband is vindicated ina hap-hazard manner through the instrumentality of his chorine
bride. And mother-in-law steps off her high pedestal. There are so many
directorial errors, that if the original story contained any substance it has
been destroyed. Miss Brady struggles bravely but her efforts are fruitless.
She is poorly lighted. In fact the lighting is extremely mediocre in a
majority of the scenes. Charles Gerard as the villain acts with his usual
poise and restraint. But he seems to have no motive for his conduct.
The rest of the cast provide atmosphere and nothing else. — Length, 5 reels.
— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Florence Maddis
AUce Brad
Ross Van Beekman
Vernon Steel
N/d
Ormsby
Charles
Gerard
Mrs. Van Beekman
Emily Fitzroy
Margaret Van Beekman
Constance Berry
|0?a\-\
Edith Stockton
f„ein!teln
Ben Carlyle
Probst
Mad
dox
Richard
By Harry Chandlee and William Laub.
Scenario by Coolidge Streeter.
Directed by Herbert Blache.
Photographed by Jacob Badaracco.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A new Alice Brady picture entitled " Out of the Chorus," will be the feature
attraction
at
the
. In this picture the
star enacts the part of a chorus theatre
girl whonext
steps into matrimony
with the scion of
an aristocratic family. This adventure provoked the parents to such
a degree that
they placed obstacles in her path to disillusion her. Florence Maddis, the exchorus girl, is led to believe that her husband is unfaithful — which is all a part
of the scheme to make her feel unworthy. Eventually young Van Beekman is
goaded to the danger point. He becomes involved in a murder of which he is
innocent in order to prove his wife unfaithful. But she remains steadfast in her
devotion and is really instrumental in bringing him freedcto.
The picture takes one back-stage — into the mysterious world of the footlights.
It also takes the spectator to the inner circles of society. Miss Brady has an
effective part here — a part which enables her to show her histrionic talent at its
highest attainment. Prominent in the company are Charles Gerard and Vernon
Steel. The picture is a romantic drama of theatrical life in the metropolis.
PROGRAM READER
Alice Brady, the popular and talented Realart star, will come to the
theatre
in her
attraction
" Out and
of the
Chorus."
This is next
a picture which takes
the latest
spectator
behind entitled,
the footlights
enables
him
to catch a close-up of that fascinating life of the stage. Miss Brady is a member
of the chorus who marries a wealthy youth. The ceremony displeases his parents
and the chorus girl is forced
How she rises to the occasion — how she
proves to the snobbish parents that all is not dross behind the footlights — how
she wins back^the love of her husband — how she saves him from
This is
all told in the fascinating picture which Miss Brady makes attractive by her
emotional talent.
SUGGESTIONS
Play up Alice Brady and tell something of her screen and theatrical career.
Play up the title. Tell that this is a picture of life behind the footlights. Tell
that this is a story which is always appealing. People not identified with the
stage are always curious to know how life goes on back stage. Tell them that this
is a picture which gets over through its charm and atmosphere. Play it up as
a fascinating picture which carries romance, sentiment, drama and fine atmosphere.
Play up members of the cast. You can put on a good musical act for a prologue.
And play up the title.
CATCH LINES
She was a member of the chorus who married into society. What happened?
Was she disillusioned? See Alice Brady in " Out of the Chorus."
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MISLEADING LADY, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
JAN. 1
" Stage adaptation is /airly successful as picture." — if. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " The production was not much above average, but
the audience seemed to like it." " Bert Lytell an excellent hero of caveman love-making comedy that attracted only fair business." " Fair
production which brought about average business." " Good business
with this one. It seemed to entertain *hem well."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
MISTRESS
OF SHENSTONE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE MAR. 19
FREDERICK
" Quiet in action, yet charms with its-romance and background." — M. P.
News.
MODERN SALOME, A (HOPE HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMPTON (FEB. 1)
JAN. 31
•' Satisfied from all angles." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture which did big business for three
days."
My we
patrons
like this
one at
all." This is a very poor
offering, " and
had did
dull not
business
during
run."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
MOUNTAIN WOMAN, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
FEB. 5
" An excellent Pearl White vehicle." — M. P. News.
MR. WU (STOLL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA) LANGM'CARTHY
JAN. 1
•■' Unique and strongly dramatic from plot angle." — if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — " Advertised as the first foreign picture ever shown
here, which created considerable interest. Picture liked."
MY DONALD
LADY'S LATCHKEY (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MAC- MAR. 26
"Mostly
good clothes and subtitles, with little action or incident." —
M.
P. News.
NEW YORK IDEA, THE (REALART) ALICE BRADY
DEC. 18
" Stage success not 80 good as a picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The very best picture Miss Brady has made on the
Realart
Ran a that
two-reel
with this
one
and
we program.
had a program
was Harold
hard toLloyd
beat. comedy
Drew usual
Sunday
and Monday crowds ; big to average business."
NINETEEN AND PHYLLIS (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES
RAY
JAN. I
" Ray scores again with pleasing study of small town life." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good entertainment. Ray at his best. Average
business throughout week." " Only a fair Charles Ray picture and not
up to his best. Did average business during its run here." " Business
dropped off a little during the week from that usually given Ray productions." Had
"
good business with this picture. Ray is well liked
and a general favorite."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
NUMBER 17 (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
MAR. 19
" Convenient melodrama carries some excitement." — M. P. News.
NUT, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
MAR. 19
" Entertaining in spots, but needs editing." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Exceptional business for week during Lent. Picture
not up to Fairbanks' standard."
OFF-SHORE PIRATE, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
MAR. 12
" Not enough substance for picture entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Viola
Dana
always
draws
a
good,
house
for
me,
and this was no exception. An entertaining little picture. Business
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this brought crowds to see the picture. They were not disappointed."
" Very poor entertainment. Story was not clear and cast was only
fair in the opinions of my people. Can't band this one much. After
Vignola's 'The World and His Wife,' this was a great disappointment"
" Went over big for week. Is exceptionally good feature."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
PAYING THE PIPER (FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.) DOROTHY
DICKSON
JAN.
" Well produced domestic drama that will please." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ran well for the entire week. Big houses set the
stamp of their approval on this picture." •• Held over for second, week
because of tremendous business. Generally pleased." " Business held
up very well for second week. Pleased our patrons." " A good picture
that
played
to good
A slender
to bring
Dorothy
Dickson
into business."
pictures. "Not
a strongstory
box produced
office attraction.
" Found this to be a fair picture. Business about average." " A great
attraction. This one brought large box office receipts." " Second week
to fair business." " Good picture played to better than average business for week." " Lavish but not satisfying. Drew well but did not
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
PEDDLER
OF LIES,
THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
(MAR. 1)
JAN.
" Good
build."production of mechanical and unreal plot." — if. P. News.
PERFECT CRIME, A (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST. MAR.
" Director and star make character study interesting." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " The plot of the picture is good but tbe production
lacks pep." OF B'WAY, THE (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE .MAR.
PLAYTHING
" Justine Johnstone scores in satisfactory offering." — if. P. News.
POLLY WITH A PAST (METRO) INA CLAIRE
DEC.
" Ina
News.Claire's rare artistry makes her a welcome screen figure." — U. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. The picture is entertaining but lacks
pep." " Good
entertainment,
but not
great picture.
opening
attraction,
a great
success, because
lighta enough
to please,Asandan dramatic
enough to be exciting in a mild way." " Not much above the average
production.
" Wentvocalover
very well.
An elaborate
show prologue Fair."
and several
selections
by a prominent
singer fashion
helped

29

II
5
26
M

Consensus
Good picture, good puller."
pack the— "house."
PRICE OF POSSESSION, THE (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON. MAR. 26
" Ethel
Clayton gives clever performance in mild entertainment.'!—
if.
P. News.
PRINCESS JONES (VITAGRAPH) ALICE CALHOUN
MAR. 12
" Light offering affords fair entertainment." — if. P. News.
PRAIRIE TRAILS (FOX) TOM MIX
JAN. 1
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Regular Mix picture. Well liked. Big crowds,
mostly men." " A fine picture which brought more than usual busiPRISONERS
OF LOVE (RELEASED
BY GOLDWYN) BETTY
COMPSON
JAN. t»
" Very unusual and artistic drama." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Charming, dainty picture. Opened to better Sunday
in several weeks. Well liked, but no unbounded enthusiasm."
RICH ness."
GIRL, POOR GIRL (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
JAN. 29
"
.
d
OH, LADY,
LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN. 1
goo
" Gladys Walton scores in heart interest story." — if. P. News
" Rather light but entertaining." — if. P. News.
ROAD DEMON, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
FEB. 26
Exhibitor Comment — " An excellent picture. Bebe Daniels has become
very popular here in her short career as a star. This picture has lost
" A fine auto race picture with Tom Mix." — if. P. News.
ROGUES AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT. . JAN. 1
nothing ; it" Great
Is transition
to the movies."
picture
average
business."
Bebe certainly
has a great" Good
following
here,to and
this
" Good production given thrilling story." — if. P. News.
picture went over 100% better than her first. Believe she is going to
ROMANCE PROMOTERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS. JAN. 29
of the biggest drawing cards among stellar-folk." " Good picbe oneture and
" The sun shines on Earle Williams in this one." — if. P. News.
business was very good during run." " Good picture — good
ROMANTIC ADVENTURES (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON. .JAN. II
entertainment. Meets modern popular taste. Average satisfactory busi" This one looks like a vehicle." — if. P. News.
ness." — " Good picture, good puller."
Consensus
ROOKIE'S RETURN, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAC- LEAN-MAY JAN. •
OLD RAY
SWIMMIN' HOLE, THE (RAY-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES MAR. 5
" Quite frail but fairly pleasing." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Commentby —all" Douglas
MacLean
and Doris
May during
were well
liked
"Artistic presentation of Riley poem; great entertainment." — if. P. News.
in this picture
our patrons
and business
was good
its showO'MALLEY
OF THE MOUNTED (HART-PARAMOUNT) WILLIAM
ing." "Liked this better than anything this pair has done since
S. HART
.........FEB. 19
'the
Twenty-Three
and a MacLean
Half Hours'
office excellent
" Good incident and Bill Hart touches make it interesting." M. P. News.
average Douglas
typeLeave.'
of film.BoxAmusing
farce which" About
drew
ONE MAN IN A MILLION (BEBAN-LESSER-ROBERTSON-COLE)
well."
"
Extremely
good
picture.
One
hundred
per
cent
entertainment
GEORGE BEBAN
JAN. 29
Good cast, good story, clean and wholesome." " A poor picture playing
" Character study is satisfying offering." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Plenty
of
atmosphere.
Plenty
of
action.
Big
to
poor —business."
Consensus
" Good picture, good puller."
business, as much because of personal appearance of George Beban.
SAGE HEN, THE (EDGAR LEWIS-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
But
they
liked
the
picture
enough
to
go
away
and
speak
well
of
it."
"A well-produced dramatic story of the west." — if. P. News.
" Beban made personal appearances during the run here of the week.
SAPHEAD, THE (METRO) KEATON-CRANE
FEB. It
Absolutely
capacity
daily.
Pictureto highly
enjoyed."
" Clean,business
high-grade
picture which
appealed
strongly
patrons.
Did excellent
for
" Rather spotted, but provides some good entertainment." — if. P. News.
SCOFFER,
THE
(DWAN-FIRST
NATIONAL)
SPECIAL
CAST)
MAR.
19
week." THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
OUTSIDE
JAN. 22
" Theatrical and far-fetched in incident but interesting." if. P. News.
" Best straight melodrama in many a day." — if. P. News.
SCUTTLERS, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM
DEC. 21
Exhibitor Comment — " The best crook picture that has been shown in the
" Famum has a ' He-Man ' role in story of the sea." — M. P. News.
city for many months. Big houses all week." " Record houses on this
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fully
up
to
the
average
as
to
Farnum
productions
picture.
entertaining."
" Is Itthrilling
crookof melodrama
which
Pleased our audiences. Business good considering general conditions."
made big Very
hit with
our audiences.
has a lot
good exploitation
" Wonderfully good business with this picture. Certainly a success
points which we availed ourselves of, and as a result broke all house
both
in its value as a box office attraction and its entertainment"
records during this week's run. Holding it over for a second week."
SHE COULDN'T HELP IT (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
MAR. 5
" Sure did go over big. Packed them in at all performances."
"Exhibitor
Lacks action,
but —will" Rather
interest slow
after asa fashion."
— if.
P.star
News.is charming
PARTNERS OF FATE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
FEB. 26
Comment
a
picture
but
" a good average program attraction." — M . P. News.
enough and popular enough around here to carry the show. Average
PASSIONATE
PILGRIM, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 15 SHE PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD . .NOV. 91
" Better than average picture from well Jcnown novel." — M. P. News.
" Fannie
Ward's acting the redeeming feature here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Paramount seems to have fallen down here this
business."
SHOCKING
NIGHT, A (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
JAN. II
season
in
Its
big
releases.
This
picture
did
only
an
average
gross."
" The story was carried in serial form by one of the daily papers and
" Not substantial enough for five reels." — if. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 2404
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"THE

LOVE
SPECIAL"
(Paramount)

Acceptable Entertainment Provided by Good Humor and
a Quota of Thrills
PARAMOUNT has given Wallace Reid an acceptable offering in " The
Love Special," adapted from Frank Spearman's railroad story, " The
Daughter of a Magnate." It is totally unlike some of the star's recent
I productions since it does not rely entirely upon romance and. interiors,
I but like "The Valley of the Giants," depends a great deal on its exteriors
and thrills. Yet the exciting moments are easily dominated by the huI morous touches. In all likelihood Frank Spearman treated his story with
I emphasis placed upon its suspensive values. The sponsors for the adapta|> tion have doubtless aided their own version since it is not so much a picI ture with a plot as it is a picture of sequences which rely upon humorous
; incident and an assortment of thrills.
Reid has turned from the steering gear of a motor car to the throttle of
I a locomotive in this photoplay. In this respect " The Love Special " is
■ similar to the memorable automobile stories. He plays the part of chief
I engineer of the road and his duties take him to the big outdoors. The
I high lights of the picture enter when he runs afoul of the president of the
! road. It is very pleasing comedy here with Theodore Roberts providing
I most of the fun in his inimitible way. The star is called upon to act
I; as guide for the big mogul and his suite of which his daughter is a member.
And some great incident is furnished in the stop-over privileges. The roll mance enters when the daughter responds to the rough and ready engineer
I and the melodrama intrudes when a stockholder tries to discount the
. hero's ingratiating personality. A pleasing incident occurs when Reid and
Snitz Edwards, who holds title to the property through which the road has
I gained an option, hold up the guests in a mountain inn.
The director hasn't paid much attention to Agnes Ayres' wardrobe, since
I she is allowed to bedeck herself in a Fifth Avenue manner, with the proper
1, costume for every occasion. Again it isn't likely that Reid could pull a
» locomotive lever with such little expenditure of strength. But these are
1 minor flaws which have nothing to do with the entertainment values. The
I director might have been less conventional with his big thrill and added
> more suspense. The two trains could have been slated to come together
with a " head-on " and stopped short with a snow bank. The railroad at1 mosphere sort of falters here. Some will recognize the studio snow. There
I is a bit of miniature work with the blizzard and locomotive detail, that is
I first rate. The director has staged the picture against charming back|] grounds and there is a note of reality in much of the action. In all " The
I Love Special " keeps pretty close to the star's average. — Length, 5 reels. —
I Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
|| Laura
Jim Glover
Wallace
Reid
Gage
Agnes Ayres
I| President Gage
Theodore Roberts
l: Allen Harrison
Lloyd Whitlock
Mrs. Whitney
Sylvia Ashton
II William Bucks
William Gaden
Morris Blood
Clarence Burton
Zeke Logan
Snitz Edwards
". Stenographer
" Gloomy "
Ernest Zelma
Butterworth
Maja
By Frank H. Spearman.
Scenario by Eugene B. Lewis.
Directed by Frank Urson.
Photographed by C. Edgar Schoenbaum.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
What is admittedly one of the most entertaining pictures in which the popular
Wallace Reid ever appeared will be presented at the
theatre next
.
The title of this production is " The Love Special," adapted from one of Frank
Spearman's
railroad stories,
" The ofDaughter
ofrailroad
a Magnate."
It is asaid
to be
aH.
fine,
red-blooded
charming
romance,
and a few story
well with
stagedplenty
thrills tomountain
lend spice
to theatmosphere,
offering. Mr.
Reid is
well supported by Agnes Ayres, Theodore Roberts, Lloyd Whitlock, Sylvia Ashton
and Clarence Burton.
The story revolves around Jim Glover, a construction engineer on a mountain
railroad division, who gets involved in romantic complications with the daughter
of the president of the road. Jim wins her despite the schemes of Harrison, a
(II most
directorthoroughly
of the road,
who stories
also loves
girl. the" star
The has
LoveyetSpecial
is one as
of the
outdoor
with the
which
been "provided
the
I. basis
for aMr.picture.
It is the
of story
of theattractions.
Giants,"
in which
Reid starred
and same
whichtypeproved
one as
of "hisThemostValley
popular
I The picture is adapted by Eugene B. Lewis and directed by Frank Urson.
PROGRAM READER
Wallace Reid, the popular, good-looking star of Paramount pictures, is coming
to the
theatre in "The Love Special." It is said that he appears at
his best in this adaptation of Frank Spearman's story, " The Daughter of a MagI nate." It is a picture which carries a delightful romance between the young con' struction engineer and the daughter of the new president of the road. The production is packed with outdoor scenes, which give the star ample opportunity to
display his courage. One of the big features is a wild ride by the star and his
leading woman in a locomotive over the mountain roads. In the supporting cast
are Agnes Ayres, Theodore Roberts, Lloyd Whitlock, Sylvia Ashton and Clarence
Burton. Watch for further announcements.
SUGGESTIONS
no necessity
Wallace
like stars
some on
unknown
star.
I HeThere
has ais big
following —ofin" bally-hoo-ing
fact is one of" the
most Reid
popular
the screen.
But you can tell them that " The Love Special " is of the same high calibre as
" Always Audacious." You can tell them that it carries a big thrill — that it offers
the star an outdoor part similar to that which he enacted in " The Valley of the
I Giants.' Perhaps your crowd is familiar with the original story. Play up Frank

"JIM
THE
PENMAN"
(Whitman Bennett-First National)
Grimly Realistic But Artistic Picture From Famous Stage
GRIMLY realistic and absolutely logical and consistent is the screen
version of the famous old crook melodrama, " Jim the Penman."
There is no maudlin sentiment, no overnight reform, no attempt to
a " live happy ever after " ending and in consequence the result is a picture that may not please universally, if, since we have been compelled to
admit, a considerable portion of picture audiences insist on entertainment
rather than acting, pleasing sugar coated romances rather than strongly
dramatic plots and stories that come out happily rather than logically.
Lionel Barrymore in the role of the forger who began his life of crime
for lov2 of a woman and continued using his genius for copying signatures
to amass a fortune, and win a wife who did not love him, is as consistent
as is the plot of the story. He gives a remarkable performance marred
only from an audience standpoint in that in making his characterization
ring true he extracts little sympathy for himself as the hero. "Jim the
Penman " of the picture doesn't reform. He takes all of his associates in
crime out in a yacht, locks the cabin door and then with the whole crowd
trapped in the cabin, smashes a hole in the hull that sends the craft and its
passengers
Davy Jones'
This last tosequence
is an locker.
addition to the original, but it contains the best
drama of the picture and it is unfortunate that this unhappy but perfectly
logical ending will not be relished by the average fan. Telling the story
of " Jim the Penman " has taken a lot of titles that slows up the action of
the production somewhat, but there is a compensation in the fact that
practically a perfect continuity has been evolved.
This is a picture for the discriminating. Those who find the average
feature obvious and conventional should hail it for what it really is, an
achievement. The production adds to Mr. Barrymore's fame as a great
artist and to Whitman Bennett's reputation for giving the screen worthwhile plots done in a consistent, artistic manner. — Length, 6100 feet.
J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
James Ralston
Lionel Barrymore
Nina Bronson
Doris Ranki„
Baron Hartfeld
Anders Randolf
Louis Percival
Douglas MacPherson
Agnes
Ralston
•
Glad Rankin
Leslie
Lord Drel
incourt
Arthur
Capt. Redwood
Charles Coghlan
f J uSmith
J-NedP. Burton
Laffey
Enoch
Bronson
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
Adapted from the play by Sir James L. Young
Adapted by Dorothy Farnum.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The famous old melodrama which thrilled and entertained so many a generation
ago, "moreJim
Penman,"
has been
to the photoplay
with Lionel theatre
Barryrole and
will beadapted
the attraction
at the
in thetheleading
forThearole offered Mr.
days'Barrymore,
engagement,
beginning
.
that of the country bank clerk, who through
circumstances was forced to use his genius for duplicating the signatures of
other people, in forgeries that netted a gang of crooks millions, is one that gives
him
unlimited
for acting
in the instar's
support
a talented
cast
of well
known opportunities
players including
DorisandRankin,
private
life isMrs.
Barrymore,
Andres Randolf, Gladys Leslie and others of equal prominence.
The play which has been famous so many years has proven excellent picture
material, its strongly dramatic plot making a firm foundation and the manner
in which it has been developed by director Kenneth Webb adds to the feature's
value.
As a box office attraction nothing more could be desired. The name of the play
and the fame of the star combine in making " Jim the Penman " a most unusual
feature.
PROGRAM READER
"
Jim
the
Penman,"
with
Lionel isBarrymore,
famous
star for
of the
speaking stage
and popular favorite of the screen,
the attraction
booked
the
for
aThis famous old
days'
engagement
beginning
.
stage success by Sir James L. Young with its perfect plot and
strongly dramatic situations has made Mr. Barrymore an admirable starring vehicle.
He plays the role of Jim Ralston, a bank clerk, with a genius for imitating
signatures, who unwittingly and with all the best of intentions in the beginning
is forced to become a forger, his crimes earning for him the title of " Jim the
Penman " from both the police and the gang of crooks.
In support of the star is a strong cast of players including Doris Rankin, in
private life Mrs. Barrymore, Anders Randolf, Gladys Leslie and other well known
screen personages. The picture was directed by Kenneth L. Webb and is a
First National attraction.
storyhasofbeen
" Jima the
Penman
" is asforfamiliar
that ofand" Way
TheTheplay
classic
melodrama
half a ascentury
now Down
that itEast."
finds
its way to the screen, the excellence of its plot and the dramatic story is once
again demonstrated. In the title role Mr. Barrymore is provided with probably
his best screen vehicle to date. The role of Jim gives him a chance to demonstrate
what is often said on Broadway, " that Lionel is the best actor of the family."
SUGGESTIONS
In billing " Jim the Penman " we would lay emphasis on the play from which
the picture has been adapted, telling something of its history, how long it has
plot is well out of the ordinary. If
lived, etc., and get over the idea thatwiththeyour
patrons you can call attention to
Mr Barrymore has become popular
at
Copperhead." Bill the offering seriously
his former pictures especially " The not
do better than to stage a part of the origall times. For a prologue you could
plays.
amateur
selling
company
any
from
obtainable
is
which
inal play, a script of
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SILK HOSIERY ( I NCE- PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT
FEB. 19
" Long on fashion, short on drama." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Failed to draw. Our spring style show saved the
SILVER
JAN. 11
day."LINING, THE (METRO) JEWEL CARMEN
"Interesting
P. News. crook play brings Jewel Carmen back to the screen." — if.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average crook play. Ordinary business."
SMALL
TOWN IDOL, A (SENNETT-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL FEB. 19
CAST
'• Hack Sennett gives a three ring circus here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Second week to good business."
SNOB, THE (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
MAR. 5
" Good production of commonplace story — will get by." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Veryaudiences.
attractive. Pleasing
Just thethroughout
kind of picture
to appeal
to high Comment
class neighbor
and) thoroughly
SOCIETY
FEB. 26
proper."SECRETS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
" Heart interest drama is mild but entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very poor picture. Business was much less than
usual."
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT (REALART) CONSTANCE BINN1"*
*
"Rather frail but backgrounds nve X." — V " >w
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture to fair business. Better crowds than
usual." " A good picture. This star always draws well at this house.
Fine business during run."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
SOWING THE WIND (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEWART JAN. 29
" Powerful drama, well produced and acted." — if. P. News.
SPENDERS, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 15
" Quite interesting picture made from best seller." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature was very well liked by our patrons and
was an excellent box-office attraction, playing to better than average
business for a week."
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . .JAN. 1
" Viewed from all angles, rather a notable film" — if. P. News.
STRAIGHT CIAL
IS THE WAY (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
CAST
.SPE- MAR. 5
" Crook comedy drama is highly diverting." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — *' Fair. The plot of the picture weak and it does
not hold the attention of the audience."
TALESPECIAL
OF TWOCAST
WORLDS, A (EMINENT AUTHORS-GO LDWYN) MAR. 26
"Melodrama
is obvious,
but carries punch SPECIAL
and color." CAST
— if. P. News. JAN. 29
TAVERN
KNIGHT,
THE (STOLL-PATHE)
" This one tt ill hardly interest the majority." — M. P. News.
TESTIMONY (STOLL FILM CORPORATION) SPECIAL CAST)... MAR. 19
" Good combination makes interesting story." — M. P. News.
TESTING
BLOCK, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WILLIAM S.DEC. 18
HART
" Sure
western with star in the kind of role that made him famous."
— if. fire
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Certainly a fine picture and a sure-fire box-office
attraction. Picture seemed to please and went fine all week." " Best
Bill had done to date." " An average picture which went over big.
Hart
favoriteto here."
picture
madepeople
in a want.
long while.
Marks great
his return
the sort" Best
he does
best Hart's
and that
Fine
business." " Went over big at opening and though only average next few
days, it went big at closing. Pretty good picture."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE SWEET.. JAN. 8
" Star dominates pleasing production." — if. P. News.
THIEF, THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
DEC. 11
Fairly interesting, with Pearl White scoring a hit." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Thoroughly pleased audiences, with result that
picture got good box-office play. Pearl White feature our audiences
liked." " This picture went over extra big during run. Held for one
week where usual run is three days." " Box-office results on this picture
are quite satisfactory. Fairly entertaining."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
THOUSAND
ONE, A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) DEC. 25
HOBART TO
BOSWORTH
" Arbitrary plot and coincidence hinder the values here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week in spite of proximity to Christmas." " A great picture but
business
accountBosworth
of the holiday
season."
" Good
picture
not
apoor
money
getteron here.
name has
absolutely
no box
officebutvalue
here." " A virile, red-blooded story which holds the interest. Patrons
liked it and the box office figures were large ones."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
TIGER TRUE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
Jan. 22
" Rather crude but carries a punch." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average production. While the plot is interesting,
it is much the same as many others now running."
TIDAL WAVE, THE (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 12
" Mas interest, but is rather long drawn out." — if. P. News.
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARA- MOUNT JAN. 1
" Falls rather short for a Lois Weber production." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a big picture .but up to the average. Played
to fair business." " Picture only fair ; business good because of the
fact that it is a holiday week." " A splendid picture to average business two days." " Fairly entertaining picture and average box office
value." — " Good picture; average puller."
Consensus
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
JAN. 8
" Orthodox story makes rather colorful picture." — if. P. News.
TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS, THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Orthodox but careful production of well-known play." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with it." " Drew very strongly at the box office and my people
liked the picture."
Consensu* — " Good picture, good puller."

PICTURE

BRAND

Plan
STAR

RELEASED

Picture

New

Book
PLAN BOOK

TWO KINDS OF LOVE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25 '
" Rather crude, but has moments of interest." — if. P. News
TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES
JAN. • j
" Jones in a story oj gunplay and hard riding." — if. P. Newt.
UNKNOWN WIFE, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
MAR. 191
" Interesting picture on favorite theme." — if. P. News.
WESTSPECIAL
OF THECAST
RIO GRANDE (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS) FEB. 5
" Real Western incident and good hokum here." — if. P. News.
WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS (WILLIAM DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 12?
"Fine production, but subject matter is talky." — if. p. Newt.
WHAT
WOMENCAST
WILL DO (ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS-PATHE) FEB. 19
SPECIAL
" Pretty arbitrary, but has audience appeal." — if. P. News.
WHEN
WE WERE TWENTY-ONT
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
H. B.
WARNER
JAN. IS
" H. B. Warner excels in entertaining comedy-drama." — if. P. News.
ExhibitorfullyComment
—
"
Just
as
fine
as
the
play
of
the
same
name.
Delightacted, and charmingly directed. H. B. Warner in a role that
WHILE
DEVIL LAUGHS (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
MAR. 12
Just THE
fits him."
" An unconvincing underworld story with Louise Lovely." — if. P. News.
WHITE YOUTH (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
DEC. 11
" Edith Roberts has frail and obvious picture here." — if. P. News,
WHY TRUST YOUR HUSBAND (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
JAN. 29
" The title might attract them — that's all." — if. P. News.
WING TOY (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
FEB 12
"A Shirley Mason vehicle slightly below past performances." — if. P. Newt.
WINGS OF PRIDE (JANS PICTURES. INC.) OLIVE TELL
FEB. ltl
" Has interest, but too melodramatic." — if. P. News.
WITCHING HOUR, THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
MAR 12
" Weak adaptation of rich melodrama.'' — if. P. News.
WITHOUT LIMIT (BAKER-METRO) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 5
"Entertaining despite a mechanical development." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Considered one of the strongest plavs of the year
by criticsduring
and the
patrons
steadily
week."alike. Opened to fair business "but picked up i
YOU AND I (SWEDISH BIOGRAPH-RADIOSOUL) VICTOR SEASTROM
;
MAR. 12
" Wonderfully impressive drama; well produced and acted." — if. P. News, j

44 Flashbacks

" on Earlier Releases

!

"Honest Hutch" (Goldwyn) — "A very good picture, with Will Rogers doing!
a fine piece of work.. Average business two days."
"North Wind's Malice" (Goldwyn)- — -"Exceptionally fine Beach story. Entire!
cast well chosen. Made everybody talk. Average business two days."
"It's a Great Life" (Goldwyn) — "Very light — not much to it but pleased!
everyone who had been through college. . Average business two days."
"Her Husband's Friend" (Paramount) — "Good picture to good business
Proof" (Paramount) — "Star not so good. Average business twoj
two"Burglar
days.""Heliotrope"
days."
(Paramount) — "Average business two days."
" Helliotrope " (Paramount) — "Average business two days."
"It's a Great Life" (Goldwyn) — "Average business two days."
" House of the Tolling Bell " (Pathe) — "Big to average business two days.*!
"The Gfrl With the Jazz Heart" (Goldwyn) — "Average business two days."!
"Wonderful Chance" (Selznick) — "This one pleased large patronage!
Average business two days."
"Beloved Villain" (Realart) — "Picture well produced and star pleased!
Average business two days."
"Laughing Bill Hyde" (Goldwyn) — "Star pleases — fair offering."
"New York Idea" (Realart) — "Production good and fine cast. Alice Bradjl
pleased as usual. Average to poor business two days."
"Hidden Fires" (Mae Marsh) — "An average picture — star does good work!
Average business two days."
"Go and Get It" (First National) — "Certainly a great picture and a sura
fire box office attraction."
"The Notorious Miss Lisle" (Paramount) — "An average picture with the*
star interpreting an uninteresting role. Business fair."
"Passion" (First National) — "It is the consensus of opinion that this is
undoubtedly the greatest production from every angle shown at this theatre
since its opening. Practically capacity business every day."
"Girl of My Heart" (Fox) — "Miss Mason not accepted as a star and boa;
office reflected* this feeling."
"The White Moll" (Fox) — "Fair picture; box office receipts average." I
"Challenge of the Law" (Fox) — "Good picture, average puller, business"
— "Newspapers 'kidded' the produc"Once to Every Woman" (Universal)
tion and while business was good it was not more than average.' " Busines*
with picture."
good and patrons seemed pleased
"The Devil's Passkey" (Universal) — "Good picture. Business greater tham
usual and good during run."
"The Love Flower" (United Artists) — "Seemed to be well liked. Business
good. Entertaining little story."
wasgood."
"The Leopard Woman" (Hodkinson)— " Fair production. Business little
better
than usual."
" (Goldwyn)— " Had big business with this one. Brought
"Earthbound
large receipts."
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View

€J William A. Johnston has just returned from an
extended stay in Los Angeles — studying production conditions at close range.

^ The first of a series of editorials based on this
survey appears in this issue.
fj An important feature at this moment
industry's history.
The

News

Alone

Covers
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in the

Field
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RITCHEY

THIS

TACKS

the

poster increased

exhibitors' profits, where it was generally used, at least 33 1/3%. This statement is
based upon
where

actual figures taken from

it was

generally

tricts where it was
The

above

Rothstein,

used compared

to dis-

not so used."

statement

was made

by Mr.

Nat

director of publicity for Equity

tures Corp. He

POSTERS

RITCHEY

G.
Pic-

referred to the 24 sheet stand

for " Hush," in which Clara Kimball
starred.
It is reproduced above.
RITCHEY

territories

is

PAY!

LITHO.

406-426 W. 31st St.

Young

Phone

CORP.
Chelsea

8388

THE GREATEST ORGANIZATION
OF POSTER
ARTISTS AND POSTER PRINTERS IN THE WORLD

ii

Adolph Zulcor present*

SIR^JAMES

M.BAJVFJE'S

Obmmu
Sentimental
McAVOY ^/
*nd MAY
TALIAFERRO
with GARJETH HUGHES, MABEL

A LL of Barrie's charm and understanding of human nature have
been captured in the screen version of
his two fiction masterpieces, "Sentimental Tommy" and "Tommy and
Grizel." The story that has made
millions laugh and weep is there before
you in all its tender reality. The
picture will break records everywhere.
A

John

(X

OOOR

little Grizel, an outcast be-

cause her mother was the "Painted
Lady," Tommy, the most lovable boy
in fiction, the grim old doctor and all
the other kindly .humorous and pathetic
characters are interpreted by a notable
cast. Another signal achievement of
the man

who made

S. Robertson
Production
Mr. Hyde."
Scenario by Josephine Lovett

Cparamount
Qicture
J FAMOUS PLAYERS LAS K1 CORPORATION 'ii^k'.
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Carl
LaemmLe
pres ents

Carl

Laemmle

presents

wond

CARMEL

Picture

erfu

l

boy

MYERS
Directed

by

Marcel
De
Saao

BREEZY

EASON
in a ^reat Universal
Special Attraction,
for y Directed
oun^ and by
old
Reeves

Moment
Universal-

Special-Attraction.
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half
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properties
experts
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good
show

as

laboratory
cameras

scenery

International

will

give

you

any

week

workshops
THE picture above is only part of Universal City,
the greatest picture-making plant in the whole
wide world — and the advantages listed are only
a few of those which the independent producer can
utilize in making his pictures. For which reason, he
will make better pictures and make them for less
money at Universal City than anywhere else on earth.
Or Universal will make them for him — and do it for
a lower cost per box-office dollar than any other concern in the business. Thereby giving him a bigger,
easier market.
Write

in

to the
Renting
the

year

Department
UNIVERSAL
Released
Universal

thru

CITY

REGARDLESS

VARIOUS

D.

RUMORS

W.

GRIFFITH

Planned

and

Produced

"Dream
a dramatic
Artists

throughout
THAT

Street"

corned}) to be

Corporation

to

the country
IS,

TO

OF

released
the

through

motion

The

picture

United

exhibitors

—

THOSE

THAT

It is Mr. Griffith's first production
requiring more sets and almost as much

WANT

IT

East/' —
Down
since "Way
time as that production.

It will be first show^n in the CENTRAL
THEATRE,
Broackav,
NEW
YORK,
THURSDAY,
APRIL
7, AT
PRICES
FROM
50 cents

to $2.00.

Without

regard to how" great a success this New"

after this exploitation in New" York
picture will be delivered to the United
Mr.

Griffith has

satisfactorily as was

never

entertained

in his poWer

York

showing

may

be

and one or txtfo other cities, this
Artists Corporation on April 25.
any

other

his contract

idea

than

to produce

to fulfill as

this picture for

the exhibitors.
A. L. GREY,
D.

W.

GRIFFITH,

INC.

/.

Gen.

Manager

Longacre

Building, NevJ

York

City

Vust

as

says

good

J{ae

as

'THE

Jinee

MARK

OF

in Vhe .Chicago

ZORRO

Jribum"

"The picture is really awfully well dohe from all points,
of view. It's plumb full of action and surprises. Different
from but just as good as 'The Mark of Zorro,' than which
Mr. Fairbanks never made a better photoplay."
Mae Tinee March
in "The
Tribune"
23, Chicago
1921
UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MARY PICK.FOR.D ■ CHARLIE CHAPLIN ■ DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS • D.W.GRIFFITH
HIRAM
AbRAMS, PRESIDENT
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THE

TIVOLI

— Chicago's newest and
finest theatre — uses the
MAJOR

PRESELECTIVE

SYSTEM

of LIGHTING— CONTROL
Only the MAJOR allows any number
-floor operates the main board in
of lighting changes to be set up in stage basement
or other out-of-the-way
advance without disturbing those in the
place.
stage. Heavy feeders are kept off the
operation.
A unit, a combination of units, or the
The newest and finest theatres in the
whole board can be controlled from any
country use MAJOR Boards — for expart of the theatre.
'Die
Fire and injury risks are reduced to People's, ample,TheThe Capitol,
Illinois, St.
and Paul;
the TivoU,
the
minimum
—
the
MAJOR
is
a
deadin
Chicago;
Keith's
New
Palace,
Cinfront board with added provisions for
cinnati; The Uai:id (larriek, Cleveland ;
safety.
The New State Theatre, Minn.
Write for our new bulletin on MAJOR
The unit elements composing the
MAJOR Board occupy a minimum of Boards.
er should Every
read it.theatre-owner and buildfloor space — a small pilot board on the
,frank
Branches:

Chicago,

ant
Electric (So.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Kansas City, Cincinnati, Detroit, Minneapolis,
New Orleans. Pittsburgh.

Dallas,

Dimmers
in rear of
board
Handles
on face.

Color
Masters
Grand .
Master,
Slow motion
drive

Steel Door
Affording
access to magazine panel
m rear

Auditorium
White Lights

Auditorium
Red Lights

Auditorium
Blue Lights

Tumbler
switches for
work lights,
dressing rooms,
riggi nfS,
loft etc
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Want
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pictures to please your public.
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Your
We
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you want it. One
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worth
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how
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N.

Selig

and

Sam

E.

Rork

announce

the following

notable

Five

the first two
World"

by

upon

James

the

Salisbury
and

to be

famous

such

Desmond,

released

Twelve

MacLaren,

the famous

One-Reel

Parker,

Ann

Animal

Lost

Doyle).

novels

E. Phillips

Randall
Charles

Stone,

Diamond

at the

Conan

of well-known

General

as Lewis

"The

Dramas

Goodman,

L. Cullen,

produced

1921:

and

by Sir Arthur

Sir Gilbert

Eckert

Mary

to be

Rosary"

Selig Library

players

under

"The

Two-Reel

Curwood,

Field, Charles

for

Features

book

Luxe

Charles

featuring

William

de

Oliver

Oppenheim,

will be

the famous

Twelve
based

Super

of which

(from

productions

Parrish,
King, etc.

Wallace

Forrest

and

Beery,
others;

S trademark.

Thrillers

Selig Zoo

Distribution- - The two-reel de Luxe Dramas and the one-reel Animal
Thrillers will be released through Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
Distribution

The

of the Super Features

reputation

of the above

will be announced

and

producers

later.

the splendid resources

of the

Selig Studios — where last year such successes as "Isobel," "The Mask,"
"Kazan" and "The Lost City" were made - give final assurance of the
high quality of these 1921 productions.
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Foundation

of

a

Well-Balanced
Program
Successful

exhibitors

today

realize that audiences don't
come to their theatres to see
features

only.

that careful

They

thought

know

must

be

given also to short subjects to

Everything
but the Feature!"
Educational Animal Comedies
Mermaid Comedies
Torchy Comedies
Christie Comedies
Vanity Comedies
Gayety Comedies
Special Comedies
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful

assure an
tainment.

evening's

enter-

Hudson's Bay Travel Series
World Wanderings
Chester Outings
Chester Screenics
Specials in Slow Speed
Miscellaneous Specials
Kinograms — News

EDUCATIONAL

FILM

EXCHANGES,

Inc.,

E.

W.

HAMMONS,

President

Mi

Starring beautiful Marion
thrilling, gorgeous,
"Buried Treasure."

Davies in the most

photo-drama

of the day —

"Buried Treasure" is a powerful, gripping drama
of reincarnation — a notorious pirate of the old
Spanish Main — a successful search for his buried
treasure centuries later, — all in one of the most
fascinating love stories ever told.
The marvelous, exciting, old-time pirate ship —
pirate life — pirate fights — are done as only the
world's master of scenic effects, Joseph Urban, can
do them.
All live exhibitors are clamoring for it.
It is a Cosmopolitan

Production.

It has all the real "class" that all Cosmopolitan
Productions have.

A

Cosmopolitan

Released

by

FAMOUS

Ct Cparamount
w
P L A Y E R S - L A S K Y CORPORATION

Mth

Beautiful
E"

R
SU

EA

TR

MARION

Released

by

FAMOUS

P L A Y E R S - L A S K Y CORPORATION

Motion

A

Cosmopolitan

"Proxies" has all the real "class" that is*
always found in Cosmopolitan Productions.
Joseph Urban settings.
"class" direction and cast.

Real

high priced

Principal members of cast: Norman Kerry,
Zena Keefe, William H. Tooker, Marie Shaffer,
Raye Dean, Jack Crosby, Paul Everton, Robert
Broderick.

CC (paramount

Released

6y Famous

Play e

Picture

Q>ictiwe

N

Productiorv

"Proxies" is the swiftest moving
ever screened.

comedy

Action — action — action — that's the word

drama
for it.

Not slapstick— but real human drama — the
story of two crooks that went straight and stayed
straight.
From first scene to last, your audiences will lean
forward on the very edge of their seats fascinated,
thrilled, — and, to the very end, always in suspense.

CC Gj>aramountQ>iclure
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by Famous

Player s~Lasky

Corporation
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THAT

YOU

WILL

MINNESOTA, NORTH
AND SOUTH DAKOTA
AND WISCONSIN.

F. & R. Film Co.— Loeb Arcade
Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

NEBRASKA

Greater Productions Corp. —
303 Second St., Des Moines, la.

AND IOWA.

FIND

KENTUCKY
TENNESSEE.

IT
AND

EVERYWHERE
Big Feature Dist. Co. — Natl.
Theatre Bldg., Louisville, Ky.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
AND NEVADA.

All Star Features Dist. Co. —
191 Golden Gate Ave., San
Francisco, Cal.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA AND SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY.

20th Century Film Co.— 1337
Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, UTAH, WYOMING
AND SOUTHERN IDAHO.

The Merit Film Co.— 1735
Welton St., Denver, Colo.

TEXAS, OKLAHOMA
ARKANSAS.

AND

Specialty Film Co. — 107 South
St. Paul Street, Dallas, Texas.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
AND ARIZONA.

Asst. 1st Natl. Pictures, Inc. —
514 W. 8th St., Los Angeles,

WASHINGTON, OREGON
AND MONTANA.

Greater Features, Inc. — Seattle,
Washington.
The H. Lieber Co.— !22 W.
New York St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Jans Service, Inc. — 729 Seventh
Ave., New York City.

MISSOURI.

Cal.
Asst. 1st Natl. Pictures, Inc. —
617 North Grand Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.

INDIANA.
NORTHERN

NEW JERSEY.

DISTRIBUTED
^

^

ON

THE

NORTH AND SOUTH
CAROLINA, GEORGIA,
FLORIDA, ALABAMA.

STATES

RIGHT/

Craver Amusement
Charlotte, N. C.

MARKET

H DWELLS
SALES
CO.
inc.
779
/EVENTH
AVE. NEW
YORK

^

BY
^

Co. —
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ClassicalMotion

Modern

Picture

- Perfected

Reproductions

o
Don't class these wonderful reconstructed features with " reissues." They
are not reissues, but re-edited and rebuilt features — new main and subtitles, new arrangement, new life, new highest grade Eastman film. Many
six-reelers boiled down to five. They are actually all new but the story!

EXHIBITORS
RE-FEATURE
AMERICAN FILM CO.
RECONSTRUCTIONS
FROM

THE

WEST

Adapted from
The Torch Rearer
With the action both
East and West this William Russell production offers an exceptional opportunity to give the fans acwanttion— and
now. that's what they

Charlotte Burton, who
needs no introduction —
Harvey Clark, who has
made thousands of friends
during his many years in
"Flying A" features (playup Clark, he has a following)— Dick LaReno, who
appeared in Behold My
Wife — in fact the cast is
"ALL STAR."
This feature has suspense, romance, action. It
is a film classic that has
stood the test of time and
is infinitely better than
many new productions now
offered.

THE

VIRTUOUS

OUTCAST
Adapted from Faith

Here is the best feature
Mary Miles M inter ever
made — bar none !
First, the star! Next, a
story that just fits her.
And the cast ! They are all
stars — Clarence Burton,
who appeared in Behold
My Wife — Gertrude LeBrandt— John Gough, who
was in Six Feet Four —
Perry Banks — Margaret
Shelby— Lizette Thorne !
This feature will bring

tears to the eyes and a sob
to the throat of everyone
who sees it. It scores a hit
in any house, with any
audience.

AVAILABLE
ATLANTA. Savini Films. Inc.
BOSTON. Klein Distributing Corp.
CHICAGO, Blackstone Pictures, Inc.
CINCINNATI, Standard Film Service Co.
CLEVELAND, Standard Film Service Co.
DALLAS, R. D. Lewis Film Co.
DENVER, Merit Film Co.
DETROIT, Standard Film Service Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, Crescent Film Co.
KANSAS CITY, Standard Film Corp.
LITTLE ROCK, R. D. Lewis Film Co.

DIGEST
SAMUEL S.HUTCHINSON
PRESIDENT

f HE MAN FROM
MEDICINE HAT
Adapted from
The Manager of the B and A
If they like thrills, action,
suspense The
— they've
'em
here!
thrills,gotaction,
and suspense that made J.
P. McGowan a successful
director,
put 'em
in this and
one he's
— featuring
Helen Holmes.

A runaway box car narrowly missing a collision
with the Limited — a fight
in the railroad yards — a
hospital fire and thrilling
rescue — a street fight — a
whole town on fire — the forest ablaze — a rescue train
rushing through the falling,
blazing trees — it's all one
bigHelen
thriller.Holmes, Leo D.
Maloney, Paul C. Hurst,
William N. Chapman, William Brunton — every one at
the top notch, in a rapidfire feature that makes you
hold your breath.

QUICK ACTION
Adapted from In Bad
An Action Comedy
UramaliamWestern
with WilRussell, supported
by
three stars. Bull Montana
cella
the
as
a " Billington
box-fighter '* as
— Fran" sweetheart " — H a r v e y
Clark as the " Papa-inCrammed full of action,
starting in the East and going straight West. There
isn't a dull moment in the
whole feature. There's a
laugh every few minutes.
And suspense right along.
Law." held right to the
You're
screen to the very last
close-up. A dandy scrap between Russell and Bull
Montana — an escape from
the police
and the
Western
tion all —over
hills acof
Arizona. Every exhibitor
who plays this will mop-up!

AT THESE EXCHANGES
LOS ANGELES. Clune Film Exchange.
MILWA I KEE. Mid-West Distributing Co.
MINNEAPOLIS. Elliott Film Corporation.
NEW YORK. Avwon Film Corporation.
OKLAHOMA CITY, R. D. Lewis Film Co.
OMAHA. Fontenelle Feature Film Co.
PHILADELPHIA, Consolidated Film Co.
PITTSBURGH S. & S. Film and Supply Co.
SAN FRANCISCO. All Star Feature Distributors. Inc.
WASHINGTON. D. C. Empire Film Distributing Co.

THEY

ARE

ABOVE

CHARLES

CRITICISM

URBANS

URBAN
POPULAR

MOVIE

m

CHATS

They

are

whole

family.

pictures

for

CLASSICS

the

of.

111
The

best

antidote

to Censor-

ship is to play pictures
are above

which

criticism.

KINETO
COMPANY

Put
on

the Movie
your

Chats

regularly

AMERICA

program.
Inc.

Exhibitors
now

who

are

for the future

CHARLES
MOVIE

building

are booking

URBAN'S
CHATS

Exhibitors who have not booked "Movie Chats" can secure
catalog and complete information by writing direct to us.

KINETO

COMPANY
OF
INCORPORATED

AMERICA

■
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DIRECTORS

FILM

ARTISTS

AUTHORS

TO

SCENARIO

ALL

MOTION

WRITERS

PICTURE

PHOTOGRAPHERS

1921

MOTION

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

and

NOW

Have

you

sent

This

in your
ely.

blanks

BIOGRAPHY?

upon

is to be the greatest

Orders

at

$3.00

per

Chicago
220 South State Street
Phone Harrison 7667

ished

ISSUE

without

ever

being

so

cost.

published.

taken

now.

nearest office

PICTURE

729

Do

request.

copy

Write or Phone

MOTION

ANNUAL

COMPILED

Publ

sent

STUDIO

TRADE

BEING

immediat

Special

Edition

7th Avenue,

New

Phone Bryant 9360

NEWS,

York

Inc.
Los Angeles
412 West 6th Street
Phone Pico 780

OW

I PRESENTED

A

ByOF
3. L.TWO
R.OTHAFEL
WORLDS"

TALE

"A Tale of Two Worlds" did remarkable
business at the Capitol Theatre. There
is a short episode in the early part of the
picture laid in Pekin during the Boxer
Rebellion. As soon as this was finished
and before the title announced that the
action had been switched to America, I
"faded out" the screen, revealing a stage
setting of a balcony in Chinatown. A
girl singer, costumed like Leatrice Joy
as "Sui Sen" in the picture, then sang the
Chinese lullaby from "East is West."
The setting was in the centre of the stage
masked by a scrim decorated with long
Chinese banners, and the singer was
flooded by mellow lights. The interlude
was applauded at each showing.
EMINENT
AUTHORS
P R.E S E NT
FAMOUS STOPLY
GOUYERNEUR
MORRIS'
A

TALE

TWO
A

FRANK

OF

WOFLLDS
LLOYD

.<St COjpWYN

PRODUCTION
"PICTURE

^

There's still plenty of vitality left in the movies,
in spite of all the films
which have been turned
out like so many sausages,
when they can produce
such a picture as "A Tale
Two Worlds" at the
-N. Y. Sun.
Capitol this week.

WRITE

TODAY

FOR

A REAL

BOX

OFFICE

FIRST

TOURAINE

FILM
NOW

AID

CORPORATION

DISTRIBUTING

THOSE

DISTINCTLY

DIFFERENT

FILM

COMEDIES

ONE

FROLIC

RELEASE

EVERY

SIX WEEKS

ASK ABOUT THAT NEW 2-REELER

WITH

THE
BERLO

FAMOUS

SISTERS

VAUDEVILLE'S
THE NEW YORK
HIPPODROME S
INCOMPARABLE

WATER

IN
SHARING

PRE-EMINENT

THEIR

HEADLINERS

NYMPHS

PREMIERE

SCREEN

APPEARANCE

STELLAR

HONORS WITH
THE ONE AND ONLY

FLORA

TOGETHER
OUR

WITH

FINCH

A SCREAMINGLY

CAST

MOTTO
INCLUDING

Quality
First!
" CLEAN

"BABY"
"

Pictures

IN "CIRCUS

DIMINUTIVE

HELEN

STUFF"

OLCOTT

AND

EVERYTHING

ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO
TOURAINE

SED

THE

m

Always !

'NUF

FUNNY

729 SEVENTH

FILM

AVENUE

CORPORATION
-

-

NEW YORK

CITY

r

ROBERTSON

-

•Presents

GGDJ)

irec

COLE
•

WOMEN

Introducing
PENRHYN
Who

STANLAWS-

DIRECTOR

gives to the screen in his two first Realart productions, starring

Wanda Hawley, "THE OUTSIDE WOMAN"
and "THE HOUSE
THAT JAZZ BUILT," those elements which are the natural heritage of
his former profession — elements which make these two pictures stand out
as something distinctly new and refreshing and daring:
Complete freedom from the shackles of stereotyped tradition in screen expression;
Masterful control and adroit development of comedy situations;
Admirable restraint in dramatic moments;
Faultless artistry in his conception of scenes and settings;
Genius for design which leaves the Stanlaws stamp of exquisite taste upon
every costume in the pictures — from the fairy-like creations of
Wanda Hawley to those worn by the least important of
the extras; and finally,
Convincing humanness which transforms a strip of celluloid into life itself, and makes an audience
part of the story which is being told.

REALART
PICTURES

CORPORATION

469 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

Douglas Bronston

Introducing —
PENRHYN

W

WANDA

"THE

HOUSE

STANLAW'S

Second Realart Picture

HAWLEY

IN
THAT

JAZZ

BUILT"

A picture which ideally blends humor and pathos in portraying the nearshipwreck of two young people to whom success came too suddenly.
While its rapid movement

and delightful humor

establish it at once as a

comedy, this story, adapted from the Saturday Evening

Post story, "Sweetie

Peach," by Sophie Kerr, contains also several situations of dramatic power
and appeal, which make of it a thoroughly human chronicle of married life.
Clean, crisp and absorbing — just the sort of a production, a combination
such as Wanda Hawley - Penrhyn Stanlaws - Sophie Kerr would guarantee!

REALART

PICTURES

CORPORATION

469

Fifth Ave., NEW

YORK

yVilliarnj-ojc
announces

his

forthcoming

production.0

MARY

QUEEN

SCOTS

A
Mary

production,

gigantic in scope, portraying

Stuart, one

of the most

remarkable

the life of

and

romantic

figures in history.
For two

years William

on this production,
powerful

Fox

tapping

organization

has been quietly working

all the vast

to make

resources

the photoplay

of his

presentation

the greatest ever screened.
J. Gordon
production,

Edwards,
"Queen

who

directed

of Sheba,"

the Fox magnificent

is directing "Mary

Queen

of Scots." He, and a company of Fox players, are embarking immediately for Europe; the concluding scenes
of this gigantic historical drama

will be made

in France,

Scotland and England, where the ill-fated queen lived her
romance, made her fight and enjoyed her brief triumph.

No

single historical work

this scenario;

no published

has been

followed

romance

or drama

used as the basis for this story.
"Mary Queen
unchallengeable
under

Fox

has been

production

of

of Scots" is founded on material of
authenticity, a corps of literary experts,

the direction

years in sifting from

of Mr.
the

Fox, having

archives

dramatic romance of the woman
the destinies of nations.

Watch

The

in writing

spent

of history
whose

later announcements

two

the great

beauty

for

full

swayed

details
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The

Love

Sister

of

Story

of

Janis

Janis

Clayton

Clayton

—

Both

suspense,
surprise, thrills and
interest —

the

Beautiful

A

It's filled with

love

and

Picture

dramatic revelation of women

by women. — A
story with three
kinds of love
interest.

a

picture your patrons will like.

HOPE

HAMPTON

PRODUCTIONS,

inc.

presents

19

LOVE'S
The story of a man who

PENALT
thought he could play with love and Y
then

marry to further his ambition — and the terrible penalty he paid. A
picture that touches the deepest emotions and is grippingly dramatic.
Story and direction by John Gilbert.
Exclusively Distributed by
ASSOCIATED

FIRST

NATIONAL

EXCHANGES

News

April

2A37

9, ip 2 i

W. C. Shaeffer, Vaudette Theatre, West Point, Ga. :
"Any exhibitor can take a First National franchise,
use his head, do a little consistent work, and he can get
the best of hard times or anything else. I can take First
National pictures and whip any kind of opposition. The
my greatest asset." — THAT'S ANOTHER
franchise is
REASON
WHY

There'll

be

a Franchise

everywhere

Norma
Talmadge
The powerful emotional
actress
as Acacia

"The

Passion

Flower"

A colorful story of Old Spain with its dancing
girls and quaint folk lore, its fiercely passionate
peasants and its feudal battles — intensely dramatic
and deeply emotional.

The

Story

Strange

of

a

Love

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck and adapted for the
screen by Alary Murillo and Herbert Brenon, from the
famous play by Jacinto Benavente.
Produced
Direction

under the Personal
of Herbert Brenon

Photographed by Roy Hunt
Tech. Director Willard M. Reineck
A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION
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News

Colin Danson,
Grand Opera House, Springhill, Nova Scotia
THEXJATH

"/ am 100 per cent, pleased with First National pictures.
The quality is very high and the price is reasonably low
with first class service. Every exhibitor should try to get a
franchise
pays in money
ANOTHERas itREASON
WHY and reputation." — THAT'S
There'll

be a Franchise

Watch

Its

Sweeps

Record

Over

Makes

Makes

Circle
W
at

Hit

Theatre,

Theatre,

Making
the

the

at

the

at

N.

Hit

at

at

J.

the
Tenn.

the

Indianapolis

Sensational

Big

N.

Knoxville,
Hit

Y.

the

Paterson,

Theatre,

Sensational

It

Country

Syracuse,

Sensational

Riviera
Makes

Hit

Theatre,

Sensational

at

As

Philadelphia

Sensational

Regent
Makes

Hit

Theatre,

Strand
Makes

the

Sensational

Stanley

NO

every whsts

New

York

Hit

Strand

Albert A. Kaufman's
presentation of

lubar's
HoEternal
AllenDrama
starring

Woman-

DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

Adapted by Allen Holubar from tbe
theme by Olga Linek Scholl
A Big 5 Production, and
A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

i
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Los

A
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Angeles

Banks

and serious movement is on
DEFINITE
with the Los Angeles banks to enter the picture business.

Some producer financing has already been
done by these banks. The present plans however contemplate afinancial alliance of considerable and
regular proportions.
We are told that four different groups are investigating the problem.
One of the objects sought is to bring distribution
headquarters to Los Angeles. We do not know of the
practicability of such a plan; but some sound arguments in theory are advanced in favor of it.
There should always be, with any product, a close
contact with and sympathy between the making and
selling operations. There generally is. The gap of
thirty-two hundred miles between these two important
functions in the picture industry does not tend toward
harmonious action, especially with so changeable a
product as the picture and one so sensitive to public
taste.
To our mind, however, the important thing is the
entrance of the bank. This is essential to production
effort; it is still more important because it has to do
with the stability of the entire industry.
We have had several eras of finance; they are still
operative.
There has been the era of financing production and
distribution through the advance deposits of the exhibitor. We have the era of financing production
through the distributor, whereby the distributor has
advanced or later met the negative cost.
Neither one has been satisfactory. Neither is sound
from an economic standpoint. Both have been makeshifts, necessary undoubtedly, in the swift growth of
an industry furnishing a product of great popular
consumption. .
Some of the largest operations have been financed
through Wall Street. These have been called banking operations. They have been of the promotion
bank order however, in which stock was underwritten
and offered to the public.
We are not criticizing any of these methods of
finance. They have been followed by many industries,
notably that of the automobile.
We cite them simply to point out the distinction of
the present situation of the Los Angeles banks which

9, 1921

and

News

No. XVI

the

Industry

are deposit banks. They will enter the industry, if
at all, upon a strictly commercial basis.
They will finance pictures upon their market value,
as nearly as this can be determined. The proven ability and experience of the producer, his resources, his
business organization and management, his product,
its quantity and quality, these will be weighed upon
the banking scales.
It seems to us that production has become a banking
proposition.
There are a good many producers today about whose
ability to produce profit-making pictures there is not
too much question. Proper business management is,
of course, a prime consideration. Studio waste must
It has also been proven in the past and it is being
shown clearly today that the picture, so far as public
buying is concerned, is not subject to wide fluctuations,
is not greatly affected by hard times. In the depression of 1910 motion pictures did not suffer. Today the
go.
public has not stopped buying them as is the case with
most other commodities, except only in spots where
severe industrial depression has existed.
The labor problem, a vital element in the situation of other
industries, does not concern us to any considerable degree. The
difference between the manufacturing cost of our product and
the gross income is so wide as to bear no comparison with the
case of the maker of hammers, who finds that eighteen of the
twenty-five cents he receives for his article must be charged
off to " labor cost."
There is a good, a mighty good, and solid foundation beneath
this business.
* # *

We mean
distribution.
, tis selling
however
factor,
ble
ic and
of the accepta
efficien
econom
THE the big
picture — to the exhibitor and through him to the
public. The bank, it would seem, cannot concern
itself with production without also seriously concerning itself
with distribution, without, in fact, taking a hand in the adoption
or reordering or creation of proper distribution channels.
The machinery of distribution, its reason for existence, its
fundamental policy, its efficiency; the important question of
advertising, so* inseparable from the picture, the problem, highly
important, too, of a fair and square rental policy ; these are
matters the bank must investigate and have to do with.
It is just for this reason that we welcome the commercial
banker. Waste exists, as we all know. It exists upon a very
large scale, and it is due not to the small leaks, but to a very
few and very great economic faults. The bank, it would seem
to us, will have the insight and the leverage to hasten the correction of these faults.
,
WM. A. JOHNSTON. ,

Motion
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Here

What

is

is the

Exhibitor s Answer

a

Fair

Rental?

What is the fair basis of renting a
picture?
Flat price?
Straight percentage?
Or guarantee and percentage?
If flat rental, what is a fair price? If
guarantee and percentage, what amount
should be guaranteed?
Is a definite standard of values possible?
If not, how are individual cases to be
decided? On seating capacity? Population? Admission price? Quality of
clientele? Or otherwise?
lems, yet une d bypr
aranswere
theobindustry, which
THESE
have been the subject of disputes
since the earliest days of motion
.
es
Very little really constructive
pictur
effort has been made to obtain a solution,
ly for the reason that prothis probab
ducers and distributors, generally, have
been well satisfied apparently with results,
and exhibitors, even if not satisfied, have
hesitated to turn from the present plan
for fear of running afoul something less
advantageous.
In view of these conditions it is worthy
of more than passing mention that one of
the youngest distributing organizations in
the industry has for the past few months
been conducting an experiment which,
whatever else may be the outcome, sheds
ng renlight
tals. on exhibitor opinion regardi
This scheme has been called by various
names, but the one which perhaps best
fits it is the " Honor Plan." The fixing
of the rental is left entirely to the exhibitor, who, however, is not asked to
make a decision until after he has played
the picture.
Such a plan, if fairly conducted, would
seem to afford some idea of the exhibito rentor's point of view with respect
tals. The distributor, in this case, does
not require, or even request, a box office
statement, or any explanation of the
method of arriving at the rental which
the exhibitor remits, nevertheless it finds,
according to statements issued from its
offices in New York, that approximately
seventy per cent of the exhibitors either
report box office receipts voluntarily, or
write an explanation of the plan adopted
for figuring the distributor's share of the
proceeds. In a few cases the returns have
been accompanied by affidavits.

Motion Picture News has had access
to some of these reports, conditional upon
not making public the names of exhibitors
or theatres or the amounts remitted, this
information being held by the distributor
as a confidential matter between it and its
customers. On the part of the News, the
inquiry was undertaken with the understanding that it was not giving its endorsement to a selling scheme or policy, or
to the productions offered, and that its interest was wholly that of an investigator
of evidence respecting the exhibitor idea
of the right method of determining what
constitutes a fair rental.
Fifty Per Cent the Average

of opinions
variety
Y,sed,a but
OUSL
OBVIare
expres
the average of
the returns examined, assuming
that they are truthful statements, indicates remittances of approximately fifty
per cent, usually figured on the gross, but
occasionally on the net. There are, however, anumber of plans adopted for figuring the percentage, and not all 01 these,
though submitted as " fifty-fifty splits," by
any means actually amount to that much.
A case in point is that of a Western exhibitor who writeswe: "deducted
In arriving
the
above settlement
fromat our
gross receipts for overhead, posters and
filler service and allowed you fifty per
cent of the remainder for film rental, we
standing the film rental tax and extra
newspaper advertising out of our fifty per
Much depends here, of course, on what
the overhead is, what is paid for filler service and how much extra advertising is
cent."
done. Inasmuch, however, as the distributor does not question these items, or
request detailed information about them,
a decision cannot be reached regarding the
actual proportion of the gross receipts
which was returned.
Another exhibitor — midwest city of 20,000 population — also has the equal division idea, but from a different angle.
" This," he says, " is better than fifty per
cent of our gross receipts. If we had been
playing you fifty-fifty, you would have had
display
and cases
newspapers
pay."
The two
just citedtodoubtless
would
be considered very similar and yet if a
basis for rentals was being sought in advance of the playing of a picture, it is easy
to understand that there might be several
difficulties in the way of these two men

Picture

News

a
coming to terms. They themselves,
y by
their divergent methods of figuring, would
suggest the question : " What is a fair
basis
determining
In for
several
instances rentals?"
the explanation is
made that " this is fifty-fifty after expenses were paid," but, of course, a statement of this sort is decidedly indefinite.
However, good faith is evidenced by such
postscripts
as theit following:
''I hope
this
is
satisfactory;
is a very good
showing
for this town." In passing, it should be
said that there are many such comments.
Exhibitors very generally request when
remitting for their first picture that they
be advised if the amount sent is not considered satisfactory by the distributor.

Deduct the Snow Storm
OU can see what my receipts
were," says one on submitting
fifty per cent of the gross.
" Bucked a basket game and a snow 0
storm. A very good picture."
But not all of the exhibitors figure exclusively on a basis of gross receipts.
" We are remitting," says one, " about
thirty-five per cent of our gross receipts
and more than fifty per cent of our net
receipts.
this satisfactory
?"
In otherIs words,
this exhibitor
allowed
r
thirty-five per cent of the gross, deducted
his expenses and then added fifty per cent
e
of the remainder.
If exhibitor and distributor were
negotiating terms in advance of playing a
picture, differences of opinion existing
even among exhibitors, as evidenced by
these reports, would seem to open wide
the doors for discussion and contention.
In this case, however, the distributor is
not interested in the method of arriving
at the amount remitted; all that concerns
it is the total figure.
The remittance in one case was reported by the theatre management to be
seventy-seven pr cent, of gross receipts.
Is that too much?
Or is it too little?
What IS a fair rental?
The exhibitor asks and answers this
latter question himself in the following
comment : "I certainly believe your
feature
is worth
says.
" You
see,
we are
out allmore,"
of our he
house
expenses,
but I have not the gall to offer you less
forHere
such was
a finean feature."
instance of the exhibitor
placing an arbitrary value on the picture.
Receipts were not up to expectations, and
so he stands a loss equivalent to his cost
of operating in order to insure what he
considers a fair deal to the distributor.
Nor are such instances by any means uncommon.
And this brings up another phase of the
situation. Doesn't the attitude on the part
of this exhibitor indicate that back in his
mind somewhere is the doubt that the
Honor Plan method of " play and pay "
is fair to the producer because it obligates
the producer to gamble with the exhibitor?
Receipts were affected in many cities
and particularly in the smaller places, by
unfavorable weather, bad roads, religious

April
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meetings, political rallies, school socials,
opposition features especially obtained to
offset competition, by dances, skating contests and even by epidemics.
What should the exhibitor pay under
such circumstances? Is that part of the
hazard of the business? Is it a risk which
he should assume alone, or should it be
divided by the distributor? In the latter
case, what should be the basis of the division?
Here arises the possibility that some exhibitors might make a conscientious return
on very bad nights, but arrange their divisions for good nights on some other basis.
In other words, there is a chance that producer and distributor would be forced to
gamble with exhibitors on the bad nights,
but would not participate in the same
[ratio on the good nights.
Some

Bend Backwards
OPINIONS differ here as materially
as on kindred phases of the rental
problem. Many exhibitors simply
send a share of their gross receipts, automatically causing the distributor to share
their adversity. Others, as in the case previously cited, feel constrained to make an
allowance.
Here is a typical report from one of the
^mailer towns : " Had a bad snow storm
and very few turned out. I am sending
you all that was taken in and paying the
express both ways on the film."
Another exhibitor, similarly handi:apped, writes : " We had a bitterly cold
light. We think the attendance was good
for that kind of a night. We do not want
a cent for this time." And, by way of
□roof, he submits a detailed statement
showing that his whole net receipts have
Deen returned as rental.
" A bad night. Picture worth more than
I can afford to pay," says another who en:ountered similarly unfavorable conditions. "I am sending you what was the
writer's profit and more." This was twenty-five per cent of the gross. Yet the
same mail brought more than sixty-five
per cent of the gross receipts from one exhibitor who explained that a " rainy night
and entertainment at the High School "
were operating against him.
An exhibitor in a Central state also
met with this sort of opposition. " There
was a big basket ball game, a dance and a
big banquet in town that night," he reported. Too
"
much doing for one little
town. I expected to have a full house. I
am ashamed to send you your share on the
picture."
One reported that he " lost money on
show," explaining that " a small flu epidemic is keeping attendance down at all
shows. If I paid on basis of what I
made," he pointed out, " you would owe
me, but it was no fault of the picture that
the crowd was small."
Who should bear the burden in a case
like that? Is it a fair proposition to ask
the distributor to take the local risks of
weather and competition as well as of production ?
" A very fine picture and well liked " is

the beginning of another comment. " We
had a rainy night and very small crowd —
and also had a home talent play by the
school the night before. We have sent you
the long end of the receipts, but," he adds,
" we would have lost money on a picture
bought
other worthy
way." of attention that
It is, any
perhaps,
although this man did not lose on the picture, neither did he profit because he returned an unusually large percentage of
his receipts for the use of the film.
" Enclosed find statement of business
done," says a report from a midwest exhibitor.This
"
shows a loss to me, but the
picture was fine and pleased my patrons."
In passing it might be said that such reports, regarding unfavorably weather
conditions and other forms of opposition,
were almost entirely from the smaller
towns and villages where such things are
of greater moment than in the larger
places.
The height of these misfortunes, it
seems, was reached by the exhibitor who
sent in the following: "Stormy night,
measles, whooping cough, church social,
Odd Fellows banquet and Lent the extent
of our competition." His valuation of the
picture was influenced by the opposition
mentioned to the extent that his remittance
was well over fifty per cent of his gross
receipts. Should these factors have been
considered by him in fixing a fair rental ?
The Comedy

Got the Money

IT would be misleading, however, to
cite these instances without calling attention to the other extremes. In one
instance a return is made which figures to
be about five per cent of gross receipts,
but the remitter explains that he was put
to unusual expense in buying a comedy
(for which, by the way, he paid more than
he did for the feature picture).
There have been a few, but only a few,
reports of " no rental earned." In most of
these cases explanations are made which
tend to show that the picture was exhibited against odds for which the distributor
was in no way responsible.
From an analysis of one hundred reports, selected at random, and which,
therefore, may or may not strike an average, it is shown that exhibitors answer
the question,
" What is a fair rental ? " in
this
way:
Thirty-four per cent figure that the distributor isentitled to one-half of the gross
receipts.
Sixteen per cent consider the distributors' share to be one-half of the receipts
after making varying deductions, such as
overhead, overhead and advertising, overhead and transportation, etc.
The remaining fifty per cent make returns according to their judgment of what
the picture earned, or is worth, without
regard to how this figures from a percentage standpoint. Many of these remittances are considerably better than half
of the gross receipts.
As between these latter methods there is
no apparent means of arriving at a common ground of computation, but naturally

this is partly due to the nature of the Realart proposition. Not being asked to make
an accounting, or to state their way of arriving at the right rental, exhibitors have
not always felt called upon to offer explanations.
There have been many exhibitor comments, of course, upon the plan itself, but
the acme of pessimism, according to J. S.
Woody, Realart's general manager, was
attained by the theatre manager who reported: "Very good picture, but film
caught fire in machine and burned up before show was over."
Personal View Always Enters
dence adduced
the Honor
REALART'S
ownby opinion
of Plan
eviwith respect to methods of determining rentals is that there is no reasonable approach to agreement on the part of
the exhibitors. This is indicated, it is contended, byreports from theatres in different towns where receipts and expenses
were approximately the same, but resulted
in very different returns to Realart.
Moreover, according to Mr. Woody, the
same exhibitor rarely succeeds in preventing his personal opinion of a picture from
influencing his remittance. Opportunity
for study of this phase of the problem is
presented because the distributor's offer
includes five Mayflower special features,
all of which, except those previously
played in the city, must be run. It is asserted that remittances for a picture sometimes are less than for a previously run
production which had smaller gross receipts.
A clue to the exhibitor's attitude in these
instances often is found
in some such
general comment as : " Good business, but
not as well liked as the previous picture."
Here, of course, payment is based upon
opinion of the production and not upon its
drawing power.
Perhaps, as Mr. Woody suggests, the
exhibitor in these cases credits the crowd
to his theatre rather than to the picture
and purposes penalizing the distributor
slightly for not making all of the productions equally entertaining from his personal standpoint.
The best answer to the question of
rental value, according to Realart, is to
be found in the fact that upward of 100
letters have been received in a week from
exhibitors who desired to know in advance
what Realart's definition of a fair rental
was. In many cases, the question has been
repeated even after it was explained that
the exhibitor was the sole judge.
A large amount of evidence is on file
to show that under no circumstances could
some exhibitors be induced to give playing dates until they had obtained a statement that a certain sort of settlement,
usually
involving
a percentage, would be
satisfactory.
.
There has, therefore, at least to the extent indicated, been a disposition on the
part of exhibitors themselves to avoid
being placed in the position of deciding
what constitutes a fair rental, or even
what a fair basis of determining rentals is.
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Screen Interests Protests
Clara Hamon
in Films
I Lichtman
with
Associated
Producers
| The report that Clara Smith Hamon,
Ri mnnniiniiiiiiii mum 11 [iimnminnnramniiinmniiiimiiinninnTniniiimiiiiimiiiinniiiiiii umiHURuii n Jiuntiim inn iniiinuiniiinTmaiiafnnninnajnnBaonniinninninfniHrf itnnmininii imuHmiumnin iiminiiuiniJ recently acquited of the charge of slaying
Jake L. Hamon, is to appear in pictures,
Mr. Lichtman said he was contemplatPRICE, president of
R A.
has aroused the ire of many screen orOSCA
ing
no
immediate
or
sweeping
changes
in
d
,
ate
ers
oci
duc
the Ass
Pro
anganizations. Among those who have passed
y
nounced on Tuesda of this the personnel of the distributing organizaresolution or taken other steps to show
tion, though he said he might later have
week, the appointment of Al
their disapproval of the appearance of
Lichtman, formerly general manager of an announcement to make concerning
Mrs. Hamon on the screen are the Nasome
new
angles
of
selling
policy.
At
y
ask
ion
distribut
of the Famous Players-L
tional Association of the Motion Picture
the moment, he is devoting his entire time
Corporation, to the general-managership
Industry; the Rocky Mountain Screen
to getting a grasp on the mass of detail
of the Associated Producers organization
work that confronts him in his new office.
Club, of Denver, Col. ; the American Exto succeed F. B. Warren. Mr. Lichtman
has assumed his new office.
hibitors' Association of Western PennsylThe announcement of Mr. Lichtman's
vania; the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
appointment follows a long stay in Los
At the home-office of Associated Proof New York State ; the Affiliated Picture
ducers, New York City, Mr. Lichtman
Angeles by the former Famous PlayersInterests of California, and the Motion
Lasky executive, during which time he
issued the following statement :
Picture Theatre Owners of Indiana.
in conferences with the mem" It is a source of great gratification to was engaged
The Kansas City censorship committee
bers of Associated Producers.
have become an integral part of an orcommended
the industry for the stand it
ganization that stands for the good and
had taken on the matter.
great things that the Associated ProducS. R. Kent, of Paramount,
ers are trying to accomplish.
to Tour United States
" It has been my desire ever since I reFlynn Bill Will Not Pass
S. R. Kent, general manager of distribusigned from Famous Players-Lasky, either
tion for Paramount productions will leave
This Session, Is Report
to go into the distribution of motion pictures for myself or to affiliate with an orThe Flynn bill, of interest to motion
New York April 5 for a six weeks' tour
ganization that stands for the best and
of the country during which he will in- picture operators and on which a hearing
biggest in the industry. This I have found
vestigate business conditions in every secwas held at Albany, N. Y., on March 15,
in Associated Producers.
tion.
will not be passed by the present session
In the course of his tour Mr. Kent will
" It always has been my contention that
of
the legislature, according to the be=fV
spend one week at the Lasky studio in information.
motion pictures should be sold on merit
The bill still remains in 1
Hollywood where he will confer with Jesse
alone — that is, that the exhibitor should
cities committee and there is no likelihood
L. Lasky, first vice-president of Famous
be permitted to choose for himself the proof its being reported out between now and
ductions that best please his patrons and
Players-Lasky Corporation. The week
will be devoted to a resume of the big April 15, when the New York State Legisconsequently bring more money to his box
lature will adjourn. It is understood that
office.
productions scheduled for release by Parawhile there has been no open opposition to
" The members of Associated Producmount next fall and will go fully into dethe bill, that certain forces have been at
tails as to the most advantageous manner
ers and myself are working and shall work
work beneath the surface with sufficient
in which they can be distributed for the
toward the same end : the preparation for
strength to tie the bill up in committee.
try.
the picture market of the best there is in benefit
of exhibitors throughout the counscreen material and its sale to exhibitors
on a live and a let live policy. I want to
Frank B. Rodgers Now with
A large part of Mr. Kent's time, during
so co-ordinate the interests of producer
his transcontinental journey will be deand exhibitor that there will not be the
R obertson-Co le
voted to a study of business conditions
which, it is expected, will be instrumental
slightest ground for the charge that either
Frank B. Rogers, until recently travelin the formation of a big fall drive which
party to the contract is not getting all that
ing sales manager for J. Stuart Blackton
will be made by Paramount.
Productions, releasing through Pathe, has
he is entitled to."
been appointed traveling sales manager for
All Aboard for the Rochester Convention
Robertson-Cole, and has assumed his newduties. He will be constantly in the field
THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS of the State of New York
try.
for Robertson-Cole representing its sales
have issued a last call to every exhibitor from Montauk to Buffalo to attend
without fail the big convention to be held at The Hotel Seneca, Rochester,
organization in various parts of the counApril 5, 6 and 7 (Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday). The organization has
just started a most intensive and vigorous campaign against the proposed Clayton
Mr. Rogers comes to his new position
Censorship Bill and the wave of anti-censorship agitation is to reach its crest at
after a thorough training, the earlier part
Rochester.
of which was obtained in the Middle West.
There is no longer room for the slightest doubt as to the record-breaking character of the convention as far as attendance is concerned. The requests for reserHe entered, the ranks of the motion picture
vations received up to date by Irving M. Salyerds, the chairman of the Convention
industry several years ago as a salesman
Committee, show that more than five hundred men will be in attendance. New York
for George Kfein, in Chicago, where he
City delegates will go on a special train. A factor working in favor of a large
sold Essanay product.
attendance has been the reduced railroad fare obtained by the able and active Convention Committees.
In point of entertainments provided for the delegates, all previous records will
be eclipsed; the climax being the Grand Movie Ball, which will be held in the big
Shipman Sails for Europe
State Armory on Thursday night, April 7. Previous mention has been made of the
galaxy of stars which the Rochester men, who visited New York City for this purErnest Shipman will be one of the paspose, have been able to obtain.
The convention will elect a complete set of officers. It is arranged to have the
sengers of the S. S. Duca degli Abburuzzi, which sails for Genoa, Italy, on
election occur on the last day of the convention. The opening of the convention
takes place on the same day, which has been set for the hearing of the Clayton
April 2. While no announcement was
Censorship Bill, which is scheduled to be held at Albanv. As a result, a special
made as to the object of his trip abroad,
committee, to be appointed by the president, will come to Albany on the day the
it was stated that Mr. Shipman was going
convention opens and will register its opposition to the bill on behalf of both the exto participate in a series of conferences,
hibitors and the motion picture theatre-going public. Owing to the unforeseen coincidence of dates, the convention at Rochester, after opening at 1,:30 P.M., will go through
already arranged for, with important
some preliminary routine business and then adjourn to await the return of the delefinancial and motion picture interests in
gation from Albany and listen to their report. The real business of the convention
London, Paris and Turin, Italy. He will
will then begin and the pace from then on will be rapid right to the end.
be gone for at least four weeks.
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$2,500,000 Realized for Hoover Relief Fund
National Association of the
THE
Motion Picture Industry announces that the motion-picture
industry's recent campaign for
Hoover Relief Fund has been a profound success. Through the efforts of
exhibitors, producers, distributors and
allied branches of the industry more than
try's Belat
the
quota
towartsds from
the many
Fund
ed repor
was indus
realized.
states have been received during the last
few days by Ch ides C. Pettijohn of the
Motion Picture committee which conducted the drive and he is now working
out a final report with comptroller Rick
of the European Relief Council. This
report will be ready in about a week.
While no total figures have been given
out, the returns to date indicate that the
industry has been responsible for contributions in excess of $2,500,000, declares
the statement, from the National Association's headquarters.
John P. Harris, who headed the drive
in the Pittsburgh section of Pennsylvania, has turned over to the treasurer
of the Relief Council $55,058.51 which
was raised in the theatres of his section.
This sum does not include the sums sent
direct by exhibitors to the New York
headquarters.
L. M. Miller, regional chairman for
Kansas, has turned over to the state
chairman of the Relief Council, $35,000
raised by the theatres in Kansas. A report submitted by E. V. Richards of the
Saenger Amusement Company shows
that the New Orleans territory has
raised $30,000 for the Relief Fund.
With several counties still to be heard
from, Indianas contribution to the fund
has reached $10,691.98, according to reports from E. H.
chairman for Indiana. Bingham, regional

Illinois Exhibitors Plan
Convention in April
At a well attended meeting of the directors ofthe Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance
in Chicago on March 29th, it was decided
to call a convention to be held April nth
and 12th at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
The first session is to open at two o'clock
Monday afternoon.
The principal business to come before
the convention is the consideration of the
Blue Law and Censorship legislation now
pending in the state legislature, and the
election of delegates to attend the national
convention of the Moving Picture Theatre
Owners of America at Minneapolis. A
large attendance is predicted owing to the
growing interest in organization and the
important matters to be considered which
effect the well being of every exhibitor in
Illinois.
"Four Horsemen" to Open
in Four More Cities
With " The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse " breaking records for boxoffice receipts and advance sale of tickets
at the Lyric theatre, New York, Metro
Pictures Corporation, announces that they
are planning for premieres of the picture
in the immediate future in Detroit, Boston,
Philadelphia and San Francisco.

| Precision
to Enlarge
Sales
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Facilities

I

Officials ofGen.
Precision
Co., figuring
in reorganization
plan.
Win. Manager.
C. Franckc, Ass't
Mgr.; Machine
E. M. Porter,
Gen. Mgr.;
and W. E. Greene,
Sales
to the
ent of interest
cement
ounipm
AN theannequ
and projector division of the motion picture industry, iscontained in the statement just issued by General Manager E.
M. Porter of the Precision Machine Company, Simplex Projector builders.
Mr. Porter said in part : " It has long
been my desire in connection with our
policy of exclusive distribution to add to
the personnel of our Simplex organization, which in the past has functioned
most wonderfully. But anticipating a far
greater volume of business, as indicated
by distributors' surveys, we find it necessary to enlarge some of our departments,
outside of the manufacturing division, and
to this end we have evolved plans that
call for greater floor space, in which to
house the numerous exploitation and sales
units, each of them under a most efficient
and highly trained head.
" William C. Francke, who for the past
several years headed our publicity and
advertising departments has been selected
to fill the newly created office of assistant
general manager of the company, while
Walter Greene will be general sales manager with a most comprehensive sales system and carefully selected working force
already oiganized.
" Various departments for the marketing of Simplex specialties and accessories
now in mind have been organized and this,
together with our new plans for the maintenance and rendering of unequalled service to our distributors and users will provide us with organization methods thatare as yet unheard of in the projector's
Mr. Porter who has been responsible
industry."
for the building up of the present sales
organization will now devote a great deal
of his time to organization matters that
are now to become effective, and will have
another statement to make within a very
short time concerning the policy of the
Precision Company in the future.

Mr. Francke is well known to the trade
since his entry into the industry in 1908
in the city of Boston where his political
career together with his activity in the motion picture business won him many
friends and he has greatly added to his
popularity since his connection with the
Simplex organization.
Walter Greene started his career in the
equipment world when he entered the sales
department of the Thomas A. Edison
Company in Orange, N. J., in 1909 and
has been well known and a leading figure
ever since to supply men of the industry.
Mr. Greene steps into the office of general
sales manager for Precision with a world
of experience and training behind him.

Thirteen

Companies Incorporated in New York
Thirteen companies, with a total capitalization of $741,500, were incorporated in
the secretary of state's office, at Albany,
N. Y., during the past week, for the purposeness.
of entering
the motion
busiThese included
the R. picture
and R. Sales
Corporation, New York city, with a capitalization of $1,500, and with Anna
Prager, I. B. Gutzler of New York and
Sal Sosnowitz of Stamford, as directors:
Major Theatres Company, Inc., New York, $1,000,
Harvey L. Watkins, A. Frank Jones, J. A. Hopkins,
New York; Pordell Projector, Inc., $5,000, William
E. Waddell, E. M. Porter, B. C Elliott, New York;
Weinsil Amusement Corporation, Brooklyn, $10,000.
William Knecht, Elias Liebert, Terrence Mullan, New
York; Frontier Theatres, Inc., $100,000, E. S. Cramer,
W. H. Northrup, T. D. Powell, Buffalo; Folio Films.
Inc., sell,
$100,000,
A. Woodhaven;
E. Baerman, Hammond
Brooklyn, W.
J. RusAlfred Ross,
Export
and
Import
Company,
Inc.,
$30,000,
M.
M.
Henschel,
field Park, N. J., A. H. Bogan, Brooklyn, R. J. RidgeRiley,
New York; Robbins Syracuse Company, Inc., $227,500, Nathan
Robbins,W. Julius
berg,
Utica; James
BrooksRothstein,
and Staff,Barney
$500, J.LumM.
Wierk, Brooklyn, James W. Brooks, Washington, B.
D. Leich, New York;: Fitzer Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., Fabius, $250,000, Morris Fitzer, Ralph Schulman,
H. M. Vincent, Syracuse; Amsterdam Theatres Corporation. $1,000, H. L. Watkins, A. F. Jones, J. A.
Service. Inc., screens
Betamy
York;
Hopkins,
and slides,New
$5,000,
A. F.
Tanzer, Ralph Myerson, C.
M. Rosenthal, New York; Yankee Film Corporation,
$10,000, Samuel Borchardt, James R. Boswell, William
A. Leith, New York.
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-^HE Motion Picture Industry of
the West Coast will take a most
active
part in the entertainment
T
of the one thousand Elks, who
will visit the city July 10 to 16 to attend
the Annual Convention, for up to this
time plans have been made which promise
exceptional publicity possibilities for the
film companies, which will radiate advantageous publicity to all sections of the
country.
The most spectacular feature of the film
industry entertainment will be an electric
parade consisting of floats representing
the biggest studios of the Coast. This
parade will be lighted by power generated
on the trucks, and being independent of
trolley wires or other kinds of connections
can be sent over the more attractive boulevards of Los Angeles.
The arrangements for the Elks Convention are in charge of Motley Flint, president of the Los Angeles Trust & Savings
Bank, and he has enlisted the aid of a
committee, composed of B. P. Fineman,
of Katherine MacDonald Studios ; Clark
Thomas, of Thomas H. Ince Studios, and
M. C. Levee, of Robert Brunton Studios.
A canvass of the studios has already been
made and plans for floats have been sub-

mitted to the General Committee by practically all of the leading studios, including
Universal, Ince, Metro, Selig, Mayer, Ray.
Fox, MacDonald, Vitagraph, Brunton,
Hampton, Sennett, Hollywood Studios,
Roach, and others.
The plan to be carried out provides for
the use of floats prepared for the Elks
parade to be preserved and used later for
a similar parade as a part of the entertainment for the Annual Convention of
the American Bankers' Association to be
held in Los Angeles October 3 to 10,
which will be attended by more than 4,000
delegates, representing almost 100 per cent
of the banking interests of the nation. The
two conventions will offer the production
department of the film industry a most
valuable opportunity to demonstrate the
stability of the industry from the standpoint of direction and such a demonstration to the exceptional class of citizens
who will attend the Elks Convention and
the delegates of banking institutions who
will visit Los Angeles later has never previously been offered.
In addition to the spectacular feature
given by the film industry at the two conventions, the studios will take part in other
entertainment features.

Lubin to Form Foreign
Production Unit

$3,509 for the issue of substituted approval seals and $1,680 in fines.
The report of disbursements showed
$7,486 spent for contingent and traveling
expenses out of an allotment of $25,000;
$7,899 for salaries of members of the
board, out of an allotment of $15,800 and
$41,626 for salaries of employes of the
board, out of an allotment of $92,800.

" Pop " Sigmund Lubin, pioneer motion
picture producer, and his daughter, Emma
Lubin Lowry, wife of Ira M. Lowry,
director-general of the Betzwood Film
Company, sailed for Germany aboard the
steamship Mongolia on Monday, for the
formation of a production unit abroad.
Their plans include the amalgamation of
the more prominent concerns in Italy,
France, Spain, Germany and Vienna for
the production of pictures adaptable to
the needs of this country.

Pennsylvania
Censor Fees
Reach Sum of $87,250
Fees collected from the motion-picture
interests during the fiscal year ended June
20, 1920, in Pennsylvania, for the examination of films by the State Board of Censors, cost the industry $87,250, more than
the State paid in salaries to the members
of the board and the board's employees.
This was revealed in the board's annual
report just made public in Harrisburg, the
State capital.
There was a total of 11,066 films examined by the censors, and this resulted in
the modification, disapproval or reconstruction of 1,705 subjects. Forty-four
subjects were disapproved, 154 were reconstructed, and 1,507 were modified. The
report shows the board collected a total
of $87,250 for the examination of original
and duplicate reels during this period ;

York
Prepare for New
Censor Hearing
ts
Arran
al).
ANYbeen(Speci
ALBhave
eted— for
public
thegemen
compl
hearing which will be held in Albany,
N. Y., Tuesday afternoon, April 5, on the
Clayton censorship bill. It will be the
biggest demonstration ever made by the
motion picture industry in New York
state. Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
M. P. T. O. A. announces that the
speakers opposing the bill will include D.
W. Griffith, Thomas Dixon, author of
" The Clansman," Sophie Irene Loeb, Palmer Canfield, Jr., of Kingston, representing the New York State Conference of
Mayors, and either Samuel Gompers,
president of the American Federation of
Labor, or the vice-president of that organization.
William A. Brady also appeared in Aland State
spentSenate.
the afternoonbany,
in andWednesday,
about the
He
announced that Irvin Cobb and Rex
Beach, representing the authors, would be
heard Tuesday in opposition to the bill.
A petition containing over 250,000
names of persons who are against the bill,
will also be handed over to the committee before whom the hearing is held.
Pertinent slides are being sent to every
motion picture theatre in New York state
as a part of the campaign to defeat the
bill.

Picture

for Irish Relief
Perfected

News
Drive

Organization plans for participation of
motion picture theatres throughout the
United States in the campaign to raise
funds for the Relief of Suffering in Ireland are well under way. Telegrams have
been sent by the executive officers of the
American Committee for Relief in Ireland to fifty-three prominent motion picture exhibitors requesting that they act as
chairman of the campaign in their respective localities. These exhibitors are the
same men who conducted the Hoover
Drive so successfully in their territories.
H. G. Farley, 214 Montgomery St.. Montgomery,
Ala.; C. A. Lick, New theatre. Ft. Smith,
Ark.; J.
M. Xales, Lyric theatre, Douglas, Ariz.; Eugene
H.
Roth, California theatre, Market and 4th Sts., San
Francisco, Cal. ; Sol Lesser, 209 Knickerbocker Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.; Glenn Harper, 2125 Oak St., Los
Angeles, Cal.; Thomas Vickroy, Tabor theatre, Denver, Colo.; S. Z. Poli, Bijou theatre. New Haven,
Conn. ; Oscar Ginns, Du Pont theatre. Wilmington,
C. D. Cooley, Strand theatre, Tampa, Fla. ; Sig
Del.;
Samuels,
Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga. ; S. A. Lynch,
Lynch Enterprises, Hurt Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. ; Sam
Atkinson, Allied Amusements Assn., Chicago, 111. ;
Chicago',
State Sts.,
McElroy, Adams
Fitzpatrick
Indianapolis,
Colonialandtheatre,
111.
; E. H. & Bingham,
Ind. ; A. H. Blank, Des Moines theatre. Des Moines,
la.; L. J. Dittmar, Rialto Theatre Bldg., Louisville.
Ky. ; L. M. Miller, Palace theatre, Wichita, Kansas;
Eugene V. Richards, Sanger Amusement Co., New
Orleans, La.; Harry J. Mulqueen, Central theatre,
Biddeford, Me.; Alfred Black, 142 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass. ; Chas. W. Whitehurst, New theatre, Baltimore, Md.
R. G. Larson, Allied Theatres of Mass., 80 Boylston
St., Boston, Mass. ; J. C. Ritter, Rialto theatre, Detroit, Mich. ; Theo. L. Hays, Finkelstein & Ruben,
Loeb Arcade, Minneapolis, Minn.; F. F. Schwie, Mgr.,
Duluth Theatre Co., Duluth, Minn.; Frank L. Newman, Newman theatre, Kansas City. Mo. ; Joseph
Mogler, Mogler theatre, St. Louis, Mo. ; F. T. Bailey,
Amer. theatre, Butte, Mont.; H. L. Goldberg, Sun
theatre, Omaha, Neb.; C. H. Bean, Pastime theatre.
Franklin, N. H.; Louis Blumenthal, National theatre,
433 Central Ave., Jersey City, N. Y. ; W. Bernstein,
Colonial theatre,
Albany,
N. Y.W.; Mike
Shea, Strand
Shea's
Hippodrome,
Buffalo,
N. Y.;
A. Dillion,
theatre, Ithaca, N. Y.
Theo. Jellenk, Albany theatre, Schenectady. N. Y. ;
W. H. Linton, Hippodrome theatre, Utica, N. Y. ; S.
L. Rothapfel. Capitol theatre. New York City: H. B.
Varner, Lyric theatre, Lexington. N. C. ; Emanuel
Mandelbaum. 3648 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.; J. A.
Maddox, Southern Theatre Bldg., Columbus, O. ; Ralph
Talbot, Majestic theatre,, Tulsa, Okla. ; W. A. Greaper,
Union Avenue theatre, Portland, Ore. : Jules Mastbaum, Stanley Amusement Co., Philadelphia, Penna. ;
John P. Harris, Grand theatre. Pittsburgh, Pa.; E. M.
Fay,L. Fay's
60 Union
Providence,
T.
Lester,theatre,
Jr., Rialto
theatre,St.,Columbia.
S. C.R. : I.;
E.
T. Peter, 1713^4 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas; Wm.
Swanson, Swanson Motion Pictures, Salt Lake City,
Utah; Jake Wells, Colonial theatre. Richmond, Va. ;
H. S. Graves, Johnsbury, Vt. ; James Q. Clemmer, Clemmer theatre, Seattle, Wash. « Ray Q. Crombacker, Liberty theatre, Spokane, Wash.; Harry M. Crandall,
Metropolitan theatre. Washington, D. C. ; F. B. Hyman,
Lyric theatre, Huntington, W. Va. ; Fred Seegert, Regent theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
No set rules have been adopted for the
gathering of funds for relief in Ireland.
The chairman in each locality is expected
to organize a committee and adopt whatever plan of campaign may appeal to him
as the best adapted to secure the largest
amount of monev.

Newcastle,

Ind., Organizes

Against Blue Sunday
Exhibitors of Newcastle, Indiana, have
started to combat a movement of the
churches to close the photoplay houses on
Sunday. The blue laws have not been enforced in the town for five years and
things went serenely until recently when
the ministerial association conducted a
straw vote in the churches and published
figures purporting to show that 1,788 persons were against Sunday movies and only
61 for.
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Ben W. Beadell, who retired as known Chicago film man, have
Chicago manager of the Stoll Film opened a new state right exchange
Corporation, when that company under the name of Klimax Pictures,
made its new selling arrangements and already are doing business at
with Pathe, is considering some their new offices, 17 E. Seventh
very favorable offers and will an- street. ____
nounce his new connection in the
The Elba theatre at 31st and Incourse of the week. Probably no
diana avenue, has been purchased
exchange manager has more friends by Fred Rosenthal, formerly booker
than Ben, and they all hope to see for Robertson-Cole's Chicago exhim remain in Chicago.
change. It is understood that he
will make considerable improvements in the house.
Buddy Crump, popular film
salesman, intends abandoning the
motion picture field and going into
The death of E. E. Frisby, widely
the stock and bond business where known as owner of a circuit of thehe will make a success as he did as
atres in the smaller Northern Ina film salesman, according to the
diana towns at his headquarters in
prediction of his friends.
Angola on March 22nd, has brought
sorrow to his many friends. His
Harry Weiss has returned from son has been appointed admina trip over the territory and as a
istrator of his estate and will perresult of his first hand contact with
sonally handle the theatrical busines.
exhibitors, is optimistic over the
business outlook in the motion picWork
of
remodelling
and improvture field. He reports that exing theatres goes merrily on and is
hibitors, generally, are looking for the best proof of the confidence of
a good Summer, but the tendency exhibitors in the future of the busiis to insist on getting better picness. The latest announcement is
lures at lower prices.
that the Temple theatre, MishaIndiana, will be enlarged to
George Oestricher has sold his waka,
seating capacity of one thousand
Forest Park theatre to John King, aentailing
an extension of frontage
who already has taken possession. of fifty feet. The house formerly
It is understood Mr. King intends held four hundred persons.
making some improvements in the
house and will show a line of high
The following changes in the
grade features.
sales force of Superior Screen Service became effective April 1st.
William Esch has purchased 120 Southside territory S. Keeley, forfeet of ground in the rear of his
merly of the Fox Film CorporaPrincess theatre at New Castle,
tion Westside
;
territory A. L. HoffIndiana, and will enlarge that theman, formerly Illinois salesman,
atre so it will accommodate 1200 Superior; Northside
territory R.
persons. Workmen will start re- H. Hadfield, formerly
Indiana
modeling this house on May 1st, ac- salesman, Superior, the Illinois tercording to Mr. Esch, and push the
ritory remaining with Wm. Weiss
work as rapidly as possible.
and the Indiana territory going to
L. K. Eagan, formerly manager of
Maurice Zelechower of the First
National branch at Buffalo,
Orpheum theatre, Waukegan, has New York.
just taken over the Majestic theatre of that city and will conduct
Harry Weiss announces that the
it as a first-class vaudeville and following pictures have been taken
road show house, also showing mov- over for distribution by Superior
ing pictures.
Screen Service in the territory
served by that organization. "The
Citizens of La Porte, Indiana, Man Who Trifled,"
Tame
within the next few days, will have Cat," released through "The
Film
a splendid new place of amusement. Company of New York;Arrow
Fifty-two
It is the Central theatre, owned by Kineto Reviews, and the six-reel
Reddington and Root, which will
Children,"
through ,the"Welco
seat sixteen hundred persons. Final feature
NationalmeExchange
s of
New
York,
now
this
of
plans for the opening
and Cissy Fitzgeral
Comedies through the Producersd
are being made.
Security Corporation of New York.
The Amusement Supply ComL L. Lesserman returned to Chipany has opened up its new show
cago on March 25th after two
rooms and offices at 740-42 S.
Wabash avenue. General Manager month's vacation spent at HollyBenson looks for a marked revival
wood and said he was glad to be
in the accessory business within back at the big desk in Universal's
the next few weeks and reports that Chicago exchange, although he enconsiderable buying is being done
joyed the outing very much. During his absence Universal Exchange
by exhibitors at the present time.
moved from its old quarters in the
Max Levey, former manager of Consumers Building to 831 S.
Robertson-Cole's Chicago exchange, Wabash. Maurice Helman, who
:and Maurice Kline,
another widely has been in charge during Mr. Les-
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serman's absence, is planning to
leave shortly for French Lick
where he will rest up after his
hard work of the past eight weeks.
South Bend, Indiana, is to have
a splendid new moving picture theatre, according to plans just completed by Ezra Rhodes, owner of
the La Salle theatre of that city.
Mr. Rhodes has purchased a site
for the new house, a lot 98 x 165
feet, and will start building operations early in the Fall.
Joseph Zelechower has severed
his connection with the Universal
Film Company and expects to tie
up with another distributing organization shortly.
Barney Kregar, formerly associated with Universal's Chicago exjoined and
Goldwyn's
Chicago change,
saleshasforce
will cover
Northern Illinois for the latter
company.

STATE

ST.

Brothers circuits already have
signed up.
Scout Younger spent a week at
the Chicago Rothacker Laboratory
revamping the picture, " Life of
the isYounger
with which
he
making Brothers,"
personal appearances.
Only by several hours did he miss
meeting Jesse James, Jr., who was
at the plant in connection with the
printing of the photoplays based on
the life of his father, the famous
outlaw, of which the interior scenes
were
produced in the Rothacker
studio.
Ralph Kettering, of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, left Sunday for a
ten day's vacation at Hot Springs,
Arkansas. Ralph has been improving in health right along since his
serious illness early in the Winter
and thinks that a few days at the
famous Spring resort will put him
back in Al condition.

Gollos Enterprises have established an unusual record by having
two important feature productions
playing simultaneously in the Chicago loop. Barbee's opened Sunday withturing
" The
Light,"
Dolores Hidden
Cassinelli,
and feathe
event was given considerable publicity by the Chicago newspapers,
and several quarter-page ads were
run to help put the picture over.
The second feature was " Deliverance," Theatre
which opened
at the for
Play-a
house
on Sunday
two week's run. Gollos Enterprises
G. A. Ferguson, of the Lincoln recently purchased this George
Theatre, Valparaiso, Indiana, has Kleine production for the State of
fully recovered from his recent ill- Illinois, and the fact that Helen
ness after twelve weeks in the hos- Keller happened to be playing at
pital and is back on the job. An- the Majestic Theatre, Chicago,
other Indiana exhibitor, who also during the run of the picture, was
has recovered from an illness, is taken advantage of in exploiting
Wm. Lipps, of the Princess Thea- this run at the Playhouse. A large
tre, Alexandria, who is again at amount of newspaper advertising
was also placed on this feature.
work after a ten day's lay off.
Al. Kahn, who was in Chicago
It is reported that Louis Gumbiner, well known Chicago theatre- this week, announces that at a diowner, will erect one of the counrector's meeting of the Federated
Film Exchanges of America, Inc.,
try's biggest moving picture houses in
New York City last week he was
in Los Angeles, California, where
he already has acquired an excel- given a franchise for the states of
lent down town site for the house.
Iowa and Nebraska, which was
formerly owned by Greater Productions, Inc. Offices soon will be
J. Mulhauser, personal representative of Mack Sennett, who has opened in Omaha and Des Moines,
been in Chicago helping put over and great results are looked forward to in that territory.
" The Small Town Idol," at Barbee's ture
Loop
Theatre,
where
the
picMr.
Kahn will release Selig's latestablished new house records
est animal serial, " The Miracles of
for attendance, will return to New
Jungle," 13, Chester's two-reel
York within a few days after visit- the
comedies
52 Chester's
oneing two or three central west film animal
reel comedies
; 26; one-reel
comedies
centers.
produced by Hend Lehrman; 26
Manager Goldman, of Associated one-reel comedies produced by
Producers' Chicago exchange, is Warner Bros.; 13 two-reel Monte
optimistic on business conditions Banks comedies; 26 new Hallroom
and declares his exchange has been Boys comedies; 26 Burlingham
doing an exceptionally good busi- Travel Adventures. " Dangerous
ness. At present he is getting the Toys," five reel, featuring William
booking of the new two-reel Mack Desmond, and other high-class subjects, which will be announced in
Sennett's under way and states that
Lubliner* & Trinz and Ascher the near future.
F. O. Nielson, one of the most
widely known film men in the Chicago district, has joined Universal's sales staff and will cover the
north and northwest sides of Chicago.
Manager Tarbell, of Vitagraph,
has been absent from his desk all
week making a tour of the territory so as to come in personal contact with the exhibitors.
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DURING the convention of the association,
an interesting speech was delivered by
Mrs. Anne Oberndorfer, of the Federated Music Clubs. Being a woman and a clubwoman, many exhibitors and producers wanted
to see her at close range, and were very much
amazed to find her a charming lady, and one
who seemed to be eager to improve conditions
with the co-operation of the motion picture people, and not with the spirit of the Blue Flag
and censorship. The censorship agitators and
the blue-law distillers have for some reason or
other come to mean club-women to many picture folks; but there is no reason to condemn
the clubs for the sins of some offenders. Just
because Anthony Comstock happened to be cast
in the figure of a man, was not enough cause to
condemn masculinity.
My reason for asking Mr. Oberndorfer to
speak to the convention was that I wished a
very gifted musical lady to express the hopes of
the women in relation to motion picture music,
and I know that those who were present were
given the most favorable impressions. Exhibitors went back home convinced that the club
women — especially the music club — women were
worth while cultivating. Mrs. Oberndorfer and
Mrs. Chapman (who represented the Motion
Picture Committee), both agreed that they
would introduce measures for arousing the
membership of the country to go forth with a
spirit of co-operation to discuss music with the
local manager and motion picture conductor.
Now, I want to give you a rapid sketch of
the music clubs as I have seen them at work,
and I believe that what I have to say will serve
to annihilate any latent antagonism you may
feel toward the organization, and will begin to
look upon them as very important allies, surely
very good friends.
The picture is of Florida, during early March,
in Tampa near the orange groves redolent with
perfume, where while Northerners shiver in
their blustery cities, the home-folks and tourists go about in their summer flannels and straw
hats.
I had been asked to come to the city, to speak
to the Club Women of Florida in convention assembled. Susan Dyer, of Winter Park (head
of the Rollins College Conservatory), is president of the State Federation. Mrs. McKay, of
Tampa, was president of the Hostess Club, and
there were present : Miss Bertha Foster, vicepresident of the Jacksonville Music Club and
Director of the School of Musical Arts ; Mrs.
Laura V. Rische, president, Bartow Music
Club; Miss Margaret A. Haas, of the Music
Teachers' Association of Jacksonville; Mrs.
James Y. Wilson, president of Ladies' Friday
Musicale of Jacksonville; Mrs. W. G. Brownlee, president of the Carema Club of St. Petersburg; Mrs. James Hirsch, chairman of general
publicity of the Orlando Music Club; Miss
Adelaide Sterling Clark, Miami Music Clubs;
Miss Bonna Vera Murphy, member of the
Woman's Club of Madisonville, Ky. I am just
giving you a little idea of the kind of people
who were present, and I don't mind pointing
out that the Florida Federation is probably the
smallest in the whole country, for Florida has
under a million population. But the point which
I desire to impress, is that every city of the
state was represented, and that the best musical
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Isaacson

BULLETIN OF THE ASSOCIATION
OF MOTION PICTURE MUSIC
CONCERTS
Many conservatories are opening motion picture departments; as for instance
the Toronto Conservatory of Music
(Canada) which is a direct result of the
demands made at the convention.
The New York Chamber of Commerce
of Exhibitors is instituting a music department for the interrelation of the exhibitors and music. Mr. William Brandt's
letter in this issue is highly interesting,
in this connection.
The first of the matters between exhibitors and the musician's union of
official character is now up between President Joseph Weber and your temporary
chairman, the undersigned. The quesis involved
Andrew Cobe's
(See tionletter
from inLawrence,
Mass., request
in this
issue).
MEMBERSHIP
The membership is coming along nicely
— many applications arriving every day,
but the real drive will not come until the
executive beard is completed and functioning. . . . Send your application
right away.
Charles D. Isaacson,
Chairman Pro Tern
Temporary Headquarters, . .
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
influences of each city were in the body, and
that the same general ambitions of the Floridians applies to the music club women of every
state in the Union.
Why was I summoned to Tampa, to travel
fifteen hundred miles down and fifteen hundred
miles back, and to stay there just for one day?
Because the women wanted to know about
the very things we have been discussing in these
columns, and which I have been doing in my
New York Globe concerts of education.
Theyhadsetmeaside
entire
day delegates,
for these in
ideas.'
They
tell anthem
to the
the
convention assembled. Thev carried me over to
Dues are to
advfnc^'Wa

APPLICATION
'

vfduals r m$10

Clubs

ASSOCIATION

the high school where the youth of the city an
the educational authorities listened. They arranged a luncheon, and they had the Mayor,
Charles Brown, present to hear, along with th
important business men and heads of the Chamber of Commerce.
Then at a reception where
the leading members of the fair sex came t
hear, and then a banquet for others, and then
big public meeting. And always the same di
cussion — the matter we have carried forward i
these columns.
I toid them at>out the need for utilizing eve
kind of agency which is spreading good music —
and what other force is comparable to the m
tiori picture theater? That there is somethi
more in music than just sounds — pictures 1
every composition, and in every composition
aid for the bettering of pictures — chiefly I impressed upon the women that their duty lies in
getting out and supporting the efforts for music and acting as missionaries for the art.
But it is not of what I have said, that this
brief article is written. // is what the iL'omen
did! They fell right in line! They proved the
most eager, enthusiastic, ardent supporters that
I have seen. The Tampa delegation being at
home were in the best position to show the stuff
or which they were made. They had their Mayor
and their business men on hand, and they immediately started an effort which will stimulate
musical interest in their city as it has never bee
aroused before ! Mrs. McKay headed it off.
She was backed by Mrs. J. C. Shaddiclc, the
chorale director (and also the husband of Mrs.
Shaddick, himself a singer and teacher of music). Mrs. McKay was also supported by her
husband, one of the leading business men of the
South. Then there was Mrs. Jackson and many
others. The newspapers were interested . . .
and the thing I want to impress very strongly
is this :
IF THE MOTION PICTURE MEN OF
TAMPA ARE ALIVE AT ALL (AND I
KNOW THEY ARE AMONG THE LIVEST
IN THE SOUTH), THEY WILL BE AT
{Continued on page 2498)
FOR
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ACCEPTED
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PICTURE-MUSICAL

INTERESTS

rs City
Headquarte
t7o ns F a°nd
companies.
Suite 400,Temporary
729 7th Ave.,
New York
Gentlemen:
I
Address
desire to apply for membership in this association.
Class
CLASSES— A. — Those of the motion
picture industry seeking to
broaden their appeal through music.
B. — Those of the music industry and musical profession
seeking to widen their scope through the film.
C. — Those seeking to give the public a greater opportunity
to hear good music.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS
The Passionate Pilgrim —
This picture was only mediocre and it
brought forth only fair box office receipts. (East.)
• Fair picture. Fair business. Fair performance throughout. (Middle West.)
Found this picture highly entertaining
and we had very big business during its
run. (West.)
Forbidden Fruit —
Picture up to the usual De Mille standard as to photography and settings but
story seemed to be somewhat improbable.
Played to average business for a week.
; (Middle West.)
| TheNotKentuckians
a remarkable— picture in any way
and played to only average business.
, (Middle West.)

ON

Big
FROM

O'Malley
— has done
One of of
the the
bestMounted
Bill Hart
and pleased the Hart fans. (West.)
Heliotrope
— which is above the avA production
erage, and a good box-office attraction.
(Middle West.)
The Testing Block —
Hart has gone back. Box office value
of name nil. Good production, but not
a sensation. (Middle West.)
FIRST NATIONAL
Peaceful Valley —
The usual type of Charles Ray picture,
which drew well. (Middle West.)
The Old Swimmin' Hole —
A very good Charles Ray picture, but
failed to please majority. Played to exceptionally poor business for seven days
(Middle West.)

N

E

IV

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

Say

RUN

THEATERS
The Plaything of Broadway—
Pretty poor stuff. Justine doesn't live
Extravagance
—
up to nub-dub
expectations, after all the pressprogram topicture
with nothing
out of agent
theA ordinary
recommend
it. (East.)
about her. (East.)
The Outside Woman —
Just
as silly as
is possible
Worse —than " Madam Peacock." Busi- for suchabout
Billions
a picture to be.it Took
it
nessmainsjustloyal,
fair.
Nazimova's
following
rea
ter
a
three
day
run, and am sorry offI
to a certain extent. (East.)
played it at all. (East.) y
The Greater Claim —
OutDrew
of the Chorus—
Good picture and drew fine. (East.)
pleasi(East.)
ng attendance with averagea results.
Are All Men Alike —
associatedTroducers
aboueappeal.
fair with(East.)
only fair business.
NotJustmuch
The Small Town Idol—
Sennett has
us one of
best
The Price of Redemption —
comedies of thegiven
year in this pictuthe
re and
This is a big picture, from a spectacular point of but
viewit and
Lytell's work
satisfactory,
is decidedly
Craggyis finish. Broke house records first week
fin
'aufh
ss from start to
and
has
little
to
hold
on
the
spectator's
for 'la 3secon
d '"g
week. succe(Midd
interest. Business was fair. (East.)
le West
For?
sta*
her«
^nd
we
are
hoWing) it
Fairl
y with
good it.
pictur
e,
but
busin
ess
(West.) we had poor
UNITED ARTISTS

W hat's Worth While—
This is a splendid feature picture and
TheFairbanks
Nut- has slipped in this picture.
good box office attraction. We did big TheGreatKidpicture. Third week and still It is much poorer than the " Mark of
business for the week it played at our going big.
(West.)
Zorro
manydays,
patrons
cameof
house. (Middle West.)
to see "himandthewhile
first few
the rest
the
week's
business
was
poor.
(East.)
Mamma's Affair —
Chickens —
Played to a capacity house the entire
Went over big. Some adverse critiNot as good as previous McLean-May week,
but
it
would
not
be
cism to the effect that it was not up to
productions
and the
feminine
half "Stillof the credit to the picture alone,fairastoit give
was
this
combination
was " sadly
missed.
run in conjunction with a week's musical star's standard. Receipts fine. (East.)
the picture was good and drew well. festival,
featuring works of local comFine ness.
picture
(East.)
(West.) which brought good busiposers. (Middle West.)
Straight Is the Way —
Wives —
Brought big business. Pleased my
Above average of crook pictures with Scrambled
Better than recent Clark pictures. Fair patrons and was a drawing-card. (West.)
I some excellent comedy in it but did not business.
(Middle
West.)
; seem to pull very well. (Middle West.)
Lore
Light — from the usual Pickford
A departure
Man, Woman, Marriage —
I The Easy Road —
very well despite the fact that picture. Miss Pickford displays that she
Our patrons seemed to like this one, it Drew
is fitted for emotional as well as comedy
was the week before Easter. (East.) roles.
which played to excellent business for
Good film, and an excellent box
one week. (Middle West.)
office feature. (Middle West.)
GOLDWYN
Thomas Meighan draws no matter
PAT HE
what sort of picture, or role he has. Hold Your Horses —
This production an excellent one, and
Great! Played this with a special St.
played to excellent business. (East.)
Patrick's
Day program and cleaned up. TheOneKillerMoore
of the best Westerns I've ever
(East.) is immense in roles of this sort played.
The Jucklins —
grossback.
surpassed
anything forFirst
fifteenday's
weeks
My audiWorthy of even better attendance but
ences demand(East.)
Westerns, and they went
receipts were very pleasing. (East.)
The Song of the Soul —
after this!
Receipts pleasing on this one. (East.)
The Price of Possession —
Does not A come
up to allEthel
Law —
Had ture.veryVery good
business with
standard.
fair house
week,Clayton's
but an HisA Own
fineness.picture,
but did only fair busientertaining.
(West.)this picunsatisfactory picture. (Middle West.)
(Middle West.)
To Please One Woman —
Now
Never
l— — ~ that went over very
Devi
The or
Men —
comedy
Nothing exceptional either about the Godless
Comfortable business, which is better bigSplendid
at West.)
two simultaneous rrst runs. (Middle
production or results from playing it.
than expected Holy Week. Picture has
(Middle West.)
great possibilities as a drawing card
under normal times. (Middle West.)
UNIVERSAL
The Frontier of the Stars —
This is rather an average picture. It
started with big business but this de- Roads of Destiny —
Colorado —The title attracted many who
creased towards the end of the week.
Pauline Frederick is not up to her likeGood.
that kind of picture. (East.)
(West.)
usual standard in this production and it
Average
picture. Business about as
can't
even X."
begin to be compared with usual. (West.)
The Witching Hour —
" Madame
Draggy, disconnected — somebody always going somewhere after something.
North aWind's
Shame to waste the talents of a star of ThePlayed
the Law —
capacityMalice—
house for a week, Outside
Created auntouched
record forina this
two section.
weeks' runA
Elliot
Dexter's
calibre
in such
stuff
as principallytobecause
of the fact that Vera heretofore
this.
Cast
only
fair
—
Mary
Alden
superb,
Gordon, who is featured in the picture, picture you can go the limit on in exas usual! (East.)
played in vaudeville here the same week,
and the picture will bear you
which resulted in some effective adver- out in theploitation— good
things you say about it.
tising.
(Middle
West.)
(East.)
Brewster's Millions —
Fair picture to fair business. (East.)
A splendid picture with thrilling plot,
Honest Hutch —
A great box office attraction. The which confirmed Priscilla Dean as a faThe Ghost in the Garret —
our patrons. Did splendid
picture offers a large field in exploita- businessvoriteforwith week.
Fair business; fair picture. (East.)
(Middle West.)
tion. (Middle West.)
Beau Revel —
—
A splendid Dicture, well made, well Earthbound
Tights—
Gladys
Walton is gaining a following
An exceptionally fine picture, beauti- Pink
acted, beautifully staged, but for some
fully
made,
but a poor drawing card. among the admirers of " flapper stuff "
reason
or
other
it
didn't
pull
them
in
subject is hardly movie material and and this picture, while it isn't a knockand business was only average. (East.) The
it failed to appeal. (East.)
Idols of Clay —
METRO
REALART
Perhaps
I'm— but
wrongmy— this
may agreed
be a
great
picture
patrons
The
Little
Foolwith me that it was the reverse. ConFurnace
Very good. The nlcture follows the ThePlayed
to a— good house for a week.
sider it an average program picture, but story
well and it holds an audience as The picture offers an unusual field for
by no means worthy of the featuring only
a Jack London story can. (East.) unique exploitation. (Middle West.)
it has had. (East.)

Dotvn
Homent— very well
Manageme
satisfied with
selznTck
(EasT
°"
th'S
PktUre for week ™.
)
Broadway and Home
Better than previous O'Brien pictures
People seemed satisfied if not over enthusiastic. (Middle West.)
World's Apart —
a fair
e which attracted only
fairJustbusin
Tox
ess.pictur
(East.)
The Road Demon —
Tom Mix always a favorite here. Business good. Picture fair. (East.)
The Cheater Reformed —
Played
Week to the usual bad
business. Holy
Not a good picture
and no one
praised it. (Middl
e West.)
EQUITY
Uninteresting story with Clara Kimball
Young as the bright spot. Business only
Hush
Just—(E
an average
fair.
picture.
as
About usual*
(West.)
t.)
busines
s.
roberTtson-cole
TheThisStealers
is a —good picture, but is too
much
of
" steal " on " The Miracle
Man, anda follows
too closely on the
latter's heels. Consequently it fails
thrill very
much
and
box office re-to
ceipts were only fair. the
(East.)
Fair houses this week. Second run.
Kismet
(East.) —
vitagraph
TheGood
Whisper
little Market
picture, — star well cast.
(East.)
STATE RIGHTS
Mid-Channel
Only a fair— picture, but played to a
ffood
house all week, helped along by a
live comedv.
The shown
Punch theof same
the Irish,"
which
luckily "was
week
dle West.)
in which
St. Patrick's Day came. (MidHad packed
houses with this picture.
Audiences
Isobel
— were very much pleased with
it. (West.)
TheA picture
Parish Priest—
that pleases
a certain element of every audience. Poor run on
account of Holy Week. (East.)
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Novelty
for " She Brown
Couldn'tofHelp
It" useddisplay
by Manager
the
Broadway theatre, Los Angeles, based
on Bebe Daniel's recent arrest for
speeding

"THE

ROD

IN

LOVE
SPECIAL"
An Excursion to Joyland for his admirers is provided by Wallace
Reid inneerhispushinglatesta railroad
screen success.
the dynamic
an engithrough aSeemountain
He hasstar noat time
for
pink
teas,
but
when
the
daughter
of
his
boss
breezes
into
SHE SOON LEARNS WHO IS HER ENGINEER! It s a camp
nonstop story with the kind of punch that only Reid can deliver. It
speeds through your blood a mile a minute.
EASTER GREETINGS! GOOD MUSIC! DELIGHTFUL SURPRISE!
STEVENS, nccr. GERALDINE AN
v)pn»c,KELLER
THE
lltflwv
ADVENTURES
BOB AND,*OENBILLSTEWART
in T-.1 :on«r,
GUSTAVE
BUTTERFLY
PICTORIAL.OFSYMPHONY
MISS
•40dBUTTERFLY
nd Turp
MISS tcaiurtv
EMMAGRANDHARRIET
OSGOODORCHESTRA
' - Butt rfl, crcheii/i ia cells

Seven inch, five column display
on Milwaukee
"The Love Special1
theatre,
NextGish.
Week— " Oh, Jo,"— Dorothy Mark-Strand Theatre —
Overture — " Cavalleria Rusticana,"
by Strand Symphony Orchestra. "Siciliana," sung by August Periesse, tenor.
Current Events — Strand Topical
Review.
Prologue — Scene in Constantine's
Court in the days of Bacchanalian revels. It mirrors the
period when Woman, who
dragged before the sinister
master, refused to obey his
commands and is threatened
with brutal flogging. Her faith
in her Creator remains undaunted. Her spiritual height
astounds them, and when
lightning, thunder and rain
overwhelms the earth, they
waken to a sense of righteousness. Superwoman has accomplished the supernatural, becomes triumphant, and a symbol of Faith for Humanity.
Feature — Man-Woman-Marriage
— Dorothy Phillips.
Organ
Solo — M.
" Cortege
Nuptial,"
Frederick
Smith and
Herbert Sisson, organists.
Next Week —
Criterion Theatre —
Scenic — "banBonnie
Kineto. Scotland " — UrVocal — " A Scotch Idyll," sung by
Betty Andersen, soprano, and
Fred Jagel, tenor, assisted by
Criterion Double Quartette.
Feature — Sentimental Tommy —
Paramount.
Special
— "In
the Moonbeams,"
with
Vera
Myers
and Paul Oscard,
assisted by Criterion Ensemble.
Scenic — Butterflies — Prizma.
Comedy — Checkmated — Hurd Cartoon.
Moss Broadway Theatre —
Feature — The Faith Healer.
Keith Vaudeville.
Lvric Theatre —
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, in its fifth week.

2

ND

CORRESPONDENTS

Jrtit L La*kf Pre*«nU
WALLACE

News

Theatres

CITY

Capitol Theatre —
Overture — " Les Preludes" — by
Capitol Grand Orchestra.
Novelty — Woodlawn Fantasy, presented by Mile. Gambarelli,
Talia Zanou, Doris Niles and
Leon Leonidow. Music by B.
Kilenyi, Capitol Grand Orchestra.
Scenic — Voices of the Sea — Bruce
Nature Study.
Special — East Invocation, (a) Kammenoi-Ostrow ; (b) Prayer
from Cavalleria Rusticana.
Miss Elizabeth Ayres, Soloist.
Current Events— Capitol News.
Prologue — Erik Bye.
of Destiny — PauFeature— Roads
line Frederick.
Next Week— The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — " Alessandro Stradella,"
by Rivoli Orchestra.
Current Events— Rivoli Pictorial.
Vocal—" I Hear You Calling Me,"
by Gladys Rice, soprano.
Feature— Ducks & Drakes— Bebe
Daniels.
Vocal—" O ! Paradis " from " L'Africaine,"
sung by George DuFranne, tenor.
Comedy — Moonshine — Mermaid.
of Nuns,"
Organ Solo—" Hymn
played by Prof., Firmin Swinnen.
Next Week— The City of Silent
Men — Thomas Meighan.
Rialto Theatre —
Poer
Overture — Symphonic
" Ideale," by Rialto Orchestra.
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
Vocal — " The King of the Vikings,"
by Greek Evans, baritone.
Feature — The Whistle — Wm. S.
Hart.
Vocal — " Gianina Mia," from " The
Firefly," sung by Mary Fabian,
soprano.
Comedy — Movie Mad — Christie.
Organ
Solo by
— " John
Fugue Priest.
in G Minor,"
played

Picture

LOS

by the Butterfly

ANGELES

Grauman's Theatre —
Overture — Madame Butterfly.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Organ — The Love Bird.
Novelty
Pathe.— Topics of the Day —
Over the Jumps — Pathe NovaSuchgraph.
Is Life in New York — Hy
Mayer
Pathe.
Scenic
— In Travelaughs
the Shadow — of
Mount
Blanc.
Special — Musical act with twelve
people
bers. presenting original numFeature — laceThe
Reid. Love Special — WalNext Week — The Dollar a Year
Man.
Clune's Broadway Theatre —
Current Events — From Kinograms
and Selznick News.
Novelty — Urban's Movie Chats.
Comedy
ley. — Hubby, Behave.
Feature — The Snob — Wanda Hawway.
Next Week — Playthings of BroadAlhambra Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International
Comedy — Rye and Dry — Federated.
Cartoon — Unseen Faces — Mutt and

Given with an atmospheric prologue presented in a Chinese
stage setting with six people in
a dancing act featured.
Comedy — My Goodness — Sennett.
Next Week — The Mistress of Shenstone.
Tally's Events
Theatre
—
Current
— Kinograms.
Novelty — Movie Chats.
Special — Solo by local boy violinist.
Bert— LytelL
Feature
Message from Mars —
Miller's
TheatreThird week
of The Nut.
Mission Theatre —
Fourth week of The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.
Ki Fourth
ne in a week
Theatre
— Kid.
of The
Current
Superba Events
Theatre — International
News.
Comedy — Stuffed Lions — Century.
Vocal
— " Pal
Tenor
solo. of My Dreams."
Feature— All Dolled Up— Gladvs
Walton.
Ambassador Theatre —
Special — Thrills.
Special Kinograms reel.
Special
— Presentation
a one-act
play. of The Claw,
Balletket!.
— Dancing act by Lina BasFeature — Scrambled Wives — Marguerite Clark.
SAN

Strand Theatre —
Orchestra — Sleepy Head and other
popular
ated.— Hisselections.
Comedy
Dizzy Day — FederCurrent Events — Kinograms.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff — Fox.
Special — Bobbie Lehmann, " A
pocket Edition of Julian Eltinge " in an original number.
Feature — Blind Wives — Fox.
Next Week— The Nut.
mum
DAULINE

Feature — Unseen
Faces — Sydney
Franklin.
Next Jeff.
Week — The First Born.
Current
EventsTheatre
— Fox —News.
Symphony
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff — Fox.
Feature — The Forbidden Thing —
Allan Dwan.
California Theatre —
Overture — " The Mikado."
Current Events — Kinograms and
local pictures.
Organ — " I've Got the Blues for

Worlds —
of yTwoHome."
TaleKentuc
—Old
Feature
My
Goldwyn.

FRANCISCO

HO
ADVANCE
■H PRICES

FREDERICK
' JANE NOVAK
'idjouNBowres
0.HCNRY3
rAMOUT
ADS
</TORY

FRANK LLOYtT

DEsfnINY
IT'S YOUR

THEATER
mm:
This
"Roads
of
Destiny
"
display,
inches
by three theatre.
columns,Columbus,
wax used 0.ten
by
the Southern
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Immortal Gassic

C^Z'.:— JEAN^Peautu"
PAIGE ^-Ti- J
"Plack
Commencing
Tomorrow
Short
Black Beauty
used page
by display
the Newfor " Lyric
theatre,"
Minneapolis
California Theatre —
Current Events — From all releases.
Orchestra — Selections from " The
Mikado " and " Dream of Me."
Scenic — Clips.
Novelty — Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Feature — The Easy Road.
Special — Half hour fashion show
in conjunction with a local department store.
Next Week — The Witching Hour.
Imperial Theatre —
Current Events — From all releases.
Orchestra — " Cavalleria Rusticana "
and " Make Believe."
Scenic — The Message of the Flowers— Prizma.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit — Paramount.
Prologue — Elaborate Cinderella
tableau presented with large
cast of local characters.
Next Week — The same bill.
Tivoli Theatre —
Overture — Robespierre.
Instrumental — Ave Maria.
Rendered as violin, harp and
organ trio.
Vocal — Special selections by Tivoli
trio.
Scenic — Tale of the Fur — Educational.
Feature — Passion — First National.
Next Week— 19 and Phyllis.
Rialto Theatre —
Current Events — From all releases.
Cartoon — Gump's release.
Comedy — Sweethearts.
Special — Lola Stantonne and Syncopated Pierettes interpreting
jazz numbers.
Feature— The Sin That Was His—
William Faversham.
Next Week — The Greatest Love.
Frolic Theatre —
Second week of " Outside the Law."
Next Week— All Dolled Up.
SEATTLE
Clemmer Theatre —
Overture — Second Hungarian
Rhapsody.
Comedy — Kickaroo.
Current Events ■— International
News.
Feature — All Dolled Up— Gladys
Walton.
Next Week — The Saphead.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — "A Dream Melody" and
" The Teacup Girl."
Current Events — Kinograms — Educational.

Comedy — A Ladies' Pet.
Feature
— The Passionate Pilgrim —
Paramount.
Next Week — Blind Wives.
Winter Garden Theatre —
Orchestra
Me. — Then You'll Remember
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Scenic — If — Prizma.
Comedy — Love Lessons.
Current Events — Fox News.
Feature — East Lynne — Hodkinson.
Next Week — The First Born.
Liberty
Theatre
—
Current Events
— From
all releases.
Comedy
— Edgar's Country Cousin
— Goldwyn.
Scenic — Sultans of the Sea.
Feature
— The Ray.
Old Swimmin' Hole
— Charles
Coming — Bunty Pulls the String.
DENVER
America Theatre —
Current Events — International
News.
Comedy — The Impostor — Pathe.
Feature — Scrambled Wives — Marguerite Clark.
Next Week — A Tale of Two
Worlds.

singing, " In the Trail of the
Lonesome
Topical
Events. Pine."
Organ Solo — Mendelssohn's
"ford.
Spring Song," by Jesse CrawLiterary Digest.
Specialty — The Birth of Spring.
Feature — Beau Revel.
Comedy — High and Dry.
Coming Feature — Charles Ray in
" The Old Swimmin' Hole."
Woodlawn Theatre —
Woodlawn Grand Organ — "The
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
Love Bird."
Woodlawn
Comedy Playlet — Sellow Romans.
Overture — " Maritana."
Feature — " The Inside of the Cup."
Intermission — " Becky from BabyComing Feature — Alice Joyce in
Her Lord and Master.
Pantheon Theatre —
Overture — Symphonic Poem, "SinCartoon — Tropics.
Pantheon Topics of the Day.
ylon."
ltdia
."
SpeciaSenor
—Zanto.
" Because," sung by
lan
Comedy — Sweetheart Days.
Prologue.
Feature — The Inside of the Cup.

Topical Events.
Specialty — Mr. Walter Pontius
singing " Siciliana," from
" Cavalleria Rusticana."
Feature — .The Easy road.
Comedy — You'll Be Surprised.
BALTIMORE

Overture
— "Symphony
Poet and Orchestra,
Peasant,"
Rivoli
Rivoli
— Saverio
Felice
Iula conducting.
Current Events — Rivoli News of
the World.
Special — Marye Stuart Edwards,
Ray.
coloratura
soprano, " The
Kiss," — L. Arditi.
Feature — 19 and Phyllis — Charles
Comedy
— Now or Never — Harold
Lloyd.
Rivoli Grand Opera — Paul C. Bailey
and John Eltermann.
Next Week — Passion — Pola Negri.
Overture
ing. — Lucia di Lammermoor
selections, New Symphony Orchestra, E. V. Cupero, conduct— Events — Pathe News and
Current
NewReview.
Special — Carl Bohm prologue — H.
A. Boehme, organist.
nett.— Silk Hosiery — Enid BenFeature
Comedy — Moonshine — Electric.
Parkway
Overture ——Easter Chimes.
Current Events — Parkway Special
News.
Feature
— The Ghost
— Dorothy
Gish. in the Garrett
Comedy — Special.
Day.
Overture
Hits. — Classic and Popular
Wizard —
Current Events — Topics of the
Special — Paramount Cartoons.
Feature — Forbidden Fruit — Cecil

Half page on "The Faith Healer" by the Majestic theatre, Columbus, 0
Rialto Theatre —
Orchestra — "Answer " — Sunshine.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Comedy — Torchy Turns Cupid —
Educational.
Feature
— The Gilded Lily — Mae
Murray.
NextMan.
Week — The Dollar ' a Year
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — "The Chocolate SoldCurrent Events — Fox News.
Cartoon — The Crazy Idea — Mutt
and Jeff.
VocalRendered
—ier."
M'Apparias " a from
tenor"Martha."
solo by
Harry Harper.
Comedy — Verse and Worse — Fox.
Feature — The Nut — Douglas Fairbanks.
Next Week — Hush.

Specialty — Violin Solo, " Valse,"
by Harry K. Dilman.
Coming Feature — The Little Fool.
Barbee's Loop Theatre —
Overture —Digest.
" Sextette from Lucia."
Literary
Specialty — The Monarch Quartette
Prologue.
singing " My Home Town."
Feature — The Hidden Light.
Comedy — Beat It.
Coming Feature — The Devil, featuring George Arliss.

De Mille's.
Overture
— Popular Hits and
Classics.
Strand —
Feature
— All
Souls' Eve — Mary
Miles
Minter.
PITTSBURGH
Blackstone
Overture
— My— Soldier Boy.
Current Events — Pathe News.

Randolph
Theatre —
Organ
Selections.,
Feature — Forbidden Fruit.
Comedy- — Movie Mad.
Coming Feature — The Love Special,
featuring Wallace Reid.
Ziegfeld music
Theatre
Incidental
by —orchestra.
Pathe
Weekly.Topics of the Day.

Feature — Douglas Fairbanks in The
Nut — 2nd week.
Comedy — Make it Snappy.
Coming Feature — East Lynne.
Tivoli Theatre —
Central Park Theatre —
Overture
—
"Mile.
Modiste,"
by
Victor Herbert.
Overture — " Poet and Peasant."
Scenic — Something to Worry
Scenic.
About.
Specialty — "The Bubble Song,"
Specialty — Bert Bingham, soloist,
from " High Jinks."
CHICAGO

for " Scrambled
Wives "
byQuarter
the page
Knickerbocker
and Orpheum
theatres, Cleveland, 0.
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Novelty — Falling Waters.
Feature — Ducks and Drakes.
Comedy — Fellow
Romans — Snub
Pollard.
Next Week — Love Special.
Olympic —
Overture — Symphony Orchestra.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Feature — The Gilded Lily.
Comedy — Mack Sennet.
Next Week — The Witching Hour.
Loew's Lyceum —
Current Events — Loew's News
Weekly.
Overture — Greater Claim.
Comedy — Adam and Eve.
Next Week — The Lure of Youth.
Current Events — Grand News
Weekly.

Strand
Current — Events — Pathe 25.
Comedy — Torchy's Knighthood —
Johnny Hines.
Feature — Frontier of the Stars.
Next Week — The Devil's Garden.

Km
PARK

^S

MALL

GiftsCurrent Events — Fox 28.
Christie Comedy.
Feature — The Furnace.
Next Week— The Man Who Had
Everything.
Palace
Current — Events — Kinograms.
Literary Digest.
Feature — Chickens.
Next Week — Worlds Apart.
CLEVELAND

by Loews' theatres, Cleveland, 0.
State — — " Southern Melodies."
Overture
Theme — Selections from "Linger Next
Week — Bebe
Daniels in
"
Ducks
and
Drakes."
Longer
Letty."
Current
Events — Pathe
News —
Day.
Pathe Review — Topics of the Overture — Special organ solo.
Euclid —
Theme — " All for You."
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in " A Current
Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — His Naughty Night, with
Crazy
Idea."
Scenic — A Dog's Life.
Monty Banks.
Musical Specialty — " Sweetheart Feature — To Please One Woman.
Will You Remember Me " Next Week — Chickens, featuring
from " Maytime," sung as a
Douglas MacLean.
duet by soprano and baritone
with special summertime stage
Metropolitan
— entitled "Melody
setting, arranged by Manager Overture
— Novelty
George Dumont.
—Flowers."
Popular selections from
Feature — Douglas Fairbanks in Theme
of
" Sally."
"The Nut."
Current Events — Selznick News.
Stillman —
Comedv
— Now or Never — Harold
Lloyd.
Overture
Suppe.— " Picque D'Ame " by Feature — The Man Who Had
Theme — "Dear Land of Romance" ;
— Jack Pickford.
" Heriod " ; and waltz from NextEverything
Week — Katherine McDonald
" Maytime."
One of the New Garrick theatre, Minin " Trust Your Wife."
neapolis, displays on the current weeks Current Events — Kinograms — Literary Digest.
feature " Kazan "
Comedy
— Just in Time — Chester Overture
" Apple Blossoms."
Comedy.
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Strand —— The
Theme—"
Love Nest " from
" Mary."
Feature — The Faith Healer.
Feature
—
What
Every
Woman
Comedy — Bungalow Troubles.
Knows.
Current Events — Ford Weekly.
Next
Week — Man- Woman-Mar- Next Week — What Every Woman
Comedy — Harold Lloyd in " Now
riage.
Knows, continued.
Minerva —
Jac
Featur
Feature — Madonnas and Men.
er.k" Pickford in " The
ore —NevWho
Had Everything."
Overture
" La Neviniana,"
solo by NextMan
ParkComedy— Haunted House.
Week — Katherine
McDonald
Miss — Helen
Cannon.
Liberty —
in
"Trust
Your
Wife."
You're You,"
Current Events — International Theme — " Because
Knickerbocker —
fjom " The Red Mill."
News.
Overture— " The Girl Behind the
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — Lying Lips.
Theme — " Sauntering Along with
Week — Man- Woman-MarNext
Susan " and " I'll Be With You
riage.
in Apple
Current
EventsBlossom
— FoxTime."
News —
Savoy —
Currents Events — International
Prizma — Urban Movie Chats —
News.
Movie
Gun." Snap Shots.
Comedy— The Jockey.
Feature — Scrambled
Wives —
Feature — Lying Lips.
Marguerite Clark.
Next Week — The Inner Voice, with
Regent —
E. K. Lincoln and Agnes
Current Events — Kinograms.
Novelty— Pictorial Review.
Ayres.
Feature — Faith Healer.
Next Week — Inside the Cup
ATLANTA
Cameraphone —
Current Events — Selznick News.
Feature — The Devil.
Comedy— Waffles and Wallops.
Howard
Overture —— " William Tell." PreNext Week — Ducks and Drakes.
sented in four scenes — " Dawn
—
Theatre
Sam S. Shubert
on the Swiss Alps," " The
Fourteenth week of " Way Down
Storm," " Sunset " and "The
on "The Nut" used by the Branford
East."
theatre, Newark. In size the display is
Victory
Catalano
asApotheosis."
the English Louis
Horn
eleven inches by four columns
Soloist. Special stage and
CINCINNATI
electrical effects by Ralph De
Current Events — Pathe News —
Bruler.
WalnutTopics
of
the
'Day
—
Literary
Digest.
Howard News and Views — Edited
Overture — Popular airs.
by the Management.
Comedy — Bungalow Troubles, with
Current Events — Pathe 24.
Louise Fazenda — Sennett Harp Solo — Arthur Groccia, HowLiterary Digest 99.
Comedy.
ard Concert Harpist, playing
•Comedy— The Reckless Sex.
" A Paraphrase on Scotch
Feature — The Price of Possession,
Feature — Kazan.
with Ethel Clayton.
Next Week — Forbidden Fruit.

Picture

News

Feature — George Arliss in The
Devil.
Comedy
— Harold Lloyd in Now or
Never.
Criterion
Theatre
—
Overture — To
be selected.
Topics of the Day.
Pathe Review.
Comedy — Larry Semon, in a new
Vitagraph Comedy.
Feature — Marguerite Clarke in
Scrambled Wives — First National.
Overture — Rialto Orchestra.
Chester Screenic.
Rialto —
Comedy
— VerseComedy.
and Worse — Fox
Sunshine
Feature — Special Hampton Del
Ruth production, Skirts — Fox.
PHILADELPHIA
Stanley —— Pot Pourri Classic, arOverture
ranged by Sidney Lowenstein.
Soloists cello — Jas. Franzas,
Flute — J. Briglia, Horn — Americus Tomer, Bassoon — Proteri,
Harp — F. Cortese, Tuba — A.
Hirschberg, Cornet — Keneke,
— S.Lewin.
De Fulow, Xylophone
—Oboe
Peter
Stanley News — Pathe News.
Vocal selections — " Mayre Berne."
Organ
selections
"Japaneses
Sandman
" — — William
Klaise,
organist.
Scenic — Victory Mount Park.
Comedy — Scrappily Married.

Striking thirteen
" The inches
Dollar bya four
Tearcolumns,
Man *
display,
used by the Isis theatre. Omaha, in last
Sundhay's papers
Feature — The Love Special.
Next Week— The Devil.
Overture
" Sunset
Land " — Kawelo — ——Stanton
Orchestra.
Stanton
Topical Review — First presentation
from Pathe News, Fox News.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Vocal Recital — Ruth Lloyd Kinney,
contralto.
Comedy — Sweetheart Days.
Feature — Hush.
Next Week — Good References.
Feature — The Faith Healer.
Scenic — Burton
Holmes.
Arcadia
—
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — Just in Time.
Next Week — Same. .
Feature — The Kentuckians.
Victoria
Comedy — —Sweetheart days.

April
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Current Events — Select News.
Special — Annette Kellerman — Electric.
Next Week — Earthbound.
PalaceFeature—
O'Malley
of theNews.
Mounted.
Current Events
— Pathe
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Corned v — Moonshine.
Next \Yeek— The Gilded Lily.
Capitol——The Price of Possession.
Feature
Comedy — Man vs. Woman.
Short Subject — Screen Snapshots.
Next Week — Marriage of William
Ashe.
Regent —— Someone in the House.
Feature
Comedy — The Crazy Idea.
Scenic — Pathe Review.
Next Week — It's a Great Lie.
BROOKLYN
Mark-Strand Theatre —
Easter Overture —
Cantata of " Unfold Ye Portals "
(Gounod), sung by Mark
Strand ensemble of eight operatic voices.
Outdoor Film — Trapping the Bob
Cat.
Novelty
Interior" Melody
home setLore."
with host and
hostess entertaining guests.
Ladies' Quartette sings " Dear
Little Boy of Mine." Men's
Quartette offers "Annie
Laurie." Finale is " The Blue
Paradise " by Mark Strand ensemble.
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prologue to Feature — The Storm.
Shipwreck at sea depicted with
electrical effects revealing actual sinking of liner in a scenic
sea.
Feature Film — Lying Lips.
Walter Gross, Brooklyn bov piano
prodigy,
Concerto. playing Mendelssohn's
Comedy
— The from
Skippers'
Treasure
Garden,
Fontaine
Fox
Toonerville
Trolley cartoon
series.
Organ Solo — March from Wagner's
'and
Tannhauser."
Edwardoreanists.
Napier
John Hammond,
KANSAS

CITY

Newman Theatre —
Overture
— "Orchestra,
Carmen," Newman
Concert
Lee F.
Ferbstein, conductor.
Newman News and Views.
Organ Solo — " Palesteena," Gerald
F. Baker and Quentin Landwehr. organists.
Vocal Solo — Emanuel Liszt, basso
profundo.
Exit March — " Palesteena."
Feature — Elliott Dexter in The
Witching Hour.
Next Week— Not Guilty.
New Royal Theatre —
Overture
" BrokenOrchestra,
Moon," byLewis
the
New — Royal
M. Fornstein, conductor.
News — Screen Magazine.
Comedy — Moonshine.
Organ Solos — L. Flint and Mrs. H.
E. Bassford.
Vocal — " Broken Moon," sung by
Earl Nesbit, tenor, in connection with the overture.
Exit March — " Coral Sea."
Feature — Thomas Meighan in The
Easv Road.
Next ber.
Week— What's Worth While,

New Twelfth Street Theatre —
Overture
— Selections by Webb's
Orchestra.
Comedy — Mr. Fatima.
Vocal — " Ain't We Got Fun," sung
by Floyd
White, S.Lyric
tenor."
Feature
■— William
Hart
in
O'Malley of the Mounted.
Exit
Again aBlues."
Next March
Week —— "Home
The Dollar
Year
Man.
Liberty Theatre —
Overture
— "Force
of Symphony
Destiny"
(Verdi),
by Liberty
Orchestra, Frederick J. Curth,
director.
News — Pathe.
Comedy — Harold Lloyd in Now or
Never.
Organ Selections — Miss Susie Goff
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston.
Feature — Body and Soul.
NextTheWeek
Nut.— Douglas Fairbanks in
Doric Theatre —
Overture
"Easter Sandor
Chimes,"Kish,
by
Doric —Orchestra,
director.
News — International.
Comedy — Harold Lloyd in Now or
Never.
Organ selections— P. F. Stevens.
Feature — Blind Wives.
Next Week — County Fair.
ST. LOUIS
Missouri Theatre —
Overture
— " Creme de la Creme "■—
Tobani.
Missouri Views and News — Leading strips.
Presentation — Missouri Ballet and
Vocalists — Cast of 25.
Vocal Selections — Kol Nidre — Hebrew Songs.
Topics of the Day.
Paramount Magazine.
Feature
— The Gilded Lily — Mae
Murray.
Firemen Exhibition Drill in connection with fund campaign.
New Grand Central Theatre —
Overture Central
— " Spring
Song."
Grand
News
Reel from
leading weeklies.
Topics of the Day — Literary DiVocalgest.
— " Sympathy " — Newitt
andDuet
Furgeson.
Feature
—
The
Nut — Douglas Fairbanks.
Comedy — Snooky, the Monk in
Lady's Pets.
West End Lyric —
Sametral.
program as New Grand CenSilverman Orchestra.
William Fox Liberty —
Overture — Hochman Orchestra.
Fox News Weekly.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Vocal Selections — Duet.
Feature — Tom Mix in Hands Off.
Feature — Pearl White in Know
Your Men.
Comedy.
Strand
Feature —— East Lynne.
Shubert-Jefferson —
Feature — 'Way Down East.
BUFFALO
Shea's HippodromeOverture — " Beautiful
Galatea " —
Suppe.
Stage Setting — Special setting
staged by Oumansky, ballet
master of the Capitol theatre,
New York.

Dance Number — " An Easter Fantasy," by Mme. Jovita.
Feature ed— "—"W.O'Mallev
S. Hart.of the Mount-

WASHINGTON

Crandall s .Metropolitan —
Comedy
Tune— ""—Wedding
Sennett. Bells Out of Overture — " Der Freischutz."
Current Events — Pathe News —
Current
Topics of the Day.
view. Events — Hippodrome Re— Ready to Serve — Chester.
Next Week— "The Kid "—Charlie Comedy
Feature — 19 and Phyllis.
Chaplin.
Next Week — The Devil — AssociShea's Criterion —
ated Exhibitors.
Overture
— " The Evolution of
Broadway.
Loew's Columbia —
Prelude — Ave Maria.
Violin Solo — Catherine Stang.
.Murray.
Feature
— The Gilded Lily — Mae Current Events — Selznick News.
Overture— —The
" II Faith
Guarany."
Comedy — The Flivver Wedding.
Feature
Healer — Paramount.
Current
Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Next Week — The Faith Healer —
continued.
Next Week — What Every Woman
Knows
—
William
DeMille
proLoew's
Palace —
duction.
Overture — " Easter Fantasies."
Current
Events — Pathe
News —
Mark-Strand —
Topics of the Day.
Overture
—
"
Springtime."
Current
News. Events — Latest Pathe Comedy — The Slicker — Sunshine.
Feature — Brewster's Millions.
Next
Week — A Message from
Feature — Mamma's
stance Talmadge. Affair — ConMars — Metro.
Comedy — Torchy's Sunday CourtOverture — Creme de la Creme.
ship^— Johnny Hines.
Current Events — Fox News.
NextHole—
WeekCharles
— The Ray.
Old Swimmin' Cartoon
Rialto—
— Mutt and Jeff.
Feature — Black Beauty — Vitagraph.
Lying
Lips — :Florence
Vidor.Tell No
PalaceNextTales.
Week—
Dead Men
MINNEAPOLIS
The Hoodlum Mary Pickford.
Empire —
DETROIT
Overture—— Coronation March from
Adams
"ly.The Prophet."
Current Events — Free Press WeekPrologue, with Ruth Chase, soprano, and Lewis Vicary,
reader.
Feature — Man- Woman- Marriage.
Next Week— The Oath. z

New Lyric
Current
EventsTheatre
— New —Lyric Screen
Comedy
— The Dog Doctor — UniJournal.
versal.
Prologue
— (a) (b)
"Rise,
Sleep My
NoMore";'
"Songs
Mother Used to Sing," sung by
Coster and Clements.
Feature — Black Beauty — Jean'
Paige.

State Theatre —
Overture — " Pomp and Circumstance," by Pallma and His
Bank Supreme.
Current Events — State Digest.
Broadway Strand —
Scenic — Poor Butterfly — Prizma.
Overture
— " The Palms
" and
"Tannhauser,"
arranged
by Feature — The Charm School —
Wallace Reid.
Director Hutton for voice, organ and orchestra — Miss Ruth
Kellog Waite, soprano.
Overture
New Garr—ick" —Remembrances of
Educational — Rain Drops — Post
Liberati,"chestra
Nelson
and solo
his Orwith cornet
by
Nature.
Noveltv — Easter Pantomime Dance
George Swanson.
with egg and rabbit effect, by Weekly — Cinema Periodical, comMile. Philomene Rivard.
pilation of news events includCurrent
ing Pathe News.
News. Events — International
Comedv — Fontaine Fox's ToonerVocal — '.' One Fine Day " — Miss
NarrowvilleEscape.
Trolley, The Skipper's
Waite,
fects. with Japanese scenic ef- Scenic — Ghosts of Yesterday — Adventure Scenic.
Comedy — Ladies' Pets.
Orchestra Number — " Entry of the Feature
— James
OliverNovak.
Curwood's
Kazan
with Jane
Gladiators,"
with Roman scenic
effect.
Blue Mouse
—
Feature
— Roscoe
Arbuckle in
Feature — The Faith Healer.
Next Week — The Easy Road.
Brewster's Millions.
Comedy
— The Carter de Havens in
Spring.
Madison
—
Liszt.— " Second Rhapsody " —
Overture
Osophy.
Novelty — Luke McLuke's Film
Current Events — Pathe News.
Weekly — Blue Mouse News Events
Vocal — Emmons and Colvin.
comprised of local events and
Feature — The Mask.
International News.
Next Week — The Passion Flower.
Next Week- -Dorothy Gish in The
Ghost in the Garret.
Overture
—
"
William
Tell."
—
Current
— Pathe News.
MajesticEvents
ST. PAUL
VocalWonderful
— Marion Mills,
"A
Thing singing
Has Come
Comedy
HighLife."
and Dry.
Into— My
Vocal — Jackson Murray.
Prologue — A Storm at Sea.
Feature — Brewster's Millions.
Next Week — Prisoners of Love.

Overture
" Selections
of Italian
Capitol —Theatre
—
Airs," by Capitol Symphony
Orchestra.
Current Events — Capitol Digest.
Scenic — Toonerville — Prizma.

(Top) Lobby display for "Kismet" by H. S. Meyers, manager of the Palace theatre, Hamilton. O.
"Kismet"' prologue staged by Manager Meyers

(Bottom) Stage setting for an original
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This cut shows a view of the prologue number "Clay" which S. Barrett McCormick, Managing Director of the Ambassador
Theatre, Los Angeles, staged for " Passion."
Story appears below.
Rouda

Novel
" Passion "
Prologue
Los Angeles Showman Stages High Class
Presentation Feature
McCORMICK'Snt inT entation
BARR
l pres
itiaET
effort incide
to
• his affiliation with the Sol LesserGore Brothers interests in Los Angeles,
was marked by his use of contortionable
masques in which the six characters
t in his prologue to " Passion "
parsed.
taking
e dres
wer
S

With his extreme originality and strong
leaning toward the fantastic, Mr. McCormick devised a prologue that took for its
theme a quatrain by Omar :
" With Earth's first clay They did the Last
Man's Knead,
then of the last Harvest Sow'd
Seed:
theAnd
Yes, the first morning of Creation wrote
What the Last Dawn of Reckoning
Shall Read."
Consequently, Mr. McCormick took for
the theme and title of his prologue
" Clay," and proceeded through a series of
dances which were staged under the personal direction of Marion Morgan, to
show how the basic human instincts are
controlled by Passion — which is virtually
the story of Du Barry.
The stage set depicted the " forest of
Life " with the settings done in rather
vivid colors — the trees bright and weird
and set against a pitch black background.
The stage floor was black as was the ceiling giving the effect of interminable space.
Three women representing the Three
Virtues, and three men portraying " The
Golden Lure," " Lust," and " Destruction," formed his cast.
The Three Virtues danced first into the
scene. Then entered " The Golden
Lure," to whom the Virtues paid heed ;
then Lust and Destruction.
In fear, the

Virtues attempt to draw away ; but the
Lure, Lust and Destruction pursue them.
During this dance, the castle set against
the rear drop begins to quiver and
crumble while the orchestra scores cues in
the drums of Destruction. As the castle
walls fall apart, the Scarlet Spirit of Passion is revealed rising from the works of
Clay. The prelude closes with the symbols of Sin dragging the Virtues to the
Altar of Passion.
Mr. McCormick's prologue is by far the
most vivid and striking yet conceived for
" Passion," and the fact that he introduced
the contortionable masques adds extra interest to his enterprise.
The cut appearing above shows the
stage setting with the prologue characters
and two closeup views of players illustiating the contortionable masques.

Rich Girl, Poor Girl"

Brings Scottish Atmosphere to the Merrill
A very Scottish atmosphere was
brought to Ascher's Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, for the week's showing of
" Bunty Pulls the Strings," by H. M.
Rouda, manager of the theatre.
Patrons began to feel the Scotch atmosphere immediately upon entering the
lobby of the theatre, for the cashiers were
dressed in Highland costumes, the lobby
mats were all covered with Scotch plaids
and the lobby itself decorated with thistles
and heather. The door-man was clad in
kilts, and lassies in plaid and tartan ushered the patrons to their seats.
Mr. Rouda engaged a soloist and a bagpiper for the booking of " Bunty Pulls
the Strings " and clad them both in Scotch
costumes. Many of .the old standard
Scotch songs, such as " Loch Lomond,"
" Annie Laurie," " Scots Wha Hae,"
'* Three Draps o' Brandy," Harry Lauder's "Wee Doch and Doris," etc., were
Ming or played on the pipes. *

lobby display used fo r the recent showing of this picture at the
Superba theatre Los Angeles
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Goldbe
Unusually Original

Makes
and Complete

Staged at
AS soon as he had signed contracts
booking " The Devil," Harry Goldberg, Managing Director of the
Sun, Moon and Muse Theatres, Omaha,
announced that he was going to make
Omaha " Sit Up." He did. The details
of that two weeks' exploitation campaign
would make a fair-sized volume ; here are
the outstanding features:
Mr. Goldberg's enthusiastic lieutenants
in the enterprize. were his publicity director, N. N. Freudenfeld, and his assistant,
Ralph Goldberg, the managing director's
younger
brother.
" The forDevil
" was
booked at the
Sun Theatre
the week
of
March 13. The main idea for advance
work was to give the citizens of Omaha
a free foretaste of their own theatre Devil
every day for two weeks prior to the opening, showing His Satanic Majesty doing
" stunts " in the streets and other public
places, the same to be duly announced in
newspaper display advertising. Here are
some sample announcements printed in
The World-Herald and The Bee :
" To-morrow, Thursday, at 12 o'clock,
Noon, ' The Devil ' will climb the Woodmen of the World Building — Watch to-

Up"
'em"Sit
Exploitation Campaign

Omaha
morrow's papers for other devilish tricks
that the Devil will do."
" ' The Devil ' will perform another
thrilling feat to-morrow, Friday, at 1:15,
at the Nebraska Clothing Company. This
is the Devilish feat — tied hand and foot,
suspended in midair (upside down) ' The
Devil ' will release himself and climb the
rope to the top of the building. — Saturday,
at 1 o'clock ' The Devil ' will make the
red." Devil ' will even make the Sun
Sun The
red. Nothing is beyond his power.

"The
for
was relieved
of his hat,Devil"
gloves and cloak
by the butler, and introduced himself as
" one that lurks in your home and in your
neighbors' homes, ever whispering in your
ears
evil deeds."
As he
writesevilin thoughts
the book and
he continues
in similar
vein. A spotlight concentrates upon him.
Finally, as he talks he is enveloped in
flames.
saying: He disappears in the flames,
" My friends, I warn you again — look
out for the Devil — for he may be here
This you
was tonight."
the finishing touch of two
among
weeks intensive preparation for the raising
of the Sun Theatre on " The Devil " picture.

Saturday
1 p. m.,at 'The
The Sun
Devil
' will
again
thrill atthousands
Theatre.
Saturday night at dusk ' The Devil ' will
leave by aeroplane from the Ak-Sar-Ben
field and fly . over the roof of the Sun.
' The Devil ' will throw from the plane
spectacular fireworks. He will christen
the Sun with his fiery rays."
" Keep your eyes on the sky to-night
(after darkness), ' The Devil ' and Jack
Atkinson, of the Atkinson Aviation Company, will bombard the downtown district
with ' The Devil's ' fiery rays from the
sky-Mammoth fireworks display from an
altitude of 2,000 feet in the air. Sunday at
1 o'clock the biggest thrill that Omaha has
ever known will take place at Ak-Sar-Ben
field. Watch Sunday papers."
The judgment of the Sun Theatre management was amply justified. Their "personal Devil " and his open air " stunts "
were daily awaited by multitudes. And
the thousands crowding the streets were
never once disappointed. " The Devil "
was on everyone's lips — and the line at the
Sun Theatre box office grew longer day

Novelty

Herald

Invented

by MacDonald
H. K. MacDonald, manager of the Fox
theatre, Springfield, Mass., dug up one
of the old fashioned geletine mimeographing outfits and used it for getting out a
unique
herald on
" Know
Your hand,
Men."was
The herald,
written
in long
in the form of an alleged personal letter
from Pearl White, reading as follows :
" To whoever picks this up. If you
are a woman, take heed — profit by my example ! What's happened to me can happen to you.
" When the crisis of your life arrives,
and you are faced with the big decision
— (as I was) — don't act until you are
sure you " Know Your Men ! On this
rests all : Know Your Men !
" Pearl White."

by day.
Mr. Goldberg's display newspaper advertisements for the opening were specially
designed works of art.

Illustrating one of the "The Devil" exploitation stunts pulled by the Sun theatre, Omaha, as told in the accompanying
story.

Neither did Mr. Goldberg's house staff
neglect any of its opportunities. The
lobby and foyer displays conceived and
executed by Harry Goldberg, attracted
crowds to the front of the theatre for
several days prior to the opening. In
addition to striking posters, Mr. Goldberg
built up a spectacular head of " The
Devil '.' for one side of the lobby. It was
outlined in green electric bulbs, and had
eyes of red electric bulbs, which glanced
about with a startling effect.
An elaborate prologue with ingenious
light effects was credited to Mr. Freudenfeld. The prologue was played before -1
fancy drop hung in 1, with a centre door
flanked by spirals of incense rising from
urns. A table held " The Devil s " record
book as in the picture. Beside the chair
back of the table appeared the Butler, as
the footlights glowed red. The Devil —
George Arliss, in high hat, monocle and
opera cloak over evening dress — -entered.

Special
electric
sign Sun
builttheatre,
for " The
Devil "
showing
at the
Omaha.
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MihVs "Forbidden Fruit"
One hundred boxes of apples were distributed in Seattle, Wash., as part of the
exploitation campaign on " Forbidden
Fruit," when the picture played at the
Coliseum theatre in that city. There were
150 apples in each box, which makes it a
simple matter to estimate how many people were reached by the campaign.
The free-apple movement was initiated
by
A. M. Vogel,
r'aramount
exploiter
for
Paramount
Pictures
in Seattle.
It took

Lancaster

Exhibitor

Gets

Out Unique Program
When Manager Robert B. Albert of
the Albert theatre, Lancaster, N. Y.,
celebrated Metro Week, Feb. 27th to
March 5th, he got out a very attractive
program including a four-page color insert on Nazimova in " Madame Peacock."
This highly colored book was given out
in the theatre a week in advance and during Metro Week. The big feature of the
program, however, was the front page
which was some of Mr. Albert's own art
work. He drew the attractive border for
the week's bill and with the use of some
Metro trademarks and the line " Metro
Week " at the bottom produced a high
satisfactory cover.
The Albert is one of the most attractive
theatres in Western New York and Mr.
Albert is always attracting attention to
his house with unusual exploitation stunts.
Several months ago he staged an airplane
flight to exploit a picture. He is now
planning to bring Webb's Novelty Jazz
Band to the Albert as a special attraction.

^
Metro
Week
^
Program cover used by the Albert
theatre, Lancaster,
N. Y., a* described in the above story

St. Paul Getting Results
with Puzzles
From St. Paul comes an idea which may
prove of interest to publicity men throughout the country. It is a puzzle stunt
which B. C. Ferriss, publicity director
for the St. Paul Finkelstein & Rubin
theatres, gave to the St. Paul Daily News.
Each week this paper receives a star
portrait of a well-known player, from the
F. & R. publicity department. This portrait is cut with the shears into 10 or 12
pieces. The pieces are then laid flat and
so mixed as to disguise the identity of the
player, and then photographed. Uusually
a cut two columns wide and seven inches
deep is made. This cut appears on the
children's page with the announcement of
the previous week's winners. Three prizes
are offered by the newspaper to those solving the puzzle, the prizes being passes
provided by the F. & R. publicity department, and good for the picture in which
the star is to appear.
The greatest value of this stunt seems to

quite a while to arrange the tie-up ; but
when it was consummated it assumed such
immense proportions that the entire city
talked about it. The Wenatchee Fruit Exchange was " sold " on the idea as an
advertising stunt and agreed to supply and
distribute the apples. In each apple a
little card was stuck. The face read :
" Cecil B. DeMille's ' Forbidden Fruit/
Coliseum Theatre, Beginning March 12.
It's a Paramount Picture." The reverse
read: "This is Not FORBIDDEN
FRUIT. It is the Acme Brand. Ask for
it by Name. Wenatchee Fruit Exchange."
A week before " Forbidden Fruit " began its run, the manager of the Coliseum
dressed his girl ushers as summer vacationists with straw hats, pumps and silk
stockings. Each of the girls carried a long
wicker basket from which the fruit was
distributed. Outside the theatre the apples were distributed in factories, office
buildings, public squares and clubs and
restaurants.
The stunt was a tremendous impetus
in arousing mouth-to-mouth publicity, and
the best
part of
of expense
it was that
it didn't
involve a cent
to the
Coliseum
theatre.

us to lie with its position on the children's
page of the newspaper. Children have
shown a great interest in the puzzle, and
at the same time are becoming more and
more familiar with the various stars, and
therefore increase their interest in motion pictures. These children, it must be
remembered, are the photoplay fans of
the future.
Phonograph Tie-up Goes
Over Again
The phonograph tie-up was used in an
effective manner by A. E. Nathan, Paramount exploiteer for the Buffalo territory,
when " The Restless Sex " played the
Universal theatre, Auburn, N. Y. Nathan
arranged the tie-up, obtained the material
and dressed the window.
It offered an unusual feature in the
huge head of Marion Davies. This was
by cutting out the head from the 24 sheet
and draping the shoulders with velvet. By
the able co-operation of Mr. Schwartzwaider, of the Universal theatre, another
window, in a book store, was also obtained
to help the showing.

Attractive cut-out used in a window display on
"The Restless Sex" showing recently at theUniversal theatre, Auburn, X. Y.
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RiesenfelcTs

Presentation

for "Sentimental Tommy"
Hugo Riesenfeld has supplied a prologue and epilogue for Sir James M. Barrie's " Sentimental
" at the
terion Theatre that Tommy
are unusual
in Critwo
respects; they are beautiful and distinctive and yet, they go almost unnoticed because they become a part of the picture.
The prologue is a sort of Scotch songfest, with settings especially painted for
the production by Herbert Schulze. Josiah Zuro, of The New School of Opera
and Ensemble, staged the whole thing
under Mr. Riesenfeld's guidance. Betty
Andersen starts off the number with " My
Lassie." In the numbers that follow Fred
Jgel, tenor, and the double quartette play
an important part. Principals and ensemble singers are all dressed in the costumes of the period, costumes that recall
American colonial days, not the Scotch
highlander kilts and cap. Following " My
Lassie " comes " Highland Lad My Love
Was Born," " Bonnie Doon," " Charley Is
My Darlin' " and " Ay, Wakin' Oh."
Coming after a scenic that shows some
remarkably beautiful bits of highland
and lowland of Scotland, the effect is
really charming, especially when costumes, voices and backgrounds blend so
well.
In the epilogue all the singers of the
prologue appear and in addition the two
star solo dancers of the Riesenfeld theatres, Paul Oscard and Vera Myers, become the principals. To the tune of
" Bonnie Bells of Scotland," " Robin
Adair," " Flow Gently, Sweet Afton,"
"Who'll Be King but Charlie?" the
dancers present charming minuets and
other simple dances of the period — while
the chorus sings and the Criterion orchestra plays the accompaniment.
Village Theatre Gets Out
Excellent Folder
Exploitation which gets well out of the
beaten path has been used with good results by The Village TheaTre of Wilmette,
111.
It consists of six page text booklet under the title of " Making a Movie," and
containing a lot of information concerning
the technical part of picture making, a
strip of new film cut from a reel of
" Parentage," some advertising for the
above mentioned picture and a lot of other
interesting information concerning the
fifth industry.
The idea was not to sell any particular
production, as much as to impress Wilmette people with the magnitude of present-day picture making and to counteract
the effect of some people who were ex
pressing dissatisfaction at the so-called
" lurid movies."
The booklet has been gotten up with a
fine lot of text matter of really interesting
nature to any fan. It, does not argue
about things or make claims, but just gives
facts. It is a sort of " What the Picture
Patron Ought to Know."

the presentation number which is being presented at the Criterion theatre',
views inof conjunction
Two York,
New
with "Sentimental Tommy" opening last Sunday for an indefinite
engagement
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Window in a Boston department store during the engagement of " Forbi dden Fruit" at the Park theatre
Boston

Store Lends Window to Exploit Picture
Double significance attaches itself to the
department store tie up which S. G. Sladdin, Paramount exploiter for Boston effected when " Forbidden Fruit," was having its run at the Park theatre, Boston.
In the first place the department store
showed a gorgeous display of laces, silks,
velvets and jerseyettes advertising the
Park theatre and " Forbidden Fruit."
Quite a spread had been made in the newspapers of the expensive gowns worn by
Agnes Ayres in this production ; and the
window dresser of Houghton and Dutton
used the posters to mention that the gowns
used by Miss Ayres in " Forbidden
Fruit " could be reproduced by the store.
Even more significant than the arrangement of the display is the fact that Sladdin's invasion of aristocratic Tremont
street marks the first occasion that a department store in the Puritanical Hub has
unbended sufficiently to agree to a tie up
with a motion picture theatre.
The upset to ironclad tradition may be
expected to make the exploitation path a
bit easier in the Hub in the future.

APACHE
Jalmin^ atr
GLOBE, ARIZ.

TRAIL

Wendt

Hires

Operators

Telephone

to Advertise Picture

While the mailing list has always been
considered a good friend of exhibitors in
getting a personal touch in their advertising, Harold F. Wendt, publicity director
of the Rivoli, Toledo, has hit upon a different method of reaching possible
patrons.
After spending considerable money for
newspaper ads, teasers, street stunts, auto
tags, window cards and throw-aways, in
exploiting A CHILD FOR SALE, he decided to spend a little more in a different
direction. So he handed each of the two
operators in one of the leading hotels a
sum of money and told them to call each
and every phone subscriber, asking the
person who answered the call but one
question : Are you going to see A CHILD
FOR SALE next week at the Rivoli?
These operators did this between regular
calls and the speed with which they
worked on this side work was astonishing.
Of course they didn't bother when a line
was busy or when no answer was received,
and after one day these girls had covered
a good portion of the big book.

PRODUCTIONS

Szles> 212
OfficeSUPERBA
THEATRE
LOS ANCCLCf

BLDC.

Another

Showman

Pulls

Stunts for "County Fair"
From Fresno, Cal., comes a story of
the way Managing Director George F.
Sharp of the Liberty theatre put over
" The Count}- Fair."
Realizing the importance of effective
publicity campaigns and the box office
value of original tie-ups with newspapers
and other interest creating institutions,
Mr. Sharp conceived the idea of exploiting this picture in a manner that would
convey to the people of Fresno the same
spirit that the real old time county fair
brought to any community.
The street was draped in a festive garb
giving one the impression of a gala celebration. Flags and banners galore floated
to the breeze. An ancient quadruped
sleepily drew about the streets, a decrepit
wagon loaded with straw and milk cans
and bearing a sign to the effect that the
day of days in the county had come to the
Liberty theatre. The ushers wore the well
known denim jeans and coarse straw hats,
bandana handkerchiefs and made quite a
hit with the patrons.
There was an effective tie-up with
some of the merchants whereby a County
Fair page of advertising appeared in the
newspapers. The Liberty ad occupying
the centre of the page and the advertising
of the merchants grouped around it.
A novel feature of lobby display was instituted byputting up cards inviting the
people into the side-shows, such as the
wild man and the greased pig. etc. Each
distinct feature of the picture, such as the
big horse-race, was advertised as a
feature not to be overlooked when attending "The County Fair."
The box office proved that the results
were worth the effort, and the interest of
the general public proved without a doubt
the value
of Mr. Sharp's novel exploitation campaign.
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New

Syracuse Exchange
Has Big Product
Thos. W. Dooley of Syracuse,
formerly executive head of Dooley
Exchange, Inc., has opened up a
new exchange, the Exhibitors Film
and Service Co., at 565 South
Salina St., Syracuse, from whence
several brand new features will be
released with special exploitation by
M. G. Ward, formerly publicity director for Gardiner Pictures, Inc.
These features include " The Fighting Kentuckians,'' " Welcome Children " and other powerful dramas.
Short subject releases out of the
Exhibitors will be many and varied.
The latest release, the Kineto Review, bids fair to become the most
popular
stated. periodical Up-State, it is
Touraine

Film

Offers

".His Better Half"
The new two-reel comedy, " His
Better Half," featuring Flora
Finch, produced by the Film Frolics
Pictures Corporation and distributed by the Touraine Film Company, is said to get away to a quick
Start.
Vaudevilles'
big headliners,
the
Berlo
Sisters — now
the New York
Hippodromes incomnarable "water
nymphs," should add increased boxoffice value to this out-of-ordinary
comedy.

AND
Court

C.B.C. Plans Innovation
in "Screen Snapshots"
An innovation is to be made in
Screen Snapshots, the fan magazine of the screen, beginning with
an early issue, announces C. B. C.
Film Sales. It is announced that
" high spots " of current musical
comedy successes will henceforth
be shown in each issue of this
single-reel release, and that the
prettiest girls from each of the productions from which bits are
chosen, will bow and smile at their
admirers, from the screen.
This new feature of Screen Snapshots comes, it is said, in answer
to the requests that have been received recently by Jack Cohn, who,
in conjunction with Louis Lewyn,
is the producer of Screen Snapshots, from Broadway producers,
asking whether or not it would be
possible for Mr. Cohn to include in
his screen offering various musical
comedy bits, and some of the pretty
girls these productions boast.
Mr. Cohn declares himself delighted at this opportunity to give
film fans an added treat by showing them real Broadway stage
favorites at the price of admission
to a film theatre.

Field

New

Music

Service

Ready

VIEWS

Declares

Kremer

Company Solvent
Late Tuesday Justice Newburger,
Active Supply Co.
to Offer
sitting in Part One, Special Term
of the Supreme Court, rendered his
Synchronized Music Scores April 1
decision in the case of Victor
This is expected to be of value in Kremer, President of the Victor
mansales
R,
LANDE
FRIED
AL
ager of the Active Supply Co., cities where a film has been cen- Kremer Film Features, Inc., denysored, as a notation on the margin
of New York City, which company
ing the motion of the plaintiff for
is the distributors for New Eng- of a score will make it a simple a receivership for the company.
The action was brought by Jacob
land, Philadelphia, Washington and matter to bring the orchestra up to
New York for the Synchronized the film when an elimination is Shenfield, a former employee of the
Music Service, announces that this noted. Black arrows on the mar- Kremer corporation, and the allemusical service will be available for
gin call attention to an approaching
gation made, states Mr. Kremer,
exhibitors by April 1. Other offices subtitle.
was that the company was either inArrangements have been made
solvent or about to become so
are to be opened in all the key
cities.
with all the national distributing through
the mismanagement of the
business.
This service, it is said, will be companies for the reviewing of pictures three months in advance of
available for every type of theatre,
Justice Newburger in his decision
from the largest supporting sym- publication. This gives ample time said that even if all that the plainfor
the
perfect
preparation
of
the
tiff, Shenfield, said were true there
phony orchestra, down to the smallest theatre with simply a piano. scores.
was no ground whatever upon
The first production for which the
The scoring will be done by Carl which to base an action of the
company has prepared a musical Edourde, director of music at the kind, according to a statement from
Strand theatre, New York City ; the Kremer office.
score
in use. is " The Kid." This is already
Mr. Kremer states that he will
James
C. Bradford, for seven shortly
A central theme will run through years director
music at the Shenfield.institute proceedings against
all the scores, and the music will be Broadway theatre,of New
and
simplified so that all musicians can the composer of threeYork,
hundred
readily play it. The scores are scores for the large distributing
Exploitation Aids for
timed. On the margins appear notations of the change of scenes and companies, and C. J. Breil, com"Things Men Do"
poser of the musical score for
all the subtitles, so that a leader
M. B. Schlesinger, who controls
can readily follow the film closely. " The Birth of a Nation."
the world distribution rights on
" Things Men Do," announces that
every exchangeman will be equipt
Baum,
of Equity,
on
Trip with the necessary exploitation
facilities to make the picture a sucSales Manager of Equity and Joan
cess.
A. L. Feinman, in charge of all
to Visit Many Western Exchanges
advertising and publicity on this
believe
that
the
sale
of
an
Equity
feature has prepared an eight-page
BAUM, sales manager
LOUI
forS Equity and Joan Pictures, or Joan picture terminates the in- press book printed on coated paper.
left New York this week for a
terest of the producer in the dis- News notes, advance stories, spetributor. He believes in close cothree-month tour of the Western
cial feature articles and many other
operation with buyers up to the aids for the exhibitor are contained
exchanges that will take him to the
in it.
coast. Baum's first stop will be at very last run of a picture.
The Ritchey Lithograph Company
Many exchangemen have written
Chicago and his last at Los Anto Baum asking for details on the has been retained to do the poster
geles.
Baum's trip is something more various Equity and Joan releases.
" Things
Men styles,
Do." one,
The
besides a selling-trip. His main While most of the territory is sold work
pictureonwill
have two
purpose will be to study the busi- on this product, there are a few a three and a six-sheet. In addition
ness conditions in the independent
districts still open. Bethe posters, a complete line of
field, and to investigate the state of remaining
fore closing any deals with buyers to
advertising accessories including
the buying market. A survey of by correspondence, Baum is an- two
styles of slides, photographs,
xious to meet his customers face
the field in which Equity and Joan
distribute their product is part of to face and to ascertain which buy- lobby display, etc., has been prepared to enable state right buyers
the policy of those organizations.
ers are in the best position to to market
the production profitably
Baum believes in meeting the ex- handle Equity and Joan releases. in their respective territories.
changemen, who have bought The pictures that Baum is especialEquity and Joan product, as often
ly interested in aje " Whispering
as possible, so that he might keep Devils
" and " Keep to the Right " Crandall to Represent
close tab on the success of the pic- released by Equity and " The Intures sold. On his previous tours
visible Ray" serial, "She Played Equity at Convention
to exchanges, Baum was always and Paid,"
a feature, and the twelve
The Equity Pictures Corp. will
eagerly welcomed.
two-reel Billy West comedies.
be represented at the Rochester
Although Equity and Joan make
Convention of New York Exhibiit a point to render every aid in
tors by Milton D. Crandall, exFrivol
Films
to
Make
the way of exploitation and adverploitationYoung
director for
Equity's
tising, it is their conviction that
Clara
Kimball
productions.
Comedy Series
what the independent buyer needs
In
the
absence
of
J.
I.
Schnitzes,
The Frivol Film Company will President of Equity, Crandall will
at this time above any other is selling co-operation. As a veteran start work on their first two-reel do the honors of meeting exhibitors
salesman and exchange manager, comedy soon at the Victor studios and officials of the Convention. Besides taking part in the proceedings,
Baum's help has come in handily in New York. These comedies will
during all his travels to the key be directed by Charles Burner, and Crandall will publicize Miss Young
cities. Baum, it is known, does not will star Harry Williams.
at Rochester.
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Unusual

THE following sales on the independent market were
reported during the week:
" West of the Rio Grande " (Bert Lubin) to National
Film Distributing Company, of Atlanta, for Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, South Carolina and Tennessee.
" The Parish Priest " (Herman Garfield) to the Exhibitors' Film Exchange, of Milwaukee, for Wisconsin.
" Every Woman's Problem " (Plymouth Pictures, Inc.)
to the Empire Film Exchange, of Chicago, for Northern
Illinois and Indiana.
" The Evolution of Man " (Aywon Film) to the Commonwealth Pictures, of Chicago, for Northern Illinois.
"When Dawn Came" (Hugh Dierker Production —
Producers' Security Corp.) to the Equity Photoplay Co., of
Cleveland, O., for Ohio and Kentucky.
" Diana of Star Hollow " (Producers' Security Corp.) to
the Equity Photoplay Co., of Cleveland, O., for Ohio and
Kentucky.
" The Call from the Wilds " (Pacific Film Co.) to the
Equity Photoplay Co., for Ohio and Kentucky.
" Midnight Riders " (Richard Kipling Enterprises) to the
Equity Photoplay Co., for Ohio and Kentucky.
" Outlawed " (Richard Kipling Enterprises) to the
Equity Photoplay Co., for Ohio and Kentucky.
" Battlin' Kid " (Richard Kipling Enterprises) to the
Equity Photoplay Co., for Ohio and Kentucky.

Film

Frolics

Active

Views

Picture

of

the
rejuvenated
of America
and is ''Sunny
at once aSouth"
lesson
in industrial-geography of the
scenery.
South and a riot of wonderful

Again

The trip starts as the travelling
party is enroute to Tennessee,
through the wonders of the Cumberland Gap. Many feature motion
picturesin have
had their
down
this section
of the" locale
United"
States and it is interesting to watch
the folk who actually live there and
compare them with the types that
have been portrayed so often on
the screen. The Cumberland folk
are often referred to as " 16th
Century
because
their
habits andAmericans,"
customs and
even their
manner of speech is very much in
the style of 400 years ago.
After watching them for awhile,
the party guide takes his charges
1,000 miles away to the swampy
country where irrigation and other
modern engineering works show
how civilization is piercing these
wildernesses. It is surprising to
audiences to find out how many
such virgin spots there are.
From the country the sight-seeing
party and the cameramen go to the
city; and see how many of the old,
quaint customs of the South still
persist — and it is mighty delightful to see that they do.
One learns also that the South
has its Nomads; bands of gypsies.
They have a nice capacity for
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"Woman Untamed"
Prologue Is Popular
Despite
Holy Week, Elmer
" The Woman Untamed,"
McGovern
offers which
on the stateJ. right
market did big business at the
Broadway theatre, Richmond, Va.
The following review of the prologue for this Doraldina feature appeared in The Evening Dispatch :
" Lithe and rhythmical, Signe
Paterson uncovers a series of barbaric revels done in the fierce intensity in which they had origin,
mad whirls that breathe the passion
of the South Seas in their hectic
revolutions. Assisted by the Royal
Hawaiian Quartet of instrumentalists, Miss Paterson gives the prologue to ' Theadmirably
Woman in Untamed
and succeeds
providing '
an Hawaiian atmosphere for the
framing of the picture.
" Miss Paterson and her associates are to be congratulated for the
prologue, which proves undeniably
good diversion."
BertSelling
Lubin's
Feature
Rapidly
Bert Lubin, who is distributing
the Western feature " West of the
Rio Grande " announces that now
75 per cent of the territory on that
picture has been sold. The latest
sale is reported on another column.
Form 1204
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Dixie

Kineto Review, " Down in Dixie,"
Has
Many
Interesting Scenes
work, however, and are seen busily
Kineto Re- working on the sugar cane crop,
the Dixie,"
April In
EARLY viewin"Down
leased by the Kineto Company reof with their youngsters following
along to suck the juice from the
America through the Xational Ex- cane.
changes, will be available to exhibiA stirring finale is the picture of
ood" in
tors. It follows
the regular
order of"Babyh
release.
the Annual Fiddlers' Convention
" Down In Dixie " is said to be where it is quickly demonstrated
one of the most charming travel that no age limit applies to the jazz
subjects in the huge Kineto library instinct.
of films. It is a journey through

Loss of First Picture by Fire
Does Not Discourage This Company
With a wealth of scintilating huretrous fire whichinitia
mor, entirely outside the beaten
THE disascently
l
destroyed the
path of present day screen comedy,
Piccs
Froli
Film
theation, did not destroy this much heralded two-reeler, feaproductturesofCorpor
turing Flora Finch, is said to have
ambitions of that com- met with the most favorable considor
the hopes
nceannou
an
to
pany, according
eration on the part of a majority of
ment issued this week. The com- the prospective buyers during the
comedy, trade showings just prior to the
pany states that a second destr
oyed
similar to that which was
fire. If the new picture will adhas been produced.
here closely to the lines of the first,
Having suffered a total loss of it is said, and it is expected to meet
His
"
negative,
with a big demand.
the completed first
Better Half," together with the
Twelve new prints are reported
run
of " first
in the hands of representatives
output
preliminary
early
the
n
mentio
to
prints, not
covering New York and nearby
takes of a second production, this territory at this writing, with a resuccessful comeback of one of the
lease date set for week after next,
bespeaks un- with other territory to be supplied
newer companies
daunted pluck and indefatigable as fast as the laboratory can turn
energy upon the part of the men out the finished product.
behind the organization.

A2 044EA39NL

News

CAL 2

COMEDIES
1600 BROADWAY

DEW YORK FY

JUST SAW THE FIRST FEDERATED BALLROOM BOYS COMEDY RELEASE
TITLED "FALSE ROOMERS"
ITS A PIPPIN
TELL FEDERATED
MEMBERS TO WASTE NO TIME LINING UP THE BIG(SST AND BEST
THEATRES IN THE COUNTRY
THESE NEW COMEDIES WILL CLEAN
UP
SHIPPING FIRST PRINT IN A FEW DAYS
JOE BRANDT

April

p , ip 2 i

"Mother Eternal" May
Run in Key Cities
Negotiations are now under way
which may culminate in an arrangement for simultaneous first run engagements, in all the key cities in
the United States, of Ivan Abramson's new feature " Mother Eternal" starring Vivian Martin, the
negative of which Mr. Abramson
just finished cutting.
This move is, in a measure, due
to the enormous amount of mail
which reaches the Graphic offices
daily with inquiries from exhibitors all over the country as to the
earliest release date of " Mother
Eternal." No decision, other than
that the Broadway run of this feature is scheduled for April 15th, has
been reported by the producer.
Many theatre owners mention
Miss Vivian Martin as always having been a tremendous drawing card
in the past. The balance of the
cast of " Mother Eternal," which is
all-star includes Thurston Hall,
Earl Metcalfe, Jack Sherril, Vivienne Osborne, J. W. Johnston and
little Ruth Sullivan.
Plans Campaign on Picture
Fulfilling its promise to equip
state right exchanges with a complete line of publicity material with
which to back " Every Woman's
Problem " Plymouth
with an aggressive
campaign,
Pictures, sales
Inc.,
national distributors of the picture
announce the completion of several
novel sales accessories constituting
a compact and efficient publicity
drive. This campaign, now available to all territorial distributors, is
regarded as an enterprising move
on the part of Plymouth to assist
its state rights buyers to stimulate
the interest of local exhibitors in
" Every Woman's Problem."
One of the most interesting features of the campaign prepared by
Plymouth for the exchanges is an
imitation
jury' service. Thesummons
summons forcontains
the
name of the local exchange and is
mailed in a plain white envelope
with an imitation legal seal on the
flaps.
Another phase of the exhibitor
campaign is an attention-compelling
broadside containing trade paper
reviews of " Every Woman's Problem."
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Federated

attendance is the
evidence
of
per cent
ed best
ONE hundr
the wonderful spirit with
which the second annual meeting of
the board of directors of the Federated Film Exchanges of America,
Inc., opened at the Hotel Astor,
New York City, on Monday, March
21st and continued throughout the
week.
The Federated Exchanges are
considered the largest distributors
of short material in the United
States and have fortified themselves
to uphold this envied position in the
future in the film world by signing
contracts for some of the foremosi
comedies to be shown on the screen
during the coming year, consisting
of one hundred and four one-reel
and twenty-six two-reel Chester
Comedies; fifty-two one-reel comedies produced by the Warner
Brothers; twenty-six Hall Room
Boy Comedies ; thirteen Monty
Banks; and fifty-two one-reel
comedies manufactured by one of

Meets

in

New
York
distribution rights to series of
features. The first release will be
Signs
Contracts for "
Don't Leave Your Husband,"
featuring Martha Mansfield and
William
Desmond.
Big List of ComThe
meeting
at the Astor Hotel,
edy Subjects
which was in reality a continuation
of one held in Los Angeles during
America's foremost producers. the week of February 8th, was presided over by President Joseph L.
However, as releasing arrangements have not been completed for Friedman of Chicago. Those atthe last-named group the Federated
tending were,
Charnas, of
will not announce his name at this Cleveland, Ohio;Harry
O. K. Kahn, Kantime.
sas City, Mo.; J. Eugene Pearce,
Knowing the popularity enjoyed New Orleans, La.; Benjamine Amsterdam, Philadelphia, Pa.; Samuel
by serials at this time the Federated
Grand, Boston, Mass. ; Samuel
exchanges have purchased from the V.
Warner Brothers a fifteen episode Werner, St. Louis, Mo.; H. P.
Baldwin, Springfield, Mass. ; L. E.
super-animal serial entitled " Mir- Ouimet, Montreal, Canada; Arthur
acles of the Jungle," produced by
Col. W. N. Selig. Film critics who G. Whyte, Albany, N. Y. ; H. A.
have witnessed screening of this Lande, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Abe WarNew York City; C. W. Diserial say that it is in every way su- mock,ner,Boston,
P. Oletsky,
perior to the wonder animal serial Baltimore, Md. Mass.;
; and George H.
entitled
"
The
Lost
City,"
which
Wiley, general manager, in charge
was also produced by Selig.
of the New York office.
The Federated have also acquired

Plymouth

played. The Ziegfeld is not a pro"Hush"
Foulast
r showing
Sunday
night,
We
ek
s Marchin
Chic
gram-picture house.
ag
o no
It has
20.
Three
of
the
largest
theatres
run
firstgo's
eld,
re,
Chica
Febru
theat tothe Ziegf
franchise on any series of producCOMING
of
the
country
opened
in
Chicago
tions. Itis not an institutional theary 27, " Hush," the fifth and
latest Clara Kimball Young produc- during the run of " Hush." The
atre, like the Randolph, Riviera
tion took possession of this theatre Tivoli, seating nearly 5,000, the Tivoli. It is common knowledgor
e
and held audiences that filled every Senate with 3,000 seats and the that an established theatre will do
seat for four consecutive weeks. In Roosevelt with 4,000 were enticing
business even with a medioa month full of many big screen the public to their doors and offer- a good
cre picture. Its patrons are acagainst
hits " Hush " competed
customed to go to the theatre habitfeatures
" Passion
and
them all. I. Van Ronkel, head of " The ingKid
" andlikelavish
musical" proually. Other features, besides the
ite
ers
Film ExPlay
the Favor
attract them to an inThe number of productions that picture itselfstitutional
change of 63 East Adams street, grams.
house, whether it is the
can
boast
of
a
four-week
run
at
vaudeville, music or beauty
Chicago, who opened his new s exthe
change with this new serie of the Ziegfeld or any other first-run theatre itself. The Ziegfeldof theClara Kimball Young productions, theatre in Chicago can be counted
atre has no lavish interiors
anticipated a prosperous run for on one's fingers, states Equity. patrons. It has no unusualto entice
the fifth Equity release, but even " Chicago," claims Equity, " has displays or prologues. Everyscenic
pathis high hopes were surpassed, it the reputation as a burial-ground
Needless to say, the noteworthyis stated. When production after for legitimate productions that run
of " Hush " at the Ziegproduction began to bid for public for months elsewhere but die after success
feld has stimulated advance bookfavor and Van Ronkel found that a week in Chicago. The number of
in Van d Ronkel's
ings on theto picture
" HushT' had to fight against heavy pictures that have played long runs territory
an unexcelle
degree.
odds to beat a dozen or more in other key cities, but have
Hush
"
indicatio
all
From
ns
"
flopped
"
miserably
in
Chicago
is
make
the
nearest
approach
to "a will
res
100
Chicago's
in omed
strongst featu
res,curre
the legion. Among informed film per cent booking that any indepenhe ntwelc
theat
bigge
battle as a test of box- office circles, it is claimed that the averdent production has ever boosted.
strength.
age run of a production in Chicago The rentals
that Van Ronkel will
Chicago fans were literally flood- is one-third as long as in New gross in his district give every sign
.ed with a host of new features York — with some few exceptions.
surpassing every previous total
" The success of ' Hush ' is all of
and sensations.
Yet "Hush"
field for the
in the independ
plaved to capacity for four weeks the more phenomenal when one same territory. ent
and turned many away at its very considers the theatre in which it

New

Film

tedmaexclu
devodra
ANOTHERsively tocity
ap-silent
pears on film lands map with
the foundation of Film Art city on
the outskirts of Fresno, California,
according to a report received from
the coast.
The Film Art Studio will be devoted to the filming of feature
pictures for Russell-Greiver-Russell, the Chicago producing concern. Edwin Middleton, whose
ability as a director has been well
established by his work in the past,
will be in charge of the productions. Such well-known stars as
Jack Richardson, Lee Hill, William
Laury and Eula Leigh will form
Jackie Coogan registers surprise in the
nucleus of the new productions.
" Peck's Bad production
Boy." an Irving Lesser
Fresno is a city of 100,000 people,

Center

located midway between Los Angeles and San Francisco, on both
the Santa Fe and Southern Pacific
railroads. The new Film Art Studios are situated just within the
city limits and are located on a
tract of land that in the olden
days was the mansion of the old
Spanish governor. The property
contains 150 acres. The studio will
have a total floor space of 193,000
square feet. Within an hour's drive
The open air stage measures
120 x 300 feet and the enclosed
stage, 150 x 100 feet. Fresno has
more hours of sunshine than any
city in the state of California, according to the U. S. weather reports. Itis expected that exteriors

at

Fresno

can be photographed at least three
hundred days out of the year.
The Film Art Studio will comprise besides the studios and the
necessary working buildings, homes
for the directors, and bungalows
for the use of the various members of the company, besides which
the erection of a four-story hotel is
contemplated to care for visitors,
and a system of information will
be inaugurated whereby visitors
may tour through the entire studio
in company with a trained guide,
who will introduce to them the
finer features of film manufacture.
Film Art City will throw open
its doors on July I, according to
present plans.
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Parisians Copy Gowns
of Equity Stars
An unexpected effect of the
screen on a particular field of inductry is disclosed in a letter from
the Commission Interieure Industrielle of France, received by the
Equity Pictures Corporation of
New York. In its communication,
the Commission expresses its appreciation of the influence that this
company has indirectly exerted on
the improvement
France's millinery and fashion oftrade.
It appears from the letter, that
the release by the Equity Corp. of
several Clara Kimball Young productions in which this star wore
Parisian hats and gowns effectively,
induced patrons of her pictures to
do likewise. Well-to-do motionpicture devotees, it seems make
mental note of the style and material of every attractive gown displayed on the screen and proceed
to order the same from their
modistes, who in turn transmit the
order to the Parisian costumers.
The showing of ' The Forbidden
Woman ' — one of Miss Young's
early productions in this country
and the British Empire, first directed the attentions of the French
Commission to the effect that the
wardrobe display in that picture exercised on the demand for imported
apparel. Many orders, they state,
were received by Parisian costumes, specifying the designs worn in
' The Forbidden Woman.'
Hallroom

Series Popular Abroad
The Hall Room Boys Comedies,
the scries of which were recently
acquired by the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation for exclusive foreign
distribution, covering a period of
three years, are meeting with unprecedented success in foreign film
markets, according to a report disclosed this week by the InterOcean Film Corporation.
Contracts between the InterOcean Film Corporation and Jack
and Harry Cohn, producers, conveying to the former organization
the world distributing rights, exclusive of the United States and
Canada, to the justly famed Hall
Room Boys Comedies, were signed
and executed a little less than a
year ago, within that brief period
a large portion of the foreign film
markets have been closed for the
comedv series.
M. L. Fleischman Joins
with Max Spiegel
M. L. Fleischman, very well
known amongst the exhibitors in
Greater New York, is now associated with Max Spiegel in his enterprises and will take active charge of
general managementship and booking of theatres under the control of
Max Spiegel.
Arrow Film Has Sales
Conferences in N. Y.
J. S. Jossey, special representative of the Arrow Film Corporation, is now in New York to attend a series of sales conferences.
These sales conferences are being
held daily at Arrow's offices under
the direction of W. E. Shallenberger.

Picture

News

G. B. C. to Re-Edit
French Picture
New

State

Right

Producers

Burr Announces Affiliated Pic- •
tures; First Release is Named
BIGGER and Better Pictures, ' The Country Boy,' ' The Crowded
productions more worthy of the Hour ' and more recently, ' The
increasing prestige of the indepen- Mirage,' which he produced with
dent market, are the keynotes
Reed in the leading role.''
struck in the announcement made Florence
Anthony Paul Kelly, the adapter
this week of the formation of the
Down East " and the auAffiliated Pictures, Inc., a new pro- of " Way
of " Three Faces East " and
ducing organization to which C. C. other thorhits,
is responsible for the
Burr has extended his efforts.
scenario.
John
O'Brien, famous
" I want to make it clear, said Mr.
Burr, a few days ago, that Affi- for Mary Pickford's " Poor Little
liated Pictures, Inc., will devote its Pepina
" directed
Heart"
Capt.
Caldwell, "Lonely
of the Hillicker
self exclusively to the production and
Writers did the titles.
of a series of really big feature
productions for the independent
"A further announcement will
market. Our initial picture will be shortly be made as to the distributing arrangements agreed upon, said
' Lonelyof Hearts
an American
drama
the oil' field,
featuring Mr. Burr, " and I confidently believe
that the formation of the Affiliated
Miss Kay Laurell.
Pictures, Inc., marks an epoch in
"
The
story
of
'
Lonely
Heart
'
is
from the pen of Edgar Selwyn who, the State Rights field and that the
in addition to being one of the fore- line of demarcation between the old
most producers of stage sucesses, and the new epochs will become inis credited with such literary efcreasingly distinct as our producforts as ' Pierre of the Plains,'
tions are marketed."
Sardino
Succeeds
Dooley
Well Known Showman Will Head
Dooley

Exchanges
of Syracuse,
NOy owner
SARDI
A • N.J. Y.,
of The
formerl
International Feature Film Company of Syracuse, N. Y., Manager
of the Savoy, Grand and Regent
Theatres of Syracuse, N. Y., and
present owner of Hippodrome Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., has acquired
The Dooley Exchanges, Inc., of
Buffalo, Syracuse and Albany.
The Dooley Exchanges will distribute the produce of the Ben Fitzer productions and the Great
Northway Film Corporation. The
Ben Fitzer Productions are now
handling the state right feature
" Madonnas and Men " and other
features. The Great Northway
Film Corporation was recently incorporated under the laws of New
York State at $350,000.
It is Mr. Sardino's aim to make
his distributing company the largest
and most efficient distributing Company that has ever and will ever
operate in the upper state of New-

in Upper N. Y.
York. He is now negotiating with
several big state right producers to
handle their different productions
in the above territory and it will
be possible for the exhibitor to receive a complete show from any
one of his three exchanges.
Some of the new product that
will be released, beginning the first
of April, will be eight five-reel
Neal Hart productions, one-reel
comedy featuring Billy Franey,
one-reel comedy featuring Geo.
Clark, one-reel comedy featuring
Bud of Ham and Bud fame, and
six Great Northway Film Corporation Productions.
J. M. Sitterly, former owner of
Popular Film Exchange, special
representative of Universal Film
Company and Manager of Dooley
Exchange, Inc., Buffalo office, has
been retained by Mr. Sardino as
Manager of Buffalo Exchange and
also special representative of the
Distributing Corporation.

Its

Editing and re-titling of "The
Nightingale
of Paris," the French
picture
featuring
Zany Mieus, the
French star, which is to be distributed to the American State
Right market by the C.B.C. Film
Sales Corporation of New York,
has
begun at the office of the
latterbeen
company.
While the feature is in perfect
condition for distribution at present, itis said that the foreign flavor
is just a bit to pronounced and the
feature is to be cut and edited and
the titles changed and Americanized to give the picture a greater
value for release in America.
Still Going
Big
"A Doggone
Mix-Up1
Reports are still coming in from
IS
all parts of the country on "A
Doggone Mix-up," the Hallroom
Boys Comedy which played for an
entire week at the Strand Theatre,
New York, and which opened to the
independently produced short subject the largest
first-run theatres
throughout
the country.
According to the Standard Film
Service of Cleveland, Cincinnati
and Detroit, this comedy is still
breaking records.

A. E. Still well Produces
for the Screen
The B rownie Comedies, Inc., of
which Arthur E. Stilwell is president, announces that it has undertaken the production for the screen
of a farce written by Mr. Stilwell
Work was started last week at the
Estee Studio, New York City
John S. Lopez is the director of the
new company, while the all star cast
is headed by Margery Wilson and
Lorraine Manville. Mr. Stilwell is
already known as a writer, plavwright and railroad builder.

Salt Lake Exchange to
Change Its Name
The name of the McDermond
Theatre Amusement Company of
Salt Laketo Superior
City, Utah,
has Serv"been
changed
Screen
ice, Inc., by action of the Board of
Directors.

This Exchange is buying and distributing State Right Features for
the five states of Colorado, WyoTwo
Kineto
Reviews on
and Movie
Urban
Subjects
B'way
ming, Utah, New Mexico, and
Idaho, and also distributing Clara
Chat
Run
in
Leading Theatres
Kimball Young Features and other
Bonnie Scotland " all during the Equity subjects for the state of
ALL three of the Broadway
in of "run
of the feature, so this Kineto Utah and southern Wyoming.
theatres under the direction
will remain in this one
Hugo Riesenfeld are playing Urban Review
Broadway
theatre for four or five
Popular Classics this week.
At the Criterion and the Rivoli weeks.
The Kineto Review which is at Ennis Withdraws form
are Kineto Reviews and at the
Rialto is one of the Charles Urban the Rivoli is called " Combating
S.-E. Enterprises
Movie Chats.
the Elements." It is an unusual
compilation of scenes of the angry
Formal
announcement was made
The big
Storms, floods, fires, on March 23d by Bert Ennis that
terion electric
heralds thesign
newsof the
that Crian elements.
Urban Kineto Review is on the keep the picture at a high pitch
withdrawn from the partThe Rialto goes to the other main he had nership
conducted up to that date
program.
"
Bonnie
Scotland
"
is
the name of this Kineto Review group of Urban pictures and by Jacob Shenfield and himself unone of the Movie Chats —
der the name of S & E Enterprises
and from its first showing last chooses
No. 31 which is out of the Second in New York City. In withdrawing
Sunday it has drawn applause from series
of
the
Movie
Chats.
It
has
from the firm of S & E Enterprises
all the audiences. It is a beautiful
scenic with a Scottish flavor that the variety which has made the Mr. Ennis announces that he will
lends an admirable atmosphere to Movie Chats so famous and fea- not be liable for any debts or obligations contracted by S & E enterthe feature picture, " Sentimental tures one of the Urban Science
prises on or after March 23d.
Tommy."
The Criterion will play series, "The Germination of Plants."
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John E. Storey, who has been made sales
manager of Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
Bert Lytell Leaves
the West Coast

COMING

for

After completing the final scenes
in " The Man Who," a Maxwell
Karger production for Metro, Bert
Lytell, the star of the picture, left
for the West Coast studios of the
company at Hollywood, Cal., where
after his absence of nearly a year in
the East he will start work at once
upon his forthcoming picture, " A
Trip to Paradise," adapted from
Franz Molnar's famous stage success "Lillian." As in " The Man
Who," Mr. Lytell's leading lady in
" A Trip to Paradise " will be Virginia Valli.
Phoebe Hunt in Leading Role for Goldwyn
Phoebe Hunt, leading woman in
the Wilkes Stock Company, at the
Majestic Theatre, Los Angeles, has
been chosen for the leading feminine role in an all-star Frank Lloyd
Production by the Goldwyn Company of " The Grim Comedian," an
original photoplay by Rita Weiman.
Miss Hunt's
the Majestic will endengagement
Saturday atnight,
and
production of the picture will begin
immediately.
Harry Sweet's Best Is
Universal's Verdict
Harry Sweet's latest comedy,
"The
Country Heir,"
asserted by
the Century
Film isCorporation,
which made it, and by Universal,
which is to release it, to be the
best yet enacted by that comedian.
It was directed by William Watson.
Sweet is supported by Florence
Lee. It is expected the comedy
will be released in about three
weeks.

Heads

SAY

for

ATTRACTIONS

Producers
ABOUT

the

Coast

Completes His Tour of Personal
Appearance
in
the
Windy City
Chicago, at the Tivoli Theatre last
GEORGE
BEBAN
is
starting
toward the Pacific Coast on week. This was due, no doubt,
his tour of personal appearances in partially to the fact that our Tivoli
connection with " One Man in a Theatre has a seating capacity in
excess of any other motion picture
Million,"
production whichhisis super-special
being distributed
by house in the city.
Robertson-Cole, and is leaving beThe only open time which Mr.
hind in Chicago a record which Beban had, has been filled by the
even exceeds that made by him in Central Park Theatre, Chicago, and
any previous cities of his itinerary. he is leaving this week for St. Paul
One of the greatest attributes where he will make his final stand
before going to Seattle at which
which turewaswhilepaid
to Mr. Beban's
pic- point
he starts his invasion of the
in Chicago
was given
him by Samuel Katz of Balaban West Coast:
and Katz, managers of four of Chicago's biggest theatres. Regarding
Mr.
engagement
in Chicago Increased Activity in
Mr. Beban's
Katz wrote
:
" Please accept my hearty con- Lasky London Studio
gratulations onthe screens achieved
With production entering upon
by' your new photo-play, 'One Man its final stages on the photographin a Million.' This is by far the biging of " The Mystery Road," the
gest attraction we have ever played.
adaptation of E. Phillips Oppen" It might interest you to know heim's novel, which Paul Powell is
that ' One Man in a Million ' played directing at the London studio of
to the biggest number of paid ad- Famous Players-Lasky British Promis ions inthe theatrical history of
ducers, Ltd., increased activity at
the studio is noticeable with the
commencement of work on a new
production.
The latest picture, which has been
; ' FourHorsemen ' 'Show- started, is " The Princess of New
York," an adaptation of Cosmo
ing in Chicago
Hamilton's story, which Donald
Crisp is directing, and which has
been prepared for screen producpseenof S
" The fiFooc
glim
rsur-t
tion by Margaret Turnbull.
GO'of the Ap
Aem
Crs
CHIHo
Director Crisp has assembled a
o
the
"
tr
pic
Me
alypse,
on
ti
faza
ldof the wor
turi
very capable cast for " The Prinmous novel by Vicente Blascess of New York." Miss Mary
,
co Ibanez was scheduled for
Glynne, who has a reputation
March 26 at the La Salle thethroughout England as a young
actress of charm and personality,
atre. In anticipation of this
auspicious event an elaborate
will play the title role. Opposite
her, in the leading male role, will
publicity and advertising
campaign has been conducted
be David Powell. The cast also inin the * . indy City under the
cludes such well-known players as
Ivo Dawson, Miss Dorothy Fane,
direction of Ned Holmes, a
George
well-known theatrical man,
Raleigh. Bellamy and Mrs. Saba
and William Brill, a former
Chicago newspaper writer,
who was connected with the
Tom Gallery in Jimmy
recent New York premiere.
Wallingford Role
The Chicago opening of the
Rex Ingram production of
Tom Gallery has been selected by
" The Four Horesmen of the
George Randolph Chester to create
the role of Jimmy Wallingford, the
Apocalypse " follows the New
York presentation of the picleading
character in " The Son of
ture. The seat sale at the
Wallingford," the Vitagraph speNew York showing has excial production which is now in the
ceeded all expectation, says
preliminary stages at the West
Metro, resulting in a comCoast studios. The story was writplete disposal of all seats
ten especially for Vitagraph by Mr.
during the night performChester, production editor of that
ances of the production. An
organization, and his wife, Lillian
equally enthusiastic reception
E. Chester, and the story will be
is predicted in Chicago,
transferred to the screen under the
where the picture started its
personal direction of the author,
indefinite run on March 26.
who recently went to the Hollywood studios for that express purpose.

PICTURES

A scene from episode number ten of
" The
Double serial,
Adventure,"
Charles
Hutchison
released bya Pathe
Rothacker Outfits Studio for Sculptor
Watterson R. Rothacker has outfitted a permanent studio at the
Rothacker Chicago plant for Miss
Daisytor work
Taake,
the artist
sculpdecorates
parkswhose
and public
squares in a number of American
cities. Miss Taake divides her time
between modelling in clay, and art
title card work for the Rothacker
Company.
Hodkinson Press]Books
Being Prepared
The advertising department of
the W. W. Hodkinson organization
announces that campaign books are
now in preparation for the J. L.
Frothingham production, " The
Other Woman," and the Ben Hamppicture, "Woman
A Certain
Man."
" Theton Other
" isRich
announced
for early release.

Metro

Buys Story by
Geo. Kibbe Turner
" Moonlight," by George Kibbe
Turner, a dramatic story for the
screen, basel upon the scheming of
an unscrupulous stock manipulator
to possess himself
of apurchased
young man's
inheritance,
has been
for
motion picture production by Metro.

Holmes Travel Picture
Released March 27
March 27 is the release date of
another Burton Holmes Travel
Picture
to "Jerusalem."
This
timerelating
Mr. Holmes
visits such
portions of this ancient city which
are comparatively modern and
where one can see up-to-date Jerusalem and see what is going on
in the daily life of its citizens at
the present time.
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Ass'd
Exhibs
To
Release Holman
Day's

"Rider

Acquires

Feature

of

the King Log "
NT is made
MEes
CEoffic
UNthe
ANNO
from
of Associated
Exhibitors that the first feature attraction to be released by the
re-organized company is a Holman
Day production, " The Rider of
TheTheKingexecutives
Log."
of Associated,
who were invited to see the picturewhen it was offered to the organization for release, were immensely
pleased with the production. With
this judgment confirmed by the
others who saw the picture Mr.
Kane decided to conclude negotiations at once. Mr. W. B. Williamson, treasurer and general manager,
and Mr. H. P. Carver, representing
the Edgar Jones Productions, Inc.,
conferred by wire with the others
interested, and before the close of
the business day " The Rider of
The first
KingAssociated
Log" was release.
established a*
the

Three representatives
plan. From left
to right, E. ofS.Associated
Flynn, IraExhibitors'
H. Cohen franchise
and Harryselling
L. KnafTen

ment. I would be glad to know
that all future Associated product
will be on a par with this initial release and I am perfectly willing
that exhibitors judge our future
productions on ' The Rider of The
King Log. We know what we
have secured and every force in
advertising and exploitation will be
putThe
behind
the picture."
picture
is from • the latest
" I pride myself on being con- novel
of Mr. Day. The book has
servative in my judgment and in
my expression of opinion on pic- already sold out several editions.
The story is of the Maine woods
tures," Mr. Kane said when an- and
picture was actually made
nouncing the contract, " but this there.theThe
studio in which the inproduction has reached my enthuteriors were taken is at August,
siasm and I am proud to state that
Associated has secured one of the Me. Mr. Day personally supervised
finest pictures ever given to the the making of the picture which
directed by Harry Hoyt.
screen. It is a picture of the dimen- wasProduction
was commenced
sions of ' The Barrier ' with great
sweeps of drama in the outdoors shortly after Mr. Day's book was
and with an appeal finer than any- published fifteen months ago. It
took an entire year to complete the
thing Ihave ever seen.
of the picture. Many of the
" Mr. Holman Day and his staff filming
of assistants deserve the greatest scenes were taken in summer, and
commendation
for their achieve- the exact camera locations were cut

in rock so that that company could
return to the scenes in mid-winter
and with their cameras in the
exact positions duplicate in winter
the scenes taken in summer.
Several dams constructed years
ago at a cost stated to be more than
$50,000 each were blown up in the
making of the production. These
explosions were not designed
especially for the picture but the
directors took advantage of their
destruction to work in the action
of the story. The results are declared to be spectacular. Some of
the river scenes with the dams
blowing up and the giant logs rolling down a river which is steadilyrising in power and volume surpass
anything of a like nature shown in
a feature, it is declared.
The story is of a battle of lumber
interests. The fight for control of
the forests and the right of way on
the rivers provides the action, but a
strong romance and love theme
runs throughout.

Picture

News

Poli Circuit to Present
Tom Terriss Picture
"The Heart of Maryland," based
on David Belasco's famous Civil
War Drama and put out by Vitagraph as a Tom Terriss production,
has been booked over the entire Poli
Circuit, and the Capitol Theatre, at
Hartford, Conn., will be the first
playhouse to present it to the public.
This will be some time in midCatherine Calvert is the star of
April.
" The Heart of Maryland," portraying with grace and charm the role
of " Maryland
Calvert,"
Southern girl whose
path the
frequently
winds between duty to the Stars
and Bars of the Confederacy and
love for her Northern fiance. In
the cast which supports Miss Calvert are Crane Wilbur, who plays
the chief male role, Felix Krembs,
Willie Collier,
Bernard
Siegel. Jr., Ben Lyon and
Twelfth of the Edgar
Series Is Ready
Edgar Pomeroy, Booth Tarkington's screen representative of Arher-,
ican boyhood turns detective in the
twelfth episode of the series, known
as " The Adventures and Emotions
of Paul
EdgarBern
Pomeroy."
directed " Edgar the
Detective."Bates,
Others in the cast are
Katherine
Frank Cole, John
McCallum, Alberta Lee and Lou
Salter.

Thomas Holding Chosen
for Important Part
Pathe announces that Thomas
Holding has been engaged for the
leading male role in the picture version of Rudyard Kipling's storv
" Without Benefit of Clergy." The
filling of the part, says Pathe, has
occasioned much time and thought
on the part of Director James
Young. The part is an exacting
one, but Director Young believes
that Mr. Holding is peculiarly fitted
Universale
Releases
for
April
to
carry it through. Virginia Faire
The last Universal release this
el features, beginplays the leading female role.
five-re
FOUR ning
with what is said to be Gladys Walton, Harry month will be a new Gladys Walton Evelyn Selbie and Otto Lederer are
the best Harry Carey picture
picture. It is called " Desperate also cast in important parts.
Carey and Carmel
in many months, are announced for
Youth." is an adaptation of F. Hoprelease by Universal during the
kinson Smith's popular novel " A
Myers on List
Kentucky Cinderella." All of the M. Leone Bracker to Do
month of April. They include picvivacity and charm of Miss Waltures starring such other favorites
Goldwyn Posters
ton's personality are said to have
as Carmel Myers and Gladys Wal- Charles LeMoyne, J. Farrell Mcbeen film.
brought out in the making of
ton, and one introducing a new star
Donald, and Lydia Yeamons Titus. this
to the screen in the person of
The next five-reeler on the Unione of the most
promiHarry B. Harris was the director.
M • LEONE
BRACKER,
"Breezy" Eason Jr., the four-year
nent younger artists of the
versal release schedule is " The
country, has been engaged by
old son of Reaves Eason Sr., a Uni- Dangerous Moment," starring Car- The young star had Harold Miller
versal director.
mel Myers, and directed by Marcel as leading man in the *screen
Goldwyn to draw the posters
The first April release is a de Sano. It is a Greenwich Village version of the F. Hopkinson Smith
story,
and
a
supporting
cast
comfor
Williamson's
story
written
by
Douglas
Doty,
story J.of Ernest
the submarine
pirates
Harry Carey picture called " The
prising J. Farrell McDonald, Muand the hunt for their buried
Freeze Out." It is a red-blooded formerly editor of the Cosmopoliriel Godfrey Turner, Louis Wilwestern drama from the pen of
tan Magazine.
treasure, which forms the
loughby, Hazel Howell, Lucy HarGeorge Hull, well known as a
basis of his latest photoplay,
Supporting Miss Myers in " The
scenario writer and who now has
"Wet
Gold." Goldwyn has
ris and James Blackwell. " Desturned his entire attention to the Dangerous Moment " are Herbert
Youth " is said to be
acquired
and will distribute
Heyes, George Rigas, Lule War- especiallyperatenotable
because of the
rington, Bonnie Hill, Fred Becker,
construction of Universal photothis production.
beauty
and
artistry
of
its
settings
Marion Skinner, W. F. Fellows, and photography.
Mr. Bracker is not only a
play plots.
It was directed by Jack Ford, William Fay and B. M. Turner.
magazine illustrator of note,
claimed by Universal to be peerless
but one of the outstanding figThe third April release is "The
ures among the younger
among directors of " western " at- Big Adventure," a boy and dog
American painters. He was
mosphere
pictures.
It
is
Ford's
story
in
which
little
"Breezy"
rirst picture with Universal since Eason Jr. is starred. The story was
the artist who painted the
last Spring, when he directed Carey written especially for the young "Roads of Destiny" Is
famous
" Keep
smiling
poster for
the 'em
United
War"
Booked by Loew
in " Marked Men," said by many film star by James Edward HungerWork
Campaign;
the
War
ford,
a
popular
writer.
to be that star's greatest picture.
Reaves Eason, Sr., directed this
Goldwyn's picturization of Chan" The Freeze Out " shows Carey at feature
Savings Stamps poster, " Befor his youngster. Lee
his best, as a human, straight-shoothold Your Enemy," and the
ging Pollock's play, "Roads of DesShumway and Gertrude Olmstead,
ing
hero
with
a
well-developed
"
Help lest we perish" poster
tiny,"
based
upon
O.
Henry's
short
sense of humor.
placed over a cradle at the
the prize-winning Chicago Elks story and starring Pauline Frederaviation show held in Grand
ick, plaaying the Capitol Theatre
Supporting Carey in this produc- beauty, also are featured in the cast.
Central Palace.
this
week,
has
been
booked
in
the
Fred
Herzog
and
Millie
Shafer
tion are such popular players as
Loew theatres.
Helen
Ferguson,
Joe Harris, play important roles.
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Kohn
Sets
His

A tense moment from Irving Willat's " Partners of the Tide," a Hodkinson release
New

Francis

Marion

Story

Author Directs "Just Around the
Corner " for Cosmopolitan Company
which was so delicately handled in
MARION has comFRANCESpleted at the
This time, acMetro Studio in " Humoresque."
cording to an announcement by
Sixty-first Street the taking of
r," a Cos- George B. VanClcve, general man" Just Around the Corne
mopolitan production, which she is
ager of W. R. Hearst's film interests, Miss Marion is taking a difdirecting from a scenario made
ferent phase of the same theme.
s by Fan- The story
from a collection of storie
differs greatly from
nie Hurst. Miss Marion, it will
be remembered wrote the scenario " Humoresque," but it lacks none
pathos and hufor " Humoresque," the highly suc- of themanpenetrating
emotion that made that processful Cosmopolitan production of
duction such a tremendous success,
Fannie Hurst's story.
it is declared. In "Just Around
nd theen Corne
- In " Juston Arou
Miss Marion is makanothrer" the Corner"
has writt
Miss Mari
ing a picture which deals with
story of mother love, the theme of plain everyday people, who are familiar to all of us. The story takes
place in a tenement house, and
deals with the kindly, sympathetic
Many N. Y. Bookings on folk who make up the Birdsong
family. Much care and attention
Cabanne Feature
was given by Miss Marion to the
selection of types for her charm-r
stsive co
acters.
the mo
Greate
prehen
ONENew of Yo
gs
in
rk book
The leading part is played by
ever reported by RobLewis Sargent, famous for his inertson-Cole, has just been seterpretation of " Huckleberry
cured on " What's a Wife
Finn," who in " Just Around the
"
m
h?
nd
ia
rt
co
ll
e
Wo
th se
Wi
Corner " has opportunity to display
banne super-special
Christy Ca
the same boyish charm that distinich has just
guishes his characterizations, and
production, wh
been released. More than a
at the same time his part requires
score of New York theatres,
pathos. Miss Sigrid Holmquist,
Swedish screen actress, plays the
the great share of them being
heroine, and her beauty and charm
Fox and Loew houses, have
are displayed to great advantage.
just closed with RobertsonOthers in the cast are Margaret
fe
Cole to show " What's
a
Wi
Seddon, Zyllah Shannon, Edward
Worth? " immediately.
Phillips, Madame Rosonova, Peggy
The Fox houses, which have
Parr and Fred C. Thomson.
booked the picture, are the
Audubon, Academy of Music,
Star, Nemo, Jap Garden,
Rothacker Sends a Big
Standard, 103rd Street, Crotona, Jamaica, Folly and the
Shipment Abroad
Comedy.
One of the largest foreign shipIn Brooklyn the Stone
ments of industrials film ever made
Theatre, Sheffield Garden,
left the Rothacker Chicago laboraand other houses have booked
tory this week. The prints went
"What's a Wife Worth?"
to all parts of the world. Ten difThe Loew houses concerned
ferent languages were represented
are the 116th Street, Seventh
in titles.
Avenue, New York, 42nd
This picture, which was produced
Street, Bijou, H o b o k e n,
by the Rothacker Industrial DiviSpooner, Burland and Victory
sion, will be used by an American
theatres.
manufacturer to help create a foreign demand for his product.

Picture

News

Discusses
Conditions
Forth Observations Made on
Recent

Tour of Key Cities
sane, healthful basis and that once
we
become adjusted to new condient,
ed
presid
has
just
return
t's
Realar
N,
KOH
RIS
MORan
tions, the entire industry will ride
from
extended tour of the key
to a continued success and permanence.
cities of the country. Discussing on
conditions as he found them, Mr.
Kohn said :
" Every exhibitor," continued Mr.
Kohn, " seems determined to bend
" On the West Coast, in San his mind toward the improvement
Francisco and Los Angeles particu- of local conditions. In many instances, this improvement takes the
larly, the conditions are very favorable. Things are booming right form of the erection of bigger, betalong and business seems excellent.
ter motion picture theatres or the
" In the northern section, around general physical improvement of
Seattle, and in the Northwest and the older houses. It is in either
Middle West states, business seems case a healthful, progressive sign.
" The censorship problem," he
to be about twenty-five per cent below normal. This, I believe, is due added, " while a vital and serious
to the general readjustment which one, has not unduly alarmed the
the
motion picture business is going average exhibitor. He finds, with
through.
his local board, that there is a tendency on the part of the agitators
" Speaking with exhibitors, 1
found that they are not in the frame to accept as fact the statement of
of mind where they believe that the producers that they are cleaning
end of the motion picture is in house from the inside. The teny, Iobserved, is to lay off and
sight, or that the millenium is ap- permit dencthe
industry to work out
proaching. Far from it. They are
convinced that the business is on a
its own salvation."

"Reputation " Set for April
Bookings on Priscilla Dean Film
Accepted for Dates After Apr. 15
magazine. It is a drama of stage
life and contains a dual role in
which Miss Dean is said to do the
best work of her screen career.
One of these parts is promised to
be
the ever
mostevolved.
striking Itscreen
char-of
arter
is that

Priscilla Dean
she appears
in "Reputation," as a asmusical
comedy
prima
donna. This tionnew
is to beUniversal
released Jewel
soon produc""DEPUTATION," the new big
A^- Universal - Jewel starring
Priscilla Dean, will be ready for
release about the middle of April,
it is announced. Bookings already
are being accepted for dates after
April 15th, it is understood.
Cutting and editing of the new
feature has just been completed at
Universal City by Stuart Paton, the
director, assisted by Frank LawUniversal's film
editor, underrence,
the personal
supervision
of
Mr. Laemmle and Mr. R. H.
Cochrane, vice-president of Universal.
" Reputation " is from the story
" False Colors " by Edwina Levin,
which ran serially in Ainslee's

the
Londonmusical
Flame, comedy
England's. prima
most
popular
donna. The part was drawn to
combine all the vivacity of such of
her former roles as " The Wild Cat
of Paris," the "Wicked Darling"
and
Tbe cleverness
Virgin of and
Stamboul,"
with " the
charm
of her characterizations in " The
Exquisite Thief" and in "Outside
the Law," her latest success.
" Reputation " is Stuart Paton's
first
Universal-Jewel
picture
under big
his new
contract.
" Reputation " is said to have the
strongest cast ever assembled for a
Universal picture. Miss Dean is
supported by Niles Welch, one of
the most popular leading men in
the cinema field. Rex Roselli,
Spottiswood Aitkin, William
Welsh and Harry Van Meter also
have important
in theareproduction. Others in parts
the cast
James
McLaughlin, Al Garcia, Harry
Carter, Kathleen Myers, Joey McCreery, Alice H. Smith, Francois
Dumas, Joe Ray and little May
Giraci.
Pathe

Announces April
10th Releases
Pathe announces the following

for release
on April
10th : episode
" Hazardous Heights,"
the twelfth
of "Double Adventure." starring
Charles Hutchison: "The Message
Stone." episode fifth of "The
Avenging Arrow." starring Ruth
Roland;" Snub
and " "Rush
which
Pollard Orders,"
is featured,in
with Marie Mosquini, Hughie Mack
and " Sunshine Sambo assisting
him in this Rolin comic.

Rut h

Roland

Vie Avenging
I
by Arthur Preston /{aniens
Produced
Ruth

Roland

hy
Serials./,*.

ytt The PfBERTBRU/fTox Studios*
^RROW"

RUTH

ROLAND

in

"The

The

Avenging

Problem

Arrow"

of

the

Empty

Seat

If the regular crowd just covers your overhead,
then the empty seat is your missing profit

ca'sn
Ameri
estedof the
the sgreat
of tician
ONE statis
motio
prob
picture business the other day
and said: "The empty seat represents
the greatest single loss to the exhibitor today."
You can fill those seats occasionally
by a spurt of showmanship or the
showing of a great special.
You can fill those seats regularly by
making your theatre a habit with
your patrons.
Take the poorest day of the week
and put in a really big serial sponsored and presented by the greatest
serial house in the business.
You will make a bad day good; you
will fill your seats for fifteen weeks
and you will make your theatre a
habit.

Ruth Roland gets them in.

She is

the world's greatest serial star. "Ruth
of the Rockies" shattered all records. From her first serial, "Who
Pays?" down through "The Red
Circle," "Hands Up," "The Tiger's
Trail" and all the rest, her serials
have been very successful.
Now comes "The Avenging Arrow,"
her latest, a true-blue story of adventure and romance, without a
shadow of the underworld in it.
It is your big opportunity for an appeal to men, women and children. It
is Romance. It is Outdoors. And it
is clean-clean-clean.
Dust off the empty seats and polish
up the glass on the box-office front
for the most constructive move you
ever made.

Book it now for the star
Book it now for the picture
Book it now for your patrons
Book

it now for present and future profits
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Best

Circus

Film

Yet,

Is

Claim

' and elephant tenders
HE best representation of Bert
Leo Supervises •butchers
bull men.' We call the sideshow
' Big Top ' conditions as
Production of the
the ' kid top ' and aerial acts ' castpica motionyet placed
authoriing acts.' Horses trained for trick
verdict incircus
ture " is the
Realart
Release
ties returned on " The Little
'—
' rosinbacks
due
to the
factaretheir
backs are
riding
acrobatic
Clown," Realart's latest Star Francovered with powdered rosin.
*'Mr.
Hopwood's
long'
associaproduction with Mary Miles
chise
tion with the show business made That, incidentally, is why white
Minter.
Bert Leo, one of the most famousof his situations fundamentally sound. horses are always used in this act —
Mr. Roselli and I, however, were
of circus clowns and inventor
rosinparticularly,
won't show.that we
able to iron out the little details, so " that
One the
thing,
" act which,
the renowned " Mother Goose Ringcautioned
Director
Heffron to
if incorrectly mirrored,
which he used for years with
guard
against
in
this
picture, was
would
bring
censure
from
all
over
ace
ling's Hagenbeck-Wall
and the the country.
any scene showing players climbing
Barnes shows, declared he conaround
on
circus
wagons.
This has
"The director, Mr. Heffron; the
sidered the picture the acme of circus realism. Together with Rex star, Mary Miles Minter ; and all of been seen so often in other circus
Roselli, manager of the Al G. the supporting
players into
threw
It may
'cute' simply
but it
isn't circus;
circusbe people
selves enthusiastically
the themparts pictures.
Barnes show, Mr. Leo supervised
and
they
look
on
the
screen
just
scenes
circus
don't
do
those
things."
tan the filming of the
Mr. Leo and Mr. Roselli were in
A scene from " Proxies," a Cosmopoli
di- which form an important feature what they purport to be — the at- their element during the making of
picture,
and a D.Paramount
,
production
soon
will
It
Baker.
George
on.
by
rected
of the producti
of a smallofcircus."
be seen at the Rivoli in New York
The tachesmatter
supervising the "The Little Clown" as Realart
" Circus people feel that in the circus
scenes
was no simple one for rented an entire circus for the " Big
past their life and customs have
" scenes in the picture. The
"Proxies" Booked for been incorrectly depicted on the it included every detail — even the Top
language used by the players. The Escalante circus camped on the
screen,"
explained
the
famous
Rivoli, April 10
clown, For that reason we were average picture-goer is so adept at Hollywood lot for several days.
attended the show hevery glad to render technical advice reading lips that the actors had to Thousands
>ROXIES," the latest
it was all free and as a result
be tutored in the utterly different cause
during the making of
Cosmopolitan proDirector
Thomas
Heffron was able
duction, described
of circus people.
The Little Clown." The resultant jargon
to
obtain
some
unusual crowd
" For instance," said Mr. Leo, scenes.
lart's
up1 by Cosmoplitan as
is the bestReareprefeel,
we
picture,
" the fastest moving comedy
an actor
' kinker,'
besentation of ' Big Top ' conditions " we call
The leading male role is carried
cause acrobatics
and a riding
require
drama
screened,"
picture."
motion
be
shownever
for the
first timewill
at
a
placed in enjoyed my asso- ' kinked ' muscles. A train loader by Jack Mulhall, who in addition to
as "Iyetparticularly
is also an acthe Rivoli theatre, New York
is a 'razor-back' and a clown a his screen experience,
complished horseman and capable
ciation with the picture," continued 'joy.' Clowns joining avcircus for
City, beginning April 10. AcMr. Leo, " because Avery Hopwood,
the difficult feats recording to an announcement
who wrote the play, has made his their first season are called ' First of performing
quired of him in this picture. The
by George B. Van Cleve,
circus characters just what they of Mays,' because it is on that date
general manager of William
are — one big family enjoying all of that newcomers sign their con- supporting
includes'
Anson, WintercastHall,
HelenLura
Dunbar,
the joys and sorrows of travelling tracts.
Randolph Hearst's film interand Cameron Coffey.
thousands
of
miles
together.
" Candy salesmen are ' candy
ests, "Proxies " is in a class
by itself for its skillful blending of mystery, thrills, fights,
love and regeneration.
" Proxies " was screened
from a story by Frank R.
West
in
Opens
Special
Ingram
Adams in the Cosmopolitan
Magazine. The scenario was
ing Thalberg, Bridgetta Clark,
written by George D. Baker,
brilliant Los Angeles
Siere
RO'
Nigel
deginiaBrulier,
VirMET
Four
The
"
of
prem
Warwick, Arthur
WesleyHoyt,
Ruggles,
who directed the picture as
"
men
lypse
well.
Apoca
the
of
Horse
Phil
McColloch,
William
Johnston,
on Wednesday evening, March 9,
Mitchel Lewis, Ann Sampson, Paul
Norman Kerry and Zena
d almost as worthy of posiprove
Keefe play the featured roles.
Bern, Mac Sennett, Marcel de
tion in film history as did the actual
Sana, Brodwitch Turner, Sid
Raye Dean, Jack Crosby, Wilmaking of this masterpiece of the
liam H. Tooker, Marie ShafFranklin, Jackie Saunders, Theoes
,
,
statea
in
Metro
declar
screen
fer, Paul -^verton and Robert
dore Kosloff, Natacha Rambova
ment just issued from the headand Douglas Gerrard.
Everton complete the cast.
quarters of that organization.
" Proxies " will be distribThis list is not offered as anyBecause of the unusual interest in
uted by Famous Players-Lasthing approaching a chronicle of the
this Rex Ingram production, the
notables who were present at the
ky Corporation.
entire picture industry, from propremiere. These are the names only
ducers and stars down to the most
of those whose faces were picked
sought to gain admisout of the throngs as they entered
"The Pretenders" to Be humblesion toextra,
the Mission theatre, where
the darkened theatre just before the
it is scheduled for ah indefinite run.
Cabanne's Third
opening of the performance. Alice
Word from the Robertson-Cole Although the admission price for
Terry, the youthful featured player
Studios in Los Angeles to the effect
whose name has become familiar to
this showing of " The Four Horsethat
William
Cabanne's
" was set at $5 — a precedent in
theatregoers almost over night beproduction
beingChristy
made under
the Los menAngeles
— there were not half
cause of her brilliant work in this
title "The Pretenders" for this enough seats to supply the demand,
production, was not present at the
company is almost completed indi- it is declared by Metro. Hundreds
opening. She was called to San
cates that there will be three of of men and women stood before the
Francisco because of the serious illthese Cabanne super-special produc- playhouse in a spring shower in the
ness of her mother and was unable
tions on the market within a very
Eighteen-year-old Alice Terry, who
hope
that
they
might
wedge
themshort time.
to
return
to the film capital in time
selves with the throng.
plays the leading female role in Metro's
to participate in the triumph of
big production, " The Four Horsemen
Robertson-Cole has just released
of the Apocalypse "
"What's A Wife Worth?" the secthose who participated in the makWith the exception of " Doug "
ond Cabanne production, while the and Mary — who were in Mexico — party who were her guests at a suping of the picture.
practically
every
producer,
star,
diNeither was Mr. Ingram nor Miss
per
following
the
showing;
George
first one, "The Stealers" has been
rector and player of the screen Melford, director and producer;
playing for some little time. The
to receive
the They
conhuman qualities of the two of these either was in the audience or at- May Allison, Viola Dana and Alice Mathis present
gratulations ofthe
audience.
tempting to obtain a seat, says the Lake, Metro stars, joined forces in were called to New York to attend
pictures which already have been Metro statement.
an after-theatre gathering; Sol the Eastern premiere of their proreleased by Robertson-Cole also are
Among those most readily rec- Wurtzel, representative of William
being imparted to the third picture,
duction and, according to teleognized in the darkened house Fox studios on the coast.
now in the making, according to
graphic advices, found it impossible
to
start
on
their return journey in
word from the Robertson-Cole Stu- were :
Za Su Pitts, Tom Gallery, Shirdios.
Mayor Meredith P. Snyder and
ley Mason, Bernie Durning, Max the
time Mission.
to greet their co-workers at
These three pictures are the fruits staff, William S. Smith, president of Linder, Gareth Hughes, Dallas FitzReviewers were unanimous in
gerald, Herbert K. Somborn, T.
Picture Producers' Asof Mr.ence Cabanne's
of experiunder the bestyears
masters
in the the Motionsociation,
who was host at a party Daniel Farwley, Joseph Swickard, their characterization of " The Four
industry, and his own years of di- following the showing; Nazimova, Stuart Payton, William D. Taylor, Horsemen" as one of the greatest
rectorship.
Gloria Swanson, and members of a Herbert Rawlinson, Jack Ford, Irv- screen productions of all times.

Motion
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Sees
Depression
as Benefit
Taught the Exhibitors Greater
Caution, Belief of John E. Storey
tures the better it will be for the
by economic
conditions
'J" HAT
the tension
brought during
about producers of good pictures. Too
the past six months has actually often in the past have we seen exhibitors oversold with product
been of benefit to the motion picture
business in some important respects which kept good pictures out of
is the conclusion reached by John his theatre when they were released.
E. Storey, Sales Manager of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., in an ana" The experience of these past
lysis of conditions. Mr. Storey is few months should be a pretty good
of the belief that economic neces- guide to producers in the next year.
sity compelled the exhibitor to ex- The condition fits in exactly with
ercise greater caution in the selec- the policy established by Associated
tion of product and in that way Exhibitors, Inc., for the mediocre
productions of real merit came into picture is out of the schedule of
Associated releases.
their full value.
" As a conspicuous example we
" As a result of the necessity of
better showmanship to maintain may cite the case of George Arliss
profits the exhibitor has become a in ' The Devil.' That picture hit
the market at a time when the
discriminating buyer," Mr. Storey bump of caution was most develstates. " With the boom days in
oped in the buying market of the
general business at an end every
business man found himself under exhibitors. They were hard to convince but when they were once
the necessity of doing keener and
better work, of doing more careful shown, ' The Devil ' was booked
buying, better advertising, and bet- everywhere.
" It was not that exhibitors were
ter merchandising generally. Although the motion picture business chary about the price. They are
did not feel the depression as did paying today prices consistent with
other industries the exhibitor could the ability of their theatres to pay
not help being influenced by his en- and earn a profit. They are always
vironment and he developed the willing to pay that price for a picture that will get that profit. The
quality of caution.
they are afraid of is buying
" The producers of good motion athing
picture, even at a low price, that
pictures cannot quarrel with that
development. The stronger the cau- will keep people out of their houses
tion of exhibitors in buying pic- and will lose them prestige."

Picture

News

A scene from
the unusual
picture, at" the
The Capitol
Cabinet theatre
of Dr. in
Caligari,"
obtained by
Goldwyn
for a showing
New York

"Caligari"

Film
at Capitol
Goldwyn's
European Acquisition
Be Presented Week of April 3
to
istic forms, so that the mood of
headquarters
TIE
that keenin the characters is expressed no less
York n reports
New Goldwy
interest has been aroused over by what surrounds them than by
" The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," their own interpretation of their
which opens at the Capitol Theatre, feelings. This in itself would be a
radical departure from anything
New York, on April 3rd. Gold- that
has heretofore been done on
wyn officials declare that this pic- the screen.
from the advance reture, judging
ports, will prove another screen
An effective advance publicity
ed
New
Gasnier
Subject
Ready
from Europe this campaign has been carried on for
import
epic
season.
past three weeks through the
Following the spirit of modern the
" Good Women " Based on C. Gardner
newspapers and the distribution of
art,
the
picture
employs
the
method
Released Shortly
Sullivan Story
circulars in the Capitol proof impressionism in the unfolding 100.000 grams
and in cafes and tea rooms.
The cast includes Rosemary The- of a story that might have been
by, who had a very important part written by Edgar Allan Poe. The
The advertising is distinguished
in " Kismet," as well as Hamilton story is worked out on a strange by its dignified presentation of the
Revelle, who also was seen in the
of emotion — strange, at least, facts about the production, without
Gasnier-Skinner production. Earl plane
to the films if not to fiction or to display or illustrations and with
Schenck who also has played lead- the drama. In order to maintain no exaggeration in the statements
ing parts, is another who has a this plane daring liberties have been concerning the picture. Consistent
big
part
in " Good
whileP. taken with the backgrounds and space was taken in the newspapers
Arthur Stuart
Hull Women,"
and William
Carleton play the other leading sets in the picture. The definite, over a period long enough to immale roles. Other women in the rigid lines of convention have been
press New York theatre-goers with
cast are Irene Blackwell, Rhea Mit- abandoned for fluent, impression- the importance of *he picture.
chell, and Eugenie Besserer. This
is a cast which is bound to attract
the following of several stars, declares Robertson-Cole, for more
on "Lot"
than one of its members have fre- Iren
BackWithin
le
CastProduction
Toe Begin
Week
quently been featured or starred in
various productions.
Under Direction of E. Hollywood
In the months which have sucstudio orchestra it was different
the releaseGasnier
of " Kismet,"
and FINAL
ed forions
completnegotiat
workhaveon been
the when the picture was played at
during ceededwhich
has been
working on this new super-special, Irene Castle production, according various points in the country where
to an announcement from the Hod- the musicof the theatre failed, perEugene Besserer and Rosemary Theby countless inquiries have been com- kinson
home office. Director Eding
in
to
the
Robertson-Cole
sales
haps, to keep properly* synchronized
in " Good Women," a Robertson-Cole organization from various parts of
win L. Hollywood announces that with the picture. It is said by Hodsuper-special directed by Gasnier
kinson
officials that this objection
work
will be begun within
the country, asking when the next camerahas been overcome through a new
week.
The
first
producROBERTSON-COLE announces Gasnier production was to be re- the next
tion will be made here in the East system of preparing the music cue
leased. This is considered by Robthe early release of " Good
and
will
be the picturization of a chronization.
sheet which insures perfect synertson-Cole
officials
to
be
indicad
W omen " produce by Louis Gastive
of
the
interest
exhibitors
feel
ton Kelland novel
Clarence
Budding
nier, the director of " Kismet," in the work of the director of
There are added points of appeal
" Good Women " was produced
which recently appeared in " Every- in the fact that she will be given
from an original story by C. Gard- " Kismet."
Magazine."
body's
Eve Unsell is at
ner Sullivan, and is acted by a
opportunity also to show before
present engaged in writing the con- an
strong cast. The story is based on
Master Films Moves
tinuity. An announcement concern- the camera all those diversified athletic accomplishments which have
ing the cast will be made very
one of the mooted questions of the
shortly.
into New Studio
assisted in making her famous. She
day — that of how far the marriage
will
ride
horseback; she will swim,
Mrs. Castle danced on the screen
relation is governed by the laws of
Negotiations were completed this
convention, states Robertson-Cole. week whereby Master Films, Inc., in some of her early productions and she will ski in her new picture.
The central figure in the picture producers of "Torchy" comedies, but was not satisfied with the re- The locale of the picture ranges
sults obtained, it is stated, insofar from " the great outdoors," — which,
is a woman who tries out the ex- starring Johnny Hines and released
periment of intimate love without by Educational Exchanges, will take as she claimed that while the in this instance, happens to be a
marriage, and who is able to give over the Fifty-fourth Street Studios rhythm of the dance was perfect at Northwestern Lumber Camp. — to
to the world the answer to the for their exclusive and permanent the time it was executed at the the palatial home of a New York
studio and to the music of the millionaire.
problem.
producing home.
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Fine Reports Received

Borzage
Starts
New
Production
on "East Lynne"
departure for Mr. Borzage to go
To
Make
Fannie
W. Hodkinson
from " Get-Rich-Quick WallingTHE W.
headquarters reports that
acomedy,
this drama
modern ford,"life
which toFrances
Marionof
Hurst Story for CosHugo Ballin's productiond
has
handled
deftly
in
her
scenario.
asse
" East Lynne " has surp
mopolitan Productions
all expectations for its sucThe theme of ''Back Pay" also
d
s
stoo
cess and that it "ha
differs essentially from Mr. Bordiwho
E,
ZAG
tests."
seve,rest
FRAN
rectKed BOR
" Humoresque," has
un munder
zage's tremendous
success,
"Humor-a
according
sections
all the
Fro
esque." Back
"
Pay
" presents
begun work for Cosmopolitan
,
conproblem
that
any
girl
might
have to
son
kin
to W. W. Hod
ons
Producti
" Back
Pay,
solve, and at the same time the
, "whican-h
t story
gratulatory wires and letters
other FannieonHurs
drama of the situation around
Frances Marion adapted for the
are reaching the home-office
which this problem is woven is so
screen. Miss Marion stopped work
testifying to the success being
achieved by its new release.
intense that the story holds the inon "Jus
Arou
the
Corner,"
terest throughout. The heroine,
Thomas A. Rigler, of the
t ndstor
h shea
ie tHurs
y whic
Fann
Hester Bevins, when she is told
Park theatre, Hannibal, Mo.,
adapted, and which she has been
that themarkswages
sin has
is death,
directing for Cosmopolitan Producwires: " Played ' East Lynne '
that thenof she
a lot reof
tions, in order to write the scenario
pre-release four days to bigback pay coming to her, and that is
gest business ever done in our
for this new picture.
theatre. Give us more picSeena Owen, whose last picture,
theMr.
basisBorzage
of the picture's
plans totitle.
take his
tures like this."
"
The
Woman God Changed," Cosmost difficult scenes first. These
Cumof
mopolitan
Productions
will
release
Bros.,
er
Melling
are the scenes in a war hospital in
berland, Md., in a communisoon, is taking the leading role of
cation to S. A. Galanty, the
this country after the hero has reHester Bevins. Matt Moore takes
turned from France. In these scenes
Hodkinson representative in
the leading male role of Jerry. In A scene from "Buried Treasure," Marion
Miss
Owen's
great power as an
"Washington, D. C, declares:
" Back Pay" there is only one other Davies' latest
releasedCosmopolitan
by Paramountproduction, emotional actress will have ample
"'East Lvnne opened to ca- . important character, who has not
opportunity. The part of Jerry also
pacity business. Picture was
yet been cast, and Mr. Borzage
requires great acting from Matt
Moore.
mopolitan
success,
and
also
played
said
that
he
is
glad
of
the
opportu"
success.
bigThe Hodkinson headquarnity to handle a small cast. His last the leading role in " Straight Is the
ters also reports that word
Altogether " Back Pay " offers
a Cosmopolitan
Cosmopolitan picture, " Get-Rich- Way,"
has been received from Chihas
been delightingProduction,
audiences Mr. Borzage and his cast opportuQuick Wallingford," to be released which
nities which are as great as those
in a few months, required the man- since its release early in March.
cago stating that " East
agement and direction of a large
" Back Pay " is the story of the which he worked out to such adLynne " will run simultanecast of principals and numerous redemption by means of true love
ously at the Capital, Davenvantage in "ofHumoresque."
The basis
the story as written
supers.
of a girl who has taken the line of
port, la., and the Fort Armstrong at Rock Island, 111.,
Matt Moore, who plays the part least resistance in her struggle for by Fannie Hurst displays the same
two nouses recently opened
a livelihood. Its theme is of great power of emotional writing for
of Jerry in " Back Pay," played in heart
and reputed to be among the
interest, and it is a distinct which she is famous.
"
The
Passionate
Pilgrim,"
a
Cosmost beautiful houses of the
Tri-Cities district.

Bayard Veiller Directs
"Woman Next Door"
Bayard Veiller, chief of productions at Metro's West Coast
Studios, will direct " The Woman
Next Door," in which May Allison
is to be starred. Among the principals are, Albert Roscoe, Frank
Elliott, Irene Hunt, Stanley
Goethals, Dana Todd and Wilton
Taylor. Stanley Goethals is the
four-year-old player who was the
sensation of " Outside the . Law "
a recent Universal production
Three

Salesmen

Named

by Ass'd Exhibitors
Announcement has been
made by Phil L. Ryan, manager of franchises of the Associated Exhibitors, of the selection of the first three
representatives of the Associated franchise selling force
who will carry the plan to
the exhibitors of the country.
The men selected have earned
the confidence of exhibitors in
every territory during several
years of experience in the industry and are said to be
thoroughly qualified for the
task in hand. They are H. L.
KNAPPEN, E. S. FLYNN
and IRA H. COHEN.
The representatives are
men who have sold film in
every state in the union, and
who have held important executive positions in the field
for some of the most important distributing organizations.

Educational
Drives
for
Record
Cleveland
and
Detroit
and
in
each
t~> DUCATIONAL product in
producing
units series
carry well
first-run
releases of every
up into
of these places he will talk over
f\ of
75 per
cent
ot
ihe
theatres
July.
Announcements
have
already
the United States by with the branch managers the business of the year and the plans for been made of the renewal of the
July
1st,"
is
the slogan
by
for Torchy Comedies
the entire home
officeadopted
and field
the future. Henry Ginsberg, do- contract
mestic sales manager, has in the which will bring twelve in the next
forces of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc. This campaign has past week completed visits to the year and for twenty Mermaid comedies, twelve of which will be made
been begun under the direction of Boston, New Haven, Albany, Buffalo and Toronto, Canada, offices by Jack White and Lloyd HamilPresident E. W. Hammons prior to
ton with their own producing comhis announcement of the complete and will shortly leave on a trip to
pany and eight featuring Jimmie
production plans for the next year. all of the other offices than those
July 1st marks the close of the to which Mr. Hammons will go, Adams and made by Astra. Other
first fiscal year of Educational Film with the exception of the Pacific contracts have been signed, but announcement has been withheld pendExchanges, Inc., the distributing Coast.
First vear contracts with all the
ing the completion of some details.
organization. The first exchanges
were opened at that time in 1920
though the entire system was not
in complete operation until some
three months later. However, the
drive
will apply
to "allproduct
offices.nowIt
will include
the entire
being distributed, but will not consider either new product or pictures under renewals of contracts
with present producing units.
According to statements from
Educational its product now dominates the first-run theatres of the
country and especially is booked by
every circuit of importance. This
applies to every series of pictures
in every city of importance. This
campaign has been carried through
the smaller cities, but now the chief
effort will be centered in obtaining
bookings in such smaller localities
as all of the product has not been
placed, and this policy has been encouraged bythe voluntary contracts
on the part of exhibitors who have
run part manded
of thethe
rest.series and have deMr. Hammons is this week on a
tour of a number of the principal offices including Washington, A scene from " Torchy's Big Lead," a Torchy comedy featuring Johnny Hines
and released by Educational
Pittsburgh, Louisville, Cincinnati,
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Motion

Better

Serials

Demanded

Brooks, of Pathe, Believes Small
Towner
is
Now
Discriminating
and remote are the audi
Brooks.
" It ap-is
pearswhere,"
that saidnoMr.screen
audience
ences left for cheap and sensational motion pictures. Fewer so small or so remote from any big
still are the " hoakum " serials that city centre of culture that it has
can be disposed of anywhere, at not developed in taste and ability
any price. Audiences, even in the to discriminate between good and
small towns drawing their audi- bad pictures along with the rest of
ences largely from the rural dis- the world. This applies with special force to serials — the unchaltricts have*
developed
along lines
of taste
even
more rapidly
than
lenged popular leader in picture entertainment but only when they are
picture
This production
significant has."
statement rep- serials with logical stories rationally
resents the conviction of Edgar and capably filmed. It is getting
Oswald Brooks, Pathe Serial to be an old story that this means
Sales Manager, after a tour of the the Pathe Serial, which, from the
Southwestern territory and talks beginning, has been the best among
One of the many laughs from " Now with exhibitors catering to all serial.
orcomedy
Never,"
new Harold
Lloyd classes of audiences.
to bethereleased
by Associated
" The fact that Pathe serials,
Mr. Brooks has just returned to
Exhibitors through Pathe exchanges
the Pathe Home Office after three owing to their constantly increasing quality value, are being more
weeks spent in visits to exhibitors
Educational Product in in Indiana, Western Kentucky, and more heavily booked by the
and finest theatres in the
Southern Illinois, Missouri and biggest
All Canadian Circuits
country, causes no alarm in the
Canada has now met the record Iowa. He was pleased to discover mind of the small exhibitor. He
that even in localities where present realizes that his patrons are just
made in the United States of having economic
conditions are disturbing,
every important motion picture the- and depressing
general business, as discriminating as those who
atre circuit book Educational pro- no concessions for
are
made in favor crowd the foremost picture palaces
duct, according to announcement
of Chicago, St. Louis, Louisville or
made by Educational Film Ex- of cheap inferior pictures.
changes, Inc. This statement was
" It was the same story everymade following the return of Henry
Xew Orleans."
Ginsberg, domestic sales manager,
from Toronto where he has been
Strong
Paramount
Cast
conferring with local officials of A
Canadian Educational Films, Ltd.
Mitchell Lewis, Milton Sill and
The four principal circuits operFerguson Support Betty Compson
ating in Canada are the Allen Theatres, the Famous Players Thea- ONE of the strongest casts ever has derived a large part of his edutres, the Loew houses and the Grifassembled on the screen at one
cation in Paris*, has played in many
fin Circuit ; the last named conpictures, excellfining its attention to a number of time will be seen in " At the End of recenting inParamount
juvenile types.
Ontario cities. In such cases where the World," the picture which, as
one circuit dominates a city it has has been previously announced, will
Theson as appearance
Missis not
Compa Paramount ofstar
the
Compson's
first
appearbooked the entire Educational pro- mark Betty
ance
as
a
star
under
the
Paraduct, and at points where there is
only new feature which will mark
mount
banner.
competition the product has been
Among those who have already " At the End of the World," on
divided up, so that there is now been
comselected to support Miss which production
menced last week. work
Anotherwasfeature
one hundred per cent representation.
Compson are Mitchell Lewis, Mil- will be the evolution of Penrhyn
ton Sills and Casson Ferguson.
world famous artist, as
Mr. Lewis in his stage career played Stanlaws,
$4,000 Boudoir Set in with William Faversham, Nazimova a full fledged director of motion
this being the first producand others. His six feet of height pictures,
tion in which he has taken complete
"Enchantment"
A feature of the settings found lends strength to the description charge.
in Cosmopolitan's production, " En- that he is a man of unusual phy"At the End of the World" is
sique. Milton Sills' recent work in
starringtheMarion
vies, is declaredchantment,"
to be
boudoir Daof Paramount productions : " Behold peculiarly suited to Miss Compson's
the affluent young lady played by My Wife" and "The Faith emotional style of acting. The
Miss Davies. Cosmopolitan points Healer" have increased his popu- story is an adaptation of the famous European success by Ernest
larity to the extent where he reout this setting as an instance of the
which has been scenarized by
quires no further introduction. Cas- Klein
care with which it arranges its setson Ferguson, a Southerner who E. Bingham.
tings to harmonize with the characters and the atmosphere of the star.
The cost of the boudoir set is said
to be $4,000.
In " Enchantment " Miss Davies "Without
Limit"
on
B'way
is supported by Forrest Stanley.
George Baker's Production Well
Arthur Rankin, Tom Lewis and
Edith Shayne are also in the cast.
Received by Capitol's
The picture is being directed by NEW YORK
notAudience
only highly entertainput the seal of its in a ingway
but
in
such a manner as to make
Robert G. Vignola. Famous Playapproval upon "Without a deep impression, says the stateers-Lasky Corporation will release Limit," a George D. Baker proment from the Metro headquarters.
duction for S-L Pictures, released
" Enchantment."
Because of this reception accordby Metro, when a crowded house
ed "Without Limit," announcement
received it favorably at its Broad"Puppets of Fate" Is
way premiere at the Capitol theatre is made by S-L Pictures of an enerReleased March 28
getic campaign now being conducted
on Sunday, March 20. " Temple
have the picture exhibited in
Dusk" was y originally published in to
Donn Byrne's story, " Puppets of the
every part of the country where its
Saturda Evening Post.
Fate," with Viola Dana as the star,
In Boston, Cleveland and other story and entertaining message will
was Metro's release for March 28.
used by the exhibitor to prove
Besides the star, the cast of " Pup- cities " Without Limit " was herald- be
that
motion pictures of the highest
ed
as
the
picture
which
suppets of Fate," includes Francis Mcplied a convincing answer to those calibre do not need the restraining
Donald, Jackie Saunders, Fred Kelsey, Thomas Rickertts and Edward advocating a rigorous censor- and ofttimes destructive censorship to make them acceptable to the
ship on the productions of the
Kennedy. Adaptation to the screen
was made by Ruth Ann Baldwin and screen, declares Metro. It was
Mr. Baker adapted the story for
Molly Parro. Albert J. Kelley di- praised by the critics as a picture public.
which put over a forceful message the screen.
rected the picture.

New

Picture

News

Stories Bought
Universal Film

by

UNIVERSAL
announces
the purchase of
several
new stories by prominent
writers, and a playlet from the
pen of Wilbar Daniel Steele.
The was
playlet
is calledrecently
" Ropes in"
and
published
Harper's Magazine.
" Three in a Thousand," a
tale of humor, mystery and
melodrama by Ben Ames
Williams, has been bought for
Frank
next refers
starring
vehicle.Mayo's
The title
to
the three most beautiful and
accomplished women in a
thousand. Universal casting
heads have selected Jean Calhoun, Jacqueline Logan, and
Ruth Ashby for this trio.
The picture will be directed
by Fred LeRoy Granville.
" Renunciation " a forceful
western story by Peter B.
Kyne, will be picturized by
Universal with an all-star cast
under the direction of William
Worthington.
mond has been Grace
selectedDarfor
the leading feminine role.
Another new Universal picture soon to go into production is "The Scarlet Shawl,"
by Johnston McCully, author
of "The Mark of Zorro." It
will be used as the next starring vehicle for Carmel
direct.
Myers.
Jack Conway will

Allies' Patrol Seen
Pathe News 24

in

Following its first exclusive pictures of the allied armies occupying German territory, Pathe News
in its issue No. 24 vividly illustrates
the chief featunes of pending
efforts to come to some sort of settlement with Germany. French,
English and Belgian troops are
seen patrolling the streets of several
cities beyond the Rhine, including
Dusseldorf, the city first occupied
on March 8th, and from which relays of airplanes hurried the Pathe
News films to catch the Olympic at
Liverpool. While the German people and the rest of the world await
the outcome, the movements of
French and English ministers seeking a solution of the perplexing
problem are shown.

Betty Compson, who has just signed a
five year contract to star in Paramount
pictures

EXHIBITORS

"Heart

HERALD

of
Maryland"
a Fine
Achievement
Vitagraph's Screen Dramatization of David Belasco's
Stage Success Should Prove a Distinct Hit. In
Lighting Effects, Costumes and Backgrounds Shows Exceptional Care. Fine Cast
by Catherine Calvert. Tom Terriss Directed

Settings,
Headed

ABANDONING the trite technicalities that have made pictures
of the Civil War boresome to an extreme by long drawn out battle scenes,
galloping horses and pursuing troops,
and long shots of historic personages,
Vitagraph's version of the famed
Belasco stage play, "The Heart of
Maryland," employs only those elements making the artistic, permanently-interesting screen feature.
Romance and history have been
deftly woven with the result that the
completed pictorial canvas stands as
one of the superior achievements of
current motion picture history. It is
a picture that carries as much entertainment value and interest upon a
second viewing as with the first —
criterion enough of its worth.
The picture patronage has made it
known universally that present times'
are not far enough removed from the
World War to give a chance to any
features laying the stress upon that
conflict that this one does upon the
War of the Rebellion. With the Civil
War it is different. Its perspective
has glorified its romance and sentiment and made it perennially popular
material for the screen. There is
always a generation coming on to be
instructed in the historical events
surrounding its era. The picture that
can meet this need and at the same
time offer the amount of real entertainment value — wholesome and
spirited — that this one does, has success assured for it

The

Cast

Maryland
Calvert Catherine
Alan)
Kendrick
Crane Calvert
Wilbur
Lloyd Calvert
William Collier, Jr.
Bob Telfair
Ben Lyon
Nanny McNair
Victoria White
Colonel Thorpe
Felix Krembs
Tom Boone
Warner Richmond
The - public has been educated to
appreciate the difference in the degree
of screen mechanics with which pictures are now handled. They will find
much to praise herewith from the
technical viewpoint alone. The lighting is exquisite and photography
charming. The patronage is also intelligent inthe matter of plot strength
and it will enjoy the intricacies of the
one employed in this feature. It is
many-sided, and commands close attention to follow it. But it is made
to proceed smoothly and rapidly and
without the least confusion.
It is reasonable to believe that the
picture took six months in the making.
Details have been given careful attention and the restored buildings,
uniforms and costumes that are
claimed to have come from Southern
sacred keeping for use in the picture,
lend it realistic and charming touch.
The backgrounds in the Southern
country are beautiful.
There are a number of thrills that
include importantly the heroine's
swinging from a bell clapper in a belfry to save the life of her lover whose
life is threatened, he being accused of

being a spy. A relieving touch of
humor is effectively employed to make
the proper contrasts in the character
of the old colored servant employed
about "TI13 Lilacs," the Calvert plantation.
* * *
Maryland, the character taken by
Catherine Calvert, is a Southern
beauty and her sweetheart marches
with the rebel army of the
North. Her brother is a Southern
soldier and through him she acquires
valuable information regarding the
movements of enemy troops, which
she imparts to her lover. He, in turn,
without realizing until later that he
has misused the confidence, broken
only to save himself, suffers through
a situation that entangles ihe trio,
another soldier who is in love with
Maryland, and a rascally traitor.
Miss Calvert scores in character
roles of this sort and she is engaging
in every way as Maryland Calvert.
Crane Wilbur is her able support and
the role of the brother is carried capably by William Collier, Jr. Others
of the cast are Felix Krembs, Ben
Lyon, Bernard Siegel, Henry Halkm,
Warner Richmond and Victoria
White.
The picture
a Tom isTerriss
duction and itsisdirector
entitledproto
compliment. It offers unlimited exploitation possibilities that will have
the added value of being seasonable
around the time of the patriotic holi-
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Goldwyn
PHY will be comPHOTOGRA
pleted at the Goldwyn studios
this week on the forthcoming
Reginald Barker Production, " The
es'
Hughtitle.
frol m ofRupe
Nest
Old
ul," nove
thertsame
successf
Roland Rushton, the well-known
stage director, was recently added to
the cast for an important role,
bringing the total number of players
in the cast up to twenty-one, the
largest number of principals ever
used in one photoplay at the Goldwyn studios.
" The Grim Comedian." Rita
Weiman's original scenario, went
into production this week under
the direction of Frank Lloyd. Goldwyn has borrowed for the leading
male role in the photoplay Jack
of Paramount's best
Holt, one
known
leading men. The leading
feminine role will be played by
Phoebe Hunt, who left the speaking
stage to create the part on the
screen. This is her first motion picture role and she reports that she is
fascinated by the work. Others in
the cast are Gloria Hope, Mae Hopkins, Bert Woodruff and Laura La-

Motion

Picture

News

Starts
New
Features
An original photoplay by Mary this week, accompanied by Maron
Roberts Rinehart, famous novelist Frances Lee, continuity writer, to
collaborate on the film version of
and playwright,
into production soon under will
the go
direction
of E.
Mason Hopper who directed Gold- Mrs. Miller's story, " The Woman
Hated Politics."
wyn's picturization of Mrs. Rine- Who
Hillyer, well known as
hart's novel, " The Empire Build- a Lambert
director
and a scenario writer,
ers " under the screen title of " It's
a Great Life." Her original having recently written and directed
scenario is tentatively called " A several of the William S. Hart picGlorious
Fool."
G. Hawks,studios,
mantures, has been engaged by Goldaging editor
at theJ. Goldwyn
wyn to write the continuity for
is writing the continuity.
Newlin Burt's story
Tom Moore starts on Friday on Katherine
written directly for the screen.
the Charles Kenyon original, " BeatMan from Lost River." '
ing the Game." Victor Schertzinger " The
Will Rogers is in the midst of
will direct. Moore's previous picture "Made in Heaven," from filming the " Romeo and Juliet "
William Hurlbut's comedy, was episode of his new comedy, " Doubshown in preview at the Neptune
ling for Romeo," written by Elmer
Theatre, Venice, where it scored L. Rice,
under the direction of
a hit.
Clarence Badger, and the studio is
Gouverneur Morris' second origi- a riot of color with the fifteenth
nal, "Ace of Heart's," is progres- century Italian costumes called for Alfred Weiss, vice-president of the
sing rapidly under the direction of
Goldwyn Distributing Corp., who has
Wallace Worsley. The author is on by the dream scene of the Arizona
just celebrated ding
his anniversary
twenty-fifth wedthe set daily, in collaboration with cowboy. In this scene Will Rogers
the director.
appears for the first time in tights
Alice Duer Miller, novelist and despite his five years with the Zieg- Harvey O'Higgins Joins
Realart on Coast
playwright, arrived at the studios
f eld " Follies."
Realart's West Coast scenario
staff now includes six writers.
The newest addition is Harvey
O'Higgins, the dramatist ' whose
Pathe
Rolls
Up
a
Heavy
Score
" The Dummy," " On the
One thing has been conclusively plays
Hiring Line " and " The Argyle
TH,"of closMONsday
NET
ffT)RU
ing
on Thur
this Winners of " Brunet proved by Brunet Month. That is Case," have won him a wide reputhat the exhibitor is still getting his
week, when final results
tation. Mr. O'Higgins is now at
Month " Drive
goodly share of business whenever Hollywood
and at work on his first
are tallied, is certain to stand as a
Doubtful
he plays pictures that have a popu- original photoplay.
great tribute to the President of
lar appeal. The showman with the
Pathe, on the anniversary of his
The following writers are now
fourth year at the head of the greatly by the newer conditions, courage to thoroughly exploit his with Realart: Elmer Harris, supereminent distributing organization, and undoubtedly they will figure attractions, is not having any difvising director; Percy Heath,
ficulty filling his house at every perdeclares a statement just received prominently in the ultimate outformance.
American
author editor
of " Sari,"
Dougcome.
from the Pathe headquarters.
las Doty, former
of Century
It has been very noticeable, too, Magazine;
In all probability, it will be the
No idea of the winner in any of
Alice
Eyton,
Edith
the four divisions could be obtained second week in April before the that exhibitors are running stronger
and Mr. O'Higgins.
at closing time, so heavy was the winners in the Pathe competition than ever to programs comprised in Kennedy
" InGeneral
securing
Mr. J.O'Higgins,"
influx of contracts on the closing will be known. The flow of con- a large measure of short subjects. said
Manager
S. Woody,
tracts in the last week was so strong This fact is reflected in the greatly "we feel that Realart has most
days. A week before the termina- and continuous
that the accounting increased business the Pathe short completely fulfilled its pledge of
tion of the competition, indications
were very plain then that there departments were virtually over- subjects department will have to re- ' Perfect stories, perfectly played.'
port for March.
would
" repeats "However,
by the whelmed.
victors be
in no
November.
Mr.
is one ofHeAmerica's
most O'Higgins
capable writers.
tells his
these four branches came to the
tales
with
a
wealth
of dramatic
front in the last week with such
Paramount
Issues sense and a keen knowledge of the
force, as to place themselves in a Current
public's
splendid
of "ofcoming
back."
" Mr. taste.
O'Higgins has made an esAs an position
indication
the returns
Dorothy Dalton and Mae Murray
pecial
study of the motion picture
to be expected from " Brunet
and its reaction upon the American
Pictures
Released
on
March 27
Month,"
one
branch
notified
the
has developed the prinhome office on March 21st, that on
Jessie Arnold, Mar- mind and
ciples of photodramatic appeal to a
ON and Mae St. Leonard,
guerite Marsh and Joe King.
OTHyY takeDALT
DORMurra
'that date
it
already
had
more
conagain
places
their
tracts than for the entire month of
By contrast the picture in which
featured player respecNovember, and- guaranteed to show as startivelyand
in the two pictures listed for Mae Murray is featured, " The hiah degree."
a one hundred per cent increase
around
cosPara- Gilded Lily,"
the March
on for
on ule
over that period, which heretofore general mount
mopolitan life,centers
featuring
a galaxy
distr
sched
releaseibuti
was the greatest in the annals of 27th.
of Broadway cabarets and night Stahl to Produce "King
Pathe.
life. In centers where it has been
Lear" for1 Mayer
Other branches have made reThe
"
given
a
pre-release
showing
this
of
star
the
as
ing
appear
In of
Paul C. Mooney, general manports that were very flattering to Idol
the North," the picture to Robert Leonard production has alager of the Louis B. Mayer offices,
their selling ability, and to the be released on this date, Miss Dalready won the sobriquet of being announces that John M. Stahl will
daugha
of
role
the
Pathe product, and it would not be
ton returns to
to " On With produce " King Lear " for Louis
ter of the great Northwest, her the companionthe piece
surprising if every office returned
initial picture
fea- B. Mayer, to be released through
a record that it has never before characterizations of which have the Dance,"
turing
Miss
Murray
which won
attained.
marked the heights of her greatest such favorable notice on its re- First National. Arrangements for
actual production are nearing comConditions allied themselves most popularity.
lease.
the
of
Idol
"The
of
story
The
The small but capable cast for
"Brunet Month"
the sections
favorably
drive. Inwith
those
of the North
" is an original script pre- this feature includes Lowell Sher- pletion.
country where admittedly the situapared by J. Clarkson Miller espeJason Robards,
Charles Ger- "A Small Town Idol"
tion was precarious for the motion
ardman,
and Leonora
Ottinger.
cially for Miss Dalton with a view
picture industry, a decided change to giving adequate scope for the
Clara Beranger, skillful scenarist
Opens New Theatre
for the better set in early in March.
This was particularly true in the abilities with which she is peculiar- who adapted such successes as
Mack Sennett's feature comedy,
ly endowed.
" A Small Town Idol," featuring
automobile and manufacturing disDr. Jekyll and _ Mr. H y d e," Ben
In the stellar role Miss Dalton "" The
Turpin and a big comedy cast,
tricts which had been severely hit
Firing Line " and " Civilian
supported by a cast composed Clothes " for the screen is the au- had the distinction of opening
by the changing economic condi- isof ably
Edwin August, E. J. Ratcliffe,
thor of this original which was pre- Josenh Erber's new theatre in East
tions. Branches like Detroit, Bospared especially for Miss Murray. St. Louis, Illinois.
ton, Indianapolis and others profited Riley Hatch, Jules Cowles, Florence
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Three scenes from three Fox productions.

New Briefs Concerning
Fox Film Activities

FOX anWILLIAM nounces that " Over
en
th
" il
ishatormon
opic
e l Ph
ate thHil
um
Auditori
in Los Angeles,
beginning the first week in
May. Johnnie Walker, who
created the role of the " black
sheep " son in " Over the
l," has gone to Hollywood,
Hil.,
Cal where he will appear in
several Fox productions. This
Fox special is now nearing
its eighth month as a Broadway attraction. It is at present playing at the Broadhurst
theatre.
The title of William Farnum's latest picture for Fox
is " His Greatest Sacrifice."
J. Gordon Edwards directed
the work.
Dorothy Walters, who has
appeared in the part of the
Irish mother in " Irene," has
been engaged to support
Pearl White in a Fox picture
now in the making. J. Searle
Dawley is handling the
megaphone.
Jack Dillon has been added
to William Fox's directorial
staff. He will direct William
Russell.
Pearl White plans to leave
for Europe about April 12 on
a vacation tour.

On the left Eileen Percy in "The Blushing Bride:" in the center Pearl White in "Know Your Men," and on the right
Harold Goodwin i n "Oliver Twist, Jr."

A.

P. Premieres
in
Los
Angeles
ning in its fifth week has played to
are producing on the Coast, have
ishing
establ
in
GOING further
capacity business throughout the
Los Angeles as the world's always felt that, since the advent
premiere show place for mo- of the silent drama, Los Angeles engagement. It remains for another week and will then be suction pictures, F. B. Warren, gen- has fostered, encouraged and fieral manager of the Associated
nanced the greatest motion picture
ceeded by Allan Dwan's production,
Producers, Inc., announces that in productions in screen history, and " The Forbidden Thing." The
the future all the productions of realizing that if the premieres were Dwan staff is preparing a special
the Associated Producers will have held on the Coast where they could exploitation campaign in conjunction with Dr. Breckwedel, so it is
their premiere at the New Sym- be personally supervised in all presentation details, that it would be very likely that " The Forbidden
es,
theatre,
CaliAngel
Los
phony
fornia.
no trouble at all to eliminate all Thing," will enjoy as long a run as
This plan has been in mind ever flaws and defects. This naturally " Lying Lips."
since the formation of the Asso- would result in New York receivFrom now on the entire output
ciated Producers, but the complete
of the Associated Producers, Inc.,
ing
a
perfect
picture,
and
the
producer would not have to rely upon
details were worked out at a meettheir premiere presentaing held several weeks ago between criticisms via telegraph before al- will have
tions at the New Symphony theaThomas H. Ince for the Associated
tering the picture.
tre. As these will include producThe formal opening of the New
Producers and Dr. H. B. Brecktions from the studios of such
wedel, who is managing director Symphony theatre held February masters of the silent drama as
and owner of the New Symphony 22nd, was by invitation exclusively, Marshall Neilan, Thomas H. Ince,
theatre.
the feature being Thomas H. Ince's Maurice Tourneur, Allan Dwan,
The remodeling of the New Sym- production,
King Vidor, Gardner Sullivan, J.
" Lying
and Lips,"
Housefeaturing
Peters. L.
phony establishes it as one of Florence Vidor
Forthingham, and J. Parker
Dr. Breckwedel arranged a splen- Reid, Jr., the Los Angeles motion
Southern California's most beautiful motion picture houses and there
did program for the occasion, his picture enthusiasts are indeed to be
Los Angeles will see world premiere orchestra of twenty pieces render- envied.
ing some superb selections, all of
showings of the films of the AsThe policy of the theatre will be
sociated Producers. The stage has them quite in keeping with the
been enlarged to permit the pre- theme of the picture. All of the indefinite and exclusive first-runs of
sentation of special prologues and Los Angeles film colony attended the Associated Producers productions, the length of the run to be
novelties, and the entire house has this opening and paid homage to
been redecorated at a great ex- the new cinema institution of As- based entirely upon a set drawing
power as established by one picsociated Producers production.
The A. P. directors, all of whom
pense.
" Lying Lips," which is now run- ture.
Paramount

adthe opening
vertising anddrive
publiciintyitscamence,"
on
paign
"Experi
George
Ad Display for Short
Fitsmaurice's latest Paramount
picture, the Paramount publicity
Subjects Increases
department has just staged one of
One of the most significant de- the biggest publicity exploits ever
velopments ofits recently completed given to any one picture. To select
survey of exhibiting and exchange
e
conditions through this country and girls who would compet for the
role of " Beauty " in Fitsmaurice's
Canada is reported by Educational picture,
beauty competitions lasting
Film Exchanges, Inc., to be the in- three weeks each, were conducted
creased lobby and poster display by the Daily News of New York
and general advertising accorded and the Detroit News of Detroit.
one and two-reel comedies and short
The Daily News, which has a
subjects generally. The demand circulation daily of nearly 500,000
for paper and photos has been copies, opened its competition in
tripled in the past six months, it is New York on February 21 and
shown.
Educational is now issuing one every day until March 14 carried a
and three sheets on each two-reel two-page spread, amply illustrated
comedy, 11x14 lobby photos, press with photos of contestants, on its
books, advertising aids and 8x10s search for a girl who would play
to those theatres especially drsiring the role of Beauty. Each story set
them.
forth the name of " Experience "
AT

Winner
Announced
licity carried posters on all its billand told the nature of the picture.
As a result of this tremendous
boards and delivery wagons announcing the quest for Beauty to
publicity, more than 6,000 girls sent
in their photographs as candidates play in " Experience." In every
story and in all the Detroit News
ior the role, it is declared.
On Monday, March 21, after a advertising the title of " Experithorough examination of all the
ence " was prominently featured.
photographs had been made by a
Miss Juliette Henkel, seventeen
committee of judges, Miss Edna
old, a student at the ultraWheaton of New York City, an years
fashionable Liggett School, and the
eighteen-year-old music student niece of Julius H. Haas, president
who had come to the metropolis of the Wayne County and Home
from
Ithaca, was announced as the Savings Bank, was selected.
City.
most beautiful girl in New York
On Monday, March 21, both Miss
Wheaton and Miss Henkel arrived
The Detroit News opened its con- at
the Paramount studio in Long
test with a double-column display
head story on the front page of its Island City to meet Mr. Fitsissue of February 16, and every maurice and compete for the role
day thereafter carried a front page of Beauty. The Detroit News sent
staff correspondent. Mrs. Buda
story on the progress of the con- aStephens-Baker,
to New York to
test. On each Sundav during the
contest it carried a full-page layout report the activities of Miss Henkel,
of contestants in its rotogravure and Mrs. Baker telegraphed a column story to her paper each day.
section, and, in addition to this pub-
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William Vogel Sails on
European Tour
William M. Vogel, foreign rights
distributor for the First National
Charlie Chaplin comedies, the Hodkinson productions and Chester
scenics and comedies sailed on the
Aquitania Tuesday, March 22nd for
Europe. London is his first objective. He also has appointments in
Paris, Brussels, Antwerp and will
also visit Berlin in behalf of his
interests in the Atlantic Cinema
Corporation of which he is a director. During his absence abroad,
the sales activities in his New York
headquarters will be in charge of
Albert K. Greenland.
Spirited Lion Hunt in
International No. 24
Exclusive pictures of the Duke
of
India
are Connaught's
included in expedition
Internationalto News
No. -24, released March 25 by Universal. They were taken by U. K.
Whipple, official photographer with
the Duke's expedition.
The series of " shots " show
the Duke on a wild animal hunt in
the jungles. The pictures Were obtained byWhipple from the back of
an elephant, upon which his camera
stand had been mounted. The pictures show the Duke's party in the
Bengal wilds, the preparations for
the hunt, the " beating " parties
rounding up the beasts, and the
spirited chase of a lion as it makes
it escape.
"Now

or Never" Is Setting New Records
Maintaining his place in the finest
theatres in the country Harold
Lloyd is establishing a new record
for prices with the first of his new
series of comedies for Associated
Exhibitors, declares a statement
from Pathe. His initial picture is
"thrills
Now orandNever,"
comedyfrom
full all
of
the aword
branches in which exhibitors have
seen it is to the effect that in this
picture Lloyd has reached his best
mark in production. It is a threereel picture and in practically every
case exhibitors are booking it as a
feature.
Cecil Owen Realart's
Casting Director
Cecil Owen, Broadway actor, producer and manager is now casting
director in Realart's eastern studios.
Owen will be remembered for his
stage roles with Jane Cowl in " The
Crowded Hour," " Lilac Time " and
" Information, Please," and for his
screen appearances with Ethel
Barrymore, Violet Mercereau and
others. He produced Earl Carroll's
" The Lady of the Lamp " and
" Daddy Dumplin's."
Joe Bloom on Visit to
Hodkinson Office
Joe Bloom, Hodkinson supervisor
of the Middle West Division, paid
a flying visit to New York on Tuesday, March 22nd, where he remained just over night and then
hastened out to get back on the job
again. Mr. Bloom was more than
optimistic about conditions in his
territory and the prestige held by
the Hodkinson organization.

Motion

Picture

News

Educational Supplies
All Except Feature
For the fifth consecutive week
the Strand Theatre, Seattle, last
week bore out the claim of Educational Film Exchange, Inc.. that it
supplies " everything for the program the
except regular
the feature."
Kinogram is
news service
used at the Strand and during all
these weeks both the scenics and
comedies have been selected from
Educational product.
For instance, the program at the
Strand last week included
" Blondes," a single reel Vanity
comedy featuring Patricia Palmer,
Alary Wynn and Francis Feeney,
and " Voices of the Sea," one of
Robert C. Bruce Scenics.
At the Liberty, the other leading
Jensen and Von Herberg house in A sceneture, "Thefrom Smart
Eva Novak's
latest feaSex," released
by
Universal
Helen Norten in the role of Anne Boleyn, Seattle, the bill included " Moons
h
i
n
e
,
"
a
two-reel
Mermaid
comedy
in the Paramount production "Deception"
starring Lloyd Hamilton, and " Out Fox to Open Office in
of the Past," a scenic.
Paramount to Release
Copenhagen, Denmark
W illiam Fox has placed another
"Deception" Soon
dot on his office map which shows
that Fox Films encircle the globe.
New] Harry
Carey
ture Under
WayFea- This dot was made at Copenhagen,
ofunt" Detitl
UNDER theceptio
n,"eParamo
will
Production work of Harry where Arthur G. Gregory will open
ase what it deshortly rele
Fox offices from which the entire
scribes to be a tremendous
Carey's
new
starring vehicle, Scandinavian field will be covered.
cting the abChristmas
Eve week
at Pilot
Butte," When Mr. Gregory has the new
productionsorbing depi
was
started last
at Universal
life story of Anne
in
tell
City
under
the
direction
of
Jack branch office in working order he
s
will
.
Thi
eyn
Bol
dramatic fashion the romance
Ford. The story, written by Court- will open other branches in Norway, Sweden and Finland.
of loves behind a throne.
ney Ryley Cooper, originally apThe opening of the Scandinavian
Directed by Ernest Lubitsch,
peared in the Red Book Magazine.
tinuity.
the famous Bohemian director
will become
E. J. Clawson wrote the con- office, which
plished fact about
the firstan ofaccomMay,
De"
"
ion,
ed " Pass
who stag
Irene Rich and Barabara LeMar will give Mr. Fox personal superception " is said
be
to
the
vision over his releases through a
most stupendous production
will play the leading feminine roles,
to have reached these shores
large portion of the continent.
and
the
rest
of
the
cast
will
infrom the Old World.
clude Edward Coxen, George SeigPlaying the leading role of
mann, George Stone, Helen Field
and Charles hisley.
is Helen NorAnneton Boleyn
Wyndham Standing for
one of the most famous
of European stage and screen
'Ave Maria'
in has
stars, who has been called
Lead Ballin
announced that
" First Born" Shown in hisHugo
" The second Bernhardt." In
leading man for the production
New Loew Theatre
" Deception " she is said to
that is now under way under the
have her biggest role.
" The First Born," Robertson- working
title of Standing,
"Ave Maria"
Although the exact date <x>r
Wyndham
who will
has
Cole super-special starring Sessue be
but recently returned from abroad.
the first appearance of " DeHayakawa,
has
just
received
noteMr. Standing is an artist well
ception " has not vet been
worthy engagement, being the sec- known to the followers of the silent
fixed, it is understood that the
picture will be given its
to beIndianapolis,
shown at Loew's
Slateond picture
theatre,
Ind., drama. Perhaps his greatest screen
American premiere in the
which was opened only two weeks accomplishment was his splendid
near future in New York
ago. Not only did the Indianapolis performance in T. Hayes Hunter's
under the direction of Dr.
Hugo Riesenfeld, managing
" Earthbound." of Basil King's
papers give
The but
FirsttheBorn
" fa- picturization
vorable "reviews,
managedirector of the Rialto, Rivoli
The leading feminine role will be
ment
of
the
theatre
reported
to
and Criterion theatres, New
in the hands of Mabel Ballin.
York.
Robertson-Cole the most satisfying Other members of the cast include
results of the week's run.
All of the immense buildJohn Webb Dillion, Jules Cowles,
ings and historic settings in
and
Geo.under
Bancroft.
is well
way at" Ave
the Maria
present"
the life of Anne Boleyn before and after her intrigues
No. Carolina Is Moved time.
with Henry VIII of England
Westward for Picture
have been reproduced with
remarkable fidelity, ParaAsheville, N. C, has been trans- Late Cardinal Shown in
mount declares. In addition
formed into the Indiana community
Kinograms
to the street scenes of mediof
Canaan
for the filmimj of "The
aeval London, Lubitsch rePictures of the late Cardinal GibConquest Meighan
of Canaan,"
produce v . estminster Abbey
Thomas
will in
starwhich
for
bons, taken on the occasion of his
which plays an important
Paramount, according to Thomas late public appearance, are inpart in the development of
cluded in the issue of Kinograms,
Geraghty, supervising director of
the plot.
Paramount's eastern productions, released through Educational, for
who has just returned from the the first half of the week. There
South where he inspected initial is a splendid portrait of the dead
churchman included.
Fox Sets April 10 for work on the new production.
Visitors are shown thronging the
An entire village has been laid
White
House which has been opened
out
in
Asheville,
to
reproduce
the
ReleaseFox
of announces
"Skirts" that
William
setting and atmosphere of Canaan to them again for the first time in
" Skirts," the big six-reel comedy, as the town has been perpetuated years. There are some striking
will be released April 10 and that
the launching of the newin Booth Tarkington's well known viewsestofsuper-dreadnaught,
in it Clyde Cook, the contortionist novel.
the Colorado and from San Francisco
come
comedian will appear as the central
Residents of Asheville have ac- pictures
of
the
landing
of
the body
figure among the fun-makers. The
corded
a
tremendous
reception
to
cast will include the army of Fox
of Lieut. Langdon, U. S. N.. who
Sunshine Widows and the Singer the popular star and R. William was killed by a Jap sentry at VladiNeil who is directing the picture. vostok.
Midgets.
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CONDUCTED

ABOUT
PLAYERS

ANOTHER star has enlisted in
Actors' Equity Asthe corp ofMotion
Picture chapter,
sociation,
Hope Hampton, the charming star
The Bait,"
of
a First"
seen inPenalty,
will be" Love's
and " who
National release, screen version of
Fanny Hurst's famous story, " Star
Dust," adapted for the screen by
Anthony Paul Kelly. Miss Hampton, as a star is truly eligible, despite the fact that her career as an
actress began only a year ago.
Seena Owen, who played the
leading feminine role in the Robert
G. Vignola production of " The
Woman God Changed," will be seen
in " Back duction
Pay,"undera way,
Cosmopolitan
directedproby
Frank Borzage.
The screen mourns the temporary
loss of a popular actor by right of
par excellence in his profession,
Montagu Love, who has after an
absence of more than five years,
returned to the speaking stage. The
play offering the necessary allurement, is " The Survival of the Fittest," atthe Greenwich Village Theatre. During
Love'sforcareer
a picture
star, Mr.
he built
himselfas
a reputation upon a firm foundation, that of such work as few
artists of the picture world may
boast of when it comes to versatility and admirable technique. The
screen, it is hoped, will claim him
ere long.
James Kirkwood arrived in New
York, from California, with safety,
after completing his work in the
leading role of George Melford's
production of Sir Gilbert Parker's
" The Money Master." Mr. Kirkwood's tripbinationEast
is saidand
to bepleasure.
a comof business
He stopped for a week at his old
home in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
but finally arrived upon the scene
of his former activities, and started
in shaking hands with brother
" Lambs " and " Players." But before leaving, Mr. Kirkwood signed
on the dotted line guaranteeing his
services to Jesse L. Lasky, for the
leading role in " The Great Impersonation."
We recall Mr. Kirkwood's delightful work when he laid down
the megaphone to play the leading
role in Allan Dwan's " The Luck of
the
Irish," which
Mr. Mr.
DwanKirkwood
agreed
to produce,
providing
would play the principal part. His
appearance seems to have marked
his disappearance as a director, and
made him an actor much in demand,
since he is to be seen in " Man,
Woman and Marriage," which is

—
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LILLIAN

the Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Drew
comedies and the Frank Powell
productions, but who some time ago
forsook the silent drama for the
legitimate stage, showed her worth
recently when on two hours notice
she undertook the stellar female
role in the Century Theatre attraction, "In the Night Watch."
Miss Walker who, up to the closing of the company in San Francisco recently, had been leading
woman of George M. Cohan's production of " The for
Acquittal,"
had
been negotiating
the leading
woman's
part read
in theit play
in question and had
and had
also
the play, but had never had a
Anna Q. Nillson, rapidly increasing seen
full rehearsal.
her fame as a leading woman
Jeanne Eagels, who regularly apAllen Holubar's contribution to
pears in the part, was taken sudFirst National's Big Five, " Heart
denly ill and a hurried call was
of
a
Fool,"
and
"
The
Scoffer,"
the
made
for
Miss Walker who, withlatter both Allan Dwan productions,
out a rehearsal and with an im" Love," with Louise Glaum, and
provised wardrobe, hurriedly gotin Marshall Neilan's " Bob Hampten together, went on and played
ton of Placer," scheduled for early the difficult role without any noticeonce-over. Mr. Kirkwood's recent
popularity as an actor has made him ness. able omissions of lines or busiof the opinion that it is worth forThe feat comes pretty near to
saking the directorial end of motion creating
a record in stage annals
pictures indefinitely.
and her performances for the balof the week, considering the
Charles Mussett, who recently short ancetime
given her, were most
creditable.
completed work in " The Magic
Cup," tion
a for
John
S. Robertson
producRealart,
interpreted
the
role of the leader of a band of
ABOUT
crooks. Shaking the atmosphere of
the underworld tricks from his
DIRECTORS
work, he is now playing a small
town father of a small town young
man, in the First National release,
MAIGNE,
former
" Star Dust," starring Hope Hamp- CHARLES
special director
for Famous
ton, under the direction of Hobart
Players,
announces
that
he
is
comHenley.
pleting arrangements for his own
producing company, for which plans
Shirley Mitchell, who is said to are
already under way. Rights to
be one of the youngest, if not the several notable work, which Mr.
youngest motion picture actress in Maigne contemplates putting into
New York City, made her debut screen plays, are being negotiated
this week at the Fifty-fourth Street for and within the course of a short
Studio of the Master Films, where time full details of the new Charles
the newest " Torchy " Comedy is Maigne Company, will be announced
being prepared for future release to the trade.
via the Educational Exchanges.
Never was a young actress better
Jerome Storm has completed
chaperoned nor did any one ever work
on the Katherine MacDonald
begin their career under more kind- production, which he directed for
ly auspices. She played opposite First National release, and expects
her uncle, Johnny Hines, famous to complete cutting and editing
for his screen characterization of within two weeks.
" Torchy," Sewell Ford's red-headed
This MacDonald production,
office boy creation and was directed
bv Charles Hines, another uncle. which as yet is without a title, is
said to be of an entirely different
Her mother, a former Griffith Vita- nature
than any in which the star
graph player
represented
and
exhas appeared and is replete with
hibited the maternal interests.
Shirley, who is just six months the human quality for which Mr.
old, was difficult to direct owing to Storm is celebrated. The director's
her limited knowledge of dramatic insistence upon " type " is carried
out in the large cast, which includes
values but Uncle Johnny's grimaces among its principals Roy Stewart,
and
Charley's
ingenuity,
and Uncle
abetted
by rattles,
bellsaided
and Bertram Grassby, Helen Raymond,
Betty Ross Clark, Joseph Girard,
other nursery nicknacks, were equal Vincent
Hamilton, Lillian Rich and
to the occasion and Shirley is as- Winter Hall.
sured of further engagements.
Mr. Storm has made no announcement of his plans following
Marie Louise Walker, best remembered for her screen work with the completion of the MacDonald

PROGRAMS

Studios
R .

GALE

Players' Income Tax
A tip to motion picture
players, producing companies
et al, as to the New York
State Income Tax to be filed
not later than April 15:
Costumes, except those of
a period other than today,
used in pictures, may not be
deducted from return.
Silk stockings, evening
slippers and such articles of
attire are not deducible.
Failure to receive an income tax blank does not extax. cuse from responsibility for
picture, but it is understood that
he expects to commence work on a
special production sometime in May
or June. His remarkable achievements as director of Charles Ray,
Enid Bennet and Miss MacDonald
demonstrates his ability as a director of both male and feminine stars.
He is now anxious to produce an
all-star special from a story which
tion.
he long has had under consideraHugo Ballin has added to his
carefully chosen cast for " Ave
Maria,"centlyWyndham
rereturned from Standing
Europe. Mr.
Ballin is now making pictures for
Hodkinson release. Mr. Standing
will, of course, play the leading
masculine role while Mabel Ballin
will be the heroine of the story
which
nun. was written by a Dominican
Standing's part in the drama, the
first he will have essayed since his
return from a holiday in England,
is ideally suited to him. Had Sister
Eileen, the deceased author of
"Ave Maria," known him on the
screen she could not have created
a character more closely identified
with the actor's personality and
temperament. His finesse, his underlying simplicity and unassuming
masculinity — all are embodied in his
role, that of a young Englishman
who comes to America to manage
a steel mill and later finds himself
involved in a complex psychological
problem.
John S. Robertson's production
of Barrie's " Sentimental Tommy,"
now playing at the Criterion theatre, has won the unanimous praise
of the critics. Josephine Lovett,
who adapted this classic for the
screen, has also been hailed for
her splendid work. It was a delicate task that Director Robertson
had to perform- in filming his big
special, but it has been performed
to the delight of all. Mr. Robertson is now finishing work on his
latest ringpicture,
" Footlights."
starElsie Ferguson,
which Miss
Lovett adapted.
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Jack Noble, director, and one
with an enviable reputation as an
artist, is also an ex-army officer and
a Virginia " nobleman." Besides,
Mr. Noble recently became a member of the Motion Picture Directors Association and was one among
the first to purchase a box for the
Third Annual Ball. A list of early
reservations was printed in various
publications, and in some way, Mr.
Noble'she name
was omitted.
friend
had invited
to share theA
Noble box, approached the director,
asking if he really were a member
of the M.P.D.A. Noble did not
relish the joke. He is proud of his
membership, and immediately demanded to know why the question.
" You asked me to share your box
at the ball, April 2nd, and I accepted. Then I read about all the
other celebrities who will be there,
but I did not see your name. What
is this ? " Mr. Noble immediately got in touch with M. P. D. A.
headquarters and learned that his
box was reserved. Whereupon, to
impress the dubious friend, he also
invited a few more Great Neck Missourians.
Dorothy Farnum Writes
for Bennett
Dorothy Farnum, who has just
signed a contract by which she will
become exclusive scenario writer
for all the Whitman-Bennett special
film productions, is but twentythree years of age and has been engaged in photoplay work for only
about two years.
Miss Farnum's first recognition
was won from Ouida Begere, with
whom she cooperated in preparing
a couple of important subjects. Her
first regular engagement was under
the Selznick management where she
prepared communities and also
wrote two original stories, both of
which were accepted for production
with the late Olive Thomas. Her
next step was to join the Cosmopolitan forces, and from there to
productions bearing the trade-mark
of Joseph M. Schenck. It was under the management of Mr.
Schenck that she wrote the scenario on " Good References," in
which Constance Talmadge scored
one of her most pronounced hits.

" Life " Acclaims
Vignola Films
Quoting from Robert E. Sherwood, distinguished critic,
" Straight is the Way," the Robert
G. Vignola production (Cosmopolitan-Paramount release) "has again
hit the bull's eye of popular taste
and
states:appeal." Mr. Sherwood further
"The credit for this meritorious
production must go, first, to Robert
G. Vignola the director, and to his
cameraman, nor should one overlook the fact that the original story
by Ethel Watts
factorilyMumfo'rd,
interpreted byis satisMatt
Moore, and an entirely competent
cast. ' Straight is the way ' is a
picture that we can recommend to
everybody without, fear that our
mail next day will be cluttered up
with time bombs from vindictive
readers, who went to see. it at our
suggestion."
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Jacobs and Hart Business Partners
The announcement that Arthur
H. Jacobs, well known and long
identified with business activities in
connection with the motion picture
industry, has combined forces with
.Max Hart, is expected to arouse
considerable interest. Mr. Jacobs
has for several years past devoted
his efforts to business negotiations
relating to the producing and managing end of the film business, and
for the past twenty months has
been most successful in the personal representation of stars, directors and players, including some
Moss, Newcombe and McGuire of the
scene from
William
new special
National Motion Picture Title Company of the leading discoveries in talent. Acomedy
" Skirts."
with Fox's
a leading
roleClyde Cook in
" on the job "
Max Hart may need more of an
introduction than does Mr. Jacobs,
OF THE OWNERSHIP
Realistic Effects for
so far as the film business is con- STATEMENT
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION.
cerned, but to the vaudeville world,
Titles
ETC.. REQUIRED BY THE ACT
he is known, as one of the most
OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24,
Some of the long felt wants of
1912, oflished" weekly
Motion
Picture
at New
York,News."
N. Y.,pubfor
and insuccessful
artists'sIt
representative
the business.
the motion picture industry are be- aggressive
April
1.
1921.
ing met by the organization of was he who discovered the talents State of New York /
specialists in lines kindred to mo- of such celebrated entertainers as
Before me. a Notary Public, in and for
tion picture production. Prominent Frank Tinney, Eddie Cantor, Ber- County
York aforesaid,
J ss'
StateofandNewcounty
personally
nard Granville, Will Rogers, Ed. the
among these, is the establishment
appeared E. Kendall Giilett. 729 7th Ave.,
Wynn, T. Roy Barnes and the Lee New York City, who, having been duly
of an organization which has al- children.
sworn according to law, deposes and says
ready earned a welcome and a place
that he is the Business Manager of the
of it's own. It is the combined
Rose
Franzblau,
who
has
been
News," and that the folabilities of the personnel of a trio associated in business with Mr. " MotionlowingPicture
is. to the best of his knowledge
a true statement of the ownformerly known as Martin, Mc- Jacobs for the past six years, will and belief,
ership, management (and if a daily paper,
Guire and Newcombe, who have be included in the combination of
circulation), etc., of the aforesaid
consolidated with other experts in Arthur H. Jacobs and Max Hart, the
publication for the date shown in the
their respecive lines, and assumed who will concentrate exclusively in above caption, required by the Act of
August
24, 1912, embodied in section 443.
the " working title of The Na- the personal representation of ar- Postal Laws
and Regulations, printed on
tional Motion Picture Title Comthe reverse of this form, to wit:
tists
in
motion
pictures,
musical
pany, which almost tells the tale.
1.
That
the
and addresses of
and dramatic work. Their the publisher, names
editor, managing editor,
As at present organized, the new comedy
offices will be located in new and and
business
managers
are:
company is prepared to take the enlarged quarters beginning Mav
Publisher, Motion Picture News. Inc.,
typewritten title sheet from the edi- 1st.
729 Seventh Ave.. New York City: Editor, Wm A. Johnston. 729 Seventh Ave.,
tor of a picture, and after a reNew York City; Managing Editor, Robmarkably short time present a negert
729 Seventh Ave.. New
ative and positive set of titles ready
City. E. Welsh.
Business Managers, E. Kentc be cut into the feature. Double Director and Dog Star York dallCity:
Giilett, 729 Seventh Ave.. New York
Renew Contract
exposures, special effects, miniature
2.
That
the owners are: (Give names
sets, in
fact, everything
to bework,
deand addresses of individual owners, cr.
sired in connection
with such
Fred Fishbach, well known as a if
a corporation, give its name and the
seems to have been worked out by
names and addresses of stockholders ownholding 1 per cent or more of the
director,
these energetic gentlemen, to per- comedy
the Century
WonderandDog,"Brownie"
have ex- totaling oramount
of stock.)
fection. There is an impressive
tended their contracts with the
Motion Picture News. Inc., 729 7th
personnel, including besides Neil Century Film Corporation, it is an- Ave., New York City: Wm. A. Johnston.
New York City; E. Kendall
McGuire, on illustrations, Warren
nounced by Mr. Julius Stern, presi- 729 7th Ave..
729 7th Ave., New York City:
A. Newcombe, on settings, J. O.
dent of the company, who now is Giilett,
Percy S. Alden, 729 7th Ave., New York
Raymond, on electrical effects and in New York.
City; City.
Carll Tucket, 729 7th Ave., New
York
T. M. Stell on special effects. In
Fishbach
has
been
with
the
Cen3. That the known bondholders, mortaddition, there are many others
tury Company for more than a year
gagees, and other1 per
security
well known to the film industry.
ing or holding
cent holders
or moreown-of
and
has
made
some
of
that
comThe work already assigned them
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
securities are: (If there are none,
which has illustrated their ability He has pany's
successful successful,
comedies. other
so state.) None.
beenmostparticularly
and possibilities is best described in making pictures in which
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
names of the owners, stock" Brownie " the clever canine, has giving the
holders, and security holders, if any, conby pointing to " Passion," " The been
featured. Fishbach also made
tain not onlyholders
the list
of stockholders
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"
and
security
as they
appear upon
" Without Limit," the production of
the
books
of
the
company
also, in
several of the
" Liontwo" cases where the stockholder but
• '' Vendetta," awaiting release, and comedies.
He first
has popular
signed for
or security
other high class productions.
holder appears upon the books of the
companyciary asrelation,
trustee
otherperson
fiduyears.
the or
namein any
of the
or corporation for whom such trustee is
acting, is given ; also that the said two
paragraphs contain statements embracing
affiant's
full knowledge
and belief under
as to
FOR
RENT
the circumstances
and conditions
which stockholders and security holders
who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and
Large office in new Robertson-Cole
securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner: and this affiant
has no reason to believe that any other
Building, 48th Street and 7th Avenue.
person, association, or corporation has
Suitable for Display Rooms for Supplies
any interest direct or indirect in the said
stock, bonds, or other securities than as
or Accessories of Movie Theatres, or
so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies
of
each issue of this publication sold or
other equipment. Situated next door
distributed,
the mails
wise, to paidthrough
subscribers
duringor theothersix
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce,
months preceding the date shown above
is. (This information is required from
Reeland, etc. Inq. Turges Amusement
daily publications
only.) GILLETT.
E. KENDALL
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
-Cole
Corp., Room No. 905, Robertson
18th day of March. 1921.
R. G GEORGE.
Bldg., New York City.
"Tatar?No. Public,
N. Y. County Clerk's
448.
My commission expires March 30. 1922.
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UNIVERSAL
Edith Roberts and her supporting company are now at Catalina
Island engaged in the filming of
" Mydirection
Lady ofof the
Island,"
the
Norman
Dwan.under
Mabel Julienne Scott has been
engaged for the leading role in
"lenFanny
Herself,"
War-of
has been
cast and
for E.
the A.part
the Jewish patriarch in the story.
This will beforTod
Browning's
next
production
Universal
release.
Stroheim's
set continues to be Monte
scene ofCarlo
considerable
activity. The producer-director is
using a thousand extras daily on
the big set.
William Worthington is now
editing
" Renunciation,"
in which
Grace Darmond
is starred.
The
picture is based on a story by Peter
Kyne.
Lyons and Moran have named
their next comedy, " The Last
Race." The exteriors have been
filmed at the famous Tia Juana
race track and border town gambling resorts.
Harry Burns is directing Joe
Martin in "A Monkie Movie Star."
The picture shows the mode of life
and the training of the famous
orang-outang.
Short Westerns now in production are : " Bandits Beware," starring Hoot Gibson, under the direction of Lee Kohlmar, and " The
Claim Jumper," featuring Jack
Perrin, under the direction of Edward Laemmle.

The De Havens
have completed
by
Wire
production work on the farce,
" Marry the Poor Girl." Lloyd
Ingram directed. Carter De Haven
plans to come East with the completed picture for the purpose of
making
arrangements for its release.
B. P. Fineman has engaged
Floyd Mueller as art director for
the Katherine MacDonald Company. Mr. Mueller was formerly
with
Maurice Tourneur in the same
capacity.

GOLDWYN
The complete cast for " The
Grim
Comedian,"
Rita and
Weiman
includes
Phoebe by
Hunt
Jack
Hunt, in the leading roles. Gloria
Hope,ruff and
May
Hopkins,
Burt WoodLaura
La Varnie.
Frank
Lloyd is directing.
Reginald Barker has completed
all
the scenes
for " The
Old Nest,"
written
by Rupert
Hughes.
J. G. Hawks is writing the continuity for " The Glorious Fool,"
by Mary Roberts Rinehart. This
subject
will be directed by E. Mason Hopper.

Taking a close up of Mary Pickford for her new United Artist picture, " Through
the Back Door." Seated
Pickford
and Alfred
BehindaretheJackcamera
is Charles
RosherE. Green, co-directors.
Maurice Tourneur, has left for Virginia Vallo, leading woman, arNew York with several players for
rived in Los Angeles on last Sunthe purpose of making several
day. The trio will complete " The
Richard Dix has been placed unMan York.
Who," which was started in
scenes for " The Foolish Matrons," New
der a two-year contract by Goldwhich presents Hobart Bosworth
Bayard Veiller is preparing the
as the featured player. The other
Alice
Duer Miller, author, and
principals in the cast are Doris continuity of his next production.
Maron Frances Lee, continuity
Rex
Ingram
and
June
Mathis
are
wyn.
May, leen
Mildred
Manning
and
Kathstory.
Kirkham.
preparing a script from a Balzac writer, have arrived at the Goldwyn studios to prepare a screen
version of " The Woman Who
Kathleen
O'Connor
and
Marc
Fenton have been added to the cast
LASKY
Lambert
Hillyer, who was Wilof " Life's Darn Funny," starring Hated
Politics."
Viola Dana. Dallas Fitzgerald is
liam
S.
Hart's
Rita
Weiman
is
writing
an
origand director for continuity
three years,writer
has
ASSOCIATED
inal story for William De Mille directing, and Gareth Hughes has been engaged by Goldwyn and will
been
assigned
the
leading
male
role.
who has just completed production
PRODUCERS
direct Katherine Newlin Burt's
work
" The Lost Romance," by
Edwardon Knohlock.
story, " The Man From Lost
FIRST
Mitchell Lewis, Milton Sills and
King
Vidor's
first
production
for
release by Associated Producers Casson Ferguson arc the principal
Will Rogers' next screen vehicle
NATIONAL
supports for Betty Compson in her
will be the stage play, " Poor Rewill
be
"
The
Cottage
of
Delight."
Vidor is now selecting members of
the cast. He has also purchased new picture, titled, " At the End of
CharlesductionRay
has put
into proan original
photoplay
by
World." D. Taylor will direct
the screen rights to " A Thing theWilliam
River."
Richard
Andres,
entitled,
"
The
Apart," written by Lucy Stone ''The Lifted Veil " next. This pic- Barn Stormer." The cast includes HERE
lations."
AND
Tcrrill.
ture will be based on the play by
Nichols, Blanche Rose,
Thomas H. Ince is starting pro- Henry Arthur Jones. Ethel Clav- George
duction work on the C. Gardner ton will be presented as the star in Lionel Bclmore, Charlotte Pierce,
THERE
Florence Oberle and Wilfred LuSullivan- story, entitled, " Hail the this production.
cas.
An oil-town has been built at the
woman."lected to direct
John Wray
has been The
seCliff Smith Productions, Los
John M. Stahl is now filming
the subject.
cast will include Florence Vidor, Lasky ranch for Roscoe Arbucklc's "The Child Thou Gavest Me" for Angeles,. are completing the first of
newwell
picture,
" Gasoline
Lloyd Hughes, Madge Bellamy, oil
is being
primed toGus."
serve Anas Louis B. Mayer. He will produce a series of five-reel Westerns for
the independent market. The first
Tully Marshall and Theodore Rob- a gusher later. The cast includes " King Lear " next.
erts. Theodore Roberts has been Lila Lee. Fred Huntlev, Theodore
Anita Stewart's ne\v screen ve- picture,
" Western Hearts," was
borrowed from the Lasky organi- Larch, Wilton Taylor, Charles Ogle
hicle, "Playthings of Destiny," has written and directed by Smith who
zation for this picture.
and Knute Erickson, the stage star been shipped East. Edwin Carewe is associated with J. O. Caldwell.
Douglas MacLean has gone East of Ole Oleson fame.
Blanchfield, Superba Thenow begins the production of " The C. O'D.
atre Building, is business supervisor
on a vacation trip and will make
Tom Forman leaves shortly for Price of Happiness," by Florence
scenes at Washington, D. C, with the East to direct Thomas Meighan Auer. Anita Stewart is the star of and sales manager for the company.
the Capitol in the background for
this production. Walter McGrail
Apache Trail productions of
appears in the opposite role.
Globe, Ariz., has finished the sixth
Paramount release, " One a Min- in "Cappy Ricks."
The Morosco Photoplays organi- of a dual series of two-reel Westute." Before departing, the final
METRO
zation will next make a screen vererns. A special five-reel feature,
scenes were taken for " Passing
Through,"
with
William
Seiter
dision
of the stage play, " Slippy " The Stray-By," will be ready for
ing.
recting.
the
cutting
room within the week.
McGee.' Charles Taylor is directBert Lytell, Maxwell Karger and
Clarence Brown, co-director with
J. B. Warner is featured.
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The departments, " Exhibitors' Box Office Reports " and i4 Advance Information on All Releases,*' will for
the time being appear each on alternate weeks
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Activities
in Far
East
and
Balkans
film, * Where Are My Chil, Bal- there and turn around to the light when steno' with the A. R. C. in Athens back Weber's old
A. MILLS
S ondent
MAJOR kanJAME
dren?' The Albanians have families
corresp
of the Asso- you're shakin' hands. Remember, you ■n 1919.
ciated Press, writing to a friend ain't in Bulgaria now.'
ranging
in
size
8 to of15,theso play.
per"
Now
about
the
picture
theatres
out
in the Lois Weber studios in Los Anhaps they missed from
the point
" It sure was a discreet remark to here. There are eleven movie houses in
geles from the Hotel Grand Bretagne make- — that reference to Carol's being a Constantinople, besides smaller hallf.
mention
' The Miracle
sawYouit first
in Bucarest.
I was Man.'
away
Lampsa, Athens, Greece, under date of Bulgarian. Like calling a Sinn Feiner The Cine-Theatrale Corporation has Ifrom
New York when it was shown
correspondents in Athens, Sofia and
sting sum- an Orangeman, or vice versa.
intere
an
February of 5, gives
mary moving picture conditions in
Bucarest as they sometimes buy films there. It played for a month straight
for Balkan movie news, here is on
the Near East and the activities of my" Aslittle
a royalty basis with exclusive rights in the ' Populol ' theatre in Bucarest.
dossier: Captain Merle La
American cinematographers s.and mov- Voy, of Seattle, recently photographed for the Balkan states.
In movie
it ' knocked
'em
Bestparlance,
I ever saw.
I understand
ing picture men in the Balkan
" Usually all films are bought on a cold.'
Constantinople from an aeroplane, makit is going marvelously well all over
Major
Mills, formerly
basis.
Aprojected
single inprint
isor pura trip up from the Dardanelles. royalty chased
Europe.
What
is
George
Loane
which
is
one
two
tary to President
Melville private
Stone ofsecrethe The ingBritish
aviation men were very local theatres and then used for one Tucker's next picture going to be?
Associated
Press,
wasarmy
in the
kind to him. La Voy comes from year
" Coming down through Bulgaria I
least in all the moving picture
gence service
of the
duringintellithe Alaska
originally
went up Mount halls at
war. Recently he was decorated by McKinley with the and
of Smyrna, Beirut, Trebizond and talked with the American consul reexpedition
which
set
garding American pictures. He said
other
cities
of
the
country.
Of
course
the Roumanian
ser- out a few years ago to disprove the
vices rendered toGovernment
Roumania for
in 1919
distribution is shot to pieces just at there were 96 permanent motion picDr.
Cook
claims.
He
filmed
that
mounture
theatres
in Bulgaria. About 23
when Roumania was attacked by the
presentMinor
with and
the the
Greek-Turk
tain climbing stunt.
Asia
Russian brawl
bolshiesin move tionsfrom
Hungarian Bolsheviks.
place towns.
to place giving
in
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King
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All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects u
irell as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom
AMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
FLYING "A" SPECIALS
Sunset Jones (Chas. Clary-Irene Rich)
5
Their Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher — Nagel
Barrie)
6
r»e Bine Moon (Special Cast)
rke Gamesters (Margarita Fisher)
•
A Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary).. 6
feggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter)
5
APEX FILM COMPANY
Out of the Dust

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
5
Morgan).
Philanthropist (Peggy O'Neill-Ralph ..»•••
Penny )
•••••J
gan Scorpion (Edmund Cobb-Vida Johnsto
6
n)
Desert
Whitney-Earl Metcalf) 55
Chamber Mystery (Claire (Glenn
)
White
Circumstantial Evidence
5
(Glenn White)
Wall Street Mystery
5
Unseen Witness (Glenn White)
S
Trail of the Cigarette (Glenn White)
5
e)
Bromley Case (Glenn Whit
5
Sacred Ruby (Glenn White)
5
House of Mystery (Glenn White)
5
te)
Triple Clue (Glenn Whi
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
2
Stage Struck
«
Betty the Vamp
«
Meet Betty's Husband
Betty's' Romeo
:
2
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
One every other week
2
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
The Man of Brawn
2
A Knight of the Pines
2
2
m
Ji
Looking ofUp the
Raiders
North
2
Three and a Girl
2
In the River
2
SPORT PICTORIALS
How Do You Get Your Exercise
1
Making Man Handlers
1
Girls Will Be Boys
1
The Happy Duffer
1
How Will You Have Your Bath
1
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
featuring Billy Fletcher and Violet Joy.
11
AFather's
CabaretHero
Touchdown
Scandal A La Carte
1
All Over Overalls
1
Splash Me
1
Doomed at Noon
1
ARDATH-XLNT COMEDIES
His Wife Jimmy
2
Her Husband's
Flat
Kink
of Kawakki
22
Soap Bubbles
2
Champion by Chance
2
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
IS episodes
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
What Women Will Do (Anna Q. Nilsson)
The Devil (Geo. Arliss)
The Riddle — Woman (Geraldine Farrar)

6
6
6

BALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
.Mar. 4— Tough Luck
2
Feb. IS— High and Dry
2
Feb. 4— In Again, Out Again
2
Jan. 20 — A Dog-gone Mixup
2
aCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
Mar. 18
No. 22
Mar. 4
No. 21
Feb. 28
No. 20
Feb. 4
No. 19
Jan. 21
18
Jan. -8—
17
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reel er every two weeks.
. 18— Pirates of the West (C. Ed. Hatton) 2
Mar. 4 — Her Western Adventure (.Grace Cunard)...2
Feb. 18 — The Gun Runners
2
Feb. 4— A Daughter of the Law
2
Jan. 20 — The Rranch Mystery
2
Dec. 24 — A Desperate Tenderfoot (John Halladay)..2
PRIZMA
Heidi
2
CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)
THE GUMPS
The Promoter
The Masked Ball
Give 'er Gas
Chester'sAround
Cat
Rolling
Andy's
Andy HasHoliday
A Caller
II Cuspidoree
Andy's
Cow
Andv Helps At Home
To Be A Child
'.
Hipologist
Quiet Game
Dog Day
CELEBRATED COMEDIES
Jazz
,.■
Love &andJealousy
Law
Mixed
Pickles
'.
The Love Doctor
The Honeyspooners
Why Get a Divorce
Out of Luck
Jilted and Jolted
A Terrible Time

1
1
1
11
11
1
11
11
1
1
11
11
1
1
1
1
1

COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORP.
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) <
COMMONWEALTH
PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy)
2
La Farre Sisters (Dancers)
1
The Dying Swan (Skating)
1
Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics)
1
The Flying De Armands
1
Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) 1
Hundeller (Balancing)
1
Three Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestlinu 1,
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN DRAMAS
The Call of the West
2
The
22
The Outlaw's
Vulture ofReformation
the West
Partners of the West
2
Western Nerve
2
Across the Border
2
Theby)
THE NEW WEDS
(12 one-reelers featurin<T Harry Myers and Rosemary

TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy Mixes In
Torchy's Night Ho
Torchy 's Double Triuod
mph
Torchy's
Millions
Torchy Turns
Cupid
MERMAID
COMEDIES

j
2
2
'.'.'.2

Moon
Holy Smoke
shine
....!!
April
Foo
l
High
and
Dry
The Simp .'
Nonsense (Jimmie Adams) ..!!.!!!!!
SPECIALS

2o
%a
j

Modern Centaurs
.
Art
The ofRaceDiving
of the(Kellerm
Age (Man an)
6' War) .
...'.'.'.'.
?2
Babe
Ruth—
How Smok
He Knocks Hises
ValleyTERHome Runs! .'!'.'.!li
of 10,000
CHES
OUTING
SCENICS
Paths
of Glory
Paps and
Papas
J.
Lost a Yodel
f
Frivolous Fijis
..."!!
{
Crowning
Rookeries King
Blizzard....
!!.'!!]ries
and Squ
ake
ij
There Is No Santa Claus.
..
}
Swat theT Landlord
i
ROBER
C. BRUCE SCENICS
The
Will
Wia
sp
Voices of o'thetheSe
{,
The Business of Camping .'
i
The Exp
Isle of Desire..............'..
\{
lorers
The Banana Spe
cial
{
Tropical Nights
J
SCEENICS
From Deer to Dam
t
Sultans
the the
Sea—
Gettingvera' Toe
Hold!nces
No
Hopeof for
i
Drys-Sil
Sile
i
I hen Company Came— Art Is Everything
}
Out ofFeathers
the Past
i
Fine
They nts
Forgot
Town!nt
!!!!." !
bea Planets— —Apartme
{}
for the
Re
VANITY COMEDIES
Without a Wife ,. ...
,
Tea for Two
J
Mind
Business .'!!!!.'!.'!!
!
Ouija Your
Did COMEDIES
It
l,
GAYETY
Sand Witches
.
Bl
on
ds
Ain't
Love
Grand
!..!.'.'.
i
}
Rest in Peace
}
MISCELLANEOUS !!!!!!!!!
Hides and Go Seek
,
In Dutch
J
A Tale of the Far North.
.-..\\\" ' |',',[ \[\ \" [[\
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Straight from Paris (Clara Kimball
Hush (Clara Kimball YounYoung)
g)
Mid-Channel (Clara Kimball Young)
She Played and Paid (Fannie Ward)
Whispering Devils (Conway TearieJ
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro)
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young)
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young)
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Peters)...

6
6
6
S
•
a
1
I
<

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Apr. 24 — The Home Stretch (Ince-MacLean) . . . .
Apr. 24 — What Every Woman Knows (Demille) . . 6675
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
Apr. 17— The Great Day (Hugh Ford)
3827
THOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
Apr. 17— The Love Special (Wallace Reid) 4855
Lying Lips (Peters- Vidor)
6
Apr. 10— The Witching Hour (Wm. D. Taylor's) .. 6734
Homespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes)
6
in-. 10 — Buried Treasure (Marion Davis) 6964
Apr. 3— The Dollar a Year (Roscoe Arbuckle) . .4606
I. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
r. 4— The Faith Healer (Geo. Melford Prod.). 6347
Lore (Louise Glaum)
6 EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Mar. 27 — The Idol ol the iNortft (.Dorothy Dalton).5802
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
6
(Released
Through
Educational
Film
Emchangei)
Mar. 27— The Gilded Lily (Robt. Z. Leonard
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7 CHESTER COMEDIES
Prod.-May Murray)
ALAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
Ladies'
Pets
2
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood)
4 Beat It
2 Mar. 20 — Beau Revel (Thomas H. Ince-Louis
Vance Prod.)
529J
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
You'll
22
A Tray BeFullS'prised
of Trouble
Mar.
20
—
O'Malley
ot
the
Mounted
(William
S.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford) < The
Big Show
2
Hart Prod.)
5628
MACK SENNETT PRODS.
COMEDIES
Mar. 13— The Easy Road (Thomas Meighan) 4982
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5 CHRISTIE
Scrappily Married
2 Mar. 13— The Call of Youth (Hugh Ford-Brotosh
Man Versus Woman
2
3871
Hey, Rube
2 Mar.Prod.)
6 — Straight Is the Way (Cosmopolitan
Nobody's
Wife
2
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
Prod.)
6839
Movie Mad
2
Rtnt* Rio**'
Dining-Room, Kitchen and Sink
2 jreD. 27 — What's Worth While (Lois Weber
2
The Nightingale of Paris (Zany Miens)
5 Back from the Front
Prod.)
5693
Dangerous Love
6 Wedding Blues
2 Feb.
27— The Price of Possession (Ethel ClaytonThe Victim
6 Mr. Fatima
2
4933
Hugh Ford Prod.)
Release Information continued on page 2482
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Feb. 20— The Kentuckians (Charles Maigne Prod.) . 5981
Feb. 20 — The Passionate Pilgrim (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
635?
Feb. 13 — Chickens (Douglas MacLean-Ince Prod.). 4753
Feb. 13— Forbidden
Fruit (.Cecil B. DeMUIe
Prod.)
780*
Feb. 6 — The Ghost in the Garret (Dorothy Gish).5U3?
Feb. 6 — Brewster's Millions (Roscoe Arbuckle) . .650*
Jan 30 — The Frontier ot the Stars (Thomas
Meighan)
Jan. 30 — Paying the Piper (Geo. Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
Jan. 23 — Midsummer
Madness
(Wm. DeMille
Prod.)
598b
Jan.lnce23 —Prod.)
The Rookie's Return (Douglas MacLean- 4123
Jan.
16 — The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
Jan. 16 — The Education of Elizabeth (Billie
Burke)
470S
PARAMOUNT VANDENBERG SERIES
Apr. 17 — Jungle Dancers
2
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Apr. 3— The Bell Boy
2
Mar. 27— Out West
2
Feb. 27— The Butcher Boy
2
Jan. 16 — Country Hero
2
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Apr. 24 — Astray from the Steerage
2
Apr. 10— Officer Cupid
2
Mar. 20 — Sweetheart Days
2
Mar. 6— Wedding Bells Out of Tune
2
Feb. 20— The Unhappy Finish
2
Feb. 6 — On a Summer Day
2
PARAMO UNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
i
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousins
Dec. 21— Those JJistant cousins
NT DE : HAVEN COMEDIES
PaWmOU
Oct.
10 — Spirits
*
Sept. 12— Kids Is Kids
8
Aug. 29 — Nerer Again
8
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Apr. 24 — Present-Day Prague
1
Apr. 17 — Biska, the Beautiful
1
Apr. 10 — Alexandria
1
Apr. 3 — Along the Riviera
1
.' . 1
alem
Modern Jerus
27 —— Jerusalem,
Mar. 20
Mar.
the Holy City
1
Mar. 13— In the Garden of the East
1
Mar. 6 — Constantinople
• • ■J
Feb. 27— Modern Aspects of Japan
1
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
1
Jan. 23— Wildest Wales ay
1
Dec. 19 — The Jungfrau Railwion
1
Wot. 21— Kilawea Volcanoat Erupt
St. Monti
Oct 17— Winter Sports
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Jan. 9 — Victory Mountain
1
Dec. 5 — Indian Summer
1
Wot. 7— A Setting of Ages
*
Oct. 10— The Cloud
1
...1
Sept. 5— From a Piscatorial Angle
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Apr. _24 — The Hoots — Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey.. 1
1
n
Apr. 17 — Felix — Cartoon by Pat Sulliva
— Cartoon by Earl Hurd 1
Apr. 10 — BobbyandBurns
ie
Sus
Apr. 3 — But
Mar. 27 — Cartoon by Henrv D. Bailey," The Hootsi .1
Mar. 20 — Cartoon by Pat Sullivan, " Felix the Cat
Mar. 13— Cartoon by Earl Hurd, "Bobby Bumps ..1.1
D. Bailey, " ThebyHoots
Cartoon by Henry
Mar.
Frank
Feb.
276—
— Magazine
Subjects-s — Cartoon
Moser
Hurd.l
Earl
by
Feb. 20— Magazine Subjects— Cartoon
Feb.
livan13— Magazine Subjects— Cartoon by Pat Sul-

Film

fhe Fighting Kentuckians (Special Cast)

5

THE FILM MAKKET
The Grand Passion
fhe House Witnuut Children
The Ne'er-Do-Well (Reissue)
1'he Spoilers
(Reissue;
J1MM*
CALLAUAJN
COMEDIES
(Series of twelve two-reelers)

6
/
7
9

FILM SALES COMPANY
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
His Bed Sheet
Nutt Inn
It's
a .Live
Powder
Puff One
Pirates....
Harem Scarem
Lolly-Pop's
His Watch Daughter
Hound

Picture

News

Releases

The Baby
The Slicker
Pals and Petticoats
FOX JNEWs
Twice a Week
CLYDE
COOK ck
COMEDIES
The
Jo
ey
Don't
Tickle
All Wrong
MUTTHuntsman
AND JEFF CARTOONS
The
The Naturalists
A Rare Bird
Flivvering
A Crazy Idea
Factory to Consumer
The Ventriloquist
Doctor Killjoy
Gum Shoe Work
The Lion Hunters
The Glue Factory
Cold Tea
t
The Hypnotist
The Papoose
On the Hip
The Northwoods
Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co
All Stuck Up

2000
2000
, 2000
,

Xa
'i
1000
1000
iq00
1000
1Q£)0
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Scrap Iron (Charles Ray)
6
Lessons in Love f Constance Talmadge)
6
The Oath (R. A. Walsh Special— Big Five)
7
Scrambled Wives (Marguerite Clark)
6
Passion (Pola Negri-Big Five)
7,000 or 9,000
The Old Swimmin' Hole (Charles Ray)
6 GAUMONT COMPANY
Mamma's
Talmadge)
Right Exchanges)
The
WomanAffair
in the(Constance
House (Mildred
Harris) 67 Fall(Atof aState
(Josephine Earlc)
8
The Kid (Charles Lhaplin-Big Five)
6 Oat of theSaint
Darkness
(Gertrude McCoy)
I
Not Guilty (.Sydney Franklin)
6 Infatuation of Yonth (Paul
CapelUni)
I
My
Lady's
Latchkey
(Katherine
MacDonald)
6
(Josephine Earle)
t
The Oieat Adventure (Lionel Barrymore) 6 Branded
The Thinker (Special Cast)
6
Nineteen and Phyllis (Chas. Ray)
The Xruth A5om Husbands (Whitman Bennett's).";!.'
The
Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle)
8
SERIALS
^ W™ '-V'"" ■
Habit (Lewis Mayer Prod.)....
In
tke
dutches
of
the
Hindu
(Ten
Episodes)
I
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
Tuesdays — Gaumont New*
1
SPECIALS
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
1
Skirts (Special Cast)
<
cSSnoSS"! *.a.nke.e. .in.K.in.g. .^r.^Cou.n. {.s?!?.7 GOLDWYN
Blind Wives (Special
Cast)
7 STAR SERIES EXCHANGES
Ihe Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
» SDrrMtfl
WhileSkywayman
New York (Lt.
SleepsOrmer
(Special
Cast)
SPECIALS
Song of the Soul (Vivian Martin) Messmore
The
Locklear)
77 The
Kendall Prod
5
If I Were King (William Farnum)
7
6367
The White Moll (Pearl White)
7 Godless Men (Special Cast)
The .Great Lover (Special Cast)
5202
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Just Out of College (Jack Pickford) 4779
The Scuttlera
8 Roads
of
Destiny
(Pauline
Frederick)
Drag Harlan
6 The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) 4960
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Prisoners of Love (Betty Compson)
5884
The
Cub
8C The Concert (Special Cast)
The Tiger's
Thief
Guile ofPulls
Women
(Will Rogers)
The Mountain Woman
« Bunty
the Strings
(Special Cast) '..4496
6255
Know Your Men
6 Hold Your
Horses (Tom Moore)
4610
TOM MIX SERIES
A Voice in the Dark ((Special Cast)
4255
Hands Off
6 What Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) 4148
The Road Demon
6
(Hobert(Will
Bosworth)
J. Parker Read,"
Boys Own
Will Law
Be Boys
Rogers)
Prairie Trails
o His
The Texan
6 Madame
Jr
X (Pauline Frederick)
64757
The Untamed
6
Ihe Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy) . .4600
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Man Who Had Everything (Jack Pickford) .. 5198
Bare Knuckles
5 The
Cheater Reformed
5 EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
fhe Iron Rider
S
(Gertrude Morris)
Atherton's) . . 5649
5574
Tale Neglect
of Two Your
WorldsWife
(Gouverneur
The Challenge of the Law
5 ADon't
The Man Who Dared
5 Earthbound (Basil King)
677a
The Penalty (Gouverneur Morris)
6730
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Lamplighter
5 It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 5659
The
North
Wind's
Malice
(Rex
Beach)
6725
Wing
66 Going Some (Rex Beach)
Flame Toy
ot Youth
BOOTH
TARKINGTOIVS
EDGAR
SERIES
Girl of My Heart
6
Merely Mary Ann
8 Edgar the Explorer
3
Get Rich Quick Edgar
2
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Edgar's
Little
Saw
Dynamite
Allen
S
22
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Number 17
5 Edgar Camps Out
Sunday Courtship
I
The Plunger
5 Edgar's
SPECIALS
From Now On
5 CAPITOL COMEDIES
Man
O"
War
J
Jan. 30 — Indigo Sunday (George Bunny)
2
The Midlanders (Bessie Love) v-v
5 20TH CENTURY BRAND
The Servant In the House (Special Cast)
5 The One Man Trail (Buck Jones)
5 Jan. 16 — You'd Better Get It (Geo. Bunny) 2
2
—
Ged
'Ap,
Napeoleon
(Geo.
Bunny)
Hearts and Masks (Special Cast)
J The B 2 Punch (Buck Jones)
5 Jan.
19— When Martin Gets Here (Geo. Bunny) 22
5 Dec.
Hobody's Girl (Billie Rhodes)
»5 Two Moons (Buck Jones)
Dec.
5 — Professional Ethics (Geo. Bunny)
2
e)
Lor
(Bessie
May
Bonnie
Just
Jones)
'.
53j nnr
-c
. sprague
c (Buck
,-„.._.
T 'x
Not. nnrviu
21 — At Itdd Again
(Geo. Bunny)
2
sunsetPals
(Buck
Jones)
i v COMICS
r*n\rrf*c
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
GOLDWYN-BRAY
The
Tombov
^Eileen
Percy)
5
Where Is My Wife
2
Blushing Bride (Eileen Percy)
S
Big Game — Lampoons (Shenanigan Kids)...l
'His Dizzy Day
2 The
Why Trust Your Husband? (Eileen Percv)
5 Hunting
The Sponge Man (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
Kidnapper's
Revenge
2
The
Land
of
Jazz
(Eileen
Percv)
5
The
Prize
Dance (Judge Rummy) Lampoons 1
A Flivver Wedding
2
Husband Hunter (Eileen Percy)
5 Happy Hooldini (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
A Rare Bird
J The
Wh'
e
the
Devil
Laughs
(Louise
Lovely)
5
Cupid's Advance (Happy Hooligan) Lampoons 1
His Naughty Night
\ Partners oi Fate (Louise Lovely)
■early Married
■ The Line Gray Mouse (Louise Lovely)... 55 GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
A Bedroom Scandal
• SERIALS
Unshod Soldiers of the King
1
fORD EDUCATIONALS
No Regular Bud
1
Fantomas
(20
Episodes)
2
Gypsy
Scientists
1
1 Bride 13 (Fifteen Episodes)
Jan. 23 — Democracy in Education
2
Seein'
Things
on
the
Orinoco
Jan. 16— The Message
}
The Human Voice
1I
1
2000 The Riveter
Jan. 9-Faryland . . ■ ■ . ! '.! . ! " " "
1 The
SUNSHINE"
COMEDIES
Biff Secret.
2000 GOLDWYN-INTERNATIONAL COMICS
The
Janitors.
2000
Verse
and
Worse
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
Jan. 30— The Chicken Thief
1
The Simp
1
2000 Jan. 23 — Fatherly Love
State Right $)
Fiery Beat
Jan.
16
—
Too
Much
Pep
I
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
8 His
2000
.2000
Jan.
9—
Oil
1
Roaring
Lions
on
Parade.
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
6 His Unlucky Job
Jan.
2—
Yes,
Dear
1
Lore's Flame (Thos. J. Carrigan)
5
2000
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HERALD PRODUCTIONS, INC.
MACK SWAIN COMEDIES
Moonlight Knight
Full oi Spirit
See America First

Vacation Days in Switzerland
from Montreux to Bern ess Alps
fhrougn Switzerland in It Minutes.
2
2
2

HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
(Releasing through Path* Exchamgtt)
BEIMJ. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PAL,
TURES, INC.
The Spenders (Special Cast)
«
i'he Dwelling-Place ot Eigm (Winston Churcnillj . . . .
The Sagebrusher i,Emerson Hongd's.) ,
Tbe
(Stewart Edward
ZANEWesterners
GREY PICTURES,
INC. White's;
(Ben). B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner)
The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's)
J
Eiders of the Dawn (Zane Grey's)
*
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bos worth)
i
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
)
Sex (Louise Glaum)
<
The Lone
Wolf's Daughter (Louise Glaum)
Sahara
(Louise
..I
y.'.i
Glam?.™1.
DEITRICH-BECK,
INC. .Vr?.™" "T^i
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
,.s
The Bandbox (Doris Ken yon)
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
..I
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
..I
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan) ..5
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan)...
The Green Flame Q. Warren Kerrigan) S
Ho. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan)
J
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) •
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes)
•
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
«
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The
(Stedman-Butt-Modotti)
King Tiger's
Spruce Coat
(Mitchell
Lewis)
'I
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
•
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home (Special Cast)
*
HUGO BALLIN PRODS.
Pagan Love (Special Cast)
6
J. L. .FROTHINGHAM PRODS
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
7
HARRISON PICTURES, INC.
(A series of fourteen Norma Talmadge revivols, two reels each)

JANS PICTURES CORP.
Madonnas and Men
Wings ot Pride
Al^oveWoman's
WithoutBusiness
(Juestion (Olive Tell)
Inc.)
KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
KINETO REVIEWS
(Released through National Exchanges,
Thrills
The Emerald Isle
Panama
The Holy City
Down in Dixie
Liquid Gold in Texas
Babyhood
Trip of the U. S. S. Idaho
Vegetarians
Hunting the Sea Wolf
Boy Scouts
Water Babies
Beauty Spots in the United States and Canada
AN'S MOVIE CHATS
URB (Released
Exchanges)
First Series fromthrough
No. 1 State
to No. Right
26
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52
KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
The Midnight Riders
Outlawed
The Battling Kid

Film
1
1
1
S
a

.1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
1
5
S
5
5

Releases

MISCELLANEOUS
East Lynne (Tarzan Film Co.)
Destiny (Paul Capellani) Joe Horwitz
Dollars
Prods. and
.
Film Distributors,
Hearts
O' the Range (Forward
Inc.)
The Cowboy Ace (Westart Prods., lnc!)!!. !!!!!!!!!
The Killer (Westart Prods., Inc.)
The Guiding Spirit (Burroughs Photoplay Corp.)!!!
ine foreigner (.Special Cast) Ernest Snipman
The Wrong Woman (Ivan
Abramson)
The Crimson Cross (Fan
ark)
ManC
and o
Woman r
(Special
Cast) Sherman Prods.
p
Clark
Cornelius
The
Devil's
Angel Co
(Helen rp
Gardner-Tempter ' Saie j
Birthright
(Special
Cast)in Allied
Ind. (Pantex)
Attractions!!!'
The
Japanese
Question
California
COMEDIES
C
Geo.
Ovey (Series
o
of one-reel comedies) Pacific Film
Top
Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Synoic«te Notch
— Clev
eland)
a
After Bed Time (Pratee
Film Prods.)
a
Mack Ruge
Swain Comedies
Comedies (Punful
(C. B. Pric
e) °'ia
Billy
Films)
NATIONAL FILM CORP.
(At State Right Exchanges)
Nobody'a Girl (Billie Rhodes)
j
Captivating
Mary (Special
Caratairs
(Norma
Talmadge)
ReA
Kentuckyiss
Colonel
Cast)
'.'.'.$
ue
j

Th
PACIFIC
FILM CO.
Wild
The Call from the Wild
Fatal Thirty
...!..!!
5
George Ovey Comedies
!!!!!!!!!! 1
K.REMER FILM FEATURES, V1C1
(Released on States Rights Basts)
d a rr up
v < ' ti * i\t/~« t->o
Voices
nces (Diana Allen)
5 Feb.
rAlUrj
6— The IliAL.JlAiNl7JCi3
Devil (George Arliss)
Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri)
S Jan. 30—
6
The Killer
Wending Trail (Buck Manning)
5
j
23— The Sage Hen (Special
Cast)
6
Skinner's Dress Suit
5 Jan.
Jan.
16—
When
We
Were
Twenty-one
(H.
B.
WarWESTERN
„
ner)
Handicap
6 Jan. 2— That Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet) 2s
HORSE-RACING PICTURE
Dec. 26 — Rogues and Romance (Seitz- Caprice) •
Why Tell (Henry Miller)
6 Dec. 19 — The Empire of Diamonds
$
Dec. 5— Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
CHAPLIN REISSUES
Nov. 28 — The Devil to Pay (Brunette-Stewart) 56
AThe Burlesque
on Carmen
Champion
3- Not. 31— The Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet)..!
Jitney Elopement
2 BILL
AND BeM«
BOB SERIES
S?Tv 7~:A
"> Porple (Edgar Lewis') «
Work
3 Apr.
Rv the Sea
3 — Trailing the Coyote
l
Mar. SANTSCHI
6 — Trapping the
Bobcat
I
TOM
DRAMAS
LUBIN (BERT) RIGHTS
Apr. 3 — LaRue of Phantom Valley
2
STATE
Mar. 20— The Desert Wolf
2
Honeymoon Ranch
The
p
Mar. Death
6 — TheTra
Tempest
'.....33
THE AVENGING ARROW
METRO EXCHANGES
(Starring Ruth Roland)
SCREEN CLASSICS. INC., SPECIAL?
Apr. 10— Fifth, The Message Stone
2
Feb. 21— The Greater Claim (Alice Lake)
6 Apr.
3
—
Fourth,
A Life in Jeopardy
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
2
Feb. 14 — Fine Feathers (Special Cast)
6
27— Third, The Hand of Treache
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS
ry
2
Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit (Doraldina)
6 Mar.
Mar. 20
— Second, The Enemy Strikes
2
6 Mar.
Mar. 15 — God's Gold
5 Jan. 31— The Off-Shore Pirate (Viola Dana)
13
—
First,
The
Vow
of
Myster
y
2
Jan.
24
—
Coincidence
(Special
Cast)
6
Jan. 1 — danger Valley
5
DOUBLE
ADVENTURE
Nov. 15— Skvfire
5 Jan. 17— The Marriage of William Ashe (May Allison)
son) 6
Oct.
1—
Hell's
Oasis
5 Jan. 10— Lure of Youth (Special Cast)
6 (Fifteen two-reel episodes starring Charles Hutchin
PINNACLE COMEDIES
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Apr. 10— Twelfth, Hazardous Heights
2
Why Change Your Mother-in-Law
Shimmy Isle
Mar. 14 — The Little Fool (Special Cast)
6 Apr. 3 — Eleventh, The Danger Ledge
2
The Ting Tong Man
Hot.
23
—
The
Star
Rover
(Special
Cut)
6
Mar.
27—
Tenth,
A
Devil's
Bargain
Absent Without Leave
Mar.
20—
Ninth,
The
Black
Whirlpool
22
Aug.
23
—
The
Mutiny
of
the
Elsinore
(Special
Cast).
6
Betwixt and Between
Mar. 13— Eighth, The Grill of Fate
2
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Mar. 6 — War in the Oil Fields
2
ARTHUR GOODEN PRODUCTIONS
(Produced by Joseph M. Schenck)
20— Fifth, The Rebels' Nest
3
Feb. 21— The Haunted House
2 Feb.
Go
Get
'Em
13 — Fourth, The Gun Runners
3
Crooked Trails
Jan. 3 — Neighbors
2 Feb.
Feb.
6—
Third,
Hearts
of
Stone
2
Guardians of the North
Dec. 22 — The Scarecrow
? Jan. 30 — Second. The Harbor of Bandits
2
Oct.
27—
Convict
13
3
TATTENHAM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Jan.
23—
Firs
On
the
Trail
of
Fate
3
Sept. 1— One Week
3 EDGAR JONES PRODUCTIONS
The Long, Long Trail
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
10 — A Forest Samsori
2
Mar. — A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) f Apr.
Mar. 27— The Timber Wolves
2
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
Feb.
13—
The
Two-Fisted
Judge
2
NAZIMOVA
PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier
3
Bearcat
t Dec 6— Billions (Naiimova)
Lochinvar
o'
the
Line
3
<
VELVET
FINGERS
Seeds of Vengeance
f Oct. 11 — Madam Peacock (Nasimova)
The Gift Supreme
t Apr. —The Heart of a Child (Naiimova) 77 (Fifteen Tuto-Reel Episodes Starring Geo. B. SeiH
Whispering Devils
3 Jan. — Stronger Than Death (Naiimova) 7
and Marguerite Courtot.)
The Victim
9
Mar. 13— Fifteenth, Out of the Web
2
The Transgressor
■
Mar.
6
—
Fourteenth,
The Trap
2
HOLMES
PRODUCTIONS*
The Burning Question
I TAYLOR
Apr.
—
Nothing
But
Lies
(Taylor
Holmes)
6
Feb.
20—
Twelfth.
Into
Ambush
3
Luring Shadows
7
2
—The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes)
6 Feb. 15— Eleventh, The Other Woman
Below the Deadline
5 Mar.
Jan.
—Nothing
But
the
Truth
(Taylor
Holmes)....*
Feb.
6—
Tenth,
Shots
in
the
Dark
3
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Jan. 30— Ninth, The Br6ken Necklace
2
HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Cads and Caddies
3 ROBERT
23 — Eighth, Aiming Straight
3
I Jan.
Jan. 16 — Seventh, The House of a Thousand Veila. .3
Stung Again
3 Oct. 25 — Coincidence (Robert Harron)
Jan. 9 — Unmasked
2
Wild Wild Woman
2 S. L. PRODUCTIONS
2— Fifth. The Desert Pavilion
3
Dusk (Special Cast)
6 Jan.
RUTH OF THE ROCKIES
Sept. 2t£^,e
6 — Love, Honor and Obey (Special Cast)....*
Roland)
S5?f^. Jfa::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::S
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth
52i°2the SMoonbeam
™^ounliEAS.ES....
MAURICE
18— The TOURNEUR
Great RedeemerPRODUCTIONS
(Special Cast)
Along
Trail
2, Oct.
Dec.
5— Fifteenth, The Hidden Treasure 2
ROWLAND. WEST PRODUCTIONS
BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
Nov. 28 — Fourteenth, Regina Island
2
Ride Under the Alps
1 Jan. 3 — The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen).
Not. 21 — Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack
I
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Kerr. M — MMl Tie Secret Order
Sot. 7 — Eleventh. Fatal Diamond
VAMH FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES

AFT Li
5_i »
July
15wood
RULI.N COMEDIES

a
■

...1
...1
...l
...1
...1
,..1
•nrg
Mr*.
tydnrj
rrland)
_a_ Mi:di Green
...»

Mar". 27— Fellow Romans (Pollard)
1
Feb 2i — Opes Another Bottle (Saab Pollard) ..11
Jin. « — The Morning After (Saab Faaard).
...1
Dec 19 — Park Your Car (Saab Pollard)
RULI.N T^U RFF.I.F.RS
Dec. 26— Ntmtber Please (Harold Lloyd)
2
Sept 26 — Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd).. Jary 11 — High and Dnzy (Harold Lloyd) 2
Ma'v
&i Eastern Wet: err. e.- .Ear-id Llcyd) S
NEXT ai— REELs
Sundaya — Topics oi the Day.
)
Wednesdayi — Pathe Sewi
Saturdayi — Pithe Newt
1
PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl
Law oi the North
Cy
Tie Whirtaker't
Awiisiig Wire
o: Ruth
Tte Tel: Tale Step
Lady of the Photograph
flagg comedy revivals
The Bride
The Screer Fas
Tte Matinee Girl
The Mar Eater
Tie Superstitions Girl
The Artis:! Model
The Art Bng
The Starter
The Spoiled Girl

CO.

All

The Snob (Wanda HawleT)
She
Couldn'tDiuereu:
Help (Bebe
DanieU)
Mitt:
Cirstar.ce
h.tt;y
ri-acjtbiras (Justine Jonnstone)
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
Oh
(Bebe« Bebe
Daniels;
Too Lady,
Never Lady
Can Tell
Daniels i
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawiey)
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawiey)
Food for
(Wanda Hawiey)
Eyes af the Heart (Mary Miles M inter)
j-»t: Ut;::;:
Mi" M_e« M:t:er

4013
4423
4979
6181
4214
5302
4212
4646
4648
5084
3 134

REEL CRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec 10 — 111 Say He Forgot (Otis Harlan)
Not. 28 — He Looks Like Him (Tucker Twins)
Not. 12 — Oh, Buoy (Sammy Barns)
MATTY"
1 ROMANCES OF YOUTH
BoW
Bad ROUBERT
Pirate
BILLY VEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer
Hands Up
TEXAS GULNAN WESTERNS
The Desert Vulture
Girl of the Baacaa
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politics
Good Night Nurse
TTILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Moonshiner
BURR Mountain
IT) ' iSUNSET
1 SCEXICS
The
That Was
God
Wind Goddess
MDLBURN M0RANTI COMEDIES
Doable Trouble
Lazy Lean
Bungalow Bungle
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter
Dreamy Ccinatown

Film

2
2
2
2
1
J
2
3
2
2
1
I
1
2
2
1
I
1

Picture

New

Releases

HELEN GIBSON SERIES
Trail of the Rails
baring Danger
Fl.rtmg with Terror
Broken Trestle
TUSUN COMEDIES
New Ralgia
A Slick Detective
Buried AIitc
From Kitchen to Throne
,
Wild Women
Giving and Taking
Pa Takes a Tramp
Sp'-ashing to Safety
Cabareting Under Difficulties
Stranded
...
LETTER CLNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson
The Ranger and the Law
Pat O' Paradise
Blue Blazes
GASOLINE
ALLEY
Leave It to
" Walt ™
FRITZI
RIDGEVAY
SERIES
Bandit of Hell's Gap
Traitor's
eance
AA Girl
from Veng
the West
A -:;: l- Outlaw
V/eatera Rays
The
Avenging
Shadows
of theTrail
Past
A Fight to a Finish
Trail of the Buzzard
AA Race
Fug-.tiTe
Just
ice
with from
Dea
th
Across
the
Border
SPECHLS
Witch's Lure
NEAL
HARTWoman
SERIES
A Profligate
Knight
of Western
Land
Dead Line
:
Squareof tie
Shooter.
Out
West

%
J
J
»
f
|
|

$
$
5
(
1
j
...22
2
'.'.'.22j
J
2
2J
2

5
" "5%
^
\:

SCITWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girls,
Gamble
"::kl» Don't
Wo
men

%
|

ROBERTSON-COLE PROD*
SUPER SPECIALS
..« S-E ENTERPRISES
The Mistress of Shenstone (Pauline Frederick). .6 It Might Happen to Yon (Billy Mason)
J
Cow bo t Jazz
j
Seven
Years
(Max Lindex)
3 TVTO REEL COMEDIES
One Mir.
it = Bad
?: '1 Luck
-The First Born (Sessue Havakawa)
6 Beach Birds and Bombs
2
Hashers and Mashers
2
Little
(Mae Marsh)
Ti
ail I 'Fraid
(Otis Ladv
Skinner)
96 ^'affies
and
Wal
lop
s
a
813 (Arsene Lupin Story)
6 MIDGET COMEDIES
A Slave of Vanity (Pauline Frederick) 6 (Starring Eddie Frank and Jimmie Roton)
So Long Letty (Christie Comedv Drama 1
6 Beach. Birds and Bombs
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
2
Stealers Yours
(W* (Lew
ChristyCody)
Cabanne's) .68 Wanes
A Good Woman (Gad Kaae and T. Herbert Frank) . 5500 The
and Wallops
2
Occasionally
Stolen Moments (Marguerite fca— aj
6000 Big
Hashers
and
Mashers
2
Happiness
(Dustin
Famnm)
7
>PEC1 AL?
1W Barbarian Oaaaror Salisbury)
6000
r,h. What a Circus
2
IJk
(Gail Kane-Tharston Hall)
6000
1:
' _ it arc
2j
Aug.
IS
—
Arabian
Knight
'Sesroe
Eayakawa)
S
- ■ ■Maniacs
' ■■ ■ ...
- .
E-"
—
C--.1
Kii:-Thi-=:::
Hi::
..
61"
His
Brother's
Keeper (Martha
Mansfield) 6000
6000 Aue 1 — Life't Twist 'Besr.e Barriscale) <
Fmders.
Keeners(Vio»et
Merserean)
-LPERIOR PICTURE^
Oat of thYDeptbs (Violet Merserean) 5500 Moon
ERIES
Special Cast)
• SELZNICK
I LEWIS J. ) ENT.
ThHMhlli in "Vr- (Abaa Rubens ■
6000 L: TingMadness
Lang sessne Esyaiiwi,
S ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR
Heart of Twenty (Zasu Pittt)
S
V
- • — -t Peed
551"
Daughter Pays
6.294
V v- ' : • /
. ---- -.
Bright Snt!_ Brentwood
5 The
Plt= = -re Sttltr?
5 610
\V-*a*- V.-"-—* Wan- 1 ■ " Hu610*
Tn;
Drvil't
Oaim
'Sessue
Hayakawa)
3
Poor
Dear
Margaret
Kirbv
5,500
The
Notorious
Mrs.
Saads
(Bessie
Barriscale)
3
p :.;
-.-'nevraooaa (Emilv Stevens) 5500
\V':"'-' ^
" "-eCarew)
C-Iims
5 I'l The Brand of Lopez 'Sessue Havakawa) 3 EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Bevond
the Crossroads (Ora
MM
Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale)
The Wonderfnl Chance
5.364
6OO0 The
Crimson Cross (Special Cast)
rUPREME COMEDIES
BroadwaT and Home
4.850
fc~S5etV
rEdrth
Roberts)
MM
Worlds
A
pan
5,980
June
6
—
Becky
Strikes
Out
1
PJ TT3j VGot Emperi
6000
OVEN MOORE STAR SERIES
Sf-S?- (Mary Anderson)
5SO0 May
3j
—
Letty't
Lost
Legacy
1
Mixed
Husbands
1
MM
Poor Simp
SJOS
Midaieht Gambols (Marie Doro)
The Taylor Made Wife
1 The
The Chicken in the Case
5,26!
"TTk. Lsacoha)
MM
Downstairs and Up
1 CO
WAY
TEARLE
STAR
SERIES
Why Be Jealona?
1
5,500
Her Beloved Bnrglar
1 Societv Snobs
Backing the Tiger
5,000
PRICE (C B. CO.)
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marocned in the South Seat
! MARTHA MAN-FIELD STAR SERIES
lndian- dramas
••-:• = 5. 100
Tne City oi Broken Old Men
' T1-Fzftee* Single reelers starring Princess Mobs Dark
Keo—
:t:tg
it
:te
Solomont..
'
5
Lonely
South
Pacific
Missions
I
S^PFCIAL
PRODUCTIONS
s)
His Pajama Girl (BflHe Rhode
The Greatest Love ("Vera Gordon)
5,520
Domett: taring Wild Men
I Yoa
Can't Km Love( All Star)
5.5M
Cruising
in
the
Solomons
I
The
Highest
Law
(
Ralph
Ince)
5.500
5 tavmg Savages in the South Seas
J The Road of Ambition (Conwav Tearie) 5,500
Toar TT aa.1i! 1 1 tai Mine "(Special Cast)
\D VENTURE SCENICS
The Sin That Was His 'Wm. Faversham) 5,600
RADI0S0UL FTLMS, INC.
Foam (Ralph Ince Si»ecial)
5,500
The Lone Trapper
I Red
Outlaw of the WCdemes!
1 -ELECT PICTURES
Tne Tempest
1
Mothers -.:Madness
Men Claire Wnitsey
5.000
Waters c: Destiny
] Mountain
6.000
Tree Marx
1 The
REALART PICTURES CORP.
Shadow (Tvrone Power)
6.000
Ghostt o: Romance
I SeedsGreat
of Vengeance (Bernard Donning)
5.000
SPECIAL FEATURES
«
rMan's
Plaything
(Grace
Davidson)
5,000
The
Furnace
rWm.
D.
Taylor"-)
68*2
The Seitant Question (William Collier)
5,000
The Son! «f Yosth (Taylor)
5995 RUSSELL-GREiYER-RUSSELL
Just Outside the Door 'Edith Hallor)
5.000
T-»
•- Ra-- A Walsh i
■ Releasine Throuerh Caoitol FUm Co.
Who a Are
< Special Cast)
Cast)
S.tOf
The Law of the Yaaaa (Charles MiTler't) 5614 AL JENNINGS SERIES
Tust
WifeI? (Special
5.000
The Lack of the Irish (Dwaa'i)
6607
Blind
Youth
(Special
Cast)
5.000
Soldiers of Porrgne ' K'lz.- _rwan '•
5511 Fa:-': Frame-Up
5.000
2 The Invisible Divorce 'Special Cast)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
5.500
Fate's Mockery
2 Tne Road to Ambition ( Conway Tearie)
wW Plavtr.rr.g of Eroadway (Justine Johnstone)
The
Chicken
in
the
Case
(Owen
Moore)
5.500
Fate's
Double
Cross
2
Long
Riders
2
The
Highest
Law
(Ralph
Ince
Prod.)
5.500
5"!
A: Soul i Z-e Mary -' es Mt-.tr
Release Information continued on pape 2504
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Many readers will vote the lobby of the Tivoli

£

?st beautiful of any theatre in the zcorld"

S
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Motion

Tivoli

Theatre

Famous
Chateau

of Versailles

Peace
Reproduced

ACCLAIMED by all Chicago as the
wonder theatre of the Windy City
fland the most beautiful moving picture theatre of the United States, and that
means the world, the fame of the Tivoli
has spread from coast to coast within the
brief period since its opening and it already is the Mecca for travelers tarrying
for a day in Chicago as well as the thousands of native citizens who come daily
from the furthest points of the city to
revel in its beauties and enjoy the splendor of its presentations and wonderful
music.
Balaban and Katz, already known
throughout the Central West as master
showmen, gain fresh laurels by giving to
the public a magnificent people's palace
whose dignified elegance is uplifting and
entitles it to the important place it already
has taken in the civic life of Chicago.
The Tivoli, located at Sixty-third street
and Cottage Grove, occupies a strategic
position in the center of the city's great
South Side residential and business district and also is readily reached by surface and elevated cars as well as being
close to the celebrated boulevard system

Is

Modelled

Treaty
in

Picture

New

After

Building

New

Theatre of Balaban
& Kat2
through all of which access to the theatn
which makes it easily accessible to motormay be gained.
ists. It accommodates 4,500 persons and
On entering the auditorium one is sur
was
completed
after
sixteen
months'
work
prised
to find that despite its great sizt
at a cost of approximately $2,500,000.
the perfection of its design has preventec
Architects Rapp and Rapp modeled the
this from being the dominating feaure anc
entire theatre on the Chateau of Verthat there is a real atmosphere of coziness
sailles, France, the historic building where
This result has been attained through tht
the peace treaty was signed, and the great
use of a triple ceiling which breaks tht
lobby of the Tivoli, which patrons pass
vast sweep of the auditorium into smallei
through on their way to the auditorium,
follows closely the lines of the chapel at units. Above the balcony is a sunbursi
dome, 65 feet in diameter which is silver
Versailles and is a beautiful and impressive introduction to the theatre proper.
lined to throw back golden tints from the
This lobby which stretches away 125
amber lights. Below this is the mezfeet from the entrance to the first step of
zanine floor with its stepped horseshoe of
the grand staircase and in which 1,500
boxes topped by a dirigible dome with ar
patrons waiting admission to the theatre
edge of hand decorated frieze. The formay stand, towers six stories to the ornate
ward unit of the ceiling is also domed,
dome which crowns it. Huge Corinthian
offset on each side by splendid rosettes
columns support the frescoed ceiling and
four dazzling chandeliers, which are said
which top the design leading into the
to have cost $6,000 each, in addition to jeweled and pillared organ settings.
large clusters of side lights made to reNext comes the vast sweep of the prossemble candles, furnish the illumination.
cenium arch and the stage which is 125
Opposite the entrance and occupying the
feet
wide,
30 feet deep and in four units
place of the altar in the Versailles chapel
The stage itself is of the revolving type
is the grand staircase which leads to the
mezzanine promenade and higher levels,
making possible rapid changes of scene.

These illustrations give a good idea how the two and one quarter millions were extended in the construction of the Tivol
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For

over

ten

the Typhoon

years

Fan

Company

the manufacture
tems for Moving
To-day
which
small

Picture

and

specializing

Ventilating

Theatres,

large and

in

Syssmall.

you will find in all parts of the country hundreds of Typhoon cooled theatres the owners of

measure
are

System
use.

of Cooling

will tell you

There

has been

many

that

their success

to their Typhoon
reasons

why

is acknowledged

It is so thoroughly

is due

in no

equipment.

the Typhoon

Cooling

to be the best for theatre
constructed

that it will out-

live the average theatre. It supplies a greater volume of air at less cost for power than other systems.
Typhoons
through

force the air into the theatre
openings

a decided

in the

roof

and

from

ceiling.

above,
This is

improvement over the old method of introducing the air through small vents underneath

the seats.
Write

us NOW

Typhoon

252? Fairmount Street
DALLAS. TEXAS
255 N. 13th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
64 W. Randolph Street
CHICAGO, ILL.
215 Fayetteville Street
RALEIGH. N. C.

for full particulars

equipment

on suitable

size

for your theatre.

Write for catalog " N "
TYPHOON
FAN
COMPANY
ERNST GLANTZBERG, President
345 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

800 S. Olive Street
LOS ANGELES. CAL1044 Camp Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
12 Woodward Street
CHATTANOOGA.TENN.
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Throughout the theatre the finest of
silk and velvet hangings and draperies are
extensively used and a collection of magnificent oil paintings, valued at over $40,000, adorn the walls of the mezzanine,
corridors, etc.
The projection room is located at the
rear of the balcony and is 189 feet from
the screen. The room measures 18 feet
deep by 30 wide and the mechanical equipment is in keeping with the importance of
the theatre. The projectors installed are
Simplexes fitted with type S lamp houses,
speed indicators, footage registers, etc.
Peerless Automatic Arc Controls, manufactured bythe J. E. McAuley Manufacturing Company of Chicago, feed the
projector arc lamps and assure a constant
volume of illumination on the screen. An
automatic stop and start rewind, the first
of its type to be installed in any theatre,
was furnished by the Chicago Cinema
Equipment Company, which also designed
the electrical switchboard for the operating room. In a separate room adjoining
The beautiful grand dome of the Tivoli theatre

Balcony of the Tivoli
the operating room are installed two special 250-ampere multiple type General
Electric motors, one kept in reserve for
emergencies.
The wonderful stage lighting effects for
which the Tivoli already has become fa-

mous are made possible through the instal ation ofthe Major Pre-Selective System of Lighting Control which gives great
flexibility as well as remarkable rapidity
whenever needed and also makes the
artistic blending of different colors easy.
A Minusa Gold Fibre screen is used, 26
feet in width and 21 feet in height.
The Exhibitors' Supply Company of
Chicago had an important part in the
projection room equipment, supplying the
projectors, Peerless Arc Controls, Snaplite lenses and many other articles.
CapitolTheatre

at Ansonia

Prepared for Summer
Business
L. J. Hoffman, the aggressive exhibitor
and the owner of the new Capitol theatre at

Ansonia, Conn., has made his brother show
men in that section wake up and hear the bird
ies sing. His new theatre, designed by the E.
C. Horn Sons, Theatre Architects, of New
York City, is the talk of the New England
show world.
Seating approximately two thousand, it has
been doing excellent business, and the success is
due in no small way to its owner. He left no
stone unturned in his endeavor to give to Ansonians a playhouse in which they might takei
great pride. Designed in the Adam period;
tastefully decorated, comfortably furnished and
completely equipped, it stands for as one of the
finest theatres in that section, and even in the
immediate Metropolitan District.
Being a business man, Mr. Hoffman knew
that good acoustics, excellent sight lines, comfortable seats, and a first-class entertainment
were things his patrons had a right to demand,
but he also realized that a theatre, warm in winter, and cool in summer, as well as perfectly
ventilated all the year 'round was, to the audiences, an assurance of comfort.
That is why the Capitol theatre boasts of an
excellent cooling and ventilating system as designed, furnished and installed by the Monsoon Cooling System, Inc., of New York City.
A No. 9 Duplex Set of " Monsoons " in the
attic over the proscenium arch draw cool, fresh,
clean air through an opening in the roof and blow
i: downward, through an opening in the ceiling
while a No. 7 Duplex Set of " Monsoons " above
the main ceiling (shown on page 2490) bring
in an additional supply of pure air which is
blown through a second ornamental grille in
the ceiling center.

This view shows clearly the mezzanine box arrangement under the balcony at the Tivoli

This abundant supply of pure air is circulated gently throughout the auditorium and exhausted at the floor line causing an even distribution of fresh air at all times, thus assuring perfect ventilation and cooling breezes in
hottest summer weather. During the cold
weather, when the theatre is artificially heated,
the action of the " Monsoons " is reversed :
fresh air is possible at will, and the impure air
is drawn out.
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This /^feet^^AutomaticArc

Gntrol

has proved a very good investment"
That's the opinion of every user of PEERLESS ARC
CONTROLS — and most of America's finest theatres
have them installed.
DEFECTIVE

PROJECTION

IS COSTLY

The PEERLESS AUTOMATIC
ARC CONTROL
insures to YOUR audience faultless screen illumination ALL THE TIME.
Those annoying colored lights — your screen in semidarkness — an unavoidable condition with a hand fed
arc, are completely eliminated where the PEERLESS
ARC CONTROL
is on the job.
Chicago's finest theatres, the SENATE, Balaban
Katz RIVERIA, and the new two million dollar
TIVOLI

&

THEATRE

consider the PEERLESS ARC CONTROL
indispensable inthe perfect presentation of their pictures.
Send for Descriptive Matter Today
yh

J. E.MCAULEY

30 N. Jefferson

Street

FRAMES

CHANGEABLE
TICKET BOXES
Factory :
NEWARK,

The

Paragon
The

of Motion

BOOTHS

LAMPS,

Office :
^NEWYORK^^

Ill

LUXE

TICKET
FOYER

N. J.

Picture

DE

SIGNS

Chicago.

CO.

corp.

PANJER
LIBMAN-S
BUILDERS OF
LOBBY

MFG.

ETC.

Factory
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Screens

Gardiner

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
Be chummy with your patrons — Install a Gardiner Screen
Send today for booklet
For Sale by Leading Dealeri

Manufacturer*
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 West Goodale Street
COLUMBUS,

OHIO

Guaranteed Rebuilt Machines at Bargain Prices
Look over the following list, and you will see machines
never before quoted at such low prices.
Simplex complete with reels and lenses hand drive $200.00
Simplex complete with reels and lenses motor drive 260.00
1918 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 125.00
1918 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 160.00
1916 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses hand drive 76.00
1915 Motiograph complete with reels and lenses motor drive 100.00
Each Machine fully guaranteed.
Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest supply house in the motion picture trade.
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. 8tate St., Chicago, 111.
WRITE

FOR

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN
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Theatre

Construction Reports from Many Cities
Buffalo
The old Sun theatre on Broadway, Buffalo,
has been reopened under the name of the Lyric
theatre by L. Wicks, formerly an operator at
the Empire theatre. Pictures and vaudeville
will be the policy.
Al. Sherry who has managed several big
houses in Buffalo will on March 14 take over
the Abbott theatre in Buffalo's South Park district. The theatre will be redecorated and renovated.
To forward the campaign for the elimination of alleged indecencies from motion pictures
and the stage, which the National Catholic Welfare Council is conducting, all the Catholic parishes in Buffalo has organized. Each parish will
supervise theatres in its own neighborhood.
Charles A. McMahon, 464 Potomac avenue, is
director of the Council, with headquarters in
Washington. The Council disclaims intent to
advocate or encourage " blue laws " or to seek
prohibition of moving pictures or other legitimate entertainment on Sundays and no legal
censorship of screen or stage will be urged, unless producers, distributors and exhibitors refuse to co-operate with the organization to
" clean house."
Frank B. Smith, manager of the wholesale
department of the Rialto Theatre Supply Company of Minneapolis, has been in Buffalo for

Picture

News

the past few weeks rearranging things at the
local branch of the company, recently taken over
from " Hub " Taylor, who has re-entered the
film sales end of the business. James G. Wills
is manager of the Buffalo store.
The Cataract Theatre Corporation of Niagara Falls which has been incorporated with
a capital of $1,200,000, will begin to build a new
theatre in Niagara Falls about April 1, according to J. A. Schuchert, of Buffalo, one of the
incorporators, who is also interested in several
Buffalo houses. Adam C. Hayman and Arthur
Killian, of Niagara Falls, are the other incorporators. The name of the new house will be
the Strand, and it will have a seating capacity
of 2,500. Its design will be similar to Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo, said Mr. Schuchert. The
front of the building will contain six stores.
There will also be offices in the building, and
the third floor will be a large hall. For the past
ten years the company has owned the Cataract
theatre at the Falls. With the erection of the
new Strand, a policy of expansion will be inaugurated by the directors. The New Strand
to cost between $600,000 and $700,000 said Mr.
Schuchert.
Canada
A redistribution of managers for several of
the new large moving picture palaces of the
Canadian West has occurred while the addition
of a prominent executive from Minneapolis has
also taken place. Ralph Ruffner, formerly of
Seattle, who was brought to Winnipeg, Manitoba, to manage the new Capitol theatre, has

Proscenium arch of the Tivoli
been transferred to Vancouver, B. C, by the
Famous Players Canadian Corporation, and
now has charge of the fine Capitol theatre,
which was opened there on March 12. He was
succeeded at the Capitol, Winnipeg, by Charles
C. Perry, of Minneapolis, a veteran showman
of that place. Mr. Perry has been associated
with the moving picture business for the past
ten years, and six of these years were spent in
Minneapolis, where he had the Strand, Lyric,
and other houses.
George E. Clark, manager of the Bijou theatre in Calgary, Alberta, has been appointed
manager of the new Alltn theatre in Vancouver, B. C, in succession to Oral D. Cloakey,
who has been placed in charge of the new Allen
theatre in Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Clark has been
acting as assistant manager of the Vancouver
Allen
for insome
weeks
home was
Ottawa,
Ont.past.
He isClark's
a scenicoriginal
artist
of
note,
and
has
arranged
many
clever
lobby
displays.

Monsoon Fan layout at Capitol theatre, Ansonia, as described on page 2488
BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

CINCINNATI
DETROIT

OMAHA
CHICAGO

G. and R. Zakoor are building a $250,000
moving picture theatre in Chatham, Ont., on
the site of the old Princess theatre, which was
successfully operated for many years until the
need for a large new house became urgent. The
Zakoors recently entertained Mr. and Mrs. J.
Kunsky, of Detroit.
CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS ST. LOUIS
OKLAHOMA CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Zt-TZ
HALLBERG
"4 in 1" MAZDA
REGULATOR
The MOST EFFICIENT DEVICE for controlling the current of Mazda Projection Lamps.
AUTOMATICALLY
PROTECTS
the LAMP
FILAMENT,
thus
prolonging the life of
the lamp.
LAMP CURRENT can be QUICKLY and ACCURATELY adjusted to correspond with variations of filament resistance.
This feature SAVES YOU MONEY in LAMP RENEWALS.

United
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.

Theatre

Equipment
Corporation
Executive Offices
J. H. Hallberg
Vice Pres. and Secy.
25 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK CITY
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Sales on InTyphoon
crease
The Typhoon Fan Company of New York
reports that already wide-awake exhibitors
throughout the country are beginning to realize
that it is now necessary to make provision for
properly cooling and ventilating their theatre,
so that during the summer they may be able to
supply their patrons with cool and comfortable
atmosphere, which will, of course, mean that
they are going to have increased attendance
during the warmest days of summer.
The following theatres have just ordered
cooling and ventilating apparatus for spring
delivery: Hayes Amusement Co., Lenior City-,
Tenn. ; Riviera theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Rye
Play House, Rye, N. Y. ; Metropolitan theatre,
Atlanta, Ga. ; Stratford theatre, Stratford,
Conn. ; Rex theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Arrington Bros, theatre, Rocky Mt., N. C. ; Wayne
theatre, Wayne, Pa.; Blake theatre, Webb City,
Mo. ; Sheer's Amusement Enterprises, Corona,
L. I., N. Y. ; Loomis theatre, Peru, Ind. ; Colonial theatre, Newark, N. J. ; Indiana theatre,)
Terre Haute, Ind. ; Strand theatre, Farrington,
111.; Lyceum theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.; New
Theatre, of Jos. Stern, Irvington, N. J. ; Majestic theatre, Antioch, 111.; also additional equipment for the Empress theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
The Typhoon Fan Company further reports
that business conditions throughout the entire
industry look very bright, and every indication
points to a banner year for the exhibitor and
equipment manufacturer.
Fahner

Joins

Columbia

Printing Co.
The Columbia Printing Company of 1632-36
North Halsted street, Chicago, one of the largest manufacturers of special printed and stock
tickets, has engaged Edward O. Fahner, formerly connected with the United Theatre Equipment Company and the Exhibitors Supply Company, to promote the sale of Columbia tickets.
He now is working on the installation of a
new service department, which promises to be
unique, and he states that dealing with the
Columbia Printing Company will give one the
real conception of the meaning of the word
service.
The Columbia Printing Company has been
engaged in the manufacture of tickets for the
past ten years and their plant has a capacity of
approximately twelve million tickets per week.

The Famous Cameragraph Club composed of factory employees of the Nicholas Power Co.
Further

Detailsof

Camera-

graph Club Party
The Cameragraph Club of the Nicholas
Power Company gave its annual theatre party
and dinner Saturday night, March 26th, and
the event was one of the most enjoyable of the
many entertainments which have been given by
this organization. Formed in 1912, the Cameragraph Club is one of the oldest organizations in
the film industry. Its membership is ma^e up
of the shop heads of the Nicholas Power Company Plant with the addition of several executive heads and the chief officers of the Nicholas
Power Company as honorary members.
Mr. Earl, President, and Mr. Cassard, Vice
President, of the Nicholas Power Company, informally conveyed to the members their great
interest in the Club and their pleasure in having
an opportunity to enjoy the evening with the
organization. Mr. Merkin as previously announced, has been seriously sick for several
weeks and took this opportunity to rejoin his
associates in the Company. His enjoyment of

While the evening was marked by its absenc
of formality or set speeches, the officials of th
Company expressed to those present their satii
faction in seeing the progressive and optimisti
spirit of the Company reflected in the actnitit
of the Club. The success of the entertainmer
has already started discussion of plans to hoi
meetings of the Club with greater frequenc
and to develop the organization so that the goo
will it expresses shall be of the greatest possibl
benefit to the members and all those connecte
with the Nicholas Power Company.
Those present were Edward Earl, Preside!
of the Nicholas Power Company ; S. S. Cassari
Vice President; A. D. Bell, Treasurer; Lou;
Merkin, President of the Cameragraph Clut
Raymond Dengel, Vive President, William El
wood, Secretary-Treasurer; Ferdinand Elsbed
Sergeant-at-Arms, Charles Wickerscheimer an
Max Maurer, Entertainment Committee, Charlt
Linderer, Joseph Abrams, Gabriel Rigge
Joseph Koch, Leonard Ruess, Roman Stawick
Harry Kawn, Theodore Horst, Percival M(
Guire, Herbert Griffin, William Kron. Herbe:
Concord, and Frank Doiahn.

PER-FECT-FIT

Beauty not otherwise obtainable,
INEXPENSIVE
REVERSIBLE LAUNDRYABLE
Their psychological effect of COOLNESS during the summer
months is beyond expectation Your patrons will be astonished and marvel at the wondrous and beautiful change in
appearance
Summer is coming with its hot, sultry days PROTECT
YOUR BUSINESS. Prepare to transform your theatre interior.
Your chairs, instead of having a repulsive odor and sticky
hnish (as is natural in summer), will continuously breathe an
air of COOLNESS, CLEANLINESS AND SANITATION.
ORDER NOW (or SPRING DELIVERY

FRONT

V/EWA < 7Ae Finest Fabrics -Good 'in AUSoasons* Samples onRequest
TEXTILE SPECIALTIES CO. Cmcinnati,Ohio
Representatives £very where • We Specialize in Mail Order Business

LP
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Where

to Get

N.A.M.L.

Slides
For the benefit of the new members of the
League and for the information of the older
ones who may wish to have special slides made
we will publish again the names and addresses
of the two individuals who are ready to make
these slides on order and to deliver them at
practically their cost.
If you are in need of a slide send your name,
membership number and 40c. to either of the
following:
C. B. Hutchinson,
Globe theatre, 510 North Second street,
Richmond, Va.
Chas. W. Door,
41 Sargent street, Winthrop, Mass.
eimimmiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiis
aiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiinniiutiiiiJi

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin;

more, Iwill when it becomes necessary remedy
all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in
the film which I receive and in this way cooperate with my brother operators and give
greater pleasure to those who make up the motion picture audience by showing films that are
free from such defects. I also promise that I
will not make punch marks in film, and when
film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange to that effect so that they
may use their efforts to correct this evil.
Roll of Honor
(1409)
(1410)
(1411)
(1412)
(1413)
(1414)
(1415)
(1416)
(1417)
(1418)
(1419)
(1420)
(1421)
(1422)
(1423)
(1424)
(1425)
(1426)

G. W. Kiser
Ashland, Ky.
Leo P. Moreno
Beeville, Texas
Roy Randegger
Boonville, Ind.
Glen R. Smith
Columbiana, Ohio
R. E. Burnett
Danville, 111.
Charles L. Epler
Hamburg, Pa.
Jas. W. Bryan
Hamlet, N. C.
Lee A. Lewis
Houston, Texas
A. Roy Steed
Lubbock, Texas
T. E. Bradley
Luverne, Ala.
J.
E. Merritt
Mingus, N.
Texas
George
Moram
Milford,
H.
Chas. C. Hill
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Charles Oldham
Plainfield, Conn.
R. W. Mitchell
Newborn, Ga.
Burton Price
Richmond, Va.
Robt. Williamson Sipe Springs, Texas
W. Ernest Fowler Address Unknown

National Anti-Mistrame League Pledge
* > motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some of the evils
practised in the operating-room, I promise that
I will to the best of my ability return films to
the exchange in first-class condition. Further-

New

Condenser

Proves

Its Worth
It was the privilege of this department recently
to examine and test the new Paramount Con1
denser made in France and brought to this coun-
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=
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try by Mr. M. H. Tromba, and the results were
such as to prove all the claims made for it by
its makers.
The Paramount Condenser differs from the
ordinary lens in the quality of glass with which
it is made, and also by the class of workmanship
employed in its grinding and polishing. The
glass is said to be the best flint glass obtainable,
and, after being made up by optical scientists, the
lenses are pitched polished until the surface is
practically perfect.
To make the test a set of the Paramount condensers was placed in a projector using 30 amperes. Alongside of this machine was another
projector equipped with the ordinary commercial
condensers. This second machine was also adjusted at 30 amperes and the two beams thrown
beside each other on the same screen. There
was no trouble whatsoever in noticing the difference between the screen results. Although it is
difficult to gauge the amount of light by the eye,
it can be safely stated that the new condensers
made it possible to project at least 15 per cent
more light to the screen.
It is understood that the imported condensers
are somewhat more costly than the ordinary
makes; but inasmuch as they do not discolor,
even after months of use, nor are they so liable
to break under the heat of the arc, the difference
in price may be considered negligible. The office
of Mr. Tromba is at 2059 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

MONARCH
J
THEATRE

Cools
costs

SUPPLY

his

house-

nothing

CO.

Everything

for "The Movies"
Write for Catalog
420 Market St.
537 S. Dearborn St.
228 Union Ave.
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3 BIG OFFICES FULLY EQUIPPED
No. 7216 basket filled
with flowers as hyacinths,
tulips, maybells, etc., each
$1.50; per dozen, $15.00.
My ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE
No. 7 containing Decorative Flowers,
Plants, Vines, Garlands,
Hanging
Baskets, etc.,
FREE
FOR
THE
ASKING.
FRANK
NETSCHERT
No. 61 Barclay St.
New York, N. Y.

Down
in Hagerstown,
Md., worries
there's
an exhibitor
who never
about hot weather. He cools his
house with Monsoons.
He says: "The increased business
as a result of installing Monsoons
paid for the system, including installation, etc., inside of ten weeks."
Read his entire letter on page 23 of
our booklet, "A Better Summer
Business."
We'll gladly send you
a copy.
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Jones and Milton F. Fillius
{Continued)
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In the past a Screen has been a Screen and not
much else. It has taken Messrs. Jones and Fillius in
their paper printed below which was delivered originally
before the Society of Motion Picture Engineers to
identify the absolute characteristics of motion picture
screens.
This paper
the most helpful that has come
to our attention
this isyear.
iiiinntnriimiiiniiTiiiitiiiitiiTimiiiniiiminTrinninitimiimTiiTiiiinnnitiiriiiuiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiniiiiTiiiiTiiiiiMiitiriiiiiii
powers increases. A detailed consideration of
the geometry of this problem might make this
point more clear, but it is not desired to
lengthen this paper to such an extent as to
include a complete treatment of the subject.

Lloyd

By

Charac-

Now it seems reasonable to demand that the
ratio of the brightness on the axis to that at
the extreme angle of observation shall not be
greater than 4.0. This value is decided upon
after consideration not only of the variation in
brightness as observed from various points in
the auditorium, but also from a consideration
of the fact that from a given point of observation the screen may appear of unequal brightness over its area. The danger of this inequality being serious increases rapidly as the
value of the above mentioned ratio in reflecting

A.

TABLE 3
COMMERCIAL SCREENS
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
82
33
34
85
86

268
300
208
177
72
286
311
230
208
186
32666
355
315
334
154
193
142
71
126
183
244
140
142
29278
146

9

4

7

6

256
284
203
174
273
72
288
220
197
183
66
308
339
298
323
151
187
137
71
120
172
240
136
138
27178
136

2

3

7

6

215
255
188
165
70
229
234
200
177
16965
270
274
256
27G
136
154
122
70
116
157
177
113
129
216
111

166
206
161
143
70
173
180
171
152
146
63
207
203
204
215
112
124
69
103
104
134
116
91
109
73
160

8

2

8

9

120
167
134
122
69 4
129
125
141
127
120
15762.4
149
151
160
97.0
98.5
93.6
69.2
90.7
75.6
107
78.6
99.0
108
71.1
74.1

5

6

9
4

3
93 6

64
93
85
85
66
66
68
83
80
79
61
76
71
75
77
72
82
76
68
68
73
60
65
45
50
49
68

8
9
0
9
9
0
0
1
6
8
0
0
7
9
9
1
2
4
6
8
0
5
9
4
2
6
2

74
Ro
Ro
No.

Rio

8
9
34
31
22
15
21
10
24
23
11
16
36
30
17
18

20"

2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

91
61
70
22
38
21
06
23
08
08
80
69
00
70
63
64

65
34

Ra

7
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2

30
62
46
94
96
34
30
14
20
00
02
20
96
82
58
77

235
2/0
167
127
216
178
20/
2JS
201
1S-3
204
96.4
184
128
165
150

14
10
116
9
8
8
7
8
8
5
6
4
4
4
4

8
4
3
10
70
47
92
33
10
82
75
25
03
65
34
35

21
21
60
29
34
25
31
23
50
24
21
55
66
52
34
28
17
50
63
35
39
26

8
16.8
5
17.0
0
22.4
23.8
0
67.0
8
4
15.2
15.6
7
6
20.3
3
24.3
3
59.3
22.2
0
15
15 00
7
7
16.1
0
5
16.6
9
47.0
2
45.2
65 3
6
50.8
0
3
41.7
8
20.9
26.5
6
6
62,3
50.4
27 4
7
4 Ro 13.1
9
5
22 6

13
14.23
18.3
64.0
17.7
14 0
13.7
19.9
16.0
17.6
12.8
58.9
13.08
13
12 6
43 0
40 9
64.8
46.8
16.8
21.9
50.0
43 7
22 5
9.7
59.5
19.5

R=

R«

30°

305
339
209
159
265
218
253
205
253
245
222812
112
192
151
172

21
68
33
33
26

Rio

Rio

R.

3
2
3
0
1
0
0
4
9
9
4
6
8
9
0
0
4
7
1
1
1
0
8
5
4
3
1

R,o

Ra

"3

•

TABLE 4
CLASS A

68
53
53
52
33
34
35
38
47
60
47
40
47
38
58
35
63
56
40
42
67
28
54
49
47

40°

217
194
108
137
167
147
140
172
174
167
152
172
110
83.3
128
141

13.8
22
16 .48
166. 317
13 4
13
12.326
13
13
11.37
9.75
5.59
36
76 77
6.07

165
183
116
134
0°
5145
151
147
119
96
141
147
130
87
73 2
121
112

Fig. 10 — Distribution curves of commercial
projection screens
Assuming new that we adopt the value of 4
as the limiting value of the reflecting power
ratio, it is possible from the figures in Tables
4 to 6 inclusive to choose the best screen for
any one of the cases considered. For instance,
assuming that the maximum angle of observation is20 deg., it will be noted that all values
in the ratio column are less than 4. Therefore
from the standpoint of distribution any one
of the screens in Class A will be satisfactory
for use where the angle of observation does
not exceed 20 deg. In order now to obtain the
maximum average brightness within this angle
for a minimum current consumption it is only
necessary to choose that screen, or screens,
which shows the highest value in the column
marked R a. Xow assuming a maximum angle
of 30 deg. we find that the first seven screens
are excluded since the ratio of normal to extreme reflecting power is greater than 4. Beginning with Xo. 11 we may then choose the
screens showing the highest average reflecting
power for the range 0 to 30 deg. When the
maximum angle of 40 deg. is considered we
find no screen in Class A which does not exceed the limiting value of 4 for reflecting power
ratio. We therefore turn to Table 5. and
there find that all values of the reflecting pow-
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TABLB 6
CLASS C

Ko

Bi

No.

R

Emu

20°

. sir
6
35
3
4
5
141
20
28
2

1.10
1.10
1.09
1.10
1.13
1.03
1.05
1.06
1.02
1.03

MotionIndustry
Pictures

R»

R»

79.8
75.3
65.8
71.2
85.4
99.0
71.0
64.0
71.0
77.1

30°

1.15
1.14
1.13
1.13
1.15
1.05
1.06
1.09
1.03
1.05

1.19
1.20
1.15
1.16
1.15
1.08
1.07
1.10
1.04
1.05

77.7
73.5
64.6
69.6
83.5
97.9
71.0
64.0
70.0
76.2

40°76.1
71.7
63.5
82.7
68.3
96.8
70.0
52.0
70.0
75.6

1.30
1.23
1.20
1.19
1.12
1.15
1.07
1.10
1.07
1.06

Picture

R»

News
in

MUCH has dustrial
beenorganization
said about
advantage
to inof thethemotion
picture,
as
a means of education in all lines of interest to it,
such as, informing salesmen about their products, and
Rmto
educating the workers on safety-first matters.
Their popularity among industries is well demonin the recent bysales
Power's Projectors
auxiliarystratedequipment
the ofPittsburgh
branch of and
the
United Theatre Equipment Corporation to many industries, among them the following:
74.6
70.4
Allegheny River Mining Co., Cadogan, Pa. ; Carnegie
Steel
Co., Homestead, Pa. ; Crucible Fuel Co.,
67.3
62.5
Crucible, Pa.; Elkhorn Piney Coal Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.; Henderson Coal Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Hecla
Coal & Coke Co., Hillcoke, Pa.; Huntington
Rio Lumber
50°
82.0
& Supply Co., Huntington. W. Va. ; Main
Island
95.5
67.0
Creek Coal Co., Omar, W. Va. ; Oakmont Motor Boat
69.0
Co.,
Oakmont,
Pa.
;
Mather
Collieries.
Mather,
Pa. ;
54.0
R. Collieries, Pocahontas. Va.
75.0
Pocahontas Consolidated
;
Pressed
Steel
Car
Co..
McKees
Rocks.
Pa.
;
Rockhil)
R»
Ro Co., Robertsdale, Pa R,
Iron & Coal
TABLB 5
R»
CLASS B

Ro
er ratio are less than 4. We may therefore select from Class B that screen which has the
R.
highest reflecting power for the 0-40 deg. range.
Ra
In case of the SO deg. limiting angle, three of
R20
the Class B screens are automatically excluded,
and it is only necessary to select from the remainder the one having the highest average
No.
reflecting power for the 0-50 deg. angle.
6.30
It should be emphasized that this method of
19
13
12
1.55 20°
155
selecting a projection screen recognizes only
139
5.95
106
2.45
the reflection characteristics of the screen and
135
1.55
3.91
141
129
3.88
109
2.34
111
104
further that these are considered only from
104
179
123
1.45
2
87
3.34
156
3.70
1.43
161
2.06
11788
the standpoint of intensity. In many cases it
5.37
3.68
3.97
1.93
99
100
1.39
115
131
1.96
1.83
151
115
26
2.68
121
3
30
will be found that several screens are prac130
79
2.67
90
111
°
29
33
30
2.76
2.91
2.05
94
2.75
2.30
tically of equal value when judged by this cri1.59
108
1.78
120
82
89
112
terion. In such cases other considerations such
1.84
2.56
2.56
2.23
1.86
1.52
27
25
=
0
4
1.26
as color, surface texture, durability, and other
0°
5
1.65
1.42
327
60.3
physical properties may be the deciding factors
99
56.7
in the final choice. Many of the screens ex98
53.5
91
amined show excellent characteristics and while
50.4
of even better and more efthe screen makers are to be congratulated on this critical examination of screen characteris- to the production
ficient surfaces for this purpose.
many of these screens it is to be hoped that tics may stimulate them to greater efforts and

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
SEND FOB PRICE LIST NO. 9

753 Jersey Avenue

KALEM,
STUDIO

(N.

FOR

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Office and Factory

A

J.)

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

K

E

RENT

Kalem Studios at ClifTside, N. J., by week,
month or year. Thirty minutes from 42nd
and Broadway; 100,000 feet floor space, 3
acres ground, 2 large 80 x 80 ft. and 80 x 150
ft. stages, complete electrical equipment, 24
dressing rooms, paint and carpenter shops,
suite 5 offices, etc. Large property and
assembling rooms.
Inquire Watchman at Studio, 199 Palisade Avenue,
Cliffside, New Jersey, or write B. HERBERT
MILLIGAN, 220 South State Street, Chicago, 111.

Jersey City, N. J.

L
"The Camera of Superior
Reason No. 1 '
Accomplishments'
The camera with the highest efficiency
shutter ever made. The only motion
picture camera
a Focal-Plane
type
shutter,
testingwithover
91% efficiency
against the 35% to 65% efficiency of the
ordinary
giveswhich
a maximum greater
open230 type,
degrees,
depthing ofand
screen
brilliancymeans
lor the man
with the AKELEY.
Write for further particulars on this
and the 30 other exclusive AKELEY
features.
Inc.
AKELEY CAMERA,
246 W. 49th St.
New York City

Your productions are worthy of the most skilled efforts on the part of the printer and developer.
Our reputation brands us as synonymous with perfection in this wrork.
Why not let us serve you?
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO., 416-24
West 216th
Telephone: Wadsworth, 3443-3444
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York

City
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Speedco

Fulco
EAGLE

Controls

Arc

ROCK

FILM

J9
"The

Quality

Right

photographically.

not

Raw

go to pieces

Stock

Will

in the
THE

CRESCENT

projector.

ITHACA,

EAGLE

N. Y.

The Fulco Speedco Arc Controls installed in our Theatre
Nov. 27th, 1915, have never been repaired, and both are
in excellent condition and being used daily. Sunday included. Three shows a day.

Made by
THE

THEATRE

Very truly yours,
WALLACE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING
CO.
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

MANUFACTURED
E. E. FULTON
3208 Carroll Ave.

I. KELLOGG.

BY

COMPANY
Chicago, 111.
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For Each

SO

CENTS

IgJi>
Wonderful

BASS

GIVES"

YOU

.00 MDSE.
IN $1
GOLD STANDARD
THE LIBERTY
WAR MODEL. UNIVERSAL
400 ft. capacity, regular and trick crank, forward and reverse
take-up, reflecting focusing on film, F:3.6 M. M. lens, 6 aluminum
magazines,
tool kit andandextra
parts,to special
metalsmaller
case
for camera, sun-shade,
same for magazines
a third
take both
cases. Entire outfit finished off In a beautiful olive drab.
LIST PRICE $840.00 BASS PRICE
TRIPODS
Universal Fan and tilt, $105.00.
Precision Pan and tilt, $165.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill, 109 No. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Pictures At Any Price

You Can Afford To Pay
Mirroroid Screens are sold in many grades
to suit any condition of projection or purse.
Big theatres and small ones can afford to
buy a Mirroroid Screen, resulting in wonderful pictures and increased business.

Our

factory is shipping Mirroroid Screens throughout the

civilized World —
Why? Because they are the
best in results and least in
"3

BEST
BETS"
FOR BETTER PROJECTION

"KEENOLITE
"GENERAL

THREE

COMBINATION

ELECTRIC

LENS"

GENERATORS"

"SPEEDCO ARC CONTROLS"
A FEW OF THE "IMSCO" PRODUCTS
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO., INC.
W. II. KABELL, PRES.
729 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK
SIXTH FLOOR

prices.
Write us for samples — tell us your needs —
relate your projection troubles — we will
diagnose and effect a permanent cure.
MIRROROID
CORPORATION
725 7th Ave., N. Y. City, U. S. A.
Phone Bryant 9184
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{Continued from page 2444)
MRS. McKAY'S HOME OFFERING THEIR
ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT IN THE
EFFORT — AND INCIDENTALLY WHATEVER IS DONE BY THIS NEW IMPORTANT MOVEMENT WILL SURELY CREATE A TERRIFICALLY LARGER INTEREST IN THE THEATER OFFERING
GOOD MUSIC.
They were not upon a platform looking down
and saying, " Thou shalt not," or, " We know it
all." Quite a different attitude. They desired
to find what was happening and where they
could be of the greatest assistance for the good
of music and the greater culture of the community.
It struck me as I was riding back from that
convention, that the motion picture field has in
music among ather things the biggest adjunct
against censorship. . . . Let me show you what
I mean. If it is true that the advocates of censorship and blue laws have a justifiable case
against many of the pictures which are released— nobody could deny that the development of picture music has been toward the development of the best taste ! Play upon this,
enemies of censorship — use this for all it is
worth. If some of the members of the industry have offended good people— others in the
field are aiding the fine arts to a better place in
the life of our country.
But to return for another moment to Florida.
In that collection of women, not all the Tampanians were moved to action. Bertha Foster,
the leading musical light of Jacksonville, the
head of the Institute of Art, declared that her
city would move fast. What I said about the
wisdom of the Tampa movie folks in sitting at
Mrs.
McKay's
appliestoto the
the Jacksonvillians
with doorstep
Miss Foster,
Orlando
theatre people with Mrs. Hirsch. This last
named lady is one of the important officials in the National Federation and
wants to nationalize the plans we discussed in the convention — the ideas we have
brought forth in these columns of the News.
The national president, Mrs. Frank Sieberling,
of Akron, Ohio, was present and you may be
sure that the music clubs of the country know
what we are all attempting in these efforts.*
But my purpose in taking the space for this
little picture of the club women is to create in
the minds of my readers the impression that the
music clubs are worthy of cultivation. The
women are in a respective state and have the
time to work for you, if you are working for
music — or rather using music in such a way that
it is raising the national taste.
• Since
am in receipt of a these
letter sentences
from the were
Ohio written,
Teachers IAssociation,
asking me to come to the convention at Dayton
this
them about
the News."
motion picture
idea month,
as you to
have" tell
developed
it in the
Concerning the Organist
The makeup man two weeks ago made a slight
error in the article about the organists and disarranged
the order of the matter. Refer to it. and insert the
following which should have been there.
Mr. Brandt's
comes areat tothebe end
mv
article,
and then challenge
after his letter
read ofthose
of Mr. Federlein and William Hamilton.
Mr. Brandt's letter follows:
A
to Mr. Brandt
Dear Challenge
Mr. Isaacson:
The theatre is going to be the great financial and
artistic opportunity of the organist of the future; I
hare no doubt of that. But I hope you will allow
me to make answer to Brandt's statements at the
Music Conference, as they are again quoted in your
live pages of the February 26th issue.
The virtually
two organists'
you mention
have
done
nothing associations
and will do nothing
to prepare
organists for theatre positions; how can they? The
church has used organists for centuries ; and though
I have been a member of both these organizations for
years, I have yet to see them do anything to prepare
organists for church positions. That is not their business. The business of the Guild is to encourage organists to be better technical musicians ; that of the
Association
themselves. is to make them better fellows among
Conservatories have also done the extreme minimum
to fit organists for church positions ; why can we ex-

pect them to fit organists* for theatre positions?
Schools do not fit men to be editors of magazines or
presidents of banks; they merely give them the technical ground-work of the literary world or the financial world, as the case may be, and then let them
dig for themselves. That is all the conservatories can
do. Does the theatre want a lot of machines to grind
out picture accompaniments according to conservatory
training? I spent three years in the finest organ school
in thetion inworld,
valuable a instrucall thatandtimegottonothelptenfitminutes
me to become
church
organist. The church, and the church alone, taught
me that. And the theatre, and the theatre alone, will
make theatre organists.
The theatre is crying to someone else to do the
work that it alone can do. Perhaps a few questions
may be suggestive. Has the manager time to visit
his friends, visit other theatres, make up his program
with ample thoroughness and leisure, hear concerts,
visit the museums, live, and be a human being? His
theatre does not depend upon him every minute. But
has the organist a chance to do any one of these
things in comfort? The fact is that the organist becomes an abject slave to his console when he takes a
theatre position. And what does he get out of it?
But the point is not here ; I am not arguing for more
money for organists till they have earned it.
Does the manager have to be a trained specialist,
studying diligently for five or ten years before taking
his position?
And did toanythatof didus not
ever work
hear hard
any organist worth listening
for
at least five dull years learning his business?
Let me suggest to the theatre how to get good
organists : Take a few good church organists, already
trained masters of the organ, who are neither fossils
nor prudes; divide the hours and the pay between six
of them,
let week,
each man
one afternoon and not
one two,
eveningandeach
with have
pay accordingly
— any man who tries to play the organ in the theatre
for money and not for the love of the game, will give
something no theatre can afford to accept even as a
gift, which is one of the big troubles of the theatre
today. The motion picture organist must be more
or less of a creator as he goes along. We can manutoothpicks
we can'tan manufacture
art, andfacture
when
we totryorder,
it bybutforcing
organist to
work seven days a week, we rob ourselves of the full
value of the salaries we pay.
Whether the pictures change once or seven times a
week makes little difference with this system ; it has
tremendous advantages over the other, no matter how
frequent the program changes. The manager will have
fresh talent on tap every hour his program is running,
and the organist will have an added income, and an
added experience, both of which will make him all the
keener for his work. It is physically and temperamentally impossible for one man to play the number
of hours the two-organist system demands ; visit any
theatre twice in the same week and we have proof of
the
The as"wonder
stuckstatement.
it out so well
he has. is that the organist has
So far
as
I
know,
and
interested in the theatre organistI have
for thebeen
past seriously
eight months,
there isthing not
one
agency
in
America
that
is
doing
in a practical or professional manner to anyhelp
organists train themselves for and perfect themselves
in picture accompanying, excepting the work of my
associates in the cooperative magazine I have the
honor of editing. These men are working seriously
and successfully and in a most practical way to fit organists for theatre work and help them perfect this new
art. And in their behalf I make this offer to the theatre manager who is in need of an organist : If such
a manager will communicate to us the exact position
he wishes to find an organist for, naming the hours,
the location, the salary, and the size and make of the
organ we will circulate among our readers the information he thus gives, and will promise to find him an
organist within one month of his request. If he wants
one created over night, we cannot promise to help.
A great many of our readers want such a position ;
especially would they be interested in having such a
position in a reputable theatre where they could work
but part
time, and not seven days a week — which will
kill
any artist.
Here is our challenge, then, to Mr. Brandt and the
managers : That we can supply all the organists they
can pay for. And by that we do not mean tremendous
salaries, but just moderate remuneration for the worli
of an artist as a part-time filler for his schedule. One
of the first questions, I warn the manager, that the
organist will ask is " What kind of an organ have
you? " If the answer is some trade make-shift that
is merely a wretched trade-made box of steam whistles,
no reputable musician will undertake to play it for
any money the then,
manager
The manager's
consideration,
is to can
buyoffer.
his organ
only upon first
the
advice and specification of reputable organists.
This,
then,
is
our
challenge.
Let
him
take
us
at
it
who will.
T. SCOTT BUHRMAN,
Editor, The American Organist.
THE NEW MUSIC FORUM
(Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, suggestions are gathered. This
is where the motion-picture fraternity
gets together on music.)
The first question of union music for official
discussion comes up.
DearI have
Mr. 1your
1 : letter of March 11th and thank you
verymuch
for given
the considerable
amountyou ofmention.
publicity
which you have
me in the papers
I have been aware of this publicity for some time
for daily I am receiving requests from all over the
country for positions.

Picture

News

The Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce will
shortly
open new offices
the establish
Robertson-Cole
and in connection
thereto inwill
a Music Bids},
Bureau
just
for
the
purpose
of
supply
a
contact
point
between organists and exhibitors.
May I say that this Bureau when established will
be a direct result of your recent music conference?
I had no idea there were so many organists outside
of New York City who were desirous of obtaining
positions here. Just as soon as we are established I
will ask for the lists which you have and you can
rest assured THKATRE
they will receive
properCHAMBER
attention.
OWNERS
OF COMMERCE
WILLIAM BRANDT,
President.
Reply to yours of the 14th has been delayed on account of a mix-up in the musical situation here, winch
I have tried to get straightened out. I have an orchestra of seven pieces as I have written you before,
playing under contract with F. S. Foss. cornetist. The
orchestra is not satisfactory and even people in Lawrence, not accustomed to the best of music, complain
about the music. The music is not good enough for
a theatre playing first runs, with prologues, and attempting ametropolitan presentation, and getting the
price we do, fifty-five cents. In order that my music
may be on a level with the rest of my show it should
be of a much higher standard. I have no trouble
over the labor scale. Personally, I think the scale if
too high for poor music and not high enough for I
good music. We pay $45 a week of seven days for
live and
rest of onehalf
hour, one-half
or five hours'
hours amusic,
day. with
The acontractor
gets |
$56.25, and all get time and a half for holidays.
Early in the season, or before the opening of the
season, there being no leader in Lawrence, I went to
the
of theI Musicians'
seeing
Mr. office
Gumbell,
believe, andUnion
told inhimNewoi York,
my trouble.
He said that if I could not find a leader in Lawrence,
he would see that I got one. We could not find one
here, so Mr. Foss, our contractor, engaged Mr. Burns,
who had formerly been a leader at the Howard, in
Boston.
I then who
went recommended
to the Districtmy Deputy
one in Boston
choice orandsomesaid
he would arrange for Mr. Burns, who had a union
card in the Boston local, and a traveling card, to go
to Lawrence. I then went before the local union and
told them that Mr. Foss had engaged Mr. Burns.
They agreed
Mr. Mr.
BumsBurns
transferred
to Law-to
rence, which to
washave
done.
was admitted
the local union and now has a local card. Mr. Burns
is now leading my orchestra in a manner satisfactory
to me. leads
I don't
like the situation
Mr. Bums
merely
the orchestra
while Mr.because
Foss engages
the
musicians and picks out the music. I cannot remedy
this situation this season on account of having made
Mr. Foss, the contractor, which is required, I understand, by the
rules. has been started because some
Recently
somelocal
trouble
man in Lawrence claims to be a competent leader,being known to be the most incompetent, demands
that Mr. Foss, our contractor, be censured, or fined,
for bringing Mr. Bums to Lawrence. Of course, I
shall stand by Mr. Bums and Mr. Foss. because they
are both honest and decent.
Now, this is exactly what I would like to have done.
I want Mr. Burns to remain here, as leader, and I
want to get some better musicians. Certainly, my
orchestra is anything but worthy of the rest of the
show. ciansIthere,appears
to belikeimpossible
to get
musiso I would
you to take
up good
the matter
with Mr. Weber, and tell him that 1 would be very
glad to with
go tohim,
New ifYork,
if necessary,
to go over
matter
it would
do any good.
What theI
want is to give a high class musical entertainment, in
keeping with the balance of my show. I am willing
to pay for it, and whyRespectfully,
should I not have it?
LAWRENCE RIALTO THEATRE CO.
ANDREW J. COBE.
Manager.
Lawrence,
Mass.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
Received your letter of the 9th.
Will consider it an honor to serve as one of the
Board of Directors, and I want to thank you for
offering to nominate me. It will be mighty fine to
be among those that are actively engaged in making
the organization the big factor that it should be.
HAROLD FRANKLIN,
Shea's Hippodrome.
Wants

to Start Motion

Buffalo.
Picture

Department in School
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
As we do not know to whom we should write concerning the recent convention held in Astor Hotel,
January, 1921, we are writing you in hopes you can
give us the required information.
The Toronto Conservatory of Music is quite anxious
to start nection
a withbranch
of moving
in con-or
their course,
and picture
want allplaying
the reports
literature in connection with the recent Motion Picture
Musical
Convention,
also any reports for advertising
and
for our
own information.
HARVEY ROBB.
Toronto Conservatory of Music.
Toronto. Ont., Canada.

Music Editor :
Please place my name among the members of the
association and anything I can do out here in Detroit
that will
be beneficial
to the
interests oito the
I assure
you I will
be delighted
takeorganizaup and
work tionout.
Wishing success to the movement and with kindest
personal regards, I am,
FRANCIS A. MANGAN.
Broadway Strand Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
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Write at once to Distributor in your Territory.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS and INDIANA — The Buslimint Company, 820 South State St., Chicago, IU.
LOWER NEW YORK and NORTHERN NEW JERSEY, also WESTERN CONNECTICUT — Active
Supply Company, 753 Seventh Ave., New York City, N. Y.
UPPER NEW YORK STATE — Exhibitors Film & Service Co., 565 S. Salina St., Syracuse, New York.
MAINE, VERMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE, RHODE ISLAND, MASSACHUSETTS and EASTERN CONNECTICUT— Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of N. K. . 14 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA and SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY — Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of
Phila., Philadelphia, Pa.
DISTRICT COLUMBIA, DELAWARE, MARYLAND and VIRGINIA — Synchronized Scenario Music
Co. of Wash., Washington, D. C.
LOUISIANA and MISSISSIPPI — Associated First Nat'l Ex. Circuit, 1401 Tulane Ave., New Orleans, La.
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA and NEVADA — American Film & Equipment Co., 170 Golden Gate Ave.,
San Francisco.
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
and ARIZONA — Theatre Service Company, 730 S. Olive St., Los Angeles,
Calif.
OKLAHOMA, TEXAS and ARKANSAS — Tri-State Distributors, Inc., 2003% Main St., Dallas, Texas.
COLORADO, NEW MEXICO and WYOMING — H. A. Kyler Enterprises, 919 Foster Bids., Denver, Colo.
UTAH and IDAHO — H. A. Kyler Enterprises, 58 Exchange Place, Salt Lake City, Utah.
MONTANA, WASHINGTON and OREGON — H. A. Kyler Enterprises, 2014 Third Ave., Seattle, Wash.
SOUTHERN
and EASTERN MISSOURI — Synchronized Scenario Musfc Co. of St. Louis,
3300 OliveILLINOIS
St., St. Louis.
WESTERN
and KANSAS — Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of Kansas City, Film Bids-,
Kansas MISSOURI
City.
For Open Territory, Address
SYNCHRONIZED

SCENARIO

MUSIC

and

CO., 64 EL Jackton, Chicago, 111.
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" OUT OF THE CHORUS "
(Realart)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
ThS,,timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Queen of My Heart" (Sentimental Ballad), Baron
1 — Theme (1 minute), until — S: At Screening.
2— ." Hindoo Hop " (fox trot oddity), by Levy (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Alice Brady as Flo Maddis."
3~—" IKiss
(Valsemillion."
Chantee), by Baron (3 minutes and 5 seconds),
: AOneMissof " your
until
„4 — " Capricietta " (Allegro Moderato), by Varley (2 minutes), until—
T: ' How do you get by this."
5— Theme (40 seconds), until — T: "Oh, Ross, we've been."
6— Organceremony)
improvising (35 seconds), until— T: "The little church around."
(wedding
7— i" May Dreams" (And. con moto), by Borch (1 minute and 40 seconds)^ until — T: "The morning papers stirred."
8 — "On Hilo Bay" (Hawaiian guitar waltz), by Levy (1 minute and 5
seconds), until — T: "Flo's old stamping."
9 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "The fourth day of their."
10 — "Caprice
Allegretto),
and 30 seconds), Joyeaux
until — T:" (Melodious
"An afternoon
a few." by Seeligson (2 minutes
11 — "Serenade Ramantique " (And. con moto), by Borch (3 minutes and
13 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Thanks
to the many lessons."
S seconds), until — T: "Mrs. Van Beekman was a."
12 — "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lente), by Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "True to her campaign."
14 — "Humming" (fox trot), by Breau & Henderson (1 minute and 40
seconds), until — T: "My dear, I didn't know."
15 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "Flo waiting for Ross."
16 — "Moorish Rose" (fox trot) (to action pp or ff), by Baron (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Theatre, suppers and dances."
— " Rosesuntil
That— T:Die "Beginning
Bloom Againto "doubt
(Ballad),
50 17seconds),
the.," by Levy (1 minute and
18
—
"
Coronado
Land"
(Waltz),
by
Leath
(45
seconds), until — T: "Not
even Flo's first."
NOTE: To be produced as vocal solo with pa. acc.
19 — " around
Good Bye,"
by Tosti (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Just
toddled
to see."
20 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
T: " Ormsby's reasoning was."
21 — "Dramatic
" Open
that door." Conflict" (Hurry), by Levy (2 minutes), until — T:
22 — "Tragic Theme" (for fatal or mournful events), by Vely (4 minutes), until — T: "To Ormsby's secluded."
23 — "Sinister Theme," by Vely (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T:
" In Ormsby's cottage."
24 — " Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), by Borch (2 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: " Getting the Lounger."
25 — " Poeme Symphonique" (And. quasi adagio), by Borch (6 minutes),
until — T: "After several days of."
26 — Continue ff (30 seconds), until — T: "We have been very much in."
27 — "Pathetic Andante" (for general use), by Vely (1 minute), until —
T: "The Van Beekman prestige."
28 — Repeat " Hindoo Hop " (fox trot oddity), by Levy (2 minutes and
25 seconds), until — T: "The first night of Flo's."
29 — Theme ff (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Flo, we had to
come."
THE END
" WHAT'S A WIFE WORTH " ?
(Robertson-Cole)
Musical Synopsis by James C. Bradford.
Rose Theme: "Song of Songs," by Moya
1 — "Call
of the Angelus
" (Church until
Bells
by Martin (2/4 Moderato), (2 minutes
and 30 seconds),
— D:"P"),
At Screening.
2 — "At Dawning" (Omit Prelude), by Cadman (3/4 Andantino), (1 minute), until — T: "Bruce Morrison."
3 — " Marguerites " (Ballet of Flowers), by Hadley (2/4 Allegretto
Grazioso) (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "And then the flutter."
4— "Happy Days" (Refrain " PP "), by Streleski (3/4 Andantino) (1
minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "The memory."
5 — "Meditation" (Thais con Sordini "PP"), by Massenet (4/4 Andantino) (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "And then there was placed
upon her finger."
6 — " Notturno," by Grieg (3/4 Andante) (2 minutes), until — T: "The
next day brings a visitor."
7 — " Le Deluge" (Omit Prelude), by Saint Saens (4/4 Moderato), (4
minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "James Morrison."
8
Lily and
of the
Valley" until
(Ballet
by Hadley
(1 —minute
45 seconds),
— D:of Flowers),
Bruce greets
father. (3/4 Andante)
9 — " A La Valse," by Herbert (3/4 Tempodde Valse) (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "At the dinner."
Theme
" (Refrain
(4/4 Moderato) (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until10 —— "D Rose
: Rose
descends
staircase.
11 — "Nocturne" (Play first part only), by Tschaikowsky (4/4 Andante
Sentimentale) (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "The next evening."
12 — "Rose
Rose atTheme
" (4/4 Moderato) (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until
— D:
doorway.
13
—
"
In
the
Silence
Night,"
Rachmaninoff
minutes and 15 seconds),of until
— D: by Bruce
reads note.(4/4 Appassionato) (2
14 — " Rose in the Bud " (Con Sordini " PP "), by Forster (4/4 Moderato)
(2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Like the sobbing child."
15 — " Melodie," by Rachmaninoff (4/4 Moderato) (2 minutes), until —
T : " After a vain search."
16 — "Violets" (Ballet of Flowers), by Hadley (6/8 Andante) (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: "Humiliated and hurt."
17 — "Whose Baby are You?" (Dance Tempo " PP "). by Kern (2/4
Allegro Giusto) (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Believing Rose
lost to him."
18 — "The Heart Bowed Down" (Bohemian Girl), by Balfe (4/4 Andantino) (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Three months had come
and gone."
19 — " Whims," by Schumann (3/4 Allegro Giocoso) (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: " But another woman."
20 — " Berceuse
" (Con until
Sordini
"), by
Andantino) (2
minutes
and 30 seconds),
— D:" PPFlash
back Godard
— Rose (4/4
and aunt.
21 — "Silver Threads Among the Gold" (Con Sordini " PP "), by Danks
(4/4 Moderato) (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Heavenly Father."
22 — " Elegie," by Massenet (4/4 Moderato) (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Alone."
23 — " To Spring," by Grieg (6/4 Allegro Appassionato) (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "Tortured by fear of his life."
24 — "Mighty Like a Rose" (Con Sordini "PP"), by Nevin (4/4 Moderato) (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "I'm afraid he needs care."
25 — " Serenade," by Rachmaninoff (3/8 Sostenuto Valse Lente) (3 minlllllll '
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utes and 30 seconds), until — T: "The passing weeks had restored Jane."
26 — " Slumber Boat," by Gaynor (6/8 Lullaby) (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "I'm not thinking of myself." Leaves with friends.
27 — " He Who Has Yearned Alone," by Tschaikowsky (4/4 Moderato) (2
minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "And then the torturing fear."
28— " Rock-A-Bye-Baby " (Con Sordini " PP "), Old Song (3/4 Andantino) (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: Please, Mister, let me see my
29 — " Liebestraume " (Omit Cadenza), by Lizst (6/4 Moderato Appassion— T: "byRose."
30 — ato)" (5 minutes),
I Love YouuntilTruly,"
Bond (2/4 Moderato) (2 minutes), until
—baby."
T: " Rose, forgive me."
31 — " Rose Theme" (Bright) (4/4 Moderato) (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T: "New love."
THE END
"DANGEROUS(Goldwyn)
CURVE AHEAD"
Specially selected and cojnpiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Love Me" (Ballad Valse Sentimental), Zamecnik
Suggested Vocal Selection for Prologue " Love Me," by Zamecnik
1 — " Hindoo
Levy twice through segue to " Blue Jeans " (2
minutes),
until —Hop,"
S: AtbyScreening.
2 — Theme (2 minutes), until — S: At the end of dance.
3 — "Light Allegro" (characteristic), by Luz (1 minute), until — S: When
Harley joins Phoebe.
4— "Adolescence," by Collinge (1 minute), until — T: "But I saw
5 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T-: " One day Phoebe
Newton."
6 — "Capricietta" (Allegro Moderato), by Varley (1 minutes and 45 secrealizes."
onds), until — improvising
T: "I've got
offer." until — T: "People usually try to
7 — Organ
(30 anseconds),
keep." (wedding scene)
8 — —" SMoorish
(foxmother
trot), fades.
by Baron (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until
: When Rose
scene" of
9 — "La Comedienne" (Moderato Caprice), by Hosmer (2 minutes and
45 10seconds),
— T: "After
honeymoon."
— Theme until
(2 minutes
and 15 the
seconds),
until — T: "The husband
job."
. , has a
11 — "Serenade Lointaine " (6/8 Moderato), by Berge (2 minutes and
15 12seconds),
"The" Trovatore
bride's only
outdoor."
— ' Anvil until
Chorus— T:" from
" chorus
only (played in burlesque)
segue to " Vivo Finale," by Berge (From Symphonette Suite) (1 minute
and 15 seconds), until — T: "Phoebe knowing the value of."
13 — Theme (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "After the ammuni14 — ."Andante Pathetique," by Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until
— T: "In the tears of a lonely."
15 —tion "Dancing
Nymphs" (Allegretto Caprice), by Braine (1 minute and
is."
15 seconds),
until — S: When Harley reaches office.
16 — "Love Song" (Andante Moderato), by Powell (3 minutes and 45
seconds),
until — March,"
T: "Being
a mother
like." until — T:
17 "Review
by Berge
(1 minute),
Marathon."
... The „Midnight
!8 — Theme (30 seconds), until — T: "Yet babies make a man.
18 — "Vampire
When
scene fades Theme,"
to theatre.by Vely (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S:
NOTE: Piano only.
20 — " Children's Games," by J. Ascher (1 minute and 45 seconds), until
— T: "Thanks to an increase in."
due time a second.
minutes), until — T: "In
21 — Theme (2Serenade,"
—
by Grunfeld (1 minute and 45 seconds),
"Little
T: 22 " It
is a dangerous curve."
. until
. „
30
and
minute
(1
Karganoff
by
Cantabille),
23 — "Berceuse" (Lento
too."
run
can
temptation
no
"But
T:
—
until
seconds),
24 — "Andante Pathetique" (for general use), by Borch (1 minute), until
— T: "You forgot our prayers."
25— " Impish Elves" (Caprice), by Borch (2 minutes) until— T :
" Phoebe's children find it."
Phoebe fled back
26 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until— T:
t027—
"
Elegie
"
(And.
Pathetique),
by
Baron
(5
minutes
until— T: "Of course one of the." .
.and 15.seconds),
.
28— " Poeme Symphonique" (Symphonic Dramatic), by Borch (2 minis waiting
'Mr. Newton
until— T: Rose"
Borch (2 minutes and 15 secby down."
(Valse Lente),
29_" utes),Sleeping
landed."
has
Phoebe
now
"And
T:
until—
onds),
30— " Dramatic Tension," by Berge (1 minute and 15 seconds), until— 1 .
"Cuddle them while you can."
"Gruesome Misterioso," by Borch (1 minute and 45 seconds), until
S: Phoebe with Newton in automobile.
— 31—
poem), by Levy (4 minutes and IS sec(floral
32— "Bleeding
„
,
I want my/'
"Go away,
onds), until— T: Hearts"
"East, West, Homes Best.
until—
33— Theme (45 seconds),
THET: END
" DON'T NEGLECT YOUR WIFE "
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 tt)
Theme: "Queen of My Heart" (Dramatic), Baron
and ...15 secby Varley (1 minute
Moderato),
ning.
. . ._%
Scree
onds), until — S: At" (AUegro
1_" Capricietta
until— T .
minutes),
Baron (2
(Moderato),
Moonlightin Shadows"
2—" evening
"One
May" (reception
scene).by
— 1.
until
minutes),
(2
Johnson
by
Allegro),
3 "Butterflies"
" Langdon
Masters, (4/4
formerly."
.
the.
at
suite and 15 seconds),
Talbot(2s minutes
T: "The
(2 minutes),
— Theme
4S_"
by Borch
Moderato),
(And. until—
•
until
— T:Yesterlove
"At the" season's
end the."
_.-—..»«_•
6 — " Light Dramatic Agitato" (Photoplay Series No. 14), by Luz (1 minute and 15 seconds), until— T: "The Union Club." _
grew more
" Madelaine
and 45 seconds), until — T:.
Theme (2 minutese."
j \
...
and7 — mor
8— " Babillage " (Entr'Acte), by Castillo (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until
: " Come,Song"
dear, (Pathetique),
it's time." by Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
9 — ——" TSMountain
until
: When Madelaine
sees visitors.
10 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until— S : When visitors leave.
11 — "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lento), by Borch (2 minutes and 45 secuntil — T: "The
gossipby grew
until."(1 minute and 15 seconds), until —
12 — " onds),Dramatic
Suspense,"
Winkler
T: " He might give you the."
1314 —— Theme
(1 minute
seconds),
until — dramatic
T: " Then action),
for the first
" Dramatic
Agitatoand " 30 (For
subdued
by time.
Minot
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(1 minute), until — S: When Madelaine sees Travers.
15 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Come, don't give
that cur."
16 — "Dramatic Tension," by Zamecnik (2 minutes and IS seconds),
until — T: "But already there was no."
17 — "Heavy Dramatic," by Ochmler (1 minute), until — T: "Forget you,
never while I."
18 — "Remembrance" (Andante Pathetique), by Deppen (4 minutes and
IS seconds), until — T: "Surely you don't doubt your."
19 — "Marionette" (Caprice Allegretto), by Arndt (1 minute), until — T:
" Five points, in the lowest."
20
— "Andante
Pathetique,"
by Berge (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
S: When
scene fades
to Madelaine.
21 — "Dramatic Tension," by Levy (2 minutes), until — T: "Torn by a
love that can."
22 — "Dramatic Tension," by Borch (2 minutes), until — T: "But I can
cure you."
23 — " Espana " (Spanish Waltz), by Waldteufeul (1 minute and 30 seconds), until— T: "The Golden Gate."
24 — "Roses That Die Bloom Again" (Sentimental Ballad), by Levy
(45 seconds), until — T: "There is that woman."
25 — "In the Tavern" (Char. Descriptive), by Jensen (1 minute and 15
seconds), until — T: "The Bucket of Blood."
26 — to"Characteristic
Spanish Tango" (45 seconds), until — S: When scene
fades
Madelaine.
27 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Then hunt McClane."
28 — "Heavy Dramatic Descriptive" (No. 18 A. B. C. Dramatic Series),
(30 seconds), until — T: ' "In the depths."
A. B. fight.
C. Dramatic Series), (1 minute
and29 —15 "Heavy
seconds), Agitato"
until — S: (No.
When18 women
30 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Now what are you going?"
31 — " Morris Dance " (Characteristic Allegretto), by Noble (2 minutes), I
until — T: "Midnight in the Bucket of."
32 — Theme (1 minute), until — S: When Madelaine sees Langdon.
33 — "Vivo Finale" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 minute and
30 seconds), until — T: "You can't have him."
34 — Theme (2 minutes), until —THE
T: END
" It was some time before."
" THE LITTLE CLOWN "
(Realart)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "May Dreams" (And. con moto), Borch
1 — " uutil
Paprikana
onds),
— S: "At(Allegro
Screening.Mezzo), by Friedman (1 minute and 45 sec2 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " In the section of the."
3 — " Slidus Trombonus " (trombone Polka), by Lake (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — T: " Di:k Beverley, late of."
4 — Theme (1 minute), until — T: "I am plain circus."
5 — —"Farmer
until
S : When Bungtown
Pat and "Dick(rubereturnone-step),
to circus.by Luscomb (2 minutes),
6— "Birds and Butterflies" (Caprice Novelette), by Levy (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: "In time the news of Dick's."
7 — "Children's Games," by J. Ascher (1 minute), until — T: "To Daddy
Toto came pleasant."

I
1
j
I
\
I

seconds),
until — T: Rubato).
"Can't byyou Levy
see that?"
98 —— Theme
"Flirty (30Flirts"
(Melodious
(2 minutes and 45
seconds),
until — T:Hearts"
"The (Andante
evening show
in the."
10 — "Bleeding
Pathetic),
by Levy (1 minute and 30
.seconds), until — S: When Dick sees mother.
11 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: When Pat joins Dick.
12 — " Dramatic Tension No. 36," by Andino (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T : " Don't worry, my dear."
13 — "Andante Pathetique," by Berge (2 minutes), until — T: "But if
" Butterflies
you14 —don't
want me."" (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Johnson (1 minute and
30 seconds), until — T: "Pat finds a vast."
15
—
Theme
minutes), until
— T: Novelette),
"Duties ofbya Logan
hostess."(1 minute and
16 — "Summer(2 Showers"
(Caprice
45 seconds), until — S: When Pat enters bedroom.
(2 minutes),
until one-step),
— T: "I by
am Levy
going (2foxminutes),
hunting." until — T:
1817 —— "Theme
Hunkatin
" (half tone
" Oh,
yes.
Miss
Sainte
Germaine."
19 — ,•■ Mamselle Caprice" (Caprice Allegretto), by Baron (45 seconds),
until
T: "Sorry,Scene,"
Miss by
Hypashun."
20 —— "Hunting
Borch (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S:
When Mary takes Chico.
21 — "Phantom Visions" (Grotesque characteristic), by Stevenson (1
minute
and 45 (3seconds),
— T:— S:"A When
fox taking
to a tree."
22 — Theme
minutes),untiluntil
Pat joins
Dick.
— "Adolescence,"
by Collinge (1 minute), until — T: "As
for23 the
Hunt."
. the time
24 " Frivoleue " (Intermezzo Novelette), by Baron (1 minute), until
— T:25 ""On
the evening
Hunt." Novelette), by Baron (1 minute and
La Petite
Duchessof" the
(Gavotte
the." by Andino (1 minute
entering
we are
T: " Now (for
until — Tension"
45 26seconds),
— "Dramatic
subdued
action),
T : "Father is right, you'll."
until—
seconds),
and27 ISTheme
(1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Of course she knows
28— " Impish Elves" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (3 minutes), until
— T: " Daddy Toto! "
he 29will."
— "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lente), by Borch (1 minute), until — S:
When boy doctors punch.
30— " Alabama Moon" (pa. only — to action) (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — S : When scene fades to Toto.
31 — Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (1 minute and IS seconds),
until — S : When Dick's parents arrive home.
32 — " LoVelettt " (Melodious Grazioso), by Levy (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: Pathetique"
"Pat receives(forangeneral
ovation."use) (No. 23 of Berg Incidental
33 — "Andante
kid, I'm (1boss."
T: "Well,
—
until
minute),
(1
Borch
by
Series),
34 "Blue Bells" (Moderato Grazioso),
by Zamecnik
minute and 30
the."
of
hour
the
Nearing
"
:
T
until—
seconds),
35 — "Procrastination Rag" (Rag Characteristic), by Cobb (1 minute),
until
T: "And(1 minute
in DaddyandToto's
Act."
36 —— Theme
30 seconds),
until — T: ' Toto, I want to
aP37^£organ improvising (30 seconds), until — T: "And after a year in a."
THE END

^^liiiiitiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitii iiiiiiiiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiLiiiiiiiuiriiiiiitxiiiitixf iiiiiiiiiiiiiiFtiHiisiiritiiitiM iiiiEtiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiuitiiiiitiittiiiijiitiiitiiiiiiuuiiiiitituiiiuiuiiniaLUtTniunuuiiuu^g
If you care for good music in your theatre, don't |
fail to "read Charles Isaacson's latest articles. They j
| are written for your especial interest.
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Stop

YOU'LL

FIND

OUT

SYNCHRONIZED

Leaks

^SiR
L'O S S E S
The >A utomat/cket System Stops
Sox Orp-iCE Leaks
& Losses
"Ask
Us "About It
Automatic Ticket Selling &. Cash Register Co.
1782
BROADWAY
NEW YORK

SCENARIO

MUSIC

SCORES
MEAN

Phone Bryant 6808
BAY STATE
220 West 42nd Street

FILM

A. G. STEEN,

SALES

CO., INC.
New York City

BETTER

Special Representative
YOU'LL

MADE
FILM

IN

FIND

OUT

AMERICA

RAW

EQUAL

MUSIC

TO THE

STOCK
BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

ACTIVE SUPPLY CO., Inc.
753 Seventh Ave.,
NEW YORK CITY.
Washington and Phila. Office
to be announced in the
next issue.

SYNCHRONIZED
ARIO MUSIC CO., SCENInc.,
OF NEW ENGLAND,
142 Berkley,
BOSTON,

MASS.
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Motion

(Equipment Service)

usiness
flife rings
WANTED
PIANISTS
ORGANISTS,
picture —experience;
goodANDsalary,
steady with
positions.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 314
Mailers Building, Chicago.
MANAGER
— At liberty
for motion andpicture
house.
. Foung
man with
good education
a hustler.
Married; best of references if desired. Salary or
commission.
Write Box 855, Motion Picture News,
New York.
THEATRES
— FreeReports.
Samples,Daily
Caution
Labels,
pingdress:Labels,
Film
Reports,
etc. ShipAdBox 1155.
Tampa, Florida.
160 OPERA CHAIRS in good order. Will sell at
Sacrifice. W. S. McClintock, Galva, Illinois.
AMERICAN STANDARD PROJECTING Machine
for sale cheap to quick buyer. Spiegel & Leffert, 33
Wooster St., New York; Telephone Canal 1656.
WANTED
Negative, autos,
stills boats,
5 x 7, etc.
or larger,
ing wrecks, —railroads,
State showwhat
you
have
and
p.rice.
Kline,
1122
Main
Street, St.
Joseph, Michigan.
PATHE MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS (5), new
and used, for sale reasonable. Tripods, Lenses and
Accessories. W. M. Zollinger, 52 North Ave., New
Rochelle, N. Y. Telephone 1130-M.
— Brand
De Vry
OneFORDe SALE
Franne
Camera.new Box
414,projector
Decatur, portable.
Illinois.
HOW

TO

BECOME
A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING $35 TO SI25 A WEEK
An interesting Illustrated booklet
(free) on choosing a vocation, the
exceptional
raphy offers opportunities
you and how Photogto avail
yourself of these advantages.
MOTION
PICTURE
—
COMMERCIAL
—
PORTRAITURE
Three
months'
instruction.
equipment.
Day
eveningThecourse.
classes. Practical
Easy terms.
Cameras Modern
and Materials
turnisdedor free
Catalog
No. 41 School of Recognized Superiority. Call or write for
NEW YORK INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. or 505 State St., Bklyn.

COLOR
HOODS
Instead of Dipped Lamps
Infinitely Better, More Lasting
and Cheaper in the Long Run
Made of Natural Colored Blown Glass
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
For 5-0 W. and
25-40 W. Lamps REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. Congress St.
Chicago, 111.
USE

Automatically supplies only such yoltage »s mr«
requires. No waste of current In ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, C. S. A.

Yale Theatre
Supply
House Issues Bulletin
A most interesting and snappy issue of the
March number of the Yale Service Bulletin has
just reached us. This bulletin is published
monthly by the Yale Theatre Supply Company
of Kansas City, Mo., Simplex Distributors for
Western Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma and
Northwestern Arkansas.
Mr. C. D. Strubble, president of the Yale
Company is editor of this breezy little newspaper and succeeds each month in filling its
pages with the livest kind of copy.
This month's issue is an eight page one and
contains a well written account of the opening
of the Oklahoma branch of the Yale Company
in Oklahoma City on its first page, while a
most interesting story of Simplex Superiority
appears on the same page, this story being written in the George Ade manner is highly embellished with up-to-date phraseology which cannot fail to " Hit-the-mark."
The last page is devoted entirely to a Simplex advertisement laid out in a most attractive
style and deals with the high percentage of
prevailing Simplex installations.
A list of general theatre supplies and equipment all of which are profusely illustrated and
generously described make up the inside page
of the Yale House Organ.
Mr. Strubble is to be congratulated on his
ability to get up such interesting copy and
there can be no question as to the popularity
of the Bulletin, for each issue represents a high
run of copies.
The monthly machine reports at the Simplex
factory would indicate a great activity in Mr.
Strubble's district all of which spells Simplex
Popularity.
Argus

Cleveland Simplex
Sales Increase
That the Cleveland, Ohio, branch of the Argus
Enterprises is an active one in the matter of Simplex
distribution, is borne out in a report received at the
Simplex factory wherein a great number of recent
Simplex installations in the Ohio territory are listed.
Among those who recently purchased Simplex
through the Argus office at Cleveland, are included
several coal companies, churches, schools, clubs and
theatres, which would indicate that the Argus salesmen are indeed Argus-eyed, when it comes to spotting
Simplex the
prospects.
include
following:A few of the installations listed,
Independent Order Bnai Brith, Toledo, O. ; Dixie
theatre,O.Columbus,
O. ; theatre,
Y. & O. Toledo,
Coal Company,
Rayland,
; Eastwood
O. ; Schott
Brothers, West Salem, O.; Bloomdale High School,
Bloomdale,
; MajesticO. ;theatre,
O. ; Bandbox theatre,O.Ashland,
MothersMansfield,
and Teachers
Club,
Berea, O. ; Euclid Public Schools, Euclid, O.; Alma
theatre, Sycamore, O. ; Broadway theatre, Columbus,
O.
; Odeon
theatre,theatre,
Ada, O.Coshocton,
; CrescentO. theatre, Hicksville,
O. ; Mystic

Theatres Building
Jamestown, N. Y.
The city of Jamestown is now undergoing a
blue law agitation which includes a demand for
so-called better class of motion pictures. The
local exhibitors, however, have assured the
members of the Better Movies Committee that
they are willing to co-operate with the committee in seeing that only a good class of films are
shown. The exhibitors have urged that a reFOR

THE

New

viewing committee be sent to theatres at an
time to look over films in advance of showinj
The exhibitors then would be glad to meet an
suggestions made and to remedy any obje<
tionable features.
Superintendent of Publi
Schools. M. J. Fletcher heads the general corr
mittee, and at the meeting on March 15 the rt
port of a sub-committee recommending that tb
secretary, C. F. Strafford, secretary of the Y. I/.
C. A. affiliate with the National Motion Pictur
League, was adopted. The sub-committee als ■:■
recommended the appointment of a reviewing
committee of nine members to review questioni
able pictures and the appointment of a public!
ity committee to keep the public informed Lf
advance of the class of pictures to be shown
San Diego, Cal.
San Diego's newest motion picture theatre-Cthe Rialto — opened for business on Saturday
afternoon, March 5, presenting Charles Ra> II
" Forty-five Minutes from Broadway." Cai!
Lundquist, house manager, and A. G. EdwardsL
his associate in the ownership of the house, werT
the recipients of handsome floral pieces whidL
adorned the lobby for the opening day. Th't
Rialto employs a corps of neatly uniformed
girl ushers.
RadiO-

v-:- Mat

I 7t

TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
50 RADIO MAT SLIDES $3.
Aooept no Substitute.

New

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use
means a saving of from 20 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Bryant 8138
New York
Addressing
Printing

Picture

BETTER

For Sale by all Leading Dealers
GUARANTEED

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State — total, 21,170 by States, $5.00
Per M
1219 Film Exchanges
$7.50
313 manufacturers and studios
4.00
368 machine and supply dealers
4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago
Fidelity Famous
Moving Picture
Machine
Motor
Alternating or for
Direct Current and
variable speed.
Send direct to us or
through your dealer
FIDELITY Lancaster,
ELECTRICPa,COMPAVT,

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
1600 BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHI.CAGO, ILL.
.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

7.
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\Feature

Subjects

" Dande Lions "
(Universal)
:r opens with
opens with plenty of action
reeler
jpHIS two
and comedy situations and doesn't let up
or one moment during its projection. And
here are also a number of new gags introduced,
very one of which is good for a laugh.
When the comedy opens the principal comedan is seen entering in a very brisk manner and
s the weather is very hot he places a cake of
ce before what resembles the propeller of a
luge airplane which when " propelling " creates
sort of hurricane of cold air that not only
lows the papers and props about but also the
ictors. The scenes derived from this huge prop
re full of action and comedy situations.
In the second reel the lions are introduced
keep up the action, and they certainly do,
rom the time they chase the principals in and
iut of the various sets to the big moments when
he comedy fairly scintillates. How they ever
train the lions to do the various stunts is amazng. Most of the really funny situations are
eveloped as usual with the aid of the negro
oys who seem to be taking a big chance with
' those there lions."
An amusing incident is when the negro cook
S forced to jump upon a red hot stove in a
jArild effort to avoid the jaws of Mr. Lion. Aihough the cook is between two fires and dodges
ibout with great agility, his brother African
seizes him by the trousers and drags him about
n what looks like an effort to devour him, but
ft is all play and the lion seems to enjoy it as
much as the negro. How do they do it ?
In another situation Mr. Lion fairly jumps
ipon the back of a negro and tears the clothes
rom ashisusual
back its
amidall the
boy's howlings.
But
for black
amusement
and we
juess the lion knows it.
This comedy has a decided amount of interest
and plenty of good situations to excite the
inds of the patrons.— FRANK LEONARD.
" The Jockey "
(Clyde Cook Comedy — Fox — Two Reels)
PLACE your. money on Clyde Cook in " The
Jockey." It is a good entry and is bound
to win. The star has been galloping through
to success ever since he started in the field.
His unique comedy style, the clever gags rich
in humor and originality, the first rate titling —
these all contribute toward making his releases
[genuinely amusing. Cook doesn't rely on old
formulas. On the contrary he is wide awake
searching for novel incident. The novelty of
'The Jockey" is especially noticeable in the
employment of horses for gag purposes. The
star is a handy man around the stable and is
permitted to ride a fast stepper in the race. But
the noble steed runs in the opposite direction
with the result that the grotesque jockey is
placed back in his old stable job again.
Evidently a performing horse has been used, ■
for he sits down on his haunches and seemingly
knows how to use a healthy kick. The stable
gags are immense. There is a fine bit of comedy in the star's efforts to handle a capricious
horse— one
any man to feed' or
harness
him.which
He defies
peeks out behind the barn
in several places— a stunt used with various
animals ever since they appeared in slapstick
comedy. There is humor here which is certainly realized in raucous laughter. The big
LAUGH comes when Cook puts on the gloves

of

Short

with a " roughneck " pugilist with the idea of
staying four rounds and winning enough money
to marry the girl. It is good burlesque, with the
star indulging in his inimitable acrobatic work.
He wins the fight by putting the glove on his
foot and knocking his opponent for a goal, although the girlreflecting
assists by
the "pug"
with a mirror
the blinding
sun.
Cook returns to the race-track a conqueror
and is allowed to ride Battleship, grandfather
of Man O' War. This is an old plug which
might have seen service on Columbus' milk
route. A wicked villain tries to destroy his
chance of winning by drawing a stack of hayacross the track as Battleship approaches. He
does stop and sniff a moment, but resumes his
stride and wins — wins by a good rough neck.
The old gags are dominated by an assortment
which may be called fresh and up to date.
There is always a surprise. Cook plays in his
serious style, accomplishing his tricks with little
effort. At the New York Rialto, it furnished a
bigger laugh than the comedy feature.— LAURENCE REID.

44 The People of Old Burges "
(Educational)
TN an interesting manner Educational gives us
-1 a short history of the ancient town of Burges
in Flanders, in "The People of Old Burges."
In the opening scenes many views of the
business section of the town are taken, among
them being the main street with its rather quaint
people strolling about in a manner that would
suggest ease and quietness of mind. The old
church with its time worn belfry is also brought
into focus and as the bell rings a notation in the
sub-titles tells us that it has performed these
duties for centuries.
When the views shift to the town proper and
show us the people in their native costumes, we
get a real idea of what the picture is about.
One of the most peculiar customs is the manner in which these rather ancient people harness
their dogs to carts and make them perform
laborious work. These animals are seen attached
to various wagons and appear to be anxious to
do their duty. As they are so very useful to
the natives it would probably be very hard to
find any stray ones about, for should they be
observed, a job would be quickly found for them.
The town has its various waterways or canals
in which rowing or canoeing may be enjoyed
and is filled with ancient dwellings which are a
delight for the eye to gaze upon. And then
there is the old ladies' home which is one of
the few in this world carrying respect and
dignity to the old folks, and this is easily seen
from the manner in which they perform their
daily duties, and last but not least we are shown
the
folks.various ways lace is made by the women
This reel is interesting and instructional. —
FRANK LEONARD.
Movie

Chats No. 16 and Kineto
Review

(Urban)
*T*HE sixteenth issue of Charles Urban's
* Movie Chats takes the spectator on a pleasure jaunt along the coast of Jersey. We are
skirting this picturesque strip of country on our
way to France, and the English atmosphere is
truly enchanting. Lighthouses situated on rocky

Length

promontorys, moated castles and walls — these
lend an Old World coloring which is caught
with due appreciation. The industrial side of
the offering presents the making of maps of
the New World since the war destroyed old
boundary lines. The scientific touch is added
in a microscopic close-up of human tears and
the salt crystals formed from them. The conclusion offers a Canadian pony farm with
various shapes and sizes of the lilliputian horses
on exhibition. Some of them are no bigger
than a good sized airedale dog and are easily
carried in the arm. The keynote of variety
is dominant in the number.
The Review deals entirely with the Nile.
This river still holds an undeniable charm over
the reader or spectator, due to its historical lore
and the mysticism of the East. We are introduced to the Delta, given glimpses of an irrigation system which is antiquated but unique.
The city of Port Said is touched upon as the
gateway of the Orient. The quaint sailing
craft, the air of resignation about the natives
who ply up and down the river spell an enchantment. There is a shot of de Lesseps'
monument— the builder of the Suez Canal.—
LAURENCE REID.

44 Rubbing It In "
. (Universal)
I" X order to offset a poor idea, the director of
this one reeler has done what a good many
directors are forced to do nowadays, namely,
concentrate upon pretty sets and exteriors.
And in doing this he has succeeded, but when
we come to the story there is little in it which
would give entertainment outside of a few
comedy situations which break the monotony
and act as a relief to the continual enterings and
exitings of the actors.
A young
girl indisappointments,
her efforts to get
meets
with many
for "hitched"
her daddy
follows closely upon her heels and blocks her
every movement.
She is also loved by the little fat comedian,
who performs a few stunts in his efforts to
gain the young lady's love but loses out until
the finalthe
scenes, when crowded by the heroine's
father
romantic lover escapes through a
window and leaves the field open to the fat
boy, who seizes the opportunitv and wins the

Outside of a few comedy situations the reel
" gal."
is
very ordinary and the comedian is far from
being funny.— FRANK LEONARD.
44 Water Trails "

(Bruce Scenic-Educational — One Reel)
BRUCE in " Water Trails " takes
O
-T^ OBERT
the spectator
on a pleasure jaunt along
some picturesque rivers in Jamaica. We climb
abroad a bamboo raft which is guided by natives
and glide slowly along, drinking in some marvelous vistas of tropical scenery. The rivers
twist about through canyons of mountains and
jungle growth until the end of navigation. This
is reached when waterfalls prevent the explorer
from trespassing further.
These cascades tumble down in a most fascinating manner. Nature has made them really
eloquent and they spell a contentment which is
caught by the spectator. The reel fades out in
a waterfall which being higher than the others
cause it to be a " wee drop too much." " Water
Trails" has
—LAURE
NCERobert
REID.Bruce written all over it

Motion
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SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMICCLASSICS
in Betty's
Bedroom
22
AUp Pajaraa
Marriage
A Seminary Scandal
2
Watch Your Husband
2
Twelve P. M
2
Ballroom Romeo
2
Too Many Husbands
-....2
Caught in a Cafe
2
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Home Rule
2
A Soft Boiled Yegg
2
His Model Day
2
COMEDYART
Uneasy Feet
2
Ima Vamp
2
An Uneven Match
2
Mother's
22
HenpeckedAngel
& Pecked Hens
Friends & Enemies
2
Prince of Daffy dil
2
Shorty's
Long Suit
Sweet Dynamite
22
Rocked to Sleep
2
Open the Bars
2
Hay Fever
2
MORANTI COMEDIES
Why Worry
1
Almost
1
Guilty
1
Kids
1
Twins
1
Bliss
1
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Edenville
1
The First Zoo
1
Observations of a Park Statue
1
Virgin of Hamboul
1
Up on the Farm
1
Dreams
1
SUNSET BURRED SCENICS
Birthplace of the West
1
Land of Sky Blue Blue Waters
1
Land of Living Color
1
Path of '49
1
Highway Through Wonderland
1
Going North
1
Dawnland
1
Totemland
1
The First People
1
Gate of the Mountain
1
High Hills and Low Heels.
1
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
The Flame
5
The Branded Soul (Special Cast)
5
The Tidal Wave (Special Cast)
5
Bars Hundredth
of Iron (Special
The
ChanceCast)
(Special Cast)'
65
Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
4650
TheGuyLureNewell)
of Crooning Water (Ivy Duke-Guy Newell). 66
Squandered Lives (Ivy Duke-Guy Newall)
6
i'he Tavern Knight ....
TARZAN FILM CO.
East Lynne
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Broken Heart! (Lucille de Tar- Florence Hackett)..S
It Happened in Parit (Mme. Yoraka)
J
Human Pasiiona (Lottie Tilford)
i
Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
3
rhe Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
s
if our Wife and Mine (Eve Donngton)
5
And the Children Pay (Gareth Hi hes)
7
Dr.
Brind's
Wonders
of Nature
(One
everyoneweek).,
/•hnny
Dooley
Comedies
(Johnny
Dooley—
every
month)
3
RADIN PICTURES
Ikinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
S
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
S
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)
1
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Jan. 9— The Love Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000
Dec. S — The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) . .8
Sept.
S— The
(D. W. Griffith's) 57
lue 27—
Snds Love
(MaryFlower
Pickford)
Tmna 13— The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) «
May 30 — Romance (Doris Keane)
I
Apr. 18—
5 — Down
on the(Mary
Farm Pickford)
(Mack Sennett's) t5
Tan.
Pollyanna
Dec. 29— When the Clouds Roll By (Douglas Fairbanks) «
Oct. 20— Broken Blossoms (D. W. Grifith's) I
•apt.
1 — His Majesty the American (Douglas Fair- I
banks)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
The Big Adventure (Breezy Easu)
The Dangerous Moment (Carmel Myers)

3
5

All

The Freeze Out (Harry Carey)
5
The Smart Sex (Eva Novak)
5
The Magnificent Brute (Frank Mayo)
5
The Unknown Wife (Enid Roberts)
5
All Dolled Up (Gladys Walten)
5
If Only Jim (Harry Carey)
5
Society Secrets (Eva Novak) >
5
Colorado (Frank Mayo)
5
The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
5
The Mad Marriage (Carmel Myers)
S
Tiger True (Frank Mayo)
5
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
5
Hearts Up (Harry Carey)
i
Two Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
5
White Youth (Edith Roberts)
3
Beautifully Trimmed (Carmel Myers)
5
Risky Business (Gladys Walton)
5
test is West (Harry Carey)
I
JEWEL FKODUCTIONS, INC.
Outside the Law (Priscilla Dean)
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6
The Devil's Among
Pass KeyCannibals
(Special Cast)
Shipwrecked
67
The Breath of the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6
JEWEL COMEDIES
A Monkey Hero (Joe Martin)
2
a Wild Night (Joe Martin)
2
A Prohibition Monkey
2
THE WHITE HORSEMAN
(Featuring Art Accord.)
Fifth, Trails of Treachery
2
Fourth, The Death Trap
2
Third, The Mummy Man
2
Second,
Spider's
Web
First, In White
the Caves
of Despair
22
THE DIAMOND QUEEN
(Eig)iteen Episode serial starring Eileen Sedgtcick)
Twelfth, The Kidnapping
2
Eleventh, In Torture Grip
2
Tenth, The Betrayal
2
Ninth, A Race With Rogues
2
Eighth, In Merciless Clutches
2
Seventh, The Amazing Uultimatum
2
Sixth, The Colossal Game
2
Fifth, The Tide of Destiny
2
Fourth, Fires of Hate
2
Third, Perils of the Jungle
2
Second, The Plunge of Doom
2
KING OF THE CIRCUS
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
Eighteenth, The Lost Heritage
2
Seventeenth, The Final Reckoning
2
Sixteenth, The Cradle of Death
2
Fifteenth, A Woman in Black
2
Fourteenth, Out of the Clouds
2
Thirteenth, A Fight for Life
2
Twelfth, Deep Waters
2
Eleventh, Man and Beast
2
CENTURY COMEDIES
On With the Show (Century Lions)
2
Harem Skarem (Century Lions)
2
Tough Luck (Harry Sweet)
2
Seeing is Believing
2
A Bunch of Kisses (Dorety-Lorraine) 2
Stuffed Lions (Century Lions)
2
The Dog Doctor (Century Dog)
2
Vamps and Scamps (Zip Monty)
2
Leaping Lions and Jailbirds
2
Fresh from the Farm (Harry Sweet)
2
Puppy Love (Brownie)
2
His Fearful Finish (Chas. Dorety)
2
The Spirit of Twenty-One
2
Fire Bugs (Harry Sweet)
2
STAR COMEDIES
Short and Sweet (Dorothy Wolbert)
Movie Struck (Billy Fletcher)
Who Kissed Mef (Dorothy Wolbert)
Twin Husbands
No License (Billy Fletcher)
When Eve Fell (Wolbert-Barry)
Bring on the Groom (Dorothy Wolbert)
A Waiting Maid (Dot Wolbert)
Won — One Fliver
Milk and Yeggs
Simple and Sweet
His Lady Friend (Joe Martin)
Chicken, Country Style
Fresh from the Country (Dorothy Wolbert)
RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron)
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley)
Off His Waiters
Trolly Marry
(Engle-Dickerson)
22
Should
(Geo. Ovey)
A Villain's Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
A He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
The Guilty Trail (Jack Perrin)
2
Who Was the Man (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Knockout Man (Lorraine-Perrin) 2
The Midnight Raiders (Jack Perin)
2
The Cactus Kid (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Fighting Actor (Art Accord)
2
The Pony Express (Leonard Clapham)
2
Big Bob (Jack Perrin)
T
The Show Down (Art Accord)
2
The Kickaroo (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Saddle King (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Trail of the Hound (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Man With the Punch (Hoot Gibson)
2

Film

Picture

Newt

Releases

NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — international News
I
Fridays — international News
\
Fridays —New Screen Magazine (Univers
al) 1
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
The
Maryland
f
BlackHeart
Beautyof (Jean
Paige;
DeadCa
Men Tell No
Tales
(Tom
Ten-ess')
Special
st
|
Trumpet island (Tom Terriss) Special Cast. . . . . . . 7.7
The wood's)
Courage Special
of Marge
O'Doone (James Ouver C«r-.
Cas
t
f
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Her Lord and Master
t
The Vice of Fools
a
The Prey
«
Cousin Kate
5
Dollars and the Woman
g
The Sporting Duchess
7
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
It Can Be Done
5
Diamonds Adrift
J
The Romance Promoters
I
The Purple Cipher
f
A Master Stroke
J
Captain Swift
J
The Fortune Hunter
7
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
What's Your Reputation Worth
J
It
Being Done
This Season
39
TheIsn't
Broadway
Bubble
The Whisper Market
I
Bab's
Candidate
5I
The Garter
Girl
Deadline at Eleven
I
Human Collateral
I
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens
S
Three Sevens
s
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver
S
Princess Jones
a
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Hick
t
The Sportsman
i
The Suitor
I
The Stage Hand
*
Solid Concrete
1
School Days
»
The Fly Cop
2
The Grocery Clerk
*
JIMMY
AUBREY COMEDIES
The Blizzard
The Mysterious
Stranger ....9*
The
Nuisance
The Back Yard
»
FIGHTING FATE
(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)
Fifteenth, Cleaning the Blot
3
Fourteenth, Thieves Fall Out
3
Thirteenth, Mystery Mountain
3
Twelfth, Indian Vengeance
3
Eleventh, A Choice of Death
3
Tenth, The Stolen Bride
3
Ninth, The Air Avenger
3
Eighth, The. Treasure Hunt
3
Seventh,
Demon'sJewel
Bluff
33
Sixth, TheA Crown
Clue
Fifth, Double Crossed
3
Fourth, A Desperate Dilemma
3
Third, A Modern Daniel
3
Second, Playing the Game
3
First, A Borrowed Life
3
THE PURPLE RIDERS
(Fifteen Episode Serial Starring Joe Ryan)
Fifteenth, Buried Alive
3
Fourteenth, The Frame-Up
3
Thirteenth, A Devil Fish Foe
3
Twelfth, The Infernal Machine
3
Eleventh, The Stolen Millions
3
Tenth, The Fire Curtain
3
Ninth, The Betrayal
3
Eighth, The Camouflage Trap
3
Seventh.
Red Feather's
Secret
33
Sixth, Double
Destruction
Fifth, The Fatal Pursuit
3
Fourth, The Fiery Trail
3
Third, The Decoy
3
First. Love or Duty
2
WLLK (JACOB) FEATU^P
(At State Right Exchanges)
Ah set of Desire (Mrs. Sunt Hayakawa) ...I
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
-.1
Trap
AThe Woman
Alone
_7rr.lI
Darkest Russia
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
...—I
Stolen Voice
tt..-tt..I
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"THE
OTHER
WOMAN"
( Frothingham-Hodkinson)
Story of Dual Personality Offers Interesting Moments
HERE is a picture which may be called a polite version of " Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," since it relies upon the conflict of a dual
personality for its dramatic foundation. The treatment of the
plot and characterization is approached in a manner which places its
suspensive value in a dominant position. Therefore the spectator is disarmed as to its contents. The fact that the leading character is abnormal
is not brought out until well toward the climax, and this development
makes the picture interesting despite the flaws in the pattern. '" The Other
Woman " jumps over considerable ground and needs some explanation in
several of the sequence for the sake of clarity. For example, there is lack
of detail in the visualization of the leading character's life — the absence of
which forces one to jump at conclusions. Again, the "heavy" apparently
has no motive in establishing an acquaintance in business than going about
the task of breaking him.
But the author's explanation that the hero has suffered from amnesia
and can't be held accountable for his conduct is sufficient for the purposes
of the plot. This hero, incidentally, has been picked up, a " down-andouter," by a man who considers him a former partner in business. He is
sent to a southern locality where he is idolized to such an extent that he
is nominated for mayor. At the peak of his success the friend in need
swoops down and advises him to leave, forget his romance and his political
ambitions, because he has information that the erstwhile tramp is an exconvict. Here is the place for some double exposure which shows the
hero's other personality emerging. He suddenly remembers that he has
left a wife and child in a distant city and returns to them. The "heavy,"
thinking his partner dead, had paid ardent courtship to the supposed
widow. Then, just as the hero has brought happiness to his family his
other personality dominates again, and he leaves for the scene of his
triumph.
The treatment of the characterization here is first rate and the sequences
do not becloud the issue. Although the hero has left at the height of
success he returns without any incident being given over to his political
life or the details of his romance. He is married to the " other woman " —
from whom knowledge is withheld concerning her husband's dual personality. Suddenly his mind clears and, realizing his stern responsibilities, he
returns home to make amends; but his wife declares that romance is over,
that she will seek a divorce, thus giving him a chance to legitimatize the
new born baby and save himself from bigamy. The picture, as mentioned
above, is keyed in a suspensive pitch, therefore the spectator's interest is
held. The offering is adequately acted by Jerome Patrick, Jane Novak,
Helen Jerome Eddy and William Conklin, and is appropriately staged.
It carries enough dramatic values to intrigue the imagination.— Length,
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
Langdon Kirven ) THE CAST •
,
_
John Gorham
j.
Jerome Patrick
Naomi Joyce
Jane Novak
Avery Kirven
Helen Jerome Eddy
Spencer EUis
Wm. Conklin
Colonel Joyce
J0S. j. Dowling
Bobbie Kirven
Frankie Lee
Chas. Beattie
Lincoln Palmer
Housekeeper
Kate Price
By Norah Davis.
Directed by Edward Sloman.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A photoplay of a dual personality in which a husband and father leaves his
home and forgets time and place and becomes a derelict, only to recover his mentality and realizing his error, is told in " The Other Woman," adapted from Norah
Harris' book oftheatre
the same
name. The picture
feature
attraction
at the
next
andwill be the with
a cast
that includes
Jerome Patrick, Helen Jerome Eddy, Jane Novak and Joseph J. Dowling.
The derelict is picked up from a park bench and is sent by a good Samaritan
to a southern city where he becomes a responsible figure in the community.
When he is on the point of emerging a successful man in the art of finance and
romance a cloud enters his life. The very man who had brought him out of the
gutter accuses him of being an ex-convict. The former has an ulterior motive
for he wants to marry the supposed widow of the man. So the hero returns home,
and explains his absence by relating his dual personality. The picture is rich
in dramatic sequences all of which are charged with suspensive values. It is
also well acted by Mr. Patrick and the others. Edward Sloman directed.
PROGRAM READER
He had left his wife and child owing to an attack of amnesia. He had no
memory of his past life. Then into his life entered a good Samaritan who offered
him sanctuary in a distant city. There he made good until his benefactor showed
the
fangs dawned
of the upon
rattlesnake
peak of theThere
man'she success.
suddenly
him thatandhe struck
had a at
dualthepersonality.
was in loveIt
with a beautiful girl, and far away lived his wife and child. What did he do?
Did he return home or did he remain with the girl? Did he commit bigamy?
Was he accountable for his actions? Did he find a way out of his predicament?
See " The Other
theHelen Jerome theatre
next
with aWoman,"
cast that which
includescomes
Jerometo Patrick,
Eddy, Jane
Novak and Joseph J. Dowling.
CATCH LINES
He fell in love with a beautiful girl who was innocent of the fact that he was
married. Yet he was innocent of any wrong conduct himself. See " The Other
Woman."

"SENTIMENTAL
TOMMY"
(Paramount)
Exceptionally Artistic and Undeniably Human

raised in our mind of something exceptional in picanticipation
ture entertainment when the announcement came forth that Paramount was to produce " Sentimental Tommy," from Barrie's memorable stories, " Sentimental Tommy," and " Tommy and Grizel," has been
realized. This achievement is a milestone in screen production for it
proves that humanities can be brought forth without any display of dramatic properties. The Barrie of the play and novel becomes the Barrie of
the photoplay for the first time. He literally stalks through every scene
and subtitle with his whimsy, quaintness and charm. " Sentimental
Tommy" is a high-brow offering. Its deft sketching, its subtleties, its imaginatwe weaving of romance and sentiment — these qualities will be appreciated best by those who are fanciful enough to glory in a make-believe
world.
Coarse material action cannot be associated with Barrie. He scales the
heights and takes the imaginative spectator with him. The coarse-fibred
individual can turn to the elemental picture for his entertainment. John S.
Robertson has approached these Barrie epics with remarkable appreciation.
His sympathetic treatment, his intelligent handling of the theme and characterization are brought forth with truly human and artistic measures.
Never does he get out of touch with the subject matter. His sequences are
always in hand — all in harmony with the merciless sentimentality of the
theme. Never does the action become picturey. He has his finger on
Tommy's pulse and the pulse of the public at the same time. The quaint
village of Thrums where the youthful sentimentalist conjures up his romantic and tragic fancies is reproduced with all the color that Barrie
paints it. And against its quaint atmosphere Tommy's imagination soars
in touches which conquer for their simplicity and truth.
The even key in which the picture is pitched may be realized when the
tug at the heart brought about by Grizel's yearning for happiness is maintained through the scene as Tommy paints tragic consequences over his
romantic fancies. This is a distinctive heart-throb. Every scene is in place
and embellished with a quaint atmosphere. The costuming, the settings —
these are enchanting. The picture is well balanced, too. The humor keeps
apace with the pathos, the sentiment with the romance (typically Barrie
treatment). And in the contents move the lifelike figures of Tommy,
Grizel, the Painted Lady, Corp, Elspeth, Lady Alice and Dr. McQueen. A
more fitting cast could not have been selected than which Mr. Robertson
guides here. The transition from boyhood to youth is remarkably caught
by Gareth Hughes, whose interpretation of Tommy is ideal. His portrayal
is really remarkable for its deep insight, its quick responsiveness, its keenness of expression. He catches every shading, every subtlety. But not
more so than May McAvoy. She also enriches this quaint and charming
canvas with an intelligent and artistic grasp of Grizel's personality. Both
these players are Barrie to the life. George Fawcett, Mabel Taliaferro and
the others complete a cast that is unusually proficient. Since the picture
is told mostly through medium shots one is better able to catch its charm
and whimsicality. — Length, 8 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Tommy Sandys, an author
;
Gareth Hughes
Grizel, his sweetheart
May McAvoy
The Painted Lady, her mother
Mabel Taliaferro
Dr. McQueen
George Fawcett
Corp Shiach
Harry L. Coleman
Elspeth Sandys
Lelia Frost
Dr. David Gemmell
Kempton Greene
Lady Alice Pippin werth
Virginia Valli
Gavinia
Kate Davenport
The Little Minister
Alfred Kappeler
Dominoe Cathro
Malcolm Bradley
By
Sir James
M. Barrie.Levett.
Scenario
by Josephine
Directed by John S. Robertson.
Photographed by Roy Overbaugh.
THE

SUGGESTIONS
Here you have a combination of names for newspaper exploitation. The author
who is well known to readers everywhere, the director, who has achieved fame
with his headed
production
of " Dr.
Jeykllandandincluding
Mr. Hyde,"
the cast
of excellent
players,
by Gareth
Hughes
May and
McAvoy,
George
Fawcett
and Mabel Taliaferro. After you concentrate in this direction you can stage a
fitting prologue of musical acts with Scotch numbers predominating. You can
play up Barrie's other plays, many of which have found their way to the screen.
Emphasize
playwright's
knack for ofincorporating
with
charm and the
sentiment.
Use quotations
the original.hisPlaystories
it up and
big.plays
Go after
the patron who remains for something extraordinary before he will attend. Send
out
circular letters. Play it up as a delightful journey in the land of MakeBelieve.
CATCH LINES
screen
" Sentimental
See Barrie's .exquisite
next
The mostplaycharming
picture Tommy,"
ever shown.on the
Sentisee
and
Come
journey in the land of make-believe.
andTommytake
Come mental
. The finest romance ever told.
" ata the
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Motion

"THE

ONE

MAN
(Fox)

TRAIL"

A Well Made, Entertaining Buck Jones Feature
BUILT upon a wholesome dramatic foundation, this Buck Jones p:cture appears to be one which will find as much favor among his
followers as most of his past performances and more than some.
The prescribed formula of kidnapping villain and helpless girl, so common
in a feature whose main appeal is action, is varied enough to make the
picture somewhat novel, without, however, neglecting the elements which
are essential to every Western and which have a proven audience appeal.
The story could, with a few changes of incident, be laid in any small town.
It does not depend upon desert scenes or pursuing sheriffs for its plot.
It should prove an agreeable and satisfactory diet to serve to an audience
who exhibit a liking for the star or Westerns.
The girl who needs assistance in this picture is, for variety, the hero's
sister. She is taken away and married by a gambler, who, unbeknown to
the girl, has killed the father when he offered objection. Jones, the hero,
starts on the trail to bring her home. Director Durning has not made him
vow eternal hatred or bitter revenge — he merely sets out to rescue his sister
from a disreputable character and bring a murderer to justice.
On his search he meets the heroine, played with an unusual amount of
charm by Beatrice Burnham. His sister's husband, now deserting the sister,
has designs on the heroine, and the picture works up to a climax which
consists of an honest-to-goodness fist fight and some sensational riding by
the star.
There is comedy relief in the early incidents which consists of cowboy
horse-play. Pathos is strong when the young hero returns, eager and
joyous, to his home, which has been plunged into mourning by the death
of the father.
Beatrice Burnham may not be the most beautiful leading lady on the
screen, but she manages to get away from the helpless, baby-faced type in
this picture and gives a characterization which displays a personality of
charm, freshness and zest. James Farley is the villain and helps to make
the fight scenes realistic. Jones himself is a better actor in the lighter and
romantic moments. He also puts some worthwhile thrills across in the
climatic sequences. — Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Tom Merrill
Buck Jones
Cressy
Beatrice Burnham
Grace Merrill
Helene Rosson
Jim Crenshaw
James Farley
Story by Jack Strumwasser.
Scenario by William K. Howard.
Directed by Bernard Durning.
Photography by Frank B. Good.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Buck Jones in a high class Western picture, entitled, " The One Man Trail,"
will be the attraction at the
theatre on
. Buck Jones is the
William Fox cowboy star whose previous pictures have been shown at the
and have won a great deal of praise.
" A One
Trail which
" is notwerethe shown
averageon Western
whichwhentellsthethemotion
usual picture
tale of
bandits
and Man
hold-ups
the screen
was in its infancy. It has a gripping drama, a tender romance and wholesome
comedy which are certain to satisfy the most critical audience.
The story tells of Tom Merrill, who returns home after his ranch life, to find
that his father has been killed by a man who at the same time stole his sister.
To bring home his sister, to force the wrongdoer to justice is Tom's job and It is
athe" desert
One man
So he
in pursuit,
untiltrail."
he rights
the sets
wrongout andalonecarries
his sisteroverbackthe tohills
her and
home,across
and
at the same time finds a true bride for himself. This story is developed with
action of the most thrilling sort. Jones is the kind of motion picture star who
believes in realism and is not afraid to take chances. No double is used because
he is afraid to engage in the fight scenes. Indeed it would be hardly possible
to
a " double
who ofwould
starfindbraves
for the" sake
thrills.take the chances in riding and fighting, which this
" The One Man Trail " will be shown at the
theatre for
days beginning
.
PROGRAM READER
Buck
Jones, who is the
star on
of " The One ,Man
whichtypewillof beyoung
the attraction at the
theatre
is anTrail,"
excellent
American manhood. Clean cut, daring and fearless, Jones is a worthy idol for the
American
boy.
"
The
One
Man
Trail
"
is
one
of
his
best
pictures.
Its
story
laid
in the West, it affords the star manyopportunities to display his ability as a rider
and with the lariat. The producers have aimed, however, to produce a thrilling
ppicture which has as its basis a logical dramatic story. And they have succeeded
admirably in " The One Man Trail." It contains a pleasing romance, a touch
of comedy, and plenty of real gripping action. The story works up to a climax
which will hold the audience breathless. " The One Man Trail " will be shown
at the
theatre for
beginning
.
SUGGESTIONS
It would not be well to advertise this solely as a Western thriller. Movie fans
still have memories of the old pictures of Indians and bandits riding and fighting
endlessly through five reels, which were called " Western thrillers." And this
feature has some wholesome dramatic situations in it. " A dramatic story of the
West " would be better to bill it. Your star here has worked up for himself a
following which will make themselves known at the box office, and this picture
is equal to most and above some of his past performances. Beatrice Burnham
will be known to some fans, and the director, Bernard Durning, has been a featured
player on the screen. His name should be worth mentioning.
CATCH LINES .
The search for the murderer was a one man job. The trail led over desert and
mountain, but the young ranchman never faltered. See Buck Jones in " The One
Man Trail " at the
— theatre.
A thrilling drama of the West. More than thrilling. Filled with heart interest,
romance, and red blooded action.

Picture

News

"ROADS (Goldwyn)
OF
DESTINY"
Acting
Hopeless Story Enhanced

Somewhat

by Stars Spendid

PAULINE FREDERICK 'trive- ma.'iiificiently but hopelessly with the
material supplied in "Road- of Distiny," announced as an 0. Henry
story and later a play by Channing Pollock. It would appear that
the working over process has not improved the original for it is hard to
believe that Mr. Henry ever wrote anything so pointless and commonplace. Also that Mr. Pollock has had much to do with what appears on
the screen.
"Roads of Destiny" is four stories in one. Three are dreams that John
Bowers has, showing what would transpire if he attempted to escape
destiny by leaving his old home. The remaining story is a drama of an
" invention," the "wronged girL" "lost memory" and the lover who would
give up his sweetheart for the sake of his brother, all hopelessly movie
•stuff and with no entertainment qualifications. The dream stories are
enacted with the same principal characters including the star which makes
the whole confusing and ridiculous, and kills entirely the predestination
idea announced as being the theme of the production.
Miss Frederick plays four emotional roles, mistress of a gambling hous,;
proprietor in Alaska, a woman of doubtful character on the fringe of New
York society, a demented " wronged girl," and in the principal story one
who has " loved not wisely but too well."
It is to her great credit that she makes certain scenes of each story interesting by sheer force and sincerity of emotional acting. Aside from
these scenes, however, the picture is very sad and so constructed that when
John Bowers wakes up for the third time after experiencing his dreams,
that an audience is liable to break into laughter. In fact a Capitol theatre
audience did this very thing.
Where Miss Frederick has a following, her personal work may get the
production by and without douht. her name, an interesting title, and the
fame of both O. Henry and Channing Pollock will constitute considerable
of a box office magnet.
We fear, however, for the production as a whole. The idea attempted is
the same as that of " Eyes of Youth " except that there is no " crystal." —
Length. 4955 feet. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Rose Merritt
Pauline Frederick
David Marsh
John Bowers
Lewis March
Richard Tucker
Ann Hardy
Jane Novak
Mr. Hardy
Hardee Kirkland
McPherson
:
-.
Willard
Louis
Fate
Maude George
Colby
M. B. Flynn
Adapted from a play by Channing Pollock, founded on a story by O. Henry.
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"
Roads
of
Destiny,"
adapted
from was
a play
by Channing
Pollock,
famous byNewO.
York dramatic critic, which in turn
suggested
by a short
storythewritten
Henry, is the photoplay attraction at the
theatre for a
days'
engagement beginning
.
In the leading role is Pauline Frederick with John Bowers, Jane Novak, Maude
George and a strong cast in her support.
The picture is founded on a th«me that has the predestination idea exemplified
and is really four pictures in one and providing roles, all of great dramatic strength
for the star. Miss Frederick plays the mistress of an Alaskan gambling house
proprietor, a woman of questionable reputation in New York society, a demented
discarded sweetheart of a cad and a young girl who has loved " not wisely but too
well." In each part she is called upon to give portrayals which equal in every
wayJohnthe Bowers
role of asthethemother
in herhero
mostalsorecent
picture,
Madame
X."
homespun
has Goldwyn
a fine acting
part " and
the picture
has been produced with extreme care and attention to detail. The direction is by
Frank Lloyd and screens in six reels.
PROGRAM READER
Pauline Frederick, in her latest Goldwyn picture, " Roads of Destiny," will be
the principal film attraction at the
theatre for a
days' showing,
beginning
Miss
Frederick
has what. amounts to four roles in this adaptation of a play by
Channing Pollock suggested by a story from the pen of O. Henry, all strongly
dramatic and presenting opportunities for acting equal if not superior to the
roleIn ofsupport
the mother
her are
famous
Madame
of thein star
such " well
k<iownX." players as John Bowers, playing
the
role
of
the
rustic
hero;
Jane
Novak
Bowers' sweetheart;
MaudeFrederick
George
and M. B. Flynn. The picture has a wideas diversity
of locale. Miss
appears as the mistress of an Alaska gambling hall proprietor, a woman of doubtful
character on the fringe of New York society, an unsophisticated country girl and a
demented
who has loved
not wisely butoncetoo again
well."herEach
gives her
a distinct woman
acting opportunity
and " demonstrates
rangepart
of histrionic
ability and talent.
The production was directed by Frank Lloyd, who has given extra attention to
the detail, especially in the Alaskan episodes, and provided fine contrasts of character
a true dramatic tempo. The picture will please those who admire exceptionalandacting.
SUGGESTIONS
There are four things to bill in this picture, the star, the title, which will be
judged to suggest a real picture, the fame of O. Henry as a writer -of original
stories,
Pollock's
reputation
a dramatic
criticforandthe playwright.
We wouldandnotChanning
recommend
the picture
fartherasthan
as a vehicle
display of
Miss Frederick's talents. For a prologue the predestination idea of the story
presents opportunities. This is not a picture for ballyhoo, but contests on the
theme would be suitable.
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"DUCKS

DRAKES"
AND
(Realart)

Bebe Daniels Has a Lively Offering Here
THOSE who have been waiting for Bebe Daniels to show something
just as good as "You Never Can Tell," that scintillating comedy
which placed her in the foreground as a star to be reckoned with,
have their wish realized in her newest release, " Ducks and Drakes." It is
a comedy which packs a continuous laugh from the moment the colorful
Miss Daniels picks telephone numbers at random to, the time she capitulates in the throes of romance. There is a novel way of treating old material here which gives it a freshness and spontaneity — virtues that lift the
piece into the realm of clever entertainment. The star plays one of those
irrepressible sub-debs whose idea of a good time is in kicking over the
traces, much to the discomfiture of a respectable aunt and an equally respectable fiance. Wlien she is reprimanded and forbidden to go out, she
picks up the telephone book and chooses numbers at random. If the voice
on the opposite end is masculine and pleasant — well Bebe cultivates a
flirtation.

The farcical pretentions keep apace for it happens that two of the voices
are owned by her fiance's best friends. So they enter into a conspiracy to
abduct her and teach her a lesson in deportment. The idea is perfectly in
keeping with this type of heroine, and there is nothing far-fetched in its
treatment. The girl is lugged out to a houseboat and the kidnappers indulge in a "free-for-all" to impress her with the fact that she is playing
with fire by carrying on prosmiscuous flirtations. The scheme has its results for the heroine appreciates that her fiance is fully trustworthy. There
is a pleasant surprise at nearly every turn of the feature. The men on the
other end of the wire are taken unawares when they discover their friend
to be her fiance. And he is surprised to learn that the girl could be so
whimsical.
The director has kept the picture moving with snappy incident with
scarcely a duplication of sequences. Much of the comedy scores because
of its wealth of captivating subtitles. Not a scene is offered but which is
punctuated with snappy dialogue or description. Although the story is a
dead " give away " once Jack Holt is introduced, the spectator is too interested to be reminded of its obvious conclusion. "Ducks and Drakes"
travels along merrily, not depending on risque touches for its humor, but
on a lifelike idea which is colored with naive but delicious pranks. Miss
Daniels is bedecked in a lavish wardrobe, having a different costume for
every sequence. And she wears her finery in a manner which should invite
" ahs and ehs " from the feminine patron. Her portrayal is natural and
therefore charming. The comedy is handsomely staged. As an entertainment it will bring shekels to the exhibitor and chuckles to the patron. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Teddy Simpson
Bebe Daniels
Rob Winslow
Jack Holt
Aunty Weeks
Mayme Kelso
Dick Chiltern
Edward Martindel
Tom Hazzard
W. E. Lawrence
Colonel Tweed
Wade Boteler
Cissy
Maurie Newell
Mina
Elsie Andrean
By Elmer Harris.
Scenario by Elmer Harris.
Directed by Maurice Campbell.
Bebe Daniels, the piquant and popular Realart star, will appear at the
theatre next
in her latest comedy romance entitled, " Ducks and
Drakes." In this adaptation of Elmerwho Harris'
Miss Daniels
has the
to distraction
her guardian
drives play
almost stage
role of an irrepressible young heiress,
naughty habit of calling random numbers on the telephone, and flirting with
her
by
all the pleasant sounding masculine voices that answer her.
wire flirtations.
The young woman has a fiance, and he, too, knows about herBeing
an efficient
Unlike the chaperon, however, he is far from distracted about it.problem,
and cures
efficiency to the
he merely applies business
young business man, the
his men
of
some
of
aid
the
enlisting
of
expediency
simple
her of her habit by
which permit
a series of very amusingThecomplications
picture is told inindividual
friends. The score
to be
said
be
may
role
mannerisms.
her
with
the star to
are
supportingandcastWade
the
In
personality.
vibrant
star'sHolt,
of theJack
the expression
ideal for
Lawrence
as directed. Mayme Kelso, W. E.
such
Campbell
Maurice players
Boteler.dependable
PROGRAM READER
any pleasant mascutelephone flirtations with
in promiscuous
no harm system
She saw that
numbers brought on her
of picking random telephone
her
line voice
men knew each other; knew that
wire How could she dream that some of these
to punish and cure
and were framing up a toplotsecret
she was flirting with all of them, these
meetings. And
telephone calls led
her of her wild habit? Naturally
life than
had more excitement in her young
first thing she knew, recklessThisTeddy
new comedy
Daniels
Bebe
of
outline
brief
the
is
she knew how to manage.
next
- theatre
and Drakes," which will appear at the
romance, " Ducks
follow her
Some day when you feel the call of adventure you, might
the
in
is
Holt
Jack
.
or
marriage
or
romance
to
lead
might
scheme. It
CATCH LINES
Drakes " . at the
see this" Ducks
exciting
and
fun
piquant
For
pleasingandentertainment
the star of
theatre. Bebe Daniels isadventure
She was flirtatious over the telephone. _ Where did her adventure take her?
See Bebe Daniels in " Ducks and Drakes."

"THE
WHISTLE"
(Hart- Paramount)
Bill Hart Puts on the Capital vs. Labor Formula
Fair Success

With

"Theto Whistle,"
a foreword
THERE
which isstates
that the attached
purposes toofBill
the Hart's
picturelatest,
are not
solve the
age-old problem of capital versus labor, but solely to provide entertainment. This may be a far-sighted test of Bill's showmanship, but it
takes more than an apologetic statement to discount the time-worn contents
of such a photoplay. A dozen forewords incorporated into one could not
keep the spectator from sympathizing with the labor element for which
the star is its chief sponsor. " The Whistle " is melodramatic and overdrawn, which of course keeps it from approaching human attitudes.
It is Bill Hart's way to keep it moving, however, and one does not have
to wait for a thrill or three. Yet not his vivid acting is sufficient to lift
it out of the rut of regulation movie channels. The title finds meaning in
the plentiful supply of medium shots and close-ups of the factory whistle
blowing with Bill looking at it with a gleam of hatred in his eyes. He is
a widower here and when his boy is caught in the belt, vengeance takes the
form of a canker in his heart. He saves the capitalist's boy from a watery
grave and kidnapping him, moves to a distant city where he brings him up
as his own. The plot is cut and dried and it is dollars to doughnuts before
the introduction is over that Bill will have a change of heart due to sentiment and other heart-throbbing ingredients. Coincidence enters when the
capitalist encounters his former employe again. The former's wife is an
old sweetheart of Bill's. He notices the mother love in the scenes between
the woman and the youngster and after upbraiding the capitalist for his lax
conduct of his factory offers to restore the child to its parents and go to
prison for abduction. This is the moment for the magnate's regeneration.
The final shot discloses Bill looking at the dreadful whistle and reconciled to the fact that its shrill music means his bread and butter. There is
some suspense in the scene which shows the star rescuing the capitalist's
boy when the auto in which he is riding plunges through the draw-bridge.
Again he puts over one of his customary brawls (rather mild this time;
with a discontented employee. It is good to see him out of chaps and
with his Stetson and guns dropped for the moment. But in his search for
different material, it seems as if he might have picked a story with a
semblance of novelty. His acting is so rugged that it emphasizes the weaknesses ofthe plot. The picture may be called fairly successful because he
is thoroughly in character. It should make money in factory towns. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Robert Evans
William S. Hart
"enrv Chappie
Fra"k Brownlee
Mrs. Chappie
Myrtle Stedman
Georgie
Georgie Stone
ga""y
Will JimHeadrick
Hatton
Babv
■•■•- ••■■•■
Richard
By
May Wilmoth
and Hillyer.
Olin Lyman.
Scenario
by Lambert
Directed by Lambert Hillyer.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
William S. Hart is the star of the Paramount picture, " The Whistle," which
comes to the
. In this offering Hethe does
popular
interpreter
of Western rolestheatre
is seennext
in a different characterization.
not
ride over the plains in pursuit of bad men, nor is he a bad man himself. He
does not indulge in any hard riding or fast shooting. Instead he is seen as an
apostle of labor in its age-old battle with capital. Mr. Hart gives a rugged portrayal as Robert Evans who endeavors to square accounts with the magnate in
whose employment he works as a factory hand. He would like to find a way
out of his drab existence, but the whistle blows and he realizes that work must
be done — that his motherless boy may live.
One day the lad is caught in the belt of the machinery and his life is snuffed
out. So Robert Evans becomes a victim of hate against the capitalistic classes.
He kidnaps the magnate's boy to bring him up as his own — intending at some
future recovered
time to wreak
But it so Eventually
happens thatEvans
the lad's
mother that
has
never
her vengeance.
erstwhile happiness.
appreciates
mother love is too strong to combat. So he relinquishes his claim to the youngster.
The picture is packed with effective dramatic moments which offer several thrills.
Mr. Hart is supported by a competent cast.
PROGRAM READER
Has it ever occurred to you that William S. Hart is versatile? Has it ev»r
come to your notice that the popular interpreter of Western roles is talented
enough to play parts identified with your life or mine? Take his newest picture,
" The Whistle,"
"for example.
Mr. Hart
as anhisadvocate
of labor's
principles.
He plays
a commonHere
working
man iswhoseenmakes
bread and
butter
by obeying the factory whistle, no matter whether it irritates him or not. How
he finds a way out of his difficulties — how_ he brings a spirit of good-fellowship
to his erstwhile employer — how he finds a" regeneration of soul is told in five
reels of highly entertaining drama. " The Whistle " comes to the
theatre next
.
SUGGESTIONS
The best way to exploit this feature is to announce that Bill Hart is coming
in
different
typesombrero,
of picture.
he is out
cowboy
role mantle
— that heof
has a taken
off his
chapsTellandthatcartridge
belt ofandhis puts
on the
the
working
man.
TeH
that
Bill
acts
the
part
of
an
everyday
type
of
individual
the kind of man who stops when the whis^e blows and proceeds to work when—
it sounds. Play up the title. Link up with the labor elements if you are located
in factory districts. Play special performances for them. Play up that Hart
can play any kind of part — that he is as successful in the part he portrays here
as when he enacts the character of a cowboy or mounted policeman.
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"THE

DOLLAR
A YEAR
(Paramount)

Weak Humor

MAN"

and Hokum

Make This a Poor Effort
THE difference between Fatty Arbuckle's previous picture, "Brewster's
Millions," and his present offering, "The Dollar a Year Man," in
point of entertainment value is as marked as that between a three
ring circus and a wagon show. The rotund star certainly had a prize
winner in the first mentioned production and its forerunner, "The Life of
comedy.
the Party," was also something to boast of in the way of enjoyable
The law of averages or the law of compensation may bring forth the fact
that the good must be mixed with those— well— not so good. Wc reiterate
that once the penalty has been paid in making something extraordinary
the succeeding efforts are always brought into comparison. And "The
Dollar a Year Man " falters.
Even in dismissing the previous sparkling comedies from the mind, we
sole recannot give the latest effort anything in the shape of praise. Itsstrikes
us
deeming feature is the title. Yet it is meaningless. The idea
that such a title could have been worked out into some semblance of a
story. In fact it carries all sorts of possibilities which could have been
developed seriously or humorously. As it is the author, director and star
try mightily to put it over with forced effort. Arbuckle plays a boob
laundryman whose boorish manners get him in bad with his fellow club
members. The Prince is expected for a visit and it devolves on the boys
to kidnap Fatty and keep him away until H. R. H. has departed. This is
the poorest kind of hokum. And there is such an expenditure of effort to
bring a laugh that it only serves in being deadly boresome.
Where there was a good spontaneity of humor in Arbuckle's previous
to another.
essays, " The Dollar a Year Man " jumps from one mild incident
The audience wants to laugh, but Fatty does not give them much opportunity because his bag of tricks has several holes in it. The star plays an
amateur detective and the hokum takes him to a haunted house and permits him to indulge in acrobatic work. A fat man taking a fall is always
productive of laughter, and Fatty scores whenever he puts over a fall or
have been " slapsticked " to the limit or
tumble. The picture,At should
the Rialto, New York, the audience did not find
treated differently.
much enthusiasm, but surely did explode when a regular, orthodox, two-reel
comedy was shown. Arbuckle never has a chance in " The Dollar a Year
Man." One feels like sympathizing with him to see him in such a weak
entertainment— Length, 5 reels.— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Franklin Pinney, a Laundryman
Roscoe Arbuckle
Peggy Bruce
Lila Lee
Kate Connelly
Winifred Greenwood
Tipton Blair, a Socialist
J. M. Dumont
The Prince
Edward Sutherland
Colonel Bruce, a Secret Service Agent
Edwin Stevens
General Oberano
Henry Johnson
By Walter Woods.
Directed by James Cruze.
Photographed by Karl Brown.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
theatre next
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle will be the star at the
in his latest comedy entitled "The Dollar a Year Man." This offering is said to
" Brewster's
the Party,"
" Thehis Life
be
sinceas ituproariously
permits the funny
star toasflash
well ofknown
brand ofandhumor
in a storyMillions,
packed
with
original
incident
and
action.
Mr.
Arbuckle
plays
the
part
of
dollarwith
a year
man," a detective and laundryman — three parts which enable him toa "score
his
versatility.
.. „
. ., .
a wonderful detective.
laundryman, he believes himself the
As Franklin Pinney, the which
Prince for a visit.
he is a member, expects
The Santa Yacht Club, of
other members decide to take
Pinney believes that he is on the same plane, soandthehatch
a kidnapping story so
advantage of his weakness for detecting plots and thus beup away
when the Prince
follow the scent
that the jovial Pinney wouldturn
and
of events — the quick surprises spell trouble
arrived. How the sudden
and directed
Woods
Walter
by
written
is
which
comedy
this
in
told
is
success,
final
by James Cruse. In the cast are Edwin Stevens and Lila Lee.
PROGRAM READER
than
fun we can't recommend anything better
If you want some rollicking goodnext
when you see Roscoe " Fatty
theatre
a visit to the
rotund
The
Man."
Year
a
Dollar
The
"
comedy,
feature
latest
his
in
Arbuckle
comedian has declared that this is his best production insofar as furnishing plenty
laundry owner,
has the role of a take
of laughter. In " The Dollar a Year Man " Fattymembers
advantage
decide towhen the
a former " dollar a year man," whose fellow club kidnapping
Prince
story
of his weakness for detecting plots and invent toa the
and
water
to
duck
a
like
plot
takes
laundryman
The
guest.
is to be their
band of
haunted house from ina the
saving the Prince in a interest.
it all ends by him actually
cast
Prominent
love
a
with
balanced
well
is
anarchists.
is
Lila Lee. The story
SUGGESTIONS
gives Patty Arbuckle
You can advertise this picture as a lively comedy which
a chance to exploit his well known brand of humor. A teaser campaign pointings
in 1 Brewster
here, itwher«as
Fatty is a " dollar a year man " that
out the facthe that
carries numerous surthrew away money. You can tellTell
Millions"
in the
Lee is picture
Ltla
that
also
laughs.
of
amount
prises and that it offers a full
her talent and beauty. Tell that theArbuckle
cast. Your audiences should recognize
that
out
Bring
romance.
fine
a
and
intrigues
carries thrills— secret
is appearing in
Play up the fact that Arbuckle
appears as an amateur detective.
tell that Edwin Stevens is in the cast. Bill it
stories. Youg can
differentlaugh-provokin
widely
comedy.
as a hilarious,
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FREEZE
(Universal ) OUT"

Carey's Personality Its Chief Asset
CAREY offers another of his whimsical, homespun characterizations inthis picture, which is lighter than tome of his previous features and which will give fair entertainment chiefly because of the star's personality. For the 6lory has the disadvantage of being
one of the "reform" variety. And the sudden change of character, not
only of one individual, but of an entire Western village, is spreading the
sweetness on pretty thickly. It is an ending too natural, too patently artificial, to satisfy most audiences. Granting that no Western picture depicts
the West as it really is, the change of the town's appetite from liquor to
books, wanders far from truth.
The Carey touches are evident throughout. His bits of business, mannerisms and expressions give a charm to ths character of a fearless aggressive man hiding beneath a panoply of almost boobish simplicity.
There are no bloody and gory fights in this picture. The plot never gets
deep enough to warrant them. It is simply the story of a stranger who
comes to a small town, finds the only gambling resort to be crooked, and
decides to open one of his own. But he meets the girl, who urges him to
turn his attention to doing some good in the world. The stranger, apparently not influenced by her arguments, continues to build his gambling
house. The " surprise " comes when the house is opened as a school and
library instead of a saloon and gambling den. And the picture ends with
the old saloon about to be opened as a church and the rough miners hastening to the library in search of knowledge.
There is comedy relief in the opening part in the schoolroom scenes
which does not reflect any great credit upon the direction. The best incidents are those showing the efforts of the villains to drive the stranger
out of town and thus prevent any danger to their monopoly on the gambling business. These keep the interest to an average pitch. However,
after the library and schoolroom have been revealed, there is a decided
lapse. The story might have ended here with a fade-out, but in order to
make everybody in the picture virtuous the two villains are driven out and
the saloon closed. This entails some gun play which stirs up the interest
again and holds it to the end. The sub-titles accurately catch the atmosphere of the story. Helen Ferguson is a winsome leading woman— Length
4,400 feet.— Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Ohio (The Stranger)
Harry Carey
£°e
Whipple
HelenjoeFerguson
Headlight
Whipple
Harris
Denver Red
Charles LeMoyne
Bobtail McGuire
J. Farrel McDonald
Mrs. McGuire
Lydia Yeamans Titus
Directed by Jack Ford.
Story and scenario by George Hull.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Harry Carey, one of the most unique and unusual of all screen stars, plays the
stellar
role inattraction
" The Freeze
Out," the Universal
shownis asa
the feature
at the
theatrepicture
onwhich will . beCarey
Western character actor who has the distinction of being at the same time an
accomplished cowboy and an experienced actor. He has been on the screen for
a number of years previous to which he was a popular stage favorite.
" The
Freeze
is a story
in the house.
West inA the
days when
ing in town
was Out
the "saloon
and laid
gambling
stranger
comes theto chief
town.buildHe
sees that the only gambling house in town is crooked, so he decides to open one
of his own. And in the end. when he changes his plans, it is a girl, as usual,
who is to blame.
Supporting Carey in this production is Helen Ferguson, an experienced and
accomplished leading woman, who will be recognized by many followers of the
screen. Others in the capable cast are Joe Harris, Charles LeMoyne and J. Farrel
McDonald. The picture was directed by. Jack Ford.
" tellsshea holds
powerful
of a woman's
struggle was
against
and" The
the Freeze
influenceOutwhich
on astory
community.
The picture
madeevil,at
Universal City, Cal., and is replete with beautiful scenery.
PROGRAM READER
A stranger rode into the town of Broken Buckle one summer morning. He
discovered that the only gambling house in town was crooked, so, being a good
business man, he decided to open an opposition one. But he changed his plans.
Wliy
he did so forms the basis of " The Freeze Out,'' Harry Carey's latest
Universal
theatre on production, which will be the feature attraction at the He has
Harry Carey needs no introduction to the patrons of the
the distinction of offering one of the most unique personalities of all screen stars.
A sterling character actor, he also typifies the hardy manhood of the West. In
this picture he is sure to please with quaint and humorous touches. The part
is one which suits him perfectly. Supporting him is Helen Ferguson, one of the
best known leading women in filmdom. The picture was produced under the
direction of Jack Ford, while others in the capable supporting cast are Joe Harris,
LeMoyne, and
J. Farrel
" The
Freeze Out " will be
atCharles
the
theatre
forMcDonald. days
beginning
. shown
SUGGESTIONS
Carey remains in the type of pictures which offer him an opportunity to bring
out a personality which is different from most stars. In this one he should please
his followers well enough. His name is the best exploitation angle which can
be used. Helen Ferguson will be recognized by many followers of the movies.
this astype.
a " reform " story, lest the impression be given that it
isDo ofnot
the exploit
wishy-washy
HARRY

CATCH LINES
Carey in another of his whimsical, unusual productions.
Harry
West, whose keynote is entertainment.
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Again Marshall Neilan scores.
Mr. Neilan is the Babe Ruth in the
Game

of producing

pleasing pictures.

His big offering this time is
"Bob Hampton of Placer,"
A First National Attraction.
A
A

Randall Parrish story —
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The Exhibitor Service Bureau pages of Motion Picture News are definite, tangible selling agents of the
motion picture.
They are selling pictures to the public every week
through showing the exhibitor the exploitation and
advertising that have sold pictures elsewhere.
C| They are selling pictures to the exhibitor by showing
him the productions that have been worthy of exploitation and advertising. And exploitation is half
the salesman's battle.
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lead to gold

possible, but through
RITCHEY
transform

may

be

the medium

of

posters it is quite possible to

idle curiosity into the real money

results from

im-

ticket sales. The

twenty-four

that
sheet

stand for " Black Beauty," a wonderful Vitagraph production, furnishes a case in point.
The box-office results for this production have
been so great as to force the conclusion that
most

people who saw the poster saw the photoplay it advertised as well. And it was very

broadly displayed

RITCHEY

at that.

LITHO.

406-426 W. 31st St.

Phone
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Chelsea

8388
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ARTISTS AND POSTER PRINTERS IN THE WORLD

"The

Wonder

Film

World"

the

of
l^EVER

Seventh

before in history was

such

praise given a motion

picture

as the New

York critics gave to "Sentimental Tommy."
And the public agreed with
the critics — the Criterion was crowded night and day during the first week
of the showing, and the second week was started off Sunday with the biggest
night in the theatre's

history. Here

are the criticisms :

"SENTIMENTAL
TOMMY
is
the seventh wonder of the film
world, and one forgets what the
other six wonders are in viewing
it. In its line it is the outstanding
film achievement
York Herald.

of the year." New

u"p*OR sheer beauty of treatment
and picturization it would be
difficult to conceive anything to
New York Mail.
surpass it
"TDARRIE
with

"QEEMS
best

destined to rank as the
thing produced by an

American director
York Telegram.

thus far." New

"HTHE
most worthwhile picture
of the season.
One of the
finest pictures I have
New York Tribune.

ever

seen."

"'PHE

film

as to tech-

A nique that I have
New
York News.

ever seen."

himself

have

found

it."

New

"A
Mr.

PICTURE
of beauty, far more
powerful than 'Dr. Jekyll and
Hyde'." New York Sun.

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

PRESENTS

York

American.

<irpHE real Barrie has at last
reached the screen." New
York Globe.
"TT

is Barrie.

It has the charm

A and the pathos, the humor, the
quality which brings tears when

graph.
"\X7ILL

New

go down

York

Tele-

in the annuls

* v as one of the year's best pictures. Every exhibitor will want
to
secureDaify.
it for an
Wid's

SIR

"SENTIMENTAL
WITH
GARETH
HUGHES,
MAY
McAVOY

JAMES

AND

M.

extended

(paramount

run."

BARRIE' S

TOMMY"
MABEL
TALIAFERRO

A JOHN S. ROBERTSON
PRODUCTION
PHOTOPLAY
BY
JOSEPHINE LOVETT

(X

not

the slightest fault

you are smiling."
loveliest

could

^picture

"
W

ONDERFULLY

convincing.

Meighan's work is as satisfying
as it was in ' The Miracle Man.' "
New York Tribune.
"100 per cent good. Has all the elements of
popularity. A very vital picture, a singularly
human picture, well done all the way through.
"Meighan plays one of the most interesting
screen or stage heroes I have seen in many a
day." — Alan Dale in the New York American.
From "The Quarry," by John A. Moroso
Directed by Tom Forman Scenario by Frank Condon
JESSE
L , LAS KY
PRESENTS

MEIGHAN

Citif

Silent

d

of

greatHur
comedian's
greatest
picture.The
The Ben
of screen
comedy.
A titanic laugh sensation, packed with
giggles, gurgles and gasps.
Remember " The Submarine Pirate \ "
This is better. Filmed in two continents,
on earth, air and water.
Written and directed by Sydney Chaplin
A Sydney Chaplin Production
PPRESENTS
LAY ERS-LASKY CORP

SYDNEY
IN
CHAPLIN

'King.
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Qpicture
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FTER a three years' absence,
come back to the screen !

CC (paramount

(picture

Joker*
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Quality
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Sixty-two

two-reel

are
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now

gets not

quality when

comedies
by

a year
Educa-

are to come.
only

he books

of

Comedies

released

tional. And — more
exhibitor

PROGRAM"

The

Educational

these comedies

— he gets Educational service. That
is, feature service with short subjects
— one sheets, three sheets, lobby cards,
slides, press books, mats and unstinted
exchange

cooperation.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President

Educational Animal Comedies
Mermaid Comedies
Torchy Comedies
Christie Comedies

Inc.

"Everything but the Feature"
Vanity Comedies
Hudson's
Bay Travel Series
World Wanderings
Gayety Comedies
Chester Outings
Special Comedies
Chester Screenics
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful

Specials in Slow Speed
Miscellaneous Specials
Kinograms — News

'Buried Treasure" after its big Criterion prerelease record — is now playing all of the Greater
New York high priced Keith, Proctor, Moss houses.
Is in the Randolph, Chicago, for a run.
It is a thrilling story of reincarnation, — of a
beautiful, modern girl who recalls the tragedy of her
love of long ago — a pirate night attack on a Spanish
galleon — the terrified victims walking the plank.
In these marvelous

settings and this thrilling

story of "Buried Treasure," Marion
greatest work of her career.
It is a Cosmopolitan

Davies does the

Production.

It has all the real class and real character that
invariably distinguish Cosmopolitan
from the ordinary.

Productions

A(osmopolitan
wmmmr
9
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Produclion
Cpicture

Released
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FAMOUS

P LAYERS-LASKY

CORPORATION

The fastest moving comedy drama ever screened.
It makes people sit on the edge of their seats
every minute.
The word "Proxies" itself suggests plot — the
master-criminal intrigue — some one's taking the
place of somebody else — situation — suspense — and
real human comedy.
And
action.

fast — swift — direct — unerring — climactic

<2 (paramount

eleased

Q>ictwe

By Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation
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Productiorv

ro/n
A Sloiyly
Frank

R Adams

Scenai jo and
Direct/on by
GeoroeD Baker

"Proxies" plays the Rivoli, New York — Week
April 10th.
Watch the box-office results.

of

"Proxies" is a Cosmopolitan Production.
It has all the real class and real character that
invariably distinguish Cosmopolitan
from the ordinary.

Productions

Principal members of cast: Norman Kerry,
Zena Keefe, William H. Tooker, Marie Shaffer, Paye
Dean, Jack Crosby, Paul Everton, Robert llroderick.
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J. Williams
presents

"Advent

ures

Directed

by

Bob"
d
ll a
Bi
Robert
N.nBradbury

Two

real boys and their trapping
exploits in the mountains

"Something New"; you have asked
for it, your audiences have asked
for it.
In the "Bill and Bob" series you have
something absolutely new in theme
and treatment.
Each picture is as fresh and as
welcome as a gold piece just out of
the mint.
New
York's famous
Strand is
advertising them as" the most unique
singlewill
reelsdo wethehave
everafter
shown."
You
same
you see
them.
The

adventures

of two fascinating

boys as they trap, in a wild and
beautiful country, wolves, wildcats
and other predatory animals.
We cannot praise them too highly.
One Reel Each
1 y Distributors ^ '
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ith

the

vhole

starving
ney
in then

for something

and

two-reel
CAQ.L

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL
TVOREEL

COMEDY

BLUE

the

nev

" Universal never produced a better comedy than this one, which fairly
sparkles with incident and comedy
situations. Don't be afraid to book
this one, for it is one of the best

SAYS WID'S:
" It's a good number for Lyons
and Moran and ought to make a hit.
The subject is very pertinent to the
present time and the boys have built
up a gagceivable
around
every with
consituation inalmost
connection

comedies of the year."

the bluest of blue Sundays."

that

the

funny

in

LAEMMLE
the

first of

Universal-Jewel

and

Moran

Series

SUNDAY

SAYS M. P. NEWS:

Best

and

comedies,

announce?

Lyons

V»-itten and produced bg
THEMSELVES

The

clever

hilariously

FIRST

market

Best

in the

Country

can

show

One Gale
of Laughter
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in moving
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Personality
pictures

NowReact
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uart
Stem
of Woman

against

Voman

A

UN1VERSAVJSWEL
TroductioH deluxe
presented
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by

LAEMMLE
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If
your
other
features
cost you
as little
for their
box-office
as
pull

^Sflien

they

want

a two-reeler

News

with pep and a smile
in it wise birds say

Play
HOC

your INTERNATIONAL
NEWS REEL

'""THERE'S no use talking — women folks do
love a smiling face, and when you mix in
a little love-making and some galloping,
clean, two-fisted thrills and pack it all into
two-reels you have the reason why smiling
HOOT GIBSON has come to be as popular
a player with your women audiences as with
the men — which means money in your
pocket. View the first three at your Universal Exchange today — the new TEXAS
RANGER SERIES.

Smili

ng

ou'd imtesjust
y
as
four tne
h
c
as you
mu
net now — while
interest of
the
audience
your
d
l
wou
stay pegged
at 100%.

Hoot
Gibson
il his new
in

you book your
WHEN
INTERNATIONAL
NEWS
REEL
rememt
too,
ber,
tha
you get
its scoops and beats and
features at not one penny
extra cost.

TEXAS

thru

UNIVERSAL

RANGER

Series

two

reel

of

westerns
action
ZJhe first three releases
"THE

Released

Picture

CACTUS

"WHO WAS
"CROSSED

KID"

THE MAN"?"
CLUES"

UNIVERSAL

'
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This is a society melodrama with a truly tremendous punch; with a story of love and loyalty
of great heart appeal and with a central situation asunusual as it is dramatically powerful.
The exploitation possibilities of the story are
unlimited.
"I Am Guilty!" has all of J. Parker Read, Jr's.
richness of production, lavishness of appearance, color and spectacular appeal. It is
released everywhere May i.
Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES' 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

-ANNOUNCE
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LEASE AND OFFER
ING THE COMING
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OF
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3

SUPERSEPlALS

36

TWO-

YEAR

QUALITY

CONSISTING

OF

TO

THE

WILL

RE-

EXHIBITORS

AN

SCREEN

CHESTER

PRODUCTIONS,

FEATURES

ANIMAL

DUR-

UNPARALLELED

OF-

QUALITY

REEL

THEY

COMEDIES

A

WARNER

BROTHERS'

SUPER

TION! MIRACLES

AMAZING

FOR

IMMEDIATE

THE

SELIGO

LEAVE
YOUR
andWILUAM

RELEASED,
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LIST

OF

EPISODE

RELEASE.

-

ANIMAL

AN

PIC-

DRAMAS

PRODUCED

AT

STUDIOS.

HUSBANDfeaturing
MARTHA
MANSFIELD
DESMOND,
the first of the features to be

IS A MASTERFULLY-PRODUCED.FASCINATING
FOREIGN
APOLLO
220

PRODUC-

JUNGLE

SPECTACULAR

AND

TURE- LEADS THE

DON'T

OF

ANIMAL

RIGHTS
TRADING

WEST

48

CONTROLLED
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CORPORATION
th

STREET
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STORY

OFLIFE

•
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PICTURE

A melodrama

REASONS

WHY

MOTION

WORLD
of the sea

PICTURE

NEWS

If there is one thing that
IRVIN V. WILLAT can do

that should have no difficulty
in pleasing most any type of
audience.

better than most of his con-

In this production Irvin
V. Willat makes another contribution to the screen that

to stage a sea picture in a

temporaries, iis
t his ability

thoroughly

realistic manner.

The PARTNERS
securely upholds his reputation as a director blessed
with a thorough
of showmanship.

TIDE

knowledge

IRVIN

V. WILLAT
£>'«»">t>uted by

—

Entertaining

HARRISON

REPORTS

The one thing that stands
out most in PARTNERS OF
THE

TIDE

is Director

Willat's intelligent work. He
should be entitled to the
fame

of a director

first rank.

of the

Sea

Picture — perfect atmosphere
— action dominates.

HDDKINSON
ftre PAIHE EXCHAHCB)*

SCREEN

OF THE

OPINIONS

Spectacular production that
should prove a strong box office
attraction. The right kind of exploitation should make PARTNERS
OF THE TIDE swell the box office
receipts. It is a spectacular melodrama. In this production the exhibitor will find a number of advertising angles. His patrons will be
impressed with the settings and convincing quality of the atmosphere

MORNING
Here

EXHIBITORS

TELEGRAPH

TRADE

REVIEW

is a picture which

IRVIN

V. WILLAT

scores

ought to appeal to all audiences because, in the nature

a high water mark of directorial excellence in the mak-

of film events, there are few

ing of this marine melodrama. The action never
falters for an instant and the

of them

and

melodrama
PARTNERS

because
well
OF

done.

THE

is a well balanced
is well developed

it is a
TIDE

story that
and

has

story holds its interest from
start to finish. This feature
prove a welcome attraction well worth the attention of exhibitors.

should

plenty of action and suspense.

WIDS

EXHIBITORS

There are fewer of this type of
picture on the market than any other
at present, and so you should be
sure to get this and give them something different. You can promise
them plenty of action. The box office
receipts should prove worthy of any
exploitation expenses.

A melodramatic picture
the gamut from humorous
to thrilling fights between
sea divers in the hold of

HERALD
that runs
child stuff
two deep
a sunken

ship. A Cape Cod story with well
developed threads of human interest
and plaintive humor — offers good
entertainment.

Motion
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AL

and

Picture

Newt

RAY

ocKett
Present
Their

Select

Second

Star

Feature

KEEPING

UP

WITH

.A Creation
in Pictures
of
LIZZIE"
BACHELLER'S
IRVING
famous
Story.

°*&*<*

LLOYD
WILL

Fe
E

INGRAHAM
M.RITCHK

a turing
N

I

B

BENNETT
>^jt*f cas* o/* Select
Stars Including
Otis Harlan,LeoWKtfe
Harry Tooda,Lila Leslie
Victory Bateman
<V Edward Hearn ^
Lander Stevens

Released through the
W.^T HodKinSOix
Corporation.
A CCHSOl*
-^r^/. Hodkinson President XX

From, the Studies
RocKett
Picture

Film

of

Corp

v
Creators Husband
of
The Truant
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Confidence

Successor
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of

Same

Star
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Director
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States
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STAR

Cast

Exhibitors

Wire

:

the

kind

Demand
of

Quality

"DIANE"

from

quality

Distributors

SECURITY

Ave.

to

offer

picthem

Pictures

for

your

Exhibitors

CORPORATION

:-:

NEW

YORK

J J ERE comes the circus! Don't you hear the brassy blare of the band, the rumble of
•* <* the big gilded wagons, the cheerful skirl of the steam calliope ? And there is the Big
Top going up like magic on the old ball grounds, there is Jumbo, the elephant, carrying
tent poles with his trunk. There are the bareback riders, and the cowboys in sheepskin
chaps, the flame swallower and the human octupus.
And everywhere are crowds — fathers and mothers, grandfathers
and flocks of youngsters.
Hurrah!
The Circus has come to Town!
MARY

THE

MILES
IN
LITTLE

and

T

grandmothers,

C

a.
MINTER

CLOWN

will bring the old-time stir of the circus
to your town and to your box-office

r/

5x

oAdaptedfrom

the play by ~ AVERY

Directed hy H\omas

HOPWOOD

lleffron- Scenario by-Suge ne $ Ijwis

RE

A

PICTURES
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CORPORATIOf
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- NEW

YORF

They

Packed

Capitol

to

the

See

It!

If you could have been there,
this advertisement would be
unnecessary. You'd know that
a picture that could move
people as "Roads of Destiny"
moved the thousands who
packed

the

Capitol

would

clean up at your

own

house.

Get

own

house.

it for your

And watch
skvward !

your receipts shoot

Starring

Pauline

Frederick
Directed

by Frank

Lloyd

By Charming Pollock
From the story by O.Henry
A

Goldwyn

Picture

To All Independent Producers
And

States Rights Buyers —

Gentlemen :
We beg to advise you of the establishment of the Mount Olympus
Distributing Corporation, a States Rights organization handling
HIGH GRADE FEATURES
and SHORT SUBJECTS.
States Rights buyers will find this corporation in a position to
furnish productions of quality. And producers whose product
reaches the standard of the requirements of our buyers will find with
us a ready market, advantageous exploitation and modern methods
of distribution.
All productions marketed by us will bear the name of the producer, and in addition, when bearing our personal endorsement, will
be released under the trade name of —

"OLYMPIAN

PRODUCTIONS"

We have ready for IMMEDIATE
Short Subjects.

RELEASE

1.
"CHARLIE CONKLIN"
Two-Reel Comedies — One Each Month

the following

2.
"CHARACTER COMEDIES"
Two-Reel Comedies — Two Each Month
(Featuring characters
to fit the situation of
each story)

3.

4.

" DIZZY DUMBBELL "
" JACQUELINE COMEDIES
Seini-Slapstick Comedies
One Reel Each — On a Each Week
Two Reels Each — Two Each Month
(Farces based on married life)

"

5.
" DARKTOWN AFFAIRS "
One-Reel Comedies — Two Each Month
(Semi-Slapstick pictures, with charming portrayals of comic negro characters, by distinguished
colored players)
In addition to the above Short Subjects, we will shortly announce
a few SPECIAL SIX-REEL FEATURES
under the banner of
" OLYMPIAN
PRODUCTIONS."
If you are interested in any of these releases, WRITE or WIRE
and we will have one of our salesmen call on vou with sample prints.
OR HAVE YOUR NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVE
SEE
A SPECIAL SCREENING.
Producers of meritorious pictures will find a ready market with
us. When in New York to buy or sell, make your headquarters
with us.

Mount

Olympus
Distributing
WORLD'S TOWER BUILDING
110 WEST

40TH

STREET,

NEW

Corporation

YORK

CITY

From H
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The first four of a series of eight
PINNACLE

PRODUCTIONS-

starnng NEAL HART are now in
the hands of the foremost Independent Exchanges.
I

The next release, May 15th, is a
romantic picture drama of Wyo-

hi

"BAA

ming's sheep feuds based on
BAA BLACK SHEEP,"

Short Stories Magazine's recent
fiction masterpiece. Another masterful role for NEAL HART.

| 'P irwacle

Productions

Territorial Franchise Holders
KEY CITY EXCHANGE
Pearce Films
Atlanta
Boston
Major Film Corp.
Chicago
Buffalo
Dooley Exchange
111. & Ind. Film Ex.
Cincinnati Fine
Arts Film Ex.
Dallas
Lewis
Film Co.
Davenport
Arrow
Magnet Photoplays
Film Co.
Denver
Detroit
Ind. Master Films
Kansas City Federated
Film Ex.
Little Rock Lewis Film Co.
Los Angeles Co-Operative Film Ex.
Louisville
Nat'l Ex. Ct.
Milwaukee First
First Nat
Nat'll Ex.
Ex. Ct.
Ct.
Minneapolis
New
Orlea is First
Pearce
Films
Okla.
City Commonwealth Film Co
New York
Lewis Film Co.
Omaha
Philadelph.a MagnetCentury
Film CoFilm Co.
Pittsburgh S.20th
&
S.
Film
Co.
San
Film Ex.
SeattleFrancisco Co-Operative
Greater Features Inc.
St. Louis
United Film Service
Washington Dooley Exchange
Syracuse
Exhibitors' Film Ex.

^cTwoTwenty

South

ADDRESS
Marietta
54146 Broadway
338 Pearl St.
63 E.Film
Adams
310
Bldg.
1913 Commerce
418 Harrison
1753
WeltonR.
105 John
Film
Bldg.
1114 Markham
730 S. Olive St.
Nat . Theatre Bdg.
To.. Bldg.
Loeb Canal
Arcade
60S
1600 Broadway
1 14 Hudson
1312 Farnum
256
414 No.
Penn 1 3th
Ave
107 Gold Gt. Ave.
2020 3rd Ave.
3628
St.
445 S.Olive
Warren
Mathers Bids.

State

St Chicago

April
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MARJORIE
Selected

RAMBEAU
Productions

This Selected Series of Six Marjorie Rambeau Productions contain the very best
pictures of her career. They were chosen from her Frank Powell Productions. They
have been re-edited, re-titled and snapped up to even a higher degree of excellence than
they were in their original state.
New advertising, publicity and exploitation matter has been prepared. A series of
this kind with its big star, splendid quality productions and tremendous selling power
seldom finds its way
independent buyer.

to the state right market.

It's an unusual opportunity for the

'Tri-Star Pictures Co., Inc.
117 West 46th Street,
<N. Y. C.
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Earl D. Sipe, Majestic Theatre, Port Huron, Mich,
is playing First National Pictures consistently and is
making
money on them.— THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
Hherell

An

be a Franchise

of

Massive
IT'S BREATH

—

Many

" Dorothy Phillips has done something
altogether breath taking in this love story of
the ages. A plea for the right of women to
love and be loved is pictured in a compelling
manner. It is astonishingly well produced,
acted and staged." — Philadelphia
Bulletin.
AN

EPIC

Evening

QUALITY

" An unusual picture drama, it has an epic
quality.
It is crowded with pageantry and
thousands of actors carry on the story." —
Neiv York Evening Telegram.
SENSATIONALLY

Albert A. Kaufman
presents

Allen Holubar's
Drama
Eternal
Starring
DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

Adapted by Allen Holubar from
the theme by Olga Linek Scholl
First

uihere

Breath

Cities
—

Call

Taking

Picture

Spectacular

such a wealth of scenes of vast compass with
thousands of participants, and pictorially so
striking. Moreover the big scenes have the
finish which comes only through the most
capable direction. Dorothy Phillips' performance ismost capable and the cast is well
chosen." — New York Evening Mail.
SCENES ARE STIRRING
" Stirring scenes of combat and striking
photographic effects. Dorothy Phillips shows
real feeling in her work. A picture from the
woman's side." — New York Sun.
HUGE AND EXPENSIVE

SPECTACULAR

" Sensationally spectacular scenes. There
have been few films produced which contain

A

every

Stupendous

TAKING

News

THEtJATH

Astounding,
Critics

Picture

National

Attraction

" Dorothy Phillips is triumphantly beautiful, and the heroine's visions are huge and exscenes;
interesting." — N-ett) York
News.
pensive
SCENES ARE TREMENDOUS
" A spectacular portrayal of an impressive
theme ; a picture of especial excellence and of
special appeal to women. There are scenes
that are tremendous and scenes that are like
rare bits of tapestry. It carries a big idea, is
rich and colorful in presentation and the
acting and the photography is good.
Especially is Dorothy Phillips deserving of
credit for convincing emotional climaxes she
achieves." — Philadelphia North American.
A STUPENDOUS
DRAMA
" One of the most talked of dramas in the
history of motion pictures and one of the
stupendous
most
Washington
Times.cinema

dramas

made." —

April
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Jack E. Ungerfeld, Lyceum Theatre, ISyack, IS. Y.
"Since I have had a franchise, I have had no occasion
for complaint either on service or product. The franchise has REASON
relieved thy
OTHER
WHYmind of worry."- TH IT'S IN-

Hherell

Love

It's

everywhere

he a Franchise

Story
Never
Such

of
a

Box

ILmIj CJlATW

Philadejphia
Evening l"
Bulletin
Ages
the

Office

Sensation;

Jamming

Theatres
settingsEverywhere
are
wonderful." — New
York
" An elaborate and impressive spectacle; a
Tribune.
big modern story with big scenes. It is packMAGNIFICENTLY
STAGED
ing them in at the Strand here." — Syracuse
Post-Standard.
" A pretentious production, magnificently
STRIKING BATTLE SCENES
staged and splendidly acted. The Amazonian
battle is dramatic. The drama is spirited, is
"A cinema of a different type; a well
balanced and skillfully photographed picture
staged on a big scale with beautiful and imand a most striking battle scene with hundreds
pressive scenes. It is one of the most important screen productions of the year and
of men and women exchanging sword thrusts
on horseback." — New York Herald.
will be sure to please everyone." — Philadelphia Record.
A LAVISH PRODUCTION
IT'S A TRIUMPH
" Very elaborate scenes and a lavish production representing the expenditure of
"A big spectacle; a drama mirroring the
kaleidoscopic conflict between the sexes. A
several fortunes. Some of the scenes,
especially the battle scenes, employ hundreds
triumph as a mark of big screen canvases."—
Los Angeles Examiner.
of
men
and
women."
—
Indianapolis
Daily
Times.
IT'S STUPENDOUS
" A
stupendous
Angeles Record.

presentation." —

SPECTACULAR,

Los

MASSIVE

" The best dramatic and spectacular offering so far presented at the Stanley. The
settings are massive and the picture is interesting in every foot. Dorothy Phillips has
never given the screen such interesting and
fine work." — Philadelphia
Ledger.
ELABORATE,

Evening

Public

WONDERFUL

" Certainly nothing has been spared to
make this picture a success. These scenes are
as elaborate as in ' Intolerance.' The star has
beauty and charm.
The photography and

wm

mm
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Where

lies

cost

We are going to fine ourselves $10.00
for every mis-statement which
may creep into our House

$ 1 0=

Picture

News

each

We mean it !
We'll pay it!
Moreover, we will
print your letter,
and an apology in
the next issue of

Organ.
We're deiermined to merit exhibitors' confidence
through truth
in advertising.

"FRANCHISE"

V
4:

*7,
9

Vb
V

22 Pages of Honest News
and Service Twice a Month
MAILED

FREE

to any Franchise holder or First
National customer
Keep "FRANCHISE" on file and refer
to it for exploitation ideas when playing First National attractions.

Motion
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The

Shock

Pictere

APRIL

16, 1921

Troops

editorial is written on the eve of the Rochester Convention of New York State.
We do not know what the convention will
accomplish. We know that it will be serious and
businesslike, like the Utica Convention of last year —
and largely attended. It will be decidedly more serious, because, this year, New York, the most important state in the Union and in the film industry, is
ly the certainty of a regulatory measpractical
facing
ure, if not censorship itself.
We are hoping, and whole heartedly so, that the
business of the Convention will be solidly constructive— that the convened exhibitors will not go into
session with a chip on their shoulders.
This is a year of attack from without the industry.
It is no year for attack from within.
The situation is so bad that it transcends all internal
troubles.
THIS

We are all of us, from the foremost executive to
the least important employee, throughout this large
industry, in the same boat; and we don't want the boat
to be rocked. We don't want individual selfishness,
or petty politics, or glib oratory, or specious arguments to prevail against the safety of all the passengers. That, in fact, will not be tolerated. It's a pretty
big boat and the rocker is pretty sure to rock himself out.
These are serious times — and, furthermore, they
have only begun. We are in the beginning only of
one of those reform eras which have beset the world
in its past history. Having to do with the greatest
contact ever established with the human race we have
to do also with the reformer who demands its regulation— not the way public opinion wants it but the
way the reformer wants it. Let us realize our immense responsibility, but we've got to fight — and keep
on fighting — all of us — for our rights and the public's
rights.
The exhibitors are the shock troops; but they need
a big reserve and above all a united and sympathetic
reserve. They need every single individual in this
industry; and furthermore every single individual in
the industry, whose bread and butter are at stake, has
got something to say about the whole matter.
It isn't a question now — it may have been in less

News

of

the

No. XVII

Industry

critical times — of who does the best work, or who wins
the fight, and deserves the credit, or who makes mistakes. It is not a question of the exhibitor as against
the producer. It's a question of a united industry —
just that and nothing less : because nothing less can win.
Every exhibitor has a right to demand this unity of
action. He owes it to himself; and he furthermore
owes it to all the other individuals in the industry who
are dependent upon" him and upon whom he also is
dependent.
We have a strong Exhibitors League. We have
never had so strong and effective an organization.
Those who have builded it so well deserve a lot of
credit. The industry welcomes this force; is proud
of it; needs it. No faction and no individual wants
to weaken it.
The question is the proper direction of this force.
An Exhibitors League exists for the protection of
its members' best interests.
Today the best interests, the immediate best interests
of the exhibitor, are the overthrow of censorship and
other ultra-reform legislation. This big battle cannot
— positively cannot — be achieved without the utmost
cooperation of exhibitor, producer and distributor.
Does anyone doubt this; can anyone question so
obvious a fact?
So we ask for construction, — and no dissension.
There are three precious days at Rochester, in which
much may be done for the future welfare of the motion
picture and the motion picture exhibitor.
Let every hour be constructive.
Let not a minute be wasted in wrangling.
The politician and the professional reformer will
watch this convention, will scan every item of its
procedure.
May they
this.
We claim
that we can
Let's show

see complete unity and harmony — only
to represent the fifth industry in size and
sway a national election.
0»
this strength and dignity.

dijuuoA

Motion
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Brilliant
Charles

Rogers

Succeeds

Charles Rogers
CHARLES R. ROGERS has assumed
the duties of general manager of
tson-Cole Distributing CorporaRober
the
tion, succeeding A. S. Kirkpatrick, resigned. Mr. Rogers' last connection was
director of sales for Selznick. His rise is
regarded as one of the most rapid which
has ever been enjoyed by a man coming
into the industry from the outside, he having only been in the film business for four
years.
Mr. Rogers was special representative
for a large varnish house at the time he
became interested in motion pictures. His
first venture was the building of one of the
largest motion picture houses in Buffalo.

Kirkpatrick

Next he bought the production of " Three
Weeks"
cessfully. for New York, and sold it sucThe attention which he won through
this led him to be offered the position of
Buffalo manager for Select. He filled it so
well that he became New England manager for the same company. Two years
ago he became director of sales for the
Selznick Company.
Mr. Rogers attributes his success to his
constant practice of giving a fair deal to
exhibitors, and to his care in serving the
interests of his employers. Throughout
his period of sales management he has
made it a point to be in the field a great
part of the time, in personal touch with
exhibitors, learning of their problems and
helping them to solve them.
He was at the point of going into business for himself when he received the
offer from Robertson - Cole, and it was
this
distributing
the future
which company's
led him to prospects
decide in for
its
favor.
" I have come to Robertson-Cole with the advantage
of findingoperatehere
cowith me a insplendid
placing organization
our product ready
to theto best
advantage. No changes are contemplated at the present
time.
" With the great ground work of preparation which
has been laid, whereby the industry has been convinced that Robertson-Cole has determined to operate
only upon the principle of honesty of purpose, and to
give exhibitors at all times only the best obtainable
product, I know we shall operate with continued success.
" We wehave
production
the
coast,
have the
the equipment
finest homeforoffice
building onin the
world, and we have a selling organization second to
none. With these functioning properly we cannot be
denied a continued generous share of prosperity."
Educational

Companies Are Incorporated inNew York
and
panies incorporated
TEN filed com
papers at Albany, N. Y.,
week for the purduring the past ng
in the motion
pose of engagi
te.
picture business in New York itaSta
aliz
cap
of
unt
,
amo
ies
pan
com
se
The tion and incorporators are:
$5,000, AlNorthland Film Company,
bert Thompson, W. W. Hanabergh,
Brooklyn; A. Le Roy Rockafeller,
Ridgewood, N. J.; Art Plays Inc.,
$1 000 Harry Wolfe, Estelle Krengel,
York; Erie Basin
D.' K. Shappiro, New
Brooklyn, $50,Amusement Company,
000 Samuel Krauss, David Robbins,
Frank Steinberg, New York; Playgoers
Pictures, $1,000, Harry Wolfe, D. K.
Shappiro, Estelle Krengel, New York;
G. and B. Amusement Company, $15,Joseph Gold000, Samuel Bergoffen,
stein, Harry Goldstein, Brooklyn; F.
ment
and S. Amuse
Company, $15,000,
Jacob Finestone, Abraham Fein, Morris
Savitzky, New York; Chelsea Import
and Export Company, $10,000, Edward
Newman, R. W. Kerbs, New York,
Minnie Horowitz, Brooklyn; Lythic
Amusement Company, $200,000, Lawrence N. Martin, P. J. Dobson, W. J.
Eldredge, New York; Longacre Holding Corporation, $50,000, Max Richter,
Guiseppe Previatli, Abel Fanchi, New
York; Raoul A. Walsh Company, $15,000, H. O. Schwalbe, E. J. Hudson,
Brooklyn, Edward B. Johnson, New
Rochelle.

Starts

Ten

Sales
on

Officials

Tour

Henry Ginsberg, domestic sales manager of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
left this week for Atlanta where he begins
a series of visits to important branch offices. From Atlanta he goes to New Orleans and then his itinerary inch ides Dallas, St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapolis, Milwaukee,
Chicago and Indianapolis. He only recently visited the various branches in the
east.
President E. W. Hammons will also
leave in a few days to visit a number of
the most important offices in the Middle
West.
First

House

of New

Chain

Acquired in Brooklyn
David Robbins, who has been the chief
of Universal's home office projection department for the past five years, has resigned to enter the exhibiting field. With
a partner, Samuel Krauss, he has formed
the Erie Basin Amusement Company, and
has taken over the Oriole theatre, Henry
and Degraw streets, Brooklyn. This is
the first of a string of theatres the new
company intends to own and operate.

Picture

Opening

New

for the

Capitol at Montreal
A brilliant gathering of social and tht
atrical notables attended the opening c
the newCapitol theatre in Montreal la:
Saturday evening. A large party of stai
and officials of the Famous Player;
Lasky Corporation also attended the oper 6

ing performance. Cecil De Mille's Parj
mount
release,
" Forbidden
Fruit," wa
the
feature
attraction
of the program.
The New York party were guests at 1
dinner given at the St. James Club, an
after the performance at the Capitol
reception was held at Ciro's. S. R. Ken
general manager of the Famous Players
Lasky Corporation, was guest of honor a
a supper given by George W. Weeks, gen
eral manager of the Famous Players
Lasky Film Service, Ltd., and Charles G
Branham.
Exhibitors Resent Attack
of Unofficial Censors
A poignant and stinging rebuke to self
constituted moralists has been sent t
Governor Ritchie and published broadcas
by the Exhibitors' League of Maryland a
the result of attacks made on a polic
magistrate, the Maryland Board of Cer
sors and the motion-picture industry i
general. The incident grows out of al
leged negligence on the part of Messrs
Fuller and Levine to cut deleted parts.
Drafted by J. Louis Rome, George A
McDermit and Eugene B. McCurdy, com
prising a committee especially appointe
for the purpose, the letter calls on th
Governor to make known his opinion o
his appointees to the State Censor Boan
and also to request officially that the worl
of the Board not be hampered by out
siders.
Law

to Manage Universa
Winnipeg Branch
George F. Law, one of the pioneers ii
Canadian film circles, has been appointe(
as manager of the Winnipeg branch of th
Canadian Universal Film Co., it is an
nounced Sales
by Herman
Universal'
Division
Manager Stern,
for Canada.
Mr. Law has been in the film selling
business in Canada since the days of th<
old Dominion Film Exchange in Toronto
for whom he handled most of the impor
tant releases.
F.LL.M.
Club Active
Anti- Censor Fight

in

Two circular letters combating censor ship have been sent out this week bv tluji
F. I. L. M. Club of New York. One wa:
sent to all New York state exhibitors and
the second to different institutions whici

with "gratis" show:
supplied
being
are the
by
different
distributors.
" The F. I. L. M. Club also announce: |;
that the New York Independent Master
films, Inc., has withdrawn from the club, if
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"State

Exhibitor
by

O'Reilly

League

Districts

Congressional

Probable

Successor

[T7 ITH the election of officers schedl
uled for Thursday, April 7th, the
.
final day of the convention, the
blowing slate seemed probable :
n Charles J. O'Reilly, president, succeedf( lg Sydney Cohen ; W. H. Linton, of
. ftica, re-elected treasurer, and Samuel I.
jp lerman, secretary.
The banquet held on Wednesday night,
t .pril 6, at which John I. Mclnerny of
Lochester
was
toastmaster, included
mong the speakers J. J. Murdock, genral manager of the Keith interests ; Exk enator Henry Walter, Sydney S. Cohen,
.ndrew R. Hamilton, Commissioner of
'ublic Safety of the City of Rochester,
A nd I. E. Chadwick, President of the New
fork F. I. L. M. club,
aij A silver loving cup was presented Sydi ay Cohen by the Rochester exhibitors,
it From a point of national importance,
arte reorganization of the state league by
i ongressional districts was the outstandiig accomplishment given birth at the
convention.
The
plan provides for
.velve districts, each with a district
hader; and for four main divisions, each
l eaded by a divisional executive. The
U /ork of reorganization
was actually
1 tailed while the convention was in sesj ion.
u 1 It is hoped that New York, through this
illnove, will provide a model organization
i orm for the rest of the country.
A resolution unanimously adopted by
he convention at its Wednesday session,
repressed unalterable opposition to the
" Lusk Censorship bill, or for any such
•ills, and asked postponement of legisla;,ion for a year, pledging the support of
he Association to the elimination of ob, ectionable features on the screen, and to
iroducers who are trying to produce
I lean pictures, at the same time withholdng support from producers who do not
. onform to these standards. The resoluJj
ion recited thatimpracticable
censorship is and
"distinctly
f.n-American,
unad' isable, and mitigates against the best interests, not alone of the picture industry,
>ut of public interest in general."
The censorship question, as a matter of
I act, came in for as much consideration
s it received at the Albany hearing, the
esolution finally adopted being selected
r-jrom a mass of ones of similar tenor
n fter it had been drawn up by a special
Committee composed of chairmen of all
J he committees of the convention,
i It was estimated upward of 1,500 persons were in attendance at the opening of
■he State Exhibitors' convention. The
I irge number of rural exhibitors who
mere present, was a gratifying feature to
i fficers of the league.

David

to

Cohen

Grauman,

Magnate,

Reorganized

as

President

Coast

Dead

man
ests,r
N, rehalf
interowne
ofDthe J.Grau
UMAtheat
GRA
DAVI
died suddenly on April 5 after but
two days' illness at his Hollywood,
Cal., home. He was sixty-eight years of
age.Funeral services were held on Thursday, April 7. Interment will be made in
Indianapolis.
Mr. Grauman was born in Louisville,
Ky., but had been on the coast for twenty
years. He is credited with having opened
the first ten-cent vaudeville house in the
West, eighteen years ago in San Francisco. The success of this proposition
led him and his son to open stock theatres
in seven northern California theatres. A
nineteen-hundred-seat house built in San
Francisco was destroyed by fire, following which Mr. Grauman erected a twentyeight-hundred-seat house.
He is survived by his wife and his son,
Sidney. The latter will continue management of the theatres, which were ordered closed until after the funeral.
Aside from the resolution placing the
organization as unalterably opposed to
censorship, other important subjects were
passed on, and the attitude of the convention made a matter of record.
The " star " problem came in for attention, the league opposing the creation of
stars through flood of publicity rather than
through popular demand.
A committee was appointed to investigate the complaint of any exhibitor who
charged producers or exchanges with not
living up to the New York state law in regard to deposits on film rentals, and the
practice of charging deposits on film rentals was condemned, while at the same
time was urged the adoption by other
states of laws abolishing such practices.
It was recommended that as many exhibitors as there are exchange men be appointed to the grievance board of film exchange men, so that fairness may be assured in all cases.
A telegram received on Wednesday
from Dr. Wilbur Crafts, of the Reform
Bureau at Washington, to a local newspaper, inwhich the reformer declared that
the picture men had used partisan political
pressure to obtain Sunday pictures, was
the subject of vigorous discussion. Sydney Cohen denied the exhibitors had ever
used partisan influence. The telegram is
said to have charged that the picture men
boasted they had elected a Democratic
Mayor in Rochester because of the oppoing.
sition of the Republicans to Sunday openTuesday, opening day of the convention,
was marked by the showing of the Para-

of

the

Body

mount release, " Sentimental Tommy," to
delegates attending the convention.
The convention was opened early
Tuesday afternoon by William Dillon of
Ithaca, vice-president. Bernard J. Haggarty, secretary to Mayor Hiram H. Edgerton, made an address of welcome and
presented the key of the city. The following were placed on the resolutions
committee : Chairman, Jules Michaels of
Buffalo ; Lou Buettner of Cohoes ; Fred
Warren of Messina; Fred Duffle of
Utica; Dave Letson of Herkimer; William Calihan of Rochester; John Walker
of Schenectady; Benjamin Knoble of
New York City; Morris Needles of New
York City; Gus Koenigswald of BrookProminent exhibitors at the convention
are
lyn. Marcus Loew of New York ; A. H.
Schwartz of Brooklyn; Benjamin Knoble, Bernard Grobe and Charles Goldreyer of New York City, and Louis Buettner
of Cohoes.
Social features of the convention include a tour of the city through the courtesy of the Rochester Automobile Club, a
tour of the Eastman Kodak Company
plant at the invitation of George Eastman
and the movie ball in the Rochester State
Armory, Thursday night, as the crowning
feature of the convention.
In connection with the exhibitors' convention the F. I. L. M. clubs of the Eastern states was in convention with nearly
one hundred persons, of whom fifty are
film exchange managers, in attendance.
The F. I. L. M. headquarters was established at the Hotel Seneca. There is
one woman delegate, Miss E. Wheeler
of Albany, manager of a film exchange
there. Delegates were present from Buffalo, Albany, New
York
City, New
aven and Portland, Me. I. E. Chadwick of New York City was permanent
chairman of the convention.
Important

Conference

on

Shipping Case Situation
The executive board of the Transportation Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry held
a conference on March 25th, with W. S.
Topping, Assistant Chief Inspector of the
Bureau of Explosives, and final specifications for shipping cases, which the bureau
has proscribed, were analyzed and accepted.
The specifications have been made effective on and after September 1st, and
will be issued to the trade through the
medium of the press and by bulletin just
as soon as proofs are received from the
Government Printing Office.
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Picture
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Kane

Calls
Advertising
"Prime
Necessity1
Would Have Industry Revert to "Principles
Responsible for Its Success"
tributor with wares to dispose of and
IN a statement just issued from the his public, of course, desire and demand
headquarters of the Associated Ex- motion pictures. The science of adver- exhibitor with a theatre in which he m
hibitors, New York, Arthur S. Kane,
show pictures, and the note of sincer
tising in this connection is the implantchairman of the board of directors of that
can, and should be, restored in moti
ing in them of the desire for a particular
organization, advises a revision on the picture or the product of a particular compicture advertising.
pany. In the keen competitive early days
part of the film industry " to some of the
" That ideal of sincerity will be fou
principles responsible for its quick rise to of this business, advertising was utilized
in all Associated Exhibitors advertisi
popularity and success " and declares that heavily for that purpose and the comand likewise, with confidence in our p
panies with real good product and the duct, the volume necessary to drive ho:
" one of the most important of those first
ability to make the public desire it, sucprinciples ' is advertising of proper charthe truth of our productions will be t
ceeded.
lized.
acter and sufficient volume. " One thing
" Producers and distributors have disis certain," says Mr. Kane. " Advertiscussed with some seriousness in the past
" Associated has confidence in its abil
ing never has been a luxury, is not a luxyear the manner in which many good pic- to advertise its product without exagge
ury, and is a prime necessity in the motures suffered in distribution because in- tion and with all respect for conservat
tion-picture industry."
statement because it is not involved in 1
ferior pictures filled the market and
" Hardly a single important company in
the field today will fail to admit that ad- crowded out the playing days rightfully expense of making a picture and in 1
vertising started it on the way to success,
due the good picture. The answer is consequent necessity of disposing of it.
maintained it when other corporations
found partially in the fact that the pro- will select its product from the best in<
were falling by the wayside, and is the
ducers have failed to carry the message
pendently made films, and it therefore
responsible factor in keeping it in its place of their good productions to the exhibisures itself of the quality of its prod
tions before it offers it to its franch
tors
in
ample
time
and
with
sufficient
truth
today," Mr. Kane said.
members and to the purchasing exhibitc
" The essential thing to remember in to take that market, that adequate number
of the country.
this connection is that the first principle
of playing days, which rightfully belongs
of advertising, the very foundation on
to the pictures of merit.
" General business conditions are blamed for
servatisra in advertising at this time, but insofar
which it rests, is good product. A com" It is true, and it has been realized by this applies to the motion picture business, there
modity, whether it be a motion picture or the advertising men of the A. M. P. A., some strong arguments against its being considered
an influence.
a safety razor, must have the merit of that exaggeration and blatant claims have
" In
the first
placeextent
the motion
business
not
suffered
to the
of any picture
other industry,
being excellent of its kind and must be injured to an extent the confidence with
the second place, it is recognized that the time |
something that the public desires before
which all effective advertising must be slight depression is the psychological moment for
vertising. When selling is an effort and not me
it can justify advertising.
met. That injury, however, is not beyond
the filling of orders in a heavy buying market t
all the influences for the creation of buying stren
repair. The trade paper is still the me" The public, and in the case of the moshould be utilized. Certainly advertising is the strc
tion picture, this means the exhibitor and
dium of communication between the dis- est influence for the creation of buying strength."
Successful

Convention

of

Kansas

Exhibitor]

Anti-Deposit Bill and Church Movies Discussed;
M. Van Praag Elected President
Censorship was very briefly debatt
IHE liveliest convention ever held by as chosen later in the day is comprised as
exhibitors
in
Kansas
was
that
by
The
new appointment to be made by t
follows:
R.
G.
Liggett,
J.
I.
Saunders,
T
Governor came under consideration and
H. A. McClure, Stanley Chambers and
the Kansas State Exhibitors' Association at the Hotel Lasson at Wichita,
was resolved that the Association requ<
S. A. Davidson.
At the executive session called at 2 him to make no changes on the prest
Kansas, Monday and Tuesday, March 28
board and that he reappoint all of its coi
and 29. The biggest topic discussed at the o'clock that afternoon M. Van Praag gave
a detailed report of the work done by the
convention was the anti-deposit bill reOfficers were elected and installed. I
cently passed by the Kansas legislature
legislative committee in which he told of
ponents.
Van
Praag was unanimously chosen pre
and signed by the Governor, which became
their success in putting through the Kandent
of the organization. The other o;
effective March 15. The showing of movsas legislature the anti-deposit bill and of
cers are secretary, H. H. Woody, Lincol
their victor}' in defeating several drastic
ing pictures in churches and schools received considerable discussion, and was
bills and measures, among which was the first vice president, R. G. Liggett, retiri
censured by the exhibitors and considered
bill recommending the removal of the president, of Kansas City; second vi
unfair competition and a menace to their
president, Herman L. Gees, Mulberr
Kansas State Board of Review from Kanthird vice president, R. H. Holmes, Ei
City.
interests. Further, the convention went
sas City, Kas., to Topeka ; the bill asking
on record as unanimously opposed to the that no child under the age of 12 years be poria, and treasurer, Wm. Meyn, Kans
production of a picture depicting the life admitted to picture theatres unless in the
company of a parent, and the bill asking
Eight delegates were chosen to repi
story of Clara Smith Haraon or any simfor a stricter enforcement of censorship
ilar case. They voted that they would not
sent each congressional district in Kans
at the National Convention of the exhilF
show such pictures in their theaters.
and a better " cleanup " of the movies.
tors
at Minneapolis next June. They a J
The first meeting, which was a closed
The music tax came up for a brief discussion and it was stated that that issue
H.
K.
Rogers, Marion; H. L. Gees, Mil
session, was called at 11 o'clock Monday
morning. At this session a new set of by- had " died " from fear of action taken by berry; R. H. Holmes, Emporia; H.
Ulrich, Manhattan; H. H. Woody, Li I
laws was adopted and resolutions were
the Association. Sunday opening was also
made and adopted. It was decided that
taken up. And after deliberate discussion
coin ; Fred Savage, Hutchinson : Stanl 1
an executive committee of five members
Chambers,
a motion was passed that a campaign be Kansas
City.Wichita, and R. R. Bioche [
be elected from the floor, and that the
prepared by the Association to advocate
After a reading of the financial repcj
president and secretary be on the commitSunday opening and to educate public sen(Continued on page 2550)
timent to favor Sunday shows.
tee as ex-officio members. The committee
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Albany

Censorship

Unusually
Iriffth, Brady

Hearing

Lively

Proves

Session

and Rex Beach Assail Clayton Bill; Big Crowd
on Hand
board of censors could destroy this wonderful industry
T 7 ITH the exception of the public
in their faulty judgment of what is right or what is
wrong. The great censorship board in the person of
Illinois Exhibitors Urged
vY/ demonstration against the recentthe
American public must solve the problem and solve
it
right.
ly passed transit bill, the biggest
to Attend Convention
"
The coming
American
public,"
Mr. which
Frayne,are" isbeing
be:aring during the present session of the
impatient with
the said
attempts
made
to
regulate
practically
everything
they
do.
The
ew York state legislature was staged in
P and
ENT W.JOSE
passage of this bill will be harmful to a great army
SIDtary
D. PH
BurfoHrd,O P of
the
PRESecre
lbany last Tuesday afternoon, before a
of wage
We do that
not believe
it is posIllinois Exhibitors' Alliance, are
sible to earners.
pass legislation
will clubthatpeople
into
strongly urging every exhibitor in
tint legislative committee when scores
being good. It is possible, however, to educate them."
Illinois to attend the convention to be
)iced their protest against the Clayton
held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on
Rev. L. H. Caswell, pastor of the Crawate censorship bill. David Wark GrifApril 11 and 12.
ford Memorial Church in Brooklyn,
In
a
call
for
the
convention
which
has
h and William A. Brady were the shinspoke in opposition to the bill and said
g lights at the hearing. Long before th<?
just been sent out, they say: "The ' Blue
that he did not agree with the proposed
Law ' fanatics are prepared to descend
)ur set for the hearing the crowds had
method of correcting bad pictures.
on
the
State
Legislature
at
Springfield
:come such that it was decided to shift it
with bills modeled after those recently
" We believe," said Rev. Mr. Caswell,
introduced in Washington, D. C, such as
•om the Senate finance rooms to the
"
that
the appointment of a commission
Sunday closing - censorship - exclusion of
enate chamber itself. The hearing atof
censorship
is but an inroad upon the
children
under
sixteen
years
of
age,
acted a crowd that filled the Senate
which, if they become laws, will work
rights
American
citizenship."
iamber, extending even into the galleries,
inconceivable injury to our business and
Rex of
Beach
Mclnerney
: was announced by Attorney
will abridge the inalienable liberty of the
epartmental heads, legislators and politcitzens of Illinois.
al leaders, including Samuel S. Koenig
" We have no hesitancy as authors," declared Mr.
" These people are organized. To comBeach,
in going onas record
as being insolidly
opposedIt
bat them, we must present a united front.
to
state " censorship
it is proposed
this bill.
; New York City, were on hand to listen
is iniquitous and unjust. It has failed and always
the arguments.
" Be at the convention and do your
will. We do not attempt to deny that bad pictures
have been made. But bad books have been written,
Members of the New York State Exshare! Don't be a slacker!"
In
addition
to
the
legislative
questions
bad pictures have been painted and bad plays acted.
bitors League had met at the Hotel Ten
which will come before the convention,
I have never
any ofserious
signs of people
disintegration of thediscovered
moral fibre
the American
yck earlier in the day and formulated a
an election will be held of delegates and
through
this
fact.
It
does
not
follow
that
because
alternates to the National Convention of
an of action. At this meeting there
some
pictures are unhealthy that the whole brood must
be destroyed.
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
ere present Harold Franklin of Buffalo,
opposedto the
to reform
motion proposed
pictures.
America at Minneapolis, and plans to
But" Wewe are
are not
opposed
form ofin reform
)hn Manheimer and William Brandt of
cussed.
abolish
advance film deposits will be disby this measure. Censorship is the product of the
narrow-minded bigot, whose ready armor is oppression.
rooklyn, Leo Bracher and Sydney S.
There are no three persons who can agree on what is
moral and what is not. I do not believe than any
ohen, of New York, together with At$7,500
intellect is capable of censoring the morals of
of the New York State Conference of
irney John J. Mclnerney of Rochester,
ten
million
people."
ho represented the association at the Mayors.
David W.
Griffith was next introduced.
Senator Clayton Lusk, who is working
earing.
" We believe that the motion picture business is
Neither Sydney Cohen, nor Rev. O. R. in the closest harmony these days with
decent,"
Griffith.
do notnever
say have
that there
have not said
beenMr.pictures
which" Weshould
been
[iller, head of the New York Civic
Governor Miller, asked Mayor Canfield
produced. There may have been. But there have
been
books
that
should
not
have
been
written,
and
if he thought that certain pictures which
eague, spoke, although both were presthoughts and words said, that should not have been,
but
why
tear
down
the
very
fabric
of
free
speech.
lt. While the hearing was in progress,
were being shown these days were en" Censorship
is theof weapon
of autocracy.
control
the sources
information,
the people If
do you
not
tirely satisfactory from a moral standIr. Cohen sat next to Attorney Mclnerknow
what
is
going
on.
I
think
as
I
think.
Such
ey, who introduced the various speakers
point. To this Mayor Canfield replied
is the law. Rivers of blood have flowed because the
great masses did not think as one or two men dictated.
jr the opposition and who also spoke at that the National Board of Review and
Such is censorship. They say that you must think
le conclusion of the opposition.
the producers were striving for higher
as I think, or you are wrong.
" Censorship of motion pictures was first established
The hearing got under way at 2 130 standards and that they would continue.
in Germany, next in Russia. I do not observe that
" But
that does not answer my question," said Sen- censorship has led them to any great heights of civic
ator
Lusk.
'clock, the Senate having continued in
reform.tions areIworking
am surprised
to see that Doreligious
organizafor censorship.
they not
know
" I can
say,''conclusion
retorted that
Mayor
" that
ission up until that hour. One and oneI have
comeonly
to the
the Canfield.
National Board
that
the
Christian
religion
was
censored?
Do they
alf hours was given to each side. Mrs.
has been more successful in its efforts to raise pictures not know what they suffered through opposition
from
to a higher moral tone than any particular board."
Waterman, occupying a seat on the main
denominations?
"
E. A. Moree, chairman of the legislaMr. Griffith said, in continuing, that
oor, near John Lord O'Brian, of Buffalo,
tive committee of the National Board of with censorship in existence, it would be
ltroduced the speakers favoring the
Review, first went over various sections
leasure.
of
the bill, and then declared that the impossible to put on the story of " David
The first speaker of the day was Mary
Copperfield," because it is a sex play, and
iray Peck of Geneva, representing the state should create a " Board of Public
" Hamlet,' owing to the fact that there are
Morals " to supervise all forms of public five murders in it. Mr. Griffith said in
'ree Lance Association of Women
Vnters. The speaker declared that if amusements. The speaker went on to tell conclusion that from his experience, no
2nsorship was designed to raise the of a certain show which is one of the possible good could come from censorship.
tandard of motion picture, it was but a attractions in New York this winter, and
The opposition, having claimed the
said that it is doing far more harm than
time allotted through its several speakers,
elusion and that it was utterly impossile to establish a standard for ten million
any picture yet shown.
stated that although there were several
ersons. Mayor Palmer Canfield, Jr., of
" Why don't you be honest, and include
others present, including such men as
Owen Davis of the Dramatist Guild of
Kingston, followed, briefly outlining the such in your bill ? " inquired Mr. Moree.
The next speakers were John M.
westigation along censorship lines,
America; J. P. McMahon, secretary of
diich had been made two or three years
O'Hanlon, representing the State Fedthe Catholic Laymen's association; John
eration of Labor, and Hugh Frayne who
go by a representative committee named
Emerson, president of the Equity assoy the association, of which he is at the came to the hearing as the personal repreciation; Walter Arndt of the Citizens
sentative
of
Samuel
Gompers.
ead. The speaker said that this investiDoyle of the American
John
Union;
" I cam
said Mr.is necessary.
Frayne, " be-It Federation of Labor
ation had convinced the mayors that
at Buffalo, and Lee
ause I do opposing
not thinkthis
thatbill,"
censorship
is
fraught
with
much
danger.
It
is
an
open
door
for
ley should openly oppose the Clayton
F.
Hammer,
director
of the
a legislative method that will give police power over *
(Continued on page
2552)recreation
an industry. Two or three persons, constituting a
ill. Mayor Canfield is now at the head
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Re-Elected President of United Artists

Felix Feist Joins Schenck

Postponed

AT

the annual meeting of the United
Artists
Corporation,
held this
week at their offices, 729 Seventh
avenue, Hiram Abrams was re-elected
president. This is Mr. Abrams' second
term as president of the corporation.
The other officers re-elected at the
meeting were as follows: Dennis F.
O'Brien, vice president and general counsel; A. H. T. Banzhaf, secretary; M. E.
Prager, treasurer. The following were
elected as members of the Board of Directors: Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, Hiram
Abrams,
Dennis
O'Brien, Nathan Burkan and A. H. T.F. Banzhaf.

Film Notables Invited to
Pen Women
Convention
The National League of American Pen
Women, comprising writers, lecturers and
artists, will hold a national convention at
the Hotel Willard, Washington, D. C,
April 13 and 16 inclusive. Invitations
have been sent to motion picture stars, directors, photoplay writers and others to
attend the convention, and it is expected
that the response will be a great one as the
occasion promises to bring together a most
distinguished gathering. The organization
is declared to have the President and Mr.
Harding among its patrons as well as
many members of the judiciary, congressional and diplomatic circles in the National Capital.
Governor Makes Missouri
Deposit Bill a Law
Word has just been received at the
Headquarters of the Motion Picture Thearte Owners of America that Governor
Hyde of Missouri has signed the Deposit
Bill passed by the recent Missouri Legislature, safeguarding the deposits of the
exhibitors of Missouri.

New

Convention
to April

1

25

ma annual
thelI
Owners
Theater
ion of and
convent
tenth
THEOklaho
Managers' Association, originally
scheduled to be held in Oklahoma City in
the Lee Huckins Hotel on April 18 and
19, has been postponed, according to a|
late wire, until April 25 and 26. Ralph
Talbot, president of the organization,
advises that plans are now being formulated designed to make this gathering
"the biggest and best convention of exhibitors ever held in the state."
Blue

Brentlinger President of
First Natl of Indiana
At the annual meeting of Associated
First National Pictures of Indiana which
was held on March 14, at Indianapolis,
Indiana, A. F. Brentlinger of Indianapolis was elected president and the directorate increased to a maximum of not
more than fifteen members. Frank J.
Rembusch of Shelbyville was elected vicepresident ; Henry \Y. Fechtman, of Indianapolis, treasurer and Floyd Brown of
Indianapolis, secretary.
The directors chosen at the annual
meeting were: A. F. Brentlinger, Indianapolis; C. E. Potts, Indiana Harbor; F. J.
Rembusch, Shelbyville; Bruce C. Kixmiller, Bicknell; R. H. Harris, Bloomington ;
H. H. Johnson, Lafayette; Ivan Arnold,
Kokomo; H. W. Fechtman, Carl H. Lieber, H. P. Lieber and Robert Lieber, all
of Indianapolis. Robert Lieber is also president of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., the national organization.

Oklahoma

Picture

Felix F. Feist
T^LLIX FEIST, formerly vice presi*■ dent of the Goldwyn Film Company,
who recently resigned from that organization has joined Jos. M. Schenck's staff,
to supervise the distribution and sales not
only of Norma Talmadge Pictures and
Constance Talmadge Pictures, but also of
all other Schenck Productions, including
the Buster Keaton Comedies, the Mutt &
Jeff Pictures, the Allen Holubar Pictures, Sidney Franklin Productions, and
the John Emerson- Anita Loos Special
Productions.
Mr. Feist will take up his new duties at
once, and will make a trip throughout the
Lnited States, representing Mr. Schenck.
He will visit with the Exhibitors and promote new ideas of cooperation.
Citizens Appeal Decision of
Kansas City Censor
The Kansas City Motion Picture Censor
Board of Appeals is functioning again for
what E. L. Miller, a member of the board,
termed " about the first time in six
months." Decisions of Harry Goldman,
city censor, are supposed to be taken to
the board for reconsideration.
The cause for action now is the movie
serial, " Velvet Fingers," distributed by
the Pathe Exchange, Inc. The picture
was classed as unfit last week by twentytwo citizens who signed a protest petition
and urged that the board of appeals view
the picture, which, it was alleged, portrays th" degenerate lives of criminals.
Mr. Goldman passed the film and several of the episodes have been shown in
Kansas City. Following the protest, the
board viewed the additional episodes. It
is expected to render its decision soon.
M. A, Chase

Heads

Buffalo

Exchange
Managers
Maurice A. Chase,
manager of Assfn
the Universal Film Exchange, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
has been elected president of the Motion
Picture Exchange Managers Association
of that city.

Laws Win at Excitinl
California Election
The most spectacular campaign and til
most exciting election in recent years :
California was held at Pomona, Cab, c
Monday of this week and resulted in
victory for the blue law advocates. Til
result was 2,078 for Sunday closing ari
2,023
Thereandarethree
thirtytheatre
- eigj
churchesaaginst.
in the town

The law goes into effect in thirty day
The theatre interest will try to secure a
injunction against its enforcement. If
is enforced, the theatres will be close
permanently, it is reported. Producer
writers and stars took part in the can
paign.
Meetings by both factions wei
held nightly.
Equal Rights Law in Penn
sylvania Probable
The Asbury equal rights bill, giving ti
same privileges to persons of all race
creeds and colors in motion picture the?
tres, as well as in hotels, restaurants an
other places of public accommodation, hi
a good chance of becoming the law
Pennsylvania this year. The bill he
passed the house and has been favorabl
reported out of committee in the Senat'
Bills of the same nature have been o{
posed by the motion picture interests fc
the past fifteen years.
Kansas

Holds

Big

Convention
(Continued from page 2548)
about $1,000 was subscribed to the trea
ury of the organization by exhibitors pre;
ent, this money to be used to take care c
the overhead expenses incurred.
At the Tuesday morning session the e>
hibitors discussed the anti-deposit bill an
agreed that the exchangemen should b
given some means of protection again.1
losses resulting from exhibitors who ha
bad accounts.
They decided that a soi
of credit bureau consisting of five exhib
tors and five exchangemen be formed an
that this body determine the credit ratinl
of various exhibitors and thus decid!
whether or not a deposit would be r<|
quired to protect the exchangemen froij
bad accounts and contract violators. Th:j
plan was submitted to the exchangemen 1 \
the open meeting
o'clock
Tuesdayof afl
ernoon.
Several atof 3 the
managers
th I
various exchanges gave their views on thij
question.
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uSepHf of the regular Tuesday luncheons of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce at the Hotel Astor. This is a picture of a recent meeting and
shows President William Brandt and Xational President Sydney S. Cohen in the forefront
XV.
an
va
the result that the insurance interests reNew
Officers
Elected
by
duced the rate to almost one-half of its
What
former amount.
Chamber
of Commerce
Disagreements over contracts calling for
The Theatre Owners' Chamber of Comcertain releases arose between Famous
merce held its annual meeting and elecT.
0»
C« C«
tion for officers last Tuesday at the Hotel
Players-Lasky and some exhibitors. T. O.
Astor, New York City. The largest asC. C. engaged the law firm of Wise and
semblage of its members that has ever
Seligsberg, to represent their interests
gathered, were present to participate in
with the result that the disputed points
elections.
Means
were satisfactorily settled without further
The following slate were elected for
one year: President, William Brandt;
recourse to legal measures. Similar adfirst vice president, William Landau;
N a statement issued from the headjustments were made, through the servsecond vice president, Chas. A. Goldreices of the T. O. C. C, with Goldwyn.
quarters of the New York Theatre
yer;
secretary,
S.
A.
Moross;
treasurer,
I
Samuel G. Bock; sergeant-at-arms, SamThe deposit problem came to a head
Owners' Chamber of Commerce, the
uel Sonin.
when one concern demanded payment in
activities of the past year are surveyed,
Executive Committee — John Manmd the beneficial results secured for thefull at the time of the closing of the conheimer, C. Steiner, Louis Blumenthal,
tract for a picture. A resolution adopted
Hy Gainsboro, Leo Brecher, Charles
itre-owners by the organized effort of the
Moses, Bernard Edelhertz, Rudolph
hamber of Commerce are pointed out.
by T. O. C. C. recommended its members
Saunders.
to refrain from doing business with
The statement refers to the " round table
Finance Committee — Samuel Sonin,
film concerns demanding full payment in
Rudolph Saunders, E. H. Behrend.
onference," held a year ago at the Hotel
The president, in his report, stated the
A.stor, New York, which originated the
advance. Arrangements were finally afTheatre Owners' Chambers of Commerce
fected by which the distributing concerns
oresent Board of Trade. At this confernow
has
a
membership
of
124
exhibitors
nce were William Brandt, Hy Gainsboro,
agreed to waive all deposits upon the guarwho control 531 theatres, making this the
antee of the T. O. C. C. that the contracts
most important local exhibitors body in
] Samuel G. Bock and Chas. Goldreyer. The
the country.
of its members would not be violated. A
first informal meeting of the proposed association was held at the Hotel Astor on
Many matters of interest were distrust fund of $5,000 was created by the orcussed and the Convention Committee reganization which was deposited at a local
February 2, 1920, at which plans were laid
ported that two cars had been exclusively
ifor the definite establishment of the T. O.
engaged for the delegates, 70 members,
bank to be applied in the event of the viofrom the Chamber of Commerce, who
lation of a contract by a member.
C. C. From an original group of a dozen
would attend the State Convention at
Another complaint lodged with the
theatre-owners, declares the statement, the
Rochester.
T. O. C. C. concerned increased rentals
organization has grown steadily until toThe installation of newly elected memday its roster contains 120 well known
bers will take place at the banquet to be
said to have been demanded by First Nagiven on Tuesday, April 19.
theatre-owners, controlling in the aggretional on Charles Ray contracts. First Nagate some 500 motion picture theatres in
tional, says the T. O. C. C. statement,
ness summarily removed his name from
11 and around Greater New York.
cancelled existing contracts with the reall Metro advertising.
Among the first problems tackled by the
quest for rentals above those provided for
The next question acted on was that of in the original agreements. Following obT. O. C. C. was that involving the use of
the name of Marcus Loew on advertising
jections tothe cancellations by exhibitors,
insurance. Theatre owners had been paying a rate of insurance which was based
put out by the Metro Pictures Corporanegotiations with First National were conupon conditions antedating the modern
tion. The T. O. C. C. felt that independucted by T. O. C. C. Finally, First Nadent theatres could not well afford to type of theatre. The growth of facilities
according to theof statement,
drewtional,
its cancellation
contracts withwith
in theatres had materially reduced acciadvertise the name of " Loew " upon their
dent and fire hazards. The T. O. C. C. members of the T. O. C. C. and these memscreens in connection with Metro productions. The matter was called to Mr.
bers received and played their pictures at
engaged the services of a reputable brokthe original rental.
erage
concern
to
represent
their
case
with
Loew's attention, and he with great fair-
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Matinees

How Exhibitors of Portland, Oregon,
Handle Their Most Difficult Problem

Picture

Newt

or less intended routes to attend matinees. No at
tempt is made at the Columbia, at any time, to presen
large or elaborate lobby displays, the expense for thii
l'eature being
a constant
newspaper!M;
window
cards and
billboardsquantity.
are used The
exclusively
matinee business, which is consistently good and in
cidentally measures up with the night business in a
far as the numbers of tickets sold, is the result of ;
combination
of
' happenstances.'
" Myof first
efforts
were
directed
to theprogram
restful aschara
acter
the theatre,
exactly
the same
night, the absence of crowding, the invariable courtes;
of
and after
every and,
attendant,
every the
rest-room
fullyeachlooked
in summer,
excellentis care'
cool
ing system. We always have time to help an elded)
lady up a stair or with her wrap or the thousand an<
one little courtesies which cause patrons to remark
'I
course,
the mat
pic
turecertainly
has an like
effecttheas Columbia!'
has the musicOf but
during
inees, every effort is made to have everything restfu
— even the music is differently presented.
The tired
is invited
forgetarethechecket
agon)
of "aching
feet shopper
and headache;
her to
bundles
and she is made to feel that she is a guest in a honul
rather than a paid patron at a theatre.
"Then, when the Columbia started on its policy o:\l
presenting
price Matinee
was raisedbusiill'I
the eveningtheto better
double features,
matinee theprices.
ness,
course,areincreased,
a woman
and isi|I
bargainof price
affinities, because
until now.
the house
playing capacity both afternoon and evening approxi 1
mately 85% of the time. Very few concerts or other
special attractions are presented — it is just picture, wit*
other accompaniments as nearly perfect as our abilities
will permit.
" The the
matinee
business
secured was
at first
through
newspaper
ads.wasAttention
calledsolel)
fre
quently to the many little things that would appealjust a few lines tucked away in the corner of an ad.
Then, when they came, we worked overtime to make
them again.
want to come again and — they did come again
and
of the picture
and music.
the" Exclusive
results as follows:
The theatre
itself I— would
40 per dividt
cent;
courtesy (the kind with a smile) and personal attenj
tion — 40 per cent, and publicity — 20 per cent."

Mr. Teufel agrees with Mr. Lacey that
LIGHT attendance invariably suggests
matinee business is dependent to a great
to the exhibitor in Portland, Ore.,
the matinees at the motion picture
extent upon the casual attendant, the patron who is passing by, but insists that an
theatres. Evenings there are pretty much
the same with Saturdays and Sundays
attractive lobby display is essential in getting them into the theatre. He took charge
having a slight advantage over the other
five nights of the week, but it is the maof the People's Theatre about six months
tinee business that keeps every theatre
ago and paid the greatest attention to maLively (Continued
Hearing
from pageat2549)Albany
tinee business and tried special stunts inmanager there on edge all the time. Getcluding extra musical programs, souvenirs
part of the Russell Sage Foundation,
ting patrons into the theatres while it is
daylight outside is the problem that is for children, and vaudeville acts, but final- these would not speak.
Mrs. Waterman opened in support of;
ly discarded them all on the theory that
ever confronting them.
patrons
go
to
a
motion
picture
theatre
for
the bill. Among other things she said!
Portland has six first run houses. Each
motion picture entertainment.
that she was protesting in the name of
of the six does a good afternoon business
" A lobby display will attract them into the theatre American womanhood to pictures which
but the manager of each of them has his
but to keep them coming you've got to know how to were being shown these days as characput on a picture,"
says Mr.noticeable
Teufel. "toThewomen
matterwhoof
own particular method to which he can
presentation
is especially
teristic of the American woman.
trace the business which is done at the
seem to be vastly more sensitive to the artistic effecEllen O'Grady,
tive handling of a photoplay than men. As women
a deputy
Policeminutes
Comfor several
City, spoke
York recently
mis ioner ofNew until
make up the majority of available afternoon patrons, during which
matinees. The methods range from locatime she told her audience of what she
presentation is therefore obviously an important factor
in a steady matinee patronage.
witshe A.hadBrady
termed nessed" inperfectly
tion, through lobby displays and newsWilliam
Later "on,which
City.pictures
New Yorkawful
"Lobby
displays are
important
for patrons
get
paper advertising to special service given
their
first impression
of the
picture from
the display
her why
and asked
Mrs. O'Grady
seen
had didn't
she she
in which
of the theatre
have theto owner
outside. They form their idea of what they are to turned
by the theatre to afternoon patrons which
see from these first impressions and therefore a lobby such " terrible " pictures, arrested.
is not accorded to those attending in the
display, out of tone with the picture, makes the show
Thethelast
speaker
Lordfor O'Brian.
people
have was
been John
waiting
four years Hefor said
the
itself a disappointment. Something novel is the thing that
evening.
producers
to
straighten
things
out
and
still there had
I
strive
for,
but
when
this
doesn't
develop
I
dress
the
been
no
improvement.
lobby
in
a
manner
to
make
it
most
attractive
to
women
Location on a busy business street is
William A. Brady was introduced as one of the
and the afternoon business looks after itself."
the main essential for a good afternoon
king-pins
of talk,
the opposition
At the
" There is just one answer to the question of matinee
outset
of his
Mr. Brady atsaidsixthato'clock.
he represented
business and that is good pictures," says Mr. Metzger.
business according to Frank Lacey, manof the motion picture producing com" Good pictures will draw any time — morning, after- 90 per paniescent,
of the United States. He called attention to
noon or evening. If you have a star like Norma Talager of the Majestic Theatre.
madge you will do good business all day. There are the wonderful work that had been done by the industry
in
connection
with the Hoover drive for the relief of the
a
great
number
of
women
who
prefer
afternoon
shows
Lobby displays says F. W. Teufel, manstarving children of Europe.
but so many theatres have made their afternoon shows
Mr.
Brady
put up a proposition to the committee,
to evening performances that thev have gotager of the People's theatre in answer to secondary
ten out of the habit of coming. Give everything in which he said would work out satisfactorily all the
the same question.
the afternoon that you do in the evening and give way round, and would do away with the necessity
the bookings up to a top standard and the question
of the state passing a censorship measure. This plan
Good pictures says Gus A. Metzger,
was to meet with Mrs. Waterman. Governor Miller,
of Special
matinee service
businessfor will
ceaseis tothe exist
forofyou."
Senator Lusk, Canon Chase and others who are enmanager of the Rivoli.
women
secret
the
afternoon business done by the Liberty theatre, according
deavoring to pass the Clayton bill, and bring with
to Mr. Noble.
him ten
or
twelve
who control
and repreSpecial service to women patrons, essent
the
bulk
of theexecutives
motion picture
industry.
These
aim is to provide a restful atmosphere for men, he said, would
pecially shoppers, says Paul E. Noble of the" Our
be
perfectly
willing
to
enter into
theatre
in
the
afternoon,"
said
Mr.
Noble.
"
We
have a young woman just inside the doors whose only an agreement with the Governor and the others to the
the Liberty Theatre.
duty is to smile cheerfully and direct patrons to the
that they would not play their products in any
head usher. The head usher in turn directs them to end
Restful attitude in the theatre, and extheatre in the United States, where disreputable picthe
sections
where
the
best
seats
are
to
be
obtained
and
tures are being shown, and furthermore that the assotra courtesy is the theory and practice of the ushers themselves take pains to hurrv patrons into
ciation
all within its power to prosecute
offenders
of would
thisdo sort.
their
seats.
Many
of
the
patrons
are
tired
shoppers.
Ralph H. Winsor, manager of the Star
Others have babies with them and we have special
Republican
senators,
after an hour's conference on
service
for each.
The
woman's retiring
room individual
has sev- Wednesday night of this week, at Albany, decided to
Theatre, the holder of the Portland franeral
Chinese
maids
in
attendance.
They
have
support
the
Lusk-Clayton
motion-picture censorship
chise in Associated First National Picpowder puffs, hair pins of all sizes, and everything measure now before the New York legislature. A
else that can go to make a woman, comfortable. The
hearing on this bill was conducted on Tuesday.
tures, Inc.
women's rest room is equipped with a number of a party measure.
procedure
makes Nathan
the proposed
bill
Withreally
Governor
L. Miller
Newspaper advertising backed up by rockers and plenty of easy chairs to provide oppor- Wednesday's
openingly
advocating
a
censorship
bill,
the
chances
tunity
for
mothers
to
pacify
restless
infants."
Mr. Winsor holds similar ideas and the Star theatre appear favorable for the passage of the bill.
honest performance is the policy of the
makes a specialty of relieving patrons of all parcels
Certain amendments will be immediately made to
Columbia Theatre under the management
as they come in at the door and checking them for the bill with a view to enhancing its passage. In the
them until after the performance.
of A. C. Raleigh.
original bill it was proposed to charge ten dollars for
" If mother, sister or daughter can go downtown
passing film.
on An
eachamendment
1,000 feet orwillfraction
of origi-to
" Shopping is done chiefly in the afternoon," said and
reduce thereof
this charge
Winsor, usher
" and threenaldollars
then load
go toupa with
theatrebundles,"
knowing said
that Mr.
a courteous
and will fix the fee for each additional
Mr.isLacey
in supporting
his out
theory
location,
it
shopping
that brings
the ofpeople
that" and
are will
relieve her of her burdens and place them carecopy at two dollars instead of nine dollars, as was
available for the afternoon business of a theatre. The
fully in a check room and escort her to a comfortable
in the original measure.
number who actually attend. In other words, the prox- chair where she can relax and enjoy a good picture provided
Pictures which have been publicly exhibited in New
imity of a theatre to the place where they naturally and good music, she will jump at the chance.
York
State
prior to August 1. 1921. will be subject
go in the afternoon — the shopping district — is the one
to a tax of two dollars for each 1.000 feet or less,
" Thesphere soft
lighted
quietude
harmonious
thing that tendance.
will Muchassure
regular the
heavyMajestic
afternoon
of a well
ordered
motion andpicture
theatre isatmothe instead of three dollars as was first supposed. Eduof thea support
gets at-in antithesis
of the hustle and bustle and crush of the
cational, scientific and religious pictures ought to be
the newspapers
afternoon comes
from— people
people who
who have
haven't
read
exempt from tax. Employers will be permitted to
the
advertising
a couple
make
and
to exhibit films intended for the welfare of
department store."
" The
theatre away
is notfrom
in the
disof hours to spare between appointments, women who busy
trict butColumbia
about a block
one shopping
of the main
their employees.
finish their shopping early, transients who are in the
Therefore,
city for but a tew hours and many others who> are thoroughfares."
C. L. Grant.
it is necessary tosaid
pull Manager
people thatRaleigh.
far from " their
more
patrons incidental to the location of the theatre."

April
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The W abash Film Exchange now
is installed in its new quarters at
804 S. Wabash and is putting its
first releases on the market, which
include a two reel Western Star
Drama, " The Outlaw's ReformastarringBen
FritziTurpin
Ridgeway
and
a two tion,"reel
comedy,
" Special
Delivery,"
of the
series
of twenty
which one
the exchange
purchased from Warner Brothers.
A new list of five reel features to
be distributed by this exchange will
be announced shortly.
Milton Simon and Arthur H.
Toffler, of Selected Films, Inc., announce that they have just obtained
the rights to distribute the Jane and
Catherine Lee Comedies, two reelers, in this territory. According to
Mr. Simon, Balaban & Katz and
Lubliner & Trinz theatres already
have booked these comedies.
Nate Woody, of Pinnacle productions, is back in Chicago after a
trip to the west coast studios of
his company and reports excellent
progress in production work there.
Arrangements have been completed for some splendid fiction stories
which will be picturized starring
Neal Hart. According to Mr.
Woody, this popular star is already
working
on his fifth five-reel feature.
Manager Harthill, of Reelcraft,
has completed plans for the removal of S.
thatWabash
company's
officesS.
from 207
to 810
Wabash, the date for the change
being April 23rd. Mr. Harthill has
just returned from a trip to Kansas
City where he arranged for new
quarters for Reelcraft's Kansas City
office, it having been made necessary by the growing business to
procure larger quarters. He is
planning for the exploitation and
marketing of the new series of two
reelers and one reelers which are
now being produced in New York
and which Mr. Harthill believes
will be the best series of comedies
yet offered by Reelcraft.
George Weinberg now is covering the Illinois territory for the
Empire Film Company, having resigned from Masterpiece to accept
his present position. Mr. Weinberg
is widely known to the trade, having been connected with various exchanges as a salesman for several
years.
Helen Gardner will make personal appearances in connection
with the showing of her picture,
" The surrounding
Devil's Angel,"
in Chicago
and
territory.
Miss
Gardner has arranged to fill an
eight weeks'
engagement,
four and
of
which
will be passed
in Chicago
four in the district outside of this
citv.
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latter concern. Mr. Alcock is one
of the most widely known salesmen
in Chicago and has been connected
with the industry for many years in
various capacities.

Leo Landau, manager of the Alhambra, Milwaukee, will have
charge of the theatre into which
the Slitz Palm Garden is to be converted, according to reports reaching Chicago from Wisconsin City.

Henry Ginsberg, general salesmanager of Educational, is scheduled to arrive in Chicago shortly on
Harry Spanuth, of Common- his tour of the principal exchange
wealth Picture Corporation, visited centers. While in the Windy City,
Cleveland and Buffalo last week
confer with Chicago Manand then went on to New York in he will
ager I. Maynard Schwartz on the
the interests of his concern.
sales and exploitation plans of his
orgainzation.
Nathan, Harry and Max Ascher
and Harry Rice were the represenA. Teitel, expert in cleaning and
tatives of Ascher Brothers at the
renovating
films, and who lists
opening of their splendid Capitol among his ofpatrons
many of the
theatre in Cincinnati on the night
film companies in the counof April 2nd. They report huge largest
has removed his headquarters
crows attended the premier per- from try,112
N. La Salle street, where
formance and that the finished
he was located for several years, to
theatre has made good their pre- the third floor at 804 S. Wabash
dictions that
house would
be Ascher's
one of theCincinnati
finest in avenue. Mr. Teitel has made this
move in order to secure more space
the United States.
for his growing business and at the
same time be nearer to many of his
The Chicago Evening Journal customers.
has opened fire on a beauty contest by which some Chicago girl
Mack has taken space for
will be selected for a job with hisIrving
offices at 808 S. Wabash avenue
Christie Comedies. The Chicago
Motion Picture Machine Operators and will move into his new quarters
Union has a publicity tie-up with at an early date.
the contest for the operator's ball,
early in May. The operators comManager Tarbell of Vitagraph,
mittee wired Watterson R. Roth- has returned from a trip over the
acker, then on the coast, asking Indiana territory where he sees
him to find a producing company signs of an early improvement in
which would give a Chicago contest business.
winner a chance in the movies and
through him, Al E. Christie and
Fred Aiken, of Superior Screen
Charles Christie readily consented
to give one more Chicago girl an Service, is taking an optimistic view
opportunity to shine in the movie of the business situation, which is
constellation.
shared by many other exchange
managers and states that exhibitors,
of whom were over sold, are
W. H. Rudolph of New York was many
getting back to normal and that a
in Chicago this week in connection marked
pick up in business already
with the opening of " Without is apparent.
Limit," leased
the through
superMetro,
featurewhich
being has
rebeen booked into the entire chain of
F. H. Fisher, of La Salle, owner
Ascher Brothers' theatres. Mr. of a string of theatres in Illinois,
Rudolph is enthusiastic over the has added the Majestic Theatre,
success of this picture at the Capitol Madison, Wisconsin, to his list of
in New York and other key cities houses and opened last week.
where it has been shown and predicts heavy business in Chicago.
Eddy Grossman has resigned
from
the sales department of ParThe Bushmint Company
amount to become assistant to Genutors of Synchronized Scenario
eral Manager Al Lichman, of Asdistribin the
sociated Producers, and already
Music
Chicago Company's
territory, hasscores
take n offices left for New York to assume his
in the new Guenther Bui lding at new duties.
Tenth and Wabash avenue
its new
pects to be established in
Dan Roche, publicity man for
and end
exand larger quarters about the
Famous Players-Lasky, spent last
of the month.
week in Milwaukee putting over
" The Witching Hour " at the Butterfly Theatre, where it made a
Julius A. Alcock, recently connected with the Stoll Film Corpora- house record. One of the publicitystunts
.
use"d by Mr. Roche
tion's Chicago branch, has joined
Superior Screen Service sales staff was to put witching hour signs on
and will cover the north side for the all street clocks in Milwaukee.

Publicitv Director Hill, of Universal, has returned from Peoria
where he aided in the exploitation
and advertising of " Outside The
Law," which played at the Apollo.

Merit Film Exchange will move
from its present quarters in the
Film Exchange Building to 810 S.
Wabash about April 23rd, according to plans completed by
Manager Pador. Masterpiece also
will move to 810 S. Wabash at
the same time.

Jimmy Gillick will hereafter be
known as the Pathe salesman de
luxe, as he is now touring the
country with his newly-made bride
in a private car. The trip will include New Orleans, Yellowstone
Park and other points of interest.
Jimmy's father is general manager
of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, and loaned his son
his own car for the extended
honeymoon.
Manager Aschman of Pathe, and
his sales force put their shoulders
to the wheel in earnest during
Brunet month and the result, according to Manager Aschman, was
an eighty per cent increase in new
business.
business over the average month's
The new Madison weekly magazine, of which Ben. Serkowich,
live wire publicity man for Dee
Robinson in Peoria, is editor and
publisher, is one of the snappiest
and best turned out house organs
published in the central west and is
full of information and stories
which the fans enjoy reading. It
contains the programs of the new
Madi son for a week ahead and is
helping Dee Robinson keep his
splendid new house full to the last
row every night.
" The Devil," George Arliss feature released through Pathe, is doing exceptional business at Barbee's
and following
two theatre,
week's
engagement
at this itsloop
will be played for a week at the
the
Bijouloop.Dream and Boston, also in
Manager Lesserman, of Universal, predicts that
" Reputation,"
the
forthcoming
release
with Priscilla
Dean in the leading role, will be
the greatest success of any picture
produced to date featuring this
popular star.
A. J. Abrams, of Synchronized
Scenario Music Company, will
hereafter be located in New York
where he has opened offices for his
company at 209 West 48th street.
Salesmanager Mintz of Synchroncompany.
ized is away on a trip closing up a
few remaining territories for his
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hing about the
to tell you somet
WANT Week
I Music
idea. Particularly I want to
call it to the attention of all those exhibitors in New York City and land outlying the
metropolitan district.
Music Week is April 17th to 24th, inclusive,
and, while it only affects the particular district
I mention, nevertheless, what is being done will
be of interest and importance to all the field.
Look at your calendar and see what you can
do to tie up to the movement.
This is the second annual Music Week which
New York City has attempted. Last year's was
most successful, and about fifty other cities
took it up and held their own special events.
A volume about the idea was written by C. M.
Tremaine, whose Bureau for the Advancement
of Music was responsible for the plan. This
book is available.
What is Music Week?
The intention of the committee is to bring
good music dramatically and forcefully to the
attention of all the people all the time during
the seven days. To that end a widespread propaganda has been carried on involving clergy,
the educators, the business people, the civic
authorities, the institutions, the musical agencies, the newspapers, etc.
Whatever you can do for music and to aid
in the effort to bring good music to all your
people during that week is one thing.
But there is a very different reason for finding a genuine interest in the Music Week.
And that reason is plain : The combination of
all the activities in focussing the minds of the
public upon music can be made to work for
your house.
Your house can be made to work for music,
but music can be made to work for your house.
Co-operation ! There's the big word in this
Music Week idea. Every force which is interested in the art and every force which is interested in using the art for its own particular
end,- are pulling one big train, and you are on
that train if your house is utilizing music as
part of the entertainment for your patrons.
Indeed, I make a very important assertion.
Everything which happens of a musical nature
contributes to your profit, if your house stands
for music.
The Music Week Committee is headed by
important individuals. The honorary members
are Otto H. Kahn, Charles M. Schwab and
George Eastman, and on the committee proper
are the following : Berthold Neuer, C. M. Tremaine, R. B. Aldcroftt, Philip Berolzheimer,
Artur Bodanzky, W. C. Bradford, Dr. William
C. Carl, Hollis E. Davenny, Charles H. Ditson,
Julian Edwards, Thomas A. Edison, William
L. Ettinger, John C. Freund, Father Finn,
George H. Cartlan, Rubin Goldmark, Charles
H. Green, S. Hurok, Herman Irion, Charles D.
Isaacson, J. F. B. Lanier, Leonard Liebling,
Richard W. Lawrence, Robert Lawrence, Rev.
Dr. William T. Manning, Rev. Dr. Charles H.
Parkhurst, Anning S. Prall, Mrs. Arthur M.
Reiss, Hugo Riesenfeld, S. L. Rothapfel, Rev.
Dr. Joseph Silverman, Sigmund Spaeth, Frederick T. Steinway, Joseph Stransky, H. B. Tremaine, Rodman Wanamaker, Edward Ziegler.
A committee of patrons includes the wealthiest and most influential women in New York.

Picture

Music

Charles

D.

Week

Isaacson

A committee of musicians brings together the
foremost artists.
The motion picture industry is represented
by Samuel Rothafel and Hugo Riesenfeld, and
if I mention it, by myself. Then, too, the secretary of the committee and the real figure behind the whole gigantic activity, Mr. C. M. Tremaine is intensely interested in motion pctures,
and is one of the committee of five of the Association of Motion Picture Interests.
The Music Week Committee, under the special direction of Miss Lowden, sister of Governor Lowden, who was one of the leading candidates for the Presidency of the United States,
some special plans for motion pichas arranged
ture theatres. An official design which is being
used on the posters, window cards and all advertising matter is also made for a cover for
the theatre programs. I understand that these
are all printed and can be had for less than
cost. I believe that the Capitol, Rivoli, Rialto
are scheduled to use them, along with many
other theatres.
There have been made some excellent slides
which are available for your use. (You may
communicate direct with Miss Lowden, Suite
509, 105 West 40th St., New York City, for
information on these specific matters.)
Then there are some special suggestions for
musical activities.
On the afternoon of Sunday, April 17th, a
great chorus will join along with the churches
in their simultaneous playing of the chimes.
You could at the same hour (three o'clock)
and anhave your organist play the chimes
nounce itin your program or on the screen.
On a certain afternoon the Metropolitan
Opera House will hold a special matinee^you
could play a selection from that opera and
announce on the screen why.
On Saturday, April 16th, the New York
Globe will issue a massive music supplement in
honor of the week and will carry the news of
every think that is going to be done. You have
the privilege of that space for your own special
announcements. Get your plans down in black
and white and sent it to the Music Supplement
Editor, New York Globe, 73 Dey Street, New
York City. I know that he will use it. The
reason I know especially well is because I am
that editor.
The Evening Mail will, I believe, also issue a
supplement and I presume will be equally happy
to co-operate with you. Possibly some of the
other papers are planning to do big things — but
so far have been quiet about it. Although any
one who reads any paper has seen many articles,
many items, encouraging reports of the publicity
which is being given to the activity.
In C. M. Tremaine's book, the following facts
are significoncerning the* First Music Week
cant because the Second Music Week will more
than double everything here recorded:
More than 1,700 different organizations took
an active part.
Each organization furnished the means of
participating to a great number of individuals.
The public schools reached nearly 1,000,000
children, the churches between 300,000 and 400,000 adults.
Publicity of nearly 10,000 inches was given
the event.

Civic, state and all other authorities aided.
Now what are we all going to do to use th
Second Music Week to push forward the mu
sical activities of the picture theatres.
The exhibitors within the affected district
can take quick and important advantage or.
everything that is being done. Make the week :
gala one. Plaster the musical idea all over th(
theatre and your publicity. Make the following
line important:
EVERY WEEK IS MUSIC WEEK
IN THEBut During
THEATRE,
Music Week We Have
Super Music Week!
Those outside the metropolitan district cannot get any of the effect being created. But
please remember that other cities are planning
to make their own music week. If you want
to be kept in touch with the plans of your city
the moment that the first suggestion gets under
way — ask Mr. Tremaine to keep you informed.
He tells me that he will be happy to keep you
in touch with all new musical ideas of which
his bureau is cognizant. His address is 105
West 40th St., New York City.
But here's the biggest idea of all :
Why not start a music week in your city yourself. You be responsible for it. You get together the committee of all the important city
and state and local authorities. You be the
chairman, the sponsor, the big leader. You
make the date, you lead the way.
The newspapers of your city will take it up.
You will get all the publicity; so will your
house, incidentally. And you will stand as the
prime music mover of your community.
Certainy the time is ripe. And with the
Bureau and Mr. Tremaine and the leading authorities, and your humble servant, the writer
of these words, behind you to prompt, advise
and aid you, there can be no failure.
A

Beginning of Musical
Interpretation
None of the various interests represented at
the recent picture-music conference in New York
has shown a greater interest in the development
of better music for the films than the Boston
Music Company, which has not only published
a great deal of music peculiarly fitted for picture interpretation but has also brought out
what is really the pioneer text book for moving picture musicians *' Musical Accompaniof Moving
This mentbook,
writtenPictures."
by Edith Lang and George
West, is a practical hand book for picture players and while it makes highly interesting general
reading, it best serves its purpose as a reference
work for those engaged in playing for the
movies. Miss Lang is organist at the Exeter
theatre in Boston and the book, an exposition
of the principles underlying the musical interpretation of moving pictures, is as authoritative,
as only actual experience can make it.
" Musical Accompaniment of Moving Pictures " is divided into three parts, the first of
{Continued on page 2610")
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FIRST NATIONAL
Nineteen and Phyllis —
Packed house every night. Pleasing
picture. (East.)
Very poor for all week. Fair picture.
(East.)
Passion —
Wonderful picture but it brought only
fair patronage. (Middle West.)
brought great
Greats. picture,
busines
(West.) and it
Old Sivimmin Hole —
Fine picture which drew good business.
(West.)
The Great Adventure—
A poor picture and business was below
average during run. (Middle West.)

hkey —
's Latc
MyAn Lady
e picture but poor business.
West.)
(Middleaverag

Dinty —
reGreat picture. Large boxmy office
patrons.
(East.) ceipts. Certainly pleased

—
The Woman in His House
angle,
An excellent picture from every
over
and business was splendid. Went
supremely
and
purposeful,
big. Sincere,
. (East.)
dramatic
Man — Woman — Marriage—
big
result,
woman's
A regular
tripled
returns — that
office picture
and box
houses
continued. Held over
t
engagemen
the
as
for second week. (Middle West.)
Trust Your Wife—
Katherine MacDonald heads the list of
stars here. All her picpopulartures gofeminine
over big. This one much better
business corresthan predecessors,
pondingly bigger. and
(Middle West.)
FAMOUS PLAYERS
O'Malley
of the
— but not
Satisfactory
box Mounted
office returns,
up to usual Hart receipts. (East.)
A good picture, but a weak drawing
card. Only a fair house for the week.
(Middle West.)
Business was good with this one. A
good picture that pleased the usual Hart
crowds. (East.)
The Price of Possession —
Oneton hasofeverthe done.
poorest(East.)
things Ethel ClayA fair picture and fair puller. (East.)
The Faith Healer —
The picture seemed to be only fair
and it had little appeal. Business was
not very good. (East.)
Interest and crowds disappointing. Advertised as a upsecond
" Miracle
but
public fed
on this
type.Man,"
(Middle
West.)

ON

Big
FROM

Forbidden Fruit —
The name DeMille is a large drawing
card and this certainly is a fine picture.
Result — extra large business. (West.)
Great picture — drew splendidly. (East.)
Chickens—
Too weak even for the chickens.
Wouldn't
stand (West.)
on a double program as aeven
comedy.

N

E

IV

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

Say

THEATERS

STATE RIGHT
All Dolled Up—
A nice little picture, with no special
attraction. Gladys Walton scores again,
A rather confused mixture of melodrama and wild animal scenes. An efas
little " flapper,"
quitea pert
a following.
(East.) and is gaining
fort is—made to hook up the animal plot
Kazan
with the
main plot, but unsuccessfully.
Dandy little picture. Had more than The scenic effects are good, and the picthe usual business with it. (West.)
ture draws because of its novelty. (West.)
Good business attended this feature.
Picture pleasingly done. (West.)
advertising
campaign brought reTheGoodMask
— (Middle
sults on this.
West.)
UNITED ARTISTS

About the usual Douglas MacLean
feature;
good farce,(Middle
but notWest.)
up to "23 y2
Hours' Leave."
Hidden
TheFindNutthis an average picture with the ThePicture
withLight
high — ideals but only of
usual business. (Middle West.)
average
amusement
only fair
TheAttracted
Gilded capacity
Lily — ■ audiences for a
business for week. value.
(Middle Did
West.)
This
picture
went
over
big.
It
has
seven-day run. (East.)
very good entertaining values. (West.)
Fine business with this picture. My
This picture attracted big audiences
GOLDWYN
and house was packed every performance. patrons like Doug and of course turned
out strong to see his picture. (West.)
(West.)
Roads
of lyDestiny
—
Artistical
and dramatica
lly, very fine,
Beau Revel —
business. Miss Fredthe
get
not
did
but
The
Love
Light
—
Clever story with many new angles business.
erick's
admirers
did
not
like
An average
picture
and
drew
only
fair
her in this.
(West.)
Sorry, for thought it was great,
myself
which makes a very high class and in(East.)
teresting photoplay. Drew splendidly
and we played to big business for the
REALART
week. (Middle West.)
A Fair
Tale picture
of Two Worldswith which I had average
TheA lavish
Furnaceproduction
—
(West.)
The Inside of the Cup —
with a weak plot. business.
A splendid feature which pleased both Fair drawing card. The two titles given
reviewers and audiences. Played to ex- to the picture do not seem to help it
cellent business. (Middle West.)
any in getting across. One would be
PAT HE
plenty. (Middle West.)
The Charm School —
Tlte Devil to Pay —
Delightful from start to end. Reid one
SouTs Eve —
Crackerjack mystery story, with some
of the biggest favorites of screen out AllVery
good picture. Receipts poor. shivers
and creepy business and plenty
here. Big business uninterrupted all (East.)
of thrills. Business excellent. (East.)
week. (Middle West.)
Ducks and Drakes —
Best Bebe Daniels has to her credit up Now or Never —
What Every Women Knows — ■
date. Business was better than it has
High class picture that appeals to the to
An up-to-the-minute picture that carbeen
for several weeks. (Middle West.)
discriminating. Well liked by those who
ries a " punch " and fully satisfies the
expectation
of the public. A sure-fire
saw it,thebutpopulation
didn't have
universal
pull
West.)
with
at alarge.
(Middle
hit.
Showed
in conjunction with "Blind
TheA good
Snob —picture and business was fine
during the showing of it. (West.)
METRO
TheNo Bait—
good. Nothing to it. People
SELZNICK
didn't like it. (Middle West.)
The Greatest Love —
Showed
with Harold
and in
Soulconjunction
—■
A popular theme so naturally acted as Body
Wives."
Lloyd house
in " Now
or
Never
"
and drew
The Passionate Pilgrim —
to have a tremendous appeal. The cast good
all week. The latter
picturea
Worst business yet. Liked by the makes this picture great which could
few that saw it. (West.)
theWest.)
box office " punch," however
otherwise have been tawdry and trite. carried
(Middle
Opened the new theatre. (Middle West.)
The Love Special —
Someone in the House —
A very (East.)
good picture, drawing good The Inner Voice —
business.
Only a mediocre picture. Business
A picture to think about. Opened to
better than average, and continued to just about average. (East.)
hold its own throughout the engagement.
The Kentuckians —
(Middle West.)
picture,
all.A fair
Business
was but
bad italldidn't
week, draw
thoughat
this house usually does well regardless The Sin That Was His — ■
EQUITYbest. Only a fair
of the picture it runs. (East.)
Fairly pleasing
This is not Young's
business.
(West.) and drew fairly good picture
(East.)
with fair business.
The Witching Hour —
Hush
—
Elliott lacking
Dexter's asbest
yet. Theof title
ROBERTSON-COLE
slightly
a creator
publicis
interest, but the picture itself is a busiWhat's a Wife Worth?
ness getter. A good house throughout
the week. (Middle West.)
Advertised heavily, and did a business
that was just fair. The story was — just
not quite there, though it is hard to point
Silk Hosiery —
Rotten picture. Attendance fair. Title
out its really
big faults. It just didn't
register.
(East.)
acriticized.
misnomer.
Severely and adversely
(East.)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS

The Ghost in the Garret —
Attendance good. Fair picture. (East.)

Brewster's Millions —
of the Stars —
Best box office returns in three months. Frontier
Thomas Meighan in one of the most
Thoroughly pleased and people talked absurd plots seen here in a long time.
about it which brought increasing Didn't go with us. (Middle West.)
throngs. (Middle West.)
UNIVERSAL
Tickles 'em stiff — doing big. (West.)
The Easy Road —
Outside the Law —
Tremendous business all week. Will
Showed in conjunction with Lloyd
Hamilton business.
in " Moonshine."
week'sa hold over for another week. (West.)
capacity
The pictureA offers
good field for exploitation. Thomas
Went over big. Audiences seemed well
Meighan at his best. (Middle West.)
pleased with the entertainment. (West.)
Standing up well on second week. Very
Nothing extraordinary in this picture,
good production. (West.)
but business was fair. (West.)

Excellent
Lying
Lips —business. Audiences enjoyed
production
(East.)immensely. Held for week
run.
V1TAGRAPH
Black Beauty —
Business satisfactory because of the
excellence of the picture and the fact
that
so many
(Middle
West.) children come to see it.
FOX
This
ad for
" The Ki4
and "byWhile
the Devil
Laughs,"
ten "inches
four
columns, is Newark,
by the Terminal
theatre,
N. J.

Blind
—
PictureWives
is below
average in entertainment value. Business fair. (West.)
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REPORTS

YORK

THE

CITY

Mark Strand Theatre —
Overture — "II Guarany," by the
Strand Symphony Orchestra.
Current
Review.Events — Strand Topical
Prologue — Interpreted by Spanish
Dancers, Senor Juan Hernandex, Senorita Enriqueta Bonilla ; Spanish Marimba Players
and Senorita Pilar Arcos and
Senoritas Pubillones; "The
PassionMartel,
Flower,"
sung by
Joseph
Baritone.
Feature — The Passion Flower —
Norma Talmadge.
Comedy—
JohnnyTorchy's
Hines. Night - Hood —
Organ Solo — "Gavotte" from
" Mignon," played by F. M.
Smith and Herbert Sisson, organists.
Next Week — The Oath — R. A.
Walsh and Neighbors — Buster
Keaton.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture
— " II Guarany " by Rivoli
Orchestra.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Vocalbaritone.
— " Homing," by Carl Rollins,
Feature— The City of Silent MenThomas Meighan.
Vocal — Aria from " Ernani " sung
by Alma Doria, soprano.
Educational — Eve's Leaves — Ollendorff Sketchograf.
Organ Solo — " Love's Dream,"
played by Prof. F. Swinnen.
Capitol Theatre —
Overtu
— " 1812," by Capitol
Grand reOrchestra.
Novelty Ballet Divertissement (a)
Caprice; (b) Grotesque Dance;
(c) Valse Bluette; (d) Mazurka.
Educational — A Day with John
Burroughs.
Vocal— (a) The Temple Bells; (b)
Less Than the Dust; (c)
Kashimiri Song; (d) Till I
Wake, sung by Erik Bye and
Capitol Ensemble ; pantomime
by Mile. Gambarelli, Doris
Niles, Leon Leonidow, Talia
Zanou and Alexander Oumansky.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Feature — The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari.
Rialto Theatre —
Overture
Barber of Seville," by
Rialto— "Orchestra.
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
Musical
— "Gypsy
Airs" — Sascha
Fidelman,
violinist.
Feature— The Little Clown— Mary
Miles Minter.
from " Mignon,"
Vocal—
by Grace Hoffmann.
sungPolonaise
— SunComedy
shine.— The Great Secret
Organ Solo — S e 1 e c t i o n s from
"Faust," played by John Priest.

WEEK

OF

Run
FROM

Picture

APljlL

9

News

TH

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

SAN FRANCISCO
Mission Theatre —
WILLIAM DeMILLE
S
Cartoon— Mutt and Jeff— Fox.
Novelty — Kineto Review.
Production of SIR JAMES N.BARRIE"
Featur
e— The Nut— Douglas Fairbanks.
Given with a prologue with
ured.
What EveryWoma
special set and a "nut" song featKnows
California Theatre —
Current Events— From all releases.
Continued
Week Another
!
Orchestra— Selections from " The
Firefly " and 'I'll Keep on LovMAlh CONRAD NAGEUndLOIS W1LSOH
Novelt
y— Topics of the Day—
Pathe.
MAURICE
S
1 . OEAV'S T=Special— Blanche Herz's Kiddies
HOPE s
ing You.""The Little Tin SolEUCLID a*/
present
BAIT
f HAMPTON
TOURNFX'R'S,
Rose Dela Cruz Philippine vio^ *?"
lin virtuoso, recent leader of the
ALHAMBRA
at
iceek
this
" playing
Every Woman
" WhatStillman
Philippine Constabulary OrchesHalf page display onLoew's
theatre, Knows
Cleveland
tra in selections.
Feature— The Witching Hour— FaCriterion Theatre —
mous Players.
Chine's Broadway Theatre —
Second
Next Week— Straight Is the Way.
Tommy. week of Sentimental Novelty — Movie Chats.
Special — Vocal Solo.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Imperial
— en Fruit
Second dier."
weekTheatre
of Forbidd
Lyric
Theatre
—
Sixth week of The Four Horse- Comedy — Dummy Love — Gaiety.
Next Week— The Gilded Lily.
men of the Apocalypse.
Feature — The Plaything of BroadTivoli
Theatre
—
way— Justine Johnston.
Third week
of Passion
.
Next
Week
—
Out
of
the
Chorus.
LOS ANGELES
Next Week— 19 and Phvllis.
Kinema Theatre —
Rialto TheatreOverture — Mile. Modiste.
California Theatre —
Feature— Boys Will Be Boys— Will
Overture — "The Beautiful Gal- Current Events — Kinograms.
Rogers.
Comedy
— Holy Smoke — Mermaid Comedy—
Thrills
Educational.
Current Events — Fox News.
Next Week— The Greatest Love.
Special — Grecian dance number
Organ — " A Perfect Day."
Frolic Theatre —
given by five girls.
Special — Musical act with featured
Feature— All Dolled
Up— Centurv.
Feature — Mamma's
atea."
performers.
stance Talmadge. Affair — Con- Comedy— A Bunch of KissesFeature — The Mistress of Shenstone — Pauline Frederick.
NextHole.
Week — The Old Swimmin' NextCent
U TV. The Smart Sex.
Week—
Comedy— The Hick — Vitagraph.
Next Week — The Spenders.
DENVER
Tally's
TheatreScenic — In
Dutch — Educational.
Grauman's Theatre —
Special
—
Boy
violinist
in
selected
Overture Events
— " Babes
in Toyland."
numbers.
Current
— Pathe
News.
America Theatre —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Organ
—
"
The
Little
Tin
Soldier."
Scenic- — Cascades of Yellowstone Feature — The Off-Shore Pirate — Vocal—" Now I Lay Me Down to
Metro.
Park— Pathe Color.
Sleep " — B a r i t o n e solo by
Henry Klotz.
Cartoon — Clean Your Feet — Bud Next Week — The Devil.
News. Events — International
and Susie.
Current
Ambassador Theatre —
Special
fashion taking
show Current Events — Kinograms.
with— Children's
fifty youngsters
A Tale of Two Worlds—
Goldwyn.
Special — One-act play, The Vacuum, Feature—
presented
with
selected
cast.
Feature — The Dollar a Year Man
Metro.— Hard Luck — Keaton
Feature — The Great Adventure — Comedy
—part.
Roscoe Arbuckle.
Lionel Barrymorc.
Next Week— The Little Clown.
Next Week — Straight Is the way.
Alhambra
Theatre
—
Rivoli Theatre —
Superba
Current Theatre
Events —— International Current Events — Kinograms.
News.
Overture — " Piqua Dame."
Cartoon — Flivvering — Mutt and Comedy
— The Skippers Scheme —
First National.
Special — Vocal and violin solos.
Comedy
—
Century
release.
Comedy
tury.— A Bunch of Kisses — Cen- Feature — The First Born — Robert- Cartoon — Flivvering — Mutt and
son-Cole.
Feature
— The
Magnificent Beast —
Current Events— Fox News.
Jeff.
Frank
Mayo.
Vocal — " Tosca " — Tenor solo by
Miller's Theatre—
Harry
Young. Harper.
Comedv
— Now or Never — Llovd —
Fathe.
Symphony Theatre —
Feature — Hush — Clara Kimball
Overture
—
"Carmen."
Current Events — Fox News.
Current Events — Kinograms and Next Week — Lying Lips.
Cartoon— Flivering — Mutt and Jeff.
Jeff.
local pictures.
Feature — The Killer — Pathe.
Comedy — The Jockey — Fox.
Special — Violin and organ solos.
Rialto Theatre —
Feature — The Road Demon — Tom Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Orchestra
— " My— Pathe
Mammy."
Fourth week of Forbidden Fruit.
Mix.
Current Events
News.
Next Week— The Last of the Mo- Fifth week of "The Four Horse- Novelty
Pathe.
—
Topics
of
the
Dav —
hicans.
men of the Apocalypse."
CSW;;s

STILLMAN

I
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Feature — Alice Joyce in Her Lord
and Master.
Intermission — " I'm Missin' Mammy's Kissin'.".
Coming Feature
— Priscilla Dean in
Outside the Law.
Pantheon Theatre —
Popular organ selections.
Overture — Topics
" Sakuntala."
Pantheon
and Travel.
Specialty — Chimes Solo, " The Love
Bird," by Joseph Suhomski.
Cartoon
— Bud and Susie in Crazy
Ideas.
Prologue — Egyptian street scenes
from " Kismet," by Senor
Zanco.
Feature — Kismet.
Coming
Idol. Feature — The Small Town

TomMoore
RupertHughes
ftcjhtin' , jokin' and
loye-makiti' stony
HOLD TOUR HORSES
Wurra.Wurra'
tts :*3ted i.thriV!
CARAVAN WAS A
Chambermaid to Filth Avenue
Hit advtnturtt unfold a wonderful nory. and rveryon* agrif that it Tom Moor*'* b*tt pic tar*.
TOM SANTSCHI - "THE
Ymm'U <Um atjaaryonRitanatch
and open
yoar
thia .DEATH
•WMJkDF'
drama htrrt
of »acri/ic* and tuiparur.
TKAr
Four column by full page depth ad on
" Holdtheatre
Your Horses
" by Wash.
the Victory
of Tacoma,
Feature — The Dollar a Year Man
— Roscoe Arbuckle.
Next Week — The Love Special.
SEATTLE
Clemmer Theatre —
Overture — " Second Hungarian
" he Review.
Rha
al dic
ionpso
— Pat
Educat
Events — International
Current
News.
Novelty—
Pathe. Topics of the Day—
Feature— The Saphead— Metro.
Coming — The Smart Sex.
Liberty Theatre —
Orchestra — "Do You Ever Think
oft MeEv?"ents — Jensen and Von
Curren
Herberg News.
— Now or Never — Lloyd —
Comedy
Pathe. Featured in the billing.
Feature— Bunty Pulls the Strings
— Goldwyn.
Next Week — Kazan.

Riviera Theatre —
Overture
— Selections
from " Sally."
Scenic — The
Wanderlust.
Specialty — " Faust " (prison scene)
by Miss Marjorie Dodge Warner, soprano ; Mr. Sudworth
Frazier, tenor, and Herbert
Gould, basso.
Topical Events — Literary Digest.
Prologue— —Charles
" Kid Days."
Feature
Ray in The Old
Swimmin' Hole.
Comedy — High and Dry.
Coming Feature — Mamma's Affair.
Barbee's Loop Theatre —
Overture — " Poet and Peasant."
Universal Weekly.
Literary Digest.
Comedy — Nobody's Wife.
Prologue — Barbee's Presentation.
Feature — The Devil, featuring
George Arliss.
Coming Feature — Black Beauty.
Randolph Theatre —
Organ selections.
Comedy — Beat It.
Feature — Wallace Reid in The Love
Special.
Coming
Feature
— Marion Davies in
Buried
Treasure.

Feature — Prisoners of Love — Betty
Compson.
Next Week — Straight Is the Way.
Madison
Overture ——" Dance of the Hours."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Novelty
Band.— Royal Philippine String
Feature — The Witching Hour.
Next Week — The Kentuckians.
Washington
— Only Girl."
Overture — " The
Current
ing. Events — Fox News.
Comedy — Mutt and Jeff in FliverFeature — Skirts.
Vocal — F. Vincent Kuhn.
Feature — Know Your Men — Pearl
White.
Next Week — Tom Mix in Hands
Off.

Novelty Number — Newhafer production,Love's
"
Old Sweet
Song," with orchestral accompaniment.
KANSAS CITY
Newman Theatre —
Overture — " Finlandia
Newman News and Views.
Comedy — The
Toonerville Fire
Brigade.
Organand A.
Selections
Morgan.— F. Landwher
Exit
— " Topsy."
SpecialMarch
scenic
effects and vocal
number in conjunction with the
overture.
Feature — Not Guilty.
NextKnows.
Week — What Every Woman

CINCINNATI

Liberty Theatre —
Overture
— " Fairy Like."
News
— Pathe.
Current
Events
—
Pathe
No.
26.
Comedy
—
Pathe.
WalnutSelections — Miss Susie Goff
Topics of the Day — Literary Di- Organ
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston.
gest, No. 100.
Fairbanks in
Nextriage.
Week — Man, Woman, Mar- Feature
"The— Douglas
Nut."
Next Week — Out of the Chorus.
Doric Theatre —
Overture
Hits —from
" Irene."
Strand ——Events
Current
Pathe,
No. 27.
Overture
— " Poet and Peasant."
News International.
Comedy
—
Now
or
Never
—
Harold
Lloyd.
Comedy — Universal.
Feature— Not Guilty.
Organ Selections
ens and Robert— Philip
K. Hale.F. StevCurrent Events — Fox No. 29.
Special Number
Coon andplaying
Sanders Jazz —Orchestra
Sunshine Comedy.
special
selections
in
conjunction
GiftsFeature — The Man
Who Had
with the feature.
Everything.
Feature — The County Fair.
Next tinued.
Week — The County Fair, conNew
Royal
Theatre
—
Overture
— Special
selections
with
Earl Nesbit
singingOrchestra.
" Rose "
with
New Royal
Also special stage settings and
lighting effects with song.
News — Royal Screen Magazine.
Comedy — You'll be Surprised.
OrganMrs. Selections
— L. Flint and
H. E. Bassford.

Ziegfeld
Incidental Theatre
music by —orchestra.
Pathe Topics of the Day.
Weekly.
Feature — Douglas Fairbanks in The
Nut. Third Week.
Comedy — Make It Snappy.
Coming Feature — East Lynne.
DETROIT

Adams —
Overture — " Dance of the Hours."
Current Events — Free Press Film
Edition.
Prelude — Ruth Chase, soprano and
Lewis Vicary, reader.
Feature — Man, Woman, Marriage.
Next Week — Wallace Reid in The
Love Special.
CHICAGO
Broadway Strand —
Overture
di LammerTivoli Theatre —
moor. — " Lucia
Overture — " Hungarian Rhapsody." Current Events — International
News.
— " Carmen."
Specialty Events.
Topical
Novelty — Ballet solo by Norma
Wasser.
Organ
Solo—
" A Perfect Day," by
Jesse
Crawford.
Comedy — Holy Smoke.
Literary Digest.
Vocal— Ruth Hellog Waite.
Memories."
Childhood
Prologue—
— The Easy Road, Thomas
Ray in The Old Feature
Feature— "Charles
Meighan.
Swimmin' Hole.
Next Week — Dorothy Dalton in
Comedy— High & Dry.
The Idol of the North.
Coming Feature — Mamma's Affair.
Woodlawn Theatre —
Majestic——" Madama Butterfly."
Woodlawn Grand Organ — Excerpts Overture
Current Events — Pathe News.
from
"
Carmen."
Vocal — Aubrey Gittleman.
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
Comedy — Larry Semon
in The Comedy — Up and Upper — Century.
Hick.
Vocal — Jackson Murray and Marion Mills in repertoire of old
Overtures-Selections from Arthur
songs.
Sullivan's the "Mikado."

well,
played by him and Chas.
McClure.

Something unusual in displays, the
work
of the Adams
for "19
and Phyllis."
In size theatre
the display
vat
ten inches by four columns
Current
Palace — Events — Kinograms.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest, No. 100.
Feature — World's Apart.

Exit March
— " Worth
My Mammy."
Feature—
What's
While.
Next Week — Ducks and Drakes,
Bebe Daniels.
New Twelfth Street Theatre —
Overture — Popular selections.
News — Screen Magazine.
Two-reel Western — The Desert
Wolf.
Vocal Number—" Now I Lay Me
Down to Sleep," sung by Floyd
White, tenor.
Exit —March
— " Maizie." in The
Feature
Dollar"Fatty"
a Year Arbuckle
Man.
Next Week — The Kentuckians.

CLEVELAND
Overture — -Excerpts from " PagCapitol — by Vernon Jacobson,
" Tickle
Prologue
baritone, in character.
Overture — Liszt's " Second
Current
— Capitol News
garian
Rhapsody,"
liacci."Events
L.
Day.
Events
Novelty, including
orchestra,
direction by H.State
ePathe News and Topics of the Stat
Spitalny.
Theme — Selections from
Song — ■" The Song of Songs," Margaret Spaulding, soprano.
Current Events — Pathe NewsHunFeature — Hold Your Horses.
Pathe Review.
venng.
Tableau — " The Thinker." Replica Cartoon— Mutt and Jeff in
of Rodin's Statue in center
stage. Tableau on right and
left stages. On right, piano Vocal Selections— James McMahon,
baritone,
singing
solo, "To a Wild Rose;" on
" Round the
Reo." " Duna " and
playground of
left, baritone solo, " Oh, Prom- Scenic — Trouville
France — Prizma.
FlivSpecial Number — " Wang Wang
—
Get-Rich-Quick-Edgar
Comedy—
Blues,"
arranged
by
Lloyd
KidEdgar
Comedy.
ise Me."
e."
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Feature — Wallace Reid in " The
Charm School."
Next Week— Bert Lytcll in " A
Message from Mars."
Allen—
Overture — " Caprice Italian " by
Tschkowsky, Philip Spitalny,
director.
Theme — Selections from " Flora
Bella."Events — Allenette, comCurrent
posed of Selznick News, Fox
News Weekly and Kineto Review.
Musical Prologue — Contralto and
baritone duet, singing " Baby
O'Mine " and " Just a Song at
Twilight."
Comedy — Hall Room Boys in "High
and — Dry."
Feature
The Greatest Love with
Vera Gordon.
Next Week— Black Beauty.
Stillman —
Overture — " Lucia."
Theme — " Dear Land of Romance "
— Heriod — and the waltz song
■ from " Maytime."
Current Events — Kinograms —
Literary Digest.
Comedy — Just in Time.
Feature — What
Every Woman
Knows — Second week.
Next Week— The Gilded Lily, with
Mae Murray.
Euclid —
Theme — Medley of popular tunes.
Current Events — Pathe News No.
27— Pathe Review.
Comedy — Holy
Smoke — Mermaid
Comedy.
Feature — The Bait.
Next Week — The Lure ot 1 outh.
ParkWorm " with
Overture — " Glow
special twinkling colored lighting effect with lights going on
and off.
Theme — " Pretty Maiden is a Joy
Maiden."
Current
Events — Topics of the
Day — Pathe Review.
Comedy — Scrappily Married —
Christie comedy.
Feature — Ducks and Drakes, featuring Bebe Daniels.
Next Week — Paying the Piper.
Metropolitan —
Overture — " Orpheus."
Theme — " My American Beauty,"
an original song composition,
written by Philip Spitalny, and
dedicated to Katherine McDonald.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Educational — Bray Pictograph.
Comedy — Rush Orders — Snub Pollard comedy.
Feature — Katherine McDonald in
"Trust Your Wife."
Special— The History of First
National — One reel.
Next Week — Sowing the Wind.
Strand —
Overture — " Merry Wives of Wind-

Motion
Current Events — Kinograms.
Comedy — Pathe.
Feature — East Lynne — Mabel Ballin.

oar
Marguerite
in Clark
"OH"!
"Scrambled Wives"
' HE Mil O-r. \
Conu
lotn LuolLc'i
!]■■ PjT
toAndLook>[[ forthe HIM'

Circlelheatre
The first display we have secured on
"atScrambled
Wivestheatre,
" playing
this week
the Circle
Indianapolis.
This was eighteen
inches
by four
columns
and " Let the Rest of the
WorldEvents
Go —By."
Current
Fox News.
Comedy — Now or Never — Harold
Lloyd.
Feature — The Iinner Voice, starring Agnes Ayres.
Next Week — Madonnas and Men.
BALTIMORE
Rivoli — — Symphonic prelude.
Overture
Score specially arranged for
feature.
Current Events — Rivoli News of
the World.
Feature — Passion — Pola Negri.
New Lyceum — Overture — " Auld Lang Syne " as
prelude to special score, with
augmented orchestra.
Feature — Over the Hills.
Parkway —
Overture — " Carol Sea."
Current
News.Events
, — Parkway Special
Special — Paramount Cartoons.
Feature—
What's Worth WhileLois Weber.
Comedy — Dead Easv B.
ture — Classic and popular hits.
Overw
Ne - — Mother.
Prologue
Feature — The Greatest Love — Vera
Gordon.
Current Events — Fathe News and
Review.
Special — Classic — H. A. Boehme,
organist.
Comedy — Torchy's Nighthood.
Added
Feature — Harry Lewis's
scenesand ofFuneral.
Cardinal Gibbons'
Life

Themesor."
— " My American Beauty "
— composed by Philip Spitalny
and dedicated to Miss Katherine McDonald.
Current Events — Ford Weekly.
Comedv — Rush Orders — Snub Pollard.
Feature — Trust Your Wife, with Wizard
Overture —— Popular and classic hits.
Katherine McDonald.
Current Events — Topics of the Day.
Next Week — Sowing the Wind.
Special — Paramount Cartoons.
Knickerbocker —
Feature — What's Worth While —
Lois Weber.
Overture
— " Kamenoi
Rubenstein,
under Ostrow,"
direction by
of Comedy — The Jockey — Clyde Cook.
Adolph Edelman.
Overture—— Classic and popular hits.
Theme — " Revery," by Tschkowsky, Strand

Overture — Classic and Popular Hits
—
— Capitol
Concert Orchestra —
Capitol
H. Federoff directing.
Features — The Great Accident —
Tom Moore — Little 'Fraid Lady
— Mae Marsh — It's a Great
story.
Life — Mary Roberts Reinhart
Comedies — Fatty Arbuckle and
Hank Mann.
PHILADELPHIA
Stanley —
Overture — Selections from "Faust."
Prologue — Prison scene from
" Faust " — Finale of the opera.
"Faust"
— Benjamin Poland.
" Marguerite " — E 1 s a Lyons
Cook.
" Mephistopheles "—J. H. Mason.
Feature — The Devil — Arliss.
Scenic — Way Up Yonder — Prizma.
Stanley
News — Compiled from
weeklies of the world.
Comedy — The Bad Egg.
Next Week — The Passion Flower.
Overture
Rhapsody.
Stanton
—— Second Hungarian
Feature — Good References — Constance Talmadge.
Vocal Selections — Luigi Boccelli,
baritone.
a ——Elliott.
"The Last Song" — "Tosca."
b — "Spring's a Loveable Ladye"
Current Events — Stanton News.
Topics of the Day — Literary DiComedy
— The Betzwood.
Skipper's Narrow
Escape-—
Scenic
— From Deer to Dam.
gest.
Next Week — The Witching Hour.
Feature
Arcadia— —Buried Treasure.
Scenic — Burton Holmes TravelCurrent
ogue. Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — Turkey Dressing.
Next Week — Straight Is the Way —
Cosmopolitan.
Victoria —
Overture
letto. — Quartet from " RigoFeature — Earthbound.
Comedy — The Reckless Sex.
Current Events — Select News.
Next Week— His Own Law— Goldwyn.—— The Gilded Lily.
Palace
Feature
Current Events — Pathe NTews.
Topics of the Dav — Literary Digest.
Comedy — Torchv's Big Lead.
Next Week — The Love Special.
Feature — It's a Great Life.
Regent
Comedy —— Rush Orders.
Cartoon — Flivvering.
Next Week — Cinderella's Twin.
Ashe.— The Marriage of William
Feature
Capitol —
Comedy — Scrappilv Married.
Current Events — Select News.
Special — The Worse Was True.
Next Week — The County Fair.
BROOKLYN
Mark Strand Theatre —
Overture — Excerpts from "La
Boheme " and " Mme. Butterfly," a fifteen minute number

Picture

News

with
nated. slow movements elimiVocal and Dance— Jackson Kinsey,
baritone, in gypsy costume,
singing
" Gypsy "The
Love Fortune
Song."
from Herbert's
Teller." Second number " TarGypsy Dance,"
Grace
Eastmanantellaand
Florenceby Rogge.
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prologue to Feature — A scene in
Constantine's court revealing
his conversation following a
bachanalian revel. A fiery cross
of mystery was feature.
(a) "King of Vikings" (Philtone. lips) by Jackson Kinsey, bari(b)
Dance — "Bacchanal"
(Glazounow)
by Florence
Rogge and Grace Eastman.
(Arenes)
Louise
B o s 1 e y,"
(c)
Snake Dance
— " Salambo
dancer.
(d) "The Lord is My Light"
(Allison) Estelle Carey, soAllenMarriage.
Holubar's, Man — Woman —
prano.
Organ Solostance—" (Elgar).
" Pomp and CircumEdward
Napier
and John
Hammond, organist.
Next Week— The Oath.
BUFFALO
Shea's
Overture Hippodrome
— "A Trip— to Coney
Description
thrown on screen
during playing.
Stage Setting — p"roductiThe
Alley,"
reon of a spot
alonga the
Island." waterfront,
Buffalo
built by
Mr. Franklin, as a background
for The Kid, and the vocal
number.
Vocallocal
— " That Quartette," four
songs. soloists singing popular
Feature — The Kid — Chaplin.
Special — Prizma Scenic.
Current
view. Events — Hippodrome ReNext Week— Wallace Reid in The
Love
and Buster Keaton in Special
Hard Luck.
Shea's Criterion —
Overture — " Freischeutz " — Von
Weber.
Voilin" Thais."
Solo — " Meditation " from
Played
liniste. by Katherine Stang, vioFeature — What Every Woman
Knows — William De Mille production.
Comedy — The Love Lesson — Vanity
Fair.
Current Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Next Week — The County Fair.
Mark-Strand—
Overture—" Events
Lady — Billy."
Current
Latest Pathe
News.
— Charles Ray.
Hole
Feature — The Old Swimmin'
Comedy — ■ Torchy's Double
umph — Johnny Hines.
Next Week — Katherine MacDonald in Mv Ladv's Latch-Kev.
Feature — Dead Men Tell No Tales.
PalaceMINNEAPOLIS
TriNew Garrick —
Overture — " Wang Wang Blues,"
novelty:ducts hisDirector
conorchestraNelson
in motion
pictures.
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Comedy— Hubby Behave— Vanity.
Vocal— Kenneth Stead, tenor, singing, "Where Irish Eyes Are
Smiling."
Scenic—
The Lone Trapper — Adventure.
Weekly — Cinema Periodical,
world's
News. news, including Pathe
Organ Solo— E. J. Dunsteader.
Feature — Katherine MacDonald in
Trust Your Wife.
Next Week— Thomas Meighan in
The Frontier of the Stars.
Blue Mouse —
Overture— Ward Allen's Orchestra
Days."
playing
y— The" Daisy
Comed
Kick in High Life—
Lehrman.
Vocal — Ronald
Jonson singing,
" Broken Moon ' and " Ain't
We Got Fun."
y Reel— Luke McLuke's Film
Novelt
Osophy.
Weekly — Fox News.
Feature — Dorothy Gish in The
Ghost in the Garret.
Next Week — Madonnas and Men.
ST. PAUL

Capitol Theatre —
A— Capital Symphony Orchestra.
"Pique Dame" or " The Queen
of Spades " — Tschaikowsky.
B— Capital Digest — Includes Current Events, Pathe and International News.
C — Bang — Mermaid Comedy.
D— The
Prizma.Message of a Flower —
E — Ann
toire. Jago, Contralto, in reperF — William
Madness. De Mille's Midsummer
G — Capitol Grande Organ — Ralph
H. Brigham. Selections from
" Sweethearts," Victor Herbert.
1. Sonata No. 3 (last movement), Guilmont.
2. Lemare.
" Swanee River," arranged by
WASHINGTON
Crandall's Metropolitan —
Overture — " Rhapsodie Norvegienne Events
No. 3 —" —Pathe
Svendsen.News —
Current
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — Toonerville Follies.
Feature — The Devil — Associated
Exhibitors.

LIONEL

Wire
Briefs from
the Coast
FOUR bills have been introduced into the California Assembly which are detrimental to film interests. One
provides for a State Board of Reviews, under the supervision of the Educational Department, to see all films before
their release and recommend which ones should be shown.
Another provides for a State Board of Censorship. The
third makes provision for Sunday closing of numerous businesses not including theatres, and the fourth prohibits the
sale of tickets at a theatre unless there is a vacant seat.
The State Health Department has recommended a bill
providing for running water and toilets in all projection
booths. The theatre men have introduced a substitute for
this providing such improvements shall be included in all
new theatres to be built.
Abraham Lehr, W. J. Reynolds, Sol Wirtzel and others
from Los Angeles and L. N. Golden and others of San Francisco, are at Sacramento combating the proposed harmful
legislation.
Helen Gibson is critically ill following an operation for
appendicitis.
The Affiliated Pictures Interest, the anti-censorship and
blue law organization, with members numbering more than
one thousand, will elect officers at a mass meeting on April 8.
The first picture of the new Hobart Bosworth company
will
" TheIslands
Sea Lions."
are nowBessie
beingLove
made will
at
Santabe Cruz
and at Exteriors
San Francisco.
play the lead.
Watterson Rothacker left for the East on last Saturday.
He will return May 1, the date of the opening of the new
Rothacker laboratory.
NextFirstWeek
— Mamma's
National.

Affair —

Loew's Columbia —
Overture — Festival — Leutner.
Current Events — Selznick.
Feature — The Witching Hour —
Paramount.
Next Week — Lying Lips — Associated Producers.
Loew's Palace —
Overture
Balfe. — " Bohemian Girl " —
Current
Events — Pathe
News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — Hard Luck — Metro.
Feature
— Message
from
Mars —
Metro.
Nextmount.
Week — Love Special — ParaMoore's Garden —
Feature — East Lynne.
Moore's Rialto —
Overture — " Erminie " selections.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — Red Hot Love — Christie.
Feature — Ducks and Drakes — Realart.
Next Week — Kazan.

Added
Feature
Beginning
Tomorrow

"J1M,THE PENMAN'
CVEPTURE ."ENTRANCE OF SPRINGTIMF
Spring Shower of March Musical Hiife
and Electrical Originations with
Dorothy- Bell, Soprano and
Mark Strand Male Quartette
%Her Sottth Bar
XfertheBilloinr Sea"
Chaplm Prologue Comique.
"Salty
Our Alley*
/tale inQuartette

_PeTfonnances vith
UONEl BARRYMORE inTlMJHE PENMAN"
and begin
CHARLEStomorrow
CHAPLIN iiiTHE
KID"
(MONDAY)
at 11 AM

^5
Edward L. Hyman's display ads for the week's bill at the Brooklyn
Strand theatre, " Jim the Penman " and " The Kid "

Howard Theatre —
Overture — Bits from " Manon," arranged by Director Leide.
Howard News and Views.
Harp Solo — Arthur Groccia, playing a selection from Massenet.
Comedy — To be selected.
Vocal Solo — Mrs. Susie Bowden
Johnston singing, " Rock-a-Bye
Feature
— Lily.
Mae Murray in The
Gilded
Organ Solo — Selections, arranged
by Edwin Sawtelle ; Howard,
organist.
Land."
sr. louis
Missouri Theatre —
Overture — " Irene " selections.
News and Views — Missouri Reel.
Comedy — Capitol.
Topics of the Day — Digest.

PITTSBURG
Blackstone Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Novelty — Bruce Scenic.
Feature — Love Special.
Comedy — Waffles & Wallops.
Next Week —
Grand Theatre —
Current
Weekly.Events — Grand News
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature— Man— Woman— Marriage.
Comedy — April Fool.
Next Week— Isobel.
Cameraphone
Current
Events —— Selznick News.
Comedy — The Lifesaver.
Feature — Ducks and Drakes.
Next Week— Blind Wives.
Loew's Lyceum Theatre —
Current
News. News — Loew's Weekly
Novelty —— Lure
Gamblin'
Kid.
Feature
of Youth.
Comedy — Going Some.
Next Week — Fxtravagance.
Liberty Theatre
—
Current
News. Events — International
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — Man — Woman — Marriage.
Comedy — The Hick.
Next Week— Isobel.
Regent ' Events
Theatre
—
Current
— Kinograms.
Feature — Inside the Cup.
Comedy — April Fool.
Next Week — Paying the Piper.
Savoy Theatre
Current
Events— — International
News.
Feature — Lying Lips.
Comedy — The Window Trimmer.
Next Week — The Road Demon.

BAfiRYMOKE

ATLANTA

OlympicEvents
Theatre
—
Current
— Kinograms.
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Feature — The Witching Hour.
Violin Soloist — By Mr. Egize.
Comedy — The Hick.
Next Week — What Every Woman
Knows.
Minerva Theatre —
Second Week of Madonnas and
Men.
Next Week — Blind Wives.

Eleven inch by three column display
for
The at
Outside
Woman " theatre,
playini)
this "week
the Alhambra
Indianapolis
Prologue — Gates of Hell — As fiery
scene fades out, picture is
flashed on the screen.
Feature — Arliss in The Devil.
New
Grand
Central and
Overture — " The Forge in the ForSolo— French Province Song.
Comedy
— Buster
Haunted
House. Keaton — The
Lyric —
* Ferguson.
cia "Solo
— Oscar
H. Jost.from "LuOrgan
— Sextette
Solo Vocal — " My Dreams " —
Feature — Trust
Your Wife — Katherine MacDonald.
Delmonte Theatre —
Overture
— " William
Current Scenes
— PatheTell."
and Fox.
Tips — Literary
est." Digest.
Vocal Duet— Smith and Strong
singing
"Old Sennett.
Fashioned Ways."
Brady.
Comedy
— Mack
Feature — Out of the Chorus— Alice
Feature — East Lynne.
Loew's
—
Strand ——Kings
Feature
Alice Joyce in Her Lord
and Master.

Exhibitors'

Service

Bureau —

Pages
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Lobby display for "Kismet" designed
along the
lines Columbia,
of that originated
by H.forA.hisAlbright
of Butte, ofMont.,
which Laurence T. Lester, manager of
the Rivoli
theatre,
S. C, used
recent showing
this picture
Ralph Ruffner, Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash.
inoman I). Sorlero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Chas. H. Williams, Strand theatre, ProTidence, It. L
Harold J.B. Schade,
Franklin,
Shea'stheatre,
Hippodrome,
George
Schade
Sandusky.B offal*.
H, O. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo,
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn,
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Flnklestein & Rnbln,
Minneapolis.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee,
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland.
Paul GusdanoTlc, Strand, CleTeland, O.
0. Edgar Nomsnd, Strand theatre, Flint, Mlah.
S. Barret McCormlck, Managing Dir. Ambassador
theatre and Kinema theatre, Los Angeles.

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. WUby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. T. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

Chas. Bran ham, Famous- Lasky, Ltd., Toronto,
Can.
Dwell W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Q nimby,
u-»»«ff<tir
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatra,
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Batte.
Eugene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Franelsea.
Sidney Grauman, Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.
Louis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
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and Von Herberg
Short Reels Attention

Jensen and von Herberg, leading exhibitors of the Northwest, are making a
special drive on short subjects in their
theatres in Seattle and Portland, based
on the scenic and comedy pictures released
through Educational Exchanges, all of
which are played at their houses. Recently two columns, eleven inches, was used
in the Seattle papers to announce " Out
of the Past," a Chester Screenic which
was being shown at the Liberty theatre.
This ad calls attention to the fact that
the Liberty selects its short subjects as
carefully as it does its features and then
proceeds with a chatty little talk about the
content of the single reel. The advertisement was carried separately from the feature announcement and occupied practically three times as much space as did
the announcement of the feature picture.
In addition to this all of the Jensen and
von Herberg theatres called attention to
their short subjects in each display. For
the first time in the organization's history
a generous share of the space in the large
Sunday ads is being given to the scenics
and comedies.

Sachet

Packets

Advertise

"Heliotrope"
Sachet packets, slipped in front of the
seats of the theatre, provided good exploitation as outlined by Harry Swift,
Paramount exploiteer for the Albany territory, in connection with the showing of
" Heliotrope " at the Avon Theatre, Utica,
N. Y. The packets were distributed a
week before " Heliotrope " commenced its
run. Adorned with cuts they offered a
convincing argument and were a big factor in the large attendance the picture
drew. The perfume in the packets was,
of course, " Heliotrope."

The always reliable street car stunt as shown above was used by Ed. Foy to exploit
" The Devil" at the Foy's N eighborhood theatres, Dallas, Texas
The

Milk Man Advertised
This Picture
A new advertising medium has been put

to work by Lowell Cash, Universal's exploitation man in the Ohio territory. His
advertising matter goes into the homes
with the milkman in the morning.
The stunt was first worked in Lima,
Ohio, where " Outside the Law," was
shown at the Lyric Theatre. Cash had a
run of hand-bills printed, worded somewhat as follows :
If you do not drink fresh milk daily
you are OUTSIDE THE LAW of
Good Health.
For Health— The White Mountain
Dairy Company.
For Recreation — See Priscilla Dean
in "Outside the Law" at the Lync
Theatere.
These handbills were distributed by the
milkmen on the various routes of the
dairy company, and proved an innovation
in advertising in the Ohio city.

Baltimore Theatre Featuring Musical Program
An innovation in the way of exploitation
feats in Baltimore is in progress at the
Rivoli theatre. It has to do with presenting an overture and inviting the patrons
to send in suggestions for its name. To the
person submitting the name that is selected
the management offers a season pass for
two.
Guy L. Wonders, manager of the
Rivoli, thus has obtained much valuable
and favorable mention of the Rivoli in the
daily torpapers.
He appointed
ediand a critic
on one ofa musical
the leading
dailies as judges. The musical editor reviewed the life and compositions of the
composer, Edmund Hammerbacher, a
member of the Rivoli Symphony Orchestra, and described the overture at length.
The critic spoke of the overture as an interesting feature.
The stunt is getting a great deal of attention from the theatre's patrons.

Lobby display for " The Untamed " used by Ralph Winsor, manager of the Star theatre, Portland, Ore.
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Showing some of the costumes exhibited in the style shoiv presented by the Albany Mark Strand theatre, in conjunction with the showing of "Jim
the Penman "
Albany's Exploitation for
"Jim the Penman"
Teaser newspaper ads and a Spring
fashion show split the exploitation honors
on " Jim the Penman " at the Mark
Strand theatre, Albany, last week.
Newspaper copy consisted of such lines
as "The Forger! The Police Fear Him,"
" A Master Stroke. Look Out For It,"
" The Greatest Forger of All Time," and
" Beware ! ! The Forger Is Coming to
Town," were used effectively in display
space. Postal cards with similar sentences were mailed to a selected list of
Albany residents.
The fashion show was conducted in
conjunction with a local department store
and the Strand advertising gave the event
considerable space as did the mercantile
concern.
An atmospheric stage setting showing
London Bridge at night was unveiled before the screening of the picture. A cut
of th^ setting is shown on this page.

Drumbar

Makes

Hit

with

Timely Short Subject
With characteristic ingenuity that has
marked his various exploitation stunts, W.
E. Drumbar, manager of the Riviera theatre, Knoxville, Tenn., recently put over
a neat stroke that may suggest a clever
idea to other exhibitors.
Drumbar's stunt was pulled on St. Patrick's Day, and consisted of nothing more
or less than the fact that he put in a
two-reel feature for the one-day showing
This feature was " The Punch of the

Plays Up Mystic Element
as Exploitation Feature
When it comes to big-time showmanship
in the smaller cities, Bradford Brayton,
manager of the Majestic theatre, Streator,
Illinois, has some mighty original ideas
that deserve to be recorded.
When it came time for Mr. Brayton to
dope out some method of exploiting " A
Splendid Hazard," he decided he would
play up the mystic element of the
feature. Accordingly, he arranged to
have week.
a " mind reader act " play his theatre
that

There are all manner of good short subIrish."jects on the market that can be used to
good advantage on special occasions to exploit the theatre. The cost is small and
the timely interest aroused shows the public that the exhibitor is on the alert, and
a live-wire. It's good business to have
something appropriate for special, occasions and the short-subject market is a
dandy source of supply.

Realistic picture of London Bridge used
the Penman"
as a stage
during
the setting
showingforat "Jim
the Albany
Mark
Strand theatre.

Auto Tag Stunts Create
in Fond du Lac
Comment
the Bijou theF. R. Smith, manager of created
no end
atre in Fond du Lac, Wis.,
of comment in that town with an automobile tag stunt he worked in exploiting
" Outside the Law."
During the last year, the police of Fond
du Lac have enforced a strict non-parking ordinance. When they find a cartag "
ordinance,
thetag
owner
the "owner
notifying they
with a red
the car breaking
to call at the police station.
Smith had a bunch of red tags made up
the same size and color of the police tags.
On these tags he printed the following ad :
" You haven't been pinched. But you
ought to be, if you pass up the chance to
see the greatest American melodrama ever
shown on the screen :
" Outside the Law," etc.
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Wheats

Exploitation

Pulled 'Em In
Manager Seymour Wheat of the Delmonte theatre, St. Louis, recently conducted aclever bit of exploitation in connection with " Brewster's Millions," and
as a result filled his three-thousand seat
house for three days with a second-run
production.
Having 10,000 cards printed bearing
this inscription: "Come and help
MONTE spend his millions at the Delmonte theatre." Wheat emDloved a corps
of 20 school-boys to distribute them.
Each card was punched and contained a
string hanger. The distributors hung the
cards on the door-knobs of every home
within a radius of ten blocks and rang the
bell. The irateness of the person who responded to the bell, only to find no one
there, was eradicated by the discovery of
the neat card. The boys who acted as the
distributers were paid with passes to the
show.
Woman

Exhibitor Entertains College Students
Mrs. Caraco, manager of the New Park
theatre, Roanoke, Va., is another exhibitor
who realizes the value of novel exploitation.

Lobby decorations for the showing of " The Miracle Man " at the Princess theatre, Ames, Iowa

I Scratch My Back." Mrs. Caraco also
used twenty-four painted cut-outs of a
young lady in evening dress with the

"Miracle Man" Lobby Display Used by Gerbracht
Joe Gerbracht, manager of the small
Princess theatre, in the little town of
Ames, Iowa, is very punctilious about the
appearance of his lobby.
A sample of Gerbracht's painstaking
care in dressing the front of his house
was shown recently during the run of
" The Miracle Man." On the marquis
above the theatre, the manager used an
artistic and unique design by having trellis
work installed with an intertwining of
vines.

words, These
"scratchwere
my distributed
back," painted
on her
back.
in various
places.
The lobby was tastefully decorated with
stills and posters and a unique advertising campaign was carried out in the daily
press.

A dignified and attractive display of insert cards, posters and stills from the production was further supplemented by two
potted plants at either end of the theatre
front. The Princess theatre modestly
boasts one of the most attractive lobbies
in the country for a town the size of
Ames.

For the showing of " Scratch My Back,"
Mrs. Caraco gained excellent publicity,
both in the newspaper and by word of
mouth advertising, was the giving of a
morning invitation performance for the
300 students at a local girls' college.
Another stunt was the distribution of
the cut-out black cat with a patch of sandpaper on its back with the admonition,

Brooklyn
Mark
Strand's
"Ocean Waves"
Stunt 3
How to create the effect of ocean waves
in connection with a soloist's singing of a
marine song, was solved at the Brooklyn
Mark Strand through the use of a film
showing angry sea billows.
When Managing Director Edward L.
Hyman had Walter Smith, basso, singing
" O'er the Billowy Waves," essentially a
sailor's song, he dressed the artist in ship
togs and wondered how he could get an
ocean scene with real action in it. The
solution arrived at was this : A black curtain covered the screen except for just
enough space upon which could be
focussed the film of rushing waves. The
singer stood in front of the screen which
created the appearance of standing on
shore with the lapping waves behind him.

Wendt

Vllvf. \sh(

I OlX.IAS
l\IM»\NKS

Lobby exploitation on " The Mark of Zorro " used by the Lyric theatre, Yuma, Ariz.

Adds to Reproduced Telegram Stunt

The reproduced telegram ad has been
used for years and is almost unfailing in
catching the attention of readers. But
when the real thing — a telegram is brought
before
you, it is sure to arouse the interest of anyone.
Knowing the above to be true, Harold
F. Wendt, director of publicity and advertising of the Rivoli, Toledo, used the
telegram ad in lobby display cards. He
wires the star of the coming attraction for
his or her opinion on the picture and then
mounts this answer, together with a photo
of the star on the card. Little additional
copy is necessary.

Motion
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Mickey

Picture

Net

Doing Things
Fostoria

H. E. Mickey, manager of the Majesi
theatre, Fostoria, O., lent his best e
ploitation efforts to putting over the fii
episode of " The Son of Tarzan " sen;
First, he tied up with a local newspap*
arranging for the paper to run a story .
the picture serially. The book stores wel
next in line, displays in windows on tl
novel and advertising for the picture beii
arranged on a co-operative basis. Tl
leading music store featured " Tarza
My Jungle
King," displayed.
with posters for tl
picture
prominently

Illustrating the excellent use of cut-outs for
" The Life of the Party ' by the Rivoli theatre,
Philadelphia
Wendt

Has Okay Folder
Idea
Every once in the while some exhibitor
writes
us'which
askingto for
a good
folder in
attach
a bit plan
of filmforfora
advertising purposes.
We are in receipt of such a novelty
from Harold Wendt, advertising director
of the Rivoli theatre, Toledo, O., which
those interested in the subject will find
ideal.
The front page arouses interest, and
shows a frame through a " window," the
inside cover makes the folder really worth
while to those who have never seen a bit
of film, the inside back cover puts over the
message for the attraction being advertised
and the back cover holds permanent advertising.
Those whd'want a folder of this sort
chould ask Mr. Wendt for sample.

Rivoli

Originates Novelty
Lobby
Front
One of the most effective examples of
lobby front dressing was offered recently
in Philadelphia when " The Life of the
Party " played the Rivoli theatre of the
Nixon-Nirdlinger chain, according to the
account furnished by Eli M. Orowitz,
Paramount exploiter.
A large insert frame was used outside
the theatre with an American flag in the
top. Cutouts of Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
as the star of the picture were made from
the six sheet and the twenty-four sheet
lobby.
and given a striking display in front of the

The department stores permitted cu
outs to be hung in advantageous section
where they would do the most good to tr
theatre running the serial.
Getting nearer to the theatre, an ap«
man attracted attention. He climbed tr
telegraph poles. He crawled up the sid<
of standing street cars. He jumped o
going vehicles. He did everything he coul
to gather a crowd around him. And he a
ways succeeded. The ape-man carried
sign on his back saying, " The Son o
Tarzan," Majestic theatre.
At the theatre, more than two thousan
jungle lunches were distributed. Th
jungle lunch is a dainty confection, mad
of nuts and sugar and dates, all wrappe«
up in paper similar to a caramel.

Private
Showing
for
Ministers Proves Fine
Investment
Because Leslie F. Whelan, Paramount
exploiteer, arranged a private showing of
" The Inside of the Cup " shortly before
the picture began its run at the Temple
theatre, Toledo, O., the picture gained
publicity in an unusual manner. Among
the invited guests at the private showing
was Rev. Albert King Morris, of the First
Baptist Church, of Toledo and one of the
most prominent clergymen of the city.
The minister was so impressed by
Winston Churchill's story as shown in the
Paramount picture that he made it the subject of his Sunday night sermon. It
gained additional prestige because of the
fact that it marked the concluding sermon
bles.
of a series of four on Present' Day Para-

Dummy policeman used by the Benn theatre,
Philadelphia, to aid in putting over "Midsummer Madness"

The papers gave the sermon considerable space both as a news item and in the
religious section. The idea of a clergyman using a motion picture as food for
the pulpit is still sufficiently unique for
newspaper attention and the city editors
appreciated the fact. The manager of the
Temple theatre stated afterwards that the
sermon and its attending publicity were of
material help in arousing interest in the

Here is the "ape" which H. E. Mickey, manager
of the Majestic theatre, Fostoria, O.. invented
as an exploitation aid in putting over " The Son

picture.
"
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Prologue

" Man — Woman —

"
Joseph L. Marriage
Plunkett, managing director
~ )f the Mark Strand theatre, New York,
:hoose a scene from the Roman episode
>£ the picture from which his prologue
. :or "Man-Woman-Marriage" was evolved,
; is is illustrated by the accompanying cut.
"To insure perfect understanding and to
H convey the idea to the audience, a program
• -eader was employed, which read as fol( ows: "A scene in Constantine's Court in
:he days of Bacchanalian revelry. It mirrors the period when Woman, who,
dragged before the sinister master, refuses
:o obey his commands and is threatened
L with brutal flogging. Her faith in her Creator remains undaunted.
Her spiritual
I leight astounds them, and when lightning,
- chunder and rain overwhelm the earth,
\ they waken to a sense of righteousness.
< Super-woman has accomplished the superi natural, becomes triumphant and a symbol
■\ oi Faith for Humanity."
First the sounds of merry-making came
from the outer chambers (off stage).
Masculine voices were plainly heard for
a a few seconds ; and then came the dan1 cers, ascending to the level of the throne
between the center pillars. Their numpi ber finishing as they fall before the potentate. The lights became subdued, and the
dancers rose, took their places between
J,the court attendants and soldiers and
waited the coming of the slave who was
Deing dragged before the emperor for
judgment. In pantomine he orders that
lie slave be flogged. The Roman centurion raises his rawhide cat-o'-nine-tails,
but as it is poised for the merciless descent, there is a flash of lightning and a
rumble of thunder as described in the
program. The slave extends her arms in
manner resembling the Crucifix and a
white cross is projected on her body. The
whole court bows in realization of the
Supreme power. Thus the prologue comes
to a close and the feature unfolds its main
title on the descending curtain.
A cut showing the Mark Strand setting
appears above.

Showing the stage setting and characters appearing in the prologue which Joseph L. Plunkett,
managing director of the New York Mark-Strand theatre, originated for his showing oj
" Man — Woman — M arriage "
Brown
Asks
Pertinent
Wilkerson's Prologue on
Question of Feminine Sex
"Boys Will Be Boys"
Purl Wilkerson, producing director of
" How much should a woman spend
the California Theatre, Los Angeles, detopic was suggested by Manager
vised aunique prologue for the presentaforThis
clothes?"
G.
E.
Brown,
of the Memphis Enterprises,
tion of " Boys Will Be Boys."
Inc., as the subject for a reader discussion
Mr. Wilkerson divided the huge California Theatre stage into three sections.
in the columns of the Memphis Press, as
On the left side was a big barn set, in part of an exploitation campaign for
the centre a boat landing scene and on
" Forbidden Fruit," booked for the Strand
the right an old Southern home drop.
theatre. The newspaper mentioned the obThree blackface and one white charject of the discussion, stating that the
acter made up a quartette which sang old
question
of a wife's allowance for clothes
plantation numbers before the barn set
figured
prominently
in " Forbidden Fruit."
and the boat landing scene, while mixed
The Press was swamped with letters
a quintette headed by a well known West
from readers ; and they were so timely that
Coast tenor, sang a medley of old songs in
it justified the managing editor in running
front of the old Southern home drop.
story on the first page with a threeMme. Louise Noe, contralto, sang : " Oh, the
column cut from the production and two
Come to Me, Mavourneen," and a male
columns of story.
trio sang the duel scene from " Faust."

Atmospheric stage setting showing performers used in a prologueLosnumber
Angelesfor "Boys Will Be Boys" recently presented at the California theatre,
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Stage setting and quartet in costume used by the Brandies
Neb., induring
the engagement of " Black Beauty."
exacttheatre,
replica Omaha,
of one used
the feature

The scene is almost an

Returns
Fine
Brings
Campaign
Inexpensive
Small Town Exhibitor Puts Over
in City Style
Twin Beds "
Then
followed
a
line
for
the
signature
of
The liberal display of twin beds in all
loitation and recordthe patron. And when these coupons, a the stores, with the accompanying stock of
NOVE
aking exp
business, all at a monetary
breL
huge number of which were presented, one-sheets, lithos, window-cards and
cost of a little less than fifteen dolhad all been taken up, the names and ad- similar advertising matter, attracted the
lars, is the record of W. G. Shaefer,
dresses signed thereon, were added to the attention of the local newspaper, and one
Vaudette theatre, West Point, Ga., when
canny Mr. Shaefer's live mailing-list, whole page was devoted to an excellent
he playedt " Twin .Beds " for a two-day
which is one of the bulwarks of his ex- write-up on Manager Shaefer's progresengagemen recently
sive advertising.
ploitation lines.
Of course, the obvious tie-up was with
And while the windows and newspapers
furniture stores, and as there are three
were shouting the merits of the picture,
good-sized furniture stores in West Point,
this was most effective. Each of the
Mr. Shaefer was not resting idle. Banstores agreed, two weeks before the playners, painted on white oil-cloth covered
with aluminum paint to imitate a screen,
date, to feature twin beds in their window displays for the entire two weeks
with catch-lines from the picture, were
prior to, and the days of, the run of the
fastened
on theconsiderable
back of Mr. attention.
Shaefer's car,
and
attracted
picture. The display could be changed
as often as the owner of the store liked
Of course, the usual teaser slides were
— but the agreement stipulated that the
used,
for Mr. Shaefer has a great deal of
feature of the window should be twin
faith in his screen as an advertising
beds despite the change.
medium.
One of the stores was agent for a wellOne of the best windows used during
advertised line of brass beds, and this firm
the
campaign was one which featured a
sent a representative to West Point to cobed-room suite in old ivory finish, with
operate with Mr. Shaefer. One of the
the inevitable twin beds. Reposing bebrightest bits of this representative's speneath the pale-lavender satin covers of
cial advertising was a neat little circular,
one
bed,
was a very large doll, dressed to
about two and one-half by five inches,
"OUTSIDE
THE LAW
represent
Carter De Haven. Seated at
extolling the virtues of this particular
the
tiny
dressing-table,
was another doll,
company's
beds,that
and the
winding
the
MOW.
AttBCHNIAN
announcement
ticket up
waswith
worth
dressed in fluffy pajamas, and a lacy negmoney. On the back of the circular was
ligee, representing the " lady in the case."
And the total cost of the entire camwritten, with a typewriter, " When properly endorsed and presented at the Vanpaign, so far as mere money was condette theatre, Thursday or Friday, good
cerned, was less than fifteen dollars — but
for five cents on one admission to ' Twin
it was spent with ingenuity, and alertness,
" Outside the Lazv" ballyhoo stunt used by
the Virginian theatre, Charleston, W. Va.
Beds.' Only one accepted on each ticket."
so every penny registered.
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Decorates Lobby
with
Civil War Antiques
SOME very clever exploitation work
on the part of Miss Jean Darnell,
Goldwyn's exploitation representative for the South, got great publicity for
the showing of " Milestones " at the
Saenger Trianon theatre, New Orleans.
The biggest single stunt was put over
in conjunction with the New Orleans
Item. It was a special party for the old
ladies of the Fink and the Weise homes
for the aged, and also for all couples in
New Orleans who had been married for
fifty years or more. The party was the
hugest kind of a success. The Item carried many stories on the party in advance
and on the occasion of the event and the
other newspapers gave it mention.
During the first part of the week a
large sign was carried in the lobby of the
Trianon reading: " All couples in New
Orleans married fifty years or over are
invited to be the guests of the Item-Trianon at 2 130 Wednesday to see ' Milestones.' " Slides were run in all the
Saenger theatres, announcing the special
performance for old people. Miss Darnell got a large sightseeing 'bus and called
at the two homes for the aged and gathered up the old ladies. Several of them
had never before seen a motion picture
and their astonishment and mystification
were extreme. A special musical pogram
of oldtime songs had been arranged for
them, taking them back in thought and
feeling sixty years and more. At the conclusion of the showing they were presented with candy and flowers given by
a well known florist and candymaker of
New Orleans, and were taken for a drive
up St. Charles Avenue and through the
park on the way back to the homes. The
weather was ideal and the trees and flowers were in full bloom, adding to their
enjoyment. Many aged married couples
accepted the invitation.

The lobby of the theatre was attractively
decorated with antiques dating back to before the Civil War. Among them was a
baby's cradle of old design, with teaser
top, the property of an old plantation
owner, an old sewing table, hall mirror,
chairs, spinning wheel and a velocipede of
ancient make. The two latter were borrowed from the Louisiana museum, while
the other antiques were loaned by dealers.
Six old silhouettes in antique frames were
hung over the arches, while in the centre
of the lobby were portraits of three famous Southern generals, Robert E. Lee,
" Stonewall " Jackson and Albert Sydney
Johnson.
The lobby display attracted crowds all
day long and created any amount of interest in " Milestones," which depicts
events in the lives of three generations of
an English family.
Strung on wires clear across the front

of the lobby were ten pieces of beaverboard, roughly shield-shaped, on each one
of which was painted one letter of the
word " milestones."
A cut showing the lobby decorations is
shown on this page.

Newman's

" Kansas

City

Music Week"
Idea
Exhibitors who would temporarily depart from the conventional lines of exploitation and ''pack" their houses for a week
at virtually no expense — take heed. Frank
L. Newman, owner of the Newman theatre in Kansas City, has just completed
one of the most successful experiments
outside the routine field of exploitation
that has ever been attempted in Kansas
City. A " Kansas City Music Week,"
featuring the works of Kansas City composers in thirty-minute concerts prior to
each performance, not only filled the theatre to capacity each day for a week, but
obtained more than a liberal support from
the press. As a result, Mr. Newman obtained hundreds of dollars worth of free
advertising as well as the everlasting moral
support of scores of music lovers and musicians.

Presentation Given Attention in Small Town
Presentation, in its modern form, is beginning to be practised by live wire showmen in the smaller towns, as is proven by
a prologue staged by Alba W. Root, manager of the Haven theatre, Olean, N. Y.,

Lobby of the Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco during the engagement of " The Kid:

during the engagement of " The Branded
Woman." Mr. Root arranged for a trio
consisting of two men and a woman to
sing an appropriate number leading up to
the picture. As the main action in the feature takes place between two men and a
woman, the number served as a very effective prologue.
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Chaplin and Jackie Coogan imitators secured by the Riatto Theatre, Butte, Mont., to advertise the engagement of "■ The Kid."
Ballyhoo
Calvert

Stages

Oscard Dancers
at New Capitol

Oscard Dancers are playing an
THE
engagement at the Capitol theatre,
St. Paul, where, among other numbers, "Columbine and Harlequin " has
been presented.
A decorated background was used in
the set, with a modernized Roman cupola
as the center figure on the back drop.
Confetti were painted on this drop, giving
it the appearance of falling from the dome
of the cupola. A small balustrade separated the cut leg drop from the back drop.
All cut-outs on the balustrade were diamond shaped, in keeping with the Harlequin and Columbine number.
The cut leg drop represented modernized foliage, with a hedge row effect on
each side of this drop.
The back drop was illuminated with a
blue and red border, full up. Three olivets were placed right stage, one blue,
facing up, one magenta, facing straight
on, and one light amber, facing across
bottom so as to catch the balustrade. The
olivets were placed about two feet apart
up and down stage, allowing space for
spots between them. Three spots s!"ood
right stage between the olivets, three behind and one ahead of the cut leg drop,
so as to catch the dancers at all ooints on
the stage. A similar arrangement of the
spots and olivets was used left, stage. A
raised platform ten feet high, held two
arcs, trained on the dancers, with colors
corresponding to the colors of the costumes. Two hanging spots were used,
one violet in the center of the set and one
violet in the front of the cut leg drop.
In the Capitol theatre a permanent
stage setting is used, with a large opening

Ballet

Act

Play Engagement
Theatre, St. Paul
in the center. The side sets are changed
every three weeks. In the side sets the
front piece was a cut drop with an oval
and foliage. Both the foliage and the balustrade are cut out. The large cut-out drop
is backed by a conventional landscape
drop. The cut balustrade is backed by
two pieces of scenery two feet deep, with
a ceiling to shield the strip lights on the
floor from reflecting on the back drop.
Twelve 6o-watt lights in reds and blues
are used in the strip light. New effects
are created each week by changing the
backs on the balustrade and the cut drop.
A 1,000-watt olivet hanging lights the
back drop.
All scenic effects used at the Capitol
theatre are conceived by Lowell V. Calvert, managing director. These same sets
are used the second w eek following, usually, at the State theatre, Minneapolis.

Stunt

Goes

Over

Big at Melrose, Minn.
Good exploitation consists in attracting
attention by presenting the unusual and
unexpected.
Which explains by Leon Bamberger,
Paramount exploiteer for the Minneapolis
took two colored boys and dressed them
in rags and straw hats when he wanted
to arouse interest in the showing of
" Huckleberry Finn " ai the Olympic
Theatre, Melrose, Minn.
Colored people in Melrose are sufficiently scarce to attract attention. Straw hats
in winter are a distinct novelty; and rags,
although not unknown in Minnesota, are
not the ordinary garb for citizens on the
public streets.
It proved again that the small town exhibitor can exploit just as effectively and
within his means, as his brother in the big
cities. The " Huckleberry Finn "
ploitation cost less than ten dollars
drew the crowds because every one
talking about the picture after seeing
two ballvhoo artists.

Characters appearing in an original prologue for " Outside the Laze,
staged by Barbce's Loop Theatre, Chicago.
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was
the
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Lobby display on "Down on the Farm," originated
of the Broadivay Theatre, Charlotte, N. C, now
managing by
the H.NewSomerville,
14th Streetformerly
Theatre, manager
New York.
Hyman
BuffaloBuffalo
Has
"Comedy
Has New
Idea Club"
Exhibitor
That Makes Hit With Youngsters

of the best stunts ever put over
in Buffalo exhibitorial circles was
the organization last week of the
Regent Comedy Club by J. H. Michael,
manager of the Regent theatre, one of
Buffalo's leading neighborhood houses.
The Regent Comedy Club is absolutely
a brand new idea and one which other exhibitors should find well worth trying out
themselves. Mr. Michael has been putting on what he has been pleased to call
"All-Fun Bills" at his Sunday afternoon
performances, commencing at 2 o'ciock.
At these joy*shows, he presents nothing
but comedies and educational subjects and
every child in the neighborhood looks forward all week to that Sunday laugh
festival.
ONE

The show's attendance has grown in
leaps and bounds, but now it is almost impossible to get a seat a minute after the
doors open for this blues-destroying film
fest. The first "meeting" of the Regent
Comedy Club was held Sunday afternoon,
February 27. It was an overflow meeting.
The homes in the vicinity of the Regent
theatre were absolutely devoid of children.
A week in advance of the "meeting,"
Mr. Michael sent in an order for 5,000
classy buttons with the name, "Regent
Comedy Club," encircling a clown's head.
The button is in three colors. These buttons were distributed during the first
meeting. The members of the club received them as they put down a dime on
the box office slab. The price for the show
had formerly been 15 cents.
Well, when the youthful population of
Buffalo residing in the neighborhood of
the Regent heard about this Regent Comedy Club idea through the slides on the
Regent screen, from the mouths of their
playmates or their parents or from the

attractive announcements given out at the
entrance of the schools, they just took to
the idea like wildfire and everybody made
a mental reservation that he or she was
going to get a dime to attend the first
"meeting," if they had to stage a hold-up.
They sure were "there" when the 2
o'clock whistle blew and the first comedy
was projected on the screen. Prior to the
show, Manager Michael addressed the
"members" of the club and told them that
they were going to elect officers. There
was to be a president from each school
and the duty of this president would be to
keep count of the children who laughed
the most. He must also stand near the
box office and with club in hand keep the
"members" of his school contingent in
line.

Presents

Interest-,

ing "Lying Lips" Prologue
The Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre is
presenting a prologue for the feature picture, "Lying Lips," this week which
shows a shipwreck at sea with electrical
effects, under the title of " The Storm."
A half-screen is used to project motion
pictures of a terrific storm at sea. Placed
at the skyline, a scenic set of heavy clouds,is a miniature ship with lights glowing
from portholes. The blue spark of wireless apparatus is visible and flashing
throughout the effect, which is that of a
boat buffeting huge waves. The necessary
lighting, crash of thunder and lightning
streaks are used. The swish of the waves
can even be heard as the ship moves across
the stage.

Mr. Michael, in announcing the club,
got out a throwaway, which read as follows :" Come on, Kids. Join the Regent
Comedy Club. Wear a Button. See all
the Big Comedy Shows every Sunday

The Mayor of Greenfield, Ind., with his guests just bpf ore inarching to the Why-Nut theatre,
Greenfield, to attend a showing of " The Old Swimmin' Hole."

Motion
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the
exchanges
and
is showing. That was the estimate as
the street.
the close
the house
three weeks'
ST. LOUIS
CANADA
drew
near.of All
records showing
at the
Tivoli
were
smashed
from
the
first
day's
showing when police were called by Manager I. E. Phelps to keep people from
Ruth Roland, the serial star, appeared
" Damaged
old
in person at the Grand Opera House re- tearing down the doors.
health
picture, Goods,"
has foundtheitsrather
way into
cently. Miss Roland arranged to stop
the
Province
of
Quebec
at
last,
having
Prevention of theft of motion picture
off in anceSt.and isLouis
for a to
personal
appear- scenarios
by the to
Board
of Moven route
Los Angeles.
is aimed at in a law proposed been passed Censors
be presented
The first episode of her latest serial, and introduced in the California legisla- under ingthePicture
direction
of
the
Quebec
Comture. The measure has passed the lower
mittee for Combatting Venereal Diseases.
" The Avenging Arrow," was shown.
house and has an excellent chance of The feature
was
only
recently
passed
by
Latest development at Jefferson City becoming law according to senators.
Ontario censor board and was shown
It provides a plan for filing copies of the
concerning Sunday closing have aroused
for
two
weeks
at
the
Toronto
Strand.
local exhibitors. A meeting will be called scenarios, stories, lectures and sermons An interesting fact regarding the prethis week by the St. Louis Association with the secretary of state, such copies
the picture in Quebec is
to be used as prima facie evidence in that Frenchsentation ofsub-titles
for the discussion of further action.
have .been added
civil actions to recover damages.
for
the
benefit
of thehasmany
" Passion " attracted record crowds at
dents. The picture
beenFrench
booked resiby
the
New
Grand
theatre,
one
of
the houses
1 the
the top
Newlevel
Grand
Central
recently
when
attained during the run of
in Montreal operated by Jule and J. J.
Allen.
ORLEANS
Charley Chaplin's
Kid" was
Everybody
seems "The
to believe
thatshown.
it is NEW
the greatest picture of the year. ComAccording to new regulations imposed
pliments on the showing have been
the Ontario Government, details of
R A. Kelly, former booker at the En- by
showered on the Skouras Brothers, opwhich have been explained to all moving
terprise
Distributing
Corporation's
New
ecluderatorthes of the
string
of
houses
which
inpicture
exchanges in the Province, no
exchange has been made manNew Grand Central and the Orleans
or lobby displays depicting gun
ager, succeeding W. R. Quillian, who has posters
West End Lyric.
play
will
Posters showing
been transferred to Kansas City. Roy the use ofbe apermitted.
gun or weapon must be
Rumors that the Missouri theatre, the Pfeiffer has been made booker.
changed
or destroyed
and itprovides
is interestDel Monte, the Criterion and the fouring to note
that the order
that
George F. Koppin, of Detroit, owner
teen others in St. Louis which comprise
operator of half a dozen picture " obliterations must be caryed out aesthe Famous Players Missouri group, are and
theatres
and
dealer
in
real
estate,
is
Under theoutneweffectively
rule, weapto be sold to Al Woods interests are among the guests at the Grunewald,
ons must be thetically."
painted
and
afloat in this locality. Rumors of the
or the posters cannot be used.
spending a few days in New Or- artistically,
past few weeks have not only sold the while leans
The
pasting
of
a
handbill
or
date
sheet
visiting
friends
and
enjoying
a
vastring to Woods, but to Shubert and cation.
over fithe
not sufilso to Lynch of New Orleans. Director
ce, it is offending
declared. weapon
Heavy will
penalties
are
A party
of old
and women,
sev- provided
William Goldman emphatically denies the
eral of whom
weremenmarried
more than
for violation of these rules.
proposed sales.
The Western hero may now hold a
50 years ago, were the guests one even- saloon-ful
of desperadoes at bay with a
ing last week of the Item and the Saen- pointed finger,
Several members of the local Film ger Amusement
it has be«i pointed out.
Company at the Trianon
Board of Trade were held up and rob- theatre
to
see
"
Milestones,"
that
delightbed in the headquarters of the associaful
stage
play
so
charmingly
pictured
by
Filmince ofexchanges
in thetoProvtion last week after the meeting had ad- Goldwyn.
Quebec areoperating
called upon
pay
journed. More than $3,000 was obtained.
The old folks, under the guidance of an annual license fee of $200 to the
Provincial Government as a result of the
Miss tiveJean
Darnell,
Southern
representafor Goldwyn, took a long auto ride.
of a proposal by Hon. Mr.
Each guest was given a hand full of adoption
Mitchell, Provincial Treasurer, for new
flowers and a box of candy.
SEATTLE
taxes by the Quebec Legislature. Pracl y al of the have
moving
picture
distributors ofticaCanada
offices
in Montreal,
Quebec, and are affected.
Universal Film Manufacturing Company has purchased the business of the
CONNECTICUT
Clemmer Theatre Company, operated at
The Strand theatre property, 126
1412 Second avenue, under the manageSparks street, Ottawa, Ontario, has been
ment of James Q. Clemmer.
sold by Fred Carling, the owner of the
It is stated that the Clemmer Theatre
site, for $195,000 to John Richardson,
Numerous changes are to be made at according
to an announcement made on
Company
received
$50,000
for
the
Clemthe
Palace
theatre,
leading
motion
picmer rights and property lease, which
March 21. The Strand theatre was closed
ture
house
at
Rockville,
Ct.,
according
expires in ten months. A new lease ex- to Thomas H. Coffey of that city, who recently after having been operated under
over a owners
ten-yearof period
has beenat last week bought property from the the direction of the Famous Players'
made withtending the
the building
Corporation. The latter is
Lewis-Brown Theatre Circuit. The pres- Canadian
building a large new theatre in Ottawa
a monthly
rental
of
$3,600,
an
approximate increase of $1,500 over the
last
ent largedcapacity
of 1,500.
about 900 will be en- to
be known as the Capitol. The Strand
to
about
ten-year lease covered by the Clemmer
site will be used for store building purcompany.
poses, it is understood.
Word has been received at New BritE. Armstrong, district manager of
ain, Ct., of the marriage of Ben F. Jackthe Universal, negotiated the deal for
his company. William Cutts, theatre
son, city,
formerlytomanager
of Fox's theatre
Miss isRose
Almanager for Universal, has taken full in that though
the marriage
said toJandorf.
have taken
control. Mr. Cutts stated that no change
WESTERN
place
a
year
ago,
announcement
has
in the name of the theatre is being con- just been made. For the past fourof ityears
templated until the end of the current Mr. Jackson has been manager of the
NEW
YORK
year.
Fox Audubon theatre, Washington
Heights, New York.
Jay Weaver, who it is announced by
the New York Strand publicity director,
had some of his work exhibited at the
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN
DIEGO
Hotel Chelsea during Easter Week,
started in on his artistic career at the
The management of the Isis theatre, Buffalo Strand theatre during the manAdmission prices are being permanently
of the late Harold Edel.
raised beginning Easter Sunday at the shownDiego,
" The Kid
was special
being While atagerialtheregimeStrand
his work attracted
for where
two weeks,
had " as
California theatre, largest San Francisco San
considerable
attention.
He went to New
amusement house, which is controlled guests one night about 75 carriers of one
the local evening papers, all of whom York when Mr. Edel was appointed manby Roth and Partington in conjunction of
ager of the Gotham Strand. Mr. Weaver
with the Portola and Imperial theatres.. instantly became good advertisers for the studied
at the Albright Art Gallery in
The matinee balcony price is raised from big feature.
Buffalo.
20 to 30 cents which makes an equal
Manager
R.
E.
Hicks
of
the
Cabrillo
price all over the house in the afternoon,
with the exception of course of the loges theatre, which fronts on the Plaza, in the
Harold B. Franklin, managing director
and boxes. Evening prices are advanced heart of the city, surprised the habitues of the Shea picture houses, has taken
five and ten cents as follows : Balcony of that popular little park recently when unto himself a " Henry Built " coupe,
from 30 to 35 cents; lower floor from he introduced a magnavox above the en- which he is using while his Steams50 to 55 cents; loges from 65 to 75
trance of the house. The amplifier car- Knight roadster is being operated on in
cents ; boxes from 85 to 90 cents.
ried the music
of thetheCabrillo's
a mix-up
with
orchestra
out over
Plaze andsymphony
the traf- the
two repair
other shop
cars following
in an accident
recently
fic of Broadway, the notes being heard in Buffalo. Art Amm, manager of the
More than 270,000 persons in three
North Park, blossomed forth with
weeks at the Tivoli where the First Na- distinctly
the street in the U. S. Grant hotel across Shea
a Ford Sedan on Easter Sunday.
tional Charlie Chaplin picture "The Kid"

theatres
M. Steinhorn, of 245 William street,
Buffalo,mier theatre
has assumed
Preat Main control
street ofandtheLeroy
avenue, and has installed a five-piece
orchestra.
Steinhorn
recentlyWeill.
purchased the Mr.
Premier
from Claude
It was formerly leased by Joseph A.
Schuchert and Art Schmidt.
Herman Lorence, manager of the Ellen
Terry theatre, has been placed in charge
of short subject booking for the General
Theatres Corporation chain of houses,
including the Central Park. Star, Circle,
Allendale, Marlowe and Ellen Terry.
Howard F. Brink, Robertson-Cole manager in Buffalo is closing a million dollars' worth of business in Buffalo, Rochand Oswego.
ace,ester,
Buffalo,Jamestown
has signed
up for allThethe Palbig
productions.
Bert
Gibbons
is breaking
records for the amount of business
sent
in. Fredpected inSliter,
manager, is exBuffalodistrict
this week.
DETROIT
W. D. Ward, former manager of the
Universal exchange, has taken an interest in Strand
Features,
rights and
exchange, and will
handlea state
the office
sales for Dave Mundstock. Mr. Mundstock expects to spend most of his time
in the East buying pictures for Michigan.
Codd and Angell, of the Strand theatre,
Niles,
havecity.
leased the Riveria theatre In
the same
Herman Warren, of Warren and Cohen,
proprietors of the Colonial and other
theatres here, has just returned from a
three-months' trip to California.
Will Baker and Earl Hennessy have
joined the Fox exchange sales force.
George Harrison, who recently sold
the Jefferson theatre, here has purchased
the Strand theatre at Pasadena, Cal.
Settlement has been made in the fight
in the Michigan courts between Harry
Garson and Lewis J. Selznick over the
distribution of " Pantheon " with Norma
Talmadge, " The Common Law " with
Clara Kimball Young and " Law of
Compensation
" withonlyNorma
The pictures were
shown Talmadge.
at a few
points in the state and were then held
up. Now
Select
exchange will release them the
locally
again.
KANSAS

CITY

Lynn
Davis holds
the in
honor
leading all Pathe
salesmen
the ofDetroit
exchange.
Motion pictures of the 1921 American
Legiontral convention
committee,
city cenexecutive committee,
beautification
committeemittees and
several
other
sub-comwere taken in Kansas City
last
Thursday. The film will be shown the
week of March 12 at the Newman theatre, Kansas
and later
in theatres
of other
citiesCity,
to arouse
interest
in the
American Legion convention which will
be heldcome into Our
Kansas Citya next
" Welmarchfall.
composed
particularly forCity,"
the American
Legion,
will be played at each presentation of
the picture.
Thetion lastUnited
TuesdayStates
was Photoplay
placed in thecorporahands
of the receivers bv Vice-Chancellor Griffin tive
at Jefferson
City, Mo.
Randolph Perkins,
who Representamade the
motion of the creditors, said the assets
of the company were the plant at Grantwood, N.finished.
J., and a film play, threequarters
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Butler Finishes
Irwin Story

Final filming of David Butler's
newest production, " Sophie Semenoff," first of a series of features
starring the youthful actor, was
completed
recently at the Brunton
studios.
" Sophie Semenoff " is a Wallace
Irwin story that gained popularity
when it appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post. The title, however,
is merely a working one and it
is expected
thatscreen
Mr. Irwin
title
it for the
version.will reIrving M. Lesser, through his
Western Pictures Exploitation
Company, will have charge of the
picture's release. Titling and editing will consume but a short time
, and an early showing is planned.

Released by Allied Distributing
the independent market to the
THE first series of pictures to on
franchise holders in the various
be handled by the Allis Dis- territories. These franchise holdtributing Corporation, the newly
ers in turn will know what their
formed releasing company headed
by Mr. Rosenfeld, whose product product for the coming year will
will be distributed on the state right consist of, not only in short subjects, but also in features.
market, will be twelve two-reel
Mr. Rosenfeld, head of the Allied
comedies starring Alexander Alt
and Helen Howell. The comedies Distributing Corporation in speaking of the Alt-Howell Comedies,
are known as the Alt-Howell Comedies and are being produced by the said. " We believe that we have
a strong series of pictures in these
Union Film Co.
It is the intention of the Allied two-reel subjects and in releasing
Distributing Corporation to put out them once a month we are not overdoing agood thing. It permits of
twelve of these comedies this coming year, releasing them at the rate the company making quality picof one a month.
tures giving them sufficient time to
Under the releasing plan of the put into them the things that count
Allied, their product will be dis- for so much in comedy produc- Eighth Hallroom
edy Is Ready Comtributed on the franchise basis to
the state right buyers throughout
Other announcements are ex(C) by Lumiere
" In Bad Again," the eighth Hallpected from the Allied Distributing room Boys' comedy on the new 1921
Clara Kimball Young,
in Equity's the country. The Alt-Howell
" Hushstarring
"
Comedies will constitute one of Corporation soon telling of their series,
which closes the number of
feature
tions." releases for the coming these comedies to be released by
their
short
subject
units
to
be
aug* 'Hush" Stays Two More
mented by other short subjects and year. According to statements from the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation,
several series of features.
Weeks in Chicago
their office negotiations are rapidly following which, starting with the
The plan as outlined by this new going forward for the handling of
On top of a run of four consecutitled " False Roomtive weeks at the Ziegfeld Theatre, organization will offer to the pro- a series of one of the well known ninth comedy,
ers," they will be distributed
ducer adistribution of his product stars.
through Federated Film Exchanges,
Chicago — the highest priced motionis ready for release.
picture house of the Windy City,
In this latest issue, Percy and
" Hush," the latest Clara Kimball
Ferdie
Hallroom try their luck as
Young production has added two First
Gibson
Film
Ready
automobile salesmen — and, as usual,
more weeks of first-run to its
all
their
luck turns out to be very
career. Moving out of the Zieg" The Wolverine," with Gibson,
bad.
Sid
Smith is featured as
feld "Hush" entered the Castle,
two blocks away from the Ziegfeld,
Percy,
Harry
McCoy is Ferdie, and
Released by Ass'd
ture. Photoplays
and ran for two weeks.
Herman C. Raymaker directed the
«<~PHE WOLVERINE," the first
"Associated Photoplays, Inc., is
A of the Helen Gibson series
in
the field to stay," said Mr.
Florida Picture to Be
Productions,
Spencer
produced by
Fisher. " For that reason we were American Reissues Are
Inc to be distributed by Associatin
no
hurry to place a feature on
Rich in Scenery
Proving Popular
ed Photoplays, Inc., of 25 W. 45th
Paul Gilmore, of Tampa, Florida, street, has arrived in New York the market not worthy of our trade
State rights exchanges report
mark. In ' The Wolverine ' we that they are doing a big business
announces that he is now making and is ready for immediate release have
a picture that is bound to go
a picture which is arousing great to the State Rights field.
and go big for it is a western on a series of reconstructed Ameriinterest in that state. While not
"The Wolverine" is from the thriller
can cause
Filmof Company
features.
Bewith dignified punch and
their former
popularity
an advertising film it is known as story " The Ranch at the Wolver- entertainment
made in the land of
the
producers
considered
these
conwas
and
ine " by B. M. Bower,
ashow
"Florida
and will
muchFirst"
of picture
the beautiful
sidered one of the best sellers
features 1921
worthy
of up - to - theand" The Wolverine " will be prop- minute
improvements,
scenery of that state. The story is among the western class of fiction.
erly exploited. Mr. Fisher has they are in reality new prints, reone which admirably fits into the William Bertram, a director noted brought
together a staff of expert edited with new titles, new art
Florida atmosphere and allows for his picturization of action and
snow." and exploitation men, and work and new music cues.
ample opportunity to produce a film scenic beauty, wielded the mega- publicity
a campaign in keeping with the
This series of twelve pictures inof great scenic beauty.
phone in the making of the first picture will shortly be launched in
of the Helen Gibson series.
clude the cream of the William Rusthe
trade
papers
and
directly
with
sell action dramas ; those in which
With Helen Gibson as the star,
the
exchangemen
who
purchase
Herald Productions Has
Mary Miles Minter first made her
supported by an all-star cast " The Wolverine." A special de- hit with the public when she was a
Four Triangle Features headed by Jack Connelly, including
partment
has
been
installed
by
Mr.
Leo Maloney, Anne Schaefer, Ivor Fisher to take care of the needs of very young enthusiast, and the J. P.
An agreement has been signed be- McFadden, Martha Mattox, Doris the exchangemen who care for a McGowan Signals in which Helen
tween the Classical Investment
blazed a new trial in quick
" The Wolverine " presents a specially conducted campaign on Holmes
action and suspense.
Company, Inc., and Herb Hayman Race,
of players who have made this feature.
class
for Herald Productions, Inc., good. Helen Van Upp, who has
whereby the latter takes over the many noted pictures to her credit,
distribution of four features for
and Men"
adapted "The Wolverine" for the Plymouth Sells Rights "Madonnas
the United States and Canada.
screen.
in Los Angeles
Nat Levine, president of PlymVictor B. Fisher, general manThese pictures are Ellen Tern,'
Herman F. Jans reports from
Pictures, Inc., announces that
ager of Associated Photoplays, the outh
in " Her Greatest Performance " ;
South American right to Los Angeles under date of March
Charles Dickens' " Dombey & Inc., in planning for the distribuProblem," fea- 31st that the Garrich of Los Antion of " The Wolverine " will give " Every Woman's
Son " ; Oscar Wilde's " Lady WinDorothy Davenport (Mrs.
dermere's Fan " and H. B. Irving to the field the advantages of his Wallace turing
presenting
" Madonnas
and
Reid) have been acquired Men "geles isfor
an indefinite
run comin " The Lyon's Mail." They were motion picture wisdom in exploit- by Sidney Garrett and Company.
mencing
April
8th.
originally released by Triangle.
ing and advertising the Gibson fea-
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Burr Adds to Staff of
New York Studio
THEreported
following
the independent market were
duringsales
the on
week:
The recent announcement of the
" Dollars and
" (Joe
producformation of Affiliated Pictures,
tions) to the Trump FilmDestiny
Co., for GreaterHorwitz
New York and
Northern
New Jersey.
Inc., a new producing organization
of which C. C. Burr is president,
"Dollars and
to theStates.
Cosmopolitan Film Co.,
New England
of Boston, for the Destiny"
coupled with the outline of the proposed scope of their activities, has
" Dollars
and Destiny " to Mr. Harvey for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
indirectly furnished the reason for
the recently augmented technical
Star Ranch Westerns (C. B. C. Film Sales) to the
and producing staffs at the FiftyLightning
land
States. Photoplays Corp., of Boston for the New Eng.
fourth street studio, the producing
home of the various units over
"Witches Lure" (Capital Film Co., of Chicago) to
which Mr. Burr presides.
the
New Aywon
Jersey.Film Corp., for Greater New York and Northern
Additional interest was given the
matter by the news of the appointLester Cuneo series (Capital Film Co., of Chicago) to
ment, made a few days ago, of
Al Kahn of the Federated Film Exchange, Des Moines, for
Iowa and Nebraska.
Jacques Kopfstein, as general manager in charge of distribution.
Lester Cuneo series to the Crescent Film Exchange
Their first production will be
of Kansas City, for Kansas, and Western Missouri.
" Lonely Heart," from Edgar Solwyn's story
same name,
featuring Miss of
KaytheLaurell,
the noted
beauty,
directed
John O'Brien
Jerusalem
Filmed
and enacted
by abysplendid
cast of Ancient
players, headed by Robert Elliot.
Anthony Paul Kelly, author of
Kineto's " The Holy City " Excludes
" Three Faces East " and other hits
All
Views
of the Modern City
and the adaptor of Griffith's " 'Way
modernity and restricted himself to
Down
East,"
did
the
scenario
and
Captain Caldwell, of the Hillicker «npHE
HOLYand CITY"
photo- those sections of the city that date
■■• graphed
titled byas Charles
Writers, did the titles. Distribut- Urban contains wealth of histori- back to the days when it was the
ing arrangements and territorial
pride of a nation and a power in
cal background.
the Asiatic world.
rights will be negotiated within a
" Jerusalem was not an easy subfew weeks.
" The Holy City " as viewed
to handle," state
Kineto. was
"Thea in Thus
this Kineto Review, is full of the
very jectabundance
of material
drawback. Others have attempted touches that link it with antiquity:
to place in appropriate setting this the narrow, cobbled streets, teem"Welcome Children" to magnificent
ing with oriental life; the old
old jewel of the orient,
Be Released in April
but have lost themselves in the ef- " wailing wall " where the devout
fort : In trying to embrace all still bring their supplications; the
Hunter Bennett, vice-president
and general manager of the Na- phases of the subject, they have se- dark-robed priests; the women
tional Exchanges, Inc., announces
cured amiscellany of pictures, un- drawing water; the market-places
related and lacking continuity. In filled with keen-faced traders from
that his company will release
the four corners ot the world;
through the exchanges of their or- a picture of the Jerusalem of his- hoary
old fathers in Israel asking
tory, modern Jerusalem has no
ganization the feature production
place, and those who have attempted only a place in the sun.
"15th.
Welcome Children " about April to
cover both have sacrificed artisTo complete the effect of antic values and confused their
tiquity, Mr. Urban has chosen his
This picture was produced by
titles
entirely from the Bible.
Drascena Producing Co. of Los
In producing the Kineto Review, Jerusalem is the topic of many a
Angeles, under the direction of audiences."
Harry C. Matthews.
"The
City," Mr. Urban took page in the Holy Writ, and from
Mr. Bennett also advises that his as hisHoly
theme the Jerusalem of many parts of the book, Mr. Urban
Bible
times.
To be consistent, and has gathered titles that are gems
company has just contracted for a
series of two-reel comedies pro- secure the effect desired, he care- of literature to match the beauty
fully excluded all evidences of of his picture.
duced by the Paul Gerson Picture
Productions of San Francisco, California, under the supervision of W.
A. Howell. The National Exchanges, Inc., will also release a
series of one-reel King Cole come- To
N.Y.
in Big
"Hush"
Exploit
Crandall,
of Equity,
Planning
dies featuring Milburn Moranti.
Campaign
"Pirates of the West"
Is Hatton Thriller
" Pirates of the West " is the title
that has been given by the C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation to the first
of the new two-reel Western pictures which C. Edward Hatton has
contracted to make for release by
this company. This is the first of a
series of twenty-six short thrillers
which this young Western player is
to produce for release by C. B. C.
Tucker Bros. Road Show
a Big Success
Tucker Bros., of Oklahoma City,
who control " The House Without
Children
for Texas,
Oklahoma,
Arkansas," have
seven road
shows
touring their territory and report
big success everywhere. " The
House Without Children" is the
first production that Tucker Bros,
have exploited outside of Oklahoma.

for

ALL, exploitMILTON ationCRAND
director of Equity Pictures will handle the publicity cam" Hush,"release
the latest
Kimballpaign onYoung
whichClara
has
been booked at the Capitol, New
York, for the week beginning April
24th.
Mr. Crandall, who ranks as one
of the oldest and ablest exploitation
men in the motion-picture field, has
developed a campaign that is citywide in scope and constitutes one of
the most widespread and effective
publicity tie-ups ever planned. It
was Crandall who secured recordbreaking publicity for Clara Kimball Young in the Southwest recently when the Equity star made a
series of personal appearances.
Mr. Crandall has spent most of
his activity in the field outside New
York. His connection with Equity
has afforded him an opportunity of
promoting his first extensive campaign in the metropolis. W hile he
holds records for publicizing pictures in other cities, he has rarely
invaded New York.

Capitol Showing
The campaign
details
of which onare"Hush,"
already thein
operation, will be the most sweeping and most direct tie-up any picture has yet secured, Equity
claimed. Crandall is now in
Rochester vention,
at the
Exhibitors'
representing
Equity, conand
exploiting Clara Kimball Young in
her absence from the convention.

Picture

News

" Dollars and Destiny "
Arouses Interest
Joe Horwitz, of Joe Horwitz
Productions, announces that his
super-sporting drama, " Dollars and
Destiny," has created a sensation
among independent exchanges and
is arousing attention throughout
the country. Recent sales on this
picture are reported in another column, while several others are reported to be pending.
Mr. Horwitz states that it his
company's intention to release a
series of eight pictures a year on a
basis that will assure the independent exchanges a large profit. Associated with Mr. Horwitz as sales
manager is Jack Withers.
Work Starts on First
Louise Dresser Picture
Louise Dresser and Jack Gardner have fallen into the silent
drama — Jack as the Producer.
Louise as a Star on her own. Mr.
Gardner has agreed to provide a
series of twelve two-reel intimate
comedies in one year and Irving M.
Lesser has agreed to distribute the
pictures and extensive space has
been rented
wood studios.in the Brunton Holly" The Fat Fighters " is the working title of the first comedy and
work on this will commence April
15th. Miss Dresser is Mrs. Jack
Gardner in private life.
Special

Musical

Score

for "Peck's Bad Boy"
Not satisfied with Jackie Coogan's name as star of " Peck's Bad
Boy " nor that of Irvin S. Cobb,
as title writer, Irving M. Lesser,
distributor of the Peck film, will
have a special musical score arranged to accompany the feature
on
nation.its journey throughout the
Full orchestrations will be made
and a complete set of same will be
attached to every print of the Peck
film. According to Mr. Lesser,
the
of "inPeck's
Bad
Boy"initial
will showing
take place
the very
near
future.
"County Fair" Bought
by S. and T. Company
Announcements in the trade
journals to the effect that Samuel
Harding of Kansas City has purchased the rights of " The County
Fair" for Missouri, Kansas,
Nebraska and Iowa, are incorrect,
City.
according to Harry Taylor, of the
S. and T. Film Companv of Kansas

Mr. Taylor states that Mr. Harding merely reviewed the picture and
Dominant Pictures,
later acted as agent for the S. and
Company, which will handle the
Inc., Resumes Activities T.
feature in their territorv.
An announcement of interest to
exhibitors is found in the resume
Lubin Sells Foreign
of the distributing activities of
Dominant Pictures, Inc., of which
Rights of Pictures
Jacques Kopfstein is general manBert Lubin announces that he hai
Scheduled for early release in the disposed of a block of foreign terager.
on " Honeymoon Ranch " to
independent market is their big pro- Sydney ritoryGarrettt,
who purchased the
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
,
Aching
"
Hearts,"
f
eaturArgentina, Chile, Uruing Catherine Calvert, supported bv rightsguayfor
and Paraguay.
Frank Mills and other players of
Negotiations for the sale of the
note.
It
is
directed
by
Madame
Blache.
second Lubin picture, " West of the
Rio Grande," are now pending.
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Douglas and Scheuer
Producing Pictures
Douglas & Scheuer, Inc., of New
York, who have hitherto confined
their activities to state right selling
of feature pictures, announce their
entry into the producing field, having just completed a five-reel com" Easy Beresford,
to Get." who
The
story edyisdrama,
by Frank
has scenarioized many successes for
Famous Players, Triangle and
United Pictures.
This feature is the first of a series
of twelve which will be handled in
the United States and Canada by a
wellknown distributing organization. Foreign rights will be retained by Douglas & Scheuer, Inc.
The story and continuity for the
second feature of this series, also
written by Mr. Beresford, have
been accepted by Mr. Douglas, and
as soon as the cast has been selected, production will be started.
Reelcraft Announces
Three New Series
President R. C. Cropper of the
Reelcraft Picture Corporation has
announced the addition of three new
series of Short Subjects to be added
to the program of this company.
The first will be a series of twentysix two-reel farce comedies featuring Tweedy, the well known Comedian of France. Tweedy has a
world-wide fame, having been one
of the first real pioneers in the picture industry and for many years
the continental favorite of Europe.
The second unit of production
will be a series of fifty-two single
reel comedies in which little Bud
Duncan is the star. This is the second series of Bud Comedies to be
marketed by Reelcraft. The new
series will be under the personal
direction of Hamilton Smith.
The third producing unit will be
an all star aggregation, in a series
of twenty-six two-reel comedies,
with no featured star, but to be
marketed under the brand name of
"Humdinger" Comedies.
Urban Science Picture
Shown at Rivoli
The Rialto theatre is adding to
the variety of its program this
week by showing an unusual scientific picture called " The Chemistry
of Combustion."
which
is from oneInofthis
the picture,
Urban
Movie Chats, a series of interesting experiments are made.
Beginning with the early
methods of making fire — the fire
stick and the bow-drill, the film goes
on to show that fire can be started
with a lens made of ice. The innocent waterbottle as a sun-bufner
and consequently a source of
danger, is exposed. Some modern
chemical experiments are also tried.
Grace Cunard Featured
In Two Reel Western
Grace Cunard is again the star
of the newest Star Ranch Western, seventh release of the series
of two-reel Western thrillers that
are being distributed to the State
Right market by the C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation.

of
Equity
has
ENT
CEM
ANNOUN
made at the offices of been
the
Equity Pictures Corp. that
arrangements have been completed
this week for the distribution of
all of the Clara Kimball Young
productions in the Dominion of
Canada. The new distributing organization will be known as the
Equity Pictures Corp., Ltd., and
will have its headquarters at Montreal, with branch offices in the
s ofvitz
principalinces.citie
Canaisda's
dent
Sam Arno
presiprovof the new corporation ; Morris M.
Davis is vice-president and general manager, and Irving Stuart is
the treasurer and secretary.
The treal
Equity
distributors
will maintain
one ofofMonthe
largest exchanges of the Dominion
it is said. The product they wil]
handle has been estimated to total
approximately $100,000 in value.
The officers mentioned above are
veterans in Canadian film distribution and have been active in the
industry since the early stages of
the Dominion's
film been
history.
Morris M. Davis has
identified
with some of the most successful
motion-picture enterprises negotiated in Canada. His experience in
the field is not limited to distribution. He has earned a reputation
as an energetic, enterprising showman and as an infallible judge of
box-office successes.
The Equity Pictures Corp.,
Ltd., selfof
not limit
to theCanada,
sale of will
its Clara
KimballitYoung production to exhibitors. It
will also provide publicity and exploitation service to assist them. In
Montreal there is an extensive pubSameth

Formed
Is
While in New York, where the
New Company to Dis- deal for the distribution was closed,
the officers of the new corporation
tribute Young Picwere present at a private screening
tures in Dominion
of "Hush," the latest Clara Kimgall Young release. The excellence
licity and exploitation department of this picture was somewhat rethat will see to it that the exhibitor
for swinging
their decidraws 100 per cent return on every
sion to thesponsibleside
of the Equity
star.
picture he books. The promotion Some of the former Young productions were also screen and elicited
of the presentation of Equity pictures will be one of the main feat- the keenest enthusiasm from the
ures of the new organization. It Canadian distributors.
Milton Crandall, exploitation diwill be thedistributors
ambition of
Canadian
to Equity's
be the
rector of Equity, and Nat Rothpioneers in fostering the most ad- stein, advertising manager, provided Davis with some introductory
vanced and effective methods of exploitation that the Dominion has material which has been used sucyet seen. As the field of publicity
cessfully before and which the
and picture promotion in Canada is Equity of Canada will employ to
not as highly developed as in the full advantage for the benefit of
United States, Equity will have their exhibitors. Equity, Davis
plentytionofmethods
room there,
to improve
exploita- stated, has won local prestige by the
it is said.
effectiveness of its publicity.
The officers of Equity, Ltd., have
In addition to the Clara Kimball
been in the market for some time
for the most suitable product for Young productions, Equity of Canada will distribute " She Played and
distribution in Canada. The series
Paid," the five-reel feature starring
Fannie
Ward, now being disposed
of Clara Kimball Young productions was chosen as the strongest of by the Joan Film Sales Co. to
box-office attractions for that terri- the state-right field. Davis bought
tory. Since her very first Equity this feature to accommodate the demand for state-right releases among
release, "The Eyes of Youth," Miss his exhibitors.
Young has been a Canadian favorite. That production marked a new
As a fitting introduction of the
stage in exhibition. Previously new Clara Kimball Young series in
Canada was the victim of many in- the Dominion, it is planned to have
ferior pictures, and those producmake personal appeartions of real merit that were shown Miss Young
ances in the principal cities of the
were sometimes harmed by insufficient exploitation. It will be the provinces,
largest
atres. at
Davis Canada's
declared that
his theexaim of Equity of Canada to put its
hibitors were anxious to have the
shoulders to the wheel behind every Equity star visit them in person to
Clara Kimball Young picture and satisfy the curiosity of her many
to boost it to the limit.
admirers.
Canada

Has

NN,nt
theSMASalie
F. t C.of GRO
MAXpresiden
Films, Inc., announces that
the Forward Film Distributors,
Inc., will release a series of ten
super-productions featuring Miss
Muriel Ostriche. This announcement was made following a conference between J. Joseph Sameth,
president of the Forward Film Distributors, Inc. ; Mr. Grosmann and
J. Charles Davis, 2nd, who personally wrote and directed " The
Shadow," the first of the series
which is ready for1 distribution.
to be one of the largThis is said
est financial deals consummated in
the independent market in many
months.
" After a survey of the field,"
said
" Mr. Davis
and IMr.
wereGrosmann,
perfectly satisfied
that
Miss Ostriche had established herself as a star of known box office
attraction. After this was known
we started to make a series of pictures, getting the very best results
that money and brains could produce. In ' The Shadow ' I know
the independent organization will
see a new Muriel Ostriche, for at
last she is given a story and setting
especially
adapted for her dramatic
ability.
" It is true that more than five of
the biggest men in the state right
field were after the Ostriche series.
But we made no move until we
received assurance that these features would be handled in a manner in keeping with the class of the

Ostriche

Salient
Series to Be

Product

ing a knowledge of what both the
exhibitor and public want. He was
connected with the Famous PlayersReleased by ForLasky Corp. and Arrow Film Corp.,
which organization he left to take
of production for Salient.
production.ward
After Films
Mr. Sameth and charge
has full authority in this end
his organization looked over the He
from the selection of the stories to
first production and realized its
of the pictures.
worth, it took us very little time to theMr.completion
Sameth is making elaborate
plans for the immediate release of
close
the
deal."
At ness
theaffairs
head,
directingFilms,
the busiShadow." " I can't say much
of Salient
Inc., "atThe
this time, for since signing the
is F. C. Grosmann, well known in contract
we have been busy day
the film world. He has been spe- and night perfecting arrangements
cializing in motion pictures for to handle this film in a manner that
several years and is thoroughly fa- I know will insure success both to
miliar with the marketing of moandterritory.
those who purtion pictures and all the business the production
chase it for their
connected therewith. He has been
" I am more than pleased with
with some of the largest com- the distributing arrangements made
panies in an executive capacity
and resigned from the Robertson- with Mr. Sameth and his organizaCole Distributing Corporation to confident
tion," said
Missthe Ostriche.
" I Mr.
am
that
film is what
assume his present responsible po- Goosmann and Mr. Davis claim it
sition. His work there and prior
be, and, knowing that the release
to that with Famous Players-Lasky to
is in good hands, we shall turn our
Corporation fits him particularly efforts
to the making of the second
well for his present duties. He has
entire charge of marketing the productions of Salient Films, Inc.
of News
the series."
Reel for Negro
J. Charles Davis, 2nd, secretary
and supervising director, brings to
Movie Fans
Salient Films, Inc., an experience
J. Williams Clifford, president of
covering seven years spent in the the
Monumental Pictures Corp.,
various branches of the motion- who is state righting a Negro News
picture industry. He has been advertising manager, special writer, Weekly entitled the " Monumental
exchange man, assistant director, Monthly," that this subject will be
director and producer. He has a complete chronicle of the events
been exploitation manager, acquir- of concern and interest to the
negroes of the world.
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Pacific Film Studio to
Be Ready Soon
New
With foundations laid for carJungle
Picture
from
Selig
penter and paint shops and him
i i Tt JT IRACLES of the Jungle," Federated to Release catch up to him, furnishes a rare vault, building
are being
tale of adventure, in which a charm- rushed at the operations
I y I a spectacular Warner
studios of the PaBrothers' animal producSpectacular
Animal
cific Film Co. on the Coast, and it
ing love story is included. " Mirtion, regarded as the finest and costacles of the by
Jungle
" was
written
Production
liest wild animal picture ever made,
and directed
E. A.
Martin
and begins to look as if the production
has just been completed at the Selig
is to be released shortly through the of five-reel feature pictures could
Federated Film Exchanges of be started with the opening of the
Studios, according to an announcement issued by the Federated Film the tangled vines and huge trees America, Inc.
summer season.
With Vernon Dent and his
Exchanges of America, Inc., which among which they are shown stalk" boob" comedians finishing their
ing in their ceaseless blood hunt
has acquired the film.
weekly single reel comedy SaturThe production is featured by furnish backgrounds of tropical New Production Manafor the unfolding of the colday, the George Ovey company took
daring use of wild animals, preten- beauty orful
story
of
adventure
on
the
of the stages of the Patious settings of unusual character, Dark Continent. To make it a comAnnouncement
was
made this possession
BunC.
C.
ger
for
cific Film Co. last Monday and
real jungle atmosphere and artistic
week by C. C. Burr, president of spent the week in producing a
plete
and
satisfying
entertainment
photography. It is in thirty-one episodes of humor rub elbows with Master Films, Inc., producers of
shabby ^genteel comedy of the
reels, and one of the unique feat- the tense and vivid moments.
the " Torchy Comedies," released White Cap brand. Dent and Ovey
ures of the production is the fact
The turesstory
the adveneach week, the forthat it can be divided up and run
of two concerns
United States
Secret through Educational, of the per- are alternating
mer supported by Violet Joy, with
in any length of unit desired by the Service men sent to Africa to bring Lamson manent
appointment
of
"production
Demmie "
to
the
post
of
exhibitor. This production novelty back a man wanted for murder.
Arby Arly again leading for Ovey.
Mr. Lamson was simis made possible by ingenious con- How they strike his trail, are beset manager.
ilarly occupied with several other
Richard Kipling Will
struction of the plot.
producers before joining Master
perils of man and beast, and Films.
A band of thirty-five lions of the by
Tour Key Cities
what comes of it when they finally
Selig Zoo, said to be the largest
A new arrival in New York is
single collection of lions in captivMrs. Richard Kipling, wife of
ity, was enlisted in the production,
Richard Kipling, head of the Kiptogether with elephants, tigers, leopards, gorillas and other jungle folk. New
Selig-Rork
Pictures
New ling
YorkEnterprises, 516 5th Avenue,
The human cast, equally large and
Mr. Kipling is planning a tour
diversified, included several hunFirst Feature to Be " The Rosary,"
of the key cities throughout the
with Lewis Stone; Others Follow
dred African tribesmen, and a numUnited States, establishing Kipling
ber of pygmies from the African
Field, Robert Hichens and Exchanges in larger cities. Mrs.
and Sam Harold buryMacGrath.
E. SELIG
interior, who play in support of the WILLE.IAM
e that
work
Rork announc
Kipling, who takes an active interest
leading actors.
Plans
for the production of a in her husband's productions, will
immediately under
It took several months to con- will be started
series
of
five
special
pictures
a
year
accompany him on this tour.
ion on a five-reel prostruct one of the sets in the produc- their supervis
duction of the famous story classic, starring the famous Australian
tion, showing an entire ancient
Reg. L. (Snowy) Baker
The Rosary." It will have an all- sportsman,
African city. Although thousands "star
cast headed by Lewis S. Stone. are also complete. The first of Ziegfeld Sells Foreign
of dollars were spent on the set, it Other special five-reel productions these stories has been selected and
Rights to Picture
was blown up and demolished after
will present the athlete in a drama
Announcement is made by W. K.
it had served its brief but realistic will follow " The Rosary."
of tremendous heart interest and
While Selig has been one of the
president of the Ziegfeld
purpose — to achieve a powerful mo- quiet figures in the cinema life for gripping situations. Mr. Baker has Ziegfeld,
Cinema Corporation, that the exment in a single scene — state Selig.
his favorite horse " BoomAnother unparalleled scene shows the past few years he has a sur- broughterang "all
clusive foreign rights to " The
the way from the Anti- Black Panther's
prising amount of fine screen matea terrific jungle fight between a
Club " have been
podes,
accompanied by a trainer, for sold
rial which he has been accumulat- use in his productions.
to Jacobo Glucksman.
tiger and an elephant, who was
I
From
the
earliest
days of the ining.
Among
the
authors
and
draI
guarding a little child from attack.
Scoop Conlon has been engaged
matists represented are James tising.
dustry, Mr. Glucksman has been
A battle between a handful of men
as
director
of
publicity
and
adverand a large band of lions furnishes Oliver Curwood, Sir Gilbert Parintimately connected with the funker, Hallie Erminie Rives, E. Philone of the numerous other hairdamental workings of its machinSelig and Rork will also produce
lips
Oppenheim,
Winston
Churchill,
ery, for he has been associated with
raising thrills.
a new series of two reel comedy
The wild animals are shown at Randall Parrish, Gen. Charles dramas and dramas and single-reel his brother, Max, in his extensive
activities in the Argentine.
large in their native jungles, and King, Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Salis- animal series.
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Producers
ABOUT

|'Sentimental Tommy"
Smashes Records
' Sentimental Tommy," the screen
version which
of SirJohn
JamesS.M.Robertson
Barrie's
book,
ade for Paramount, broke all
records last week at the Criterion
heatre in New York, where it had
ts premiere under the direction of
Hugo Riesenfeld.
The picture got off with a normal
start Sunday, March 27. The
newspaper reviews Monday mornng were uniformly commendatory
and brought about a sharp pick-up
Monday.
attendance
inrowd
broke all
recordsTuesday's
of the
theatre for week-day attendance,
'Sentimental Tommy" playing to
J.406 persons, — a capacity house for
;ach performance at the Criterion
which seats but 600.
The capacity business of last
Tuesday has been duplicated every
day since. Last Sunday evening all
Sunday night attendance records
were smashed with 1,185 persons
itnessing the 7:30 and 9:30 performances.

studio Leased by dobe
Productions Corp.
The Forty-fourth Street Studio
in New York City has been leased
for a period of one year by The
Globe Productions Corporation,
and it is announced that the four
productions in which Mae Murray
will appear and which will be released through Associated Exhibitors will be made there. The final
selection of the first picture to be
made with Miss Murray will be
made this week, and work will be
commenced immediately, with Robert Z. Leonard directing.
"Proxies" Billed for Rivoli, April 10
H 1
pROXIES,"
theProduclatest
Cosmopolitan
tion, will have its first showing at the Rivoli theatre, New
York, Sunday, April 10th.
"Proxies" is a Frank R.
Adams story which appeared
in the Cosmoplitan Magazine.
George D. Baker, who directed the picture, also wrote
the scenario. The leading
parts are played by Norman
Kerry, who played opposite
Marion Davies in " Buried
Treasure," a recent Cosmopolitan production; and Zena
Keefe. Others in the cast
are William H. Tooker, Raye
Dean, Jack Crosby, and Paul
Everton. After its run at the
Rivoli in New York, " Proxies " will be released through
all the Paramount exchanges.

PICTURES

New in Monster
"Blimp"
International
The first motion pictures ever
taken
the " Roma,"airship,
the world's
largestof blimp-type
and
which has been purchased from the
Italian Government by the United
States, are contained in International News reel No. 26, which has
just salbeen
released through Univerexchanges.
Other interesting air pictures
contained in International News
No. 26, show Army aviators at
Langley Field, demonstrating how
they can drive dreadnoughts from
the sea with bombing squadrons of
huge airships. The war-birds are
shown in battle maneuvres, launching their bombs and scoring hits on
ships.
targets made to represent battle-

Strong Supporting Cast
for Louise Glaum
Florence Vidor, starred in " Beau Revel," a Thomas H. Ince production released
by Famous Players-Lasky

New

Series

for

Educational

Selig and Rork to Make Two-Reel
Dramas and Single-Reel Comedies
the reputation of the authors will
add greatly to the box office values
nces
INC,
annou
CHANGES,
EX'
FILM
AL
ION
CAT
EDU
the pictures.
that it has signed a contract with of The
casts are promised as being
William N. Selig and Samuel Rork actual all-star
creations with noted
to distribute a series of twelve twoappearing in all the roles and
reel super-dramas and twelve one- actors
reel animal comedies. These con- including such people as Wallace
tracts were signed by President E. Beery, Lewis Stone, William Desmond, Mary MacLaren, Ann ForW. Hammons on his recent trip to
and a large number of others.
Los Angeles. Production has been The rest
productions,
too, will be along
started on both series, but the first
releases will not be announced for lines that are equally impressive.
facilities of the Selig studio in
some time, pending the completion The Angeles
will be used in making
cf some other plans of Educational. Los
the new films, and a larce staff has
Both of these series are promised been gathered there to work on
as distinct novelties and are in line these productions.
with Educational's recent announcement that its plans for its second
year centred around the increase in 4 'No Substitutes Accepted" by Realart
the variety of its product and a further expansion of its policy to supRealart points out that in the
ply "everything for the program
of Alice Brady's new starexcept the feature." Each series filming
vehicle, " Out picture,
of the ten
Chorus,"
will supply a monthly release, prob- a Starring Franchise
girls
ably starting in the late summer.
of the Ziegfeld Follies Chorus apThe two-reel de luxe dramas are
peared before the camera. The
based on the famous Selig Library scene called for a musical extravaganza with real chorus girls, and
of noted novels by such authors as
James Oliver Curwood, Sir Gilbert with the purpose in mind of supplyParker, E. Phillips Oppenheim,
ing "the real thing " and accepting
Charles Eckert Goodman, Randall " no substitute " the Ziegfeld girls
Parrish, Salisbury Field, General were engaged for the scene.
Charles King and a number of othIn its search for " the real,"
ers equally well known. In brief,
of the district-atthe story will be made one of the photographs
torney's chambers were taken and
dominant things in these pictures, sketches of the grand jury rooms,
and it is promised that there will be so that the reproduction of the
as much action compressed into the court scenes in the picture might
two reels as there is found in the be made with greatest accuracy, deaverage feature. It is expected that
clares the statement from Realart.

Associated Producers reports an
unusually strong supporting cast for
Louise Glaum in her new J. Parker
Read, Jr.,which
production,
Am
Guilty,"
is basedtitled
on a" Istory
written by Bradley King. Mahlon
Hamilton heads the supporting cast
which includes Joseph Kilgour,
Ruth Stonehouse and Claire Du
Brey. Other members of the cast
are Mickey Moore (in a child role),
May Hopkins, George Cooper and
Frederick de Kovert. Jack Nelson
directed.
" I 1st.
Am Guilty " will be
released May

Pathe

Announces

Four

April 17 Releases
PATHE
EXCHANGE,
INC., announces
four releases for April 17th, including "By Air and Sea," the
thirteenth episode of " Double
Adventure," starring Charles
Hutchinson; and "The Midnight Attack," episode sixth
of "The Avenging Arrow,"
starring Ruth Roland. On
the same date will be released
"The Sage-Brush Musketeers," starring Tom Santschi.
This Western is said to present some interiors typical of
the old West and exteriors of
unusual scenic beauty. The
supporting
includes
Violet Schram,castTom
Lingham,
Fred Gambel, Frank Rice and
Earl Duive.
Eddie Boland is featured
in " Hobgoblins," a Rolin
comedy, also set for April
17th. The story concerns a
soriority house.
initiation
held plays
in a *
haunted
Boland
the part of a fake medicine
doctor.

Motion
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Tom

in " Goodl, Women,
Thebysuper-specia
Rosemary Cole
Robertsondirected bya
Gasnier
44 Over the Hill " Road
Companies Started
William Fox declares jhat approximately one million persons
"
have witnessed " Over the Hill
since its premiere at the Astor theatre, New York, on September 17.
The picture is now nearing its
as a Broadway preseighth month
entation. It is at present at the
Broadhurst theatre, where the attendance remains undiminished,
according to a statement from the
Fox headquarters. Mr. Fox also
that " Over the Hill "
announces
road companies are now being
launched. These, it is declared, will
present the picture from
eventually
Coast
to Coast.

Starts

Moore

Casting Complete
Comedian;" New
MOORE, back from his
TOM
honeymoon in Honolulu, this
week began work at the Goldwyn
studios here on his next photowhicnh
," zatio
Gamecteri
of chara
typeng the
new "Beati
has a play,
for him. The scenario is an original by Charles Kenyon, author of
" Kindling." It is being directed by
Victor Schertzinger. The leading
feminine role will be played by
Helene Chad wick, who played opposite Mr. Moore in his previous
rs
Othe
in Heav
" Made
re,
pictu
ngs,
tt en."
C. Jenni
are DeWi
in the cast
famous on the speaking stage as
of police roles ; Dick Rosan
and Lydia Knott.
son actor
The cast for Rita Weiman s
y, " The Grim
original ,"photopla
which Frank Lloyd is
Comedian
completed with
been
has
directing,
the addition of Eric Snowden, formerly stage manager for the late
Sir Herbert Tree; Claude Payton,
a brother of Corse Payton; John
Harron, a brother of the late
Bobby " Harron, and Joseph
"Dowling.
Richard Dix has been selected
to act the leading male role in
Mary Roberts Rinehart's original
Fool,"
The goGlorious
scenario,
which
will "soon
into production
under the direction of E. Mason
Hopper. Dr. Henry A. Conway, of
the California Hospital, has been
employed as a technical adviser to
the director as the story deals with
a romance which springs up in a
hospital.

on

Picture

Next

for " The Grim
Films Announced
Reginald
production will beBarker's
the new next
Gouverneur
Morris original, " Who Shall
formerly called "The
Judge?"
Hangman." Mr. Barker is now
supervising the editing of his latest
production,
Nest,"
which Rupert "The
Hughes Old
prepared
for
the screen from his novel of the
same name.
Director Clarence Badger is
msily engaged teaching fifty extra
people the old-fashioned minuet
for the Capulet masked ball scene
for " ring
Doubling
For Romeo,"
starWill Rogers.
The company
will later go to Arizona for the
round-up scenes.
Wallace Worsley is guiding Leatrice Joy, Lon Chaney and John
Bowers through the stirring incidents and tense emotions of " Ace
of Hearts," a Gouverneur Morris
original, which is rapidly taking
shape for the screen.

Pearl White in a scene from episode
twelve of "Pathe
The reissue
Black Secret," a

Press- Books Prepared
for Realart Issues
Realart announces as availabl
" Inside of the Cup" Is for bookers press-books in connec
tion with the release of " Th>
Scoring Everywhere
House That Jazz Built," starrinj
Hawley, and " The Magi
" The Inside of the Cup," the Wanda
Binney
in th [
stellar with
role.Constance
These two
campaigi
Cosmopolitan production of Win- Cup,"
ston Churchill's novel, has been books are declared by Realart t>
crowding motion picture houses
of aandpractica
throughout the country since its re- contain
sort for suggestions
the exploitation
adver *
lease, declares a statement from tising.
They have been prepare*
Cosmopolitan. When " The Inside with the idea that the helpful press
of the Cup " was published serially book must not serve as an adver
in Hearst's Magazine and later is- tising medium of the producer t
sued in book form, it caused na- the exhibitor but must be a genuin
tional discussion and argument. exploitation and advertising aid.

Practical

Wisdom

The chief function of the commercial film laboratory are to
make " Quality Prints " and render " Prompt Service." Any
Laboratory which cannot supply both is not functioning.
The Republic policy is for Quality, our physical and financial
resources are for Service. The use of modern machinery — the
finest raw material and chemicals obtainable plus our expert
human element insure Quality. Our desire and willingness
to please insure Service.
If you are not now getting " Quality Prints " plus " Prompt
Service," you had better let us know and we will immediately
transform these words into deeds.

Republic
128

West

52nd

Laboratories,
Street
PHONE

CIRCLE

5828-5829

New

Inc.
York

City

■ April
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|,4ae Marsh in " Nobody's
Kid," a Robertson-Cole production
idae Marsh Vehicle to
J Be Released Shortly
Robertson-Cole
announces for
larly release a Mae Marsh production, Nobody's
"
Kid," based on
ec-he novel, " Mary Cary," which was
published by Harper's, and which
jugui through many editions. " Mary
eic'arylife
" tells
serio-comic
Wie
of a alittle
group of story
orphansof
: ho were led through a remarkable
lories of trials and tribulations by
,ca defiant, warm-hearted little girl,
ho found happiness after many
iventures.

Queen of Scots"
1IH Mary
Nears Completion
A report from the Fox Film
:adquarters announces that proiction work on the new Fox speal,
" Mary
Queen ofTheScots,"
aring
completion.
scenesis
waiting filming will be made in
ance, England and Scotland on
Rations historically associated with
e career of Queen Mary. Direcr J. Gordon Edwards and a party
players are to sail at once for
jrope to " shoot " the remaining
lenes for the production.
few Film Firms on the
West Coast
ANGELES, CAL.,
LOSAnimated
Models Co. has
been dissolved.
T. W. Chatburn Enter
prises, 412 W. 6th — General
Sales, style filed by T. W.
Chatburn; Wil-field Co., The,
832 S. Olive — Motion Picture
Supplies; style filed by
Henry W. Willard and Geo.
H. Oldfield; California Producers Corporation — Cap.
$500,000; Frank C. Collier,
Louis F. Labarere and C. P.
Grua; Collier & Labarere,
Attorneys; Crandall and Stevens, 1745 Allesandro — Motion Picture Laboratory —
style filed by R. S. & R. O.
Crandall and Wm. Stevens;
Photoplayers'
Association, Equity
4518 Hollywood
Blvd — Application for dissolution; Ruth Roland Serials,
Inc. — Film Productions — application to change name to
Ruth Roland, Inc.

Priscilla

L, of
ROLtre,
CARThea
R dard
GEStan
in
the
MANA
Cleveland, Ohio, is quoted as
illa Dean's great
thatis Prisc
saying
arity
fact that
due to the
popul
" she gives the film fans action and
plenty of it in all of her pictures."
Miss Dean never disappoints them,"
ll " in a fight she is a
says htCarro
and she has more
to the; eye
delig
styles of it than Heinz has pickles.
Most picture play patrons have
muscles that are alive and they
want them tickled with snappy action. Priscilla Dean gives them
action," — hence her popularity. In
" Reputation," her new UniversalJewel production, that is now on
its way from the Coast, Priscilla
Dean beats all her own speed records for action, according to reports from Universal headquarters
in New York, and in addition, it is
stated, she has given the screen a
ely new in treatstory thatand is entir
ment twists. It will rival
" Outside the Law " in intensity of
theme, states Universal, and in its
staging efforts were directed toward
making it elaborately artistic.
The story itself is a conflict of
woman against woman, with one
of them a mother, the other her
daughter. In the struggle the
mother sinks in defeat and oblivion,
and her name, reputation and place
in the world as a great international actress, is usurped by the
daughter.
To give a happy ending, logical
in its conclusion to such an unusual narrative, is believed to be a
decided achievement in story construction and in transferring it to
the screen, delicate blending of
characterization and the exercise of
great directorial skill were needed
to retain all of the force of the
written story, declares Universal.
For the filming of the theatre
sequence, a mammoth set representing the interior of a big London theatre was constructed, with
a full stage back and front and all
of the trappings and scenery used

Dean

Picture

Priscilla Dean in " Reputation," a new Universal-Jewel production
for an actual production. In fact
this scene as a play within a play
is actually produced as an episode
in the picture, and is the central
point about which the story of
" Reputation " revolves.
It is during the action of this
episode, while the big theatre is
packed with an enthusiastic audience, that the heroine, disheveled
and a wreck of her former self, appears on the stage and accuses her
daughter of having robbed her of
her name and fame.
To show this, Priscilla Dean,
playing both parts, is called upon
to perform widely different characterization and a display of artistry that is reported as her greatest
dramatic triumph. Director Stuart
Paton is also given high praise for
the skill he has exhibited in showing Miss Dean in both characters
in a manner that produces a high

strain
sion. of suspense and perfect illuIn " Reputation " Director Stuart
Paton comes back to Miss Dean
whom he directed in her first Universalthatpicture.
It will
remembered
Stuart
Patonbe directed
Miss starring
Dean invehicle
" Beloved
Jim Big
" herU
first
on the
program.
And according
to advance information
the renewal
of
professional relations has resulted
in a remarkably fine production.
It will also be remembered that
Stuart Paton
directed
such pro-as
nounced successes
for Universal
" 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea "
and the serials, " The Gray Ghost "
and " The Voice on the Wire."
" Reputation " will be in the
hands of the exchanges some time
this month and Universal is lookto a bigthe" clean-up
soon ingasforward
it reaches
screen. " as

Remunerative
Proving
Serials
has lost its hold on the public. The
year
out.
When
hot
or
cold
weather greatest fiction writers of modern
figureins
res that
decla
HE cted
PATcolle
from
theatres
people away on other days of
all sections of the country keeps
the week, the old, reliable Pathe times in all countries have conformed to, in a general way, and
show conclusively in terms_ of Serial day goes right on grinding
dollars and cents that exhibitors
improved
on those models. Those
tell
profits.
out splendid
exhibitor
there You
is can't
anything magazine publishers who, in recent
are finding " the better class of that
ve.
wrong
with
serials.
Many
is
the
erati
s
serial " most remun
These
to supplant their longfigures have been collected by exhibitor who has frankly stated times, sought
standing serial feature with short
serials have saved his business
Elmer Pearson, Pathe's director that
stories
and
novelettes
complete in
of exchanges, through the thirty- existence not once but several a given issue, saw their circulations
two branch exchanges of this distributing organization, which are
Mr. Pearson also has made stud- go down with a bump. They were
ious inquiry into the causes which deluged with protests from their
in constant touch with every exhibitor inthe country. In analyzing have advanced the serial picture to readers. Serious loss, danger of
financial shipwreck, compelled
times."
the figures collected showing re- this exalted position. Following them to restore the weekly, or
rent
es
ceipts for the diffe
class of are some of Mr. Pearson's most
subjects covering a definite period, striking observations on the sub- monthly instalment of a ' continued
story.' As a result of this unforMr. Pearson finds that serials contunate experiment, the serial novel
" There is every reason why the has become
stitute the backbone of several prointrenched again, not
grammes per week at 60 per cent of history
of the screened serial
ject :
only in the magazines but in most
America's theatres. Heiongives this should follow the course of the tri- of
important newspapers, either
interesting explanat
of the
umphant printed serial story, with in the
their daily morning or evening
its
time-honored
motto,
'
Continued
h of of
's :value in the
growtation
the exhib
serial
Sunday editions.
itors
estim
in our next.' They are equally sub- or "their
Human life itself is a continued
ject to the law of popular demand.
"After losing money for months
on a given day of their week, many The orally delivered and printed story, lived in daily instalments,
exhibitors have converted that day serial story, whose Oriental origin and containing in perfection those
into their most profitable one by
in ' The Thou- most gripping elements of fiction —
booking serials for it year in and is bestsand andillustrated
One Nights ' tales, never mystery and suspense.
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for

Zane

Grey

Prominent Publishing
Houses to Help in
Great Campaign

prominent publishing
E ations
THRE
organiz
have combined
to nationally exploit and ad"
Zane
Grey
Week,"
nt just
ing to avertisestateme
issuedaccordfrom
the W. W. Hodkinson headquarters. They have presented their
plan to the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, who are distributors of
the Benjamin B. Hampton-Zane
Grey Productions, and it has been
approved by the Hodkinson officials, who believe that the project
will greatly boom the Zane Grey
pictures.
The plan involves the outlay of
hundreds of thousands of dollars,
declare Hodkinson officials, and will
require the co-operation of every
bookseller and every newsdealer in
the United States, a co-operation
which will be freely given. All the
employees of the three organizations named, as well as the advertising department and the field
force of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation will bend every effort
to make " Zane Grey Week " a success, declares the Hodkinson announcement.
One of the features of " Zane
Grey Week" will be the appearance of the first instalment of " To
the
Last
Man,"is to
a new
Zane Greyin
serial, which
be published
The Country Gentleman. Simultaneously with the appearance of
this installment, the Saturday Evening Post and the Ladies' Home
Journal will carry a striking fourpage advertising insert, the purpose
of which will be to advertise " Zane
Greyembodied
Week," the
and first
in this
" ad " will
be
installment
of
his newest story, it is explained.
" Taking circulations
into consideration
the
combined
of the three
media above mentioned, this fact
alone will insure the name of Zane

Picture

N e

Directors' Ball Ac- !
claimed a Success
The Third Annual M. P. D.
Pictures
Ball, annual event looked fonr
to from one year to the next, ;
which was held on April 2nd, »
without doubt, both a financial ;
social success. Despite the i
that many screen celebrities w
out of the city, and for that rea
unable to be present, there w
numerous producers, stars, dii
tors and players as well as rej
sentatives of every branch of i
tion pictures, present.
The music, as usual, was fu
ished by Orlando, which speaks
itself. The entertainment, int
spersing the dancing was of
quality heretofore unknown al
similar function. Doraldina, vr
out whose dance interpretation
Directors' Ball would seem ina
plete, appeared
in twowhich,
differv
characteristic
numbers,
her wonderful skill as a dancer,
1 The lightful personality and ackno
edged artistry, earned the gi
her.
rounds of applause which gree

W. W. Hodkinson, T. Hayes Hunter and Clara Horton, who played
Light in the Clearing," which Mr. Hunter directed

Thalia Zanou, whose dancing
been delighting the attendance
Broadway picture houses this s
son, repeated a dance in which
scored at the Directors' Ball
year, and with Alexander Oum
ski,which
also presented
a " scored.
doll " man
in
both artists
Ev
Burrowes Fontaine delivered an
teresting, classical dance interpn
tion. Other entertainers who
peared were Johnny Hines, Pej -j
and Cortez and Will Morrisey.
Dora Mills Adams, an actress
international reputation, for m;
years a screen favorite, and 1<
identified with Famous Players p
ductions, devoted her evening to
curing signatures of the guc
present. This is the third Ball
which Mrs. Adams has so kin
given her services. The pa
broke up long after the wee, sn
hours had submerged into daylig
with everybody present reporting
enjoyable time.

photographed. These photographs,
it is stated, will be carried by all of
the field force of the three publishing houses and the Hodkinson
Corporation, who will use them to
assist the booksellers in preparing
interesting and attractive displays.
" A conservative estimate places
the number of people who will be
reached by the combined national
publicity given ' Zane Grey Week 1
at fifty millions," declares the Hodkinson statement. " It is a foregone conclusion that interest in
Zane Grey will be aroused to a high
pitch, and in the ultimate analysis it
is the showmen of America who
will reap the reward. Zane Grey's
pictures have already proved boxoffice attractions. Now, with this
campaign behind them, it is expected they will double and treble any
results heretofore achieved."
Chaplin's
New Way
Produ
tion Under
A statement from the Chai
Chaplin Film Company decla
that Chaplin has passed the ha
"Buried
way mark in the progress of_
Treasure"
in
Demand
stage. He and George D. Baker next production, which is tit
Booked for Indefinite converted
( ( ~r\ URIED TREASURE"
a California woodland " Vanity Fair." It is a two-r
r"^ latest
with Marion
Davies, the
site into a Spanish seventeenth subject and is said to combine co
"^"^
Cosmopolitan
ProRun
at
Randolph
duction in which Miss Davies has
century castle scene. Many of the edy, romance and adventure. Ec
in Chicago
been seen, after running for four
Spanish settings were taken in Purviance appears opposite the st
weeks at the Criterion theatre, New
Topango Canyon, Cal., which Mr. "Vanity Fair" is announced as I
York, and after playing to capacity
Urban adapted to the needs of first of the three remaining picru
" Buried Treasure " by means of to be made by Chaplin under
houses inNew
B. S.
Moss's
Broadway
theatre,
York,
as well
as in true lover, Dr. Grant (played by Morrish arches and a balustrade.
present
contract for release
First National.
all the Keith-Moss-Proctor houses Norman Kerry) in spite of the ef" Buried Treasure " offers ample
forts
of
her
father
and
a
designing
in that city, has been booked for an
opportunity for the display of Marindefinite run at the Randolph the- duke makes a thrilling story. Andbeauty andballcharm.
ers Randolf plays the father and Thereion isDavies'.
Arthur S. Roche Stor
atre in Chicago.
a masquerade
with
John
Charles
the
Due
de
Chavanmagnificent
interior
settings of the
"
Buried
Treasure
"
is
a
story
of
for Alice Lake
reincarnation by F. Britton Austen, nes. Edith Shayne plays Mrs. Van- Vandermullen mansion in New
York.
The
scenes
on
the
water
Arthur
Somers Roche, a contr
dermuellen,
the
heroine's
mother,
which appeared
in Hearst's
Maga- and Earl Schenck and Thomas were taken on the yacht of John
zine. George D.
Baker directed
Findlay are also in the cast.
uting
famous member
writers, ofhasMetro's
providedstaffAl
Miss scenario
Davies' for
picture
Spreckels, California's multi- Lake with the plot for her lat
millionaire.
the
it. and
Mr. also
Bakerwrote
diThe pirate ship scenes have been D.
This Cosmopolitan Production special production — a picture that
rected Heliotrope,"
"
" The Cinema declared by motion picture exhibi- which
Paramount releases has won as yet untitled.
Murder " and " Proxies " for Costors to be among the most magnificent settings ever seen in motion great popularity for the star and
Filming of the new picture v
mopolitan Productions. In " Buried
Joseph Urban, the famous the producer. Its bookings indi- begin with a strong cast at Metr
Treasure " Miss Davies plays a dual pictures.
role. She is the daughter of a artist did all the settings for
cate that it will excel the popularity studios in Hollywood within a f
wealthy Wall street magnate and " Buried Treasure " some Moorish of " Humoresque " and other great days. The story has been adapt
lives in the reincarnation of the scenes which are considered works Cosmopolitan Productions, declares for the screen by Edward Lowe,
daughter of a Spanish pirate cap- of art equal to anything he has the statement from the Cosmopoli- Wesley
duction. Ruggles will direct this pi
tain. How she finds wealth for her ever done for the screen or the
tan headquarters.
Grey being brought before twentyfive millions of people — one-fifth of
the total population of the United
States, asserts the statement issued
from the Hodkinson home office in
New York City.
The Curtis Publishing Company,
Harper & Brothers and Grosset &
Dunlap are going to circularize
their entire mailing list, it is stated,
and are preparing
numberless
accessories for the book
sellers and
newsdealers of the United States.
Included in these accessories are
said to be brightly colored posters,
autographed pictures of Zane Grey,
various streamers which will tie up
Zane Grey books with the Zane
Grey productions and an unlimited
number of smaller window cards.
Advertising experts are declared to
be busily engaged in arranging special window displays which will be
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Metro offers Viola Dana in " Puppets of Fate," her latest feature

of 1 Camille
Feature
Gowns
Nazimova to Appear in Gorgeous

'

Array
of Costumes,
Says Metro
mova
wears a black velvet costume
THE costumes and gowns worn
by Nazimova in her screen embroidered in silver. The oneversion of " Camille " are declared piece dress with its short, full skirt,
a Russian Cossack outby Metro to be a feature of sthe pro- resembles
fit. With this is worn a high fur
duction. The fifteen costume worn
during the different stages of the hat of silver beaver and an elaborate Venetian cloak trimmed with
production are said to be " unique black and silver fur.
in their originality." " They are
In the gambling scenes, Nazimova
typically Nazimova gowns," adds wears a stunning gown of black
the Metro statement, " each port- velvet
having a solid jet bodice. A
raying the fascinating personality
large camellia in cut steel beads,
artiste."
Russian
great
the
of For the opera scene, Nazimova worn in front, is the only ornament
will wear an opera gown of gold to the costume. For the garden
metallic cloth. Fashioned of one party, light summery frocks will be
straight piece of the material, it is worn. One is of taupe colored
wound about the body and caught chiffon, embroidered in vari-colored
over each shoulder with a narrow beads. A large garden hat profusely decorated with gay flowers
strap. With this gown is worn a
striking opera cloak of black and is worn with this gown. Another
silver cloth, studded with heavy sil- frock worn during this phase of the
ver camellias.
story is of pink Georgette with
For a Parisian street scene, Nazi- which is worn a rose-colored coat.

"Wild
Goose"
Is Due
Soon
Made by Cosmopolitan for Issue
by Paramount; Capellani Directed
a dra- clash with the everyday realities of
GOOSE,"relations,
"HPA HE
life, it is declared. It is a story
of domestic
ma WILD
which Cosmopolitan Productions that comes home to each and every
has taken, will be released in the married couple in the opinion of
officials.
nt. "The Cosmopolitan
near future by Paramou
The part of the child is played by
Gouverby
story
a
is
"
Goose
Wild
neur Morris and was adapted for Rita Rogan, who is one of the most
girls on the screen.
Darrell. "The charming littleHerbert,
the screen by" Donnah
Mary McWild Goose appeared in the Cos- HolmesLaren andE.Norman
Kerry play the
mopolitan Magazine. Albert Ca- leading roles. Dorothy Bernard
pellani directed this picture, after
he had finished his master produc- and Joseph Smiley also play im" ThetheWild
Goosethat"
tion for Cosmopolitan, " The In- gets its portant
titleparts.
from
symbol
side of the Cup."
the
wild
goose
cannot
live
without
" The Wild Goose " is a story of
its mate, but he is faithful to her
the dutv of parents to the future until
he dies.
dewelfare of their children. It istrue
of
tale
gripping
a
be
scribed to
The settings for "The Wild
and false love with an unusual Goose" were designed by Joseph
Urban.
Mr. Urban has designed a
the
angle. Instead of presenting
in " The Wild Goose "
usual social triangle "The Wild nursery
Goose " is a story of a social square. which is declared to be highly disIt involves two married couples,
tinctive. The artist's living room
and how they solve their problems in the picture is said to be another
magnificent
set.
is presented in a way that does not

Picture

N ew

Fox
Names
Coming
Release
Six Productions Announced by Fox
for Release During April and May
by Paul H. Sloane, and the pi
TN the list of coming releases an- ture tenwas
directed by J. Gordon Be
*■ nounced by the Fox Film head- wards. Alice
Fleming plays oppc
quarters,The
"
Tomboy," in which site Mr. Farnum.
Eileen Percy appears as the fea"Hearts of Youth" based on til
tured player, is announced as the
current Fox release. It is hailed story, " Ishmael," written by Mr I
E. N. Southworth, has been s> ,
by Fox officials as a picture of time- D.
for release on April 24th. The prtl
ly interest because its story is de- duction
stars Harold Goodwill
veloped against the background of
the baseball diamond. Miss Percy Millard Webb directed the picturl
The picture is said to afford M I
as the " Tomboy " appears as the Goodwin
abundant opportunity fcl
star performer of a local baseball
nine. The presence of a gang of dramatic and emotional action.
William Russell has a new pkl
bootleggers also plays a big part
ture scheduled for release by Fol
in the development of a "delightful
May 1.
is entitled
On April 10th, Fox will release on
Pluck,"
is Itbased
on a "Coloradl
story b|
its special comedy production, George Goodchild, and incidentall|
romance."
" Skirts." Besides the Fox Sun- places the star on two continentj
shine comedians and beauties, Clyde instead of confining him to hi
Cook will be presented in this pro- favorite American West. Margart
duction, which, according to Fox,
is his leading woman.
took nine months to make. The Livingston
" Grit," of the next Buck Jonc
Singer Midgets are a feature of the release by Fox. May 8 has bed
April 17th has been determined selected as the release date. Th
picture.
story is from the pen of Allan Sul
upon as the release date of " His livan, and the direction was in thl
Greatest Sacrifice," starring Will- hands of George W. Hill.
iam Farnum. The story was writ-

L oew
Gets "Good
Women'
R-C Issue Written by C. Gardner
Sullivan; Gasnier Directed Film
powers. Reports from Robertson
New York and Brook- Cole branches all over the countr
THIRTYlyn theatres
of the Loew cir- indicate, declares the home office
will play" Robertso
" Goodcuit Women,
writtenn-Cole's
by C. that leading theatres and circuit
Gardner Sullivan and directed by are about to follow the lead whicl
Gasnier. The contract for this has been set by the Loew circuit.
Rosemary Theby and Hamiltoi
booking has just been signed by
Nicholas Schenck, for the Loew Revelle, who figured prominently ii
organization, and the Robertson- Gasnier's production of " Kismet,'
Cole Distributing Corporation ranks play the principal roles in " Gooc
The general theme o
it as one of the biggest blanket con- Women."
the story is that a wealthy younj
tracts signed by the circuit this heiress
determines to live her lift
season. In addition to the theatres
in New York and vicinity, the without regard to the conventions!
Loew theatres nearly all over the She passes through a series of lov«|
n- affairs which are highly illuminat-|
country will play this Robertso
Cole release, it is announced.
ing before she discovers that then!
Robertson-Cole officials feel par- are certain unwritten laws of sol
ticularly gratified at the Loew book- ciety which are adamant. Mr. Sul|
ing because they consider that it livan,
author of the original story|
practically damounts
to a broadvalue
en- is one of the best known of screen
orsement of the commercial
of the picture and its drawing writers.

Stage
April

Gala

Universal

Bills

Marks Celebration of Universale Anniversary in Australia
situated in the forlowingl
HP HE month of April is Univer- cities: land,
Melbourne, Adelaide, Bris-|
*■ sal's anniversary month in
bane, Wellington, Aucxland, N. Z. I
Australia, word comes from the Christchurch.
Antipodes, where James V. Bryson, office in Sydney.N. Z., and the heacj
Universal's representative in that
Bryson went to Australicj
part of the world, is staging gala he When
carried with him more that
Universal programs, special bodk- $1,500,000 worth of Universal films I
ings and other anniversary stunts
in Australia and New Zealand. He since has received another $l,-j
Bryson was sent to Australia by 000,000 worth. He found little oi
Mr. Carl Laemmle early in 1919. no Universal product being shown1
continent.
Universal :
The first Universal agency was on that
opened in Sydney, N- S. W., in claims that the advent of the large
April 10th of that year.
of Universal films into thai!
According to a recent statement supply
field has done much to break up a.
by Mr. George E. Kann. Export
Manager for Universal, there now combine, alleged to have been get-t
a strangle hold on Australian,
are four Universal branches in ting
exhibitors.
Australia, and three in New Zea-

April
Critics

i6, ip 2 i
Pleased
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With

"Ducks and Drakes"
Week"
Realart's release, " Ducks and "Kent
" The Suc
astonishing
resultssobBig
ces
Rentals Was
Totaled Over
ls repor
renta
TH
Drakes,"
starring
Bebe
Daniels,
WI
-quar-to
threeted
than
more
total
tained during Kent Week," said Mr.
won favor with the critics while
ters of a million dollars,
Kent, " can be construed only as a
Three Quarters of
showing at the Rivoli, New York. Kent Week, which was observed
demonstration of the good will
The following are submitted as last week in all the exchanges of
which exhibitors bear toward Paraa Million
typical of the reception accorded by the Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
mount Pictures. The drive was
the New York press reviewers.
d
red
to have a recor as the
is decla
conducted at what is usually an offThe story, according to the Even- second biggest week in the history gratifying to Mr. Kent and other period of the season, and the amazPictures, according officials of the company. Although
ing volume of rentals is an eviing Mail's
reviewer,
" Is and
donegives
ex- of Paramount ment
tremely well
in this film
made during the drive was not marked by all the
to an announce
dence of the selling ability and exBebe Daniels the opportunity to the week by the Famous Players- extensive preparations usually
hibitor good will which are a source
look beautiful for five reels, so what Lasky home office in New York. made to put over Paramount Week, of great pride to every official of
more could one ask. And be it said The total was topped only by the which comes annually in Septem- the corporation.
for her that she does more than
" While the thanks of myself and
ber, full-page advertisements were
pts during the annual Para- carried
in the leading newspapers every other official of the company
merely look attractive. She plays recei mount
Week last September, it is
her part cleverly and displays her declared, and was bigger than the in thirty of the biggest cities, and go out to every district manager,
undeniable talent whenever oppor- receipts of any previous Paramount each advertisement displayed the branch manager and salesman in
Week.
names of theatres showing Para- the field, I particularly wish to call
tunity offers."
mount Pictures for the week. The- attention to the work of H. H.
Said the Journal of Commerce :
Last week was set aside in Paraatres tied up with this advertising Buxbaum, manager of the New
mount exchanges as Kent Week in
" Bebe Daniels in ' Ducks and
York exchange, and John D. Clark,
Drakes,' an original screen comedy honor of S. R. Kent, general man- by announcing that the pictures they
showing
were
Paramount
picmanager of the Philadelphia exby Elmer Harris, delighted yesterager of the department of distribu- were
tion, and the results are particularly tures.
change, and their associates.
day's audiences at the Rivoli.
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News

[General Releases to be
Ass'd Exhib's Policy

Realart's
Constance Binney and
Wanda

Releases

for

April

Hawley Pictures on List

CfrTAHE House That Jazz Built"
J_ and
" Thelatest
Magic
Cup,"
Realart's
Star Franchise productions with Wanda
Hawley and Constance Binney, are
announced for immediate release.
Adapted from a Sophie Kerr
story in the Saturday Evening Post,
" The House That Jazz Built " tells
the story of a young couple who
start out happily on the great adventure. As the husband becomes
successful he urges his wife to let
the servant do the work and allow
herself to rest.
Candy, lack of exercise and a life
of ease soon combine to rob her of
her attractiveness, and she puts on
weight. Their home becomes a
" housebandofrevolts,
jazz,"
and the
youngrestful
husseeking
a more
environment and a slender companion. The awakening of the wife
and her actions immediately following lead to many unusual situaations and eventually to a happy solution.
Penrhyn Stanlaws directed the
picture. This is the second production with Miss Hawley that he is
responsible for, the first being "The
Outside
The supporting cast Woman."
includes Forrest
Stanley,
leading man ; Gladys George, Helen
Lynch, Clarence Geldart, Helen
Dunbar and Robert Bolder. Douglas Bronston wrote the scenario.
Romance, adventure and the unexpected are the elements of entertainment in " The Magic Cup," an
original story by E. Lloyd Sheldon,
which is Constance Binney's latest
picture.
John S. Robertson, who directed
Miss Binney in her first starring
picture, " Erstwhile Susan " and in
" 39 East," and whose direction of
" Sentimental Tommy," with May

Berman

Doraldina Forms Own
Producing Company
Doraldina, whose latest picture,
" Passion Fruit," by Carey Wilson,
which John H. Ince directed for
Metro, will shortly be seen on
Broadway, has organized her own
company, and within a few weeks
will begin production on her own
account, according to an announcement made by her manager, Frank
Tom Moore is the star of " Made in Heaven," a forthcoming Goldwyn production Saunders, early this week.
Mme. Doraldina is now in New
McAvoy, is winning the praise of
Suddenly Mary leaves her kitchen
critics everywhere, also directed duties in the hotel for the easier York seeking a suitable vehicle for
life of a wealthy young heiress. her first stellar production under
" The Magic Cup."
her own banner, while the details
Miss Binney in this picture has Happiness is hers and she makes of
her new
the role of Mary Malloy, a little the most of it— until an unexpected worked
out. organization are being
scullery maid in a big hotel. She visitor arrives. Then follows a
has one possession, a large silver series of events that threaten to
cup, left by her mother. This she wreck her belief in everything, but Vessel Used in Wreck
calls her
magicas cupan " article
since toit eventually the tangled threads are
proves
of "value
Scenes Is Sunk
straightened out and the " magic
cup " brings happiness to Mary and
pawn.
The sinking, early on the mornGenerous beyond her means, she many others.
ing of April 1, in the Straits of
is always doing for others, and it
Vincent
Coleman
plays
opposite
Juan del Fuca, of the Pacific Mail
is on one of her excursions to the
Miss Binney in this picture. Others steamship Governor, with a loss of
pawnshop that her precious heir- in the cast are Blanche Craig, Will- several
lives in a collision with the
loom attracts the notice of some uniam H. Strauss, Charles Mussett, J. freighter West Hartland, recalled
scrupulous men. A young newspaper man has also become inter- H. Gilmour, Malcolm Bradley and vividly at the Thomas H. Ince studios in Culver City, the making of
ested in Mary, and, sensing a story, Cecil Owen. The scenario is by the
he follows the case.
the shipwreck scenes for Mr.
author, E. Lloyd Sheldon.
Ince's super-production, " Lying

Outlines

a flying trip to UniverAFTER sal City
with which he combined a whirlwind inspection
of the Universal exchanges on the
way back, Harry Berman, general
manager of Universal exchanges,
arrived back at headquarters on
Monday morning. The purpose of
n's
consul
was
Mr. Berma
le a and
Mr.
Laemm
tation with Mr.visit
d to Universal's
regarThis
in ct.
Cochraneprodu
conference
Jewel
took a week, and during it the
Jewel policy for the coming year
sed and setwas thoroMr.ughly discus
tled. Berman on his return
was able to make a partial report
covering the Jewel program for
1921-1922, which season will start
on September 1st.
The most important decision
which was made was the release
of Priscilla Dean's forthcoming
Jewel,
15th. " Reputation," as of April
" OurhasJewel
program
season
»ccupied
a greatfordealnext
of
the attention of Mr. Laemmle, Mr.
Cochrane and myself during this
conference," Mr. Berman declares,

board of
diARTHUR man of the
S. KANE,
chairrectors of Associated Exhibitors, has announced that
"The Rider of King Log,"
which has just been accepted
for release by Associated will
not be put out as a road
show. In making this announcement Mr. Kane also
declares that the policy of establishing pictures for long
runs before the exhibitors get
them will not have any place
in the activities of Associated
Exhibitor. Every picture will
be available to franchise
members and exhibitors generally, Mr. Kane declares.

Coming
Jewel

Jewel

Releases
Brand

of

Are

Announced
" and I may safely say for them
that they are planning the biggest
Jewel year that Universal has ever
projected.
" The first, of course, will be
Von Stroheim's ' Foolish Wives,'
which has already cost more than
$900,000, and which will require at
least $200,000 more to complete. I
was amazed at the wonderful detail and smashing spectacular
effects which Von Stroheim has
managed to create on our lot at
Universal City. ' Foolish Wives '
will
biggestthatbetit for
Fall, beandJewel's
I anticipate
will the
be
the greatest picture that has ever
been produced to date.
" In addition to that, Tod Browning has just started work on Edna
Ferber's
' Fannypreliminary
Herself,'
after an story,
exhaustive,
period of preparation. Harry
Carey, our newest Jewel star, will

Policy

By a strange coincidence it was
the Governor, the largest passenger
ship in commission between Seattle
and San Diego, that was used for
the thrilling shipwreck scenes in
this picture.

do at least two pictures for the
Jewel program under the direction
of Jack Ford. Priscilla Dean is
Lips."
already working on Clarence Buddington Kelland's serial story in Vignola Film Is Ready
the
entitled
Conflict.'
I amRed
toldBook,
that the
story ' will
also
for Early Release
appear rently
in withnovelized
form
concurCosmopolitan Productions has
our Jewel production.
for early release through
Stuart Paton, whose work in ' Rep- ready
utation cannot
'
be too highly com- Paramount, " The Woman God
Changed,"
which
Vigis directing
nola directed
from Robert
a story G.
by Donn
Two other mended,
Jewel
pictures' Conflict.'
which I
am at liberty to announce are Mrs.
Byrne called " Redemption Cove."
Clara Louise Burnham's wonderful Doty Robart wrote the scenario.
novel, ' Jewel,' and the late Hal Seena Owen takes the leading female part. Others in the cast are
Reid's famous play, ' Human
Hearts.' The stars in these two E. K. Lincoln. Lillian Walker, H.
Cooper Cliff, Templer Saxe, Henry
pictures
lected. have not as yet been seSedlay,
Paul Nicholson, Brian Dar" While the result of my trip is ley and Joseph Smiley.
making a few changes in some of
Many of the scenes from " The
the exchanges,
yet satisfactory
I found condiGod Changed
" were
tions so eminently
that Woman
in the Bahama
Islands,
sincetaken
the
it was almost impossible to suggest
story
calls
for
tropical
island
setany improvements. The exchange
tings. Robert G. Vignola and the
managers themselves are working company spent six weeks at Nassau
more efficiently than I have ever in the British West Indies, where
known them, and I feel certain that the island scenes were photothis will be Universal's best year.
graphed.
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*Pathe

Serial

JUNE
and

*Jke
Ti-oduced

CAPRICE

GEORGE

B.

SEITZ

S
k
y
and
Directed
Rby
Seitz
aGeorfeB.
nge
r

June

Caprice
and

George

B.

Seitz

in

"The

The

Sky

Problem

Ranger

of

It may
or it may

HPHE

world

has worn

Picking

exchanges

be a Pathe

a beat'

in the quest

for good serials.
The

reason

is found

in the

If it is not "a Pathe serial" it is
just a serial and it does not have
behind

it the years of experi-

George B. Seitz has scored in
the direction of serial after
serial, among

them

such

knockouts as "The Fatal Ring"
and "The House of Hate." In

product.
mark

serial

ence and quality production.

unique record of specialization
which has created serial suecess after serial success in Pathe

The

Picture

be just a serial

en path to the doors of the
Pathe

the

of distinction

to-

day is the phrase "a Pathe
Serial" in the presentation of
episode production.

"The Sky Ranger" he again
maintains his reputation of
being the world's
serial director.

greatest

Book

it //ozc. for its action

Book

it now

Book

it no w for its story

Book

it now

for its thrills

for your

patrons
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Paramount's Releases
Issued April 3rd
ORD'S
GEORGE MELF
" The
special production "Th
e
Faith Healer," and
Man," starring
Dollar A Yeartty
le,
)
Arbuck
Roscoe (Fa
are the two prolductions offered for genera release by
Paramount on April 3.
"The Faith Healer" is
based on William Vaughn
Moody's famous stage play
of a decade ago. It presents
a combination of spiritual appeal and a virile love story.
To interpret this theme a
strong cast has been chosen,
headed by Milton Sills and
Ann Forrest. The other
members of the cast are:
Fontaine La Rue, Frederick
Loyola O'Connor,
Vroom,
May Giraci, John Curry,
Adolph Menjou, Edward
Vroom, Robert Brewer and
Winifred Greenwood.
Despite its title, " The Dollar A Year Man " is not a
war picture. Instead it is a
rollicking comedy with Roscoe Arbuckle as the star.
Lila Lee plays opposite Mr.
Arbuckle. The other members of the cast are: Winifred Greenwood, J. M. Dumont, Edward Sutherland,
Edwin Stevens, and Henry
diJohnso
rected. n. James Cruse

Educational
Aims to Book 75%
Theatres in Big
Drive

Week,

May

1-7

of

ideno-t
MON
HAM
nal S,
atio
Filmspres
Corp
EW.of Educ
* ration of America and its
distributing subsidiary, Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., announces
an Educational week from May 1
to May 7 as a preliminary to the
celebration of the first anniversary
of the establishment of the exchange system through the United
States and Canada. The Educational Week will be a further step
any's
in the effort to place the comp
product in at least tres
seventy-five
per
cent of all the thea
before the
s
ment
complete announce
of Educational product for the second year
are made.
In his letter to exchange managers Mr. Hammons calls attention
to the fact that all of Educational's
product is booked for its various
runs in most cities, but an effort
is to be made to have all theatres
that have various series booked to
show one or more during the week
Torchy,"Educational
a Torchy comedy,
and also to place a portion of the A scene from " Crowning througn
Exchangeswith Johnny Hines, released
product with all those theatres that
tion to the fact that they are
have not played any of the pictures. York Educational has often had
Single bookings will be accepted pictures at every Broadway theatre Educational product. According to
Educational exhibitors have shown
for this one week in order that the at the same time.
Pictures which will be especially during the past few months an aswhole motion picture public of the
country may be made acquainted called to the attention of all extonishing desire to prominently announce the comedies and scenics,
hibitors during this week include
with the " short subject specialthe two-reel Mermaid, Torchy and
estimated that the adverProtective Equipment
mons. ists." itis announced by Mr. Ham- Chester comedies which are rer and ittisingisof these
short subjects on the
While this will be the first con- leases of Vanity and Gayety comed- part of the exhibitor has increased
for "Flying A"
ies.
The
scenics
include
the
Bruces
certed
effort
that
has
been
made
at least 500 per cent within a few
months.
The American Film Company
Educational's branches to have Chester Outings, Screenics, a numhas just completed the installation by
Many of the largest circuits have
ber of the World Wandering seof what is declared to be the most its product displayed at the same
time, it is pointed out that there
already reported that they intend
modern and effective fire protection have
ries,
the
Hudson's
Bay
Travel
sebeen numerous occasions
ries, Red Cross, cartoon and various to use the full complement of short
equipment on the market. The
important first run the- other subjects, including all the one subjects in every one of their thesprinkler system, together with lab- when atreevery
in various cities have played and two-reel specials that the comatres during this week. In those
oratory improvements, to the extent
releases simultaneously and
pany has released during the past sections where first runs are behind
of about $50,000, make the plant its
there have been a number of cases
the schedule this week is expected
up to date in every particular, it is where
competing theatres under the
asserted.
Every exchange has been equip- to serve the purpose of having
Much outside work has been same ownership have used the year. ped with renewed supplies of prints, every one " catch up." There will
same pictures at the same time. paper and other accessories. An be- no pre-release showings percoming to the American's labora- Philadelphia recently set the rec- important part of the drive will be
mitted, however, merely for the
tories from educational and manuthe same comedy in to have all the theatres prominently purpose of making a better showfacturing concerns and from inde- threeord of playing
first-run Stanley theatres announce the short subjects that
ing. A total of some three hundred
pendent producers. The present
equipment is upheld as a satisfying during the same full week. In New they use at this time and call atten- different subjects will be available.
guarantee to customers for the
safety of their films. The " Flying
A" laboratories are now handling
a large proportion of the rush
printing jobs in Chicago.
Week
t will Nat'l
The "Firs
first week in May
mark sheets, banners
Exte
To
and cards, "
which
s of
the succesnd
FOL
National Week " in the exploitation of a " First Na- will be furnished every exhibitor
FirstING
"LOW
e
ory,
when
territ
Seattl
the
tional Week " simultaneously in
Leone Bracker Posters 190 theatres in Seattle, Portland,
keen National
to " make attractions.
a week of it "
with isFirst
four territories — St. Louis, Kansas who
Tacoma and other cities and towns City, Omaha (including Kansas,
for "The Oath"
The Toronto office has already
of . Washington, Oregon and Idaho Iowa and Nebraska) and Eastern flooded its territory with advance
"The Oath," the R. A. Walsh played a special season of First Na- Canada, of which Toronto is the notice of the celebration. One of
production starring Miriam Cooper
tional attractions, six other terri- distributing point. Detroit will fol- its stunts has been the distribution
which was selected for inclusion in
low during the week of May 8th.
of special blotters, bearing the
tories have announced the inauguraAssociated First National Pictures,
First National trademark.
of a " First National Week."
Already
it
has
been
determined
Inc., group of Big Five attractions Extention
sive preparations are being
" There are no hard times comwill have M. Leone Bracker posters made to make
that
"
The
Passion
Flower,"
Norma
the seven-day period Talmadge's next release through
to aid the exhibitor in selling it to in each territory
ing; just soft instead
times going.
So let's
a record booking First National, will play the Strand, talk business
of conditions."
the motion-picture patrons of the campaign.
Michiganmemorate theexhibitors
will
Omaha, during that week, with the
country.
fourth anniversarycom-of
Mr. Bracker designed six posters
running Charles Ray's "The the opening of service by the First
Already the Los Angeles terri- Rialto
for the new production. He based
tory, including Southern California, Old Swimmin' Hole," based upon National Exhibitors Circuit in that
them upon six of the dramatic Arizona and New Mexico, has ne- James Whitcomb Riley's celebrated territory by participating in a First
poem of American boyhood. Other
week of bookings during
turns in the story. Using Miss
gotiated a successful " First Na- equally interesting bookings will be National
Cooper as a model in five of them,
the seven days beginning May 8th.
tional Week." During the week of made during the next two weeks.
he created drawings which, accord- March 27- April 2 " First National
Scott, manager of Associated
The St. Louis office of Associated Harry
ing to the critics who have viewed Week " was conducted in the MilFirst National Pictures of Michthem, have all the appeal of his
waukee territory. The results of First National Pictures, in anticipaigan declares that the event will be
famous war posters. Anna Q. the campaign are expected to extion of exceptional business during more widely participated in than
Nilsson was the model for the
ceed all estimates made in advance the week of May 1st, has equipped any similar affair that has occurred
sixth poster.
of probable business.
itself with a special line of one- in the territory.
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Small
Scori
Being Town
Booked forIdol"
Extended
Runs ng
in
Large
Cities of the Country
run there, with a downpour of rain
THE success of " A Small Town on the opening day and rain three
Idol," Mack Sennett's superdays of the week, the picture
comedy, continues unabated, an- other
nounces astatement from Associat- grossed $14,210, nearly $1,500 more
ed Producers. On the heels of ex- than the best gross previously reported from this house.
tended runs in other large cities, the
production has been booked for a
Because of its success, " A Small
week's atre,
showing
the Rialto
the- Town Idol " was held over for a
New Yorkat City,
beginning
second week at Barbee's Loop. Its
April 10; for an indefinite engage- record gross in this house is regarded as the more remarkable bement at Ford's theatre, Baltimore,
cause the theatre has only 800 seats.
and
for
the
Majestic
theatre,
DeFollowing the Loop run, the Castle
troit.
" A Small Town Idol," which ran theatre, Chicago, arranged for a
four weeks at the new Mission the- second run of two weeks, and Lubatre, Los Angeles, two weeks in liner & Trinz, who have the picture
Chicago, two weeks in Seattle and booked in the outlying districts, exseveral other large cities, set a new
tended the run in two theatres from
house
record
for
Barbee's
Loop
four
days
a week and doubled
theatre, Chicago, according to E. M. the time to
in their twelve other
Asher, personal representative of houses.
Mack Sennett. In its first week's

A scene from " The Blue Moon,'' produced by the American Film Co., Inc.

Enlarging
the Mayer
Alteration of Coast Studios
Under

New

Pathe

George

Serial

B. Seitz

to Be Starred in '
important event in the field
of motion picture serials will
be the release by Pathe of "The
for May
Sky Ranger" — announced
1st. This George B. Seitz production is said to abound in highly original and startling features. It will
also serve to introduce June Caprice to her admirers as a serial
star, as she shares that honor in
this picture with Mr. Seitz. As in
several preceding Seitz productions,
Harry Semels is the capable villain
— with the addition of special and
spectacular opportunities. The
story and scenario are the work of
Frank Leon Smith.
"The Sky Ranger" has for its
scientific demkeynote a fascinating
onstration which recalls, without
imitating, one or two of the immensely popular tales of Jules
Verne. Two problems, in fact, are

AN

and

June

in

May

Caprice

demonstrated.
There is "a superSky Ranger
The
airplane that travels from Buenos
Ayres to New York in two hours,
and a searchlight projecting rays
clear to the planet Mars, and so
powerful that they consume with
heat any kind of material they
touch. Naturally, the great decisive
battle in the picture is between the
super-airplane and these superlight rays, the whole story being
fraught with novel perils for all the
ordinary human characters involved.
It will be seen that the " locations " occupy land, sea and sky,
and vast expanses of all three — for
an aeroplane that travels at the rate
of two thousand miles an hour, and
a searchlight capable of " picking
up " Mars, certainly need plenty of
elbow room ! It really is a contest between great war inventions.

Plant
Well

Way;

Will House Five Units
M. Anderson heads the fifth unit
that will work in the studios when
ng
produci
four
of
ING
HOUS
g
releasin
units which are
the extensions are completed.
W hen the Mayer studios were
through Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., has necessitated an first built they assumed the position of being one of the largest
enlarging and alteration of the
equipped on the coast.
Louis B. Mayer plant in Los An- andThebest
mechanical equipment of the
geles that will make it, when the
work is completed, one of the studio has been more than doubled.
largest and best equipped studios The demand for current for the
in the entire industry. The con- lighting of all the stages necessitated the installation of what First
struction work is already well under way, and will be completed National declares to be the largest
within six weeks or two months.
motor generator ever manufacThe rebuilding of the studio was
tured for studio use. A new dressing room building, capable of
designed to provide adequate facilities for five producing units, four housing wardrobes and rooms for
of which are independent com- one hundred people has been constructed. Extensions have been
panies
releasing
tional.
These through
include First
the Natwo
Louis B. Mayer productions, those built on the prop room, storage
under the direction of John M. building and scene dock. The film
Stahl, and those starring Anita vaults have been enlarged to twice
Stewart ; the Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven productions, and the their former capacities and new
Oliver Morosco productions. G buildings have been constructed.

Put Over
Campaign
Teaser
Hodkinson Conducts an Effective

"
Drive for " Partnersthe of
boxingthe
gloveTide
appeared in the
THE advertising department of of
trade
press
with
no
clue
as
to what
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation working in conjunction with " the eight punches " were about.
Later, illustrations of scenes in
Bert Adler has just closed a teaser
the
photoplay were printed, repeatWilIrving
of
behalf
in
gn
campai
ing the " punch numbers " and bearlat's production, " Partners of the
Tide," which is on the Hodkinson imitation
ing the signature
of " P.were
T." mailed
Next
playing cards
releasing schedule. According to
Campaign buttons of celluloid out, bearing the legend, " A Good
were mailed to exhibitors in the Pair to Play." The successive playUnited States and Canada. Each
ing cards gave the names of successful pictures — with the space opbutton carried the cut of a boxing
posite revealing only a change of
glove accompanied by such an- punch number. The last playing
nouncements as" Surprised— Punch
Number One," " Astounded — Punch card specifically mentioned " The
as a current photoplay hit
Number Five," " Bewildered — Kid"
and " Partners of the Tide " as
Punch Number Seven," etc. There the mystery picture with eight
were eight such buttons mailed out punches. The trade press carried
in all, and at the end of the first
information,
and to" P.stand
T."
was same
definitely
announced
mailing week, the inscriptions on the
s
er
the button togeth with the cut for " Partners of the Tide."

Louis B. Mayer and Director Edwin Carewe, who will shortly head his own
He hasforjust
Mayer banner.
company under the starring
Anita Stewart,
Firstfinished
National" The Invisible Fear,

April
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Geo. Beban in Seattle
Week of April 19
an
Unusual
Offering
George Beban's next appearance
in connection with his super-special
"Caligari"
gnomelike,
skulking
figure
of
the
in
the
Goldwyn
statettHPHE CABINET OF DR. as quoted
ment :
" One Man in a MilDoctor, and the horrible, froglike production,
CALIGARI," presented
lion," which is being distributed by
this week at the Capitol
The Times : " The settings are make-up of his accomplice."
Robertson-Cole, will be at the Libtheatre, New York, has aroused the background, or rather an insepThe World : " Outdoes for sheer
Theatre, Seattle, during the
arable part, of a fantastic story of audacity anything seen in a motion- week erty
considerable interest in motionof April 19th. This engagepicture and allied circles. The murder and madness such as Ed- picture house this season. It dement will mark Mr. Beban's argar Allan Poe might have written.
newspaper critics pronounce the
rival on the Coast, after a transpicture to be a most unusual This story is coherent, logical, a
fies nature."
continental trip which started JanThe
disand legitimate thriller, and
tinctAmerican:
ly anovelty. It "Proves
has a cunning
offering with much of the atmos- genuine
uary 8th at Newark, N. J., and
phere and spirit associated after one has followed it through intelligence, a cleverness and a sub- which continued through the East,
with an Edgar Allan Poe tale of several scenes the weird settings
tle humor that makes one wish it South, Middle-West and Far West.
mystery and horror. The statement seem to be of its substance. . . . might have been an American di- Everywhere exhibitors have rerector who conceived it. It is of a
from the Goldwyn headquarters de- Werner Krauss, as the Doctor,
ported to Robertson-Cole record
the most vivid per- sort to make our film industry perk business on " One Man in a Milclares that the picture " brought to gives one of
formances recorded on the screen,
the Capitol theatre on its opening
lion," states Robertson-Cole.
is no less the em- up The
day the biggest Sunday in the his- and Conrad bodimentVeidt
and Tribune
get a-going."
: " raising
The picture
sets
of the ghostly, ghastly itself
the task of
your hair
tory
of
the
theatre."
No
definite
announcement has been made by sleep-walker. ... A shocker from your head, and it succeeds Production Mgr. Cast
the Goldwyn home office as to how for those who like such to revel in. from the moment the actors appear
in Important Role
the picture will be handled, but it is It is a feast for those who want
in The
the prologue."
Vitagraph
announces that Wilprobable that the Goldwyn organ- their fiction strong and straight."
Telegraph : " A most starfrid North, production manager of
ization will distribute the producThe Herald : " Will give any one
tling
revelation
of
photo-dramatic
tion throughout the country.
a first-class, guaranteed case of the art. We found that the settings of its West Coast studios, will play
Quotations from the New York creeps. It is celluloid delirium " Caligari " stirred the imagination the role of J. Rufus Wallingford
press reviews concerning the pic- tremens. There is plenty of shivery and brought an atmosphere of weird in the forthcoming production of
ture are submitted in the following, material in the story, with the fantasy and mystery. It is remark- " The Son of Wallingford," written by Mr. and Mrs. George Ranable for some very fine acting."
dolph Chester. Tom Gallery has
K. G. BUSH
The News : " I went to see ' The been engaged
to play the part of
Cabinet cidedly
of Dr.
Caligari
—
'
in
a
deskeptical spirit. But I have the " son," Jimmy Wallingford.
come away believing. The cubist Mr. Chester, states Vitagraph, seBUSH
THEATRES
lected Mr. North for the role of
settings in this picture are not only
GENERAL OFFICE
SUPERBA. THIRD AND C STREETS SUPERBA THEATRE BUILDING
interesting because they are fantas- Wallingford, Sr., because North fits
BROADWAY, eighth and Broadway
tic; they are also extraordinarily admirably into the role as conSILVER STRAND, coronado
ceived by Mr. Chester when writing
impressive
when the effect of horVISTA. EAST SAN DIEGO
Chester had interrible beauty or of terror or of im- the story.viewedMr.
fifty applicants without
PUBLISHERS OF IMC BUSH THEATRES MAGAZINE oak,
SAN o.^^
DIEGO. „„„M„
CALIFORNIA
March 15,!1981 ,
minent doom is desired."
finding one fitted to the part.
Cincinnati
Mr. C.J.Marley, Kngr.
Vitagraph Film ZXchange
643 S. Olive Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Pear Sir:In the great field of motion picture production, there occasionally stands out a masterpiece
so
"beautifully
clean
some in theme, story produced,
and moral, sothat
it and
is atwholeonce
pronounced a classic of the screen. Such a picture
is "BLACK BEAUTY".
Pounded, as it is, on one of the most famous literary classics - Anna Sewell's "Autobiography of a Horse" - the screen version, by Lillian
and George Randolph Chester, is even more convincing and appealing than the original story.
We doubt if any story over written has had
a wider appeal than "BLACK EEAUTY", or has so inspired both young and old, with love and consideration for dumb animals.
" BLACK BEAUTY" as a book,
was read and loved by millions; "BLACK BEAUTY" on
the screen, will be loved by a greater number of
millions, not only for itr^s beautiful sentiment
and teachings, but as a work of art as well.
In adapting the story to the screen, the
Chesters have interwoven a delightful romance
about those associated with Black Beauty, thus
adding a dramatic touch that holds throughout the
entire picture.
We consider it rot only a privilege, but
a duty, to bring such a picture to the attention
of those interested in subjects of an educational
and inspirational nature.
We therefore call your
attention to our presentation of "BLACK BEAUTY" at
the Superba Theatre, the week of March 20 to 26.
Yours very truly,
BUSH THEATRES

Mayor

Sees

"Dream

Street"

to Be
" Big Four" Issue
In a statement recently issued,
D. W. Griffith announces that his
new
production,
Dream Street,"
will be
released " through
United
Artists. Mr. Griffith declares that
the picture will be presented first
in New York City, at the Central
theatre, April 7th, with special exploitation. Similar showings will
possibly be given at one or two
other large cities, says Griffith, but
following these the picture will be
delivered to the United Artists'
Corporation for release on April
25th.
The showing at the Central Theatre will be given with special music rendered by a 32-piece orchesTwo New Metro Films
tra and with special lighting effects.
Are Announced
The castcludes
in Carol
" Dream
Street Ralph
" inDempster,
Metro announces two new stellar Graves, Charles Mack, Tyrone
Peil, Morgan Walvehicles.
Woman
Next will
Door,"be Power,lace,Edward
Porter Strong, W. J. Ferguselected "The
for May
Allison,
filmed under the working title of Neville.son, Charles Slattery and George
" Dated." Bayard Veiller will direct the production. Viola Dana
will be presented in " Life's Darn Breaks Precedent with
Funny," which was written by
Christine J. Slade for the Saturday
"Now or Never"
Evening Post under the title of
Associated Exhibitors reports
" Caretakers Within." Dallas Fitz- that Sam Harding, of Kansas City,
gerald will again direct Miss Dana. broke all precedents by playing
Production work on " Life's Darn
" Now
or Never
Funny" has just been started in Harold
day and Lloyd's
date in the
Liberty
and the"
Hollywood.
Doric. Says Mr. Harding in his

"Four Horsemen"
Mayor John Galvin, of Cincinnati, Ohio, while in New York recentlv, viewed " The Four Horsemen " at the Lyric theatre. He
urged Metro officials to arrange for
an early showing of the picture in
Cincinnati
and : expressed his pleasure as follows
" It is the greatest picture I have
ever seen. Its dramatic power is
something wonderful and it affected
me just as much as though I were
witnessing a spoken performance.
It stirs the emotions and I am not
ashamed to say that parts of that
picture brought a lump to my throat
and tears to my eyes."

"Home Brewed Youth"
on Goldwyn List
" Home Brewed Youth " is the
latest Capitol comedy to be released by Goldwyn in a series of
humorous satires on modern life.
George Bunny has the leading role
with Estelle Harrison opposite.

communication
to Associated's
home office :
" Running a comedy in two
downtown houses in Kansas City
at one time is an innovation. To
feature a comedy in the manner in
which we have done is very unusual, but apparently we use good
judgment, if yesterday's and today's business is any criterion."
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ABOUT
PLAYERS

UNA TREVELYAN, who has
been absent from the screen
for several month because of illness, is shortly to appear in important roles in J. L. Frothingham
productions released by Hodkinson.
Miss Trevelyan will be remembered
for her work in " The Devil's Passfeminin
ione
lead in key."theShe also
Lois played
Weber theProduct
for Paramount which was originally
titled " What Women Love." In
these two productions Miss Trevelyan interpreted an entirely new
screen role for a blonde, appearing in both of these productions in
the part of a siren. Heretofore
producers seem to have been of the
opinion that all vamp or heavy parts
should be taken by brunettes. The
success attained in the two parts
led to a long term contract which
was entered into as soon as Miss
Trevelyan recovered her health.
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PROGRAMS

Studios

IAN

R.

GALE

duction which will be personally directed by the producer, the principal male role in the all-star cast
has been entrusted to Percy Marmont. The picture is based on
Helen Ware's famous vehicle " The
Price " which has won all the standbys of the American dramatic
world. The filming of the production has commenced this week at
Bennett's studio in Yonkers and is
rapidly proceeding on a continuity
that closely follows the original
play. The part which is being
created by Percy Marmont will not
only call for the high degree of
artistic performance for which this
actor is noted but will also be in
startling contrast to his two most
recent appearances on the screen —
opposite Norma Talmadge in " The
Branded Woman " and as the leading male player of " Dead Men Tell

with the picture is, therefore, not
an unusual one, since the acrobatic
stunts of circus performers are not
unlike his own diving feats.
James Harrison continues to be
among those working in Manhattan
studios. After completing his work
with Constance Talmadge, he was
immediately engaged for the Justine Johnstone picture " Agatha's
Aunt," in which he will be seen in
his usual wholesome and acknowledged good work.
Bessie Love is engaged upon anof " Good
stories other
forserieschildren.
The night
young"
actress varies her screen activity
with writing and her first series of
bed-time tales is now in course of
publication.

Bobby Agnew who has been playing juvenile leads with Norma Talmadge in " The Passion Flower "
and
The Signby onthatthecompany
Door " has
been " retained
for
Miss Talmadge's next production
"direction
The Wonderful
Thing Brenon.
" under Mr.
the
of Herbert
Edward Phillips, who scored an Agnew has certainly proven his
individual success as the juvenile versatility in the various characterizations he has been associated
lead in the Mary Pickford picture
" The Love Light," will also be with and promises to more than
seen in "Just Round the Corner." fulfill the expectations of those who
For six months, without any inter- are enthusiastic in their predictions
mission, Mr. Phillips has been kept as to his attainments.
busy, and was recently in the cast
of the Edward Jose production for
Dora Mills Adams, who remains
Vitagraph, starring Alice Joyce.
on salary pending the resumption
activities of " DeCameron Coffey, famous boy of the producingtermination,"
steppedgentlewoman,
out of the
role
of
the
English
diver and hailed as " the nerviest
for
whom
she
was
admirably
cast,
kid in America " is now in motion
pictures, his latest appearance be- to become an American picture
the hours
ing in " The Little Clown," Real- artiste,
tion during
Picture Directors
BallthewasMo-in
art's latest Star Franchise production with Mary Miles Minter. progress. Mrs. Adams, for the
Coffey carries the juvenile role in third time officiated in taking the
support of Miss Minter.
names of guests present in the book
which
is guarded as a sacred keep"
The
Little
Clown
"
presents
Miss Minter as a child of the circus
sake at the Association headquarters from one social event to the
many of the scenes being laid under
the " Big top." Coffey's connection next, carrving off the honors in her

Picture

Doraldina, celebrated dancer and motion
picture star, whose characteristic dances
delighted the guests present at the
M. P. D. A. Ball
characteristic way, which has been
the means of her having been
selected for many pictures as a
leader of society.

No Tales."
ABOUT
DIRECTORS

ALTHOUGH
Colin Hayakawa
Campbell,
who directed Sessue
in his latest Robertson-Cole production "The Swamp," is one of the
pioneers in the film industry, he
was long connected with the legitimate stage as a playwright and producer with headquarters in New
York and Chicago. He also established stock companies in many of
the larger cities throughout the
country- Col. William Selig persuaded Campbell to desert the
speaking stage for the silent drama.
While with Selig, Campbell made
" The Spoilers," " The Garden of
Allah," "The Crisis," "The Still
Alarm." "The Law of North 65,"
" Little Orphan Annie " and " The
Hoosier Romance." Then years
later he made " The Sea Wolf " for
Selig, which was known as the
greatest film made at that time.
Campbell received his first stage
In the first Whitman Bennett Pro-

Lucy Fox, considered one of the
foremost beauties on the screen,
and who has last been seen in the
Realart production " Something
Different " under the direction of
Roy Neill has just signed a year
and one half contract with Pathe.
Miss Fox's contract reads that she
is to play the leading role in " A
Chance in a Million " under the
direction of George B. Seitz : In
the next production she will co-star
with Charles Hutchinson and following that she will be starred.
This comes as very interesting
news to the profession who have
closely followed this dashing young
brunette and who have likewise
been interested to know whom
Pathe has chosen as their new star.
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training when he was a student at
the University of Edinburgh, Scotland. Later he joined a Scotch
theatrical company that visited
America, and made a tour of the
States with them, remaining here
permanently.
Thisyear
marks
Colin
Campbell's
tenth
in the
motion
picture
industry during which time he has
directed two hundred photoplays.
Most notable amongst them have
been " The Yellow Dog " and " In
the Carquinez Woods " for Universal ; " The Thunderbolt " for
First National ; " The Corsican
Brothers " for United Pictures.
For the past year Sessue Hayakawa has had his exclusive services
in " The First Born," " When
Lights are Low," " Black Roses "
and " The Swamp." Before starting as mentor for Hayakawa he
made " The Beach of Dreams "
with Edith Storey ; " Big Happiness," starring Dustin Farnum, and
" When Dawn Came " an all-star
production.
Kenneth L. Eagon, late of Pinnacle Comedies, is considering an
offer to write and direct " Dizzy
Dumbbell " Comedies for International Photoplay Company, Chicago,
and if he accepts, may endeavor to
make Lake Michigan noted for its
good form in bathing beauties, an
integral part. Mr. Eagon is also
working on a multiple-reel dramatic
film story, called " Humanity."
George Terwilliger, whose last
production was with Marion Davies
in "The Bride of Kenmare," has.
been engaged by Realart to direct
Alice Brady's forthcoming production "Little Italy " by Frederick
and Fanny Hatton. Mr. Terwilliger is responsible for such successes
as "The Sporting Duchess" with
Alice Brady and " The Misleading
Lady" with Bert Lytell.
"Made in Heaven" Due
for Early Release
Goldwvn announces Tom Moore's
new starring vehicle, "Made in
Heaven," for early release. The
picture was adapted from William
Hurlbut's stage-comedy of the
same title. Mr. Moore appears in
the role of a New York fireman.
Helen Chadwick plays opposite the
star. Molly Malone, Renee Adoree,
Kate Lester and Al Filson are also
seen in the cast.

Is Elmer

Clifton

"Characterization"
to Director

An

Independent?

PERSISTENT rumor that Elmer
Clifton,
important
factor in the long
Davidan Wark
Griffith
tion,
organiza
is about to sever his
connections therewith and according to reports, will head his own
producing organization, although it
has also been said that he will possibly direct one or two feature
productions for a distinguished star
of the legitimate stage.
Mr. Clifton declines to affirm or
deny reports, despite the fact that it
is known he has been recipient of
several interesting offers. After
nine years with Mr. Griffith, during
which time he was associated with
the production of " The Birth of a
Nation," " Intolerance," " The Girl
Who Stayed Home," " The Idol
Dancer," " The Love Flower " and
" 'Way Down East," as well as the
forthcoming Griffith produc tion,
" Dream Street," Mr. Clifton personally made the nine best known
and most popular Dorothy Gish
comedies, " Battling Jane," " The
Hope Chest," "Boots," "I'll Get
Him Yet
" andto "his
Penny
Polly,"
which
all stand
credit.
Mr.
Clifton is perhaps best remembered
for his striking characterization of
the mountain youth opposite Constance Talmadge in the Babylonian
episode of " Intolerance," and as
Philip Stone, opposite Lillian Gish
in " The Birth of a Nation."
Mr. Clifton has had a remarkable record as a director and an
actor. It was he who brought
Priscilla Dean to stardom through
the Universal production of " The
Two-Souled
Woman," step
whichtoward
was
her most important
fame. The story, which was adapted from Gelett Burgess' " The
White Cat," cost exactly $4,600 to
make, $1,000 of this going toward
the purchase of the story. The picture was "shot
in eight
tablished Miss" Dean
anddays,
was es-a
remunerative experience for Universal.
Mr. Clifton has many interesting
theories of motion picture production, which he has developed during his years with Mr. Griffith. He
had radical theories as to the story
and as to the physical details of
production,
particularly lighting.

ERBOGRAPH
LUDWIG G B

His forthcoming plans are predicted to carry a unique interest to
the motion picture industry.

George

Walsh to Be Directed by Brother
George Walsh is going to enjoy
the opportunity so long anticipated
by him, and be able to prove that
he can do something besides taking
long distance jumps, and excelling
in athletic demonstrations. There
have been those who have realized
for a long time that Mr. Walsh was
endowed with considerable histrionic ability, and after a long career of picture making in which
college life and athletics have been
featured, Mr. Walsh is to play the
leading masculine role in a big feature picture, directed by R. A.
Walsh, who may be depended upon
to give his brother a vehicle that
wiH show off his talent to the best
advantage. There is a big demand
for a story of the wilds such as
this one promises, and only a man
with the ability to endure, such as
the popular athlete would be
eligible to undertake the work the
production requires.
George
Walsh's
will be
glad
to know
thatfollowing
he is again
to
appear in pictures, after a temporary absence from the screen, especially those -vvho know what the
combination of George and R. A.
Walsh is able to turn out. Great
development
of George
Walsh's
talent as an actor,
is expected
under the skilled direction of his
brother, and their combined activities are predicted to bring about a
success.
Jack

Holt is Loaned

to

Play Goldwyn Role
Jack Holt, the popular young
leading man, has been loaned
to Goldwyn to act the leading male
role in Rita Weiman's first original
photoplay,
The Grim Comedian."
"The Grim " Comedian"
will be released
as
a
Frank Lloyd Production.

ERB

Impressively revealing human
character in action is the sum total
of the motion picture director's opportunities and responsibilities, according to Robert G. Vignola, director of Vignola Productions for
Cosmopolitan-Paramount.
" To succeed in actionizing
human character upon the screen
is to find the goal for which all
the director's means are an end,"
said Mr. Vignola. " Stripped of all
essentials and details the fact remains that the fundamental success
of a motion picture depends upon
the proper delineation of character.
A dramatic character is one with
a personality which dominates the
plot, or is itself dominated by the
plot or is in mutual reaction with
the plot. This individuality is that
something which differentiates between persons.
" The main problem in the motion
picture is to give the audience sufficient knowledge of the character to
become personally interested in
him. Without this intimacy there
can be no social emotion, no
dramatic sympathy.
" It is a simple but truly effective
cinematic delineation of a spiritual
invisibility which distinguishes a
character in a genuine dramatic
situation, and it proves that they
are wrong who claim that the motion picture cannot undertake to depict the inner nature of human beings or convey the drama of souls."
Bartholomae to Write
Another
Having recently seen Florence
Reed's picturization of his story,
" The Black Panther's Cub," for
W. K. Ziegfeld, Philip Bartholomae proceeded to write another
original screen story. This is "The
Outside Woman," on which Wanda
Hawley is now engaged for her
program
Originally one as
of atheRealart
most star.
successful
of
the younger American playwrights
— his stage works include "Over
Night," " Very Good Eddie,"
" When Dreams Come True " and
" Over the Top." During the
course of his film career, in addition to heading Pathe's Scenario
Department, Mr. Bartholomae has
written
and adapted over a score of
film successes.
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Jessen's

Studio

REALART
Ewart Adamson, a Scotch writer
and cartoonist, has been engaged as
a continuity writer, and Aubrey St.
Auffer, the manager of the Western
States Liberty theatres during the
war, has been engaged as reader
and title writer by Elmer Harris.
Frank O'Connor, former assistant to Director William D. Taylor,
will
direct Turnbull.
" Everything for Sale "
by Hector
CHRISTIE
Renewed activities are reported
in the Christie studios. Four companies directed by Al Christie,
William Bcaudine, Scott Sidney and
Frederick Sullivan, are working.
A two reel comedy has been started
by Al Christie featuring Dorothy
De Vore.
GOLDWYN

H. H. Van Loan, snapped on one of
the new stages at the San Mateo studios
now with repute as speechmaker as well
as writer

Reginald Barker is next to film
"Morris,
Who Shall
Judge," by
the original
titleGouverneur
of which Heaven." The cast includes DeWit
Jennings, Dick Rosson, and Knott.
wasRichard
" The Dix
Hangman."
will play the lead in
the first Mary Roberts Rinehart
METRO
original screen story, " The Glorious
Fool," to be directed by Mason
Hopper.
The unit system has been inaugurated with the return of
Helene Chadwick will play opposite Tom Moore in " Made in Treasurer Joseph Engle from New

Picture

News

News
by
W
ire
Peter B. Kyne has signed a conYork on last Saturday. The first
tract to write a series of special
unit to begin work is that of Max- stories for Universal to feature
well Karger and Bert Lytell who Harry Carey.
are producing " A Trip to Para" Pacific Storms," a story by Fred
Rex Ingram begins a Balzac Granville, will be the next vehicle
story next week and Veiller for Frank Mayo. It is a narrative
of the South Sea Islands.
original story the week following.
Viola Dana, Dallas Fitzgerald
VITAGRAPH
anddise."
company are making " Life's
Darn
Island. Funny " now at Catalina
Proposed improvements now contracted for the Vitagraph studio
provide for a complete new lighting
UNIVERSAL
plant which will cost approximately
Messers. Laemmle, Cochran, and $50,000. This will give the studio
Abe Stern, were hosts of Universal direct current lighting system and
overhead trunk lines. New conemployees numbering three thouscrete building is now being erected
and at Santa Sussanna Ranch re- for new
dynamos and generators
cently, which has been leased by which have
been received at the
Universal for a period of years. Coast.
The first annual barbacue with all
Complete cast for the George
the trimmings was given.
Lyons and Moran, who have Randolph Chester production of
played together for eight years,
of Wallingford " inhave dissolved their association. " The Son
cludes Wilfred North, Tom GalLyons is leaving Universal and
lery,Antrim
George Short,
Webb, Florence
Priscilla Hart,
Bonner,
Moran is remaining to be featured
alone in two-reel comedies.
Liala Leslie, Van Dyke Brooks and
" What Can You Expect," a others.
Vitagraph officers are very proud
magazine story, is to be the next
vehicle for Gladys Walton. Harry of the pledge made members of the
Harris will direct.
National Association of Motion
George Larkin who plays the lead Picture Industry as contained in the
opposite Eileen Sedgwick in the fourteen articles of agreement respecting what should and should not
serial " The Terror Trails," will be
featured in a series of two-reel go into future productions and for
Mounted Police subjects until Miss this reason the next serial story for
Sedgwick recovers from appendi- William Duncan and Edith Johncitis.
ston is being rewritten to conform
to the agreement. For this reason
it will be impossible for directoractor Duncan to begin work on his
next serial for several weeks and at
this time it is planned he shall produce a five-reel production.
LASKY

Our Motto: All the News,
The weather man says the
rainy season is over.
George Bunny is working
in Harry
" Angel's
MyersFeathers."
has shaved off
his
Connecticut
Yankee mustache.
H. F. Jans is out from the
East to see what is doing in
the West.
Charlie Giblyn is out at
Mr.NewFox'sYork.place after a year
in
Frank Mayo Is seen wearing
evening
clothes. Yes, on the
set.
Eddie Hearn has moved his
make-up
box to the Irving
Willatt Studios.
May Allison has sent a
twelve-foot photograph to New
York for display.
J. Williams
is back
in Cyrus
New York
to see how
the
Tom Santschi Westerns are
going.
Hokum received a letter
from tenWilliam
V. Mong
at his duroc
farm writnear
Whittier.
Peggy Hyland has come
back to our town and says she
will never leave California
again.
Oliver
Morosco
tion announces
thereOrganizawill be
no
"
between
picture
" next.
periods.
Slippy
McGee
is
the
Florence Lawrence has a
good case against her press
agent for he always refers to

h>

her
beauty.as the former Biograph
Dave Griffith, Thompson
Buchanan and Tod Browning
are all from Kentucky, which
is saying a lot for Kentucky.
The name of Bosworth Incorporated, isto come back
to the screen but this time
it
will
be
Hobart
Bosworth,
Inc.
King Vidor liked the name
Dupont so well that he en
gaged father and son. L. B.
as Art Director and Max, son,
as cameraman.
Norman Dawn wants realism so he is going to make
the exterior^ for My Lady
of
the
Island. Island " at Catalina
A spring poet named Billy
Hodges has burst forth into
song because it took Nazimova
seven days to die for " CaAl Christie is showing Taylor Graves of " Very Good
mille."
Eddie
fame how
theyis do
in theing in"movies.
Taylor
play-it
a one reeler.
Since Bert Lytell received
" A Message From Mars " he
is going to make " A Trip to
Paradise."
the needle. Quick, Watson,
A lot of Los Angeles society
wandered out to Universal
City
tookset.
partNone
in theof
MonteandCarlo
them lost any money.

If it's News, When it's New
tellect trying to tree
make George
a hole
Leo Pierson, a former actor, in a concrete
Kern had on the set which
later
an
executive
of
Actors'
day. be considered another test
Association, is now staff effi- may
at Culver
City.for the Willatt's for realism for pictures of tociency expert
Clarke Irvine recently took
Adam Hull Shirk wandered
part
in a twenty-five mile race
Coast withandWally
and
way. he is reported to be on up
to the
Vancouver
now Reidhe
the way still or still on the claims he could never imagine
being so popular with
Now that we are informed anyone
so many girls at one time.
that
George
Loane
Tucker's
They
simply
mad over
" Miracle Man " has gross Wally, he told went
booking
Bill DesmondHokum.
Taylor had
lion and receipts
one-half ofto two
date, milwe nothing
do but make
wonder why producers do not speeches to
against Blue Laws,
films.
make more " Miracle Man " and
Censorship at the rate of
Bill Lord Wright and Ford five a week while he is giving
Beebe were framing a meller the final touches to Elsie Ferguson's picture, " Sacred and
scene for " The White Horse- Profane
manman" fell
serial
wnen thea skylight
camera- " Wealth," Love."
starring editing
Ethel
through
Clayton and watching progress
and broke their typewriter. A on
his next script from the
thriller is predicted.
Henrv Arthur Tones play,
Will Rogers
" A " The Lifted Veil."
Bashful
Romeo " claims
is the best
Now that Bebe Daniels has
picture he ever made because been
sentenced to ten days in
it is the shortest. " T have the Orange
County Jail for
toshowwearmy tights,"
he
said
"and
legs. I was in the driving fifty-six miles per hour
it
has
been
suggested that
Follies
for four
Because
Reg. years."
Barker did some girl with movie aspiranot send the troupe to lunch
tions
could
secure
engage-in
ment at exceptionalansalary
until 2 o'clock one day an ex- doubling
for
Bebe
for
this
one
askedhappened
him. " to
Do Mac
you
knowtra girl
what
Bebe's press agent
which is indeed instance.
say
she never
has a double
no matter
how hazardous
the
good
an extra
Bill repartee
Keefe fortells
us girl
that scene, which is more or less
Swiney
'.
woodpeckers
dulled their in- of an old line.

The castEthel
for Clayton,
"The Lifted
starring
underVeil,"
the
direction of William D. Taylor, is
exceptionally big and includes
Charles Meredith, Earl Schenck,
Fontaine La Rue, Lillian Rich,
Spottiswood Aitken, Charles French,
Winifred Kingston, and Herbert
Fourtier.
Cecil DeMille has started filming
a production with Dorothy Dalton,
Mildred Harrfe, Conrad Nagel,
Elliott Dexter in the oil fields at
Huntington Beach.
The final scenes for " The Great
Moment " are being made at the
Washington
Hotel Ballroom this
week.
HERE

AND

Lois Weber starts production of
an original story with this week
with a cast including Louis Calhern, Clair Windsor,
Mona Lisa
THERE
and others.
Louis Weber's "What Do Men
Want " is being fried out in small
northern California towns. It will
be
released
Wives,"
whichfollowing
is set for" Two
May. Wise
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetical y as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
mho have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reportf
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of
this department will be found the "Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to December 18, 1920.
PLAN BOOI
RELEASED
STAR
RELEASED
STAR
PICTURE
BRAND
BRAND
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
FEB. 12
ALL DOLLED UP (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
MAR. 12 BURGLAR PROOF (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN
" Washburn's best one in a dog's age — a real comedy." — M. P. News.
" Pleasing offering with the star in an ideal role."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
picture,
though
we had only asaverage
BURIED TREASURE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) MARION
business Comment
with it —and" Ait very
did good
not come
up to
my expectations
a box
DAVIES
FEB. 26
office attraction."
" Spectacular production, but story is unimpressive," — M. P. News.
ALL SOULS EVE (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
MAR. 5 CHARM
SCHOOL.
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
"Incredible plot, but has appealing moments." — M. P. News.
REID
jan. I
AMATEUR DEVIL, AN (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN ... MAR. 12
" Wallace Reid has another winner here." — Jf. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment. — " Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and brought
" A. decidedly mediocre comedy with Washburn." — M. P. News.
good business." " Wallace Reid went over big in this picture. Our
Exhibitor Comment — "Two days to average business."
BARBARIAN, THE (PIONEER) MONROE SALISBURY
FEB. 26
patrons thought it was one of the best of this popular star's productions. Played to excellent business the week preceding New Year's."
"Fine backgrounds but very little action." — M. P. News.
" We consider this one of the best box office attractions we have ever
BARE KNUCKLES (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
MAR. 19
played. Did exceptional business during Its run at this house and Is
"Above the average thriller, only in exteriors." — M. P. News.
an excellent picture." "Very good picture, full of entertaining points.
BARS OF IRON (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 19
Did good business." One of the most pleasing pictures we have ever
shown.
" Good enough for a second week
" Just an ordinary production." — M. P. News.
holdover.Business
Businesswasextraverygoodgood."
both weeks.
Best Wallace Reid picture
BAIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOPE HAMPTON
JAN. 15
ever
seen.
•
"
Certainly
good.
Business
fine all week. Audiences well
" Rather hectic but fairly interesting." — M. P. News.
pleased."
"
Very
good
picture
which
held
down
big business for a week "
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a good picture and business was way off.
' Very good. Good business for entire week." " Two days to big busiOur patrons didn't know the star.
" Fair picture to fair business."
" Average picture to average business."
good."picture, good puller."
Consensus ness.
— "VeryGood
BEAU REVEL (INCE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 26 CHEATER
REFORMED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
JAN. IS
"Fairly nitcresting, though would be more convincing if developed
" William Russell has an entertaining crook picture here." — M P News
humorously." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Played Holy Week to the usual bad business. Not
Exhibitor Comment — " A wonderful picture which sure did go ' over the
a good picture and no one praised it."
top.' Brought large box office receipts and much satisfaction from
CHICKENS
(INCE-PARAMOUNT) DOUGLAS MACLEAN
MAR. 26
the audiences."
average staged,
business."
A splendid picture, well" Fairly
made, good
well picture
acted, with
beautifully
but "for
some
" Forced comedy and hokum never ring the bell." — if. P. News.
reason or other it didn't pull them in and business was only average."
Exhibitor Comment — " Brought average business. Fair picture." " Played
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
this on the program with the Universal feature ' If Only Jim,' starring
BIG PUNCH, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES
FEB. 19
Harry Carey to two days of extra big business." " Not as good as previous McLean-May productions and the ' feminine half ' of this com" Buck Jones as a minister; a dull picture." — M. P. News.
bination was sadly missed. Still this picture was good and drew well."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good entertainment. Extra big business one day.."
Consensus
— " Average picture, average puller."
BLACKBIRDS (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
DEC. 25
CINDERELLA'S
TWINrem (METRO)
VIOLA
JAN. I
" Jut
Johnstone is a welcome screen figure in crook melodrama." —
Jf. tine
P. News.
"Just misses being
commonplace."
— If.DANA
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This little star always draws well for me, and this
Exhibitor Comment
—
"
One
of
the
poorest
features
I've
ever
had
the
misfortune to play. Story was worked to death, and star did not live up
was not as clever as ' The Chorus Girl's Romance,' business was almost
as good. Consider it a good business-getter." " Fairly entertaining and
to one-tenth of her press notices. My audience was much disappointed."
patrons were pleased. Good business." " The old Cinderella story,
" A mediocre picture. Star not particularly attractive, but played to
strictly modernized and made fairly plausible. Business only fair."
good
business
for
reasons
unknown."
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
BLACK BEAUTY (VITA GRAPH) JEAN PAIGE
JAN. 22
COAST
OF OPPORTUNITY,
THE (BRUNTON-HODKINSON) J. DEC. Si
" Entertaining picture made from famous classic." — M. P. Newt.
WARREN
KERRIGAN
BLIND WIVES (FOX) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 15
" Picturesque story with Kerrigan in heroic role." — M. P. News.
" Another episode picture of certain appeal." — P. P. News.
COLORADO (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
FEB. 19
Exhibitor Comment — " Good melodrama that pleased lovers of this class of
" Mayo's latest strong in action." — if. P. News.
entertainment. Box-office returns abetter than usual." " Fairly good
CONCERT, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 5
both as to pleasing the audiences and box-office returns."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
" Another stage vehicle adaptation which flops." — M. P. News.
BLUSHING BRIDE, THE (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
MAR. 19
Exiibitor Comment — " Accurate photoplay of stage success. Moderately
popular. Not enough action in it to make it a big success as a picture."
"Exceedingly weak; might have made a good Sunshine." — M. P. News.
BRANDED SOUL, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 19 CONNECTICUT
YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT, A (FOX) FEB. 12
SPECIAL
CAST
" Redemption
story carries little appeal and is badly overacted." — M. P.
News.
" Mark Twain modernized in an appealing picture." — If. P. News.
FEB. 12
BREAKING
POINT, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE FEB. 5 COUSIN KATE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
BARRISCALE
"Alice Joyce has strong personality in 'Cousin Kate.'" — M. P. News.
•' More than a vehicle — a well-sustained marital drama." — If. P. News.
DANGEROUS BUSINESS (FIRST NATIONAL) CONSTANCE TALMADGE
DEC. 1>
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT) ROSCOE ARBUCKLE. . .FEB. 5
" Rather frail but fairly amusing." — M. P. News.
" What the public has been waiting for from Fatty." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fini
production
which
seemed
to
please
and
brought
Exhibitor Comment — " Sure-fire winner. Pleased the audiences immensely.
fine business." " Not as good as some of Miss Talmadge's previous
Box office returns much larger than usual." " Good comedy bringing
vehicles, but satisfying." " A good picture and brought more than usual
the usual
business."Played
""Thisto islarge
a splendid
picture
and
went" Capacity
over big
business.' " This sure did go over big and deserved it for It's an interwith
our
audience.
business
for
one
week."
houses on opening Sunday in spite of heavy rain all afternoon and
evening.
A big consequently
winner with the
great picture.
It pleased
my audiences,
the public."
box office"A receipts
were larger
than
it."
Went over
always
case with
a Talmadge
picture
usual." " ' Fatty ' went over in this picture in a surprising manner.
In my " house.
Somewell,
of as
the isolder
folksthethought
it went
a little too
far
Picture played to capacity for seven-day run." " Don't miss this one,
in
some
scenes,
and
others
frankly
characterized
it
as
'
raw.'
But It
a
really
big
box
office
play."
got the money, and that's the acid test, I suppose." " One of ConConsensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
stance Talmadge's best and went over big at this house. Did splendid
BROKEN
GATE. THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE
business— for
week."
BARRISCALE
JAN. l
Consensus
" Good
picture, good puller."
" Bob sister story is highly theatrical." — M. P. News.
DEVIL,
THE
(ASSO.-EXHIB.-PATHE)
GEORGE ARLISS
JAN. 29
BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 15
" Very artistic with Arliss superb in his screen debut." — If. P. News.
" Fine production given famous stage comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
One
of
the
photoplay
masterpieces
of
the
Wonderful production. Excellent acting. But a picture that will age.
apExhibitor Comment — " Dandy little story to this one. Pleased my patrons
and kept me packing 'em in. Almost a record-breaker." " Too fragmenpeal only to the discriminating." " A picture that aroused the curitary
to
please
majority
of
patrons.
Artistically
done,
however."
"
A
osity
of
the
public.
A
good
house
all
week.
An
artistic
production."
very good production, splendidly acted and mounted, but which did not
DOLLAR A YEAR MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT) ROSCOE ARBUCKLE APR. 9
seem to attract average business."
" Weak humor and hokum make this a poor effort." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
Box Office Reports continued on page 2594
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RELEASED
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Office
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STAR

Picture

Neivi

Reports
PLAN BOOK
RELEASED

here and will always pack a house. This vehicle Is satisfactory, but
DUCKS AND DRAKES (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
APR. 9
a startling winner." '• Picture pleased generally and drew well. Busi" Bebe Daniels has a lively offering here." — M. P. News.
ness fine." "poor
Not and
up tonotMeighan's
His own
DYNAMITE ALLEN (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
MAR. 5
but support
worthy ofstandard.
him. Business
good,workfor excellent,
Meighan
" Disconnected and wildly improbable melodrama." — if. P. News.
is
a
great
drawing
card
for
me."
"
This
one
went
over big and con■13 (ROBERTSON-COLE) WEDGWOOD NOWELL
JAN. 22
during run.
well pleased
withbouse
the story."
Meighantinued so always
sure Audiences
box office winner
at this
and this" Thomas
picture,
" Interesting moments in mystery story." — if. P. News.
clean and wholesome throughout, was enjoyed by everyone." " This is
EAST LYNNE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 26
rather an average picture. It started with big business but this de" Modernized version of play and book should interest." — M . P. News.
creased towards the end of the week."
EASY ROAD, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS MEIGHAN
FEB. 26
Consensus — Qood picture, good puller."
" Rather mild for Thomas Meighan." — M. P. News.
GARDEN OF RESURRECTION, THE (STOLL) SPECIAL CAST APR. 2
Exhibitor Comment — " Our patrons seemed to like this one which played
"Poor direction makes this one mediocre." — M. P. News.
to
excellent
business
for
one
week."
"
Thomas
Meighan
draws
no
matter
what sort of picture, or role he has. This production an excellent one,
GILDED
LILY, THE (PARAMOUNT) MAE MURRAY
MAR. 19
and played to excellent business."
" Mae Murray's latest is a winner." — M. P. News.
EDUCATION
OF ELIZABETH,
THE (PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
BURKE
FEB. 26 GIRL WITH THE JAZZ HEART, THE (GOLDWYN) MADGE
KENNEDY
JAN. I
" Billie Burke has real opportunities in polite comedy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Women came to see Billie and the gowns. Did
"Exhibitor
Madge Kennedy
plays
two roles
exceptionally
well."
— M.
P. News.
Comment
—
"
This
was
a
corker.
I
think
it
the
best
thing
better than expected, as she has not done well at all of late." " A fair
Madge Kennedy has yet done. They all liked it, and I played to
picture. Nothing extraordinary. Average business." " One of the star's
best, but it only drew fair business." " Played it on the bill with ' Suncapacity houses all week." " Nothing great about this but title is catchy
set Sprague ' (Buck Jones) to extra big business two days." " Two days
and
Madgehas Kennedy
has drawing
a following.
houses."
Kennedy
considerable
power Result—good
here. Her picture
is not" Madge
strong
to average business."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
but
our
people
liked
it."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
«MPIRE
OF DIAMONDS,
THE
(PERRET-PATHE) SPECIAL
CAST)
DEC. 25
GODLESS MEN (BARKER-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. It
"A splendid production given mystery story." — if. P. News.
" Unpleasant story depending on acting and unusual twist to story." —
EXTRAVAGANCE (METRO) MAY ALLISON
MAR. 5
Exhibitor Comment — " Comfortable business, which is better than expected
" Interest dulled by a too lengthy picture." — if. P. News.
Holy Week. Picture has great possibilities as a drawing card under
Exhibitor Comment — " A program picture with nothing out of the ordinary
to recommend it."
normal times."
FIGHTING
STRANGER,
THE
(CANYON PICTURES-STATE
GOOD MAN (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 2«
RIGHTS) FRANKLYN FARNUM
JAN. 29 GOD'S
" A poor production from all angles." — M. P. Netss.
" Selig produces another thriller, with Franklyn Farnum." — if. P. News.
ADVENTURE,
THE (BENNETT-FIRST NATIONAL)
FIRE CAT, THE UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
FEB. 12 GREAT
LIONEL
BARRYMORE
JAN. 22
" Edith Roberts scores in Carmenesque role." — M. P. News.
"More
interesting
via
the printed page." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— "A good picture to big business one day."
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some Barrymore pictures but enFIRSTHAYAKAWA
BORN, THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE FEB. 12
and fullwashouses
treat for
who like
a good
time. joyed
House
in a resulted."
chuckle all "theA time.
Goodthose
business.
Steady
all
" Aif. title,
heart interest and Eayakawa's acting should attract them." —
P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture, average puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " By far the best picture that Sessue Hayakawa has
GREATER CLAIM, THE (METRO) ALICE LAKE
FEB. 19
ever made. It is a true conception of Oriental life."
" Alice Lake scores in ordinary story." — if. P. News
FLAME, THE (STOLL FILM-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. S
Exhibitor Comment — " Average production. Business good for the first
" A good production with foreign setting." — if. P. News.
FLYING PAT (NEW ART-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) DOROTHY
threeOFdays."
MAR. 12
WOMEN, THE (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS
GISH
JAN. 1 GUILE
—
entertainment."
fine
this
make
titles
clever
" Fairly pleasing offering with Dorothy CHsh." — M. P. News.
and
story
good
Rogers,
"
if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Business very good." " Just average
box-office results, though the picture is quite good."
JAN. 1
HEARTS UP (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
" Harry Carey has —satisfying
offering here." — if. P. News.
FORBIDDEN FRUIT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST.. FEB. 5
Comment " This picture is a good bet Audiences seemed very
Exhibitor
" De
Mille scores another ten strike; a great audience picture." — if. P.
News.
much pleased with it and business was fine."
JAN. 29
Exhibitor Comment — " Elaborately produced and entertaining production
HER FIRST ELCXPEMENT (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
that went over for a two week run to capacity business." " Fine picture
"
Inconsequential
and
too
vapid
for
feature
length."
—
if.
P.
News.
that
enormous
crowds during
openingDidweeknotof think
this theatre."
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good picture but opposition was too strong
were drew
terribly
disappointed
with this.
it lived "They
up to
'Something
to
Think
About'
and
'Why
Change
Your
Wife?
Broke
s." (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT. JAN. 29
have any busines
the attendance record. Greatly talked about. Continued for a second
HER toHUSBAND'S
FRIEND
week." " This picture drew well and brought excellent business."
" Rather hectic in spots, but keeps the interest." — if. P. News.
" Held over a second week to excellent crowd. Pleased everyone who
Exhibitor
Comment
— "Played
on the tobillextra
with big'Thebusiness
Iron Rider,'
Fox
production
starring
William itRussell,
for twothedays.
saw
it."interesting,
" DeMille's butpictures
always draw
immense
This wasof
proved
not startling.
Patrons
like crowds.
the atmosphere
HIS WORTH
OWN LAW (J. PARKER READ-GOLDWYN) HOBART BOS- FEB. 12
affluence which permeates these pictures. Constantly large attendance."
" This one packed the house every performance. A very fine entertain" Trite story makes poor screen material." — if. P. News.
ing picture and patrons seemed well pleased." " A fairly good picture
Exhibitor Comment—" A tine picture, but did only fair business."
with business
usual."
" Drew that
a capacity
houseproduced
all week.in
Considered
one about
of theas best
attractions
has been
HOLD YOUR HORSES (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE)
FEB. 5
months." "Very good. The people came the first day in response to
" Exhibitor
Comedy titles
and good
incident
make picture
this fine and
entertainment.
— if. P. busiAew«.
wide advertising and they told their neighbors it was a good picture."
Comment
—
"
Just
ordinary
did
Just
ordinary
" A very good picture. Handicapped by strong opposition."
n
e
s
.
"
"
Fairlv
good
picture.
Business
about
as
usual."
"
An
excellent
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
FOUR HORSEMEN, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 5
photoplav which received a right royal welcome from patrons. An ex- " Greatup. .
business."
want. Capacity
of
ample
"Marvelous production reaches the heights of picture art." — M. P. News.
and cleaned
Day program
St. Patricks
a speciallovers
with screen
thiswhat
Played
Exhibitor Comment — " Packed them in on this one. People curious to
Moore is immense in roles of this sort."
see it. Great box office attraction."
FREEZE OUT, THE (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
APR. 9 HUNDREDTH CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN. •
" Carey's personality its chief asset." — M. P. News.
" Familiar story is well picturized." — if. P. News.
FRISKY
JOHNSON,
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) JAN. 8
JAN. 29
BILLIEMRS.
BURKE
HUSH (GARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
"Interesting picture on a familiar theme." — if.
P. Aeics.
"Play seems old-fashioned as picture." — M. P. News.
day.
each
increasing
receipts
office
box
Comment — " Big picture,
Exhibitor
Exhibitor Comment — " Typical Burke picture, very pleasing, fair business
" Somewhat different to the usual Young pictures, but pleased about
due to holidays." " Just plain trash — it's a pity a good star and real
money throughout
are expended
on such
" Average business.
new
my patrons didn't agTee with me.
fifty-fifty. Consider it her best, but far
angles
the entire
five drivel."
reels. Photography
and directionNo good,
more interesting." " Very fine
She was not as pretty as usual, but
cast fair, but story weak from being overworked." " Had poor business
Clara
wherever
well
over
go
should'
which
picture
duringis
averageYoung
belowKimball
attendance
our
down
cut
weather
Bad
liked.
with this one for entire week." " Very trashy and silly. Audience
week's run." " We thought picture up to Clara Kimball Young s standhardly enthused. Business only fair." " Billie Burke does not draw
for week which we attribute to bad
for me any more and this one meant nothing to me."
ard but played to poor business
"Uninteresting story with Clara Kimball Young as the
weather"
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
FRONTIER OF THE STARS, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS
bright spot. Business only fair." " Just an average picture. About
MEIGHAN
JAN. 22
usual
business."
Consensus
— •' Good picture, good puller.'
" Interesting story of a crook's redemption." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture which brought more than usual busiAL) HARRY CAREY.......... MAR. 5
JIM
ONLY latest(UNIVERS
IF "Carey's
." "Veryourentertaining
Thomas
is amusing and entertaining, —if. P. Aews. .houses,
Meighan neswith
patrons helpsfeature
to put which
over inthe
goodpopularity
shape. Didof excellent
business with this one. Capacity
Great
"
Comment—
Exhibitor
business."
Thomas Meighan
drawsand well
for me onandthethis
picture was no " exception.
Businessalways
was fair
comments
picture
"reat deal of word-of-mouth advertising." " Played this feature on the
showed interest, though not the enthusiastic applause of the other pic' Chickens,' featuring Douglas
Urogram with the Paramount production
for two days. '
tures which I have played with this star." " Meighan is a great favorite
big business
extrapicture,
MacLean,— "toGood
Consensus
good puller."
Box Office Reports continued on page 2616
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stantial as the pyramid of Cheops. In addition
to its fire proof construction, the exit facilities
are fifty per cent greater than required by law,
the exits and fire escapes leading directly to
the street or to fireproof courts and passages
which safeguard the public to the outside. The
safety of the patrons is one of the greatest
features of the building and has been given an
unusual amount of study. Each exit from the
theatre balcony and mezzanine has been provided with a separate fire escape, so that there
will be no congestion or confusion whatever in
case it is necessary to use same.
In respect to the arrangement of the building,
in addition to the immense auditorium, the
stage is one of the most complete and will be
arranged so that at any future time vaudeville or
road productions of any nature can be shown
up on same. Fly galleries, with their pin rails,
gridiron, spi inkier system and dressing rooms
will be complete and perfect as is possible to
make them. At the present time it is not the
intention of the owner to endeavor to use this
stage for anything except pictures and a limited number of entertainers. The architects
have, therefore, provided a magnificent cyclorama which screens the working ends of the
stage. The picture screen has been treated so
that it becomes a part of the background of
the cyclorama. The cyclorama is handsomely
enriched with ornamental plaster panels, cornices and the ceiling is semi-elliptic in form.
Responsibility for the success of the scenic
effect, the cyclorama and the lighting of the
same goes to Mr. Joseph Urban, America's
foremost scenery painter and producer of
scenic effects. Mr. Urban is the creator of all
the ideas for the scenery used and the scenic
effects produced for the Follies and also the
complete work for the Metropolitan Opera
House. Flood light galleries have been installed
over the top of the cyclorama and from the
cove in back of the main cornices, the entire
cyclorama will be illuminated by the system
of flood lighting, giving a burst of light which
can be changed to produce sun light, night light,
snow scenes, etc.
The stage is arranged as a terraced garden,

of Sound

with its beautiful balustrades, flower boxes,
fountains. The interior of the auditor
artistically treated and decorated to achie
most intimate effect. Intimacy is the para
requirement for the success of every audit
The architecture of the cyclorama on the
and that of the auditorium has been tre
one. The stately fluted columns, with gorg
ornamental caps, support a highly enriche
well proportioned entablature, which
the beauty of the auditorium and binds tc
the entire composition.
Rising between the beautiful columns in t
proscenium treatment and spanning its way •
past cornices into the enriched sounding boa
is an arched opening crowned by a cartouc
which in itself is a work of art and is
deserving of the prominent position that
holds. At the base from where this arch
opening springs is the state box, supported 1
ornamental brackets, the face of the box bfl
adorned with plaster relief. The valanci
these arches are of velour with beautiful f<
toons with border at the bottom of the san
and radiating from the center, at which poi
is appliqued a group of beautiful figures, I
radiants of gold galloon which extend to 1
outer border of the arch. The entire valance
covered with a silk net of old gold. The %
caded draperies below the same are artistii
draped and tied back with silk cords, the ot
blending themselves most harmoniously
the decorations and the pastel tones of
auditorium.
The ceiling is arched and \
elled with plaster relief in the panels and
ornamentation on the sounding board is <
erly executed by skilled artisans. The per
ated sections in the main ceiling and in
sounding board are the speaking openings §
the organ which are concealed behind the
The ceiling over the balcony has a
which is over 60 feet in diameter and is ri
relief, as is also the frieze in the main co
below the same, which extends back to the
line of the auditorium in the balcony, fl
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Accoustics

Designed

Columbus can now hold her head high in the
motion picture world and boast of one of the
most complete and magnificent cinema palaces
in the county. Through the efforts of Mr. W.
M. James and the architects, the people have
been presented with their new home for photoplays which will prove to be a revelation to the
theatregoer.
The James theatre will be lavish in decoration, rich and refined in furnishings and enormous in size and bids to rank with the best in
the country. It was only a short time ago when
we stood in wonderment at the enclosure
which screened the building operation from the
public, but today this has all been removed and
the doors will soon open to the waiting citizens
who have been anxious to view the completed
edifice. The owners, who have made it possible
to give to their city this great monument, have
sensed the long felt want of the people and are
proud to join with them in the formal opening
of their new playhouse. For over a year the
James theatre has been growing steadily, and
during this time in excess of $1,000,000 has
been expended on the construction work itself.
The interior decorations, its rich furnishings
and its modern and complete equipment of
various types have added another quarter of a
million to the cost of this undertaking. The
elaborateness, beauty and magnitude of the
theatre is surpassed by few other theatres in
this country.
The main floor of the auditorium, with its
seating capacity of over 1,750 people, in itself
is greater than the average so-called large theatre of the bigger cities, and with the seating
capacity of the balcony over the 1,100 mark, and
the additional seats in the state boxes and loggias, the total seating capacity will be over
3,000. To comprehend the true size of this
theatre one must visit an average large modern
theatre, whose seating capacity usually ranges
from 1,200 to 1,500. This will give some idea
of the magnitude of the auditorium.
This structure is fireproof throughout, the
entire frame being of structural steel and reinforced concrete, and is built as solid and sub-

Unusual

Picture

PLAN.,-,

Balcony and auditorium floor plans of James theatre, Columbus, Ohio.
G. Kiehler, associate

C. Howard Crane, architect; Elmer
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dome is illuminated by means of concealed
lighting and which gives a beautiful glow
rather than a sharp light in the auditorium.
As we enter the auditorium from the lobby
one is impressed by the height of the ceiling of
the foyer, which in nearly all theatres is very
low and uninteresting. This is obtained by
constructing a well in the mezzanine just below
the balcony floor. This well is semi-circular in
plan and gives a full two-story effect to the
foyer. A beautiful ornamental bronze balustrade is covered with velvet velour. The base
of the entire auditorium, which forms the
foundation for the architectural composition,
is of Verde antique marble. The floor of the
auditorium is carpeted with a heavy velvet Saxony carpet. The architects and decorators have
skillfully selected the carpets, hangings, furnishings and tapestries, so that the character
and color of the same in every way link themselves together with the beautiful pastel and
polychrome shades in the decorations. The entire woodwork, ornamental and plain plaster
work has been glazed down with Vandyke glaze
and the gold leaf work burnished and background of same picked out with colored glass.
The stairways leading from the foyer to the
mezzanine are of white Italian marble with
the marble skirting and curbs. The balustrades
on these stairs are hand wrought iron with
walnut hand rails. The detail of the rail around
the edge of the mezzanine has been carried in
absolute keeping with that of the stairways.
At the rear of the seating of the auditorium is
a handsome screen with wood columns rising
from a marble base, and this rail is panelled to
a height of 36 inches. The upper portion is
plate glass, the top of which is cut with a
graceful profile.
Following the contour of the well opening is
a spacious promenade, over which is suspended
a richly decorated dome, well lighted by means
of concealed lighting, and from the center of
the same is suspended a gorgeous crystal fixture. From this promenade we enter the balcony by means of two passageways, spacious
and beautiful furnished lounges, ladies' retiring
rooms and smoking rooms. These rooms are
furnished with heavily upholstered divans,
chairs of all sizes and types and beautiful
tables. The rooms are lavish in decoration and
exceedingly rich in furnishings. The floors are
carpeted with the best quality carpets and are
well padded. The hangings on the windows are
rich in color and unusual care has been exercised in the selection of the art reproductions
which adorn the walls. Toilet rooms are spacious and are wainscoted with white Italian
marble and the floors are of terrazzo, with a
six-inch wide border of a different shade from
the body of the floor.
The comfort of the patrons has been considered in every move that was made by the owners and architects. The mezzanine will prove
the most popular meeting place for friends,
both before and after the performance. At the
front of the balcony are built a series of boxes
which can be reserved for theatre parties. This
is a very novel feature and certainly will help
greatly in making this theatre a success.
Every seat throughout the entire house is
unusually large and comfortable and all have
an unobstructed view of the entire stage. The
projection room is at the rear of the balcony,
and is equipped with two Type " S " Simplex
machines, a spot-light and a double stereopticon.
The distance of the throw from the speaking
opening of the projection booth to the picture
screen is 140 feet.
In the main ceiling of the auditorium are
very expensive mural paintings, each one being
in itself a work of art. Were they in gold
frames, hanging on the walls of our art insti-

tutions, they would certainly draw an unusual
amount of attention from the art lovers, as
the finest men, the country has produced, have
been employed for this work and have spent
many hours in developing these masterpieces.
The heating and ventilating system installed
in this theatre is one of the most complete and
finest and effective in the country. The matter
of ventilation is very often overlooked and particularly neglected in. a great many theatres and
should be given as much consideration as any
other portion of the building. It so seems that
in the erection of the majority of the theatres
by the time the heating systems are installed the
construction funds have been so greatly reduced
that a considerable saving is necessary in order
to complete the theatre, therefore for financial
reasons, the ventilating is ofttimes greatly reduced, and naturally the comfort of the patrons
is impaired. This, however, is not the case with
the James theatre. The foremost thought in
the minds of the designers was for the comfort
of its patrons. Fresh air cooled and washed is
driven into the theatre by large motor driven
fans of sufficient capacity to change the air
content of the auditorium twenty times each
hour. Exhaust fans are installed for removing
the vitiated air from the floors and from the
ceiling at the rear balcony. Special attention
has been given to the method of forcing the
air into the auditorium. In order to avoid objectionable draughts this has been accomplished
by using large grilles in the main ceiling, thereby thoroughlv diffusing the air currents before
they reach the zone occupied by the audience.
An added feature is the supplying of fresh air
to the lobby thereby assuring those who may
be waiting for the next performance of a comfortable sojourn in this portion of the building. The toilet rooms, smoking rooms, lounges
and rest rooms are thoroughly ventilated. The
mechanical equipment throughout is of the best
and most modern and efficient type. The electrical effects are novel and effective. Concealed
colored lights have been arranged in the auditorium to synchronize with those on the cyclorama, the entire effect being operated in sympathy with the moods of the selection by the
orchestra and with those suggested by the feature picture of the program. The electrical
equipment throughout is of the most modern
type and the installation of picture machines
and equipment in the projection room is one of
the best installations in the country. All wires
are concealed in the constructions, making a
very pleasing effect to one desirous of inspecting this, one of the most important factors in
the proper projection of a motion picture. Telephone and signal systems are installed to insure proper co-operation of all departments and
giving to the patrons an uninterrupted program :in fact, it
aim of
of" the
owner
and designers
to has
givebeen
the the
people
Columbus
the best equipped showhouse in the country.
The acoustics and sight lines, the most important features of any auditorium, has been
given an unusual amount of study. The auditorium has been designed to carry the delicate
shades of modulated tone with unusual precision. Acoustics from the time of the Greek
and Roman amphitheatres down to the present
day, have been an unusually perplexing problem. We know not whether the ancient auditoriums are theoretically designed or not, although we know that these places of assembly
were excellent from an acoustical standpoint.
However, they were without roof and quite
different from the problems we have to consider
in this day. Models of the interior of the auditorium were made and photographs of the
sound and its reflections were made and the
success of the auditorium was a foregone con-

Picture

News

clusion. An abundance of sound usually prevails in any auditorium, but the regulation of
the same is the problem that must be confronted, and the satisfactory solution of this has
been made by the architect. Every person occupying a seat in the auditorium will have a
clear and unobstructed view of the stage at all
times, whether the act be played in the center
of the stage, at either side or at the footlights.
The decorations and furnishings, as well as the
hangings, draperies and carpets have been executed, furnished and installed by William
Baumgarten & Co., of New York City. The
Baumgarten company are specialists in this line
of work.
C. Howard Crane, architect ; Elmer George
Kiehler, associate, and Cyril E. Schley prepared
the plans and supervised the construction of
the James theatre and have made a very careful
study of the interior decorations and finishings.
Aliens Active In and
Around Cleveland
The Aliens will have their first representation in Cleveland early in the spring —
not later than the beginning of April —
when two new Allen houses will be opened
to the public at practically the same time.
This official announcement of a definite
date for the opening of the big downtown as well as for the west side house
was made this week by Frank Zartmann,
general agent for Jules and Jay J. Allen
in Cleveland.
The down-town house, to be known as
the Allen, has 4,000 seats, equitably distributed on two floors, each with a tier of
boxes. There are several features new to
Cleveland theatre construction incorporated in the building, such as a spacious
rotunda, with an adjoining tea room,
where tea and light lunches will be served.
Fifty tables are being provided.
There
will also be a special corps of waitresses
to look after the wants of the hungry
movie patrons.
Opposite the tea room,
on the other side of the rotunda, is the
men's lounge, the largest of its kind in
any motion picture theatre. The Aliens
are further adding interest to their house
by the announcement of a thirty-piece orchestra as a special feature. This is double the size of any orchestra now existing
in Cleveland at a photoplay house. Phil
Spitalny, well known musical leader of
the Metropolitan theatre, Cleveland, will
direct the Allen orchestra.
The Allen theatre, according to Mr.
Zartman, will follow the policy of other
Allen theatres, and wall present a straight
picture program, although the house is
supplied with a fully equipped stage. Admission prices will hover around the fiftycent mark. Like other of the Allen chain,
the Cleveland Allen theatre will be conducted on a conservative basis. The Aliens do not go in for exploitation, special
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stage sets or prologues. They do not ex- 1
pect to introduce them into their Cleve- I
land house, either, relying entirely upon
newspaper publicity as their advertising
medium.
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Notes

Albany, N. Y.
Frank A. Empsall, former head of the largest department store in Watertown, N. Y., and a man whc
■• heavily interested in the paper business in northen
New York, bought the Avon theatre this week, paying
$200,000 for the house. Mr. Empsall was in Florida
when he heard that the house was on the market anc
wired an offer which was acceptable. The house it
located in the business center of Watertown and hai
been owned by the Bardavon Theatre Corporation, ol
Poughkeepsie. The theatre is the largest and mo*
modern in northern New York. Arthur G. Forbet
will be
will
be retained
featured. as house manager. First run pictureal1
Buffalo, N. Y.
James Cardino, owner of the Kensington theataa
on Grider street, Buffalo, and the Glen theatre m
Williamsville, N. Y., announces that he will build a
new
theatre
Bailey avenue and Kensington street,
Buffalo,
this at
spring.
Harrisburg, Pa.
The Arcade theatre building, in Waynesboro, Pawa sold on March 19, to Silverman Brothers ana
Slutzker, a chain motion picture theatre companv oi
Altoona, Pa., title to pass on April 1. subject to existing leases. With the building proper goes the Arcade
theatre, on which the present lease expires October 1,
next, when the purchasers will assume the management. The building, including offices and apartments
in addition to the theatre, was erected five years ago
for $200,000. The theatre has a seating capacity oi
1,250 and is one of the most modern in Southern
Pennsylvania. Silverman Brothers and Slutzker now
have theatres in Altoona, Harrisburg, York. Lebanon,
Waynesboro and other cities.

Havana's Best Known
Theatre
The illustrations on this page will correct the general impression that theatres
outside the United States are below the
local houses in their appointments. The
Fausto, which is the one shown here, has
the distinction of being the finest house
in Havana and the appearance of the
theatre front and the lobby would seem
to corroborate this general claim.
Mr. A. L. Pratchett, general manager

A. L. Pratchett, managing director of the Fausto

of the Caribbean Film Corp., is managing
director of the Fausto. He is also the
manager of a modern supply house and
as such represents the Simplex machine
exclusively in Cuba.
Besides the two modern Simplex machines, the Fausto equipment includes a
Gardner Velvet Gold Fibre Screen, Peerless Auto Arc Controls, Westinghouse
motor generator set and Snaplite lenses.
The projection is said to be the equal of
that found in any of the best theatres in
the States.

Erie, Pa.
The Herald building, Erie, Pa., has been purchased
by the Columbia Amusement Company, which controls
the Columbia and Majestic theatres in that city. A
new theatre to seat 2.500 will be built on the site.
Max and Mitchell Fitzer plan to build a theatre and
office building on West Fayette street, Syracuse, dur»
ing the coming summer.
San Diego, Cal.
Recently the same interests that control the Plaza
theatre have taken over the Kinema theatre, with
Russell Rogers as manager for both houses. At the
Kinema he is assisted by Charles Crouch, Jr. The
Kinema has undergone a number of changes and improvements, including entirely new decorations on the
exterior
a handsome
new and
electric
sign.forThechildren.
house
rates are and
20 cents
for adults
10 cents
A.
trip.F. Ahrens. formerly manager of the Kinema. haa
gone to Honolulu on a combined business and pleasure

I
I
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San Francisco
R. A. McNeil and W. G. Bailey of the New Lyceum ;
theatre, plan to build a $100,000 theatre on Mission
street, between Brazil and Persia avenues. Associated i
with McNeil and Bailey is R. E. Baines, merchant in
the
district. Property costing $20,000 has been pur- 1
chased.
be
1,200. The seating capacity of the new house will
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Lobby display of Poivers projectors at the New Grand Theatre, Portland, Oregon.
Criterion

Planned

for

Oklahoma
City
FORMAL opening of the new $500,000
Cooper Criterion theatre is now
planned for May 1. The new building of
handsome architecture, with a 75-ft. front
on Main Street, will have a large parquet,
foyer, huge balcony, mezzanine floor, tearoom, rest-rooms, smoking apartment,
nursery, operating room, manager's offices, and four Main Street shops or offices, with Main Street entrances. Owing
to failure of materials to arrive in time,
the theatre will not be completed as early
as was expected.
A $24,000 pipe organ, which has already
been shipped, will be installed at once,
and there is a huge orchestra pit, where
a 50-piece orchestra will furnish music.
The lighting arrangement is one of the
most up-to-date and artistic ever seen in
the city. There is a central light dome
with innumerable lights. Huge art glass
ceiling panels, probably measuring four by
six feet, will furnish indirect light from
the side ceilings. There will be ten huge
ivory and gold chandeliers, casting a soft
light through vari-colored art glass.
The entire color-scheme is ivory and
BOSTON
NEW YORK
XI-T-Z

old-gold combined with autumn shades of
tan and brown. Draperies will be in shades
of tan and brown, and the huge wall
panels will be hand-decorated, in tan,
brown and gold.

Burton Holmes Laboratory
A new and up-to-date ventilating system
with intake typhoon fans will change the
atmosphere of the theatre every few
minutes.
Another novel feature is the suction fan,
arranged at the rear of the smoking apartment, preventing any smoke from coming
into the theatre proper. C. C. McCollister
is to be the manager of the new theatre.
— (McCARTY.)
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Burton Holmes Installs
Animation Dept.
HP HE installation of an animation depa
A ment marks another forward step in t
steady growth of the Burton Holmes Labc
atories in Chicago The staff includes such w
known cartoonists and artists as Miss Kelly a. I:.
Messrs. Walsh, Link, Olson and Barner, all
whom have had wide experience with Bray ai
other animators.
The new animation department already is,
work on a series of cartoons for which week
release is planned and other important contrat
are in view.
The film developing and printing lahoratn
located at 7610 North Paulina Street, the nc
Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc., plant, was caf
pleted one year ago and is one of the mo
modern and best equipped laboratories in lb
country, particular attention having been pa
in erecting it to the elimination of all fire ha
ards. The walls of the building are of brie
with ceiling and floors of concrete and all pa
titions are tile. Automatic iron fire doors a
installed throughout the building, as ,well as
complete sprinkler system. Large and well vet
tilated vaults for storage of film also are pre
vided, so that the possibilities of fire dama$
are reduced to a minimum.
The capacity of the laboratory is 50.000 ro
of film per day and facilities are being arrange|
for a much greater output.
The plant at present, in addition to handlin
the Holmes Weeklies, is doing a large amour
of commercial work of high quality. In i'ac
quality, not quantity, is the motto of the organ
ization. Special provision for film editorial
work is provided and particular attention il
given to tinting and timing of films.
Oscar B. Depew. vice-president and genera
manager of Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc., is il
charge of the laboratories and is one of the rea
veterans of the film industry, having been con
nected with Mr. Holmes since 1893. Mr. Depet
has been responsible for the development ant
printing of a Holmes thousand-foot reel once s
week since 1916, and previous to that time wain charge of shorter reels turned out. He alsi
was in charge of the first moving picture usee
in connection with a Holmes Travelogue, whicf
appeared in May, 1897. and has continued t<
direct the work on Holmes pictures ever since
Lewis Francis Brown, another veteran of th«
Holmes organization, is the Xew York representative and takes an intense interest in the
work and progress of the laboratories.
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Inventions

Scarcely an issue of the Patent Office Gazette
appears without the report of one or more inventions pertaining to Motion Pictures. Very
often these devices have to do with projection
or with the accessories of the projection. And
generally if the inventor is investigated he is
found to be either a one-time projectionist or
one at present, which tends to show that many
projectionists are "thinkers" as well as
workers.
The News is always glad to receive copies of
patent papers for possible publication. Most
of the men working in theatres do not have the
opportunity of keeping watch of the patent
office reports and thus have no way of knowing
what their brother projectionists are perfecting
and patenting, unless they are shown through
the trade papers.
The first patent to be presented is the one by
N. A. Nicholson on " An Automatic Circuit
Breaker." The purpose of this invention as
stated by the inventor is " For the Prevention
of Fire ; for examination of film and for the
Cover of a White Screen." It consists essentially of an electric circuit held open normally
by the film itself, but closed when the action
of the film becomes otherwise. If the film
breaks or stops due to broken sprocket holes,
the circuit is closed and a shutter automatically
drops between the light beam and the film.
Another feature of this invention is the
means which are supplied to cause the operation of some sort of signal when the " loop is

Lamphouse with new dissolve attached to the
light cone

Are

Supposed

to

Subject
Inventions

Do

and

Diagram showing how the dissolve operates
lost,"
or whencause.
the film becomes too tight from
some other

Which

of

is Hotter — Arc
or Mazda

G. R. S., Ohio, writes as follows :
I am a small town operator, I have been
"holding down " my job for nearly 4 years. I
like my work and am proud of my job. I muit
comment on the fact that my manager believes
in modern methods and the latest one is the
installation of two new Mazda adapters. These
certainly do beat the arc a mile. No dust and
fumes from the carbon ; and quiet and economical. So far as I can figure, the only disadvantage isthe intense heat. The Mazda must
be at least 4 times hotter than the carbon arc —
it is necessary to watch the machine all the time
when running a bum print through because it
would catch fire almost instantly if jammed at
the aperture. I have run one bulb for nearly
7 weeks now and the filament coils are begimning to become a little bit warped. They have
spread so that it seems to be impossible to distribute the light properly even by adjusting the
mirror to where it will do the most good. Without the mirror in place an image something
like the diagram is shown on the aperture
drop. This is very annoying for it affects the
focus considerably and I was wondering if you
could suggest any possible remedy for such a
condition.
thing —bureau,
I know but
thisI department
isn't
anAnother
employment
would be very
thankful if you'd consider my situation and
give me a bit of advice. Possibly I don't know

How
They Do It
Unfortunately the drawings submitted by
Mr. Nicholson would not reproduce so tha
we are unable to show his invention in diagran
form. Anyone interested may reach him bj
sending a letter to his home at 232 Marke
Street, Johnstown, Pa.

The second improvement was conceived anc
perfected by Alfred B. Werhan of 892 Kenyor
Street, Akron, Ohio. It is called " A Fadingin-and-out Shutter for Picture Projecting
Machines ; a Stereopticon Dissolver."
This invention, which is illustrated herewith
consists of a dissolving device to be attached
to the cone on the lamp-house. By an arrangement of gears which in turn work two cut-ofl
blades, it is possible to fade out gradually and
evenly or to fade in in the same manner. A
small handle visible in Fig. 2, does all the work.

a good ifjob
whencould
I'vebegotanyone,
know
there
kindbutofI'da like
job to
in
the way of trouble expert or service man for
some
or Ialong
line.I like
I'm
rather equipment
young yethouse
but as
said that
before,
the work and my four years' experience as an
operator has made me quite familiar with the
projection machine (principally the Powers).
1 think I can say truthfully that I know the
machine pretty thoroughly.
I have been reading over the N. A. M. L.
Pledge and am inclosing membership blank. I
don't know much about the league yet, but if
it will help improve the condition of the film
and the service we operators can give, then I
want to join and do my part. I presume this
Department takes care of this also.
There are many things I could ask, but no
doubt this will be plenty, so I will close and
watch for an answer through the pages of (I
might say) your and our magazine.
I would like to send you a photograph of my
booth, if you would be interested.
Reply: Send along that photograph of your
projection room and if it is possible to reproduce it, you will find it in the News.
Your statement regarding the comparative
heat from the Mazda and the arc, brings up
a question that we have never seen answered
satisfactorily. Because of the fact that the
light rays are of slightly different characteristic,
we are of the opinion that the Mazda lamp may
produce a spot somewhat higher in temperature
than that from the arc. But this is onlv *
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theory. Perhaps the companies manufacturing
the separate products will carry out a few experiments along these lines and report on them.
If you have run your lamps for 7 weeks, assuming that you are burning each lamp 5 hours
a day and 6 days a week, it is about time that
they began to show signs of use. The normal
average life is around 100 hours, but it would
appear that you have obtained nearly 150 hours
from them. It is no wonder that the filament
coils are beginning to warp. Your lamps
have given you "good mileage" and the only
thing to do now is to replace them with new
ones, rather than wait until they fail absolutely.
After the filaments spread there is no way of
illuminated field. You can't
an evenly
getting
compensate
for this trouble by any adjustment
of the mirror.
There is nothing that we can do to help you
advance yourself along the lines that interest
you. This applies to the present time, particularly. But if you wish to ally yourself with
one of the larger manufacturing organizations
the one and only thing to do is to write an
application to the company you would like to
go to and see what happens.
Your N. A. M. L. application has already
been passed. You will receive your membership card, button and supply of labels soon.
Write in again.
Wants

to Refinish Fibre
Screen
C. R. S., Texas: I have kept up with your
Projection Department since it started but I
have never seen anything on the methods of
refinishing Gold Fibre screens. We have two
screens about two years old which it seems
have lost their color. I am sure that you can
tell me how to go about it to repaint them.
Reply: You have never seen anything on this
subject because it is not practical to do it.
Screens with surfaces like the Gold Fibre can
only be resurfaced satisfactorily by returning
to the factory where the work is done by special
machinery. Some Exhibitors have tried to do
it themselves but if they did not totally ruin the
screen they did not improve it. As anyone
will tell you, who has ever tried it, the task
of resurfacing a metallic surface screen is a
difficult one. No matter how careful the work
is done the result is apt to be streaky and uneven. It would be better for you to make yourself a temporary screen of muslin and screen
paint and use it while your gold fibre is at the
factory. The white surfaced screen will gave
you good results for the short time your other
screen is up for refinishing.
Projection Equipment
Equpiment of the Senate theatre is another
triumph added to the accomplishments of the
Exhibitors' Supply Company of Chicago. The
complete booth and lobby equipment was furnished by this progressive company.
No detail in equipment has been overlooked.
This fact is apparent by the following partial
list of the installations : Three type " S " Simplex projectors; two double 100 transverters ;
three Peerless automatic arc controls ; three
Snapolite lenses ; two lightning change makers ;
two Simplex four-unit ticket sellers and a
Minusa gold fibre screen.
The fact that Lubliner & Trinz have favored
the Exhibitors' Supply Company with the
greater portion of their equipment business,
clearly indicates that this company is able to
meet every need of this discriminating organization.

Cosman,

Picture

Pioneer

N cm

Projec

tionist,

Manages Simplex Agency
The
Vale
'theatre
Suppij
Company oftheKansas
Mo., Simplex Distributors, announces
opening!C|
their new branch omce at Oklahoma City, ine cwt
hshing oi which enables this enterprising house
render unequaled
service to all theatre owners in j
surrounding
territory.
The new omce located at No. 10 Hudson Stn
which in every respect is a duplicate oi the
oflice at Kansas City, is in charge of Mr. tred
man, who comes to Uklahoma City from St. Joe,
with a wealth of experience gathered through y<
of intimate contact with the projector division ot
show ofbusiness.
Cosman Supply
lias beenCompany,
made vice-L
dent
the ValeMr.Theatre
and
acquisition
by
the
-ompany
adds
but
personality to the splendid personnel another
of the st
organization which has thoroughly established i
among the leaders of the Simplex Distributors.
Mr. Cosman can truly be called a pioneer pn
tionist, for his entry into the projection room
made 22 years ago, when as an arc lamp as:
he went with the Lyman H. Howe organization,
this time, Mr. Howe had purchased the Pennsyt
and New York State Rights for a htm showing
Empire State Express, which him was but 250
in length and two inches in width. At that time,
only
existencein was
Vitag:
then American
installed inmachines
the Edenin Musee
New a York

Fred Cosman of the Electric theatre,
St. Joseph, Mo.
The projection room is said to be one of the
most complete in existence and its excellent and
practical facilities are directly due to the ingenuity of the men at the head of the Exhibitors' Supply Company.
Projectors Operate 20
Hours Out of 24
According to a report from the General Supply & Repair Company of Portland, Oregon,
the Julius Saxe Theatre Circuit of Portland,
Oregon has purchased two of the latest model
6H type ' E " Powers projectors for use in the
New Grand Theatre, which is to be managed
by Mr. Samuel Saxe.
An interesting fact concerning the Xew
Grand Theatre is the time during which it
operates. For twenty hours out of the twentyfour of each day the ticket office is open for
the sale of tickets. This kind of service demands projectors of rugged construction. For
two weeks prior to their installation the two
machines were on inspection in the lobby of
the theatre where the crowd passing by might
see the mechanisms that were to be the medium
between the film and the screen. One of the
photographs on pa^c 2602 shows the projectors
as thev aiicarcd in the lobbv.

Senate

and
a Biograph
then had
used just
in B.purchased
F. Keith'sthe 14th
theatre.
Mr. Howe
VitajS
machine and had advertised for a man who might
something concerning its mechanism, and Mr. Cos:
was one of the very few applicants who qualified,
alter
his engagement,
spent twowith
weeks
the machine
and experimenting
it. in assem'
The first show opened at Deposit. New York,
the outfit, besides the machine, consisted of six 50 fi
tilms and twelve phonograph records, the latter
in lieu of an orchestra. The feature oi the show
" ThetheMay
Irwin ofKiss,"
him was 30
feet loI
and
showing
which which
was invariably
encored,
latter being a most simple procedure, due to the I
that the film was an endless one and did not req«
rewinding and re-threading.
Mr. Cosman was very proud of his machine,
mechanism of which was boxed immediately folio
every performance, and no one was allowed to
a " close-up " of it while it was in action. A
old films was always carried along, as everywk
people demanded souvenirs.
In the four and one-half years Cosman was »
Howe, only one engagement was cancelled and t
was because the alternating arc circuit could not
used in a certain Vermont town. The power hoi
was some distance from the theatre, and the opera
was obliged to wave a handkerchief as the signal
turn on the electricity. Then it was impossible
draw an arc of sufficient brilliancy for screen use.
After $5.00
being awith
'or two years,
making
weekHowe
and expenses.
One Cosman
day anotii
motion picture man happened along and offered t
$15.00 He placed the matter before his employer, r
offered him $18.00 a week, considering. Howe 81
that Cosman had been a good boy. Back in New Yi
once more the pioneer operator went into the ntal
of the wages of motion picture men and found tbs)
the six operators then in the country were makj^
$100.00 a week.
With a man named Barnes as his partner. Cos:
called theonCosman-Ba
were exhibitor
started
pictures,exhibiting
and was what
the only
the road M
Bar-**
outoldfirst
to buy
Howewhomanaged
Howe.Cosman,
sidesthen
and
went
back
to
his
emrjo;
with whom he worked two more years. At
.
Rock. N. J., the pictures were shown at a place di
N. J.
of the Edison motion picture factory at O"
back
At this tune the three machines m the country
Lubin. The \ >tagr««
the Edison, Vitagraph andthethestandard
width, and m
had reduced its film to
Important
of existence.
gone out were
had inventions
Biograph and
coveries
being made
rapidly 4*
the machines. The tension springs were .mother
discovery.
Cosman next worked with the Proctor circuit,
called the Keith-Proctor, and stayed with them
and one-half vears. alter which he came to St. Jo:
fourteen vears ago. While with Proctors, he went
towns near New York, as Albany and Newark. W.
instructing operators and interesting the inhabitants
Pictures shown here fou-teen years «
the pictures.
called " Cosman's moving pictures. '
were
^liiiiiiiiiiiiuiuuiuaiiiiiuiuiiiuiiiiniunuuirmiimuui

Blank for Neiv League
Members
1
I Member's name

The projection equipment for the Ambassador
theatre on display at the Argus Enterprises.
Los Angeles

| Home address
I Name of theatre where employed
I Address of theatre and name of manager
iliiimimmm'nnmi:iMir.i!imiiiii.w^
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COSMOGRAPH
MODEL R-4
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
WITH
STEREOPTICON
COMBINED
WE MANUFACTURE
PORTABLE
PROJECTORS
TO MEET EVERY
REQUIREMENT
Write For
Descriptive Matter
The Cosmograph
Motion Picture Machine Co., Inc.
138 W. 7th St., Gncinnali, Ohio

Fulco

THE

Speedco

Arc

VITAGRAPH

Controls

COMPANY

OF AMERICA

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

The three Fulco Speedco Arc Controls installed in our
Projection Room in May, 1914, are in perfect condition
and working every day.
Yours very truly,
A. ROSS.

Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens
are used the maximum of recreative
excellence is presented.
There's a distributor near you
Samples and Littiaturt upon rtQtus

MANUFACTURED

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.

E. E. FULTON

St. Louis, U. S. A.

3208 Carroll Ave.

BY

COMPANY
Chicago, 111.

Phone Bryant 6808
BAY STATE FILM SALES
120 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,
MADE
FILM

60

Million

AMERICA

RAW
TO THE

will

be spent

BEST

Theatre

Equipment

This

Manufacturers
BEST
BETS"
FOR BETTER PROJECTION

"KEENOLITE
"GENERAL

THREE

COMBINATION

ELECTRIC

for

STOCK

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

"3

Dollars

Special Representative

IN

EQUAL

CO., INC.
New York City

LENS"

Year

can

best reach

the buyers of this mammoth
quantity of material through
the

GENERATORS"

"SPEEDCO ARC CONTROLS"
A FEW OF THE "IMSCO" PRODUCTS
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO., INC.
W. U. RABELL, PRES.
729 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK
SIXTH FLOOR
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Republic

Laboratory

in Heart
of
Plant Contains

Opens

New

Quarters

New
York's
Film District
the Most Advanced Methods

and Appliances of Laboratory Procedure
Try as hard as one will it is a fact that his
thought of a film laboratory is associated with
that pungent odor of celluloid and the sight of
several rooms where the liquid seems to be as
much on the floor as in the tanks where it
rightfully belongs. Generally although not always there is an appearance of congestion and
of unkempt floors and tables.
The newer laboratories have gradually
worked away from the old conditions and have
placed their operation on a standing comparable with the remaining phases of the industry.
For this reason a visitor to the new building
of the Republic Film Laboratory expects to
find a well thought out manufacturing plant
but even then he is sure to be surprised at the
throughness with which the owners of this
laboratory have planned and executed their
business.
Title making Laboratory
department at Republic
The structure itself, which is occupied solely
by the Republic Laboratory and built from
their specifications, is four stories in height and
On the fourth and top floor is the cutting. A
located in the heart of New York's film district.
skylight above this room floods the employees
As would be expected it is constructed of conwith an abundance of light. The walls are
crete and steel and is absolutely fireproof
neatly painted with a gloss paint making it a
throughout.
simple matter to keep them clean and free from
Its entrance opens into a reception room from
dust. All wiring in this room is enclosed. Even
which stairs lead to the second floor containing
the drop lights are dropped in conduit. The
the offices of the officials. The offices themsize of this room and the general layout is
selves are arranged and appointed as few
clearly
shown in one of the photographs below.
laboratories have ever been.
The developing tanks and drying drums are
On the third floor are the perforating, printlocated on the first floor of the building. The
ing and title department. All of the room are
number of these have been held to a minimum
scrupulously clean and are kept so. The space
because
of the automatic developing, tinting and
allotted to each department is ample for the
drying machine perfected by Mr. Yates of
work and in addition will permit of a great
the Republic Laboratory. At some time in
deal of expansion because the congestion will
the future when the installation is completed
approach that of many other film plants. Everyit is the intention of the News to publish a
where throughout the laboratory are refuse cans
and the workers have been educated to make
use of them. As a result the tables and floor
are at all times free of odds and ends.

Left: Perforating room, showing the ample
space provided for this important work.
of the Republic Film
Center: New building
Corp.

Picture

N e

detail description of this wonderful ma'
with exact figures on its operation. At pres<
it is sufficient to say that the automatic d
has been given a through try-out and has pro
that the theory on which it is based .will wi
out practically as its inventor intended Even'
ally a number of the automatic units will be
stalled until the entire output of the laborai
is handled by them. More uniform work
an entire absence of blemishes are the featufl
of automatic operation.
At the beginning of this article mention if
made of the usual celluloid odor of labo
tories. At the Republic this has been enti
eiminated. A highy perfected ventilating
tern does the work. So great is the volume
air handled by this system that no matter
what part of the building the dust arises, it
taken immediately to the outside air.
All incoming air is filtered and washed b;
water spray. It is then heated to the pro
temperature and passed through the ducts
the rooms.
An automatic gas heater provides the heat
the building. This gas heater, regulated by
thermostat, maintains the desired tcmperati
throughout the day whether the outside t
perature be zero or 65°, and does it effici
and economically. No attention whatsoever
required once the thermostat has been set
the pilot lamp lighted. Moreover the hea
unit occupies an astonishingly small space.
With all these advantages in equipment
general layout not possessed by the ordin:
laboratory it is easy to understand the
thusiasm of Manager Yates. He firmly
lieves that he has the best motion picture
laboratory in the country and there is no
who, given the opportunity of looking thro
the plant, will attempt to disagree with
An immense amount of thought was expen
7
on the building and equipment before the gro
was even broken and these forethoughts aB |
all evident in the finishd product. The Repufc* |
lie Laboratory represents the latest and 1
farthest advance in laboratory make-up of |
any similar building in the East and it is doi^^B
ful if there is one on the West C< a~t that can |
even approach it in general excellence.
Right: Cutting and inspection department. Perfect ventilation, correct lighting and thorough
fireproofing are the features of this room
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GEVAERT
& CO
ANTWERP, BELGIUM
MANUFACTURERS OF

EAGLE

ROCK

FILM

66

GEVAERT

Quality

The
RAW

FILM

Stock"

Raw

STOCK
Right

photographically.

not

POSITIVE

go to pieces

Will

in the

projector.

NEGATIVE

Made by
COLORED
POSITIVE
(U- S. PATENTED)
THE
UNITED

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING
CO.
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

STATES DISTRIBUTOR

THE GEVAERT CO. OF AMERICA, hie.
PHONE
HOOVEN B'LD'G
BRYANT 1642
117 W 46th ST., NEW YORK CITY

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
SEND FOB PRICE LIST NO. 9
753 Jersey Avenue

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Office and Factory-

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

Jersey City, N. J.

IllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllillllllU
For Each

SO
BASS

CENTS
GIVES

JS&y
YOU

T^vO

articles in the Equipment Section. These articles are gotten up

.00 MDSE.
IN $1
GOLD STANDARD
THE LIBERTY
WAR MODEL UNIVERSAL
400 ft. capacity, regular and trick crank, forward and reverse
take-up, reflecting focusing on film, F:3.5 M. M. lens, 6 aluminum
magazines,
tool kit andandextra
parts,to special
metalsmaller
case
for camera, sun-shade,
same for magazines
a third
take both
cases. Entire outfit finished off in a beautiful olive drab.
.00
LIST PRICE $840.00 BASS PRICE
TRIPODS
Universal Pan and tilt, $105.00.
Precision Pan and tilt, $165.00.
450
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. Ill, 109 No. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

EVANS' DEVELOPING
you seek.

to help those whose interests lay in
the theatre and as an aid to better
entertainment.

and PRINTING

SERVICE

This, supported hy experience and known
you demand.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO., 416-24

not fail to read the leading

offers that personal interest factor that

reputation, can be relied on to secure the results

West

216th

St.,
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(Continued from page 2554)
w hich discusses " equipment " necessary to the
successful picture player in the way of mental
alertness, musical resourcefulness and repertoire. Under " musical resourcefulness " the
authors group the subjects of musical characterization, thematic development, transition and
modulation, transposition and improvisation.
The repertoire lists pieces under such titles as
" nature," " love themes," " elegiac moods " and
the like, to give appropriate music for interpreting the emotions constantly depicted in
screen drama.
" Musical Interpretation " to which the second
part of the book is devoted, treats the manner
of accompanying each type of picture encountered in the usual program, i.e., the feature film
(with a special paragraph on the subject of
"flash backs") cartoons and slap-stick comedy
films, comedy dramas, news reels, educational
and travel views. Although brief, the suggestions contained in this part will be found to
cover practically all the situations a picture player will be likely to encounter in the ordinary
course of his work.
Part III, devoted to the " Theatrical Organ,"
is extremely practical as it deals with the
peculiarities of organ technique which puzzle
many beginners. Among the phases of the
subject discussed are "how to sit at the organ,"
"pedalling," "independence of hands and feet,"
" staccato and legato touch " and " registration."
Especially valuable are the chapters on orchestration bymeans of organ stops, the identification of tone-colors for descriptive purposes
(registration) and special effects and how to
produce them.
This little book, unique in its field, has received the highest praise of leading figures in
the musical end of the picture world. Hugo
Riesenfeld said of it: "I consider this book of
greatest value to all organists and pianists playing for the pictures . . . will convince musicians in general that the musical interpretation
of photoplays can be made an expression of art
and a serious profession."
THE NEW MUSIC FORUM
Under this heading the new ideas,
queries, suggestions are gathered. This
is where the motion-picture theatres get
together on music.
He

Calls It the Musictionary
I was rather surprised and very pleased to receive
your brief communication, and to see that perhaps
somethingmoting theI upward
have saidtrendmay of bethings
of some
profor use
the inmotion

picture musician. We have been looked upon for so
long as a necessary evil, and no more, that it is really
a pleasant thought to think that at last our means of
livelihood (it sounds rather commercial to call an art
" livelihood," but, after all, it is just that) is being
placed
a fifty-fifty basis of respect and recognition
with theon films
themselves. It has been long comig.
Now it is on its way, let's hasten it.
Your
in this
week's News
produc-I
ing of aarticle
musical
dictionary
hits meanent
rightthe where
live. The only things I regret are the facts that, first,
I didn't think of that three years
have claim
been
directing that long), and, secondly, ago
that (II can't
the brains to be able to be the musical Mr. Johnson
myself. Ishould think, though, that by co-operation it
should not be so difficult as it at first appears. Supposing that a list of all the musical directors of this Continent could be supplied by the various locals (an easy
enough matter, for we are all amalgamated) and a
circular sent out asking all these men to send in
terms they have been in the habit of using themselves,
as we all have them, I am very sure. I think that
by the time a competent committee had sorted and
listed dictionary.
those applicable
usage you'd have
some
Then tothegeneral
gaps, if there were any,
could
be
very
easily
filled
in
by
some
reallvbe brain'v
one, and there you are. I for one would
absolutely in to help to the limit, small as it might be,
and, by the by, consider my copy already ordered,
per most any price. (Suggestion for a name: " Musicttonary.") I hope myself to be in New York before
the end of this year, as I have at last succeeded in
attracting the eye of one of your wary publishers, and,
should
things time
go as
at present indicated, I'll drop in
on you some
in September.
Are there many good
good opportunities up your way for really good organists. Idon't wish to brag or anything, but I have a
few anything
degrees, and
can play
if I can't
do
else.I Yes,
and anjazz,organ, even
I used to be
ashamed of it, but you know we too.
live and learn. I
admit it without even a blush now. The public wants
jazz — ergo, I give it to them.
Knowing you to be a busy man, I tender you my
humbleable time,
apologies for wasting so much of your valuand beg to remain, very sincerely yours to
the limit, CECIL G. BARNHAM-KAPPEY.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
In the March 12th issue of the NEWS we noticed
your invitation to send our musical troubles to you
and
aid? we surely have our troubles. May we enlist your
We are looking for some information helpful in
locating
help
us aout?first class motion picture organist. Can you
Thanking
matter, I am,you for your trouble and courtesy in the
MISS R. HEMINGTON,
New Wolverine Theatre,
Saginaw, Mich.
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
Thank you for the copy of the proceedings of the
conference. I was very glad to read what had taken
place since I was prevented from attending the conference by a long and painful illness.
There is no doubt that the conference made history.
Not only were certain problems settled, but certain
other problems that cannot be remedied immediately
were recognized and presented for study. Future moving picture musicians, whose road will be very easy
by comparison with the trials of the present day
pioneers, will have to thank this first conference for
the beginning of their blessings.
If the general public is to appreciate the importance
of music in the movies, it will not be sufficient to hold
achildren
conference
producers — for
get them.
after the school
— and for
holdthea Respectfully,
conference
PHILIP GORDON,
Musical Director,
South Side High
School,
Newark,
N. J.
Dear Mr. Isaacson :
Have read with interest the Music supplement sent
me
giving the
Picture
Conference
and record
must ofsaythethatMotion
I think
it aMusical
much

Picture

News

With best wishesVery
for
sy'mpeathy,Im0Vat'0n
^ the
°"esuccess
Wlth ofwblch
«
*
truly
yours,
the project
VIOLET A. CONKLIN,
uear Mr. Isaacson:
N. Y.
Peekskill,
rwJjL m,
answ"
J°°lhasspecial
might
say i,
Music
thatto this
been my
hobbySupplement
Tor severalI
years
all pictures
All filmI hat
shouldhave
have the
exchanges
the proper
proper mu
*
should
music
the music with the shipment previous to the one to
heSC4!lvlth
3ni every
send
use.
So as .taGllcould
have ash'P^nt.
practice ofAlsothe tomusic,
this thing oftheymerely
sending
a
cue
sheet
is
not
of
much use to the small houses in most of the cases!
The small places have not got the music on hand
when it is wanted and
my opinion this is the only
way to give the small inhouses
chance to have the
proper music for all pictures. Ia notice
that all State
right Pictures have the proper music carried
the
film. Why not have all film exchanges furnishwith
proper
music and make their charge in case it is destroyed
in any way or not returned. Truly,
This matter can be arranged
I have traveled
some and found that in some of and
houses the
proper music is not always used, andthe itbest
certainlv sooiU
I certainly hope you will be successful in doinar
something
along
theseur
lines. e.
' "i™""
the pi
ct
J. Morrison's
A. MORRISON,
Theatre,
Meadford, Ont., Can.
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
Have received the Special Music Supplement which
you so kindly sent me and am pleased
that
the convention was such a success, due toto note
untiring efforts. I have been a faithful readeryour
of
the
music department since you took charge, and have
been benefited in many ways from mv reading of it.
The interesting topics covered in the conference by
men " at the top "
convincing
should
association,
of the and
success
carry great weight inwerethe very
there
been
have
not
could
I
that
sorry
very
am
and
to hear them in person.
I have read many interesting topics in the music
department on acoustics and the proper location of
the organ ; however, there has been little or nothing;
said about the proper location of the key desk or
console. I do not think that the key desk has been
given
the attention it deserves, from the organ's
standpoint.
It is my opinion that the key desk should be so situated that the organist can hear his instrument the
same as it is heard by the patrons of the theatre in
order to get the most out of his instrument. I have
played organs in theatres where the key desk was
placed so that the true tonal volume of the organ
could not be heard by the organist, the swell shadings
verykeyindistinct,
and in a few cases, whe"'_ after pressing
atwo
by the
the tone
player.would not be heard for a second or
Another phase of the question is relative to picture
and key desk. Why should the key desk be placed
as nearly under the picture as possible (as in some of
the smaller theatres) or off to one side where the
organist gets a very distorted view? The conductor
of the orchestra has his place of advantage to view
the picture. Why not give the organist an equal place
of advantage as his instrument takes the place of an
orchestra when he is on duty, and it is necessary that
the organist have a general view of the picture, and
not one where everything is all detail and hodgeNow, Mr. Isaacson, I do not know whether this
item
is covered by the association in their discussion
podge.
of " location of organ," but if not, I think it might
well
included.
I am worth
not much
writing
things,"
but itbe may
be proven
while,onto" ask
for opinions
on the subject through your department to see what
the general opinion of the theatre organist is.
Trusting I have not taken too much of your time,
and beg to remain, a friend and booster of the music
department.
FREDERICK GOODWIN.
Regent Lima.
Theatre.
Ohio.
I

" THE SMART SEX "
=
(Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1.000 ft.)
Theme: "Love's Enchantment" (Intermezzo D'Amour), Varley
— "Dance until
of —theS: Goblins"
(6/8 moderato), by Bratton (2 minutes and
=W
5 1seconds),
At
Screening.
NOTE:
Watch train whistle.
2 — "Serenade Romantique " (And. con moto), by Borch (2 minutes and
^
25 seconds), until — T: "Habit led Rose to the."
3 — "In
Sweeton By
i
When
boy the
appears
stage.and By" (Direct cue) (1 minute), until — S:
4— "Humming" (Popular fox trot), by Breau and Henderson (1 minute
W
and5 — ISTheme
seconds),
until — T: until
"The— S:astute
had saved."
(2 minutes),
Whenmanager
Rose goes
off stage.
H
NOTE: Watch for effect of goose drinking water.
6— " Reverie " (A tone poem), by Drumm (1 minute and SO seconds),
H until — T: "On the Haskins farm."
7 — "Chanson Melancolique " (Moderato), by Collinge (2 minutes and
§
50 8—seconds),
— T:(Valse
"HomeChantee),
from college."
" Kiss a until
Miss''
by Baron (1 minute and 10 seconds),
=
until — T: "The reception in honor of."
9— Theme (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — T: "An appreciative
= audience."
10 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Minot (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
S
T: "Several jack-pots later."

11 — "Dramatic Tension," by Shepherd (1 minute and 45 seconds), until
— T: "Haven't I told you not to."
12 — "Spring Blossoms" (Moderato novelette), by Castillo (2 minutes
and 10 seconds), until — S: "When man falls off wagon."
13 — "May Dreams" (And. con moto), by Borch (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T:(1 "Supper
time."30 seconds), until — T: "The passing days
14— Theme
minute and
NOTE: Watch for effects.
brought."
15 — "Chant
Erotique
"
by Bergearrive
(2 minutes
onds), until — S: When Mr.(Dramatic),
and Mrs. Vaughn
at farm. and 25 sec16— " Why " (Fox trot), by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T:
" But
Edith's
to exhibit."
NOTE:
To plan
be played
strict dancing tempo during dancing scenes.
17 — Theme (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "Mr. Carter, your
18 — " Poeme Symphonique " (And. quasi adagio), by Borch (2 minutes
and
45 seconds), until — S: When Danny calls Rose.
Cape
19 — Town."
" Heavy Dramatic Descriptive " (A. B. C. Dramatic Set — No. 18)
(120minute
and Agitato
15 seconds),
startling
— " Heavy
" (A. until
B. —C. T:18 "The
Dramatic
Set) discovery."
(2 minutes and 45
seconds),
until
—
T:
"
I
saw
her
talking
to."
21 — "Heavy Andante" (No. 18 A. B. C. Dramatic Set) (3 minutes),
until — T: "I did sneak down here, but."
22 — Theme (2 minutes and 5THE
seconds),
END. until — T: " The good news relived."
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"I buy Barton Musical Instruments because they
have beautiful tone quality that pleases my
patrons
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the instruments
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" THE PLAYTHING OF BROADWAY "
(Realart)
Specially selected and compiled by Mr. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Love's Enchantment" (Intermezzo D'Amour), Varley
" Sidewalks of New York" (Old timer song) (SO seconds), until— S :
At 1—Screening.
2 — Continue pp (35 seconds), until — T: "Wall Street, the day is."
3 — "Broadway Rose" (Popular song) (25 seconds), until — T : "Broadway, the worlds."
4— " Hindoo Hop " (Fox trot oddity), by Levy (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "The Thirty Club."
5 — "Naughty Hawaii" (Hawaiian waltz), by Sanders & Carlo & Breau
prepare."
(1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Ladies and gentlemen,
6 — " Sorrow Theme" (For
T: " Mallory Court is only a mournful
step." scenes), by Levy (1 minute), until
7 — V onds),
Kissuntil —a S:Miss
" (Valseto Chantee),
by Baron (2 minutes and 15 secFlashback
club.
8— "The Roses That Die Bloom -Again" (Sentimental ballad), by Levy
(45 seconds), until — T: "It's a hopeless case, the."
9 — Theme (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "The next day Lola."
10 — "Lola's
" Elegie first
" (Moderato),
— T:
failure only."by Baron (5 minutes and 10 seconds), until
11 — "Reverie" (Tone poem), by Drumm (1 minute and 20 seconds),
until — T: "It gradually dawns on Lola."
12 — Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: " In the busy days
13 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "He brings us the
that."
only."
14 — "Pathetic Andante" (For general use), by Vely (3 minutes), until —
T: "The thought of the bet."
15 — "Chanson
— T:
"To Lola Melancolique
this sacrifice."" (Andante), by Collinge (2 minutes), until
16 — "Moorish Rose" (fox trot), by Baron (20 seconds), until — T: "The
world of yesterday."
17 — Theme (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "Always darkness
had given."
18 — "Visions" (Intermezzo), by Buse (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until
— T: " In Mallory Court."
19 — " Coronado Land" (Valse Lente), by Leath (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "So that night while."
20 — " Serenade Lointaine " (6/8 Moderato), by Berge (2 minutes and
35 seconds), until — T: "There is no doubt about."
21 — Theme (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "During the next few
22 — "Mysterious Nights" (Valse Dramatique), by Berge (2 minutes and
days."
25 seconds), until — T: "The night of the Thirty."
23 — " Caprice Joyeaux " (Melodious Allegretto), by Seeligson (2 minutes
and 20 seconds), until — S: Lola appears in dancing costume.
(Mel. Allegro Agitato), by Borch (1 minute), until
— 24S :— "Turbulence"
Lola faints.
25 — "Tragic Theme" (for fatal or mournful scenes), by Vely (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Don't you understand?"
26 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until
— T: "She's schemed to land."
27 — "Twilight Fancies" (4/4 Andante Cantabile), by Fromel (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "In his effort to pay."
28 — " Twilight Reverie " (Melodious Moderato), by Berge (2 minutes
and 50 seconds), until— T: "Dr. Dexter learns that."
29 — Repeat " Hindoo Hop," by Levy (2 minutes), until — T: " That night
Lola surrounds."
30 — Continue pp (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: " I have come
for Dr. Jennings."
31 — " Dramatic Reproach," by Berge (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until
— T: " Get out, all of you."
32 — "Dramatic Conflict" (hurry), by Levy (3 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — S : Woman goes crazy.
33 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until
— T: "They think you have."
34 — Theme ff (1 minute), untilTHE
— T: END
"I shall tell them."
" DESPERATE YOUTH "
(Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Twilight Fancies" (4/4 Andante Cantabile), Fromel
1 — " Violet Days " (4/4 Moderato), by Lieurance (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — "Caprice Joyeaux" (Melodious Allegretto), by Seeligson (2 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: " Alabam's daughter."
3 — "Day Dreams" (4/4 Allegretto Con Moto), by Wood (2 minutes and
20 seconds), until — T: "You folks is squatters."
■seconds),
4— " LastuntilLullaby
" (Pathetic
Dramatic),
— S: Close-up
of girl
crying. by Turner (2' minutes and 25
5 — " Darkey's Jubilee " (Negro characteristic), by Turner (50 seconds),
until — T : " Way down South in the."
6 — "Twilight Reverie" (Melodious moderato), by Berge (3 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: "The ancestral estate of."
7 — "Eccentric Comedy Theme," by Berg (1 minute and 35 seconds),
until — T: " Now all of you look me into the eye."
8 — Theme (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "On the day following."
9 — " Sleeping Rose " (Valse Lente), by Borch (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T: "To marry Pauline to the."
10 — " Kiss a Miss " (Valse Chantee), by Baron (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Mrs. Merridew played to win."
11 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "He didn't say anything,
but."
12 — Continue
ff (40 seconds), until — T: "Don't think I didn't see."
13 — " Elegie " (Andante Moderato), by Baron (3 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T: " Mendince reads between the."
14 — " Lovelette," by Levy (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — S: Close-up
of 15Rosemary
— Continueon tobed."
action (Allegretto Grazioso) (1 minute and 35 seconds),
until — T: "Where is Rosemary?"
16 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Dear little girl, I
am 17 so."
— "Fragrance of Spring" (Allegretto melody), by Sander (3 minutes
and 25 seconds), until — T: " Marse Tom goes a-wooing."
18 — Continue ff (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "I'm right here,
fellow." Dreams" (Reve petite), by Boyaner (1 minute and 50 secyoung
19 — "Baby
onds), until — T: "With her new found happiness."
20 — "Roses That Die Bloom Again" (Sentimental Ballad), by Levy (1
minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "So this was the end."
21 — "Rendezvous D'Amour" (Moderato serenade), by Edwards (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: THE
"The END.
dawn of Rosemary's."

Motion

Picture

Newt

" ' BEAU ' REVEL "
(Famous Players-Lasky)
By James C. Bradford
"Beau" Theme: "Elegie," Lubomirsky
Love Theme: " Land of Romance" (Enchantress) Herbert
2— "Elegie"
(3/4 74Andante
™* 30 seconds
),
HerberTempo),
and byl'Tesso
AIUgro)'
t <2 by Barmotine
untii^
MScTeenlng.2
(3 min1 111111
utes and 30 seconds), until— T: "Mrs. Latham."
1 Darling"
,■ Bef,u,r-antLDlck
leaveby
roomIn byafternoon
4—
un^ir"naP"R.r,,('?/,4
IP&FF&t
Reise"feld
USchomberg
nunutedress.
and(1 45minute
seconds),
(Fox-Trot)
(4/4
Moderato),
and
ana
"""uie
5—
"
Beau
Theme
rsal.
(12/8"Afternoo
Appassiona
to) (2 minutes
and "
30 seconds), until
—15 U:seconds),
.Park. " until—
Mrs. T:Latham
alone. n rehea
6— Love Theme (3/4 Valse Lente) (1 minute and 30 seconds), until—
D: Auto with Mrs. Latham exit. "Beau" alone
7~ '' March
(-2/4 Legg'ero),
by Pold'ini
minutes and 30
seconds),
until—Mignonne
D: Interior.
Men drinking.
"Beau"(3 enters
ST"
V"6"16,
(1.2/?
Appassionato)
(1
minute
and
30
seconds), until
— S—
T: "Feather
'The Psychological
|
Your Nest"mome
(Fox-Trot) (4/4nt."
Moderato;
.
minute and 30 seconds), until— T: "After the theatre" by Broekman
(1 10—
"Vision of Salome " (3/4 Tempo di Valse), by Joyce (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — D: Lights out.
'
„ " ~" r"
a. Birch andCanoe"
(Danceuntil—
Tempo)D : Applause
(3/4 Tempo di Valse) by
Roberts
(2 minutes
15 seconds),
30
seconds),
until — D: Dick (2/4
leavesA"ep°
Mrs. Giusto),
Latham by Frey (2 minutes and
*n12J7l'
^a>PPy".-,(°r\e"St?P),
13—ute and
'1 SJiades
°f Night"
("PP")
(4/4 Allegretto),
Friedland
min30
seconds),
until—
D
:
Apartment.
" Beau " byalone.
Dick (1enters.
14 — Intermezzo (Atonement of Pan) (4/4
Andante),
minutes and 30 seconds), until — D: "Beau" picks up 'phone by Hadley (4
i?—"
" (6/8 Allegretto),
by Widor (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
The first move."
Luncheon.
— T: Serenade
until
16— Love Theme (4/4 Valse Lente) (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until
.Late afternoon."
— 1:
17,— '' Bea"
(1 minute
and 30 seconds),
until — I : At" Theme
the end (12/8
of the Appassionat
allotted twoo) weeks
"
18— " Air de Ballet " (3/4 Allegretto), by Herbert (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — T: "The important engagement."
19— " Song Without Words" (2/4 Appassionato), by Kov (1 minute and
45 seconds), until
— D: Iris in Mrs. Latham and husband
2R~~
LSve,You
(2/4 and
Moderato)
until — D: Flash back.Truly"
"Beau"
Betty. (1 minute and 30 seconds),
21— "Visions of Bliss" (Rose) (3/4 Valse Lente) (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — T: "There comes a time."
22— " Inandthe15 Silence
Night"
Appassionato),
by Rachmaninoff
(2
minutes
seconds),of until
— D: (12/8
Betty
in room. Brother
enters
2?— ''Ruv Bias" (4/4 Molto Allegro), by Mendelssohn (5 minutes),
until — T : " Midnight."
24 — Love Theme (3/4 Valse
— D : Betty appears on landing. Lente) (2 minutes and 15 seconds) until
25 — "A Fanciful Vision" (4/8 Andantino), by Rubenstein (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — D: Betty leaves. Enters deserted cafe.
_ 26 — Love Theme (3/4 Valse Lente) (2 minutes), until — D: Flash back
Betty at dresser.
27 — "Beau " Theme (12/8 Appassionato) (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
alone. Butler enters.
until — D: "Beau"
28— Love Theme (3/4 Valse Lente) (1 minute), until— T: "It was an
THE END
accident, Rudge."
Note.
—
For
a
brighter
finish
use
finishcuewith27. the " Beau I
Theme carrying it through to the cue
end 28:of otherwise
picture from
The timing is based on a speed of 12 minutes per reel of 1.000 ft.
The bert.
LovePlay the
Theme
will 3/4
be found
in the ONLY.
" Enchantress " selection by Herrefrain
Valse Lente
M DANGEROUS MOMENTS "
(Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Serenade Romantique" (And. con moto), Borch
1 — Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — S: At Screening.
2 — " Japaloma " (Spanish fox trot), by Sanders and Carlo (1 minute and
15 seconds), until — T: "No need to introduce."
3 — " Joytime " (Allegretto), by Howgill (1 minute and 40 seconds),
until — T: "In all the village."
4 — " Hindoo Hop " (Fox trot oddity), by Levy (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — ToT: he" Not
least among
the attractions.''
XOTE:
produced
on phonograph
Okah Record Xo. 4231.
5 — Continue to action (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: " Tasso's
6 — "On Hilo Bay" (Hawaiian guitar waltz), by Levy (1 minute and
15 seconds),
until — T: "Remember my beautiful son."
best
7 — "pal."
En Sourdine " (Moderato Serenade), by Tellam (2 minutes and 10
seconds),
— T: ""Not
far away
and yetby in."Verdin (5 minutes and IS
8 — "A until
La Paree
(Novelty
one-step),
seconds), until — T: "By midnight the Black Beetle."
9 — "Dramatic
Agitato,"
Tasso
follows girl
upstairs.by Simon (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until — S:
10 — " Hurry (for pursuit or races), by Minot (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: Girl falls into room.
1112 —— Theme
(3 minutes
seconds), until
T: "They're
after me."
" Barcarole
Amoreuseand " 45(Moderato),
by — Casadesus
(1 minute
and
25 13seconds),
until
—
T:
"They're
throwing
a
cordon."
— " Caprice Joyeaux " (Allegretto), by Seeligson (3 minutes and 30
seconds),
until — T:Lointaine
"When " morning
came." by Berge (1 minute and 35
14 — " Serenade
(6/8 Moderato),
seconds), until — S: Close up of bookkeeper.
15 — " Cavatine " (Dramatic And. Moderato), by Baron (1 minute and
20 16seconds),
until —Conflict"
T: "At (Hurry),
police Headquarters."
— "Dramatic
by Levy (1 minute and 55 seconds),
until — T: " You be nice to me."
17 — " Rendezvous D'Amour " (Moderato Serenade), by Edwards (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: Close up of policeman.
18 — " Frivolette " (Light Moderato), by Baron (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: Recitative"
"George, who(forwasintensive
that awful?"
19 — "Dramatic
scenes), by Levy (1 minute
and20 —10" seconds),
until
—
T:
"We've
located
the girl."
Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (1 minute
and 35 seconds), until
— T: "The Blitzey Alley gang."
21
—
"
Dramatic
Suspense,"
by
Winkler
(1
minute
and 45 seconds), until
— S: Girl in Police Office.
22 — " Misterioso Agitato," by Smith (1 minute and 15 seconds), until
—office.
T: — Theme
" I justfffound
out." and 10 seconds), until — S: Girl leaving police
23
(3 minutes
THE END
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" SNOWBLIND "
(Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "When You Are Truly Mine" (^Moderato Sentimentale),
by Lee
S :1 — At" Clematis
Screening." (light action mezzo), by Tenning (2 minutes), until —
2 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "On its completion a."
3 — " Dramatic Tension No. 36," by Andino (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: "I work till the sweat."
4— " Dramatic Recitative No. 2," by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: "There is a picture of you."
5 — Popular
Schottisch (30 seconds), until — T: "At Pine Knot, 50 miles."
(Dance
Hall scene)
6— Nigger breakdown (30 seconds), until — S: When nigger comedian
appears.
7 — "Why" (Popular fox trot ballad), by Levy (2 minutes), until — T:
" Sylvia Doone."
8— " Serenade " (Allegretto Action Mezzo), by Chaminade (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "Noon of the next day."
9 — " Heavy Adagio Dramatic " (From Tragic Suite) (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "Afternoon on the next day."
10 — "Cradle Song" (Andante Pathetic) (From Tragic Suite) (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: "Don't go away, please."
11
— " effects)
Storm Agitato," by Luz (1 -minute), until — T: "Midnight."
(storm
12 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: " The first daintily
fashioned."
13 — "Romance D'Amour," by Schoenfeld (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "Then a great dream began for."
14 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "But she's falling in love."
15 — "Adolescence" (Caprice Moderato), by Collinge (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "As strange a pair of lovers."
16 — "Dramatic
Agitato"
dramatic
Minot (2
minutes
and 15 seconds),
until (for
— S: subdued
When Hugh
sees action),
strangers byapproaching.
17 — "Dramatic Tension," by Zamecnik (1 minute and 30 seconds), until
— T: "I am MacGowan of the Mounted."
lg — "Poem Symphonique " (And. quasi adagio), by Borch (2 minutes
and19 —15"Heavy
seconds),Agitato
until — No.
T: 1"Goodness,
there certainly."
" (No. 4 Feature
Photoplay Edition), by Luz
didn't mean to kill."
— T: "He D'Amour),
seconds), until(Intermezzo
and 15
(1 20minute
— "Love's
Enchantment"
by Varley (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Then the law and the man."
2122 —— Theme
(1
minute),
until—
T:
"Creating
the
Hugh
that might."
"Arabian Nights" (Dramatic Interlude), by Mildenburg
(2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: When Sylvia is brought back to cabin.
23_Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "An overgrown gawk
of a boy."
_
24 — " Heavy Forboding Mysterioso " (No. 16 A. B. C. Dramatic Set)
(1 minute and 15 seconds), until — S: When Hugh watches Sylvia.
25— " Light Allegro Agitato" (No. 16 A. B. C. Dramatic Set) (1 min15 seconds), Agitato"
until — T: (Descriptive),
" Cad, liar andby cheat."
26 ute— and" Misterioso
Smith (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — T: "Daybreak."
27 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "Pete thought of Sylvia.
28 — "Twilight Fancies" (4/4 Andante Cantabile), by Frommel (3 minutes), until — S: When Hugh sees strangers.
29 — "Prelude"
Interlude), by Rienfoeld (1 minute), until — S:
When
Sylvia sees (Dramatic
poster.
30 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "My friends, I am a
minister."
31 — "Storm
(storm
effects). Agitato," by Minot (2 minutes), until — T: 'Midnight,
32 "Heavy Dramatic Descriptive" (No. 18 A. B. C. Dramatic Set)
(1 minute), until — T: "The storm passes with the."
33 — " Heavy Agitato " (No. 18 A. B. C. Dramatic Set) (2 minutes),
until — T : " Where were you while."
34 — "Rustle of Spring" (Dramatic Agitato), by Sinding (3 minutes),
until — T: "And the horrible ugliness."
"Gruesome
Misterioso," by Borch (1 minute), until — S: Wnen Bella
and35 —Hugh
enter canoe.
36 — Theme (1 minute), until —THE
T: "The
END. threshold of a new world.'
" THE BIG ADVENTURE "
(Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Lovelette" (Allegretto Grazioso), Sol P. Levy
Allegretto), by Seeligson (2 minutes
and1 — 30" Caprice
seconds),Joyeaux
until — "S: (Melodious
At Screening.
2 — Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Patches appropriately
named."
3 — "Dramatic Tension" (For dramatic situations), by Andino (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: "Oh, Gee, dere's me old."
4 — " Flirty Flirts " (Melodious rubato), by Levy (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: When Patches' stepfather leaves."
5 — "Gruesome Misterioso" (For infernal scenes), by Borch (2 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: "At the end of a hard day's."
6— "Allegro
ute), until — S: Agitato"
When man(Forseesdisputes
dog. and excitement), by Andino (1 min7 — Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "We will now follow
the."
8 — "Prudence" (Entr'Acte), by Luz (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
T: 9 —"As
the (1sunminute
of a new
Theme
and day."
45 seconds), until — S: When tramp sees Patches.
10 — "Light Allegro," by Luz (1 minute), until — S: When tramps are
held
11 — up."
"Bleeding Hearts" (Andante Pathetique), by Levy (5 minutes and
45 seconds), until — T: "In the drowsy court."

THE

MARR

&

COLTON-

12 — " Capricietta " (Allegro Moderato), by Varley (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "If your honor will allow."
13 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " How 'bout my dorg? "
14 — " Impish Elves " (Caprice Novelette), by Borch (3 minutes), until —
T: "Kitty, adopted by Mrs. Lane."
15 — " Serenade Romantique " (And.
until — T : My, you're beginning to look."con moto), by Borch (3 minutes),
until16 —— "Andante
T: "You'rePathetique"
either very (For
blind."general use), by Borch (3 minutes),
17 — " Scherzetto " (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "Whiskey's Joe's new."
18 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "I'm going away,
19
— "Birds and Butterflies" (Light Caprice), by Levy (1 minute and 30
seconds),
Patches." until — S: When scene fades to tramps.
20
— " Dramatic
Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
S: When
tramp knocks.
21 — "Dramatic Reproach," by Minot (3 minutes), until — T: "Mrs. Lane
awaited
the." Reel Hurry," by Levy (5 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
22 — "Half
"What
are you doing with?" (dog barks).
23 — " Furioso No. 11," by Minot (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
" Dey got — Kitty" (automobile effects and galloping horses).
— Half
Reel Furioso," by Levy (4 minutes), until — T: " Now you birds
lay24 off
" (shots).
25 — "Love Theme," by Lee (1 minute), until — T: "Tell me, Kitty,
Theme" (2 minutes), untilTHE
— T: END
"An' Mickey, too."
why26 — were?

COMPOSED
MAURICE

BY
BARON

ONE OF THE PRIZEWINNERS
Rivoli Theatre

(N. Y.) Overture

Contest

RID
A
TA
8SCO
OSITIONS
MPND

Q
O

for
Small Orch. & Piano $5.00
Piano Accompaniment $1.50

Full Orch. & Piano
Extra Parts

$7.50
$1.00

Titles
ELEGIE
FRIVOLETTE
Entre Acte

CAVATINE

QUEEN

OF MY HEART
Ballad
IDYLLE JAPONAISE

MOONLIGHT SHADOWS
Vahe Lente

REVES Tone
D'ORIENT
Poem

MAMSELLE

CAPRICE

Caprice

B E LWI

N, inc.

Advance
Information
on
Film Releases
Will Appear
Next Week

Co,umNbj: ?0Sl,rN BYui,ding

ORGANISTS WANTED
At better salaries, on bigger organs, In more theatres in 1922 than in 1921. To fill one of these
better places the organist must be a better Theatre Organist in 1922 than he was in 1921. There
is only one magazine that will help the Theatre
Organist: THE AMERICAN ORGANIST. Its theatre department (l/5th the magazine) is edited by
three of the greatest writers In the entire theatre
organ world. $2.00 a year. Sample copy free. The
American Organist, 36 W. 65th St., New York, N.Y.

This orchestral pipe organ is bringing
the very highest class of organ music
into the theatre.

ASK ANY
Concert
Organ
THE
MARR
&
COLTON
COMPANY,
Inc.,
Also Builders of The NEW ERA ORGAN

OF THE MANY OWNERS
WARSAW,
N.

Y.
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(Equipment Service)

Motion
Madison,

usiness
&fe

rings

WANTED
PIANISTS
ORGANISTS,
picture —experience;
goodANDsalary,
steady with
positions.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.. 314
Mailers Building, Chicago.
MANAGER
— At liberty
for motion and
picture
house.
Young
man with
good education
a hustler.
Married; best of references if desired. Salary or
commission. Write Box 855, Motion Picture News.
New York.
THEATRES — Free Samples, Caution Labels, Shippingdress:Labels,
Film Tampa,
Reports,Florida.
Daily Reports, etc. AdBox 1155,
WANTED — Licensed operator wishes position in
Pennsylvania. Willing to start as helper. Two
years' N.experience;
tools. Box 860, Motion Picture
News,
Y. C.
SALESMAN — Outside 111. One for 111. Fine opportunity for oneandunderstanding
industrial,
commercial, advertising
educational motion
pictures
and
can get orders. Very liberal straight commission.
No exchange nor State right, we manufacture. Hair
Bros., 36 W. Randolph St., Chicago.
EXPERIENCED THEATRE MANAGER desires
permanent connection. Former manager road show,
and film salesman. Aged 27, married. P. K. Neuses,
1030 Oakdale Avenue, Chicago.
AT large
LIBERTY
— Experienced
skilled
Have
library;
high class and
music,
cue organist.
pictures.
Belong to union; no Sunday work. Box 870. Motion
Picture News, N. Y. C.
AT LIBERTY — Well educated young man, 8 years
publicity,agerial
advertising,
sales,motion
organizing
manexperience in the
pictureandbusiness.
Would
like
to
hear
from
company
desiring
this
ability in their organization. Address 1004 Consumers
Building, Chicago.
CAMERAMAN, technically trained, has Pathg and
Prestwich outfits, Tris, etc. Able to produce any
effect. Willing to work as first or second Cameraman at reasonable salary. George Swenson, 18 Turner Place, Brooklyn. N. Y., Phone — Flatbush 8136.
FOR

COLOR

EFFECTS

USE

Hoods
Made of Natural Colored Glau
Colors show Beautiful and
Brilliant and are Permanent
Far Ahead
of Dip and
Lets Cottly
For 5-10 W. and
25-40 VV. Lamps

REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
Z650 W. Congress St., Chicago, III.

LENSES
for front and rear projection,
\l/2to f 8",
f., always
in stock.
Our
2.5 e.Camera
Lens,
$24.00
220 W. 42nd Street
M. H. SCH0ENBAUM,
New York City
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use
means a saving of from 20 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone, Bryant 8138
New York
Addressing
Printing

Net

Majestic

Changes to Pictures
The Majestic theatre, owned by F. W.
Fischer, will enter the motion picture field
in Madison on April 10. The Majestic
ran as a motion picture house from 19151917 and was re-opened February 6, 1921,
with popular priced musical comedy.
The opening picture will be " The Inside of the Cup " and an elaborate prologue will be used. An organ recital, introducing the theatre's new pipe organ, a
two reel comedy and a news film will
complete the program.
Mr. Fischer says that the general trend
of the attractions shown will be toward
special pictures which can be preceded
by prologues prepared by the local staff.
To date, one prologue has been used in
Madison.
A new Bartola grand style pipe organ
with special vox humana echo organ is
being installed this week. Bernard Cowhan, who has been featured by Balaban
& Katz, Chicago, has been secured for
the opening performances.
Two new Simplex projectors, with
Mazda projecting lights, are being installed. A new screen completes the mechanical re-modeling. Mr. Fischer plans
to redecorate the entire theatre early this
summer and mural paintings will probably
be used to a large extent.
The seating capacity of the Majestic
theatre is approximately 700.
Louis St. Pierre of St. Paul, Minn., has
been appointed manager of the theatre.
Mr. St. Pierre specializes in oil painting
and will personally tend to much of the
decorating for the numerous and ingenious prologues which are booked for the
theatre.

Rothacker Film as Legal
Evidence
A Rothacker produced film was recently
admitted as evidence in a patent case and
thus moving pictures find one more field
of usefulness. The mining machinery involved in the litigation was in operation
hundreds of miles from where the jury
sat.
Under the old fashioned method the
twelve good men and true would have
been subjected to several days of blueprints, expert testimony, still photos, legal
oratory, etc., in order to pound into their
lay minds the highly technical point under
dispute. But by the film method the technical point was made as simple as A, B, C,
by two screenings. The jurors sent the
Rothacker Company a vote of thanks.
FOR

THE

Wis.,

Picture

BETTER

RadiO-I-uMat
TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
50 RADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
Accept no Substitute.
For Sale by all Leading Dealers
GUARANTEED

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State — total, 21,170 by State*, $5.00
Per M
1219 manufacturers
Film Exchanges
313
and studios $7.50
4-00
368 machine and supply dealers
4.00
Further Particulars:
A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
1600 BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Feature

Subjects

I Poor Dear Margaret Kirby "
(Selznick)
Margaret Kirby" is a pleasPOOR Dear
ingly pleasant picture, with the star,
laine Hammerstein, in one of her usual roles.
Although the story has been told many times
previous films, it makes no difference as far
this production is concerned, for it is related
iom a rather different angle and is directed
ith a certain trueness to life that is bound to
louse interest.
jElaine Hammerstein, however, is the whole
how and grasps every situation and holds it
hile she is on the stage. And there were many
fficult and trying scenes to get over and others
at were " fill ins."
In "Poor Dear Margaret Kirby" Miss Hamlerstein plays the role of a young married
Dman whose husband has lost his fortune and
at of his wife's in the stock market.
When he censures her for receiving gifts
!om a rich man and a quarrel ensues the disjointed husband takes poison. He does not
e, however, but spends many weary days and
leeks in bed while his loving wife attends his
rery wish. Meanwhile the wife earns a livelood for both by turning the home into a
larding house.
•The husband is removed to a sanatarium, and
is there that the plot begins to thicken, for
e " other . woman " arrives and comes very
ar separating the happy couple.
She doesn't and the story reaches a happy
ding.
Miss Hammerstein is supported by a splendid
st. — Frank Leonard.
44 Everywoman's Problem "
Plymouth Pictures, Inc. — Feature — State
Rights)
UILDED on a new theme — women in politics— and the principal roles interpreted
' a creditable cast, Plymouth Fictures, Inc.,
ite rights' offering, " Every Woman's Probm," is destined to deliver pretty good satisCtion to the public and a right good profit
1 its distributors on the independent market.
Tit has a box-office angle, seldom, if ever, hit
j >on by picture producers and because of this
.lid the big theme running throughout its reclage,
Jith strong appeal to the women and arousJg curiosity among the men, " Every Woman's
IJroblem
ratesworth
with and
the stands
current a state
• traction" of
little rights'
above
e average offering wherein spectacle or exaordinary appeal is not intended.
J Throughout its run, this picture holds to
j, pod sequence, situation and plot, and were
M I not for the rather inhuman position in which
"l.e woman is placed — in the position of govnor of a state in which her husband has
'pen condemned to death by public propaganda
■•" Every Woman's Problem " would stand as
Ji uninterrupted delineation of strong, appealg drama via the silver sheet. As it was
town for review, the situation noted above
pretty sure to leave the audience in a more
* less depressed condition, especially since
ley, the public, have been educated so desively in not only the happy ending but the
ippy theme throughout.
The titles, too, may be described as a bit
ereotyped and in some instances a bit flowy and intended to arouse an appeal that isn't

of

Short

in the situations of the picture to which they
refer. Some of the titles, and this includes
the majority, are well read and convey impressively without over-doing the thought conveyed.
The cast has done well with the possible
exception that of moments when over-enthusiasm in direction may be noticed. Dorothy
Davenport does some real dramatic work in
her part of the woman judge and Clara Madison, Willis L. Roberts and Wilson Du Boise
are runners-up for almost equal honors. —
Length 5 reels.— LAURENCE REID.

44 Dead

Easy "

(Vanity Comedy-Educational — One Reel)
<<r^\EAD EASY" is one of those comedies
U that rather surprises you for its beginning is rather slow and then all of a sudden
it shifts about and we find that it has a real
good plot.
The comedy opens with Earl Rodney and
Irene Dalton rushing about hither and thither
in a rather nonsensical manner. The hero has
become jealous of his sweetheart and endeavors
to rid himself of this world. When he arrives
at the "old bridge" and is about to jump into
the calling waters he is halted by two men
who offer him a sum of money for his body.
This sounds reasonable to the young man but
when he receives the tempting lucre he changes
his mind and decides to live. But the two men
in the black clothes will not have it and as a
result he is allowed to live until 6 p. m.
when he must deliver up his body — dead. The
following scenes are very amusing especially
when the young hero attempts to dodge his
pursuers only to fall into their hands again.
The plot takes another shift when the "pura telegram
pursued
is heirsuers "toreceive
a fortune
and are that
more the
determined
than ever to catch up with the young man.
This they eventually do after indulging in many
funny situations.
" Dead Easy " is a good comedy, not because itis of the hilarious variety but because it
has a theme which is decidedlv unusual and
is well worked up. — FRANK LEONARD.
44 Indigo Sunday "
I National-Goldwyn-Comedy)
NOWtaking
thata every
who is "regular"
slap atperson
the proposed
blue laws isit
is only natural that the idea has round its way
to the screen. It can find entertainment through
just one source — the comedy field, since the idea
itself must be exaggerated to take the sting
off the puritanical proposition. But the National people have erred in realizing the possibilities. Instead of providing the comedy with
humor they have only succeeded in making it
as blue as the proposed law itself. Putting a
second rate comedian in the role of a rustic
sheriff and using him to close up things good
and tight is not productive of laughter. And
George Bunny is more of a legitimate foil here
than he is a comedian.
The son of John Bunny would look better in
straight comedy romances or possibly, polite
comedies. The sheriff has altogether too much
spotlight. With his hands behind his coattails,
and his bewhiskered chin thrust out, he makes
a poor attempt to add a humorous note. The
picture should have been treated with exag- i
geration — not only in the incident but in the

Length

subtitles. As it is the comedy is a very mild
protest. Ridicule is the only method to be used
in laughing a sorry proposition out of existence.
"Indigo Sunday" falters because the incidents
and gags are woefully weak. Length 2 Reels.—
LAURENCE REID.

44 Get Rich Quick Edgar "
Two Reels)
( Tarkington-Edgar
Comedy — Goldwyn —
T T IS not so much a matter of consequence
A in the Booth Tarkington-Edgar comedies
whether they offer amusement as the fact that
all of them since being marketed have been
based upon a real idea. " Get Rich Quick
Edgar" not only happens
a great idea
but it affords the spectatorto a have
large amount of
humor. Tarkington has taken advantage of
circus day in the small town to exploit the idea
that Edgar is an embroyonic promoter. Some
may say that the author has lost track of the
psychology of boyish character by showing his
figures more eager to accumulate wealth than
take in the circus. Our opinion is he. has kept
faith with his idea.
The comedy might have presented more circus hokum insofar as the boys are concerned.
We looked for the note of curiosity to come
forward with Johnny Jones and his chum
sneaking under the tent or investigating the
show in all its angles. Instead they see a
chance to make their half dollars grow. It is a
terribly hot day and the populace is sweltering
watching the parade. It dawns upon the boys
to buy a dollar's worth of fans with their money
and dispose of them at a profit. It is a very
busy time they have and they are on the road to
becoming rich when the sky darkens. The rain
comes down and when it ceases the weather
registers a cold and windy atmosphere. The
boys still keep up their " barking "— " Cool and
refreshing Fa-a-ns, five cents each."
It finally develops that they can't give their
product away. They have missed the circus
and lost their money. But uncle comes to the
rescue with his appreciation of boyish whims
and fancies. There is good incident, although
the circus parade becomes a trifle monotonous
because of repetition. Still it generates a great
deal of charm and humor and will bring
memories back to the old-timers. The youngsters should enjoy the comedy. It carries appropriate color.— LAURENCE REID.

44 Torchy's Niglithood "
Hines)
(Master
Films-Educational Release —
Two-Reel Comedy Starring Johnny
A FTER a couple of hundred feet of just incidental " gags " in a Child's restaurant set
"Torchy's Nighthood " takes a brace and
evolves itself into one of the most original and
highly amusing bits of entertainment ever produced from the w.k. elopement idea. Laugh
follows laugh on sheer quality of the farce comedy gags that have been provided. However,
one sequence is rather risque.
Johnny Hines is a good type for his role and
furnishes his share of some genuine entertainment.— T. S. Dickerson.
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APR. 2
INSIDE OF THE CUP, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) LOVE SPECIAL, THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22 "Acceptable entertainment provided by good humor and a quota of thrills."
" Conventional melodrama effectively staged." — M. P. News.
— «. P ■ New*.
Exhibitor Comment — " Almost too strong a dose of morals. Medium business on opening and only fair all week." "A good dramatic picture, full LURE OF CROONING WATER, THE (STOLL-PATHE) IVY DUKEof action, whioh seemed to please." " Picture went over big and packed GUY NEWELL
JAN. II
them in. Held it for second week." " Fine picture but one that appeals "Interesting exposition of eternal triangle." — if. P yews.
most
strongly
to
the
thinking
class.
Held
up
comfortably
for
two
weeks.'
" Did a capacity business. A prereview given for the benefit of ministers i itrf or votttw (urTsni cpfi-tat pact
tau m
caused widespread comment, which added to its had
power
of attraction."
U bettor
thai the story.
stlf/" —M.M p.
p Newt.
vL
JAN' 1
0«W tnanjhe
„ A™?P **.
two Lv£.t°*
a satisfactory
" Good story, well dom>. Pleased the masses. We
more than usual busi- Exhibitor Comment— This picture not up to average. The plot Is weak.
we bad
which but
week run."
ness."
" Plot Aa good
little picture
difficult with
to follow
on the whole picture was
„
_
above the average and we played to good business during week it showed LYING LIPS (INCE-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 19
here." " Two days to big business."
Spectacular but false in idea and characterization." — if. P. News.
Consensus — " Good' picture, good puller."
Exhibitor
Comment
A good picture."
drawing title
the production
did well
not
Justify the
name. — "Average
" A but
splendid
picture with
IT ISN'T
BEING DONE THIS SEASON (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE
sustained
and beautiful
photography
make
GRIFFITH
FEB. 26
thousands suspense
of new friends
for Florence
Vidor and
and settings.
please theWill
admirers
" Inadequate story, but a veritable fashion show." — if. P. News.
of
House forPeters.
record " business
for one and
weeka and
we areentertainholding
it over
second Did
week."
A real picture
splendid
JIM THE PENMAN
(WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL)
ment. People went out of their way to comment favorably on it."
LIONEL BARRYMORE
APR. 2
"Consider this one of the biggest productions of the season. Corking
"Grimly realistic but artistic picture from famous stage pUiy." — M. P. News.
story,
magnificently
mounted,
to please.
SorrythatI
didn t unexcelled
have double cast,
my seating
capacity."
" Hassure
proved
so popular
JUCKLINS, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
SPECIAL
CAST
DEC.
25
been
£e>d
°v«
t
'0F
PSh,e^0Ut'th„^eepn
nJnhi?
^
something
run."
before done in this city. Played to over C0.000 in three weeks never
•' Kumi mtnru rirh <« detail and atmosnhere " M P News
wb«ch it drew over 80.W0
"CompWed a four weeks' ™"
if but thTtttle not well
wSo^saw
thole"
neaseS"
Comment-"
Ex^rbUor*'
known enough at this date, with result that it carried no popular
™0" JY" ^
appeal." " This feature was well liked by our patrons and thewent
over
advance adverti
ne An
\n average
* 1 Stitj ltM
picture. " P
average nicn.re
advertising.
advance
original
follows
picture
The
story.
big for four days." " Very good

u BS 1 *" u&udlis its worst eX»^
but the nameRMS!
UrSM?
run." " Rather good,
ness excellent during Sfffi"«yaf
CONSTANCE TAL(F°RST NATIONAL)
AFFAIR
MA^DGSE
aver^
pl^
b^o^S-^A^r
S
^
" Constance Taimadge has serious jnomcn
t£g
SW^wSAftf
^l pleasin
T^^^
^t^t
attendance
but
g."
Exhibitor
people.
Box it office kept
Consensus—"
Goodreceipts
picture,were
goodvery
puller.
■■ Played Comment—"
t0 a capacityDelighted
house the ourentire
week, but
not bebusy
fair"
with
conjunction
to givethe credit to the picture alone, as it was run inwould
FEB 19
TT.cm r~\ itt m> nr>i t irri? (rm nwvM> tArif PirifPORn
a WCek S mUS1Cal teStlVa1' fCatUriDg WOrks 0f l0Cal composers."
IU'?Sl£d£ °»%?°^
EVERYTHING' THE <GOLDWYN) JACK
MA¥iCKFORDD
!9
FEB.
CAST....
SPECIAL
KAZAN (SELIG-HAMILTON-STATE RIGHTS)
"Another Curwood story makes interesting picture."— M. P. News.
"Story and generally good "production 'will "get "it "bV\"—M.P.' News
KENTUCKIANS
THE here;
(PARAMOUNT)
SPECIAL
CAST
FEB. 12 Exhibitor
Comment
Business
but because
that waeof
"Very little drama
backgrounds are
interesting."
— if. P. News.
because the
picture— "Terrible.
played the last
part ofwasthe fairly
week good
and not
Exhibitor Comment — " Did neither draw nor satisfied. That director Interest in picture. Plckford unpopular in this territory."
Ol HY PrilJ_>LflPo
,
• • • ■ •T NATIONAL)
•...*•....
DOR- PEB 13
(HOLUBAR-FIRS
RIAGE
MADMAN-MAR
**
ZS&Z?"*
t
KID. ^SfiU^^Tifft
THE (FIRST NATIONAL)
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
JAN. 29 "Propaganda ^nd spectacular melodrama are blended here." — if. P. News.
" Long heralded Chaplin six-reeler lives up to expectations." — II. P. New
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew very well despite the fact that it was the
Exhibitor Comment- — " Kept crowds standing out on the sidewalk for a
week before Easter."
week Now on second big week." " Wonderful business from morning
till night. Great picture." "A great attraction. Going big on second MAGNIFICENT BRUTE, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
MAR. 26
week of showing." " One of Chaplin's best pictures. Drew big crowds " A good Western with plenty of action." — II. P. News.
throughout
the
entire
two
weeks."
"
It
was
a
storming
success
for
two
weeks, drawing 42,000 persons the first week and slightly less than that MARRIAGE OF WILLIAM ASHE, THE (METRO)
MAR. S
number breaker
the second
week.season.
A knockout.
thirdweekweek."
" The
'■ Star enlivens story of British politics." — il. P. News.
record
for the
Held overBooked
for a for
third
by a house
that seldom departs from the week run custom." "Went over big on MISLEADING LADY, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL
JAN. 1
second week. May hold over for another week." " Second week to big
" stage adaptation is fairly successful as picture." — If. P. News.
business. Wonderful as an attraction."
Exhibitor Comment — " The production was not much above average, but
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
the audience seemed to like it." " Bert Lytell an excellent hero of cave"Fair
fair business."
m:ln, 'ove-making
TAN 29
(hhipton PATHKl ^SPFCTAT CAST
rn t up twf * (HAMPlON-rAlHc.)
'
JflN'
production
which comedy
brought that
aboutattracted
average only
business."
"Good business
" Thrilling story given splendid production."— if. P. News.
wi(h this one It seemed to entertain 'hem well."
Exhibitor Comment— One of the best Westerns I ve ever played. First Consensus—
" Average picture, average puller."
days gross surpassed anything for fifteen weeks hacTc. My audiences
demand Westerns, and they went after this!"
MISTRESS OF SHENSTONE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE
■••»« • ■■ ■ MAR 19
„ FREDERICK
APR. 2
KNOW YOUR MEN (FOX) PEARL WHITE
News.
"Quiet in action, yet charms with its romance and background.' —if. P.
« Heavili) emotional but should please stars admirers."— if. P. News.
LI«Kldf^
CAST.MAR. 26
A (HQpE HAMpTON.METRO) HOPE HAMP•••jand
n
wen a
1
Exhibitor Comment — ' An average picture which did big business for three
sa^»storj
r^rora
^'a
one at
like this
did not
patrons
My we
d!L-vs;"
HONOR AND BEHAVE
LOVECAS
run.all." " This is a very poor
during
business
had dull
offering, "and
MAR. 26
T (FIRST NATIONAL) • SPECIAL
News. Consensus— " Average picture, average puller."
mtitm card. Played to a packed
io'iih gooddrawing
siapiiiok —feat^'e
BxceUekt Comment
"Exhibitor
"A splendid
unI1HT,IH u/cimam thr ^Fnxi pfapt wwttf
ffp.
FEB.
more MOUNTAIN WOMAN. THE (FOX) PEARL WHITE
the
from
diversion
excellent
an
is
picture
,
The
week
al.
house
serious presentations.
OF AMERICA) LANGWU (STOLL FILM CORPORATION
,, MR. M'CA
t a xt 22
n,r^Dnnn
RTHY
LOVE LIGHT. THE (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD.
.... .JAN.
JAN.
" Production overshadows the star who is not any too well cast. — if. P.
.< Tjnique a„d strongly dramatic from plot angle." — if. P. Newt.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Advertised as the first foreign picture ever shown
Exhibitor Comment— " The star brought the people to see it and they were
nere> wt,icta created considerable interest. Picture liked."
not disappointed."
" Splendid picture and business. Mary Pickford
all week." MY LADY'S LATCHKEY (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MACCapacity
complaint
a
heard
Never
everyone.
pleased
really
" Very good production and well liked. Business was good." "Fell
DONALD
MAR.
down badly second week. Didn't seem to satisfy. For total showing "Mostly good clothes and subtitles, with little action or incident." —
went over from average to poor." " Mary Pickford interesting if one
if. p. News.
would forget the story which utterly failed to measure up to the standard wtmftffm and phvt i t<? rKANF ftfst NATIONAL! CHARLES
(KANE-r IKST naiionad lhaklw,
for the entire week to our regret." "Drew well for VINJv£EN AND PHYLLIS
expectedthree Held
.J^n■ V,'",'""- ';V"V
days and then fell off considerably. Even Mary's large fol- „ „ Y
about
yews.
study of small town ^ff.'—M P.Average
"Rav scores again with pleasing
to see it. Newspaperby reviewers
did not all turn out dubbed
lowing in Uiis Itcity
best.
his
at
Ray
entertainment.
Good
Comment^-"
Exhibitor
of
many
as 'rotten'
as 'poor* and it was
characterized
business throughout week." "Only a fair Charles Ray picture and not
little Mary's adorers/' "Picture fairly interesting but disappointed
during its run here. "Business
from another up to Ins best. Did averagethebusiness
"Moved here
Business only fair.1'
some of the fans
week from that usually given Ray jawtheatre of this city. A good picture but business was not up to stand- dropped off a little duringbusiness
this picture. Ray is well liked
with
good
ductions."
from the
going back."
if the star
looks aspicture.
1 It
favorite,
and a general"Had
for
she is fitted
displays" Athatdeparture
Miss isPickford
Pickford
usual
puller.
good
picture,
Good
—
Consensus
office
box
excellent
and
e notional as well as comedy roles. Good film,
feature."
NUMBER 17 (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
MAR.
Consensus " Good picture, good puller."
" Convenient melodrama carries some excitement." — if. P. Neirs.
Box Office Reports continued on page 2618
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'THE

CABINET

OF

DR.

(Goldwyn

"
CALIGARI
Distributing Corporation)

"THE

PASSION
FLOWER"
(First National)

Wonderfully Acted and Artistically Produced Adaptation

I Radical Departure; Highly Artistic and Imaginative
A PICTURE so thoroughly radical, so totally unlike anything that has
|Z\ ever been presented before, that its reception among filmgoers
cau=e wide discussion as to its merits or demerits, is "The
|t\- will
unof Dr. Caligari." Being as it is an impressionistic film the
llabinet
laitiated will wondsr over its bizarre and highly fantastic backgrounds and
Idiy they should have a place in advancing the radical plot and exposing
Its weird ramifications. Yet as the first impressions are caught those who
llo not understand what cubistic art means and care less will realize that
Ihese same backgrounds have a definite place through intensifying the
Idea and characterization and effecting a harmonious composition.
I It is like a page from Poe — a fantastic, uncanny piece of
Imaginative fiction— a page of diabolical scheming by a distorted, insane
[oind. Thus the sharp angles of the settings— the grotesque designs of
Ingular windows, converging alleyways, topsy-turvy frames, roofs, trees
l.nd what not, all of which have been given a coating from the im|>ressionistir paint bucket— are perfectly in keeping with the plot. Even
he players are a part of the same uncanny design — the make-up, the
|:ostuming bringing a sense of the unreal. It is a crime story which is
of rejonsistent to the end. Any attempt to whitewash it by a processmade
it
generation would have spelled disaster. Such a plan would have
iiormal. The story revolves principally around two figures, a Dr. Caligari,
(treated from the distorted fancies of a crazy mind— a mind possessed by
It lesser figure in the plot who narrates the tale to a friend after he has
|»een pronounced cured, and Cesare, an eerie, almost supernatural somwho is the doctor's instrument of crime, made so by the latter's
liambulist
Irypnotic power over him.
I The action pilots one through grotesque areaways and structures, sending out an extended, unadulterated thrill on the journey. But the picture
Idso arouses other distinct emotions. It extends a bid to the imagination
lind humor can be caught in the wierd contrasts of figures and incidents
ind backgrounds. Those who call it a nightmare of dreadful plottings
Ivill admit in the same breath that it is a novelty in screen fiction — a
I'adical departure from the conventional. Perhaps it will be too radical
lor popular appeal, though it is our impression that human nature is
Imrious enough to warrant it being booked as something distinctively
Original. The pantomime of Werner Krauss as Caligari is superb. He
s the devil incarnate. This actor and Conrad Veidt as Cesare are the
perfect representations of what they pretend to be. It is quite likely that
(people will be receptive to it because of the novelty. Its German origin
•hould not stand in the way. since it speaks no propaganda. — Length,
|>100 feet. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Werner Krauss
gari
Cali
Dr.
llCesare
Conrad Veidt
[Francis
TF."tz
Feher
Lil Dagover
jane
von Twardowski
■Alan
By Karl Mayer and Hans Janowitz.
Directed by Robert Wiene.

of Stage Success
refuse to be interested in what is undeniably
patrons
your with
UNLESS
a tragedy,
three murders and an unusually unhappy ending,
this ought to be voted a notable production. Certainly the picture
is wonderfully acted, most artistically produced and faultlessly directed
with one of the most novel plots ever presented on the screen as a basis
for the incident and dramatic situations, provided.
"The Passion Flower" is an adaptation of a play in which Nance O'Neil
was starred, that found considerable favor with discriminating New York
theatregoers,
season.
For picture
role,in that
the
mother haslastbeen
subordinated
and purposes
the part Miss
of theO'Neil's
daughter
whichof
Miss Talmadge has been cast built up to meet the acting requirements of
the star, but the picture is by no means a vehicle. In fact it registers as
an all star production, with several of an unusually large cast given an
opportunity for a display of histrionic ability. In this connection, Courtenay Foote, Eulalie Jensen and Alice May especially distinguish themselves.
This is Herbert Brenon's first production since his return from England
and demonstrates once again that he is a master at gauging dramatic tempo
and in the technical part of picture making. His lightings and camera
angles do much to make the picture impressive and the general atmosphere of the whole production is above criticism.
The story of " The Passion Flower " is laid in Spain. A peasant widow
with a grown daughter marries again. The daughter hates her stetpfather
in spite of his kindness.
In an attempt to win the girl's filial regard, the stepfather falls in love
with her and in conspiring to keep her from marrying another, is instrumental in the murder of two lovers, his own wife, and is himself taken
into custody for the crimes.
It is not a pleasant picture but it is real drama that commands attention
from every angle of picture making. Miss Talmadge's performance is
consistently good throughout with a scene in last sequence, that for emotional acting places her on a par with the most talented of screen stars. —
Length, 6700 ft.— J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Acacia, the Passion Flower
Norma Talmadge
Esteban, her step-father
Courtenay Foote
Raimunda, her mother
Eualie Jensen
Norbert, the poet
Harrison Ford
Tio Eusebio, a grand old man
Charles Stevenson
Julia, his blind wife
Alice May
f Harrison Ford
Their Three Sons
-j H. D. McClellan
I.Austin
Faustino, their youngest son
RobertHarrison
Agnew
Little Carlosa, their grandson
Harold Stern
Milagros, a flirt
Natalie Talmadge
Old Juliana, the old servant of Raimunda
Mrs. Jacques Martin
Francesca, also a servant of Raimunda
Elsa Fredericks
Norbert's
father, the old potter
Robert
PaytonBalfour
Gibb
The
Padre
Augustus
Rubio, the "hound" of Esteban
Walter Wilson
Dona Isabel, a friend of Raimunda's
Mildred Adams
Acacia's
father
Julian Boring
Greer
Bernabe
:
Bernard
Directed by Herbert Brenon. Adapted from the stage play of the same name
by Herbert Brenon and Mary Murilo.

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A novelty in screen production is offered in the impressionistic European picture,
1 The CabinetThisof artistic
Dr. Caligari,"
whichcreated
comesa sensation
to the
next
creation has
abroad and ittheatre
is destined
to its novel design of settings, the fantastic
to provoke wide comment here, duea cast
exceptionally skilful at pantomime. The
!plot, and the remarkable acting of
grotesque settings are in perfect harmony with the story, which is a strange pattern
i woven around the uncanny figure of Dr. Caligari, who takes strange delight in
sake. In his power is Cesare, a somnambulist, a
for crime's
committing crime awakens
at the bid of the doctor. This Cesare is used as the
figure who ofonlycrime.
jinstrument
.
its ability to generate thrills. In the
The picture is a genuine sensationDr.in Caligari
for
marked
gives a performance
i company is Werner Krauss, who as
its vividness. Equally successful is Conrad Veidt as the uncanny, ghastly sleepand unique, "The Cabinet of
novel
something
appreciate
who
those
To " is certain to appeal.
|walker.
Dr. Caligari
PROGRAM READER
Manager
takes great pleasure in announcing the presentation at the
of " The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," itthehasEuropean
film
been shown
been widely discussed everywhereit has ever
isensation. This picture has plot
appeared
and settings. Nothing like
because of its really novel
— it is amazing in its
upon the screen before. It is sensational in its inbackgrounds
— it is
suspense
its action areandcertain
thrilling
— it isplotpositively
artistic proportions
to remark
Patrons
characterization.
and
its
in
unique
I absolutely
calpicture
a
see
and
next
Come
screen.
the
of
novelty
over thetoreal
.I culated
wonder at a new form of film art. Come and enjoy the thrill
of your life.make you
CATCH LINES
of Dr. Caligari."
Positively
Don't
miss it.the Itmost
is aoriginal
sensation.picture ever made is " The Cabinet

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Norma Talmadge in Nance O'Neil's famous stage play, " The Passion Flower,"
is the photoplay attraction at the
theatre for a
days'
engagement
beginning
. In
" Theas Passion
Flowergirl" with
Miss whom
Talmadge
has
the greatest
dramatic role of her
career
the Spanish
her
step-father is in love and for whom murders are committed and her own mother
killed. The picture is a tragedy but from a dramatic and story standpoint it will
stand supreme as one of the most notable productions of all time. The feature
might well be billed as an all-star production, since others of a formidable cast,
that includes Courtenay Foote, Eulalia Jensen and Harrison Ford are given acting
opportunities equal to that of the star. The picture was directed by Herbert
Brenon, who has lately returned from England and who has to his credit the
production of the great features of the past. The feature screens in seven reels,
every foot of which is a dramatic treat.

European
it See
ever the
shown
before. film sensation, "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari." Nothing like

SUGGESTIONS
Bill as a masterpiece in screen stories, telling them frankly that it is a tragedy
and a vehicle for the display of histrionic ability. Make the most of the fact
that it is Herbert Brenon's first production since his return from England menpictures
of the
to his play.
credit. ForGivea prologue
Nance O'Neil
some of tioningthethe big
billing,
stating
thatpast
thisthat
was heherhasgreatest
look
to the original script or follow the plan of the New York Strand which is presenting a ballet number in Spanish costumes and atmospheric stage setting. " The
Passion
Flower " song with words and music are used as titles with an opportunity
for a soloist.
CATCH LINES
America's most popular screen star, a master director, the best dramatic story
evermaking
presented
on stage
or screen,
in
this the
most notable
film made
of thefamous
year. by Nance O'Neil, all combin*
A picture for those who are fed up with the conventional: who enjoy real dram*
and real acting: who can enjoy a tragedy for what it is, the most consistent produced picture of the year, a revelation of what the screen can produce in worth
while plots.

Motion
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OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
NUT, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
MAR. 19 PEDDLER
(MAR. 1)
JAN. II
" Entertaining in spots, but needs editing." — if. P. News.
" Good production of mechanical and unreal plot." — U. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Exceptional business for week during Lent. Picture
not up to Fairbanks' standard." " Fairbanks has slipped in this picPERFECT CRIME, A (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST. MAR. 5
ture. It is much poorer than the 'Mark of Zoro.' and while many patrons
" Director and star make character study interesting." — il. P. News.
came to see him the first few days, the rest of the week's business was
Exhibitor Comment—" The plot of the picture is good but the production
poor." " Went over big. Some adverse criticism to the effect that it
was not up to star's standard." " Fine picture which brought good busines ." "Brought big business. Pleased my patrons and was a drawlacks pep." OF B'WAY, THE (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE MAR. 26|
PLAYTHING
ing-card." PIRATE, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
OFF-SHORE
MAR. 12
" Justine Johnstone scores in satisfactory offering." — If. P. News.
" Not enough substance for picture entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pretty poor stuff. Justine doesn't live up to exExhibitor
" Viola Dana
draws little
a good,
house Business
for me,
pectations, after all the press-agent flub-dub about her."
and thisComment
was no —exception.
An always
entertaining
picture.
PRICE OF POSSESSION, THE (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON. MAR. 26 |
"
Ethel
Clayton
gives clever performance in mild entertainment." —
ONE goMAN
APR. 9
M. P. News.
od." TRAIL, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES
"A well made, entertaining Buck Jones feature." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Does not come up to Ethel Clayton's standard.
OH, LADY, LADY (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
JAN. 1
A fair house all week, but an unsatisfactory picture."
" Rather light but entertaining." — if. P. News.
PRINCESS
JONES (VITAGRAPH) ALICE CALHOUN
MAR. Ill
Exhibitor Comment — " An excellent picture. Bebe Daniels has become
very popular here in her short career as a star. This picture has lost
" Light offering affords fair entertainment." — if. P. News.
nothing ; it" Great.
is transition
to the movies."
picture
average
PRAIRIE TRAILS (FOX) TOM MIX
JAN.
business."
Bebe certainly
has a great" Good
following
here,to and
this
" Trivial story, senseless action and a few good thrills." — if. P. News.
picture went over 100% better than her first. Believe she is going to
Exhibitor Comment — " Regular Mix picture. Well liked. Big crowds,
be one of the biggest drawing cards among stellar-folk." " Good picmostly men." " A fine pijture which brought more than usual busiture and business
was modern
very good
during
run."
" Good
picture — busigood
entertainment.
Meets
popular
taste.
Average
satisfactory
PRISONERS
OF LOVE (RELEASED
BY GOLDWYN) BETTY
nes ." "Bebe Daniels is the best ever and Harrison Ford also ; others
COMPSON
JAN. N
are mighty good support and production is first class. Realart scores
"
Very
unusual
and
artistic
drama."
—
if.
P. News.
again. I don't want any better pictures or better star than Bebe Daniels."
Exhibitor Comment — " Charming, dainty picture. Opened to better Sunday
ConntUKUS — •' Good picture, good puller."
in several weeks. Well liked, but no unbounded enthusiasm."
OLD RAY
SWIMMIN' HOLE, THE (RAY-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES MAR. 5
RICH GIRL, POOR GIRL (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
JAN. 26
ness."Walton scores in heart interest story." — if. P. News
"Artistic presentation of Riley poem; great entertainment." — if. P. News.
" Gladys
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good Charles Ray picture, but failed to
ROAD DEMON, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
FEB. 26
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom Mix always a favorite here. Business good,
please majority. Played to exceptionally poor business for seven days."
O'MALLEY
OF THE MOUNTED (HART-PARAMOUNT) WILLIAM FEB. 19
S. HART
DESTINY (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK APR. 9
OF fair."
ROADS
picture
" Good incident and Bill Hart touches make it interesting." if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " One of the best Bill Hart has done and pleased
story enhanced somewhat by star's splendid acting. " — if. P. .
"Hopeless
the Hart fans."
Exhibitor Comment — " Pauline Frederick is not up to her usual standard
ONE MAN IN A MILLION (BEBAN-LESSER-ROBERTSON-COLE)
GEORGE BEBAN
JAN. 29
in this production and it can't even begin to compare with 'Madame X.'
" Character study is satisfying offering." — if. P. News.
AND ROMANCE (PATHE) SEITZ-CAPRICE-COURTOT. . JAN. 1
ROGUES
Exhibitor
Plenty ofor' personal
atmosphere.
Plenty ofofGeorge
action.Beban.
Big
" Good production given thrilling story." — if. P. News.
business, Comment
as much— •'because
appearance
ROMANCE PROMOTERS, THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS. JAN. 29
they made
liked personal
the picture
enough toduring
go away
speak ofwell
it."
"But
Beban
appearances
the and
run here
the ofweek.
" The sun shines on Earle Williams in this one." — if. P. y ews.
Absolutely
capacity
daily.
Pictureto highly
enjoyed."
" Clean,business
high-grade
ROMANTIC ADVENTURES (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON. .JAN. II
picture which
appealed
strongly
patrons.
Did excellent
for
" This one looks like a vehicle." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Two days to big business — good."
week."
OTHER
WOMAN, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) SPECIAL
CAST
APR. 9 ROOKIE'S RETURN, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAC- LEAN-MAY JAN ■
"Story of dual personality offers interesting moments." — if. P. News.
"Exhibitor
Quite frailComment
but fairly
— if. P. Jeif*.
OUT OF THE CHORUS (REALART) ALICE BRADY
APR. 2
— " pleasing."
Douglas MacLean
and Doris May were well liked
was good during its showbusinessthis
and
patrons
our
" Well below the average in entertainment values." — If. P. News.
all
bv
picture
* in this
ing
"
"
Liked
this
better
than
anything
pair lias done since
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew a pleasing attendance with average results."
OUTSIDE THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
JAN. 22
Box office excellent. " About
' Twentv-Three and a Half Hours' Leave."
farce which drew
Amusing
Douglas MacLean type of film.
the average
" Best straight melodrama in many a day." — if. P. News.
" " Extremelv good picture. One hundred per cent entertainment
well
Exhibitor Comment — " The best crook picture that has been shown in the
" A poor picture playing
city for many months. Big houses all week." " Record houses on this
Good cast, good story, clean and wholesome."
picture.
entertaining."
" Is Itthrilling
which
to poor business." " Played it on the same program with ' Girl of
made big Very
hit with
our audiences.
has a crook
lot of melodrama
good exploitation
extra big business two days.'
Mason)goodto puller."
(Shirley
My Heart'
points which we availed ourselves of, and as a result broke all house
picture,
— " Good
Consensus
records during this week's run. Holding it over for a second week."
JAN. 23
CAST
SAGE HEN THE (EDGAR LEWIS-PATH E) SPECIAL
" Sure did go over big. Packed them in at all performances." "Created
"A well-produced dramatic story of the west." — if. P. yews.
a record for a two weeks' run heretofore untouched in this section. A
26
...FEB.
.
..
picture you can go the limit on in exploitation — and the picture will
THE (METRO) KEATON-CRANE. . .
SAPHEAD
good entertainment. — M. p. yews.
some
provides
but
spotted,
"Rather
bear ture
youwithout
in
the
good
things
you
say
about
it."
"
A
splendid
picthrilling plot, which confirmed Priscilla Dean as a favorite
..... MAR. 19
SCOFFER THE (D WAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST)
with our patrons. Did splendid business for week."
" Theatrical and far-fetched in incident but interesting." if. P. I ews.■ ■DEC. 21
PARTNERS OF FATE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
FEB. 26
(FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM . . . . ........
SCUTTLERS, hasTHE
" A good average program attraction." — if. P. News.
a ' He-Han ' role in story of the sea."—M. P. yews
" Farnum
production.
PARTNERS
OF THE TIDE (WILLAT-HODKINSON) SPECIAL
up to the average as to Farnum
Exhibitor Comment—" FullyBusiness
CAST
APR. 2
general conditions
considering
good
our audiences.
Pleaded
a success
Certainly
picture.
this
with
business
good
Wonderfullv
"
"Entertaining sea picture here." — M. P. yews.
PASSIONATE
PILGRIM, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
both in its value as a box office attraction and its entertainment.
SPECIAL CAST
JAN. IS SENTIMENTAL TOMMY l PAR AMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST)
APR. 9
" Better than average picture from well known novel." — if. P. News.
— il. P. yews.
human.'
ly
undeniab
and
artistic
onally
"Excepti
S
MAR.
Exhibitor Comment — "Paramount seems to have fallen down here this
LS
DANIE
BEBE
cHF COULDN'T HELP IT (REALART)
season
in itswasbigcarried
releases.
This form
pictureby did
average
gross."
yews.is charming
M Pstar
interest after asa fashion."—
"<La°s action, but will Rather
" The story
in serial
one only
of thean daily
papers
and
a picture but
slow
Fvhibitor Comment—-'
this brought crowds to see the picture. They were not disappointed."
" Very poor entertainment. Story was not clear and cast was only
enough and "popular enough around here to carry the show. Average
fair in the opinions of my people. Can't hand this one" much. After
SALES) FANNIE WARD . .NOV. •»
FILM
PAIDthe(JOAN
ANDacting
Vignola's ' The World and His Wife,' this was a great disappointment."
,HF PLAYED
t 7Ward*
S"*a«n
g feature
redeemin
,AM j
" Went over big for week. Is exceptionally good feature." " This picJAN. 19
ture was only mediocre and it brought forth only fair box office reRSAL) LYONS-MORAN
A (UNIVE
NIGHT enough
•SHOCKING
for five reels."-M. P. Vmn.
ceipts." "Fair picture. Fair business. Fair performance throughiib8ffl«««I
S"°Vof
out." " Found this picture highly entertaining and we had very big
FEB.
business during its run."
SILK HOSIERY . (INCMARAMOUNT) enie ^BENNETT
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
the
saved
show
style
^
^
^^
ti
»to? tt
PAYING THE
PIPER
(FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.)
DOR11
""J^*
OTHY
DICKSON
JAN. 29 sttvfr LINING THE (METRO) JEWEL CARMEN.......
" Well produced domestic drama that will please." — if. P. News.
-U.
screen.'
the
Exhibitor Comment — " Ran well for the entire week. Big houses set the
Sl"lnf erecting c?6ok play brings Jeuel Carmen back to
stamp of their approval on this picture." " Held over for second week
business." -Patrons
^vhihitnr Comment—" Werage crook play. to Ordinary
because of tremendous business. Generally pleased." " Business held
and poor business.
averageERS)
days PRODUC
" Two
picture.
this
like
not
1
die
up very well for second week. Pleased our patrons." " A good picture
SPECIAL^ ^
" Fairly T-ASSO.
SMALL TOWN IDOL, A (SENNET
that played to good business." " A slender story produced to bring
Dorothy Dickson into pictures. Not a strong box office attraction."
" Found this to be a fair picture. Business about average." " A great
« M^cl s'enneii gives' a three' ring circus' here."— if . P. News.
attraction. This one brought large box office receipts." " Second wpek
***
b saws WW
to fair business." " Good picture played to better than average busiegs
the year ssS
in ttdsplc
stavg here
we start
are holding
to finishit
ness for week." " Lavish but not satisfying. Drew well but did not
successandfrom
it is ofa" laughin
andweek
ture
build. " Very good. Two days to extra big and big business."
house records
picture, but we had poor business
Brokea second
oodits/*for
week, first
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
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'HER

LORD
AND
(Vitagraph)

MASTER

"

Hardly Heavy Enough for Alice Joyce
'£T TER LORD AND MASTER" does not contain enough dramatic
I— I substance for Alice Joyce. This adaptation of a once successA A ful play might have carried sufficient ingredients upon the
tage with its dialogue, and considering the fact that its theme carried a
emblance of a novelty at the time, it is natural to assume that it offered
ome appeal. In this day of repetiteous screen plays, when ideas are
iretty much alike, it appears a little out of date. Miss Joyce makes the
llnost of the slight demands of the role. There is no opportunity to display
.my emotional talent. She is called upon principally to look pleasant and
fio wear a fetching wardrobe and she does both with all the charm which
J s hers on the screen.
The material, however, would look better compressed into two or three
eels. It carries a single track story — one which relies entirely on conrast of characterization and a solitary climax for its sustaining features.
I Jut while the spectator is waiting for the punch scene his attention is
iable to wander because of the mild sequences — sequences which are
Qostly composed of little misunderstandings between a young married
ouple. Miss Joyce is a product of the Middle West who marries into the
liritish nobility. Since she has been brought up to have her own way, her
amily have some doubts that the marriage will prove successful. To
J liminate any cause for conflict she tells her husband to be stern with her
rf any occasion arises whereby she may assert her independence,
f For the purposes of adding a sting a quarrel is precipitated at the time
. uer relatives are sojourning in London. She asks permission to attend a
ertain function and when her " lord and master " refuses, mindful of his
I iromise, the independent girl throws aside all restraint and becomes
faistress of her whims. Will he call for her at eleven? He will not!
.lie is as stubborn as she is determined. Then when word reaches her
hat she will be locked out at twelve unless she returns at that hour, she
Ixrives a few moments later and is allowed to enter by the butler. The
lubsequent action after a bit of storming and fretting builds the concluding scene of connubial bliss. The proud wife consents to abide by the
Irishes of her husband. J. Clarkson Miller's continuity is well arranged
llj.nd he has given the director a script that is marked for its compact
lequences. The scenarist has paid sole attention to the marital conflict,
jvhich, incidentally, is the backbone of the feature. The offering is adeHuately staged and acted by a cast that includes Walter McEwen, Frank
liheridan and Holmes E. Herbert. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence. Reid.
THE CAST
I ndiana Stillwater
Alice Joyce
lit. Hon. Thurston Ralph, Viscount Canning
Holmes E. Herbert
Lord Nelson Stafford
Walter McEwen
Ii4r.
Stillwater
Frank
Ittrs. "Fred"
Stillwater
Marie Sheridan
Shotwell
l(4rs. Chazy Bunker
Louise Beaudet
||-.ady Canning
Ida Waterman
By Martha Morton.
Scenario by J. Clarkson Miller.
Directed by Edward Jose.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
The combination of a dramatic photoplay of strong emotional anneal and Alice
loyce in the stellar role is sufficient to make the Vitagraph production, " Her
Lord and Master," a most satisfying entertainment when it is presented at the
j
theatre next
and
. As a stage play the picture
Jnade a big hit and it is certain to duplicate this success on the screen. The
'[scenes
are
picturesque
and
filled
with
human
interest.
Miss aJoyce,
has beento
I dentified with high class roles, has in Indiana Stillwater
part who
calculated
■ >lease the most exacting patron.
She is presented as the spoiled girl who becomes the obedient wife when she
: earns to govern her mad impulses. She had promised to curb her impulsive tendencies, but when an occasion to enjoy a festivity happened she took advantage
l|>f it. This precipitated a situation which culminated in a misunderstanding.
jSventually
Indiana
how tohasbe been
happyadapted
though bymarried.
A well
balanced
i i:ast interprets
the learned
picture which
J. Clarkson
Miller
from
Martha Morton's play. Edward Jose directed.
PROGRAM READER
I The contrast between American customs and those of the English is clearly
lljirawn
"Her and
Lordwhich
and comes
Master,"
the picturization
of next
the famous playas bya
Martha inMorton,
to the
theatre
■ I /itagraph production starring Alice Joyce. The feature permits the beautiful and
I alented star to exploit her emotions and charm in a most fascinating way. It is
I I high class role. In fact Miss Joyce has always been associated with such roles.
' \nd here she plays the gentlewoman to the manner born. There are many tense
lliituations in " Her Lord and Master " as well as many which are amusing. The
SUGGESTIONS
'I You can work with a teaser campaign here which would be an effective angle.
■May up catch lines, exploiting the idea upon which the picture is based. Ask
i uch questions as " Is it safe to take a woman at her word regarding her faults? "
>ee " Her Lord and Master." " Can an American girl be happy in the home of
Britishthe nobility?
" Her isLord
and Master."
angleplay
would
be
otaidexploit
fact that" theSeepicture
an adaptation
of theAnother
successful
of the
1 ame name. Mention the author and credit her successes, such as " A Bachelor's
Romance," " Brother John," " His Wife's Father," " The Diplomat," " Mice and
rfen,"
and " itThebestMovers."
Bill husband.
it as a fascinating picture of a headstrong girl
fho thought
to obey her
CATCH LINES
Should a man be the lord and master of his house? Or should his wife have
^qual responsibilities? See Alice Joyce in " Her Lord and Master."

"THE

CITY

OF
SILENT
(Paramount)

MEN"

Interesting Crook Story with Rich Details and Heart
Interest
THOMAS
MEIGHAN'S
latestpopular
photoplay,
City of Silent
is destined
to meet with
favor"The
everywhere,
picturesMen,"
are
shown because the ingredients which compose it are rich in the
substance that builds interesting drama. It has a clearly defined plot,
sharp characterization, exceptionally realistic detail and such effective
values as heart interest and human appeal. It is a picture which is practically flawless insofar as the continuity of scenes is concerned. While it
is pitched in a more or less sombre key the logic is so genuine and the
action so graphic that a balancing note of humor would appear unnecessary.
Tom Forman, the director, has taken actual scenes of Sing Sing, "the
city of silent men"; and has so shaped his sequences against this background that the interest and suspense take on added value. If one can
overlook the idea of a man being convicted upon circumstantial evidence
and sentenced for life for a crime of murder then one can accept it as a
genuine attempt to establish something real. It strikes us that the protagonist is" railroaded " on pretty flimsy evidence. But this premise has
nothing to do with the entertaining highlights. The country youth comes
to New York and is picked for a sucker by a gang of crooks. The manner
in which he is " pedigreed " by the detective forces, his finger prints taken,
and also his mannerisms and carriage, is sufficient to get the spectator in
a curious mood. His pal is a " third-timer " who urges him to escape at
the first opportunity. The picture revolves around his flight for liberty
and his efforts to keep outside the clutches of the law. Every track is covered here. When one expects him to get away by disguising himself in a
suit of clothes from the tailor shop, a surprise comes when the garments
are discovered. Being a trusty it is easy for him to secret himself in an
empty box and be carried to safety.
The heart interest enters in the communion of mother and son. The
convict's desire for liberty is actuated by the news that the mother is
dying and it is a pathetic touch when he arrives home to see her funeral
cortege passing. For conflict a determined detective is employed — a detective who traces his man by visiting the cemetery years after and learning who paid for the woman's grave. The love interest is almost neg'ected
and could be dispensed with entirely except for the fact that it supplies a
happy ending. The concluding sequences are the only topical movie parts
of the picture. It is the detail of prison life and the splendid acting by
the star and Paul Everton as his pal which are conspicuous in a feature
of many absorbing highlights. THE
Length.
CAST5 reels.— Laurence Reid.
Jim Montgomery
Thomas Meighan
Molly Bryant
Lois Wilson
JJ,1?- Montgomery
Kate Bruce
°Id
Everton
Mike BV'
Kearney
GeorgePaul
MacQuarrie
Mr. Bryant
Guv Oliver
By
John by
A. Moroso.
Scenario
Frank Condon.
Directed by Tom Forman.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Should an innocent man who has been sent to prison on circumstantial evidence
seek escape or should bee resign himself to fate and serve the term? That is the
question which provides the drama of Thomas Meighan's latest picture, " The
City of Silent Men," which comes to the
theatre next
.
This is a screen version of John Moroso's novel of the same name and it has been
ably put into picture shape by Tom Forman, one of the ablest of the younger school
of directors.richAs inJimitsMontgomery,
remarkably
human appeal.Mr. Meighan contributes a portrayal which is
Jim might have become reconciled to his fate had it not been for the fact that
his mother was dying from grief. He makes his escape, but arrives home just in
time environment,
to see his mother's
the home.
He goes west,
in a
new
builds funeral
his life cortege
anew. leaving
He is traced
by a detective,
and heandknows
that he can be identified by finger prints. How does he win his freedom? The
answer is so unusually strong and dramatically effective that to relate it here would
destroying told
the and
picture's
for the
spectator.
The thoroughly
City of Silent
Men "
isbe compactly
builds interest
scenes and
situations
which " are
compelling.
In the cast are George MacQuarrie, Kate Bruce and Lois Wilson.
PROGRAM READER
Do you recall Thomas Meighan's superb work in "The Miracle Man"? Do
you remember his sterling performance in " The Easy Road? " Well he has another
crook role in " The City of Silent Men." which he will show at the
theatre
next
. gallery
Mr. Meighan's
forceful It interpretation
virile screen
portrait to his
of characters.
has been said adds
that heanother
gives
his finest performance as the wrongly accused convict who finds a way to freedom.
Many of the scenes were filmed in Sing Sing, while others were photographed in
the Criminal Courts building and the Tombs itself. Pretty Lois Wilson, who will
be remembered
for herrole
charming
portrayal
in "inWhat
Woman
Knows,"
pears in the opposite
and acquits
herself
a mostEvery
capable
manner.
It isap-a
picture which is certain to entertain because of its stirring adventure.
SUGGESTIONS
Thomas, Meighan is a star who has forged ahead rapidly since his memorable
work
Miracle
Man."
famous that
as thethe best
crook inroles" The
on the
screen.
You He
can has
tell become
your audiences
star interpreter
comes to theof
————— in another of his distinctive character roles. Tell that the picture is
crammed with exciting adventure, that it offers a charming romance, that it is
strong
and develop
sentiment.
Play up for
the him.
star and
a following
the
chance inis pathos
yours to
a following
Playif he
up hasn't
Tom Forman
and— tell
that he was formerly a popular leading man. Play up Lois Wilson. She is one
of the most beautiful women identified with pictures. The title is a food one and
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SMART SET, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
APR. 2
"Rather frail but pleases in a mild fashion." — M. P. Neivs.
SNOB, THE (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
MAR. 5
" Oood production of commonplace story — will get by." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Very
attractive.
Just
the
kind
of
picture
to
appeal
to high class neighbor audiences. Pleasing throughout and) thoroughly
proper."SECRETS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
SOCIETY
FEB. 26
" Heart interest drama is mild but entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very poor picture. Business was much less than
usual."
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY JAN. 29
" Rather frail but backgrounds save it." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture to fair business. Better crowds than
usual." " A good picture. This star always draws well at this house
Fine business during run." "A very draggy piece; nothing worth while
in
it butfor star
registers
somepoormighty
pleasing
scenes.product
Can asseegood
no
excuse
making
picturein as
as this
one with
and as fine a cast as the director had."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
80WING THE WIND (MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEW- ART JAN. 29
" Powerful drama, well produced and acted." — if. P. News.
SPENDERS, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. IS
" Quite interesting picture made from best seller." — if. P. Neics.
Exhibitor Comment — " This feature was very well liked by our patrons and
was an excellent box-office attraction, playing to better than average
business for a week."
SQUANDERED LIVES (STOLL FILM COMPANY OF AMERICA) . JAN. 1
" Viewed from all angles, rather a notable, film" — if. P. News.
STRAIGHT CIAL
IS THE WAY (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPE- MAR. 5
CAST
" Crook comedy drama is highly diverting." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair. The plot of the picture weak and it does
not hold
thesome
attention
of the
audience."
average
pictures with
excellent
comedy
in it but"Above
did not
seem ofto crook
pull very

Consensus
well." — "Average picture, average puller."
TALE OF TWO WORLDS, A (EMINENT AUTHORS-GOLDWYN)
SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 26
" Melodrama is obvious, but carries punch and color." — if. P. News.
TAVERN KNIGHT, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
" This one icill hardly interest the majority." — if. P. News.
TESTIMONY (STOLL FILM CORPORATION) SPECIAL CAST)... MAR. 19
" Oood combination makes interesting story." — if. P. News. »
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE) BLANCHE SWEET. .JAN. 8
" Star dominates pleasing production." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Two days to big business."
THOUSAND
ONE. A (J. PARKER READ-ASSO. PRODUCERS) DEC. 25
HOBART TOBOSWORTH
" Arbitrary plot and coincidence hinder the values here." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture. Virile. Interesting. Steady business all week in spite of proximity to Christmas." " A great picture but
business
accountBosworth
of the holiday
season."
" Good
picture
not
apoor
money
getteron here.
name has
absolutely
no box
officebutvalue
here." " A virile, red-blooded story which holds the interest. Patrons
liked it and the box office figures were large ones."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
THREE SEVENS (VITAGRAPH) ANTONIO MORENO
APR. 2
" Unusual plot carries quite' a punch." — if. P. News.
TIGER TRUE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
Jan. 22
" Rather crude but carries a punch." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average production. While the plot is interesting,
it is much the same as many others now running."
TIDAL WAVE, THE (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 12
" Has interest, but is rather long drawn out." — if. P. News.
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN (LOIS WEBER PRODUCTIONS-PARA- MOUNT JAN. 1
" Falls rather short for a Lois Weber production." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a big picture .but up to the average. Played
to fair business." " Picture only fair ; business good because of the
fact that it is a holiday week." " A splendid picture to average business two days." " Fairly entertaining picture and average box office
value." — " Oood picture ; average puller."
Consensus
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
JAN. 8
" Orthodox story makes rather colorful picture." — M. P. News.
TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS. THE (WHITMAN BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Orthodox but careful production of well-known play." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to good business. Audience seemed delighted with it." " Drew very strongly at the box office and my people
liked the picture."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
TWO KINDS OF LOVE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
DEC. 25
" Rather crude, but has moments of interest." — if. P. News.
TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES
JAN. 8
" Jones in a story of gunplay and hard riding." — M. P. News.
UNKNOWN WIFE, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
MAR. 19
" Interesting picture on favorite theme." — if. P. News.
WEST OF THE RIO GRANDE (BERT LUBIN-STATE RIGHTS)
SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 5
" Real Western incident and good hokum here." — if. P. News.
WHAT
EVERYSPECIAL
WOMA'TCAST
KNOWS (WILLIAM DE MILLE-PARA- MAR. 12
MOUNT)
"Fine production, but subject matter is talky." — if. p. News.
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WHAT WOMEN WILL DO (ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS-PATHE)
SPECIAL CAST
.FEB. 18
" Pretty arbitrary, but has audience appeal." — if. P. News.
WHEN
WE WERE
TWENTY-ONE
(HAMPTON-PATHE)
H. B.
WARNER
JAN. II
' H. B. Warner excels in entertaining comedy-drama." — if. P. News.
ExhibitorfullyComment
"Just as fine
as the play
same name.
Delightacted, and — charmingly
directed.
H. ofB. the
Warner
in a role
that
WHILE
DEVIL LAUGHS (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
MAR. 12
Just THE
fits him."
" An unconvincing underworld story with Louise Lovely." — if. P. News.
WHISTLE, THE (HART-PARAMOUNT ) WM. S. HART
APR. 9
•• Hill
M. P.Hart
News.puts on the capital vs. labor formula with fair success."
WHY TRUST YOUR HUSBAND (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
JAN. 28
" The title might attract them — that's all." — if. P. News.
WING TOY (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
FEB. 12
A Shirley Mason vehicle slightly below past performances." — M. P. News.
WINGS OF PRIDE (JANS PICTURES, INC.) OLIVE TELL
FEB. If
" Has interest, but too melodramatic." — if. P. News.
WITCHING HOUR, THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 12
" Weak adaptation of rich melodrama.'' — if. P. News.
Exhibitor whereComment
— " Draggy,
disconnected
someafter something.
Shame
to waste —thesomebody
talents always
of a stargoing
of Elliot
Dexter's calibre in such stuff as this. Cast only fair — Marv Alden
superb — LIMIT
as usual(BAKER-METRO)
!"
WITHOUT
SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 5
" Entertaining despite a mechanical development." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Considered
one
of
the
strongest
plays
of
the
by critics and patrons alike. Opened to fair business but pickedyear
up
steadily during the week."
YOU STROM
AND I (SWEDISH BIOGRAPH-RADIOSOUL) VICTOR SEA- MAR. 12
"Wonderfully impressive drama; well produced and acted." — if. P. News.

" Flashbacks

" on Earlier Releases

" Earthbound *' (Goldwyn) — "Never had a picture in my theatre which
called for such divided comment. Those who liked were crazy about it — those
who
roastedwhere
it. There
opinions
it. aKept
it on didfullnotweeklikeinit house
limit ofwere
run nois half-way
three days,
and itonmade
lot
of money. Personally, considered it the season's most remarkable production." "Better than the average photoplay in estimation of our patrons and
did a very fine business."
"Daddy Long Legs" (Pickfordi — "Just as good as if it were brand new.
Bears out the theory that a good picture is always a good picture."
"Passion's Playground" (First National)- — "Mediocre picture; business fair.**
"The Jack Knife Man" (First National) — "Fair business: no star; not
enough
"My pulling
Lady's power."
Latchkey" (First National)— " Katherine MacDonald is a
favorite with the women and matinee business was particularly good."
"The Love Flower" (Griffith) — "This one went over at opening and (losing
days and average the middle part of the week. Very entertaining picture."
" Dinty " (First National) — "Very good feature which brought more thanthe usual business."
"Curtain" (First National) — "Katherine MacDonald's beauty aided much
in making this story of stage life attractive. Miss MacDonald's popularity ia
increasing in this city. Business good."
"Peaceful Valley" (First National) — "A mediocre story that only drew
fair"Fickle
houses."Women" (State Rights) — "Butler is a wonder in 'Fickle Women*
— great picture, the box office returns were not very large."
"Love. Honor and Behave" (First National i — "Only average picture and
brought
"Whilepoor
Newreturns."
York Sleeps" (Fox) — "Going over very big. First morning
it opened bad to turn them away at eleven o'clock, the first show having gone
on at nine-thirty."
•My Ladv's Latchkev " (First National) — " I liked
very much
Haa
the theatre.
left picture
they the
and so did evervbody who spoke to me about itIn asfact
was a close second t»
one of the biggest Sundays of the year.
the record-breaking opening."
more than a fair week."
"The Branding Iron" (Goldwyn) — "Not excellent
picture which Vera Gor" An
"The Greatest Love"put(Selznick)—
business for one week. Did so
excellent
to
over
to
don's name helped
'
run.
over for second week's
well we are holding it Wife"
(Paramount)—" Had capacity business with this
" Whv Change Your
one. Everyone seemed pleased and it sure did make a hit at my house.
"The U P Trail" (Hodkinson) — "Regular Western with lots of action.
up well all week."
and help
businessRights)—
usual ( State
to moreandthanMen"
Opened
"Opened big Everyone thinks it
"Madonnas
office attraction
box
Fine
e."
standpoint.
every
tur
from
, M
... and , splendia
pic
audience
a big picture
but some
frivolous
and
light
stuff—
poor
Very
"
Realart)—
(
Snob"
"The
of them liked it and the business was just ordinary.
' which
average Will Rogers picture
(Goldwyn)— " An Started
of Women"
"The Guile
business feU_
admirers.
numerous
ek."out well but
by his
...
we
of the
the end
off
well liked
was toward
production in every
••Something to Think About" (Paramount)— " Excellent
=*
cameadyfne"
we of
that
run
two weeks'
ofabandoned
at end
well and
so week
up
Picked
wav
rtisiDJ
because
plan
this
only
holdin- t for third
an*
picture
great
a
Certainly
and Shotos bein" placed on 1 Humoresque.
• Veg
fjj
at each ^ performanc
s. The epicture
theatre
my audience
jammedto the*
please
here. Crowds
which seemed
ft took well nicture
interesting
engagethe
of
was still' going strong at the end
f^^tot
advantage.
great and
The title is atB
ment. S^li^S
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"THE
WAKEFIELD
CASE"
(Weber — World — State Rights)
Crook Story Carries Lively Action and Suspense
rHE first essential in a crime story is to incorporate a sufficient
amount of suspense so that the spectator will be kept on the
anxious seat concerning the denouement. "The Wakefield Case"
irries this essential element. The purpose of such a plot as forms the
ackground of this offering is to befuddle the imagination as to the
lentity of the crooks and detectives. While one is led to believe that the
;tion comprises several groups of crooks, who vie with each other to
eal the rubies, it is certain that detectives are hidden in the pattern
»mewhere. only to be spotted at the concluding climax. Any one who
jmembers the style of writing crook stories will take advantatge of this
ict.
The Wakefield Case " is a lively story. Make no mistake about that,
here is something doing most every minute from the time that the hero's
ither is killed to the day that the former exacts vengeance for the crime.
has been the author's privilege to hide carefully the identity of his
laracters. He even employs a girl to lead ths hero and spectators astray,
heir actions are certainly mysterious. The picture opens in London
id the succeeding two reels or more transpire on a steamer bringing
le crooks to America. Here is occasion to employ the trimmings and
appings of the vessel for the purpose of suspense. It is a story of robing robbers. The rubies are sought by the Krogan brothers. Wben the
reen gang steal them, the elder Krogan takes upon himself the task of
ealing tbem.
Meanwhile various personalities are disclosed which help to pile up the
[ystery. You suspect a crook in the clothes of an English army officer;
>u suspect the aged father of the heroine, and the latter also comes
rider suspicion. The only person you are sure about is the hero, who in
ality seems a rank outsider in this plot of underworld life. A few
loments are given up to the romance, but it is mostly a negligible factor,
he hero is finally caught in the clutches of the Krogans, and one suspects
e is also in the clutches of the Breen gang. This is a weak point because
le girl, her father and the officer are more or less attached to Scotland
ard. After a '"hefty" tussle in which Herbert Rawlinson tosses men
ound like a wrestler and which incident defies logic the picture conudes with the culprits caught and the rubies safe. The picture is intersting, but loses many of its point by bad cutting. — Length, 6 reels. —
aurence Reid.
THE CAST
Wakefield. Jr
Herbert Rawlinson
Wakefield, Sr
.J. P. Wade
regg
J. H. Gilmore
ichard Kregan
Charles Dalton
lines Kregan
Joseph Burke
ryson
Jerry Austin
laine
W. W. Blake
riggs
H. L. Dewey
uth Gregg
Florence Billings
By Shannon Fife.
Directed by George Irving.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A
fascinating
story
of
crime
is offered in with
" The Herbert
WakefieldRawlinson
Case." which
n the
theatre next
as the comes
star.
his photoplay is the work of Shannon Fife, an author long experienced in writing
l>r the screen. He has woven together a remarkable thread of melodramatic inciall of which
revolve
aboutunderworld
the detection
of crime.
The Wakefield
Case is"
lirries dents,what
is known
in the
as the
Master "Mind,
a figure who
ominant over his associates and who conceives and executes the daring exploits
i his profession.
It not only boasts of one Master Mind, but three as well. They all scheme and
Ian to overthrow each other as well as the entire police forces of two continents.
gainst these sinister forces of the underworld, Herbert Rawlinson, in the charter of Neil Hartley, matches his wits. The outcome affords the spectator a connuation
of thrillsandfrom
beginning note
to end.
" The Wakefield
Case "Andis marked
for
s lively action
its dominant
of mystery
and suspense.
it is finely
:ted by a well known cast of players. George Irving directed.
PROGRAM READER
Do you enjoy a rattling good mystery story? Do you like to witness such a
:ory translated on the screen with all its dominant mystery, its moving and comelling action, its abundant suspense? If you do, then come to the
next
see "Joseph
The Wakefield
Case," starring
ileatre
the cast
are Charles and
Dalton,
Burke, Florence
Billings Herbert
and JereRawlinson.
Austin —
1 well known and exceptional players. The picture is by Shannon Fife, one of
le best known scenario writers on the screen. He has fashioned a photoplay
hich is certain to appeal because of its dramatic quality. To detail the story
ould be spoiling the suspense. We will permit you to play detectives next
and see if you can solve the mystery.
SUGGESTIONS
Any attempt to detail this story to your public would be fatal. So just con:ntrate in your exploitation on the fact that it is a mystery picture, one which
bound to keep the spectator in a high pitch of suspense because of a comlicated plot which has to do with crime. Bill it as an exceptional mystery photolay. Emphasize the suspense and the rattling action. Mention the cast.
CATCH LINES
Who stole the rubies? Was it the youth? Was it the girl? See " The Wakefield
fase,"
actiona fascinating
and suspense.mystery picture starring Herbert Rawlinson. Sixty minutes
I

"FORBIDDEN
LOVE"
(Wistaria Productions-State Rights)

Rather Morbid But Has Interesting Moments
THERE
a rather unhealthy theme upon which this picture is
founded,is presenting
as it does a Cain and Abel characterization.
While it carries a sympathetic quality in the triumphing note of
virtue over viciousness, and possesses such appealing elements as heart
interest and pathos, the burden of its idea is almost too heavy to make it
genuinely popular. There may be instances of a man whose nature is so
vicious that lis turns upon his brother, but they are so few and far between that they smack of unreality. There is really no motive for the bad
brother's conduct. He is guided solely by diabolical impulses. And when
he does have a grain of conscience at the death of his child it is dismissed
immediately. We will say that the development of the character is consistent to the end.
The brothers are in love with the same girl, but the vicious one possessing adominant personality, is able to win her through discrediting
the other. The melodrama revolves around the conflict of temperament
when the good brother visits his relative. The director has greatly emphasized the difference in characters. Not an incident is shown, but what is
developed around a satanic impulse of hatred and crueltv. It is all quite
morbidendoand
hectic.although
The devilish
brotherbrutally
sings his song "of hate by innuprincipally,
he becomes
frank at times, especially
toward his long suffering wife. The picture is enacted against backgrounds ofa New England fishing village. There is a deal of good atmosphere but the simplicity
turbulent as the tide itself. of life is not once recorded. The action is as
There is one thing about "Forbidde Love," it carries a punch— one
almost too rugged to be realistic. Then climax
presents a genuine thrill
since it shows the brothers in mortal combat high on the bridge of a
lighthouse. The bad one has come to the place with murder in his heart.
The rain is beating down in torrents. And in a frail rowboat the wife,
who
has and
aroused
his jealousy
declaring
goodherbrother',
follows,
entertains
happy by
moments
for her
the love
first for
time thesince
marriage when her vicious husband perishes. The director has overshot his
scenes which are noticeable in the wealth of detail, some of which is totally
irrelevant. And the picture is ragged in places. For the most part it
develops with good continuity and furnishes adequate suspense. The picture has been intrusted to a capable cast that contributes first rate performances. Infact the leading players should provide a good angle
exploitation. The high lights are the atmosphere and the thrilling climax.of
— Length, 6 reels.— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Harold Van Zandt
r„. ., „ .
Peter Van Zandt
r^S
t0£ Ha e
George &MacQuarrie
Eileen Arripn
Clayton
Marguerite
■
nd£
Zan
JohnVa^
Thomas Cameron
.
tin
Muriel Mar
Charlie
Lee
ii - 1Ig&uShaW
Little Anne
Tl&mai
Directed by Philip Van Loan.
Baby May Ward
By Edward Russell.""
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A strong dramatic picture of a house divided against itself, of brother against
brother, told against a realistic background is offered in " Forbidden Love "
which comes to the — —
theatre with a cast that includes Creighton Hale,
George MacQuarrie and
Clayton. This
of fisher-folk of a
Mew England village and Marguerite
revolves around the conflictis ofa story
two brothers
in tact, one whose nature is vicious, the other, a paragoncharacters,
of
virtue.
their
lives enters a girl who is loved by both although the wicked brother Into
triumphs
through possessing a more dominant personality. His entire life is dedicated
to
Revindication of his hateful impulses. In the end virtue triumphs
The Picture is remarkable
its realistic action which measures out a goodly
quota ot thrills and adequate for
suspense. It carries such elements as heart interest
pathos and jealousy. The players give a good account of themselves.
The picture is directed by Philip Van Loan who has saturated it with splendid atmosphere.
PROGRAM READER
They were brothers, one of whom was vicious, the other, gentle and honest
The latter was incapable of expressing
due to his innate modesty, with the
result that the other won the girl, whomloveboth
desired. Then into the lives of
all three came sorrow, disillusionment and despair,
about through the
vicious machinations of the evil brother. This is the brought
brief outline of " Forbidden
Love,' the rugged melodrama which comes to the
theatre next
—
; . Enacted against the picturesque backgrounds of a New
England
village,
thrills. graphic and powerful suspense. It is a picture of stirring
climaxes itandrecords
SUGGESTIONS
The best angle to exploit this picture is the announcement of the cast. Your
crowd is familiar with the three leading players. All have achieved success a score
of times. Another good angle is to tell that it is a stirring melodrama enacted
against the picturesque backgrounds of a New England fishing village. You can
put over atmosphere if you go in for lobby display by featuring fishing paraphernalia, such as oars, nets, etc. Play up the fact that it tells an absorbing story
Bill it as an unusually strong picture of hardy fisher-folk. The title is a winner,
too, and can be used for effective advertising, principally on a teaser campaign.
You might be able to stage a prologue with little expense featuring a lighthouse,
and a vocalist singing songs of the deep.
CATCH LINES
See
"
Forbidden
Love,"
an
absorbing
drama of twisted lives. A picture of
action and suspense.
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"THE

LITTLE
CLOWN"
(Realart)

Heart Interest Circus Story Should Get Over
THIS picture will undoubtedly be a reminder of " Polly of the
Cirrus" to the majority of picturegoers. It is actually cut from
the same pattern, relying upon a romance of the big tops which is
stressed with sentiment and heart interest. Avery Hopwood, the author,
probably had the above-mentioned play in mind when he conceived "The
Little Clown," for the plot and characterization are almost identical. The
idea behind it is to point the contrast between a family of aristocrats and
the democratic members of a circus. In emphasizing this conflict the
story is permitted to sag because of repetitious detail and the fact that the
characterization does not always ring genuine. Still "The Little Clown"
is about the most attractive story the star has had in some time.
A real honest-to-goodness circus seems to have been employed here to
bring atmosphere. It is this element which really saves the picture.
Where Polly rode a horse and was " fathered " by a clown, Miss Minter
plays one of the white face funmakers and is also " fathered " by a clown.
She does not fall in love with a minister much to the horror of his congregation, but responds to a young renegade of wealthy parents much to
the disgust of his haughty relatives. And so the picture pivots on this extremely simple premise. The conclusion is as certain as the tide. The
pretty clown deserts the arena to be taken on probation by her fiance's
parents, until such time as she proves herself worthy or unworthy to become a wife and daughter-in-law. The best spots in the offering are disclosed in the circus scenes.
The sequences in the parental home are somewhat drawn out and tend
to destroy much of the logic. She is chastised on every occasion but accepts the parental attitude gracefully. Many will wonder why she remains
steadfast in her devotion considering the spineless conduct of the young
mair. The story develops here by pointing her efforts to cultivate deportment, with some of the scenes good for mild amusement. The punch
comes when the circus visits the town. The show people com; out to the
house and are expelled because of being intoxicated, a condition caused
by the playful youngster of the house. Being a spirited girl, the heroine
accompanies them and is about to accept her guardian clown as a husband
when the wealthy youth appears and offers apologies and renews his declaration oflove. And so it is over. A mild but interesting little picture.
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Pat
Mary Miles Minter
Dick Beverly
Jack Mulhall
Colonel Beverly
Winter Hall
Mrs. Beverly
Helen Dunbar
Roddy Beverly
Cameron Coffey
Tote
Neely Edwards
Jim Anderson
Wilton Taylor
Connie Potts
Lucien Littlefield
Liz
Zelma Maja
Nellie Johnson
Lura Anscn
By Avery Hopwood.
Scenario by Eugene B. Lewis.
Directed by Thomas Heffron.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
What is considered one of Mary Miles' M.nter's finest pictures is " The Little
Clown," which comes to the
theatre next
. This is a photoplay cf the " big top," the life under the bij white tent of a circus and it carries
fondwho have
attract those
will fascinate
all classes
an appeal offoryouthful
memories
daysofatpicturegoers.
the circus; itItwill
the children
with its
revelations of circus life, which takes in the clowns, the acrobats, the equestrians,
etc. And Miss Minter as Pat, the orphan ward of Tcto, the clown, happy in the
care-free atmosphere of her beloved circus annd later as the disheartened girl
sweetheart's parents toward
of her performance.
the sanction
to be a lady
effortsceremony,
whose
a marriage
givesandanwinundeniably
charming
"The Little Clown " is remarkable for its reality. The scenes under the romance
bis top
are all real. The picture is charged with fine sentiment, pathos, humor,
Jack Mulhall,
and disillusionment. The supporting cast is excellent, consisting of
Helen Dunbar, Neely Edwards. Winter Hall and Cameron Coffey and others. The
picture
Heffron. is an adaptation of Avery Hopwood's play and has been directed by Thomas
PROGRAM READER
The thrills, the enjoyment of going to a real circus will be experienced by those
— and see the popular
theatre next
patrons who come to the
" The Little Clown. Without the shadow
Maryis Miles
prettythestar,
and doubt
be her infinest achievement. All the loy of witnessing
said toMinter,
picture
of
life,
a circus under the " big top " will be felt by the spectator as he takes andin the
the picappealing role
a very remarkable
has
Minter
Miss
tent.
white
the
of
atmosphere,
realism.
its
for
picture
a
is
It
touches.
human
ture ;s saturated with
outgrown childhood, the
before one's eyes. If you ;have
A real circus is revealed
:f you are children in reality
memories of youthful days will swarm ever you again
be royally entertained.
and
Come
world.
make-believe
the
to
respond
will
you
Don't forget the date. Next
SUGGESTIONS
to do is to detail
should pack them in. All you ahave
Here is a circus story which come.
In many communities circus never appears
the facts and the crowds will
fine
up the with
Play
cheated.
being
that the
so plav up theUsefact
the picture. You can put it over
in billing isn't
stylecommunity
a circus
atmosphere.
stationed
barkers
Have
exploitation.
circus
for
in
go
can
You
stunts
bally-hoo
you can put up a sort
around your lobby. If you want to go in for atmosphere
Clowns,
prologue after a circus act style.
of big top in your lobby. Putcan ongeta your
the
mood. Play up with
crowd m the right
these
acrobats, and a barker—known
familiar
doubtless
is
crowd
your
and
playwright
well
a
is
author He
costume.
artist can put on a good design of the star in a clown
Youratmosphere.
his
Go offerings.
in strong for

"THE

Picture

News

HEART
OF MARYLAND"
(Vitagraph)

Excellent Picture from a Sure-Fire Success
THERE is no question about David Belasco's celebrated play, '" The
Heart of Maryland," being the most dramatically effective of any
stage subject written around the Civil War. Possessing as it doei
sure-fire ingredients, it has appealed to theatregoers ever since its first
presentation. And now it comes to the screen the second time, and
sponsored by Vitagraph it still conquers the spectator because of ita
permanently interesting features. The Civil War is just far removed
enough in the background of history to cast an irresistible glamour of
romance over one, and yet it is near enough to make one feel an actual
participant. This is something that the late World War is unable to do.
Vitagraph has given Tom Terriss a free hand to make an exceptional
film. And being an intelligent director he has approached the memorable
romance with appreciation for its entertaining values. He has demonstrated that a fine picture can be made from a play which has encountered
the march of time. That many months were consumed in the production
is believable in the painstaking effort to incorporate compelling scenes,
rich detail, and make them harmonious with the intricacies of the plot and
action. Mr. Terriss has eliminated the features that many of his contemporaries would have employed. They would have relied entirely on
spectacular battle episodes. He must have taken into account the fact
that the Civil War would provide a poor substitute to the late conflict in
the war scenes. So he has emphasized the romance, paying special attention to the many-sided ramifications of the plot.
The tragedy of houses divided against each other is the point which is
dominant here. The South jrn heroine, her brother who casts his allegiance
with Lincoln, the Northern hero, the spy who deserts the uniform of blue
for one of gray, the young hot-blooded Southerner who. upbraided by Maryhis lack
of patriotism,
withdramatic
Lee"s forces
— these
all
intact.land forThey
are piloted
through enlists
the richly
scenes
which arebuild
with definite action straight to a highly thrilling climax. This occurs when
Maryland, to enable her lover to escape, swings on the bell clapper and
silences it. It is a complicated play which has been made easy to follow
because there is a place for everything and everything is in place. The
picture is undoubtedly strong in pathos, heart interest and romance. It
is properly costumed and photographed amid charming backgrounds. In
fact it is marked for its fidelity to truth. The cast is splendid. The film
should be a great box-office attraction. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Maryland Calvert
Catherine Calvert
Alan Kendrick
Crane Wilbur
Col. Fulton Thorpe
Felix Krembs
Bob Telfair
Ben Lyon
Lloyd Calvert
William Collier, Jr.
Tom Bcone
Warner Richmond
Provost Sergeant Blount
Bernard Siegel
Gen. Kendrick
Henry Hallam
Nenny McNair
Victoria White
Phoebe Yancy
Marguerite Sanches
Mrs. Claiborne
Jane Jennings
By
David byBelasco.
Scenarifc
William B. Courtney.
Directed by Tom Terriss.
Photographed by Tom Molloy.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
One of the greatest plays ever written arcund the War of the Rebellion is coming asablea" The
picture
is anwhich
adaptation
of DavidwideBelasco's
memorHeartnext
of Maryland." . a Itplay
has achieved
popularity
for
many, many years. It has been played before millions and is acknowledged to be
a classic for stage romances. The picture is said to be even finer than the play
becausenatedofhere.theAndwider
of thein camera.
The episodes,
limitationsthe ofbigtheoutdoors,
sta^e arethe elimione scope
can delight
the warring
play
of Vitagraph
atmosphere.has given a wonderful production of the play. In the cast are such
popular and talental artists at Catherine Calvert, Crane Wilbur, William Collier,
Jr , and Felix Krembs. It is a play wherein father is turned against son, and
brother against sister. It brings the conflict right down to the moment. You
become thrilled to see Maryland Calvert save her lover despite the fact that he is
associated with the enemy. The blue and gray — the fine play of romance — the
war eposides, the thrills, the love appeal — these all bring an enchantment. The picture is a Tom Terriss production.
PROGRAM READER
of the memorable conflict ever holds fasWar — a romance
Civilconstantly
of theThere is
A story cination.
a new generation growing up that becomes fascinated with this momentous period of American history. So we take great pleasure
" at the It willtheatre
Maryland theatregoers.
" ThehasHeart
inThisannouncing
charm picture
doubly next
everofcharmed
famous play
audiences because of its wider appeal. The big outdoors, the actual environment
In
vividly.
forth
brought
all
are
these
—
conflict
the
screen,
can be caught on the
William
the cast are such well known players as Catherine Calvert. Crane Wilbur.which
will
story
a
see
and
next
Come
Collier Jr and Felix Krembs. thrill over the battle scenes, its conflict, its romance
never grow old. Come and
and sentiment.
CATCH LINES
picture of the momentous conflict when
A picture of a Civil War romance. A other
— when brothers and sisters forgot
fathers and sons were tern from each
family ties to adhere to their cause.
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"WHAT'S
I

WORTH
(Paramount)

WHILE?"

Single Track and Rather Slow
USUALLY when Lois Weber creates something for the screen, it can
be called worth while entertainmsnt. She is a firm believer in adding a moral to her documents, and most of her stories have someat her best
Ithing to say. " What's Worth While?" is not Lois Weber she
has exbecause resorting to a poular fancy among screen authors
build
it
does
nor
anything,
solve
doesn't
which
idea
track
single
a
Iploited
■dramatic entertainment. There is a favorite formula among scenario
■writers which is duly catalogued. Its solution is found in the aristocratic
igirl. who. tired of culture and refinement, longs to find expression with a
western caveman.
It may be a fancy with the feminine sex that manliness must be cloaked
■in rough and ready attire, and that the type must necessarily have atroIcious mannsrs. particularly with his knife and fork. It is the accepted
lopinion that tried and true hearts beat only beneath a woolen shirt. This
lis the formula of this picture which is pitched in this contrasting, romantic key and which takes a long time to come to its orthodox finish.
The proud and aristocratic girl is lugged out to the boundless West by
■her father and literally thrown into the arms of a rough and ready naItive. The type impresses her because of his distinct difference from the
Iboiledshirt gentry of the effets East with whom she has chummed around.
[His manners grate upon her nsrves, but she marries him because of his
■ragged honesty. And thereby hangs the slight dramatic thread. She
■reforms him into a gentleman and during his transformation he loses his
Iruggedness. Thoroughly disappointed she lugs him to the West again
■where in the course of time he assumes his erstwhile primitive manners.
It's a great story for the people west of the Mississippi who are products
Iof the soil. Those who never had a chance for a life of the big outdoors
Iwill not take kindly to the idea that strong hearts only palpitate in men
[of crude simplicity. The picture doesn't point many contrasts. There is
[this
bid of
for Claire
romance
wrhich who
isn't plays
made thetheheroine.
most of Abecause
of the serious
I attitude
Windsor,
little humor,
a little
[shading: would have added some charm to the romantic moments. A
[wealth of subtitles are employed which do xiot advance the action but
|which do acquaint the patron with the beauty of the feminine players. At
[a neighborhood house the picture got over fairly well, but the spectators
[ burst out laughing over the emotional tossing of the heroine in her berth.
|— Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
[The Arstocrat
Claire Windsor
|Her Father
Arthur Stuart Hull
[Her Cousin
Mona Lisa
[The Commoner
Louis Calhern
[His Pal
Edwin
Stevens
By Lois Weber.
Scenario by Lois Weber.
Directed by Lois Weber.
Photographed by William C. Foster.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Presenting in novel form a problem that is understood by every man and woman,
|" What's Worth While?" a Paramount picture produced by Lois Weber, who has
(to her credit a large number of screen successes, of which the latest is " Once To
[' story
Every Woman,"
be shown at who
the been brought
theatreupnext
. The
anwillaristocratic
inwith
a cultured
environ. ment. deals
The with
life has
palled upon girl
her and has
she longs to associate
people who
are
not extremely
cultivated."
is urged she
by her
father to take
trip with
I; him
and when " the
destinationSheis reached
is confronted
with a anwestern
elemental
type
jof The
man. young man is not versed in the art of deportment. His table manners are
atrocious. But beneath his rough exterior there beats a heart that is true gold,
and good red blood flows through his veins. The man arouses her curiosity and
: it is not long before the girl finds him extremely attractive. When they are married she urges him to become cultured, but once he has mastered deportment she
realizes that he has lost his attractiveness. In the course of time the husband
1 reverts to his elemental type and the girl is satisfied that his simple manner i*
supreme again. It is a picture which is well directed and acted and fascinates the
. patron because of its human touches.
PROGRAM READER
She had been thrown in contact with the cultured type of man so long that she
| found
She had orlonged
to meet— but
a primitive
—
a man nowhointerest
did notin the
care masculine
about hissex.
appearance
his manners
who tookman life
easily and who lived up to his convictions no matter whether it devolved upon)
him to eat with his knife or drink out of his saucer. She met a primitive man
and was promptly swept off her feet. Then came the realization that she might feel
ashamed of him. So she taught him good manners. And naturally lost her fasi next
cination for him. with
Why?a cast
See that
" What's
Worth
" At Mona
theLisa and theatre
includes
ClaireWhile?
Windsor,
others.
It is a picture which is well acted, and directed by one who has achieved fame as
a sponsor of worth while pictures.
SUGGESTIONS
While
this picture
to theof patron,
the wise
exhibitor
stimulate interest
by tellingoffers
that nothing
it carriesnewa deal
good, sound
drama,
a dramacan staged
I by one of the foremost directors in the business. You can play up Lois Weber's
I other
Certainly
your patrons
her ability
of years.attractions.
She always
has something
to tellrecognize
in her picture
plays.through
Play aupscore
the
1 title and get the people curious as to what constitutes what's worth while. Treat
CATCH LINES
Are you in love? What's Worth While? " might change your whole life. Don't
get married until you've seen " What's Worth While? "
" What'sforWorth
While " A? picture
is worthof waiting
Lois Weber
produced
Paramount.
Americanfor.
life See
and the
charmingly
told. picture

"WHAT'S

YOUR

REPUTA-

TION WORTH?"
(Vitagraph)
Interesting Feature Gives Star Emotional Opportunities
STRAIGHT from the pages of a popular fiction magazine comes a
story which carries the earmarks of success written all over it. The
theme and characterization are close enough to life to make it ring
genuine in a majority of scenes, and it only falters when the director fails
to take into account a few slips of detail. " What's Your Reputation
Worth? " is founded upon an interesting idea, which, while not novel in
any screen sense, is well fortified with elements calculated to appeal.
Certainly Miss Griffith has her opportunities here for displaying some
emotional talent, and she takes advantage of them, although, in all fairness, it must be said that certain scenes tax her ability. This star, however, knows the value of restraint. Her poise comes to the rescue time
and again and gives the picture a class which might have been missing
had it been interpreted by an actress who delights in " emoting " without
knowing how to express herself.
A young business man, his secretary, and an office underling are the
principal figures in this domestic romance. The first mentioned is unhappy at. home and when he realizes that his wife does not love him, asks
his charming secretary to stake her reputation by playing the part of an
innocent co-respondent, so that his better half may find some cause for
divorce. Surely a novel touch and one which provides dramatic moments.
The conflict releases another effective note when the wife, goaded by
jealousy, seeks to humiliate the secretary. . The latter is living in her employer's country home, though fully chaperoned. It is when she realizes
the color in which the jealous rival has painted her and leaves the house
that the picture loses some of its vigor. It is not reasonable that such a
pretty girl could remain out of work and sink almost to the gutter in her
extremity.
The director, who has covered his tracks well up to this point, falters
by allowing the star to appear lavishly costumed when she has scarcely
money enough to pay for a room. A melodramatic note is struck in the
villainous attitude of a former office admirer to dishonor her. She has
staked her reputation and is paying the penalty by suffering the insults
of her so-called friends. The picture closes in a conventional way when
she goes to a friend in need, who, when lis realizes that she is a thoroughbred calls in the erstwhile employer, and happiness is their reward. The-,
picture holds the attention despite some breaks in the logic and is well
acted by Percy Marment in the opposite role. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Cara Deene
Ccrinne Griffith
Anthony Blake
Percy Marmont
Wallace Trant
Leslie Roycroft
Kent Jerrold
George Howard
Mr. Pettus
Robert Gaillard
Mrs. Pettus
Jane Jennings
Mrs. Blake
Louise Prussing
By Heliedore Tenne.
Scenario by C. Graham Baker and Harry Dittmar.
Directed by Debster Campbell.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A stirring story of the problems that enter into the life of the working girl is presented in " What's
Reputation Worth?
feature Griffith
coming asto the
the
theatre Your
next
and " the Vitagraph
with Corinne
star. It is an adaptation of a story in a popular fiction magazine and contains a
powerful drama and a most compelling romance. The heroine is a private secretary
of a rich business man whose domestic difficulties bring him a deal of unhappiness.
Realizing that\ his wife does not love him he is anxious to relieve her of the
burden of putting up with him. He asks his secretary to risk her reputation so that
she might be employed as a correspondent. Surely a novel scheme. But when the
girl takes up the task she finds it repellant in many ways. Yet she loved him. In
a crisis she is compelled to leave him and he never realized the sorrow and despair
she suffered because of her affection for him. That is not until she turned to him
months afterward. The picture carries the spectator from one dramatic scene to
another, the action comprising scenes charmingly presented and wonderfully acted
by the star and a cast that includes Percy Marmont.
PROGRAM READER
Imagine yourself, girls, in the position of Corinne Griffith, who, in her latest picture, "What's
Your Reputation
Worth?
is asked
by that
her employer
to stakeobtain
her
reputation
by compromising
herself
with "him
in order
his wife might
a divorce. What would you do? Would you give up your good name? Would you
risk
everyone's
respect?
It was
ordealgoodthatname,
the employer
placed
upon losing
his private
secretary.
But she
riskeda trying
reputation,
and self respect
because she loved him. Would you go so far for the man YOU LOVED? See
Corinne
Reputation
at the
theatre nextGriffith in "What's
. It is Your
a charming
pictureWorth?"
— a dramatic
picture — a picture
with a tremendous heart appeal. Miss Griffith is supported by Percy Marmont as
her leading man.
SUGGESTIONS
The idea introduced in the Program Reader would be a good angle for exploitation here. You can tell also that star has the strongest dramatic picture in
which she has ever appeared. Tell that she is one of the best gowned women oni
the screen and that she wears a lavish wardrobe here. Play up Percy Marment.
This popular
following.
Tell city.
that itStress
is a simple,
heart the
interest story ofleading
presentmanday haslifea inreala great
American
the pathos,
sentiment, the romance. Present stills of the star. She has a lovely personality
whichtitle
should
the seme
public.realBill
as a pictureputof over
vital in
heart-throbs.
The
can be
comeput inover
handyon for
liveit exploitation
the shape
of a teaser campaign.
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Motion

"THE

GREAT
DAY"
(Paramount)

Good Production Given Mediocre Story
THIS is the first picture to be made in England by Paramount, and if
it hasn't any other appealing quality than its picturesque scenes, that
virtue is enough to entitle it to recognition. It is the backgrounds
which compensate for a story which beats about the bush without arriving
anywhere. Adapted from a Drury Lane melodrama it naturally carries a
deal of theatric plotting. No doubt the original play was linked up with
German propaganda which it exposed with all the necessary thrills. Here
the title finds meaning in the day when disillusionment is swept aside and
love is triumphant.
It starts off with a good bid for mystery, presenting a villain who is
eager to " cash in " on a secret process of making steel, but who actually
stops in his tracks and fades right out of the picture, his motive never
explained. Apparently he was flouted off screen in his attempt to hand
over the carefully guarded secret to his government. Meanwhile the picture develops a domestic theme, with a hero, unable to declare his love
to his rich employer's daughter because of the unpleasant fact that he has
been married to an adventuress who has forsaken him. This bride is believed dead, but she bobs up to torment him through blackmailing
methods. The complications of the plot will be understood when she is
revealed as the wife of the hero's best friend — a friend who is also believed dead. The hero marries here out of sympathy. He narrates this
domestic maze in a moment of confidence, at which point the picture
flashes back to the time when the friend seemingly perishes scaling an
Alpine mountain. Thus the matter rests until the adventuress jumps into
the scene to be followed by her husband, the hero's supposedly dead
companion.
The action switches to Paris and in a scene of the underworld, the villain is frustrated. The friend rescued from the sordid life of the French
capital, they make their way to England where the adventuress is caught
in her attempt to blackmail the heroine's father. And so the romance
comes into its expression. The picture jumps about quite a bit, although
the interest is always held because of the change of scene, and the melodramatic touches incorporated here and there. English country life, the
Paris boulevards, and some wonderfully exquisite shots taken in the Alps
are caught and give the banal story a certain definite appeal. An English
cast of players interprets the feature with fair success. The leading man
is rather colorless, and Arthur Bourchier, who is featured, overacts. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Sir John Borstwick
Arthur Bourchier
Lady Borstwick
May Palfrey
Clara Borstwick
Marjorie Hume
Frank Beresford
Bertram Burleigh
Mrs. Beresford, his mother
Mrs. Hayden Coffin
Paul Nikola
Percy Standing
Lillian Leeson
Meggie Albanesi
Dave Leeson
Geoffrey Kerr
Lord Medway
Lewis Dayton
Lord
Medway's Mother
Mrs.L. L.C. Thomas
Semki
Carelli
By George R. Sims and Louis N. Parker.
Scenario by Eve Unsell.
Directed by Hugh Ford.
Photographed by Hal Young.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"
The
Great
Day,"
the
feature
attraction
is a Paramount British production
with anat the
all-star cast of theatre
Englishnext
players. The
offering has been staged by Hugh Ford in England, Paris and the snow-clad Alps
and deals with a young Englishman who invents a steel process for the possession
of which rival nations are clamoring and this forms the basis of a tremendously
interesting narrative. The picture is founded on a Drury Lane melodrama. In
Borstwick's
therewhich
is employed
a young
expert, Frank
Beresford,
has invented Steel
a newworks
process
is to yield
the strongest,
lightest
steel in who
the
world. It happens that Beresford is very much in love with Clara Borstwick, but
an incident in his past life prevents him from making a declaration of his love.
The picture builds up a novel dramatic situation. The hero marries the widow
of his friend, but she runs away. Thinking her dead he marries Clara at which
time the adventuress comes back very much alive. Also his long lost friend. The
latter'sisentrance
the action
at this point
eliminates
the adventuress.
The
result
Clara andintoFrank
are reconciled.
The picture
is exceptionally
appealing
in its composition of scenes and builds up effective climaxes. The acting is entirely
adequate.
PROGRAM READER
Suppose you were deeply in love with a beautiful girl and was prevented from
asking her hand in marriage because of a cloud in your life. Suppose you had
been married to the widow of your dearest friend and she had left you. Suppose you
had information which led you to believe she was dead, only to be confronted after
your
second marriage
with next
your first wife's and
presence.
would you
do? picture,
Come
to the
theatre
see theWhat
Paramount
British
" The Great
Day directed
" is an adaptation
of the skill
Druryby Lane
the same
which
has been
with unbounded
Hugh melodrama
Ford. Theof story
takesname,
one
from England to the snow-clad Alps and the streets of Paris. It is packed with
exciting moments, offers a pleasant romance and is well acted by a cast of celebrated
English players.
SUGGESTIONS
You can bill this picture as a powerful dramatic story of English life, the development of which carries the spectator to Paris and into the Alps. You can tell them
that the theme is one of great heart interest and is bound to please. Mention the
fact that this is one of the first Paramount pictures to come from England, that it
is acted by a celebrated cast of English players, that it is well directed by Hugh
Ford, a director. Who has several distinctive photoplays to his credit. If you have

"THE

DANGEROUS

Picture

N en

MOMENT

(Universal)
A Light and Pleasing Romance of Greenwich Vitlagt
CARMEL MYERS comes to the screen in a picture which will full ■
perfectly its mission. Which is to say that it offers light and agx«|P
able entertainment and presents a clean, refreshing romance all
manner sufficiently original. The star herself gives a performance whi
we believe, will win her more admirers than many of her previous p *
tures. This is due largely to the role. She plays a little Italian girl, w||'
works as a waitress in a small cafe in New York's Greenwich village. H "
costuming is simple and well suited to her type of beauty. She ig ■
called upon for any very emotional acting and is allowed to impress l|
the charm of a vivacious personality.
The storyGreenwich
starts, andvillage.
never leaves,
favorite that
localethe ofcharacters
authors— m\
d I-'
Bohemian
It is to that
be expected

settings would be exaggerated, for it would never do to make "ri.1
village"
New York.too conventional. It would destroy one of the traditions j
The story
that isof found
a girl dead
who. and
in self
annoyer
wi|'
a chair.
The is man
the defense,
girl fleesstrikes
in fearherinto
the rooi
of an artist who lives next door. He believes in her innocence and di
guises her as a model, and she is discovered in the apartment by a wil '
eyed denizon of "the village" who turns her over to the police. Il |J
easy to guess that she did not really do the killing, but they have used I
crude m;thod of fixing the blame upon a gangster, who had entered d|:
room after the girl had used the chair with good effect and killed d
man with a knife. The girl is set free and her friend, the artist, is pi *
fectly willing to lose his fiancee, who is of the iceberg variety. There |
the usual happy ending.
"The Dangerous Moment" is light and wholesome, perfectly clean, Ml
well able to hold the interest of an audience. The murder does not k».
it from being a comedy drama. In a way it is reminiscent of "The G :
derella Man," not so much in its plot as in its spirit.
Miss Myers is supported by Herbert Heyes, who gives a capable pc
formance as the artist. Bonnie Hill is well cast as the cold blooded fiance
There is really no villain except George Rigas, a very good type, who suffe .
death rather early. Good performances are also given by Lule Wane i ;
ton, Fred G. Becker, " Smoke " Turner, and Marion Skinner. — Length, i
reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
Sylvia Palprini
Mrs. Tarkides
Tassos Tarkides
Jack
Reeve
Collins
Marjory Blake
George Duray
Henry Trent
Aunt Cynthia
Trotsky
Directed by Marcel de Sana.
Story by Douglas Z. Doty.
Scenario by Wallace Clifton.
Photography by Bert Glennon.

Carmel My* i
Lule Warren
George Rig
W. T.Billy
Fello-P
Bonnie B
Herbert Hey :
Fred G. Beck :
Marion Skins
Smoke Turn 1

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Carmel
Myers,
the
pretty
star, attraction
plays the at
leading
role in " Thetheatre
Dangc c
ous Moment,"
which
will ofbeUniversal
feature
the
. This
is one
thethemost
delightful romances
which have reached
d
screen in many a day. Written by Douglas Doty, former editor of the Cosmopo
tan Magazine,
it tells
an original
and gripping
story of
Greenwi'
Village
— the home
of artists,
Bohemians
and radicals,
in New
a wayYork's
that will
char
and hold the attention of an audience.
The story opens with the star as a waitress in The Black Beetle, a little ca
of
well owner
known oftothe
habitants
"the Village."
attentioi
of the
the type
son ofso the
cafe sheof strikes
him with Ina repeling
chair. Hethe falls
dea
Thinking that she has killed him she seeks refuge in the studio of an artist wl
lives next door. The story unfolds from there with love interest paramount, at
proves to be one of the most delightful and surprising romances of the season.
Admirers of Miss Myers, and they are legion, will find that she is support'
cast, which includes Herbert Heyes. Lule Warrenton. Geori
a very
by
Rigan,
W. capable
T. Fellows, Billy Fay, Bennie Hill, Fred G. Becker, Marion Skinn
and " Smoke " Turner.
" The Dangerous Moment " will be shown at the
theatre for
days beginning.
PROGRAM READER
York's
Sylvia was
attentioi
his Greenwii
cafe ofwhoNewforced
ownerin ofthetheheart
the cafe
was the insona ofsmall
Tassosa waitress
Village.
with a chair and flees. He is discover
upon her. In self defense she strikes him
dead, and the police begin searching for the little waitress who is hiding in tl
this story, known as " The Dangerc
then on moment.
door. From
artist next
of anincreases
studio
Moment."
in interest
and exciting
she is supported by
Carmel Myers is the star of this delightful romance and Douglas
Doty, form
story is from the pen of
cast. The
thoroughly
Magazine, and a well known author.
Cosmopolitan
of thecapable
editor
on
theatre
the
at
shown
be
will
"
Moment
Dangerous
The
"
and is expected to be one of the most popular pictures of the month.
CATCH LINES
of Greenwich Village, with Carmel Myers, the dain
romance
delightful
A
Universal star, in the leading role.
lovedwasby.a murderess, so she hid, and in hiding she found someoi
and be she
love thought
to She
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r THE

CHARMING
DECEIVER"
(Vitagraph)

Mild Interest Because of Its Conventional Treatment
NOT much can be said- of "The Charming Deceiver" except that it
is an ordinary program picture which never arouses any great interest but which at the same time never entirely loses its hold upon
an audience. It tells a story not entirely convincing, which moves along
in the prescribed grooves. A few uncommon, original, incidents or a conitinuity more swiftly moving would have given a zest to the picture which
it now lacks, and the absence of which is felt by an audience.
Alice Calhoun is the star. While possessing beauty and a certain
amount of charm, there seems to be a stilted manner about her acting.
Perhaps this impression comes from the conventional treatment of the
story. But her personality is not one which stays in the memory long
after the theatre has been left behind.
The story concerns a young woman who has been tricked into a marriage with a criminal. She returns to the home of her grandfather from
Iwhich her mother had been driven out years before because of an unsatisfactory marriage. The old man, a proud New Englander, is sick and
ithe girl fears to tell him of her marriage to a jailbird. When her husband
[escapes from prison, he comes to the Connecticut homestead and poses as
this wife's brother, who is expected home from a military hospital. Richard
Walling, a young neighbor, falls in love with the girl, and is discouraged
at her persistent refusal of his attentions. The atmosphere is cleared by
the escaped convict himself, who, while intoxicated, reveals that he is husband and not brother to the girl. The two are prepared to leave the
{house, when the real brother from the military hospital arrives. Detectives are also hot on the trail by this time, and the husband makes a
happy ending possible by committing suicide.
The cast is not outstanding, but a good performance is given by Charles
Kent as the grandfather, and Jack McLean is a Likeable young brother.
Rollin Bottomly, while not the type of leading man commonly seen on
the screen, is a good enough actor. Eugene Acker's performance as the
Ivillain is satisfactory. — Length, THE
5 reels.
— Mattliew A. Taylor.
CAST
Edith Denton Marsden
Alice Calhoun
Frank Denton
Jack McLean
John Adams Stanford
Charles Kent
'Don Marsden
Eugene Acker
Richard Walling
Rollin Bottomly
Duncan
Robert Gaillard
Story by Mrs. Owen Bronson.
Scenario by Fred Schafer.
Directed by George L. Sargent.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Alice Calhoun, one of the most popular of the younger and more recent stars of
the
screen,
plays the
leading role in " The
feature
attraction
at the
theatreCharming
on Deceiver,". which will be the
"
The
Charming
Deceiver
"
is
a
Vitagraph
a story
by
Mrs. Owen Bronson and directed by George L.production,
Sargent. made
It tellsfrom
a story
of unusual interest and affords Miss Calhoun a part which suits her admirably. She
is cast as the granddaughter of a stern old New England aristocrat, who returns
to the family home from which her mother had been driven out years before. In
the meantime she has been led into an unhappy marriage. Her - husband is in
prison and, because her grandfather is in ill health, she is afraid to tell him of
her marriage. The picture ends happily, but there is plenty of romance as well
as gripping drama before the final scene.
Supporting this charming star is a very capable cast which includes Jack McLean, Charles Kent, Eugene Acker, Rollin Bottomly and Robert Gaillard. The
picture is remarkably well acted and has been produced with great care in regards
to detail. The human interest is strong throughout and it is expected to thoroughly
please the patrons of the
theatre.
PROGRAM^EADER
Alice Calhoun, one of the younger and rising stars of picturedom, is the featured player in " The Charming Deceiver," which will be the feature attraction
at the
theatre on
. This is a Vitagraph production,
rich in romance and heart interest and one which is expected to please the patrons
of the
entirely.
The story concerns a young girl who is tricked into a marriage with a criminal.
Years ago her mother had brought down the wrath of the proud old New Englander upon
her head
her tofather's
So when
the
young girl
returns
to thebyoldmarrying
homestead,against
she fears
tell of choice.
her unhappy
marriage.
Thus she turns into a deceiver. That she is charming no one will doubt if they
see the remarkable acting of Alice Calhoun in this difficult role.
The story unfolds with increasing interest and ends in a highly dramatic climax.
Supporting the star are such well known players as Jack McLean. Charles Kent
and Eugene Acker. The story is by Mrs. Owen Bronson, and the picture was
directed by George L. Sargent.
SUGGESTIONS
Alice Calhoun has not a guaranteed following as yet, and it is well to use her
name as much as possible and try to create interest in a new star. If you have
shown her last picture, " Princess Jones," be sure and mention the fact. Teaser
lines are possible such as the following: " Could you ever forgive deception?
Watch
wait for ' Thedramatic
Charming
Deceiver
before asyoua answer."
Do not piece
book
it as anandexceptionally
picture,
but 'rather
light, wholesome
of entertainment, with plenty of romance and heart interest.
CATCH LINES
Is a white lie always wrong? Can good ever come from telling one? Alice
Calhoun who plays the leading role in " The Charming Deceiver," found it brought
more
than good. . " The Charming Deceiver " will be at the
theatreharm
on
Alice Calhoun, the newest Vitagraph star, who is rapidly rising to great heights
•f popularity
see
her again. in filmdom. See this dainty actress once and you will want to

"HANDS
OFF
(Fox)

"

Humorous Touches Make Western Entertaining
TOM MIX comes to the screen this time in a picture which should be
adjudged by his admirers as among his most entertaining offerings.
The star takes the role of Tex Roberts, " a wild eyed guy from
Texas," who comes to a strange town and proceeds to make things interesting. The plot revolves about horse rustling and later on a killing, but
despite this material, the picture never- gets really serious or dramatic.
Instead, the subtitles and the incidents, which, if extraneous to the plot,
are well made and appealing, keep up a comic strain. And it is this
which supplies good part of the entertainment. For example, " Tony," the
horse, goes through some tricks at the bar, and there is considerable
hokum when a three hundred pound cowpuncher is introduced. They have
found a horse for this heavyweight whose back curves downward like a
bow. Then there is a dance hall scene in which Mix arranges the stairway
so that it will straighten at the turn of a lover, sending all upon it downwards feet first. In no ordinary Western would the villain, having been
thrown out of the window and otherwise punished by the star, rub his
forehead wearily and exclaim — " Let me count the pretty cuckoos." There
may be some who will resent this facetious treatment of the conventional
melodrama, but we think it will win the appreciation -of a great many
others.
The story is simple and had it been made into straight and continuous
Western drama it might have been doomed to mediocrity. Mix does not
forget that he is popular largely because of his daredeviltry and faithfulness to the popular conception of a reckless cowpuncher, and this picture has enough stirring action in it to please the enthusiastic youngsters
who form a large part of his army of admirers. There is a stampede of
horses realistically filmed, some good lariat work, the usual amount of
hard riding, a ten-to-one fist fight, with Mix coming out on top of the
other ten, and in the climax, a good sized battle in the village street.
Even in this scene, however, there is a comedy note when a stick of
dynamite explodes in Mix's hand. He recovers in two minutes time.
Sid Nordan is the villain, and William McCormick does well as an
Italian. The girl is Pauline Curley, who has not much to do, and does
not impress very much doing it.THE
— Length,
CAST 5 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
Tex Roberts
Tom Mix
Ramona Wadley
Pauline Curley
Clint Wadley
Charles K. French
Ford Wadley
Lloyd Bacon
Capt. Jim Ellison
Frank Clark
Pete Dinsmore
Sid Jordon
Tony Alviro
William McCormick
Bonita
Virginia Warwick
The Terrible Swede
J. Webster Dill
Jumbo
Marvin Loback
Story by by
William
Scenario
Frank McLeod
Howard Raine.
Clark.
Direction by George E. Marshall.
Photography by Ben Kline.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Residents of
will have another opportunity to see Tom Mix, the
most popular of all Western stars, at the
theatre on
:—
when
his latest
production,
" Handsis Off,"
be action
shown. of the most virile sort.
Needless
to state,
this picture
repletewillwith
Probably one of the biggest productions Mix has offered to the public. It contains among its thrilling scenes a realistic stampede of horses which has seldom
if ever been equalled in picture history. In the path of the maddened animals
is a four-year-old youngster, whom Mix reaches just in time. Escape on either
side is impossible so the star simply rushes ahead and jumps into the town pump,
stands in the center of the road, until the stampede is over.
There are many other unusually thrilling scenes in this picture, which is well
up to the standard which this star established for himself when he first started
making Western productions. The story is by Willian McLeod Raine and the
direction is the work of George E. Marshall. Playing opposite the star is Pauline
Curley and others in the cast include Charles K. French, Lloyd Bacon, Frank
Clark and Sid Jordan.
PROGRAM READER
Tom Mix is in town again. His latest film production, " Hands Off," will
appear
the today more
theatre on popular, for
run. There
are fewcludeatallfilm
thanaTom
Mix.isdays'
His
admirers
inthosestars
who are fond of generally
fast and thrilling action,
for Mix
a personification
of
the
red-blooded
American
of
the
West.
In
one
of
the
scenes
in
"
Hands
Off,"
Mix, as a cowpuncher, takes it upon himself to avenge an insult to a pretty
daughter of a cowpuncher. He throws his rope over a telegraph wire and around
the body of the bully, suspending him above a big horse trough. And after several
duckings the man is willing to apologize.
Another thrilling scene in this picture shows a stampede of horses which is
most realistically filmed. All in all, " Hands Off " is one of the highest class
pictures of a type which is most popular today among the American picture audiences. It will be shown at the
theatre for
days beginnig .
CATCH LINES
The romance of a rough and ready Texas Ranger — who calls himself a " wild-eyed
guy from Texas." A typical Tom Mix part.
A thrilling Tom Mix picture of the highest type. An evening's entertainment
guaranteed.
A daredevil star in his most thrilling picture. Tom Mix, his horse, his lariat
and his gun, in a picture bound to entertain.
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THE CAST
"The

GHOST

IN THE
(Paramount)

GARRET"

A Rollicking Farce Comedy with Dorothy Gish
IT is a jolly ghost story they have given Dorothy Gish in this one, and
Director F. Richard Jones has evolved from it a rollicking farce
comedy which will be pronounced by all except the most blase audiences as a perfectly satisfactory evening's entertainment. For "The Ghost
in the Garret," as is fairly evident from its title, has no startlingly new
situations, but a whole lot of good comedy is drawn out of those it has.
Place a crowd of crooks, one of them a negro, in a supposedly haunted
house, and then let wander among them through the semi-darkness a figure
draped in white, and the opportunities for laughs become apparent. Their
number is limited only by the director's sense of originality and his ability
to keep his cast from overacting. And Mr. Jones takes a situation, draws
it out cleverly and provokingly and then puts it across in a subtle manner.
For instance, the " ghost " suddenly appears next to two of the crooks.
They both might have taken one look, thrown up their hands and ran.
But they don't. It takes Porter Strong a full minute to summon up sufficient courage to turn his head, and then the two grasp each other frantically, each trying to get a firmer hold on his companion.
The later half, of ghost sequence, in the picture is by far the better.
Unfortunately the beginning, while containing some rattling good incident,
is allowed to become just a bit serious. One flashback showing Miss Gish
receiving a beating, while not offensive, seems out of place in such a
picture. In short, it is comedy drama up to the point where the star gets
in the deserted house and scares the crooks by hiding under chair slips and
sheets, and from then on it is more farcical.
Miss Gish is cast as a poor relative who comes unannounced, with her
bulldog and parrot, to the home of a wealthy aunt. The bulldog supplies
tome fine comedy. A $75,000 necklace is stolen and an imitation causes
the complications.
William E. Park is satisfactory as a leading man, and Ray Gray as a sleek
crook is just as smooth as he should be. The quartet of crooks are a
good variety of types. Miss Gish herself uses the same mannerisms and
gestures as in her previous pictures. They will, we believe, give her in
time a reputation for a sameness which may lessen her popularity. She
presents her usual personality here, however, and will not disappoint her
admirers. The sub-titles are cleverly written and round out a farce comedy
high class in every respect. — Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.

" A Day With John Burroughs "
(Prizma — One Reel)
THIS exquisite little number is highly appropriate atthe time when the beloved naturalist is so much in the public eye because of
his death. It comes to the screen bringing a
sense of communion to the spectator. It generates aspiritual motif, caught in the simplicity
of the life of the lamented naturalist. He is
happy and contented in his rustic setting, as he
guides some little youngsters about and points
out to them the ways and mysteries of nature.
He is also acting as our instructor too. And as
he describes a bug, a flower, a bit of granite,
or a tree, or indulges in some bit of woodcraft,
the subtitles employ a reproduction of his own
handwriting. A great number — one which will
be highly applauded— LAURENCE REID.
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Mrs F
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William Badjl
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Crooks
Frank Blake
Hagat
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Directed by F. Richards Jones.
Story by Wells Hastings.
Photography by Fred Chaston.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
Another Dorothy Gish picture will be the attraction at the
theatre
—
. Itscreen
is entitled
Theof Ghost
in the
Garret,"comedies
and presents
this cler
and attractive
star in "one
the most
delightful
of the season
Everhassince her excellent work in D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of the World'' Mi
Gish
been steadily increasing
until she ranks today among t'
highest of all screen favorites. Sheherisfollowing
a
of unique personality H
charm and her zest and her originality comedienne
can
make
picture unusual. " Tl
Ghost in the Garrett is itself an unusual story. It wasanywritten
by Wells Hasting
a prominent magazine writer and is packed with laughs from reel
one to the fin
fade-out.
Miss Gish
is assisted by two unusual actors in this picture. One is " Mike "
bulldog
who wins
for himself everlasting fame by his work in this production Tt
second is a nameless parrot who cocks her head
and struts about in her part i
theMiss
best Gish
comedy
manner.
it mildly
the parrot
is " a tobirdliveof with
a comedian."
plays the partToofputa poor
relation
who comes
a weaith
aunt.
The who
storyliverevolves
expenah
necklacePolly
whichand is"Mike"
stolen byaccompany
a gang ofher.
crooks
in the around
desertedanhouse
ne>
door.
Miss
Gish
finds
that
it
is
easier
to
scare
the
thieves
by
playing
" ghost
than by using force to win back the necklace.
PROGRAM READER
"
The
Ghost
in
the
Garret
" is the title days
of Dorothy
Gish's latest Paramount
ture and it will be shown for
beginning
to the patrorpi.
of the
theatre. Miss Gish needs no introduction to the American fill
public. Her popularity cannot be questioned. Her whimsical personality, and ht
rar« talents as a comedienne, have placed her in the highest ranks of film favorite
"motion
The Ghost
the Garret
out-and-out
comedy.
It is one ofCrammed
those cle»«
picturesin which
stand "outis from
a background
of mediocrity.
wit
laughs from beginning to end, it is a thoroughly refreshing evening's entertainmcr
for
the whole
family
and magazine
all the family's
story waswaswritten
WetiI
Hastings,
a well
known
writer,friends.
and the The
production
directedby by
Richards Jones, a veteran screen director and a recognized leader in his art.
miss and
" TheyouGhost
the Garret."
likeofDorothy
wi
likeDo thenotstory,
will offorget
the worriesYouandwillcares
the day Gish,
in theyouentet
tainment it affords.
SUGGESTIONS .
Here is Dorothy Gish in another comedy which will satisfy her admirers pet
fectly. Her name should not be relied upon entirely to fiH the house, howevei
Advertise it as a light, wholesome comedy, crammed with humor. Do this espe
cially if your competitors are showing heavy dramas or if you yourself have ha<
a long stretch of emotional stuff. It is an ideal picture to form the basis of a
" allsubject
comedy of bill."
Incidentally
title,in "the
Thelocal
Ghostschools
in thewhich
Garretyou" could
could tib
the
a competitive
shortthestory
up with your run.

whose ambition leads him to portray a strong
dramatic role. The contribution is named
" Drink " and young Roubert plays the role
like a Barrymore.
A thrill is added when Paul Bourgeois, Universal's animal trainer is shown in the "big
cage" putting a horse and lion through their
tricks. Mr. Lion doesn't like it a bit but it
doesn't seem to worry the trainer or the horse.
Charles Ray is also caught in the act of personally delivering one of his own pictures by aeroThe wind-up shows a group of stars arriving
plane.
in San Francisco to attend a movie ball. Clara
Kimball Young, Bebe Daniels, Bryant Washburn, Mary Miles Minter and Mary Thurman
and many of the lesser lights are all here
grouped about the camera and in automobiles
looking their prettiest. Very interesting to say
the least.— FRANK LEONARD.

" Screen Snapshots No. 22 "
(C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.)
" The
Hick "
VERY good. Whoever compiled or gathered
Reels)
together the interesting moments in (Larrv Semon Comedy -Vitagraph — Two
Screen Snapshots No. 22 has the nose for interesting news concerning the film stars. There are
SEMON, who is acknowledged to be
scenes filled with all sorts of action and the actors LARRY
the leading knock-about comedian of the
are made to act and do stunts that would gain
screen, comes forward in " The Hick," in his
credit for them in their known line of endeavor. best
form. This amusing burlesque on rural
For instance the cowpunchers of western life, love, and romance, presents the star in a
movie thrillers stage a real Wild West show, variety of adverturous stunts. Always credited
with Tom Mix and Buck Jones on their fav- with being something of an acrobat or tumbler,
orite ponies helping to put the " act " over. Semon eclipses his former effort in the boundThese scenes are well worth witnessing.
ing, somer-saulting tricks he puts over with all
An then there is Barbara Castleton doing a the nonchalance of a squirrel hopping from tree
little stunt entitled " Waiting at the Church," to tree. The milk flies, the butter churner takes
to be followed by Matty Roubert, the boy actor ia. flight into space, the cows kick up, the donkey

lives up to his reputation, and these stunts com«
so thick and fast and are so packed with amusing incident and exciting thrills that the spectator feels like an actual participant. So mud
for realism in SemonW comedies. The subtitle
are pithy and full m punch. — LAU'RENCt
REID.
" The Worst Was True "
(Chester Outing-Educational)
<<npHE
True" Kong,
might China.
be termed
A i shortWorst
storyWas
of Hong
As
the film is only one reel, it is the high spots
and important incidents that are touched upon
and in this way the subject is compact and
contains plenty of interest.
Hong Kong must be a city of interest judging
from the views, which begin at one end of the
lown and sweep around until the circle is comThe beautiful harbor, with the Chinese junks
pleted.
and sailing vessels gliding quietly to and from
port and then the jump to the close-ups picturing the big foreign boats tied to the docks, unloading their cargoes of merchandise, the
Chinese
coolies
being the " unloaders," forms
a picturesque background.
The Chinese method of shipping sheep and
hogs is sure to hold the attention, especially
as regards the latter, each one of which is encased in a wicker basket and easily carried to
jhore.
Many views of the inhabitants are also shown
to keep up the interest, the scenes shifting
hither and thither picturing the natives at play
and at work and not forgetting the children.
A very- good scenic— FRANK LEONARD.
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Spencer

Chaplin's

Crowning creation "The Kid"
Is now available through
First National

Exchanges.
Charles Chaplin
and
"The Kid"

" The Kid" must be seen to
Be properly appreciated.
It is a wonderful picture.
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€fl Biographical sketches and other editorial matter for the coming issue of
Motion Picture News Studio Directory are now being prepared.

Studio
Directory!

t| Reservations and copy for advertising space are also being received.
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IfWll I [EN a man sees a trim and well turned
\Wkm ankle in front of him the chances are
ninety-nine

to one that he will try to see the face

that goes with it. The
in much

the same

photoplays.

The

public psychology

way

as regards

twenty-four

works

posters and

sheet stand

for

" Sheltered Daughters " illustrates the point.
It is for a Realart production in which Justine
Johnstone

is starred.

refined work,
advertising

which

As

an example

nevertheless

of ultra

is potent with

value, it stands unrivalled

in recent

poster achievement.
Being
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things,
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Zukor
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olsie
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presents

son

jergu
J), Taylors
William

and

Sacred

Love

Profane
The

Soul

of a Girl !

Seeking, yearning,
for life and love.
the false for the
glamour
The

Production

crying out
Mistaking
true, the

for the reality.

Soul

of a Woman!

Saving, giving, sacrificing.
Dragging her mate from the
depths, giving up all things for
the sacredness of true love.
All on the screen, made

to shine

forth in splendor and glory
through the marvelous artistry
of the star.
Miss Ferguson's greatest role
on the stage, her greatest on
the screen. The play that held
New York enthralled will thrill
and sway the entire picturegoing public.
From the novel and play by
Arnold Bennett. Scenario
by Julia
Cast

(X

includes

Crawford
CONRAD

I vers.
NAGEL

^picture
{paramount
FAMOUS PLAYERS- LAS KY CORPORATION
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Picture

his passport
ALL
Lsaid was "white
and unmarried." It
didn't say that he wa>
New York's cleverest
pickpocket — rich, and
gone straight.

Billy's adventures in
the highest "and lowest
society of Paris will
thrill and amuse you.
An absolutely unique
plot, full of heart interest and suspense.
HAMOtiS PlAVERs I \sM COKPOR UION

>dnr

News

April

23, 19 2 1

Thomas
H.I nee
presents
"T

HE

BR

ON

ZE

BE

LL

By Louis Joseph

Vance

THE shrieks of a thousand mutinous
natives ! The ominous roar that
grew in volume with her every heart
beat!
And she, an English girl, alone and
helpless in the strange, secret Temple
of the Bronze Bell !
But the Indian Prince was an American in disguise ! And when he fell in
love with her
The rest is a sizzling, surprising,
spectacular melodrama, written by a
master of thrills, and produced on a
gigantic scale.
Cast includes Doris May and
Courtenay Foote
Directed by James TP. Home.
Scenario by Del Andrews and Louis Stevens.
Photographed by George Barnes.
An Incc-Vanee Special.
CC paramount

Qicture

g^B^fl FAMOUS PLAYERS-LAS KY CORPORATION ^'jjjjjfc;
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Motion

Carl

Picture

Laemmle

News

offers

PRISCILLA

DEAN

PRODUCTION

fully as sensa-

tional as " The

Wildcat

of

Paris " — or " The Virgin of Stamboul " — or " Outside the Law,"
but with an even stronger clash of
human

emotions — the clash of a

mother

with a past and a daughter

with a future. A picture, furthermore, with a title that will reach
out across the street and pull in
every man

and woman

who

passes

I've seen
your doors.it.
I know !

UNIVERSAL-

E

JEWEL-DE-LUX
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Carl Jjiemmle

presents

GLADYS

FRANK

WALTON

MAT

O

A N outdoor hero in an outdoor picture
— that's vigorous, masterful FRANK
MAYO in "THE BLAZING TRAIL"
A rousingventure inthe
storyoldofBlue
a city
man's
Ridge,
as big
real adas
it is stirring and with something more
than a glimpse cf that well-known Klan
that will not stand for invasion of
the American home. See the terrible
Men- without- Faces in the saddle for

\A/HEN that famous author, F. Hop^
kinson Smith penned his delightful
story, "A KENTUCKY CINDERELLA"
he wrote an appealing romance of West
and South whose swift action is filled
with the spirit of youth. This is just the
kind of romantic drama which GLADYS
WALTON can play to perfection and
your audiences will be utterly charmed
with the sharply contrasting lights and
shadows of this well'loved tale, in which
the little orphaned Westerner wins out in
her struggle against adversity and comes
into safe harbor at last.

vengeance and you'll see something
that's sensational and thrilling and as
human as it is clean in its big dramatic
moments.

DESPERATE

SfeBLAZING

Directed

by Harry B. Harris
TfOUTH"

Directed

by Robert

Thornby

TRAIL*

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS

Motion
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DID

YOU

-Picture

New s

KNOW

that, during 1920, International shot, developed and looked at more than one million
feet of negative in making up INTERNATIONAL NEWS?
that between 4,000 and 16,000 feet of negative is screened on each issue in order to
make up 1,000 GOOD

feet of positive?

that there were 116 INTERNATIONAL
NEWS issues in 1920?
that these contained 1,275 different subjects?
that 16,642,560 feet of positive film were
used?
that this made 3,152 miles of positive film,
more than enough to reach from New York
to Los Angeles?
that this positive went on 18,493 reels.
that these reels, laid flat side by side, would
reach for 2.9 miles, or more than enough to
make an unbroken straight line across Central Park in New York?
that these reels, laid flat, one atop the other,
would reach up into the sky for 2,701 feet,
or more than three times the height of the
Woolworth Building?

Above
is the one-sheet
of
this hest-ofall
Joe Martin
screamers.
Paper
your
toirn and path iiour house.
HE

drinks hard cider thru a tub?.
doubles successfully as a masher and a nurse
falls down a coal hole,
foils a dastardly safe-robbers,
saves
girl. a man and his wife from a lion,
rescues a baby in a runaway,
fools the villain by impersonating a three-

that INTERNATIONAL always did and always will make the BEST NEWS REEL?
that you can't afford to show anything but
the BEST?

sounds the fire alarm and turns on the
year
water. old.
brings the elephant to the flaming home,
climbs up a leader and saves the child.
What

more

a monkey
seventeen

do

you

to do
cents?

want

for

INTERNATIONAL
JOE
Released
NEWS

through

UNIVERSAL

MARTIN
UNIVERSAL
JEWEL
COMEDIES

April

23,
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By Bradley

Kinq

J.Parker
Read
Production
A
To
May

be released

MASTER

HIGHLY
THE

First

There is an "A. P." Exchange
near you. Make arrangements to
book this picture NOW!

VISUALIZATION

DRAMATIC

CAREER

Jr.

OF

INCIDENT

OF A NEGLECTED

A
IN

WIFE

With a notable supporting cast including Mahlon
Hamilton, Joseph Kilgour, Ruth Stonehouse, Claire
Du Brey and others.

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES ■ 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK. CITY
BHHnHMHMMHI

Inc.
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New York Journal, Monday, April 11, 1921
Comedy week at the Rialto brought the cleverest play of it- kind seen in many a month, and
the most original. If you are a thirty-third degree film fan you will see what you look like
when staring at a thriller just as the hero leaps to uncertain death. If you are a screen star,
which, of course, you are not, but if you hope to be, which, of course, you do, you will learn
a lot from Ben Turpin in "A Small Town Idol "
New York Herald, Monday, April 11, 1921
Mack Sennett is such a master of the film farce that in "A Small Town Idol" he can make
comedians even of owls and fishes. This latest excursion of the producer into the six reel
explosion,
is the feature
"Comedy
everyit becomes
possible
variant of which
the burlesque
on the ofrural
mellow Week"
d rammerat intheits Rialto,
wildest- uses
form, upso that
a film carouse that all but shakes down the plaster of the Rialto with laughter as the plaster
in a regular Sennett hotel fight is shaken.

The Evening Telegram, Monday. April 11, 1921
Although Mack Sennett does not appear in person on the screen at the Rialto Theatre this
week, he dominates the theatre with his new photoplay. "A Small Town Idol."
The
new . film
is much
subtle inandthe e\ery
as this
producer's
earlier screen
plays.
. Ben
Turpinmoreappears
hero bit
role asandfunny
is ably
assisted
in the principal
roles
by pretty Marie Prevost and Phyllis Haver and Charles Murray The supporting cast is a
long one and includes, besides an enormous group of Sennett girls. James Findlayson, Bert
Roach,
Al Cooke,
Farley, lions,
Eddie and
Gribbon.
Bevan theandproduction
George O'Hara.
Of
course,
there areDotanimals,
so on Kalla
EarlePasha,
KentonBilly
directed
under
Mr. Sennett's guidance.
The Evening Mail, Monday. April 11. 1921
"A the
Smallscenes
Town areIdol"
the most hundreds
pretentiousof thing
Mack Sennett
has attempted.
Several
of
hugeis quite
and employ
participants,
particularly
a travesty
on
Babylonian revels in which the brevity of co-tunie of the Sennett beauties probably outdoes
.ill previous efforts.

THE

BIGGEST

BUSINESS

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES' 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Inc.
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34
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The World, Monday, April 11, 1921
It would sound like a paid advertisement, but is is the truth, and so here goes
For six reels the audience laughed — laughed as it hasn't laughed for a long time.
The funny eyes of Ben Turpin; the ridiculous comedy of Mack Sennett's whole
photoplay,
"A Small head
Town downward,
Idol"; thefrom
overripe
tomato
Sheriff's
eye;then;
the
pretty girl dangling,
the roof,
a flashin ofthepink
now and
the burlesque on melodramatic film scenes worked into it — these things and many
more make of this latest slapstick play of comedy and spice the funniest thing that
has been seen on a screen for many weeks. It is on view at the Rialto this week
as a feature in an all-comedy bill which Hugo Riesenfeld has prepared.
The Morning Telegraph, Monday, April 11, 1921
Mack Sennett strikes a great blow for art at the Rialto Theatre this week, where
throngs of those who love the highest and best in the silent drama are rushing to
see
"A. toSmall
discriminating
the cinemaHeretofore
always have
looked
Mr. Town
SennettIdol."
for theThepurest
expressionspatrons
of theof screen.
he
has devoted his great gifts to making mere vignettes, short but vivid snatches of
life translated to the terms of the motion picture. But "A Small Town Idol" ranks
with his more ambitious efforts like "Down on the Farm" and "Married Life."
New York American, Monday, April 11, 1921
"A Small Town Idol," which came to the Rialto yesterday, is a classic. It's a
liberal education for motion picture stars of the so-called sterner sex; it will
prove a revelation to motion picture fans, and it is a six reel stream of laughter
for everybody.
4

I

HUGO

REISENPELD'S

"RIALTO"

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES' 729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY

Inc.
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(cosmopolitan

"
Wi'ih
TREASURE

BURIED

MARION

DAVIE

S

y}-om aS/ojy Ay F. Britien Austen ~ Scenario aHu Direction George D.Baker
Scenes by Joseph Urban

Uninterrupted
From

Capacity

Box

Office Business

the Start, is this Film's Present

Record

1 — Capacity box office business and big daily overflow for weeks at the
Criterion Theatre, N. Y., and duplicated at the Randolph in Chicago.
2 — Present exhibitor reports and advance bookings have set a new record,
predicting a business which, for this kind of a picture, will be
unequalled.
Released

-Released^

as

CC (paramount

Qicture

FamousPiayers-L.asky

Corporation

-

News

April

2641

23, 1921

ion

product

"Buried Treasure" is another Cosmopolitan Super-Feature that is
establishing new financial figures and creating new artistic standards. .
It is a Cosmopolitan Production.
It has the real class and real character that invariably distinguish Cos
mopolitan Productions from the ordinary.
Settings by Joseph Urban.
Produced by the International Film Service Co., Inc., William
Randolph Hearst, Owner and President.
Released

:

-R QAd ased

as

£y Famous

C£ (paramount

Players-Lasky

Q>icture

Corporation

2642

Motion

c/I

(cosmopolitan

Ladies

on

the

Ri

"There's enough action in the story for a three act melodrama, and enough mystery, too," is what the New York Daily
News says of "Proxies," which confirms our claim that this is the
swiftest moving comedy drama ever screened.
The New

York Herald writes — "Norman

Kerry and Miss

Keefe capture the attention, 'and with mystery and a double
barrelled love story, the picture proves once more that finance
and romance

blend very well on the screen."

"Proxies" asks and answers the question — does it pay to
give a fallen man a chance?
So well answered and "so presented that the fabric shines
like new" — News.
Released

c

-Released

Picture

as

CL (paramount

£y FamousPlayers-L

Qicture

asky (brporaho

News

iion

produc

Gentlemen

on

the

Left

In "Proxies" an ex-convict is given a chance to make good.
Right at the vital point of the play he changes the course
of events and holds you gasping.
"The

ingenuity and speed of 'Proxies' is its chief charm,"

"the particular quality of the picture was its unexpectedness,"
"one of the best screen performances

I have seen in many

a long

day" — Alan Dale, N. Y. American.
It is a Cosmopolitan Production.
It has all the real class and real character that invariably
distinguish Cosmopolitan Productions from the ordinary.
Story by Frank R. Adams.
Scenario and direction by George D. Baker.
Produced by the International Film Service Co., Inc.,
William Randolph Hearst, Owner and President.
Released

Released

as

CC (paramount

Ly FamousPlayers^Lasky

(picture

Corporation

-

Motion
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and

brings
very
its
STREET"—
AM name
'DRE
the breath of Youth
and Springtime — of
soft nights and darkened by - ways that
lure with mystery and
romance.
And here in Dream
Street David Wark
Griffith has chosen to
tell his story; here, in
the loves of Dream
Street folks, he has
found another bit of
the Heart of Life itself.
Never has the masterhand of Griffith
wrought a more beautiful thing; never has
he gotten so close to
the Soul of Humanity.

DAVIDMRK

GRIFFITH

presents

STREET"
EAM Comedy
DR
-J
Dramatic
based
on
Characters

G^Thomas

£>urb&

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD • CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS - D.W.GRIFFITH
HIRAM ABRAMS ; PRESIDENT
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Comedies

R§el

One

Quality

For
Fifty-two
Programs
Every week
in the year Educational
releases a
one-reel
comedies

comedy.
is as

The

important

pendable QUALITY.
ANY

regularity

THEATRE,

to

They

the

of

release

exhibitor

fit into

any

ANYWHERE.

Educational Animal Comedies
Mermaid Comedies
Torchy Comedies
Christie Comedies
Vanity Comedies
Gayety Comedies
Special Comedies
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful
Hudson's Bay Travel Series
World Wanderings
' Chester Outings
Chester Screenics
Specials in Slow Speed
Miscellaneous Specials
Kinograms — News

'Everything but the Feature!"
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

as

of

new
these

their

program,

dein

Motion
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2
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5
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6

Thrills

2*

Spontaneous

8

Realities

9

Has

10

Picture
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Results

moment
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Win
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count

Boole
the entire
series
thru
EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
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02Back From The Front"
(Christie Comedy-Educational)
THE fellow w ho- would palm himself off as
a hero is the idea behind the latest Christie comedy, an idea which never grows old
because it is akin to human nature. "Back from
the Front"
about thefull the
grownscreen
legiti-in
mate comedyis which
has best
reached
some time. There is no slapstick present, nor
any recourse to burlesque. What is depicted is
genuine.
been a come
"stay back
at home"
lieutenant.Bobby
When hasthe«boys
with
their decorations for bravery his humiliation
seems complete. He is invited to a week-end
and to make a hit palms himself as the most
successful "ace" In the aviation service. Now
everything would have been O. K. had Bobby
just talked of his exploits. He never dreamed
that he would have to indulge in aviation feats.
He attempts to find a way out of his difficulty
but to no avail. He is forced to take the air
and the evolutions certainly spell a heroism
as
the great
war. as that he might have earned during
The high spots of the picture come when
the ambulance corps .attempt to follow him
about, A quartet of ambulances in perfect formation, wheel and turn, and race, over the
field to be near when the machine tumbles to
earth. It is a very humorous bit and one that
will be appreciated wherever it is shown.
Eventually Bobby is forced to fly with his
fiancee's
The entire houseButpartyBobby
are
indulging father.
in hero-worshipping.
never leaves the ground. Instead the aeroplane
skims over the surface and strikes a huge haystack and Bobby and Jiis future father-in-law
;ire
propelled
space.
He has
hasn'ttheproved
himself
much through
of a hero,
but he
satisfaction in knowing that he will not be urged
to fly again.
There is no repetitious detail, the company
builds from its' idea, sending out thrills and
humor without effort.
It certainly scored with the Riaho audience
in New York. After one has been "slapsticked" to boredom it is a relief to see something which can conquer with realities. "Back"
from the Front" is a sure-fire comedy — a refined comedy, but one which carries a "kick"
like 500
"likker."
have
the bomb
slapstickproof
directors
eatingChristie
out of will
his
hand if he continues with similar ideas. —
Length.
2 reels. — LAURENXE REID, Motion
Picture Xews.
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THEATRE
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All Star
DORIS
LILLIAN
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Cast
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LEIGHTON
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REELS
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Directed by
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CO.

General Manager
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AMERICAN
♦♦♦distinctively a novelty***, It has a cunning intelligence, a cleverness and a subtle humor***.
TIMES
***will probably be sharply divided — and that's the first thing that
recommends the picture,***settings are the background, or rather an
inseparable part, of a fantastic story of murder and madness such as
Edgar Allan Poe might have written. This story is coherent, logical,
a genuine and legitimate thriller,***. So the film. then, is a shocker
for those who like such to revel in. It is a feast for those who want
their fiction strong and straight.
WORLD
***this film outdoes for sheer audacity anything seen in a motion picture house this year.***
GLOBE
***fantastic charm which makes this picture the most amazing and
radical thing shown since films began***. It is only upon reflection
that you sense the careful art of the production to realize the perfection of the craftsmanship which can give to the audience the mood
of its characters caught in the delirium of a disordered brain.
JOURNAL
It is an interesting piece of screen play, a novelty that combines hientality, humor and a certain cleverness of execution.*** It must be
credited with presenting a departure from the hackneyed type of
picture with which our market has been surfeited.
TELEGRAM
The bizarre and distorted settings are not merely fantastic; they reflect the mental state of the characters involved. "The Cabinet of
Doctor Caligari " is likely to have a big influence on motion picture
producers.
DAILY NEWS
***I have come away believing. The cubist settings in this picture
are not only interesting because they are fantastic: they are also
extraordinarily impressive when the effect of horrible beauty or of
terror of imminent doom is desired***.
I am glad to have seen the picture because it represents a new departure and, on the whole, a successful one in the matter of settings.
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"The

Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" a picture
of remarkable entertainment value.
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IF

WOMEN

ONLY
BASED

O/V QALZAC'S

KNEW
(f MEDIATIONS

Distributed

ON

MAB.R.IAGE

by

ROBERTfON
-COLE
Down the path of pleasure, alluringly lined with false words and insincere kisses,
the young man was drawn until his heart was bruised and his soul discouraged.

Then —

wonderful girl stretched out her hand — a girl v>
nd deeds will make your patrons
member this picture among
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Motion

When

Does

Missouri

Picture

N e do

Believe?

READ
WHAT THE
LEADERS
O F T H E
TRADE
OPINION
HAVE
TO
SAY FOR
YOUR
B E NEFIT

NOT A PRESS AGENT'S CONCOCTION, NOT A PUBLICITY WIZARD'S STUNT, BUT THE UNBIASED
VERDICT OF THE INDEPENDENT TRADE PRESS, AFTER A SHOWING OF OUR SENSATIONAL
SUPER-FEATURE, ARRANGED EXCLUSIVELY
TRADE PUBLICATIONS OF NEW YORK.
Motion Picture News:
" You and I " is a fitting successor to " A Man There Was." The
story
revolves
themeandof environments;
a woman's unselfish
love. Truly,
one loses
all around
sense ofthetime
so impressive
are
the rugged story and the marvelously picturesque background.
Enchanting as is the grandeur of its scenery, it is the vivid and
stark drama which dominates. Seastrom is thoroughly grounded
in
art. Once in the crowd the play will advertise itself by word
of his
mouth.
Moving Picture World:
The theme is strongly developed Scenically, the background of
towering mountains, precipices, spouting geysers, and water-falls,
seem most fit. Victor Seastrom gives an impersonation that is
gripping informance is one
mounting
of greatdramatic
dignity. intensity. Edith Erastow's perWid's Daily:
As a whole, an excellent picture. Artistic production, fine acting,
beautiful settings. Exceptional handling of eternal triangle makes
it distinctive. Direction very good. Photography excellent. Lighting exceptional. Camera work first-rate. Victor Seastrom gives
admirable performance, as does Edith Erastow — splendid types.
" You and I " is " different." Even better than " A Man There
Was."
Telegraph:
•
and I "settings
is a storycombine
of idealtolove.
simplicity,
fine acting
and" Youbeautiful
make Thea vital
picture.
Victor
Seastrom has an eyrie fascination, and Edith Erastow gives a strong
and
realistic
performance.
It
displays
an
artistic
blending
of
the
old and the new.
VICTOR

SEASTROM

FOR

THE

REPRESENTATIVES

OF THE

LEADING

Exhibitors' Trade Review:
Scenically and
" Tou and
is a anwonderful
big
production.
The photographically
story, while impressive,
dealsI " with
old theme,
but
one
which,
nevertheless,
has
always
served
as
a
great
box-office
attraction.
Bill Board:
It is a story of great elemental force, showing to an overpowering
degree the devotion of a woman to her lover, and contrasting her
sublime unselfishness with the weaker will and greater love of life
on the part of her mate. The story is built up with extraordinary
direciorial skill. Step by step, the audience is made to realize that
it is in the presence of a great creative genius, possessing power,
to an uncommon degree, to move and stir the feelings of the crowd.
New York Review:
Victor Seastrom directed the picture and acted the leading role,
again revealing his mastery of both. He has one of the most commanding personalities in the cinema world. Goldwyn. Paramount,
and Metro should compel their directors and stars to see it.
Screen Opinions:
" You and I " is a wonderfully fine production. Beyond appeal to
the eye ship.
lentTherebyarespectacles
of Nature,
splendid
craftsman-of
individual
scenes there
which is are
masterpieces
composition. We doubt whether the art of facial expression has
ever been more successfully demonstrated on the screen The
photography is especially good. The sub-titles are carefully and
effectivelyvantage as aworded.
This production
to goodchosen
adspecial feature
with specialcould
musicbe andusedspecially
programme fillers.

stands out today as the greatest screen actor of the world, barring none.

EDITH ERASTOW, the famous tragedienne of Europe — one must see the last scenes of " You and I "
to realize that there is no greater dramatic actress on the screen, here or anywhere.
Even better than " A Man There Was," say the critics, and " A Man There Was " acclaimed by the
trade press as the " Treat of the Season," and recently singled out by the New York " Times " and the
New York "Globe" as an outstanding picture of 1920.
" YOU AND I " IS READY FOR RELEASE. " A Man There Was " is now being released and
there is some territory yet unsold. We are ready for business, dashing and profitable for any stateright man who is alert and quick to grasp opportunity.
Radiosoul

Films,

Inc.

1400

Broadway,

N. Y. C.

L

E. Miller, Pres.

iiS>
£
•
Confessions

of

a

Motion

Picture

99

Screen!

I HAVEN'T got the nerve to speak right out and tell what I
think of some of the pictures that are using me, because I
want to keep on working.

And, after all, I'm more worried about

what I'll be used for if censorship comes
ditions now.

than I am

about con-

Being part of the silent drama it's hard for me to get my ideas
to the Exhibitors who own me ; and that's too bad, because I know
some things that would help them mightily. For instance, the
other night we showed " Thrills'" a Kineto Review. My colleague
at the STRAND in New York and some other big theatres of Joe
Plunkett's standard, told me it was a great pleasure to serve such
a splendid picture, " the best short subject ever released," was
the tip to me. I'm glad to pass it on to others. I had previously
been used for Charles Urban's Movie Chats and like the Kineto
Reviews

they are wonderful

one-reel subjects.

I advise all my colleagues — all the other Screens — to tell their
owners

to play them.

They're better than most features.
Sincerely yours,
A

MOTION

PICTURE

SCREEN.

P. S. — // you want any information or catalogues or publicity material or music cues or
information about exchanges or anything about the Urban Popular Classics, write
direct to the Kineto Company of America, Inc., 71 West 23rd St., New York City.
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V1CE-PRES. a GENERAL HANAGf
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PRESIDENT
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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New

Note

in the

Women's

of Two

Play

Hearts

11 A drama unusual in story, masterful in power, made even more remarkable bythe art of the star."
That's what the reviewers say of

Hope Hampton Productions, Inc.'s
presentation of
The
HOPE

Beautiful
HAMPTON
in

"Love's

Penalty"

Story and direction by John Gilbert

Exclusively distributed by Associated First National Exchanges with
the exception of the Pittsburgh territory, which is handled by the Columbia Film Exchange, Pittsburgh,
Penna.

J. P. Thompson, Liberty Theatre, Pardesville, Wis.
We are more than satisfied with our franchise. The
mger one looks at the franchise the better it looks. It
irely is a guarantee of good goods at honest prices,
poor First
are noREASON
'here
NOTHER
WHYNational Pictures." — 1 HAT'S

be

Hherell

Minister

a Franchise

where

e^ry

Endorses

Motion

Picture!

Production with tremendous Box Office Value gets unqualified approval of clergymen and former army chaplain. Read
what he says :

Terre

Haute,

April
"Sowing

the

Wind"

is

a concrete

Ind. ,

8, 1921.
presen-

tation of the Bi"ble text , "Whatever a man
soweth,.. that shall he also reap". From
the standpoint of a preacher,
I consider
it one of the finest picture sermons,
carrying with it a lesson for all. Its
influence is uplifting and more of such
motion pictures
the public.
(Signed)
Pastor

Fourth

should

"be presented

Orlando

Ave.

R.

Methodist

to

South
Epis.

Church

Speaking of Louis B. Mayer's presentation
of the inimitable star

ANITA

"Sowing
A

STEWART
in

the

Wind"

From the play by Sydney Grundy.
Made by the Anita Stewart Productions, Inc.
Directed
A

by John

First National

M.

Stahl

Attraction

Motion
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Picture

H. M. Crandall,
Metropolitan Theatre, Washington, D. C.
" Our profits so far this year, with First National, exceed
those during the whole of last year, when we were without First National"— THATS ANOTHER REASON
WHY

Hherell

be a Franchise

every

where

^iiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Big

"A

Vitally

Story,

Human,

A

The Mayflower Photoplay Corp'n.

R.

A.

Walsh

Production

OATH"
with

"THE

Miriam

Dramatic

SUPER

Cooper

SPECIAL

of First National's Big Five. Considered
from every angle it is one of the few super
specials. The all star cast for once lives up
to its name. Almost flawless in direction, it
has a big story founded on a vital human
theme. A startling climax that is altogether
convincing. Miriam Cooper does the best
work of her career. ' There is a fineness of
light and shade and real dramatic fire in
moments of emotional intensity, which mark
her one of the dramatic artists of the screen
to be reckoned with. A picture with real
artistic merit." — Variety.
. STRONG,

The picture which has been packing them
in all week and thrilling audiences at the
New York Strand.

ABSORBING

" A strong and interesting film, absorbing
and with dramatic tensity. An exceptional
cast." — New York Mail.
THRILLING

Adapted from the novel " Idols " by William J.
Locke and directed bv R. A. Walsh.

One

of

Variety.
Fire"

"A classic. It proves itself to be more
than a worthy companion for its predecessors

presents
An

With

the

Big

5

MOMENTS

" It is a fine production with much good
acting and splendid photography. Miriam
Cooper gives a splendid performance. The
interest is well sustained and there are
thrilling moments. — New York
Telegraph.
IT'S FASCINATING

Morning

" Fascinating for the way it is presented and acted.
Miriam Cooper is an artist. Intelligence, keen understanding and the power to portray what she feels are given to
her. Conway Tearle is also decidedly pleasing and Anna
Q. Nilsson and Henry Give both do splendid work. There
is
a wonderful
court room scene. It is worth seeing." —
Nezv
York Tribune.
A

First National

Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

THRILLING

DRAMA

" One of the most famous novels, it is now a thrilling
film drama. A brilliant cast. A delightfully dramatic entertainment."— New York Evening Telegram.

New

Motion

/ol. xxill

Fight!

Picture

APRIL

23, 1921

Fight!!

Albany situation, at this writing, looks someAt least the industry has
what more hopeful.
not yet surrendered to defeat.
We may not have censorship in New York State — ot, at least, this year.
And so, again, the industry may be saved at the
leventh hour.

THE

In any event, it is no time for self-congratulation, no
ime to claim credit, or award medals; it is no time to
jelax.
I It is time for just one thing; and that is— to fight
t ensorship — to begin to fight it. For the real fight is
! ust beginning; and we — for our part — have scarcely
tarted fighting.
I The world, as we have stated before, is facing a complex reform era. It is not declining; it is just gatherI ng strength.
And the motion picture is just now its
•rime objective — will continue to be.
Our real fight is ahead of us.
Any success at all demands the best effort this united
ndustry can make.
It is time now to face the issue
j almly, to think clearly, to do away utterly with selfishl ess, to get ready and completely equipped for a serious
[ nd sustained effort involving every branch and
ndividual within this industry —
In other words to organize.
* * *
Just what is the situation?
* * *
In the first place we are admitting — disclaiming the
'icious and unfair attacks, against us — that pictures
ind their exploitation have not been all they should
)e. We will even admit the necessity of a considerable
eform, realizing that we handle the greatest of all
ontacts with the public mind and morals. But we
lemand that we, in close conjunction with the public,
>e allowed to create and mould our own product for
he public, and in behalf of the public.
* * *
We say that censorship is unconstitutional. If so,
vhy do we permit the state censorship laws of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kansas and Maryland to go unchallenged? How do we justify such an attitude? Why
lesitate to direct the best legal brains against one or
ill of these statutes and fight them tooth and nail — to
. finish?

News

No. XVIII

Fight!!!

We say that censorship is un-American. But we say
it only among ourselves — a few thousand of us. We
don't say it to the millions, the millions who go daily
to our theatres.
They — the public — don't know a thing about it. Not
a handful of people in this country know what official
censorship really means.
If we believe what we say, if we know that the public
won't countenance that which is un-American then —
for the love of Heaven! — let's tell them all about it.
Tell them that censorship robs them of their voice,
their liberty, of their jury system, of their right of
redress in court — that it is mediaeval, bureaucratic,
impossible.
And to tell them, let's use the screen, the splendid
power we have within our own hands, the power we
vaunt so much about — and use freely for any other
welfare than our own.
* # *
Are any pictures being made or shown, or any exploitation offered detrimental to the public and therefore detrimental to this industry? If so, let's take the
initiative ourselves and call into action the ample laws
of control that already exist.
* * *
And to wage these campaigns — to tear down the
wrong and build up the right — big campaigns each of
them — what do we need?
* * *
The answer, the one and only answer is— organization, an organization great enough and powerful
*- a*work.
*
enough to carry on so big
And

what does such an organization mean?
* * *

It means the unified and harmonious consolidation
of every branch within this industry and every individual within each branch. Just that! No branch,
no group, no individual can handle this fight alone.
It demands organization and leadership.
If the National Association is wrong, let's smash it
overnight and build a right one. If it is right, let's
support it,— at the expense of all individual considerations.
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Said Ben Hampton
Hon. Governor Miller,
Albany, New York.
OWING to the fact that in magazines and newspapers
I have been outspoken in my denunciation of salacious
pictures, New York people have asked me to
wire you regarding censorship situation now pending. I
sincerely believe if you could sit in the office of any picture
producer for one week you would be convinced, first, censorship is un-American in that it deprives us of our
constitutional right of trial by jury; second, that pictures
art cannot progress under censorship; third, that censorship
has proven itself ineffective. Also you would be convinced
that the clean pictures leaders have taken most complete
and drastic steps to eliminate all doubtful elements from
pictures. You would be thoroughly convinced of integrity
and sincerity of these men. Also you would be convinced
that if these men have your cooperation, you and they will
be able to bring about reforms on which they have started.
Under censorship no individual is ever punished; this situation is true because of complex situation under which pictures are made and distributed. The greatest sufferers under
censorship are men and women who are trying to make
clean pictures and who do not want to stoop to methods
necessary to deal with censorship organizations. I urge
that police power be used to put in jail salacious pictures
makers, distributors and exhibitors. Use police power to

Supporting a National Association, doesn't mean
sending a check yearly to the treasury and a portfoliocarrying assistant to a meeting. Better take this Association with the utmost seriousness or do away with
it entirely. And is anything — may we ask? — more
serious than loss of control over the making and showing of pictures? Can any individual business consideration bemore serious?
When

the difficulty of organizing the scattered exhibitors ofthe nation is considered; when we see competitive exhibitors everywhere joining hands in unselfish organization; when we note the fast strides
being made toward a compact and spirited national
organization of exhibitors — what excuse have producers and distributors to make for their present lack
of adequate organization and their lack, too, of any
working contact with exhibitor organization?
Leaders, too, are needed. But where are leaders to
come from, if the leading business executives treat
organization as a vague and nominal thing over which
any business consideration large or small takes immediate precedence? — and this when the necessity for
organization is hammering loudly at their very doors.
It's time to act, gentlemen.
If you have any doubt about it, take a trip — not to
Europe— but over the length and breadth of this country, visit any hamlet, town or city and find out how
others intend to control your business if you don't
intend to control it yourselves.
It's time to organize — or quit.
Be Honest

with

Ourselves

recent attack made upon American pictures
THE
by the Northcliffe press is now followed by
Lord Beaverbrook, who announces in his newspaper, the "
circuits have
Beaverbrook
About the

Daily Express," that two leading British
stopped booking American films. Lord
is financially interested in both circuits.
same time an address was made by Lord

to

the

Picture

New

Governor

April 9, 1921.
make punishment reach guilty individuals. If a few guilty
individuals were sent to prison, doubtful plays would pass
out of existence immediately. Censorship merely confuses
and distresses and hampers clean, honorable pictures makers. Newspapers say that William A. Brady, president of
National Association, offered to pledge pictures interests to
cooperate with you for clean pictures. In all sincerity and
earnestness I believe that if you would use your great power
and influence in accepting Mr. Brady's proposition, you would
work an incalculably great benefit to the people, not only
of New York State, but of the entire United States. Such
an action on your part would strengthen the hands of the
clean men in the pictures industry; also it would arouse public opinion throughout entire country to supporting clean
pictures and to withdrawing their support from unclean pictures. By this action you would give the greatest encouragement to motion picture art it has received to date, and in
doing that you would be assisting in purifying, strengthening and building up the greatest educational medium society
has ever known. I beg to submit to you, sir, that the opportunity that lies before you is a peculiarly great opportunity,
and one for which the clean pictures men and women and
the general public would long hold you in grateful remembrance. BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON.

Beaverbrook before the Cinematograph Exhibito
Association of Great Britain in which he appealed f(
" cooperation."
The latter speech, taken in conjunction with tr
action of the two circuits referred to, seems to I
regarded by the British trade press as virtually
proposal to boycott American pictures.
Lord Beaverbrook's argument is to the effect th
British exhibitors pay 25%, or even 30% of their gro
intake for American film rentals, that this is e:
orbitant, and that the money should not be diverted
the American producer.
Lord Beaverbrook should be informed that tl
American exhibitor, or at least the very large majorit
pay even more than the amount he considers unjust
the British exhibitors.
More than eighty per cent of the exhibitors of tl
United States and Canada pay out an average of ful
35% of their box office receipts in the shape of fil
rentals.
Lord Beaverbrook should also be informed that tl
rental question goes down to the fundament
economics of the industry, and can only be adjusted 1
a readjustment of our. economic situation. Gre
Britain, as a heavy booker of American pictures, is
the very same boat with the American exhibitor.
Film rentals are a combined result of overprodu
tion, high distribution cost and wrong rental polici
Thev will change as these fundamentals change,
boycott is futile, illogical and unbusinesslike.
We are somewhat surprised at such a recommenc
tion from one of Lord Beaverbrook's keen abilitv a
announced
sympathy with and deep interest in the p ■
ture
industry.
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Chicago; J. F. Dittman,
J. J. Hoffer,
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Island; H. P. Loper, Chicago; Geo. D. Hopkinson,
exhibitors and called their attention to the
Chicago; John Silha, Chicago; Haley & Company,
II merica, State of Illinois ' " and for the
Chicago; J. B. Dibellon, Chicago; I. Teacher, Evansi loption by the state organization of the
danger of two bills, now before the legis- ton;
L. Frank, Chicago; V. R. Langdon, Chicago;
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Koppelberger, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
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Burger to Represent Associated Producers
JK. BURGER, of New York, has been appointed by General Manager Al
Lichtman,, of Associated Producers, Inc., to represent the organization in
• the field. With experience in the motion picture business dating from the
days of the old Eclectic Film Company, Mr. Burger has been connected with
many of the larger distributing organizations in various capacities and he is
known to exhibitors throughout the country. For three years he represented
the Eclectic Film and Pathe Exchanges in the East and later helped to organize
the International Film Service, Inc., with which company he attained the position of assistant general manager.
Mr. Burger left the International to become manager of the short subject
department for the Paramount Pictures Corporation. As special representative for Associated Producers, Inc., Burger will work out of the home office.
Other appointments announced by General Director Lichtman are those of Sam
W. B. Conn, former director of advertising and publicity for the Allen Theatre
Enterprises of Canada, who will occupy a similar position with Associated Producers, and Louis E. Loeb who has been appointed as a member of the Associated Producers home office staff.
Other additions to Associated Producers are Charles Muehlman, former personal representative for Joseph Schenck, who becomes special representative, and
Edward Grossman, formerly of Famous Players-Lasky, who joins the home office
staff.
Arkansas

Exhibitors

Hold

Semi- Annual Meeting
The Moving Picture Theatre Owners of
Arkansas on Monday, April 4, held their
first semi-annual meeting at the Hotel
Marion, Little Rock, Ark. President Lick,
owner of the New theatre at Fort Smith,
presided. About fifty members were present.
A resolution condemning the filming of
the life of Clara Smith Horton was passed
by the exhibitors. C. C. Haubor, of the
Haubor theatres, arranged the program.
W. A. Nance, an exhibitor and a clergyman, spoke on " Advertising from the
Standpoint of the Church ;" F. L. Clarks,
of Hazon, Ark., spoke on " The Troubles
of the Smalltowner," and President Licke
spoke on " Reserved Seat Pictures."
The next meeting will be held in October, when officers will be elected.
Walthal

to Make

Canadian

Stories for New Company
Henry B. Walthall and several other
players are scheduled to arrive in Toronto,
Canada, in May, where the Canadian
Features and Productions Co., Ltd., has
been organized and incorporated to produce features. The president and principal director of the company is William
J. Craft.
Louis P. Gottschalk is associated with
Mr. Craft. It is stated that the pictures
will be made from three famous Canadian
novels.
New Hampshire Exhibitors
Urge Cleaner Pictures
State censorship was condemned as a
dangerous departure in a free country by
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
New Hampshire at a meeting held in
Boston on March 24th. They further
agreed that the public does not want pictures of a lewd or licentious character
and passed a resolution protesting against
the making of any films in which the
titles or scenes were objectionable. They
also stated that they were for the elimination of all sex problems on the screen.

Toothless
Censorship Bill
Passes Michigan House
The motion picture censorship bill of
Michigan passed the House of Representatives on April 6th. The bill was a substitute measure for the original Strom bill
which was introduced early in the session.
The bill makes it unlawful to display
pictures which might be injurious to the
public morals and places the right to
censor all films shown in the state in the
hands of the administrative board. The
original Strom motion picture bill set up
in detail what was to be construed as
objectionable under the terms of the censorship measure and banned certain
classes of pictures and certain subjects.
It was stated by some members of the
House that the bill as passed is entirely
harmless from an exhibitors' standpoint,
and that it at the same time satisfied to a
certain degree those clamoring for censorship. The bill now goes to the Senate
where it is expected to die in committee.
Affiliated Picture Interests
Elect Officers
The board of twenty-five directors
chosen during the week by the Affiliated
Picture Interests, Inc., in the West elected
the following officers for the coming year :
Frank A. Garbutt. Famous PlayersLasky, chairman; William S. Smith, Vitagraph, vice chairman; Sol Wurtzel, Fox
Films; Joseph Engel, Metro; Frank E.
Woods, Screen Writers' Guild; William
D. Taylor, Directors' Association ; Ed
Roberts, Film Press; Ted Taylor, secretary, and W. J. Reynolds, secretary of
theTheProducers'
as treasurer.
executive Association,
committee consists
of the
following : Frank A. Garbutt, Frank S.
Brown, of the Electrical Engineers;
Charles H. Christie, Abraham Lehr, of
Goldwyn Pictures; Fred A. Miller, of the
California theatre ; Glen Harper, of the
Theatre Owners' Association, and J. H.
Goldberg, of the Film Exchange Board of
Trade.
The organization endorsed the candidacy of several aspirants to Los Angeles
City office, including candidate for mayor.

Picture

Newt

New Ohio Bill Permits
Sunday Openings
A new bill was introduced into the Ohi(
State Senate, April 7th, by Senator De
weese of Miami County. The bill, knowi
as the Deweese bill, is an effort to save th«
Sunday motion picture show. It would per
mit film theatres to be open Sunday after
noon and Sunday evening, provided sucl
action was authorized by ordinance of an)
municipality. Furthermore, the Dewees*
bill would give state censors control ovei
photographs, or posters display advertising
of the films, as well as the films them
selves.
It amends the present censorship law
now in force, by providing that the cen
sors shall not pass any serial picture o:
crime or lust which, in their judgmen !
would tend to corrupt morals, or a pictun
tending to cast ridicule upon religion, 01
upon a minister, or a priest, rabbi or an)
other recognized leader of a rejigious sect
or
law.upon public officials and officials of th<
Italian Film Executive
Visits in America
Count Ignazio Thaon di Revel, one o
the leaders of the Italian film industry, i:
spending a month or six weeks in th<
United States studying American motioi
picture conditions and productior
methods.
As the head of the Cito Cinema, Coun
di Revel is directly responsible for tilt
marketing, outside of Italy of the produc
of the Unione Cinematografica Italiana
This producing group embraces such con
cerns as Ambrosio, Pasquali, Cines. Itala
Rinascimento, Palatino and Cesare.
President Kohn to Tour
Eastern Key Cities
Morris Kohn, president of Realart, lef :
last week on a tour of key cities in the
East. Mr. Kohn recently returned fron
an extended trip during which he visitec •.
Realart exchanges in the Middle West \
Northwest and far West. His present trij
will round out the tour and bring him ii
touch with the important centers in tht
East.
Leavingcalled
Sunday,
Apriloffs
10, atMr.Washing
Kohn'. »i
itinerary
for stop
u^a
pr)f]
Buffalo.
ton, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleve »

The

New

N. Y, State

Officers

of

tht

Organization

Rochester
the New
officersn elected
to head atthe
York
THEconventio
State exhibitors during the ensuing year are
as follows:Dillon,
CharlesofO'Reilly,
; William
president
Ithaca,
first vice-president; Frank Koohk, of
Rochester, second vice-president; L. A.
Beutner, of Cohoes, third vice-president;
William Brandt, of Brooklyn, fourth
vice-president; W. H. Linton, of Little
Falls, treasurer, and Sam Busman, of
Brooklyn, secretary.
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Big

Deal

Closed

Between

Pathe

and

Keith

Pat he News to Be Played First Runs by Keith
Circuit and Allied Theatre Interests
rations have already been made to handle
" I want to take this opportunity of pubjust
has
scope
A DEAL of unusual
licly expressing our appreciation of the
this additional Pathe News print quota.
been announced by the Pathe headKeith interests in booking the Pathe News
In
announcing
the
signing
of
the
Keith
quarters. Bythe terms of the arand to give assurance that in the future
interests, as first run accounts for the
Irangement just negotiated, Pathe News,
the
Pathe News will keep apace with the
Pathe
News,
Mr.
Brunet
rightfully
felt
Ipeginning May 1, will be played first-run
n nearly every theatre in the Keith circuit , that Pathe had accomplished one of the times, reporting news events with the
greatest possible speed, impartiality and
• ind its allied theatre interests. These in- biggest deeds in its history.
accuracy, and above all live up to its
;lude among others, the Orpheum circuit,
" The scope of this proposition reaching
r
t,
t,
:he Procto circui the Moss circui the
as it does from one end of the country to slogan, ' The real news first.' "
On behalf of the Keith interests, Mr.
Poli circuit, and Wilmer and Vincent cir- the other, all have a tremendous bearing
Murdock said :•
:uit. While in its present state, it is not
on the future of the Pathe News ' he said.
" We were particularly impressed durpossible to state exactly how many days
" The Keith interests represent all that is
ing the last year with the manner in which
best in the vaudeville world, and the Pathe
cooking this deal represents, yet it is exthe Pathe News consistently demonstrated
News
is
honored
in
being
represented
on
acted that the Pathe News will gain beits speed and efficiency in covering the imthe screen of the beautiful houses which
ween 2,500 and 3,000 days bookings
portant news events of the day.
gh
were the pride of Mr. Keith, and now of
the deal.
Lhrou
Mr. Albee and his associates.
" Particular attention was paid to the
Credit for engineering this booking goes
results obtained in the reporting by the
0 E. F. Albee, president and chief owner
" We will strive with every effort to Pathe News of the inauguration
of Presimaintain the Pathe News at the standard
>f the B. F. Keith vaudeville circuit and
dent Harding, and other big recent interpresident of the B. F. Keith vaudeville
that won for it the recognition of the Keith
national events.
interests and their ultimate booking of the
:xchange ; J. J. Murdock and Paul Brunet,
The
Keith interests believe always in
reel in all their theatres and allied houses.
president of Pathe.
giving
their
patrons the best it is possible
The importance of the Keith-Pathe deal We have always prided ourselves on the
:an best be gleaned from the fact that at consistency of merit maintained by the to obtain in the way of entertainment, and
we feel that in booking the Pathe News
Pathe News and our efforts in the future
east 250 first run accounts are expected
over our entire circuit, and in our allied
lo be added to the Pathe News. This
will be unbending in aiming at maintaining
theatres
, they are furthering this desire.
it
first
in
its
field.
neans full runs for the two issues of the
" The arrangements with Pathe News
-•athe News.
" W e terests
hope
to compensate
Keith
in- will go into effect on May 1,
for their
confidence the
in the
Pathe
and we look
This also indicates a tremendous call
forward to being able to keep our patrons
ipon the resources of the Pathe News
News, by giving their hundreds of thousands of patrons the maximum amount of posted on the big news events of their day,
I laboratories, owing to the considerable
in pictorial form, through the Pathe
entertainment that can be furnished in any
lumber of new prints which will be necesone
reel
motion
picture
subject.
sary to fill the Keith contract, but prepa-

Jesse

Lasky

in Strong
Attack
on
News." Censorship
Article in May Issue of The Pictorial
Review Is Great Blow for Industry
Referring to pictures for children, Mr.
JESSE L. LASKY, first vice president
" Pictorial Review's campaign to rouse
Lasky
writes :
the
women
of
America
to
kill
the
exhibiof the Famous Players-Lasky Corpotion of indecent motion pictures has my
ration, in a powerful article in the
" Some loose thinkers have criticized
vlay issue of the Pictorial Review, has
hearty indorsement and I am sure is ap- certain pictures because they could not
take their children to them. This is really
proved by every other reputable producer
'struck a powerful blow for the film inarrant nonsense. Let us have done with
or exhibitor of motion pictures. We want
dustry, which, it is expected, will make the
the help of the women, not only their help the thought that the photoplay is primarily
general public more sympathetic towards
in eliminating the bad pictures but also
for children. No more is it child's enter)ictures and more critical of censors'
tainment than is the speaking stage, the
'nethods. The article is entitled, " Is their encouragement when we produce a
novel,
the
magazine or the newspaper. You
There Any Sense in Censorship ? " The
good one.
aulty methods of established censorship
" There will never be many, however, of cannot hold us down to drama fit only for
jome in for a coldly analytical expose in the wrong set, for the resistless law of children. Some of Barrie's most' whimsical books cannot be understood by chil\Ar. Lasky's article, and case after case is public opinion regulates all great movements.
For
a
striking
proof
of
this,
look
dren. And yet their ' cleanliness ' is never
}ited to show the culpable and objectionin question. Hundreds of plays, as pure as
ble features of censorship as already
at the way public opinion absolutely controlled the exhibition of war pictures in the gilded lily, cannot be understood by
practiced in some sections of the country.
children and are therefore, unsuitable for
the fall of 191 8. Just as soon as the armI The Pictorial Review Publishing Comthem.
We makers of screen drama aim to
istice
was
signed,
war
pictures
had
to
be
pany has prepared a tremendous nationserve the majority and not any specialized
discontinued because the public would not
wide campaign to advertise the article.
go to see them. Many producers suffered
ted lers
j"he
magazin
has distribu
20,000ofpostgroup.
rs on
the earticle
to newsdea
the
heavy financial loss by the sudden with" The motion picture, with the help of
drawal
of
public
favor.
The
public
simply
'ountry. Full page advertisements will
the public, is just beginning to fulfill the
disapproved a certain type of play and the mission that the intelligent families of the
un in 500 newspapers, and a clip sheet on
type had to disappear from the screen.
Ibe subject has been mailed to every newsnation are demanding of it. It lies entirely
paper.
No better illustration of the power of public opinion is needed. Public opinion will with the public to decide just how soon we
Mr. Lasky's review expresses a firm
shall reach the era in which every picture
onviction in the desire of the average moact in the same way when it comes to inshown
at a reputable theatre will be wholeion picture public for clean entertainment
decent pictures. The public demands clean
Ind he begins his article in this manner : and helpful entertainment.
some entertainment."
His
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Warren

Launches

National

Distributing

Organization
ANNOUNCEMENT is made of the incorporation at Wilmington, Del., of the
F. B. Warren Corporation, a motion picture sales and distributing organzation which will operate branch exchanges in twenty or more motion picture distributing centers of the industry.
Director and producer connections insuring an annual output of thirty or mere
big productions have been and are being made, assuring the release of a powerful production each week beginning Sunday, September 4, 1921.
All productions released through the F. B. Warren Corporation will be under
the complete supervision and control of one of the greatest production and critical experts in the industry; a man already identified with the ownership and
making of pictures that have broken nearly all of the picture earning records of
the industry.
The financial interest affiliated in the ownership of the F. B. Warren Corporation is said to be one of the largest private monied interests in the United States
with holdings and control over several industries. This interest is also thoroughly familiar with the sales and distribution of motion pictures.
It is claimed o be ahe only organization of its kind that will not have a single
dollar of interest or equity in any producing organization. This distribution will,
at all times, be maintained independently to offer its facilities for world-wide sale
of big productions of a quality in keeping with the standards of this distribution.
Complete distribution will be maintained through branch offices in the Dominion of Canada, through F. B. Warren, Ltd., a Canadian corporation, and offices in
Europe will be maintained in London, Paris, Berlin and Milan.
Headquarters of the new company will be upper Fifth avenue, New York,
the location to be announced shortly.
Fewer New
in New

Incorporations
York State

Companies incorporating in the motion
picture business, and filing the necessary
papers with the Secretary of State's office
at Albany, N. Y., show a decided decrease,
the past week witnessing but five incorporations of this character, the total capitalization amounting to $215,000. These companies, with their directors and amount of
capital stock are the Nick Carter Productions, $50,000, Flora Nathan, L. A. Jackson, J. L. Herz, New York; Campbell
Comedy Corporation, $120,000, E. Kraychie, Arthur Skillman, H. G. Liese, New
York ; The Bootleggers, Inc., $25,000, P. J.
McKown, H. M. Manney, Charles F.
Martin, Brooklyn; American Corporation
of International Inventions, $10,000,
Arthur Schmid, O. P. Heyn, O. H. Wipprecht, New York; Maxsam Amusement
Corporation, $10,000, Max, Lena and
Louis Blum, of Brooklyn.
Eddy

Eckels

Resigns

from

Independent Film Ass'n
Eddy Eckels has severed all connections
with the Independent Films Association,
according to a statement issued this week
from Eckels' offices on the West coast
and verified by the Films Association in
Chicago.
Eckels has been affiliated with the state
rights distributing field for the past nine
years and in 1918 organized the Independent Films Association, Chicago.
Since the inception of the Films Association, Eckels served as president, general
manager and member of the board of
directors.
Although details concerning Eckel's
plans for future activity are presently being withheld, it is stated that he fully intends to continue his work in the field of
distribution.

Dwight P err in Associated
with F. B. Warren
Dwight S. Perrin has resigned from Associated Producers, Inc., where he was
assistant general manager of distribution,
to become associated with F. B. Warren,
former general manager of Associated
Producers, in Mr. Warren's new motion
picture enterprise. Mr. Perrin will be a
vice president of the F. B. Warren Corporation.
Mr. Perrin is a former night city editor
of the New York Tribune and in the early
days of Goldwyn was its publicity manager.
Godsol

Leaves

for Coast

F. J. Godsol, vice-president of Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation, and chairman of the
Board of Directors, left Saturday for the
Goldwyn Studios at Culver City, Calif.
He will be gone several weeks.
Charles J. O'Reilly
THEis not
election
J. O'Reilly
only ofa Charles
fine thing
for the
New York State League, but also
a fitting tribute to a hard, intelligent and
unselfish worker, who has always sincerely struggled to keep himself in the
background.
Former President Sydney S. Cohen
will now devote his entire time to the
National League Presidency. With these
two men, able co-workers, one at the
head of the national organization and the
other heading the Empire State organization— which it is expected will serve
as a model organization state — we may
confidently expect a strong widespread
and efficient exhibitor organization.
We bespeak for these leaders the support they so unqualifiedly deserve from
every exhibitor in the country — and from
the entire industry.
We want exhibitor organization. We
have an organization able to protect this
industry without exhibitor organization.
WM. A. JOHNSTON.

4 Named
Irish Fund

Picture

New

as Date
Benefits

fo\

The Theatrical and Motion Pictur
Division of the American Committee fc
Relief in Ireland has named Wednesday
May 4 as the day upon which all theatn
co-operating in the relief campaign wi
concentrate upon raising funds to fee
Ireland's hungry women and children. /
a meeting last week of the Division;
Committee, of which E. F. Albee is chai;
man, this day was decided upon and tr
owners of motion picture and legitimal
theatres in all states are being requeste
to begin preparations at once to assure tr.
success of the campaign.
W hile no set plan for raising money i
theatres has been adopted which woul
apply to all sections of the country, tr
committee suggests benefit performanc*
and collections as the surest means c
raising the funds. This, however, will t
worked out in the various territories h
conferences between the State Chairme
of the American Committee for Relief i
Ireland and the local organizations of m<
tion picture exhibitors and legitimate th«
atre managers. In New York it is planm
to hold several benefit performances i
legitimate theatres.
The campaign for Irish Relief by nn
tion picture interests is already being o
ganized in twenty-four states, according \
advices received at the General CommitU
headquarters from the regional chairma:
Public

Hearings

in

Pitts

burg on School Showings
The State Industrial Board of Peru
sylvania will hold public hearings in Pitt
burgh, April 19, and Philadelphia, Api
22, on the tentative rulings pertaining
the exhibition of motion pictures
schools, churches, lodge halls and oth
places of public assembly.
The board's rulings provide that filr
exhibited in such places shall be restrict)
to those used for educational purposes ai
that projectors of an approved type 1
used or a fireproof enclosure provide
The projectors must be in charge of
licensed operator and the number of e
hibitions shall not exceed six in a monl
No admission fee may be charged. T
hearings are for the purpose of amendi
the code, if thought advisable, before
is put into operation.
Michigan Exhibitors Cor
demn Hamon
Pictures
The Michigan Motion Picture E
hibitors Association has passed a reso
tion condemning the featuring of Qn
Smith Hamon on the screen. Ttf
further pledged themselves not to dispi *
at any time such films and intend to ma :
every effort to prevent the showing f
such pictures in any theatres in Michigi
whose owner is a member of 1 i
association.
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Censorship Dies
Nebraska Senate

in

Motion-picture censorship for Nebraska
j/as killed in the state senate on April nth
ly the advancing of the Beebe " High
license " substitute bill by a vote of
ighteen to fifteen. The defeat of the
: ensorship measure was brought about by
, change in the votes of Senator Louis
I 5erka of Omaha and Senator Picket of
Vahoo, who voted against the Beebe
mendment and for censorship on April
th, when the vote was a tie.
If the Beebe substitute bill passes the
enate on the third reading, the house,
/hich gave censorship
a comfortable
lajority a few weeks ago, will be asked to
oncur in the Beebe substitute. The senate
)bby was filled with women who sat in
le aisles. They neglected to applaud
ftcr the vote was taken on censorship, as
'as the custom at past sessions.
The Beebe substitute provides for onelousand dollars deposit by film companies
arrying on business in Nebraska.
In the
vent that a film company shows a picture
f an " off color " variety and the court
nds the company guilty, its license will
e forfeited and the company will be foridden to continue business in Nebraska.

Censors

Prevented

from

Ordering Inserts
An attempt on the part of the Maryland
!oard of Motion Picture Censors to enter
le field of continuity writing by issuing
: nheard of orders in connection with its
ispection of " Without Limit " has fizzled
lto a fiasco under pressure of a Court
I ction.
The censors, in addition to cutting
everal scenes, deleted two titles and
rdered inserts. The Metro Film Service
'ompany started legal action, and an
, greement was finally reached outside of
ourt, in which the cutting of the film did
ot interfere with the theme and the titles
ere allowed to carry their original
loughts.
Right of Censor
Appeal for Citizens
An ordinance amending the Kansas City
ensorship ordinance by prohibiting the
xhibition of alleged objectionable picares, and providing means for citizens to
" top such pictures in case they have been
; assed by the censor, was introduced in
. le upper house of the council recently
' nd referred to a committee for hearing.
i.| Any twenty or more taxpayers who
iuave seen a picture which has been ap* roved by the censor, and which they
- ;onsider immoral, may appeal to the board
f review for the revocation of the permit
;sued for such a picture. The board of
i^view will then examine the alleged objeconable picture.

Organization and ^Leadership
THE best speech we ever heard on the necessity of motion picture organization
came from E. F. Albee, a vaudeville executive.
Now we yield the palm to J. J. Murdock, another vaudeville executive.
We can't help wishing that we had these men in the picture industry. We can't
help feeling that we could then have a big, \nrile, highly efficient, well-financed and
harmonious organization of this entire industry — one that would bowl censorship
over and out of sight, that would stifle every bit of iniquitous legislation, one that
would make every member of the organization glad he belonged to it, and afraid
not to.
We speak feelingly, but — Great Heavens! — we do need such organizers.
Witness some truths J. J. Murdock shouted at the exhibitors of New York in
session at Rochester: " Co-operate — organize — put implicit confidence in your leaders! Eliminate your pretty jealousies — get together and stick together!. Make of
yourselves one solid piece of machinery! Keep your fights out of Albany and Washington! Make your great power felt! Back up your organization to the limit!"
Mr. Murdock said that three efforts to organize vaudeville failed at first; so perhaps there is hope for a united and national motion picture organization.
In connection with the present strength of the National Vaudeville Association, it
is pertinent to note that each theatre pays $260 a year dues to the organization
treasury.
WM. A. JOHNSTON.
Precinct

Censorship Proposed in Kansas City
A plan to place a woman motion picture censor in every precinct in Kansas
City will be presented to the central committee for the better censorship of motion pictures when it meets April 14. The
plan is being formulated by the precinct
sub-committee, which expects to have arrangements complete in a few days.
Under the proposed plan, a woman censor for each precinct will be appointed by
ward chairman and each will work only
in the ward in which they live. The censor will be expected to know the kind of
pictures being exhibited in the theatres in
the precinct to which they are assigned.
Objectionable pictures will be reported to
ward chairman, who will report to the
central committee. The central committee
is working in co-operation with official
censors.
Censor

Bill Fails to Pass

Iowa Legislature
Censorship has been defeated in the
Iowa legislature. After passing the House
the bill went to the Sifting Committee in
the Senate. It was reported out by the
committee on the last day of the session,
but by quick action was recommitted and
failed to come out again before the legislature adjourned on the night of April 8.

Propose

Wire

Briefs

from

Coast

repretorss of
tment
direc
senting allVE
the depar
the
TWENTY-FI
Western motion-picture industry
have been elected by the affiliated
picture interests. At a meeting called
for Wednesday evening of this week,
these directors were scheduled to elect
officers. Hereafter the affiliated picture
interests will maintain representatives at
the California capital continuously.
Four of the six measures detrimental to
the industry, recently introduced into the
California legislature, have been killed in
committee.
It has been reported on the Coast that
Robertson-Cole will discontinue production for a period of from six to eight
weeks upon the completion of its present
subject.

Post

Office

Urges

Indus-

try's Co-operation
Postmaster General Will H. Hays, has
called upon the motion picture industry
and all other large users of the mails to
co-operate in expediting the transmission
of mail matter by posting letters at frequent intervals during the day instead of
holding off the bulk until evening.
In a statement to the public at large, Mr.
Hays calls attention to the fact that in all
large post offices, the influx of mail reaches
a peak late in the evening which is impossible to handle quickly. In Washington
the Government has taken steps to cure
this by having all departments institute a
system of frequent mailings.
" If the public, especially the large users of the
mails," says Mr. Hays, " will follow the Governlead inwillan beearnest
effort to cause
mailings,ment'sthere
the following
certainfrequent
consequent
advantages
:
(a) Business would be expedited through an earlier
dispatch, sometimes making a difference of one entire
day in the delivery of the mail at destination.
(b) Congestion of work in the post office at night is
reduced thereby lessening the possibility of delay.
(c) Mailing during the morning and early afternoon
clears the way for more expeditious handling and dispatch of the important evening mails.
(d) Matter mailed early is dispatched on trains
that are not heavily laden with mail, with consequent
more efficient train handling.
(e) Matter mailed early usually reaches the large
business centers at a time when it can be readily
distributed, and therefore, is more likely to receive
prompt delivery there.
(f) Lastly, but by no means least important, the
early mailing reduces the amount of night work at post
offices and thereby benefits postal employees and their
The National Association of the Motion Picture Industry is endeavoring to co-operate with the Post
families."
Master General and has forwarded to all of its members, a copy of Mr. Hays' statement.
Colorado Film Measures
Die in Committee
Colorado's legislature adjourned on
April 7th, with the situation, as far as
motion picture theatres are concerned, the
same as it was before the session. The
bill to amend what is commonly known
as the " Blue Laws " failed to get out of
committee, and the censorship bill suffered
the same fate.
The Rocky Mountain Screen Club, of
Denver, reports that it is satisfied with the
general results and that they will try at
the next meeting to repeal or amend the
Blue Laws.
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Picture

New.

A Cure for Pessimism
ABOUT the best thing we can suggest to the pessimists within our prosperous
industry is to take a trip to Chicago and view the Tivoli theatre.
We won't
of its ofbeauty;
except to say that just to view its interior is more
than speak
worth here
the price
admission.
We suggest the following observations:
— how the 4,500 seats are filled every performance, every day.
— that the patronage is strictly neighborhood.
— that it costs a small fortune per week to run and yet the theatre makes big
money.
— that the huge investment here is based wholly upon the public taste for motion
pictures for years to come. This theatre is non-commercial, has neither stores nor
an office building to rely upon. Within a number of years it must amortize its investment upon a continuous profit from selling pictures to the public.
May
we
call into-the
pessimist's
attention
the opening
of thein following
big
theatres: The also
Allen
Cleveland,
the Capitol
in Toronto,
the Tivoli
Chattanooga;
also the Saenger announcement of new theatres — 2,000 to 4,500 seats — in New
Orleans, Shreveport, Pensacola, Texarkana, ; the new Lynch house in Nashville.
The public hasn't stopped buying motion pictures; it's about the only commodity
that Automobiles
hasn't been seriously
affected. Yet the automobile industry has resumed.
were hit hardest.
WM. A. JOHNSTON.
George Kann Will Manage
Alhambra in Brooklyn
George E. Kann, until now assistant to
Michael Glynne and director of publicity
for the Ward and Glynne Theatrical Enterprises, operating two theatres in Brooklyn and one in Astoria, L. I., has been appointed resident manager of the Alhambra theatre, Brooklyn.
Julius Johnson Managing
Rialto in Omaha
Julius K. Johnson, who was with S. L.
Rothapfel at the Regent, New York and
the Lyric, Minneapolis, and later organist
and manager for the New Garrick in Minneapolis, has been made manager of A.
H. Blank's Rialto in Omaha, Nebraska.
MOTION PICTURE CONFERENCE
PREDICTIONS COME TRUE
When Isaacson predicted the coming
of international musicians to the picture
theatres, many thought he was romancing. That was three months ago. Read
the article in this week's News — see
Page 2678.
Have you joined the Association of
Motion Picture Musical Interest?
See application on page 2678 with news
of the new organization's activities.

Los

Angeles Theatre Will
Run One Act Plays
A development in the policies of the
New Ambassador theatre in Los Angeles
forecasts an important advance in the art
of motion-picture presentation. Gore
Bros. Remish & Sol Lesser are to inaugurate aseries of one-act plays to be staged
in conjunction with the showing of firstrun pictures, plays not unlike those first
brought to the stage at the Grand Guignol
in Paris, and later imported to this country by Holbrook Blinn at the Princess theatre, in New York. First National attractions will continue to be pre-released at
the Ambassador as before.
Manager Williams Leaves
Providence Strand
Charles N. Williams, who for six years
has been the manager of the Strand theatre in Providence, R. I., severed his connection with the house April 9. He was
tendered a farewell dinner at the Narragansett Hotel Sunday. Edward L. Reed,
who has been Mr. Williams's assistant for
twelve years, now, becomes manager of
the Strand.
Dramatic

Editor

Sam W. B. Cohn, new director of advertising and put
licity for Associated Producers
Stanley Theatres Lower
Admission Rates
The Stanley Company of America, o
Philadelphia announces that a reductioi
of admission prices in most of thei
theatres took place on Monday, April nth
A slight reduction was made at th
Arcadia, the Stanton, the Palace and th'
Victoria, with a corresponding lowering 0
prices at the neighborhood houses
wherever such action is possible. Th>
scale of prices at the new Stanley theatrin Philadelphia will not be lowered as i
was thought impossible to maintain th<
high standard with lower admission fees
Jules Mastbaum, president of the Stan
ley Company, states that his company h
taken the move to maintain and hold th
goodwill of the public which it has alway
enjoyed.

Makes

Anti-Censor

Irwin V.
W.illat and
and his
brother, C.
A. (Doc),
who is now
directing
" The Face
of the
World "
for Hodk in s o n
release

Address
ic
dramatdeER, Star,
TUCKapolis
G. Indian
ERT of the
ROBeditor
lly
keen and inlivered an unusua
telligent anti-censorship address before
the Traffic Club of Indianapolis on
March 31. Mr. Tucker went to the rockbottom of the reform agitation and in a
logical manner showed that it was not
only false in principal but absolutely unworkable in practice.
" I insist," said Mr. Tucker, " that if
the reformers are permitted to say what
we shall have at the theatre they can
enter our homes and tell us what to do
there. They do not trust the public to
manifest a choice of pictures. As a newspaper man I have watched public manifestations, and I say from experience that
the public can be trusted to pick out good
entertainment.
" It doesn't patronize the bad very
Mr. Tucker's address was very well
received.
long."

Stage setting used by the Capitol theatre,
St. Paul, as atmosphere for soloist Herbert
L. Waterous rendering " The Calf of Gold"
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State

Censor

Senate
Picture

Bill

Despite

Representatives

a vote of 30 to 18 the Lusk-Clayton
State censorship of motion pictures
was passed in the Senate at Albany,
N. Y., last Monday night, when the bill
was literally jammed down the throats of
more than one Senator who did not have
the courage to stand up and declare his
principles.
In the Senate procedure was adopted to
force the bill to a vote, the like of which
has been seldom seen in legislative halls at
Albany. Although it had been noised
about that the bill would come before the
Senate for action Monday night, resulting
in the chamber and the galleries being
jammed to their capacity, the very fact
that the bill was among the last on the
day's
calendar,
sufficient
lead many
to believe
that itwas
would
not betoreached
be-

Fight

Jammed

All

to Keep

Bill

Opposition
from

BY

fore Tuesday.
Senator Lusk, right hand man of Governor Miller,a rose
in his seat
10 o'clock
and offered
resolution
whichat asked
that
the censorship bill be given preference
over all other bills, even including those
on the calendar as well as a thousand or
more which must be passed this week, if
at all.
Senators gasped at the very audacity of
Senator Lusk's move. Senator Walker
jumped to his feet and offered objection
after objection. He was hopelessly in the
minority, however, and Senator Lusk was
successful in carrying his first trench by
a vote of 35 to 9.
There was no hope of the bill going over
until Tuesday. Senator Lusk immediately
offered another proposition limiting the
time of debate to thirty minutes.
" Does Senator Lusk mean to tell me,"
asked Senator Walker, at the top of his
voice, " that this is his own particular body
to the extent that he can tell me, the minority leader, that I can not speak for more
than thirty minutes on a measure that directly affects ten million and more people,
as well as billions of invested capital ? "
Once under way, Senator Walker paid
no attention, whatever, to the attempt on
the part of the majority leader, to stifle his
efforts. Unmercifully flaying Senator Lusk
Mr. Walker declared ' that a lack of
courtesy on the part of the majority leader
was never heard of before to the extent
that it had been shown.
" But I promise you," said Senator
Walker, " that as the wheel goes round,
things are bound to change. There has
never been such an example of concrete
brass as exists in this administration when
steam roller methods have become every
day occurrences in railroading bills
through that should never be passed. There
is that anxiety to satisfy someone. The

Fighting

to the Last

Through

Ditch !

W ITH Charles O'Reilly still in
Albany, the motion picture men of
the state are still hopeful that the Clayton Censorship Bill may not be acted on
before adjournment of the Legislature on
Saturday, April 16.
Wednesday,
13, O'Reilly,
SamOn Burman
and W. April
H. Lincoln
were at
work in an effort to persuade the Rules
Committee not to report the Censorship
bill before adjournment.

whole thing is but another creation of that
meddling crew. This censorship bill is the
most un-American thing that has ever been
brought into a New York State Senate.
Censorship is an absolute limitation on art.
The bill is not expressive of the sentiment
of the people of this state.
" The motion picture producers have
been tricked and trapped into offering to
clean up their industry at the hearing last
" If it were not for fear of committing
a breach of confidence," said Senator
week." " I would tell why they made this
Walker,
suggestion — at whose suggestion they were
tricked — yes, and trapped by men of interreputation."
Senatornational
Lusk
attempted to explain the
provisions of the bill the best he could.
He said that its purpose was regulatory
and not as a revenue producing measure,
this fact, he declared, beings evident in the
amendments which had been made reducing the examination fees. Senator Lusk
declared that producers have complained
that certain exhibitors have not used posters which they had sent out, these having
been supplanted by others of their own,
wherein a sensuous appeal was made in
the hopes of attracting patronage to their
houses. This, he said, would be taken care
of by the bill.
He estimated that in the way of revenue,
the measure would bring in something in
excess of 70,000.
Senator Holland Duell inquired as to
just exactly what constituted an " inhuman
scene," and whether or not such plays as
" Macbeth " could be properly screened if
the bill became a law. Senator Theodore
Douglas Robinson, nephew of the late
Colonel Roosevelt, inquired of Senator
Lusk just how many examiners he thought
would be necessary in carrying out the
provisions of the bill. The question proved
too much for the majority leader, who
ducked a direct answer.
Senator Lusk said that it was the desire
on the part of the legislators to co-operate

Being

Reported

Out

with what he termed were the " decent
producers " and that censorship would
proved
a " littlethe
assistance."
At midnight,
measure went to a vote
of the Senate. Taking no chances, even
though he had already polled a vote among
the Republican members behind closed
doors, Senator Lusk instructed the sergeant at arms to summon all Senators to
their seats and to allow no one to leave
the chamber.
As the voting progressed, it was apparent that the party whip would corral the
votes, even though the sentiment existed
among many in opposition to the bill. Once
in awhile some Senator, such as George
Fearon, of Syracuse, hailing from Governor Miller's home city, would have the
courage to vote against the bill, and explain his action by saying that there were
sufficient laws on the statute books to take
care of the situation.
Senator Robinson took an open stand
against the bill, even in the face of a telegram which he read from his home town,
stating that 400 members of a church in
his district had asked him to vote for the
bill. He declared that if any pictures of
an indecent nature were being shown in
this state today, that no one was responsible other than the people themselves.
" They have the remedy at hand if they
are said.
not too lazy and indifferent to use it,"
he
Among those who have followed the
progress of the bill since its inception,
however, there is a wondering as to
whether or not Senator Lusk, sharp in the
tricks of the political game, was not responsible for the stand taken by Senators
Fearon and Robinson in the hopes of creating the impression that after all the bill
was not a party measure, and that with
such impression existing the Republican
party would not bring down the censure
that might exist if the bill was being
steam-rollered through as a party measure.

Announcement of the vote in the Senate
showed the following results :
For censorship — Republicans : Senators
Ames, Baumes, Bloomfield, Burling, Burlingame, Campbell, Carson, Davenport,
Draper, Duell, Ferris, Gibbs, Harris, Hewitt, Kavanaugh, Knight, Lockwood,
Lowman, Lusk, Martin, Mullan, Pitcher,
Reischmann, Simpson, Swift, Thayer,
Thompson, Tolbert, Towner and Walton, A.
Against — Republicans : Senators Duggan, Fearon, Karle, Katlin, Myer, Robinson, Whitley, Wiswall. Democrats: BoyIan, Cotillo, Downing, Farrell, McCue,
McGarry, Straus, Twomey, Walker. Socialist, Seidel.
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BALTIMORE
Louis A. DeHoff, manager of the New
Theatre,
450 poor gave
children lastplayed
Saturdayhostandto practically
them the keys to his place at a special
morning performance. The kiddies were
in charge of Mrs. Calvin Ferris Troupe.
Vera Gordon in " The Greatest Love "
was the feature. The local daily newscolumns. papers mentioned the treat in their
Samuel Bassin, who recently acquired
the Flax Motion Picture Theatre, 1
South High street, has renamed it the
Metro Photoplay Theatre.
M. toryA.as a Berger
memberis ofhandling
the saleslocalforceterri-of
Screenart Film Company of Philadelphia.
A certificate of incorporation has been
granted by the State Tax Commission to
the Brunton Motion Picture Corporation,
which specifies one of its purposes as
" to encourage
and cultivate
taste for
drama,
cinematography,
music,a literature
andThethe incorporators
arts."
are Charlotte T.
Cohee, Corrine B. Outten and Sara L.
Mackey, all of Wilmington, Del. The
concern has the Corporation Service
Company as resident agent and paid a
tax bonus to Maryland amounting to
$515. Its authorized capital stock
amounts to 22,000 shares, without par
value.
PORTLAND,
ORE.
Paul Emerson Noble, manager of the
Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore., accompanied bv Mrs. Paul Emerson and their
five-year-old son. Junior, will spend
April motoring through California.
In his absence from Portland, Ralph
Winsor, manager of the Star theatre,
will preside
in thewillLiberty
theatreother
offices. The Nobles
visit among
film
celebrities
in
California,
Frank
Keenan, Wallace Reid, Charles Ray and
William S. Hart. Mr. Hart is Junior's
godfather.
for the
orphans'
matineeof
to Plans
be given
all annual
institutional
children
Portland and vicinity at the Liberty theatre on the morning of April 28 are being completed by C. S. Jensen. The
kiddies' show is given by Master Von
Claud Jensen, only son of the theatre
magnet,
matinee on
will his
be birthday.
the secondThisandyear's
will
mark Von's second birthday.
Wallace Reid was the guest of honor
of the Liberty theatre on Friday, March
18, in Portland, Ore., where he stopped
on his way back to California after atthe opening
of the B.newC. Paramounttendingtheatre
hi Vancouver,
Mr.
Reid made five appearances in person at
the Liberty theatre and on each occasion
was greeted by a capacity house.
CANADA
An important development in moving
picture trade circles of Toronto, Ont.,
apart from usual lines, has been the
establishment of the Educational Motion
Pictures, Limited, with headquarters and
salesrooms at 27 Melinda street. The
new company will specialize with films of
an educative nature and will sell equipment for the projection of such pictures
in schools, churches and homes.
The churches of Toronto, Ontario, are
literally coming to the moving picture
theatres. This is due to the fact that
several of the large new film palaces in

the Ontario
Capital evening
are beingservices
used regularly for Sunday
by
church congregations. The Bloor Street
Baptist Church
beenwayusing
Loew's
Uptown
theatre has
in this
during
the
past winter,
and
now
the
Riverdale
byterian Church has moved into the Presnew
Palace nues,theatre,
and services.
Danforth avefor regularPape
Sunday
Montrealtounded people
have that
been the
rather
asover the fact
amusement tax revenue
from local
theatres
during the recent Lenten season created
a new record. During the month of
March, the city collected no less than
$41,558.56, as compared with $41,276 for
the month
of January.
The February
revenue during the short
month of
was
$37,778.34,
this
sum
being
greater
for the same month last year. For than
the
first three months of 1921, the city de_rived the record amount of $120,613.20
through admission
the collection
of This
the tax
theatre
tickets.
moneyon
is used for the benefit of local hospitals
and charitable institutions.
The Province of Quebec has adopted
a new nualmeasure
provides
an antax of $200which
on each
of thefor moving
picture
exchanges
which
operate
an
of
fice within the Province.

ture houses, have announced changes of
both prices and policy. The Broadway
will headline feature photoplays and fill
in with acts and the Rialto will play
musical comedy with feature photoplays.
The Rialto scale will be fifteen and
twenty-five cents afternoon and twentyfive, thirty-five and forty cents nights and
the
centsBroadway,
uniformly. twenty-five and thirty-five
"The County Fair" was held at Mr.
Smith's for two weeks and " The Gilded
Lily " at the Ohio for the same period.
The complaint of George G. McDonald,
stockholder in the Apex pictures Corporation, thatinthisIndianapolis,
company, which
has a
small studio
and Smart
Pictures, Inc., were near insolvency resulted in appointment
of James
L. Barnitt, 307
Lombard Bldg.,
Indianapolis,
being appointed receiver for both companiestook
in Superior
Court.
Smart some
Pictures
over Apex,
assuming
$20,000 worth of debts a year ago, it is
stated.
OKLAHOMA
CITY

WESTERN
NEW
YORK

Clara Smith Hamon is out of luck in
Kansas. Films in which she is to appear are hibitors'
barred Association.
by the Such
Kansasis State
Exthe effect
of a resolution passed by the association
last week. The exhibitors went so far as
to include in the resolution a clause barring films which exploit notoriety gained
stances.
by other persons of similar circum-

Rivoli theatre,
east
sideTheneighborhood
house,Buffalo's
of whichbigHarry
Dixon is manager, has reduced its prices
from 22 and 28 cents to 15 and 20 cents
and has eliminated the vaudeville part
of the program. The policy is now
straight pictures. The Rivoli is the third
An ordinance passed by the Miami,
house in this part of the state to reduce
City commissioners forbids the
prices. The Family, Buffalo, several Okla.,
weeks ago started a ten cent program of indecent exposure of any person or the
or production
indecent
mopictures,
International
Niagara making
Fallsnow
last'the
announced aat reduction
tion pictures
showing inofMiami
theatres
and
theweekRivoli.
at a penalty punishable by fine or jail.
The ordinance authorizes the appointment
mavor of
a cityorboard
censors.of
The Regent theatre at Dunkirk, N. Y.. by Allthe theatre
owners
other ofplaces
has installed a six piece orchestra and
an elaborate stage setting by Servison of public amusement showing motion picRochester. The house was recently
tures will be compelled to obtain a permit from the
giving ina peropened by Lally Brothers. The Regent
formance or board
showingbefore
a picture
the
is the result of a $50,000 expenditure in
city. The board reserves the right to
remodeling the old Empire.
revoke a permit at its discretion.
The mavor is to act as member of the
Jane and Katherine Lee. screen kiddies, board.
The ordinance further provides
were
the
headliners
at
Shea's
vaudeville
house this week, and next week Francis that other citv officers than a member of
board,
the fire
policepower
commissioner
X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne will the
or anv officer
are orgiven
to stop
make
stars. their debut locally as vaudeville any performance contrary' to the ordinance provisions.
Out-of-town exhibitors who were in
Buffalo cluded
on C. Babcock
booking trips
last
week
inof Wellsville. Mr.
DAYTON,
O.
Tookerstein ofof
Regent,
Elmira Mr.
; D.Kelly
Epthe the
Regent,
Corning;
of the Elk, Corning, and Fred Schweppe
of the Colonial and Amusu, Elmira.
John Siefret who, for many years has
been identified with the motion picture
Berttion forLyon,
former dropped
Buffalo off
representaHodkinson.
in town theatres of Dayton, has resigned as manager of the Rialto and Ideal theatres and
last week on his way to Gotham from has been
by Gil Burroughs
the coast to visit O. T. Schroeppel, now formerly ofsucceeded
the Auditorium of this city.
assistant manager at Realart, who was
Gil takes up his duties with the good
formerly Hodkinson representative.
wishes of every exhibitor in southern
Ohio where he is well and favorable
J. R.falo, is Thomson,
Pathethesalesman
in Buf- known.
He is an old timer at the show
now covering
entire territory
business
havingmelodrama
managed was
the old
for Associated Exhibitors. Harry Knap- theatre when
in itsNational
prime.
pen is in town representing this company.
Robert Smeltzer, district manager for
The first shovel of dirt was taken from
Pathe, was a Buffalo visitor last week.
Howard Riehl is now covering Basil the lot where Keith will build on Tuesday, April 6th. Theexpired
lease on
presBrady's territory temporarily. Mr. Basil
and theCharles
is recovering from an attack of pneu- Grossent ofKeiththelocation
monia.
Columbia bought the property and will open it about May 15th
with tiona to stock
companythisof summer.
Shubert selecrun through
Keith's
move
to
the
Strand
which they
INDIANAPOLIS
have under lease and will show pictures
and vaudeville there this summer. They
have also leased the Lyric theatre and
The Colonial has reduced its top night of
willtheir
put contracts
pictures innowthererunning
to takeat care
the
price from forty to thirty-five cents. The Strand.
Broadway and Rialto, vaudeville and pic-

SAN

S

FRANCISCO

M. A. Hulling, for six years with the
San Francisco Pathe exchange, has been
appointed sales manager of the Associated
Exhibitors
opened in San Francisco Aprilbranch
4.
" Wobber Week," May 8 to 14, will be
celebrated by the four coast offices of
the
Famousto Players-Lasky
Corporation
in tribute
Herman Wobber,
district
manager of that territory- The idea was
conceived
arrangedH. bvTaylor,
H. G. branch
Rosebaum
and and
Wayland
tively. at San Francisco and the pubmanager
licity and advertising man there, respecDETROIT
The Majestic theatre has booked the
new Sennett picture, " A Small Town
Idol," for two weeks.
F. Raoul Cleaver, formerly manager of
the Grand Circus theatre and a salesman
for Universal, has joined the staff of
Merit Films, state rights exchange.
W. S. McLaren of the Majestic theatre,
Jackson, has been elected president of
the Jackson club in the Central league.
Detroit operators hold their annual ball
at Arcadia on Thursday, April 14.
Safe robbers broke into the safe of
the Washington and La Salle Garden
theatres last Sundav night, securing
$2,400 from the first and $2,800 from the
latter. The robberies took place in the
early
and employes
in both while
were
bound morning
and covered
with revolvers,
the robberies were in progress. Neither
safe contained
strong box
the robbers got at the a contents
by and
knocking
off
the combination.
CLEVELAND
Mrs. Evalyn E. Snow of Mt. Vernon,
is the newly appointed third member of
the Ohio Censor Board. Mrs. Snow
takes the place of Miss Elinor Parker,
resigned. The other members of the
boardler,include
Mrs. J.Maude
Murray Mrs.
Milchairman, and
S. Kingslow.
Snow
is
a
sister-in-law
of
Judge
W
anamaker of the Ohio Supreme Court.
Phil Selznick of Phil Selznick Productions, Cleveland, has just returned from
a hurried trip to New York and brings
with himchasedthe
good releasing
word thatrights
he hasto purthe Ohio
the
four James Oliver Curwood pictures.
These four pictures are to be released
every three months during the coming
year, beginning May 15. the first one to
be " The Heart of "the Northland."
Morris Safier. newly appointed manaof Select's
local officefor was
in Toledo
last gerweek,
and arranged
a whole
week
of Selznick pictures to be shown at the
Valentine theatre. Norma Talmadge in
" Panthea " was shown the first half of
the week, and " Ghosts of Yesterday I
the latter part of the week.
R. E. Shrader. central division manfor Pathe, onandtheLeoguest
Adler.
were ager
registered
book auditor,
of the
Cleveland Pathe office this week.
W. F. Seymour, central division manager
W. and
Hodkinson
Corporation,forgavethe-W.
Cleveland
the surrounding
territorv the once-over this week, and received acordial
welcome
from personally
the exhibitors
whom he used
to serve
as local exchange manager.
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Jack Graumont has returned to
Chicago after a six week's visit to
California with his family, to assume his duties as vice-president
and general manager of the DollVan Film Company, of Chicago.
President Vandawalker announces
that he expects to get into the new
and larger quarters of his exchange at 734 S. Wabash Avenue
before May 1st.

FROM

and

CENTRAL

the

REPRESENTATIVE,
Franklin B. Coates, director of
Mesco Pictures Corporation, was
in Chicago this week in connection
with company business. According to Kansas City newspaper clippings, which he brought with him,
" Jesse James Under the Black
Flag," Mesco's
firstrecords
featureatproduction, broke all
its
premier
showing
at
Newman's
Twelfth Street Theatre, Kansas
City, and was a big popular success. Mesco's distribution plans
call for the picture being booked
by company representatives and
Jesse James, Jr., will make personal appearances in larger cities.

The election of Adolph Marks
to the State Senate from the First
District of Illinois, to fill the unexpired term of Francis P. Brady,
puts another champion of theatrical and moving picture interests on
the floor of the Illinois Senate, and
The Majestic Theatre, Madison,
he undoubtedly will be a valuable has been entirely remodelled and
aid to the Allied Amusement in- redecorated and has opened under
terests in blocking blue law legis- the management of F. W. Fisher,
lation. Mr. Marks is allied with who operates theatres in La Salle,
Kewanee and Galesburg, Illinois.
the Mayor
Thompson
administra'
tion
in Chicago,
and probably
will One of the features of the house
be one of the Mayor's leaders on as remodelled, is a large-sized Barthe floor of the Illinois State Senton Organ, which Mr. Fisher installed in order to assure his paate. He is widely known as an attrons of good music. This is the
torney for theatrical interests and
it is claimed has done much in the fifth instrument purchased by Mr.
way of eliminating legislation that Fisher from the Bartola Musical
was a hardship to theatre owners, Instrument Company, and makes
producers and the profession in the Fisher houses one hundred per
users of the Bartola instrugeneral. It was he who took the cent,
sting out of the Child Labor Law ment.
of Illinois, which had caused the
theatrical profession no little
Salesmanager Mintz, of Synchronized Scenario Music Comtrouble and expense until he obpany, announces that the Hostettler
tained a high court decision that
was favorable to the theatrical in- Amusement Company, of Omaha,
terests and he also has other im- have contracted to distribute Synchronized scores in Iowa, and
portant achievements to his credit.
Nebraska, and that Sobleman,
Salesmanager Belford, of Pin- Mustard and Roe, of Minneapolis,
nacle Productions, is leaving this have taken over the territory including North and South Dakota,
week for a tour of the western exchange centers and before his re- Minnesota, Northern Wisconsin
turn will visit St. Louis, Dallas, and the upper peninsula of MichDenver and other cities.
igan. Sobleman, Mustard and Roe,
of Milwaukee, have also arranged
to
handle
Southern Wisconsin.
Returning from the coast, Watterson R. Rothacker proceeded to Mr. Mintz reports that everywhere
New York. He plans to be in the exhibitors are showing great interest in securing the Synchronized
vicinity of Chicago again in time
for the First National Convention Scenario Music service in order to
at West Baden. When he sails for give adequate musical presentation
Europe in June, his wife and for feature pictures. He also
daughter will accompany him. states that only two or three terriDouglas D. Rothacker is back in
tories remain open and that within
Chicago after a month at the New the next week he expects to have
York Industrial Branch.
the state rights closed one hundred per cent.
The flood of beauty contest
photos to the Evening Journal was
Six new organs have been contracted for installation in theatres
increased when Chicago girls
of
Gore Brothers and Sol Lesser
learned that Watterson R. Rothacker would have trailers made of by J. F. Charles of the Los Angeles
every hundredth girl to get her office of American Photoplayer
photo into the newspaper office — Company. A $75,000 instrument is
the trailers to be shown in local being installed in the Kinema Thetheatres. The contest winner, who
atre and other theatres to be simgets a job in Christie Comedies
ilarly equipped are at Pomona, two
will be announced at the motion in Hollywood and the Capital Theatre in Los Angeles. Mr. William
picture machine operators' ball, Mullaney,
for three years in charge
May 5th. The ball is being promoted by Thomas J. Reynolds, of the serial department of Los
union president, and Joseph J. Sul- Angeles Pathe Exchange, has been
livan, chairman of the ball com- added
Charles. to the sales force by Mr.
mittee.
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ST.

conference of district managers in
Chicago last Saturday. The managers of the Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleveland and Kansas
City territories being present, as
well as District Manager Gilday
of the Chicago office. After the
meeting Manager Kent, accompanied by Mr. Gilday went to
Space has been rented at the Kansas City where he took part
Willett Studio, at Culver City, by in the celebration marking the
of the new Kansas City
a newly organized company headed opening
From Kansas City Mr.
by Judge A. N. Hilton, which will exchange.
went to the west coast where
make a series of two-reel classics, Kent
the first of which will be Babes In he will confer with Mr. Lasky on
the Woods, followed by Little Red Paramount's Spring production
Riding Hood and others. Dempsey Toblar and Henry Matthews
Ralph Kettering, of Jones, Linick
will be in charge of production and plans.
Schaefer, is back on the job
W. J. Cohan has been appointed &again
after a fortnight spent at
sales manager.
Hot Springs, Arkansas, and reports that he was greatly benefited
Selected Films are now distributby his brief vacation.
ing the novelty, "The Old Time
Movie Show," which is meeting
with considerable success. It de"Dream Street"
picts movies as they were in the
olden days and includes a one-reel
feature, " Shadows of Doubt," with
DW.
GRIFFITH'S" Dream
latest
• production,
Mary Pickford and Owen Moore ;
Street," may be called a
an old time comedy, " The Runaway
sequel
to "isBroken
Blossoms,"
Leopard," and a song entitled, " My
since it
founded
upon a
Little
Kangaroo,"
illustrated
in
old
time fashion by slides. The Rialto,
couple
of
Thomas
Limehouse Nights Burke's
stories.
Central Park and several important
The
producer has used just a
first run theatres already have
mere skeleton
of the
author'sof
played this novelty.
tales,
establishing
a drama
his own around them. And
Lew Cody made a personal apagainst this background
pearance at Jones, Linick &
moves a plot with a moral,
Schaefer's McVicker's this week
pointing the good and bad in
and went over big with his monohuman beings. Two brothers,
logue and funny stories.
one a swaggering bully, the
other a cringing weakling, a
Celebrated Players Film Corporaspirited girl and a wily Chink
tion opened its new quarters at 810
compose the quadrangle — a
S. Wabash avenue on Monday and
quadrangle which is supplekept open house for exhibitors and
mented by lesser figures in
others connected with the industry.
the pattern.
Toe Friedman is justly proud of his
The picture seems pointless
splendid new exchange which is one
in its earlier reels, since most
of the largest and best arranged in
of the sequences are given up
Chicago's new film district.
to stressing sentiment, character and atmosphere. The
concluding chapters build
A large number of exhibitors attended the pre showing of Vitaconvincing drama until the
finale, when a purely movie
graph's special production, " Heart
ending inconsistent with the
Of Maryland," at that company's
action and characterization is
new projection room, 839-43 S.
Wabash, Thursday, and were very
offered for the sake of happimuch pleased with the picturization
ness. Mr. Griffith seems to
of the famous stage play. Manager
have profited by the fact that
Tarbell expects to do an unusually
picturegoers do not care for
large business with this splendid
tragic epics.
feature.
The picture lacks the vigor
and substance and poetic
The Frank Thelan Circuit opened
its fine new Rialto theatre in
quality of " Broken Blossoms,"
though itThe
carries
suffiElgin on Monday night of this
cient
vitality.
producer
week. It is one of the handsomest
has
emphasized
close-ups
and
houses in the state and has a seatintimate by-play to the point
ing capacity of sixteen hundred.
of exaggeration. The picture
Messrs. W. D. Burford, the Rubens
is well cast in most instances.
brothers and other officers of the
Its outstanding features are
company attended the opening
its exceptional photography
which was successful in every way.
and atmosphere.
— L AWRENCE
REID.
Salesmanager Kent of Famous
Players-Lasky presided at a sales
T. W. Chatburne Enterprises are
planning to film The Old Homestead, the very successful stage
play by Denman Thompson and
have engaged William Lawrence,
who succeeded Thompson as star
in the stage production as the star
of the film.
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BULLETIN OF MOTION PICTURE
MUSICAL INTERESTS
The Committee of Five, consisting of
Messrs. Breil, Luz, Reisenfeld, Rothafel, Tremaine (chairman), Isaacson
exofficio), have to report that they have
completed all plans of organization: that
final invitations to the Executive Board
of Nine and the Advisory Committee
of Thirty-five have been sent forth.
Within a very few days the permanent
organization will have been completed.
Applications for membership have
been coming in to the temporary offices
at 729 Seventh Avenue in excellent manner. Have you signed an application
blank? See coupon below. Fill it in
and get your name on the roster at once.
that the stilted atmosphere of ordinary society
functions and formal concert recitals do not
necessarily cover all that there is in existence!
Moreover, Percy Grainger will draw with him
to his next recitals, scores of these Capitol
Theatre listeners, who with the taste of a composition or two upon their lips, have a gnawing appetite for more in the hearts.
it is see
not the
all master
Percy Grainger's
fault.
InPerhaps
fact I can
touch of S.
L.
Rothaf el in this deal. Ah, Rothaf el ! You have
many big plans up your sleeve, which the little
fellows who have sneered at you in all your
pioneering days could never dream out if they
live a thousand years. I would not be surprised
to read any minute that Rothafel had taken
over as guest conductors, the big directors of
the symphony orchestras, the opera house. I
would believe without a question a press story
from Rothafel that he has engaged the entire
Metropolitan Opera Company to appear at the
Capitol theatre or that he had brought over
the Covent Garden Company from London, or
that he had signed a list of stars appearing
weekly from a list including Galli-Curci, Josef
Hofmann, Sergei Rachmaninoff, Martinelli,
Mary Garden, Muratore, Cavaleri, Ruffo,
Amato, Kreisler, Heiftz, Elman, Casals, Salzedo,

FOR

MEMBERSHIP

ACCEPTED

OF MOTION

PICTURE-MUSICAL INTERESTS
vfduals ^ ^$10
for
corporaTempor
tionsand
^ ary*Headqu^ arters
companies. Suite 400, 729 7th Ave., New York City
Gentlemen:
I
Address
desire to apply for membership in this association.
Class
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Grainger

you so. But here
I WILL not say that I told
it is: For the information I am about to
impart I am indebted to that much cleverer
and more assiduous reporter, Miss I. M. McHenry, who is the concert man of The Billboard. She met me on the street and she declared that Percy Grainger has joined the
picture music and that he was going to play
twice a day at the Capitol Theatre and here
was the prediction of the Music Conference
(Hotel Astor, January 24-5-6) come to pass.
Percy Grainger is one of the big artists,
looked upon as among the most conservative
musicians of the day. He is a composer of
piano music of a serious trend. He is tall, handsome, blonde, with an abundance of silken hair.
He looks the musician, and his name has become one which seems destined to immortality.
I would have said if you had asked me if
Grainger would be one of the early-birds of
the conservatives to come into the motion picture field, I would have said no. I have
considered folks like Galli-Curci and Mary
Garden and Paderewski first. For Percy
Grainger has kept aloof from many modern
and radical movements in music, which should
have inspired him and secured his support.
But here he is in the movies at two a day.
Do you think I am poking fun at him, or
casting him lower in the scale of importance?
Indeed not! Perish the thought!
Percy Grainger goes up one peg or two! He
has justified himself in my eyes anew. He has
trampled down the smug attitude of so-called
dignity and dared to do what he knows is right
and fair and good. Percy Grainger will not
play anything less than he would have done in
the concert hall, nor will he play it with any
lowering of his style and his manner of performance . . . He is going to meet a different
audience, a keener, a more live, more sympapathetic audience — a set of people consciously
and unconsciously seeking to better themselves.
Percy Grainger will return to the concert hall
with a new sense of life, refreshed, given a new
vigor, in much the same way that he returned
from the army bands during the war, realizing

Motion

A. — Those of the motion picture industry seeking to
broaden their appeal through music.
B. — Those of the music industry and musical profession
seeking to widen their scope through the film.
C. — Those seeking to give the public a greater opportunity
to hear good music.

Music

Kubelik, Pavlowa, Isadora Duncan, etc., ad infinitum.
I am not astounded at Percy Grainger's engagement of two performances a day during
Music Week (April 17th to 24th) at the Capitol
theatre. I expected it. And here I take the
pleasure of quoting again the proceedings
of the Astor Hotel Music-Picture Conference
statements which then seemed more remote than
they do at this moment.
"
time will
is notnotfarfeel
distant
their
beneath artists
it is attheallgreatest
that when
in theTheworld
dignity to sing or play in the fine motion picture
houses. And just as theatre managers once paid ten
dollars for a picture and now rent it for thousands of
dollars, so will they be happy and consider it good business to pay real money for real artists — even those
managers who now think one hundred dollars a week is
a lot of pay for a singer!
"Within
another
year I predict that names of the
highest
rank picture
— international
the motion
houses. artists will be headliners in
I amlownot being
afraid raised
of the motion
is " the
to the picture
highest theatre
plain —— Iforamit
afraid of the vaudeville, for it is good being debased
andInlowered."
view of which I shall not say I told you
so. But here it is.
ELIMINATE

IMITATIONS

By F. L. GRANNIS
FILM MUSIC COMPANY
It wasmentalafter
considerable
with temperamusicians
working onexperience
music cues and music
scores that we discovered that the most important part
of the work of selecting music for certain scenes was
in being practical. This, then, meant the elimination
of idealistic ideas of temperamental whims or fancies
and brought it down to a basis of determining, in the
first place, what emotion the scene itself was expressing.
Having learned this much, our first step on every
picture was a very thorough and careful analysis of
the dramatic values of every scene in the picture. It
was found that when a scene was properly analyzed as
to its dramatic value and just to what degree the dramatic emotion was being expressed, it was a very simple matterin tothefindsame
musicdegree.
that would
emotion
For express
instance,the*ifsame
the
scene was a fight, it was only necessary to note whether
it was a fight between two people or more or whether
it was a mob, and then to note on top of this whether
it was interior or exterior, in the foreground or at a
distance. With this information the right music was
quickly found. This same process is applied to every
scene, first determining exactly what the actors in the
scene are expressing or, in other words, to take the
thought back of the scene and help the actors express
that
by playing music which is in harmony
with thought
that thought.
The next step in this work was our stand regarding
the imitation of certain effects in pictures. For instance, a telephone bell, auto horn, horses running
and a hundred other various actions which are imitated religiously by a very great number of musicians
all over the country. The careful analysis of this question brought out the fact that if we were going to
play to action rather than the thought back of the
action, we would not be helping the picture. Instead
of a musical atmosphere we would be imitating, in a
crude way, these different effects. This. then, would
become " noise " to pictures and not music to pictures.
In analyzing further it showed on the face of things
that the idea of having a bell ring when the picture
showed a telephone bell ringing, and then to have a
man answerversation)thewas absurd,
telephone
his conand (without
merely hearing
burlesqueing
the
situation. Just why you should hear a telephone bell
and then not be able to hear a human being, is a
question that would be hard to answer, and yet you
hear this sort of thing daily.
Also, in the case of pistol or gun shots, explosions,
etc. — why should musicians who are playing music to
that picture try to imitate these noises? The only
answer that can possibly be is that they are trying to
secure sensational effects which they believe will make
an impression on the audience.
The writer of this article not so long ago saw Cecil
B. DeMille's " Don't Change Your Husband," shown
at onescene
of the
theatres
in thethey
country
one
wherelargest
a pistol
was fired,
had aand
pistol"n
actually fired back of the scenes in absolute synchronization with the screen shot. The people responsible for this probably thought it was very clever.
There is absolutely no doubt, however, but that this
thing seriously hurt the presentation of this picture
and did much to destroy the many other excellent fea(Continued on page 2734)
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What
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the
RETURNS

FAMOUS PLAYERS
The Witching Hour —
A combination of hot weather and a
well known play but one not particularly
well produced. Result — our crowds
dwindled. (Middle West.)
Business did not keep up well with
this feature.
please.
(West.)Somehow it didn't seem to
Forbidden Fruit —
Went over big on the second week of
its run. (West.)
Gorgeous costumes and dazzling scenic
effects, but the picture drags in spots. A
good box office attraction. (Middle
West.)
The Gilded Lily —
The kind of picture patrons expect to
see Mae Murray in. About the best she
has done. Consistent business with a
clientele she has built up. (Middle West.)
Mae held
Murray's
tricky
costumes,
andOnly
dancing
this up.
Business
just
fair, despite heavy advertising. (East.)
The Easy Road —
Not as good as some of the other
Meighan pictures. Meighan well liked,
however, and matinee business was particularly good. (Middle West.)
Buried Treasure —
Big production. Story not convincing.
However it is the best thing the star
has done so far. Fair box office value.
(East.)

ON

Big
FROM

FIRST NATIONAL

NEW

Houses
WEEK

RUN

It's a Great Life —
A splendid story cleverly told. Appealed strongly to young people between
the ages(East.)
of 14 and 19. No box office
value.

TheAn Old
Swimmin'
Hole —bit■ of screen
unusually
delightful
entertainment which the entire city
flocked to see. Censorship would not be
worrying the industry if there were more
Hold
Yourcomedy
Horseswith
— ■ a decidedly poor
films like this. (East.)
A fair
plot.
The
sub-titles
are
very good. (Middle West.)
An excellent picture from every angle
and business was splendid. Went over
big. (Middle West.)
The Man Who Had Everything —
picture, with Jack PickTheBroke
Kid—records first half of week, fell fordA indelightful
a (Middle
role West.)
for which he is well adapted.
down at end of engagement. Audiences
divided in opinion of picture. (East.)
Bunty
Pulls
Strings
— not up to
Fairstandard.
picturethewith
business
Mama's
Affair
—
usual
(West.)
Very entertaining feature. Had more
than usual business during run. (West.)
A Pleasing
Tale of feature.
Two Worlds
— satisfactory
Brought
box
office
returns.
(West.)
Passion
—
Played this three weeks to satisfied
audiences and big business. (West.)
Boys
Will Be picture
Boys—with which we had
An ordinary
NotA Guilty
skillful— use of trick photography, average business. (West.)
which
" twinare brother
" idea
METRO
probable.makes
The the
settings
good, and
the
picture on the whole is pleasing. (Middle
West.)
ThePleasing
Marriage
of Wm.BoxAshe
— value
picture.
office
average.
(East.)
Scrambled Wives —
Not much to the picture — but the fact
that Marguerite Clark has made her re- A Message From Mars —
turn to the screen in this helped some.
Opened very big and stayed big for
Business good. (East.)
two reasons. One because Lytell is a
great favorite and always pulls the business. Two, because it's a corking good
Sowing
the WindGoing over
very good. (Middle West.) show. (Middle West.)

Man — Woman — Marriage —
What's Worth While—
Corking oflittle
picture.
Nothing big or
Faith
—
over for second week to better Puppets
Good picture that does justice to a thanHeldaverage
business. (Middle West.)
super-special
aboutwithit — abutbang.
star's(East.)
personsnappy title. Played in conjunction with
ality put it over
" You'll Be Surprised," a Chester comedy, and did (Middle
a week's West.)
capacity business at Good References —
Horsemen of the Apocalypse —
my house.
Audiences found this a pleasing pic- Four
6th week of big business. (West.)
ture. Box office returns fairly good.
(East.)
What Every Woman Knows —
ROBERTSON-COLE
Enjoyed fair business for week run.
Opened to big business. Audiences com- Not Guilty —
A
good
play,
but
rather
weak
as
a
box
mented favorably on production. (East.) office attraction. Played to only a fair
Picture with high ideals but only of
—
average
Did West.)
only fair busiWest.)
house at my theatre for a week. (Middle Kismet
ness foramusement.
week. (Middle
The Idol of the North—
Best thing Dalton has done since " The
The Mistress of Shenstone —
GOLDWYN
Flame
the public,
Yukon."however,
She is losing
her
A pleasant picture which seemed to
grip onof the
and busiplease my audiences. Fine business.
ness was only fair, despite tremendous Prisoners of Love —
advertising. (East.)
Splendid but Compson name not (West.)
known. Too long a time has elapsed
Born —
since
Miracle Man
The Kentuckians —
effect "toThe
advertising.
Did "notto dogivean much
aver- TheThisFirst
its house
secondpacked.
week to(West.)
big business.is Keeps
age business. (Middle West.)
Monte Blue made this one. His following increases with each picture, and
business held up splendidly on this fact.
An excellent picture. (East.)
Paying the Piper —
Exceptionally well liked by everybody.
One of the best opening Sunday s in
weeks.
West.) Kept up satisfactorily. (Middle
The Dollar a Year Man —
A sure-fire attraction, which brought
extra large box office receipts. (West.)
Fatty Arbuckle always a sure bet and
this picture proves to be no exception.
Capacity house all week. (Middle West.)
The Love Special —
Did fine business with this picture. My
patrons like Wallace Reid and of course
turned out strong to see his picture.
(Middle West.)

RELEAS

E

S

Say

THEATERS
PATHE
Pleased intelliTheEntertaining
Devil
— picture.
gent
audiences.
Only mildly enjoyed by
the ordinary run of people who do not
like to think in the movies and who prefer a pleasant tale. Fair box office attraction due to the star. (East.)
High class picture that appeals to the
discriminating. Well liked by all who
saw it. Did good business. Holding it
over for second week. (Middle West.)
The Riddle: Woman —
Fair. Nothing to rave over. Conventional, over-drawn, and somewhat spoiled
by over-acting. Farrar does not do herself justice in this picture.
VITAGRAPH
Dead Men Tell No TalesAttracted fair business for run. Audiences not duction.
greatly
(East.) impressed with this proBlack Beauty —
One of the best picture I have ever
seen from the standpoint of a patron.
Appealsness attoallallperformances.
ages and classes.
Big busiSchool
children essay contest helped put it over.
(Middle West.)
Straight
From EQUITY
Paris
Best picture
C.
K. — Young has made
in a long time. Went over big. (East.)
Greater business than usual with this
delightful picture. (West.)
Hush —

FOX

Played
on Neither
double pleased
bill withour " people
Know
Your
Men.''
and box
office returns were not satisSkirts
— factory.
(Middle West.)
("West.)
UNIVERSAL
Standingtheup Law
well— in- third week of run.
Outside
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
The Last of the Mohicans —
Goingtion. over
(West.) big. A wonderful producUNITED ARTISTS
The picture is not up to Douglas FairThe
Nut—
banks' standard,
but field
has anforappealing
title
West.)
and offers
a good
exploitation.
A good house the entire week. (Middle

NORMA

Running (West.)
this a second week to big
business.

TALMADGE

Talmadqe a? you haveFLOWER"
nevenseen
"THENorma PAS*
of Spainin a play that qlitter? -vith the
% ||5 fire
her before,

ft PROLOGUE.
"IN OLD MADRID"
Spanish
Strollers
and
Mountebanks
in Native Love
Songs and Dance;

OVERTURE — !Poetand Pea9antl__...K^.Jam<?dMark Strand Orchestra

STATE RIGHTS
TheWentCounty
over Fair
great.— No limit to opportunities
for
unique
exploitation.
capacity house for
week West.)
andA held
for a second
week.the first
(Middle
REALART

The Frontier of the Stars —
Started out well but did not stand up.
(West.)

"Pagliacci" (Proloque) /powea^aZfa. Fernando Guarneri, Baritone
'UTrwaW'
M
Duet {^^3S?lzfSS?
'Unhappy JinishI
MackSennett Comedy

OutUsedof the
Chorus — with " You Can
in conjunction
Never Tell.
Average business but it
increased at end of week. (East.)

Silk Hosiery —
Found this to be a mediocre picture.
Played to the usual business. (West.)

This is the way Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the Mark Strand
theatre, Brooklyn, is advertising " The Passion Flower "

The Playing of Broadway —
Good picture which had good business.
(West.)

Motion
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With
WIRE

LOS

FOR

THE

First

REPORTS

WEEK

OF

Run

FROM

AP%IL16TH

CORRESPONDENTS

Ambassador Theatre —
Overture — " Love Tales from HoffCurrent
Events — From Kinograms
man."International.
and
Special — Mile. Dalroy in an original
one act sketch playing three
roles.
Feature — Not Guilty — FranklinFirst National.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Overture — " Viennese Songs."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy— Hard Luck— Metro.
Organ— "Hymns of the Old Church
Choir."The Faith Healer— ParaFeature—
mount.
Organ — " Mammy."
Graurnan's Theatre —
Current Events— Pathe News.
Organ — '* Mammy."
Day —
Novelty
Pathe.— Topics of the
number by local artVocal— Song
ists with special drop.
n— Crazy Kat release— ParaCartoo
mount.
Feature— Straight Is the WayCosmopolitan Paramount —
Given with a prologue staged in
a pool room setting in which
ate charseven singers imperson
acters appearing in the picture.
tre —
Superbat Thea
Events — International
Curren
News.
Dramatic— The Cactus Kid— Hoot
Gibson.
— The Unknown Wife —
Feature
Edith Roberts.
y— Seeing Is Believing— CenComed
tury.

News

Theatres

WEEK
STARTING
TOMORROW

ANGELES

Picture

Comedy — Verse and Worse — Fox.
Current Events — Fox News.
Feature — Black Beauty — Vitagraph
— (Second week).
Next Week— Without Limit
Coliseum Theatre —
Overture — " If I Were King."
Comedy — Just in Time.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Murray.
Feature
— The Gilded Lily — Mae
NextKnows.
Week— What Every Woman

FLORIN* L tURCUY

ADDED FVN FEATURE
LARRY SEMON
Supported b, MAR YON AYE
"THE
eorl Orcheaira,HICK"
Carl. D. Elinor. Director
Farooo* GiulianiCWaaical
Trio in aSeiarOooa
Fanlajy of Popular and
Mihoo Ouuieo, Oriarujt, PUriof "Lore Bird*'

Five column by eight inch display on " The Mistress of Shenstone " used oy
the California th eatre, Los Angeles
Feature— The Last of the Mohicans Feature— Straight Is the Way —
— Associated Producers.
Cosmopolitan — Paramount.
Next Week— Straight from Paris.
Alhambra Theatre —
Second week of " The First Born." Imperial
Orchestra — Theatre
Whang, —Whang Blues.
Mission Theatre —
Current
Events
— From all releases.
Sixth week of " The Four HorseOrchestra — " Blue Danube " and
men of the Apocolypse."
" Harem Eyes."
Miller's TheatreCurrent Events — From Fox News Scenic—
Bruce.The Man Who Sat Down —
Kinograms.
Murray.
Feature
— The Gilded Lily — Mae
Novelty— Thrills of a Thoroughbred— Sport Pictorial.
Presented with an atmospheric
Feature — Straight from Paris —
tableau as a prologue.
Clara Kimball Young.
Next Week— The Gilded Lily.
Tally's Theatre —
Tivoli
Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International Orchestra — Interpretations of variFeature
ous nations playing " Swanee
liss. — The Devil — George ArRiver" and "April Showers
California Theatre —
Vocal and instrumental numOverture—" 111' Guarany."
May a Flowers."
Current Events— From Kinoguams
VocalBring
— " Just
Song at Twilight "
bers given.
and Fox, with local pictures.
and
"
Rose
Maria."
Clime's Broadway Theatre —
Punch of the Irish —
Educational — Movie
Chats and Comedy
First— The
National.
We Got Fun?"
Organ— "Ain't
Living models of Famous
Ford Weekly.
Special—
Scenic — No Hope for the Drys—
Sculptors.
Educational.
tie. — Turkey Dressing — ChrisFeature— The Spenders— Hampton. Comedy
Feature
— Nineteen
and Phyllis —
—
Time
Charles
Ray.
Your
Current Events — Selznick News.
— Take
Comedy
Christie.
Feature
— Out of the Chorus — Alice
Brady.
Next Week — Mamma's Affair.
NextWife.
Week— Don't Neglect Your
Rialto Theatre —
Vocal
and
instrumental
numbers.
Comedy
— Naughty Mary Brown —
Kinema Theatre —
Educational.
Overture— Old fashioned medleys. Next Week — Ducks and Drakes.
Orchestra— Do You Ever Think of
Current Events— Kinograms.
Me?
Comedy — Blue Sunday— Lyons and
SAN
FRANCISCO
Feature — The Greatest Love — Vera
Moran.
Gordon.
Swimmin' Hole
The Old
Feature—
Next Week— The Devil.
— Charles
Ray. Given with a Strand Theatre —
week of The Nut.
Frolic Theatre —
prologue number under the title Second
Next
Week
— Prairie Trails.
Comedy
— Seeing Is Believing —
Century.
of " A Husking Bee " in which
old rural songs are featured.
California Theatre —
— The Smart Sex — UniverCurrent Events — California Top- Feature
sal.
ical Review.
Symphony Theatre —
a."
Marth
"
—
ure
Overt
Current
Events — Fox News.
Orchestra — " Sicilian Vespers " and Next Week — The Freezeout.
" Harem Eyes."
Cartoon— A Rare Bird— Mutt and
— Topics of the Day —
SEATTLE
Pathe.
Jeff. al — Selected violin solo. Novelty
Instrument
Comedy— She Sighs by the Seaside Organ — " Barcarolle " and " Sleepv
— Sennett-Associated.
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Indian dances by local Special — Song number under title Overture
Special—
— " Anvil Chorus " from
" Faust."
artist.
ofHead."
" Phun with a Phonograph."

Winter Garden Theatre —
Vocal — " Sweet Annabel Lee."
Novelty
Pathe.— Topics of the Day —
Comedy — Rush Orders.
Current Events — Fox News.
Feature— What Women Will DoAssociated Exhibitors.
Liberty
Orchestra —Theatre
" I Am— Coming Back
Comedy
— Nighthood.
to You
Maybe."
Current Events — Jensen and Yon
Herberg News.
Feature — Kazan — House Peters.
Presented with specially selected colored pictures of the North
as a prologue.
Next Week — The Easy Road.
DENVER
America
—
News. Theatre
Current
Events — International
Corned}- — Nonsense — Mermaid Educational.
Feature — The Little Clown — Mary
Miles Minter.
NextLuck.Week — Seven Years Bad
Rialto Theatre
Current
Events — —Pathe News.
Noveltv
—
Pathe. Topics of the Day —
Comedy — Astray from Steerage—
Sennett.
Feature — lace
The
Reid. Love Special — WalNext Week— Polly with a Past.
Rivoli
Overture Theatre
— Gipsy —Love.
Cartoon — A Rare Bird — Mutt and
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — A Big Secret — Fox.
Vocal — Harry Harper, tenor soloist
singing
" The Trumpeter."
Feature
— Lying
Lips — Associated
Producers.
Jeff.
Next Week — Passion.
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture — William Tell "
Violin
" — RaffStang.Solo —by " Cavatina
Played
Miss Katherine
Feature — The Love Special — Wallace Reid.
Comedy— Hard Luck— Buster Keaton.
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1p 2 1
Fernando Guarneri in costume
singing number in front of black
velvet curtains with bright white
lighting effects.
Comedy
— "Unhappy Finish" — Mack
Sennett.
Organ Solo — " Polonaise in A
Major " — Chopin.
Edward Napier and John Hammond, organists.
Next Week — "Music Week" and
" The Oath."
ST. LOUIS

Missouri Theatre —
Overture — •" II Guarany " — Gomes.
News
Events — Pathe and Fix
strips.
lorenceviaor
and House Peters
Topics of the Day — Literary Dim arrest drama of Hfb and love £S*i
Vocal — Grant Kimbell.
gest.
Paramount
Magazine.
Comedy — Senett.
Feature — Wallace Reid in " The
Special."
New Love
Grand
Central —
kel. — " Alpine Storm " — KunOverture
Reviews of the Day — Leading
strips.
Arthur G. Stolte, manager of the Des Topical Paragraphs — Digest.
Moines theatre, Des Moines, Iowa, used Vocal — Lillian Crossman.
this sixteen inch four column display
for " Lying Lips "
Organ Solo — " The Rosary " — Yost.
— The Ray.
Old Swimmin' Hole
Current Events — Hippodrome Re- Feature
— Charles
view, Topics of the Day and
hand-colored scenic.
West End Lyric —
program as that of New
Next Week — Man, Woman, Mar- SameGrand
Central.
riage.
Overture — " The Operatic NightShea's Criterion —
mare " — Dave Silverman.
Overture — Light Cavalry."
Stage Setting — Venetian scene used Del Monte Theatre —
as background for soloists.
Overture — " Tannhauser."
— Topics of the Day.
Vocal — " Barcarolle " from " The Digest
Vocal — Duet.
Tales of Hoffman."
Feature — Buried Treasure — Marion Organ Solo — Irene Selections.
Paramount Magazine.
Davies.
Feature — East Lynne.
Comedy
—
Rush
Orders
—
Harry
Pollard.
Current Events — Criterion Pictorial.
KANSAS CITY
Next Week — The County Fair.
Mark-Strand —
Newman Theatre —
Overture — Sally.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Overture — " Fifth Hungarian RhapFeature
— My Lady's
Latch-Key— Newman News and Views.
Katherine
MacDonald.
— F. Landwher and
Comedy — Edgar
Camps
Out — OrganG. Selections
Baker.
Booth Tarkington comedy.
sody."
Next Week— Black Beauty.
Vocal Solo — Emanuel Liszt, basso.
Palace —
Special musical novelty — " UnderFeature — A Small Town Idol —
neath Hawaiian Skies," with
Sennett all-star comedy.
special stage settings and lighting effects.
Feature
— What Every Woman
Knows.
BROOKLYN
NextMarriage.
Week — Man, Woman and
Mark-Strand Theatre —
Liberty Theatre —
Overture — "Poet and Peasant" Overture
— Selected numbers.
(Suppe).
News — Pathe.
Vocal Duet, " Miserere " from " II
Comedy — Buster Keaton in " NeighTrovatore."
Kitty
McLaughlin,
soprano ;
Ralph Soule, tenor, in prison set Organ Selections — Miss Susie Goff
Bush and Miss Golden Evisand in authentic costume, sington.
ing this number.
bors."
Mark-Strand Topical Review.
Feature — Alice Brady in " Out of
"In Feature.
Old Madrid "—Prologue to
Chorus."
NexttheWeek
— 'Polly with a Past.
New
Royal
Theatre —
(a)Fernando
"La Paloma
"
(Yradier).
Guarneri, baritone. Overture — Popular selections.
News — Royal screen magazine.
(b)Mile.
" LaMaria,
Malaguenas."
danseuse.
Comedy
— Torchy's Double Triumph.
(c)Mile.
" Fatima."
Delirio.
Organ Selections — L. Flint and
Mrs. H. E. Bassford.
(d)Mile.
" ElMaria
Aragones."
and Mile. Delirio.
Musical
novelty — " Springtime."
Scenic set is Spanish courtyard Exit March
— " Tropical Blues."
with street scene backdrop.
Feature — Bebe Daniels in " Ducks
Feature — Norma Talmadge in "The
Drakes."
NextandWeek—
Education of ElizaPassion Flower."
Prologue from Leoncavallo's "Pagbeth and Larry Semon in " The
liacci."
Hick."

Doric Theatre —
Overture
— " Poet and Peasant."
News — International.
Comedy — Universal.
Organ Selections
— Phillip
F. Stevens and Robert
K. Hale.
Special Numbers — Coon Sanders's
jazz orchestra.
Feature — Second week of " The
Next Week— A Message from
Count}- Fair."
Mars.
New Twelfth Street TheatreOverture — Popular selections.
News — Screen magazine.
Exit March — " Broadway Rose."
Feature — Monte Blue in " The KenNext Week— Straight is the Way.
tuckians."
PHILADELPHIA
Stanley Theatre —
Overture — •" II Guarany " — Gomez.
Piano Concerto — First Movement
Grieg — By Robert Armbruster.
Aria — " II Va Venir " from " La
Juive — Halvey.
Gertrude Rennyson, soprano.
Stanley News — Compilation of all
weeklies.
Scenic — A Day with John Burroughs— Burton Holmes.
Comedy — Neighbors — Metro.
Feature — The Easy Road — Thomas
Meighan.
Next Week — The Passion Flower.
Stanton Theatre —
Overture — " Nanna " — Bellini.
Current
News.Events — Pathe News — Fox
—Pathe.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest
Feature
— The Witching Hour —
Paramount.
Next Week — Broadway and Home
--Eugene O'Brien.
Arcadia Theatre —
Feature — Straight Is the Way —
Cosmopolitan-Paramount Production.
Scenic — Burton Holmes-Paramount.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Next Week — Lying Lips.
Victoria Theatre —
kowsky.
Overture
— " March Slav " — TschaiFeature — His Own Law — Goldwyn.
Current Events — Select News.
Next Week — Man-Woman-MarPalace Theatre —
Feature
— The Love Special — Paramount.
jiage.
Topics
of the Dav — Literary Digest
Pathe.
Current Events — Pathe News —
Pathe.
Nextway.
Week — Plaything of BroadRegent
— Twin — Metro.
Feature — Theatre
Cinderella's
Comedy — Hob Goblins — Pathe.
Current
Pathe.Events — Pathe News —
Next Week — Chickens — Douglas
MacLean.
Capitol Theatre —
Feature — The County Fair.
Current Events — Select News — Select.
Comedv — Movie Mad — Electro.
Next Week— The Devil— Pathe.

Weekly.Events — Free
Current

Press

Educational — Golf.
Vocal — Roy Detrick, tenor.
Feature — laceThe
Reid. Love Special — WalComedy — Edgar's Country Cousin.
Next Week— The Oath.
Broadway
StrandEvening
—
Overture — "An
at WaiCurrent
Events
—
International
News.
Novelty — Esther Harris in " The
Vamp " dance.
Comedy — Out of the Inkwell — Cartoon.
VocalRuth
— " Love
Is Waite.
Best of All " —
Kellogg
Feature kiki."
— Proxies — Cosmopolitan.
Next Week — Elsie Ferguson in
Sacred and Profane Love.
Overture —— " Southern Rhapsody."
Madison
Current Events
— Pathe News.
Novelty — Royal Philippine String
Band.
Feature — The Kentuckians.
Lloyd.
Comedy
— Now or Never — Harold
Washington —
Current
— Fox News.
Overture —Events
" Eileen."
Bird.— Mutt and Jeff in A Rare
Cartoon
Educational— Water Trails.
Comedy
shine.— The Big Secret — SunVocal — F. Vincent Kuhn.
Feature — Hands Off — Tom Mix.
Next Week — William Farnum in
His Greatest Sacrifice.
WASHINGTON
Crandall's Metropolitan —
Overture — " The Girl from Brazil
the Day.
Current
News — Pathe — Topics of
Selections."
Comedy
— The Hick — Vitagraph.
Feature
— Mamma's
Affair — First
National.
Next Week — Bob Hampton of
Placer — First National.
Loew's Palace —
Overture
— " Village Orchestra."
the Day.
Current
News — Pathe — Topics of
Comedy — Baby — Sunshine.
Feature
— The Love Special — Paramount.
Next Week — Billions— Metro.
Loew's
Feature — Columbia
Lying Lips.—
Moore's Rialto —
Overture — " Morning, Noon

and

Current News — Fox News.
Comedy — Short and SnappyChristie.
Feature — Kazan.
Night."

DETROIT
Overture— — " Invitation
Adams
Dance".

to the

Classy
display byfor four
" Eyes of the Heart
"
eight inches
Rialto theatre, columns
Omaha by the
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CLEVELAND
Tht.Uuehs That Uoyd Builds
si's ^^^ii'r^^s^tr —
Harold

i

Uoyd

>Wor NEVER?'
—All Aboard (or Laff Land

Tftis is tfte too;/ tfte Liberty and Doric
theatres, Kansas City, advertised " Now
or Never." Note the catch line " The
Laugh that Lloyd Builds "
CINCINNATI

WalnutCurrent Events — Pathe No. 30.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Educational — Golf — Educational.
Feature — Man, Woman, Marriage.
Next Week — Passion Flower.
Strand —
Current Events — Pathe No. 31.
Comedy — The Sportsman — Vitagraph.
Feature — Nineteen and Phyllis.
Next Week — Brewster's Millions.
GiftsCurrent Events — Fox News.
Christie comedy.
Feature— She Couldn't Help It.
Next
Week — Once
to Every
Woman.
Palace —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Topics of Day — Literary Digest.
Feature — If I Were King.
Next Week — Poor Dear Margaret
Kirby.
Capitol —
Overture — " Tannhauser."
Capitol News Events Novelty — 1.
Pathe News. 2. A Cub Bear at
Play.
Prologue to the picture: 1. Margaret Spaulding, soprano, assisted by Capitol Quartette, in
" The Cycle of Life "—Ronald.
2. Organ solo : Prelude, C.
Sharp Minor — Rachmaninoff.
Feature — O'Malley of the Mounted.
Capital Quartette : " Quartette from
' Rigoletto.' "
Comedy — Edgar's Little Saw- — Edgar comedy.
Next Week — Kismet.

Overture
" l\ Guarany
Gomez.—
State — —Events
Current
— Pathe" — News
Pathe Topics of the Day.
Comedy — Johnny Hines in Torchy's
Big Lead.
Pictorial — The Thoroughbreds.
Prologue — Soloist, James McMahon, singing " I'm a Messenger from Mars," with a
shifting background of mountains, sky and comets, bringing
him from Mars nearer and
nearer, until he arrives upon
this planet.
(Arranged
by Managing Director George Dumont.)
Feature — A Message from Mars,
with Bert Lytell.
Next Week — Kazan.

re — Popular hits from Friml
tunOv
Alerle
Operattas.
News Events — Allenette, a compendiumtionalof andnews
events, educascenics.
Comedy — Bob and Bill in Trapping the Cat.
Added Special — Babyhood — Kineto.
Prologue — Soprano and tenor duet,
with special setting fitting feature.
Feature— Black Beauty.
Next Week — Blind Wives.

Next Week — Max Lindner in Seven
Years Bad Luck.
Metropolitan
Current Events —— Selznick News.
Theme — Take It from Me.
Feature
— Sowing the Wind — Anita
Stewart.
NextLionel
Week Barrymore.
— Jim the Penman —
CHICAGO
Tivoli Theatre —
Overture — " Dance of the Hours."
Specialty
— " Asleep
In the
Deep " —
Herbert
Waterous,
basso.
Topical Events — Selected.
Organ Solo — A Jazz Medley of
" Margie," " Bright Eyes," and
" Rose " by Jesse Crawford.
Literary Digest.
Specialty
The S.Artist's
Vocalists —— "Mr.
Frazier,Vision."
tenor.
Miss Marie Mitchell, soprano.
Feature — Constance Talmadge in
" Mamma's Affair."
Coming Feature — Wallace Reid in
" The Love Special."
Woodlawn Theatre —
Woodlawn Grand Organ — " YokoWoodlawn hama
Pictorial
Lullaby." Review.
Overture — a. " Tarantella," b, "The
Feature — Priscilla Dean in " Outside the Law."
Intermission
— " O-hi-o."
Coming
Feature
— Kismet.
Swan."
Pantheon Theatre —
Pantheon Topics and Travel.
Bud and Susie Cartoon.
Overture — Selections from " Mary."
Specialty — Cello solo — " Melody "
by Gabriele.
Prologue — Street scene welcoming
Sam Smith home.
Feature
— " A Small
Town Idol "—
Associated
Producers.

Supported
by OA
Ml Star Cart

Pantheon Views of the World — " A
Trip Through Yellowstone

E.K.Lincoln

Coming Features — " The Home

Unusual ad by the Moon theatre,
Omaha,
on " The
Innercolumns
Voice."
In size Neb.,
nine inches
by four
Stillman —
Overture — "Dance of the Hours"
from " La Giaconda."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — Bang — Mermaid Comedy.
Feature — Mae Murray in The
Gilded Lily.
Nexttinued.
Week — The Gilded Lily con-

re — Park Popular Revue.
tuOv
Paerrk
ATLANTA
Current
Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy
— Hey, Rube — Christie
Comedy.
Howard Theatre —
Feature — Faying the Piper, with
Overture — Excerpts from " Sally."
Howard News and Views- — ComDorothy Dickson.
piled by the Management.
Next Week — The Mistress of Shenstone — Pauline Frederick.
Solo Mrs.
— AriaJohnson.
from " Manon," sung by
Strand
Violin Solo — Drdla's " Souvenir."
Feature — Anita Stewart in Sowing
Feature — Without Limit.
the Wind.
Criterion Theatre —
Next Week — Lionel Barrymore in
Overture—" La Dame Picquet," spe- Jim the Penman.
cial arrangement by Dave Love. Knickerbocker —
Pathe Review.
Overture — Cloister Scene from
Topics of the Day.
" Kamenoi Ostrow."
Rialto Theatre —
Theme
— Schuman's " Nocturne."
Overture — Rialto Orchestra.
Current Events — Fox News.
Rialto Screen Magazine.
Comedy— Neeley Edwards in " Too
Comedy — Lloyd Hamilton in
Many— Sir
Husbands."
" Moonshine."
Feature
Johnstone ForbesRobertson in The Passing of
Feature — William S. Hart in " O'the
Third
Floor
Back.
Malley of the Mounted."

Barbee's Loop Theatre —
Overture
" Poet and Peasant."
Park."
Universal
Weekly.
etc— h."
Str
Literary Digest.
Comedy — Nobody's Wife.
Prologue — Barbee's presentation.
liss. — The Devil " — George ArFeature
Coming Feature — Black Beautv.

Picture

News

Ziegfeld music
Theatreby —orchestra.
Incidental
Topics of the Day.
Pathe Weekly.
Comedy — The Love Lesson.
Feature — East Lynne.
Boys. Feature— Boys Will Be
Coming
Randolph Theatre —
Organ Selections.
Comedy
Nobody'sDavies
Wife. in Buried
Feature —— Marion
Treasure.
Coming
Flower.Feature — The Passion
BALTIMORE
Overture — " Zampa " — Herold.
Current
Events — Rivoli News.
Rivoli
Special —— Violin solo by Raymond
Rouleau — Romance — Wieniawski.
Feature—
The Woman
— Mildred
Harris. in His House
Comedy — The Hick — Larry Semon.
Rivoli Grand Opera — John Eltermann
ers. and Paul C. Bailey, playOverture
—Events
" Raymond."
Current
— Pathe News and
Review.
Special
New —— " Proclamation " — Roland
Diggle—
H. E. Boehme, organist.
Prologue
native— Chinese
setting. girl singing in
Feature — Outside
the Law — Priscilla Dean.
Parkway —
Overture — Medley of Dixie Tunes.
Current
News. Events — Farkway Special
Feature — The Passionate Pilgrim —
Ruby de Remer.
Comedy — The Ladies Pay — Snooky.
Overture
Hits. — Popular and Classic
Wizard —
Current Events — Topics of the Day.
Special — Paramount Cartoons.
Feature — The Passionate Pilgrim —
Ruby de Remer.
Overture — Classic and Popular
Hits.
Strand —Events — Kinograms.
Current
Feature
— Something
Constance
Binney. Different —
New
Lyceum
—
Overture
— Classical
airs with specially augmented orchestra.
Feature — Over the Hill.
Overture — Operatic selections.
Feature— Without Limit.
Ford's— ST. PAUL

Capitol
Bizet. — from " CarOverture me—n "—Theatre
Selections
Capital
Digest — Includes
International
News. Pathe and
Cartoon tist—Comedy
— Felix, the hypnoPat Sullivan.
The — Man
WTio Always Sat Down
Educational.
In atana
Spanish
1. ""Nita
— De Garden—
Koven. 2.
Rose Giof
My
Heart
"
—
Lohr.
Helen Newit. soprano ; Bernard
Ferguson, baritone.
Norma Talmadge in " The Passion
Here
on " Ducks
and Drakes,"
Haroldis one
F. Wendt,
advertising
directorby Concert Organist — Ralph H. Brig-,
o]
the
Rivoli
theatre,
Toledo.
size
ham. " Serenata " — Moszkowthis was thirteen inches byIn four
ski.
columns
OrsranFlower."
Recital— Harold Price. 1.

Exhibitors'

Service

Bureau —

Pages
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This cut shozvs a corner of the lobby of the Peoples
theatre,
Ore.,manager
during of
the the
engagement
designed
by F.Portland,
W. Teufel,
Peoples of "My Lady's Latchkey."

Ralph Ruffner, Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Thomas D. sorlero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Chan. H. Williams, Strand theatre. Providence. R l
Harold J.B. Schade,
Franklin,Schade
Shea'stheatre,
Hippodrome,
George
Sandusky.Buffal*
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton. O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. MgT. Finklesteln & Rubin.
Minneapolis.
A. J. Hoeller, Theatre de Lnxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland.
Paul Gusdanovlc, Strand, Cleveland, O.
O. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mies
S. Barret McCormick, Managing Dir. Ambassador
theatre and Klnema theatre, Los AngeJjr.

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatre*.
Jackson, Mich.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
K. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. I- Newman. Newman. Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Dos Moines theatre, Des Moines,

The display was

Chas. Branham, Famous-Lasky, Ltd., Toronto,
Can.
L>weU W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W. C. Quimby, Managing Director, Strand and
Jefferson theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramonnt-Empress theatre,
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rlalto theatre, Batte.
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranEugene
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney Grauman, Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.
Louis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.

Motion
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MilwaukeeTheatres
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Novelty lobby display which the Princess theatre, Denver, Colo., used to advertise " Noi
Never" during its recent showing at this theatre

A whole bill of " fillers " as free from
objectionable scenes as is " The Old
Swimmin' Hole " was gathered into a
program designed to make an appeal to
the family trade and the " cleanliness "
idea was then widely advertised.
The especial attention was called of
Parent-Teacher Associations and like
organizations through advertisements and
reading material inserted in high school
and college papers throughout the city.
Naturally this brought thousands of
persons who were not regular theatregoers, but were drawn to the Liberty because of the widespread comment about
the program. Three days after the run
started, another special ad was inserted in
the daily papers, bringing in enormous
business until the very end of the run.
Clean pictures have been in such constant demand by organizations and individuals throughout the city, that when
an entire bill right on this line was
presented, it brought everyone out. The
success of the venture indicates that public taste is not decadent and that programs
which cater to both parents and children
bring out a big trade.

Ballyhoo Stunt for "Fantomas" Serial
Manager Jones of the Bonita theatre.
Pensacola, Fla., aroused the curiosity of
his patrons for the opening number of
" Fantomas " by using a ballyhoo in the
form of a man dressed in old fashioned
frock coat and wearing mask who paraded
up and down the streets carrying a grip
on which was lettered " Confidentially I
am Fantomas, the Mystery Man at the
Bonita, today." The stunt went over very
well being entirely new to Pensacola.

Stage

Style Shows
Style shows given the same week in
Milwaukee's two foremost theatres attracted record crowds to both houses.
The Alhambra theatre, which is now
under the management of Leo A. Landau,
used thirty models displaying not only
gowns and wraps for grown ups but for
misses and youngsters as well. The customary runway extended out over the
heads of the patrons.

TODAY

Sayre Makes Play for
Family Trade
J. W. Sayre, advertising manager for
Jensen and Von Herberg at Seattle,
adopted a novel and effective exploitation
angle in putting over " The Old Swimmin'
Hole " playing recently at the Liberty
theatre.

Newt

Clever

Ad

Tie-Up

Stunt

for "Billions"
The title of " Billions," the Metro
special Nazimova production was instantly seized by the enterprising exhibitor of
the Forum theatre, Hillsboro, Ohio, as
lending itself to exploitation during the
showing of the picture.
A tie-up with the leading merchants of
the town was effected, and a full page of
the Hillsboro Gazette for Friday, March
24 contained eight advertisements, all of
them using
the word
troduce the sales
talk. " billions " to inThe manner in which " Billions " was
appropriated into the advertising was extremely clever. One ad began " Billions
of people." Another read "If you had
Billions. A lumber company advised that
" The farmers could save billions, etc."
An insurance agent began his ad with
" Billions of words of wisdom."
The theatre's ad was in the center of
the page and its catch line was " What
Are All These Billions, They Are Talking
The co-operative advertising idea went
About."
over
big with both theatres and merchants.

At Saxe's Strand theatre, Manager Edward Weisfeldt employed a dozen models
who displayed their charms while promenading on a horseshoe shaped runway.
This runway started from one side of the
stage across over three aisles and ended
at the opposite side of the stage. During the showing of the photo play the
sections of the runway covering the aisles
were folded back permitting the passage
of patrons. In addition to the regular
theatre orchestra a jazz band in costume
and two dancers provided entertainment
during the style exhibition. As the brunt
of the expenses of the Style Shows was
borne by the retail houses who exhibited
their wares the two shows proved splendid
financial projects. Both theatres secured
untold advertising through the tie-up with
the local merchants. Four appearances
of the models were given each day.
Novel

Stunt Worked
Marion, O.

in

The management of the Orpheum Theatre, Marion, O., the home town of President Harding, worked a novel stunt in
the exploitation of " Outside the Law."
Taking
advantage
the sent
" Clean-up
week
in Marion,
cards ofwere
to every"
family in Marion, bearing the cryptic
words :
Clean up your back vard You are
are ' Outside the Law ' "—P. D.
The cards caused no end of comment
and had much to do with the advance advertising which the picture enjoyed.

Novel lobby display for "The Coast of Opportunity" at the Princess theatre, Denver, Col.
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Native Spanish Dancers
in Prologue at Brooklyn
Mark Strand
A pair of prominent Spanish dancing
stars, special Spanish courtyard scenery
and a Spanish soloist added action to the
all-Spanish prologue that was used at the
Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre to properly introduce Norma Talmadge in " The
Passion Flower."
The scenic set used by Managing
Director Edward L. Hyman revealed the
entrance to a colorful Madrid courtyard
with a Spanish street drop showing
through the arch. " Extras " were shown
idling in the courtyard until Fernando
Guarneri, baritone, attired as a swagger
and arrogant toreador with brilliant sash
cape, appeared singing " La Paloma "
and
(Yradier). As he concludes Mile. Maria,
Spanish danseuse, castanets and all dances
the swift " La Malaguenas." This is followed by a dance of Spanish passion put
on by Mile. Delirio, another native
Spanish dancer. The prologue known as
" In Old Madrid," had a twin Spanish
dance number as a rousing finale with the
pair interpreting " El Aragones."
New

Newsboy

Stunt

for

" Dinty"
Incident to the showing of " Dinty " at
the Isis theatre, in San Diego, Calif, during the week of March 27th, a good publicity stunt was pulled by making a " census "of the prominent men of the city who
had at one time in their lives been employed as newsboys. It was found that the
mayor had sold papers in the east, a former mayor had once carried the San Diego
Union, making his rounds on horseback,
Congressman William Kettner " hollered "
on the streets of St. Paul, Minn., and
the president of the First National Bank,
was a newsy in Kingston, N. Y., when he
wore knee pants. The " census " made
a good news story as well as carried the
name of the feature picture.

Lobby decorations consisting principally of cut-outs from 24 sheets which Thomas Grindley
of the Liberty theatre, Astoria, Ore., originated for the showing of " The Last of the

n
Ties Up with
"
Mohicans Goldma
Genius in ConFiremen's Campaign
structing Cut-Outs
Manager
William Goldman of the MisHere is another cut-out lobby display
souri Theatre, St. Louis, saw an opporby Thomas C. Grindley of the Liberty
tunity to get a free advertisement in the
theatre, Astoria, Ore., staff showing how
campaign
which the local fire department
at the cost of $6.00 and the expenditure
is conducting for a shorter working day,
of five hours time a 24 sheet was made to
and so he rode in with the tide. The
work ten fold as an exploitation medium
members of the fire department are at
for " The Last of the Mohicans."
present working more than 12 hours each
Mr. Grindley's work is a fine example
day and their efforts to shorten the workof what the small town man can accoming hours to eight at the coming election
plish in originating business getting ideas
has
taken the form of city-wide exploitaat small expense.
tion on their own part.
Grindley

Janisch

Has

Good

Ex-

ploitation Idea
A novel advertising novelty was placed
by A. C. Janisch, director of advertising
tor the Finkelstein and Ruben theatres,
Minneapolis, for exploiting " The Inside
of the Cup." Ten thousand paper cups
with the inscription, " Look ! On ' The
Inside of the Cup, ' " and containing a
card giving the selling argument for this
picture were distributed in all the prominent office buildings in the downtown district. The cups being such useful and
practical articles were in great demand
and gave an excellent tie-up with the
photo-play.

So first of all Goldman arranged to have
the Fire Fighters Glee Club of 24 voices
appear on his program for the entire week.
A special song was written for the vocalists by J. Reeves Espy, exploitation director of the Famous Players Missouri Corporation, and Maxwell Goldman, a brother
of the manager. Slides were prepared
containing the words of the song and the
audience was requested to join in singing
with the 24 uniformed firemen who appeared on the stage at each of the performances during the entire week.
Then a motion picture was shown which
was taken in front of the Missouri Theatre. It showed the firemen and police
zouaves in drill and was advertised not
only by the theatre but by the large number of participants.
For a lobby display Goldman sought
the channels of the Missouri Historical
Society which has a collection of rare old
fire apparatus. The lobby of the Missouri
is very long and wide and afforded plenty
room for the installation of a number of
these ancient fire relics, consisting of old
pumping devices, hose carts, and harnesses. This exhibition alone was the
means of attracting hundreds and hundreds of people.
Newspaper advertising featured the
firemen tie-up, although the feature for
the week was " Gilded Lily."
To further " dress up " the theatre for
the occasion, House Manager Meininger
employed several local women models to
stand at various positions about the house
and lobby posing under green spot lights.

This is a reproduction of the stage setting wh ich the Howard theatre, Atlanta, Ga., used prior
to the screening of " Prisoners of Love "

The young ladies were attired in firemen's
uniforms.
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Picture

Newt

Showing some of the exploitation which the New Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, used to put over "Black Beauty" as told in the story appearing below.
Left — The New Lyric's street ballyhoo. Right — Stage setting used in prologue number

costumes of the period.
The girls wore
Beauty"
"Black
facsimiles of the gown worn by the star
in " Black Beauty " and the men wore
School Children's Attention
the
suitsplay.
similar to that worn by the hero of
For
street
exploitation,
the
management
tor
direc
ing
JOHN PRESCOTT, manag
of the Lyric secured an old-fashioned cart,
of the New Lyric theatre, MinOne of the most unusual and successful
the nearest they could get to a tallyho
neapolis, has just put over a great exstunts
employed by the Lyric theatre was
and a dog-cart. The driver ot the tallyho
Beauty " was
n campaign for " Black
ploitatio
the
reviews
written by prominent men of
dressed
in
uniform
and
beside
him
n
assisted by other Finklestei and Ruben
Minneapolis and published during the run
sat a bugler, and the team was two black
employees.
in the local daily newspapers.
horses, representing Black Beauty and
Advance reviews were run by the MinGinger.
The
dog
cart
was
drawn
by
a
All of this publicity matter was supneapolis Journal after a special showing
black horse, also representing Black
plemented bythe sending of 2,000 personal
for the Journal critic. Ten days before
letters, signed by John Prescott, manager
Beauty and wearing a lettered blanket, anthe first performance the Minneapolis
of the New Lyric, to the school teachers of
nouncing the run of the picture. A circuDaily News began a drawing competition
lar card, the full size of the wheel at- Minneapolis and a newspaper campaign
designed especially to appeal to the grade
with attractive advertisements running so
tached to the spokes of the dog cart carschool children and modeled along the
ried the announcement of the engagement
lines of the one used at the Palace theatre,
large as a full half -page and even more,
was conducted throughout the engagement
New Haven, Conn., as told recently in of " Black Beauty " at the Lyric.
The prologue was a rural scene with
the News. The drawings submitted by
and beginning ten days before the initial
Black Beauty and a collie dog, which
the pupils made an attractive and interestperformance.
represented the hunting hounds, because
ing lobby display and many of them were
So successful was the campaign conreproduced during the contest in the Daily the latter were not available, and Coster
and Clements, Minneapolis soloists, sang
News.
ducted for " Black Beauty " in Minneapolis that similar methods are being
two songs, " Rise, Sleep No More," a
Private screenings of the picture were
employed by the other theatres in the
held for the faculty and pupils of an in- hunting song, and " Songs my Mother
Finkelstein and Ruben chain which are
fluential boys school, the manager of the Used to Sing." During the engagement
the
ushers
and
employees
were
dressed
in
showing or will show the production.
book department of a local department
store, public school teachers, officials of
womens clubs, etc.
The department store gave the feature
a special window display in connection
with copies of the book.
A special herald was made which had
the appearance of a slate. The front sign
read as if written by a school boy, " You
read it in your school days," and on the
reverse was the play date. More than
5,000 of these were distributed to resiences. A special place-card was arranged for cafes and restaurants. The
first was of the teaser order, without play
and date line, and were distributed prior
to the showing. During the engagement, a
second set of place-cards was utilized, announcing Black
"
Beauty " at the New
Lyric theatre. This new stunt brought
forth much favorable comment and many
which took part in a prologue for "The Truth
and b\characters
the stage setting
ShowingHusbands"
S. Barrett McCormick, manager of the Kmcma and
presented
About
unsolicited calls were made for the cards.
Ambassador theatres, Los Angeles

Prescott
HowExploitation
Campaign

Over
at Put
Minneapolis
Gets

April

23,
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the Star theatre,
Cat" whento this
Ralph Winsor's lobby display for " The Firecontributed
the picture
realism played
with intermittent
jets ofPortland,
steam Ore.
Carpenter Enlists Services
of Cartoonist
Along with a regulation newspaper campaign of unusual scope, George E. Carpenter, manager of the Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake City, was able
to put over a decided novelty in the way
of exploitation as is explained by the accompanying cut showing a reproduction
of a four column by tweEe-inch cartoon
run in the Salt Lake Telegram in connection with the engagement of " The
Gilded Lily " at the Paramount-Empress.
Just what the inducement was offered
Cartoonist Evans of the Telegram we do
not know, but it would seem that Mr.
Carpenter is " ace high " with the whole
Telegram staff.
Anyway the cartoon is certainly the
finest kind of exploitation and must have
brought " The Gilded Lily " to the attention of Salt Lake City.

Olver Turns Steeple Jack
for Compson
Picture
Grand Rapids, Mich., was treated to one
of the cleverest and most compelling exploitation stunts for the showing of Betty
Compson's first stellar vehicle, " Prisoners
of Love," at the Isis theatre, in the city's
history. The campaign was conducted by
Hal Olver, Goldwyn's exploitation man in
Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo.
The first big stunt was climbing the
face of a twelve-story building from sidewalk to roof. Mr. Olver, dressed in white
and wearing a mask, was his own steeplejack. A record crowd gathered in the
afternoon to see the stunt. A large banner was displayed during the climb up the
face of the building, advertising the showing of " Prisoners of Love."
Another stunt that aroused the curiosity
of the town was a series of teaser ads in
the Grand Rapids Press, run for a week
previous to the showing announcing the
" If the sky is yellow, green, blue and
white stunt " used at the New York
Capitol and other theatres a number of
times in the past year.

A "volcano" ingeniously concealed

Strand

Stages

Spring

Style Show
The style show as a business tonic is
beginning to be appreciated by the small
city managers as well as in the big towns.
Among those who have recently staged
a Spring event is Manager Jos. J. Jacoby,
of the Strand theatre, Marshalltown,
Iowa.
Mr. Jacoby went to considerable pains
in staging his style show, building a runway with special illumination over the
middle section of seats in the theatre down
which his 18 models, all local girls,
paraded in the latest creations of fashion.
The show was staged in conjunction
with a local store and consumed forty
minutes, each girl making her appearance ina number of different gowns.
The array of fine feathers did credit to
the city and the style show went over for
an unqualified success. Carnations were
distributed to the Strand patrons.

A " growing " ad was used for six days
in the Grand Rapids Herald. The first
one read, " $50,000 reward ! See tomorrow's Herald." The second one, " $50,000 reward ! Wanted ! " followed by a
portion of Betty Compson's face. In the
third. ad her full face was pictured; on the
fourth day the following was added,
" Blanche Davis alias Betty Compson.
Description : Height, 5 ft. 6 in. ; age, 22 ;

AS CARTOONIST ERNEST EVANS SAW THE CROWDS AT THE PARAMOUNT-EMPRESS YESTERDAY
Reproduction of four-column twelve-inch cartoon on " The Gilded Lily," shozving at George
Carpenter's Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt
Lake City, as told in the story appearing above

complexion, fair; weight, 121." The fifth
added this information, " Disappeared
from home six weeks ago — notify father,
Wesley Davis, or Chief of Police, New
York City. SHE IS ONE OF THE
PRISONERS." The final ad supplemented the fifth day's copy, " OF LOVE
at Isis all next week."
Everybody in Grand Rapids was agog
to see " Prisoners of Love " when the exploitation campaign was over and the picture did a tremendous business throughout the week.

A view of the prologue which Andrew J. Cobe,
manager of the Rialto theatre, Lawrence, Mass.,
staged for the showing of " Kismet "
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Picture

Another Wedding
Theatre Stage

New:
on

Any time you want to garner an ex-|
ploitation stunt from the book of lifet
page Willie Adams of the Palace theatre
McAlester, Tex. Willie Adams believes'
in having his exploitation and his prologues in realistic manner and furthermore, he believes, whenever possible, ic
having his audience supply the cast.
The climax came when the Palace theatre played "Behold My Wife." Mr.
Adams staged a real wedding in the theatre as his prologue and exploitation on
the picture. There was a real judge officiating too and all the friends ana well
wishers of the bride and groom were in
the audience.
The ceremony was tied up with the
picture
as
the
judge
house

Here is a lobby display for Rialto
"Outside
the Law"
designed
by Ed. Taylor, manager of the
theatre.
Bremerton.
Wash.

its
"Behold
andtitle
groom
were My
tied Wife"
up to
announced the verdict the
darkened and the feature

begun.
55

Clever

and
bride
had
was

Stuff
for
"Chickens
Miller of Augusta, Ga., Turns

Theatre Lobby Into Farm-yard
The door-man wore overalls, a banFRANK MILLER, of
MANAGER
the New Modjeska theatre,
danna and an old-fashioned " sun-hat." He
dropped the tickets into what seemed to
Augusta, Ga., has gained considerable good repute for the clever lobby
be an old-fashioned churn, and little country girls in blue and white gingham aprons,
displays and exploitation stunts which he
their hair in a braid and tied with gay
has put over, but perhaps the cleverest
colored ribbons ushered one to seats.
and most successful in a long time was
that exploiting " Chickens," during the
Great fragrant masses of peach-blosweek following Easter.
soms had been used in the house, too, to
excellent
effect.
In the first place, for the occasion, the
entire lobby of the New Modjeska had
The ads in the daily papers were in
been turned into a farm-yard. The ticketkeeping with the entire handling of the
booth was disguised as a hay-stack, and
picture, for they were a little outside the
there was just a tiny opening at the front,
by which one could catch a glimpse of the general run.
ticket-seller, garbed in blue denim overalls,
and a white shirt, turned back at the
throat, with a red and white bandanna
handkerchief instead of a tie.

Black
Picture

Birds

Advertise

of Same

Name

A cage of live black-birds in a white
enamelled cage, hanging in the lobby of
the Alamo No. 2 theatre, Atlanta, was
Schmidt's
effective
"Manager
stunt " forGeorge
the three-day
engagement
of
" Blackbirds," at this theatre.
The lobby was absolutely bare except
for the usual frames, full of stills and photographs. Ahuge banner across the front
of the theatre, in which the letters of the
sign, " Blackbirds," were formed of tiny
" blackbirds," in various attitudes, painted
on a white background.
From this banner swung the beautiful
white cage, in which the pair of blackbirds seemed twice as black and glossy
by direct contrast.

All around the lobby, there were farming implements flung carelessly about,
straw covered part of the floor, like an
old barn, and in the center of the lobby
was the prize of the whole display — an
old-fashioned coop of day-old baby chicks,
with their fussy, important mother, clucking distractedly in this strange environment. At one side, was an incubator full
of eggs, and a brooder stood beside it,
waiting its chance for service.
Forming a sort of roof for all this, was
a peachtree in full bloom — a real tree,
though one bare of leaves, with sprays of
peach-blossoms tied to the bare limbs, so
that they seemed to be growing there.
This tree stood above the chicken-coop,
and added one more touch of vividness
to the realistic scene.
Inside the theatre, the country atmosphere remained.

Harold B. Franklin's stage setting for the prologue presented in connection with the
engagement of " The Kid " at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
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ALL DOLLED

GIADYS WALTOHi

Ul

if
-.3

Attractive lobby display for "All Dolled Up" by the Clemmer theatre, Seattle, as described in the accompanying story
New

One

for " Old
Hole"
Swimmin'
A new tie-up for " The Old Swimmin'
Hole " has been originated by Jos. J.
Jacobson, manager of the Strand theatre,
Marshalltown, Iowa.
Marshalltown has a Y. M. C. A. swimming pool that is popular with the boys
of the city, so Mr. Jacobson thought the
idea of duplicating the old swimming hole
feats of the picture in the Y. M. C. A.
pool with prizes for the best performers
would get the Strand a lot of publicity
both in the newspapers and through word
of mouth advertising, so he arranged for
a series of swimming matches.
The result exceeded all expectations.
Every kid in town wanted to get in on the
events. Mr. Jacobson gave complimentary
tickets to all the contestants and prizes
to the winners. The match was staged
two days before the picture opened at the
Strand and the results published in the
papers. Mr. Jacobson advises that seventy
boys entered the match and that it gave
the Strand a prestige that it could have
obtained in no other way.

Clemmer

Theatre

Dolls

Up
"Alltheatre
Dolled
The for
Clemmer
lobby, Up"
Seattle,
Wash., was all dolled up Easter week with
" All Dolled Up " as the feature picture,
as illustrated by the cut appearing above.
The side panels were in velour and the
cards shown were gold with pink ribbons.
Small spot lamps hidden over the box office illuminated the cut-outs in the panels
as they stood out.
The doll in the case was given away to
a little girl. It was called a " Gladys Walton Doll," with costumes designed by Miss
Walton at Universal City and a letter and
autographed photo, accompanied the gift.
The foyer was filled with real Easter
lilies and other seasonal flowers.
New

Teaser

Stunt

for

"Bunty Pulls the Strings"
When the America Theatre, Longmont,
Colo., played " Bunty Pulls the Strings "
a teaser stunt, originated by R. P. Allison,
exploitation man with the Goldwyn Denfect. ver exchange, .was used to very good ef-

Wendt AdmitsTwins
Free
as Box Office Tonic
Holy Week is known to showmen to be
one of the poorest for business of any the
entire year around. Knowing this, and
yet appreciating that he had one of the
best shows of the season for that week,
Harold F. Wendt, publicity director of the
Rivoli, Toledo, set about arranging any
number of extra advertising stunts, both in
the form of newspaper ads and outside
billing. In addition, he arranged with
the Toledo News-Bee for a contest.
" All Souls' Eve " was the picture to be
shown. Miss Minter takes a double role
in this film, so Wendt announced that
every set of twins in Toledo or any two
people bearing a close resemblance would,
by
application
manager's
be
presented
withto athepair
of freeoffice,
tickets.
Wendt got notices for a week in advance
on this stunt, all of the stories appearing
in the news columns, and many times on
page one. During the week of the run,
the names of those who had won tickets
were used, together with pictures of pairs
of doubles who were no relation.

Two thousand address tags, such as are
used on express packages and personal
baggage, about five by two inches, with
strings hanging from one end, were attached to awnings, placed under cigar
lighters and in other places where the
strings would protrude and would have to
be pulled to see what was on the other
end. A small card reading, '* Pull the
string," was placed by the hanging strings.
When the strings were pulled the tag came
into view bearing the following on one
side : " You have pulled the string. Now
see ' Bunty Pulls the Strings,' a comedy
with a little bit of Scotch now playing

Prologue stage setting used for the showing of
"A Tale of TwoCapitol
Worlds"
theatreat the New York

America Theatre."
A thousand special postcards were sent
to addresses in the telephone book. The
cards read : " There's a nip of rare old
Scotch. Where ! ! ! In ' Bunty Pulls the
Strings,," a delightful comedy-drama with
a kick in it. A picture brimful of enjoyment— the whole family will enjoy it.

Window display secured on "Midsummer
Madness" by the Majestic theatre, Pittsfield, Mass.
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TERRITORIAL
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RIGHT

"Mother Eternal" to
Run on Broadway

SALES

AND

Federated

E

XP

0 RT

Serial

NEWS

Is

News

PURCHASES

Independent
AND

Picture

Ready

" Miracles of the
" Shown
to
Exhibitors in Jungle
22 Exchanges
ETERN
V/| OTHER
<« iVl
on's AL,"
Ivan Abrams
newest feature film starring Vi«\/T IRACLES
OF THE sensational scenes of adventure
vian Martin, has joined
drama in their full value, the
IVl
JUNGLE,"
the
Warner and
g
ay,
the thron
on Broadw
outdoor locations were selected
Brothers'
animal
production,
which
tions
g
negotia
havin
been
has just been completed, has been carefully to show scenes of rare
completed for the Casino
shown to exhibitors throughout the tropical beauty, and many times
,
theatre which is to house
country through the twenty-two ex- than
more necessary,
feet of film
were only
" shotthe"
" Mother Eternal " for several
so that
changes of the Federated Film Exmonths, beginning Sunday,
very
finest,
measuring
up
to the
changes of America, Inc., which
April 17.
has acquired and is releasing the new high standard set for this proA certain interest attaches
duction, would be retained.
production.
to the run of this feature on
Reports
received
following
these
Federated
is preparing a countryBroadway for the reason that
pre-release showings are said to
wide campaign of unusual proportwo of its principals, Vivian
indicate the unanimous opinion of
Martin and Thurston Hall,
to give " Miracles of the
the exhibitors that the picture is a Jungle "tions,the
publicity and exploiare each playing on Broadhigh-class
a»imal
film,
from
the
tation it deserves. An exhibitors'
way in a highly successful
point
of
view
of
thrilling
use
of
press
book,
with
a cover in four
spoken drama. The cast of
wild animals, lavishncss of settings, covers, posters showing some of the
" Mother Eternal " includes
marvelous photography, and sensa- scenes from the production, also in
also Earl Metcalfe, Jack
colors, and a large and diversified
tional, spectacular effects.
Sherill, Vivienne Osborne,
According to these reports, list of accessories, including banPearl Shepard, J. W. Johnsners, lobby cards, window cards,
" Miracles of the Jungle " is the
ton and Baby Ruth Sullivan.
first wild animal picture which heralds and novelties for children,
shows the same care for detail,
aids some
under ofway.the other exhibitors'
the same disregard for expense, are
Board of Review Sees
the same high artistic standards,
One of the features of the exwhich characterized the leading
ploitation campaign will be the set" Supreme Passion"
features of today. Other producers
ting up of a sample lobby, comRobert W. Priest showed his pro- of wild animal pictures have been
decorated towith
get figures
the maxi-or
content to show the beasts, with a
mumpletely
of attention,
duction, The
"
Supreme
to the National
Board ofPassion,"
Review story somehow woven about them, lions and a setting of tropical trees
last Tuesday morning. Miss and nothing much else counting.
and foliage, as a model for the exFlorence Dixon, the star of the
hibitors of the country- to use when
In " Miracles
of
the
Jungle,"
picture, was present and saw it however,
thousands of dollars were the production
is shown in their
run for the first time. The mem- expended on sets necessary' to get theatres.
bers of the Board present expressed their fullest approbation of
" The Supreme Passion " and com- Callahan
Film
Is Formed
mended Mr. Priest for the production of a picture which they found
beyond criticism in subject and
New Comedy Company Leases Airtreatment, according to a statement
dome at Atlantic City for Studio
from the headquarters of the Film
Market.
THE Callahan Film Company, of leading women, fourteen pretty
Atlantic City, which is headed girls and two well known comeby Jimmy Callahan, the athletic
dians. The personnel of the CalAdditional Exchanges
screen comedian, has been incor- later. lahan company will be announced
for Reelcraft
porated for $500,000 and has rented the Curtis airport grounds in
Mr. Callahan will make twentyPresident R. C. Cropper of the Atlantic
City as a studio.
six two-reel comedies during the
Reelcraft Pictures Corporation has
One of the hangars, dimensions coming year. He has four comcompleted plans for the addition of
now ready. The first of these
three more branch exchanges soon 40 by 50 feet, has been completely will edies
be released about May 16
to be opened and operated with the equipped as a studio, with a lightRobert W. Priest, presiing plant which comprises the lat- through
distribution system of Reelcraft.
dent of The Film Market.
est devices for stage and screen
The three new exchanges to be effects.
added will give Reelcraft a direct
Callahan will build and paint
sales organization and its own allMr.
his own sets and make his own
Doraldina Feature in
offices in more than sixty-five per props. To facilitate this work one
cent of the entire United States.
Moore's Garden
Announcement will be made next of the two hangars on the Curtis
week of the three new offices to- field will be utilized for a carpen" The Woman Untamed," Elmer
shop and paint frame. During J. McGovern's feature, starring
gether with the names of the man- the terpast
week Mr. Callahan has Doraldina, is to open a three-week
agers and staffs of each branch.
been in New York engaging a thorengagement
at Moore's
oughly experienced staff of stage theatre,
Washington.
D. Garden
C, ;on
Arrow Films to Release carpenters, scene painters, property April 17, after successful engagemen and electricians.
ments throughout Virginia.
Morrison Feature
Ralph Whiting will be Mr. CalIn conjunction with the picture
Among the first of the Arrow
lahan's general director, and Ed- Mr. McGovern offers an elaborate
ward McReyuolds will be his prin- prologue - revue. Included in the
j-ilm Corporation's new features to
be released
is " Headin'
cipal assistant. Mr. Callahan's cast of the prologue-revue is the
with
Pete Morrison
as the North,"
star.
principal support will be two noted well known dancer, Signe Paterson.

Field
AND

VIE

WS

Plymouth Film Opens
in Patterson, N. J.
" Every
Woman's
which
Plymouth
Pictures,Problem,"
Inc., is
now distributing on the independent market receives its world premiere this week at the United
States Photoplay Theater, Paterson, New Jersey. The picture is
booked to run one week and is being heralded by an exceptionally
vigorous exploitation campaign
originated by Manager Peter
Adams with the cooperation of A.
W. Sobler, Director of Publicity,
for Plymouth.
The initial public presentation of
" Every Woman's Problem " will be
backed by the active cooperation of
Paterson's
leading and
women's
societies— the business
professional
women's club, the Paterson
Women's
Club,of and
the Women's
Political Club
Paterson.

Unusual

Photography

in "Thin
Do" an
gs Men plays
Soft
focus photography
important part in securing the
excellent photographic effects in
" Things Men Do," the feature production which M. B. Schlesinger is
offering on the independent market
The unusual shots thus obtained
serve as a framework for the characters of the story.
The locale of the story is a
sleepy little country village, where
trees of every variety and flowers
answering every description are to
be found in abundance. Scenes
showing the rays of the morning
sun slanting through the latticework of the trees have ben photographed it is said with rare skill,
and furnish marvellous specimens
of the art in cinematography.

Louis C. Loeb now a member of Associated Producers executive staff
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Five

Groups

Are
Offered
New
in
Field,
Mt. Olympus Co
to Handle 142 Short Subjects
of pictures — in all said to measure up to the standard
groups
FIVE
one hundred and forty-two maintained by the famous Colored
short subjects ranging from charac- Players recently seen under the
ter comedies to negro comedies — is management of Mrs. Emilie Bigethe initial offering of a new organi- low Hapgood. The stories will
zation formed to provide a series of center around the negro characters
motion picture productions for the woven into song and story by
States Rights buyer. The newcom- Stephen C. Foster. Among these
er in the field is the Mount Olympus will be many of the negro tales by
Octavus Roy Cohen and Joel
Distributing Corporation, incor- Chandler
Harris.
porated under the laws of Delaware, and with headquarters in
Several feature productions will
New York City.
also be made and these will be reThe executives in charge of the
leased under the name " Olympian
New York offices of the Mount
F
reductions."
Olympus company, state that the
company is prepared to immediately furnish the entire one hundred "Liquid Gold" Is Kineto Release
and forty-two subjects. Of these,
fifty-two will be known as the
" Liquid Gold " is the next
"domestic
Jacquelinstories
Comedies
" which
are Kineto Review slated for release in
similar
to those
the first series now being distributed
pictured by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney by the Kineto Company of America
Drew.
through the National Exchanges.
Another group consists of twentyAs is apparent from the title,
six " Dizzy Dumbbell" comedies, " Liquid Gold " is a story of oil.
featuring the sheriff and his depu- The locale is in Texas where so
ties from Dizzyville, much on the
same order as the Tooncrville much of this liquid gold is found.
comedies with the funny official and Not a hint of advertising has been
his aides.
permitted to creep into " Liquid
Charlie Conklin is featured in Gold," it is said.
another group of twelve comedies.
Mr. Conklin played under Sennett
Screen Snapshots at
in " Uncle Tom Without a Cabin,"
Rivoli Theatre
" East Lynne with Variations,"
Screen Snapshots, the C. B. C.
" Down on the Farm," and many
others.
novelty reel, last week was shown
What is said to be a novelty is a at the Rivoli theatre in New York,
new series of pictures called "Dark- one of the largest film houses of
It was a pre-retown Affairs." These are played the metropolis.
lease showing.
entirely by colored actors and are

m»smm
NOW
ON
RIVOLI

'nm) PROGRAM

Managing Director HugoReisenfeld,
a keen , discriminating showman,
wisely caters to his public
four
Will

Patrons
PACK

TOUR

THEATRE

TOO

I3y giving them the intimate news
of meir fai/orite dtars as shown
exclusively in
SCREEN
SNAPSHOTS
7hediggest Little Feature ofthe5creen
If ybur SCQEE.N
Exchange can't
supply you
Write
SINAP5HOTS
1600 DROADWAy NEW yORK

THE following sales on the independent market were
reported during the week:
Two reel Westerns featuring Jack House (Reelcraft
Pictures Corp.) to S. S. Film Company of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Two reel Westerns featuring Jack House to Strand Features Film Co., of Detroit, Mich.
Two reel Western featuring Jack House to the Eltrabran
Film Company of Charlotte, N. C.
Two reel Westerns featuring Jack House to the R. D.
Lewis Exchange of Dallas, Oklahoma City and Little Rock.
Neal Hart Series (Pinnacle Productions) to the Greater
Features, Inc., for New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Idaho.
Gump Cartoons
(Celebrated Players of Chicago) to Greater
Features,
Inc.,
Celebrated Comedies (Celebrated Players of Chicago) to
Greater Features, Inc.
12 two-reel Billy West Comedies (John Film Sales Co.)
to Richards and Flynn, of Kansas City for Kansas and
Western Missouri.
Hallroom Boys Comedies, first eight of 1921 series (C. B.
C. Film Sales) to Arrow Photoplays of Denver for Colorado,
Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico, and Southern Idaho.
Screen Snapshots (C. B. C. Film Sales) to Arrow Photoplays of Denver for Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico,
and Southern Idaho.
Star Ranch Westerns (C. B. C. Film Sales) to Arrow
Photoplays of Denver for Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New
Mexico, and Southern Idaho.
Neal Hart series (Pinnacle Productions) to Allen Brothers
for the Dominion of Canada.

Luporini

Bros.
Expanding
Negotiations for Amalgamation of
Foreign Buyers Are Completed
tures, Luporini Bros, are also now
EXTENSION of the activities of organizing a branch department to
Luporini Bros., the film ex- handle foreign productions for this
porting firm, with offices in New
York, which will enable them to country. This will be directly
purchase foreign rights to Ameri- under the charge of Mario Luporcan pictures for a large group of
ini, who has under way the establishing of bureaus in the leading
territories at a single operation,
thus assuring the utmost economy film centers in Europe, where
in buying costs, was announced by screen examinations of the latest
Ferdinando V. Luporini, the senior foreign productions will be afforded
member of the company, this week. for the purpose of determining the
marketing
The announcement followed the films
here. possibilities of foreign
successful conclusion of negotiations, which have been in progress
Mr. Ferdinando Luporini will remain on this side of the water, with
for several months past, looking to
the amalgamation of a group of in- headquarters at the main offices of
dependent foreign buyers, for the the company in New York, making
purpose of securing the rights in occasional visits to Central and
their respective territories to de- South American countries, as
sirable American pictures, under a market conditions demand.
cooperative arrangement.
Mr. Luporini will act as the purchasing agent for the group in this
country, while his brother, Mario,
whose headquarters are in the
Turin offices of the company, will
direct the distribution and marketing activities of the combine
abroad.
Luporini Bros., who already have
connections in France, Italy, Spain,
the Balkan States, Egypt and in
Latin American countries, will extend their field of operations still
further, affiliating with other film
buyers in territories in which they
are not fully represented.
Luporini Bros, are now receiving communications from new and
unexpected foreign sources seeking
to affiliate with them in their buying activities here, it is said. As a
result Luporini Bros, will shortly
establish other connections, in addition to those already mentioned,
in Germany, the Scandinavian countries and elsewhere. It is planned
to form all these into a federation
of foreign purchasing interests
Ferdinando V. Luporini, head of Luporini
headed by Ferdinando Luporini.
In addition to supplying the Bros., a well known exporter and importer, who announces
this week the
expansion
of his company
foreign market with American pic-
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New

Young

Picture

Picture

News

Ready

Equity Announces " Straight from
Paris "
as
Star's
Latest Feature
- shows
CORPO
" Straight
fromGarson
Paris,"at ithisis said,
RES
EQUITY PICTU
es that
announc
RATION
Director
best.
No
element
of
appeal
is
lacking,
s
l
Clara Kimbal Young' latest pro- and old and young will find equal
duction, "Straight from Paris" is
ready for release on the indepen- fascination in its story. Two continents are embraced in its field of
dent field. The story is by Sada
Cowan, who is responsible for action and two standards of life
" Why Change Your Wife " and are drawn on the broad stage.
From workaday milliner a blueMiss Young's latest production, blooded
aristocrat, every rung in
" Hush." It is of six reels length
and was directed by Harry Garson. the social ladder is represented in
In the cast with the star are tivity.
the motley panorama of human acThomas Jefferson, Bertram GrassOne of the most effective scenes
by, W illiam Carleton, Betty Francisco, Gi r a r d Alexander and is a flash-back in the second reel
others.
showing a brilliant court scene of
Every background, states Equity, the French palace in which the
is faithful to the scene portrayed. heroine's ancestors pay homage to
One of the most accurate scenes, the King. A minuet is staged
it irthat
explained,
the milliner's
settings and cosshop
plays so is
prominent
a part with appropriate
tumes. Fine photography, it is said,
in the story. No characteristic de- characterizes the entire production.
tail has been omitted. It is ex- An unusual effect is obtained in
to surpassfeature
even which
" Hush,"
the latestpectedYoung
has the third reel, where the use of
been booked for presentation at the double exposure shows Miss Young
in two forms within the same scene.
Capitol theatre in New York.

In the center is A. J. Sardino, new head of the Dooley Exchanges of Upper New
York. On the left is J. M. Sitterly, who remains in charge of the Buffalo Exchange of the company,
and on by
the the
rightDooley
is BenExchanges
Fitzer, whose product will be
distributed
To

Discuss
Kineto

to Hold

Screen
Meeting

Music

April 22

to Discuss

Short Subject Music
and the motion picture are cordialWeek, with
AprilNew
17 to
24,
INMusic
connection
York's
ly invited by Mr. Urban to be
there will be a special meeting for present at the Kineto showing on
exhibitors and motion picture men April 22 in connection with New
Neal
Hart
in New
Picture
interested in the musical pres- York's music week.
entation of motion pictures at the
Pinnacle Productions' Star Begins
Urban Projection theatre at the offices of the Kineto Company of
Filming "Black Sheep"
invasion atof San
sheep Diego
herders into the America. The date of the meetin? First Hallroom Comedy
WITH thirty persons compris- cattle
country.
ing the party, the Neal Hart
Directors Hurst and Chaudet is Recently,
Friday, April
22 at 10.30
A. M. an"
Ready for Federated
company left its studios in HollyMr. Urban
instituted
wood this week for San Diego, Cal., have assembled a noteworthy cast, innovation in preparing exhibitors
where the initial scenes to the including Audrey Chapman, who aids for short subject by preparing
CHANGES, INC., have
indications for his Kineto
played the leading feminine role in musical
received from the Coast
star's
Black
Sheep,"
Rca iews.
M EXwill be latest
filmed story,
under "the
direction
of
FIL
D
TE
RA
DE
FE
" False Roomers," the first of
Hart's previous picture, " God's
Paul Hurst and Louis Chaudet.
Charles D. Isaacson, of the New
the Hallroom Boys Comedies
James McLaughlin, Al KaufIncluded in the party is W. C. Gold," man,
Ben Corbatt, Charles Thur- York Globe and Motion Picture
which are
to be released unston,
Mrs.
Frona
Hale,
Ted
Brooks.
der the Federated banner.
Tuttle, author of " Baa, Baa Black Walter Patterson and others.
News, has been preparing the musiPrints of this new two-reel
Sheep," issue
whichof appeared
the
cal phases for the Kineto Reviews.
January
the Short inStory
comedy were received by
" Black Sheep " is announced as He has a wide reputation as the
the
first
of
the
Neal
Hart
pictures
Federated this week from
MagazinePinnacle
and fromproduction
which Hart's
newest
has to be released on the state rights man who has done a great deal to
ry Cohn, the producer,
Har
good music. His New
been adapted.
market by Pinnacle Productions, popularize
York
Globe
concerts
are
famous
te and ready for reple
com
Mr. Tuttle, whose home is in Spo- Inc., Chicago.
lease, edited and furnished
and through his work on the Kineto
kane, Wash., journeyed to Caliial art titles.
with
spec
Reviews
he
has
helped
to
create
a
fornia recently to be on the set with
Those who have seen this
the directors at the studios and on New Billy West Comedy great deal of added interest in short
comedy in New York, say
subjects generally.
location where he might submit any
to be Released
that the producers have lived
Mr.
Isaacson
will
be
present
at
suggestion that would serve to inthe Kineto meeting on April 22 and
up to their promise to prosure the correctness of the story in
duce something new in the
" Why Marry," the fifth of a se- will address the gathering on the
each and every detail. The conries of Billy West comedies of- possibilities of featuring with music
comedy line.
fered
on
the
state
right
market
by
for " Black
" was preSid lent
Smith
does as
somewell
excelparedtinuityby Mr.
Tuttle Sheep
in collaboration
Jean Film Sales Co., is--«iow ready short subjects like the Kineto Recharacter
as
with Directors Hurst and Chaudet. for release. The subject is of twoviews. His address will be illuscomedy
work
as
Percy
and
trated
with
a
program
of
Kineto
Reviews.
" Black Sheep " is laid in Wind
Herman C. Raymaker directRiver County, Wyoming, and deals reel length and follows " Sweeted the production.
"
Stripes," " He's
All exhibitors and men and
with the days of western revolution. in Again hear"ts,"Service
and " The Conquering wemen
who are interested in music
The plot centers mainly around the
Hero."
wATCi!

3

n
Gasiiy

the most

ambit'ious andflnr
est picture ever
made
St

by Mr. QjtelL
ran

years

as

for five
a, play

in England
dfneriea

and,

and
will

duplicate this success on Uu screen..
Jjevi

Lift ell in" Ql

Message from Mci vs "depicts as really as real
life the wealthy young
mans about- town
was

who

so sufernaluval-

Ly selfish as to re Quire a, supernatural cure

BERT

LYTELL
in

a

MESSAGE

fronMARS

(Tvovk the celebrated, stage success byRKHARR
Scenario

a

by ARTHUR

MAXWELL

ZELLNIR

GANTWNEY

ARTHUR

KARGER.

MA

IW£

production

{Jury Umpeyiai Ticluves, £ia^.;6xclur
sive dislyibulovs tkyouQpiou-l (jreai
METRO
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Equity to Distribute
Ziegfeld Picture
has
FE
edEGwi
thLD J. I.
WK. signZI
r,
ze
ent
• Schnit
presid
of the Equity Pictures Corporation, for the domestic
release of the Ziegfeld superproduction, " The Black Pan's Cub," arring
rencthere Reed andst directedFloby
Emilie Chautard. Under this
arrangement " The Black
e an
Panther's Cubay " will hav
early Broadw
showing.
Chas. Stark Completes
Ten Single Reelers
Chas. F. Stark announces the
completion of a series of ten single
reel motion pictures, shortly to be
released. The titles were written
by a well known writer of humorous stories, and the star is well
known to all theatre goers.
Ten of the m6st beautiful locations in the United States were selected, such as Yellowstone National Park, Yosemite Valley, Pike's
Peak, etc., a different one for each
reel. The main title will be ani ounced in the near future, with a
secondary main title reading "A
traveling comedy in ten jumps.
Mr. Stark believes he is presenting to the exhibitors a brand new
idea in short reel subjects, which
combines comedy, scenic value, and
thrills a plenty. Definite releasing
particulars will be announced in the
immediate future.
New

Reelcraft Comedy
is "Here He Is"
" Here He Is," the first two-reel
production featuring the comedian
" Tweedy,"
has been completed
and
is
now receiving
the finishing
touches preparatory to its distribution by the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation.
" Tweedy " has been given a supporting cast of well known players
such as Dorothy Allen, Sam Ryan,
Tammany Young, Billy Moran and
nearly a hundred others.
Reelcraft will announce the first
release date shortly.

"Bilt-Rite" Equipment
Co. in New Plant
Consolidated Portrait and Frame
Company, of Chicago, moved into
its big new offices and factory
located at 211-227 North Green
street this week.
The old Consolidated plant was
wrecked by a fire and no time has
been lost in getting settled in the
new home and starting production
of Bilt-Rite display equipment.
The new location permits of a maximum centralization of production
activities.
Famous Stars Seen' in
"In Screen
Snapshots
"
issue Number
24 of Screen
Snapshots, the single reel subject
produced by Harry Cohn and Louis
Lewyn, contains views of Charlie
Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks aiding in a recruiting drive of the
United States Marine Corps. It
also shows scenes from the Movie
Ball held recently at the Hotel
Astor in New York.

Ostriche

Film

on

Market

Picture

Arrow Will
Curwood

News

Have Four
Pictures

Forward Film Announces Release
, presidenlmt
BERGER
of Initial Salient Production
• of
Arrow
Fi
s that his
ce
un
.,
no
rp
over
big.
It
has
for
its
star
a
girl
Co
an
president
,
JOSEPH SAMETH
y has sign
of Forward Film Distribut- who has made good; it is well died LaENcon
compan
--neAL
t with the S
PiH
Tree Pic
rected and the story, which is from
ors, Inc., of New York, announces
WEtrac.
the pen of the director, Mr. Davis,
ndle the distures, Inc., iontoon ha
featuring
Shadow
that
tribut the independent
by is one startling episode after the
and "produced
Ostriche,
Muriel " The
et
mes Oliver
rk
ur
ma
of
fo
Ja
Salient Films, Inc., is ready for other. It is lavishly built, and I
Curwood stories now being
distribution.
shall give it the proper advertising
filmed in the Maine Woods.
By taking over the entire output and exploitation.
The working title of the first
of the Salient Producing Unit, for
" Several weeks ago I emphatipicture is " The Heart of the
the Forward Film Distributors,
cally stated that the talk of hard
Inc., Mr. Sameth has put over a times in the industry was the
The
financial deal considered to be one
ds." Tree Pictures is
hlanPine
thought of the fly-by-night man.
aNort
Maine corporation. The
of the largest consummated in the The
Salient-Forward Film Disindependent market in many
productions are being directtributors, Inc., is positive proof of
months.
ed by Charles
M. Seay.
Inmy arguments. I am certain that
cluded in the cast
are Louis
" When I decided to head a re- the coming year shall see the film
Prussing, Warner Richmond,
Peavey.
leasing organization," said Mr. game conducted in a real honest to
Richard Neil, and William
Sameth, "I promised the State goodness dollars and cents, as
Right field only those pictures with against the old game of motion pican assured box office value and
merit of attraction. I can gladly
ture fiction." Mr. Davis in the pro- American Legion PicAssisting
state that after' viewing " The
duction of " The Shadow " was Mr.
ture Is Completed
Shadow," I decided that Muriel Brown, who has a list of successes
Ostriche was a big bet, and that to
The
American
Legion picture
his
film
trade
mark.
Work
on
the product directed by J. Charles
Davis, 2nd, was in keeping with the second Salient feature starring " Lest We Forget " has been completed by Storey Pictures, Inc.,
Miss Ostriche will be started this
my plans.
A. D. V. Storey, president ; and
" The Shadow " is bound to go week.
turned over to the National publicity department of the American
Legion.
Gibson
Starred
in
Series
The cast of " Lest We Forget I
includes Margaret Sousa as the
American Girl; Kenneth Carson,
Associated Photo-Plays to Have
Jack Costello, Maybelle Xash
Evalyn Kent, Margaret Wagner,
Lieut. Chace Daughney and Lou
Pictures; "Wolverine" Is Ready
Conway.
VICTOR B. FISHER, general for this star, and when we must
manager of Associated Photo- spend money to gain a point, we
Plays, Inc., of New York, left for shall do it but at all times shall we
Exchanges Interested in
down thethe exhibitor
cost of proLos Angeles on Wednesday of this try to keep
duction so that
can
week to confer with officials of
secure
features
of
real
merit
at
the
"Things Men Do"
Spencer productions, Inc., on the
lowest prices.
M. B. Schlesinger, who is distribsecond Helen Gibson feature. " The
uting the feature, " Things. Men
" I shall have a lengthy interview
Wolverine," the first of the series
on the independent market,
of ten features starring Miss Gib- with the men who are making the Do,"
states
that
unusual amount of
son, is en route for the Coast and Helen Gibson series, and we shall interest hasanbeen
aroused among
do
everything
within
our
power
to
has been approved by Spencer Proexchangemen
who
have been atduction officials and Director Wil- keep our promise to release only
tracted bythe remarkable title.
liam Bertram.
the best. It is the intention of As" Things Men Do " was acquired
" Now that we have formulated
sociated Photo-Plays, Inc., to make
promises that we are not sure by Mr. Schlesinger
world ago,
displans for the release of " The no
tribution only a fewfor weeks
can be kept but to the letter and in
Wolverine,"
said
Mr.
Fisher,
"
we
and
since
the
announcement
of
his
must stop on the second of the
acquisition he has been in constant
series starring Helen Gibson. I
"
The
Wolverine
"
is
from
the
believe the time has arrived when book " The Ranch At the Wolver- receipt of inquiries from state right
the State Right market must lead
buyers regarding territorial distribution. Mr. Schlesinger states
ine," by B. M. Bower. Surroundthe field, and to do this we must
ing
Miss
Gibson
in
this
initial
prospirit." duction is a cast headed by Jack that several big sales are now in
give value for value received.
their final stages of completion.
" The Gibson series will be made
with no fixed sum of money given Connolly and other well-known
western
players.
the director. We demand the best
Woody, of Independent,
Back from Coast
Nate A. Woody, treasurer of the
Third
Cuneo
Is Under
Way
Independent Films Association, left
Los Angeles last week for Chicago
after a ten-day visit with Eddy
" Blue Blazes " Is Working Title
Eckels and Hugh Woody, his
father, who is general manager of
of Capital Star's New Picture
working title of the production. It the Pinnacle Productions, Inc.,
pro- was this pair of authors who which organization is starring Neal
'S third
is under
duction for Capital
LESTER CUNEO
way at the Russell-Greiver-Russell furnished the script for "The Hart.
studio according to word received Ranger and the Law," Cuneo's last
from Bernard Russell, production
Another artist whose work was New Arrow Serial fo
manager of this concern. Since picture.
its opening some weeks ago, the seen in the last Cuneo picture,
Russell-Greiver-Russell studio in Ferdinand Pinney Earle, has been
May Release
Arrow Film Corp. announces that
engaged to illuminate the titles in
Hollywood has been working twen- the
entire
Cuneo
series.
ty-four hours a day in preparation
Ann Littie's new serial, " The Blue
Supporting Cuneo is Fanny Fox," is now ready and will be refor the filming of this third Cureo
leased in the first week of May.
Midgely, identified with the Laskey
production.
Henry McCarty and Leo Meehan, productions for some years. Others The serial was produced by Ben
the authors, are said to have in the picture are Francelia Billing- Wilson, directed by Duke Worne
turned out a typical Cuneo story, ton, and Bert Sprotte, who has just and written by Joe Brandt and
in " Blue Blazes " which is the completed work with Tom Mix. Hope Loring.
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News
THE

Kwhich
moment
" Uncharted
Seas," in
Metro from
presents
star Alice Lake as the

From

MAKERS

Four
Moved

COMING

SAY

ATTRACTIONS

Producers
ABOUT

PICTURES

Horsemen"
Scoring
to Astor, New York,
April

10; Acclaimed at
METRO
makes two
important
announcements
in connection
with the showing of its super-production,The
"
Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse." On April 10th,
the big picture opened at the Astor
theatre, New York, having closed
a month's record-breaking run at
the Lyric in the same city. On
March 26th, "The Four Horsemen " opened at the La Salle theatre, Chicago. Metro reports that
the Chicago premiere was accorded
a most unusual reception by both
the public and the press and predicts that the Chicago showing will
rival the record for " instantaneous
popularity and unprecedented attendance "established
ture in New
York City. by the picThe following excerpts from the
Chicago dailies are submitted by
Metro as indicative of the favorable
reception given the picture. Mae
Tinee of the Chicago Tribune
writes in part :

Chicago Opening
" You will admit, when you have
seen ' The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse,' that Rex Ingram, a
young man and little heard from,
deserves to be bowed into the front
rank of directors. He has made
a splendid
picture."of the Chicago
The reviewer
Herald writes in part :
" At detail Ingram is superb ; at
character creation he is all for
swift, almost cynic flashes. Never
does he seek to storm your sentiments as does Griffith. He relies
upon the slow but sure mounting of
suspense on the staircase of thrillscene fromFilm" Their
ing incident, each step small in it- AAmerican
Co. Mutual
pictureChild,"
starringan
self, but part of a structure. A Margarita Fisher.
leading Nigel
man Barrie is the
great picture, doing the symbolic
thing of the Four Horsemen just Karger Unit Is Now at
enough and not too much, following
Work on West Coast
the story with unbelievable fidelity,
Maxwell
Karger; Joseph Strauss,
fading out in perfect one with the
production manager; Arthur Marstory, holding to Ibanez to the end." tinelli, cameraman; Bert Lytell and
members of his company are now

'Buried Treasure" Said
to Prove Popular
Cosmopolitan Productions anlounces that " Buried Treasure,"
;tarring Marion Davies, is proving
1 popular attraction. The theme of
eincarnation found in the picture
ind the wide-spread interest in psy:hic phenomena are held to be
argely responsible for the reported
iuccess of the picture. The screen
•ersion was adapted by George D.
3aker from the story in Hears fs
VLagazine written by F. Britten
\usten. Mr. Baker also directed,
rhe elaborate settings for the pirate "Fanny
Herself"
Is Started
Preliminary Arrangements Took 16
■cenes and Spanish scenes were deigned by Joseph Urban. The cast
Weeks; Mabel Julienne Scott Leads
ncludes Norman Kerry, Anders
i a n d o 1 f, Edith Shayne, John PRODUCTION work has been work in completing the picture,
says Universal.
Charles, Earl Schenck, and Thoon " Fanny
started
sal City.
picture" atis
The Herself
Univer
las Findlay.
the
novel ofwere
Ferber'n s weeks
Edna Sixtee
based ontitle.
"Caligari" Scores at
same
Selig Starts Work on
Capitol, New York
spent on the preliminaries for proEducational Release
duction, states Universal. During
Y Nnetannou
arrangements, William FilL D WCabi
Dr.
ofnces
GO "The
News from the Coast is that these camera
man, was sent to New
.vork has been started at the Selig dew,
iate
ri
naimmed
for
"
Caliga
ng,
who
York City by Tod Browni
tional release to first-runs.
;tudios on the first of " the de luxe
ng
directi the picture, to " shoot "
The Goldwyn home office reIramas in two reels," which are to is
lis's financial
ports that the showing of the
>e released through Educational scenes of the metropo
ay
preto
as
so
Broadw
and
district
tic picture at the
sionis
impres
exchanges. According to the anere
the
in which Edna
serve atmosph
Capitol, New York, during
louncement, all of these pictures
■vill be made from the books of Ferber's story is developed.
the last week proved a great
A large number of candidates for
success. Here is how the
vell-known modern authors. First
feminine role were sub)f these stories is from a novel by the leading
wyn headquarters deGold
jected to tests during the sixteen
fames Oliver Curwood. The cast
scribes the week's run the
period, accordmil include Lewis Stone, William weeks'ing topreparatory
picture had at the Capitol, beUniversal,
and
the
final
Desmond, Wallace Beery and a choice made by Messrs. Browning,
ginning Sunday, April 3.
lumber of others. Bert Bracken Laemmle and Cochrane fell on
" Starting with a Sunday
s directing the productions.
attendance of 20,284, the picMabel Julienne Scott. Miss Scott
ture continued to draw great
has already done creditable work
crowds and would have been
held over for another week
Fox's Western Stars
in Rex Beach's picture, " The Barhad not a previous booking
rier," and also in " The Sea Wolf,"
inJNew Releases
interfered. The Monday paid
"Behold My Wife," "Don't NeOne of the thrills described by
admittances, 9,732, broke all
glect Your Wife," and " The ConVilliam Fox in Tom Mix's latest
Monday records. The Tuescert." Though the names of the
day figures were 10,011 ; Wedelease, " Hands Off," is the rescue supporting cast have not been disclosed
by
Universal
in
its
statement
i a child by the cowboy star from
nesday, 10,314; Thursday, 11,he hoofs of a herd of horses in concerning " Fanny Herself," the
021. Figures for the last two
tampede. Another production with announcement is made that a strong
days of the week have not
been made public, but if the
Vestern atmosphere to be released aggregation of players will suraverage of the first four days
round Miss Scott in the production.
inder the Fox banner is " Get Your
was maintained, all Capitol
The sets reproducing the reilan," in which Buck Jones will be
records
must have been beteatured. This picture will be required backgrounds of New York
eased in May. George William City have been built, and the comTill directed.
pany is prepared to show some fast
tered."

busily engaged in Metro's Hollywood studios on Lytell's new starringginiavehicle,
" TheanMan
Who." VirValli has
important
part
in theture is based
new production.
The
picon a story by Lloyd
Osborne. Though New York serves
as the background for the Osborne
story, the final scenes had to be
taken in California.
After concluding work on " The
Man Who," Mr. Karger and Mr.
Lytell will start on "A Trip to
Paradise," written by Franz Molnar and adapted by June Mathis.
Week Ending April 19
Proves Biggest Yet
A. W. Smith, Jr., assistant sales
manager of the Hodkinson Corporation, reports that the week ending April 9th was the largest week
in the history of the company, even
exceeding the record of Hodkinson
Month, November, 1920, both in
cash collections and in new business
signed up. Mr. Smith attributes
this to the growing prestige of the
Hodkinson releases among exhibitors throughout the country.
Carmel

Myers

in "The

" TheScarlet
Scarlet Shawl
" has been
Shawl"
put into production at Universal
City. Carmel Myers is the star,
and Jack Conway is directing. The
story was written by Johnston
McCully. The cast includes William E. Lawrence, Jean Acker,
Brady. Periolat, P. J. Lockney, J.
George
J. Lance, Harvey Clark and Ed

Motion
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Realart

Picture

Announces

N ev

Releas

" Sheltered Daughters," Starring
Justine Johnstone, on Schedule
suaded to try on some of the lat<
"C HELTERED Daughters," creations from
Paris for the bene
^
Realart's
latest Justine of a fastidious customer.
Johnstone picture, is the latest Star
A dozen mannikins were used
Franchise production to be announced for release. Other pic- these scenes, according to Reala
and
costumes said to be t
tures released this month are " The latestthe
in the Parisian mode, we
Magic Cup," with Constance Binney secured by Realart from a numt
and "The House That Jazz Built,"
a Wanda Hawley production. The of leading French costumers w
advance models for t
fashion show.
story of " Sheltered Daughters " provided
was
written
by
George
BronsonHoward.
" Sheltered
Daughters
"
All of the action takes place in directed
by Edward
Dillon
New York City, and in consequence photographed by George Fols
many familiar places are shown in Miss Johnstone's supporting c
the picture. The Joan of Arc includes Riley Hatch, Char
statue on Riverside Drive, with the Edna
Gerard, Warner Baxter, Helen R;
Hudson river and the Palisades in
Jam« is Laff
locales.
Another
landmark
is the
Charles.
The scenarist
Cla
the
one of
Beranger Hollandd, forms
the backgroun
Pennsylvania Terminal.
feature in the production
Sam Wood, Elinor Glyn and Gloria Swanson, Paramount star, talking over the is Another
This is
Miss the
Johnstone's
declared to be the style show. Realart
picture,
other twothiI
icript of the famous author's " ThewillGreat
Moment,"
in
which
Miss
Swanson
itar
This is shown when Jennie Dark,
goes to the shop of a ing " Blackbirds " and " The Pk
the
Fifthheroine,
avenue modiste and is per- thing of Broadway."
Jackie
Coogan
in New
York
The " Kid " to Stay in East Until
" Peck's Bad Boy " Opens on B'way
JACKIE COOGAN, best known will personally supervise the added
as " The Kid," arrived in New it is announced.
to " Peck's
Boy,"
Rene Bad
Williams,
York City on last Saturday and presentation
will remain in the East until after musical director of the Kinema and
the Ambassador, is said to have
the initial presentation of " Peck's prepared
a special music score for
Bad
Boy,"
in
which
Jackie
plays
the title role. Preparations are now the picture.
Since his arrival in New York,
going forward for the premiere of
the new Jackie Coogan vehicle on Jackie has been to the circus and
Broadway this month, according to to a ball game in Brooklyn. When
he appeared at the Madison Square
advices
fromD. Jackie's
tive, Harry
Wilson. representa- Garden on Monday night and when
Judging from preparations being he attended the ball game on Sunmade, the picture will make its
day, he was the recipient of great
initial appearance in New York attention from the spectators. ChiCity in conjunction with an elabocago also showered him with considerable notice when he stopped
rate presentation. S. Barrett McCormick, managing director of the off there en route for New York.
Kinema and the Ambassador, Los John Coogan, Sr., is in charge of
Angeles, is also in New York and Jackie on his trip East.
Pathe

Plans

More

Serials

Two Just Finished Await Release
While Two More Are Just Started
ELMER PEARSON, director of Ranger," Harry Semels and Peggy
exchanges for Pathe, following Shanor are seen in the supporting
his recently completed survey of the cast.
United States, announced that
Ruth Roland has just started
" serials constitute the backbone of work on a new chapter-picture, temseveral programs per week at. 60
porarily titled " The Golden Canper cent of America's theatres." An
yon." The leading male role is
increased serial production — sched- played by Earl Metcalf. A feature
ule to meet this demand has been of the new production will be the
decided upon by President Paul scenes of the Grand Canyon of
Brunet, according to a statement Colorado in which many of the important phases of the story are laid.
just issued from the Pathe headCharles Hutchison has also started
quarters.
Within a year, according to work on a new serial, tentatively
Pathe, its catalogue of available called " One Chance in a Million."
continuous photoplays will contain Many of the important scenes are to
four new products of this type of be taken in and about the An Sable
motion-picture entertainment. Two Chasm. Warner Oland and Harry
serials recently completed but not Semels are to appear in " heavy "
as yet released are " The Sky roles. Lucy Fox has been cast
Ranger," co - starring George B. opposite Mr. Hutchison, while Ann
Seitz and June Caprice, and " The Hastings will also be seen in an imYellow Arm," in which Warner
part. Hazardous
" stunts
Oland, Juanita Hansen, Marguerite are to beportantundertaken
by Mr.
Hut-"
chison in his new role, according to
Courtot and William Bailey play the
principal roles.
In "The Sky Pathe.

Marion
Will

Fairfax
Produce

Forms

Uni

at Jasper-Bradford

Plant ; " Lying Truth " First Effort
will act as Miss Fairfax's purve)|
UNCE
ANNO
the of publicity.
West Coastis ofmade
the MENT
from
Marion Fairfax has aired
organiz
ons.the
Productiof
and written photoplays produced by
Jasper FairJohnMarion
faxation
Marshall Neilan and Famous PI.
Charles W. Bradford, well-known
in the Coast producing circles, ers-Lasky
organizations. B
signed the contracts that marked scenarios for Mr. Neilan inch]
the final step in the formation of " The River's End," " Go and (I
the new company. The studios It," " Dinty," and " Bob Hamptj
located on the Santa Monica of Placer." For Paramount i
Boulevard, Hollywood, and owned has been responsible for such sc i
by Messrs. Jasper and Bradford, arios as " The Honor of ;
will be placed at the disposal of House," " The Valley of
Miss Fairfax. "The Lying Giants,"
"The
Gown," "ij
Truth," an original story for the Sowers," " The Westerner." i|
screen by Miss Fairfax, will be the Miss Fairfax has also been resr.
g of the new organi- sible for a number of Broad\
first offerin
zation. Politics and newspaper stage successes, including:
life in a small-town form the back" The etc.
Chaperon,'' "
Crew's Career,"
ground against which the dramatic Builders."
plot is developed.
Miss Fairfax expresses her
Hugh McClung
serve asRene
co- viction that " there is a place
director
with Miss will
Fairfax.
combination of literary' ef
Guissart will be in charge of the the
and motion-picture presentatic
camera work. Tqm Held, former- just as in the case of the st
ly assistant to Marshall Neilan,
will act in a similar capacity with Clean pictures with wholesome
Miss Fairfax. Pete Smith, while tertainment she announces as
continuing with Marshall Neilan, objective.
KALEM,
STUDIO

(N.

FOR

J.)
RENT

Kalem Studios at Cliffside, N. J., by week,
month or year. Thirty minutes from 42nd
and Broadway; 100,000 feet floor space, 5
acres ground, 2 large 80 x 80 ft. and 80 x 150
ft. stages, complete electrical equipment, 24
dressing rooms, paint and carpenter shops,
suite 5 offices, etc. Large property and
assembling rooms.
Inquire Watchman at Studio. 199 Palisade Avenue,
Cliffside, New Jersey, or write B. HERBERT
MILLIGAN, 220 South State Street , Chicago. 111.

A f *I
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I0

Cyrus

J.

Villiams

presents

?4Santschi

Series

Tom

"Z?6e

" — Contains

Santschi

Sheri

fP

as Much

Thrill and Action as

Many Five Reelers of This Type"
"
That's
what
theM
Moving Picture World says of one
ofo
thisf
fine series.
ojav
e
It is interesting to note that almost without exception
every reviewer has expressed the same thought of
these pictures.
In them you find the story, the cast, the quality of
star and production that go with features.
Western in theme and location. Hard riding,
picturesque and thrilling. Your audiences will appreciate them.
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Motion
Celebrate

Eminent

Authors' Anniversary
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is
preparing to celebrate the second
anniversary" of the founding of the
Eminent Authors Pictures Corporation, organized by Samuel
Goldwyn and Rex Beach in the
Spring of 1919. The original membership of the Eminent Authors
combine remains intact. A number
of the authors are spending most
of their time at the Goldwyn
studios in Culver City, Calif., cooperating with directors in actual
production work.
Following is a list of the pictures contributed by the Eminent
Authors during the past two seasons :
Rex Beach, president of Eminent
Authors, — " The Silver Horde," " Going
Some," "North Wind's Malice;" Gertrude Atherton, — " Out of the Storm,"
"Don't Neglect Your Wife;" Rupert
Hughes, — " The Cup of Fury," " Scratch
My Back," " Dangerous Curve Ahead,"
"The Old Nest;" Basil King,— " The
Street Called Straight," " Earthbound ;"
Gouverneur Morris. — " The Penalty," "A
Tale of Two Worlds," " Ace of Hearts f
Mary Roberts Rinehart, — " Dangeroui
Days." " It's a Great Life," " The Glorious Fool;" Leroy Scott, — "Partners of
the Night," and two pictures as yet unnamed.
Scotch Writer Engaged
on Realart Staff
The latest addition to the editorial staff of Realart's West Coast
studios is Ewart Adamson, a prominent Scotch newspaper writer and
cartoonist, who will prepare continuities for Mary Miles Minter,
Wanda Hawley, and Bebe Daniels
productions.

Picture

4 'The Wild

NewA

Goose" Has
a
Timel
y Theme
Vitagraph
Companies
Busy
Declared by Cosmopolitan to be I]
Studios in East and West Mainparticularly timely because of the 1j
discussion regarding the rights of a I
child, now appearing in the daily j
taining a " Mid-Season
Pace
"
mings. Another former serial star press, is the release in the neailj
THEat the
Vitagraph
producing
units
Hollywood, Cal., and who has entered the feature pro- future of " The Wild Goose." Di-fl
duction field is Antonio Moreno.
Brooklyn, N. Y., studios are rerected by Albert Capellani, " The!
ported to be going ahead with pro- His success as the star of the fea- Wild Goose " is a screen version of I
duction work at " a mid-season
ture, "Three Sevens," makes it ad- Gouverneur Morris's novel that ap-ll
visable, according to Vitagraph of- peared in Cosmopolitan MagazineM
pace." The
new East
AliceisJoyce
duction in the
basedproon
ficials, to continue him in the fea- The responsibility of a man and .
ture pictures. The cast for his a woman to the child they bring into J
Charles Caldwell Dobie's novel,
" The Blood Red Dawn." Edward next venture is now being as- the world is the keynote of " The I
Jose has been assigned to direct
The Goose."
part of the child is played byU
Miss Joyce in her new production.
George Randolph Chester is mak- Wild
The cast is now being assembled,
ing progress on his new screen Rita Rogan,
Holmes E. Herbert, 1
sembled*
and actual production work will be production for Vitagraph, " The Mary McLaren and Norman Kerryfl
started in about a week's time. Son of cludes
Wallingford."
The cast
in- play the leading roles. Dorothy!
Tom Gallery, Wilfrid
North,
Miss Joyce's last picture, " Her
Webb. Another proLord
release.and Master," is now awaiting and George
duction, now in its preliminary
"Four Horsemen" Winsi
Corinne Griffith's new vehicle is stages, is " Flower of the North "
James Oliver Curwood. David
Pulpit Tribute
said to be an adaptation of a suc- by
cessful stage play, the name of Smith will direct. Earle Williams
The Rt. Rev. William MacCor-1
which has not been divulged by the is completing " The Silver Car,"
Vitagraph organization. Webster and Joe Ryan is on the final scenes mack, dean of St. Paul's Cathedral, !
Griffith will direct Miss Griffith in of the fifteenth and final chapter of Los Angeles, paid special tribute to I
Metro's " Four Horsemen of thef
her new production. " Closed " The Purple Riders."
Apocalypse"
during the first of his
Doors " is the title of the new Alice
Calhoun picture, which is based on Big Ascher House Opens Holy Week sermons, according to|
a
statement
from
the Metro head-l
a story written especially for Miss
with Goldwyn Film^ quarters in New York He hadl
Calhoun by Harry Dittmar. G. V.
A Goldwyn photoplay, Rupert viewed the picture at the Mission!
Seyffertitz will be in charge of the
new production. Miss Calhoun Hughes' " Hold Your Horses," theatre presentation in Los Angeles.!
After dwelling at length on thei
completed " The "Charming De- made from his popular Saturday lessons to be derived from the pic-l
ceiver "about three weeks ago.
Evening
Postby story
of " Canavan,"
selected
the Ascher
Bros, of ture, Dean MacCormack concluded!
At the West Coast studios, was
William Duncan has started a Chicago, as the opening attraction as follows, according to Metro:
" I want every man and womanl
seven-reel feature production, en- for their newest theatre, the Capitol, in Cincinnati. The picture is in my congregation to go to see thisl
titled "The Princess of the Desert
All I ask is that you wait*
Dream." It is an adaptation by reported to have done unusually big picture.
throughout the entire until the conclusion of Holy Week<!
Thomas Dixon, Jr., of a novelette business
week.
of the same title by Ralph Cumservices."

ROBERT
ROBERT

EDGAR

EDGAR

LONG,

LONG

for three years General Press

Representative for D. W. GRIFFITH,

producer of "The Birth of

a Nation," "Hearts of the World," "Broken Blossoms," "Way Down
East," and other super motion Pictures, has resigned from his association with Mr. Griffith and is now in business for himself.
Mr. Long will act as personal representative and counsel in
Advertising, Exploitation and Publicity for Producers, Directors and
Artists of the Stage and Screen,
Headquarters have been established in Suite 605 Fitzgerald
Building, 1482 Broadway, New York City.
BY

APPOINTMENT

Telephone, Bryant 6380.
ONLY
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Paramount Releases
for April 10th
productions released
THEby Par
amount on April
10th are " The Witching
Hour," a William D. Taylor
production, featuring Elliott
Dexter, and " Buried Treasure," starring Marion Davies.
" The Witching Hour " iss-a
screen version of the Augu
tus Thomas stage play of the
same title. Paramount officials declare that the picture
will eclipse the success made
by the drama during its
Broadway stage career. The
cast includes, besides Mr.
Dexter, Winter Hall, Ruth
Renick, Robert Cain, Edward
Sutherland, Mary Alden,
Fred Turner, Genevieve
Blinn, Charles West, L. M.
Wells, Clarence Geldart and
Jim Blackwell.
" Buried Treasure " is a
Cosmopolitan production
which contains lavish settings
and an unusual and interesting plot. The picture was
produced at a cost approximating $250,000, according to
a statement from the Paramount headquarters. Marion
Davies plays a double role in
this picture. In the supporting cast are Norman Kerry,
Anders R a n d o 1 f , Edith
Shayne, Earl Schenck, John
Charles, and Thomas Findlay. George D. Baker directed "Buried Treasure."

First
Nat'l
tfr\lRST
NATIONAL
WEEK"
H in Southern
California
and
Arizona is declared by the
home-office to have gone over with
unusual success. 290 theatres in
Southern California and Arizona
played First National attractions
during the week from March 27th
to April 3rd, it is stated, and sixtyseven First National attractions appeared on the screens of these
theatres during the week.
" The Big Five " * were represented by "The Kid," Charles
Chaplin's ' six reels of joy,' and
"two
Passion,"
Theseof
led thewith
list Pola
in theNegri.
number
bookings. In third place, " Marshall Neilan's ' Dinty,' James Oliver Curwood's " Nomads of the
North," Charles Ray's " Nineteen
and Phyllis " and Mr. and Mrs.
Carter De Haven in " Twin Beds,"
ran neck and neck. Other attractions which are said to have rolled
up an impressive number of bookings were Katherine MacDonald in
" My Lady's Latchkey," Constance
Talmadge in " Dangerous Business,"
Mack Sennett's " Married Life "
and " Love, Honor and Behave,"

Week
in
Southwest
declares a statement from the
King Vidor's 'Jack-Knife Man," First
York. National headquarters in New
Whitman Bennett's " The Truth
About Husbands " and Louis B.
Three Los Angeles theatres
Mayer's " The Woman in His joined in celebrating the First
National holiday week. The AmbasIt is also announced by the homesador presented the world premiere
office that a number of the First
"Scrambled
Margueri
of
te Clark's
National
releases
of
other
years
Wifes." The
House."
Kinema theatre
came in for their share of presen- brought to a close its engagement
tations. Among these ' veterans ' of Charles Chaplin's " The Kid."
Alhambra theatre presented
may be mentioned " The River's The
End," Marshall Neilan's northwest Sfdney Franklin' " Unseen Forces."
s
production, Anita Stewart in " Vir- The campaign throughout the territory
for
First National week intuous Wives," Charles Chaplin's
" A Dog's Life," Norma Talmadge
cluded aseries of slides which were
sent
gratis
to all exhibitors who had
in " A Daughter of Two Worlds,"
" In Old Kentucky " with Anita made bookings for the week. On
Stewart, and the Curwood produc- the opening day of First National
Week, a full page ad was carried
tion, "Back to God's Country."
In addition to the sixty-seven in the Los Angeles Examiner. This
feature attractions presented, sev- ad listed the entire collection of
eral of Fontaine Fox's " Tooner- bookings, showing where each picture might be seen during the First
ville in
Trolley"
were
demand. series of comedies National
week.
A noteworthy aftermath to the
Assisting Manager Dave Bershon
week was the fact that the ten or
twelve days following showed a list in his campaign-work, were Bill
of overflow bookings from the Knotts, assistant manager, Charles
A. McVicker, Harry Cohen and E.
week, amounting to a total of near- C. Drane.
ly one hundred and fifty theatres,

"Proxies"
Prese
nts
Stron
g servedMora
The picture
opened at the
Rivoli formerly
a penitentiarylsenHAVING presented strong moral Theatre,
tence, he does not dismiss him, but
New
York,
on
April
10th.
lessons in " Humoresque,"
" The Inside of the Cup," " Straight A serialization of the screen adapta- decides to give him a chance in spite
tion of Frank
Adams's
ap- of his past. Mr. Darley's financial
is the Way" and other of its picpeared in the R.New
York story
Evening
standing is threatened by the postures, Cosmopolitan Productions ansession of a proxy for the majority
Journal,
and
this,
with
the
interest
nounce that in " Proxies " it has
"Bill and Bob" Series again given
the public food for created among those who read Mr. of the stock in his company, which
Please Dan Beard
Adams's story in the Cosmopolitan is in the hands of Stover, a former
"
Proxies,
discussi
by Georgeon.D. " Baker
from di-a Magazine, drew crowds to the warden of the prison where Peter
Dan Beard, painter, illustrator much rected
served a term, and a man who is
and National Scout Commissioner, scenario of his own writing, dwells Broadway house.
recently viewed three pictures of upon the theme that once given a
Peter, the crook, played by Nor- anxious to climb into society and
man Kerry, is a handsome and marry Darley's daughter. He uses
"The Adventures of Bob and chance many a man, who has
strayed from the straight and nar- original butler in the home of Mr. his proxy to intimidate Darley and
Bill
"
series
being
released
by
Pathe. The series presents two
Darley, president of the Darley force the marriage with his daughrow path, will " play the game Tool
Company. Clare Conway
boy scouts, William and Robert straight.
ter. Peter overhears the contro" It portrays the efforts of
versy, and decides to save Darley
Bradbury, in the role of trappers. a man and a girl to redeem them- (Zena Keefe), his confederate in
with
the
aid of Clare. How he does
selves from their evil past and to crime and companion in honesty, is
In a letter to Pathe headquarters,
the maid in the same household. it forms the climax of a fast-movy
they
whom
those
uprightl
serve
Ifollows
Chief ": Beard wrote in part as love and respect.
When Mr. Darley learns that Peter
ing series of events.
"
I
want
to
thank
you
for
your
courtesy in showing me three of
the pictures in the movie series of
'The Adventures of Bill and Bob.' Goldwyn
Coast
Companies
Busy
" I acertainly
that they
kave
value forbelieve
the entertainment
signed.
Mr.
Cohn
was formerly
Will
Rogers,
his
director,
ClarRINEof the general public. The ones MARY
ROBERTS
ence Badger, and several members business manager and has been
hart's first original scenario,
you exhibited to me breathe of the
The Glorious Fool," went into of the " Doubling for Romeo " cast, with the firm four years.
big outdoors and a clean and "product
at the Goldwyn studios left on Wednesday of last week for
wholesome life, not devoid . of on the ion
Coast last week under the Casa Grande, Arizona, to take the
thrills."
direction of E. Mason Hopper. final scenes for that Elmer L. Rice
Pathe officials report a heavy de- Helene Chadwick, who was slated original. They will be gone about
mand for issues of the series by to play opposite Tom Moore in a week.
Newcomer Gets Imporfirst-run houses all over the counDirector
Frank
Lloyd,
and
the
tant "Torchy" Role
try, following their favorable re- Charles Kenyon's original, " Beating
" Torchy " comedies have already
Game," t has beenay switched to company making " The Grim
ception at the Strand Theatres in the
the
Rinehar
photopl
to
act
the
New York and Brooklyn.
Comedian," by Rita Weiman, have been responsible for popularizing
feminine lead. Richard Dix has been
taking scenes in the Morosco on the screen such young women as
the part of the " glorious fool." theatre, Los Angeles.
Jacqueline Logan, Dorothy Leeds
Mary Pickford Vehicle Dix and Miss Chadwick played toReginald Barker is preparing to and Dorothy Mackaill. Now another young lady is scheduled to
gether in Rupert Hughes' first direct " Who Shall Judge?", a
Being Cut and Titled
take a prominent part in support of
screen original, " Dangerous Curve new
Gouverneur
Morris
original,
" Through the Back Door," Mary Ahead ! ", not yet released. Others
e, with continuity by Ruth Wightman. Johnny Hines, the star of the EduPickford's next United Artists re- in the cast are Clarissa Selwynn
cational Torchy
"
" releases. Her
lease, is now in its final stage of Kate Lester, Otto Hoffman, John He is also supervising the cutting
preparation, according to word re- Lince and Theodore von Eltz.
of " The Old Nest," from Rupert name is Helen O'Neil. Miss O'Neil
ceived by Hiram Abrams from BenHazel Daly has been selected to Hughes' novel. Wallace Worsley is was given a " bit " in " Torchy's
Promotion,"
and her good
work atnie Zeidman, production manager play opposite Tom Moore in the
tracted the attention
of President
making progress on ' Ace of
for Mary Pickford. All scenes have
ris
story.
Kenyon
photoplay,
"
Beating
the
been taken, and the work of cutting Game," in place of Miss Chadwick. Hearts," another Gouverneur Mor- C. C. Burr of Master Films, which
and titling the picture is now in Others in the cast are DeWitt C.
the " Torchy " comedies.
Vice President Lehr has appoint- produces
progress. Gerald Duffy has been Jennings, Dick Rosson, Nick Coged J. J. Colon production manager Result : she has been given an imassigned the task of writing the ley, Tom Ricketts and Lydia Knott.
titles.
portant part in " Torchy's Frameto succeed James Johnson who re- Up," which
Victor Schertzinger is directing.
is now being filmed.
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Stahl Production Nears
Completion on Coast
With the coming of ' The Child
Thou
Gayest
Me," Associated
First
National
introduces
a new producing organization to exhibitors. It
is an independent unit known as
John M. Stahl Productions, and the
pictures, made under Mr. Stahl's
personal direction, will be presented by Louis B. Mayer. The cast
includes Lewis Stone, Barbara
Castleton, William Desmond, Richard Headrick, Adele Farrington and
Winter Hall. Mr. Stahl is now
nearing the completion of " The
Child Thou Gavest Me," only a few
of the sequences remaining to be
" shot."

Announces April
24th Releases

headquarters anPATHE
nounces the following releases for April 24:
" The Double Game," the
seventh episode of " The
Avenging
Arrow,"
starring
Ruth Roland,
presents
the
serial star in some new
hazardous and thrilling feats,
according to Pathe. " The
House in the Canyon," the
fourteenth episode of " Double Adventure," starring
Charles Hutchison, gives the
leading man new opportunities for showing daring and
physical prowess, declares
Pathe.
"Bubbling Over " is the
title of the new Rolin comedy,
featuring " Snub " Pollard.
Pathe reports there are amusing situations in plenty in
this new release in which
Pollard has the role of a henpecked husband.
" The Law of the Woods "
features Edgar Jones and
Edna May in settings of the
Northern Woods, the home of
the lumberman. It is a dramatic Holman Day offering.
Interesting views of the fisherman's sport, taken by
Eltinge F. Warner, are the
features of " Fins and Fun,"
heading the subjects in Pathe
Review No. 100.
These are only a few of the
interesting scenes, which are
too numerous to mention, in
the forthcoming releases for
April 24th, says Pathe.

Picture

Mitchell Lewis Cast for
Paramount Role
Mitchell Lewis has been cast for
an important character role in support of Betty Compson in " At the
End of the World." This picture
is from the story by Ernest Klein
and has been scenarized by E.
Bingham.
Penrhyn Stanlaws is the
director.
A scene from " Reputation," Priscilla Dean's next Jewel production for Universal
Tourneur
To

Film

Unit
Scenes

in New

of Fifth Ave.

York
for

Ass'd Producers' ''Bright
The companyLights"
made the trip to
^LARENCE
ac- New York for the purpose of
companied L.
by BROWN,
Doris May,
Kathleen Kirkman, Mildred Man- "shooting" scenes along Fifth avenue, where the smart shops, busses
ning and Michael Dart, recently arrived in New York City to take the and stylishly gowned society people will furnish the atmosphere refinal scenes for " The Foolish
quired for the production. Besides
Matrons," in which Hobart Bos- the members
of the cast mentioned
worth is the featured player. As
all the scenes in which Bosworth is previously, the following will also
to appear have been taken on the appear in the supporting line-up :
Coast, he has remained in Los Charles Meredith, Wallace MacMargaret McQuade, Betty
Angeles. " The Foolish Matrons," Donald,
April 9. 1921
written by Donn Byrne, is sched- Schade, Frankie Lee, John Henry,
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
uled for release by Associated Pro- Jr., and "Teddy,"' the canine screen
ducers under the title of " Bright
Lights." Maurice Tourneur and player.
R<
Newest
The story of " Bright Lights " is
Clarence L. Brown are co-directing developed
against the background
the picture. Wyndham Gitten did of
modern social life. Gorgeous
the adaptation, and the camerawork is under the supervision of settings and unique gowns are de(- "The Heart of Maryland"]
Tom Terriss Production of Famous Stage ]
Charles
Enger, assisted by- duction. clared to be a feature or the proPlay Released by Vitagraph Makes
Kenneth J.G. Van
McClain.
Fine Picture
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
The success achieved by David Belasco's
"The tieart of Maryland" is ode of the
cherished
stage.drama
In giving
the screentraditions
a versionof the
of the
- Tom '
Terriss
has
set
an
example
to
moving
pic"Quick
Return
to Normal"
tares which they .would do well to follow.
Is Opinion of P. N. Brinch, Who Has
He has preserved the dramatic action of the
original. The story moves forward at just
Been Visiting Hodkinson Managers
the right broken.
tempo
to keep isthetoldinterest
unEvery incident
by action,
and the scenario writer has followed- the
quality and integrity," said Mr.
general sales- tor
BRINC
original construction as closely as the screen
PN.
Brinch, "and the exhibitors have
r of H,
the W. W. Hodkin- come
• manage
would
permit.
Given
a
plot
that
,
throbs
to respect the Hodkinson poliwith life and uses the Civil War merely as a
son Corporation, who has just recies and its energetic, clean-cut sellbackground to a loye story that is the
turned to the Hodkinson home-office
center and the inspiration of every foot of
ing organization. And above all,
after visiting supervisors and
film, scenario writer and director have
they realize that the type of picbeen contentandtohave
abidewasted
by these
conditions
no desirable
time on { branch-managers of the organizatures which the Hodkinson Organisymbolic distraction which has no place
tion, declares " conditions are imzation is giving them invariably
proving atsuch a rate as to indicate
inits aowndramapace.that has sufficient vitality to set J
an almost immediate return to nor- brings big money into the box
"The Heart
of Maryland"
is entertainpurely. The
malcy." He states that the return
Mr. Brinch is declared to have
never mentabsent
and conflict
there isof human
never awillsfalseis
of thousands to work in the manunote in the character drawing and the
facturing districts of the country is extensive plans for the developproper unfolding of the plot. The cast,
lead by Catherine Calvert, is thoroughly i being favorably reflected in the inment of the Hodkinson field staff
capable, and the mechanical details of the
office."
creased attendance at motion-pic- and
production are right at all times. There
expects to make material inture houses previously hit by the
creases in the selling force in the
is a red blooded "kick" to this picture which
forces the
attention
industrial depression.
tator
Giveclosest
as more
like from
it I every(specvery near future in order to insure
<
The CM
Maryland
Calvert. .. ..Catherine
A growing prestige for the Hod- the proper handling of the many
Alan
Kendrlck.
. .Crane Calvert
Wilbur
kinson releases is also affirmed by massive feature productions schedCol. Fulton Thorpe Felix Krembs
Xelralr.
Ben Lyon d the general sales-manager. " The
uled for release under the Hodkinname Hodkinson has always stood
son Banner during the current year.

Upon the completion of " At the
End of the World," Miss Compson
will be starred in " The Ordeal,"
an original photoplay by W. Somerset Maugham. Mr. Stanlaws will
also direct
"The Ordeal."
Paramount will release
both pictures.
International Screens
Parachute Jumpers
Unusually striking pictures of
daring parachute jumping from
speeding Army aeroplanes, were
recently obtained by Norman Alloy, International News cameraman, at Chanute Field, Rantoul,
Illinois, and are included in International News No. 27. just released
by Universal exchanges.
The pictures show five daring
Army aviators in action. They are
Lieutenant Hamilton, champion altitude jumper of the world; Sergeants Kamensky and Shoemaker,
who assist him ; and Pilots Carter
and Weddington.

"Passion"

Wins Praise
of Otis Skinner
Otis Skinner, while playing in a
legitimate play at Sioux City,
Iowa, accepted the invitation of
Manager Frank R. Wood, of the
Princess theatre, of that city, to
attend the matinee showing of
" Passion," and wrote a lengthy letter to Mr. Wood the following
morning in which he praised the
First National attraction. The
actor called the film " the best expressed, most eloquently acted picture play in its ensemble, mountings and direction I know, in the
whole ransre of film endeavor."
Realart Unit Returns
from the South
Justine Johnstone, Harrison Ford
James Harrison and other Realart
players have returned to the Long
Island studios after spending some
time in Atlanta, Ga., filming exJohnstone's
new
picture. teriors
Thefor Miss
interiors
will be made
directing.
in Long Island. Edward Dillon is
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Set

for
Great

from starring
'* The Magic
Cup," Binney
a RealIAartscene
release,
Constance

Educational
Volume

Week

of Prints Available

for Showing Week of May I to 8
T THOUSAND, TWO According to the announcement
EIGH
HUNDRED AND EIGHTY- from Educational, it will emphasize
NINE prints of Education pictures its slogan " everything for the theare in the hand of exchanges for
except the feature."
bookings during Educational week,
Theatreproduct
now includes the
May 1st to May 8th, and of these two-reel Mermaid, Christie, Torchy
more than half already have been and Chester comedies, the singlebooked, according to announce- reel Vanity and Gayety comedies,
ment made this week by the home- the Bruce Scenics Beautiful, the
office of the Educational Films Cor- Chester Outings, Screenics, World
poration of America.
Wanderings and such specials as
Educational claims that practi- Annette Kellerman in " The Art of
cally every important circuit in the
United States and Canada has Diving," " Modern Centaurs," " The
booked its product, and from a Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes,"
majority of these circuits there Babe Ruth — " How He Knocks His
have come assurances that the com- Home Runs," and " The Race of
the Age." In addition to these
pany's product
willday
be during
shown the
at there are the Red Cross series, anievery house
every
mal studies, cartoon subjects and
week, announces the statement is- many novelties.
sued. This alone is estimated at
addition to selling the product
bringing the list of runs up to 2,000 theIn exchanges
are being asked to
theatres.
This drive is not only intended to request exhibitors to feature the
mark the nearing of the end of the short-subjects in their advertising
first year of the operation of Edu- and exploitation. According to Educational, there has been an incational's own exchange system, but
of over 500 per cent, in the
it is preliminary to its announce- demand creasefor
its various accessories
ment of the product for the next since the original
estimate, which
year which will continue practi- is held to show that theatre owners
cally all of its present releases and
add a number of comedy and spe- are showing a fuller appreciation
cial series which are now distribut- of the value of one and two-reel
ing through other organizations. pictures.

Helen
O'Neilby playing
in Torchy
Comedies
released
Educational
Exchanges

"Now

or Never" Booked
by S. L. Rothapfel
S. L. Rothapfel has booked
Harold Lloyd's three-reel comedy,
" Now or Never," for the Capitol
theatre, New York. Associated Exhibitors declares that Mr. Rothapfel is arranging a special presentation for the picture. This will mark
the comedy's first appearance in
New York territory. Rothapfel
has also closed for the entire first
seriesdies forofAssociated
Lloyd's three-reel
Exhibitors. come" Now or Never " has already
played at the Strand and the MetroUnits
Busy
in Lasky
Studio
politan in Cleveland, day and date.
The Doric and Liberty theatres of
Kansas City also have given day
Taylor and Melford on New
and
date showings of the comedy.
Pictures; Others to Start Shortly
The Tivoli in Baltimore, the Strand
in
Cincinnati and the Jensen Von
AL productions are now from Ernest Klein's European suc- Herber
SEVER
cess by E. Bingham. Miss Compg houses in Seattle have also
under way at the Lasky studio
son
has
a
cast
including
Milton
on the Coast. William D. Taylor
presen
or Never." In
ted
Sills,
Mitchell
Lewis,
Joseph
Kileach instance" ,Now
has started work on Henry Arthur
the picture
scored an
gour,
Casson
Ferguson
and
Spotisunusual
success
,
accordi
ng to offiwood
Aiken.
Veil,"
Lifted
The
"
play,
Jones'
which will star Ethel Clayton.
cials of Associated Exhibitors.
Tom Forman leaves in a few
Charles Meredith will be leading
days
for
San
Francisco
to
make
man.
George Melford has just started scenes at the harbor and through "The Devil" Scores in
the Golden Gate for episodes in
on " The Great Impersonator,"
Two Big Houses
with James Kirkwood featured. " Cappy Ricks " stories by Peter
B.
Kyne,
in
which
Thomas
Meighan
The
Associated Exhibitors reThe adaptation is by Monte Katter- is to star. A. S. LeVino is doing
the
adaptation.
lease, George Arliss in " The Devil,"
Cecil B. DeMille is scheduled to
john.
scored again in Barbee's Loop, Chistart work next week on his next
cago, and The Stanley in Philadelphia. It is being held over for a
Paramount super-production, the
title of which has not yet been
second week at the Chicago house.
First Nat'l. Franchise
The management in both cases
in Kenosha is Sold
finally determined. Dorothy DalPlan Big Showings for ton, Mildred Harris and Conrad
backed
the picture with unusual adTwo important theatre deals are
vertising and a prologue.
Xagel and Elliott Dexter are
"A Certain Rich Man"
reported
in
Kenosha,
Wisconsin,
scheduled to play the leading roles. this week. Three theatres owned
Two
art
students, Kathryn McIt is learned from the Hodkinson About April 18 William DeMille
Allen and Betty Ray, aided in exheadquarters that "A Certain Rich will begin work on his production by the Charles Pacini estate, " The
ploiting the picture
for Barbee's
for Paramount, as yet untitled, Majestic," "The Butterfly" and Loop theatre.
They attracted
Man,"tonadapted
large
Benjambyin Willia
Hamp-m written by Rita Weiman.
" The Strand," were sold to the crowds at Monroe
from the bynovel
and State streets
Company. The
Allen White for release by HodRoscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle is sail- Saxe-Dayton
Charles Pacini estate was owner of by painting a large picture of The
kirtson, will probably have its preing merrily through the new Para- the Associated First National fran- Devil in connection with the showmiere at one of the big Los Anmount picture called " Gasoline
chise and several other important
geles theatres with special adver- Gus," adapted
Walter
Woods film franchises
in the city. With
tising and exploitation. Similar from the two by
stories
by George
showings will be held in New York Pattullo. Lila Lee is leading this sale went a building site for Del Ruth Wrote Story
another theatre which the new
for Anita Stewart
and other important centers, it is woman.
stated, and it will be several months
Gloria Swanson is still engaged owners are planning to erect in the
Hampton
Del Ruth is the author
before the picture will be nationally upon her first star picture, Elinor near future. The consideration in of
Anita Stewart's new vehicle for
released, according to a statement Glyn's " The Great Moment," sce- this deal was more than $100,000.
from the Hodki nson headquarters. narized by Monte Katterjohn and The Saxe-Dayton Company now First National release, "The Invisible Fear." The story is decontrols nearly twenty theatres.
The cast includes Robert McKim, directed by Sam Wood.
scribed to be a mystery-drama. In
Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort, Jean
The second deal was a ninety- Miss
Wallace Reid has not as yet besupport will appear
Hersholt, Joseph J. Dowling, Lydia
gun work, but will do so very nine year lease secured by the WalterStewart's
McGrail, Alan Forrest, EsKnott, Frankie Lee, Mary Jane shortly under Frank Urson's direc- Fitzpatrick and McElroy Company telle Evans,
Hamilton Morse,
Irving, Harry Lorraine, J. Gunnis
tion in a new story. Betty Comp- for the Rhode Opera House at
Davis, Charles Colby, Walter son, under the direction of Penrhyn present the largest theatre in Ken- George Kuwa and Edward Hunt.
Fear " was recently
osha from Joseph G. Rhode for an " The Invisible
Perry. Fleming Pitt, Grace Pike, Stanlaws, started this week on her
d under the direction of
Eugenia Gilbert, Gordon Dumont, first Paramount star picture, " At annual rental price of approximate- complete
Edwin Carewe.
and Edna Pennington.
the End of the World," adapted
ly $10,000.
Urban

Settings Exhibited at Art Museum
THE ARCHITECTURAL
LEAGUE OF AMERICA recently requested Joseph
Urban to contribute photographic reproductions of his
settings for Cosmopolitan
's
Production
to the
tion,s held
exhibi
thisLeague
month
an
polit
at the Metro
Museum
of Art, New York City. The
Urban collection, put on view
at the exhibition, includes
his settings for Marion
Davies' picture, " Buried
Treasure," and
also photographic reproductions of his
gs
•ettin for "The Bride's
Play," another Marion Davies
stellar vehicle not yet released. The " Buried Treasure " settings were
ed
in electric lights in featur
front of
the Criterion theatre, New
York City, a few weeks ago
when the picture was being
shown at that theatre.
This is the first time in the
history of motion picture art,
according to Cosmopolitan,
that settings designed for
films have been exhibited at
the Metropolitan Museum of
Art.
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Realart Engages Exhibitor on Studio Staff
Realart announces that Aubrey
Stauffer, manager of many road
companies and more recently manager of theatres at Santa Barbara
and Bakersfield, Cal., has been enjed to read submitted photoplay
material and to assist in titling
at Realart's Hollyfinishedwoodpictures
studios. Elmer Harris, supervising director for Realart,
points out Mr. Stauffer's engagement as an effort on Realart's part
to
rial.select excellent photoplay mateHuge Dam Being Built
for Vitagraph Film
Vitagraph reports that an engineering feat of magnitude is being carried out at Balboa, Cal., in
connection with the production of
"The Son of Wallingford," the
new George Randolph Chester feature for Vitagraph release. According to the Vitagraph statement,
a huge dam is being constructed on
the Pacific Coast at Balboa so as to
convert one of the bays into an inland lake, which when completed
will, be about twenty-four miles
square, it is declared.

i : \ K I B I T O R 5. HERALD
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ALICE CALHOUN IN
MING DECEIVER
(VITAGRAPH)
An interesting, simple story told
with agreeable speed. A very
good cast with attractive backgrounds and excellent characterizations. Directed by George L.
Sargent.
Here is a star worth watching. Alice
Calhoun, only recently come to the
screen a* a Vitagraph star, is an ingenue
who really displays artistic possibilities.
In this latest of her vehiHes she plays
with all. the_ qualities that make screen
success
a certaintygood
— intelligence,
grace," •
poise,
looks
and naturalness. uncommon
She is altogether
charming.
She appears herewith as Mrs. Don
Marston, a young woman who was
tricked into marriage with a forger in
prison
the timeto ofherthebrother
story's Frank
opening.in
A letterat comes
a Canadian hospital, where he is recovering from the
conveying
information twar
hat the injuries,
grandfather,
who had
disowned the mother of the young people
when she married against his wishes, had
relented and wished the girl and Frank
with him in his old age. The girl goes
and is followed there by her husband,
of whom she tells the household nothing
until he escapes from prison and follows
her to the old homestead in Connecticut.
pose as the brother.
him ato good
She persuades
Richard
Walling,
friend of the
grandfather, a young neighbor,
falls
comesin
love with the girl. The climax intoxiof
state
a
in
husband,
the
when cation, makes known._the real situation,
bhe is about to leave home when the
brother is discharged from the hospital
and comes to tell the whole tale. The
husband, pursued by Canadian officers,
takes his life, and the girl is left to the
love of Walling. „
The picture,
whileis very
not particularly
uncom on of plot,
well presented
in every way and will be liked by adult
patrons.
makes an attractive
Jack McLean
Eugene Acker carries well the
brother.
part of the husband. John Adams in the
part of the grandfather is an unusually
character impersonator. Roland
good
Walling, is clean
Bottomley, as Richard
cut and exceedingly likeable, and the
part of Duncan, an aged servant, is
impressive by Robert Gail'vd.

CHAR

A trio of slides shozving Universal' s plan of teaser-slides to be used by
exhibitors in rousing their
audience's
interest
over coming attractions to
be shown
at the
theatres
"Reputation"Code Gets Hodkinson Features on
Wide- Spread Notice
Universal has conceived what is
Opening Programs
reported to be a most attractive
C. DE WALT,
the Hod-in
" stunt " in connection with its na•JT • kinson
representative
tional advertising and publicity
Oklahoma City, reports to
campaign for Priscilla Dean's latest
the home office that two new
picture,ments "have
"Reputation."
" Commandtheatres of the larger class in
been sent out
to newshis territory will open with
Hodkinson releases as the
papers overexplanation
the name, "that
Priscilla,"
with the
these
feature attractions of their
maxims form a " code " showing
initial programs. According
the vital importance of guarding
to
Mr. theatre
De Walt's
one's good name. Readers have
Rialto
will wire,
open the
on
been asked to send in their opinions
Home,"
"Down
with
April 15
on the essay
subject
of "Reputation"
in
while
Louise Glaum's stellar
verse,
or precept
form to the
vehicle,
" Sex,"
will be
first
feature
presented
by the
the
various newspapers. The " reputaCriterion
theatre
when
it
tation movement " has been given
much newspaper space, states Uniopens on April 20. A big
versal, and has aroused unusual instyle show will be used in
terest in various localities.
conjunction with the showing
of the latter production, according to word from Mr. De
"Made in the Kitchen"
Walt.
Booked by Capitol
Mack Sennett's initial two-reel re- Ceremonial Dancing of
lease through Associated Producers,
Yacqui in Kinograms
Inc.,
"
Madepremiere
In The atKitchen
" will
have its
the Capitol
Theatre within the next few weeks.
Tracy Mathewson, news cameraman, scores another scoop for Kin" Made In The Kitchen " is the
ograms,
released through
first of a series of twelve two-reel
tional
Exchanges,
this week,Educawith
comedies to be made during the
the
first
pictures
of
the Yacqui Inensuing year by the well-known
dians, exiled from Mexico, in the
comedy producer.
wierd dances with which they celebrate Holy Week. These supTaylor Graves Is Cast
posedemoniessavages
include ofina their
the burning
figurecerof
in Gayety Comedy
Pontius Pilate and a ceremonial
for the banishment of evil spirits,
Taylor Graves, who scored an im- declares
Educational.
portant success on the speaking
Sports are represented in the
stage in the title role of " Very current
issue with picture of the
Good Eddie," will make his first
screen appearance in a single reel opening of the horse racing at
Gayety Comedy which is being com- Bowie, the international yacht
pleted for Educational release. races at Monaco, and the Syracuse
The picture is being directed by eight in practice races on Lake
Onondaga.
Scott Sydney.

Motion

Picture

Teaser

Slides

New:

to Play

Up Coming Features
Universal is preparing sets ol
teaser slides for their future re|
leases, to be used by exhibitors LI
rousing interest among their audij
ences concerning coming attract
tions. These teaser slides will re|
semble in purpose and use thl
teaser ads inserted in newspapel
columns. The first two slides will
contain scenes and teaser captions [
the third will definitely announc-j
the title and other details custom!
arily shown on the regulation varil
colored slide. The plan has all
ready been tried out in connection
with " The
Adventure,"
and exoi|I
hibitors
haveBigreported
favorably
the results.
Fox to Reissue Three
Farnum Features
William Fox announces that
will reissue, with an entirely nenl
line of paper, two of William Far-f
num's pictures based on stories
Zane Grey. These reissues, accord
ing to the Fox announcement,
"The Riders of the Purple Sage'
and " The Rainbow Trail." A thir
reissue on the Fox schedule ii
which Farnum appears is " When aj
The Sees
new Red."
vehicle provided Will
Man
iam Farnum by Fox is " His Great-|
est Sacrifice."
Paul H. Sloane
wrote the story. J. Gordon Edwards directed. The cast include
Alice Fleming,
Evelyn GreelyJ
Lorna
Volare
(child actress),
Frank Goldsmith and Edith Mc
Alpin.
Ferguson

and

Reid to

StarFerguson
in " Ibbetson"
Elsie
and Wallace Reid;
will co-star in a Paramount ver-J
sion of " Peter Ibbetson," which
will be released as a George Fitzmaurice production. This is in line
with a statement made by Jesse
Lasky, first vice-president of the
Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, before the start of " The Affairs of Anatol," that his company i
would
story. not hesitate to use several
stars in the production of a worthy :
The principals of the picture will
assemble shortly at the Long Island studio, where the picture will I
be filmed.

On the left is Christie Cabanne, Wm. A. Johnston, of the Motion Picture News and L. J. Gasnier at the Robertson-Cole studios
on the Coast, and on the right Mr. Johnston, SessuetheHayakawa
and J. studios
Allen Boone seated outside the star's dressing room at
Robertson-Cole
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Educational in Force in
"Philly" Houses

"Proxies" Is Shown at
Sing Sing April 13
" Proxies," the latest Cosmopolitan production to be released by
Paramount, was shown on Wednesday, April 13, to members of the
Mutual Welfare League of Sing
Sing. Cosmopolitan officials believe that the picture presented a
most appropriate theme for exhibition to the prison inmates. The
lesson conveyed in the crookdrama is to " give a man a chance,"
which is put over without any element of a preachment present.
" Proxies " was adapted from a
Cosmopolitan Magazine story by
Frank R. Adams and was directed
by George D. Baker.

Manager C. S. Goodman, of Educational's Philadelphia office, has
wired the home office that Educational is represented in the way
of releases at all the downtown
Philadelphia theatres this week.
Educational is represented as folissued :lows, according to the statement
At the Stanley is " Ready to
Serve," latest of the Chester comemanzee.dies, featuring Snooky, the HuThe Palace has Johnny Hines in
" Torchy's Big Lead."
" Bang," latest of Mermaids,
featuring Jimmie Adams, is at the
Arcadia.

Kunsky to Build Huge
Theatre in Detroit
John H. Kunsky of the Kunsky
Theatrical Enterprises, Detroit, and
President of Associated First NaAnn May, Joseph Dowling" The
and Half
MaryBreed
Anderson
in Oliver Morosco's
tional Pictures of Michigan, an"
nounces completion of arrangements for the erection of the new
Kunsky theatre, the Capitol, which
is to occupy the greater portion of
" Is
a city block in downtown Detroit. Morosco
Explains Why He Has Launched so
Mr. Kunsky will operate the
Film Production
property as a corporation to be
Vigorously Into
Stay"'
o
n t
known as the Capitol Building Co., TN his first interview outling his
"iThere
was another factor that
of which John H. Kunsky is presi- * reasons for launching so vigor- strengthened my decision to prodent and treasurer and George W.
ously into motion picture producduce pictures. I have been a stickTrendle is vice-president and gention after having been regarded as
ler for certain production methods.
eral manager. Seating 4.250 the a " standpatter " theatrical pro- I want a Morosco stage play done
Capitol will cost nearly $2,750,000.
ducer, Oliver Morosco displays as in the Morosco way on the screen.
It is expected the Capitol will much enthusiasm for the picturized
" With more than twenty plays
open its doors to the public next drama as he ever did for the now available for picturization and
December.
spoken
" An amazing
evolu- new ones being acquired — I now
tion thatplay.
is changing
the amusement
have seven on the ' waiting list ' for
habits of the world " is the way he stage production — we have a wealth
New Lyons- Moran Film speaks of " this newer medium of of material that gives us wide
drama that knows no creed, tongue variety of selection and fortifies
Is "Blue Sunday"
against the ' story famine.' I cite
Universal has decided to release or " horizon."
In earnestly taking up the pic- this as proof of our permanency in
the first Lyons-Moran two-reel turization of successful stage plays, the production of pictures. I
comedy, made under the new short- I have been prompted by several studied this move before reaching
decision for I was determined
subject schedule, as a Universalsaid this
Morosco.
" Months the
Jewel production. The title is motives,"
that once in with my own producing
ago I foresaw
closer alignment
" Blue Sunday." The picture is of the stage and screen that is now company I was going to " stay in."
" Our first picture, ' The Half
illustrative " of what may happen going on. I have been studying the
under puritanical Sunday observ- situation for some time, being at- Breed ' is ready for delivery to
tracted probably more closely by the First National. We are starting
says Universal.
Amusing
situationsance,"and
hilarious action
are sale of several of my stage plays
upon our second picture, ' Slippy
for picture purposes.
said to Hackett
be found plays
in " opposite
Blue Sunday."
McGee ' immediately."
Lillian
Eddie
Lyons. Joy McCreery is opposite
Lee Moran. George French is also
in the cast.

" The Reckless Sex," a Christie
comedy, featuring Dorothy Devore
and Earl Rodney, is at the Victoria.
At the Capital is another ChrisComedy, "Scrappily
Married,"
withtieHarry
Gribbon and
Helen
Darling, while Educational is further represented on the same program with Outing.
" The Worst Was True,"
a Chester
At the Market Street there is
"High and Dry," a Mermaid; and
at
the Savoy
Chester.
Mr. "Ladies'
Goodman Pets,"
reportsa
that in all the daily-change houses
downtown Educational is represented by at least one comedy.

Rothacker Makes Film
of Rural School
Although W. H. Stafford is one
of the " newest " members of the
Rothacker Industrial Division, it
was he whom Watterson R. Rothacker selected to direct the important four-reel picture of the Chazy
Central Rural School which educators say is the finest rural school
system in the world.
" This picture will be
all
over the world in order thatsent
school
officials may copy the Chazy system and we must have a film which,
when shown abroad, will be a good
advertisement for the American
industry
motion ackerpicture
," Mr.
Straffor
said to Mr.
d. RothMr. Strafford is said to have
scored a film which more than justified the confidence Mr. Rothacker
reposed in him.

Roscoe
Edith Roberts in "My
Lady of the Island"
Edith Roberts will appear in another exotic story " rich in the
glamor of the South Seas," says
Universal. " My Lady of the Isladapted from isthethenovel
Beatriceand,"Grimshaw,
title by
of
the new production just started at
Universal City. Wallace Clifton
did the scenario. Norman Dawn is
directing. Jack O'Brien has the
leading male role. Fred Lancaster,
Arthur Jasmine and Fred Kohler
will play the other important roles.
Titles for "Experience"
by George V. Hobart
George V. Hobart, author of the
stage play, " Experience," has
joined the ranks of the scenario department atthe studio temporarily.
Mr. Hobart will assist in writing
the titles for the picture.

to Play Oppo-

•L Al Roscoe
site Alice
has beenLake
engaged by
Metro to play opposite Alice Lake
in her new Metro starring picture,
a story by Arthur Somers Roche
for which a title has not yet been
announced. Mr. Roscoe has just
completed work in the leading male
role in support of May Allison in
" The Woman Next Door."
George Stewart is the only other
member of the supporting cast selected for the new Alice Lake picture. Mr. Stewart is a brother of
Anita Stewart.
Richard

Dix Is Signed

by Goldwyn
Richard Dix, recent recruit to the
motion picture actors' colony in Los
Angeles, has proved so adept as a
screen player that Goldwyn has
A scene from " TheGouverneur
Wild Goose,"
production
Morris,a Cosmopolitan
and a Paramount
picture from the novel by awarded him a two-year contract.
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News

M

Jessen's
UNIVERSAL
President Laemmlc and Vicepresident Cochrane left for New
York Friday.
The report that eight companies
had been dismissed from Universal
is erroneous.
Tod Browning has selected the
cast forcludes" Mabel
Fanny
Herself."
Juienne
Scott, It
E. inA.
Warren, Grace Marvin, Max Davidson, Richard Cummings, Danny
Hoy and.Snitz Edwards. Production has been started.
The cast for " The Scarlet
Shawl," under the direction of
Jack Conway includes the following
supports for Carmel Myers : Jean
Ackar, George Periolat, William
E. Lawrence, P. J. Lockney, J. J.
Lance, Harvey Clarke and Ed.
Brady.
Josephine Hill has been engaged
to play opposite George Larkin in
a series of Canadian stories under
the direction of Edward Kull.
A new title has been announced
for the Frank Mayo picture directed
by Robert Thornby. It was originally named " The Truant," but
will be released as " The Valley of
Rogues.''
The title of the Eva Novak picture directed by Norman Dawn has
been changed to " Wolves of the
North." It was originally known
as " The Evil Half."
Lucien Hubbard, scenario editor,
has offered a prize of fifty dollars
to anyone who will suggest a book
or magazine story available for pictures, if it is purchased by Universal.

Elmo
Lincoln is dio
to be starred in
Stu
a Tarzan serial.
Hoot Gibson is playing in " Too
Tired
" under the direction
of
Lee Jones
Kohlmar.
Lee Moran begins work soon in
"Whose Wife is Kate?" by Harvey Thew and Cleveland Moffett.
METRO
The supporting cast for Bert
Lytell induced" under
A Trip
to Paradiseof "Maxprothe direction
well Karger, includes Virginia
Valli, the lead; Brinsley Shaw
Unice, Vin Moore, Victory Bateman, and Leigh Wyant. The screen
adaptation is by June Mathis.
The final scenes for " The Man
Who," starring
Bert Lytell
were
completed
last week.
Additional
Metro companies are preparing
stories. The casts will be announced later.
ROACH

STUDIOS

hart's original story, being directed
News
by
Wir
, includes e
Clarissa
Roach has renewed the contract by Mason Hooper
pleted.
Selwynne, Kate Lester, Otto Hoffof "Sunshine Sammy" (Ernest
Von Eltz.
man, and Theod
Morrison ) the little negro.
Hazel Dawn ore
will play opposite
Robert Eddy, the former director of the Toonerville Trolley Tom
" Beating
the Game,"
underMoore
the indirect
ion of
Victor
series, has been engaged by Roach
Shertzi
1
nger.
to
direct
the
Eddie
Boland
comedies.
The Will Rogers company, under
the direction of Clarence Badger,
Ben W ilson is making the final has returned from Casa
Granda.
scenes for " The Kickapoo Kid."
Arizona, after making the round-up
scenes
for "Frank
Doubling for Romeo."
Director
Lloyd and comBRUNTON
Valley.
Grim ComeThe
"
pany,
filming
dian," are working at
Big Bear
R. A. Walsh is beginning the production at the Brunton studios of
Wallace Worsley, filming " The
ah unnamed original story. The
of Hearts,"
Lon Chancy,
leads will be played by Miriam Ace
Beatrice Joy and with
Joyn Bowers,
Cooper, George Walsh, Bertram making snow scenes at Pine Crest.is
Crassby, and Noble Johnson.
Jack Gilbert has been engaged to
J. D. Hampton has leased space
at the Brunton studios to make four play in "Who Shall Judge?" the
next Reginald Barker production.
pictures within a year.
T. Hayes Hunter has taken all The story is by Gouverneur Morris.
J. J. Cohn, who has served as
scenes for the Dial-Hodkinson business
manager of the Goldwin
production, " The Light in the studios, has been appointed producClearing." Editing is now in
tion manager
Abraham
Lehr. by Vice-President
progress.
.
The David
Butler production
" Sophia Semenoff " is now nearing
completion. It is a Russian story
SELIG-RORK
by Wallace Irwin.
James Young is nearing compleThe cast for the first two-reel
tion of Rudvard Kipling's " With- drama, " The Policeman and the
Benefit of
Clergy,"
which isfor
to Baby,' 'includes William Desmond,
be
a outRobert
Brunton
production
Elinor Fair and Wallace BeeryPathe.
Filming of a Curwood storv, fea-

Hal E. Roach has Ruth Roland
under contract for work in serials
for Pathe. Production will be
started next week under the direction of W. S. Van Dyke. The
serial will be " The Golden Canyon " by Val Cleveland, and the
players include Earl Metcalfe, Virginia Ainsworth, Alice Hesse,
Harry Girard, Otto Lederer, Bud
GOLDWYN
Osborne and others.
Harold Lloyd leaves for New
York next week. His next release
The supporting cast for Richard
is "Among those Present." An- Dix and Helene Chadwick in " The
other untitled picture has been com- Glorious Fool," Mary Robert Rine-

turing Ethel
Grey Terry,
Stone, and
Wallace
Beery is'Lewis
now
in progress at Truckee, Arizona.
Production
" willis
begin
as soonof as" The
the Rosary
continuity
received.
VITAGRAPH
Albert E. Smith is here from
New York and will start new production with William Duncan and
Antonio Moreno.
Earle Williams has finished " The
Silver Smith.
Car " under the direction of
Dave

Our Motto: All the News, &
MMIf it's News, When it's New
Our Town had a snow necessary after filming The Littl e Breezy Eason and by evil, and because the villain
now in bad that he be reSeal of Satan.
storm.
mother, known professionally is
Al E. Smith has come back
Imperial
christened
" A Tragic
Hero."
Harvey
Thew
and Cleveland
May,
made
a
perto the coast.
sia, a pressGermany
agent and
tellsRusus, as Ginsy
sonal appearance at Monrovia Moffett have
collaborated in
the best illustrations of the other
Max Linder says the picture are
night
and
some
of
censorship.
business is changing.
the comedy " The
An Iowa woman asks if
Mary Anderson will have to the citizens
stead act lid. rocked the Vol- writing
Last Day
which
leads atto Tia
the Juana
inquiry"
forget
the
name
"
Sunshine
"about
The Unfoldment
"
is
a
story
Dick
Schayer
is
a
scenario
napkins.
writer and owns a trick dog. " What makes you think Tia
Mary
"
for
her
part
in
"
The
C. Irvine is now sending Half Breed " requires many He writes gags into Ben Juana has had its last day?"
mimeograph
copy from the crying scenes.
Assistant
Directors'
ciation installed
officersAssolast
Hampton's continuities so that
Max Linder studio.
Hugh Thompson would like the
week
and
we
are
advised
dogployedwill
have
to
be
emto
find
a
clause
in
the
Volto
do
his
stunts.
Dick
John
G.
O'Brien,
sometimes
Treasurer
Watt
read
the
fistead act prohibiting actors brags about it.
called Jack, has come out to from playing
nancial report, Frank Garritv
in rain scenes.
the coast.
Pomona,
by
a
vote
of
fiftyand
Roy
Marshall
sang.
Dick
We hear George Larkin is to five, said, " Close the theatres Allen played the piano and a
Roy Stewart was known as
in two-reel
North- on Sunday." And that's not good time was had by all.
the fighting choir boy when be starred western
Mounted Police
he lived in San Deigo.
all, thething to theatres
havetheysomeAfter a career of eight vears
Raoul Walsh has found a Stories.
say and so
are
co-stars in comedy, Eddie
Now that Gladys Walton going to close them every day as
5lace
for his
megaphone at the
Lyons
and Lee Moran, the
irunton
studios.
so
that
everybody
can
go
to
has
completed
"
The
Man
have separated. Lee is
Rollin Sturgeon, we are Tamer " she is going to play prayer
meeting
and Sunday boys
to
remain
with the U, and
school
every
evening.
expect."
told, tiesisfor Human
considering1
cubist can
sent you
Claire
Adams
Bennie Fineman has brought Lyons has other plans. BeHearts.possibili- in A" What
cause
of
this
change the fadown
his
foot.
No
more
Walter Hires has been given his impression of her and she
a convenient vacation just at thought it was the map of animals or birds in Katherine will pass
miliar
reference
"the
Thebusiness.
Boys "
out
of
the baseball season opening some fortification until an ex- MacDonald's pictures. The
Stroheim has caused to
reason, Katherine insists on be Con
time.
planatory letter arrived.
created
the
shortest
buying everyone. Bennie car line in the world. It isstreet
Everybody wants to know if
Bluerideis a daily
showin'
run
threatens to bring a lion into the length of the Monte Carlo
Bebe Daniels really is going 'emMonte
he
can
horse
at
the
Realart. Mary Miles Minter the next picture.
to go
Street, six hundred feet in all,
the spectator in most of
Reg. Barker maintains that and
she
does.to jail. Five to four is
will be used exclusively by
scenes.
all stories must have a villain
Eddie Polo has found a va- these
The Eason family, Reeves, so that good can be illustrated Foolish Wives Company.
cation at Byron Hot Springs

Larry Semon has completed " The
Bakery." Director Jess Robbins is
now editing a Western comedy
featuring Jummy Aubrey.
LASKY
Wallace Reid is beginning " The
Hell Diggers
" by ofByron
under
the direction
Frank Morgan
Urson.
Agnes Ayres plays the female lead.
The cast includes Frank Leigh,
Lucien Littlefield, Buddy Post and
Clarence Gerdert. Upon completion of this picture Reid will go
East to co-star with Elsie Ferguson
in " Peter Ibbetson," to be produced by George Fitzmaurice.
George Melford is beginning production on " The Great Impression," featuring James Kirkwood
and Ann Forrest. The scenario by
Monte Katterjohn.
A jungle covering many acres has
been built at the Lasky ranch and
is now being used.
A big Mexican dance hall set is
being used by Cecil DeMille this
week.
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ABOUT
DIRECTORS

BROWN, who coCLARENCE
directed with Maurice Tourneur in the making of " The Last
of the Mohicans " and who has
been engaged with Mr. Tourneur
"
Lights,in
of " Bright
filming
in thetake
of scenes
a number
will
and about New York for which he
journeyed eastward from California recently. The screen play in
production is an adaptation from
Donn Byrne's story, " The Foolish
s ", with
Matron
Hobart Bosworth
d player.
as the feature
The Leonce Perret production
heretofore known as " A Race for
Millions," now entitled " The
Twisted Man," will be edited by
Katherine Hiiliker, who also contributed the work of titling " Passion." The foreign flavor in Mr.
Director Robert G. Vignola bargains with a native of the Bahamas, to teach
Perret's photoplay
is said
to come
legitimately
in the
international
E. K. Lincoln and Seena Owen, at his left, to weave banana palm, while exteriors
character of the scenes in the story,
of " The Woman God being
Changed,"
Vignola
shot ina the
Bahamaproduction
Islands for Paramount, were
which are laid and were actually
filmed in England, France, Italy her initial screen contribution. terial for a big production he inand some in our own country.
Arthur S. Kane is handling the
tends putting under way in the near
future. While abroad Mr. Lincoln
Blackton-Manners
productions
in
this country.
refused several European offers to
It is interesting to note the acstar in picture, owing to the limited
tivities of a few directors, who
Philip Bartholomae, whose most length of time he allotted the trip.
were formerly actors. Reginald recent
contribution to the screen is Among his most important purBarker, for instance, recently rechases were several champion show
ported that William D. Taylor, " The Outside Woman," in which
Scott Sidney, Walter Edwards, Penrhyn Stanlaws directed Wanda dogs. It is generally known that
Jerome Storm, Richard Stanton Hawley for Realart, is busily en- Mr. Lincoln in addition to being a
and Charles Swickard have all
gaged in the production and re- versatile actor, is also a dog fancier.
hearsals of a musical comedy.
acted under his direction. Along
Past performances of screen stars
comes Jay Hunt and boasts of hav- Bartholomae, it will be remembered,
ing directed William D. Taylor, scored several successes as a stage- are usually as interesting as the
Frank Borzage, Chet Withey, playwright both in the straight circumstances under which they
comedy field and with some musical entered the art of motion pictures.
Richard'
Stanton, Jerome
Storm,
The truth, however, is rarely told.
Charles Swickard,
Scott Sidney,
pieces, including " Very Good Yet
it seems eminently fitting and
Charles Miller, Jack Nelson, How- Eddie," " When Dreams Come
ard Hickman, Ralph Ince and John True
proper
to learn that at one time in
"
and
"
Over
the
Top."
Adolfi. Robert G. Vignola was Bartholomae is also the author of her life, Mabel Ballin, who will ulThe Black Panther's Cub " in
timately appear as the heroine of
once upon a time under the direc- "which
Florence Reed was recently " Ave Maria," which Hugo Ballin
tion of Sidney Olcott.
starred by W. K. Ziegfeld.
From the standpoint of grace
Recent Theatre Changes
ABOUT
and modesty the old-fashioned
in So. California
dances may have their advantages ;
PLAYERS
but when it comes to teaching
them, says Clarence Badger, give
— Zagel
CAL.
r A,
Gerar
Gar-him the toddle or the alligator
Earl Metcalfe will be seen in the LA meye
theatre
denHABR
—& sold
tod —James
glide any day. Perhaps it should new serial starring Ruth Roland,
W. Irving. Garden theatre
be explained that Mr. Badger is for Pathe release, following the
sold to J. W. Irving.
now initiating fifty extras in the work he has been more recently enL. Wilintricacies of the minuet for the
berBrea,
— will Cal.—
lease Harry
new theatre
to
gaged in, the features, " What
be
erected by Michael
mask ball scene in " Doubling for Women Will Do " and " Mother
George.
Romeo,"
new Will That,
Rogersin picture he isthedirecting.
his
Seal Beach, Cal.— F. C.
belief, is sufficient reason for his Eternal."
Blankenship and Dick Bixby
Following the completion of his
prejudice.
— motion picture theatre will
engagement in the Robert G. Vignola production " The Woman God
According to reports from J.
Ventura, Cal.— Flauder &
E. K. Lincoln sailed for
open.
Stuart Blackton in London the aChanged,"
pleasure trip through England,
Langham
— Liberty theatre —
sold
to H. R. Neal.
scenario for the first of his produc- Ireland, France, Belgium and Holland, traveling incog, throughout
Prescott, Ariz. — Otto Lind
tions featuring Lady Diana Manners has been completed. Lady most of the journey. He visited
and T. Taylor— Plaza theatre
Diana is expected to return from the battle fields of France and BelApril 1.
Nice shortly to commence work on
gium, securing some valuable ma-

PROGRAMS

Studios

R .
GALE
is now producing, pursued an occupation as novel as it is characteristic of the lovely star. She designed babies' caps, in Philadelphia.
Virginia Valli, who has recently
become Mrs. Demarest Lamson, in
private life, is a new recruit to
California, her trip west being one
combining the honeymoon and new
ventures in motion pictures. The
barefoot scenes for " The Man
W ho " in which she played opposite
Bert Lytell, for Metro, were filmed
one morning
shortly afternoon
after her she
arrival. That same
commenced work on " A Trip to
Paradise," the second production of
the trio in which she will support
the same star. The engagement of
Miss Valli to play opposite Mr.
Lytell in three consecutive pictures, establishes a record in its line.
Again Helen Chadwick is to be
leading woman to Tom Moore. She
played
him inpicture,
" Made andin
Heaven,"opposite
his last-made
now has been chosen for a like
part in " Beating the Game," by
Charles Kenyon, which went into
production at the Goldwyn studios
last week upon the return of Mr.
and Mrs. Moore from their Honolulan
honeymoon.
" Heartsease,"
an earlier
MooreIn picture
made
about two years ago, Miss Chadwick also played opposite the star.
George Bancroft, the stage actor
who is making his first screen appearance in Hugo
Maria," the
story Ballin's
written "Ave
by a
Dominican nun, throws an interesting light on the days when he and
Wm. S. Hart appeared together in
"The Trail of The Lonesome Pine"
before either thought seriously of
the movies. During stage waits
Hart used to watch Bancroft light
matches with a snap of his thumb
nail and eventually learned from
him the stunt the star later made
famous.
Lon Chaney calls himself a Jack
of all trades and a master of none.
But Wallace Worsley, who is directing him in " Ace of Hearts,"
Gouverneur Morris' original screen
story for Goldwyn, is in a position
to know that he is master of at
least two.
One, of course, is dramatic art;
everyone who has seen Chaney act
will agree on that point. The
other is wig making; and his skill
in that craft will be demonstrated
when "Ace of Hearts" is released.
For in that picture he wears a wig
which, from the first hair to the
last, is of his own making. However, lest the actor be swamped
with orders for toupees, it should
be said that he made it, not for his
own amusement, but to satisfy Director Worsley, who had refused
all the hairdressers' wigs on the
giound that they were too artificial.

Motion
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Biggest
Yet," Says Famous
Gives Statistics on " Deception "
to Show Magnitude of Production
'T^HE following statistics are sub- thrills. tion in spectacular settings and
* mitted by Paramount as showThe setstheforamount
" Deception,"
the magnitude ofpicture
" Deception,"
required
of time, which
labor
the ingEuropean-made
direct- and
material
outlined
above, are
ed by Ernest Lubitsch, director of
" Passion." " Deception " is soon to said to represent only a part of the
be released as a Paramount picture : outlay in the making of this production. For months before work wai
Seven months in the making; 200
carpenters ; 400 stucco workers ; commenced, declares Paramount,
three months spent in building sett the art director for the picture devoted himself to research work
alone; 12,000 square yards of can- studying the styles of architecture,
vas; 14,000 sacks of plaster; 200,- ornamentation and arrangement of
000 tons of sand ; 220,000 pounds of
iron; 125,000 pieces of walling British streets of the sixteenth century, which figure prominently in
stone; 84,000 roof tiles, and 12,000
the picture.
square yards of paving stone.
Director Ernest Lubitsch person" Deception " is said by Parathe making of every
mount to be the most stupendous sceneallyandsupervised
directed the acting of the
production that has ever come from Continental stars — Henny Forten,
European shores, and, in addition who takes the leading role of Anne
to the dramatic appeal of a story of Boleyn; Emil Jennings as King
a woman's love behind a throne, the Henry VIII, and Audegede Xissen
picture promises a lasting revela- as Jane Seymour.

are
Fairbanks' Cast Announced
Production Will Be Started Upon

Consistent

Box -Office

Winners

REMEMBER

"THE

WORLD

"THE

PASSIONATE

"STRAIGHT
COMING

"THE

AND

IS

HIS

WIFE"

PILGRIM"

THE

WAY"

RELEASES

WOMAN

GOD

CHAN
GED"
AND
MARION

DAVIES
IN

"ENCHANTMENT"
MADE FOR COSMOPOLITAN
RELEASED BY PARAMOUNT

VIGNOLA
PRODUCTIONS
M. r. D. A.

Completion of Costumes for Cast
UNITED ARTISTS announces Work will start just as soon as
the completed cast for Doug- the costumes are ready for the cast
las Fairbank's screen version of Edward Knoblock is supervising
" The Three Musketeers " to be as the preparation of the entire wardr°be which is said to embrace onefollows :
costumes. A large cos-is
hundred
D'Artagas
Dougias Fairbanks
Angeles in
in Los Included
turning company
nan, Leon Barry as Athos, George engaged
in this work.
the
sets
already
constructed
for
Seigmann
as
Porthos,
Eugene
Pallette as Aramis, Boyd Irwin as De " The Three Musketeers " are The
Rochefort, Thomas Holding as Inn, the bed chamber of the Duke
Buckingham, Sydney Franklin as
as of Buckingham and the bed chamBoniface, Charles Stevens
Planchet, Negel de Brulier as ber of D'Artagnan, in which role
Cardinal, Willis Robards as De Douglas Fairbanks is expected to
Treville, Lon Poff as Father Joseph, give the greatest interpretation of
career.
Mary MacLaren as Queen, Mar- e,his The
building of the sets and the
guerite deLa Motte as Constanc
Barbara La Marr as Miladv, and making of costumes comes as the
culmination of the most painstaking
Adolphe Menjou as Louis XIII.— campaign
of research ever underl ne Kia 1 ops iteioru dent 6f the United Artist « The
"TVip Kid" Tnn«5 Rpmrd taken>" sa>'s Hiram Abrams, presiworld's greatest experts and all of
the best known and most authentic
Made by "Passion"
authorities bearing on that period
ONAL
NATI
ST
THIR
" ports that Charles Chapof French history have been consulted," Mr. Abrams states.
"The atKid,"
comedy,record
the
every
The designing and supervising
broke lin's
of all sets is in the hands of EdKinema Theatre in Los Anward M. Langley, art director.
geles, smashing even that established by "Passion," anFirst National's
" Big other
Fiveone of" which
closed a
three week run at the Los
Angeles palace of Gore Bros.,
Ramish, and Sol Lesser. On
staff, inhouselinemen
Saturday,creasedthe
to seven
to
handle the outside, was able
to handle the throng, but on
Sunday, the theatre called up
Lyle Pendergast, Chief of
Police, serves
and
begged
for reto assist
in aligning
the crowds storming the theatre.
" The Kid " is being shown
at regular Kinema admissions
and eclipsed in receipts for
the two opening days the
" Passion " box offices statement by over $2,000,000, it is
declared, notwithstanding the
fact that the European picture was shown at increased
box office prices.

Ethel Dwyer, leading woman of Oscar
Apfel Productions,
Gloversville, being
N. Y. filmed at

April
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Advance

Information

on

All

Film

Releases

Ul forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects at
rell as features, are arranged alphabetically with all the later releases at the top of each respective list instead of at the bottom
kMERICAN FILM CO., INC.
TYING "A" SPECIALS
>ayment Guaranteed (Cecil Van Auker).. .55
iunset Jones (Chas. Clary-Irene Rich)... — Nagel
Mutual Child (Margarita Fisher
Cheir
Barrie)
6
\t Blue Moon (Special Cast)
;. ........ •
\t Gamesters (Margarita Fisher)....
^ Light Woman (Helen Jerome Eddy-Chas. Clary).. 56
•eggy Rebels (Mary Miles Minter)

iPEX FILM COMPANY
)ut of the Dust
URROW FILM CORPORATION
j'tany Philanthropist (Peggy O'Neill-Ralph Morgan). 5
a Johnston)
Cobb-'vidEarl
Metcalf.) 56
)esert Scorpion
(Claire WhitneyMystery (Edmund
Ikamber
5
e)
:ircumstantial Evidence (Glenn Whit
5
(Glenn White)
I Vail Street Mystery
5
te)
Whi
(Glenn
Jnseen Witness
J
Trail of the Cigarette (Glenn White)
5
Iromley Case (Glenn White)
5
te)
lacred Ruby (Glenn Whi
5
House of Mystery (Glenn White)
5
te)
Whi
triple Clue (Glenn
IIURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
2
•
Uge Struck
*
Jetty the Vamp
Itet Betty's Husband
*
lietty's Romeo
2
I(LAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
2
)ne every other week
HORTHWOOD DRAMAS
.Tie Man of Brawn
2
ti Knight of the Pines
2
looking
Jim
jj
I(aiders ofUp the
North
2
Irhree and a Girl
2
I n the River
2
PORT PICTORIALS
1 low Do You Get Your Exercise
1
faking Man Handlers
1
Jirls Will Be Boys
1
,The Happy Duffer
1
Jow Will You Have Your Bath
1
IPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
\featuring Billy Fletcher and Violet Joy.
•
11
Ki ?ather's
CabaretHero
Touchdown
Scandal A La Carte
1
Ul Over Overalls
1
Splash Me
1
Doomed at Noon
1
ilRDATH-XLNT COMEDIES
lis Wife Jimmy
2
Her
Flat
22
fink Husband's
of Kawakki
soap Bubbles
2
Champion by Chance
2
iERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
15 episodes
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Vhat Women Will Do (Anna Q. Nilsson)
rhe Devil (Geo. Arliss)
fhe Riddle — Woman (Geraldine Farrar)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
fHOMAS H. INCE PRODS.
-ying Lips (Peters- Vidor)
Jomespun Folks (Lloyd Hughes)
f. PARKER READ, JR., PRODS.
love (Louse Glaum)
1 Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)
rhe Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
kLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
file Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood)
1AURICE TOURNEUR PRODS.
rhe Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford)
JACK SENNETT PRODS.
\i Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
1 B. C. FILM

SALES CORP.
RtatK Right*
The Nightingale of Paris (Zany Miens)
dangerous Love
Hie Victim

6
6
6

6
6

BALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Mar. 18 — In Bad Again
2
Mar. 4— Tough Luck
2
Feb. 18— High and Dry
2
Feb. 4— In Again, Out Again
2
Jan. 20 — A Dog-gone Mixup
2
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
BI-MONTHLY NEWS REEL
Mar. 18
No. 22
Mar. 4
No. 21
Feb. 28
No. 20
Feb. 4
No. 19
Jan. 21
18
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
One two-reel er every two week*.
18— Pirates of the West (C. Ed. Hatton) 2
Mar. 4— Her Western Adventure (Grace Cunard)...2
Feb. 18— The Gun Runners
2
Feb. 4— A Daughter of the Law
2
Jan. 20 — The Rranch Mystery
2
Dec. 24 — A Desperate Tenderfoot (John Halladay)..2
PRIZMA
Heidi
2
CELEBRATED PLAYERS CORP.
{At State Right Exchanges)
THE GUMPS
The Promoter
The Masked Ball
Give 'er Gas
Chester's Cat
Rolling Around
Andy's
Andy HasHoliday
A Caller
II Cuspidoree
Andy's Cow
Andy
At Home
To Be Helps
A Child
Hipologist
Quiet Game
Dog Day
CELEBRATED COMEDIES
Jazz
Love &andJealousy
Law
Mixed Pickles
The Love Doctor
The Honeyspooners
Why
a Divorce
Out ofGet Luck
Jilted
and
Jolted
A Terrible Time

1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
11
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
11
I1

COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORP.
The Hidden Light (Dolores Cassinelli) (
COMMONWEALTH
PICTS. (Chgo.)
SPANUTH'S VOD A VIL MOVIES
Billy Whiskers (Comedy)
2
La Farre Sisters (Dancers)
1
The Dying Swan (Skating)
1
Free Hand and Love (Acrobatics)
I
The Flying De Armands
1
Reynolds and Geraldine (Aesthetic Dancers) 1
Hundeller (Balancing)
]
Three Whipple Sisters (Boxing and Wrestling) 1

TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy Mixes In
3
Torchy's Night Hood
2
Torchy's
DoubleCupid
Triumph
22
Torchy Turns
Torchy's Millions
2
MERMAID
COMEDIES
Holy Smoke
2
Moonshine
2
High and Dry
2
April Fool
2
The Simp
*
2
Nonsense
(Jimmie Adams)
SPECIALS
Modern Centaurs
1
The ofRaceDiving
of the(Kellerman)
Age (Man O' War)
2]
Art
Babe Ruth — How He Knocks His Home Runs 1
Valley of 10,000 Smokes
1
CHESTER-OUTING SCENICS
Paths
of Glory
Paps
Papas
....!.......! 1
Lost aandYod
el
...1
Frivolous Fijis
1
Crowning King Blizzard
J
Rookeries and Squakeries
i
There Is No Santa Claus
1
Swat the Landlord
1
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS
The Will o'
Wisp
11
Voices of thetheSea
The Business of Camping
1
The Isle of Desire
1
The Explorers
1
The Banana Special
1
Tropical Nights
1
SCEENICS
From Deer to Dam.
1
Sultans of the Sea— Getting a Toe Hold
1
No Hope for the Drys — Silver Silences
1
Then
Company
Came
—
Art
Is
Everything
1
Out of the Past
1
Fine Feathers — They Forgot the Town
1
Sea Planets — Apartments for Rent
1
VANITY COMEDIES
Without a Wife
1
Tea for Two
1
Ouija Did It
1
Mind Your Business
1
GAYETY COMEDIES
Sand Witches
1
Ain't
Love Grand
11
Blonds
Rest in Peace
]
MISCELLANEOUS
Hides and Go Seek
1
In Dutch
1
A Tale of the Far North
1

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN DRAMAS
The Call of the West
2
The
22
The Outlaw's
Vulture ofReformation....
the West
Partners of the West
2
Western Nerve
2
Across the Border
2
Theby)
THE NEW WEDS
(12 one-reelers featuring Harry Myers and Rosemary

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
(Released Through Educational film Baehange$)
CHESTER COMEDDZS
Ladies' Pets
22
f Beat It
You'll BeFullS'prised
22
of Trouble
< ATheTray
Big Show
2
CHRISTffi COMEDIES
5 Scrappily Married
2
Man Versus Woman
2
Hey, Rube
2
Nobody's
Wife
22
Movie Mad
DiningRoom,
Kitchen
and
Sink
22
S Back from the Front
6 Wedding Blues
2
2
6 Mr. Fatima
Release Information continued on page 2708
6
6
7

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Straight from Paris (Clara Kimball Young)
6
Hush (Clara Kimball Young)
6
Mid- Channel (Clara Kimball Young)
(
She Played and Paid (Fannie Ward)
5
Whispering Devils (Conway Tearle)
»
Keep to the Right (Edith Taliaferro) •
For the Soul of Rafael (Clara Kimball Young) 7
The Forbidden Woman (Clara Kimball Young) I
Silk Husbands and Calico Wives (House Peters)...!
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCH.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
Apr. 24 — The Home Stretch (Ince-MacLean)
Apr. 24 — What Every Woman Knows (Demille) . .6675
Apr. 17— The Great Day (Hugh Ford)
3827
Apr. 17— The Love Special (Wallace Reid) 4855
Apr.
(Win. Davis)
D. Taylor's). .6734
.Apr. 10—
10 — The
BuriedWitching
TreasureHour(Marion
6964
Apr. 3 — The Dollar a Year (Roscoe Arbuckle) . .4606
r. 4— The Faith Healer (Geo. Melford Prod.). 6347
Mar. 27— The Idol of the North (Dorothy Dalton) . 5802
Mar. 27— The Gilded Lily (Robt. Z. Leonard
Prod.-May Murray)
Mar. 20 — Beau Revel (Thomas H. Ince-Louis
Vance Prod.)
5293
Mar. 20 — O'Malley of the Mounted (William S.
Hart Prod.)
5628
Mar. 13 — The Easy Road (Thomas Meighan) 4982
Mar. 13 — The Call of Youth (Hugh Ford-Brotosh
Prod.)
3871
Mar. 6— Straight Is the Way (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
6839
Feb. 27— What's Worth While (Lois Weber
5<93
*
Prod.)
Feb. 27 — The Price of Possession (Ethel Clayton4933
Hugh Ford Prod.)

Motion
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Film

Picture

N eu

Release!

2£
fhe Fighting Kcmuckians (Special Cast)
5 The Baby
Feb. 20 — The Kentuckians (Charles Maigne Prod.) . 5981
The
Slicker
\\. 38
Feb. 20— The Passionate Pilgrim (Cosmopolitan
Pal*
and
Petticoats
2t
FOX NEWS
THE FILM MARKET
Prod.)
,
635?
Feb. 13 — Chickens (Douglas MacLean-Ince Prod.) .4753
The Grand Passion
6 Twice a Week
Feb. 13— Forbidden
Fruit (Cecil B. DeMille
The House Without Children
7 CLYDE COOK COMEDJJLS
78°* The
d.)
Pro
Jockey
Ne'er-Do- (Reissue)
Well (Reissue )
7 The
Feb.
6— The Ghost in the Garret (Dorothy Gish).5037
Don't Tickle
The
Spoilers
9
All Wrong
Feb. 6— Brewster's Millions (Roscoe Arbuckle) . .550* JIMMY CALLAHAN COMEDIES
Jan 30— The Frontier of the Stars (Thomas
The Huntsman
Meighan)
■• •• ■„••
(Series of twelve two-reelers)
Jan.
30 — Paying the Piper (Geo. Fitzmaurice
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Prod.)
The Naturalists
FILM SALES COMPANY
Jan. 23 — Midsummer
Madness
(Win. DeMille
AFli
Rare Bi
rd
vverin
g
Prod.)
59t8 BILLY RUGE COMEDIES
A
Crazy
Id
ea
Jan,Ince23 —Prod.)
The Rookie's Return (Douglas MacLean- 4123 His Bed Sheet
1 Factory to Consumer
Nutt Inn
l The Ventriloquist
Jan.
16 — The Inside of the Cup (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
It's
a Live
One
11 Doctor Killjoy
10
Powder
Puff
Pirates
Jan. 16 — The Education of Elizabeth (Billie
Shoe Work
10
Harem Scarem
1 Gum
Burke)
4705
Lion Hunters
10
PARAMOUNT VANDENBERG SERIES
Lolly-Pop's Daughter
11 The
The Glue Factory
10
Cold Tea
io
Apr. 17 — Jungle Dancers
2 His Watch Hound
The Hypnotist
10
P ARAMO U NT-ARB U C KLE COMEDIES
The
Papoose.
Apr. 3— The Bell Boy
2 FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
On the
Hip
Mar. 27— Out West
2 Scrap Iron (Charles Ray)
,
6 The North woods
Feb. 27— The Butcher Boy
2 Lessons in Love (Constance Talmadge)
6 Sherlock Hawkshaw & Co.
Jan. 16 — Country Hero
2 The Oath (R. A. Walsh Special— Big Five)
7
Scrambled Wives (Marguerite Clark)
6 All Stuck Up
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES
Passion
(Pola
Negri-Big
Five)
7.000
or
9
000
~
Apr. 24 — Astray from the Steerage
2
Apr. 10— Officer Cupid
2 The
Old
Swimmir?
Hofe
(Chir.es
Ray
)
.
.
'.T.
f.'???
GAUMONT
Mammas
Affair
(Constance
Talmadge)
6
Mar. 20 — Sweetheart Days
2 The Woman in the House (Mildred Harris) 7
(At State RightCOMPANY
Exchanges)
Mar. 6— Wedding Bells Out of Tune
2 The Kid (Charles Chaplin-Big Five)
Fall
of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
6
Feb. 20 — The Unhappy Finish
2 Not Guilty (Sydney Franklin)
Out
of
the
Darkness
(Gertrude McCoy)
6
Feb. 6 — On a Summer Day
2
Infatuation of Youth (Paul Capellani)
My
Lady's
Latchkey
(Katherine
MacDonald)
6
Branded
(Josephine
Earle)
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES
The Great Adventure (Lionel Barrymore) 6 The Thinker (Special Cast)
,
Dec. 28 — Housecleaning
' Nineteen and Phyllis (Chas. Ray)
The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle)
Dec. 21 — Those Distant Cousini
1 The Truth About Husbands (Whitman Bennett's)....
Husbands and Wives (Vivian Martin)
Dec. 7 — After the Circus
1 Habit (Lewis Mayer Prod.)
SERIALS
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
In the Clutches of the Hindu (Ten Episodes).
•* FOX FILM EXCHANGES
Oct. 10 — Spirit*
luesdays— —Gaumont
Gaumont News
Sept. 12— Kids Ii Kids
J■ SPECIALS
Fridays
Graphic
in
Aga
Aug. 29 — Never
Skirts
(Special
Cast).
PARAMOUNT-HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
iaj
1 A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Spec^
Apr. 24 — Present-Day Prague l
WYN EXCHANGES
1 Blind Wives (Special Cast)
STAR SERIES
7 GOLD
Apr. 17 — Biska, the Beautifu
Apr. 10 — Alexandria
J1 The Face at Your Window (Special Cast)
»
While New York Sleeps (Special Cast)
7 SPECIALS
3 — Along the Riviera
Apr.
Mar. 27 — Modern Jerusalem
J The Skywayman (Lt. Ormer Locklear)
Song Prod
of the Soul (ViTian Martin) Mess
7 TheKendall
1
City
Holy
the
If
I
Were
King
(William
Farnum)
7
Jerusalem,
Mar. 20 —
1 The White Moll (Pearl White)
7 Godless Men (Special Cast)....
Mar. 13 — In the Garden of the East
62
The Great Lover (Special Cast)
Mar. 6 — Constantinople
J1 WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Feb. 27 — Modern Aspects of Japan
Just
Out
of
College
(Jack
Pickford)
47
The Scuttlers
«
of Destiny (Pauline Frederick)
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGHAM
Drag Harlan
( Roads
The Highest Bidder (Madge Kennedy) 49
1 PEARL WHITE SERIES
es
Wal
Jan. 23—— Wildest
Prisoners
of Love (Betty Compson)
58
1
way
Rail
Jungfrau
Dec. 19 The
Concert (Special Cast)....
1 The
Tiger's
Cub
«• The
ion
Hot 21 — Kilawea Volcanoat Erupt
The
Thief
Guile
of
Women
(Will
Rogers)
t
Morit
St.
Oct 17— Winter Sports
The Mountain Woman
6 Bunty Pulls the Strings (Special Cast)
6252
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
Know Your Men
6 Hold Your Horses (Tom Moore)
46
1
TOM
MIX
SERIES
A Voice in the Dark ((Special Cast)
42
Mountain
Jan. 95—— Victory
1
Indian Summer
Dec.
Happened to Rosa (Mabel Normand) 41
Off
6 What
Hot. 7— A Setting of Ages
» Hands
Boys
Will
Be
Boys
(Will
Rogers)
The
Road
Demon
6
Oct. 10— The Cloud
1 Prairie Trails
e His Own Law (Hobert Bosworth) J. Parker Rea<
1 The
Sept. 5— From a Piscatorial Angle
Texan
6
Jr
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
64
The Untamed
6 Madame X (Pauline Frederick)
ine
Girl With the Jazz Heart (Madge Kennedy) . .46
Apr. 24 — The Hoots— Cartoon by Henry D. Bailey.. 1 WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The
Man
Who
Had
Everything
(Jack
Pickford)
.
.51
1 Bare Knuckles
.
Apr. 17 — Felix — Cartoon by Pat Sullivan.
5 EMINENT AUTHORS PRODUCTIONS
Cheater Reformed
5
fhe Iron Rider
a Don't Neglect Your Wife (Gertrude Atherton's) .
The Challenge of the Law
5 A Tale of Two Worlds (Gouverneur Morris) 56
The Man Who Dared
5 Earthbound (Basil King)
67
The Penalty (Gouverneur Morris)
67
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Mar. 13 — Cartoon by Earl Hurd, " Bobby Bumps
.1
Hoots
"The
Bailey,
D.
Henry
by
Cartoon
6—
Mar.
The Lamplighter
S It's a Great Life (Mary Roberts Rinehart) 56
Subjects — Cartoon by Frank
Feb. 27 — Magazine
The North
Malice (Rex Beach)
67
Toy
6 Going
Moser
•
• • • ■• • ••
; •} Wing
Some Wind's
(Rex Beach)
Flame of Youth
6
Feb. 20 — Magazine Subjects — Cartoon by Earl Hurd. 1 Girl
of
My
Heart
6
TARKINGTON'S EDGAR SERIES
Feb.
livan13— Magazine Subjects— Cartoon by Pat SulMerely Mary Ann
< BOOTH
Edgar the Explorer
Get Rich Quick Edgar
GEORGE WALSH SERIES
Edgar's Little Saw
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Dynamite
Allen
'
Number 17
5 Edgar Camps Out
The Plunger
5 Edgar's Sunday Courtship
SPECIALS
From Now On
5 CAPITOL COMEDIES
Man
War
.
Jan. 30 — Indigo Sunday (George Bunny)
The O"
Midlanders
(Bessie Love)
51 20TH CENTURY BRAND
Jan. 16 — You'd Better Get It (Geo. Bunny)
The Servant In the House (Special Cast)
5 The One Man Trail (Buck Jones)
5
Hearts and Masks (Special Cast)
5 The Big Punch (Buck Jones)
2— When
Ged 'Ap,
Napeoleon
(Geo.(Geo.
Bunny)
5 Jan.
Dec. 19—
Martin
Gets Here
Bunny)..
Two
Moons
(Buck
Jones)
5
Hobody'i
(Billie Love)
Rhodes)
JJ
5 — Professional Ethics (Geo. Bunny)
Bonnie MayGirl(Bessie
Just Pals (Buck Jones)
5 Dec.
Not. 21 — At It Again (Geo. Bunny)
Sunset
Sprague
(Buck
Jones)
5
MONTE BANKS' COMEDIES
Tomboy (Eileen Percy)
5 GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Where Is My Wife
2 The Blushing
Bride (Eileen Percy)
5 Hunting Big Game — Lampoons (Shenanigan Kids).
His Dizzy Day
2 The
Why
Trust
Your
Husband?
(Eileen
Percy)
5
Sponge Man (Judge Rummy) Lampoons
Kidnapper's
Revenge
22 The Land of Jazz (Eileen Percy)
5 The
The Prize Dance (Judge Rummy) Lampoons
A Flivver Wedding
The
Husband
Hunter
(Eileen
Percy)
5
A Rare Bird
» While the Devil Laughs (Louise Lovely)
(Happy Hooligan) Lampoons....
5 Happy Hooldini
His Naughty Night
1 Partners of Fate (Louise Lovely)
Advance (Happv
Hooligan) Lampoons...
5 Cupid's
GOLDWYN-BRAY
■early Married
2 The
Little Gray Mouse (Louise Lovelv)
5 Unshod Soldiers of thePICTOGRAPHS
A Bedroom Scandal
3 SERIALS
King
rORD EDUCATIONALS
Bud
(20 Episodes)
2 No Reg'lar
Scientists
Jan. 23 — Democracy in Education
1 Fantomas
Bride 1 3 ( Fifteen Episodes)
2 Gypsy
Seein'
Things
on the Orinoco
Jan. 16 — The Message
1 SUNSHINE
The Human Voice
COMEDIES
Jan. 9 — Faryland
•1
The Big Secret
2000 The Riveter
The Janitors
2000 GOLDWYN-INTERNATIONAL COMICS
Verse and Worse
2000 Jan. 30 — The Chicken Thief
FIDELITY PICTURES COMPANY
The Simp
2000 Jan. 23 — Fatherlv Love
State Right g)
Beat
2000 Jan.
16 — Too Much Pep
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
« His FieryLions
on Parade
2000 Jan. 9— Oil
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
6 Roaring
His
Unlucky
Job
2000
Jan. 2— Yes, Dear
LoTe's Flame (Thos. J. Carrigan)
5
Release Information continued on page 2709
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HERALD PRODUCTIONS, INC.
MACK SWAIN COMEDIES
Moonlight Knight
Full of Spirit
See America First

2
2
2

HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
{Releasing through Path* Exchanges)
BEN J. B. HAMPTON GREAT AUTHORS PIC
TURES, INC.
The Spenders (Special Cast)
a
The Dwelling -Place oi Light (Winston Church UJj ....
The Sage brush er (Emerson Hough's)
The Westerners (Stewart Edward White's)
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
(Beuj. B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warner)
The U. P. Trail (Zane Grey's)
7
Riders oi the Dawn (Zane Grey's)
t
Desert Gold (Zane Grey's)
)
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master (Hobart Bos worth)
5
Lore Madness (Louise Glaum)
7
Bex (Louise Glaum)
I
The
Wolf'sGlaum)
Daughter (Louise Glaum) it
SaharaLone
(Louise
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
•
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia of the Minute (Leah Baird)
I
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODS.
The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) »
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) 3
No. 99 (J. Warren Kerrigan)
J
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph Dowling) •
JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife (Special Cast)
s
DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The
(Stedman-Butt-Modotti)
King Tiger's
Spruce Coat
(Mitchell
Lewis)
>I
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
•
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home (Special Cast)
•
Partners of the Tide (Special Cast)
6150
HUGO BALLIN PRODS.
East Lynne (Special Cast)
7
Pagan Love (Special Cast)
6
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODS.
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale) 6
The Other Woman (Special Cast)
6
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
7
ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband (Special Cast)
5

All

Film

BURLINGHAM ADVENTURE PICTURES
•tide Under the Alps
Vacation Days in Switzerland
From Montreuz to Bemess Alps
fhrongh Switzerland in It Minutes . ■ ■ ■

1
1
1
1

JANS PICTURES CORP.
Madonnas and Men
Wings of Pride
Ai,oveWoman's
WithoutBusiness
Question (Olive Tell)

•
a

KINETO CO., OF AMERICA
KINETO REVIEWS
(Released through National Exchanges, Inc.)
Thrills
The Emerald Isle
Panama
The Holy City
Down in Dixie
Liquid Gold in Texas
Babyhood
Trip of the U. S. S. Idaho
Vegetarians
Hunting the Sea Wolf
Boy Scouts
Water
Babies
Beauty Spots in the United States and Canada
URBAN'S MOVIE CHATS
Exchanges)
First (Released
Series fromthrough
No. 1 State
to No. Right
26
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52...

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1

KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
The
Midnight Riders
Outlawed
The Battling Kid

5
55
5

1
1

Releases

MISCELLANEOUS
East Lynne (Tarzan Film Co.)
Dollars
and Destiny
Pr
(Pauls
Capellani) Joe Horwitz
od
Hearts O' the Range (Forward Film 'Distributors,
The Cowboy
Ace (Westart
Prods.. Inc.)
The
Killer (Westart
'
Prods.,)
Inc.)
c.
TheIn
Guiding Spirit
(Burroughs Photoplay Corp.)...
The Foreigner (Special Cast) Ernest Shipman
The
Wrong Woman (Ivan Abrainson)
The Crimson
Cross (Fanark)
Man
and Woman
(Special Cast) Sherman Prods!
Co
rp
COMEDIES
Geo.
Ovey (Series of one-reel comedies) Pacific Film
Co
Top
Comedies (Plymouth Pro. Dist. Syndicte Notch
— Cleveland)
After Bed Time (Fraiee Film Prods.) ........2a
Billy Ruge Comedies (Fnnlul Films).
°l
NATIONAL FILM CORP.
{At State Rtght Exchanges)
Nobody's
(Billie
Rho
des)
)
35
Kentucky Girl
Colonel
(Special
Cast
Captivating
Mary
Carstairs
(Norma
Talmadge) Re- 3
issne
PACIFIC FILM CO.
At State Rights Exchanges
The Fatal 30 (Fritzi Ridgway)
The Call
the Wild
James)
Adventure From
Scenics (Twice (Wharton
Monthly)
Irene Hunt Newspaper Stories (Twice Monthly)
White Cap Comedies (Geo. Ovey) Twice Monthly...
One Reel Comedies (Newman Dent) Twice Monthly

5
5
2
2

PATHE EXCHANGES
Feb. 6— The Devil (George Arliss)
6
Jan. 30— The Killer
(
Jan. 23— The Sage Hen (Special Cast)
*
5 Jan. 16— When We Were Twenty-one (H. B. War5
ner) 3
5 Jan. 2— That Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet) 2
5 Dec. 26 — Rogues and Romance (Seitz-Caprice) . . . .*
Dec. 19 — The Empire of Diamonds
t
Dec. 5—
of Destiny
J
6 BILL
ANDDiceBOB
SERIES(H. B. Warner)
3 — Trailing the Coyote
1
6 Apr.
Mar. 6 — Trapping the Bobcat
1
TOM SANTSCHI DRAMAS
« Apr. 17 — The Sagebrush Musketeers
2
3
3 — LaRue
of Phantom
Valley
22
3 Apr.
20—
The Desert
Wolf
3 Mar.
Mar. 6 — The Tempest
2
The Death Trap
3
THE AVENGING ARROW
LUBIN (BERT)
(Starring Ruth Roland)
Apr. 24 — Seventh, The Double Game
2
STATE RIGHTS
Apri. 17 — The Midnight Attack
j.
Honeymoon Ranch
HARRISON PICTURES, INC.
Apr. 10— Fifth, The Message Stone
2
Apr. 3 — Fourth, A Life in Jeopardy
2
(A series of fourteen Norma Talmadge reviMETRO EXCHANGES
Mar. 27— Third, The Hand of Treachery
2
vols, two reels each)
Mar.
20
—
Second,
The
Enemy
Strikes
2
SCREEN CLASSICS. INC, SPECIALS
Mar. 13 — First, The Vow of Mystery
2
Feb. 21— The Greater Claim (Alice Lake)
6 DOUBLE ADVENTURE
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASS'N.
Feb. 14 — Fine Feathers (Special Cast)
6 (Fifteen
son) two-reel episodes starring Charles Hutchin
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 7 — Passion Fruit (Doraldina)
6
Jan.
31—
The
Off-Shore
Pirate
(Viola
Dana)
6
Mar. 15 — God's Gold
5
24 — Fourteenth, The House in the Canyon 2
6 Apr.
Jan. 1 — Danger Valley
5 Jan. 24 — Coincidence (Special Cast)
Apr. 17 — Thirteenth, By Air and Sea
2
Nov. 15— Skyfire
5 Jan. 17 — The Marriage of William Ashe (May Alli- son) 6 Apr.
10
— Twelfth, Hazardous Heights
2
Oct. 1 — Hell's Oasis
5 Jan. 10 — Lure of Youth (Special Cast)
Apr.
3
—
Eleventh,
The
Danger
Ledge
2
6
PINNACLE COMEDIES
Mar.
22
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
Mar. 27
20—— Tenth,
Ninth, ATheDevil's
Black Bargain
Whirlpool
Why Change Your Mother-in-Law
Mar. 14 — The Little Fool (Special Cast)
6 Mar. 13— Eighth, The Grill of Fate
Shimmy Isle
2
2
The Ting Tong Man
Not. 22 — The Star Rover (Special Cast)
6 Mar. 6— War in the Oil Fields
Absent Without Leave
Aug. 23 — The Mutiny of the Elsinore (Special Cast). 6 Feb. 20— Fifth, The Rebels' Nest
23
Betwixt and Between
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Feb. 13 — Fourth, The Gun Runners
ARTHUR GOODEN PRODUCTIONS
Feb. 6— Third, Hearts of Stone
2
(Produced by Joseph M. Schenck)
2
Feb. 21— The Haunted House
2 Jan. 30 — Second, The Harbor of Bandits
Go Get 'Em.
23— First, On the Trail of Fate
2
Crooked
Trails
Jan. 3 — Neighbors
2 Jan.
EDGAR
JONES
PRODUCTIONS
Guardians of the North
Dec. 22— The Scarecrow
2
Oct.
27—
Convict
13
2
Apr. 24 — The Law of the Woods
2
TATTENHAM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Sept. 1— One Week
2 Apr. 10 — A Forest Samson
The Long, Long Trail
Mar. 27 — The Timber Wolves
22
HOPE HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
*
Mar. — A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton) * Feb. 13— The Two-Fisted Judge
Lochinvar o' the Line
2
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
The Silent Barrier
S Dec *— Billions (Nazimova)
• VELVET FINGERS
Bearcat
i Oct. 11— Madam Peacock (Nazimova)
(Fifteen Tito-Reel
Episodes Starring
and Marguerite
Courtot.) Geo. B. Seiti
Seeds of Vengeance
* Apr. —The Heart of a Child (Nazimova) 77
2
The Gift Supreme
< Jan. — Stronger Than Death (Nazimova) 7 Mar. 13— Fifteenth, Out of the Web
Mar. 6 — Fourteenth, The Trap
2
Whispering Devils
3 TAYLOR HOLMES PRODUCTIONS
The Victim
•
Feb. 20— Twelfth, Into Ambush
3
— Nothing But Lies (Taylor Holmes) 6 Feb. 15— Eleventh, The Other Woman
3
The Transgressor
t Apr.
Feb. 6— Tenth, Shots in the Dark
3
The Burning Question
I Mar. —The Very Idea (Taylor Holmes) . ..6
Jan. 30 — Ninth, The Broken Necklace
2
Luring Shadows
7 Jan. —Nothing But the Truth (Taylor Holmes)....*
Below the Deadline
5 ROBERT HARRON PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 23 — Eighth, Aiming Straight
2
Jan. 16 — Seventh, The House of a Thousand Veils. .2
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
Oct. 25 — Coincidence (Robert Ha iron)
f Jan.
9
—
Unmasked
3
Cads and Caddies
3 8. L. PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 2— Fifth. The Desert Pavilion
2
Stung Again
2 Feb. 28— Temple Dusk (Special Cast)
6
RUTH
OF
THE
ROCKIES
Wild Wild Woman
3 Sept. 6— Love, Honor and Obey (Special Cast)....*
Roland)
Back Fortune
on the Farm
._,
32 MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
{Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Ruth
Mis
Hunters
Oct. 18 — The Great Redeemer (Soecial Cast) <
MAJOR DAWLEY RELEASES
Dec. 5— Fifteenth, The Hidden Treasure 2
Ghost of Slumber Mountain
1 ROWLAND. WEST PRODUCTIONS
Nov. 28 — Fourteenth, Regina Island
3
Along the Moonbeam Trail
3 Jan. 3 — The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen) 6
Not. 31 — Thirteenth, The Surprise Attack
I
R elease Information continued on page 2710
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT
{Released on States Rights Basts)
Voices (Diana Allen)
Mad Love (Lina Cavalieri)
Wending Trail (Buck Manning)
Skinner's Dress Suit
WESTERN
Handicap
HORSE-RACING PICTURE
Why Tell (Henry Miller)
CHAPLIN REISSUES
A Burlesque on Carmen
The Champion
Jitney Elopement
Work
By the Sea

Motion
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VANITY FAIR MAIDS COMEDIES
1
Mar. 20— Running Wild
1
Mar. 6 — Paint and Powder
»
Feb. 6 — Oh Promise Me
*
Feb. 20 — Prince Pistachio
»
Tan. 30 — Whirl o' the West
1
d
Jan. 16 — Burglars Bol
AFTER THIRTY
dramai featuring Mrs. Sydney
comedy
(Six two-reelDrew
and John Cumberland)
Maida Green- wo d *
Unconventional
The
Fourth,
July IS —
ROLIN COMEDIES
1
Apr. 24 — Bubbling Over (Pollard)
1
Apr. 17 — Hobgoblins (Eddie Boland)
1
Apr. 10 — Push Orders (Pollard)
Mar. 27 — Fellow Romans (Pollard)
j

111:.'j1
j :)
E^££"Mtarf
let' i=gPenBAnoti'er
(Snub Pollard
9 — The Morning After
Jan.
ROLIN TWO REELERS
Dec. 26— Number Pleaie (Harold Lloyd) ..........)..*.2
Sept. 26— Get Out and Get Under (Harold Lloyd
.. 2
July 11— High and Dizzy (Harold Lloyd)
If ay 2 — An Eastern Westerner (Harold Lloyd) 2
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topic! of the Day
Wednesdays— Pathe Newi
J•
Saturday! — Pathe Newa

PEERLESS PICTURES COMPANY
3
The Heart of a Woman
PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT CO.
SHIRLEY MASON REVIVALS
Apple Tree Girl
J
Law of the North
J
Cy
Whittaker's
Ward
The Awakening of Ruth
3S
Light in Darkness
}
The Tell Tale Step
5
Lady of the Photograph
3
FLAGG COMEDY REVIVALS
The Bride
1
;:::::::::::::v:.v::;.v:::::::::!
Th:MSe^::
The
Man Eater
1
The Superstitious Girl
1
The Artist's Model
1
The Art Bug
1
The Starter
1
The Spoiled Girl
1
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION
A Good Woman (Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank). 5500
Stolen Moments (Marguerite Namara)
6000
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury)
6000
Idle Hands (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall)
6000
Empty Arms (Gail Kane-Thurston Hall)
6000
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield) 6000
Finders, Keepers (Violet Mersereau) 6000
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 5500
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)
What Women Want (Louise Huff)
Place of Honeymoons (Emily Stevens)
Where Is My Husband (Jose Collins)
Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew)
Crimson Cross (Special Cast)
In Society (Edith Roberts)
Liquid Gold (Guy Empey)
Bubbles (Mary Anderson)
(Marie Doro)
Midnight
Inner VoiceGambols
(E. K. Lincoln)

6000
6000
5500
5500
6000
6000
6000
6000
5500
6000
6000

The Snob (Wanda Hawley)
She
Couldn'tDifferent
Help (Bebe
Daniels)
Something
(Constance
Binney)
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
The New York Idea (Alice Brady)
Oh Lady,
(Bebe(Bebe
Daniels)
You
Never Lady
Can Tell
Daniels)
Her First Elopement (Wanda Hawley)
Her Beloved Villain (Wanda Hawley)
Food for Scandal (Wanda Hawley)
Eyes of the Heart (Mary Miles Minter)
Sweet Lavender (Mary Miles Minter)

4015
4423
4840
4979
6181
4214
5302
4212
4646
4648
5084
5134

REELCRAFT PICTURES CORP.
ROYAL COMEDIES
Dec.
10—— I'll
Say HeLike
Forgot
Nov. 28
He Looki
Him (Otii
(TuckerHarlan)
Twini) 22
Nov. 12 — Oh, Buoy (Sammy Burni)
2
Bold
Bad
Pirate
2
YOUTH)
OF
(ROMANCES
RQUBERT
MATTY Days
Summer
2
BILLY WEST COMEDIES
The Dreamer
a
Handi Up
2
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS
The Deaert Vulture
2
Girl of the Rancho
2
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES
Lunatics in Politic!
2
Good Night Nurse
2
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES
Snitch
1
Moonshiner
1
No. 13
1
BURRUD (SUNSET) SCENICS
The Mountain That Was God
1
Wind Goddess
1
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES
Double Lem
Trouble
'.
Lazy
22
Bungalow Bungle
2
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES
The Deserter
1
Dreamy Chinatown
1
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODS.
specials
super
The Mistress of Shenstone (Pauline Frederick) .. .6
One Man in a Million (Geo. Beban)
6
Seven Years Bad Luck (Max Linder)
5
The First Born (Sessue Hayakawa)
6
6
Little 'Fraid Lady (Mae Marsh)
9
Kismet (Otis Skinner)
A Slave
of Vanity
(Pauline Frederick)
813
(Arsene
Lupin Story)
'. '. .66
So Long Letty (Christie Comedy Drama)
6
The
Stealers
(Wm.
Christy
Cabanne's)
86
Occasionally Yours (Lew Cody)
Big Happiness (Dustin Farnum)
7
SPECIALS
Aug. 15 — Arabian Knight ( Sessue Hayakawa) 3
Aug.
1 — Life'sPICTURES
Twiit (Bessie Barriscale) t
SUPERIOR
Moon Madnesa (Special Caat)
«
Heart ofSkies
Twenty
(Zasu Pitt.) ..." . i '.'.*. i i'.iII'.'.\ '.'.'.'.5s
Bright
(Brentwood)
The
Devil'! Claim
Hayakawa)
-. 55
The Notorious
Mrs. (Sessue
Sandi (Beisie
Barriscale)
The Brand of Lopes (Sessue Hayakawa) S
The Woman Who Understood (Bessie Barriscale) ....
SUPREME COMEDIES
June 6— Becky Strike! Out
1
May
Letty'i Lost Legacy
I1
Mixed30 —Husbands
The Taylor Made Wife
1
Downstair! and Up
1
Wh, Beloved
Be jeaiou.
t. . '.IIll I'Ml'. '.I'.'.'.'.IIIIII" I'.'.'.IIl\
Her
Burglar
MARTIN JOHNSON PICTURES
Marooned in the South Seal
l
The City of Broken Old Men
'
Recruiting
in the
Solomon!
'1
Lonely South
Pacific
Missions
Domesticating Wild Men
I
Cruiiing in the Solomoni . . . . .
.11
^J^SSSSS^^SJSSS1
1
ADVENTURE SCENICS Se"
The Lone Trapper
1
Outlaw of the Wilderness
1
The Tempest
1
Waten of Destiny
]
Tree Magic
1
Ghosts of Romance
I
Srm« f»f Salnoskin
1

Film

Picture

News

Releases

HELEN GIBSON SERIES
Trail of the Rails
Daring Danger
Flirting with Terror
Broken Trestle
TUSUN COMEDIES
New Ralgia
A Slick Detective
Buried Alive
From Kitchen to Throne
Wild Women
Giving and Taking
Pa Takes a Tramp
Splashing to Safety
Cabareting Under Difficulties
Stranded
LESTER CUNEO PRODUCTIONS
Lone Hand Wilson
The Ranger and the Law
Pat
Paradise
Blue O'Blazes
GASOLINE ALLEY
Leave It to
"Walt"
FRITZI
RIDGEWAY
SERIES
Bandit of Hell's Gap
AA Girl
Traitor's
from Vengeance
the West
Almost an Outlaw
The Avenging Trail
Western Rays
Shadows of the Past
A Fight to a Finish
Trail of the Buzzard
A Fugitive from Justice
A Race with Death
Across the Border
SPECIALS
Witch's Lure
A Profligate Woman
NEAL HART SERIES
Knight of Western Land
Dead Line
Square Shooter
Out of the West

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
,|
5
5
$$
|

%
22
2
%
2
2
2
2
2
X

$5
2
.2
2
j

SCHWAB D. N. PRODUCTIONS
Girli, Don't
Gamble
Fickle
Women

|I

S-E ENTERPRISES
It Might Happen to You (Billy Mason)
Cowboy Jazz
TWO REEL COMEDIES
r> " X ^^"t"
TU"1!1'
Bombi
Blrd-> and
£ea,=n
Hashers and Mashers
MIDGET
COMEDIES
j^^-V^
™\VJ?£t™
(Starring Eddie
Frank and Jimmie Roton)
Beach, Birds and Bombs
Waffles .and Wallops
Hashers and Mashers
Oh, What a Circus
Movies and Maniacs
A Tenderfoot Romeo

SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT
The
Daughter
Pays
ELAINE
HAMMERSTEIN
STAR SERIES
Pleasure Seekers...
Poor Dear Margaret Kirby
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Wonderful Chance
Broadway and Home
Worlds Apart
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
The Poor Simp
The Chicken in the Case

Society
CONWAYSnobs
TEARLE STAR SERIES
Bucking the Tiger
MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES
The Fourth Sin
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Greatest Love (Vera Gordon)
You
Can't Kill Love( All Star)
The Hig.hest
LaW (Ralph Ince)
The
of Ambition
Tearle)
The Rold
Sin That
Was His (Conway
(Wm. Faversham)
RADIOSOUL FILMS, INC.
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
A Man There Wai (Victor Seastrom)
5
SELECT PICTURES
Mothers of Men (Claire Whitney)
Mountain Madness
REALART PICTURES CORP.
The Great Shadow (Tyrone Power)
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning)
SPECIAL FEATURES
Man'sServant
Plaything
(Grace(William
Davidson)
The
Furnace
(Wm.
D.
Taylor'i)
6882
The
Question
Collier)
The Soul of Youth (Taylor)
5995 RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Just
Outside
the
Door
(Edith
Hallor)
The Deep Purple (Raoul A. Walsh'!)
6705 Releasing Through Capitol Film Co.
Who a AmWifeI? (Special
(Special Cast)
Cast)
The Law of the Yukon (Charlei Miller'!) 5614 AL JENNINGS SERIES
Just
The Luck of the Irish (Dwan's)
6607
Blind
Youth
(Special
Cast)
Soldier! of Fortune (Allan Dwan's)
5911 Fate's Frame-Up
Divorce (Special Cast)
2 The Invisible
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Road to Ambition (Conway Tearle)
Fate's
Mockery
'.
22 The
The
Chicken
in
Case (Owen Moore)
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnstone)
Fate's
Double
Cross
2 The Highest Law the(Ralph
Ince Prod.)
All Soul's Eve (Mary Miles Minter)
5778 Long Riders
Release Information continued on page 2730

PRICE (C. B. CO.)
INDIAN DRAMAS
Mona Darkstarring ,Princess
Single reelers
Fifteen
er.
,
feath
5
Hii Pajama Girl (Billie Rhodei)...
Power (Holbrook Blinn)
5
Your Daughter and Mine (Special Cast)
5

2
.2
2
2

J

'
,
2
2
2
2
J

6,294
5,610
5,500
5,364
4.850
5,980
5.305
5,261
5.500
5,000
5,000
5,520
5,500
5.500
5,500
5,600
5,500
5,1
6,000
6,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5.00*
5,000
5,000
5.000
5,500
5.500
5.500

Projection

—

Camera

—

Music

Hints

and

Ideas

ft

About
99

New

Theatres

Pages
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Rialto theatre. Jamaica, Long Island
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jjlearwater, Florida Adds
Capitol Theatre
the New
}( With " Dinty " as the photoplay feature,
'he Mayor of the city and other prominent
Tien, delivering addresses, the new Capital theatre at Clearwater, Florida, opened
is doors to the public on Monday,
larch 21.
Tnhe Capitol is a beauty. It would be a
redit to a much larger city. The front
Bfows the old Spanish design, and is atj-active, as only terra cotta can make it.
1 The building throughout is of concrete,
s near fireproof as it is possible to make
!. The operating booth is a separate concrete room, very large, and equipped with
j battery of Powers 6 B machines.
■ Every modern arrangement, for the
omfort and safety of the patrons, has
jsen provided.
There are 600 seats, all
n the ground floor, with spacious aisles
ijnd plenty of room between the rows.
I In the orchestra pit a Seaburg Photo
Hayer has been installed and will be used
'.1 connection with an orchestra of five
•jieces.
a The Capitol is operated by Mr. H. Pit'pan, who also operates the Royal in the
'jime city, as well as the Dixie in Dunedin,
Jj'la. Mr. Pitman is an " old timer " in the
' icture business. He has operated a numiqr of houses on the West Coast of FlorI la, and everyone of them have been very
juccessful.
I Mr. Pitman says: "Good pictures, good
j rojection, good music, and a clean, comIprtable
house will
get theof business."
luccess proves
the value
his motto. His
eaux

Arts

Enjoys Matchless Setting
Somewhere on this page there is an
rial photograph of the unusual Beaux
|i.rts Theatre located at the famous resort
f Palm Beach, Florida.
Probably no
er theatre in the country can boast of
le same sort of setting, the high class
ientele. Located as it is in the midst
f the playground of society and surounded on every side either by the beauful blue waters of the ocean or the lavish
states of the wealthy there is no trouble
•Ja understanding the restrictions under
•«diich the management must conduct the
amusement center. It is best to let Manager Stanley C. Warrick tell the story in
flis own words.
" We have no theatre lobby or entrance
roper. We have a lobby similar to the
irge hotels, off which the various salons
iverge. From this lobby, by a large
taircase one goes to our small theatre
eating 425 people, on the roof.
It is the location of the theatre, and
le exclusive class of people who patronize
: that has given the theatre its unique
istinction. From the roof, one can see
rom the many doors, on the one side the
raters of the Atlantic, and the other side,
ie waters of beautiful Lake Worth. It
; as nearly an open air theatre as one
ould have under a roof, with doors that
an be closed when desirable. Hence it

Architects' sketch of Capitol Theatre, Clearzvater, Fla.
screen. The theatre has been a boon to
is always cool, and always well ventilated,
the
many in mourning this season, as they
making it possible to smoke with no annoyance to one's neighbor, and this is a can slip quietly in and enjoy an evening
privilege which is immensely appreciated
there very informally and, not having to
dress,
it is therefore really quite the smart(especially
after dinner
est rendezvous of these families in Palm
cigar
is not here
to bewhere
lightlyone's
interfered
with)
Beach, this being one of the diversions
we might incidentally state that the smoking is not entirely confined to the sterner
custom permits them to enjoy."
sex.
Except for our brass framed one sheets
As for our clientele, our mailing list,
at the entrances we have no " front " as
very complete, is like the Blue Book of most theatres have — and as you will surmost communities, and fas one newspaper
mise, we place great value on our mailing
recently wrote) " A social register of list — and are equipped to issue daily if we
Palm Beach might well be compiled at so desire a personal message to every one
the Beaux Arts Theatre, and both in the in Palm Beach. We have a daily change
afternoon and evening it is interesting to of programme and so far as possible-play
note the many smart society people who
" specials " — and for obvious reasons they
gather there to see their favorites of the must be the latest releases obtainable —

What other theatres in the country have a setting equal to the Beaux Arts of Palm Beach,
with the ocean and lake on either side and with the estates of the residents nearly
surrounding it
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and just now in the latter part of the season, we are able to get many preleases —
as most of the distributors realize that if
they are not shown now, they will not be
shown at all — -as next season they would
be too old for our use. There are very
few, if any, of the new pictures released
to date which we have not shown.
In regard to photos, the best I can do
is to send you a postcard of the building,
and also a unique aerial one of the building recently taken, which might make
something different for you to use. It is
very interesting for it not alone shows the
building, but the ocean, and the lake, and
one of the large hotels in the upper right
hand corner— THE BREAKERS. Directly opposite The Breakers, on the lake
front below the Beaux Arts, but not
shown on the photo is The Hotel Royal
Poinciana. The building to the left is a
minor hotel, but next to that — not shown
— is the estate of E. T. Stotesbury. On
the ocean front back of us are the small
estates of Charles B. Dillingham, Horace
E. Dodge (just deceased), Pierre Lorilard
Barbey, John C. King, and of John S.
Phipps, and H. Carnegie Phipps. Between us and The Hotel Royal Poinciana,
on the lake front, is the ever popular
BEACH CLUB, which is to Palm Beach
what the CASINO is to Monte Carlo.
The Beaux Arts is the Palm Beach
home of the very best of the firms operating on your Fifth Avenue.
Can you imagine anyone at the head
of such an establishment — with the finest
firms in America for clients, who in turn
have the finest families of America for
their patrons — and having been located in
such delightful surroundings — calling his
labors — WORK? Every moment of the
day is a pleasure — and I believe it is because itIS a pleasure that we have been
so successful in gaining their confidence
and their patronage. At any rate — The
Beaux Arts is one of the most popular attractions in Palm Beach.

Mr. H. O. Davis, who designed the Mission theatre,
Los Angeles.struction and Mr.
also of
supervised
the conthe Davis
selection
equipment
and
furnishings

Panoramic view of the Rialto theatre. Jamaica, L. J.
Rialto

Opens in Jamaica,
L. I.

In the ever increasing struggle for
supremacy in the building of supermotion
picture houses, the RIALTO has apparently made its mark.
Jamaica can and does, feel rightfully
proud to win out in competition with ah
of Long Island, as the site for this commodious edifice. The auditorium seats
2,500 persons on its single floor. Large
and comfortable lobbies every convenience in the way of retiring rooms for
women and smoking rooms for men are
provided. Pure air is supplied by a large,
efficient ventilating system.
The RIALTO typifies all that is new
and modern in the making of better class
photoplay houses. Money was spent most
lavishly, but money alone could not accomplish so much. It took the combined
efforts of the architect, Mr. Edwin C.
Georgi, and Treasurer-Manager, Mr. G.
E. Mausert, to produce this " Theatre
This house is operated by the Long
Beautiful."
Island Motion Picture Co., Inc., of which
the officers are: L. L. Alterman, president; E. R. Cucurullo, vice president; J.
J. Alterman, secretary; and G. E. Mausert, treasurer and manager; L. B. Alterman, director.
The site on which this theatre stands
was owned by Mr. Mausert and E. R.
Cucurullo, and it was they who conceived
the idea of making this large photoplay
house. They then went ahead and incorporated the Long Island Motion Picture
Co., Inc.
They realized the possibilities there
were in building, albeit, building something really big, something so far superior
to any playhouses on Long Island that
success would be assured.
Their clear foresight and ab:lity to
visualize has proven itself in this venture.
Mr. Mausert's experience covers a wide
field in the motion picture industry. As
a manager of the Brevoort in Brooklyn,
his fame spread. After seeing the Brevoort firmly established, he took upon
himself the task of making the Garden
in Richmond Hill, N. Y., a success. A

few months of intelligent and persij
effort on his part, the Garden was a
to Mr. Mausert's chain of successes!
was then that he took over the RIAll
of Jamaica.
The opening feature was " Sometl
to Think About," featuring Gloria Si
son and Elliott Dexter, and a Ha
Lloyd comedy. Appropriate prologuel
vocal selection was presented to corn!
the bill.
At the conclusion of the last pel
mance, the directors of the corpora
received Mr. Mausert in the recefl
room and presented him with a veryl
pensive and handsomely jeweled
watch as a token of appreciation foi|
accomplishments.
The same high regard the theatre-gl
had for this theatre has been contirl
due to Mr. Mausert's policy of givinj
patrons only the highest class of firs
photoplays,
artistically presented
prologues
and social entertainers
many beautiful lighting effects
compare with the largest and best
politan theatres. The orchestra
pieces are under th^ direction of Fre
Dressell. Selections on the three m;
organ
rendered
Mr. K. H.nowW'c
of
Neware York
City. by Jamaica
population of 83,999, as against 40,c
the last federal census. An idea
growth of Jamaica may be obtained
the increased value of real estate. Fi|
Street property (the business centre)
has a value equal to any Broadway
erty in New York City.

Beauty spot in Rialto, Jamaica, L. I.
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"GREAT"

says

an

Experienced
Exhibitor

LOGAN

SQUARE THEATRE
CHICAGO, ILL.
H. R. Wilson 6c Co., Architects
White Glazed Terra Cotta

Mr. H. C. Miller of the Logan Square Theatre, Chicago,

shows how Terra Cotta makes the most of a small surface

III.,
an enthusiast
Cotta.
He calls it "great"
and is
recommends
it toabout
otherTerra
theatre
owners.

area. It is offered as a suggestion to the theatre owner
who prefers a simple design or wishes to keep his costs
within strict limits.

Mr. Miller gives very practical reasons why Terra Cotta
is a "great" building material for motion picture theatres.
He says that his Terra Cotta front attracts patrons by day
as well as by night, and brings more business at better prices.
Those are important facts for every motion picture theatre
owner to consider.

Terra Cotta is a permanent structural material. It never
changes in texture, color, or finish; it is resistant to fire,
weather and age.

Today more than ever, exhibitors realize how important

large or small, plain or highly decorative, Terra Cotta will
express every detail permanently, beautifully and profitably.

it is to keep the 'front of their theatres always bright and
alluring. Terra Cotta does this. It is unlimited in range
of form and color, so it permits the building of unusually
beautiful theatre fronts. And the ease with which Terra
Cotta may be cleaned makes it a simple matter to keep
it always fresh and attractive.
Small frontage space can be as effectively faced in Terra
Cotta as large frontage space. The Logan Square Theatre

TERRA
Permanent

No matter whether you desire a theatre front that is

Write for the brochure, "The Theatre," and see what
Terra Cotta is doing for many of the best theatres in
America. For your general information, ask for "Terra
Cotta Defined." It tells the story of Terra Cotta and
shows its uses and advantages. Both booklets should be
in the hands of every exhibitor. Address National Terra
Cotta Society, i Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

COTTA
beautiful

Vrofitable
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Educational

Motion

Picture

N e•

Installation

of Projectors
Educators are now beginning to realize the
importance of motion pictures in educational
work in schools of all kinds, and more and
more installations of professional projectors
are being made. As evidence of this fact, it is
interesting to note the sales made by the
United Theatre Equipment Corporation, to
educational institutions, as for example :
Academy High School, Erie, Pa.; Crafton High
School, Crafton, Pa.; Emsworth Public Schools,
Emsworth, Pa.; Ford City School District,
Ford City, Pa.; Hill Top Y. M. C. A., S. S.
Pittsburgh ; Industrial Y. M. C. A., Tyler, Pa. ;
Kiskimenetas Spring School, Saltsburg, Pa. ;
Pennsylvania Training School, Morganza, Pa. ;
Salem Public Schools, Salem, Ohio; Signal
Corps Laboratory, Washington, D. C. ; Tyler
County High School, Middlebourne, W. Va. ;
University of Pittsburgh, 110 State Hall, Pittsburgh.

"Monsoon"
Factory
Quarters
New

in

The Monsoon Cooling System, Inc. — " Breezemakers " and ventilation experts — have moved
into their new three-story factory building in
Brooklyn, recently equipped with the most upto-date and efficient machinery necessary for
turning out Monsoon Blowers in proportion to
the increasing demand. The new sales headquarters will open about May 1 in the Longacre Building, 1476 Broadway, New York City,
and will be in daily communication with the
several branch offices throughout the country.
Simplex Performs for
Washington
Society
The internationally known Racquet Club at
Washington, D. C, furnished the gathering of
the cream of the Capitol's society on a recent
evening, when William Fox's " Over The
Hill " was shown to what can safely be considered the most exclusive audience that ever
witnessed the showing of a motion picture program in the nation's Capitol.
The place was the new Willard Hotel, the
ball room of which was specially decorated for
the occasion, at which fully one thousand
people gathered. A special showing of the
"Over The Hill" feature occupied the major
portion of the program. Two motor-driven
Simplex Projectors, operated under the direction of Mr. C. W. Johnson, Chief of Projection for William Fox, comprised the projection

Drawing of James Theatre at Columbus, Ohio.
equipment, which was housed in a temporary
booth located one hundred fifty feet away from
the screen, which accommodated a sixteen-foot
picture space.
The musical entertainment was furnished by
the United States Marine Band, while all
around the ball-room were located special boxes
and loges, occupied by members of the national government and their ladies, as well as
representatives of almost every foreign office
and embassy.
Conspicuous among the box-holders were :
Vice-President and Mrs. Coolidge, Maj .-General John A. Lejeune, Commissioner and Mrs.
Oyster, Col. and Mrs. Charles W. Kutz, Gen.
C C. Williams, William Fox, Col. and Mrs.
Henry May, Mr. and Mrs. George Garrett, Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. de Sibour, and G. Bryan Pitts,
who were all in a box together.

BOSTON
NEW YORK

CORRECTION
We regret that the Monsoon
installation in the Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City, was incorrectly credited to another
firm in the news article on that
theatre which appeared in last
week's issue of the NEWS.

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI OMAHA
DETROIT CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH

Newman

Supplies

Fran:

to Auditorium
The owners of the Auditorium at Da
Ohio, spared no expense in the lobby fr
and the ticket office because they apprec
the value of attracting the passing crowds,
ing their attentions, and drawing them ir
It can't be done if the lobby is slipshod
carelessly dressed.
The plush-covered railings were decided
because they are pleasant to the touch,
don't require constant polishing and attei
They are rich in appearance, and wear t
than one would imagine.
The following equipment was supplied b
Newman Manufacturing Co. :
Hand-carved photo cabinets, hand-G
ticket office, brass railings in lobby, brass
rail, brass door hardware, brass ticket chc
plush-covered railings throughout the k
Ornamental plastic work, including ceiling
fabricated by the National Plastic Relie
of Cincinnati.

CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS ST^OUIS
KANSAS CITY, MO.
OKLAHOMA CITY

Zl-T-E MAGIC
CARBON
HOLDERS
\
The ONLY HOLDERS DESIGNED along SCIENTIFICALLY correct linesTHREE POINT CONTACT with carbons, the most stable known.
UNIFORM CONTACT PRESSURE whether
GRAVITY
hot or cold. WEIGHT maintains
QUICKLY ADJUSTABLE to any diameter carbons.
ELIMINATES carbon ADAPTORS and SAVERS.

EQUIPMENT
THEATRE
UNITED
Executive Offices
H. T. Edwards
Pres. and Treas.
25 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK

CORPORATION
J. H. Hallberg
Vice Pres. and Secy.
CITY
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Inman Square Theatre, Boston,
Mass. Gold-Seal Battleship
Linoleum laid in 1915 by John
H. Pray & Sons Co., Boston.

Drawing shoics Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum
on floor of typical theatre lobby.

Floor-Covering

The

for

Your

Of course, there are a lot of requirements
to keep in mind when planning the floors of
your theatre. But doesn't Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum fill them all? Let's see.
In the first place, it is sturdily tough and
durable — well able to stand for years the grind
of floor-service in the busiest theatre. Second,
it can be cleaned easily, quickly and at remarkably low cost. Third, and of interest to
your patrons — it is restfully quiet under
tramping feet. Fourth, its soft restful color —
plain brown or green— blends artistically into
any scheme of interior decoration.
Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum is built to
conform to the rigid specifications of the U. S.
Navy — built to stand the grinding wear of
deck service on our fighting craft. But it is
not only built to give this satisfactory service,
it is guaranteed to give it.

Theatre-

"Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money
Back" — a guarantee that means just what it
says.
And this, after all, is the big point: When
you buy Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum you
buy a certain investment in floor-covering
satisfaction.
Gold-Seal

Cork

Carpet

Here is a remarkably durable floor-covering, as restfully silent and yielding underfoot as a carpet of pine
needles.
It is made in pleasing soft shades of green, terra cotta,
and brown — the surface polished or dull — 10 shades in
all. Of course the same pledge of satisfactory service,
the Gold-Seal Guarantee, goes with it.
'GO
Congoleum
Company
LD
INCORPORATED
Philadelphia New York Chicago San Francisco
Boston
Cleveland Miwieapolis Dallas
Kansas City
Pittsburgh
St. LyjdS: Atlani^MfcMpntreal

On every roll of Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum you will find our Gold-Seal Guarantee—
SEA

L

©©LB

Battleship
Linoleum
(THE FAMOUS FARR & BAILEY BRAND)
Made

According

to U.S.Navy

Standard

Be sure to
look for this
Gold Seal on
the face of
the goods you
buy. It is our
positive pledge
of your satisfaction.

3md GUARANTEE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
M
OR YOUR MONEY
BACK
EU
IlNOL
REMOVE SEAL WITH
DAMP CLOTH
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Net

pleted. The equipment of the theatre will c
$40,000, including an $18,500 organ. Const!
tion will begin about June 1, and it is expec
that the theatre will be ready for the wir
season.
Cincinnati
The twenty-seventh link in the chain
theatres controlled by Ascher Bros, opened
doors to the Cincinnati public for the first t
SaturdayThousands
when theofnew
" Capitol
cated.
persons
were " onwashanddi
one o'clock when Mayor John Galvin admit
the first audience for an inspection of the
pointments of the theatre, which is said
represent an investment of $1,000,000.
Mayor was presented with a season pass
graved on a gold tablet. The dedication ct
monies were comparatively brief, chief intei
centering in the first program, which typi
the management's policy of " a new refinem
and culture to the stage and screen with a
lightful blending ofChicago
sound, color rhythm

The ticket office at the Rialto, Jamaica, L. I., has been placed in one corner of the lobby

Pic-

ducing an atmosphere harmonizing with
the play and not detracting from it.

Synopsis of Paper to be Delivered at the
Convention of S. M. P. E. by J. L. Stair,
of the National X-Ray Reflector Company.
The photoplay is becoming an instrument of culture with practically unlimited
possibilities.
With the growing appreciation of the
public, the demand for special effects for
the presentation of the play is increasing.
Because the theatre is used largely at
night, light is one of the best means of
making the theatre attractive.
Lighting of the theatre has ceased to be
merely a matter of engineering detail.
The illuminating engineer and others responsible for the lighting of a playhouse
must possess imagination.
The illumination effects should be designed to supplement the drama by pro-

Building Notes from
Various Cities
Denver
The America theatre at Sterling, Col., has
been reopened after being closed for ten
days on account of fire which resulted in 5,000
damage, fully covered. The fire occurred on
Sunday night when there was no performance,
and did not reach beyond the stage. New
decorations, however, were necessary.
Several weeks ago the Rialto Theatre at
Sterling sustained considerable loss by fire between the closing of the afternoon show and
midnight, which almost completely ruined their
equipment. Both fires were probably incendiary.
Joseph J. Goodstein of Denver, announces
that he will build a theatre in Fort Collins, Col.,
to cost $90,000. Arrangements for the purchase
of a site costing $30,000 has already been com-

Lighting

of Motion
ture Theatres

«4J
PA

Fitzpatrick-McElroy Company, of Chic
owners of the Princess, Bijou, and I
Theatres, Benton Harbor, and a circuit of th
theatres in Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin
Indiana,
motif.'' have closed contracts for the constr
tion of one of the finest theatre buildings
the State of Michigan, at Benton Harbor,
fore the close of the year. The new thea
will be erected on Fitzpatrick & McEIrc
property adjoining the Bijou on the east
will have a total seating capacity of about
thousand. The ground on which it will st
has a frontage of one hundred feet and a de
of one hundred twenty-five feet.
The front of the building on Main St
will be of rich design in brick and terraco
with ornamental
cornice, entablature
coping. Triple sets of entrance doors will o
into a wide and spacious lobby from wb
stairs will lead on either side to the mezzan
and balconies above the main floor. One of
features of the interior will be a fifteen-tho
and-dollar pipe organ, and the building will
elude within its walls, every known arran
ment and device for the best projection of r
tion pictures and for the comfort and
venience of patrons. The plans for the bu:
ing will call for an estimated expenditure
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars.

PER-FECT-FIT

TTf
Creai.e 0/1 *c(ual*;ty y V Pfr c
X X* • of cteaatiness and distinctive "^-ClO
Beauty not otherwise obtainable,
INEXPENSIVE
REVERSIBLE LAUNDRYABLE
Their psychological effect of COOLNESS during the surompr
mont hs is beyond expectation Your patrons will be astonished and marvel at the wondrous and beautiful change in
appearance
Summer is coming with its hot, sultry days. PROTECT
YOUR BUSINESS. Prepare to transform your theatre interior.
Your chairs, instead of having a repulsive odor and sticky
hnish (as is natural in summer), will continuously breathe an
air of COOLNESS, CLEANLINESS AND SANITATION.
ORDER NOW for SPRING DELIVERY
FRONT

V/EWA ' %e Finest Fabrics -Good U'n AUSeasoas* Samples onRequest
^TEXTILE
SPECIALTIES CO. Cincinnati.Ohio
Representatives £very where - We Spea'atize in/Mail OrderBusiness
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Fulco
A

full

every

Speedco

Arc

Controls

house

hot

day

You'll forget there ever was
such a thing as poor business in hot weather —
— if you install Monsoon
Cooling System.
Free booklet, "A Better
Summer Business," tells
what Monsoons are doing
for other exhibitors.

BIJOU

DREAM
MILTON,

/1PN3PI7N

KVVUm
SYSTEM
1 N c.
Room 712, 70 West 45th Street, New York
PHILADELPHIA
DENVER
KANSAS CITY
BALTIMORE
DETROIT
SACRAMENTO
ATLANTA

MANUFACTURED

FRAMES

DE

BY

LUXE

TICKET

SIGNS

FOYER

N. J.

F. DAVIS.

corp.

PANJER
LIBMAN-S
BUILDERS OF

NEWARK,

installed in
that I value
trouble with
part of the

E. E. FULTON
COMPANY
3208 Carroll Ave.
Chicago, 111.

f

CHANGEABLE
TICKET BOXES
77" —
Factory
:.

PENN.

I am using Two Fulco Speedco Arc Controls
my Theatre Dec. 13th, 1916, and I want to add
them very highly and never have I had any
them and consider them a very important
equipment in my booth.
Yours truly,
HARRY

Write for a copy NOW.

LOBBY

THEATRE

Office:

BOOTHS

LAMPS,
Factory :ETC.
CHICAGO, ILL.

^NEWYORK

The

Paragon
The

of Motion

Picture

Screens

No. 7216 basket filled
with flowers as hyacinths,

Gardiner

tulips, maybells, etc., each
$1.50; per dozen, $15.00.

Velvet Gold- Fibre Screen
Pr tect your patron's
eye-sight.
It's Screen.
good box office insurance.
Install
a Gardiner
Send today for booklet
For Sale by Leading Dealers

Man ufactarers
P. O. Box No. 96 Arcade Station
1021 WestJGoodale Street
COLUMBUS,

OHIO

My ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE
No. 7 containing Decorative Flowers,
Plants, Vines, Garlands,
Hanging
Baskets, etc.,
FREE
FOR
THE
ASKING.
FRANK
No. 61 Barclay St.

NETSCHERT
New York, N. Y.
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Answered/
Projectiorv
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EDS

Excellent Proj ec tion Room
for Montreal Capitol
ONE of the highly unusual features of
the new Capitol theatre, scheduled to
be opened in Montreal, Quebec, on April
2 under the auspices of the Famous Players' Canadian Corporation, is the projecting room, a complete view of which is
obtainable from the lounge room on the
mezzanine floor. The machine will be
on a direct level with the screen, structural arrangements having been made to
permit this plan. The interior of the projection room is finished in glazed tile and
the machines are 3 Type S Simplexes with
a Simplex spot and double stereo-nickelplated. The projectionists and other mechanical attendants will be garbed in white
uniforms and the general public will be
able to see them engaged in the screening
of pictures by means of plate glass windows between the lounge and projection
rooms. It is announced that the projectionists incharge of the screening will give
information regarding the technical side
of the projection to patrons who will desire to know details.
New

News

Reel of Special
Construction
A booklet received from the Niess-Waner
Co., of Pittsburgh, describes the new reel designed by Mr. Niess-Waner and now ready for
sale by the firm bearing his name.
The unusual feature of the reel is the rubber
hub with its 33 pair of rubber sprockets.
There is no other means of fastening the end
of the film to the reel. It is only necessary to
lay the film over the perforations, give the reel
a twist and commence to wind.
The construction of the reel seems to be of
high quality. There are no projecting surfaces
and the edges of the reel are curled to prevent
injury to the hands of the projectionist.
Auxiliary side discs strengthen the sides of the
reel and prevent them from dishing. So far
as is known these reels are made in the 1,000foot size only.

Difference

Between

a

"Splice" and "Tap"
J. W., Los Angles, Cal. : What is the difference between a "splice " and a "tap"?
Reply:
The meanings
two words
while
having
of "splice"
their own and
are "tap"
often
used in the same way. Correctly used, a splice
is the connecting of the two conductors of the
same general size. It is an extension of a circircuit. cuit. A "tap" is an off-shoot from the main
Questions on Carbons
and Optics
From a small town in Indiana, which shall
remain unnamed because the writer requested us
to use neither his name or the name of his village comes the following questions :
1. What causes carbon to needle and what
happens when they do?
2. What makes carbons flame?
3. How can a side angle throw be remedied?
Could it be entirely remedied?
4. How can I test lense for distortion of picture?
Reply: 1. Carbons have a certain critical
current capacity beyond which it is impossible
to go without producing " needling." The correct current for carbons is about 5 amperes below their needling point. By needling is meant
the oxidizing of the carbons.
2. The usual cause for carbon flaming is high
voltage. One of the laws of the carbon arc is
that as the current increases the voltage decreases. If the current increases and the voltage is not balanced against it, the arc stream
takes a longer path and this is known as flaming. Uneven quality or soft spots will also cause
flaming.
3. A side angle throw cannot be remedied
any more than a downward throw can be arranged to do away with key-stone distortion.
In either case the distortion is there although
it may not be noticeable to the casual eye. With
side angle " conditions " you can file the top and
bottom of an aperture plate to compensate for
the distortion. You may also tip your screen a
few degrees toward the projectors. These
schemes will help but will not solve the problem.

Excellently equipped projection room of Howard theatre. Atlanta, Ga. Lucas Theatre Supply
Co., designed the room and furnished the equipment

-

^iiimmuiiuinmu

■Si..<WWII IUM
National Anti-Misframe League Pledge
A S a projectionist who has the interest of
his profession at heart and is willing
to assist in eliminating same of the evils practised in the projection-room, I promise that
I will to the best of my ability return films to
the exchange in first-class condition. Furthermore, Iwill when it becomes necessary remedy
all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in
the film which I receive and in this way cooperate with my brother projectionists and give
greater pleasure to those who make up the motion picture audience by showing films that are
free from such defects. I also promise that I
will not make punch marks in film, and when
film is received by me, with punch holes, I M
notify the exchange to that effect so that they
may use their efforts to correct this evil.
iriiitiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiitiiTriiiii-ntiiiniiiiiiriniTiiirTiinnBiiiiiMM— ■— — — m— —
Blank for New League
Members
I
I
I
1

Member's name
Home address
Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiuimiiii;:iimiiiiuiiiiiii:iimiiimiiu:i[imuiii!m;iii!;;i!iiji:ii]
ailllliiiiinniuiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimnmiiiniiiin nniniiiminiimiiiiiiiiiinr
I

Roll of Honor

1 (1426) Samuel A. Dale
Washington, D. C. I
Weiser.
I= (1427)
(1428) Howard
Benj. F. Gordon
WaUis
Harvard,Idaho'
111. J
1 (1429) Geo. M. Lallish WestviUe, 111. |
1 (1430) Paul Schmidt
Sullivan, Ind. I
= (1431) Boyd Russell Des Monies, Iowa!
1 (1432) Harvey W. Hales Orange City. Iowa!
1 (1433) John W. Bobo
Cumberland, Md. I
i (1434) H. A. Davitts
Shaw, Miss. 1
I (1435) Clarence J. Molloy Ballston Spa. N. Y. !
1 (1436) George R. Tucker Corning, N. Y.I
1 (1437) H. W. Lord
Oneonta, N. Y.\
= (1438) Norman Manor
Oswego. N. Y. =
1 (1439) Chas. E. Bird
SayvUle. N. Y.I
Edgar Haberman
Bucyrus. Ohio!
Ohio]
=1 (1440)
(1441) James
Myler East Liverpool,
1 (1442) H. J. Ortmann
Anderson. S. C. |
1 (1443) W. R. Webb
Ft. Worth. Texas!
R. Starks
=1 (1444)
(1445) L.
Raymond
Machu Galveston,
Granger, Texas]
Texas!
§ (1446) J. N. Frazier
Houston, Texas]
1 (1447) Jas. E. Tankersley Houston, Texas!
1 (1448) A. V. Kirkland Lancaster. Texas]
§ (1449) Dan C. Malone
Skidmore, Texas!
1 (1450) Howard Powers
Richmond, Va. j
= (1451) Robert Corathers Weston, W. Va. 1
1 (1452) Ira Hedrick
St. Albans, W. Va. |
ainmnmniiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiniiiniinmiimiimimiiinimiraii
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Col. Steichen Speaks
Before M. P. P. A.
The members of the Motion Picture Photographers' Association at their new quarters in
the Gotham National Bank Building on Wednesday evening last were introduced by their president, Mr. Ned Van Buren, to Colonel Edward
J. Steichen and Mr. Doty Hobart, speakers of
the evening.
Mr. Hobart, as a member of the Scenario
Department of the International Studios, spoke
of the co-operation between his department and
the photographer and advocated making scripts
being a regular addition to the latters outfit.
Col. Steichen is a .noted artist and photographer and practically the originator of the
vogue of " soft focus " in still photography.
Col. Steichen spoke as follows:
" To begin with I might say that the people
who go to the movies could be divided into two
classes : We have the ' rank and file ' class
(I'll call it), that first went to the movies. But
those people seem to have lost their enthusiasm.
Something seems to have dropped out of the
pictures for them. They say ' What's the matter with the movies?' 'Salaries are too high,'
they
noticed
it. that
I don't
think might
these say.
is anyI haven't
reason for
asking
the
photographers' salaries be lowered. The public seems to consist of the people who pay a
small amount of money to go to the movies,
for amusement and pastime. There was the
tired business man, the tired woman, and last
but not least, the tired school boy. It was a
relief for him to go to see a picture. Since
that time, however, there is a different type
of people who go to the movies. The people
who used to turn up their noses at the movies,
and went only to the theatre. But they too
seem to have changed. They seem to be tired
of the pictures, and everybody seems to be
more or less up in the air. They seem to
notice that the pictures lack realness. They
observe immediately when something is flourished on the screen that is ' Real.' Animals
always make a real picture because they are
natural. I am going to refer to three pictures :
Broken Blossoms, The Four Horsemen, Way
Down East.
" The Four Horsemen with its spectacular
presentation, and wonderful settings, is good,
but the only time the people feel genuine emotion and get a real thrill is when the town was
bombarded. However, the bombs flew at large,
and the picture was taken regardless of how
a town looked after being bombarded. Each
window had a hole in it at the finish of the
bombardment, and it looked as if a child did
it. In the motion pictures it is these things
that should be done real, and it would be a

Printing department of Republic Laboratory
good idea to have an artillery man, (and there
are plenty of them) to explain just how a town
looks after being bombarded. It would look
more natural .
" Stories and acting: In the old type of movies, there were two things only. The ' slap and
hit,' and sentimentality. People always liked the
happy endings. The heroine was always virtuous. The villain was always bad, and the hero
always saved the heroine in the same manner.
The people have grown tired of this. Real
drama has got to be logical. Take ' Broken
Blossoms.' There was real acting. Real settings, real actresses. And a real story. Of
all the scenes, the most natural piece of acting
was when the heroine was locked in the closet.
When the man outside was trying to get in,
and shaking the door, it could be noticed that
the girl inside the closet really shook, and when
a close up was shown, she was really naturally
shaking her head so that it seemed to be spinning around. Those are the things which the
public notice, and the things which should be
considered when taking movies. The high brow
world, the people who go to the movies these
days will, in 90 per cent of the cases say ' No

logic,movies.
No beauty,
No been
life atsuggested
all,' in criticising
the
It has
that the
artist would be able to make a picture, for the
movies. The artist's impression of life put
on the screen would not make a hit. The impression that should be put on the screen is that
the shop girl of New York is just human like
other people. People are going to feel more or
less antagonistic about stupid things flashed on
the screen. I went to the movies the other day
with a woman who had only been to the pictures
about 4 or 5 times in her life. She has Hcen
accustomed to going to high class concerts, has
her season subscription to the opera. She asked
me, ' Why does the wind always blow in the
movies?' This is no longer vital. In motion
pictures, they do want motion, but not every
minute of the time. It's not natural. Referring
again to Broken Blossoms. It is one of the
finest sider
pictures,
I don'tIt by
means storyconit the lastbutword.
wasanya good
Everybody was excellent.
" Photography — America, has a high average
for photography. I have just returned from
an extended trip through Europe, and the photography over there cannot be placed in the
Phone Bryant 68M

-vfIry™
-THEATR
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The Carbons for Better Projection
White A. C. Special for Alternating Current.
Silver tips
for Direct Current.
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Amusement Supply Company
We are the oldest sup-ply house in the motion picture trade
2d Floor Consumers Bldg. 220 So. State St., Chicago, I1L
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BAY STATE FILM SALES
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DO

Refinement
The appearance of the theatre, the plays
selected, the comfort of the seats, the ventilation and heating all invite the audience to your theatre, but to complete the
general satisfaction the lighting of the
screen is your trump card.
Why

not play safe knowing that you have

the highest grade of projection by using —
COLUMBIA

PROJECTOR

CARBONS

Columbia Silvertip Carbons
for direct current
Columbia

White Flame Special Carbons
for alternating current

Bright Lights — Steadiness — Noiseless
National

Carbon
Company
Incorporated
Cleveland
Ohio

MR.

EXHIBITOR

DO YOU KNOW
That it is not your box office that enables you to enjoy the
pleasures of life, but it is your Projection Room?
Why then, do you neglect it?
Why have a muddy looking light on your screen?
Eliminate poor light by installing a

SPEND
WHY?

THOUSANDS
LARS EACH YEAR
DOW DISPLAYS?

BECAUSE!

They

STORES
OF DOLON WIN-

have

proved to be the most efficient
method of ATTRACTING
CUSTOMERS.
YOUR
LOBBY
DISPLAY
is to
your theatre what a window
display is to the Department
Store —
A Big Business

Getter ! !

Are you using your lobby
space to its greatest capacity?
Is your display interesting,
appealing and inviting? The
continued use of an artistic
lobby

display and stage setting in conjunction with the
attraction booked WILL
DOUBLE
YOUR
BOX
OFFICE
RECEIPTS.
Our

line of artificial flowers

and

decoratives add an inviting touch to your theatre or
lobby display.
Write

our Decorating Department or if in Chicago
visit our display rooms. Our
designers will gladly suggest
ideas. This service is abso^

MARK

TRADE

DEPARTMENT

MECHANICAL ARC FEED.
For alternating: or direct current.

lutely free.

Blackburn

Service,

Inc.

Studios and Display Rooms
1428

One-third the price of an electrical control.
Ask your dealer or write direct for a descriptive pamphlet.
THE
2573 E. 55th St.

PROJECTOGRAPH

CO.
Cleveland, O.

SOUTH

WABASH
CHICAGO

AVENUE

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF STAGE
SETTINGS FOR THEATRES, PICTURE SCREENS,
LOBBY
DISPLAYS,
DRAPERIES, ARTIFICIAL
FLOWERS, ART DECORATIVES
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same class as we have here. The only good pictures that you see in Europe are American
pictures. They like them because the photography is good. It amuses the audience. The
average of photography here is good, but in
Europe it is very poor. However, Italy has
done some good pictures, and the French have
also done some good things, but the average is
poor. I would direct my criticisms against photography. *
" And now we come to the time where the
cameraman or photographer plays his important part in making the picture. I much
prefer the word photographer to the word
cameraman, as to me, the latter means nothing
but a crank turner, and I believe you men to
be of the former category.
"The photographer is essentially the medium
through which countless millions have to rely
for the present popular form of amusement.
They have it in them to make or mar the efforts of the director and his players.
" The photographer for some unknown reasons, known only to the producers themselves,
have been kept in the background and tolerated
merely as a necessary nuisance. I have never
noticed any motion picture photographer riding around in Rolls Royces, steam yachts or
owning palatial residences, yet their work is
equally as important if not more so, than the
director and star. The trouble is I think that
they have just taken what was handed to them
and assumed a satisfied attitude, so whose fault
is it if the people have a wrong impression as
to who they are, and what they do and get.
Their own of course.
" It is with amazement that I learn, that you
men have to work without a script. How
any man can photograph a production, without
knowing it is beyond me.
" The collaboration between director and pho-

Picture

News

tographer who is not sufficiently versed as to

tographer must be so intimate as to be practically one and the same thing, for in reality
the director is almost the photographer. I
don't see why photographers should not be directors.
" I have heard people say that a man has to
be an artist to be a director, that is to make a
production more artistic. There is some difference between making a production and a
painting, the average artist has about as much
chance of becoming a director as I have of
becoming President of the United States.
" The photography in ' Broken Blossoms ' was
perfect and the lightings exceptionally pleasing,
in fact taking it all around it is, to me, the
linest picture I have witnessed.
" On the other hand ' Way Down East ' apparently another great success from the box
office point of view, cannot be compared in any
way with ' Broken Blossoms.' The photography in general is of a very poor standard
and the introducing of an even worse attempt
at color only made it more displeasing.
" It is difficult to realize that these two productions were photographed by the same man.
That may have been caused by lack of something; what that something may be I cannot
say.

its proper use."
Westinghouse
Adds to
Studio Sales in West
During the past month the Westinghouse
Company on the West Coast has installed
several new pieces of apparatus to the motion
picture studios in Los Angeles and vicinity.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corp., have
ordered a 300 k. w., three-unit synchronous
motor generator set and a seven-panel switchboard.
The Vitagraph Company has purchased another set of the same capacity and type together with a 5-panel switchboard.

" In the Four Horsemen of the Apolsalypse
the photography in general is good, but misuse
of the ' soft focus lens ' is very apparent. To
my mind it just missed the high water mark.
" Being one of the originators in the use of
soft focus lenses as applied to still photography,
I will take this opportunity of expressing my
emphatic denunciation to the indiscriminate
abuse to which it is being used by equally indiscriminate photographers and directors of the
present day. I would like to see it abolished
from the equipment of the motion picture pho-
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Pantages to Build in
New
Orleans
Alexander Pantages is here to begin work
on his new theatre, which will be erected on
Canal Street between Rampart Street and Elk
Place.
The vaudeville magnate came from Memphis,
where his new theatre was opened. With him
are B. Marcus Priteca of Seattle, his architect;
Charles Hodkins, Earl Edmonson and Earl B.
Newcomb. Mr. Pantages does not attach any
titles to their names, simply saying that they
accompany him.
Mr. Priteca, who has associated Nolan and
Torre as local architects, with his enterprise
brought along with him the detailed plans for a
splendid six-story building which it is estimated
will cost between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000.
Controlling the Lights
Used in Film Studios
A new departure in the control of large arc
lights in moving picture studios is embodied in
a studio arc lamp made by the Display Stage
Lighting Co., Inc., New York, and shown in the
accompanying illustrations.
The control of the arc is accomplished by
means of a resistance box which is mounted
on the base at the bottom of the lamp
standard. The switch equipment on the resistance box consists of a double-pole knife switch
and two circuit breakers, which are shown in
one of the illustrations. The switches and resistances are made by The Cutler-Hammer
Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee and New York. The

equipment is operated by first closing the knife
switch, which connects the arc lamp in circuit
with the resistance. The latter allows a current of 50 amperes to flow which is sufficient
to cause the arc to glow. Either one of the two
circuit breakers is then closed, shunting part
of the resistance and increasing the current to
100 amperes. Closing the* second circuit
breaker further increases the current flow to
150 amperes.
Should the arc fail to maintain itself or the
current supply be shut off, the circuit breakers
will trip out, thereby cutting all the resistance
into circuit. Upon return of the current, which

will be indicated by the glow of the arc,
amperes will be maintained until the circx
breakers are closed to increase the current
100 and 150 amperes respectively.
The switch equipment and resistance a
completely enclosed to prevent persons comii
in contact with live parts. The switches ai
terminals are exposed by removing the shet
metal cover, which is accomplished by takii
out four screws.
The entire equipment is made very compa
and readily portable by the method of carryii
the resistance box and the lamp on the sat
base.

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
SEND FOB PRICE LIST NO. •
A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Office and Factory

753 Jersey Avenue

MOTION-PICTURE
"The Camera of Superior
Accomplishments"
Reason No. 2
" The
picture
camera with only
a ballmotion
and socket
levelling
head, lingmaking
possibleregardless
quick level-of
of the camera
tripod.
" A feature of wonderful advantage in studio or field."
Write for further particulars on this
and
the 30 other exclusive AKELEY
features.
AKELEY CAMERA,
246 W. 49th St.
New York City

EVANS'

perfection

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

Inc.

Jersey City, N. J.

PHOTOGRAPHY

A COMPLETE

COURSE

A practicable, usable, standard treatise for both
the professional cinema to grapher and those without experience. About 500 pages— 400 pages of
text and 100 pages of illustrations — by New York
Institute of Photography.
Edited by Lieut. Carl L. Gregory. F.R P.S., Chle InCONDENSED COURSE Di
structor In Cinematography 'or the Government Signal
Motion Picture
Photography
Corps School of Photography at Columbia University, with
special chapters by Char e* W Hoffman, formerly Feature
Photographer for Thanbouser. Edison. Pa the. and World FUm
Companies, and by Research Spec! a srs. Research Laboratories ofthe Eastman Kodak Company.
MONEY REFUNDED if not satisfied with
PRICE $6.00 this course after five days' examination.
ALSO AT LEADING
TO
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY DEALERS—
DEALERS onTERMS
REQUEST
Dept. 4—145 W. 36th St., N. Y.

in DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
has aided many a
film reputation.
W hy not protect your name and work by employing this incomparable service for this important work?
Telephone
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City Wadaworth 3443-3444
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" THE

UNKNOWN WIFE "
(Universal)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Thame: "Queen of My Heart" (Dramatic Ballad), Baron
1— —" SArabian
Nights'* (Dramatic interlude), by Mildenburgh (3 minutei),
: At Screening.
until
2 — "Comedy
miles
away." Allegro," by Berg (1 minute), until — T: "Some twenty
3 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: " Camsdenville was a one-horse."
A— —" "Serenade
Romantique
until
Helen's father
thought" (And.
for." con moto), by Borch (2 minutes),
5 — " while
Babillage
"
(Entr'Acte),
by
Castillo (3 minutes), until — T: "MeanLefty and Slim."
' 6— "Love Theme," by Abbott Lee (1 minute and IS seconds), until — T:
" Come when you like your."
7— "Hymn"
— Organ
improvising (1 minute and 30 teconds), until — T:
" When
scene fades
to church."
8 — "The Lord Loveth a Cheerful Giver" (Hymn — direct cue) (IS teconds), until — T: "While the soloists sang."
9 — " Elegie
" (Dramatic
Pathetic), by Baron (45 seconds), until — T:
" Helen's
influence
had."
10
—
"Bleeding
Hearts"
(Andante
Pathetic), by Levy (1 minute), until —
T: "He's fallen for a skirt."
11 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "And then the old
story."
12 — "Light
" One-half
hour Allegro,"
later on by
the." Luz (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T:
13 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " For both the city
was."
14 — " Dramatic Tension," by Zamecnik (1 minute and 45 seconds), until
T: "In his new found happiness."
15 — " Visions " (Intermezzo characteristic), by Buso (1 minute and 15
seconds), until — T: "The turn of the wheel."
16 — " Valse Moderne," by Rosey (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
" During working hours Helen."
17 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "The turn of ths
wheel."
16 — "Valse Moderne," by Rosey (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
" During
working'
hours Helen."
17 — Theme
(2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — D: When Helen returns
home.
18 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute), until — T: "Beg p«r,
don, I thought."
19 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T:
" Come to my office."
20 — "Dramatic Tension," by Andino (2 minutes), until — T: "Once he
had been the hunter."
21 — "Dramatic Tension," by Levy (2 minutes), until — T: "The encounter with Mayberry."
22 — "La Petito Duchess" (Melodious Gavotte), by Beron (1 minute and
15 seconds), until — T: "Already Mrs. Kent regarded" (Reception scene).
"Andante
— 23
S :— When
Helen Pathetique,"
returns home.by Kiefert (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until
24 — " Dramatic Agitato " (For subdued action), by Minot (1 minute and
15 seconds), until— T: " Kid— Kid."
25 — "Allegro Agitato" (For disputes and excitement), by Andino (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: " Lefty's here and you know."
26— " Andante Pathetique," by Borch (1 minute and 15 seconds), until —
T :27 "I
right." Again " (Sentimental ballad), by Levy
— " guess
Roses you
ThathadDiethe Bloom
(2 minutes), until — T: "When ideals tumble."
28 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "You haven't had
much."
THE END.

YOU'LL

FIND

OUT

SYNCHRONIZED
SCENARIO

MUSIC

SCORES
MEAN

BETTER

YOU'LL

MUSIC

FIND

ACTIVE SUPPLY CO., Inc.
753 Seventh Ave.,
NEW YORK CITY.
Washington and Phila. Office
to be announced in the
next issue.

OUT

SYNCHRONIZED
ARIO MUSIC CO., SCENInc.,
OF NEW ENGLAND,
142 Berkley,
BOSTON,

COMPOSED
MAURICE

MASS.

BY
BARON

ONE OF THE PRIZEWINNERS
Rivoli Theatre

DO

(N. Y.) Overture

not fail to read the leading
articles in the Equipment Section. These articles are gotten up
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to help those whose interests lie in
the theatre and as an aid to better
entertainment.

Small Orch. & Piano $5.00

Full Orch. & Piano
Extra Parts

Piano Accompaniment $1.50
Titles

e, a

ks

^SiR
L- O S S E S
The: >Automaticket System Stops
S ox Office Leaks
& L. osses
"Ask
Us "About It
-Automatic
Ticket Selling & Cash Register
1762
BROADWAY
NEW YORK Co.

$7.50

ELEGIE

$1.00

CAVATINE

QUEEN
[

Q
O

for

FRIVOLETTE
Entre Acte
Stop

Contest

OF MY HEART
Ballad
IDYLLE JAPONAISE

MOONLIGHT SHADOWS
Valse Lenta

REVES Tone
D'ORIENT
Poem

MAMSELLE

CAPRICE

Caprice

BELWIN,

inc.
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Motion Picture Theatre for Niles, O.
Work was started last Monday on the
erection of the new $200,000 theatre building for Benjamin Warner, on the site of
the old Niles Opera House, on State St.
The old Opera House was gutted by fire
last September, but the audience of over

Picture

WANTED — PIANISTS AND ORGANISTS, with picture experience; good salary, steady positions.
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 314
Mailers Building. Chicago.
LADY ORGANIST desires position. Experienced
two hundred people watching the " Idol
picture player, large library. West preferred. State
salary and hours. Box 875, Motion Picture News. • Dancer " at six thirty in the evening
New York City.
filed out, when asked to do so by Mr.
WANTED — Licensed operator wishes position In Warner, under the impression that there
Pennsylvania. Willing to start as helper. Two
was a breakdown in the projection room.
years' N.experience;
tools. Box 860, Motion Picture
News,
Y. C.
The three story structure was a mass of
flames within five minutes after discovery
AT
LIBERTY
May
1st
—
Motion
picture
musical
of the fire.
director for past four years with one of the finest
houses in large middle western city, desires to make
change. A musical interpolator and synchronizer
The new theatre which will seat a thouof theturehighest
Box 865, Motion PicNews, New class.
York Address
City.
sand people on the main floor will be of
steel and concrete construction, heated
THEATRES — Free Samples, Caution Labels, Shipand ventilated according to the latest and
pingdress:Labels,
Film Tampa,
Reports.Florida.
Daily Reports, etc. AdBox 1155,
most approved standards.
Bids were asked for several months
PIPE been
ORGAN
SAI two
E — One
Symphony
Pipe
Organ,
used FOR
less than
months;
cost $14,500;
will sell for $7,500. Perfect shape, suitable for
ago, but they were too high. With reChurch or Theatre of 600 or over. Address C. Asbury
Gridley, American Theatre, Roanoke, Va.
ductions granted the work was immediately started and the theatre will be ready
FOR SALE — 600 used American Seating Co. Opera
chairs. $1.10 each. One 1919 Model Motiograph and
for occupancy within ninety days, weather
one 1919
Modeleach.Simplex
machines,
in perfect
tion. $200.00
Universal
Theatre,
Auburn, condiN. Y. permitting. Messrs. Stanley & Scheible,
of Youngstown, Ohio, are the architects.
^.•iiiiiiiBiininHtiiiiiiiHNtiiHiiiuiiJiutiiuttitJiiiiiiiuouiiiiiutiiiiiiMi n!iitiijiniirti ijiiiiitMiiiiiiiiiiiii,ar)iiMiiriiiiiiijii4iv^
The Equipment Editor is always at j
GUARANTEED
1 your service should you need advise in |
I anything concerning his department.
^irTl]TIIltlTIl]11IIITTT111tltTITT1llirTTTllii1M11T1i[ilTi:iltlll!ITl!ITITT]1IIllTTlllI[rflT]]|l1I[[111]IITMirillI1111IIIIt1f lllli:ltlIllll)tllMlir^
Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
Every State — total, 21,170 by States, $5.00
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
PerM
territory,
class, Inetc.ourTwenty
thousand
1219 Film Exchanges
$7.50
were recorded
list last
year. changeiIts use
313 manufacturers and studios
4.00
means
a
saving
of
from
20
to
50%
in postage, etc.
368 machine and supply dealers
4.00
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
Further Particulars:
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Bryant 8138
New York
A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago
Addressing
Printing

SOME
REAL

BARGAINS!!!

ACT NOW
5 Powers 6 A Motor Drive
complete
each $250.00
5 Motiograph Model 1918,
Motor Drive — complete, ea. 250.00
I Double 35 Ft. Wayne Generator, A- 1 Condition 325.00
3000 Used Theatre Chairs in Stock
S. E. SCHAFFER
& CO.
207 SO. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL.

RadiO-

' ; : Mat

TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
50 RADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
Accept no Substitute.
For Sale by all Leading Dealers

automatically supplier only such voltage •> •
requires. No waste of current In ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, C. H. A

1 TYPHOON OONS
FAN COMPANY
345 WEST*VEN
39™ST.I
NEW YORK LAT
CITY
TI
C00L
TYPH
10H CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.
255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. I
HOW

TO

BECOME
A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING $35 TO $125 A WEEK
An Interesting Illustrated booklet
(free) on choosing a vocation, the
exceptional
raphy offersopportunities
you and how Photogto avail
yourself of these advantages.
PORTRAITURE
MOTION PICTURE — COMMERCIAL lodern
equipment,
Three
Practical
instruction
Day
or months'
eveningThecourse.
classes.
Easy
terms.
Came r.andCallMaterials
or
write furfor
nished
free
School
of
Recognized
Superi
Catalog No. 41
NEW YORK INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. or 505 State St., Bklyn.

TRY

Hoods
FOR SIGNS, STAGE
OR CANOPY LIGHTS
TheyBrilliant
Cover the
Bulb and
Show
Lasting
Colors
Save

Your Dollars in Lamp Renew
ale, No Bothersome Dipping
Off
or Taken CO.
Pat OnELECTRIC
BmHty
and
For
25-405-10w WLimp.
REYNOLDS
2650 W. CONGRESS ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
FORt
BETTER

THE

Ventilating Fans
Oscillating Fans
Ceiling Fans
Desk or Table
Fans
Wall Bracket
Fans
Low Prices
Consult us about
your ventilation
Fidelity Electric
Lancaster. Pa.

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
160C BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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Feature

Subjects
of Short
Length
so to speak.
ging a man and clawing at his breast.
The first episode is in three reels and plants
"The Queen of Sheba "
The introductory scenes seem hap-hazardly
(Fox Production — Ten Reels)
developed at times, which is probably due to the story'. Mutiny has taken place on a ship
p HAT William Fox is showing the way to a re-arrangement of the sequences with irre- carrying passengers and millions in gold, nineteen years before the story opens. The ship is
t his contemporaries in the staging of masslevant incident eliminated. " The Queen of run aground
at the mouth of a river in the
\re spectacles cannot be disputed with the presSheba " is remarkably rich in detail. It always
jar-k continent, and the few survivors form a
suggests splendor, regal pomp and ceremony.
tation of his latest contribution, " The Queen
The cast headed by Betty Blythe in the title little colony of their own. From this colony
|£ Sheba." His sense of showmanship seems
the two heroines are kidnapped by the villain
h be as keen as his pocketbook is lavish — a role and Fritz Lieber as Solomon is absolutely
lowmanship noticeable in the manner in which
(the man responsible for the mutiny). They
in character throughout.
escape to the ruined city, and the second episode
e has incorporated a chariot race for a marIt is a spectacle which appeals to the eye.
elously spectacular climax and thereby disThe bizarre costuming, the massiveness of the starts them on their flight with the two heroes,
with friend villain and a horde of blacks hot
bunting the outstanding entertainment values
sets, the physical allurement of its feminine
|f a book which has been eagerly sought by figures, the romance and chariot race — these
in pursuit.
The start of this chase, which, we suppose, is
loneyed producers and which has been placed
spell an entertainment the power of which cant a million dollars for the screen rights.
to last until the end, promises a wild animal
not be denied.— LA URENCE REID.
serial which will give ample satisfaction by its
Whether this chariot race is contrary to history
thrills
and by its jungle background. As an
* legend is beside the point. Certainly the
example of a thrill, in the third episode, a
roducer is privileged to use dramatic license.
" Turkey Dressing "
leopard is shot in mid-air as he leaps for the
Those who
see its
" The
Queen
(Gayety Comedy-Educational)
back of an elephant.
member
it for
chariot
raceoforSheba
rather" will
the
In one respect does this serial differ from
««'TpURKEY
has inplenty
of acppodrome events, just as those who see "Way
* tion but DRESSING"
is rather lacking
comedy
in" The Lost City " and that is in the story. There
'own East " will remember it for its tremencident. The scenario has one big point but the
3us ice thrill. The spectacle will be talked
was no magic, or inexplicable, all-powerful
process of development is rather slow and after
super-villain in the first animal serial. But in
)out because of its big feature. A passerby
it is sprung the amusement ceases.
At first one is liable to suspect that the idea is "Miracles of the Jungle" there is a " See'er of
ill say to his friend — " Have you seen ' The
All," who sees all of life mirrored before him in
ueen of Sheba?'" If the latter answers in
but a surprise is handed when it swings
le negative, the former will advise him to trite
a magic pool, and who cures miraculously and
around and does the unforseen.
calls down the lightning and thunder at will.
:tend and get the thrill of his life in the
A young married woman has kidded her husWhether this element of mysticism is a benefit
band
into
the
belief
that
she
is
a
wizard
at
lariot race. It will be " ballyhoo-ed " by
ord of mouth in just this manner. In fact cooking. The husband carries his belief to the or a harm to the serial is debatable. No one
looks for probability in a serial, but a high
le writer overheard this identical trend of office and breaks the glad tidings to his friends.
mversation the morning after the presentation.
In the meantime the wife is informed that the class audience would rather see the action flow
out of the evil, but not super-natural, mind of
Director Edwards, who is thoroughly expeboys are coming to dinner and in her endeavor
the villain. Voodooism, enchanted pools and
enced in spectacular effects, has constructed
to " make a hit " with her cooking does what a such impossibilities cheapen a serial to some
huge stadium track, after the manner of good
cook would not do. In other words the
audiences, but make it more fascinating to
,ome in its glorious days. Sheba has preingredients are mixed in such a way that the
:nted herself at Solomon's court and as a palate is sure to be disappointed and when it others.
The cast includes Ben Hagerty, Wilbur
i>ken of her esteem has offered him four comes to roasting the turkey — and here is the
Higby,
who furnishes some comedy relief ; Irene
rabian steeds. Challenged by the jealous
entrance of some good comedy incident — a piece
Wallace, Genevieve Berte, Al. Ferguson, the
ashti to enter the race for the approval of of soap is slipped into the pan by accident and
ie king, she consents and the stirring event is when the bird is taken from the oven and is villain ; Frederic Peters, a gigantic statue, and
m\. And what a race !
surrounded by a juicy white foam, the wife in John George. E. A. Martin wrote and directed
It is a race punctuated by one long extended
her anxiety to be a success sneeks out of the the serial. —MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
Itrill with first one rival in the lead and then
house — and it is here that the plot shifts and
ie other. The director has staged the scene
deliberately steals the bird of another woman
44 One Peek Was Plenty "
ith startling effects. His close-ups and long which is roasting in the latter's house and in
lots are well timed and placed. One instinc- her oven, and conveys it to her own table just
(Chester Outing-Educational)
vely grasps the arms of the seat as the in time to have it served to the guests.
great outdoors is featured again in this
lariots come tearing straight toward the
But the other woman discovers the thief by THEone reeler, the scenes being taken in and
imera. And Sheba wins. The director made
about the mountains, valleys and streams of the
following the gravy tracks, enters the stealer's
l error of omission in failing to catch the house and breaks up the meal.
Canadian Rockies.
This is just the type of a picture, especially at
lithusiasm of the stadium throng. Tom Mix
"Turkey Dressing" will please and give
credited with being responsible for the hip- average entertainment. — FRANK LEONARD.
this time of the year to put the patrons in good
)drome events, and he deserves unbounded
humor, for the views are sure to exhilarate and
refresh.
•aise for the manner in which he has enlivled the scene and made it throb with vigorous
The campers with their pack horses take up
. " Miracles of the Jungle "
lion. It is our impression that the chariot
(Warner Brothers Serial — Produced by the trail in the opening scenes and follow their
lisode should have been placed at the finish.
course through a wild and rugged country.
Selig — Distributed by Federated)
:>ming as it does before intermission one anticiNow they are crossing a beautiful stream and
AFTER
"The
Lost
City,"
the
Selig
wild
ttes something even more overwhelming in **• animal serial of a year ago, one looks for
advancing along its borders until they reach
rill. The concluding reels given up to ancient
some dense woods which stand out like giant
some big thrills in its successor. The standard
sentinels, compelling the traveleis to gaze in
tttle falter — not so much because they are in- was set and had to be lived up to. And, judgwonderment at its beauty and grandeur and
lequate, but because one expected more from
ing from the first three episodes of "Miracles
again they are encircling the shores of a crystal
the Jungle," the new fifteen episode Warner
■F|em.
The picture is a spectacle of massive sets of
lake or advancing over some mountainous route
Brothers serial, produced at the Selig studios,
the mark has been reached.
thoroughly imbued with the spirit which the
"Thich are conspicuous for color, form and
Jk bstance. And giving animation to them is a
The very opening shot shows a ruined city wonderful outdoors has given them. And the
Birring romance tinctured with dramatic in- in Africa with a score of lions sporting amidst
animals upon which they ride and the ones
■ igue and conflict. The glory of ancient
its ancient pillars. It does not take long to
that carry the packs picture the same enthusiasm.
introduce the two American heroes and from
J dea is presented in a panorama of colors and
When the travelers leave their horses and do
Insations. It is a kaleidoscopic canvas
then on the wild animals provide sufficient exopled with figures whose impressions have
some risky mountain climbing the spectator is
citement. Surrounding the men on all sides
bound to receive a few thrills for the climbers
en left centuries after. While it is mostly
and snarling about, they get a thrill out of
series of panoramic long shots, the director
almost any audience. One scene will bring an
certainly endanger their lives many times be■ ows a few intimate glimpses which enable
fore the peak of the mountain is reached.
honest to goodness gasp of fright. It is a
FRANK LEONARD.
lie to catch the atmosphere— to be enthralled
close-up of a lion, (or a clever imitation) hug-
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The Dangerous Moment (Carmel Myers)
5
The Freeze Out (Harry Carey)
5
The Smart Sex (Eva Novak)
5
The Magnificent Brute (Frank Mayo)
5
5
2 The Unknown Wife (Enid Roberts)
5
5 All Dolled Up (Gladys Walten)
S
5 If Only Jim (Harry Carey)
S
5* Society Secrets (Eva Novak)
Colorado (Frank Mayo)
5
S
5 The Fire Cat (Edith Roberts)
5
5^ The Mad Marriage (Carmel Myers)
Tiger True (Frank Mayo)
5
The Torrent (Eva Novak)
S
Up (Harry Carey)
i
? Hearts
Kinds of Love (Special Cast)
S
% Two
White
Youth
(Edith
Roberts)
3
J
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
?, Reputation (Priscilla Dean)
the Law (Priscilla Dean)
5* Outside
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) 6
The Devil's Pass KeyCannibals
(Special Cast)
5* shipwrecked
67
* The Breath ofAmong
the Gods (Aoki-Carew) 6
5 JEWEL COMEDIES
*
Sunday (Lyons and Moran)
2
5* ABlueMonkey
Hero (Joe Martin)
2
A
Wild
Night
(Joe
Martin)
.
5^ A Prohibition Monkey
2
THE WHITE HORSEMAN
}I
(Featuring Art Accord.)
2
J Seventh, A Leap for Life
Sixth,
The
Furnace
of Fear
2
jJ Fifth, Trails of Treachery
2
2
1 Fourth, The Death Trap
Third, The Mummy Man
2
White
Spider's
Web.
Z2
} Second,
First,
In
the
Caves
of
Despair
}1
THE DIAMOND QUEEN
J {Eighteen Episode serial starring Eileen Sedgicick)
'
2
1 Fourteenth, The Plunge
Thirteenth, Weird Walls
2
Twelfth,
The
Kidnapping
2
1 Eleventh, In Torture Grip
2
1
The Betrayal
2
1 Tenth,
A Race With Rogues
2
1 Ninth,
Eighth,
In
Merciless
Clutches
2
1 Seventh, The Amazing Uultimatum
2
Sixth, The Colossal Game
2
11 Fifth,
Tide of Destiny
2
1 Fourth,TheFires
of
Hate
2
1 Third, Perils of the Jungle
2
1 Second, The Plunge of Doom
2
1
KING OF THE CIRCUS
STOLL FILM CORPORATION
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Featuring Eddie Polo)
The Flame
5 Eighteenth, The Lost Heritage
2
2
The Branded Soul (Special Cast)
5 Seventeenth, The Final Reckoning
2
The Tidal Wave (Special Cast)
5 Sixteenth, The Cradle of Death
Bars of Iron (Special Cast)
5 CENTURY COMEDIES
The Hundredth Chance (Special Cast)
6
2
Mr. Wu (Matheson Lang)
4650 The Country Heir (Harry Sweet)
Kid's thePal Show
(Brownie)
The Lure of Crooning Water (Ivy Duke-Guy Newell). 6 The
With
(Century Lions)
22
Guy Newell)
6 On
Harem Skarem (Century Lions)
2
Squandered
(Ivy Duke-Guy Newall) 6 Tough
Luck (Harry Sweet)
2
The Tavern Lives
Knight
Seeing is Believing
2
AStuffed
Bunch Lions
of Kisses
(Dorety-Lorraine)
22
TARZAN FILM CO.
(Century
Lions)
The Dog Doctor (Century Dog)
2
East Lynne
Vamps and Scamps (Zip Monty)
2
Leaping Lions and Jailbirds
2
Fresh from the Farm (Harry Sweet)
2
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Puppy Love (Brownie)
2
Broken Hearts (Lucille de Tar- Florence Hackett)..J
It Happened in Paris (Mme. Yortka)
3 STAR COMEDIES
Human Pasiioni (Lottie Tilford)
3 The Truck Horse Bandit (Billy Fletcher) 1
Man and Woman (Betty Mason)
3 Oh, Tessie (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
The Red Viper (Gareth Hughes)
I Short and Sweet (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Your Wife and Mine (Eve Dorington) S Movie
Struck (Billy Fletcher)
1
And the Children Pay (Gareth Hi hes)
7 Who Kissed
Me? (Dorothy Wolbert)
T. ■ 1
Twin Husbands
1
Dr.
Brind's
Wonders
of Nature
(One
everyoneweek)..
Jehnny
Dooley
Cunedies
(Johnny
Dooley—
every
No
License
(Billy
Fletcher)
1
month)
3 When Eve Fell (Wolbert-Barry)
1
RADIN PICTURES
Bring on the Groom (Dorothy Wolbert)
1
Ikinning Skinners (Johnny Dooley)
3 A Waiting Maid (Dot Wolbert)
1
1
Through Eyes of Men (Frank Mayo)
S Won — One Fliver
Weekly Indigestion (one every week)
1 Milk and Yeggs
1
Simple and Sweet
1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron) 2
Jan. 9 — The Love Light (Mary Pickford) 8,000 An
by a Nose (Dorety-Keating-Henley) 2
Dec. S— The Mark of Zarro (Douglas Fairbanks) .. 8 Won
Off His Waiters
Trolly Marry
(Engle-Dickerson)
Sept.
5—
The
Love
Flower
(D.
W.
Griffith's)
7
Should
(Geo. Ovey)
22
Fane 27— Sods (Mary Pickford)
3
Broken Heart (Engle-Zemlick) 2
tana 13— The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks) t AA Villain's
He Male Vamp (Monty-Sweet)
2
May 36 — Romance (Doris Keane)
I
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Apr.
5
—
Down
on
the
Farm
(Mack
Sennett's)
5
Jan. 18— Polly anna (Mary Pickford)
I
Empty Gun (Lon Chaney)
2
Dec. 29— When the Clonds Roll By (Douglas Fair- banks) < The
Crossed Clues (Hoot Gibson)
2
The Guilty Trail (Jack Perrin)
2
Oct. 20 — Brokea Blossoms (D. W. Griffith's) I Who Was the Man (Hoot Gibson)
2
■apt.
1 — His Majesty the Americas (Douglas Fair- I The Knockout Man (Lorraine-Perrin) 2
banka)
The Midnight Raiders (Jack Perin)
2
The Cactus Kid (Hoot Gibson)
2
The
Fighting
Actor
(Art
Accord)
2
UNIVERSAL EXCHAN^ls
The Pony Express (Leonard Clapham)
2
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Big Bob (Jack Perrin)
2
2
Desperate Youth (Gladys Walton)
5 The Show Down (Art Accord)
2
The Big Adventure (Breezy Easu)
5 The Kickaroo (Hoot Gibson)

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMICCLASSICS
Bedroom
in Betty's
AUp Pajama
Marriage
A Seminary Scandal
Watch Your Husband
Twelve P. M
Ballroom Romeo
Too Many Husbands
Caught in a Cafe
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES
Home Rule
A Soft Boiled Yegg
His Model Day
COMEDYART
Uneasy Feet
Ima Vamp
An Uneven Match
Mother's Angel
& Pecked Hens
Henpecked
& Enemies
Friends
Prince of Daffy dil
Long Suit
Shorty'sDynamite
Sweet
Rocked to Sleep
Open the Bars
ver
Hay Fe
MORANTI
COMEDIES
Why Worry
Almost
Guilty
Kids
Twins
Bliss
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES
Edenville
The
First Zoo
Observations
of a Park Statue
Virgin of Hamboul :
Up on the Farm
Dreams
SUNSET BURRED SCENICS
Birthplace of the West
Land of Sky Blue Blue Waters
Land of Living Color
Path of '49
Highway Through Wonderland
Going
North
Dawnland
Totemland
The First People
Gate of the Mountain
High Hills and Low Heels

Film

Picture

News

i

Releases

NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — international News
Fridays
Screen Magazin
Fridays ——New
International
News
.' al)
e (Univers
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
The Heart of Maryland

■
J1

Black Beauty (Jean Paige) ...'.'.'.'*
Cart"
TtU
N° Tale*
(T°m(James
Terreas'')
"Speciai
The
Courage
of (Tom
Marge
O'Doone
OUver
C«r'-.j
Trumpet
Island
Terms')
'special Caat'.'.'.*".'"*"|
wood's)
Special
Ca
st
ALICE
JOYCE
PRODUCTION
S
Her Lord and Master
Profey
The Vice
Fools
Cousin Kate
Dollars and the Woman
..
j
The Sporting Duchess
j
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
It Can Be Done
The Romance
Promoter!.t
Diamonds
Adrif
11*1!!!
ATheMaster
PurpleStroke
Cipher
'l1
Captain Swift
i
The Fortune GRIFFIT
Hunter
•
CORINNE
H PRODUCTIONS
What's Your Reputation Worth
The Broadway Bubble
It
Isn'tCan
Beingdid
Doneate
This Season
'.'
°"
Bab's
The
Whisper
Market
....*".'."."."."."."
Deadline
at Girl
Eleven ..".!!!!!!'.!!
The
Garter
'
Human
Colla
teral
.......
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens
Three Sevens.
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver
Princess Jones
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Hick
The
Sportsman
The Su
itor
The Stage Hand
Solid
Con
School Dacre
ys te
The Fly Cop
The Grocery Clerk
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
The Blizzard
The
Stranger
The Mysterious
Nuis
ance
The Back Yard
FIGHTING FATE
(Fifteen Episode Chapter Play Starring
William Duncan and Edith Johnson)
Fifteenth, Cleaning the Blot
Fourteenth, Thieves Fall Out
Thirteenth, Mystery Mountain
Twelfth, Indian Vengeance
Eleventh, A Choice of Death
Tenth, The Stolen Bride
Ninth, The Air Avenger
Eighth, The Treasure Hunt
Seventh,
Demon'sJewel
Bluff
Sixth, TheA Crown
Clue
Fifth, Double Crossed
Fourth, A Desperate Dilemma 1
Third, A Modern Daniel
Second, Playing the Game
First, A Borrowed Life
THE PURPLE RIDERS
(FifteenBuried
Episode
Serial Starring foe Ry*
Fifteenth,
Alive
Fourteenth,
The
Frame-Up
Thirteenth, A Devil Fish Foe
Twelfth, The Infernal Machine
Eleventh. The Stolen Millions
Tenth, The Fire Curtain
Ninth. The Betrayal
Eighth, The Camouflage Trap
Seventh,
Red Feather's
Secret
Sixth. Double
Destruction
Fifth. The Fatal Pursuit
Fourth, The Fiery Trail
Third.
The Decoy
First. Love
or Duty
,
WLLK

(JACOB) FEATURES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Ahsea of Desire (Mrs. Seaane Hayakawa)
ALICE BRADY FEATURES
Maternity
The Trap
A Woman Alone
Darkest Russia
ROBERT WARWICK FEATURES
Man of the Hour
Stolen Voice

».
»
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"PROXIES"
(Cosmopolitan-Paramount)
Interesting Picture of Crooks and Redemption

HEN the figure of a crook is the protagonist of a story the pop-to
ular fancy is to bring about his redemption, thus appealing
one's trust in human nature. While such a figure has been presented in screen plays time and again, the novelty of which has worn off
through much repetition, it is always a source of entertainment providingto
the author has utilized adequate incident and action and remembered
has sure-fire qualities
strike a redemptive note. Frank R. Adams' story with
the result that it
which have been caught by the director and players
offers good entertainment.
There is quite a novel development to the story which leads up to a
suspensive climax. Where mist crooks are redeemed before your eyes,
the particular type of this tale has found redemption apart from the actual
scenes. He has been redeemed off page or off screen. The only task
which is his is to keep to the straight and narrow path. That he wanders
in the climax is occasion to furnish a surprise. The hero, a butler, has
been taken into the home of a wealthy benefactor. The maid is his
sweetheart. Thus introduced we sit back and anticipate some lively adventure wondering just how the author will build an effective climax from
a pair of crooks completely reformed. A counter play of romance is
offered in the young lady of the house who is smitten with the attractive
butler. She adores tall, handsome men and her fiance suffers in comparison. There is no beating about the bush here. Every scene is logically
established. When one wants a flashback of the hero's life of crime or
what brought him to redemption, one is given this episode at the proper
time in the story, without the continuity becoming jumbled. He tells his
employer that he discovered an honest life the best — that crooks are
eventually caught — that he went straight for the sake of his sweetheart.
Meanwhile the man of the house is made the party of intrigue by an unscrupulous promoter.
The big punch comes at a reception to the daughter. The schemer invites himself and the butler is advised to interrupt him after a few moments. He overhears the conversation and discovers the damaging eviJ dence being placed in an inner pocket of his coat. So he stages a fake
■ hold-up for no other purpose than to obtain the papers. This done, he
makes his get-away in a melodramatic fashion — to be rewarded for serving
his employer so faithfully. The picture carries a healthy punch throughout, the incident being lively, the action keyed with good suspense. The
interpretation in the hands of Norman Kerry, Zena Keefe, William H.
Tooker and Paul Everton is thoroughly adequate. This is a picture which
is almost certain to get over. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Peter, the butler
Norman Kerry
Clare Conway, the maid
Zena Keefe
Carlotta Darley
Raye Dean
Homer Carleton
Jack Crosby
John Stover
Paul Everton
Cristopher Darley
William H. Tooker
Mrs. Darley
'.
Mrs.Broderick
Schaffer
Detective
Linten
Robert
By Frank R. Adams.
Directed by George D. Baker.
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
is considered
one of which
the most
pictures of the year istheatre
" Proxies,"
a What
Cosmopolitan
production
willdelightful
be shown
The theme deals with criminology
and atthethe
reformation of a crook next
who
is determined to live straight and who has a hard time realizing his desire. He
manages to do so, however, despite his many obstacles and finally wins out in
his
struggle. from
He actually
commitsto athehold-up
and risksof imprisonment
save great
his benefactor
falling victim
wily schemes
another man toto
make simultaneously a fortune and to break into society.
There are many thrills throughout the action which takes place in a palatial
home in which the hero is the butler. As a result of highly dramatic circumstances,
the youth proves himself a real man despite his prison record which is raked up
for the purpose of ruining him. This role is played by Norman Kerry, who has
appeared in support of numerous stars, and who is well known to picture audiences.
Zena Keefe, the leading woman, has a highly sympathetic role. The picture was
directed by George D. Baker from a story by Frank R. Adams. The production
and character portrayals are excellent.
PROGRAM READER
The maid was a crook, the butler a jailbird, and the charming daughter of the
house — well, you won't blame the maid for watching her! And when high finance
and high society get all tangled up in a love knot — well it's a thrill-romance that
snaps like the crack of a whip ! This is the brief outline of " Proxies," a picture of
daring
adventure
— a picture
fairly crackles
with
zip and
" Xfor"
in
" Proxies
" stands
forThethethat
unknown
— love.
The surprises.
rest and
of itofThe
stands
thrills
and adventure.
picture
is a quantity
Cosmopolitan
production
the same
high
calibre asby " Frank
Heliotrope,"
" Straight
Is the
Buried and
Treasure."
was written
R. Adams,
directed
by Way,"
George and
D. "Baker,
acted by Ita
cast of clever players.
CATCH LINES
Would you employ a former convict in your home? It was done in " Proxies,"
the picture at the
next
. See " Proxies."
He was determined to live straight, but in order to save his employer he was
compelled to
. See " Proxies " at the
next
•.

"WHAT'S

A WIFE
WORTH?"
(Robertson-Cole)

Sob-Sister Story Is Stressed With False Sentiment

an acWorth?is "back
a Wife which
"What'ssincerity
Cabanne's
callof Christy
cannot
curate slice
life despite
the earnest
of
the effort. There is an attempt to point a moral here, which is indicated in the inquisitive nature of the title, but the author-director has
introduced such a banal theme and characterization that the premise upon
which it is founded is often lost. We are introduced to a hero who has
had independence enough to run away from home. In a small town he
encounters the ideal girl and after a modest ceremony brings her back to
his erstwhile residence. His father being on the point of death, the youth
doesn't advise him of hi? marriage beeause of the former's wish that he
will marry a girl in his own station of life.
The figure of the youth is not drawn consistently, because he secrets his
bride in the house while he entertains lavishly. Mr. Cabanne has attended more to his dramatic complications than he has to realistic touches,
for a brother of the girl the father has selected, discovers the youth's
marital relations. To keep him silent he is paid off in hush money.
Meanwhile the hero is presented as unduly caddish because of the contrasting shots of his wistful bride pining away from neglect and loneliness. A time comes when the vicious brother of the society girl meets
the young wife and spreads evil gossip concerning her husband. And she
loses sympathy by packing up her duds and leaving the house instead of
coming to some understanding. The wife journeys back to her guardian
and has a miserable life, what with a baby to rear and sustain herself
ONE

properly.
The husband obtains a divorce on the grounds of desertion and marries
the society girl without expressing any conscience in the matter. She is
painted as exactly opposite in temperament to the runaway bride — a
woman devoid of mother love. When her baby dies she suffers no pathos.
The first wife comes back into the action and leaves her baby at the
house without knowing the occupants. An illogical touch. The deception
is played upon the father to make him believe that it is the second wife's.
But a happy ending is achieved when the forlorn bride comes back
through strong maternal love, the reconciliation being effected after the
complications are swept aside. The picture is pitched in a morbid key
with nary a balancing note of humor or contrast. Mr. Cabanne has woven
the story around the power of mother-love but in stressing the sentiment
has overstepped the mark. The offering is well staged and acted. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.THE CAST
Bruce Morrison
Casson Ferguson
Rose Kendall
Ruth Renick
Her Aunt
Cora Drew
Jane Penfield
Virginia Caldwell
James Morrison
Alec Francis
Henry Burton
Howard Gaye
Mrs. Penfield
Lillian Langdon
Murray Penfield
Maxfield Stanley
Dr. Durant
Charles Wyngate
The Girl in the retrospect
Helen Lynch
By William Christy Cabanne.
Directed by William Christy. Cabanne.
Photographed by Georges Benoit.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"What's a Wife Worth?" the new production written and directed by William
Christy
Cabanne, who was
the next
author of " The . Stealers,"
will isbe athecomedy-drama
feature attrac-of
tion at the
theatre
The offering
the highest type. While it is calculated to send the audience away with something
to think about, it cannot be called a sermon or preachment. It discusses a problem
of
every-day
life theme
and while
question
the picture
answers
it. The
has tothedo title
with puts
the the
marriage
of thethe sonstory
of aofwealthy
man
and a sweet village girl. Conniving parasites and wealth seekers succeed in bringing
about an estrangement and divorce. The boy marries again and the village girl
is thrown upon her own resources to care for herself and an infant son. The
wealthy
fatherhasdiesseveral
and theinteresting
son's second
marriage iswhich
a rank eventually
failure. lead up to a
The plot
developments
reconciliation of the boy and his first wife. The picture carries a host of interesting
scenes which are dramatically effective and reaches a climax of compelling strength.
Mr. Cabanne's cast includes Casson Ferguson, Alec Francis, Howard Gaye, Virginia
Caldwell, Ruth Renick and others.
PROGRAM READER
"What's
a
Wife
Worth?"
is the title. ofThisthe production
picture which
presentedtasteat
the
theatre next
stagedwillinbeexcellent
by William Christy Cabanne, the author-director of the artistic picture, " The
Stealers," produces a drama of compelling force which is certain to make men and
women in every walk of life think deeply. Patrons will see how a bride was concealed in the home of her father-in-law without his knowledge — how circumstances
over which they had no control, parted an ideally mated couple — how man gets
and forgets and how woman gives and forgives. The picture has a theme based
upon romance — a romance which is fraught with deep emotions. A splendid cast
interprets the play — a cast that is headed by Casson Ferguson.
SUGGESTIONS
If
you
played
Cabanne's
"
The
Stealers,"
you announce
have an idea
his latest " What's a Wife Worth?"
You can
that ofthewhat
new constitutes
picture is
of the same high calibre of entertainment. You can bill it as a most engrossing
play of a marital mix-up. Bill it as a tale of sunbeams and shadows. Hook up
with
storesonexploiting
the title —title.
" Is Your
New
?"
Start women's
controversies
the interrogative
Your Wife
artist Worth
can geta out
some effective cards for lobby displays. Snipe advertising containing nothing but the bare
name of the picture, without mention of the theatre, will be of incalculable benefit
to
the exhibitor's box-office. A simple prologue based upon a dance would be
effective.
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"DIANE
OF
STAR
HOLLOW"
(Producers Security Corp. — State Rights)

Motion

Picture

News

"THE
OATH"
(Mayflower-First National )

A Complex Story, W ell Acted and Entertaining Because

Rather Disappointing in Spite of Faultless Production

of Action
consensus of opinion of this picture will be, we believe, that it
belongs to the higher grade of independent offerings. This can be
said despite several apparent faults, the chief of which are an
unusually complex story, a super-abundance of titles not very humanly
written, and the stress laid upon minor incidents which tend to slow up
the motion of the storyWhat " Diane of Star Hollow " has, however, is a perfectly efficient cast,
plenty of action brought about without straining the logic of the plot,
and as its basis a dramatic story. There are two characters in the story
who make up a counterplot. The main plot could have been developed
without them, and as the human interest and romance they supply is not
exceptional, they serve only to befuddle the mind. Counterplots whose
connection with the main story is of the slimmest sort harm rather than
enhance a picture. The titles are not of the appealing type and the
dictionary carries no such word as " unsuspicioned."
A really worth while point in the favor of this production is that it
pictures a phase of American life seldom touched upon on the screen.
And that is life in an Italian colony in the rural districts. The characters
are not of the peanut-stand emigrant type, but rather the middle class
Italian who has risen to a higher plane of society. One title chides them
for their fanatical religious practices. It will not please an Italian-American audience.
Bernard Durning makes an excellent hero. Avoiding the tendency to
be too heroic, he is a normal, clean-cut member of the Mounted Police
endeavoring to root out a band of criminals. He falls in love with the
daughter of the leader of the band. Evelyn Greeley plays the part, and
while not a true Italian type, she has a charming screen personality and
adds greatly to the romantic spots in the story. The others are all good
types and good actors. The story concerns the round up of the criminals,
who, though they were suspected of being horse thieves, turn out to be
counterfeiters. The action entertains and the picture works up to a good
climax with the capture of the band. There are several beautiful exterior
shots. It should have a successful career on the independent market. —
Length, 6 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Sergeant Patrick Scott
Bernard Durning
Diane Orsini
Evelyn Greeley
Bob Hascum
Albert Hart
Allesandro Orsini
George Majeroni
Carlotta Orsini
Sonia Marcelle
Dick Harrison
Freeman Wood
Father Lorenzo
Fuller Mellish
D. Crispi
George E. Romain
Pietro
Joseph Granby
Dr. Ogden
Charles Mackey
Jessie
May Hopkins
Jessie's Mother
Julia Neville
Directed by O. L. Sellers.
Story by David Potter.

iif I "A HE OATH" is rather disappointing in spite of the fact that the
I
plot is unusual and that it has been splendidly acted, excellently
staged and very well directed. Why the production misses fire
does not seem apparent unless one is to examine closely the way the story
has been developed.
Basically as picture material this is a mystery story founded on the
" Who committed the murder? " idea, but the mystery part of the tale ii
given small development, with the hero, whom the audience knows positively to be innocent of the crime for which he is arrested, because he i»
the hero, the only one ever connected with the affair. Also the love
interest is obvious, since the story concerns two couples married soon
after the picture begins. The only question then is how will the scenaroist
get the two estranged couples back together again, and this is a long time
in the telling, involving a trial for murder in which Conway Tearle is
acquitted on the perjured evidence of his friend, while his wife remains
silent.
There is a trace of an underlying thought in the picture that when told
in William J. Locke's novel, " Idols," from which this was adapted, no
doubt overshadowed the circumstantial evidence part of the story; but
this has not been and could not be made an integral part of the photoplay.
Even as the picture stands there are too many titles, most of which were
absolutely necessary to explain what the scenes were about.
This is a drama without a villain and a mystery story with a murder
never explained. It is because of this apparent paradox that as a picture
" The Oath " presents shortcomings.
However, it is quite possible that the splendid production and the
popular cast may make up for the faults mentioned and in consequence
audiences probably will find the picture interesting. — Length. 7806 ft. —
J. S. Dickerson.THE CAST
Minna Hart
Miriam Cooper
Israel Hart
Robert Fischer
Hugh Coleman
Conway Tearle
Gerard Merriam
Henry Clive
Anna Cassaba
Ricca Allen
Irene Lansing
Anna Q. Nilsson
Adapted
from Directed
the novelby " R.Idols,"
by William J. Locke. Edited and titled by
Ralph
Spence.
A. Walsh.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
Announcement is made of the booking of " The Oath," an adaptation of William
J. Locke's famous novel, " Idols," for the
theatre for a
days' engagement beginning
.
"
The
Oath
''
is
a
First
National
attraction
directed
by
R. A. Walsh with an
all star cast of unusual talents and reputation.
In the leading roles are Miriam Cooper and Conway Tearle, while in supporting
parts
Allen. are to be found Anna Q. Nilsson, Henry Clive, Robert Fischer and Ricca
The picture is a strong drama presenting a problem that perhaps always arises
when a Gentile marries a Jewess, with the dramatic incident supplied by the fact
that the stantial
wife'sevidence.
fatherAmong
is murdered
and theofhusband
accusedis an
of the
crime court
on circumthe features
the picture
English
scene
most painstakingly produced.
The picture has been most artistically produced and stands as a perfect example
of what an all star production should be. Each role is played with a skill that
sets a new standard in screen acting.
" The sented Oath
" isfeature
one ofofFirst
National's " Big Five " productions and is preas a super
real worth.

THE

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
An unusual screen attraction is scheduled for the
theatre on
.
It is " Diane of Star Hollow." This picture was made by the same producers who
offered
Bearcat
Went whoDry,"
ago.
Starring thein startling
this latestsuccess,
picture "isWhen
Bernard
Durning,
playsnotthemany
part months
of a young
sergeant of the Pennsylvania Mounted Police.
The picture is filled with interest from beginning to end. The story concerns
the activities of a band of counterfeiters and their eventual round-up by the
Mounted. Filmed in a wild and mountainous country, there is an admirable background for the thrilling action.
Also in this picture is Evelyn Greeley, who played opposite Durning in " When
Bearcat
Dry,"of and
who here hasShe,an with
attractive
role as are
the an
daughter
of theof
leader of Went
the band
counterfeiters.
Mr. Durning,
ideal pair
screen lovers, and through their work in this picture, the romantic strain is developed to the highest degree.
" Diane
Star audience
Hollow "heart
is oneandof soul
those into
rare the
productions
reachstory.
the screen
which
carryof the
atmospherewhich
of the
It is
a picture you will not want to miss. It will be shown at the
theatre
for
days beginning
.
PROGRAM READER
is seldomIt that
such ancarries
unusual
" Diane
Star Hollowof "itsreaches
theIt screen.
faithfully
the picture
audienceas into
the ofatmosphere
story,
which is laid in the mountainous country of Pennsylvania. Bernard Durning, well
remembered
for also
his work
in " When
Went Dry,"
leadingin role
and in the cast
is Evelyn
Greeley,Bearcat
who played
oppositeplays
Mr. the
Durning
his
former success. Together they see to it that the romance is not forgotten in a
picture that abounds in thrills and excitement.
" Diane of Star Hollow," it is expected, will meet with unusual favor when it
appears at the
theatre on
. The public have long been waiting for all
a picture
that is " different,"
and screen
" Diane success
of Star— action,
Hollow thrills,
" is all romance,
of that.
It has
the ingredients
of a sure-fire
pathos and humor, and at the same time a logical, clean, and absorbing story.
SUGGESTIONS
" Diane of Star Hollow " has the same two principals who played in " When
Bearcat
you thehavesameplayed
this picture
well to Bernard
mention
this
fact,Went
also Dry."
stating Ifthat
producers
made itthewould
two bepictures.
Durning is now a director, but he has played in several pictures recently as a star.
Try to get over the atmosphere of the story in your ad copy, mentioning that it
concerns the activities of the Mounted Police. The title has not a poetic sound,
but
certainly an appealing one, and the stickers illustrated in the press book should
be useful.

PROGRAM READER
The
theatre announces for its feature film for the engagement beginning ," The Oath," a Mayflower-R. A. Walsh production adapted from
the famous novel by William J. Locke, " Idols " and one of First National's " Big
Five series, along with " The Kid," " Man — Woman — Marriage," etc.
" The
Oath on" isan a instance
combination
a problem
play and
a mystery
The problem is built
of a ofGentile
marrying
a Jewess
and story.
the mystery
part
ofthe thehusband
picture isisunjustly
in connection
with
as
to
who
murdered
the
wife's
father,
of which
accused.
The picture
well audience.
constructed dramatic climaxes and will hold the
attention
of the has
most many
hardened
SUGGESTIONS
Make much of the novel from which this picture has been adapted with extra
emphasis on the all star cast and R. A. Walsh as director. Play up the " Big
Five " idea linking the picture with the other First Nationals of the quintet, espeThe Kidto "English
and " stories
Man — Woman
youexploit
don't the
thinkEnglish
your
patrons cial y "object
there is— Marriage."
an opportunityIf to
court room scene with perhaps a prologue built on it. Stage plays that have such
scenes
" The Butterfly
on the Wheel
and Barrie's
Leonoria."
Both areareobtainable
from booksellers,
from " which
good ideasLegend
may beofobtained
for
an original number.
CATCH LINES
Another " Big Five " production that equals " The Kid " and " Man — Woman —
Marriageenacted
" in point
of entertainment
and originality. A big picture from a great
novel
by a notable
cast.
A
great
picture
from
a
world
famous
" Idols,"all bystarWilliam
directed by R. A. Walsh and enacted by annovel.
exceptional
cast. J. Locke,
Presenting the age old problem, shall the Jew and Gentile marry? A vivid dramatic story of four people whose lives were linked by love and tradition.
Exhibitors

Box
Will

Office

Reports

Appear

Next

Week
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"WHAT
"THE

BIG

HAPPENED

TO

ADVENTURE"

(Universal)

(Goldwyn)
Mabel Has a Mediocre One Here

Simple Heart Interest Picture Carries Some Appeal
ONE can always bank upon a story in which is incorporated a juvenile hero as something which carries a strong hsart interest appeal. Wise is the author who can point a sufficient contrast between abrutal parent and his tender offspring. By simply stressing the
conflict the drama is made effective with those patrons who indulge in
sentiment. The first reel of this offering seems unnecessarily frank in
pointing the contrast. A deal of "close-up" action is presented with a
brutal father known as " Whisky Jos," deliberately going out of his way
to punish his ragged child. This is all very effective in emphasizing the
pathos of the youngster's life, nevertheless, it is unpleasant to witness.
The lad and his dog run away to bs adopted by a kind family. Before
this is accomplished some incident is offered concerning the tiny hero's adventure in a box-car and with a group of tramps. The unkempt gentry
are lugged off to a courtroom by a comedy sheriff and the boy tugs at the
heart-strings with his tale of torture. The next element introduced is the
romance with his benefactor failing to respond to the subtle advances of a
girl also a figure of adoption in the same house. The brutal, drunken
father takes to the ties and houses himself in a deserted shack. When he
goes begging for food the author's discretion allows him to call at the new
home of his boy. With the grown-ups all away he steals the family plate
and kidnaps the child. The girl spies him and going to the rescue is
about to be made a victim of the brute's lustful nature, when the hero
appears and saves the two orphans.
The picture is incidental in action, though there is a semblance of continuity in the scenes. The tiny star and his white bull terrier, the railroad atmosphere, the dominant note of heart interest — these are sufficient
to compel attention of these who are free from hard-boiled attitudes.
Reeves Eason, Jr. (commonly known as Breezy) is a precocious youngster
before the camera and plays his part to the manner born. He is one
of the few child players who is able to interpret juvenile character without impressing the spectator with the idea that he is being constantly
coached. He is never camera conscious. " The Big Adventure," as a
title, is sort of misleading, but it carries enough dramatic values to satisfy
the onlooker. There is not much to it and it is quite overdrawn, but it
serves its purpose. The supporting cast is adequate. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Patches
Reeves Eason, Jr.
Old Whiskers
Fred Herzog
John Wellborn
Lee Shumway
Mrs. Lane
Mollie Shafer
Sally
Gertrude Olmstead
By James Edward Hungerford.
Scenario by George Pyper.
Directed by Reaves Eason.
PRESS NOTICE-STORY
"
Breezy
"
Eason,
the
four
year principal
old youngster,
who at
is causing
throughon
his marked talent, will be the
attraction
the a sensationtheatre
of
week
in
"
The
Big
Adventure."
The
story
deals
a little waif of the slums who runs away from a brutal stepfather and gets with
into
an amazing tangle of adventures. He hops a freight train accompanied by his faithful dog, Mickey, and the spectator next finds him hobnobbing with a party of
tramps in a neighboring town. When the latter are arrested and taken to court,
the waif is permitted his liberty upon the condition that he is adopted.
A young lawyer takes him out to his home and places him under the guardianship
of his sister. There it is that the youngster meddles in a love affair between his
benefactor and an orphan girl living in the house. When he is kidnapped by his
stepfather, the girl goes to the rescue. But she is made a victim until the lawyer
takes matters into his own hands and effects their escape. The picture is marked
for
its human
whichgiven
punctuate
the action
everyThescene.
The star's
father,
Reaves touches
Eason, has
the picture
adequatein nearly
direction.
supporting
cast
is excellent.
PROGRAM^READER
A kidcomes
and atodog
will be featured
in "next
The Big Adventure,"
which
the
theatre
andthe Universal
. Forpicture
those
who
kids and
(and who
who manages
doesn't), toit find
will happiness
be a delightful
It is like
a picture
of a dogs
tiny waif
with hisentertainment.
dog despite
the brutality of his stepfather. The action takes him on a freight train when he
runs away from home, places him in company with a group of tramps, permits
him to be adopted by a kind family, allows him to meddle in a love affair, and
finishes by showing him rescued from a cruel adventure. The picture is well filled
with human touches and sends out a sympathetic chord in its presentation. Breezy
Eason, declared to be one of the real talented juveniles of the screen, is starred.
SUGGESTIONS
You can get out some effective posters on black compo board describing the
merits of this picture. A good stunt would be to erect blackboards around your
lobby and dialogue written on them in the vernacular of a boy ignorant of good
spelling, etc. Twisting the letters about will invite attention. Have your artist
paint tiona idealikeness
of a ragged
and would
a bull beterrier.
be a good
exploita-of
too. Another
goodboystunt
to haveThis
an would
artist draw
the outline
a foot board
andlooksunder
the and
sign:it "Breezy
Eason,
(His drawings
Mark). supposed
The black-to
like theit paint
best bet,
can be filled
with Jr.funny
represent
a
youngster's
idea
of
drawing.
Use
the
idea
for
newspaper
space
also.
Bill it as a most interesting heart interest drama presenting a wonderful child actor.
catchTines
Come
and
see
the
child
wonder,
Breezy Eason, Jr., in " The Big Adventure.'' A
picture of heart tugs and juvenile adventure.

IT'S a difficult task trying to find a point of interest in Mabel Normand's latest picture, "What Happened to Rosa?" The comedienne
ROSA
who has established a healthy
following
" through her ability to burlesque life, an ability appreciated by those who have witnessed her in
some past successes, has a sorry time trying to put over a woefully weak
comedy effort. It may be that there are patrons who will find amusement
in the offering. If so they will be picturegoers who are easily satisfied.
The story is so palpably pointless — so devoid in incident and action — so
hopelessly overstretched — that it doesn't seem to have a chance with the
majority who patronize the screen. In fact it is quite juvenile in theme
and characterization, relying entirely upon a single-track plot which is
stretched to the limit to keep it going.
Given half a chance the star can always score, but the burden of " What
Happened to Rosa? " nearly overwhelms her. The principal figure is a
drab clerk whose days spent behind a department store counter, and
whose nights, dragged out in a furnished room, are sufficient to make her
an unromantic figure. She dreams of an ideal and taking advantage of a
customer whose profession is fortune telling, she is told that she is the
reincarnated spirit of a Spanish senorita. If she will believe in this hokuspokus romance will come to her. So the star is permitted to flit from one
disguise to another. It is all very simple and naive. The interest is never
sustained because the plot is so frothy. Miss Normand indulges in some
familiar slapstick when she cuts tip a caper or two, but the tiny thread of
story is so tender that she never has a chance to get into character.
The pointless plot will be appreciated when the spectator takes into
account the steamboat excursion and the star's efforts to find romance.
She goes attired as a Spanish senorita, jumps into the water, exchanges
clothes with an alley ragamuffin, and bounces into the hero's office. This
is the height of juvenile high jinks. After locking herself in an inner
chamber she spies her Carmenesque costume, which was picked up by the
doctor when she took the plunge, and arranging a quick change emerges
as the senorita again. Thus the hero discovers that she is the girl who
charmed him on the boat. One can see the end approaching from the
first reel in this picture of spineless incident. The offering is the last of
the star's Goldwyn releases. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Mayme Ladd
Mabel Normand
Doctor Drew
Hugh Thompson
Gwendolyn
Doris Pawn
Peacock
Tully Marshall
Madame
O'Donnelly
Eugenie
Jim
BusterBesserer
Trew
By
Pearl
Curran.
Directed by Victor Schertzinger.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
Mabel Normand, the Goldwyn comedienne, will make her appearance at the
theatrethenext
in "audience
What Happened
Rosa,"
a picture
culated to rouse
risibilities of an
because ofto its
consistent
vein cal-of
humor and its laugh provoking incident. The star plays the part of a department
store clerk whose drab existence behind the counter in the daytime and in her
poorlytionfurnished
flat however,
at night and
prevents
romance
coming to she
her.wonders
Her imaginacolors her life
as sheanyscans
the magazines
if she
will ever fall in love with a dark, handsome man. A seeress visits the store on a
bargain day and leaves her card.
The girl taking advantage of it calls and is told that romance will come to her
if she will believe that she is a Spanish senorita in the spirit. The clerk finds the
correct costume and attends a masquerade ball on the excursion steamer and
actually falls in love with the man of her heart. The picture is a quaint little
study in romance and affords the spectator plenty of amusement. Miss Normand
contributes a colorful performance and is well supported by Hugh Thompson and
others. Victor Schertzinger directed from a story by Pearl Curran.
PROGRAM READER
She had never known romance. Working all day behind the stocking counter in
a department store wasn't conducive to entertaining romance. And going home of
aromance
night tofrom
a furnished
room didn'tShehelpwasmatters
much.
So thethat
girl she
conjured
up
her imagination.
told by
a seeress
was the
reincarnation of a Spanish senorita and if she believed herself as such romance
would come to her. And the girl believed and fell in love — fell in love with a
dark, handsome man. This is by way of explaining the story or synopsis of Mabel
Normand's latest
to Rosa,"
to —thea
theatre photoplay,
next " What. ItHappened
is a charming,
quaint which
study incomes
romance
romance tinctured with a fine flavor. And the star contributes a colorful interpretation.
SUGGESTIONS
You can bill this as an appropriate study for the Goldwyn comedienne. Bring
out
that
it
offers
a
quaint
'
romance
bornTellfromthatthesheimagination.
Presentamusestills
of the star
various
disguises— inone
here.
will afford
ment. Youincanherstage
a prologue
imitation
of the Capitol,
New much
York. This
theatre staged a setting after a department store jeounter on bargain day with an
ensemble of clerks, floorwalkers, and customers, bustling about singing an appropriate number. Use appropriate music with a Spanish theme dominant throughAsk your patrons
circular letters
or through
a teaser
believeout.in fortune
tellers. inImmediately
following
state that
Mabelcampaign
Normandif they
believed
in them to her advantage.
CATCH LINES
The fortune teller told her she was the reincarnation of a Spanish senorita and
that she would have a lovely romance. See Mabel Normand in " What Happened
to Rosa."
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musical trick in this case. Of course, the pianELIMINATE IMITATIONS
ist has the advantage over the big orchestra in
By F. L. GRANNIS
this
respect,
because
he can score.
" go the limit,"
(Continued from page 2678)
without
writing
an elaborate
shot was
tures of the presentation. When inthisthepistol
What
I
wish
to
do
in
this
particular
synopsii
that
was the tension picture audience
fired, so great screamed
forgotten
was
the
and
is
to
enable
the
director
to
see
his
opportunity
women.
several
.
for almost a minute.
caused us to elimi- rather than indicate anything hard and fast
theseonhave
Suchnate allexperiences
comedies, and it is asa (although it could be used just as it is).
except
" effects " as
should be treated
question whether most comedies however,
FOR A BIG ORCHESTRA
are another
Comedies,
lightly as theyareare.
. . .
now dealing with features.in thinking
subject. We
mistake
a
make
I want to organize a group within the orchesMusicians are apt to
that their audience hears every number that is being
tra— say some second violins, violas, a 'cello,
too frequently
is used
the numberthat
thatwillif complain
and
played
the same thing is a bass, drums — this group to play a "neutral
the audience
a matter ot growl " all through the film. The director can
again. Fortoaseach
over and over is
being played
picture,
played
fact if the proper setting
because
playedwith
know what isin being
a " growl." What I mean is a single
won't
the audience
the write
harmony
thoroughly
so
is
music
the
phrase that agitates like below. Now, no matter
atattract
doesn't
it
that
of the
back
thought tention
becomes a part of the picture.
and picture
to itself
that
should realize part
picture, a musician
In viewing a are
taken to bring out a certain made
certain scenes
J. J21 ^.UJ^.JJi
scenes are
Frequently, wonderful
of the story.
simply
which are most elaborate, but which areofused
story.
the
part
vital
but
small
one
to bring out
scenes Very few, what else is done, the growl, monotonous, alWe refer particularly to ballroomjust
to show a lot ot
most maddening (surely to the men who play
if any, ballroom scenes areyoutaken
of it, it it) must
stop to think picture
When
people dancing.uninterest
be continued. It must be loud enough
of
a
see
to
just
ing
would be very
ball- to be very prominent. It must be flexible —
wonderful
these
Now
dancing.
people
of scenes
a lot room
subtle
some
show
to
taken
are invariably
thus the conductor must swell it, diminish it,
The musithe story.
emotion that is vital to action
dramatic
and give it lull chop it, agitate it, dull it, as the picture indician should carefully note such only
is played on such
dance music
support because if sure
cates. Thus, in the first situation, adapt it as becover up the dramatic actiong
scenes it is almost and, into fact,
from registerin
it
keep
weak
it
and make
is
musician
-it all Here is a place where the average
scene into playing
carried away by the beauty of the
s-his-name
by " what
number mistake
dancea serious
wonderful
some
than otherwise.
and it is more often
the sole obwith
prepared
are
sheets
cue
t
Paramoun
supkind esofevery
the enab
the feature
giving
jectportof that
low to bring out its sickening stomach sensareal, that
storyof seem
makesthethestory
andbe
full
its
to
"
register
"
to
bit
al
tion. In the skating episode, snow falling, hundramatic
slight
lowered literally, it will
when these cue sheets are
to the music
dred miles an hour, put it as below : In shootis never attracted the
found that the attention
picture
is wholly on
the contrary
itself, butIT onBELONG
of
S !
,
WHERE
te colm ^
m^itl
substitu
a
carry
always
sheets
cue
nt
Paramou
his
to choose
musical director specified
OOO ' OOO
umn which enables any of
but
,
numbers
the
instead
own selections kind of music should be used.
tells him what
ns, temperaabove to musiciaspirit
ing rapids, it is to be staccato, etc. It can be
The references smade
.of critia to show
inring
notof made
are
mistake
and
ments
that made awfully funny and can get the audience
endeavo
cism but rather in a spir.t
properly, must up on its feet.
a musician, in order to play the pictures
himself or his ideals and give the picture the
forget stage.
Against the background just indicated, all
front
the ideas can be used as follow herewith for
giunuiiiiiiiiiiiiuilini tiiium imiii ■■iurn ■ntiti ■iiiihihii 11■iitm ■innui mnuni m raimiraiiuiiDiiiiffl
SMALLER ORCHESTRA
I Picture Musicians Series |
" They call this the top." Bring out your jazz
hounds and let the saxaphone shriek taking
sinjippi,
the climaxes with a long whop; play the fiercest
Garden Theatre, Charleston,
E. Henry Silas, Organist,
South Carolina
of a widely known
Bom in Paris, in 1865, and comes
a vocal and instrumental
musical family. His mother, years
with the
connected
instructress, was for many
as accomd' ensemble) ; her
in Paris (Classes
Grand Opera
aid as
solicited
panist. The late Madam Marchesi
Edward
her perfect work. composer,
accompanist, admiring
of Mr. Silas,
Silas, of London, was the uncle
and practically the private organist of Queen Victoria
time. seven, developed
,
'
during his life
Mr. E. Henry Silas, from a child of and
improvising
a surprising faculty forof memorizing
a
his mother : who, being
music, to the dismay
to liberties being
scholar of the old school, objected
His
masters.
the
of
s
taken with the compositionduring her lifetime. Later,
mother was his instructress
his
Mr. Silas studied medicine and washimfinishing
to join his
law compelled in the
course, when militaryserved
French
five years
Colors. Mr. Silas
Band of his cavalry
Army; three years in the Military
the French
of good services,
recognition
company. In sent
Commissioner to
Assistant
as
him
Government
conthe make
At
_
1893.
in
Fair,
World's
Chicago, clusiontoof thetheexhibition, Mr. Silas decided to
business life for a
his home in America. Trying for
any work other
time, and finding himself unfit
to his
than his vocation — music — Mr. Silasof returned
old love, and is today considered one the best artists
in his profession. ■ L INGRAIIAM.

More Cues For Short
Reel Subjects
In slightly different style, please note how I
am trying to give the conductor full liberty and
yet a quite explicit set of instructions for the
quaint reel, " Thrills."
" THRILhS "
The musical director will be in his glory in
this picture. It is an opportunity such as he
adores. He can, if he is so inclined, use his
ideas of imitation to the limit. Here is an instance where it would be perfectly agreeable to
matimitate every single move in the film. Nowith
a
ter what happens, it can be exaggerated

Picture

News

tion).
craziest, jazzy ragtime (at your own discreAt title " Ski-jumping," " Ride of the
Valkyrs" (Walkure), speeding it up and up to
the climax of the " One Hundred Miles an
Hour." At title " Thrills and Bumps " play
" Funeral March of a Marionette," (use the bass
drum freely). At title "Sky Sign Building" —
dead silence of everything — all through this episode. (This effect will be truly startling and
will create an intense suspense.)
At title " Retarding Wild Waves " climax
from " Flying Dutchman " overture. (Use the
wind backstage.) At title "Marooned" use
Grieg's " Ase's Death." At " Fireman Life
Saving Method " — return to " Ride of the
At title " Candidate for the Hereafter " return
to "Funeral March of a Marionette" (make it
very
much accented and ritardo, also burlesque
Valkyrs."
as much as possible).
At title " Felling a Smoke-Stack " revert to
" Ride of the Valkyrs," but instruct the drum
mers and tympanists to rumble up to a big cli
max where the chimney falls.
At title " Destroying Booze " use " Drink to
me only with thine eyes" (burlesque) with a
sudden bang on drums at blow-up.
From title " Dynamiting " use Valkyr music
right to end of locomotive crash — using plenty
of drums and cymbals.
At "America" play the national anthem to
the end.
Note. — Use lots of ritardos, accelerandos, and
pauses at every thrill — where they fit best.
FOR SMALL ORCHESTRAS
Substitute — Instead of " Valkyrs " music use
any music that mounts to a climax — thus, Rach
maninoff's C minor Prelude (middle part).
Instead of " Ase's Death " music of solemn,
such as " There she goes, on her toes, all
dressed
Sunday "clothes."
Insteadup ofin "her
Dutchman
use RachmaninofFs
C minor Prelude.
Instead of "Ase's Death?" music of solemn,
still, minor strain.

Stage setting of the Capitol theatre, St. Paul, used in connection with the engagement of
Katlterine Stang, violinist. Lowell Calvert is managing director
IBS WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY. NIW TOM
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about

any

you get for the

purchase price. The "cheap"
is usually the most extravagant.

purchase

Simply and briefly: The relation of
thing.
first cost to final economy is the important

Producers, distributors and exhibitors
generally concede that Rothacker Prints
are the most desirable from the standpoint
of screen brilliancy, security, service and
general satisfaction. As a matter of fact,
the many savingsin Rothacker Prints and
Rothacker Service soon cancel the slight
difference in first cost over less beautiful
and less durable prints.
There are many who still believe that
Rothacker Prints are "too expensive"
but actually this is not the case. You will
probably be very much surprised to
learn how little more Rothacker Prints
really cost.

by

0

There are
Come and

reasonssee them.

Founded 1910
WattcrtoD R Rothacker

APRIL

30,

1921

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

BUSINESS

BOOMING!

^ Late telegraphic reports from Los Angeles tell of
a dozen new production companies starting work
this week.
•J A new national distributing organization entered
the field last week.
fj The way is being prepared to release some of the
big specials for general exhibition.
•I These are days when you can't miss an issue or a
page of your trade paper. And you can count on
it that
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psgggl O T H I N G short of a mirror could
J
I equal a RITCH EY poster in revealing
£3>sa&Jll the full beauty of Kay Laurell's face
and form. The advantage that the RITCH EY
poster has over the mirror

lies in the fact that

the poster can be displayed in the exhibitor's
lobby. So displayed it is bound to attract
every

person

to whom

a

beautiful

woman

appeals, - and the appeal of feminine beauty
is practically universal. The one, three, and
six sheet
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set for
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EVEALING

the intimate

crets of the royal romance
changed

the course

tion. The
gettable, moving

through

and splendor have
motion

se^
that

of civilize

love picture unfor^
scenes that in sweep

never been approached

in

pidture art.

Made by Europe's foremost director, the
man who created "Passion. " With a cast of
7,000, headed by Henny Porten, the screen's
greatest emotional actress, and Emil Jannings,
the king of "Passion."
Seven months in the
cities, cathedrals,
stupendous
And

palaces, abbeys, built on

throbbing
and

beat of the

Adolph

Whole
a

scale.

tic splendor

mother

making.

through

all the gigari'

spectacle

is the heart-

girl who

came

to be the

of a queen !
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If
GRIFFITHS

DREAM
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Things

We

Can

And
TO

THE

Prove
Defy

Anyone

To

Disprove

EXHIBITORS:

j
Dramatic Comedy
Suggested by
Characters of
!
%omas

This

day of high

competition

battles in advertising, through
and every possible means
What

the press, word

of mouth

of communication.

follows is not an idle statement :

Four
i

burke

leads to aggressive

years

ago,

the

Washington

Herald

said:

"Griffith is the only producer who can put his pictures
into the theaters at two dollars, and have them so satisfy
the public that he can keep his pictures there.*'
This is as true today as when
all words

it was written, despite

to the contrary.
I

Anyone who has the money to spend can bring pictures into New York, advertise them heavily; and if they
do not meet the public's approval,
long as the money holds out.
[
But from
BIRTH

one end of the country

OF

A

NATION,"

continue

at a loss as
I

to the other, "THE

"HEARTS

OF

THE

WORLD"
and "WAY
DOWN
EAST," have had
profitable engagements in each and every city played,
including New York; and these ARE
STILL THE
!
ONLY
pictures that have done this. If you think otherwise, YOU ARE BEING DECEIVED.
"DREAM
STREET," Mr. Griffith's latest picture,
has met with exactly the same reception as his other plays.
"HEARTS

OF

THE

WORLD,"

when

first shown,

UNITED
AI2TI

STS

CORPORATION
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PICKFORD
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President

did

1

not make

a big impression.

it was not another

DAVID

Even
WARK

the men

The

critical comment

said

"Birth of a Nation."
who

had

managed

"The

Birth of a

Nation" refused to manage this play because they said
it would never be successful. Yet, until the war suddenly ended, it was

GRIFFITHS

produced.

Almost

one of the most successful
as successful

plays ever

as had been "The

Birth

of a Nation."
"D

When "Way Down East" came out, the same criticisms were made — that it was not another "Birth of a

RE

AM

Nation." They were waiting for the Ku Klux Klan to
come, and did not see the climax that was to be as powerful to the people as the famous ride.

STR

EET

"

And

now

with "Dream

Street" the same is said again,

only this time it is compared to "Way Down East" which
the critics NOW
accept as a classic; apparently forgetting what was said when it was first shown.
"Dream Street" is not another "Way Down East."
It is an entirely different picture. But the great masses,
including

the swaggerest

and the equally important
well dressed, have
night

(when

turned

away

the Ku

Klux

people

Fifth Avenue

people of other streets, not so

flocked

to see it. Up

this is written)
than from

from

more

to the sixth

people

any picture in history.

ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MARY
PICK.FORD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
D. W. GRIFFITH
HIRAM ABI5AMS
President

been
True,

do not ride to the rescue, nor is there a

great ice flow— but there is SOMETHING.
even greater than these.

UNITED

have

Perhaps

There

Is A

Grandeur

"Dream
It appeals
longings.
—and

Street"

About

Thai

Floods

to the highest decencies

It awakens

brings a serene

Faith — and

The

Heart

and the cleanest

Hope — and

public.

"It will have a following
anything

says:

Griffith has done."

Mr.

finds it : "A spark-

ling gem — a thing of rare distinction.
like trash when

'Dream

"D
RE
AM
GRIFFITHS

as great, if not greater, than

Mr. Weller, of the N. Y. Review,

seem

Rush,

WARK

Love

certainty into the hearts of the

As the astute critic for "Variety" — Mr.

DAVID

classed with

Other

Mr.

pictures

Griffith's; and

Street' is a masterpiece."

"In popularity,

it should

"

EET

STR

be a 'Main

Street' of the

The proof of this picture's power
only on the Broadway showing, where

is not based
its success is

films."— N. Y. Sun.

truly sensational.
It has been tried in the picture theaters.
In Middletown,
within fourteen
"Way

Down

New

York,

dollars as much

the second

night drew

as the second

night for

East" — and this was the last week

At Yonkers,

after the matinee

of people clamored

showing,

in Lent.

thousands

that night for seats — hundreds

stood

and not a person left.
It is, indeed, a picture for the people, high and low.
UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MARV

PICKFOR-D

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

D. W. GR.IFFITH
HIRAM ABRAMS
President

!
A

Noble,

Splendid

Picture—

"With

moments

of inspiration — moments

DAVID
great soul could

WARK

supreme
The

in the motion
Very

touch

RE

AM

that makes

Griffith

picture world." — TV.. Y. Mail.

Winds

of

Beauty

"D

a

produce." — TV. Y. Globe.

"It has that indefinable
GRIFFITHS

only

Blow

Across

"Easily the most artistic picture which

Mr.

It

Griffith

has ever made." — TV. Y. Commercial.
"Beautiful

STR

EET

*

onlookers'
5

"As

scenes

fairly swim

before

the delighted

eyes." — TV. Y . Telegram.

full of surprises as a Christmas

one of the artistic triumphs

pudding,

it is

of the year." — TV. Y . Tele-

graph.
A

Quick

Action

Swarms
to

a High

Suspense

• "It grips the spectators — with a vitality so often lacking in motion
"Holds
American.
"Too

pictures." — TV. Y . Times.

your interest from

high

praise cannot

and skill with which the dramatic
N. Y. Evening World.

start to finish." — TV. Y .

be given

effects are achieved." —

"Griffith's sheer genius is revealed
Telegram.
UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
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PICKFORD
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HIRAM ABfcAMS
President

the direction

again." — TV. Y.

The

Players

Know

Secret

That

Language

of

the

DAVID

Screen

In the leading roles are :

WARK

Ralph Graves as James "Spike" McFadden, who conquers the girls with his golden voice, and the men with

"D
RE
AM
GRIFFITHS

his bold fists, and reigns king of the district.
"I have seen no better screen actor than Ralph
Graves. He has dash, youth, facial expression and wonderful magnetism." — Alan

Dale

in N. Y. American.

Miss Carol Dempster as Gypsy Fair — the dancing
girl, who is gentle, brave and gay, swift and restless as
a bird — with velvet eyes and lyric body.
"Miss

Dempster

easily attains first rank as a Griffith

leading lady." — N. Y. Telegram.

Charles

Emmett

Mack,

"

EET

STR

"She is youth personified, a type with intelligence."
— N. Y. Journal.
hailed as the greatest of re-

cent Griffith "finds," appears as the younger brother,
weak, wistful, glorious with talent; but capable of
"He
World.

is a shining

Edward

spot in the production." — N.

Peil, as Sway

crafty, revengeful, who
astounding cunning.
Porter
negro, who
Charles
Tyrone

Strong,
wants

Wan,

a Chinaman

tops a long-standing

as Sam

Y.

in silks,

Jones, just plain Georgia

to get home

but has no money.

Slattery, as the Police Inspector.
Power,

the

Sayer

of Truths

i.

feud with

I
I

and

Good

Thoughts.
Morgan Wallace,
devilish violin.

the Man

with the Mask,

and thUNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MARY
PICK.FOR.D
\
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

D. W. GR.IFFITH
HIRAM ABUAMS
President

The
DAVID

Story

is laid in a large city; probably
and mysterious

with its fogs

streets of adventure.

It is a dramatic

WARK

London,

streets, perhaps
Star.

comedy.

The

players walk

with their faces turned

Love and great dreams

the dim

are there ; startling action and

bursts of strange adventure.
The

Many

Sets

RE

AM

STREET

More

than in any picture Mr. Griffith has made.

"The

sets should

country

be the envy of any producer

"Interiors have soft, elusive corners.

"Again

Griffth is the master

hold the eye and command
"Again

Griffith shows

The
"The

at making

scenes which

as the Rembrandt

of

of Commerce.
and

Music

of the very beautiful

creased bythe musical
i

in great paintings." —

himself

Photography

witchery

Exteriors have

interest." — N. Y. Times.

the screen." — N. Y. Journal
i

in this

or of any other." — TV. Y. Post.

the touch such as artists achieve
N. Y. Telegram.

scenes

is in-

scoring." — Ar. Y. Globe.

"The photography is so beautiful you wonder if you
have ever seen such wonderful effects, certainly only
in Mr. Griffith's pictures." — N. Y. Tribune.
"The

scenes look as if they might

the brush of a Beardslev." — A'. Y. Sun.
<6
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to the Evening

GRIFFITH'S

"D

N

have come

from

N
Wa

A chain of evidence forged by circumstances
over which she had no control, brought untold
anguish to the heart of Connie Mac Nair, a
sadly neglected wife.

J.

J. PARKER

READ

Louise

"I

Production

Glaum

By Bradey
JQng
GUILTY

AM

A unique

in

JR.

mystery drama

with tremendous

NEWSPAPERS

!"

exploitation possibilities.

WILL ASSIST YOU

Every managing editor of a Hearst newspaper in the United States
has explicit instructions from the syndicate management to co*
operate with exhibitors in exploiting this subject.

Associated
Producers
HOME OFFICES' 729 SEVENTH AVE , NEW YORK CITY

Inc.
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EXHIBITORS
PRODUCTIONS

WHO

HAVE

LISTED

The

In

AS

YET

BELOW,

SHOULD

Are

\\

Big

Studios

*J

of Master

Here
From

NOT

Order

of

Picture

BOOKED
DO

SO

AT

News

THE
ONCE

Specials
Producers

Release

"Love"
J. Parker Read

"Homespun
Folks"
A Thomas
H. Ince Special
By Julien Josephson
An epic of the plain people who live in small towns in
this great land.

LOUISE GLAUM in a picturization of a popular story
presents
adapted for the screen by Louis Joseph Vance.

* The
Leopard
Woman"
A J. Parker Read Jr. Production
By Stewart Edward White
presenting
LOUISE GLAUM in the title role

*A Thousand
To One
"
A J. Parker Read Jr. Production
Featuring HOBART BOSWORTH supported by a
notable cast. An Unusual Picture With An Unusual
Cast of Artists.

Jr.,

"
Lips
nLying
"
lowmwlmm
An Allan Dwan Special
Thomas
H. Ince's
The Story of An All-Conquering Love and of a Faith
Great Drama of Life and Love, with an All Star Cast
That Would Not Die.
featuring House Peters and Florence Vidor.

The

"The
LastTourneur
^MofflCANS"
A Maurice
Production
A Special that is a "Special." Adapted from J. Fenimore
Cooper's Classic.

VA Small

Town

Idol"
ix Sm,c this comcTnlos
in proclaiming
unanimous
weret's
daily
The New York
Sennet
k newspapers
one of the really big specials of the current season, when it played
edy classic Mac
capacity
ato long
run! business at Hugo Reisenfeld's "RIALTO" recently. Book it for

An Pe
Allan
Crime"
ect Production
rfDwan
!A
A Comedy-Drama by Carl Clausen in which "a soft guy
turns hard."
Associated
Producers
Inc.
HOME OFFICES: 729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY

April

2751
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THESE
BY

SIX

THE

MAY

AND

JUNE

DISCRIMINATING
Do

RELEASES

WILL

EXHIBITORS

BE
OF

WANTED
AMERICA

Your Booking Early !

7
Am
Guilty
/"
A J. Parker Read Jr. Production
Featuring Louise Glaum
A vivid and compelling adaptation of Bradley King's
powerful story of a women's tortured soul. A unique
plot with a new twist— a supporting cast unparalleled,
makes this production one of the most exceptional
features in many months. You don't have to take our
word for this statement — make our representative prove
it by screening the picture for you.

Tjie
Broken
Doll"
An Allan
Dwan
Production
Adapted from the widely read story, "Johnny Cucabod"
by Wilbur Hall, with an exceptional cast of artists including Monte Blue, Mary Thurman and others. Made
under the personal direction of Mr. Dwan, this special
is an assured box-office attraction of unusual merit.
You cannot afford to pass it up.
To be released June 12

To Be Released May 1

"ffoME
Talent"
A Mack Sennett Special

tons"
A Maurice
Tourneur
Production
suMa
Foou
The
Featuring Hobart

Bosworth

with a cast comprising the pick of the Sennett funmakers. Here is a comedy classic rich in wholesome
humor and abounding with original situations such as
only The Comedy King could conceive.

Here is a modern society drama adapted from the novel
by Donn Byrne, whose readers are legion. The cast
supporting Mr. Bosworth is a stellar one and includes
many well known names.

To Be Released May 15

To Be Released June 19

"Mother
0'Production
Mine"
A Thomas rL Ince

"UteM
DollahKaise"
A J. L. Frothingham Production

with a universal appeal. The story runs the gamut of
the human emotion and is based upon the greatest of
these— mother love. It is pictures of this type that
bring new patrons to your theatre and sends them away
confirmed fans.

Peter B. Kyne wrote the story which was read by millions in the Saturday Evening Post recently. You will

To Be Released May 29

agree wi*h us that this is without question Kyne's
greatest story. It loses nothing in its picturization.
To Be Released June 26

"SHE SIGHED BY THE SEASIDE," the second of the series of
MACK SENNETT two reel comedies, will be released MAY 8
THERE IS AN "A. P." EXCHANGE NEAR YOU. MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TO
BOOK THESE "SIX BEST SELLERS " NOW, OR YOUR COMPETITOR WILL!

Associated
Producers
Inc.
HOME 0FF1CES! 729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YOEK CITY
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Picture

News

See the terrible MenWithout-Faces in the
saddle for vengeance and
you'll see as thrilling and
as real an outdoor scene
as has been staged in a
long, long time.

CAREY

King ot the Gallopers
HERE'S a " Double A One Carey
whirlwind that's going to make 'em
stand up and yell — a rousing, stirring,
galloping Carey — with a big surprise
twist in every reel and a splendid lovestory. And yet, for all that, just as
human and real as human Harry Carey
himself. See this first-class sample of
what
and you'll
the
reasonCarey
why can
Harrydo Carey
is theknow
biggest
Western attraction on the screen.

^

Uevo of77/t/>
Romance
i

Blazin

g

Directed

by

RobtThornby

Directed by
UACK FOQD

Trail

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS

April

30, 1 9 2 1
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's all

over

Sown

in

the

SCANDAL

"
Sec
this
SHEET
hugely

THE

SC

clever

promotion
help
in your
Campaign

0?

Folder

1

this

or**;
'
MB

on

newest

biggest

Universal
Jewel
de
\

Luxe

WD

V4 \*

Carl Laemmle
presents

Stuart

Paton's Ifcemendous
Drama
of Woman
a;
against Woman
PUIS
CILLA

DEAN
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f

International
will
all

go

Monkey

Picture

Hero

to

the

trouble

of

shooting

more

than
one

million

the CrueLBamcg

feet

of

the cJh-e-e-d-ld — *
our daring heio

nega-

tive in order
to

give

you

ill

a

bang-up
News

Reel

every

week

in

the

you,
ought
the

year

at

least,

to

take

trouble

compare
news

reel

with

which

shoot

only

fraction
that

to

that

others

a

JO

of

footage.
MARTIN
Assisted
by est
Grid's
Handsom
Charlie,
and the Elephant

INTERNATIONAL
Released
NEWS

Thru

Roger, the
faithful hound
Directed by
Harry Burns

Universal
JEWEL
UNIVERSAL*3
COMEDIES

Monk?y

New

Tragedian

April
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THE
iN

LARCEXT

AMERICA

BOOKING
OF

DS.

SUCCE/S

ARE

"THE

NOW

CABINET

FOLCALiCARi"
LOWING ITf /EN/ATiONAL
AT

THEATRE,

THE

CiRCUiT/

THE
NEW

CAPITOL
YORK

CABINET

Di/TRiBUTED

BY

OP

GOLDWYN

A
To
Tom,

Worthy
"Hold

Successor

Your

Horses"

in the blue serge and

silver

buttons of a fire-fighter, will put a
spell upon the hearts of your patrons
— just as he did upon the haughty
society miss who listened to his
blarney
A

in " Made

real Moore

in Heaven."

picture, sunny

smile, beguiling

as his

as his eyes.

GOLDWYN
pres

e rxts

TOM

MOORE

WILLI

AM/HURLBUT

cf,i n** ctecf
VICTOR^

c/f

by

SCHE
RTZINGER
The sweet-faced girl
with bobbed hair is
Rene Adoree, in real
life Mrs. Tom Moore.

CO(X>WYV

"PICTURE

LYING

TRUTH

Achievement!
ritren

and

produced
MARION
with

by

FAIRFAX

the following notable

MARJORIE

cast: —

DAW

GEORGE
CLAIRE

BEERY

DROMGOLD
MCDOWELL

CHARLES
ROBERT

HUGH

MsCLUNG.

RENE

GUISSART.

MAILES
BROWER

Co-Director

The pen of this noted writer and dramatist has played an important part in the
success of productions by Marshall
Neilan, ^ illiam De Mille, Mary Pickford
and Lasky pictures.
" Dintv," " Go and Get It," " Bob Hampton of Placer," "The River's End,"
" Through the Back Door " and " The
Honor of His House " are but a few of
these record-breaking attractions.
As a dramatist a half dozen Broadway
successes were her creations. Her work
for Charles Frohman, Winston Churchill,
Maxine Elliott, Henry B. Harris and
other eminent exponents of the drama
assures for Marion Fairfax Productions
that solid foundation on which can only
be built the structure of genuine screen
entertainment.

PAT
O'M ALLEY
TULLY
MARSHALL
NOAH

Few authors have so richly contrihuted
to the progress of the screen drama as has
Marion Fairfax during the past six years
— and fewer have been so closely identiwritings.
fied with the actual production of their

.

Cinematographer

PRODUCTIONS

Presented

by Eagle

Corp.

John

Jasper

Mgr.,

Hollywood,eal.
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Philadelphia

Has

Proved

Again

that
"Dream
Street"
is a $2 Show
Opening with nine reels at the Chestnut Street House, the first showing
was truly a triumph in popularity.
It stands today a tried and successful
runs in the regular theatres.

road

attraction, strong enough

for

But the Exhibitor, just as Mr. Griffith has always planned, will get the
first opportunity in his territory, through release by the United Artists
Corporation.
Philadelphia's Critics say:
" Another Griffith to hang in the screen's art that is transcendent animates the tale, and
gallery." — Philadelphia North American.
presents a new aspect of the greatest of human

dignified, distinctive, full of incident.
" Inspired, superb
humorous,
in photography, it commands
interest."— North American.
" The picture is amplv worth a place in that
gallery where ' The Birth of a Nation ' hangs."
-Philadelphia Inquirer.
" Touches the heart of every beholder, for a love
"FOR

TIME

When " Way
triumphs were

REMEMBERED

emotions."— Philadelphia Record.
« The scene between the two brothers is perhaps
the strongest emotional acting that the local
screens have had."— Philadelphia Ledger.
" a picture of vital dramatic interest strikingly
presented
with sufficient comedy scenes"Philadelphia Bulletin.
IS GRIEF

FORGOTTEN"

Down East " was first shown, memories of other Griffith
so vigorous that some critics could not accept the new with

the enthusiasm they had for the old. Such phrases as " proceeds too slowly,"
" illusion of reality destroyed," " undesirable impressions," " manufactured
enthusiasm " scattered through the reviews.

But
New

Here Is the Public's Answer
to These Criticisms
GROSS
RECEIPTS
FROM
FIVE CITIES :

York

(run uninterrupted)

$638,440.50

Boston (32 weeks — a record for that city)
Pittsburgh (A record in length and gross over any attraction)
Washington
Providence (Most amazing record for city of that size in the theatrical
records)
..' Admission

D.
LONGACRE

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiM

for New

W.

York

327.128.00
197,846.00
88.988.00
82,210.00

is $5 top, for other cities $2 top

GRIFFITH

BUILDING

INC.
NEW

YORK

News

April

30,
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1921

The

Solid

for

Rock

Exhibitors

to

Build

On

EDUCATIONAL
Educational Animal Comedies
Mermaid Comedies
Torchy Comedies
Christie Comedies
Vanity Comedies
Gayety Comedies
Special Comedies
Robert C.Bruce Scenics Beautiful
Hudson's Bay Travel Series
World Wanderings
Chester Outings
Chester Screenics
Specials in Slow Speed
Miscellaneous Specials
Kinograms — News
Everything
but

the

Feature!"

I

answer

to

the

"Who

are

whose

releases

able
the

in

the

upon

whose

safely build

MY

the

questions,
distributors
are

quality?

financially

is

depend*

Who

are

sound

product

folks
I

can

BUSINESS?"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President

Inc.

Motion
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"So

Excruciatingly
Well

Picture

News

FunnyIt

Bring

Back

FRED.

S. MEYER

Palace Theatre, Hamilton,

Ohio

EXHIBITORS
HERALD
April Fool (Educational), with
Lloyd Hamilton.— A riot of fun from
start to finish. So excruciatingly
funny that we'll bring it backFred S. Meyer, Palace Theatre,
Hamilton, 0.— Transient patronage.

MERMAID
COMEDIES
A Fresh Start — Adams
inn — "Ham"
Dynamite — ' 'Ham
Nonsense — A dams
Duck

The Simp — "Ham"
April Fool— "Ham"
High and Dry — Adams
Moonshine — ''Ham
Holy Smoke — Adams
Bang — Adams
The Greenhorn — "Ham"
And

More

And

They

To

Are

Come

Yours,

Mr.

Exhibitor,

FOR

3

YEARS

April

2763

so, i p 2 i

IT

IS

ONE

OF

THE

MERMAID

COMEDIES

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS, President

Inc.

SELIG

and

announce

(from
with

an

RORK

in preparation

"THE

ROSARY"

the

play

famous

all-star

cast

Directed

by

by Edward

headed

by

Jerome

Storm

E. Rose)

Lewis

AIRE'
k DEBONN
(by Wm.
Farquhar Payson)

"THE
(Charles

THE

Lewis

ROYAL
Coghlan

s great

'

BOX"
stage

play)

BIG
the
of
HONOR
(by James Oliver Curwood)

Stone

heads

Stone

an all-star cast in each

SNOWS'

of these

productions

In preparation
Special

five-reel
the

productions
famous

starring

international

Distrihution

not

SNOWY
athlete

yet arranged

BAKER,

Rork's

and

Selig

Diamond

TWO-REEL

DRAMAS

Something
Famous

Stories

by

One

new

two-reel

Authors
drama

ready

program
with

every

Famous

mon

Players

th

for release

"The Northern
Trail"
from James Oliver Curwood s famous

"The Policeman
and The Baby"
from Clarence L. Cullens famous story
with

story ""The Wilderness Mail" with
Lewis Stone, Wallace Beery
and Ethel Grey

s
peciai
LUXE

De

for your

Famous

Now

Special

William

Desmond,

Wallace

Beery

and Elinor Fair

Terry
Directed

by Bertram

Bracken

and
A thrilling

one-reel

"THE

animal

RAJAH
(By

Featuring

picture,

all the

Harold

animals

To

be

EDUCATIONAL
E. W.

m

to be followed

S

each

month

RETURN"

McGrath)
the

world-famous

distributed
FILM

by one

by

the

EXCHANGES,

Hammons,

Selig

Pres.

Inc.
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SKJ
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Comedy

Spectacle

QiVcUcts

Clyde

Cftl

Star

Sunshine
Comedy
O he

Cast.

Singer

and
Midgets
theirCbmpkte
Bantam
Circus.
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.
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Sunshine
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Picture

News

Superior
Presented
by
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Contracts

Now

Being

Made

for State

Rights Territory. Don't Let the Other
Fellow
Beat
You
in Getting Such

A

POSITIVE

BOX

OFFICE

RECORD

— Killin
"East is East and West is West,
andg
never the twain shall meet.

I

BREAKER

WM.

SMITH

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

announce
A SERIES

OF EIGHT

EXTRAORDINARY

FEATURE

WESTERN

PRODUCTIONS

for release during the year 1921-22
starring

FRANKLYN

FARNUM

LEADS

SHORTY

HAMILTON
COMEDY

AL

HART
HEAVIES
in

STORIES

ADAPTED FROM THE PUBLISHED
POPULAR AND RECOGNIZED

ALBERT

PAYSON

ARTHUR

FOLLOWING

TERHUNE

SOMERS
MAX
AND

MR.

WORKS OF THE
BIG AUTHORS

ROCHE

BRAND
OTHERS

INDEPENDENT

EXCHANGEMAN

!

Regardless of what the independent producer has offered you in the past, you have invariably contended that
one or more essential elements necessary in a " money- getting " feature picture were lacking — which you also
claim have prevented you from obtaining bookings and rentals in sufficient volume to permit profitable exploitation incompetition with the productions handled by your competitor, the established producer controlled
exchange — Possibly the producer has been at fault — BUT

NOW!
IT'S
SQUARELY
UP
TO
YOU!
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS, INC., are offering you an established STAR with support undeniably
beyond comparison— STORIES by recognized big AUTHORS— DIRECTION, PHOTOGRAPHY AND
PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE limited only to the brains and ability money and experience can procure.
TERRITORIALLY
PRODUCTIONS

OFFERED

AT

A PRICE

COMMENSURATE

Address all communications
W.

W.

M.

ORPHEUM

SMITH
THEATRE

M.

SMITH,

WITH

THE

QUALITY

OF

to

President

PRODUCTIONS,
BLDG.

Incorporated
TULSA,

OKLAHOMA

RRY

THE

SEMoisr

You know how welcome CO
the rent collector
these days!
TOR"
EC
LLis
RENT
Mr. Rent Collector has more than his share of trials, and if
he is the least bit soft-hearted, like Larry, his lot is doubly
strenuous.

Motion
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STATES

RIGHTS

MARKET

Ready for Immediate Release
A Series of 26 Two-Reel Semi-Slapstick

"DIZZY

Pictures

DUMBBELL"
COMEDIES

To be Released
One

Every Second

"DIZZY

Week

DUMBBELL"
COMEDIES

FEATURING
ART

BATES

LOU

TOPS

Long Associated as Leading
Character
Comedian
with

Formerly the Laughing Sensation
of
the Vaudeville

Charlie Chaplin, Max Linder and the other Famous
Fun-Makers of Essanay.

Stage
Pets."

as

" Tops

and

His

THE COMBINED TALENTS OF THESE FAMOUS COMEDIANS INSURE AN INSTANT
POPULARITY
FOR THE

"DIZZY
DISTRIBUTED
MOUNT

FOR

OLYMPUS

DUMBBELL"
COMEDIES
THE STATES RIGHTS MARKET

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

110 West 40th St., New York City
CHICAGO OFFICES
LOS ANGELES OFFICES
122 S. Michigan Blvd.
323 Pacific Finance Bldg.
WM. H. ENGELMAN
,
HALSEY H. TOWER
Western Division Mgr.
Resident Manager

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiu^
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JIMMY

CALLAHAN

26

ONE

EVERY

TWO
TWO

WEEKS

REELS

FUN
A

COMEDIES

STAR
COMPANY

OF

—

CLEAN

AND

AND

LAUGH

26
CLASSY

FROLIC

FOR

EVERY

PROGRAM

OF 30 EXPERIENCED SCREEN PLAYERS
14 PRETTIEST GIRLS ON EARTH

JIMMY
FLORENCE

AND

CALLAHAN
DIXON

AND

LOTTIE

NOTABLE

KENDALL

TECHNICAL

STAFF

CHARLES
DOWNS
CAMERAMAN
RALPH

D. W.

D.
WHITING
GENERAL DIRECTOR
MAC REYNOLDS
ASST. DIRECTOR

CONTINUITIES
AND TITLES BY
TOM
BRET

CENSOR

PROOF

Date

Distributed
THE

FILM

by

MARKET,

of First

Release

ROBERT
Inc.

to be Announced

W.

•PHONE BRYANT 6548

PRIEST,

President
503 TIMES

BUILDING

SAN

ANTONIO

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Presents

Maclyn

Arbuckle

in

Phin"

"Squire

by

HOLM

AN

Released

PRODUCERS

DA

Y

through

SECURITY

CORP.

516 — 5th Ave.

We

unhesitatingly

comedy

drama

submitted

proclaim

this

one of the best ever

to an Exhibitor.

torial buyers communicate
at once

New

Terriwith us

preferably by wire, for your

franchise.

Don't

delay.

York

G'V

H

. DE

VEQE

PRODUCED
WITH

ST£\CPOOLE

bij

AN

HAWORTH

ALL-STAR

CAST

She was a Parisian hothouse plant until adverse fate isolated her on this desert
island with men of violent and primitive natures.
—
Then
she
began a battle which will hold your audiences spellbound, and make them send
in the neighbors to get their share of the thrills.

<A

D

rcLmcL

oP

Caste

and

Castaways

AN

OFFERING
To

Wide

Awake

CISSY

a New

Territorial

WHILE

Distributors

FITZGERALD

THE
In

WORTH

GIRL

Series

WITH

of Two
of the

Reel
Better

THE
Bright

WINK
Breezy

Comedies

Class

Booked

by

The
Greatest
the World's
Showman

Famous
Legitimate

in the

Star
in a

Greatest

Delightful
Ohe giel wh the mnk
,W
JN A SEDIES OF TVD REEL,
C*4
xs.
D
RAL
FITZGE
CBW

Super
Series

DELUXE

COMEDIES

Theatre
s
CAWor
PIld'
TOL
New York

W

RCLCASED THROUGH
PRODUCERS SECURITY C0RPORATION.NY a

r-nnrrx-g—

«\N

223

"SEE AMERICA THIRST,"
Here are the first six — "CISSY'S SAUCY STOCKINGS,"
"CISSY'S FUNNYMOON,"
"CISSY'S ECONOMY,"
"CISSY INVADES BOHEMIA,"
"CISSY'S FINANCIAL FLIVER"
Released One A Month
Live

Distributors

Will

Communicate

At

Once— Better

Wire

Released Through
PRODUCERS
516-5th Avenue

SECURITY

CORPORATION
New York City

Produced
Directed by "
J.CHAGtES DAVIS, 2nd
FORWARD

Salient

by

f ilms, inc.

Released by
FILM
J. JOSEPH

DISTRIBUTORS,
SAMETH, Pres.

. ■ • •
•"••.o- ••?•'> v*'-*-: •••.•".r<s-:r.:-- .,-••*. V""'-v. •.: : .-;*.:;.•, N€W YORK OFFICES
HO West 40T« 5t.

Inc.
-i
LO>>> AN66LES
412 Majon

.•'•'■'-''-S-'-'-i'.OFFICE
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Just

What-

And

Why?

^TT Just what and why is. trade paper advertising?
^11
To be frank, we don't believe many executives in our
-iJ held really know; and in some cases, having employed
advertising managers who do, they restrict these men's ability
to produce best results.
Our query as to why advertising has recently been cut has
met, in almost every case, with the answer : " Because the
other fellow has cut his."
From which we lake it that the advertiser advertises because,
and as, the other fellow does.
Which is one and a weak reason.

Trade paper advertising is a simple matter.
It doesn't consummate sales ; it never did.
The field sales force does that ; always did, and always will,
with any product.
But trade paper advertising puts force in the sales force. It
introduces the salesman, argues for him, backs him up. gives
him a surer footing, holds up his morale.
It can be written so as to sell pictures to the public through
the exhibitor.

Motion

Picture

N e

It supports many editorial departments which schedule anc
merchandize pictures.
It is selling service straight through.
*
*
*
*
We take the stand today, so far as MOTION PICTURE
NEWS is concerned, that it is not a question of whether or no
the advertiser should use it but only how he can use it to hi:
best advantage — to his profit.
It costs nearly half a million dollars a year to produce thi:
paper. The exhibitor wants it, pays for it, uses it, files it. \
is the strongest, straightest avenue to him. No one can argu«
otherwise.

The advertiser who isn't using this avenue to his fulles
opportunity is simply not selling his picture as successfully a
he can. He isn't backing his salesman.
*
*
*
*

Some advertisers are doing this — not watching the othe
fellow — and they are talking prosperity.

April
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COMING:

The

Great

IRVING

In

a

Impersonating
the

Royal

of

Two

Reel

SUPER-FEATURES

Corporal

Northwest

Star

CUMMINGS

Series

TABLOID

Screen

Campbell

Mounted

of

Police
Distribution Announcement

Will Follow

Motion
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About

Those
Arthur
no

Charles
S. Kane

Ray

Picture

Rumors

states that star has

idea of leaving

First National

ili

Phi

.-, n

1921'

NEW YOB*
.

STREET
ClTV

+ National B**11.^* Street,
t, me
..-tors' circui

gallon:
Gentlemen:

.
are being
W. Jmention U»\8t0**t that MR'

than First-,,,+ alv false- iney
ore absolutely
with yon.

Pres ident .

First National

Attractions

sl§H

New

April

30, i p 2 i

Harry Thomas, Liberty Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
is a franchise holder, and is making a big success with
First National pictures.— THAT S ANOTHER REASON
WHY
Hherell

First

THE

be a Franchise

National

ev&yudwQ

Business

Reports

MAN- WOMAN-MARRIAGE
LIBERTY
THEATRE,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Harry
audiences were greatly pleased with this picture.

Thomas,

mgr.— The

GRAND THEATRE, Pittsburgh, Pa., W. F. Mason, mgr.— Played to
capacity business and the audiences were visibly pleased.
STRAND THEATRE, Milwaukee, Wis., E. J. Weisfeldt, mgr.— Broke
all box-office and attendance records here. The audiences liked it immensely.
PASSION
STRAND
THEATRE,
Omaha,
Attendance kept growing all week.
CRITERION

THEATRE,

Neb., Harry Watts,
Patrons delighted.

mgr.— Splendid.

Atlanta, Ga., W. C. Patterson, mgr.— It made

more money than any picture ever got in a week's run here. It was praised
to the skies.
THE KID
PLAZA
houses.

THEATRE, Pittsburgh, Pa., Mgr. Ferguson.— Played to capacity
The picture was unusually satisfactory to our patrons.

MAJESTIC THEATRE, Streator, III, Bradford Brayton, mgr.— Best boxoffice record in history. Broke attendance records with increased price. The
audiences without exception called it the best ever.
REGENT THEATRE, Springfield, Ohio, C. E. Paul, mgr.— Highly pleasing. Many favorable comments.
Good crowds.
SAXE'S RIALTO THEATRE, Milwaukee, Wis., Frank Cook, mgr.—
Broke attendance as well as box-office records. City went wild over picture.
They're still talking about it.

That's what the exhibitors say of

The

Big"

f fflHrX

5

Productions

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTIONS

Motion
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Walter M. Powers, Colonial Theatre, Albany, IS. Y.,
a franchise holder whose audiences are delighted with
First National Attractions. — THAT'S ANOTHER
REASON WHY
Hherell

Picture

THE

be a Franchise

everywhere

ll!!ll[||»lllll[!IIIIIIIIHIIil!li

Whoa-a!

Look

Out

for

the

Collision!

Slam down your cut-out. There's goin' to be
some report when lip collides with lip. It's
hittin' on all six and doin' a mile a minute. Yeah
Boy, some joy ride. You'll sure need your
mufflers to keep from raisin' the town with the
Roars of Laughter when you play

Carter De Haven's
presentation of
. Mr.

and

Mrs.

CARTER
DE

HAVEN
m

"THE

GIRL

in the

Adapted from the play
I"
by Stanislaus
TAX Strange

A First National Attraction
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
■,: M ',1 . ,.l ■ . ,

.., ■ -: . .

;

. " Illllllllllilllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil1

Directed by
Lloyd Ingraham
illlJIPIIIIll

News

OATH

Motion

PktOT

Vol. xxiii

Take

THE

APRIL

30, 1921

the

Initiative

exhibitors of a city in New York State
found themselves, recently, in a jam with the
local churches.

The trouble was started by a leading evening paper. The paper was carrying about thirty
thousand dollars a year in exhibitor advertising, but
saw fit to extend little or no cooperation and at times
to take a " highbrow " editorial dig at pictures.
The exhibitors, at length, met, discussed the situation and decided to transfer their advertising bodily
to a progressive morning paper.
At this juncture the evening paper entered into an
open campaign of antagonism — the usual uninformed
and unfair attack against pictures. The Ministerial
Association of the city was called upon to take measures which would rid the city of what were styled
unfit pictures.
The

exhibitors, without waiting, invited the Ministerial Association to a joint conference. The conference was arranged. A reporter of the evening paper
pushed his way into the meeting but was invited to
leave by the Ministerial Association.
At the opening of the conference, the exhibitors
asked for suggestions and evidenced unanimously a
spirit of open-mindedness and conciliation.
They, however, laid down the following tenets :
Pictures are here to stay.
They must be commercially

e

successful.

If any regulation is needed it need be only local.
Local regulation may be satisfactorily had through
a spirit and practice of understanding and cooperation
between the theatres and churches.
The exhibitors
asked for this cooperation.
They would be glad, they stated, to meet frequently
with the clergy, discuss bookings, and consider suggestions. They would run pictures asked for by the
Ministerial Association and suggested that, in this
event, their pictures be recommended from the pulpits
of the city.

The upshot of the conference was most satisfactory.

News

No. XIX

Today complete harmony exists and the newspaper
which started the rumpus has reversed its tactics.
There are other towns in the country where the
same sympathetic relations have been established between the theatre, churches and women's and civic
organizations.
And there are few localities where this contact cannot be had.

The

exhibitor, however, as we have pointed out,
must take the initiative. When the other side takes it,
there is always trouble for the simple reason that they
approach the exhibitor uninformed or misinformed
about pictures and the public taste for them, about
censorship, about the exhibitor's business problems.
To our mind the matter of local regulation — local
option we might call it— is the immediate answer to
state censorship. And it is the exhibitor's answer.
There is a public demand today for some sort of
regulation of pictures. Those who favor regulation,
however, find themselves supporting censorship, when
they don't understand what it means, don't realize its
falsity, its menace and don't know that local control
everywhere is possible and can handle every element
of the situation.
This, as we say, is the exhibitor's answer to censorclosing. ship. It is also his answer to the problem of Sunday
But it is more than that. It is his way to take a
solid and prominent place in his community, a place
he sooner or later must take. He is handling the
greatest of all mediums of expression. He is a
moulder of public opinion. His responsibilities are
great — greater even than those of the school teacher,
the editor, the preacher. He must work with his
public, be right in the center of it so that he can constantly know and reflect its spirit, its aims and its
best requirements.
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Real

Stand

on

the

Closes Biggest Year
in Its Career
The closing of the fiscal year of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., on February 28th, discloses remarkable gains in the volume of
business of this pioneer distributor, it is
stated by that organization.
According to statements just made public, Pathe Exchange, Inc., business for the
year just closed was $14,700,000 as
against $9,800,000 the previous year, and
$6,275,000 two years ago, showing a gain
of 135 per cent over the receipts of two
years ago, and 38 per cent over those of
one year ago.

Eddie Lyons in New York
Eddie Lyons, ranked for years with the
front rank of screen comedians, is in New
York for a brief stay preparatory to
launching his own producing company.
Lyons is planning a series of short comedies of a high class nature and release
arrangements are to be concluded while
he is in New York.
For nine years Lyons has been known
to theatregoers and picture patrons as the
front portion of the popular team name
" Lyons and Moran."
" My present plans," he declares, " are
based upon the belief that there is a big
field for clean, fast moving short comedies, produced with all the time and
thought that is given to longer subjects."
The
comedian-producer is stopping at the
Claridge.

Pathe

MR. JOHNSTON:
DEARI take
May
this opportunity
of congratulating you on the editorial published in the Motion Picture
News on April 23, entitled "Fight!
Figh
. t!" You have hit the nail on
the t!
headFigh
The motion picture industry and all its
branches must, in the future, come to
some sort of an agreement whereby
"unified and harmonious consolidation
of every branch within this industry and
every
individual
withinprotection.
each branch "
shall work
for mutual
Very truly yours,
WM. A. BRADY.
MY

Blue

Exhibitor

Law

Wins

Test Case

A test case of the Wisconsin blue laws
was made recently in Lancaster, Wis.,
when William Tracy, manager of the Gem
theatre at Plateville, Wis., was arrested
through the activities of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, charged
with operating a motion picture performance on Sunday. Although the feeling
seemed to be antagonistic to the defendant,
the trial ended with a jury disagreement.
day.
Mr. Tracy continues to operate on SunMr. Tracy's case was taken care of by
the Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association
through the Joint Legislative Committee
of the Wisconsin Motion Picture Industry
and Allied Crafts, whose attorney, R. A.
Hess, took personal charge of the defense.
The trial is regarded as a victory for the
picture interests, as this section of the
state was considered a stronghold of the
reformers.

fo\ I

Exhibitor chairmen of the various stat«
committees which are conducting cam I
paigns through the motion picture theatre I
for the relief of Ireland's hungry womeil
and children, have been requested t(l
adopt the Ohio plan as the surest methocl1
of securing the necessary funds.
The moving picture houses of Ohi<llj
have placed at the disposal of the com!
mittee one capacity audience. This meanl
that the committee shall sell tickets aft
$1.00 each for the benefit of relief in IreS
land, these tickets to be good at any mov»
ing picture house in the state cooperating
with the American Committee for Reliel,
in Ireland during the first week in May
The entire dollar is to go for relief. Th<
response in Ohio has been very gratifying
The tickets are now being issued and sen
out to the Ohio relief organization, as wel 1as as to the Knights of Columbus and tin |
American Association, whose cooperatioi
is expected.
The Chairman of the Motion Pictun ■
Division in Ohio is Emanuel Mandel
baum.
The following exhibitors have accepted appointmer
as regional chairmen in their respective states aw
are now organizing their working committees: H. C
Farley, 214 Montgomery street, Montgomery, Ala.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Franciscc t
Cal. ; Thomas Vicroy, Tabor theatre, Denver, Colo.
S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Hurt Bldg.. Atlanta. Ga.
Oscar Ginns. Du Pont theatre, Wilmington, Del.; A. H ■.
Blank, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines. Iowa; Eugenl
V. Richards,
Saenger
Amusement
New Baltimore
Orleans '
La.;
Charles W.
Whitehurst.
New Co.,
theatre,
Md. ; H. B. Varner, Lyric theatre, Lexington. N. C.
Emanuel Mandelbaum. 3548 Euclid avenue. Cleveland
Ohio ; F. B. Hyman. Lyric theatre, Huntington, W. Va.
C. H. Bean, Pastime theatre. Franklin. N. H.: Walte
Hays. Mark Strand. Buffalo, N. Y. ; Jake Wells. Cc
lonial theatre, Richmond, Va. ; Leo Brecher, PIaz
theatre.
New R. York
City; C. E.Duffy,
M. Fay,
Fay's Hall
theatre
Providence.
I.; Fred
Hibernian
the
atre, Utica. N. Y.; J. Whalen, Proprietor, Stron;
theatre, Burlington, Vt. : F. F. Schwie. Mgr.. Dulutl .
theatre Co.. Association,
Duluth, Minn.;Chicago.
Sam 111.;
Atkinson.
Allic '
Amusement
Wm. Flynn
Wonderland theatre, Kansas City. Mo. ; L. J. Dittmar
Rialto theatre Bldg., Louisville, Ky.
Chaplin

Wi sconsin

N ew i

Adoption of Ohio Plan
Irish Relief Urged

Tariff

THE New York Globe in a recent editorial says that " the proposed tariff on
filrns is a tariff on intelligence."
The Globe refers to the recent success of the German-made pictures, " Passion,"
"the
Deception
" The picture
Cabinetindustry
of Dr. Caligari,"
and says that
any effort
to protect
American" and
motion
against European
pictures
of such
artistic
excellence is an effort to keep " Los Angeles unintelligent and inartistic."
" Publishing," says the Globe, " is an industry, but we do not see printers and
publishers
walking about
'We They
must dohave
protection
against
Wells
and
Mr. Galesworthy
and exclaiming:
Mr. Bennett.
better
novels than
our Mr.
American
and throw us out of work.'
authors
" The Germans have worked toward the artistic and the motion picture trades
propose to prevent them from bringing a class of films here which might stimulate
better
producers
our The
Globe tois doright
in work."
its contention, but wrong in its premises. The American producer, distributor and exhibitor takes no such stand at all against European
film.
The stand the industry does take on tariff legislation, as pointed out in a recent
newspaper statement by Wm. A. Brady, is just this: If Germany insists upon shutting out American films, as Germany practically does at present, then we must protect ourselves by reciprocal legislation.
That is the protection we want, not protection against art competition.
The New York Times says: "Mr. Willam A. Brady's statement on the proposal
to put a heavy tariff on moving pictures imported from Germany is sensible. At
present, he says, German restrictions keep out the great majority of films made in
America; and until Germany gives a fair chance to American films America might
retaliate. Further than that, apparently, he would not go."WM. A. JOHNSTON.
Samuel Goldwyn Returns
from Europe May 1
Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation, will be back in New
York, May ist, after a European trip
which included England, France, Spain,
Italy and Germany.
Mr. Goldwyn went abroad in February
to become acquainted with the latest developments inmotion picture conditions
in England and on the Continent, and to
perfect arrangements for a wider distribution of Goldwyn pictures on the
foreign market. He met Arthur Ziehm,
manager of foreign sales for the Goldwyn
Company, in Berlin, and together they
visited the principal studios of Germany,
Italy and France.

Picture

Series in Baltimore

Causes

Legal

Action

According to reports from Baltimore
the first run exhibitors of that city including Loew, the Nixon-Nirdlinger circuit
and Charles Whithurst have started injunction proceedings against Associated
First National. It is claimed by the plaintiffs that First National is endeavoring tc
abrogate their first run contracts on the
Chaplin series in Baltimore. The plaintiffs also state, according to A. M. Seligman, of the Victoria theatre, Baltimore,
that they will follow up the injunction proceedings with reprisals throughout the
territory wherever excesses have been
charged over the regular contract prices.
Bill Hart

in Accident

Bill Hart, pioneer exchange man, well
known around the New York territory, reports that he will be back to his desk within a few days, after an absence for
better part of a week, due to being
down by an automobile. Mr. Hart suffered contusions and a bad shake-up. hut
not serious injuries.
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Clayton

Censorship

New
Governor

York
Holds

Assemblvman Walter F.
WITH
Clayton, of Brooklyn, father of
the Clayton censorship bill, de13 daring among other things that the
4 morals of New York state were not on a
ej par with those in states where motion
(] picture censorship prevails, the Lusk\ Clayton bill was forced through the As>d sembly at Albany, N. Y., last Saturday
1 night, five hours before the annual session
H concluded, by a vote of 102 to 38. That
U the bill would pass there was no question
"I! of doubt, for a Republican caucus of the
^ assemblymen, taken Friday night, had
4 shown a vote of 92 to 17.
The bill now goes to Governor Nathan
4 L. Miller for his final consideration.
*j There was no indication Saturday as
! to when the measure would go to a vote.
2 Shortly after 7 o'clock, Speaker Machold
<t stated to the Assembly that a vote would
i be taken on the measure. The chamber
Ji quickly filled. Assemblyman Clayton was
4 the first speaker. He outlined the proit visions of the measure. There were con";
« stant interruptions.
the next
was
Wells
Assemblyman
1
£ speaker. He said that he was in favor
of the bill and that it was time that the
* state stepped in and limited the type of
1 pictures which were being shown.
:
.
.
" Do you know that there is a board ot
review ? " yelled some one.
<[ "Yes, but they don't know their busij ness," came the reply. It was then dis! closed just how Assemblyman Clayton
, came to introduce the bill. It appears
A that he was taking a walk one night with
j, Mr. Wells, and as they passed a motion
j, picture theatre Assemblyman Clayton in»j quired if motion picture censorship would
t j not be a good subject for legislation. His
. companion replied in the affirmative and
, right there and then the seed was sown.
Assemblyman Orr, Socialist, speaking
» against the bill, said that while he realized
t| that his words amounted to nothing in
» view of the Republican caucus of the night
1* before, he wanted to go on record against
a the measure.
" If you think that you are perfecting
manhood through any such measure as
this," he said, " you are making the mistake of your life. We should have less
* laws and more enforcement. There is
now a law that will take care of any obscene pictures. Why not enforce it ? "
Assemblyman O'Connor said that he
Was against the bill.
" This continual interference with one's
business has got to stop," said the speaker.

Bill

Is

Passed

by

Legislature

Public

Hearing

d TH
MondayL.
lastAN
NA
OR was aske
RNLER
GOVEMIL
at Albany, N. Y., as to when he
expected to announce the appointment of the Motion Picture Censorship
Commission.

The Governor replied: " I have not yet
signed the bill. I may find some difficulty when I come to look it over."
Asked if there had been any requests
for a hearing on it, the Governor said
that such matters were handled by Mr.
Stagg. Interrogated on the matter, Mr.
Stagg pointed to a huge mass of correspondence, much of which was made up
of requests for hearings on certain bills,
and said that he had not yet had time to
sort out the requests.
Governor Miller, in response to public
appeal, will hold a public hearing on the
Censor Bill, April 26th, at 10 A. M.

" We all know well enough that censorship in other states has not worked out.
This idea of safeguarding our morals
through three men doesn't appeal to me."
Question after question was fired at Assemblyman Clayton. Some one referred to
the board of review.
" Whoan.pays this board ? " yelled one assemblym
" There is no pay attached to it," said
Mr. Clayton. " That's why they don't do
their work any better. There are no pictures in New York state that are really
censored. The board is only a fake Nothing comes from its suggestions, otherwise
salacious pictures would never be shown.
This bill of mine has been drawn with the
interests of the children of New York
state at heart. We are seeking to protect their morals and likewise to protect
the womanhood of this state."
" Are the morals lower in New York
state without motion picture censorship
than in states where censorship prevails ? "
asked Assemblyman Antin of Mr. Clayton.
" I would say so. Yes," responded Assemblyman Clayton.

" Does Assemblyma
Clayton, casting
aspersions on his own nstate,
have the data
to
back
Antin. up his statements?" inquired Mr
To this Mr. Clayton replied that none
was necessary.
Assemblyman Ullman of New Yorksaid that he would vote against the measure on the grounds that the best censorship in the world is the court of public
opinion and that he did not believe that
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any three men could be found who would
ever agree as to just what constituted a
sacrilegious or inhuman scene.

"This is just the entering wedge. Next
year you will see something else and the
year after, something more of the same
Assemblyman McLoughlin said that he
was in favor of the bill and went on to
tell some of his reasons. He declared that
more than one girl, having seen the life
of a cabaret dancer portrayed in attractive ways upon the screen, had followed
thattype."
life instead of becoming a wife and
mother. Those sitting near him said that
this was altogether too far fetched for
argument.
The longest argument against the passage of the bill was made by Minority
Leader Donohue.
" I am not in favor of censorship," declared Mr. Donohue. " I prefer one of
public opinion. I want to ask Mr. Clavton
if he has so far failed in his duty as a
father to his children that the state shall
now step in and dictate as to just what
those children shall see in the motion picture theatre. If they are going to censor
movies, then it is time that they bought
clothing for many works of art. I know
tonight there are many assemblymen in
this chamber, who if they were allowed to
vote of their own free will, would cast
their ballots against this bill. I have talked
to these men. I know the sentiment which
exists in their hearts.

" But on the second floor there is a
man who has said that he desires this bill
to pass. They subordinate their own
judgment to his demands. This bill
should never have become a party measure, should never have become the football of politics. It should have received
the consideration to which it was entitled
without the stigma of politics being attached. Itis far too great a measure to
have been buffeted about and jammed
through at this last moment because of
the fact that some party desires to rule
with an iron hand."
Shortly before 9 o'clock, after two
hours of wrangling, the bill went to a
vote. Seventy-six votes were necessary
in the New York State Assembly to insure passage. Few Republicans broke
away from the party rule and the bill was
passed with votes to spare. It was noticeable, however, that not a single applauding hand marked the announcement
that the bill had been passed. The crowd
filed slowly from the Assembly Chamber,
and
the grind of less interesting bills was
resumed.
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" Indorsers" Should Be Encouraged
IN the recent session of the Indiana State legislature, one of the most powerful influences against the passage of censorship laws was an organization known as
Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays.
The organization, voluntary in character, views pictures at their regular showing in theatres and then gives public expression to its opinions. The theatre
owners, of course, need not carry out the recommendations made, but, it is said, a
fine spirit exists between the exhibitors and the organization and they work readily
together.
Said Miss Louisa N. Connolly, education expert of Newark, N. J., in commenting upon the itself,
Indorsers,
"There is
no better
criticism
photoplay
that of
the audience
an American
audience,
I might
say. ofNo a small
group than
of educators
can tell the people what they like and what they don't like. I have such faith in
the American public that I do not think that any theatre can succeed if it does not
cooperate with such indorsers as there are here in Indianapolis, where the indorsers
are the people and go with the audience to see the films instead of by private
showing.
"I do not approve of private exhibits of pictures before the film is given to
the public of a city. If the film is a bad film the people will express their disapproval of it or certain scenes, which, if cut, would render the picture good. And
from the audience the censors can get the proper viewpoint and notify the exhibitor as to what should be cut."
WM. A. JOHNSTON.

Accounting of Souvenir
Book Sales Is Sought
Albert L. Griffith, brother of D. W.
Griffith, the motion picture producer, is
made defendant in an action brought by
Robert Edgar Long, formerly general
press representative for the Griffith interests, toeffect an accounting in connection with the sale of " Way Down East "
souvenir books, now being sold in theatres
where " Way Down East " is being shown.
Mr. Long, who designed the souvenir
book, claims to have had a partnership
agreement with Mr. A. L. Griffith. The
defendant is known in the motion picture
industry as A. L. Grey, having recently
changed his name from Griffith.
Paramount 's Sales School
Will Open on May 1st
Candidates for the next sales school,
to be conducted by Paramount at the
home office, must be between the ages of
25 and 35, according to the announcement
of Fred Creswell, director of the school.
The new class will start as soon as possible after May 1, and its personnel will
be enrolled entirely from outside of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation with a few
exceptions. A special effort is being made
to enroll students who have gained their
selling experience in other lines of business.
Found Club to Study Great
Photoplays of the Day
About a dozen members of the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation of California have
founded in New York City the Palmer
Scenario Club for the study of the greatest photoplays of the present day, with the
idea to encourage among its members the
writing of high-class scenarios, conforming to The Standards for Motion Picture
Productions as issued by the N. A. M.
P. I. The Palmer Club is using Community Centre, P. S. 184, as its headquarters, through the courtesy of the Department of Education, New York City.

Coast

Bankers

Aiding

ON

his last trip to the Coast, Watterson
R. Rothacker was impressed with
the interest Los Angeles bankers are now
taking in the motion picture industry.
" They are lending not only their moral
but also their financial support to worthwhile productions," said Mr. Rothacker.
" This movement is headed by Mr. Flint,
vice-president of the Los Angeles Trust
and Savings Bank, who right now is doing some wonderful work toward stabilizing the industry. Mr. Flint has made a
very careful survey and analysis in regard
production, and in my opinion he is the
best informed banker in the world on this
subject. Not only is he a firm believer in
Los Angeles as the film capital of the
world, but he sincerely believes that Los
Angeles will be the future distribution
center of the world, and has taken some
very practical steps toward that goal.
" Mike Levee, vice-president of Brunton Studios, was very enthusiastic as to
the prospects for the balance of 192 1. He
believes that production will proceed on
even a greater scale within 90 days. In
fact it is the consensus of opinion among
the knowing ones on the Coast that the
future will be bright indeed.
" Sol Lesser and associates are doing
some wonderfully constructive work, adding steadily to their chain of theatres and
developing First National enthusiasm to
the Nth degree.
" I found Louis B. Mayer activities becoming daily greater at the big Mayer
Studios. Mr. Mayer promises some big
news shortly in regard to forthcoming
John M. Stahl productions and some very
interesting news about other new producjpfliiiinnnuuBuiinuw^^
tions."
LIVE
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Picture

New

r
Kansas City Exhihs Win «
Strik ing Victo ry
The Kansas City exhibitors are a p:
tient, silent lot; but when they start worl ~
ing, results are as certain as the sun-u V
Witness the following : The Kansas Ci'
motion-picture ordinance formerly provii
ed that the Kansas City Motion Pictu:
Board of Appeals were to investigate ar
picture against which a petition signed t
fifteen persons had been submitted to t\
Board of Appeals. Recently the Kansi
City Censorship Committee adopted a pla
whereby a woman censor would be place
in each precinct of the city. This add
tion to censorial methods already in fon
riled the theatre owners, and immediate
the machinery of the city council was sagoing.
An amendment to the motion-pictui
ordinance was proposed, providing th;
twenty instead of fifteen signers would t
necessary for the " objecting petition
and, more important, that the signei
should be taxpayers. This latter provisio r.
would eliminate 90 per cent of the womo ,.
On Wednesday of last week, proponen1
of censorship flocked to the city counc
chambers, where they anxiously awaite j
action on the proposed amendment
against which they had lodged spirite
protests. Then came the joke of the se* .
son. In the reading of routine businef :
by the clerk, none of the delegations rea .
ized the ordinance in which they were it
terested was before the house until aftc
it Then
was announced
" Ordinance
passed."
came the— storm.
Protests
wer
heaped upon protests, but all in vain, whil the exhibitors departed in high spirits.
Koh

n Finds

Business

in Eas

20% Off Normal
Morris Kohn, president of Realart Pic
tures Corp., who has just returned to Nc
York from a tour of key cities in th
Eastern states, reports that he finds pic
ture conditions in the East similar to thos
prevailing in the Middle West, which h
describes as " twenty per cent of normal.
Mr. Kohn states that a change in th
general situation is expected in the fal
and that most exhibitors are looking t
that time for important developments.
"Birth of a Nation ' ' Bookec
for Capital Theatre
that
presenta
for
procured
he has HAF
s tion
anno
EL thea
SL
treunce
the week
the Capitol
•. at ROT
ith's masterpiece,
Griff
MayBirt1,h D.of W.
of
on."
It will be rea Nati
" The
that
membered this was the first American motion picture spectacle ever produced and offered at regular theatre

" The Birth of a Nation " was the first
photodrama
to be accompanied by a synprices.
chronized score, but this phase of motion
picture presentation has made such rapid,
strides during the past few years that
there sical
is nopresentation
doubt that
Rothafel's
mu- 1
willMr.greatly
enhance
the dramatic value of this historical
classic.
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Theatre

Bills

in

Pennsylvania

Legislature

Rights/' Receipts Tax and Billboard Tax
Pending ; Salary Increase Beaten
Although the Pennsylvania House, by
bill. The coal tax bill, if passed, would
ylPOSEE) legislation in Penns
the
most decisive vote of 37 ayes to 129
iaT^RO
\~ vania affecting the motion-picture
yield a large amount of extra revenue to
J
industry is taking concrete form, as
the state, which revenue is sorely needed
nays, defeated the bill of Senator William
C. McConnell, of Northumberland counto carry on increased expenses of governJthe session, which is expected to close bement. If this source of revenue is estabjfore the end of April, is rapidly approachty,aries
which
the and
salof thewould
state have
boardincreased
of censors
lished, the motion picture theatre interests
ing the period for final adjournment.
their subordinates from a total of $37,000
are hopeful that the gross tax on theatre
^Keenest interest centers upon the " equal
receipts
will
be
found
unnecessary
as
a
a year to $81,000, an effort was made last
jrights " bill which would give negroes the
week to revive the measure. The date
revenue raising measure and that the
jsame privileges as whites in theatres and
upon which it was defeated in the House
lother places of public entertainment or
gross
feated.receipts tax bill will therefore be de3 accommodation.
was April 6, and under the legislative
rules the House had ten legislative days
1 This bill has passed the House finally
If, however, the coal tax bill fails of
after that date in which to reconsider its
Jjand is before a committee of the Senate
passage, the theatre interests will make a
Iwhich planned to hold the final public
vote and place the bill back on the calenfirm fight for the amendment of the thedar. An effort to do this was made by
1 hearing of the measure on April 19. Alatre gross tax bill, to reduce the amount
Representative
Albert Millar, of Dauphin
of
the
tax
or
otherwise
to
make
it
more
ready there have been several public hearcounty, but only 56 members voted in
ings and large delegations of colored
acceptable to the amusement interests. As
favor of reconsideration and 63 against it.
the measure stands now it even taxes the
'"persons have repeatedly called at the capiThis
action had apparently killed the
receipts
on
a
day
that
a
theatre
operates
measthe
of
,tal to bring pressure in favor
measure for this session, but as soon as
at a loss, and is therefore branded as
1 ure. It is vigorously opposed by many
Senator McConnell heard of the House's
" other interests, however, and has become
grossly unfair.
action he introduced a slightly different
c'one of the main political issues before the
The House has passed the bill placing a
bill, in most essential details the same as
I legislators. There is considerable doubt
the
defeated measure, in the Senate body.
five per cent, tax on billboards, which inr" about its fate at this writing.
cludes bill boards used for advertising mo7 Other important measures affecting
There
a few
changes from
but the$3,000
censors'to
tion picture theatres, and that measure,
salariesareare
increased
K picture theatres, which are figuring conI spicuously in the deliberations of the
too,
pending
"Senate.
and most of the salary inseems islikely
that itbefore
will be the
adopted
by thatIt $4,000 a creasesyear
of the defeated bill are provided
l'\Solons, include the bill placing a one per
body, particularly if some of the other
for in the new measure. Well-informed
J cent, tax on the gross receipts of the
proposed revenue-producing bills fail of
lobbyists say that even if the new bill
^amusement places of the state. It is now
adoption.
passes the Senate there is little likelihood
l' before the Senate, having passed the
of the House approving it, in view of the
House finally. Whether this measure,
The measure which would place an addecisive vote by which the House defeated
ditional tax per foot on the examination
\\which has been energetically fought by the
the original measure on this subject.
theatre interests, will be adopted either in of films by the state board of motion picSeveral new bills have just appeared in
its present or an amended form, depends
ture censors, seems to have been sidethe
Pennsylvania Legislature designed to
^ largely on the disposition that finally is
tracked in a committee pigeon-hole from
prevent theatre ticket speculating.
which it is not likely to be brought forth.
made of the pending anthracite coal tax
"Equal

Wisconsin

Exhibitors

Urgent

to

Convene

May

10th

Call Sent to Exhibitors of State to Meet
at Hotel Wisconsin^ Milwaukee
the convention in May, is the fact that for with his attending the two-day convenaccepted
policy
the
with
IN conformity
tion at Milwaukee in May, declare the
the past eight months the Association has
at the last annual meeting of the Wisassociation officials.
consin Exhibitors Association, which
been keeping in close touch by mail and
was held at Milwaukee in August 1920, to other publicity with every exhibitor in the
While the matter of legislation is entirely in the hands of the Joint Legislative
state. Every exhibitor has heard about
hold the next annual meeting thirty days
the Association and its work through the Committee of Allied Motion Picture
prior to the National Convention, the call
mails — even if he has not yet joined the Crafts, and while that Committee has been
is now being sent out from State Headdoing and is doing all in its power to fight
quarters atMilwaukee, by Executive Secorganization. Another reason for expecting many more to be present than at any
retary W. F. Baumann for the state meetadverse legislation, the problems now beother state convention heretofore is the
ing to be held in Milwaukee on May 10th
ing encountered by the joint committee are
and nth, at the Hotel Wisconsin.
fact that the reform elements have conof such vital importance to every exhibiSince its inception last August, at which
clusively demonstrated the fact that they
tor, and are assuming such alarming protime the old organization was completely
portions in Wisconsin, that it is pointed
are out to control the motion-picture inout the committee must have the absolute
dustry of the State of Wisconsin.
reorganized, the Association has progressed wonderfully. The membership
Right now in the two houses of the and undivided support of every exhibitor
has increased to such an extent that at the legislature there are three different bills in the State to be able to successfully combat the menace.
time of writing this, there is scarcely a pending, one on censorship, one on regusingle city in the state of any considerable
Experience in the past has taught the
lating the price of admission and still
officers of various state associations of
size that has not a membership in the another prohibiting the sale of tickets
Association. Much constructive work has when no seats are immediately available
exhibitors that there are too many in the
for the purchasers of such tickets. What
been done in every department of the orbusiness
will letnow" George
it," but
the time who
has come
and thedo majority
ganization, and it is expected that the comthe passage of these bills means to the exof the exhibitors have already begun to
ing State Convention will be the largest
hibitors of the State, everyone of them
ever held in the history of Wisconsin.
knows. Therefore, it behooves every exrealize it that " Genial George " cannot
One of the principal reasons that a
hibitor tofirmly resolve that nothing under
bear
homes the
" anyburden
longer. of all the " stay at
record breaking attendance is expected at the sun will be permittted to interfere

Motion
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Robertson-Cole Executives Resign April 1 6th
m the RobertsonCESheadfro
ADVICole
quarters, New York,
announce the resignation from
that organization of Alexander
Beyfuss, who has been connected with
the Robertson-Cole Division of Films;
Arthur Hoerl, who has been in charge
of the publicity and advertising; and J.
L. Merrick, field manager. The announcement declares the resignations became effective April 16.
Nat'l-Loew Suit in
Ohio Is Ended
The long drawn out law suit between
the Loew theatres of Ohio and the First
National Exhibitors Company of Ohio,
which has kept the Charlie Chaplin,
Norma and Constance Talmadge and
Charles Ray pictures out of Cleveland for
the past nine months, was settled on April
16th when the Court of Appeals confirmed
the Common Pleas Court which decided
in favor of the Loew interests.
Under an agreement which the Loew
interests cited in court, the Loew theatres were to get first run of pictures of
the four stars in Cleveland. Other down
town theatres were, according to the
agreement, to follow four weeks after the
first run.

New
Heads

rVC

Publicity

R. /. Law

Picture
Cuts

New]

Stand

ing Room Privileges
By a bill which passed the Rhode Islanl
State Legislature on April 13th the r<
ceipts of moving picture theatres will b
materially cut owing to a restriction bein
placed on the standing room privilege:
There has been much agitation for a rt
coding of the building laws, and the the*
tres, although practically every house i
the city comes up to the requirements o
the old building regulations, which wer
strict.

First

W.

W. Hodkinson Returns
to New York Office
W. W. Hodkinson, head of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, has returned to
New York after a " swing around the
circle." During the last three months he
has visited practically every town of any
importance in the United States. A great
deal of his time was spent on the West
Coast, where he conferred with the head?
of various producing' units.
Artistic Layout Attracts
Favorable Comment
A layout that has been characterized by
experts as one of the most artistic displays
in advertising, as well as in film circles, is
the four page, three color insert by Paramount which opens this week's issue of
the News. Critics have pronounced this
one of the best examples of good motion
picture advertising that has ever appeared
in the trade papers. Incidentally, it marks
the first time in many months that Paramount has issued three-color advertising;
and the reversion to this elaborate display
is due entirely to the bigness of the subject, for "Deception" has been pronounced the most stupendous subject ever
filmed, justifying the additional advertising outlay. The four page insert's art
work was designed and laid out by A. M.
Botsford, Patrick Kearney, and Vincent
Trotta of Paramount's advertising and art
departments ; and the copy was prepared
by Mr. Botsford, Mr. Kearney and Russell Mitcheltree.

Ask

Pictures Be Regulatet
in Austin, Texas
A committee of citizens headed by J

Gregg Hill, president of the Travi
County Humane Society, and Rev. W. B
Minter, a Presbyterian minister, appeare<
on Thursday of last week before the cit
council of Austin, Tex., and appealed tha
the city authorities adopt some form o
censorial regulation of motion-pictures ex
hibited in Austin. Petitions reported t,
have been signed by 391 men and wome
by the com
were
mittee.presented to the council
C. Seymour Clark, newly appointed director of
publicity for Robertson-Cole
ROBERTSON-COLE has announced
the appointment of C. Seymour
Clark as director of the publicity and advertising department. Mr. Clark is an
experienced publicity and advertising
man, having been executive secretary of
the Bureau of Special Campaigns of the
American
Red
Cross at Washington,
D. C, for the past three years in charge
of publicity and advertising for the money
and membership campaigns.
In this capacity Mr. Clark has been responsible for the Red Cross posters and
other publicity material and supplies
which have attracted wide attention and
comment.
Mr. Clark was selected by Henry P.
Davidson, chairman of the Red Cross
War Council, to go to Geneva, Switzerland, to organize the publicity department
of the League of Red Cross Societies,
composed of the Red Cross societies of
thirty-two different nations.
His most recent connection has been
with Herbert Hoover of the European
Relief Council Campaign, to raise $33,000,000 for the relief of the children of
Europe, to which the motion picture industry cooperated so generously.
Mr. Clark is a former newspaper man
and has been the publisher of daily newspapers in Ann Arbor, Michigan ; Hornell,
N. Y. ; Fort Smith, Ark., and other cities,
and was for ten years a branch manager
for the Western Newspaper Union in
Kansas City and Cincinnati. While connected with the latter organization, Mr.
Clark handled publicity and advertising,
and brings to the Robertson-Cole organization several years of newspaper, advertising agency and marketing experience.

Cheering News from Coast
for the Independents
ableCoainthis week shows am not
st
fro
edviti
es ofthe
nin acti
rec
creaseeiv
indepe
WORD
ly
cers,
cial
produ
dent
espe
in
the
short-subject field. It is likely that many
of these new productions are destined
ghts mar
.
rfor ful
theoutlo
stat
cheead
d ket
ok e-ri
as reflecte
in theThe
latest
vices from Los Angeles has added materially to the general optimism growing in independent circles.
Spencer Productions, which recently
organized, announces the engagement of
Helen Holmes, Jack Connolly and Edward Clapham as members of the cast
for
its
first picture,
Ghost
This picture
has been"The
adapted
fromCity."
the
novel, " The Torrent," by George Rix
William Bertram is the director. The
sale of this picture is to be handled by
Building.
C.
O. D. Blanchfield, Superba Theatre

The Allen Russell Productions announces the completion of a five-reel
mystery, entitled "The Tell-Tale Eye."
Bettysell inFinley
plays opposite
Rus-is
this production.
This Mr.
subject
being sold on a state right basis by C
O. D. Blanchfield.
Ellis are
Parker
" Philo
Gibb of"
stories
to beButler's
made into
a series
comedies. The cast will include Victor
Potel. Dorothea Wolbert, Otis Harlen,
Harry Todd, Howard Crampton, and
Ruth Handforth. Webster Cullison is
the director and manager of production.
The first release will be titled " The
Hounder
of isthebeing
Tankervilles."
tion work
conducted Producat the
Francis Ford Studio.
Another new company named Beverly
Syndicate is making a series of two-reel
feature comedies. The first is titled
"Clemens
Chubby is
anddirecting.
the Mermaid."
James
The featured
player is Lincoln Stedman. The cast includes Catherine Meyers, Jack Richardson, Dora Dare, Madge Hunt, and Hugh
Saxon.
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Press

Is Uniformly

LaudaProvide

tory of "Deception"
of " Deception,"
The press criticismsweek
in the New
published during the
y laudauniforml
been
York dailies, have
tory to a high degre of the production.
" Deception " opened at the Rivoli theatre, New York, on Sunday, April 17th.
The following excerpts are typical of the
commendation showered upon the Paramount picture by the press reviewers. The
New York Times writes :
" Here is a real story told so that intelligent people
evidence that the screen
can
is forenjoy
adultsit. asHere
well isassturdy
for children. Here is a work
the alert interest almost continuously dethat holds
spite the fact that it is historical. Many people shy
at the historical in entertainment, fearing that they
may be bored or that they may accidentally be eduDeception,' unless they
objectcated ;but
to a they
real needn't
story ofavoid
real 'people.
" Rich,
colorful,
' Deception
photo-do
play for those
who dramatic,
want genuine
realism' is
anda can
without simpering heroines and pretty heroes, mechanical plots and sentimental happy endings."
Allan Dale, dramatic critic of the New
York American, declares:
" Although " Deception 'but
dealtHenry
with must
Henry's
wearhaveamours,
everybody
and although
at the court, there was not a dull
ied of these
moment
in the affair at the Rivoli. It proved to be
convincing pictures
one of the most fascinating and were
so remarkable
I have ever seen. All the details
the tournament, the revels, the arrival of the little
the coronation, the
Elizabeth, the marriage ceremony,
festivities and the banquets. It lasts at leastreela couple
or so
hoursend.and you are ready for another
of
at the
" Altogether ' Deception ' maygripping.
be set down as something distinctly unusual and the storyTheis crowded
without
events roll by without effort;
side issue of irrelevancy. It is all extraordinary real.
The New York Tribune says:
"We consider it a masterpiece. Nothing better hasof
ever been seen on the screen than the performance
Emil Jannings as the brutal king. And Henny Porten
is absolutely convincing as the unfortunate Annie who
was more sinned against than sinning."

Chamber

of Commerce

Important

in

Session

New York Motion Picture
THETheatr
e Owners' Chamber of
Commerce entertained the trade
press at its regular luncheon on
April 19th, at the Hotel Astor,
Tuesday, k.
It was decided to hold the
New Yor
installation of new officers at the dinner
scheduled for May 3rd or May 10th at
the Ritz-Carlton for the members of the
M. P. T. O. Chamber of Commerce, their
wives and guests. Invitations will also be
extended to the members of the F. I. L.
M. Club to attend this dinner.
The Hoy Committee reported that
ninety cases of exhibitor-exchange grievances had been submitted for the consideration of this body. Of these, forty had
been decided in favor of the exhibitors
and fifty in favor of the exchanges.
Chairman William Brandt called attention to the fact that this committee is the
first of its kind to be established in the
country. Its success has led to the adoption of similar committees elsewhere.
Chairman Brandt also reported that representatives of the Chamber of Commerce had held a meeting with the publisher and editor of the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle and that as a result of this meeting the Eagle, which formerly had supported the movement for censorship,
had reversed its attitude on this question.
Representatives of the Chamber of
Commerce have also interviewed the publishers of " Live Topics " and have secured their promise not to include mention of Henry Ford's name or the Ford
organization in their publication.

the

Weapons

THE exhibitor is confronted today, and increasingly will be, with a number of
wise problems brought about by the various reform movements, radical and otherHe will want to know what to say about censorship, to his local legislator, newspaper editors, clergymen, etc., what to say about Sunday closing, how to approach
the
local
organizations;
how Some
to winexhibitors
their cooperation
and ward clergy,
off theirwomen's
prejudiceand
and civic
misguided
activities.
are fully
equipped with this information, others are not.
Considerable information has been printed, and is available, on censorship but the
other pressing situations have only been handled intermittently by the trade press.
A series of tracts should be prepared dealing with each of these problems and
placed
in information
the exhibitor's
Bulletins can be added from time to time, giving
additional
and hands.
arguments.
This, it seems to us, is fundamental and highly important.
We suggest, as a practical way of procedure, a committee of Trade Paper Editors
or the Advertiser's Association or both to prepare these booklets and have them distributed as soon as possible, through all the available organizations and avenues.
WM.

Recent Incorporations
New
York State

in

Motion picture companies incorporating in New York state during the past
week show an increase in number as well
as amount of capitalization, which aggregated $675,500. The companies, with
their directors and the amount of capital
stock, include the following :
Distinctive Productions, Inc., $255,000,
H. M. Hobart, C. S. Hervey and Elizabeth Fingeroth of New York; Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of Washington,
D. C, $25,000, Benjamin Mandel, Saul
Greenberg of Brooklyn; Jacob Silverman,
New York; Hol-Tre Producing Co.,
Ithaca, $60,000, Meyer Klein, Alex Werner, H. E. Riamond, New York; Theatre
Development Corporation, $25,000, Lester Blankfield, Brooklyn, James G. Solomon, George F. Mattuck, New York ;
Short Screen Series Company, $24,000,
Julius Timm, Larchmont, Louis deLyons,
G. E. Elliott, New York ; Rosebin corporation, $75,000, Max Shapiro, Brooklyn,
Barnet and Selig Kaplan, Brooklyn; K. P.
K. Productions, Inc., $50,000, P. E.
Thacker, P. W. Panzer, Emanuel Kraus,
New York ; Newburgh Cinema Co., $40,000, Charles S. Duryea, M. P. and Henry
P. Ramsdell, Newburgh ; The Photoplay
Classics corporation, $100,000, F. M.
Franklin, A. B. Ebin, Harry Bayer, New
York.
Want Harrisburg Theatres
Closed Memorial Day
Harrisburg Post, No. 27, American Legion, Harrisburg, Pa., has adopted a resolution requesting the city to refuse any
circus or theatre the privilege of giving
exhibitions in that city on the afternoon
of Memorial Day, the ruling to take effect
in 1922.
The Ringling circus was in Harrisburg
on May 31, 1920, which was the Monday
following Memorial Day, and this year it
returns on May 30. The Legion members
contend that the circus and theatre exhibitions detract from the memorial services
and parade held by the former service
men.

Censor

A. JOHNSTON

Ordinance

Dies

in

Chicago City Council
The Timothy J. Hurley censorship ordinance, providing for a paid municipal
board of three moving picture censors,
died automatically when the term of the
old Chicago Council ended on April nth,
as the judiciary committee of the council,
which had held extensive public hearings
on the proposed ordinance, failed to bring
the ordinance out of the committee before
the demise of the old council.
The ordinance proposed to take censorship of pictures away from the police department, although it was admitted both
by the reform element and motion picture
interests, that the police under Chief
Fitzmaurice, were giving satisfaction as
censors.

Pictures

for Distribution

by Warren

under

Way

n
formation ofannou
thenceme
F. B.
of the
nt Warre
THECorporecent
ration to engage in the
world-wide distribution of motionpictures has been followed by the receipt
by Mr. Warren of a great number of cone-owners
letters
d States
and film mengratulatory
in thefrom
Unitetheatr
and
Canada. Much interest centers in the
tionny.output to be handled by the
produccompa
new
Mr. Warren has made no definite announcement concerning affiliations established with producers, but it is learned
that active production for distribution
through the Warren organization is
already under way in both Los Angeles
and New York. The first completed picture will be ready by the middle of May,
according to Mr. Warren, and by the end
of August ten pictures will be in the
hands of the branch offices for booking
by the exhibitors.
It is also announced that several powerful financial groups are supporting the
production units whose products will be •
distributed by the Warren system. These
financial interests, according to the statement, have " no interest whatever in the
The establishment of branch offices and
distribution."
the
organization of their operating perward. sonnel are at present being carried for-
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O'Reilly Sees Possibility oi
Report
of European
Relief
Donations
Constructive Tie-Up
following is the report of the Motion Picture Committee of the European
THE
In acquiring greater power, President
Relief Council, submitted by its chairman, C. C. Pettijohn. The report is dated
April 9, 1921, and shows a grand total of more than two and one half million
O'Reilly of the New York State associadollars received.
tion, has a plan which may result in exMotion Picture Committee — Statement of Motion Picture donations received
hibitors linking themselves with automo-j
direct and reported outstanding, also donations sent in through various other agencies
bilists,
hotel
proprietors and persons inand organizations credited to Motion Picture Committee asDirect
of April 9, Outstanding
1921:
terested in recreational work, in the for—
tes
Sta
Alaska
mation of a gigantic organization which
$220.00
$1,725.01
87.65
Alabama
will be a factor along legislative lines, and
Arizona
in many other ways.
1,474.34
Arkansas
4,229.80
171.00
27,301.81
In discussing the project before leaving
California — South . . .
10,200.00
42,270.73
California — North .
11,350.00
Albany
lasttheweek,
said
Colorado
11,344.00
that while
New President
York stateO'Reilly
association
1,000.00
Connecticut
4,722.15
85.00 '5 had the power of the screen, that it lacked
Delaware
0.66 in numbers. In equalizing this, through
10,250.00
District of Columbia.
35,000.66
Florida
cooperation with automobilists and others,
2,200.00
Georgia
2,513.00
Hawaii
Mr. O'Reilly believes that he has found a
solution which will make itself felt in
Idaho
1,372.45
Illinois
1,000.00
14,883.67
11,725.50
the future. President O'Reilly will make
Indiana
13,810.25
3,100.00
a trip through New York state during the
Iowa
570.00
4,297.45
coming summer, and call on all exhibitors.
Kansas
1,746.17
46.25
Kentucky
8,717.93
Louisiana
23,000.00
17,500.00
Maine
Mayor Lunn Dined by A.M.
3,723.89
' 85.66
Maryland
1,416.70
P. A. Flays Censorship
Massachusetts
21,245.55
Michigan
1
A ringing echo of the recent censorship
9,211.10
15,,0000304.00
Minnesota
33,830.35
battle at Albany was carried to New York
5000..000
Mississippi
0
2,364.90
Missouri
when Mayor George R. Lunn of Schnec106.66
2,830.10
Montana
tady addressed members of the Asso1,324.50
722.96
2.00
Nebraska
ciated Motion Picture Advertisers at the
Nevada
Cafe Boulevard, April 14.
2,668.12
New Hampshire
1,972.74
225.00
New Jersey
12,272.18
" I am opposed to censorship for the
283.90
New Mexico
same reason that I am opposed to sup50.00
New York
188,275.20
North Carolina
52,007.
pression ofthe press,"
he announced.
" I
1,016.50
have absolutely
no sympathy
with the
North Dakota
00
400.66
3,825.49
Ohio
fanatics who would close up a theatre,
37,289.34
Oklahoma
50,000.00
but never think of touching the scurrilous
4,704.82
Oregon
literature that abounds or the publications
1,680.25
Pennsylvania — East
41,725.00
in whose pages scandalous divorce stories
1,200.00
Pennsylvania — West
67,310.53
250.00
Rhode Island
are printed side by side with a plea for
15,568.69
South Carolina
16.72
1,451.83
the
suppression of the screen.
South Dakota
1.85
5,117.25
81.11
Tennessee
" The motion picture industry is just at
802.00
Texas
its beginning, and if it is to attain its full
31,407.00
Utah
1,130.00
3,112.27
growth and realize its maximum possibilVermont
50.66
4,106.13
ities for service, it must be allowed to deVirginia
7,100.00
West Virginia
velop unhampered by foolish, dogmatic
6,500.00
1,425.10
10.66
Washington
and
unthinking
regulation.
4,129.00
8.25
Wisconsin
5,341.68
"Tell the truth, the whole truth and
Wyoming
475.00
nothing but the truth in your advertising.
Total
$695,676.48
Make it stand for the picture. I am a
$220,668.68
rabid fan and during my experience I have
Returned by theatres through State Committees as itemized 695,676.48
Reported and outstanding as itemized
220,668.68
never discovered a single instance where
Collections in theatres sent in through other agencies and
a producer gained anything by placing in
organizations
824,302.11
Donations and Invisible Guest checks received at Motion
the advertising something that is not in
Picture Headquarters, Forty-ninth Street
385,035.12
Donations and Invisible Guest checks received at General
Office, 42 Broadway
561,837.18
the picture."
Late News
from the
GRAND TOTAL
$2,687,519.57
Coast
This total does not include a segregation of funds in Delaware where the theatres cooperated with the various relief organizations.
of
committe
ls mbly
MoraAsse
The large uncollected items in District of Columbia, Ohio, Virginia, and Michigan include
hase inCalifcornia
THEthe Publi
definitely postponed the hearing
War Client items set aside to the credit of the Motion Picture Industry in these States.
of the Colburn Motion Picture CensorThis report does not take into consideration the films furnished by the various producship bill, which was written from the . .
ing and distributing companies, the ordinary rental of same being estimated at $250,000.06.
present Pennsylvania censorship bill.
This report does not include considerable amount paid out by the National Association
E. R. Hough, business manager of the
of the Motion Picture Industry as expenses for the drive, nor the various moneys expended
Robertson-Cole studios, announces that
by the exhibitor organizations in each state for their expenses nor the 866,666 feet of raw
the
plant will be closed for thirty or sixty
stock donated for the " Invisible Guest " Trailers.
days. Over-production is given as the
reason. All contract people and heads of
I certify the figure of cash received as cordepartments are to remain with the comrect, and that the total of outstanding balance
is very conservative.
The Herald Company, organized by
EUROPEAN RELIEF COUNCIL.
Jean Perry and Z. A. Stegmuller, have
pany.
Jas. J. Rick, Comptroller.
leased space at Universal City to produce
Submitted by
a series of eight pictures starring J. P.
C. C. PETTIJOHN, Acting Chairman,
McGowan, who will also direct. DorMOTION PICTURE DIVISION.
othy Wood is to play the lead.

April
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Chicago
L .

H.

MASON,

[■
Mr. Hall,
Hall of&
I Griffin,
owners ofof Centralia,
the Grand oftheatre
I
that
city,
and
widely
known
to
exhibitI ors and exchange men throughout
the
I state, is in the hospital, where he will
'! undergo an operation.
Harry Weiss, of Superior Screen Serv> ice, announces the appointment of K. L.
I Eagon asquarterIndiana
salesman, with heads at Indianapolis.
1
W. C. Brimmer has been appointed
Chicago manager of Vitagraph, vice M.
! F. Tarbell, resigned, and George Tail,
assistant manager, in place of C. R.
k Lindau, resigned. Mr. Brimmer has been
for some time past connected with Vitagraph as a city salesman and has made
a splendid record. Mr. Tail also has
1 been with the organization for some
time as booker and through his well
earned promotion has made an opening
for Harry
of theto shipping
< ment,
to beJames,
advanced
booker. depart-

FROM

and
REPRESENT

He will return to Milwaukee later on to
supervisechange the
opening of the new exin that city.which Famous Players is planning
F. W. Fisher, who is interested in
motion picture
houses in has
La opened
Salle, Jacksonville and Kewanee,
the
Majestic in Madison with pictures. The
premier performance was a big success,
being attended
Lieutenantas Governor, Senators byandthelegislators,
well
as prominent society people. The Inside
of
the
Cup
"
was
the
feature
chosen
for the opening of the house.

Selected Films, Incorporated, have secured the services of Bob Smith as southside representative.
Ralph O. Proctor spent a day in Chicago April 14th and left for the coast
the same evening. Proctor, it is understood, plans to go into production in a
large way on the west coast.
Extensive bookings of Kineto Reviews,
The Park theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.,
by Superior Screen Service in
I has changed its policy. It will now be handled
this territory, are reported by Harry
conducted
as
a
high-grade
moving
picture
Weiss
and
Fred Aiken of Superior, inshow. The opening production for April
cluding week runs at Bijou Dream, Lub24 will be " Madonnas and Men."
e
liner
&
Trinz's
Brothers'
Circuit and theCircuit,
SchaferAscher
Theatre
ComJoe Myberg, representing the producpany's
chain.
ing units of the National Exchanges of
t New York, was a Chicago visitor April
15. Illinois motion picture men who
were in the city last week include Leo
Bernstein, Capitol theatre, Springfield "Peck s Bad Boy" Due
111.; A. Sigfried, Bijou theatre, Decatur;
at Strand Apr. 24
t Rex Lawhead, Lincoln Square theatre,
Decatur; and Peter Pinkleman, Princess
i theatre, Quincy, 111.
"DECK'S BAD BOY," starI ring Jackie Coogan, will
The open season for fish is now on,
be given its premiere show*|J according
to
John
Bobeng,
of
the
Armitage theatre, who has invited a number
ing at the Strand Theatre,
of the Chicago Isaac Waltons to accomNew York City, on Sunday,
fl pany him on a fishing expedition this
April 24th. Following its
week, the party including Verne Lynch,
of the Tiffin theatre ; George Fricke, of
week's
engagement at the
■ I the Home theatre ; Harry Weiss, of SupeNew York Strand, the picture
rior
Screen
Service,
and
Frank
Heinen,
will
be
shown for the next
of the Crescent theatre.
week at the Brooklyn Strand.
Harry Sherman dropped off in ChiJoseph Plunkitt, the mancago for a few hours last week en route
aging director of the Strand,
from Los Angeles to New York. He
is planning an elaborate and
C states that he plans to start releasing
on or about May 15th and will have
novel presentation for the picsome pictures which will go over big.
ture, it is stated.
"
Peck's
Bad Boy " is a
The 600-seat Adams theatre on Adams
five-reel comedy. Irvin S.
,' ! between State and Wabash, in the loop
Cobb
edited
and titled the
j and
district,
is rapidly to nearing
is scheduled
open itscompletion
doors on
production,
and
the author is
j May 18th. It will seat six hundred
declared to have added many
people and will be booked by the Vista
humorous touches in his titles
£ Amusement Company, owners of a
, string of southside theatres in Chicago.
which will serve to reinforce
the comedy appeal of the picF. G. Hellen, general manager of the
ture. Sam Wood directed
Starland Amusement Company, of Anthe picture. Besides the
derson, Indiana, is suffering from a
severe case of pneumonia and is confined
youthful star who is featured,
to the hospital at Anderson.
the cast includes: Doris May,
Wheeler Oakman, Raymond
J. Obreshke, owner of the Star theatre
Hatton, Lillian Leighton,
at Whiting, is having plans drawn fpi
James Corrigan, Charlie Hata twenty-two hundred-seat theatre to be
ton, Gloria Wood, and last
erected in Whiting this summer. This
will be one of the largest and best equipbut not least " Queenie,"
ped houses in the state, according to
Jackie's canine pal.
architect's designs.
Moe Mark, in speaking of
Arthur Lowy, of the Illinois and InPeck's
Bad Boy"
"I
diana Film Service, has opened an Inthink little
Jack said:
Coogan
dianapolis office at 144 W. Vermont
shows
wonderful
ability
in
street, that city, with Clarence Phillips
in charge. Mr. Phillips is well known in
the new picture. It gives
Chicago film circles, having been assothose who witness it a clear
ciated with Goldwyn and other exinsight as to exactly what the
changes in the Windy City.
little fellow can do before a
picture camera and I feel that
Harry Manning has been appointed
Jackie shows to every angle
office manager of Famous Players-Lasky
that he is exactly what people
Corporation's
Chicago
exchange.
Bradford has been
engaged
as city Ralph
salesacclaim him — the wonder boy
man for this organization. Tom Kilfoil,
travelling auditor, has left for Minneapo
of the films."
lis and Des Moines, after installing efficiency methods in the Chicago exchange.
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The fee to the property occupied by
the Irving Park theatre at Irving and
Crawford, has been sold, but this does
not affect the lease which has eight years
more to run, and operation of the theatre
will be continued under the present management.
Sig Faller, manager of the Bijou
Dream theatre, will leave for a three
months'
trip onto July
visit Germany,
and France,
1st. GeorgeEngland
Paul,
of the States theatre, also is "planning a
three pectsmonths'
trip
to
Europe
and
exto depart at an early date.
V. T. Lynch is back on the job again
afterfineight
the Tiftheatre weeks'
due to absence
illness. from
Incidentally,
while at the hospital, he had plans drawn
whereby the Tiffin theatre will be enlarged from seats.
eight hundred to twentyfive hundred
Fitzpatrick & McElrov are planning
a new theatre at Harvey. Illinois. Likewise John Ohamnus, owner of the New
Brookline theatre in Chicago, has taken
over the property at Harvey, owned by
II. Ruby,
and willThis
remodel
into Harvey
a firstclass
theatre.
will itgive
two new theatres.
New pictures taken on by Superior
Screen Service through the National Ex
changes are " Welcome Children " and
" Behind the Mask," the former featuring Sidney
latter featuring Franklin
Hedda Nova andandthe Lieut.
Pat
O'Brien,
also
twenty-six
Moranti
Comedies through the National Exchanges.
Superior states it had the best week last
week since it has been in the business
and
reports from
the country
that that
the factories
are slowly
openingshowup
again and that while some exhibitors are
laying off the very high priced film, they
are demanding some medium priced pictures. Thissections
is especially
automobile
of Indiana notable
where in
theatres
depend
on
the
automobile
industry
for
their trade.

STATE

ST.

Ben Beadell has been appointed resimanager of Associated
Chicagodent Exchange
and assumedProducers'
his new
duties Monday, taking the position made
vacant
Goldman. by the resignation of Sidney
Mr. Beadell is a veteran of the picture
business and enjoys the friendship of
probably
any other
film man more
in theexhibitors
Chicago than
territory,
his
geniality, square shooting and business
ability having endeared him to the trade
throughout many years of service in important positions with various companies.
Virginia Dale, of the Chicago Journal,
or, as she is known in private life, Mrs.
H.
Johnston, early
has next
bookedmonth.
her passage
for S.Cherbourg
While in Europe she will study the
movies for the Journal, of which she is
the
critic, and will send
homemoving
a seriespicture
of articles.
This trip is notable, as it again makes
prominent the growing importance of
motion pictures in the opinion of the
daily
press,
being the first
movie
critic Miss
to be Dale
sent overseas by a
metropolitan
daily.
National Woman's Christian TemperUnion'sfollowed
Sabbath byObservance
Week,
which ancewas
an anti-cigarette
and anti-tobacco Sunday, failed to create
any
in Evanston,
north
shore stir
suburb,
where are Chicago's
located national
headquarters of the W. C. T. U., or in
Chicago, pastors of churches generally
ignoring the request of the organization
to preach on these subjects and other
b .diesthegenerally
with
campaign.failing to fall in line

W. A. Steffis, T. J. Campbell, and B.
W. Wilson, all of Minneapolis, attended
the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance convention this week and also took the opportunity of renewing their friendships with
many Chicago members of the industry.
Mr. Steffis and his party arrived Sunday
Another
Chicago
newspaper
has
gotten behind the Motion Picture Machine morning from the northern city and
Operators' Ball. Tommy Maloy, T. J. stayed over until late in the week.
Reynolds and J. J. Sullivan, made a deal
with the Evening American whereby the
newspaper will run a contest for three
weeks preceding the ball. The Journal
will publish masked pictures of screen Sharrard Assistant to
stars who will be present at the ball and
movie fans are to guess as to their idenCharles R. Rogers
tity. The Chicago Journal for two
weeks has been conducting a beautv
contest whereby some Chicago girl will
get
with Christie
Some
of thea job
contestants
were Comedies.
at the Rothacker
is
m ME
Robe
theuarte
fro
madeUN
NT
studios for tests and Watterson R. RothCE
rs rtANNO
headq
ole
that
son-C
acker gave the operators a number of
trailers atres.
forThe screening
at the
localArena.
theGeorge M. Sharrard has
ball will be
at the
been made assistant generalMay 5th.
nager of zat
theionRobe
man
. rtso
In his
Cole organi
Lew Cody, who has been making perShar
capa
new wor
sonal appearances in Jones, Linick &
lesrard
k city
R.
underMr.Char
will
Schaefer houses in Chicago, left this
Rogers, the newly appointed
week to attend the First National meeting at West Baden, Ind., but will regeneral-manager.
turn to Chicago in time to mess with
ten thousand gobs at the Great Lakes
In June
of associated
1918, Mr. Sharrard became
with
Naval Training Station Friday. Mr.
Cody isjackets very
popular
with
the
bluethe
Select
Pictures
Corporaand they some time ago extended
tion. While with this comhim an invitation to be their guest at
pany he was placed in charge
" chow."
of the contract department
and later became efficiency
Al Holah. Chicago salesmanager for
Associated Exhibitors, reports extraormanager. He next became
associated with Arthur S.
dinary business
on sold
" The for
Devil,"
has already
been
everywhich
key
Kane and from the Kane orcity in the territory. The big Arliss feaganization went to Realart
Barbee's
and will
play tureathad two
two weeks
other atloop
theatres,
the
where he organized the deBijou Dream and the Rose, before it
partment
of mail sales. He
leaves the downtown section.
was at the head of this department when he received
Aaron Jones is vacationing at French
his appointment as assistant
Lick Springs, where he is putting in
most of his time on the golf links, arid
general-manager of Robertson-Cole.
will return to Chicago about May 1.
His partner,
turned from Adolph
the WestLinick,
Coasthasandjustis re-to
go abroad in June.
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EXHIBITORS'

What
EARLY

REPORTS

the
RETURNS

FAMOUS PL A YERS-LASKY
The Gilded Lily —
Superb production. Well directed, extravagantly conceived and
a good audience picture. (West.)
Held up well for a two week run.
As a whole big picture from every
angle. (West.)
Star is popular and in consequence picture went over all right.
(West.)
Straight Is the Way —
Good picture, good cast. Slightly
improbable story but good entertainment value. (West.)
Good picture and good box office bet. (West.)
The Witching Hour —
This was only a fair picture and
fair puller. (East.)
Forbidden Fruit —
Pleased those who saw it but not
enough saw it. (West.)
Gradually built up as run progressed but not as big as anticipated. (West.)
The Love Special —
Our patrons called this a fine picture and it did big business. (West.)
A good picture. Drew good business second run. (East.)
Buried Treasure —
Interest holding picture lavishly
produced but failed to pull during
its run at this house and we played
to poor business. (Middle West.)
This picture flopped and was
pulled off in middle of week run
and anotker film substituted.
(East.)
Dollar-a-Y ear Man —
Unfortunately, Fatty Arbucklc
does not live
up to
expectations ofhim.
Thishisis fan's
no worse
than previous feature-Arbuckles
I've business
played — but
was no
better,
and
was itpoor.
(South.)
Went over great. Fine audience
picture. (West.).

ON

Big
FROM

The Passionate Pilgrim —
Nice picture — receipts at Parkway fine — at Wizard fair. (East.)
What Every Woman Knows —
A splendid production with a title
that is a business getter. A capacity
house
my theatre
run. (atMiddle
West.) for a week's
The
Roadstory
— put over by
An Easy
ordinary
the
star's(East.)
personality. Business was
good.
What's Worth While?—
Too long drawn out and tiresome.
Did nothing that had not been done
before, and was considered far below usual standard for Lois Weber
picture. Took it off after three
days to very poor business. (South.)
FIRST NATIONAL
Nineteen and Phyllis —
Plot neither original nor of exceptional interest. The star is the
big attraction. Ray is up to his
usual standard. (Middle West.)
Good picture that did well for
us. (West.)
The Passion Flower —
Business excellent, as it always
is when I play a Talmadge picture.
This was more favorably commented on than anything Norma
Talmadge has played in a year.
Colorful, vivid, and realistic.
(South.)
MyKatherine
Lady's Latchkey
— is well
MacDonald
liked by women patrons, so business
was fair, due to patronage of feminine contingent. (East.)
The Woman in His House —
Pleasing picture but barely met
average business.
( East. )
Go and Get It —
Big week with this picture. Sure
fine audience picture. (Middle
West.)
Mama's Affair —
Only average picture, but it took
well with our patrons and we
plaved to excellent business.
(Middle West.)

The Kentuckians —
A picture that proved to be about Man, Woman, Marriage —
A somewhat rambling story.
as uninteresting as its title. Had
it not been for Bobby Vernon in Chief interest centers about the
scenes. A good box-office
" Hey, Rube ! " the week's attend- lavish
ance at my house would have been attraction. (Middle West.)
a flat failure. (Middle West.)
Good average business. (East.) The
WentKid—
over extra big. Capacity
business every day and they liked
it.
(South.)
Proxies —
Positively the worst business in
several years. Nothing about it to Sowing the Wind —
A winner for fair. Booked it for
arouse interest. (East.)

NEW

Picture

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

one week and held it over for a
second week. Just as big second
week as first. (Middle West.)
REAL ART
The Little Clown —
Very good little picture that did
well for me. (West.)

News

Say

THEATERS
FOX
Over
the Hills
— up pleasing but
Attendance
keeps
not particularly gratifying. Ends
run on 23rd. (East.)

Blind Wives —
Old story very well done by a
capable company and exceptionally
well directed. Had a big Sunday
and business satisfactory, but not
OutNothing
of theextraordinary
Chorus — about the unusual, the rest of the week.
picture, but Alice Brady is always
ROBERTSON-COLE
a sure bet here. Showed in conThe
Mistress
of Shenstone —
junction with Buster Keaton in
" Neighbors." A good house all
A really
goodbusiness
picture. this
Can't week.
complain about
week. (Middle West.)
(Middle West.)
Ducks and Drakes —
Bebe Daniel goes her former
productions one better in this picture. A snappy production that
brings results at the box-office.
(Middle West.)
All Souls Eve —
Played this on a double bill with
"twoPlaything
Broadway."
The
make a of
pleasing
program well
liked by our patrons. (East.)
UNIVERSAL
Outside the Law —
Went across big. Drew fine attendance and receipts dandv.
(East.)
Regarded acting and production
as superior to story, but it pleased
our
audiences and we had a splenWest.)
did week with this picture. (Middle

SELZNICK
World's
Apart
They liked
this— one and business
was excellent. O'Brien is winning
back the popularity he so nearly
lost in his former namby-pamby
roles. (South.)
The Chicken in the Case —
Great — A laugh every minute —
Biggest Sunday in several weeks,
and kept up like that all during the
engagement. (Middle West.)
UNITED

ARTISTS

WentNut—
over big for full week.
The
METRO
Without
Limit —
Rather interesting,
and business
was very good. (South.)

The Smart Sex —
Our audiences called this poor.
Business was not up to average
either. (Middle.)

Cinderella's
—
Fair picture. Twin
Business
just fair.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
The Small Town Idol —
Picture lived up to the advance
notices given it by critics and we
played to splendid business during
its run. (Middle West.)

Fair picture
that did just a fair
business.
(West.)
Kazan —
Wonderful picture — Tremendous
big opening, and growing daily in
popularity.
of the biggest attractions onOne
the market.

Attracted capacity business for
week's run. (East.)
Did well
Lying
Lipsfor— us and got favorable
comment from the audiences.
HODKINSON
East
Lynne
—
Stormy
weather
held down attendance on this picture but those
who saw it were pleased and we
are holding this excellent picturization
West.) of the famous stage play
over for a second week. (Middle

STATE

RIGHTS

The County Fair —
A gold mine — a knockout. Second week at my house and still going at full blast — a capacitv house
daily. (Middle West.)
A bad picture with little appeal.
Business was not up to standard.
(East.)
VITAGRAPH
Black Beauty —
Two weeks to big business. They
seemed to like it first rate. (West)
PATHE

HisAn Own
Law picture
—
ordinary
that brought
fair business. (East.)

FairDevil
picture
The
— that just did averagi
business.
(West.)
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PROGRAMS

With
WIRE

LOS

FOR

THE

First

REPORTS

WEEK

OF

Run

FROM

ANGELES

Grauman's Theatre —
Overture — " Zampa."
Current Events — Pathe Weekly.
Novelty — Topics
of the Day —
Pathe.
Special — Presentation of the final
scene of " Midsummer Night's
Dream,"
ending
with fairy
dance. Used
as prologue
for
the feature picture.
Feature — The Witching Hour —
Paramount.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Second week of The Faith
Healer.
Clune's Broadway Theatre —
Highly original and effective display
Educational — Ford Weekly.
for
"A Tale theatre,
of Two Los
Worlds"
by the
Movie Chats.
California
Angeles.
In
size
ten
inches
by
four
columns
Current Events — Kinograms and
Selznick News.
Events — International
Feature— Ducks and Drakes — Bebe Current
News.
Daniels.
a Voice is
Exploitation campaign tied up Vocal — " Somewhere
with the arrest and imprisonSolo
by Roy Smoot.
Calling."
ment of Miss' Daniels for Comedy
— Bang — Century.
speeding at Santa Anna.
Vocal — Duo renders a program of
Next Week— The Little Clown.
Southern
cial drop. melodies with a speTrinity Auditorium Theatre —
Feature — Scrambled Wives.
Indefinite
run When
of Hugh
production,
DawnDierker's
Came, Next Week— Trust Your Wife.
with a forty-piece girl's orchestra and vocalist and dancer preSAN FRANCISCO
sented.
California Theatre —
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " Aida." Special — Popular song contest with
Current Events— From Fox and
special stage setting and the
Kinograms with local strips.
audience selecting the winners.
Organ — " Just Keep a Thought For Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Nobody's Wife— Christie.
Scenic Me."
— The Sweetest Story Ever Comedy—
Feature— Prairie Trails— Tom Mix.
Told — Prizma.
Next Week — Skirts.
Special — University of California California
Theatre —
of twenty artists in a repertoire
of six numbers.
Current Events — From all releases.
Feature
— Don't Neglect Your Wife Orchestra — " Adrienne Le Cou— Goldwyn.
vreur " and " Love's Dream
Next Week — Kazan.
After
the Ball."
Special — Pictures
of San Francisco
Miller's Theatre —
before the fire.
Second week of Straight From
Paris.
Organ
— " Kamenoi Ostrow " and
" Patsy."
Symphony Theatre —
Second week of The Last of the Special — Jazz orchestra and dance
Mohicans.
act entitled "The Toddle,"
staged by Me ssrs. Roth and
Current
Events — International
Partington.
News.
Feature — Straight From Paris —
Comedy — Tough Luck — Century.
Clara Kimball Young.
Feature — The Freeze Out — Harry Next Week — The Love Special.
Carey.
Imperial Theatre —
Superba Theatre —
Second week of The Gilded Lily.
Seventh «week of The Four Next
Week— The Faith Healer.
Horsemen of the Apocalypse.
Tivoli Theatre —
Mission Theatre —
Second week of The Devil.
Orchestra — " Raymond," "The
Fourth week of The Kid.
Queen's Secret " and " Bright
Tally's Theatre —
Vocal — Duet from " II Trovatore "
Special — One-act play, Moonshine,
and " Gypsy Love Song."
with Charles Clary and Edward
Comedy
— Torchy's Knighthood —
Eyes."
Educational.
Hayes in the leading roles.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Scenic
—
It's a Great Life If — EduFeature — Lessons in Love — Concational.
stance Talmadge.
Feature — Mama's
stance Talmadge.Affair — ConAlhambra Theatre —
Next
Week
— Kazan.
Overture — " Light Cavalry."

AP%IL25%D

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS
Rialto
Theatre
— Review.
Educational
— Kineto
Cartoon — Gumps Release.
Comedy
— A Cure for the Blues —
Educational.
Feature — The Devil — George Arliss.
Next Week — The Offshore PirateFrolic Theatre —
Comedy — Tough Luck — Century.
Current
Events — International
News.
Orchestra — " Drigos Serenade."
Vocal — " Nestle in Your Daddy's
Arms " and " Wha Wha."
Sung by Herbert Walff.
Special — Who Was the Man — Universal.
Carey.
Feature
— The Freeze Out — Harry
Next Week — The
Brute.

Magnificent

SEATTLE
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Overture —Events
" Because."
Current
— Fox News.
Comedy — Bubbling Over.
Educational — Pathe Review
Feature — Without Limit — Metro.
Next Week — The Leopard Woman.
Coliseum Theatre —
Overture—
" The— Red
Current Events
PatheMill."
News.
Comedy— rNaughty Mary Brown.
Scenic — The Will 'o the Wisp.
Feature — What
Every Woman
Knows — Paramount.
Next Week — Straight is the Way.
Clemmer Theatre —
Overture — Selections from favorite
operas. Events — International
Current
News.
Comedy
tional.— Movie Struck — EducaNoveltv
Pathe.— Topics of the Day —
Feature — The Offshore Pirate —
Metro.
Next Week — The Big Adventure.
Liberty Theatre —
Overture —Events
" Kismet."
Current
— From all releases
and local views.
Comedy — Scrappily Married.
Scenic — From Deer to Dam.
Feature
— The Easy Road — Paramount.
Nextlion.Week— One Man in a MilDENVER
America Theatre —
Vocal — " Ain't We Got Fun."
Solo by Henry Klotz.
Current
Events — International
News.
Feature — Seven Years Bad Luck —
Robertson-Cole.
Next Week — Lessons in Love.
Rialto Theatre —
Overture — " All For You."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.

Digest
m. Omaha
Outsideeuervt
the Auto
SXoiD this
itself.u>eeh.
Starting
One^eek

Today '<<
00

M

"

I

KoadDemon
~ Onthe million dollar speedu)au.
A "Happu" passed his opponents
* so fast theij thought he u>as
on his exhaust Blues
pipe.
ilaqiriji, "lhe.Automobile
.*

lomMu in the Greatest Automobile picture ever produced
Another of K. W. Freudenfeldfs displays
when " The
DemonOmaha
" played the
MoonRoad
theatre,
— Educational.
Comedy
— Torchy's Double Triumph
Feature — Polly With a Past — Ina
Claire.
NextKnows.
Week — What Every Woman
CHICAGO
Tivoli Theatre —
Overture—" William Tell."
Scenic — An Angle in Idaho; accompaniment,Woodland
"
WhispSpecialty
—
Tivoli
presentation
of
the Love Boat.
Pathe News.
Organ Solo — " Dearest One," by
Jesse Crawford.
The —Literary
Digest accompaniment
" Laveeda."
Specialty — Excerpt from the opera,
" Robin Hood."
Feature — Wallace Reid in the Love
Comedy
— ers."
Beat It.
Special.
Coming Feature — The Witching
Hour.
Woodlawn Theatre —
Overture
" Scheherazade."
Feature — —Kismet.
Intermission
— " Learning."
Coming
Feature
— Clara Kimball
Young in Hush.
Pantheon Theatre —
Organlections.
Solo — Medley of popular sePantheon Topics and Travel.
Overture
The and
Hunt."
Pantheon— "Pen
Ink Sketches,
Bob Joins the Band.
Specialty — Dunbar's Nine Light.
Comedy — Office of Cupid.
Feature — The Home Stretch.
Hussars."

Motion
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Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy
— The Sneakers — Christie
Comedy.
Feature — The Mistress of Shenstone, with Pauline Frederick.
Nextertson-Cole.
Week— "The Stealers," Rob-

Feature — Kismet.
Next Week — Outside the Law.
WASHINGTON

Crandall's Metropolitan —
Overture
tions. — "Kiss Burglar" selecCurrent
Events — Pathe News —
Alhambra —
Topics of the Day.
Overture — Selections from "Mme.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff.
Scenic — Prizma.
Butterfly."
Current
— Loew's Up - to - Feature — Bob Hampton of Placer —
Date Events
News Events.
First National.
Comedy — Monkey Hero — Universal. Next Week — Passion Flower — First
Feature — The Chicken in the Case,
National.
with Owen Moore.
Next Week — Enid Bcnnct in Her Loew's Columbia —
Feature — Lying Lips, continued.
Husband's Friend.
Knickerbocker —
Loew's Palace —
Overture — " Rigoletto " selections.
Overture—" Down South."
Events — Fox News, Pathe Current Events — Pathe News —
Eere is a display on " The Killer " and Current
Review.
" The
Blushing
Bride
"
used
by
the
Topics of the Day.
Terminal theatre, Newark, N. J.
Scenic — The First People — Sunset- Comedy — -Dummy Love.
Burred Scenic.
Feature — The Miracle of
Coming
Feature — City of Silent Men — ParManhattan.
amount.
Comedy
— Hobgoblins — Sunshine
comedy.
Next Week — Billions — Metro.
Randolph Theatre —
Feature — David Butler in Sitting on Moore's Garden —
Organ Selections.
the World.
Feature — The Woman Untamed,
Comedy— He Mixes In.
Week — Her Lord and Master,
accompanied by a • Hawaiian
Feature— The Passion Flower, fea- Next with
Alice Joyce.
turing Norma Talmadge.
Musicalin Hawaiian
Revue andandSigne
Paterson
Oriental
Lily,
Coming Feature— The Gilded
dances.
Metropolitan
—
g
featurin Mae Murray.
Overture — " La Bohcme."
Feature — Sowing the Wind, with Moore's Rialto —
Barbee's Loop —
Anita Stewart, second week.
Overture — " Les Contes d'Hoffman
Levee."
the
on
Pastime
re—"
Overtu
Universal Weekly.
Next Week — Jim the Penman, with
—Mr.Drigo's
Serenade," violin solo,
Breeskin.
Lionel Barrymore.
Literary Digest.
Current
Events
— Fox News.
Comedy— Hey Rube.
Feature — Black Beauty.
Strand
Comedy — Crowning Torchy.
Currents— Events — Ford Weekly.
— Straight From Paris —
Feature — Sowing the Wind, with Feature
TheatreZiegfeld
Equity.
Anita Stewart, held over for
ental music by orchestra.
Incid
second week.
Literary Digest.
Overture and comedy omitted on
Topics of the Day.
DETROIT
Pathe Weekly.
account of length of feature.
Lesson.
Leve
The
—
Next Week — Jim the Penman.
Comedy
Feature — East Lynne.
Coming Feature — " Boys Will Be
Overture—Events
— "II Guary."
Adams
CINCINNATI
Current
— Free Press WeekBoys," starring Will Rogers.
ly.
Vocal — Dieterich and Griff, tenor
CLEVELAND
and flutist.
Strand
—
Feature
— The Oath.
Overture
—
"
Morning,
Noon
and
eStat
Next
Week
— Lionel Barrymore in
Current Events — Pathe 33.
Overture — " Fantasia."
Jim the Penman.
Current Events— Pathe News — Educational— Cincinnati, the City
Topics of the Day.
Night."
Broadway Strand —
with
a Heart — Romell.
Added Events — The Crade of Feature
Overture — " Coronation March."
—
Brewster's
Millions.
Current
Events — International
Champions — Sport Pictorial.
News.
Next
Week
—
Mamma's
Affair.
Scenic — Submarine Garden — DitVocal—"
mar's Marvelous Deep Sea Pic- WalnutWaite.My Hero," Ruth Kellog
Current Events — Pathe 32.
ture.
Educational
— Bonnie Scotland.
Topics
of
the
Day
—
Literary
DiCartoon— Mutt and Jeff in the Naturalist.
Prelude — Medley of Scotch num— Trapping the Bobcat —
bers by orchestra with Ruth
Prologue — Winter scene, showing Special
gest.
Pathe.
interior of cabin, with woman
Kellog
singingBusto
"Anniein
Feature
—
The
Passion
Flower.
Laurie " Waite
and Grace
cooking. Man enters, sits by
Next
Week
—
Sowing
the
Wind.
Highland
Fling
dance.
fireside and starts singing "The
Feature — Sentimental Tommy.
Songwoman
of thejoins.
North,"
in which
Events — Fox 31.
the
Arranged
by Current
Organ
Number — Scotch airs.
GiftsSunshine Comedy.
Manager George Dumont.
Next Week — Elsie Ferguson in
Sacred and Profane Love.
Feature — Once to Every Woman.
Next Week — City of Silent Men.
Added
attraction — Percy Reed,
AllenOverture — " William Tell," followed Nextbarytone.
Overture
—— " The— Force
Destiny."
Week — A Small Town Idol. Madison
Current Events
Pathe of
News.
by " Kamenoi Ostrow."
Vocal — Elsa Grey, soprano.
Current Events — Allenette, compen- Palace —
Feature — The Passion Flower.
dium of several news weeklies Current Events — Kinograms.
and scenics.
Topics of the Day — Literary Di- Next Week — Anita Stewart in SowScenic — Kineto Review — Panama.
ing the Wind.
Feature
— Poor Dear Margaret
Comedy — Short and Sweet.
Kirby.
Feature — Blind Wives.
gest.
Overture—
"If —I Were
Next Week — Passion.
Next Week — The Testing Block.
Current
Pathe King."
News.
—
MajesticEvents
Vocal — " Springtime," sung by
Stillman —
Jackson Murray.
Overture — " Dance of the Hours," Overture
Capitol —— Excerpts from " Faust." Educational
Pathe Review.
from " La Gioconda."
Vocal Numbers — " All Hail, thou Vocal — Old —favorite
songs sung by
Current Events — Pathe News.
Prison
Scene
(trio).
Scenic — The Message of the Flower.
Jackson
Murray
and Marion
Dwelling."
Comedy — Bang — Mermaid Comedy. Capitol News Events Novelty —
Mills,
closing
with
" Mary," the
theme
of
the
feature.
Literary Digest, Topics of the
Feature — The Gilded Lily— second
week.
Feature
—
A
Small
Town
Idol.
Day, Pathe News.
Nexttinued.
Week— The Gilded Lily con- Prologue to the feature — Interpre- Next Week — Dorothv Gish in Oh.
tive dance by Helen Owry.
Background — Street scene in Washington —
ParkOverture— "The Chocolate Soldier."
Overture — " Mignon."
Bagdad.
Jo.

Picture

News

Current Events — Fox News.
Cartoon—
uralists.Mutt and Jeff in the NatComedy — Harem Skarem.
Vocal — Ruth Fullerton.
Feature — His Greatest Sacrifice.
Next Week — East Lynne.
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Suppe.— " Beautiful Galatea " —
Overture
Stage Setting—"
The Fate," a deture. piction of a scene from the feaViolin
Solo — " Meditation " from
" Thais."
Played by Katherine Stang.
Feature
— Man-Woman-Marriage
—Dorothy
Phillips.
lard.— Hobgoblins— Harrv PolComedy
Current Events — Hippodrome Recluded. view, Topics of the Day inNext Week — Thomas Meighan in
The Easy Road.
Shea's Criterion —
Overture — " Morning,
Noon and
Feature
— The
Wesley
Barry. Country Fair —
Comedy
— Sweetheart Days — Mack
Sennett.
Current Events — Criterion Pictorght."
Nextial.Ni
Week — Sentimental Tommy.
Mark-Strand —
Overture — Events
" Lady —Billy."
Current
Latest Pathe
News.
Feature — Black Beauty.
Comedy— Funfilm omitted because
of length of feature.
Next Week — The Oath — Miriam
Cooper.
Feature— Without. Limit — Anna Q.
~~ Nilsson.
PH
Palace
— ILADELPHIA

— Ponchielli.
ar*leaf
—— " Dance of the Hours "
Overture
Romance, Rubinstein.
Current Events— Stanley News —
Compiled from weeklies of the
world.
Cartoon — Bobbv Bumps Toins the
Band.
Scenic — Paramount Magazine.
Vocal — The Armourer's Song from
Robin Hood — sung
by J. Hefelstein-Mason.
Arranged
by
Miss Marie Walz.

Four Days - Starting Today
BEBE
DANIELS
Supported by Jack Holt
IN
"Ducks Drakes"

LOEW'S
LIBERTY
WtTXScrapplly
COMMCNCIWCMarried"
MONO AT
"BLACK PAWL"
This one for "Ducks and Drake*" 6»
Loeic's Cleveland theatres wo» ten
inches by four columns
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Prologue Espagnole — Dances arranged by Miss Marie Walz to
Prelude from Carmen, Howard
Mills and Fay W hite, performing.
Feature — The
Passion
Flower —
Norma Talmadge.
Next Week— The Dollar a Year
Man — Arbuckle.
Stanton —
Overture — " Hungarian Rhapsody "
No. 3 — Liszt. — Stanton Orchestra.
Vocal Recital — Bernard Poland,
tenor.
(a) Aria from Tosca-Puccini.
(b) Mother Machree-Olcott-Ball.
Feature — Broadway
and Home —
Eugene O'Brien.
Current"
Review.Events — Stanton Topical
Comedy — The Naturalist — Cartoon.
Next Week — Black Beauty.
Arcadia —
Feature — Lying Lips.
Scenic — Burton Holmes travelogue
Current Events — Pathe News.
Next Week — Same.
PalaceFeature — The Plaything of Broadway—Realart.
Comedy — Neighbors — Metro.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Next Week — The Passion Flower.
Victoria —
Feature — Man- Woman-Marriage.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Next Week — The Branding Iron.
Regent —— Chickens.
Feature
Comedy — Mutt and Jeff Cartoon.
Scenic — Pathe Review.
Next Week— Officer 666.
Capitol——The Devil.
Feature

Special Number — Vocal. " Hold a
Thought
for Me," sung by
by New
Earl
Nesbit, accompanied
Royal Orchestra. Special stage
settings.
Feature — Education of Elizabeth,
with Billie Burke.
Exit
Lucila." Wives.
Next March—"
Week — Scrambled

ST. LOUIS

Norma Talmadge in The Passion
Fiower.

Arthur Depew, America's Premier
Organist — Offertorie in B flat
Missouri Theatre —
Overture — Selections from "The Noon Day Organ Recital, by Arthur
by
" Salome."
Depew.
Scenic — Paramount.
1.
"
Romanza
in F" — Grunfeld.
RedandMill."
Newstion.
Mews of Missouri Selec2. " The Lost Chord " — Sullivan
Doric Theatre —
St. Louis Weekly Events.
Overture — " Half Moon," Jacobi, by
ATLANTA
Doric Orchestra, Sandor Kish, Vocal — Grant Kimbell singing " I
director.
News — International.
, Dahl.
Stage
arrangements by Charles
Want You."
Howard Theatre —
Comedy — Century.
Overture — " Katrinka," played by
— Buster Keaton.
Organ selections — Philip F. Stevens Comedy
Howard Concert Orchestra,
Feature — Thomas Meighan in The
and Robert K. Hale.
conducted by Vincent Kay &
City of Silent Men.
Feature — A Message From Mars.
Enrico Leide.
New Grand Central —
Next Week — All Soul's Eve.
Howard News and Views (edited
New Twelfth Street Theatre — Overture — Gene Rodemich.
by the management).
Overture — Popular selections by Grand Central News Reel.
Violin
Solo — " O Sole Mio," (by a
chestra.)
Topics — Digest.
Webb's Orchestra.
member of the Howard OrComedy — Charlie Chaplin in the Vocal
Organ Duet.
Solo — " Sacred Music."
Adventurer.
Comedy.
Corned}' — Ladies' Pets, featuring
Vocal Number — "Broken Moon,"
Snooky, the Humanzee.
by Floyd White, tenor. Special Feature — Man, Woman, Marriage. Feature
— Thomas Meighan in The
stage settings.
West and Lyric and Capital
City of Silent Men.
Feature — Straight Is the Way, with
Matt Moore.
Criterion Theatre —
Theatres
—
program
as that of Grand Overture — Medley Popular Dance
Exit March — " Wait Till You See." SameCentral.
— music specially arranged by
Next Week — " Plaything of BroadLove, conductor.
Fox Liberty —
PatheDaveReview.
Overture — Hochman's Orchestra.
Topics
of
the Day.
Current Events — Fox.
BALTIMORE
Topics — Digest.
Comedy
Mack —Sennett's
Made in
the —Kitchen
First National.
Vocal selections.
way."
—
Allan
Dwan
presents
The
Feature — His Greatest Sacrific — Feature
Forbidden Thing.
Dustin Farnum.
Rivoli —
Overture
Guarany,"Orchestra.
by GomesRivoli— "II
Symphony
Loew's
Overture. Grand —
Current Events — Rivoli News of Del
Monte(double
—
Feature
program) — The Hallroom Boys Comedy.
the World.
Plaything of Broadway — Jus- Kineto Review.
Special — Walter N. Linthicum, soJohnston ; The Gilded Lily
— Mactine Murray.
Feature — Owen Moore in A Desloist, (a) "In Old Madrid," H.
Trotere. (b) " When You Look
perate Hero.— Buster Keaton in
Added Feature
in theenceHeart
The Scarecrow.
Methren.of a Rose," Flor- Feature — Partners of the Tide.
Feature — The Passion Flower — Strand —
(Last of Week, Personal appearCapitol Theatre —
Norma Talmadge.
ance of Doraldina, the dancer,
Overture
—
"
Fingal'sCave."
in connection with the showing
Comedv — The Reckless Sex — Chris- Capitol Digest — Includes : An Angle
Comedy
Torchy's
Big Lead.
tie.
of her picture, Passion Fruit).
in Idaho — Chester-Screenic ;
Current — Events
— Select
News.
Opera — Paul C. Bailey
Capitol Travelaughs — Hy MayTopics of the Day — Literarv Di- RivoliandGrand
John Eltermann, players.
er ;Current Events
g<*t.
PITTSBURGH
International
News. — Pathe and
Next Week — The Pleasure Seekers. Next Week — My Lady's Latchkey —
Katherine
—The
Kid. MacDonald. Special The Children of the Sun — Pathecolor. Idyll.
A Musical
KANSAS CITY
Parkway —
" The Mill in the Forest.
.
Eilenberg
Overture
—
Classic
and
popular
Overture — Selections from " Rigohits.
Current
— Kinograms.
Newman Theatre —
Current Events — Parkway Special
Capitol Symphony Orchestra.
—
Oympic— Events
Buster Keaton in The Haunted Novelty
News and Pictorial Reviews.
Pictorial Review.
House.
Overture — " Lucia di Lammer- Feature — Paying the Piper — George
Feature — The Home Stretch.
moor,"
by Leo
Newman
Concert
Comedy — The Poor Simp.
Cesare
Nesi,
Italian
Tenor.
Orchestra,
F. Forbstein,
Fitzmaurice's.
" M'appari (Like a Dream) Next Week — Sentimental Tommy.
director.
from " Martha," Von Flotow
— " M orning, Noon and
Comedy — " Get Rich Quick Edgar. Overture
Currentletto."
Events — Pathe News.
" For You Alone"
Giehl Blackstone
Organ Selections — Q. Landwehr NewNight,"
by
Suppe
New
SymScenic — Bruce— Travelogue.
and G. Baker.
Organ Solo — Ralph H. Brigham.
phony Orchestra.
Feature — What Women Will Do.
Events — Pathe News and
Vocal Number — " Way Down in Current
Selections from "Faust"..
Review.
Gounod Comedy — Torchy Comedy.
Mt.
Collar,"
by
Emanuel
Liszt,
basso.
Next Week — City of Silent Men.
Recitaland— Ralph
H. Brigham.
Special
— " March
Modern," by La- OrganTheme
Variations.
.
Weekly.
Current
Events — Grand News
mare-H.
A. Boehme.
Feature — The Love Special, with
Wallace Reid.
Faulkner
Prologue — Alice Kehoe West, mezFeature — Passion Flower.
" Robin Adair " . .
zo soprano, with scenic special.
Exit March — " Mammy."
Arranged by Lemare Comedy — Ladies' Pets.
NextPlacer.
Week — Bob Hampton of Feature — The Home Stretch —
Douglas MacLean.
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Next Week — Truth About HusComedy — Bang.
Liberty Theatre —
ST. PAUL
bands.
Overture — To be selected. By Lib- New Lyceum —
erty Symphon y Orchestra, Overture — Special to usual score,
Liberty—
Current Events — International
with augmented orchestra.
Frederick J. Curth, director.
State Theatre —
News.
Feature — Over the Hill.
News — Pathe.
Overture
—
"
Mignon
"
—
A.
Thomas.
Scenic — Bruce Travelogue.
Comedy — Pathe.
State
Digest
—
A
compendium
of
news events, educational and Feature — Passion Flower.
Organ selections — Miss Susie Goff Wizard
Overture —— Popular and classic hits.
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston. Current
Events
—
Topics
of
the
Day
ComedvWeek—
— Ladies'
tels.
travel pictures, and scenic pas- Next
— Pathe News.
The Pets.
Oath.
Feature — Pollv with a Past.
Next Week — What Women Will Special — Fairmont Magazine.
Felix,
the
Hypnotist.
Do.
Current Events
— Pathe
News.
Theatre
—
Feature — Paying the Piper — George Introduction to the third act of Regent
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
" Lohengrin " — Wagner.
New Royal Theatre —
Fitzmaurice's.
Feature
—
Small
Town
Idol.
The Man Who Always Sat Down —
Overture — To be selected. By New
A Robert Bruce Scenic.
Royal Orchestra, Lewis M. Overture
Strand
Comedv — Torchy's Latest.
. airs.— — Popular and operatic
Forbstein, director.
Next Week— Polly with a Past.
In a Spanish Garden —
1. " Nita Gitana" — De Kover..
News — Royal Screen Magazine.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — Larry Semon in the Hick. Feature — The Nut — Douglas FairSavoy
1. "RoseNewitt,
of My soprano.
Heart" — Lohr.
Feature—— Small Town Idol.
banks.
Helen
Organ Selections — L. Flint and
Mrs. E. Bassford.
Next Week — Bare Knuckles.
Bernard Ferguson, baritone.
Comedy — Christie.

Exhibitors

This wonderful lobby display for " Isobel'
Ralph Ruffner, Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash.
1 Uouisn i) >onero, Strand theatres. Lowell
Chan H. Williams, Strand theatre. Providence a. I
Harold J.B. Schade,
Franklin.Schade
Shea'stheatre.
Hippodrome.
George
SanduskyHuff « la
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Flnklestein & Rabin.
Minneapolis.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee
Jack KuhJi, Loew theatres, Cleveland.
Paul Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
0. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Ml#k
S. Barret McCornilck, Managing Dir. Ambassador
theatre and Klnema theatre, Los AngeJre,

Service

Bureau —
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The Trail's End " is the work of tlu Loyalty theatre, International Falls. Minn.
the opposite page

Advisory
Exhibitors'

Board

Service Bureau

Charles C. Perry, Capitol theatre, Winnipeg, Man.
W.Jackson,
8. McLaren,
Mich. Majestic and Colonial tneatrc*.
WUlard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, Strand theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
E. V. Richards,
Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co.. New Jr.,
Orleans.
F. L. Newman. Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Knnsas City. Mo.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

Story appears on

Chas.
Can. Branham, Famous-Lasky, Ltd., Toronto,
L .well W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,Ind.Strand and
theatres.
Fort Wayne,
A. H. Hilton. Paramount theatre, Lewlston. Idaho.
George E. Carpenter. Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
K. J. Myrick, Rlalto theatre. Barte
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San F>»rEugene
J. A. Partington. Imperial theatre. San FranrUra.
Sidney Grauman, Granman'g theatre. Los *nt»i««
Louis K. Sidney, Managing Director, William Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf. Arcade theatre. Jacksonville. FT*.
Herbert J. Thatcher, Strand theatre, Salin.i, Kan.
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Forsyth Originates Novelty for Frederick Picture
The lobby of the Forsyth Theatre,
Atlanta, during the three day run of
I Roads of Destiny," recently, was one
that not only attracted attention, but held
it.
In the center of the lobby stood an immense, old-fashioned sign-post, weather
beaten and worn with time. The signs
pointed " North," " East," " South," and
" West," all a little battered and sagging.
Against the sign-post stood a beautifully
modelled figure of Fate, in the traditional
flowing draperies, and with her Scroll under her arm, looking on at the drama passing before her. Near Fate, a cut-out of
Pauline Frederick, in a light summer
frock, and a big hat stood, as if not quite
decided about the road to take. A cut out
of " Lewis " stood under the " North "
banner, with outstretched hands, pleading
for the girl to follow his road ; a cut-out
of David stood at the other fork. And
over all, brooded the figure of Fate, with
her inscrutable smile.
It was a simple and inexpensive, but an
eye-compelling lobby, and it attracted
some excellent business throughout the
run, and Frank Hammond, Manager of
the Forsyth, was quite pleased.

G rau in an

Publishing

Fan

Magazine
Sid Grauman, managing director of the
Grauman theatres, Los Angeles, is another exhibitor who has adopted the policy
of getting out a weekly magazine devoted
to the interests of the Rialto and Grauman's theatres and especially designed to
appeal to the movie fans of Los Angeles as
a magazine as well as being a program.
The magazine is something which no
other Los Angeles house has as yet offered its patrons. The magazine contains
live reading matter and suggestions from
patrons are heartily invited as a means of
making it more readable. A mailing list
of considerable size has already been obtained.

Cut showing the hand painted lobby
decorations inaugurated by the Rialto
theatre, Denver, with the showing of
the " Witching Hour "
Small

Towner

Builds

Model Lobby Display
On the opposite page is a cut showing
aL. lobby
display for
" Isobel
by
L. Devereaux
of the
firm "of designed
Devereaux
and Tippel operating the Loyaltv theatre,
International Falls, Minn., which to our
mind is the highest type of small town
exploitation of its kind to ever come to
our attention.
The cabin on top of the canopy is built
of real logs. The trees are the real article procured from the nearby pine
woods. The cut-outs were obtained from
the 24's and 6's. The mounted 3's and
6's appearing directly in front of the theatre are surrounded by frames made of
real logs. By stringing lights around the
cabin through the cut-outs a very splendid
illumination was obtained at night, which
added to the realistic appearance of the
entire whole.

Beaumont
Theatre Decorates for Moore Picture
Manager Barr, of the People's theatre,
Beaumont, Tex., exploited his showing of
" Hold Your Horses," by following out a
lobby suggestion made to him by Miss
Jean Darnell, Goldwyn's exploiter in the
South.
Out of a piece of beaver board fourteen
feet high and six feet wide was cut a
horseshoe and a shamrock. The stem
and three leaves of the shamrock were
painted green, while the horseshoe was
silvered. Placed in the entrance to the
lobby, the great horseshoe and shamrock
stared passers-by in the face and they all
stopped to look at it.
In the center of the shamrock was a
large head of Tom Moore, wearing the
New York street sweeper's helmet. On
the top leaf of the green shamrock, which
projected a foot or two above the top of
the arch of the horseshoe was painted
in large black type the name of the star,
while the title of the photoplay was printed across the top of the horseshoe and
down each side.
" Hold Your Horses " posters, stills and
enlargements helped to make the lobby
most attractive.
Rialto, Denver, Tries Out
Hand Painted Lobby
Displays

Prologue stage setting used by the New Branford theatre, Newark, N. J., to exploit
" The Kid "

The Rialto theatre, Denver, Colo., is
the latest house to adopt the hand
painted idea for lobby decorations after
one experiment which proved an artistic
and financial success. The hand painted
lobby designs were tried out for the first
time when Paramount's " The Witching
Hour " was played at the house.

Motion
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Danville, Pa., Takes First
Lesson in Exploitation
Danville, Pa., spruced up considerably
and took its first lesson in motion picture exploitation coincidently with the appearance of Eli M. Orowitz, Paramount
exploiter for the Philadelphia territory.
Orowitz came to Danville to exploit
" Something to Think About," which was
scheduled for an early appearance at the
Luna theatre.

C MAR
K f\
JtranU
national

institution

seven-h
birthday
ISI4
1921

Here is Manager Joseph L. Plunkett and his New York Mark Strand birthday cake used
last week as a stage setting for a vocal number by the Mark Strand quartette and in celebration of the theatre's seventh anniversary.
The singers'
of the prop flowers
droppedheads
downwere disclosed when the petals
Garbrach

Uses

Local

Talent in Prologue
Ames, Iowa, is a little city of only 10,ooo, but it is a college town, and when
Manager Joe Garbrach, of the Ames theatre, played " Twin Beds," he made a hit
with the " Rah-Rah ! " boys.
In this particular instance, he had two
miniature beds made, and mounted them
upon pedestals, one on either side in his
outside lobby. They attracted attention.
As an introduction, he used a prologue,
employing local talent and some bedroom
suites loaned for the occasion by an enterprising furniture store. During the
nine-minute prologue the actors, students
from the colleges, used lines from the
stage play.

Good Advertising at Small
Cost at Wichita Falls
Robert Sparks advertising manager for
the D. F. R. Enterprises, Inc., operating
a string of picture houses in Texas, recently effected a business getting exploitation tie-up for " The Gilded Lily " showing at the Palace theatre, Wichita Falls,
Texas, when he induced the local Studebaker car agency to furnish a machine for
driving about town as illustrated in the
accompanying cut.
Three usherettes of the theatre played
the roles of the chauffeur and footman
and the girl impersonating Mae Murray,
costumed by a local store. The only cost
to the theatre was the painting of the
streamers used and a bunch of lilies.

The exploiter took advantage of the
coming spring season to obtain the cooperation of retail merchants in window
displays, using the opportune time of year
as an excuse for preaching a lesson on
tidying up show windows, although it
wasn't stated in such crude form.
The exploitation man had secured the
best locations in town ; and the windows
he selected spread the doctrine of " Something to Think About " in full width
streamers. Fashion shops, millinery stores
and provision emporiums alike shared in
the exploitation campaign.
An intensive newspaper campaign \v
also conducted,
the Danville Evening
Press featuring a do>ible truck advertisin]
tie-up which Orowitz had solicited froc
local merchants.

Chambers
Gets Result!
with Teaser Campaign
Stanley Chambers, manager of th>
Palace theatre, Wichita, Kansas, who
extensive use of big space in newspape:
display advertising has brought wide
spread exhibitor attention to his theorie
on this subject, recently showed Wichita
that he also realized the value of smal
space in teaser campaigns.
Mr. Chambers used a neat teaser campaign to herald his presentation of " Xot
Guilty." The campaign consisted ol
nothing more than the use of the title in
small space with a line or so of interestwhetting illusion. But it brought th<
business.

Here is the way the Clemmer theatre, Seattle decorated the lobby for the shelving of "The Magnificent Brute"
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Paper

Helps

Put

Over " Dinty"
Canada is just as susceptible to Ameri:an exploitation ideas as is this country
tself, according to the results which H.
Jernberg, manager of the Allen theare, Winnipeg, found incident to the excitation campaign he put over for
' Dinty."
Through the circulation department of
he Manitoba Free Press, the cooperation
if the newsboys circulating that newspa■er was obtained. In addition to selling
he greatest number of newspapers, the
lewsboys
yelled and
" Dinty
" the greatst number who
of times
the loudest
were
iven long-term passes to the theatre.
The climax of the campaign came when
Ir. Jernberg arranged for a parade oi
ight hundred boys. The kids carried baners announcing the showing of " Dinty "
t the Allen theatre. This selling campaign
rought great results.

Inexpensive but effective lobby display White
for " Homespun
Hall. Hi. Folks ''used by the Princess theatre,
Baltimore

American

Aids

Press Agents
Two unique exploitation stunts were
put over in Baltimore last week. One
was manouvered by Wells Hawks, advance agent for " Over the Hill," showing
at the New Lyceum theatre, and the other
by Martin J. Porter, publicity agent of
Hippodrome theatre, where " Dice of
Destiny " was given.
The Baltimore American each morning publishes in its columns a half-page
miniature newspaper entitled " The Junior
American," which is edited by a Junior
Press Club of high-school boys under the
direction of Arthur F. McCullough.
Hawks and Porter gave the youthful
reporters a treat to their shows and arranged with Editor McCullough to have
criticisms appear in " The Junior
The stunt served to test the ability of
American."
the
youths to report on motion pictures
and brought to each picture a review of
nearly half a page. The articles appeared
over the names of the writer's.

howing tzvo views of the prologue number staged by S. Barrett McCormick, managing director of the Ambassador and Kinema theatres, Los
ngeles, in connection zuith the engagement of "Dinty." The top cut shozvs a transparency after the fade out to the second scene
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"Faith

Healer" Campaig j
at Indianapolis
A clever, well rounded exploitatic
campaign and an attractive lobby froi
were the outstanding features that a
tended the introduction of " The Fail
Healer,"
at the Isis theatre, Indianapoli
Ind.
Oscar A. Kantner, Paramount e;
ploiter, was responsible for the exploit;
tion campaign, which followed sound coi
servative lines in enlisting the co-oper;
tion of the local papers and the merchan
of the city. One of the best examph
of profitable co-operation was obtaine
from Indianapolis' leading musical stoi
which gave an entire window to the m(|
tion picture.
The tie up aroused considerable notul
because of the artistic arrangement of th

Attractive window displayat onthe" The
secured Ind.
during the showing of the picture
Indianapolis,
theatre,Healer"
Isis Faith

Franklin
's"T
heKi
Unique
Stage
Settingd'Tr
Built at ologue
Shea's

Hippodrome Buffalo
in the local newspapers, which attracted
B. FRANKLIN, managHAROLD
the attention of all Buffalo. The program
,
drome
ing director of Shea's Hippo
Buffalo, put on an excellent pro- cover was an eye-catching one as was the
big ad used in the press on opening day.
logue last week when he presented " The
In the Hippodrome lobby Mr. Franklin
Kid." Inasmuch as a lot of the action of
placed a number of unusual frames an" The Kid," takes place in an alley, Mr.
Franklin conceived the idea of renouncing The
"
Kid." Along the top of
the marque he erected three large signs
producing aBuffalo waterfront alleyway
showing the time of the various screenings
on Hippodrome stage. He sent a photographer along the city's harbor district in and telling of the fact that performances
began a half hour earlier every day during
search of a typical alley scene. The
photographer was successful in procuring
the week. " The Kid " smashed box-office
records at the Hippodrome.
a view at the foot of Fly street. The photo
was given to the Hippodrome art staff and
stage carpenter and within a few days the
alleyway was built.
Of course an alleyway, no matter how
colorful, is not a very appealing stage picture, so Mr. Franklin added the color
with the addition of a quartette of well
known local soloists. Three of the members were dressed as newsboys and bootblacks and one as a policeman. When the
curtain was unveiled it disclosed three of
the quartette playing " Nubian Polo " with
the cop entering the scene. Instead of
arresting the arm of the law became
friendly with the boys and all agreed to
sing. What followed was one of the most
delightful bits of musical entertainment
heard in the Hippodrome in a long while.
The boys sang popular songs, with the
Hippodrome orchestra accompanying
them and the audience insisted on recalling
the four song birds for many encores at
every performance.
In advance of the presentation of " The
Kid," Mr. Franklin placed a number of
his inimitable hand-drawn advertisements

window. The title of the picture, " Tr
Faith Healer," was arranged in lettei
two feet high to form an arch over th
display of pianos which the store wj
boosting. This was supplemented by cu
outs from the posters and advertisin
cards. A basket of flowers furnished a
attractive front for the window.
The lobby of the Isis theatre had bee
given careful attention as part of tt
elaborate program for a fitting present?
tion of this picture.
Prospective Patron sSelec
Name
for Theatre
Joseph Stern has obtained columns c
free publicity and aroused a great deal c
interest among his Roseville, N. J., town:
men in his new theatre, now under cor
struction, by allowing his prospectiv
patrons to select a name for the propose
edifice.
Twelve hundred and seventy- six suggei
tions were received, from which was s«
the
name
of the new
house.
lected
by popular
choice,
the " Rivoli," a
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"Kismet" prologue stage setting showing

Lieber

the characters taking roles as presented by the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.

Campaign
" Ole Swimmin'

Interests
Hole

" Exploitation

School

Children

at Indianapolis

Gets Educational Authorities' Co-operation
of If good, clean, wholesome entertainment
ger
mana
member of that organization, which comr,
Liebe
h
Ralp
WHEN
can be made to make more money than
the Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
prises the majority of the parents of the
school
children of Indianapolis, was asked
n'
d
mmi
any
other
kind
of
pictures,
then
the
thebooke " The Ole Swi
atres will book nothing but pictures of the by those who attended the pre-review
Hole," he decided to direct his exploitation
showing to do everything possible to back
campaign especially toward the school
highest standard.
children.
the production.
" Your board, which deals directly with
more than 70,000 school children in this
Despite the fact that there always has
The backing of this organization on
been an iron-clad rule in the schools of
previous productions has proved of great
city, can make such pictures as ' The Ole
Indianapolis against the circulation of any
Swimmin' Hole ' the most profitable in- value in several instances.
vestment of all for the theatres if you
kind of advertising in the classrooms,
The members of the Indiana Board of
either verbally or by printed matter, Mr.
Motion Picture Endorsers also viewed the
will get behind them and have the teachLieber decided to make an effort to get
ers in all the classrooms of the city enpicture in advance and through the
dorse this picture as the kind of entertaincourtesy of the three high school papers
I The Ole Swimmin' Hole " advertised before the youngsters.
managed to have a special announcement
ment the children ought to see."
At a special meeting of the Board of
They did.
made calling attention to the wholesomeSchool Commissioners, in which even the
Every principal of the nearly 100
ness and entertainment value of the pictonewspaper men were excluded, Mr. Lie- grade schools in the city the next day rerial version of Riley's classic.
ber managed to get a letter through the
ceived aletter from the president of the
Representatives of the three Indianapoclosely guarded doors of the school board
board instructing them to request the
lis newspapers also were given an opporto the president of the organization extunity to see the picture in advance of the
classroom teachers to recommend " The
tending them a cordial invitation to atOle
Swimmin'
Hole
"
to
the
pupils.
showing, which permitted them to run retend apre-release showing.
views the day before the opening, which
And, on top of this, following another
The letter also asked them to set a defiresulted in an unusual business at the
private showing for the benefit of the Parnite time for the showing. In this way
start.
ent Teachers associations, virtually every
he felt that he would at least receive a
reply to his letter.
The next morning the president of the
board called with the information that
they would view the picture at noon.
Every member of the board attended the
showing and so far everything had gone
well, but getting the picture brought to
the attention of the children was another
matter.
Knowing that the board had previously
been the center of considerable agitation
for more wholesome entertainment on the
screen in Indianapolis, Mr. Lieber took
advantage of this situation by asking them
if they " were sincere in their desire for
a higher standard of screen amusement."
Naturally this brought a hasty reply in
the affirmative, which opened the way for
the ultimate goal of Mr. Lieber's efforts.
Here is shown the special lobby front designed by H. Somerville, manager of the New \Ath
" If you are," Mr. Lieber said, " there is
one way in which they can be obtained.
Street theatre. New York, for the showing of "Midsummer Madness"
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Lobby display for "The Magnificent Brute" designed by Manager Ralph Winsor of the Star theatre, Portland, Ore.

Barbee
Chicago

Novelty
Pulls
Exploitation Brings Many Free
Newspaper

PICTURE exploitation
MOTION
in Chicago, as everyone conversant with the situation knows, is
almost entirely confined to the newspaper
column because of the unusually strict
police regulations, which prohibit any
" ballyhoo stunts " of any kind.
The same police regulations, however,
were used by Wm. S. Barbee, president
of Barbee's Loop theatre, to engineer the
most successful publicity stunt put over
in Chicago in years — last week. In fact
it was the help of the police department
itself which turned the trick for " The
Devil," which was showing at the theatre.
Thousands of Chicago loop shoppers
observed the erection of a scaffold outside of the fourth floor windows of a
building on one of the busiest corners of
the city, with varying degrees of curiosity.
At high noon, when the scaffold had been

This shozvs the Chicago police " catching the
devil" as exflained by the accompanying story
relative to the exploitation of "The Devil" at
Barbee's Loop theatre

Stories

Stunt
"Devil"
ously into the office building.
He fished
for the other one successfully and jumped
out onto the scaffolding to remove the last

completed, two pretty girls dressed in
artists' smocks and accompanied by a
scarlet-clad man, costumed as " The
Devil," popped forth from a window to
the scaffold and busily engaged themselves
in painting an immense sign announcing
the opening of " The Devil," at the theatre, ablock distant.
This performance was repeated daily
for several days until the noontide crowds
on the corner became so great as to obstruct traffic. On the fourth day, the
police captain in charge of the district
issued orders for the arrest of the pseudo
devil and his fair assistants. This was
responsible for far more publicity than
Air. Barbee had hoped for.
The burly captain of the law, far past
his day of physical agility, found his way
to the fourth floor windows of the building at the command of his superior officer, therefore. He, with typical politeness, suggested to the young ladies and
their escort that they come in from the
gaze of the interested public and permit
the traffic to proceed on its way undisturbed. They, just as politely, refused.
Upon which the policeman decided to use
force. When an immense foot, followed
by a gigantic leg stepped out of the window and reached for the scaffold, which
was suspended by ropes from the roof, the
girls, giggling with glee, wiggled and wobbled the temporary framework so
that the policeman's foot missed it entirely and he nearly took a plunge to the
street. Again he tried, with a like result.
The roars of the crowd could be heard
for blocks as he attempted each expedition. He then resorted to strategy —
jumping from one place to another until
he got the fair painter unawares — (and by
the ankle) and hauled her unceremoni-

source of public interest, " The Devil's
replica. Evading the policeman's brawny
grasp, the object of his pursuit slid " like
the devil " down a rope — and into the
waiting arms of a second minion of the
law, where he was detained until his fair
assistants reached the sidewalk.
Then all three were bundled into the
patrol wagon and taken to the police station. Here the Celtic sense of humor of
the police captain resulted in their release
after a short lecture.
The police reporters had been tipped off
to the coming event and without exception they realized the humorous attributes
of the story, which received a page one
play in six out of the possible seven newsThe plans and details of this stunt were
arranged
and executed by Irving Mack &
papers.
Company, who are specializing in this
work in Chicago territory.

Xovelty
Queen,"

on " The Diamond
lobby bydisplay
used
the IVhitehouse
theatre,
Milivaukee

April
S
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" O'M alley of the Mounted" lobby display which Jess Day, manager of the Palace theatre, Des Moines, originated recently
Canton

Visited

by

"Mys-

terious Lady"
Manager A. Bernower of the Alhambra
theatre, Canton, put over one of the most
comprehensive and successful publicity
campaigns recently in connection with
| Prisoners of Love." Bernower tied his
exploitation to every known medium of
advertising. He secured the cooperation
of the department stores who carried in
their regular display ads, a story about
a mysterious lady who would be at their
store at such and such a time, and the
identification of whom would entitle one
to a prize of $15. Every day, the mysterious lady was to be found at a different
store, so the announcements shifted daily,
but were continuously before the public.
The newspapers, especially the Canton
Evening Repository, gave considerable
space to the stunt, other than in the movie
section. The paper also conducted an
essay contest in connection with the
picture. It was to be confined to one
hundred and fifty words on the subject:
" Can a Girl's Own Instincts be Relied
Upon to Find and Choose the Right
Man?"
Thousands of answers poured into the
Repository office. The mysterious girl was
finally located on the day preceding the
opening of " Prisoners of Love," in front
of the Market Arcade, at Market Avenue,
where previous announcements had said
she would mail a letter at 1 145 P. M.
The prizes were $15 first prize ; $10 second prize; $5 third prize and thirty pair
of passes for the remaining prizes.
Bernower says he has never pulled an
exploitation campaign that was so much
talked about as this one was.

Bergum's Decorations for
"Brewster's Millions"
This is the lobby of the Garden theatre,
Des Moines, Iowa, showing how Manager
Dan E. Bergum decorated for the showing of " Brewster's Millions."
The entire lobby was made from the
material obtainable at any Paramount exchange, with the exception of the light
frame work. The heads used on the
drapes were taken from the six-sheet, the
banners on the canopy were reproduced
from the twenty-four sheet and the one
sheets were made from the regular lithograph one sheets.

if},
I

f?0SCOE
BREWSTER*

Another of Jess Day's
Lobby Displays
Jess
Day, Moines,
manageris ofa great
the Palace
theatre in Des
believer
in
lobby displays. For that reason, on nearly
all of his bigger pictures, he arranges a
specially built lobby of no small dimensions. The above is the lobby used by
Mr. Day on " O'Malley of the Mounted."
The large cut-out in the center was a
six-sheet cut-out and the lower part of the
figure was hand-painted. The rest of the
lobby was by hand.
Extra space in the newspapers and the
bill boards furnished the balance of the
exploitation.

MILLIONS

^

This is the way Dan Bur gum, manager of the Garden theatre, Des Moines, decorated his
lobby for the showing of "Brewster's Millions"
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Illustrating the story appearing belozu relative to the prologue number which Grauman's theat
Los Angeles, staged for the showing of " Chickens'
Thatcher
Stages
Highly
Questionnaire as ExploitSid Grauman's
Prologue
ation Novelty
Original Prologue
"Chickens"
H. J. Thatcher, manager of the Strand
Closelyonlinking
picture and prologue
A questionnaire was the means employed by Frank L. Browne, manager of
theatre, Salina, Kansas, one of the leadwith stage settings and songs has been
ers in artistic presentation, even though
practised successfully for a long time by
Clune's Broadway theatre, Los Angeles,
exhibitors, but Sid Grauman of Los Anhis
city
is
only
about
fifteen
thousand
into arouse unusual interest in " The Playhabitants, recently presented a prologue
geles went a step or two further in conthing of Broadway."
His idea was to have the people tell him,
for " A Small Town Idol " that created no
nection with the presentation of a proinstead of telling them, what the picture
end of favorable comment among Salinains.
Mr. logueGrauman
not only duplicated a
to " Chickens."
and star were. In order to do this, howscene from the picture where MacLean
ever, itwas necessary for him to tell them
The prologue was entitled " The Temfirst.
drives his car through a barn door, but
ple Dancer," and many various lighting
effects
were
used
in
its
presentation.
The
also the prologue actors took for many
The solution of this apparently ambiguopening scene showed the King seated at of their lines several titles from the picous problem was accomplished by a queshis throne with two of his favorites, blue ture.
tionnaire which was in the form of a postcard and read :
lights being used on the opening. Then
The stage setting showed a typical
to the strain of a weird Oriental dance a
$10 REWARD
with a " garage " well in the
dancer slowly appeared in the doorway to farmyard
foreground. A contented looking cow is
Will be paid for the best answers to
the left, descended the marble steps bearshownsheinmunches
a corral adjoining
the " garage,"
these questions. Second prize, 4 loge
her cud peacefully,
and
ing an incense bowl. She approached the and
seats ; third prize, 4 reserved seats ; fourth
throne, placed the incense before the king digs deep into a barrel for more fodder
prize, 2 seats.
and then went into the dance. As she as the prologue is presented. Three
Who is Justine Johnstone?
dozen chickens cluck around in happy
approached the throne the foot lights were
What film company is she with?
fashion in a pen nearby, and the usual
brought up bright red, and the entire setIs she a blonde or brunette?
ting was flooded from the booth by a assortment of farm machinery, harness,
What is the name of her next picture
lavender flood, and the border lights re- rakes and hand plows as well as small imto be shown in this city?
mained blue, giving it a beautiful effect.
plements are scattered about.
The dancer in a white spot.
The performers are dressed in typical
When
is
it
to
play
Clune's
Broadway
theatre ?
farmer garb, and the numbers include
As the tried
dance towaxed
the king's
How many people will pay to see it the
favorites
draw faster
his attention
to vocal and instrumental selections, a girl
first day?
them again, only to be pushed aside. The
with a banjo playing " Way Down on
Mr. Browne got out 25,000 of these
finale of the dance came when the dancer
the Farm," the title of the prologue becards, which were placed in stores, apartfell exhausted at the feet of the king, to
ing one of the features. A juvenile
ment houses, hotels and homes. Naturally
slowly regain her feet and advance with
dancer
and half a dozen singers who renall of the questions except the last could
the incense bowl before the throne, after
der the old fashioned melodies typical of
be answered by Mr. Browne. On that the which she exited through the balcony as
'two generations ago give a realistic and
guess of his patrons was nearly as good
shown in the accompanying cut.
pleasing atmosphere to the entire setting.
as his own, because the contest closed the
day before the picture was shown and he
had no means of knowing just how many
paid admissions there would be. But it
was a good stunt to arouse curiosity and
interest — and it kept the telephones ringing continuously.
Mr. Browne followed up the questionnaire campaign with newspaper advertising and other displays and these were rendered particularly effective because of the
interest created through the little postcards. It is safe to say that the patrons
of Clune's Broadway, together with a very
considerable number of other people in
Los Angeles, could give the life history
of Miss Johnstone as well as much interesting data on her pictures as a result of
Stage assetting
showing
charactersH. appearing
in aofprologue
for theatre,
" Love, Honor
Bchaz
this stunt.
presented
by Manager
J. Thatcher
the Strand
Salina, and
Kansas
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"Kismet" lobby display (center) and two window displays (right and left) used by the Strand theatre, Waco, Texas

Plunkett

Has
New York

, managing diKETT
JOSEPH rector PLUN
of the New
York Mark Strand
theatre, presents a new type of proogue this week in the " original musical
Drologue " being staged for " The Sky
"ilot."
In the broadest sense, Mr. Plunkett's
lew idea aims to " harmonize color, lyrics,
nelody and illusion," but basically it is one
)f the most courageous bits of exhibitor
:nterprise on record since it means nothng more or less than producing a twelveninute light comedy opera, of which both
he lyrics and music were originated and
:omposed especially for that particular
)rologue.
The setting for Mr. Plunkett's " Sky
Pilot " prologue represents a scene just
mtside of a small western town's main
esort for cow-punchers. Stage properties
uch as saddlery, hitching posts, water
roughs, etc., lend to the effect of the
cene. A rosy glow of sunset is cast over
he. stage.
The action starts when the group of
owboys seated on the veranda of the
aloon notice the approach of a man
;arbed in the costume of a preacher. The
uartette sings its greeting in a rather
tone.
The "issky
pilot " replies.
Vkeptical
novel bit
of music
introduced
when

Original
Prologue
Mark Strand Theatre to Stage Twelve
Minute Musical Comedies
light. As the curtain descends, a shaft
of moonlight is peeping through the trees.
The love-sick cowboy is dreaming of his
love, with the sky pilot attempting to console him as the curtain closes.
With regard to his decision to " ban "
the spoken word from his prologues, Mr.
Plunkett declared that : " The motion picture is correctly called ' the silent art.' It
is wordless — and because of that it is so
wonderful. I do not believe that the
prologue which allows speeches of the
nature of skits, and acts, has a proper
place in a motion picture theatre.
" My conception of motion picture
presentation is the harmonizing of color,
sentiment, melody, lyric and illusion into
a composite whole that makes the audience
entirely forget just what the nature of the
prologue is. I have been studying various
means by which this effect could be
secured for many months. Out of the
process of elimination came what I believe
to be the evolution of prologue art to the

Plan

ultimate. And that was brought about by
beautifying light opera with colorful effects, and human-interest pantomime.
That is precisely what the original musical
prologue will accomplish."
The lyrics and music for the original
musical prologue for " The Sky Pilot "
were written by Paul M. Sarazan of Associated First National. Mr. Sarazan
worked in conjunction with Mr. Plunkett,
with the idea of not only originating something that could be used at the Mark
Strand on Broadway, but a creation that
could be offered as a tangible proposition
to exhibitors throughout the country.
That Sarazan succeeded is shown by the
fact that First National's press sheet on
" The Sky Pilot " will prominently display
the musical prologue as presented by Mr.
prologue score will also be compiled in a
Plunkett, in addition to giving complete
stage directions, light effects, etc. The
small folder for exhibitor use. It will be
supplied free of charge.

he cowboys give the stranger the " horse
lugh " when they learn that he is a
reacher. However, this tempo suddenly
hanges when one of the punchers, reukes the boys for telling the pilot he is
ut of his enviroment, and declares that :
"The pilot's Johnny-on-the-spot,
Because he came in the neck of time,
To marry me to that girl o' mine."
Then the theme brings out the fact that
ne of the group is a lovesick cowboy,
rhose affection for " Gwen " is the bigest part of his rugged life. The quartette
Dng " Gwen " is indeed a pretty number,
nd in view of the popularity of girl songs
t present, stands a good chance of becomlg well known.
During the action of the prologue, the
me changes from sunset to dusk to moon-

Stage setting and characters appearing in Paul Sarzan's original prologue presented this
week at the New York Mark Strand theatre for "The Sky Pilot"

Motion
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Picture

What

many exhibtors and musicians
A GREAT
have written to mc again and again:
What about jazz?
I have never said a great deal on the subject in all this time that I have been writing
to the readers of the News. But I may very
often have given some pointed and undeniable
impressions concerning my personal feelings on
the matter.
Now I want to speak my mind on the subject of jazz and syncopation and all that goes
under the heading of popular music. Music
publishers, song-writers and kings of the moaning saxophone, pay attention !
Whatever I may think personally of jazz,
whether I like it in my home or not, whether
I consider it elevating or degrading, valuable
or vulgarity, makes not the slightest bit of difference in the music department of the Motion Picture News. And for myself you may
substitute any authority in the musical world,
and his personal feelings, likes or dislikes
would make not the slightest bit of difference.
Naturally with my peculiarly constituted temperament and ideals, I should like to be the
means of raising taste, but as I have so often
said, my readers here haven't any time to take
away from their business of making money
and building patronage, to think about movements for humanity.
The matter before the house is this:
What about jazz for the motion picture
theatre ?
This question is not related to <the one
which might ask, "What about jazz for the
concert hall, the home, the vaudeville theatre, the burlesque house, the hotel, the Sunday
school." . . . Just the motion picture theatre, which is peculiar unto itself.
The other day I happened to pick up the
Cosmopolitan Magazine , and there on the first
page I saw an editorial by George Ade on
" Music Lovers." The famous humorist was
in his best vein. He poked fun at the overly

Picture

About
Charles

D.

Jazz?
Isaacson

musical musician, and asked: "Why is it that
whenever you see a girl whose face looks as
if she had just bitten upon a lemon that you
say she must play the piano very well ? " He
declares, " None of us would like to live with
a person who knows music too well, or with a
girl who had been thoroughly conservatoried."
He goes
to say for
that old
" because
man confesses to aon liking
hymn a tunes
and
minstrel airs is no reason for him to be
ashamed, yet just because a man is a jazz
hound is no reason why he should sneer at
the fellow who gets a kick out of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra." . . . What George
Ade did was virtually to jazz up a lot of arguments Ihave been giving out to the poor
unfortunates who have been forced to listen
to my talks on music. Thereupon I took my
pencil in hand and wrote to several of my
friends among the musicians and asked them
what they thought of jazz, etc. . . . The
letters have been coming back, with answers
from critics, pianists, violinists, opera singers,
and others. And what they don't think of
jazz for publication is a crime. But nearly all
of them add a postscript to the effect that
in off moments they can indulge in a jazz
debacuh with delightful and shameless abandon (not for publication'. One of the lovliest letters came from a lady who follows
the profession commonly or generally known
I believe as " coonshouting." Her name is
Sophie Tucker, and what she doesn't think of
all these highbrows who can't come down to
earth and jazz it, isn't to be put into ordinary
words. Miss Tucker says that jazz is an
art, and she points to herself as an example,
and she threatens that if she's ever given a
call to sing in those dry, uninteresting, sleepy
grand operas she'll shimmy all over the stage
and jazz every bar. That's what she threatens.
Every once in a while when I tell my opinions about music of different kinds, I get

You Joined the Association of Motion
Picture Musical Interests?
Get in the first membership lists of the Association of Motion PictureMusical Interests — it is doing important work already and capable of creating a
new condition in the field.
Sign the application blank.
Dues are to be paid
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
ACCEPTED
in advance: $2.00 a
year for individu- ASSOCIATION OF MOTION
als; $10 a year for
PICTURE-MUSICAL INTERESTS
corporations and
Temporary Headquarters
companies
Suite 400, 72 7th Avenue, New York City.
Gentlemen:
I,
Address
desire to apply for membership in this association.
Class
CLASSES—
A. — Those of the motion picture industry seeking to broaden their
appeal through music.
B. — Those of the music industry and musical profession seeking to
widen their scope through the film.
C. — Those seeking to give the public a greater opportunity to hear
good music.

into trouble with somebody. The rea
great musicians somehow or somewhere ha
a lurking suspicion that I'm a queer duck, loering the dignity of art; the really down-t
earth harmony hounds of the syncopation stl
prise, say that I am spoiling their game ail
running them and their starving children
the poorhouse. You see I believe that whs
ever serves to awaken a love for what
beautiful, though it be the most slo
bery ditty ever written, has accomplish'
a purpose. Whatever serves to do han
whether
it be the
chords of who
immortal
W'agn
or
the charnel
housekeeper
preaches
su.
gc-stiveness in the guise of a dance or a soi
— is bad. A very bad bad is worse than a li
tie bad, and the dispensers of syncopated ar
banal vulgarity are worse than the same brot
in grand opera, where the purpose is slak«
over with a costume of beauty. A fine good
better than a cheap good, and the songs i
Schubert which are immortal are infinitely moi
important than the well-meaning simple fiv
and-ten-cent-store writers.
Music is on levels, and the higher the lev
the better for the listener. But it's all wrot
to sneer at everything which isn't in the line c
immortals,
just as
as it'sjeeringly
ridiculoi ;
for the devotee
of much
jazz toso laugh
the master works.
For myself, the cheap music might just
well not exist. I confess to a falling for cei
tain forms of captivating jazz, just as a thoi
oughly conservative gentleman might adm
that he takes a " snack " once in a while,
could do without the jazz, but Lord knows
couldn't get along without the other music
To me the test of music is its sincerity. Di
the composer mean something truly? Did b
just decide to write some notes or was he move
by a deep impulse? If he means truly what b
wrote, then he's a whole lot better than a bel
ter educated musician who meant nothing bl
jumbled a deal of high-sounding phrases. Fc
me, it's better to hear a simple song like Ban
lctt's " A Dream," than some mystical sounc
ing but insincere highbrow composition. 0
course, when you read Beethoven and Mozai
and Chopin — there's the greatest of all. . .
I havethesaid
elsewhere,
here
following
axiomand: I'd like to repeat :
" There is much music of composers Ion
dead, music now living; and music of composer
nowMost
living,
dead."vulgar, plainly an
jazzmusic
to melongseems
obviously and intentionally a call to the lowes
instincts in man; and it is as plain as can b
that music can be itself or perverted into pas
dcring appeals.
Yet, the motion picture musical director mus
forget his high aims and forget his desire t
be a maker of taste — when it comes to th
question of his box-office.
Jazz must be considered irrespective of it
vulgarity, its pandering tendencies, its lowei
ing of taste. It must be considered in its plact
That I practice what I preach will be ob
served in a study of the musical indication
which I have made in the past for the Brook
lyn Strand, and more recently for the Kinet
(Continued on page 2846')
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Laboratories
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PICTURES

Combined

Hollywood Plants of Rothacker's
and Joseph Aller's Amalgamated
laboratory under his personal supernt figures in the vision.
dominaory
TWO
field join forces
film laborat
in the new Rothacker-Aller Labora" Mr. Aller is a true artist," said
tories, at present operating on Mr. Rothacker. " He has in him
Melrose Avenue in Hollywood. that heaven-sent spark found in
From now on Joseph Aller and great painters, musicians, actors
R. Rothacker are busi- and directors. The motion picWatersonassociates.
ness
ture industry became the winner
The Rothacker-Aller Laboratories when Mr. Aller's artistic genius
is a corporation controlled by the sought
expression through the film
Rothacker Film Manufacturing laboratory.
Company, with Mr. Aller as the
" Anybody can direct a film and
resident head. The officers of the anybody
can develop a film. In
Laboratories are : Waterson R. either case
the results would be
Rothacker, president and treasurer; determined by the man doing the
Joseph Aller, vice-president and job. Mr. Aller puts art into the
general manager ; and J. Wesley laboratory work just as a truly
Smith, secretary.
director puts creative art
Mr. Aller was born in Russia. great
into a photoplay.
Cathrine Curtis, screen artist, pro- He finished his education in a New
ducer and executive head of the Cath" It means much to the artist
rine Curtis Corporation
York Technical school. He en- behind the megaphone and to the
tered the photographic business in artists in front of the camera to
Striking Contrasts in
1898. From 1904 to 1913 he was have the creation of a picture
laboratory superintendent for the taken up by another artist where
New Hawley Vehicle
UnContrasts in the appearances of American Biograph Company.
went to New they leave off. When the exposed
the principal player in different Yorktil D.in W.1920Griffith
is sent to the Rothackerhe
had
full
charge
of negative
Aller Laboratories in Hollywood, it
phases of the story and contrasts
in the character of the sets used the Griffith laboratory activities. will mean that the completion of
are declared to be a feature of When Griffith moved east, Mr. the finished screen drama will be
Aller went into business for him- in the hands of a man whose
Wanda Hawley's new starring
self at the former Griffith laboravehicle for Realart release, entories. Some of the screen's most laboratory artistry will supplement
t
i
t
l
e
d
The
"
House
that
Jazz
Built."
famous
pictures went through the
Miss Hawley plays the part of a
the artistry in the studio."
woman who changes in appearance
from slim to stout back to slim as
Success
of
Drive
the story develops. The star's Predicts
make-up to suit the parts is said
to be " a marvel of camouflage."
The over-furnished apartment of
Reports from Exchanges on " Edua lazy wife, the beauty of interior
cational Week " Highly Optimistic
decoration of an artful woman's
house and finally the orderly home
Edu- Behave " has Irene Dalton and
from
T
EMEN
cational home-officethe
declares Earl Rodney and " Take Your
of a wife regenerated from habits A STAT
of slovenliness are declared to that reports from the branch-offices Time " the same players. There are
present striking contracts. Penrhyn on prospects for Educational Week, also two Gayetys, " Turkey DressStanlaws was the art decorator.
May 1 to 7, predict a sweeping
ing " and " Dummy Love."
Robert C. Bruce is represented
success for the campaign. President E. W. Hammons in urging by " The Man Who Always Sat
"The Four Horsemen " all branch-offices to book every Down," picturing his flight over
in Two More Cities
theatre possible during the drive the Matterhorn and Mount Blanc.
Metro Pictures Corporation has instructs that the variety of the There are two Chester Outings,
completed arrangements to present Educational product, " Everything " The Worst Was True " showing
feature," be especially Chinese eating customs and " Hitthe Rex Ingram Production, " The but the
emphasized.
ing Hot Spots," picturing the
Four
Horsemen
of
the
Apocalypse,"
within a month at the Garrick
Since no pre-releases will be per- Geyser region of Maoriland in New
mitted in order to make a showing, Zealand. Screenics are represented
theatre, Detroit; and the Sam S.
the salesmen are being instructed by a double subject "Philippine
Shubert theatre, Pittsburg.
These exhibitions will bring the to call attention to the April Futurity " and " An Angle in
total number of " The Four Horse- schedule, which includes " Ready to
Serve," a Chester comedy directed
men of the
companies
Last of the Hudson's Bay Travel
to five.
TheApocalypse
picture is" now
at the by W. S. Campbell and starring Pictures
of four single reels ap\stor theatre, New York; the La " Snooky " the Humanzee; "Short Idaho."pears on the same schedule, " An
Salle theatre, Chicago, and the Mis- & Snappy," a Christie comedy with Eskimotion Picture," which delves
sion theatre, Los Angeles. The Bobby Vernon and Vera Steadman, deeply into the habits and customs
)icture was moved Sunday matinee " Sneakers," a second Christie, of the people of the land of snows.
:o the Astor theatre, New York. with Neal Burn and Dorothy De- In addition there are two releases
Other premieres are being planThestarring
Greenhorn,"
a Mer- of Kinograms each week.
led for the near future in other vore, " maid,
Lloyd Hamilton,
In addition to these the entire
arge cities of the country. Among and " Crowning Torchy," one of product of Educational during the
the
Sewell
Ford
comedies,
starring
he first of these to be given oppast year and its releases for the
Jortunity of witnessing " The Four Johnny Hines.
in May will also be availSingle reel comedies are repre- first week
Norsemen
of
the
Apocalypse
"
are
able to exhibitors.
5t. Louis and San Francisco.
sented by two Vasity, " Hubby

NARV

PfcKFORD

BACK

DOOR

Showing one of three sheet posters on
" Through the Back Door," Mary Pickford's next picture
be released through
Unitedto Artists
3,000 Attend Universal
Picnic on Coast
Among the celebrities of the film
world who were present at the barbecue and picnic at the Universal
Santa Susanna ranch were Priscilla Dean, Carmel Myers, Edith
Roberts,
EvaSedgwick,
Novak, Harry
Gladys Carey,
Walton, Eileen
Frank Mayo, Eddie Polo, Art
Acord, Hoot Gibson, Lee Moran,
Elmo Lincoln, Jack Perrin, Gertrude Olmsted, Mary Philbin, Billv
Bletcher, William Welsh, Lola
Campbell, Joey McCreery, Charles
Insley. Twenty directors joined
their stars in the merriment. They
were Tod Browning, Erich Von
Stroheim, Rollin Sturgeon, William
Worthington, Stuart Paton, Jack
Conway, Jack Ford, Norman
Dawn, Robert Thornby, Reaves
Eason, Fred Granville, Harry B.
Harris, Edward Laemmle, Lee
Kohlmar, King Baggot, J. P. McGowan, Albert Russell, Edward
Kull, Harry Burns and Ward
Hayes.
The affair was arranged by Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal ;
R. H. Cochrane, vice-president;
Abraham Stern, treasurer, and Irving G. Thalberg, general manager
at
the studio. More than 3,000 attended.
The ranch has just been leased
by Universal and will have its first
picture use in Carmel Myers' forthcoming story, "The Scarlet Shawl."
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Shows
Lion's
Canture
T /ion'sitsCapture
Shows
Pathe announces
new release
of the " Adventures of Bill and
Bob " series under the title of
" Trapping
Mountain
This
series the
presents
WilliamLion."
and
Robert Bradbury, eleven-year-old
twins of the American Boy Scout
type, in the roles of trappers. Their
experiences in the trapping predatory animals of Western America
are visualized in an interesting manner in this series which were produced by Cyrus J. Williams.
According to a statement from
Pathe, the new release, " Trapping
the Mountain Lion" surpasses in
the boys' presuspense
thrills and
as picturized in
vious exploits
" Trapping the Bobcat " and " OutAll the
witting aTimber theWolf."
details attending
capture of the
cougar by the youngsters are
graphically shown in the new subject.

Motion

Picture

News

Releases
Producers'
Ass'd
Six New Pictures Are Announced
for Release

During May and June
GER AL the cast which includes Doris May,
ERAL
GENLICH
TMANMANA
of Associated Mildred Manning, Kathleen KirkProducers, Inc., announces
the re- ham and others of prominence.
lease of six new productions during Clarence L. Brown co-directed
the months of May and June, with Mr. Tourneur. The locale of
representing the most recent work the production, which is a modern society drama, is New York.
of
as many of the Associated Producers.
" The Foolish Matrons " will be
available on June 16.
The initial release in May will be
The first release of J. L. Frotha J. Parker Read, Jr., production
ingham
through the " A. P." is
" I Am Guilty," featuring Louise
adaption
Peter appeared
B. Kyne'sin
Glaum. The story is by Bradley an
greatest
story,of which
King. On May IS, Mack Sen- the Saturday Evening Post some
nett's comedy special, " Home time ago, " The Ten Dollar Raise."
Talent,"
will This
be ready
for followed
general Edward Sloman directed the prodistribution.
will be
duction. William V. Mong, Maron May 29 by a Thomas H. Ince
guerite
Motte, Pat
ley, HelenDe La Jerome
EddyO'Maland
special, " Mother o' Mine."
others
go
to
make
up
a strong
Allan Dwan's, " The Broken
Phil Ryan, who is directing the Assoin this initial Frothingham-A.
Doll," an adaption of the story, cast
ciated Exhibitors' franchise plan
P.
special
which
will
be
released
" Johnny Cucabod," by Wilbur
Hall,
will
be
released
on
June
12.
on
June
26.
" The 'Big Six ' announced Vita Engages Priscilla
Sing Sing Warden Com- A strong cast including Monte Blue
and Mary Thurman will be seen in above, should prove a strong
Bonner for Lead
mends "Proxies"
' tonic ' for summer business as
" Proxies," the latest Cosmopoli- this special which was personally each and every one of the releases
Priscilla
Bonner has been setan Production to be released directed by Mr. Dwan. " The has excellent exploitation possibililected
to
play
the leading feminine
Foolish
Matrons,"
a
Maurice
at
shown
was
through Paramount,
ties and all lend to an exceptional
Tourneur production, from the
opposite Tom Gallery in "The
Sing Sing Prison, New York, Wedwidely-read novel by Donn Byrne, advertising camaipgn," declares the role
Son of Wallingford," the Vitanesday, April 13th. Eleven hunstatement
from
Associated
Prowill
be
a
mid-June
release.
Hobart
graph
special production which is
and
dred prisoners saw the picture,
Bosworth is the featured player of ducers.
now being filmed at the West Coast
Major Lewis E. Lawes, warden of
studios under the direction of the
Sing Sing, also attended.
author, George Randolph Chester.
Miss Bonner played opposite
" ' Proxies ' is a picture with a
well
is
which
splendid moral lesson,
Charles Ray in " Homer Comes
told," Major Lawes said after the Goldwyn
Home." She has also appeared on
Units
All Active
the screen with Tom Moore, Jack
" I enjoyed
of the picture.
showing moment
of the picture.
every
Will Rogers Finishes " Doubling
Pickford
and She
Will also
Rogers
"Hon-in
' Proxies ' also gave the prisoners a
est Hutch."
had inroles
message of hope, and encouraged
for
Romeo
"
;
Others
on
Location
Viola Dana's " Home Stuff " and,'
them to feel that if pictures of this
raised the two weeks' growth of Marshall Neilan's " Bob Hampton
nature are shown, the general public WILLhis ROGERS has completed beard
required
by
his
role.
Arthur F. Statter has finished
will learn to give a man a chance,
is next comedy, "Doubling
even if he has served a prison sen- for Romeo," an original scenario the continuity for Leroy Scott's
of Placer."
Elmer L. Rice, at the Goldwyn
by
tence."
studios in Culver City, Cal. His scenario now known as " The "The Sky Pilot" Opens
Mother,"
while
Charles
Kenyon
is
at New York Strand
vehicle will be " A Poor RelaPress Books Ready for next tion," from Edward E. Rose's com- putting Hall Caine's novel, " The
into screen form. LamThe Cathrine Curtis Corporaedy. It will go into production Christian,"
Two R-C Releases
bert Hillyer has about completed
tion of New York and California
within a short time. Bernard Mc- the continuity for Katherine New- made its formal bow to the indusRobertson-Cole announces that it Conville, who wrote the continuity lin Burt's first original scenario,
try and the public as a producing
has now available for distribution for " A Connecticut Yankee the " The Man from Lost River." Rup- organization
with the opening at
in
two press-books on current releases. screen
Arthur's Court," made
ert Hughes is preparing the contin- the Mark Strand theatre, New
The subjects covered by the^ new King adaptation.
uity for his own original screen York, Sunday, April 17th, of a
A
di- story, " From the Ground Up," week's run on Broadway of " The
are . " What's
recently
until
Gilbert,
Jack
campaign books
,
for
Womthe
is
Hampton
Hope
rector
"Good
written especially for Tom Moore.
Wife Worth?" and
Pilot," ofa screen
production
of
en." Special attention is givenionto only member yet selected for the Gouverneur Morris is working on Sky
the novel
the same
name by
connect
in
gn
campai
teaser
a
original
Chinese
fantasy
as
yet
cast of "Who Shall Judge?", the an
unnamed.
Ralph Connors.
"What's A Wife next Reginald Barker Production,
with the subject
" The Sky Pilot " was directed
Worth?"
Exploitation suggestions from an original scenario by Gouvand advertising copy appropriate for erneur Morris. The continuity of
by KingcludesVidor,
and the
inColleen Moore,
JohncastBoweach picture are included in the two this photoplay was prepared by "Buried Treasure" Still
ers,
David
Butler,
James
Corrigan,
n
campaig books.
Ruth Wightman in consultation
Scores in New York
Donald McDonald, Harry Todd
with the author.
and
Kathleen Kirkham.
Following its eight-week run at
Director Frank Lloyd and the
nces
the
Criterion,
New
York
City,
Annou
Goldwyn
company appearing in Rita \\ ei- " Buried Treasure," the CosmopoliNew Kendall Production man's
photoplay, " The Grim Comtan production, starring Marion Notable Cast in Newest
edian," leave on Thursday for Big Davies,
is still playing to capacity
anTorchy Comedy
Goldwyn Distributing Corp., disto spend a week mak- audiences in New York, according
Bear, ingCalif.,
nounces that it has secured the
exteriors.
Director
Wallace
to a statement from Cosmopolitan.
tribution rights to a Messmore
Frank Monroe, now appearing
Worsley and the " Ace of Hearts " It drew big crowds to B. S. Moss's on Broadway in the stage play,
Kendall
Vivian pjnecrest,
c'onVpany "left
"on to Wednesday
for
Martin, production
made understarring
the tentative
Calif.,
make exteriors
" Three Live Ghosts," has an imBroadway theatre
during
its wtek's
there and
is now
play_„uverneur Morris orig- engagement
title of "Oiling Up Society." In for th;s Qouvf
" Torchy
's Frameby
ing
all
the
Keith,
Moss
and
Proctor
contrast with " The Song of the ;naj
Up," the portant
newrole incomedy
produced
Soul," the first Vivian Martin picTom Moore and Director victor houses in the city. " Buried Treas- Master Films, Inc., and starring
ure " has also been booked for an
ture released^ by GoWwyn, this new Schertzinger are in Santa Monica
Hines,
which will
be repicture will be a comedy.
by Educational
Exchange.
canyon making the picnic scenes indefinite run at the Randolph the- Johnny leased
atre in Chicago. The Cosmopolitan
Edward Childs Carpenter wrote for "Beating the Game," by Charles
Kenyon, of " Potash anf
the story, Harry C. Hoyt prepared Kenyon. Director E. Mason Hop- statement declares that the " mag- Robert
nificence of the settings of Joseph Perlmutter," is also in the cast and
the continuity and Sydney Olcott
per is taking the hospital scenes
Leeds continues as lead-*
directed. The cast includes George
Urban and the exquisiteness of the Dorothy
ing woman.
for Mary Roberts Rinehart's first
The first picture of this series
Spink, G. Studdeford, W. Mac- original, " The Glorious Fool." natural scenery incorporated in the
Ewen, Nadine Beresford, Ralph Richard Dix, who plays the male picture have induced exhibitors all will be released late next month.
Bonsfield, Wallace Ray and Tom lead in this production, is practic- over the country to book ' Buried
It is entitled " Torchy's PromoMeegan.
ally a hermit these days as he
Treasure.' " •
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'^HER

HUSBAND

CWas

the baffling

task J^icrelia
had

given

Sast^mn

up until

his fathers

pleas and

her woman's yielding
heart persuaded key
to Ivy once

again. .

ALICE

LAKE
in,

UNCHARTED

SEAS

Enacts superbly

the ''story 'of"Qicretia!s hist indulgence.

rivonWM

FLEMING

{tmSIY'SMreded

WLSOM'S

% WESLEY

story in
WIGGLES

METRO
(fury Imperial Pictures Cld., Occlusive
Distribuhrs thvjuqkout at. Britain.
Sir WiliiaiiLiiivy^Jiana^l^diyictor.
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New

A scene from " The House that JazzHawley
Built,' a Realart picture starring Wanda
Realart

Release

" Don't

Call Me

Announced

Picture

Cosmopolitan

News

Ready

" Woman God Changed " Scheduled
Release by Paramount
for Early
Inc., which makes CosA STORY
dramatic
power is Service Co.,mopolitan
Productions, by Robert
promisedof by
Cosmopolitan
Productions in " The Woman God G. Vignora. Many of the scenes
taken in the Bahama Islands.
Changed," scheduled for early re- were
lease through Paramount. This pic- The cast includes besides Miss
ture is based upon a story by Donn Owen, E. K. Lincoln, Lillian WalkSedley, H. Cooper Cliff,
Byrne that appeared in Hearst's Pauler, Henry
Nicholson, Joseph Smiley,
Magazine under the title of " Re- Brian Darley and Templer Saxe.
demption Cove."which is structurally Al Ligouri, the cameraman, took
The picture,
advantage of the luxuriant
novel in that the entire action is re- everyto present photoglated in a court-room, develops the tropicalraphyscenes
problem : Can a woman kill her declared. of a very high order, it is
faithless lover and yet be good at
Because of the moral character
heart? Will the removal of an insidious environment cleanse from of the story, Cosmopolitan Productions engaged Dr. Frank Crane, the
the woman's
soul before
the guilt
of homi-as well-known editorial writer, to
cide and set her
mankind
redeemed? This is the situation write the titles for "The Woman
which confronts the jury that tries God Changed." Dr. Crane is declared to have brought out in a tellAnna Janssen (Seena Owen), and
ing manner the spiritual change that
its verdict is said to be startling.
takes place in Anna Janssen after
" The Woman
God Changed " Film
was she is freed from the contamination
directed
for International
of her fast " friends."

Little Girl " is

Mary Miles Minter's
New Film
Melf ord on New
Story
bery is responsible
for the direction Geo.
«<pvOX'T
CALL
LITTLE
U
GIRL"
is theMElatest
Real- of such Roscoe Arbuckle successes
Seven Productions Under Way at
art Star Franchise production with as "The Life of the Party,"
Mary Miles Minter, to be an- " Brewster's Millions " and " The
Lasky Plant for Paramount Issue
nounced for release. It was adapted
Salesman."cast is Jerome
for the screen by Edith Kennedy Travelling
In the supporting
plays the leading male
MELFORD
began Meredith
from the Catherine Chisholm Cush- Patrick, who also carried leading GEORGE
role.
work Monday
on his production for Paramount of E. Phillips
roles in " The Furnace " and " Her
William DeMille will start some
ingMiss
stageMinter
success,
" Jerry."
is cast
as Jerry, a First Elopement," two other RealOppenheim's
story, " The Great time in the near future upon his
madcap girl of eighteen who in- art productions. Ruth Stonehouse Impersonation." It is understood next Paramount production writsists that twelve years is much too is seen as Joan, the maiden aunt that James Kirkwood will be featen by Rita Weiman, noted short
long for her aunt to be engaged to whose romance gives Jerry so much
tured and that Ann Forrest will story writer and dramatist. Xo
one man. The story is a rapidly concern. Edward Flanagan, a appear in the leading feminine role. title
or cast has been selected as
moving comedy of domestic life, member of the well known team of The scenario is by Monte M. Katpresenting Miss Minter as the cen- Flanagan and Edwards, is also in terjohn.
ter of a feminine triangle, her aunt the cast. Winifred Greenwood
Last week marked the start of
and mother being the others in the portrays the mother who dresses
Reid's new Paramount
spotlight.
her eighteen-year-old daughter as a Wallace
Picture, directed by Frank Urson
Realart secured Joseph Hena- girl of fifteen in order to advance and written and scenarized by
t>ery to direct the film. Mr. Hena- her own matrimonial chances.
MOVING
April
9. 19Z1 PICTURE WORLD
Byron Morgan. It is called " The
Hell Diggers," and deals with the yet.
massive gold dredgers used in mining districts. This is the fifth picComing
Hodkinson
Issues
R<
Newest
ture Mr. Morgan has done for Mr.
Four Features Are Announced for
Reid. Following the completion of
this picture, Wallace Reid will
"TheTerriss
Heart
of Maryland"
Tom
Production
of Famous Stage
leave for New York to co-star with
Early Release CorpTwo Are Hampton's
Play
Released
by
Vitagraph Mates
on
Elsie
Ferguson
in
a
film
version
of
Hodkins
Man
"
is
also
based
on
a
widely
read
THE W. W.
oration announces its list of novel, the author being William
Picture WelUe!
ReviewedFine
by Edward
Du Maurier's famous novel,
Among the pro- Allen White. The cast of " A Cer- "George
coming releases.
Peter Ibbetson " produced by
ductions scheduled for release in
The Heart
success of_achieved
by David
tain Rich Man " includes Robert George Fitzmaurice.
"The
is oneInBelasco's
ofgiving
the
cherished
traditionsMaryland*
of the stage.
the near future are " The Man of McKim, Claire Adams, Carl GantCecil
B.
DeMille
has
gone
on
the
screen
a
version
of
.the
drama Tom
voort,
Jean
Hersholt,
Joseph
J.
by Benjamin
Forest,"
the
Terriss has set an example, to moving picby Zane Dowling, Lydia Knott, and Eugenia location for opening scenes of his
the story
frommade
Hampton
tures which they would do well to follow.
next production for Paramount, the
Gilbert.
He has preserved the dramatic action of the
"
Clearing,by
inonthedirected
Grey;
title of which remains unannounced
The story moves forward at just
producti
Film Light
a Dial "The
Hugo Ballin's production, tenta- as yet. The cast will include ^ original.
the right broken.
tempo
to keep isthetoldinterest
unEvery incident
by. action,
tively titled " Ave Maria," presents Dorothy Dalton, Mildred Harris,
T. Hayes Hunter; "A Certain Rich Wyndham
and
the
scenario
writer has followed the
Standing and Mabel Conrad Nagel, Theodore Kosloff
Hampton
another
is
which
Alan,"
original
construction
as
closely
as
the
screen
product ; and the third independent Ballin in the principal roles. The and others.
would
a plot
Hugo Ballin production which is Irene Castle production is based on
with lifepermit.
and uses Given
the Civil
War that
merelythrobs
as a
background to a love story that Is the
Gloria Swanson is almost through
now being completed under the a story written by Clarence Budcenter
and
the
inspiration
of
every
foot
of
dington Kelland and published in with her first star picture for Par. film, scenario writer and director have
" Ave Maria."
title of months
working
been
content
to
abide
by
these
desirable
before theIt " Everybody's Magazine." Eve Unbe several
will
amount, Elinor Glyn's "The Great
conditions and have wasted no time on
Moment," scenarized by Monte
first Irene Castle production, now sell has written the continuity.
symbolic distraction which has no place
Katterjohn,
and
directed
by
Sam
in
being directed by Edwin L. Hollyits aowndramapace.that has sufficient vitality to set
Wood. As recently announced by
wood, will reach the screen, states
"The Heart
of Maryland"
is entertainHodkinson.
purely. The
Two Sennett Subjects Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
never mentabsent
and conflict
there isof human
never awillsfalseis
of
Famous
Players-Lasky
CorporaThe cast for " The Man of the
note Jn the character drawing and the
Are Announced
tion, Edward Sheldon has written
propet unfolding of the plot. The cast,
Forest " includes Carl Gantvoort,
an
original
story
which
will
be
Miss
lead
by Catherine Calvert, is thoroughly
Claire Adams, Robert McKim,
In the near future, Mack Sennett
capable, and the mechanical details of the
Charlotte Pierce, Jean Hersholt, will release two new feature sub- Swanson's next vehicle.
production are right at all times. There
William D. Taylor is busy on his
Eugenia Gilbert, Frank Hayes,
is a red blooded "kick* to this picture which
jects under the titles " His Dream
forces the
attention
Charles Murphy and Frederick Girl " and " Her Dream Man." production for Paramount of Henrv
tator
Giveclosest
us more
like itfrom
I everyspecStarr.
Both pictures will doubtless- be Arthur Jones' play "The Lifted
Tke
OM
Maryland
Calvert. .. -..Catherine
available for distribution through Veil " in which Ethel Clayton is
Alan
Kendrlck.
..Crane Calvert
Wilbur
"The Light in the Clearing" is Associated
starred.
Julia
Crawford
Ivers
Producers,
Col.
Fulton
Thorpe
FelixBenKrtmbe
Inc.,
before
Xelfalr.
..
Lyon based on Irving Bacheller's story late summer.
wrote the adaptation and Charles
of the same title; "A Certain Rich

April

30,
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Pathe

Releases

of

May

1st

A New Seitz Serial, " Sky Ranger,"
on List; Short Subjects Announced
DATHE announces " a notable
The third number of " The Adventures of Bob and Bill " will be
*■ array
of
short
subjects"
for
rereleased
the week of May 1st. A
lease during the week of May 1st.
of comedy, in addiIn the serial field, " The Strange breezytion toelement
the events centering around
Pact," episode eight of " The the actual
capture of the animal, is
Avenging
Arrow,"
starring
Ruth
Roland, presents
the star
in further
declared to make this issue " more
thrilling feats and moments of fast refreshing and out of the ordinary."
Hurry West " is the title of the
action, declares Pathe. " The "Rolin
comedy release. A feature of
Wages of Triumph," episode fifteen the
picture is said to be Eddie
of " Double Adventure," starring
Charles Hutchinson, concludes what Boland's originality in devising new
is styled as "the most successful stunts with a flivver. " The Sheriff
serial
yet released
by Pathe."
In of theing ofMojave
the current
offerthe action
of the closing
chapter,
the Tom" isSantschi
series
of
the mystery is solved, a number of Westerns. The cast includes Violet
final thrills are injected as a suit- Schramm, Tom Lingham, Otto
able climax, and the characters in- Lederer and others.
Pathe Review No. 101 presents
ending. volved present the desirable happy
the following subjects: "All to the
The new Pathe serial, " The Sky Bow-wow," a Capitol Travelaugh
Robert Gordon and Virginia Lee in Ranger,"
Seitz and co-starring
June Caprice,George
has beenB. by Hy Mayer; an interpretative
" If Women leased
Only
Knew," Cole
to be re- scheduled
for release. The first dance directed by Julian Ollendorff
by Robertson
under the title of " The Windmill
episode,
" Outbeginning
o fthe Clouds,"
will
Dance of Old Holland"; a Novabe
available
May
1st.
In
Stage Striking Scene
the cast besides Mr. Seitz and Miss graph presentation, " Over the
Caprice will be seen Harry Semels, Bars " ; and " The Children of the
for "Experience"
A striking effect in George Fitz- Frank Redman, Peggy Shanor, Joe Sun," a Pathecolor depiction of
Charles Reveda, Spencer home life on the fringes of the
maurice's latest Paramount pic- Cuny,
Sahara.
Bennett, and Thomas Goodwin.
ture, "Experience,"
ard
Barthelmess, isfeaturing
obtained Richwith
four little girls who soar above
the dancers in the "Primrose Stage
Version
of
Picture
Path
and below.
drop rose
leaves" oncabaret
the crowd
In
Screen and Stage Productions of
this scene 500 pounds of artificial
rose leaves and two bushels of con" A Trip to Paris " Now in Making
fetti were let loose from " snow "
with the usual appeal. The translator and
banks above the setting, it is COINCIDENTALLY
production on the screen at adaptor of the Molnar stage sucstated.
Metro's West Coast studios of " A
cess did like office with " The Masthe stage aplayfewin seasons
which Arnold
Trip
to Paradise," Bert Lytell's Daly ter,"starred
back,
Joseph A. Brady Joins next starring
vehicle, the stage version
of
the
play,
which
is
an
adaptaand
with
"
Thy
Name
is
Woman."
Ass'd Exhibitors
The story of " A Trip to Paration of Franz Molnar's European
Announcement has been made of
dise," which has been especially
the appointment of Joseph A. success, " Liliom," is in course of adapted to meet the requirements
Brady as director of advertising rehearsal, preparatory to its pre- of the screen, is the story of a
sentation tothe public on April 20
and publicity of Associated Exhibiman's regeneration through the
tors. Mr. Brady has already as- by the Theatre Guild in New York. love of a woman and the influence
sumed the duties of his new posi" A Trip to Paradise " was of a dream. The chief locale of
tion at the headquarters of the or- adapted to the screen by Benjamin the picture is Coney Island, where
ganization. He has been assistant F. Glazer, who is also responsible
character,
"Curly"
Flynn,leading
is the barker
of a sideshow
to P. A. Parsons, advertising man- for the American stage version of the
ager of Pathe, for the past year.
called
A
Trip
to
Paradise.
The
the piece. The screen form of the
picture
is
being
directed
by
MaxMolnar play is a liberal translation
well Karger. Virginia Valli heads
Veteran Actors Support of the original, and is said to prothe cast of players in support of
Constance Binney
vide Bert Lytell, the star, with a the star. June Mathis has written
Realart presents the cast of Con- characterization of rare and un- the continuity.
stance Binney's new vehicle, " The
Magic Cup," as one made up of
actors
Players "inthoroughly
the cast withexperienced."
more than
twenty years acting experience
credited to them are Blanche Craig,
J. H. Gilmour, Charles Mussett,
William H. Strauss, and Malcolm
Bradley. The last named admits
that fifty of his sixty-nine years
have been spent on the stage.

R-C
Acquires
New
Feature
Madeleine Clare is Seen in Leading

Knew
OnlyBurton,
Role of " If WomenFrederick
who " has apROBERTSON-COLE will dispeared
in
many
screen
productions,
tribute "If Women Only
Knew," which was produced by J. is also seen in the cast. He played
M. Naulty and Gardner Hunting. the leading male role in " HelioE. H. Griffith directed the picture.
trope " and also supported MarUniversal Buys Storeis Cornell University and the coun- jorie Rambeau in " The Fortune
Teller."
Blanche Davenport, Leon
try around Ithaca, N. Y., form the Gendron, and
for the Screen
Charles Lane are also
background of the photoplay.
Madeline Clare plays the leading presented in important parts in " If
Several big stories have recently
been bought by Universal and will feminine role. Miss Clare played
be produced as feature pictures as the part of Nancy in the Lincoln Women Only Knew."
soon as they can be put into contin- series which was made by the late "Sunset Jones" Provuity form, announces Mr. John C. Benjamin Chapin. Miss Clare also
ing Popular in the East
Brownell, Universal scenario chief. had an important role in Billie
The
American Film Company reare " Ware
Harbor Bassett
Road," ; Burke's " The Misleading Widow."
ports
bookings are being
a Among
novel them
by Sara
Virginia Lee has the second fem- registeredthat heavy
in the East on its new
" The Mascottee of the Three
inine role in " If Women Only
Western actors
" Sunset
Jones."
Stars," by J. Allen Dunn, and " The Knew." Miss Lee appeared in an principal
are Irene
Rich The
and
Charles
Clary.
Gossamer
Web,"
by
John
A.
Moimportant
part
in
"
The
Fortune
rose
Teller."

Some of the action in " The Magnificent Brute," a ring
Universal
Frank Mayofeature starNew

Fan Magazine Is
Put in Field
A new motion-picture fan magazine makes its appearance this week
in the field. It is called " Motion
Picture Life." Louis Marangella,
who has been associated with the
industry in various capacities, is
the business manager of the new
publishing organization. The plan
of the new company provides for
a tie-up with exhibitors in connection with the sale of " Motion Picture Life," which will be a monthly
publication. As explained
by Mr.
Marangella, " 'Motion Picture Life'
is a new departure in exhibitor
service and co-operation, whereby
the exhibitor profits not alone in
publicity and advertising but in a
financial way as well." Provision
is made on the front cover for insertion of the theatre's name.

Educational in Force in
Loew Theatres
Educational reports that it has a
comedy at every one of the Loew
first-run houses in Cleveland this
week. Two different pairs of theatres showed the same Educational
release. At Loew's Euclid and at
the Park, "Hey Rube," a Christie
comedy, was shown. Both the Liberty and the Mall showed " Hubby
Behave," a single-reel Vanity comedy.turing
Bang,"
At theJimmieStillman
, " was
Adams,
the feafun
attraction. The new Loew's State
used " Torchy's Big Lead."

Realart to Celebrate
Second Anniversary
DLANS for the celebration
* of Realart's second birthday are well under way, and
an announcement of interest
to holders of the Star Franchise and the trade in general is soon to be given out,
it was announced by Realart's home-office this week.
June
1919, first
is theopened
date
on which 11,Realart
its offices, and in view of the
growth of the company it is
believed that the celebration
of its second birthday will be
a noteworthy event.
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Motion
PlanlBig

Hearst

Studio
One
of
Biggest
opens,
there
are three outdoor
re
squa
re
an enti
RIk NG
COVE
of New York City, One of Best Equipped stages, and a large space available
bloc
for the taking of exteriors.
Within New York
ph
st'se
lialm Fil
Ran
Wil
The second floor contains the
iona
m dol
wher
Studio,Hear
Internat
main stage, which is large enough
City Limits
Cosmopolitan Productions are
to set up conveniently eight sets
made, is one of the largest and best
with plenty of space for those ocand
the
offices
of
the
advertising
enIts
k.
Yor ue,
New
in Seco
equipped
cupied in production to move withnd aven
and the and publicity departments, the actrance faces
out interfering with each other. Adfront of the property covers the
counting department and the audijoining the main studio floor is the
entire block between 127th street
tor's department are also located private office of William Randolph
there.
The
casting
director,
M.
J.
itding
and 126th street.. The buil
Hearst, president of International
self runs back for more than three- Connelly, also is located on the Film Service Co., Inc. Across from
block between ground floor. The purchasing Mr. Hearst's office is the office of
quarters of the cityseco
nd avenue, agent's office also. Two large proFirst avenue and
W illiam Le Baron, scenario editor
jection rooms, comfortably fitted of Cosmopolitan Productions. On
and the open lot, where exterior
,
rs
the
with
leather
arm
chairs
adjoin
phed
cove
scenes are photogra
the same floor is the office of Joseph
remainder of the street. The rear these offices, so that the pictures Urban, production manager, who
em
Harl
of the studio faces the
produced by Cosmopolitan Produc- designs all the magnificent settings
tions may be seen with convenience
River and the bridges across that
.
river
by executives of the organization. used in Cosmopolitan Productions.
Adjoining
Mr. Urban's
office studio
is the
Altogether the location is ideal The cutting department and edit- office
of William
Sistrom,
ing department, under the direction supervisor
for a studio, because it is within
and
assistant
production
convenient distance of the business of "Bob" Hamilton and "Eddie"
manager.
Next
to Mr.
Sistrom's
centers of the City of New York, Adams, have their workshops and office
are the
private
offices
of the
and at the same time it is located offices on this floor, and in the rear directors of Cosmopolitan Producof
the
building
is
a
comfortable
rest
in a neighborhood that is not contions, Tom Terriss, Robert G. Viggested with traffic. Many film room for the employees. Next to nola, Frank Borzage, and the scethis room is the large workshop
nario writers.
companies in the East have found where
the International animated
it necessary to build studios in the
The
third floor of the Internacartoons
are
made,
and
here
a
large
suburbs of New York in order to staff of artists is busily engaged
tional Studio contains the large,
airy
dressing
rooms of the actors
from congesfreedom
get sufficient
tion which International Film all day in making the countless and actresses. On this floor are the
drawings
that
are
necessary
to
propossible.
Studio's location makes
rooms.
duce animated cartoons.
still photographer's offices and dark
Recently the entrance to the buildThe
center
of
the
first
floor
is
the
and
ing has been remodeled,
occupied with an open space that is
result forms one of the handsom- used
production of settings,
picture stu- when for
motion
a
to
portals
est
the main studio floor is Star of " Edgar" Series
dio in the city.
Adjoining this studio
to Appear in Person
On the first floor are the execu- crowded.
tive offices. The vice-president and space are the carpenter shop and
Johnny Jones, the twelve-yearplaster modeling room. On the
general manager, George B. Van the
old " leading man " in Goldwyn's
Qeve, has his office on this floor, open lot, into which the first floor productions
of the Booth Tarkington " Edgar " comedies, released
under the ventures
general
title of "ofTheEdgar
Adand Emotions
Pomeroy," has been booked to appear in person in six large motion
picture
theatres in as many large
To Independent
Producers
cities. He has already made a personal appearance with his mother
at the Capitol theatre, New York
Jack Eaton, in charge of GoldA successful motion picture exchange, eswyn's short subjects department,
announces that Johnny has been
tablished in 1918, is prepared to handle a
booked to appear in person at the
few good features on an advantageous perfollowing theatres : the Stanley,
Philadelphia, week of April 23 ;
centage basis, and without cash advance.
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, week
of May 1 ; the Strand, Brooklvn.
We feel that the time has come to substitute
N.
Y., Cleveland,
week of MayO.,8 ;the
Loew's
the standard commercial practices for the
man,
weekStillof
May
IS;
the
Circle,
Indianapolis,
unsatisfactory methods that have prevailed
Ind., the week of May 23; and the
in the exchange business. We are prepared
Riviera, Chicago, the week of Mav
28.
to give and shall expect the ordinary business references.
Pathe Release Is Set for
If you deal with us you will get every cent
May 15 th
Pathe announces for release on
that is yours when it is due you, and you are
welcome to bring in your own auditor any
May 1 5th
"The Federal
Lure ofPhotoplay
Egypt "
made
by the
day without notice.
Company of Los Angeles. Mystery,
charm and " red-blooded drama "
are declared by Pathe to be interWe intend to furnish a real business servwoven into the texture of this
ice for real business men. If you are that
photoplay. The picture was directed
by Howard Hickman and adapted
kind of a producer write us. If not please
by E. Richard Schayer and Elliott
don't waste our time and your own.
Clawson from Norma Lorimer's
novel, " There Was a King in
Address
Egypt." Robert
The cast
includes
ClaireJ.
Adams,
McKim,
Joseph
X. Y. Z., Motion Picture News,
Dowling, Carl Gantvoort, Maude
W ayne, W illiam Lien West, Frank
729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
Hayes; Zack Williams, Aggie Herring, George Hernandez and Harry
Lorraine.

Picture

News

Campaign

for

^"Zane preparations
Grey Week"
Elaborate
are being
made by the W. W. Hodkinson organization for the nation-wide exploitation and publicity campaign
to be conducted in connection with
the Hampton-Grey-Hodkinson productions during the " Zane Grey
Week," June 2 to June 9. The
opening feature of the campaign
will be the publishing in the June
2 issue of the Country Gentlemen
of the first installment of Zane
Grey's newest story, " To the Last
Man." The Saturday Evening
Post and the Ladies' Home Journal
will also carry a four-page advertising insert carrying the first installment of "To the Last Man,"
according to a Hodkinson statement. The Curtis Publishing Co.
are co-operating with Harper &
Bros., and Grosset & Dunlap in
connection with the campaign, it
is stated.
During Zane Grey Week the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation will
release " The Man of the Forest,"
Benj. B. Hampton's
production
made fromnewest
a Zanepicture
Grey
story. Behind it there will be a
special
advertising and exploitation campaign.
"Reputation' Release
Delayed to May 2
Universal announces that the release date of Priscilla Dean's new
Universal-Jewel production, " Reputation," has been postponed from
April 15th to May 2nd. This has
been done to afford its director,
Stuart Paton, more time for the
cutting and the sub-titling of the
special. The extended time was
considered advisable owing to the
magnitude and importance of the
picture, according to Universal.
To facilitate the early release of
the picture, the initial prints are
being made at Universal City instead of the Fort Lee, X. J.. laboratory. These prints will be distributed from the Coast to the Universal exchanges throughout the
country. In the case of the Palace
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y„ aeroplane
delivery is being planned, says the
Universal home office, to prevent
that house being embarrassed by a
delaved show date.

Fine Reports on "The
of ofthe
"Inside
The Inside
the Cup"
Cup," the
Cosmopolitan Production released
through Paramount, is doing a big
business all over the country, according to advices from the Cosmopolitan home-office. Maxwell M.
Chetkin, who operates six of the
largest motion picture houses in
Brooklyn, has written the following
letter to Cosmopolitan Productions:
" After showing ' The Inside of
the Cup ' at my theatres, I feel it
only ful
right
to tell you
of the both
wondersatisfaction
afforded
my
patrons and tertainment
myself.
From
an
enstandpoint it was all
that could be desired. From the
box-office standpoint it was imJ. Hatton, general manager of the
Marcy Broadway Corporation,
which operates the Marcy and
three other Brooklyn theatres, remense."ported in the same vein.
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Left — George B. Van Cleve. vice-president
and general manager
of Cosmopolitan
productions
Right — Joseph Urban, production manager
of International Film Studio
Below
This is a view of the
International Film Rear view of International Film studios
Service Company s
where
Cosmopolitan
studio, New York,
where Cosmopolitan productions are made
pictures are produced

Above — Showing over
head platforms for
lights above the studio floor at the International Film studios

Above — The carpenter
shops of International
Film studios ivhere
the sets for Cosmopolitan pictures are
built

Left — Wm. Le Baron, Right — William Siseditor-in-chief of the trom, studio manager
scenario department and assistant producof International Film
tion manager of International
Co.

Motion
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Makes Exploitation a
Part of Picture
Putting exploitative material into
a picture as the picture is being
made is presented as the objective
Robert G. Vignola had in view in
the filming of " The Woman God
Changed." The method is a simple one. The producer goes over
his scenario before he takes a
single scene, plans out his exploitation ideas and ties them up with
the action of the story in such a
way that they become an integral
part of the story, thus not only
avoiding a superfluity of action but
actually adding to the artistic value
of the production. " The Woman
God Changed " is a Cosmopolitan
production and will be released by
Paramount.
Variety in Fox's Broadway Attractions
William Fox points out varied appeal to be found in his current
Broadway attractions. At the Selwyn theatre is " Connecticut
Yankee," a comedy-satire based on
Mark Twain's famous story. At
the Park, " Over the Hill " is appearing, following its close at the
Broadhurst. This is a sentimental
offering of unusual heart interest.
" Queen of Sheba " has opened at
the Lyric. This picture is of the
spectacular order with mammoth
settingstoric and
interest.a romantic story of his"The Scarab Ring" New
Alice Joyce Picture
" The Scarab Ring " is the title
of the forthcoming Alice Joyce special production recently completed
at
Vitagraph's
studio.whoIt
was directed byBrooklyn
Edward Jose,
directed Miss Joyce in her most
recently released production, " Her
Lord and Master."
"The Scarab Ring" has been
produced in a lavish manner, and
with a splendid cast, which includes
Joe
as Mellish,
Miss Joyce's
leading
man, King
Fuller
E. Phillips,
Claude King, who played one of
the leading roles in Ethel Barrymore's stage version of " Declassee
Malcolm.; " Joseph Smiley and Maude
Alice Calhoun Progressing on New Vehicle
Alice Calhoun, Vitagraph star, is
making rapid progress on her forthcoming Vitagraph production,
" Closed Doors," under the direction
of G. V. Seyffertitz. " Closed
Doors" is a dramatic play written
especially for this star by Harry
Dittmar, with scenario by William
B. Courtney.
Closes Important Deals
on Hodkinson Issues
Joe Bloom, district supervisor for
W. W. Hodki nson, announces that
he has closed with the Blank Enterprises of Des Moines for first-run
showings in Des Moines of Hodkinson releases. A 100% Hodkinson
contract has also been signed with
the J. E. Hostetter Enterprises
Company of Omaha, whose string
comprises over forty houses.

J. Barney

Sherry

Picture

News

Cast

for "Back Pay"
J. Barney Sherry has been added
to the cast
" Back
Pay,"Frank
the
Fannie
Hurstofstory
which
Brozage is directing for Cosmopolitan Productions at the International Film Studios. Frances
Marion adapted this story to the
slreen. Mr. Sherry will play the
part of Mr. Wheeler, the leading
male role after that of Jerry, which
is played by Matt Moore. Seena
Owen is taking the leading female
role, that of Hester Bevins.
Fox Lists "The Mother
Heart" for May
William Fox announces that
" The Mother Heart," in which
Shirley Mason plays the leading role, will be released next
month. The story was written by
Frank Howard Clark. Howard M.
Virginia' Brown Faire, playing in Rud- Mitchell is the director. Fox Films
yard Kipling's " Without Benefit of states that Miss Mason is presented
Clergy," to be released by Pathe
in the role of a " latter day CinderMore Testimonials for
ella "and in one of the " most sympathetic stories "• in which she has
"The Four Horsemen" ever appeared.
Testimonials in praise of " The
Four
Horsemen this
of the
are announced
weekApocalypse"
by Metro Improvements Made at
Pictures Corp., from H. H. Van
Christie Studios
Loan, well known screen writer,
The roofing and enclosing of one
Mrs. Sidney Drew and Justin Fair,
special feature writer for Photoof thegelesChristie
Los The
Anwas startedstages'
last in
week.
play Magazine.
Mr. Van Loan stated that the new plans call for the roofing and
the enclosing of one of the stages
picture was " superb and all the already erected so as to meet an insuperlatives of speech fail in our
creased demand for more completedesire
to express
ourstatement
admiration."
Mrs. Drew
made the
that
ly lighted and better dressed interior settings for one and twoit was the best picture she had ever reel comedies.
seen. Mr. Fair believes that the
Another big improvement at the
claim that
it isempty
the world's
picture
is no
phrase. greatest studio is the enclosed golf driving
cage completed last week under the
direction of Alex Morrison, golf
professional who posed for Educa1 Nobody's Kid" Issued tional's slow-motion picture "Golf."
The practice driving cage is now
by Robertson-Cole
the best in the West, according to
Robertson-Cole has just released Morrison, and a valuable adjunct to
"Marsh.
Nobody's
starring
Mae the studio, according to Al Christie.
The Kid,"
cast includes
Kathleen
Kirkham, Anne Schaefer, Maxine
Elliott Hicks, John Steppling and
Paul Willis. The story was writ- Child Actress "Shines"
ten by Kate Langley Bosher under
in "Wild Goose"
the
titlehasof endorsed
" Mary Cary."
In the cast that enacts " The W ild
Bosher
the film Miss
ver- Goose
" on the screen, Rita Rogan,
sion of her story, and Robertson- the five-year-old actress attracts
Cole officials express the belief that special notice for her good work in
the picture because of its close ad- the photoplay. Albert Capellani
herence to the story in book form directed the picture which was
will please " the tens-of-thousands adapted from Gouverneur Morris's
novel by Donnah Darrell. Besides
who have read the novel."
Rita Rogan, the cast includes Mary
McLaren, Norman Kerry, Holmes
E. Herbert, Joseph Smiley, Dorothy
Educational Adds City
Bernard, Mrs. Seger and D. J. Flanto 100 Percent Class
Des Moines is the latest city re- agan.
ported to have entered Educational's " Hundred per cent class," by Snowy Baker Stars Picture for Selig-Rork
having
of itsof two-reel
comedies
booked one
at each
these three
A. H.
Snow-y
Baker,
the internationally
Blank first-run theatres during the famed Australian athlete and
sportsman who twice represented
past week.
At the million dollar Des Moines his country at the Olympic Games,
theatre Bobby Vernon and Helen is starting work on special five reel
under the direct superseen in at" Hey
Rube," productions
vision of Selig and Rork. This
aDarling
Christiewerecomedy;
the Strand
new
star
comes
direct from his
Johnny Hines was the attraction
own studio at Sydney, Australia,
in
"
Torchy's
Double
Triumph
"
and at the Palace there was one of where he produced five Australian
the Chester comedies featuring pictures. The first picture will be
story.
made from a well known magazine
Snooky, the Humanzee, " You'll be
S'prised."

George byO'Hara
Kathryn
chosen
Mack and
Sennett
from McGuire
his own
organization to play the young lovers in
his first serious dramatic production,
Heartbalm,'' a romantic comedy in six
Educational Subjects
Fill B parts
way Bill
Every' motion picture to accompany the showing of Ivan Abramson
feature,
which began a "runMother
of not Eternal,"
less than
six weeks at the Casino theatre,
Monday, was selected from the product handledInc.by Educational Film
Exchanges,
" Turkey Dressing," a single-reel
Gayety comedy featuring Patricia
Palmer, Mary Wynn and Henry
Murdock, forms the laughter portion of the bill. " The Why of the
Volcano," a scientific single-reel
which explains in a popular manner
the reason for eruptions and the
processes, takes the place of a
scenic. " Dixie," a novelty reel
which tells the story- of how the
great song was written and first
sung, and which is set to a special
musical score, is being shown for
the first time on the screen.
New

Irvin Willat Picture Progressing
Work is progressing rapidly on
" The Face of the World," w hich
Irvin V. Willat is making for Hodkinson release. The story' was written by John Bojer, an author of
international repute. Barbara Bedford displaying the leading part w ith
Edward Hearn in the opposite role.
" The Face of the World " is scheduled for release by Hodkinson in
mid-summer.
Alter Production Plans
on New Reid Vehicle
Plans for the next production at
the Lasky studio, starring Wallac
Reid, have
been altered,
and " Ta t
Timber
" which
was scheduled
go into work shortly has been tern
porarily postponed and Byron Mor
gan's story, " The Hell Diggers,
be madeandfirst.
will direct,
AgnesFrank
AyresL'rso
wi
play the feminine lead opposite th
star. Work will start shortly.
Work

Progressing

on

Ward
is produci
"RipLascelle,
Van who
Winkle'
" Rip Van Winkle " for release b
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporatio
swing.
telegraphs from the West Coa
that production work is in f
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"Dr. Caligari" Picture
at Exchanges Soon
Paramount
CompaniesBusy
Goldwyn announces that prints
Several New
Productions Getting
of the European film sensation,
Under
Way
at
the Lasky Studios
" The itCabinet
Dr.distribution
Caligari,"
which
acquiredof for
DEMILLE having Clayton. Julia Crawford Ivers has
in this country following its highly WILLIAM
completed his production for made the adaptation for Paramount
successful showing at the Capitol
of this Henry Arthur Jones play.
theatre, will soon be in all twenty- Paramount of Edward Knoblock's The cast is now being selected and
two Goldwyn exchanges ready for original
story
"
The
Lost
Romance"
now busy preparing for his next sets prepared. Gloria Swanson is
the personal inspection of the ex- is
This will be written by nearing the end of her first Parahibitors. The picture has been picture.
Rita Weiman in consultation with
booked for the Fox chain of thea- Air. DeMille. No title has yet been
mount star picture,
Elinor Glyn's
" The Great
Moment,"
tres in Greater New York for the chosen.
direction
of Sam
Wood. under the
week beginning April 25.
When Betty Compson begins
Wallace Reid's next picture, upon
work next week under the direction which he starts shortly, will be
" Tall Timber," the first photoplay
Realistic Battle Seen in of Penrhyn Stanlaws upon her first written
by James A. B. Scherer.
Paramount star picture " At the Frank Uroon
will again direct, and
End of the World," she will have Tom Forman leaves
" Scrap Iron "
shortly for the
a strong supporting cast that will
Pre-viewers
of First
Charles
Ray's include Mitchell Lewis, Milton East to direct Thomas Meighan's
new
picture for
National,
Sills, Casson Ferguson and others. " Cappy Ricks," an adaptation of
The picture is an adaptation by E. a number of Peter B. Kyne's
" Scrap
Iron," thedeclare
ture presents
star inthat
onetheof picthe
Bingham from the famous Euro- stories.
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in
pean success by Ernst Klein.
" most realistic " fights seen on the
Cecil B. DeMille is scheduled to
screen, according to a statement reGeorge
Pattullo, story, " Gasolene
ceived from Associated First Nasoon on his next produc- Gus," which he is now doing for
tional Pictures. The picture is an start tionvery
for Paramount, further details
under James
adaptation of the story by Charles of which will be made- known in Paramount
rection, isspending
a lot Cruze's
of time dion
E. Van Loan.
the near future.
small town stuff, a complete village
The ring is an exact replica of the
William D. Taylor will begin having been erected at the Lasky
ranch. Walter Woods wrote the
arena at Vernon, the boxing capi- work next week on "The Lifted scenario.
tol of Southern California. John Veil," a starring vehicle for Ethel
Steel's (Ray's) antagonist is Tom
O'Brien,
and well
the scene
some
figures
known presents
in the
Obtain
Novel
Aerial
Shots
pugilistic world.

I; \ H I B I T OR 5. HERALD
April 9, 1921
ALICE CALHOUN IN
CHARMING DECEIVER
(VITAGRAPH)
Anwith
interesting,'
told
agreeablesimple
speed.story
A very
good cast with attractive backgrounds and excellent characterizations. Directed by George L.
Sargent.
Here is a star worth watching. Alice
Calhoun, only recently come to the
screen as a Vitagraph star, is an ingenue
who really displays artistic possibilities.
In this latest of her vehicles she plays
with a.H the. qualities that_make screen
success a certainty — Intelligence, grace,
poise, uncommon
good looks
and naturalness. She is altogether
charming.
She appears herewith as Mrs. Don
Marston, a young woman who was
tricked into marriage with a forger, in
prison
the timeto ofherthebrother
story's Frank
opening.in
A letterat comes
a Canadian hospital, where he is recovering from the
conveying
information twar
hat the injuries,
grandfather,
who had
disowned the mother of the young people
when she married against his wishes, had
relented and wished the girl and Frank
with him in his old age. The girl goes
and is followed there by her husband,
of whom she tells the household nothing
until he escapes from prison and follows
her to the old homestead in Connecticut.
She persuades him to pose as the brother.
Richard Walling, a good friend of the
grandfather, a young neighbor, falls in
loye with the girl. The climax comes
when thecation,husband,
a state
intoximakes knownin _the
real ofsituation.
She is about to leave home when the
brother
hospital
and comesis discharged
to tell the from
whole thetale.
The
'.husband,
pursued
by
Canadian
takes his life, and the girl is leftofficers,
to the
\ love of Walling. s"
The picture,
whileis very
not particularly
unI common
of plot,
well presented
in every way and will be liked by adult
patrons.'
Jack McLean makes an attractive
I brother. Eugene Acker carries well the
1 part of the husband. John Adams in the
f part of the grandfather is an unusually
good " character impersonator. Roland
sV. Bottomley,
as Richard likeable,
Walling, and
is clean
cut and exceedingly
the
(Vimpressiye
part of Duncan,
an
aged
servant,
by Robert Gained.is ma"^.
^7

Photographers Praised
for Unusual Work]
Alvin WyckofT and Karl Struss,
the cameramen who photographed
" The Affairs of Anatol," have won
the congratulations of the Paramount officials for their capable
handling of a difficult photographic
problem. The cast which includes
a large list of featured players
presented the cameramen with their
International News Shows Bombfirst problem, owing to the wide
divergence of types found therein;
ing of Battleship
from Airplane
International News cameraman then again the disparity of personal
ed to be con- from the chief bombing plane of a preferences in the choice of makebeliev
WHAT isclusive
proof that Army Avups offered a difficulty. The photoiators can drive the battleship from bombing squadron which flew from
graphers were called upon to synthe sea are contained in a series Langley Field, Virginia, out over
chronize the lighting effects so that
of shots included in International the bay where the old battleship all would appear on an equal photoNews No. 30, just released through Indiana, once the pride of the Navy
graphic footing and yet with greatall Universal exchanges.
floated, stripped to her deck armor,
est advantage of each of the
The pictures are the result of a waiting to be sacrificed for the individual players. The wide vacontroversy that has raged for aerial experiments.
riety of scenic backgrounds through
The moving picture man kept his which the story is carried also
many weeks between the Army air
service and the Navy Department. camera going all during the trip added to the problem.
From the vantage point of the and obtained a remarkable series
The difficulties were overcome so
bombing plane itself, the Army av- of shots. The most astounding of successfully, partly through the
iators are shown by International which were actual pictures of bomb willing co-operation of the players
News rendering the U. S. S. In- dropping all the way from the aero- themselves, that congratulations
plane to the target.
have been showered on Messrs.
diana useless thousand
by an 'aerial
attack
from several
feet in
the
The bombs, in a battery of five, Wyckoff and Struss by all who
are seen as they are released from have pre-viewed the picture.
air.
The pictures were taken by an the plane.
Veiller to Film His Own
Stage Success
Bayard
Veiller,
of "Within the Law"
and author
"The Thirteenth
Chair," and now engaged in making special motion picture productions for Metro at the company's
Hollywood studios, is at work upon
a screen version of one of his big
Broadway stage successes.
No details of the production
were given, except that Mr. Veiller
will have charge not only of the
adapting and scenarizing of his
own play,
of its casting, directing andbut
cutting.
Three

Scene from "Let Me Explain," a Christie comedy released by Educational Exchanges
I

Marion Davies, star of " Buried Treasure," a Cosmopolitan-Paramount picture

Leading

Roles in

Young
Players'
Hands
D. W. Griffith
presents
Carol
Dempster, Ralph Graves and
Charles Mack as " the three youngest leading players ever presented
in either film or stage production
where the story was not of juveniles." Carol Dempster, Ralph
Graves and Charles Mack are respectively 18,21 and 19 years of age,
according to Mr. Griffith.

Motion
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News

Press - Book

"Snowblind"
Onefor
of the
most helpful press and
service books ever prepared by
Goldvvyn is announced by that organization for the Reginald Barker
production,
" Snowblind,"
which will soon
be in all prints
Goldwynof
branch offices. An unusual number
of ad cuts, striking and dramatic
in idea and execution, are included
in the campaign book, which in addition tells interesting details connected with the story, author, director and members of the cast to
be used for newspaper and program publicity. Lobby and exploitation suggestions are included. A
feature of the booklet is the provision made for the ready extraction of all matter prepared for
press use.

One scene from " The Idol ofDorothy
the North,"
Dalton a Paramount picture starring
Pathe Pictures Aerial
Bombing Attack
Completing its triumph over
space, the motion picture camera, in
issue number 26 of the Pathe News,
has recorded one of the most remarkable cinematographic feats
since the camera was first used to
records current news. From an
aeroplane several thousand feet in
the air, the camera follows, in this
issue of the Pathe News, every foot
of the flight of a bomb from the
time it leaves the plane until it
explodes. The picture was made by
Tommy Baltzell, Pathe News staff
man at Washington, during maneuvers at Langley Field, Va.,
staged by army officials to prove the
aircraft superior to the modern
battleship in actual combat.
From his *tiny berth in an army
Good Cast to Support
bomber, Baltzell stationed his camera so that he could directly folThomas Meighan
low the flight of the bombs to the
A strong cast of well-known earth. The fact that the bombs
screen players has been chosen to were painted white helped matersupport Thomas Meighan in his
ially in his efforts.
latest Paramount picture, " The
Conquest of Canaan," by Booth
Tarkington, which will be produced Plebiscite Views Given
in Paramount's Eastern studio.
in Pathe News 28
Doris Kenyon will be Mr.
Meighan's
leading
woman
and
the
Pathe News No. 28 shows excluother feminine parts will be taken
sive views of the plebiscite in operaby Diana Allen, Ann Eggleston, and
whereby the inhabitants of the
Alice Fleming. In the male por- town tion
of Kattowitz in Upper Silesia
tion of the cast will be Charles
Abbee, Malcolm Bradley, Paul were enabled to declare on March 20
Everton, Macy Harlam, Charles whether they wished to be placed
Hartley, Louis Henyricks, Jed under the German or the Polish
Prouty, Cyril Ring and J. D. Walsh. jurisdiction. Pathe made special
The direction of the picture will provisions for the transmission of
be in the hands of R. William Neill. the films to Paris and thence to
Southampton where the views were
placed aboard the Adriatic. The
Enid Bennett in "Keep- prints were in readiness for release
on April 6.
with Lizzie"
ing UpHodkinson
W. W.
announces
that Enid Bennett is returning to
Rita Weiman to Write
the screen in " Keeping Up With
Original Photoplay
Lizzie," now under production with
Lloyd Ingram wielding the megaParamount
announces that Rita
phone. Irving Bacheller is the auWeiman, noted author and playthor
of
the
story.
In
Miss
Bennett's
suporting cast will be seen Leo
wright, will write an original photoWhite, Lila Leslie, Otis Harlan,
play to be produced by William De
Victory Bateman and many other Mille. The author and producer
already held conferences on
prominent players. " Keeping Up have
the new scenario, which will be on
With
release.Lizzie " will be a Hodkinson an entirely new theme, it is stated.
Cutting of "Anatol " Is
Difficult Task
Cecil DeMille says the cutting of
" The Affairs of Anatol " is the
most difficult job of its kind that
he has ever undertaken. The filmed
story totalled 11,000 feet, but it
was decided to reduce the footage
by several thousand feet. Though
the work of cutting and titling
has been going on for several
weeks, it will require three or four
weeks more to finish the task, it is
stated.
" The task was a herculean one
because everything was literally too
good to discard," explains Mr. De
Mille. " The story held the attention, every scene carried a punch
of its own, and the work of the
players was excellent throughout."

Elinor Glyn Does "Bit"
in
"Great
Moment"
Elinor
Glyn not
only wrote
" The Great Moment " but also
played a part in the photoplay while
it was being filmed. This subject,
which stars Gloria Swanson, was
directed by Sam Wood for release
by Paramount. Miss Glyn explained that her motive in assuming
the role .which is a minor one, was
to
" so
as get
to be" the
ableplayer's
to writeviewpoint
screen parts
with greater appreciation of the
emotions experienced by the actor
when actually at work before the
camera.
Hodkinson

in Simultaneous Showings
Three Hodkinson releases were
given simultaneous showings in
Memphis, Tenn., during the week
of April turing
4th.
Broken Gate,"
Bessie "Barriscale,
was feathe
feature of the program at the
Pantagcs theatre. Loew's "Palace"
showed *' East Lynne," while Loew's
State theatre presented the Benjamin Hampton production, "Riders
of the Dawn."

scene from Hampton
" The Manproduction
of the Forest,''
aA Benjamin
for release by W. W. Hodkinson.
Picture if
adapted from Zane Grey's novel
Lillian Biron Cast for
Mermaid Comedy
Lillian Biron, who has attracted
much attention by her work in Scnnett and Vitagraph comedies, has
been
selectedwoman
as Jimmie
Adams's
new leading
in a Mermaid
comedy which is now being made
under the working title of " Blue
Sunday." In this picture she has
the role of a young owner of a
country newspaper who becomes
converted to putting the lid tightly
on her village. Adams has the role
of a reporter. The picture is being
directed by Chuck Riesner.
This picture completes the first
contract of Astra Film Corporation
month.
to supply a Mermaid Comedy each
Artistic Posters

"The Whistle"
Exhibitors throughout the country who will show William S.
Hart's next Paramount release
" The Whistle," are said to have
an opportunity for effective lobby
displays and outdoor advertising
available in a series of special
drawings emphasizing the theme of
this picture, which have just
reached the home office of Paramount pictures.
These drawings, prepared by Mr.
Hart's art representatives at his
studio, Doris Deutsch and O
Roidol, have been drawn with a
special eye to productive outdoor
display and are equally adaptable
to lobby frames or billboard posting. Drawn in black and white
they offer a chance either for
for the deft resimple linetouchingcuts
of handor painting.
" The Whistle " is scheduled for
general release by Paramount early
in August.
William

Three
on " Payment
a new sheet
American
Film Co.Guaranteed,"
production
starring Margarita Fisher

for

Fox Acquires

Power to a
Tyrone
William
Fox, according
statement from the Fox headquarters, has acquired Tyrone Power
and will present the dramatic player
in " Footfalls " now under production.
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Jimmy
Callahan
Is Active
Comedian Busy at Atlantic City
Studio on Film Market Releases
have all been identified with leading
Y CALLAHAN, the screen
JIMM
comedian, has, within four producing companies.
Ralph D. Whiting, who has had
weeks time, organized a producing a long
experience as an actor, stage
capital
City
ic
company in Atlant
manager
and motion picture direclf
d
one-ha
secure
00,
ized at $500,0
the capitalization in real money, director.
tor, is Mr. Callahan's supervising
leased the Curtis Airport aviation
Mr. Callahan has engaged a large
field in Atlantic City for a studio
and has begun production in New company of prominent artists to
in his support. Miss Florence
York pending the opening of his play
Dixon,
who acted the star role in
plant by the sea.
Robert
W. Priest's production,
The Curtiss Airport aviation field " The Supreme
Passion," will be
comprises most extensive grounds Mr. Callahan's leading woman and
and two great hangars, 40x150 feet. has been at work with him at the
One of these hangars is being con- Victor studios during the past
verted into a studio with a most week.
Vivian Martin in a scene from Ivan
Another noted principal of Mr.
complete lighting plant. The other
Abramson's
new production, " The
hangar will be used as a carpenter Callahan's support is Lottie KenWoman Eternal "
dall, who began her stage career as
Mr. Callaa paintandframe.
shop hanand
will build
paint the scenes a soubrette in musical comedy in Howells Expects More
Jimmy Callahan, star of the Callahan
Sales
on Serials
for
all
his
interiors
in
his
own
Film Company, comedies
producing two-reel
her fifteenth year. She made exshops. His new studio will be ready
ceptional successes in several musA representative of the Howells
for him on April 27, when he will
ical productions made by Henry W. Sales
Co., of New York, who are
Affiliated Contracts for begin
work there.
Savage and A. H. Woods.
distributing the serial, " The Hope
Mr.
Callahan
will
make
twentyRitchey Posters
During the past week he has been
Diamond of
Mystery,"
will attend
the
the First
National
Coincident with the announce- at work in the Victor studios in six two-reel comedies during the meeting
ment of the formation of Affiliated this city with his new company coming year. Prior to the organi- franchise holders at West Baden,
zation of his company he had com- Ind., this week and it is expected
Distributers, Inc., of which C. C.
interiors for two completed four comedies. The first of that he will close a number of conBurr is president, comes the news makingediesthe
which he will finish in Atthat the Ritchey Lithograph Co.,
lantic City, and while doing this them is called " October Morn."
tracts with the First National Exthrough its representative, Mr. he has engaged an experienced staff The others are entitled " The Lucky
change managers, who has been
Al Rosenthal, has signed a long of stage carpenters, scene painters, Dog," " The Wonderful Whallop " conducting negotiations for the balterm contract with Affiliated property men and electricians, who and " Huckleberry Gulch." All Mr.
ance of the territories on this picDistributers, whereby Ritchey will will precede him to Atlantic City Callahan's
productions
will
be
reture by telegraph and letter.
leased
through
Robert
W.
Priest,
furnish all art work and lithographs and put his new studio in practical
for the future releases of that working condition.
These men president of the Film Market, Inc.
Corporation.
World Film Has Three
Dominant Will Release
Features Ready
New Calvert Picture
Product
Big
Studios'
Actuated by the reception ac- Selig
To Make Short Subjects for Educapresident C of WORK,
World
corded "Aching
the inittional and Series
of Features
tion, has
M" ILTO
Film NCorpora
ial release
of theHearts,"
new Catherine
Calvert series of productions dis- COL. WILLIAM N. SELIG and Educational Film Exchanges. Two
just announced that his comtributed under the banner of DomSam E. Rork announce that are already completed. They are
d threeng spehas acquire
ns featuri
cialpanyproductio
joe
inant Pictures, Inc., Jacques Kopf- they have signed Lewis Stone to " The Northern Trail," from James
Moore
and
Eileen
Sedgwick,
stein, general manager in charge of head an all-star cast which will Oliver Curwood's story, " The
and that the pictures will be
distribution, has ordered a speeding make four special productions at Wilderness Mail," and " The Pooffered to states-rights buyers
up of preparations for the early the Selig studios in Los Angeles.
liceman and the Baby," from Clarm the near future.
release of their second offering, " The Rosary," a former stage sucL. Cullen's
In theence cast
of the short
formerstory
are classic.
Lewis
Harry Chandlee and Willd
by
be
will
Rose,
E.
Edwar
cess
"The. Masked Marriage."
iam B. Laub, under whose
" The Masked Marriage," in the first of these productions. Stone, Ethel Grey Terry and Walsupervision
all World Film
which Miss Calvert is co-starred Jerome Storm has been signed to
lace
and Wallace
in the later
productions are edited and
liamBeery,
Desmond,
Beery Wiland
with Richard Tucker, was directed direct.
titled, have completed their
Elinor Fair. Both were directed
by Herbert Blache.
Following this picture, the pro- by Bertram Bracken.
work .on .the .first .of .the
ducers announce a special producseries, which bears the title,
many years Colonel Selig
tion of " Debonnaire," by William hasForbeen
Oscar Apfel Special Is
accumulating the rights
" The Problem Eternal."
Farquhar
picture
The remaining pictures of
Nearing Completion
sion of thePayson.
successfulA stage
playverof to famous books and plays by authe series, which will be
Word was received at the New
thors
of
world-wide
reputation.
Charles Coghlan's, " The Royal Among the names represented in
ready for distribution during
York offices of Classic Dramas, Box,"
follow. And, lastly, will
the present month, are enInc., that the final scenes in the come will
one of James Oliver Cur- his safety deposit boxes are James
rural drama by L. Case Russell, wood's stories of the virile North, Oliver Curwood, Sir Gilbert Park"False Brands"—
story of titled:
Eastern
college lifea
which is being made at the Blazed
er, Robert Hichens, E. Phillips Opand Western adventure; and
of the Big Snows." penheim,
Trail Studios in the Adirondacks "InTheeachHonor
Hallie
Erminie
Rives,
of these special produc"The Wolf Pack," dealing
under the direction of Oscar Apfel,
tions, Lewis Stone will head an Gen. Charles King, Winston
with hidden treasure in the
all-star
cast.
are now being shot and that the
Churchill, Randall Parrish, Salisfar west. All of the pictures
bury Field, Ella Wheeler Wilcox,
picture will be completed within
Distribution has not yet been arwere directed by William J.
the next two weeks.
ranged for these productions.
Craft and photographed by
Edward E. Rose, Bertrand Sinclair, Clarence L. Cullen, B. M.
Upon completion of the picture
The producers also announce the
announcement will be made of the return of the Diamond S two-reel Bower, Joseph Arthur and Harold
Joe Mayer.
dramas. These will be released by McGrath.
title and the distribution plan.
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New

Equity

Picture

Should

Prove

a

Picture

News

Winner

story superior; photography and
direction exceptional. Its technical
and artistic merits would class this
picture A a (Masterful). This
first screen offering of the Ziegfeld
to Independents
Corp. justifies faith in the future
output of this concern. It is elebroad and imaginative, bristling
gantly mounted to the point of exwith contrast. Queenly palaces and quisitcness. Remarkable for skillful illumination and artistic exteroyal festivities are blended with
riors and interiors. The staging is
the slums of the underworld. Every
elaborate
and Faustine is robed in
type of humanity is depicted. It
portrays life as we know, it and life the splendor of a Cleopatra — such
was the extraordinary reception
as we dream it.
this critic gave the production.
In photodramatic strength " The
The National Board of Review
Black Panther's Cub " attains unusual heights. Florence Reed dom- gave special mention to the perinates in an exhibition of remarkaformance of Florence Reed, comparing Florence Reed to Modjeska
ble character impersonation, playing the mother and daughter simul- and Sarah Bernhardt. The Morning Telegraph began its eulogy with
taneously, and proving equally convincing in both roles. As the gor- " The showing of ' The Black Panther's Cub ' was a treat to its specgeously-gowned Empress at the
zenith of her glory, and as the
tators. Unusual outbreaks of apsunken, miserable outcast in the plaue in the midst of its scenes reflected
the enthusiasm with which
depths of poverty, her portrayal is
Joseph
Aller, whoR. has
joined forces
accurate to a fault.
this first Ziegfeld release was
with Watterson
Rothacker.
The
laboratories on the Coast will be known
Finally in direction and staging,
as
the
Rothacker-Aller
Laboratories
critical comment has nothing but
It is expected that " The Black
undiluted praise for Emile Chau- Panther's Cub " will meet with
Hallroom Comedy
tard, the veteran director. Har- great success, and will secure a
greeted." on Broadway. "Exhibimony and effect of layout and stag- first-run
ing, and uniqueness of photography
tors have learned," states Equity, Opens Two New Houses
C. B. C. Film Sales reports that
to appreciate profitable pictures
have brought forth warmest ad- "and
to demand them. Only one " High and Dry," a Hallroom Boy
miration for the technical perfecmatters in the motion-picture
was selected as the comedy
tion of " The Black Panther's thing
field, viz : the box office strength of comedy,
attraction for the opening of two
Few pictures can boast the una- a production. The source of a pic- new picture houses in Cleveland,
ture, whether it is released by an O. These houses are the New
nimity of applause that " The Black
Panther's Cub " has received. independent or a national producer Allen and the Capitol.
Cub." opinions, for example, rated is of no account — its box-office
Screen
" The Black Panther's Cub " in value is the main consideration, and
New Arrow Comedies
independent pictures are leaping
In plot " The Black Panther's Class A-b — the same rating as was into
popularity because they are
Norman Manning, president of
Cub " tells the story of the battle of given " The Four Horsemen." To
heroism against heredity.
It is quote: "Super excellent; star and
the Norman Manning Productions
proving profitable."
of Los Angeles, makers of Broadway Comedies, arrived in New
York City the latter part of last
New
Kineto
Series
Offered
week for a conference with W. E.
Shallenberger, president of Arrow
N, president National Exchanges to sixteenth century civilization. "Bear Film Corporation, who are to
S URBA
CHARLE
of the Kineto Company of
handle the first series of twelve of
HuntingratinginsportCalifornia;"
an exhilaAmerica, I n c, announced
that is still very
much these comedies.
Release Second
this week the second series of
practiced.
"Paris,
the Beautiful;"
the show spots
of Paris
that make
Group Shortly
Kineto Reviews which will be reher beloved of all the world are
leased through National Exchanges,
Marion Fairfax Signs
dwelt on in this Kineto Review.
Inc. The first series was released
Well -Known Actors
in March.
Kineto Review. " Bonnie Scot- " A Naturalist's Paradise," showland." This Kineto Review was
Leading theatres everywhere are
ing naturalists of the BarbadosANNOUNCEMENT
is
playing the first series, it is an- edited personally by Mr. Urban for Antigua Expedition at their thrill**■ made by Marion Fairnounced, and are advertising them the showing of "Sentimental
ing work.
at the Criterion in New
fax Productions of the enas
an "theatre
added special,"
as did with
the Tommy"
" Morocco,
Mysterious
" a
York. It played there all during travel
Allen
in Cleveland
reel thatthemixes
a great ; deal
gagement under contract of
the
month
of
April.
a number of well-known
" Babyhood " last week.
of
beauty
with
mysterv.
"
Let's
screen players. Among the
The second series has been se" Birds of Crags and Marshes,"
like an actual
tour the
of theAnimals;"
famous Zoological
Park
lected for variety as well as the a wide range of feathered tribes is See
players
who
become
shown
in
this
Kineto
Review.
in
Philadelphia.
affiliated
with have
Miss Fairfax,
great individual beauty of the
Kineto Reviews; in it are to be "Village Life in Switzerland;"
according to the announceExploitation and publicity mafound pictures of travel, pure this is like a day's visit in the heart
terial, musical indications and all
ment, are PatNoah
O'Malley,
Tully Marshall,
Beery,
scenics, nature pictures, scientific of one of the Swiss villages. "Pe- the exhibitors' aids are now being
culiar Pets ; " men have many un- prepared by the Kineto Company in
studies, hunting trips, animal picGeorge
Dromgold.
Clair
usual associates and many are of readiness for the release of this
Dowell, Charles Mailes, Mcand
tures, and such consistent variety
the kind that have to be seen to be second series of Kineto Reviews.
Robert Brower.
all through the series.
The first Kineto Review in the believed. There are many such inTruth,"
stances in this Kineto Review.
has" The
been Lying
selected
as thewhich
first
second series will follow right after
independent
production
of
"Combatting
the
Elements;"
this
" Beauty Spots of America and
is a sensational
reel means
of nature's
deTweedy
Finishes
Comthe
recently
organized
MaCanada?'
which
concludes
the
first
vastation
and
the
taken
to
rion Fairfax Productions,
series.
edy for Reelcraft
was written bv Miss Fairfax.
The titles of the forthcoming se- overcome it.
As in the case of all future
Tweedy has completed his first
ries and a brief description of each
" Dexterity and Mimicry of Infollow :
sects" (acrobatic flies); insects two-reel comedy release for the
productions by this comtheir actors just like humans program of the Reelcraft Pictures
"Was Darwin Right?" If he have
pany, Miss Fairfax is directand
they
do
some
remarkable
Corporation,
under
the
title
of
ing "The Lying Truth."
was, this picture shows some ex- stunts. " Primitive Life in Ten- "Here He Is!"
tremely interesting ancestors of
Hugh Miss
McClung
will co-direct
with
Fairfax.
The cast contains several big
nessee;" here are shown colonies
ours, for there is every kind of ape
well
known
picture
names.
and monkey in the world in this still like a " race apart," living in a

IN announcing the Ziegfeld Cinema production, " The Black
er's Cub " to the indepenPanthmarket,
dent
Equity Pictures Corp.,
who will distribute the picture,
claim that they are raising the
standard of the state right productions. This picture is said to have
cost $250,000.
Boasting a five-star cast headed
by Florence Reed, and the direction
of Emile Chautard, " The Black
Panther's Cub," it is claimed, puts
many a feature of the national producers in the shade by comparison.
In cast it presents a galaxy of
stars whose names are identified
with the forefront of dramatic art.
Norman Trevor, star of " Enter
Madame," the Broadway stage success; Tyrone Power, veteran actor
of
a
scoreproduction;
of the country's
most
effective
Mile. Dazie,
the idol of dance-devotees ; Henry
Stephenson,
"Spanish
Love;"
Earle
Foxe, ofPhilip
Bartholomae
and eight other eminent dramatic
celebrities combined in array in
support of Florence Reed, who herself impersonates two characters
that appear on the screen at the
same time.
In setting and background, " The
Black Panther's Cub " attains vast
proportions, embracing scenes with
several thousand persons on the
stage at a time. There are amphitheatre and ball-room settings with
colorful costume and equipment
representing large financial expenditure.

"Black Panther's Cub"
Unusual Offering

April

30,
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First

$250,000

Ziegfeld

for

the

Equity

Independent

Pictures

Corporation

for "THE
BLACK
ing Florence Reed

This announcement
Men

and

Exhibitors

Corporation

has

Picture

pays record

price

PANTHER'S
CUB"
and Great Broadway

starCast

is published

throughout

purchased

W.

Market

to inform

the

the Trade,

country

K. Ziegfeld's

that

State

Equity

sensational

Rights

Pictures

production,

"THE BLACK
Square Theatre

PANTHER'S
CUB," whose premiere at the Times
in N. Y. on Feb. 15th brought remarkable praise

from

public.

press
A

and

record

field will now
enough

and

national
The

was

paid

for

for the first time
with

any

this film
in many

and
years

the

Independent

a real picture

of the big productions

of the

big

regular

organizations.

The purchase
right quality

handle
any

have

to compete

distributing

the

price

put

of this film backs up Equity's
of picture, the independent
over

big pictures

distributing

better

than

judgment that, given
market can absorb,
is now

being

done

by

organization.

policy of distribution

has not

yet been

determined.

Forth-

coming announcements will give the details.

EQUITY

PICTURES
Aeolian

CORPORATION

Hall, New
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Rosenfeld
Leaves
on
Trip
Head of Allied Distributing Corp.
Will Outline His Franchise Plan
year from certain producers. These
CHARLES H. ROSENFELD,
will include not only features but
president of the Allied Dis- also comedies and other short
tributing Corporation, left recently
for an extended trip throughout the length material. The organization
concentrate on feacountry in the interest of his com- will, however,
tures, several of them of the series
nature
offering
certain well known
Mr. Rosenfeld will visit every
pany.
screen
personalities.
exchange center and the indepenMr. Rosenfeld expects to be on
dent buyers of those cities for the
purpose of outlining to them the this trip for about six weeks. While
franchise plans which his company in Los Angeles he will close some
has formulated for the marketing of the deals which are pending for
of the pictures which they will re- pictures
ers in thatwith
city.some of the produclease. In addition to this Mr. Ros"The trip," said Mr. Rosenfeld,
enfeld will take with him several
pictures which he will dispose of " will serve a two-fold purpose.
on the state right plan.
The first to dispose of the franchise for our product and also the
The franchise plan which was
of the calibre of picperfected by Mr. Rosenfeld will determining
ture that is in demand in the varigive to the holders of it a definite
ous centers today.
number of releases this coming
Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick in a scene from the World Film Corporation's
state right offering, " The Problem Eternal "
Federated

Feature

Ready

" Don't Leave Your Husband," First
of Series, to
to Be Released Shortly
unique plot are said to mark
«« P|ON'T LEAVE YOUR HUS- and
L' HUSBAND," the first of the production. Miss Clayton, as
the series of big features to be re- the young girl of modest means
leased by the Federated Film Ex- with a hunger for wealth and fashchanges of America, Inc., has just
ionable trappings, displays a remarkable emotional power and,
been completed, and will be ready
for release shortly though the incidentally, wears a number of
twenty-two Federated exchanges gorgeous gowns.
Frank Losee gives a remarkable
throughout the country. The production isin seven reels, and Wil- characterization of the cynical
liam Desmond and Margaret Clay- banker, Hugo Harman. He furton are featured, supported by an
nishes avivid contrast to the manly, appealing figure of Jack Gray,
all star cast, including Frank Losee, Marion Elmore, Frances De- the clerk, as played by Desmond.
vereaux, and Lillian Greene.
The scenes in the millionaire's
Samuel R. Bradley directed the secret apartment on Park avenue,
production, and the original story and in the fashion salon of a Fifth
was written by Edmund Goulding. avenue shop, are said to have been
Sumptuous sets, gripping scenes produced with a disregard of cost.

Ay

won
Feature
Announced
Nathan Hirsh Promises Sensation

in His " The Lureand of
"
therethe
; fineOrient
photography
and
feamany
unusually
big
scenes.
latest
the
that through the
IT is predicte
ture to be dreleased
In addition to this there are
thousands of extras employed in
tion, " The the
Corpora
Film
Aywon
cast. Hundreds of these are
Lure oft the
the genuine Chinese coolies and they
amongcreate
sensatio"n will
of a Orient.
somewha
es and the ex- put over a fight against the captain
exchang
state rights
country.
hibitors of the
and crew of a huge ocean liner
Already Nathan Hirsh has that will long be remembered by all
screened " The Lure of the Ori- who see it.
ent" for many of the state rights
several suggestions given
men and the universal opinion is to Among
Mr. Hirsh as to the best way in
said to be that the picture is one of
" The Lure of the Orient I
the strongest box office attractions which
should be marketed, one well
that have been independently re- known showman stated that in his
leased in many months. "The Lure opinion it ought to be sent out as a
of the Orient " is said to contain road show. He backed this stateall the elements that go into the
menttional
up by exploitation
pointing possibilities
out the excepmaking of a real attraction. It
of
has drama, plenty of it ; fine acting the picture in addition to its great
by an all star cast ; thrills without box office value as a straight attracnumber, a touch of comedy here tion.
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Harry

Garsons

Kimball
Young

s

TRAIGHT
FROM
PARIS"
is de luxe cinema entertainment. Itsappeal is world-wide in that

it "shows up" the snob aristocrat when confronted bythe thoroughbred plebeian. It is dedi'
cated to all women who aren't afraid to work for
a living. It is human, real, absorbing, lavishly in'
V' sted and magnificently produced. It presents Clara Kimball
Young in all her loveliness, supported by a cast of unusual
brilliance in an original story fiom the pen of the gified
Sada Cowan, author of "Why Change Your Wife?"
Now being booked thru all Equity Franchise! Holders.
Arrange your playing date Now.

tu

Pictures

Aeolian Hall. NevYoikj
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THE following sales on the independent market were
reported during the week:
"The Hope Diamond Mystery" (15-episode serial —
Howells Sales Co.) to Allen Brothers for Canada.
" The Hope
Diamond
Mystery " to Specialty Film Co.,
for Texas,
Oklahoma
and Arkansas.
" The Hope Diamond Mystery " to Associated First National Pictures, Inc., of Virginia, for North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Florida.
" The Hope Diamond Mystery " to All Star Features
Distributors, Inc., for Northern and Southern California.
" Dangerous Love " (C. B. C. Film Sales) to Arrow
Photoplays of Denver for Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Alaska, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, and New Mexico.
Screen Snapshots (C. B. C. Film Sales) to Mid West
Distributing Corporation of Milwaukee, for Wisconsin.
" Under Western Skies " (Aycie Pictures Corp.) to the
Reliance Film Company of Washington, D. C.
" Under Western Skies " to the C. and S. Film and Supply Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa.
" Under Western Skies " to the Cosmopolitan Film Co.,
of Boston, Mass.
f
" Under Western Skies " to the Masterpiece Pictures
Company, of Cleveland, O.
" Under Western
Skies " to Big Features Rights Corp.,
of Louisville,
Ky.
" Under Western Skies ' to W. I. Film Service, of In-,
dianapolis.
" Under Western Skies : to the Capital Film Co., of
Philadelphia.
" Under Western Skies ' to Sunnywest Films, Inc., of
New York.
" Under Western Skies " to the F. H. Harvey Film Co.,
of Dallas, Texas.
Woman's
Problem
" (Plymouth
to the" Every
Industrial
Film Co.,
of New
York, for Pictures,
Northern Inc.)
New
Jersey and Greater New York.
" Every Woman's Problem " to the Seattle Film Exchange, of Seattle, Wash., for Washington, Montana, Oregon
and Northern Idaho.
" Below the Deadline " (Ascher Productions) to the Cosmopolitan Film Co., of Boston and New Haven, for New
England states.
" Below the Deadline " to Meyer M. Emanuel, of the
District Film Co., of Washington, D. C, for the District of
Columbia, Delaware, Maryland and West Virginia.
" Below the Deadline " to Independent Film Exchange,
of Dallas, Texas, for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Klass A two reel comedies (Alexander Film Corp.) to
All Star Features, of San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Klass A two reel comedies to De Luxe Feature Films,
of Seattle.
Klass A two reel comedies to A. C. Bromberg, of
Atlanta.
Klass A two reel comedies to R. D. Lewis Film Co., of
Dallas.
Klass A two reel comedies to 20th Century Film Co., of
Philadelphia.
Klass A two reel comedies to Favorite Players Film Co.,
of Chicago.
Klass A two reel comedies to Alexander Film Corp., of
New York.
" Dollars and Destiny " (Joe Horwitz Productions, of
New York) to the Trump Film Co., of New York, for Greater
New York and Northern New Jersey.
" Dollars and Destiny " to the Cosmopolitan Film Co.,
of Boston, for New England states.
" Dollars and Destiny " to the Harvey Film Co., of Oklahoma City, for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
" Dollars and Destiny " to the Simons Film Co., of Washington, D. C, for District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware
and Virginia.

Sameth
Forward

Picture

Preparing
Film Expects to

News

Drive
Make

Selling Record withlarger
" The
Shadow
"
companies
are holding
up
J • JOSEPH
SAMETH,
of the Forward
Film president
Distrib- many of their super productions so
utors, Inc., states that he has re- as to secure better prices for them.
ceived numerous requests from ex- This is a great aid for the statehibitors throughout the United right men, and we should avail
States for the screening on the first ourselves of this opportunity to
of the productions starring Muriel show the film world that we have
Ostriche. In order to make way goods that are marketable, and
for his complete program, and to that we are in business to stay.
" ' The Shadow ' is a picture full
have the entire American territory
sold in as short a time as possible, of action, but in spite of this thrilling episode after episode, there is
Mr. Sameth has augmented his ortelling human interest story
ganization with additional sales- aveiled
in love that is bound to
men and has organized an exploitation department so as to give every please. The divorce question at
aid possible .for the early sale of the present day occupies leading
this feature, which was written and space both on the front page of the
national dailies and in the editorial
directed by J. Charles Davis, 2nd.
Sample prints are already being columns. Mr. Davis in making
made at the Craftsmen Film Labor- this picture took a page from the
atories and nothing is being left book of life and shows in a lively
undone to push this film forward manner the dangers besetting a
in such a manner as to create a young girl who marries without
record
Mr. first investigating her fiance.
Samethsaleis onof" The
the Shadow."
opinion that
" It is true that we have given
within sixty days after Mr. Davis our patrons the very best that
first started to shoot scenes for this money and brains can produce,
five-reel super feature, he will have and as a further aid we have done
negotiated a sale for this production our best to further aid them by the
in every territory of the United selection of paper and lobby displays. The press book that is
States.
ready for distribution I am sure
" I am certain that the indepen- will
hold an enviable record in the
dent exchange-men throughout the
United States, realizing the value film world, inasmuch as we have
of a picture with true box office forgotten splendor and splash and
value and entertainment, will grab have given the exhibitor honestfor it as soon as it is shown to to-God aids and help to promote
them," said Mr. Sameth. " There showmanship and bring dollars
is no question that many of the and cents to the box office."

Young
Picture's
Opening
" Straight from Paris," Star's
Latest, Packs Goodwin in Newark
jy ECEIYKD
anced story, mingling dramatic susthe arms with
of expectation
the industry,in
pense with humorous relief in an
" Straight From Paris," the sixth ideal combination. "It never drags,"
and latest Clara Kimball Young
production began its career this said the Hudson Observer, " it is a
week at the Goodwin in Newark. tonic
with critics
a delicious
taste.''
Dramatic
devotedafter
an exceptional amount of space in their
The New Jersey home of premieres,
could not take care of the crowds, comments and advance notices and
it is reported, despite the large ca- items are still coming in, in repacity of this house.
miniscence of the
good show."
Sam Zierler,
of "Commonwealth,
" So far has the success of
who has the Equity franchise for
' Straight From Paris ' spread,"
announces
" thatYork
two have
first New York, invited his leading^ exrun housesEquity,
of New
hibitors to see the picture in Newark, has already more demands for
opened negotiations for an early
run of the picture. Throughout bookings than there are prints to
fill them, it is reported. Many
the week,
andofexhibitors of Newexchangemen
York and out
town, complimentary letters from his exvisited the Goodwin and enjoyed a
hibitors evince the approval that
session of this photoplay of a mil- " Straight From Paris " has met
liner's romance. They had heard with on first sight. The support
of the achievement of Harry of William P. Carleton and BertJackie Coogan Seen in Garson,
Third Unit Completes
director, and Miss Young,
ram Grassby, both leading men,
Screen Snapshots
Reelcraft Comedy
star, in their latest effort and came and of James Jefferson, the noted
to see for themselves whether the character actor, brought forth flatThe third comedy producing unit
Issue No. 25 of Screen Snap- praise
was justified. The response
shots, which is produced by Jack
which it at work making a series of
tering opinion,
while
ity of Miss
Young
was thethe versatilsubject
in the demand for pritwenty-six two-reel comedies to be Cohn and Louis Lewyn, show is evidenced
screenings of the picture, now of tribute.
marketed by the Reelcraft Pictures Jackie Coogan, now so well known that vate
it
has
concluded
its
Newark
Corporation under the brand name as " The Kid," in several scenes run.
of Sunlite Comedies, and which taken in New York.
Harry Cohn in N. Y.
has an all star cast of recognized
The newspaper criticism on Monscreen players has completed its
day night all read in favor of the
Harry Cohn, producer of Hallfirst picture under the title of [Bradley Finishes Two
picture. The Call proclaimed room
Boys Comedies, the two-reel
Donaldson Stories
" Straight From Paris " the great- comedies
'•Baby! Baby!"
featuring
arrived in New
York Sid
from Smith,
the West
Among the principal players of
est workThe
of the
Equitydeclared
star's long
Coast
this
week
to
attend
the
career.
Ledger
that
the cast are to be found Billy Quirk
Willard King Bradley has comof the old Vitagraph days, Harry
pleted the first two stories of the it had the setting of a spectacle Federated Convention in Atlantic
series
of original photoplays Arthur and the plot of a Moliere play. City. Mr. Cohn brought with him
Edwards, Louise Lee, Dorothy
Butler, and the well known mid- Donaldson Productions, Inc., re- The gist of the reviews acclaimed from Los
the Comedy.
second Federated Angeles
Hallroom Bovs
get comedian, Harold Rice.
cently engaged him to write.
the production as a perfectly bal-
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Your
by

your

of Drawing
success

is measured

ability

to get them

ERE is a theatre going season when it is easy
to get the crowd
theatre

into your

and ordinary programs will sometimes bring

out-of-the-ordinary

results.

But there is a season
the sun has climbed

when
higher

and its rays are warmer
the charm

of the

the

Now,
time

Public

in

this Spring,
for you

to

theatre - going

is the
put

habit

the
into

your patrons. Now is the
time to get them started
right y so you

will see them

at your box-office weekly for fifteen successive
weeks.

and

out-of-

doors is pulling against the
strength of your attractions.

A

Pathe

serial will do

it;

'The Sky Ranger" will
give them the habit and
5rou your profits.

That's when showmanship
counts; when box-office
values are proven; when
you've got to use your head
to bridge the gap between
profit and loss; when

merit

"The Sky Ranger" will do
it, for it is clean adventure,
clean romance,
fifteen weeks
when

you

spread over

during a time

need

something

only survives in the chase

specially good

to get the money.

your showmanship.

Give
habit
book

your
that
"The

patrons

to back

up

a theatre -going

will give profits to you ;
Sky
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Rotunda of new Allen theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, looking toward tea room. This theatre is described and completely illustrated
on the pages immediately following
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Allen

Enterprises
in

Cleveland

House

United

Maintains

ing of the Allen theatre,
THEClevopen
eland, in Playhouse Square,
-fold in its sigApril i st, was three
nificance. For Cleveland it means a new
center of amusement — for the Aliens,
their initial entry into the American moving picture theatre field, with a theatre
which combines all the attributes of the
Allen Chain of Canadian theatres, and
with much that is plus in elegance, comfort and innovation. To the amusement
sphere this new Allen theatre is of the utmost importance. True, the Allen theatre
enterprises in materializing so colossal a
scheme for entertainment receive through
the eternal law of compensation such
fruits as glory, fame and gain which invariably are the handmaids of success ; but
the significance attached to the construction of a motion picture theatre, which in
its architectural structure reaches into the
domain of the master buildings of the Italian Renaissance, invades their sanctuary
by not only bringing into manifestation
their architectral design, but reproductions of their interior decorative scheme,
and furnishings is of universal importance.
It has been said that the motion picture
theatre is the playhouse of the masses. It
is time to compliment the masses for their
exceeding good taste as exemplified in this
new Allen theatre, for the masses are indirectly responsible for all the luxurious
elegance this theatre offers. Whether motion pictures have educated the masses to
such an extent that, not content with what

Open

High

First

New

Theatre

States

Standard

Set

modern art can give, the masses now demand the art pigeonholed as the classic,
whether the masses have so far evolved
as to demand that the amusement with
which they are so closely linked should
do honor to their name, or whether motion pictures have educated the masses
up to this point is not the question with
which we are concerned. Hypothesis, theories lead to facts ; and it is with facts,
cold, hard, and as apparent as the most
extreme realists could desire, that we are
about to deal.
Let us take a saunter through this new
Allen theatre and see for ourselves the
culture therein displayed, a culture which
has developed from the inner urge, the
emotional plane or the physical instinct for
harmonious vibrations, their psychology
being evident without being understood
until the combination of these three planes
merge into one, and the intellect begins to
take cognizance that this is the culture it
desires, and looking at it through its mental glasses demands that this pleasure
from amusement must not only be felt
emotionally, but must be given a jewel
setting so artistic that the eye, too, may be
enthralled and communicate the general
feeling of satisfaction to the brain. It is
the true development spoken of by the
sages, the mystics. The inner enlightenment which manifests itself in physical
expression, the lasting monument to man's
upward climb in the spiritualization of the
flesh.
But let us leave the moral to express

The Aliens have set a standard for theatre design in their Canadian houses.

Picture

by

Allen

Brothers

the morale's
environment
setting.
Th
Allen
Cleveland
theatre on orEuclid
Avenu
has primarily a most desirable locatior
Surrounded by other leading theatres 11
the heart of Playhouse Square, the publi
could find the location, as it were, in th
dark. This section of the city is what i
termed as practically new, a great man
new structures being herein situated. Fo
several blocks surrounding the Allen the
atre there are very fine shops.
The Allen theatre has a bronze marque
front with flashes of antique gold trim
ming, and studded with lights. The ticke
booth is constructed of marble an<
bronze. The antique gold tinting used b
carry out the effect conveyed by th
marquet. French plate glass doors leac
into the lobby, which is 90 feet by 25 fee
and lined with Belgian mirrors, all Mid
Art, and gold plated rosettes from th
Thomas Jones Decorative Glass Compan
of Brooklyn, N. Y. The rotunda is o
marble, in the center of which is a replic
of a Venetian fountain, the base the lio:
of St. Mark. At the opening of the the
atre this rotunda was banked with such aj
assortment of flowers, orchids, roset
lilies, violets, etc., baskets and harps an<
horseshoes, flowers arranged in every con
ceivable design, indicators of the goo<
wishes of the many friends of the Allen
in Canada and the United States, and th
new friends in Cleveland, until even th
{Continued on page 2830)
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a beautiful
is the

the
G-E
Operating Advantages of G-E
Compensarcs
1. Steady strong arc.
2. Easily operates two arcs at the
same time for change-over.
3. Quiet arc strike and quick
settle-down.
4. Self regulating arc voltage.
5. Current stays at set value.
6. lowered.
Current
easily raised and
7. Cannot
be
damaged by short
circuit.
8. Fading made easy.
9. Not affected
by changes in current conditions.
10. Quiet in operation.

General Office
Schenectady; N.Y

projection —
it.

realize

exhibitors

— And

theatre

now

New

Allen

Installs

Compensarcs

The first impression of a nationally known theatre is the lasting
impression. That is why a motion picture theatre seeking prestige and popularity can take no chances with any item of equipment— and least of all that of the projection room.
The magnificent Allen Theatre recently opened in Cleveland has
insured its projection by installing G-E motor generator type
Compensarcs. The proprietors are now certain that fluctuating
voltage will have no effect on the quality of the screen picture.
Compensarcs are safe, easy to operate, efficient, economical
and reliable. ,G-E offices or distributors everywhere are
able to give prompt deliveries and satisfactory service

Sales Offices in
all large cities
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Electric

Company

St., S. E.

Rorimer

- Brooks

Cleveland,

Studios

Were chosen by Messrs. Jule and Jay J. Allen and Mr. C. Howard
Crane, Architect, to execute the entire contract for decorating. This
contract was broad in scope and included the selections of furnishings, draperies, carpets and upholsteries. Every item of our contract
was especially designed to harmonize with the unusual and exclusive
architectural features of this exceptional theatre. Even the furniture
and the fabrics used in the draperies were made to order from our
specifications.
The prevailing style of the Allen Theatre is Italian, and if any one source of Italian
decoration could be pointed to as the prototype of this building, the Villa Madama
might be considered as the inspiration of the designer of this house.
Our decorators will be pleased to talk over plans with architects and their clients
without obligation.
The Rorimer-Brooks
Studios
INTERIOR
DECORATIONS DESIGINING AND MAKING
DRAPERIES
. CARPETS OF
FINE FURNITURE
RUGS . WORKS OF ART SPECIAL WOOD FINISHING
2232 Euclid Avenue,

Cleveland,

Ohio

Ohio
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(Continued from page 2826)
most prosaic mortal, the unbeliever in the
beauty of imaginative cities and planes,
must have felt that he saw fairyland.
To the left of the rotunda, as you enter,
is the general waiting room, furnished in
purple and gold. Italian Renaissance
color scheme and furniture lines. The
gentlemen's smoking-room leads from this
general lounge. To the right is the tea
room and soda fountain. This room is
equipped with that refined luxuriousness
which is the soul of atmosphere. Indeed,
it is significant to note that the Allen
theatre in its process of construction wove
into the tapestry of design the golden
thread of atmosphere without which no
theatre is successful. Throughout the
whole theatre one is agreeably impressed
with its spaciousness. From the general
lounge and the tea room the screen is visible. The feeling which prevails is one of
cosiness. The lounges, corridors and such
space as has been given over to the comfort of the patrons, has been so arranged
that the usual coldness attached to palatial
structures is not evident in this Allen theatre. The color scheme of the tea room
is cherry and peach. The tables and
chairs are dainty, yet substantially comfortable. The dome of the rotunda is supported byfourteen huge pillars finished in
antique gold. Balconies overlook the rotunda, giving a Venetian effect. The floor
is marble, and here was held an informal
dance after the regular performance. It
is the purpose to make these informal
dances a regular feature after the daily
and evening performances. The decorative design of the rotunda reveals copies
from the Italian masters in the Villa
Madam, Vatican Gardens,
Rome, and

gives a vision of the dance of the hours,
the signs of the Zodiac, and the art conceptions of the Italian Renaissance. This
period is carried throughout the house.
The draperies being Italian red in color,
with gold applique and hand-painted designs.
The lighting effect is obtained from
what one might term a glow, or reflection
of light, rather than by direct brilliancy.
The walls of the theatre proper are finished in Italian walnut. There are no
boxes. Balconies, backed by huge windows on each side of the walls of the
orchestra seats, transplant one to the ancestral hall of an Italian palace ; and it is
through the use of balconies with their
windows that the desired artistic lighting
is secured. The dome of the orchestra
gives one a vista of the milky way, and,
while listening to an orchestral selection,
one
star"as gaze,
watch night
into
dawn,canand
the overture
closesfading
it ushers
in the glorious blaze of colors which announce sunrise, the herald of the morning.
This effect is managed through the lighting scheme. The grilles through which
the perfection of ventilation is achieved
are so decorative that they conceal their
utility, and are an attractive adjunct to the
harmonious whole.
The stage back of the screen is large
enough to handle the biggest conception
of required effects. In front of the screen,
which is approximately 165 feet from the
projection booth at the rear of the one balcony, is a stage ample for the presentation
of a prologue. Three gigantic columns on
each side of this stage, with dancing figures, which stand out in relief from these
columns in plated gold; a curtain of Italian rose, with a huge valence, hand-

Picture

N eu

painted,
with
the appliqued
colors usedin ingold
the and
tome fringe
of th '
upper walls, and domes, crowns an ultn
artistic setting which means so much t
the presentation of a motion picture.
Leading from the rotunda of the marbl
stairways, right and left, richly carpetec
which lead to the mezzanine floor, reserr
bling the lounge of a well-appointed hote
marble fountains, luxurious salon appoint
ments, palms, ferns, writing tables, alread
mark this as Cleveland's favorite ren
dezvous. From here the music can be dis
tinctly heard. The mezzanine floor lead
to the balcony. In front of the balcon;
proper are the loges. These are furnishec
with such comfortable velour upholstere«
and cushioned ch airs that one is loathe t<|
leave the precincts of their comfort.
There' is an unobstructed view f ron i
every seat in the house. The acoustic
and sight line were perfected through th<
construction of models, and so far mad«
flawless that the mezzanine floor is like ;
whispering gallery.
The premier was attended by many dis
tinguished guests. An audience of abou
3400 filled the theatre. The S. R. O. sigr
was displayed hours before the officia
opening. There was no crowding, no apparent hurry, the schedule of arrangements was faithfully adhered to. Th«
program opened with an introduction tc
the new super-grand Kimball Pipe Orgar
with Mr. Bruce Metcalf at the console1
and was followed by an orchestral rendition of the Star Spangled Banner, under
the conductorship of Mr. Philip Spitalny.
This was followed by a stage prologue, introducing three pages. The first introduced the other two, who with a blaze of
cornets heralded the official opening. The
(Continued on page 2832)
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of projection is playing such an important part in
it is significant that Messrs. Jules and Jay J. Allen
Projectors for their new Cleveland Theatre — the
in the States.
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MUSIC
and
LEADERS

ATLANTIC

STANDS
The
well know n
STRAND
and RIALTO

Architectural

types were originated and
designed and manufactured
by us. Their popularity
has invited imitation and copy, but none are
genuine that do not bear the name

Terra

Cotta

Rialto Leader Siar.d
Fig. 759

used

on

ALLEN THEATRE, CLEVELAND
Architect - C. Howard Cram
We

build over 20 different designs of theatre and
orchestra music stands,
plain and fancy, with iron
base, adjustable stand, wood
or metal music rack, and
Str^ 766P8 lighting fixture.
Write for catalog H

For information regarding
Atlantic Terra Cotta write for
"Questions Answered" Booklet
Rialto Type
Fig. 754

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.
240 West 50th Street
New York, N. Y
Stage Lighting Engineers — Designers and Builders of
Everything Electrical for the Stage and Theatre

ATLANTIC

TERRA

1 170 Broadway,

COTTA

CO.

New York.
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Motion

curtain closed to reveal a picturization of
this scene. The Allen Shield upon the
screen and an announcement from Messrs.
Jule and J. J. Allen giving tribute and
thanks to the various units who helped in
the realization of this Allen theatre, and
a wish that this theatre might anticipate
and fulfill the wishes of the Cleveland motion picture public. The screen announcement was brief, simply conforming to the
modesty with which the Allen Theatre Enterprises have always met their public.
An overture, " Caprice Italien," by Tschaikowsky, by the Allen premier concert orchestra, conducted by Mr. Spitalny, met
with instantaneous approval of the entire
audience, and introduced music as another
important feature of this theatre's attractiveness.
A compendium of new events, education and scenic pastels selected and edited

McCormick

Appointed

Manager of New
Allen
Just before going to press with the
special section on the Allen theatre,
comes the announcemnt from Miss Edith
Koch, Nw York representative of the
Allen Enterprises, to the effect that S.
Barrett McCormick, one of the country's
best known and successful exhibitors,
has signed a contract to act as Managing Director of the latest Allen theatre.
Mr. McCormick is known particularly for
his work in a similar capacity at the
Circle theatre, Indianapolis.

from Selznick and Fox News
followed.

Weeki)

The sixth item was a presentation entitled "Thrills," Kineto Company of
America, Inc. An Allen presentation of
a musical prologue directed by Luigi Romanelli of Toronto, general musical director
of the Allen theatres, was next in order
and proved very enjoyable.
The feature photoplay was a select production, Vera Gordon in " The Greatest
Love." The program closed with a
comedy thriller, the Hall Room boys in
" High and Dry." The orchestral accompaniment tothe picture presentation gave
the desired embellishment.
We cannot close without making a brief
mention of those who materialized this
dream picture palace of amusement for
Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen : Mr. C. Howard Crane, of Detroit, Mich., with offices
in Windsor, Ontario, from which offices
plans have gone forward for the erection
of not less than 18 Canadian theatres, is
architect. Associate architect, Mr. Elmer
George Kiehler. Mr. E. M. Milnar, Mr.
Crane's New York representative, also
contributed his share to the general perfection which prevails. Mr. Louis Rorimer, of the Rorimer Brooks Studio, Is responsible for the artistry displayed in the
decorative scheme, draperies, carpets, ornaments and general tone of the interior.
The exits, which are numerous, are 50
per cent larger than the size required by
the state law. Wall space has been reserved for the hanging of Italian tapestries
and Italian Renaissiance Muresques.
Preceding the official opening of the Allen theatre, Mr. R. J. Bulkley, of Cleveland, gave a dinner in honor of Messrs.
Jule and J. J. Allen.

Picture

Newt

Among the guests who remained for
the evening were Mayor Fitzgerald, of
Cleveland, who expressed himself most
enthusiastically; Mrs. Elizabeth Fitzgerald, Mr. Newton D. Baker, ex-Secretary
of War, and Mrs. Baker; Mr. and Mrs.
William Faversham, Federal Judge Westenhaver, who hoped to be present, was unable at the last moment to attend. Mr.
C. A. Otis and several heads of Otis and
Company; Mr. and Mrs. George Sherwin,
vice-president of the Union Trust Company; Mr. J. P. Harris, vice-president of
the Union Trust Company ; Mr. H. V.
Shulters, President of the National City
Bank; Mr. John N. Gundry, president of
the Lake Shore Banking and Trust Company; Col. J. J. Sullivan, president of the
Central National Savings Bank and Trust
Company ; Mr. Corliss Sullivan, vice-president ;Mr. E. B. Greene, vice-president,
Cleveland Trust Company; Mr. Rlaph
Hayes, of the Cleveland Trust Company;
Mr. P. Herrick, son of the former U. S.
Ambassador to France, and many other
guests of note, among whom were many
leading American film magnates. Mrs.
Bulkley was hostess.
An after-theatre supper and dance was
given at the Statler Hotel by Messrs. Jule
and J. J. Allen to their guests.

Coming—
" A Peep Into the Mysteries
of Raw Stock Manufacture
— by an expert.

"
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CHOSEN

HAWORTH
MARBLE

AMERICA'S

for floors, staircases, lobby, fountain and ticket booth.
Rosshell from

Beautiful Ozark
Missouri

Gray

from

Black

and Roman

Travertine from Europe
All of this material was supplied by

THE

EXCEPTIONAL

THEATRES

HAWORTH

BOYS

featuring
COMEDIES

selected a wide variety of marble

and Gold

THE COMEDY OFFERING
THE PREMIER OF

HALLROOM

To secure the desired color effects
the architects of the Allen Theatre

Delicate Pink
Tennessee

AS
FOR

SID

SMITH

After a thorough combing of the market for
a two-reel comedy that should combine
quality with real humor and genuine fun,
HALLROOM
BOYS COMEDIES
were
selected by the Aliens for the comedy attraction on the opening of their two new Cleveland film palaces—
THE ALLEN THEATRE
Third Largest Theatre in the World
AND
THE CAPITOL THEATRE

MARBLE

Book Them

To-day

COMPANY
4500 Euclid Ave.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

FEDERATED
Exchanges

The

Orchestral

Organ

which plays so important a part in the
Reinforced

ALLEN

Roof

Gypsum

THEATRE
CLEVELAND
is a

KIMBALL

by
Furnished

and

Erected

This instrument has been designed and voiced to suit the
requirements of this house, where careful provision has been
made so to accommodate it that the musical results are
exceptional.
The Instrumentation of this
Kimball

Unit

Orchestra

covers the range of a symphony orchestra, including the
strictly musical percussion instruments and being free from
the
unmusical
traps and
which nor
distract
attentionto
from,
and neither
serve" effects,"
to interpret
properly
accompany pictures.
The ECHO ORGAN is a feature to be remembered
Anchor

Fireproofing Company
1633 Dime Bank Building
DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

W.
KIMBALL

W.

KIMBALL
Established 1857
HALL

CO.
CHICAGO

Represented in Cleveland by
THE B. DREHER'S SONS CO., 1028 Euclid Ave.
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Details

of

Allen

Room
With

Special

projection booth of the Allen
THE
theatre isn't a booth at all. It is
a room, 20 feet long and 12 feet
high, with full height ceiling, two fireproof exit doors — one at either end — its
own individual ventilating equipment, and
adjoining wash and rest room facilities.
The Allen projection room has many
special features to back up the contention
that it is the finest, the best equipped, and
the most complete of its kind in the state
of Ohio.
There are three Powers type 6E projection machines in the room. Frank Denoll, chief operator, says he uses all three
of the machines regularly. It makes for
a steadier picture, not to keep changing
films so often. Also it is easier on the
machines. Attached to the projection machines are three Fulco Arc Controllers,
for regulating the carbons, so that the
lights are automatically fed without any
help from the operator.
Special carbons had to be made for
these machines to meet the requirements
of the high amperage used. The throw at
the Allen theatre is 190 feet, by several
feet the longest in the state. This long
throw, projecting a picture 24 ft. x 12 ft.,
and pulling 125 amperes, demands the use
of carbons especially designed. They were
supplied by the National Carbon Company.
A panel board, placed directly back of
the projection machines, is one of the original features of the Allen projection booth.
Frank Denoll, in charge of the booth, designed it,and says it is the most practical
working arrangement of its kind that has
ever been devised. This panel board gives
Denoll complete control of all the rheostats and motors in the room. It is a great
saving of time and labor to have the control of the rheostats and motors all segregated.
A special 5-h.p. exhaust blower, supplied by the Eck Motor and Dynamo
Company of Bellville, N. J., sucks out all
the foul air from the booth. This blower
is independent of the main ventilating system, and supplies only the booth. It is
operated by a push button.
One wall of the booth is fitted up with
a marble re-wind bench, resting on an allmetal stand. Three Fulco six-compartment humidors are installed directly under
the re-wind bench. All films not in use
are kept in these humidors, so that they
are maintained at a constant moist temperature, and are always in condition to show
the best possible picture.
There are two heavy duty Kleigel spot
lights in the Allen projection room, both

Reference

Theatre

Picture

News

Projection

Equipment
to

Projectors

and

of them equipped with attachments to produce color effects on the orchestra and for
prologue effects. There are twelve different effects obtainable with this equipment,
including snow, rain, fire, running water,
falling leaves, flying angels and the like.
A Minusa screen, the Powers machines,
the Fulco arc controllers, the Fulco humidors, and all lamp coloring were furnished
by the Cleveland office of the United Theatre Equipment Company. F. J. Massek
is manager of the local U. T. E. branch,
and personally supervised the installation
of the entire equipment.
Gold Seal Linoleum covers the entire
floor of the projection room as well as the
screen room.
In addition to this most complete projection room, the Allen theatre has also a
fully equipped screening room just adjacent to the projection room. Two Powers
machines with Exelite equipment are installed in the screen room. These machines are so installed that they can, at
any time, be transferred to the projection
room and used there in case of any accident to the regular machines. So there
can never be any interruption in the service rendered at the Allen theatre. With
five machines, fully equipped with all the
latest devices, there can never be a breakin the projection of any picture.

Accessories

Panel Box and Machine Rheostats With Meters
Direct current is supplied by two 75
amperes double arc type General Electric
Compensarcs.
Frank Denoll is one of the best known
motion picture operators in Ohio. He had
charge of the projection booth at the Mall
theatre previous to his present location.
He has also had practical experience with
the installation of projection equipment,
having been for some time in the sales department of the United Theatre Equipment Company. Assisting Mr. Denoll in
the Allen theatre projection room is Harry
Lee. Both Denoll and Lee are shown in
action in the accompanying photographs.
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Your

Theatre

AN AIRDROME ALL YEAR 'ROUND
Fresh air on all sides! Everyone
bright and alert! The poorest picture will be a success under such
conditions.

IDICO
The

CRYSTALS

Fragrant

Disinfectant

will make the air in your theatre
as sweet as a Spring zephyr. No
matter how bright your show,
your patrons won't enjoy it to the
fullest extent if your theatre is
close and stuffy. A liberal sprinkling of fragrant IDICO CRYSTALS before each show will wash
the air, dispel all odors, and virtually convert your place into an
airdrome.
IDICO

CRYSTALS

evaporate quickly and cannot
stain or harm the most delicate
fabrics. It leaves a faint, clean,
pleasant perfume.
Write for Sample Can

D
IDEAL DISINFECTANT CORPORATION
449 NINTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
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Inspection room in new Craftsman laboratory. The projectors on the right are special
studio model Simplexes

Craftsmen

Lab.

Equipped

with

Unique Simplex
Models
Installed in the present quarters of the Craftsmen Film Laboratories, are a group of Simplex
Projectors that represent the latest steps taken
by the builders of that projector in machine development for specialization purposes.
The Craftsmen Laboratories which were organized but a few years ago and opened up
for business with but one floor at 215 West
19th Street, now require four floors in the same
building in which to house their numerous
activities.
Mr. L. James San, vice-president and general
manager of this progressive laboratory, is quick
to take advantage of every new device which is
developed in connection with up-to-date laboratory equipment, as a trip through the Craftsmen
plant quickly proves.
It is in the first floor reviewing division that
one sees a battery of eight new studio model
Simplex Projectors that were designed purely
for studio and laboratory use. This type of
Simplex was developed by Mr. E. S. Porter
at the Precision Machine Company's laboratory, and with its many new attachments opens
up an entirely new field for projector use, in
cases where detailed film inspection is. required.
This type of machine is thoroughly adaptable for intimate film examination both on the
screen and through the film itself, and the entire equipment has been designed so that with
a minimum of light a most steady picture may
be projected, and by the controlling of the motive power and lights the film examination is
readily accomplished by one man, while the operation of the machine is so very simple that it
in no way detraces nor interferes from the
study of the film subject nor the film itself.
As shown in the picture the mechanism is
mounted on a metal-covered cabinet which, in
turn, is mounted on four tubular legs. This
metal cabinet is divided into two compartments,
one of them (on the working side of the machine) contains the lower reel as well as a
small lamp for close examination of the film,
while the double throw switch is mounted within easy reach of the user. In place of the
usual lamphouse, a small fourteen-volt lamp of
the Pathescope type, is mounted on the colloing plate position of the mechanism.
The front cover of the mechanism, as well
as the right-hand door are removed, so that
nothing whatever interferes with the close examination of the film which runs in a threefoot loop from the lower sprocket to the specially mounted take-up reel.

The user threads up in the usual way and
sits down facing the screen, which is five or six
feet away, and upon which an approximately
four-foot size picture is projected. By pulling the double-throw machine switch handle
to the right the machine is started in motion,
and the Pathescope lamp simultaneously turned
on while the screen examination is going on,
the user keeps his hand within easy reach of
the switch handle, and should a bad spot show
upon the screen, the switch handle is thrown to
the left, and through the use of a large pulley
on the reverse side of the machine, the mechanism, which is running at high speed, can be
instantly stopped. It is at this point that a
most interesting development takes place, for
with the throwing of the switch to the left, the
projector light is extinguished simultaneously
with the stopping of the machine. And so well
timed is the period between the throwing of the
switch and the actual stopping, that the bad
spot in the film has just had time enough to
reach the examining lamp, located under the
ground glass cover, which is set in a position
between the lower sprocket and the take-up
reel. It might be well to note also that this
examining light is turned on simultaneously
with the stopping of the mechanism, and those
who have witnessed a demonstration of this
feature, marvel at the arrangement which permits for the bringing down of the film imperfection from the aperture position to the examining position during the time taken to throw
the switch handle to the left.
Through the illuminated ground glass cover
placed over the examining lamp, the user may
examine the film most thoroughly and may attach a " marker " to the spot in question and
again throw the switch over and start the machine until the next step is required.
The mechanism of these studio projectors
is equipped with the fast two-pin movement
which was perfected for Kinemacolor use, and
which pulls the film down to the aperture position at twice the ratio, as does the single-pin
movement. An extra long framing lever is provided so that it is within easy reach and operation of the user while he is in sitting position.
A small rheostat is mounted in the extreme
corner away from the working side of the
machine, and this rheostat is one that was developed not only to reduce the line voltage for
use on the 14-volt lamp, but also has a splendid adjustment which provides for three ranges
of illumination for the projector lamp — namely,
full, medium and low. This latter arrangement
is provided for economic purposes, as it has,
been found in a great many cases that there is
not always occasion for using the projector
lamp at full capacity and by reducing the illumination below the capacity- point, greatly tends
to prolong the life of the lamp filament.
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"Built for Permanence"

THE

NEWMAN

STEEL-CLAD

Changes

in

TICKET
theatre
CHOPPER
Has successfully replaced the
less substantial wooden chopper of yesterday.
Has a solid metal body,
heavily braced and reinforced
throughout.
Finished in mahogany enamel
with nickeled trimmings.
IT WILL STAND
MORE
PUNISHMENT
THAN ANY OTHER CHOPPER
REGARDLESS OF COST

are

there will be " something
wrong." And you can have
no greater assurance than
that the plans and engineering are both in the same
competent hands.

We specialize in picture
theatre architecture and en-

Write for Our Complete Fixture Catalog "N"
(NEWMAN PRODUCTS ABE HANDLED BY MOST DEALERS)
NEWMAN

MANUFACTURING
CO.
— 38 Years Young —
715 SYCAMORE ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Mid-West Branch — 68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
In Canada — Perkins Electric Co.. Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

costly

e
uld,havbe
sure tha
bui
u yo
yot
WHEN
minimized the chance that

OUR PATENTED MECHANISM PREVENTS
CLOGGING AND GUARANTEES THE EFFECTIVE MUTILATION OF EACH AND EVERY
TICKET.

THE

plans

gineering.

Hoffman-Henon
Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers
Finance

Fulco

Building

Speedco

Philadelphia,

Arc

Pa.

Controls

Where Minusa Gold Fibre screens
are used the maximum of recreative
excellence is presented.
There's a distributor near you
Samples and Literature upon reaues
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.

WffTHEATRE
UNDER

ONE

ROOF

we have a
order can
No matter
for you at

complete line of Moving Picture Supplies. Your
be shipped immediately.
what your needs are, we have it or can get it
once.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest supply house in the Motion Picture Trade.
740-742 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111.
WRITE

FOR

OUR

LATEST

BULLETIN

PRIZM
(Incorporated)
NEW YORK

A

The two Fulco Speedco Arc Controls which were
purchased in 1916, are still in use and serving
faithfully.
Very truly yours,
H. R. LeROY.
MANUFACTURED

BY

E. E. FULTON
COMPANY
3208 Carroll Ave.
Chicago, 111.
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Be Built in Capacities

Up

to 96,000

Feet in Eight Hours According
Patent No. 1,367,435 is an invention of Mr.
F. E. Smith of New York City covering the
design of an automatic developing machine the
principal features of which is the continuous
chain, self-feeding carrying system for the film
which is to be developed. According to the inventor the patented feature may be adapted to
developing machines with the following capacities :
Feet
Developing
Developing
Time
Tank Capacity
per Hour
3 min.
300 ft.
6,000 ft.

to Claims

300 "
400 "
4,500 "
400 "
8,000 "
4 ""
400 "
3
6,000 "
500 "
4 "
"
4,800 "
500
5 "
7,500 "
" The above figures cover
000 "
4 " the Developing
Tank. The Hypo, Washing,5 Tinting
and6, Dry"
ing would be taken care of in the same manner,
for instance the developing capacity is 300 ft.,
likewise the capacity of Hypo would mean a
bigger capacity to take care of the fixing of the
film. The same operation would be necessary
for the washing and drying. It would be necessary to figure the entire machine from the capacity of the developing tank and the time the
solutions are working, which can be kept at a
temperature of 65 degrees. This can be done by
a solution in continuous circulation. This would
give uniformity to the quality of photography,
which could be regulated for density by a motor
which drives the continuous chain through the
different solutions. This motor is controlled
by a switch with a number of different speeds.
The main object of the invention is the carrying device that holds the film while in operation
and safeguards the film. In case the film
breaks, this machine does not have to be stopped
for repair of the film. The only harm done is
the loss of about 5 ft. of film, and the machine
continues in operation. The uroken section is
taken care of when the film has completed its
course and is in a dry condition. The chain
separates, comes together again, and goes under
the floor back to the developing tank, making
its complete course continuous, separating at
the developing tank to insert the film to be developed and carrying it through the process
again.

News

TENTATIVE

PROGRAM—
VENTION SPRING CONSociety of Motion Picture Engineers
Washington, D. C.
May 9, 10, 11 and 12, 1921.
Monday, May 9.
Sessions in Oak Room, Hotel Raleigh
Opening
President'sCeremonies
Address
Reading
Minutes of Last Meeting
Unfinishedof Business
New Business
Paper.Film,"
" Transmission
of Tinted Motion Picture
by L. A. Jones
Luncheon at Hotel Raleigh, followed by short
address by H. D. Hubbard
Report
Studios
Committee
Dinner of
atParty
Hotel Raleigh
Theatre

Self-Threading
Chain
Continuous
Device
for Automatic
Film
Developing
Can

Picture

Tuesday, May 10.
Sessions in Auditorium of Bureau of Standards
Leave Hotel for Bureau of Standards
Reports ofmit ePapers
Committee — Publication ComRelations— Advertising
Committee Committee — Reciprocal
Paper and Demonstration :
" Continuous Motion Projection and Taking of
Pictures at High Speed,'' by C. Francis
Paper,
" New Developments in Incandescent
Jenkins.
Lamp
Projection,"
by C.Committee
A. B. Halvorson
Report
of
Devices
Luncheon Electrical
at the Bureau
of Standards, followed
by short
address by F. W.
StrattonAction, by
Smoke
Box Demonstration
of Lens
F. H. Richardson
Trip
the Raleigh
Bureau of Standards
Dinnerthrough
at Hotel
Visit to Corcoran Art Galleries
Wednesday, May 11.
Sessions at Auditorium of National Museum
Leave Hotel for Museum
Report of Nomenclature Committee
Paper,Gregory
" Theatre Lighting." by J. L. Stair
Paper, " Motion Picture Cameras," by Carl L.
Report of Committee on Progress
Review of Material Presented in Other Societies
of Interest to the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, by R. P. Burrows
Luncheon at Museum, followed by short address
by Dr. Helmes
Reports of Safety Committee — Auditing Commit e — O —p tMembership
i c s Committee
— Educational
Committee
Committee
Visit through Museum
Banquet at Hotel Raleigh, followed by three
and demonstration
Animated
Cartoons
— J. R. Bray —
part paper
Analysis-of-Motion — Chas. P. Watson
Industrial Mechanigraphs — Harry Levy Corp.
Thursday, May 12.
of Department of the
Auditorium
in
Sessions
Interior
Leave Hotel for Auditorium
Report of Committee on Projection Machines
ons Committee
Report of Cameras and Perforati
of
the Action
of Lamp
Demonstration
and Chemicals
PaperVarious
Cores, by
Arc
on
W. R. Mott
Paper, " Building a Non-Theatrical Library,
by L. E. Davidson
Luncheon, followed by short address
Ives of Utility Committee
Report
Paper, " Color Toning of Cine Films, by F. K.

trip around
Sightseeing
Raleigh Washington
at Hotel
Dinner
Visit to Congressional Library

Detail Viezvs Shoiving Film Carrying Chain
of Automatic Developing Machines.

BOSTON
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI OMAHA
DETROIT CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH

Zl-T-Z

MAGIC

CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS ^™L0,Vn
KANSAS Lill, iwu.
OKLAHOMA CITY

CARBON

HOLDERS

The ONLY HOLDERS DESIGNED along SCIENTIFICALLY correct lines.
THREE POINT CONTACT with carbons, the most stable known.
UNIFORM CONTACT PRESSURE whether
GRAVITY
or cold. WEIGHT maintains
hot
QUICKLY ADJUSTABLE to any diameter carbons.
ELIMINATES carbon ADAPTORS and SAVERS.
Send for trial set. Regular $8.00 per set, introductory price S5.S0 postpaid. Give type of lamphouse.

UNITED
?;I'^TeL

THEATRE

CORPOR
NT
EQUIPME
Executive
Offices
. ATION
»» HallKepo

25 W. 45th ST., NEW

YORK

CITY

anc/W
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TICKETS
PRICES ON SPECIAL PRINTED ROLL AND FOLDED TICKETS
10,000
S 6.00
200,000
32.00
20,000
7.00
250,000
3900
30,000
8.00
300,000
46.00
50,000
11.00
500,000
----74.00
100,000
18.00
1,000,000
140.00
$2.00 charge for each change of wording or price.
(Coupon tickets double the above prices)
STOCK ROLL TICKETS— ALL ADMISSION PRICES
Per Roll 2000—40 cents
SO Rolls— $18.00 ONLY
PRE-WAR PRICES. BUY NOW
Monarch
537 8. Dearborn St.
Chicago, III.

Theatre Supply
228 Union Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

SERVICE
- QUALITY
- PRICE
WE OFFER YOU ALL THREE
PROMPT SERVICE, Al QUALITY AND PRICES
That are low, consistent with the high standards we maintain
in workmanship and material
ORNAMENTAL
LIGHTING
FIXTURES
PLASTIC RELIEF
ORNAMENTS

Co.
420 Market St.
St. Louis, Mo.

Phone Bryant 6808
BAY STATE FILM SALES
120 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEEN,
MADE

EQUAL

BEST

Used Successfully by the Foremost Producers and
Laboratories

Why

Worry

We

Manufacture Special

©tie National
328 MAIN ST.

Paattc

Srftrf €a.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Details?

Print High

Lobby

We

Over

IN

Write for Catalogue
Let Us Estimate on Your Requirements
NO JOB TOO LARGE, NONE
SMALL FOB OCR CAREFUL AND
PROMPTTOO ATTENTION

STOCK

TO THE

REFINEMENT
DETAIL

Designs of Lighting Fixtures and Plastic Relief
Ornaments from Plans.

AMERICA

RAW

OF

We

Special Representative

IN

FILM

CO., INC.
New York City

ORIGINALITY
DESIGN

Grade

Photographs

Attend

whew!

to Shipping

Care for Financial Investment
Write today for prices, samples, and information about our distribution service.
WESTERN PHOTOGRAVURE
1821-23 Berteau Ave.

COMPANY

Chicago

99
3

BEST
BETS
FOR BETTER PROJECTION

I

Let

us

help

you
with

"KEEN0LITE
"GENERAL

THREE

COMBINATION

ELECTRIC

"SPEEDCO

ARC

GENERATORS"

load

Our booklet number

17 will tell you how.

CONTROLS"

A FEW OF THE "IMSCO" PRODUCTS
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY CO., INC.
W. H. RABELL, PRES.
729 SEVENTH

that

LENS"

AVE.
SIXTH FLOOR

NEW

YORK

r\0H500N
70 West

COOLINQ
INC.

45th Street

ST5TEn
New

York

City
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Picture

News

Qixestiorts
Answered/

mt

Projection?

How

Can

Throw

be

Measured ?
From a reader who wishes us to sign his name
as " Indiana " comes the following questions :
1. What is the easiest method of measuring
the distance from lens to screen?
2. What makes wheels in pictures look as if
they were going backward?
3. Should an operator stand up or be seated
while he is running a film? I stand up.
4. What do you think the policy of operators
should be in regard to apprentices?
Replies: 1. This depends on the location of
your projection room. If the room is not too
high up in the rear of the theatre you can use
a 100-foot tape measure and get a satisfactory
result. Otherwise we would suggest that the
distance be measured in "steps." Measure from
the front of the booth to the front of the balcony then drop down to the auditorium floor
and measure from a point exactly under the
front of the balcony to the screen. The sum of
these distances will give you the total.
You can also figure the distance by the focal
length of the lens. Measure the width of the
screen picture and the width of the aperture.
Then use this data in the formula for obtaining
the distance to the screen.
2. To describe the phenomenon would take
too much time in these columns. In short, the
reason is because the speed of the film in passing through the camera had a certain relation
with the speed of the wheel. If the speed is
the same the wheels appear to stand still. If
the speed of the camera is relatively faster
(slightly) the wheels will appear to revolve
backward.
3. An operator should sit down whenever he
has a chance, all other claims to the contrary.
There is no reason whatsoever why a man
should be made to stand beside a machine when
might just as well be comfortably seated. He
will do better and more conscientious work when
comfortable.
4. The apprentice has a definite place in this
industry as in any other. The attitude of the
licensed man should be one of helpfulness. If
the apprentice is willing to learn tell him everything you can. It is probable that in trying to
explain things to him you will find that you are
weak on the subject yourself. Don't be shortminded like many operators and refuse to tell
the youngster the tricks of the game for fear
that you will lose your job. If the apprentice
gets so that he knows more than his instructor,
it is time that the latter got out and into another job.
Local

384

Recognizes

Ladies' Efforts
At last regular meeting of Movie Operators,
Local 384, of Hudson County, N. J., held April
13, 1921.
The members voted on presenting Mrs. Walter A. Bemis, of 123 Washington Street, Hoboken, N. J., with a silk American flag and staff,
they also made her an Honorary Member of the
local.

Mrs. Elisha Evins, of 110 Ogden Avenue,
J., to receive a ladies' gold
City,wasN. also
Jersey and
watch,
made an Honorary Member of the local.
Both ladies have rendered fine service for the
members, they have deprived themselves many
days, to look after telephone in case of sickness
to members, to fill their places on short notice,
or to send operators on special jobs, when the
officers were either working, or in the field on
business for the local.
The ladies would accept no compensation, but
deemed it a pleasure to do this work. The
members to show their appreciation voted on the
above.
Both Mrs. Bemis and Mrs. Evins were so
pleased they could barely find words to express
their thanks to the boys.

"
Say :"No,
Shoul
We
Says W.
R. C,d Tennessee
Noticed No!
in a recent copy of the News — the 16th of April that
G. R. S., Ohio, wanted to know how to remedy warped filament coils. I am the kind of
projectionist that likes to help others so kindly
inform him through " our magazine " that he
should gently shake the lamps until the broken
ends come together. The current will then weld
them.
z
Comment : We certainly thank W. R. C. for
his sincere interest in the sad case of G. R. S.,
another reader of the News, but we fear that
his suggestion cannot be approved. The method
he has mentioned can and is sometimes used
to get a few more hours' use out of the ordinary Mazda lamp such as is used for household illumination. But the stunt cannot and
should not be tried with the incandescent projection lamp. We are of the opinion that W.
R. C. misunderstood the other reader, and
thought that the lamp with the sagged filament
was the common type rather than a projection
lamp. In the first place, although we have
never tried it, we doubt very much if the projection lamp filament could be shaken enough
to cause any welding on contact. The wire is
thick and heavy, and the supports have been
designed, so that they will stand a good bit of
severe treatment without movement.
We must stand by our original answer to G
R. S., to the effect that when his projection lamp
has become inefficient through the distraction of
the filament he should discard it and replace
with a new bulb.
Ammeter
and Voltmeter
Windings
J. W., Los Angeles, Cal. : How does the winding differ in ammeter and voltmeter? What
parts of a dynamo are the most liable to be short
circuited?
Reply : In an ammeter the winding consists of
a few turns of heavy wire, and in the voltmeter the winding is of a large number of turns
of fine wire. The ammeter is an instrument
placed in series with the circuit, and therefore
must be capable of withstanding the current
flow of that circuit. A voltmeter is placed

across the circuit and therefore carries fcut a
small percentage of the total current.
The field coils, armature and commutator are
the parts of a dynamo most frequently short
circuited.
Providence Operators
Form Society
The members of the Moving Picture Operators' Union in Providence, R. I., has formed
a branch of the Society of Motion Picture Projectionists, the objects of which are the study
of the technical problems connected with the
projection of pictures, the establishment of a
library of technical works relating to it, catalogues of the latest type of apparatus, and a
course of semi-monthly lectures on the sub-

Novagraph
Cameras Pass
ject.
Government
Tests
A test was recently made in New York City
by Government experts on the Novagraph Untra
Speed Camera. One hundred feet of roadway
was carefully measured off. An automobile
covered the distance several times in 3 seconds I
flat while the cameras were recording its motion.
In the test from the instant the automobile
appeared in and until it ran out of the picture
the camera secured 1.208 perfect frames or
exposures in 3 seconds, as determined by a
stop watch. The 1,208 pictures were included
in 75 feet of film which means a fraction over
402 perfect pictures per second, each frame
showing the automobile. This means that the
camera produced an average exposure of 400
feet of film in 16 seconds.
According to Charles P. Watson, president
and general manager of the Novagraph Film
Corporation, the camera could have been driven
at double the speed it was begun operated at,'
and he believes it possible that he could have
secured twice the number of pictures per second as he did.
Simplex Performs at
Astor Residence
On the eve of April 6, more than five hundred
of New York's exclusive society set assembled
in the magnificent art gallery at the well-known
Vincent Astor home at 840 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, to witness the premier presentation
of " Dream Street."
The matter of furnishing the necessary projection equipment was turned over entirely to B.
F. Porter, Greater New York distributor of the
Precision Machine Company. Two of the latest motor-driven type "S" Simplex Projectors
were entrusted with the projecting of this new
masterpiece, and the guests at the Astor home
were gratified with the splendid results obtained.
Benny Turner, who was placed in charge off
the performance at the Astor home, received
many compliments for the splendid results obtained at that performance.
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The extra large area "cubical capacity" of Type "E" Lamphouse
prevents overheating with arcs of
high amperage, and permits ready
access and adjustment. Ventilation is scientifically correct and
two openings in front of lamphouse facilitate cleaning.

The
lateral
backward
and forward
adjustments
are made on

2841

Upper carbon holder accommodates carbons from W1 to lys" inclusive; lower
carbon holder sizes to %" inclusive
and "V" shaped clamps assure a rigid
hold
them. on 'the carbons without breaking

The condensers
be easily
cleaned gray
as condenser mounts aremay
supported
on strong
iron
frame, hinged to the lamphouse — opening outwardly, thereby bringing mounts entirely clear
of the lamphouse. Extra heavy gray iron holders
insure a perfect alignment of the condensers, and
to hold them firmly in place a "V" shaped edge
fits securelymount.
into a The
"V"condenser
shaped groove
condenser
nearest onto the
the
Arc adjusts from the outside of the lamphouse.

A heavy gray
iron
Power

is 6

B

tffMPHOUS

lower carbon,
so that when
adjusting the
lamp the crater remains
unchanged.

dowser

inside lamphouse protects
the condenser
from flame
and sudden
heat when
s t r i k i n g the
arc.

The lamp is very
heavy throughout
and thoroughly
insulated. Ithas been
severely tested by the
National
Board upof
Fire
Underwriters
to 2000 volts A. C.

Wire clamps
and carbon
holders are
made of one
piece of
metal to prevent poor
connections
and arcing.

Rack rods are heavy, square
steel bars held with a spring
cover to give greater wearing
surface and amply take care of
expansion. This also prevents
the rack bars binding when
subjected to the intense heat
of the Arc.

A

worm

wheel

and

gear for raising and
lowering the lamp
gives additional
rigidity.

Both carbon holders are equipped
1 with clamp designed to replace
I lugs on the wires.
The clamps
(^having a series of interlocking corrugations, top and bottom, make
a perfect connection when the wire
is clamped between them.
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The
Automatic

Arc

Story

on

Picture

the

News

Screen

is not centered around the plot of

Control

the play alone. It's how well the
picture shows the finer details of
the acting that spells success or
failure.

COLUMBIA

PROJECTOR

CARBONS
make it possible to put into the
presentation of the picture all the
refinement that the producers put
into the creation of the play.

Is the accepted standard arc feeding device of America.
There are over twice as many PEERLESS Automatic Arc Controls in use than all other makes combined.
This is a cold proven fact that we want you to know.

Brilliant, Soft White

Effect, Clearness, Detail, Rich
Color V alue.

Take
note of CHICAGO'S
overwhelming endorsement
of PEERLESS
controls.
PEERLESS Controls in use in Chicago
189
All other makes combined
18
PEERLESS

MAJORITY
Write for Circular

THE J. E. McAULEY
30 N. Jefferson St.

MFG.

Write for details
NATIONAL

171

CARBON

COMPANY
Incorporated

CO.
Chicago, 111.

Cleveland

Ohio

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
SEND FOB PRICE LIST NO. 9
753 Jersey A\enuf

Lighting

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Office and Factory

COSMOGRAPH

IMPROVE

MODEL R-4
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
WITH
STEREOPTICON
COMBINED
WE MANUFACTURE
PORTABLE
PROJECTORS
TO MEET EVERY
REQUIREMENT
Write For
Descriptive Matter
The Cosmograph
Molion Picture Machine Co., Inc.
138 W. 7lh St., Gncinnali, Ohio

VAN

TANK
WILL
IN TWO
Jersey City.

YOUR
PICTURES
Don't you see it? Study the cut.
The one shutter that does all a shutter
should do. No streaking : no shadows : a mellow light all the time. You
get the best there is out of any picture at any reasonable speed. No
guess work. The Van YVormer Shutter is a natural development after 3
years of experiments and hard study.
Once put on, never taken off. Can be
adjusted to give as much light on a
screen 150 Ft away as one 50 Ft.
away. Many more reasons why you
should order a pair now. In ordering,
please state for which machines — Simplex or Powers.
— $15 a
machine.
Sent on 5Price
days $30
trial.

WORMER
1124 Broadway

SHUTTER
Ft Wayne, Ind.

CO.

Don't experiment with the DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
of your films.
The safe and sure way is to entrust this work to the house that stands for reliable efficiency
Note our address
backed by experience and responsibility.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO., 416-24 West

216th

Street, New

York

City wad£2S&3«i-3««

Sixty-five

million

feet

of

EASTMAN

FILM

was

the

average

monthly

duction at Kodak

year,
quality

all

Park

manufactured

prolast

on

basis.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

a
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THE
ENTIRE
STUDIO
BOU
GHT
—
STANLEY

109
P. S.

N.

Bass

L.

Picture

200 ft. Shustek Professional Cameras. Automatic shutter dissolve,
forward and reverse takeup, trick crank, outside reflecting focus device.
Fitted with 50 M. M. Tessar F :3.5 lens. Tubular direct finder. Worth
$G00.00. Price $250.00.
A

FEW

OF

THIS

VAST

STOCK

COMPANY

STREET,

Catalog

Never again an opportunity like this.

UY
NOW
400 ft. Debrie Parvo Motion Picture Camera, complete with 6 magazines, Precision Tripod, 50 M. M. F :3.5 Tessar. A $1,500.00 outfit at
the record-breaking price of $675.00.
400 ft. Prevost Cinematograph Studio Model, a sturdy reliable
mechanism, all professional features ; Goerz Iris, 50 M. M. Tessar
F :3.5, 4 aluminum magazines. A snap for $300.00.
One U. S. Cinematograph Printer, Cam and Shuttle type intermittent,
extremely accurate, complete with all adjustments, motor, automatic
lake-up, mounted to cast base. Worth $500.00. Bass price $275.00.
One
Bell & Howell
complete for A. C. Current, table model.
new condition.
PricePrinter,
$1,100.00.

CAMERA

DEARBORN

Motion

CORPORATION

CHICAGO
Write or wire. First come, first served.

ACT
QUICK
Bell & Howell Motion Picture Camera, 170 degree dissolving shutter
model, complete with 50 M. M. P :3.5 Tessar, 75 M. M. F :3.5 Tessar,
6%" Telephoto Tessar P :4.5 and Finder lenses to match. Goerz
Vignetting set, set of masks, four 400 ft. magazines, case for camera,
case for magazines, all fitted into Taylor Trunk, a splendid complete
perfect outfit. Price $2,000.00.
Bell & Howell Motion Picture Camera, 120 degree dissolving shutter
model, complete with 50 M. M. Carl Zeiss Tessar F :3.5, 75 M. M.
Zeiss Tessar, F :3.5 and a 135 M. M. Tessar F :4.5 lens, complete Goerz
Vignetting attachments, two 400 ft. magazines, Bell & Howell Panorara
and tilting top tripod, case for camera, case for magazines. Price
complete $1,250.00.
Nearly new
Pathecomplete
Studio Model,
automatic
dissolving shutter,
with 50400M. ft.M.capacity
Krauss with
Tessar
F :3.5 lens,
hand Iris outside diaphragm, adjustable film rails, steel film channels,
high power focusing tube, studio finder, 6 leather covered magazines,
finest pan and tilt tripod, sole leather cases for camera and magazines.
A wonderful buy at $925.00.
THE
ABOVE
ITEMS
ARE
BUT
BASS

No. 5 Just

CHICAGO,
Off the Press.

GEVAERT
& CO
ANTWERP. BELGIUM
MANUFACTURERS OF

EAGLE

U.
Get

S.

A.

Yours

Now

ROCK

FILM

GEVAERT

66

7 he
RAW

FILM

Quality

Stock"

Raw

STOCK
Right

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

not

photographically.
go to pieces

Will

in the

projector.
Made by

COLORED
POSITIVE
(U- S. PATENTED)
THE
UNITED

STATES DISTRIBUTOR

THE GEVAERT CO. OF AMERICA, Itic.
HOOVEN B'LD'G
PHONE
117 W 46th ST.. NEW YORK CITY
BRYANT 1642

News

EQUIPMENT CASH
OF
THE
FOR

FILM

Here is the list. Take your pick and order at once.

Picture

EAGLE

ROCK

MANUFACTURING
CO.
VERONA, NEW JERSEY
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BARTON ORGAN, STRAND THEATRE, PONT1AC, MICH.

Mr. A. J. Kleist, President

Kleist

Amusement

Co.,Pontiac,

Mich.

" In all of my business dealings I never had as good service
as I have had from the Bartola Co. I get service men without asking, players when needed and really believe the
Barton

Organ

the country.

in the New
The

Strand

Theatre

tone quality is beautiful

is unsurpassed

in

and it certainly

is an attraction in the theatre."
Mr. Kleist has been using Barton

M usical Instruments

over

a period of six years. Are you interested in a musical instrument of genuine merit combined with genuine service?

BARTOLA
313-316

MUSICAL
Mailers

INSTRUMENT

Bldg.

tJouOioel|oatoeC|

Chicago,

CO.
111.

Ua^ivve^igatioiv

Says —
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(Continued on page
)
Reviews. Where I felt that jazz actually fitted
in, nothing else would do. There jazz had its
full fling.
Now my attitude on jazz is very plain. Use
it wherever it belongs. Don't try to make your
theatre a non-jazz house. To do so would be to
mistake your mission in life. Your job is to
satisfy your patrons and make the maximum
of money out of your investments.
But now comes the most surprising part of
my whole discussion. Discovery after the most
careful investigation brings forth the fact that
jazz cannot be used in more than a comparatively small part of the program, without hurt
to the show:
Let me put it this way: Say that I was intensely desirous of using all the jazz music I
could, believing it to be the more invigorating
and arousing type of melody ; f would find myself stumped at almost every turn for the reaCOMPOSED
MAURICE

son that I would learn that the jazz wouldn't
fit. . . . Thus, it would be simply murderous to a feature picture of calm, noble intention to jazz the action into a syncopated satire
of the author's and director's and actors' purIn the development of a tragedy, in the creaposes.
tion of a restful country picture, in the suggestion of a political hiatus, in the picture of a
war-episode, in the sincerity of a pure, sweet
love-affair as it works to the betrothal, in the
moment of the marriage, the mother's discovery
of her new-born at her side, the return of the
prodigal son, the arrival of the hero in time to
avert the villain's seizure of the heroine, the
old mother defending her son — in all such scenes
the jazz idea would be like a bull in a china
closet! It would smash the realities to bits.
In the prologue to a serious picture, in the
scoring of a news-reel, in the interpretation of
an educational, and in the cueing of a fairly se-
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rious comedy — the jazz just simply can't be
dragged in — for to use it, seems incongruous and
thoroughly cut of place and disastrous.
And yet as I have remarked before, there are
places where the jazz dovetails ideally and where
any higher kind of music seems stupid, and
seeks to make sublime the most ridiculous and
ordinary of situations.
What do I think of jazz?
I think it has its place in the film programs
and picture-scoring; but its place is very much
limited in the theatre seeking to use music as a
true reflection of the meanings on the screen.
Chicago

American Boosts
Film Music
The Chicago American recently in a Sunday issue
wrote in paft as follows:
The commercial showing of motion pictures began
in crowded little holes in the walls, to the accompaniment of cheap ragtime pounded out on tinpanny pianos.

MUSICAL SYNOPSIS FOR ■ PASSION FLOWER"
By James C. Bradford
A First National Attraction
Esteban Theme. " Habanera " (from Natoma), by Herbert
Acacia Theme. "Intermezzo'' (from Goyescus), by Granadcs
1 — —"Bolero"
(Spanish dance), by Moskowsky (3/4 Allegro) (3 minutes),
until
At Screening.
2 — "Acacia Theme" (3/4 Lento (2'/2 minutes), until — T: "You're not
going to cut the cake without Acavia."
3— —" T:Albumblatt
" (Concemetery."
Sordini), by Cui (2/4 Moderato) (2l/2 minutes),
until
"The village
4.—" Acacia Theme" (3/4 Lento) (\'/2 minutes), until — D: "Esteban
appears
around tree."by Ern (2/ Moderato) (2 minutes), until — T: "The
5 — "Serenade,"
years have brought no change in Esteban."
Serenade enter
Espagnole,
— 6D:— ""Guests
room" by Bizet (3/4 Allegretto) (35* minutes), until
7 — "Acacia Theme" (3/4 Lento) (154 minutes), until — T: ' The day
of the fiesta Corpus Christi."
8 — —" T:Land"Theof fiesta."
Joy," by Valverde (2/4 Allegro Giusto) (I3/* minutes),
until
9 — "Esteban Theme" (PP slowly) (2 4 Habanera) (2 minutes), until—
T: "Stay away from Acavia."
10 — " Espana." by Waldteufel (Bright) (3/4 Valse Espagnole) (254 minutes), until — D: "Dancers take positions."
11 — " Elegie," by Lubomirsky (12/8 appassionato) (3% minutes), until —
T: "Acacia believing herself jilted."
12 — "Laand Palamo/'
Yradier (2 4 Moderato) (\y2 minutes), until — D:
" Acacia
Faustino byat fountain."
13 — " Spagnuola," by Berge (Lightly PP) (2/4 Moderato) (354 minutes),
until — T: "The day for Acacia's betrothal."
14 — "Acacia Theme" (3/4 Lento) (2 minutes), until — D: "Esteban
enters Acacia's boudoir."
15 — " La Furlana," by Roberts (3/4 Valse-Bolero) (2y2 minutes), until —
T: "The betrothal ceremony."
16 — "Esteban Theme" (2/4 Habanera) (1}4 minutes), until — D: "Esteban enters wine cellar."
17 — " Mercedes," by Moro (Lightly) (3/4 Valse Espagnole) WV* minutes), until — T: "I'll ride with you."
18 — " Prelude du Deluge." by St. Saens (Play 1st 8 measures, then cut
to Andantino) (4/4 Adagio Marcato) (4 minutes), until — T: "The night
19 — "Prelude,"
by Bizet (L'Arlesienne) (4/4 Moderato Marcato) '2!2
grows
dark."
minutes),
until — D: "Soldiers at door of inn."
20 — "Meditation," by Drumm (4 4 Largo ma non troppo (4 minutes),
until — T: "The tribunal."
21 — " La Feria," by Lacome (1st movement) (2/4 Allegro) (154 minutes),
until — T: "Not guilty."
22 — " Manzanillo."
" Rubio
entertains." by Robyn (2/4 Moderato) (1*4 minutes), until — T:
23 — "Manuel Menendez," by Filasi (3/4 Andante Dramatico) (3*j minutes), until — T: "You are my master no longer."
24 — " Agitato No. 3," by Langey (Start as Mysterioso and accelerate for
escape) (4/4 Agitato) (154 minutes), until — D: "Iris in Norbert in cabin —
assassins outside."
25
Theme"by (3/4
Lento)
minutes),(3until
— T: "Speak."
26 —— ""Acacia
Intermezzo,"
Hadley
(4 '4(254Andante)
minutes),
until — T:
" Thank God you are not to blame."
27 — "Esteban Theme" (PP slowly) (2/4 Habanera) (154 minutes), until
— T: "For days the police."
28 — " Chanson Meditation," by Cottenet (4 8 Moderato) (4 minutes),
until — D: "Iris in Norbert and Acacia."
29 — "Acacia Theme" (3/4 Lento) (354 minutes), until — T: "You don't
hate30 — him,
you love him."
"Appassionato
No. 47," by Berge (4 '4 Appassionato) (45 seconds),
until — T : Esteban."
31 — "Acacia Theme" (3/4 Lento) (1$4 minutes), until— D: "Mother
THE END
close-up — wounded."
Start the " Acacia Theme at all times after the introduction and play
very slowly and deliberately.

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
theatre.
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YOUNG MAN who was in the largest Hungarian
Moving Picture Factory, laboratorium leader, wishes
position. Willing to do any kind of work. Position
or salary
New
York. no object. T. Washinka, 215 E. 66th St.,
WANTED— PIANISTS AND ORGANISTS, with picture experience; good salary, steady positions.
BAETOLA
MUSICAL
Mailers
Building,
Chicago. INSTRUMENT ' CO., 314
WANTED — Licensed operator wishes position in
Pennsylvania. Willing to start as helper. Two
years'
tools. Box 860, Motion Picture
News, N.experience;
Y. C.
POSITION WANTED — First Class Musical director
(Violinist,
engaged. Would
consider offersConduc'or).
from SouthernNowmanagement.
Best references. Box 880, Music Dept., Motion Picture News.
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308, Allendale, N. J.
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New Strand Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.
FOR SALE OR RENT — Bartola used four months.
Model AA — Act quick. Dept. K., Motion Picture
News, Inc., 220 S. State Street, Chicago, Illinois.
THEATRES — Free Samples, Caution Labels, ShipLabels,1155,
Film Tampa,
Reports.Florida.
Daily Reports, etc. Adiress:pingBox
FOR SALE — 600 used American Seating Co. Opera
chairs, $1.10 each. One 1919 Model Motiograph and
one 1919
Modeleach.Simplex
machines,
in perfect
tion. $200.00
Universal
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Auburn, condiN. Y.
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and Cheaper in the Long Run
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Do Not Fade or Wear Out
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25-40 W. Lamps REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
Chicago, 111.
2650 W. Congress St.

LENSES
for front and rear projection,
\y<i tof 8",
f., always
in stock.
Our
2.5 e.Camera
Lens,
$24.00
220 W. 42nd Street
M. H. SCH0ENBAUM,
New York City

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected a> to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use
means a saving of from 20 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Bryant 8138
New York
Addressing
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Since then the motion picture industry has grown
to be the chief artistic delight of the whole population,
and the music has become practically as important as
the pictures.
Where music is carefully selected for the pictures,
and well played by good orchestras, there the motion
picture houses boast a large attendance and become
increasing factors in the artistic development of their
communities.
Where the music is unsuitable, or is given an unimportant place, there you will find a show house on
the downward path. For the American people, at
heart, is a music-loving people and will not for long
tolerate cheap and tawdry music in its show palaces.
Irving

Berlin

to be

Writes

Used

Song

in "Pas-

Irving Berlin has written
poem with music to
sion aFlower"
be interpolated into and sung with " The Passion
Flower,"
whichNorma
has just
been incompleted
by role.
Herbert
Brenon with
Talmadge
the stellar
The name of the song is the same as that of the
Benavente play. It provides the main theme for the
musical accompaniment of this poignant Spanish drama.
It has a haunting lyrical melody which reflects the
intensity and the color of the subject.
Mr. Barton Takes Issue
with Mr. Buhrman
Dear Mr. Isaacson:
In your issue of April 9, Mr. T. Scott Buhrman,
editor of the American Organist, makes a statement
with which I take issue. Mr. Buhrman is well estab
lished as an authority in the organ field and in his
position
as editor
one of theforleading
journals I have
great ofadmiration
him, organist
but according
to
Mr. Buhrman's
own statement
has only
been seriously
interested
in the theatre
organistshe for
the past
eight months. I have been interested in theatre organs
and organists for ten years.
Mr. Buhrman says : " There is not one agency in
America that
anything
in a train
practical
or professionalismannerdoing
to help
organists
themselves
for and perfect themselves in picture accompanying,
except the work of my associates in the co-operative
magazine.
I haveprobably
the honordue oftoediting."
Buhr-of
man is in error,
the short Mr.
length
time he has been interested in the motion picture
organist field.
The tBartola
Instrument
Company
has mainained aschool Musical
for organists
for over
five years.
This
school was put into operation by the writer because
he realized the need of professionally trained organists
for motion picture work. I am the designer of the
Bartola musical instruments and the Barton organs
manufactured
the Bartola
Instrument
pany and I by
believe
we wereMusical
the first
companyCom-to
realize the necessity of trained organists. This school
is run with a conscientious effort to secure and educate musicians so they will be 100 per cent competent
to
pictures.
It musicians
is maintained
freeproperly
of cost play
to themotion
musicians
and the
are
secured positions through the agency of the Bartola
Company, for which there is no charge. This school
has been in operation for over five years and we have
a card index system showing the names and addresses
of more than a thousand organists who have been
assisted
Company. in the art of playing pictures by the Bartola
Mr. Buhrman
statesarethat
the
managers
that thefurther
organists
goinghe to" warns
ask what
kind
of
an
organ
have
you,"
and
says
if
the
instr
ment is some trade makeshift that is merely a wretchedutrade made box of steam whistles, no reputable muwould undertake
playmotion
it." We
are theatres,
making
organs sician
especially
adaptedto for
picture
specializing in this one branch of the industry, and
can assure Mr. Buhrman that the Barton organs do
not comeganistsunder
his designation
do not want
to play. of the instruments orI agree with Mr. Buhrman as to the necessity of
co-operation and assistance to organists, for without
any doubt there is right now a great financial and
artistic opportunity for the organists in the motion
picture field.
Yours very truly,
DAN BARTON,
General Manager,
Bartola Musical Instrument Company.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the last sixteen weeks arranged alphabetical y as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and
lesignating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors
who have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Aver
tge or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the report;
from exhibitors who have made no actual comments, but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of
this department will be found the "Flash-Backs," being comments on films released prior to January i, 1920.
PLAN BOOI
RELEASED
STAR
RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
BRAND
STAR
PLAN BOOK PICTURE
ALL DOLLED UP (UNIVERSAL) GLADYS WALTON
MAR. 12
" Pleasing offering with the star in an ideal role."- — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
picture,
though
we had only asaverage
business Comment
with it —and" A It very
did good
not come
up to
my expectations
a box
office attraction." " A nice little picture, with no special attraction.
Gladys Walton scores again, as a pert little ' flapper,' and is gaining
quite a following." " Dandy little picture. Had more than the usual
business with It." ' " Good business attended this feature. Picture
pleasingly
Consensus
— -" done."
Good picture, good puller."
ALL SOULS EVE (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
MAR. 5
" Incredible plot, but has appealing moments." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very good picture. Receipts poor."
AMATEUR DEVIL, AN (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN ... MAR. 12
" A decidedly mediocre comedy with Washburn." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Two days to average business."
BARBARIAN, THE (PIONEER) MONROE SALISBURY
FEB. 26
"Fine bach-grounds but very little action.'' — if. P. News.
BARE KNUCKLES (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
MAR. 19
" Above the average thriller, only in exteriors." — M. P. News.
BARS OF IRON (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 19
" Just an ordinury production." — if. P. News.
8 AIT, THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) HOPE HAMPTON
JAN. 15
" Rather luetic but fairly interesting." — il . P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not a good picturp and business was way off
Our patrons didn't know the star." " Fair picture to fair business."
" Average picture to average business."
BEAU REVEL (INCE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 26
" Fairly niteresting, though would be more convincing if developed
humorously." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "A wonderful picture which sure did go 'over the
top.' Brought large box office receipts and much satisfaction from
the audiences."
average staged,
business."
A splendid picture, well" Fairly
made, good
well picture
acted, with
beautifully
but "for
some
reason or other it didn't pull them in and business was only average."
" Clever story with many new angles which makes a very high class
and interesting photoplay. Drew splendidly and we played to big business for the week."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
BIG ADVENTURE, THE (UNIVERSAL) SPECIAL CAST
APR. 23
heartTHE
interest
picture
some appeal." — if. P. Neics. FEB. 19
BIG"Simple
PUNCH,
(FOX)
BUCKcarries
JONES
" Buck Jones as a minister ; a dull picture." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " OoodJUSTINE
entertainment.
Extra big business one DEC.
day." 25
SLACKBIRDS
(REALART)
JOHNSTONE
" Justine
Johnstone
is
a
welcome
screen
figure
in
crook
melodrama."
—
if P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
—
"
One
of
the
poorest
features
I've
ever
had
the
misfortune to play. Story was worked to death, and star did not live up
to
one-tenth
her press Star
notices.
My audience attractive,
was much but
disappointed."
" A mediocre ofpicture.
not particularly
played to
good
business
for
reasons
uDknown."
"LACK BEAUTY (VITAGRAPH) JEAN PAIGE
JAN. 22
" Entertaining picture made from famous classic." — li. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Business satisfactory because of the excellence of
the the
picture
the fact
so many
children
to see ofit."
" One
of
best and
pictures
I havethatever
seen from
the come
standpoint
a patron.
Appeals to all ages and classes. Big business at all performances.
School children essay contest helped put it over."
Consensus
— " Oood
good puller."
BLIND
WIVES
(FOX)picture,
SPECIAL
CAST
JAN. 15
" Another episode picture of certain appeal." — P. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good melodrama that pleased lovers of this class of
entertainment. Box-office returns better thnn usual." " Fairly eood
both as to pleasing the audiences and box-office returns." " Picture is
below average in entertainment value. Business fair."
Consensus —BRIDE.
" Oood picture,
good puller."
BLUSHING
THE (FOX)
EILEEN PERCY
MAR. 19
"Exceedingly
weak:
might
have
made
a
good
Sunshine."
—
li.
P.
News.
BRANDED SOUL. THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 19
" Redemption story carries little appeal and is badly overacted." — M. P.
PPFAKTNG POINT. THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) BESSIE
BARRISCALE
FEB. 5
" More thnn a rehirlr — a "ell sustained martial drama " — If. P. News.
BREWSTER'S MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT) ROSCOE ARBUCKLE. . .FEB. 5
" What Comment
the public— has
been waiting
from Fatty."
— U. P. Immensely.
New*.
c-rMMtnr
" Sure-fire
winner.forPleaded
the audiences
Rot office returns much larger than usual." " Good1 comedy bringing
the usual business." " This Is a splendid picture and went over big
with
Played toinlarge
one week."
" Capacity
bniiapnouronaudience.
npenine Sunday
spitebusiness
of heavyfor rain
all afternoon
and
ev-nlne
A
big
winner
with
the
public."
"A
great
picture.
It pleased
my audiences, consequently the box office receipts were larger
than

usual." " ' Fatty ' went over In this picture in a surprising manner.
Picture played to capacity for seven-day run." " Don't miss this one,
a really big pleased
box officeandplay."
Best box
returnsbrought
in threeincreasing
months.
Thoroughly
people " talked
aboutoffice
it which
throngs." " Tickles 'em stiff — doing big."
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST JAN. IS
'* Fine production given famous stage comedy." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy little story to this one. Pleased my patrons
and kept me packing 'em in. Almost a record-breaker." " Too fragmentary to please
majoritysplendidly
of patrons.
done,but however."
very good
production,
acted Artistically
and mounted,
which did "notA
seem
to
attract
average
business."
Consensus — " Oood picture, average puller."
BURGLAR PROOF (PARAMOUNT) BRYANT WASHBURN
FEB. 12
" Washburn's best one in a dog's age — a real comedy." — if. P. News.
BURIED TREASURE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) MARION
DA VIES
FEB. 21
" Spectacular production, but story is unimpressive," — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big production. Story not convincing. However,
it is the best thing the star has done so far. Fair box office value."
CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST.. APR. 16
"A radical departure ; highly artistic and imaginative." — if. P. Newt.
CHARM
SCHOOL.
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) WALLACE
REID
JAN. I
" Wallace Reid has another winner here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitors Comment. — " Fine picture, pleasing, entertaining, and brought
good business." " Wallace Reid went over big in this picture. Our
patrons thought It was one of the best of this popular star's productions. Played to excellent business the week preceding New Year's."
"played.
We consider
this one ofbusiness
the best during
box office
attractions
haveandeverIs
Did exceptional
Its run
at this we
bouse
an
excellent
picture."
"
Very
good
picture,
full
of
entertaining
Did good business." " One of the most pleasing pictures we havepoints.
ever
shown.
" Good enough
for a second
week
holdover.Business
Businesswasextraverygoodgood."
both weeks.
Best Wallace
Held picture
ever seen." " Certainly good. Business fine all week. Audiences well
pleased." " Very good picture which held down big business for a week."
Very good. Good business for entire week." " Two days to big busiVery good."of "screen
Delightful
from start
to end. uninterrupted
Reid one of the
biggest ness.favorites
out here.
Big business
all

Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
CHARMING DECEIVER, THE (VITAGRAPH) SPECIAL CAST APR. 16
" Mild interest because of its conventional treatment.'' — If. P. News.
CHEATER REFORMED, THE (FOX) WILLIAM RUSSELL
JAN. li
" W.illinm
week." Itusxell has nn entertaining crook picture here." — if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " Played Holy Week to the usual bad business. Not
a good picture and no one praised it."
CHICKENS (INCE-PARAMOUNT) DOUGLAS MACLEAN
MAR. 26
" Forced comedy and hokum never ring the bell." — li. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Brought average business. Fair picture." " Played
this on the program with the Universal feature ' If Only Jim,' starring
Harry Carey to two days of extra big business." " Not as good as previous McLean-May productions and the ' feminine half ' of this combination was sadly missed. Still this picture was good and drew well."
" Too weak even for the chickens. Wouldn't even stand on a double
program as a comedy." "About the usual Douglas MacLean feature;
good farce,
but not picture,
up to '23%
Hours'
Leave.'"
Consensus
— •' Average
average
puller."
CINDERELLA'S TWIN (METRO) VIOLA DANA
JAN. I
" Just misses being veru commonplace." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This little star always draws well for me, and this
was not as clever as ' The Chorus Girl's Romance,' business was almost
as good. Consider it a good business-getter." " Fairly entertaining and
patrons were pleased. Good business." " The old Cinderella story,
strictly —modernized
and madeaverage
fairlypuller."
plausible. Business only fair."
Consensus
"Average picture,
CITY
OF
SILENT
MEN,
THE
(PARAMOUNT) THOMAS
MEIGHAN
APR. 16
" Interesting (UNIVERSAL)
crook story withFRANK
rich details
and heart interest." — li. P. FEB.
a ews. 19
COLORADO
MAYO
" if nun's latest strong in action." — if. P. News.
CONCERT, THE (GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 5
"Another stage vehicle adaptation which flops." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Accurate photoplay of stage success. Moderately
popular. Not YANKEE
enough action
in it toARTHUR'S
make it a big
successA as(FOX)
a picture. '
CONNECTICUT
IN KING
COURT,
SPECIAL CAST
*RB. 1J
" Mark Twain modernized in an appealing nicture." — if. P. News.
COUSIN KATE (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
FBB. 1?
« AUfr .Tnvrr hn* afrnng nervnnnlitv in ' CnuMn Kite'" — V P Vw
DANGEROUS MOMENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) CARMEL MYERS ..APR. 16
"A light and pleasing romance of Greenwich Tillage.'' — if. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 2850
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" The Blizzard *
(Vitagraph Comedy — Two Reels)
JIMMIE AUBREY with his expressive eyes,
Jimmie Aubrey in a night dress, Jimmie Aubrey in a pair of trick trousers, a lot of snow,
plenty of slippery ice, a cold room, a trick mattress, agirl with a black shawl and a baby, a
a " gag " policeman —
of effective
group
these mixed
up in afoils,
series of outrageous antics
spell a comedy which Vitagraph may feel proud
to offer. It belongs to the knock-about variety
and Aubrey is there with bells on when it comes
to cutting up capers in a nonsensical fashion.
The first reel is good for consecutive laughter
particularly so when Jimmie attempts to keep
out the icy blasts and whirling snow from his
furnished room. Between his night dress, the
bed-clothes and the mattress he has a hard time
keeping warm.
We next see Jimmie shoveling the mountain
of snow from his room and he buries the " cop "
on the beat with it. This is the cue to present
the slippery pavement. The policeman, pedestrians, and the comedian are sent sailing along
he sidewalk and the action takes on the form
af a chase. Next the forlorn heroine comes
on the scene to claim the janitor as the father
jf her ch-e-e-e-i-l-d. And this husky citizen
las a merry time dodging his responsibility and
putting Jimmie down for the count. The latter
reel is not as lively as its forerunner, yet it
packs enough slapstick to amuse most anyone.
'The Blizzard" is a real novelty in comedy
production. It gets away from the regulation
□rand and offers a new bag of tricks. Orignal gags and sure-fire hokum make it better
han the average.— LAURENCE REID.
" Buzz-z-z "
(Chester
Screenic-Educational)
'B
UZZ-Z-Z " is a complete history of the
mosquito from the time the eggs are laid
n some stream, river or marshy land up to the
me this dangerous insect takes to the wing
nd also takes it into his head to go blood
unting.
But this is not all, for the reel also shows the
lodern methods of fighting this pest in order
exterminate him.
In the opening views the eggs are shown
oating about in the water until a subtitle anounces that " it takes but a little sunshine "
hatch the flying devils. In the following
cenes the young ones are seen squirming and

BURTON

of

Subjects

Short

Writhing about in all manner of ways, until they
are half grown.
In the latter scenes it is most interesting to
see the insects diving about in the water securing food and then shooting to the top for air.
But a most peculiar thing about this is the
fact that the mosquito does not use his mouth
to obtain the oxygen but rather uses his tail
as a periscope and with head hung down drinks
the required amount, when he shoots to the
bottom again until a fresh supply is needed.
It is at this period in their lives that the
mosquito hunters pour oil upon the surface of
the water and when the future blood hunters
shoot their periscopes to the surface and find
that they cannot penetrate its thickness discouragement takes hold of them after vainly
attempting to pierce the oily substance and
they sink to the bottom.
This does not happen to all mosquitoes as
many of the views show, for the oil man cannot be everywhere. When he is not the insects
become full grown and endeavor as much as
possible to keep up the reputation of New
Jersey.
This film is well worth viewing and should
certainly interest.— FRANK LEONARD.

Worth " resort entirely to slap-stick, of the
throwing and hitting variety. Consequently the
young star does not get a chance to build up
enough interest before the gags are sprung;
to get in the light and shade, as t'were.
There are many really funny situations, however, running all through the comedy, one in
particular being the scenes laid in a saloon in
which two roughnecks do their darndest to
put the young hick away but fail because luck
is against them. In order to accomplish their
object one of them goes into a back room and
endeavors to pour a sickening powder through
a hole in the wall, the effect of which is deadly
to whomsoever it encircles. The hick is shown a
picture of a pretty girl and told to look through
a peephole where he will see the original. He
does but it seems the fellow on the other end
cannot get his apparatus working in time to
catch the simpleton in the face. And so the
story goes, one situation after another follow,
each working to a climax which explodes with
a bang. They'll certainly laugh at this one but
we would like to see Sweet in something lighter,
something that would interest and at the same
time keep to the laughs.— FRANK LEONARD.
Reels)
" Movie Mad "
(Christie Comedy-Educational — Two

" Moonshine
"
Reels)
(Mermaid Comedy-Educational — Two
THE first reel of this comedy is such a
" knock-out " in the shape of amusing
gags and broad slapstick touches, that it naturally loses its punch in the latter reel. The
conflict between moonshiners and " revenuers"
is a scream in the way of providing laughter. It
is a great sham battle and is conducted according to the world series with bleachers,
score-board, et al to lend atmosphere. New
incident, novel hokum and snappy titling certainly put it over. Then it takes a flop because
the succeeding shots are rather weak in
amusing high lights. Lloyd Hamilton is the
comedian. " Moonshine " is strong enough in
its introductory incident to score with any
audience.— LAURENCE REID.
" A Dollar's Worth "
(Universal-Century )
HARRY SWEET is not quite as interesting
in this two-reeler as he was in his previous
release. Not that he is not funny and cannot
be funny but that the gags in " A Dollar's

HOLMES

7510

Ashland

ITV
I I

CrDllirr
V IVL
wtH
Centrally Located

THERE is unfolded in this Christie comedy
as original a line of high jinks as has ever
been shown in a two-reeler. It is an exceptionally clever satire on the movie craze and
presents a sub-deb who is wild to meet a slapstick comedian. To discourage her the attentive young man disguises himself as Charlie
Chaplin and proceeds to cut up according to
the style of the comedian in the old Keystone
days. It is great publicity for the star. —
LAURENCE REED.
" The Sweetest Story Ever Told "
(One Reel Prizma Colored Subject Showing Various Kinds of Candy)
PRIZMAous kinds
coloring
makeswith
scenes
showing
of candy,
a shot
or twovariof
pretty girls, rather an entertaining reel of film
and once again demonstrates that the Prizma
process has very nearly reached natural colors.
Good captions that tie up well with the title
add to the reel's entertaining qualities. The picture is suitable for any theatre. — /. 5. DICKERSON.
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MRS. JOHNSON.
THE (PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT)
DEVIL, THE (ASSO.-EXHIB.-PATHE) GEORGE ARLISS
JAN. 29 FRISKY
BILLIE BURKE
JAN. ■
" Very artistic with Arliss superb in his screen debut." — M. P. Hews.
"
Play
seems
old-fashioned
as
picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " One of the photoplay masterpieces of the age.
Exhibitor Comment — " Typical Burke picture, very pleasing, fair business
Wonderful production. Excellent acting. But a picture that will apdue to holidays." " Just plain trash — it's a pity a good star and real
peal only to the discriminating." " A picture that aroused the curimoney throughout
are expended
on suchfive drivel."
" Average business.
new
osity
of
the
public.
A
good
house
all
week.
An
artistic
production."
angles
the entire
reels. Photography
and directionNo good,
" Entertaining
picture. run
Pleased
intelligent
enjoyed
by the ordinary
of people
who do audiences.
not like to Only
think mildly
in the
cast
fair,
but
story
weak
from
being
overworked."
"
Had
poor
business
movies and who prefer a pleasant tale. Fair box office attraction due to
with this one for entire week." " Very trashy and silly. Audience
hardly enthused. Business only fair." " Billie Burke does not draw
the
Highwhoclass
the discriminating.
Well star."
liked by" all
saw picture
it. Did that
good appeals
business.to Holding
it over for
for me any more and this one meant nothing to me."
Consensus — ''Average picture, average puller."
,
second week."
FRONTIER OF THE STARS, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS
DIANE OF STAR HOLLOW (PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.—
MEIGHAN
JAN. 22
STATE RIGHTS) BERNARD DURING
APR. 23
" Interesting story of a crook's redemption." — M. P. News.
" AM. complex
P. News. story, well acted and entertaining because of action." —
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture which brought more than usual busi." "Veryourentertaining
Thomas
DOLLAR A YEAR MAN, THE (PARAMOUNT) ROSCOE ARBUCKLE APR. 9
Meighan neswith
patrons helpsfeature
to put which
over inthe
goodpopularity
shape. Didof excellent
" Weak humor and hokum make this a poor effort." — M. P. News.
business."
Thomas Meighan
drawsand well
for me onandthethis
picExhibitor Comment — " A sure-fire attraction, which brought extra large
ture was no "exception.
Businessalways
was fair
comments
picture
box office receipts." " Fatty Arbuckle always a sure bet and this picture
showed Interest, though not the enthusiastic applause of the other picproves to be no exception. Capacity house all week."
tares
whichwillI have
played
this star."
Meighan isis satisfactory,
a great favorite
DUCKS AND DRAKES (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
APR. 9
here and
always
packwitha house.
This " vehicle
but
" Bebe Daniels has a lively offering here." — M. P. News.
a startling winner." " Picture pleased generally and drew well. BusiExhibitor Comment — " Best Bebe Daniels has to her credit up to date.
ness fine." "Not
up to
His own
but support
poor and
notMeighan's
worthy ofstandard.
him. Business
good,workfor excellent,
Meighan
Business was better than it has been for several weeks."
DYNAMITE ALLEN (FOX) GEORGE WALSH
MAR. 5
is a great drawing card for me." " This one went over big and conduring run.
Audiences
well pleased
withhouse
the story."
" Disconnected and wildly improbable melodrama." — M. P. News.
Meighantinued soalways
sure box
office winner
at this
and this" Thomas
picture,
•13 (ROBERTSON-COLE) WEDGWOOD NOWELL
JAN. 22
clean
and
wholesome
throughout,
was
enjoyed
by
everyone."
" this
This dfris
" Interesting moments in mystery story." — if. P. News.
rather
an
average
picture.
It
started
with
big
business
but
EAST LYNNE (BALLIN-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 26
creased towards the end of the week."
Consensus — Good picture, good puller."
" Modernized version of play and book should interest." — M. P. News.
EASY ROAD, THE (PARAMOUNT) THOMAS MEIGHAN
FEB. 26 GARDEN OF RESURRECTION, THE (STOLL) SPECIAL CAST APR. 2
" Rather mild for Thomas Meighan." — II. P. News.
"Poor direction makes this one mediocre." — M. P. Netcs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Our patrons seemed to like this one which played
GHOST IN THE GARRET, THE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH..APR. 16
to
excellent
business
for
one
week."
'•
Thomas
Meighan
draws
no
matter
"A
rollicking farce comedy with Dorothy Gisli." — M. P. Sews.
what sort of picture, or role he has. This production an excellent one.
GILDED LILY, THE (PARAMOUNT) MAE MURRAY
MAR 19
and played to excellent business." " Showed in conjunction with Lloyd
" Mae Murray's latest is a winner." — if. P. News.
Hamilton in ' Moonshine.' A week's capacity business. The picture
Exhibitor Comment — " Attracted capacity audiences for a seven-day run."
offers a good field for exploitation. Thomas Meighan at his best."
" This picture attracted big audiences and house was packed every
" Nothing
this Meighan
picture, but
businessMeighan
was fair."
" Not
as
good, asextraordinary
some of the inother
pictures.
well liked,
performance."
" The shekindhasof done.
pictureConsistent
patrons expect
to see
Murray
in.
About the best
business
withMaea clientele
however, and matinee business was particularly good."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
she has built up." " Only Mae Murray's tricky costumes, and dancing
heldWITH
this up.
fair, despite
heavy advertising."
EDUCATION
OF ELIZABETH,
THE (PARAMOUNT) BILLIE
THE Business
JAZZ just
HEART,
THE (GOLDWYN)
MADGE
BURKE
FEB. 26 GIRLKENNEDY
JAN. I
" Billie Burke has real opportunities in polite comedy." — if. P. News.
"
Madge
Kennedy
plays
two
roles
exceptionally
well."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Women came to see Billie and the gowns. Did
Exhibitor
Comment —has" This
was a They
corker.
thinkit, itandtheI best
Madge Kennedy
yet done.
all Iliked
playedthingto
better than expected, as she has not done well at all of late," " A fair
picture. Nothing extraordinary. Average business." " One of the star's
capacity
houses
all
week."
"
Nothing
great
about
this
but
title
Is catchy
best, but it only drew fair business." " Played it on the bill with ' Sunand Madgehas Kennedy
has drawing
a following.
bouses."
set Sprague ' (Buck Jones) to extra big business two days." "Two days
Kennedy
considerable
power Result—good
here. Her picture
Is not" Madge
strong
to average business."
but our — people
it," good puller."
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
Consensus
" Good liked
picture,
FEB. U
EXTRAVAGANCE (METRO) MAY ALLISON
MAR. 5 GODLESS MEN (BARKER-GOLDWYN) SPECIAL CAST
"Exhibitor
Unpleasant
story —depending
on acting
andwhich
unusual
twist than
to story."
—
" Interest dulled by a too lengthy picture." — if. P. News.
Comment
Comfortable
business,
Is
better
expected
Exhibitor Comment — " A program picture with nothing out of the ordinary
Holy
Week.
Picture
has
great
possibilities
as
a
drawing
card
under
to recommend It."
FIGHTING
STRANGER,
THE
(CANYON PICTURES-STATE
GOODtimes."
MAN (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 26
RIGHTS) FRANKLYN FARNUM
JAN. 29 GOD'Snormal
" A poorADVENTURE,
production from
all (BENNETT-FIRST
angles." — M. P. News.NATIONAL)
" Belig produces another thriller, with Franklyn Farnum." — if. P. News.
GREAT
THE
FIRE CAT, THE UNIVERSAL) EDITH ROBERTS
FEB. 12
LIONEL BARRYMORE
JAN. 22
" Edith Roberts scores in Carmenesque role." — if. P. News.
" More interesting via the printed page." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "A good picture to big business one day."
Exhibitor Comment — " Not as good as some Barrymore pictures but enFIRSTHAYAKAWA
BORN, THE (HAWORTH-ROBERTSON-COLE) SESSUE FEB. 12
and fullwasbouses
" A time.
treat for
who like
a good
time. joyed
House
In a resulted."
chuckle all the
Goodthose
business.
Steady
all
week."
"
A
poor
picture
and
business
was
below
average
during
run."
" AII. title,
heart
interest
and
Hayakawa's
acting
should
attract
them."
—
P. News.
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture,
average
puller."
GREAT DAY, THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
APR. 16
Exhibitor Comment — " By far the best picture that Sessue Hayakawa has
ever made. It is a true conception of Oriental life."
" Good production
given (METRO)
mediocre story.''
— if.
P. News.
GREATER
CLAIM,
THE
ALICE
LAKE
FEB.
19
FLAME, THE (STOLL FILM-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. S
" Alice Lake scores in ordinary story." — if. P. News
" A good production with foreign setting." — II. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average production. Business good for the first
FORBIDDEN FRUIT (DE MILLE-PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST.. FEB. 5 GUILE OF WOMEN, THE (GOLDWYN) WILL ROGERS
MAR. 12
three days."
" De
mile
scores
another
ten
strike;
a
great
audience
picture."
—
II.
P.
News.
" Rogers,
good story and clever titles make this fine entertainment." —
if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Elaborately produced and entertaining production
HANDS OFF (FOX) TOM MIX
APR. 16
that went over for a two week run to capacity business." " Fine picture
that
drew
enormous
crowds
during
opening
week
of
this
theatre."
"They
"
Humorous
touches
make
Western
entertaining."
—
if.
P.
News.
were terribly disappointed with this. Did not think It lived up to
HEART OF MARYLAND, THE (VITAGRAPH) CATHERINE CAL- VERT APR. 16
'Something
to Think
and talked
'Why about.
Change Continued
Your Wife?
Broke
the
attendance
record.About'
Greatly
for a second
" Excellent
from a sure-fire
— if. P. News.
HEARTS
UP picture
(UNIVERSAL)
HARRY success."
CAREY
JAN. 1
week." " This picture drew well and brought excellent business."
" Held over a second week to excellent crowd. Pleased everyone who
" Harry Carey has satisfying offering here." — if. P. News.
saw
" DeMille'sbutpictures
always draw
immense
crowds.
This wasof
Exhibitor Comment — " This picture is a good bet. Audiences seemed very
provedit."Interesting,
not startling.
Patrons
like the
atmosphere
with it and (REALART)
business was WANDA
fine." HAWLEY
HER much
FIRSTpleased
ELOPEMENT
JAN. 29
affluence which permeates these pictures. Constantly large attendance."
" This one packed the house every performance. A very fine entertain"
Inconsequential
and
too
vapid
for
feature
length."
—
If.
P.
News.
ing picture and patrons seemed well pleased." " A fairly good picture
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good picture but opposition was too strong
with business
usual."
" Drew that
a capacity
houseproduced
all week.In
have anv
Considered
one about
of theas best
attractions
has been
HER toLORD
AND business."
MASTER (VITAGRAPH) ALICE JOYCE
APR. 16
months." " Very good. The people came the first day in response to
"Hardly
heavy
enough for Alice Joyce." — if. P. A firs.
wide advertising and they told their neighbors it was a good picture."
HER HUSBAND'S FRIEND (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT. JAN. 29
" A very good, picture. Handicapped by strong opposition." " Went
" Rather hectic in spots, but keeps the interest." — M. P. News.
over
big scenic
on theeffects,
secondbutweek
of its drags
run." in " spots.
GorgeousA good
costumes
and
Exhibitor Comment — "Played it on the bill with 'The Iron Rider,' the Fox
dazzling
the picture
box office
production
William Russell,
to extra big business
two days."
attraction."
HIS
OWN LAWstarring
(J. PARKER
READ-GOLDWYN)
HOBARTfor BOSConsensus — " Good picture, good puller."
WORTH
FBB. 1*
" Trite story makes poor screen material." — if. P. News.
FORBIDDEN
(WISTARIA PRODUCTIONS-STATE RIGHTS) APR. 16
SPECIAL LOVE
CAST
Exhibitor
A fine picture,TOM
but MOORE)
did only fair business.'' FEB. *.
HOLD
YOUR Comment
HORSES— " (GOLDWYN)
" Rather morbid, but has interesting moments." — if. P. News
" Comedy titles and good incident make this fine entertainment. — if. P. News.
FOUR HORSEMEN, THE (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 5
Exhibitor Comment — " Just ordinary picture and did just ordinary busi" Marvelous production reaches the heights of picture art." — M. P. News.
nes ." "Fairlv good picture. Business about as usual." "An excellent
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Packed
them
in
on
this
one.
People
curious
to
photoplav which received a right royal welcome from patrons. An exsee it Great box office attraction."
FREEZE OUT, THE (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
APR. 9
screen lovers want. Capacity business." " Great !
Played ample
thisof what
with a special St. Patrick's Day program and cleaned up.
" Carey's personality its chief asset." — M. P. News.
Moore Is immense in roles of this sort,"
Box Office Reports continued on page 2852
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"DECEPTION
'THE

TOMBOY"
(Fox)

Better Small Town Pictures Have Been Seen
EILEEN PERCY continues to appear in somewhat anemic comedy
dramas without strength enough to stand up throughout five
reels. Such a picture could very easily be given a good bill of
health if it had a tonic of rich, invigorating titles and more well-developed
a few original and humorcomedy incidents. But " The Tomboy " has inonly
quantity, they are not of the
ous touches, and while its titles are there
in
highest quality. It would have been better to have fewer titles fresher
humor than to have cheaply-funny ones spliced in where there is no call
for them either to explain the action or to develop character.
The most appealing point about " The Tomboy," we believe, is its locale.
the
Any one living or acquainted with village life knows and appreciates the
difficulties of the weekly newspaper. They know the character of
editor, trying to maintain his journalistic dignity and at the same time set
type, collect subscriptions, gather news and avoid the duns. Then there
is the circus coming to town. There is a laugh here when the village
boob hires himself to substitute for the "wild man," and when the old
circus nag, now descended to farm labor, finds his way inside the big top
and gallops about the ring with all the pride of his lost youth.
Eileen Percy is cast as a romping, good natured tomboy. She is appealing, of course, but it appears to be a role better suited to an actress of the
Shirley Mason type. Only a few can wear overalls and a slouch hat
through a good part of a picture and look and act " cute " enough to win
many admirers. Opposite her is Hal Cooley, not called upon for any great
things. Paul Kamp as a lackadaisical villager is the type and a very fine
actor. Byron Munson is a smooth villain. Wilson Hummel as the village
cop is made to go through antics which we believe militate against the
serious, or at least sensible, strain of the picture. Ethel Teare deserts Sunshine comedies long enough to play a minor role.
The plot of the picture is all about bootleggers, who are selling some
variety of perfumed wood alcohol to the populace, with dire results to the
general health and peace of the community. The hero is an honest revenue
officer. He and the girl work together to place the guilt upon the proper
parties, in the course of which they fall in love. There is a misunderstanding between the two which supplies some suspense. The biggest thing in
the line of a thrill is the burning of an old barn. The story could fit in
much shorter space, and semi-humorous titles almost without end make
poor padding material. — Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Minnie Ann Thomas
Ei1Iee,n/e"y
The Stranger
W.
: - \HS]
Co?ley
Cummings
Richard
Uncle Jake
• • - Paul Kamp
Ferdinand Judd
J. Houston Pike, Jr
v;-Byro£Dunkmson
Munson
Harry
Circus Manager
James McElhern
Daniel Thomas
The ex-bartender
• • • Le° S"1.key
Ann
,-,;9race,.M,^lean
Walter Wilkinson
.
BusterPhilips
Virginia Stern
Sister
The
Wilson
Teare
EthelHummel
Belle
Village Force.'.'.'..
The Police'
Story and direction by Carl Harbaugh.
Photography by Otto Brautigam.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
theatre
' The Tomboy," which will be the feature attraction at the —
is' a relief
cleverafter
comedy
filled of
withemotional
laughs from
to end which
This
picture dramas.
motionbeginning
an excess
will be a welcome
picture stars Eileen Percy, the dainty Irish beauty, who is now being starred in
a series of pictures by William Fox. New _
" „Percy
England town. Miss
small
The story of " The Tomboy " is laidinina avillage
of gossips and scandalmongers.
plays the part of a young tomboy villages,
with their weekly newspapers which
There is plenty of comedy in thesein a continual
effort to chronicle the doings of
to week
struggle along from week for
their subscription in terms of vegetables.
the very people who pay
who do untold damage by
bootleggers
concerns
"
Tomboy
The
"
of
story
The
Largely through the efforts of
selling poisonous whiskey to gullible customers.
and driven from town.
justice
to
brought
are
parties
guilty
the
" the tomboy,"
among whom are Hal
a capable cast in this picture,
Miss Percy is supported byPaul
Ethel Teare.
and
Kamp
Byron
Kamp,
Cooley, Richard Cummings,
PROGRAM READER
" The Tomboy,"
star of
beauty, is the
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deis a will
— . Thiswhich
on
theatre
the
the feature
be Eileen
loves
who
town
small
a
in
girl
little
a
of
story
the
tells
liehtful comedy which
as any youngster in the village.
baseball, fishing and rough-house just asis much
seen in this production in which Miss
a baseball game
1 An unusual picture of the
bat with all the skill of a big league player. There is
Percy catches behind
The story conof romance and drama in this picture as well as comedy.
doing untold damage in
cerns the tracking-down of a gang of bootleggers whoandareproves
wi plenty
a far better
to be
detective is singul
tomboy " plays the
'< a small town " Thepolice
.
ar.
force, who, by the way,
, one than the village
the — of— the- beginning
dayslikedat comedies
for
be shown
" The Tomboy jt" ;swill
season.
expected to be one of the best
CATCH LINES
reputationrolein ina
add toinone's
doesn't Percy
ucky
carefree,
Beingof agossips
her unusual
See Eileen
ers. tomboy
scandalmong
aAd happy-go-l
town
theatre.
—
The Tomboy " at the

(Paramount)
Historical Drama Is Colorful and Impressive
THAT the Germans know how to stage a costume picture is once
more impressed upon the minds of American patrons. Ernst Lubitsch, who produced "Passion," based upon the most stirring
period of French history, has taken the rich and colorful chapters of
English history at the time of Henry VIII, and has presented a drama, undeniably, one of the greatest achievements of the screen. While the production does not carry the thrilling episodes of "Passion" with its French
Revolution as a background, nor does it present a Pola Negri, who interpreted the richly dramatic life of Du Barry with such authority, still it
offers wonderfully impressive moments of two historical characters, Anne
Boleyn and Henry VIII, which are certain to fascinate the spectator. The
latter was every inch a king, though he is acknowledged to be the supreme
vulgarian of all time. His courtship of Anne, his defiance of Rome, his
bestiality at Court, his love of sport and above all his passion for pretty
faces — these are caught accurately.
" Deception " is authentically correct. Lubitsch has reproduced the
Tudor reign with all the thoroughness and painstaking detail of his race.
He enables one to forget time and environment — to become an actual fig.
ure of Henry's period. He does this by presenting purely spectacular moments which are dramatically balanced with intimate touches. Thus the
spectator has no thought that he might be looking at an exposition of dry
history or an uninteresting costume production. What is presented is real,
moving, dramatic and colorful. And the episodes are constructed in masterly fashion, all building to most effective climaxes, the final one being
placed where it should be. at the concusion, with no sop thrown at the
sentimentalist.
The production is eloquent in every scene, particularly so in the reproduction of Westminster Abbey which is faithful down to the last detail.
This is a most impressive episode. The coronation with the enthusiastic
populace paying homage is more eloquent than any single scene in
"Passion." The tournament scene is also a masterpiece. And Lubitsch
scores again with his accurate backgrounds. The picture is long, but time
passes unnoticed, so deftly are the scenes arranged, so definite is the
action. The costuming is magnificent. This feature with the spectacular
sets would have cost a vast sum to reproduce here. The finest acting on
the screen is coming from Germany. Praises sung in behalf of the players
of " Passion " and " Dr. Caligari " can be offered to the splendid cast that
interprets " Deception." Emil Jannings as Henry VIII has caught the
spirit of the character in an amazingly accurate manner. His shading of
the part, his deft touches of humor, his broad conception of the king's
bestiality — make it a perfect study in superb pantomime. Henry Porten
as Anne is impressive in most of her scenes. Again the extras and lesser
figures lend fine assistance. The characters seem to live in every particular. Deception
"
" is a masterpiece.
— Length, 10 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Anne Boleyn, Queen of England
Henny Porten
King Henry VIII
Emil Jannings
and
Queen Catherine — Jane Seymour —historical
Duke of figures
Norfolk — Cardinal Woolsey and other
Directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A stupendous photoplay, produced on a scale of magnificence seldom, if ever,
attempted
heretofore, is offered
in the
Paramount production,
" Deception,''
comes to the
theatre
next
. The story
deals withwhich
the
tragic life of Anne Boleyn, the ill-fated wife of Henry VIII, of England, and
throws much light upon the amours and adventures of the Bluff King Hal. It
is an intensely human story of love and sacrifice, passion and intrigue, and in
addition to its appeal, the picture is a gorgeous spectacle, rich in detail and
beautiful in its artistry.
Ernst Lubitsch, who directed the production, was also the director of the other
historical
He massive
is unquestionably
staging theseof
stupendous spectacle,
dramas. "HePassion."
has erected
sets which aaremaster
exact inreproductions
the Tudor period and employs thousands of players. Emil Jannings as Henry
VIII gives a masterly performance. His conception of the role is in keeping
with historical facts. Henny Porten, a European favorite, furnishes a brilliant
portrayal
decade. as Anne. " Deception " is one of the memorable screen offerings of a
PROGRAM READER
we will display at this theatre the stupendous
Beginning next
spectacle and drama, " Deception," a Paramount picture, staged with infinite
taste by Ernst
the achievement
creator of " ofPassion."
We guarantee
production
as a Lubitsch,
magnificent
the screen.
Aside fromthisits marvelous
historical
value,
"
Deception
"
is
both
spectacular
and
appealing
—
spectacular
in the splendor
of its appointments, appealing in the dramatic qualities of its sympathetic
story.
Henny Porten and Emil Jannings, players of signal endowments enact the leading
roles with complete authority. The picture is a visualization of the tragic romance
of Anne Boleyn, the wife of Henry VIII. Come and marvel at this stupendous
production.
SUGGESTIONS
Play this up far in advance and let your people know the treat they have in
store for them. Play it up as the latest achievement of Lubitsch, the creator
of
Passion."
a play
for an
the effective
schools and
colleges
women's
Get
out " the
historicalMakedata.
Stage
prologue
of and
singers
attiredclubs.
in Tudor
costumes and singing hunting songs or dancers executing Morris dances. Make
aparaphernalia.
big spread here.
You your
won'tmusical
regret interpretation
it. Decorate from
your the
lobbyold with
medieaval
Arrange
classics.
But
the principal angle of exploitation is the stupendous picture itself. Get out the
paper, the facts and figures.
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characterized it as ' poor ' and it was dubbed as ' rotten ' by many of
HUNDREDTH CHANCE, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST... JAN. 8
little Mary s adorers."
" Picture fairly interesting but disappointed
" Familiar story is well picturized." — if. P. New».
some
only fair"'
"Movedwashere
HUSH (GARSON-EQUITY) CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
JAN. 29
theatre-ofofthethisfans.
city. Business
A
good
[picture
but business
not from
up toanother
standard.
" I nt ere* ting picture on a familiar theme." — Jf. P. News.
™
i°P
_
a?
if
*he
sfar
ingoing
back."
"A
departure
from the
Exhibitor Comment — " Big picture, box office receipts Increasing each day."
usual
Pickford
picture.
Miss
Pickford
displays
that
"she
is
fitted
"for
emotional
" Somewhat different to the usual Young pictures, but pleased about
as well as comedy roles. Good film, and excellent box office
flfty-flfty. Consider it her best, but my patrons didn't agree with me.
business."
fair
only
drew
and
picture
average
An
"
feature.
She
was which
not as should
pretty go
as over
usual, well
but wherever
far more interesting."
Very fineis
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
picture
Clara Kimball " Young
LOVE SPECIAL, THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID
liked. Bad weather cut down our attendance below average during
APR. 2
"Acceptable
entertainment provided by good humor and a quota of thrills "
— if. P. News.
week'sard butrun."
thought
pictureforup week
to Clara
Young's tostandplayed" We
to poor
business
whichKimball
we attribute
bad
Exhibitor Comment — " Did fine business with this picture. My patrons
weather." " Uninteresting story with Clara Kimball Young as the
like Wallace Reid and of course turned out strong to see his Dicture "
bright
spot. Business
only fair."
average
About
usual business."
"Greater
business" Just
than anusual
with picture.
this delightful
' 1J
THE (STOLL-PATHE) IVY DUKE- JAN
CROONING WATER,
LUREGUYOF NEW
ELL
"Interesting exposition of eternal triangle." — 11. P. New*.
picture."— " Good picture, good puller.''
Consensus
.. JAN 23
IF ONLY JIM (UNIVERSAL) HARRY CAREY
MAR. 5 LURE OF YOUTH (METRO) SPECIAL CAST
" Acting i* better than the story." — if. P. New*.
" Carey's latest is amusing and entertaining." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
This picture not
to average. The plot la weak "
Exhibitor Comment — " Great business with this one. Capacity houses,
LYING LIPS (INCE-ASSO. PRODUCERS) up SPECIAL
CAST.... FEB II
great deal of word-of-mouth advertising." " Played this feature on the
program with the Paramount production ' Chickens,' featuring Douglas
"Exhibitor
Spectacular
but
falte
in
idea
and
characterization."
— if P Newt '
Comment—
"
A
good
drawing title but the production did not
MacLean, to extra big business for two days."
Justify
the
name.
Average
Consensus — " Oood picture, good puller."
picture."
"A
splendid
picture with make
well
sustained suspense and beautiful photography and settings.
INSIDE
OF THE
CUP, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
thousands of new friends for Florence Vidor and please theWill
SPECIAL
CAST
JAN. 22
admirers
of House Peters. Did record business for one week and we are holding
" Conventional melodrama effectively staged." — if . P. News.
It over for second week." "A real picture and a splendid entertainExhibitor Comment — " Almost too strong a dose of morals. Medium busiment. People went
their way to comment favorably on It"
ness on opening and only fair all week." " A good dramatic picture, full
Consider this one ofoutthe ofbiggest
productions of the season Corking
of action, which seemed to please." " Picture went over big and packed
story, unexcelled cast, magnificently
mounted, sure to please Sorry I
them in. Held it for second week." " Fine picture but one that appeals
didn
t
have
double
my
seating
capacity."
" HasThis
proved
so popular that
most
strongly
to
the
thinking
class.
Held
up
comfortably
for
two
weeks."
it
has
been
held
over for the fourth week.
is something
" Did a capacity business. A prereview given for the benefit of ministers
before done in this city. Played to over 60.000 in three weeks' never
run"
caused widespread comment, which added to its power of attraction."
" Completed a four weeks' run
in which it drew
" Good story, well done. Pleased the masses. We had a satisfactory two
people. This is one of the greatesthere,
records in the history ofoverthe 80city000"
week run." " A good picture with which we had more than usual busi'Drew
good house An
for average
a week, picture."
but tne picture does not justify its
nes ." "Plot a little difficult to follow but on the whole picture was
advance aadvertising.
above the average and we played to good business during week it showed
MAD
MARRIAGE,
THE
(UNIVERSAL)
CARMEL MYERS
here." " Two days to big business." " A splendid feature which pleased
FEB 11
CarSnel U tiers is appealing in Greenwich Village formula." — if p \ews
both reviewers and audiences. Played to excellent business."
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Pretty good picture and we had somewhat more
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
business than usual."
IT ISN'T
BEING DONE THIS SEASON (VITAGRAPH) CORINNE FEB. 26
GRIFFITH
MAMMA'S
AFFAIR
(FORST
NATIONAL)
CONSTANCE TAL- FEB 3
MAD
GE
" Inadequate story, but a veritable fashion show." — if. P. News.
JIM LIONEL
THE PENMAN
(WHITMAN
BENNETT-FIRST
NATIONAL)
"Constance
Talmadge
hat
serious
moment*
here;
picture fairly \ interesting "
BARRYMORE
APR. 2
_
if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Delighted
our
people.
"Grimly realistic but artistic picture from famous stage play." — if. P. News.
Box it office
Played
to a capacity house the entire week, but
would kept
not bebu«vfair"
JUST OUT OF COLLEGE (GOLDWYN) JACK PICKFORD
FEB. 19
to give the credit to the picture alone, as it was run in conjunction
with
" Slender in plot but rather amusing at times." — if. P. Netcs.
week's musical festival, featuring works of local composers."
KAZAN (SELIG-HAMILTON-STATE RIGHTS) SPECIAL CAST FEB. 19 MAN a WHO
HAD EVERYTHING, THE (GOLDWYN) JACK
" Another Curwood story makes interesting picture." — if. P. News.
PICKFORD
JAN 22
KENTUCKIANS, THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
FEB. 12
" Story and generally good production win get it by." — H. P News
" Very little drama here; backgrounds are interesting." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Terrible. Business was fairly good but that was
Exhibitor Comment — " Did neither draw nor satisfied. That director
because the picture played the last part of the week and not because of
missed more good chances than a cat has fleas." " Not a remarkable
in picture. Pickford unpopular in this territory." ■ A delightInterest
picture
in any
it to increases
only average
" Monte
in a role for which he is well adapted "
Jack Pickford
with picture,
ful picture,
Blue made
thisway
one.andHisplayed
following
with business."
each picture,
and
good puller."
— " Good
Consensus
business held up splendidly on this fact. An excellent picture."
MAN-WOMAN-MAR
RIAGE
(HOLU
BAR-FIRST NATIONAL) DORConsensus — " Average picture, average puller."
OTHY PHILL
IPS
PEB 11
KID, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLIE CHAPLIN
JAN. 29
" Propaganda ->n<i spectacular melodrama are blended here." — if. P. News
" Long heralded Chaplin six-reeler lives up to expectations." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew very well despite the fact that it was the
Exhibitor Comment — " Kept crowds standing out on the sidewalk for a
big houses
picture — result,
woman's
" A regular
before
week box
Held
continued.
the engagement
tripled as
returns that
officeEaster."
and
week. Now on second big week." " Wonderful business from morning
till night. Great picture." " A great attraction. Going big on second
over for second week." " Held over for second week to better than
week of showing." " One of Chaplin's best pictures. Drew big crowds
average — business."
throughout
the entire
weeks."
" It week
was aandstorming
for that
two
" Good picture, good puller."
Consensus
weeks,
drawing
42,000 two
persons
the first
slightly success
less than
MAGNIFICENT BRUTE, THE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK MAYO
MAR. 26
number the second week. A knockout. Booked for third week." " The
" A good Western with plenty of action." — if. p. Newt.
record breaker for the season. Held over for a third week by a house
MARRIAGE OF WILLIAM ASHE, THE (METRO)
MAR. 5
that seldom departs from the week run custom." " Went over big on
" Star enlivens story of British politics." — if. P. News.
second week. May hold over for another week." " Second week to big
business.
Wonderful
as
an
attraction."
"
Broke
records
first
half
of
Exhibitor
Comment
—
Pleasing
picture.
Box
office
value
average."
week, fell down at end of engagement. Audiences divided in opinion
MISTRESS
OF SHENSTONE, THE (ROBERTSON-COLE) PAULINE MAR. 19
FREDERICK
News._
of picture."
Consensus
— " Good picture, good puller."
" Quiet in action, yet charms tcith its romance and background." — if. P.
KILLER, THE (HAMPTON-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 29
" Thrilling story given splendid production." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A pleasant picture which seemed to please my audiExhibitor Comment — " One of the best Westerns I've ever played. First
ences. Fine business."
MODERN SALOME,
A (HOPE HAMPTON-METRO) HOPE HAMPday's
surpassed
fifteen
back. My audiences
demandgross
Westerns,
and anything
they wentforafter
this weeks
!"
TON (FEB. 1)
JAN. 31
KNOW YOUR MEN (FOX) PEARL WHITE
APR. 2
" Satisfied from all angles." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — An average picture which did big business for three
" Heavily emotional, but should please star's admirers." — Jf. P. News.
LITTLE CLOWN, THE (REALART) MARY MILES MINTER
APR. 16
days." " My patrons did not like this one at all." " This is a very poor
offering,— and
we had picture,
dull business
run."
"Heart interest circus story should get over." — if. P. Neus.
Consensus
" Average
averageduring
puller."
LITTLE FOOL, THE (C. E. SHURTLEFF-METRO) SPECIAL CAST. MAR. 26 MOUNTAIN
WOMAN,
THE
(FOX)
PEARL
WHITE
FEB. 5
" Should prove interesting entertainment." — if. P. News.
" An excellent Pearl White vehicle." — if. P. Neutt.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. The picture follows the story well and
MY DONALD
LADY'S LATCHKEY (FIRST NATIONAL) KATHERINE MAC- MAR. 26
it holds an audience as only a Jack London story can."
LOVE, HONOR AND BEHAVE
(FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL
CAST
MAR. 26
"Mostly
good clothes and subtitles, with little action or incident." — |
if.
P. News.
" Excellent slapstick feature with good action and incident." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " An average picture, but poor business."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
splendid
drawing
card.
Played
to
a
packed
bouse all week. The picture is an excellent diversion from the more
NINETEEN AND PHYLLIS (KANE-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES
RAY
JAN. I
presentations."
LOVEserious
LIGHT,
THE (UNITED ARTISTS) MARY PICKFORD JAN. 22
" Ray scores again with pleasing study of small town life." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Good
entertainment.
Ray
at
his
best.
Average
" Production
overshadows
the
star
who
is
not
any
too
well
cast."
—
if.
P.
News.
business throughout week." " Only a fair Charles Ray picture and not
Exhibitor Comment — " The star brought the people to see it and they were
up
to hisoffbest.
Did during
averagethebusiness
duringthatits usually
run here."
Business
dropped
a little
week from
given " Ray
pronot disappointed." " Splendid picture and business. Mary Pickford
ductions." Had
"
good business with this picture. Ray is well liked
really pleased everyone. Never heard a complaint. Capacity all week."
" Very good production and well liked. Business was good." " Fell
and a general favorite." " Packed house every night. Pleasins: picture."
down badly second week. Didn't seem to satisfy. For total showing
" Very poor
week. Fair picture?'
'"' Wonderful
brought
only forfairallpatronage."
Great picture,
and it picture,
brought but
greatit
went over
average
to poor."
" Maryto Pickford
if one
would
forgetfrom
the story
which
utterly failed
measure upinteresting
to the standard
Consensus 17— "(FOX)
Good picture,
puller."
expected. Held for the entire week to our regret." " Drew well for
NUMBER
GEORGEaoodWALSH
MAR. If
about three
off considerably.
Mary's reviewers
large folbusiness." melodrama
lowing in thisdayscityanddidthen
not fell
all turn
out to see it. Even
Newspaper
"Convenient
carries some excitement." — if. P. News.
Box Office Reports continued on page 2854
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"MOTHER
ETERNAL"
(Ivan Abramson-State Rights)
Effective Drama

Offered in Appealing Story of Mother
Love

rate audienca picture is "Mother Eternal," Ivan AbramA FIRST
son's latest contribution to the screen. It carries all the attributes
of success because of its dominant notes of pathos and heart interest. The author-director has overcome his habit of trying to teach a moral,
being satisfied here to give his audience entertainment in the shape of an
interesting plot developed around a deal of complicated incident, and appealing characterization. While the picture does not reach any great dramatic moments, nonetheless it is effective because the author has built his
theme in a consistent manner and his action moves vigorously. There
seems to be a place for each figure with none of them overdrawn, although
coincidence creeps out here and there which violates logic. One of the
characters, a doctor, seems to have a too dominant place to be always
realistic. It is as if no other member of his profession practised in the
metropolis.
The story starts in 1895 shoiving as its first sequence a conflict between
capital and labor. A strikebreaker is killed which puts such a burden
upon his wife that she unwillingly consents to have her newborn babe
given to the capitalist's wife, though the latter is ignorant of her own
infant's death. There is a deal of intimate by-play throughout the introductory scenes, most of which scores because it is identical with life. The
action never drags, indeed there is too much complication of plot for such
a development. The pathetic figure of the widow and mother may appear
unduly sentimental to some, but she appears to us as thoroughly in the
picture. The concluding sequences are of the present day. The mother
has grown old, has become a burden to her child. The latter has married
a waster and both find no use for the old lady's presence. In a moment
of despair she attempts to drown herself but is rescued by her own son
of whom she is ignorant.
This is one of the very few convenient episodes in the picture. The
youth has fallen in love with one of his father's employees and his scenes
call for a deal of counterplotting in the drama. He takes the old woman
to his home and the doctor, who is really the god of the machine, confesses his part in the plot. The boy accuses his father and thinks himself
illegitimate, but the clouds are swept aside by a display of charity by
those who had never possessed compassionate feeling. The picture is interpreted bya competent cast with Vivian Martin contributing her finest
screen portrayal as the mother. Except for a bad make-up in the concluding reels her impersonation is above reproach. The settings are appropriate, likewise the atmosphere. — Length, 9 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Alice Baldwin
Vivian Martin
Edward Stevens, Sr
Thurston Hall
Dr. Emerson
Earl Metcalfe
Edward Stevens, Jr
Jack Sherrill
Julia Brennon
Vivian Osborne
William Brennon
J. W. Johnston
Mary Baldwin
Baby Ruth Sullivan
Mary Baldwin — 25 years later
Pearl Shepard
Charles Baldwin
Clyde Hunnewell
Directed by Ivan Abramson.
By Ivan Abramson.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Mother Eternal " is the title of the picture which comes to the
theatre next week with a cast of well known players — a cast that includes Vivian
Martin, who returns to the screen after a long absence; Thurston Hall, Earl Metcalfe, jack Sherrill, Vivian Osborne, J. W. Johnston and Pearl Shepard. Most
of these players have been stars or have acted leading parts on the screen and
they give the vital, human story of mother love, an appealing performance which
goes a long way in making it appreciated.
It is a picture written and directed by Ivan Abramson, who has given the
screen several notable productions. In this offering he furnishes the spectator with
a theme of mother-love and self-sacrifice. It is a story of conflicts and contrasts
and pulsates with effective drama which carries such ingredients as pathos, sentiment, and heart-interest. The story covers a period of 25 years and shows the
twists of fate as concerning a family in search of happiness. The throbbing note
of mother-love is dominant.
PROGRAM READER
When her husband died she found it a difficult task to provide for herself and
little girl. She became so poverty-stricken that when a baby was born she consented unwillingly to permit its adoption by wealthy parents. Years passed and
the daughter scoffed at her mother. The baby grew up to a fine specimen of
young manhood, but the relationship of the boy and mother was never realized
until . This is the outline of Ivan Abramson's throbbing picture of
human sobs and smiles, " Mother Eternal," which comes to the
theSUGGESTIONS
The
state
right
exhibitors
in
booking
picture,
" Mother
are assured of a good money-maker. Ivan
The Abramson's
author-director
knows
humanEternal,"
nature.
He
always
draws
his
stories
from
life.
And
in
"
Mother
Eternal
"
contributes
a picture which throbs with human touches. It is a fine study inhemother
love.
And should be exploited along that angle. Play up its fine pathos, its romance,
its dramatic sweep. Also play up the cast. Most every member has been a star
in his or her own right. Play up Vivian Martin, Jack Sherrill, Thurston Hall and
Earl Metcalfe. Bill it as an interesting picture of sunshine and shadows. Play up
the mother angle. Stage a prologue in harmony with the theme. An old fashioned
setting with a family group singing the old songs would be effective.

4

"BELOW
THE
DEADLINE"
(Ascher Productions — State Rights)
A Well Made Melodrama, Full of Action
HERE is need for pictures of this type on the independent market.
Well-made technically, with acting of a high class throughout, it
makes a crook melodrama which will grip and entertain any audience fond of action pictures. What we like especially about " Below the
Deadline" is its opening. The keynote — action, is struck at the very
beginning, for the first shot is that of a street battle belwien the police
and a gang of harbor crooks. This takes place in a downpour of rain and
is an effective scene.
The characters are introduced with little or no break in the action.
The story concerns the activities of a " gang " along the river front. The
hero is " Donovan from Headquarters," and the girl is the wife of the
gang leader, who has been deceived into marrying him. The " heavy "
of course, is the husband. With these three central characters the story
develops in a way that keeps the interest to the very end.
Director John P. McGowan, experienced in the art of thrill-producing,
rounds it out with a race between a freight and an auto, with a hand to
hand battle thrown in for good measure. The few improbabilities in the
story can be easily forgiven, and ascribed to a particularly astute and
clever police force. No more is expected in a crook play of this type.
There is little of the familiar third degree scenes and the action is largely
mass-action.
While the cast contains the name of no star all are capable of giving satisfaction. Lillian Biron is especially appealing as the heroine. Very
beautiful to look upon, she helps a great deal to relieve the straight melodramatic action with pathos and love interest. Robert Anderson supplies
the comedy relief. The male lead is played by J. B. Warner, who, while
not the accepted type of man-hounding detective, adds to the general effect
by his characterization. Bert Sprotte is well cast as the viUain.
The picture should be well received in the theatre whose patrons love
their thrills in preference to strong stories, or artistic productions. —
Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Joe Donovan
j. b. Warner
Alhce Elliot
Lillian Biron
Buck Elliot
Bert Sprotte
"Hot Dog Heine"
Robert
Anderson
Directed by J. P. McGowan.
From the story by Henry Arthur Gooden.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The management of the
theatre announces " Below the Deadline "
as the feature attraction for
days beginning
. This is
said to be one of the most thrilling melodramas of the year. In it are featured
J. B. Warner and Lillian Biron, both of whom are experienced screen people,
and of whom great things are expected as motion picture stars.
" Below the Deadline " is a fast moving story of the underworld, showing the
harbor
crooks' is
workmarried
in their
effortleader
to steal
alonggang,
the whose
waterfront.
The heroine
of the picture
to the
of the
true character
she
never suspected. Donovan, the detective, is her former sweetheart, and with these
three
characters
as
principals
there
develops
in
addition
to
the
rapid
and
gripping
action, an unusual amount of heart interest and romance.
Detective Donovan is played by J. B. Warner, who is a brother of the noted
star, H. B. Warner, and whose similarity to him will be noted at once. Lillian
Biron, playing the heroine, received her training in some of the leading stock
companies in America and has played with Mack Sennett, and more recently as
a featured player in Vitagraph productions. Bert Sprotte, playing the gang leader,
has appeared with William S. Hart, Frank Keenan and Frank Mayo. His work
in
the Rex
Beach another
picture,member
" The Girl
will long befrom
remembered.
Robert
Anderson,
of thefrom
cast,Outside,"
will be remembered
his work
as Monsieur Cockoo in Griffith's masterpiece, " Hearts of the World."
" Below
the Deadline
willfastest
remainaction
at the
days.
Having
some of "the
and at the sametheatre
time for
one of the most
logical
successes.plots seen on the screen recently, it is expected to be one of the season's
PROGRAM READER
Manager
of the
theatre announces an unusual attraction for
at his theatre. It is entitled " Below the Deadline '*
and is a thrilling and fast-moving melodrama of the underworld, which is a sureentertainment.
It and
tells their
the eventual
story of undoing
a gang byof Detective
crooks who
work
alongfiretheevening's
waterfront
of a big city,
Donovan
from headquarters.
In its cast are included J. B. Warner, Lillian Biron, Robert Anderson and Bert
Sprotte. All of these players are experienced and accomplished screen actors, and
Director
John P. McGowan has been successful in his effort to assemble a truly
all-star cast.
" Belowduction the
Deadline
a picture
for isallfitthe
family to see.
It isanda prowhich they
will all" is
enjoy
and which
entertainment
for young
old.
It will remain at the
theatre for
days beginning
. You wil like it just as much as you did the detective stories of
your youth.
is justinasitsexciting,
whole
lot moreIt logical
story. just as full of mystery and romance, and a
SUGGESTIONS
You have here a good thrilling melodrama to exploit. It is one pepped up with
action
fromcrime
beginning
end. There
fear risen
of thetocrysuchof heights
" censor as"
here, for
is not toglorified.
None should
of the becastno have
to be generally familiar. The more ardent fans will remember Anderson and
Bert Sprotte, and possibly Lillian Biron. The press book issued by Ascher productions describes a prologue which fits perfectly into the opening action of the
picture. There are also outlines for a teaser campaign which we think could be
made good use of.
CATCH LINES
All the charm and interest of the detective stories you loved in your youth
coupled with all that is high class in the motion picture art. Such is " Below
the Deadline." Do not miss it.
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PAYING THE PIPER (FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.) DOROTHY DICKSON
...... JAN 29
"Exhibitor
Well produced
that vtill please." — M P News
Commentdomestic
— " Randrama
well for the entire week. Big houses set the
stamp of their approval on this picture." " Held over for second week
because of tremendous business. Generally pleased." " Business held
up very well for second week. Pleased our
" A good picture
that played to good business." " A slenderpatrons."
produced to bring
Dorothy Dickson into pictures. Not a strongstory
box office attraction."
' Found this This
to beonea fair
picture.
average."
" A great
attraction.
brought
large Business
box officeabout
receipts."
" Second
week
to fair business." " Good picture played to better than average business for week." " Lavish but not satisfying. Drew well but did not
build. " tionally
Very good.byTwo
days to extra
and best
big opening
business."Sundays
" Excep-in
everybody.
One ofbig the
weeks. Keptwell liked
up satisfactorily.
Consenxus — " Good picture, good puller."
PEDDLER
OF LIES, THE
(UNIVERSAL)
FRANK MAYO
(MAR. 1)
JAN. II
" Good production of mechanical and unreal plot." — M. P. Setts'.
PERFECT CRIME, A (DWAN-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL CAST. MAR. S
" Director and star make character study interesting." — if. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " The plot of the picture is good but the production
ONE good."
MAN TRAIL, THE (FOX) BUCK JONES
APR. 9
lacks pep." OF B'WAY, THE (REALART) JUSTINE JOHNSTONE
PLAYTHING
" A well made, entertaining Buck Jones feature." — if. P. News.
MAR. 26
OLD RAY
SWIMMIN' HOLE, THE (RAY-FIRST NATIONAL) CHARLES MAR. 5
"Justine Johnstone scores in satisfactory offering." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pretty poor stuff. Justine doesn't live up to ex"Artistic presentation of Riley poem; great entertainment." — M. P. News.
pectations, after all the press-agent flub-dub about her."
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good Charles Ray picture, but failed to
PRICE OF POSSESSION, THE (PARAMOUNT) ETHEL CLAYTON. MAR. 26
please majority. Played to exceptionally poor business for seven days."
"Fine
pictureentertainment
which drew which
good business."
"Anflocked
unusually
" Ethel
Clayton gives clever performance in mild entertainment." —
if.
P. News.
bit
of screen
the entire city
to see.delightful
Censorship would not be worrying the industry if there were more films like
Exhibitor
Comment — " Does not come up to Ethel Clayton's standard.
this." " An excellent picture from every angle and business was splenA fair house all week, but an unsatisfactory picture." " One of th«
did. Went over big."
poorest things Ethel Clayton has ever done." " A fair picture and fair
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
O'MALLEY
OF THE MOUNTED (HART-PARAMOUNT) WILLIAM FEB. 19
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller."
S. HART
PRINCESS JONES (VITAGRAPH) ALICE CALHOUN
MAR. 12
" Good incident and Bill Hart touches make it interesting." if. P. News.
" Light offering affords fair entertainment." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " One of the best Bill Hart has done and pleased
PRAIRIE TRAILS (FOX) TOM MIX
JAN. I
the Hart fans." " Satisfactory box office returns, but not up to usual
puller."story, senseless action and a fete good thriUs." — If. P. Newt.
" Trivial
Hart receipts." " A good picture, but a weak drawing card. Only a
fair house for the week. " Business was good with this one. A good
Exhibitor Comment — " Regular Mix picture. Well liked. Big crowds,
picture that pleased the usual Hart crowds."
mostly men." " A fine picture which brought more than usual busiConsensus — " Good picture, good puller."
ONE MAN IN A MILLION (BEBAN-LESSER-ROBERTSON-COLE)
OF LOVE (RELEASED
BY GOLDWYN) BETTY
GEORGE BEBAN
JAN. 29 PRISONERS
COMPSON
JAN. M
" Character study is satisfying offering." — if. P. Newt.
" Very unusual and artistic drama." — if. P. Newt.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Plenty
of
atmosphere.
Plenty
of
action.
Big
Exhibitor Comment — " Charming, dainty picture. Opened to better Sunday
business, as much because of personal appearance of George Beban.
in several
weeks. Well liked, but no unbounded
PROXIES
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
SPECIALenthusiasm."
CAST APR. 23
But they liked the picture enough to go away and speak well of it."
ness."
" Beban made personal appearances during the run here of the week.
"Interesting
pictureGIRL
of crooks
and redemption.''
— if.WALTON
P. News.
Absolutely
capacity
daily.
Picture
highly
enjoyed."
"
Clean,
high-grade
RICH
GIRL.
POOR
(UNIVERSAL)
GLADYS
JAN. »
picture which appealed strongly to patrons. Did excellent business for
" Gladys Walton scores in heart interest ttory." — if. P. Newt.
DEMON, THE (FOX) TOM MIX
FEB. 21
week."
OTHER
WOMAN, THE (FROTHINGHAM-HODKINSON) SPECIAL APR. 9 ROAD
Exhibitor Comment — Tom Mix always a favorite here. Business good,
CAST
"Story of dual personality offers interesting moments." — M. P. News.
OF fair."
DESTINY (GOLDWYN) PAULINE FREDERICK APR. »
OUT OF THE CHORUS (REALART) ALICE BRADY
APR. 2 ROADS
picture
News.
"Hopeless
story enhanced someichat by star's splendid acting." — if. P.
" Well below the average in entertainment values." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew a pleasing attendance with average results."
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Pauline Frederick is not up to her usual standard
" Used in conjunction with ' You Can Never Tell.' Average business,
in
this production
and it can't even
X.' "
but it increased at end of week."
"
Artistically
and
dramatically,
verybegin
fine, tobutcompare
did notwithget 'Madame
the business.
Consensus — " Average picture, average puller."
Miss Frederick's admirers did not like her in this. Sorry, for thought
OUTSIDE THE LAW (UNIVERSAL) PRISCILLA DEAN
JAN. 22
" Best straight melodrama in many a day." — if. P. News.
it was great,
myself." THE (VITAGRAPH) EARLE WILLIAMS. JAN. »
ROMANCE
PROMOTERS.
Exhibitor Comment — " The best crook picture that has been shown in the
" The sun shines on Earle WilUamt in thus one." — if. P. Newt.
city for many months. Big houses all week." " Record houses on this
ROMANTIC ADVENTURES (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY DALTON. .JAN. If
picture.
entertaining."
" Is Itthrilling
which
made big Very
hit with
our audiences.
has a crook
lot of melodrama
good exploitation
" This one looks like a vehicle." — if. P. News.
points which we availed ourselves of, and as a result broke all house
Exhibitor Comment — " Two days to big business — good."
records during this week's run. Holding it over for a second week."
ROOKIE'S RETURN, THE (INCE-PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT) MAC- LEAN-MAY JAN. •
" Sure did go over big. Packed them in at all performances." , "Created
a record for a two weeks' run heretofore untouched in this section. A
" Quite frail but fairly pleasing." — if. P. News.
picture you can go the limit on in exploitation — and the picture will
Exhibitor Comment — " Douglas MacLean and Doris May were well liked
bear ture
youwithout
in
the
good
things
you
say
about
it."
"
A
splendid
picin this picture by all our patrons and business was good during its showthrilling plot, which confirmed Priscilla Dean as a favorite
ing." "Liked this better than anything this pair has done since
with our patrons. Did splendid business for week." " Tremendous busi'the
Twenty-Three
and a MacLean
Half Hours'
office excellent.
ness all week. Will hold over for another week." " Went over big.
average
Douglas
typeLeave.'
of film.BoxAmusing
farce which" About
drew
Audiences seemed well pleased with the entertainment." " Standing up
well."
"
Extremely
good
picture.
One
hundred
per
cent
entertainment
well
on
second
week.
Very
good)
production."
Good cast, good story, clean and wholesome." " A poor picture playing
PARTNERS OF FATE (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
FEB. 26
to poor business." " Played it on the same program with ' Girl of
" A good average program attraction." — If. P. Newt.
My
Heart'
(Shirley
Mason)
extra big business two days."
PARTNERS
OF THE TIDE (WILLAT-HODKINSON) SPECIAL
Consensus
— " Good
picture,
goodto puller."
CAST
APR. 2 SAGE
HEN, THE (EDGAR LEWIS-PATH E) SPECIAL CAST
JAN. 22
" Entertaining sea picture here." — if. P. News.
"A well-produced dramatic story of the west." — if. P. Newt.
SAPHEAD,
THE
(METRO)
KEATON-CRANE
FEB.
26
PASSION
FLOWER,
THE (FIRST NATIONAL)
NORMA TAL- APR. 16
MADGE
"Rather tpotted, but provide! some good entertainment." — if. P. Newt.
SCOFFER, THE (D WAN-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST) MAR. 19
" Wonderfully
— M. P. News.acted and artistically produced adaptation of stage success."
" Theatrical and far-fetched in incident but interesting." if. P. News.
APR. 9
PASSIONATE
PILGRIM, THE (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) JAN. 13 SENTIMENTAL TOMMY (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST)
SPECIAL CAST
"Exceptionally artistic and undeniably human." — if. P. Seict.
" Better than average picture from well known novel." — if. P. News.
SHE COULDN'T HELP IT (REALART) BEBE DANIELS
MAR. S
Exhibitor Comment — " Paramount seems to have fallen down here this
" Lacks action, but will interest after a fathion." — if. P. Newt.
season in its big releases. This picture did only an average gross."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Rather
slow
as
a
picture
but
star
is
charming
" The story was carried in serial form by one of the daily papers and
enough and popular enough around here to carry the show. Average
this brought crowds to see the picture. They were not disappointed."
" Very poor entertainment. Story was not clear and cast was only
PLAYED AND PAID (JOAN FILM SALES) FANNIE WARD. .NOV. IT
SHE business."
fair in the opinions of my people. Can't hand this one much. After
'* Fannie Ward't acting the redeeming feature here." — if. P. Neutt.
Vignola's ' The World and His Wife,' this was a great disappointment."
JAN. II
" Went over big for week. Is exceptionally good feature." " This picSHOCKING NIGHT, A (UNIVERSAL) LYONS-MORAN
ture was only mediocre and it brought forth only fair box office re"Not substantial enough for five reels." — if. P. Sews.
ceipts." "Fair picture. Fair business. Fair performance throughSILK HOSIERY (INCE-PARAMOUNT) ENID BENNETT
FEB. 1*
out." "Found this picture highly entertaining and we had very big
" Long on fathion, short on drama." — if. P. News.
business during its run."
Exhibitor Comment — " Failed to draw. Our spring style show saved tne
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
Box Office Reports continued on page 2856
NUT, THE (UNITED ARTISTS) DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
MAR. 19
" Entertaining in spots, but needs editing." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Exceptional business for week during Lent. Picture
not up to Fairbanks' standard." " Fairbanks has slipped in this picture. It is much poorer than the 'Mark of Zoro,' and while many patrons
came to see him the first few days, the rest of the week's business was
poor." " Went over big. Some adverse criticism to the effect that it
was not up to star's standard." " Fine picture which brought good busines ." "Brought big business. Pleased, my patrons and was a drawing-card." Find
"
this an average picture with tie usual business."
" This picture went over big. It has very good entertaining values."
" Fine business with this picture. My patrons like Doug and of course
turned out strong to see his picture." " The picture is not up to Douglas
Fairbanks' standard, but has an appealing title and offers a good field for
exploitation. A good house the entire week." " Running this a second
week to big business."
Consensus — " Good picture, good puller."
OATH, THE (MAYFLOWER-FIRST NATIONAL) SPECIAL CAST.. APR. 23
"Rather disappointing in spite of faultless production." — M. P. News.
OFF-SHORE PIRATE, THE (METRO) VIOLA DANA
MAR. 12
" Not enough substance for picture entertainment." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
" Viola Dana
draws little
a good,
house Business
for me,
and this Comment
was no —exception.
An always
entertaining
picture.
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"THE
(Cathrine

SKY
PILOT"
Curtis-First National)

Fine Western Has Collection of Thrilling Punches
HERE is a Western calculated to make any one pay strict attention
because of its rich assortment of thrills, its splendid atmosphere,
and its melodramatic incident. King Vidor, who can always be
relied upon to furnish good entertainment with his productions, has turned
out a picture which is about the liveliest, full-grown melodrama of the
cow-lands and the cow-hands that has been offered in some time. The
director, who has shown his talent with simple, quiet stories, flashes an
ability here which is considerably better than most of his contemporaries,
who have done nothing else but deal out Westerns. He actually shows a
round-up and a stampede of steers which is about the most blood-curdling
thrill imaginable. Strange that such a stunt has not been used before.
Those who have read Ralph Connor's novel, " The Sky Pilot," will recognize the characters and the atmosphere, but not the ending, which is the
author's. The tragic death of the Pilot has been eliminated and a happy
ending is substituted. This development may jar upon those who are
sticklers for the truth, and Vidor is such a stickler himself that it seems
strange to find him catering to sentiment. The majority of picturegoers
^ill not care much about the faithfulness of the picture. They will be too
busy following the rapid action which carries a punch like a load of
dynamite. The offering is quite episodic, but this is to be expected from
the plot and characterization. One thing Vidor has caught, and that is the
spirit of the country. He balances his dramatic incident with humorous
touches.
As a Western it is above — way above — the ordinary. The reason may be
found in the lively sequences, the rich backgrounds, the homespun types
and incident which is as vital and vigorous as the people of the cow
country. There is a fight when the Pilot subdues the leader of the boys
which packs a wallop of a thrill. This realism is conspicuous throughout
the action and builds tense interest. The fall of the horse and rider from
a bridge over a deep canyon is not so good. It smacks of dummy figures.
But there is no fake about the scene which shows the Pilot standing
astride the prostrate body of the heroine with the stampeding cattle before
him. The later reels represent some good new shots and a number of
thrills are injected which keep the story moving. There is a faint note of
melodrama in the picture, but it relies chiefly upon its heart interest, remarkable realism and lively incident. The offering is well acted by David
Butler, John Bowers and Colleen Moore. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
The Sky Pilot
John Bowers
Gwen
Colleen Moore
Bill Hendricks
David Butler
The Old Timer
Harry Todd
Honorable Ashley
James Corrigan
The Duke
Donald MacDonald
Lady Charlotte
Kathleen Kirkham
By Ralph Connor.
Directed by King Vidor.
A stirring picture of the cattle country is " The Sky Pilot," adapted from Ralph
Connor's
the same
name. interest
Directed asbywellKing
Vidor,
the picture
of
carryingstory
a fineof flavor
of dramatic
as the
balancing
notes isof certain
pathos
and sentiment. But the outstanding features of the production are the lively episodes which furnish one startling thrill after another. The picture will come to
the
theatre next
with a cast that includes John Bowers, Colleen Moore, David Butler and Harry Todd. All give splendid performances. All
are thoroughly in character.
picture hisrevolves
aroundhisthefailure
Pilot'sandefforts
to bring
religionHe toopens
the cow
town
andThefeatures
adventures,
eventual
success.
a church
in the saloon and is taunted into a fight. When he conquers the boys escort him
out of town. But the defeated hero is magnaminous enough to seek him out and
bring him back, where he becomes the best friend the boys ever knew. He saves
their lives and their souls. The picture is remarkable for its tense realism. It is
beautifully staged in the big outdoors and is capably acted.
PROGRAM READER
Next
at this theatre there will be shown one of the finest Western
pictures ever made. It is an adaptation of Ralph Connor's stirring story, " The
SkythePilot,"
directeddirectors
with excellent
taste by The
Kingpicture
Vidor, isacknowledged
be one
of
exceptional
of the screen.
notable for itsto remarkable array of thrills which follow one another in rapid succession. Come and see
the stampede of cattle, the fall from the bridge over the canyon, the burning of
the achurch,
battleoutdoors
of primitive
and cultured
men. of" The
Sky Pilot
is
picturetheof pitched
the great
and affers
an expanse
beautiful
back-"
g
r
o
u
n
d
s
.
I
t
carries
a
fine
love
interest
and
is
well
acted
by
David
Butler,
John
Bowers and Colleen Moore.
SUGGESTIONS
In exploiting this picture it would be well to play up the rapid succession of
thrills. They come thick and fast here, and should be played up to attract attention. The stampeding cattle, the fire scenes, the snow scenes, the leap from the
high
yawning
— all read
of these
should be Tell
well that
exploited.
Play
up thebridge
authoroversincethe many
havecanyon
doubtless
the original.
it is doubly
fascinating as a picture. Play up the director, telling that he staged " The JackKnife Man " and other fine pictures. Play up the cast. They are all well known.
A prologue with a quartette of cowboys singing in front of a back-drop representing
the open country would be effective. One of the members might be garbed as a
minister.
CATCH LINES
See the most thrilling Western of the year. See " The Sky Pilot."

"DESPERATE
YOUTH"
(Universal)
Goes Back to the Early
Days of Pictures, But Is
Entertaining

of Augustus Thomas'
the South
South, Kalem
old made
the that
is a drama
THIS"Alabama,"
the ofkind
famous in the G. F. days,
frock coats, flowing ties, ruffled frocks for the ladies, curls and
furbelows. There isn't much to the story if the various sequences can be
called a story, but there is a lot of atmosphere, good types for the several
principal roles, nice " Befo' the war" settings and exteriors and some interesting incident of a " hokum " nature and in consequence " Desperate
Youth " ought to prove a welcome change as entertainment even if it
does go back to the early days of the industry for both plot and the
trimmings.
Gladys Walton is the star, but in all fairness to the supporting cast it
ought to be said that it is the character sketches portrayed that make the
offering entertaining. In this connection, Lucy Harris as "Aunt Chlorindy"
is especially deserving of praise. Others who play character roles in faultless style are, J. Farrell McDonald as " Mendocino Bill," Jim Blackwell
as "Sam" and Louis Willoughby in a dual role. Also a half dozen real
" pickaninnies," all steps and stairs, perform like veterans.
The story of " Desperate Youth," rather a misnomer as a title, concerns
the wooing of " Rosmary Merridow," after she returns from the West to
her ancestral home in Alabama. Complications to the course of true love
are furnished by a step-aunt and cousin who have matrimonial designs on
the hero. " Aunt Chlorinda " frustrates this plan by appointing herself
matchmaker for " Rosmary " and " Tom," which suggests that a much
better title than the one selected might have been evolved from this part
of the tale, if the original title of F. Hopkinson Smith's story " A Kentucky
Cinderella," from which the picture was adapted was considered passe.
— Length, 4506 feet. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Rosemary Merridew
Gladys Walton
Bill"
J. Farrell McDonald
""Mendocino
Alabam " Spencer
Merridew |
Louis Willoughby
Henry
Merridew
J
6 *
Mrs. Merridew
Muriel Godfrey Turner
Pauline Merridew
Hazel Howell
Dr. Tom Dowling
Harold Miller
Aunt Chlorindy
Lucy Harris
Sam
Jim Blackwell
From story by F. Hopkinson Smith.
Adapted by George V. Hull and A. P. Younger.
Directed by Harry B. Davis.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Gladys Walton, Universal's new ingenue star is scheduled to appear in her
latest picture, " Desperate Youth,'' an adaptation of F. Hopkinson Smith's charof the " old South,"
" A Kentucky
Cinderella," at the
theatreacterforstudya
day engagement
beginning
.
Miss Walton is cast as a little California mountain girl who came back to th«
old Alabama home, from which her father had migrated in search of gold, there
rule asof the
wife offilmed
one in
of scenes
the South's
most favored
gentlemen.enacted
It is
ato story
romance
of wondrous
beauty young
and splendidly
by an all star cast. The picture is like a page from one of Mark Twain's famous
novels, a character study as unique and pretty as Augustus Thomas's famous
play
Alabama is" a and
as faultless
its detail
as " The
a Nation." good
The " picture
welcome
change infrom
sex themes
and Birth
violentofmelodramas,
clean entertainment that will please young and old alike.
PROGRAM READER
The
theatre will present " Desperate Youth," a story of the old
South with Gladys Walton
in the leading role, for a
beginning
.
. day engagement
" Desperate Youth " is an adaptation of F. Hopkinson Smith s famous story,
" A Kentucky Cinderella," a tale of a little orphan girl whose dad had died out
in the California
hills there
while tohunting
for gold,
who by
wentthe back
to the young
home "of
her
ancestors
in Alabama
be wooed
and won
handsome
village
doctor.
It is a story of " frock coats, ruffled gowns and furbelows with characters
that
to have
steppedsettings
from the
of history,
or one of Mark Twain's
novelsseem
enacted
in perfect
both pages
exteriors
and interiors.
Miss Walton has a splendid acting role and further establishes herself as a
star of the first water. In support of Miss Walton is a strong cast of Universal
players that includes Lucy Harris, J. Farrell McDonald and Harold Miller. _
The picture is in five reels. The production was directed by Harry B. Hams.
SUGGESTIONS
The Southern atmosphere, with its truly pretty settings is the thing to play
meloold Southern
built around
a musical program
up indiesthis
an Alabamian
showing
settings the
asset. Stage
an exploitation
made intoAlso
can be picture.
scene with colored singers is suggested. We would bill this as a character sketch
"AlabamaThe
and making
referring
good acting.
also promisewithsomeThomas's
You cancomparisons
books.
Twain'sstory
Markoriginal
and some toof the
plot of the picture is so slim that little attention should be paid to it in advertising.
CATCH LINES
Alabama there to be
A story of a Western Cinderella who went back to old aristocrat
in the state.
wooed and won by the handsomest and best young Southern
" Aunt Chlorinda's " fame as a cook was great but no one knew that she was
a skillful match maker too, until " Rosemary," for whom she had been " mammy
in the good old days, came back to Alabam'.
An old desert rat and " Aunt Chlorinda," black as the ace of spades and fat
good job. turned matchmaker for "Rosemary" of old Alabam' and they
did
as aa porcupine,

Motion
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SILVER LINING, THE (METRO) JEWEL CARMEN
JAN. II
"Interesting
P. News. crook play brings Jewel Carmen back to the screen." — M.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average crook play. Ordinary business." "Patrons
did not like this picture. Two days to average and poor business."
SMALL
TOWN IDOL, A (SENNETT-ASSO. PRODUCERS) SPECIAL FEB. It
CAST
" Mack Sennett gives a three ring circus here." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
— "best
Second
week oftothegood
" Sennett
given us Comment
one of the
comedies
yearbusiness."
in this picture
and ithasis
a laughing success from start to finish. Broke house records first week
of its stay here and we are holding it for a second week." " Fairly
good SET,
picture,
we had poor EVA
business
with it."
SMART
THE but(UNIVERSAL)
NOVAK
APR. 2
" Rather frail but pleases in a mild fashion." — M. P. News.
SNOB, THE (REALART) WANDA HAWLEY
MAR. 5
" Good production of commonplace story — will get by." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very attractive. Just the kind of picture to appeal
to high class neighbor audiences. Pleasing throughout and] thoroughly
proper." "A good picture and business was fine during the showing
of it." SECRETS (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK
FEB. 26
SOCIETY
« Heart interest drama is mild but entertaining." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very poor picture. Business was much less than
usual."
SOMETHING DIFFERENT (REALART) CONSTANCE BINNEY . . . .JAN. 29
" Rather frail but backgroundspicture
save to
it."fair
— if.business.
P. News. Better crowds than
Comment — " Good
Exhibitor
usual " " A good picture. This star always draws well at this house.
Fine business during run." " A very
draggypleasing
piece ; scenes.
nothing worth
no
Can seewhile
in it but star registers in some mightythis
one with product as good
excuse for making picture as poor as
a cast as the director had."
and as —fine" Good
Consensus
picture, good puller."
(MAYER-FIRST NATIONAL) ANITA STEW- JAN. 19
WIND
SOWING THE
ART
ii powerful drama, well produced and acted." — if. P. Net»s.
SPENDERS, THE (HAMPTON-HODKINSON) SPECIAL CAST JAN. 15
— if.
seller."
best well
made from
picture
" Quite interesting
patrons and
our News.
by P.
liked
was very
" This feature
Exhibitor
was an Comment
excellent— box-ofnce
attraction, playing to better than average
business for a week."
IS THE WAY (COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT) SPE- MAR. 5
STRAIGHT
CIAL CAST
" Crook comedy drama is highly diverting." —theif.picture
P. News.weak and it does
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair. The plot of
average of -crook picAbove
"
audience."
the
of
attention
thesome
not hold
excellent comedy in it but did not seem to pull very
tures with
well."
„ ,,
Consensus — "Average picture, average puller.'
AUTHORS-GOLDWYN)
TALE OF TWO WORLDS, A (EMINENT
MAK. to
SPECIAL CAST
— M. P. News.
and
punch
carries
but
" Melodrama is obvious,Fair picture with which color."
business.
I had average
Exhibitor Comment — "
JAN. 29
TAVERN KNIGHT, THE (STOLL-PATHE) SPECIAL CAST
P. News.
M.
—
" This one will hardly interest the majority." SPECIAL
CAST)... MAR. 19
TESTIMONY (STOLL FILM CORPORATION)
" Good combination makes interesting story." — M. P. News. SWEET.. JAN. 8
THAT GIRL MONTANA (HAMPTON-PATHE)P. BLANCHE
Neics.
" Star dominates pleasing production." — M.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Two days to big business.
APR. 2
THREE SEVENS (VITAGRAPH) ANTONIO MORENO
" Unusual plot carries quite a punch." — M. P. News. O
22
Jan.
MAY
TIGER TRUE (UNIVERSAL) FRANK — -if.
P.. Kews.
" Rather crude but carries a punch."
Exhibitor Comment — " Average production. While the plot is interesting,
it is much the same as many others now running. '
MAR. 12
TIDAL WAVE THE (STOLL FILM CORP.) SPECIAL CAST
"Has interest, but is rather long drawn out." — M. P. A etc*.
JAN. 8
TORRENT, THE (UNIVERSAL) EVA NOVAK.
" Orthodox story makes rather colorful picture."— M. P. News.
.................. JAN. 8
TWO MOONS (FOX) BUCK JONES...riding."
— M. P. News.
" Jones in a story of gunplay and hard
MAR. 19
S
UNKNOWN WIFE, THE (UNIVERSAL) EDITHP. ROBERT
News.
"Interesting picture on favorite theme." — M.
RIGHTS)
(WEBER-WORLD-STATE
THE
CASE,
D
WAKEFIEL
APR. 16
• •- •••
HERBERT RAWLINSON
ews.
A
P.
—M.
" Crook story carries lively action and suspense.'
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WHAT HAPPENED TO ROSA
"Mabel has a mediocre one here." — M. P. News.
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" Interesting feature gives star emotional opportunities."— ii . P. News.
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" H. B. Warner excels in entertaining comedy-drama."— M. P. Newt.
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" Just as fine
as the play
same name.
Delightdirected.
H. ofB. the
Warner
in a role
that
acted, and — charmingly
WHILE
DEVIL LAUGHS (FOX) LOUISE LOVELY
MAR 12
Just THE
fits him."
" An unconvincing underworld story with Louise Lovely." — M. P. News.
WHISTLE, THE (HART-PARAMOUNT) WM. S. HART
APR. 9
" Bill
M. P.Hart
News.puts on the capital vs. labor formula with fair success."
WHY TRUST YOUR HUSBAND (FOX) EILEEN PERCY
JAN. 29
" The title might attract them — that's all." — if. P. News.
WING TOY (FOX) SHIRLEY MASON
FEB. 12
"A Shirley Mason vehicle slightly below past performances." — if. P. News.
WINGS OF PRIDE (JANS PICTURES, INC.) OLIVE TELL
FEB. 19
" Has interest, but too melodramatic." — if. P. News.
WITCHING HOUR, THE (PARAMOUNT) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 12
" Weak adaptation of rich melodrama." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor whereComment
—
"
Draggy,
disconnected
—
somebody
always
going
someafter something. Shame to waste the talents of a star of Elliot
Dexter's calibre in such stuff as this. Cast only fair — Mary Alden
superb
Elliottinterest,
Dexter'sbutbest
titleis isa business
slightly
lacking— asas a usual
creator! " of ■public
the yet.
pictureTheitself
getter. A good house throughout the week." " A combination of hot
weather and a well known play, but one not particularly well produced.
Result — our crowds dwindled." " Business did not keep up well with
this feature. Somehow it didn't seem to please."
WITHOUT LIMIT (BAKER-METRO) SPECIAL CAST
MAR. 5
" Entertaining despite a mechanical development." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Considered one of the strongest plays of the year
by critics and patrons alike. Opened to fair business but picked op
steadily during the week."
YOU STROM
AND I (SWEDISH BIOGRAPH-RADIOSOUL) VICTOR SEA- MAR. 12
"Wonderfully impressive drama; well produced and acted." — if. P. News.
Flashbacks

" on Earlier Releases

"The Testing Block" (Paramount) — "A good picture to average business
two"Sins
days."of Rosanne'' (Paramount) — "A well liked picture to average business two days."Adventuress" (Paramount) — "Good cast. Two days to big
"Romantic
"Old, Dad" (First National) — "Fair picture with fair patronage."
business."
" An Old Fashioned Boy " (Paramount) — " Ray not up to his best. Average
business two days."
"Marooned Hearts" (National Pictures) — "Not what you would call a
good picture. Did just enough business to keep alive with serial " Vanishing
"Mrs. Temple's Telegram" (Paramount) — "A very good picture. Average
business one day."
Trails."
"Out of the Snows" (National Pictures) — "A fair picture of its kind.
Pleased the majority with business light"
"The Broken Melody" (Selznick) — "A very pleasing picture except the
cast which played with O'Brien. Not up to standard. Average business one
"Held in Trust" (Metro) — "A fair picture which drew capacity business
for" Clothes
one day."" (Metro) — " Average business one day."
" Lahoma " (Pathe) — "Big business four days."
"Blackmail" (Metro) — "Big business one day."
"Sweet
Lavender" (Realart) — "Three days to poor business."
y." and
"daBody
Soul " (Metro) — " Title and front helped put this over."
"Jenny Be Good" (Realart) — "The picture gave satisfaction and the star
is one of my best attractions. Big business two days."
" Sis Hopkins " — " Just an average business for one day."
"Idols of Clay" (Paramount) — "Extra good. Big to average business two
"Silk Hosiery" (Paramount) — "Good — big business two days."
"Romance of Youth" (Fox) — "Big business one day."
"Lahoma" (Pathe) — "Extra big to average business two days."
"Cradle of Courage" (Paramount) — "A splendid attraction to big business
anddays."
average
" One
Hour two."
Before Dawn " (Pathe) — " Two days to poor business."
" Homespun Folks " (Associated Producers) — " Big "to average business two
" Officer 666 " (Goldwyn) — "Extra big business two days."
"Ladder of Lies" (Paramount) — "A very clever little story, well gotten
up and well acted. Did a fair business for one day."
"Behold My Wife" (Paramount) — "One of the best pictur.es we ever run.
Four
to bigUp"
business."
days."
"ThedaysRound
(Paramount) — "Did a very poor business. Everybody
Average business four days."
comedy.
doing
was
he
thought
"The Texan" (Fox) a— slap
"Verystickgood.
Mix at his best. Average business one
"Husband Hunter" (Foxt — "Pleased — star unknown but coming fine."
"World and His Wife" (Cosmopolitan) — "Average business one day."
"Iron Rider" (Fox) — "Poorest Russell picture ever made. Nothing to it.
Poor business one day."
"Sunset
— "A —good
average cast
western."
"Food forSprague"
Scandal"(Fox)
(Realart)
"Splendid
and production but story
d)ay."
very weak."
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"UNCHARTED

ROSES"
BLACK
(Robertson-Cole)
Hayakawa Has Entertaining Mystery Picture Here
IF scenario writers would overcome the habit in their crook stories of
railroading their heroes to prison on flimsy evidence many of their
stories would carry convincing drama. The author of " Black Roses "
has covered his tracks pretty well except for his lapse in convicting his
protagonist. Sessue Hayakawa, playing a Japanese gardner, has time to
notice the crooks before he is blackjacked. And it seems as if he might
tell what he has seen on the witness stand. Also the fact that the crooks
for the sake of logic might be kept under suspicion by the authorities
since their victim is murdered for fear he might turn state's evidence.
Certainly the police would possess some inkling of the crime or its motive.
But despite these gaps, the author has concocted a lively tale which is enlivened with creditable action and suspense and which holds the interest
because of complicated incident, a few thriUs, and the admirable acting of
the star. The hero, once in jail, is advised to seek his freedom by his pal,
and this is effected in a startling manner when he boards a locomotive and
drives it at breakneck speed straight through the wooden gates. Here
comes another gap which needs explanation. The hero bobs up in New
York, his presence being press-agented by scare-heads in a morning daily
as an Oriental nobleman. How he reached the metropolis or his adventures after leaving prison are never depicted. One must accept him in his
new disguise. His object thenceforth is to bring the crooks to justice
and recover his long lost bride, who has been spirited away by the thugs.
It is rather inconsistent to see an ignorant gardener masquerading as a
polished and highly inteUigent diplomat.
However, this flaw has nothing to do with the quick succession of incidents which are thoroughly interesting because of the suspensive key in
which they are pitched. The picture develops into the formula of " cheating cheaters or robbing robbers." The hero, being an Oriental, is able
through a series of disguises and a familiarity with the language and the
identity of the crooks to capture them and rescue his bride. Which he
does in a most original fashion. Underground life, the badger game, a
battle of wits with the culprits and police — these furnish the offering with
crisp action. Sessue Hayakawa, by virtue of taking advantage of Oriental
characteristics, is able to enact the part with creditable authority. He
baffles the crooks and detectives until such time as he declares his identity.
The title is worked into the melodrama in an ingenious manner. — Length,
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Yoda
Sessue Hayakawa
Blanche De Vere
Myrtle Stedman
Blossom
Tsuru Aoki
Benson Burleigh
Andrew Robson
Wong Fu
Toyo Fujita
"Monocle
Harry"
Henry Holland
Hebert
Detective Cleary
Harold
1 Bridget
Carrie
Clark
Ward
By E. Richard Scheyer.
Scenario by E. Richard Scheyer and Jack Cunningham.
Directed by Colin Campbell.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
One of the finest of the so-called crook plays ever shown in this city will be
displayed at the
theatre next
. It is " Black Roses " and
presents the talented Japanese star, Sessue Hayakawa, in a role which permits him
I to show his histrionic capabilities. The story has to do with a gardener who be> comes the victim of a frame-up and is convicted on circumstantial evidence as tho
1 murderer of his employer. He makes a thrilling escape from prison to discover
the whereabouts of his bride who has been spirited away by the crooks. And
he eventually bobs up in the metropolis assuming the identity of a famous Japanese
1 nobleman.
He becomes an amateur detective and with Oriental cunning and intrigue is
I able to effect the rescue of his bride and bring the guilty culprits to justice. The
t evidence which convicts them is established by a bowl of black roses beneath which
is secreted a dictagraph. The situations are dramatic, the heart interest intense
! and the picture as a whole is far above the average. Mr. Hayakawa is splendid
I in
leading role
and his known
supportas isTsuru
thoroughly
Mrs.theHayakawa,
commonly
Aoki. adequate. Among the cast is
PROGRAM READER
Did you ever hear of or see a black rose? Probably not. But Sessue Hayakawa,
who plays the part of an expert horticulturist in his latest picture, experimented
with botany enough to be able to produce one. This unique flower forms the
pivot of a most interesting drama of crime and detection, love and intrigue, which
comes
to the
theatre star
next
. " dramatic
Black Roses
said
to furnish
the eminent Japanese
with the most
role " ofmayhis becareer.
It is a picture crammed with startling situations, moments of tense thrills, and a
romance which is charged with heart interest. " Black Roses " is a novel crook
story which offers lively action and keen suspense. Don't miss it.
SUGGESTIONS
Of course it is impossible to get hold of any black roses. But if you decorate
your lobby with ordinary roses and saturate the lobby and interior with some
exotic Oriental perfume, and see that your ushers are garbed a la Japanese this
will help considerably in supplying atmosphere. You can bill it as a most enterthishis" Black
Roses."
a role
permits taining
himcrooktostory,
display
versatile
talent.TellPlaythatup Hayakawa
the lively has
action
and which
keen
suspense. A quaint setting of a Japanese design with a couple of figures singing
some crooning love song can be used for a prologue. Tell that Tsuru Aoki is in
the cast. Emphasize the picture as carrying an abundance of thrills.
CATCH LINES
He was convicted on circumstantial evidence and separated from his bride.
His love for her was so strong that even prison walls couldn't hold him. See the
daring escape in " Black Roses," starring Sessue Hayakawa.

SEAS"

(Metro)
Mechanical Plot and Stilted Characters in This One
THIS

picture starring Alice Lake appears mechanical in every department. The author has gotten off to an awfully slow start, arranging
a puerile plot from the simplest triangle situation imaginable and
incorporating figures which seem to jump around like puppets at his convenience. Aheroine is drawn at conflict with herself whether to leave her
vicious husband or give him another chance to show some manliness. For
three reels she is shown asking advice from her father or indulging in arguments with her spouse — a spouse who is illogical because he is never permitted to show one human trait. The action here is exceedingly slow and
the sudden transition of scene comes so abruptly that one cannot help
imagining that melodrama was resorted to for the sake of adding a punch.
Before the triumvirate of characters are whisked up to ihe frozen
North, a crude sequence is offered which shows the wife telephoning the
other man to come and rescue her from her husband's insulting conduct.
The latter has lugged three adventuresses home to taunt his wife, but
before one can appreciate his punishment the incident is closed without
any explanation. The picture suffers a deal from unfinished scenes and
such development spoils the continuity and makes the plot seem futile.
In order to give the husband another chance a proposition is offered him
to trace a vessel of gold lost in Behring Straits. He must beat his rival
who is also in quest of the golden fleece. A point about this other man.
He is painted as a paragon of virtue in order to gain sympathy.
The next scene discloses the ill-tempered husband at the bridge of his
ship, scanning the horizon like an experienced navigator. When he balks
and throws the anchor overboard the rival comes alongside in a rowboat
and rescues the bride, taking her on his boat. And so they sail the frozen
channels of the North, the hero acting as pilot and skipper. In the fo'castle
is a crew of cutthroats who go down to Davy Jones' locker when the ship
strikes an iceberg. The vessel of gold is never found. It is forgotten in
the effort of the characters to keep alive. The director has staged the
picture amid fields of snowy ice, some of which is real, most of which has
" studio " stamped on it. The northern lights is not a very good illusion.
And the director will have to explain how he allowed Rudolph Valentine
to appear clean-shaven for weeks when he is presented on the verge of
starvation. When a beard is finally shown it is immediately eliminated
with the hero at the point of death. The details are not convincing. A
faint note of heart interest is reflected occasionally, but the story is so
—palpably
Laurencea vehicle
Reid. that it never appears real or human. — Length, 6 reels.
THE CAST
Lucretia Eastman
Alice Lake
Tom Eastman
Carl Gerard
Frank Underwood
Rudolph Valentine
£?bert
Fred Turner
Old Jim Alden
Eastman
Charles
Mailes
Ruby Lawton
Rhea Haines
By
John
Fleming
Wilson.
Scenario
by Wesley
George Ruggles.
Elwood Jenks.
Directed by
Photographed by John B. Seitz.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Uncharted Seas," a Metro special starring Alice Lake, will be the feature
attraction at the
;
theatre next
. This is an adaptation of
John
Fleming
and and
presents
the combination
of Miss
a gripping
tale from
one ofWilson's
our bestshort
fictionstory
writers
the exceptional
acting of
Lake.
The story deals with Lucretia Eastman, whose husband is a moral derelict, addicted
to
opiumentreats
and loose
Lucretia's
of disgust brims over at last, but Tom's
father
her women.
to give him
one lastcupchance.
The test is the finding of a deserted steamship, loaded heavily with gold. Tom
is given a seaworthy craft, and a rotting vessel is foisted on Frank Underwood,
who loves Lucretia and is loved by her. The cowardice of the one, and the courage
of the other, as they go on a stirring cruise, leads to the heart-clutching climax.
For her supporting cast the star has such capable players as Carl Gerard, Rudolph
Valentine,
gives Mailes
such a and
memorable
performance
in " Theis said
Four toHorsemen,"
Fred
Turner,who
Charles
Rhea inHaines.
The offering
be packed
with thrills
which
succeed each
other
a crescendo
of interest.
PROGRAM READER
What is calculated to be an unforgettable picture is offered in " Uncharted Seas,"
Metro's with
latest aoffering
starring
Alice Lake.
It is said
to bethestartling
and beautiful,
packed
continuous
succession
of thrills,
carries
stark appeal
of the
frozen North, and is unquestionably a gripping drama. The story by John Fleming
Wilson originally appeared in a popular magazine and tells of three characters who
are sent to Behring Straits to find an abandoned vessel holding gold. In the supporting cast is Rudolph Valentine, who has achieved widespread fame through
his
in "Lake
The isFour
Horsemen,"
Carl portrayal
Gerard. Fred
Turner
and memorable
others. Theperformance
acting of Miss
a thing
of joy. Her
will surprise
you. At the
theatre next
. See " Uncharted Seas."
SUGGESTIONS
You can employ an artist who will prepare a map supposedly representing the
Uncharted Seas. This should be in the familiar style showing the arcs of latitude
and longitude with a sprinkling of little islands so placed as to work in with your
scheme of making the chart. The map should be labeled " The Mystery of the
Unchartedas Seas."
Use drama
a cut of
the map
in your
newspaper
advertising.
the
picture
a gripping
enacted
against
realistic
backgrounds
in theBill
frozen
North. Tell that it offers a triangle play with courage and cowardice dominant.
A teaser campaign would also be effective, built around compelling catch lines.
Play up the star and by all means make good copy of Rudolph Valentine. He is
one of the big hits of " The Four Horsemen."
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"SACRED

AND

PROFANE

(Paramount)
LOVE"
Elsie Ferguson s Latest Is Fairly Entertaining
ELSIE FERGUSON has in " Sacred and Profane Love," an adaptation
of her stage play which was adapted in turn from Arnold Bennett's
novel, " The Book of Carletta." Not being familiar with either the
book or the play we cannot say whether the screen version is faithful or
not. But it never seems to get beneath the surface. Somehow the plot and
characterization appear artificial, which is probably due to the inability
of the sponsors to catch the psychology of the theme. If one criticizes the
title one will be forced to criticize the play too, for it does not carry two
versions of love, but does show the length at which a heroine will go to
regenerate a man through the caU of romance.
It is a picture which has for its theme a woman's deep, abiding faith.
A passionate, highly strung girl indulges in such hero-worship for a gifted,
sentimental pianist that her romantic fancy conjures up for her an overwhelming love. When he goes out of her life and becomes an absinthe
fiend, it is her duty to redeem him to society and reawaken the love spark.
This play of romance is complicated by a triangle situation which never
rings true. The heroine's publisher forsakes his wife and follows the girl
to the continent declaring his love in a most crude fashion on every possible occasion. When he learns that his wife is dead he dispatches a bullet
through his brain and topples over and out of the picture. The scenes
are mostly transitional and the action jumps around at the convenience
of the scenarist and title writer. In fact what would be real dramatic
situations are glossed over, with the result that no deep note is sounded.
The heroine is charmed over the pianist's interpretations and her love is
depicted as profane when she gives herself up to him. Such a love is
never painted in this fashion by the majority of screen writers.
We are shown Conrad Nagel as the hero in question playing before an
enthusiastic audience. When he catches the adoration of the heroine's expression he orders the piano shifted so he may see her from a more advantageous position. But the stage hands come out in their shirt sleeves.
The best sequence in the picture is the awakening of love in his apartment when they play a duet together. The subsequent episodes detailing
the triangle note strike an artificial discord, principally because of the
heavy and wooden performance of Thomas Holding. Some may criticize
the elaborate furnishings and costumes of the heroine as inconsistent with
the characterization. It is a picture which seldom moves with vital action.
It is often wordy and dull. Mr. Taylor has contributed some good individual scenes, but these seldom score because their is no motive behind
them. Miss Ferguson has very few moments to display any emotional
talent. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Carlotta Peel
Elsie Ferguson
Emilie Diaz, a pianist
Conrad Nagel
Frank
Ispenlove
Thomas
Constance Peel
Helen Holding
Dunbar
Mary Ispenlove
Winifred Greenwood
Lord Francis Alcar
Raymond Brathwayt
Mrs. Sardis
Clarissa Selwyn
Albert Vicary
Howard Gaye
Samson
Forrest Stanley
Rebecca
Jane Keckley
By Arnold Bennett.
Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers.
Directed by William D. Taylor.
Photographed by James Van Trees.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A
screen
adaptation
of
Arnold
play, "attraction
Sacred andat Profane
has
been made by Paramount and willBennett's
be the feature
the Love," theatre
next
.
Elsie
Ferguson,
the
star
of
the
photoplay,
was
also
star of the spoken drama, and because of her familiarity with the subject, theis
able to duplicate her brilliant performance. The picture is called a dramatic
masterpiece in that it offers characterization of the highest order, a plot which
features the balancing notes of pathos and humor and a powerful romance. It is
said that
Miss ofFerguson's
" Carlotta
the play
screen
is even
than scatthe
same
character
the speaking
stage. "Forof the
version
could greater
show only
tered snapshots of the strange impulsive girl whose reactions to the love of two
different men form one of the most impressive studios in literature.
The story revolves around a prudishly reared girl who has an affair with a celebrated pianist and who after many harrowing experiences, finds her pianist an
absinthe fiend, and after curing him reaches the pinnacle of happiness. Conrad
Nagel as the pianist gives a fine portrait and the supporting cast is excellent.
William D. Taylor has staged the production in a manner worthy of the subject.
PROGRAM READER
We beg to remind you that Elsie Ferguson will appear at the
atre next
in her oflatest
pictureplayentitled,
Sacred
This
is a screen adaptation
the stage
of the "same
nameandin Profane
which theLove."
star
created a distinctive performance. It is said that her portrayal in the silent drama
is even greater than that of the speaking stage because of the greater scope of thethe
camera. The picture is marked for its powerful drama which points a rich conflict,
a fine characterization and an appealing romance. Miss Ferguson, being familiar
with the demands of the role, easily duplicates her stage performance.^ It is a
picture which impresses because of its effective drama. In the cast is Conrad
Nagel and other brilliant players.

Picture

News

(Fox)
"SKIRTS"

Elaborate Comedy Not as Funny as the Two Reelers
CLYDE COOK has gone far enough along the road to popularity and
has achieved enough fame as one of the real comedians to try his
luck at a feature length comedy. In "Skirts" he has a picture
fashioned considerably after his two reelers, but which because of its extensive footage is not so compact with fun and humor. Where "The
Jockey " or " The Hunstman " carried rich incident which always scored
because it was consecutively placed, the new comedy introduces several
lapses, with the humorous points far apart. It may seem to some as if
Cook wasn't slated to appear in " Skirts " at aU, because he fails to make
an appearance until the second reel.
The introductory scenes are given up to a bit of by-play based upon
animated clay figures, representing Adam and Eve and the tempting apple.
Then a sequence is offered in planting the plot and characters. Singer's
Midgets, of vaudeville fame, are introduced, but they have very little to do
aside from appearing in a huge reproduction of the shoe of the fairy
tales.
The star plays the part of a handy man about a circus. His mother is
the bearded lady in the side-show ; his father is a millionaire, separated
from his family. The plot hinges on the son endeavoring to get the old
man's fortune, with the strong man of the circus scheming to beat him
to it. Cook is funny in everything he tackles here until the incident becomes repetitious. A five-reeler cannot depend on one figure in its plot,
;o when the star is off the scene the comedy falters. There is none of the
ingenuity found in " The Jockey " present here. The gags are old ones,
although they are good for a smile because Cook is naturally funny.
Circus atmosphere carries the piece through the majority of scenes.
The star acts as a dummy for the strong man and is kicked and cuffed
about by the spike drivers, elephants, et cetera. Finally a cyclone carries
the big top away and we next find Cook in his father's home and bathing
suit emporium trying to prove his rightful inheritance. There is a spectacular shot at a banquet which offers the Sunshine Widows (a few hundred of them) in neglegee or familiar attire — a la ballet costume. This is
the only scene in which they appear. The conclusion shows Cook in an
aeroplane affecting the rescue of his sweetheart, who is in the clutches of
a villain atop a moving train. "Skirts" is elaborate and amusing in spots.
It would appear funnier if Cook hadn't made such good two-reelers. —
Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Peter Rocks, Jr ,
.Clyde Cook
Supported by Singers, Midgets, Sunshine Widows and others.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
theatre next
Clyde Cook, the Fox de luxe comedian, is coming to the
in " inSkirts,"
featurereelslength
comedy.
star hasability.
earned His
the
right to appear
picturehisof first
extended
because
of his The
undeniable
grotesque make-up, his adaptability for any kind of stunts no matter how hazardous,
and his well sustained sense of humor — these are enough to warrant him success.
" Skirts
and pieces
incidentas toinadequate
his two-reel
comedies. amusement.
These patronsSo
are
legion" iswhosimilar
think intheplotshort
for complete
" Skirts " afford them ample entertainment.
The comedian duplicates his efforts in the short subjects and adds several new
features. He is assisted by the Singer Midgets, a group of lilliputian people who
are acrobats and comedians. The Sunshine bathing beauties, featured as Widows
here, also render fine support. The girls really give color and dash to a comedy
which breezes
with plentycomedies
of pep, aid
humor,
Otherfun.players
ciated with Sunshine
the and
starrichin burlesque.
building the
The assoplot
revolves against a circus background, with the hero appearing as a handy man
whose mother is the bearded lady in the side show. The two conceive a plan
to get the inheritance of Rock, senior — a plan which is nearly frustrated by the
villain. The comedy carries good incident, a hair-raising thrill, and some colorful
atmosphere.
PROGRAM READER
Clydeto Cook,
be one of the funniest
on the entitled
screen,
comes
theacknowledged
theatreto next
in his firstcomedians
feature comedy
" Skirts." All of those who found delight in " The Jockey " will certainly get their
money's worth in this mirthful comedy. The abundance of clever situations, the
richthehumor,
the laugh
— these comedian
make " Skirts
of
hits ofthetheatmosphere,
comedy season.
Clydeprovoking
Cook is stunts
an original
and he" one
has
in " Skirts " a picture which permits him to score his clownish efforts to the
utmost.
laughs hundreds
a minute and
sixty keep
minutesthe offunpuregoing
enjoyment.
missfinalit.
Hundreds Sixty
of people,
of tricks
on apaceDon't
to the
SUGGESTIONS
In this Clyde Cook comedy, the Fox comedian has his first feature length picture.
So play up the announcement that this distinctive funmaker is coming in a doublebarreled epic because
of fun. itPlay
his past
" is can
doublybe
entertaining
givesup Cook
just successes,
so much telling
more tothatdo." Skirts
The title
used for some novel exploitation. Use your newspaper space in featuring Cook
and what a sensation he is in the comedy field. Bring out that he is supported by
a clever company, that hundreds of people are employed here, including a galaxy
of bathing beauties. Treat your copy in a humorous fashion. You might have an
all-comedy week in presenting this picture from the overture to the finish. Have
your artist draw a likeness of Cook with his quaint moustache.
CATCH LINES
andClyde
high Cook,
jinks. the Fox comedian, is coming in " Skirts." Sixty minutes of fu»
See the funniest
a thousand
laughs. comedian on the screen, Clyde Cook in " Skirts." A picture of
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"PUPPETS

OF
FATE"
(Metro)

Heart Interest Story With Viola Dana in a Character Role
IT will come as a surprise to the steady screen patron to find Viola
Dana giving expression to a character role and coming through with
an admirable portrayal. The flapper parts have been relegated to the
background for the time being and the star will not lose her popularity
by occasionally doing the thing she does here — appearing in character.
" Puppets of Fate " permits her to portray the part of a pathetic Italian
girl whose husband sails for America to 'gain a fortune while she paints
fancies of romance and happiness. The director has staged the foreign
scenes with creditable atmosphere, using discretion in showing intimate
touches rather than falter in presenting landscapes and inviting criticism.
The picture gets into its element after the planting of the characters and
revolves around the pangs of separation. The little wife comes to New
York entirely ignorant of her husband's home or profession. He has
neglected to write because of failure, but finally wins success as a porter
in a barber shop. At this point the picture becomes greatly overdrawn,
the story carrying a wealth of convenient situations. Yet it carries a tug,
a heart-throb which is caught by the spectator. The husband's hectic life
is stressed for the sake of adding balance and emphasizing the pathos. He
falls in the clutches of a wily adventuress, a manicurist in the shop in
which he is employed. The author does not approach realities by exploiting him as suddenly wealthy through the kindness of a patron whose pocketbook he restores. The girl steers him to the race-track and by giving
him tips on the winners he is able to make a snug fortune.
It seems illogical that he should become victimized into a marriage
ceremony with the adventuress, since she is plainly not the marrying kind.
In reality she would get his money some other way. In collusion with a
group of bounders she is able to pull the wool completely over the ignorant
Italian's eyes. In the meanwhile his real bride has found a position as
flower girl in a cabaret and there it is that they encounter one another.
After certain complications in which the husband is arrested for bigamy
and a court trial is presented, he is paroled in the custody of his little
bride. It is a good scene when she perjures herself to save him and the
sympathetic judge comes to the rescue when the gullible husband fails to
take advantage of the false testimony. Aside from the far-fetched incident
attending the melodramatic sequences, the picture is thoroughly appealing.
In fact it is a pleasing entertainment. The star and Francis McDonald are
thoroughlv in character. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Sorrentina Palombra
Viola Dana
Gabriel Palombra
Francis McDonald
" Babe " Reynolds
Jackie
Bobs
FredSaunders
Kelcey
Father Francesco
Thomas Rickertts
Mike Reynolds
Edward Kennedy
By Donn Byrne.
Scenario by Ruth Ann Baldwin.
Directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald.
Photographed by John Arnold.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The announcement that Viola Dana will be seen in a new picture, " Puppets of
Fate,"
at the
theatre,
on little screenand
will beto glad
to
the many
admirers of this
charming
star. It promises
standnews
out
among all the previous pictures of Viola Dana, for here she has an opportunity to
strike out from flapper roles into a characterization that permits her to show emotional heights and depths. The picture, from an original screen story by Donn
Byrne, tells of an Italian beauty whose tragic experience touches the heart strings
and compels interest.
As Sorrentina Palombra, Miss Dana pines away in her cracked old palazzio,
while her husband, Gabriel, dissipates in America, whither he has gone to win his
fortune. The husband becomes a successful gambler and eventually finds himself
in the clutches of an adventuress who has made him marry her. The abandoned
wife is poverty-stricken, but later wins fame with her marionette show. Unexpectedly startling is the thrilling denouement of the picture. It is rich in atmosphere
through the scenes of Venice, and is well acted by a competent cast.
PROGRAM READER
The tremendous part that Fate plays in our lives is something that is bound to
interest everybody. What it did to a young girl who came to the land of opportunity through love of " her man " is shown by captivating Viola Dana in a manner
to
you in The
the Metro
of " Puppets
of Fate," fromtheatre
the story
by enthrall
Donn Byrne.
picturepicturization
will be presented
at the
next
. This feature is marked for goving the vital and vibrant star a different
kind of role. She does not portray the irresistible flapper of society, but is permitted to step into character as an Italian beauty. Her dark features and exuberant personality are perfectly adaptable for the part.
SUGGESTIONS
You can work up a deal of good atmosphere for this picture which will certainly
put it over. An organ grinder parading the streets and grinding out tunes will
attract notice. The ushers can be garbed in Italian costumes. You can take advanvantage of the theme to exploit a mail campaign. A letter modeled after the following compels
would be a people
good stunt:
Dear M
: Ifintended
you believe
thatyouthere
force that
to do " things
they never
to do,
willisbesome
interested in seeing the Metro picture, 1 Puppets of Fate,' starring Viola Dana at
the
next
." Cards put out in show windows stating, " We
are Puppets of Fate," and " If you would know why we are forced to do this
pay a visit to the
theatre, where Viola Dana will give you the answer."
CATCH LINES
See
"
Puppets
of
Fate
"
and
enjoy
Viola Dana in an emotional role. A picture
with a purpose.
Does Fate play a tremendous part in our lives? See Viola Dana in " Puppets
of Fate."

"MADE

IN HEAVEN"
(Goldwyn)

Fire Scene Best Part of Unreal Story That Fails to
Impress
ASIDE from a good title, some exploitation possibilities, not the
least of which is Rene Adoree now Mrs. Moore, " Made in Heaven "
falls short of what the exhibitor and fan have a right to expect
from Tom Moore and Goldwyn.
Neither story or development contain anything interesting and the production isso patently padded that the whole cast gets lost in meaningless
scenes. There are a few laughs in the titles for people who like their
humor of the broad variety and a well done fire rescue scene with Tom
as the brave hero who walks right in among the smoke pots and carries the
heroine down the ladder. The story also has an unusual twist if a fake
wedding, just to help the heroine out, is to be classified as a legitimate
way of constructing a picture plot.
Tom Moore wears a fireman's uniform and his Irish smile and the rest
of the cast wear a lot of good clothes. Rene Adoree has a small role, that
seems to have been written in for her and is given an opportunity to
emote apparently for the same reason. However, she delivers fairly well
and in consequence the wise exhibitor will have a chance to experiment
with the public's curiosity in the matter of brides of famous personages.
The cast is good, with Helene Chadwick, Molly Malone, Kate Lester
and Freeman Wood doing all that could be done with roles that present
small opportunities.
The story of " Made in Heaven " is simple. A young fireman rescues a
girl from a burning building, later listens to her story concerning a distasteful marriage that is being forced on her and proposes a marriage of
convenience himself.
The girl accepts, but the hero has a fake ceremony performed, the idea
being that the girl will repent of her bargain. After a while the supposed
bride decides she would like to take up her abode with the supposed
hubby, which presents complications for the hero. In the end, the firemen
who in the meantime has become an inventor, makes up his mind that he
will really marry the girl and so he carries her off to his new home, the
inference being that they will be properly wedded immediatey.
Play it if you think it will make you some money, but don't promise
anything out of the " movie " class. — Length, 5 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Wm. Lowry
Tom Moore
Claudia Royce
Helene Chadwick
Elizabeth Royce
Molly Malone
Mrs. Royce
Kate Lester
Mr. Royce
Al Filson
Davidge
Freeman Wood
Lowry, Sr
Charles Eldridge
Miss Lowry
Rene Adoree
Loland
Herbert Prior
Ethel Hadden
Fronzie Gunn
Mr. Hadden
John Cossar
Story by William Hurlburt.
Directed by Victor Schertzinger.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Popular
Tom
Moore
in
his latestattraction
Goldwynat picture,
Heaven,"
announced as the feature picture
the" Made in theatre
for isa
days' engagement beginning
.
" Mr. from
Moore a plays
the building
role of anafter
Irishconspiring
fireman who
a In
wife" Made
whom inhe Heaven
has rescued
burning
with wins
her
to escape a marriage with a distasteful suitor whom her parents desire her to
wed. It is a light and entertaining comedy that has been evolved from a story
by William Hurlburt and gives the star a role for which he is eminently fitted.
In support of Mr. Moore is Helene Chadwick, Molly Malone, Kate Lester and
last but not least, Rene Adoree, now Mrs. Moore.
Picture fans will of course want to see the kind of a girl Mr. Moore has picked
out. Miss Adoree is pretty and winsome and can act as is ably demonstrated
in the role she plays in " Made in Heaven."
PROGRAM READER
"
Made
in
Heaven
"
is
the
week'sthe feature
the
theatre. Tominteresting
Moore istitle
the of
starnext
playing
role ofpicture
an Irishat
fireman who rescues a girl from a burning building, pretends to marry her so
she can refuse to marry a distasteful suitor and finally hitches up for keeps. The
girl is pretty Helene Chadwick. Other members of the cast are Molly Malone,
Kate Lester and Rene Adoree, now Mrs. Tom Moore. Miss Adoree has an engenue
part that demonstrates her ability as an actress and possibly means that she is
to There
be Mr.is aMoore's
woman
in picture
his future
thrillingleading
fire scene
in the
withstarring
the big vehicles.
trucks making a record
run to the scene of the blaze and Tom as the hero doing a rescue act that is
mighty realistic.
The story has a lot of new twists and surprises and a fine comedy angle. Titles
of a humorous nature help to put the production over. All in all it is a typical
Moore vehicle with the ever popular Tom with his smile and looking handsome
in The
his production
fireman's uniform.
is in five reels and was directed by Victor Schertzinger from
an original story by William Hurlburt.
CATCH LINES
Bill told Claudia that the marriage didn't take so they started looking for a
regular preacher.
The fire
bells rang
first anda fireman
the wedding
bells last.
likedof'emthe both
but
Claudia
insisted
that being
was beneath
the Bill
dignity
wealthy
inventor.
When the fire bell rang Tom was there with the first truck. When wedding
bells pealed he was just as enthusiastic and with good reason for Claudia was a
peach.
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"THE

HIGHEST
BIDDER"
(Goldwyn)

Often Told Story Holds Little Interest
THERE is not much to be said for "The Highest Bidder," Madge
Kennedy's latest release, in point of entertainment values. Founded
upon a timeworn idea which is developed along conventional lines
and with very little dramatic incident to offer compensation, the picture
is often extremely dull. One cannot become reconciled to the star displaying her talent along emotional lines regardless of the fact that she
has real capabilities in that direction. But she is so much more excellent
as a comedienne than as a straight legitimate actress that the thought
occurs why she was ever allowed to appear in anything else but comedy.
These heroines who are sold on the auction block to the highest bidder
have graced a thousand and one stories, a good share of which have found
their way to the screen. The author of this particular sample, Maximilian
Foster, is usually entertaining. Whatever he said in the printed article
seems hopelessly old-fashioned on the silver sheet. The only variation in
the characterization is the presentation of the heroine as an orphan who
is bartered off by a scheming benefactress instead of an ambitious mother.
The girl has nearly approached the gutter when she is rescued, clothed and
fed, and whose guardian requests that she give full payment. A likely
candidate is chosen. Since he is a millionaire he is unduly wary of
romance, imagining that the opposite sex is after his money. He calls the
turn here and sets a trap by calling in a bounder from a park bench
whose purpose is to make the girl fall in love with him and thus victimize
her. But the man of wealth is caught in his own trap and his honor
comes to the rescue in time through his love for the girl.
The picture is pitched in this hectic key with scarcely a ray of sunshine
or humor visible. Much of the action is told through interiors which
show the four principals at cross purposes with one another. A bit of
dialogue is offered between the hero, a society girl and the heroine, or
else conversation takes place between the latter and her scheming guardian.
Beneath it all the human interest note is supposed to throb, which stresses
the sympathetic appeal and presents the heroine as more sinned against
than usual. Lionel Atwill, as the moneyed figure, plays with admirable
restraint, but his performance would be more satisfying had he allowed a
sense of humor to light up his features occasionally. " The Highest
Bidder," deprived of dramatic values, humor and novelty, is below the
average. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Sally
Madge Kennedy
Horace Ashe
Joseph Brennan
Butts
Brian Darley
Mrs. Steese
Zelda Sears
Mr. Steese
William Black
Mawsby
Reginald Mason
Hastings
Vernon Steel
Lester
Lionel Atwill
Fanny de Witt
Ellen Cassity
By Maximilian Foster.
Scenario by Lloyd Lonergan.
Directed by Wallace Worsley.
Photographed by George Peters.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Madge
Kennedy
is
seen
at her
best in " Thetheatre
Highest
Bidder," her
latest Goldwyn picture, which
comeswinsome
to the
next
and
.
Consistent
playing
of
light
comedy
for
the
screen
the aspastis
seasons has not effaced her very genuine talent for emotional interpretations,
shown in the new photoplay. Based on a story by Maximilian Foster, a recognized
short story writer, the picture deals with the complications which ensue when
marriage a la mode and marriage of a tender sort come into conflict.
Miss Kennedy plays the part of a girl who has bound hsrself to " marry for
money."
Fortunately
unfortunately,
meetsafterHenry
Lester, and
a millionaire,
who
has long been
convincedor that
women aresheonly
his wealth,
not his heart.
Circumstances lead him to think that he has been dealing with a polite adventuress. So he plans a trap and introduces her to a supposedly wealthy man who
in
reality
is a tramp.
The fallen
latter inplays
well in
that
Lester realizes
that he has
the his
verygame
trap very
he setwellfor— soSally.
Thefactpicture
points a good vein of conflict and the romance is compelling. Miss Kennedy is
lupported by Lionel Atwill and other accomplished players.
PROGRAM READER
She was a penniless girl seeking employment and had been taken in tow by an
adventuress on condition that she marry a man with money and after her marriage
make a financial settlement upon her benefactress. The girl was given all kinds of
pretty
taken to places
wheredid good
fell
in
love clothes
with a and
millionaire.
When she
find "it catches
out, she" could
could be
not made.
live up She
to her
bargain and the man of wealth, who had decided she wants only his money, set
a trap for her which nearly proved the undoing of both of them. But love found
a way. This is the brief outline of " The Highest Bidder," an adaptation c|
Maximilian Foster's
story- The
picture
theatre
next
with delightful
Madge Kennedy
as the
star. comes to the
SUGGESTIONS
You can work up the employment agency idea for exploitation here. A board
with want-ads tacked on it and placed in your lobby will excite curiosity. Tell that
it is a story by the well known short story writer, Maximilian Foster, which was
originally
called " The
as a delightful
of love
and it.
millions
at
cross purposes,
with Trap."
the glowBillof itromance
and youthpicture
running
through
The
cast should mean something to your patrons. Lionel Atwill is a Broadway star in a
current Belasco production, and the other players are all well known. Mention their
names. In your teasers state that it is a story of the great love that comes but
once to every man, but which some men are too blind to see, or too stubborn to
follow.

"THE

Picture

News

(Fox)
LAMPLIGHTER"

Shirley Mason Attractive, But Story Holds It Back
SHIRLEY MASON has been in better pictures than this. Here she is
the picture's best asset, for the charm of her personality spurs on the
interest when it is in desperate danger
of it falling amid the improbabilities ofthe story and the overacting of 6ome of the cast.
" The Lamplighter " might have been a very readable book, but its plot
on the screen is jumbled
up with incongruities which will not stand under
the scrutiny of a thinking audience. The story begins with a romance of
the heroine's mother. She marries secretly against her father's wishes.
The child is born a few months after Graham's (the girl's father) return.
This stern parent supposes (it is hard to understand why) that the child
is illegitimate, and kidnaps it. Just why the wife concealed her marriage
under the circumstances is hard to conceive. In this sequence is a blinding scene, in which ammonia is accidently applied to the wife's eyes. It
is filmed realistically enough, but it is far from pleasant and out of place
in a light Shirley Mason picture. It could be toned down with no harm
at all to the continuity.
The story jumps a dozen years and the star is back in one of her familiar "slavey" roles. She runs away from her adopted mother and
comes under the care of an old lamplighter. Here, in a death
scene, is
the one bit of emotional acting that the star is allowed and she acquits
herself creditably. Eventually the girl is taken into the home of her
real mother, and there is pathos in the situation of mother and daughter
living together, with their relationship still unknown. Finally the girl's
sweetheart and father return from India, where the latter has been living
these many years, and a happy ending follows. There is an attempt at a
physical thrill in a shipwreck scene which serves as the only climax.
Shirley Mason, we believe, belongs in comedy drama with a strong romantic flavor, rather than in a picture of this type. Raymond McKee
plays opposite her, fitting well into her personality, but this is not primarily
a love story and he cannot impress greatly. Philo McCuBough and .Albert
Knott give good performances, and it may be the story's fault that Edwin
Booth Tilton appears to overact as the hard-hearted parent. In the kidnapping scene, for instance, he appears to run about the streets with the infant
in his arms, and, with no prearranged plan, give it to the first person he
meets, and then dash off madly again, with only a few words of explar.aiton. — Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
••••
Shirley McKee
Mason
Wiihe • Sullivan
Raymond
The Lamplighter
Albert Knott
Malcolm Graham
Edwin Booth Tilton
Emily Graham
Iris Ashton
Philip Amory
philo McCullough
Housekeeper
Madge Hunt
Story by Maria Susanna Cummins.
Direction by Howard M. Mitchell.
Photography by Glen McWilliams.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Playing the leading role in " The Lamplighter " is dainty Shirley Mason, the
popular Fox theatre
star. on
" The Lamplighter
" is to be the feature attraction at the
.
This is described as a delightfully human story with the star in a role well suited
to her peculiar personality. She is cast as a homeless little waif, who suffers many
trials before she discovers her true parents and true love. Playing opposite her
is Raymond McKee, a young and clever screen actor, who with tie star, forms
a pair that has won the admiration of all the romance lovers of the screen. Filled
with the enthusiasm and exuberance of youth, they typify all that is clean and
sweet in the romances of the young.
Albert Knott plays the lovable old lamplighter and Edwin Booth Tilton gives
a gripping performance as the hardened father who cannot forgive his daughter for
her marriage to an ancient enemy. The story is by Maria Susanna Cummins and
the direction was under the capable hands of Howard M. Mitchell, who directed Miss
Mason in " Her Elephant Man," " Love's Harvest " and " Wing Toy."
shownpleasing
at the
theatre
forof the days.
For" The
thoseLamplighter
who enjoy " a will
cleanbe and
romance enacted
by one
most
charming stars of the screen and supported by an equally capable leading man, no
better evening's entertainment could be offered.
PROGRAM READER
Shirley
Mason's
newest
production,
will beCummins,
the feature
attraction at the
theatre on" The Lamplighter,"
. Maria Susanna
who
wrote this unusual story, has furnished the diminutive William Fox star with
screen material which fits perfectly her charming personality. Miss Mason herself
needs no introduction to the patrons of the
. Her work in her previous
pictures has endeared her to the hearts of all who have seen them. She is whimsical,
dainty, vivacious, delicately emotional and at all times the perfect little actress who
protrays her various roles in a way that shows not only careful and well applied
study of the part, but also an innate ability.
Playing opposite the star is Raymond McKee. who has been seen in other
pictures starring Miss Mason in the past, and who, with his boyish appearance
and vivacity, is worthy to share the honors with the ninety-five pound star.
" The Lamplighter
will be shown at the
theatre for
days.
SUGGESTIONS
You have the book from which this picture was adapted and the star to talk
about. Do not, of course, tell much of the plot of the story, but merely mention the
name of the book and trust that this will attract them to the box office. The star
is the best bet. There is no one exactly like her on the screen to-day. She is
of
the " cute
variety virile
without
pollyannish
a degreehereas by
to sicken
the
devotees
of a" more
sortbeing
of drama.
She tois such
supported
Raymond
McKee
who
has
played
opposite
in
most
of
her
pictures
and
who
is
well
suited
for
her support.
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Jessen's

Studio

News

by

Wire

The Paper Lantern, the famous
gambling den of Shanghai, has been
reproduced as a set for " At the
End of the World." This is Betty
Compson's
first subject for Paramount release.

INCE
Production work on the Gardiner
Sullivan story has just been completed. Release title is " Mother
O'Mine." The cast includes Lloyd
Hughes, Joseph Kilgour, Betty
Blythe, Betty Ross Clark and Claire
McDowell. Fred Niblo is the director.
The final editing of "Bell Boy"
is in progress. This is the thirteenth Douglas McLean subject.
William Seiter was the director.
Margaret Loomis appears in the
leading feminine role. The cast
includes John Steppling, Jean
Walsh and Eugene Burr. Continuity was written by Violet Clark.

GOODEN
The studio built by Griffith at
4500 Sunset Boulevard, recently
STUDIOS
named " Independent City," has
been leased by Arthur H. Gooden.
Mr. Gooden has two producing
units at work in this plant. Studio
space will be leased to other comRay - Gallagher is being featured
by
Gooden in a series of two-reel
panies.
recting.
Westerns
with Charles Roberts di-

VITAGRAPH
An artificial lake has been built
at Balboa Beach for " The Son of
Wallingford."
Exteriors
are now
being filmed for
this subject
by
George Randolph Chester.
A scene from the newest Shirley Mason picture offered by Fox, "The Lamplighur"
Members of the new cast to support Antonio Moreno are now being
selected, under the supervision of
Universal is sending Director
" Rim of the Desert."
Director Chester Bennett and Mr. Stuart Paton to the Oregon lumber entitled
The Century Comedy Zoo is
Moreno.
camps
with
Priscilla
Dean
and
her
being
merged
with the Universal
William Duncan and Edith
Zoo. All future Century Comedies
company
for
a
stay'
of
six
weeks
Johnston will play in two feature for the purpose of filming exteriors will be made at Universal City inproductions before resuming serial for " Conflict," written by Clarence
stead of at the L-Ko Studio.
work.
Jack Guerin has been appointed
Buddington Kelland.
The following productions are superintendent of the Universal
" The has
Baker,"
featuringEast.
Larry
Semon,
been shipped
now being completed : " My Lady City laboratory.
" Black Beauty " has been booked of the Island," starring Edith
for showing at Tally's on May 1st. Roberts under the direction of
LASKY
Norman Dawn with Jack O'Brien
UNIVERSAL
opposite the star ; " What Can You
Expect
?
"
starring
Gladys
Walton
In addition to Dorothy Dalton,
under the direction of Harry B.
" The Shark Master " is the title Harris with Harold Miller playing Conrad Nagel and Mildred Harris,
of an original screen story written the leading male role; "Christmas Cecil B. DeMille has acquired Theby Fred Granville as a stellar ve- Eve at Pilot Butte," starring Harry
odore Kosloff for his current production. The picture now being
hicle for Frank Mayo. This story Carey under the direction of Jack
is a South Sea tale of adventure Ford.
made is suggested by Leonard
Eddie Polo has resumed work on Merrick's story, " The Lady and
based on experience of Granville.
Mr. Granville will direct Mayo in a series of two-reel Westerns with
this subject.
Woods is making the final
Jacques Jaccard directing. In these theSam
Laurels."
Thirty-five thousand people have subjects, Polo is reviving his scenes for " The Great Moment,"
visited the Monte Carlo set built by earlier character of " Cyclone written by Elinor Glyn and adapted
by Monte Katterjohn. This picStroheim
Foolishhave
Wives,"
and
a majorityforof " them
appeared
Edward Laemmle is directing
ture presents Gloria Swanson as
in the scenes taken there.
Jack
Smith."Perrin in a short Western, the star.

ERBOGRAPH
LUDWIG G B

ERB

HAL

ROACH

Studio Film Laboratories, Inc.,
was organized this week with a
capitalization
of fiftywill
thousand
lars. A laboratory
be builtdolby
the new company at the Hal Roach
Studios. The officers of the new
organization are Hal Roach, president; Charles Parrott, treasurer;
T.
J.
Crizer,
din, assistant manager;
manager. Walter LunHarold Lloyd is playing the role
of
a young
married
man release.
in " I'll
Tell
World,"
his next
ThetheGaylor
Lloyd
Company is

COMPANY
president

MOTION

PICTURE

DEVELOPIN

G

PRINTIN
TELEPHONE
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Neil Hart has begun a series of
Western features under the direction of Paul Hurst and Lewis
Chaudet.
The recently organized Nat Gatzert Company has begun production
work with Bob McGowan as the
director. Mr. McGowan was
formerly with the Carter DeHaven Company as scenario writer.
Jack White and Lloyd Hamilton
have leased space to make a series
for Educational.
The Gooden Company announces
the completion of continuities for
three two-reel Westerns, titled respectivelyGo
" Get 'em," " Crooked
Trail " and " Secret Eyes."
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Picture

News

now on the fifth of the " Lonesome
Luke " series. The director is Alf
Goulding. Beatrice LaPlaute is
playing the lead. The first comedy,
entilededited.
" Trolley Troubles," is now
being
GQLDWYN
F. J. Godsol has arrived on the
Coast for a brief stay.
Continuity is now being prepared
for " The Christian " by Hall Caine.
Charles Kenyon is doing the continuity. Arthur S. Statter has completed the script for Leroy Scott's
original story, entitled " The
Mother." Rupert Hughes is writing the continuity for his " From
the
Ground
Up." an
Gouverneur
Morris
is writing
original
Chinese fantasy. Lambert Hillyer
is completing the continuity for
" Man from Lost River."
The final scenes have been taken
for Will Roger's "Doubling for
Romeo,"recting Clarence
this subject. Badger is diHERE

AND
THERE

William Duncan and his co-star,
Edith Johnson, were married on
Saturday, April 17th.
Cyrus J. Williams has arrived
back on the Coast from the East
after closing contracts with Pathe
for an additional series of Tom
Santschi short Westerns and twelve
additional numbers of the series,
entitled " The Adventures of Bill
and Bob." Mr. Williams also
closed a number of foreign sales.

Our Motto: Ail the News,
Sydney Franklin is on a
month's vacation.
Barbara Castleton has gone
back to New York.
Irving Willatt has a dog
named
Freckles."
A shower
or two cluttered
up A production
film fan this
sentweek.
Florence
Vidor a gold watch.
Bebe Daniels has not entered Orange County Jail yet.
Hal Roach has a new eightyfoot cruiser being built.
Dave Hartford sighs and
says he
glad to be home
from
New is York.
Ann Forrest is back at the
Lasky dicitis
Studio
operation.after an appenMary Anderson is flitting
to and fro the Beach in a new
blue roadster.
Charles
towna
from
New Giblyn
York is
to in
make
picture or two for Mr. Fox.
Margery Daw and Pat
O'Malley are again reported
to be married. Just reported.
Lonesome Luke is coming
back, but this time it will be
Gaylord
Harold. Lloyd instead of
Louis Calhern was once a
cartoonist and now he draws
a salary at Lois Weber Studio.
Albert E. Smith took a day
off
Sunday and
his three
thousand
acregaveranch
the
double-o.

MM-

William Duncan is afraid
censorship recommendations
will prevent him from going
to work again.
Roy Stewart has forsaken
the village
to play in aJust
picture
at
San Francisco.
by
way of vacation.
Alvyn Wyckoff told the Assistant Directors' Association
members all about photography theChaplin
other night.
Charlie
has not
changed the title for his next
picture this week. He concall it has
"Vanity
Violatinues toDana
not aFair."
new
dress turetoso thinks
use in she
her will
next have
picto go back to New York.
Raoul ifornia
Walsh
paged foris ahaving
good Calcliff
for his brother George to
jump off of. No ill feelings.
After completing " A Trip
to
Paradise,"
Mathisforhasa
taken
up theTune
writing
script for Rex Ingram from
a Balzac story.
John Stahl had the Rev. Dr.
J. Whitcomb Brower out to
the Studio to supervise scenes
for " The Child Thou Gavest
James Young and Mrs.
Young celebrated the second
anniversary of their marriage
Saturday and a good time was
had by all.
In addition to " King Lear "
Me."

To

If it's News, Whefl it's New

and
the given
" Wandering
Jew,"
we are
to understand
that Louis B. Mayer has a
number more up his sleeve.
Lois Weber is reported to
have
said, as" Men
see
themselves
they should
really are,
but they won't: it is too bitter
a pill,"
is quite
a bit.that
Bertramwhich
Grassby
claims
he has eloped with more inand heroines
fore hasgenuesmore
wives and
than thereKing
Solomon himself.
Now that Charlie Ray has
made friends
a film have
withoutbeen
a sub-title
his
asking
him outifa scene.
he can make one withNow that the Affiliated Picture
has been
organized Interests
and officers
elected
we
can hope for a lot of things
to Bessie
happenLove
that has
willdesigned
be news.a
dress to wear in her mountain
home and an enterprising
manufacturer is to put it on
the market in unbleached muslin.
Wade Boteler missed his
train at San Francisco the
other day. So as to be back
in
time to" work
in " an
The aeroUnfoldment
he took
plane ride. the publicity deThrough
partment of George Loane
Tucker Productions we learn
that reports from twenty-three

the

States show Blue Law and
Censorship possibilities on the
wane.
While viewing
Four
Horsemen,"
Carter" The
de Haven
was heard to answer the inquiry of his son as to who
Conquest " was with the
statement, " Shuh, that is the
Will Ritchey claims there
are twenty-three different people clamouring for credit on
Landlord."
every photoplay which means
that ultimately
won't be
anything
but there
announcement
frames.
Barbara Belford is not going to have the feathers of
her sorority pillow renovated
because the first shop she
stopped at quoted the price of
15 cents per feather, which
may be considered a joke.
NEW FORM OF SERIAL
Hokum has discovered a
new type of genius who is the
shrinking violet who daily
labors over an Underwood
pounding out scenes for the
beauties
screen to that
enact Heofis the
so shrinking
he doesn't even want his name
to appear in print, even though
it is a prettv name spelled
just
like Jr.
this— G E O R G E
MARION,
(To be Continued Next Week)

Trade

Whenever you see the REPUBLIC Label on a print,
we want you to remember that it is a symbol of fair dealing
and honest effort.

The REPUBLIC Label is deserving of your fullest confidence. It has satisfied our own exacting requirements as a
quality product, and because it has not failed us it will not fail
In brief, we ask you to place your faith in the reputation of
you.
the REPUBLIC Label. On this basis, we very gladly assume
our full share of the responsibility.

Modern up-to-date Laboratory devoted
entirely to Printing and Developing
Motion Picture Film

Republic
128 West 52d

Inc.
Laboratories,
New York City
Street

PHONE CIRCLE 5828-5829
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plays. He then became associated with
the Paramount Theatres, Limited, Toand became
managerLater
of the
ReMINNEAPOLIS
BALTIMORE
gentronto,theatre
in Guelph.
he was
the manager of the Strand theatre, Ottawa, and eventually was in charge of the
At a cost of about $100,000 the Rialto
Theodore L. Hays, general manager of
theatre, North avenue, near Linden, will new Alhambra theatre, Toronto.
the Finkelstein and Ruben Enterprises,
undergo enlargement and remodeling. A
is
at histoday.
home Mr.
withHays
small-pox,
peating capacity of 1,700 is being arwas illlearned
has beenit
CLEVELAND
confined to his home all week, and it
ranged"
for
and
loges,
mezzanine
boxes
and cial
spacious
roomsgiven
provided.
was thought
at first that
he was quite
threat-ill
attention rest
is being
in plansSpe-to
ened with pneumonia.
Although
orchestral and organ furnishings.
The week of June Sth has been set
in the week, his condition is not
The Rialto will close in June for the aside for anniversary week for the Ohio earlier
improvements and it is hoped to have Exchange for Educational Fi!ms. Other considered serious.
the
by Septembei'.
The Educational exchanges throughout the
frontwork
will finished
be of brown
Uilglazed terra
Throughchanges andtheAl.courtesy
of local
country
G. Ruben,
son offilmI. exH.
cotta
and
gray
brick
and
the
interior
day thewill
weekcelebrate
of Maytheir
7. first
The birthOhio
Finkelstein and Ruben Endecorations will be designed in the exchange
was a month late getting Ruben of the
terprises,
unfortunates
in
local
hospitals
Adams style of architecture. Samuel started ; that's why their celebration are now given the opportunity to witness
Back is president of the operating com- comes later.
movies several nights each week.
Certain nights each week Mr. Ruben
ager. pany and J. Louis Rome directing manHerman Robbins, general sales man- visits the hospitals with a motion picager
for
the
Fox
Film
Corporation,
was
ture
and sometimes
a piano player
to furMotion-picture theatres throughout the in Cleveland last Tuesday. Robbins was
nish operator
music, and
a vaudeville
city are joining in efforts to get together on his way West.
act
or
two.
Feature
films
of
high
class
a $2,000,000 fund for the rebuilding of
donated by the exchanges, and Mr.
C. E. Almy, manager of the local Metro are
St. Mary's
IndustrialAviator
School Howard
for Boys,A.
Ruben
pays
the
rest
of
the
expenses.
The
which
was burned.
exchange, and W. C. Bachmeyer, central city hospitals are visited and also hosKelly,
recently
free tickets
division manager for Metro, are in New
pitals
where
wounded
soldiers
are
underto showsJr.,from
the airdropped
in connection
with York
this week.
the drive.
going treatment.
H.
A.
Bandy,formanager
of the
CleveCharles C. Perry, former manager of
Thomas D. Goldberg and Arthur B,
land
exchange
Associated
Producers,
Price, manager of local theatres, are in has just returned from New York, where the New Lyric theatre here and now
New York on business.
managing director of the Capitol theatre,
he went on official business.
Winnipeg, was in the city for a few
days the past week on business.
The Screen Club, of which Arthur B.
In
Ohio,
the
motion
picture
industry's
Price tionsisto procure
president,
is making
preparacampaign for Irish relief is well under
" Old-fashioned
Movie
waterfront
quarters
for way.
theatre
here,Week
as put" aton the
by
to the Many
call forexhibitors
aid and have
have responded
agreed to New Garrick
its members' use in summer.
C. P. Murphy, was a huge
donate to the American Committee for Manager
there was a considRelief in Ireland tickets representing success.erableAlthough
in business
all the theaone-half the seating capacity of their
tres that slump
week,
the Newat Garrick
box
theatres.
CANADA
office
statement
gives
eloquent
testimony
Attorney
General
Price
of
Ohio
is
as
to
the
popularity
of
the
novelty.
chairman of the American Committee
Mr. Murphy secured an old split reel,
According to H. M. Thomas, general for Relief in Ireland.
"asThethe Burglar
" to shutter
be run
feature and
and theusedChilda one
director of theatres for the Famous Playmachine to get the old time effect. Cuts
ers Canadian Corporation, Toronto, ChapDETROIT
were made during the showing and the
lin's "The Kid
playedToronto,
to business
the Pantages
theatre,
for oneat
old "slides, " One minute please while the
week which netted gross receipts of
operator
so on ofwere
close to $20,000. The comedy was shown
inserted. adjusts
Previousthe tofilmthe" and
showing
the
Detroit's
combination
vaudeville
and
in conjunction with the usual vaudeville picture houses have all reduced their feature Mr. Murphy ran several old time
bill during the week after Easter and night and Sunday admission scale from slides such as Ladies Please Remove
the house was jammed from morning 60 to 50 cents. Charles H. Miles started Your Hats," and Ronald Jonson, a local
untilinglate
night. "Regal
The Kid
" isLimbe- it, and the Colonial followed suit.
singer, sang an illustrated song, " Down
releasedat through
Films,
ByMr.
the Murphy
Old Mill through
Stream." the medium of
ited, the distributing company affiliated
"
The
Four
Horsemen
"
opened
what
with the Famous Players Canadian Com- was scheduled to be a four-week en- a trailer requested the audience to compare the old time movies with those of
pany.
gagement at the Garrick theatre Sunday
at a scale of prices ranging from 50 today and presented Lionel Barrymore
cents to $2. It was preceded by a small in The Great Adventure " by way of
Ontario's
rapid
progress
with
a
moving
picture bureau has aroused the official advertising campaign as compared to comparison.
attention of Mr. Hartley Dewart, Liberal
weekly by the regular moleader in the Provincial Legislature, who those tioncarried
picture theatres.
has asked for an inquiry into the expenditure of $100,000 for moving picture
Herbert L. Weil of Port Huron, Mich.,
FRANCISCO
films by the government department who recently sold out his theatre inter- SAN
under Hon. Peter Smith, Provincial
has formed a combination with
Treasurer. Mr. Dewart has caused the Jacobests there,
Handelsman of Chicago, for the
Frank J. Costello, general manager of
summoning of officials of the govern- erection and operation of new theatres
in Grand Rapids, Port Huron, South the Turner and Dahnken circuit, has been
ment's
moving
picture
bureau
to
give
evidence regarding the operations of the Bend, Ind., and other cities.
bereaved
by the loss of his mother who
branch.
lived in San Francisco.
W. S. Butterfield will remodel the
Quite a stir was caused in Toronto, Huron. and Majestic theatres in Port
Ontario, on April 7 when announcement Family
A Mutt and Jeff tie-up has been arwas made by Rev. W. G. Milarr that he
ranged between the Chronicle, San Francisco's morning newspaper which runs
had ateresigned
from Congregational
the important Church
pastorT. H. Ealand has resigned as general
of Bond Street
manager of the Miles circuit of theatres the cartoons daily and the Strand theatre
where Mutt and Jeff are to be seen on
here
and
is
succeeded
by
George
Guise,
in
order
to
take
up
a
moving
picture
career as an actor. Rev. Dr. Milarr is formerly manager of the Orpheum and the screen daily. A slide at the theatre
announces that the cartoon can be seen
the father of Helen Hilarr who left To- publicity director for Mr. Miles.
in the Chronicle while the latter runs a
ronto for California last May and became a moving picture actress in SepClaire Townsend, Metro exchange line over the cartoon to the effect that
tember, itis stated. The daughter is 19 manager, is back at his desk after an the characters can be seen in motion
years of age and attractive. The preacher illness of five weeks.
daily at the Strand.
has
roles. had experience in Shakespearian
Frank Bessinger, who has been conSamuel Gordon, who has houses in
ducting song revues in various local
Rafael and Napa will reopen the
houses, has opened an office to furnish San
Vitagraph's
"
Black
Beauty
"
was
reMajestic
theatre in the Mission district
booked for a return engagement at the the
similar
acts to picture theatres through after alterations,
as a motion picture
state.
Dominion theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
house.
Seating
capacity is 800. It was
to start April 18. after having played to
formerly
a
burlesque
house.
big business during a recent week.
The Michigan Motion Picture Exhibitors'
association
has
by
resolution
endorsed the drive for the Chinese famine
Archie Laurie, appointed the manager
Charles A. Nelson, business manager
of the Allied Amusement Industries of
of Allen's new Capitol theatre in Cleve- relief fund.
Northern California, is in Sacramento,
land,
Ohio,
is
one
of
Canada's
outstanding exhibitors of many years standing.
Ben Cohen, of the Colonial theatre, is the state capitol, watching the progress
Laurie made his start at the Midway in the hospital where he was operated
proposed censorship and motion pictheatre. Montreal, where he showed on two weeks ago. His recovery is ex- of
there. ture blue laws before the legislature
early ability to devise striking lobby dis- pected.

William A. Mead, manager of the
Robertson-Cole exchange, reports wonsuccess awith
" Kismet."
picturederful
has had
repeat
booking The
on Market
after
playing
the
districts.
"
Seven
Years' Bad Luck " is also meeting with
great success throughout the territory.
James
salesman.R. Keitz has been hired as a new
WESTERN
NEW

YORK

The Buffalo
Theatre
Managers'
ciation is planning
a monster
benefitasso-to
aid the starving children of Ireland.
Walter Hayes of the Mark-Strand interests, has been appointed chairman for
Buffalo. J. H. Michael, manager of the
Regenttiontheatre,
has the
beenbenefit
named performproducchairman for
ance which will be given in Elmwood
Music hall in May. Harold B. Franklin
is chairman of the publicity committee,
E. O. Weinberg is in charge of tickets
and Bruce Fowler will look out for the
finances. The various theatres have already donated a sum of money to start
the ball rolling. It is planned to have
the Buffalo Orpheus, a local singing society, as one of the features on the pro.
gram.
Wellington
Playter,
a former
dent of DunkirkC. and
Fredonia,
and resiwho
for the last several years has appeared
in pictures, has signed a contract to
appear in First National productions.
Samuel Carver, manager of the Empire theatre, Buffalo, has changed his
policy to a new feature every day. Mr.
Carver recently introduced big programs
in Buffalo's
cents
all over downtown
the house. section at ten
An usher in the Buffalo Olympic theatre mistook an Indian for a colored person and tried to order him and his squaw
from first floor seats, telling him that
colored persons were not allowed on the
main floor. An argument ensued which
ended this week in city court, where a
jury indered theCity
Judgeto Lamson's
court with
orOlympic
come through
Man.
$100 to soothe the feelings of the Red
Jane and Katherine Lee. appearing at
Shea's ofvaudeville
week,staygavein
much
their timehouse
duringlasttheir
Buffalo to aiding the American Legion
Relief Fund drive. The screen kiddies
appeared every noon at Lafayette Square
and entertained the large crowds gathered there to hear the various speakers.
Michael Shea and Ira M. Mosher were
in
charge
theatre menof the
on program
Friday. put on by the
Howard
J. has
Smith,been
manager of thereprePalace theatre,
sentative for the
Motion appointed
Picture Theatre
Owners of New York State in the four
western New York congressional districts
by
Charles
O'Reilly ofanda isBuffalo
now working
on the
organization
branch.
Charles H. Tarbox, associated with
Charles H. Landers at the Fredonia
Opera
Fredonia,
Y., was for
in
Buffalo House,
last week
bookingN. pictures
the Chautauqua
Community
son. Mr. Tarbox
will havesummer
charge sea-of
the film entertainment at the Institute
this year.
Earl L. Crabb, former manager of the
Strand theatre, Buffalo and now general
manager of the Buffalo Motion Picture
Corporation, with headquarters in New
York, was in Buffalo with Mrs. Crabb
last
week-end
a conference with local
officers
of theforcompany.
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ABOUT
PLAYERS

GORDON STANDING has coment
s
pleted a season'
which was the
reason engagem
for his departure from film plays, temporarily, following an offer to appear in
J. M. Barrie's " Half an Hour," opposite Madame Besson. Mr. Standing's success in the role was indeed
flatteri
evenn to
and
in ng,
additio
to athe" Standin
tribute g,"
of
having been selected for an imrole in a " Barrie
" offering
ance,
the praiseportantawarded
his perform
by critics throughout the Orpheum
circuit, was gratifying in the exg's last work
treme. Mr.hasStandin
Tom Terris, Cosmopolitan director
in pictures
not yet been
seen,
and his juvenile discovery, Harry Lee
account of productions awaiting
release, including " The Foreigner,"
"Man and Woman" and "Miss too, that his present role is the most
interesting he has ever created on
139."
the screen.
Louise DuPre, who won International prominence as the former
Miles Minter, Realart star,
understudy of Mary Pickford, and willMary
leave in June for a brief tour
who was to have been presented in
April as a star in her own right of Europe. She will be accompanied by Mrs. Charlotte Shelby
by a newly organized producing and Miss
Shelby, her
company, the Fan Film Corpora- mother and Margaret
sister.
tion, has been obliged to enter the
French Hospital for what is known
" I have been planning this trip
for a long time," said Miss Minter,
as
"
the
rest
cure
"
treatment.
It
would seem Miss DuPre found that " but somehow I have never been
artistic temperament and financial able to spare the time. No sooner
effort do not go hand in hand, and was one picture completed than another was scheduled for production
as a result of her exaggerated efEurope and all its attracforts to be active in all departments and sotions had
to wait.
of the organization, the necessity
of a complete rest delayed further
" Now it's different. By arrangproceedings. The treatment Miss
ing a schedule and working very
DuPre is taking, under the care of hard I was able to get sufficiently
Dr. Nagel, who has ministered to ahead of production plans to think
numerous stage and screen cele- about this tour and so I am pracbrities for similar complaints, retically assured now of a little vacaquires absolute rest for at least ten tion.
days, so for the present Miss DuPre
While abroad she will make a
will take orders rather than issue number of personal appearances at
them.
some of the larger motion picture
theatres. Her pictures enjoy a
His present role as the artist-hero wide popularity on the Continent
England and it is in reof " Love Is Everything," which and in sponse
to repeated requests from
Whitman Bennett is producing and
directing himself, calls for Percy managers of those houses that Miss
Marmont to execute a piece of Minter promised to appear in person before her European admirers.
sculpture before the camera. In his
desire to make sure that his
On her way East she will stop
sculptural technique would not be off at Chicago. She plans to sail
too obviously amateurish, Marmont from New York with her mother
succeeded in enlisting the aid of and sister early in June, and will
Salvatore Bilotti, a prominent ar- visit England, France, Switzerland,
tist. Acquaintanceship begot inter- Italy, Spain and other continental
est, so that Marmont has been prac- countries.
tising modelling constantly and will
be seen carving an original piece of
Niles Welch, after two years
sculpture in this picture.
upon the west coast, has arrived in
In addition, Mr. Marmont must New York upon important business.
also make an oil painting in this Mr. Welch's latest picture, " The
story and he is now studying this Spenders," is among recent Hodbranch of art also. He declares, kinson releases.
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ABOUT
DIRECTORS
ALAN CROSLAND to direct
Constance Binney in " Room
and Board." Promising, indeed, is
the combination of talent and
acknowledged
abilityMiss
of both
direc-it
tor and the star.
Binney,
will be remembered, has appeared
in Realart productions under the
direction of Kenneth Webb and
John S. Robertson, while Mr. Crosland tionhas
won anin enviable
reputafor himself
the direction
of
feature productions, among which
were some of the late Olive
Thomas' greatest successes. By
special arrangement with Myron
Selznick, Mr. Crosland has been
loaned to Famous Players for the
production of " Room and Board,"
and while productions
mount-Artcraft
release arefornotParanew
to Mr. Crosland, it will be the first
picture he has directed in the new
Long Island studio. The results of
the approved union in talent will
be awaited with interest, Mr. Crosland having been selected particularly because of his previous work,
pointing out his ability to portray
the sympathetic, appealing happenings more often identified with
youth.
Herbert Brenon will take a fling
at light comedy. Emotional dramas
and melodramas have long been
his forte, and a recent success, "The
Passion Flower," starring Norma
Talmadge, has been hailed as one
of the season's most artistic
achievements.
which
Nazimova" War
made Brides,"
her debutin
into the film world, was the work
of Mr. Brenon, as well as " The
Lone Wolf," " The Sign on the
Door," which awaits release. He
will direct Norma Talmadge in
" The Wonderful Thing," an adaptation by Clara Beranger from the
play which won considerable popularity, and in which Jean Eagles
appeared, originally.

R.

GALE

have returned to Los Angeles,
where their next production will
go under way, immediately.
Roy Neill reports encouraging
progress in the making of " The
Conquest
of Canaan," starring
Thomas Meighan.
The newspaper lay on a table on
William
D. Taylor's set at the
Lasky studio.
It bore the date, February' 10,
1921.
It bore a half-page advertisement
of a firm of " Brewers, maltsters,
wine and spirit merchants, sole
agents for Dewar's Imperial whisSomeone read this aloud and
eager hands reached from every
direction.
" Be calm, children," said Director Taylor. " The ad.'s all right,
except that it's in the Auckland
Weekly News, published in New
The Veil,"
paper which
is a prop
in " Theis
Lifted
Mr. Taylor
key."
producing.
Zealand."
Graham Moffatt, 'who wrote it,
criticized duction
Reginald
of " Bunty Barker's
Pulls prothe
" Look here, mon, you show a
Scotch family putting sugar on the

." I was in Scotland," ar" ngs
When
Sri
gued Mr. Barker, " I had sugar on
" Then," retorted the author,
porridge."
" you must have been there on
my porridge."
As a matter
Christmas
day." of fact, Reginald
Barker was raised in Bothwell,
Scotland, where Harry Lauder used
to mine coal. Did Barker have
porridge only upon Christmas?
Mr. Barker,
be it known,
brated his thirty-fifth
birthdayceleby
startingteenthproduction
upon
his
sixmotion picture, during which
celebration the Goldwyn director
remarked, " What I want to know
about the blue Sunday is this — will
profanity be permitted if you cuss

afterthought,
Tod Browna As
blueanstreak?
"
passedinthe
remark,
" Things
look ing
black
Russia
for the
Reds,
but when they learn about our blue
laws, they'll turn green with envy-"
Title Writers Signed
Stewart B. Moss, of the National
Motion Picture Title Company,
has announced that Stanley J.
" Desperate Heritage," directed Worris, Boston newspaperman and
by Edward Jose, starring Alice author, has signed a contract with
Joyce, is reported as complete and the organizaton, whereby Mr. Worris later assumes full charge of
ready for Vitagraph presentation.
the title writing department.
Allen Holubar and Dorothy PhilA force of title writers, specialists in their line, have been engaged
lips, director and star of " Man, to write titles for film productions
Woman
and
Marriage,"
who
have
spent several weeks in the east, handled bv the National.
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMFANT, NEW YORK

John M. Stahl, director of "Sowing thelease
Wind,"
a First
rewhich will
makeNational
its New
York bow at the Capitol theatre,
is now engaged in directing another
promising screen play, under the
working
titlesuccesses
of " Muffled Drums."
Mr.
Stahl's
to grow
in number
as well as seem
in favor.
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With

proper

satisfaction
of Joseph

Aller

Mr.
our

we
with

announce
the

Aller

magnificent

service

on

Melrose

This

pride

Hollywood,

Rothacker- Aller
Laboratories
organized to conveniently, comfortably,

" The

Birth

is

head

now

at

of
your

California.

operated

as

and
is
equipped
and
economically, efficiently and

every producer,

of a

enterprises.

plant

institution

sincere

association

resident

new

Avenue,

cheerfully serve and safe-guard
on the West Coast.

the

Rothacker

is

and

Nation,

director and camera

"

"The

artist

Miracle

Man, 99 " The Mark
of Zorro, " 44 Intolerance, ' ' 64 Suds, ' '
are a few of the many famous features made screen - beautiful under
Aller' s personal supervision.

Wattcrson R Rothacker
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